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LEADING AGAIN—
try and stop M'Q-M/

BUSTER KEATON in BATTLING BUTLER
Breaking Records— North, East, South, West!

REX INGRAM’S MARE NOSTRUM
$2 hit a sensation at popular prices!

THE WALTZ DREAM
the box-office surprise hit!

LA BOHEME
Cjish-Qilbert-Vidor— $2 Road Show making history!

AND MORE COMING!

YOUNG BLOOD

wV/

W
t ! /

V

THERE’S no argument about it.

METRO-Goldwyn-Mayer is success.

YOUNG Blood is once more showing
THE Industry that new ideas, pep,

NEW faces and new daring are

WHAT the public and exhibitors want.
THE new season has just begun, yet

M»G-M’s Parade of Hits leads again.

YOU’LL be glad you joined Young Blood!

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Member Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc.—Will H. Hays, President
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From the dis-

tant howl of
the Involves

to the rioting

roar of the

rodeo
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Variety
Aside from combining the world’s
finest pipe organ with all the different

voices of the Symphony Orchestra, the
c j variety of effects on the Wurlitzer

dtieara if} Organ is unlimited. The organist,

)

without interruption, can imitate

OffiCC
“ perfectly any conceivable effect

portrayed on the screen— the
canon’s boom, cat call, locomotive,
bird, bell, chimes, cuckoo, lion roar,

and many other perfect repro-

ductions. Install a Wurlitzer
and get the crowds.

P

CINCINNATI
121 E. 4th St.

NEW YORK
120 W. 42nd St.

CHICAGO
329 S. Wabash

SAN FRANCISCO
134 Golden Gate Ave.

LOS ANGELES
814 S. Broadway

And all Principal Cities from Coast to Coast
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WAY/

READ THE I

'

NEW YORK TIMES
j

THURSDAY
AUGUST 2^926:
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the screen
By moboaunt haul

Reel
26, j 92

"Something

different”
<• *

«Adventure,

romance, mystery

are skillfully

linked”

£eau Geste’
is a«

achievement/”

Panics

"Remarkable

suspense”

a«lOna the
great *pectJes „

« Spectacular

scenes

"Ronald Colman

is easy and
„

sympathetic

"Noah Beery gtyes

an unforgettable

performance

" Alice Joyce is

charming,

Norman Trevor

effective,

William Powell

gives excellent
^

character study

A tense and
upping

"A

Mystery”

n°table cast 99

"Ch
** r

?<•

-T
,

l
rponrayaU

" s<nfa”g merit”

Onusua/
tfctne

ADOLPH ZUKOR and JESSE

HERBERT BRENON’S

BEAU G
RONALD COLN
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lean Geste” Tells

irring
Adventures

l
Foreign Legion

Paramount Film at

*w para
Striking

"'"L in Saraha; Noah

SryWiLSerSea

By Richard Watts Jt.

'A triumph”
t >

'Extraordinary

beauty”
i f

"Highly effective

melodrama
r *

"Full of rich

visual beauty”

t i

"Moves rapidly

and stirringly”

/ *

Brilliantly acted

in every one of

its roles”

frn y n s

Paramount
has *has a great fr*

Uesfe deserves to be a hlVfry-»* r r Oil

&Sr4*r *«
"Brenons

directionhon
masterful”

Suspense,
actingand •

effectsofthe fft
dviSUal

magnitude”

Striking
scenes of theIeg‘onnaires”

There have never hsuch
staggering ^

°f good
acting”

iSKY PRESENT

10DUCTION

ALICE JOYCE - NEIL HAMILTON
NOAH BEERY • MARY BRIAN
WILLIAM POWELL - NORMAN TREVOR
RALPH FORBES • VICTOR MSLAClAN

a
\Qaramount

Qicture

A BOX OFFICE
SET-UP/

As a $2.Book
BEAU GESTE!

thrilled 2oo,ooo

readers

it

Inpopular75 edition

BEAU GESTE
is the best seller

of the day
WSSBEAU GESTE/CHRIflTOF>HE1«. W«IN. ^

If

Aslfnewspaper serial

BEAU GESTE'
is runnind in such
important dailies as

NEW YORK MIRROR
CLEVELAND PLAIN DEALER

Ay KANSAS CITY STAR
1 PHILADELPHIA RECORD
(T SAN FRANCISCO NEWS

PITTSBURGH CHRON. TEL.

BEAU GESTE"
TH E TALK OF THE HOUR.'



IS ONE MORE
BIG REASON WHY

t
(paramount
(pictures

OUTCLASS THE FIELD
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Four Smashing
Sea Pictures

WHAT a bet for any box-office! A SERIES OF
** FOUR smashing sea pictures, starring LEFTY
FLYNN, featuring MARJORIE DAW, picturized from
four of JACK LONDON’S world-famous novels of

the sea. These three names alone spell mighty
melodrama!

A DD to that the fact that the series is being pro-

duced under the direction of Harry Revier and
supervised by David O. Selznick for Albert I. Smith
Productions, Inc.—a further guarantee of box-office

strength and full production value.

' I ’HIS is announcement No. 7 re-

•* garding the Associated Exhibi-
tors’ product for 1926-27. No. 1

announced Bill Cody in six West-
erns; No. 2, Sandow, the dog, in

six action features; No. 3, Confes-

sions Series of four; No. 4, Buffalo

Bill, Jr., in six Westerns; No. 3,

Wally Wales in six Westerns; No.

6, Buddy Roosevelt in six West-
erns.

nPHINK what these sea pictures will mean to your
program. Think of the variety they’ll lend with

their rugged drama, swift action, clashing emotions,

flaming passions, tender love—all portrayed against

the most exciting and thrilling backgrounds of storm-

swept seas and sun-kissed shores ever filmed.

Man, this series IS a het for any box-office. GRAB IT!

Associated Exhibitors, Inc.
Lewis J. Selznick, President



'SPARRO VK5'
c\ Film Daily, July 6th

17,000,000
reached by this

NATIONAL ADVERTISING

Book the picture and let

your box-office get the bene-
fit of this business building
advertising.

“SPARROWS”
“What a picture! Mary Pickford has never done

anything better,—and that’s covering a lot of

ground. “Sparrows” is the type of production that

exhibitors will long remember.
It is delightful. It is poignant. It is a potpourri

of these and many other things, all of which spell

dollars at the box-office. Mary does splendid work
and never has there been a more delightful and
genuinely human group of children seen than in

“Sparrows.”

SURE-FIRE AUDIENCE APPEAL
There is a sequence wherein the children defy

the treacherous swamps in order to escape the

farm boss. It carries a kick. Led by Mary, the

kiddies scramble one by one over a fallen tree

which forms a sort of natural bridge. The alliga-

tors yawn below. Had grown-ups done it, the

audience reaction would have been certain. But
when the children do it, the wallop is magnified.

“Sparrows” is going to be talked about. This,

partially because it has something beneath the

surface.

What exhibitors want to know concerns its

drawing power. Mary’s picture has it. The pro-

duction deserves the success it will get. It’s a
meritorious picture from every angle. And all

those concerned with its making have the right to

feel that they have turned out one of the indus-

try’s best.”
K A N N

—and exhibitors who have played “Sparrows

”

agree with Kann .

UNITED ARTISTS PICTURE

*

Each Picture Sold Individually On Merit
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Photography in Technicolor

SPEAKS FOR ITSELF RIGHT AT THE BOX-OFFICE

NEW YORK CITY DENVER
NINE weeks at advance prices at the

Selwyn Theatre.

TWO weeks at the Strand. “Because
of the fact that there are future book-
ings at the Strand, ‘The Black Pirate’

will not remain for a THIRD week
ALTHOUGH THE BUSINESS
WOULD HAVE JUSTIFIED
HOLDING IT OVER FOR AN-
OTHER.”—Variety.

“Opened at the Victory to such busi-

ness had to give midnight show first

and second night. First week of show-
ing third largest in history of house.”

NEW LONDON, CONN.

“Broke opening day record at the

Crown and finished week to tremen-
dous business.

MONTREAL
HAMILTON, ONT.

“Broke all house records of the Re-
gent.”

SAN FRANCISCO

“ONE week to tremendous business
at the Capitol.”

VANCOUVER

‘TWO big weeks at the Imperial.’

ROCHESTER, N. Y.

“One of the Capitol’s greatest weeks.”

VICTORIA, B. C.

the Do-business

“Business very big at the Eastman.”

ATLANTIC CITY, N. J.

“A capacity run at the Virginia.”

“Phenomenal
minion.”

KANSAS CITY. MO.

“Opened its indefinite run at

Royal to crowded houses.”

The Outstanding

Picture today.

Cleveland
Plain Dealer

[united artists picture
Each Picture Sold Individually—On Merit
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l

Metropolis Goes Up In Fla
.

• wSf&m
1 1,11

Sgl m \ x
Held Over Second Colossal Week While Sport-mad
Mobs Storm the Colony Ifheatre! Choking Bwayl
Acclaiming Red the Most Sensational Hit in History

of the Screen!
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mes

Joseph P. Kenned fj

presents^^^^M

ONE MINUTE
TO P1*Y p^ ^ r>_.« J

SC1

By Arrangement with C. C. Pyle and

W. E. Shallenberger

A Sam Wood Production

Story by BYRON MORGAN

THE RECORDS!
Member Motion Picture Producers and Distributors

of America, Inc.—Will H. Hays, President



WHAT
PRICE
GEORV
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W
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?mPleted !~
^orids premier
engagement opens
early t2l i s fag £Cartway Ci ,
Theatre, Los Ange-

at $1.65 top

f"* May by

Laurence
Stallings

Maxwelf Anderson
U ith

\
w°nderful cast

headed by

Edmund Lowe
Victor McLaglen
Eolores Del Rio

The naked truth about
War and Women

p r oV
L WaLSH

x ° D V C T I ON
Scenario b vp °’donohoe

„ iiscu
POX GIANT

nujsta/

Jth
HEAVEN

I J o h n Golden’s
greatest stage suc-

cess from Austin

Strong’s play. Wil-

liam Fox has
planned to make
this second to none

!

Experts are now in

France selecting ac-

cessories and cos-

tumes.

Cast to be 100%
box office.

Production now in

preparation at Fox

Hollywood Studios

under direction of

FRANK
BORZAGE

il 'S dy

FOX GIANT
mdsed/



ONB
umm
PURPQSl

Latest and greatest novel

by

A. S. M.
HUTCHINSON

author of

IF WINTER
COMES

Now being filmed in

England
with

EDMUND LOWE
LILA LEE

and an all-American staff

HARRY
BEAUMONT

PRODUCTION
Mr. Beaumont, who gave
you that great box-office
cleanup, SANDY, has been
in England three months
perfecting ONE IN-
CREASING PURPOSE
under the author’s super-
vision.

ti'S 40

FOX GIANT
nujstdf

THE
MUSIC

BADklMASTER

MEN
It clicked with the

trade editors ---and

now it’s a cleanup

at the box office

!

Grab this one
quick!

Based on Herman
Whitaker’s novel

“Over the Border”

Cast of 25,000 with

George O’Brien

Olive Borden

J. Farrell MacDonald
Tom Santschi

Frank Campeau
Lou Tellegen

Alec B. Francis

Priscilla Bonner

JOHN FORD
PRODUCTION

ii'S cl

FOX GIANT
nuj stcl(

f The greatest drama
in 50 years is now
in preparation at

the Fox New York
Studios by Allan
Dwan, who has just

completed Sum-
mer Bachelors.
Production starts in

October.

Millions are. waiting
to see this DAVID
BELASCO tri-

umph! You can’t

afford to disappoint

them ---or your box
office

!

ALLAN DWAN
PRODUCTION

iIs a
FOX GIANT

nuf sedf

SUMMER BACHELORS
by Warner Fabian

author of FLAMING YOUTH
As published in McClure’s Magazine

with MADGE BELLAMY ALLAN DWAN production

Member Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc.—Will H. Hays, President
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«*"**
“Straight Tip”

TO ALL EXHIBITORS

Steve Donoghue
( The World’s Premier Jockey

)

Has the leg up on six two reel winners—get down heavy—a sure thing for the

SHOWMAN’S STAKES
This great little man is known the world over. He has booted home nigh 2000 winners—it’s a hab

with him—and he will win for you it’s a lead pipe cinch

“The Reel Thrill of Every Program"

THE BOARD IS UP! READ THE NAMES OF THE SIX WINNERS

1 “RIDING FOR A KING” Two Reels

2 “HEARTS AND HORSES” Two Reels

3 “BEATING THE BOOK” Two Reels

4 “THE RINGER” Two Reels

5 “A DARK HORSE” Two Reels

6 “THE GOLDEN SPURS” Two Reels

A blending of hoof beats—heart beats—humor—and sensation—not fillers but features
An all star cast in each photoplay including the favorite American leading actor

CARLYLE BLACKWELL
For inside information regarding a franchise wire or write today

HI-MARK PRODUCTIONS 220 WEST 42nd STREET
NEW YORK
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HE ASKED
HIS WIFE!
— an exhibitor’s story that will interest you

and your family

A prominent showman of the Middle West

SAYS:
“THE greatest salesman for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer product

AS far as my theatres are concerned

IS my own wife!”

THAT sounds logical.

AND it’s doubtlessly true of the wives of hundreds of showmen who have

decided on Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer’s Parade of Hits for the new season.

THE women know!

ASK your wife tonight who are the stars the public wants today.

SHE’LL tell you it’s handsome John Gilbert, beautiful Norma Shearer . . .

THE women know Lillian Gish is money at the box-office . .

.

ASK your wife if anyone wears clothes like Mae Murray

OR is a greater comedienne than Marion Davies

. . . Ramon Novarro, Lon Chaney, Buster Keaton . . . the women know!

METRO-Goldwyn-Mayer certainly has the stars!

AND you know that week in and week out it’s the stars that count.

THE wife of that showman in the Middle West

CAN truly feel that she’s part of her husband’s success.

SHE reads everywhere about M-G-M’s great road-show hits and M-G-M s

daily achievements ...

SHE wants her husband aligned with Young Blood in pictures,

THE company that because of its daring and boldness has grown to be the

Biggest of them all.

DON’T be afraid to ask your wife’s opinion about pictures.

SHE knows more than she’s generally given credit for . . .

ASK her tonight.

SHE’LL tell you

METRO -GOLDWYN -MAYER
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IT’S ALL
IN FUN!

/p
Carr

Member of Motic
Picture Produce:
and Distributors (

America, Inc., Wi
H. Hays, President.
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JOSEPH P. KENNEDY
Presents

REr
N°TH

T***&8'**Fga

Terrifr,

S,f
ainst a^V^Phea va i

la T|j e ^ i

,
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.
s and

ind «oi?

Ea“^ters
•

h eir
Grandest tj

n !/'e

P°4ffe of / ,
'"Tt

.

,

ni-bistry - 1

Known! ' s fii

Directed u
Jaiu„. t. by

Hot on the Flying Heels of Red
Grange! Laddie! Bigger Than
Barnu m’s ! Her Honor the
Governor ! Comes This Rous-
ing Clicker! Based on the in-

ternational stage hit! With
box-office records strewn from
coast to coast!

Distributed

GREATER

FILM BOOKING OFFICES
OF.AMERICA. INC.
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BOX OFFICE RECORD
am

EQUIPMENT INDEX
Fall Edition

Is now going to press and will be mailed to all

subscribers next week as Section II of the Sep-

tember 25 issue of Exhibitors Herald.

The new edition will be even more complete than

former copies. The Box Office Record contains

a compilation of exhibitor reports on all of the

feature pictures and short features released dur-

ing the past six months. The Equipment Index

has been completely revised, elaborated and

brought down to date.

No reference book is so highly regarded by the

independent exhibitor.

Notice

Orders for extra copies must reach

The Herald office not later than

Monday , September 20.
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IfIfouKnowWhafeGood fortbu
{and ofcourse you do ‘-—’l

COMBINE the cash pull-

ing power of “’Mickey,”

“Abie’s Irish Rose,” “Pot-

ash and Perlmutter” and
“The Cohens and Kellys,”

and you'll get an idea
of what “Sweet Rosie
O’Grady” will do at your
box-office.

tefimm
We’ve started your advance

campaign to the millions who
will want to see this picture

by our announcements in The
Saturday Evening Post.

PICTUREQ
INSTITUTION UPOLUMBIA

V-/ A NATIONAL

swTCT 1meIE oGRADIA. m UU w PtMl
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Love’ll make the world go
’round—and leave you sitting

on top!

Mother Love, Puppy Love, Home
Love, Boy-and-Girl Love. Talk
about Heart Interest! ... this

picture’s jammed full of it!

And lovely Colleen Moore—

a

real girl from a real town, with
real folks and a home-town
sweetheart. Scenes so true-to-

life they’ll think they’re looking
in a mirror!

Sure-fire title. ..And man, what
exploitation possibilities!

,OHN

N\6^
\l
t^ust|elove

63 rRfc

^

O/jp

hi

£:*/»*«*a
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Chicago Strike Settlement Hailed as Exhibitor Victory; Increase Denied Musicians Playing

Smaller Houses; Question of Employing Four Piece Orchestras Left to Arbitration;

Three Year Contract Adopted—Sir Oswald Stoll Fails of Support on Film Control

—Market Gets $1,000,000 6V2% Bonds Secured by Two Warner Studios.

Equipment Merger Closed; 35 Houses in Five Million Dollar Deal; Dutton Is President

of New Organization; Announcement of Formation of National Theatre Supply

Company Ends Long Line of Rumors.

Color Photography Needs More Perfecting, Say 5 Directors—Many N. W. Theatres Come
Under New Management—Valentino Will Leaves Rambova $1; Ullman Named
Executor—Boardman Is Married to King Vidor.

Fox Begins Operation of Savoy in East—Warner 6XBR Radio Train Heads Parade to

Inaugurate Fair—Trial of Whitely-Mix Suit Set for Sept. 20.

Eberhardt Assumes Office as President of A. M. P. A.; Einfeld Is Elected Vicepresident,
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enth Birthday.
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Editorial

by

MaitinjfQuigley —

n

P RECEDENTS do not invariably count heavily in the

amusement business. On the record of past experi-

ences it might have been expected that the public would

have shown little or no interest in the Valentino pic-

tures following the death of the famous actor. On the

contrary, however, with the death of Valentino his pic-

tures leaped into tremendous demand. Exhibitors

everywhere, reacting to the attitude of their public,

sought play dates on these pictures and practically

everywhere they have been shown theatres did capacity

business.

This feature of the Valentino case has been the sub-

ject of a great deal of trade discussion and no completely

satisfactory explanation of the development has been

advanced. It is true that Valentino was the greatest

screen celebrity to be cut down by death. It is also

true that the vast amount of newspaper space devoted

to the untimely end of the actor naturally made for pub-

lic interest. But it is surprising—and unexplainable

—

that millions of the public have immediately wanted

to see his pictures whereas in the death of all other

screen personalities the public did not seem to care to

see the moving figure on the screen when they knew
the person had been stilled by death.

* * *

THE musicians strike in Chicago presents an inter-

esting picture. Although it immediately became a

matter of common knowledge in the city that the the-

atres were operating without the usual musical pro-

grams, still there was no lapse in patronage. Instead

the theatres generally did a phenomenal volume of

business.

It is doubtless a fact that the continued absence of

music would be a serious handicap, but it seems to have

been made plain in this incident that it is really the

picture that the public comes to see. The idea that

the public wanted to show that they stood with the ex-

hibitors in their fight against the heavy demands of the

musicians need not be taken seriously.

The public does not concern itself seriously with a

matter of this kind. They went to the theatres and
paid the admission price because they wanted to see a

picture. Nothing else was a major influence. The
musical program—and other incidental attractions

—

round out the entertainment, hut the motion pictures

are the attractions that the public come to see. The
Chicago strike shed additional light on that question.

Major Edward Bowes of the Capitol theatre, New
York City, in a recent statement stresses the musical

offerings of the Capitol theatre as a great attraction of

that house. In this position he is doubtlessly correct

because the fame of Capitol music is wide. But at the

Capitol, as well as elsewhere, it is the picture that brings

them in. The variance of receipts from week to week
proves that.

PATHE announces “Alaskan Adventures.” Here is

another picture of the type of “Nanook.” These
pictures have a significance beyond that of plain enter-

tainment. Famous Players had one in “Grass.” Pic-

tures of this type increase the motion picture public,

have an especial appeal from an educational standpoint

and represent one of the highest and best uses of the

cinematographic camera.

The widest possible distribution of pictures of this

type is an advantage to the whole business.

* * *

SOME of the soundest advice yet given to British film

interests was revealed in a recently published inter-

view with Major H. C. S. Thomson, former president

of F. B. O. Major Thomson, an Englishman, has re-

turned to his homeland after several years of experience

in the American film trade.

A notable point which he impresses upon the British

trade is the fact that developments in this market have

created a situation in which producers, because of their

theatre interests, must afford a means for distribution

for good foreign product. These producers must now
get good product for their theatres, whether they make
it or buy it.

* %

THE labor question, as affecting motion picture the-

atres, has come sharply into the foreground during

the past few weeks. It is quite obvious that labor in-

terests have undertaken a nation-wide effort aimed to

participate more generously in the prosperity of the

motion picture business.

The situation appears to us more as a straight com-
mercial proposition than as a technical labor question.

It is not a question of labor being imposed upon, com-
pelled to work under unreasonable conditions or under-

paid. It is, rather, simply a question of labor seeking

to negotiate themselves into greater revenues, not be-

cause they need them, or because their efforts have be-

come particularly more valuable, but because they feel

that the theatres are in a position to pay more.

It is, of course, a known fact that the theatres gen-

erally have prospered exceedingly well during the past

year. But that fact entails no definite responsibility

in sharing the prosperity with uninvited partners who
are already well-paid.

It is all a matter for commercial negotiation and
bears very little resemblance to the fundamental labor

question.

A LITTLE counsel on the matter of this trade’s

attitude toward foreign products seems timely.

For long this publication has been asking for a

square deal in the American market for meritorious

foreign pictures. Such a course is equitable and sound.
But now there are evidences of an attitude to aggran-

dize foreign pictures, simply because they are foreign,

at the expense of American pictures of similar merit.

The point of origin of a picture should not be a factor

of influence—for or against.
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Chicago Strike Settlement
Hailed as Exhibitor Victory

Sir Oswald Stoll Raise Denied Musicians
Fails of Support Playing Smaller Houses

OTl Film Control Question of Employing Four-Piece Orchestras Left to

Arbitration—Three-Year Contract Adopted
Settlement of the musicians’ strike in Chicago last Friday is generally

regarded by the industry as a victory for theatre owners. The compromise
was reached at 5 o’clock Friday morning following an all-night conference

which climaxed four similar meetings of representatives of the opposing sides

in the controversy during the week.

Business averaged normal throughout the four and one-half days of the

walkout, according to Jack Miller, business manager of the Exhibitors Asso-
ciation of Chicago and M.P.T.O. of Illinois, who was one of the leaders of
the exhibitors in the negotiations. Crowded houses were the rule on Labor
Day, the first day of musicless shows, and for the remaining days attend-
ance was average.

No Raises in Small Theatres

Victory for the exhibitors is claimed in the compromise on both the wage
issue and the question of four-piece orchestras in small theatres. While an
increase from $82.50 to $85 a week was granted in theatres having presenta-

tions, no raise was given musicians playing in other houses. The matter of
size of orchestra in theatres was left to arbitration.

( Special from The Bioscope )

LONDON, ENG., Sept. 14.—Sir Oswald
Stoll, head of the Stoll producing, dis-

tributing and exhibiting concerns, takes ob-
jection to the British National Pictures,

Ltd., and Famous Players contract on the

ground that it is “evidence of a world-wide
control of films falling into American
hands.” The British trade press regards
Sir Oswald’s objection as more of a case
of sour grapes than sound reason. A tax
of one shilling per reel per day on all non-
British films shown in British picture

houses is proposed by Sir Oswald. The
proposal does not meet with any accept-

ance.
* * *

E. E. Lyons, prominent British exhibitor,

chairman of the London and Home Coun-
ties Branch of the Exhibitors’ Association,

has resigned from the Association’s Com-
mittee on Blind Booking to be free to op-
pose the bill which it is proposed to intro-

duce into Parliament during the next
session.

* * *

The Headmasters’ Association (Schools)
has long insisted that changes were neces-
sary in the system of British film censor-
ship. The censorship board invited the

headmasters to witness its actual working.
The result was eminently satisfactory, the
headmasters expressing themselves thor-
oughly pleased with the manner in which
censorship is conducted.

* * *

Herman Starr has issued an announce-
ment that Warner Brothers’ output for
1927 will be handled in Great Britain by
the Vitagraph organization. There will be
no change in the Vitagraph personnel, ex-
cept that the staff will be increased to meet
the extra business felt bound to follow
the announcement.

* * *

J. D. Williams of British National Pic-
tures, Ltd., which has completed two of
the stages at the new studios at Elstree,

announces that four more of the same size

are to be erected immediately.
* * *

Twenty motion picture theatres in the
colliery districts of Northumberland, Cum-
berland, Durham and Westmoreland have
closed down owing to the coal- miners’
strike and it is not unlikely more will fol-

low suit should the stoppage continue.

Market Gets $1,000,
,000

6]/2% Bonds Secured by
Two Warper Studios

(Special to the Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 14.—A million
dollar bond issue secured by the two stu-
dios controlled by Warner Brothers is be-
ing offered by S. W. Straus & Co. They
are six and a half per cent gold bonds on
first mortgage and payment and interest
is unconditionally guaranteed by Warner
Brothers and by the four brothers indi-
vidually.

Following are the terms of the settle-

ment :

A three-year contract was agreed
upon, calling for $85 a week the first

two years in place of the present $82.50,

and an addition of $3 in the third year.

This applies to only theatres in Classes
7 and 8, which include the large theatres
having presentations.

No pay increase in theatres of Class 6,

which includes all motion picture thea-
tres not in Classes 7 and 8.

Arbitration to decide the question of
employment of four-piece orchestras in

the small theatres.

A five and one-half hour week day
agreed upon.
The so-called vaudeville contract is

out. This would have required that the
theatre retain a musician for 52 weeks
if he retained him longer than a two-
weeks trial period.

No extra pay for any kind of contest
or extra acts.

The granted pay raise is more a matter
of form than fact, according to Miller.

The increase applies only to Classes 7 and
8, houses in which the musicians already
are being paid above the scale. The big

fact, he said, was the agreement which
does not require an increase in other thea-

tres.

Furthermore, the presentation theatres,

by the terms of the settlement, “can hire

whom they wish, as many as they want and
whole orchestras if they choose,” Miller
declared.

Points to Normal Receipts

Public sentiment was with the exhibitors

from the start in the controversy, Miller
said, pointing to thqjsnormal receipts as

supporting his statement.

Five arbitrators are to decide the ques-
tion of the employment of four-piece or-

chestras in the small houses. This was an
issue upon which the earlier conferences
had reached a blockade, and arbitration

was asked by the theatre owners from the

start, with the executives of the large thea-
tres determined -to protect their smaller
colleagues against the union demands.

Dr. Karl Meyer, chief surgeon of the
Cook county hospital, was agreed upon
jointly as one of the arbitrators. Two
others are to be chosen by the exhibitors
and two by the musicians union.

Barrett and Petrillo Meet
George F. Barrett, former judge, James

C. Petrillo, president of the Chicabo union
of the musicians, and John C. Gamble,
of New York, representing Joseph Weber,
president of the International musicians
union, were the principals at the all-night

session which terminated the strike, though
practically all the exhibitor leaders of Chi-
cago took part in the negotiations.

Three suites of offices at the Sherman
hotel were in use, one by the musicians,
another by the theatre owners, while the
third was the scene of joint action. Gamble
carried proposals from one camp to the
other until finally Barrett and Petrillo got
together for ratification of the settled

terms.

Meantime settlement of labor difficulties

in other cities continued. A compromise
has been agreed upon in Philadelphia with
the operators and stagehands. A new two-
year contract with the musicians went into
effect Labor Day. In St. Louis a threat-

ened sympathy strike was called off last

week.

Each of 20 Grauman,
Schenck Houses to Be
Named “U. A. Theatre”

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Sept. 14.
—

“United Ar-
tists Theatre” will be the name of each of
the 20 houses to be erected in key cities

by United Artists Theatre circuit, accord-
ing to an announcement just made by
Joseph M. Schenck, chairman of the board
of directors.

In the same announcement Schenck
states that plans for the New York, Bos-
ton, Detroit and Chicago houses of the
chain are being considered. St. Louis,
San Francisco, Cleveland and Los An-
geles houses are in prospect.
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N EW YORK.—Charlie Einfeld has a

friend whose English is terrible but his

Scotch pretty good Toe Kennedy
postcards from. Paris that he did an 82

on St. Cloud golf course and that’s tipping-

off his handicap for the film tournament.

A l Grey, Ted Mitchell and Glen

Allvine journeyed to Philadelphia last week
to open “Beau Geste’’ and did it success-

fully. . . . Eddie Grainger is in Mil-

waukee for a month’s stay showing them
how a regular runs an exchange.

Charlie O’Reilly of the T. O. C. C. and
Mike O’Toole of the M P. T. O. A. ob-

served Rosh Hashona by closing up their

respective offices. ... E. A. Hammons re-

turned from the Coast Tuesday all en-

thused over the production outlook for the

coming season. . . . Arthur James took

a hefty fall out of the people who run the

tabloid Graphic over their bad Valentino
stuff and they sure had it coming. . . .

Johnny Ragland, after all these years, has

resigned his job with Harold Lloyd, and
give a guess how many men are after it.

. . . J. J. McCarthy is a busy bird these

days with 20 “Ben Hur” and “Big Parade”
road shows out. . . Al Feinman, good
publicity man and same kind of a fellow,

has joined Harry Reichenbach’s rapidly in-

creasing staff of stars. . . . Oscar Price,

Arthur Kane and Jack Woody lunched to-

gether one day last week at the Astor and
it looked like an Associated Exhibitors
revival. . . . John W. Barry, expert on
training theatre managers, returned last

week, where he conducted a school for

Saenger theatres. E. A. Dupont, foreign

director, sailed for Europe last Saturday,
and the hunch is that he has gone to get

Carl Laemmle to straighten out his dis-

agreement with Universal. . . . Joe
Hornstein is back from a vacation in Maine
and willing to talk about the fish he caught
and the golf scores he made. . . . W. R.
Sheehan, of Fox Films, is expected back
this week from a long stay on the West
Coast. . . . Roxy Rothafel says he will

have four organs in the Roxy theatre, and
where will he put them all ? . . . Jack
Connolly and Pat Harrison returned from
Europe last week—Jack being a film man
and Pat only a Senator. . . . Hal Roach,
visiting in New York, took a trip to the

suburbs, spending a day and night in Phil-

adelphia Joe Brandt has so far

recovered from a recent illness as to be
back on the job at his office. . . . George H.
Morris, of Mitchell & Morris, is confined

to his home by illness, but “Safe Haven”
keeps moving right along . . . Barney
Lubin, brother of Bert, returned from
abroad last week. . . . Frank Tuttle is

here from Los Angeles to make “Love ’Em
and Leave ’Em.” . . . Carl Laemmle, or
Paul Gulick, has added a new word to the

Universal vocabulary by referring to

“Hoot Gibson as his hootingest.”

Merritt Crawford has joined Motion Pic-
ture World and no announcement has been
made as to who has been jettisoned. . . .

Emmett Flynn postcards that he is getting
all ready to make “The Houseboat on the

Styx.” . . . Eddie Silton left Sunday
for Hollywood to supervise the making of

a number of pictures. . . . Charles
Rosher who has been photographing pic-

tures in Germany for Ufa spent one day in

New York last week and hustled off to the

the Coast to begin work with Murnau.
Lou Jacobson says Harvey Day

thinks a myth is a female moth.

—SPARGO.

ABOVE: Louis Gra-
veur is interested in

forming the acquaint-
ance of players and
the mechanics of

making pictures and
spends a long visit at

the Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer studios with
Novarra here.

BELOW: The time
draws near for the
final rehearsal for the
hair cut scene when
Jackie Coogan will

become a grown-up
boy. It is a scene
from “Johnny Get
Your Hair Cut,” M-
G.-M. film.

RIGHT : Greta Garbo
now is playing the
title role in Metro-
Goldwyn - M a y e r’s

“The Temptress,”
which Fred Niblo is

is directing.
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Equipment Merger Closed;
35 Houses in 5 Million Deal

Dutton Is President
Of New Organization

Announcement of Formation of National Theatre
Supply Company Ends Long Line of Rumors

H. A. R. DUTTON

TJ' ROM a small theatre slide advertising

business eleven years ago to head of

the largest distribution system of theatre

equipment and supplies in the country, is

the achievement of H. A. R. Dutton, whose
ascendance to the presidency of the Na-
tional Theatre Supply Company climaxes

an active career in the theatre equipment
field in which he has been a leading figure

( Continued 071 Page 40 )

C. D. STRUBLE

Consummation of a consolidation of 35 motion picture equipment deal-

ers and supply houses into a newly formed five million dollar corporation

known as the National Theatre Supply Company was announced last Satur-

day by H. A. R. Dutton, president of the new organization.

While the news of the consolidation does not come as a surprise, the
announcement is of unusual significance since it sets at rest a long line of
rumors which have kept manufacturing and distribution circles in a quan-
dary for the past six months.

C. D. Struble Named Secretary

In addition to Mr. Dutton, the officers of the new company are: C. D.
Struble, secretary; H. Stanley McLeod, treasurer; G. A. Lincoln, vice-

president
; George DeKruif, vicepresident

;
L. G. Dolliver, vicepresident

;

Oscar Oldknow, vicepresident; Joe Hornstein, vicepresident, and W. E.

Green, vicepresident.

The supply houses which have been taken
over by the National Theatre Supply Com-
pany are as follows

:

Amusement Supply Company, Detroit.
Theatre Equipment Company, De-

troit.

Theatre Supply Company, Cleveland.
Dwyer Brothers & Co., Cincinnati.
Hollis-Smith-Morton Co., Pittsburgh.
Becker Theatre Supply Co., Buffalo.
N. C. Haefele & Co., Baltimore.
Washington Theatre Supply Co.,

Washington.
Philadelphia Theatre Equipment Co.,

Philadelphia.
Howell’s Cine Equipment Co., New

York.
Independent Movie Supply Co., New

York.
United Theatre Equipment Co., Bos-

ton.

Exhibitors Supply Company, Boston.
Eastern Theatre Equipment Co.,

Boston.
Exhibitors Supply Co. of Indiana,

Indianapolis.
Yale Theatre Supply Co., Kansas

City.

Cole Theatre Supply Co., Kansas
City.

Western Theatre Supply Co., Omaha.
Denver Theatre Supply Co., Denver.
Salt Lake Theatre Supply Co., Salt

Lake City.

Utah Theatre Supply Co., Salt Lake
City.

Pacific Amusement Supply Co., Los
Angeles.

California M. P. Equip. Co., Los
Angeles.
Theatre Equipment & Supply Co., San

Francisco.
Western Theatre Supply Co., San

Francisco.
B. F. Shearer, Inc., Seattle.

Theatre Supply Co., Seattle.

Service Film & Supply Co., Portland.

Southern Theatre Equipment Co., At-
lanta, New Orleans, Dallas, Oklahoma
City and Charlotte.

Capital Merchandise Co., Chicago.

Exhibitors Supply Co., Chicago.

Exhibitors Supply Co., Cleveland.

Exhibitors Supply Co., Denver.
Amusement Supply Co., Chicago.

A total of 35 companies and fifty

stores, doing business in 26 states.

National Theatre Supply Company will

operate in the following cities

:

Boston, Mass.; Albany, Buffalo and New
York, N. Y.

;
Philadelphia, Pa.; Baltimore,

Md.
;
Washington, D. C. ;

Pittsburgh, Pa.

;

Cleveland and Cincinnati, Ohio
;
Indianapo-

lis, Ind
;

Detroit, Mich.
; St. Louis, Mo.

;

Chicago, 111.; Milwaukee, Wis.
;
Minneapo-

lis, Minn.; Des Moines, Iowa; Omaha,
Nebr.

;
Kansas City, Mo.; Denver, Col.;

Salt Lake City, Utah
;

Seattle, Wash.

;

Portland, Ore.; San Francisco and Los
Angeles, Cal.

;
Oklahoma City, Okla.

;
Dal-

las, Texas; Memphis, Tenn.
;
Charlotte, N.

C.
;

Jacksonville, Fla.; New Orleans, La.,

and Atlanta, Ga.

Dutton Sees Greater Economy

The consolidation is pictured as a step

toward greater economy and the elimina-

tion of waste in distribution, in a statement

( Continued on Page 40 )

H. STANLEY McLEOD

Dutton Began
with Theatre

Slide Ad Firm
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“Eddie” Smith’s Gang Gets All Set for Big
Year in the Associated Exhibitors Camp

“Eddie” Smith himself. ( Herald
photo.)

Lew Thompson, district manager of

the Middlewest, Smith and Myers.
(Herald photo.)

Holds Meeting of

Middlewest Leaders

E J. SMITH, general manager in
• charge of distribution of Asso-

ciated Exhibitors, presided at what
his men called an “inspirational”

sales convention at the Drake hotel,

Chicago, two days last week. The
meeting closed September 12.

Sales managers from twelve Mid-
dlewest exchanges attended the
sessions.

It was the first meeting of its kind
to be held here by the company
since its reorganization recently.

Smith explained that the men at-

tending the meeting had all come
into Associated within the past few
months.

Smith promised in his closing talk to

the men that there is a brilliant future

awaiting every man in the company who
plays parts in bringing Associated to the

fore; that each man will receive material
and honorary recognition.

Paul Bush acted as spokesman in pre-

senting “Eddie” Smith with a pretentious

yet practical looking traveling bag, saying:

“You did everything humanly possible for

the men and in answer to that they want
to show their appreciation.” He also pre-

sented an overnight bag with the request
that it be given to Mrs. Smith.

Lew Thompson received a toilet set as

a token of esteem.

In attendance at the meeting were the fol-

lowing: Gustave F. Myers, assistant general

sales manager. Lew C. Thompson, Midwestern
division manager and the following branch man-
agers: John M. Sitterly, Buffalo; Paul Bush,
Chicago; Harry Danto, Cincinnati; T. G. Colby,
Cleveland; Harry Frankie, Des Moines; J. W.
MacFarland, Detroit; Edward J. Maclvor, In-

dianapolis; Arthur Levy, Kansas City; W. G.

Sturgess, Omaha; Jack C. Osserman, St. Louis;

F. M. DeLorenzo, Milwaukee; and Eph Rosen,
Minneapolis.

Paul Bush, Chicago branch manager,
and Ann Russ. (Herald photo.)

E. J. Smith, general sales manager,

and his assistant, Gustave Myers.
(Herald photo.)

Standing, left to right: Joe Sturgess, J. E. Rosen, J. W. McFarland, Lew Thompson, E. J. Smith, Gustave Myers, Paul Bush,

Harry Frankie, Tom Colby. Seated: Frank De Lorenzo, Jack Osserman, Arthur Levy, Harry Danto, Bill Porter, E. J. Maclvor.
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Harold “Red” Grange, who is now at Aurora, 111., in training for the professional football season, will start his next picture
for F. B. O. in January, the gridiron star of “One Minute to Play” announced at a luncheon last Tuesday in the Astor
hotel. New York, at which trade and newspaper representatives were present. It will not be a football story, however,
said ‘‘Big Bill” Edwards, who presided. Sam Wood, director, and Byron Morgan, author, will again be in the combina-
tion with Grange. “Red” is eighth from the left at the speakers table.

Ideal Films Will Distribute
F. B. O. Product in Britain

Kennedy from London Announces Completion of Deal with

Organization Having Fifteen Exchanges in United King-

dom—Gives Direct and Permanent Outlet Overseas
(Special to the Herald)

N EW YORK, Sept. 14.—All productions made by Film Booking-

Offices will be distributed throughout the United Kingdom by Ideal

Films, Ftd., of England, which is one of the oldest and most im-
portant distribution agencies in Great Britain.

Announcement of the deal was made in a cablegram from Eondon from
Joseph P. Kennedy, president of F. B. O., to his associates in New York,

as the largest individual motion picture transaction ever entered into out-

side the United States.

Industry to Make,
Issue Free Films

Of Navy Activity
(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Sept. 4.—The motion
picture industry will make and distribute,

free of all cost, pictures for the United
States Navy. Announcement was made
this week at the Hays office. Jerome
Beatty, assistant to Will Hays, and M.
H. Lewis of Famous Players constitute

a committee appointed by the national

distributing companies to handle details

of the making and distributing of two
single-reel pictures designed to show the

people of the United States what the

Navy and Merchant Marine are doing.

The pictures will be ready Oct. 24 and
will be distributed free to theatres

through the Film Board of Trade.
“Don’t Give Up the Ship’’ and “It’s the

Navy Way” will contain many unusual
shots of the Navy and Merchant Marine
and will be one of the big features of

Navy Day, Oct. 27, and available for

theatres immediately afterward. The
cost will be divided among the national
distributing companies who are also

dividing the distribution work.
One exchange will be designated in

each exchange city to handle the prints.

The Eastman Kodak Company has
donated 200,000 feet of film and the Con-
solidated Film Industries, Inc., is making
the prints at no cost to the Navy. Hun-
dreds of theatre owners already have
pledged themselves to cooperate by
showing these pictures which contain no
propaganda and are in no way recruiting
pictures.

Loew’s, Inc., Declare
Fifty Cent Dividend

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Sept. 14.—Loew’s, Inc.,

have declared a dividend of 50 cents a
share on capital stock, payable Sept. 30,

to stockholders of record at the close
of business Sept. 18.

Injured in Fire
(Special to the Herald)

POPLAR BLUFF, MO., Sept. 14.—F. E.
Grider, manager of the Criterion theatre,

was burned a few days ago while standing
in the projection room when 10 reels of
film caught fire. Damage to the building
was placed at $3,000.

Ideal Films, Ltd., has fifteen branches
in England, Ireland, Scotland and Wales,
and provides pictures for all the leading

This Week—
The HERALD presents:

A Short Features Guide,

which is invaluable to the dis-

criminating theatre owner
who appreciates the impor-

tance of good comedies, good
scenics, good news reels and
other short features on his

program. See page 41.

A survey of the Presenta-

tion Field at the beginning of

the Fall season. There is some
startling information in these

articles, which every theatre

owner using acts, should
know. See page 64.

A special section devoted

to the opening of the new
First National Studios at Los
Angeles. The opening of this

studio is one of most impor-

tant events of the year and of

interest to everyone in the

trade. See page 71.

Week after week, the Herald gives its

readers the complete news of every phase
of the business.

theatres in the United Kingdom. Film
Booking Offices thus has a direct and
permanent outlet for its product in this

widespread field.

Step For More Friendly Relations

There is much more to Mr. Kennedy’s
deal than a mere commercial transaction.

It is a genuine progressive step toward
establishment of more friendly relations

between the motion picture industry in

America and that in Great Britain.

Britons have felt that the American film

producers and distributors were trying

to monopolize the picture business of

the whole world. This feeling was in-

tensified by the fact that picture makers
of the LTnited States established their

own distribution branches in the LTnited

Kingdom.
News that the deal has been completed

was acclaimed by all branches of the
motion picture industry in Great Britain.

Producers, distributors and exhibitors
alike declared it was one of the best
moves that could be made to bring about
harmony between Americans and Britons
in the picture world.

Follows Careful Planning

Mr. Kennedy’s successful closing of

the transactions was the result of

long and well-planned dealings. About
five weeks ago lie sent Colvin W. Brown,
vicepresident in charge of distribution,
to England to begin the conferences.
The reason for Mr. Brown’s departure
was not made public. Two weeks later

Mr. Kennedy himself sailed for England,
and, with Mr. Brown, took up the dis-

tribution matter with the principals of
Ideal Films, Ltd. After a series of
meetings, which progressed in excellent
spirit, terms were agreed upon Sunday.
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Re-Takes
Color Photography Needs More

Perfecting, Say 5 Directors
Must Also Win Appreciation of Public

,
Is Another Comment in First

National Symposium—Useful Certain Places

(Special to the Herald)

N EW YORK, Sept. 14.—Color photography must reach a higher state

of perfection before it can be very useful in long features, five First

National directors agreed in a symposium last week. Though it has
its place on the screen, they said, the color sequence cannot take the place

of monochrome or black and white, at least at present.

(( TN its present state color sequences
*- must be introduced with caution and

discrimination,” said George Fitzmaur-
ice, who soon will join First National
to make his own productions. “It is

evident that color photography cannot
yet supplant black and white. The col-

ors now used are hard, glittering and
metallic, and they must be properly bal-

anced, softened and brought forth in

their true shades before they can com-
pare with good monochromatic pho-
tography.
“While I have often heard praise of

short incidents in color, and short col-

ored subjects, I do not believe there is

much demand for it in full length films.”

Brabin Doubts Complete Use
Charles Brabin, now directing Colleen

Moore in John McCormick’s “Twinkle-
toes,” says color photography must at-

tain a higher state of perfection and
must win recognition and appreciation
from the public.

“As for color ever entirely supplanting
black and white photography,” Brabin
held, “I do not think it likely. Unques-
tionably it has its place on the screen
but I do not think that place is in the
storytelling, action film. It is useful for
travel pictures, fashion pictures and
other very special purposes.”

Balboni says he believes color pho-
tography has no definite place in enter-
tainment at this time, though he says
it is possible at some time in the future
that it may even supplant the black and
white.

“Its development will be part of the
general improvement which will take
place, probably talking films and stereo-
scopic films,” said the Italian director,
camera expert and physicist. “It must

Courtesy Lines

Join Dodo Bird
(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK , Sept. 14. — An-
other shibboleth of the film is

about to join the dodo bird by
becoming extinct. The words often
sandwiched in among the other
credit lines: “By arrangement
with;” “By courtesy of;” and “By
permission of” have been voted
taboo by the producers of the
West Coast who are members of
the Will H. Hays organization.

It has long been the custom in

cases where a director or star has
been borrowed, hired or in some
other way temporarily obtained by
one producer from another, for
the man who lends to insist on
the “by” credit line.

Recently this custom was dis-

approved by the Hays office, and
from now on where loans of stars
or others are made, the lender will

refrain from asking for the credit
line.

reach a far higher rank of practical,

commercial and artistic perfection.”

Balboni Uses Black and White
Balboni uses black and white in the

colorful “The Masked Woman.”
“No doubt color photography, even as

it exists today, has its uses in cases
where backgrounds, setting and cos-
tumes rather than action constitute the
chief elements of interest.”

John Francis Dillon urges caution,
saying that “color is effective under cer-

tain circumstances and when not used
to excess,” but adds that “it does not
seem practical or beneficial for general
use.” Dillon recently filmed “Don Juan’s
Three Nights” and “Midnight Lovers.”
George Archainbaud in Milton Sills’

“Men of the Dawn” is making a color-
ful picture depicting the Moroccan des-
ert, but said he felt no temptation to

use color photography. He declared that
in its present state “it is too brilliant to

mix with black and white sequences,
’

though “certain backgrounds of soft

color may possibly be used without tak-
ing from the interest in plot and char-
acterization."

Many Northwest Houses
Under New Management

(Special to the Herald)

MINNEAPOLIS, Sept. 14.—The fol-

lowing changes in ownership and operation
of motion picture theatres in the North-
west have been made recently:

Mrs. M. Kruscke has sold the Stand
theatre at Princeton, Minn., to J. H.
Craft. Capital Amusement Company is

building a new theatre in Northeast Min-
neapolis, to be called the New Ritz. E. H.
Holritz has sold the Orpheum theatre at

Carson, N. D., to J. R. Bateman. Joe
Matuska is building a new theatre at

Jackson, Minn., which from all reports

will be one of the most attractive small

town theatres in the state. The village

council at Grand Rapids, Minn., has bought
the Unique theatre property from Mike
Vesovich and will use the space for a pub-
lic park.

R. E. Benson of Adrian, Minn., has pur-
chased the Grand theatre at Heron Lake,
Minn. The New Cavalier theatre at Cava-
lier, N. D., has changed its name to the

Capitol. J. A. Strom has reopened the

State at Ipswich, S. D. The Modern
Woodmen lodge at Fergus Falls, Minn.,
has taken a 60-day option on the Lyceum
Theatre building and if the deal goes
through the house will be reconstructed
into a lodge building. W. B. Heick, own-
er of the LTnique at Calumet, Minn., and
Herbert Kelley have taken over a chain of

theatres in Royalton, Sartell, Cushing,
Sunrise and two other Minnesota villages.

Bachmann Signs Abrams
(Special to the Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 14.—J. G. Bach-
mann has signed Leo Abrams to direct

“His New York Wife” by Fanny H. Lee.

M Y, what a lot of openings we have this

week, “Three Bad Men” at the

Figueroa theatre, “Mare Nostrum” at

the Forum and “One Minute to Play” at

Million Dollar, Wednesday, Thursday and
Friday nights. The dress suit gets a lot of

play this week.
* * *

But we get a lot of previews ahead of

the Eastern cities, and we consider this

some compensation. For instance, we saw
“Across the Pacific” last week, with Monte
Blue, and say, does Monte do his stuff in

this picture? We’ll say he does. The
Warner boys have a good picture here and
when the reports to the Herald roll in,

they’ll realize it.

* * *

Helps Out

I think this is a classic. It is taken from
the Youngstown Telegram: “I don’t like

those Apache dancing acts,” said a stage

hand, “where the guy drags the dame all

around the place by her hair.”

“Oh, I like ’em,” the assistant replied,

“after one of them the stage is so easy to

sweep.”
i}j *

How They Make Pictures

Hollywood . . . mid afternoon . . .

sun living up to its California reputation

. . outside the iron fence dividing the lot

from the street . . . scores of men, women
and children . . . and two dogs . . .

watching them making pictures inside . . .

strange that picture making has such a

hold on passersby . . . one would think it

w'as Oshkosh or Ypsilanti . . . insead

of Hollywood . . . cavalry in gaudy uni-

forms of early nineteenth century. . . .

Sweethearts or wives or what have you
. . . inside the court yard . . . coatless

and hatless assistant directors running

among them . . . away from the court-

yard two cameras mounted on high plat-

forms . . . beside them with a mega-
phone almost as big as himself . . . a

little chap w'ith panama almost covering

his face . . . coatless ... a cigaret be-

tween his teeth . . . from one of the out-

siders . . . where’s Corinne Griffith?

Who’s the guy with the megaphone? . . .

Don’t be a sap, that’s the director. . . .

That’s Jimmy Flood. . . . Gee, I thought

all directors wore puttees . . . bet he is

only an assistant at that . . . bet that

chap telling that soldier what to do is the

director. . . . Applesauce he’s the property

man. . . . So’s your old man. . . .

Where’s Corinne Griffith? . . . Ah shut

up and watch ’em take the pitcher . . .

Do you want the assistant to order you

away? . . . tell that dame in the fore-

ground to cut out the gum chewing . . .

this is Italy in 1810, B. W from
cameraman . . . what dye mean B. W.,

Jimmy? . . . Before Wrigley. . . . Lots

o’ laughter from cameraman, assistants,

even publicity guy snickers . . . always do

in Hollywood when director pulls a wheeze.

. . . Hey, Bill whatinell’s holding up the

works now? ... be ready in a minute

Mr. Flood, one of the soldiers bent too

low . . . slit his pants ... for crying

out loud . . . won’t we ever get this

shot made . . . take him out and stitch

him up . . . from director . . . how
about it Bill . . . from cameraman . . .

hey you with torn pants ain’t you ready

yet? . . . from Jimmy Flood ... be

careful this time you with trick pants . . .

remember no gum chewing ... all right

. . . camera

!

Ho, hum, and then came dawn.
R. M.
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Lithograph Plant Mergers
Alarm Buyers; Prices Rise

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Sept. 14.—Various buyers of lithographs in the

picture business are expressing alarm over recent developments.

Due to mergers and consolidations among the lithographing plants

the number of concerns in the field has been reduced to a minimum.
With the elimination of competition it has been noted that higher
prices are being asked on contract renewals. Aside from the price

feature the buyers are apprehensive as to what position they will

find themselves in on quality work when the spirit of competition
has been wiped out through the sewing up of the field.

In face of the situation which has been developing for some time
several of the buyers already have taken steps to protect them-
selves by seeking connections with lithographing concerns which
heretofore have not been active in the film trade. It is understood
that one of the largest lithographing concerns—which is consider-

ably larger than anyone previously operating in the field—has under-
taken a survey of the market with a view to injecting themselves
into the already tightened up situation.

If this concern and others which have not been in the motion
picture field adopt a policy of soliciting film lithographs the threat-

ened sewing up of the field will be dispelled.

Motion picture concerns are tremendous consumers of lithographs.

Several of them have kept lithographing plants running on an in-

dividual company’s requirements alone.

Fox Starts Operation
of Savoy, Soon to Open
New Academy of Music

(From Wall Street Journal)

NEW YORK, Sept. 14.—Fox Theatres
Corp. placed the first of its new theatres

—

the Savoy on Bedford Avenue, Brooklyn

—

in operation September 1. The theatre is

one of the best playhouses in its vicinity,

and one of the most modernly equipped in

greater New York.
Within the next few weeks will be open-

ing of the New Academy of Music, on 14th

Street, between Third and Fourth Ave-
nues, New York, with a seating capacity of

3,600 persons. This will be the largest

theatre on Manhattan Island south of 42nd
Street, and will be located in one of the

most densely settled neighborhoods in the

United States.

The new 3,600-seat theatre in the Na-
tional Press Building in Washington, D.
C., is well under way, and should be ready
for operation soon after the first of the

year.

In Detroit the wrecking of old buildings

on the Woodward Avenue site is under
way and immediately after the completion
of that work the erection of the theatre
and building will be started. This theatre,

and its sister theatre in St. Louis, will be
the largest and finest theatres in the Unit-
ed States, each seating more than 5,000
persons, with gorgeous lobbies and en-

trances and with the most modern equip-

ment known in theatre management.
Demolition in St. Louis will be started this

month and the construction of the two
theatres will be carried forward simul-
taneously. They will be opened to the

public in the early fall of 1927.

Work on the new theatre on Market
Street, San Francisco—with a seating ca-

city of 5,000—has reached the stage where
the erection of steel is about to commence.
The Fox Theatres Corp. has completed

negotiations for a site for the largest and
most modern theatre in Brooklyn, to be
erected at Flatbush Avenue and Nevins
Street. Actual construction on this build-

ing will commence this fall.

At Broad and Rector Streets in Newark,
N. J., a new theatre with a seating ca-

pacity of 5,000 is to be erected. This will

be the largest theatre in the Newark-New
Jersey-Elizabeth district.

Trial of Whiteley-Mix
Suit Set for Sept. 20

(Special to the Herald

)

LOS ANGELES, Sept. 14.—Trial of H.
H. Whiteley’s suit for $2,262 for architec-

tural services against Tom Mix has been
continued until September 20.

Whiteley charges he was retained to

draw plans for a new home, for Mix and
that after he had done the greater part of
the work of making the plans the actor
told him he did not intend to build. He
further charges that only $1,000 of his fee,

$3,262, was paid him. Mix filed cross-com-
plaint to the effect that the drawings had
not been properly made and asked the re-

turn of the $1,000 paid.

Warner 6XBR Radio
Train Heads Parade

to Inaugurate Fair
(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Sept. 14.—Warner
Brothers’ portable radio broadcastin-
station 6XBR headed the gigantic parade
in New York yesterday which inaugu-
rated the Radio World’s Fair at Madi-
son Square.

Hines Completes New
Comedy This Week for

F.N . , “Stepping Along”
(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Sept. 14.—Johnny Hines
will complete shooting on “Stepping
Along” in the next three days ; and the

comedian is already receiving congratula-
tions from those who have seen early

rushes who say it contains some of the

most hilarious comedy scenes the player
has ever put into a picture.

The film is produced by C. C. Burr for
First National release.

Columbia Completes
“When the Wife’s Away

”

(Special to the Herald

)

NEW YORK, Sept. 14.—Columbia Pic-
tures states that the contracted business
written by the combined exchanges in this

country bas far exceeded the expectations
of the company’s officials. “The Lone
Wolf Returns,” “The Belle of Broadway”
and “The False Alarm” represent a variety
of production ideas Columbia has incorpor-
ated into its new product.

“When the Wife’s Away” with George
K. Arthur has been completed.

Art Theatre’s “Caesar”
Cast Nearly Completed

( Special to the Herald

)

HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 14.—Final selec-

tion of actors to portray roles in the

Hollywood Art Theatre’s “Julius Caesar”
to be shown in Hollywood Bowl Sept. 17-

18. will be made as soon as it is learned
whether a few of the remaining performers
who are wanted will be free from picture
work for the play.

Prominent roles in the presentation will

be portrayed by William Farnum (Marc

Antony), Wallace Beery (Caesar), R. D.
MacLean (Brutus), Belle Bennett (Por-
tia), Lionel Belmore (Casca) and John
St. Polis (Cassius).

John McCormick Goes
East; Al Rockett, West

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Sept. 14.—John McCor-
mick, general manager of West Coast pro-
duction for First National, is due here
from the West the middle of this month.
He will devote most of his time to a
search for new screen material.

Al Rockett, who has been producing at

the First National studios here, has gone
to the company’s Burbank studios on the
Coast, where he will start production of
a special soon.

Roach to End Western
Schedule for M-G-M

( Special to the Herald

)

HOLLYWOOD Sept. 14. — Hal Roach
has decided to discontinue making West-
ern features for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
He will devote all his time to his comedies.
He finished one picture, “The Valley of
Hell” for Metro-Goldwvn, and the sec-

ond, “The Desert’s Toll,” is nearing com-
pletion.

World Adds Crawford;
Reilly, Archer Leaving

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Sept. 14.—William J.

Reilly, who succeeded Robert Welsh as

editor of the Moving Picture World, and
John A. Archer, managing editor, have re-

signed to enter the commercial field. Epes
W. Sergeant, former associate editor, be-
comes managing editor, and Merritt Craw-
ford, formerly of Motion Picture Today,
has joined the staff as associate editor.
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ValentinoWill Leaves Rambova
$1 in Will; Ullman Executor

Estate Valued at $500,000—Coast Film Folk Entrain for East to

Attend Business and Prize Fight

By RAY MURRAY

HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 14.—The will left by Rudolph Valentino
names George Ullman, manager of the star and perhaps his

closest friend, as executor without bond. It is estimated that
the property left by deceased is worth $500,000 aside from the rights
in the earnings of the latest Valentino film.

T HE will disclosed an unexpected bene-
ficiary in naming Mrs. Theresa Werner,

aunt of Natacha Rambova, the late screen

star’s second wife, to share equally with
Alberto and Maria Guglielmi, his brother
and sister. Miss Rambova was left one
dollar under the terms of the will.

It is estimated his estate amounts to

$500,000 which does not include the re-

turns from his last two pictures, “The
Eagle” and “The Son of the Sheik.” Val-
entino left a collection of armor and an-
tiques said to be worth $250,000. His
Beverly Hills home, “The Falcon’s Lair,”

was valued at $175,000; life insurance

$50,000, home in Wedgewood Place $65,-

000, a yacht $7,500, three motor cars $46,-

000, and personal jewelry valued at $50,000.
* * *

Famous Players-Lasky announces the
first play to be made under Ernst
Lubitsch’s new contract will be “The
Last of Mrs. Chaney.” Adolphe Menjou
will be cofeatured with Florence Vidor.
Menjou returned to the Coast last week.

* * *

The past week ivas marked by two open-

ings which attracted many screen celebrities.

The Forum theatre presented “Mare Nos-

trum,” Rex Ingram’s most pretentious pic-

ture made in several years. John P. Goring,

managing director of the Forum, with the

aid of Ted Henkel, gave the picture a beau-

tiful presentation.

“The Three Bad Men.” W illiam Fox’s

Western epic, directed by John Ford, was
well received Friday night at the Figueroa
theatre. This was the Coast premiere of the

Fox picture and was the occasion for using

the usual flood lights arid other parapher-

nalia customarily used at all Los Angeles
openings.

* * *

A very pretty wedding was solemnized
at the home of Marion Davies, Wednes-
day evening, when Eleanor Boardman,
M-G-M actress, became the wife of King
Vidor, Metro-Goldwyn’s ace director.

Out of deference to the memory of

Rudolph Valentino only a few intimate
friends were invited. They were married
by Dr. E. P. Ryland of the North Holly-
wood Congregational church. Marion
Davies was maid of honor and Irving
Thalberg best man. Among guests were
Louis B. Mayer, Mrs. Mayer, and daugh-
ters Irena and Edith, Elinor Glyn, Wil-
liam Haines, Jack Gilbert, Rupert
Hughes, Mrs. Charles Chaplin, Marcel
DeSano, William Randolph Hearst, Miss
Sylvia Thalberg, Edith Davies, Peppi
Lederer, Lady Ravensdale and Harry
Crocker.

* * *

150 Houses in Metro W'eek
One hundred and fifty leading theatres

in Southern California are participating
this week in a Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
week. This week also marks the third

anniversary of the formation of Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer pictures. The company
has 30 directors, 60 stars and prominent
stock players.

* * *

Warner Brothers heralds the arrival

of a new leading woman, having just

signed Ruth Hiatt who will portray the
leading feminine role in support of Syd
Chaplin in “The Missing Link.” Charles
“Chuck” Reisner is directing the Chaplin
vehicle. Miss Hiatt recently appeared
in “The Smith Family” series made by
Mack Sennett.

* * *

Bachmann Signs Day
J. G. Bachman of Preferred Pictures

has signed Alice Day to play the lead-

ing role in “His New York Wife.” Leon
Abrams will direct the picture at the

Sennett Studios.
* * *

One hundred and fifty members of the Children’s

Screen Guild, the only club of its kind in the

world, attended Carthay Circle theatre last week as

guests of Fred Miller and helped celebrate the

200th performance of “The Volga Boatman.’’
Jackie Coogan is president of the Children’s Screen
Guild and Baby Peggy vicepresident. All members
have appeared in pictures.

* * *

Ken Hamilton has been appointed
director of publicity and exploitation for

Criterion Pictures Company. This con-

cern is making pictures starring Jack
Hoxie under the supervision of M. E.

Sebastian at the Tec-Art Studios. Ham-
ilton was ‘formerly director of exploita-

tion for Associated Exhibitors in the

East. i-. %

Richard Barthelmess, upon comple-
tion of his Inspiration picture, “The
White Black Sheep,” will take a six-

weeks pleasure trip to New York.
* * *

The final scenes of Bob Custer’s latest

F. B. O. feature, “Two Gun McCoy,”
were taken last week at the Chadwick
Studios and Director Jack Nelson is

cutting the picture.
* * *

John McCormick, general manager of

the West Coast production for First Na-
tional, and his wife, Colleen Moore, will

leave September 16 for New York where
the exterior scenes of their next starring

vehicle, “Orchids and Ermine,” will be
made. * * *

Seeks Guardianship of Morgan Children

A third suit for the custody of little

Jackie Morgan, who plays the role of

Chester Gump in the Universal comedies,

was filed last week when Attorney
Charles Rollinson asked that he be ap-

pointed guardian for Jackie and his sis-

ter Dorothy, also in pictures. Their

Outdoor Shows Aid
Religion, Patriotism

Religion and patriotism are re-

ceiving impetus from the showing
of motion pictures in connection
with outdoor religious services in

Chicago through an experiment
being conducted by several de-
nominations.
Law and order is emphasized in

the pictures.

Kohner in U. S. Outlines

International Plans of U
(Special to the Herald)

LOS ANGELES, Sept. 14.—
Paul Kohner, casting director of
Universal, arrived this week from
Europe and outlined plans of the
company in detail whereby it will
make pictures which will have in-
ternational appeal as well as an
appeal to people in this country.

mother, Margaret Morgan Wycliffe,
former motion picture actress, met a
tragic death a week ago when she leaped
from a speeding automobile.

* * *

Ray Ries is now shooting a Wally
Wales picture, “Ace of Action,” being
directed by William Bertram at Fall-
brook, Calif. This is Lester F. Scott’s
latest Associated Exhibitors picture.

* * *

Ken Maynard and his director, A1
Rogell, have returned from Deadwood,
S. D., after a successful location trip.

Scenes were made for the First National
production during the pageant and cele-
bration of “The Days of Seventy-Six.”
The present title of the Ken Maynard
picture is “Flame of the Border.”

* * *

Scenes for the David Hartford produc-
tion, “God’s Great Wilderness,” will be
made in Yellowstone National Park.
Gavin Young, production manager of the
Hartford organization, is arranging for
private cars to transport the troupe and
props to the location.

* * *

This is “Away From Home Week” for
four F. B. O. companies, Fred Thomson,
who is making “A Regular Scout” and
a company of 100 are at beautiful Lake
Chatsworth. Director James Hogan,
making “Flaming Fury,” with Ranger,
the new canine star and Tom Tyler with
a unit of 60 players is at Mammoth Lake,
California. Eddie Dillon, directing Viola
Dana in her first F. B. O. vehicle,

“They’re Off,” is at Wilmington, Cali-

fornia, and Del Tkndrews is on location

outside of Hollywood filming “Timid
Terrors,” starring George O’Hara.

* * *

Mona Ray, 15-year-old Hollywood girl,

has been selected by Universal to play
the role of Topsy in “Uncle Tom’s
Cabin.” Miss Ray has never appeared
on the screen before.

* * *

Rabbi Becomes Film Official

Reverend Ernest R. Trattner of the

Temple of Emanu-El is giving up his

title to become confidential assistant to

M. C. Levee, general executive manager
of First National Productions at the new
Burbank studios.

* * *

Larry Kent, former F. B. O. star, has

been signed to play juvenile leads in

First National productions, according to

announcement of John McCormick,
general manager of the West Coast pro-

ductions.

Herman Joins P. D. C.
(Special to the Herald)

ALBANY, N. Y., Sept. 14.—Alec Her-
man, who resigned last week as local

manager for First National after five

years in that position, becomes manager
of the local Pro-Dis-Co exchange on
September 22. Ralph Bishop, who has
been handling the exchange, will be
transferred to the Cleveland branch.

John Bullwinkle of New Haven, Conn,
arrived last week, and is handling the

First National branch.
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Film News

in

Pictures

PICTORIAL SECTION
of Exhibitors Herald

Issue of September 18

Stories Told

by

the Camera

LEFT: Colleen Moore
meets the Duncan sisters,

Vivian and Rosetta, at the
First National studios. The
stage stars prepare to put
their play “Topsy and Eva”
on the screen.

RIGHT: Which one has the
“O. K.”? It appears each is

sharing it. But since John
McCormick is standing at

Richard Rowland’s right hand
that may be conclusively sig-

nificant that the stamp must
be the one the First National
vice-president placed on John
E. McC. at the production
plant in the West.

Martha Mattox is

now working i n
“S hameful Be-
havior,” a Pre-
ferred Picture be-
ing produced by J.

G. Bachmann.

RIGHT: Fred
Niblo’s family now
consists of Mrs.
Niblo and two
children. Mrs.
Niblo is better
known as Enid
Bennett. The di-

rector is produc-
ing “The Tempt-
ress” for Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer.

LEFT: Jack Hoxie
stars in “The
Devil Rider,” his

initial production
for A. H. Sebas-
tian, a state right
release.
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Metro-Goldwyn -Mayer declares
Estelle Clark will soon come into her
own as a result of her work with
Marceline ,Day and John Harron in

“The Boy Friend.”

Hammond Holt makes his first ap-
pearance with Mabel Normand in
her new Pathe comedy and after he
had faced the Kleigs Hammond says
he “wuzzn’t skeered atall.”

Col. Tim McCoy returns to the set

at the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studios
to resume work following his recov-
ery from injuries sustained when he
chased train bandits.

Make the world safe for histriony,

says Mabel Normand, now engaged
in producing “One Hour Married”
for the Pathe-Roach organization.
Creighton Hale is the soldier.

Kenneth Harlan will attend the
Dempsey-Tunney fight in Philadel-
phia. He is in a fistic role in the
F. N. film, “Twinkletoes,” and be-
lieves he’ll get some pointers.

It has ears like a donkey but it is a
goat, says Ann Rork, now returning
from location where she played in “The
Blonde Saint,” directed by her father
for First National.

Albert Rogell directs Ken Maynard,
in his work for F'irst National. Harry
Lichtig, his representative, left, takes
a peek at the script in the coast film

laboratory. Rogell, right.
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Marion “has company.” Her distinguished guests at the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studios are E. C. Porter of Wichita, Kan.,
D. C. Rounds of Los Angeles, Edna Porter and Mrs. E. C. Porter of Wichita, Mrs. D. C. Rounds next to hostess, and Will

Hays, head of the Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America. They pose on the set of “The Red Mill” which
stars Miss Davies. Frances Marion has scenarized the Blossom-Herbert operetta.

Sally O’Neil gets the feminine lead of “The Mysterious Island”
to be produced by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. Miss O’Neil was
smiled upon by the Goddess Tyche last week when she re-

ceived a ream of publicity in a Saturday Evening Post story
about the extras and stars of Hollywood.

Avrid E. Gillstrom, director, completes the direction of

“The Knight Before Christmas,” the final episode of the

“Bill Grimm’s Progress” series. Phil Tannura, camera-
man, left, and Margaret Morris, F. B. O. player, examine
screen tests.

George E. Read, Inc., offers the above property for sale. It is the home owned by Rudolph Valentino and now placed
exclusively in the hands of the Read company for buyers. It has been referred to in newspapers frequently and is widely
known as “The Falcon’s Lair” and is located in Beverly Hills, Cal. Prior to the time Valentino bought the place Mr.
Read himself owned and lived in it.
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Mary Philbin’s visit to her old home, Chicago, ends after she has
officiated at the opening of a large theatre, broadcast a speech on
the radio and learned (see photo, right) to evade tickets of men-
acing traffic cops. She’s a Universal player. (Herald photos.)

Barbara Worth is in

“Broken Hearts of

Hollywood,” Warner
Brothers film.

Now that F. B. O.’s “One Minute to Play” has been previewed by
audiences in Chicago and New York the author, director and

(

leading woman breathe the accustomed sigh of relief. Left to right

they are Byron Morgan, Mary McAllister and Sam Wood.

Billie Dove completes
work in Universal’s
“The Marriage
Clause.”

George K. Arthur ac-

cepts the challenge to

swim the channel at

Catalina. Metro star.

For some cause the above provokes the
query “Do dog stars become tempera-
mental with success?” Sandow has had
success in his work for Associated Ex-
hibitors.

Lilyan T a s h m a n, Edmund
Lowe, and Lila Lee sail for

England to appear in “One In-

creasing Purpose” for Fox
Film Corporation.

Bert Lytell is eager to duplicate the work
he did in Columbia’s “Lone Wolf Re-
turns” with his work in “Obey the Law.”
He is now on location.
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Fielding H. Yost, football coach of the University of Michigan, tries his hand at motion
pictures. Paramount retained “Hurry Up” (as he is known) to bring the football sequences
of “The Quarterback” up to par in view of realism. The team he works with at the Long
Island studio employs the 1899 rules and customs. Now if you know your football you
may expect a good show.

Caryl Lincoln is one of

the young women the

Christie brothers have
placed in several new
comedies.

It has not been so long since Natalie
Kingston was regularly in the casts of

Sennett comedies. Now she is one of

the prides of First National.

Marguerite De La Motte has
difficulty finding the pitch.

She is featured in “Pals in

Paradise” for P. D. C.

May Robson and her grandson, Robson
Gore. Both appear in the Metropolitan
picture, “Pals in Paradise,” released soon
by Producers Distributing Corporation.

Joan Meredith, found to

be good talent a year
ago, now becomes lead-

ing woman with Bill

Cody in an Associated
him.

“Business before pleasure,” but business is over. The Venzuelan exhibitor and distributor, Louis
Sejourne, visits First National’s studios after he has signed agreements assuring F. N. of first

run bookings in Venzuela. In the group who greeted him at the studio, New York, are Carl
Edouarde, conductor of the Strand orchestra; Joseph Plunkett, managing director of the
Strand; Jack Mulhall, featured player; Mr. Sejourne, Dorothy Mackaill, Bernard Sieyes, asso-
ciate of Sejourne; A1 Santell, and R. E. Goldsmith.
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Eberhardt Assumes Office As
President of A. M. P. A.

Einfeld Elected V. P., Finney Secretary —- Hyman Observes Mark

Strand's Seventh Birthday-—Ragland Leaves Lloyd

By JOHN S. SPARGO

N EW YORK, Sept. 14.—Walter Eberhardt is now president of the

Associated Motion Picture Advertisers, Inc., succeeding Glen All-

vine, who has held down the job for the past year. At least Glen

held it down when he was in town on Thursdays. When he wasn’t—which
was often—Eberhardt batted for him, giving him a little practice for the

job he now holds by virtue of the election held last Thursday.

A ND by virtue of that same election

Charlie Einfeld, fellow worker with

Eberhardt at First National, was made
vice president, winning out in one of the

few contests for office in the history of

the A. M. P. A.

Lon Young was the selection for the

nominating committee for the vice presi-

dential office, which figured Einfeld out

for the reason that it didn’t deem it best

that the same company supply the men
to hold the chief office two years in suc-

cession.

A number of Einfeld’s friends, remem-
bering that Glen Allvine, of Famous, had
succeeded A. M. Botsford, also of Fa-

mous, went right ahead and nominated
Einfeld by petition. So for the coming
year and the year after, unless some-
thing unforseen happens, First National

men will occupy the A. M. P. A. presi-

dential chair.

Eddie Finney, one of the hustling

young live wires of the organization,

was elected secretary.

To the board of directors, which auto-

matically includes all the officers, the fol-

lowing were elected:

Fred Baer, Charles Darrell. Ed McNamee, A. L.

Selig arid Julian Solomon.
Other results of the election follow: Auditing

committee, H. C. Bate, George Harvey and Jacques

Kopstein.
National Counsellor to U. S. Chamber of Com-

merce, Jerome Beatty.

Advisory Council, Glendon Allvine.

Trustee for three years, A. M. Botsford.

Arthur James and C. L. Yearsley acted as tellers

at the election.
jK ^

F.d Hyman, manager of the Brooklyn
Mark Strand, is celebrating birthday
week this week. Most men would be
satisfied with a one-day celebration, and
Hyman says he would were the celebra-

tion of his own natal day. However, as

the birthday is that of the Mark Strand
theatre, and the seventh anniversary at

that Hyman says it is worth a whole
week.

Ragland Leaves Lloyd

One of the surprises of the week was
the announcement that John C. Ragland
had resigned as sales manager of the

Harold Lloyd Corporation, which posi-

tion he has held for a number of years.

The announcement of the separation
of Johnny Ragland from a position
where he was believed to be a fixture,

caused not only much wonderment but
many rumors of a break in the unusu-
ally friendly relations known to have
existed between Ragland and Lloyd, all

of which is a lot of bunk.

Ragland has been working for years
on a long tough grind which caused him
to feel that he needed and should take
a long rest and get into some line of
work that would give him greater free-

dom from a life at a desk. In speaking
of his relations with Lloyd, Mr. Rag-
land said:

“I feel I have no better friend in the

world than Harold Lloyd, and that goes
the other way, too. There has been no
break of friendly relations and there is

no chance of such a break. We have
always been friends, are now, and I have
no doubt we always will be.”

sfc H*

Rockett Leaves the East

A1 Rockett left for the Coast last week
to begin production for First National
at the new Burbank studios. For Rock-
ett this is a return to the field in which
he started at the bottom of the ladder
and worked up until he became, with his

brother Ray, coproducer of “Abraham
Lincoln,” generally conceded one of the
best made pictures of its time.

For the past couple of years Rockett
has been with First National in the East.
His first production for First National
was “Puppets.”

sj;

Blue Arrives

Monte Blue arrived from the Coast
last week and while he asserts his trip

here is a combined business and vacation
journey, admitted that the date, of the
quarrel between Jack Dempsey and Gene
Tunney had something to do with fixing

the time of his own itinerary.

Of course no one would figure for a

minute that anyone would journey from
the Coast to New York in order to be
within two hours’ ride of Philadelphia
the night of the fight. It just happens
that a lot of film people from the Coast
have business here at that time. Oh,
yes, such a business.

Among those said to be finding urgent
business taking them to New York about
the fight time are W. R. Sheehan, Tom
Mix, Bill Hart, Kenneth Harlan, Frank
Borzage, A1 Green, Rube Goldberg, Dick
Barthelmess and a lot of others.

Of course, being here, they might as
well take in the fight, but it’s business
that’s bringing them.

* * *

William Cohill, casting director at the
Paramount Long Island City studios for
the past several years, last week severed
his connection with Famous Players-
Lasky. No announcement has been
made as to Mr. Cohill’s future activi-

ties, but it is understood he will join
another company in a similar capacity.

Fred Fleck, who has for some time
past been Mr. Cohill’s assistant, has
taken up his former chief’s duties.

“Red” Grange Is Beauty
Judge at Press Dinner

“Red” Grange sat as judge in a beauty
contest at the City Press Club’s dinner
dance at the Claridge hotel in Chicago
last night. He awarded the prize to

Aileen White of the “Dearest Enemy”
company. Miss White is a brunette.

Seven U. A. Stars on
Broadway in Same Week

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK , Sept. 14.—Seven
United Artists stars were in pic-
tures appearing in Broadway
houses last week. They were
Douglas Fairbanks, Charlie Chap-
lin, Rudolph Valentino, Gloria
Swanson, John Barrymore, Buster
Keaton, and Ronald Colman in a
special.

Jack Bullwinkle and
R. S. Bell Promoted

(Special to the Herald

)

NEW HAVEN, Sept. 14,—Jack Bull-

winkle, salesman out of the First National
exchange here, has been promoted manager
of the company’s branch at Albany, N. Y.,

to succeed A. J. Herman, who is retiring.

R. S. Bell, who has been manager of

First National’s Winnipeg exchange, has
been appointed sales supervisor for the

company in Western Canada, with head-
quarters in Winnipeg.

Howard Heads 2 Sax
Branches Just Added

(Special to the Herald)

CLEVELAND, Sept. 14.—M. C. How-
ard has been named general manager
of the two new branches of Gotham ex-
changes just installed. He will have
headquarters here. Sam Sax states the
two added branches completes the line

of distribution offices for the Lumas
product.

H. M. Warner Is Guest
of Winnipeg Screen Club

(Special to the Herald)

WINNIPEG, MAN., Sept. 14.—H. M.
Warner, president of Warner Brothers,
was guest of the Screen Club at an enthu-
siastic testimonial luncheon here last week.

In his address to the gathering Warner
touched on his company’s plans for the

immediate future and discussed Vitaphone
and its success at more length.

“Beau Geste” Breaks
All Records at Aldine

(Special to the Herald)

PHILADELPHIA, Sept. 14.— “Beau
Geste” has played to more than 19,000 per-

sons in its first seven days at the Aldine
theatre and it is estimated that 7,000 have
been turned away, thus breaking all records
for the house.

Josephine Quirk Signs
(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Sept. 14.—Josephine
Quirk, scenarist, has been signed by Chad-
wick Pictures Corp., President I. E. Chad-
wick has just announced. Her first work
in her new post will be the adaptation of
“Sunshine of Paradise Alley.”

Brooks* Hat in Ring
(Special to the Herald)

ALBANY, N. Y., Sept. 14.—Harry
Brooks of Troy, N. Y., president of the
Motion Picture Machine Operators’
Union of that city, will be a candidate
for re-election to the New York assem-
bly.
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LaskyNamed A.M.P. P. Head;
Better Working Status Voted

Beetson Goes East to Obtain Executive to Carry Out Recommen-
dations of Association for More Recreational Facilities,

Wage Increases, Improved Medical Services

(Special to the Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 14.—Jesse L. Lasky was elected president of the

Association of Motion Picture Producers at the semi-annual meeting of

that organization held in Los Angeles last evening. He will succeed
Charles Christie, retiring president.

Vote to Improve Working Conditions

The Association also unanimously voted to take immediate steps toward the

improvement of working conditions for all classes of labor in the film studios

of Southern California. Part of the reforms which were recommended include

the construction of recreational facilities, increase of wages in certain

departments, and the establishment and improvement of hospitals and med-
ical services for all employes and their families. Group insurance was
another item which was recommended.

Rabbi Leaves Pulpit

to Become Executive
in Levee Organization

(Special to the Herald)

LOS ANGELES, Sept. 14.—Rev. Ern-
est R. Trattner, leader of the Temple of
Emanu-El here, will relinquish his title

to assume that of
confidential a s-

sistant to M. C.

Levee, general
executive m a n-
ager for First
National P i c-

tures.

The Rabbi,
who recently ob-
served his 28th
birthday, is a re-

ligious leader and
is well known for
his ability as an
organizer. H i s

c o n g r e g ation
consists of 600.

“The church and synagogue have much
in common with the motion picture,” he
declared.

Sojourn at Hollywood
Studios Brings Sharp

Raps from Japanese
In a statement printed in Japanese

papers and made by Chikushi Midzutani,
a member of the social education com-
mittee of the Ministry of Education,
who recently returned from a three
months’ trip to the United States, he
holds that Japanese films are not inferior
to American product, except for the fact
that more money is spent in America on
films than in Japan.
Japanese players, he said, are artists,

but many American players are not art-
ists. He comments on the lack of art in
comedy and says comedy has no depth.

Companies Form at
Rate of One a Day
(Special to the Herald)

ALBANY, N. Y., Sept. 14.—The first

week in September certainly showed up
weak in New York state in the number
of motion picture companies incorporating
with the secretary of state. There were
but five which is at the rate of one a day
when it is figured that state offices close
on Labor Day.

The five incorporated during the week are:
Sterni Fiim and Theatrical Company, $100,000;
Colester Amusement Corporation, $20,000; Dorali
Amusement Corporation, $5,000; the Peggy Com-
pany, and Peroff Pictures, not specifying the
amount of capitalization.

Jack Warner in East
for Parents Jubilee

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Sept. 14.—Jack L. War-
ner, director general of production for
Warner Brothers, will leave for the
Coast in a few days following a visit
here, where he attended the 50th wed-
ding anniversary of his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Benjamin Warner of Youngstown,
Ohio.

Warner Suit to Open
(Special to the Herald

)

HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 14.—Hearing will
be held September 20 on the injunction
obtained by Lewis Milestone, director, re-
straining Warner Brothers from interfer-
ing with Milestone’s attempts to secure
employment.

Fred W. Beetson, re-elected secretary-
treasurer, has gone East to obtain the

services of an executive to carry out
the plans of the
association to im-
prove working
conditions.

Lasky Approves
Plans

Mr. Lasky this

week voiced his

approval of all

the recommenda-
tions and pledged
his wholehearted
co-operation i n
carrying out the
improvements.
“Betterment of

working condi- Je88e Ll Lasky -

tions in studios
through the establishment of recreation
centers, hospital facilities and group in-

surance policies for employes has long
been a subject of discussion among
members of the Motion Picture Pro-
ducers’ Association,” declared the new-

Switchman Sends ’Em
Wrong Way! Show Waits

(Special to the Herald)

DES MOINES , Sept . 14.—An
ambitious switchman in the Rock
Island yards, “hell-bent” for duty,
was responsible lor the failure of
the third Publix road show to ap-
pear on the stage of the Capitol
theatre last Saturday afternoon.
The baggage car arrived promptly
in the early morning but the
switchman just as promptly at-

tached it to an out-going train

bound toward the Windy City, the
place it had left a few hours be-
fore.

“The Sidewalks of New York,”
with the minature reproductions
of Greenwich Village, Times
Square, Brooklyn Bridge and
Chinatown was pounding the rails

toward the East when the disap-
pearance was discovered. A wire
located the car and it was shunted
to a siding at Rock Island. The
railroad officials permitted the
plebian carrier to be returned to

Des Moines, dangling at the end
of one of the de luxe mail trains.

The show went on at 7 p. m.

ly elected president. “Part of this plan
has already been realized in the adoption
of the bonus savings plan among em-
ployes of some studios. While hospitals,
medical service and temporary recrea-
tion centers have already been installed
in many producing plants, it is our aim
to improve upon these.
Other new officers elected at the meet-

ing were Irving C. Thalberg, first vice-
president, and M. C. Levee, second vice-
president.

McCord Houses Taken
Over in $500,000 Deal

(Special to the Herald)

EL DORADO, ARK., Sept. 14.—The
consolidation of the Make Amusement
Company controlled by M. S. McCord with
the Clark-McWilliams-McDonald Company
of El Dorado is effective, the firm to be
known as the Arkansas Amusement Enter-
prises, Inc., and will have $500,000 capital

of which $300,000 has been paid up.

The newly elected officers of Arkansas
Amusement Enterprises are M. A. Light-
man, Nashville, Tenn., president; W. F.

McWilliams, El Dorado, vice-president;

E. J. Clark, El Dorado, secretary and treas-

urer, and M. S. McCord of Camden, Ark.,

and M. J. Pruniski, North Little Rock,
Ark., directors.

The McCord houses taken over are Ma-
jestic, Princess and Plaza in El Dorado;
Joy and Palace in Smackover; Rialto, Cam-
den; Queen, Hope, Ark.; Princess and
Strand, North Little Rock, and Plaza, Lit-

tle Rock.
The other houses included in the merger

are the Rialto and Mission at El Dorado.

Cleveland Branch Leads
in F. N. Lieber Drive

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Sept. 14.—Reports to the

home office of First National show the

Cleveland branch in the lead in the Lieber
Month sales drive. Milwaukee, New Jer-
sey (Eastern territory) and Montreal are
trailing Cleveland in the order here given.

Among the Banner Group pictures fig-

uring in the drive are “Twinkletoes,” “Syn-
copating Sue,” “The Amateur Gentleman,”
“Paradise,” “Men of the Dawn,” “The
Great Deception,” “The Prince of Tempt-
ers,” “Senor Daredevil,” “The Unknown
Cavalier,” “Subway Sadie,” “The Charles-

ton Kid,” “Forever After,” “Ladies at

Play,” “Don Juan’s Three Nights,” “The
Midnight Lover,” “The Masked Woman”
and “Mismates.”

Rabbi Ernest Trattner
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Among Executives of New Equipment Body

G. A. LINCOLN
Vicepresident in charge of
purchases

JOE HORNSTEIN
Vicepresident in charge of
Eastern territory

GEORGE DE KRUIF
Vicepresident in charge of sales

promotion, advertising

OSCAR OLDKNOW
Vicepresident in charge of
southern territory

Vicepresidents to Have
Charge in Territories

as Regional Directors
(Continued from page 27 )

issued by President Dutton in which he de-
clares that the move is in keeping with the

present day trend of successful business
practice.

Operating plans for the organization as

revealed in the announcement provide for

the division of the country into various
territories in charge of regional directors
who are vicepresidents. The general office

will be in Chicago, and from there will be
directed the entire organization of the com-
pany under Mr. Dutton.
The Pacific Coast Division, which will

comprise branches in San Francisco, Seat-
tle, Salt Lake City and Portland, will be
in charge of L. G. Dolliver, formerly of
the Western Theatre Supply Company. Mr.
Dolliver is wellknown on the West Coast
and is particularly adapted to his position
through years of association with the

equipment field in his territory.

VanDuyne at Los Angeles

H. E. VanDuyne, formerly president of
the Pacific Amusement Supply Co., and
wellknown for his success in the business,

will be at Los Angeles.
The Southern Division will be in charge

of Oscar Oldknow. This division will have
its headquarters in Atlanta, with branches
in Charlotte, N. C. ;

New Orleans, La.;
Dallas, Texas; Oklahoma City, Okla.

;

Jacksonville, Fla., and Memphis, Tenn. Mr.
Oldknow is a veteran in point of service
in the equipment industry, having been as-

sociated with his father, William Oldknow,
in the Southern Theatre Equipment Com-
pany for many years.

The Eastern Division with headquarters
in New York City will be in charge of Joe
Hornstein. Little need to be said about
Mr. Hornstein, as he is known from coast
to coast, if not all over the world through
his various activities in the Howell’s Cine
Equipment Company, and in the export
business. The Eastern Division will have
branches in Boston, New York City, Phila-
delphia, Baltimore, Washington, Albany
and Buffalo.

The Central West Division, which will

be handled from the General Offices in

Chicago, will take care of branches in

Pittsburgh, Cleveland, Cincinnati, Indian-

apolis, Detroit, Chicago, Milwaukee, Min-
neapolis, St. Louis, Des Moines, Omaha,
Kansas City and Denver.

Paid in Cash for Net Assets

Details of the conditions under which the

various supply houses were taken over are

not revealed, but it is understood that those

absorbed were paid in cash for their net

assets.

President Dutton, in a statement issued

in connection with the announcement of
the merger, said

:

“In forming the National Theatre Sup-
ply Company, we are simply following the

nationwide trend toward economy. A con-
solidation such as ours is especially

equipped to do a greater volume of busi-

ness with a consequent lower overhead. It

makes it possible to operate on a lower
profit per unit, but with a higher profit per
year.

“Theatre owners want to buy the better

equipment and supplies on a basis of real

value without having to pay the penalty
of uneconomic practices.

“We are convinced that through effecting

economies in the distribution of the many
manufactured articles we handle, adding
others to our line, and through added vol-

ume, we can cater to the demand of the

theatre owners to their entire satisfaction

and with profit to them as well as to our-
selves.

Waste to Be Avoided

“There have been many factors and prac-
tices in the distribution of equipment and
supplies during the past which have con-
tributed to waste. We are becoming a part

of the great national movement to elimi-

nate waste. Simple business prudence de-
mands that the business of distribution be
organized to eliminate any practices which
have proven to be unessential and eco-
nomically wasteful.

“There is no doubt, when sufficient time
has elapsed to enable us to get thoroughly
organized, that by building volume of sales,

by purchasing to better advantage, by gath-
ering together the brains and ideas of the
entire industry, and by placing the entire

business of distribution of equipment and
supplies on one definite plan, the National
Theatre Supply Company will offer to the
theatreowner greater advantages in mer-
chandise and service than he has ever en-
joyed before.”

Dutton Seeks Economy
in Distribution Through
Efficiency in Operation

( Continued, from page 27)

for many years.

The slide business which he started
eleven years ago grew in gradual steps into

a thriving equipment business which up to

the time of the merger comprised eight
branches in Middle West cities. Under his

direction the business of Exhibitors Sup-
ply Company has prospered.

Effecting of economies in distribution
through efficient operation has long been
an objective of Mr. Dutton and it is said

to have been his desire for further de-

veloping this principle in the theatre

equipment field which made him one of

the leading spirits in carrying out his

ideas through the new national organiza-

tion just announced.

C. D. Struble, secretary of the National

Theatre Supply Company, was formerly

president of the Yale Theatre Supply Com-
pany of Kansas City. For the past year

he has held the office of president of the

Equipment Dealers Association.

H. Stanley McLeod, who will occupy the

position of treasurer of the National Thea-
tre Supply Company, was for a period of

years auditor of Exhibitors Supply Com-
pany. He later became associated with

Bob Gumm in the operation of Exhibitors

Supply Company of Indiana. At one time

Mr. McLeod was auditor for the Fox Film
Corporation in Europe.

G. A. Lincoln, formerly secretary and
treasurer of Exhibitors Supply Company,
will be vicepresident in charge of pur-

chases of the National Theatre Supply
Company.

George DeKruif, a veteran in the field

of advertising and sales promotion, will

have charge of the sales promotion and ad-

vertising activities of the National Thea-
tre Supply Company.

Others who will be important factors in

the new organization are Vicepresidents

L. G. Dolliver, Oscar Oldknow and Joe
Hornstein and W. E. Green.
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HERALD OFFERS COMPLETE
GUIDE OF SEASON PRODUCT

S
HORT FEATURE berry picking season is here. And upon the care and intelligence with which the

theatre owners selects his material from the wealth of product available will depend the harvest of

“berries” reaped at the box office in the coming season.

Recognition of the short feature as an integral factor in the building of theatre patronage has

reached its peak. So, too, the recognition of the short feature by producing companies is at the crest.

These two elements combine in assuring the industry of its greatest year in development of short length

production and in the maximum display of short product in motion picture theatres with its concomitant

increase in returns at the ticket window.

Helping the theatre owner to adjust his choice of short features to his house, to his community and
to his public is the aim of the Herald in presenting a complete guide, firsthand directory of available pro-
ductions to the exhibitor.

The day of blind grabbing at short films is past. The
theatre owner knows it, the producer and distributor

know it, and best of all the public realizes the fact. But
at this point the exhibitor has reached an impasse. He
has been in the position of making piecemeal selections.

The product of the one company has been placed before

him by the salesman and by the announcements from the

company he represents. Then the productions distrib-

uted by another concern have been offered him in the

same manner.

Linking the whole product of the whole industry in

one table and presenting the entire compilation before

the exhibitor in a form at once conclusive and complete
has been his need. That is the mission of the Herald
guide presented in this issue.

Compiling such a list has been an arduous task but the

Herald again demonstrates therein that, with service as

its watchword and with the needs and welfare of the
exhibitors as the determinant in its policies and activities,

it once more has gone the limit to help the theatre owner
to help himself to the fullest measure
of box office success.

A glance at the directory shows the

immense amount of product waiting

the beckon of the exhibitor. Never
before in the history of the industry

has the producer gone to such lengths

to run the gamut of entertainment

material to suit the pleasures of the

buyer of pictures. And never before

in trade annals has the theatre owner,

as well as public, been so alive to the

fundamental part that the short

feature plays in balancing a program
and giving that program the best

there is. Comedies, Westerns, serials,

scenic beauties, novelties, cartoons

—

the acme of development in the arts

of direction, action and photography—all are represented
in the material ready or prepared for 1926-27.

The time is not far in the past when short features, or
“shorts” as they were generally called, appealed but little

to the exhibitor and in purchasing them he almost used
a foot rule.

“Shorts,” he felt, were necessary to his program hut
only necessary in order to fill out the time of the show
not taken up by the feature picture.

Once in a great while some short feature would happen
along which had some peculiar merit of excellence to

cause the exhibitor to depart from his foot rule ideas,

but the foot rule consideration was pretty general, and
in the matter of price, ruled quite completely.
But all this has been changed. The foot rule idea no

longer obtains. The short feature has come into its own.
Exhibitors have learned that good short features have an
appeal to theatregoers and have become an extremely
important part of any good showman’s program.

It is no uncommon thing for the manager of a neigh-
borhood house to be called on the
phone to answer the following for

some patron:

“I know your feature picture is

So-and-So, but what is the comedy?”
And on the answer frequently de-

pends whether the patron contributes
that day at the box office.

This change has been brought
about largely by hard, consistent and
costly work on the part of the several

large distributing companies making
a specialty of short features.

Several years ago Pathe and Edu-
cational, the two largest national dis-

tributors which handle only short
films, started out on a campaign of

( Continued on page 45 )
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SHORT FEATURE GUIDE
AMERICAN CINEMA ASSOCIATION, 1650

Broadway, New York.

13 Trub’s Diary 2 reels Monthly

ARTCLASS PICTURES CORPORATION, 1540

Broadway, New York.

6 Winnie Winkle .. .2 reels State Rights

6 Izzie and Lizzie ....2 reels State Rights

6 Snub Pollard ....2 reels State Rights

6 Hairbreadth Harry ...2 reels State Rights

26 Radio Personalities ...1 reel State Rights

26 Popular Song Parodies 1 reel State Rights

12 Screen Star Sports ....1 reel State Rights

6 Guess Who? 1 reel State Rights

6 The Scandal of America. ........1 reel State Rights

2 reels Monthly

.2 reels Monthly

.2 reels Monthly

.1 reel Bi-Monthly

. 1 reel Monthly

. 1 reel Monthly

CRANFIELD & CLARKE, Inc., 729

nue, New York.

4 Ned Wayburn Charleston

Lessons 1 reel

12 C. & C. Internationals... 1 reel

12 Novel Featurettes 1 reel

4 Big Game Pictures 1 reel

52 Fun from the Press
(Literary Digest) 1 reel

12 Dramas DeLuxe 2 reels

12 Herrick Productions 2 reels

6 Little Dramas in Big Places . 2 reels

12 Shot and Powder Comedies.. 2 reels

12 Boys Adventure 2 reels

12 Speed Cops 2 reels

4 Famous Paintings 2 reels

12 Roxy Radio 2 reels

12 Sketchographs 2 reels

Seventh Ave-

Weekly

Bi-Weekly

Bi-Weekly

Monthly

Weekly

Monthly

Monthly

Monthly

Monthly

Monthly

Monthly

Monthly

Monthly

Monthly

EDUCATIONAL PICTURES, 370 Seventh Ave-
nue, New York.

3 Romance Productions

(Technicolor) 2 reels

“The Vision.”

“The Blue Boy.”

“Mona Lisa.”

8 Lloyd Hamilton

6 Lupino Lane Cor

8 Bobby Vernon C
6 Jimmie Adams C

6 Billy Dooley Cor

10 Christie Comedie
18 Mermaid Comedi
6 Big Boy Comedi
6 Tuxedo Comedie

24

12

Cameo Comedies
Lyman H. Hodge’s Hodge-

BRAY PRODUCTIONS, 729 Seventh Avenue, New
York.

12 Fistical Culture Comedies 2 reels

12 Sunkist Comedies 2 reels

12 McDougall Alley Comedies.. 2 reels

26 Bray Cartoons 1 reel

13 Nature Specials 1 reel

13 Screen Magazines 1 reel

CHESTERFIELD MOTION PICTURE CORP.,
1540 Broadway, New York.

6 Jungle Dramas 2 reels State Rights

12 “Fearless,” Great Police

Dog Detective 2 reels State Rights

COLUMBIA PICTURES CORPORATION, 1600

Broadway, New York.

26 Screen Snapshots 1 reel State Rights

26 Felix the Cat Animated

12 Robert C. Bruce Scenic

12 Curiosities, the Movie
Side-Show

26 Life Animated Cartoon
Comedies

104 Kinograms News

reels Monthly
reels Monthly
reels Monthly
reels Monthly
reels Monthly
reels Monthly
reels Bi-Monthly

reels Monthly
reels Monthly

reel Bi-Monthly

reel Monthly

reel Bi-Monthly

reel Monthly

reel Monthly

reel Bi-Monthly

reel Bi-Weekly

FILM BOOKING OFFICES, 1560 Broadway, New
York.

12 Bill Grimm’s Progress 2 reels Bi-Monthly

12 Wisecrackers 2 reels Bi-Monthly

12 Whirlwind Comedies 2 reels Monthly

12 Standard Comedies 2 reels Monthly

26 Alice Cartoons 1 reel Bi-Monthly

26 Krazy Kat Cartoons 1 reel Bi-Monthly

FOX FILMS, Tenth Avenue at 55th Street, New
York.

8 Animal Comedies 2 reels Bi-Monthly

8 Helen and Warren 2 reels Bi-Monthly

20 Imperial Comedies 2 reels Bi-Monthly

8 Van Bibber Comedies 2 reels Bi-Monthly

8 O. Henry 2 reels Bi-Monthly

26 Fox Varieties 1 reel Bi-Monthly

104 issues—Fox News Bi-Weekly

HI-MARK PRODUCTIONS, 220 West 42d Street,

New York.

6 Steve Donoghue Turf

Classics State Rights

IRIS NOVELTY EXCHANGE, 729 Seventh Ave-

12

nue, New York.

Iris Novelties 1 reel State Rights

12 Iris Premiers 1 reel State Rights

6 Samoan Travelogues 1 reel State Rights

26 Screen Stars 1 reel Bi-Weekly
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SHORT FEATURE GUIDE
LOUMAY DISTRIBUTING Corp., 729 Seventh

Avenue, New York.

12 Checker Comedies 2 reels Monthly

26 Reel Moments 1 reel Bi-Monthly

PATHE EXCHANGE, Inc., 35 West 45th Street,

New York.

40 Hal Roach Productions
10 Our Gang Comedies 2 reels 1 a month

10 Charley Chase Comedies..2 reels 1 a month

10 Mabel Normand Com-
edies 2 reels 1 a month

10 Hal Roach Star Com-
edies 2 reels 1 a month

40 Mack Sennett Productions
12 Alice Day Comedies 2 reels 1 a month

8 Ben Turpin Comedies 2 reels 1 a month

12 Jimmie Smith Comedies..2 reels 1 a month

12 Mack Sennett Comedies..2 reels 1 a month

104 Pathe News 1 reel 2 a week

52 Pathe Review 1 reel 1 a week

8 Famous Melody Series 1 reel

4 Hy Mayer’s Sketch Book 1 reel

20 Pilgrimage to Palestine
Series 1 reel 1 a month

52 Aesop’s Film Fables... 1 reel 1 a week

52 Topics of the Day 1 reel 1 a week

26 Grantland Rice Sportlights....l reel 2 a month

4 Ives-Leventhal Stereo-
scopiks 1 reel

6 Harold Lloyd Comedies
(Re-issue) 1 reel

1 Harold Lloyd Comedy
(Re-issue) 2 reels

1 Commander Byrd in Amer-
ica’s Polar Triumph 2 reels

2 Serials (10 Chapters Each)....2 reels 1 a week

“The Fighting Marine,” starring Gene Tunney.

“The House Without a Key,” with Allene Ray and
Walter Miller.

Other serials available:

“The Green Archer,” with Allene Ray.

“Casey of the Coast Guard,” George O’Hara and
Helen Ferguson.

“Snowed In,” Allene Ray and Walter Miller.

Mack Sennett Productions.. . (Re-Issues)

Harry Langdon Comedies.. 2 and 3 reels

Ralph Graves 2 reels

Hal Roach Productions (Re-Issues)

Glenn Tryon Comedies 2 reels

Clyde Cook Comedies 2 reels

Charlie Chaplin Revivals
A Dog’s Life

RED SEAL PICTURES CORP., 1600 Broadway,
New York.

13 Koko Song Cartoons 1 reel Monthly

13 Out of the Inkwell Cartoons.. 1 reel Monthly

13 Carrie of the Chorus
Comedies 2 reels Monthly

13 Reelview . 1 reel Monthly
13 Searchlight . 1 reel Monthly
13 Marvels of Motion .1 reel Monthly
6 Keep ’Em Guessing .1 reel Monthly

26 Marcus Cartoons .1 reel Bi-Monthly

3 Churchyards of America .1 reel Monthly

SAVA FILMS, Inc., 1540 Broadway, New York.
12 Sid Smith Comedies .2 reels State Rights

12 Hank Mann Burlesques .2 reels State Rights

12 Eddie Gordon Comedies .2 reels State Rights

12 Fatty Laymon Comedies .2 reels State Rights

12 Lightnin’ Comedies .2 reels State Rights

12 Selig Wild Animal Dramas... .2 reels State Rights

SHORT FILMS SYNDICATE, 729 Seventh Ave-
nue, New York.

12 Twisted Tales .1 reel Monthly
26 Mutt & Jeff Comedies .1 reel Bi-Monthly

GEORGE D. SWARTZ PRODUCTIONS, 723 Sev-
enth avenue, New York.

12 Hall of Fame .1 reel State Rights

52 College Joker .1 reel State Rights

12 Camera Mystery .1 reel State Rights

UNIVERSAL PICTURES CORPORATION, 730
Fifth Avenue, New York.

Universal Junior Jewels

12 Buster Brown Comedies... 2 reels Monthly
10 The Collegians 2 reels Bi-Monthly

13 Newlyweds and Their Baby . 2 reels Monthly
13 Let George Do It 2 reels Monthly
13 The Excuse Maker 2 reels Monthly
13 What Happened to Jane... 2 reels Monthly

52 Mustang Westerns

(Weekly in Rotation)

13 W. C. Tuttle Comedies 2 reels

13 Fred Gillman 2 reels

13 Edmund Cobb 2 reels

7 Texas Rangers 2 reels

6 N. W. Mounted Police 2 reels

52 Bluebird Comedies

(Weekly in Rotation)

13 Arthur Lake 2 reels

13 Charles Puffy 2 reels

13 Neely Edwards 2 reels

13 Fanny the Mule 2 reels

12 Andy Gump Comedies 2 reels Monthly
104 International News Reel.. 1 reel 2 a week

Universal Adventure Pictures (Serials)

Fighting with Buffalo Bill.

The Fire Fighters.

The Return of the Riddle Rider.

Whispering Smith Rides.

The Silent Flyer.
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EDUCATIONAL SETSHIGHMARK
Romance Series New Attraction

Nine Groups

Of Comedies

In Two Reels

EDUCATIONAL Film Exchanges, Inc.,

is distributing for 1926-27 nine series of

two-reel comedies, a series of two-reel

Romance Productions in natural color, one

series of 24 one-reel comedies, two series

of animated cartoon comedies, three series

of one-reel novelty subjects as well as two

Kinograms news reels each week. One of

the attractive series added to this season’s

product is the Romance Productions, two-

reel short feature pictures unfolding a con-

cise, dramatic story in picturesque settings

and done in natural color by the Tech-

nicolor Process. John Roche, Julanne

Johnston, Hedda Hopper and Philippe De-

Lacy are featured in these productions with

Arthur Maude directing from stories

which he wrote from his conception of

what inspired world famous paintings.

Lloyd Hamilton, slow-moving comedian

with the massive head and the highly em-
barrassed movements, is starred in a series

of eight two-reel comedies bearing his

name. Hamilton’s droll comedy is given

even better opportunity to shine in highly

entertaining stories and amid lavish sur-

roundings this season.

Lane Home from Abroad

Lupino Lane, recently returned from
abroad where he appeared for seven

months in successful London musical re-

vues, is starred in six two-reel comedies.

Mr. Lane, who is a master of the pan-

tomime art, has returned from Europe with

a new bagful of mirth-provoking tricks.

His comedies will bear his name this year.

Bobby Vernon, the agile little funster of

Christie Comedies, is starred again in a
new series of eight two-reel comedies
which will establish further this come-
dian with his large following of comedy
fans. More elaborate settings, larger casts

and faster-moving stories have been pro-

vided Bobby for the new season.

Jimmie Adams, another Christie Comedy
star, is scheduled to appear in a new array
of six two-reel rapid fire comedy pictures

bearing his title. This screen clown, who
is known wherever pictures are shown, is

to have even greater opportunities to shine
this year.

Billy Dooley’s comedies for the past sea-
son were so well received that he is being
starred this year in a series of his own at

Christie Studios. With his comical sailor

garb, Billy Dooley has brought a new type to

the screen—that of the “goofy gob.” In
his new series of six two-reel subjects he
again will appear as the sappy sailor char-
acter.

Ten new Christie Comedies are scheduled
for the new season with Neal Burns and
Jack Duffy as the principal featured play-
ers. Duffy’s famous grandpa character
won for him a featured part this year and
his appearance in such roles will be a wel-
come one. Burns has made a unique char-
acter of his bespectacled youthful appear-
ance and is given even more chance to
shine in elaborate stories and costly sets.

In addition, Anne Cornwall, now playing

“Plumb Goofy” is an Educational—
Cameo Comedy featuring Phil Dun-
ham and “Toy” Gallagher.

in featured productions, is to be featured

in several of the new Christies.

18 Mermaid Comedies

A series of 18 Mermaid Comedies will

be produced at Educational Studios in the

forthcoming season with A1 St. John,

Frank Pangborn and George Davis in lead-

ing roles.

“Big Boy” heads the list of splendid

youthful talent which features the new
series of six two-reel Juvenile Comedies.

Six two-reel Tuxedo Comedies, featur-

ing Johnnie Arthur, provide another splen-

did series of comedy subjects.

24 Cameo Comedies Coming

Twenty-four Cameo Comedies in one reel

will be produced for the new season. Phil

Dunham, Lucille Hutton, George Davis,

Babe London, “Toy” Gallagher and
Amma Styers are the principal players in

the comedies which are snappy, fast-action

subjects that have proved universally pop-
ular.

Lyman H. Howe’s Hodge-Podge gives

new, novel ideas embellished with spar-

kling humor in twelve one-reel subjects.

Felix the Cat, animated cartoon character,

will appear in 26 one-reel subjects. Twelve
one-reel subjects are in the Robert C.

Bruce Scenic Novelties, a series of brief

pictures giving beautiful scenic effects and
offering the showman a valuable aid in

presentation, novelties in outdoor settings

and a few travels.

Curiosities, the Movie Side-Show, pre-

sents the most curious and unusual people,

inventions, scenes, animals, objects and
features obtainable from all parts of the

world, in twelve one-reelers. Life Cartoon
Comedies bring a new series of animal
characters to the screen, supervised by the
editors of America’s leading fun magazine—26 one-reel releases.

Recognition Is

Growing, Soys

Hammons, Home

'T'HE increasing recognition accorded to

the short feature by exhibitors and
critics is reflected most noticeably in an
increased enthusiasm at the short subject
producing studios, according to Mr. E. W.
Hammons, president of Educational Film
Exchanges, Inc., who returned to New
York a few days ago after his usual sum-
mer visit to the studios in Los Angeles
producing for the Educational program.

“In spite of the inroads of vaudeville

which have taken up much time in some
picture theatres,” said Mr. Hammons, “the
general tendency of exhibitors everywhere
has been to use their best short subjects

to better advantage, giving them better

presentation and better exploitation, and
the observers of the press have unques-
tionably adopted a new attitude toward
these briefer pictures, as is reflected in a
larger number of editorial comments and
reviews appearing in the press everywhere.

“The effect of this on the producing
forces all the way from studio men and
senior directors to extras is almost amaz-
ing. The final result as far as production
is concerned is certain to be a still greater
increase in the quality and box-office value
of short features during the season just

beginning.

“The Educational Studios and the Chris-
tie Studios with their recent improvements
rank with the largest and best of the pro-
duction plants on the West Coast. On my
visit I found both these great studios going
at full blast with bigger staffs at work
than they have ever employed heretofore.

New stars are being added to the leading
comedy performers at both studios, and at

the Educational Studios the directorial staff

has just been increased by the addition of
two men who rank among the finest direc-

tors in the comedy field. Bigger sets are
being used, more money is being spent
generally on production and there is an
air of activity and enthusiasm that sur-

passes anything that I have ever found
there before.”

Educational Wins Draw
for Flight of Dirigible

Exhibitors running the current issue of
Kinograms, No. 5209, containing pictures

of the airship Los Angeles in its first

flight since early this year, will be inter-

ested to know of the keen competition
between news reels’ cameramen to make
this picture.

Under the rules of the Navy Depart-
ment only one cameraman was allowed
on board. To decide which news reel

should represent the four who applied
for permission, a drawing was held in

Washington, each news reel submittting
the name of its best flying cameraman.
Kinograms won the draw and David Oli-
ver, of its New York staff, was awarded
the coveted assignment, says Educa-
tional. The pictures show views of New
York, the Jersey coast, and the Sesqtii-

centennial fair in Philadelphia.
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F. B. O. WILL ISSUE SIX SERIES
Two Groups From Own Studio

Decker Adds To
Floor Space of

F. B. O. Montreal

S H. DECKER, who shows the salesmen
• of the Film Booking Offices exchange

at Montreal, Canada, all about how to sell

the F. B. O. short

product as well a-

long and then goes
out into the terri-

tory and gives a

firsthand demon-
stration by bring-

ing home a sheaf
of contracts him-
self, is a popular
manager among
the Canadians.

If any further
evidence were
needed to show
how Decker helps
F. B. O. pictures

to help themselves,
one might cite the fact that the exchange
has been forced because of business expan-
sion to move to larger quarters in the Film
Building. The move is from the fifth

floor to the ninth. As a result the F. B. O.
exchange is one of the best equipped head-
quarters in the city. And much of the
credit goes back to the man in charge.

Sava Films

in 6 Series

of 2 Reels
Six series of short features are on the

releasing program of Sava Films, Inc., for

1926-27, and comedy, variety, action and
thrills are promised.

Sid Smith will be seen in twelve two-reel
comedies including “North of 6 7-8,” “The
Banana King,” “Oh for a Nurse” and “The
She Beast.”

Hank Mann appears in a dozen come-
dies, three of which are “Stage Shy,” “The
Gold Brush” and “Wanderers of the Wet-
land.” Then there is Fatty Laymon in

twelve two-reel comedies, which include in

their numbers “Are Golfers Cuckoo ?” “The
Inventors,” “Hard to Hold,” “Radio Mad,”
“Caught in the Act” and “Fatty’s First

Fancy.”

Eddie Gordon, acrobatic comedian, also

has twelve two-reel pictures in which
Quack, the educated duck, is costarred.
Among the productions are “The Wise
Quacker,” “Gypping the Gyps,” “The Mar-
ried Widow” and “The Vulgar Boatman.”

Lightnin’ the Great and Eileen Sedgwick
appear in twelve international detective

stories including “Lightnin’ Strikes,”

“Lightnin’ Flashes” and “Lightnin’ Wins.”
Selig’s Wild Animals are seen in twelve
two-reel jungle pictures including “Shad-
ows of the Tiger,” “Terrors of the Jungle”
and “Jungle Mystery.”

All these productions are in two reels.

Scenes from “The Newlyweds’ Neigh-
bors,” first of “The Newlyweds and
Their Baby” series of two-reelers to
reach the screen. They are Stern
Brothers Comedies for Universal re-

lease and are adapted from the popu-
lar George McManus cartoons. Eth-
elyn Claire and Jed Dooley have the
title roles.

Complete Guide to

Year’s Product Given
( Continued, from page 41)

education. This campaign was aimed pri-

marily at the exhibitors, but incidentally at

the theatregoers at large. It was figured

out by Elmer Pearson, of Pathe; E. A.

Hammons, of Educational, and others in-

terested, that if the exhibitors could be

taught the value of short features to their

programs, the public was ready for their

appreciation.

Better Pictures Made

This campaign carried along with it the

making of better short pictures, and the

producers fell rapidly in line until now as

much study, thought and effort is expended
in the making of short features as in pic-

tures of greater length, and proportionately

as much money spent.

Last year marked the first real getting

together of the distributors of short

features for the betterment of their busi-

ness. This was in the formation of an
organization known as the Short Features

Advertisers Association. This was made
permanent by incorporation and now em-
braces in its membership ten of the dis-

tributors of short features.

The first real work of this association

was the establishment of last January as

Laugh Month, which proved so successful
in the way of enlightening exhibitors to

the value of good comedies, that plans are
now under way to make Laugh Month a
fixture of the business.

Alice Cartoons

and Krazy Kat
One-Reel Units

F ILM booking offices will distribute
six series of short features during
the 1926-27 season, two of these be-

ing productions of F. B. O’s. own studio.
There will be twelve two-reelers under

the general title of “Bill Grimm’s Prog-
ress.” These are made from the well-
known stories of H. C. Witwer, which
millions read in Collier’s Weekly. Each
two-reeler is a separate picture, but a
thread of a story links the whole series
together in semi-serial form.

“Wisecracker” Series By F. B. O.

Then there will be another series of
two-reelers called the “Wisecracker”
comedies, likewise made from the hu-
morous short stories of Witwer, which
are running in the Cosmopolitan Maga-
zine. F. O. B. has begun the distribution

of free serial service on the “Bill

Grimm” stories to a large number of
newspapers, and probably will follow
with the same procedure in the case of
the “Wisecrackers.” These, like the
“Bill Grimms,” are made by F. B. O. it-

self.

The company is distributing a series

called “Whirlwind” comedies, which are
a brand new sort of mechanical novelty
produced by the ingenious Charlie Bow-
ers in his Long Island studio. He is au-
thor, actor, director and everything else

in his own pictures. The early releases
of this series have gone so well that

F. B. O. has signed Bowers to produce
a series each year for the next five years.
These are two-reelers like the “Grimms”
and “Wisecrackers,” and like those oth-
ers, there will be twelve of them.

Three Fat Comedians

F. B. O. is also releasing the Fat Men
comedies, which are made by the Stand-
ard Cinema corporation. Three immense
comedians, appropriately c a 11 e d “A
Ton of Fun,” are the leading figures in

this series of twelve two-reelers.

In the one reel field, F. B. O. is

releasing the Alice Cartoons, which com-
bine photography and animated drawing
in their comedy,, and also well known
Krazy Kat cartoons, depicting the ad-
ventures of that frolicsome feline. There
will be twenty-six of each of these sub-
jects.

First Mitchell-Morris

Production at Colony
The first of the series of short features

scheduled for production by Leonard L.

Mitchell and George H. Morris during
1926-27 made its debut at the Colony thea-

tre, New York, last week. This picture,

which bears the title of “Safe Haven,”
has as its theme the romantic passing of
the old sailing ships. One entire sequence
shows the daily existence of the “ancient
mariners” who live within the unusual in-

stitution devoted to their care which Cap-
tain Robert Richard Randall founded on
Staten Island.
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UNIVERSAL PLAYS UP SHORTS
All Signs Point to Banner Season
Exhibitors See

Tide Is Turned,

Singer States
By JULIUS SINGER

Short Features Salesmanager

'THE tide has definitely turned in favor
of short product. From every quarter

there arise new advocates of short sub-
ject importance. Every week sees the an-
nouncement of new ventures in the short

product field. Exhibitors who have their

ears to the ground are giving heed to the

new era and are beginning to give greater
attention to their selection of one and two-
reel pictures. Even the public is showing
its reaction in a ready response to better

programs and more balanced entertain-

ment.

Universal finds itself on the threshold

of this new era with bright prospects.

Carl Laemmle long has been recognized as

one of the most farsighted men in the in-

dustry. He has always been farsighted in

the matter of short product. When other
companies lopped off their short product
department and when new companies dis-

regarded this angle of the production
game, Universal has always maintained a

strong short product department and has
consistently turned out a wide variety of

.good one and two-reel entertainment.

Comprehensive List Offered

Two series of twO-reelers calculated to

follow, in the steps of the famous “Leather

Pushers” are included in the schedule.

One series is “The Collegians,” ten two-
reelers of college life from stories by Carl
Laemmle, Jr., which are being made with
George Lewis as star, directed by Wesley
Ruggles, the noted comedy ace. Dorothy
Gulliver and Hayden Stevenson are in the

cast. These two-reelers are promised as

the finest two-reel product in the industry.

The other series is the new Buster Brown
Comedy series, to be in twelve two-reel
pictures, directed by Gus Meins and with
Pete, the popular dog comedian, as Tige,

and the other stars who made the first

Buster Brown Comedies such box office

bets. The Stern Brothers have gone to

great expense to make this new series sure

fire and with maximum drawing power.
Both “The Collegians” and the new Buster

Pennants and Scooters
Put Over Universal Serial

Seeing the number of children dis-

porting themselves on scooters, bi-

cycles, tricycles and such like vehicles,
K. N. Dunn of the Paragon Picture
house, Glasgow, Scotland, devised a
stiff pennant ivhich could be attached
to a child so that it would stand out
at right angles. On this pennant he
printed advertising matter on “The
Scarlet Streak.”

After shoiving the advance slide on
this neiv Universal serial, he an-
nounced on the screen: ‘Wanted 100
boys and girls with scooters: fairy
cycles and cycles. Apply at the Par-
agon.”
Each vehicle was equipped with one

of the pennants and started off in a
long parade through the theatre’s

neighborhood. Mr. Dunn admitted
all with pennants to the first showing
of the serial.

Brown Comedies are classed as Universal
Junior Jewels.

Universal always has been high in the
serial field and the new year’s product goes
a long way to copper-rivet this status in
the future. The Famous Authors Five for
next year, consisting of five new style
serials made from popular stories by high-
class authors, is striking a new note in the
continued picture field. The first, “Fight-
ing With Buffalo Bill,” already is winning
great praise from Coast to Coast. It was
made with Wallace MacDonald and Elsa
Benham from Buffalo Bill’s own story, and
titled as the result of a nation-wide title

contest conducted in the Saturday Evening
Post and elsewhere.

Four Others Important

Equally important are the other four,

“The Fire Fighters” from the pen of John
Moroso, whose famous fire-fighter, Cap
Fallon, is one of the best known figures

in literature
;
“The Return of the Riddle

Rider,” from a story by Arthur B. Reeve
and Fred J. McConnell, made with William
Desmond; “Whispering Smith Rides,”
written by Frank Spearman; and “The
Silent Flyer,” a great dog serial recently

announced, which has been selected as an
Exceptional Picture by the National Board
of Review, a high and almost unprecedent-
ed honor for a serial.

In the two-reel comedy field, Universal

is remarkably -well situated. In addition to
four series of high class Stern Brothers
Comedies, each series including 13 two-
reelers, Universal also will release twelve
new Gumps comedies, and a series of 13
comedy Western pictures made from the
famous “Magpie” and “Dirty Short”
stories by W. C. Tuttle.

The four Stern Brothers series include
“The Newlyweds and Their Baby” series,

an unusual group of comedies made from
the George McManus cartoons, and in
which an astounding baby, Sunny McKeen,
as Snookums, is putting these comedies
over in first-runs all over the country; the
“Let George Do It” series also from a
McManus cartoon, with Sid Saylor as
George; the “What Happened to Jane”
series, with Wanda Wiley as the star in
her stunt comedy antics, and “The “Ex-
cuse Maker” series, with Charles King
featured.

The new Gumps, with Joe Murphy as
Andy, Fay Tincher as Min and little Jackie
Morgan as Little Chester, are better than
ever.

Plugging 2-Reel Westerns

Universal’s consistent plugging of the
two-reel Western picture has been based
on the success thousands of exhibitors
have always had with this type of enter-
tainment. The two-reel Western, instead
of sloughing off in popularity, is rapidly
growing in demand. Universal’s line up of
52 of these pictures for 1926-1927 shows a
marked improvement in quality calculated
to meet the new attitude towards these
short dramas. The line up includes 13 W.
C. Tuttle Western Comedies, 13 made with
Fred Gilman, 13 made with Edmund Cobb,
7 Texas Ranger pictures and 6 Northwest
Mounted Police dramas.

In the one-reel comedy field, Universal
also will be represented by one release a

week. The line up includes 13 comedies
featuring Arthur Lake, 13 featuring
Charles Puffy, 13 featuring Neely Edwards
and 13 “Fanny” comedies, with George
Summerville and Fanny, the trick mule.
These one-reelers are known as Bluebird
Comedies and are found to be excellent for
inclusion in any program.
And, of course, Universal will continue

to serve its customers with the Interna-
tional Newsreel, two issues a week, which
the International Newsreel Corporation
has built into a most efficient, most com-
plete and speedy newsreel.

Thus, Universal is presenting to its ex-
hibitor patrons a most extensive line up of
one and two-reel product.

Here are the principals of “The Newlyweds and Their Baby,” comedy series produced by Stern Brothers for release by Uni-
versal. Ethelyn Clair is Mrs. Newlywed, Snookums is the “Baby” and Jed Dooley plays Mr. Newlywed. •»
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PATHE PRESENTS FINE ARRAY
Short Length Films Run Into Hundreds
Hal Roach and
Mack Sennett
Heading Units

F ORTIFIED by the greatest array
of short feature product in its his-

tory, both from the standpoint of
quality and quantity, Pathe Exchange,
Inc., approaches the season of 1926-27
with the confidence born of experience
in dealings with exhibitors and the pub-
lic for nearly twenty years.
A study of Pathe’s big program re-

veals in number of units available to
showmen short-reel pictures running
into the hundreds. In subject matter the
screen product is woven around the
laugh, the tear and the thrill, and with
pictures that mirror the economic struc-
ture of the globe—industry, sport, phi-
losophy, music, travel, religion. A reflec-

tion of screen progress is shown in

these short features with famous stars,

good stories and elaborate productions.
Also a new form of program presenta-
tion is offered in the Pathe Comedy
Circus, an idea which Pathe has backed
by a recently-published volume on ex-
ploitation which is far-reaching as a
showmanship aid.

Hal Roach and Sennett Lead

Pathe’s lineup of short units is headed by
productions of two luminaries of laughs
who have held a feather to the world's ribs,

Hal Roach and Mack Sennett, who will

produce 84 comedies, embodying ultra-

modern methods in production, in casting,

wealth of background, direction, photogra-
phy, story and setting. Then comes the
screen’s right-hand laugh star, Charlie
Chaplin, in his comedy revivals. “A Dog’s
Life,” already brought back to the screen,

proves that time has ripened the Chaplin
laugh-antics that once bore exhibitors their

greatest fruits at the box office.

Roach one-reel button-busters, reissued by
popular demand, are included in the laugh
program.

Editor Emanuel Cohen of the Pathe
News and the Pathe Review is still on
hand after long years at the head of these
two screen institutions to give showmen a
newspaper and a magazine that holds up
a mirror of the moving world of progress
to countless millions of theatre patrons.
The Famous Melody series of eight sub-

jects answers the ever-increasinc appeal for
program novelty; and Pathe Exchange
gives the exhibitors in the series of four
one-reel subjects, titled by Hy Mayer’s
sketchbook, a unique cartoon subject,
backed by a name that is world-famous
in screen association.

Serials Re-established

In recent months Pathe has played a tre-
mendous role in establishing the serial on
its original basis of popularity, back to its

old patron-building era. “The Green
Archer,” “Casey of the Coast Guard” and
“Snowed In” were mighty factors in re-
gaining public favor for ten-episode pro-
ductions, and now Pathe announces its

first two serials for the coming season.
“The Fighting Marine,” starring Gene
Tunney, was released Sept. 12, almost
simultaneously with the Tunney-Dempstey
fight, which will in itself attract a crowd
of 15,000 and is holding the interest of

Scenes from “Thundering Fleas,” a re-

cent Pathecomedy release featuring a

juvenile cast.

the whole world. The other is “The House
Without a Key,” from the Saturday Eve-
ning Post mystery story by Earl Dear Big-

gers, with that famous serial team of

Allene Ray and Walter Miller. It is now
being made on the West Coast with an
Hawaiian setting.

Fifty-two Aesop’s Film Fables, 52 Topics
of the Day and 26 Grantland Rice Sport-
lights, short features that have gained a
high niche in popularity in their respective

fields, are on the big Pathe program.

There are also available other important
series of Pathe short features in the 20
units of the Pilgrimage to Palestine Series,

the Ives-Leventhal Stereoskopics, in the
Harry Langdon and Ralph Graves come-
dies, Sennett productions and in the Glenn
Tryon and Clyde Cook comedies, Roach
two-reelers ready for booking, in the six

Harold Lloyd one-reel reissues, in the two-
reel Lloyd classic comedy, “Bumping Into

Broadway,” reissued, and in the pictorial

log of Byrd’s preparation, flight to the

North Pole and gala reception on return-

ing to his base.

The “Our Gang” series is a box-office

magnet. International publicity for the

Roach Rascals was gained during the sum-
mer when Director Robert McGowan vis-

ited London and shot scenes that will be
included in a forthcoming “Our Gang”
comedy.

Charley Chase is now established as a
comedian with a tremendous following.

Custard pies and trick clothes are unknown
in Charley’s studio lexicon and he has
climbed to the top through sheer acting
ability. The bringing back to the screen
of Mabel Normand was a master stroke,

heralded by every newspaper in the coun-
try, on the part of Mr. Roach, and the
theatre-going public is looking forward to
her first comedy showing.
Mack Sennett, famed the world over as

Laugh, Tear
And Thrill in

Varied Front
the man who made the bathing beauty a
fixture in screen entertainment, is again
stressing the water nymph episodes in many
of his comedies, giving the exhibitor an
opportunity to cash in on advertising which
in recent years has reached practically

every medium. Alice Day, one of the

screen’s most lovable stars, a dainty and
demure high school type of player, is again
on Mr. Sennett’s program for the coming
season. Ben Turpin, whose recent mar-
riage was recounted in publications the

country over with publicity space that is

typical of his place in stardom, will again
move those undecided eyes in Sennett com-
edies. The Jimmy Smith Series, rapid-fire

screen stories of domestic entanglements,
has caught the fancy of the fans. The
series has an appeal to all members of
every family. Billy Bevan, Madeline Hur-
lock, Vernon Dent, Andy Clyde and Mar-
vin Lobach will carry on in the side-split-

ters that have gained them renown.
“A Dogs’ Life,” the first of the Charlie

Chaplin comedy revivals which Pathe is

releasing, has, in its large number of book-
ings, proved the wisdom of the move that

brought one of the most popular men in

the world back to the screen in four of his

productions.

In the Famous Melody Series, Pathe
has a screen unit bringing before the pub-
lic folk songs of various nations, with
their native settings and characters figur-

ing in the story that is acted out. With
the trend of presentation toward fitting

musical accompaniment for all units, and
with songs ever holding a prominent part
in the emotional side of humanity, the

Famous Melody Series makes a timely
unit, lending dignity to a program and
having exceptionally good educational and
exploitation advantages.

Hy Mayer Returns

Hy Mayer returns to the screen under
the banner of Pathe with four one-reel

subjects by the dean of screen cartoonists.

During Mr. Mayer’s recent travels abroad
he gathered the subject matter for the

series, built around people and events and
presented in a catchy, rapid-fire manner,
with novelty in the fades and uniqueness
and variety in the swift and surprising
changes of subject matter.

Fifty-two numbers of Aesop’s Film Fa-
bles are programmed. The cat and the
mice and Farmer A1 Falfa are known
wherever there are motion picture screens
and during the forthcoming season Paul
Terry, the famous cartoonist, can be de-
pended upon to bring forth philosophic
stories and novelty twists in plot that will

make millions laugh.

Topics of the Day will hold down its

favorite spot on thousands of picture bills.

The bright sayings of the world-famous
writers will be gone over for the little

gems of thought which do so much to give
the world a sense of humor, and to de-
velop good will between those living in

various sections of the country and even
internationally. Topics of the Day will be
kept up its usual high standard by the
staff working under the direction of Editor
Charles McDonald.
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RED SEAL’S GROWTH IS RAPID
154 Reels of Novelty Matter Ready

Fleischer and
Bernstein Get
4 More Series

S
INCE the advent of Max Fieischer
to the presidency of Red Seal Pic-
tures Corporation, the rise of this

house of novelty featurettes has been
most spectacular. One of Mr. Fleischer’s
first acts was to appoint Harry Bern-
stein general salesmanager of the organ-
ization, and together they organized an
exchange system of 22 branches. At the
same time, additional product, aside from
the famous Ko-Ko cartoons, was begun
in order to meet the demands of these
new exchanges for more Red Seal pic-
tures. Then a campaign of advertising
and exploitation most unusual for an or-
ganization of its size was instituted, with
Hank Linet, recently appointed director
of advertising and publicity, at the helm.

154 Reels of Novelties

The Red Seal product for 1927 is of an
exceptional nature, with four new series
really putting it in a class by itself. 154
reels of novelty matter is accounted for.

The series of thirteen Ko-Ko song car-
toons, edited by Dave Fleischer, has al-

ready proved its value in the leading
first run theatres of the country.
The series of thirteen Out of the Ink-

well cartoons, in which Max Fleischer
features his greatest pen and ink creation,
Ko-Ko, also needs no introduction to
the exhibitor and his audience.
The new series of thirteen “Carrie of

the Chorus” two-reel comedies, the first

two-reel series attempted by Max
Fleischer, has already begun its run and
is proving to be better than average.
Peggy Shaw is starred, with Flora Finch
in the supporting role. Dave Fleischer
directed.

Bronte Human Interest Films

Mr. and Mrs. Bronte are releasing an
unusual series of human interest stories

through Red Seal, starring three good
animal actors, two dogs and a mule. A
cat is now being trained to join the
group.
Thirteen each of Reelviews and

Searchlights are continuing their merry
way in the best houses of America.
They are excellent one-reel novelties for
any program.

Marvels of Motion, thirteen in the
series, produced under the patented Max
Fleischer Novagraph Camera methods,
continue to amuse, entertain and bewil-
der the audiences of America with the
peculiar pranks of the actors due to the
capacity of the process to slow up,
quicken, reverse and completely suspend
motion.

Gems of Screen Series

A series of picturesque little stories is

released under the name of Gems of the
Screen.

The Film Reporter, a monthly screen
magazine, covering the intimate mo-
ments in the lives of screen, stage and
sport celebrities, is an addition to the
present Red Seal program. Just a reel

of interesting and lively gossip.

Keeping ’Em Guessing, in a series of
six, successfully explains the most mysti-

fying sleight-of-hand and parlor tricks.

These were made under the supervision
of the Magician’s Club of America.
The famous Animated Hair Cartoon

series of 26, drawn by Marcus of the
New York Times, requires no explana-
tion. They are one of the best known
featurettes on leading programs.

In “Churchyards of Old America,” Red
Seal discovered a novelty series. It is

a collection of tombstone epitaphs.
Last, but not least in entertainment

value, are four specials, “At 3:25,” a
French importation. Then there are
“Silvery Art” and “Flirting With Death,”
one and two-reel subjects, dealing with
the white snow expanses of the moun-
tains, interspersed with a treatise on the
art of skiing. “Evolution” is the fourth
of this quartet of specials.

Studios in New York
Red Seal maintains its studios and pro-

duction headquarters as well as its gen-
eral offices at 1600 Broadway, New York.
The New York exchange, managed by
Martin Soloman, is at 729 Seventh
Avenue,
The other exchanges and their man-

agers are: Chicago, 831 S. Wabash,
Chas. Lundgren; Philadelphia, 1329 Vine
street, Ben Amsterdam; New Haven, 130

Meadow street, Lester Tobias; Dallas,

308 S. Harwood street, J. B. Underwood;
Oklahoma City, 108 S. Hudson, Wal-
lace Walthal; Kansas City, 115 W. 18

street, Bob Withers; Boston, 505 Pearl
street, Morris Chase; Atlanta, 129 Wal-
ton avenue, J. W. Quillian; Charlotte,

505 W. 4th street, G. T. Chester; Indian-
apolis, 218 Wimmer building, John Ser-

vas; Los Angeles, 1928 S. Vermont ave-
nue, E. A. Benjamin; San Francisco, 209
Golden Gate avenue, E. R. Williams;
Seattle, 2015J4 Third avenue, A1 Rosen-
berg; Minneapolis, Loeb Arcade building,

Ralph Branton; Cleveland, Film Ex-
change building, Bill Onie; Pittsburgh,

1018 Forbes street, Jack Soghlowitz; De-
troit, Jos. Mack building, Matt Good-
man; Cincinnati, Bway. Film building,

Nat Lefkowitz; New Orleans, 421 Dry-
ades street, S. F. Mortimore; and R.

Reubenson in London, England.

3 Year Old Is

ParadeWinner

In Ko-Ko Garb
1YTARVIN MARROW, the 3-year-old

nephew of Harry Harris operating a
chain of seven theatres in New York, was
entered into the Sesqui-centennial Baby Pa-
rade at Port Richmond, S. I., last Saturday
with the greatest success.

His costume and float won the admira-
tion of all, and created a laugh all the

way down the line, for never before had
the famous Max Fleischer Imp of the Ink-
well, Ko-Ko, been displayed in such a
fashion.

The float was a huge inkwell, especially

constructed for Max Fleischer’s produc-
tion and used in many of the Ko-Ko com-
edies. It measured five feet in diameter.
Young Martin, who is the son of Mrs. Geo.
G. Marrow, dressed as Ko-Ko the clown,
was standing on a box inside the inkwell,
high enough so that the upper part of his

body was exposed through the bottle.

Noted Jockey
In Two -Reel

Race Plays

N AT NATHANSON, president of
the Hi-Mark Productions, announces
that his company will distribute dis-

tinctive and unusual subjects only. Fea-
tured are celebrities whose names are a
guarantee of great drawing power.

Therefore, in offering Steve Donoghue,
the famous jockey, in a series of six high-
class turf photoplays in two-reel lengths,
the exhibitors can rest assured that they
are to get an exclusive offering that has no
competition, and prove beyond a doubt the
thrill of every program, says Nathanson.

Steve Donoghue is known the world over
and admired and loved by everyone who
has a liking for a good horse—and that
means just everybody; and this great little

man not only thrills with his riding, but
looks as easy in an evening dress suit as
he does in the silks of his profession. His
acting is most natural to a degree. He is

a pleaasnt-faced chap to look at, and a
wonderful personality. His screen acting
will stand the test anywhere by the most
critical. His subjects are :

“Riding for the King.”
“Beating the Book.”
“Hearts and Horses.”
“The Ringer.”
“A Dark Horse.”
“The Golden Spurs.”

They are well written and splendidly di-
rected and mounted.
The supporting cast in each subject are

of the all-star caliber, headed by the well
known young American leading man, Car-
lyle Blackwell. Bert Cann, the American
ace cameraman, is responsible for as fine a
class of photography as can be desired.

All in all, Steve Donoghue, the premier
knight of the pigskin, and said to be the
winner of nigh two thousand stake races,
will soon be here to capture the hearts of all.

Screen Snapshops Force

Is Expanded by Columbia
Screen Snapshots has long since out-

grown its swaddling clothes, and has be-
come an important unit in Columbia pro-
duction. It is demanding enterprise and
energy on the production end, and Jack
Cohn, since his return to the Coast, is

concentrating a large portion of his ac-
tivities on seeing that it gets the atten-
tion its growth demands and is putting
extra men on the production staff.

“Screen Snapshots has developed into
a big and valuable business proposition,
not only to its producers, but to ex-
changes and exhibitors,” Mr. Cohn said.
“We know that we have something in

Screen Snapshots, and I personally feel
that we can now shout it from the
housetops.
“With new men added to the old pro-

duction crew of Screen Snapshots, we
have an organization of cameramen and
directors on this unit that boast of hav-
ing access to the favor and attention of
every big star on the West Coast.”
A spontaneous result of Screen Snap-

shots is the question and answer man
employed at Columbia who takes care of
the steady deluge of mail from screen
fans who have enjoyed Snapshots.
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WEARE NEWS REEL
SPECIALISTS
Our only job is to make KINOGRAMS the best news

reel on the market

We have no other goods to sell, to talk about, or to take

our minds off news reel work

Every man of us in the editorial, sales, camera, title, and

laboratory divisions of KINOGRAMS is a news reel

specialist

Our entire energy is concentrated in producing

KINOGRAMS in the best possible manner

We pride ourselves on our work so much that we bow to

no one else in the news reel business

We have been told that we are good by the best exhibitors

in the country, and we believe it

We have seen KINOGRAMS ascend with astonishing

swiftness during its short span of existence to its present

enviable position in the news reel field

And we know that the reason for it lies in the fact that

we are specialists and KINOGRAMS is a specialized

KINOGRAMS IS THE ONLY TRULY
SPECIALIZED NEWS REEL ON THE MARKET

vook KINOGRAMS
The News Reel c

Built Like a Newspaper
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HAMILTON COMEDIES
Lloyd Hamilton in “Jolly Tars

”

The best Hamilton Comedy in many months.

BOBBY VERNON COMEDIES
Bobby Vernon in “Dummy Love”

With a novel twist, and a finish

that’s a howl.
Produced by Christie

TUXEDO COMEDIES
“ Open House” with Johnny Arthur

Funnier than “Home Cured”

CONSISTENCY-
Consistency is the watchword of Educational Pictures.

Consistent quality, consistent service, consistent advertising

support, consistent leadership of its field in every way. And con-

sistent progress in all.

Educational begins its seventh year as a national distributor

with the same comedy-producing units it started with. If ex-

perience means anything, what a guarantee this is for the ex-

hibitor who books Educational Pictures!

LUPINO LANE COMEDIES
First release of the season

nearing completion.

BILLY DOOLEY COMEDIES
Billy Dooley in “A Dippy Tar”

The goofy gob in his craziest role.

Produced by Christie

rHE SPICE OF THE PROGRAM"

Member, Motion Picture Producers
and Distributors of America, Inc.

Will H. Hays, President.

EDUCATIONAL
FILM EXCHANGES, Inc. JUVENILE COMEDIES

“My Kid” with Big Boy
You’ll play this two-year-old

marvel as a big star.

A Jack White Production

J
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The finest line-up of pictures in its history intro-

duces Educational’s seventh season program.

The Most Consistently Excellent

Group of Short Features

Ever Offered.

MERMAID COMEDIES
“The Jelly Fish”

With Frank Pangborn
A new comedy “find.”

A Jack White Production

JIMMIE ADAMS COMEDIES
JimmieAdams in“BeautyALaMud”

Fun in a beauty parlor—with a bevy
of real beauties.

Produced by Christie

CHRISTIE COMEDIES
“The Daffy Dill

”

with Neal Burns
He couldn’t even remember he \sfas married.

CHRISTIE COMEDIES
“Uppercuts” with Jack Duffy
The film comedy “grandpa” in a

prize-fight that’s a scream.

ROMANCE PRODUCTIONS
“The Blue Boy”

With John Roche and Philippe De Lacy
Photographed by Technicolor process.

Suggested by Sir Thomas Gainsborough’s
famous painting.

CAMEO COMEDIES LIFE CARTOON COMEDIES

FELIX THE CAT CARTOONS

ROBERT C. BRUCE CURIOSITIES
SCENIC NOVELTIES The Movie Side-show

KINOGRAMS
The News Reel built like a newspaper

NationallyAdvertised ToMovie Fans I

Educational’s advertisingand exploitation support is as consistent

as its product. Nationally advertised for several years, Educational
Pictures are being exploited for your benefit this season with
full-page advertisements in all the leading fan magazines.
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Are Lifting Many a Progr
Dash and Vigor and the
Show When the Feature f

as Greater F.B.O. is Ama
is Providing the very Fin
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>ut of the Rut of Mediocrity! Putting
c:kout Punch of Comedy into many a
I- lopped with a Sickening Thud! Just
e the Trade with Greater Specials so it

•hort Product Available.

Comedies
With the three

BOUNDING FAT BOYS
Produced by Joe Rock

Distributed by

GREATERj " uli Uisney
mbmation Cartoon

Tive Characters
Produced by WinhJ^

FILM BOOKING OFFICESJ
OF AMERICA, INC.Member of Motion Picture Producers and Distributors

of American, Inc., Will H. Hays, President
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World opens
thebiggest

little starmthe
world 13

of them

2
Reels Each

From the famous cartoons by

GEORGE McMANUS
With Lovey, Dovey, and Snookums

STERN BROTHERS PRODUCTIONS
Released by UNIVERSAL

“Newlyweds” Open Hipp
Under New Picture Policy
The first two-reel comedy to be presented

in the New York Hippodrome at its opening !

next Monday under the new vaudeville-

picture policy of the Keith-Albee organiza-

tion will be “The Newlyweds Build,” one of

the new Stern Brothers comedies based on

the popular George McManus newspaper
comic, “The Newlyweds and Their Baby.”

t

—From Exhibitors Daily Review.
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NOWJSL
Carllaemmle Jrs

Stevenson

9?NewStandard
of Comparison in Short Subject Class/

2 Reels Each

The bars are down! “The Collegians” are now ready

for booking! No Universal salesman or manager has

been PERMITTED to accept a “Collegians” contract

up till now—because we knew that until PREVIEWS
PROVED THE GOODS no exhibitor or salesman

could realize the extent to which Universal has gone, in

money and brains to make this the OUTSTANDING
SHORT SUBJECT SURPRISE OF THE PAST TEN
YEARS! If the Universal salesman hasn’t got around

to you yet don’t take a chance on waiting—write or

wire your nearest exchange TODAY! THE STAM-
PEDE IS ON!

George
Lewis 10

UNIVERSAL
Junior Jewels



jke FIGHTINC
Walter Miller

Marjorie Gay
Virginia Vance

with
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P X-MARINE, one of the A. E. F., member of the American
Legion, good sportsman, great fighter and the handsomest

man in the ring.

It is announced that he will fight Dempsey for the title in Phila-

delphia in September.

He is a front-page newspaper story and the publicity is mount-
ing higher and higher.

His name on your theatre front will bring them in, in crowds.

Your receipts will be in the heavy-weight class.

Directed by

SPENCER BENNET
Story by

FRANK LEON SMITH

r\ *
.

,

serial
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FOX CONFIDENT OF BIG YEAR
Covers News, Comedy and Novelty

Talley, Hall
and Marshall

Heading Units

T HERE is no company in the
business more cocksure about the
general excellence of its short fea-

ture releases than Fox Films and, from
a box office or entertainment point of
view, anyone with a knowledge of the
shorts field must admit there are plenty
of good reasons for the feeling.

The Fox News reel organization has
been gradually strengthened by the ac-
quisition of the best of editorial brains,
while its ever growing worldwide cam-
era staff places it in a position to
record pictorially the interesting events
happening in the centers of civilization

or the remotest frontiers.

The Fox Varieties Unit, which is re-

sponsible for the program strengthen-
ing single reel entertainments, is ad-
mittedly supplying exhibitors with film
gems which an increasing number of
showmen will not exclude from their
programs.

Marshall Supervising Comedies
Of the Fox two-reel comedy unit,

under the supervision of George E.
Marshall, volumes in praise could be
written. In the first place the stories
on which the various brands of the Fox
releases are based are in themselves
guarantees of fast moving action. Sup-
plemented by good casts, experienced
directors and the best of gagmen and
title writers, it takes no great stretch of
the imagination to assume that when
completed these comedies will contain
the elements that assure the best of
comedy entertainment.
To go behind the guns of the Fox

short features and know the men who
are responsible for them is enough to
convince the most skeptical.

Truman Talley, who has been direc-
tor-in-chief of Fox News during the
past two years, is considered to be
without a peer in the judging of sub-
jects for a news reel. This judgment
is aided by experienced interpreters of
public wants such as John G. Spurgeon,
chairman of the Fox News Advisory
Board, who has had thirty years experi-
ence in the highest of executive positions
on the Washington Star, Philadelphia Pub-
lic Ledger and New York World. Sitting
on the board with Mr. Spurgeon are news-
papermen of thorough training from all

sections of the country.

Hall Directs Varieties

Ray Hall, managing director of Fox
Varieties, is an old friend of motion
picture showmen and needs no introduc-
tion. Since leaving the newspaper field

fifteen years ago, Mr. Hall has concen-
trated on the problems of exhibitors in

regard to their short reel wants. His
constructive work in this direction for
various other producing organizations
is well known. Since coming to Fox
Films two years ago he has steadily
improved the quality of the Varieties
subjects, injecting human touches into
them that have received favorable criti-

cism. He is assisted in this work by

Scenes from two of the Fox comedies
already completed for early release.

Top: “It’s a Pipe,” Imperial. Bottom:
“The Steeplechasers.”

Miss Elizabeth Pickett, considered one
of the smartest women showmen in the
business.
Twenty-six Varieties subjects will be

gathered together by Mr. Hall’s unit
for release during the season.
There is no yardstick big enough to

measure the value of the tw'o-reel com-
edies turned out under the supervision
of Mr. Marshall.
“Whenever I’m doubtful about my

feature,” a prominent exhibitor told
Fred C. Quimby, Fox short features
sales manager, “I make sure I have a
Fox comedy on the program. It’s the
one thing I’m sure will get over big
enough to redeem the bill.”

High Class Personnel

A glance at the personnel of the
Marshall unit speaks volumes. He has
selected his casts with as much care as
any director of specials ever did, and
the ranks of feature players were
raided for some of the most talented
players. Some of these are Kathryn
Perry and Allan Forrest, for the name
roles in the “Married Life of Helen and
Warren” series; Earl Foxe and Flor-
ence Gilbert, for the Van Bibber com-
edy leads; Barbara Luddy and Georgie
Harris for the Irish-Jewish releases of
the Imperial brand; Jerry Madden, the
latest child sensation; Lige Conley,
Gladys McConnell, Reata Hoyt, Gene
Cameron, Jean Lorraine, Ernie Shields,
Della Patterson, Frank Butler, Joan
Renee, Harold Goodwin and Hallam
Cooley.

Marshall’s directors also have names
that mean something. Some of these
megaphone wielders are Thomas Buck-
ingham, Albert Ray, Benjamin Stoloff,

Jess Robbins, Robert Kerr, Leslie Se-
lander, Mark Sandrich, A1 Austin and
Orville Dull.

70 Merchants Given

15 Tickets Each in

Tieup for U Serial

“Shade” Jones of the Twin City Thea-
tre company, Urichville, Ohio, gave an old

idea a new turn in tieing up with mer-
chants for the distribution of free tickets.

Mr. Jones selected the “Perils of the

Wilds,” one of the Universal Adventure
Pictures, and gave 70 merchants 15 tickets

each, one of the 15 being good for five epi-

sodes and advertised as five weeks of en-

tertainment. The remainder of the tickets

were all good for the first chapter. On the

opening day he ran Universal’s “Peacock
Feathers,” advertising this feature exten-

sively. The merchants were supplied with
window cards and the tickets were placed
in attractively printed envelopes.

On Tuesday, the day before the opening
of “Perils of the Wild,” the first fifteen

customers coming into the store at noon
were each given an envelope containing a

ticket. The prize, of course, was the five

weeks ticket. Since the stores in Ulrich-

ville close for a half day on Wednesday
and the forenoon is always an extremely
busy time, they were very glad to partici-

pate in this stunt, which meant that much
of the ordinary Wednesday buying would
be done on Tuesday,

Jones persuaded more than half of the

merchants to take space in two cooperative

pages, one of which was run a week before

the tickets were distributed and the other

the day before. Most of the merchants in

their ads and something about the “Swiss
Family Robinson,” on which “Perils of the

Wild” is based.

Universal Comedies

To Play A. H. Blank

Houses in Four Cities

An important comedy deal has just been

closed by Dave Chatkin, short features

buyer for Publix, and Julius Singer, sales-

manager for short product for Universal,

whereby Universal comedies, including the

new Stern Brothers series and the Gump
comedies, are to be played first run in four

important A. H. Blank situations. They
are the cities of Omaha, Des Moines, Dav-
enport, and Rock Island.

In Omaha, the Blank houses, the Rialto

and Strand, and the Farnum, now nearing

completion, will show comedies of three of

the Stern Brothers series, namely, “The
Newlyweds and Their Baby,” “Let George
Do It” and “The Excuse Maker.”

In the Strand, Palace and Majestic in

Des Moines, the Capitol, Garden and Fam-
ily in Davenport, and the Fort Armstrong,
Spencer and Majestic in Rock Island, the

following LIniversal product will be pre-

sented : The Buster Brown comedies,

“The Newlyweds and Their Baby” come-
dies, “The Excuse Maker” series, the “Let
George Do It” comedies, the “What Hap-
pened to Jane” comedies, all being Stern
Brothers comedies in series of twelve or
thirteen each, and the twelve Gump come-
dies to be released by Universal during
the next year. This represents a 100 per
cent arrangement of Universal two-reel

comedy release.
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The RED SEAL Review
Published Every Now and Then in the Interest of Good Shorts

A Max
Fleischer
Creation,
direct-
ed byDave
Fleischer.

13 in series

The Film Reporter

Edited by

Herb Fogel

A Monthly
Film Maga-
zine, reporting
activities of

screen and
sport celebri-

ties.

13 in series

Carrie of the Chorus

A Max Fleisch-
er production,
directed by
Dave Fleischer.
Two reel com-
edy series star-
r i n g- Peggy
Shaw, with
Flora Finch in

the cast. 13

in the series.

Ani-

mated
Hair

Car-

toons

by Marcus,
Celeb rated
N. Y. Times
cartoonist.

26 in series.

A laugh in every line

Out of the

Inkwell

Max Fleischer’s
Greatest C ,r e a-

tion with Ko-
Ko, and Fitz,

his dog.

13 in series

Keeping ’Em Guessing

Bewildering
parlor mag-
ic. simpli-

fied and
made easy.
Supervision
of Magi-
cian's Soci-
ety.

6 in series..

Reelviews

Gems of the Screen

Little sto-

ries with
human ap-

p e a 1 and
back-
ground of

scenic
beauty.

13 in series

FOR BOOKINGS
Communicate with Your Nearest Exchange

1600 Broadway
New York City

Max Fleischer

President

Exchanges in 22 Key Centers

New York
Chicago
Philadelphia
New Haven
Dallas
Oklahoma
Kansas City
Boston
Buffalo
Atlanta
Charlotte

Indianapolis
Los Angeles
San Francisco
Seattle
Pittsburgh
Minneapolis
Detroit
Cleveland
Cincinnati
New Orleans
London, Eng.

Marvels of Motion

Makes the
world stand
still a moment
with patented
Fleischer No-
vograph proc-
ess.

13 in series

The
Bronte

Class-

ics

Two dogs,
a cat and
a donkey.
Also a
freckled
face boy.
Great. 13 in series

Churchyards of Old America

The great-
est laugh
making
novelty reel

of the year.
Stopped a

show in
New York
theatre.

3 in series

Searchlights

Theatrical
scien-
tific reel ed-

ited by Max
Fleischer.
Real a u d i-

ence value.

13 in series

Specials

Outstanding
Novelties of

the year.

“At 3:25”

“Silvery Art”
“Flirting with

Death”
“Evolution”

J



BOBBY \

VERNON

NEAL
BURNS

VERA
STEADMANANNE '

JRNWALL

choname Christieon Comedy



T
hese popular players
and many more who are

standard fun favorites all over
the world, are in the new two-
reel laugh films produced by
Christie, now booking.

T
hey are creating entertain-
ment just as great in small

packages as in the biggest
super-specials—the only differ-

ence being in the length.

JULY
)OOLEY

JACK.
DUFFY

“GET SET FOR CHRISTIE'
COMEDY WEEK -NOVEM-
BER 14th. THE GREATEST
LINE-UP OF TWO-REEL HITS
ON THE MARKET WILL BE
AVAILABLE”

THE SPICE OFTHE PROGRAM’
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Cranfield &
Clarke Sets

Record List
Cranfield & Clarke looks forward to the

greatest year in the history of the organ-
ization, which specializes in short product
and presents its greatest offering of short
features.

A wide array of product is available from
Cranfield & Clarke. Included in the list

are the following:
Twelve two-reel Speed Cops, stunt com-

edies with Milburn Morante and Eddie
Featherstone

;
twelve one-reel Roxy Ra-

dios, introducing radio stars
;
twelve one-

reel Sketchografs by Julian Ollendorff, a

combination of cartoon and motion pic-

tures; twelve two-reel Dramas DeLuxe,
composed of four Famous Paintings, two
Herrick Productions, six Little Dramas of
Big Places, with Nell Shipman; four two-
reel Paintings Revivals, with Mary Astor
and Reginald Denny

;
twelve two-reel Shot

•and Powder Comedies, with Tommy Al-
bert

; twelve one-reel Boys Adventures
(Kid Comedies) with Mickey Bennett;
twelve one-reel C and C Internationals,

novelty reels
;
twelve one-reel Novel Fea-

turettes, 52 one-reel Fun from the Press,
including cartoons, and four one-reel Hunt-
ing Wild Animals in Africa and four one-
reel Lessons in Real Ballroom Charleston,
by and with Ned Wayburn and the Follies

Girls.

Cranfield & Clarke has exchanges in

Philadelphia, Chicago, Denver, Boston,
New Haven, Buffalo, Albany, Los Angeles,
Pittsburgh, New York, Montreal, St. John,
Toronto and Winnipeg. There is also a
London office.

Star at Ashton Plays

All-Comedy Fourth Time
The Star theatre at Ashton, Ida-

ho, believes in all-comedy pro-
grams. It recently gave its fourth
All-Pathe Comedy Circus.

First on the bill was ‘‘Fly

Time,” and Aesop’s Fable. This
was followed by one of Hal
Roach’s Our Gang comedies, "Bur-
ied Treasure.” Theda Bara in

‘‘Madame Mystery,” another Hal
Roach Picture, was next. Then
came Harry Langdon in “Remem-
ber When” and Event No. Five
was Charley Chase in “Mama Be-
have.”

The Star in its handbills la-

belled the program as “The Big
Money Show for Folks from Eight
to Eighty.”

SennetFs Forces

Start Vacation on

Sept. 15 at Studio
September 15 has been set as the date

for the annual vacation period of the
Mack Sennett studio, according to an-
nouncement today from John A. Wal-
dron, general manager of the studio.

With the completion of four more two-
reel comedies, Mack Sennett’s output for

Pathe’s 1926-27 program will have been
finished, and the comedy plant will close
its gates for a short period.
Madeline Hurlock will leave for her

home in Maryland early next month.
Alice Day is planning her first trip to

New York, Ben Turpin is looking for-

ward to a continuation of his honey-
moon. Raymond McKee will make his

holiday getting acquainted with his new
son and heir, and Billy Bevan intends to
rest up on his Escondido ranch. Danny
O’Shea, Ruth Hiatt, Ruth Taylor, Andy
Clyde, Vernon Dent and others are all

going somewhere.
The directors, Eddie Cline, Alf. Gould-

ing, Del Lord and Earl Rodney, are all too
busy to make any plans for themselves.
Five companies will go into production

when the studio resumes operation again.

Hal Roach Seeks

More Celebrities

For Star Pictures
Hal Roach is so highly pleased with the

reception accorded his Pathe series of

Roach Star Comedies, in two reels, featur-

ing world-famous dramatic stars like

Theda Bara and Lionel Barrymore, that

he is deep in negotiation with several

celebrities of international stage and screen

fame for early appearances.

With the reopening of his studios after

the customary annual thirty-day vacation,

Roach is undoubtedly one of the busiest

executives in the picture colony in Cali-

fornia. Important daily conferences with

F. Richard Jones, vice-president and di-

rector-general, and other important execu-

tives indicate a period of intense activity

at this famous comedy plant.

Charley Chase will start immediately

upon another of his popular fun-films.

Our gang has already put another of its

comedies under way and other units are

getting ready.

SAVE YOUR PROGRAM
WITH THE SAVA PROGRAM

SIX SERIES OF OUTSTANDING SHORTS
Exploit-0-Nantes That Mean Money at the Box-Office

SID SMITH
THE GENTLEMAN COMEDIAN

In Twelve Two Reel Comedies
Including

NORTH OF 6V8 OH FOR A NURSE
THE BANANA KING THE SHE BEAST

HANK MANN
THE VETERAN LAUGHMAKER

In Twelve Two Reel Side-splitting Comedies
Including

STAGE SHY THE GOLD BRUSH
WANDERERS OF THE WETLAND

LIGHTNIN’ THE GREAT
AND

EILEEN SEDGWICK
In Twelve Two Reel International Detective Stories

Including

LIGHTEN’ STRIKES
LIGHTIN’ FLASHES LIGHTIN’ WINS

FATTY LAYMON
KING OF THE FAT MEN

In Twelve Two Reel Wows
Including

ARE GOLFERS CUCKOO RADIO MAD
THE INVENTORS CAUGHT IN THE ACT
HARD TO HOLD FATTY’S FIRST FANCY

EDDIE GORDON
THE W ORLD RENOWNED ACROBATIC COMEDIAN

In Twelve Two Reel Comedies
Co-starring “QUACK” the educated duck

Including

THE WISE QUACKER THE MARRIED WIDOW
GYPPING THE GYPS THE VULGAR BOATMAN

SELIG’S WILD ANIMALS
In Twelve Two Reel Jungle Thrillers

Including

SHADOWS OF THE TIGER
TERRORS OF THE JUNGLE JUNGLE MYSTRY

COMEDY—VARIETY—ACTION—THRILLS
SAVA FILMS Inc.

1540 B’WAY, N. Y. C.
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I

1

CRANFIELD & CLARKE
INCORPORATED

729 Seventh Ave., New York

Short Subject Specialists

NOW BOOKING
12 TWO REEL SPEED COPS

12 ONE REEL ROXY RADIOS

(STUNT COMEDIES)
with Milburn Morante and Eddie Featherstone

(Introducing Radio Stars)

12 ONE REEL SKETCHOGRAFS by JULIAN OLLENDORFF
a clever combination of cartoon and movie

12 TWO REEL DRAMAS DELUXE composed of 4 Famous Paintings

2 Herrick Productions 6 Little Dramas of Big Places with Nell Shipman

4 TWO REEL PAINTINGS REVIVALS with Mary Astor and Reginald Denny

12 TWO REEL SHOT AND POWDER COMEDIES with Tommy Albert

12 ONE REEL BOYS ADVENTURES (Kid Comedies) With Mickey Bennett

12 ONE REEL C and C INTERNATIONALS Novelty Reels

12 ONE REEL NOVEL FEATURETTES Something New

52 ONE REEL FUN FROM THE PRESS (including Cartoons)

4 ONE REEL HUNTING WILD ANIMALS IN AFRICA
4 ONE REEL LESSONS IN REAL BALLROOM CHARLESTON

by and with Ned Wayburn and the Follies Girls

EXCHANGES EVERYWHERE
PHILADELPHIA
CHICAGO
DENVER
BOSTON
NEW HAVEN
BUFFALO
ALBANY
LOS ANGELES
PITTSBURGH

1314 Vine Street

836 So. Wabash Avenue
2020 Stout Street

44 Church Street

130 Meadow Street

257 Franklin Street

4 Clinton Street

4506 Sunset Blvd.

1026 Forbes Street

NEW YORK 729 Seventh Avenue

CANADA
12 Mayor Street
27 Prince William St.

21 Wilton Sq.

402 Film Bldg.

LONDON OFFICE
44 PICCADILLY MANSION, Shaftsbury Ave.

MONTREAL
ST. JOHN
TORONTO
WINNIPEG

I
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Chicago Dominating Presentation
Chicago, one-time cradle and present stronghold of

presentation, is shown by a HERALD survey com-
pleted this week not only to set the style of picture

house entertainment for the nation but also to provide

the majority of presentation theatres in the nation with
stage acts. Facts turned up by HERALD representa-

tives in New York, Los Angeles and Chicago investi-

gating picture house bookings are published upon the

opposite page.

Observations made in New York seem to explode
definitely the ancient tradition that Broadway is the

last word in the show business, a tradition that has
held the faith of orthodox showmen here and there

about the country despite the backwardness of the

national metropolis both in theatre building and pre-

sentation. It is revealed that the majority of New York
booking agents not only do not know what the picture

house stage requires, but are not at all sure there is

any thing bigger than a store-show west of the Hudson
River. The Broadway habit, with its years-old hold
upon New York booking agents, no doubt accounts for

this ignorance. The lack of general knowledge no
doubt accounts more importantly than anything else

save the city’s off-center location for the fact that New
York supplies only a very small portion of the talent

currently working the picture house time.

Los Angeles, the survey shows, also makes but slight

bid for the big business available. Los Angeles has
more modern theatres than New York in proportion to

its population and its backwardness in the booking field

is in large part due to the stifling effect of the closed

door policy enforced by its chief sources of stage talent.

Fanchon and Marco have a death grip upon acts work-
ing the West, and employ various means of retaining

it. Publix, of course, is not concerned beyond its own
theatres. There are very few agents free of entangle-

ments with one or another of these concerns and so it

is not strange that houses within convenient jumping
distance of Los Angeles look to Chicago or intermediate
points for their act supply.

Located midway between these two points and in the

business center of the nation, Chicago has had every-

thing its own way thus far in the presentation develop-
ment and has made good use of the advantage. Chicago
agents have had another advantage in their proximity
to the greatest collection of modern theatres in the
world, which includes the original Balaban & Katz
chain in which modern presentation had its birth. Sup-
plying talent to these theatres in the years before pre-

sentation became the national institution it is at this

time, Chicago agents learned definitely the special re-

quirements of the picture house audience and found
themselves ideally qualified to serve the national de-

mand when it came in the latter part of 1925. Going
forward from this position, after a summer of compara-
tively light business that still yielded gross bookings
eclipsing pre-presentation records, Chicago agents pre-

pared for the present season a line-up of talent and
booking mechanism which enables them to serve the

great demand of the Middle West and the South and
to send a steadily increasing number of acts into the
Eastern and Western territories.

Not a little importance attaches to the concentration
of presentation bookings in Chicago. The geographical
location of the city makes for economy in routing which
effects a general saving in both money and time. The
type of acts supplied, practically all of which are used
first in the Chicago presentation houses and hence have
the best picture house training, is far superior for film

theatre booking to that offered elsewhere. These cir-

cumstances have combined to build up agency organiza-
tions functioning with an efficiency closely approximat-
ing that of the film exchange, an efficiency which is

notoriously lacking in the old-fashioned vaudeville
booking office.

Chicago’s lead in presentation and its present domi-
nation thereof may be traced to the then sensational
inauguration of stage entertainment at the Central Park
theatre by Sam Katz. Mr. Katz had definite ideas about
presentation and taught them to Chicagoans through
the Central Park and, subsequently and in this order,
the Riviera, Tivoli, Chicago, McVickers, Uptown and
Oriental theatres. It is nine years since the Central
Park startled the industry with its new type of enter-
tainment and in that time Chicago has come to know
and prefer that type of show above all others. There
are in excess of twenty presentation houses operating
in Chicago to turn-away business twelve months each
year, not counting two new ones opening this week and
half a dozen more scheduled for the immediate future.

So strong is the hold of this type of entertainment
upon the Chicago public that even the State-Lake, long
considered the best Orpheum vaudeville house in the
country, recently switched its advertising to feature
the motion picture side of the bill in hopes of saving
its rapidly declining patronage. Neighborhood vaude-
ville houses, some of them built for picture houses and
leased by vaudeville interests when the bottom fell out
of that business, make consistent if sometimes wobbly
effort to convince the public that their vaudeville-film

show is “just as good” as presentation if not in fact the

same thing. When the presentation houses are filled

these theatres get a portion of the turn-away, but the
preference for pictures with presentation is overwhelm-
ing.

With a theatre lineup in which comparatively remote
residential section houses outstrip downtown Los An-
geles and New York theatres in construction and seat-

ing capacity, with exhibitors demanding good acts and
not quibbling as to price, and with a wide range of

robust young cities like Detroit, St. Louis, Kansas City
and Milwaukee similarly equipped as to theatres, simi-

larly trained as to type of entertainment and within
easy jumping distance, it is not at all strange but wholly
in keeping with the law of cause and effect that Chicago
should exercise the influence that it does in presenta-
tion.

WILLIAM R. WEAVER.
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Who’s Who In Presentation Field
New Yorkers
Feel Effect
of Location

Off-Center Position Embarrasses

Agents—Lack Knowledge
of Presentation

By JACK KEEGAN
NEW YORK, Sept. 14.—New

York booking agents, walled off

from the rest of the world by the

Hudson River and grown myopic
through protracted concentration

upon overlighted and undernour-
ished Broadway, are awakening
slowly to realization that the very

geographical location which they

have prized in connection with
affairs pertaining to vaudeville and
speaking stage is proving their big-

gest handicap in their efforts to

crash the presentation booking field.

Coupled with a deep and almost im-

penetrable ignorance as to what is

really what and why in this new
field, this off-center location renders

the common or garden variety of

New York booking agent practically

worthless as a source of supply.
The old fable about the New Yorker

who expected to find Indians doing war
dances on the streets of Cleveland and
points West never applied more accu-
rately than in the case of the New York
booking agent. The typical booker here,
the agent who has lived on vaudeville
and stage placements since Manhattan
was the name of a cocktail, actually dis-

plays less knowledge of presentation as
is than the boy who ate the peanuts on
the burning deck. He does know that the
deck—meaning vaudeville—is just about
consumed, and he isn’t at all sure what
to jump upon next, but it’s so far across
that big river that he can’t see the gold-
fields on the other side. And he’s so
sure Broadway is the beginning and end
of showland that he’s afraid to look away
from it for a moment for fear of missing
something.

Signs Are Misinterpreted
These typical agents—let it be said

here that there are one of two of the
exceptions needed to prove any rule

—

easily rate the world championship in

reverse reading of plain English. New
shows are popping open like firecrackers
on Broadway and the graft is tougher
this year than formerly. It’s harder to

get an act into a Broadway revue,
there’s so many more acts at liberty and
they’re willing to give up so much more
of their salaries for spots, and so the
agents have to dig’ deeper, work longer
and execute more behind-the-door nifties

to keep out of the breadline. But does
the agent gather that this superfluity of
revue material and Broadway vaudeville
indicate a shrinkage of these media
West of the Hudson due to the growth
of presentation? He does not. He in-

terprets it to mean a bigger-than-ever
year for the Big Street and the stuff it

represents. This means he’ll have to run
the same Packard another year, but he’ll

( Continued on page 111 )

Who’s Who in

Presentation
Chicago is revealed as the

fountainhead of presentation

act supply as well as the pat-

tern for modern picture house
entertainment in the findings

of “Herald”'investigators con-

ducting a survey of the book-
ing field for this issue. “De-

tailed information is pub-

lished in accompanying news
stories.

West Coast
Agents Big
Only Locally

None Important Save in Strip

Where Bear Went: “Other

Side of Mountain”
By RAY MURRAY

LOS ANGELES, Sept. 14.—Out
here where men are men and agents
still have heaps to learn about show
business those who book presenta-

tion houses look Eastward now and
then and see only the Rockies. Oc-
casionally one of the agents books
an act way East to Denver and ac-

counts himself lucky. For the rest

the battle of the dates is confined to

the Pacific Coast strip. And two
offices are dominant even in this

strip.

Even the dominant offices when they
are in need of new material look East-

ward, mostly to Chicago, for it. High
quality talent is not greatly in demand
in any of the Pacific Coast houses, prin-

cipally for the reason that West Coast
producers are not building shows that

compare at all well with the shows of-

fered week by week in the Middle West,
with Chicago leading. West Coast The-
atres, Inc., and Publix are the chains

using the most talent. Much of this is

recruited on the Coast, though occasion-
ally an act of the calibre of Renoff and
Renova, Heller and Riley, etc., is routed
out from the Midwest.

Specialists Few
Agents here in the main do not dif-

ferentiate between a cabaret, a picture

studio and a presentation stage, and for

this reason miss much business emanat-
ing from each source. Any user of en-

tertainers prefers to book from a spe-

cializing office, and few such are to be

found on the West Coast.
Among the agencies booking into pic-

ture theatres exclusively or partly are

the following, for convenience listed al-

phabetically :

ALLIED ARTISTS
Kathryn M. Burns is head of this or-

ganization, which lists acts of many types

on its books and operates in about IS

( Continued on page 111 )

Chicago Set
As Center of
Presentation

Agents, Acts Work by Standards

Set In Great Showhouses
of Middle West
By AL BARR

Final reports to the HERALD
from agents and producers set Chi-
cago once and for all as the center
of presentation and the Chicago
type show as the standard toward
which all other parts of the coun-
try strive. The smart East be-
comes the dumbest spot on the map
in the light of progress made in the
Central West, and the overbilled
Broadway standard suffers by com-
parison with the Chicago standard.

In Chicago are the only agents in the
country who know well enough to talk

intelligently about them the differences be-
tween vaudeville, cabaret floor shows and
a motion picture theatre presentation.
Therefore they are the only really suc-
cessful agents in the business. Acts that

broke into the presentation field in the
Middle West—working out of Chicago
under the guidance of Chicago agents

—

are in demand in the East, for Publix
units and for shows in other chain houses
and among the independent houses. They
and their agents know what the new type
show is and what it requires.

Study Builds Profit

Since 1914 Chicago agents and producers
have been doing presentations. Many of

them fumbled for a long time. But not
one of them who is in business every day
—and they are to be distinguished from
the kind who never are certain whether
they are or aren’t in business—any longer

doubts when he sets a show whether it is

the right kind of show for the house into

which it is spotted. Nor has one of them
any doubts that when he sets an act into

a road unit starting out of New York he

has given the unit the best it will have.

In the East the agents for years took a

condescending attitude toward the picture

house stage, principally because vaude did

that and the agents thought they had to

keep in right with the vaude people. Then
vaude sickened and did not recover. The
agents scrambled for whatever time was
available, but made the error of not trying

to learn what kind of act was the right

kind for any given house. The acts were
even less concerned. Result, Chicago,

which had been going ahead in a straight

line safe in the knowledge that the film-

show was the best seller of show business,

corralled so much of the picture house
business that most of the Eastern ex-vaude
agents were left out in the rain. Many of

the large offices lost their most intelligent

men, these men either coming West for

connections or setting up independently in

the East. Those who left Broadway have

had the greatest success.

And Why
Square dealing—which never is based

on anything but intelligence—ambition and
perseverance have won for the Chicago
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agent, and the act trained on the Middle
Western presentation stage, the right to

call themselves the leaders of the field.

Below in this column is a summary of the

personnels and the activities of the Chi-
cago agencies that are important. Com-
parison of these summaries with those of
East and West Coast offices, in other

columns in this section, give exhibitors

the final answer to the question

:

“Who has the acts, and why?”

NICHOLAS BOILA

Nicholas Boila, head of Nicholas Boila
Productions, was for many years a pro-
fessional dancer, his stage experience dat-

ing from his childhood. At the age of nine

he appeared in a ballet before the king
and queen of Roumania. Subsequently he
appeared in all the capitals of Europe and
in every principal city in the United States.

After he retired from active dance work
he began producing acts, and now spe-

cializes in dance and musical acts that are

adaptable to all the needs of the picture

theatre.

Boila dance units are in use in some of

the finest picture theatres in the country
and have become deservedly popular. Per-
former versatility is an outstanding fea-

ture of each of the units. Though Boila

was trained in the classic tradition he is

well acquainted with all modern dance
techniques, and his units are built along
both, and in a number of instances on dual

lines. The producer knows scenic and
lighting possibilities, and many of his units

are complete presentations.

Leading the list of Boila units are:

Zastro and White with the Rendezvous
Girls; the Roumanian Serenaders with
Emilio and Dardon; Mildred and Alice

Kay and the Vanity Revue; Ruth Pryor;
Rhythms of Danceland ; Rose Marie Der-
ring and Noel; Bernadine De Grave and
her Dancing Boys, and Theodore and En-
rica with Billy Marshall in “Garden of
Roses.”

SAM BRAMSON’S ATTRACTIONS

At the head of this office is Sam Bram-
son, who has been booking picture the-

atres from Chicago for several years.

Bramson had years of experience as mo-
tion picture theatre manager, treasurer and
owner before entering the booking field,

and has specialized in prologue and pre-

sentation booking since the establishment

of his office in Chicago. For the reason
that his picture house experience is large

he is well qualified to select material for

the picture house stage.

Bramson finds that his principal diffi-

culty in representing as booker a house
so far removed from his office that he
cannot personally study its needs is that

the manager or producer frequently fails

to co-operate by studying audience reac-

tions closely and telling these to the booker.
An unsuitability complaint on an act

booked is meaningless unless it is accom-
panied by indicators of the kind of mate-
rial that is desired, Bramson says.

Talent from the Bramson office is booked
from Minneapolis and St. Paul as far

South as New Orleans, West to Omaha
and East to the Eastern line of Ohio.

Among the acts recently booked by the

Bramson office are Morton and Mayo,
Bobbie Tremaine, Fiske O’Hara, Mildred
Melrose, Bernard and Gary, John Griffin,

Henry Dixon, Phil Baker, Keller Sisters

and Lynch, Huston Ray, Two Cadets and
Eddie Mathews.

INTERNATIONAL BOOKING OFFICES

This office, an independent office catering
principally to the motion picture theatre,

is headed by George H. Webster, in pro-

duction association with whom is Harry
A. Gourfain, who also is prominently
identified with the production department
of Balaban and Katz in Chicago.

Novelty acts, especially European novelty

acts, are specialties with this office, which
operates internationally, though it does
more business in the Middle West than,

elsewhere. Webster recently toured
Europe in search of novelties suited to the

American theatre. He obtained the serv-

ices of a number, all of which found a

ready market in the United States.

Each man connected with the office has
picture theatre history behind him, and
therefore knows presentation stage tech-
nique apd requirements.

A typical I. B. O. act is To Rhama,
mystic and hypnotist, who uses birds and
animals instead of humans for subjects in

his performances. This performer recent-
ly startled blase Broadwayites with his

ability to make untrained birds and ani-

mals do his bidding.

EDWARD M. MORSE

Edward M. Morse is an artists’ repre-
sentative to bookers and producers, repre-
senting the kind of acts properly suited to

the needs of the more intelligent managers
and producers. It is a first principle of
the Morse policy that if a suitable act is

not obtainable the Morse office builds one
that is suitable.

Since 1914 Morse has kept constantly in

close contact with the picture theatre stage,

and for that reason is well equipped to
pass on the picture house possibilities of
any act caught. Morse built one of the
first long feature picture prologues seen in

Chicago, back in the days when prologues
were little known anywhere and the current
form of presentation hardly dreamed of.

In the list of acts represented by the
Morse office are

:

Zastro and White and their Rendezvous
Girls; Pauline Vincent, known as the Gold
Dancer; the Joe Thomas Saxotette

;
Frank

Seiffert, lately of the Boreo Revue; Rose
Marie Derring and Company; the Rouma-
nian Serenaders with Emilio and Dardon,
Spanish dancers; Ruth Pryor; Reeder and
Armstrong and Rhythms of Danceland.

In this list are some of the best dancing
and musical acts currently playing in pre-

sentations. Some of the acts are self-com-
plete presentations and others are adapt-
able for prologue uses.

Johnny Fink Found
Cryin’ For the “Moon”
Johnny Fink, dashing general-

isimo of the Chicago office of the
Larry Conley music publishing
house, dashed out and set his firm’s

“Cryin’ for the Moon” in half a

dozen of the choicest spots in the
town, and then dashed back to the
office to tell the tale and await de-
velopments. Development number
one was the musicians’ strike.

This kicked developments two,
three et sequitur off the map.
Much of Johnny’s dash disap-
peared. After two days he be-

came certain he had been the in-

spiration for the song. But like all

bad things, the strike was good—
for Johnny. For when it ended
he had over again the fun of dash-
ing out and setting the song. He
even added a couple of spots.

PREMIER ATTRACTIONS, INC.

Heading this office is Millard H. Cutter,
who is assisted by Milton Overman and
Margaret Felch. Overman formerly was
identified with the management personnel
of a large Midwest picture theatre chain
and Mrs. Felch had years of training in

the music publishing field. The office does
business nationally.

The fundamental of the Premier policy
is close personal contact with the producers
and managers of houses booked. This
practice of making close contact has led to

complete knowledge of general presenta-
tion and individual house requirements.
The office is equipped to produce a com-
plete presentation of any type, from the

simple dance-team show for a small house
to a complete stage band show. A recent
connection gives the office the services of a
number of large and small orchestras.

Among the acts and bands handled by
the office are The Atlantic Four, Tanagra
and Yorquino, Joyner and Phillips, Elsie

Meyerson and her Oriolettes, Lorraine
Hayes, Hines and Smith, George Dewey
Washington, Baby Dorothy Johnson and
an additional long list.

PHIL TYRRELL ATTRACTIONS

This office is headed by Phil Tyrrell,

who came out of the vaudeville field and
successfully and completely made the

switch to the presentation field and has

built up a nationally important business.

Close personal contact with managers and
producers and personal attention to the

qualities of acts have given Tyrrell knowl-
edge of the picture house stage and its

requirements that is the basis of the thriv-

ing business done by the office.

Tyrrell is outstanding among those who
have succeeded in gathering “name” acts

from other fields and making real pre-

sentation entertainers of them. Also he
has set into various Publix road units some
of the best talent the units have had.

Among these placements are Gus Mulcay,
Glen Ellyn, “Banjoland” and others.

Among the “name” acts Tyrrell has

booked into picture houses are Sissle and
Blake, Eva Tanguay, Karyl Norman, the

Lee Sisters and a number of others.

The Tyrrell office has representatives in

New York City, Kansas City, Denver and
Atlanta. The office books from the East

to the West Coast, South to the Gulf, and
into Canada. In the list of recent Tyrrell

Attractions bookings are

:

Isham Jones and Band, Ace Bregode’s
Virginians, the Eddie Miller Duo, Cogert

and Motto, the King Sisters, the Dexter
Sisters, the Lee Sisters, the Kay Sisters,

Gus Mulcay, Sissle and Blake, Colletta and
her Jazz-O-Mania Revue, Karyl Norman,
Eight Volga Singers, S. S. Leviathan Or-
chestra and many others.

Emil Velazco Produces
at Karzas’ New State

(Special to the Herald)

HAMMOND, IND., Sept. 14.—Emil Ve-
lazco, who last year did a nine-month tour

of Stanley houses as special solo organist,

is doing solos at Andrew Karzas’ new
State theatre here and also is doing pro-

logues and presentations for a part of each

week. For a half of each week Pan vaude
is set in, and presentation shows are fea-

tured on other days.

Velazco works from two to six perform-
ers in his shows, which are produced along
the best presentation lines. They have at-

tracted considerable attention to the house.
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Strand, Big
AlbanyHouse,
Set for Acts

Stage and Equipment Changes

Under Way—Policy Is to

Be Inaugurated Soon

ALBANY, N. Y., Sept. 14.—Al-

bany has finally come to presenta-

tion in at least one of its motion pic-

ture theatres, the Mark Strand, one

of the well-known Strand chain of

houses. The house is preparing to

stage elaborate presentations along

with its regular picture program. A
considerable sum of money is being

spent on new stage settings, new
scenery and an entirely new setting

for the orchestra. It is expected

that the first presentation will be

given during the early part of

October or possibly before.

Uly S. Hill, managing director of the

Strand group of houses in Albany and

Troy, which now includes seven theatres,

has taken up the matter of presentation

acts at the Mark Strand with Moe Mark,
of New York, and Walter Hays, of Buf-

falo, officers of the company. It is under-

stood that they are favorably inclined to

the idea.

Presentation New Here

Although Albany is a city of 120,000 and
is connected by trolley with Schenectady
and Troy, and its theatres draw heavily
from the nearby cities of Watervliet and
Rensselaer, few previous attempts have
been made toward presentation acts, al-

though managers have told the Herald
representative here that the time had ar-

rived when acts would go far toward en-
hancing the value of any picture program.

In a way, perhaps, the Mark Strand is

being forced to stage presentation acts.

Only a month ago the Strand company
opened the Mark-Ritz in Albany, located

two or three blocks from the Mark
Strand, and becoming the fourth of the
company’s theatres on the same business
street of the city. Charging an admission
of twenty-five cents, the new Mark-Ritz,
showing first-run pictures, has drawn
heavily from the Mark Strand, where fifty

cent admission is charged, and where music
is furnished by a large orchestra. To brace
business at the Mark Strand presentations
will be employed.

First Show Was Success

A year or so ago the first presentation
act to be given in Albany featured Edna
Wallace Hopper at Harmanus Bleecker
Hall, which is one of the Proctor houses
handled by Joseph Saperstein. The act
scored a tremendous success, the theatre
being packed to its doors at every perform-
ance. It was noticeable at the time that
Proctor’s other theatre, located in the busi-
ness center, and with a combined vaude-
ville and picture bill, was but partly filled,

while the presentation was drawing thou-
sands to the other house. As a result of
this it was decided to stage no more pres-
entations at the Hall.

Theatre managers and owners through-
out the entire district will watch with in-

terest the outcome of the Strand’s policy
on presentation acts and their drawing
power.

John Murray
Anderson on
Right Track

“Phantom Melodies” First Real

Presentation by Revue
Impressario

John Murray Anderson, producer
of stage revues drafted by Publix
for presentation work, is on the
right track at last. After fumbling
with the new form of production un-
certainly and with disastrous results

for several months, the Broadway
producer has sent his first genuine
presentation to Chicago in “Phan-
tom Melodies.”

“Phantom Melodies” was used as the
major presentation feature by the Chicago
theatre last week and proved the first of
these road shows in several weeks held
good enough to get by in presentation’s
home town without local bolstering. This
one not only got by but drew healthy ap-
plause at two or three points in its unfold-
ment.

The Chicago show, used the three days
of last week following settlement of the
music strike, which laid it off for the first

four, ran as follows

:

Overture, “Carmen,” by the pit orchestra under
direction of Adolphe Dumont. Director and mu-
sicians stood to receive the applause of the crowd.

Earl and Bell, boys who strum guitars and
harmonize, doing a straight double in one. These
fellows chirp a lyric as lyrics should be chirped
and don’t hesitate to throw in a wrong minor if

the frets required to produce the right one aren’t
readily accessible. They kicked over four num-
bers, which is two more than an act like this

usually is allowed at the Chicago.

Newspicture.

Jesse Crawford at the organ playing “Valencia”
better than the crowd thought he played it. Maybe
the tune’s a little aged for this house.

“Phantom Melodies,” utterly classic music, song
and a little dance staged in better style and
routined with more understanding of presenta-
tion requirements than anything John Murray
Anderson has turned out for Publix. (Reported
in detail by this department on occasion of opeat-

ing at New York Rivoli.)

“Tin Gods,” long feature picture.

Chicago Capitol
Week Ending September 12

When the musicians struck last week, the Capitol
theatre threw in a bunch of musical acts and went
ahead with business. When the strike was over
the stage presentation laid out for the week was
put together and run off for the last three days.
It was called “In a Turkish Harem" and, perhaps
for the purpose of getting the proper flesh tints,

most of the performers were colored. In fact,

from the third row it looked as if whites and
blacks were worked together, even in a duet num-
ber apparently shared by a colored barytone and
a white soprano. Appearances may have been de-
ceptive, what with trick stage lighting and character
costuming, but not even the appearance of racial
mixture should be permitted. Passing this blunder,
which didn't precipitate the lynching it might have
brought about further South, the show was good
considering the strike and shifts which it necessi-
tated.

It ran

:

Opening—Band masked by scrim while soprano
sings Oriental solo. Lights come up dimly to

indicate placement of band and reveal four girls

in Turkish outfit in front, who dance, singing
“Kismet” for their finish. Two of the girls

looked white and two didn’t, which may have
accounted for hesitancy in applause. Barytone
who looked colored and soprano who looked
white followed this with “Moon, Dear,” into
which were flung snatches from other numbers,
the barytone’s voice carrying the number. All
of the apparent racial mixture centered in this
somewhat lengthy introduction.

A1 Short and Band playing group of request
numbers in their usual clean and snappy fashion.

Billy Bittner, on stage up and back singing
“Turkish Towel” and doing comedy. Setting of
stage completely masked singer from view of
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those sharing side seats with reporter, a readily
correctible error.

A1 Short and Band in railroad band number,
stunt using flash lighting for finish. Pretty good
hand here.

Joseph Jones, the barytone referred to above
but working straight now, singing “Am I Wast-
ing My Time on You,” and “Cross My Heart,
Mother, I Love You.” A good voice and neat
appearance got him across big.

“Merribel,” a new song by A1 Short, played
by the band and then sung by the drummer to
accompaniment of pianist at instrument elevated
from pit, Short finally singing part of the chorus.
This section was a panic and the song number
is first rate. It is an almost direct re-writing
of the ancient “Too Much Mustard” but the
rhythm has been staggered sufficiently and the
melody touched up enough to give it the advan-
tage of the resemblance without any of the dis-
advantages. Put over as in this instance, it

ought to mop up.
Buck and Bubbles, colored team recently re-

ported as at McVickers, doing the same act and
hitting just as hard. These boys have an ocean
of steam and know how to use it, but they ought
to vary their stuff more than they do when they
change houses. They closed the show, the first

act in recent weeks permitted on the stage with
Short and the band for the finale and in all

Adams, Billie Senate , Chicago.
Albert. Don and Orchestra—/.o«wi’s State , St. Louis.
Bailey and Barnum—Ambassador, St. Louis.
Barrie, Stuart Ambassador, Chicago

.

Bernier, Peggy Metropolitan , Los Angeles.
Brown, Elizabeth, and Sedano Stanley

,
Philadel-

phia.
Buck and Bubbles Capitol

,
Chicago

.

Burns and Foran Colony
, New York.

Carlos and Valeria Rivoli
, New York.

Chellman, Violet Paramount Empress
, Salt Lake.

Conly, Georgia Egyptian
,
Indianapolis.

Crawford. Jessie—Chicago, Chicago.
“Crinoline to Charleston"—Ambassador, St. Louis.
Dahl, Gyrene Rivoli, New York.
Davis, Ed and Company Colonial, Indianapolis.
De Marcos, The Fox Philadelphia.
Dumont, Adolphe and Orchestra Chicago, Chicago.
Earl and Bell—Chicago, Chicago

.

Eight Victor Artists .Missouri
,
St. Louis.

Elliott, Joan Rivoli, New York.
“Evolution of Minstrelsy" Loew’s State ,

St. Louis.
Eyer, Emil Paramount Empress, Salt Lake.
Fehr, Russell Egyptian , Indianapolis.
Foursome Quartette Metropolitan, Los Angeles.
Hall, George and Arcadians Colony, New York.
Harmony Sisters Egyptian, Indianapolis.
Harris, Graham and Orchestra—Stanley, Philadel-

phia.
Harris, Lydia Senate, Chicago.
Hawley, Symphonic—Covent Garden, Chicago

.

Hendrix, “Tex" Loew’s State, St. Louis.
Jones, Joseph—Capitol, Chicago.
Jose and Pepita Rivoli, New York.
Kilenyi, Edward Colony, New York.
Kimball, Hunter Newman, Kansas City.

Klemova and Daks Strand, New York.
Kornspan, Adolphe S. and Orchestra Fox, Phila-

delphia.
Laroubine, Alexander Rivoli, New York.
Lee, June Rivoli, New York.
Leonard, Warren Rivoli, New York.
MacGuigan. Madeleine Stanley, Philadelphia.
Mendoza, David and Orchestra Capitol, New York.
Merritt, Dorothy Rivoli, New York.

probability permitted there only because the audi-

ence wouldn’t let them quit.

Note: The Capitol has added short features to

the long one previously constituting the whole
of its film bill.

Chicago Covent Garden
Working with every possible handicap, notably

the absence of an orchestra and the run-down
condition of the organ, Gerald Gallagher, man-
ager of the Covent Garden, and Symphonic Haw-
ley, organist, combined their energies in a valiant

and commendable effort at testing the presenta-

tion possibilities of the house. Through the sing-

ing and playing of Hawley and the employment
of a good dancer, the organ solo-presentation
went over for a wow with the audience.

Symphonic Hawley, an organist of real ability

and plenty of originality, opened the offering

with oriental music, with
Neryda coming out in one and performing her

slave dance in front of a drop relieved by illumi-

nated colored window cut-outs.

Hawley then burst into song, singing, “On the

Road to Mandalay,” the words being flashed on
the screen as he sang them. This was followed
immediately by “Less Than The Dust,” with
slides showing the words. The latter number
dissolved itself into

Miller, Eddie Duo Rialto, Omaha.
Miller, Pauline Strand, New York.
Mitchell Brothers Grand Central, St. Louis.
Morris, Babe Alhambra, Milwaukee.
Murtagh, Henry B. Rivoli, New York.
Neryda^—Covent Garden, Chicago

.

Peabody, Eddie and Band — Metropolitan, Los
Angeles.

Perkins, Johnny Senate, Chicago .

Petching, Mr. and Mrs. Paul Newman, Kansas City.

“Phantom Melodies"—Chicago, Chicago.
Pierce. Myrtle Rivoli , New York.
Pollard, Grace Rivoli, New Y'ork.

Powell, Louise Egyptian , Indianapolis.
Quinlan, John Strand, New York.
Renoff and Renova Capitol, New York.

Rodemich, Gene and Orchestra Grand Central,

St. Louis.

Roemheld, Heinz and Orchestra llhambra, Mil-

waukee.
Romaine, Hazel—Alhambra, Milwaukee.
Rome and Dunn Fox, Philadelphia.
Ross, Joe—Senate, Chicago

.

Srala, Salvatore Strand, New York.
Sellers, Preston Senate, Chicago.
Sheik, Bud-:

—

Alhambra, Milwaukee.
Short, A1 and Band Capitol, Chicago.
Silverman, Dave and Orchestra^—Missouri, St. Louis.

Sinclair, Edith Rivoli, New York.
Six Tivoli Girls Strand, New York.
Slosser, Milton Missouri, St. Louis.
Sorriero, Angelo Capitol, New York.
Stanley, Ruth Metropolitan, Los Angeles.
Strand Male Quartette Strand, New York.
Strong, Bennie—Senate, Chicago.
Talbot, Irvin and Orchestra Rivoli, New York.
Taylor, Oscar—Loew’s State, Los Angeles.

Thompson, Floyd and Harmonists—Colonial, In-

dianapolis.
Vaughn, Martha Newman, Kansas City.

Way, Aimee Loew’s State, Los Angeles.
Webster. Gail Rivoli, New York.
Wilde. Doreen Loew’s State, Los Angeles.
Wolf, Rube and Band Loew’s State, Los Angeels.

Neryda’s snake dance. Curtain parting to re-

veal the interior of a Hindu temple, with the

blue sky showing through a large cut-out win-
dow in the back. The dance was unusual, per-

formed in the half light, and featuring a seven
foot python, all alive and wriggling. As the
dance closed the dancer shielded her eyes and
fell to the floor, “conquered’ ’by the rising dawn
visible through the window.
At this point Hawley took up the last words

of the song, with tremendous effectiveness. He
has a powerful, pleasant voice, which he uses
well, and covers up the organ defects in a mas-
terful manner. The audience response would
more than justify further use of such well con-
ceived organ-presentations.

Chicago Senate
Week Ending September 12

Interesting speculation deriving from the work
of viewing what is currently offered in some
houses as entertainment is this: What will audi-
ences do about it when, if ever, they become aware
of the shoddiness of some of the stage shows?
It's anyone’s guess. The show at the Senate was
nothing to write home about, but was no worse,
of course, than many others extant. Since there
were two “presentations" in it, according to Eddie
Perry’s announcements, one is left in the air as to

the general title of the offering, which ran:

Drapes parted on stage in full, band down in

about three. Stairs ran up to platform stage.
At left a good looking Spanish house set piece.

Band was doing “Valencia” while a bunch of
eight charmers in what purported to be Spanish
theme costumes did a walk-through, for no ap-
parent reason. At the end of this

Johnny Perkins, portly comic who sings,
walked out and laid down the first of a series

of gags, 90 per cent of which were dirty and
none1 of which was funny. Then came

Bennie Strong, juvenile tenor who sang
“Someone’s Losin’ Susan” and then Charles-
toned. For an encore he Charlestoned some
more. The applause did not knock the house
off its base. He was followed by

Perkins, who loosed another dirty gag. Per-
kins wore a large Spanish caballero’s black hat
strung around the rim with marshmallows. Ed-
die Perry pulled one off and ate it. This bit

was done much better by Morton of Morton and
Mayo with an A1 Kvale assist at the Oriental
weeks ago.

After this bit of near comedy came the first

“presentation” of the evening,. “Meadowlark” by
the band, two whistlers and Billie Adams. The
ballet as birds romped into this for some strut-

ting that inevitably—an uninspiredly—ran into

jazz before it went far.

Perkins again, with more dirt (neighborhood
allusion) and then singing “Sweet Thing,” now
almost an antique. Following a Peaches Brown-
ing gag—inspiring stuff, this—he did “Me, Too,”
leaving out none of the double entendre. Fol-

lowing Perkins was the one honestly talented

performer, aside from the bandmen, on the bill

—

Joe Ross, a boy who makes most of the young
steppers and many of the veterans look like

something out of an old men’s home. Joe’s

mainstay is a fast and far-flung tap. This is

speedy and is interspersed with splits, whirls,

cartwheels and leaps that make it an offering

pleasing to the eye and that part of the mind
wherein resides recognition of artistic ability.

For most present, Joe was the show. Follow-

ing was
The second “presentation” (with a long E),

82 Acts Reported in This Issue
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MANAGERS—LINE UP NOW
For Unequalled Booking Service

SAM BRAMSON’S STAGE ATTRACTIONS
NOT AN AGENT FOR ACTS

but a

THEATRE BOOKER
REPRESENTING THE MANAGER ONLY

And Selecting The Best Attractions Suitable For His Theatre

A Few Of The Theatres Now Booking Attractions From This Office Are:

Balaban & Katz Theatres, Chicago
Saenger Theatres, New Orleans
Temple, Toledo
Finkelstein & Ruben Circuit
New Aztec, San Antonio, Tex.
World, Omaha
Skouras Brothers Theatres, St. Louis

Lincoln Square, Decatur, 111. (Exclusive)
Palm, Rockford, 111. (Exclusive.)
Knickerbocker, Nashville
Wisconsin, Milwaukee
Rivoli, La Crosse, Wis.
Aschers’ Terminal, Chicago
Virginia, Champaign, 111.

Offices—709 Woods Theatre Bldg., Chicago—Dearborn 9264

“Pretty Cinderella,” which is a better song than
most current, sung by Billie Adams. Then the
ballet did a pantomimic interpretation of the
story of Cinderella, which got more laughs than
much that was intended for comedy in the show.

Lydia Harris, weighted with heavy adjectives
from the introduction, came on to sing, “So Is
Your Old Lady,” a nice song for the kiddies,
having for lyric a tale of dual domestic infidelity.

Next she sang “Breezin’ Along” and “Two Ton
Tessie.” She closed by making a spiel re the
fin-alley.

This fin-alley was a ballet specialty of the
E'lack Bottom, which is just and only a not
very glorified cooch.
Ahead of all this Preston Sellers at the organ

did just a communal sing, including in the list

of stuff played—“Cryin’ for e
the Moon,” “Stars,”

“Talking to the Moon,” “Hi, Ho, the Merri-O,”
“Rose Colored Glasses” and “For My Sweet-
heart.” No one was fooled by the song plug-
ger’s denims.

New York Capitol
Week Ending September 11

Major Edward Bowes, managing director of the
Capitol, presented a stage setting for the long
feature picture “Mare Nostrum/’ that was beau-
tiful and artistic, featuring Renoff and Renova

,

Russian dancers, and the Capitol ballet corps.
The number was entitled “The Sea.” The pro-
gram :

Capitol Grand Orchestra played compositions
and arrangements by Dr. William Axt under the
direction of David Mendoza.

Newsreel.
“The Sea,” an undersea effect presented on

full stage. Water sprites dancing in the sea was

the first number, and then Renova entered. Offer-

ing a dancing number the sprites and the Octopus,
played by Angelo Sorriero, left the stage. As
Renova danced, mermaids on the right of the
stage on a large rock effect came to life and
joined her. Renoff then came on and danced
with Renova. She was taken from him by the

octopus and carried to the top of the rock forma-
tion. Standing below, Renoff caught her as she

escaped from the octopus and flung herself from
the cliff. The dance continued and then again
she was taken by the octopus, this time to be
carried beyond rescue. The mourning Renoff
was left on the stage with the mermaids and
sprites. It was a beautifullv arranged number
and the daring dancing of Renoff and Renova
won loud applause.

New York Rivoli
Week Ending September 10

John Murray Anderson staged “Lovers in Por-
celain'” at the Rivoli last week. Murlagh and the

Rivoli orchestra were the other features with
Howard Preston, barytone, claiming some of the
honors. The show

:

Overture. Conducted by Irvin Talbot the Rivoli

orchestra offered Gilbert and Sullivan Melodies,
including- “Pinafore,” “Patience,” “Gondoliers,”
"Pirates of Penzance” and “Mikado.”
“Thoughts for Labor Day,” a James Fitzpatrick-

short special.

Howard Preston, working in one against an
attractive drop, singing “On the Road to Man-
dalay” and “Roses of Picardy.” He has a splen-

did voice and was well received.
Murtagh again scored with the singers. Taking

the audience on a trip around the world, from
New York to the Orient and then back to New

York, he offered popular numbers and had the

house with him all the way. The Rivoli patrons

seem to like this sort of thing and after singing

applaud wildly. The newsreel followed.

“Lovers in Porcelain,” presented by John Mur-
ray Anderson. The first number was Josiah

Wedgewood’s “Jasper” Ware with Carlos and
Valeria, dancer; Edith Sinclair, harpist, and Dor-

othy Merritt, Myrtle Pierce, Cyrene Dahl as “The
Wedgewood Frieze.”
Opening on full stage with white statuette

effects, the male dancer came to life and took

the girl statue from her pedestal for a dance. The
other three girls surrounding them did toe steps

while the girl at the harp accompanied.
Second number, “The Swiss China Group.

B'efore a black drop two girls were seen in a set-

ting of typical Swiss china under the glass cov-

ering. They sang, one dressed as a boy and the

other a girl, yodeling numbers while the audience

applauded. The girls were Grace Pollard and

Gail Webster.
Third number, a Spanish group. Joan Elliott

sang while Jose and Pepita descended from the

pedestal and did a Spanish tango.

Fourth number, the dancers, Joe Rose and

Dorothy Merritt, did a Russian dance accom-

panied on the balalaika by Alexander Laroubine,

playing “The Heifetz of the Balalaika.”

Fifth number, “The Dresden China Music Box.”

Preceding this number Laroubine was left on the

stage alone playing a number before the drop in

one. The stage setting for the Dresden China

showed a statuette of the Dresden Shepherd and

Shepherdess on a revolving platform. The girl,

June Korle Lee, sang, and the boy, Warren
Leonard, stood there to come to life when the

flirt, Myrtle Pierce, entered. Leaving the girl on.

the pedestal he danced with the flirt and the plea

—head over heels in business

and growing like a weed
Offering a complete stage attraction service for motion picture

theatres. Dancers, singers, teams, trios, quartettes, chorus

groups, flash acts, bands and orchestras. Representatives from

coast to coast.

PREMIER ATTRACTIONS, INC.
Auditorium Bldg. Phone: Wabash 2692 Chicago
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of the singer on the stage, Joan Elliott, brought
him back, to wind up the doll and stand beside
her while she concluded her number. This was
followed by a grand finale with the whole com-
pany in a huge setting of boxes. There were
two boxes to each of three tiers. One was the
Spanish group; another, the Russian; another,
the Swiss; and the fourth the Dresden Shepherd,
moved back on the stage to fit in the setting.
This flash hit.

New York Colony
Week Ending September 10

An orchestra prologue arrangement by Jerry De
Rosa was the stage feature at the Colony theatre
last week. Tieing up with the Red Grange picture
De Rosa offered a peppy band in collegiate regalia
playing college songs and other popular numbers.
Leo Burns and Tom Foran, a pair of fast stepping
syncopation dancers, were the big hit of the bill.
Opening with team numbers, they later did a foot-
ball dance number that had the audience in kinks
of laughter. The bill ran :

Overture. Under the direction of Dr. Edward
Kilenyi the Colony orchestra played melody bits
from Broadway shows.

Colony Newsreel.
“Red Grange Collegiate Gambol” featuring

George Hall and His Arcadians and Leo Burns
and Tom Foran. the originators of and the only
“Red” Grange football dancers.

Orchestra worked on full stage on an enclosed
platform. The back drop was full of banners, and
streamers with college flags were flung across the
stage from various angles. Burns and Foran
opened the bill with a ditty on college learning
and followed it with a fast dance that won the
audience. The Arcadians then played several
numbers and the two boys were again on the
stage competing with each other in lively num-
bers. Then several numbers, college songs and
yells, were tried by the orchestra, and again
Burns and Foran were on. Entering from right
stage in football outfit one of the boys announced
the personal appearance of the great star and then
the other boy in a comic football outfit and red
wig entered. They passed the ball and then in
comical antics did a “Red” Grange rush. It was
extremely funny and the patrons roared and then
sent from the stage with a big hand.

New York Strand
Week Ending September 11

At the Strand theatre last week Joseph Plunkett
featured a very attractive “Frolic.” Rather lengthy

but seeming short owing to its popular and varied
parts, the “Frolic” was acclaimed by pleased pa-
trons. Requests brought two of the old numbers
back this week anti they were as heartily received
as if new. The numbers were “A Cup of Coffee,
a Sandwich and You,” and “A Barnyard Fantasy.”
The program :

Overture. Under the direction of Alois Reiser
the Strand Symphony Orchestra played “Orpheus”
by Offenbach.

Mark Strand Topical Review.

Mark Strand Frolic, a series of four numbers.
“Idyll” was the first, presented in three parts.

(a) Victor Herbert’s “Dream Melody.” John
Quinlan, tenor, was seen upstage, working in a
cut-out panel, dressed in early Italian costume.
His rendition of the popular Herbert song was
received with a big hand. As he ended the lights
faded and full stage lighted gradually and brought
Mile. Klemova, M. Daks and the Strand ballet
corps out in a classical toe dance. The number
danced by the ballet was Brahm’s “Valse,” and
Mile. Klemova and M. Daks offered “Pizzicato”
by Deliebes

(b) “A Cup of Coffee, a Sandwich and You.”
The Strand Male Quartette were seated at a lunch
counter with their backs to the audience. Pauline
Miller was behind the counter in a waitress outfit

and John Quinlan was at the end of the counter.
The Male Quartette sang a verse and chorus of
the song and were followed by Quinlan and Miss
Miller singing it to each other. As these two
sang, comic antics on the parts of the quartette
brought many laughs from the patrons. To close,

the men turned to face the audience and another
laugh was created, they were a bum, a street

cleaner, a fireman and a cop, in comical make-up,
red noses, etc. Miss Miller, with her fine voice
and charming personality, captivated the au-
dience as she always does and the number was
given rounds of applause.

(c) Salvatore Scala, wizard of the banjo, work-
ing before a banjo drop in gold and white, with
musical notes around it. Scala offered popular
numbers and earned his title. The head of the

drop banjo was lighted with red and working in

silhouette behind it, Mile. Klemova did a jazz

dance in chorus costume and high hat. It was a

fine number and got a splendid hand.

(d) “A Barnyard Fantasy.” A full stage set-

ting of a typical barnyard scene with M. Daks
as a large rooster. As he danced six girls dressed

as chicks and billed as Barnyard Flappers did a

dance and then folded up under the rooster's

wings. In the background were six stacks of

green grass. They were raised and girls came
from each, leaving the grass in the air with gold
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streamers hanging to the stage. These girls, the
Six English Tivoli Girls, then did fast moving
chorus steps to a big hand. An ensemble dance
completed the number.

Los Angeles State
Week Ending September 9

Loew’s State presented Fanehon and Marco’s “A
Wee Bit of Scotch,” featuring Rube Wolf and
his band, last week. Nothing startling happened
which would cause a reviewer to go wild over either
the performers or the presentation. A Scotch
bag pipe troupe stirred things up a wee bit. They
were billed as “The Scotch Lassies Bagpipers and
Kiltie Band.”

Opening the show Rube Wolf and band gave
a rendition of the “Second Hungarian Rhapsody”
and ended the number in jazz syncopation to fair
applause.

Doreen Wilde did a nice dance number to the
music of “Betty Lou.” Oscar Taylor sang the
song from orchestra group. Fanehon and Marco
girls joined in and the act did the chorus over
again on a demanded encore.
Aimee Way sang “Cherie I Love You,” to

much applause. Fanehon and Marco girls came
in on at the chorus for pleasing dance steps.

Rube Wolf and band played “B'arcelona,” and
with six of his orchestra members came down-
stage for a burlesque Spanish dance number.
The crowd ate it up and demanded more, hence
an encore.

Oscar Taylor sang “Annie Laurie,” and
Fanehon and Marco girls came on in kilties doing
a few Scotch steps. Then the troupe of Scotch
Lassies and Bag Pipers came on with real Scotch
drums and bagpipe music which went over fairly

well. Rube Wolf came on in the finale in bur-

lesque Scotch get-up, and got a few laughs by
doing the Charleston and a Jewish-Scotch step.

The two girls who did the Scotch sword dance
were clever and were a feature of the kilties

band.
The orchestra shell was painted green as were

the harps in front of each orchestra member.
The back drop curtain was black velvet with
sparce trimmings. A scrim curtain depicting

Scotch homestead was alternately run in between
orchestra and performers on front stage through-

out the bill.

Los Angeles Met
Week Ending September 9

Publix Theatres presented Eddie Peabody In

“Happy-Go-Lurky,” at the Metropolitan last week.
The mounting consisted of a horse shoe tie up
with pretty Metropolitan girls occupying center of
each horse shoe. Whether intentional or not, Pea-
body stepped in on each act on the entire bill,

which wa9 viewed by some patrons as “hogging.”
The bill ran as follows:

Band played an arrangement from “The Student
Prince.” Back of band hung beautiful velvet

curtain with individual door effect. Drop cur-

tain arose on left door effect disclosing a beauti-

ful girl singer who sang the chorus while on the
right side of the stage the raising of another drop
curtain showed a group of men singers, with
steins in hand, who also joined in on the song.

Nice opening.
Foursome Quartette sang “Georgeanna.”
Louella Lee did a semi-Grecian dance to fair

applause.
Eddie Peabody sang a new “blue” song, using

the guitar and violin for musical accompaniment.
Jimmy Ellard sang “I’m Walking Around in

Circles,” and got the best hand so far. He had
to repeat the chorus to satisfy the customers.

Ruth Stanley did a tap dance which demanded
an encore.
Peggy Bernier sang “Could I?”
Peabody did “Bye Bye Blackbird,” on the

banjo. While fair, it was not up to his banjo
standard. Requests from the audience brought
out “Barcelona,” and “This Is My Lucky Day.”
Then the finale. Ensembling all talent on front

stage. B'ack stage first disclosed lavender half

moon in continuous on and off lights. Automatic
stage shot up three horse shoes also brilliantly

lighted. Girls appeared in these and then directly

above them two more horseshoes and girls ap-

peared, closing the bill.

Philadelphia Fox
Week Ending September 12

The excellence of the long feature, “Marriage
License,” was a pleasant surprise to Fox patrons

(Continued on page 111 )
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President Vicepresident and General Manager

T
HE new First National Studio in Burbank, California, erected under the supervision of John Mc-

Cormick, general manager of West Coast production and M. C. Levee, general executive man-

ager, is the largest and best equipped modern motion picture plant in the world. It has a total

area of seventy-five acres, forty-eight of which are covered with permanent studio buildings,

streets and sets. The remaining ground is held for future expansion, for temporary street, village and

other sets, and for location work. It includes flats, a river bottom and wooded hills.

Within the permanent part of the studio are several miles of concrete-paved streets, all heavily rein-

forced to support not only the heaviest trucks, but even artillery, should the filming of war pictures at

any future date call for it. There are six main streets, fifty feet wide ; four smaller streets and a num-
ber of paved alleys. The streets are designated by number, in one direction ; by letter in another.

Within the grounds is a parking station for employees’ cars, capable of taking care of the machines

of the entire studio personnel. The station is arranged for single lines of machines in individual, marked

spaces. It constitutes a feature that is unique, for the parking problem around the studios has always

been difficult.

The entire forty-eight acres of permanent building space is enclosed by a high ornamental metal-

work fence, on two sides facing the streets, and on the remaining sides by wire and ornamental board

fences. The entire street frontage of the studios is covered by lawn and landscape gardening, and the

buildings seen from both streets are very pleasing to the eye. The three large administration buildings

in front of the studio are particularly beautiful. They are in Spanish style, of brown stucco, with dec-

orated Moorish arches and facades, red tile roofs, and stucco connecting walls. Approaching these build-

ings are curved driveways and walks, lined by box hedges.

( Continued on page 76)
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New First National Plant at Burbank
Is Triumph m Progress of Industry
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AA^orlds Largest Studios Completed

t*7 -

ADMINISTRATION BUILDING AT BURBANK

AIRPLANE VIEW OF PLANT PART OF DRESSING ROOMS
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Executive Buildings in Spanish Art

DRESSING ROOMS SERVE 650 EACH

ORNATE ENTRANCE TO PLANT BIRDSEYE VIEW OF STUDIOS
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Four Huge Stages—Space for 4 More

LONG SHOT OF TWO MILLION DOLLAR STUDIOS

INTERIOR STAGE NO. 2, WORLD’S BIGGEST

COMPLETING EXECUTIVE, ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICES
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ONE OF FOUR LARGEST STAGES IN WORLD

Electricity for Town of 10,000

LONG DISTANCE VIEW OF BUILDINGS

TWO OF THE LARGE STAGES UNDER CONSTRUCTION
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$2,000,000 Plant covers 75 Acres

JOHN E. McCORMICIC
General Manager, West Coast Production

THE administration buildings are occupied by

the chief executives, by business managers and

production heads of various units
;
the account-

ing department
;
the publicity department ; the

telephone exchange, the telegraph office, scenario

writers’ offices and directors’ private offices.

The part of a motion picture studio around which all

others revolve as the spokes of a wheel, around the

hub, are stages upon which three-fourths of the average

production is filmed. Therefore the central positions

on the big First National lot are occupied by the four

mammoth stages already built, and the space for four

more which will be erected when further production

activities require them.

These stages are of the type known as “dark”—that

is, they are great auditorium-like structures with doors,

but no windows or skylights. This feature makes

the producer independent of sunlight and weather

conditions.

Stages Are Uniform
The four stages now in use, and those to be erected,

are uniform in size and equipment. The mere state-

ment of their dimensions fails to give an adequate idea

of their size. Each is 137 by 240 feet in area, the floor

space being 33,000 square feet. Their height “in the

M. C. LEVEE
General Executive Manager, West Coast Studios

clear” inside is 38 feet, and over this, just under the

arched roof, are runways for the men working over-

head; electricity, water, general illumination; trams for

overhead illuminators on the “sets,” and a sprinkler

system for the prevention of fire.

* * *

The system of overhead tramways, and block-and-

chain methods of handling the heavy mercury-vapor

lights and sun-arcs not only facilitates the use of this

electrical equipment and saves time, but it also prevents

accidents caused by falling light apparatus. The stages

are so large that it is hardly practical to run electric

cables from the many plugs and transformers on the

sides of the structures, so these too are lowered from

overhead. This leaves the floor space clear, and facil-

itates the movement of dollies, hand-trucks and other

wheeled devices on the stage floor.

The floors, in themselves, are an innovation. They

are built so heavily that a truck of any weight may
drive over them and deposit its load wherever it is

needed on the floor, instead of backing up to one of

the doors and unloading there. One of the two huge

doors on each wall of each stage has a cement apron

to allow trucks and “mules”—the slang term for little

gas and electric tractors used in the studio—to enter

( Continued on page 78)
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Miss Colleen Moore
Is in the Closing Fortnight of Her First Vehicle to Be Filmed at

First National’s New Burbank Studios

“Twinkletoes”
Thomas Burke’s Masterpiece of Limehouse Life

Produced by John McCormick

A FIRST NATIONAL PICTURE
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George Arcliainbaud’s First National company filming “Men of the Dawn,” starring Milton Sills, is shown on the desert at Guade-
loupe, Cal. Director Arcliainbaud and Sills are seen in the foreground, with Cameraman Chas. Van Enger on the ground to the

left of Sills. In the background Arthur Edmund Carewe is assisting Montague Love into his Arabian togs.

the buildings.

Heavy Floors Permit
Electric Tractor Hauling
Each stage has an electrical “mule” for

use inside. A fleet of six gasoline “mules”
is used for general hauling. The prin-
cipal use of these machines is to haul
trailers laden with properties, scene units
and electrical equipment; i. e., kliegls and
mercury vapor “banks” and arcs, around
the stages and between them.

s{i sj:

The heating and ventilating systems
on First National stages are combines,
operating on a principle practically iden-
tical with that used for cooling, heating
and ventilating the biggest modern thea-
tres. A constant supply of air, heated
or cooled, as may be needed, to a suitable
temperature, enters by forced draft near
the floors, and is sucked out at the roof.
On one side of the stages are the three

dressing room buildings. These, in com-
mon with every other building on the
ground, are Spanish in style, and made of
stucco of a soft brown tint. They are
two-story structures, one containing
twelve star suites of two rooms each on
the ground floor, and twenty-four single
dressing rooms on the upper floor; the
others containing single rooms and gen-
eral rooms. Every room is fully equipped,

Elgin Lesley (left) and Lloyd Brierly

are going over the blueprints on the

massive sets for Harry Langdon’s next

picture for First National. Lesley is

chief cinematographer and Brierly is

technical director.

well lighted and heated, and nicely fur-

nished. The dressing room buildings

cover a ground space of 124 feet by 33

feet each.

Wardrobe Building

Handy to Stages

Equally handy to the stages is the

property and wardrobe building. This is

one of the larger buildings in the studio,,

being one hundred and twenty feet

square, and two stories in height. It is-

equally divided between the property
department, on one side, and the ward-
robe department on the other.

The property department is like a huge
general store, except that few stores
contain such a wide variety of articles.
Furniture, draperies, rugs and paintings;,
weapons from stilettos to heavy artillery;
grocery and delicatessen shop equipment;
liquor bottles and artificial flowers; scien-
tific instruments and skulls; animals live
and stuffed—-these are some of the things
found in any large studio property de-
partment. This “department store” of
First National has a tremendous storage
space, which is already being filled

through the accumulation that results,

from buying more “props” for each new
picture and adding them to those on
hand.

The wardrobe department occupies a
similar space, except that it is divided
into two divisions: one for men’s cos-
tumes, the other for women’s. Here-
ready made costumes of all periods and
nations are kept on hand, also material
and equipment for making costumes to

order. A battery of electric sewing ma-

CINEMATOGRAPHER

“BEN-HUR”
“FOREVER AFTER”

KARL STRUSS
Artist-Photographer

1343 N. ORANGE GROVE AVENUE
GRANITE 8485

HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA
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FIRST NATIONAL PICTURES

chines, a steam clothes presser, clothes
dummies and clothes models are only
part of the equipment. A number of
tailors, dressmakers and milliners are
permanently on the payroll, and others
are “on call.” The equipment exceeds
the permanent employe personnel to
such an extent that emergency workers
are provided for when they are engaged.

Collection of Structures
Built for Varied Uses

Between the stages and the adminis-
tration buildings is a collection of struc-
tures connected in function with each,
inasmuch as it houses on the side nearest
the executive and directors’ offices of
the latter, the film cutting rooms and
projection rooms; and nearest the stages,
the cameramen’s dark rooms and camera
vaults, the still photograph printing and
developing laboratory, and a portrait
gallery.

In this group is one large building that
measures 75 by 111 feet. It contains the
projection rooms, three in number, each
of which is a miniature theatre; the well-

equipped art portrait gallery, where a
portrait specialist makes photographs of

the players; the camera rooms, and in-

cidentally, the studio barber and mani-
cure shop.

Cutting rooms require plenty of day-
light, so these are built the width of a

single room, with large windows, on each
side. Two of these buildings measure 13

by 111 feet, and contain five cutting
rooms each. Two others in the group
measure 13 by 55 feet, and each contains
three rooms. Here the film cutters use
scissors and glue on negatives and prints,

assembling scenes and inserting titles in

their proper order and reducing “takes”
to the proper length.

Film Vault Isolated;

Fireproof, Burglar-Proof

Of the group, but isolated from it by
a clear space for protection against fire,

is the film vault. This is a fireproof,

burglar-proof structure where the valu-
able negatives of completed productions
are stored.

On the opposite side of the stages is

the paint shop, a very important adjunct
to production work. Here are the head-
quarters for all grades of painters, from
the artists who paint title backgrounds
and portraits to those who paint the
floors of sets. Every modern equipment
known for the work, and a store of mate-
rial which resembles that in a wholesale
paint plant, are housed here.

* * *

The entire southern part of the enclos-
ure is devoted to other mechanical de-
partments of the production work. Here
is to be found the carpenter shop, with
its benches, machinery, tools and a large

force of men. In an adjoining building,

described later, are the metal working
shop—a sort of super smithy—and the
plaster casting shop, where everything of

this nature from making imitation brick
wall sections to fine casting and sculpture
work goes on.

New Sort of Wall
Is Used for Sets

One of the principal outputs of the
carpenter shops, by the way, is a new
sort of wall used for building motion
picture sets in sections. These sections
are made of wood, and may be clamped
together instead of nailed. Thus they
may be used again and again, with differ-

ent wall paper and the other finishes

upon their surfaces as required. They
have another advantage that might not
be so apparent to the layman. When
thev are being used to build a set, near
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another on which a director and his
company are refilming a picture, but a
small part of the usual amount of noisy,
disturbing hammering and sawing need
be done.

* * *

Another vitally important part of any
large motion picture studio is the elec-
trical shop and generator plant. All
massive, stationary electrical equipment
at First National studios is housed in a
single large building, 58 by 75 feet in
floor area and 30 feet in the clear, inside
height. There is space here for a battery
of twelve generators, but this is a pro-
vision for future expansion only, as but
a third of this number is needed to sup-
ply the entire studio at present.

Expansion Provided for
In Entire Construction

It might be noted here that this pro-
vision for a great future expansion has
been taken into account in every building
and unit of equipment in the studio. In
this respect, the new F'irst National
plant is unique. It is safe to say that in
the past every new studio built was soon
found to be inadequate in some part of
its equipment, and building additions had
to be made, often out of harmony with
the original plans; usually at a much
greater cost, and occasionally resulting
in decreased efficiency.

All the figures and statistics regarding
equipment cited here apply to present
conditions, and the expansion required by
approximately twenty years of growth
will be taken care of without the altera-
tion of a single detail of the present,
efficient and compact ground plan of the
studio.

The electric lighting and power system
at this time handles electricity of 33,000
volts delivered by the Southern Cali-
fornia Edison Company, reducing it by
transformers to the required voltages of
220 and 110. Twenty billion candlepower
is available; in other words, current more
than sufficient to supply a city of 10,000
population.

All Wiring Underground
To Allow for Growth

All wiring connecting the electrical
building with the rest of the studio is

underground, and so arranged that in-
creasing it for studio expansion will not
necessitate digging up the grounds or
paved streets.

Headquarters of the mechanical de-
partments, and the transportation depart-
ment, are in the Planning Department
Building, 120 feet square, in the center
of this group of structures. This in-
cludes also sheet-metal shops, the me-
chanical equipment storage shops, the
timekeeper’s headquarters, and the studio
hospital. The transportation department
has a fleet of six cars and five trucks,
with others on call from a “stand by”
station just outside the studio.

* * *

A garage building, fully equipped and
manned by expert auto mechanics, takes
care of the transportation cars and others
on the lot as the need arises. It is 40 by
100 feet in area, and has its own gasoline
and oil station.

There is also a building for the storage
and protection of automobiles, twenty
feet wide and one hundred feet long. It

has stalls for fifteen machines.

Behind the carpenter shops and other
mechanical buildings are two lumber
sheds, each 30 by 50 feet; a lumber stor-

age shed 24 by 75 feet, and a sawmill
and planing mill, housed in a building
60 feet square. Connected by suction
pipes with all the woodworking shops is

a huge incinerator, which also has a
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THE NEW COMMANDMENT”
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ARTHUR RIPLEY
Scenario Editor

FOR

HARRY LANGDON
CORPORATION

First National Pictures

George McGuire looks at a lot of

film in a season, and there’s a simple
explanation. He is film editor for

Anna Q. Nilsson, Holbrook Blinn,
Charles Murray, Ruth Roland and
Gertrude Short and First National’s
“The Masked Woman.”

mechanical belt feed from a dump hop-
per into which general rubbish is thrown
from trucks.

Scene Dock Stands
80 Feet Wide by 100

Toward the far corner of this group
is a scene dock where large units of scen-
ery are stored for future use. This struc-
ture is 80 feet wide and 100 feet long.
And the outpost of all the buildings is

another shed, of similar proportions,
where wreckage of used sets is stored for
future salvaging.

* * *

Adjoining the stages on another side
is the studio cafe where excellent food
and service are at the command of the
studio employes at reasonable prices. It

is of the same Spanish style and brown
stucco construction as the other build-
ings of the studio, and measures 40 by
90 feet. Near the stages on this side,
also, is the “opera house.” It is a com-
plete permanent theatre that measures 60
by 105 feet, so planned that it forms a
sort of fifth stage, in that all theatre
scenes

—
“backstage,” audience, orchestra

and the like for which there is a con-
stantly recurring demand in film produc-
tion—may be taken there.
A beautiful little Spanish bungalow

near the dressing room buildings serves
Colleen Moore for her dressing rooms
and living quarters while on the lot.

Another structure that must not be
overlooked, so constant is the demand
for what it supplies, is the studio green-
house, 40 by 100 feet in measurement. It

is in charge of an expert greenhouse
man, who not only keeps the production
companies in fresh cut flowers when they
are required, but aids in the work of the
landscape artists who are constantly de-
veloping the lawns and gardens of the
studio grounds.

Fire Protection Tank
Holds 100,000 Gallons

Water for fire protection (by the
Grinnell Sprinkler System) is supplied
from a tank on a high steel tower. This
tank has a capacity of 100,000 gallons.

Its skeleton steel tower measures thirty

feet square from pillar to pillar at the
base.
The care taken and the careful plans

well executed for the comfort, health
and safety of studio employes, from high
executives to the day laborers, constitute

a remarkable feature of the new studio.

Little items such as a tennis court, a
fiee enclosed parking station within the
grounds, and a locker for every mechanic
employed in the various shops, are a
few of many instances of this considera-
tion for the workers.
The entire plant was completed to the
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Laurel, Ind.

— TO—

1926

First National
Pictures

CHARLIE
MURRAY

1872
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Natalie Kingston
NOW WITH

FIRST NATIONAL PICTURES

Here are some of the principals in the Harry
Langdon Corporation unit at the First Na-
tional studios. Left to right are Judge Jerry
Giesler, secretary; William H. Jenner, gen-

eral manager; Claude Langdon; J. R. Fer-

rara, auditor; William Holmes, cutter; J.

Frank Holliday, assistant director; Ben
Critchley, property man, and Lloyd Brierly,

technical director.

point that it could be occupied, in 74
working days, by the Austin Company,
general contractors. The ground was
broken on the plot, which is three and
one-half miles north of Hollywood, on
March 28, 1926. Three months later pro-
duction started on the spot that had been
an alfalfa field and a dairy farm.

Studio Plans Outgrowth
of Years of Experience

The studio plans, however, had been
much longer in maturing. They were
the outgrowth of the years of work and
experience of such men as John Mc-
Cormick, general manager of West Coast
production, M. C. Levee, general execu-
tive manager, Fred Pelton, studio man-
ager, and their able lieutenants. These
men had watched the building and
growth of several important studios from
an intimate point of view, and laid their

plans carefully and well to build the best

motion picture producing plant in the

world.
* * *

Studio payrolls and personnel are con-

stantly fluctuating, because large num-
bers of transient workers are needed.

The number of employees now on the

permanent payroll of First National
studios is approximately 800. The total

number employed averaged 1,050 during

June and July of 1926.

Of these, 750 are mechanics of all sorts.

The rest are actors, directors, writers,

clerks—in all, a surprising variety of

artists, craftsmen, tradesmen, who repre-

sent an almost unbelievable number of

occupations.

Varied Number of

Occupations Shown

Here is a brief survey of some of these,

gleaned from an inspection of the studio’s

permanent payroll list:

Concerned directly with production:

actors, directors, cameramen, comedy
constructors, script clerks, electricians,

carpenters, property men and various

assistants.

Concerned with preparation: Produc-
tion managers, scenario writers, editors

in the scenario department, continuity

writers; research experts; set designers,

costume designers, dressmakers, tailors,

milliners; painters, carpenters, interior
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TONY GAUDIO

Cinematographer

Sam E* Rork Productions

Now Photographing

“The Blonde Saint”

FIRST NATIONAL
June Mathis believes in trimming
down the footage on her husband’s
picture, “The Masked Woman,” and
the HERALD cameraman caught her
doing it. But Balboni does not seem
to mind.

Ready for Release

“The Temptress”—Greta Garbo (M-G-M)

“The Trooper”—Norma Shearer (M-G-M)

FIRST NATIONAL RELEASES

MERVYN
LeROY
SUPPORTED BY

FIRST NATIONAL

MERVYN LEROY

“THE MASKED WOMAN”

“THE

COMEDY CONSTRUCTOR

ON

“TWINKLETOES”
Now in Production

“SALLY”

“IRENE”

“ELLA CINDERS”

“WE MODERNS”

“DESERT FLOWER”

“IT MUST BE LOVE”

PACE THAT THRILLS”

decorators; location scouts and business
managers.

Miscellaneous: Department heads and
general executives; lawyers; business
managers; accountants; secretaries; cost
experts; efficiency experts; doctor and
nurses; barber, hairdresser; valets and
maids; manicurist; metal workers; wood
carvers; sculptors; title artists; scenic
artists; film editors; photographic labora-
tory experts; film projectionists; film
cutters; title writers; gardeners, land-
scape experts, police and firemen.

Every Trade Applied
To Industry’s Needs

Some of these men and women follow
occupations not found outside studio
gates, but the majority are doing some-
thing that hundreds or thousands of
others are doing elsewhere, for other in-

dustries. Every trade, art and craft,

however, is applied to the peculiar needs
of motion picture production. The em-
ployes of any studio are specialists in

studio craft as well as in their particular
branches— painting or carpentering or
writing or electrical engineering—and
they learn technique that is the film in-

dustry’s own.
So out at what is now the world’s

largest studio, in point of size, equip-
ment and producing facilities, there is

also a complete city both within and
without the ornamental fences. If the
real estate man is not represented with-
in, he is present in legion in the im-
mediate vicinity, where the alfalfa fields

are giving way to subdivided tracts, the
beginning of business sections, and resi-

dences. He has sold much property to

studio employees, who not only wish to

live near their work, but remember what
marvels of increase the building of

studios has done to property values in

various sections of Hollywood.
The city has its government, its cen-

tral and tributary industries, part of its

business section—-and surrounding it,

beautiful residence sites that will soon be
dotted with houses. Actors and directors

as well as other studio workers are to

be represented among the residents, for

Lakeside Country Club, adjoining the

studio, has its attractions, and Holly-
wood, with all its associations built up
through a dozen years of growth beside
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FIRST NATIONAL'S BUSIEST PLAYER

BEN LYON
years sixteen features and two specials

Coming

THE PRINCE OF TEMPTERS
Directed by Lothar Mendes

NOT HERBERT
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Judge Jerry Giesler is secretary of the

Harry Langdon Corporation, making
pictures for First National.

and around the studios, is only five min-
utes’ drive across Cahuenga Pass.
A beautiful natural setting for the

studio is afforded by the Hollywood foot-
hills, against which it is built; wooded
Griffith Park on the East; Lakeside
Country club on the West; the expanse
of San Fernando Valley, and beyond it

the high peaks of the Yerdugo Range
and the Sierra Madres on the North.
From this location a network of ce-

ment roads extends to mountains, desert
and seaside—to scenic settings of many
future pictures. Near the studio run the

two main arteries of travel along the
Pacific Coast — El Camino Real, the

famous old mission road that follows the

Coast, and the inland route to Northern
California, Oregon, Washington and
Canada. The town of Burbank is on the
main line of the Southern Pacific rail-

road. All of these items are significant

to the motion picture producer—and it

would seem that not one has been over-
looked in the locating, as well as in the

building, of First National’s truly mam-
moth film plant.

Charles J. Brabin is now directing

Colleen Moore, First National star in

“Twinkletoes.” Brabin has the air

of one who knows his business and
his completed pictures prove it.

DAN KELLY

CASTING
DIRECTOR

FIRST

NATIONAL

WEST COAST

STUDIOS

ELGIN LESSEY
CINEMATOGRAPHER

HARRY
LANGDON
PRODUCTIONS

“TRAMP

TRAMP

TRAMP”

“THE
STRONG

MAN”

LLOYD BRIERLEY
ART DIRECTOR

AND

MECHANICAL EFFECTS

HARRY LANGDON
INCORPORATED

FIRST NATIONAL
PICTURES
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SAM HARDY
with

FIRST NATIONAL and ROBERT T. KANE

Remember!

“Get Rich Quick Wallingford”
“The Halfway Girl”

“Bluebeard’s Seven Wives”
“The Savage”
“The Great Deception”

Coming!
“The Prince of Tempters”
“Not Herbert”
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To the new

Studio Forces

J. G. Bower
Seattle

heartiest congratulations

and best wishes

are extended by

Wm. Gordon
Salt Lake City

Luke’s Grizzlies

WILLIAM H. JENNER
is general manager of the Harry Langdon
Corporation, now making its third feature
comedy for First National.

Jenner Uses
Follow-up On
Langdon Films

<<rTHE film’s in the can. . . . Let’s
forget that one and start making the

next opera.”
That sentence, or something very much

like it, is called the attitude of the aver-
age production executive toward the pic-

tures made under his jurisdiction and
management today.

Just what is going to happen to this

finished product, upon which so much
time, thought, energy and money has
been expended, he does not quite know.

Vague on Selling System
In a vague sort of way he does know

that there is a selling organization with
branches scattered throughout the coun-
try, employing salesmen who call on
various theatres; but somehow or other,
this selling organization never seems to

get the returns that he had anticipated.

Without stopping to analyze the situ-

ation, he immediately places the blame
for this upon the shoulders of the dis-

tributing organization, regardless of the
fact that he, too, may be somewhat to

blame; due to the fact that the finished
product he so proudly turned over to

the selling organization may have lacked
some of the very essentials necessary
to put it across and give it the commer-
cial value as well as the artistic value
so necessary in the making of a suc-
cessful product. Perhaps the producer
did his best in every way in making a
picture that would find a ready and prof-

itable market. Perhaps the sales organ-
ization did its best in the product turned
over to it by the producer. But how
much better their joint effort would have
been had there been a little more co-
operation between the selling and the
production departments.
The average production executive, it is

said, rarely puts his ear to the ground
to hear some of the things that might
be beneficial, that he could learn

through a national sales department, who
naturally get reports from their various
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SVEND GADE
DIRECTOR

‘THE BLONDE SAINT” Now in Production

“INTO HER KINGDOM”

FIRST NATIONAL PICTURES
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PERC WESTMORE

Warner Oland portrays the English
Jew, Markee Roseleaf, in Colleen
Moore’s “Twinkletoes” for First Na-
tional.

branch managers throughout the coun-
try, who in turn are kept well-informed
by the salesmen coming in contact with
the exhibitors throughout the country,
who in turn are in daily contact with
their patrons attending the various the-
atres daily; and in the final analysis, Mr.
and Mrs. Public are the sole judge and
jury.

Of the many phases of selling and
marketing in exploiting the finished

A WOMAN S CROWNING

GLORY HAIR
FIRST NATIONAL STUDIOS

GEORGE FOLSEY
CINEMATOGRAPHER

“MIS-MATES”

“DESPERATE WOMAN”
“THE SAVAGE”

FIRST NATIONAL RELEASES

Carmen Kinzy is the young rising

screen star appearing in Colleen
Moore’s latest production for First

National, “Twinkletoes.” Perc West-
more is designer of costumes for First

National stars.

product, and finally “cashing in” on the
knowledge, the average producers either

“don’t know or don’t care.”

Jenner Develops Follow-up

It is because of this apathetic stand
of some producers towards selling prob-
lems, that William H. Jenner, general
manager of the Harry Langdon Corpora-
tion making feature comedies for First

National, stands out as a willing excep-
tion. For Jenner has developed a sys-
tem of following up his productions such

On the shoulders of W. T. Strohm
rests the responsibility for the electri-

cal service at the new First National

studios at Burbank. He is chief elec-

trical engineer.
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GEORGE ARCHAINBAUD
DIRECTOR

In Production—“MEN OF THE DAWN” Milton Sills

Released—“MEN OF STEEL” Milton Sills

FIRST NATIONAL PICTURES
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as few other executives in the business

have yet conceived.

Because of his long career as a film

salesman and exchange manager, Jen-

ner knows that a picture can either be

put across by good selling methods, or

in spite of bad selling methods. Hence
his efforts to follow up his company’s
product, learn why it isn’t being sold

correctly if it isn’t, and how it is, if it is.

“There has been too little co-operation

between production heads and the men

who sell their pictures,” says Jenner.

“Our work doesn’t end with the end of

production, it begins there.”

Contact With Selling End

“First of all, in working on a pro-

duction we have the opportunity for see-

ing in what ways our production may be
different from others, and therefore, by
what methods it should be sold. Specifi-

cally, our contact with the selling end
of the business will help the picture’s

sale, because of our ideas for exploita-

tion and advertising that we may be
able to embody in our pictures from
time to time while we are in production.

“When Harry Langdon’s ‘Tramp,
Tramp, Tramp’ was released, he was
practically a new feature star. The ex-

hibitor had to be educated to his value,

his personality, and the different sell-

ing means to be used on his pictures.

We opened up correspondent contacts
with the exchanges and exhibitors, asked
them to call us for any information nec-

essary in connection with selling the pic-

ture, and were astonished by the vol-

ume of mail which flooded my desk.

Matters which we knew from produc-
tion contact were mysteries to the wri-

ters, and it took but a few words to

set them on the right track. Until
‘Tramp, Tramp, Tramp’ plays its last

date-—and that won’t be for ‘years’

—

there will still be exhibitor questions to

answer.”

Has Card Catalog of Progress

Jenner has a card catalog system for

tracing the progress of his productions
from theatre to theatre. At a moment’s
notice he can tell you what edch film

grossed at any theatre, no matter how
small, and follow the selling progress of

each picture throughout the United
States and foreign countries as well.

“On the other hand, the people who
sell the picture give us ideas for co-

operation with them which inestimably
increase the box office value of our fu-

ture films,” added Jenner. “They know
what the public wants because of their

constant contact with movie audiences,
the ultimate buyers of our product.
They are the people, therefore, who can

justly claim authority on what is really

‘box office’ and what isn’t. Suggestions
made in correspondence by exchange
men and exhibitors are invaluable to-

producers.”

Harry Langdon’s second feature com-
edy for First National, “The Strong
Man,” has just been completed. Jenner
is already carrying on correspondence
with the sellers of the film regarding

ways and means of its proper public

reception.

Photo by Kayhutt-Kicnter, L. A.

DOROTHY SEASTROM
Contract Player First National Pictures

LOCATION CAMPS
De Luxe

KEEP YOUR ARTISTS
EN RAPPORT WITH
THEIR WORK!

Ask Executives in Charge of

“THE WINNING OF BARBARA WORTH”
“MEN OF THE DAWN” (MILTON SILLS)

W. L. ANDERSON
ANDERSON BOARDING & SUPPLY CO.

1316 Washington Bldg., Los Angeles, Calif.

Phone Tr-1947
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HOWARD HIGGIN
THE NEW COMMANDMENTIN THE NAME OF LOVE

THE RECKLESS LADY
THE GREAT DECEPTIONTHE WILDERNESS WOMAN

In Production

NOT HERBERT

Released through FIRST NATIONAL
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Smile, please! But that’s no trick for

Colleen Moore, in her role of

“Twinkletoes,” First National produc-
tion. Harry E. Nichols, of the HER-
ALD is at the camera.

Sewing Lost Art?
Not in Force of

Cora MacGeachy
C EWING is rapidly becoming a lost art

with the American girl

!

Take it from Cora MacGeachy, head de-
signer at First National studios in Burbank,
that the time is past when all girls of mar-
riageable age believe it their duty to know
how to sew.

The needle, long the symbol of domes-
ticity, has grown rusty from disuse, be-
cause Miss America hasn’t time to be a
seamstress, a business woman and chauf-
feur at the same time. At least that’s the
opinion of Miss MacGeachy.

Thirty Women Making Costumes
From 30 to 50 women who work eight

hour shifts making beautiful costumes for
Colleen Moore, the dainty star, Anna Q.
Nilsson, Mary Astor and other feminine
screen favorites, are employed at the big
studio.

And it is some job these days to get
competent women workers under middle
age unless by chance the applicant is a

SVEND GADE
is the director of “The Blond Saint,” a

First National picture presented by Sam
Rork. It is a Marion Fairfax Production.

foreigner who has learned dressmaking in

Europe.

The modern girl is quick, nervous and
loath to strain her eyes by the concen-
trated attention she must place upon sew-
ing, Miss MacGeachy points out. How-
ever, in the properly lighted rooms of a
studio wardrobe department these days,
this problem is eliminated.

Rows of “Different” Frocks

A tour through the wardrobe depart-
ment at First National is a sight to make
femininity turn green with envy. Row
after row of exquisitely “different” frocks
for all occasions tempt the eye. Many of
these costumes are the creative designs of
Miss MacGeachy, whose models were worn
by Colleen Moore in “Irene” and in other
photoplays that had fashion parades as im-
portant features. Miss MacGeachey works
out all her creations with pen and ink and
water colors, studying minutely her stars

so as to get styles that fit. When this is

finished, she turns over the designs to the
head of the wardrobe department, who im-
mediately puts them into execution.

Looking over the film of “The Masked
Woman,” directed by Balboni. Left
to right are George McGuire, film edi-

tor; June Mathis, producer; John Mc-
Cormick, general manager in charge
of production at First National’s Bur-
bank studios; M. C. Levee, general
executive manager, and Balboni.

Nine-Tenths of
Films Will Be
Made inWest

\~X 7ITH the recent visit from New York
* ' of Robert Lieber, president, and
Richard A. Rowland, vice-president of

First National, to confer with John Mc-
Cormick, general manager of West Coast
production, and M. C. Levee, general

executive manager, a definite assertion

as to the production activities of the or-

ganization may be made. It is certain

from what has been already determined
upon that at least 90 per cent of all pro-

duction will be centralized on the Pacific

Coast, which means principally at the

new studios in Burbank.

This significant statement, with its as-

surance of continuous activity upon a

large scale, has emanated from the

executive offices, following extended
conferences of the four heads of the in-

stitution, and its realization is made pos-

sible by -the equipment of the new film

plant, which is capable of handling a

maximum of production.

ARTHUR STONE

FIRST NATIONAL PICTURES
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LOTHAR MENDES
DIRECTOR

First American Production

“The Prince of Tempters
For ROBERT T. KANE

Released Through FIRST NATIONAL
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THE THEATRE
Q^yfJDepartment ofPractical Showmanship

How the Rivoli Exploits
Practical Hints

for Your Use in

Ads for “Show Off*”

N EWSPAPERS can be interested in

the idea of holding a Show Off

contest. If the newspaper cannot be
sold the idea of using their own money
for these prizes, the theater will stand
the cost.

About a week before the contest
begins, the newspaper must carry the

announcement, with complete details as

to the contest. They must mention in

this announcement the number of

places each day that The Show Off will

appear, and the amount of money that

will be given away. They must also

state what the person identifying The
Show Off must say in order to win a

cash prize.

Each day will be published pictures

of the people identifying The Show Off

the day before, also a photograph of

the person winning the prize for the

best letter.

You can also have a story published
each day of the experiences of The
Show Off the day before. The photog-
rapher connected with the newspaper
can arrange to take these photographs
when the persons who have identified

The Show Off come to the newspaper
office to present their cards and receive

the cash prizes.

This contest can be run a week pre-

vious to the showing of the picture,

and also the week the picture runs at

the theatre. If the theatre is not run-

ning the picture a week, you will have
to gauge same according to the number
of days the picture will play at the
theatre.

As you know, The Show Off wears a

carnation in his buttonhole at all times.

It is very easy to secure a tieup with
one or a number of florists. Still No.
1002-40, showing Louise Brooks as a

By W . R. Allen.

A New York copper greets “ The Show
Off ” and is rewarded by the Tivoli
theatre where the Paramount film is

showed.

clerk in a florist’s shop, still No. 1002-

42, showing Ford Sterling in the flor-

ist’s shop at the counter purchasing a

carnation, still No. 1002-61, showing
Ford Sterling coming out of the flor-

ist’s shop and other stills of this na-

ture may be used for the display.

It is possible to make a connection
with some leading clothier to furnish

the outfit that The Show Off will wear
in this contest. If the contest is to be
run a week or longer, you can have
The Show Off change his clothes two
or three different times during this con-

( Continued on page 103 )

J. G. Weigand of the Strand theatre, Chilicothe, Mo., brought the children out

with his idea for “Wild Justice” starring Peter the Great. All children with

dogs were admitted to the show free. Above is a few of the children who turned

out for the “Dog Contest.” United Artists distributes the film.

the Picture
Studebaker Ties

Up to Put Over
F. P. L. Comedy

'T'HROUGH the New York office of

the Studebaker corporation a Show
Off contest was staged in New York
one week previous to the opening of

the picture, and during the week the

picture played at the Rivoli theater,

New York. The same tieup may be
used with your local dealer.

Five days previous to the starting of

the contest an announcement was made
in the New York papers explaining the

contest in detail.

The Show Off appeared each day in

ten different places. The list of these
places was published each day and the

appointed time when the Show Off ap-
peared. The first persons to identify

The Show Off must first say to him,
“Are you Mr. Aubrey Piper of Phila-

delphia?” The exact words must be
used in each case, otherwise The Show
Off refuses to answer. If the person
approaches The Show Off and says,

“Are you Mr. Aubrey Piper of Phila-

delphia?” The Show Off will answer,
“Right you are. Sign on the dotted
line.” At the same time he will produce
a card from his pocket with a place for

the person who has identified The
Show Off to sign his or her name and
address. After this has been done, be-

fore the said party can receive the card,

he or she must say, “I don't know why
they call you The Show Off, but I am
going to the Rivoli theater to find out,

but I will say you sure used good judg-
ment when you bought a Studebaker
car.” After the party identifying The
Show Off has said the above he re-

ceives the award.

The Show Off rides in a Studebaker
car from place to place, and does not

always get out of the car at the place

he is to appear, but gets out perhaps
a block away and walks down to the

appointed place, the car later picking

him up to take him to the next place he
is to appear.

Also there were distributed from this

Studebaker sport roadster 100.000 her-

alds The back of this herald carries

at the top “Rivoli theater, week of Au-
gust 7th.” Below is copy carrying
Studebaker ad.

These heralds were placed in the

stores, hotels, apartment houses, and
given to pedestrians on the street, 5th

Avenue, Broadway and other streets.

The Studebaker corporation pur-

chased 100,000 heralds on The Show
Off to be distributed during the con-

test.

The Show Off also appeared in

(Continued on page 103 )
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Meserole Carries Away Honors
for East with F. B. O. Ad

Sidney Larschan s Ad for “Her Honor the Governor ’ Takes

Place on Herald Honor Roll

An Eastern theatre’s ad wins honors this week in the “Herald” Honor
Ad Contest.

Sidney Larschan, manager of the Meserole theatre, Brooklyn, N. Y., con-

tributes the ad. It is difficult to draw comparisons over the period that

this contest has run but it is thought the Meserole ad would have stood
good chances of winning the contest even if the contributions this week
had included ads which in past weeks received high honors.

Copy for the ad was written for “Her
Honor the Governor,” which Hy Daab and

Amazing / ;V
*

Aggregation of

Artists

RALPH LEWIS. VIOLA DANA-,

GEORGE O HARA, RALPH INCH

in the greatest of all

B»cGt*RNUM

— SATURDAY MATINEE ONLY
Kiddies’ Surprise Special Prizes

(6

GENE TUNNEY in

The Fighting Marine ”

"Tell it to the Marines" if you must, but better still, see Gene Tunney,
pride of the Devil Dogs, in a thrilling adventure serial with the throb-

bing action of a machine gun, the thrills of the war fronts .the romance
of a Graustark story, the mystery of a Sherlock Holmes tale.

MONDAY and TUESDAY— A DOUBLE FEATURE PROGRAM

JOHNNIE WALKER in

“Morganson's Finish*'

THUNDER, the Dog Actor ii

“Phantom of the Forest”

NEXT WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY and FRIDAY

If You Cofivict My Boy
k IIIPardon Him!
Xy

It was a cry of anguish, right from a

Crooked politicians had

aidding! The concoctct

her i

: had all

. gone against him—the jury was out—AND
THE STATES CHIEF EXECUTIVE
HAD GIVEN PLACE TO A FIGHTING
MOTHER

i situation fraught i .tremendous

gS?'//Mi

Pauline Frederick

The Meserole theatre, Brooklyn, N. Y.,

wins honors this week in the “Herald”
Honor Ad contest. Above is the page
high ad for F. B. O.’s “Bigger Than
Barnums” which brought home the
bacon.

Chet Whithey wrote for Film Booking
Offices. Aside from the newspaper ad the

Meserole encloses in a letter the throwaway
cards advertising the picture which showed
in the Brooklyn theatre this week.

The idea is a card (postcard size) bear-

ing the picture of Pauline Frederick in her
role as “the gubernatorial candidate” and
a balloting space at the side where an “X”
appears which is marked as the patron’s

vote.

Editorial Helps Gellman

Put Over F. N. Picture

There’s an old saying that when a dog
bites a man that’s not news. “But when
a man bites a dog that’s news.” And so

when a motion picture writer says in the

newspaper that a film is good that is quite

regular and not out of the ordinary but

it becomes irregular, noteworthy and full

of interest when an editorial writer takes

the space on the editorial page of a news-
paper to exploit a picture for an exhibitor.

The Duquesne Times of Duquesne, Pa.,

says in a recent editorial, “Men of Steel

Means the Men of Duquesne.” A part of

the editorial follows

:

Newspapers as a rule are not given much to

editorial treatment of movie pictures, inasmuch as

the very nature of their appeal belongs with the

commercial, business and advertising end of the

publication. But, as in all other things, there are

exceptions to the rule.

The spectacular screen production, “Men of
Steel,” which Manager Gellman of the Liberty

theatre is bringing to Duquesne for four days. . . .

Owing to the enormous outlay made by Mr.
Gellman in procuring this picture, it is being
brought to Duquesne at no great profit. He has
secured it for his patrons because it is a story of
Duquesne, the very embodiment of her life and
people. After you have seen this great picture,

educational and informative from beginning to

end, you will have a better knowledge of your
city and of the people among whom you dwell.

Johnny Hines, First National star in

“The Live Wire,” at the Gem theatre,

Oelwein, la., gets good exploitation.

FIVE YEARS of

BOXOFFICE
SUCCESSES/

andnow
the greatest

ram of all....
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A lesson for you in shipbuilding ! Chet E. Miller and Assistant Manager Burns
of the Rialto and America theatres, Sterling, Col., erected this craft to exploit the
P.D.C. him, “Volga Boatman.”

House Organs Should Be Adding

$ $ to Your Bankroll
If You’re Not Making Gains with Your Program Look It Over

—Ask Ryan, He Knows

WHOLEHEARTED USE OF EXCHANGE LIST RESUMED

PUBLISHERS of House Organs! In this issue of the Herald appears
the front cover of a neatly arranged and intelligently written house organ
of the Irving theatre, Chicago. Charles Ryan, please take the bow. It

is Mr. Ryan’s ingenuity that has caused the paper to become in Chicago as

popular among theatregoers as any publication of that size ever was.

/"\THER house organs are commanding
N-' the attention of multitudes of theatre

patrons.

Two exhibitors of Chicago have so in-

creased the size and calibre of their pro-

grams that newsstands are demanding them
to sell at 10 cents a copy. One of the pro-

grams, once a scrawny little sheet strug-

gling to avoid obliteration by being tossed

out a tenth story window, now is a heavy
side stitched booklet that invites its owner
to turn from the theatre to the publication

business simply by increasing the output

and making an advertising sales campaign.

The exhibitor might easily obtain the

“copy” needed to print a motion picture

magazine. As it is he operates theatres

and as a sideline prints the house organ
which nets him enough money each week
to pay off his musicians. Which is plenty

of money by the way.

Watch Your House Organ

The next chapter of this narrative is:

Watch your house organ. Other exhib-

itors are making big improvements as a

result of their evaluation of the house or-

gan idea.

Soon this department expects to repro-

duce a number of progressive house publi-

cations for the purpose of calling to the

attention of theatre owners the importance

of such contact.

A 24 sheet was not large enough for the exploitation of First National’s “Puppets”
when it showed at the Capitol theatre, Nashville, Tenn.

4003 Irving Park Blvd., Corner Crawford

Phone Pcmacolo 2177

CHARLES RYAN, Manager

JEANETTE CORDON AT THE ORGAN

PROGRAM WEEK OF SEPTEMBER 12

j
“DAD”

y Saf there in h;s arm chair, with cigar and paper and |

1 guesred he didn’t want to see any movies. But the |

= youngsters ert him in tow Dad’s was a bad case. 3tub- 1

1 born! But arriving at the “Irving” he was quick to see I

1 the tremendous difference between what he remembered |

I of motion pictures—it's quite a while since he went—and |

| movies of today. But that’s all changed now. Dad has
|

| found out that the “Pick of the Pictures” shown at the
|

| “Irving” are mighty well worth the effort of getting there. |

Charles Ryan who manages (well) the

Irving theatre, Chicago, has the above
front page on the Irving house organ
for September 12. Note carefully the

copy under the heading “Dad.”

Copy Service

For Exhibitor

HouseOrgans

House organ or newspaper
publication rights to this copy
is granted exhibitors by the
“Herald” herewith.

ABBREVIATIONS
"D REVITY is the soul of wit— good

things come in small packages—Lin-

coln’s Gettysburg Address, though a hand-
ful of words, packed a great meaning—

a

literary masterpiece is the Lord’s Prayer
yet it contains but a few words.

When America likes a political leader it

gives him a nickname that is usually brief

such as “Cal” and “Al.”

A County Fair lasts a week but it pro-

vides no more entertainment than a motion
picture show which lasts an hour. The
latter is brief. It is concentrated.

* * *

MOTHER’S NIGHT

ONE day each year is observed as

“Mother’s Day.” America is well proud
of the honor bestowed upon one of the

most valued members of the family. That
day is hers.

It is thought that the fundamental cause

for beginning the popular custom was be-

cause “Mother” was being neglected. She
sat in her corner often and pretended to

doze when in reality she wished the family

would pay attention to her.

But of the 365 days in the year we give

her one. Big hearted folks aren’t we?
Why not multiply that “one” and make
her happier ! Don’t you suppose it would
please her if she were asked to get on her
bonnet tonight and go with the rest of us

to the Theatre? Make this “Mother’s
Night.”
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Practical Hints

for Your Use
( Continued, from page 100)

test. At the same time, the clothing
store can put in an appropriate window
display with proper advertising. It will

be a great ad for the store and for the
picture.

For example you can take a full page
copy of a newspaper and divide same
in a number of squares, according to
the number of stores you wish to tie in

with. One space can be for the florist,

another for drug store, haberdashery
store, automobile company, ladies wear-
ing apparel, hosiery, men’s clothing,
shoe store, and many other lines of
merchandise which you will find in

every town.
This page can be so arranged that

the different stores will pay for same,
and in the center leave room for thea-
tre copy, but the entire page is to be
paid for by the advertisers on same.

This matter should be taken up with
the advertising man of the newspaper
you intend to do business with, and he,
or one of his men, will go to the differ-
ent merchants and sell this page for
you.
The advertising manager of any de-

partment store can be approached re-
garding holding a Show Off week. This
can be applied to most every depart-
ment in the store, and proper news-
paper copy can be made up with a cap-
tion at the top of the page, “This is

Show Off week. Take advantage of the
unusual bargains listed below.”

Studebaker Ties

Up for F. P. L.
(Continued from page 100)

several prominent Studebaker show
rooms, in the window. This is to at-
tract attention, and to give the public
an opportunity to see just the face
and the feet of The Show Off, as the
display was so arranged whereby that
is all that was visible to those outside
the window.

“THREE BAD MEN”
Acting upon a suggestion from the Fox

Film exploitation department, the Colt
Arms Manufacturing Company readily ap-
preciated the historic and educational val-

ues of “Three Bad Men” and assembled
for immediate use 12 different lobby cases
displaying the evolution of small arms.
Each case features the different types of
revolver used during various periods.

“Hustler” Isbell Solves the

Seating Problem and Cuts Costs
There are a lot of fellows writing in to this department who have fallen

into the habit of signing their names to letters in a fashionable old New
England style.

Here for instance is a letter from H. G.
Isbell of Kiowa, Colo., who won first honor
recently in the Herald Honor Ad contest.

Mr. Isbell (it does sound formal to say
“Mr.”)—H. G. Isbell then. And “H. G.”
or any other initials are rather formal.
Wish you boys would stick in the name
the folks call you by.

He’s a great fellow it’s evident from his

progressive ideas. Yet we can’t decide
whether to call him “Hank” or whether
the “H” stands for “Hustler.” We’ll call

him the latter because it’s more appropri-
ate. So “Hustler” Isbell has just bought
out the Sultz interest in Kiowa.
He tells more about it in the letter

appended

:

“I see by the Exhibitors Herald Sep-
tember 4 issue that I got an honor on the

“Lost World” ad. It was an agreeable sur-

prise to me. I am enclosing my Abraham
Lincoln ad and some older ones.

What Showmen
Are Doing to

Get Business

A phototype survey of current

exhibitor business effort, with

pictures upon the accompany-
ing pages.

FREE FOOTBALL GAME
CURTAIN RAISER FOR FILM
The Theatre

:

Exhibitors Herald.

Here is a stunt that we worked on the

“Plastic Age” that is adaptable to any foot-

ball picture.

First. Secured permission from the

mayor and police department. Roped off

block in front of the theatre.

Advertised that on the opening night ot

the “Plastic Age” (in its honor) we would

have a free football game and band con-

cert in block in front of theatre at 7 :15

under artificial light. The first one of its

kind ever held in the United States. Se-

cured powerful photographers lights,

hooked them up inside of theatre with

enough cable to bring to end of canopy.

Secured 22 young men that played foot-

ball in football uniforms. Had them prac-

tice the day of the game on an empty lot

and to fake a number of plays to make it

as showy as possible. Also had linemen,

referee etc.

Secured the boys’ band and what a flash

they did make to play before the game

and during the game.

Advertised room for 5,000 people and,

Boy, how they did jam the streets. Ihe

novelty attracted them and consider it one

of the most appropriate street stunts, also

one of the most effective that I ever

worked.
,

Jack Gross,

Panitnl’s Crane Theatre, Carthage, Mo.

“I have bought out Mr. Sultz and closed

the Elbert show. This place has been car-

rying the Elbert house for three months.
Two shows in Western Elbert County
never did pay.”

Now we wish we could describe the ads
that “Hustler” encloses because they are
examples of clever display work. He
flashes his type across his ad in a startling

manner that is sure to attract attention.

If he has an appealing item in the picture

he pulls it out and lets Kiowa know all

about it. There’s nothing in the ads he
writes that his patrons are going to miss—
if it is his wish that they see it.

T OUIS MANN, right, Will
Hays, above, and Jack Lait,

left, attend the Central theatre,
New York, at witness the world
premiere of Metro-Goldwyn-May-
er’s “The Scarlet Letter.” Mann
is a well reputed comedy star and
Lait is as well reputed, being a
short story author and editor of
the New York Journal.

: i:-.
1

.

J
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Fox Films and Colt Manufacturing
Company combine their efforts in ad-
vertising “Three Bad Men’’ and 12
different lobby cases.

FIRST-by comparison
NOW

.
as in the past. First National is hitting

its usual stride—setting the pace lor jothers

Good, entertaining, consistent pictures, week
in and week out! Acknowledged the leadei

in the field—and determined to hold its en-

viable position against all comers!

FOR INSTANCE. NEXT WEEK

*«“**»

COLLEEN MOORE MILTON SILLS

• IT MUST BE LOVE' PUPPETS'

The Gem Theatre
H

i
— —rr -^.---^4 .1

Eldrid Fischer continues to send us
good ads run in the local newspapers
of Pineville, Ky., for the Gem theatre.
A lot can be learned from a study of
his methods and we are expecting
soon to have a good article written by
Mr. Fischer on advertising for thea-
tres. It is possible (?) that we shall

also have a picture of him.

Police to Play Roles in

St. Louis Film forMetro
Publicity Representative Bishop Selected to Direct Picture and

to Prepare Scenario

Aid is being given by the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer exchange in St. Louis,

Mo., to the Police Pension fund. This is in keeping with the policy to help

every worthwhile cause in its effort to gain good will for exhibitors and
the industry as a whole.

The St. Louis police department is calling on films to crystalize senti-

ment in favor of the State Police Pension fund which will be submitted to

the voters of the State in the November election.

At a recent meeting of the Board of Health Commissioners, it was de-

cided that a picture, depicting the dangers attending the daily routine of

a policeman’s duties and the urgent need for a means to take care of crip-

pled and disabled officers, would be the quickest way to reach the voters

of the state.

To carry out this plan, the Police Commissioners called into conference

J. E. Flynn, district manager of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, and W. C. Bishop,

field publicity representative.

To Bishop was assigned the writing of the story, preparing the scenario,

and directing the picture. Access to the files of the police department was
given to Bishop in order to provide material for the story, which has now
been written and received the official okay of the police board. Bishop is

now preparing the scenario and will start production in a few days. The
performers will be recruited from the ranks of the police department and
citizens of St. Louis. It is expected the film will be complete in about two
weeks, at which time, through arrangements already completed by District

Manager Flynn and Resident Manager C. T. Lynch, of Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer, copies of the print will be sent by various distributing organiza-
tions, including Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, Famous Players, First National,
LTniversal, Fox and others, to every theatre in the State of Missouri to be
shown during the months of September and October. This service on the
part of the picture distributors as well as the preliminary work on the pro-
duction of the film, is gratis to the police department.

It is believed these plans will enable friends of the State Police Pension
fund to drive home its message to every voter in the state prior to the
election.

Four expert cameramen from the National Film publicity corporation of
St. Louis will “shoot” the scenes and the finihsing work will be done in

the large laboratories of that corporation.

Some notion of the exploitation on the
front of the Central theatre. New
York, may be obtained from the above
view taken while Metro’s “The Scar-
let Letter” showed there. Note the
darkened letter “A.” It is a result of
the lights being colored red (which
does not photograph).

MP
Ken Maynard stepped into good posi-

tion in the billing of the Lyric thea-
tre, Minneapolis, when the First
National film “Senor Daredevil”
showed there. It is his first starring
vehicle.
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CLEVER displays these! Paramount’s “ Variety
”

showing at the Rialto, New York, has been well

praised by the trade but its long run is partly the

result of good exploitation.

A striking effect was obtained in the initial ad-

vertisements through one column reproductions of

enlargements from the film. In the next, or pres-

ent, phase of the campaign line drawings conveying
the futuristic idea have been utilized. Because of

the unusual nature of these ads they have domi-
nated the amusement pages each day.

Colored enlargements from the him have been
used almost exclusively in the lobby stands. Many
of the closeups in the picture are notable for their

unusual character studies, and this fact has made
the enlargements especially suitable for advertis-
ing and lobby displays.

Jack Mclnerney and Lou Lusty supplemented
their newspaper campaign with the following

:

Mailing of three sets of post cards to an exclusive list of

15,000 persons.
Personal letters to members of every German society in New

York City.

Window display in Brentano’s of “The Oath of Stephen
Huller,” by Felix Hollander, the book from which “Variety”
was adapted.
On the Wednesday following the opening 10,000 cards, 22x28,

and reading, “Variety is out today and ‘Variety’ is at the
Rialto,” were placed at all newsstands.

Fifty 11x14 photos of Lya de Putti were placed in windows.
Two weeks prior to the opening Maurice Gass appeared twice

daily on the stage of the Rialto and addressed the audiences on
“Variety.” This idea was used instead of the usual trailer.

Covering the entire front of the Rialto is a banner 30x90,
with the single word, Variety. The lettering is light green on
a dark green background.

Exploitation

Civic Spirit Repaid

by City’s Patronage
How an exhibitor can enter into the spirit

of a public celebration and obtain good
business in return has been demonstrated
by J. M. Franklin, manager of B. F. Keith’s
theatre, Ottawa, Ontario.

The occasion was the observance of the
Ottawa Civic Centenary during the week of
August 23, when the 1926 Ottawa Fair was
going full blast, with thousands of old res-

idents and tourists in town.

These are a few of the things that Mr.
Franklin did:

Decorated the theatre front gaily with bunting
and flags: used three large flood lights to illumi-
nate the whole front at night; had a big search-
light flashing from the roof of the Keith house;
employed a special slogan, “Follow the search-
light to Keith’s”; had one of the best floats in
the industrial and old-timers’ parades; had this
float tour the city throughout the day, apart from
parade events; employed a cameraman to take in-
teresting shots of Centenary features to be shown
on the Keith screen; invited the stampede cow-
boys as guests of the theatre and their frequent
appearance there drew plenty of notice; used
good display space in the daily newspapers and
had advertising cards on the front and rear of
street cars, and, previously, had booked excep-
tionally good pictures and vaudeville, including
Mantrap,” “The Sea Wolf” and the Delaney-

Berlenbach fight pictures.

The float was mounted on a large truck and it
consisted of a miniature log cabin which was
called the first house in Ottawa, in front of
which was constructed an oldfashioned garden in

which the children of a French-Canadian habitat
romped. On the roof of the cabin appeared the
sign : “Welcome Home-—Visit B. F. Keith’s Thea-
tre.”

There were two holidays during the week,
in addition to the usual Saturdav half-holi-

day. One was a civic holiday for the stores

and factories, which was called by the
mayor, while the other was a government
holiday for the 16,000 civil servants and
government employes in Ottawa. There
was a tremendous business all week at

Keith’s, the theatre being jammed after-

noon and night.

Steffy Finds Material

in Press Sheets for

Successful Ad Copy
Frank Steffy, manager of the Coliseum

theatre, Seattle, is a believer in press-
sheets as reflected in the copy and layout
of his ads in newspapers. Mr. Steffy
makes it a practice to incorporate the
press-sheet ads entire for use in his

newspaper advertising campaign.
During the run of “The Dancer of

Paris,” at the Coliseum, he lifted the
leading ad in its entirety from the press
book. This was a four-column ad, 10
inches deep and contained a striking
illustration of Dorothy Mackaill in cos-

tume, dancing before a company of men
who are shown with glasses lifted, offer-

ing her toasts. The illustration is cap-
tioned: “Men are as minutes in her life,

and she is very young!”

The ad appeared in the Seattle Daily
Times, where it occupied the upper right
hand quarter of one of the inside pages.
Worthy of note was the manner adopted
by Mr. Steffy in subjoining the rest of
his program billing to the larger ad and
the excellent balance attained.

Mr. Steffy, in general, favors the use
of large ads, finding that the additional

strain on his budget is more, than rec-

ompensed by the increase in business.

Fisher Sends Another Good
Ad As Good As the First

The Theatre

:

Exhibitors Herald :

Permit me to take this opportunity to

thank you for awarding me first honors in

the Herald ad contest. I can assure you
it is greatly appreciated.

Last week I used the enclosed advertise-

ment to exploit “Felix the Cat.”

Again thanking you many times, and with
best regards, I beg to remain,

Eldrid B. Fisher, Gem Theatre, Pine-
ville, Ky.
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Could You Make Money
ifyou only had to give up

15% to show
“The Volga Boatman ?

”

We can give you something better than that.

“The Silent Power” that is back of your investment in

Beverly Hills real estate has produced many “Million-

aires” and you can “Take It from Me” that you can travel

from “The Heart of Maryland” to “The Enchanted Island” of

Catalina and not find anything in the “Show Business” that will

bring “Solid Gold” to you as fast as will a letter addressed to

GEO. E. READ, Inc.
The Largest Individual Real Estate Organization in

Beverly Hills, California

“For Heaven’s Sake” remember that “The Best People” today
“invest” in Real Estate. They know well “What Happened to

Father” and don’t want the “Dangerous Money” one gets in a
“Gold Rush.”

SAFE PROFITABLE INVESTMENTS
approved by some of the greatest producers, exhibitors, direc-

tors and stars are available in Beverly Hills and if you will

Write to Us Today

we will submit some of them to you and also send you a map
showing the location of the homes of Filmland’s most Notable
People. if you just fill out the coupon on the corner.

GEO. E.READ, INC.
467-469 BEVERLY DRIVE

BEVERLY Il|/Jtf HILLS
TELEPHONE (yX/forti 6177

\ “// It Is In Beverly Hills

,

\

\
X We Handle It

ft

X
X
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S on Pictures 1

THIS department contains news, information and gossip on current productions. It aims to supply
service which will assist the exhibitor in keeping in touch with developments in connection with

pictures and picture personalities—and what these are doing at the box office. No prophecies on the
entertainment value of pictures are made. Opinions expressed are simply those of the author or of
his contributors and the reader is requested to consider them only as such.—EDITOR’S NOTE.

THE Inquiring Reporter of “The Chi-

cago Tribune” asked five citizens if

they liked pictures without music, as ex-

hibited in this city the first four days of

last week due to the strike of the unionized

musicians, and five of the five citizens ques-

tioned replied in the negative. This citizen

was not among those interrogated but his

answer would have been the same. Where-

fore, all those efforts went into the produc-

tion of the pictures hereinafter mentioned

are informed that this reporter attributes

his lack of enthusiasm in great degree to

this lack of musical setting.

Miller & Wilcox, exhibitors of Lake

View, la., told this reporter in a recent let-

ter that they consider music “half the pic-

ture” and their success in operating thea-

tres on that basis is well known. Taking

this apportionment of values for what it is

worth, it would follow that the pictures

here discussed are twice as good as these

reports indicate. With all this explained,

it now is fair and proper to jot down notes

about films seen in the silent cinemas of

Chicago last week without attempting the

impossible job of “making allowances” for

the absent “half’ of the show.

T O get the good news told first, the

ancient order is reversed and first men-

tion is made of two good comedies starring

Lige Conley. They are “Who’s My Wife?”

and “Kiss Papa,” both shown in the stilly

dark of downtown Chicago theatres last

week.

Either of these comedies is better than

anything else Mr. Conley ever did. Both

are different stuff than he has done before

and the fact that they are similar indicates

that the comedian has struck upon a new

and better style of comedy.

Real production judgment is reflected in

the fact that these two comedies feature

not merely the single comedian whose name

is their chief box office asset, but divides

emphasis almost evenly between four young

performers who seem to know about all

there is to know about farce. Two men
and two women comprise the quartette

principally involved in action of these pic-

tures, the second man doing a sort of early

Raymond Griffith character and the two

women doing young matrons. The four

are well matched and should be retained

in their present relationship for group ad-

vancement.

This Week
Music-less Pictures

“Who’s My Wife?”

“Kiss Papa”

“Love’s Last Laugh”

“The Searchlight”

“La Boheme”

“Mare Nostrum”

“Puppets”

“The Midnight Sun”

Union Musicians

Both of these comedies involve a hotel

setting, apparently the same one, and that

ancient source of comic material is made
to produce fresh complications, situations

and laughs. If by any chance this reporter’s

sense of the funny coincides with that of

the majority, which in all probability it

doesn’t, these folks ought to have a lot of

luck in the near future.

NEXT best news, curiously, concerns

another short feature, Mack Sennett’s

“Love’s Last Laugh.” This starts out to be

almost as funny as “Hubby’s Quiet Little

Game,” but the plot idea is tossed overboard

midway down the second reel (if the picture

wasn’t slashed, as pictures sometimes are in

this town, to make running time) and from
there on nothing means anything.

The thing begins on board an ocean liner

with a swimming pool on deck which per-

mits use of the good old bathing gals. This

section also kids the twelve-mile-limit thing

a bit and lays down the lines of heavy

drama which are to be burlesqued. There are

a bunch of mechanical nifties, getting every-

thing going along smoothly, and then it

looks as if a stray gust of wind blew the

scenario out of the director’s lap and it

was anybody’s picture from there on.

Yet notwithstanding this weakness to-

ward the end, the feature prompts a lot of

laughs and rates better than most of those

seen hereabouts in recent weeks.

STILL more curiously, perhaps, and per-

haps this item should have been writ-

ten above the preceding one, the remaining

good news of the picture week concerns

another short feature. This one is Red
Seal’s “Searchlight,” seen for the first time

by this reporter.

This “Searchlight” was devoted to three

subjects of extreme interest. The first sec-

tion had to do with demonstrations in

liquid air, about which comparatively little

is generally known, and music was not

missed while this was in progress. The
second section had to do with the growth

of flowers and struck back toward more
familiar lines, limping a little. The third

and final section concerned water birds and
in this stretch the picture tightened and
again took thought away from the vacant

orchestra pit. The three combine to make
a short feature so good as to make this

thorough theatregoer wonder why none of

his favorite theatres, which are the best in

Chicago and therefore the world, has shown
him preceding “Searchlights.”

AT this point it undoubtedly is perti-

nent to remark that only the come-

dies and this semi-magazine subject made
the lack of music in the theatres last week
seem unimportant. It was this reporter’s ex-

perience that the dramatic productions

needed musical support, while the come-

dies and this technical subejct got along

very well without it. There are rows of

reasons for this, of course, all of which will

occur to any reader interested enough to

give the matter thought.

“T A BOHEME” finally drifted into the

I J theatre area infested by this chronic-

ler and who can tell why it came so tardily?

Was it the tragic ending that delayed its

booking? Or was it just another manifes-

tation of the strangling first-run situation in

Chicago? Whatever the reason, “La Bo-

heme” proves to be quite a picture, although

not the knockout ravings from other metro-

poli led this frontiersman to expect.

John Gilbert does a pretty good artist in

the thing and Lillian Gish is better as the

girl, although they make her die all over

the boulevards, alleys and other public high-

ways of Paris. She does all this dying in

first rate manner, however, and it is possible

that suitable orchestral assistance would
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Tod Browning directed Lon Chaney in

his latest production, “The Road to

Mandalay,” for Metro - Goldwyn -

Mayer. Chaney’s next picture is to

be “The Ordeal.” Marcel De Sano is

preparing it for filming.

have made the death seem less protracted.

The picture is pretty well put together

and contains fewer breaks than customarily

encountered in a production of this some-

what awkward type. It made ladies cry all

over the house, and that’s probably the most

important observation this music-lover can

make.

THE other sad ending witnessed last week

was the finish of “Mare Nostrum” and

it would have depressed this writer leso had

it been the sad ending of Rex Ingram as a

picture man. Why Mr. Ingram should go to

Europe is his business, so far as I am con-

cerned, but why he should devote his time

there to making pictures like this is some-

thing else again.

“Mare Nostrum” is the name of Antonio

Moreno’s ship, which Alice Terry vamps him

into letting go hang while he deserts his

family and gives a lift to German agents

working the Mediterranean. “Mare Nostrum”

means “our sea” and a considerable stretch

of the film brings out the fact that this

Spanish captain’s family of seamen have

considered the Mediterranean that for cen-

turies. These are items in an unwieldy yarn

bearing the Ibanez name and produced by

Ingram with occasional flashes of his old

form.

The introduction is long, the characters

are many, the events are interesting in them-

selves but (at least without music) they

don’t look as if they would happen. The

real breakdown comes when Miss Terry

vamps Mr. Moreno, so impassionately as to

get plain laughter from the staid audience

in the silent Roosevelt, and after that little

tilings like torpedoed passenger boats, the

execution of Miss Terry as a spy and the

death of Mr. Moreno at sea seem unim-

portant.

Aside from the story of the thing, which

simply isn’t believed under the noted cir-

cumstances, there are interesting individual

bits in the picture. The sequence in the

aquarium is good magazine stuff, as is the

brief visit to Pompeii, but Pathe Review

could have (probably has) done them bet-

ter. They are not sufficient substitutes for

story value.

Yet New York liked this picture im-

mensely. As viewed at the Roosevelt it

served chiefly to emphasize the absence of

the musicians.

MILTON SILLS’ “Puppets” came to

Chicago without the heralding cus-

tomarily accorded a Sills vehicle and this

picturegoer likes Sills well enough to in-

vestigate a thing like that. Accordingly, the

picture was trailed to a neighborhood house

and duly sat through.

Just how they happened to put Sills in

“Puppets” is none of my business, but they

shouldn't have done it. As an Italian in a

picture concerning Italians almost exclus-

ively, Mr. Sills is a first rate American citi-

zen. If any actor could have made anything

important out of the role it is George Behan,

if Mr. Beban really has it in him to make
anything important of anything. (I doubt

this last.)

The story’s about a puppet show in the

Italian quarter of New York and people

intimately concerned with the same. There

is also a war angle, in which Mr. Sills be-

comes deaf and has a terrible time trying

to make the audience understand what’s the

matter with him. There are lots of other

things, but the outstanding aspect is the woe-

ful miscasting of the star.

L
AST of the week's disappointments, and

J the one that prevented further theatre

attendance pending settlement of the strike,

was “The Midnight Sun,” inspected in the

silent and sparsely tenanted McVickers.

After sitting through this picture the re-

porter decided there wasn't any use going

further, that the pictures couldn’t possibly

be as uniformly bad as they seemed and

Charles Stumar, A. S. C., chief cameraman
for Harry Pollard’s Universal unit.

Anita Stewart, Edmund Burns and Law-
rence Steers are seen in “The Lodge
in the Wilderness,” Tiffany production.

that lack of music must of necessity be the

reason for the bad week.

“The Midnight Sun,” as it impressed this

reporter at musicless McVickers, is just a

lot of “fill’em.” Laura LaPlante gives it

whatever life it has, and it hasn’t much. The

supposedly spectacular ballet sequence is a

plain bust without music and the military

stuff is comic. There’s a sort of story, in-

volving the gal imprisoned by the villain

on the yacht, the military execution halted

at the twelfth hour, and the suddenly heroic

bad man who unties all the knots apparently

because they couldn’t be untied if he didn't

do a switch to high and handsome in the

final footage.

The setting is pre-war Russia. There are

plotters everywhere, plotting something or

other against the grand duke, and the in-

consequential hero of the picture alternates

with his brother in getting arrested and

freed. The soldier stuff is so badly done

that it gets laughs where it shouldn’t, nota-

bly and disastrously in the case of the gen-

eral commanding the firing squad, who

seems to have strayed over from the Sennett

lot without changing his whiskers. Sub-

titles are sixth-grade narrative and too close

together to give the straight pictorial stuff

a chance to get across.

ONCE more it is stuted that these pic-

tures probably aren’t as bad as re-

ported. Probably lack of the accustomed

music got on the reporter’s nerves and made

him see errors and flaws which adequately

dulcet strains from orchestra or organ would

have glossed over. Probably this section

should be devoted this week to a denuncia-

tion of union musicians instead of comment

on pictures, but the denunciation this re-

porter would write of union musicians could

not be printed in any publication going

through the United States mails.—T. O.

SERVICE.
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F. B. O. presents “Red” Grange in “One
Minute to Play.” This production has
been receiving commendation since its

preview.

One Minute to Play
Distributor: F. B. 0.

Producer: F. B. 0.

Length: Undetermined
DIRECTOR SAM WOOD
Cameraman Charles Clarke

PLAYERS
Red Wade Red Grange
Sally Rogers Mary McAllister
John Wade Charles Ogle
Player 33 George Wilson
Biff Wheeler Ben Hendricks, Jr.

Tex Rogers Lee Shumway
Toodles Lincoln Steadman
President Todd Jay Hunt
Mrs. Wade Edythe Chapman
TYPE: College drama.
THEME: Faithfulness to college.
LOCALE: A college town.
TIME: The present.

STORY : A high school football celeb-
rity goes to college, but is forbidden by
his father to play football. He meets
the sister of the coach and falls in love
with her. His father offers his college
an endowment of $100,000. The father
learns that his son is playing football,
and comes to college the day before the
big game and forbids him to participate.
When the boy learns his father has
threatened to withdraw the endowment
if he plays, he pretends drunkenness the
night before the game. The father, still

adamant, decides to watch the game to
be sure his son is not disobeying him.
By the end of the first half he has worked
up into a frenzy of excitement. He
forces from his son the real reason for
his drunkenness and orders him into the
game. The coach, thinking him a quit-
ter, is forced to send him in. In a dar-
ing run the boy makes a touchdown and
kicks goal just as the final whistle blows,
winning the game.
HIGHLIGHTS : Train scenes with

students en route for college, . . . The
father’s command that his son does not
play football. . . . The endowment.
... Father’s threat to withdraw en-
dowment. . . . Scene in which boy
pretends drunkenness. . . . Football
scene. . . . Father’s enjoyment of
game. . . . The touchdown.

Risky Business
Distributor: Pro-Dis-Co
Producer: Pro-Dis-Co
Length: Undetermined

DIRECTOR ALAN HALE
Cameraman James Diamond

PLAYERS
Cecily Stoughton Vera Reynolds
Mrs. Stoughton Ethel Clayton
Ted Pyncheon Kenneth Thomson
Coults-Browne Ward Crane
Lawrence Wheaton Louis Natheaux
Agnes Wheaton Zasu Pitts
Schubal Peabody George Irving
Rosalie Louise Cabo
TYPE: Romantic drama.
THEME: Love versus riches.

LOCALE: An American city.

TIME: The present.

STORY: A rich girl loves a strug-
gling country physician. Her proud
mother conspires with he man of her
choice to break off the match by prov-
ing that “love in a cottage” is not prac-
tical. The physician invites the mother
and daughter to his sister’s home.
Through the mother’s clever machina-
tions everything goes wrong. The maid
contracts the “flu,” thus obliging the girl
and her mother to do the housework.
The mother provokes a quarrel and the
engagement is broken. The wealthy man
takes the girl to a week-end party where
she soon sees the disadvantages of his
sort of wealth in excessive liquor and
jazz. She escapes and stops exhausted
at a house where the physician is bat-
tling to save the life of a boy. She
helps him and realizes that, rich or poor,
she loves him.

HIGHLIGHTS : Mother’s disapproval
of match. . . . Mother’s attempt to
break it up. .. . Scene in which
everything goes wrong to prove “love
in a cottage” unpractical. . . . The
week-end party. . . . Scene in which
girl helps physician and realizes her
love.

Bromo and Juliet
Distributor: Pathe

Producer: Hal Roach
Length: Two reels

DIRECTOR LEO McCAREY
Cameraman Len Powers

PLAYERS
Father William Orlamond
His prospective son-in-law..Charley Chase
His daughter Corliss Palmer
TYPE: Romantic comedy.
THEME: Success from failure.
LOCALE: An American town.
TIME: The present.

STORY: Charley, through force of
circumstances, gets drunk before an ama-
teur theatrical in which he is to appear.
He comes on and the audience thinks he
is. only acting, as does his sweetheart.
His interpretation of Shakespeare saves
the show and bring success out of failure.
HIGHLIGHTS : Boy’s acting as an

intoxicated Hamlet and Romeo.

Scene from “Risky Business” with Vera
Reynolds, Zasu Pitts and Ethel Clayton.
Alan Hale directed this De Mille pro-

duction released by Pro-Dis-Co.

Dancing Days
Distributor: Preferred Pictures
Producer: Famous Attractions

Length: 5,900 feet

DIRECTOR ALBERT. J. KELLY
Cameraman Lyman Broening

PLAYERS
Alice Hedman Helene Chadwick
Lillian Loring Lillian Rich
Ralph Hedman Forrest Stanley
Gerald Hedman Robert Agnew
Marie Gloria Gordon
Katinka Sylvia Ashton
Stubbins Thomas Ricketts

TYPE: Domestic drama.
THEME: The domestic triangle.
LOCALE: An American ci'ty.

TIME: The present.

STORY : After ten years of marriage
the husband is bored. When his brother
introduces him to a typical product of
these dancing days, he is easy bait.

His wife finds the two lunching together.
The husband confesses his infatuation
and asks for a divorce. His wife re-
fuses to throw away their happiness for
what may be a passing fancy. He con-
sents to her proposition to keep up ap-
pearances for a year, relying on her
promise to divorce him then if he wishes
it. For three months he is caught in the
vortex of excitement that is life to the
girl and her set. He is taken ill and
after the crisis the wife invites the girl

to stay at their house until his recupera-
tion is complete. The wife has tried to
keep the house quiet but the girl intro-
duces a jazz treatment. The wife packs
her bag and leaves word she has gone
for good. The husband has had enough,
however, and in self-disgust leaves the
house with a message for his wife. In
their respective cars the couple collide
with each other. Regaining conscious-
ness they find themselves in a farmhouse.
They smile in mutual understanding.

HIGHLIGHTS : Husband’s infatua-
tion for girl. . . . Wife’s proposition.
. . . Illness of husband. . . . His
recuperation. . . . Scene in which
wife leaves and husband leaves sepa-
rately. . . . The collision.

The understanding.
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New Picture Publication Dates
A Week-to-Week Summart of Facts and Figures Pertain-

ing to New Picture Product Offered the Theatre Booker

Title Producer Distributor

WEEK OF AUGUST 29th

WEEK OF SEPTEMBER 12th

Length

Nell Gwyn Paramount Paramount 6800
Paramount Paramount 7804

The Successful Candidate Pathe Pathe 2 reels

(The Fighting Marine, Chap. 1)
A Buggv Ride Fables Pathe 2/3 reels

The Fourth Alarm Hal Roach Pathe 2 reels

The Devil Horse Hal Roach Pathe 6 reels

The High Hand Leo Maloney Pathe 6 reels

Pathe Review No. 37 Pathe Pathe 1 reel

Topics of the Day No. 37 Timely Films Pathe 1/3 reel

Pathe News No. 76 Pathe Pathe 1 reel

Pathe News No. 77 Pathe Pathe 1 reel

The Marriage Clause Jewel Pathe 8 reels

Jane’s Inheritance Stern Bros. Pathe 2 reels

Egged On Charley Bowers F. B. O. 1967
Alice Charms the Fish Winkler Pictures F. B. O. 1 reel

Going the Limit F. B. O. F. B. O. 4612
Where There’s a Bill F. B. O. F. B. O. 2 reels

(Bill Grimm's Progress No. 1)
Where There’s a Bill F. B. O. F. B. O. 2 reels

Chicken Chaser M. J. Winkler F. B. O. 1 reel

The Speeding Venus Metropolitan Pictures P-D-C 5560
The Midnight Kiss Fox Fox 5025
Fools Of Fashion Tiffany Tiffany 7200

WEEK OF SEPTEMBER 19th

You Never Know Women Paramount Paramount 6064
The Fighting Marine, Chap. 2 Pathe Pathe 2 reels

The Charleston Queen Fables Pathe 2/3 reel

Bromo and Juliet Hal Koach Pathe 2 reels

Smith's Landlord Mack Sennett Pathe 2 reels

Bull’s-Eyes Grantland Rice Pathe 1 reel

Pathe Review 38 Pathe Pathe 1 reel

Topics of the Day 38 Timely Films Pathe 1/3 reel

Pathe News 78 Pathe Pathe 1 reel

Pathe News 79 Pathe Pathe 1 reel
Cecil B. DeMille P-D-C 7290

The Ridin’ Rascal Blue Streak Western Universal 5 reels

Newlyweds Quarantined Stern Bros. Universal 2 reels

Take It from Me Denny Productions Universal 7 reels

Alice’s Monkey Business M. J. Winkler F. B. O. 1 reel
Galloping Ghosts Joe Rock F. B. O. 2 reels

Jolly Tars Hamilton Educational 2 reels

Rare Bits Curiosities Educational 1 reel
Balloon Tired Life Cartoons Educational 1 reel

Mantrap Paramount Paramount 6077
Daybreak (Snowed In Chap. 9.) Pathe Pathe 2 reels

A Knight Out Fables Pathe 2-3 reel

Fully Insured Hal Roach Pathe 1 reel

Her Actor Friend Mack Sennett Pathe 2 reels

Pathe Review No. 35 Pathe Pathe 1 reel

Topics of the Day No. 35 Pathe Pathe 1-3 reel

Pathe News No. 72 Pathe Pathe 1 reel

Pathe News No. 73 Pathe Pathe 1 reel

It's All Over Now Blue Bird Universal 1 reel

The Flame of the Yukon Metropolitan P-D-C 5745

WEEK OF SEPTEMBER 5th

The End of Redfield (Snowed In , Chap. 10)Pathe Pathe 2 reels

Pests Fables Pathe 2/3 reel

Should Husbands Pay? Hal Roach Pathe 2 reels

Hoboken to Hollywood Mack Sennett Pathe 2 reels

Big and Little Grantland Rice Pathe 1 reel

The Family Album Hy Mayer Pathe 1/2 reel

Pathe Review No. 36 Pathe Pathe 1 reel

Topics of the Day No. 36 Timely Films Pathe 1/3 reel

Pathe News 74 Pathe Pathe 1 reel

Pathe News 75 Pathe Pathe 1 reel

Poker Faces Jewel Universal 8 reels

The Wild Horse Stampede Blue Streak Western Universal 5 reels

Miss Robin Hood Mustang Western Universal 2 reels

Snookum's Tooth Stern Bros. Universal 2 reels

Why George Stern Bros. Universal 2 reels

Kosher Kitty Kelly F. B. O. F. B. O. 6301
Flashing Fangs F. B. O. F. B. O. 4852
Egged On Cha-'ey Bowers F. B. O. 2 reels

Alice Charms ihe Fish M. J. Winkler F. B. O. 1 reel

Flashing Fangs F. B. O. F. B. O. 4804
3 Bad Men Fox Fox 8710
The Clinging Vine Cecil B. DeMille P-D-C 6420
Lost at Sea Romantic Comedy Tiffany 6400

Charles Lamont directed “Big Boy” in
his latest Educational-Juvenile Comedy,
“My Kid.” In the supporting cast are
Henry Murdock, Jackie McHugh, Pal,

Birdie Fogle, and Hy Mayer.

My Kid
Distributor: Educational
Producer: Educational
Length: Two reels

DIRECTOR CHARLES LAMONT
PLAYERS

“Big Boy” “Big Boy”
His brother Jackie McHugh
His mother Birdie Fogle
The tramp Henry Murdock
The sheriff Hy Mayer
His dog Pal
TYPE: Juvenile comedy.
THEME: Infantile jealousy.
LOCALE: An American city.
TIME: The present.

STORY : A broken-hearted baby leaves
home when the stork brings a rival for
the family’s affections and attentions.
He packs a few belongings and a sup-
ply of hot dogs, and seeks the open road.
He falls in with another tramp, and they
are joined by a bulldog. The trio have
many strange and funny adventures be-
fore the baby finally finds his way home.
HIGHLIGHTS : Arrival of the new

babe. . . . Jealousy of the brother.
. . . Scene in which baby prepares
for the open road. . . . Meeting
with tramp and dog. . . . Arrival
home.

[NEWSPICTURES]
Fox News No. 98

PHILADELPHIA EXTENDS OFFICIAL WELCOME
TO GENE TUNNEY ON VISIT TO SCENE

OF BATTLE WITH DEMPSEY

Fox News No. 99
THRONGS WELCOME CLARABELLA BARRETT

WHO FAILED IN PLUCKY FIGHT TO
SWIM CHANNEL

Kinograms No. 5219
BRUGNON AND COCHET LOSE TO RICHARDS

AND WILLIAMS IN NATIONAL DOUBLES
CHAMPIONSHIP

Kinograms No. 5220
GLORIA SWANSON FIRES OPENING GUN AS

FLYERS RACE AT SESQUI AIR MEET
FOR NATIONAL CROWN

International News No. 72

WEEK OF SEPTEMBER 26th

BUILD 8100,000 DAM IN THE SIERRAS, CAL.,
TO BE BROKEN BY WATER TO SHOW

MODERN METHODS FAULTY

The Last of His Face F. B. O. F. B. O. 2 reels International News No. 73
East is Best M. J. Winkler F. B. O. 1 reel CHINESE FLAPPERS APE AMERICAN STYLE.
Hold 1’hat Lion 1 Paramount Paramount 5811 DRESS AND DANCE LIKE THEIR
Forlorn River Paramount Paramount 5992 YANKEE SISTERS
Almost A Lady P-D-C P-D-C 5725

Pathe News No. 73The Texas Streak Jewel Universal 7 reels
Love’s Hurdle Stern Bros. Universal 2 reels U. S. POLOISTS BEAT ARGENTINES IN HERBERT

MEMORIAL CUP ELIMINATION PLAY
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Reports on
Presentations

( Continued from page 70)
last week, as was also the well balanced surround-
ing program.
The Fox orchestra under the direction of

Adolphe S. Kornspan, in conjunction with the
Duo Art Reproducing Piano, played Liszt’s

“Second Hungarian Rhapsody” to an appreciative
audience, the orchestra and piano alternating in

the composition.
Fox patrons were delighted with the return

engagement of Bert Rome and Henry Dunn, late

of the “Greenwich Village Follies.” They sang
two numbers, "Red Robin” and “Ting a Ling,” in

their inimitable manner. At their first appear-
ance on the Fox stage this famous duo responded
generously to encores but last week they disap-

pointed their appreciative audiences.
The WeMarco’s, late of “Cocoanuts” and “Scan-

dals” with their Sheik orchestra scored the hit

of the evening. The scene was laid near a beau-
tiful Egyptian temple flanked on either side by
two couchant lions. In the rear was a chalice

shaped bowl from which incense ascended. A
the center of the stage in the rear was a large

and colorful basket of flowers, which
_
when

illuminated from the rear gave the impression of

a silver sprayed fountain. The back drop por-

trayed a desert scene. Directly in front of the

basket sat a group of six performers, who played
the usual jazz compositions with more than the

usual spirit and dash. Garbed as Egyptians, with
turbans and blue velvet breeches, they formed
a picturesque grouping.
As they played their second number the stage

was gradually lighted up
_
and represented a

desert sunrise. A dancer in conventional eve-

ning clothes, accompanied by the orchestra, gave
a splendid exhibition of soft shoe dancing. As
his dancing partner was ill, he gave as his second
offering “The Black Hawk Dance,” which was
well named, as it suggested the gyrations of a
large bird, and caused considerable amusement.
In the finale, light painting was effectively used.

Philadelphia Stanley
Week Ending September 12

The Stanley Symphony Orchestra under the

direction of Graham Harris, interpreted very credit-

ably three movements of Tschaikowsky’s beautiful
“Fourth Symphony.” Always colorful and breath-
ing the charm of Slavonic pathos, the “Andantino
Canzona” was fitfully played. In the “Scherzo,”
a delightful and showy bit of melody, the child-

like spirit of the Russian peasant was portrayed.
In the finale the orchestra’s interpretation as it

gained momentum ended in a smashing climax.
Madeleine MacGuigan, violiniste virtuoso,

essayed the ambitious “Allegro Moderato” from
the “Concerto in D Major” by Tschaikowsky.
This young artiste combines warmth of tone and
temperament with sound musicianship. She was
ably supported by the Stanley Orchestra, al-

though on several occasions the orchestra showed
a tendency to almost drown her out. She was
warmly applauded.

Elizabeth Brown and Sedano, international

favorites, in their dance divertissement, gave two
dances, modern and classical. In the former
Miss Brown was simply gowned in filmy black
and white. Refined, piquant charm and grace
characterized this offering. In the second dance,
Sedano, garbed as a Greek gymnast and Miss
Brown in appropriate Grecian costume, startled

the audience with their marvelous gymnastic
exhibitions performed with facile ease.

.
A very

unusual effect was obtained by throwing upon
the screen shimmering and opalescent bubbles
with changing lights. Interspersed between the
two dances the Stanley orchestra gave as a

novelty a composition the theme of which was
predicated on a weird Chinese melody heard in

New York’s Chinatown.
The scenic film, “St. Bartholomew’s Lake,”

was a gem of artistic photography and setting.

The long feature was “Fine Manners.”

Milwaukee Alhambra
Week Ending September 10

Heinz Roemheld haa found his forte. The new
permanent stage band policy at the Alhambra,
which someone along the row facetiously de-
scribed as the Heinz Roemheld refinement of the
A1 Short refinement of the Paul Ash stunt, got off
to a flying start with the packed house enthu-
siastic about the new type of program.

Curtain revealed thfe classy looking 16-piece
symphonic jazz aggregation on the tastily draped
stage, playing “Rhythm of the Day” in a hot
manner. This was followed by an original ar-
rangement, in the best symphonic-jazz style, of
“I’d Climb the Highest Mountain,” in the course
of which Roemheld put down the baton and took
his place at the second piano to run through
some intricate ivory gymnastics.
Babe Morris, petite dancer, whose face and

figure and cute mannerisms would have put her
over even were she not the clever stepper she
is, next came out in a Dutch costume, wooden
shoes et al, and performed a waltz clog for
profuse applause.
Bud Sheik followed with his sweltering ac-

cordian, and successfully held the boards while
he played “Milenburg Joys” and a medley of

other popular airs. He could have worked in-

definitely, but applause milking seems to be one
of the things that has been eliminated through
the “refinement” process.
Hazel Romaine and her deep contralto voice

filled the next spot to good advantage, doing
“Ain’t Got Nobody” and “Could I?” scoring
tremendously. After two “thank you’” bows,
the continued applause brought her out for an-
other chorus of “Could I?” in which she gave
every front frow bandman a break.
Babe Morris then came back in a natty little

form emphasizing costume to skip through a
clever jazz tap dance, again registering a mild
wow.
Then the band played, “Bye Bye” Blackbird,”

in which honors were about equally divided be-
tween clever arrangement and showmanly execu-
tion, and the show was over.
The entire show was executed in neat pro-

fessional manner, with all possible offending
tricks of the stage band gag wisely and success-
fully eliminated. Roemheld has polished up his
stage appearance and antics to the point of near
perfection, and demonstrated himself as a thor-
oughly competent master-of-ceremonies and direc-
tor.

St. Louis Missouri
Week Ending September 10

“My Dream of the Big Parade” as sung by
Henry Burr of the Eight Victor Artists, now on
tour of the Publix theatres, was the outstanding
musical treat on the bill of the Missouri theatre,
the week ending September 10. He brought out
the real possibilities of this song.
Monroe Silver spilled some more of his Cohen

and Levy jokes, which were good. He also
offered a song about Hebrews.

Frank Banta at the piano jazzed a classic in
agreeable style, tapering off to a duet and finally

a trio that went across nicely.
James Stanley by request sang “The Blind

Farmer,” while Billy Murray talked and Sam
Herman teased a xylophone in a pleasing way.
Dave Silverman and his players overtured “In

a Monastery Garden,” the effect of the music
being heightened by a garden scene on the stage,
the eight Victor artists walking a la monks about
the place, praying their beads and singing hymns.
It was well done.

Milton Slosser at the organ played “Hi, Ho,
the Merrio.”

St. Louis Grand Central
Week Ending September 10

Gene Rodemich and his Maniacs styled their stage
activities the week ending on September 10 “Cook-
ing Up Jazz,” with the aid of the Mitchell Brothers
and other entertainers. And Jazz was done to a

dark brown turn, much to the delight of those
present.
The Grand Central is now the accepted Jazz

Palace of St. Louis and alt who come expect
just the sort of bill Gene and his players put
on last week. The singing was good, as was
the dancing.

Kansas City Newman
Week Ending September 11

“Love’s Enchantment,” presented at the Newman
last week, contains some good catchy music, even
if the act does move a bit too slowly for a pres-
entation which must be crammed into 30 minutes.

Mr. and Mrs. Paul Petching, Martha Vaughn
and Hunter Kimball can sing, and in a pleasing
manner, while the flower girl sextette includes
some capable dancers.
The presentation is in two settings of a gar-

den bedecked with flowers. “Beautiful Garden,

”

“We’ll Meet Again,” “For You Alone,” “Valse
Lucille,”, “I Know A Lovely Garden,” and
“Roses Remind Me of You” are among the
musical numbers, which make the act stand out
as good entertainment.

Salt Lake Empress
Week Ending September 2

A novel singing act was presented the week of
Aug. 27-Sept. 2 at the Paramount Empress theatre
entitled ‘‘Castilian Romance,” featuring Emil Eyer
and Violet Chellman.

This act is arranged very artistically with
beautiful Spanish costumes and scenic effects.

Emil) Eyer, tenor, and Violet Chellman, soprano,
give a colorful program which proves to be very
pleasing to music lovers, whether they are of

classical or popular bent. A very warm reception
was awarded the performers.

New Yorkers Tell

Effects of Location
( Continued from page 65)

still be among those present and that’s

something.
The news that a new million dollar

picture theatre is opened almost daily to
a presentation policy involving stage
production on a standard several years
ahead of George White doesn’t mean a

thing to the wise little guy in the yellow
spats and the sponged vest. It may be
true, but he doubts it. Nobody asked
his advice in the matter. And what is

this presentation thing anyway? Just
Vaudeville under a set of slick whiskers,
isn’t it? No? Oh, you can’t fool him.
He saw the first show John Murray An-
derson put on for the Publix. It’ll be
years before he learns the lowdown on
Anderson’s terrific floo and what it took
to jar him out of the same frame of
mind. Picture Is Accurate

This is a pretty accurate picture of the
New York booking agent, the old-timer,
the veteran, the fellow who had every-
thing his own way when the country
went presentation mad but didn’t know
what to do about it. This is the fellow
who feels positive everybody in the pic-
ture business must know all about him
and what he’s got and how good it is.

This is the fellow really talented enter-
tainers have been slipping their hard-
earned money to all these years in ex-
change for a fighting chance to earn it.

This is the fellow who believes that
E. F. Albee swung pictures into his thea-
tres for chaser purposes. He wouldn’t
believe Albee himself if that wise old
showman should suddenly decide to con-
fess that he put in the pictures to drag
in enough people to pay him for running
off a flock of acts. The difference be-
tween this fellow and Albee is that Al-
bee isn’t going to make that confession
and let this fellow in on his game.

But There Are Exceptions
But there are exceptions to this rule.

Not all the New York agents are so
dumb. They couldn’t be; there are so
many of them. There are a few who
not only book acts into- picture houses
but know why they do so. These few
aren’t worrying so much these days
about getting people set into the minute-
to-minute revues and such on the Big
Street. They are busy booking their
acts into the pictures houses for more
money and steady work. They, like Al-
bee, aren’t telling all they know to the
up-and-at-’em boys who used to be im-
portant.

West Coast Agents
Big Only Locally

( Continued from page 65)

theatres from Denver West and up and
clown the Coast. Almost all of the acts
on the office’s books are suitable for
presentation work. The office has no
branches and no booking affiliations.

JOE CORNBLETH
At the head of this office is Joe Corn-

bleth, who has offices on Broadway and
in the Metropolitan Theatre building.
The office has about 100 performers
available and books most of the talent

used in the Coast Publix houses. Ter-
ritory covered also includes Colorado
and Texas. About 15 houses are cov-
ered in the office’s activities. The office

has no branches and no affiliations out-
side the city.

FANCHON AND MARCO
The heads of this office produce for

West Coast Theatres, Inc. The office

claims to have more than 100 acts avail-

able. Its activities are confined to South-
ern California from San Francisco South.
Books into approximately 50 houses and
claims to have 20 weeks for certain type
acts.

MEIKELJOHN BROTHERS
This, a vaudeville agency primarily,

books a few acts into presentation pic-

ture theatres. The office has between
15 and 20 acts suitable for presentation
work. No branch offices and no affilia-

tions figure in the office’s activities,

which are confined to the Pacific Coast
with an occasional Denver date.
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Gotham
JnterOcean Closes Deal

Lacy W. Kastner, president of the Inter-

Ocean Film Corporation, foreign distribu-

tors of Gotham Productions, closed a for-

eign distribution contract covering the
entire line-up of Gothams for the An-
tipodes.

Winkler Pictures

“Gorilla Hunt” Is Ready

“The Gorilla Hunt,” the African hunt
film produced by Ben Burbridge, has been
edited and titled by Harry Chandlee as-

sisted by Herbert Cruikshank, and is now
ready for fall release.

Chadwick
“Bells” First Division Picture

After pre-release, first run showing in

Universal's Exploitation Theatres through-
out the country, “The Bells” was gener-
ally released. James Young directed.

Preferred Pictures

Alice Day Is Engaged

Alice Day, Sennett star, has been engaged
for the lead in “His New York Wife,” on
which camera work has just been started.

Warner Brothers

“Mama Kiss Papa” for Raymaker
The title of the picture now being di-

rected by Herman Raymaker is “Mama
Kiss Papa.” Louise Fazenda and George
Sydney head the cast.

Start Work on Three

Three new productions are now under
way. The new pictures that went into

work are Syd Chaplin in “The Missing
Link,” Rin-Tin-Tin in “Why London
Sleeps,” and “The Third Degree” with
Dolores Costello.

Ship Prints of Three

Prints of “Private Izzy Murphy,” “My
Official Wife” and “Across the Pacific”

have been shipped East.

Monte Blue Goes on Vacation

Monte Blue, accompanied by his wife,
has taken a vacation after completing his

work in “Across the Pacific.” He is sched-
uled to appear in a number of the Twenty-
Six Warner Winners for the 1926-27 sea-
son.

“Better 'Ole” for Broadivuy

“The Better ’Ole” is to be seen on Broad-
way for the first time early in October at

the Colony theatre. It will have Vitaphone
accompaniment with such stars as A1 Jol-
son, George Jessel, Elsie Janis, Howard
Brothers, Willie and Eugene, and Reinald
Werrenrath.

Pro-Dis-Co

Hale to Direct “Rubber Tires”

Alan Hale has been chosen to direct

“Rubber Tires,” a production which will

bring to the screen the story of the auto
camps. Hale is now collaborating with

Philadelphia

First Runs
( Week of August 30th

)

STANLEY: “Nell Gwyn,” Paramount; News:
Stanley Magazine; Overture: “Pomp &
Circumstance,” Stanley Symphony Or-
chestra ; Scenic : “A Typical Tropical Sky,”
with violin solo “Indian Lament,” by
Max Seenofskv; Vocal Divertissement:
The Loomis Twins; Dance Divertissement:
“La Fantastique,” staged and conceived
by Harry Roye and Billee Maye.

FOX: “The Family Upstairs,” Fox; News:
Fox Theatre Screen Magazine; Overture:
“Chimes of Normandy,” “Meditation
from Thais,” with violin solo by Morris
Brown; Sesqui Centennial Harmonica
Band, with Lena Blanche Jones, accom-
panist; Miss Lee Morse, recording artiste,
with Billy Rhinehart, accompanist.

STANTON: “Stella Dallas,’^ United Artists.

ALDINE: “Beau Geste,” Paramount.
KARLTON: “Laddie,” F. B. O.
ARCADIA : “The Show-Off,” Paramount.
VICTORIA: “The Road to Mandalay,' 1

Metro-Goldicyn-Mayer.
CAPITOL: “Bachelor Brides,” P. D. C.

Los Angeles
First Runs

(Week beginning August 7)

LOEW’S STATE : “Men of Steel,” First
National.

METROPOLITAN: “The Show-Off,” Para-
mount.

MILLION DOLLAR : “Aloma of the South
Seas, 1 ’ Paramount.

BARD'S ADAMS : “Rocking Moon,” Pro-
Dis-Co.

CARTHAY CIRCLE: “The Volga Boatman”
(thirteenth week) Pro-Dis-Co.

FIGUEROA : “Up in Mabel's Room,” Pro-
Dis-Co.

FORUM : “So This is Paris” and “The
Vision” (fourth week), Warner Brothers.

GRAUMAN’S EGYPTIAN : “The Black
Pirate” and “Sparrows” (last week).
United Artists.

Salt Lake City

First Runs
(Week beginning August 27)

AMERICAN: “Rolling Home,” Universal;
“Busters Heart Beat,” Universal; Fox
News; F. B. O. Cartoon.

ORPHEUM ; “The Man Upstairs,” Warner
Brothers.

PANTAGES: “Mare Nostrum,” Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer.

PARAMOUNT EMPRESS: “Sparrows,”
United Artists; “Long Fliv the King,”
Pathe; Pathe News.

VICTORY: “The Devil Horse,” Pathe;
“Shivering Spooks,” Pathe; Pathe News.

Frank Condon on the story, and actual

production is scheduled to start in the near
future.

Recent Additions to “King of Kings”

Recent additions to the cast of “The
King of Kings,” made by Cecil B. DeMille
who is personally directing this film, in-

clude Theodore Kosloff, Alan Brooks, Lio-
nel Belmore, Bryant Washburn, Josephine
Norman, and Baby Muriel MacCormack.

“Man Bait” Is in Production

Actual camera work on “Man Bait,” the

new Marie Prevost starring picture, has
been started at the Metropolitan Studio,
with Kenneth Thomson essaying the male
lead.

Walthall Is Signed

Henry B. Walthall has been signed for
a featured role in “A Fighting Love,”

which will star Jetta Goudal under the
direction of Nils Olaf Chrisander.

Complete “Nobody's Widow” Script

The script for “Nobody’s Widow,” which
Clara Beranger is preparing, has been com-
pleted, and production will start soon on
this new Leatrice Joy starring picture.

William DeMille is to direct.

Pathe

“Jimmy Smith” Company at Work
The “Jimmy Smith” company, which Alf

Goulding is directing, assisted by Harry
Connett, is at work on a new domestic
troubles comedy, with Raymond McKee,
Ruth Hiatt, and Mary Ann Jackson again
in comedy complications.

Three Comedies in Cutting

Mack Sennett comedy productions that

are now in the cutting and titling stage for
Pathe are “The Plumber’s Daughter,” di-

rected by Larry Semon, and starring Alice

Day; “The Pride of Pikeville,” starring

Ben Turpin and directed by Alf Goulding;
“Smith’s Picnic,” one of the “Jimmy Smith”
series, directed by Alf Goulding, and “A
Small Town Princess,” featuring Madeline
Hurlock. Eddie Cline directed.

Announce Turpin Release

Ben Turpin’s latest comedy, “The Prod-
igal Bridegroom,” is scheduled for release

September 26.

“Aroma” Joins Comedy Troupe

Farina’s baby sister has been signed to

join the Pathe Comedy troupe at Hal
Roach’s studios, and will go under the

name of “Aroma.”

“House Without a Key” New Serial

“The House Without a Key,” a mystery
story of modern Hawaii, written by Earl
Derr Biggers, will be the next Patheserial

to be placed in production. Allene Ray and
Walter Miller will head the cast.

Educational

Johnny Arthur on Legitimate Stage

Johnny Arthur has made arrangements
whereby he will star in “The Butter and
Egg Man,” a legitimate stage production
which opens soon at a downtown Los An-
geles theatre.

Duncan to Appear in Comedies

“Bud” Duncan is now appearing in Edu-
cational-Cameo Comedies. His first picture

will be directed by Nate Watt.

William Goodrich to Direct Hamilton

William Goodrich has been engaged to

direct Lloyd Hamilton’s comedy which has
just been put in production.

Paul Gerard Smith Is Signed

Paul Gerard Smith has been engaged by
Walter Futter to write the titles for his

forthcoming Curiosities release to be titled

“Whatnots.”

“Big Boy” Completes Third

“Big Boy,” Educational-Juvenile two-
year old star, is finishing the third of his

new series of comedies under the direction

of Charles Lamont.
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Scenes from “The Hidden Way,” Asso-
ciated Exhibitor release with Mary
Carr featuring Gloria Grey, Tom
Santschi, Arthur Rankin, Ned A.
Sparks and Jane Thomas.

Paramount
Cortez to Start “New York”

Ricardo Cortez will begin work shortly

in Luther Reed’s production of “New
York,” an original screen story written by
Forrest Halsey.

Rube Goldbert Titles “Campus Flirt”

Rube Goldberg, cartoonist and humorist,
has been signed to title “The Campus Flirt,”

the collegiate comedy in which Bebe
Daniels is starred.

Andre Berenger Added to “Sin” Cast

Andre Berenger has been added to the
cast of Florence Vidor’s new picture, “The
Popular Sin,” which Malcolm St. Clair is

directing at the Paramount Long Island
studio.

Clara Bow Reaches Stardom

Jesse L. Lasky has torn up Clara Bow’s
old contract as featured player and ob-
tained her signature to a new document
which carries her to stardom. Her first

starring picture will be Elinor Glyn’s “It,”

scheduled to go into production October 1.

“So’s Your Old Man” in Cutting

“So’s Your Old Man,” W. C. Field’s

second starring picture, is now in the cut-

ting room. Director Gregory La Cava re-

cently completed camera work.

Universal

“Uncle Tom’s Cabin” in Work Again

The company for “Uncle Tom’s Cabin”
is at work again after a period of more
than three months during which the com-
pany was in complete idleness due to the
illness of Harry Pollard.

Complete Gibson Picture

Production has been completed on “The
Buckaroo Kid,” latest Universal-Jewel star-
ring Hoot Gibson.

Siegmann Assigned Role with Philbin

George Siegmann has been assigned one
of the featured roles in “The Bargain
Bride,” the Universal-Jewel which is to

serve as Mary Philbin’s next starring pro-

duction.

“Fourflusher” to Be Denny’s Next

"The Fourflusher” will be Reginald
Denny’s next starring picture when he fin-

ishes his present role in “The Cheerful
Fraud.” Melville Brown will direct him.

Leni Completes “Canary” Script

Paul Leni has completed the script of the

stage mystery success, “The Cat and the

Canary,” and will start work as soon as he

selects his cast.

United Artists

Hugh Miller Signed by Swanson

Hugh Miller, one of the leading cinema
actors of England, and who also has been
starred in several German productions, has
been signed by Gloria Swanson.

“General” Cast Off to Oregon

Buster Keaton’s company have left for

Oregon to complete “The General,” a Civil

War comedy which Joseph M. Schenck is

presenting as Buster Keaton’s first produc-
tion for U. A. release.

London Revives Cluiplin Play

A sketch, “Twelve Just Men,” written

by Charlie Chaplin in the days before fame
came to him, is to be produced as a full

length play in London soon. Charlie Chap-
lin sold the sketch to Ernst Lotinga, who
with the permission of the author, has

made a full length play of the little sketch.

First National

Complete “Charleston Kid”

Shooting on “The Charleston Kid,”
which Alfred Santell directed for A1
Rockett’s production unit, has been com-
pleted.

Jackson Rejoins Griffith Company
Harry Jackson, who has been shooting

second camera and still pictures on “Men
of the Dawn,” the new starring vehicle for

Milton Sills, has returned to the Corinne
Griffith unit to act in a similar capacity dur-
ing the filming of “Syncopating Sue,” her
new picture.

“Orchids and Ermine” Colleen’s Next

Colleen Moore’s next picture will be
titled “Orchids and Ermine,” and it is from
an original story written by Carey Wilson.
Shooting will start two weeks after the

completion of “Twinkletoes” in which Miss
Moore is now enacting the stellar role.

Finish Shooting “Ladies at Play”

Final scenes of “Ladies at Play,” com-
edy-drama adapted by Carey Wilson from
the stage play, “A Desperate Woman,”
were filmed by Director Alfred E. Green.

Title New Langdon Comedy
Harry Langdon’s third feature length

comedy for F. N. tentatively titled “Johnny
Newcomer,” will be definitely called “Long
Pants.”

F. B. O.

Hogan to Direct Ranger

James P. Hogan has been signed by Ed-
win King, in charge of production at

F. B. O. studios, to direct “Scourge of
Fate.” Ranger, dog star, will be featured
in this picture.

Fox
Dorothy Dwan Plays Two Leads

Dorothy Dwan is playing two leads at

the same time. Both pictures are Tom
Mix Productions. One is “The Great K
and A Train Robbery,” which is now in

the cutting room, and the other is “The
Canyon of Light.”

“The End of Redfield” is the title of the
closing chapter of “Snowed In,” fea-

turing Allene Ray and Walter Miller.
Spencer Bennet directed this produc-
tion from the scenario of Frank Leon
Smith. Pathe chapterplay.

Alvarado Replaces Roche in “Honor”

Don Alvarado has been cast for the role

John Roche was originally chosen for in

“My Wife’s Honor,” Lou Tellegen’s first

directorial effort for Fox films.

Add to “Mother Machree” Cast

Neil Hamilton and William Platt have
been added to the cast of “Mother Mach-
ree,” which John Ford is directing. Belk
Bennett has the lead in the name role.

“City” Cast Supplemented

R. William Neill, directing “The City,”

has added Fred Walton and Melbourne
MacDowell to the supporting cast.

Three Are Put in Production

The three plays now in production are

“The Music Master,” “The Auctioneer,”

and “Bertha, the Sewing Machine Girl.”

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

George K. Arthur in “Galeoto”

George K. Arthur has been assigned a

role in “The Great Galeoto,” which John
M. Stahl is directing with Ramon Novarro
and Alice Terry in the leading roles.

“Spring Fever” to be Filmed

Motion picture rights to “Spring Fever”
have been purchased by M-G-M. No as-

signments in the way of the cast have yet

been made.

Francis Marion Signs Contract

Francis Marion, who was responsible for
the adaptation and titling of “The Scarlet

Letter,” has signed a long-term contract

with M-G-M.

Two Go Into Production

Marion Davies has just started work on
“Tiilie, the Toiler.” “Captain Salvation”
has been put in work under the direction

of George Hill.

Hauptmann to Title “Faust”

Gerhart Hauptmann, dramatist and nov-
elist, has agreed to title the motion picture

“Faust” produced by UFA and soon to be
released in America by M-G-M.
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PHILADELPHIA
PHILADELPHIA, PA.—The Philadel-

phia Film Board of Trade has sent a let-

ter to all exhibitors in this territory calling

attention to the fact that the seller of a

theatre is liable for the fulfillment of
existing contracts if the purchaser fails to

comply with the terms of agreement. The
letter was sent out because some exchanges
have suffered large losses due to the fail-

ure of exhibitors to make provision for the

fulfillment of existing contracts and the

exchanges have announced their intention

of proceeding against the seller of the

theatre in case of failure of the buyer to

live up to the terms of unexpired agree-
ments. . . . Mel Sokolow, who has been
confined to the hospital with stomach
trouble, has left with his family for a

motor trip through Maine. ... A new
theatre to seat 1500 will be built in Media,
Pa., for the Dembow Amusement Company
at a cost of approximately $200,000. . . .

IValter Woodward, manager of the Park
theatre, Philadelphia, has returned from a

motor trip to Niagara Falls and Buffalo.

. . . An outing of motion picture men
will be held at Green Valley Country Club
on September 20th. Elaborate preparations
are being made for the event, and a golf

tournament for which prizes have been of-

fered will be one of the features of the
day. There will be a dinner* to which the

ladies have been invited, with dancing
rounding out the program. . . . The Wil-
liam Penn theatre, which was purchased
early last spring by the Stanley Company
for approximately $250,000 from Miller
Brothers, has been undergoing extensive
improvements during the summer and will
reopen on October 1st with stock. . . .

Cyrano De Bergerac, the film version in

color of Edmond Rostand’s famous book,
was shown at the Stanley theatre. . . .

Plans are being prepared for a 2,000 seat
theatre to be built at 21st and Ridge ave-
nue, Philadelphia, for John M. Kennedy,
2nd.

ALBANY
ALBANY, N. Y.—Harry Rose of the

King in Troy is back from Pennsylvania,
where he was best man at the wedding of
his former college roommate. . . . Julius
Berinstein has reopened his Palace in Troy,
and Gardner Hall, in the same city, also
opened during the past week. . . . C. H.
Buckley of the Leland and Clinton Square
was in New York City, where he met his

daughter, who has been spending the sum-
mer at a camp. . . . There was a warm
welcome this week along Film Row for
Bert Moran of Pittsburgh, former man-
ager of the local Pathe exchange. . . .

Cliff Lewis, one time exploitation man for
Bill Shirley in Schenectady and later with
the Strand in Syracuse, is now hooked up
with Publix in New York City. . . . Alex
Sayles in his newspaper advertising is call-

ing attention to the fact that the Leland
is Albany’s own institution, as the fight

wages with the Mark Ritz, the latest

Strand house. . . . Morris Silverman of
Schenectady has taken Frank X. Shay as

Ben Turpin in the Pathecomedy “When
a Man’s a Prince.” This picture
headed the short feature program for
the week of August 15.

his partner in the two theatres he now
operates as well as the new one which he

will build. . . . Isaiah Perkins of Specula-

tor made one of his periodical visits to

Film Row last week and could talk of

nothing except Tunney’s chances with

Dempsey. . . . George Markell of the

Strand in Pittsfield, Mass., was also in

town. . . . Schine brothers have taken over

Bob Landry’s theatres in both Malone and
Ogdensburg. . . . Sam Hochstim of Hudson
was in town and visited Film Row last

week. ... Bob Yates, who is handling the

Arcade in Lake George this summer, ex-

pects to tie up with a medicine show this

winter. . . . Mrs. Regan of the Star in

Greenwich was a welcomed caller at sev-

eral of the exchanges during the week.
. . . Edith Sheridan will be named as the

organist at the Albany theatre in the capi-

tal city. . . . Alex Sayles, manager of the

Clinton Square and Leland, announced
during the week that “La Boheme’’ would
play day and date at the two theatres,

something that is entirely new here and
which it is figured will take care of the

crowds.

KANSAS CITY
KANSAS CITY, MO.—The Better Films

Committee of the Kansas City Parent-
Teacher Association have approved the

following films for children and given them
free publicity in daily newspapers : “The
Show Off,’’ “The Talk of the Whole
Town,” “Laddie,” “Blue Blazes,” “Wet

Paint,” “Tony Runs Wild” and “The Cat’s

Pajamas.” . . . The Empress has opened
for the winter season. . . . Work will soon
start on Universal Joplin-Egyptian thea-

tre. . . . The new Bonner of Bonner
Springs, Kas., managed by Frank Whit-
tam, has also opened its doors. . . . C.

Claire Woods, manager of the Waldo,
suburban house, is confined to his bed as

a result of blood poisoning. . . . Among the

out-of-town exhibitors in the Kansas City

market this week were : C. M. Pattee,

Pattee theatre, Lawrence, Kas.
; C. L.

McVey, Dreamland, Herington, Kas.; J. J.

Newcomb, Newk’s theatre, Burlington,

Kas.
;

“Doc” Miller, Miller theatres,

Wichita, Kas.; Frank Whittam, Bonner
theatre, Bonner Springs, Kas.; Walter
Wallace, Orpheum, Leavenworth, Kas.
. . . M. B. Shanberg and Herbert Woolf
of the Midland Theatre and Realty
Company and R. C. Libeau, Paramount
district manager, attended the opening
of the new Ambassador theatre in St.

Louis. . . . Samuel Harding, president of

Capitol Enterprises, returned from New
York after an extended business trip. . . .

H. W. McCarthy, Pathe salesman, hit the

road after completing a vacation. . . .

C. A. Schultz, Pro-Dis-Co branch manager,
closed up his desk and hurried out into

the territory in search of more contracts.

. . . Joe Silverman, president of Inde-
pendent Film Corp., returned from New
York, where he closed deals for several

important releases.

MINNEAPOLIS
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.—A. J. Blom-

berg, Warner Brothers manager in Min-
neapolis, has just returned from a trip to

Aberdeen, S. D. . . . A. H. Fisher, War-
ner’s division manager, with offices in Min-
neapolis, has announced the following

changes in his territory: Nicky Goldham-
mer, formerly with Universal, will become
the Warner manager in St. Louis, and
Mr. Alpherson of the St. Louis office will

be transferred to the Kansas City branch.

. . . George Johnson of the Auditorium
theatre, Red Wing, Minn., called recently

at the Warner offices. . . . Charles Perez
of Cass Lake, Minn., visited Minneapolis

recently, calling at the Warner branch.

. . . W. R. Leibmann, formerly manager
of the Pathe Des Moines office, is the

new Minneapolis manager, succeeding H. J.

Bailey. . . . Bert Lytell, Columbia star,

spent a day in Minneapolis recently. . . .

Mrs. Anna Huch, mother of Otto N. Raths,

owner of the Ideal theatre, South St. Paul,

and former St. Paul postmaster, was killed

recently in an automobile accident, just

out of Minneapolis. . . . Lon Young, direc-

tor of publicity and advertising for Gotham
and Lumas, has returned to New York
after a visit to the Minneapolis exchange.

. . . Percy Long, assistant manager of the

Sherman theatre, St. Cloud, Minn., has

become manager of the Grand of the same
city, succeeding N. LePage, who resigned

the position because of ill health. . . . Two
hundred Minneapolis newsies were enter-

tained last week bv Finkelstein and Ruben
at a showing of “The Reporter.” . . . Doc
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Banford, manager of the Des Moines office

of Metro-Goldwyn'-Mayer, spent a week
visiting in Minneapolis.

WASHINGTON
WASHINGTON, D. C.—Fallas Broche,

house manager of Crandall’s Metropolitan,

returned from a brief vacation spent in

a tour of the New Jersey coast resorts and
New York City. . . . George Moriarity,

the poet umpire of the American Baseball

League, who was in Washington for the

games that were not played on account of

rain, was a frequent visitor at the execu-
tive offices of the Stanley-Crandall Com-
pany in the Metropolitan Theatre Building.

. . . The Earle Theatre has announced
the engagement for an early appearance in

this city of Van and Schenck.

DENVER
DENVER, COLO.— Eugene Gerbase,

Associated Exhibitor manager, has re-

turned to his desk after a ten day sales

trip visiting exhibitors in the district

around Greeley and Ft. Collins, Colo. . . .

G. E. Rosenwald, Universal manager, is

making an extensive sales trip into the

Wyoming territory. . . . Mrs. Frank Kelley
of the Empress, Salida, Colo., was one of
the exhibtor visitors of Film Row this

week. . . . Burt New, Hays office repre-
sentative, was a visitor in Denver for a
day last week. He stopped over here while
vacationing in the West. . . . B. M. Shook-
er, owner and manager of the Shooker
Film Exchange, is in Philadelphia enjoy-
ing a well earned vacation. Gar-
land, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer manager, is

the busiest manager in the film building

these days. Ten salesmen are working out
of the local Metro office visiting every the-

atre owner and manager in the Denver
territory. ... IF. D. Hall of Lordsburg,
N. M., has purchased the Star of that city

from R. M. Briel. Mr. Hall took posses-
sion immediately. . . . The Parco theatre
of Parco, Wyo., has closed indefinitely. . . .

Wm. Delahoyd, owner and manager of the

Whiting theatre, Thermopolis, Wyo;, was
a visitor in Film Row last week arranging
for service during the winter months.

ST. LOUIS
ST. LOUIS, MO.—Skouras Brothers’

$5,500,000 Ambassador Theatre building

has already made its presence felt in the

night life of St. Louis, and as a result

City Comptroller Louis Nolte plans to

throw open the garage section of the Union
Market building at nights to accommodate
persons seeking parking space down town
at night. . . . Out-of-town exhibitors seen
along Picture Row during the past week
were Charley Goodnight, De Soto, Mo.

;

Herman Ferguson, Malden, Mo.; Theodore
Coleman, Mount Carmel, 111.; Verne Coff-
man, Moweaqua, Til.

;
Jim Reilly, Alton,

111.; Torn Reed, Duquoin, 111., and C. E.
Brady, Cape Girardeau, Mo. ... Ned E.
Depinet, sales manager for First National
was a recent visitor. . . . Orville Newlin,
for many years at the Grand Central The-
atre, is now property man at Skouras
Brothers’ Ambassador.

OTTAWA
OTTAWA, ONT.—J. M. Franklin, man-

ager of B. F. Keith’s Theatre, Ottawa, re-

turned to the Canadian capital after attend-
ing the rally of Ontario theatre proprietors
at Toronto which waited upon Premier
Howard Ferguson and Col. W. H. Price,
Provincial Treasurer, with the request that
the Ontario Amusement Tax be abolished.

Jimmy Adams and Kay Deslys in a scene

from “Her Man O’ War,” DeMille pro-

duction for P. D. C., starring Jetta Goudal.

Mr. Franklin moved the resolution which
was presented to the Government and also

spoke in behalf of exhibitors in the Pro-
vince outside of Toronto. . . . Manager
James T. Moxley of the Capital Theatre,

found a decided improvement in business

with the adoption of the combination pol-

icy of feature and short pictures with Gus
Sun vaudeville. . . . The Canadian Charles-

ton Champions featured at the Capitol for

two weeks, failed to draw. . . . The Palace

Theatre, Windsor, Ontario, recently ac-

quired by Famous Players Canadian Corp.,

Toronto, along with the Capitol Theatre,

Windsor, has re-opened under the personal

management of Ed. Gilmore, after having
been closed for two months for extensive
alterations. The Palace will have a six-day
policy, programmes starting Saturdays.
The first feature was “Nell Gwyn.” The
Palace Gang of Broadway Collegians pro-

vides special musical entertainment. . . .

George H. Gratias, formerly of Canadian
LTniversal offices at Toronto, has been ap-

pointed manager of the Starland Theatre,
Winnipeg, by C. A. Schaufele, managing
director of the three Universal houses in

Winnipeg, Lyceum, Starland and College.

Mr. Gratias succeeds Fred Croshie as man-
ager of the Starland. . . . The manage-
ment of the Pantages Theatre, Hamilton,
Ontario,, presented an “All English Bill”,

following the plan which was put across
by Manager . N. K. Miller of the Toronto
Pantages. The film feature for the English
Week was “The Amateur Gentleman,”
starring Richard Barthelmess. English
vaudeville acts and English short subjects

were also presented. . . . Manager J . Bern-
stein of Loew’s Theatre, Toronto, has had
the front lobby of this house remodelled
and attractively furnished with advertising
frames, permanent pictures and other fea-

tures. Mr. Bernstein pointed out that a

“Lobby Line-up” was a constant feature of

Loew’s, so he decided that the entrance
should have attractive surroundings for
waiting patrons.

MILWAUKEE
MILWAUKEE, WI^—More than fifty

exhibitors from Milwaukee and vicinity

were present at the trade showing of the
Red Grange feature “One Minute to Play,”
which was held at the Parkway.
Pathe opened up with the Tunney serial

the “Fighting Marine” at the Empress the-

atre here. Every photograph of Tunney
was said to have been stolen from the lobby
of the theatre on opening day. Local ma-
rine recruiting stations are using the “The
Fighting Marine” one sheet on all their
billboards. . . . Ed Grainger, who was
formerly connected with the New York-

office of the Exhibitor’s Herald, is now
in charge of the local Fox exchange. . . .

IF. H. Tracey, sales representative for

Educational, just returned from a trip

through the territory. . . . Mrs. Kehl-
ing, of the Princess, Tomahawk, Wiscon-
sin, just returned from a vacation in Can-
ada and northern Wisconsin. . . . Roy
Bettes and Charles Perry have been added
to the sales force of the Fox exchange.
. . . E. L. Birth, of the Pastime, Kiel,

Wisconsin, returned last week from a suc-

cessful trout fishing trip in Langlade
Count. . . . E. G. Bregger, operator of

the Gem, is now building a new theatre in

Crystal Falls, Wisconsin . .. . Nanny
Blumberg has taken over the reins as gen-

eral manage rof the Universal circuit in

Wisconsin. He is making his headquarters
in the old offices of the Silliman circuit in

the Carpenter Building. . . . Frank Sut-
ter, of the Lincoln, has disposed of his

interests to Stephen Blum. . . . Harold
Ironfeldt, of New York, has been engaged
as hooker by the local Fox office. . . .

Jack Anton and his wife, of Plymouth,
Wisconsin, who were in town for the
MPTO convention, stayed in Milwaukee
to take in the State Fair. . . . Jake
Disch, Cudahy, Wisconsin, boasts of having
made more trips to the local exchange of-
fices during the past ten years than any
exhibitor in the state. . . . Frank M. De
Lorenzo, branch manager for Associated
Exhibitors, attended a sales meeting at the
Drake Hotel, Chicago. . . . Eugene
Pelleterri, former operator of the Princess
and Gem in Oconto, Wisconsin, is in Mil-
waukee looking for new houses.

SALT LAKE
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH.—The new

house at Pleasant Grove, Utah, is to be
named by the prize winner of a contest
being held at Pleasant Grove for that pur-
pose. Branch Manager L. C. Wingham of
the M-G-M office here is still in Montana
with District Manager Seth D. Perkins,
as are all of the local sales representatives.

. . . L. N. Strike of the Kinema of this

city, has left here for a business trip into

Montana. . . . Manager J. A. Epperson
of the local Pathe office is covering the
southern Utah country with Salesman
George Jensen. Charlie Hamal is spending
his vacation in California, and Bob Epper-
son is still out in the territory with his

Pathe product. A. D. Bustanoby, inspector
booker for Pathe, is still visiting the local

office. . . . F . C. Dahnken and Fred
Dahnken, owners of the American here,
are visiting this according to Managfer C. F.
Montgomery. ... Ed Ryan, exhibitor
visitor from Brigham City, the peach cen-
ter of Utah, presented each of the ex-
changes with a bushel of peaches during
his visit here this week. 5". I. Steck, owner
of the Lyceum theatre at Ogden, Utah, is

also spending a few days here.

Clyde H. Messinger, manager of the Edu-
cational exchange of this city, just returned
from a trip into the Idaho branch. . . .

John Rugar of the American, Orpheum
and new Egyptian theatres at Park City,
Utah, is on a business trip here.

“The Son of the Shiek” did a record break-
ing business at the Paramount Empress
last week. “Sparrows” is reported to be go-
ing over big this week, and the next United
Artists production to be run at this house
will be Charlie Chaplin’s “The Circus,”
which will be shown during the month of
October. Andy Murdock, of Heber City,
Utah, is among exhibitor visitors seen along
the Row this week. . . . The Film Row folk
here have formed a luncheon club and thus
enjoy very pleasant associations at a local
cafe at noon each day, according to L. J.

McGinley, local manager for Famous Play-
ers-Lasky.
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“King Bozo,” with Earle Foxe “Babes in the Jungle,” O. Henry Comedy

“The Complete Life,” O. Henry “Jerry the Giant,” Animal “The Lying Tamer,” Animal

m&mm
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“What the Picture Did For Me”
VERDICTS ON FILMS IN LANGUAGE OF EXHIBITOR

Copyright , 1926

This is the original exhibitors* reports department, established October 14, 1916.

Beivare of cheap, misleading imitations.

“What the Picture Did for Me” is the one genuine source of exhibitor-written box office

information.

Address: “JVhat the Picture Did for Me,” EXHIBITORS HERALD, 407 South Dearborn
Street, Chicago, III.

Associated Exhibitors

INTRODUCE ME: Douglas MacLean—A com-
edy.—Bert Silver. Silver Family Theatre, Green-

ville, Mich.—General patronage.

NEVER WEAKEN; KEEP SMILING: Special

cast—-A three reel and five reel from Associated

Exhibitors made up one of the best entertainments

we have offered for some time, and brought extra

business. A great all comedy combination.—F. E.

Moore, Liberty theatre, Lakeview, Mich.—Gen-
eral patronage.

NEVER WEAKEN: Harold Lloyd—Re-issue. A
very good offering that failed to do any extra

business for me. Ran it with a • Tom Mix pic-

ture and didn’t even draw average Mix business.

Lloyd must be a scarecrow in front of my thea-

tre. Three reels.—J. C. Kennedy, Empress thea-

tre, Akron, Iowa.—General patronage.

AMONG THOSE PRESENT: Harold Lloyd-
Good comedy that kept them laughing and got

the crowd. There is only one objection to the

Lloyd pictures and that is the price. They cost

too much, but it seems to be pay for them or

leave them just as you like. Three reels.—Max
L. McClure, Palace theatre, Littlefield, Tex.—
General patronage.

F. B. 0.

THE ARIZONA STREAK: Tom Tyler—This
is a dandy. Lots of comedy, and good from start

to finish. I’ve got a spot saved in the lobby for

Tom’s picture. The girls would like to see how
he looks. Five reels.—J. W. Ryder, Jewel theatre,

Verndale, Minn.—Small town patronage.

THE ARIZONA STREAK: Tom Tyler—Tom
and his pals, the kid and horse and dog, always
put up an enjoyable evening’s entertainment.
Five reels.—Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre,

Neillsville, Wis.—Small town patronage.

THE COWBOY MUSKETEERS: Tom Tyler-
Very good western and will satisfy. Looks like

the star may be a good box office bet in the
future. Five reels.—Marion F. Bodwell, Para-
mount theatre, Wyoming, 111..—General patronage.

THE FIGHTING RANGER: Bob Custer—Not
Bob’s best by a long ways, but it will please his

fans. Five reels.—Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags thea-
tre, Neillsville, Wis.—Small town patronage.

SPEED WILD: Lefty Flynn—A good speedy
little picture with enough comedy to make good
entertainment. Dorothy Dwan in support of
Flynn is very pretty and that’s what we want,
pretty leading feminine stars in support. Lefty
as motor cop is right in a part where he can play
to the best advantage. Five reels.—W. T. Davis &
Son, Rialto theatre, Sharon, Wis.—General pat-
ronage.

MULHALL’S GREAT CATCH: Lefty Flynn-
Class this as good program of rivalry between
firemen and police department. Advertised by
company as Gerald Beaumont’s story. The story
featured a ball game and derived its title from
that part of tale. Not a sign of a ball game or
even a uniform in the picture. Why fool people?
Five reels.—P. G. Estes, S. T. theatre, Parker,
S. Dak.—Small town patronage.

THE JADE CUP : Evelyn Brent—The poorest pic-
ture we ever played of this star. No plot, com-
edy, or much of anything else. Good crowd, poor
picture, lots of kicks. Five reels.—J. W. Ryder,
Jewel theatre, Verndale, Minn.—Small town pat-
ronage.

A BROADWAY LADY: Evelyn Brent—Just

What About
Those Acts?

C ONTRIBUTORS to this depart-

ment refer with increasing fre-

quency to presentation acts played in

connection with films exhibited. This
and other circumstances have resulted

in the HERALD’S devoting the “Pres-

entation Acts” section of this issue to'

a special survey of booking sources
for the benefit of exhibitors wishing
to establish reliable connections with
regard to the stage phase of their film-

show. This survey is the first ever
placed before motion picture exhibi-

tors and affords a practical guide of

great worth.
As use of presentation acts becomes

more and more general in the smaller

cities as well as in the metropolitan
centers the importance of establishing

definite valuations for the various acts,

agents, etc., increases. Just as reports

to this department have served in

fixing film values, so will exhibitor re-

ports on acts played serve in that con-

nection. The same type of co-opera-

tion obtaining in “What the Picture

Did for Me” will operate speedily to

simplify and standardize presentation.

—W. R. W.

an average program picture. Evelyn Brent didn’t

go over here at all, so my crowd was light. Six

reels.—C. S. Watson, Electric theatre, Caldwell,

Kan.—General patronage.

THE TWO GUN MAN: Fred Thomson—The
best westerji we ever played here. The scenery
in this is great. Most all stayed for two shows,
and it takes a good picture to keep them in on a
hot night. Six reels.—J. W. Ryder, Jewel thea-

tre, Verndale, Minn.—Small town patronage.

THE TWO GUN MAN: Fred Thomson—The
best Thomson in many a day and that’s saying a
plenty. Action, thrills, and Silver King at his

best. Some picture. An autographed picture,

please, Mr. Thomson! Seven reels.—J. C. Ken-
nedy, Empress theatre, Akron, Iowa.—General
patronage.

THE ISLE OF HOPE: Richard Talmadge—
One of Dick’s good ones. Lots of action and
comedy in it. Five reels.—Wm. E. Tragsdorf,
Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.—Small town pat-
ronage.

A POOR GIRL’S ROMANCE: Gertrude Short
—This is fine and pleased most all who saw it.

This little star will be heard of to my way of
thinking. Paid out well and in hot weather
around 100. Story very good and in all good en-
tertainment. Seven reels.—C. V. Anderson, Oak
theatre, Oakdale, Nebr.—General patronage.

THE ISLE OF RETRIBUTION: Special cast—
A fair program picture.—Bert Silver, Silver Fam-
ily theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

THREE WISE CROOKS: Evelyn Brent—

A

good picture with some good comments. Good
picture for any town. Six reels.—Nicolaides

Bros., American theatre, Scofield, Utah.—General
patronage.

THE NON STOP FLIGHT: Special east^This
would have been a very good picture, but the
make up of the girl and the man on the island
killed it.—R. K. Lattin, Strand theatre, Valpa-
raiso, Nebr.—General patronage.

THE NON STOP FLIGHT: Special cast—

A

mixture of scenery, showing the starting of the
non stop flight and a lot of other stuff dating
back to 1876 or thereabouts, which my audience
was unable to connect up, including myself.
Seven reels.—T. A. Shea, Palace theatre McGehee,
Ark.—-Neighborhood patronage.

HANDS ACROSS THE BORDER: Fred Thom-
son—I’ve made up my mind there’s no use re-

porting on Fred’s pictures because they’re all so
doggone good. But I can’t help but write up on
the big cleanup I made on this picture. What a
pleasure it is to play pictures like Fred’s, I packed
them in like sardines the second night. Six reels.

P. Kullman, Monarch theatre, Ponteix, Sask.,
Canada.

HANDS ACROSS THE BORDER: Fred Thom-
son—A very good Western. Far above average.
Some good comedy in it. Six reels.—Walter
Hohlfeld, Elite theatre, Greenleaf, Kan.—General
patronage.

THE TOUGH GUY: Fred Thomson—All I can
do is add my praise with the rest. Thomson is

getting better stories all the time. Six reels.

—

Walter Hohlfeld. Elite theatre, Greenleaf, Kan.

—

General patronage.

THE VALLEY OF BRAVERY: Bob Custer—
An extra good western that pleased my crowd.
Good print.—L. Deyo, Miers theatre, Schoharie,
N. Y.—General patronage.

FASHIONABLE FAKIRS: Special cast^-Rot-
ten. Not worth the room it takes up. Very poor
print.—L. Deyo, Miers theatre, Schoharie, N. Y.

—

General patronage.

THE JOHNSTOWN FLOOD: George O’Brien
—Very clever work. Pretty love story. Audience
satisfied. Six reels.—Giacoma Bros., Crystal thea-
tre, Tombstone, Ariz.—General patronage.

THAT DEVIL QUEMADO: Fred Thomson-
Just played this picture and it pleased them all.

It’s Fred Thomson and Silver King and that’s
enough said. They are always good and my
patrons like the clean pictures he gives us. Five
reels.—Minnie Schnoor, Paramount theatre, Sta-
pleton, Nebr.—Small town patronage.

First National
IT MUST BE LOVE: Colleen Moore—As usual

Colleen rings the bell again. Comments very
favorable. Keep it up Colleen.—C. V. Kelly,

Badger theatre, Reedsburg, Wis.—General patron-
age.

MISMATES: Doris Kenyon—Good picture.
Played this new. Good entertainment, good draw-
ing power. Eight reels.—C. V. Kelly, Badger
theatre, Reedsburg, Wis.—General patronage.

INTO HER KINGDOM: Corinne Griffith—It’s
the bunk. The only good feature of this is that
it’s a beautiful picture, but you can see beauty
in a news reel.—Russell Armentrout, K. P. thea-
tre, Pittsfield, 111.—General patronage.

ELLA CINDERS: Colleen Moore—Very good.
The best Hollywood picture to date. Pleased them
all.—A. Mitchell, Dixie theatre, Russellville, Ky.

—

Small town patronage.

ELLA CINDERS: Colleen Moore—Fine. Story
rather weak but Miss Moore’s acting put it over.
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so you don’t notice it until you see it about three

or four times. Your customers come out asking
for more Colleen Moore pictures. -— Roy Culley,

Pastime theatre, Medicine Lodge, Kan.—Small
town patronage.

THE WISE GUY: Special cast—A wonderfully
clever picture, we thought. Pleased a few very
much but the rest didn’t care for it. Business
light. Eight reels.—A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre.

Rainier, Ore.—General patronage.

THE SAVAGE : Ben Lyon—Good entertain-

ment. Received knocks on this but can’t see

why. — Roy Culley, Pastime theatre. Medicine
Lodge, Kan.—Small town patronage.

MEN OF STEEL: Milton Sills—When the year
is over this will, in my opinion, be rated one of

the best money makers to be released this year.

First National is to be congratulated on giving
this special to exhibitors during the hot season.

It made me money and caused a lot of favorable
talk. The scenes in the steel mills are wonderful.
Milton Sills certainly will add to his following
after this. He does some remarkable work in this

picture, even more realistic and finished than his

work in “The Sea Hawk.” Doris Kenyon in her
thankless role and pretty little May Allison does
wonderful with a vamp role. Book this, then step

out and let your folks know you have something
unusual. It will back you up. Ten reels.—P. E.

Morris, Regent theatre, Indianola, Miss.—Small
town patronage.

IRENE : Colleen Moore—Pretty good show but
I do not see Colleen in my favor, and somehow
can’t get them in to see her. Well I don’t know
why, but I guess I have to let her go and not
come again. Nine reels.—R. Duba, Royal thea-

tre, Kimball, So. Dak.—General patronage.

THE WILDERNESS WOMAN: Aileen Pringle
—You have got to hand it to Robert Kane, he
sure knows how to make stuff that you can sell.

I haven’t run a poor Kane picture yet. The cast

all good.—Roy Culley, Pastime theatre. Medicine
Lodge, Kan.—Small town patronage.

THE RECKLESS LADY: Belle Bennett—Good.
Best Wednesday and Thursday for some time, and
with a Chautauqua in town. I held this picture
back. Didn’t want to play it until after “Stella
Dallas,” but got mixed up and set it in. Believe
it would be worth lots more later.—Roy Culley,

Pastime theatre, Medicine Lodge, Kan.—Small
town patronage.

WINDS OF CHANCE: Special cast^-One of

the best Alaska pictures we have ever shown but
did not seem to have much pulling power. Ten
reels.—A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre, Rainier,

Ore.—General patronage.

WINDS OF CHANCE: Anna Q. Nilsson—An
extra fine picture with some extra good scenic

shots. However, it is no great and special and
would have been improved if it had been in six

or seven reels. Taken from Rex Beach's story and
they probably thought they had to put every word
in the story in the picture ; hence the ten reels.

—

Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.
—Small town patronage.

MEMORY LANE: Special cast—Not the pic-

ture that they would make you think it is as I

only paid a program price for it. Can only say

that it is a good piogram picture. Story weak
and moves too slow. Eight reels.—Marion F.

Bodwell, Paramount theatre, Wyoming, 111.—Gen-
eral patronage.

RANSON’S FOLLY: Richard Barthelmess

—

Good story of the early West. Pleased majority.

Business better than usual with Barthelmess.

Eight reels.—A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre. Rai-

nier, Ore.—General patronage.

THE UNGUARDED HOUR: Milton Sills—

A

good program picture but no special. Sills too

good an actor for this kind of story.—Bert Silver,

Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General
patronage.

HIGH STEPPERS: Special cast—Good picture

to good business.—Roy Culley, Pastime theatre.

Medicine Lodge, Kan.—Small town patronage.

THE SPORTING LOVER: Special cast—Bar-
bara Bedford’s work in this picture is of the

highest order. The love making is actually nice

instead the mushy, flapperish kind in so many
pictures. Of course, the Bomberg and race scenes

are not perfect, but they don’t make perfect ones.

It is a picture that will please the majority, no
matter what religion or social strata they repre-

sent. Seven reels.—H. G. Isbell, Casino DeLuxe,
Kiowa, Colo.—General patronage.

THE SCARLET WEST: Robert Frazer—A fair

program picture. Not a special as it is sold.

Does not have anywhere near as much drawing
power as Paramount’s Westerns. It is not his-

torically correct in several places. Eight reels.

—

Walter Hohlfeld, Elite theatre, Greenleaf, Kan.

—

General patronage.

IF I MARRY AGAIN: Doris Kenyon—Not so

good. We found it rather dull and our patrons
do not care for the non-action, non-comedy.
Barely made expenses. Seven reels.—Wm. Mar-
tin, Patriot theatre. Patriot, Ind.—Small town
patronage.

THE DARK ANGEL: Ronald Colman—As
good a picture as there could be put on the
screen, but I don’t know what is really the mat-
ter with the picture shows. They don’t seem to

bring out the crowd as they did. Must be local

conditions, because the pictures are really better

all the time and the crowds are getting smaller,

so that’s all I can say. Red figures give the
answer to this 100 per cent production. Eight
reels.—R. Duba. Royal theatre, Kimball, So. Dak.
—General patronage.

HER SISTER FROM PARIS: Constance Tal-

madge—This is a good picture that should go over
with any audience that likes comedy. It will not
have much appeal for the children. It is not a
special but a program picture. A little above the

average. Seven reels.—Walter Hohlfeld, Elite the-

atre, Greenleaf, Kan.—General patronage.

THE SEA HAWK: Milton Sills—An excep-

tionally big and well produced picture. Did
poorly at the box office, possibly on account be-

cause it was so old. Twelve reels.—A. G. Witwer,
Grand theatre. Rainier, Ore.—General patronage.

A THIEF IN PARADISE: Special cast—This
is a good picture spoiled by a poor title. The
picture was good but I couldn't get them in.

Eight reels.—P. Kullman, Monarch theatre, Pon-
teix, Sask., Canada.—General patronage.

ABRAHAM LINCOLN : Special cast—This is

a 10 reeler that is not tiresome. It is as good
a life story of the great emancipator as it is pos-

sible to put into a picture. I had people come
to see it who never seen a picture in my place.

It gave 100 per cent satisfaction at advanced
price. Ten reels.—H. G. Isbell, Casino DeLuxe,
Kiowa, Colo.—General patronage.

Fox
FIG LEAVES: Olive Borden—Here is a Fox

picture that has eye appeal—plus. Olive Borden
looks and acts like a million in this one. This

is the best entertainment, in my opinion, that

Fox has ever released to exhibitors. It is a
dressed up show with one of the most gorgeous
fashion shows ever screened, and this in natural

colors, and defies description. They put this on
like real showmen, and the women ate it up.

George O’Brien not exactly suited as the hubby,
but gets away with it, aided by Heinie Conklin,

who supplies some real comedy in several spots.

Fox looks good on paper this year and if the

rest approach this, then I am going to be satis-

fied with my buy. If you want a fine show to

use in connection with a style show, then this is

the one you are looking for. Played it my highest

scale and did well. Book it, and play up the

fashion show in natural colors.—P. E. Morris,

Regent theatre, Indianola, Miss. — Small town
patronage.

THE GENTLE CYCLONE: Buck Jones— I

thought it was just a darned ordinary picture,

but the audience thought different, as they nearly
tore the house down with applause. Six reels.—

-

C. S. Watson, Electric theatre, Caldwell, Kan.

—

General patronage.

THE GENTLE CYCLONE: Buck Jones—This
picture is not up to Jones’ standard, but it will

go over all right. Not as good as “Cowboy and
the Countess.” Six reels.—Walter Hohlfeld, Elite

theatre, Greenleaf, Kan.—General patronage.

SILVER TREASURE: George O’Brien—Good
acting, but picture awfully dark and had no pull

at the box office.—Roy Culley, Pastime theatre.

Medicine Lodge, Kan.—Small town patronage.

THE GILDED BUTTERFLY: Bert Lytell—
Pretty good program picture but not a special as

they are saying in the Fox list. Scratched my
print and full of oil, which made it difficult to

project on the screen. My last run was the

clearest so I think I cleaned it in my magazines.
The last guy that ran this before me sure must
have run it through an oil pan. It’s a punk
print. Six reels.—R. Duba, Royal theatre, Kim-
ball, So. nak.-—General patronage.

HUSTLING FOR CUPID: Special cast—This
is a fair Western. Peter B. Kyne’s name cannot
get them in and this picture has no favorite star

to exploit. Six reels.—Walter Hohlfeld, Elite

theatre, Greenleaf, Kan.—General patronage.

THUNDER MOUNTAIN: Madge Bellamy—

A

very poor picture. These things that Fox give us

as specials might have been great stage plays but

they are flops on the screen. This is not the type

of story that a small town audience is interested

in. Not enough comedy in it. Seven reels.—Wal-
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ter Hohlfeld, Elite theatre, Greenleaf, Kan.—Gen-

eral patronage.

SIBERIA: Alma Rubens—Awful. Played in

hot weather, and while the snow looked good, it

flopped at the box office. Americans are not

interested in gruesome stories of Russia. Seven

reels.—Walter Hohlfeld, Elite theatre, Greenleaf,

Kan.—Genera! patronage.

HARD BOILED: Tom Mix—This is about as

good a Mix as was made in this group, though

that is not saying much. Mix is losing his draw-

ing power here. Some of his stories have been

very weak. Six reels.—Walter Hohlfeld, Elite

theatre, Greenleaf, Kan.—General patronage.

THE DESERT’S PRICE: Buck Jones—Another

good one from Jones. Pleased my Friday and
Saturday night crowds fine.-—Roy Culley, Pastime

theatre, Medicine Lodge, Kan.—Small town pat-

ronage.

THE IRON HORSE: George O’Brien—Mark
this one down on your cuff link. One of the

greatest pictures I’ve played for years. They
don't make 1 them any better than this and the

price is right. I was standing them out for two
nights. Eleven reels.—P. Kullman, Monarch thea-

tre, Ponteix Sask., Canada.—General patronage.

A MAN FOUR SQUARE: Buck Jones—Only

a fair Jones story. Is pretty light, although this

one is better than “Fighting Buckaroo,” which I

considered the poorest picture in the ’25-’26 series.

Six reels.—-Walter Hohlfeld, Elite theatre, Green-

leaf, Kan.—General patronage.

SANDY : Madge Bellamy—Rather entertaining

picture in which Miss Bellamy does exceptional

work. Eight reels.—T. A. Shea, Palace theatre,

McGehee, Ark.—Neighborhood patronage.

THE FIGHTING HEART: George O’Brien-
Good picture.—Roy Culley, Pastime theatre. Medi-

cine Lodge, Kan.—Small town patronage.

TRIP TO CHINATOWN: This thing is goofy.

—J. S. Walker, Texas theatre. Grand Prairie,

Texas.—Small town patronage.

OH YOU TONY: Tom Mix—The best picture

of Tom Mix. Satisfied all, and one hundred per

cent. Half society and half western play. Also
good racing picture. Business not big but not

the fault of the picture. Coal mines closed two
months ago at Scofield. Seven reels.—Nieolaides

Bros., American theatre, Scofield, Utah.—General
patronage.

END OF THE TRAIL: William Farnum—
This one is good. Out door picture and good
story. We have some good comments, but busi-

ness was very poor. Not the fault of the pic-

ture. Five reels.—Nieolaides Bros., American the-

atre, Scofield, Utah.—General patronage.

THE BEST BAD MAN : Tom Mix—An extra
good picture. Good print.—L. Deyo, Miers thea-

tre, Schoharie, N. Y.—General patronage.

THE BEST BAD MAN: Tom Mix—Good pic-

ture, but wish to heavens Tom would scrap his

white clothes and get a hickory shirt and overalls

and chaps and look like a cow puncher should
look.—Roy Culley, Pastime theatre. Medicine
Lodge, Kan.—Small town patronage.

THE EVERLASTING WHISPER: Tom Mix-
Nothing extra. Not the kind of picture for Mix
and if Fox continues Mix in this kind he will kill

him as a western star. Six reels.—T. C. Sim-
mons, Auditorium theatre, Welsh, La.—General
patronage.

RAINBOW TRAILS: Tbm Mix—Very good
picture spoiled by a poor print and cast up film.

Hope they will find out that rotten prints and
poor films are the biggest work on pictures. I

am glad I played up these two Mix pictures as
they are too old, and you can’t get a print fit to

show. Six reels.—R. Duba, Royal theatre, Kim-
ball, So. Dak.—General patronage.

TEETH : Tom Mix—Tom Mix always draws
some extra business and this was good out door
picture with plenty of action. But this time we
had small business on account of this coal mine
closing down thirty-five days ago, and I do not
know if they will open up or not for October,
as we expect. Seven reels.—Nieolaides Bros.,
American theatre, Scofield, Utah.—General patron-
age.

OVER THE HILL: Mary Carr—Unquestion-
ably one of the finest pictures ever produced.
Where it has not been shown before, it will draw
people that have never been inside your theatre
before. Absolutely a 100 per cent picture which
has tremendous appeal and will please your pa-
trons like even “The Ten Commandments,” "The
Covered Wagon,” “Charley’s Aunt” or Harold
Lloyd’s pictures can not do. Don’t fail to show
this if your people have not seen it. We showed
it to the biggest crowd in the last year. Eleven
reels.—Rass & Miller, Community theatre, Sur-
prise, Nebr.—General patronage.

Concerning

That Race

THINK it’s about time we again

came forward to back up our
choice for the big cross-country race.

Our “Hoot” is doing fine, has none
of the feminine eccentricities of Viola,

Laura, Clara, etc. In fact, the only
other male contender—Owen Moore

—

is the only one of whom we are afraid,

and we hope the name will not be
found too appropriate when we collect

the wagers at the end of the race.

Another thing, too, if you don’t

order that man Jenkins out of Michi-
gan pretty soon he’ll have to use a

substitute driver —
-
probably Eagle-

Eyed Joe, of whom he seems so fond,

or does that just give him a chance
to drop in again to see those blondes
and brunettes whom he mentions so

often.

If we are going to drive through
there, there will have to be some other

attraction than the fishing that Broth-

ers Anderson and Rand are so fond
of exploiting. Baseball and tennis are

our only outdoor vices as yet. Golf
club has us listed for next season, but
that would leave us too easy a victim

for the Nebraska contingent.

Where is some other South Dakota
exhibitor who is coming in for a

running mate? This is too long and
lonesome a trip for one. Anyone join-

ing us will have to have a car of the

male gender.
P. G. ESTEE,
S. T. Theatres,

Parker, S. D.

Metro Goldwyn
THE WANING SEX: Norma Shearer—A good

'

picture. A few more like this one and Norma
will be one of the biggest stars of the screen.—

-

Russell Armentrout, K. P. theatre, Pittsfield, 111.

—General patronage.

BATTLING BUTLER: Buster Keaton — The
first five reels of this is very slow, the last two
reels are knockouts in more ways than One.

Would rate it below the average Keaton comedy.
Seven reels.—Russell Armentrout, K. P. theatre,

Pittsfield, 111.—General patronage.

BROWN OF HARVARD: Special cast—A 100
per cent picture. It makes you feel proud to

shake hands with your patrons as they walk out.

Eight reels.—N. S. Momess, Electric theatre,

Burt, Iowa.—General patronage.

BROWN OF HARVARD: William Haines—It
is a good picture but a long way from being a
big one. It lacks too much for that. It does not
begin to compare with “The Freshman.” The
advertising said the crowds would stand up and
cheer, but I didn’t notice anyone being very
hoarse when they came out. The hero played a
part that made one want to slap him whenever
he appeared on the screen. He was one of those
cuties, and as such did not arouse the sympathies
of the audience. Jack Piokford and Mary Brian
were wonderful. Eight reels.-—H. M. Face & Sons,
Star theatre, Nashville, Mich.—Small town patron-
age.

BEVERLY OF GRAUSTARK: Marion Davies
—Splendid picture which drew and pleased. Seven
reels.—P. G. Estes, S. T. theatre, Parker, S. Dak.
—Small town patronage.

MIKE: Sally O’Neil—Good picture but cost me
too much. Metro may be the talk of the industry,
but what stuff I’ve played of theirs hasn’t paid
me.—Roy Culley, Pastime theatre. Medicine Lodge,
Kan.—Small town patronage.

GO WEST : Buster Keaton—I was disappointed
in this one. It is not as big as they tell you.
I have seen exhibitors’ reports on this as being
a “knockout,” but I would rate it 50 or 60 per
cent as good as “The Man on the Box.” “Go
West” is too slow moving for a comedy. I have
seen two reelers that had more gags and stunts
than this did in seven reels. It is not a special,

just a fair program picture. Seven reels.—Wal-
ter Hohlfeld, Elite theatre, Greenleaf, Kan.—Gen-
eral patronage.

TRUE AS STEEL: Special cast—A good regu-
lar program picture. Seven reels.—Giacoma Bros.,

Crystal theatre. Tombstone, Ariz.—General patron-
age.

HIS SECRETARY : Norma Shearer—Metro has
many good pictures and this one will come up to

your expectations. Norma sure is a beautiful

actress, and our patrons were well pleased. Seven
reels.—Wm. Martin, Patriot theatre. Patriot, Ind.
Small town patronage.

HIS SECRETARY : Norma Shearer—One of

the best pictures I have played in a long time.
Played this late as a fill in. It certainly pleased
my patrons. Seven reels.—C. S. Watson, Electric

theatre, Caldwell, Kan.—General patronage.

THE MIDSHIPMAN: Ramon Novarro—A 100
per cent bellringer. If you remember “Class-
mates” as being good, play “Midshipman” and
give your patrons a real treat, and if they make
them any better we will have to see ’em first.

You will never regret that you have bought this

good one. Eight reels.—Wm. Martin, Patriot
theatre. Patriot, Ind.—Small town patronage.

DON’T: Sally O’Neil—A good snappy comedy
that took well. Farmers are busy and I had a
small house, but those that came liked the pic-
ture. Seven reels.—H. G. Isbell, Casino DeLuxe,
Kiowa, Colo.—General patronage.

EXCUSE ME: Conrad Nagel—If you haven’t
used this picture by all means go back and pick
it up. It’s a coanedy plus. Received a good print
from the St. Louis office. Six reels.—Russell
Armentrout. K. P. theatre, Pittsfield, 111.—Gen-
eral patronage.

ROMOLA: Special cast—A darned good pic-

ture. It’s a drama of the highest type. Too
good and too long for most small towns. I only
had a fair house as I told my patrons just what
the picture was. A good peppy seven reel comedy
will please most audiences better. Everyone ad-
mitted that the acting was superb. Eleven reels.

—H. G. Isbell, Casino DeLuxe, Kiowa, Colo.

—

General patronage.

Paramount
FINE MANNERS: Gloria Swanson—This is

Gloria’s last for Paramount and she did a splen-
did thing when she quit them with this "hit” to
leave a good taste in the mouth of exhibitors.

She has been hitting on about “four” with me
for the past several -pictures, but in this she hits

on all “six”—the finest thing she has done in a
long, long -time. She really acts in this, and has
a role that creates sympathy for her from the
start. Eugene O’Brien very good, but my folks

don’t care especially for him. This is one Para-
mount that I was glad to play.—P. E. Morris,
Regent theatre, Indianola, Miss. — Small town
patronage.

YOU NEVER KNOW WOMEN: Florence Vi-
dor—This picture means very little to the average
patron as the plot is thin and just a trifle sophis-
ticated with nothing to appeal to one’s emotions.
It’s a film for highbrows. Russian vaudeville
devotees and Greenwich Village morons. Six
reels.—Pace & Bouma, Rialto theatre, Pocahon-
tas, Iowa.—General patronage.

MANTRAP: Clara Bow—It’s a whizz bang.
Clara leads the class. Good drawing card. Book
it and boost it, it’s there. Seven reels.—C. V.
Kelly, Badger theatre, Reedsburg, Wis.—General
patronage.

THE RUNAWAY: Special cast—Fair picture
of the outdoor backwoods of Kentucky. Seven
reels.—T. A. Shea, Palace theatre, McGehee, Ark.
—Neighborhood patronage.

THE RAINMAKER: William Collier, Jr.—Real
good picture from every angle. The work of the
female support, Georgia Hale, was outstanding.
We should have more with this young lady as
featured star. Seven reels.—Small town patron-
age.

SAY IT AGAIN : Richard Dix—Personally, I

thought this the bunk. However, they seemed to
like it.—J. S. Walker, Texas theatre. Grand Prai-
rie, Texas.—Small town patronage.

THE CAT’S PAJAMAS: Betty Bronson—First
we have played of the Fall group. Proved an
enjoyable comedy drama. Six reels.—P. G. Estee,
S. T. theatre, Parker, So. Dak.—Small town pat-
ronage.

THE VOLCANO: Bebe Daniels—Good picture
with volcanic eruption scenes in last reel very
spectacular. Five reels.—P. G. Estee, S. T. thea-
tre, Parker, So. Dak.—Small town patronage.

FASCINATING YOUTH: Junior stars—Here
is a little picture that is built especially for en-
tertainment loving people of today. I got out and
let the folks know that this was a real piece of
entertainment and they came—and were tickled
to death with it. The girls and boys made good.
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tut understand that the act they are using in

connection with it over the Publix theatre circuit

is crummy and made unfavorable impression in

Memphis. Nevertheless the picture is there and
you needn’t be afraid to boast of it if you have

a modern patronage.—P. E. Morris, Regent thea-

tre, Indianola, Miss.—Small town patronage.

ALOMA OF THE SOUTH SEAS: Gilda Gray
—This flopped for me. It is a splendid South

Sea tale, but is at least two reels too long. Nine
reels is a whole lot for exceptionally big pictures,

and this does not fall in that class. My folks did

not manifest much interest in Gilda. Sorry that

I cannot urge you to play this up like Paramount
would want you to.—P. E. Morris, Regent thea-

tre, Indianola, Miss.—Small town patronage.

THE BLIND GODDESS: Jack Holt—You will

never screen many as good as this.—J . S. Wal-
ker, Texas theatre. Grand Prairie, Texas.—Small

town patronage.

BEHIND THE FRONT: Special cast—Played

this two nights to good houses and it sure did

send them away satisfied. The work of this pair

was very good, but I believe the picture falls a

little short of the advance advertising it had. It

is no lemon, however, and will do good business

in any theatre. Six reels.—Paul B. Hoffman,

Legion theatre, Holyrood, Kan.—Small town pat-

ronage.

THE GRAND DUCHESS AND THE WAITER:
Adolphe Menjou—They don’t make them any bet-

ter. This one pleased my patrons who told me
so, when they come out.—A. Mitchell, Dixie thea-

tre, Russellville, Ky.—Small town patronage.

THE GRAND DUCHESS AND THE WAITER:
Adolphe Menjou—Oh boy, this bird gets better in

every picture. Dandy business against Chautau-

qua.—Roy Cullen, Pastime theatre, Medicine

Lodge, Kan.—Small town patronage.

MANNEQUIN : Special cast—This is a very

nice program picture. The story moves right

along and the acting is good. I believe that the

biggest per cent was well satisfied with the pic-

ture. Seven reels.—Paul B. Hoffman, Legion

theatre, Holyrood, Kan.—Small town patronage.

MANNEQUIN : Dolores Costello—Real enter-

tainment. Had lots of comments on this. Sec-

ond night was better than first, which tells the

story on any picture.—Roy Culley, Pastime thea-

tre, Medicine Lodge, Kan.—Small town patronage.

THAT’S MY BABY : Douglas MacLean — A
pretty good comedy but it did not attract a great

deal of attention. MacLean is not the big draw-

ing card Paramount would like to make us be-

lieve. Picture was well done and had several

clever stunts.—Ben L. Morris, Temple theatre,

Bellaire, O.—General patronage.

THAT’S MY BABY : Douglas MacLean—Very
good. Seven reels.—H. M. Face & Sons, Star

theatre, Nashville, Mich.—Small town patronage.

THAT’S MY BABY : Douglas MacLean — A
dandy comedy with action and thrills. Far su-

perior to “Seven Keys to Baldpate.” Seven reels.

—J. C. Kennedy, Empress theatre, Akron, Iowa.

—

General patronage.

WET PAINT: Raymond Griffith—Were I in

the position of Paramount, who advertises itself

as the leader in photoplay productions, after mak-
ing this picture and then realizing how silly and
lacking it is for even the most ordinary part of

the general population in entertainment ; I would
junk it in the deepest part of the first river I

came to. Six reels.—T. A. Shea, Palace theatre,

McGehee, Ark.—Neighborhood patronage.

THE UNTAMED LADY : Gloria Swanson—

A

good picture. Star fine but the same unreasonable
feature in this picture as in “Stage Struck.” The
idea of sending Gloria Swanson down in the ship

to shovel coal was too strong. Kitchen would
have been more reasonable, I think.—Belt Silver,

Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General
patronage.

STAGE STRUCK: Gloria Swanson—Here is a
clever set of colored films that brought out much
admiration, and besides the story is good, and
Gloria added to her admirers here with this pro-

duction. Six reels.—Giacoma Bros., Crystal thea-

tre, Tombstone, Ariz.—General patronage.

THE ENCHANTED HILL: Jack Holt—This
is certainly a money maker. One of the best that

we have shown this summer. Played to a good
house and they were well pleased with it. Give
us more like it. Seven reels.—Paul B. Hoffman,
Legion theatre, Holyrood, Kan.—Small town pat-

ronage.

HE’S A PRINCE: Raymond Griffith—Picture
got over fairly well but crowd does not like too

much of the foolish stuff. Griffith was excellent

in what he had to do and he was doing something
pretty near all the time the picture was on.

—

Ben L. Morris, Temple theatre, Bellaire, O.—Gen-
eral patronage.

THE VANISHING AMERICAN: Richard Dix
—An excellent picture for which Paramount held
me up for twice what it was worth. A terrible

indictment of us Americans for our treatment of

the Indians. Had some Indians in the audience
the last night, but have not got around to ask
them if their opinion of the whites had improved
very much after seeing this picture. Ten reels.

—

Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.
—Small town patronage.

WILD, WILD SUSAN: Bebe Daniels—Pleased
the majority of those who came to see it. Six
reels.—Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neills-

ville, Wis.—Small town patronage.

THE NIGHT CLUB: Raymond Griffith—Pleas-
ing picture with a title that has absolutely noth-
ing to do with the picture. Seven reels.—Wm. E.

Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.—Small
town patronage.

THE PONY EXPRESS: Special cast—Pretty
good picture, but worth only about one-half of

what Paramount holds you up for. Cortez is the
outstanding star in the picture. Ten reels.—Wm.
E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.

—

Small town patronage.

THE STREET OF FORGOTTEN MEN: Percy
Marmont—Good picture and should please most
critical audience. Percy’s make up wonderful
and all cast acting well. Business small two
nights. Seven reels.—R. Duba, Royal theatre,

Kimball, So. Dak.—General patronage.

HANDS UP: Raymond Griffith—Griffith usu-
ally means money to us. There is not much of

a story or plot to this one, but his brand of

comedy sure does put them over. We know the
majority were well pleased with this one. Seven
reels.—Paul B. Hoffman, Legion theatre. Holy-
rood, Kan.—Small town patronage.

Pathe
THE FRONTIER TRAIL: Harry Carey—Good

program to a fair business. Six reels.—Nicolaides

Bros., American theatre, Scofield, Utah.—General

patronage.

THE FRONTIER TRAIL: Special cast—Seemed
to please those who like westerns.—R. K. Lattin,

Strand theatre, Valparaiso, Nebr.—General pat-

ronage.

DRIFTING THROUGH: Harry Carey — Fair

Carey picture. Not as bad as it has been re-

ported. Six reels.—Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags the-

atre, Neillsville, Wis.—Small town patronage.

THE DEVIL HORSE: Rex—Very, very good.

Played Sunday and Monday and raised my admis-

sion. No kicks and all were pleased. Six reels.

—

J. B. Weddle, Walnut theatre, Lawrenceburg, Ind.

—General patronage.

BLACK CYCLONE: Rex—Wonderful picture.

Photography wonderful and played an important
part in the picture’s success. Good house on two
nights. Rain both nights, but it never stopped

them. Six reels.—A. P. Sitton & Son, Muse U
theatre, Tularosa, N. M.—General patronage.

THE PRAIRIE PIRATE: Harry Carey—Good
Carey picture, especially for small towns. You
can always expect to see a good picture from
Harry, and it will satisfy most of the picture-

show-goers. Six reels.—R. Duba, Royal theatre,

Kimball, So. Dak.—General patronage.

THE SEVENTH BANDIT: Harry Carey—

A

good western and drew a little extra business.

The Careys are better this year than last. Six

reels.—H. M. Face & Sons, Star theatre, Nash-
ville, Mich.—Small town patronage.

Pro-Dis-Co
THE DANGER GIRL: Priscilla Dean — A

dandy entertaining picture from every standpoint

and went over fine. Six reels.—C. S. Watson,
Electric theatre, Caldwell, Kan.—General patron-

age.

THE UNKNOWN SOLDIER: Special cast—
Fair picture. No drawing power. Too much
war. Pictures like this and “Havoc” don’t pull

for me like "The Dark Angel” and “The New
Commandment” type.—Roy Culley, Pastime thea-

tre, Medicine Lodge, Kan.—Small town patronage.

THE VOLGA BOATMAN: William Boyd—How
can any one criticize a picture like this. Cer-

tainly a wonderful production. Not one of those

great big spectacles that won’t appeal to any one
but a picture that gets under the skin. We had
a terrible rain storm the first night so didn’t do
so good, but brother, the picture is there. Cecil

DeMille is in a class by himself. Eleven reels.

—

H. M. Face & Sons, Star theatre, Nashville, Mich.
•—Small town patronage.

THE VOLGA BOATMAN: William Boyd—
This is just as good as they claim it is. One of

the best specials I ever played. In a class with
“Ten Commandments” and other big specials.

Note the acting of this young Boyd when you
play it. His acting is something marvelous. The
cast is not so well known but they all do won-
derful work. It’s some show and you can step
on it. Eleven reels.—H. J. Eagan, American
theatre, Wautoma, Wis.—Small town patronage.

MADAME BEHAVE: Special cast— Bought
this right, stepped on it and made some money.
Not as good as “Charley’s Aunt,” but darn few
pictures are from a box office angle. Don’t be
afraid of this. I’d like to get 25 a year as good.
Six reels.—Roy Culley, Pastime theatre. Medicine
Lodge, Kan.—Small town patronage.

THREE FACES EAST : Special cast—Extra
good picture. I paid too much for it, so didn’t

make much on it.—Roy Culley, Pastime theatre.

Medicine Lodge, Kan.—Small town patronage.

STEEL PREFERRED: Special cast—I was
afraid of this because I bought it cheap, but listen,

it’s away ahead of regular program stuff and my
people were not a bit backward in saying so. It

pulled big the second night and that’s a mighty
good way to judge a picture.—F. E. Moore, Lib-
erty theatre, Lakeview, Mich.—Small town pat-
ronage.

BRAVEHEART: Rod LaRocque—A wonderful
picture that pleased 100 per cent. Good print.

—

L. Deyo, Miers theatre, Schoharie, N. Y.—General
patronage.

United Artists

THE SON OF THE SHEIK: Rudolph Valen-
tino—Valentino’s best picture and a very good
attraction. Newspaper publicity on star’s death
caused turnaway busness. Seven reels.—H. E.
Schlichter, Liggett theatre, Madison, Kan.—Gen-
eral patronage.

THE BAT : Special cast—This sure was a
knockout. Business only fair due to extremely
hot weather. Had more comments on this than
any picture I have ever run. A picture that will

appeal to all classes and will please 95 per cent.

Seven reels.—J. B. Weddle, Walnut theatre, Law-
renceburg, Ind.—General patronage.

THE EAGLE: Rudolph Valentino—Bought this

last spring and happened to set it right to get all

the front page publicity of the past two weeks.
First night, fair crowd, due perhaps to threaten-
ing weather ; second night with perfect weather
drew a little better than average. Consider the
picture his best since “The Sheik” and “The Four
Horsemen.” Considering the millions of dollars
worth of publicity, do not believe they will care
to see “The Son of a Sheik.” Seven reels.—Wm.
E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.—
Small town patronage.

TUMBLEWEEDS: William S. Hart—Dandy
picture to good business. Being located close to

the strip line helped on this, as lots of old timers
here made the run.—Roy Culley, Pastime theatre,

Medicine Lodge, Kan.—Small town patronage.

TUMBLEWEEDS: William S. Hart—The “B.
O. R.” gives it as ten reels. I drew seven.
Nothing much to the picture but the land rush,
which takes up about one reel. However, Bill

still has a little draft at the box office, even
after the last two he turned out for Paramount.
Seven reels.—Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre,

Neillsville, Wis.—Small town patronage.

Universal
THE FLAMING FRONTIER: Special east—

This is one of the best pictures which I have had
the pleasure of showing since the “Iron Horse.”
In fact, I think that it is the best picture that
I have ever run. My patrons complimented me
for putting on this picture, and gave it great
praise. I cannot see why anyone could honestly

say that it was not a good picture, as it holds
close to history. In fact, it comes nearer fol-

lowing history than any picture I have ever seen.

Carl Laemmle should be proud of this achieve-

ment. My hat is off to you, Mr. Laemmle, go do
it some more. You sure have the ability. I ran
this picture the first in this state, so the Omaha
office informed me, and I was scared to death
that I could not break even on it. But I spent
about $40 for advertising and the way they came
in tonight makes me feel that I did not make a
mistake in buying the picture. The house was
packed and several were standing. The paper on
this is good and will draw. Step on the adver-

tising and you will wonder where they all come
from. Am running this four days. Nine reels.—

F. J. O’Hara, Community theatre, Elgin, Neb.—
General patronage.

DARING DAYS: Josie Sedgwick—A very good
western. Five reels.—E. M. Biddle, Strand thea-

tre, Paoli, Ind.—Small town patronage.
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MY OLD DUTCH: Special cast—A very good

picture and will please if you can get them in.

We couldn’t. Seven reels.—A. G. Witwer, Grand
theatre, Rainier, Ore.—General patronage.

MY OLD DUTCH: May McAvoy—This is a

very good offering, but sorry to say it has no

drawing power at the box office. The title is

against it as it does not mean anything to the

public. The story is good and acting fine, with

a fine cast. .It lost money for me due to no

drawing power. Eight reels.—C. V. Anderson,

Oak theatre, Nebr.—General patronage.

POKER FACES: Laura LaPlante—Could have
been done in six reels. Very draggy and un-

eventful. However, a good farce comedy drama
for those who like that sort of entertainment.

Eight reels. — Pace & Bouma, Rialto theatre,

Pocahontas, Iowa.—General patronage.

SKINNERS DRESS SUIT: Reginald Denny—
We have some good comments for this picture and
it is good program, but not for this small town
camp. They do not like society pictures here.

Seven reels.—Nicolaides Bros., American theatre,

Scofield, Utah.—General patronage.

THE COHENS AND KELLYS: Special cast—
This is as good as they say it is.—J. S. Walker,
Texas theatre. Grand Prairie, Texas.—Small town
patronage.

THE BORDER SHERIFF: Jack Hoxie— A
good western picture.—Bert Silver, Silver Family
theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

THE BORDER SHERIFF: Jack Hoxie—Very
nice little western with lots of comedy in it and
plenty action. Good for small towns. Five reels.

—R. Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball, So. Dak.

—

General patronage.

COMBAT: House Peters—A good program
picture.—Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre,

Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

THE COMBAT : House Peters—A 100 per cent

entertainment for any audience but mine. They
did not come out to see this good production, so

I guess I’ll just play common westerns after this.

Don’t be afraid of this one as it will satisfy the

picturegoers. Seven reels.—R. Duba, Royal thea-

tre, Kimball, So. Dak.—General patronage.

WILD HORSE STAMPEDE: Jack Hoxi<^-A
fairly good western. The horse is much better

than his old one, but not in the same class as

Silver King. Five reels.—H. M. Face & Sons,

Star theatre, Nashville. Mich.—Small town pat-

ronage.

SPORTING LIFE: Bert Lytell—A good peppy
show with horse races, prize fighting, some com-
edy, and altogether a very satisfactory program
picture. Seven reels.—H. J. Eagan, American
theatre, Wautoma, Wis.—Small town patronage.

SCRAPPIN’ KID: Art Acord—A good western
that seemed to please the fans generally. Aver-
age business. Five reels.—A. G. Witwer, Grand
theatre, Rainier, Ore.—General patronage.

UNDER WESTERN SKIES: Norman Kerry—
This was a good picture. Clean, suitable for any
audience. All of the White List so far has been
good. Seven reels.—T. C. Simmons, Auditorium
theatre, Welsh, La.—General patronage.

UNDER WESTERN SKIES: Norman Kerry—
We were greatly surprised with this one. Not
only pleased, but drew capacity business. The
rodeo scenes make a bull-fight look tame. We
used circus heralds and they do the work. Kerry
is good, also Miss Cornwall. Seven reels.—Wm.
Martin, Patriot theatre. Patriot, Ind.—Small town
patronage.

UNDER WESTERN SKIES: Norman Kerry-
Very good picture. New role for Kerry. Draws
good. Doubled the crowd the second night. Seven
reels.—A. P. Sitton & Son, Muse U theatre, Tula-
rosa, N. M.—General patronage.

THE PHANTOM BULLET: Hoot Gibson-
Very good western with some good comedy.
Pleased the fans. Six reels.—A. G. Witwer,
Grand theatre, Rainier, Ore.—General patronage.

CHASING TROUBLE: Pete Morrison — Mr.
Pete Morrison you are a fine looking chap, just

the right kind to make friends but your westerns
are no good. I felt like giving my patrons their

money back. How long would the business last

if you advertised honey for sale and handed your
patrons a lemon. Five reels.—N. S. Morness,
Electric theatre, Burt, Iowa.—General patronage.

OUTLAW LOVE: Josie Sedgwick—Good aver-
age straight short western that seemed to go over
O. K. with the usual Saturday patrons. Two
reels.—A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre, Rainier, Ore.
—General patronage.

THE CALGARY STAMPEDE: Hoot Gibson—
This is an extra good outdoor picture with some
action. Good business but not big. Six reels.—
Nicolaides Bros., American theatre, Scofield, Utah.
—General patronage.

The Eastman’s

“Ten Best”

THE ten most popular pictures pre-

sented at the Eastman during the

past year, according to box office rec-

ords, were as follows:

1. The Freshman.
2. For Heaven’s Sake.

3. The Merry Widow.
4. Don Q.
5. The Ten Commandments.
6. The Gold Rush.
7. Stella Dallas.

8. The Iron Horse.

9. Little Annie Rooney.
10. Sparrows.

Other pictures well up in the list

include “Kiki,” “The Phantom of the

Opera,” “Ella Cinders,” “Padlocked,”
“Graustark,” “Behind the Front,”

“What Happened to Jones,” “The Bat”

and “The Road to Mandalay.”

ARTHUR P. KELLEY,
Eastman Theatre,

Rochester, N. Y.

THE CALGARY STAMPEDE: Hoot Gibson-
Good western, the type that pays us to run. Six

reels. — Roy Culley, Pastime theatre, Medicine

Lodge, Kan.—Small town patronage.

I’LL SHOW YOU THE TOWN: Reginald

Denny—Seemed to please all. Seven reels.—Wm.
E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.

—

Small town patronage.

CHIP OF THE FLYING U: Hoot Gibson—Is
it good ? Well I guess so. Turn to back numbers
of the Herald and see how many bad reports

on this. The best of this star, bar none. Clean

as a chicken bone and will do you good to hear

a full house laugh and enjoy themselves 100 per

cent. Seven reels.—Wm. Martin, Patriot theatre.

Patriot, Ind.—Small town patronage.

SIEGE: Virginia Valli—An excellent Jewel.

Mary Alden does a wonderful bit of character

work. Gave general satisfaction. It is different.

Seven reels.—E. M. Biddle, Strand theatre, Paoli,

Ind.—Small town patronage.

THE SPOOK RANCH: Hoot Gibson—Although
this was only a fair western it held up good, con-

sidering that we had the Callahan Dramatic Co.

under canvas as opposition. Consider this the

poorest picture this star has made for some time.

Six reels.—Marion F. Bodewell, Paramount thea-

tre, Wyoming, 111.—General patronage.

THE BEAUTIFUL CHEAT: Laura La Plante—
Nothing impressing but a nice little comedy drama
that should please. Did fairly well for us with
vaudeville as an added attraction. Seven reels.

—

A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre, Rainier, Ore.—Gen-
eral patronage.

THE BEAUTIFUL CHEAT: Laura La Plante
—Properly named. This is the poorest picture I

have had this year. “Crown of Lies” and "Wet
Paint” are masterpieces in comparison. Seven
reels.—J. S. Walker, Texas theatre. Grand Prairie,

Texas.—Small town patronage.

THE PHANTOM OF THE OPERA: Lon
Chaney—Truly a wonderful picture and one that
can be played anywhere that people enjoy good
entertaining pictures. Chaney is horrible in his

make-up but very wonderful, as are Mary Phil-

bin and Norman Kerry. This picture is in a class

with “The Hunchback of Notre Dame” and is one
' that every exhibitor should play. The colored

scenes are excellent. Ten reels.—W. T. Davis &
Son, Rialto theatre, Sharon, Wis.—General pat-
ronage.

CALIFORNIA STRAIGHT AHEAD: Reginald
Denny—This one is a whiz. Comedy galore, and
if you do not have to stop and quiet the kids I

miss my guess. We made a new record for hot
weather attendance on this one. A good buy
anywhere. Use plenty of paper on this one.
Worth extra. Eight reels.—Wm. Martin, Patriot
theatre. Patriot, Ind.—Small town patronage.

THE SLANDERERS: Johnnie Walker—Pretty
good small town picture, but the cast is a total

loss. Seven reels.—Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags
theatre, Neillsville, Wis.—Small town patronage.

THE GAIETY GIRL: Mary Philbin—Fair pro-
gram picture. Due to its length, it is called a
Jewel. Seven reels.—Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags
theatre, Neillsville, Wis.—Small town patronage.

WHAT HAPPENED TO JONES: Reginald
Denny—It’s a scream boys. They sure responded
to the action and comedy with laughs, so must
have had a good time all over the house. They
just kept on laughing and every once in a while
they just screamed and a long laugh followed.
It’s real entertainment. Step on it and guarantee
’em satisfaction. Seven reels.—R. Duba, Royal
theatre, Kimball, So. Dak.—General patronage.

Vitagraph
THE LOVE HOUR: Louise Fazenda—The best

one of their 1925 group. Lots of comedy and
excellent story. We used this for Surprise Night
and it drew fine. Get it if you can. Seven reels.—Wm. Martin, Patriot theatre. Patriot, Ind.-
Small town patronage.

THE LOVE HOUR: Louise Fazenda—Here’s
another bunch of junk from Vit. and it’s nearly
the last of a contract, for which I am thankful
Seven reels.—W. A. Doerschlag, Strand theatre.
Ransom, Kansas.—General patronage.

BAREE SON OF KAZAN: Anita Stewart—

A

very fine picture which pleased a large audience
Seven reels.—Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre.
Neillsville, Wis.—Small town patronage.

CAPTAIN BLOOD: Special cast—Very good
picture and sea story with some action. Ten
reels. Nicolaides Bros., American theatre, Sco-
field, Utah.—General patronage.

Warner Bros.
HELL BENT FER HEAVEN: Patsy Ruth Mil-

ler—Good story and acting, with a tremendous
flood scene. Pleased generally. Business about
average. Seven reels.—A. G. Witwer, Grand thea-
tre, Rainier, Ore.—General patronage.

HELL BENT FER HEAVEN: Patsy Ruth Mil-
ler—Good Program picture. Nothing extra. Seven
reels.—H. E. Schlichter, Liggett theatre, Madison,
Kan.—General patronage.

HELL BENT FER HEAVEN: Patsy Ruth Mil-
ler—Failed to discover why any of them were
hell bent, but the picture was a pretty fair melo-
drama based about a tremendous dam explosion.
The picture lacked the class that fans demand
these days in their movie fare.—Ben L. Morris,
Temple theatre, Bellaire, O.—General patronage.
THE FIGHTING EDGE: Kenneth Harlan—

A

good picture with thrills, mystery, suspense, action
and comedy. Seven reels.—H. M. Face & Sons,
Star theatre, Nashville, Mich.—Small town pat-
ronage.

THE FIGHTING EDGE: Patsy Ruth Miller

—

mighty fine picture that seemed to please.—M.
Bailey, Strand theatre, Dryden, Ont., Canada.—
Small town patronage.

HERO OF THE BIG SNOWS: Rin Tin Tin-
Average dog picture. Not up to the star’s stand-
ard. Six reels.—H. E. Schlichter, Liggett theatre,
Madison, Kan.—General patronage.

WHY GIRLS GO BACK HOME: Patsy Ruth
Miller—I never saw a title that drew like this
one. The picture is only fair. Seven reels.—M.
Bailey. Strand theatre, Dryden, Ont., Canada.—
Small town patronage.

THE NIGHT CR1 : Rin Tin Tin—A very good
picture. Different from the ordinary type of dog
pictures. Drew good crowd in spite of rainy
weather. Seven reels.—Marion F. Bodwell, Para-
mount theatre, Wyoming, 111.—General patronage.
THE NIGHT CRY: Rin Tin Tin—I had quite

a lot of praise on this one. Not as much comedy
in it as Clash of the Wolves.” The vulture in
this is a wonder. Seven reels.—Walter Hohlfeld.
Elite theatre, Greenleaf, Kan.—General patronage.
BOBBED HAIR: Marie Prevost—A very good

production. Good cast and a very clever dog.
Business was below average. Eight reels.—A. G.
Witwer. Grand theatre. Rainier, Ore.—General
patronage.

HOGAN S ALLEY : Monte Blue—Extra good
comedy. Melodrama pleased almost everyone and
drew extra business. Seven reels.—A. G. Witwer,
Grand theatre, Rainier, Ore.—General patronage.
KISS ME AGAIN : Special cast—Seems to be

good program and satisfies those who like a love
story, but there are not very many people in this
town to like such kind of pictures. Seven reels.

—

Nicolaides Bros., American theatre, Scofield, Utah.—General patronage.

State Rights
BACHELORS AND BRIDES: Rod La Rocque—A farcical comedy with an English setting bor-

dering on high-brow slapstick. Not a box office
success. The audience was small for a summer
season audience. The acting of Rod La Rocque
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is good as a rollicking American actor, but there

is the fault, as the monocled, care-free, 'witty,

resourceful English Cockney he is out of place

because his conception and his impersonation is

American, not English. It would probably take

an English caste to do the play justice. The plot

is rather involved and it would be more interest-

ing the second performance than the first. A few
people walked out, apparently those who preferred

westerns, but there were many laughs and to the

more critical it proved entertaining. But it’s Eng-
lish, quite English you know.—A. J. Gibbons,

Kozy theatre. Metropolis, 111.—General patronage.

CUSTER’S LAST FIGHT: Special cast—This
sure draws them in. The paper is good, also heralds.

It’s not a big picture but will please them. For
a change we played on percentage and made a
nice little pile of jack. Five reels.—J. W. Ryder,

Jewel theatre, Verndale, Minn.—Small town pat-

ronage.

DASHING THROUGH: Frank Merrill—A pic-

ture considerably above the average of the

quickies. Had good people in it, plenty of com-
edy, and fast action and a most pleasing star.

Does excellent in a popular priced bill.—Ben L.

Morris, Olympic theatre, Bellaire, O.—General

patronage.

JESSE JAMES UNDER BLACK FLAG: Spe-

cial cast—At regular admisison went over good.

They had a lobby display of wax figures that

would knock your eye out. Pulled capacity busi-

ness in middle of week. Eight reels.—C. V.
Kelly, Badger theatre, Reedsburg, Wis.—General

patronage.

THE NEW CHAMPION: William Fairbanks-
Very pleasing show. Boxing picture.—Boom &
DuRand theatre, Ellendale, N. Dak.—General pat-

ronage.

ONE OF THE BRAVEST: Special cast—Poor-
est business for some time. Just an average pic-

ture. Six reels.—E. H. Vetter, Majestic theatre,

Homer, Mich.—Small town patronage.

THE SIGN OF THE CLAW: Peter the Great
—A very good dog picture.—E. H. Vetter, Majes-
tic theatre, Homer, Mich.—Small town patronage.

Serials

THE BAR C MYSTERY: (Pathe) Special cast

—I have played three chapters so far, but it does

not seem to have any special drawing power.

Not enough mystery about it. Two reels.—C. S.

Watson, Electric theatre, Caldwell, Kan.—Gen-
eral patronage.

THE GREEN ARCHER: We played first chap-
ter. Seems to be good serial, but no action, just

society. Two reels.—Nicolaides Bros., American
theatre, Scofield, Utah.—General patronage.

THE GREEN ARCHER: Just ran the tenth

and last chapter. For us, the best serial we have
had in years and we ran them all. Each chapter
built up and the finish brought a record breaking
house for the summer season. The picture is

consistent and the air of mystery well maintained
throughout. If you run serials, get this one.

—

Ben L. Morris, Olympic theatre, Bellaire, O.

—

General patronage.

THE GREEN ARCHER: This did not draw
any extra business, but is a good serial.—R. K.
Lattin, Strand theatre, Valparaiso, Neb.—Gen-
eral patronage.

THE SCARLET STREAK: Jack Daugherty-
Last chapter. Very good serial and held up
fairly well throughout. Two reels.—A. G. Witwer,
Grand thetatre. Rainier, Ore.—General patronage.

Short Features
EDUCATIONAL

BABY BE GOOD: Juvenile—This was a dandy.
These Juvenile comedies are going over better

than the Our Gang. The audience sure ate this

one up. Two reels.—C. S. Watson, Electric the-

atre, Caldwell, Kan.—General patronage.

LIVE COWARDS: A1 St. John—Good com-
edy of its kind, but the situations in it have
been worked to death. Print in bad shape. Two
reels.—A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre. Rainier,
Ore.—General patronage.

OH, BRIDGET: Walter Hiers—Very good
comedy. Hiers impersonates a lady cook with
good results. Many laughs. Two reels.—H. E.

Schliehter, Liggett theatre, Madison, Kan.—Gen-
eral patronage.

PLEASURE BOUND: Lige Conley — Very
good. Some good stunts in this one. Two reels.

—A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre. Rainier, Ore.

—

General patronage.

F. B. O.

ALICE BLUES: Alice Ardell—Just a fair

comedy. Good for an off night. Two reels.

—

J. W. Ryder, Jewel theatre, Verndale, Minn.

—

Small town patronage.

EGGED ON : This was number one comedy of
the new Whirlwind series. Part of it was mighty
good and the balance very ordinary. I suppose
they will get better. Two reels.—C. S. Watson,
Electric theatre, Caldwell, Kan.—General pat-
ronage.

FIGHTING HERATS: Alberta Vaughn — No.
11—Not as good as they have been. Would have
made a good one reel comedy. Two reels.—J. W.
Ryder, Jewel theatre, Verndale, Minn.—Small
town patronage.

THE HEAVY PARADE: A fairly good com-
edy, although not near as funny as most of the
others of this series. The fat men are clever.

Two reels.—W. T. Davis & Son, Rialto theatre,
Sharon, Wis.—General patronage.

MUMMY LOVE: Neely Edwards—The differ-

ent actions and funny makeups don’t mean much
for a comedy. Two reels.—R. Duba, Royal thea-
tre, Kimball, S. Dak.—General patronage.

A PEACEFUL RIOT: Good comedy. Two
reels.—Nicolaides Bros., American theatre, Sco-
field, Utah.—General patronage.

STANDARD COMEDIES: This is our first

comedy from F. B. O. and from a laugh produc-
ing point it is 100 per cent and then some.
Two reels.—Pace & Bouma, Rialto theatre, Poca-
hontas, Iowa.—General patronage.

TAILORING: The fat boys are most always
good. Extra good in this one. Two reels.—J. W.
Ryder, Jewel theatre, Verndale. Minn. — Small
town patronage.

THE TELEPHONE GIRL: Alberta Vaughn—
This was the 8th section and was a scream.
Good clean comedy doing great with us. Two
reels.—Giacoma Bros., Crystal theatre. Tombstone,
Ariz.—General patronage.

THE TELEPHONE GIRL: Alberta Vaughn—
This series has been good but not as good as

the “Fighting Blood” series were. They have
some mighty good comedy in them and make a
hit with us. Two reels.—Paul B. Hoffman, Le-
gion theatre, Holyrood, Kan.—Small town pat-
ronage.

FOX
COMPLETE LIFE: Fair. Two reels.—T. A.

Shea, Palace theatre, McGehee, Ark.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

ELECTRIC ELOPEMENT: Extra good com-
edy. Two reels.—Nicolaides Bros., American the-

atre, Scofield, Utah.—General patronage.

FIGHTING FLAMES: Good comedy from Fox.
Seems as if these Imperial comedies are the best

Fox has, and they sure got plenty of laughs in

’em. Two reels.—R. Duba, Royal theatre, Kim-
ball, So. Dak.—Genera! patronage.

NOBODY WORKS BUT FATHER: Good com-
edy. Two reels.—Nicolaides Bros., American thea-

tre, Scofield, Utah.—General patronage.

A PARISIAN NIGHT: Earle Fox—This is what
I call 100 per cent comedy and if they were all

as good we could promise our patrons satisfac-

tion. Two reels.—R. Duba, Royal theatre, Kim-
ball, S. Dak.—General patronage.

POLAR BARON : Good comedy.—Bert Silver,

Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General
patronage.

SWEET PAPA: Good comedies. Two reels.

—

Nicolaides Bros., American theatre, Scofield,

Utah.—General patronage.

PATHE
AESOP’S FABLE: I think these Fables stand

up better than any of the cartoons. One reel.

—

C. S. Watson, Electric theatre, Caldwell, Kan.

—

General patronage.

BETTER MOVIES: Our Gang—An average
Gang comedy. Have had better ones. Two reels.

—Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville, .

Wis.—Small town patronage.

THE BONEHEAD AGE: Aesop Fable—The
Fables are getting to be too much alike, and don’t

seem to be as good as they used to be. One reel.—

-

Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville,

Wis.—Small town patronage.

BUBBLES: Fair cartoon comedy.—A. G. Wit-
wer, Grand theatre. Rainier, Ore.—General pat-

ronage.

THE COW’S KIMONA: Glen Tryon—Tryon is

entitled to a better vehicle than this story, if it

is one, provides. Two reels.—T. A. Shea, Palace
theatre, McGehee, Ark.—Neighborhood patronage.

A DAY’S OUTING: Aesop Fable—Fair. One
reel.—Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neills-

ville, Wis.—Small town patronage.

FUNNY MOONERS: Ralph Graves— Very
good comedy. Two reels.-—H. E. Schliehter, Lig-

gett theatre, Madison, Kan.—General patronage.

GOOSELAND: Alice Day—Good for children
under ten years only. Two reels.—T. A. Shea,
Palace theatre, McGehee, Ark.-—Neighborhood pat-
ronage.

THE GREAT OPEN SPACES: Aesop Fable-
Good Fable. One reel.—Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags
theatre, Neillsville, Wis.—Small town patronage.

THE KING OF WILD HORSES: Hal Roach—
A very good program to a good business.—Five
reels.—Nicolaides Bros., American * theatre, Sco-
field, Utah.—General patronage.

MOONLIGHT AND NOSES: Clyde Cook—Ex-
tra good comedy. An abundance of laughs
throughout. Two reels.—A. G. Witwer, Grand
theatre. Rainier, Ore.—General patronage.

SUNDOWN LIMITED: A very funny comedy.
—Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville,
Mich.—General patronage.

TAME MEN AND WILD WOMEN: Would
rate this as just a fair comedy. Two reels.—
A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre. Rainier, Ore.

—

General patronage.

TELL IT TO A POLICEMAN: A comedy.—
Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville,
Mich.—General patronage.

WAGES OF TIN : Fair comedy.—Bert Silver,

Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General
patronage.

WISE WOMEN AND SONG: Very good car-
toon comedy.—A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre.
Rainier, Ore.—General patronage.

UNIVERSAL
THE BIG CITY : Edna Marian—Just fair com-

edy. Two reels.—R. Duba, Royal theatre, Kim-
ball, S. Dak.—General patronage.

BUSTER’S MIX UP: Very good comedy. Two
reels.—A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre. Rainier, Ore.
—General patronage.

BUSTER’S ORPHAN PARTY: Century—The
kids like’ em. Two reels.—Wm. E. Tragsdorf,
Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.—Swall town pat-

ronage.

BUSTER’S SKY ROCKET: The poorest Buster
comedy to date. One more like this and the
Buster Brown fans will quit coming. Two reels.

—N. S. Morness, Electric theatre, Burt, Iowa.

—

General patronage.

COUPLE OF SKATES: Neely Edwards — One
good reeler. Neely better in this one than usual.

Good for filler. One reel.—R. Duba, Royal thea-

tre, Kimball, S. Dak.—General patronage.

CROWNED PRINCE: Neely Edwards—A fair

short comedy. One reel.—A. G. Witwer, Grand
theatre, Rainier, Ore.—General patronage.

CROWNING THE COUNT: Eddie Gordon-
Just a fair comedy to go over with a good pic-

ture. Two reels.—R. Duba, Royal theatre, Kim-
ball, S. Dak.—General patronage.

DESPERATE DAN : Special cast—Very good
comedy. Short western. All these dirty shirt

stories have been exceptionally good. Two reels.

—A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre, Rainier, Ore.

—

General patronage.

FLYING WHEEL: Wanda Wiley—Dandy two
reels of entertainment and the car race sure was
raising the kiddies off their seats. It’s good.

Two reels.—R. Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball,

S. D.—General patronage.

FRAME UP: Special cast—Good average short

western. Two reels.—A. G. Witwer, Grand the-

atre, Rainier, Ore.—General patronage.

THE FRAME UP: Mustang Western—These
short Westerns please well, on my serial nights.

Two reels.—Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre,

Neillsville, Wis.—Small town patronage.

HAUNTED HEIRESS: Edna Marian—Fairly
good comedy. Two reels.—A. G. Witwer, Grand
theatre, Rainier, Ore.—General patronage.

HAUNTED HEIRESS: Good action comedy.
Two reels.—P. G. Estee, S. T. theatre, Parker,

S. Dak.—Small town patronage.

HEARTS FOR RENT: Arthur Lake—Fairly
good short comedy. One reel.—A. G. Witwer,
Grand theatre. Rainier, Ore.—General patronage.

HIS GIRL FRIEND: Arthur Lake—A few
lafEs in it. Two reels.-—Wm. T. Eragsdorf, Trags
theatre, Neillsville, Wis.—Small town patronage.

HONEYMOONING WITH MA: She was a

rough mamma-in-law. This was a good comedy
and registered a goodly number of laughs. Two
reels.—A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre. Rainier, Ore.

—General patronage.

HONEYMOONING WITH MA: A rough and
tumble comedy that is good for lots of laughs, as

good as we get of these. Two reels.—Wm. Mar-
tin, Patriot theatre. Patriot, Ind.—Small town
patronage.
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CLASSIFIED
Advertising
Five cents per word, payable in advance. Minimum charge,

$1.00. Copy and checks should be addressed Classified Ad
Dept. Exhibitors Herald, 407 So. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

The Recognized National Classified Advertising Medium

Position Wanted

ORGANIST—MALE; 9 years’ experience in

large theatres on Wurlitzer, Barton-Kimball, Marr-
Colton. Desires change. Must have good instru-

ment and salary. Address Box 117, Exhibitors

Herald, 407 South Dearborn Street, Chicago, 111.

NON-UNION PROJECTIONIST AT LIB-
ERTY after September 1st. Eleven years exper-

ience. Specialize on Powers 6A and 6B. Married;
steady

; do not drink. Prefer Oklahoma, Texas
or New Mexico. Please state in first letter what
nationality you are, pay, hours, etc. Address
Box 119, Exhibitors Herald, 407 South Dearborn
Street, Chicago, Illinois.

MOELLER ORGAN FOR SALE—First class

condition. Fine organ for theatre less than 1200.

Price very reasonable. Address P. O. Box 666,
York, Pa. '

FOR SALE: Bartola Pipe Organ. Used Wur-
litzer Pipe Organ model O, very reasonable.

Cremona Pipe Organ used or new Reproduco
Pipe Organs. Box S3, Havana. Illinois.

Banners for Sale

CLOTH BANNERS: $1.40, 3x10 feet, 3 colors,

any copy up to 15 words; one day service; sent

anywhere; also Bargain Paper Banners. Asso-
ciated Advertisers, 111 W. 18th Street, Kansas
City, Mo.

Equipment Wanted

WE PAY BEST prices for used opera chairs,

projection machines, ventilating fans, portable

projectors, etc. Movie Supply Company, 844
South Wabash Avenue, Chicago.

Theatres Wanted

EXPERIENCED MOTION PICTURE manager
wants to lease or buy motion picture theatre in

city of three thousand or over. Or will buy half

interest in well established business. Address
Eugene Pellettiere, 1020 Wells Street, Milwaukee,
Wisconsin.

Business Opportunity

WHETHER YOU want to hire some one or be
hired; buy or sell a theatre; trade, buy or sell

equipment, or do almost anything else in the

motion picture business, an ad in this department
will get you results. If you want us to word
the ad for you, the services of our advertising
experts are at your call. Simply tell us what
you want to do and how many words you want
used. Rates and address above.

Projector Repairing

OLDEST REPAIR MAN IN CHICAGO:
In fifteen years I have repaired 6,500 machines to

complete satisfaction of the owners. Relief equip-

ment furnished gratis. Address Joseph Spratler,
12-14 E. Ninth Street, Chicago, Illinois.

BEST REPAIR SHOP in the country for

overhauling and repairing projection machines,
ticket machines, motors, etc. Expert workman-
ship, prompt service, reasonable prices. Movie
Supply Company, 844 South Wabash Avenue,
Chicago.

BIGGEST AND BEST EQUIPPED REPAIR
SHOP in the South. Expert workmanship guar-

anteed on all projectors, motors, generators, etc.

Loan mechanism free. Address Monarch Theatre
Supply Company, Memphis, Tenn.

21,400 MOVING PICTURE THEATRES U. S.

and Canada $40.00 or $5.00 per M. for States;

1050 Film Exchanges, $10.00; 163 Mfrs. & Studios,

$3.00; 411 Moving Picture Machine & Supplies,

$4.00. Guaranteed 95% correct. A. F. Williams,

166 W. Adams Street, Chicago, Illinois.

Novelty Souvenirs

SOUVENIRS—Over 300 fine Novelties in our
52 page free Catalog. At genuine Wholesale prices.

Write today. No obligation. Fair Trading Co.,

Inc., 307 Sixth Ave., New York.

Theatres For Sale

FOR SALE: Theatre and Apartment in the

heart of the Finger Lake Region in New York
State near summer resort. Address Box 105, Ex-
hibitors Herald, 407 South Dearborn Street, Chi-

cago, Illinois.

OPERA HOUSE AND MOVING PICTURE
THEATRE at Auction at New Windsor, 111.

Building 110x28 ft. on Main street, A-l location.

Complete equipment. Simplex machines. 250
chair capacity. 700 population in rich farming
community. B’est in Middle West. Auction held
at premises Friday, September 17th, at one p. m.
Possession January 1st, 1927, or immediatelv if

purchaser assumes film contracts. 10% cash. Bal-

ance on possession. For particulars write or

wire Geo. W. Roberts, Owner, or E. Boulting-
house & Son, Auctioneers, Aledo, Illinois.

Theatre Pianos

HANDY AS A POCKET IN A SHIRT. Your
theatre needs the little Miessner Piano for Pres-

entation Acts. One man can move it easily. Will
give the performance formerly obtained only with
higher priced, larger instruments. Amazing tone,

better than baby grand. Write for special offer.

Miessner Piano Company, 122 Reed St., Milwau-
kee, Wis.

Equipment Wanted

WANTED TO RENT ONE OR TWO Power
projectors by month or year. Must be in good
condition. Caldwell Amusement Company, Ap-
pomattox, Va.

Equipment For Sale

1,000 SEAT BACKS AND BOTTOMS NEW
and slightly used. Can match yours. Bargain

prices. Also Powers 6A and Simplex projector.

Address Box 330, Highland Park Station, Des
Moines, Iowa.

THEATRE AND ROAD SHOW MACHINES.
Arc, mazda or calcium light. 300 reels of films.

Bargain lists free. National Equipment Co., 409

West Michigan Street, Duluth, Minn.

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE: Lobby Frames—
Ticket Booths. Libman-Spanjer Corp., 1600
Broadway, New York City, N. Y.

WE HAVE a limited number of A H.P.,
110' Volt, D.C., and 220 Volt, D.C., motors at

$5.50 each. One-sixth H.P., same as above, at

$6.00 each. First class condition, overhauled.
Cash with order. Suitable for operating moving
picture machines, rewinding machines, etc. Gen-
eral Distributing Co., Security Storage & Van
Bldg., Duluth, Minn.

WE HAVE THE LARGEST stock of used
theatre equipment including over 5,000 used opera
chairs, Powers, Simplex and Motiograph Projec-

tors, Generators, Changeable Signboards, Spot-

lights, Stereopticons, Screens, Steel Booths, Tick-

et Machines, Ticket Choppers, Rewinds, Portable
Projectors, M. P. Cameras, Film Cabinets, etc.

Get our prices before buying. Catalogue on re-

quest. Movie Supply Company, 844 South Wa-
bash Avenue, Chicago.

COMPLETE THEATRE EQUIPMENT includ-

ing 500 opera chairs, two Simplex Projectors,

Martin Rotary Converter, Screen, Ticket Selling

Machine, Lightning Changer, Ticket Chopper, etc.

Everything in excellent condition. Big Bargain.
Address Box 111, Exhibitors Herald.

NOW IS A GOOD TIME TO FIX up your
theatre. We have on hand 4000 upholstered used
theatre chairs, 2500 used five and seven ply veneer
chairs. Also brand new chairs in five and seven
ply veneer at 40% less than factory price. Re-

built moving picture machines of all makes, and
other theatrical equipment in guaranteed condi-

tion. Tell us your need and we will save you
money. Send in your order and we will make
immediate shipment. Illinois Theatre Equipment
Company, 12-14 East Ninth Street, Chicago, Illi-

nois.

HERE IS YOUR opportunity to equip your
theatre with fans at a low price. New 4 blade,

Westinghouse ceiling fans, 110 volt, 60 cycle,

single phase, at $32.50 each. 16" exhaust fans,

capacity 2200 cubic feet of air per minute, at

$35.00. 18", capacity 3600 cubic feet of air per
minute, at $45.00. 20", capacity 4400 cubic feet

of air per minute, at $55.00. The above are new
and for 110 or 220 volt, 60 cycle, (single phase,

AC or DC, at the same price. Money back
guarantee. General Distribution Co., Security
Storage Bldg., Duluth, Minn.

FOR SALE: Used Theatre Chairs of all de-

scriptions, immediate shipments. Largest stock of
chairs in the West. The Theatre Seating Com-
pany, 845 S. State Street, Chicago, HI.

HERE IS YOUR OPPORTUNITY to obtain
brand new $4 H.P., 110 volt, 60 cycle, single

phase, A.C., brand new motors with pulley at

$10.00 each. Cash with order. Will operate
rewinding machines, motion picture machines,
lathes, grinders, etc. Brand new 1 K.W. West-
inghouse, 32 volt, light and power generators,
ready to run, at $48.00 each. Factory price
$78.00. 25% with order, balance C.O.D. Bar-
gains on electric fans. Largest dealers in new
and used motors and generators in the North-
west. Send us your repair work. General Dis-
tributing Co., Security Storage & Van Bldg.,
Duluth, Minn.

Organs for Sale
Mailing Lists
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THEATRE BETTERMENT
AWeekly Extension of ^BetterSJheatres

i

Business is declared to be brisk at Walter G. Preddey’s San Francisco factory.

Above shows a shipment of Preddey reflector arc lamps ready to start for Grau-
man’s Egyptian theatre in Hollywood.

5,000 Seat House to be

Erected in Philadelphia
A5,000-SEAT film theatre, one of the twenty theatres of the United Artists

Theatre Circuit, is to be ereced in Philadelphia, with the Stanley Company
of America and United Artists Theatre Circuit, Inc., associated in the enter-

prise. As soon as decision is made as to location of the Philadelphia theatre,

the site will be made public. The determination to erect this theatre came
directly as a result of a conference between Jules E. Mastbaum, president of

the Stanley Company of America, and Joseph M. Schenck, chairman of the

Board of Idirectors of United Artists Theatre Circuit, Inc. Negotiations were
completed last week.

THE new house is intended to accommo-
date “pre-release” pictures distributed

by United Artists Corporation, including

productions of Mary Pickford, Norma
Talmadge, Gloria Swanson, Constance Tal-

madge, Douglas Fairbanks, John Barry-

more, Buster Keaton and the Samuel Gold-

wyn Productions, Mr. Goldwyn’s players

including Vilma Banky and Ronald Col-

man. In addition, Morris Gest is to pro-

duce in a film David Belasco’s stage play,

“The Darling of the Gods,” for United
Artists, and Mr. Gest has signed the

famous Russian regisseur, Vladimir Dant-
chenko, to produce notable films for United
Artists.

'Jf. * *

United Artists Theatre Circuit, Inc., has
arranged also to build theatres of a similar

nature in New York, Detroit, Boston, Pitts-

burgh, Washington, Chicago, St. Louis,

Minneapolis and Los Angeles immediately,

sites now being selected. The Philadelphia

house will be the only one in the country
not directly under control of United
Artists Theatre Circuit, although it will be

used exclusively for showing of Linked
Artists Pictures.

It is understood there will be presented

in the Philadelphia theatre and in the other

United Artists Theatre Circuit houses the

Lamp Gut Made by
Westinghouse

Pittsburgh, Pa., Aug. 31.—

A

5 to 7 per cent reduction in the
price of electric light bulbs
has been announced by the

Westinghouse Electric Manu-
facturing company. The cut

will be effective Sept. 1.

most advanced type of performances yet

provided for the silent drama, including

special presentations, elaborate prologues
and music of the highest quality.

Mr. Schenck might readily have arranged
directly to erect this exclusive United
Artists Theatre in Philadelphia but he wel-

comed the opportunity to confer with Mr.
Mastbaum

;
and it was quickly determined

to align the United Artists Theatre con-

struction in Philadelphia with the Stanley

Company of America Enterprises, and to

make that organization sponsor for the

first run in Philadelphia in the palace of

amusement which it was decided to build

there.

Start Work on

Universal House
Work on the new $1,000,000 Marshall

Theatre in Orlando, Fla., which is to be an
important addition to the holdings of the

Universal Chain Theatrical Enterprises, is

under way, it is announced by A1 E. Fair,

president of the Llniversal theatre organ-

ization. A. C. Marshall, Florida bus mag-
nate, is sponsor for the new theatre.

The Marshall Theatre will seat 2,200 and

will be ready for opening in six months.

It is a combined theatre and office building,

to be constructed on a plot 225 feet by 115

feet, and including a six-story office build-

ing on the main street side. The theatre

will be fitted with all modern appliances,

including a fully equipped stage suitable

for vaudeville or regular stage produc-

tions.
* * *

Marshall, who is now a guest of A. L.

Linn, Jr., New England traction head, in

Newport, and who is in the East acquiring

railroad interests to add to his Florida

network of bus lines, asserts that the new
Marshall Theatre will be the finest theatre

in Florida with the possible exception of

the Olympic in Miami.
Included in the features of the new thea-

tre will be a modified colonial exterior and

an Italian renaissance interior. The of-

fice building will contain 40 offices.

This is Marshall’s first venture into the

theatrical or motion picture field. He indi-

cates that he may extend his theatre opera-

tions, depending upon the success of this

initial venture. R. A. Benjamin of Jack-

sonville is the architect of the new house.
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The Maximum
Emotional Effect

Th e general use of Panchromatic Negative in

motion picture production means much in the way of

improvement in the art.

Used without a filter it helps the picture

—

with a filter, the color corrections are positively sen-

sational. As one user has put it: “The use of ‘Pan’

gives the maximum emotional effect on the screen.”

Eastman panchromatic negative is now the

same price as ordinary negative. It keeps as well as

ordinary negative and, except for the lighting in the

darkroom, is developed in the same manner as ordi-

nary negative.

Yet Eastman Panchromatic is an extraordinary

product.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, NEW YORK
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CHICAGO PERSONALITIES
— By D. H. .

—

TWO bandits struck Theodore Freitag over the head with a revolver
and escaped with $300 in cash at the Harding theatre, September 12.

Freitag is assistant manager of the house and had just taken the

cash into an inner office from the box office.

T^HERE was a total sum of $5,000 in the

cash box but the bandits overlooked
most of it. Almost 3,000 patrons watched
the daring escape while waiting in the

lobby for the evening show.
* * *

Nathan Ruttenberg has (not so loudly)
returned to the job with a resolution to do

a lot of notable things. N. R., you see,

returns with that which he has never here-
tofore prided himself. His particular

amor is that Lillian Propp has become
Mrs. Ruttenberg. The wedding was quiet.

(If it hadn’t been for a note received at

the Herald from Marie Abrams the event
may never have been revealed.)

Barr Leaves Educational

Dave Dubin is condoling himself upon
the approaching loss of a friend and as-

sistant. Percy Barr leaves him September
25. “Purse” will join his brother in oper-

ating a real estate company to dispose of

a tract of land owned by them and re-

cently subdivided. He has been with Edu-
cational more than four years.

* * *

W. A. V. Mack, division manager for

Pathe of the Middlewest, was in and out

of Chicago. He left Monday, September
13 after a two-day visit. His trip is taking

him through a number of cities in this sec-

tion.
* * t-

When the Congress theatre opened last

week Educational supplied the Kinograms
newsreel and favored the management with

rapidly developed pictures that were filmed

at the opening of the doors and showed
two and one-half hours later. David Dubin
in charge.

* * *

C. A. Brady, traveling auditor of Pathe,

is in Chicago for several weeks.
jjC ifc

A Short Reel of Pathenews

Len Ullrich’s back from a perennial va-

cation and George Collins is back from an-

other
;

Pathe boys have been
_

awaiting

announcement of their victory in selling

fillum and Joe Woodward is now first mate
of a new brand of automobile called a

Catillac; Jimmie Gillick is fondling his

Xmas golf clubs anticipating triumph at

the fall tourney and Oscar Florine had his

picture in the Crystal Lake Gazette. Aside

from that things are running smoothly at

the Pathe office in Chicago.

Expects Valentino Films to Mop Up
C. C. Wallace, United Artists branch

manager in Chicago, predicts unusual re-

ceptions for the two Valentino films now
handled by Famous Players-Lasky and

United Artists, “The Sheik” and “The Son
of the Sheik,” respectively. He stated that

Balaban & Katz have just booked the

United Artists’ film for other showings

which will be at the Pantheon and the

Tower due to the records made at the

Uptown and the Tivoli. At the latter the

house record for the week was broken.

He believes that the popularity of Valen-

tino is more than an emotional one and

that it will endure throughout a period of

months.
% Jfc

B. J. Vought, formerly of the Paris thea-

tre, Paris, Illinois, and the Idle Hour thea-

tre, St. Charles, has taken over the Palace

theatre, Crown Point, Ind. James Bikos,

a good friend of Joe Lyon and a decendant

of the same Agamemnon who played hob

with Paris when the latter ran off with

Helen of Troy. Other theatre ventures

are occupying the attention of “Jim.”

'Jft :jc %

Mr. and Mrs. Paul Polka, according to

word from William Brumberg, leave this

week for Hollywood to get in some first

hand requests on the kind of pictures pro-

ducers may make with view to success at

the Polka Brothers’ houses in this territory.

Ray Murray please note.

* * *

Returning from the East last week were
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Laemmle and family

who made the trip via automobile. Other
Universal folks returning home included

/. Alexander who was in the city en route

to his home on the Coast. Alexander is

only 19 years of age but is production man-
ager of the Stern Brothers organization.

He spent considerable time chatting with

William Brumberg, branch manager of

Universal.

Walter Brown, Cleve Adams, Henry Salkin, Ed Johnson, Jack Sampson, Harry
Block and Al Hoffman appear with the quartet of automobiles which are wear-
ing F. B. O. “nighties” on their spares—purely for exploitation of the Grange
Picture. (Herald photo.)

pictures that will register!

!

“THE BELLS” “APRIL FOOL”
Lionel Barrymore Alexander Carr

“DEVIL’S ISLAND” “CHRISTINE OF
Pauline Frederick THE BIG TOPS”

“MEN OF THE NIGHT”
Pauline Garon

Gareth Hughes “DAME CHANCE”

“SPEEDING
Robert Frazer

THROUGH” “HER SACRIFICE”

Creighton Hale Gaston Glass

For Illinois For Indiana

GREIVER PRODUCTIONS
831 SOUTH WABASH AVENUE

CHICAGO, ILL.

INDIANA.
v 218V9immerBuilding

INDIANAPOLIS
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FOR perfect reproduction from camera to screen; for service

that guarantees satisfaction; the world’s leading picture pro-

ducers depend on the world’s leading film printing laboratories.

The

Consolidated ilm rinting Laboratories, Inc.

NEW YORK CHICAGO LOS ANGELES
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By
FORD

Great Gobs of Joy I

Here comes a new Western feature star with th

brains to be original, and the talent to produo

something sparklingly new.

Of course “The High Hand” is fast and exciting

You expect that.

But no one could expect the new slants, the ban|

up quality from this new star who looks to b

hell-bent for the money class.
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Goldu(yi
announces triumphant return oj~

^

9TOUR
Horsemen
TELL YOUR PUBLIC THIS GREAT NEWS!

Member Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc.-—Will H. Hays, President
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Testimonial Letters
I are valuable

evidence, but the

REPEATORDERS
IS

POSITIVE PROOF-
OF SATISFACTION

Modern Picture, Presentations
demands the right type,style and,
class ofMusical, Accompaniment-

read the attached letter carefully

Write Today
for ourJfcw

R.M.O.C. Purchase Plan
sent without obligation toyou...

10BERT
MORTON
1RCAN CO.

Send, me without
bligation full details

fyourNew SellingPlan

ame . .

.

heatre .

eating Capacity

Sty and State .

ROBERT MORTON
ORGAN CO.

^Neiv ^Jork^>
1560 Broadway/

„

1VosAngeles
1914 So. Vermont

Ghicaq o
845 So. Wabash

SanS^rancisco
168 .Golden Gate
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ABOOKING GUIDE
to the BIGGEST

PRODUCTION BOX OFFICE HIGHLIGHTS DATES
BOOKED

ALOMA OF THE SOUTH SEAS GILDA GRAY in Maurice Tourneur Prod. With Percy Marmont, Warner
Baxter, Julanne Johnston, Wm. Powell. South Sea love drama

PADLOCKED Allan Dwan Prod, of Rex Beach Cosmopolitan Magazine story. With Lois
Moran, Louise Dresser, Noah Beery.

FINE MANNERS GLORIA SWANSON in same type of picture as “Manhandled.” Supported
by Eugene O’Brien. Directed by Richard Rosson.

THE SHOW-OFF Broadway stage hit. Malcom St. Clair Prod. With Ford Sterling, Lois Wil-
son, Louise Brooks, Gregory Kelly.

FASCINATING YOUTH Sam Wood Prod. With Junior Stars of 1926. By Byron Morgan. Exploita-
tion smash:

MANTRAP Victor Fleming Prod, of Sinclair Lewis’ Collier’s Weekly serial and best-sell-
ing novel. With Ernest Torrence, Clara Bow, Percy Marmont.

TIN GODS THOMAS MEIGHAN special. With Renee Adoree, Aileen Pringle, all-star

cast.. Broadway stage success. Allan Dwan Prod.

NELL GWYN DOROTHY GISH in story of orange girl who vamped a King. British Na-
tional Pictures, Ltd., Prod. Directed by Herbert Wilcox.

VARIETY Ran for 11 weeks at Rialto, N. Y., to average weekly business of over $30,000.
With Emil Jannings and Lay de Putti. Ufa Prod. The sensation of the season !

DIPLOMACY Marshall Neilan Prod, of famous play. With Blanche Sweet, Neil Hamilton,
Arlette Marchal, Matt Moore, Gustav von Seyfferitz, Earl Williams.

YOU NEVER KNOW WOMEN FLORENCE VIDOR in American “Variety.” With Lowell Sherman and
Clive Brook. Directed by Wm. Wellman.

HOLD THAT LION DOUGLAS MacLEAN’S fastest, funniest comedy. Directed by Wm. Beaudine.
Cast includes Walter Hiers, Constance Howard.

FORLORN RIVER Zane Grey Western with Jack Holt, Raymond Hatton, Arlette Marchal, Ed-
mund Burns. Directed by John Waters.

KID BOOTS EDDIE CANTOR in Ziegfeld comedy hit. With Clara Bow, Billie Dove and
Lawrence Gray. Frank Tuttle Prod.

THE CAMPUS FLIRT BEBE DANIELS in college comedy-drama. With James Hall, El Brendel,
Chas. Paddock. Clarence Badger Prod.

THE QUARTERBACK
V.

RICHARD DIX in THE college football picture of the year. With Esther
Ralston. Directed by Fred Newmeyer.

THE GREAT GATSBY Herbert Brenon Prod, of F. Scott Fitzgerald novel and Owen Davis play.
With Warner Baxter, Lois Wilson, Neil Hamilton, Georgia Hale.

YOU’D BE SURPRISED RAYMOND GRIFFITH in merry, mystery-comedy. With Dorothy Sebastian
and Earle Williams. Directed by Arthur Rosson.

SO’S YOUR OLD MAN W. C. FIELDS with Alice Joyce and Charles Rogers. Gregory La Cava Prod.
From Julian Street’s prize-winning story.

(Continued on page following)
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Jr A BOOKING GUIDE TO THE
BIGGESTMONEYMAKERS"/1926-7

Jr * *

(Continued)

PRODUCTION BOX OFFICE HIGHLIGHTS DATES
BOOKED

EAGLE OF THE SEA Big Frank Lloyd sea special with Florence Vidor and Ricardo Cortez. From
novel, “Captain Sazarac” by Charles Tenney Jackson.

LADY OF THE HAREM Ravishing beauty-love special. Ernest Torrence, Greta Nissen, Wm. Collier,
Jr., Louise Fazenda. Raoul Walsh Prod.

THE ACE OF CADS ADOLPHE MENJOU in Michael Arlen story. With Alice Joyce and Norman
Trevor. Directed by Luther Reed.

THE CAT’S PAJAMAS Love-comedy starring Betty Bronson and Ricardo Cortez. With Arlette Mar-
chal and Theodore Roberts. Story by Ernest Vajda. William Wellman Prod.

WE’RE IN THE NAVY NOW Wallace Beery and Raymond Hatton in the “Behind the Front” of the navy.
Comedy cast includes Chester Conklin. Edw. Sutherland Prod.

EVERYBODY’S ACTING Marshall Neilan Prod, of Neilan’s original story. With Betty Bronson, Ford
Sterling, Louise Dresser, Lawrence Gray. Henry Walthal, Raymond Hitchcock

LET IT RAIN* Snappy MacLean comedy.
Director to be announced later.

THE CANADIAN THOMAS MEIGHAN. From play by W. Somerset Maugham, author of
“Rain.” Directed by William Beaudine.

THE POPULAR SIN FLORENCE VIDOR in Malcolm St. Clair Prod. With Clive Brook, Phillip
Strange, Greta Nissen. Story by Monta Bell. Luxurious comedy.

STRANDED IN PARIS BEBE DANIELS as a New York girl stranded among the frisky French. Di-
rected by Arthur Rosson.

LOVE ’EM AND LEAVE ’EM Comedy hit of stage. With Lois Wilson, Louise Brooks, Lawrence Gray, Ford
Sterling. Frank Tuttle Prod.

PARADISE FOR TWO RICHARD DIX in comedy produced by Gregory La Cava, director of “Let’s
Get Married” and “Womanhandled.”

BE YOURSELF* RAYMOND GRIFFITH in great comedy produced by James Cruze.

MAN OF THE FOREST Zane Grey special. With Jack Holt and Margaret Morris. Directed by John
Waters.

WILD MAN OF BORNEO* Starring W. C. FIELDS.
Cast and director to be announced.

THE HEAD WAITER* ADOLPHE MENJOU starring in sophisticated love-comedy along the lines
of “Grand Duchess and the Waiter.”

EXTRA SPECIAL LONG RUN ATTRACTION

HAROLD LLOYD
Second LLOYD SPECIAL. Harold as a mountain lad 'mid a mountain of
laughs. With Jobyna Ralston. Directed by Ted Wilde and Lewis Milestone.
Produced by Harold Lloyd Corp.

Fill inyourdates. See your salesman
Get set immediately lor dean-UDS with these

paramountQictures
*Tentative titles.
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If 1

BIG
HlS latest work stamps “Big Boy”
as the greatest baby star the screen

has ever produced,

Here’s a two -year -old young-

sterwithanalmostuncannyability

as an actor, whose antics will tug

at the heartstrings of every man
and woman, and bring roars of

laughter from them as well as from
the kids.

* /
presents

M

A great box-office

bet in the new

Juvenilb
COMEDIES*

}

MY KID
“That precocious kid with the derby

and the big shoes does his best work thus

far. ‘Big Boy’ is without doubt a wonder
for his years, and does some bits that

would do credit to a full grown star ....
This offering is going to make a host of

new friends for the baby star .... A fine

comedy for any type of house.”

-FILM DAILY
“This particular one of the ‘Big Boy*

series is delicious .... Entertaining, whim-
sical, convincing and any other laudatory

adjectives you wish to use, is ‘My Kid.’”

—MOTION PICTURE NEWS

ft

l^f^ctuA

“THE SPICE OF THE PROGRAM"

Member, Motion Picture Producers
and Distributors of America, Inc.

Will H. Hays, President.

For foreign rights address
Far East Film Corporation

729 Seventh Avenue, New York, N. Y.
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Productions, Inc.

presents^

jiffany Productions', Inc.,

AH. Hoffman. Vice President

1^40 Broaduaxj, NeioRorkCitij ^
EXCHANGES'
EVERYWHERE-

wmm
s»lfe||mmmmWmm SI
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The Extraordinary Cast of- Players^
in the

c
]i-ffanv' Production.

That Model from Paris

MARGELINE DAY
EILEEN PERCY

MISS DU PONT

Craufurd Kent

Sabel Johnson

Nellie Bly Baker

BERT LYTELL

WARD CRANE
ARTHUR HOYT
Otto Lederer

Leon Holmes

George Kuwa

Directed by LOUIS J. GASNIER,
Adaptedfor the Screen^ by Frederica
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The Cast

tiffanyProduction

LO/T dT JEd
LOWELL SHERMAN
NATALIE KINGSTON

Joan Standing

HUNTLY GORDON
JANE NOVAK
Billy Kent Schaefer

William R. Walling
t

Directed by
LOUIS’ J. GASNIER,



A NIGHT that Chicago will never forget! Another night of triumph that

echoes the unparalleled praise accorded the world’s greatest entertain-

ment in New York and Atlantic City. Playing Balaban & Katz’ big McVickers

Theatre, its policy changed for the first time to play the greatest of road

show attractions at advanced prices !

Continuing to break all records at the Warner Theatre, N. Y. The biggest ad-

vance sale of any show in town— not an empty seat to date, not an empty seat

in sight

!

Duplicating at the Globe Theatre, Atlantic City, N. J., the unprecedented suc-

cess of New York showing ! The greatest event that ever hit the resort with

an advance sale weeks ahead !

And now watch Chicago! Watch this great show everywhere! Motion picture

history is being revolutionized

!

Producersof26 WkmerWmnersfor~1926'27



WARNER BROS.
PRESENTS

VITAPHONEmd
JOHN BARRYMORE
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KKpromises are
Every FOX picture released this season
has met with success at the box-office!
On every FOX picture released so far
we have exhibitors9 congratulations and
thanks:—

and

—

1

Cast of 25,000 -with

GEORGE O’BRIEN - OLIVE BORDEN
J. FARRELL MCDONALD - tom santschi - frank campeau
LOU TELLEGEN -ALEC B. FRANCIS -PRISCILLA BONNER and the PRAIRIE BEAUTIES

JOHN FORD^firodudtioru

Fig Leaves

TheFamily
Upstairs

“Marriage
License? 99
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more than kept /
cTVfrztA the latest is—

3BADMEN
a huge winner as reported

by exmbitorswho have run it

READ! BOOR! PROFIT!
ree Bad Men premier opened

light to capacity audience,

oclaimed the biggest, most as-

mding picture of the year.

)st critical audience of Los An-
les, including press were very

thusiastic and marvelled at its

ignitude. Positively greatest

ening in history of California

emiers. Three Bad Men char-

ters portrayed excellently,

illiam Fox is to be congratulat-

for this most triumphant pro-

ction.

Fred A. Miller

Figueroa Theatre.

Los Angles, Calif.

We were right. The extraordin-

ary opening accorded Three Bad
Men yesterday displayed the

confidence of the public in our

advance statements. After the

throngs saw it the consensus of

opinion was that it would re-

quire vastly more than a page of

newspaper comment to properly

describe the value of this winner.

Some of our patrons declared

that the dictionary meanings of

all the superlatives could be
truthfully applied to your pro-

duction.

Eddie Diamond
Pantages Theater
Salt Lake City, Utah.

We told you so -

Three Bad Men opened at Majes-

tic yesterday. I am of opinion

that Three Bad Men is equal if

not greater than The Iron Horse.

Audience enthusiastic in praise

of picture. Their comments one

hundred per cent. Stood them in

line all day yesterday and all day

again today. Newspaper critics

gave picture wonderful reviews.

I predict longer run and bigger

business on Three Bad Men than

we did on Iron Horse.

J. J. Parker

Majestic Theater

Portland, Ore.

FOX HAS THE PROFIT PICTURES

!

= Coming! The McClure’s Magazine Story —
SUMMER BACHELORS
By WARNER FABIAN, Author of “FLAMINQ YOUTH”

with

MADGE BELLAMY MATT MOORE ALLAN FORREST
HALE HAMILTON OLIVE TELL WALTER CATLETT CHARLES WINNINGER

An ALLAN DWAN PRODUCTION
Member Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc.—Will H. Hays, President
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Now
at Your
Universal

Exchanges

New Poster* - New Aids * An
you what that means when U
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in response

to your many
demands

XuMtk VALENTINO
9 Camel MYERS
ALL NIGHT'

in

Story by Edgar Franklin
Directed by Paul Powell

Jtlm MURRAY
VALENTINO

DELICIOUS LITTLE DEVI L’

Directed by Robert Z* Leonard

Outside the Law' told

VERSAL says it/
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NEW YORK! FRISCO! LOS ANGELES! ATLANTIC CITY!
Red Runs Wild! Hammering Home the Mighty Message of

His Popularity with Terrific Sledge-Hammer Blows!

Pounding Old Box-Office Records to a Quivering Pulp! Rear-

ing in Cold Cash an Everlasting Monument to His Genius!

Joseph P. Kennedy
presents

OMB MINUTE TO PJAY
(By arrangement with C. C. Pyle and W. E. Shallenberger)

Wallops Broadway A Riot, Million Dollar, Los Angeles!

for Amazing Gross of $39,428 Upheaval, St. Francis,

First Week at Colony! San Francisco!

More than 100,000 Persons Pay Admission

m EE' •

Member of Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America. Tnr.. Will H. Hav.s. President.
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Held over 3rd Colossal Week
Colony Theatre, New York!

distributed by

GREATER

FILM BOOKING OFFICES
OF AMERICA, INC.

Story by
BYRON MORGAN

>A1V1 WOOD
Production



JOHN W. CONSIDINE Jr.

present/

A sequel toTheVTieik"

with < -

VILMA BANK/
from, the novel by E. M. HU Lt

Adapted to the/creen

6/ France/4 Marion -

GEORGE FITZMAURICE
Production , >

BOX-OFFICE SENSATIO
BREAKS MORE RECOR]

TORONTO
Telegram:
“MOST PHENOMENAL BUSINESS IN HISTORY
OF HOUSE NECESSITATES HOLDING SON OF
THE SHEIK FOR SECOND WEEK STOP DE-
SPITE HEAVY RAIN TO-NIGHT CROWD TWO
AND THREE DEEP STOOD IN LINE FOR TWO
BLOCKS AND EVEN THEN HUNDREDS UN-
ABLE TO GAIN ADMITTANCE EXTRA POLICE
ASSISTANCE REQUIRED AT EVERY PER-
FORMANCE.”

Tom Daley Tivoli Theatre

PHILADELPHIA

“PALACE THEATRE, WHICH HAS NEVER
RUN A PICTURE MORE THAN TWO WEEKS
HOLDS THE SON OF THE SHEIK FOR
FOURTH WEEK.”

WASHINGTON, D. C.

“THE SON OF THE SHEIK OPENED COLUM-
BIA THEATRE VERY BIG STOP LOBBY
JAMMED FROM THE TIME THE HOUSE
OPENED UNTIL CLOSING TIME.”

Los Angeles, New York, San Francisco, Providence, Mirme

Buffalo, Asheville, N. C., Seattle, Portland, Oreg., Columbt
Newark, Spokane, Atlantic City, Brooklyn, Charlotte, N. C
others have learned about money-making from “The Son
Sheik.”

[UNITED^4RTISTS picture
Each Picture told individually



Sarrjuei ( joldwyn \
presents •

'

rteHENRYKING production

rom the famous novel by
Olive Higgin/ Proiity

Adapted/or the4/creen by
France/ Marion

Dougfaj Fairbarjkj

m

),000 PRESS AGENTS
“This incomparable picture has 30,000 Volun-

tary Press Agents in Denver Today as a result

of that many having viewed it last week.

NEVER IN THE HISTORY OF THE
VICTORY THEATRE HAVE SO
MANY MESSAGES BEEN DELIV-

ERED TO THE MANAGEMENT
AND ATTENDANTS, DIRECTLY
FROM THE PATRONS WITHOUT
SOLICITATION.”

Denver Post

ti Dallas” has created MILLIONS OF VOLUNTARY
ES AGENTS ALL OVER THE WORLD. It is one of

eatest builders of Word-Of-Mouth advertising that has

r »een produced, and that means

Released

United Artist* Corporate
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Announcing

A NATIONAL
SERVICE

OF THEATRE EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES

CONVINCED that a bigger and better Service should be given the
theatre owner, certain leaders in the equipment field have organ-
ized the leading concerns in the country into one National Serv-

ice Unit.

Such a National organization was an economic necessity to eliminate

the chaotic conditions which existed, and to eliminate wastes accom-
panying efforts to conduct small individual businesses on a Service
policy.

Gathering together the brains and ideas of the equipment field into one
efficient unit, it is possible to function at less expense, and offer to every
theatre owner and every large organization a better service with less

loss motion and confusion.

The following equipment companies, with very few changes in per-

sonnel, offer you in the new organization, whose name appears below,
more for your investments in equipment and supplies than you have
ever enjoyed before.

Amusement Supply Company, Detroit,

Mich.

Theatre Equipment Company, Detroit,

Mich.

Theatre Supply Company, Cleveland,

Ohio.

Dwyer Brothers & Co., Cincinnati, Ohio.

Hollis-Smith-Morton Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Becker Theatre Supply Co., Buffalo, N.Y.

N. C. Haefele & Co., Baltimore, Md.
Washington Theatre Supply Co., Wash-

ington, D. C.

Philadelphia Theatre Equipment Co.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

Howell’s Cine Equipment Co., New York,
N. Y.

Independent Movie Supply Co., New
York, N. Y.

United Theatre Equipment Co., Boston,

Mass.

Exhibitors Supply Co., Boston, Mass.

Eastern Theatre Equipment Co., Boston,

Mass.

Exhibitors Supply Co., of Ind., Indian-

apolis, Ind.

Yale Theatre Supply Co., Kansas City,

Mo.
Yale Theatre Supply Co., Oklahoma City,

Okla.

Cole Theatre Supply Co., Kansas City,

Mo.
Western Theatre Supply Co., Omaha,

Neb.

Denver Theatre 'Supply Co., Denver,
Colo.

Salt Lake Theatre Supply Co., Salt Lake
City, Utah.

Utah Theatre Supply Co., Salt Lake City,

Utah.

Pacific Amusement Supply Co., Los
Angeles, Cal.

California Motion Picture Equipment
Co., Los Angeles, Cal.

Theatre Equipment & Supply Co., San
Francisco, Cal.

Western Theatre Supply Co., San Fran-

cisco, Cal.

B. F. Shearer, Inc., Seattle, Wash.
Theatre Supply Co., Seattle, Wash.
Service Film & Supply Co., Portland,

Ore.

Southern Theatre Equipment Company,
Atlanta. Ga.

Southern Theatre Equipment Company,
New Orleans, La.

Southern Theatre Equipment Company,
Dallas, Texas.

Southern Theatre Equipment Company,
Oklahoma City, Okla.

Southern Theatre Equipment Company,
Charlotte, N. C

Theatre Equipment Supply Company,
Atlanta, Ga.

Simplex Theatre Supply Co., Dallas, Tex.

Capital Merchandise Co., Chicago, 111.

Exhibitors Supply Co., Chicago, 111.

Exhibitors Supply Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

Exhibitors Supply Co., Omaha, Neb.
Exhibitors Supply Co., Denver, Colo.

Amusement Supply Co., Chicago, 111.

National Theatre Supply Company
A NATIONAL SERVICE
Branches in Thirty-two Cities
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etro

/announces return^ of

gkfour,
HORSEMEN
TELL YOUR PUBLIC THIS GREAT NEWS!
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ROBERT KANE
Presents

THE PRINCE
OF TEMPTERS

with

LOIS MORAN, BEN LYON
LYA DE PUTTI

and
MART BRIAN, IAN KEITH,

Sam Hardy, Olive Tell

Adapted Iron THE EX-DUKE,
a novel by E. Phillip, Oppenhelm

, A Lothar Mendes
he Production

Rational

with

mart a

and ttOTD
Weigh*

intent

I?—
Small and Rogers

Presents

‘“"w V,

»•> fl..Corlsme Griffith

Adelaide Hell****
An origin*5

Continnlty by Adelaide B.

and -lack Wagner

Directed toy

Richard Wallace
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Martin J. Quigley, Publisher <§>o Editor j

Belmont and Granada Emphasize Chicago’s Theatre Supremacy—Beauty Contestants

at A. M. P. A. Meeting Draw Big Attendance—Christine Hamilton on A. E. Pub-

licity Staff.

Chicago Tests Vitaphone; Approves Eastern Verdict; Okayed at Opening in World The-

atre Center; Press Trained on Best in Theatre Entertainment Echoes Enthusiasm

of Trade Experts.

Ten Firms’ Earnings Placed Above 24 Millions for Year; Wall Street News Says 60,000

in Seven Production Companies Own More Than 11,000,000 Shares; Stanley Com-

pany’s Earnings Averaged at More Than Million.

Grange Film Supplants Loew Vaudeville for Chicago Run; Circuit Left Without Chicago

Outlet During F. B. O. Showing—Warners’ 6XBR Adds Laurels at World Radio

Fair—Fleck Succeeds Cohill As F. P. L. Casting Director.

Storm Hits Theatres Hard in South; Deaths Feared; Business Paralyzed; Many Picture

Houses in Area Leveled by Hurricane—Chadwick Beating Schedule with 3 Made,

2 Starting—Hays Cleans House in Publicity, Says Associated Press.

J. M. Schenck Joins Leaders with $4,250,000 Insurance; Deal Handled by Artie Stebbins

Places United Artists Chairman Third Behind William Fox’s $6,000,000 and Adolph

Zukor’s $5,000,000—New Stage and Laboratory on Metro Program.
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HERALD
Editorial

by

MaitinJ.Quigley

THE formation of the National Theatre Supply
company, representing a consolidation of thirty-five

motion picture equipment dealers and supply houses,

is a development of scope and significance. Details of

this merger were reported last week.

The new organization will cater nationally to the

field. It is made up of a group of strong and successful

individual units which have been operating for some
time in the various key centers. It is an interesting

fact that the head of the new organization is Mr. H. A.

R. Dutton, a Chicagoan who has steadily built himself

and his interests into a commanding position over a

period of twelve years. Mr. Dutton originally estab-

lished the Exhibitors Supply company in Chicago. With
this as the parent company he eventually branched out

into other exchange centers, forming a chain of supply
houses.

From this position of vantage Mr. Dutton logically

steps into the presidency of the consolidation. From
a long observation of Mr. Dutton’s capable and aggres-

sive management we feel that the consolidation is excep-

tionally fortunate in having Mr. Dutton as its operating

head.

This consolidation is a sound and logical development

in the equipment field. Having welded together a

group of strong units, it is now in a position to render

nationally a thoroughly indispensable service to thea-

tre owners in matters of equipment, maintenance and

operation. Progress in the theatre field has been so

swift and uncompromising that the theatre owner faces

a pressing need of the best possible service in equipment
matters. The new organization will aim to meet this

need, and with the facilities at its command it offers

great promise of immediately becoming a substantial

factor in continuing progress and development in the

theatre field.

We offer our congratulations to Mr. Dutton and his

associates on the great and far-reaching move they have
brought about.

* *3- *

FIRST NATIONAL production forces have just con-

tributed interesting and instructive light on the

mooted question of color photography. Five leading

directors for First National have written opinions for

a symposium on the subject which contain no startling

contradiction to the generally accepted thought on the

subject, but at the same time place the question in a

definite and settled state for the time being, at least.

The five directors—Fitzmaurice, Brabin, Balboni, Dil-

lon and Archainbaud—all are in agreement that while

colored inserts under appropriate circumstances serve

a good purpose, yet an extended use of color involves

disadvantages and will continue to do so until actual

color photography becomes a reality. And even then
monochromatic photography will be adequate for gen-

eral story telling.
# * *

NOT that additional evidences of the stability and
sound development of the industry are required,

at the same time it is a pleasant task to point to the

Paramount Building, now nearing completion in Times

Square, New York City, and to the First National
Studio, recently opened in Los Angeles.

The Paramount Building is actually and genuinely a

monument to the Famous Players-Lasky corporation
and to the industry. It will be a sight of wonderment
to New Yorkers and to visitors to the Metropolis. It

occupies what is probably the most conspicuous location
in all of New York. It has a mien of dignity and sub-
stantiality comparable with the most noted public build-

ings of the city. The inaugural ceremonies at this

structure would he an appropriate moment for a world-
wide proclamation to the effect that the industry is no
longer “in its infancy.”

On the production side, the new First National Studio
is a comparable development. It represents the latest

and most impressive word on studio construction and
appointments and should be a source of gratification to

the First National organization and the industry gen-
erally.

* * *

THE question of what radio means to motion picture

theatres comes again into the foreground with a

statement from Publix Theatres corporation to the ef-

fect that after test and experiment it was found by that

theatre company that radio is a failure as far as in-

creasing box office receipts is concerned.

The experience gained by Publix is an important con-

tribution to the record, but it does not seem proper that

it should be considered as conclusive for all theatres

and for the country at large.

There doubtlessly are many difficulties involved in

the work of linking up successfully the publicity value
of radio with motion picture theatres, but it seems very
plain to us that where an effective linking up may be
obtained great benefits are possible. The radio affords

one of the greatest publicity forces of the modem world.
Where it can be used effectively it offers advantages
which are unobtainable elsewhere.

* * *

THE sane and considerate attitude of the British

trade press toward the recent attaek of Sir Oswald
Stoll upon the contract for distribution between Fa-
mous Players-Lasky corporation and the British Na-
tional Pictures, Ltd., should be the source of real grati-

fication to the American trade.

Sir Oswald denounced the contract recently obtained
by Mr. J. D. Williams as “evidence of a world-wide con-
trol of films falling into American hands.”

It will be recalled that the Stoll interests have re-

peatedly attempted to gain distribution for their prod-
uct in the American market, at one time establishing a

chain of exchanges throughout the country. This and
other efforts were unsuccessful. The pictures offered
proved to be unsuitable.

The British trade press—very correctly—character-
izes Sir Oswald’s objection to the Famous-British Na-
tional contract as “more a case of sour grapes than sound
reason.”
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Belmont, Granada, Emphasize
Chicago’s Theatre Supremacy

Week’s Openings Add 7,500 Seats—25,000 More Available in

Near Future—Business at Peak—Not Enough
Good Pictures Open

Chicago theatre openings last week added approximately 7,500 seats

for theatregoers in the neighborhood areas and gave Chicago two more
excellent reasons for admitting itself to be the theatre capital of the

world—the Belmont and Granada theatres. The Belmont opened Septem-
ber 13, the Granada September 18, both premieres rating as social and
civic events of historical importance in their respective communities.

Still More Seats Promised

Addition of these houses gives the city something like 30 theatres

bearing the extremely high qualifications read into the term “DeLuxe”
by trade and public of the theatre capital. And while these theatres are

getting into their stride as operating playhouses, builders are being
stimulated to rush completion of half dozen more of at least parallel

proportions.

Save
Section

Two!
The Fall Number of THE

BOX OFFICE RECORD and
EQUIPMENT INDEX is pub-

lished as Section Two of this

issue.

Save your copy!
Re-order demands have ex-

hausted every past edition of

this special service section

months before press date of the

next, despite printing of stead-

ily increased reserve supplies.

Do not be deprived of BOX
OFFICE RECORD-EQUIP-
MENT INDEX guidance by
loss or theft.

Save Section Two.

Four Cameramen
Maimed Making
Cavalry Scene

(Special to the Herald)

WARSAW, Sept. 21.—Four French cam-
eramen were maimed near here when a
troop of Polish Uhlans who figure largely
in the picture rode down the cameras mak-
ing the shots. The explanation of the ac-
cident is that a cloud of dust arose and
enveloped the cameramen and horsemen
and in the resulting confusion the riders
lost direction.

Minister Tarkowski of Poland officially

expressed his country’s sympathy to the
French government.

No Orchestra in Pit

at McVickers Program
For the first time in the history of the

McVickers theatre in Chicago, a regular
motion picture program was given with-
out employing an orchestra, when War-
ner Brothers presented Vitaphone and
John Barrymore’s “Don Juan,” opening
last week.
Balaban & Katz, lessee of McVickers,

always has given orchestras an impor-
tant part in the program, but this time
the pit was empty. However, there was
an abundance of music, because the first

part of the program consisted almost
entirely of numbers by world leaders of
opera and concert stage, presented by
Vitaphone, while the New York Phil-
harmonic orchestra gave synchronized
music, again by Vitaphone, for the
showing of “Don Juan.”

Famous Issues Regular
$2 Preferred Dividend

(Special to the Herald)
NEW YORK, Sept. 21.-—The regular

quarterly dividend of $2 a share on the
preferred stock of Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation, payable November 1, to stock-
holders of record at the close of business
October 15, was declared last week by the
board of directors. The books will not
close.

These latter include two new houses
of the National Theatres Corpo/ation,
a new Ascher Brothers project, a some-
what mysterious but apparently huge
construction job popularly credited to
Balaban & Katz, a big Schoenstadt thea-
tre scheduled for early opening and an-
other new Marks Brothers house. With
these and several smaller houses under
construction, announcement is made of
a huge new theatre to be built into the
Congress Hotel, gossiped about as the
United Artists opening in Chicago, and
the morning’s paper reveals plans for
another National Theatres house of the
atmospheric type popularized by John
Eberson to be built in Cicero by that
architect. This is expected to cost $1,-

800,000.

Great Fleet Operating
These great new theatres (it has be-

come a Chicago habit to build nothing
under a million dollars and very few at
that low figure) augment a fleet of thea-
tres already in operation which beggars
comparison with those of any other city
in the world. The location and present
condition of business at these theatres
is of interest.

The downtown Chicago line-up com-
prises the Chicago, popularly regarded
as the ace house of the show business,
the Oriental, where Paul Ash performs,
McVickers, recently turned over to
Warner Brothers for Vitaphone, and the
Roosevelt, straight picture theatre for
the past few years but equipped for the
modern type of filmshow. The Capitol
is 11 miles south of the Loop, the
Granada is a little less than that far
North of it, the Belmont, Senate, Hard-
ing and three of the new houses in con-
struction are not quite that far West.
In this far flung half circle, Lake Michi-
gan occupying the other half of it, gigan-
tic playhouses are strewn strategically
about in compliance with density of pop-
ulation, transportation facilities and simi-
lar considerations.

All Good Theatres
This scattering of the big Chicago

theatres is not readily understood with-
out reference to the “iron band” formed
downtown by the elevated railroad struc-
ture, which paralyzed big building for
so many years as to produce this wide-
spread building tendency when develop-
ment finally broke the artificial bonds
and went its way to the neighborhoods.
This also explains the fact that these

theatres 5 and 10 miles away from the
heart of the city are wholly on a par
with the best downtown houses and pres-
ent performances of the same magnitude

at the same admission prices. The Up-
town, located on the far North Side, is

rated even by Balaban & Katz’ most
faithful followers as a better theatre than
the Chicago. If it be given an arbitrary
rating of 99 per cent, the city offers at

least 25 houses that would scale between
that and 85.

Not Enough Pictures
There are not enough pictures, at

least not enough good pictures open
to general booking, to provide all these
houses with the first run stuff which
they require by the very excellence of
their appointments and equipment. This
is one of the reasons contributing to the
almost unanimous use of presentation in

one form or another. Another and per-

haps bigger reason is that Chicagoans
demand stage entertainment with their

pictures, Balaban & Katz having taught
them to do so through the policy which
attempt is being made to nationalize for

Publix.
Booking deals figure importantly in

the plans for opening, or even building,

new theatres. Much product is delayed
for downtown opening until the rest of

the country has seen it and forgotten
about it. Much product sent to the ter-

ritory around Chicago never gets a break
in a first fine Chicago theatre. This
situation is one of the most important
problems confronting the men with the
millions that are being spent in adding
to this great layout of theatres.

But Business Is Good
But business is good at all of these

houses. Pictures or no pictures, the men
who build these theatres put on a show
worth at least the money charged for it.

Stage shows employing 50 to 75 per-
formers are the rule rather than the
exception. By use of these, particularly

the stage band type of show now most
popular, and by use of featured organ-
ists, neighborhood enterprises and prac-
tically infallible precision in mechanical
operation of the theatres, business is held
at top level throughout the year. Mod-
ern ventilating apparatus in all of the big
houses actually makes the Summer the
most profitable season by the ledger.

Experts in the trade attribute the suc-
cess of the picture show business in Chi-
cago in part to the example laid down
by Sam Katz during his career in this

city and to a seemingly general under-
standing among exhibitors that there can
be no such condition as “over seating”
unless it is produced by “under selling.”

There is no sign of the latter and the
city thus far has grown fast enough to

provide new good locations.
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"^T EW YORK—Harry Reichenbach has
*-^been asked to exploit a golf ball with
phonograph attachment which will say
“Here I am,” whenever it rolls into long
grass. . . . Jimmy Grainger hooped up
Toronto last week and hooped right back
again. . . . Tommy Dowd, right and
left bower of Major Bowes at the Capitol,

is back from Europe just bubbling over
with great ideas. . . . Al Jolson is try-

ing to prove in court that he is a rotten

film actor, and D. W. Griffith is trying to

prove that Jolson is good. . . . Howard
Dietz, wearing his tennis championship
honors modestly, says there is still room
on his weskit for one more medal. . . .

Artie W. Stebbins wants to know who is

the George W. Stebbins that was credited
in Film Daily with writing Joe Schenck’s
insurance. . . . Fred Quimby, asked
what “Fox Week” was, replied that every
week is Fox week in the short feature field.

Fred Beetson, Hays’ West Coast represen-
tative, arrived in New York last week for
a stay of a couple of weeks. . . . Julius
Singer is off to a boy scout convention at
Hot Springs, and Paul Gulick expresses
the hope that they don’t mistake him for
one of the kids and keep him there. . . .

Harry Kraft of the Alf T. Wilton office

who has many friends among film men, is

in Flower Hospital following an operation
for appendicitis. . . . Harry Gitte'lson,

Colony theatre manager, was almost but
not quite held up by a couple of holdup
men who didn’t ask for Annie Oakleys to

the Red Grange picture. . . . Dan Do-
herty is organizing a hand ball team in
the Fox publicity department, which makes
Harry Buxbaum smile boisterously. . . .

Foil Baum of Elbee Pictures has returned
from an extensive selling trip and says
business is good and getting better. . . .

George Morris who has been confined to
his home is reported better and soon back
on his job of producing short pictures. . . .

Fred Fleck has been appointed successor
to William Coliill as casting director at

Paramount’s Long Island City studios. . . .

Dr. A. H. Giannini, popular banker who
just loves to lend money to picture people,
is back from a long vacation in Europe,
and ready to stand a tap. . . . Kenneth
Fitzpatrick who looks after the destinies of
50 odd picture houses in the midwest when
he is not playing polo will remain in the
East until after the fight. . . . Nat Man-
helm, foreign manager of Universal, left

last week for a long European tour. . . .

George Weeks, genera! sales manager of
Paramount, is back from a trip to the
Coast and way stations. . . . Dr. Hugo
Riesenfeld is writing the music for “The
Sorrows of Satan” which opens in the
Cohan theatre next month. . . . H. A. R.
Dutton, head of the new National Theatres
Supply Company, spent several days here
last week in conference with Joe Hornstein,
et al. . . . Bert Moeller has appointed
Ben Hoover director of publicity for Amer-
ican Cinemata Association. . . . Samuel
Carlisle, for many years with Price, Water-
house & Co., has joined the Warner Broth-
ers forces as comptroller. . . . John
Brownell, scenario editor of F. B. O., has
gone to the Coast on business connected
with production. . . . Marcus Loew
says he is willing to give a cup for tennis

but he won’t play it.

T'' ENERAL view of some of the motion picture stars’ new homes being
W* erected in Beverly Crest, Beverly Hills, Cal. Viola Dana’s new home
(framework up) is just at the right of the center of the picture. Geo. E. Read,

Inc., has the exclusive sale of this beautiful California tract. Inset is of Geo.

E. Read.

pRED THOMSON’S home at Beverly Hills. The F. B. O. star has one of

the prettiest and most commodious homes in Southern California. Geo. E.

Read, Inc., sold this property to Thomson.

WORK is progressing rapidly on the Doheny estate at Beverly Hills, which

abuts the Geo. E. Read, Inc., property, where many stars live. This is

a $5,000,000 home project adjoining the Geo. E. Read, Inc., tract, Beverly

Crest. Two sixty-four-room homes—a guest house and Mr. Doheny’s private

residence—are to be erected here. Inset is of Jack Conant, assistant general

sales manager of Geo. E. Read, Inc.

—SPARGO.
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Chicago Tests Vltaphone
;

Approves Eastern Verdict
Chicago Papers Okayed at Opening in
Laud Vitaphone World Theatre Center

CLTld Don JUCin Press Trained on Best in Theatre Entertainment
Echoes Enthusiasm of Trade Experts

By WILLIAM R. WEAVER
Vitaphone experienced its crucial test September 15 when submitted to

the most expert and critical motion picture public in the world at McVick-
ers theatre, Chicago. This Chicago public, trained to the best in motion
picture theatre entertainment and years ahead of the world at large in mat-
ters pertaining to the modern type of screen show, voted Vitaphone an
unqualified success and New York conservative for once in its appraisal of
the invention.

Warner Brothers had displayed supreme confidence in their device by
inviting to the premiere an audience which veteran showmen declare could
not have been brought into unanimous agreement upon anything in the world
except the merit of Vitaphone and the fact that it was Wednesday.

All Classes Represented in Audience

The upper stretches of the social register were ransacked for “difficult”

names and their owners brought in
;
the insistently highbrow music and drama

reporters of the daily press were given seats alongside the mere motion picture

critics; the exhibitor-owners of Chicago’s stupendous battery of first line

picture theatres were allotted space
;
administrative, scientific, professional and

commercial circles were represented by their most high-powered representa-

tives. Mrs. Edith Rockefeller McCormick was there, embodying the authentic

last word in distinguished gatherings for these parts.

And yet there was agreement—unanimous agreement—as to the virtues of

Vitaphone. Further, there was agreement as to what to do about it, and what
was done removes any lingering vestige of doubt as to how good it is.

Chicago newspapers covered the premiere
of Vitaphone and “Don Juan” with pla-

toons of special writers who didn’t sit to-

gether but did write approximately the

same things in praise of invention and pic-

ture. Some of their comments follow :

“The Vitaphone is a wonder. . . . And
what a godsend to the hamlets. . . . Their
Open Sesame to a new heaven and a new earth.”

—Mae Tinee, Tribune.
“Synchronization of music and movement was

perfect. It left nothing to be desired and created
an illusion of reality—almost.”

—

Ruth Russell,
Tribune.

“Well, at its best, Vitaphone is something to

cheer about. It is more than a novelty, more
than a sensation; I have no doubt it will become
an industry, driving another golden nail into the
coffin of my dear old drama. But just now, even
at its best, Vitaphone sounds like a telephone
plus a phonograph plus a radio. . . . It is

more realistic than real.”

—

Ashton Stevens,
Herald-Examiner.

“It was uncanny, but it was miraculous, too.”
—Glenn Dillard Gunn, Herald-Examiner.

“Listening to it, one had the impression of
being lifted to some unknown sphere, where even
scientists might fear to tread. . . . Something
completely new and revolutionizing.”

—

The Dow-
ager, Herald-Examiner.

“Perfect synchronization! The old story of the
rustic vvho saw a giraffe and announced that
‘there ain’t no such animal' recalls our feelings.”—Marie Armstrong Hecht, Journal.

“For the first time in my life I heard music
and saw it produced at the very same time it

was given birth, by the motion picture process.
. . . An extraordinary progression in our
wizard age of wonders.”

—

Herman Devries,
American.
“Another milestone has been reached—another

page turned in motion picture history.
The Vitaphone is a practical thing and not a
mere novelty.”

—

Rob Reel, American.
“The music created reaches the audience some-

times as vivid as if it were the real thing.”

—

Carl Sandburg, News.
“One comes away from the first hearing of

the Vitaphone. with the feeling of having sat in
upon the making of history. . . The biggest
technical advance in motion pictures since their
first crudities were overcome. . . . There is
little to improve upon.”

—

Genevieve Harris, Post.

Quigley Editorial Used
in F & R House Organ

(Special to the Herald)

MINNEAPOLIS, Sept. 21.—The Finkel-
stein and Ruben house publication copies
in full the editorial by Martin J. Quigley
on truthful advertising, appearing in the
August 14 issue of the Herald, with the
comment to managers in the organization
that that is the policy they have been cam-
paigning for in every theatre on their cir-

cuit.

Maj. M. L. Funkhouser,

Formerly Censor, Dies
Maj. M. L. Funkhouser, who as former

civilian deputy superintendent of police
in Chicago was at the head of the motion
picture censor board, died while at
luncheon at the Atlantic hotel last week.
During his incumbence he was fre-
quently in litigation as a result of his
operations against motion pictures.

2,000,000 Feet of Film in U. S. Library
WASHINGTON, Sept. 21.—The bureau of

mines of the department of commerce states more
than 2,000,000 feet of motion picture film is in
the possession of the government library. It
represents an expenditure of $1,000,000.

The first title got the hand such an
audience politely accords its host. That
was the end of the artificial response.
Will H. Hays’ somewhat thunderous ad-
dress got respectful silence during its

delivery and a good but not padded
hand at its conclusion. The overture
played by the New York Philharmonic
Orchestra drew precisely the applause it

would have drawn had the musicians
been working in the McVickers pit. The
good and not-so-good vocal and instru-

mental demonstrations following the
overture were readily indexed as to
merit by relative reactions.

Half-Sold at Intermission

Intermission gave everyone a chance
to talk to everyone else and comment
indicated that Vitaphone was then about
half-sold to those present. It must have
been about here that Ashton Stevens left

to go to his office and write for the
Herald-Examiner that Vitaphone sound-
ed like a “a telephone plus a phono-
graph plus a radio.” His comparison
would have expressed the sentiments of
the majority at that point.

But the intermission was brief and
nobody—unless indeed it was Stevens

—

left before the feature picture began. It

was during this section of the show that
this actually and not at all admittedly
sophisticated motion picture public gave
Vitaphone its final and irrefutable en-
dorsement.
They reacted normally to the motion

picture

!

Vitaphone Is Forgotten

“Don Juan” had begun. It opens upon
a strong situation and characters were
barely identified before it became evident

that this audience had forgotten Vita-
phone! The picture had become the
thing and Vitaphone its accompaniment,
an accompaniment so perfect as to ac-

complish complete submergence of self.

From a box seat giving an excellent

view of the six-foot gentlemen in front

but a perfect one of the deep-banked
audience, this most truly sophisticated of

audiences could be seen to come for-

ward as a man at the rise of story sus-

pense, settle back with lapse of tension,

toy with program and purse in the fleet-

ing flat spaces and, finally, half-rise and
cheer when John Barrymore mowed
down the last of the pursuing horsemen
and rode away with Mary Astor upon
the pommel of his saddle. When it was
over, the applause was that which any
Chicago audience accords a good picture

and getting started home became the

next important item.

No Blah Mars Premiere

At the finish, as at the opening, there

was complete lack of blah. Nobody
made any speeches and nobody clogged
the exits shaking hands with everybody
in sight. A great invention had been
submitted and approved by the ultimate

authority with utter sincerity. After the

demonstrative short features comprising
the first half of the show were disposed
of, Vitaphone assumed its ultimate level

as a means of orchestrally accompany-
ing a motion picture and was given a

grading of 100 per cent as such.

Such blah as marked the Chicago
opening was furnished by the somewhat
over-conscious newspaper writers the

next day and may be found in an adja-

cent column.
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150 California Theatres Fete

M-G-M’s Third Anniversary
Mayor Cryer and Louis B. Mayer Cut Huge Cake Opening Week’s Cele-

bration of Merging of Producing Companies
(Special to the Herald)

I
OS ANGELES, Sept. 21.—One hundred and fifty theatres in Southern

California participated in Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Week, marking a
^ third anniversary of the formation of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Pic-

tures through the merger of the Metro, Goldwyn and Mayer producing or-

ganizations, with Louis B. Mayer in charge of production.

Mayor george e. cryer offi-

cially launched the week’s celebra-

tion when he read and signed a huge
parchment sheet in which he expressed
his appreciation of M-G-M’s contribu-
tion to the progress of this city. Mr.
Mayer in his response touched upon
what the industry is accomplishing in

Southern California. Representatives of

practically every industry were at the
luncheon in the Biltmore Hotel ball-

room.
Anniversary Cake Cut

Homer B. Wright, managing director
of Loew’s State, said the participation in

the celebration by 150 houses in South-
ern California alone, by showing M-G-M
pictures, was a record. Other speakers
included the presidents of the Los
Angeles Chamber of Commerce and the
Rotary Club. A huge cake was cut by
Mayer and Cryer.

Exploitation stunts for the observance
included the showering of crowds on
the beaches with carnations by airplane,
personal appearances of M-G-M stars,

special trailers, signs and billing.

$20,000,000 Production Outlay

The eve of its third year finds Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer undertaking a produc-
tion program announced as calling for
a $20,000,000 outlay on the West Coast
alone. On the roster are 30 directors,

sixty players and an equal number of
writers.

Mr. Mayer stated that twelve big pro-
ductions will be presented in the coming
season, including “Ben Hur,” “The Big
Parade,” “The Mysterious Island,” with
Marion Davies, “The Fire Brigade,”
“The Trail of ’98,” Lon Chaney in “Tell
It to the Marines,” Ramon Novarro in

“Old Heidelberg,” Lillian Gish in “The
Scarlet Letter” and “Annie Laurie,” and
the following Cosmopolitan pictures:
Marion Davies in “The Red Mill” and
“Tillie the Toiler,” Antonio Moreno and
Renee Adoree in “Flaming Forest,”
Frederick William Wallace’s “Captain
Salvation,” Peter B. Kyne’s “The Under-
standing Heart” and others.

N. Y. Film Censors to

Keep Base In Manhattan
(Special to the Herald)

ALBANY, N. Y„ Sept. 21.—State
department of education, which takes
over the censoring of motion pictures in

this state on and after January first

next, has decided that the work of cen-
soring will be continued in New York
City, as at present. This means that
the producers will not be forced to ship
their film to Albany. This decision
was reached by Lyon L. Cheney, chief
administrative officer of the department,
following a visit to the Motion Picture
Commission’s headquarters in New York
City last week.
Sunday motion picture shows again

command attention in Ogdensburg,
N. Y., following the acquisition of three

theatres in that city by the Schine
Brothers, of Gloversville. The Schine
Brothers will make no attempt to force
the Sunday show issue, but prefer to
leave the whole matter to a poll of the
citizens of the city and abide by the
result.

British Premiers to

Discuss Production
at October Sessions

(Special to the Herald)

OTTAWA, ONT„ Sept. 21.—Produc-
tion of motion pictures will be one of

the subjects of discussion at the Im-
perial Conference of Premiers of the
British Empire, to be held in London,
Eng., in October, according to an an-
nouncement just made by Raymond S.

Peck of the Canadian government mo-
tion picture studio.

Mr. Peck stated in his announcement
that the great and rapidly growing in-

fluence of the motion picture as a propa-
ganda and advertising medium and as an
entertainment feature gave rise to the
decision of the conference.

Shrine Temple Unfair
Competitor, Says Cook

(Special to the Herald)

KANSAS CITY, Sept. 21.—The Shrine
Temple at Pittsburg, Kan., has been found
to be an unfair non theatrical competitor,
according to C. E. Cook, business manager
of the M. P. T. O. Kansas-Missouri.
“The facts are that the Temple was con-

siderably in debt and theatre supply men
and film salesmen promoted the idea to of-
ficials of the Shrine to convert it into a
theatre,” Cook said. “Incorporation pa-
pers were granted to the amount of $2,000,

according to the secretary of state. Such
procedure certainly is not fair to the thea-
tre owners who have invested their money
as exhibitors.”

Four Companies Enter
Motion Picture Field

(Special to the Herald)

ALBANY, N. Y., Sept. 21.—During
the past week a slump occurred in the
number of motion picture companies
that incorporated in New York state.

There were but four, the largest capital-

ization of any one of the number being
$100,000. The companies were: Pond
Amusement Co., Inc., capitalized at $100,-

000; Bauman and Fielding, Inc., $25,000;
Volga Photo Play Corporation, $10,000,

while Clues, Incorporated, did not spe-
cify the amount of capitalization.

Duncans to Start Film
(Special to the Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 21.—Vivian
Duncan’s condition has so improved that
she will be able to begin the filming of
“Topsy and Eva” in two weeks.

Stagehands Quit

atAlbanyHouse;
Denver Settles

Labor troubles developed during the
past week at the Mark Strand theatre in

Albany, N. Y., resulting in a walkout of
stagehands, electricians and carpenters,
following a refusal of the operating com-
pany to meet the union demands for a
six dollars a week increase in wages.
Proctor’s Grand signed the agreement,
while the Majestic and the Mark Strand
sought to arbitrate matters. A repre-
sentative of the union from New York
City conferred with both sides and it is

expected the trouble will be patched up
soon. It is understood the six dollar
increase demanded would extend over a
period of three years, with $2.50 in-

crease the first year.

All labor controversies are definitely

settled in Denver at least for another
year, the Herald correspondent there
writes. Two year contracts with oper-
ators and stagehands were signed last

week. The operators and stagehands
were granted a slight increase in wages
although not what they had demanded.
Instead of a one year contract, as has
been the custom in the past, a two year
contract was insisted upon by the man-
agers and adopted. The musicians are
now on a two year contract which ex-
pires in 1927.

An aftermath of the Chicago musicians
strike is a settlement of the matter of
pay for rehearsals. The union demanded
an increase of $2 a rehearsal. The
theatre men finally won with the com-
promise of $2 increase, or a total of

$4.50, for the first rehearsal of the week
but no raise for subsequent rehearsals.

Fox Orders Mexican
Retraction of Charges

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Sept. 21.—Fox Film Cor-
poration with which Dolores Del Rio is

under contract yesterday served final no-
tice on the San Diego El Hispana Ameri-
cano that it must print a retraction of its

accusations that she provided $20,000 bail

bond for General Enrique Estrada, leader
of the rebel army in Mexico.

Bow to Wed Fleming,
Normand Weds Cody

(Special to the Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 21.— Mabel
Normand became the bride of Lew Cody
September 17 at Ventura, Cal., the cere-

mony being performed at 3 a. m. Vic-
tor Fleming, director, and Clara Bow,
actress, will be married next year the

young star said this week.

Cooke Named Production
Manager of Preferred

(Special to the Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 21.—J. G.

Bachmann of Preferred Pictures has
named Joe Cooke production manager.
Bachmann also states that he has put

Albert Kelley in charge of direction of

“His New York Wife” following the

sudden illness of Leon Abrams.

Day to Wed Laemmle, Jr.

HOLLYWOOD—Alice Day, comedy player, is

to become the bride of Carl Laemmle, Jr., it is

reported here.
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Ten Firms’ Earnings Placed
Above 24 Millions forYear

Wall Street News Says 60,000 in Seven Production Companies

Own 11,000,000 Shares—Stanley Company’s Earn-

ings Are Averaged at Over Million
(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Sept. 21.—Net earnings of ten leading companies in the

film industry reached a combined total of more than $24,000,000 during the

year 1925, according to an investigation made by the Wall Street News.

Expect Warner Profits to Soar

These companies are Famous Players, Fox, First National, Loews, Inc.,

B. F. Keith, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, Universal, Pathe, Motion Picture

Capital and Orpheum Circuit. The actual figures of net earnings compiled
by the Wall Street News total $24,115,089, and attention is called to the

fact that but one among the leading companies finished the year with a

deficit. This was Warner Brothers, which announced a deficit of $1,337,-

826, due to reorganization and heavy investments. The publication states

that owing to Vitaphone the profits of Warner Brothers are expected to
soar this year.

Fleck Succeeds Cohill as

FP-L’s Casting Director

;

Crozier Assisting Block
(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Sept. 21.—Fred A. Fleck

has been appointed casting director at the

Paramount Long Island studio following

resignation of William Cohill. Fleck will

be assisted by Edgar Scott Spargo, former

owner and operator of a New York mo-
tion picture screen test studio.

Emmett Crozier is now assistant to

Ralph Block, production editor. Ted
Shane has signed to join the writing staff.

Shane is the fifth writer added to the or-

ganization in six weeks. The others are

Max Marcin, P. G. Wodehouse, Rube
Goldberg, cartoonist, and Herman Man-
kiewicz.

India Exhibitors Doubt
Princes Offer 5 Million

to Displace U. S. Films
(Special to the Herald)

CALCUTTA, India, Sept. 21.—Amer-
ican productions will continue to lead in

popularity in India, say exhibitors here,

discounting reports from London that

six Indian princes have offered $5,000,000

to establish a chain of theatres where
under a reciprocity plan six British pro-

ductions would be exhibited to each In-

dian picture shown in the British empire.

Dr. Niranjan Pal, author of “The
Light of Asia,” which has been running

six months at the Philharmonic Hall in

London, is credited with announcing the

reciprocity plan.

Labor Issues Cleared at

Indianapolis, Ft. Wayne
Labor difficulties have been settled at

Indianapolis and Fort Wayne, Ind. Stage

crews in Indianapolis went back to work
under a compromise wage scale. Musi-

cian and operators have accepted a new
arrangement on pay and working condi-

tions at Fort Wayne and the dispute

with stagehands is near settlement.

An aftermath of the musicians’ strike

in Chicago is an agreement on the ques-

tion of rehearsals whereby the musicians

will receive $2 additional pay on only the

first rehearsal of the week.

Manager Traps Thief

at Aster, Minneapolis
(Special to the Herald)

MINNEAPOLIS, Sept. 21.—Bill Clay-

brook, manager of the Aster theatre, may
some day become a policeman if he decides

to quit the motion picture business. Re-

turning to his theatre the other night after

locking up, he saw a prowler enter the

ushers’ dressing room. He grappled with

the fellow and turned him over to the

police. He later learned the intruder had

been rifling theatre lockers after hours.

Florence Ulrich Injured
(Special to the Herald)

LOS ANGELES, Sept. 21.—Florence
Ulrich, picture actress and sister of

Lenore Ulrich, was injured in a motor
accident here last week. It is expected
that the injury will keep her out of

pictures only temporarily.

C. R. Wade Resigns
(Special to the Herald)

BUTTE, Sept. 21.—C. R. Wade has

resigned as manager of the local Pro-
Dis-Co exchange.

The average annual earnings of the
Stanley Company of America for a three
and one-half year period, ending with
the first half of 1926, were $1,142,656,
according to a prospectus issued last

week in connection with a $4,000,000 first

mortgage bond issue of the Stanley-
Rowland-Clark Corporation.

Formed to Take Over R. C. Chain

The Stanley-Rowland-Clark Corpora-
tion was formed for the purpose of tak-

ing over and operating the Rowland &
Clark chain of 21 theatres in and about
Pittsburgh.
The Stanley Company has acquired 75

per cent of the common stock of the

Stanley-Rowland-Clark Corporation and
the entire issue of preferred stock.

The article in the Wall Street News
regarding net earnings of the ten leading

companies states in part:

“Control of the industry is no longer
in the hands of a few individuals as all

the leading corporations have entered
into the realm of Wall Street, giving the

investing public an opportunity to aid

in the expansion and share in the profits

of this $1,500,000,000 industry. About
60,000 shareholders in seven production
companies listed on the New York Stock
Exchange own more than 11,000,000

shares of stock.

“Over a period of years the larger

companies have demonstrated a stability

of earning power superior to many other
industries. Their steadily increasing

Navy’s Official Picture

Boiled to One Reel
(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Sept. 21.—“Don’t
Give Up the Ship,” the official

naval picture that is to be dis-

tributed free to America’s exhibi-

tors and will begin showing Octo-
ber 24, has been concentrated in

one reel of 1,050 feet. It was orig-

inally planned as a two-reel sub-

ject. One-sheets are distributed
with the picture, and in all sea-

ports the Navy will give showmen
full exploitation assistance on the

showing.
By starting the showing Octo-

ber 24 exhibitors lend the navy as-

sistance in the celebration of
Navy Day, which falls on October
27.

profits year after year has proved that

even in times of general depression, the
motion picture business has been slow
to reflect unfavorable conditions and has
been quick to participate in returning
prosperity.

“There are around 20,300 picture thea-
tres in the United States, with a seating
capacity of over 15,500,000, having an
average weekly patronage of 130,000,000
persons; 811 features are planned for the
1926-27 season, compared with 696 last

year, when $125,000,000 was spent in

production.”

Sublicenses Authorized
Regarding Vitaphone the Wall Street

Journal says

:

“Edgar F. Bloom, president of the
Western Electric Co., in answer to in-

quiries pointed out the Vitaphone Cor-
poration, in which Warner Brothers is

a stockholder, has been licensed by the
Western Electric Company, under its

patents relating to the electrical record-
ing of sound in synchronism with motion
pictures, and is authorized to grant sub-
licenses to producers and exhibitors of

motion pictures.

“American Telephone & Telegraph
Co., Western Electric Co., Inc., and the
Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc., have
no financial interest or stock ownership
in the Vitaphone Corp., or Warner Bros.
Pictures, Inc.,” Mr. Bloom declared.

Universal Net Profit

$725,800 for 6 Months
NEW YORK, Sept. 21.—“Net profit of

Universal Pictures Co., Inc., for six

months ended May 8, 1926, was $725,843,

after charges and federal taxes, equiva-
lent after dividends on 8 per cent first

preferred and 7 per cent second preferred
stock to $2.16 a share earned on 250,000

shares of no par common stock,” says the

Wall Street Journal. “This compares with

$1,248,754 or $4.23 a share on common in

same period of previous year.

"Net profit for quarter ended May 8,

1926, was $274,828 or 73 cents a share on
common after preferred dividends.

During the first six months of current

fiscal year an additional $113,200 of 8 per

cent first preferred stock was retired, re-

ducing the amount outstanding to $2,768,-

600.

“Decline in net is due to the greatly en-

larged production schedule, according to

officials of the company. Universal fol-

lows the practice of charging off the entire

cost of films at the time the film is released

for exhibition. Thus the total cost is

charged against one quarter’s operations.”
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Patsy Ruth Miller, Warner
Brothers player, expects to

spend a month in New York
following the championship go.

(Herald photo.)

Chicago was the breathing spot for film people
who traveled across the continent to see the
Dempsey-Tunney battle at Philadelphia, Sep-
tember 23. Visitors included (L. to R.) Patsy
Ruth Miller, William Russell, Helen Ferguson,
Carmel Myers, Robert Vignola. (Herald photo.)

John E. McCormick and Colleen
Moore, noted First National
figures, say they find it hard to
decide whether to cheer for
Dempsey or Tunney, both good
fellows. (Herald photo.)

McCormick, Moore

,

and Host of Film

Folk to See Boat
Hollywood’s natives in great numbers

stopped off in Chicago last week for a

day preceding the fight at Philadelphia.

A unique sidelight on the affair was that

the motion picture world awaited with

as much eagerness as the Sports world
to learn which of two motion picture

players, Jack Dempsey or Gene Tunney,
would be heavyweight champion of the

world.

Passing through Chicago a few days

prior to Thursday’s bout was a group
which included John E. McCormick,
West Coast production manager of

First National, Colleen Moore, and
Francis Perrett, whose trip put them in

New York September 21.

Preceding them by one day was a

larger party consisting of Robert Vig-

nola, director, Carmel Myers, Metro-

Goldwyn-Mayer player, Patsy Ruth Mil-

ler, Warner player, Helen Ferguson

and her husband William Russell. Miss

Myers and Miss Miller were accom-

panied by their mothers.

Arriving in Chicago September 21

were Jesse Lasky, vicepresident of

Famous Players-Lasky and Adolph
Zukor, president. Fred Thomson fol-

lowed with a party a day later to attend

the fight.

Jack Sampson, F. B. O. manager, Chi-

cago, left for the East Tuesday.

Warners Get Colony
Oct. 2 for Vitaphone
and Capitol, St. Louis

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Sept. 21.—Warner Broth-
ers will take over the Colony here October
2 and will reopen it October 7 with Vita-
phone and Syd Chaplin’s “The Better ’Ole.”

On the Vitaphone part of the program will

be A1 Jolson, Elsie Janis, George Jessel,

Willie and Eugene Howard and Reinald
Werrenrath, barytone. The Warners have
also leased the Capitol in St. Louis for a

year and will start the Vitaphone and “Don
Juan” program October 1, with Edward J.

Sullivan manager.

Expositions, Christ

Mean Nothing to Censor
Pennsylvania courts tried

to close the Sesqui-Centennial ex-
position on Sunday. Arthur Bris-
bane in a caustic paragraph of
comment on the act suggested it

must cause the judge some won-
der that the ruler of the universe
leaves Niagara Falls and the
Rocky Mountains on view on
Sunday, since they are in their
way instructive. And in England
the bluenoses have cut the Pick-
ford picture, “Sparrows” because
in one sequence the figure of
Christ appears to a little girl in
a dream.

Benefit Matinees
for Flood Losers
in Kansas Urged

(Special to the Herald)

KANSAS CITY, Sept. 21.—With
scores rendered homeless and the total
damage in Kansas floods exceeding
$6,000,000, the M. P. T. O. Ivansas-Mis-
souri is planning speedy means of aiding
suffering persons in Kansas, probably
through benefit matinees, according to
C. E. Cook, business manager of the or-
ganization, who proposed the idea.

“Such disasters are the rare times in

which theatre owners can prove to the
public the type of citizens they are,” Mr.
Cook said. “The majority of persons
who are suffering from the ravages of
the floods are patrons of motion picture
theatres. It is possible the exchanges
may desire to contribute film in many
instances for benefit shows, the money
to be turned over to a committee which
will be in charge of contributions.
“Many exhibitors have suffered much

damage from the flood, some of them
probably wiped out entirely.”

Floods Fail to Close
Film Theatres in Iowa

(Special to the Herald)

DES MOINES, Sept. 21— Floods in

Iowa have affected business somewhat but
no theatres were forced to close, and con-
ditions were improving today. Exchanges
are sending films several days in advance
when possible.

Copyright Union
NonmemberFilms
Held Protected

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Sept. 21.—Motion pic-
ture films produced in a country not a
member of the international Copyright
Union are assured of protection in the
Union countries if the first or simultane-
ous publication occurs in a Union coun-
try, says an opinion by Bernard A. Ko-
sicki, United States Division of Com-
mercial Laws, Department of Commerce.
The United States is not a member of
the Union.
Basing his conclusions on the terms

of the Copyright Convention of 1908 and
an opinion by Fritz Ostertag, director
of the International Bureau of Artiste
and Intellectual Property at Berne, Mr.
Ivosicki states that “to constitute such
publication the film must be placed on
the market and offered to the trade in

the regular course of business; but it is

likely, in consideration of the universal
method of offering a motion picture to
the public, that a public exhibition of a
film would be considered sufficient.”

“In any event,” Mr. Kosicki says, “it

is necessary that the film be published
for the first time in a Union country or
that the publication occur simultaneously
in a Union and a non-Union country.”

U. S. Immigrants Will
See Films in Steerage

Says Hays Executive
(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Sept. 21.—Carl E. Milli-

ken, secretary of the Hays organization,
told members of the International Ly-
ceum and Chautauqua Association Mon-
day that motion pictures will be shown
in the steerage of trans-Atlantic steam-
ships coming to America in the future.
The films will be of historical and pa-
triotic nature, tending to inform the im-
migrants of conditions they must expect
to meet here.

Dana Brooks Dies
(Special to the Herald)

PITTSBURGH, Sept. 21.—Dana Brooks,
Universal salesman, who was a dispatch
carrier for the British in the World War,
died here Saturday.
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Colleen Moore’s first thought upon arriving in Chicago September 20 is contribut-
ing to the Red Cross fund for victims of the Miami disaster. John E. McCor-
mick, West Coast production manager of First National, sianding, accompanied
his wife to the East for the Dempsey-Tunney fray. (Herald photo.)

Storm Hits Theatres Hard
in South; Deaths Feared

Lists of Dead Scanned for Possible Exhibitor Victims—Busi-

ness Paralyzed—Many Picture Houses in Area

Leveled by Hurricane

Heavy damage to theatres and possible deaths of exhibitors are feared in

the hurricane that swept along the border states of the Gulf of Mexico and
left a trail of 660 dead and 4,000 injured according to the latest revised

estimates, and $50,000,000 property destruction.

Theatre Business Paralyzed

Paralysis of business alone in the storm area already has cost the theatres

many thousands of dollars, with practically every building destroyed in several

towns and martial law in force in the devastated region. The work of check-

ing up on theatre losses is now underway in the four states : Florida, Alabama,
Mississippi and Louisiana.

Fox Finishes 14;

Halfway Mark of

Production Nears
(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Sept. 21.—Fourteen of

the long features of Fox Film Corpora-
tion have been completed and the half-

way mark is near, with as many more
in production. Eleven companies are
busy on the West Coast. In the East
Allan Dwan is finishing “Summer Bach-
elors” and preparing for “The Music
Master,” while Irving Cummings is mak-
ing exterior scenes for Madge Bellamy’s
“Bertha, the Sewing Machine Girl” and
Alfred E. Green is hunting locations for
“The Auctioneer,” starring George Sid-
ney.

John Ford is directing “Mother Ma-
chree” with Belle Bennett in the title

role, on the West Coast, after complet-
ing “3 Bad Men” and “The Blue Eagle.”
Frank Borzage is rounding up a cast for
“7th Heaven.” Raoul Walsh is working
on “The Monkey Talks,” with Olive
Borden, and aiding in the titling of
“What Price Glory.” George Melford
is completing “Going Crooked,” featur-
ing Bessie Love and Oscar Shaw, and
J. G. Blystone is directing Thunder, dog
actor, in “On the Wings of the Storm.”
Howard Hawks, who made “Fig
Leaves,” is directing Virginia Valli in

“Gaby.”

R. William Neill has “The City,” with
May Allison, Walter McGrail and Rob-
ert Frazer. F. W. Murnau is directing
the building of sets for “Sunrise,” with
George O’Brien, Janet Gaynor and Mar-
garet Livingston as principals. Harry
Beaumont is expected home soon from
England with Edmund Lowe and Lila
Lee to complete “One Increasing Pur-
pose.” Tom Mix is making “The Can-
yon of Light.” He has finished “No
Man’s Gold,” “The Great K. & A. Train
Robbery” and “The Arizona Wildcat.”
Buck Jones has started “Desert Valley.”
He had made “The Flying Horseman”
and “30 Below Zero.”

Atlanta Film Man Wins
As Upshaw Is Defeated

(Special to the Herald)

ATLANTA, Sept. 21.—The defeat of
W. D. Upshaw for Congress in this dis-
trict was not the only victory won in
the recent election by those who stand
for the majority rather than the mi-
nority.

Alpha Fowler, who won a race for
the legislature of Georgia in Douglas
county, lying near Atlanta, was for many
years connected with Arthur Lucas in

a film capacity and later as theatrical
manager.

Fire Safety Film Made
(Special to the Herald

)

NEW YORK, Sept. 21.—A one-reel
picture is being prepared to show the
needs of fire prevention, through the
cooperation of companies in the M. P.
P. D. A.

Griffith Wins Suit
(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Sept. 21.—A verdict for
$2,627.28 was returned by a jury in federal
court today against A! Jolson, comedian,
in a suit for $571,645 brought by D. W.
Griffith, Inc., for breach of contract.

Following is a telegram to the Herald
Tuesday from Southern Enterprises, Inc.,

at Jacksonville, Fla., signed by A. J. Amm,
district manager

:

“Have not been able yet to determine
extent of damage to theatres in devastated
area of South Florida. Information arriv-

ing North from Miami meager and for

most part unauthentic. Do know storm
was worst in extreme South and between
thousand and fifteen hundred are dead and
property damage will reach high in millions.

All devastated area now under martial

law.”
Heaviest Loss Around Miami

Final check is expected to reveal the

theatres suffered most in Miami, Holly-
wood, Fort Lauderdale, Palm Beach, West
Palm Beach, all in Florida, and suburbs.
At Miami, with 125 dead and 2,000 injured
Paramount Enterprises has the Airdome,
Fotosho, Hippodrome, Olympic, Paramount,
Fairfax, Strand and Capitol. N. T. Rag-
land operates the Biltmore, Fotosho, Flor-
ida, Nassau and Buena Vista. There are
also C. M. Maxfield’s Biscayne Plaza and
another is the Lyric.

At Fort Lauderdale, which practically

was destroyed with Dania and Hollywood,
are the Queen and Sunset. Jimmy Hodges
theatre is at Hialeah, which also is in ruins.

Moorehaven, home of the Glades theatre,

was entirely under water. A. C. Mahan

has the Biscayne Park in Miami Shores.
A million dollars damage was recorded at

Palm Beach and West Palm Beach. In the

latter are Joseph Rosenfield’s Grand, Stan-
ley Warwick’s Beaux Arts and Stanley,
Carl Ivettler’s Ivettler and Rialto theatres
and in addition there are the Dixie and
Grand. In Palm Beach is W. Richwine
and the Garden theatre.

Other Cities Hard Hit

The hurricane struck Friday night at

Miami and turned inland, jumped into

Southern Alabama. Mississippi and Louisi-
ana, spending its force Monday night before
reaching New Orleans. Seminole and
Lillian, Ala., were wrecked. Pensacola and
Mobile were isolated. At Pensacola are the

J. A. Jones Circuit’s Bonita and Isis and
the Bay View Park and Belmont. At
Mobile M. Luckel of the Bijou Amuse-
ment Company operates the Bijou and
Crescent and others. There are also the
Crown, Empire, Lyric, Queen and Pike.

Injuries and damage were wreaked in

the following Alabama towns : Andalusa,
home of the Royal theatre; Bay Minette,
Dixie; Brewton, Vaudette; Dothan, where
are located Hattie Mizelle’s Alacazar thea-
tre and the Palace, New and Dothan; Ever-
green, Arcade; Enterprise, Princess; Flo-
maton, Flomaton

; Hartford, Princess

;

Jackson, home of Locke Bolen’s Picture
and at Troy, J. G. Grouch theatre.
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Tiffany Completes Six, Ready
to Start on Three More

Preparations Under Way for Producing “Wild Geese” as Special With

Outstanding Cast—Hoffman Supervising on West Coast

(Special to the Herald)

N EW YORK, Sept. 21.—Six productions have been completed by
Tiffany Productions, Inc., with the windup of work on “College

Days,” and three others are now in the making for early release, in

pursuance of Tiffany’s ambitious plans to present to exhibitors a group of

standard-setting productions, each a big picture in itself.

PRODUCTIONS already completed
for 1926-27 include “Lost at Sea,”

“That Model From Paris,” “Fools of

Fashion,” “Col-

lege Days,” “The
First Night,”
“One Hour of

Love” and “Jos-
selyn’s Wife.’’
Casts are now be-

ing assembled for

immediate film-

ing of “Sin Car-

go,” “Lightning”
(a Zane Grey
story), “Red-
heads Preferred”
and “Enchanted
Island.”
P r e p a r ations

are being made for

the Tiffany special of “Wild Geese,

from the prizewinning novel by Martha
Ostenso, according to word from Vice-

president M. H. Hoffman, who now is

on the West Coast supervising, produc-

tion, and an outstanding cast is prom-
ised. Other pictures in the Twenty
Gems From Tiffany for the season in-

clude “Squads Right,” “Husband Hunt-
ers,” “Flaming Timber,” “The Song of

Steel,” “Snowbound,” “Tale of a Van-
ishing People” and “The Broken Gate.

“Lost at Sea,” one of those already

completed, was suggested by the Louis

Joseph Vance story, “Mainspring,” and
has in the cast Huntly Gordon, Lowell
Sherman, Jane Novak, 'Natalie Kingston,

Joan Standing, Billy Kent Schaefer and
William R. Walling. It was directed by
Louis J. Gasnier.

Marceline Day and Bert Lytell

“That Model From Paris,” from the Gou-
verneur Morris story, “The Right to

Live,” has in its cast Marceline Day,
Bert Lytell, Eileen Percy, Ward Crane,

Craufurd Kent, Miss Dupont, Arthur
Hoyt, Otto Lederer, Savel Johnson,
Leon Holmes and Nellie Bly Baker.

Louis J. Gasnier directed this one also.

“Fools of Fashion” is taken from “The
Other Woman,” George Randolph Ches-
ter story. The cast is headed by Mae
Busch, Marceline Day, Theodore von
Eltz, Robert Ober, Rose Dione and Al-

bert Roccardi. James C. McKay did the

directing.

“College Days” is by A. P. Younger,
who adapted “Brown of Harvard” for the

screen, and is a dramatic picture of col-

lege life and the spirit of youth. The
cast includes Marceline Day, Charles De-
laney, James Harrison, Duane Thomp-
son, Brooks Benedict, Kathleen Key,
Edna Murphy, Robert Homans, Crau-
furd Kent, Charles Wellesley, Gibson
Gowland, Lawford Davidson, Pat Har-
mon and William A. Carroll. Richard
Thorpe directed under the personal su-

pervision of the author.

“First Night” Is Farce Comedy
“The First Night,” a farce comedy by

Frederica Sagor has a cast headed
by Bert Lytell, Dorothy Devore,
Harry Myers, Frederick K. Vert, Wal-

ter Hiers, Lila Leslie, James Mack,
Hazel Keener, Joan Standing and Nellie
Bly Baker. Richard Thorpe also direct-

ed “The First Night.”
“One Hour of Love,” based on the

story of the same name by Leete Renick
Brown, has in its cast Jacqueline Logan,
Robert Frazer, Duane Thompson, Mil-
dred Harris, Montagu Love, Hazel
Keener, Taylor Holmes, Billy Bletcher,
Henry Sedley and William Austin. Rob-
ert Florey directed. “Josselyn’s Wife,”
was suggested by the story of the same
name by Kathleen Norris. Pauline
Frederick is the star, supported by
Holmes Herbert, Armand Kaliz, Free-
man Wood, William A. Carroll, Carme-
lita Geraghty, Josephine Hill, Ivy Living-

ston and Pat Harmon. Richard Thorpe
was the director.

Fox Opens Des Moines
Branch, Shifts Officers

(Special to the Herald)

MINNEAPOLIS, Sept. 21.—S. E. Abel,
Fox district manager in Minneapolis, has
announced the opening of a new Fox
branch in Des Moines, to which some of

the northern Iowa territory formerly han-
dled from Minneapolis will be transferred.

Minneapolis also is turning over some of

its South Dakota territory to the Omaha
branch. B. B. Rengold, Fox manager at

Omaha, goes to Des Moines as the new
branch manager and M. A. Levy of Kansas
City will assume the Omaha office.

Wilson Does Publicity on
Carewef

s “Resurrection”
(Special to the Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 21.—Harry D.
Wilson is handling the publicity for
“Resurrection,” which Inspiration Pic-
tures and Edwin Carewe will make from
the novel by Count Leo Tolstoy. “Res-
urrected for ‘Resurrection’ ” is the cap-
tion on exploitation material being is-

sued by Wilson.

Plane Parachute Pilot

Gets Paramount Contract
(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Sept. 21.—Float-
ing an airplane to earth with a
giant parachute may not be the
simplest or safest method to
‘‘break into motion pictures” but
that stunt won a contract with
Paramount for R. Carl Oelze,
veteran pilot.

Oelze, who recently staked his
life on landing a plane with a

safety parachute invented by
Harry R. Doucett, will play the
role of a German air captain in

“Wings,” written by Lucien Hub-
bard. He will have charge of the
safety device used in the story of
the air service in the World War.

M. H. Hoffman

Joseph Shirboll and
Cecil Mason Engaged
for F. N . Overseas

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Sept. 21.—Joseph Skir-
boll has just been appointed foreign
representative for First National with
offices in Paris. Cecil Mason has been
appointed assistant general manager for
First National in Australasia.

R. A. Davison, formerly in the Wel-
lington, Australia, First National office,

has been transferred to the company’s
new office in Auckland, and Aubrey Dur-
ham succeeds him at Wellington. N.
Mathews has been placed in charge of
the office at Perth.

E. Bruce Johnson, First National for-
eign manager, has just announced clos-
ing of a contract with Louis Sejourne
of Venezuela for the company’s entire
Banner group.

London Firm Signs for
Entire Hartford Series

;

Ben Hoover with A.C.A.
(Special to the Herald)

DETROIT, Sept. 21. — Edward L.
Klein has concluded a deal for distribu-
tion ©f the entire series of twelve David
Hartford Productions by International
Cinematograph Corporation of London,
according to announcement by A. J.
Moeller, president of the American Cine-
ma Association, which releases the Hart-
ford pictures. The series also has been
sold to the Argentine American Com-
pany. Four pictures already have been
completed. Thirty exchanges now are
operating under A. C. A. franchise.
Ben Hoover, former news feature

writer and publicity man, has been ap-
pointed director of exploitation of A. C.
A. Hoover is now at work on material
for “God’s Great Wilderness,” starring
Lillian Rich. He has had years of writ-
ing experience with newspapers, federal
and educational services.

“Four Horsemen” Due
Back as Reissue Soon

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Sept. 21.
—“The Four

Horsemen of the Apocalypse,” from Iba-
nez’ novel, will be reissued by Metro-
Goldwyn following a number of requests
from exhibitors. Rudolph Valentino and
Alice Terry starred in this Rex Ingram
picture which is said to have cost
$1,000,000 when produced by the old
Metro company in 1919.
Besides establishing Ingram as a lead-

er among directors, “The Four Horse-
men” made record afteT record in the-
atre business. Important in the cast are
Edward Connelly, Nigel de Brulier,
Stuart Holmes, Wallace Beery, Jean
Hersholt, Joseph Swickard and Alan
Hale.

Lind Succeeds Davis
(Special to the Herald)

SALT LAKE CITY, Sept. 21.—Fred
Lind, from the Denver Warner Brothers
exchange, has been appointed branch
manager of the local office to fill the
place of L. A. Davis.

Brownell in West
(Special to the Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 21. — John
Brownell, scenario editor of F. B. O., is

here to consult with the scenario and
production staffs on forthcoming prod-
uct.
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Grange Film Supplants Loew
Vaudeville for Chicago Run

Circuit Left Without Outlet During Showing of “One Minute

to Play” at Rialto Starting October 4— Picture

Backed by Other F. B. 0. Productions

Loew’s vaudeville will be without a Chicago outlet during the showing
of “Red” Grange’s “One Minute to Play” at the Rialto theatre. The F. B.

O. production starts October 4 -with a minimum of four weeks and Jones,

Linick & Schaefer will do away with vaudeville for the run of the picture.

This will be the first time the Rialto has changed its policy since its open-

ing nine years ago.

Will Return to Combination

Jones, Linick & Schaefer has an agreement of long standing with Loew’s
under which the latter’s vaudeville appears only in the former’s houses in

Chicago. The Rialto will return to Loew’s vaudeville and pictures on
expiration of the showing of the Grange production.

Warners 9 6XBR
Adds Laurels at

World Radio Fair
(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Sept. 21.—Warner Broth-

ers’ portable radio broadcasting station,

6XBR, is prepared to continue its world
tour following its successful bow to New
York in the place of honor in the mile-

long parade that opened the Radio World’s
Fair.

The 6XBR was welcomed at the City

Hall by Joseph E. McKee, president of

the board of aldermen, in the enforced

absence of Mayor Jimmy Walker. The
station gave a program including numbers
by the B. A. Rolfe orchestra and speeches

by Jack L. Warner, Sam Warner, Monte
Blue and Miss Betty Warner, after whom
the 6XBR was named, and Lewis Warner,
both children of Harry M. Warner; Miss
Mary Lewis, Metropolitan Opera star, and
Reinald Werrenrath, baritone. The pro-

gram was rebroadcast by WFBH.
The parade, which included a number

of floats, was viewed by thousands. The
line of march was from the Battery to the

City Hall and thence to the Madison
Square Garden, where the Radio World’s
Fair was held. The 6XBR will make a

few trips out of New York preliminary to

continuing its world tour. It arrived in

New York the morning of the parade fol-

lowing a cross-country tour from the West
Coast.

(Illustrations in Pictorial Section')

Wallace Beery Signs
New F. P. Contract

(Special to the Herald)

Stanley Ad Company
Adds Roycroft Firm

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Sept. 21.—Stanley Adver-
tising Company, affiliated with the Stanley
Company o.f America, has absorbed the

controlling stock of Roycroft Pictures,

Inc., active in industrial and propaganda
productions. Since last July, when Motion
Picture Consultants, Inc., and the Stanley
Advertising Company were amalgamated,
the new organization has completed four
pictures, one for a savings bank, one a
scientific film on face rejuvenation, a third

on the history of Brooklyn and the fourth
for a philanthropic association.

Admission prices will be raised to
seventy-five cents for the showing of
“One Minute to Play.’’ Hyatt Daab
and Weed Dickinson of the F. B. O.
home office will come from New York
to handle an extensive publicity cam-
paign of the picture, which was released
Sunday.

Sets Record at Capitol

New records in business were set up
by the production at the Colony in New
York, says the F. B. O. home office,

with 100,000 paying $39,428, called the
largest receipts that theatre ever took in

for a picture shown only six times a
day. With its 1800 seats the Colony’s
first week intake was only behind that
of the 5450-seat Capitol and 2900-seat
Strand. Only one picture has outdrawn
the eight-reel “One Minute to Play” at

the Colony and that was Harold Lloyd’s
“The Freshman,” which was only six

reels, permitting seven or more showings
a day.

F. B. O. is setting a record of its own
in exploitation for the Grange football
production. Leslie Jordan has prepared
a pressbook of sixteen pages, 16 by 22
inches in dimension, which outlines
tieups with dozens of manufacturing
companies which have named their

product after Grange. The varied novel-
ties include toy footballs, megaphones
and other articles identified with campus
and gridiron. A 24-sheet was created
by Jack Madan.

Aviator “Bombards” City

Numerous stunts were put over at the
Colony with the cooperation of Harry
Gittleson, managing director. Jack
Casey, army aviator, “bombarded” New
York and the deck of the Aquitania with
miniature footballs attached to para-
chutes and holding tickets of admission
besides 50 coupons for sweaters at the

Profane Patron
Arouses Judge’s Ire

(Special to the Herald)

ALBANY, N. Y., Sept. 21.—
Joseph McConnell, city judge of
Watertown, N. Y., does not believe
in showing any leniency to the
person who deliberately starts an
uproar in a theatre it was evident
during the past week when he
sentenced a disturber at the Avon,
Watertown, to 25 days in jail or a

$25 fine. The man is now in jail.

The man had challenged anyone
in the theatre to eject him. The
doorman succeeded after the dis-

turber became profane.

Davega stores and six coupons for foot-

balls from the Wilson Sport Goods
stores. There were also tieups with
Shotwell and Company of Chicago,
makers of the Red Grange candy bar;
the Kalil Company, manufacturers of the
Red Grange sweaters, and with drug
store chains. Huge red banners were
strung across Broadway.

Inside the theatre the college atmos-
phere was carried out in pennants and
ushers’ football costumes and in the
prologue and the overture.

Backed by Other Pictures

“One Minute to Play” is now at the
Million Dollar in Los Angeles and St.

Francis in San Francisco. Among other
bookings are Keith’s Palace and the
Circle, Cleveland; Premier, Fall River,
Mass.; Rialto, Tulsa; by Bijou Theatrical
Enterprises for eleven Michigan key cities

;

and for cities in Pennsylvania, Ohio,
West Virginia and the South.

F. B. O. points out also that it has
more big pictures to back up the Grange
production. “Laddie,” to be released
next week, is being supported by a

national Gene Stratton-Porter Memorial
Week. Mrs. William Randolph Hearst
is on the committee. “Kosher Kitty
Kelly” probably will follow Grange into

the Colony. “Breed of the Sea” is being
cut and titled on the West Coast.
Another big tieup is being made on Fred
Thomson’s “A Regular Scout,” endorsed
by the Boy Scouts organization. “Rose
of the Tenements” is nearing comple-
tion. Others being made are “Bred in

Old Kentucky,” “Is That Nice,” and
“Flaming Fury.”

Metro Trackless Train
Seen by Holland Royalty

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Sept. 21.—The Track-
less Train of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
won a hearty reception from Queen
Elizabeth and Crown Prince Leopold
when it visited the courtyard of the
Royal Palace of Holland, according to

dispatches from Brussels. More than
one thousand greeted the arrival in Brus-
sels, says a cable from Eddie Carrier,

exploiter in charge of the world tour.

Emil Jannings to Sail
(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Sept. 21.—Emil Jan-
nings, star of the UFA production “Va-
riety,” is scheduled to sail for the United
States on the Aquitania September 26.

Shortly after his arrival here he is to be-

gin work on a series of starring specials

for Paramount.

NEW YORK, Sept. 21.—Wallace
Beery has just signed a new contract
with Famous Players under which he
will be on the
company’s roster
of players for the
next five years.
The contract was
drawn up and
signed following
the completion of
Beery’s portrayal
of the second
mate in “Old
Ironsides.”

Beery’s current
picture is en-
titled “We’re in

the Navy Now,”
in which he is CO- Wallace Beery
featured with
Raymond Hatton. His next vehicle will

be “Casey at the Bat,” which Hector Turn-
bull will produce. Following comple-
tion of that picture he will play the role

of Barnum in “The Greatest Show on
Earth.”
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Chadwick Beating Schedule
With 3 Made, 2 Starting

“The Belts’ Already Released, “Devil’s Island'’ and “April Fool” Com-
pleted—First Does Big Gross at Colony

(Special to the Herald)

"jV EW YORK, Sept. 21.—Chadwick Pictures Corporation is pro-

gressing well ahead of its schedule of production, with three of
-fc- i its new First Division Pictures completed and two others in pro-

duction. Eleven productions are on
UTHE BELLS” is the only one of the

A three completed pictures which thus
far has been given general release. Lio-
nel Barrymore is starred in this version
by James Young of the Erckmann-
Chatrian classic which was a Sir Henry
Irving stage success.

“Devil’s Island” is at the B. S. Moss
Colony on Broadway and the Chadwick
home office states that its gross of $24,-

634 for the week of August 1 is believed
to be a record for that season of the
year. “Devil’s Island,” which is a story
of the famous French penal settlement
for life prisoners, will be released Oc-
tober 15. Pauline Frederick is supported
by Marion Nixon and George Lewis.

“April Fool,” which also has been
shown in prerelease first runs in a num-
ber of key cities, has been booked with
“The Bells” and “Devil’s Island” for

Universal’s Exploitation Theatres
throughout the country. Alexander
Carr is featured in one of his best stage
roles in “April Fool.”
Two Chadwick pictures just going into

production are “Sunshine of Paradise
Valley” and “Shamrock and the Rose.”
President I. E. Chadwick personally
supervised the selection of the cast of

the former, which is Josephine Quirk’s
adaptation of the stage play by Denman
Thompson, author of “The Old Home-
stead.” Miss Quirk is also adapting
“Shamrock and the Rose,” from the play
of Owen Davis, author of “The Nervous
Wreck” and other Broadway stage pro-
ductions. Mr. Chadwick is supervising
the making of both these pictures.

A special line of accessories in Jewish
characters has been prepared for “April

Fool,” which will be released November
15. “April Fool” is an adaptation of

“An April Shower,” by Edgar Allan
Woolf and Alexander Carr. Chadwick
Pictures is offering special lithograph
window cards and heralds.

New Stage and
Laboratory on

Metro Program
(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Sept. 21.—A new building
program, including a stage measuring 125

feet by 200 to take care of the new West-
ern unit featuring Tim McCoy, a new lab-

oratory building and the remodeling and
enlarging of the structure housing the

writing staff, will be under way in a few
days at the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studios

to meet the demands of increased activi-

ties.

The new stage will be the twentieth at

the studios and will have standard equip-

ment, including overhead Cooper-Hewitt
banks, electric hoists for properties and
scenery and a complete sprinkler system for

fire protection.

The two-story laboratory building will

house the photographic department, and
will include a chemical research depart-

ment. There will be new offices for the

the 1926-27 list.

writing staff. The new program follows
completion of the new casting office and
accounting building and an elaborate fire

prevention system.

Hays Cleans House
In Publicity, Says
Associated Press

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Sept. 21.—Will H.
Hays has cleaned house in the pub-
licity departments of the film companies
that are members of his organization,
according to Jackson E. Elliott, assistant
general manager of the Associated
Press. At the recent session of the
International Association of Convention
Bureaus, held in Buffalo, Air. Elliott had
the following to say about press agents
and their product:

“Until a few years ago every unusual
yarn, no matter how logical, was likely

to arouse the editor’s suspicion. He had
been fooled more than once.

“Nevertheless, the Associated Press
felt that it should have news from the
motion picture industry just as it has
had news concerning the legitimate
stage. Accordingly we conferred with
Will Hays.

“Thereupon Hays did the best job of
housecleaning we have ever known. He
pledged all of the companies with which
he is associated not to attempt any
publicity fakes with us. Only once
since then have we had cause to com-
plain. We furnished him the facts in

this particular case and the faker’s em-
ployers kept faith with Air. Hays, thus
enabling him to make good with us.

Moving picture activities now rank as
high as news.”

U . S. Film Exports
for July Increased

Over June Exports
(Special to the Herald)

WASHINGTON, D. C„ Sept. 21.—
Motion picture film exports in July,
totaling 26,115,214 feet, valued at $831,-

942, showed a decided increase over
June, when they amounted to 20,384,572
feet, worth $618,993, it is shown by fig-

ures just compiled by the bureau of for-

eign and domestic commerce of the De-
partment of Commerce. This was the

heaviest month recorded since April.

Exports to Alaska, Hawaii and Porto
Rico dropped from 1,789,990 feet, valued
at $25,179, in June, to 1,210,906 feet, val-

ued at $18,350. But purely foreign ex-

ports in every class registered an in-

crease shipments of positives advancing
from 15,713,391 feet, worth $464,319, to

18,043,787; raw stock from 2,568,041 feet

worth $76,049, to 6,129,297 feet, worth
$109,990, and negatives from 312,150 feet,

worth $53,446 to 731,224 feet worth
$159,619.

Re-Takes

WELL, did everybody have a good
time at Dick Barthelmess’ party
last Thursday afternoon? All

those who did will answer “aye.” The
“Ayes” have it. And Dick, J. Boyce
Smith, Sid Olcott and the Inspiration

Pictures Corp., are hereby voted regular

fellows and perfect hosts.

* * *

The occasion for the party was the

formal transferring of Air. Barthelmess
to First National. Mike Levee and John
McCormick were there “to receive the

body” as Dick himself put it.

And to show in what esteem Inspira-

tion Pictures holds Dick the company
gave him a beautiful silver plaque prop-
erly inscribed with eighteen of Dick’s

screen successes made under its banner.
The concern also presented Director
Olcott with a beautiful vase also of sil-

ver and properly inscribed. Both the

platter and vase can be used for ash
trays in a pinch.

* * *

How Come?
Foreign directors are funny. E. A. Du-

pont said in an interview, “Hollywood
is the finest place in the world to make
motion pictures” and then grabbed a

boat for Germany where he will pro-

duce his next big spectacle.

* * *

Hurrah At Last

I read in the paper the other day
where a radio soprano’s voice put out a

fire 20 miles away. Glad they’ve found
some use for them.

* * *

Stranger—“Whozat?”
Hollywoodite—“Who? Him? Why,

he’s a big yes man from Culver City.”

* * *

Of course the marriage had no connec-
tion with the showing of “The Gay De-
ceiver” at Loew’s-State theatre, in which
Lew is starred, but it helped business.

* * *

Why Los Angeles Editors Go Mad
“Rin-Tin-Tin, Warner Brothers dog

star, celebrated his birthday with his

family this morning at his home in Bev-
erly Hills by varying his usual breakfast

of kennel rations with a fine birthday
cake with the conventional candles. By
a strange coincidence he also began
work in WHILE LONDON SLEEPS
(the caps are the press agent’s not ours)

his eighth starring vehicle for Warner
Brothers and his first under his new five

year contract.” From Warner Brothers
publicity.

% % *

A Director’s Troubles

Auditor—“Miniature, miniature? The
only miniature I’ve seen for this picture

was the original estimate.”
;}c % %

Funny
What’s this? “My Official Wife, Up-

stage, Forever After.” Oh, it’s only the

index to Film Spectator’s previews.

* * *

Only 28 Here Now
A suggestion: Why doesn’t some-

body start a beach club in Hollywood?
* * *

Hurrah, The Wampas boys are feed-

ing the press representatives again this

week. R- M.
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THIS WEEK
THE Herald publishes

as Section Two the

Box Office Record and
Equipment Index.

The Box Office Record is

an institution in the motion

picture industry. Th is edi-

tion will take its place in

the reference library of

every progressive theatre

owner in the country. Like

previous issues, it will save

both the theatre owner and
the distributor thousands
of dollars by establishing

definitely the box office

value of the pictures re-

leased in the last six

months. It will mean a

ready market for the pic-

tures of merit.

The Equipment Index,

founded last Spring, ap-

pears m its second edition.

Many important additions

have been ma de. The first

issue was warmly received

by theatre owners. The
second will prove even
more valuable.

WEEK AFTER WEEK
T AST week, the Herald contained special surveys of the

Short Features and Presentation markets as they are

lined up at the opening of the Fall Theatrical Season. It

also contained a 32-page section devoted to the opening of

the First National West Coast Studios.

week after week, the Herald contains something more
than any other trade paper—something more than it prom-
ised its readers at the time it accepted their subscriptions.

Eleven years of th is policy has built prestige with the the-

atre owner such as no other publication enjoys.

NEXT WEEK
'T HE Herald will again

be published in two sec-

tions, Section Two being

the October issue of Better

Theatres.

What would you do if

you were a millionaire and
wanted to build for your

home town of 5,000 people

the perfect 1,000-seat the-

atre? A man with many
millions has answered the

question for himself. He
has built his perfect the-

atre. The complete story,

with pictures, appears in

the next issue of Better

Theatres, along with a

dozen other features of im-

portance and value.

The Herald will also con-

tain The Studio for Octo-

ber, giving the consensus

of 2,468 exhibitors as to

what points they base the

purchase of pictures on.

Here is information of

value to everyone in the

trade.
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Dick Talmadge Plans $250,000
Studio on 63 Acre Plat

Waldorf Sues May McAvoy for $ 110 ,000—Warner Brothers Seeks

$33,000 Damages from Levinson—James Lowe to be “Uncle Tom”

By RAY MURRAY

HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 21.—A studio which will cost approximately
$250,000 is to be erected in the neighborhood of the Universal and
First National plants, in the North Hollywood section of Los An-

geles. Richard Talmadge has bought 63 acres of land through Edmund
L. A. Gardiner, realtors.

HPALMADGE proposes to build three
large stages, bungalows and Western

street sets on the studio property. It

is located near Ventura boulevard on
Pacoima Avenue and runs along that
thoroughfare for 2,500 feet. The tract
adjoins the home of Noah Beery and
that owned by Hector Turnbull of Fa-
mous Players-Lasky.
Talmadge has a contract with Univer-

sal for six productions. He expects to
have his new studio completed in time
to produce the final pictures of his Uni-
versal contract there.

* * *

Funeral services were held Thursday
for Frank Norcross, age 78, veteran mo-
tion picture actor, who died at the
Bonnie Brier Hotel. Norcross was well
known in picture circles throughout the
country.

* * *

Waldorf Sues McAvoy
Waldorf Pictures, Inc., has filed suit

against May McAvoy alleging breach of
contract. The producers are asking
$110,000 damages from the little blonde
star because she is declared to have re-
fused to play the leading role in “Sweet
Rosie O’Grady,” a picture Waldorf pro-
posed making.

s|: % s*c

Lowe Takes Gilpin's Place

James Lowe, negro actor, will be in
the role of Uncle Tom in Universal’s
screen version of “Uncle Tom’s Cabin.”
Charles Gilpin, the Uncle Tom selected
by Harry Pollard, had to cancel his en-
gagement because of a stage production
opening in New York.
A rousing reception was given Paul

Whiteman upon his arrival here
Wednesday. Whiteman opened Satur-
day at the Million Dollar theatre.

S{C 5*C

inne Griffith is preparing to direct “Mc-
Fadden’s Flats” for E. M. Asher.

L. G. Rigby, Fox scenarist, who has
just finished the screen version of “The
Monkey Talks” has been assigned one
of the dramatic plums of the year in the
commission to adapt “The Auctioneer”
for the same company.

J|s % %

Edwin Carewe Productions have
moved headquarters from the Pickford-
Fairbanks Studios to the old Clune Stu
dios recently renamed Tec-Art. “Resur-
rection” which Edwin Carewe will direct
will be produced under the Inspiration
Pictures banner and will be released
through United Artists. Harry D. Wil-
son is handling the publicity.

* * *

J. G. Hawks, production supervisor of

the F. B. O. studio, has left for New
York for an extended vacation trip.

Hawks is making the trip to Manhattan
and back via boat. This is his first vaca-
tion in over four years.

* * *

Edward Montagne, Universal scenario

editor, has returned from a two month
trip to New York, where he went over
material, selected stories and helped out-

line Universal’s production program for

Valentino Memorial
Service in Theatres

(Special to the Herald)

CARTHAGE, MO., Sept. 21.—

A

“ Valentino Memorial Service”
was devised by Jack Gross of Cap-
itol Enterprises’ Crane and Royal

Barthelmess on Canadian Trip
Richard Barthelmess leaves this week

for a two months’ vacation trip to Can-
ada and thence to New York City, re-

turning to Los Angeles via Panama
Canal. He will be accompanied by Jo-
seph H. Steele. Dallas S. Squire will

accompany them as far as Del Monte.
sjc ijc j{C

Butts a Traveler

The most traveled child of the screen
is little Billie Butts, six-year-old actor
now playing an important part in Thom-
as Meighan’s current Paramount pro-
duction, “The Land of Promise.” With
his director, William Beaudine, little

Billy has traveled more than 6,000 miles.
* *

After an absence of ten years Peter L.
Shamray, now president of Popular Pic-
tures, Inc., has returned to Fine Arts
Studio. Shamray is producing “Flames
of Paradise.”

* * *

Richard Wallace who has just com-
pleted supervising the titling and cut-

ting of “Syncopating Sue” starring Cor-

Valentino Memorial
Service in Theatres

(Special to the Herald)

CARTHAGE, MO., Sept. 21.—

A

“ Valentino Memorial Service”
was devised by Jack Gross of Cap-
itol Enterprises’ Crane and Royal
here and put over in forty Univer-
sal houses by Fred S. Meyer, gen-
eral manager in the Kansas City
offices.

Before the long feature on each
show a slide was thrown on the
screen reading:

In Memoriam
To the Late Beloved Rudolph
Valentino
Honored by Strangers
Mourned by Multitudes
His Memory Shall Not Perish.

Let Us Bow Our Heads in Silent
Prayer.
At this point every light in the

theatre was darkened and a gong
sounded twelve times backstage.
Then the organist started playing
“The End of a Perfect Day” as
an amber spot was thrown on a

three-sheet figure of Valentino
mounted and draped in black in

center stage, and a barytone sang.
After this the gong sounded and
“The Eagle” was screened.

September 25, 1926

1927. A number of plays and novels
were purchased.

* * *

Two sprained ankles is the penalty for
Norman Kerry’s battle scenes in “Annie
Laurie,” Lillian Gish’s new Metro-Gold-
wyn-Mayer vehicle. Kerry suffered the
first when he fell from a horse while
riding in a rocky canyon, one of the
Highland scenes in the play. Continu-
ing with the scene, he fell on a slippery
rock, spraining the other.

* * *

Gardner James has just completed a

feature role in “The Flaming Forest” for

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. The young player,

feeling the need of a rest, has hied him-
self off for a week’s outing.

* * *

Marie Prevost, star of Metropoli-

tan Productions, is ambitious to win
new honors at the Philadelphia Srs-

quicentennial dog show for her three

prize winning Cairn terriers. The
piquant screen player, accompanied
by her husband, Kenneth Harlan, left

for the City of Brotherly Love last

week. They will return to Hollywood
October 1. Miss Prevost is a dog
fancier of more than local reputation.

* * *

The option on the services of Edward
Clark, playwright and scenarist, has
been exercised by Warner Brothers and
he will write exclusively for them here-

after.
* * *

There will be no vacation this year
for June Mathis, First National woman
producer, and Balboni, director. There
is too much work needing their atten-

tion at the new studios at Burbank for

them to have time for mountain-outings
or a trip to the sea this season. “The
Masked Woman” was sent East today
for cutting. Work will be started at

once by Miss Mathis and Balboni on
“Here Y’Are Brother.”

* * *

Lincoln Stedman has been signed for

his fourth football part in the past few
months. Yesterday Columbia Pictures

selected the campus funmaker for a fea-

tured part in “The Better Way.”
* * *

Steven Roberts is recovering from an

appendicitis operation.
* * *

Warner Brothers have filed suit for

$33,000 damages against Jesse A. Levin-

son alleging fraud over the rights to a

German play “The Waltz Dream.” War-
ner Brothers was sued by a German firm

for using the story and the suit is

brought to recover damages for money
spent as a result of the Levinson trans-

action.
* * *

The Westlake theatre, new West
Coast house, opens September 22.

Australia9
s Theatre

Growth 416 in 5 Years
(Special from Department of Commerce)

WASHINGTON, D. G, Sept. 21.—Fig-
ures covering Australia’s motion picture

theatre growth since 1921, recently com-
piled, show an increase of 416 theatres in

the 5-year period. In 1921 Australia had

800 houses; according to the latest census

she has 1216.

Figures for capital invested in various

branches of the industry during the same
period show the investment to have been

$6,700,000 in 1921 as against an approxi-

mate $75,000,000 today.
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Film News PICTORIAL SECTION Stories Told

in

Pictures
of Exhibitors Herald by

the Camera
Issue of September 25

John E. McCormick, right,

First National production
head on the Coast, and
Robert J. Bender, news
manager of United Press.

Congressman William E.

Hull of Illinois visits the
Coast and receives a Tom
Mix hat from the Fox West-
ern star.

First on the schedule of Ernst
Lubitsch will be a picture for
Metro - Goldwyn - Mayer. He
thus begins a new contract.

Albert J. Kelley becomes a
director. He was formerly
assistant to Cecil B. DeMille.
He has begun a Preferred
picture.

Earle Foxe is master of ceremonies at the opening of
the Fox Hills studio and the dedication of its $300,000
Spanish wall. There were 30,000 in the audience
which heard Foxe’s opening words. The U. S. marines
formed an official escort.

They do come back! Dor-
othy Phillips said one year
ago that she would come
back in films. Now she is an
important M-G-M player.
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Thousands of persons take advantage of Winfield R. Sheehan’s invitation to visit the outdoor studios of the William Fox Film
Corporation at Westwood. Isidore B. Dockweller delivered the addresses dedicating the picturesque Spanish wall designed by
Luis Usabal, celebrated artist of Valencia, Spain. Many stars participated in the elaborate program following the raising of the
first flag on the immense staff that surmounts the main Spanish entrance of the $200,000 film plant.

Creighton Hale is a good type for a Scottish Highlander
and is chosen by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer for such a role in

“Annie Laurie.” He plays the juvenile lover of Lillian

Gish in the production. The picture is now under way
on the Coast..

During the visit of royal emissaries from Sweden Famous
Players-Lasky people stop production long enough to make a
picture for their own albums. Left to right: Crown Princess

Louise, Maurice Stiller, Jesse L. Lasky, Crown Prince Gus-
tavus Adolphus

?
Pola Negri and Milton Hoffman.'
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Norma Shearer finds her stride in “His Secretary” and
follows it up with work in “The Waning Sex” that
puts her in a class of high comedy, but more or less

“type.” But as those have been her two best roles
Metro may well afford to find others like them.

Monte Blue goes to New
York! After completing
“Across the Pacific” the
Warner star seeks a vaca-
tion in the East. Mrs.
Blue, left.

Patsy Ruth Miller and
George Jessel on a War-
ner Brothers set. Miss
Miller this week is in the
East for the Dempsey
bout.

Captain Bruce Bairnsfather is

author of the story from
which Warner Brothers made
“The Better ’Ole,” directed

by Riesner.

Irene Rich appears in the
leading role of “My Official

Wife” which Warner Broth-
ers has completed. Tearle is

in an opposite role.

Alice Terry does fine work
although not her best in

“Mare Nostrum” which has
just finished a long run in

Chicago. A Metro film.

Two distribution men congratulate one another on the
commercial success of Harold Lloyd’s last produc-
tion. Left is William Fraser, general manager of
Harold Lloyd Productions. Right is George Weeks,,
in charge of distribution for FP-L. Mrs. Lloyd, center.

Laura La Plante becomes
one of THE Universal play-
ers. She is heavily counted
upon nowadays. Her latest

is “Butterflies in the Rain.”
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A child can operate it! Betty Warner whose
name graces the Warner ’round the world
broadcasting station starts the generator at

City Hall when a program is broadcast in

New York.

Monte Blue prefers a camera in his face to a “Mike” but decides to make
the best of it when he is called upon to speak to the radio world from the
City Hall, New York, as one of the features of the Warner Brothers’ pro-
gram when the portable broadcasting station was received by the city’s

officials. Jack and Sam Warner in foreground.

Following the big metropolitan parade which was headed by Warner Broth-
ers’ portable radio broadcasting station, 6XBR, the train pulled up in front
of the City Hall, New York, where it received official greeting. A large
throng of people may be seen at right watching the ceremony. The car
may be seen in front of the building.

It hasn’t been so long since Marshall Neilan
“told the world” this young woman would
be a star if given a chance. He gave her
the chance and Metro now boasts of Sally

O’Neil as one of the big draws.
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Eleanor Boardman, Metro player,

weds King Vidor, Metro director, at

the home of Marion Davies. It was a
quiet wedding out of deference to the
memory of Valentino.

A tank town Sarah Bernhardt! That
is the type of comedy role Beatrice
Lillie has in her first screen effort.

She is working at the Metro lot in

the picture called “Exit Smiling.”

Lars Hanson is a Swedish professional
imported by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
and appears now in “The Scarlet Let-
ter” which has just had a premiere in
the Central theatre. New York.

Mary and Doug bring their journey to a finale. Although they had intended going
to the Orient from California they have abandoned the plan as a result of the death
of Valentino with its effects upon the United Artists product situation. Left to
right: Doug Fairbanks, Mary Pickford, Mrs. Pickford, Jack Pickford, Gwynne Pick-
ford, and Lottie Pickford Forrest.

Joan Crawford, above, is working in

“The Understanding Heart” for

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. Carmel Myers
appears in one of the other important
roles. Conway is directing.

“Water, water everywhere but not a drop to drink.” These three laudable seamen are William Powell, left, who does a lot
of villaining in recent pictures, Ronald Colman who never appears in pictures with Dick but appears a lot with him in private
life, and Richard Barthelmess, right, who is engaged in producing “The White Black Sheep” for First National under the direc-
tion of Sidney Olcott. Dick’s leading woman is Patsy Ruth Miller who has the role of an Arabian dancing girl.
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Stirring outdoor pictures play an important part in the new product distributed by Associated Exhibitors. Here are scenes
from three pictures. On the left is Buddy Roosevelt with Peggy Montgomery in Lester F. Scott, Jr.’s “The Danger-
ous Dub.” Middle: Sandow, the starring dog, with Tom London and Shirley Palmer in Van Pelt Brothers’ “Code of

the Northwest.” Right: Buffalo Bill, Jr., and Judy King in “The Bonanza Buckaroo.”

Beauty Contestants at A.M.P.A.
Meet Draw Big Attendance

Allvine Brings Them But Eberhcirdt Fails in Effort to Pick the Comli-

est—Fox Gets Talking Film Device , Rumor
By JOHN S. SPARGO

N EW YORK, Sept. 21.—While the attendance at the first session of

the A. M. P. A. was almost a record breaker for numbers, there are

a few of the Ampas who were not there who are kicking themselves
for not being. The cause of the kicks is the large bunch of pulchritude
retiring president Glen Allvine led in the form of ten winners of the

National Beauty Contest. The consensus of opinion is that being sur-

rounded by ten such peaches as these is a good way to leave office.

THE session was presided over by in-

coming President Walter Eberhardt,
and a tip was out that as his first official

act he had planned to give the ten beauties

the once over and select a champion looker
from among the ten champions. A quick

slant over the assemblage convinced even
the redoubtable Eberhardt, whose bravery
is generally beyond question, with so much
beauty rampant, the selection of one above
the others was a little too dangerous. They
all looked too good.

Other entertainment, besides the feast for

the eyes, was provided. Mathew and Frank
King, eccentric vaudeville dancers, put on
an act that went over big. Honor guests

and speakers at the luncheon were Frank
Wells, son of H. G. Wells, and Hugh
Brooke, an English director who is making
two reelers from stories written by the

distinguished British author.

Harry Hirschfield who draws what Frank
O’Brien says is his own likeness and labels

it Abe Kabibble was among those present,

and after making a careful inspection of

the ten beauties, watched a soft shoe dance
in which the dancers were linked together

by chains on their ankles. Later Hirsch-
field tried to borrow the ankle chains and
move over among the handsome damsels.

He was blocked in this move by Charlie

Einfeld, who indignantly demanded to

know just what the rights of a vicepresi-

dent were and why Hirschfield was trying

to usurp them.

Serious trouble was averted by the inter-

ference of a number of friends of each

combatant, if any.

Banner Welcomes Return of Davis

Banner Productions held open house one
day last week in its offices in the Loew
State building, the occasion being a wel-

come home to George H. Davis who was
returning to his offices after a long illness.

The offices had been especially decorated
for. the festivities and a supply of eatables

and drinkables provided for the delectation

of a constant stream of visitors who called

to felicitate the head of Banner on his

recovery.
* * *

The justly celebrated Harry Buxbaum
smile was in even greater evidence than
usual all last week around the Fox Ex-
change on West 44th street.

It (the smile) still graced his flushed

face after 45 minutes with an exceptionally

hard boiled Eskimo from the Bronx who
after booking two comedies wanted, as a

gift, first run privileges in New York on
“What Price Glory” and “Seventh Heaven.”

And all because, it was revealed, that he
had been presented with a cup and pro-
claimed the winner of the annual Presi-

dent’s Golf Club Tournament of the Law-
rence Country Club. Thomas A. McWin-
ney, president of the club and donor of

the cup, did the presenting at the weekly
meeting.

Harry’s score was 71.

* * *

They Say Fox Has Synchronization Device

While no official announcement has as

yet been made, it seems to be taken as a

foregone conclusion that Fox Films will

soon put on the market, in connection with
some of its bigger pictures, a talking ma-
chine invention aimed to do the same work
as the Vitaphone. So widespread is this

conclusion that it has recently been re-

Press Finds Western
Tales Teach Virtue
An editorial in an issue of last

week’s Chicago Daily News points
to the great virtue always evi-

dent in Western melodramatic
stories: “In every last tale virtue
is ultimately rewarded and the
face of the wicked is ground in the
dust.”

fleeted in the activity of Fox stock on Wall
Street. The Wall Street Journal last week
printed the following:

Talking pictures are becoming subjects
for many conjectures in the Street now,
following the rapid advance recently re-

corded in Warner Brothers. There was
speculative buying of Fox A yesterday on
reports that the company had a contriv-

ance similar to that of Warners, which
could be put out at a much lower cost.

A private showing is to be made soon, ac-

cording to these rumors, and a public
demonstration will be given soon there-

after.
^ ^ ^

Grey Remains Griffith Agent

A1 Grey finds his taking over the gen-
eral management of the Famous Players-
Lasky road show department has caused
confusion as to his position with D. W.
Griffith, Inc. In order to keep his records
clear it can be stated that Mr. Grey will

continue as vicepresident and general man-
ager of the Griffith Corporation and will

also continue to serve as Mr. D. W. Grif-

fith’s business representative in all matters
pertaining to the latter’s productions.
Mr. Grey says “Beau Geste” has scored

such sensational hits in New York and
Philadelphia that the new road show de-

partment will route it in all the important
cities of the country this fall and winter.

It is playing to capacity at the Criterion,

New York. The first week at the Aldine,

Philadelphia, was over $22,000.

* *

After reading the following which was
printed recently in the Japan Times we
know what to call the woman who sits in

front of us, reads the titles aloud and ex-
plains the plot to her seat mate—and some
of us would like to call her worse than a

benshi

:

“Japanese moving pictures can not be called the

silent drama, for a ‘katsuben’ talks on behalf of

the screen actors and actresses. In some movie
theatres there is one ‘katsuben’ or ‘benshi’ for

each of the important characters in the play. The
system of ‘katsuben’ was developed because of the

necessity which arose from the presentation of im-

ported films at the time when the movie indus-

try had not yet been developed in this country.

Explanation of the plot and development of a

story was necessary for the average audience. But
the audience gradually formed the habit of seeing

movie shows with the aid of a benshi.”

Dorothy Phillips Back
to Play Columbia Role

(Special to the Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 21. — Dorothy
Phillips has returned from a vacation at

Arrowhead Lake Lodge to play the fea-

ture role in Dorothy Howell’s “The Bet-

ter Way” for Columbia. Miss Phillips,

who has been lent to Columbia by
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, recently com-
pleted an important role in “Upstage."
David Selman will direct “The Better

Way.”
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J. M. Schenck Joins Leaders
With $4,250,000 Insurance

Deal Handled by Artie Stebbins Places United Artists Chairman

Third Behind William Fox’s $6,000,000 and Adolph

Zukor’s $5,000,000 in Policies

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Sept. 21.—Joseph M. Schenck has joined the ranks of the

heavily insured men of the country. Artie Stebbins, who handles most of

the insurance of big people of stage and screen, recently wrote policies

which add $3,000,000 to the $1,250,000 already carried by the chairman of

the board of directors of United Artists. This $4,250,000 places Mr.
Schenck up among the topnotchers of the world as to the amount carried,

and third among the big men of the film world.

Fox First with $6,000,000

William Fox, with $6,000,000 in insurance, heads the list of film men.
Adolph Zukor, with $5,000,000, is second on the list.

Insurance Carried

By Picture People
William Fox .... $6,000,000

Adolph Zukor 5,000,000

Joseph M. Schenck.. 4,250,000

John Barrymore 2,000,000

Buster Keaton 1,250,000

Norma Talmadge 1,250,000

Charlie Chaplin 1,000,000

Douglas Fairbanks 1,000,000

Constance Talmadge 1,000,000

Gloria Swanson 1,000,000

Mary Pickford 1,000,000

Ford to Tell Trials of

Emigrant Mothers In

“Mother Machree” Film
(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Sept. 21.—John Ford, se-

lected by William Fox and Winfield R.

Sheehan, general manager and production

chief, to direct

“The Story of

Mother Machree,”
aims to tell a big

story of the spirit

and sacrifice of

Irish emigrant
motherhood.
Ford, himself

heart and soul an
Irishman, is big in

mind and stature

and might well be
cast as the Giant
of Kilkenny in the

picturization. H e

says no one yet

has caught the full

spirit of the Irish emigration to America
and that “Mother Machree” is the story

of all emigrant mothers from all lands in

its symbolism.
The director says an old crony of his in

Los Angeles, who came over 45 years ago
in a sailing vessel, has supplied him with

a fund of human interest material.

Gotham Distribution

In West Is Arranged
(Special to the Herald

)

DENVER, Sept. 21.—Gotham produc-
tions will in future be distributed in Colo-
rado, New Mexico, Utah and Wyoming by
Columbia exchanges here and in Salt Lake
City, according to the terms of contracts

signed last week. Budd Rogers, vicepresi-

dent of Lumas Pictures, and J. T. Shef-
field of the Denver Columbia office signed
the last of the contracts.

Franchise holders for Gotham pictures

are as follows

:

Hollywood Pictures Corporation, Greater New
York territory; De Luxe Film Co., Eastern Penn-
sylvania, Southern New Jersey; Independent Film
Corp., New England states; Gotham Pictures Ex-
change, Inc., Chicago territory; Celebrated Play-
ers Film Exchange, Wisconsin; Midwest Film
Distributors, Inc., Kansas City division; Home
State Film Co., with offices in Dallas, Little

Rock and Oklahoma City for the Southwest;
Gotham Pictures Exchange, Inc., St. Louis; Su-
preme Photoplay Co., Pittsburgh; De Luxe Fea-
ture Film Corp., for Seattle; F. & R. Film Co.,

for Minnesota and the Dakotas; Eltabran Film
Co., with branches in Atlanta and Charlotte,
N. C., for the South; American Booking Cor-
poration in Detroit; Independent Films, Ltd-,
with branches in Toronto, Montreal and Winnipeg,
for all of Canada; Bond Photoplay Corp., with
offices in Buffalo and Albanv. to handle upper
New York State; Renown Pictures Corp., In-
dianapolis; All Star Feature Distributors, with
offices in Los Angeles and San Francisco, for
California, Arizona and Nevada; Independent
Film Corp., in Omaha; Gotham Pictures Echange,
Inc., in Washington, D. C. ; Gotham Pictures
Exchange. Inc., with offices in Cleveland and
Cincinnati and the recently signed Columbia ex-
changes in Denver and Sait Lake City.

Inter-Oceajn Film Corporation of New York
has acquired world rights to. Gotham Productions
outside of the U. S. and Canada.

Mr. Schenck for a long time has car-
ried $1,250,00 of personal insurance. The
$3,000,000 additional is business insur-
ance and the
United Artists
Theatres Corpo-
ration is made
beneficiary in

one policy of $2,-

000,000, while the
remaining $1,

000,000 is made
payable to the
Art Cinema Cor-
poration, a sub-
sidiary to the
United Artists.

The huge poli-

cies are divided
among a number
of companies, it

being the policy of

seldom to assume risks singly in the

cases of such great coverage. The
Schenck policies are distributed among
the following: John Hancock, of Bos-
ton; Connecticut Mutual, Hartford;
Union Central, Cincinnati; Prudential,

Newark; Penn Mutual, Philadelphia;

Home Life, New York, and the Massa-
chusetts Mutual, Boston.

Another large policy recently written

Harry Cohn Gives Films

“Exhibitor Angle”
(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Sept. 21.—As a

result of inquiries made among
exhibitors on Columbia pictures,

Harry Cohn, vicepresident and
director general of Columbia be-

lieves his company’s 1926-27 prod-
uct will embody what he has
termed the ‘‘exhibitor angle.” In
explanation of the “exhibitor

angle” in a picture Mr. Cohn
states:
“... I sent out to hundreds

of exhibitors a comprehensive
synopsis of the stories already
bought by Columbia and ready to

produce. With each went a re-

quest for the exhibitor’s opinion

as to the entertainment value and
box-office possibilities. The
answers— mainly suggestions —
that I received helped materially

in improving the scenarios made
from the original stories and also

brought about the rejection of ma-
terial pronounced doubtful by
these exhibitor friends.”

by Mr. Stebbins was for Gloria Swan-
son. This was a million dollar policy,

covering “scarred face, dismemberment,
permanent disability or death,” and is

designed to protect that star to the ex-
tent of a million dollars in the event of

anything happening to her which will

prevent her from appearing on the
screen. This policy was placed by Mr.
Stebbins with Lloyds.

Sam Rork Takes Print
of “Blonde Saint” East;

F. N . Signs 2 Players
( Special to the Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 21.—Sam E.

Rork, producer of “The Blonde Saint”
(for First National) is on his way East
with a print of the picture. He is ac-

companied by his daughter Ann, who
has a featured part in the production,
which stars Lewis Stone and Doris Ken-
yon.
Yola O’Avril, French player, has been

signed by First National for a long
term. Billie Dove also has signed a

long-term contract. Her first appear-
ance under the new contract will be in

“Here Y’Are, Brother.”

Christine Hamilton on
A. E. Publicity Staff;

L. Scott Buys Stories
(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Sept. 21.—Christine
Hamilton, formerly reviewer and column
conductor on Motion Pictures Today,
has joined the publicity staff of Asso-
ciated Exhibitors. She is editing press
sheets under Ben H. Grimm.
Lester F. Scott, Jr., producer of West-

erns for Associated, has bought two
Walter J. Coburn stories that recently
appeared in Action Stories. He is ne-
gotiating for more Coburn stories.

Warner 6 1/2 Per Cent
Notes Held Unaffected

( Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Sept. 21.
—“Wide upward

swings in Warner Brothers shares have so

far had little influence on the market price

of the company’s three-year 6)4 per cent

notes, maturing Oct. 15, 1928,” says the

Wall Street Journal. “These notes were
issued not quite a year ago at 100.”

The Journal adds that, “speculation in

Warner Brothers shares has been based
upon prospect of large earnings due to the

successful introduction” of the Vita'phone.

Artie Stebbins

oldline companies
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Free!!!

Box Office Insurance
From Time to Time you may Experience

a Run of Poor Business

It may be due to the whim of your public, the weather
may be bad or some other cause might make you wish

you were Insured Against Poor Receipts.

GEO. E. READ, Inc.
The Largest Individual Real Estate Organization in

Beverly Hills, California

which numbers among its clients many of the most successful

members of the moving picture fraternity can tell you of invest-

ments that can be made in Beverly Hills now that will safeguard
you against

Box Office Losses!

You don’t have to have a fortune to invest through us; the value
and character of our properties are such that we can give you
EASY TERMS.

Take a Part of Your Profits Now
while business is good and invest it in Beverly Hills Real Estate

—The Safest Most Profitable Investment to be found anywhere
today.

If you will fill out the Coupon in the corner and send it in we will

send you a map showing locations of homes of hundreds of nota-

ble people we have made money for.
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Short Feature Guide
Meets Ready Response
Favorable comment from a num-

ber of sources has followed the ap-

pearance of the Short Feature Guide

in the last issue of the HERALD.
Appreciation is expressed of the

value of placing before the theatre

owner in a condensed yet compre-

hensive form the entire product of

the field from which to choose in

building up the best possible pro-

grams for the season.

Analysis of the offerings of the

companies shows that everything that

could be desired for variation is

available, with a maximum quantity

from which to choose. Comedies,

cartoons, news reels, serials, nature

pictures, personality shots, instruc-

tive bits, travelogs, sport glimpses,

animal films and novelties—all are

there.

The producing companies an-

nounce that their appropriations for

short features have been increased,

and this is an infallible index to em-
phasis upon quality, and this is es-

pecially so because in several in-

stances there are no increases in quan-

tity.

Likewise in release dates on groups
a wide range is noted, which is an-

other form of cooperation with thea-

tre owners toward balanced pro-

grams.

The material is there. It’s up to

the exhibitor to fashion it to his

needs.

Romance and Danger
in Cameraman’s Life

Once more the evidence of the

risks taken by motion picture pho-
tographers in “getting the story”

comes to the front in the tragedy
reported in dispatches last week
from Warsaw when fifteen hundred
cavalrymen charged down upon a

battery of cameramen taking a scene
for a French picture. Latest reports

stated four photographers were dy-
ing from injuries.

The battle of Lohnsa was being
reenacted and picked cavalrymen
from the Fifth and Eleventh Uhlans,
sent by Marshall Pilsudski, swept
down the field, lances leveled. A
dust cloud blinded the troopers and

the cameramen were trampled un-

derfoot.

The name of the picture for which
the shots were being made was not

given and the probabilities are that

it was a long feature, but the point

is that the incident calls to mind the

chances being taken daily by news
reel photographers particularly in

covering the field. There have been
several instances recently of photog-

raphers being injured while taking

pictures of mobs, of contracting jun-

gle fevers and undergoing severe pri-

vations in taking shots of—not at

—

wild animals in travel reels.

The public doesn’t know, and post-

ing the news of dangers encountered,
via subtitles, doesn’t make the public
realize. Sufficient to say that despite

all the safeguards which modem pic-

ture taking mechanics can produce,
and despite danger-proof “thrillers,”

there is still plenty of romance to be
found in the life of a cameraman.

Short Feature
as Lifesaver

The short feature has been the life

preserver of more than one program,
as all will testify who consistently
have used them. There should be
no lifting of eyebrows in surprise at

that statement, particularly when
one realizes that in a number of in-

stances the cost per reel is at least as

large as for the long features. But
the flexibility of the short feature to
meet emergencies was amply demon-

The New

13 issues a year

strated during the strike of musicians

in Chicago.

Everyone recognizes the importance

of music as an auxiliary to the pro-

gram, but not everyone would have

forecast how capably the added

short features took the place of the

special music numbers.

The fact that the short features did

the rescue act so manfully is a fur-

ther proof— if any proof were

needed—that the short feature is not

a “filler.” Instead of filling in the

gaps the shorts improved the pro-

grams and the public actually re-

ceived more picture value for their

money than they would have had
under normal circumstances. The
incident also explains why programs

made up solely of short features are

becoming increasingly popular as a

sort of occasional feast of variety for

the patron.

Pathe Issues Book
on All-Comedy Circus

Pathe has taken a decided step for-

ward in issuing a comprehensive and
practical book of exploitation for the

Pathe Call Comedy Circus, which has

made rapid progress in popularity,

under the expert guidance of S. Bar-

rett McCormick.

One of the excellent features of the

book, which is all in color and 12*4

inches wide by 15y2 deep, with stiff

covers, includes eight pages left

blank for pasting in additional ex-

ploitation notes, thus making the

book a “permanent encyclopedia of

exploitation.”

The front cover, with its cartoons

in bright colors, attracts attention

from the start. On the first page

McCormick traces the development
leading up to the all-short feature

program. An index to the exploita-

tion ideas in the book is given on
the second page, and shows in tabloid

the wealth of material provided. A
few of the ideas developed are a

presentation, “Glorifying the Custard

Pie” ; limerick contest, teetering

clowns, unusual lobby displays,
ducks as ballyhoos, jazz garter con-

test, real laugh contest, one-man
band, clown umbrella ballet and a

funny clock. Then there are the

sample newspaper stories, novelties,

posters and so on.
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Pat Dowling, publicity representative of Christie Comedies, released by Educa-
tional, is on a long crosscountry trip from New York to San Francisco inaugu-
rating Christie Comedies Anniversary Week. Here he is shown with Douglas
Fairbanks.

Simmons Gets

Sole Right to

Brays Oversea
The Simmons Pictures Corporation has

obtained complete rights outside of the

United States and Canada to the eighty-

eight releases of the Bray Studios for

1926-27.

J. R. Bray, president of Bray Studios,
in making the announcement stated the

signing of the contract called a halt to

rumors linking a number of companies
with the foreign distribution of the Bray
product.
The completion of the negotiations with

Joseph Simmons permits the Bray organi-
zation to confine itself entirely to produc-
tion and distribution in the United States
and Canada. The Simmons concern al-

ready has received prints of that part of
the product which has been completed, in-

cluding two McDougall Alley Comedies,
two Fistical Cultural Comedies, three Sun-
kist Comedies, two Bray Cartoons, one
Bray Magazine and one Nature Special.

Simmons announced an intensive sales

and publicity campaign for every foreign
country.

Foreign Representative

Visits Red Seal Offices
It looked like old-time week at the Red

Seal home office. First, R. Reubenson,
foreign representative, came in on his

semi-annual trip to America. Then Lester
Tobias, manager of the New Ffaven ex-
change, dropped in, exhibiting his latest

stunt, an exchange house organ which he
calls the Film Reporter. Morris Chase,
manager of the Buffalo exchange, was also
a visitor.

Flitter in Berlin Deal
Walter Flitter, producer of Curiosities,

the Movie Side-show, which is released by
Education Film Exchanges, Inc., has made
arrangements with the Filmhaus Mischke
Company of Berlin, whereby this com-
pany will furnish him shots of interesting
freaks to be found in Central Europe.
The initial shipment under this contract
has arrived from Germany, some of them
appearing in “Whatnots,” the third release
in the Curiosities series.

Rosenberg Makes
Red Seal Seattle

Business Factor
A L ROSENBERG, manager of Red
a* Seal’s exchange at Seattle, made a new
departure when he undertook the distribu-

tion of short fea-

tures of the Red
Seal banner. De-
Luxe Feature
Film Company is

the name of Ros-
enberg’s exchange
but it has come to

mean really Red
Seal since his re-

cent affiliation

with that organ-
ization, which has
made rapid strides

in building up a
national system
for distribution. Ai Rosenberg

Twelve years as
a fearless distributor is the slogan of the
DeLuxe exchange. In announcing its con-
fidence in another season of successful
dealings with exhibitors of the territory

the exchange calls attention to its connec-
tions with “the safest and ablest” produc-
ers, and adds that its policy has been never
to want to “take a mortgage on a show-
man’s life or his theatre” but to give a

square deal and service. And Red Seal
subscribes to that with Rosenberg.

Life Cartoon Contest

Draws Heavy Response

in Educational Tieup
Within three days after a full-page ad-

vertisement was inserted in Life telling of

the Life Cartoon Comedies scenario writ-

ing contest, the scenario editor of Life
says he had received 400 inquiries, R. E.

Sherwood, motion picture editor of this

national humorous publication, is quoted
as saying that he expects nearly 10,000 to

enter the contest.

The contest was brought to the atten-

tion of 2,000,000 readers of Life, as well

as the new Life series of animated car-

toons released by Educational. It is ex-
plained that ideas employed in these car-

toons are obtained from Life magazine.

First of Christie

30 Completed, Four
Now in Production

Getting under way to a flying start with
four comedies being produced for Educa-
tional release, the Christie Studios have
begun their shooting for the season, which
will include 30 two-reel comedies, for issu-

ance through June, 1927. The first Christie

Comedy, called “The Daffy Dill” and fea-

turing Neal Burns, already has been
completed. At present, the four comedies
being filmed include a Christie featuring

Jack Duffy, and one comedy each in the

star series with Bobby Vernon, Billy Doo-
ley and Jimmie Adams.
Edna Marian, a new leading lady in

Christies, Natalie Joyce and Bill Irving ap-

pear in the cast supporting Burns in “The
Daffy Dill.” William Watson directed the

comedy, with Gus Peterson and Frank Sul-

livan as cameramen. The story was writ-

ten by Keene Thompson. William Holland,
veteran assistant director, who recently

joined the Christie Studios, is working with
Watson in the new series of comedies, and
will assist him and other directors.

Vernon Makes "Dummy Love”

“Dummy Love” is the first of the Bobby
Vernon Comedies, so called because of one
of the sequences, said to be among the

funniest ever turned out at the studio. The
comedy is being directed by Harold Beau-
dine. Sig Herzig is responsible for the

story. Alex Phillips, who recently photo-
graphed Marie Prevost in “Up in Mabel’s
Room,” and Alfred Jacquemin, are the

camera artists.

Frances Lee, whose contract with Chris-
tie has been renewed appears in support of

Vernon, with Thelma Daniels, a new Chris-

tie girl, as second lead. With the addition

of Tack Duffy and Eddie Baker, two of

the standbys in the Christie Stock Com-
pany, and George Hall, this Vernon Com-
edy gets one of the biggest two-reel casts

of the season.

The initial Jimmie Adams Comedy pro-
duced by Christie will be a novel idea exe-
cuted in a beauty parlor. Charlotte Mer-
riam is the leading lady, and the cast is

further strengthened by the addition of
Eddie Lambert, famous stage comic, now

|

appearing in the Will Morrissey revue in

Los Angeles, Blanche Payson, the large

character comedienne, also appears in sup-
port of Jimmie Adams.

Jack Duffy Featured

Jack Duffy, noted youthful comedian
who takes old-man characters, is featured
in the second Christie Comedy of the new
series. Big crowds and exciting scenes
feature this subject, which revolves around
a prize fight, with Duffy, the innocent by-
stander, taking more than his share of the

pugilistic wallops. Phil Salvadore and Kid
Wagner, two real ring battlers, are sched-

uled to appear in this Christie. Violet

Byrd and Evelyn Francisco, recruited from
the Christie Beauty squad for leads, and
Eddie Baker and Bill Irving also are in

the supporting cast.

Billy Dooley will make his first appear-
ance in one of his popular sailor roles. Re-
ferred to as the sappy sailor and crazy
sailor, Dooley is said to have his craziest

role to date in this new comedy. He will

be the hypnotic subject of Jack Duffy, cast

as' an amateur hypnotist, allowing full

scope for the wild stunts Dooley can per-

form to perfection. William Watson, who
already has filmed most of the Dooley suc-

cesses in Christie Comedies of the past sea-

son, will be director. Sig Herzig wrote
the story which is being photographed by
Jack Breamer and William Wheeler. Molly
Malone plays the girl lead.
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Short Features were played up in the lights of the Imperial theatre, San Francisco,

when Theda Bara’s “Madame Mystery,” Pathe—Hal Roach comedy, was on
the program.
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Accessories

Play Part in

House Returns
By DAVE BADER

Universal Accessory Salesmanager

A THOUSAND years from now poster-

ity will still be saying: “It Pays to

Advertise.”

It is only natural that this slogan should
continue as long as business itself—be-
cause it cannot die ! Few businesses could
exist but for endless advertising . . . and
very few can stop once they start.

This brings us directly to the front of
your theatre—whether you show short
features or long productions. In this in-

stance I should like to go into the heart
of the short feature advertising problem

—

because I have seen it work both ways.

In the first place the short product has
•always been the “step child” of the exhib-
itors’ programs. But exhibitors are find-

ing out that in many instances the “step
child” is not the black sheep—but that the

so called “child” or feature is in reality

the black sheep. Why? Simply because
where you depended entirely on the fea-

ture, it fell down more than once. Nat-
urally—nothing is infallible. You had
overlooked the logic of standing on both
legs, and in only using one, the long fea-
ture, had lost your equilibrium. Why di-

vide your house—when you know a house
divided cannot stand ?

Remind Your Community

Take the short features Universal is re-
leasing this year, as a concrete example.
You have the Stern Brothers’ comedies,
among them Buster Brown

;
Snookums,

Lovey and Dovey; Let George Do It, and
many others. Here are series that are
popular throughout the world, due to the
cartoons that anteceded the pictures by
many years. Can you imagine the thou-
sands in your community that can be
brought into your theatre—just by remind-
ing them that their favorite cartoons of
yesteryear are being shown as two-reel
comedies. The exhibitors who are remind-
ing their patrons and prospective patrons
are reaping a harvest.

Take the new series written by Carl
Laemmle, Jr. Here is a series, namely
“The Collegians,” to sweep the fancy of
youth. Special heralds, photos of every
description, posters—even a twenty-four
sheet—are being issued on this series. Not
every exhibitor will avail himself of this

valuable material—we know that from ex-
perience—but the thousands who will are
going to add to the little figures in their

bank books.

Get Behind Short Product

The minute you divide your advertising
and accessory appropriation and give the
feature the “long” part of it—then, and
just then, are you making the short fea-
ture the “short” end of your house. You
are overlooking the thousands who might
come to your theatre simply to see one or
two short productions in which they—and
not you—are interested. You are dividing
your house—and you can’t afford to do
that.

Get behind your short product with one-
sheets, three-sheets, six-sheets and once in

a while even twenty-four-sheets. Use the
llxl4’s issued on all shorts, the occasional
22x28’s, such as Universal produced for
“The Radio Detective” and will again is-

sue for “The Collegians.”

Eckhardt, Central

Western Fox Head

\

Began With Carter

C LYDE W. ECKHARDT, Central West-
ern district manager for Fox, dates his

connections with the show business back to

1899-1900, when he
worked for Lin-
coln J. Carter at

his old Criterion

theatre in Chicago.
Eckhardt who was
born in Canton,
Ohio, and left

school at 12 to en-

ter the field of dis-

tribution as news-
boy, had come to

Chicago in De-
cember, 1898.

He was with
Carter until 1905

in the capacity of

assistant treasurer
and treasurer, then became advance pub-
licity man and agent in advance of a num-
ber of Carter’s old familiar attractions.

In 1912 he left Carter to become agent rep-

resenting other interests in other cities.

Eckhardt was made assistant manager
of the Pittsburgh office of Fox in 1915 and
then promoted to manager. He remained
there until 1917 when he was transferred
to the home office and next to Chicago as

Central District manager, in which capacity
he remained until November, 1922. Called
back to the home office has was made as-

sistant to the general manager and held
that position until 1926 when the general
manager went to the West Coast, where-
upon Eckhardt was sent to Chicago to take
the post he now holds as Central Western
district chief.

Sterns' Newlyweds”

Plays Howard, Atlanta
The new product of the Stern Brothers,

makers of high class two-reel comedies for
LTniversal release, started with a rush in

Atlanta last week, where the Metropolitan
Theatre opened with “The Newlyweds’
Neighbors,” to be followed by the presen-
tation of a new Buster Brown comedy,
“Buster’s Picnic,” in the big Howard
theatre.

The Howard is a leadoff house for the

entire South, and in playing the new Bus-
ter comedy it stamps the seal of big first-

run approval on this new series of two-
reelers.

Sterns Take
New Studios As
Old One Burns

THE Stern Brothers, whose comedy
studio in Hollywood was burned to the

ground recently, have acquired a new studio

in No. 6040 to 6048 Sunset boulevard, Hol-

lywood, and soon will be ready to resume
production of the new comedy series being

released by Universal. This word has just

been received at the LTniversal home office

from Beno Rubel, secretary of the Stern

Film Corporation, who rushed to the Coast

to check up fire losses and provide for fu-

ture production.

The new studio is about a block from

the old Stern Brothers plant, which was
the original Universal studio in Los Ange-

les. Rubel reports that modern and up-to-

date equipment is being installed in the new
Stern Brothers Studio and that machinery,
new costumes, props and other studio ne-

cessities are rapidly being prepared for

early production work. The progress be-

ing made towards the rehabilitation of the

Stern situation is said to be remarkable,

steps having been taken to assure an early

resumption of production before the ashes

of the old plant had cooled.

Work on the second half-season’s two-
reelers of the Buster Brown Comedies,
The Newlyweds and Their Baby Comedies,
the Let George Do It Comedies, The Ex-
cuse Maker Comedies and the What Hap-
pened to Jane Comedies probably will start

in a few weeks.

The old Stern Brothers Studio was al-

most completely destroyed by the fire. The
conflagration got out of hand and threat-

ened many adjoining buildings, several of

them motion picture properties. No com-
panies were working in the Stern studio at

the time, two watchmen being the only ones
present. No origin for the fire can be as-

certained.

The fire, although causing a property loss

estimated between $400,000 and $500,000,

will in no way upset the ambitious produc-
tion schedule of the Stern Brothers
for the coming season as that company
is fully six months ahead of its sched-
ule and will have ample time to re-

build before additional comedies are re-

quired to meet their scheduled release

dates. The studio loss is understood to be
fully covered by insurance.

Julius and Abe Stern, the president and
treasurer of the Stern Film Corporation,
respectively, are in Europe for the summer.

C. W. Eckhardt
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There’s a Lot in a Name. Fc

MACK SENNETT
A name means more in this business than

in any other on earth.

The difference between a high and a low

week in the business of a big theatre may

amount to $25,000.

That largesum represents the difference in

drawing power between a first class box-

office name or title and thosethat are poor

.

One name or title will draw like an old

fashioned fire place; another means noth-

ing. The name with a draw is worth a lot

more in rental when it will gross $25,000

more in receipts.

Among the very biggest and best known

names in this business is that of Mack

Sennett.

Charlie Chaplin, Gloria Swanson, Mabel

Normand and a host of well known pic-

ture personalities got their start with him.

His studios have been a nursery for stars.

He made the words “bathing beauties”

household words all over the globe. People
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nstance

say of any girl with face and figure far

above the average that she is a “regular

Sennett girl.”

For fifteen years his name has meant
comedies.

It is probable that the first comedy the

present generation of picture goers ever

saw was a Mack Sennett, and they’ve been
laughing at them ever since.

Such a name and fame is absolutely coin-

able at the box-office. That isn’t a guess

but a certainty.

The exhibitor who fails to advertise a
Mack Sennett is losing the profits that

come to a great box-office name. He is

neglecting the basic principle of this

business.

You can’t beat the combination of a great

name with great product!

Elmer Pearson
Vice-President and Qeneral Manager,

PATHE EXCHANGE, INC.
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Granada New Presentation House
Cabaret Mind
Baneful to

Presentation
Stage Players Who Make Dirt

Synonymous with Ability

Must Be Avoided

Cabaret minds, which originate

and project the smutty songs and

gags lately frequently heard on the

presentation stage, are the only fac-

tors inimical to the long life of pre-

sentation and therefore of those

theatres that feature presentations.

These night life intelligences have

crept in by one or another way, but

they cannot remain. It is not in the

books that an exhibitor can permit
his audiences to be offended weekly
from the stage and stay in business.

Worst among the offenders are the
near-comics whose finest stock in trade
is a dirty gag and the singer who gives
over the rightful lyrics of frequently
good ditties as soon as he—or she, as

is often the case—learns the salacious
second version. This type comedian
can throw a chill over a picture theatre
audience with one minute’s work, and
the kind of singer named needn’t go
farther than the first chorus of a song
to make pleasure-bent parents wish they
had taken themselves and the children
somewhere else. Intelligent persons al-

ways feel cheapened in the presence of

a barrage of verbal or optical filth.

Where They Came From
Investigations of act origins made by

Herald staff men have in almost every
instance revealed that the worst offend-
ers under the smut head have been
trained in the cafes, night clubs, cabarets
and what not that figure in the enter-
tainment end of what is generally known
as night life. This type of performer is

the poorest current buy for presenta-
tion. And the use of this kind of per-
former is altogether unjustified when, as
now, so many of the right kind of per-
formers are available.

Really talented performers do not
need dirt. The greatest performers

—

comics included—the show world ever
has known also have been the cleanest
in their work—the most intelligent.

None but a weak intelligence holds that
dirt and ability are inseparably joined.
The exhibitor who pays good money
for a smutty act—whether it be a comic,
a singer or a dancing act—is paying
good money for a weak intelligence. If

the same man were hiring clerical help

he would not permit such an intelli-

gence to get past the most outer office.

What Do They Want?
Certain persons who make their live-

lihoods on the stage have been heard to

remark that sophisticated audiences not
only are not offended by the risque but
want it. The remark only strengthens
the charge of ignorance, for sophistica-
tion does not imply delight in evil.

What these persons mean is that a low
mentality delights in what is low. That
proposition is self-evident.

In the general confusion resulting

from the rapid rise and spread of pre-

sentation many baneful growths have
been permitted to flourish. Wise show-
men are on guard against these. Those
who were a bit unwise at the beginning
are searching them out and will remove
them. The perennially unwise will not
prosper.

Dance Floor in Strand
at Shelbyville Opened

(Special to the Herald)

SHELBYVILLE, IND„ Sept. 21.—
Formal opening of the recently com-
pleted dance floor, which will be con-
ducted in connection with the Strand
theatre at Shelbyville, Ind., was held
recently. The dance hall and parlors
are beautifully furnished. The interior

of the hall, which is on the second floor

of the building, is decorated with Span-
ish effects, similar to those used in the
recent redecoration of the theatre.

The dance floor is directly connected
with the theatre by a door through the

balcony wall and is for the exclusive

use of theatre patrons. A small charge
is made for dancing. Paul Kleinke’s
“Rhythmats,” a recording orchestra of

Dayton, Ohio, was obtained for the

opening.

Weekly Change Again
Effective at Imperial

(Special to the Herald)

MONTREAL, QUE., Sept. 21.—Man-
ager Howard Conover of the Imperial

here has returned to the policy of a full

week of long features, short features and
a stage show.

Song Plug Hits American
(Special to the Herald)

TERRE HAUTE, Sept. 21.—The
American here is using a successful
means of entertaining audiences, as well

as acquainting them with the most pop-
ular songs. Last week under the direc-

tion of Eddie Paige, clever banjoist and
entertainer, the audience sang “Lone-
some and Sorry.” The audience took
an active part and much enjoyment was
had.

Marks Bros.

Go forStage
Band Policy

Bennie Meroff Starts as Leader
with Jaek Haskell Doing

Productions

Marks Brothers’ Granada theatre
was added to Chicago’s spectacular
array of first line theatres Saturday
evening, September 18

,
with a stage

band presentation policy featured to

the almost total eclipse of “The
Lily,” first run Fox production. A
line formed four abreast and more
than a block long hours before the
doors were opened, and a second
show running past midnight was
necessary to accommodate the
throngs drawn to the premiere.
The Granada seats something like 4,000

and is equipped to stage productions up to

the magnitude of Ziegfeld’s “Follies” or
“Ben Hur” should the trend of the business
bring such units as these into the province
of presentation. Jack Haskell, producer
of “The Song of the Flame,” is in charge
of production, with Bennie Meroff, late of
vaudeville, doing a master of ceremonies
band leader job.

Meroff Light for Job

The stage show for the onening program
ran an even 60 minutes. About 20 of these

were devoted to a heroic attempt to estab-

lish Meroff as a jazz personality, about
20 more to various acts introduced by him
as master of ceremonies, and the remaining
20 to Jack Haskell’s oriental ballet, the

most successful phase of the show. Meroff
and Haskell have been equally exploited in

the heavy billing Charlie Raymond gave
the opening, the feature picture being defi-

nitely determined only two days before the

opening, and the mob drawn by that billing

seemed to give Haskell their okay and re-

serve judgment upon Meroff.
The cast of the presentation numbered

about 80. The crowd was strong for the

idea and gave the opening everything avail-

able in the way of applause. The trick

scenery out of the way, Meroff went into

a protracted session with his varied assort-

ment of saxophones and the first disaster

was the pronounced quiet following this

demonstration.

Comment Indicative

Lobby comment of the departing crowd
seemed unanimous that the house is a great

addition to the city’s theatre line-up and
an asset to the neighborhood, that they cer-

tainly didn’t pinch pennies in putting on
the show and no doubt it would get better
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as it went along, that his fellow Haskell

must know his stuff and maybe Meroff will

be all right when gets going. Complaint

about the long wait out front provided an
accompaniment in the bass cleff.

The stage show ran as follows

:

Drapes parted on half-lighted stage in full,

orchestra in pit doing muted oriental music.

Half of the stage was seen dimly through three

scrim drops. These slowly rose, one at a time,

and revealed a girl censer-bearer at the top of a

flight of stairs in center stage at about three.

The girl raised the censer, and then six almost

nude male negroes walked onto the second stage

and descended the stairs. Then the girl also de-

scended, and after some meaningless business

walked off right.

Following this a black cutout jinn rose to full

height from behind the upper stage. Then an-

other, hanging head downward, was let down,
bearing Bennie Meroff in its huge hands. As the

hands touched the floor, Meroff, attired in orien-

tal turban and cloak, stepped off and down the

stairs. (This much seemed a straight lift front

the Oriental theatre opening.) He went into

some business that was merely coverage for the

shift of the band from pit to shell concealed

under the stairs on the stage. At the conclusion

of this bit the stairs parted, moving to left and
right, and the band was wheeled out on a small

rolling stage. Band then went into “Pretty

Little Baby.” Meroff leaped off the stage onto

a small platform at the end of the pit opposite

the organ and started in on the much-billed fif-

teen instruments. After a chorus of the opening
number he and the band did bits of “Hello,

Aloha,” “Red, Red Robin,” “Rose Colored
Glasses,” “How Many Times” and “Bye, Bye
Blackbird.” Those who expected at least one

good new number by the featured band were
disappointed. There was not a new number in

the show. The turn, if it was arranged for the

purpose of planting Meroff solidly in the house,

failed.

After all these melodic pyrotechnics Barrett

Greenwood and Doree Leslye stepped out and
sang “Me, Too” and then went into a dance.

This number, as the long one preceding, caused
only a ripple in the packed house. Following
this the band did

"That’s Why I Love You.” Meroff announced:
"Introducing ‘That’s Why I Love You.’ ” “At-

tempting to resuscitate ‘That’s Why I Love
You’ ” were a better line just here. In this a

number of couples ranging from youth to old

age did a walk-through that left the house won-
derin why.

After this Miss Leslye did “What Do You
Say We Get Together,” and then she stepped
and did some kicks that landed solidly. This
bit was the first thing resembling a hit so far.

Following, the band did
“The Girl Friend,” into which Mr. Miller set

a vocal refrain. This was followed by the big-

gest individual hit of the evening

—

Miss Betty, a beautiful child of eight or nine
who sang, “Where’d You Get Those Eyes” and
then did some dance acrobatics that hit like a

steam hammer.
_
Her encore, which she had com-

ing, was anti-climax, however, for she did over
again some of the good whirls and tumbles she
had just finished.

“You Gotta Know How to Love ’Em” by the
band was next, done in Meroff’s vaudeville man-
ner. This was followed by the big flash

—

An oriental number staged, as announced, by
Jack Haskell. It was not presentation stuff. It

was revue. In this worked about 24 people, all

beautifully costumed by Lester, Chicago. It was
well routined but was miles too long. Leading
to the finale the prima donna and her male
partner sang, “Song of Songs.” Near the end
of this number the prima was shot about 20 feet
into the air on a small round platform mounted
on a spindle elevator concealed under a huge
scarlet skirt. It was a good flash, but did not
cause much excitement.
Discounting as much as necessary for the hurry

and fret of opening a house— still the show was
nothing to write the folks about. It was not a
presentation in the proper sense of that term, and
it was not vaudeville nor a revue. But it was
nearer a Broadway revue than anything else,
and did not belong therefore. Revues in picture
houses are not the thing.
There was little in the way of mounting. The

stage looked drearily bare. The band, which
has worked off and on for several weeks at re-
hearsal, on opening night did not compare at all
well with any one of half a dozen others in
Chicago presentation houses. With time, how-
ever, the unit may improve,

Albert Brown was slated to do an organ solo,
but the instrument was not complete and the
solo was omitted.

Chicago Oriental
Week Ending September 19

Paul Ash, his dream of a Broadway break blown
up or put in cold storage, has gone back to work
at the Oriental and last week’s show wras propelled
along its devious way by the peerless personality
much as in the so-called good old days. Maybe
the decision to keep Ash in Chicago was based
upon the box office lesson learned of McVickers

;

maybe there was doubt as to what Broadway would
think of his stuff ; but Ash is the perhaps unwit-

ting beneficiary of the decision nevertheless. Chi-

cago is the center of presentation with almost
daily opening of million dollar presentation

house's nailing additional emphasis to the fact

and Broadway is only Broadway. Ash worked last

week as if he knew all this and the show was
correspondingly better than it’s been of late.

The show ran

:

Opening: Six gals in Colonial outfits doing
graceful figures before a nifty drop to dulcet

music from back of same until Ash interrupted
them with demand for jazz called for in billing,

whereupon skirts were dropped, drop went up,

band burst forth and eight song pluggers, male,
romped on to do chorus man stuff backing up
now adequately revealed chorus girls in jazz

steps. This was a knockout opening, so good
that it was held over from the preceding week,
when it got only three days’ break due to the
music strike.

“Deep Blue,” band number announced as com-
position of one of the bandmen, dolled up and
slammed over. Not a bad tune, either.

Helene Heller, prima donna here for several
weeks, singing an aria well before going into
“I’d Love to Call You My Sweetheart,’’ which
Ash says he wrote, during which she kidded
with the leader and various bandmen in the
style of Peggy Bernier and other lesser song-
birds put over at this house. Pier appearance
and style are too good for this familiarity stuff,

no doubt wished upon her, but her singing voice
is better than good enough to carry the handi-
cap.
Babe Moore, hard shoe tap dancer, working in

abbreviated costume for no apparent reason
other than a great shape and to give Ash a
chance to lay down a couple of purple allusions
for the front row hounds. Miss Moore had to
come back and do more, and had more to do.
“Me Too,’* band number with Paul Small

singing the lyrics and then running away, ripped
off in great shape with an extra spot directed
by an electrician who knows his currents picking
out individual bandmen as they crashed in for
fleeting emphasis. Nobody ever did this sort of
thing better and it’s worth doing some more.

Suzette and Houset, who probably don’t spell
it that way at all, doing a tango on the flying
stage up and back, to band accompaniment.
Well dressed and well danced episode rewarded
with a hand but permitted na encore.

Mortimer Chadwick, tenor of dressed-up Mil-
ton Watson type, singing “Calling Me Home**
and “How Many Times’’? They liked him and
Ash promised to keep him another week.

Maurine Marseilles, who’s at this house every
week she isn’t set in somewhere else, singing
“Here I Am” and “He Says the Cutest Things,”
then going into the same old dance. Miss Mar-
seilles is staple at the Oriental, and her dance
is good, but she must know another step.

Earl and Bell, guitarists who sing, and how,
singing “Farewell Blues,’ “Delaware and Lacka-
wan’ ” and “Sweetheart,” getting away without
more only because the finale was slapped in on
top of their last number.

Finale: The song pluggers and the girls on
the elevated stage in a Hawaiian set doing vocal
and lumbar exercises to “Hello, Aloha” for a

Abbott, AI—State, Los Angeles.
Allen, Eddie—Stanley, Philadelphia.
Andelin, Willard—Chicago, Chicago

.

Ash. Paul and Band-

—

Oriental , Chicago.
Barrie, Stuart—Ambassador, St. Louis.
Beban, George and Company Chicago

,
Chicago

.

Bernard and Henry

—

Fox ,
Philadelphia.

Bernie, Ben and Orchestra State,
St. Louis.

Bernier, Peggy—Metropolitan, Los Angeles.

Betty, Miss—Granada, Chicago.

Capton, Bob and Company Indiana , Terre Haute.

Carey, Estelle—Strand, New York.
Carlos and Ballet—Strand, Mew York.
Chadwick, Mortimer—Oriental, Chicago.
Charlotte and Peterson Strand , New York.
Cibelli, Eugene

—

Rivoli , New York.
Conway, Marie—Newman, Kansas City.

Cordon, Don Central Park
, Chicago.

Crawford, Jesse—Chicago, Chicago.
“Cupid’s Holiday’’—Newman, Kansas City.

Darro, Natasia

—

Rivoli, New York.
Dealy, Elaine

—

Indiana, Terre Haute.
Earl and Bell^—Oriental, Chicago.
Edouarde. Carl and Orchestra—Strand, New York.
English, Peggy‘S—Central Park, Chicago.
Foursome Quartette—Metropolitan, Los Angeles.
“Furs and Fashions”—Ambassador, St. Louis.
Glenn, Vivian—Strand, New York.
Granada Ballet—Granada, Chicago.
Grant, Helene—State, Los Angeles.
Greenwood, Barrett—Granada, Chicago.
Hall, “Sleepy”—Missouri, St. Louis.
Hamp, Johnny and Serenaders-^Fox, Philadelphia.

Harris, Graham and Orchestra—

-

Stanley
,

Philadel-
phia.

Heller, Helene—Oriental, Chicago.
Hughes, Uelen-^Colonial, Indianapolis.
Hulbert, Gene—Rivoli, New York.
Jason, Robson and Blue—Central Park

,
Chicago.

Jones and Elliott—

-

State , Los Angeles.
Justice, June Indiana, Terre Haute.
Kahn, Sammy and Band—Central Park, Chicago.
Keates, Henri Oriental, Chicago.
Kennedy, Terence—Rivoli, New York.

flash finish. (Same ending was used preceding
week, as was opening, but stuff in between was
new this time.)

Henri A. Keates preceded the stagshow, sing-
ing the audience for ten minutes and boosting
“Could I?” (NOTE: Undoubtedly these cheer-
leader organists serve a purpose in warming up
the crowd for what is to follow, but why not
give them ukuleles or mouth organs to do it

with and employ an organist to get some good
out of those $50,000 pipe organs? This million
dollar idea free.)

Chicago Chicago
Week Ending September 19

George Behan’s screen-to-stage-to-screen produc-
tion of “The Loves of Ricardo” was the big noise
(and that isn’t slang) at this house last week,
bolstered by two other stage acts and a row of
short film features. At the second show Friday
night it was possible to get in without waiting,
but those inside 6eemed fairly well satisfied with
the hybrid entertainment, even if they didn’t sob
all over the place as they did on the occasion
of the star’s parallel production of “One Man
In a Million” two or three years ago.

Here’s the routine

:

“Mignon,” overture, in the usual finished style
of this outfit.

“Zoo Babies,” Pathe Review, with orchestra
accompaniment.
Boyd Senter, clarinet-sax demon who’s prob-

ably worked this house more weeks than any
other act in the business, coming up out of the
pit to snap out two hot numbers with Jack
Russell, who’s played piano for him all these
years, orchestra swinging in for the bursts. They
still like Senter, but his delivery has become s
bit loose for this house and they didn’t clamor
quite so loudly or long as on previous occasions.

Newspicture, with orchestra.
Jesse Crawford at the Wurlitzer playing “Cry-

in* for the Moon” a dozen different ways and
NOT asking the crowd to sing. (That may be
one of the good reasons this organist is slated
for the new Paramount theatre in New York.)

Willard Andelin, basso, singing “Asleep In the
Deep” in a full stage ship-at-sea set out of the
Balaban & Katz storehouse, where it’s been so
long that the crowd gave it the same big hand
it got on the occasion of its original disclosure.
“The Loves of Ricardo,” running several reels,

breaking to show Beban and a flock of support-
ing cast on stage enacting continuation of story,
then finishing on the screen. The stage section
got a hand at the opening, then sagged when
the young mob of supporting cast shouted, hoot-
ed, yelled, sang and created chaos generally, pick-
ing up interest again when Beban and two of
his cast got into the emoting which is this star’s

forte. He held ’em with that and the picture
eventually got back into motion without serious
damage. But he needs only two assistants to put
over the idea and the other fifteen or twenty are
excess baggage of the wrong kind.

“Smith’s Vacation,” Pathe-Sennett comedy.
“School Daze,” Educational-Felix cartoon.

Klemova and Daks Stanley, Philadelphia.
Kornspan, Adolphe S. and Orchestra Fox, Phila-

delphia.
Leslye, Doree—Granada, Chicago.
Lueyis, Kathryn Rivoli, New York.
Marseilles, Maurine Oriental, Chicagov
Massinger, Charles Strand, New York.
McQuarrie, Marie, and Harp Ensemble Colonial,.

Indianapolis.
McLaughlin, Kitty Strand, New York.
Meroff, Bennie and Band—Granada, Chicago.
Moore, Babe—Oriental, Chicago

.

Moore, Mary

—

Colonial, Indianapolis .

Nawahi Strand , New York.
North, Jack—Central Park, Chicago

.

Parker, Thelma-

—

Indiana, Terre Haute.

Peabody, Eddie and Band Metropolitan, Los An-
geles.

Previn, Charles and Orchestra Ambassador, St.
Louis

.

Quinlan, John Stanley, Philadelphia.
Raisiano, Gaby Rivoli, New York.
Rees, Betsy—Strand, New York.
Riley, George Central Park, Chicago.
Robs and White Capitol, Chicago.
Rome and Dunn Fox, Philadelphia.
Sargent, Joseph Newman

, Kansas City.
Sauitzky and Garul Rivoli, New York.
Scala, Salvatore Stanley, Philadelphia.
Senter, Boyd—-Chicago, Chicago.
Short, Al and Band—Capitol, Chicago .

Sidney, Jack

—

Capitol, Chicago.
Silverman, Dave and Orchestra Missouri, St. Louis.
Slosser, Milton—Missouri, St. Louis.

Small, Paul Oriental , Chicago.
Suzette and Houset

—

Oriental, Chicago.
Sweet, Lucille—Rivoli, New York.
Talbot, Irvin and Orchestra Rivoli, New York,
Tex and Biltmire—Capitol, Chicago.
Thompson, Floyd and Orchestra Colonial, In-

dianapolis.
Tiffany, Marie—Missouri, St. Louis.
Tucker, Bert—

-

Central Park, Chicago.
Wolf, Rube and Band State, Los Angeles.

82 Acts Reported In This Issue
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Chicago Central Park
Week Ending September 18

(Last Half)
Because the Chicago Central Park is in a heavily

Jewish neighborhood and the show here reported
was caught on the eve of an important holiday
there is little exciting to chronicle. Few were on
hand to view the proceedings and none of those
figuring in the show worked very hard for which
they are not to be blamed. The show ran like

this:

Drapes parted to reveal the forward gun-deck
of one of Uncle Sam’s battlewagons, the effect

being worked out with a drop and a large set

piece. The band was down in front of this, play-
ing “Sailors, Beware,” which was sung by a
basso from the half-bridge above. Following this

the band did “Steamboat Stomp,” which was
stepped by a ballet of six girls attired in blue
silk uniforms. Nothing unusual in this number.
Following the stomp

Bert Tucker came on to sing “Make Him Feel
at Home.” After this he did a tap dance that
went over fairly well. Young Tucker would do
better to omit the singing part of his act and
concentrate on the stepping half of it. He was
followed by
Sammy Kahn and the band playing “Gotta

Know How to Love ’Em,” which went as well
as could be expected, the house considered.

George Riley, tenor, was next up, singing the
hard-to-sing “Animal Crackers” in a manner all

his own for good returns. Riley then unwound
a series of gags that likely would have won much
from a larger crowd. His joyful manner gives
new values to whatever material he uses. Fol-
lowing the gags he sang “Stars” and hit with
about everyone present. After Riley the ballet
did a

Pirate Dance that, like their preceding number,
caused no panic. These ballets set into band
acts are coming to mean less and less. After
the dance
Peggy English sang “She Knows Her Onions,”

a novelty number that went over well enough
and followed it with “Roundabout Way to
Heaven,” which went better. The effect of a
small audience on a performer was apparent in

Miss English’s work.
Jack North followed Miss English, singing

“She’s Still My Baby” and “Sweet Thing,” for

about the same returns as were taken by Riley
and Miss English. After that,

Jason, Robson and Blue, male comedy dance
trio whose members are very clever, came nearer
to sewing up the show than did anyone else on
the bill. Theirs is a “nut” act, the mainstay of
which is “living pictures” with comedy trim-
mings. The boys at first seem slow and too de-
liberate. B'ut after they get going one notes how
well studied for effects is the work they do.
They took an encore.
The finale was a comedy version, by the band,

of “Sailor’s Sweetheart,” near the end of which
the whole cast came on and stepped about until
the drapes closed.
Ahead of the stage show Don Cordon at the

organ tried to do a communal sing around the
number “Me Too.” It was showmanship of
doubtful quality that induced him to attempt a
sing with only a handful of people in the house.
A straight solo would have been much better.

Chicago Capitol
Week Ending Sept. 19

Nothing exceptionally good and nothing very
bad about A1 Short’s show this week, titled “In
Japan,’’ and nothing Japanese, either, except the
opening number and the band costumes. If there
was any such thing as “an average show” this

would be it for the Capitol.

It ran:
Opening: Band in Japanese outfits playing

“One Fine Day” for soprano up and back against

SYMPHONIC
HAWLEY

Original

Singing

Dancing

ORGANIST
Covent Garden Theatre

CHICAGO

a rising sun effect to sing the same. A good
opening to a good hand.

A1 Short and Band playing “Red, Red Robin”
with banjo player singing a chorus.

Robs and White, or some such names, a ball-

room dance team working double before the man
went into a solo dance and the girl came back
briefly for the close. They’ve got a row of good
acrobatic steps and the man hits ’em with his
solo stuff. Good hand for this.

Jack Sidney singing “Two Ton Tessie,” “No
Gal’s Papa” and “Wonder Where My Buddies
Are Tonight” with the band back of him. Jack
is a brother of George and Louis K. Sidney and
possesses the family knowledge of what’s what in

the show business and how to sell it. He stayed
on through the three numbers and threw into the
last one a recitative bit that socked ’em.
“Meadow Lark” by the band with violinist

singing it, then sharing it with girl on park bench
up and back, then everybody whistling it, includ-
ing audience on encore.
Tex and Biltmire (Short directed his announce-

ments to the other side of the house and these
names may be all wet) in a ventriloquist act with
dummy and everything. Almost the last type of
act to set into a picture house but one of the best
on the road and perhaps hitting as hard as it did
for the simple reason of being the least expected
thing.

“Arkansas Traveler” by hand in rube hats with
each man rising to blow his brief allottment of
solo notes. Comedy stuff that hit.

“Beside a Garden Wall,” Short’s composition,
with lights going down and the radium paint gag
used more moderately and effectively than in

the majority of similar efforts. This the finale.
“3 Bad Men,” long feature picture, for which

lots of the big crowd stayed over.

New York Rivoli
Week Ending September 17

Paul Oscard presented the stage offering at the
Rivoli theatre last week, a musical number en-
titled, “Under Venetian Skies.” This offering,

with its dances and Italian songs, received nice
hands all week. Murtagh at the organ was an-
other feature, offering “Yiddishe Monime” for the
Hebrew holidays. The bill

:

Overture, Rivoli orchestra under the direction

of Irvin Talbot playing “Operatic Gem,s.” This
was followed by the Rivoli newsreel.
Working with slides and later a scrim showing

a boy with his aged mother, the boy playing the
violin and the mother in a rocker, Murtagh won
the applause of the audience with this number.

Castle Films “Short Shots” was the next of-

fering.
“Under Venetian Skies,” opening on full stage

and a setting of “The Carnival.” As the golden
harlequin and golden columbine, Terence Ken-
nedy and Kathryn Lueyis started the show. They
were succeeded by Gene Hulbert and Lucille
Sweet as the silver harlequin and silver colum-
bine. Pierrot and Pierrette were played by Mile.
Sauitzky and Garul*. working on the full stage
in a series of dance offerings. They were fol-

lowed by Natasia Darro and Gaby Raisiano sing-

ing “Lovely Night.” “Danse D’Amour” fol-

lowed, with Sauitzky and Garul, with a song
accompaniment by Gaby Raisiano and Mitchell
Markoff. A serenade, “Mattinata,” sung by Eu-
gene Cibelli, followed, and the answer, “A Heart
That Is Free,” was sung by Natasia Darro.
“The End of the Carnival” brought on the

entire company, opening with “La Festa” and
followed by a medley of Italian songs featuring
Natasia Darro, Gabv Raisiano, Eugene Cibelli

and Mitchell Markoff. “La Tarantella,” a dance
finale, brought the show to an end.

New York Strand
Week Ending September 18

Joe Plunkett featured the Frolic at the Strand
theatre again last week. It was a well assorted

The

ATLANTIC
FOUR

more than a quartette

—an institution.

For dates phone, wire, write

Premier Attractions, Inc.
Phone Wabash 2692

Auditorium Bldg. Chicago

revue and embodied all manner of entertainment.
The outstanding stars of the presentation were
Nawahi, king of the uke ; Charlotte and Peterson,
offering a tango; Vivian Glenn, personifying jazz.
The program :

Under the direction of Carl Edouarde, “Ray-
mond,” by Thomas, was played by the Strand
Symphony Orchestra tor the overture. This was
followed by the newsreel.
Joseph Plunkett’s Frolic, presented in four

parts.
(a)
—“A Telephone Doll.” Opening before a

dark drop Estelle Carey, soprano, was seen as
a huge telephone doll, dressed in an attractive
pink crinoline costume. She sang “Ting-a-Ling.”
At the second verse of the song the skirt part
of the doll was thrown open and Betsy Rees,
premiere ballerina, stepped out and did a toe
dance. It was a prettily arranged number and
got a good hand.

_(b)
—“Italian Street Songs.” Before a drop

Kitty McLaughlin was seen in typical Italian
costume, standing beside a hand organ. She
sang songs of Italy, and, joining her, the Strand
Male Quartette appeared in the box of the or-
gan, making their entrance from the top of the
instrument. Their make-up and splendid singing,
combined with that of Miss McLaughlin, knocked
over a fine hand.

(c)—Nawahi. Appearing in one, Nawahi
opened his program with selections on the ha-
waiian guitar. He followed with the uke. Open-
ing with an imitation of a bugle call, he went
into a march and then did other patriotic airs.
He was given a great hand for this. He
rounded out his program with several fast pop
numbers. He is a good attraction and at the
Strand this week was a decided hit.

(d)—“The Arbor of Love.” Estelle Carey and
Charles Massinger opened this part of the pres-
entation with a song of the same name by
Plunkett and Grunberg. As this couple left the
stage “Chinois” was presented by two men and
two girls in Colonial costumes. This was fol-
lowed by a “Minuet” number. “Tango,” with
Charlotte and Peterson, appearing in attractive
Spanish costumes, was the following number, and
the dancing of this team won a big hand. “Rus-
sian” was the next number. Carlos, aided by
the Mark Strand ballet, offered some fine Rus-
sian steps. Vivian Glenn then took the stage,
offering the life of jazz.

_
She was the life of

the presentation bill, receiving hand after hand
for her work. A finale with the whole company
working three ringed brought the Frolic to a
whirlwind finish.

Los Angeles State
Week Ending September 16

Loews State presented the Fanchon and Marco
“Red Robin Idea,” last week. Rube Wolf and
orchestra members were dressed like Robins. The
stage was artistically arranged with three big tree
sets occupying full stage. Huge eggs formed a
semi-foreground for the orchestra. For the finale
a curtain arose disclosing girls on rope ladders
supposedly suspended from the trees. Varied
colored lights made the setting extremely beautiful.
The idea was the best part of the bill, which ran:
Rube Wolf and band played “Red Robin” to

fair returns.
Jones and Elliott in a dance number which got

plenty of applause.
Rube Wolf next led the band playing the

chorus on his cornet.
A1 Abbott with his harmonica doing a rube act

was the best of the bill. Laughter and applause
greeted him during and after his act.

Rube Wolf and band played another number
to fair applause. Oscar Taylor joined in singing
the chorus and had to do an encore.

Helene Grant did a song solo and then teamed
with Rube Wolf which went over well. Miss
Grant has personality, ability and style.

The Sunkist Beauties did a toe dance in for-

mation which pleased.
Oscar Taylor, orchestra member, sang “Red,

Red Robin,” and the curtain at back stage arose
for the finale. All members on the bill came on
for an old fashioned finish and succeeded in
putting the show over with a good close, even
though it was mediocre and considerably too
long. A couple of the acts doubled back and
forth during the presentation.

Los Angeles Met
Week Ending September 16

Publix Theatres presented Eddie Peabody in

“So This Is Venice,” at the Metropolitan last

week. A stage setting reproducing a Venice canal
scene in which the orchestra came on stage in a

gondola was the feature presentation feat. The
bill went as follows:

Eddie Peabody opened the show with stringed
Venetian number. Metropolitan girls danced the
chorus and a good hand resulted.
Peggy Bernier, petite singer, sang “Who de

Doo, Dee doodle de doo,” and had to do an
encore.

Eddie Peabody and band played a new ar-

rangement of the song: “That’s Why I Love
You,” which registered fair.

Metropolitan girls in elaborate costumes put
on what was called a “Venice Style Show,” and
when Jimmy Ellard sang “Waltz With the One
You Love,” much applause greeted this portion
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of the bill. Ellard sang “Sleepyhead” for an
encore.
Foursome Quartette sang “Red, Red Robin”

and “Bye, Bye Blackbird” to a good hand.
Peabody picked up banjo and called for re-

quests from the audience—“The Girl Friend”
and “St. Louis Blues.”
Most of the troupe came on stage to sing the

finale. The orchestra struck up “The Venetian
Waltz” as the curtains covering the windows of

the foot bridge crossing the canal rose. In each
window a beautiful girl, gorgeously dressed, was
seen in full figure. The gondola slowly moved
offstage as the main curtain went down slowly.
Fair applause greeted the finale, which was nicely
staged.

Philadelphia Stanley
Week Ending September 19

The Stanley management attained another high
water mark of excellence in the diversified and
beautifully staged surrounding features of last

week's bill.

The elaborate orchestral number which Graham
Harris presented with the augmented Stanley
orchestra was a concert in itself. Mr. Harris
transcribed six selections from Tschaikowsky and
Rachmaninoff which he entitled “Classic Russia.”
The versatile conductor laid aside his baton and
played the piano and viobn solo parts himself,
the Tschaikowsky solo “Ye Who Have Yearned
Alone” in particular being brilliantly rendered.
The Stradivarius violin which Mr. Harris used,
an instrument of full rich tone, was loaned to
him for the week by the Rudolph Wurlitzer
Company.
The Stanley Frolic was a succession of lively

and attractive numbers. John Quinlan sang
Victor Herbert’s “Dream Melody” in a fine
tenor, followed by an exquisite ballet danced to
the melody of B'rahm’s “Valse,” which was one
of the daintiest dances imaginable. Eleven
dancers in filmy white from head to foot danced
against a pale green background in a manner
which was little short of perfection. “The Piz-
zicato” by Mile. Klemova and M. Daks was
another graceful dance and then Salvatore Scala,
wizard of the banjo, appeared and brought down
the house with his delightful playing.
An innovation was the spectacular “Barnyard

Fantasy,” which was splendidly staged and re-
ceived great applause. The curtain rose on a
barnyard scene with the chorus dressed to repre-
sent a flock of white hens. Eddie Allen, dressed
as a farmer boy, did an eccentric dance that
was good. Then a number of rose bushes form-
ing part of the scenery were raised, each reveal-
ing a dancer in pink. The gates in the rear
opened, ten girls in pink emerged and all fifteen
danced a perfectly synchronized number that
deserved the hearty applause accotded it. The
finale, in which all of the members appeared in
a colorful tableau, was a fitting close to a delight-
ful evening's entertainment.

Philadelphia Fox
Week Ending September 19

The overture, consisting of two numbers, “Kol
Nidre” and the fourth movement from * Caucasian
Sketches,” was admirably played. The Fox or-
chestra under the leadership of Adolphe S. Korn-
span is contributing immensely to the growing
appreciation of Philadelphia audiences not only for
popular classics but for the classics themselves.
The supplication and resignation of “Kol Nidre”
and the fanciful and colorful “Caucasian Sketches”
were so beautifully interpreted that had there been
no other features one would have felt that the
evening was well spent.
The three presentation acts were cut on the

same pattern. Thelma Bernard and Olive Henry
sang two popular melodies and their rollicking
songs pleased the audience. Bert Rome and
Henry Dunn in a revised program of “Harmony
as You Like It,” were more generous in their
farewell appearance and as usual were accorded
a hearty round of applause.
Johnny Hamp’s Twelve Kentucky Serenaders

played several lively numbers, two of the most
popular being “Turkish Towel” and “Breezing
Along With the Breeze.”

Kansas City Newman
Week Ending September 18

Ned Wayburn’s “Cupid's Holiday'’ can be say],
and without the slightest hint of exaggeration, to
be the nearest approach to a musical revue that
has been seen on the Newman stage this season.
Tuneful music, scenes which do not bore the eye
and an arrangement of numbers which are far
from tiresome makes the production one to be
remembered, instead of forgotten as soon as the
curtain drops.
Joseph Sargent, tenor, might have felt flattered

when Mr. Wayburn asserted, “My boy, the world
is waiting to hear your voice,” but there is no
reason why he should have felt so, as he has a
voice which cannot easily be duplicated

Marie Conway is another shining light of the
company who makes herself an attractive part
of the production. She is neither hard to look
at nor listen to.

The production is in two settings, lasting about
25 minutes. Attendance during the week was
better than normal.

St. Louis Ambassador
Week Ending September 17

The women of St. Louis were given a rare treat
by the management of the Ambassador the week
ending September 17, as Major Levy’s models in

a “Furs and Fashions” 6how was the principal
6tage attraction.

You have to be a woman, however, to ap-
preciate display of dressed up animals, skins,
chiffons, taffetas, silks and whatnots that were
brought forth. But the girls on whom the furs
and fashions were draped were very soothing to
the masculine eye.

In keeping with the feature film, Colleen Moore
in “It Must Be Love,” Stuart Barrie at the
Wurlitzer had a special musical arrangement so
styled, “It Must Be Love.”

Charles Previn's orchestra offered as the over-
ture selection, “Hungarian Fantasy.”

St. Louis Ambassador
Week Ending September 10

They do say you can have too much of even
good things——which explains the only complaint
that some patrons had with the wonderful stage
show put on at the Ambassador theatre the second
week the picture palace has been open. For it

was a trifle long and caused some to miss some
extra sleep. But aside from that no one could
find fault with the show, styled “From Crinoline
to Charleston Days.”
There was a wonderful boy and girl prologue

and the sixteen Missouri Rockets in hoopskirts
and other ante-bellum dress were never sweeter
nor better.

For the “Charleston Days” end of the sequence
there were two youngsters who certainly knew
how to wiggle through the steps of this thing
styled a modern dance. They all sang “B’aby
Face.”
An eccentric dancer in flappy trousers and a

college stare made a big hit, as did Dailey and
Barnum in their singing and banjo offering before
the curtain.
“The Chocolate Soldier” was the overture offer-

ing of Charles Previn and his excellent symphony
orchestra. Stuart Barrie told all about his vaca-
tion on the Meramec River via the Wurlitzer
while appropriate slides were shown on the screen.

St. Louis Missouri
Week Ending September 17

Dave Silverman and his Missouri Symphony
orchestra played selections from Victor Herbert's
operas on the program of the Missouri, the week
ending September 17, and also had a special musi-
cal arrangement in keeping with the long feature
picture, “Tin Gods.”

Milton Slosser at the organ put on another
community sing entitled, “Believe It or Not,
This Is My Story.”

“Sleepy” Hall, a banjoist, provided an excel-
lent popular note for the program, and won
much applause. Marie Tiffany, opera s’nger,
did some classical numbers. She has a rich,

well-controlled contralto voice.

St. Louis State
Week Ending September 17

Ben Bernic and his Hotel Roosevelt orchestra
was the big stage attraction at Loew’s State, the
week ending September 17, and Ben and his boys
sent ’em away whistling. They were that good.
Benny characteristically talked and talked and

talked, but most of what he said was very funny
and amusing. He also played the violin in
pleasing style. The music was excellent.

St. Louis State
Week Ending September 10

A1 Herman’s “Evolution of Minstrelsy” on the
stage of Loew’s State theatre, went across >ery big

the week ending on September 10. On the whole
it was one of the very best acts of its kind ever
offered to theatre patrons of St. Louis.
When the curtain went up it revealed thirteen

black faced gentry in lilac satin suits, black
trimmed, that made a very pretty picture. There
was perhaps not sufficient singing, but what there
was was good. The audience could have stood
more of the vocal offerings.
“Tex” Hendrix, the golden brown skinned

queen, held the center of attention throughout
this portion of the bill. “Tex” towered above
the rest. “She” had the women patrons going
until it was discovered that the queen was merely
a female impersonator. The negro Apache dance
was very good.

Indianapolis Colonial
Week Ending September 18

An unusual and exceptionally attractive state

presentation was seen in the first appearance of
the Marie McQuarrie harp ensemble. Here are

seven young women, all talented harpists, in an
ensemble unusual in that the harps are attuned to

include full orchestration. The gold harps and
the women in dresses of colonial motif make a

delightful picture against the silver drop.
Their program is varied and entertaining.

The harpists are assisted by Mary Moore, a sing-

er with a voice of exceptional sweetness and
volume, and Helen Hughes, a pleasing singer

and violinist. A musical program is given by
Floyd Thompson’s Harmonists with “Valencia”
a featured number.

Terre Haute Indiana
Week Ending September 18

Bob Caplon headed one of the funniest pre-

sentation acts seen in a long time at the Indiana

last week. The act is in the nature of a snappy
playlet entitled “The Mutual Man.” Dancing,

song and real humor intersperse the action of the

skit.

The story revolves about a life insurance

agent, who is mistaken for a representative of a

motion picture concern, and abounds in compli-

cations and situations which make for comedy.
Thelma Parker, in the role of the maid, proves

herself a clever comedienne
_
and an excellent

dancer. June Justice and Elaine Dealy also are

in and of the skit and contribute some excellent

singing and dancing.

Leo Staats Signs for Roxy
(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Sept. 21.—Leo Staats,

master of the Ballet of the National
Opera of Paris has been signed as

ballet master of the new Roxy theatre,

now in course of construction at 50-51

streets and Seventh avenue. Mr. Staats

has produced revues, ballets and sketches

in practically all the Pairs theatres and
music halls, and has devised and pro-

duced numerous ballets elsewhere
throughout Europe.

Tom Terry Hits Hardest
(Special to the Herald)

ST. LOUIS, Sept. 21.—Tom Terry,
organist of the Loew’s State theatre,

here, was the featured player at a con-
cert given in the Shrine Mosque, Spring-
field, Mo., recently. The famous Boy
Scouts’ band of Springfield was also on
the program, but Terry landed most of

the space in the Springfield papers.

Street Calliope Truck
For Publicity Use

Gratis With All Bookings

IF YOU ARE BOOKED TO PLAY
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER’S

THE MAGICIAN
Do Not Fail to Arrange to Book

RALSTON
And His Novelty Presentation For

This Unusual Picture

STARTLING — BEWILDERING
SPECTACULAR — INSPIRING

Dazzling Equipment, Settings and Costumes

Investigate Now!

JOS. RALSTON
4261 N. 9th St., Philadelphia, Pa.
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THE THEATRE
O^fJDepartment ofPractical Showmanship

Hartford Showman Also

Asks for New Department
Wishes Advice on Method of Conducting Popularity Contest—

"Herald” Invites Replies

The Theatre,
Exhibitors Herald:

Why don't you have a department for helps for
small town theatres

?

I have been hunting and watching for a way
to conduct a contest as referred to in slip en-
closed, but I can't find it. Can you send me a

copy of how to conduct a popularity contest

?

Small town theatreowners, I suspect, are not
live wires and thinkers. Hence an idea published
in each issue of the “Herald" would help some.

—Gem Theatre, Hartford, Kan.

H AVEN’T we printed accounts of popularity contests? It seems we
surely have. But it has probably been several weeks ago, and a word

or two on the subject cannot be without value.

The summer is the time when the box office needs such an asset as a popu-
larity contest, but now that the summer is gone it is needless to wait until

next year to hold it. It is true that popularity contests command as great an
appeal in the autumn as at any other season of the year. School has begun
and new social contacts are being made rapidly. The social season of small

communities in fact increases its momentum with the first hint of autumn.

Your first announcement of the contest is made from the screen of your
own theatre. Do not ask the newspaper to make it for you. If you have a

weekly newspaper instead of a daily, run your announcement the day after the

weekly is issued so that there will be an intervening week after your announce-
ment is made before the news is printed. That will result in word of mouth
advertising which at that time brings curious visitors to your show.

Simultaneous with announcement of your contest in the newspaper, insert

an advertisement which carries announcement of the awards to be made and
a brief statement as to qualifications for winning the awards. The importance
of brevity there is to stimulate interest in the conest by withholding further

details. Use your ads to attract the newspaper readers to the theatre, where
they will learn all the rules relating to the contest.

Thus it should require about two weeks to make known fully the facts sur-

rounding the affair. At the end of the two weeks announce the opening of the
balloting.

One of the ofttimes successful methods of the balloting consists of offering

1,000 votes for the sale of each annual season ticket to your theatre. Reduce
the price to a place where it will appear attractive and yet it will not prove a

loss to you. A semiannual ticket sold would bring 350 votes
;
and a ticket for

three months 125, a ticket for one month 35, a ticket for a week 7, and a ticket

for one performance one vote.

Impress upon your patrons that the winner of the contest will be a person
whose popularity enables him to sell sufficient tickets to bring himself the
award.
Make it known that in case of a tie equal awards will be made to con-

testants.

Make the contest a cause for increasing your advertising budget to a large
extent.

Do not expect the contest to run more than a month
;

it becomes tiring. On
the other hand do not cut it short, as it does not give the community an oppor-
tunity to hear the whole story about your theatre and its programs.
Do not. confine your advertising to newspapers

; use posters in windows and
bills on signposts.

(If there are definite items regarding the contest that are omitted here,
write to the Theatre department. Further advice will be given.)

Copy Service

For Exhibitor

HouseOrgans

House organ or newspaper
publication rights to this copy
is granted exhibitors by the
“Herald” herewith.

GEOGRAPHY
OETROGRAD—-Capetown — Tampa—

Buenos Aires. Places, each recalling

a faint impression made years ago. Im-
pressions of places are made when we
open our first textbook on geography.
Then they strike us with the fantasy of
their native atmosphere rather than with
reality. Just as fantastic may' be the
actual contact with those places when
we are older. Whether the actual con-
tact comes or not we carry through life

the early impressions made in school-
days.

Warm soft air of the Tiber—the shad-
owy lights flickering on the River Nile
—the tradition and romance of the
Seine—and moonlight on the Wabash.
Places fixed once in a child’s mind re-
main steadfast through life. But what
pleasure to see them later not in actual
contact but in contact made possible by
the cinema.

* * *

MUSIC

J
INGLE bells, jingle bells, jingle all the

way—Oh, what fun it is to ride in a

Mystery was the element exploited by
the Superba theatre, San Diego, Cal.,

when the Universal picture showed
there.
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one horse open sleigh.

Softly comes the gentle springtime.
Once in the dear dead days beyond

recall—when o’er the sea the mist began
to fall . . . Just a song at twilight

when the lights are low, and the whis-
pering shadows softly come and go. . . .

Though the heart be weary, sad the day
and long, still to us at twilight comes
Love’s Sweet Song, Comes Love’s Old
Sweet Song.”
Then there was “Oh, don’t you re-

member, sweet Alice, Ben Bolt.”

How many do you know that you
were taught in school? You ought to

know a number of these. If you don’t
wouldn’t it be worthwhile and wouldn’t
it be a lot of fun to hear them again?
Wouldn’t it be fun to sing them again?

Just mention the name of your song
to us and mention that you’d like to

hear the audience sing it. Our organist
will lead in the singing.

What Showmen
Are Doing to

Get Business

A phototype survey of current
exhibitor business effort, with
pictures upon the accompany-
ing pages.

BOOSTS MIDSUMMER
SALES WITH BABY PARADE
The Theatre:
Exhibitors Herald.

For no particular reason—other than
that we wished to boost a lagging mid-
summer patronage—we staged a Baby
Parade and Show last Saturday afternoon,

BURFORD
NOW RIGHT NOW

Rudolph Valentino
in

“The Sort of the Sheik”
with VILMA BANKY

The Sequel to “The Sheik” by
The Same Author E. M. Hull

A Triumphant Climax to a Brilliant Career

Now one of the finest ads contributed
this week comes from John W. Creamer,
of the Burford theatre, Arkansas City,
Kan. He tells his story briefly to the pub-
lic but he tells it forcefully with plentiful
illustration.

in conjunction with Richard Dix in “Say
It Again.”
The enclosed four-page program ex-

plains the plan in detail for all who may
be interested in holding a similar event.

We might add that it proved a highly
successful added feature for us—pulling a
$300 matinee on a very hot day. There
were over 100 babies entered, with many
floats and fancy costumes.
About the only expenses attached to the

event were four cups awarded as prizes

;

for music, to lead the parade; for the extra
programs, giving all details; and for the

motion pictures we had taken of the parade
and winners, and that we are showing all

this week.
The last mentioned may seem like an

added and unnecessary feature. Of course,

it may be dispensed with if you so desire

;

but we find that there is a tremendous in-

terest in the seeing of one’s self and one’s

babies and one’s neighbors on the screen

—

and it is dragging them back a second
time to see it all in the movies. -

Well wishes for continued success with

your very informative journal of the mo-
tion picture industry.

G. F. Wanamaker,
Fairmount Theatre, Philadelphia.

MAURICE FOX ADVERTISES
37 FILMS IN ONE AD
Can you imagine type three inches high

and engravings almost five inches high in

a newspaper ad for a theatre. That is the

kind of methods Maurice A. Fox uses in a

full page ad for the American theatre,

Terre Haute, Ind.

It is a beautiful ad and might have been
reproduced in these pages had it not been
for the fact that when it was reduced to

a convenient size the smaller type on the

ad would have been illegible.

Fox succeeded in making a spread which

/. G. Weigand, Manhattan, Kan., writes
that when he exploited “It Must Be
Love," First National him he used a

cutout nine feet high. We take it for
granted that the young man in the
still is Mr. Weigand..

advertises 37 coming attractions in such
a manner that none was negligible.

SIX COLUMN AD EXPLOITS
FOUR OF WEEK’S FILMS
The Theatre

:

Exhibitors Herald.

This week I used a six column ad to

exploit four of next week’s pictures. The
cafe menu helps in keeping the theatre
name before the public.

Eldrid B. Fisher,

Gem Theatre, Paducah, Ky.

CONROE FINDS WAY
TO FORTIFY WEAK

DAY B. O. SALES
Attached is a stunt used by me to adver-

tise “His Master’s Voice.” This stunt
works and will absolutely fill your house
to the brim. I had a picture booked for

Wednesday. It was a good picture but
bought at a fair price. I got out a circular

advertising Wednesday’s picture, using the
attached special notice to “Ladies and Chil-

dren.” This gave me a good crowd on the

weak day and advertised the picture so
that I had two good days on “His Master’s
Voice.”—E. I. Conroe, Palace theatre, Con-
roe, Tex., 1,800 Pop.
The Special Notice referred to by Conroe carried

announcement that ladies and children whose last

names began with certain letters would be
admitted for cut rate prices. The name of the
picture was utilized with the following method

:

The letters H-M-A-S-T-E-R-V-O-I-C-E were selected

as initials for patrons who would be admitted
under the rates. Other letters such as those ap-
pearing in “Thunder” were likewise in the list.

Admits Poor Girls Free
H. N. Jernberg, manager of the Prov-

ince theatre, a downtown house of Win-
nipeg, Manitoba, used a “poor girl stunt”
for the presentation of “A Poor Girl’s

Romance” during the week of August
23. He announced that, as this attrac-

tion should be seen by all young ladies

whether they had the price of admission
or not, he had arranged to admit free
all poor girls over the age of 16 years
between the hours of 11 a. m. and 12
noon during the engagement of the
feature.

“Evolution of Minstrelsy” Coming

"Norma Shearer and Conrad Nagel Will
Hold Forth on Screen Next Week

Beauty and comedy will be pleasurably mingled next week In the Allen. You
may safely depend upon "The Waning Sex," the feature photoplay, to furnish lavish
scenic and human beauty, and you'll find hone other than the famous Al Herman,
"The Black Laugh" and "Assassin of

.
Grief and Remorse", on the Btago with Ills

"sang” °f 25 modern minstrels, to furnish hundreds of laughs and some fetching

HERE COMES

AL
HERMAN

••The
Laugh"

Modern
Minstrels

"EVOLUT10N~

MINSTRELSY"

Norma Shearer and Conrad Nagel, Starred on screen next week In
"The Waning Sex"

George A. Langari contributes the house
program reproduced here. It is newsy,
easy to read, and attractive to the eye.

For a small program what else is desired?
The Allen theatre is in Cleveland, O. j
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Mark Strand Exploits Itself

on Reaching Seventh Birthday

Edward L. Hyman

'\'X7ITH appropriate fireworks in the
* * nature of a gala program, adver-

tising, and publicity, the Brooklyn Mark
Strand theatre is celebrating its sev-

enth anniversary. Falling as it does in

the midst of the campaign of Greater

Movie Season the event takes on added
interest and importance. Still a third

feature that enters into the significance

of the occasion is the recent combina-
tion of the Moe Mark interests, opera-

tors of the theatre since its inception,

and the Stanley Company of America,
one of the strongest circuits now oper-

ating photoplay music theatres. With
Moe Mark, founder of the Mark Strand
circuit of high class theatres, and Jules

Mastbaum, head of the Stanley organ-
ization, in one combination the Brook-
lyn Mark Strand finds itself in a more
formidable position than ever before.

Since its opening seven years ago,
which was the biggest theatrical event
of the borough and which has not been
surpassed since, the theatre has stood
practically alone in providing distinctive
entertainment to the public.

With these facts in mind, Managing
Director Edward L. Hyman planned his

birthday program along pretentious
lines. An example of the excellence of
the performance is seen in the fact that
Harry Langdon in “The Strong Man”
is one of the chief cinema incidents, and
the Happiness Boys (Billy Jones and
Ernest Hare) provide one of the most
popular of the stage numbers. A sou-
venir printed program designed by Jay
Weaver from ideas by Edward L. Hy-
man carries messages from Moe Mark,
Jules Mastbaum and Mr. Hyman, and
printed cuts of a dozen favorite artists
of the theatre, and the house staff. This
booklet is a finely engraved and expert-
ly printed work of art, prized b,y patrons
as a memento.
During the seven years of its exist-

ence the Brooklyn Mark Strand theatre
has become a monument to the enter-
tainment progress of the borough and a
national institution through its wide in-

fluence on theatres in various parts of
the country. Although constructed and
opened seven years ago, the theatre yet

Jules Mastbaum

holds the distinction of being without
an equal' in the photoplay music field

in Brooklyn. This fact applies to both
physical elegance and high plane of

operation. The theatre has a seating
capacity of 3,000. It is no unusual sight

to see the lobby packed to the doors.

This lobby is a pride of the East be-

cause of its size and classic design.

Edward L. Hyman, managing direc-

— GlMBELS it
Greater Downstairs

For WOMEN and CHILDREN
. At Worth-Whit* Saving J

A Great Downstairs Sale Tomorrow

!

BUSTER BROWN
HOSIERY

y/ tor
/WOMEN

FOR CHILDREN

SPORT
SOCKS M
48c - //a STOCKINGS

69c

SPORT
SOCKS
29c

38c

MAI!
mis

COUPON

This shows how the Gimbels depart-
ment store , one of New York’s finest,

uses stills from the Buster Brown
Comedies of Stern Brothers, to illus-

trate their newspaper advertising.
The store used stills with credit lines
on their store counters for the come-
dies released by Universal.

Moe Mark

tor, has been at the helm since it opened
seven years ago. His showmanship and
endeavor have been factors largely

responsible for the constant progress of

the theatre. All programs have been
devised, staged and lighted under the

personal direction of Mr. Hyman who
in the course of his reign has staged no
less than 3,000 separate and distinct inci-

dents. Yet his supply of ideas seems
inexhaustible. Steady patrons of the

house note constantly new ideas that

are being used to keep the theatre in

the front' ranks of representative play

houses. A staff of workmen is con-

stantly at work making physical im-

provements and changes in the theatre.

These embrace the replacements of

draperies, hangings and other parapher-
nalia which go to make up the general

ensemble from the front door back to

the stage.

Moe Mark, now vicepresident and a

director of the Stanley-Mark Strand
Corporation, is one of the acknowledged
founders of the present day form of

entertainment in high class motion pic-

ture theatres. With the late Mitchell

Mark he built and opened the first high

class motion picture house in this coun-
try, the Strand in New York City. This
form of entertainment caught on imme-
diately and spread to all parts of the

country. The Brooklyn Mark Strand is

one of the finest in this extensive chain,

which with the new consolidation now
number some 200 theatres.

Jules Mastbaum, president of the

Stanley-Mark Strand corporation, is a

pioneer in the photoplay music field, his

activities in the past having centered
mainly in the state of Pennsylvania. Mr.
Mastbaum, with the late Stanley Mast-
baum, is responsible for the progress of

the photoplay music program in the

Keystone state. The following message
was wired to Brooklyn by Mr. Mast-
baum: “Upon the advent of its seventh
anniversary, we proudly include the

Brooklyn Mark Strand as one of the

finest in the world’s mightiest circuit of

theatres and pledge the combined re-

sources of this great circuit in its sup-

port.”
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The Maximum
Emotional Effect

Th e general use of Panchromatic Negative in

motion picture production means much in the way of

improvement in the art.

Used without a filter it helps the picture

—

with a filter, the color corrections are positively sen-

sational. As one user has put it: “The use of ‘Pan’

gives the maximum emotional effect on the screen.”

Eastman panchromatic negative is now the

same price as ordinary negative. It keeps as well as

ordinary negative and, except for the lighting in the

darkroom, is developed in the same manner as ordi-

nary negative.

Yet Eastman Panchromatic is an extraordinary

product.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, NEW YORK
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Footballs Shower Gotham
to Exploit Grange Picture

at Colony World Premiere

A collegiate atmosphere aided when the F. B. O. him, "One
Minute to Play” broke house records at the Colony, New
York.

Hogben Ends 7

Years of Active

Work in Theatres
F. D. Hogben who owns and operates

the Lyceum theatre, Chenoa, 111., an-
nounces his withdrawal from theatre ac-

tivity following a period of seven years.

He has transferred his holdings to S.

J. Reynolds whose purpose is said to be
the organizing of a chain of houses in

small towns with Peoria as the center of
the circuit. Reynolds is an experienced
organizer having to his credit the form-
ing of a chain in and around Sebring,
Fla.

Pickerel Starts Big

Campaign for Ibanez

Film with Teaser Ads
Manager Pickerel recently put on a

fine campaign in Ponce City, Okla., for
“Mare Nostrum” at the Murray theatre.
Teaser and dramatic copy ads were

used to start off the newspaper campaign
on this feature. A story on the relation
that Blasco Ibanez and Director Rex
Ingram had to Valentino’s success was
appropriately placed in the news col-
umns.

Five thousand heralds were distributed from
house to house and in office buildings. The best
break on the heralds was obtained in the home
offices of the Marlin Oil Company. The heralds
were distributed to more than 3.000 employes of
that company.

The bill posting was put up one playdate, on
which day the trailer was also started in the
theatre.

Mr. Pickerel designed two window displays on
“Mare Nostrum.” which he secured from the
Pickons Department store on ship models and the
Blasco Ibanez novel on which the screen play is

based.
A special mechanical shadow box was placed

in the foyer. This display, showing a ship riding
the waves was display illuminated at night and
presented a fine appearance. A periscope in the
foreground tied up to the story of the film. A
concealed swivel, machine operated, rocked the
ship back and forth.
A compo banner was placed along the top of

the marquee.

Indianapolis Garrick

Exploits Fox Week Films
The Garrick theatre at Indianapolis is

to observe Fox week by awarding prizes
for the best essays on the seven Fox pic-
tures to be shown during the week.
Three business men have been appointed
to act as judges of the contest, which
closed Sept. 30.

'TAKING full advantage of the ex-

traordinary exploitation angles of

“Red” Grange in “One Minute to Play”

during its record making engagement

at the Colony theatre, New York, the

F.B.O. advertising forces won new hon-

ors by their showmanly handling of the

attraction.

Numerous tieups and stunts were put

over chief of which were a newspaper
advertising tieup with the Davega stores,

"Red” Grange footballs and sweaters
are offered to the public as an item
in the campaign F. B. O. is putting

on for “ One Minute to Play.”

channel swimmer. Other footballs were
dropped on the boat, carrying to the
famous woman the greetings of Grange,
after which Casey bombarded the
throngs assembled in City Hall Park to
hear Mayor Walker’s speech of wel-
come to Mrs. Corson. Times Square
and Wall Street were also bombarded.

In each of the footballs, made of light

metal, were tickets of admission to
“One Minute to Play” at the Colony
theatre. In 50 were special coupons
entitling the retriever to a Grange
sweater at any of the Davega stores. In
six were other coupons good for a regu-
lation Grange football at the Wilson
sportgoods stores. Everywhere men,
women and children scrambled for the
coveted footballs while other thousands
watched the fliers from the streets and
windows and roofs of hundreds of office

buildings.

For novelty of conception and imme-
diate effect at the box office the stunt
is reported to rank with the most suc-
cessful ever negotiated in the motion
picture industry and will be repeated by
exhibitors for other key city engage-
ments of “One Minute to Play.”
Other tieups were effected with drug

store chains, with the Kalil Company,
manufacturers of the Red Grange sweat-
er, Wilson-Western, manufacturers of

the Red Grange football, and Shotwell
& Company of Chicago, distributors of
the Grange candy bar.

retailers of sports goods,
||

and an airplane flying stunt

which brought newspaper

oublicity for “One Minute

to Play.”

By all odds the most
spectacular feature of the

entire Grange campaign
was the airplane stunt,

bombarding the metropo-
lis from the skies with
miniature footballs. Dare-
devil Jack Casey, crack
army aviator, made the

flight in his Fokker plane,

dropping the parachutes
to which the footballs

were attached over the

Statue of Liberty, then

swooping down over the

Aquitania as the great WjIson-Western Sports Goods Company has arranged a
vessel came up the bay tieup with F. B. O. which is aimed to help exhibitors
with Mile. Corson, the with “One Minute to Play”
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on Pictures
THIS department contains news, information and gossip on current productions. It aims to supply

service which will assist the exhibitor in keeping in touch with developments in connection with
pictures and picture personalities—and what these are doing at the box office. No prophecies on the
entertainment value of pictures are made. Opinions expressed are simply those of the author or of

his contributors and the reader is requested to consider them only as such.—EDITOR’S NOTE.

rT''HE news about Chicago’s reception of

Vitaphone and “Don Juan” is printed in

the fore part of this issue, but among the

best of that news is the fact that one can

sit in attendance upon the double premiere

and still write of either phase of it without

attempting to make allowance for the other.

This seems to be the most important aspect

of the thing from the viewpoint of the

motion picture observer: Vitaphone does

not stand between the individual and the

pictured story.

John Barrymore is exactly “Don Juan”

in this picture, at least the popular concep-

tion of that character. He does not cheat

the role at any point, despite frequent good

reason to do so, and he makes no differen-

tion between self and character. Consider-

ing the nature of the character, and the

well known tendency of the picture public

to confuse actor with role, that is a tribute

to even the better Barrymore.

The story of “Don Juan” is not, of

course, one to write in a letter to the old

folks at home. Indeed, it is not even one

to put into film with lesser reasons than

Vitaphone and the Barrymore contract.

These are big reasons, particularly when
Barrymore’s “Beau Brummel” is recalled,

and for final justification there is the fact

that anyone paying to see a picture titled

“Don Juan” would expect to see precisely

the picture that Warner Brothers have

made.

Passing the nature of the yarn—which

may seem over important to one who has

not forgotten exhibiting the first “Ten O’

Diamonds” and similarly frank narratives

to the patrons of a small town family thea-

tre—the picture is no less than wonderful.

It is sheer triumph for Director Alan Cros-

land in the rarely invaded field of direct

narration. It is a triumph as well for the

cinematographer unnamed in the nicely

printed program and for the host of expert

technicians whose work is involved. It is

a whole row of triumphs for the long row
of principals enacting it.

Mr. Crosland’s directorial treatment of

the subject recalls nothing save “Ben Hur”
in point of straightforward recital of inci-

dent. As Fred Niblo did in that case, Mr.
Crosland seems to have sat down to the

bulky load of incident and characterization

at hand and planned the most efficient way
of getting it all into practical footage.

There is, I believe, just one dip into the

past after the story is under way, a dip ob-

viously made for emphasis and not of ne-

This Week
\

“Don Juan”

“Don Juan’s 3 Nights”

“The Gay Deceiver”

“The Loves of Ricardo”

' “Smith’s Vacation”

Pathe Review

“School Daze”

; “Watered Stock”

“3 Bad Men”

;

“Tin Gods”

i “The Lily”

. “Pals First”

j

“Variety

“Lone Hand Sanders”
j

“The Son of the Sheik”

|

“The Conquering Power”

“Across the Pacific”

“Bill Grimm’s Progress”

cessity. The action begins one day and ends

another day and everything in between

moves forward and in order. Mr. Crosland’s

past directorial efforts have revealed nothing

obviously indicating the ability credited to

him by Warners in making this assignment,

the more credit to both.

Mr. Barrymore is, as stated, Don Juan.

There is little more to say of him, if you
saw him as Beau Brummel. If you did not,

if you know him only as Dr. Jekyll or The
Sea Beast, you do not know the best Barry-

more. For the major portion of this picture

he is the actor people credited Valentino

with being. The rest of the way he is the

actor Fairbanks used to be and is, in his

best moments, today. Roll those together

and you still do not have Barrymore, how-

ever, for in addition this man possesses act-

ing ability and audience sense in a degree

equalled by no other performer. It is to

Vitaphone’s credit as well as Barrymore’s,

although you may not realize that until you

have seen both, that one forgets the machine

in watching the man.

It is quite impossible to give cast mem-
bers detailed mention, much as they deserve

it. Therefore all in the picture are declared

excellent and principals are listed in the

order of their place in memory: Mary
Astor, Estelle Taylor, Warner Oland,

Montagu Love, Nigel de Brulier, Willard

Louis, Phyllis Haver, Josef Swickard, Hedda
Hopper, Helene Costello. Separate mention

must be made of Yvonne Day and Phillipe

de Lacy, children who enact Don Juan in

the prologue at five and ten years of age,

respectively.

Q^EVERAL centuries after Don Juan did

the things he is supposed to have done in

and about Rome, Spain and intervening wav-

stations, there came to the world another

male with similar ideas. Lewis Stone enacts

this modern Don Juan in “Don Juan’s 3

Nights,” and what a picture it is. Let it be

stated, lest typographical proximity give the

wrong impression, that this picture has noth-

ing whatever to do with the other and is in

no sense a take-off or any of those things.

It owes its theme, like its title, to the same

source, but there the community of interest

ceases.

“Don Juan's 3 Nights” is a very modern

story about a very modern pianist “of note,”

as newspapers and theatre programs in-

variably put it, and various women with

whom he has affairs less of the heart than

they believe. Lewis Stone is the lionized

musician and the women are a bevy of our

best little actresses. He is a less headlong

Don Juan than the one enacted by Barry-

more, but headlong enough for these times.

He is a more considerate one and his

eventual capitulation to the sweet young

thing seems more logical than that of the

other.

Stone is dress-suited throughout this thing,

even in the highly intriguing duel sequence

near the end, and when attired that way

and given an adequate something to do he

asks no favors of Barrymore or others. In

this he has enough to keep him steadily en-

gaged and his performance is without blem-

ish.

This story—like that of the other picture

—is not one thrown together for exhibition

at kindergarten. It was very well placed at

the Oriental, Chicago, which is the strong-
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hold of Paul Ash and where anything can

happen, usually does. Practically all of the

ladies in the cast get into the pianist’s apart-

ment on one or another of the three nights

mentioned in the title, but all of them got

out all right the night this reporter went to

the theatre.

And that’s two of three pictures like that

in a week. The third one is “The Gay De-

ceiver.”

“T HE GAY DECEIVER” followed “Don
Juan’s 3 Nights” into the above men-

tioned Oriental theatre. It would have had

a great break on Friday, when newspapers

ran the Cody-Normand wedding in stream-

ers, had Cody’s name been featured in the

billing or, indeed, if the picture had been

billed as the big attraction of the week at

the theatre. Pictures are also-rans at this

jazz shop, as everybody must know by this

time, but maybe the newspaper break did

help business at that. Anyway—
Th is is another one of those “Don Juan”

things. No reference to the great lover in

it, no direct connection of any kind, but

just another yarn about a fellow the gals

went wild about and who mowed ’em down
without getting shot—although he does get

shot at. Lew7 Cody is the lighthearted sheik

this time, a Parisian actor by casting, and

again a lot of good actors and actresses stand

by to give aid. As in the other cases, also,

excellent manufacturing technique prevails

and the whole is finished, polished and

worked down to the consistency of a 1914

cocktail.

When a jealous husband sliooots at Cody,

doing Romeo, from a stage box, Cody’s

nifty is, “I have yet to meet a jealous hus-

band who could shoot straight.” When the

actor’s paramour leaves her stagebox and

her jealous husband inquires her destina-

tion she replies, “If you must know, I am
going to the ladies’ room.” When Cody has

kicked all the decent motives into the ash

can, demonstrated that he’s a much more
despicable cad than even the ten-twenty-

thirty villyan used to be, lost all the au-

dience sympathies commonly depended

upon to save the hero in the last reel, he

subtitles another nifty and clinches with

the wife he’s been disgracing all this time.

His behavior, complete, is like that of Don
Juan without the whitewashing the latter

gets at the finish. No way to treat an in-

creasingly popular actor like Cody.

But you can’t tell a thing about pictures

at this Oriental theatre. The jazz atmos-

phere of the place is against common sense.

The people who sit next to you laugh in

the wrong places. A considerable propor-

tion of them slumber through the picture,

awakening and powdering their noses just

in time not to miss Mr. Ash’s exercises.

Their reaction to a motion picture probably

means less than that of any other audience

in the world. The fact is chronicled in

fairness to “The Gay Deceiver” and such

other productions as may be reported here-

in from one of the Oriental’s thirty-dollar

opera chairs.

J
N sharp contrast with the three snappy

stories previously mentioned, the staid

Chicago theatre ran George Beban’s “The

Save
Section

Two!
The Fall Number of THE

BOX OFFICE RECORD and
EQUIPMENT INDEX is pub-
lished as Section Two of this

issue.

Save your copy!
Re-order demands have ex-

hausted every past edition of

this special service section

months before press date of the
next, despite printing of stead-

ily increased reserve supplies.

Do not be deprived of BOX
OFFICE RECORD-EQUIP-
MENT INDEX guidance by
loss or theft.

Save Section Two.

Loves of Ricardo.” If your memory goes

back to the very early Paramount pictures

made by this star, or even the “One Man
in a Million” that he made two or three

years ago, if that is the right title, you

know the type of stuff Mr. Beban puts in

his pictures. This is more of the same.

This time Mr. Behan is a fruit dealer who
loves his ward and marries her in the last

reel, as you knew he would in the first. In

between, Mr. Beban is very prominent in

divers incidents, some of them interesting

in themselves and none of them very shop-

worn. As presented at the Chicago, the

picture is broken in the middle to permit

Mr. Beban and his numerous helpers to

demonstrate the well known inadequacy of

stage production as compared to film pro-

duction. This break undoubtedly takes

away from the picture a good deal of in-

terest that it might have if the film deleted

for the purpose of personal enactment is as

good as it ought to be.

It is not fair, of course, to pronounce

the picture good or bad under the circum-

stances. In all probability it would be bet-

ter than it is if the stage stunt were omit-

ted. Certainly it is better than Behan used

to make. Maybe it is quite all right. Beban

seems to keep on making them, and selling

them when he gets through with them as

personal vehicles, and perhaps that’s the an-

swer. Since the picture will not go to

general booking for a long time, and Mus-

solini may be shot at enough in the mean-

time to make anything Italian a good box

office item, this answer’s as good as any.

'JpO borrow your shoulder a moment for

weeping purposes—the best film enter-

tainment encountered by this reporter this

week came to hand, or eye, in the form of

short features. There were two issues of

Pathe Review, Mack Sennett’s “Smith’s Va-

cation,” Felix in “School Daze” and “Wa-

tered Stock,” an Aesop Fable. There were
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several good newsreels also, names of spon-

sors including the four nationals.

Pathe Review is unremittingly good. The
Sennett did a flop in the second reel, mo-

mentarily, but it looked as if the house had

chopped part of it to make running time.

Felix is better than for a long time in

“School Daze” and the Paul Terry cast

enjoys a real romp in “Watered Stock.”

Perhaps a line to qualify the “best” in

the second paragraph above. There is de-

cidedly nothing inferior about the first three

long features discussed. The short features

named are “best” in that they are good one

place or another, equally valuable to the

“sophistocates” for whom a large section of

the current picture crop seems to be in-

tended and to the healthy common people

of whom, as somebody said, there are so

many more.

BUT wait! Extra! Extra! Between the

Saturday on which the above was writ-

ten and the present Monday, your reporter

has seen three more long features, one of

which is worth sitting through all the other

pictures to see. That one is “3 Bad Men.”

Readers of this paper have read comments

upon “3 Bad Men” written by Martin J.

Quigley and John S. Spargo, who saw the

picture in New York. It is this reporter’s

province to add the good news that the pro-

duction is at least as good in Chicago as they

said it was in New York. It is, in fact, the

best all-around motion picture this picture-

goer has seen since early Spring at least.

Mr. Quigley compared “3 Bad Men” with

“The Iron Horse,” the pictures having basic

characteristics in common and both being

directed by John Ford. To his observations

let it be added that a Sunday afternoon audi-

ence at the Chicago Capitol was even more

demonstrative in its approval than the down-

town audience with which this reporter saw

“The Iron Horse.” The fact that “3 Bad

Men” was not brought in at high prices on

a two-a-day basis, being presented simply as

a well advertised motion picture, may have

had something to do with this, but the

second-show reaction of an audience includ-

ing many obviously staying over to see the

picture a second time discounts this theory.

The atmosphere of the Capitol is against

loud applause, sheer beauty of the place

exercising a restraining influence, but the

exhibition of this picture was interrupted

again and again and again by healthy stamp-

ing of feet and such inarticulate throaty

sounds as are made only by theatregoers

who have lost contact with actual surround-

ings and assumed mental presence along-

side the favored characters in the pictured

drama.

The three bad men are Thomas Santschi,

J. Farrel MacDonald and Frank Campeau.

No picture featuring that trio could be

actually bad, but the picture big enough to

give all three adequate assignments must

indeed be big. This one is that big, in fact

so big that these three big men of the Old

West are accommodated and there is still

more than enough story to engage the tal-

ents of George O’Brien, Olive Borden and

Lou Tellegen, not to mention half a dozen

others who have less to do but do it with

similar dexterity and dispatch.
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The story big enough to accommodate all

these people and still stand out as bigger

than any individual among them or than all

of them combined is big enough indeed.

This story of the gold rush to the Black

Hills of Dakota remains the thing most

prominent in memory after the excitement

of the interwoven drama has passed. Just

why the picture was not roadshowed in the

manner of “The Iron Horse” isn’t known to

this recorder, but certainly the reason isn’t

that the picture was not considered strong

enough. Maybe the idea was to give exhibi-

tors a real knockout with which to open the

new season. At any rate, that’s what was

done.

"DALABAN & KATZ are advertising

Thomas Meighan’s “Tin Gods,” now

playing their principal Chicago theatres, as

the best picture that star ever made. When
Balaban & Katz make a statement like that,

Chicago people are inclined to believe it,

but this resident objects. It is not even a

good picture and Thomas Meighan has no

business in it.

“Tin Gods” is a story about a New Yorker

who builds bridges in South America and

such places while his wife runs for various

political offices and neglects the family.

Upon the death of their child the father,

Meighan, goes to South America to build a

bridge, drinks himself to the verge of death

and finds redemption in the love of a dance

hall girl who keeps house for him and

toward whom he has the purest motives.

Just when he’s all nicely redeemed and

ready to marry the girl, whom the audience

has come to love in the person of Renee

Adoree, friend wife shows up and the girl

commits suicide. To take the edge off of

this unhappy ending the picture has been

set inbetween two of those old-fashioned

let-me-tell-you-a-story stretches and the total

effect is that of disappointment. Para-

mount vast records surely must reveal the

fact that this dumb device has killed more

good stories—and actors—than any other in

the tool bag of the penny picture marker.

As a story, “Tin Gods” is almost a total

loss. Yet it contains three performances

of individual merit. Meighan gets a chance

to act and does so, even when he’s staggering

through the drinking sequences. Miss Adoree

also gets a chance and the point to which

her art carries her is one of the biggest rea-

sons why people object to her untimely end.

Aileen Pringle is equally successful in get-

ting herself disliked as the wife. The sheer

merit of the three performances combine to

make the ending so stupendously tragic as

to cause a hubbub of protest to sweep over

the Chicago theatre auditorium in the wake

of sobs and similar manifestations of deep

interest preceding the breakdown.

The problem of finding suitable stories

for Meighan is not a minor item of Para-

mount production. He is too big for most

of the available yarns and his qualifications

are not readily fitted into current heroics.

No doubt it was a good idea to try him in

a picture like this, but the picture should

have been a better one.

j^/JARKS BROTHERS opened their new
Granada theatre in Chicago Saturday

night with “The Lily” as the feature picture.

Look It Up in

“New Pictures”

An index giving ready access

to the information published in

“New Pictures” is printed this

week on page 66 and will con-

tinue to appear in that position

hereafter with weekly revision

to include data subsequently

published.

An enlarged and improved
method of recording newspic-

ture contents also is inaugurated

in this issue, following a sugges-

tion made by Exhibitor William
E. Tragsdorf during a visit to

this office last week.—T. O. S.

People had waited outside for hours and

perhaps were just tired. There was also the

strong interest in the auditorium decorations

and the ceremonies attending the breaking

open of a great playhouse. For these rea-

sons, “The Lily” may be a better picture

than these people considered it.

Belle Bennett is the star of “The Lily”

and that is much the best thing about it.

The story is of a French family, Miss Ben-

nett portraying the elder daughter, and

Belasco is mentioned as sponsor of the stage

play from which it was made. It looks very

much like a Belasco stage play, the charac-

ters walking about the stage for protracted

periods engaging in conversation which is

not subtitled to the audience. In sections

where captions are used to let the folks out

front know what's going on, the picture

tightens up, but the incomprehensible

stretches had worn out this already weary

audience before the big stuff at the finish.

They applauded “The End” and it was im-

possible to determine whether in apprecia-

tion, relief, or simply because applause is

traditionally the thing on opening nights.

The story is about a father who doesn’t

permit his elder daughter to marry when
she wishes to, making her a “lily,” which a

subtitle explains is French for old maid. He
tries the same thing with the second daugh-

ter but, with the aid of an artist portrayed

by Ian Keith, she frustrates his plan by the

most ancient and direct of methods. This

brings disgrace upon the household, the

family name is shot, and then Big Sister

straightens everything out and acquires a

husband herself in the person of Richard

Tucker, the family attorney, who’s been

warning the father all along. It isn’t a very

important story and isn’t very impressively

done. It gets what strength it has from the

performance and personality of Belle Ben-

nett.

ETTING away from Chicago for a mo-

ment, here’s a letter from Earle Hall

Payne, Lexington, Ky., exhibitor, telling

what he thinks of “Pals First.” Read it and,

if you are an exhibitor, write one yourself

some day.

“We see a great many pictures. Hardly

a week passes that we don’t privately

review four or five. Some of them never

get to our screen, as they do not pass the

rigid test of quality that we demand.

“Looking at a picture, with us, is just

so much work, and it takes a mighty

good one to make a real impression, or

to use the slang, "make us sit up and take

notice.’ wondering just how it will fin-

ally turn out.

“We admit that they don’t come so

often, but we screened one the other day

that ‘got down beneath our skin," and had

us sitting on the edge of our chair won-

dering just who, where and why the main
character was. The title of this picture

is ‘Pals First.’ Not much of a title, is it?

No, we don’t think so either. But what

it lacks in title it more than triply makes
up for in story and portrayal. It is what

we in the show business term a real,

honest-to-goodness picture. It’s there!

“It begins to unwind so smoothly that

before you know it you are in the middle

of a most engrossing story that climbs to

tremendous heights, spiced here and

there with subtle comedy. It is the story

of three men, who were ‘Pals First’ in

everything except love, and a beautiful

girl. Lloyd Hughes, Dolores del Rio, Alec

B. Francis, George Cooper and Edward
Earle comprise the cast.

“
‘Pals First’ is a picture that we per-

sonally recommend, and that is some-

thing we don’t often do, as people’s taste

vary so much that it is hard to please

everyone. We are positive that you will

thoroughly enjoy it. ‘Pals First’ comes to

the Kentucky for three days, starting

Thursday, September 16 .”

Mr. Payne mailed copies of the letter to

his clientele.

^ND now look at all these reports from
other members of this staff. Ernest

Rovelstad and A 1 Barr beat this writer to

the Roosevelt to see “Variety” and their re-

ports would take me there if I weren’t go-

ing anyway. And there’s other news from
others. Let’s read ’em.—T. O. SERVICE.

A picture must be good if the viewer,
forced to dash from the theatre to a
train after seeing only half of the pro-
duction, and the last half at that, can
feel satisfied, though regretting the
missing of part of it, and at the -same
time can be confident that he had a good
idea of the entire picture. That’s what
happened in this instance while seeing
“Variety” the other night at the Roose-
velt.

Director Dupont, who made the UFA
picture which Paramount is releasing,
has turned out a brilliant and refreshing
feature in which amazing skill of work-
manship is evidenced. The theme is as

old as civilization itself; the treatment
of that theme is as new as tomorrow.
And the material is immense and ka-
leidoscopic, stories complete in them-
selves being told in a flash.

Coupled with ease and perfection of

direction is compelling and forceful act-
ing by Emil Tannings. We almost added
by L,ya de Putti, also, but that, would
have shaded the fact that Jannings was
the central figure throughout, in both
role and depiction of that role. Miss
de Putti played a “vamp” part and yet

the strength of her interpretation of i it

is reflected by the fact that the overdone
and abused term of vampire never en-
tered into the » reaction from the pro-
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duction until now in the writing.

There is the deadly and hypnotic
tread of a wild animal stalking his prey
in the scene where- Jannings advances
upon the quondam benefactor who has
betrayed him. And there is direction

de luxe in the climax where Jannings,
after disposing of his enemy, returns to

his own room, washes his hands and
slowly walks, unseeingly, to the street

while Lya de Putti, who has diverted

her charms to (the other, topples down
the stairs in a vain effort to halt him.

There is masterly direction in the

shots of the trapeze performers, in the
manipulation of the spotlights, in many
bits where 25 feet of film catapult the

theme upon the viewer when a thousand
feet would have ruined it.

Yes, I’m going to see “Variety” again,

and all of it next time.—E. A. R.

In the Ufa picture “Variety,” viewed at

the Chicago Roosevelt last week, this re-

porter saw what is for him the best picture

he ever has seen. In these columns a few
weeks since he gave the palm to “Beau
Brummel.” While “Beau Brummel” is still

great, and though the impressions it made
are not likely to fade, “Variety” is yet the

best picture—for this one person. The
reasons are many.

First—and setting “Variety” many miles

ahead of even the better among any year’s

good pictures seen by these eyes—is the

forthright manner in which the story is

told. The effect of this manner becomes
the greater when one recollects how old

the story is. It has been told in play,

poem, novel, short story and on the screen

times without number. Yet as here told

it is as new and fresh as if a suddenly

arrived genius had given it to the world

but yesterday as a genuinely original crea-

tion.

Second is the performance of Emil Jan-

nings. And of the points of that perform-

ance that are good, the best is the man’s
restraint. Times out of mind he might

have gone mad with gesture and facial

contortion. But he doesn’t do so. At the

height of rage he does just the opposite

—

becomes almost an automaton, a rigid, ges-

tureless robot. His rage reminds one of

the rage of Isaac in Hamsun’s “Growth of

the Soil.”

One feels, in watching Jannings’ work,

that (direction apart) he has studied peo-

ple until he knows them. His naturalism

seems as much a part of him as is his

epidermis. Makeup—dress—has little part

in his work. He doesn’t put on certain

raiment and then in effect say, “Look, I

am ‘So and So’.” He becomes “So and
So.” He forgets how his character would
look and concentrates on what he would
do. And what a difference in the prod-

uct the two methods make

!

Third is the direction, which can be

divorced from the work of Jannings and
considered apart only how far the direc-

tor and the star know. Undoubtedly
credit for the unconventional photography,
the symbolism and the straight ahead
method go to Dupont. Also credit for

the omission of the so-called “comedy re-

lief.” The story as told in “Variety”
could have been destroyed— easily, but
thoroughly—had the director dragged in

any of the kind of “comedy” so often

seen in dramatic pictures. Only one bit

of comedy appears. It is genuinely of a

piece with all else in the picture. The
early scene, when the captions “Youth,”
“Beauty” and “Charm” appear is not funny
in the accepted sense of that word. It is

humor that verges sharplv toward the line

on the other side of which is tragedy.

Here and there in the production are

bits that are wide open to criticism. But
they are not many and none of them is

important. The opening is arrived at

through a thoroughly conventional medi-

um. But after that the story swings along
without a single throwback until the clos-

ing shot, which is brief and necessary.
Next is the work of Lya De Putti, which

with the work of him who plays the part
of Artinelli is done with restraint as ad-
mirable as is that of Jannings. But neither
of these had so large a part as has Jan-
nings. Miss De Putti might have done
her work in half a dozen fashions. But
one feels that as it is done is the only
right way.

Undoubtedly “Variety” sets a new mark
for directors and performers to shoot at.

If only it doesn’t give rise to a crowd
of imitators, picture audiences the world
over will be fortunate.—A. B.

Whatever Fred Thomson’s other quali-

fications as a star—and they are many—

-

his sense of sympathetic acting is de-
veloped to the nth degree. There is a
human interest twist to the scenes with
the crippled child in “Lone Hand Sanders”
that grips. All this is accomplished with
the good-natured, carefree air that is es-

sentially Fred Thomson, and with the typi-

cal boy, Billy Butts, as the optimistic

cripple.

Director B. Reaves Eason has carried

out this spirit intelligently, too. For ex-
ample, there are the myriad contraptions
for lighting fires, starting the phonograph
and even hopskipping a pair of eggs into

a pan—all depending upon well-directed

shots at targets releasing various doo-
dinguses and having the effect of a cross

between a Rube Goldberg cartoon and an
Edison laboratory. The point is that the

action in so many sequences is of a nature
dear to Young America.

Then there is the beautiful camerawork
by Ross Fisher, A. S. C. The rugged
hills are shown only as true photographic
art can make them stand out, and I have
yet to see a prettier silhouette than of
Fred and Bess Flowers on Silver King
atop a peak ready for the long plunge
into the lake below.—E. A. R.

Revival of the Rudolph Valentino pro-
ductions (and they are still going strong
in Chicago theatres, by the way) gives a

splendid opportunity for noting the de-

velopment in the making of a motion pic-

ture. And seeing “The Conquering
Power” and “The Son of the Sheik” with-
in 24 hours of each other was also a

capital method of tracing the advance in

ability of the star who appeared in both.

There is a definite contrast in locale, of

course, to take into account at the outset.

“The Conquering Power” was essentially

French in flavor—French in setting, atmos-
phere, scenery. “The Son of the Sheik”
is set “not East of Suez, but South of

Algiers.” Yet “The Son of the Sheik” is

modern from the opening caption through
the final scene, despite the turbans and
tents.

Both are heavily seasoned with the dra-

matic element, but I still can recall the

reaction upon me four years ago when I

saw “The Conquering Power” and won-
dered how the public would take to the

writhing fingers stretching out from the

graves of the miser’s victims and his

death under the avalanche of his golden
louis. It was gruesome then and all the

worse now. Yet Rex Ingram did a good
piece of direction.

Contrasts were evident in the acting in

the two pictures. Of course the improve-
ment was obvious in the case of Valen-
tino, because here was an instance of fol-

lowing-through of the work of one per-

son. In the matter of the acting of the

others, however, the question is whether
there are not changes in style of acting

as time goes on just as there are changes
in style of costumes. I do know that I

was jarred out of complete interest in the

picture at one point by the remarks of

flippant flappers behind me. In “The Son

of the Sheik,” on the other hand, modern
youth all about me was so taken up by the
consummate love-making of the star that
I didn’t hear a person reading titles aloud—and that is a real test.

Somewhere between the two pictures
Valentino had learned the dramatic power
of slow, deliberate movement, and that
style of acting strengthened “The Son of
the Sheik” whereas jerking dramatics
handicapped “The Conquering Power.” It

would be interesting 10 pull out a few
cogs, slip the wheel of time back to 1922,
and reverse the directors. My guess is

that “The Conquering Power” under
George Fitzmaurice and “The Son of the
Sheik” under Rex Ingram would give me
the same reactions as they did the other
day.—E. A. R.

Those who acclaimed Belle Bennett’s
work in “Stella Dallas,” as well as H. B.
Warner’s in “Silence,” will have to dig up
a lot of new adjectives for Monte Blue
in “Across the Pacific.” The Warner
Brothers production was previewed last

week at Bard’s Hollywood theatre, and it

is the opinion of your humble writer that
Blue’s performance is superior to either
of the above artists’ work in “Stella Dal-
las” or “Silence.”

It is a story of the Philippine insurrec-
tion and in it Monte Blue enacts the role
of a soldier who has to play a degrading
part while following the orders of his

superior officer.

It is an interesting story of Philippine
life and concerns a soldier in love with
the captain’s daughter who was ordered
to gain the friendship of a beautiful dark-
skinned damsel of uncertain character to
gain certain information. His sweetheart,
seeing this apparent flirtation, misunder-
stands and breaks with him. Because of
his army oath he cannot explain. The
big scene in the picture occurs when the
Filipino girl asks Blue to kiss her as
if she were a white girl. He finally se-

cures the information from the girl and
after many hair-raising events the chief
is captured and the villain punished.

Warner Brothers have a real special in

this picture. Monte Blue does some of
the best work of his career. Others in the
cast who are deserving of special mention
are Jane Winton, Frederick Kennedy,
Berna Loy and Walter McGrail. The
picture was directed by Roy DelRuth and
there is much excellent photography by
Byron Haskins.-—J. B.

Previewing “The Bruisers and Losers,”
seventh episode of the “Bill Grimm’s Pro-
gress” series featuring Kit Guard, Albert
Cooke, Margaret Morris and others, at

Bard’s Hollywood theatre the other eve-
ning, it looks as though Edwin C. King,
vice-president and general manager of
F. B. O., made an excellent selection when
he placed director Avrid E. Gillstrom in

charge of the megaphone. Gillstrom’s work
resembles high class feature length com-
edy-dramas more than two reelers. He
seems to have an entirely new vein and
while the audience roared with laughter
throughout, they were seemingly not ready
for the film to stop when the episode
closed. This seventh two-reeler is much
better than any of the original “Telephone
Girl” series which proved so popular, and
Gillstrom no doubt deserves considerable
credit in doing so well without popular
little Alberta Vaughn in the cast.— T. B.

Author Visits U. S.
(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Sept.. 21.—Frederick
Lonsdale, dramatist, arrived today from-

England to confer with Ernst Lubitsch,
director who will film the writer’s play,

“The Last of Mrs. Cheney,” for Famous
Plavers-Lasky.
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Mary Astor and Lloyd Hughes in “For-
ever After,” a First National picture.

Beauty a La Mud
Distributor: Educational

Producer: Christie
Length: Two reels

DIRECTOR HAROLD BEAUDINE
PLAYERS

Jimmie Jimmie Adams
Charlotte Charlotte Merriam
Madame Louise Billy Engle
Edouard Brillliantine Eddie Lambert
TYPE: Comedy of a beauty parlor.

THEME: Story of a pseudo professor
of beauty.

LOCALE: An American town.

TIME: The present.

STORY : In love with the daughter of
a proprietor of a beauty parlor, a boy
disguises himself as a celebrated Euro-
pean beauty specialist and gains admit-
tance to the beauty parlor. He is ac-
corded a wonderful reception and is as-
signed to treat a rich customer who de-
sires warts to be removed from her
face. What happens as the result of
the treatment causes a great mix-up.
Everyone finally placated and all ends
happily.

HIGHLIGHTS: The disguise . . .

The treatment . . . Arrival of the real
specialist . . . Disappearance of the
warts.

Forever After
Distributor

:

First National
Producer: First National
Length: Undetermined

DIRECTOR F. HARMON WEIGHT
PLAYERS

Theodore Wayne Lloyd Hughes
Jennie Clayton Mary Astor
Jack Randall Hiram Cooley
Clayton David Torrence
Mrs. Clayton Eulalie Jensen
Wayne Alec Francis
Mrs. Wayne Lila Leslie

TYPE: Romantic Drama.
THEME: Romantic love.

LOCALE: A New England town;
France.

TIME: During the World War.
STORY : From their adolescent school

days and through their adventures of

college, a poor boy and the town’s
wealthiest heiress take it for granted
they are meant for one another. At the

same time the wealthiest boy in town
lays siege to the girl’s heart with the

approval of the latter’s mother. The
mother has no objection to the poor boy
but is dazzled by the other’s wealth.

She convinces the former that the girl’s

happiness hinges upon the twin asset- of

position and wealth. The boy sacrifices

his love and leaves town with his moth-
er. The maelstrom of the great war
offers sanctuary to the boy’s perturbed
mind. The girl, meanwhile, has refused
to marry the wealthy fellow, and has
become a Red Cross nurse in a French
hospital. The boy, now a captain, is

brought in, desperately wounded, from
the front. The girl is assigned to nurse
him, and her love helps to cure him.

HIGHLIGHTS : Love of girl and
boy . . . College scenes . . . Boy’s
sacrifice ... The war . . . Reunited.

Twisted Triggers
Distributor: Associated Exhibitors
Producer: Associated Exhibitors

Length: Undetermined
DIDRECTOR RICHARD THORPE

PLAYERS
Wally Weston Wally Wales
Ruth Regan Jean Arthur
Norris A1 Richmond
“Angel-Face” Art Winkler
Hiram Weston J. P. Lockney
Jim Regan William Bertram
The Cook Harry Belmour
The Sheriff Lawrence Underwood
TYPE: Western drama.

THEME: Fight to exonerate criminal.

LOCALE: An American Western
town.

TIME: The present.

STORY : The story deals with the for-
tunes of a kind-hearted son of a relig-
ious bigot, who mistrusts all humanity.
The son befriends the unjustly outcast
daughter of a jailbird. Matters are
brought to a head when the son is ar-
rested for engaging in a brawl to save
the ex-convict from shooting the man
he accuses of framing him. His father
disowns him. Unable to find work he
heads for the Bar X, hearing that men
were needed there. He is held up by a
youthful bandit, “Angel-Face.” Seeing
the weak condition his victim is in the
bandit shares his food with him, and a
friendship springs up between the two.
On a turn of the cards it is decided they
will go straight. Meanwhile the con-
victed man is released from prison and
in going to bid the son good-bye is driven
off the premises at the point of a gun
by the boy’s father. Later the ex-pris-
oner is found dead and the father is

charged with murder. The son with
the aid of “Angel-Face” prove the girl’s

“A Dippy Tar” is another of the sailor

comedy pictures of Billy Dooley for

Christie. It is an Educational release.

father innocent of the crimes of which
he was accused, and expose his murderer.
The father leaves the prison a kinder
and wiser man, and approves his son’s

marriage to the one-time convict’s

daughter.

HIGHLIGHTS : The street brawl
. . . Scene in which father disowns son
. . . Son’s meeting with bandit . . .

Murder of ex-convict . . . The exposal.

A Dippy Tar
Distributor: Educational
Producer: Educational

Length: Two reels

DIRECTOR WILLIAM WATSON
PLAYERS

Napoleon Jinks Billy Dooley
Von Herring Jack Duffy
His Daughter Molly Malone

TYPE: Slapstick comedy.

THEME: Overcoming hypnotic pow-
ers.

LOCALE: An American city.

TIME: The present.

STORY : One of Uncle Sam’s tars by
the name of Napoleon is invited to din-

ner at the home of an exclusive family.
The husband is an amateur hypnotist
and decides to use the sailor as his sub-
ject. Numerous exciting incidents occur
when the sailor is under the spell.

Things are further mixed up when he
is asked his name and he answers “Na-
poleon.” Believing him still in a trance
the hypnotist says the only way to bring
him out of the spell is to stick him with
a pin. Finally everything is settled and
Napoleon goes back to make love to the
daughter. Just as he is telling her his

real name is Napoleon, an officer who
has not been told of the mistake sticks

him and Napoleon runs for his ship.

HIGHLIGHTS : The invitation . . .

Scene in which the sailor is hypnotized
. . . Curious things he does while in a

trance . . . Attempt to wake him up
. . . Mix-up caused by his stating his

name is Napoleon.
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New Picture Publication Dates
A Week-to-Week Summary of Facts and Figures Pertain-

ing to New Picture Product Offered the Theatre Booker

Title Producer Distributor Length

WEEK OF SEPTEMBER 5th

The End of Redfield (Snowed In, Chap. 10) Pathe Pathe 2 reels

Pests Fables Pathe 2/3 reel
Should Husbands Pay? Hal Roach Pathe 2 reels
Hoboken to Hollywood Mack Sennett Pathe 2 reels

Big and Little Grantland Rice Pathe 1 reel

The Family Album Hy Mayer Pathe 1/2 reel

Pathe Review No. 36 Pathe Pathe 1 reel
Topics of the Day No. 36 Timely Films Pathe 1/3 reel
Pathe News 74 Pathe Pathe 1 reel

Pathe News 75 Pathe Pathe 1 reel

Poker Faces Jewel Universal 8 reels

The Wild Horse Stampede Blue Streak Western Universal 5 reels

Miss Robin Hood Mustang Western Universal 2 reels

Snookum’s Tooth Stern Bros. Universal 2 reels

Why George Stern Bros. Universal 2 reels

Kosher Kitty Kelly F. B. O. F. B. O. 6301
Flashing Fangs F. B. O. F. B. O. 4852
Egged On Chaney Bowers F. B. O. 2 reels

Alice Charms ihe Fish M. J. Winkler F. B. O. 1 reel

Flashing Fangs F. B. O. F. B. O. 4804
3 Bad Men Fox Fox 8710
The Clinging Vine Cecil B. DcMille P-D-C 6420
Lost at Sea Romantic Comedy Tiffany 6400
The Waning Sex Metro Metro 6025

WEEK OF SEPTEMBER 12th

Nell Gwyn Paramount Paramount 6800
Variety Paramount Paramount 7804
The Successful Candidate Pathe Pathe 2 reels

(The Fighting Marine, Chap. 1)
A Buggv Ride Fables Pathe 2/3 reels

The Fourth Alarm Hal Roach Pathe 2 reels

The Devil Horse Hal Roach Pathe 6 reels

The High Hand Leo Maloney Pathe 6 reels
Pathe Review No. 37 Pathe Pathe 1 reel

Topics of the Day No. 37 Timely Films Pathe 1/3 reel

Pathe News No. 76 Pathe Pathe 1 reel

Pathe News No. 77 Pathe Pathe 1 reel

The Marriage Clause Jewel Pathe 8 reels

Jane's Inheritance Stern Bros. Pathe 2 reels

Egged On Charley Bowers F. B. O. 1967
Alice Charms the Fish Winkler Pictures F. B. O. 1 reel

Going the Limit F. B. O. F. B. O. 4612
Where There’s a Bill F. B. O. F. B. O. 2 reels

(Bill Grimm’s Progress No. 1)
Where There’s a Bill F. B. O. F. B. O. 2 reels

Chicken Chaser M. J. Winkler F. B. O. 1 reel
The Speeding Venus Metropolitan Pictures P-D-C 5560
The Midnight Kiss Fox Fox 5025
Fools Of Fashion Tiffany Tiffany 7200

WEEK OF SEPTEMBER 19th

You Never Know Women Paramount Paramount 6064
The Fighting Marine, Chap. 2 Pathe Pathe 2 reels

The Charleston Queen Fables Pathe 2/3 reel

Bromo and Juliet Hal Roach Pathe 2 reels

Smith’s Landlord Mack Sennett Pathe 2 reels

Bull’s-Eyes Grantland Rice Pathe 1 reel

Pathe Review 38 Pathe Pathe 1 reel
Topics of the Dr.y 38 Timely Films Pathe 1/3 reel

Patho News 78 Pathe Pathe 1 reel

Pathe News 79 Pathe Pathe 1 reel
Gigolo Cecil B. DeMille P-D-C 7290
The Ridin’ Rascal Blue Streak Western Universal 5 reels
Newlyweds Quarantined Stern Bros. Universal 2 reels
Take It from Me Denny Productions Universal 7 reels

Alice’s Monkey Business M. J. Winkler F. B. O. 1 reel
Galloping Ghosts Joe Rock F. B. O. 2 reels
Hair-Trigger Baxter F. B. O. F. B. O. 4785
Battling Buttler Metro Metro 6970

WEEK OF SEPTEMBER 26th

The Last of His Face F. B. O. F. B. O. 2 reels
East is Best M. J. Winkler F. B. O. 1 reel
Hold That Lion! Paramount Paramount 5811
Forlorn River Paramount Paramount 5992
Almost A Lady P-D-C P-D-C 5725
The Texas Streak Jewel Universal 7 reels
Love’s Hurdle Stern Bros. Universal 2 reels
Blarney Metro Metro 6169

WEEK OF OCTOBER 3rd

Whatnots Curiosities Educational 1 reel

A Typical Tropical Sky Bruce Scenic Novelty Educational 1 reel
Pink Elephants Mermaid Comedy Educational 2 reels

Felix Ihe Cat Hunts the Hunter Bijou Educational 1 reel
Lone Hand Saunders F. B. O. F. B. O. 5447
He Done His Best Whirlwind F. B. O. 1894
Alice In The Woolly West Winkler F. B. O. 1 reel

Kid Boots Paramount Paramount 5650
The Campus Flirt Paramount Paramount 6702
Risky Business Cecil B. DeMille P-D-C 6594

Look It Up in
46New Pictures”

Index to “Herald” Files by
Title, Date and Page

Almost A Lady Sept. 4, P. 91
Amateur Gentleman, The Aug. 21, P. 55
Bachelor Brides May 15, P. 136
Bat, The June 26, P. 47
Bear Cats May 29, P. 130
Beau Geste July 24, P. 55
Better Man, The July 3, P. 55
Big Show, The June 5, P. 63
Bigger Than Bamum’s Aug. 21, P. 53
Black Paradise July 31, P. 65
Born to the West May 1, P. 62
Broadway Gallant, The May 22, P. 61
Bromo and Juliet Sept. 18, P. 109
Brown Derby, The June 19, P. 57
Chase Yourself July 10, P. 81
Christine of the Big Tops Sept. 11, P. 59
Clinging Vine, The Aug. 28, P. 58
College Boob, The Sept. 4, P. 91
Collegiate Sept. 4, P. 90
Cow’s Kimona, The June 19, P. 55
Cowboy Cop, The Aug. 7, P. 81
Creeps - June 19, P. 55
Daffy Dill, The Aug. 21, P. 53
Dancing Days Sept. 18, P. 109
Dead Line, The July 24, P. 58
Devil Horse, The May 15, P. 137
Devil’s Dice Aug. 7, P. 79
Devil’s Gulch, The Aug. 28, P. 58
Dice Woman, The July 17, P. 57
Doubling With Danger Aug. 7, P. 81
Duchess of Buffalo, The Aug. 7, P. 79
Dummy Love Aug. 28, P. 58
Early to Wed May 29, P. 130
Earth Woman, The May 22, P. 62
Ella Cinders June 12, P. 98
Eve’s Leaves June 26, P. 47
Excess Baggage Aug. 7, P. 79
Fighting Boob, The May 1, P. 62
Fine Manners May 22, P. 61
Flame of the Argentine Sept. 4, P. 92
Flame of the Yukon, The July 31, P. 64
Fools of Fashion Sept. 11, P. 59
Footloose Widows June 26, P. 45
Forlorn River Aug. 7, P. 80
Fresh Faces May 8, P. 129
Gentle Cyclone — July 31, P. 65
Gigolo — July 24, P . 56
Gilded Highway, The - May 8, P. 130
Gimme Strength May 22, P.61
Glenister of the Mounted June 12, P. 97
Going Crazy May 29, P. 130
Golden Web, The May 15, P. 138
Great Deception, The July 17, P.57
Greater Glory, The - May 15, P. 136
Hard Boiled June 26, P.45
Hearts and Spangles June^l2, P. 97
Hell Bent fer Heaven July 10, P. 79
Hell's Four Hundred May 15, P. 137
Her Honor the Governor — Aug. 28, P. 59
Here Comes Charlie July 10, P. 82

His Private Life - May 29, P. 129
Hitchin' Up - -July 3, P. 53
Honest Injun - - July 17, P. 57
Ice Cold Cocos June 19, P. 57
Imposter, The - May 1, P. 62
Into Her Kingdom July 24, P. 55
Isle of Retribution, The — May 22, P.62
It Must Be Love Sept. 11, P.59
It’s the Old Army Game— May 1, P. 63
Jade Cup, The - June 19, P. 57
Jolly Tars Sept. 4, P. 90
Kiki - May 1, P. 62
King of the Pack, The - Aug. 21, P. 5o

Kiss Papa — Aug. 21, P. o5
Lew Tyler’s Wives - July 10, P. 79
Long Fliv the King June 19, P. 55
Lost at Sea .....Sept. 4, P. 90
Love Magic - June 12, P. 98
Mantrap - — May 29, P. 131
Masquerade Bandit, The June 26, P. 45
Meet the Prince Aug. 7, P. 81

Men of the Night - - July 17, P. 57

Millionaire Policeman, The May 1, P. 64
Miss Nobody June 19, P. 57

Mister Wife July 31, P. 64
Move Along Aug. 21, P. 54
Mr. Cinderella May 8, P. 129
Mulhall’s Great Catch July 24, P. 58
My Kid Sept. 18, P. 110

Night Cry, The. ™ May 8, P. 130
North Star - May 8, P. 130
Nothing Matters June 26, P. 47
One Minute to Play Sept. 18, P. 109

Only Way, The - July 10, P. 82

Palm Beach Girl, The May 1, P. 63

Pals First JuU 10 > P * 79

Papa’s Pest - June P * 63

Paradise Sept. 4, P. 90

Partners Again, with Potash and Perlmutter—

-

July 3, P. 53

Passionate Quest, The July 24, P. 58

Poor Girl's Romance, A - June 5, P. 63

Puppets June 12, P. 97

Racing Blood - - June 26, P. 46

Ranson’s Folly May 29, P. 129

Risky Business Sept. 18, P. 109

Romance of a Million DollarB, The.—Aug. 14, P. 52

Sandy - May U P ‘ 62
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Sap, The May 22, P. 63
Satan Town Aug. 14, P. 52
Savage, The June 5, P. 64
Say It Again May ] 5, P. 138
Sea Beast, The May 15, P. 136
Sea Wolf, The July 31, P. 64
Senor Daredevil June 26, P. 47
Seventh Bandit, The May 8, P. 131
Shamrock Handicap, The May 8, P. 128
Shipwrecked July 3, P. 54
Shore Shy May 8, P. 129
Show Off, The Sept. 4, P. 91
Sign of the Claw, The - May 29, P. 130
Silence June 5, P. 64
Silent Power, The Aug. 28, P. 59
Skyrocket, The May 8, P. 128
Social Highwayman, The June 12, P. 98
Solid Gold Aug. 21, P. 53
Son of the Sheik July 3, P. 55
Sparrows June 26, P. 47
Speed Limit, The July 31, P. 64
Speeding Venus, The Aug. 14, P. 52
Sporting Lover, The May 29, P. 130
Still Alarm May 22, P. 62
Strong Man, The Sept. 11, P. 59
Subway Sadie July 31, P. 65
Sunny Side Up July 31, P. 64
Sweet Daddies - May 29, P. 129
That Model From Paris Sept. 11, P. 59
Three Weeks in Paris May 15, P. 137
Thrilling Youth May 1, P. 62
Through Thick and Thin July 3, P. 54
Thundering Fleas July 3, P. 53
Till We Eat Again June 19, P. 55
Tin Ghost, The May 1, P. 63
Tin Gods July 17, P. 57
Tony Runs Wild June 12, P. 99
Trip to Chinatown, A May 22, P. 61
Two Can Play May 8, P. 129
Two Gun Man, The July 10, P. 79
Unknown Soldier, The June 19, P. 55
Unknown Treasures July 10, P. 81
Up in Mabel’s Room July 3, P. 53
Valley of Bravery, The June 12, P. 98
Vision, The June 26, P. 45
When Love Grows Cold - May 8, P. 130
Who Hit Me Aug. 7, P. 81
Who’s My Wife? July 10, P. 80
Who's Who Aug. 28, P. 59
Why Girls Go Back Home May 15. P. 137
Wilderness Woman, The May 22, P. 62
Wise Guy, The June 5, P. 64
You'd Be Surprised Aug. 14, P. 52
Young April Aug. 28. P. 60

PATHE NEWS NO. 74
FORMER PRESIDENT TAFT TAKES VACATION

AT SUMMER HOME IN QUEBEC
CANOES RACE DOWN ALPINE TORRENT OF ISAR

RIVER AT TOELZ, GERMANY
SOVIETS PAY LAST TRIBUTE TO FELIX DZER-

ZHINSKY AT MOSCOW FUNERAL
CAMERAMAN SHOOTS MOUNT HOOD, OREGON'S

FAMOUS MOUNTAIN, AT 13,500 FEET
PERSHING AND FOCH GET TOGETHER FOR

VISIT AT PLOUJEAN. FRANCE
MILLE GADE CORSON, AMERICAN MOTHER,

SWIMS CHANNEL; CLARABELLE BARRETT
HONORED

PATHE NEWS NO. 75
SCHULTZ CAPTURES PIKE'S PEAK AUTO RACE

OVER 12-MILE COURSE
GERMAN ROYALISTS CHEERED BY THOUSANDS

AT PARADE IN NUREMBERG
MAYOR CHRISTENS NEW YORK-PARIS PLANE

—

HARRY DAUGHERTY TRIED—FRENCH
AIRMAN BREAKS ALTITUDE RECORD

GORGEOUS FLOATS FEATURE CHILDREN’S PA-
RADE OPENING ATLANTIC CITY

BEAUTY PAGEANT
AMERICAN TENNIS STARS OVERWHELM FRENCH

IN DAVIS COP SINGLES AT GER-
MANTOWN, PA.

NEW YORK WELCOMES MILLE GADE CORSON,
AMERICAN MOTHER, WHO SWAM CHANNEL

*

PATHE NEWS NO. 76
ROYAL GREETING GIVEN VIERKOETTER, GER-
MAN CONQUEROR OF CHANNEL, AT BERLIN

TWO VARANUS KOMODOENIS, DINOSAUR’S SEC-
OND COUSINS, COME FROM MALAY

TO BRONX
MUSSOLINI ESCAPES BOMB—FRANCE EXILES

ABD-EL-KRIM—ATLANTIC CITY HAILS
GERTRUDE EDERLE

COOLIDGES HAVE FAMILY PARTY AT SUMMER
WHITE HOUSE, PAUL SMITH’S, N. Y.

BIRDMAN AT INDIANAPOLIS HITS TELEPHONE
POLES, CRASHES THROUGH CABIN FOR FUN

AMERICA RETAINS DAVIS CUP WHEN TENNIS
STARS DEFEAT FRENCH AT GER-

MANTOWN, PA.
“MISS TULSA” CROWNED QUEEN OF BEAUTIES

AT PAGEANT IN ATLANTIC CITY

INTERNATIONAL NEWS NO. 74
MAYOR WALKER RECHRISTENS CAPTAIN

FONCK’S PLANE FOR NEW YORK-
PARIS FLIGHT

CHAMPION GREYHOUNDS RACE AT THORNTON,
ILL.. IN DOG DERBY—NEW RECORDS MADE

TERRIFYING HEIGHTS DEFIED IN ALPINE MO-
TOR CLASSIC AT TRAFIO-STELVIO, ITALY

AMERICA’S FAIREST DAUGHTERS COMPETE FOR
CROWN AT ATLANTIC CITY PAGEANT

INTERNATIONAL NEWS NO. 75
HAIL NORMA SMALLWOOD OF TULSA AS NEW

MISS AMERICA AT ATLANTIC CITY
COWBOYS ALL WET IN NEW BRAND OF RODEO

AT SYLVAN BEACH, TEXAS
SCAPA FLOW. SON OF MAN O’ WAR, WINS

$65,000 TURF CLASSIC AT BELMONT

KINOGRAMS NO. 5221
FAIR HAS BEN HUR ALL ITS OWN IN CHARIOT

RACE AT DONGAN HILLS, N. Y.
TILDEN AND JOHNSTON TRIUMPH AGAIN IN

DAVIS CUP TENNIS AT GERMANTOWN, PA.
GAR WOOD MAKES 72 MILES AN HOUR, WIN-

NING WORLD MOTORBOAT RACE
AT DETROIT

BATHING BEAUTIES’ GYM CLASS WORKS TO
W ILD WAVES’ MUSIC AT OCEAN CITY, N. J.

DIRT TRACK MOTORCYCLE AND AUTO DRIVERS
risk Heath At Richmond, va.

—

ONE DIES
*

KINOGRAMS NO. 5222
SPLENDID GREETING GIVEN MILLE GADE COR-

SON, AMERICAN MOTHER WHOM
SWAM CHANNEL

UNITED STATES TEAM CLINCHES HOLD ON
DAVIS CUP AT GERMANTOWN, PA.

GIANT LIZARDS STEP OUT OF PREHISTORIC
PAST TO LIVE IN NEW YORK

LINKING OF LOS ANGELES AND SAN FRANCISCO
BY RAIL RE-ENACTED AT JUBILEE

MISS TULSA CROWNED QUEEN OF BEAUTY AT
ATLANTIC CITY PAGEANT

BROWNIE CLUB DIVERS PLUNGE 108 FEET AT
AMOSKEAG LODGE, MANCHESTER, N. H.

*

KINOGRAMS NO. 5223
KU KLUX KLAN ARMY, ROBED BUT UNMASKED,

PARADE AT NATION’S CAPITAL
HORSES AND GIRL RIDERS DIVE FIFTY FEET

INTO POOL AT TOPSFIELD, MASS.
CHICAGO CIVIC OPERA BALLET GIRLS PICK

NATURAL SETTINGS AT SOUTH
' HAVEN, MICH.
STEEDS TOSS RIDERS INTO BALTIC IN RACE AT

NEU HERINGSDORF. GERMANY
WOMEN CHAMPIONS ALL—HELEN WILLS, HELEN

FILKEY, GERTRUDE EDERLE, GLENNA COL-
LETT, MABEL STRICKLAND, AILEEN
RIGCIN, ALICE WOLF, JIU JITSU

*

FOX NEWS NO. 100
CHAMPION HILL CLIMBING AUTOS COMPETE IN

RACE TO PIKE’S PEAK SUMMIT
MACNIDER FLIES FROM CAPITAL TO DEDICATE

WAR MEMORIAL AT SAN ANTONIO
SWEDISH CROWN PRINCE AND PRINCESS FISH

HAWAIIAN STYLE AT HONOLULU
MARY SCHMITZ. SCHOOL GIRL, SWIMS NIAGARA

RIVER AT BUFFALO, N. Y.
PIGSKIN CHASERS OF BOSTON COLLEGE SHOW

SPLENDID FORM IN FIRST SCRIMMAGE
BEST SWIMMERS OF WEST TACKLE 22 MILE EN-

DURANCE CONTEST IN MISSISSIPPI
SWISS MOUNTAIN ARMY TROOPS MOBILIZE

FOR GRAND MANEUVERS AMID
TOWERING PEAKS

MILITARY POMP FEATURES OPENING OF CON-
GRESS CALLED BY CALLES IN RE-

LIGIOUS CRISIS
IRON WORKERS FLIRT WITH DISASTER ON

W ORLD'S LARGEST GAS TANK. NEW YORK
500 FOOT CHUTE THRILLS BATHERS AT LAKE

ARTHUR. LA.
PULCHRITUDE OF NATION DISPLAYS CHARMS

IN MISS AMERICA CONTEST

Gigolo
Distributor

:

Pro-Dis-Co
Producer: Pro-Dis-Co
Length: Undetermined

DIRECTORS...WILLIAM K. HOWARD
PLAYERS

Gideon Gory Rod LaRocque
Mary Hubbel Jobyna Ralston
Julia Gory Louise Dresser
Doctor Gerald Blagden....CyriI Chadwick
Pa Hubbel George Nichols

TYPE: Romantic drama.
THEME: Sacrifice for love.

LOCALE: America; Europe.
TIME: During the World War.
STORY : The son of the owner of the

mills loves a girl from a poor family.
Upon the death of his father his mother
pleads illness and gets the son to go to
Europe with her. The World War breaks
out and the son joins the Lafayette
Escadrille. In Paris on leave he dis-
covers that his mother’s secretary is

leaching her of her money. He finds
his mother dancing with a “Gigolo,” or
professional dancing man. Disgusted, he
leaves for the front and is badly
wounded. The girl, who has entered the
service as a Red Cross nurse, takes care
of him, but neither recognizes the other.
The boy’s face is made over through
plastic surgery. He returns to Paris and
finds his mother dying in a hovel, and
learns that the girl and her father have
won a fortune. He goes to a fashionable
cafe where an American flapper, think-
ing him a gigolo, asks him to dance with
her. The girl and her parents appear
and he recognizes her by the bracelet.
After several incidents he returns home
and works in the town mill. The pair
forget the past in the joy of their love.

HIGHLIGHTS : Return of mother
and son . . . Meeting of boy and girl

. . . Return of mother and son to
Europe . . . The War . . . Meeting of
the two . . . Plastic surgery scene . . .

Scene in which boy becomes a gigolo
. . . Boy’s recognition of girl . . . Re-
turn to home town.

Uppercuts
Distributor: Educational

Producer: Christie Productions
Length: Two reels

DIRECTOR WALTER GRAHAM
PLAYERS

Cornelius McGee Jack Duffy
Mrs. McGee... Stella Adams
The Butler Bill Irving
Hiriam Prune Bill Blaisclell

Susie McGee Violet Bird
Jimmy Jimmy Harrison
The Maid Evelyn Francisco
The Referee Eddie Baker
Battling Bittsky Kid Wagner
TYPE: Prizefight comedy.
THEME: Against a Anti-Prizefight

League.
LOCALE: An American town.

TIME: The present.

STORY : A husband is elected presi-

dent of the Anti-Prizefight League when
his wife offers her home as a club-house
with refreshments free. He has words
with his rival for the position for the
manner in which he is elected. The
argument ends when the president offers

to fight it out by proxy, the proposition

being that a fighter he will pick out will

whip a battler the other man will select.

The fight takes place and when his rival’s

man fouls the president jumps into the
ring and cleans up on all of them. The
police answer a riot call and chase him
home. Everything is smoothed out when
the police tell his wife that he broke up
a prizefight.

HIGHLIGHTS: The election. . .

The fight ... The riot.

Dangerous Friends
Distributor

:

Ginsberg-Kann
Producer: Banner

Length: Undetermined
DIRECTOR FINIS FOX
Cameraman Harry Davis

PLAYERS
Gusty Gale T. Roy Barnes
Money Gale Marjorie Gay
Linda Betts Gertrude Short
Mr. Betts Arthur Hoyt
Mr. Barker Burr McIntosh
Mrs. Barker Mathilde Brundage
TYPE: Domestic comedy.
THEME: Domestic strife.

LOCALE: An American city.

TIME: The present.
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LAURA
tAI/ARNl,

THAOA BARA
f L UC/EN
LITTLEFIELD

M/CNEY
DAN/ELS VIRGINIA

PEARSON

MAX
DAVIDSON

GLENN
TRYOH

SCOOT£R%
LOWRJY

EVA
NOVAK DOROTHY

DINAN M/UA^
DAVENPORT

CARL.
MILLER. LIONEL

BARRYMORE
FARINA

g JAYSMITH

MARY
KORNMANTYLER

BROOKE
HELENE CHAOWICK

CHARLOTTE
M/NEAU

Kathleen coll/ns

HAL ROACH
Swears by all the stars above!

So will you, Mr. Exhibitor, for Hal Roach
Comedies mean business .

Big names in comedies big in everything
but length make big box-office value.'
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V/U/EAt OAKLAA/O

HEy
DESLYS

MARK

JAMES
E/A/LEY& OAJ

BURR
Mc/A/TOiH

FEY WRAY

JOHN
PP/NCE

RAY
HALLOR' ETHEL

ClAYTO

M

WM. O/URMONO

f MABEL
/VORMAAtD A

JOHN r. Me/p/fF)Y

MICKEY
BENNETT

War. it.

MOA/E.

JOHNNY
OOtVNS

JACK/E
CONROA/

El/ACE KBL/AA/OMO/CCr

UNCOLA/ ST£OMAN
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Gotham
Select Next Production

“Heroes of the Night” has been an-
nounced as the next production to go into
work. F. Oakley has completed the con-
tinuity. Frank O’Connor will direct under
the supervision of Renaud Hoffman.

Columbia
Pictures Given Special Mention

One hundred and four film features have
been selected by Motion Picture Produc-
ers and Distributors of America as the
most successful of last year’s product, and
published in this house organ. “The
Midnight Express,” featuring Elaine Ham-
merstein and William Haines, received
special mention as Columbia’s contribution
to the year’s representative “best.”

“Lone W olf”; “Broadway” Selected

“The Lone Wolf Returns” and “The
Belle of Broadway,” initial releases of the
1926-27 program, have been named in the
Photoplay Guide, in the selected list of
the National Board of Review.

Select “Dangerous Friends” Cast

Finis Fox, who will direct “Dangerous
Friends,” has definitely engaged the fol-
lowing players: T. Roy Barnes, Marjorie
Gale, Gertrude Short and Arthur Hoyt.
Other players are now being engaged.

Chadwick
Neiv Picture Put in Production

“Sunshine of Paradise Alley,” a Chad-
wick First Division Picture, has just been
put in production. Josephine Quirk
adapted it for the screen.

America Cinema Association

“W ilderness” Is in Wr
ork

“God’s Great Wilderness,” from an orig-

inal story by Spotiswood Aitken, is now
in production. The cast includes Lillian

Rich, Mary Carr, Russell Simpson, Tom
Bates and Edward Coxen.

Preferred Pictures

Abrams to Direct Next Release

Leon Abrams has been signed to direct
“His New York Wife,” the film adapta-
tion of which is the work of Frederic and
Fanny Hatton. Ethel Clayton, Theodore
Von Eltz and Erin La Bissoniere have
been chosen to support Alice Day, who
has the leading role.

Associated Exhibitors

Cody Finishes “Arizona Whirlwind”

Under the direction of William J. Craft,
Bill Cody has completed "The Arizona
Whirlwind,” third of his current series of
six which are being produced under the
supervision of Myron Selznick for the
1926-27 program.

Complete Second Buddy Roosevelt

“The Ramblin’ Galoot,” second of a ser-

ies of six Western features starring Buddy
Roosevelt, has been completed. Support-

Jack Duffy, who has just signed a new
contract to appear in Christie pictures,
to be released by Educational, is seen

here in “Uppercuts.”

ing the star are Violet La Plante, Fred-
erick Lee, A1 Taylor, Charles Witaker,
Nelson McDowell, Clyde McClary, Harry
Belmour and Hank Bell. Fred' Bain di-
rected this picture.

Educational

Announce Program for October 3rd

The program for the week commencing
October 3rd consists of one of the Curi-
osities group, “Whatnots,” two Bruce
Scenic Novelties, “A Typical Tropical
Sky,” and “Sons of the Surf,” a Mermaid
Comedy, “Pink- Elephants,” starring A1 St.

John, and a Felix the Cat Comedy, “Felix
the Cat Hunts the Hunter.”

October 10th Program Listed

The October 10th program contains a
Christie Comedy, “Hold Still,” a Tuxedo
Comedy, “The Humdinger,” starring Johnny
Arthur; a Cameo Comedy, “Plumb Goofy,”
and “Cut Price Glory,” from Life Car-
toons.

Program for October 17th

“Teacher, Teacher,” a Lloyd Hamilton
Comedy, is on the program for the week
of October 17, as are “Mona Lisa,” a Ro-
mance production, “The River Road” and
“Five-Fifty-Five Runs Wild,” two Bruce
Scenic Novelties, and “Felix the Cat in

Landy O’Fancy.”

October 24th Program

The program for the above week will

be composed of “A Briny Boob,” a Billy

Dooley Comedy; “Pound Foolish,” a
Cameo Comedy; “The Raging Tide,” from
Life Cartoons, and “Figures of Fancy,” a
Lyman H. Howe’s Hodge Podge.

Jimmie Adams Heads October 31st List

“Shell Shocked,” a Jimmie Adams Com-
edy, heads the program for the week be-
ginning October 31st. There will also be

a Mermaid Comedy starring George Davis,
a Felix the Cat Comedy called “Felix the

Cat Busts a Bubble.”

Universal

Newcomer Signed to Play “Topsy”

Mona Ray has been signed to play the

role of “Topsy” in “Uncle Tom’s Cabin,”

on which production has just been renewed
under the direction of Harry Pollard.

Tom Moore Is Signed

Tom Moore has been signed to play the
featured lead opposite Laura La Plante in

her next production, “Beware of Widows,”
on which production is to start shortly.

Joseph Franklin Poland Signs

Joseph Franklin Poland, chief continuity
writer for the Douglas MacLean Produc-
tions, was signed to a long-term contract
by Universal to supervise and edit all the
feature comedies.

Weber Finishes “Sensation Seekers”

Lois Weber has completed production of
“The Sensation Seekers,” and is now super-
vising the cutting of the picture. Billie

Dove and Huntly Gordon are featured in

the picture, with Raymond Bloomer, Phil-
lips Smalley, Peggy Montgomery, Clarence
Thompson, Frances Dale and others in

support.

Ratcliffe Finishes Role

Having been neatly murdered in the sec-

ond reel, E. J. Ratcliffe has completed his

role in “Held by the Law,” Edward
Laemmle’s current production. Johnnie
Walker and Marguerite de la Motte are
playing the leads in this melodrama. Ralph
Lewis also plays a prominent character
role.

Warner Brothers

Murray and Fazenda in Mystery Story

John T. Murray, recently assigned to

co-star with Louise Fazenda in a series

of pictures for Warner Brothers, has been
cast in the leading male role in an Arthur
Somers Roche mystery story, as yet un-
titled.

“Broken Hearts” Commended at Premiere

“Broken Hearts of Hollywood,” with
Patsy Ruth Miller and Douglas Fairbanks,

Jr., in the leading roles, is said to have
received much favorable comment upon its

premiere at the State Theatre in Pitts-

burgh.

Complete Shooting of “Mama Kiss Papa”

The Herman Raymaker company, shoot-
ing “Mama Kiss Papa,” are now working
on interiors and filming will soon be com-
pleted. Byron Haskins is cameraman.

“Paris” Gets Big Bookings

“So This Is Paris,” which is said to

have met with great success at B. S. Moss’
Cameo Theatre in New York, has played
at the Hollywood Theatre, Hollywood

;
the

Stacy, Trenton, N. J., and the Miller, at

Manhattan, Kansas. Monte Blue and
Patsy Ruth Miller are co-starred.

Announce Additional Bookings

Among the latest to contract for the

Twenty-Six Warner Winners are: Strand
Theatre, Louisville, Ky.

;
Strausberg Cir-

cuit, Brooklyn, N. Y.
;

Griffith Bros., of

Oklahoma Amusement Company for the

town of Shawnee, Guthrie, Okmulgee,
Miami, Stillwater, Tonkawa, Bristow, Hol-
denville, Oklahoma and -Broger and Pan-
handle, Texas, and the Ascher Levy Cir-

cuit, Chicago.
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Pro-Dis-Co

Marie Prevost Dances Through Film

Marie Prevost is passing up all dancing
invitations during the filming “Man Bait,”

her current starring feature for Metropoli-
tan Pictures. The star takes the part of

a dancer in a terpsichorean establishment

where one may hire a partner for ten

cents per dance. After laboring through
nine or ten hours a day of this form of

dancing for the camera Miss Prevost feels

little inclination to seek ballroom enter-

tainment in the evening. Donald Crisp is

directing from a scenario prepared by
Douglas Z. Doty.

Flaven Aide to Horne

Art Flaven is assisting James W. Horen
in the direction of Rod La Rocque’s new
starring production, “The Cruise of the

Jasper B.”

Rudolph Schildkraut in “Country Doctor”

Rudolph Schildkraut will play the title

role in “The Country Doctor,” which will

be directed by William K. Howard.

Walthall Signed for “Fighting Love”

Henry B. Walthall has been signed for

a featured role in “A Fighting Love,”

Jetta Goudal’s next starring picture.

Marguerite de la Motte Lent

Marguerite de la Motte, who has just

completed “Pals in Paradise” for Metro-
politan, has been loaned to Universal, and
will be featured in “Held by the Law,”
with Eddie Laemmle directing.

Red Seal

“Berth Mark” Is Completed

“The Berth Mark,” second of the Carrie

of the Chorus Comedies which are being
produced by Max Fleischer for Red Seal

releases, was completed and shown for the

trade reviewers.

Cranfield & Clarke

Receive Prints of Three

Prints have just been received from the

Coast of the second negative of the Speed
Cop series, called “Gypping the Gypsies,”

featuring Melburn Morante, and of the

third of the Boys Adventure Series named
“Grabbing Grabbers,” featuring Mickey
Bennett. The second Shot and Powder
Comedy which is entitled “Cat’s Meow,”
featuring Tommy Albert, has also been
received. The next release of this series

will be “Sappy Days.” Richard Harlan
directs these comedies, which are made in

Havana and have Cuban settings and
scenery.

Tiffany

“College Days” Is Completed

Filming of “College Days” has been
completed under the direction of Richard
Thorpe. Charles Delaney, Lawford David-
son, Marceline Day, James Harrison,
Duane Thompson, Brooks Benedict, Kath-
leen Key, Edna Murphy, Robert Homans,
Gibson Gowland, Pat Harmon and Wil-
liam A. Carroll.

United Artists

“Vagabond Lover” for Barrymore

“The Vagabond Lover” will be the title

of John Barrymore’s first starring photo-
play for U. A. This supersedes “Francois
Villon” as the title of this Barrymore pic-

ture, production of which has commenced.

Pathe

Allene Ray Enters Swim
Allene Ray, who plays in Pathe serials,

has announced her intention of entering

the competition for the $25,000 prize of-

fered by Wm. Wrigley for anyone swim-
ming from San Diego to Catalina.

Farina for “Who’s Who”
Farina, the colored comedian of the

Pathe-Hal Roach “Our Gang” comedians,
has been suggested for a place in the

negro “Who’s Who,” soon to be pub-
lished. It being desired to find the most
useful negro alive today, Allen Clay Hos-
kins (Farina) has been suggested for cre-

ating racial good will and for making
millions of picture-goers laugh.

Start “Our Gang” Cameras

Elaborate plans for the production of

the greatest “Our Gang” comedies in the

history of this Hal Roach series are being
made by Robert McGowan, their director,

who has just arrived from Europe in com-
pany with Jimmy Finlayson, Hal Roach
star.

Stan Laurel Actor Again

Stan Laurel, who forsook the art of

acting for the profession of director, is

back in grease paint again for a role with
Lillian Rich, Edward Davis, Bull Mon-
tana, Tyler Brooks and others in a new
comedy of the Hal Roach Star Comedy
Series, directed by James Parrot.

Mabel Normand Completes Third

Mabel Normand has completed her third

Ral Roach comedy, which will soon be

released under the title of “The Nickel
Hopper.”

F. B. O.

Meehan Preparing Script

J. Leo Meehan is preparing the con-

tinuity of “The Magic Garden,” the last

story written by Gene Stratton Porter.

Meehan will also direct this picture.

Doris Anderson Completes Script

Doris Anderson has just completed the

adaptation and continuity of the H. C.

Witwer story, “Charlotte’s Ruse,” which
will appear on the screen under the title

of “Her Father Said No.”

“Salvation Jane” Being Prepared

Continuity of “The Salvation Jane” has
been started by Doris Anderson. This
will be Viola Dana’s second picture under
her new starring contract.

Duffy Hurries “Jack O’Diamonds”

Gerald Duffy is hurrying “Jack O’ Dia-
monds” to completion. This will be a

starring vehicle for George O’Hara, and
is from an original and published story

by Fred Jackson.

Buy “Kid’s Last Fight”

“The Kid’s Last Fight,” an original story

by George W. Yates, Jr., has been bought
by F. B. O. and will be used as material

for a Tom Tyler Western film. F. A.
Pine is doing the continuity.

Fox
“Mother Machree” in Production

John Ford has started production on the

screen version of “Mother Machree.” Belle

Bennett has the title role and others in the

cast are Philippe de Lacy, Ted McNamara,
Victor McLaglen, Eulalie Jensen, Blanche
Behaffy and Pat Somerset.

Select Title for Murnau Picture

The title of F. W. Murnau’s picture,

originally announced as “The Song of Two
Humans,” will be changed to “Sunrise.”

George O’Brien will play the male lead

and Janet Gaynor will play opposite him.

Lerner Arrives to Play Role

Jacques Lerner, portrayer of animal
roles, arrived in Hollywood to enact the

title role of “The Monkey Talks,” which
is soon to go into production. Raoul Walsh
will direct.

Borzage Tests “7th Heaven” Leads

Frank Borzage is making tests in select-
ing the cast for his next production, “7th
Heaven.”

Marshall Completes 5 Two-Reelers

George E. Marshall, supervisor of two-
reel comedy unit, added five more of his
short subject comedies to the “completed
list,” when he reported that he had fin-

ished shooting on the following produc-
tions : “Society Architect,” “The Marry
Month of May,” “Napoleon, Junior,”
“Light Wines and Bearded Ladies” and
“Golfing Widows.”

Paramount
Three Scheduled for Menjou
Adolphe Menjou will soon begin work

upon his first vehicle, “An Angel Passes.”
Closely following this will come “With
Their Eyes Open,” directed by Luther
Reed. The third picture of the group will
be an adaptation of “The Last of Mrs.
Cheney,” which will co-star Menjou and
Florence Vidor under the direction of
Lubitsch.

Complete “Sin” Cast of Principals

Andre Beranger has arrived in New
York to play a featured role in Florence
Vidor’s new starring picture, “The Popu-
lar Sin,” which Malcolm St. Clair is di-
recting. Beranger’s arrival completes the
cast of principals. Other featured players
are Clive Brooks, Greta Nissen and Philip
Sterling.

Billy Butts in “Land of Promise”

Billy Butts, attired in wide sombrero,
chaps and other miniature cowboy regalia,
has arrived in New York to enact a role
in Thomas Meighan’s current production,
“The Land of Promise.”

D. W. Griffith Will Direct Dix
D. W. Griffith will direct Richard Dix

in “The White Slave,” which is now being
adapted by Forrest Halsey. Carol Demp-
ster will play the leading feminine role.

Plan “Greatest Show on Earth”

Monta Bell has arrived in New York
to confer with Monte Katterjohn on plans
for the filming of the big P. T. Barnum
picture which he is to direct as a road-
show. The picture will be called “The
Greatest Show on Earth.” Wallace Beery
will impersonate Barnum.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Ingram to Film “Garden of Allah”

Rex Ingram has decided to return to his

studios in Nice, France, to prepare for the
filming of “The Garden of Allah.” Alice
Terry will have the leading feminine role.

Chaney in “Alonzo the Armless”

Lon Chaney will appear as the armless
wonder in “Alonzo the Armless,” which
will be directed by Tod Browning.

Fabian to Shoot for Stahl

Max Fabian has been assigned to handle
the photography for John M. Stahl’s new
production, starring Ramon Novarro with
Alice Terry.

Smith and Heilbron Prepare “Frisco

”

Vernon Smith and Adelaide Heilbron
have been engaged to prepare the scenario

for “Frisco Sal,” which Christy Cabanne
will direct.

Lotta Woods to Title “Fire Brigade”

Lotta Woods has been assigned to title

“The Fire Brigade,” which Hunt Strom-
berg is producing.
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PURER PERSONAL
MINNEAPOLIS
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.—Louis Hum-

mell, formerly with Universal, has joined

the sales force of United Artists, as have
W. E. Slocum and R. B. Gebliart, both
from the East

—

H. Mannheim, Fox ex-

ploiteer from New York, is in Minneap-
olis and the surrounding territory, assist-

ing exhibitors in putting over some of the

Fox attractions—John Kopald, formerly
with United Artists, has joined the Fox
sales department. . . . M. J. Hess of Bird
Island, Minn., has sold the Crystal theatre
-

—

J. C. Flinn, general manager of the Film
Producers Corporation, visited the Min-
neapolis branch

—

Frank Smoleski opened
his new Ritz, showing “The Volga Boat-
man” as his initial picture

—

F. H. Knispel
of Chicago, Pro-Dis-Co district representa-

tive, spent three weeks in the Minneapolis
branch

—

L. J. Bloomberg, Warner man-
ager, has returned from a visit to Aber-
deen

—

Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Schmiddell,
theatre operators of Granite Falls, called

on Minneapolis agencies recently—Bill

Glaser of the Grand, Faribault, reports
that he is having great success in build-
ing business with small cards on which
he carried the dates of future showings
at his theatre—Harry french, former
owner of the State, Mankato, is now as-

sistant to Fred Cubberly, in the executive
offices of Finkelstein & Ruben, Minneapo-
lis—Herb Lawrence of the Strand, St.

Paul, captured the $10 “Cash for Ideas”
prize which Finkelstein & Ruben offers

each month to the employee turning in

the best suggestion for improvement of

service or business in any or all of its

theatres.

OTTAWA
OTTAWA, ONT.—George Nicholas,

managing director of United Amusements,
Ltd., Montreal, operating a chain of high-

class moving picture theatres in Montreal,

has announced that his company has
acquired control of two more houses, mak-
ing 10 in all now in actual operation with
an eleventh theatre in course of construc-

tion. . . . Manager H. E. Wilton of the
Strand, Hamilton, Ontario, has organ-
ized the “Strand Speak Kindly Club” for

children of the city under 12 years of
age, the badge being a small lapel but-
ton bearing the title of the club. To
join the club, a boy or girl must attend
a Saturday matinee performance at the
Strand and must sign the register pledg-
ing that he or she will speak nicely to

all others. Those who are club members
are entitled to free admission at the the-

atre every Thursday if accompanied by
a parent. The club has made a hit with
fathers and mothers, Mr. Wilton has
found, because of the nature of the
pledge, and they are all boosters for
the Strand theatre as a result. . . .

Ray Peck, director of the Canadian Gov-
ernment Motion Picture Studio, Ottawa, is

attending the annual fall meeting of the
Society of Motion Picture Engineers at

Briarcliff Lodge, New York. . . . Manager
James T. Moxley of the Imperial theatre,

Ottawa, has been playing special added

Salt Lake City

First Runs
(Week Beginning Sept. 4)

AMERICAN: “The Savage,” First National;
“The Polar Baron,” Fox; Fox News;
F. B. O. Cartoon.

ORPHEUM : “The Flame of the Argen-
tine,” F. B. O.

PANTAGES : “Three Bad Men,” Fox.
PARAMOUNT EXPRESS: “Tin Gods,”

Paramount; Pathe News.
VICTORY: “The Show Off,” Paramount;

“Hoboken to Hollywood,” Pathe; Pathe
News.

Philadelphia

First Runs
(W'eek Beginning Sept. 11)

STANLEY: “Fine Manners,” Paramount;
Overture: “Symphony No. 4” (Tschai-
kowsky), Stanley Orchestra; Scenic: ‘St.

Bartholomew's Lake”; Musical Diver-

tissement: “Concerto in D Major”
(Tschaikowsky ) , Madeleine MacGuigan ;

Dance Divertissement : Elizabeth Brown
and Sedano ;

Cartoon: “Felix Misses

His Swiss.”

FOX: “Marriage License,” Fox; Overture:

“Second Hungarian Rhapsody*’ (Liszt);

“Harmony As You Like It,” Bert Rome
and Henry Dunn ; Nina and Antonio De
Marco and their Sheik Orchestra.

STANTON: “Padlocked,” Paramount.
ARCADIA: “The Show Off,” Paramount.
PALACE: “The Son of the Shiek,” United

Artists.

KARLTON: “So This Is Paris,” Warner
Brothers.

VICTORIA: “Variety,” Paramount.
CAPITOL: “Paris,” Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
ALDINE: “Beau Geste,” Paramount .

acts along with picture programs quite

successfully Toseph M. Franklin, man-
ager of B. F. Keith theatre, Ottawa, has

returned to his winter policy of weekly

programs. . . . Clarence Robson, Toronto,

eastern division manager of Famous Play-

ers Canadian Corp., was presented with a

handsome set of gold and platinum cuff

links and studs on the occasion of his

birthday by the managers of the company’s

theatres in Western Canada, whom he vis-

ited recently. . . . Manager J. S. Smart of

the Royal theatre, Port Hope, Ontario, has

adopted the three-change-a-week policy for

the fall and winter. Mr. Smart has con-

ducted this house for many years, being

a pioneer showman. . . . Clarence Robson,

Toronto, eastern division manager of Fa-

mous Players Canadian Corp., has written

a book about N. L. Nathanson, managing
director of the corporation, entitled “The
Greatest of All Go-Getters—N. L. Nathan-

son.” It deals with the life of Mr. Nathan-
son from the time that he hustled news-
papers in Minneapolis until the present day
when he controls 100 theatres in Canada.

Copies of the book have been distributed

among the managers of the theatres and
employees of the company.

INDIANAPOLIS
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.—With crowds

filling the theatre and waiting in long lines

outside, “The Black Pirate,” latest produc-

tion of Douglas Fairbanks, had its first

showing this week at the Circle. . . .

Caroline Goodhart, one of the founders

of the National Indorsers of Photoplays,
and secretary and associate editor of the
organization’s publication, died here re-
cently. . . . The Indianapolis Indorsers of
Photoplays co-operate with the Indiana
Federation of Clubs in observance of Gene
Stratton-Porter week. During this week
pictures of Gene Stratton-Porter and her
home, “The Limberlost,” were shown. . . .

Dan Fitch’s Minstrels at the Palace cre-
ated a lot of excitement in the downtown
business section with a parade of the en-
tire company of eighteen. The performers,
uniformed and fully equipped with musical
and noise-making devices, trooped through
the business section at the noon hour. The
parade was halted at frequent intervals
while the “hoofers” in the company enter-
tained with Charleston exhibitions. . . .

Sidney R. Kent, vice-president and gen-
eral manager of Famous Players-Lasky
Motion Picture Corporation, was in here
recently to visit Oscar A. Kantner, general
director of exploitation for the company.

ALBANY
ALBANY, N. Y.—George Roberts an-

nounces that his new theatre, “The Eagle,”
will be in shape to open early in Octo-
ber. . . . Jack Krause, manager of Asso-
ciated Exhibitors in Albany, is now sport-
ing a new wrist watch, a gift from the
Albany Film Board of Trade, for his

work in putting over the recent outing.

. . . Fred Maussert, of Glens Falls, has
started the erection of a large office build-
ing in front of his theatre. An arcade
will lead to the theatre. . . . Mrs. Lew
Fischer, of Fort Edward, wife of the ex-
hibitor in that village, is still using a wheel
chair to get about. . . . Art Goldsmith, of
Pittsburgh, was in town last week and
brought to Film Row the best wishes from
Bob Mochrie. . . . Bill Smalley, of Coopers-
town, will again stage amateur nights each
week in eight of his thirteen theatres.

. . . After an absence of several months,
Mr. and Mrs. A. T. Mallory, of Corinth,
the latter being a sister of Frances Starr,

the actress, paid a visit to Film Row last

week. . . . Ed Lewin certainly made a
fine presentation speech last week when he
presented a traveling bag to Alec Herman
as the gift of Mr. Herman’s associates in

the First National Exchange. . . . Julius

Berinstein is using double features each
day at the Palace in Troy. . . . Walter
Roberts, manager of the Troy, will stage

a Fashion Show the latter part of this

month. . . . The three Rose brothers,

Harry, Jim and Bill, are proving them-
selves handy with the paint brush and all

three are redecorating the King during
off hours. . . . Jake Golden is back at

the Griswold in Troy, after his long ill-

ness, and not only managing the house
but also doing the newspaper advertising

for both Proctor theatres. . . . Ben Stern

,

manager of the Lincoln in Troy, is cook-
ing his own meals these days, the “better

half” being on a vacation in Atlantic

City. . . . W. H. Linton, of Utica, re-

ports business on Labor Day week as be-

ing the biggest since the house was opened

last May. . . . L. J. Carkin has been named
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as district manager of the Schine houses

in Ogdensburg, Massena, Malone, Car-

thage and Lowville, and will move from

Lockport.

PHILADELPHIA
PHILADELPHIA, PA.— Harry Perl-

man, of the West Allegheny and Lehigh
Theatres, was ordered by the Board of

Arbitration to pay a sum to De Luxe,

Pathe and Educational exchanges. The
exhibitor offered the defense that in one

instance he had a verbal understanding

with a salesman of the exchange that the

picture could be shown in two houses. The
manager of the exchange, however, stated

that he never had approved such a con-

tract. . . . The De Luxe Exchange has
again been made the victim of a thief with

the disappearance of the weekly pay roll

amounting to $455. . . . Baker’s Opera
House, Dover, N. J., which has been oper-

ated by Pete Woodkull, former president

of the M. P. T. O. A., has been sold to

the Stanley Company for a price said to

be $300,000. The Opera House has a seat-

ing capacity of 1,400 and in addition to

the auditorium itself, the transaction in-

cludes a large number of stores and halls.

Title to the property will probably be taken
within the next two months. . . . Ben
Abrams, who was for a number of years
representative of the Harold Lloyd Cor-
poration in Philadelphia, and who later

assumed a similar position in New York
with the same organization, has returned
to Philadelphia and is acting as special

representative for Associated Exhibitors.

. . . The East Coast Theatres Company
opened three additional houses on their

chain on Labor Day. These were the

Fire Hall, Robesonia, Pa., the Spielmont,
Marcus Hook, Pa., and the Palace Thea-
tre, Berlin, N. J. The Park Theatre, Pal-
merton, which was purchased by this com-
pany some time ago, has opened after

extensive alterations. . . . The Elrae Thea-
tre, which has been operated for some
years by William Molliver, has been sold
outright. Title to the property was held by
William Cherry. ... A recent visitor on
Vine Street was Charles Beylin, who for

some years was a booker in this city and
about 8 months ago was appointed booker
in the Pathe Exchange in Charlotte, N. C.

ST. LOUIS
ST. LOUIS, MO.—Charles Byrnes, man-

ager of the Lyric, East St. Louis, 111., was
honored with a testimonial week, patrons
of the house, manager of the various film

exchanges and city officials uniting in pay-
ing their respects to the popular manager
of the big house. . . . Many of the film

peddlers operating out of St. Louis were
marooned by the flood waters that swept
Eastern Missouri and Western Illinois re-

cently. In some places main highways
Were 8 and 10 feet under waters, which
indicates how difficult it was for the fliv-

vers to flit about as usual. . . . Ross Denny
has given up his house at Jerseyville, 111.,

and will concentrate his efforts on the
Bijou at Carrollton, 111. . . . Ben Wein-
berger has taken over the management of
the Bridge. He has changed the name to
The New Bridge Theatre. . . . /. Kremer
is the new owner of the Bond Theatre in

East St. Louis, 111. . . . Chris Nortez is

operating the Pang Family Theatre in Ital-

ian Heights, St. Louis. . . . The deal
involving the transfer of the Rivoli Thea-
tre to Charley Goldman and Jules Loven-
thal is to take effect on September 15, ac-
cording to unofficial advices. Goldman and
Leventhal also operate the Astor, Senate
and Rainbow theatres. . . . Chris Halde-
man is the new owner-manager of the
Globe Theatre, Wayland, Mo. . . . Joe
Litvag, exhibitor, is back from a trip to

Sid Saylor stars as George in “Let
George Do It,” comedy series pro-

duced by Stern Brothers for Univer-

sal release.

And a regular trio it is, too. Charles

Brabin is the director of Colleen

Moore in First National’s “Twinkle-

toes.” Mervyn LeRoy is the gagman
and Jas. Van Trees, A. S. C. is the

cameraman.

B. W. Fineman talks it over with F.

Harmon Weight. Fineman is in

charge of one of First National’s units.

Weight has just completed direction

of “Forever After.”

Chicago. . . . Visitors of the week in-

cluded: Johnny Pratt, Fulton,; Mrs. I. W.
Rodgers, Cairo, 111.; S. E. Pertle, Jersey-
ville, III; Tom Hall, Moberly. . . . The
Southampton Theatre, St. Louis, Mo., re-

opened under the management of Charles

Daniels, who also operates the Marshall

in Maplewood. . . . Sam Dudney has
awarded the contract for his new house at

Ashdown, Ark., to H. M. Westbrook. The
house will be one story, 25 by 100 and
will contain a balcony for negro patrons.

SALT LAKE
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH.—An added

attraction at the Paramount Empress the-
atre this week, which is Paramount week,
in connection with the picture, “Tin Gods,”
is the entertainment offered by Cleveland
George Davis in the form of a vocal solo
with words of the song on the screen

; the
song

^

being "Lay Your Head Upon a
Rose.” . . . “Men of Steel” is running at
the American theatre of this city this week,
and as a special attraction the Loomis Vic-
tor Recording Orchestra is appearing on
the stage. This orchestra will also play
four engagements at the American Dan-
sante here. . . . Frits Hummel of Toortel-
lotte & Hummel, architects of Boise, Idaho,
is in this city conferring with Carsten
Dahnken of F. C. Dahnken Company,
which is building the new Egyptian the-
atre in Boise. This house will open with-
in a few months. . . . Dave Farquhar, local
manager for Warner Brothers, has re-
turned with Special Representative A. F.
Hickox from an extended trip into Butte,
Montana, where they secured a location
for a new Warner Brothers exchange
which will open about October 1st.
I he local United Artists exchange is ex-
periencing a great run on Rudolph Val-
enUiTOs latest picture, “The Son of the
Sheik, ’ according to Manager Walter S.
Rand,, who has just returned from a two
weeks’ trip in the Southern Utah territory.
• •

•
.

Nick Salvurakis, owner of the Lyric
at Price, FItah, is visiting the various ex-
changes here this week. . . . A l O’Keefe
branch manager for Pro-Dis-Co, just re-
turned from a trip of two weeks’ duration
into Montana and is leaving within a few
days for Idaho. . . . Bob Epperson, for-
merly connected with Pathe as salesman,
has now been added to the sales personnel

u T ^oca l E- E>. C. office, and will cover
the Idaho and Wyoming territory.
Frank White, former owner of the Real
Art theatre of American Fork, Utah
which house is now /. H. Miller’s Cameo
theatre, has returned from a three months’
E'P with his family in Los Angeles and
the Northwest. . . . Steve Deal of the
Star at Spnngville, Utah, is visiting Film
Row here for a few days. . . . S. B
Steck is in this city in the interest of his
Lyceum at Ogden, Lhah. . . . Jimmie
Keitz, local manager of the Columbia Pic-
tures Corporation office, is now covering
the entire Idaho territory.

. . . John
Sugar

_

of the Orphem, American and new
Egyptian theatres at Park City, is among
exhibitor visitors here this week.
One hundred feet of film of “Three Bad
Men” was destroyed by fire in the pro-
jection room of the Pantages without
causing any further damage due to the fire-
proof lining of the room. This has not
stopped the showing of the picture, a new
section having been available. The au-
dience was undisturbed.

WASHINGTON
WASHINGTON, D. C—John J. Pay-

ette, Supervisor of the Stanley-Crandall
Theatres, left here on a business trip to
New York City, where he is conducting ne-
gotiations for the appearance in the Cran-
dall Theatres here of special musical stage
attractions. . . . Joseph P. Morgan, general
manager of the Stanley-Crandall Theatres,
recently made a tour of inspection of the
new building projects being featured by
that company. . . . Harriet Haivley
Locher, director of the public service and
educational department of the Stanley-
Crandall theatres, that the special programs
for children to be given on Saturday morn-
ings in the Tivoli and Chevy Chase will be
inaugurated for the new season on Octo-

ber 30.
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Theatres Wanted

EXPERIENCED MOTION PICTURE manager

wants to lease or buy motion picture theatre in

city of three thousand or over. Or will buy half

interest in well established business. Address

Eugene Pellettiere, 1020 Wells Street, Milwaukee,

Wisconsin.

Theatres For Sale

FOR SALE: Theatre and Apartment in the

heart of the Finger Lake Region in New York
State near summer resort. Address Box 105, Ex-

hibitors Herald, 407 South Dearborn Street, Chi-

cago, Illinois.

Position Wanted

ORGANIST—MALE; 9 years’ experience in

large theatres on Wurlitzer, Barton-Kimball, Marr-

Colton. Desires change. Must have good instru-

ment and salary. Address Box 117, Exhibitors

Herald, 407 South Dearborn Street, Chicago, 111.

VIOLINIST AND PIANIST—Man and wife.

Thoroughly experienced in pictures, vaudeville,

etc. Large up-to-date library. Cue properly.

Union. Very best of references. Distance no ob-

ject. Address Musical Director, 4008 Wellington

Ave., Apt. 2, Chicago, Illinois.

Equipment Wanted

WE PAY BEST prices for used opera chairs,

projection machines, ventilating fans, portable

projectors, etc. Movie Supply Company, 844

South Wabash Avenue, Chicago.

Organs for Sale

MOELLER ORGAN FOR SALE—First class

condition. Fine organ for theatre less than 1200.

Price very reasonable. Address P. O. Box 666,

York, Pa.

FOR SALE: Bartola Pipe Organ. Used Wur-
litzer Pipe Organ model O, very reasonable.

Cremona Pipe Organ used or new Reproduce
Pipe Organs. Eox 53, Havana. Illinois.

Banners for Sale

CLOTH BANNERS: $1.40, 3x10 feet, 3 colors,

any copy up to 15 words; one day service; sent

anywhere; also Bargain Paper Banners. Asso-

ciated Advertisers, 111 W. 18th Street, Kansas
City, Mo.

Business Opportunity

WHETHER YOU want to hire some one or be

hired; buy or sell a theatre; trade, buy or sell

equipment, or do almost anything else in the

motion picture business, an ad in this department

will get you results. If you want us to word
the ad for you, the services of our advertising

experts are at your call. Simply tell us what

you want to do and how many words you want
used. Rates and address above.

Projector Repairing

OLDEST REPAIR MAN IN CHICAGO:
In fifteen years I have repaired 6,500 machines to

complete satisfaction of the owners. Relief equip-

ment furnished gratis. Address Joseph Spratler,

12-14 E. Ninth Street, Chicago, Illinois.

BEST REPAIR SHOP in the country for

overhauling and repairing projection machines,

ticket machines, motors, etc. Expert workman-
ship, prompt service, . reasonable prices. Movie
Supply Company, 844 South Wabash Avenue,
Chicago.

BIGGEST AND BEST EQUIPPED REPAIR
SHOP in the South. Expert workmanship guar-

anteed on all projectors, motors, generators, etc.

Loan mechanism free. Address Monarch Theatre

Supply Company, Memphis, Tenn.

In every field there is a

recognized

ADVERTISING
CLASSIFIED

MEDIUM

In the Motion Picture Field

it is

Exhibitors Herald

Mailing Lists

21,400 MOVING PICTURE THEATRES U. S.

and Canada $40.00 or $5.00 per M. for States;

1050 Film Exchanges, $10.00; 163 Mfrs. & Studios,

$3.00; 411 Moving Picture Machine & Supplies,

$4.00. Guaranteed 95% correct. A. F. Williams,

166 W. Adams Street, Chicago, Illinois.

Novelty Souvenirs

SOUVENIRS—Over 300 fine Novelties in our

52 page free Catalog. At genuine Wholesale prices.

Write today. No obligation. Fair Trading Co.,

Inc., 307 Sixth Ave., New York.

Equipment for Sale

FOR SALE—Powers 6-A. 250 slightly used

chairs; one Simplex; 2,000 new backs and bot-

toms. Can match yours. Box 330, Highland
Park Sta., Des Moines, la.

THEATRE AND ROAD SHOW MACHINES.
Arc, mazda or calcium light. 300 reels of films.

Bargain lists free. National Equipment Co., 409

West Michigan Street, Duluth, Minn.

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE: Lobby Frames—
Ticket Booths. Libman-Spanjer Corp., 1600

Broadway, New York City, N. Y.

WE HAVE THE LARGEST stock of used

theatre equipment including over 5,000 used opera
chairs, Powers, Simplex and Motiograph Projec-

tors, Generators, Changeable Signboards, Spot-

lights, Stereopticons. Screens, Steel Booths, Tick-

et Machines, Ticket Choppers, Rewinds, Portable

Projectors. M. P. Cameras, Film Cabinets, etc.

Get our prices before buying. Catalogue on re-

quest. Movie Supply Company, 844 South Wa-
bash Avenue, Chicago.

COMPLETE THEATRE EQUIPMENT includ-

ing 500 opera chairs, two Simplex Projectors,

Martin Rotary Converter, Screen, Ticket Selling

Machine, Lightning Changer, Ticket Chopper, etc.

Everything in excellent condition. Big Bargain.

Address Box 111, Exhibitors Herald.

NOW IS A GOOD TIME TO FIX up your

theatre. We have on hand 4000 upholstered used

theatre chairs, 2500 used five and seven ply veneer

chairs. Also brand new chairs in five and seven

ply veneer at 40% less than factory price. Re-

built moving picture machines of all makes, and

other theatrical equipment in guaranteed condi-

tion. Tell us your need and. we will save you
money. Send in your order and we will make
immediate shipment. Illinois Theatre Equipment
Company, 12-14 East Ninth Street, Chicago, Illi-

nois.
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“What the Picture Did For Me”
VERDICTS ON FILMS IN LANGUAGE OF EXHIBITOR

Copyright, 1926

This is the original exhibitors’ reports department, established October 14, 1916.

Beware of cheap, misleading imitations.

“What the Picture Did for Me” is the one genuine source of exhibitor-written box office

information.

Address: “What the Picture Did for Me,” EXHIBITORS HERALD, 407 South Dearborn
Street, Chicago, III.

F. B. 0.
THE TWO GUN MAN: Fred Thomson—An-

other good Thomson. A lot of impossible hokum
stuff in it but it seemed to please as well as

any of the other Thomsons. No better than the

others ; they are all wonderful on the draw. Six

reels.—H. J. Eagan. American theatre, Wautoma,
Wis.—Small town patronage.

THE TWO GUN MAN: Fred Thomson—Given
good sensible stories and a first rate director,

this boy will lead the field in Western stars.

However, until then I will consider Jack Holt the

real interpreter of the West. Six reels.—H. E.

Sehlichter, Liggett theatre, Madison, Kan.—Gen-
eral patronage.

A POOR GIRL’S ROMANCE: Special cast—
When I do any business on a picture with a

title like this one has and the cast that is in

this picture, I’ll say business is picking up.

Seven reels.—M. G. Price, Novelty theatre, Paris,

Idaho.—General patronage.

THE MERRY CAVALIER: Richard Talmadge
-—Believe this is Richard’s very best. They almost
took the roof off. Beautiful mountain scenery.

—

J. J. Hoffman, Plainview theatre, Plainview, Neb.
—General patronage.

SECRET ORDERS: Evelyn Brent—This is a
good program picture and is sure to please. This
will make you a dandy Armistice Day program.

—

L. R. Ledou, Home Town Airdome, Isabel, Kan.

—

Small town patronage.

SECRET ORDERS: Evelyn Brent—A good pic-

ture that pleased my patrons. Six reels.—C. S.

Watson, Electric theatre, Caldwell, Kan.—Gen-
eral patronage.

FLAMING WATERS: Special cast—A real

good picture. Will appeal to the average movie
fan as very good. Seven reels.—M. G. Price,

Novelty theatre, Paris, Idaho.—General patronage,

THE HUMAN TORNADO: Yakima Canutt

—

Better than average. Seemed to please and drew
well on our Saturday night. Only five reels.—

-

Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.—'Gen-
eral patronage.

THE NON STOP FLIGHT: Special cast—
Here is a combination of merit, bunk, hokum and
what not, a conglomeration of real stuff and stuff

not worth while. Its peculiar arrangement makes
it a good thriller for people who do not think.
It had great possibilities but the scenario writer
and director missed the mark. We think it would
be classed as a good Saturday night picture for
people devoid of ability to see the weak spots.
Seven reels.—Giacoma Bros., Tombstone theatre,
Crystal, Ariz.—General patronage.

THE DEADLINE: Bob Custer—An excellent
western that farmers will like. Considerable and
suspensive action. Good photos and one-sheet.
Five reels.—Pace & Bouma, Rialto theatre, Po-
cahontas, la.—General patronage.

A MAN OF NERVE: Bob Custer—Not near
up to the other pictures of Custer’s which we
have used. Just a regular program picture where
the others have been a little better than program.
Jean Arthur has the leading feminine role but
does not help the picture any although she is

good looking. Five reels.—W. T. Davis & Son,
Rialto theatre, Sharon, Wis.—General patronage.

MAN HUSTLIN’: Bob Custer—Absolutely one
of the poorest Custer pictures I ever played and
my patrons all thought the same. I think they
made this picture same afternoon after school
let out. Five reels.—C. S. Watson, Electric thea-
tre, Caldwell, Kans.—General patronage.

Save
Section

Two!
The Fall Number of THE

BOX OFFICE RECORD and
EQUIPMENT INDEX is pub-

lished as Section Two of this

issue.

Save your copy!
Re-order demands have ex-

hausted every past edition of

this special service section

months before press date of the

next, despite printing of stead-

ily increased reserve supplies.

Do not be deprived of BOX
OFFICE RECORD-EQUIP-
MENT INDEX guidance by
loss of theft.

Save Section Two.

KING OF THE TURF: Special cast—Just an
ordinary program picture. No kicks. No great
excitement.—Harry Musselman, Auditorium thea-
tre, Osceola, Neb.—General patronage.

KING OF THE TURF: Special cast—A very
good racing story. This is the best of F. B. O.’s
Gold Bonds. Seven reels.—George Benson, Com-
munity theatre, Minneota, Minn.—Small town
patronage.

LADY ROBINHOOD: Evelyn Brent—This is a
splendid picture for a program release. Miss
Brent is undeniably charming in a way all her
own. This one showed up a trifle better at the
box office than any previous one. Six reels.—
A. N. Miles, Eminence theatre. Eminence, Ky.—

-

Small town patronage.

WHITE FANG: Strongheart—A good dog pic-

ture. The rest of cast good. Satisfactory as a
program picture.—Bert Silver, Silver Family the-
atre, Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

DRUSILLA WITH A MILLION: Special cast
—A picture in a million, you might say. It is

a very unusual picture, one that will please every-
one. 90 per cent. Seven reels.—J. G. Flanders,
Majestic theatre, Kerens, Tex.—General patron-
age.

KEEPER OF THE BEES: Special cast—
Played to very good business and pleased all.

Seven reels.—A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre, Rai-
nier, Ore.—General patronage.

First National
IT MUST BE LOVE: Colleen Moore—Six cars

drove seventy-five miles to see Colleen and we’ve

decided she is our best drawing card. “It Must
Be Love” does not compare with “Irene” and is

somewhat better than “Ella Cinders,” according
to comments of customers. However, it pleased
mightily so what more can be asked ? Eight reels.

—Pace & Bouma, Rialto theatre, Pocahontas, la.

—General patronage.

SENOR DAREDEVIL: Ken Maynard—This is

a very good western production and Maynard
looks good to me and my patrons. Think I will

be glad I booked the series, as First National can
be depended on to put this star over and their

pictures are not of the trashy sort. But just
one little suggestion. Why inject the impossible
bunk into an otherwise good picture? A little

of the impossible and unreal takes a great deal

of the kick out of many a good westrn. Seven
reels.—M. G. Price, Novelty theatre, Paris, Idaho.
—General patronage.

ELLA CINDERS: Colleen Moore—I thought this

one of Colleen’s lightest plays, but I was sur-
prised to hear how well it satisfied a good crowd
in the middle of the week. You can always de-
pend on Colleen drawing a good audience.
Colleen, I have bought your 1926-27 pictures, so
put lots of pep in them. Six reels.—L. D. Met-
calf, Grand theatre. Ash Grove, Mo.—Small town
patronage.

ELLA CINDERS: Colleen Moore—Not as elab-
orate as some of Miss Moore’s recent offerings,

but very good entertainment. Played right after
Labor Day and business was off. Eight reels.

—

A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre. Rainier, Ore.

—

General patronage.

ELLA CINDERS: Colleen Moore—This proved
to be the biggest drawing card of the season for
me. Too bad it couldn’t have been another knock-
out like “Sally” or “Irene,” but it is far from
being as good as either one. However, it will

make money for anyone and will satisfy fairly
well. Seven reels.—H. J. Eagan, American thea-
tre, Wautoma, Wis.—Small town patronage.

PUPPETS: Milton Sills—Fair picture. Will
please the majority, but nothing to write home
about. Eight reels.—H. E. Sehlichter, Liggett
theatre, Madison, Kan.—General patronage.

PUPPETS: Milton Sills—Not a success here.
Our patrons did not like it and so told us. Can’t
see Sills as a star. Picture is slow starting and
develops little action. Did not draw and lost us
considerable money.—Cragin & Pike, Majestic &
Airdome theatre. Las Vegas, Neb.—General pat-
ronage.

IRENE : Colleen Moore—A very fine picture.
Entertaining and clean. Colleen can be depended
on to furnish a picture suitable for the whole
family. The fashion show in colors is the only
big thing about the picture from a production
standpoint, but it is indeed very good. Nine
reels.—M. G. Price, Novelty theatre, Paris, Idaho.
—General aptronage.

IRENE : Colleen Moore—Sold to us as the best
dressed laugh show in town and the fashion show
made more than good on their best dressed claims,

.

but it hasn’t one laugh where Denny’s pictures
have ten. Drew well but big storm second night.
Eight reels.—I. R. Gavin, Hammond theatre, Ham-
mond, Wis.—General patronage.

IRENE : Colleen Moore—Not a full house the
first night on the first show, which is unusual
here for Colleen, though she played her part with
her usual brilliancy. But have you noticed that
all of Colleen’s plays are the same subject, dished
up in different form ? The little waif in bedrag-
gled clothes who suddenly rises from direst pov-
erty to affluence,, showing a wealth of raiment
befittingly displayed. A little hokum too, to
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tickle the ears of the groundlings, judiciously in-

terspersed, has distinguished about everything

from “Sally” to “Irene.” The insatiable maw of

the public for novelty, once seen no longer new,

suggests if Colleen is to hold her lead, now is a

good time to pull down the curtain on this kind

of composition before the public begins to see

through it.—A. J. Gibbons, Kozy theatre, Metropo-

lis, 111.—General patronage.

THE SPORTING LOVER: Conway Tearle

—

Another program offering with no drawing power

in star or title. Lost us money.—Cragin & Pike,

Majestic & Airdome theatre. Las Vegas, Nev.

—

General patronage.

THE SPORTING LOVER: Special cast—

A

good racing drama with English settings. Pleased

the majority as average diet. Business poor.

Seven reels.—A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre. Rai-

nier, Ore.—General patronage.

KIKI: Norma Talmadge—Those who saw it

said it was great entertainment, except one or

two who objected to this star s appearance in a

picture of that type. It didn’t begin to have the

drawing power we expected. Play it. Eight

reels.—I. R. Gavin, Hammond theatre, Hammond,
Wis.—General patronage.

HER SECOND CHANCE: Anna Q. Nilsson

.Nothing in the name of star or title to get peo-

ple in. Those few who did come thought the pic-

ture very ordinary and we agreed with them.

Cragin & Pike, Majestic & Airdome theatre. Las

Vegas, Nev.—General patronage.

MEN OF STEEL: Milton Sills—Here is a very

fine production. While not as big as The Sea

Hawk,” it is far the best thing that Sills has

done since he gave us that masterpiece. You

don’t need to be afraid to boost “Men of Steel.”

Ten reels.—M. G. Price, Novelty theatre, Paris,

Idaho.—General patronage.

INFATUATION: Corinne Griffith—This is a

splendid picture. Story entertaining. Star and

cast fine.—Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre,

Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

MLLE. MODISTE: Corinne Griffith—A very

good picture. Connie is sure wonderful in this

one. Business was good. Seven reels.—Robert

Kessler, Benn theatre, Philadelphia, Pa.—General

patronage.

THE LIVE WIRE: Johnny Hines—Farmers all

busy and I had a small house. Under ordinary

conditions the title would draw a crowd. It ought

to please most any audience. Most of the comedy

is good. Eight reels.—H. G. Isbell, Casino De

Luxe, Kiowa, Colo.—General patronage.

GRAUSTARK: Norma Talmadge— The print

we received was about 5,500 feet, and if that is

all there is to it, we claim First National missed

out on what should be a real special. This is one

case where extra footage would have made the

picture. There is material enough in the book

to warrant it. Business off the second night.

Personally, I like the acting of this star, and

while we do not show all of her pictures I dis-

like the thought that her popularity is on the

decline. I. R. Gavin, Hammond theatre, Ham-
mond, Wis.—General patronage.

WHEN A MAN’S A MAN: Special cast—

A

good story with a western background that

pleased. Some of the ladies objected to the ending

because the hero did not win the heroine, but it

was consistent. Especially good wild west riding

in this feature. Seven reels.—P. E. Doe, Elec-

tric theatre, Arcadia, Neb.—General patronage.

THE BEAUTIFUL CITY: Richard Barthelmess

A program picture. This star deserves better

stories. He can put them over.—Bert Silver,

Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General

patronage.

AS MAN DESIRES: Milton Sills—Just a fair

program picture. Viola Dana is popular here, so

did a fair business on it. Six reels.—N. E. Frank,

Regent theatre, Wayland, Mich.—Small town pat-

ronage.

FLIRTING WITH LOVE: Colleen Moore—This

one drew a little better the second night than it

did the first, and that is proof conclusive that it

was liked. I am a great admirer of this little

star myself but can’t get her to draw in propor-

tion to what First National is asking for her new
pictures. Everyone is pleased after they get in

but it’s as hard to get these.—A. N. Miles, Emi-

nence theatre, Eminence, Ky.—Small town patron-

age.

Fox
BLACK PARADISE: Edmund Lowe—A good

program picture. Quite a little action and sus-

pense. Six reels.—H. E. Schlichter, Liggett the-

atre, Madison, Kan.—General patronage.

THE ROAD TO GLORY : May McAvoy—

A

good program picture.—Bert Silver, Silver Family

theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

MORE PAY LESS WORK: Mary Brian—This
is a very pleasing comedy drama. My patrons

thoroughly enjoyed it. Six reels.—N. E. Frank,

Regent theatre, Wayland, Mich.—Small town pat-

ronage.

THE SHAMROCK HANDICAP: Special cast

—This is a very pleasing picture with a good

horse race and some good comedy and the plot

is satisfactory. Peter B. Kyne story.—Chas. Lee

Hyde, Grand theatre, Pierre, S. Dak.—General

patronage.

HARD BOILED: Tom Mix—Very good. Like

Tom in this kind, but old time fans prefer

straight westerns.—J. J. Hoffman, Plainview the-

atre, Plainview, Neb.—General patronage.

KENTUCKY PRIDE: Special cast—I did not

think that it could be done. But they went and
did it. They made a darned good picture, and

without any love making whatsoever. This is the

best race horse picture which I have ever seen.

And believe me, J. Farrell McDonald did some
real acting, and the rest of the cast sure did their

part. I have often wondered if it would be pos-

sible to make a picture without love scenes in it.

Fox has done it to a queen’s taste. This is the

best picture which Fox has made this year. The
picture did not draw the usual Saturday night

crowd but I lay it to the fact that it was quite

cold and they did not like to stir out. But those

that did come stopped on their way out and told

me how good they thought it was. I am sure

pleased that I had the privilege of showing a pic-

ture which had none of the usual kissing and love

making in it. Try it again, Bill, I am for you.

Seven reels.—F. J. O’Hara, Community theatre,

Elgin, Neb.—General patronage.

SIBERIA: Edmund Lowe—Poor entertainment.

No drawing power. Seven reels.—N. E. Frank,
Regent theatre, Wayland, Mich.—Small town pat-

ronage.

THE BEST BAD MAN: Tom Mix—Tom is

always good, but this one is far better than the

last two Mix pictures. 90 per cent. Six reels.

—

J. G. Flanders, Majestic theatre, Kerens, Tex.

—

General patronage.

THANK YOU: Special cast—A fine picture

that is a credit to the business and liked by all.

85 per cent. Six reels.—J. G. Flanders, Majestic

theatre, Kerens, Tex.—Small town patronage.

THE IRON HORSE: Special cast—A very good
picture for old and young. Lots of action.

Pleased 100 per cent. Some said the best picture

seen here. Advertise it and count your change
later. You can’t lose. Eleven reels.—Kimberly
Club, Kimberly, Wis.—General patronage.

AS NO MAN HAS LOVED: Special cast—

A

wonderful picture. Everyone wanted to see it and
all said it was' fine. Very historical. 90 per

cent. Seven reels.—J. G. Flanders, Majestic thea-

tre, Kerens, Tex.—General patronage.

THE DEADWOOD COACH: Tom Mix—Gosh
what a show. Here’s a rip snorting hell bent for

election western that digs people out of their

graves and brings them in on the run. Old folks

came with their children and dogs and babies were
packed all over the stage and aisles. The house

was one constant roar of laughter and excitement.

If this play won’t patch up a leak in your box

office, then nothing else will. If you haven’t

played it order it up and step on it.—Philip Rand,

Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.—General patronage.

DURAND OF THE BAD LANDS: Buck Jones

—A dandy western. Buck Jones is more popular

here than Mix and a close second to Thomson.

Six reels.—George Benson, Community theatre,

Minneota, Minn.—Small town patronage.

THE YANKEE SENOR: Tom Mix—We had a

nice business on this one, but the picture is a

disappointment to Mix fans. Mix sure made a

big mistake in selecting stories this year. Six

reels.—N. E. Frank, Regent theatre, Wayland,

Mich.—Small town patronage.

Metro-Goldwyn
MARE NOSTRUM: Special cast—This is a big

production. We promised our patrons something

different and they surely got it. Has a tragic

ending, but that’s what they liked, as all other

pictures have a happy ending, and as they say

not true to life. Acting is wonderful. Scenery

unusual: action galore. Ten reels.—J. J. Hoff-

man, Plainview theatre, Plainview, Neb.—General

patronage.

THE BOY FRIEND: John Harron — Played

this on our best night, Sunday, and was disap-

pointed. Too silly. No one liked it. Probably

all right on a weak night.—J. J. Hoffman, Plain-

view theatre, Plainview, Neb.—General patronage.

THE BOOB: Special cast—The title is quite in

keeping with the picture, but I think it is- better

suited to the exhibitor who paid for this baby
and wished it on to his patrons. Better pay for

it and leave it in the exchange. You’ll be better

off. Six reels.—M. G. Price, Novelty theatre,

Paris, Idaho.—General patronage.

LOVEY MARY : Special cast—When a picture

can make a doctor shed a tear or two it’s good.

That’s what "Lovey Mary” did. Enough comedy
to make it just right. Consider it a very fine

picture. Is equal to “Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage
Patch.” It will get the money. Bought at regu-

lar program price. Did not raise admission.—E.

I. Conroe, Palace theatre, Conroe, Texas.—Small

town patronage.

BATTLING BUTLER: Buster Keaton—This is

a whiz of a picture. It will keep them howling
all the time. A picture that everyone will enjoy.

I believe that this is the funniest picture that he
has given to the screen. Seven reels.—James D.

Kennedy, Apollo theatre, Indianapolis, Ind.—Gen-
eral patronage.

BROWN OF HARVARD: Special cast—Con-
sider this a wonderful picture to be played during
football season. Holds interest all through its

eight reels. Pleasant after effects.-—E. I. Conroe,

Palace theatre, Conroe, Texas.—Small town pat-

ronage.

OUTSIDE THE LAW: Lon Chaney—A splen-

did picture from every standpoint. A reissue and
it went over big. A 100 per cent entertainment.

Eight reels.—C. E. Watson, Electric theatre, Cald-

well, Kans.—General patronage.

THE ROAD TO MANDALAY: Lon Chaney—
The best of the Goldwyn Chaney pictures. Using
testimonials of those who had seen it, we got out

a very fair crowd. We received many favorable

comments. Lois Moran again pleases.—Cragin &
Pike, Majestic & Airdome theatre. Las Vegas,
Nev.—General patronage.

THE DEVIL’S CIRCUS: Norma Shearer—

A

dandy picture but no good for me at the box
office. Norma is always great and usually draws
some extra business for us, but we ran this one
at a bad time of the year. Seven reels.—M. G.

Price, Novelty theatre, Paris, Idaho.—General pat-

ronage.

THE AUCTION BLOCK: Special cast—Didn’t
see this, but those who did reported it good. Busi-
ness was below normal in good weather.—I. R.
Gavin, Hammond theatre, Hammond, Wis.—Gen-
eral patronage.

THE DIXIE HANDICAP: Special cast—
Though a little old, this picture is very good en-

tertainment. Seven reels.—George Benson, Com-
munity theatre, Minneota, Minn.—Small town
patronage.

MIKE: Sally O’Neil—One dandy little picture,

with lots of comedy from start to finish. One
that keeps you interested at all times. Step on
it. Your results will show in the box office.

—

Kimberly Club, Kimberly, Wis.—General patron-
age.

MIKE: Sally O’Neil—A very good comedy
drama, but after paying the exchange and our
overhead we had very little profit left. Film
only fair.—I. R. Gavin, Hammond theatre, Ham-
mond, Wis.—General patronage.

THE UNHOLY THREE: Lon Chaney—Had a
small house, as the people were not rested up
from the race meet and dances of Friday and
Saturday night. The picture took well, as all of

Chaney’s do. Plenty of good acting and not as

spookey as some of the Chaney pictures. Seven
reels.—H. G. Isbell, Casino DeLuxe, Kiowa, Colo.
-—General patronage.

PRETTY LADIES: Special cast—Just a lot of

film wasted. No business.—Kimberly Club, Kim-
berly, Wis.—General patronage.

SEVEN CHANCES: Buster Keaton—Not much
to this picture to rave about. Business fair.

—

Kimberly Club, Kimberly, Wis.—General patron-

age.

ROMOLA: Special cast—A very good picture

but did not please all.—Kimberly Club, Kimberly,

Wis.—General patronage.

EXCHANGE OF WIVES: Special cast—Extra
big business. Picture only so so. Think the title

did the trick. Pleased about 50-50. Film good.

—

I. R. Gavin, Hammond theatre, Hammond, Wis.—

-

General patronage.

THE MASKED BRIDE: Mae Murray—Good
show. Made us more money than “The Merry
Widow.”—I. R. Gavin, Hammond theatre, Ham-
mond, Wis.—General patronage.

LIGHTS OF OLD BROADWAY: Marion Da-
vies—Patrons reported this very good, but many
remained away, thinking it was a costume pic-

ture. Cost twice the amount we pay for many
others which do more at the box office. This will

please if you can get them in. Film good.—I. R.
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J. C. Jenkins—His Colyum
Scottsbluff, Neb., Sept. 12, 1926.

DEAR HERALD:
It’s a long jump from Pontiac, Michigan, to Scottsbluff, Nebraska, but Viola don’t

mind that; she’s a good jumper. But it took us sixty-one minutes to go from Gothen-
burg to North Platte, Nebraska, a distance of fifty-one miles; the roads were so rough
we just had to poke along and Viola didn’t like that.

You boys who are planning on entering that cross-country race from Neligh, Ne-
braska to Forks, Washington, will know now what you are up against. “Eagle Eyed”
Joe writes me that Mr. Weaver puts in all his spare time greasing up “Owen Moore”
for that race, and I am told that Phil Rand is going to cancel his entry because his

“Colleen” cannot do her stuff in clouds of Idaho and Washington dust. H. G. Stutt-

inund of Chandler, Oklahoma, writes somewhat disparagingly of “Wornout Flivvers,”

cte., etc., but if he thinks he can get anywheres with that one-handed wheel-barrow
of his the “swimmin’ is fine,” and there is nobody barred. Since Elmer Gailey of

Wayne, Nebraska, has been exposed with that string of studio bass he has probably
decided not to enter the race, since we don’t hear a word from him, but it is more
likely because there are no bullheads in Washington.
This race thing is no joke. It will be pulled off on schedule and will be a national

affair and will attract more attention than the national “Hog-Calling” contest held

at Omaha recently, so get your entries in early.

There is a guy here in Scottsbluff that used me awfully rough today. He called

me out of bed this morning at 7:30 and took me out to the country club to play golf.

He wouldn’t hardly give me time to eat a pancake and drink a cup of coffee.

We played nine holes and another scalp was added to the long HERALD list, then
he wanted to play nine more—you see he was trying to wear me out—so I consented
to do so. I could see that he had some villainous purpose in his mind, and when
we got to tee number fifteen I found out what it was. He told me to go ahead and
drive off and when I got up on the tee there was a high bluff starring me in the face

and at the base was a government irrigating ditch. We had to drive over that bluff,

so I teed up a hall and swung on it and it went like a bullhornet kerplunk right into

that ditch, and that bird snickered. Then I teed up ball number two and it headed
right dab into the same hole in that water that number one made. Then I heard
two snickers and I made a few remarks and that baby said, “Remember the rules of

this course are that it costs you two strokes every time you go in that ditch. Besides
you lose the balls. I would advise you to keep out of it if you can.”

Then I turned around to him and said, “Who the asked you for any advice”?
Then he snickered again.

Then I teed up number three, gritted my false teeth and swung on it and kerplunk
it went into that same ditch and that durn skunk fell over backwards off the bench
and laughed right out loud. I remembered what my Sunday School teacher told me
when I was a boy and I didn’t say a word, but it was a helluva job to keep quiet.

I intended to lift number four so high that the friction would burn it up, but it

followed numbers one, two and three down that irrigating ditch and is probably in

some beet field miles below by this time and I am going to send the government a

bill for four good golf balls.

When number four went into the ditch that wretch said, “Too bad grandpaw, I’m
sorry,” and the way he said it convinced me that he was tickled to death.

I lifted number five over the top of that mountain and it took me seventeen strokes

to land the durn thing in the cup, and of course this human Hyenia nosed out ahead
of me a few strokes at the end of the game, but I was handicapped, for he insisted

on playing bareheaded and the sun glistening on his bald head nearly blinded me. I

didn’t have a fair shake.

Before I leave this subject I want you to meet this chap so that when you come
to Scottsbluff you will be prepared to defend yourself. Friends, shake with Billy
Ostenberg, owner and manager of the Orpheuin and Sun theatres at Scottsbluff, a

live wire and a prince of a good fellow. Billy also owns and operates a theatre at

Bayard and is soon to open a theatre at Lyman. The Orpheum is a beautiful theatre
and the house was packed last night to witness the showing of “Fascinating Youth.”

Billy will entertain you; don’t forget that. He took me up to his home after the
game and his wife had a delightful lunch waiting for us and Billy went out to the
icebox and presently came back and—hut speaking of Scottsbluff, I think this is the liv-

es! town in the state. I haven’t found a town since I left Detroit and Pontiac where
( Continued on next page)

Gavin, Hammond theatre, Hammond, Wis.—Gen-

eral patronage.

OLD CLOTHES: Jackie Coogan—This is a

good Coogan. Was well attended and pleased

about 80 per cent.—Kimberly Club, Kimberly,

Wis.—General patronage.

ZANDER THE GREAT: Special cast—No rea-

son for the title and this star fails to get them
in. A very entertaining picture.—I. R. Gavin,

Hammond theatre, Hammond, Wis.—General pat-

ironage.

NEVER THE TWAIN SHALL MEET: Anita
.Stewart—Good picture but too high priced, by a

third, for the pull it has. M. G. M. claims to

have the stars and the pictures, but they don’t

•get us any more business than those of other pro-

ducers who do not charge us so much rental.

Nor do they please our patx-ons any better. Seven
reels.—I. R. Gavin, Hammond theatre, Hammond,
Wis.—General patronage.

Paramount
VARIETY: Emil Jannings—The much talked

about German made Paramount picture. A pic-

ture that will delight the jaded movie-goer by the

startlingly original things in it, the many unusual
camera angles and slants. The introduction of

fifteen or twenty big time acts as fast as the eye

can follow one to the other is a great effect.

The direction is wonderful and you follow exactly

what they want you to get. Jannings’ acting is one
of the heavy tragic type that most of the time
gets a snicker from the crowd, but he is impres-
sive. The girl is great. You can promise your
crowd something radically different and get away
with it.—Ben. L. Morris, Temple theatre, Bellaire,

Ohio.—General patronage.

FORLORN RIVER: Jack Holt—A good west-

ern but not as pleasing as other Zane Greys.

Not in the same class with “The Vanishing
American. ’’ Six reels.—Cragin & Pike, Majestic
.& Airdome theatre. Las Vegas, Nev.—General
patronage.

MANTRAP : Clara Bow—Sinclair Lewis is the

author of this story and he has concocted an
ironic diatribe against society in general that is

a combination of hot stuff, a May and December
marriage, 1928 flappers, the North Woods and
unadulterated inoffensive spice. Will appeal to

those who read Lewis and Voltaire. It’s darn
good entertainment and pleased 80 per cent here.

Six reels.—Pace & Bouma, Rialto theatre, Poca-
hontas, la.—General patronage.

HOLD THAT LION : Douglas MacLean—This
was the hit of Paramount Week. The best thing
TDouglas has done since “The Hottentot.’’ Comes
pretty near being the best comedy of the year.

Surely much better than Lloyd’s “For Heaven's
-Sake.” Seven reels.—Cragin & Pike, Majestic &
..Airdome theatre. Las Vegas, Nev.—General pat-

ronage.

DIPLOMACY : Special Cast—This is a very
clever detective story of international politics

-with Matt Moore doing a little comedy stuff and
the rest of a good cast putting on the heavy

• dramatics. It is good entertainment.—Chas. Lee
Hyde, Grand theatre, Pierre, S. Dak.—General
patronage.

PADLOCKED: Lois Moran—A fine Rex Beach
story put into a dandy picture by a really all

star cast from Paramount. It is particularly

good for Sunday, I think. Has a real lesson in

it and a good ending. Proved satisfactory in

every way.—Chas. Lee Hyde, Grand theatre,

Pierre, S. Dak.—General patronage.

TIN GODS: Thomas Meighan—At last Tom
has the opportunity to act and proves that he
can. By far the best he has done since “The
Miracle Man.” At that, Renee Adoree nearly
steals the picture. What an actress she is. We
don’t know of anyone in pictures who approaches
her. Exhibitors can’t make a mistake on this

one. It’s big. Nine reels.—Cragin & Pike, Ma~
. jestic & Airdome theatre. Las Vegas, Nev.—Gen-
era! patronage.

TIN GODS : Thomas Meighan — The best
’ Thomas Meighan picture released for some time.
Renee Adoree does some mighty fine work in

this picture. Nine reels.—James D. Kennedy,
. Apollo theatre, Indianapolis, Ind.—General pat-
: ronage.

FINE MANNERS: Gloria Swanson—This drew
a big crowd, but as usual with her pictures,

• only pleased about 40 per cent. I guess she goes
• over better in the city. Nothing to this picture
that I could see except the cast. Seven reels.

—

~H. J. Eagen, American theatre, Wautoma, Wis.

—

• Small town patronage.

YOU NEVER KNOW WOMEN; Florence
Vidor—A distinctly original and most pleasing

" story. Lovely Florence Vidor at her best in a

most unusual setting of back stage with a troup
of Russian acrobats. Has love interest, some
comedy and some stunts by the real acrobats
that add a lot to the story. Our people liked it.

—Ben. L. Morris, Temple theatre, Bellaire, Ohio.
—General patronage.

NELL GWYN : Dorothy Gish—-A dandy pic-
ture which pleased all and proves that Dorothy
is the real actress in the Gish family.—Cragin
& Pike, Majestic & Airdome theatre. Las Vegas,
Nev.—General patronage.

ALOMA OF THE SOUTH SEAS: Gilda Gray
—Business far above the average on this one.
Believe that everyone enjoyed it. Be sure to use
plenty of the shadow dancing booklets. They are
a real novelty in the way of advertisement that’s

a business getter.—Russell Armentrout, K. P.
theatre, Pittsfield, 111.—General patronage.

ALOMA OF THE SOUTH SEAS: Gilda Gray
—A wonderful picture. Gilda Gray is very
good for her first Paramount picture. Percy
Marmont very good, in fact the whole cast is

good. Business was very good. Nine reels.

—

Robert Kessler, Benn theatre, Philadelphia, Pa.
—General patronage.

IT’S THE OLD ARMY GAME: W. C. Fields-
Back to the stage for this guy. He is terrible.

Many walkouts. Seven reels.—H. E. Schlichter,

Liggett theatre, Madison, Kan.—General patron-
age.

LET’S GET MARRIED: Richard Dix—Good
picture. Seven reels.—T. A. Shea, Palace thea-

tre, McGehee, Ark.—General patronage.

THE VOLCANO, MISS BREWSTER’S MIL-
LIONS: Bebe Daniels—“Volcano” was a slow
draggy story of a volcanic island. Some of the
eruption shots were splendid, but the picture did

not hit at all. As for “Miss Brewster’s Mil-

lions,” it is somebody’s bad dream. Silly, im-
possible story, extremely poorly done with an at-

tempt at slapstick comedy that utterly flopped

here. From the expressions made by Bebe’s per-
sonal fans, these two pictures have not added to

her popularity. Such mediocre pictures will kill
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the whole community seemed to be right up on their toes and doing business like they

are here. Main street last night reminded me of Woodard Ave. in Detroit. I am
told that in this narrow valley from Bridgeport to Torrington, Wyoming, there are

seventy-four thousand acres of sugar beets that will yield fifteen tons per acre, for

which the growers will receive $8.00 per ton. Figure it up yourself, you’ve got a

pencil and I’m busy, but when you turn over eight million dollars loose in as small

a community as this it is bound to make some business. I’d like to live in Scotts-

bluff, but I can’t.

W. J. Niewland, who operates the Gem theatre at Ord, is certainly a HERALD
fan, for he told me he wouldn't be without the HERALD if it cost him twenty-five

dollars a year. I told him it was worth three times that just for George E. Marshall’s

column alone (Note: George, there are at least two of us that agree with you; your
mother and me).

I took a picture of W. J. and his lady cashier, but the doggone thing didn’t come
out right in the wash and now I can’t send it in. A guess my camera has gone
Democratic.

I found Roy Hudson of the Strand at North Loupe, P. E. Doe of the Electric at

Arcadia, and Charles Saunders of the Community at Anselmo all live managers and
all reported that their business was increasing in spite of the hot weather, and when
they can make it do that you may know that they are on the job.

Hawley Wehrley at Arnold has recently opened the new Wehrley theatre and it

is a credit to the town. Hawley says he is well satisfied with the business he is get-

ting and with the help he will receive from the HERALD he is confident that the

wolves won’t monkey around his place very much longer. Here’s hoping that Haw-
ley wins.

Don’t drive through Broken Bow without stopping at the Lyric and meeting H. F.

Kennedy. You will miss something if you do. H. F. is ace high and his theatre

ranks well up to the top. He is a member of the Executive Board of the Theatre
Managers Association and is looked upon as an authority on all matters theatrical.

Oconto is a little bit of a town. It is a little longer than it is wide, but not much.
If it was wider than it is long it might help some. It is surrounded on three sides

by high hills and on the other side is a mountain, but that don’t make any difference

with Oconto; the sun shines on Oconto just the same as it does on Chandler, Okla-

homa, and Oconto doesn't kick about it either. I told Merle Campman, who operates

the Princess theatre, that if he would take the HERALD and read George E. Mar-
shall’s column for four weeks and didn’t get his money’s worth I’d refund his money,
and Merle said “You’re on,” so he is now a member of the great HERALD family
and all is well in Oconto. (Gosh, I’m getting sleepy.)

Oshkosh, Nebraska, isn’t where they make the “Oshkosh B'gosh overalls, but it is

where Mrs. O. A. Jensen operates the Silver Hill theatre, and if there are any over-

alls around the plac I failed to see them. I’m betting that she makes the “Silver

Hill’’ a popular amusement center; she’s built that way; and besides that she is

going to be a reader of the HERALD and that makes a cinch bet.

If E. O. Harshman don’t put in too much time fishing on lake Minatare—and he
probably won’t—the Grand theatre will be a success. It wouldn’t do for me to try

and run that popular playhouse; it’s too close to that lake, but it would be all right

for Elmer, for they tell me there isn’t a bullhead in it.

I just can’t keep my thoughts off that golf game, and if Bill Ostenberg knew what
is on my mind right now he’d bolt every door in his house and untie the dog and
sleep on the back side of the bed, for I still remember that

—

I shot four balls into that ditch

Without a drop of licker.

And every nerve began to twitch

When Bill began to snicker.

Said he, “That hazzard is a witch,

Excuse me if I smile

—

But enough golf balls are in that ditch

To patch Hades a mile.”

Eastern Colorado and Kansas take warning. I’m headed your way. Muzzle the dog.

J. C. JENKINS,
(The Herald Man)

any star.—A. E. Hancock, Columbia theatre, Col-

umbia City, Ind.—General patronage.

THE BLIND GODDESS: Special cast—One of

the best pictures we have had this year. Has a
good story, wonderful cast, and is fine in every
way. Louise Dresser is especially good in the
mother part. Eight reels.—George Benson, Com-
munity theatre, Minneota, Minn.—Small town
patronage.

THE BLIND GODDESS: Special Cast—One of

the best pictures we have had this year. Has a
good story, wonderful cast, and is fine in every
way. Louise Dresser is especially good in the

mother part. Eight reels.—George Benson, Com-
munity theatre, Minneota, Minn. — Small town
patronage.

THE SHOW OFF: Special Cast—A good com-
edy show of old Philadelphia. Business was very
good. Seven reels.—Robert Kessler, Benn theatre,

Philadelphia, Pa.—General patronage.

THE LADY OF THE HAREM: Greta Nissen
—Received this as a substitute of “Born to the

West.” Believe the picture will please. No kick

from patrons here. I saw more nude women in

this picture than any time since I’ve come back
from France.—Russell Armentrout, K. P. theatre,

Pittsfield, 111.—General patronage.

FASCINATING YOUTH: Special Cast—A pic-

ture that everyone will enjoy.—Russell Armen-
trout, K. P. theatre, Pittsfield, 111.—General pat-
ronage.

FASCINATING YOUTH: Special Cast—My
customers did not appear to care for this, though
we consider it good entertainment. Six reels.

—

T. A. Shea, Palace theatre, McGehee, Ark.—Gen-
eral patronage.

BEHIND THE FRONT: Special Cast—Dandy
comedy, but business was only fair. Your patrons
should see it. Six reels.—I. R. Gavin, Hammond
theatre, Hammond, Wis.—General patronage.

BEHIND THE FRONT: Special cast—Person-
ally I think this has more laugh producing situ-

ations than any Lloyd or Chaplin production,

though the box office does not say so. Six reels.

-—T. A. Shea, Palace theatre, McGehee, Ark.

—

General patronage.

BEHIND THE FRONT: Special Cast

—

1An up-
roriously funny comedy, presenting the sunny
side of the war. Beery and Hatton make a com-
edy train that can’t be beat. Six reels.—George
Benson, Community theatre, Minneota, Minn.

—

Small town patronage.

THE PALM BEACH GIRL: Bebe Daniels—
This is the best picture she has made this year
and is really funny in places. Actually taken in
Florida but not much of a local atmosphere to
it and you will have to hunt hard to recognize
any spots. Lots of action and plot purely com-
edy.—Chas. Lee Hyde, Grand theatre, Pierre, S.

Dak.—General patronage.

SAY IT AGAIN : Special cast—This is a good
comedy, light but pleasing, and has some pretty
sets in it. Deals with a mythical central Europ-
ean Kingdom and the Yankee and the old plot
is good.—Chas. Lee Hyde, Grand theatre, Pierre,
S. Dak.—General patronage.

THE NEW KLONDIKE: Thomas Meighan—
Poor Tommy. Looks like he just can’t make
another real good picture. Business on this was
no better than usual. Even Lila didn’t seem to
have much pep. Eight reels. A. N. Miles, Emi-
nence theatre, Eminence, Ky.—General patronage.

WET PAINT : Raymond Griffith—Say, if the
picture was based on any story at all it might
have been written by the star boarder in a
crazy house. This is the kind that we place in

our killjoy book. Six reels.—T. A. Shea, Palace
theatre, McGehee, Ark.—General patronage.

WET PAINT : Raymond Griffith—This picture

was supposed to be much ado about nothing in

modern dress. It was as near nothing as it

could be. Nobody liked it. Raymond started off

fine, but a few more like this and he will be
done. Six reels.—R. W. Smith, Town Hall, Wil-
ton, N. H.—General patronage.

FOR HEAVEN’S SAKE: Harold Lloyd—Busi-
ness on this picture fell about 25 per cent under
“The Freshman.” We had to charge 20-40c ad-

mission and had a great many kicks. It is funny
but not as funny as the “Freshman.” Six reels.

—A. N. Miles, Eminence theatre. Eminence, Ky.
—General patronage.

FOR HEAVEN’S SAKE: Harold Lloyd—Did
very well on this one considering it had been

run in all of the theatres near me. Pleased 100

per cent. Six reels.—D. B. Pace, Isis theatre.

New Market, Iowa.—General patronage.

FOR HEAVEN’S SAKE: Harold Lloyd—Pic-
ture was good, but Paramount gets the money.
—Kimberly Club, Kimberly, Wis.—General pat-

ronage.

FOR HEAVEN’S SAKE: Harold Lloyd—

A

hang up, tickle ’em to death comedy where the

audience pound one another on the back, the

women crack their face enamel, the children

burst forth in war whoops and the absent minded
male embraces the unknown female on his right.

This has a good plot, good chase scenes, and a

good cast. The story is this, Harold, the uptown
millionaire dude, wanders into a den of things,

thence sets fire with his cigarette a preacher’s

street mission hot dog stand. He pays the

preacher a $1,000 check and thus innocently

founds a mission. He falls in love with the

preacher’s daughter, she asks Harold to get re-

cruits, he goes to pool hall and by a series of

stunts enrages the thugs to chase him and thus

beguiles them into the mission. Harold is to

marry the girl but his club friends kidnap him,

then the drunken thugs rescue him and Harold’s

attempt to lead his friends back to the mission

and keep them collected together especially on

the double decker bus, is a positive knockout.

I wish I could advise every exhibitor in the U. S.

to buy it, but the price is so high, the per cent

so unfair and the forced fifty-cen.t charge, makes

it a mighty serious proposition for the exhibitor,

so I would say study it over might carefully be-

fore buying.—Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon,

Idaho.

THE AMERICAN VENUS: Esther Ralston—

I was away when we showed this picture, but

my wife’s report was that it was fine, but for

some reason we did not have any crowd to see

it, but those who saw it liked it fine. Seven

reels.—L. D. Metcalf, Grand theatre, Ash Grove,

Mo.—Small town patronage.

THE GOLDEN PRINCESS: Betty Bronson-
Fair western with fine scenery, but not the kind

of a western to satisfy the men who like he-man

action.—Horn & Cramer, Royal theatre. New
Market, Iowa.—General patronage.

MARRY ME: Special cast—A fair comedy

drama. A little too long.—J. G. Flanders, Majes-

tic theatre, Kerens, Tex—Small town patronage.

BORN TO THE WEST: Jack Holt—The best

thing Jack Holt has ever done and that’s saying

a good deal. More action in this than three com-
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mon westerns, and it’s well made, too. If every-

one made westerns like Paramount the show
business would be a great life. When it comes

to portraying western characters. Jack Holt leads

them all. May he keep up the good work and
stay in westerns. Six reels.—H. E. Schlichter,

Liggett^ theatre, Madison, Kan.—General patron-

age.

BORN TO THE WEST: Jack Holt—A splen-

did western picture. As good as the rest of west-

ern specials.—Bert Silveu, Silver Family theatre,

Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

BORN TO THE WEST: Jack Holt—Extra
good. Drew well. Despite the fact that nearly

the entire play was in a saloon and dance hall,

it seemed to please all. Jack Holt good. Mar-
garet Morris pleasing and Raymond Halton a

scream. Jack rides too leisurely to the rescue of

the fair one to make it really exciting. Too bad

Buck Jones couldn’t double for him in the rid-

ing stunts. Book this and you’ll have a good

crowd.—Phillip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.

—General patronage.

THE SONG AND DANCE MAN: Special cast

—Fair program picture. Bessie Love and Tom
Moore both do good work. Seven reels.—T. A.

Shea, Palace theatre, McGehee, Ark.—General

patronage.

THE LUCKY DEVIL: Richard Dix—Boys,
here is a good one. Did a fine business and
pleased everyone. Seven reels.—D. B. Pace, Isis

theatre, New Market, Iowa.—General patronage.

DESERT GOLD: Special cast—'Why do they

make a different story of Zane Grey’s book, but

keep the title? This is a fair western, but we
got a lot of kicks because it is so different from
the novel of the same name. Seven reels.

—

George Benson, Community theatre, Minneota,

Minn.—Small town patronage.

MANHATTAN : Richard Dix—This picture

should have been junked long ago. Nothing to

it. Patrons not pleased. Too much crime and
not the class of picture for our house.—F. O.

Litsch, Royal theatre, Hopkins, Mo.—General

patronage.

THE VANISHING AMERICAN: Richard Dix
—A wonderful pictuie. The historical prologue

is very good and the story interesting and thrill-

ing. Ten reels.—George Benson, Community thea-

tre, Minneota, Minn.—Small town patronage.

THE VANISHING AMERICAN: Richard Dix
—This picture is a 100 per cent production, and
should be shown in all theatres. Ten reels.

—

Earl Somerville, Opera House, Raymond, Minn.

—

General patronage.

THE VANISHING AMERICAN: Richard Dix

—This is really a big picture put on in a big

way. Our patrons greatly pleased. Ten reels.

—

E. W. Swarthout, Palace theatre, Aurora, Ind.

—

General patronage.

THE VANISHING AMERICAN: Richard Dix

—A wonderful picture. The historical prologue

is very good and the story interesting and thrill-

ing. Ten reels.—George Benson, Community thea-

tre, Minneota, Minn.—Small town patronage.

A KISS FOR CINDERELLA: Special cast—
1,000 feet raw film wasted. Ten reels.—Harry
Musselman, Auditorium theatre, Osceola, Neb.

—

General patronage.

THE MAN WHO FOUND HIMSELF: Thomas
Meighan—Seemed to leave the wrong feeling with

the people.—Horn & Cramer, Royal theatre, New
Market, Iowa.—General patronage.

TIKE LIGHT OF WESTERN STARS: Jack
Holt—Was disappointed in this, as we expected

something good. Patrons said picture does not

follow the book. Why do they do this ?—F. O.

Litsch. Royal theatre, Hopkins, Mo.—General pat-

ronage.

THE LIGHT OF WESTERN STARS: Jack
Holt—A fine western that pleased all who saw
it. When Jack takes the walk of death, look

out. 80 per cent.—J. G. Flanders, Majestic thea-

tre, Kerens, Tex.—General patronage.

THE TROUBLE WITH WIVES: Special cast

—Good little show but no drawing power for

small town.—Horn & Cramer, Royal theatre. New
Market, Iowa.—General patronage.

THE PONY EXPRESS: Special casL-Many
brother exhibitors say if this had appeared be-

fore “The Covered Wagon” it would have been
the standard of this class of picture, to which
we fully agree. In “The Pony Express,” Para-
mount has a good picture of historic value and
exhibitors should play it up full steam ahead and
be sure to get all the school children in to see

it because of its historical value. Cast was su-

perb. Film in good shape. Lots of excitement,
comedy and good acting. Ten reels.—Giacomo
Bros., Crystal theatre, Tombstone, Ai'iz.—Gen-
eral patronage.

THE PONY EXPRESS: Special cast—A real

good picture. Will please all classes and satisfy

100 per cent. Give us more as good. Ten reels.

-—Earl Somerville, Opera House, Raymond, Minn.
—General patronage.

THE NIGHT CLUB: Raymond Griffith—A fine

comedy drama. Pleased 100 per cent. Six reels.

•—Earl Somerville, Opera House, Raymond, Minn.
—General patronage.

WOMANHANDLED : Richard Dix—The stars

put this over to a fair crowd only, as the title

killed the attendance. Title Is the bunk. This

is a travesty on western life showing how the

present era of Ford cars has supplanted the

cow ponies and how modern ranching is no
longer picturesque and primitive as in the good

old days. This type of play is always displeas-

ing to me for it makes fun of the real western

play which, true or not true, is bread and butter

to us showmen. It is a howling mistake for

producers to ridicule the movie in any way and
Paramount has too many satirical and sophisti-

cated pictures which make the people think that

they are being kidded. Our people want straight

plays, true to form. Making fun of the movie

may be hot stuff in Hollywood, but not in the

small towns. However, there are lots of laughs

in this and acting is splendid.—Philip Rand,

Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.—General patronage.

WILD HORSE MESA: Jack Holt^-Good pic-

picture. Jack Holt becoming very popular in

these western stories.—P. E. Doe, Electric thea-

tre, Arcadia, Neb.—General patronage.

WILD HORSE SUSAN : Bebe Daniels—A dandy
comedy drama. Satisfied 100 per cent. Give us

more as good. Six reels.—Earl Somerville, Opera
House, Raymond, Minn.—General patronage.

GROUNDS FOR DIVORCE: Special cast—Pic-
ture reported poor, but we all liked it. Good
comedy in it. It will get by. 75 per cent. Seven

reels.—J. G. Flanders, Majestic theatre, Kerens,

Tex.—General patronage.

LORD JIM: Special east—This one is the

hunk. No one liked the way it ended. 50 per

cent.—J. G. Flanders, Majestic theatre, Kerens,

Tex.—General patronage.

FORTY WINKS: Special cast—As long as you

get them as good as this there is no danger but

what you are pleasing. Seven, reels.—L. R. Le-

dou, Home town Airdome, Isabel, Kan.—Small

town patronage.

THE ANCIENT HIGHWAY: Special cast—

A

very good outdoor picture. Well liked. A good

cast, full of action that will please. 75 per cent.

—J. G. Flanders, Majestic theatre, Kerens, Tex.

—

General patronage.

A SAINTED DEVIL: Rudolph Valentino—
Ran this as an added feature following the star’s

death and it packed them in. Not much of a

story but it is the Valentino the public thought

he was, the lover type, and at his best.—Ben.

L. Morris, Temple theatre, Bellaire, Ohio.—Gen-
eral patronage.

THE STREET OF FORGOTTEN MEN: Spe-

cial cast—Sometimes I wonder if Paramount
knows a good play when they make it. They
seem to boost the lemons and forget the really

good ones. I think perhaps they boost the big

stars and do not realize that the play is the

essential thing (of course with good acting).

Here is a wonderful production that has been

forgotten by Paramount. The acting is perfect.

Percy Marmont’s characterization of the fake

blind beggar is simply great. Herbert Brenon’s

detail work in depicting the faker factory scenes

is of very high order. Mary Brian is very fine

in this, the rest of the east excellent. If you

haven’t played this but have it bought, play it

up big as a wonderful picture, on a par with

“Miracle Man.” The ending is sad, as the older

man gives up his ward (whom he has raised

from a baby, taken from the slums) to a younger

man and in so doing keeps society from the

knowledge of the girl’s lowly and questionable

birth. It did not draw, but I could have made
it draw if I had played it up as a big play with

my high class patrons.—Phillip Rand, Rex thea-

tre, Salmon, Idaho.—General patronage.

Pro-Dis-Co
THE VOLGA BOATMAN : Special cast—I have

been looking at pictures almost every day for nine

years and I can truthfully say that this is the

greatest motion picture I have ever seen. Words
cannot describe the sweep, the magnitude of the

production. DeMille has certainly hit the mark
and here’s hoping his “King of Kings” is even
better, if that is possible. Book “The Volga
Boatman” and do yourself a favor. Eleven reels.

H. E. Schlichter, Liggett theatre, Madison, Kan.

—

General patronage.

THE VOLGA BOATMAN: William Boyd-
One of the finest on the market, and gives you

something to think about. Music will mean a lot

to put this over.—J. J. Hoffman, Plainview thea-

tre, Plainview, Nebr.—General patronage.

UP IN MABEL’S ROOM: Marie Prevost—
Played this an extra day to good business. Farce
comedy. The kind of picture 90 per cent of pic-

ture fans like. Pleased as well as “Charley’s

Aunt” and “Man on the Box.”—Cragin & Pike,

Majestic & Airdome theatre. Las Vegas, Nev.-
General patronage.

EVE’S LEAVES: Special cast—Nothing big

but pleased 96 per cent of those who saw it.

Business below normal. Film O. K.—I. R. Gavin,
Hammond theatre, Hammond, Wis.—General pat-
ronage.

BEYOND THE BORDER: Harry Carey—Good
western, much better than “Soft Shoes.” This
drew like a porus plaster.—Philip Rand, Rex the-

atre, Salmon, Idaho.—General patronage.

WHISPERING SMITH: H. B. Warner—A very
good picture ; a western railroad story. Seven
reels.—George Benson, Community theatre, Min-
neota, Minn.—Small town patronage.

SILENCE: H. B. Warner—We consider this

one of the best pictures we have shown this sum-
mer. A story with a lot of suspense and mighty
fine acting make this a winner anywhere.—Cragin
& Pike, Majestic & Airdome theatre. Las Vegas,
Nev.—General patronage.

SILENCE: Special cast—Here’s another hit

from P. D. C. It’s an excellent picture that fur-

nished wonderful entertainment value. Miss Rey-
nolds takes her part very well, as did Mr. Warner.
Eight reels.—Burt Parsons, Grand theatre. Spring-
field, Minn.—General patronage.

BRAVEHEART : Rod LaRocque—Better than
many specials and was bought as a regular pro-
gram. College atmosphere, good football games,
plenty of action, and a nice love story. Step on
this when you play it. It’s all there.—J. J.

Hoffman, Plainview theatre, Plainview, Neb.

—

General patronage.

SEVEN DAYS: Special cast—Good farce com-
edy. Played to such small business that I am
going to play a return on it if I can get it. It

was real funny.—I. R. Gavin, Hammond theatre,

Hammond, Wis.—General patronage.

United Artists

PARTNERS AGAIN : Special cast—Good com-
edy. Highly pleasing and drew well. Good paper.
—E. I. Conroe, Palace theatre, Conroe, Texas.

—

Small town patronage.

THE BAT : Special cast—A very good picture
if I were the judge, but a very poor one accord-
ing to about 50 per cent of those who saw it

here. Didn’t get anywhere with it. Some will

like it very much. Nine reels.—M. G. Price, Nov-
elty theatre, Paris, Idaho.—General patronage.

STELLA DALLAS: Belle Bennett—On account
of the price and running into a rainstorm, couldn’t

make any money, but it is a wonderful produc-
tion just the same, and according to the many
favorable comments, especially from the women,
it must have pleased. Eleven reels.—H. J.

Eagan, American theatre, Wautoma, Wis.—Small
town patronage.

Universal
POKER FACES: Special cast—One of the best

farce comedies we have ever played. The acting
was 100 per cent. It was a continuous laugh from
start to finish. Every comment was good. Eight
reels.—C. S. Watson, Electric theatre, Caldwell,

Kan.—General patronage.

ROLLING HOME: Reginald Denny — Extra
good Denny picture. Full of comedy all through,
with a nice twist to the story. Seven reels.

—

H. E. Schlichter, Liggett theatre, Madison, Kan.

—

General patronage.

ROLLING HOME: Reginald Denny—A good
comedy. Nothing special about these Dennys ex-

cept the price. They are all good but not big in

any way and for me they are no good at the

box office and I pay more for them than other

pictures in their class. Seven reels.-—M. G. Price,

Novelty theatre, Paris, Idaho.—General patronage.

MY OLD DUTCH: Special cast—Opinion di-

vided 50-50. No pulling power and business off.

Film was in fine condition.—I. R. Gavin, Ham-
mond theatre, Hammond, Wis.—General patron-
age.

THE FIGHTING PEACE MAKER: Jack Hoxie
Like all the Blue Streaks I can’t give it much,
just a picture. Five reels.—T. A. Shea, Palace
theatre, McGehee, Ark.—General patronage.

THE COHENS AND KELLYS: Special cast—
Just what they all say, 100 per cent entertainment
for all of the house.—Harry Musselman, Audi-
torium theatre, Osceola, Neb.—General patronage.
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THE COHENS AND KELLYS: Special cast—
Just you get on the house top and yell your fool

head off telling them that you have the best com-
edy of the year or any other year and just keep
on yelling until the fadeout. And I cannot
imagine where they could have found any better

characters than those in the cast. Each one did

their part to perfection. If you can’t please them
with this there is absolutely no use of spending
good money for pictures, just show them anything,

because they are dead anyway. Go after this and
tell them you have the last work in comedies and
you will please them. Seven reels.—F. J. O’Hara,
Community theatre, Elgin, Neb.—General patron-

age.

SKINNER’S DRESS SUIT: Reginald Denny—
Not as funny or good as “California Straight

Ahead” or “What Happened to Jones.” Did not

draw as well as either of those two pictures.

Please, Reggie, won’t you stage a let up like

some of the other popular stars have. Getting

the public’s favor is like getting a wife. It’s just

as hard to keep them as it is to get them. Seven
reels.—A. N. Miles, Eminence theatre. Eminence,
Ky.—General patronage.

SKINNER’S DRESS SUIT: Reginald Denny-
Just a crazy picture that will not please the small

town patrons. It’s a shame to waste Denny and
Laura LaPlante on such trash as this. Again we
say, Universal, wake up. Denny hasn’t made a

real good picture since “The Reckless Age.”
Seven reels.—W. T. Davis & Son, Rialto theatre,

Sharon, Wis.—General patronage.

UNDER WESTERN SKIES: Norman Kerry-
Pleased the ladies as well as the men. I thought
it only ordinary, but patrons said good, so there

you are. Good business.—I, R. Gavin, Hammond
theatre, Hammond, Wis.—General patronage.

UNDER WESTERN SKIES: Norman Kerry—
An extra good picture that did a fair business for

us and pleased all who saw it. Seven reels.—

-

M. G. Price, Novelty theatre, Paris, Idaho.—Gen-
eral patronage.

THE SET UP : Art Acord—This is above the

average of this Blue Streak western product.

Good entertainment for a Saturday night.—Chas.
Lee Hyde, Grand theatre, Pierre, S. Dak.—General
patronage.

THE TERROR: Special cast—Above the aver-

age of Blue Streak standard. Played with first

chapter of "Radio Detectives.” Five reels.—I. R.
Gavin. Hammond theatre, Hammond, Wis.—Gen-
eral patronage.

THE THUNDERING DAWN: Special cast—An
old Jewel. A melodrama of Java. A drink, re-

generation plot, with a Honky Tonk background.
Good for the kind. Acting fine. Typhoon scenes
put in the kick. Don’t be afraid of it if booked.
-—Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.—Gen-
eral patronage.

THE PHANTOM BULLET: Hoot Gibson—
Another good picture from Hoot. We always have
a good crowd to see Gibson and he generally satis-

fies them. Hoot is some detective in this one.

Six reels.—L. D. Metcalf, Grand theatre, Ash
Grove, Mo.—Small town patronage.

SEIGE : Special cast—This picture drew a good
crowd and everybody seemed well satisfied. The
acting of Mary Alden was wonderful. Good print
from Albany exchange.—Schaghticoke Amusement
Ass’n, Odd Fellows Hall, Schaghticoke, N. Y.—

-

General patronage.

THE BURNING TRAIL: William Desmond—
This is a very poor excuse for western. A good
time to take a nap.—Kimberly Club, Kimberly,
Wis.—General patronage.

THE STILL ALARM: William Russell—In the
same class as F. B. O.’s “Third Alarm.” A fast
action melodrama. Will give general satisfaction.
-—Russell Armentrout, K. P. theatre, Pittsfield,

111.—General patronage.

THE STILL ALARM : Special cast—A good
program picture. Story good. Cast fine.—Bert
Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.

THE BORDER SHERIFF: Special cast—This
was a better than fair little western. Played
vaudeville with it to very good business. The
crowd remained for the picture. Five reels.

—

I. R. Gavin, Hammond theatre, Hammond, Wis.

—

General patronage.

SPORTING LIFE: Bert Lytel—This made us
a good Saturday night picture. Contains a good
prize fight, a thrilling escape and an exciting
horse race. What more do you want ? Seven
reels.—A. N. Miles, Eminence theatre. Eminence,
Ky.—General patronage.

THE MEDDLER: William Desmond—A good
western and pleased 100 per cent. Run this Fri-
day and Saturday. Five reels.—D. B. Pace, Isis
theatre. New Market, Iowa.—General patronage.

LORRAINE OF THE LIONS: Special cast—
Very poor. It may get by but that is all. Will

not please 50 per cent. Seven reels.—J. G.

Flanders, Majestic theatre, Kerens, Tex.—General
patronage.

ARIZONA SWEEPSTAKES: Hoot Gibson—
The second I have run of Hoot Gibson’s and can't

say that he registers up with Fred Thomson or

Tom Mix. Better than “The Spook Ranch” but
classed as a poor western. Six reels.—Schaghti-
coke Amusement Ass’n, Odd Fellows Hall, Schagh-
ticoke, N. Y.—General patronage.

THE ARIZONA SWEEPSTAKES: Hoot Gib-

son—Boy, here is a western that will sure please.

Such racing and riding I never have seen before.

95 per cent.—J. G. Flanders, Majestic theatre,

Kerens, Tex.—General patronage.

THE ARIZONA SWEEPSTAKES: Hoot Gib-

son—A big crowd went away disappointed on this,

but they came back again to see him in “Chip of

the Flying U” which put him back on his throne
of popularity.—I. R. Gavin, Hammond theatre,

Hammond, Wis.—General patronage.

THE BEAUTIFUL CHEAT: Laura LaPlante
—Not so good. “The Teaser” was much better.

Business only fair. Film good.—I. R. Gavin,
Hammond theatre, Hammond, Wis.—General pat-
ronage.

COMBAT : House Peters—This is one of the
worst directed pictures we ever ran here. I think
House Peters is entitled to something better than
this. Very poor for Universal. Seven reels.

—

Schaghticoke Amusement Ass’n, Odd Fellows Hall,

Schaghticoke, N. Y.—General patronage.

COMBAT : House Peters—Pretty good melo-
drama with some good fire scenes. Business
above normal. Film fine.—I. R. Gavin, Ham-
mond theatr-e, Hammond, Wis.—General patron-
age.

LOOKING FOR TROUBLE: Jack Hoxi^An
average western of the Blue Streak brand. They
all seem to go over fairly well and seem to sat-

isfy the western fans. Five reels.—A. G. Witwer,
Grand theatre. Rainier, Ore.—General patronage.

THE TEASER: Laura LaPlante—If I ever do
any of the lady stars the honor of naming my
Ford for them I think it will be Laura. She is

one adorable little imp and “The Teaser” is one
darn cute picture. My box office agrees with me.
The women and girls like her, and the men are
all in love with her. We did the best mid week
business we’ve done for a coon’s age. I think.

Miss Laura, that your photo would be much ad-

mired in our photo corner. Won’t you send us
one? Six reels.—A. N. Miles, Eminence theatre,

Eminence, Ky.—General patronage.

WILD HORSE STAMPEDE: Jack Hoxie—This
is Hoxie’s first in the 1926-27 contract. If the
others satisfy 'as well as this I will be satisfied.

Drew a good Friday and Saturday night’s crowd
and pleased all. One man told me it was the

best picture he ever saw. You don’t need to be
afraid of this one. Five reels.—L. D. Metcalf,

Grand theatre, Ash Grove, Mo.—Small town pat-

ronage.

CHIP OF THE FLYING U: Hoot Gibson—
When it comes to an all around pleasing picture,

you have it in this one. This is a comedy west-

ern and sure rang the bell for me. Seven reels.

—

L. R. Ledou, Home Town Airdome, Isabel, Kans.

—

Small town patronage.

CHIP OF THE FLYING U: Hoot Gibson—
This is probably as good entertainment as we
ever had in the house. Business big. Film in

good condition. Six reels.—I. R. Gavin, Hammond
theatre, Hammond, Wis.—General patronage.

CHIP OF THE FLYING U: Hoot Gibson-
One of Hoot’s best but not as good as “The Cal-

gary Stampede.” Drew more business than any
other Gibson I have run. Seven reels.—M. G.

Price, Novelty theatre, Paris, Idaho.—General pat-

ronage.

THE STORM BREAKER: House Peters —
About the poorest picture Universal has made this

season. Nothing to it.—Russel Armentrout, K. P.

theatre, Pittsfield, 111.—General patronage.

THE CALGARY STAMPEDE: Hoot Gibson—
I call this Hoot’s best picture. Good for the box

office. Seven reels.—M. G. Price, Novelty theatre,

Paris, Idaho.—General patronage.

THE SPOOK RANCH: Hoot Gibson—Nothing
to rave over. This is my first Hoot Gibson and

he does not come up to expectations. Very little

good western stuff in it. Will not register up
with a good western audience. Six reels. —
Schaghticoke Amusement Ass’n, Odd Fellows Hall,

Schaghticoke, N. Y.—General patronage.

WHAT HAPPENED TO JONES: Reginald
Denny—Knocked ’em dead with this 100 per cent

entertainment. Film O. K. Business above aver-

age. I. R. Gavin, Hammond theatre, Hammond,
Wis.—General patronage.

Warner Bros.
THE HERO OF THE BIG SNOWS: Rin Tin

Tin—Poorest dog picture we have had. An awful
let down after “The Night Cry.” Looks as though
it was made two or three years ago and just

released. Too much dog and not enough story.

The public knows what Rinty can do and tires

of seeing the runs and the high jumps. Get a
good story and leave the dog as an incidental to
the theme.—Ben L. Morris, Temple theatre, Bel-

laire, Ohio.—General patronage.

FOOTLOOSE WIDOWS: Louise Fazenda—

I

have seen some very good reports on this one
from some exhibitors and while it could have
easily been made a very good comedy I cannot
see how an exhibitor in a small town who wished
to run pictures that will improve his business can
report favorably on a picture with sub-titles such
as are contained in this one. The bird who wrote
these titles has a very poor idea of what the
average family in the small town calls wholesome
entertainment. Seven reels.—M. G. Price, Nov-
elty theatre, Paris, Idaho.—General patronage.

JUST A COWBOY: Pee Wee Homes-Good
mustang. Most everybody likes these 2 reel west-
erns. Lots of pep and comedy to them. Two
reels.—L. D. Metcalf, Grand theatre, Ash Grove,
Mo.—Small town patronage.

MIXED DOUBLES: Charles Puffy—Good short
comedy. One reel.—A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre.

Rainier, Ore.—General Patronage.

MUSTANG WESTERNS: I think I have re-

ported on these before, but, repeat they are good
fillers on a program with a farce comedy or com-
edy drama feature. They have never failed to

please our western fans, of which there are a
goodly number of both sexes. Two reels.—I. R.
Gavin, Hammond theatre, Hammond, Wis.—Gen-
eral patronage.

PAPA’S MAMA : Arthur Lake—A rather
amusing little comedy. One reel.—A. G. Witwer,
Grand theatre, Rainier, Ore.—General patronage.

THE POLO KID: No polo in this. Name a
fake. Fair entertainment.—Philip Rand, Rex the-

atre, Salmon, Idaho.—General patronage.

THERE SHE GOES: Wanda Wiley—Just a
comedy that is unfunny.—Bert Silver, Silver

Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General pat-

ronage.

TRAPPED: Fred Humes—Pretty good action

western featurette. Two reels.—A. G. Witwer,
Grand theatre. Rainier, Ore.—General patronage.

TWIN SISTERS: Wanda Wiley—Fairly good
comedy. Two reels.—A. G. Witwer, Grand thea-

tre, Rainier, Ore.—General patronage.

State Rights
THE DESERT DEMON: Buffalo Bill—A west-

ern that is full of action. It starts with a scrap

and they scrap all the way through. 80 per cent.

Five reels.—J. G. Flanders, Majestic theatre,

Kerens, Tex.—General patronage.

THE EARLY BIRD: Johnny Hines—A good
comedy drama. Drew fair crowd. Rained out

two nights.—E. I. Conroe, Palace theatre, Conroe,

Texas.—Small town patronage.

HIS MASTER’S VOICE: Special cast—I made
more money on this picture than I have ever made
on a picture bought at program price. Good pic-

ture. $1,000,000 title. Good paper. Easy to put
over.—E. I. Conroe, Palace theatre, Conroe, Texas.

—Small town patronage.

OVERLAND LIMITED: Special cast—This is

a good picture of its kind. Drew fairly well.

Paper very good. Six reels.—E. I. Conroe, Palace

theatre, Conroe, Texas.—Small town patronage.

THE PASSING OF WOLF McLEAN: Special

cast—Good western. Johnny Fox does some good
work in this one. My patrons just ate it up. 85

per cent. Five reels.—J. G. Flanders, Majestic

theatre, Kerens, Tex.—Small town patronage.

Serials

THE BAR C MYSTERY: (Pathe) The photog-

raphy is so dark in this serial it spoiled it. It is

not holding up at all. Two reels.—C. S. Watson,
Electric theatre, Caldwell, Kan.—General patron-

age.

THE BAR C MYSTERY: (Pathe) Dorothy
Philips—Not so good. Star not much, but balance

of cast better. First two chapters slow and have
not aroused much interest. Attendance dropped
badly on second chapter. Two reels.—Cragin &
Pike, Majestic & Airdome theatre, Las Vegas,

Nev.—General patronage.

THE RADIO DETECTIVE: (Universal)—Fair
serial for the kids.—H. E. Schlichter, Liggett

theatre, Madison, Kan.—General patronage.
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THE RADIO DETECTIVE: (Universal)—If
the succeeding chapters are as good as the first,

we should worry. Stunt advertising attracted a

packed house, and if half of them follow it

through we’ll be happy and so will the B. O.

Next week will tell. Two reels.—I. R. Gavin,

Hammond theatre, Hammond, Wis.—General pat-

ronage.

Short Features
EDUCATIONAL

BE CAREFUL: Funny comedy.—Bert Silver,

Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General

patronage.

GOING EAST. A darn good comedy. Two
reels.—L. D. Metcalf, Grand theatre, Ash Grove,

Mo.—Small town patronage.

HER BOY FRIEND: Larry Semon—This, like

all the other Larry Semon's fills the bill for my
audience. Very good comedy of the slapjack style.

Two reels.—Schaghticoke Amusement Ass’n, Odd
Fellows Hall, Schaghticoke, N. Y.—General pat-

ronage.

THE STEEPLE CHASE: Good comedy and
plenty of laughs. Two reels.—L. R. Ledou, Home
Town Airdome, Isabel, Kan.—General patronage.

THERE HE GOES: Lige Conley—There is lots

of laughs in this one. Come again, Lige. Two
reels.—L. D. Metcalf, Grand theatre. Ash Grove,

Mo.—Small town patronage.

THE TOURIST: Johnny Arthur—A dandy
comedy and went over big. Two reels.—C. S.

Watson, Electric theatre, Caldwell, Kan.—General
patronage.

TILL WE MEET AGAIN: Bobby Vernon—

A

good comedy. Two reels.—Robert Kessler, Benn
theatre, Philadelphia, Pa.—General patronage.

THE VOICE OF THE NIGHTINGALE: This
was one of the prettiest short features we ever
run. It will pay any of you exhibitors to run it,

it is a credit to any theatre. One reel.

—

Schaghticoke Amusement Ass’n, Odd Fellows Hall,

Schaghticoke, N. Y.—General patronage.

F. B. O.

ALICE BLUES: Alice Ardell—Somehow this

block of comedies have not been comedies for me.
They miss the mark.—L. R. Ledou, Home Town
Airdome, Isabel, Kan.—Small town patronage.

THE PACE MAKERS: Here is real comedies
and they all like them. Be sure to run them.
Two reels.—J. G. Flanders, Majestic theatre,

Kerens, Tex.—General patronage.

THE LIGHTNING SLIDER: Alberta Vaughn
—No. 7 of “Fighting Hearts” series, and the best

so far. Good baseball game in which Alberta
stars. Two reels.—J. J. Hoffman, Plainview thea-

tre, Plainview, Neb.—General patronage.

SHE’S A PRINCE: Alice Ardell—This is not
up to the standard set by other Blue Ribbon com-
edies. Not very funny and quite silly. Two reels

—W. T. Davis & Son, Rialto theatre, Sharon,
Wis.—General patronage.

THE TELEPHONE GIRL: Alberta Vaughn—

-

The ninth section of this laugh producer went
over with a bang. Our patrons are strong for

Alberta, Cooke and guard. Two reels.—Giacoma
Bros., Tombstone theatre. Crystal, Ariz.—General
patronage.

FOX
THE MAD RACER: Good comedy.—Bert Silver,

Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General
patronage.

THE WRESTLER: Van Bibber—A dandy com-
edy. They sure did howl at Van. He is good.
Two reels.—J. G. Flanders, Majestic theatre,
Kerens, Tex.—General patronage.

PATHE
ASK GRANDMA: A dandy gang comedy, one

of the very best. Two reels.-—M. G. Price, Nov-
elty theatre, Paris, Idaho.—General patronage.

THE CANNON BALL EXPRESS: Mack Sen-
nett—Good. Kept the house in a roar.—Philip
Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.—General pat-
ronage.

CHARLEY MY BOY: Charley Chase—A good
comedy but nothing extra. Two reels.—M. G.
Price, Novelty theatre, Paris, Idaho.—General pat-
ronage.

CIRCUS FEVER: Only fair. No circus in it.

—Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.—Gen-
eral patronage.

EVERY MAN FOR HIMSELF: A very good
comedy. Two reels.—A. G. Witwer, Grand thea-
tre, Rainier, Ore.—General patronage.

FUNNYMOONERS : Ralph Graves — Ralph
Graves funny as usual. There is something about

this boy that others haven’t got and I am await-

ing with interest his first feature. Two reels.

—

H. E. Schlichter, Liggett theatre, Madison, Kan.

—

General patronage.

GOOSELAND: Alice Day—Fair comedy. Two
reels.—H. E. Schlichter, Liggett theatre, Madison,
Kan.—General patronage.

THE GOSH DARN MORTGAGE: Good Sen-
nett comedy. Two reels.—H. E. Schlichter, Lig-
gett theatre, Madison, Kan.—General patronage.

INNOCENT HUSBANDS: Charlie Chase—
Fairly good comedy. Two reels.—A. C. Witwer,
Grand theatre, Rainier, Ore.—General patronage.

THE IRON NAG: Just fair, only some
parts were extra good. The balance was extra
poor. I got but few laughs, which tells the tale.

Two reels.—C. S. Watson, Electric theatre, Cald-
well, Kan.—General patronage.

MEET THE MISSUS: Fair comedy.—Bert Sil-

ver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.

—

General patronage.

A SAILOR PAPA: Gene Tryon—It’s the bunk.
Far from being a comedy. Two reels.—Russell
Armentrout, K. P. theatre, Pittsfield, 111.—Gen-
eral patronage.

SCARED STIFF : Clyde Cook—A very good
comedy. Something that makes the patrons laugh.
Two reels.—Robert Kessler, Benn theatre, Phila-
delphia, Pa.—General patronage.

SUNDOWN LIMITED: Our Gang—Absolutely
a knockout comedy. Say these kids are hard to
beat. Everybody likes the Gang comedies. Two
reels.—L. D. Metcalf, Grand theatre. Ash Grove,
Mo.—Small town patronage.

THE TAXI WAR: Fair, only first reel. The
bunk, of course. The children laughed but not
the adults.—Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon,
Idaho.—General patronage.

UNCLE TOM’S UNCLE : Extra good Gang
comedy. The Gang puts on “Uncle Tom's Cabin”
in their own back yard theatre. Two reels.—H.
E. Schlichter, Liggett theatre, Madison, Kan.—
General patronage.

UNCLE TOM’S UNCLE: One of the best Our
Gangs we have had in a long while. Two reels.

—Robert Kessler, Benn theatre, Philadelphia, Pa.
—General patronage.

A YARN ABOUT YARN : A good little cartoon
comedy. Pleased all.—A. G. Witwer, Grand thea-
tre, Rainier, Ore.—General patronage.

YOUR HUSBAND’S PAST : James Finlayson.
—Very good comedy, as are all Roach’s. Two
reels.—H. E. Schlichter, Liggett theatre, Madison,
Kan.—General patronage.

UNIVERSAL
WATCH TIGE: Here is a knockout. Book

them if you want 100 per centers. Two reels.—

-

James D. Kennedy, Apollo theatre, Indianapolis,
Ind.—General patronage.

BUSTER’S SKY ROCKET: Not as funny as
some of the others in this series, but good for
several laughs at that. Lige is just about human.
Two reels.—A. N. Miles, Eminence theatre. Emi-
nence, Ky.—General patronage.

CALIFORNIA HERE WE COME: A good
Gump comedy.—Bert Silver, Silver Family thea-
tre, Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

CENTURY COMEDIES: I can’t see these at
all with the exception of the Buster Brown’s
These attract the kids and they drag their parents
along. This helps.—I. R. Gavin, Hammond thea-
tre, Hammond, Wis.—General patronage.

COLLEGE YELL: A mighty good 1 reel com-
edy. It helped put over “For Heaven’s Sake.”
One reel.—A. N. Miles, Eminence theatre. Emi-
nence, Ky.—General patronage.

THE FRAME UP: Fred Humes—We didn’t
think much of this two reel western. Nothing to
it. Two reels.—W. T. Davis & Son, Rialto thea-
tre, Sharon, Wis.—General patronage.

INTERNATIONAL NEWS REEL: Good news
reel. One reel.—Nicolaides Bros., American thea-
tre, Scofield, Utah.—General patronage.

LOVE’S LABOR LOST: Neely Edwards

—

Fairly good short comedy. One reel.—A. G. Wit-
wer, Grand theatre, Rainier, Ore.—General pat-
ronage.

LOVE’S LABOR LOST: Neely Edwards—

A

poor comedy because of vulgarity of some of the
scenes. One reel.—P. G. Estee, S. T. theatre,
Parker, S. Dak.—Small town patronage.

MIXED DOUBLES: Bluebird—A few laffs.

One reel.—Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre,
Neillsville, Wis.—Small town patronage.

MOTOR TROUBLE: Good comedy. Two reels.

—Nicolaides Bros., American theatre, Scofield,
Utah.—-General patronage.

MOVIE MADNESS: Edna Marion—Fair com-
edy. Two reels.—A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre.

Rainier, Ore.-—General patronage.

MOVIE MADNESS: Edna Marian — Good
enough slap stick. Seemed to please. Two reels.

—P. G. Estee, S. T. theatre, Parker, S. Dak.

—

Small town patronage.

PAPA’S MAMA: Bluebird—No one seems to

be able to get any laffs out of these Bluebirds.

They ought to call ’em Blackbirds, for there
sureinhell is no laffs in but few, if any, of ’em.

One reel.—Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre,

Neillsville, Wis.—-Small town patronage.

QUEEN OF THE HILLS: Josie Sedgwick-
Nice little Western. Two reels.—Wm. E. Trags-
dorg, Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.—Small town
patronage.

RADIO DETECTIVE: Nothing to brag about.
Story too impossible. Fair picture for kids but
won't appeal to the grown ups. Two reels.

—

Marion F. Bodwell, Paramount theatre, Wyom-
ing, 111.—General patronage.

SAY IT WITH LOVE: Edna Marian—Good
comedy which will balance up the program. Two
reels.—R. Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball, S. Dak.

—

General patronage.

SCANDAL HUNTERS: Fair comedy. Two
reels.—Nicolaides Bros., American theatre, Sco-
field, Utah.—General patronage.

SHADY REST: Good. Glad to see Joe Mur-
phy back in these comedies. Two reels.—A. G.

Witwer, Grand theatre. Rainier, Ore.—General
patronage.

THRILLING ROMANCE: Century—Only fair.

Two reels.—Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre,

Neillsville, Wis.—Small town patronage.

THE TIN BRONC : Ed Cobb—Good average
straight short Western. Two reels.—A. G. Witwer,
Grand theatre. Rainier, Ore.—General patronage.

THE TIN BRONC: Mustang Western—A bozo
has a lot of trouble with his Ford. Quite a few
laffs. Two reels.—Wm. E. Tragsdorg, Trags the-

atre, Neillsville, Wis.—Small town patronage.

TWIN SISTERS: Wanda Wiley—Lots of ac-

tion. A little comedy.—Bert Silver, Silver Fam-
ily theatre, Greenville, Mich.—Genei’al patronage.

TWIN SISTERS: Wanda Wiley—Not a bad
comedy, and not as good as we have had of her.

Two reels.—Wm. Martin, Patriot theatre. Patriot,

Ind.—Small town patronage.

UNCLE TOM’S GAL: Edna Marian—Abso-
lutely terrible. Two reels.—E. M. Biddle, Strand
theatre, Paoli, Ind.—Small town patronage.

A WILD TIME: Pewee Holmes—This was a
riot here. Pewee a big favorite here. All these

W. C. Tuttle stories are full of good, clean

spontaneous humor and they always draw extra
business. Two reels.—E. M. Biddle, Strand thea-

tre, Paoli, Ind.—Small town patronage.

WISE OR OTHERWISE: Charles Puffy—Not
much to this one. Didn’t get a laugh from our
crowd. One reel.—A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre.

Rainier, Ore.—General patronage.

MISCELLANEOUS
THE FLY COP: Larry Semon—A re-issue

but seemed to please at that. This star has made
better, but considering the price was well worth
the money. Two reels.—Marion F. Bodwell, Par-
amount theatre, Wyoming, 111.—General patron-

age.

HIS PRIVATE LIFE: Lupino Lane—Here’s a
dandy laugh getter. They simply roared at it

from start to finish. Two reels.—M. Bailey,

Strand theatre, Dryden, Ont., Canada.-—Small

town patronage.

MOVING DAY: Poor.—T. C. Simmons, Audi-
torium theatre, Welsh, La.—General patronage.

ROBBING THE RUBE: This is old but it's

better than lots of new ones. Gets the laughs.

Two reels.—J. W. Ryder, Jewel theatre, Verndale,
Minn.—Small town patronage.

MISCELLANEOUS
HOT CAKES FOR TWO: Very good comedy.

Two reels.—H. E. Schlichter, Liggett theatre,

Madison, Kan.—General patronage.

LUCK AND SAND: Leo Malony—A very good
western, well liked by all. Good action, wonderful

dog. 85 per cent. Five reels.—J. G. Flanders,

Majestic theatre, Kerens. Tex.—General patronage.

MUTT AND JEFF CARTOONS: They draw
many extra children and we believe some grown-
ups to the show. Just as good as the first Mutt
and Jeff from Fox. Everybody likes to see them.
-—Cragin & Pike, Majestic & Airdome theatre.

Las Vegas, Nev.—General patronage.
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CHICAGO PERSONALITIES
-z:^==::::::=^=i:=::=:::=^^== By D. H. .

A NNOUNCEMENT this week of plans for an elaborate Chicago motion
picture theatre dovetails into the rapidly developing theatre situation

A in Chicago with precision and points steadfastly to a deal for a
Schenck-Grauman house downtown.
Although the Fox theatre interests have sought a good location in the

loop theatre circles have it that the new house will not be leased to Fox
but to Grauman.

'T'HE theatre will seat 3,500 and will

be in one of the three sections of the
new Congress buildings at Congress street
and Wabash avenue.

Balaban & Katz has heretofore seized
the good locations in the loop and for
a few years has had the major theatre
attraction in that section, turning the
houses over to Publix several months
ago.

Although the hub of the theatre dis-
trict is dominated by such houses as
the B. & K. Chicago, Oriental, Roose-
velt and McVickers, Michigan Boulevard
has been devoid of motion picture enter-
prises with the exception of the films
shown by L. & T. in Orchestra Hall
during a few summer months each year.
The new theatre is aimed to draw

from that district and from Chicago’s
South Side.

If leased to Grauman as widely be-
lieved the nature of its shows will ap-
peal to patrons whose interest is divided
between motion pictures and atmos-
pheric stage shows.

% #

Eddie Silverman deserves a lot more
congratulations than you think for his part
in the Vitaphone’s Chicago opening. Eddie
tried to satisfy everyone’s wants in the wav

of seats but McVickers theatre is no sta-

dium. And first row seats are rather lim-

ited.

* * *

Monday 13 Good Day for Eckhardt

Clyde Eckhardt has the utmost con-
tempt for Friday the thirteenth but when
the “13” falls on Monday whether it is

supposed to be a
“Blue” one he
likes them just the

same. September
13 was an occasion
for Mr. Eckhardt
and was celebrated
in the manner de-
served. It happens
that 11 years ago
he entered upon
his duties for Fox
as branch mana-
ger in Pittsburgh.
Since then his ca-

reer has consisted
of changes from
Pittsburgh to New
York, from there to Chicago, back to New
York and again to Chicago. Most of those

years he has spent in Chicago.

It is incidental perhaps that at this time

the genial fellow asks that this column for-

Clyde Eckhardt

(( The Bells” with Lionel Barrymore
and Ten Other First Division

Chadwick Pictures
Alexander Carr
of “Potash and Perlmutter” fame in

“APRIL FOOL”
the laugh picture of the year.

Pauline Garon
a kissing, kissable Miss in

“EAGER LIPS”
the epic of flapperism.

“SUNSHINE OF PARADISE
ALLEY”

by Denman Thompson,
author of “The Old Homestead,”
directed by James Young.

“SHAMROCK & THE ROSE”
from the play by Owen Davis.

A rollicking, romantic comedy.

Pauline Garon in

“LADIES OF EASE”
directed by Wilfred Noy.

EACH PRODUCTION

For Illinois

Pauline Frederick
Marion Nixon and George Lewis in

“DEVIL’S ISLAND”
a drama of mother love and hate.

“DRIVEN FROM HOME”
from the play by Hal Reid
with an all star cast.

Pauline Garon
vibrant, joyous youth in

“BAD LITTLE GOOD GIRL”
directed by Wilfred Noy.

Pauline Garon in

“MERRY WIVES OF NEW
YORK”

directed by Wilfred Noy.

“LIFE OF AN ACTRESS”
from the play by Langdon Mc-
Cormack, author of “The Storm,”
directed by James Young.

AN ACHIEVEMENT

For Indiana

GREIVER PRODUCTIONS
ATT T?VTTT T”? INDIANA •

831 SOUTH WABASH AVENUE
CHICAGO, ILL.

INDIANA.

218WimmerBuilding
INDIANAPOLIS

W. P. (Pat) Garyn visit-

ed Chicago a few days last

week. He has recently be-
come assistant sales man-
ager for the National
Screen Service. He is as-

sociated with Herman
Robbins.

ward a word for him to exhibitors and
other friends who have been loyal to him
in making the past Fox Week a success-

ful one. The exchange counts more busi-

ness for the past week than for any week
since “Over the Hill” Week was observed.
He extends his thanks and appreciation for

the co-operation he has received.

He announces a number of changes in

his Chicago organization. Roy Miller re-

ceives a promotion
;
he becomes field rep-

resentative. Taking his place is Herb Cos-
tello, cashier. The latter will be succeeded
by Henry Hill, up to now bookkeeoer.
Miller has been in the Chicago office since

eight months ago when Clyde Eckhardt
took over this district. Prior to coming
here he was for some time with Jack
De Lorenzo in Milwaukee.

* * *

S. A. Shirley is back from a two weeks’
vacation and “all’s well” at Metro.

* * *

Other exchange and branch managers are

returning from the annual rest periods.

Among them is Neil F. Agneiv, branch
manager of Famous Players-Lasky. He
spent two weeks in Minnesota, his former
home. * * *

Played in Film Called "Iliad”

Joe I.yon writes to the conductor of this

column that he is not related to “Agamem-
non” of Greek fame and it’s no wonder
he writes. A proofreader inadvertently

left the word “is” out of a sentence in

these lines last week which led to Joe’s

misunderstanding. The relation established

was between Jim Bikos of Hammond and
Gary territory and “Agamemnon.” Joe
adds that he has but one brother; he is

U. S. Consul at Wilmette, 111., and who
is this fellow Agamemnon anyhow? Did
he ever swim the channel and if not did

he ever try to sell any film?
* * *

Carmel Myers whose work in “Ben Hur”
distinguishes her as an actress of calibre

was in Chicago Sunday morning on the

way East. She is under Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer contract.

i/out Best Safe-guard

Ticket RegisterJ

Ofcourse You Know
GoidScal Quality tickets

^AUTOMATIC TICKET REGISTER CORK
723 Seventh Avenue new York city



PLAYING

FIRST RUNSNOW
EVERYWHERE

IT’S

NATIONALLY
ADVERTISED

yhe Lau$i Picture of the tjear

From the comedy sensation of the stage, “AN APRIL SHOWER’
By EDGAR ALLAN WOOLF and ALEXANDER CARR

with

ALEXANDER CARR
in his best stage role



HAL ROACH Jbresents RE

fine Horse
A Drama from the History of the West

by HAL ROACH
DIRECTED AND
PRODUCED By

FREDJACKMAN

The amount ot thought that h*’

ay 1Jeas

,n,o this picture shows 'n
»

a hostU

DAILY.

Rex in
^

“The Devil Horse

prod. Hal >tnucK

Dist.; P<‘ ll< e
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The Devil Horse
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better thrJ
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?“%i«ur." in its” true,
sense.

FILM REVIEWS “VARIETY”

j scene with the star for laughs,

although not billed.

A1 Green directed the picture and
played the director in the cast.

While Al may never become the

screens most wonderful leading

man, he certainly did put this bit

\ the matter of cost "JZlla Cln-
" looks as though ft had been

put on for a little nickel. Fred.

THE DEVIL HORSE
Hal Roxrh proJucMon. released throujh
. , he nn„ itarrlnit ••Re*.” horse. Directed

v Fred JacUman. with »U>ry by Rooca
holmyrapherl by Floyd Jackman *nd

Oeorpe Stevens, with titles by Malcolm
- ‘-.1 showing In Hotel

.
kltotR

son trying to saddle the Vlld crea-

ture U Included, and gives a cork-

ing excuse Sor some broncho-bustin’

scenes the like of which the screen

haan't reproduced in many days.

"Tbs DevH Horse’ ' reel for reel.

and~ru&cTeh tjL_p# JP.qjalkl?
xakfma

CanuTCTKo' worTiTs cEamp oowboy
nnd a riding fool, la the young herd

What ho lacks In movie looks he

makes up for In his rough rldlDg.

while the dther actors of the cast

are thoroughly satisfactory.

-Rex" gives a good composite per

formance. and Insofar as tho lay

man Is concerned, he will not bother

to figure out what labor may have

been involved. He will take It for

what It appears to be—a western

story with a handsome home bj>

the leading character, and as such

It qualifies in every way.
That It »a better thanJ'Slagit w*

clone' la the mo>f supine

g^SS 3^ 81^
Jack "Wagner and Roland Asher

null

j picture Y “K'™,
nl!iv not l>e I

r.bu hero. CanuU « hc ; ,

. best actor asailah^

Fskilled horseman
a
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his is the third of the hors- .

v ,ir.«-< made by Hal Roach, tho flH

being "Kirfg of the Wild Horses" ““

"Mack Cyclone" the second.

,es "The Dev.l Horae." best
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Hal Roach made box office histoty_wlth I

his •The’Kmg'Vf Wild Horses" and repeated

the performance with "STack Cyclone. His

new horse picture^
" The' Pevll Horse/J^

[air to eclipse its predecessors, for the rea-

sons” that it boasts a much stronger story
(

and belter production than the former Rex
,

vehicles.
, „ ... ,

The Devil Horse** deals principally with

a horse's hatred of Indians, engendered by

the massacre of a wagon train party ot

pioneers and consequent mistreatment of

the h mse, then a suckling colt. Grown to

full stature, the horse preys upon nearby

> Indians, whose warlike nature causes much

t friction with federal troops.

There are thrills aplenty In this produc-

r tion. A fight between rival horses is one

e of the high lights which, while weak In

d spots, carries interest all the way. It has

r - the novelty advantage, which should make

i‘ patrons talk about It.

If you’ve played the other pictures featur-

ing lira horse, you know wffal" boxoffice

strenlthlhesq, pETures have shown. This

one Is Vetter than the .others and shoOT

prove a genuine hltTn any class house. Sell

this on the horse "ana promise Some rare

feats of horsemanship (performed by

Yakima Canutt), and some real hair-raising

situations (six reels)

“‘AMUSEMENTS”

H n
.... . u is

a-i-1 so constructed that it bi in

u i-. '.c actions of the black hoi

into the sqb-p!ot. will

;C i i.s some vicious Indians.

>. r,i..ent fort and the daughter
r.e commander.
•)i» f Prowling Wolf, a very mean

guy, is the Indian villain, and Is set

go; ting the major's girl. To do

s ho stirs many tribes into wax-
•.> Except for a wild and pre-

•ious ride made by "Rex" and
vr Garson. a frontier Bcout. they

uUl have been successful. And
it ends that GArson wins tho girl

and "Rex goes Into an equine clinch

with ' I*i«ly." a silver mare.
Previous to the beginning of the

real story, It was "planted" that

"Rex" haled Indians. As a colt hei

had been driven away from tn* boy
who j-.vlpoil milk that he might get

strom: and. fill up those awkward
legs which are the rightful, thoiigb

erstwhile, heritage of any colt.

This hoy turned out to be Carson
ninny vears later. Meantime i--

norsv h.id galloped over the piqlne

as a terror to any Indians, for he

knew t)'*-ni by smell. Garson. too.

bated th«. redskins because they bad
urdered his parents.

When "Rex" met Garson It made
. _ great scene, because the Indiana

I had bound lum end left him whtirfe

> hey knew the horse would soon

;>ear. lo oking on "Rex" iu; a fiend,

the redsltir.s naturally -expected him
to tear up Garson.

Somewhere back In the hOrk«*»

memory (which the Buhtillea log-

ically enough explain) wae the rec-

ollection of a small boy feeding a

tjny eoit with a bottle and nipple.

"Rex." instead of . tearing £\non to

places, made friends aBd before 4on£
was his pal. The situation of Oar-
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Audience Appeal: This is the

sort of picture that will come as

a grateful relief after a heavy
season of "jazzmania,’' • society

stuff and comedies. It should

evoke, by its novelty, a hearty in-

terest everywhere.
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YOUNG BLOOD
our competitors again

IN 1926-27 ...
WHY?
BECAUSE we refuse to

REST on our laurels . . .

ideas, new faces, pep, youth
THAT'S our policy
; A S striving to beat our own record !

STICK close to M-G'M
has the stars and the hits

—THE Parade of Hits
0 be glad you joined Young Blood

!

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
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Ihe UreatMastersAt7hi
OrganistsFinqerlrps With
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Write for complete details
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Theatre Organs.
TRADE MARK

The Marr & Colton Co.
Factories & General Offices

Warsaw, N. Y.
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Million dollar

names put First

National in the lead.

Hit after hit . . . week

after week ... 52 guar-

anteed winners in the

First National year.

The nation is First

National for backbone

service. Nothing can

stop First National
because nothing can

the BANNERtop
GROUP
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IT’S AN
EXHIBITOR
YEAR 1926-27 IS AN EXHIBITOR

YEAR! The exhibitor who plays

26 WARNER WINNERS during

the coming year is in line for an ava-

lanche of profits— that’s a promise!

WITH 26
WARNER
Winners
ro*1926*27

BECAUSE WARNER BROS.
ARE ABOUT TO DELIVER TO
YOU THE GREATEST GROUP
OF HIGH-POWERED PROFIT
PICTURES THAT THIS IN-
DUSTRY HAS EVER SEEN!

Warner Bros, promised you big pic-

tures—bigger pictures than you could
get anywhere else. Several of the

first are complete—we’ve seen them!

Warner Bros, said they’d be BIG

—

BUT THEY’RE GREAT!

Warner Bros, said they’d MAKE
MONEYbutTHEY’LLCLEAN UP!

Romance, melodrama, comedy

—

one after another, big box-office hits

that will pound home the fact that

1926-27 isAN EXHIBITOR YEAR
with 26 WARNER WINNERS!
If you have your dates on these 26
great pictures, you’re sitting pretty.

If you haven’t— book them now—
get your dates set now! Be ready

for your share of profits when these

pictures are released!

TheYear’s Finest Pictures 26 Warner Winners for 1926-27 Every Picture a Special in Quality

THE BRUTE with Monte Blue.

MY OFFICIAL WIFE with Irene
Rich, Conway Tearle.

THE COLLEGE WIDOW with
Patsy Ruth Miller.

HILLS OF KENTUCKY starring
Rin-Tin-Tin.

MAMA KISS PAPA with George
Sidney, Louise Fazenda, Vera
Gordon, Nat Carr and Helene
Costello.

WHAT HAPPENED TO FA-
THER with Patsy Ruth Miller.

IRISH HEARTS with Dolores
Costello.

THE CLIMBERS with Irene Rich.

WOLFSCLOTHINGwith Monte
Blue and Patsy Ruth Miller.

BITTER APPLES with Monte
Blue.

DEARIE with Louise Fazenda.

WHAT EVERY GIRL SHOULD
KNOW directed byJames Flood

ACROSS THE PACIFIC with
Monte Blue, Myma Loy, Jane
Winton.

DON’T TELL THE WIFE with
Irene Rich.

WHILE LONDON SLEEPS
Starring Rin-Tin-Tin and Helene
Costello.

MATINEE LADIES directed by
Roy Del Ruth.

THE GAY OLD BIRD with
Louise Fazenda.

THE HEART OF MARYLAND
with Dolores Costello and
Charles Emmet Mack.

WHITE FLANNELS from the in-
triguing Sat. Eve. Post story.

THE BLACK DIAMOND EX-
PRESS with Monte Blue.

A MYSTERY DRAMA, still un-
titled, by Arthur Somers Roche.

THE THIRD DEGREE with
Dolores Costello.

PRIVATE IZZY MURPHY star-

ring George Jessel, Patsy Ruth
Miller, Vera Gordon, Nat Carr.

TRACKED BY THE POLICE
starring Rin-Tin-Tin.

A MILLION BID with Dolores
Costello.

SIMPLE SIS with Louise Fazenda.
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AS the attitude of the reader is the
X Jk conclusive verdict on the merit and service of a

publication, it is with great gratification that this issue of

the Box Office Record and Equipment Index is published.

This publication was born out of the expressed insistence

of theatre owners and managers. Each succeeding issue

has met with a warmer and still warmer reception and

now as this number is being issued the publisher has be-

fore him a quantity of requests and inquiries which prom-

ise the liveliest interest that has yet attended an individual

number.

The Box Office Record and Equipment Index is a refer-

ence book of far-reaching interest and service to the the-

atre owner and to the industry generally. It contains,

first, a resume of exhibitor reports, originally appearing

in the “Exhibitors Herald” department, “What The Pic-

ture Did For Me”, which disclose definitely and conclu-

sively the entertainment value, based on box office per-

formance, of pictures issued since the publication of the

previous number; secondly, a compilation of information

of thorough and sound value to exhibitors on matters of

theatre construction, equipment, decoration and operation.

This volume represents one of the several extensions of

the HERALD service to the motion picture trade. In full

confidence of its potentialities of service to every factor in

the industry, we commend it to the careful attention of

the reader.

MARTIN J. QUIGLEY,
Publisher
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Picture Did for Me,” published semi-annually.

EDITED BY WILLIAM R. WEAVER

Published by the Exhibitors Herald Co., 407 So. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.; Martin J. Quigley, Editor and Publisher; Edwin S. Clifford,
Managing Editor; George Clifford, Business Manager.

ALOMA OF THE SOUTH SEAS, FP, Gilda

Gray, 7.—This drew and pleased much better than
I expected. Some very wonderful scenery in this

and a good cast that put over the story. Gilda

Gray does real well for the first time. Being a
Wisconsin product and well advertised, she may
be a better bet for Wisconsin exhibitors than
others, but no one will make a mistake playing
this picture as it will please most of them and
the picture is clean and O. K. (American, Wau-
toma, Wis.) Broke the ice of the 15th Birthday
Group with this as a first Mississippi showing,
and am sorry to say that it flopped at the box
office. The opinion was about 50-50, some saying
that it was too suggestive. Personally I thought
that it was a very good picture, and most inter-

esting from the very start. Scenery beautiful.

However, picture was draggy in places. Used all

kinds of advertising, but could not get it over.

Unfavorable comments hurt. (Regent, Cleveland
and Shaw, Miss.) Here is a mighty good pro-
gram picture, the exteriors very beautiful, and we
disagree with the trade paper report on this pic-

ture that the story is tawdry and slow in unfold-
ing. Expressions from our patrons indicated that
the picture was very much enjoyed. (Star, Price,

Utah.) Very good South Sea Island picture with
some marvelous scenery and a hula hula dance
that is snappy and will not offend the most pru-
dish mind. Gilda is no slouch at acting either,

and we know of several would-be stars who could
learn a trick or two from her. Rating 85 per
cent. (Rialto, Pocahontas, Iowa.) A good pic-

ture that drew good business and pleased every-
one. In fact better than they expected from that
class of picture. The movie books are a bet that
you don’t want to overlook, for they sure pull the
crowd. Play this picture big. (Bon Air, Kissim-
mee, Fla.) Fair picture but failed to draw.
(Palace, McGehee, Ark.) This flopped for me.
It is a splendid South Sea tale, but is at least
two reels too long. Nine reels is a whole lot for
exceptionally big pictures, and this does not fall

in that class. My folks did not manifest much
interest in Gilda. Sorry that I cannot urge you
to play this up like Paramount would want you to.

(Regent, Indianola, Miss.)

ARIZONA STREAK, THE, FBO, Tom Tyler,
Ada Mae Vaughn, Frankie Darro, 5 .—This is

Tom’s best to date. It’s just right, good comedy,
fine scenery and a little fighting, too much of
this gets old. (Jewel, Verndale, Minn.) This
star and his gang are coming to the front fast.
The kid and his pony make a hit with the young-
sters. Business good. (Orpheum, Kalamazoo.
Mich.) This is a dandy. Lots of comedy, and
good from start to finish. I’ve got a spot saved
in the lobby for Tom’s picture. The girls would
like to see how he looks. (Jewel, Verndale,
Minn.) Tom and his pals, the kid and horse and
dog, always put up an enjoyable evening’s enter-
tainment. (Trags, Neillsville, Wis.)

AUCTION BLOCK, THE, MG, Charles Ray,
Eleanor Boardman, Sally O’Neill, David Torrence,
6

,
200 .—This was extra good and pleasing to my

audience. Give us more like it. (Fairyland,
White Castle, La.) As good a little picture as
we have shown in years. Pleased about 100 per
cent. (Quality, Cullom, 111.) Very good. Patrons
seemed to enjoy it very much. Business about
average. (Grand, Rainier, Ore.) A picture that
is a pleasure to show. Very clever sub-titles that
will keep your audience in good humor and will
help boost your next Ray picture. (Opera House,
Brocket, N. D.) Another picture with the title
against it. Some said they expected to see a
slave market scene. However, it is an excellent
light comedy drama that pleased 90 per cent.
(Rialto, Pocahontas, Iowa) Played to a good
Sunday crowd and pleased. (Halfway, Halfway,

Abbreviations

Abbreviations used in this issue,

together with Home Office ad-
dresses of film companies desig-
nated, are as follows:

AE—Associated Exhibitors, 35 West 45th
St., New York.

CHAD—Chadwick Pictures Corp., 729
Seventh Ave., New York.

COL—Columbia Pictures Corp., 1600
Broadway, New York.

E—Educational Film Exchanges, 370 Sev-
enth Ave., New York.

FP—Famous Players-Lasky, 4S5 Fifth
Ave., New York.

FBO—Film Booking Offices, 1560 Broad-
way, New York.

FN—First National Pictures, 383 Madison
Ave., New York.

F—Fox Film Corp., West 55th St., New
York.

MG—Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Corp., 1540
B'roadway, New York.

P—Pathe Exchanges, Inc., 35 West 45th
St., New York.

PF—B. P. Schulberg Corp., 1650 Broad-
way, New York.

PL—Principal Pictures, 1540 Broadway,
New York.

PDC—Producers Distributing Corp., 469
Fifth Ave., New York.

UA—United Artists, 729 Seventh Ave.,
New York.

U—Universal Pictures, 730 Fifth Ave.,
New York.

V—Vitagraph, 1400 Locust Blvd., Brook-
lyn, N. Y.

W—Warner Brothers, 1600 Broadway,
New York.

State Right distributors desig-
nated by name.
Numerals indicate length of pic-

ture in footage or reels.

Mich.) Good picture. Pleased all. The author,
Rex Beach, helped score at the box office. (Char-
Bell, Rochester, Ind.) Here is a real picture and
C'has. Ray stages a great comeback in this pic-
ture. A light and cute little story. There are a
good many comedy scenes and Ray fits each one
with real ease and ability. Eleanor Boardman
makes a very human and fussy bride and Sally
O’Neill is immense as the small town flapper.
(Apollo, Indianapolis, Ind.) This is a splendid
program picture. Not a special. Ray can act if

the story fits him. (Silver Family, Greenville,
Mich.) Pretty good program. Good plot and
good cast well received by small attendance. Too
many doings keep the dollars rolling the other
way. So I have to be satisfied with what I get.
(Royal, Kimball, S. D.) This one satisfied the
patrons. A very good picture but no special.
First Charles Ray subject we have played for
some time. A very good story and plot to the
play, but nothing extra. (Princess, Traer, Iowa.)
A wonderful picture. A great comeback for
Charles Ray. (Benn, Philadelphia, Pa.) A
dandy picture. Charles Ray at his best. Good for
any night. (Monticello Opera House, Monticello,

la.) First Charles Ray picture for some time.
Nothing big, but I got by with it without com-
plaints. (Grand, Yoakum, Texas.) Must report
this good picture but lost money. Eleanor Board-
man is a very good actress. I feel sorry to report
but Wednesday show is always poor here. (Opera
House. Hilbert, Wis.) This is a good picture.
The title and advertising are misleading. Conse-
quently we lost. There is a lot of comedy all

through the picture. (Strand, LaVerne, Iowa.)
A good one day picture, that’s all. A light com-
edy, really very foolish. Charles Ray was very
good for a change. I hope he continues to im-
prove. He has sure been a lemon of late. Book
it. It has some good laughs. ( Bugg, Chicago, 111.)

B
BAT, THE, UA, Emily Fitzroy, Jack Pickford,

Louise Fazenda, Tullio Carminati, Robert McKim,
9.—The best mystery comedy drama I ever hope
to show. Acting superb throughout. Lighting
and photography wonderful. Played three days
and had competition every night and did good
business. (Princess, Traer, Iowa.) Fine mystery
play. Played the stage production twice to won-
derful success and found the picture living up to

every expectation. (A1 Ringling, Baraboo, Wis.)
A wonderful mystery picture, will keep them
guessing from start to finish. A picture you can
push hard and get back of good and plenty and
will stand it. Please any audience. (Gem, Hart-
ford, Kan.) Very good mystery drama, but did

not make any money. Seems like we cannot put
United Artists pictures over. (Plainview, Plain-

view, Nebr.) The best picture I ever have shown.
Buy it and step on it. Will bring them up on
the front of their seats at the climax and you
can hear one big loud “Oh” from all over your
theatre when the mask is pulled off “The Bat."

A lot of good comedy with it, also. (Perry, Dar-
lington, Mo.) Mystery. Plenty of it. And the

funny part of it is the stuff gets over and it did

better than average business for me. However,
it requires lots of exploitation to get ’em in. We
charged 10 cents more than average admission
price and had better than average number dur-

ing run. Picture makes fair entertainment and
will please most everyone. (Cozy, Winchester,

Ind.) We didn’t know our patrons wanted mys-
tery melodrama as bad as they did. Everyone
liked it, the play helped to sell it for us and the

screen service trailer was good publicity. It holds

an audience from the start to the finish and they
like it. Ours did. (Orpheum and Fotosho, Neo-
sho, Mo.) It draws well and pleases 75 per cent.

It is sold at fair price. (Texas, Grand Prairie,

Texas.) I made one favorable report on this as

being a good picture and I still say it is. But
after talking with a number of patrons I don’t

believe this is a picture that suited 50 per cent.

So I would say, small towns lay off. (Home
Town Airdome, Isabel, Kans.) Not a small town
picture. Best of its kind, but over the people’s

heads out in the sticks. Personally we think it

the peer of all mystery pictures thus far. (Rialto,

Pocahontas, Iowa.) This is a good production,

but do not consider it a small town picture. I

believe the stage play the best. (Hometown Air-

dome, Isabel, Kan.) Some mystery drama. You
never guess it until the last is shown. Very
good. (Venice, Nephi, Utah.) This is a great
mystery film and a good one, but not the big
special they try to have one believe. At the
price I paid one makes no money. That is the
trouble with this company. They ask double the
price their product is worth. (Strand, Ransom,
Kans.) This sure was a knockout. Business only
fair due to extremely hot weather. Had more
comments on this than any picture I have ever
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run. A picture that will appeal to all classes and
will please 95 per cent. (Walnut, Lawrenceburg,
Ind.)

BARRIER, THE, MG, Norman Kerry, Lionel

Barrymore, Henry Walthall, Marceline Day,
George Cooper, 6,480.—Here is a real picture with
something new and thrilling. Pleased all and
drew very good. (Crystal, Wayne, Nebr.) A very

good picture which had absolutely no drawing
power to it. Lost money on it, and yet everybody
liked it. (Star, Nashville, Mich.) A very good
picture to excellent Sunday business. Received
many good comments on this. Different from the

usual run of pictures. (Princess, Chilton, Wis.)
This is very good, only lots of the scenes were
missing on the print I got. Rex Beach’s name
draws good. (Bijou, Conway, N. H.) A good
picture which did not draw but pleased all that

came to see it. (Auditorium, Libertyville, 111.)

Good entertainment. Much better than the old

picture. The storm and ice scenes are wonderfully
well done. (Grand, Rainier, Ore.) Here is one
that should please your fans. Play it. (Halfway,
Halfway, Mich.) Good program picture. Plenty
of action and thrills. Well acted. Pleased. (Char-
Bell, Rochester, Ind.) A wonderful picture. Bar-
rymore and Walthall both fine. Storm scene and
crushing of ship in monster ice floes best ever

shown here and my patrons were 100 per cent in

praise for this picture. (Prescott, Prescott, Kan.)
Oh how they did crucify this story, and how
patrons did kick on the hodge-podge way in

which it was made. Drew fair the first night,

but “small pox” the next, but Metro-Goldwyn has
the pictures (so they say) so don’t blame them.
(Strand, Robinson, 111. A good sea story with
plenty of entertainment all the way through.
(Fairyland, White Castle, La.) Broke even. Pic-

ture was not bad but Wednesday night is always
poor in this town. (Opera House, Hilbert, Wis.)
Just a fair picture that pleased those who saw
it. We played this against the terrible heat wave.
Can’t tell about the drawing power. (Electric,

Caldwell, Kans.) A very fine program picture.

(Silver Family, Greenville, Mich.)

BEHIND THE FRONT, FP, Wallace Beery,

Raymond Hatton, Mary Brian, 6.—Best yet, bar-

ring none. Broke records of “The Freshman” and
“Charley’s Aunt,” which were top-notchers. If

you want some quick money, here is one. Step
on it and the picture will do the rest. Last but
not least, Paramount will sell it so that you will

have plenty for yourself. (Strand, Eureka, Cal.)

It’s a wow with a capital W. One of the best
comedies I ever showed. Step on it, brother ex-
hibitors. (Majestic, Mauston, Wis.) Excellent
comedy, drew best since “The Covered Wagon.”
Ran this for three days and each day the box
office showed an increase. You can push this to

the limit. (Princess, Crandon, Wis.) Great gloom
disperser. Beery walks away with the show. A
real novelty. Pleased the men 100 per cent.

Women, just fair. (Gaiety, Fredericton, N. B.

Canada.) Great. I got more laughs out of this

picture than any I ever saw. The story fine, but
no other two comedians would have done it like

this pair. If you haven’t bought it, buy it.

(Silver Family, Greenville, Mich.) When you
pass out the comedy honors for the year, don’t
forget Hatton and Beery. If they are not good,
then I hope that Aldoph Zukor pays the exhibitor

to run his pictures. This picture drew extra busi-

ness and pleased everyone that saw it. People
laughed until I thought that we would have to

declare time out until they got back to normal.
I used safety pins to replace the buttons so that
they could all get home. Run April 11-12. (Moon,
Neligh, Neb.) A clever comedy that should please

any audience. However, I am inclined to think

the producers are going to overdo the war pic-

tures. The public soon begins to tell you they

are tired of it. (Crosett, Crosett, Ark.) Boy!
Oh Boy ! How they like this one. Don’t be

afraid to step on it and give it plenty. If you
can’t put this over, close up. (Fox, Fox Lake,

111.) A picture that Paramount sold right. A
picture that Paramount advertised right. It’s a
knockout. A comedy bombshell. Tear right into

it, brother exhibitors, and you’ll have your crowds
lined up and talking about it for days. (Paralta,

Oakwood, Pa.) Comedy bombshell, just as big as

Paramount claims and probably a little bigger.

Our patrons went wild over it and the second
night showing increased over the first. Business

greater than “The Pony Express,” “Charley’s

Aunt,” “The Freshman” and a good many of

the bigger specials. Wallace Beery the whole
show, Raymond Hatton sharing honors. Wallace
Beery is due for a stream of popularity and if

some writer will head Beery in similar comedy
feature of some sort his next picture will out-

draw any Harold Lloyd comedy ever made. Buy
it and promise your patrons a real treat. Good
for any audience in any theatre and as clean as

a hound’s tooth. (Palace, Syracuse, Nebr.) Fine.

Wants
More
THE BOX OFFICE RECORD is

the handiest reference book any ex-

hibitor could use in booking pictures.

I’m hooking as few pictures as pos-

sible now, waiting for the next issue

of the RECORD. I think six months
is too long to wait for another copy
of such excellent information and I,

for at least one, would like to receive

the RECORD three times a year,

every four months, instead of every

six months.— Rialto Theatre, Chey-

enne Wells, Colo.

Not a big special but an outstanding program.

We used extra exploitation and had nice business.

Everybody pleased. Had first run in this section

so far as we know, and received fine print from
Kansas City exchange. (Majestic, Phillipsburg,

Kan.) I call this a dandy farce comedy and went
over big. Everybody enjoyed it and that’s what
counts. (Electric, Caldwell, Kan.) Being sick

in bed, didn’t see this one, but the wife said it

was a crackerjack comedy and everybody laughed

at it heartily. Business very good. Tied up with

American Legion. (Regent, Indianola, Miss.) A
knockout of a comedy. Suited for any house in

any neighborhood. If your patrons can’t get a

laugh out of this, close the house up. I ran it

two days to only a fair business, but believe me,

they had their money’s worth. Above all, book it.

(Bugg, Chicago, 111.) Pleased most everyone, a

good comedy and well done. (Grand. Creston, B.

C„ Canada.) Good or better. Has all that makes
good entertainment. Pleased all. Beery and Hat-

ton some pair. (Palace, Arkansas City, Ark.)

This was comedy that was comedy, and pleased.

Fair business. Left our patrons feeling that they

had gotten their money’s worth. (Opera House,

Plattsburgh, Mo.) Neither the glorious nor

seamy side of the great war, but a really humor-
ous side of it. Well done with so much comedy
that the house was in a continuous uproar.

Pleased 95 per cent and, as the other five per

cent expected to see a drama, it was just human
nature to crab. (Rialto, Pocahontas, Iowa.) This

drew three times as many patrons as “For Hea-

ven’s Sake” did. Many came back a second time,

which is very unusual for me. Not hilariously

funny, but creates one wave of laughter after

another from start to finish. It was sold to me
at a fair let live price. (Texas, Grand Prairie,

Tex.) Good parody of World War. Business

good. (Princess, Traer, Iowa.) Enjoyable com-

edy drama of the World War showing the sunny
side only. Drew and pleased. (S. T., Parker,

S. D.) If Beery and Hatton make one more com-

edy as good as this, Harold Lloyd might as well

take his million dollars and retire. Tie up with

the Legion and go after this one hard. The ex-

service men especially will get a big kick out

of it. (American. Manitowoc, Wis.) A very good

comedy. Give us pictures like this and enough
said. Business was very good. Had it booked

for three days and tried to keep it a week but

the print had to go up state. Wallace Beery a

wonder. (Benn, Philadelphia, Pa.) Here is a pic-

ture that will please everyone. (Opera House,

Fer.nimore, Wis.) This is a comedy that is a

comedy and it certainly pleased our patrons and

some talking yet. (Opera House, Plattsburg, Mo.)

Good comedy drama played to the smallest Satur-

day business I ever had here. Don’t see why my
patrons don’t want to see anything that looks

like a war picture. Would have been better on

week days. No good for Saturday. (Cozy, Wago-
ner, Okla.) An absolute knockout. The funniest

comedy that ever played our theatre, including

“The Freshman” and the Chaplins. Of course,

the ladies were not as loud in their praise as the

men, but they laughed just the same. If you pass

up this one you’ve missed the greatest comedy
ever filmed, bar none. (Ingram’s, Ashland, Ala.)

This picture delighted the crowd that likes come-

dies, but did not get over with those who like

the more serious things. Soldier boys saw it

three or four times and brought their friends.

Has a big appeal to the men. Wallace Beery and

Raymond Hatton are great. Tom Kennedy also

shares honors. Brought three days’ good business

for midsummer and Paramount sold this one right.

(Temple, Bellaire, Ohio.) Good. Sure brings

them in and pleases. You can buy it right and
make money on it. A comedy worth while. (Sun-

shine, Hillsboro, Ind.) We have been told that

this is a burlesque on “The Big Parade.” We
have seen both and in their class one is as great

as the other. Beery in this picture is as great
as John Gilbert in "The Big Parade.” This pic-

ture is what Beery told the little French girl,

“The cat’s ear muffs,” on any screen. It’s a
great comedy and we are still laughing at what
we did at the box office. We hope you do as well.

(Palace, Ashland, O.) Drew fair first night.

Second night poor. Can't figure it, as this is a
dandy comedy of the late war. (Reel Joy, King
City, Cal.) A delightful comedy of the sunny
side of war. Beery and Hatton a comedy team
that can’t be beat in pictures. Everybody enjoyed
this pair and business was good. Book it and
get in high. (Murray's DeFuniak Springs, Fla.)

Will rate this 50-50, according to my patrons.

Box office 75 per cent. (Electric, Burt, Iowa.)
The most talked of play this summer. The pair

of rogues are the whole show and are a scream.
This is a burlesque and depicts the sunny side

of the war and the people howled in glee at the

antics of these two troopers. Personally I thought
that keeping the two charatcers on the screen all

the time with no alternating minor plot to offset

the main plot made the picture tiresome, but my
people rose to exclaim that it was one peach of

a play so we’ll let it go at that. Book it. (Rex,
Salmon, Idaho.) Played this two nights to good
houses and it sure did send them away satisfied.

The work of this pair was very good, but I be-

lieve the picture falls a little short of the advance
advertising it had. It is no lemon, however, and
will do good business in any theatre. (Legion,

Holyrood, Kan.)

BELOW THE LINE, W, Rin Tin Tin, John
Harron, June Marlowe, Charles Conklin, Edith
Yorke, 6.—Very good. This dog is the best we’ve
ever seen. Patrons sure eat his picture up. This

one has a good plot and lots of action and com-
edy. The deputy sheriff in this is a riot. Book
it and boost it and you won’t be sorry. Fine
print. It’s a very good picture for small towns
especially. (Crown, Cedar Point, 111.) Very
good dog picture. Dog pictures go great here.

This picture ought to go good in any theatre.

(Halfway, Halfway, Mich.) Warner Bros, give

you good picture at prices that you can make a

little for your trouble. A good picture and one
that you need not feel ashamed of. Keep up the

good work, Warner Bros., and you will gain the

support of the small town exhibitor. (Para-
mount, Wyoming, 111.) This dog is a wonder.
If you are not getting his pictures, by all means
try and get them, even if you have to buy some
other good ones to get him. Warners have quite

a lot of first class pictures this year. (Colonial,

Astoria, 111.) Extra good. Drew big crowd as

he always does. Can’t go wrong on this one.

(Elk, Worland, Wyo.) A good picture that drew
well for us Saturday night. (Dixie, Winona,
Miss.) Good show. Extra business, and it’s got

a climax that will pull them right out of their

seats. (Liberty, Pasco, Wash.) A fine picture.

A wonderful dog, fine cast, and a very good house.

(San Juan, Friday Harbor, Wash.)

BEVERLY OF GRAUSTARK, MG, Marion
Davies, Antonio Moreno, 6,977.—Just about as

good a bit of entertainment as one could wish
for. Quite the best thing Miss Davies has done
from the standpoint of amusing the public. Does
not follow the book, but picture is so good on its

own merits that they don’t care. Creighton Hale,

Moreno and Roy D’Arcy are also deserving of

honorable mention, not to forget Director Sidney
Franklin. (Star, Menard, Tex.) Very good pic-

ture. This one should please any audience. Won-
derfully cast and beautifully played. Pleased 100

per cent. (Community, Redgranite, Wis.) A
very good comedy. Marion Davies very good as

the prince. Business was good. (Benn, Philadel-

phia, Pa.) Excellent. You can’t go wrong on
this one. Metro-Goldwyn looks to me like one of

the big bets this coming year. (Grand. Macon,
Mo.) A dandy nice picture that pleased every-

body. Drew better second night than the first.

It doesn’t follow the book at all, but a fine pic-

ture just the same. (Star, Nashville, Mich.) A
very fine picture. Story good, cast fine. (Silver

Family, Greenville, Mich.) Marion Davies always
well liked in any kind of a part. This one has

plenty of comedy. No special. (Pythian, Belt,

Mont.) A good picture. (Char-Bell, Rochester,

Ind.) Enjoyed by patrons and had many favor-

able comments. No kicks. Technicolor shots fine

and lend variety. Splendidly produced and fine

picture. Haven’t had a bad one from M. G. M.
for a long time. (Greenhalgh, Ferron, Utah.) A
very entertaining story that was enjoyed by all.

Balkan setting, but story fine, acting comedy good

and everybody pleased with this picture. Marion

Davies makes a fine boy and charming in colored

film. (Murray, DeFuniak Springs, Fla.) Very

good picture. Did best business of any show in

last three or four months. (Stanley, Appomattox,

Va.) The best one that I have run in the past
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twelve months. Just don’t see how they could

make one any better. It will stand all the pub-

licity and a raise in admission and they will come

out satisfied. (Dixie, Russellville, Ky.) This is

a splendid picture. Story taken from the famous

novel that has been read by everyone. This

should be a very good box office attraction for

you. Our business was exceptionally good.

(Apollo, Indianapolis, Ind.) A very good picture

but a disappointment to those who have read the

book. Good humor throughout and clever acting.

Beautiful clothes and scenes. Last reel is colored

reel which is especially beautiful. Film in excel-

lent condition. (Pastime, Stratford, S. D.) Don’t

pass this one up. It is one of the most entertain-

ing pictures of the year, and draws like a magnet.

Nuf said. (Dream, Randle, Wash.) Splendid

picture which drew and pleased. (S. T., Parker,

S. Dak.)

BEYOND THE ROCKIES, FBO, Bob Custer,

Eugenia Gilbert, 5.—A jim dandy picture without

a dull moment. Played it on Saturday to good

business. My opposition gave away five dollar

gold pieces, but it didn’t have any effect on Cus-

ter. It’s darned funny, but you can’t fool them

all the time. (Youngs, Lexington, N. C.) This

Custer is somewhat better than the last we have

been receiving and went over in pretty fair shape.

Bob, you had better stick in a little more comedy

and a little more whirlwind action or you are

liable to be one of the “hasbeens.” (Regent,

Eureka, Kan.) Patrons liked this one which hap-

pened to be our first Custer and if they are all

this good, then hunky dorey and another worry

over. (State, Tawas City, Mich.) Dandy little

action picture for Saturday night. (Trags, Neills-

ville, Wis.)

BLACKBIRD, THE, MG, Lon Chaney, Renee

Adoree, Owen Moore, 7,—Here’s a crook drama

that holds them spellbound ’til the last fadeout.

Ran this same time as New "York Capitol and got

in a few extra that hardly ever come to my show

for fear they will not see a new show. So I ad-

vertised that it was running at New York Capitol

and got a few of those that want the latest,

although they never get interested in anything

older. (Royal, Kimball, S. D.) Best of all

Chaney features. Give Lon some more crook

plays playing as his natural self. (Monticello

Opera House, Monticello, la.) You sure got to

give it to Chaney for his wonderful acting. He

is a wonder in this picture. Everybody enjoyed

it. (Benn, Philadelphia, Pa.) A very fine crook

story, all of Chaney’s pictures are worth playing.

(Silver Family, Greenville, Mich.) A good pic-

ture. Chaney fans well satisfied. (Star, Nash-

ville, Mich.) An unusually good picture with

Lon Chaney in one of his best characterizations.

But to me and to many of my patrons Renee

Adoree was the star. How about an autographed

photo to place in the lobby, Renee? (Palace,

North Rose, N. Y.) Lon Chaney wonderful actor

and all that, but his pictures do not please my
crowd. We had several ladies tell us they do not

like these crook pictures. (Bijou, Conway, N. H.)

Lon Chaney in one of his usual roles, which

appealed to people that are fond of that particular

style. Good picture, drawing to a plus audience.

(Auditorium, Libertyville, 111.) Best Chaney has

made for Metro and all I have run were fine.

He is screen’s greatest character actor, always

draws business and nearly always pleases. You
can’t go wrong on Chaney. (Pythian, Belt, Mont.)

Good role for Chaney. Everybody pleased. Busi-

ness better than usual. (Grand, Rainier, Ore.)

Our patrons like Chaney and we did fairly well

with the weather against us. Subject is well pro-

duced, has good cast, and the acting is wonder-

ful. Metro has some fine product and sold us

to conform with our conditions. This is unusual

in the wild scramble for business today, and we
appreciate it. (Majestic, Phillipsburg, Kansas.)

One of the few pictures this year that has pleased

all of my patrons. (Illinois, Sullivan, 111.)

Chaney nothing extra in the small towns. Picture

big but made for city and not small towns.

(Queen, Santa Ana. Tex.) Used this on a Sun-

day and, while it was a good picture, my patrons

do not care for a crook picture. Chaney very

good ; nevertheless I did not get many favorable

comments on this one. Have seen him in better.

(Fairyland, White Castle, La.) An excellent show

of its type and Lon Chaney is certainly to be

recommended as a character actor. He plays a

dual role, both as a crook and as the part of his

brother, crippled disjointed bishop. They show

scenes clearly where he changes from one char-

ter to the other. Lots of them told me they did

not care for the show but enjoyed the acting,

especially admirers of Lon Chaney. (Capitol,

Hartley, la.) One of Chaney’s, so it’s bound to

be good. Everyone seemed well pleased. His dual

role was well played. Chaney is truly the best

character actor of his type in filmdom. (Char-

Bell, Rochester, Ind.) Chaney draws well with

Here

It Is

Where is the new BOX OFFICE
RECORD? I feel real mean because

I never wrote to thank you for the

last one, but it’s great. Without any

doubt it is the biggest and most com-

pact help any exhibitor ever had. Just

as soon as the new issue is ready,

remember that I want one.— Emi-

nence Theatre, Eminence, Ky.

some of the males, but I am firmly convinced

that he keeps most of the fair sex away and

after all they usually bring the men. This pic-

ture is fair of its kind, but my patrons (espe-

cially women) don’t like the kind. (Strand, Rob-

inson, 111.) Patrons liked Chaney in this role.

Drew better than average. Interest well sustained.

Good production. It pleased. (Gaiety, Frederic-

ton, N. B., Canada.) Not Chaney’s best, but a

good picture that drew well for us. Chaney well

liked here. (Dixie, Winona, Miss.) Did not

register at the box office, but picture was good.

(Opera House, Hilbert, Wis.) Good crook drama,

fairly well liked. (Community, David City, Nebr.)

BLACK PARADISE, F, Madge Bellamy, Leslie

Fenton, Edmund Lowe, 4,962.—A good picture.

Pleased 90 per cent. Great volcano eruption,

should please any place. (Perry, Darlington. Mo.)

Good picture. The volcano eruption scenes are

very good. Held interest of our audience. Busi-

ness poor. (New, Kalamazoo, Mich.) This is

very good and registered fairly well at the box

office. (Randle, Randle, Wash.)

BLIND GODDESS, THE, FP, Louise Dresser,

Ernest Torrence, Jack Holt, Esther Ralston, 8.

One of the extra good dramatic stories of the

year in which the acting honors are carried away

by Louise Dresser and Ernest Torrence. Has lots

of comedy and pleasing situations in the first

part and some wonderful dramatic work near the

close. All the characters are well drawn and the

story convincing and interest holding until the

last. (Temple, Bellaire, Ohio.) A good ordinary

picture. No special. A flop in Dothan, Ala.

Ran two days at 10c and 35c. Admission 35c

the cause for rotten business. They are not

going to pay 35c and over to see pictures. Pic-

ture too long, also. (Alcazar, Dothan, Ala.)

Louise Dresser isn’t the star of this picture, but

she should be. A really high class drama that

plays havoc with the emotions if one is inclined

toward the mother-love theme. Miss Dresser does

a splendid character part that is a revelation and

we heard many comments on her work. Rest

of cast O. K. Pleased ninety-five per cent here

and should appeal to any class of audience. (Re-

ported by Gustave A. Dorn.) (Rialto, Pocahontas,

Iowa.) A real dramatic success with Jack Holt

at his best, as were the balance of the very good

cast. Ernest Torrence has a definite place in the

esteem of the audience, especially in a bit like

the one in this picture. There have been many
times when the audience was satisfied when they

killed him off, but in this one they were sorry

when he passed out. Esther Ralston was brilliant

in her role of daughter. Charles Lane as the

judge has not a fat part but was very good in

the bit that he had. Not satisfactory at the box

office. This the first night of the run, but the

picture is among the best that we have played

from the new Paramount’s and we hope they

keep up the stride. Business is away below nor-

mal in this town ; the old porch chair too com-

fortable, too many autos, roads too good, and lake

business cuts into it. (Columbia, Columbia City,

Ind.) One of the most interesting entertaining

pictures produced this year. A real good one and

only wish that there were many more like it. A
good mystery plot, comedy, suspense and every-

thing. (American, Wautoma, Wis.) Splendid

picture. All four in lead, Jack Holt, Esther

Ralston, Ernest Torrence and Louise Dresser do

wonderful work. If we could have known how
good this was, would have used for Sunday or

special dating. (S. T., Parker, S. D.) This is a

picture. Wonderful cast including Ernest Tor-

rence and Louise Dresser. Fine acting. Court

scenes excellent. Something a little different.

Boost it. (Empress, Akron, Iowa.) As fine a

picture as I have ever shown, but I starved to

death because I played it ahead of the larger

towns. Lost my pants on this one. (Reel Joy,

King City, Cal.) Mark this one down as extra

good. It will stand a raise. Nothing but praise

from my patrons. This fellow Jack Holt always

draws a crowd and if the picture won’t stand up

Jack will. It’s a two day show in small towns.

The advertising matter is very poor on it. (Dixie,

Russellville, Ky.) A splendid picture from every

standpoint, but a picture that is hard to get the

people in to see. I lost money on it. What few

that did come out certainly enjoyed it. You can

step on it, and it will stand up. (Electric, Cald-

well. Kan.) Go for this one, boys. You can't

give it too much publicity. Only don’t pay too

much for it. I only wish I had more like this

one, as my patrons sat through this one without

a kick (unusual). Jack Holt lives a natural life

in this picture through and through. (Badin,

Badin, N. C.) A great picture. It has an

abundance of thrills, comedy and tense acting.

Cast, well look them over. You know what

Ernest Torrence means to the box office, and

Esther Ralston is a sure star. She is one of the

most attractive blond beauties of the screen. Jack

Holt and Louise Dresser are also exceptionally

good. Don’t be afraid of this one. (Apollo, In-

dianapolis, Ind.) Step on it. One of the most

interesting pictures Paramount has made for some

time Will hold anyone’s attention from begin-

ning to end. (K. P., Pittsfield, 111.) You will

never screen many as good as this. (Texas,

Grand Prairie, Texas.)

BLUE BLAZES, U, Pete Morrison, Barbara

Starr, Jimmy Walsh, 4,750.—Did well on it. A
very good western. Something different from the

general run. (Muse U, Tularosa, N. Mex.) An-

other of the cheap program Westerns. Too much

play on the posters with the line "and his wonder

horse. Lightning.” The horse did nothing more

than any old plug. Had some splendid scenery,

but usual story. (S. T., Parker, S. D.) Good

program and good business. Played this picture

with “The Riddle Rider,” Chapter 13. Good serial

and good business. (American, Scofield. Utah.)

Very good action Western. (Grand, Rainier, Ore.)

Fair Western that went over good. Pete is well

liked here. (Palace, Beckley, W. Va.) This is

good enough of its type and will fill in for a

Saturday program all right. A peppy five reel

Western. (Grand, Pierre, S. D.)

BLUE STREAK, THE, FBO, Richard Talmadge,

Louise Lorraine, Charles Clary, 5.—Did an ex-

cellent Saturday night business on this one against

strong opposition. Many people here prefer him

to Tom Mix. Plenty of action in this picture, but

not the ordinary stuff, a picture with a punch.

If your people appreciate westerns they will like

this, but watch the paper. It is not much. (Bon

Air, Kissimmee, Fla.) A real good Talmadge

picture with some tumbling in a couple of places

but it lacked the Talmadge stunts. (De Luxe,

Somerville, Kan.)

BOOB, THE, MG, George K. Arthur, 6.—Good

comedy of program caliber to average business.

(Grand, Rainier, Ore.) Not much to it. Some

comedy. Impossible hero, or whatever the boob

may be called. (
Pythian. Belt, Mont.) A few

more like this and Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer will in-

deed be the talk of the industry. Just about the

most silly and insane thing we have had to foist

on the public of late. Many walkouts and much

razzing on this one. (Strand, Robinson, 111.)

Picture well named. The poorest from Metro-

Goldwyn so far with the exception of "The Great

Love.” They should shelve this one. One would

surely think an amateur directed it. Patrons did

not hesitate to tell us they thought it was awful.

(Majestic & Airdome, Las Vegas, Nev.) Can’t

give this one much. It was supposed to be a

comedy but it did not get over as such. Too

long drawn out and silly. Not many came and

I am glad they didn’t. I like to please my pa-

trons when I get them in the house. (Palace,

Littlefield, Tex.)

BORDER SHERIFF, THE, U, Jack Hoxie, Olive

Hasbrouck, Gilbert Holmes, 4,438.—Very good ac-

tion western. Pee Wee Holmes in the cast gives

some good comedy touches. Business fair. (Grand,

Rainier, Ore.) Another Hoxie that pleased and

drew good. Not a dull moment in the picture.

Hoxie is getting better and better as he goes.

(Khattar’s, Sydney, N. S., Canada.) Jack is

always good for me and this is an average Hoxie.

Print not so good. (City, Lafayette, Ala.) Went
over very well, and seemed to please. (Audito-

rium, Nappanee, Ind.) Fair Western but these

Blue Streak westerns have the same scenery

through all and spoils it. Looks like they could

use another farmhouse at least. (Royal, Fair-

mount, Ind.) A good western picture. (Silver

Family. Greenville, Mich.) Very nice little west-

ern with lots of comedy in it and plenty action.

Good for small towns. (Royal, Kimball, So. Dak.)

BORN TO BATTLE, FBO, Bob Custer, Jean

Arthur, Frankie Darro, 5.—If you want to put in

a balcony, book this picture and let your patrons

raise the roof with joy. (Orpheum, Oelwein, la.)
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Tom Tyler and his little pal Frankie Darro are

good in this. Little Frankie equal to any child

player on screen. (Dawson. Dawson, Tex.) I

think one of the poorest pictures I ever saw. It

seemed to me three reels. (Electric. Caldwell,

Kan.) Another rattling good one from the most
popular Western gang the screen has known.
Tyler and his pals always please here and this

was no exception. You are missing a real bet if

you overlook this series. (Ingram’s, Ashland,
Ala.) This is the first Tyler picture we have
played and it seemed to give general satisfaction.

The kid made nearly as big a hit as the star.

(Community, Minneota, Minn.) A splendid en-

tertainer. Tyler and his gang are a good buy
for any house. They want action pictures. (Silver

Family, Greenville, Mich.) Good picture. Tyler
is better every time he plays. Every one likes

him here. (Palace, Naples, Tex.) Very satisfac-

tory. Just what it purported to be, a good
snappy western. (Arcadia, Vandergrift, Pa.)

Okay, Tom has fine support in the kid and the

dog. Not a knockout, but will give your patrons
plenty of entertainment. (Selk, Scotia, Neb.)

My first one of this star and must say that it

was good. Rather light story but contained good
comedy to overcome that. Being a new star,

"bucking” a church revival, it only did fair at

the ibox office. From the reports, believe his first

two pictures are better yet. F. B. O. pictures

cannot be beat for a small town. Get it ; it will

please. New print. (Liberty, Pleasanton, Neb.)
About the best Tyler picture which we have used.

Tyler, Frankie Darro and the gang are good as

usual. There is also a good burro in the picture
which adds much comedy. The dog, “Sitting
Bull,” is excellent. Jean Arthur has the femi-
nine lead and she does it well enough. Don't
fail to buy the Tyler attractions. (Rialto, Sharon,
Wis.) Here is a coming star, I believe. A real

good looking chap and can fight, etc. Keep him
in good stories and I believe he will be right at

the top before long. I want to say right here
that the best prints in the world come from
F. B. O., not a scratch, patch or blemish have I

ever noticed in one of their prints. Five reels.

(Star, Tuckerman, Ark.)

BORN TO THE WEST, FP, Jack Holt, Ray-
mond Hatton, Margaret Morris, George Seigmann,
Arlette Marchal, 7.—A Zane Grey picture which
always goes over well. One of the best of all the
Jack Holt photoplays. Pleased my patrons.
(Electric, Caldwell, Kans.) A top notch Grey
picture that brought me a capacity house on the
hottest night this summer. There’s no getting
around it, Paramount has the pictures and sells

them at a price a small exhibitor can keep a
little for himself. I might add here that I am
still hauling my patrons in busses and business is

becoming better all the time. Why not, when
you can ride fifteen miles and see a show like the
above for a quarter? It makes me a nice little

bit of extra jack, too, so everybody’s happy.
(Strand, Elizabethtown, Ind.) A very fine west-
ern, well acted, good photography, and in all, a
very pleading picture. (Empress, Akron, la.)

Played this against stiff outdoor opposition, so

did not do so well, but the picture is there from
a standpoint of production, direction and Zane
Grey pull. This director, while a newcomer, sure
will bear watching, and unless I miss my guess
we will hear from him in the future. He certainly
shows wonderful ability in this production.
(Strand, Robinson, 111.) Very good western, to
very good business. (Badger, Reedsburgh, Wis.)
Who said Paramount couldn’t make a wild west-
ern ? My screen is yet quivering from the action
in this. A new fight every 100 feet, and drip
pans were placed under the screen to catch the
blood. Raymond Hatton furnishes the comedy.
(Texas, Grand Prairie, Texas.) A very ordinary
Zane Grey story that drew exceedingly well, but
only gave fair satisfaction. (Eminence, Emi-
nence, Ky.) Just as good as they make them.
A dandy picture from Zane Grey’s latest story
and with a fine cast. Played this one Saturday
and wanted to kick myself for wasting it that
way, as it is good enough for two days in any
theatre. (Ingram’s Ashland, Ala.) Some of our
patrons remarked they got a real insight on Jack's
personality in this, his latest picture: saying that
he seemed more personable than ever before. A
splendid picture but why more money for Zane
Grey? His name doesn’t pull like it used to.

(Rialto, Pocahontas, Iowa.) A great western pic-
ture. One of the best pictures we have had for
a long time. (Benn, Philadelphia, Pa.) Some
of the critics call this another dreary Zane Grey
story but our audience seemed to enjoy every
minute of it. Would say it was a dandy good
western picture with Jack Holt at his best. Some
excellent comedy by Raymond Hatton and Tom
Kennedy that gets a roar. Action is fast and
along the lines of the Grey western stories. Drew
a little extra business and that counts. (Temple,
Bellaire, Ohio.)

Best Offer in

the Industry
Enclosed find check for subscrip-

tion to the HERALD. I understand
this entitles me to the BOX OFFICE
RECORD. I think this is the best

offer any concern (film or publishing
company) has given the exhibitors.

—

Liberty Theatre, Industry, 111.

BRIDE OF THE STORM, W, Dolores Costello,

John Harron, Otto Matieson, Tyrone Power, 7.

—

A very good picture which drew extra business.

(Star, Nashville, Mich.) Seven reels of agony,
misery, abuse, etc., but very thrilling. How
human beings (outside of the film companies) can
be so cruel really seems impossible. Dolores is

very good, but not for the box office as yet. Did
only a fair business. (Bugg, Chicago, III.) Good.
Can’t call this a special, but a mighty good pro-

gram picture. (Walnut, Lawrenceburg, Ind.)

Fair. Nothing to go wild about but a fair picture.

(Eagle, Eagle River, Wis.) A fine program pic-

ture. (Silver Family. Greenville, Mich.) Con-
demned by censors. (Monarch, Edmonton, Alta.)

BROADWAY GALLANT, A, FBO, Richard Tal-

madge, Clara Horton, 6.—This is the best Tal-

madge to date. Everybody liked it. So many dif-

ferent stunts to keep one interested. More like it

will keep Talmadge right at the top. I was be-

ginning to get tired of Talmadge, to a great ex-

tent on account of the poor stories and the same
stunts being worked over and over, but this pic-

ture changed my opinion of him. (Star, Tucker-
man, Ark.) The best stunt picture I have ever

had. It pleased 100 per cent. Talmadge always
pleases my crowd. Good print. (Miers, Scho-

harie, N. Y.)

BROWN DERBY, THE, FN, Johnny Hines,

Flora Finch, Diana Kane, Bob Slater, Herbert
Standing, 7.—The best Hines from First National

or any other releasing company. Step on it if

Johnny means anything in your town. (K. P.,

Pittsfield, 111.) Good drawing card. Pulled good

business. (Opposition had “The Bat” on against

it at 25 cents admission, but it failed to draw.)

(Badger, Reedsburg, Wis.) This could have been

easily done in five reels, but they will drag them
out. However, ’tis good comedy, far-fetched, with

several situations that will tickle the risibilities.

Hines is always good, it’s his vehicles that are

not. (Rialto, Pocahontas, Iowa.)

BROWN OF HARVARD, MG, William Haines,

Mary Brian, Jack Pickford, Mary Alden, Ernest
Torrence, 7,941.—We have had what we thought
were real knockouts in “The Midshipman,” “His
Secretary” and “Excuse Me,” but in this picture

Metro scores an absolute wow 1 As good as

Novarro was in "The Midshipman,” Haines out-

does his performance in “Brown of Harvard.”
Jack Pickford has an absolutely perfect role in

“Jed Doolittle,” while Mary Brian and Francis X.

Bushman, Jr., are exceptionally good in the other

important roles. The story is good, and the pic-

ture is just crammed with comedy, action, thrills

and pathos. The crew race and the football

scenes are worth going a long way to see. Book
this picture and then tell your patrons and every-

body within 20 miles that you have the best pic-

ture they will see in, many moons. If you can’t

please them with this, just call the undertaker
and tell him to hop to it (for they are sure dead
ones). So far this is all my personal opinion,

but from the reports I think I have been some-
what backward in giving this picture its due.

Some said the best picture ever shown here

:

others said as good as any they had ever seen

;

while still others reported that for real down-
right entertainment it had even "The Covered
Wagon,” “The Ten Commandments” and “The
Sea Hawk” cheated. Good for Sunday. Special ?

You bet. You tell ’em brother, words fail me.
(Community, Surprise, Nebr.) The outstanding
picture of the year. Broke Sunday’s record. Even
better than “The Ten Commandments” of a year
ago. Jack Pickford plays the best role of his

career. (K. P., Pittsfield, 111.) Great show, ac-

tion, thrills, comedy. Best football game in a
long time. Play it and step on it. (Pythian,

Belt, Mont.) Exceptionally good and now that

the football season will soon be upon us, it

should be even better business. (Odeon, Chand-
ler, Okla.) A splendid picture, but not sold to

the general public. Hence it may be hard to get

them cut. It certainly pleased all who saw it.

(Electric, Caldwell, Kan.) If there ever was a
better show than this one, they have to make it

first. I just have to approve the few reports that

I read on this, that it is the best picture I have

seen, and I run all the good ones, with excep-

tion of a few that don’t get me any money on

account of high rental and costume stuff. (Royal.

Kimball, S. Dak.) One of the best pictures we
have had this season, both as to drawing power

and entertainment. (Auditorium, Libertyville,

111.) A clean, lively picture, cleverly showing

college life in its many shapes. A photoplay that

appeals to all ages and classes and we consider

it an A-l picture. (Photodrome, Richmond, 111.)

A 100 per cent picture. More entertainment in

it than Lloyd’s “Freshman.” (Strand, Grinnell,

Iowa.) A very clever picture that please all

classes. Would have been a clean-up during foot-

ball season, but unfortunately I had a big car-

nival against me and, of course, registered poorly.

However, it was a pleasure to meet them coming

out and receive the many “fine shows,” etc., etc.

The director. Jack Conway, as well as the gag

man, etc., sure know their stuff in putting this

picture together. (Strand, Robinson, III.) A
wonderful football picture of college life. It

sure is a knockout. Business was good. (Benn,

Philadelphia, Pa.) 'This is a real picture and

would come, in my mind, as good as Lloyd’s “The

Freshman.” Book it. (Riviera, Anderson, Ind.)

Hats off to Metro Goldwyn ! Here’s a real honest-

to-goodness movie. If you can’t please ’em all

with this one, better close up shop. Tonic for

the box office. (Gaiety, Fredericton, N. B., Can-

ada.) Very good football story. The entire cast

all took their parts very well, making this a

much better show than their usual run. (Pleasure,

Sanborn, Minn.) Here is another knockout. The

S. R. O. sign went up before the picture started

and the house was kept in an uproar during the

entire performance. Film in fine condition and

boat races and football scenes up close and extra

good. Comedy situations throughout. (Prescott,

Prescott, Kan.) A whale of a knockout. Pleased

everyone here and .did well at the box office.

(Grand, Rainier, Ore.) A great picture, better

than lots of the so-called specials. (Silver Family,

Greenville, Mich.) Amusing, exhilarating and as

fine a type of modern college story as was ever

shown on the screen. (Victory, Napoleonville,

La.) Good enough for any theatre. The picture

received many compliments from our patrons.

(Crossett. Crossett, Ark.) Very pleasing. (Texas

Grand Prairie, Tex.) As good as the so-called

best and will make you a bucket of coal. Go

after it hard. (Eagle, Eagle River, Wis.) A
100 per cent picture. It makes you feel proud to

shake hands with your patrons as they walk out.

(Electric, Burt, Iowa.) It is a good picture but

a long way frem being a big one. It lacks too

much for that. It does not begin to compare with

“The Freshman.” The advertising said the crowds

would stand up and cheer, but I didn't notice

anyone being very hoarse when they came out.

The hero played a part that made one want to

slap him whenever he appeared on the screen.

He was one of those cuties, and as such did not

arouse the sympathies of the audience. Jack

Pickford and Mary Brian were wonderful. (Star,

Nashville, Mich.)

BUFFALO BILL ON THE U. P. TRAIL, Sun-

set, Roy Stewart, 6.—With a title of this kind it

should be a great picture. But it is not. Very

ordinary. I put a good picture with it and made
some money. Make a double bill. This will

draw, but it will not satisfy the majority. (Rich,

Montpelier, Idaho.) This is one of the biggest

fakes we have ever viewed. Such a wonderful

subject to be abused so ridiculously. The subject

could be reproduced as big and glorious as “Cov-

ered Wagon.” A much better picture could have

been made than this amateur special. There’s

six of these Sunset Specials. We hope to see no

more. (Rex, Madisonville, Tex.) Liked very

well by my Western fans on Saturday night. No
special, just Western program picture. (Starland,

Stockbridge, Mich.)

c
CAVE MAN, THE, W, Marie Prevost, Matt

Moore, John Patrick, Hedda Hopper, Phyllis

Haver, 7.—This is a dandy little comedy drama,

somewhat improbable but good entertainment.

Marie Prevost very pretty and attractive, but

Moore runs away with the picture. (Bijou,

Beach, N. D.) A very good comedy, exception-

ally well produced. Plenty of everything in this

picture. Bathing girls and fashion scenes very

pleasing to the eye. For some reason it did no

business. Why, I cannot tell you. It’s really

good attraction. Book it. (Bugg, Chicago, 111.)

A nice program that pleased but failed to draw.

(Star, Nashville, Mich.) Reason theatres close

their doors. Couldn’t drag them in. Moore in

“Bunker Bean” killed him. It’s another poor

service picture. (Monarch, Edmonton, Alta.,

Canada.) A dandy program picture. If they
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don’t laugh at this, they’re not wise. Pleased
everyone. (Khattar’s, Sydney, N. S., Canada.)
A knockout. Miss Prevost and Moore sure strut

their stuff in this one. Drew well and pleased

100 per cent. Good print. (Isis, Lockney, Tex.)
Good picture and pleased all. However, lost. Did
not profit. No business. (Plaza, Chicago, III.)

Very good picture and can be bought right. Will
please 85 per cent of your people. (Eagle, Eagle
River, Wis.)

CHIP OF THE FLYING U, U, Hoot Gibson,
Virginia Browne Faire, Philo McCullough, DeWitt
Jennings, Pee Wee Holmes, 6,590 Something
different, plenty of comedy, with enough western
atmosphere to please regular Hoot fans. The old

worn out mine and mortgage stuff is minus in

this picture, which is a welcome relief. With
First National and Metro-Goldwyn on the market
with Westerns, it looks like a back seat for so-

ciety stuff this year. (Palace, Syracuse, Nebr.)
The hest Gibson I have played. Fine story, well
acted, and plenty of comedy. (Empress, Akron,
la.) A splendid Western ; lots of action and com-
edy. (Silver Family, Greenville, Mich.) Good
Friday and Saturday business and lots of com-
pliments on this. Lots of comedy in it. Nobody
killed. Ideal entertainment for my people.

(Pastime, Mason, Mich.) Hoot surely made a hit

in this picture, as it pleased the people as well
as at the box office. I would rate it as one of

the best. (Auditorium, Nappanee, Ind.) Broke
house record for the last six months. (Rialto,

Pecos, Tex.) There is plenty of good clean com-
edy in this feature, but the plot is very slight.

It would make a good feature for a double bill.

My people are too discriminating for such a thin
story, and I never could make money on a Gib-
son or any other western star. (Rialto, Lady-
smith, B. C., Canada.) This is some picture, and
will say that I had two good houses, considering
the fact that a farmers’ picnic was in progress in
a neighboring town. Hoot is a good bet for me,
but the price is a little stiff in hot weather. (Oak,
Oakdale, Nebr.) Broke all house records for the
past six years. Used no special advertising. A
picture of action, comedy, thrills. Will stand up
to the limit. Give us more like it. (Muse U,
Tularosa, N. Mex.) Consider this the best picture
Hoot has made for a long time. Support and
direction very good. Business above the average.
(Orpheum, Kalamazoo, Mich.) I actually believe
this to be the finest picture Gibson ever made.
It’s a good western with lots of comedy in it,

and that’s what pleases the people. (Grand,
Springfield, Minn.) One of Hoot’s best. Good
for two days. (Starland, Stoekbridge, Mich.)
This one pleased more of Hoot’s fans than all his
others put together. One of the biggest box
office bets in Westerns. Broke all Monday rec-
ords. (K. P., Pittsfield, 111.) Did very fine on
this picture. Best I have ever done on a Gibson.
Most popular star I have. (Princess, Sanderson,
Tex.) Houses who play Westerns should not
overlook this. It’s a great picture of its type and
a money maker. Small towns will hit it up. It’s
a Joe Dandy. (Rich, Montpelier, Idaho.) A
splendid picture from an entertaining standpoint.
My patrons went out well pleased. (Electric,
Caldwell, Kan.) The 'best Hoot Gibson picture I
ever played, and I have shown many of them.
Drew a big crowd and it certainly did please
them. Lots of good comedy by the supporting
cast, which helps put it over big. Step on this
one sure. (American, Wautoma, Wis.) Better
than any Western Universal has ever put out, or
any other producer. Get on it, brother, don’t
spare the dollars. It is sure a world winner.
Any of you who haven’t it booked, try and get it.

It’s good for any town, but don’t let the so-called
high powered salesmen stick you for it. But be
fair with them. That was my case until they
gave me an adjustment. (Rex, Newport, Wash.)
This is a knockout. I sat in the box office and
counted between the laughs and can say that every
ten seconds they laughed and then half-way be-
tween they gave a good snicker. Everyone, al-
most, has read the book and those who haven’t
will hear about it from those who have. Book
it and bill it. (Palace, Wortham, Tex.) Good
fast picture. Lots of good comedy and thrills.
Well liked by all. (Plaza, Chicago, 111.) Went
over in grand style and people liked it very much.
This is the kind for Hoot. (Princess. Elwood,
Ind.) This is sure a fine picture. Drew splendid
business and pleased as near 100 per cent as
anything we have had for some time. (Grand,
Rainier, Ore.) This is a dandy but they all like
Hoot here and of course most had read the book,
so wanted to see the show. (Crystal, Peru, Nebr.)
One of Hoot’s best. Not a murder or ruined
woman in it, but full of laughs and real enter-
tainment from first to last. (Dawson, Dawson,
Tex.) This picture is very good. Had quite a
few come back the second night to see the picture
again. Clean and the comedy in this is great.
Equal to many of Reginald Denny’s, which are

It’s Issued

Twice a Year
We received the BOX OFFICE

RECORD and a good film salesman
carried it off, so we did not get much
good out of it. We presume you will

send us another when the next issue

is off the press.—Strand Theatre, Cov-
ington, Ky.

always good. (Cozy, Fayette, la.) Good picture

liked by kids and rural patrons. A book that lots

of people had read and they liked the picture.

(Strand, Newman Grove, Nebr.) This picture

went over good on account of most people having
read the book. A good Western picture with
plenty of good clean fun. (Rialto, Hammon,
Okla.) Best Gibson on the 1926 program. Drew
well and pleased. (S. T., Parker, S. D.) The
biggest drawing picture Hoot ever made. If they
don’t like this one, tell them to go jump in the

lake. They’re in the list of the money makers
for May. (Marshalltown, Iowa.) An above the
average Western that will draw those who have
read the book, and others will like it, too. Good
Saturday picture for the smaller towns. (Rialto,

Pocahontas, Iowa.) Is it good? Well I guess
so. Turn to back numbers of the Herald and see

how many bad reports on this. The best of this

star, bar none. Clean as a chicken bone and will

do you good to hear a full house laugh and enjoy
themselves 100 per cent. (Patriot, Patriot, Ind.)

CLASH OF THE WOLVES, THE, W, Rin Tin
Tin, June Marlowe, Charles Farrell, Heinic Conk-
lin, 6,500.—I was surprised the way this pulled
the country people. They went home pleased and
second night was better than first. Comedy
touches help it along. Dog sure had good direc-

tion. (The Play House, Fairhope, Ala.) Good dog
picture. Western scenes makes this a dog West-
erner. (Shuler, Raton, N. M.) A splendid enter-
tainment. The dog a wonder. Cast fair. Gave
100 per cent satisfaction. (Silver Family, Green-
ville, Mich.) Another good picture of Rin Tin
Tin. Plenty of action and laughs. The people
here like to see Rin Tin Tin. Good cast. (Falls,

Niagara Falls, N. Y.) Here is a knockout pro-
duction, a wonderful picture. You can’t go wrong.
Boost it. I played it on a rainy night and made
money. (Opera House, Hilbert, Wis.) A good
picture, but they liked “The Night Cry” better.

I have good crowds on every dog picture. (Pop-
ular, St. Cloud, Fla.) The public seems to like

these dog stories better than anything else. This
one brought them out and pleased them. (Half-
way, Halfway, Mich.) I did a very good business
on this picture but could do more if my compe-
tion hadn’t had first run. Book this picture ; it’s

100 per cent. Well liked by my patrons. (Lin-
coln, Milwaukee, Wis.) A knockout. Business
poor, but not on account of the picture. Adver-
tising matter on this picture is also good. War-
ner Bros, make some real pictures and hardly
ever a bad one, but they have one they call “His
Majesty Bunker Bean” that you had better let

them keep. (New, Manila, Ark.) These Rin Tin
Tin pictures go over big for me. They contain
lots of comedy and old hokum, but make good
entertainment. (Palace, Waupaca, Wis.) Smash-
ing, dashing rawn-tawn-tawn. He did enough
running in this one to kill the average dog. A
mighty fine offering and a box office bet. (Ma-
jestic, Reedsburg, Wis.) Very fine picture. This
dog is the best by far. (Empress, Akron, la.)
One of Rin Tin Tin’s best. Fast and snappy
throughout. Advertising matter on this is good
and catchy. Don’t be afraid of this. (Khattar’s,
Sydney, N. S., Canada.)

CLOUD RIDER, THE, FBO, A1 Wilson, Vir-
ginia Lee Corbin, Helen Ferguson, 5.—No plot,
just a bunch of stunts. (Royal, Gardner, Kan.)
Would have been better without the unnecessary
half dressed effects in several places, but if you
run Sennett comedies your audience is already
used to all that sort of thing. Still, it detracts
from a feature. The midnight bathing pool
scene had been cut from our copy, for which we
were thankful. (Majestic, Weiner, Ark.) Nice
little program picture. The little girl is a sweet
little thing. (Palace, Seadrift, Tex.) Plenty of
good thrills. It’s a good Saturday night regular,
devoid of any plot. (Crystal, Tombstone, Ariz.)
Good crook story with plenty of thrills. (Photo-
play, Ashland, Kan.)

COHENS AND THE KELLYS, THE, U, Charlie
Murray, George Sidney, Vera Gordon, Kate Price,
Olive Hasbrouck, Jason Robards, Nat Carr, 7,774.—We wish to congratulate Carl Laemmle on se-

curing this feature. It is certainly a knockout.
The best thing in many months. Not the scream
of clear comedy that we found in “Charley’s
Aunt,” but it is either a tear, chuckle or laugh
from start to finish and sends them out glad
that they came. Brother exhibitors, book this one
and then “step on it.” It packs an awful wallop
and will please 100 per cent. Advertise it as a
screen rival of the famous stage play, “Abie’s

Irish Rose.” (Maple Rapids, Mich.) A very
good feature. Most all the Universal Jewels

are good. (Opera House, Marion, Wis.) This
is one of the best Universal has ever made and
one of the best comedy features of the year, bar
none. Do not pass this up. If you can get it

reasonably you can step on the gas. Brothers,

it’s a sure winner. Didn’t do very good on it,

but the conditions of my town are such that I

just got general patronage. Better than any
other picture. If the producer would cut out the
so-called high powered salesmen and give the

exhibitor a fair break and make more like “The
Cohans and the Kellys” the theatregoer wouldn’t
criticize the picture houses. (Rex, Newport,
Wash.) A 100 per cent comedy. It broke house
records and it should do the same wherever it

will be played. We had to call the police de-

partment to help hold back the crowds the last

night of the show. People were saying it was
worth while fighting to get in to see the picture.

All the stars at their best. A wonderful cast.

Business excellent. (Benn, Philadelphia, Pa.)

best comedy we have had this year. Everybody
delighted. Drew well in spite of exceptionally

warm spell. (Grand, Rainier, Ore.) A fine pic-

ture from every standpoint. Give us more like it.

(Starland, Stoekbridge, Mich.) One of the best

pictures I ever played, from an entertaining

standpoint. You will have to sell it yourself ; not

sold to the general public by the producer. (Ri-

alto, Sharon, Wis.) This one is O. K. Pleased

all and drew good. Don’t be afraid to step on it.

(Dixie, Winona, Miss.) This is a dandy. It will

get the dough, too. Uncle Carl didn’t fool us
when he made this one. (Dream, Onalaska.

Wash.) A knockout. It drew better and gained
better satisfaction than the high priced specials.

Universal has been giving consistent satisfaction.

Raised admission 20c and 30c on this. (Badger,

Reedsburg, Wis.) One of the most enjoyable

pictures I’ve had the good fortune to run, and
one of the poorest box office receipts I’ve had the

misfortune to count. Patterned after “Abie’s

Irish Rose” of stage fame. It would be hard to

tell who secured the biggest hit, the Jewish fam-
ily or the Irish family. By all means run it.

(Eminence, Eminence, Ky.) A knockout from
every angle. You can’t over-advertise this one.

Will easily stand a boost in admission price and
that’s only half, it will satisfy. If you have
played “Mike,” as I have, and charged extra,

play this one and square yourself with your pa-
trons, and that’s no joke. Any reel of this is

funnier than all seven of “Mike.” (Empress,
Akron, la.) This is a knockout and the first and
only picture that ever created “town talk.” Was
sold us at a program price, but we would have
been willing to accept it as a “superspecial.”

(Rialto, Pecos, Tex.) It’s all they’ve said about
it, a natural knockout. Sidney, Murray and Vera
Gordon just fine ; a picture that should go over
in any town, and I see that it is doing just that.

(Star, Menard, Texas.) Here at last is the perfect

picture ; acting direction, flawless comedy, drama,
etc. When you get this picture shout it from
the house tops. It is one of those few pictures

that pleases every kind of picture fan. This is

the first Universal picture that I have made
money on. (Rialto, Ladyworth, B. C., Canada.)
We did well on this picture and it is exception-

ally good. (Grand, Chetek, Wis.) An absolute
knockout for any house anywhere. They are still

laughing and talking about the Jews and the

Irish. (Montpelier, Idaho.) Boy, boy what a
show ! Before you show this, use print paper to

advertise it. Good. Boost it to the limit and
watch the people roll in and, the best of all, it

will please. I wish we had more as good. (Grand,
Ash Grove, Mo.) It just did me good to hear my
audience laugh once more at a picture so it must
have been extra good. (Saunders, Harvard. 111.)

Another dandy Universal picture. Used it the
night of the big snow storm and did very poor
business. Will play a return engagement.
(Blende, Benton, Wis.) This was a positive
knockout here. The best pleased crowd I have
had in three months and it drew well. Get be-
hind this one, as it ought to go over anywhere.
Raised my price and no kicks. (Reel Joy, King
City, Cal.) It’s a knockout. Step on it hard.
Had a “chuckle week” and played this, “Skinner’s
Dress Suit” and “Wet Paint.” Billed it pretty
good. Gave very good satisfaction and patrons
complimented me on this and asked for more
“Chuckle Weeks.” (Badger, Reedsburg, Wis.)
We held this back to use as a suipmer business
revival and it turned the trick, Outdrew any
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picture we played in June, July or August and
delighted all who saw it. It will stand all the

boosting you care to hand it. (Temple, Bellaire,

O.) As near 100 per cent as I ever hope to see.

That is for real entertainment. More laughs than

“Charley’s Aunt.” Some pathos, too. George

Sidney, Charles Murray, Kate Price and Vera
Gordon perfect in their parts and Olive Has-
brouck, graduated from Westerns, showed well.

(S. T., Parker, S. D.) One of the best comedies

ever made. The whole cast of stars could not be

duplicated in the profession. If you haven’t

played it, buy it. (Silver Family, Greenville,

Mich.) None better made. A 100 per cent picture

of program price. (Electric, Burt, Iowa.) Great.

Book it and holler its praises from the house-

tops, no matter whether there are any Irish or

Jew customers or not. (Palace, McGehee, Ark.)

One of the most satisfying pictures ever shown.

(Royal, Quitman, Miss.) Step on it and play it

two days if you usually play features one. No
better comedy ever made, and it gets the money.
(Palace, Beckley, W. Va.) Greatest attraction

this theatre ever played. The title puts it over.

They begin to laugh as they buy their tickets.

Capacity business at increased admission turned
'em away every night for a week. (Cedar, Phil-

adelphia, Pa.) About one of the best on the bill

for a fortnight. Acting of the Jew and Irish

almost perfected. Good cast and will please most
any kind of an audience. (Fairyland, White
Castle, La.) No better comedy ever made and
it clicks at box office. Wish we could get more
like it. (Princess, Traer, Iowa.) Now if you
don’t want to laugh, don’t get this. The best

we have had for many moons. You won’t need to

hide from your patrons for they will hunt for

you to tell you how good it is. (Community,
David City, Neb.) Exceptionally good. Enjoyed
by everyone, and came out asking for more like

it. Don’t pass this one up. (People’s, Port Ar-
thur, Tex.) A splendid comedy that any house

can play and will please everybody. Something
there for old and young. (Murray, DeFuniak
Springs, Fla.) Biggest money getter of the sea-

son. A Universal super-super special. Grab it.

(Egyptian, Ogden, Utah.) This is as good as

they say it is. (Texas, Grand Prairie, Texas.)

COMBAT, THE, U, House Peters, Wanda Haw-
ley, Walter McGrail, 6,700.—A logging camp story

that is too rough to appeal to women patronage.
The forest fire is ordinary. Can only call this

an average program picture. (Rialto, Ladysmith,
B. C., Canada.) Not his best. Good for only

one day. (Starland, Stockbridge, Mich.) A good
picture if your patrons like plenty of fights and
action. Forest fire seems very good. (Princess,

Traer, Iowa.) This is a good outdoor picture of

the lumber country. It has a good plot and a

good cast and lots of action, so will appeal to

everyone. Peters doesn’t mean anything to my
box office but the picture pleases and that builds

up a house. (Grand, Pierre, S. D.) Too much
violence, threatened attack, etc. Might be O. K.

for Saturday, but I played it Sunday and it

failed to please. (S. T., Parker, S. D.) Title

and star killed the drawing power of this pic-

ture. However, the patrons that attended were
very well satisfied. With a star of better draw-
ing power this picture would be a box office at-

traction. (Auditorium, Libertyville, 111.) Quite
reminiscent of “The Storm” and “Tornado,” but
pretty good at that. It did fair business on a
blazing hot night. (Pastime, Mason, Mich.) Reg-
ular old melo. Okay for week end audience.

Firestuff well done. Would classify as little above
program type. (Gaiety, Fredericton, N. B., Can-
ada.) Reports favorable as they passed out.

Wonderful fire scenes. (Fairyland, White Castle,

La.) A good program picture. (Silver Family,
Greenville, Mich.) A 100 per cent entertainment
for any audience but mine. They did not come
out to see this good production, so I guess I’ll

just play common westerns after this. Don’t be
afraid of this one as it will satisfy the picture-

goers. (Royal, Kimball, So. Dak.)

COMPROMISE, W, Irene Rich, Clive Brook,
Pauline Garon, 7.—Wow! What a picture for

your better class patrons. Splendid entertain-
ment and a good moral. Louise Fazenda again
scores a hit with her comedy role. (Palace, Mt.
Pleasant, Tex.) Very good picture and star, but
the title almost spells stay away. Louise, you did

some good work in this one. (Polo, Polo, III.) A
splendid program. Story good. Cast fine. (Silver
Family, Greenville, Mich.) Used this one on a
church benefit entertainment and was an extra
good entertainer. I was rather afraid of it until

it was about half way gone on the screen, then
I realized that I had something that would please
my audience. Exceptionally good. Print good.
(Fairyland, White Castle, La.) This picture
pleased. Irene Rich, Pauline Garon and Clive
Brook do the best work. Did not draw. (Palace,
Waupaca, Wis.) Very good. Wonderful cyclone

From Distant

New Zealand
As one of your New Zealand sub-

scribers, I wish to make application

for a copy of the BOX OFFICE
RECORD. I wish to say how much
I value your publication. It is prov-
ing a valuable aid to me and I am
sure will continue to do so.—Lyceum
Picture Theatre, Huntly, New Zealand.

scene. (Princess, Chilton, Wis.) Just a fair

program picture. (Community, Minneota, Minn.)

CROWN OF LIES, A, FP, Pola Negri 5020.—

-

A good picture but a threadbare subject. This
has been a Balkan kingdom year. I wonder what
next year will be. (Electric, Caldwell, Kan.)
Just another bunch of typical bunk that seems
to be Pola’s portion when it comes to giving her
a story. Maybe we could put her over if they
would forget this mythical kingdom stuff, but
guess it’s hopeless. (Crossett, Crossett, Ark.)
Good Pola picture. Our people do not take to
Pola much and we do not blame them. (Palace,
Arkansas City, Ark.) This had two redeeming
features. One was that it didn’t draw, the other
was that it only had five reels. (Texas, Grand
Prairie, Texas.) If you can look ahead, expect-
ing to run more Negri’s, you will do well to

forget this one. It will be money well spent.

After the fine showing this star made in “A
Woman of the World,” too. (Barneys, Point
Marion, Pa.) A fair picture. It seems Pola
doesn’t get the right part in the picture to play.
Let us have some of your underworld work.
(Benn, Philadelphia, Pa.) This picture would
do great in Poland. Unfortunately, we are not
exhibitors in Poland. (Palace, Ashland, O.)

D
DANCE MADNESS, MG, Conrad Nagel, Claire

Windsor, 6.—Lots better than the critics gave
it to be. Very pleasing. (A-Mus-U, Frederick,
Okla.) A good picture with some fine comedy
(Char-Bell, Rochester, Ind.) A mighty fine pic-

ture that went over big for us. Both of the
above stars are okay in this one. Hope Metro
pictures are as good next year as they were this

one. I don’t think they can be beat. (Dixie,

Winona, Miss.) An excellent comedy drama that
pleased all. Warm spell of weather hurt busi-
ness. (Grand, Ranier, Ore.) Poor picture for
small town. Good comedy part played by Nagel,
but too mushy for older fans. Film in excellent
condition. (Pastime, Stratford, S. D.) Pleased
about 30 per cent of our audience. (Gulf. Goose
Creek, Tex.) A dandy picture. Good for any
night. (Monticello Opera House, Monticello, la.)

DANCER OF PARIS, THE, FN, Dorothy Mac-
kaill, Conway Tearle, Robert Cain, Paul Ellis, 7.

—Boys, here is a “red hot show.” It is big in

every way and can be put over in a big way if

properly exploited and I am sure will give gen-
eral satisfaction and please most everyone. Some
of the most daring lighting effects that have been
used to date and they add to the attractiveness of
the picture. Dorothy Mackaill is a clever dancer
and can act as well. (Cozy, Winchester, Ind.)

Entertaining, well produced and acted picture.

(Grand, Rainier, Ore.) A very entertaining pic-

ture. A few scenes are “hot,” but as a whole
the picture is all you can expect. Step on it.

It will bear you out. This girl is sure making
some good pictures under the F. N. banner.
(Iris, Terrell, Tex.) This is one of the slowest
pictures I have run this year. There is not
enough material in this to make a two-reeler ; did
not please over 10 per cent. (Rialto, Ladysmith,
B. C., Canada.) Good little picture that drew
very good, and seemed to please all. Story a
little light, but acting good. (Crystal, Wayne,
Neb.)

DANCING MOTHERS, FP, Alice Joyce, Con-
way Tearle, Clara Bow, Donald Keith, Dorothy
Cumming, 8.—A very good picture. Alice Joyce
very good. Clara Bow supplies the comedy.
(Apollo, Indianapolis, Ind.) Good little program
picture, consistent throughout, and while not a
small town theme, it was well liked. Clara Bow
in her accustomed flapper role is the acme of
a gin-drinking 1926 model. The last reel has
one of the most “natural” surprises in this hack-
neyed though unusual triangle story, probably a
six-some, since that many persons are involved.

(Rialto, Pocahontas, la.) A very good drama,
very well produced, fine photography, very well
acted. The ending disappointed our people very

much. Why do they make such endings?' In all,

a very good attraction. Book it. It will please

in spite of the ending. Did a fairly good business

on this picture. (Bugg, Chicago, 111.) Once in

a great while we get a picture that on its merits
goes out and gets the business without any trick

publicity. Such a film is “Dancing Mothers.” In
my opinion this is one of the best pictures of

the year and our patrons seemed to agree. (Cross-

ett, Crossett, Ark.) Good story well cast and
splendidly acted. A moral for everybody. (Pal-

ace, Ashland, O.) Very good feature. Another
one that did not have a happy ending but pleased

the most of them. Anyway did not make any
money with it, as the weather played havoc
with the attendance. (Reel Joy, King City, Cal.)

A good picture, lots of jazz, an ending that
makes them peeved. (Texas, Grand Prairie, Tex.)

Did not please. Too much jazz, women smoking,
etc. The cast competent and they worked hard
but had no material to start with. (S. T., Parker,

S. D.) A wonderful picture for young and old.

Everybody was well pleased and did good busi-

ness. (Benn, Philadelphia, Pa.)

DANGER AHEAD, FBO, Richard Talmadge, 5-

—My 4th “One Cent Sale” went over. Put this

star on for my first “One Cent Sale.” Buster

Keaton for my second and my next one will be
with “The Snob” or “Dream Street.” Don’t know
which yet. (Powers, Red Creek, N. Y.) This
picture is a very good Talmadge offering. Has a

better story than most of his. (DeLuxe, Spear-

ville, Kan.)

DANGER SIGNAL, THE, Col., Jane Novak, 6-

—An excellent railroad picture. Pleased 100 per

cent. You will make no mistake in advertising

this to the limit. Admission 10 and 25 cents.

(Woodward Hall, Hill, N. H.) Brother, take it

from me, step on it, guarantee your patrons that

this is one of the best railroad pictures ever

put on the screen, and you won’t lie. I had a
hard time to get my people to come out before I

ran it, but it kind of healed my sore spots a
little when they came in. (Rex, Newport, Wash.)

A nice little railroad story that pleased our pa-

trons equally as much as did “Tumbleweeds” and’

several others, and at less than one-half the

rental. (Palace, Syracuse, Neb.) A picture that

drew a good Sunday night business. Not a big

one but will please. Boost it. (Liberty, St.

Louis, Mich.)

DARING DAYS, U, Josie Sedgwick, Edward
Hearn, Fred Cole, 5,622 Good Western and!

seemed to please generally. Average business.

(Grand, Rainier, Ore.) A good little Western
that pleased my Saturday night patrons. (Globe,

Savannah, Mo.) Josie, you gave us a good one
in this. Plenty of action and thrills. Nice little

picture for small town, but because it’s getting

close to the end of school year all the children

must be busy studying, so business small. (Royal,

Kimball, S. D.) Fair picture of its kind, but

there are too darn many Westerns on this Com-
plete Service Contract for a small town. (Pas-

time, Mason, Mich.) A poor Western. Did not

suit my house. Print bad. (City, Lafayette,

Ala.) This is a fair little Western and this

girl does her stuff. Just an average show.

(Crystal, Peru, Neb.) Good Western. (Lily,

Buffalo, N. Y.) A very good Western. (Strand,

Paoli, Ind.)

DESERT GOLD, FP, Neil Hamilton, Shirley

Mason, Robert Frazer, William Powell, Josef

Swickard, 7.—Good picture for the last half of

the week. Business fair ; hot weather. (Riveria,

Anderson, Ind.) Extra good Western of the big

type. Superb photography, fine scenery. Splen-

did acting ; the two white horses are beauties

;

very absorbing throughout. Plot good. Shirley

Mason is well cast in this as she can ride a horse

well. The two leading men were miscast and
should have had each other’s part. So said my
audience who were disappointed at the ending.

This is well worth booking, however, for your

best nights. (Rex, Salmon, Idaho.) A worth-

while out-of-door picture made from Zane Grey’s

story. Drew and pleased, except in case of a

few who thought the story too much changed

when pieturized. Shirley Mason as Mercedes,

and Robert Frazer and Neil Hamilton, pleasing

leads. (S. T., Parker, S. D.) A very good

picture with a lot of wonderful scenery. Our
patrons always enjoy Zane Grey’s stories. (Apollo,

Indianapolis, Ind.) As good a Western as any
and better than a lot of them. The title doesn’t

mean a thing, since gold is mentioned but once

throughout the entire film, but Zane Grey’s name
does the pulling for it. (Rialto, Pocahontas,

Iowa.) A good picture. Story follows the book

and gave general satisfaction. (Silver Family,

Greenville, Mich.) A Zane Grey picture up to

the usual standard. Very good. (Opera House,

Fennimore, Wis.) Very good. Pleased all, and
best Grey story yet. Let’s have more like it.
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(People’s, Port Arthur, Texas.) This was one

of the satisfactory Westerns and a good cast.

Beautiful and interesting. (Grand, Pierre, S.

Dak.)

DESPERATE GAME, A, U, Pete Morrison, 6.

—Good program Western. (S. T., Parker, S.

Dak.) A good picture. Satisfied most all. (Amer-
ican, Scofield, Utah.) Pretty nice little Western,

but Pete is a new star here so they did not come.

But no fault of the picture. (Royal, Kimball,

S. Dak.) Pleased the Western fans. A good

comedy Western, but why advertise “Lightning”

the wonder horse ? He never does anything.

(Grand, Rainier, Ore.) Had this picture booked

for two days run. The first nite I left the the-

atre ; couldn’t face the patrons. Did not open

up on the second nite, because picture wasn’t

worth while showing. (May, Mayville, Wis.)

DEVIL HORSE, THE, P, Rex, 5,500.—A fine

picture that everyone will enjoy. Also want to

add a few words of praise for the service that

we get from the Pathe Exchange at Memphis.

It’s fine. (Houston, Houston, Miss.) As good as

“Black Cyclone.” Rex is good as usual. (Opera

House, Fennimore, Wis.) Very, very good.

Played Sunday and Monday and raised my admis-

sion. No kicks and all were pleased. (Walnut,

Lawreneeburg, Ind.

)

DEVIL’S CIRCUS, THE, MG, Norma Shearer,

Charles Emmett Mack, Carmel Myers, 6,750.—

-

Great. Good for Sunday. Better than a sermon

but good wholesome amusement as well. Will

take with all classes. Star is a “comer.” Pho-

tography not so good as is the case of most Metro-

Goldwyns. (Pythian, Belt, Mont.) A very good

picture. Norma is a great star and a beautiful

woman. Picture carries a fine moral without

preaching, nor is the entertainment value of pic-

ture spoiled by the moral. (Char-Bell, Rochester,

Ind.) Acting and setting superb. Big town stuff,

though. Small houses will not like the idea of

the girl being soiled. Show it, but warn the

children. (Paralta, Oakwood, Tex.) One of

Norma’s best. Every exhibitor should show this

one. Our patrons were well pleased and they

told us so. Metro-Goldwyn is making good. Let’s

hope that they continue. (Star, Dansville, N. Y.)

A very good offering with Miss Shearer doing fine

work. Average business. (Grand, Rainier, Ore.)

A good picture but failed at box office. (Princess,

Chilton, Wis.) Better entertainment than 99 per

cent of the so-called specials. Norma, as usual,

the most talented actress on the screen. (Majes-
tic, Reedaburg, Wis.) This is a good picture. A
little suggestive, but not enough to hurt. Norma
does fine work. (Grand, Yoakum, Texas.) You
are the best in this picture, although you are

hard to beat in any of your pictures. Keep up
the good work, Norma; we all like you. (Opera
House, Monticello, Iowa.) Fine story but quite

sad. One of those pictures which will be called

good, but fail at the box office. The type of

story kills its drawing power. However, the name
Norma Shearer should put the picture over. (Au-
ditorium, Libertyville, 111.) Real entertainment.

Has all the thrills of the Big Top. Human in-

terest and everything. Campfire girls sponsored
it ; we charged 30o and we made a little change
and we needed it, for we had a tent show the
week before. (Community, David City, Neb.)
Give us more like this one ; I say this is one of

the very best I have had for quite a while, bar
the so-called super-specials. (Fairyland, White
Castle, La.)

DIXIE MERCHANT, THE, F, Jack Mulhall,
Madge Bellamy, J. Farrell MacDonald, Claire Mc-
Dowell, 6.—This is a splendid little show for

those who appreciate real acting and quaint com-
edy touches. It runs along smoothly, holds the
interest and furnishes satisfaction in a trotting

horse race which is well filmed. A high class

offering. (The Play House, Fairhope, Ala.) This
was a pretty good program picture. Had a fairly

good race. But the smart man that made the
one’s and three’s succeeded in concealing the fact
that there was a race in the picture. The people
here like a race, but they did not realize there
was one, consequently business very bad. (Ar-
cadia, Vandergrift, Pa.) A good picture and at

a program price you are O. K. on it. Horse race
good. (Gem, Calico Rock, Ark.) One of the best
pictures that we have ever shown. (Kenesaw
Opera House, Kensaw, Neb.) Racing stories are
the only real output of Fox and this one is a
human heart-interest edition of trotting mares,
blue grass sentiment and Southern atmosphere
combined into a good program offering. (Rialto,

Pocahontas, Iowa.) Nice little picture, one that
should please all. (Princess, Obion, Tenn.) Just
about as weak as they make them. Slow, draggy,
and to no purpose. Three or four good actors
stalling around with little or nothing to do. J.

Farrell MacDonald, a great character actor, failed

to create a lovable character as the old horse lover

This

Is It

When are you going to issue the

next edition of the BOX OFFICE
RECORD? Don’t fail to send me a

copy, as I find it most valuable for

handy reference purposes. I have
used your last issue to advantage on
several occasions. —-Lincoln Theatre,
Pittsburgh, Pa.

in this. He had no material to work on and
the character did not seem to suit him. Nothing
in the make-up of the story to put life in it.

Outside of salaries, this picture is the cheapest

looking product we have had in months. (Temple.
Bellaire, O.) Very pleasing. (Texas, Grand
Prairie, Tex.) This was sold to me as a special

Fox production but I fail to see where there is

anything special. It is a good program picture.

(Rex, Newport, Wash.) J. Farrell MacDonald
scores again and Madge Bellamy does the most
wonderful work of her career. An unusually good
picture. It packed them in and pleased every-

body. (Patrick’s, Crescent, Okla.) Many favor-

able comments on this picture. Plot is not heavy
but people looking for action will appreciate com-
edy touches. Trotting horse race unique but well

done, and interest sustained throughout. (Play

House, Fairhope, Ala.) One of the best program
pictures we ever played. We have played lots

of specials not as entertaining. (Silver Family,
Greenville, Mich.) A good picture. The best

horse race ever put on the screen. Sure true to

life. Do not be afraid of this one. (Perry, Dar-
lington, Mo.) A nice pleasing picture. (Texas,

Grand Prairie, Tex.)

DON DARE DEVIL, U, Jack Hoxie, Cathleen
Calhoun, Duke Lee, William Welch, 4,810.—

A

Western that is not up to the program standard.

Universal pictures have been very weak of late.

Not up to other companies’ product. In this

Hoxie does fairly well hut his leading lady is

terrible. Why didn’t he at least pick one good
to look at? Wouldn’t advise anyone to book this,

as there’s lots better pictures than this. (Rialto,

Sharon, Wis.) Good, a picture of the Mexican
border. (De Luxe, Spearville, Kan.) Good.
Very good Western picture. Held interest through-
out the picture and, by the way, the print was
in fair condition. (Gem, Calico Rock, Ark.)
Hoxie is getting more popular with our patrons
who like his type. We try to run a Western
with our serial and find that the two go well

together. This is one of Hoxie’s best and pleased.

Universal has some poor Westerns with Acord
and Sedgwick, but we usually find Hoxie draws
and pleases almost as well as Gibson. (Lincoln,

New Martinsville, W. Va.) Nice little Western.
Jack rides a pony which is a great improvement
over the old white plow horse he generally uses.

(Trags, Neillsville, Wis.) A lively Western that
moves at a fast pace all through the running.
Advertising matter of the best. Hoxie is making
them better and better as he goes. (Khattar’s,

Sydney, N. S., Canada.)

DON’T, MG, Sally O’Neil, Bert Roach, John
Patrick, James Morrison, Estelle Clark, Dewitt
Jennings, 5,500—Wanna tel U that this is a
pitcher that wil plees your peepul a heep. Ef
u got it on your eontrak and don’t no much
abowt it taik a tip frum me an get out and sell

it strong. It’s got jest as much comedy per sq.

inch as Harold Loyd in "Freven’s Saik.” Heerza
pitcher U hot for lil jack an has lotsa laffs.

When U get reddy tu play this due a good job
in tellin yore fokes abowt it and ef it don’t go
over widda Bang ! U can put me down fer jest

an ornery liar. (Pioneer, Amasa, Mich.) Here
is a dandy and it is best suitable for a Saturday
program. In small towns will please all classes.

(Dixie, Russellville, Ky.) A real laugh provoking
comedy-drama that can’t help but please the
majority. Sally O’Neil walks off with the honors,
and is as cute at a bug’s ear. Tell them you
have a good one when you show this and advise
them not to miss it. (Community, Surprise, Neb.)
Would call this just an average picture. Too
much crazy stuff. (Princess, Hettick, 111.) Very
good comedy and will please if you can get them
in. Business light here. (Grand, Rainier, Ore.)

Very good. Some guys pan this picture, but it is

O. K. and will give satisfaction. (Odeon, Chan-
dler, Okla.) A scream of a comedy drama, far
better thaji the title leads one to think it is. I

made a mistake in running it but one night

—

—would have had a real crowd had I used it two
nights. (Photoplay, Ashland, Kan.) While you
are talking about comedies, “Don’t” is one. It

got extra business for me on my poorest nights.
If you want to have a real hearty laugh, just book
it. Step on it, and if the folks don’t shake
hands with you on the way out, then I’m as
poor a critic as some “Ian” magazines em-
ploy. (Moon, Neligh, Neb.) Extra good com-
edy drama and made me a little money. Wish
for more like it. (City, Lafayette, Ala.) Not a
bad picture. I liked it very much, but did not
draw. Sally is good. (Opera House, Hilbert
Wis.) A good entertainment as a program pic-

ture. (Silver Family, Greenville, Mich.) By all

means, fellow-exhibitors, “Do.” Full of “College
Humor.” Will hold the interest of all classes.

(Doradele, Copperhill, Tenn.) Here is a silly little

picture that has nothing to it, but Sally O’Neil
is so cute and winsome that she was well received
in this absurd little nothing. Sally is there and
then some. (Crystal, Tombstone, Ariz.) A good
snappy comedy that took well. Farmers are busy
and I had a small house, but those that came
liked the picture. (Casino DeLuxe, Kiowa, Colo.)

DRESSMAKER FROM PARIS, THE, FP, Le-
atrice Joy, Ernest Torrence, Allan Forrest, Mil-
dred Harris, 7,080—Good show, was well liked

by all ; would consider this 85 per cent. (Empress,
Deshler, Neb.) Very good picture. Well acted.
Ernest Torrence fine in his part. Fashion show
will please the ladies. (Elk, Worland, Wyo.)
A very good production with plenty of small town
atmosphere. (Blende, Benton, Wis.)

DRIFTIN’ THRU, P, Harry Carey, Ruth King,
Harriett Hammond, Stanton Heck, 4,823 Fair
Western. (Bijou, Conway, N. H.) A real good
Western picture. Harry Carey good and. wow,
what a good print Pathe gave me. Certainly like

to run prints that Pathe puts out. Never have
received a bad one yet. (Gem, Calico Rock, Ark.)
Just a fair Western. Not near as good as the
producers claim or not worth the price asked for
it. When they come around and tell you it is

better than last year’s Carey’s they don’t know
what they’re talking about. If you can buy it

at average price you pay for ordinary Westerns,
use it. Nothing elaborate about it. (Orpheum,
Oelwein, la.) Fair Carey picture. Not as bad
as it has been reported. (Trags, Neillsville, Wis.)

E
EAGLE, THE, UA, Rudolph Valentino, Vilma

Banky, Louise Dresser, Albert Cinto, James Mar-
cus, George Nichols, Carrie Clark Ward, 6,756.

—

Good show but price too high. People who came
out to see it were pleased. No satisfaction in

turning over all the proceeds to the exchange.
(Royal, Lehi, Utah.) Good picture but no draw.
Valentino has lost. (Palace, Waupaca, Wis.)
The best thing Valentino has made for some
time. Miss Banky is very easy on the eyes.

(Empress, Akron, la.) This is a fine production.
I can’t see how any one can knock it. (Palace,
Aurora, Ind.) Just an ordinary picture. Acting
good. Picture too long. Ran three days ; didn’t

take in more than enough to pay half the film

rental charged us for same. If picture had been
shorter, and the admissions 10c and 25c, business
would have been good. Our patrons tell us what
they want, and they all say, “Give us snappy
and shorter pictures and we’ll come to the
'movies? ” (Alcazar, Dothan, Ala.) A good pic-

ture by a weak star. It may help his next pic-

ture but he is no box office attraction in my
theatre. This picture has a fair story and good
direction. He doesn’t hog the screen as much
in this as in his previous three. (Grand, Pierre,

S. Dak.) A good picture. Spoiled by being made
after regular working hours. Practically all night
scenes and unless your light is the best, you don’t
know what it’s all about. (Palace, McGehee,
Ark.) Another United Artists flop at the box
office. Nothing in particular wrong with the
picture, but didn’t seem to pull them out. Played
another picture following night at half the rental
to S. R. O. Something wrong with the “Eagle.”
Someone must have clipped his wings. (Palace,
Syracuse, Neb.) A very well directed and acted
picture. Wonderful settings. Business absolutely
terrible. Poor Valentino is going just as he came,
and that is fast. It really was a shame to waste
Valentino in this great production. Someone else

might have had better drawing power, thus giving
us a chance to do more business. (Bugg, Chicago,
111.) We played this two days to pleased audiences.
It was Rudy’s best in a long time. We had a
terrible thunder shower the second night and it

spoiled our chances of making out good on the
show. We had an excellent point. (“Y,” Nazar-
eth, Pa.) A good picture. Registered well with
the flappers from nine to ninety. (Pastime,
Mason, Mich.) A good picture, full of action
and thrills. Good enough for the Newman the-
atre. Sure good and good enough for small
theatre. Buy it, and boost to the limit. (Gem,
Hartford, Kan.) This is an extra good picture.
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Drew well for us two days. (Dixie, Winona,
Miss.) This is a very good big town picture.

Should be popular in all big cities and foreign

countries. It did an average business for me.

I believe this to be the best Mr. Valentino has

made since his return to the screen, for we are

living in a small town so did not “knock ’em

dead.” (Rich, Montpelier, Idaho.) A good pic-

ture of the kind, but not much for the small

town. Acting very good but not the kind of

story that pleases the most of our patrons.

(Lyric, Saratoga, Wyo.) A mighty good picture,

however ; the biggest thing about the picture with

me was the price I paid for it. (Gem, Calico

Rock, Ala.) Bought this last spring and hap-

pened to set it right to get all the front page

publicity of the past two weeks. First night,

fair crowd, due perhaps to threatening weather

;

second night with perfect weather drew a little

better than average. Consider the picture his best

since “The Sheik” and “The Four Horsemen.”

Considering the millions of dollars’ worth of pub-

licity, do not believe they will care to see “The

Son of a Sheik.” (Trags, Neillsville, Wis.)

EARLY TO WED, F, Matt Moore, Albert Green,

Julia Swayne Gordon, 6.—Nothing out of the or-

dinary. (Texas, Grand Prairie. Texas.) Poor

paper, poor drawing power, very good story and

good photography. Just a very ordinary pic-

ture. (Highland, Guthrie, Okla.) “Early to

Wed” is only a picture, that’s all to be said

here. Program caliber, and weak at that. Use

this one on your off night and after opening, go

off yourself. (Rex, Madisonville, Texas.)

ELLA CINDERS, FN, Colleen Moore, Lloyd

Hughes, Jack Duffy, 7.—Colleen has done it

again. When we ran this picture, on one of

the hottest nights in the middle of August, we
thought it was October, the height of the movie

season. Drew best crowd since April 1, and

second night extra good. Picture pleased every-

one. It is clever and has lots of good clean

laughs. Colleen Moore is the most dependable

crowd-getter we have. (Lake View, Lake View,

la.) Just as good as all her other pictures.

When you are at the top you just can’t get any

further! (Saunders, Harvard, 111.) Colleen

Moore rings the bell again. For consistent pic-

tures that please all classes, my hat is off to

Colleen. This is not as elaborate as some of her

former pictures, but it is a real audience picture

and they sure eat it up. You can step on it

strong and look the people in the face when they

come out. Thanks, Miss Moore, for “Ella Cin-

ders.” (Pythian, Marshall, 111.) We never heard

of this comic strip in the newspapers. Some
localities will have this benefit but this picture

pleased though it isn’t as good as Col-

leen Moore has made. (Orpheum and Fotosho,

Neosho, Mo.) Not one of those pictures that is

going to make history for the screen but it is

real entertainment to fight hot weather opposition

and such things as Chautauquas and other outdoor

amusements. Yes, I call this an extraordinary

picture. (Cozy, Winchester, Ind.) This is a

good picture, but nothing extra. Colleen did as

good as she could, but just did not have the story

to back her up. It pleased those who saw it

and they would remark, “Well, it was all right,

but I was expecting more from her.” Business

not as good as usual on Miss Moores’ pictures.

After making big pictures it is mighty hard for a

star to put over a program picture. (Palace,

Syracuse, Neb.) A good picture to big business.

Colleen Moore my best drawing card. (Mystic,

Stafford, Kan.) While this may be a little slow

in places, it is nevertheless a credit to run, and

the people will enjoy it. Mark up another good

one for Colleen Moore. (K. P., Pittsfield, 111.)

Another good bet. Brought nice business. Pulled

exceptionally well. (Badger, Reedsburg, Wis.)

Another box office picture with the film up to all

expectations and then some. In fact, superior to

“Irene.” Colleen pleases 100 per cent here.

(Rialto, Pocahontas, Iowa.) Nice picture, very

good and the majority will like it fine. (Riveria,

Anderson, Ind.) This being the second night,

Tuesday, a small house. Colleen is equal to ex-

pectations in “Ella Cinders.” The play is a series

of comic incidents cleverly strung together, one

of those plotless plays or adaptations to a star to

bring out her talent or to play her part, and
the part was well played. The whole cast deserv-

ing of favorable mention. (Elite, Metropolis, 111.)

Very good. The best Hollywood picture to date.

Pleased them all. (Dixie, Russellville, Ky.) Fine.

Story rather weak but Miss Moore’s acting put it

over, so you don’t notice it until you see it about

three or four times. Your customers come out

asking for more Colleen Moore pictures. (Pas-

time, Medicine Lodge, Kan.)

ENEMIES OF YOUTH, Moeler Prod., 6.—

A

boost for your business, a boost for your theatre,

and good entertainment. Don’t pass it up and
you’ll be glad. Shows lack of proper entertain-

Why Showmen
Shoot Salesmen
One of those traveling picture sales-

men got away with my BOX OFFICE
RECORD, and I don’t know how to

run my theatre without it. You
haven’t an extra copy laying around
that you could send me, have you?

—

Royal Theatre, Ponca, Neb.

ment to be the enemy. Anti-Blue Law from
start to finish. Expect to get a return date and
try and get some out that weren’t there. (Cupid,

Miles, Tex.) Very good. It can’t be beat.

Played it on Saturday night with rain all day
and night, but had good turnout. Times are tough
here, tent show just got into town, and you
know what that means. Picture is 100 per cent.

(Rex, Newport, Wash.)

EVE’S LEAVES, PDC, Leatrice Joy, William
Boyd, 6,750.—Very good picture with a lot of

comedy and action. (Strand, Gallup, N. M.)
Very first from this company and it sure was a

bunch of junk. If they run this stuff in their

own houses, their competitors need not worry.

(Strand, Grinnell, la.) It’s a good show if you
have some way to get them in. (Liberty, Pasco,

Wash.)

EXQUISITE SINNER, THE, MG, Conrad Nagel,
Frank Currier, Paulette Duval, George K. Arthur,
5,844.—French Gypsy comedy affair that seemed
to please majority. Business light. (Grand,

Rainier, Ore.) Boys, here is a great mystery ; that

is, why Metro ever released it and why Von Stern-

berg was eVer given such an excellent cast of

players to be under his direction. I am looking

at it now for the second time and I can’t figure

out whatTE's all about, and I have been looking

at pictures for twenty years. I didn’t play “The
Salvation Hunters’’ but I know it couldn’t be

more queer or unsuitable for entertainment pur-

poses than this 6,000 feet of film. If this is an
ind6x to the type of pictures that we may expect

from the many German, Austrian, Swedish and
other foreign directors, then I for one say, “Let
them stay in Europe.” American audiences in

the small towns can’t digest this sort of film fare.

If I had known what this was like it would
never have gotten into my house under any cir-

cumstances, but played it before there were any
reports in the trade papers and all I could find

out was that Conrad Nagel and Renee Adoree
were in the cast and this information was gotten

from a slide. Metro couldn’t or didn’t furnish

press sheet or music cue with it. My advice would
be to pass this one up by all means. I don’t

exactly like to pan a picture, especially from a

company like Metro who have been delivering so

consistently, but they should never have let this

leave the studios. (Regent, Indianola, Miss.)

Oh, what a piece of junk. Why did they ever

turn it loose? Two good stars and nothing to

act to. Put it on the shelf. (Gem, Socorro, N.
Mex.) Pretty good program picture. (Char-Bell,

Rochester, Ind.) It was a sin to show this and
charge folks for it. Metro shook the lemon tree.

(Paralta, Oakwood, Tex.)

F
FAR CRY, THE, FN, Blanche Sweet, Jack Mul-

hall. Myrtle Stedman, Hobart Bosworth, 7.

—

Perfect from a standpoint of production. The
last reel being done in Technicolor makes a

beautiful ending. A very enjoyable evening’s

entertainment. Blanche Sweet looks better in

this than I have seen her in a very long time.

Our friend Jack Mulhall is there with the goods,

too, and there is Hobart Bosworth that’s sure there

when it comes to sweet daddies. This picture will

please the greater majority. Print new. (Plain-

view, Plainview, Tex..) Acting, directing, good, and
the last reel done in technicolor, but picture

audiences don’t care a hoop for this kind of a

picture. It’s a story of Paris divorce courts and
the only part of it that has any entertainment
about it is the Venetian water scenes. (Rialto,

Ladysmith, B. C., Canada.) No draw at the box
office, although it was a fair picture. Price fair.

(Postville, Postville, Iowa.) Blanche Sweet scores

again, and she goes over big in this one. The
balance of the cast excellent and should be men-
tioned individually. Picture from production

standpoint is very lavish, and interesting story.

Will serve as good offering, even in hot weather.

(Cozy, Winchester, Ind.) An excellent produc-

tion that pleased generally, Pulled only the better

class and as a result box office receipts were very

poor. (Grand, Rainier, Ore.) Very good. Drew
a good crowd. (Grand, Williamsburg, Ky.) This
picture pleased. Drew a good crowd. (Audi-
torium, Libertyville, 111.) Fair. Lots of techni-
color. (Liberty, Carnegie, Okla.) Will not go
with most small houses. My people do not care
for foreign stuff, and oh, what a name. As one
of my people said, “What in hell does it mean?”
(Eagle, Eagle River, Wis.) A perfect print and
a perfect production. The Technicolor in the last

reel was beautiful. Good Saturday night pro-
gram. (Family, Attica, N. Y.) A picture that
will lend prestige to your house. Good story,

well acted, beautifully photographed. Last reel

in colors. (Liberty, Pikeville, Ky.) This jumps
from one place to another so fast that they can’t

keep the thread of the story. Some good stars

in it. Just fair. (Community, David City, Neb.)

FASCINATING YOUTH, FP, Paramount Junior
Stars of 1926, 7.—-Saw this one screened at the
exchange and was sold on the picture and used
every kind of accessories to sell it to my public,

and believe me I did, only to have a rain-out
on the first night, hardest rainstorm this year.

Second night was just a little better than the
first. Had a bad break on a good picture, that’s

all. Get behind it and put it over, for people
like it very much. Followed Memphis, Tenn.,
showing, where stars appeared in person. (Re-
gent, Cleveland and Shaw, Miss.) Picture sur-

prised me. Nothing daring about this, but it

pulled good business and gave satisfaction. Peo-
ple remarked that it is a pleasure to come to

the Badger and see new up-to-date pictures.

(Badger, Reedsburg, Wis.) This is light enter-

tainment but serves its purpose of introducing
to the world the graduates of filmland. It seems
to me that Paramount is doing a very wise thing
to educate and train new people for the movies
of tomorrow. New faces, well trained men and
women, are needed on the screen today. These
youngsters perform enthusiastically and joyously.

There are some back stage glimpses into movie
life accompanied by hilarious comedy, mostly
contributed by the inimitable Chester Conklin.
I believe that everyone will enjoy this picture.

Our patrons spoke very highly of it. (Apollo,

Indianapolis, Ind.) Here is a little picture that
is built especially for entertainment loving people
of today. I got out and let the folks know that
this was a real piece of entertainment and they
came—and were tickled to death with it. The
girls and boys made good, but understand that
the act they are using in connection with it over
the Publix theatre circuit is crummy and made
unfavorable impression in Memphis. Nevertheless
the picture is there and you needn’t be afraid

to boast of it if you have a modern patronage.
(Regent, Indianola, Miss.)

FIGHTING BOOB, THE, FBO, Bob Custer,
Violet Palmar, Joe Meredith, 5.—Five reels of

rapid fire action. Pleased everyone, even the
operator, and he is the hardest guy to please.

We have played all of Custer’s pictures and
haven’t had a poor one yet. (Youngs, Lexington,
N. C.) The best Custer has made to date. This
boy sure has got the stuff and I look for great
things out of him for the coming season. Keep
up the good work, Bob, and I don’t know but
what a good autographed picture would help the

looks of my lobby. (Star, Tuckerman, Ark.) A
real picture, the best Bob Custer to date. The
girls raved over this. F. B. O. Westerns all

good but “The Fighting Boob” the best of all.

(Princess, Obion, Tenn.)

FIGHTING BUCKAROO, THE, F, Buck Jones,
Sally Long, Lloyd Whitlock, Frank Butler, 5.

—

You sure fit your picture. Buck, but you ought
to hear them cheer when you grab your horse
and start to go. Always ride a plenty. Buck, if

you want to please ’em. That’s what they like.

Your picture with your war togs on are the
center of attraction in the lobby. (Community,
David City, Neb.) A fair program picture. (Rex,

Newport, Wash.) Nothing to it. Jones fans will

not like it. This is not a Western. Buck wears
a big hat once or twice in the city but you see

him in “Soup and Fish” clothes most of the time.

The poorest Jones I ever played. (Elite, Green-
leaf, Kan.) Got this “hot” with new print from
Kansas City exchange. Sorry, but can’t give it

much. Some action, but not Western and not the
story for Buck. Some will like it but your regu-
lars will say “bunk.” No wonder our patrons
are turning to Thomson when Fox is putting Mix
and Jones in “spike-tails.” Please, Mr. Fox, keep
them in Westerns with the old time action. (Ma-
jestic, Phillipsburg, Kan.) Good Western for chil-

dren and farmers on Saturday night. (Rialto,

Pocahontas, Iowa.) A fine action picture. All

of his pictures are satisfactory. (Silver Family,
Greenville, Mich.) This is but our second sea-

son for Jones, but he is fast catching hold and
a few more like this and he will be a Box Office
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Bell Ringer. He has a fashion that appeals,

working in a manner that gets under all classes

alike. (Barneys, Point Marion, Pa.) This Jones

not as good as usual. Not the type of picture

for Jones, according to my patrons. Business

below normal on account of rain. (Strand, New-
man Grove, Neb.) Complete satisfaction again

from Buck. Not a Western, but action in every

frame and comedy enough. Paper good. (Texas,

Grand Prairie, Tex.) A good story, but not the

kind for Buck. Is Fox taking him like Mix?
(Perry, Darlington, Mo.)

FIGHTING DEMON, THE, FBO, Richard Tal-

madge, Dick Sutherland, Peggy Shaw, 5,470.

—

Another good Talmadge picture. They are always

good and you can depend on him. Lorraine

Eason, Peggy Shaw and Dick Sutherland are in

support of Talmadge in this picture. (Rialto,

Sharon, Wis.) A very poor picture. As enter-

tainment we would pronounce this bunch of junk

just some more bunk on which the people are fed

up to a point of expressing themselves by staying

away from the showhouse. (Crystal, Tombstone,

Ariz.) Good action picture with the usual stunts.

This boy makes more friends here every time I

show him. (Pastime, Mason, Mich.) This is a

very good Talmadge stunt picture. Has a very

limited story, ends very abruptly without finish-

ing a prize fight, and in so doing it did not please

the men. (De Luxe, Spearville, Kan.) Fair

program. Not much of a story. Some action.

Pleased fairly well. (Hines, Loyalton, S. D.)

A good action picture. My patrons like Dick.

He is there with the action and comedy. 80

per cent. (Majestic, Kerens, Tex.) Fine pro-

gram. Business fair. (American, Scofield, Utah.)

A good Talmadge, and will please any audience

that craves action. (Electric, Caldwell, Kan.)

FIGHTING EDGE, THE, W, Kenneth Harlan,
7,500.—Advertising said this was adapted from
the novel by Wm. MacLeod Raine, but Mr. Raine
would have recognized neither the story nor the

characters in the picture as being his. The com-
pany should be prosecuted for advertising the

picture as adapted from the novel, because it

was no more like the novel than black is like

white. However, it was a good action picture.

(Majestic, Homer, Mich.) A fine picture. Lots of

action and comedy, and that’s what my patrons

want. A good print out of the Chicago exchange.

A fine small town picture. (Crown, Cedar Point,

111.) Just a fair picture, and failed to draw for

me. Most Warner Brothers pictures that I have
run for the past two years have been good but

the last two I have used were not much, “The
Love Toy” and “His Majesty Bunker Bean.”
(New, Marilax, Ark.) Picture fair with enough
hokum and slapstick to put it over with the aver-

age audience. Wish the smart party responsible

for the paper had made the paper so that it

would have shown what the picture was about.

All styles of the paper showed a man and a

woman looking at each other. People are sick of

that. Business very bad. (Arcadia, Vandergrift,

Pa.) A corking good picture of the Mexican
border. Full of comedy, thrills and action. One
of the best program features on the market.
Play it and you’re safe. (Khattar’s, Sydney,
N. S., Canada.) A good picture with thrills,

mystery, suspense, action and comedy. (Star,

Nashville, Mich.) A mighty fine picture that

seemed to please. (Strand, Dryden, Ont., Can-
ada.)

FIGHTING THE FLAMES, Col., William
Haines, David Torrence, Charles Murray, Dorothy
Devore, Frankie Darro, 5,184.—Good fire melo-
drama. (Monarch, Edmonton, Alta., Canada.)
Here is a cracker jack picture. Has real action,

pathos, and romance in it. The acting of Frankie
Darro, the boy, was superb. A picture that is a
near special and will stand lots of boosting.

(Strand, Ransom, Kan.)

FIGHT TO THE FINISH, A, Col., William
Fairbanks, 5.—A good action picture that seemed
to please a good crowd. (Orpheum, Oelwein,
Iowa.) William Fairbanks a popular star here.

Stories not very deep but pictures all go over
nicely. (Paralta, Oakland, Tex.)

FLAMING WATERS, FBO, Malcolm McGregor,
Pauline Garon, Mary Carr, 6,500.—A very good
melodrama, exceptionally well directed and acted.

Very thrilling in spots. Business fairly good.
Book it; it’s one of the best. (Bugg, Chicago,
111.) A melodrama that will hold them to the
final clinch. Great theme. Wonderful acting.

What few good weeks we’ve had this winter have
been mostly due to Gold Bonds. With one or
two exceptions these have all registered at the
box office. (Majestic, Reedsburg, Wis.) Have
played five of these Gold Bond specials and they
have proven to be very good. Played “Flaming
Waters” two nights to a nice business. Second
night better than first, even though it was driz-

zling rain. (Strand, Atmore, Ala.) Another Gold

Here’s the

Fall Number
Be sure to send me one of the Fall

issues of THE BOX OFFICE REC-
ORD. When I open each new edition

of the HERALD I look for the “What
the Picture Did for Me” pages first

and depend greatly upon reports be-

fore I book a big picture.—Lyric

Theatre, St. Charles, Mo.

Bond special that pleased. Very good handling of

an old theme. With the exception of two or

three, we cannot see where F. B. O. can class

these Gold Bonds as specials. They make real

good program features and should be sold on that

basis. (Strand, North Loup, Neb.) A very nice

program picture. One of F. B. O.’s Gold Bonds
and so it must be good. Judge for yourself and
I know you will say very good. (Hines, Loyalton,

S. Dak.) A dandy picture to good business.

Pleased 100 per cent. Good cast of players and
well produced. (Cozy, Wagoner, Okla.) The best

Gold Bond I have had. Every inch a good picture

and pleased 100 per cent. (Star, Sumner, Neb.)

Real good production which indirectly shows up
the would-be oil fakirs. Exciting finish with big

oil lake fire. Pleased Sunday business. Pauline

Garon good in support. (S. T., Parker, S. D.)

A very good picture. Lots of good acting, pho-

tography okay. Two nights run ; customers well

satisfied and had a nice business. Book it ; there

is money in it for you. (Strand, LuVerne, Iowa.)

Rating 90 per cent. Film good. This show just

holds you in a trance. The fire is best and most
intense. (Jewel, Verndale, Minn.) They ate it

up. What more can you say ? (Halfway, Half-

way, Mich.) A mellow melodrama with plenty of

action, and in spite of the fact that it is cheaply

made, pleased all, and got the shekels. F. B. 0.

knows how to make this type of picture, and
while the critics pan them, they get the money
consistently. Their paper is in keeping with the

pictures, as are their titles, so we get the crowd
that craves mellow melodramas and everybody is

happy. (Palace, Beckley, W. Va.) Just a good
picture for any theatre and should appeal to any
audience. Boost it. (Liberty, St. Louis, Mich.)

Saturday night to good business. This is one of

the Gold Bond specials, and I would call it a

very good offering. Clean as the waters of a

spring brook, with a nice sprinkling of comedy.
You will all be pleased to run this one. (Ideal,

Chateaugay, N. Y.) Good program picture of

melodrama type. (Community, David City, Neb.)
Good picture, is what they told me. (Photoplay,

Ashland, Kan.) Just fair. Not much drawing
power. Just a playdate filled without gain or loss.

(Star, Menard. Tex.) A good melodrama. Showed
to good business and everybody pleased. (Com-
munity, Red Granite, Wis.)

FOOTLOOSE WIDOWS, W, Jacqueline Logan,
Louise Fazenda, Jason Robards, Arthur Hoyt,
Neely Edwards, Jane Winton, Mack Swaine, 6,500.

—Boys, this is sure a knockout. As entertain-

ment it can’t be beat. Has no drawing power,
but if you can get them in it will please 100 per
cent. Best from Warners for a long, long time.

(Walnut, Lawrenceburg, Ind.) Just a pretty good
picture. Nothing extra. Warner Brothers just

don’t put out the stuff that it takes to go over
here. A comedy that pleased about 75 per cent.

(Iris, Terrell, Tex.) If we tried to put much
of this kind of trash over we would be “Foot-
loose,” and they have nerve enough to call it a
comedy. (Eagle, Eagle River, Wis.)

FORBIDDEN CARGO, FBO, Evelyn Brent, Rob-
ert Ellis, Boris Karlof, 5.—Well, Miss Brent saved
me from using red ink again. Poor business until

I showed this picture and Gee, I was surprised.

Fine business, so you can see which ones are
the most popular. Glad I have Miss Brent’s
entire output this year. F. B. O. has life saving
stars. (Hines, Loyalton, S. D.) Pleased fairly

well. Didn’t get much of a crowd for it as I

had the old weather man for competition. (Pho-
toplay, Ashland, Kan.)

FOR HEAVEN’S SAKE, FP, Harold Lloyd,
Jobyna Ralston, 5,356.—Made us a little money in

the worst week in the year in the way of oppo-
sition. Think it is Lloyd’s cleverest picture but
much of it is over the heads of most of the audi-

ence. It will never be the success that the
“Freshman” was, although fully as good, or bet-

ter, in its own way. Comments favorable here.

(Quality, Cuilom, 111.) This picture wasn’t as

good as Buster Keaton in “Go West,” and they
are asking four times the price. (Olympic, Cal-

mar, Iowa.) Very good comedy, but patrons did

not consider this Lloyd’s best. Not as good as

“The Freshman” or “Girl Shy.” Drew about the
same patronage if not a little more than “The
Covered Wagon.” Packed them in for three days.
Don’t know where they all came from but never-
theless they were here and that is what we want.
A 100 per cent box office attraction. (Paramount,
Wyoming, 111.) Not Lloyd’s best by a whole lot.

Paramount set admission price too high and
ruined the crowd. Drew about half what it

should have had admission price been more rea-
sonable. I’m done with Lloyd’s on any terms like

he asked on this. Paid a big guarantee, spent a
lot to advertise it, and had the pleasure of seeing
it to get my money’s worth. After Lloyd paid
his checker he sent out he had about as much
left as I ordinarily pay for a program picture.
Why not sell the picture for a reasonable flat

rental and do without a checker for each town ?

It would make far more money for him to do this

in each small town. (Photoplay, Ashland, Kan.)
Went over big. I never lost on a Lloyd feature
yet. My advice to exhibitors is buy all of Lloyd’s,
pay the price, stand the raise and you will al-

ways have some left for yourself. He is the best
and surest box office bet in pictures. Remember
he has never made a lemon. His features always
make money. So again I say, play them. Money
is what exhibitors are in business for. (Sunshine,
Hillsboro, Ind.) Only a fair picture for a Lloyd
special. There were several very clever laugh
producing spots, but for the money asked and the
salesman’s praise it was poor. (Char-Bell, Ro-
chester, Ind.) Played this to three days of fair
business, but after we had checked up found the
exchange had gotten all of the money. This is

the first Lloyd we have played and we were dis-

appointed to say the least. Have played many
pictures that afforded more comedy and left us a
little change. The story is weak and would make
a much better two reeler than a feature. (Legion,
Holyrood, Kans.) For heaven’s sake where does
Paramount get the idea this is a special ? Lloyd is

the name you are paying for. as this film does
not compare with his former output. Not one
outstanding feature in it. In fact, it is decidedly
tame, and they even had a checker on the job.
Pleased fifty-fifty. (Rialto, Pocahontas, la.) A
very good Lloyd picture. Lloyd’s pictures are
not worth the money he wants for them. All
patrons remark the cost of his productions do not
warrant the box office charge. (Casino, Sac City,

la.) There are numerous moments in this picture
which are very hilarious and I believe everyone
will enjoy it, but it doesn’t rank with “The Fresh-
man.” I had a good many patrons tell me the
same thing. Jobyna Ralston is again the leading
woman for Lloyd and she is delightful in this

picture. (Apollo, Indianapolis, Ind.) Hardly
consider this up to the standard of “The Fresh-
man,” but has lots of laughs and will give general
satisfaction. (Crossett, Crossett, Ark.) Our re-

port on this is the same as 90 per cent of the
other exhibitors. (Palace, Ashland, O.) Since it

is Mr. Lloyd, people come prepared to laugh at
things they would pass up entirely if they had
never heard of Lloyd. Forgetting the price you
paid and the admission you have to charge, it

will strike you as the caliber and length of a
three-reel slapstick comedy such as you use sev-

eral times a week. (Texas, Grand Prairie, Texas.)
Just finished Lloyd engagement. Worst he ever
made. Killed himself completely in my town.
People have always boasted of cleanliness of
Lloyd’s pictures, but now they say why did he
have to show all those drunks? Why do they not
cut out cabarets and drinking when the whole
country is dry? Brother exhibitors, if you haven’t
bought this, leave it alone. No good for small
town, or I might say any size town. (Tyo, Wray,
Colo.) Not so good, just made expenses. No
more for me. (Mystic, Stafford, Kan.) A fairly

good comedy. Lloyd’s name the only drawing
power. We made a little money on it but it is

not worth the price. Our first one and our last

at Lloyd prices. No more good comedy in this

than any ordinary Fox Imperial comedy which
cost about one twentieth as much. By putting a

Van Bibber and a reel of Charleston with it we
had the heart to charge forty and fifteen cents.

Lay off of it unless you can buy for ordinary

feature prices as you are only doing your patrons.

(Auditorium, Tampa, Kan.) This is below his

average but a very nice picture. Believe he made
a reel too much to this picture and that it would
have gone over better if it had been cut down at

the end. It will disappoint a lot of his friends.

(Grand, Pierre, S. Dak). A very good Lloyd
comedy, but not as good as others. Pleased peo-

ple very good, and went over good. Rental too

high. Lloyd too afraid exhibitor will make a

dollar. Admission price compelled to charge too

high for small towns. (Gem, Hartford, Kans.)

A great comedy, almost as good as "The Fresh-

man.” Made no more than the average Saturday
show. People will not pay 40 cents to see Lloyd

when they can see Hines and Keaton for 30
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cents. Maybe Harold will give us small town
patrons a chance some day. (Postville, Postville,

Iowa.) For heaven’s sake why did I buy this pic-

ture ? Paid all the money to exchange. Mr. Lloyd

will have to come down off his high seat if I ever

play another one of his pictures, and if all exhib-

itors will stick to this we can make him come on

down within reason. (Cozy, Wagoner, Okla.)

Another adverse report won’t mean anything, but

I am sure there has been enough in the Herald

for exhibitors to form a “Never Again club.” To
be trimmed once, or the first time, is the produc-

cers fault. But to be trimmed after that is my
fault. No. I have not played “The Freshman.”
(Auditorium, Crockett, Tex.) Poorest Lloyd pic-

ture that I’ve ever shown. Whenever you raise

the admission on one like this one, you don’t get

over it for 5 years. Made more sore patrons for

me than any picture I ever played. Hurt my busi-

ness, as my patrons won’t come back. (Strand,

Mt. Vernon, Mo.) Sure it was a good picture,

and the exchange got their share of the proceeds

and some of mine, but I have got used to it. Don’t

hurt so much now. (Saunders, Harvard, 111.)

Just about an average Lloyd. It will draw and

please the Lloyd fans, but will not be a money-

maker because Lloyd will get it all. We are

through with his pictures unless the selling plan

is changed so that we can have a chance to get

a little something for our efforts. (Strand, North

Loup, Neb.) This is a good one and will please,

but the exchange gets the money. (Unique, Anita,

Iowa) Good, but not his best by any means. Did

not draw as we expected. We billed 13 outside

towns but could not get them in. Did not lose

anything, in fact made a little profit, but patrons

kick on prices of 25c and 50c. Smaller towns can-

not have the music and extras that the city thea-

tres furnish and the admission should be scaled

accordingly. Oh yes, we paid the usual high price,

with the usual split, and the checker was here to

keep us from being crooked. Wish we could audit

the producer’s books on one of these pictures.

Cost of production for this type of picture cer-

tainly must be low and profits enormous. (Ma-

jestic, Phillipsburgh, Kan.) I always make money

on Harold Lloyd pictures if I play them early

after release date. This pleased everyone who saw

it. One of his best. (Popular, St. Cloud, Fla.)

Very good but our customers said not quite as

good as “The Freshman.” Nice clean picture but

we have our doubts as to “the runny side of re-

ligion,” going over in a big way in the smaller

towns. It is worth running. (Palace, Ashland, O.)

This one sure fooled us. Lost money on it. Peo-

ple would not pay prices we were forced to charge,

twenty and forty cents. Cannot blame them. The

picture was not worth it. (Lake View, Lake View,

la.) Very good. Not his best but pleased. Busi-

ness fair to good. Gaiety, Fredericton, N. B.,

Canada) A very ordinary comedy. We paid too

much rental, without the extra percent charged

us. Paramount compelled us to charge 50 cents

admission for adults and we lost money. This

picture is not worth a raise on admission in any

theatre. (Majestic, Sabinal, Tex.) Played this

one two days in a one day town and just man-
aged to break the nut, which is always large on

Lloyds. Personally believe it below the Lloyd

standard. Patrons’ opinion divided except that as

a 50c show it was worth about 35c. (Barneys,

Point Marion, Pa.) Did not make any particular

hit here. Many patrons said “we've seen him in

much more meritorious stuff than “For Heaven’s

Sake’.” Are the writers running out of material

or have the directors flopped? (Crystal, Tomb-
stone, Ariz.) The admission price demanded on

this one killed it cold. Would have grossed twice

as much with the admission five cents lower.

Wait this one out. (K. P., Pittsfield, 111.) A very

good comedy with parts of it on the order of

“Girl Shy.” We have not played “The Freshman”
yet but expect to soon, so can't make any com-
parison yet. Paramount insisted upon a 50c ad-

mission and I believe that this killed our busi-

ness on this one. (Pioneer, Amasa, Mich.) Just

an ordinary Lloyd picture. Not as good as “Girl

Shy” or “Hot Water.” Have never played “The
Freshman” so can’t compare. A cheaply made
picture in every respect, sold at an enormous
price. My theatre at no time was filled. I made
but very little money. (Electric, Caldwell, Kan.)
Very good Lloyd comedy. Good ror Sunday. (Crys-

tal, Fulda, Minn.) Positively the weakest on
this star ever made. My patrons still howling
about the 50 cents. Lloyd is slipping fast here.

(Grand, Yoakum, Tex.) Not good as “The
Freshman” and sure flopped at the box office,

although I advertised the same as on “The Fresh-

man.” No more Lloyd’s for me at such high rental.

(Gem, Socorro, N. Mex.) Pleased all who saw
it here and had a good business. Would consider

it very good. (Lyric, Ong. Nebr.) Good picture.

Harold gets the money and you get a laugh if

you’re able to. (Grand, Macon, Mo.) One of

Lloyd’s weakest comedies. Film rental too high,

as was the admission price of fifty and twenty-

five cents we were forced to charge. (Amuse,
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Grover, Colo.) Very good. Personally I think
Harold is one of the best actors on the screen.

If Harold lowers his admission he will lower
his personality. (Electric, Burt, Iowa.) A good
Lloyd comedy. Not a “Freshman” by any menas.
Business was good. (Benn, Philadelphia, Pa.)

FRONTIER TRAIL, THE, P., Harry Carey, 6.

—Good program to a fair business. (American,
Scofield, Utah) Seemed to please those who like

westerns. (Strand, Valparaiso, Nebr.) A good
Western which drew the ordinary Saturday busi-

ness. (Star, Nashville, Mich.)

G
GENTLE CYCLONE, A, F, Buck Jones, Rose

Blossom, Kathleen Myers, Jay Hunt, 7.—The weak-
est we have fiad from Buck this year. Sorry
they didn’t give this to Mr. Mix, as another weak
one couldn’t hurt Mix any more. (Texas, Grand
Prairie, Texas) A fair, weak-actlon western which
looks like Buck’s last stand on the Fox lot, as it

contains little of interest with not one single

highlight unless you except the sheriff, who walked
away with the picture. Whoever he is he’s a good
comedian. (Rialto, Pocahontas, Iowa) I thought it

was just a darned ordinary picture, but the audience
thought different, as they nearly tore the house
down with applause. (Electric, Caldwell, Kan.)
This picture is not up to Jones’ standard, but it

will go over all right. Not as good as “Cowboy
and the Countess.” (Elite, Greenleaf, Kan.)

GLENISTER OF THE MOUNTED, FBO, Lefty
Flynn, Bess Flowers, 6.—Wonderful drawing
power. Business big ; advertising matter fine.

Gave excellent satisfaction. The leading lady.

Miss Bess Flowers, is a pippin. I predict a great

future for her. She did most excellently in this.

Send me a picture, Bess, I have one little kodak
picture made while you were at O. C. W. Lefty,

this is the best picture you have ever made.
(Highland, Guthrie, Okla.) The best Lefty has
made in many a moon. Had patrons comment
very favorably on this, so it must be good. (Or-
pheum, Kalamazoo, Mich.) A first class north-
west picture that pleased 100 per cent. Good print.

(Miers, Schoharie, N. Y.) A very fine picture.

Flynn seemed to make a good hit here in this,

his first picture to be played. (Empress, Akron,
la.)

GOLDEN COCOON, THE, W, Helene Chad-
wick, Richard Tucker, Frank Campeau, Carey
Clarke Ward, 7.—Fine picture that went over
good two days. Good acting and just enough
comedy to satisfy. Warner pictures are all good.

(Columbia, Athens, O.) Very fair. A dramatic
romance. A drama of politics and romance. This
was a good picture. The acting was excellent.

However, no special and wasn’t sold for a special.

Helene Chadwick was prettier than I ever saw her
and Huntley Gordon always holds up. Person-
ally I like Warner’s product. So far this year I

have only had one weak one and that was “His
Majesty Bunker Bean.” Good record, I think.

(Colonial, Hondo, Tex.) A fine entertainment as

a program picture. (Silver Family, Greenville,

Mich.)

GOOD AND NAUGHTY, FP, Pola Negri, Ford
Sterling, Owen Moore, Stuart Holmes, 6.—Tom
Moore and Ford Sterling stood up with Pola in

this picture. The best Pola Negri I ever played.

It went over big. The comedy touches supplied

by Moore and Sterling sure put the kick into it.

It certainly pleased my patrons, although Pola
is a very poor card for this town. (Electric,

Caldwell, Kan.) This one and “Woman of the
World” are the only two Pola ever made in this

country worth running. You will all enjoy this.

Can be easily rated as good. (K. P., Pittsfield,

111.) Very good picture. Played Tuesday to bet-

ter than average business. (Badger, Reedsburg,
Wis.)

GRAND DUCHESS AND THE WAITER, THE,
FP, Florence Vidor, Adolphe Menjou, 7.—Florence
Vidor wonderful. The story rather slow getting
under way and the last fifteen minutes was the
greater part of the picture. My audience rather

enjoyed this, but nothing unusual as a drawing
card. My paper order on this was double my
regular order and did not do more than ordinary
business. (Majestic, Camden, S. C.) A very
good comedy. Was well liked by all. Menjou
at his best. (Benn, Philadelphia, Pa.) Very
splendid high class farce comedy but not good in

small towns on Saturday night. (Palace, Ash-
land, O.) Nothing wrong about this picture, but
the kissing did not give satisfaction. (Silver Fam-
ily, Greenville, Mich.) A good picture. Pleased
about 90 per cent. (Ingram’s, Ashland, Ala.)
One of Menjou’s best. Step on advertising. Will
not disappoint you ; pleased all our patrons. (Pal-

ace, Arkansas City, Ark.) Comedy drama that
pleased Sunday crowd. (S. T., Parker, S. D.)
Pleased the few it drew. ( (Texas, Grand Prairie,

Tex.) A good program offering that pleased
above my expectations. (Princess, Traer, Iowa.
Very entertaining picture which fits Menjou like

a glove. The bobbed hair gang ate it up. Flor-

ence Vidor very human and easy to look at. This
picture will stand the acid test. (Gaiety, Fred-
ericton, N. B., Canada.) When, oh, when, will

the producers wake up to the fact that the pay-
ing public does not care for counts, dukes, duch-
esses and royalty in general ? The customers
wanted to laugh at something and they did, just

to kid themselves into believing that they were
having a good time. But when they passed out
they remarked, “We thought we were going to

see a good picture!” (Rialto, Pocahontas, Iowa.)
They don’t make them any better. This one
pleased my patrons who told me so, when they
came out. (Dixie, Russellville, Ky.) Oh, boy,

this bird gets better in every picture. Dandy bus-
iness against Chautauqua. (Pastime, Medicine
Lodge, Kan.)

GREATER GLORY, THE, FN, Anna Q. Nilsson,

Conway Tearle, May Allison, Ian Keith, Lucy
Beaumont, Jean Hersholt, Nigel de Brulier, George
Billings, Bess Flowers, 10.—A real special. War
theme handled in a way which keeps bloodshed
and violence out of the picture and makes story

appeal especially to women. Acting of Hale Ham-
ilton worthy of mention, though Conway Tearle

and Miss Nilsson are dominant figures. Played
this to top prices and pulled better second night
than first night. (The Playhouse, Fairhope, Ala.)

This picture, while it makes fair entertainment
and will cause some classes of patrons to class it

as a big one, will, on the other hand, cause
some walkouts, which are very annoying in a
small house. There is, however, something out-

standing in this picture, and that is Anna Q.

Nilsson. She shines all the way through like a

gold dollar. (Cozy, Winchester, Ind.) Here is

a wonderful picture of “The Four Horseman”
type, but it goes over most everyone’s head. The
average patron of my place seemed to like it,

but the regulars panned it and said they did not

like it. Personally, I think it very good. (Crys-

tal, Wayne, Neb.)

GREAT LOVE, THE, MG, Viola Dana, 6.—The
greatest we ever had on the screen. Can you
imagine an elephant loving a person and chasing
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him from place to place? Well, that’s “The

Great Love,” and you should have heard the few

that came loving me. You have heard about the

bull dog, so homely he was pretty. This was

so rotten it was good. (Liberty, Pasco, Wash.)

Nothing to it. Story poor, if there ever was one.

The only redeeming thing about the picture is

the paper, which was good. This kind of pic-

tures hurt. (Palace, Beckley, W. Va.) If there

ever was a flop, this is one. One of the poorest

Metro-Goldwyn features I have used for quite

a while. It might do for a children’s play enter-

tainment. (Fairyland, White Castle, La.) Not

much. The elephant tickles the kids and you

can promise something different. We used it one

night only and think this plenty. Was sold right

so we did not lose. Print fair. (Majestic. Phil-

lipsburg, Kan.) Pleased about 50 per cent. A
very poor offering. Paper doesn’t show names

of stars and some scenes not in picture that

appear on photos. (Grand, Rainier, Ore.)

H
HANDS ACROSS THE BORDER, FBO, Fred

Thomson, Bess Flowers, Tom Santschi, 6.—This

very good and is one that paid out and made a

little profit during the hot weather. There is

action galore, and that seems to be what people

want. (Oak, Oakdale, Nebr.) Extra fine. Fred

Thomson and Silver King bring them in. When

I hang out advertising on Fred Thomson and Sil-

ver King I also get ready to hang out the S. R.

O. sign. Everybody, from two year olds up, like

this fine, clean cut star. No matter what picture

we show him in, everyone who comes out always

says: “Fine, marvelous. When are you going

to have him again ?” Success to you. (Houston,

Houston, Miss.) A little more fighting in this

one. Plenty of good acting by the wonderful

white horse. We doubled our box office receipts.

We had a warm night but Fred’s friends came,

so we gave 2 shows Saturday night. Book it.

(Columbia, Poynette, Wis.) Another dandy from

Thomson. This boy surely is putting out real

pictures. (Empress, Akron, la.) Here is another

excellent Fred Thomson picture. If you haven’t

these bought, better buy them, as these are sure

box office bets. (Grand, Springfield, Minn.) An-

other very good Thomson. Silver King is very

good in this. As usual, I was rained out on this,

so did not do the business I should. The picture

has plenty of action, and comedy shots, so should

go over anywhere. (Elysian, Elysian, Mich.)

This is an extra good Thomson and Silver King

picture. There is something in it which will

please everyone—men. women and children.

(Trags, Neillsville, Wis.) Fred always draws

good. This picture has action galore. Some of

the scenes are impossible, but it pleased all.

Played July 4th to good packed house. (Venice,

Nephi, Utah.) Why any one can pan this picture

is beyond me. We must report it good. Thomson

has been a jinx to run in this town as we always

pulled a blizzard with his pictures, but we got

good weather with this one, so maybe the jinx

is broken. (DeLuxe, Spearville, Kan.) The poor-

est one I have ever played and I have played them

all. Fred, if you do not keep out of those fine

clothes you will fall like Mix. Stay in straight

Westerns and you will be okay. Silver King fine

in this one. (Perry, Darlington, Mo.) Very good

Western. Keeps ’em guessing what’s going to

happen next. (Liberty, Pasco, Wash.) This one

is another good Fred Thomson picture and Silver

King is good. Should please anywhere. Next

time the salesman comes I am going to get a

five year contract on Fred’s pictures. You had

better do the same, brothers, as you may have a

competitor, as I have, that wants them. I pay

double price for them on that account. (Popular,

St. Cloud, Fla.) A dandy Western with Fred as

the hero of a border romance. Silver King is

fine as usual. (Community, Minneota, Minn.)

Fred Thomson is no comer in westerns. He’s

there now, and if he only keeps up the good work

he will top the list. Haven’t had a bad one yet.

(Fox, Fox Lake, 111.) I think the poorest Fred

Thomson picture I ever played, and it failed to

register with my patrons. (Electric, Caldwell,

Kans.) I’ve made up my mind there’s no use

reporting on Fred’s pictures because they’re all so

doggone good. But I can’t help but write up on

the big cleanup I made on this picture. What a

pleasure it is to play pictures like Fred’s. I packed

them in like sardines the second night. (Monarch,

Ponteix, Sask., Canada.) A very good Western.

Far above average. Some good comedy in it.

(Elite, Greenleaf, Kan.)

HELL BENT FER HEAVEN, W, Patsy Ruth
Miller, 7.—Good story and acting, with a tre-

mendous flood scene. Pleased generally. Business

about average. (Grand, Rainier, Ore.) Good
program picture. Nothing extra. (Liggett, Madi-

son, Kan.) Failed to discover why any of them

Practical

Proof
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win.— Liberty Theatre, Pardeeville,
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were hell bent, but the picture was a pretty fair

melodrama based about a tremendous dam explo-

sion. The picture lacked the class that fans de-

mand these days in their movie fare. (Temple,

Bellaire, O.)

HELL’S FOUR HUNDRED, F, Margaret Liv-

ingstone, Harrison Ford, Marceline Day, Amber
Norman, 6.—A good picture ; no special. Name
killed it. Our patrons wouldn’t go see it because

of the name. They were afraid of it. (Alcazar,

Dothan, Ala.) This is a good entertainment.

More society than Western and didn’t fit so well

with my regular Saturday night program but the

picture is interesting. (Grand, Pierre, S. Dak.)

This picture is a very good program picture.

Too weak for the drawing power of such a title.

Runs all the way through and develops in the

end to be only a dream. Last reel the only one

of value. Some beautiful colors and costumes in

last reel. Don’t pay extra for this picture. (Rex,

Madisonville. Texas.) The title pulled some busi-

ness, but twelve people walked out on it. Usual

"gold digger” story and just a picture. (Or-

pheum, Neosha, Mo.) One of these dream pic-

tures that drew well first night and fell flat sec-

ond. Personally, thought it pretty nice. (Texas,

Grand Prairie, Tex.)

HER SECOND CHANCE, FN, Anna Q. Nilsson,

Huntley Gordon, Charles Murray, 7.—Here is an

extra good picture. Pleased everybody, old and
young. Advertise it heavy, as it will more than

please. (Grand, Ash Grove, Mo.) A fairly good

production with a good cast. Business below

average. (Grand, Rainier, Ore.) An above the

average picture. Couldn’t get any dope on it, so

booked an eight piece orchestra in conjunction to

bolster it up if necessary. Wasn’t necessary, as

Anna Q. Nilsson has the drawing power. Pleas-

ing 90 per cent. Has a dash of everything in it

and should go over most any place. (Rialto,

Pocahontas, la.) Extra good. First National

has the service and the trailers get the business.

(Star, Malad City, Idaho.) Good picture to poor

crowd. No fault of the picture. Acting and
story good. (Fairyland, White Castle, La.) A
poor picture, this girl is getting too old. She

ought to play matron parts. I can’t see these

Swedish stars in pictures at all. (Strand, Grin-

nell, la.) A production that is deadly slow. Noth-
ing happens all the way through. The audience

waits for something to happen to jazz up a poor

picture but are disappointed. Charles Murray
earns his money in this one. He is the only

justifiable excuse for its having been made. His

brand of humor is the only bright spot in it and
that does not make an audience picture. First

National certainly takes the cake this year for

"duds” in the line of failures at the box office,

and if you ask my audience, they are failures in

entertainment with the possible exception of per-

haps 10 per cent of what we have played, which
in themselves were nothing to write home about.

(Columbia, Columbia City, Ind.)

HIGH STEPPERS, FN, Mary Astor, Lloyd

Hughes, Dolores del Rio, Alec Francis, Emily
Fitzroy, Rita Carewe, Charles Murray, 6.—Say,

boys, I sure was disappointed in this one. Thought
by the trailer and the press sheet that there was
a lot of high stepping in this one, but the trailer

had about all of the dancing there was. Every-

one expected a lot of cakewalking. Advertising

nothing like this picture at all. (Grand, Ash
Grove, Mo.) Good story and entertaining picture.

Fair attendance. (Grand. Rainier, Ore.) A very

good picture to a nice business. (Auditorium,

Libertyville, 111.) Good picture to good business.

(Pastime, Medicine Lodge, Kan.)

I

I'LL SHOW YOU THE TOWN, U, Reginald

Denny, Marion Nixon, Lilyan Tashnian, Cissie

Ftizgerald, Margaret Livingstone, Neely Edwards,
Martha Mattox, William Carroll, 7,400.—Very good
comedy but print was not in good condition, es-

pecially the last reel. Business only fair. (Strand,

Newman Grove, Nebr.) Not as good as we ex-

pected. Fair comedy feature. (Community, David
City, Nebr.) Best thing we have had from Denny
since “Sporting Youth.” This is real entertain-

ment and cannot fail to please anyone who goes

to the theatre for entertainment—and that’s what
most people go for. (Royal, Newark, Ark.)
Pleased 100 per cent. One of the most entertain-

ing pictures ever made. You can’t go wrong on
a Denny picture, and Universal doesn’t rob you
for them. (Bon Ton, Roanoke, Ind.) Pleased
extra well. Wish we had a Denny photo for our

lobby. (Majestic, Weiner, Ark.) One of the best

comedies. My patrons asked for more of this

kind. (Auditorium, Fountain City, Wis.) They
did not come out to see this one at all, and we
don’t know why, for it is a good show. We would
rate it at 70 per cent. (The Hopkins, Cotter,

Ark.) This seemed to please very well, but this

bird doesn’t seem to have any draft at the box
office. (Trags, Neillsville, Wis.) One of the best

comedies that we have played for ages. Good for

any house. (Orpheum, St. Bernice, Ind.) A dandy.
Our people here want pictures of this kind. They
want to laugh and forget. (Princess, Hettick, 111.)

A little above the average attendance. Picture
and print good. (Cupid, Miles, Tex.) The first

two reels are rather draggy. Then the next four

are a little livelier and the last two are a riot of

fun. All told I would class it as a good program
picture. Marion Nixon is the best that we have
ever seen her in this picture. Neely Edwards,
Lilyan Tashman, Cissy Fitzgerald and Margaret
Livingstone are also good in support of Denny.
However picture should have been in less reels.

(Rialto, Sharon, Wis.) Personally I did not get

much kick out of this one, but patrons seemed
to like it. That’s what counts. Denny can do
much better. (Grand, Yoakum, Tex.) This was
one of our Saturday night pictures. It was en-

tirely satisfactory to a good crowd who enjoyed
it and many of them stopped on the way out to

tell me how good it was. I consider that

one of the best recommends a picture can get.

Be sure and get “I’ll Show You the Town” on
your booking list. (Ideal, Chateaugay, N. Y.)

One of the best comedies. Everybody pleased.

The women sure drove Reggie wild in this picture.

(Bijou, Conway, N. H.) Seemed to please all.

(Trags, Neillsville, Wis.)

IRENE, FN, Colleen Moore, Lloyd Hughes,
George K. Arthur, Charles Murray, Kate Price,

Bess Flowers, 8.—The best picture we have had
this year thus far. From a box office view it is

a super drawing card and with proper exploita-

tion will make you plenty of dough. Colleen is

“made” in this territory. We dressed the cutout

dolls in flashy costumes of crepe and tissue paper
and used them in a window display and went in

heavy on the style show angle. Thanks, Colleen,

for pepping up business. (Rialto, Pocahontas, la.)

Good picture with snappy sub-titles. Very elab-

orate style show in latter part of picture. First

National has no business calling this a special,

as it will not do any more business than the

others of her pictures. Miss Moore is adding to

her popularity with every picture she makes and
I hope she makes many, many more. (Odeon,

Chandler, Okla.) Well, brother exhibitors, Colleen

has knocked them for a row again. There is not

a dull minute in the whole nine reels. Good
story, plenty of comedy and the fashion show in

colors will set the ladies wild. This man Charles

Murray is sure good, and as the leading man Mr.

Hughes is great. Well, kid, you got the goods.

Make them give you the story and director on

your next one. (Grand, Yoakum, Tex.) Boys this

is a real ace high trump. It’s about the best we
have had from Moore and the style show at the

end is great. Had a great many good comments.
Especially on the style show. Business held up
for three days at advanced prices. ( Lake View,

Lake View, la.) Real good one. You can step

on it and be able to back it up. The style show
feature is simply beautiful and is sure to please.

Also a good lot of comedy mixed in with it. (Iris,

Terrill, Tex.) A real tonic for the box office.

The women raved over the style show, while the

men enjoyed the story. Colleen's best since

“Sally.” A real special. (Gaity, Fredericton, N.

B., Canada.) Picture went over with a bang. Our
patrons were delighted. Fine entertainment.

Don’t see how they can find a better type of pic-

ture for her. It suited her ; she suited us. Come
again, Colleen, you sure have our number. The
operator said it was nine reels. Didn’t seem over

five. (Royal, Lehi, Utah) A great picture. You

can’t get them any better. (Strand, Dryden, Ont.,

Canada) My opinion is that she is the best female

star on the screen. In other words she sure does

her stuff. Her pictures are full of pep, with

plenty of comedy, and throughout the entire nine

reels there was not a dull moment. The colored
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PROVEN
ATTRACTIONS'

Twelve F. B. O. Gold Bonds
That are Hitting Box Office High Spots Right Now!

“Drusilla with a Million”

“If Marriage Fails”

“Parisian Nights”
“Keeper of the Bees”
“The Last Edition”

“The Midnight Flyer”

“Flaming Waters”
“When Love Grows Cold”
“A Poor GirPs Romance”
“The Non Stop Flight”

“Isle of Retribution”
“The King of the Turf”

An Amazing Array of Star Attractions!
Surefire Clickers, Every One of Them!

4 Fred Thomsons 8 Lefty Flynns

6 Evelyn Brents 8 Richard Talmadg
8 Bob Custers 8 Tom Tylers

lie Greatest Line of
its in the Industry!

Hearts” by Sam Heilman . . .

js Bray Cartoons*
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fashion show in the last reel made them all sit

up and take notice. You couldn’t ask for a better
evening of complete entertainment. Should go in
any theatre, large or small. (Paramount, Wyom-
ing, 111.) A picture that should go over anywhere.
As usual, we had a few kicks, but many praised
the picture. The fashion show makes up for any
other weakness in the picture and we got by with
a ten cent raise in admission. (Regent, Eureka.
Kan.) Great. Showmen, here is a picture! Fine,
good comedy, not a dull moment. Appeals to all

classes and suits all classes. Colleen at her very
best with excellent support of Charles Murray.
Colored style show just great. (Capitol, Bartley,
la.) Colleen, you've done it again. Here is one
of the best pictures First National, or anybody
else for that matter, ever released. Patrons en-
thusiastic about it. Fashion show sequence won-
derful. A special in every sense of the word.
Boost it big and raise your prices. Thanks to
Colleen, you can smile when they come out. (Re-
gent, Indianola, Miss.) Special to Colleen Moore.
Colleen, this is oy far the best you have ever
done, even better than “Sally,” but I hope your
salary won't go up in porportion to what they
charged me for this show. Charley Murray and
Kate Price as the Irish parents are entitled to a
lot of credit for putting this over, as they are
very good. The fashion show is a dazzling knock-
out. If you think "The American Venus” has a
pretty style show, wait 'til you see this one ; it is

beautiful beyond description. Get the trailer ;

Nine reels (American, Wautoma, Wis.) If you
are one of the exhibitors that gets this one in
your town, just consider it a stroke of good luck,
for you will have the pleasure of showing one
of the finest picture entertainments that has been
released this year. Colleen Moore is right up to
what you may expect of her, and that is a lot,

because she is and has been getting better and
better with every new picture, and she does not
disappoint you in this. Wonderful, and big in
every way. (Cozy, Winchester, Ind.) I paid them
a raise on this one after it was contracted for at
a smaller figure. This picture is good but it’s

overrated. It will get you the crowd alright but
you will hear some complaints. The picture is

too long. It’s a great style show and the colors
were O. K. but it will not please all classes.
(Dixie, Russellville, Ky.) A dandy style show
but the picture is entirely too long, which kills

it. Had several complaints that it was too long.
It should have been made in six reels instead of
nine and cut out the part that was slow and
draggy. (Dixie, Russellville, Ky.) I sure adver-
tised this picture and had plenty of cars in town,
when rain came up and scared a lot of people
away, but enough stayed to let me make some
money. Colleen is sure there. A 100 per cent
picture. (Auditorium, Red Cloud, Nebr.) This
picture sure was good. Colleen always goes
over with a bang. The colored scenes pleased
them all. Waiting for the next one, Colleen.
(Halfway, Halfway, Mich.) Great picture. Does
she make anything else? Not all we had hoped
for at the box office, but the picture is there and
over. Get the “Irene” music by all means. (Star,
Menard, Tex. ) A dandy good picture to fair busi-
ness. (Mystic, Stafford, ICans.) Staged this in
connection with a fashion show offering cash
prizes for the best homemade dresses for girls.

Covered the town with heralds and handbills and
got out good crowds though did not net as well
as “Kiki,” played the previous week. “Irene” is

a great show, however, and people are still talk-
ing about the colored photography in this. (The
Playhouse, Fairhope, Ala.) A mighty fine picture.
The best she has ever made. Acting wonderful.
Support good. Colored scenes were very beautiful.
Drew well and pleased them all. Keep the good
work up, Colleen. (Highland, Guthrie, Okla.)
Drew like “American Venus,” and all seemed sat-
isfied. (Shuler, Raton, N. Mex.) A splendid pro-
duction from every angle. School play and com-
mencement cut attendance, but those that saw it

liked it very much. (Grand, Rainier, Ore.) A
very good picture. Acting wonderful. Colored
scenes were very beautiful. Drew well and pleased
95 per cent. Some reported Colleen a little more
clever in “Sally.” (Community, Redgranite, Wis.)
If you haven’t this picture under contract, buy it

quick and boost it to the sky. It will please
them all. Has the best color scenes we ever saw,
as well as a good story. (Colonial, Astoria, 111.)

Can t be beat. Step on it. It will back up any-
thing you say, no matter how strong you put it.

Ideal for exploitation, even in a small town.
(Elk, Worland, Wyo. ) Wonderful style show.
First of its kind ever seen here. Made a great
hit. Colleen of the rolling eyes and mobile face
is a great favorite here. (San Juan, Friday Har-
bor, Wash.) A good Colleen Moore picture. Keep
up your good work, Colleen. (Benn, Philadelphia,
Pa.) A wonderful production. Miss Moore. Was
highly praised by your admirers here. If you read
this write a personal letter to Miss Hazel Herbert
of this place. She is one of your great admirers

Here’s the

Next One
Say. when do you get out another

BOX OFFICE RECORD? I have not
received one since March. You ought
to camouflage the cover so the film
boys won't know it, for I have a hard
time keeping mine.—Crystal Theatre,
Wayne, Neb.

and had a lot of praise about “Irene.** Miss Her-
bert is directress for the local drama club, also
a teacher in the high school here. The colored
style show was worth the admission. (Fairyland,
White Castle, La.) Very good. Ran to satisfied
patrons and a small profit. (Eagle, Eagle River,
Wis.) Pretty good show but I do not see Colleen
in my favor, and somehow can*t get them in to
see her. Well I don’t know why, but I guess I

have to let her go and not come again. (Royal,
Kimball, So. Dak.)

ISLE OF RETRIBUTION, THE, FBO, Lillian
Rich, Robert Frazer, Victor McLaglen, Mildred
Harris, David Torrence, 7.—This is a picture that
holds interest from start to finish. It is some-
what on the order of “The Killer’’ (Pathe). This
is an Alaskan story and will stand a lot of boost-
ing. I ran “Up In The Air’’ (FBO) with it and
had a fine show. (Opera House, Brocket, N. D.)
A good hot weather attraction, with lots of snow.
Drew well on a hot Saturday night, but it is en-
tirely too brutal for the class of patronage here.
(Strand, Paoli, Ind.) The snow scenes in this
picture put it over, as I played is on some of the
hottest days in July. The story did not please.
(Community, Minneota, Minn.) This is a wonder-
ful picture. Good acting and some fine scenery.
The snow slide and trees covered with snow makes
a dandy summer show. (Jewel, Verndale, Minn.)
A real good picture of the north snow country
but had too much brutality in it. Did not make
any money on this picture, but the reason was
no business now during the busy farming season.
(DeLuxe, Spearville, Kan.) Very good picture.
Just the kind for hot weather. Everybody liked

it and it drew well. (Rich, Montpelier, Idaho.)
This is a wonderful picture, a little strong for
the small towns, but it’s great. Book it. (Opera
House, Monticello, Iowa.) Boys if you want a
hot weather picture, book this one. McLaglen does
some very fine work. His snow bath will cool

and give any crowd good moral. It’s there. You’ll
make some money. (Strand, Humboldt, la.) Good
story of the North. Good hot weather offering.

Snow scenes are great. (Palace, McGehee, Ark.)
A very good picture. Good snow scenes. Good
drama, but they all wondered what became of

the other two women. Were they left on the
Island to perish while the other two people sailed

away? Good entertainment. (Community, David
City, Nebr.) Just fair. This picture was very
poorly directed and got tiresome toward the end.
Photography was beautiful but the story was
weak. (Strand, Gallup, N. M.) This is a Gold
Bond worthy of its name. The acting of David
Torrence, Victor McLaglen and Robert Frazer
was excellent. A good snowy Northern story.

(Coliseum, Lamoni, Iowa.) Wonderful advertis-

ing matter on this picture. Plenty of snow scenes,

but the story is not there. Even the kids kicked
on it. I was expecting a good story picture but
got only a cheap program picture. (Highland,
Guthrie, Okla.) Good Northern picture. Not big

but good average program. (Happy Hour, Jasper,
Minn.) A fair program picture. (Silver Family,
Greenville, Mich.)

IT’S THE OLD ARMY GAME, FP, Louise
Brooks, W. C. Fields, 6.—Drew good, seemed to

please all, but did not see it myself, as I was off

catching bullheads. My wife said it was crazy,

the orchestra said it was great, the operator said

fair, so I don’t know who to believe, although I

am satisfied with the box office receipts. (Crystal,

Wayne, Nebr.) Another one of Paramount’s flops.

I don’t see where Paramount found Fields, or why
they continue to boost a star that will absolutely
kill an exhibitor’s business. I can not personally
endorse this picture, as there is nothing to it.

(Badin, Badin, N. C.) Very, very funny, but we
find it hard to sell to our customers. They ask
us if it’s A1 G. Fields, Lew Fields or Springfields.
Fields is original and makes his own fun and has
arrived, but the name Fields, so far, means noth-
ing in the small towns. Business fair. Should
have been capacity. He deserves it. (Palace,
Ashland, Ohio.) Paramount has taken three of
Fields’ funniest scenes from last year’s Follies
and built a picture around them. The story is

nothing, but Fields to me was a scream, and

Louise Brooks is awfully easy to look at. When
they say the picture is from the play by J. P.
McEvoy, they must be trying to kid somebody.
Fields as yet means nothing to the small town
box-office, so business was not so good. Those
that did come seemed to like it, though. (Adams,
Decatur, Ind.) Just a lot of bunk put together
that seemed to please my patrons. A good hot
weather picture. I don’t believe that Fields will

ever cut much ice as a screen comedian. (Elec-
tric, Caldwell, Kan.) See no excuse for producing
any such bunk and passing it to the public and
trying to kid them into thinking they are being
entertained. Can’t see Fields as a movie come-
dian. (Crossett, Crossett, Ark.) This was slap-
stick comedy well done in a picture that pleased
but did not draw. It takes a lot of pictures to
make a star. This one will help some, but he is

a weak box office proposition for me. (Grand,
Pierre, S. Dak.) Not too good. (Blende, Benton
Wis.) A fair picture, not a Fields’ picture.

(Benn, Philadelphia, Pa.) Fields only thing in

show, but as he is no drawing power, poor busi-
ness. Picture fair ; not many laughs. (Peoples,

Port Arthur, Texas.) Good comedy. Pleased 100
per cent. (Palace, Arkansas City, Ark.)

J
JADE CUP, THE, FBO, Evelyn Brent, Jack

Luden, Eugene Borden, Violet Palmer, 5.—Busi-
ness very poor. Terrible title that failed to draw
them in. Brent is no drawing card for my house.

(New, Kalamazoo, Mich.) This is very light as

to story, Evelyn is suited to better stories. Box
office, however, was O. K. Brent always draws
good for me. (Oak, Oakdale, Nebr.) The poor-
est picture we ever played of this star. No plot,

comedy, or much of anything else. Good crowd,
poor picture, lots of kicks. (Jewel, Verndale,
Minn.)

JOHNSTOWN FLOOD, THE, F, George O’Brien
Florence Gilbert, Janet Gaynor, Anders Ran-
dolf, George Harris, 6,255.—A very good picture.

Ran this April 3rd. A snow plow was stalled in

a drift two blocks from theatre. Believe it

would draw if weather permitted. Print perfect.

Janet Gaynor deserves especial mention in this

one. This little girl is a comer. (Rex, Gilman
City, Mo.) This is a very good picture and
pleased my patrons. My patrons like George and
like to see him strut his stuff in the battles. This

will please the biggest majority of fans. This is

the best flood scene that I have ever seen in any
picture. There is plenty of excitement in this

picture. Good prints. Good for Saturday. (Plain-

view, Plainview, Tex.) This is a real show. It

has as much drawing power as any special we
played in six months and did not cost half as

much. The flood scene is wonderful. The little

star, Janet Gaynor who does the Paul Revere
deserves much credit. Too bad she was killed in

the flood. It’s the only part of the story that you
will not like. Fox has good pictures. (Karlen,

Monticello, Wis.) No matter how many bad
ones you got from Fox this year, this is your
compensation, at least if you’re near the section

portrayed. With a 70-ft. dam recently filled

above our town, felt unsafe in showing this one,

for the headlines “Hundreds drowned in Barneys
theatre while watching Johnstown Flood’’ kept
running through our brain, but we ran it and
broke a record of 2 years standing. Although
filled with all known “hokum,’’ they ate it up,

and the flood scenes are good. (Barneys, Point
Marion, Pa.) Ran this Friday and Saturday to

good business and held it over, and ran it Mon-
day—a record for us, big business again. This is

a real picture in every respect. The story is con-
vincing and here in the Ohio Valley the people
know what floods mean. It is remarkably well

handled and the double exposure scenes of the

flood sweeping people and towns away are better

than the Red Sea scene in “Ten Comandments.’’
It is melodramatic and the movie crowds eat up
this kind of stuff. George O’Brien has a pleasing
part and the balance of the cast remarkably hold
up their parts. Has lots of comedy relief and
can be exploited many special ways. (Temple,
Bellaire, Ohio.) Great box office picture. Played
to capacity and it seemed to please. However, it

lacks a lot of being the greatest thriller of 1926.

(Patrick’s, Crescent, Okla.) A few bits of humor
and an excellent flood scene. That’s “The Johns-
town Flood.’’ (Texas, Grand Prairie, Tex.) The
usual run of melodrama that Fox specializes in.

Good program picture of its kind ; details of the
period are perfect, which will appeal to those
who remember the flood. (Rialto, Pocahontas,
Iowa.) Here is one of the best pieces of photo-
graphy we ever ran, and it’s a really good picture.

(Char-Bell, Rochester, Ind.) Good picture with
flood scenes the best ever shown. Plenty of ac-

tion and some comedy. (Happy Hour, Jasper,
Minn.) Quite an interesting epic of that nota-
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ble event, the flood, and it is an outstanding
picture from production standpoint. Some of the
finest acting done on the screen for some time,

that of Janet Gaynor, when she is confronted
with the wedding day of her lover, George
O’Brien. Entire cast above average and will be
satisfactory entertainment for most any theatre.

(Cozy theatre, Winchester, Ind.) Saturday night
to very good business. This one is a very rea-
sonable picture of its kind. The flood scenes are
truly wonderful. There are some parts of this

overdrawn, I should say. At the time of the
Johnstown flood, telephones and autos were not
in general use. I doubt if either were in use.

However, it is an excellent picture. Buy it.

(Ideal, Chateaugay, N. Y.) The flood is O. K.
but the story is weak, did not draw very well
for us. (Dixie, Winona, Miss.) Good picture.
With flood scenes the best ever shown. Plenty
of action. (Grand, Williamsburg, Ky.) One fine

picture. Flood scenes extra good but, like all

Fox pictures, it did not ring the bell at the box
office. But you need not be afraid to boost “The
Johnstown Flood,” for it’s a good one. (Orphuem,
Marion, 111.) A good picture with the best flood
scenes screened so far. Many favorable com-
ments. (Lion, Bellevue, O.) Very good. A pic-
ture everyone will like. A good show for Satur-
day. Flood scenes the best ever produced. (Opera
House, Apache, Okla.) A mighty good picture.
Has one of the best flood scenes in it I have ever
seen. Fox has some of the best money getters
on the market. ( K. P., La Rue. Ohio.) This has
a wonderful flood scene but it is not a special ;

do not raise your price. (Unique, Anita, Iowa.)
Full of interest all the way through. Flood scene
fine. (Princess, Obion, Tenn.) Good. Use it two
days. We made the mistake of booking it for
one day only. It will stand up. (Palace. Mc-
Gehee, Ark.) Very good picture. Flood scenes
are real good. Action is good and tells good
story. Pleased about 75 per cent. (Majestic,
Kerems, Tex.)

JUST SUPPOSE, FN, Richard Barthelmess, Lois
Moran, Geoffrey Kerr, 7.—Fair picture to fair
business.— (Lyric, Morrison, III.)—A picture that
caused no comment. Probably because we had
no attendance on account of conflicting with St.
Patricks' party and dances. Good picture. (Au-
ditorium, Liberty ville, 111.) A very pretentious
production, but somehow fails to get under the
skin, and thus another flop registered at my box
office. Less than average business for three
days, and would have been worse if Dick had
not been in the thing. Barthelmess does very
natural work in this and should be credited for
same. (Cozy, Winchester, Ind.) A nice picture,
but not his best. (Opera House, Fennimore,
Wis.) Pretty weak offering. Business poor.
(Grand, Rainier, Ore.) Used this on Sunday,
May thirtieth, to a fairly good crowd and it was
highly praised with the exception of a very few
hard boiled, hard to please. (Fairyland, White
Castle, La.) Very good. Great picture for high
class audience. That boy Barthelmess can act
if given the proper type of story. It certainly
pleased. (Gaiety, Fredericton, N. B., Canada.)
This was not a Barthelmess picture. Business
was fair. (Benn, Philadelphia, Pa.) Rather a
weak vehicle for this star, but as always, his
most likeable personality is enough to satisfy.
I am looking forward to seeing his “Four Feath-
ers” and “Amateur Gentleman.” Dick is well
liked here and holds a high place among our
male stars. (Star, Menard, Tex.)

KIKI, FN, Norma Talmadge, Ronald Colman,
Gertrude Astor, Marc McDermott, George K. Ar-
thur, Frankie Darro, 9.—“Kiki” saved the bacon
for an otherwise bad June for me. The only
one of four big priced shows that paid a profit.

Norma is high class entertainment in “Kiki”
and the show has brought many favorable com-
ments since it showed here. Will bear all the
boosting you can give it. (The Playhouse, Fair-
hope, Ala.) Here is one of Norma’s good ones.
Delicious comedy. Everyone pleased. The only
fault it is just a little too long. (Rialto, Lady-
smith, B. C., Canada.) It’s hard to please them
all in a small town. Many raved over this one
and many others didn’t like it. It did not give
the satisfaction that “Irene” did. It is decidedly
not a family picture. (American, Wautoma,
Wis.) The best picture I ever played from First
National. (Grand, Williamsburg, Ky.) A won-
derful picture. Well liked by all. Drew good
business. What more can you want. (Highland,
Guthrie, Okla.) “Kiki” and “Irene” gave about
the same satisfaction. We can’t get them to
gang out on a feminine star. Just a nice little

business, but not enough profit for the holler
they put up about the picture. (Palace, Syra-
cuse, Neb.) Fine! It pleased immensely. Norma
Talmadge is there in any type of picture. From
“The Lady” to "Kiki” is some step, but she is

Business

Made Easy
THE BOX OFFICE RECORD is

the one thing that makes business
easy. You certainly have proven your
statement of being in the business to

help the exhibitor.—Broadway Thea-
tre, St. George, N. B., Canada.

certainly there. Business good and patrons all

set for her next production. (Gaiety, Frederic-
ton, N. B., Canada.) I gave this a three day
run at advanced admission price and only played
to average attendance in spite of the fact that
I did a tremendous advertising campaign to put
it over. The remarkable thing about the run is

there was no opposition to speak of, but still the

box office did not come up to expectations. To
say it is poor entertainment would not be fair

to Norma, as she is good in anything and does
this in her usual fine style. (Cozy, Winchester,
Ind.) This proved to be the best picture for

use from this star since “Smilin’ Thru.” Patrons
seemed to like it very much and it certainly got
the laughs. It’s a very good picture. Could
have been two reels shorter. Film in first class

shape. (Lake View, Lake View, la.) Not as

good as First National will have you believe, but
these two stars draw them in. Different from
anything Norma has ever done and she gets

away with it very nicely. (Iris, Terrell, Tex.)
Pleased two fine crowds both nights. Only fault,

it is too long for a hot night. (Blende, Benton,
Wis.) Played Easter Sunday. Very good. A
special. Pleased 90 per cent. If you can buy
it right, boost it to the limit, as it has enough
comedy to suit the small towns as well as the

large cities. Personally I think this is her best

picture up to date. (Palace, Pana, 111.) Norma
in something different with Ronald Colman. A
fine drawing card, but not a family feature for

small towns. Norma a wonderful actress that

put this one over. (Murray’s, DeFuniak Springs,

Fla.) Boy, what a picture! And how it did

draw ! Broke all house records and pleased

everybody. Best from Norma in a long time.

(Auditorium, Red Cloud, Nebr.) Corking good
show. Never could imagine Miss Talmadge as

“Kiki” until I saw the film. It is there and
over. Colman good, in fact everything about it

good. (Star, Menard, Tex.)

K
KING OF THE TURF, FBO, Patsy Ruth Miller,

Kenneth Harlan, Mary Carr, David Torrence,
6,500.—A good one. It will please your patrons
and draw at the box office. (Rich. Montpelier.

Idaho.) A dandy good picture with a very good
horse race in the first part and a steeple chase
in the last part of the picture. (DeLuxe, Spear-
ville, Kan.) A very good show for a Saturday.
It is a good Gold Bond. This cast is good and
it is well acted. Some good comedy work by
the two crooks. We had an excellent print.

Everybody was well pleased. (Y., Nazareth. Pa.)
A good race-track story. Good print. (Miers, Scho-
harie, N. Y. ) I think this is one of the best racing
pictures ever played, and the audience evidently
thought the same. Lots of good comments.
(Electric, Caldwell, Kan.) Fine race picture.

Everybody liked it. (Community, David City.

Nebr.) Good picture. The kind that suits the
majority of the people. (Queen, Santa Anna,
Tex.) A Gold Bond that pleased. Kenneth
Harlan and Patsy Ruth Miller were the stars.

Story interesting. (S. T.. Parker, S. D.) This
Is a very good race track picture. Good story,

photography O. K. Not a great big picture.

(Strand, Luverne, Iowa.) Very fine racing
drama. Gave good satisfaction. (Perrys Egyp-
tian, Ogden, Utah.) Just fair. Very weak and
a far fetched story. The eloseups of the neck
and neck race are crude. (Grand, Macon, Mo.)

KIT CARSON OVER THE GREAT DIVIDE,
Sunset, Roy Stewart, 6.—Good entertaining pic-

ture. (Odeon, Chandler, Okla.) Being a gen-
tleman, I cannot afford to put in writing my
true opinion of these Sunset specials. They’re
Sunsets all right, my “seats set” every time I

play one. I play to standing room only, because
no one will buy tickets for the seats during one
of these laborious attempts at junior “Covered
Wagons.” Shoot the salesman that brings it to
your door to sell. The law will pardon you for
it. (Paralta, Oakwood. Tex.) More bunk. No
more history in this than in Felix the cat. It

looked like the pictures of ten years ago. Action,

lighting, etc., just about that brand. Playing
this on top of “Sally of Sawdust” was enough
to ruin any man’s show business. I can pick out

a dozen Westerns that can show this up and
they got extra money for this series, too. Noth-
ing to it but the title. (Star, Menard, Texas.)
Very poor. Western action is too slow. Not
many kicks, but when they walk out on you,

lay off. (Majestic, Kerens, Tex.)

L
LADDIE, FBO, Gene Stratton, 6,931.—“Laddie”

is one of Gene Stratton Porter’s most noted
novels. It is the kind of a picture nearly every-

one enjoys. It is mainly a simple story of the

unpretending* lives of ordinary people and as

such it is powerfully appealing*. The cast is

exceptionally good. Business very good consid-

ering the weather. A box office attraction for

your theatre. Seven reels. (Apollo, Indianapo-
lis, Ind.) Here’s an entertaining gem that will

please all classes and suitable for any house.

The work of little Gene Stratton and John Fox.,

Jr., stand out above all others. Drew fine, but

we used it for our re-opening after a three-week
shut-down for remodeling, redecorating, etc. This
is surely a picture for the masses ; boost it and
you won’t go wrong. (Strand, Robinson, 111.)

LET’S GET MARRIED, FP, Richard Dix, Lois
Wilson, Gunboat Smith, 7.—Dix sure hits with
my crowd. He has a wonderful screen person-

ality. This one drew very good business in

fairly hot weather. I wish they were all this

good. (Postville, Postville, Iowa.) As usual,

Dix comes through with a picture that pleased

and drew additional business. (S. T., Parker,

S. D.) Oh boy! If this isn’t a good one there

isn’t a key on this typewriter. My patrons

have talked about it so much I am almost crazy.

Pleased 110 per cent I believe. Advertised for

a couple to be married on the stage, with gifts

from local merchants for the lucky couple. Did

not get a couple, on account of being a small

town, but the people came for miles and miles

and we stacked them in, and although they did

not see a wedding on our stage, they were more
than pleased with the picture. You can make
a real cleanup with this picture, if you work
it right. It will back up most anything you can

say about it. (Ingram’s, Ashland, Ala.) Oh
mister ! This is a real comedy. It is a knock-

out. This Dix feller is getting to be the best

box office bet that I have. This picture broke

my Sunday and Monday record by a long way
and I don’t think that I have run a picture that

has so completely satisfied my patrons before

this year. It was a pip. That is, if you know
what that means. Pip means that I don’t have
enough words to express to you fellows just how
good it is. (Moon, Neligh, Neb.) The original

title, “The Man from Mexico,” would probably

have brought in more dollars, but then they

would have expected Dix on a horse, so prob-

ably the change was well. A very pleasing com-

edy with Dix allowing Miss Oliver a great share

of the laughs. You can’t go wrong on it. (Bar-

neys, Point Marion, Pa.) Very good comedy
action picture. Used it on Sunday to fair busi-

ness. (Empress, Akron, Iowa.) Mark this one

up as extra good entertainment. Will please

most all classes. (K. P., Pittsfield, 111.) Oh
boy, here is a genuine comedy, 18 karat. One
of the best we ever ran. Pleased everybody.

Play based on old stage farce, “The Man from
Mexico.” Dix great, Lois Wilson a peach. Play

is funny as the deuce and has lots of action.

,(Rex, Salmon, Idaho.) This picture is very

nearly a great comedy. Wonderfully cast, and
beautifully played. They roared and cheered and
the turnstile clicked okay. (Palace, Ashland, O.)

Richard Dix is some fast stepping boy. He has

come to the front ranks of my box office stars

in about three or four months and is in the same
class with Meighan, Sills, Fairbanks or who have

you? This comedy is honest-to-goodness fun,

beautifully staged, and our patrons went out of

their way for several days afterward to tell us

how they enjoyed it. He and several other stars

I’ll tell you about elsewhere are making us forget

that Lloyd and Chaplin preferred not to bother

with the small town business. (Richardson,

Seneca, S. C. ) Picture was excellent box office

attraction. Went over big with all classes. Let’s

get more like this one. (Peoples, Port Arthur,

Tex.) Paramount rang the bell with this pic-

ture. If your patrons like comedy, this picture

has it. Step on it hard ; it will stand up.

(Electric, Caldwell, Kan.) Fine picture. Dandy
comedy to it. House in uproar all the time.

Played in July against opposition “America”
under heavy billing. From the looks of my
crowd, it must have been a flop for him. (Bad-
ger, Reedsburg, Wis.) A genuine twenty-two
karat comedy drama that broke a house record
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for attendance ; even Hie old women sigh when
Dick starts his lovemaking. Step on it 1 (Rialto,

Pocahontas, Iowa.) Very pleasing comedy drama
that entertained practically one hundred per
cent. (Crossett, Crossett. Ark.) Highly pleas-

ing. (Texas, Grand Prairie, Texas.) Nice lit-

tle picture that did an average business on a

Monday and Tuesday. Lois Wilson saves the

picture, but at that it’s only a program ; one
that’s O. K. as far as we are concerned. (Rich,

Montpelier, Idaho.)

LITTLE IRISH GIRL, THE, W, Dolores Cos-
tello, John Harron, Dot Farley, Matthew Betz,

Lee Moran, Gertrude Claire, Joseph Dowling, 7.—

-

Good crook picture, but Miss Costello is miscast

in this. (Palace, McGehee, Ark.) Just a pic-

ture. All acting seemed forced. (Eagle, Eagle
River, Wis.) A splendid program picture. The
star is great. Story good. (Silver Family,

Greenville, Mich.)

LOVE’S BARGAIN, FBO, Clive Brook, Mar-
jorie Daw, Juliette Compton, 7.—No one threw
up their hat over this. Poor ending and lacked

interest. (Crystal, Tombstone, Ariz. ) A very

good picture with a splendid cast. Entertained

the audience very well. (Royal, Saxon, Wis.)

LOVEY MARY, MG, Bessie Love, William
Haines, 6.

—“Lovey Mary” is just a simple, de-

licious story of real people. Most everyone has

read this book. Here is some mighty good en-

tertainment and everyone will enjoy it. King
Baggot is the director and he has turned out a

wonderful production. ‘‘Lovey Mary” as a pho-

toplay is going to put at least a ray of sun-

shine in the hearts of those who see it. Book
it and boost it. (Apollo, Indianapolis, Ind.

)

This pulled well, especially women, most of whom
had seen ‘'Miss Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch.”

The ending is sad. but the interest is sustained

throughout. Will easily hold up two days. (The
Playhouse. Fairhope, Ala.) Lost like always.

But not a bad picture. I liked it very much.
(Opera House, Hilbert, Wis.) Very good show,

especially for the women and children. We
hooked up with the churches and did well with

it. (Grand, Rainier, Ore.) Very fine Sunday
show. Bessie Love as good as Mary Pickford.

(Pythian, Belt. Mont.) This pulled very well

for me and gave 100 per cent satisfaction. Es-

sentially a woman’s show. (Playhouse, Fair-

hope, Ala.)

LUCKY LADY, THE, FP, Greta Nissen, Wil-

liam Collier, Jr., Marc MacDermott, Lionel Bar-
rymore, 5,942.—A very entertaining little play.

Written by the editor of “Life” and surprisingly

pleasing. The stars do good work, though I

don’t believe Collier has a great future, as he
doesn’t win friends on his personality. He is

capable, but not likable. (Grand, Pierre, S. D.

)

A fair program picture, but another Balkan
kingdom story. Will they never cease? (Elec-

tric, Caldwell, Kan.) Very, very ordinary pro-

gram picture. No action and drags lamentably.

We played it Saturday and lost our shirts. Some
customers walked out on us. (Palace, Ashland.

Ohio.) Sherwood, critic for “Life,” wrote it.

They ought to give him “life” for doing it. Why
all the Swedes in pictures? (Strand, Grinnell.

Iowa.

)

M
MADE FOR LOVE, PDC, Leatrice Joy, Ed-

mund Burns, Bertram Grassby, Ethel Wales, 6,703.

—Good. Some of the producers would have put
this out as a diamond studded Jewel. (Palace,

Ashland, Ohio.) Very poor picture about Egypt
and the characters wander about the tombs and
do nothing. (Strand, Gallup, N. Mex.) Didn’t

see this one myself, but reports seem to indicate

O. K. (Halfway, Halfway, Mich.)

MAN FOUR SQUARE, A, F, Buck Jones, 5,600.

—On a par with the rest of Buck’s features.

Weather fine, but business poor. (Orpheum, Kala-
mazoo, Mich.) Not a good picture and far below
Buck’s standard. His regular fans came to see it

and were disappointed. (Highland, Guthrie,
Okla.) Good. (Texas, Grand Prairie, Texas.)
Not up to the Buck Jones standard. A few good
thrills. The director ought to give Buck more
sense. (Electric, Caldwell, Kan.) The kind of

picture in which they like Jones. The story is

better than the average Western drama and
pleased the crowd. (Olympic, Bellaire, Ohio.)

Another good Jones picture. (Perry, Darlington,
Mo.) It entertained them. (Community, David
City, Nebr.:) Only a fair Jones story. Is pretty
light, although this one is better than “Fighting
Buckaroo,” which I considered the poorest picture

in the ’25-’26 series. (Elite, Greenleaf, Kan.)

MAN IN BLUE, THE, U, Herbert Rawlinson,
Madge Bellamy, Jackie Morgan, Andre Beranger,

Herald’s One

Best Bet
THE BOX OFFICE RECORD is

the HERALD'S one best bet. And
it is my best bet because I can at a

glance get just what I want. The
number of reels is essential. The
quick and ready reference aids me
to get a good line on what a play is

apt to be, a play I haven't seen, be-

cause by steady reading of the re-

ports from exhibitors from the dif-

ferent towns I can just pretty nearly

tell what such a play will be.—Crystal

Theatre, Tombstone, Ariz.

5,634 We had read several reports on this pic-

ture as being a poor picture, so we were not

expecting much from it, but to our surprise we
found it was a dandy good picture with a plot

that was good and not worn threadbare. It has

good humor and lots of action. We consider this

an A-l program picture. Didn’t make expenses,

owing to other attractions, parties, school play.

(DeLuxe, Spearville, Kan.) Extra good, what we
got of it. However, it was in terrible condition.

Had to patch it half a day before we ran it.

Also we failed to get any paper. We fail to get

paper very often on some subjects, out of New
Orleans, quite a few miss outs and very often

the films come in bad condition. (Strand, Florala,

Ala.) This is a very good picture with a good

plot. Will hold interest all the way through.

(Monticello Opera House, Monticello, la.) Good

program picture and pleased our crowd as much
as anything we have played in some time. (Royal,

Newark, Ark.) One of Uncle Carl’s Jewels I

wouldn’t rate quite a Jewel, but it’s a very good

program. Some very good character interpreta-

tions. Comedy, pathos and action. My patrons

well pleased. (Selk, Scotia, Neb.) Considerable

action but didn’t do any business on it. (Rialto,

Pecos, Tex.)

MAN IN THE SADDLE, THE, U, Hoot Gibson,

Virginia Browne Faire, Gilbert Holmes, 6.—The

screen action did not once coincide with the photos

we had on lobby display ; patrons walked out on

it, even though it doesn’t take much to please the

Saturday night farmer crowd, so it must be a

punk picture when they give Hoot a hooting.

(Rialto, Pocahontas, Iowa.) This title drew them

in. Picture not as good as “Chip of the Flying

U,” but is up to the standard of the majority of

this star’s pictures. Business very good on this

feature and seemed to please the followers of this

star. (Orpheum, Kalamazoo, Mich.) It’s one of

Hoot’s usual good ones. It seemed to please the

crowd and it’s about all that can be expected.

(Fairyland, White Castle, La.)

MAN BUSTLIN’, FBO, Bob Custer, Florence

Lee, Jules Cowles, 5.—A real good Western that

pleased a good Saturday crowd. Bob is a mighty

fine fellow to look at, and say, I notice he always

picks real good looking chickens to play opposite

him. (Star, Tuckerman, Ark.) A fair program.

Nothing extra. (Rex, Newport, Wash.) This is

a very poor Western. Director tried to make it

funny and succeeded in making it silly. Poor

attraction. (Bijou, Beach, N. D.) Fair picture.

Not Bob’s best. Too much delayed action. His

leading lady is an improvement over some of the

dames the boys on the F. B. O. lot get wished

off on ’em. According to the papers, there are

about eight million beautiful girls loafing around

out there trying to break into the movies. What
I can’t understand is whyinell they don’t try

some of ’em for a change? It must be that they

have to be a relative to a director or somethin’.

(Trags, Neillsville, Wis.)

MANTRAP, FP, Clara Bow, Percy Marmont,
Ernest Torrence, 7.—If Paramount makes them all

like this this year they will be the top of the

industry. Every one of the new bunch that I

have played have given excellent satisfaction.

(American, Wautoma, Wis.) More favorable com-
ment on this one than on any for some time. The
kind of picture the masses like. Clara Bow’s work
should make a star of her. She has more person-

ality and is a better actress than the majority of

the stars. Don’t hesitate to step on this one. Your
patrons will tell you how much they like it and
that’s what we like. It is about all we are getting

out of the business. (Majestic & Airdome, Las
Vegas, Nev. ) It’s a whizz bang. Clara leads the

class. Good drawing card. Book it and boost it,

it’s there. (Badger, Reedsburg, Wis.)

MAN UPSTAIRS, THE, W, Monte Blue, 7.—

A

funny comedy drama that pleased all. Played it

Monday and Tuesday to fair crowds. (Khattar’s,

Sydney, N. S., Canada.) Clean program picture.

Pleased all. (Monarch, Edmonton, Alta., Canada.)
A good picture, but not as good as “The Limited
Mail” or “Hogan’s Alley.” (Arcadia, Vander-
grift, Pa.) Good picture. Monte Blue has sure

got the stuff. Pleased 90 per cent, also drew well

;

made the box office smile. (Palace, Naples, Tex.)

A picture which contained all the good qualities

and appealed to our patrons. Cannot say too much
about entertainment value of this picture. This
feature contains suspense, mystery and action, and
enough of these qualities to put the picture over
with a “bang.” (Auditorium, Libertyville, 111.)

A very good mystery story that is spoiled because
of poor title. This is by same author as “Seven
Keys to Baldpate.” Play that up and you may
get them in. Several gruesome scenes make it

undesirable for children. (Elite, Greenleaf, Kan.)
Oh boy 1 Give us some of these kind, Monty. I

got more favorable comments on this picture than
I did on “The Limited Mail” and I got lots of

them on it. (Plainview, Plainview, Tex.)

MILLION DOLLAR HANDICAP, THE, PDC,
Vera Reynolds, Edmund Burns, Ralph Lewis,
Ward Crane, Tom Wilson, Clarence Burton, 6,500.

—If you want to give your patrons a real treat,

play this. It’s good all the way through. Races
in this one are better than any ever seen. (Plain-

view, Plainview, Neb.) Very good picture. Race
scenes very realistic. They had our audience on
their feet at times. (Char-Bell, Rochester, Ind.)

Play it and make ’em howl. This will please if

no other will. (Halfway, Halfway, Mich.) A
real good picture, with plenty of action. It has
the best horse race I ever saw on the screen.

Played this on Saturday and pleased most all our
patrons. (Iris, Terrell, Tex.) Very, very good
story of the turf. Vera Reynolds made a decided

hit with my patrons. Oh yes, that includes me,
too. If I had a Man o’ War she could be on my
payroll. She is going to be a real box office at-

traction in the very near future. This picture has
some splendid comedy, supplied, of course, by Tom
Wilson. ’Nuf sed ! Excellent race, can recom-
mend this as a sure fire attraction. Get them in

and they will tell you it’s okay when they go out
of your place. Absolutely clean as newly laun-
dered linen. (Selk, Scotia, Neb.) Good racing
drama, with enough comedy and thrills to hold
them in to the last fadeout. Good Saturday pic-

ture in any theatre. (Palace, Ashland, Ohio.) A
good picture with a fine ending. (Star, Nash-
ville, Mich.) A good picture in every way. It has
story, some good racing and the deft touches of

comedy, so vital to make the audience picture,

for which Tom Wilson, I believe, is to be thanked.
(Columbia, Columbia City, Ind.) Very good race
horse picture. Many favorable comments. (Shuler,

Raton, N. Mex.) This was sure a race horse pic-

ture and it certainly pleased as nearly 100 per
cent as any program we have had in this house
for some time. If you are looking for a race
horse picture book this one. (Opera House, Platts-

burg, Mo.) Good race horse story. Step on it.

Will satisfy if you can pull the public in. (Royal,

Lehi, Utah.) An extra good program picture con-

taining a race that climaxed the story. Well
done. Vera Reynolds is an amateur of the first

magnitude and just why she is starred is beyond
us. There are others who are worthier of being
made a star than she. (Rialto, Pocahontas, Iowa.)
Lots of action to this picture. Best race horse
subject we have played for sometime. Not a
special, though a good program picture. (Princ-

ess, Traer, Iowa.) Nice racing picture that
pleased them all far better than many of the so-

called specials. (Strand, Robinson, 111.) Pleased
our patrons because it’s a racing picture. They
like action here. It isn’t a special, though a good
program picture. (Gulf, Goose Creek, Tex.)

MISS BREWSTER’S MILLIONS, FP, Bebe
Daniels, 7.—With no heralds available, and the
paper showing a lot of people standing arcund
looking at one another, I did a small business.

A very good comedy with plenty o' action but

the paper, like most Paramount, terrible. (Post-

ville, Postville, Iowa.) While Bebe looked and
worked better than in recent pictures, this story

was not worked out. Anyway, that’s the way
it seemed to us. With road and weather con-

ditions perfect, it failed to draw only low aver-

age Sunday business. The patrons can smell

the good ones forty miles. (S. T., Parker, S. D.)

Very poor picture. Did not please fifty per

cent. Bebe tried to put it over, but no story

and it died. (Highland, Guthrie, Okla.) Not
as good as Miss Daniels has made, but pleased

majority of patrons. (People’s, Port Arthur,

Texas.) A good worthy program. Lots of ac-

tion and hokum, but satisfied as a program pic-

ture. (Silver Family, Greenville, Mich.) Extra
good. Bebe, you are getting better all the time.

That costs you a photo. My address is below.
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Picture drew well. (Moon, Neligh, Neb.) A
pretty good comedy drama, but star is capable

of doing better. Appeal 60 per cent. (Grand,

Yoakum, Tex.) Mighty good program picture.

Did nicely on two poor days of the week. (Palace,

Ashland, O.) A very silly picture indeed. Our
patrons very much disgusted with it. A very

faint attempt at comedy. Very poor business,

and I ran it on Sunday at that. Please don’t

kill Bebe Daniels in junk like this. She’s really

too good for that. (Bugg, Chicago, III.) All

Bebe Daniels’ have been good. Enough comedy
in this one. Our patrons like her very much.
(Crystal, Fulda, Minn.) Slapstick pure and
simple, mostly simple. Advertise it as a hokum
comedy and your patrons won’t come out saying

it was terrible. (Rialto, Pocahontas, la.) Not
as good as some that this star has made, but at

that a good picture of its kind. It drew a fair

business. (Rich, Montpelier, Idaho.) They like

it. Lots of laughs. (Texas, Grand Prairie,

Tex.) A good program show for us on Satur-

day. Bebe is becoming a good drawing card for

us. My address for that picture is 44 South
Main St. Let’s have one. (Y, Nazareth, Pa.)

MISS NOBODY, FN, Anna Q. Nilsson, Louise
Fazenda, Clyde Cook, Claire du Bray, George
Nichols, 7.—Here's one of the best audience pic-

tures we’ve had. Business off account of Fourth
of July celebration. Arthur Stone, one of the

four tramps, steals the picture as far as the

comedy is concerned and there's lots of it.

Here’s one for the highbrows, the rough bunch
and all of their folks. We could almost class it

with “Classified” except for drawing power.
(Orpheum and Fotosho, Neosho, Mo.) Fine
comedy drama which holds your interest. It

fulfills its mission by entertaining the public.

(Auditorium, Libertyville, 111.) This type of

picture is what my patrons call entertainment

;

the best business for a second night show in

months. We ran it one day only ; could have
stood up two days. It will please ’em. Also
Topics and Fables. (Auditorium, Crockett,

Texas. ) One of the best program pictures we
have ever shown. (Rialto, Dickinson, N. D.

)

As fine a picture as we have shown in a long
time ; suitable for any day of the week. Lots of

laughs in this one. Don’t be afraid to book this

one, as it will satisfy. (Grand, Ash Grove,
Mo.) What a relief to get a 100 per cent audi-

ence picture as this one ; from the story running
in several daily papers throughout the country.
Boost it and be convinced that First National
can rise above that terrible flop. “The Savage.”
(Rialto, Pocahontas, Iowa.)

MLLE. MODISTE, FN, Corinne Griffith, Nor-
man Kerry, Willard Louis, Dorothy Cumming,
Paulette Duval, 6,500.—The best from Miss Griffith

to date. My patrons think it the best she has
ever done. It is a knockout and will stand a
raise in admission. (Dixie, Russellville, Ky.

)

Fair. Nothing big. Business away off on this

picture. (Riviera, Anderson, Ind. ) Well pro-
duced and acted picture. Good entertainment to

average business. (Grand, Rainier, Okla.) Cor-
inne is just about as good at the box office

as Colleen Moore, and that’s saying something.
A real good picture. (Grand, Macon, Mo.) Not
the picture one expects from Corinne. I would
call it just a fair program picture. (Grand, Ash
Grove, Mo.) Good light comedy based on oper-
etta of same name, but the title is against it

and has no drawing power, even with the gor-
geous Corinne. The lavender bit in the gown
shop shows the director knows Paris. (Rialto,

Pocahontas, Iowa.) Good picture, and entirely

satisfactory. (Auditorium, Libertyville. 111.)

MOANA, FP, Scenic, 7.—Native cast interesting
for children and grownups from an educational
standpoint. No plot, just the customs and man-
ners of living of the South Sea Islands. Is beau-
tifully photographed. (Palace, Ashland, O. ) An
educational geographical film which is a gem of
its type. Intensely interesting. Better than
“Nanook of the North.” Here is in Samoa the
genuine “simple life,” an alluring retreat for
any exhibitor who is looking for a life free from
worry. A film peddler would have a hard time
making a living there, sure enough, and to
escape their clutches I am sorely ’ tempted to put
in a winter in the South Seas. We broke even
on this picture, which isn’t so bad considering
everything. (Rex, Salmon, Idaho.) This pic-
ture shows the life and love of the natives of
the South Seas and the cast is made up of these
natives. For this kind of a picture and from
an educational standpoint this is a wonderful
production. It is very interesting, but I don't
believe that the average audience will care for
this kind of a picture. Our business took a
flop. (Apollo, Indianapolis, Ind.) A very good

You’re

Welcome
If you have the next edition of

THE BOX OFFICE RECORD ready
I wish you would kindly send same
to me by return mail. I consider it

a very valuable asset to my business.

—Gem Theatre, Batesville, Ark.

scenic, educational standpoint. Pictured South
Sea life. Gives fans opportunity to see life in

South Seas. (Palace, Arkansas City, Ark.)
Wonderful picture, but who the hell wants to

run seven reels of scenic? Lay off. (Venice,
Nephi, Utah.) Seven reels of travelogue. No
story, no plot, no stars—nothing. Don't know
what we were expecting, but this wasn’t it. Hate
to think what will happen when I show my
next South Sea story—“Aloma,” for instance.

My patrons will take to the tall and uncut. Bet-
ter buy an additional comedy when this comes
to you; you will need three or four. (Texas,

Grand Prairie, Tex.) Good picture and every-

one will enjoy this trip to the South Seas.

(Riviera, Anderson, Ind.) This is a travelogue,

but extremely interesting and entertaining.

(Char-Bell, Rochester, Ind.) Very good educa-
tional picture. It will not draw and only please

those who like educational films. It’s very good
for that. (Rich, Montpelier, Idaho.)

MONEY TALKS, MG, Claire Windsor, Owen
Moore, 5,139.—This is a splendid comedy program.

Just as good entertainment as any being made
these days. Owen you’re funny. (Silver Fam-
ily, Greenville, Mich.) A good comedy drama
with some slapstick stuff. It’s got lots of laughs

and pleased my patrons. (Electric, Caldwell,

Kan.) Comedy drama, mostly foolishness. Many
laughs. Pleased well. (Pythian, Belt, Mont.)
If you don’t promise more than a picture

you will get by with this one. A few laughs,

here and there. (Grand, Yoakum, Texas.) A
good comedy with plenty of action. Title pulled

well, gave general satisfaction through serial.

Said it was a little jumbled and needed to be
followed very closely to keep the thread of the

story. (Playhouse, Fairhope, Ala.) A good
comedy, spoiled somewhat by direction. The
cast is capable, however, and it should go over

fairly well with average audience. (Grand, Rai-
nier, Ore.) A crazy comedy with nothing much
to it. No favorable comments made on it and
the man with the pants off gummed the whole
thing up. It’s crazy and nothing much to it.

( Fairyland, White Castle, La. ) An excellent

program picture pleasing a full house. Metro
sent us a poor print for the first time since we
started booking their pictures. (Prescott, Pres-

cott, Kan.) Just a picture. Don’t buy it think-

ing you are getting anything big. (Eagle, Eagle
River, Wis.)

MONTE CARLO, MG, Lew Cody, Gertrude Olm-
sted, Roy D’Arcy, Karl Dane, Zasu Pitts, Trixie
Friganza, 6,120.—Pleased everyone. While the
stars played their parts well, Trixie Friganza
pleased the crowd more than anyone else in the
picture. Last four reels kept the crowd laughing.
Rainy night, but had a good house. It is worth
more money than Metro-Goldwyn ask. (Casino
DeLuxe, Kiowa, Colo.) One of the best comedy
dramas this season. Don’t be afraid of title.

Style show in Technicolor is fine. Step on the
comedy end and they will all be satisfied. (Py-
thian, Belt, Mont.) Very good. Good comedy
and sparkling with suspense. Good comments.
(Liberty, Kennewick, Wash.) Good show and
one that you do not need to be afraid to step on.

And that fashion show ! It will make the women
sit up and take notice. (Liberty, Pasco, Wash.)
A crackerjack good comedy— clothing display, a
regular fashion show with some beautiful shots.

Not much business. (Waynewood, Waynesville,
N. C.) Excellent comedy, beautifully photo-
graphed with a good cast. Business just fair.

(Grand, Rainier, Ore.)

MORALS FOR MEN, Tiffany, Conway Tearle,
Agnes Ayrds, 7,800.—An old story handled in a
very nice way, but pleased most all who saw it.

It will make a nice program picture if you do
not pay too much for it, as I did. (Iris, Terrell,

Tex.) Just an ordinary problem play. These
independent pictures don’t measure up to the o'd

line companies, *from any side you want to argue.
Play it if you have bought, but slide it on a
weak night. (Regent, Indianola, Miss.)

MORE PAY LESS WORK, F, Mary Brian, 6.—
An excellent comedy. Had I known just what
this picture was I could have used it to better

advantage. The movie conception of “Cappy
Ricks” is certainly at odds with Mr. Kyne’s de-

scription. (Texas, Grand Prairie, Tex.) A
mighty good picture and a splendid entertain-

ment. The directors all fall down on screening
the character, Cappy Ricks. Evidently they
haven’t read his stories. (Electric, Caldwell, Kan.)
This is a good high class comedy. Rogers
is new in the game, but our patrons liked him
as well as Miss Bellamy. (Opera House, Platts-

burg, Mo.) It’s no big picture, but a mighty
pleasing one. (K. P., Pittsfield, 111.)

MY OLD DUTCH, U, May McAvoy, Pat O’Mal-
ley, Jean Hersholt, Cullen Landis, 7,500.—This is

not a small town picture because it will not ap-
peal to the common class of people. It has very

good acting by May McAvoy, Pat O’Malley, Cul-

len Landis and Jean Hersholt is fair in the
comedy role, although it is hardly possible to

recognize him in his make-up. This picture has

too much footage as it drags at times, and it

could easily have been put in six reels and thus

made it more entertaining. Could not advise it

for small town exhibitors. (Rialto, Sharon, Wis.)

Very good picture of a different kind. The mule
race gets a good laugh to start it off. (Royal,

Fairmont, Ind.) Well played and directed, but

nobody wants this sort of stuff. Pleased about

20 per cent. No drawing power whatsoever.

(Rialto, Pecos, Tex.) As good as those so called

specials. Anyone who doesn’t like this picture

must have a grudge against themselves. It beats

many and you don’t have to pay anywhere as

much. It’s just a box office attraction. Buy it,

brother. None should let this go by. (Rex.

Newport, Wash.) This picture failed to draw.

Advertising matter, title and type of story held

them back. Business terrible. Pleased perhaps
fifty per cent. (Pollard, Guthrie, Okla.) Good
picture with star and Pat O’Malley doing good

work. Used it on Sunday and seemed to please

all except some of the jazzy young folks. (S. T.,

Parker, S. D.) Good picture with star and Pat
O’Malley doing good work. Will please most
any kind of an audience. (Golden Meadow,
Golden Meadow, La.) A very good picture and
will please if you can get them in. We couldn't.

(Grand, Rainier, Ore.) This is a very good
offering, but sorry to say it has no drawing
power at the box office. The title is against it,

as it does not mean anything to the public.

The story is good and acting fine, with a fine

cast. It lost money for me due to no drawing
power. (Oak, Oakdale, Nebr.)

MY OWN PAL, F, Tom Mix, Olive Borden,

Tom Santschi, Jay Hunt, 6,500.—A fine Mix pic-

ture. Very entertaining. Pleased them all. (Sil-

ver Family, Greenville, Mich.) To my notion

one of the best Mix pictures for a long time
and it certainly pleased my audience. (Electric,

Caldwell, Kan.) Here is the best Mix we have

had. The little girl almost steals the picture.

(Texas, Grand Prairie, Tex.) Tom still out of

straight Western. My patrons ask me when I

am going to have Tom and Tony in a straight

Western. Business off on Tom one-third over

last year. (Peery, Darlington, Mo.) A very

good program picture, much different than the

usual type of Tom Mix Westerns. Virginia

Marshall, the little girl in the picture, and Tony
steal the picture. Business a little slow on ac-

count of hot weather. (Orpheum, Kalamazoo,

Mich.) Best Mix in many moons and he sure

needs a few good ones, for he is slipping with

me. Fox gets the money and we get the experi-

ence. (Eagle, Eagle River, Wis.) A good Mix.

(Liberty, Carnegie, Okla.) Average Mix picture.

Mix is dying here. They don’t seem to like him
as well as they did in the old type of western.

(Joyland, Booneville, Ark.) It is a pleasure to

run a show of this kind. It will please most
any audience, although it is not strictly western.

The little girl also stars in this. (Unique, Anita,

Iowa.) It is a little better than “The Lucky
Horseshoe,” but it is not a Western picture, the

kind my patrons like to see Tom in. (K. P., La
Rue, Ohio.) One of the cleanest and best en-

tertainments we have shown. All well pleased.

(Palace, Arkansas City, Ark.) Not as good as

some from this star, but the Mix fans won’t
notice it and they are legion. (Palace, McGehee,
Ark.) While this may not be Tom’s proverbial

best, it will rate with any he has made for a
long time. Can’t imagine Tony taking a back
seat for a little fuzzy dog, but facts is facts.

(Majestic, Reedsburg, Wis.)

N
NEW KLONDIKE, THE, FP, Thomas Meighan,

Lila Lee, 7.—Thoroughly enjoyable picture from
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all angles. Pleased. (S. T., Parker, S. D.) An-
other Meighan with new low records at the box
office for this star. He needs a story with some
real red-blooded action, something where he has

to get busy and use his strength and stop posing.

It may bring him back. (Gaiety, Fredericton,

N. B., Canada.) The director probably said,

“Well, let’s make another scene to pad this out,”

and he probably made up the story as he went
along, taking meaningless scenes until he evo'ved

just another flop. Took in twenty-one dollars

on two nights where ordinarily it is five times
that much. Story deals with Florida and doesn’t

mean a thing. Tom, you’re on the retrograde!

(Rialto, Pocahontas, Iowa.) Terrib'e ! The
story drags, Meighan has no pep, Lila Lee merely
poses, the slender plot is perfectly stupid, and
everybody went to sleep. Thomas Meighan, for

goodness sake, wake up and quit this made-to-
order stuff before it’s too late. A little comedy
at the beginning is the only redeeming feature.

(Benton Community House, Benton Ci’y, Mo.)
A very good Meighan picture. Drew fairly well

and pleased all. (Empress, Akron, Iowa.) A
very poor picture, considering that Meighan was
the star. Paul Kelly seemed to take what honors
one could get from so poor an attraction. (Char-
Bell. Rochester, Ind. ) This picture presents the
Florida land rush. Lila Lee is again seen as the
leading woman. There is a lot of comedy in the
picture, as well as some wonderful shots of
Florida. All our patrons spoke very well of the
picture. (Apollo, Indianapolis, Ind.) This is a
fine picture. Star does himself some good with
this one and everyone enjoys the show. Deals
with Florida and had some people stay away
because they thought it was another of these
“Northern plays.” So advertise accordingly.
(Grand, Pierre, S. Dak.) A very good Meighan
picture. It seems Lila Lee is a good match with
Tom. Everybody liked this one. Business was
good. (Benn. Philadelphia, Pa.) Good picture,
but no pulling power. Customers like it if they
get in. (People’s, Port Arthur, Tex.) A splen-
did picture. Story fine. Cast great. Satisfied
them all. (Silver Family, Greenville. M’ch.)
Very fair picture, but didn’t click very loud for
us. (Palace. Ashland, O. ) A dandy picture in
every way and certainly pleased the patrons. One
of the best Meighan pictures I have ever played,
but I just couldn’t get the people in. Me’ghan
has lost his drawing power. I lost money on it.

(Electric, Caldwell, Kan.) Fair program picture.
Nothing extra small drawing power. (Palace,
Arkansas City, Ark.)

NIGHT CRY. THE, W, Rin Tin Tin, John
Harron. June Marlowe, Heinie Conklin, Mary
Louise Miller, 7—Believe this is the best of all
the pictures with the dog. Some of these scenes
are far fetched and are arbitrary but that does
not lessen the interest and suspense. Sympathy
is created for the dog at the first dash and the
audience is with him all the way. It has more
suspense than any picture we have had this sum-
mer. The scenes with a giant vulture are re-
markable and indicate the wonderful skill of the
director and the photographer. The dog’s expres-
sion at times is human. However, too many dog
pictures lately and the public is tiring of them,
no matter how good they are. (Temple, Bellaire,
Ohio) I really believe that this is the best picture
this dog has ever made, and the little kid in the
picture takes its part wonderfully well. We re-
ceived more comments on this one than any dog
picture we have ever shown. (Grand. Springfield.
Minn.) Here is a picture that is good enough
for any house. Drew extra well for us and
pleased them all. Rin Tin Tin beats some of the
big human stars. (Dixie, Winona, Miss.) It is a
typical Rin-Tin-Tin and sure to please those who
like action. He always draws a good crowd for
us. A special feature of this one is the vulture
that is in it. Everyone wonders how they got
that buzzard to act in a picture. (Iris, Terrill,
Tex.) Rin Tin Tin seems to be better. This is
a knockout. Step on it. Have just played “Fight-
ing Edge, The Cave Man,” and “Hogan’s Alley”
1926 Warner products coming to the front. (Lib-
erty, Pikesville, Ky.) Very good, and drew well.
Very different from the usual Rin Tin Tins. (Ma-
jestic, Homer, Mich.) March 23, 1926. An im-
possible production. Poorest Rin Tin Tin picture
shown here, and have shown all of his. (Wayne-
wood. Waynesville, N. C.) One of the best Rin
Tin Tin pictures we have ever had. It has some
remarkable scenes in it. It pleased everyone.
Business was good. (Benn. Philadelphia. Pa.)
A satisfactory picture showing to a fair crowd
in spite of bad weather. This picture should be
a box office bet in any house. (Auditorium, Lib-
ertyville. 111.) As per usual, another hit for Rin
Tin Tin. Drew well and pleased all. If you have
not booked this picture, book it and step on it.

Print good. (Isis, Lockney, Tex.) Good dog pic-
ture with plenty of novelty and suspense. (Ar-
cadia, Vandegrift, Pa.) The best Rin Tin Tin
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picture we have shown. You ean'4 go wrong if

your crowd likes Rinty. (Colome, Colome, S. D.)
Rin Tin Tin scores again at the box office. Had
more comments on this than any other picture
I have ever run. (Walnut, Lawrenceburg, Ind.)
Here’s a picture you can't flop on. It’s the kind
that keeps you in business and makes for more
show patrons. Comments most favorable. Ideal
Saturday picture for us. Also ran a Fox comedy.
(Auditorium. Crockett, Tex.) Absolutely the best
dog picture ever made. (Delco, Potosi, Mo.) The
best dog picture we have played yet. Satisfied
them all. The story good. Cast fine. (Silver
Family, Greenville, Mich.) A very good dog pic-
ture but no better than “Tracked in the Snow
Country,” if it is as good. (Star, Nashville, Mich.)
A very good picture. Different from the ordinary
type of dog pictures. Drew good crowd in spite
of rainy weather. (Paramount, Wyoming, 111.)

I had quite a lot of praise on this one. Not as
much comedy in it as "Clash of the Wolves.”
The vulture in this is a wonder. (Elite, Green-
leaf, Kan.)

NIGHT PATROL, THE, FBO, Richard Tal-
madge. Rose Blossom, Mary Carr, Josef Swick-
ard, 6—Very good picture, lots of comedy and
plenty of action. Pleased everyone. (Strand,
Gallup, N. Mex.) A pretty good picture. Why
did F. B. O. let Universal get Talmadge away
from them? (Miers, Schoharie, N. Y.) About
up to the standard of the rest of his pictures.

He did some acting in this as the Frisco Kid
as a change. His fast action tickles the kids
pink. (Y, Nazareth, Pa.)

NON-STOP FLIGHT, THE, FBO, Knute Erick-
son, Marcella Daley. Peggy O’Neil, 6,500.—Sat-
urday night. Fairly good business. This is one
of the Gold Bonds. Don’t call it a special or you
will be kidding yourself and the public. Just

say good program picture and you said it all.

(Ideal, Chateaugay, N. Y.) Very fine, with one
exception, about which I had many comments.
Why will they make an exceptional picture like

this and spoil it with about 50 feet of someone’s
rotten idea that nude women are entertainment?
This scene shows our aviators wrecked on an
island and they surprise the girl bathing. It was
altogether unnecessary and uncalled for. As for

the balance of the picture, I cannot say too much
for it and my advice is book it and cut this part
out and you have something you can boost. (Star,

Summer, Neb.) The poorest picture of Emory
Johnson’s we have ever shown. When they take
Ralph Lewis out of their pictures they take out
85 per cent of success out of it. Ralph Lewis is

a real actor. (DeLuze, Spearville, Kan.) A pro-

gram picture, that will satisfy if your admission
is not ^oo high. (Silver Family, Greenville, Mich.)
This picture did me a very kind act, it drew in

a fine crowd of farmers and believe me, farmers
are not breaking their necks to come in this hot

weather. A very good picture. Crowd was well

satisfied. (Strand, Humboldt, la.) This broke the

hot weather record for me this season, and is a

picture full of action and thrills. I played it two
nights and doubled the first night on the second

as to the box office. Push it, as it will stand

up for you. (Oak, Oakdale, Nebr.) Good audience

picture that you can get right and this is a pic-

ture that will please them all. (Strand, Gallup,

N. M.) A good feature that pleased all. Good
print. (Miers, Schoharie, N. Y.) Good enter-

tainment of the thrilling kind. Some comedy in

it. (Community, David City, Nebr.) A great audi-

ence picture. Has the old hokum in it and the

public seemed to get a kick out of it. Business

good. (New, Kalamazoo, Mich.) Pretty good pic-

ture but they had to throw in some outgrown
melodrama of the start and then, of course, the

heroine was bathing when the aviators reached

her island. Why??? (S. T., Parker, S. D.) Have
not been reporting on the F. B. O. pictures very

much but they are all good. This one and all the

other Gold Bond specials we have run have been

knockouts. Our people are strong for F. B. O.,

especially the specials. We run the Specials at a

slight advance in prices and they come in to get

their dividends on the Gold Bonds. You can’t go

wrong with F. B. O. (Crossett Loggers Y. M.

C. A., Hamburg, Ark.) Didn’t see this picture

myself, but it must have been very good, as we
received many compliments. (Grand, Springfield,

Minn.) This is a good picture if your audience

wants action. (Grand, Yoakum, Texas.) This

picture is a very good action picture. It did an

average business. (Montpelier, Idaho.) This

would have been a very good picture, but the

make up of vhe girl and the man on the island

killed it. (Strand, Valparaiso, Nebr.) A mixture

of scenery, showing the starting of the non stop

flight and a lot of other stuff dating back to 1876

or thereabouts, which my audience was unable to

connect up, including myself. (Palace, McGehee,

Ark.)

o
OH WHAT A NURSE, W, Syd Chaplin, Patsy-

Ruth Miller, Matthew Betz, Edith Yorke, David

Torrence, 6,900.—A good comedy, will get a good

number of laughs. However, not as good as

“Charley’s Aunt.” (Lake View, Lake View, la.)

A very good picture. Syd Chaplin at his best.

It had the patrons laughing all the time. Busi-

ness good. (Benn, Philadelphia, Pa.) Very good

comedy but just about like Syd’s ether pictures.

Got some real laughs, but very few good com-

ments. Is this feminine impersonation all he

knows in the way of a comedy? (Iris, Terrell.

Tex.) Much better than “Man on the Box” as

a picture, and also bigger at the box office. (Wal-

nut, Lawrenceburg, Ind.) Oh what a flop!

(Grand, Macon, Mo.)

OLD LOVES FOR NEW, FN, Lewis Stone,

Walter Pidgeon, Barbara Bedford, 8.—100 per

cent entertainment. From the Hull story, “The

Desert Healer,” and Hull is the author of “The

Sheik,” so you needn’t be hesitant about exploit-

ing this as one of the best pictures of the year

thus far. We had the premier showing of this

in Iowa, as the print came direct from the lab-

oratory, and patrons congratulated us on having

a picture that has a real story together with the

most beautiful scenery seen for some time. (Rialto,

Pocahontas, Iowa.) Poorest crowd that I have

had in two months on this picture. However,

picture was fairly good, with a splendid cast, but

they have been in so many pictures that they do

not appeal in the community. (Auditorium, Lib-

ertyville, 111.) This picture was sold to me to be

played by Milton Sills and at a high rental for

a small town. It is a dandy good picture but I

lost money on my best night. Buy this picture

and boost it if you can buy it right, as it will

please and make you some money. (Badin, Badin,

N. C.) A good one, pleases all classes, but why
so long? Would have pleased better had it been

two reels shorter. (Dixie, Russellville, Ky.) Good

story, well produced and acted. Business below

average. (Gland, Rainier, Ore.) Good. One of

the best from First National for some time.

Pleased 90 per cent. (Rialto. Ladysmith. B. C„
Canada.) It’s just another picture. (K. P., Pitts-

field, 111.)
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ONE SHOT RANGER, THE, V, Pete Morrison,
5.—Very good action comedy Western. Average
business. (Grand, Ranier, Ore.) A fair Western
picture. They feature the horse. Lightning, with

Morrison, but we cannot see why. The horse

may be more intelligent than others but he does

not show much of his intelligence in this picture.

(DeLuxe, Spearville, Kan.) A fairly good West-
ern. Better than the average Peter Morrison.

Somehow or other his pictures are lacking the

story and punch to please the movie-goers of

today. (Khattar’s, Sydney, N. S., Canada.) Pete
Morrison is a coming star. Pleases 80 per cent.

Good and clean. Plenty of action to please any
of them. (Majestic, Kearens, Tex.) Film new.
Sunday, yet received many favorable comments
on this picture. Very good. Rating 95 per cent.

(Jewel, Verndale, Minn.)

OTHER WOMEN’S HUSBANDS, W, Monte
Blue, Marie Prevost, Huntly Gordon, Phyllis

Haver, John Patrick, 7.—A very good comedy
drama. Pleased our patrons very much. It’s a

very clever one day picture. Plenty of good
clean comedy in it. Book it ; you can’t go wrong
on it. Business only fair. (Bugg, Chicago, 111.)

A real nice picture and has some of the best

titles I ever read. A picture that will keep them
laughing and really entertain our audience. (Iris,

Terrell, Tex.) Passable. Same old Blue. (Eagle,

Eagle River, Wis.) Good program picture. (Pal-

ace, McGehee, Ark.)

OUTSIDER, THE, F, Jacqueline Logan, Lou
Tellegen, Walter Pidgeon, Roy Atwill, Charles
Lane, 6.—Another of Fox’s specials, sold at a

special price. Wonder where Fox gets the spe-

cial idea. I have yet to get the first special that

is one. Just try and charge special prices for

this. No good. (Opera House, Arlington, Iowa)
Some liked very well, others did not like desert

healer part. About 50-50 buy. Will draw fair.

(Murray’s, DeFuniak Springs, Fla.) My people

don’t like this kind of a picture and they told

me so. I thought it was a fair picture but not

for Saturday. (Dixie, Winona, Miss.) Cheerio!

Another one behind me. Paper on this one is par-

ticularly atrocious, also the mats. (American, Ada,
Okla.) Failed to draw any business, fair pro-

gram picture. (Rialto, Pecos, Tex.) You will

wish it had been kept outside. (Texas, Grand
Prairie, Tex.) A splendid program picture. (Sil-

ver Family, Greenville, Mich.)

P
PADLOCKED, FP, Noah Beery, Lois Moran,

Florence Turner, 7.—We used this to open Greater
Movie Season campaign and this picture proved
worthy of the occasion. Being a Rex Beach story

it pulled us good business. The story is excep-
tionally strong, the cast and direction very good;
will hold its own with any of the specials. Our
patrons did not hesitate to stop and comment
very favorably on this picture. (Star, Price,

Utah.) An excellent picture that didn’t draw for
me as it should. (Texas, Grand Prairie, Tex.)
A powerful Rex Beach story. Noah Beery does
some mighty fine character acting. Louise Dres-
ser and Lois Moran are also very good. This
story appeared in the Cosmopolitan Magazine.
This is a very popular story and it should make
a lot of money for you. (Apollo, Indianapolis,

Ind.) Not as big as Paramount would have you
believe, but a really fine program picture and
above the average. A fine cast, though we think
Helen Jerome Eddy should have been included
in the advertising as she did the best work next
to Lois Moran and deserves credit. The name
“Padlocked” does not refer to what most patrons
thought, namely, a place closed by the prohibition
law. (RiHto, Pocahontas, Iowa.)

PALM BEACH GIRL, THE, FP, Bebe Daniels,
6,918.—Well, boys, when you play this one, if your
patrons don’t rave you haven’t a chance in the
show business and they haven’t a chance in the
world. It is one of the best comedies we have
played and they are still talking about it.

Pleased as near 100 per cent as possible. Law-
rence Gray good in support of Miss Daniels. (In-
gram’s, Ashland, Ala.) This picture was liked

very much by all the patrons. Bebe sure lived

up to her good standing with the patrons in this
one. (Princess, Traer, Iowa.) Being the Fourth
of July, people were in the mood for Bebe and
her slapstick. Naturally the story was possible,
but highly improbable, and it evoked laughter
with as much sense as the picture had. Pleased
85 per cent. (Rialto, Pocahontas, Iowa.) Here is

a dandy. Buy it and boost it. This is greater
than the regular program pictures that you have
to pay double for. How did I happen to get such
a puller from Paramount at a regular program
price? This will stand all the publicity you can
stand. (Badin, Badin, N. C.) Here is one that
will please them all. It’s a special if there ever
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vard, 111.

was one. If you bought it as a program, exploit

it as a special. It will stand up and please all

classes. (Dixie, Russellville, Ky.) Bebe’s best.

This is a knock-out. Pleased 100 per cent. (Texas,

Grand Prairie, Texas.) Here is a dandy. It’s a

pleasure to show this kind. One that has enough
action and comedy to please your Saturday night

crowd. Just can’t figure out why this one sold

as a program and it’s much better than most of

the ones that they make you take as specials. This

will stand two days showing and all the publicity

that you want to put out. (Dixie, Russellville,

Ky.) Made for laughing purposes only and makes
good from every angle. This picture bought right,

exploited right, and shown right, will gladden
your heart at the box office. It’s good. (Palace,

Ashland, O.) One of her best comedies to date.

It was a very pleasing show for us on a Saturday
night here. Had the best crowd so far this sum-
mer. She is becoming a better box office bet here

for us. (Y, Nazareth, Pa.) As good as they
make ’em. Bebe Daniels to my mind is the most
versatile actress before the camera we have today.

You can exploit this as a high grade comedy
drama and it will stand up. Not a big picture

but just a darn good entertainment. Personally
I get a big kick out of all her pictures. (Electric,

Caldwell, Kan.) Here is a knockout. They don’t

make them any better. High class comedy that
will keep them laughing all the time. (Apollo,

Indianapolis, Ind.)

PALS FIRST, FN, Lloyd Hughes, Dolores del

Rio, George Cooper, Alec Francis, 7.—Great

!

Here is one you can step on as being real enter-

tainment. The press sheets were right for once
when they said it was the picture with the sur-

prise ending. (K. P., Pittsfield, 111.) George
Cooper runs away with the picture, due to his

comedy, though Hughes is excellent in a story

that is sweet but lacking in dramatic punches and
climax. Whoever was detail director on this one
slipped up on the spelling of Louisiana in the
will, it being Louisiania. Rating 75 per cent.

(Rialto, Pocahontas, Iowa.) Fair little crook pic-

ture. Nothing to write home about but will get
by. (Pythian, Marshall, 111.)

PARIS, MG, Charles Ray, Joan Crawford, 6.

—

Not a big picture but one that is different. The
story always takes the opposite twist from what
you expect. Joan Crawford does good acting and
Charles Ray is there with the laughs. Tell them
you have a show that is different and it makes
good offering for a change. (Pythian, Belt,

Mont.) Very, very poor. Brother exhibitors, do
you remember what promises we got on this pic-

ture before it was made? What became of Erte?
(Grand, Yoakum, Texas.) Mechanical makeup
and acting good, but poor entertainment for the
stix. Pleased about 25 per cent. Vaudeville as
added attraction drew fair house first night but
poor second. (Grand, Rainier, Ore.) Doggone
good picture. Ray overacts a little but my crowds
like it. No spicy plot, just a regular Apache
rough-and-tumble raggy atmosphere ; but it’s good
entertainment and you won’t regret buying it.

Paper pretty good on this picture. It means
something. (Paralta, Oakwood, Tex.) I just
want to say to you exhibitors that this is the
best picture Chas. ever made. Buy it. (Opera
House, Montieello, Iowa.)

PARIS AT MIDNIGHT, PDC, Jetta Goudal,
Lionel Barrymore, Mary Brian, Edmund Burns,
Jocelyn Lee, Brandon Hurst, Emile Chautard, 7.

—Very, very good picture. Well cast, well acted
and about 30 per cent better than the average
program picture. (Palace, Ashland, Ohio.) Star
is great. Picture not too good, nor too bad. Pho-
tography and print fine. (Pythian, Belt, Mont.)
A very lavish picture which pleased a nice crowd.
(Princess, Elwood, Ind.)

PARTNERS AGAIN, UA, Alexander Carr,
George Sidney, Betty Jewel, Allan Forrest, Robert
Schable, Lillian Elliott, Lew Brice, 5,500.—

A

splendid comedy picture. Will draw better in a
big town than a small town. Satisfied about 50
per cent here. Personally thought one of the best

comedies I ever played. (Silver Family, Green-
ville, Mich.) Here is what I consider a very good
production, well acted. However, it does not
register at the box office in the small town,
neither does it please more than 50 per cent. It

is a picture that either pleases or displeases and
I hardly think suitable for small places. (Strand,
Hansom, Kan.) Not one half as good as the

other two “Potash and Perlmutter” pictures. Too
much impossible hokum stuff and it only pleased

a few. Very much disappointed in this one. Had
many kicks. (American, Wautoma, Wis.) Splen-
did comedy drama up to last two reels, when it

degenerated into cheap slapstick. (S. T., Parker,

S. Dak.) A fair picture, not the knockout they
sell it for. Good thrill stuff in first and last

reels. (Pastime, Mason, Mich.) If you want a
good comedy, don’t be afraid to buy this and
boost to the limit. Will stand it, and a boost of

5 or 10 cent raise in price. Is a fine comedy and
will hold audience in a laugh from start to finish.

Get minimum price and buy it. United Artists

prints are all in good shape. (Gem, Hartford,
Kan.) We received many compliments on this

picture, but personally I think that “Potash and
Perlmutter” make their pictures too much alike.

(Grand, Springfield, Minn.) A good thrill com-
edy. The two Jews as salesmen a scream when
demonstrating the Schenckman Six. Runaway in

airplane thrilling and exciting. Picture probably
will not please the very refined 100 per cent
but do not be afraid of it. O. K. for Sunday.
Film rental too high for me. (Capitol, Hartley,

la.) A good comedy, but did not draw like it

should. No fault of the picture. Should please.

(Perry, Darlington, Mo.)

PHANTOM BULLET, THE, U, Hoot Gibson, 6.

in spots but not a bad picture by any means.
(Empress, Akron, Iowa.) Very good Western,
though draggy, with considerable action in the
last reel that saves it from being mediocre. (Ri-

alto, Pocahontas, Iowa.) Very good. One of the
best Gibsons that we have had in a long time, and
we run them all. Don’t be afraid to step on this

hard. Better story and plot than Hoot’s last few
pictures. (Princess, Crandon, Wis.) Here is a
good western with Hoot furnishing both action
and some good comedy. Picture good but ends
rather abrupt in my estimation. Good entertain-

ment, however. Film good. (Strand, Ransom,
Kans.) Good Western where Hoot is liked. Will
please them all. Hoot is no big card for me.
(Cozy, Wagoner, Okla.) If they made all West-
erns as good as this one, our patrons would be
satisfied. (Saunders, Harvard, 111.) A good
Western program picture. (Silver Family, Green-
ville, Mich.) Good picture and seemed to please.

Not as good as the “Chip of the Flying U,” but
it got the cash at the box office, and that is the
kind we like. (Rialto, Hammon, Okla.) A good
enough picture but not as good as “Chip of the
Flying U.” Gibson’s fans will get more than
their money’s worth. It is just what the Western
fans like. (Royal, Kimball, S. Dak.) An enter-
taining picture from book, “Click of the Triangle
T. ” Touch of comedy and good work of star and
his support. Miss Percy, raise picture above aver-

age. Drew and pleased. (S. T., Parker, S. D.)

Consider this one of Hoot’s best pictures. Acting,
directing, photography very good. Can’t go wrong
on this one if your audience likes Hoot. (New,
Kalamazoo, Mich.) Good but did not please like

“Chip of Flying U.” (Princess, Traer, Iowa.)
Mediocre picture with a poor story. Will please

if your patrons are not too particular. (Audi-
torium, Liberty ville. 111.) Very good western with
some good comedy. Pleased the fans. (Grand,
Rainier, Ore.)

PHANTOM OF THE FOREST, THE, Gotham-
Lumas, Thunder (dog), 5,700.—Drew well and
pleased all who saw it. Print new, out of Dallas
exchange. Book it and boost it. (Iris, Lockney,
Tex.) A very good picture but won’t come up
to Rin Tin Tin’s pictures. (Grand, Springfield,

Minn.) Our patrons liked this picture first rate.

(Strand, Warren, Minn.) An entertainment that

is good for any night. If you have not played
“The Phantom of the Forest,” buy it and step on
it. Showed to a packed house and everybody
satisfied. (Community, Redgranite, Wis.)

POOR GIRL’S ROMANCE, A, FBO, Gertrude
Short, Creighton Hale, Forest Taylor, 6.—When I

saw this was from the novel by Laura Jean
Libby I thought it would have been fine twenty
or thirty years ago. Imagine my surprise when
they came in like going to a fire. I guess Laura
has some pulling power. Picture is average en-
tertainment. (Odeon, Chandler, Okla.) Just a
program picture, that will satisfy if you don’t
expect too much. (Silver Family, Greenville,

Mich). This would have been a good show if they
had put a star in it, but this girl killed this

show. A Gold Bond but a poor one. (Crystal,
Peru, Nebr.) Poorest of the Gold Bonds to date.
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In The Beautiful
1

The,

VISION
With John Roche

and
Julanne Johnston

( Suggested, by Sir John Millais’ famous painting, “Speak! Speak!”)

Greeted everywhere with the most extravagant i

praise, “The Vision” has set a record unparal-

leled by any other Short Subject. It has provided
balance, dignity, beauty as a co-feature with longer fea-

tures of a comedy character in great first-run houses
from the Metropolitan at Boston to the Forum, Los
Angeles.

It has been a big box-office, asset for houses of all sizes

and the hit of the show before audiences of all types. It

was advertised and exploited as the feature attraction by
the Lucas Theatre, Savannah, for one of the best box-

office records of the year.

At the opening of the Mecca, in the heart of New
York’s teeming East Side, it was “the applause hit of my
entire bill,” according to David J. Lustig, managing
director. In the little town of Dixon, Cal., I. W. Ware,
manager of the Palace, says it “was acclaimed by my
patrons as being the finest picture ever shown on the

screen. It packs the house.”

For foreign rights

address Far East
Film Corporation, 729

Seventh Avenue, New
York, N. Y.

“THE SPICE OFTHE PROGRAM 1
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'Blue Bin''
J With John Roche
and Philippe De Lacy

( Suggested by Sir Thomas Gainsborough’s famous painting)

I
T would seem difficult to equal the record of “The
Vision,” almost impossible to beat it. Yet “The
Blue Boy” is starting out to do just that!

Critics and exhibitors, if possible, have been even
more enthusiastic in their praise of this second subject

of the Romance Productions group.

“Thinking over what I wrote about ‘The Blue Boy’,”

writes the editor of the Film Spectator, “I began to won-
der if it really could be as beautiful and the story as inter-

esting as I said it was in the last Spectator. I went to see

another preview of it at the Ambassador (Los Angeles),

rhe, theatre was crowded and the conclusion of the little

gem was greeted by the most spontaneous and prolonged
applause I ever have heard in a motion picture theatre.”

Produced by
Romance Productions , Inc.

Directed by ARTHUR MAUDE

EDUCATIONAL
FILM EXCHANGES, Inc.

Member, Motion Pic-

ture Producers and
Distributors of
America, Inc., Will
H. Hays, President.
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(Palace, McGehee, Ark.) Too much stolen from
“Sally.’' In fact, they must have made it for

“Sally’’ and had to change the title, and they

made a bad job. Poor business. (Venice, Nephi,

Utah.) Hardly a fair program picture. Many
people expressed themselves that it was a weak
picture. (Badger Opera House, Merrill, Wis.)

Now why did they make a picture like this with

such a poor star ? It’s elaborate enough for a

beautiful star. Now if only Colleen or Sally

O’Neil had been the star, what a different story

we could tell. As it is, we will write minus and
draw the curtains, for barely two hundred people

came to see it Saturday night. (Community,
David City, Nebr.) This was a good picture but
very poor title and failed to draw them in. Noth-
ing to rave about, but pleased those who saw it.

(Strand, Valparaiso, Nebr.) This is fine and
pleased most all who saw it. This little star will

be heard of to my way of thinking. Paid out

well and in hot weather around 100. Story very

good and in all good entertainment. (Oak, Oak-
dale, Nebr.)

PUPPETS, FN, Milton Sills, Gertrude Olmsted,
Francis MacDonald, 7.—Milton, you were splendid

in this, and apparently your name is a drawing
power, for we did a turnaway business. The best

in weeks. If all of First National’s stories were
as consistent as “Puppets” there would be no
complaint. Several said this was superior to “The
Dark Angel’’ which we showed last December.
Rating 98 per cent. (Rialto, Pocahontas, Iowa.)

Good picture. First part a little slow. Will
please all the Milton Sills fans. (K. P., Pittsfield,

111.) Gave extra satisfaction and played to a

good house against tent show opposition. (Saun-
ders, Harvard, 111.)

Q
QUEEN O’ DIAMONDS, FBO, Evelyn Brent,

Phillips Smalley, Theodore Von Eltz, 6.—Patrons
somewhat disappointed with this offering. Not so

good. Evelyn, stick to more action. (Palace, Mt.
Pleasant, Tex.) My favorite lady star in the

best she has made. F. B. O. seems to have the

best drawing stars on the market. Evelyn is one
of them. Gee, what a trio—Talmadge, Thomson
and Brent. Evelyn Brent has never failed to

please here, and each time I play her, my pa-
trons ask me when another one is coming. Seems
as if they cannot get enough of her. (Star,

Tuckerman, Ark.) A good program picture. Story
good. Star and cast fine. (Silver Family, Green-
ville, Mich.) Played it on July 3. Hardly a pro-

gram picture. Why should they make a picture

like it? (Rex, Newport, Wash.) Brent pictures

always please here. (Halfway, Halfway, Mich.)
Not so good. My patrons do not care for her at

all. This is the third Brent I have played and
have lost money on all of them. Business poor.

Weather good. (Orpheum, Kalamazoo, Mich.)
Good picture. Fair drawing power. (Arcadia,
Vandergrift, Pa.)

R
RAINMAKER, THE, FP, William Collier, Jr.,

Georgia Hale, Ernest Torrence, Martha Mattox,
Charles K. French, 7.—Give us pictures like this

one and we won’t have to kick. People like to

cry and this one sure makes them. Was well

liked by all. Business was good. (Benn, Phila-
delphia, Pa.) A very good program picture. Not
a big special, as they tried to sell it. I just

couldn’t get the people interested in it. (Electric,

Caldwell, Kan.) Our patrons like this sort of

picture that has a real heart interest story ; quite

a lot of action in the six reels with a dramatic
finish. Wonder why some reviewers panned this

one 100 per cent. (Rialto, Pocahontas, Iowa.)
A very good picture. Picture’s too long. Draggy
in places. Name wouldn’t make anyone want to

see it. Rental charged entirely too high. Busi-
ness rotten. (Alcazar, Dotha, La.) This picture
failed to draw big but I thought it was a very
good story. In fact it rained every day I played
it. (Riveria, Anderson, Ind.) If this picture is

a special production that Paramount claims, I’m
Mary Pickford. You can rate this as just a pro-
gram picture with applesauce at the end of the
picture showing the “Rainmaker” praying for
rain that doesn’t ring through with the rest of
the picture. Another picture saved from the
garbage can by Tom Wilson. (K. P., Pittsfield,

111 .)

RANSON’S FOLLY, FN, Richard Barthelmess,
Dorothy Mackaili, Anders Randoli, 7.—A good
picture to fair business. (Mystic, Stafford, Kans.)
Not his best and far from his worst. Rate it as
good. (K. P., Pittsfield, 111.) Good picture to a
fair business. Barthelmess does not appeal to the
women in his role in this picture, that of an
officer in the army doing frontier work about Civil

war days. Drew children. Had no comments

Hard Reading
Does That
The cover has been worn off mv

BOX OFFICE RECORD for six

months, hut I am still holding on to

the internals and hoping it will stay

with me until the next copy arrives.

Don't care a darn about the “kivver.”
It’s the contents that interest me.—

•

Happy Hour Theatre, Chalmers, Ind.

either on this picture. (Auditorium, Libertyville,
111.) Photography bad in this one, that is, very-

dark. Dick has done a great deal better. (Or-
pheum and Fotosho. Neosho, Mo.) Dick is bur-
dened with a poor story and Dorothy Mackaili
is weighed down with the most impossible mop
of blonde hair that looks like excelsior. We all

know Dick has that subtle spark of actor ability,

but his last few pictures don’t mean a thing at
the box office and we’ve lost dough on him, so
he’s out. (Rialto, Pocahontas, Iowa.) As good a
picture of its kind as could be expected. Some-
how Richard is not pulling them in like he used
to. What is the matter? (Highland, Guthrie.
Okla.) Good story of the early West. Pleased
majority. Business better than usual with Bar-
thelmess. (Grand, Ranier, Ore.)

RECKLESS LADY, THE, FN, Belle Bennett,
James Kirkwood, Lois Moran, Lowell Sherman,
Ben Lyon, Charles Murray, 8.—Very good picture
which I bought right, but took In about half the
rental, due to the local conditions, so I will not
pan the picture just because I lost money on it.

Btu I hope to get some returns on others. I

booked this on account of other reports from the
Herald. I am glad it’s over. Hope for the better,

put it on your better night and step on it. It’s

good for everybody. (Royal, Kimball, S. D.)

Monte Carlo, lavish sets, beautiful gowns ; a good
cast ; well read novel, but direction weak. Pleased
about 60 per cent. (Gaiety, Fredericton, N. B.,

Canada) Must have expected too much of this

show. It did not come up to my expectations
at all, although it is a very good production.
(Blende, Benton Wis.) Good cast but poor title

and story. Pleased about 50 per cent and drew
poorly for us. (Grand, Rainier, Ore.) Not so bad.
Some said good, others fair. My opinion is a
little above program. Made a little money with
some hard work. (Grand, Yoakum, Texas) A
very good picture. One that you can step on
and it will not fail you. 85 per cent. (Eagle,

Eagle River, Wis.) This is the kind of a picture

that tugs at your heart strings and holds them
there. You won’t be making a mistake when you
book this one and if you don't get more favorable
comments than knocks then it is time for you
to close up your theatre and go to Florida. (Plain-

view, Plainview, Tex.) Good. Best Wednesday
and Thursday for some time, and with a Chau-
tauqua in town. I held this picture back. Didn't
want to play it until after “Stella Dallas,” but

got mixed up and set it in. Believe it would be
worth lots more later. (Pastime, Medicine Lodge,
Kan.)

RED RIDER, THE, U, Jack Hoxie, 5.—The
best Hoxie picture we ever ran. Our people like

Jack and all were well pleased with this picture.

Some exhibitors phn this boy but when he is

given a good story and good support he always
delivers. Universal product uniformly good. (Elk,

Worland, Wyo.) This is a good picture of the

frontier days. Indians and Indian fights and the

pioneer wagon trains. A story of 1840-1860. (De-

Luxe, Spearville, Kan.) Jack takes the part of

an Indian and it turns out to be a good little

picture for Saturday. (Trags, Neillsville, Wis.)

Very good picture. Hoxie liked in this one. (Gem,
Calico Rock, Ark.)

ROAD TO GLORY, THE, F, May McAvoy, 6—
Fine picture. Great cast. Unusual story. Drew
good and pleased capacity house. Everybody
liked May McAvoy’s wonderful portrayal. She
is a star of the first magnitude. This is one of

Fox’s best this year and you should exploit it to

the limit. (Patrick’s, Crescent, Okla.) Was pleas-

antly surprised with this. It was actually a good
program picture, although we had bought it as a

special. With the exception of about three, the

Fox specials we have played so far are only pro-

gram pictures. (Plainview, Plainview, Nebr.)
The William Fox organization has been delivering

poor inconsistent products this year and a great
many of this company's pictures have missed fire

for me from box office and entertainment stand-
point. But believe me, this is the poorest picture

in every way that has been delivered by any
company this year. (Cozy, Winchester, Ind.) This
picture is all right, but it had no drawing power

at all. (Texas, Grand Prairie, Tex.) Good pro-
gram picture. Pleased all who saw it, but failed
to draw. (Cozy, Wagoner, Okla.) Sour grapes.
Dreary, draggy, not a kick in it. The crowds
yawned. Good title to be wasted in this sorry
picture. (Paralta, Oakwood, Tex.)

ROAD TO MANDALAY', THE, MG, Lon
Chaney, Lois Moran, Owen Moore, Henry B.
Walthall, 7.—As usual Chaney is there with the
goods and an entirely new character. Picture
rough in places but not offensive. Story of the
China coast. Drew well and pleased well. Good
service on Metro from new exchange at Butte.
(Pythian, Belt, Mont.) A great picture, with a
splendid cast. Lon Chaney is the screen’s greatest
character actor. You can’t go wrong on this one.
Business very good considering the hot weather.
(Apollo, Indianapolis, Ind.) Here is a very good
Chaney picture. We considered this far better
than “The Unholy Three,” but due to the hot
weather we didn’t do any business on it. (Grand,
Springfield, Minn.) Char.ey as usual gives a won-
derful performance. Will only appeal to rough
class. Pleased about 60 per cent here. Business
not so good as former Chaney offerings. (Grand,
Rainier, Ore.) With an appealing title, the
world’s greatest actor and an interesting story,

here’s a wonderful picture. I didn’t knock ’em
dead with this. Maybe you can. The picture is

there. (Texas, Grand Prairie, Texas.) This is one
of Chaney's best of last year’s group. Drew the
men. but kept many of the fair sex away. Seems
they don’t like Chaney’s ultra gruesome roles.

(Strand, Robinson, 111.) Almost a perfect picture.

Drew no better than ordinary pictures, because
many don’t like Chaney, but it was wonderful
acting. (Star, Nashville, Mich.) A powerful pic-

ture, well staged and well acted. A fair house,
played against a boy evangelist, so can’t tell about
the drawing power. My first Lon Chaney pic-

ture. (Electric, Caldwell, Kans.)

ROCKING MOON, PDC, Lilyan Tashman, John
Bowers, Rockliffe Fellows, Luke Cosgrove, Eugene
Pallette, 7.—Ran this on a Sunday and it made
a fine program ; good story, and beautiful scenery.

If your patrons like Northerns this is a good one.

(Princess, Crandon, Wis.) Drew quite a few once-
in-a-whiles to better than average house and it

deserved the patronage. (Shuler, Raton, N. M.)

Was very interesting to me, but I did not hear
a word from the patrons. Circus opposition, and
did not have many out to see It. With the ex-

ception of one three-sheet the paper is no good.

And this poor advertising is a mighty drawback.
(Arcadia, Vandergrift, Pa.) Many fine comments
on this, since many had read the story. Beauti-

ful scenery, quite a bit of action, gives one an in-

sight on what Alaska looks like in summer. Story

is above average and this picture should be classed

above the average program caliber. We believe

Pro-Dis-Co is ahead of older firms in their selec-

tion of stories and their manner of producing

them. (Rialto. Pocahontas, Iowa.) Tame attrac-

tion, no special, follows story closely. Play up
silver fox farm and fact that picture was taken

in Alaska. Star ordinary, scenery very pretty,

Laska Winters fine in her part. (Pythian, Belt,

Mont.) Good program picture. Nothing extra, as

P. D. C. would have you believe. Played two

days and just barely got over. Don’t seem to be

able to get them in on a P. D. C. product. Some
very pretty scenes of Alaska but all nearly the

same. (Iris, Terrill, Tex.) Veiy good. Scenery

splendid, acting fine. A sure fire box office attrac-

tion. (Princess, Elwood, Ind.) Very good. (Royal,

Republic, Kan.)

ROLLING HOME, U, Reginald Denny, 7,500.—

Boys, this is a very good picture. Book it and

step on the gas. If they would make more of

them we would not have to worry as much as

we do now. I didn’t do as much on this as I

should have. People are not going to the shows,

they are burning gas. (Rex, Newport, Wash.)

Mighty good. Reggy is coming right along and

I believe my patrons will get very much inter-

ested if they are all as good as this. (Com-

munity, David City, Nebr.) A good comedy

picture that was a little too long and of course

you had to mortgage your theatre to get it.

(Strand, Gallup, N. M. ) I think they all liked

it ; still it was not Denny’s best. Have seen him

in some a whole lot better. (Fairyland, White

Castle, La.) Mighty good entertainment. Drew
well at the box office. Not as good as some
others Denny has made this year, but plenty

good enough that you can be proud of showing

it. This star surely has been a life saver for me
this year. (Lonet, Wellington, O.) Now that we
have run Denny and made him popular here, we
were asked to buy him as a special and priced

accordingly. His pictures are clean and very

entertaining. Also Pathe News and Hodge Podge.

(Auditorium, Crockett, Texas.) Denny is very

good in this one, as usual. (Empress, Akron,

la.) A splendid program picture, clean and
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entertaining, but no special. (Silver Family,

Greenville, Mich.)

RUNAWAY, THE, FP, Clara Bow, 7.—Our

hats off to William DeMille. This is the biggest

surprise we have had from Paramount this sea-

son. Nothing stupendous, but a real story made

into a real picture that pleased 100 per cent.

Paper is rather misleading. Acting excellent.

The cast including Warner Baxter, who gives an

exacting portrayal of a Kentucky mountaineer.

Clara Bow outdoes herself. (Rialto. Pocahontas,

Iowa.) A very nice picture. Deals with Ken-

tucky mountain people as we expect them in

the movies and has some good suspense and

Clara does herself a lot of good. Very likeable

lady and she is getting a following in this fam-

ily ; I mean theatre. (Grand, Pierre, S. D.)

An excellent picture in which all the principals

and support are good. The flapper hides in the

mountains and leads the pure and simple. (Texas,

Grand Prairie, Tex.) Charlie Neville Buck's tale

of the Southern mountains made an entertaining-

picture. Warner Baxter excellent and Miss Bow
did better in this than she has done in any

picture we have used in which she appeared.

(S. T., Parker, S. D.f A fair picture, but did

not draw. The slide that I had for this picture

was very misleading, showing a runaway team

and buggy. Who cares for buggies these days?

It did not have any connection with the picture

at all, which was a runaway girl, and not a

horse. Good print. Poorest house in week.

(Palace, Littlefield, Texas.) Fair picture of the

outdoor backwoods of Kentucky. (Palace, Me-'

Gehee, Ark.)

RUSTLERS’ RANCH, U, Art Acord, 5.—Better
than average Western to fair business. (Grand,

Rainier, Ore.) “And a little child shall write

and direct them”—and this must have been one

of them. “Buster’s Nightmare” saved the bill.

(Texas, Grand Prairie, Tex.) The best Acord

to date. Plenty of everything in this, action all

the way through. (Khattar’s, Sydney, N. S.,

Canada.)

RUSTLIN’ FOR CUPID, F, George O’Brien,

Anita Stewart, 5,500.—Good program picture.

Pleased my Saturday patrons, but fell short at

box office. (Cozy, Wagoner, Okla. ) It’s a

shame to put stars like these in such a mediocre

picture. It’s the very poorest kind of a western,

and ye gods, they ask you extra money for it

because it was a Peter B. Kyne story. I have

run three of these Fox Peter B. Kyne pictures

and, while they are all poor, this is the worst.

(Rialto, Ladysmith, B. C., Canada.) This is

good. It will fill your regular “western night”

in good shape. (Texas, Grand Prairie, Tex.)

While not an outstanding picture in its class, it

serves as fair entertainment and gives Anita

Stewart her chance to again shine on the screen,

and, say, if I was in the producing business I

would burn up the road getting to Anita Stewart

and securing her name on the dotted line. She

is prettier and better than in the old days, and

that’s not so long ago. I hope to see Anita

Stewart in a big picture. (Cozy, Winchester,

Ind.) This is the second Peter B. Kyne story

from Fox that was a flivver for us ; even Anita

Stewart in the cast could not pull it through. It

is just an ordinary Western with some badly

forced comedy and hardly anyone came to see

what it was all about. (Temple, Bellaire, O.)

Extra good program picture. What a pity we
can’t get Tom Mix in these Peter B. Kyne stories

like this and “The Golden Strain,” instead of

such punk stories as “The Lucky Horseshoe” and
“Dick Turpin.” With Tom and Tony in this it

would make a real, honest-to-goodness show.

(Royal, Newark. Ark.) Brother Exhibitors, th's

one is better than its title. It’s a Peter B.

Kyne story, and a good one. Will certainly

make your audience happy. Talk this one up
and add to it with a little extra stunt or two
and in the end you will well be paid. Only fault

is the titie. Small town folks do not know of

Peter B. Kyne’s stories. (Rex, Madisonville,

Tex.) A good clean picture that pleased my
patrons. Not a big special in any sense. No
extra drawing powers. (Electric, Caldwell, Kan.)
Disappointed in this one. It surely is not in a

class with some of O’Brien’s older pictures.

(Arcadia, Vandergrift, Pa.) A new tyoe of

Western that will please any class. I will say

Fox has the best specials this year they have
ever had. Play date April 24. (K. P., LaRue,
Ohio.) This is a fair Western. Peter B. Kyne’s
name cannot get them in and this picture has
no favorite star to exploit. (Elite, Greenleaf,

Kan.)

s
SANDY, F, Madge Bellamy, Harrison Ford, 8.

—

Drew good business, as many read the story

“Best Bet,”

Says Texas
I wish to thank you for the BOX

OFFICE RECORD. I have come to

realize that the HERALD is the best

bet for any exhibitor. The service

which it gives cannot be found else-

where. — Big Bend Theatre, Alpine,

Texas.

in the newspapers. Picture follows story closely

and gives universal satisfaction. (Princess, Chil-

ton, Wis.) An extra good picture of its kind.

Would class it as a modern jazz story. Would

go better in large town. (Happy Hour, Jasper,

Minn.) One of the outstanding pictures of the

year. Used extra exploitation and had a very

good business. We had first run in this section

and also a brand new print and you don’t have

to mortgage your theatre to buy it, so get down
and buy it. There are a very few any better.

(Star, Dansviile, N. Y.) I hope all Fox pictures

this year will be as good as “Sandy.” Not

super special, but got some money. (Grand,

Yoakum, Texas.) Madge Bellamy sure did

“Sandy.” If you have this booked step on it.

"Chickie” is a back number compared with

“Sandy.” "Sandy” is sure a dandy. Clean,

snappy and full of pep. (Cozy, Villisca, Iowa.)

A very good story with a good lesson. A little

bit wild in places, and a little mushy, due to

the fact that some of the scenes are held on the

screen too long. Had several kicks because the

star dies in the end. Print perfect, when we

ran it, as it was just out. Drew fairly well.

(Sterling, Fairmont, Nebr.) We bought this for

a special, but it slipped. Many favorable com-

ments. (Community. David City, Nebr.) Rather

entertaining picture in which Miss Bellamy does

exceptional work. (Palace. McGehee, Ark.)

SAP, THE, W, Kenneth Harlan, 6.—A good

picture, but they went too far in extreme in this

picture. There is nobody that would take what

Harlan took in this picture, and Harlan is a

poor man to play this part. (Grand, Springfield,

Minn.) A very good program picture, which

did a fairly good business. Plenty of snappy

subtitles, plenty of action, not many stars, but

the ones that are there do very good work.

Pleased our patrons very much. A good Satur-

day or Sunday picture. Book it. (Bugg, Chi-

cago, III.) Good program picture, comedy drama,

with good fight for climax. (Happy Hour, Jas-

per, Minn.) Good picture, well liked here. War-

ner group as a whole will do to tie to. (Isis,

Lockney, Tex.

)

SAVAGE, THE, FN, Ben Lyon, May McAvoy,
Philo McCullough, Charlotte Walker, 8.—This pic-

ture packed my house the first night. It's not a

special. Will please 85 per cent. Played big spe-

cials and paid three times as much as I did for

this and this went over better. The so-called

specials are the bunk for a small town. (Mon-

arch, Ponteix, Sask.) Numerous walkouts on this

and personally we think it is the biggest piece of

junk that ever played our house. First National

started out all right this year but they are slip-

ping when they let such flops as “The Savage”

be released. (Rialto, Pocahontas, Iowa.) We had

the idea this wasn’t so good, but our patrons liked

it at a raised admission of 30 cents. It is light

comedy and very good hot weather entertainment.

(Orpheum, Neosho, Mo.) A very good small town
picture, good for any night, especially Saturday

night, if you have a good country business. Lots

of comedy and satisfied all. Several stopped to tell

me how much they enjoyed it. Advertising good.

(Grand, Ash Grove, Mo.) Good picture and busi-

ness was just fine. (Riveria, Anderson, Ind.)

Wild, wild hokum, they tell me. Didn’t see it

myself. No business at all. (Star, Menard,
Texas.) Good entertainment. Received knocks on

this but can’t see why. (Pastime, Medicine

Lodge, Kan.)

SAY IT AGAIN, FP, Richard Dix, Alycc Mills,

Chester Conklin, “Gunboat” Smith, 7.—You are

safe on this one in taking a chance of boosting it.

Has lots of comedy by Chester Conklin, some good
fighting by Gunboat Smith, and action all the

way. Has a number of novelties, including the

funny “Battalion of Death” that are characteristic

of Paramount pictures. Story is not much, but

the details that go with it make it a very much
worth while evening’s entertainment. (Temple,
Bellaire, O.) A mighty good Dix picture. I

thought the leading lady was weak. (Electric,

Caldwell, Kans.) A good Dix comedy. (Benn,

Philadelphia, Pa.) While this is a costume pic-

ture, yet it has comedy enough to put it over

strong. This picture is good for any theatre in

any town, any day in the week. Dix, Gunboat
Smith and Chester Conklin stand out. (Palace,

Ashland, O.) We wondered what the title means
and so did our patrons. Fairly well liked but. as

mentioned in other reports, why do producers

insist on making mythical kingdom pictures ? Not
up to “Let’s Get Married.” In fact, “Say It

Again” is stupid slapstick and we ask you why,
with all the talent in this world, they pick such

silly stories? (Rialto, Pocahontas, Iowa.) Per-

sonally, I thought this the bunk. However, they

seemed to like it. (Texas, Grand Prairie, Texas.)

SEA BEAST, THE, W, John Barrymore, Dolores

Costello, George O’Hara, Mike Donlin, Sojin, Sam
Baker, 9,500.—It’s a real big special. The kind

that will hold any intelligent audience spellbound.

It has romance, the kind we all like. It has

thrills and a real climax and ends okay. Mr.
Exhibitor, buy it and bill it and raise your price

and I'll bet you a new hat you will say I am
right. John Barrymore is wonderful from start

to finish and I don’t stammer when I write this

report, neither have I a guilty conscience. (Lib-

erty, Pasco, Wash.) Book this picture by all

means. A very good production, but don’t forget

that Dolores Costello is in the picture, too. War-
ner Bros, and the advertising took every cent and
some more from me. But the “Sea Beast” you
can advertise and play as a big special. (Opera
House, Hilbert, Wis.) One of the greatest pictures

ever made. We were somewhat disappointed in

box office results, nevertheless this is truly a
great production. (Palace, Mt. Pleasant, Tex.)

A wonderful picture, rather gruesome in a few
scenes, but altogether a picture that you can be
proud to have shown. Barrymore’s work is simply
marvelous. Dolores Costello makes a lovely hero-

ine. (Community, Minneota, Minn.) There, gents,

is the picture. One of the greatest of all. Had
a good many come back and lay down their

money to see it the second time. It has every-

thing, thrills, suspense, comedy and some of the

greatest acting ever seen. More like it. (Star,

Nashville, Mich.) A special, priced too high to

make anything. The whaling scenes were not in

it with “Down to the Sea in Ships.” It’s good
enough, but don’t pay too much for it. (Strand,
Dryden, Ont., Canada.) A wonderful picture.

Despite the very hot weather, the house was
packed. A full house on each of the three days
that the picture was run. This picture proves
that Dolores Costello is one of the most promising
young actresses on the screen. (Falls, Niagara
Falls, N. Y.) The best acted big dramatic pic-

ture of the year. Kind that has appeal to the
movie crowd and to the so-called better class

Barrymore is wonderful in every foot of this

story of romance and sea life. Dolores Costello

acted and looked the part she was playing. Run
it an extra day and got good business in the worst
season we have ever had. (Temple. Bellaire,

Ohio.) Some of the comments on this picture

were, “Good show,” “Gruesome,” “Too long,”

"Draggy,” and “Excellent picture.” The average
consensus of opinion is only average and the box
office reflected only an average night business.

(Auditorium, Libert.vville, 111.) Fellows, here is

a real whale of a tale and a picture that will

please 95 per cent. Storm scenes wonderful, act-

ing great ; action all the time. Love scenes heart
touching. Sell it hard. (Legion, Marshalltown,
Iowa.) We consider this one of the biggest pic-

tures of the year, although we lost money on it.

For some reason it failed to draw. (American
Legion, Broadlands, 111.) A wonderful picture,

acting and direction great. However, it did not
go over in our town, which is quite small. (Lake
View, Lake View, la.) This picture grossed as

much for me as “The Ten Commandments.’
Pushed it among rural routes and made many
new friends among farmers. Not as great a pic-

ture as “The Volga Boatman,” but had more pull-

ing power. Barrymore is a great artist. Book
it and boost it. Warners treat you right (Play-
house, Fail-hope, Ala.) It is a real big picture.

Some wonderful acting and better if it were
about one reel shorter. This picture from War-
ner makes things even up for some of the sorry
ones they have been shooting us. (Iris, Terrell,

Tex.) The greatest box office picture in years.

Draws all classes of patronage and satisfies them.
Played to greatest business ever known in 684
seat house. Five capacity week in a one week
town. You can’t go wrong on “The Sea Beast.”
It will get you more money than any picture you
ever played. (State, Pittsboro, Pa.) A marvelous
picture of the sea and a wonderful cast. John
Barrymore a real actor in this picture. Dolores
Costello’s acting was wonderful. Business for the
week very good. It’s better than “The Sea
Hawk.” (Benn, Philadelphia, Pa.) A real spe-

cial. Not a kick on increased admission. Surgery
not objectionable. (Shuler, Raton, N. M.)
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SEA HORSES, FP, Jack Holt, Florence Vidor,

William Powell, George Bancroft, Mack Swain,
Frank Campeau, 7.—Cannot understand why this

picture has been panned so much. Went over

fine here. Business better second day which is

very unusual in this town. Many good comments
and I personally think it is as good as the average
program offering. (Ingram’s, Ashland, Ala.)

Pretty good picture. George Bancroft has to

carry the load while the others loaf through it.

(Texas, Grand Prairie, Tex.) This is a good pic-

ture. I can’t say that it is an exceptional pro-

duction, but it has a good story and those who
come like it. (Grand, Pierre, S. Dak.) A very
good action picture. The typhoon scene in the

last reel is great. (Char-Bell, Rochester, Ind.)

A very good sea picture. Patrons were pleased.

Jack Holt and Florence Vidor at their best.

Business was fair on account of warm weather.

(Benn, Philadelphia, Pa.) Don't care for this

one. Only a fair story and a little mild comedy.
(Apollo, Indianapolis, Ind.) Fair. Very good.

The most realistic typhoon ever screened. (Palace,

Ashland, O.) A very good picture. Title entirely

too misleading for the movie-going people. When
will film companies learn that picture patrons in

a neighborhood are not a highbrow type ? They
don’t want to think what it’s all about. It’s good,

though. Book it. (Bugg, Chicago, 111.) Per-
sonally I enjoyed this very much. My patrons
were divided. It drew only a fair business.

(Rich, Montpelier, Idaho.) The typhoon in the

last reel is the only redeeming feature. Fair
program offering. The less money you pay for

this one, the easier you’ll smile. (Gaiety, Fred-

ericton, N. B., Canada.) An unusual picture that

brought forth many comments of praise. Con-
siderable action that works up a climax wherein
you learn what “Sea Horses’’ are. Exploit as

something different but not so your patrons will

expect too much. (Rialto, Pocahontas, la.) Well
acted and well staged, but a darn poor picture as

far as drawing the people in. I lost money on it.

(Electric, Caldwell, Kan.)

SECRET ORDERS, FBO, Evelyn Brent, Robert
Frazer, 6.—A good interesting little crook picture,

well played, but the advertising on it is almost

worthless. It showed nothing but posing scenes,

when the picture contained real action scenes,

such as a good train wreck and action at sea.

Some of these guys that design this kind of ad-

vertising ought to have a rock tied around their

neck and tossed into a lake. It’s as fine a little

action picture as you could ask for and it’s not

F. B. O.’s fault, I don’t believe, but I hate to

see a good picture handicapped by such punk
advertising. The best pictures have the poorest

advertising. I find, after all, good advertising

is the most important thing to the exhibitor.

(Liberty, Pleasanton, Nebr.) Friday night busi-

ness fair. Picture a very good crook story. Miss
Brent played a very satisfactory part. In fact,

she does in all her pictures. You small town
fellows will make no mistake when you buy the

Brent offerings. (Ideal, Chateaugay, N. Y.) A
clever little spy picture. Due to terrific heat,

not much of a crowd. The picture deserved bet-

ter attendance. (Trags, Neillsville, Wis.)

SENOR DAREDEVIL, FN, Ken Maynard, 7.—
This was sold to us as a western, and turned
out to be a big outdoor special. To introduce

this star to our patrons we ran his first picture

with five acts A. & H. vaudeville and the pic-

ture walked away with the show. You can step

on this one, advance your prices, please your
patrons and pull in the dough. (Star, Price,

Utah.) In Ken Maynard First National has a

real Western star. Pleased our audience 100 per
cent. Somewhat out of the ordinary in Westerns
and holds interest during the entire show. Tar-
zan and Mickey add greatly to the success of

the picture. Ken, give us more like this and
your future is assured. (Pastime, Mendon, Mo.)
Fellows, Ken Maynard and his horse, Tarzan,
are really a pair. They entertained our house
very gratefully, and boys, what stuff they’ve got.

Just bubbling over with action, and very appar-
ent that they have a very big reserve. Buy
him, book him, and sell him to your vicinity.

(Strand. Humboldt, Iowa.) A high class west-
ern, good in every way. This will stand show-
ing in the best houses and will give general
satisfaction. Did better than average business in

hot weather and with big tent show added to

the usual tough opposition. Ken Maynard? You
will like him, I do. And his horse, like himself,

is a wonder. Don’t be afraid of First National’s
new star. (Cozy, Winchester, Ind.)

SEVEN DAYS, PDC, Lilyan Tashman, Creigh-
ton Hale, Lillian Rich, Mabel Julienne Scott, Wil-
liam Austin, Hal Cooley, Eddie Gribbon, 7.—Very
good comedy drama. You can blow your horn
on this and it will satisfy 90 per cent. My
audience got a lot of kick out of this one. It’s

The Proof of

the Record
Your BOX OFFICE RECORD is

positively the only reference book as

to what pictures are that is on the
market. I have just hooked thirty

pictures almost solely upon what ex-

hibitors said about them. Be sure I

get the next one.—Temple Theatre,
Bellaire, O.

good enough for a three-day run in small towns.
I had it two days, second night much bigger
than first. Eddie Gribbon is a scream, balance
of cast extra good. Film excellent. (Selk,

Scotia, Neb.) Wednesday night to fair business.

This is a delightfully nice comedy. One that
anybody can enjoy. Get it on your booking chart.

It will give you results. (Ideal, Chateaugay,
N. Y.) Very good program picture, but no
special, and I paid a special price. Lost money
on it. Failed to get any money for me. (Cozy,

Wagoner, Okla.) While this is not as good as
the other Christie comedies, it is an amusing
picture. (Community, Minneota, Minn.) A first

class comedy that pleased 100 per cent. Good
print. (Miers, Schoharie, N. Y. ) Like all Chris-

tie feature comedies, this caused chuckles, laughs,

roars and gasps for breath for another laugh.
Good business and well liked. (Pythian, Belt,

Mont.) Good comedy, plenty of laughs and
clean. Fair business, but not fault of picture.

(Venice, Nephi, Utah,) The most nonsensical,
idiotic thing I ever saw. It is hard to imagine
that any reputable concern would put out such a
thing and call it a picture. 70 per cent of my
people walked out and I could admire their

judgment more than the few that stayed. (Eagle,

Eagle River, Wis.)

SHAMROCK HANDICAP, THE, F, Leslie Fen-
ton, Janet Gay nor, J. Farrell MacDonald, Claire
McDowell, Willard Louis, George Harris, 7.

—

Very fine program picture, racehorse story with
Ireland and America for background. The di-

rector should be handed several credits for this

one. (Rialto, Pocahontas, Iowa.) A fair little

program picture that means nothing at the box
office. Fox sure gave us some rotten pic-

tures this year. Have lost on 85 per cent of this

company’s produce. Never again. (Rialto, Lady-
smith, B. C., Canada.) Seemed to please ex-

ceptionally well. But did not draw as it should.

Stars are not well enough known. (Princess,

Traer, Iowa.) Beautiful photography, good
story. Action and surprises. A little overdrawn
in the place where hero throws away his crutches,

is tied to the horse and wins the race. Should
go well in an Irish community, but will deliver

anywhere. (Playhouse, Fairhope, Ala.) Best
Fox picture in a long time. Comedy, action,

drama all well balanced. Good in every way.
(Paralta, Oakwood, Tex.) Very pleasing. (Texas,
Grand Prairie, Tex.) Just a regular progTam
picture. (Crystal, Tombstone, Ariz. ) “I think
a rather poor photoplay,” is what my patrons
thought, and I agreed with them. (Electric,

Caldwell, Kan.)

SHOW OFF, THE, FP, Ford Sterling, Lois Wil-
son, Gregory Kelly, Claire McDowell, Louise
Brooks, 7.—This one rates about 50 per cent and
that amount is solely for Sterling, who saves

the picture from being a distinct flop. Very
light entertainment with a half dozen laughs and
not a few knocks from a Sunday mob that ex-

pects better stories. (Rialto, Pocahontas, Iowa.)

Another flop at the box office. Ford Sterling’s

work fine, but this picture did not please the
majority. Personally I thought that it was what
you would call a real clever piece of work, but
did not have any of that old drag that makes
us smile. Believe me, I am certainly having a
hard start on the 15th Birthday group. Maybe
the old adage about the bad starts finishing with
a good ending will be true, for the start is sure

bad. The second night in Shaw, it established a
new low water mark. (Regent, Cleveland and
Shaw, Miss.)

SIBERIA, F, Alma Rubens, Edmund Lowe, 7.—

-

A very good hot weather offering. Not a special

and will not stand a boost in admission. (Pal-

ace, McGehee, Ark.) Without Alma it would
have been just so much film. Poor, but cool to
look at on a hot night. A so-called Fox special.

(Majestic, Kearens, Tex.) Failed to draw here.
(Rialto, Pecos, Tex.) A drama that drew better

than expected. Built the second night. (Texas,
Grand Prairie, Tex.) Seems to please, but

would have been much better in five reels. (Or-
pheum, Oelwein, Iowa.) This we consider one
of Fox’s best melodramas, and it pleased 96 per
cent of our patrons, as action is what most pa-
trons want and this picture had it. (Opera
House, Plattsburg, Mo.) A very uninteresting
picture. Had several walkouts. Fox pictures as
a rule have very poor drawing power here. But
this one was terrible. (Highland, Guthrie, Olka.)
A very good melodrama. (Crystal, Tombstone,
Ariz.) Thought I was booking a good hot
weather show in this picture, but had many walk-
outs. Snow scenes fine, but theme of story is

heavy and morbid and people want to see the
lighter things with comedy. (Playhouse, Fair-
hope, Ala.) While some may say this is a won-
derful picture, most folks that attend movies
today do not care to sit through a thing like
this, so bang goes the box office, and mine
banged as silently as the barren snows of “Si-
beria.” (Cozy, Winchester, Ind.) Awful. Played
in hot weather, and while the snow looked good,
flopped at the box office. Americans are not
interested in gruesome stories of Russia. (Elite,
Greenleaf, Kan.)

SIR LUMBERJACK, FBO, Lefty Flynn, Kath-
leen Myers, Luke Cosgrave, Tom Kennedy, 5.—
A fine picture and a great crowd. Some more
like this and it will be all right. Lefty did his
stuff fine. (Palace, Naples, Tex.) This picture
pleased my audience. Some good shots in the pic-
ture. A good program picture. (New, Kalamazoo.
Mich.) Just fair. (Miers, Schoharie, N. Y.)
Until now Flynn was a “Flop” at box office. Now
he picks up. Story was fine. Guess he’ll kick
though. Big rain spoiled my crowd. (Hines,
Loyalton, So. Dak.)

SIX SHOOTIN’ ROMANCE, U, Jack Hoxie, 5.—Just another Western that is good for one night
and no more. How Hoxie is kept on the payroll
is a mystery. (Rialto, Pocahontas, Iowa.)
Started in to be a fine picture, but in last reel
and half the director began the red blooded stuff
and killed off enough to keep an undertaker busy
for a week. Also the picture was killed for us.
(S. T., Parker, S. Dak.) Very good western ac-
tion subject. Fans liked it. (Grand. Rainier,
Ore.) This Western is very good. Hoxie is a
favorite star here but we failed to do the business
on this we should. (Boynton, Boynton, Okla.)
Pretty fair 5 reeler from Jack Hoxie

; good for
small town. (Royal, Kimball, So. Dak.)

SKINNER'S DRESS SUIT, U, Reginald Denny,
Laura LaPlante, Ben Hendricks, Jr., 6,800.—Now
here is something worth while. Real entertain-
ment. I call my car “Laura,” and if J. C. tries

to pass me with Viola, or fishy Phil with Colleen,
they will have to take my dirt, for Laura is hit-

ting on all eight cylinders, and I will put her up
any time against odds, and she is a winner every
time. (Community, David City, Nebr.) Very well
received to good business. But I would not say
it was as good as the ones before. Will make
good entertainment to Denny patrons. (Royal,
Fairmount, Ind.) Good light comedy. Average at
box office. (Strand, Grinnell, Iowa.) For a long
time Denny sure got the laughs out of a»yone.
Now everyone has sore lips. I consider this pic-

ture one of the best Denny has made and I have
run all of Denny features since “Sporting Youth.”
Get this one, boys, and you’ll sure get the capacity
house and let them go out laughing. (Rex, New-
port, Wash.) Another good Denny entertainment.
This pleases the crowd. It is very light but the
story is well known and the people want light
stuff. A good supporting cast in this production.
(Grand, Pierre, S. Dak.) Fine. A wow. Just the
kind people of all walks in life like. Comedy and
originality. Give us more. (Princess, Elwood,
Ind.) Were rained out on this one, but those that
did come came in pouring down rain and told us
they wouldn’t miss Denny at all. Many like

Denny better than Lloyd. (Rialto, Pecos, Texas.)
Not the best Denny has ever shown in, but it

was clever just the same and pleased. (Fairyland,
White Castle, La.) A comedy that pleased. The
Savannah dance scenes made everybody roar.
(Bijou, Conway, N. H.) Did not get over very
well. It was draggy in spots and did not please.

(Regent, Blue Rapids, Kan.) Very good. Not his

best by any means, but pleases generally. My
patrons are asking if Denny is dead. Never saw
it contradicted that he was drowned. Is this

another big U selling dope like the “Cohens” ?

It don’t click with his popularity any. (Gaiety,

Fredericton, N. B., Canada.) Several said this

was the best picture they ever saw. Personally
liked it immensely. Starts slow but gets better

eve-y reel. I put this on with Charleston contest
and couldn’t have hit it better. Reginald Denny
is a knockout in every picture he plays. Step on
“Skinner’s Dress Suit.” (Playhouse, Fairhope,
Ala.) Very good feature. Denny well liked here.

This picture does not have quite as many laughs
as the other pictures he has made, but it gave
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good satisfaction. (Egyptian, Ogden, Utah.) One
of the best this year. (Strand, Rawlins, Wyo.)
Good story- Good comedy. (Bon Ton, Roanoke,
Ind.) Excellent and made good from all angles.

(Rialto, Pecos, Tex.) Very good. Our patrons
got a great kick out of this one. Business fairly

good. (Grand, Rainier, Ore.) A good, clean pic-

ture that pleased our bunch. Hot weather kept
them away, but what came enjoyed it. (Rialto,

Hammon, Okla.) Like all Denny pictures, this

pleased ; quite a lot of good comedy, very cleverly

handled. You don’t need to be afraid of this

one. (Pythian, Marshall, 111.) A very good com-
edy, with a good pull at the box office. (Cozy,

Fayette, Iowa.) We have some good comments
for this picture and it is good program, but not
for this small town camp. They do not like so-

ciety pictures here. (American, Scofield, Utah.)

SKY HIGH CORRAL, U, Art Acord, Margue-
rite Clayton, Duke Lee, 4,781.—Very good West-
ern, plenty of action and a real good fight. The
fans liked it. (Grand, Rainier, Ore.) Good out-

of-door picture with enough comedy and good
work by four footed stars to help out what would
have been usual Western. (S. T., Parker, S. D.)

A good program picture and good business. Not
big business, but Art Acord draws good for our
town. (American, Scofield, Utah.) Good little

western. Art is always good to look at and the
horse and dog are very good. Plenty of action ;

that’s what they like. (Royal, Kimball, S. D.)

A nice Western that pleased all. Played it Ama-
teur Night to S. R. O. and it did its share of
putting over the show. (Khattar's, Sydney, N. S.,

Canaxla.) This is fairly good for a small town.
Not much to it. Has a fair story but it’s rather
weak. (May, Mayville, Wis.) A Western as good
as you want. Enough action and comedy to be
entertaining. (Fairyland, White Castle, La.)

SKYROCKET, THE, AE, Peggy Hopkins Joyce,
Owen Moore, Gladys Hulette, Lilyan Tashman,
Earle Williams, Paulette Duval, 8.—A picture that
pleased about half of the ones that were out
to see it. I thought it O. K., but not a special

by any means. Drew only fair. (Dixie, Winona,
Miss.) Proved the biggest disappointment of the
past year with me. One of the poorest pictures
from every angle I believe released during the
past year. As a star Peggy is decidedly a fail-

ure. If I had seen the picture before I bought
it I would not have run it if it had been sup-
plied gratis. (Majestic, Camden, S. C. ) A very
stupid, draggy production in which nothing hap-
pens except Miss Joyce acts as the clotheshorse
and nothing more. Miss Joyce is ornamental all

right, but (save the mark) she is not an actress.

Marshall Neilan must sit back in hi3 mahogany
chair and feel proud of this picture that bears
his name in such large letters. I take no credit

for my judgment in buying it ; neither did I lay
up anything. A topical picture that will be
good when Peggy marries again. (Columbia,
Columbia City, Ind. ) Oh ! What a flop this
was. Thought Peggy’s name would draw them
in, but missed my guess. (Orpheum, Kalama-
zoo. Mich.) Don’t increase your price on this.

It’s just a good picture. Beautiful, but not
enough story to it. Will draw well. (Shuler,
Raton, N. Mex.) Not a special, but an extra
good program picture. It is clean and interest-
ing and will please those who see it. (Strand,
North Loup, Neb. ) When I took this I thought
I was going to get a wonderful picture, but I

was badly mistaken. The picture is not bad.
but far from a big special. (Opera House, Hil-
bert, Wis.

)

SMILIN’ AT TROUBLE, FBO, Lefty Flynn,
Helen Lynch, Kathleen Myers, Hal Wilson, 6
Six reels of nothing but flickering photos. (A-
Mus-U, Frederick, Okla.) Pleased. (Illinois,

Sullivan, 111.) This was a very good picture all

through. It was liked by all. (Union Hall, Han-
ska, Minn.)

SOCIAL CELEBRITY, A, FP, Adolphe Menjou,
Louise Brooks, Greta Nissen, Chester Conklin,
Hugh Huntley, Roger Davis, 6,025.—Quite an
entertaining little bit, but not as subtle as “The
Grand Duchess,” although it will probably, click
with the usual goer more than that production
due to this fact. (Barneys, Point Marion, Pa.)
A picture billed as “comedy” with a touch of
“pathos.” AH wrong, should be “pathos” with
a touch of “comedy.” Picture is good; it has that
human interest touch that holds attention, but
if you are hunting for “comedy,” then guess
again. (Texas, Grand Prairie, Tex.) A below
average program picture, due to its brief length
and thin plot. However, it is true to life and
Menjou is excellent in his role, but all in all it is

a stupid piece. (Rialto, Pocahontas, Iowa.)
They can’t and won’t warm up to Adolphe here,
and this picture did very little towards helping
his popularity. Patrons remarked that of all the
actors in the world to pick from they had to

What a

Book

!

The value of the BOX OFFICE
RECORD to me is incalculable. It

has saved me from screening many a

bloomer. I would not do without it

for $100 a year.—Home Theatre, Ran-

toul, 111.

pick on Adolphe. (K. P„ Pittsfield, Ills.) This

didn’t do so good as the “King on Main Street.”

Menjou in class No. 1 as a barber. Business was
good. (Benn, Philadelphia, Pa.) Okay for light

entertainment. They seem to like this type of

movie dish at present. Menjou has a style all

his own and is gaining in popularity. More

power to him. (Gaiety, Fredericton, N. B., Can-

ada.) Fine picture but too long. If it had been

one reel shorter and ft little of the draggy parts

cut out, it would have been much better. Busi-

ness rotten, might say no business. (Alcazar,

Dothan, Ala.) This is a very nice picture it

has a lot of good comedy in it, has a likeable

cast, and has a moral running through that makes

you think more of it than most comedy dramas

of this year’s product. (Grand, Pierre. S. Dak.)

SONG AND DANCE MAN, THE, FP, Tom
Moore, Bessie Love, Harrison Ford, Norman Tre-

vor, Josephine Drake, 6,997.—One of the best

pictures ever made. Story very good, and Tom
Moore certainly played his part true to life.

Bessie Love was splendid. The picture made a

hit with us. though it did not make us any

money. (Silver Family, Greenville, Mich.) Good
picture. Bessie Love sure works good. Tom
Moore seems to be miscast. (Palace, Anusa,

Ind.) Well done, but only average drawing
power at box office. Show people eat it up but

public wonder what it’s all about. (Gaiety,

Fredericton, N. B., Canada.) Everybody enjoyed

this picture. People were saying that it was the

best picture they have seen in months. (Benn.

Philadelphia, Pa. ) Not so good on the box office,

but did better on the pleasing than I thought it

would. Exchange switched pictures and I had

no advertising. (Palace, Wortham, Tex.) This

one did not draw, nor did it have any second

day comeback. It’s off the beaten track, but

somehow or other it don’t hit. Bessie Love does

a wicked Charleston, but even that does not save

it for small town folks. Print good and advertis-

ing accessories very good, but they failed to come
to see it. (Regent, Indianolas, Miss.) An excel-

lent program picture that was well liked but

business off due to blizzard. Many comments on
the clever story, which is taken from George M.
Cohan’s stage play of a few years ago. (Rialto,

Pocahontas, la.) This is a highbrow comedy and
drama and didn’t please my people. The story

deals with characters that are not known to people

outside of New York City. (Grand, Pierre, S. D.

)

Good entertainment. Has good comedy all through
picture. Pleased all who saw picture. (Palace,

Arkansas City, Ark.) Thoroughly enjoyable pic-

ture from all angles. Bessie Love splendid in

support, also. (S. T., Parker, S. D.) Very good
indeed, but of no drawing power. Poorest Satur-

day business we have had for months. The end-

ing of the picture disappointed our patrons very
much. Book it for one day. it’s really good.

(Bugg, Chicago, 111.) April 18-19. Pleased about

75 per cent. It was a little over my people’s

heads. Some thought that it was an extra good
picture and some thought it was ordinary. But
the real high light in the picture was Bessie Love’s

Charleston dance. It was a real hot number.
Say, that girl can dance. If I ever have a harem
she will be the entire population and we will have
Charleston for dinner, supper and breakfast.

(Moon, Neligh, Neb.) Overpriced by Paramount.
We find the hew contract too one-sided. Para-
mounts now tacking splits, advertising and
high prices on most of their product, and with
the other good stuff available we can’t see where
we made a good buy. This subject did not pay
out but pleased fairly well. If you buy it, watch
the price. (Majestic, Phillipsburg, Kan.)

SPEED, Banner, Vera Reynolds, Pauline Garon,
6.—A corking good one with action and a lot of

comedy. If you can get them in this will please.

Film good. (Strand, Ransom, Kan.) A picture
our patrons liked. Pauline Garon a peppy star.

Good entertainment. Play it. Victory, Seottsville,

Va.)

SPEED MAN, Col., William Fairbanks, 5,500.

—

Very good. Nice Saturday program picture..
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Thrills, ’n everything. (Palace, Malta, Mont.)

Excellent program feature. Pleased 100 per cent.

Has interesting story and some fast motor racing.

Will suit any audience that likes a picture full

of action. (Woodward Hall, Hill, N. H.)

SPORTING LOVER, THE, FN, Conway Tearle,

Barbara Bedford, Arthur Rankin, 7.—The English

Derby in this was exciting. We used exploitation,

shown pages 52 and 53 of the HERALD of June

19, and did a fair business against a rain which

started just before show time and lasted all even-

ing. Not the best we’ve had and not the worst.

The exploitation referred to will put it over if

you can use it satisfactorily. (Orpheum and

Fotosho, Neosho, Mo.) Extra good program pic-

ture that takes music to put it over properly.

Love story with touch of the great war and a

race track climax that will lift ’em out of their

seats. (Rialto, Pocahontas, la.) This is a good

picture, and will please any house. It is a clean

picture. Advertise this one and you will please

your best picture going patrons. We can always

stand by Conway Tearle in Badin. (Badin, Badin,

N. C.) The women are just bound to come when
I play Tearle, and they O. K. this one. (Eugene,

Harvard, 111.) Barbara Bedford’s work in this

picture is of the highest order. The love making
is actually nice instead the mushy, flapperish kind

in so many pictures. Of course, the Bomberg and
race scenes are not perfect, but they don’t make
perfect ones. It is a picture that will please the

majority, no matter what religion or social strata

they represent. (Casino ueLuxe, Kiowa, Colo.)

SPORTING YOUTH, Col., William Fairbanks, 5.

—A fair pretty good picture with plenty of action

and thrills. No drawing power, however, as the

stars are unknown. Paper extra good. Machine
working poorly, which may account for small

crowd. (Community, Surprise, Neb.) Fair pro-

gram picture. Nothing to brag about. The pic-

ture was sold to me for a crackerjack. (Rex,

Newport, Wash.)

STILL ALARM, THE, U, Helene Chadwick,
Clive Brooks, Richard C. Travers, Edna Marian,
John T. Murray, Edward Hearn, 7.—A dandy
picture. You can’t go wrong playing it. Step

on it, special or feature. (Electric, Caldwell, Kan.)
Played this for the firemen and everybody liked

it and said it was a great fire picture. (Bijou,

Conway, N. H.) Good picture to very small busi-

ness. Picture failed to draw. My patrons don’t

Finders

Keepers
Recently a film salesman was here

with a BOX OFFICE RECORD and
I managed to see that he forgot and
left it with me. I would like to know
how often this is compiled and
whether there has been one since the

March issue.—Orpheum Theatre, Neo-
sho, Mo.

care for fire pictures. I should have tied up with
fire department. (Cozy, Wagoner, Okla.) Lost
money but it isn’t the fault of the picture. Book
it, brother, if your audiences like fire pictures.

You can’t go wrong. Good story and well acted.

(Rex, Newport, Wash.) One very good fire pic-

ture which is filled with heart interest and thrills.

I would call it 100 per cent in this town. The in-

crease in business in dry weather made me think
so. I thank you, Mr. Laemmle, for this one.

(Royal, Kimball, S. D.) A melodrama that

pleased. Some good shots of older and up-to-

date fire apparatus. (S. T., Parker, S. D.)

Used this on a Saturday night and it’s a won-
derful feature with a 100 per cent entertainment
value to it. If you haven’t used it, use it.

(Fairyland, White Castle, La.) Good old time
melodrama, which generally goes over well in

small towns. (Blende, Benton, Wis.) I would
call this a 100 per cent picture for this town.
Buy it and boost it. (Electric, Burt, Iowa.) A
thrilling drama of our fire fighters and the risk

they take. A fine box office attraction. Book it.

(Murray’s, DeFuniak Springs, Fla.)

STOP, LOOK AND LISTEN, P, Larry Semon,
Lionel Belmiore, Mary Carr, Dorothy Dwan, Wil-
liam Gillespie, 5,305.—This picture broke all at-

tendance records for two days, but don’t see why,
because many of his two reelers contained more
laughs and went by unnoticed. I give it up.

(Orpheum, Oelwein, Iowa.) Played this in con-

nection with Charlie Chaplin in “A Dog’s Life”

and the two together drew them in and pleased

immensely. Although the Chaplin was old it was
fair, but it takes a good picture to go with it.

Both together, it made a real show. Many of

my regulars stopped to tell me that they liked

Semon better than Chaplin. Nevertheless, old

Charlie with his bamboo cane and black mus-
tache made a hit with the kids. (Paramount,
Wyoming, 111.) I couldn’t give this much of a
recommend. The accompanying Spat comedy,
“Lost Dog,” was more funny. But the kids

raised the roof all through so I’ll bow to their

superior sense of humor. (Majestic, Eureka,
Mont.) Typical Semon comedy that seemed to

please fairly well, especially the kids. (Strand,
Warren, Minn.) Larry does a lot of hard work
in this and puts it over as a slapstick reel com-
edy. Like all of such, it lacks plot and thought,
but is strong on stunts and action. It is a good
comedy bill and will please the average run of

movie-goers. (Grand, Pierre, S. D.)

SWEET ADELINE, Chad., Charles Ray, Ger-
trude Olmstead, Jack Clifford, Gertrude Short. 6.

—Fine picture, one of the type that made Ray
famous. Miss Olmstead fine. This went over
great. Miss Olmstead from this locality and that
was a big boost for this picture. A wholesome
comedy drama that your patrons will enjoy. This
is a good small town picture. (Crown, Cedar
Point, 111.) This picture pleased exceptionally
well and drew fair business. While of the coun-
try boy type, it is not as silly as some of his

other releases. (Regent, Eureka, Kan.)

SWEET DADDIES, FN, George Sidney, Charles
Murray, Vera Gordon, Jofoyna Ralston, Jack Mul-
hall, Gaston Glass, 7.—A first class farce com-
edy drama that will please most any place. The
title means nothing and we can’t figure it out.

The story concerns the Irish and Jews, with some
clever titles and by-play that is refreshing, but
was directed by another director, who has gone
wrong. The poodle dog and wet umbrella episode

was inserted, together with the calisthenics, both
hackneyed and stupid expressions of 1926 direc-

tion’. (Rialto, Pocahontas, la.) If you want a
comedy that has got the kick to it, get this one.

It kept our house in an uproar all through. It

is sure fine. (Grand, Ash Grove, Mo.) Very good.

Had lots of laughs in this one, and it pleased

our people very well. If you want your people

to enjoy a good laugh buy this one and boost
it. We will always stand by First National on
productions like ‘‘Sweet Daddies.” (Badin, Badin,
N. C.) Boy, oh, boy, this is a peach-o-reno

;

you can’t go wrong on this one. Out-pulled any
other Monday and Tuesday picture we have had
for some time. (Crystal, Wayne, Neb.) A dandy
comedy feature, but not to be compared with
“The Cohens and Kellys.” You can promise your
patrons a darn good picture, but don’t tell them
it’s another “Cohens and Kellys.” (Rialto, Lady-
smith, B. C., Canada.) You don’t have to com-
pare this with “Cohens and Kellys.” It’s good
enough to stand on its merits. A good show.
Lobby flash good. (Strand, Grinnell, la.) A
comedy drama put over in great shape. Lots

of laughs. Charlie Murray great. (Auditorium,
Liberty ville. 111.) A good picture if you haven’t
shown “The Cohens and Kellys.” (K. P., Pitts-

field, 111.) Another good comedy from First Na-
tional. Charles Murray is nearly always good
and you can depend on F. N. for a story. Not
very big but good entertainment. (Iris, Terrell,

Tex.) One sweet picture. Just as good as “The
Cohens and Kelleys.” (Blende, Benton, Wis.)

Very good business. Had a little special adver-

tising stunt on this which took better than I

expected. (Badger, Reedsburg, Wis.) A riot,

sure enough. Stood them up for the first time
in many years. This is the kind the people

want. Give us more like it. (Community, David
City, Neb.)

T
THAT’S MY BABY, FP, Douglas MacLean,

Ann Cornwall, 7.—A very good comedy. Pleased

everybody. Business was good. (Benn, Philadel-

phia, Pa.) Good picture. Would have made some
money on this picture had it not been for the

added attraction, Ford and Gienn, which proved

to be the biggest hunk of cheese we ever had for

business. I advise everyone to be sure to buy
them right and don’t be oversold, as they will fail

to get the money in, or rather they did in this

city. In my mind the act is only worth two
hundred and fifty dollars, but they tell you they

will pack them in. They played to empty seats

in this city. We are only sorry we played them,

and would have made money on “That’s My
Baby” with Douglas MacLean. (Riviera, Ander-
son, Ind.) Nothing big about this one, but it

seemed to please. Starts off rather slow but

winds up with a bang. Had quite a few good

comments. (Ingram’s, Ashland, Ala.) Wonder-
fully good comedy-drama, with MacLean doing

better than in “Seven Keys to Baldpate.” Mar-

garet Morris, his support, was adequate also. (S.
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T., Parker, S. D.) The people here all like

Douglas and they were more than pleased with

this picture, as some came back the second night

to see it. (Thanks for photo. Please have your

wife send me one of her’s also.) (Popular, St.

Cloud, Fla.) Very good comedy drama. Will

pass as program, not a special. (Cozy, Wagoner,
Okla.) A farce comedy drama that has several

laughs. Very light entertainment. (Rialto, Po-
cahontas, Iowa.) A knockout. (Jood for Satur-

days in small towns and will please them all.

It’s a real show. Grab it. (Dixie, Russellville,

Ky.) A little better than the average MacLean
comedy. Very slow in starting but wound up
good. MacLean is a poor drawing card here,

hence played to empty seats. (Electric, Caldwell,

Kan.) Little better than fair. It stands up good
at finish. This boy is just fair at the box olfice.

(Strand, Grinnell, Iowa.) First rate program
picture. Nice clean entertainment but by no
means a special production. (Palace, Ashland,
Ohio.) Better than “For Heaven’s Sake,” but I

I couldn’t make the people believe it, and they

hadn’t forgotten “Seven Keys” yet. This will

please you. (Texas, Grand Prairie, Tex.) Very
good little picture. Seemed to please all and
drew well considering the terrible heat. (Crystal,

Wayne, Neb.) This is fine. Pleased all. Step on
it. Can’t be beat for comedy. (Palace, Arkansas
City, Ark.) Say, boy, here is a corker. It kept

them laughing all the time. This boy MacLean
comes back in this one. It’s a dandy comedy.
(Rich, Montpelier, Idaho.) A pretty good comedy
but it did not attract a great deal of attention.

MacLean is not the big drawing card Paramount
would like to make us believe. Picture was well

done and had several clever stunts. (Temple,
Bellaire, O.) Very good. (Star, Nashville,

Mich.) A dandy comedy with action and thrills.

Far superior to “Seven Keys to Baldpate.” (Em-
press, Akron, Iowa.)

TONY RUNS WILD, F, Tom Mix, Tony, 5.—
Packed our house on Saturday night with tem-
perature over 100. They were hungry for Mix
and from comments received, the picture must
have pleased 100 per cent. (Palace, Syracuse,

Neb.) A splendid Mix program. All of these

are good. (Silver Family, Greenville, Mich.)

Mix always draws and this one is no exception.
Will pay any exhibitor to tie to Mix. (Peoples,

Port Arthur, Tex.) As good or better than any
Mix picture I have ever played. Jacqueline Logan
sure does her part. Pleased 100 per cent. (Elec-

tric, Caldwell, Kan.) Pleased the Mix fans who
are numerous. (Palace, McGehee, Ark.) The
best one for some time, but did not register much
at box office. Tony is sure good in this one.

(Perry, Darlington, Mo.) As usual, pleased 90

per cent of Western fans. Have seen him in

much better but Tony is fine. (Eagle, Eagle
River, Wis.)

TOO MUCH MONEY, FN, Lewis Stone, Anna
Q. Nilsson, Robert Cain, 7.—Good picture. Play
it Sunday to good business. (Royal, Fail-mount,
Ind.) This picture has a lot of laughs. Did fair

business with this one and it satisfied them all,

but the title didn’t look good to them. (Halfway,
Halfway, Mich.) Pleased and drew well. First

National sure has the pictures this year. (Olym-
pic, Utica, Kan.) Some thought Stone miscast,
but it is a very good program offering just the
same and was good for a great number of laughs.
Average business. (Grand, Rainier, Ore.) This
is one of the best program pictures I have got
from First National in quite a while. It has
some good things in that everyone should know.
It will please. (Plainview, Plainview, Tex.) No
business to an only fair picture. Business did not
hold up the second night by half. About 50 per
cent of the audience satisfied. (Auditorium, Lib-
erty ville, 111.) To judge from my box office this

night, Sunday, this picture is not good. In the
first place the title means nothing to the rough
handed sons of toil that compose my clientele.

Again, there is entirely too much slush between
Lewis Stone and Anna at start of the picture.

Then, again, there is not a punch in the whole
picture, if Lewis Stone getting owly-eyed drunk
is omitted, and where the audience value is in

this production I don’t know. So goes it. First
National, with mighty few exceptions, have not
had pictures that hit with our audiences. Maybe
it is a peculiarity of the town, but I don’t, think
so. It seems to me that they are on the wrong
tack with the public taste, and yet my very good
friend Mr. Brenner of lower down in this state,

swears by practically every First National pic-

ture. Certainly audiences are not the same in

different places. (Columbia, Columbia City, Ind.)

TOP OF THE WORLD, FP, James Kirkwood,
Anna Q. Nilsson, Joseph Kilgour, Mary Merch, 7.

—Good entertaining picture. Good for any day
in the week. James knows how to play a double
part. Best I ever saw. He sure played both his

parts better than Meighan did in “Irish Luck,”

Consistent

Praise
We would like to know when your

next BOX OFFICE RECORD will be
out, as we certainly want one. W'e
have not seen one, as we are new to

this business, but if they do for others
what they seem to do by their con-

sistent praise we want one.—Star

Theatre, Corinth, Miss.

although Tom did very well. (Royal, Kimball,
S. D.) A good program picture. The advertis-
ing on this picture is good and sure brought them
in. (Amuse, Grover, Colo.) This is a fair pic-

ture. Has an amazing flood scene in last reel,

but rest of film is not very exciting. (Strand,
Ransom, Kans.) Rather poor and the customers
found it out, apparently, before we did. (Palace,
McGehee, Ark.)

TORRENT, THE, MG, Greta Garbo, Gertrude
Olmstead, Ricardo Cortez, Mack Swain, Lucien
Littlefield, Tully Marshall, Edward Connelly,
Martha Mattox, 7.—A picture that pleased the
patrons as it was something different from the
usual. They were married and lived happily ever
after stuff. Greta Garbo deserves all the credit for

this picture. Push this one but don’t pay too much
for it. (Bon Air, Kissimmee, Fla.) Fair pic-

ture of its kind, but far from being the kind that
rings the old bell at the box office. Everything
about it seems artificial and as a special it’s

another “Tower of Lies.” Has no box office ap-
peal and gives very little satisfaction. The cheap-
est kind of a program picture would have done
better. (Strand, Robinson, 111.) Good show but
not anything to talk about. Anyhow on distrib-

uting 500 heralds I got in enough people to get
$25.00 for two nights run, so that’s making a
hit, isn’t it? But the picture is good and worth
running at any house. (Royal, Kimball, S. Dak.)
This one will stand any night. Great flood scenes.
Good story. Paper no good. (Monticello Opera
House, Monticello, la.) Heavy drama, well acted.
Played this and “I Do” on same program. Drew
nice crowd. (Gem, Socorro, N. Mex.) A good
picture. Everybody was pleased with this one.
(Benn, Philadelphia, Pa.) An excellent show.
Had a sad ending but it seemed to please here,
notwithstanding. Think this will make a hit

where good shows are appreciated. (Reel Joy,
King City, Cal.) The biggest flop at the box
office we have had this winter, and we failed to
find among those who came anyone who liked it.

There is no question but what this may be a
work of art, but it’s a darn poor entertainment.
If your patrons like these foreign authors and
these foreign stories they should like this picture,
but it seems to be the sentiment of mine that
they wish to see America first. Around here a
very few care what’s going on in the old world
and fewer still will pay to see. (Regent, Eureka,
Kan.) Small exhibitors, lay off this one. They
tell you it is a special but it is only a program
picture that will please about 25 per cent. (Dream,
Onalaska, Wash.) Here is an out of the ordinary
production, marked by splendid acting, really
clever direction, tastefully mounted, a picture
that will make a very decided impression on the
higher grade audience. Miss Garbo is well worth
whiTe, an importation that adds to the American
screen. You can see from the above that I am
enthusiastic about this film, but the business done
was very ordinary. It has been so on all pic-

tures, though. (Star, Menard, Tex.)

TOUGH GUY, THE, FBO, Fred Thomson, Silver
King, Lola Todd, Billy Butts, Leo Willis, 5.

—

Oh ! Boy ! House packed two nights. Ran two
shows last night. All we need to advertise is

Fred and his white horse, and ail the family turns
out to greet him. Every one we think is better
than the one before. With the little boy, it’s

great. Book it. (Columbia, Poynette, Wis.)
Fred's best to date. I wish I could run one a
week through the summer. I would make as much
money then as I do in the winter. Come on,
Fred, make one a month at least, so I can have
one good house a month anyway. (Popular, St.

Cloud, Fla.) This is one of his good ones, boys,
so you know what to expect. (Grand, Breese,
111.) Satisfactory Western drama to a plus busi-
ness. (Auditorium, Liberty ville. 111.) One of

the best Thomson pictures I ever played, and my
patrons said the same. (Electric, Caldwell, Kan.)
Has everything you could wish for in a Western.
That boy, Fred, sure pulls them in and sends
them out with a smile. (Youngs, Lexington,
N. C.) Fred and Silver always seem to please.

This one did not draw as well as any of the

others. (Photoplay, Ashland, Kan.) We had lots

of comments on this picture. I know that every-
body is reporting this big, but personally I thought
there was too much rough stuff, that the little

boy is handled too rough. Thank you, Fred, for

the nice photo. It has a prominent place in my
lobby. (Bijou, Conway, N. H.) Fairly good pic-

ture but for some reason Fred is a poor drawing
card for me and after my contract runs out I

think I will bid him goodbye. The exchange
overrated this picture and I sunk so deep I was
two weeks getting out. (Star, Dansville, N. Y.)

Another knockout from Fred and Silver King. We
had the S. R. O. sign out and 25 people paid to
come in and stand up in the aisles to see this

show. Silver King has lots to do in this picture

and does it fine, and the young kid, Buddy, is

also fine. (American, Wautoma, Wis.) Good
picture that flopped the second night. (Bedford,
Bedford, Pa.) It is always a pleasure to report
a Thomson picture. If weather and roads are
good he will always pull us out of the hole after

some of the so-called specials. This is, I think,

the best Thomson yet. Action every minute and
Silver King carries off the honors. Play this two
days sure, as your patrons will advertise it for

you. (Majestic, Phillipsburg, Kan.) Ran this

picture on Tuesday to the largest Tuesday night
business of the year. The crowd went wild over
it. Fred and Silver King hold first place in the
hearts of our fans and in their particular line

of endeavor they are entitled to it. In the galaxy
of Western stars Fred holds a position at the
very apex and Silver King is the master in his

line. There is no more to ask for they have
reached the acme. All you little exhibitors take
my advice and buy “The Tough Guy.” (Ideal,

Chateaugay, N. Y.) Gave general satisfaction.

Business above the average on Friday and Satur-
day nights. (Cozy, Fayette, la.) This is the
best Thomson I’ve played yet, and they’re all

good. I should have played this two nights in-

stead of one. You can raise your price on this

one. Silver and the kid will sure knock "'them

over. What a pleasure it is showing pictures like

this. The price is right. Keep up the good work,
Fred, and you’ll have ’em all guessing. (Mon-
arch, Ponteix, Sask., Canada.) Yes, sir, it went
over with a bang. Tickled ’em pinly and held

their interest to the end. Thanks, F. B. O. ;

this is what the small towns crave. This ranks
second to being my house record. (Liberty,

Pleasanton, Neb.) Two bank failures, no rain,

coupled with the annual corn-belt agitation, did

not prevent Fred from packing ’em in for two
nights, though business for past four weeks has
been terrible. Excellent Friday and Saturday
picture with beaucoup action and sweet story.

(Rialto, Pocahontas, la.) Picture pleased my
audience immensely. Billy Butts nearly steals the

picture, together with Silver King. Business very
good. (Oripheum, Kalamazoo, Mich.) This is

much better than some of Fred’s later pictures.

Lots of good comedy. Thanks for the picture,

Fred. We had a lot of people wanting to steal

it from us. (Lake View, Lake View, la.) This
picture is certainly great entertainment. Fred,

Silver King and that kid great. Cast all fine.

Story better than the average of Westerns. 100

per cent satisfaction. (Silver Family, Greenville,

Mich.) One of the best Westerns we ever had.

Silver King is there with the stuff. This star is

now our best bet for Saturdays. (Cozy, Wagoner,
Okla.) As usual, Fred and Silver get away big
in this. Very good picture. Keep in clean

Westerns, Fred, and you won’t need to worry.
(Pleasure, Sanborn, Minn.) Fair enough for dry
weather. Best Fred Thomson yet, and I have
played them all. Keep on, Fritz, and you will

have them all in a sack in about another year.

This one is a picture that moves fast, and that

is what the people want. Very little of spooning
with the girl you were after made it a real hit.

Give us another one like this, Fred. I thank you.

(Royal, Kimball, So. Dak.) Thomson pictures

have a jinx for me. Believe I made a dollar on
just one of the last eight of his pictures. Not because
they were not good, because they are splendid, every
one of them, but for some reason I always hit on a

bad night with his pictures. (De Luxe, Spear-
ville, Kan.) Very good. Silver King has a lot

of fine stunts in this one and the little kid is

very good. (Community, Minneota, Minn.) This

sure is a great picture. The Thomson pictures

get better each time. Billy Butts, the small boy,

almost carried away the honors in this one.

Everyone remarked how well they liked Billy.

He is a comer. Good cast and well directed. You
can’t go wrong on a Thomson picture. He is

one of my best bets. (Orpheum, Kalamazoo,
Mich.) The first of Fred’s new series and it

certainly is a knockout. Did a fine little Saturday
night business for us. Will go over any place
where they don’t like tough stuff. (Grand, Spring-
field, Minn.) Very good picture. Fred and Silver

King both fine. It is the kind the patrons like.

Thanks for the picture, Fred. Have it up in
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3he center of the lobby, and it is much admired.
< Arcadia. Vandergrift, Pa.) A very good picture.

1 have run all the Thomsons to date and this is

one of the best. Keep the good work up, Fred, as

this is the kind they like to see you in. (Strand,

Newman Grove, Neb.) Good. Fred and Silver

King are well liked here. (Majestic, Homer,
IMich.) Fred and Silver King have won a place

tor themselves in Syracuse. The little fellow act-

ing in the picture was great. Keep it up, Fred.

Such pictures as these will keep the business

®oing, and the people coming. (Palace, Syracuse,

Neb.) Here's a pippin. Believe Fred and Silver

get better all the time and the little boy in this

Jielps about half. I think these juveniles in the

cast add very much. (Iris, Wheatland, Wyo.)
I believe this is one of the best Fred has made.
Good story, plenty of action and comedy. When
Silver King rescued the kid, the kids nearly

raised the roof. There is something in the pic-

ture which will please everyone. Wish Fred
wade about one a month. (Trags, Neillsville,

Wis.) His best to date, and we have run them
all. Only fault we have to find with Fred is that

lie makes too few pictures. We could use one
a month to great advantage. (Elk, Worland,
Wyo.) Another very good Thomson. Much bet-

ter than the last two or three. Thomson has
them all backed off the map when it comes to

Westerns. Drew like a mustard plaster. (Prin-
cess, Crandon, Wis.) Okay, Fred. Stay with
this kind of stuff. You had them laughing all

the time. High class and low class all liked this

and other Fred Thomsons. (Rich, Montpelier,

Idaho.) Fred Thomson and Silver King made a
tine combination. This pleased my patrons and
they ask for more. (Murray, DeFuniak Springs,

Fla.) Another good Western that is better than
the ordinary and Fred is the best of them all.

If this boy will stay with Western stories he will

not follow Mix on the downward path. (Strand,
Gallup. N. Mex.) This is our first, but not our
last. A real Western with a real star that gives
something more than scenery and gunplay, and
a horse with sense that would do credit to a
great many men. Our people let us know that
they expected more, and soon. If you pass this

one up you are overlooking a sure thing. (Bon
Air, Kissimmee, Fla.) All I can do is add my
praise with the rest. Thomson is getting better

stories all the time. (Elite, Greenleaf, Kan.)

TRAFFIC COP, THE, FBO, Lefty Flynn, Kath-
leen Myers, Nigel Barrie, Adele Farrington, 6.

—

A crackerjack picture ; one of the best Flynn’s
I have ever played. They seem to be giving him
better stories. Business just fair on account of

bot weather. (Orpheum, Kalamazoo, Mich.)
Splendid program picture. Cast good, story good.
Silver Family. Greenville, Mich.) Great Saturday
picture. Lots of action. (Halfway, Halfway,
Mich.)

TRAMP, TRAMP, TRAMP, FN, Harry Lang-
don, Joan Crawford, Tom Murray, Alec Francis, 7.
-—Not a box office knockout but to an intelligent
theatre going audience it is a wow. I liked it

better than “For Heaven’s Sake,” because of its

originality and cleverness. Small towns who de-
pend on farm trade don’t pay too much. Most
of your patrons won’t get it. (Postville, Post-
ville, Iowa.) Not a good comedy. Did not please
here. Do not pay anything extra for this one.
(Mystic, Stafford, Kan.) Harry, go back to two
reelers and stay there. Let the reviewers influ-
ence me against my judgment and shot this as
a two-day special to a grand and glorious flop.

He will be run one day only in my theatres.
Some of the boys have panned "The Brown
Derby.” Well, play Langdon one day and “The
Brown Derby” two is my opinion of these two
comedies. (Regent, Cleveland and Shaw, Miss.)
You’ve sowed your wild oats, Harry. Get back
where you belong. We’ve heard nothing but grief
since showing this picture. When you go above
two reels you’re out of your class. This picture
is three degrees worse than terrible. (K. P.,
Pittsfield, 111.) Did not make expenses on this
one. They would not come and I don’t blame
them a bit. Harry better go back to the two
reelers. (Mystic, Stafford, Kan.) Nothing extra.
Not the comedy First National would make you
believe it is. Will stand a boost in admission.
Advertised heavy ; only ordinary business. (Peery,
Darlington, Mo.) Not so good. My people were
disappointed in this one. May not book the sec-
ond Langdon. (Blende, Benton, Wis.) Adver-
tised big and drew a large crowd. Everybody
seemed 100 per cent pleased with Harry and his
first picture comedy. (Auditorium, Red Cloud,
Neb.)

TRIPLE ACTION, U, Pete Morrison, Trilby
Clark, Dolores Gardner, Fred Burns, Charles King,
4,800.—Used it on Western night and pleased
the Western fans. Lots of action and entertain-
ing. (Fairyland, White Castle, La.) Good snappy
Western. (Lily, Buffalo, N. Y.) Another West-

“Greatest Book
for Exhibitors”
THE BOX OFFICE RECORD is

the greatest little book ever thought
of for exhibitors.—Forum, Orpheum
Theatres, Hillsboro, O.

ern. (Pastime, Mason, Mich.) A good Western
picture of rustlers and aeroplanes, which hardly
fit each other in these days, when you come to

think of it. (Fox, Fox Lake, 111.) Just one of

those pictures. No comments from patrons.

Weather good. Business poor. (Orpheum, Kal-

amazoo, Mich.) Fair. Not enough action.

(American, Scofield, Utah.) A good Western that

is crammed full of action. Pleased the Western
fans. Business fair. (Grand, Rainier, Ore.)

This Universal Blue Streak Western is just of the

common program variety. They say “Pete Mor-
rison and his wonderful horse, Lightning/’ but

this is purely misrepresenting, as the horse doesn’t

do anything that he should receive credit for.

This is about the same as all of the Universal
Westerns. Not much good. A number of patches

pulled in the print which we used. (Rialto,

Sharon, Wis.) Morrison no star. Picture has

no story. Very cheap, what they call a Blue

Streak Western. Carl surely has enough cheap
trashy Westerns. Let this one alone. (May,
Mayville, Wis.) Good Western but Universal
sent me such a bad print that when it came close

to the end it didn’t give the patrons enough time
to see that it was the end and jumped off like

a serial, and the reading, “The End,’’ flashed on
the screen. Should have had about 30 more feet

of film to close up the end of this picture. (Royal,

Kimball, S. D.) They said, “and his wonder
horse, Lightning.’’ All Lightning did was hold

a saddle and bridle. Picture a fair program West-
ern. (S. T., Parker, S. D.)

TWO FISTED JONES, U, Jack Hoxie, Kath-
ryn McGuire, William Steele, Harry Todd, Frank
Rice, 4,500.—Not so good. Very ordinary picture.

Did not do very good business with it. Patrons
did not like it. No pep. Slow and draggy. Give
Jack better material, for he can put it over if

given half a chance. (Highland, Guthrie, Okla.)

We repeat, as Mae Tinee says : “There should be

hope for every would-be screen star.” No story

to this that has any appeal, though it may appeal

to the small town farmer class. (Rialto, Po-
cahontas, Iowa.) Just a Western. (Pastime,

Mason, Mich.) A good Western program. Story

fine. Cast good, lots of action. Pleased a Sat-

urday crowd. (Silver Family, Greenville, Mich.)

Jack, you ought to be ashamed of yourself after

making a good picture like the “White Outlaw”
and then go to work and make a lot of five reel

junk pictures, which nearly all of those Blue
Streak Westerns are. You’re absolutely lazy in

“Two Fisted Jones.” I haven’t seen a good Blue
Streak Western from Universal yet outside of

the “White Outlaw.” (Starland, Stockbridge,

Mich.) Don’t know what is the matter with Jack
and his company. They get worse all the time.

(Dixie, Winona, Miss.) A good picture that went
over with the children on a Saturday matinee.

Adults enjoyed it very much. (Lincoln, Milwau-
kee, Wis.) Why don’t they give Jack a chance?
They should have named this a Dull Streak West-
ern, instead of Blue. Very poor picture. (Cozy,

Wagoner, Okla.) Very ordinary Western. Busi-

ness fair. (Grand, Rainier, Ore.) Very good
Western. No complaints. Several favorable com-
ments. (Star, Sumner, Neb.) Ordinary Western
to fair business. (Strand, Paoli, Ind.) Good
Western picture. Jack is always good and is

well liked here. Pleased 75 per cent. (Majestic,

Kerens, Tex.)

TWO GUN MAN, THE, FBO, Fred Thomson,
Silver King, Sheldon Lewis, Billy Butts, 6.

—

Played this against the strongest competition
we’ve had this year, Justice Roma Tent Show,
and had to put up the S. R. O. We thank you,

Fred Thomson, for helping the small exhibitors

with your wonderful pictures. Only wish you
made 14 instead of 4 per year. (Plainview,
Plainview, Neb.) One of the best of the Thom-
sons. Any Thomson picture brings me a full

house. (Community, Minneota, Minn.) Here’s
a wow of a picture. Pleases my patrons and the
title drew them in. Make more like it, Fred,
as this type will make money for you as well as

the exhibitors. (Orpheum, Kalamazoo, Mich.)
Was out of town, didn't get to see this, but my
operator stated it was the best Thomson picture
we have ever shown. (Grand, Springfield, Minn.)
An unusually good Western, and you cannot tell

what is coming next. (Liberty, Pasco, Wash.)
A mighty good Thomson picture, that went over

with my patrons. (Electric, Caldwell, Kan.) Fair
program Western story. Nothing out of the or-
dinary. Pleased fairly well. (Happy Hour, Jas-
per, Minn.) The best Western we ever played
here. The scenery in this is great. Most all

stayed for two shows, and it takes a good pic-
ture to keep them in on a hot night. (Jewel,
Verndale, Minn.) The best Thomson in many a
day and that’s saying a plenty. Action, thrills,

and Silver King at his best. Some picture. An
autographed picture, please, Mr. Thomson! (Em-
press, Akron, Iowa.)

UNDER WESTERN SKIES, U, Norman Kerry,
7.—This was an exceptionally well liked picture.

The people down my way don’t know Kerry as a
Western actor and as a result he made some
new friends in this picture. The Pendleton Round
Up pictures are good in this. (Grand, Pierre,

S. Dak.) Very good picture, this Pendleton
round-up is a wow ; but, Norman, you are mis-
cast in a picture like this. Get back to your
dress suit and please ’em. Good comments.
(Community, David City, Nebr. ) Here is a very
good picture that has some real acting in it. The
last half is the best when it shows parts of the

Pendleton roundup. Kerry is extra good, as is

his pal of the harvest, Eddie. Film good. (Strand,

Ransom, Kans. ) A very good interesting story.

First class shots of the “Pendleton Round Up.”
Excellent comedy touches that keep the story

pepped up. A general all around pleaser, the

kind you like to show on Saturday night. (Amer-
ican, Wautoma, Wis.) A fairly good picture with
several good shots of the Pendleton Roundup.
Did big Saturday business. (Princess, Chilton,

Wis.) Played this feature two days and it is a

great show. We did not do as big business as we
expected but no fault of the picture, as it is there.

Plenty of good comedy and full of thrills and
action. It’s worth running, and let them know
you have something. (Liberty, Mason City, 111.)

Very good Western of the better type. No shoot-

em up but a struggle between the wheat growers
and big financing concern, in which the famous
Pendleton Roundup is worked in making a most
dramatic finish. All the characters are good.

(Temple, Bellaire, Ohio.) Very good picture

which gives Universal a better reputation on the

product. Ran Friday and Saturday to regular

crowd only, but the picture is worth seeing even

by the best people. Clean but full of action and
lots of good scenery and plenty of thrills ; that’s

what we want to keep ’em coming. It’s good.

(Royal, Kimball, S. D.) Only an average Western,
although sold as a Jewel. Same old story, just

as the ladies cut out cookies. A wasteful son, a

mortgage or wager and the race. This showed
careless direction also. (S. T. Parker, S. D.)

A very good Western, in fact, above the average.

(Casino, Sac City, la.) A high class Western
that pleased all our patrons. Kerry, we like you
better in this role than in that of a lover. (Bijou.

Conway, N. H.) Not a straight Western, as one
may think, but lots of good Western stuff. Fine

race. Splendid cast. Just an all round good pic-

ture. I enjoyed it myself. So did everyone else.

(Palace, Rockmart, Ga.) A real good outdoor
picture with plenty of action. Pleased the ma-
jority of our patrons. As usual, good Universal
photography, clear, not hazy, like some of the

companies’ pictures. It’s a good one day attrac-

tion. Book it. (Bugg, Chicago, 111.) This one
pleased better than some of the other Jewels. It's

not a big production but it’s clean all the way.
Mixed crowd. (May, Mayville, Wis.) Sunday
night to good business. This is one of the Uni-
versal Jewels and it has a strong claim to the

name. I would consider it a very good enter-

tainment for any theatre. You can buy it right

from Universal and you can sure bet it will please

your people. (Ideal, Chateaugav, N. Y.) Very
good. (Electric, Burt, Iowa.) This makes three

pictures we have had from Universal showing
stunts at the Pendleton Round Up. (Palace,

Waupaca, Wis.) Very good picture. Plenty of

comedy and action. Fair business, but everyone

pleased. (Venice, Nephi, Utah.) Good story

woven around the famous Pendleton Roundup.
Did fairly well for us. (Grand. Rainier, Ore.)

This was a good picture, dean, suitable for any
audience. All of the White List so far has been

good. (Auditorium. Welsh, La.) We were great-

ly surprised with this one. Not only pleased, but

drew capacity business. The rodeo scenes make
a bull-fight look tame. We used circus heralds

and they do the work. Kerry is good, also Miss

Cornwall. (Patriot, Patriot, Ind.) Very good

picture. New role for Kerry. Draws good.

Doubled the crowd the second night. (Muse U,

Tularosa, N. M.)

UNKNOWN SOLDIER, THE, PDC, Charles

Emmett Mack, Marguerite de la Motte, Henry B.

Walthall, Claire McDowell, George Cooper, 8.

—

A real good war picture with a very unusual

ending. Worked hard on it and did very good.
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If I can get a few more good ones from P. D. C.

I may come out on my contract. Pleased about

90 per cent. (Iris, Terrell, Tex.) Fellows, do

yourself a favor. Buy this one, put it over big,

it is truly a box office bet. There are a few

tears, but boys they sure liked it. Had I known,

I would have made twice the money. (Strand,

Humboldt, la.) This picture went over well and

pleased all that saw it. Received many com-

ments. We considered it the best picture we have

shown in weeks. (Grand, Springfield, Minn.)

The best P. D. C. picture I have used, but rental

too high. (Royal, Republic, Kan.) A wonder-

ful picture in every way Good print. (Miers,

Schoharie, N. Y.) Fair picture. No drawing

power. Too much war. Pictures like this and

“Havoc” don’t pull for me like “The Dark Angel”

and “The New Commandment” type. (Pastime,

Medicine Lodge, Kan.)

u
UNTAMED LADY, THE, FP, Gloria Swanson,

Lawrence Gray, 6,132.—Fair picture. Good com-

ments. Pleased 95 per cent. Registered good at

the box office. (Palace, Arkansas City, Ark.)

One of Gloria's best and I personally don’t think

she has many good ones. (Grand, Pierre, S. Dak.)

Good enough picture, but we can’t get any more

money with Miss Swanson. (Palace, Ashland,

Ohio.) An average program picture but Swan-

son no good in my town. (Opera House, Fenni-

•more, Wis. ) Good-bye Gloria ! It looks as if your

star had. set. Can’t pull them in with your type

tof pictures. "The Untamed Lady” did not in-

crease her popularity any. Human characterisa-

tion with a little warmth toward movie audiences

would help some. (Gaiety, Fredericton, N. B.,

Canada.) About the same caliber as "Stage-

struck” and pleased fifty-fifty. The entire cast

looked as though they were laughing at them-

selves and doing a burlesque instead of a drama.

Why does Gloria, who is nearing middle age,

insist on having a mere youth for leading man ?

Lawrence Grays shows no more emotion than the

stokers who appeared in the ship scene. (Rialto,

Pocahontas, Iowa.) Picture that entertained.

Much better production than “The Coast of Folly.”

(S. T., Parker, S. D. ) United Artists sure picked

a lemon of a star. (Strand. Grinnell, Iowa.) A
fair Swanson picture. This didn’t seem to have

enough life to it. Lawrence Gray was very good

In this one. Business was good. (Bonn, Phila-

delphia, Pa.) This was somewhat better than

“Stagestruck” but Gloria looks like she was 50

years old playing against the younger members
of the cast. (Texas, Grand Prairie, Texas.) One
of Gloria’s best, but somehow people in our town
do not care for her. (Crystal, Fulda, Minn.)
A very good Swanson picture, but Gloria has lost

her drawing power. I lost money on it. (Elec-

tric, Caldwell, Kan.) A good picture. Star fine

but the same unreasonable feature in this pic-

ture as in “Stage Struck.” The idea of sending
Gloria Swanson down in the ship to shovel coal

was too strong. Kitchen would have been more
reasonable, I think. (Silver Family, Greenville,

Mich.)

UP IN MABEL’S ROOM, PDC, Marie Prevost,

Harrison Ford, Harry Myers, Phyllis Haver, Sylvia

Breamer, Arthur Hoyt, 7.—I ran this picture for

two days to a packed house and believe me it

sure has the pulling power. And that is not all,

it will please them after they are in. It is full

of comedy and keeps them laughing from the

first reel until the end. By all means book this

one and push it to the limit. Most everyone has

seen the stage play and wants to see the picture.

It has more drawing power for me than “Charley’s

Aunt.” (Solley, Vivian, La.) Extremely good,

and good in any town on any day in the week.

Well cast and well acted. Keep your eye on

Producers Distributing. They have something in

the way of pictures. We have played 22 of these,

and not one rotten picture so far. (Palace, Ash-

land, Ohio.) Exceptionally good and will be en-

joyed 100 per cent. I sincerely hope the remainder
of her pictures are equally as good. Too few of

this type pictures produced. (Odeon, Chandler,

Okla.)

V
VOLCANO, THE, FP, Bebc Daniels, 5,167

This one was a very good show. Something dif-

ferent from the usual run of pictures. Pleased

the patrons good. The volcano scene was very

well displayed. Wonderful scenery. (Princess,

Traer, Iowa.) Good picture. (Badger, Reeds-

burg, Wis.) The poorest Bebe Daniels picture

that I have played in a long time. Outside of

the volcanic eruption, there was nothing to it.

Why did they make it? (Electric, Caldwell, Kan.)

Good picture with volcanic eruption scenes in last

reel very spectacular. (S. T., Parker, So. Dak.)

Box Office

Disaster
I have lost my BOX OFFICE

RECORD. I consider it valuable and
if you have another one please mail
it to me.—Lone Star Theatre, Cary-

ville, Tenn.

VOLGA BOATMAN, THE, PDC, William Boyd,
Julia Faye, Elinor Fair, Robert Edeson, Theodore
Kosloff, Arthur Rankin, Victor Varconi, 11.

—

After all is said and done we must take our hats
off to old Cecil B. Many exhibitors (myself in-

cluded) have been yelling about poor business

which is especially bad this year, and I attribute

it to the fact that each year the distributors are

releasing fewer good pictures at the tail end of

the season, whereas a few real pictures like this

would help combat the extreme heat, carnivals,

tent shows, chautauquas, bathing beaches, etc.

After playing this picture I am more firmly con-

vinced than ever that a real picture will get

them in. I worked mighty hard on this to get
them in the first night, for I figured the crowd
would bring the rest and they did. A vote of

thanks is due the daddy of all directors from the

whole industry for giving us this fine attraction,

and this is not bologna. (Strand, Robinson, 111.)

Very good picture, enjoyed by our patrons at reg-

ular admission price. (Gulf, Goose Creek, Texas.)
Of all the masterpieces, “The Volga Boatman”
excels them. This picture drew good houses and
pleased them all. In every respect it is a very
good show. You can step on it just as hard as

you like, it will be back of you. (Strand, Hum-
boldt, Iowa.) A wonderful production from every
angle. In fact, one of the best I ever had the
pleasure of showing. Did a good business on
Wednesday and Thursday. Sorry I couldn’t play
it a couple of days more. Cecil B. DeMille sure
put out a masterpiece and a box office picture.

(Princess, Chilton, Wis.) The greatest picture I

have played this year. It is indeed wonderful.
Pleased 100 per cent and many returned to see it

again. Crowd not so good on account of extreme
hot weather. Wm. Boyd made a real hit and did

some great acting. Picture caused plenty of talk

and helped build back Mr. De Mille’s reputation,

which had suffered somewhat by the last two pic-

tures. (Pollard, Guthrie, Okla.) One of the best

pictures we have ever shown. Everybody praised
it. (Egyptian, Ogden, Utah.) How can any one
criticize a picture like this. Certainly a wonder-
ful production. Not one of those great big spec-

tacles that won’t appeal to any one but a picture

that gets under the skin. We had a terrible rain

storm the first night so didn’t do so good, but
brother, the picture is there. Cecil DeMille is in

a class by himself. (Star, Nashville, Mich.) This
is just as good as they claim it is. One of the
best specials I ever played. In a class with “Ten
Commandments” and other big specials. Note the

acting of this young Boyd when you play it. His
acting is something marvelous. The cast is not

so well known, but they all do wonderful work.
It’s some show and you can step on it. (Amer-
ican, Wautoma, Wis.)

W
WALL STREET WHIZ, THE, FBO, Marceline

Day, Lillian Langdon, 5.—About on a par with
Dick’s general run of pictures. A very poor title

for Saturday night. (Trags, Neillsville, Wis.)
As good as the rest of his productions. What he
needs is a story with something back oij it. He
is very good at his stunts and has a pleasing

manner about him. Why don’t they give him a
real chance? (Y, Nazareth, Pa.) We had a few
good comments on this picture. More of a story

to this than others I have run. (Bijou, Conway.
N. H.) Although this will average up to most of

Dick's, the title is poor stuff with which to draw
in the Saturday night sod busters. (Trags, Neills-

ville, Wis.) This is not up to Dick’s other pic-

tures. Not much excitement, paper very good

;

will go over for Saturday. (Opera House, Monti-
eello, Iowa.) We must report this as not up to

his standard. (De Luxe, Spearvllle, Kan.) Lots

of comedy and action in this and it drew well.

(Pastime, Mason, Mich.)

WATCH YOUR WIFE, U, Pat O’Malley, Vir-

ginia Valli, 7.—I showed this picture on Friday

and Saturday. It’s good as you can get, if you
don’t pay too much for it. Step on it. I didn’t

get out on it because I was a little afraid of

the title. (Rex, Newport, Wash.) A light com-
edy drama of a young married couple. Ordinary
program picture good for one day. (Princess,

Chilton, Wis.) Good picture, well played. Satis-

fied 100 per cent of large crowd. (Palace, Ar-

kansas City, Ark.) A good picture. Program
type only. (Char-Bell, Rochester, Ind. ) Rather
sophisticated comedy drama, very well produced.
It pleased my people. (Pastime, Mason, Mich.

)

Right clever comedy drama that pleased a Sunday
crowd. (S. T., Parker, S. D.)

WEDDING SONG, THE, PDC, Leatrice Joy,
Robert Ames, Charles Gerard, Gertrude Claire,
Ethel Wales, 7.—Pretty good. Pleased the Satur-
day crowd. (Pastime, Mason, Mich.) It’s good,
with plenty of action, and that’s what they want
now. (Dixie, Russellville, Ky.) Good picture;
very bad paper ; poor business. (Arcadia, Vander-
grift, Pa.) Not so good, just a fair prograna
picture. (Char-Bell, Rochester, Ind.)

WESTERN PLUCK, U, Art Acord, 5.—Just an-
other Western starring Art Acord. (Palace, Wau-
paca. Wis.) Failed to register at the box offiee-

Story ordinary. (Rialto, Pecos, Tex.) A fairly
good Western that drew only as the 'picture'

pleased (fair). Played it Country Store night ta>

S. R. O. (Khattar’s, Sydney, N. S., Canada).
Very mediocre Western. (Grand, Rainier, Ore.)
This here Acord is sure a heller when he straddles
a hoss and that’s lucky, in this instance, because
otherwise there wouldn’t be much to this picture,
(Pastime, Mason, Mich.) Can’t say much for
this one. Had a good crowd but they seemed
dissatisfied. Did not please the kids. Tone not
so good. (May, Mayville, Wis.)

WET PAINT, FP, Raymond Griffith, Helene?
Costello, Bryant Washburn, Natalie Kingston,
Henry Kolker, 6.—This is very light, in fact silly,

but a certain class of people like it and though 1
classify it as a good two-reel comedy, it is a sat-
isfactory program for six reels if you advertise if-

as light comedy. (Grand, Pierre, S. Dak.) Mild-
ly amusing. (Palace, Ashland, O.) A good com-
edy with lots of action. (Benn, Philadelphia. Pa.)
If two drunk men indulging in cheap slapstick on*
your screen for an hour is what you crave, there
this will fill the bill. It amuses the children and!
the roughnecks. (Texas, Grand Prairie, Texas.)
Three lemons in a row. “He’s a Prince,” “Hand!?
Up.” and now “Wet Paint.” Surely Paramount;
is breaking the news to Ray that he’s on his way.
Part of this last a real comedy, but Griffith’s;

hooch begotten motions carried to excess and tool

great footage. Director’s fault, doubtless, but
patrons dissatisfied here. (S. T., Parker, S. Dak.)
This picture is all wet. Can easily be rated as &
piece of cheese. (K. P., Pittsfield, 111.) A lot of
bunk. I wouldn’t call this a special. Business
none. (Riveria, Anderson, Ind.) I believe, and
my patrons felt the same way, that this is the
ixxrrest Griffith picture I ever played. In fact,
there was just nothing to it, and I think I know
what comedy is. (Electric, Caldwell, Kan.) Not
so good, no story. Would advise running on a
double program. Some laughs but it’s too light
to stand alone. (Strand, Grinnell, Iowa.) A
regular slapstick comedy. My patrons seemed to
enjoy it. (Blende, Benton, Wis.) If there ever
was a flop this is the climax. What is Famous
Players trying to do? It seems as if they are
trying to discourage the exhibitors and trying to
keep them from using their product. “Wet
Paint” was sold to me for a comedy, and there
was not a laugh in it. I am still looking for
the laugh. Brother Exhibitor, beware of “Wet
Paint/’ as it is the third piece of cheese frona
Raymond Griffith. (Baditi, N. C.) What few
showed up had a good big hearty laugh, but I
have never been able to get one of these boys
over. This is pure comedy and some real clever
work. But what a light night. I am afraid that
Mr. Griffith is going to have to be classed as s
one day show for me. Can’t get him over for
two. I do not think that this pleased over 50
per cent, in as much as it was slap-stick and the
drunk comedy of Ray and his friends might be
repulsive to some of the better class of trade,
even though it is good comedy. (Regent, Cleve-
land & Shaw, Miss.) Were I in the position of
Paramount, who advertises itself as the leader in
photoplay productions, after making this picture
and then realizing how silly and lacking it is for
even the most ordinary part of the general pop-
ulation in entertainment, I would junk it in the
deepest part of the first river I came to. (Palace,

McGehee, Ark.)

WHEN HUSBANDS FLIRT, Col., Dorothy Re-
vier, Forrest Stanley, Ethel Wales, Tom Ricketts,

5,500.—A knockout for any house. An unusually
good comedy. (Bedford, Bedford, Pa.) Here’s
the cutest little comedy drama you would care to
look at. Something doing every minute. Old
Tom Ricketts carries the show away from the
rest of the cast. (Castle, Havana, 111.) A dandy
little program picture that went over good. (Or-

pheum, Oelwein, Iowa.)

WHEN LOVE GROWS COLD, FBO, Natachs
Rambova, Clive Brook, Kathleen Martin, Sam
Hardy, 7.—A good program picture not up to
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F. B. O. Gold Bond standard. Clive Brook far

too clever an actor to be miscast as in this pic-

ture. (Personally, I don’t blame Rudolph.) (Illi-

nois, Sullivan, 111.) Just another F. B. O. gold

brick. Did not go over at all and many unfavor-
able comments. (Star, Sumner, Nebr.) Was a

better show than expected. Expected something
that a small town doesn’t want. F. B. O. are

100 per cent in prices and pictures. (Hines,

Loyalton, S. D.) Not much to this one. They
came the first day to see Mrs. Valentino but
stayed awa.y the next. (Dixie, Winona, Miss.)

Sunday night to a fair attendance against awful
weather conditions. This is a very pleasing pic-

ture, well directed and wTell acted. Clean as a

hound’s tooth and can be classed with the good
ones. Film in best of condition. Price on the

live-and-let-live order. It has everything to rec-

ommend it to your booking chart. (Ideal, Cha-
teaugay, N. Y.) I call it a mighty poor picture.

It failed to dra>w and had lots walk out. This

lady just can’t act. (Electric, Caldwell, Kan.)
The bunk, poor and simple. Not a new idea in

it, and all the old ones done poorer than before.

People ought to be paid good money to look at

a mess like this. (Liberty, Kennewick, Wash.)

A time worn plot without a new kick except a

Ikiss that might have well been omitted. Natacha
may be O. K. in a real story. (S. T., Parker,

S. Dak.) What I call a real bum show. I notice

several of the boys reported favorably on this one

but I was razzed more for showing this than any

in a long time. Lost money and, for once, I

was glad of it. (Novelty, Paris, Idaho). A very

elaborate dress show with Mrs. V. doing the man-

nequin stuff single handed. For its type it’s good,

but too slow for the cowboys here. (Majestic,

Reedsburg, Wis.) This picture is worth showing

and will satisfy most people. (Community, Red

Granite, Wis.) I don’t blame it for freezing if

this lady is in on the deal. Hate to knock a

newcomer to the screen, but this is awful and I

guess it’s no secret to anybody. (Star, Menard,

Tex.) A very good picture. Laura Jean Libbey

novel, well played. Natacha Rambova has some-

thing out of the ordinary to offer. You can show

it to your best people. (Strand, LuVerne, Iowa.)

This drew the ladies ;
business ordinary. (Rialto,

Pecos, Tex.) If this lady is a star, then I should

pass for a Rabbi. Very poor, and the customers

don’t fail to tell us about it. (Palace, McGeehee,

Ark.) Only fair. It did not draw and only

pleased about 50 per cent. Will go better in big

cities. (Rich, Montpelier, Idaho.) Just a high-

brow domestic picture. No business and did not

please. (Liberty, Pasco, Wash.) The poorest

“gold brick’’ from F. B. O. that we have used.

(Bedford, Bedford, Pa.) Just fair. Several pa-

trons told me they came to see this star just out

of curiosity. Not the type of story for small

town. (Majestic, Phillipsburg, Kan.) Film good.

Love turned cold can be made warm. It is solved

in this drama. (Jewel, Verndale, Minn.) Al-

though this picture is not as good as some of the

Gold Bond, nevertheless it is not as bad as some

of the reports printed in the HERALD. Did fair

business, and had no kicks. Don’t promise them

anything and you will not disappoint them. (Bon

Air, Kissimmee, Fla.)

WHISPERING SMITH, PDC, H. B. Warner,
Lillian Rich, John Bowers, Lilyan Tashman, Eu-
gene Pallette, Robert Edeson, 6,500.—This one is

worthy of two days in small towns. The picture

is all right and you will be surprised at the large

number of persons who have read the book. Sold

as a program picture and should be advertised

like a special, and then stick the difference in

your own pocket. (Odeon, Chandler, Okla.) An
extra good picture that pleased all who saw it.

Good print. (Miers, Schoharie, N. Y.) One of

the best railroad pictures in years, with plenty

of action all the way through. Warner is not

known in this section and we failed to get a

crowd, although it was no fault of the picture.

(Young’s, Lexington, N. C.) Gave general satis-

faction. However, did not draw, but did please

those who saw it. (Highland, Guthrie, Okla.)

Producers Dist. Co. is the firm that has fiiled the

niche made vacant by the good old Vitagraph. A
super Western that will please everybody ; a hun-
dred per cent picture. (Legion, Marshalltown,
Iowa.) A dandy for any day or any theatre.

(Halfway, Halfway, Mich.) A dandy western
railroad melodrama. Has action, suspense, thrills,

scenery and a good love story. (Char-Bell, Ro-
chester, Ind.) A good Western, that registered

at box office. (Palace, Beckley, W. Va.) A very
good Western. Different from any other I ever
saw. Very interesting. Pleased all who came to

see it. (Star, Dansville, N. Y.) It out with
a bang and then slowed up to such an extent
that severaj walked out on it. No climax of

note, which it should have had to balance up the

forepart of the film. (Rialto, Pocahontas, Iowa.)

P. D. C. has the poorest paper in the business,

and I haven’t had a picture except “Charley’s

Aunt” that has had any pull at the box office.

Distinct

Success
Allow me to congratulate you on

THE BOX OFFICE RECORD. It is

there! It is a distinct success, the

best means of solving the booking-

good-pictures problem. Hurry the

next issue.— Rex Theatre, Salmon,
Idaho.

No more of these pictures for me unless they

come down on the price. “Whispering Smith” is

just a fair western. (Postville, Postville, Iowa.)

WILD OATS LANE, PDC, Viola Dana, Robert

Agnew, Margaret Seldon, George Barnum, John
P. MacSweeney, 7.—An extra fine picture enacted

by good cast headed by Viola Dana, whose acting

is wonderful. Marshall Neilan directed this pic-

ture, which accounts to a great extent for the

excellence of said production. (Happy Hour,
Jasper, Minn.) Just an ordinary crook picture.

(Star, Nashville, Mich.) Poorest picture Miss
Dana has ever played in. No ambition, or pep ; very

draggy. (Gulf, Goose Creek, Tex.)

WILD TO GO, FBO, Tom Tyler, Frankie Darro,
5.—This is good and it seems Tom is getting better

right along. As long as he will keep the kid and
his dog he is going to draw a lot of people in

your theatre. (Pleasure, Sanborn, Minn.) A
good Western. Tyler always pleases. Good print.

(Mier’s, Schoharie, N. Y.) This is a good clean

Western picture that pleased every one of my
Saturday night crowd. The girls here rave about
how good looking Tom is. Several film salesmen
tell me that all exhibitors have a good word
for Tom Tyler. Some here like him better than
Tom Mix. (Popular, St. Cloud, Fla.) This bird

is by far the greatest Western attraction on the

screen today. This picture will please. Here’s

hoping, Tyler, your buddies play with you from
now until kingdom come. (K. P., Pittsfield, 111.)

They don’t make them any better than this one.

All of this company’s pictures, as program pic-

tures are the best we ever played, and rental

is live and let live. (Silver Family, Greenville,

Mich.) Real good Western picture. The boy
with the dog and pony put a good deal in the

picture. (DeLuxe, Spearville, Kan.)

WILDERNERR WOMAN, THE, FN, Aileen
Pringle, Chester Conklin, Lowell Sherman, Rob-
ert Cain, 8.—A real wow ! A comedy that will

please nearly 100 per cent. Also has a good love

to hold your interest. (Iris, Terrell, Tex.) A
disappointment to our fans. The story was read
widely, but the picture failed to register, that is

in entertainment. Draws well, however. Also
Topics and Fables. (Auditorium, Crockett, Texas.)

Here is the prize quince from First National so

far ; positively the silliest picture from every angle

that I ever ran. Chester Conklin is about as

funny as a pair of crutches and the whole picture

is so much film wasted. This and “The Wise
Guy” might be all right in some places, but
they sure were a pain for me. I am sorry that

I ran both of them, not that they are alike at

all, as they are as far apart as the proverbial

poles, but neither of them pleased fifty per cent

of my audience and for once I agree with the

gang, for I call both of them foul balls. (Pythian,

Marshall, 111.) This Saturday Evening Post story

pleased. It’s good summer entertainment. Ches-
ter Conklin never forgets his part through the

entire picture ; he lives it. Ran on our special

days at 10 and 20 cents and they liked it. (Or-
pheum and Fotosho, Neosho, Mo.) A five-reel

comedy stretched into eight long tiresome reels.

This might be all right for New York but in the
small towns where they want more than a toy

train running around a toy track it’s the bunk.
Has no box office appeal ; had more walkouts on
this than any picture for some time. (Rialto,

Ladysmith, B. C., Canada.) Best comedy in a
“Blue Moon.” Can’t go wrong on it. Chester
Conklin comes in for his share of laughs. (Peo-

ples, Port Arthur, Texas.) Very good comedy
drama. Boost it and it will make good. They
talked about it here and business was better

second night. (Grand, Rainier, Ore.) Didn’t
mean much at the box office. Chester Conklin
runs away with the picture, according to custo-

mers, and several inquired as to the whereabouts
of the much touted beauty of Miss Pringle.
(Rialto, Pocahontas, Iowa.) Extra good program
picture. Chester Conklin in the cast and, boy,

he is a knockout. It’s worth the price of admis-
sion to see him laugh while at the cabaret.

Chester Conklin, Ford Sterling and Charlie Mur-
ray are part of my weaknesses. (K. P., Pitts-

field, 111.) You have got to hand it to Robert
Kane ; he sure knows how to make stuff that you
can sell. I haven’t run a poor Kane picture yet.

The cast all good. (Pastime, Medicine Lodge,
Kan.)

WISE GUY, THE, FN, James Kirkwood, Betty
Compson, George Cooper, Mary Carr, 8.—First

National or Frank Lloyd never produced a better

picture. This is so far better than “The Sea
Hawk” that there is no comparison. Remember
I am not boosting the picture because I made
money—I didn’t. I lost dough, plenty of it,

bucking a tent show. Get behind this picture. It

will stand the limit. (K. P., Pittsfield, 111.)

Small town exhibitors, beware, this picture deals

with crooks working under the guise of religion

and is not a proper theme for any theatre to

show, especially in the smaller towns. We had
numerous complaints and for once it was hard
to face the customers as they went out. (Rialto,

Pocahontas, Iowa.) Here’s one with a terrible

title that’s bad enough to ruin any picture. Our
patrons didn’t like it until the finish and then

they changed their minds. On the order of “The
Miracle Man” but just on the order of. (Or-

pheum and Fotosho, Neosho, Mo.) A wonderfully

clever picture, we thought. Pleased a few very

much but the rest didn’t care for it. Business

light. (Grand, Rainier, Ore.)

WRONGDOERS, THE, Astor, Lionel Barrymore,
Anne Cornwall, 7.—Drew good business due to

publicity received in MacFadden Publications.

It’s the first True Story film and it seemed to

please my audience. I would class it as a good
program picture. (Princess, Chilton, Wis.) A
True Story magazine film cheaply directed with

a poor cast. (Palace, Waupaca, Wis.)

Y
YANKEE SENOR, THE, F, Tom Mix, Olive

Borden, Margaret Livingston, Martha Mattox,
Alec Francis, 5.—Very pretty to look at. Will

have to show these at a ladies’ afternoon tea if

Tom don’t snap out of it and give the fans some-
thing they like. They are already losing interest,

Tom, for they never know what to expect any
more. (Community, David City, Neb.) Good bye,

Tom. A year ago you were our best bet, but

such pictures as “The Lucky Horseshoe,” “The
Everlasting Whisper,” “The Best Bad Man” and
this one, which is the poorest of them and in our
opinion one of the poorest you have ever pro-

duced, have put us in the position that we do not

care if we ever play another of your pictures. If

you expect to ever get back your popularity, we
would suggest you throw away those gloves and
dress suits and get back to your Western togs.

Regardless of clothes you may wear, you will

never become a “ladies’ man.” (The Crystal,

Flandreau, S. D.) Played this with “Hogan’s
Alley” (Monte Blue, star). “Hogan’s Alley”

pleased the best and cost less money. No more
Mix unless price is reduced. Some very good
color scenes in “The Yankee Senor.” (Colonial,

Astoria, 111.) The colored part was beautiful but

disappointment to Tom Mix fans. (Golden Meadow,
Golden Meadow, La.) Very ordinary; not up to

Tom’s standard. Better get him in the West,
where he shines. (Palace, Arkansas City, Ark.)

A usual Mix picture. Pleased all. Business good.

(Venice, Nephi, Utah.) Not much to this one.

Tom does not get in any of his old time action.

Part of one reel is very beautiful Technicolor.

The dance was not so good. The picture would
have been better if they had eliminated one of

the bed-room scenes. (Elite, Greenleaf, Kan.)
A beautiful picture but a disappointment to Tom
Mix fans. (Silver Family, Greenville, Mich.)

Tom, we can’t understand you. We haven’t the

heart to knock you after you have done so well

in the past, and it sure hurts to see you doing
this stuff. Your friends were disappointed and
the 400 all laughed at you for attempting that

dance and silk shirt stuff. Let’s go back West
with our real friends. We will forgive you for

this one. (Rich, Montpelier, Idaho.) This pic-

ture won’t set the world afire, nor will it break
any records ; it’s just another picture among
the many. Deacon Bill Hays probably don’t

interest himself in ordinary pictures, which is

the answer for so many ordinary ones. (Crystal,

Tombstone, Ariz.) This is a dandy Saturday
program picture, and the Mix fans will like him
in this kind of a subject. There is plenty of

action to suit the taste of everybody. Olive Bor-

den is also wonderful in her part and you’ve got

to hand it to her. (Plainview, Plainview, Tex.)

A bang up good show, not a rip roaring West-
ern, but plenty of stunts and action that will

please ’em all. A very interesting story well done.

Spanish dance situation done in colors, remarkable
for its splendor, and will make folks talk. This

is another that puts Tom right out in front, just

as he should be. (Cozy, Winchester, Ind.)
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Educational
BABY BE GOOD, Big Boy, 2.—When Big Boy

came on the set in the second reel this comedy
got good right off the bat. He certainly is a

fine little chap. (Y, Nazareth, Pa.) A very
good comedy. (Benn, Philadelphia, Pa.) Very
splendid and brings back to the grownups many,
many happy days. We haven’t had one poor
comedy from Educational all season. On extra
added short stuff they always have what you
want. (Palace, Ashland, O.)

BE CAREFUL DEARIE, Cameo, 1.—A good
comedy with plenty of laughs which will please

anywhere. (Popular, St. Cloud, Fla.) Couldn’t

see much comedy to it. (Photoplay, Ashland,
Kan.) A very poor one reeler. Hardly a smile,

even from our patrons. The good old days when
Cliff Bowes and Virginia Vance were in them
are gone. They made a good team. (Y, Naza-
reth, Pa.) Just fair. (Majestic, Homer, Mich.)

BROKEN CHINA, Bobby Vernon, 2 .—A very
good comedy. (Empress, Akron, la.) Not up to

Bobby Vernon’s standard. (Crystal, Wayne,
Neb.) Very good comedy. Educational did put
out some real ones last fall, but they are not so

good just now. (Iris, Terrell, Tex.)

CAREFUL PLEASE, Lloyd Hamilton, 2.—

A

very good comedy by Hamilton. Some very good
gags in this that created gales of laughter from
our crowd. (Y, Nazareth, Pa.) About as poor a
one as I ever saw. What can they see funny in

Hamilton? (Peoples, Port Arthur, Tex.) Pooii

comedy for Hamilton. This boy is slipping. I

am glad he is going with Pathe. I won’t have
to run his stuff. (Bijou, Beach, N. D.)

DON’T STOP, Cliff Bowers, 1.—This was the

best Cameo comedy that we have had in months.
It sure had some dandy laugh producers in it.

(Y, Nazareth, Pa.) Not so good. (Photoplay,
Ashland, Kan.)

DRAGON ALLEY, Juvenile, 2.—This is a riot.

Those kids are sure clever. Be sure and run it.

(Gem, Socorro, N. Mex.) This was a very good
comedy. Helped the feature along. (Lyric, Sar-
atoga, Wyo.)

EDUCATIONAL COMEDIES, 1 & 2.—I find

Educational comedies about the best there is,

taken as a whole. (Grand & Gem, Cooper, Tex.)

Generally good. (Band Box, Plymouth, Ind.)

Never sent out a poor one. (Palace, Ashland, O.)

FAIR BUT FOOLISH, Jimmie Adams, 2.—Just
another good comedy from Educational that
brought its usual quota of laughs. (Y, Naza-
reth, Pa.) Mark up another good comedy for

Jimmie Adams. This is sure a good one. (Bijou,

Beach, N. D.)

FAIR WARNING, A1 St. John, 2.—A fair

comedy. (Benn, Philadelphia, Pa.) This is one
of the funniest comedies you ever saw. A1 and
his pup are great. Got many laughs from a
cultured audience. Book it, you can’t go wrong.
(Regent, Indianola, Miss.) Very good comedy.
The dog in this is very clever. (Grand, Rainier,

Ore.) This was a real good slapstick comedy.
It had laughs in every foot of film for our
crowds. (Y, Nazareth, Pa.) A good funny com-
edy. St. John is certainly maxing some good
ones. No better acrobatic comedian in the busi-

ness. (Silver Family, Greenville, Mich.)

FASHION REELS, Hope Hampton, 1.—Beau-
tifully done and extremely entertaining. Advise
fellow exhibitors to play the tnree reels. Each
reel is about 500 feet long. (Victory, Scotts-

ville, Va.) This is a reel that your lady patrons
will like. (DeLuxe, Spearville, Kan.) A fine

reel for any house. Lots of good comments.
(Reel Joy, King City, Cal.)

FELIX THE CAT, Cartoon, 1.—These cartoon
comedies entertain and please all. Educational
prints are in exceptionally good condition. (Pal-
ace, Beckley, W. Va.) As a change from the
regular comedies, these cartoons are good. They
don’t receive a great deal of hearty laughter but
I notice that our audiences don’t go to sleep while
they are being projected, either. (Y, Nazareth,

The Time
Has Come

I am anxious for the BOX OF-
FICE RECORD. The time has ar-

rived when an exhibitor needs all the
help possible in buying pictures. I

have used all the trade papers, but
since the HERALD has been coming
to me I use it alone, as it gives any
exhibitor more than all the others

combined.—Star Theatre, Westmin-
ster, Md.

Pa.) Didn’t seem to please our patrons. (Ma-
jestic, Homer, Mich.) Always good. Will make
the old and young happy. (Empress, Deshler,
Neb., Majestic, Hebron, Neb.) These short car-
toons seem to please most of my patrons. This
one averages up with the rest. (Reel Joy, King
City, Cal.) Going good, especially with the kids,

and you’ve certainly got to please the children
these days. (Strand, Florala, Ala.) Personally
don’t think much of them, but they seem to

please the kids and we notice when we advertise
a Felix we have enough extra kids to pay for the
Felix. They make good fillers and so are okay
if you don’t use them, too often. (Rex, Colby,
Wis.) All of these cartoons of Felix are good.

(Leeds, Leeds, Iowa.) Good filler. (Majestic,

Phillipsburg, Kan.) These are dandy on any
program. Made excellent short subjects. (Wood-
ward Hall, Hill, N. H.) I believe that Felix

gets more laughs than the average two reel com-
edy. All the kids come to see him. (Plainview,

Plainview, Tex.) They are always good and are

enjoyed by both old and young. Among the best

single reel material that can be bought. (Cabot,

Marshfield, Danville & Plainfield, Vt.) Felix

always good. This one is no exception. (Star,

Menard, Texas.) These are good; the old folks

enjoy them almost as much as the children.

(Mystic, Stafford, Kan.) Just fair. (Home
Town, Isabel, Kans.) These go good with the

old folks as well as the kids. (Mystic, Stafford,

Kan.) Felix always pleases, especially the kids,

and most all the big kids, too. (Bijou, Conway,
N. H.) Very good short reel. (Opera House,
Fennimore, Wis.) Audience got a good laugh

out of this one. (Auditorium, Barrington, 111.)

Perhaps the best drawing one reel subjects on

the market. We have found these cartoons to

be just the thing to shorten our programs for

summer. (Strand, North Loup, Neb.) Adults

enjoy this the same as the children. (Benn,

Philadelphia, Pa.) Felix and the Fables are right

at the top in public opinion of short subjects.

Always good. (Paralta, Oakwood, Tex.) They
always please grown-ups and kids. (Selk, Scotia,

Neb.) Felix better liked here than Aesop Fables.

(Gulf, Goose Creek, Tex.) Very good, but did

not draw even the average number of kids.

About two of these and they lose their drawing
power. (Photoplay, Ashland, Kaus.)

FRENCH PASTRY, Bobby Vernon, 2.—Only
fair comedy. A few laughs. (Strand, Newman
Grove, Neb.) Good comedy. Terrible print out

of Dallas. (Paralta, Oakwood, Tex.)

HEAD ON, 1.—This is the best of these Cameo
comedies that we have had yet, and that isn’t

They went to

shows before
Red Seal novel
ties were heard

of . . .

(Continued )

saying much. (Leeds, Leeds, la.) Thumbs up.
A good little comedy with several laughs. (Strand,
Elizabethtown, Ind.)

HIGH LIFE, Lige Conley, 2.—All Mermaid
comedies are good and this one is no exception
to the rule. (Olympic, Forks, Wash.) Not much
to this one. (Leeds, Leeds, Iowa.)

HIS PRIVATE LIFE, Lupino Lane, 2.—One
of the best comedies we ever played. This man
is funny. (Silver Family, Greenville, Mich.) A
good comedy. (Benn, Philadelphia, Pa.)

HOLD YOUR HAT, A1 St. John, 2.—A very
good comedy that is full of action and plenty
of laughs. (Majestic, Kerens, Tex.) A dandy
comedy, plenty of laughs. (Empress, Akron, la.)

A very funny comedy. (Silver Family, Green-
ville, Mich.)

HOT FEET, Cliff Bowes, 1.—Only an ordinary
one reeler with very few good laughs. It only
helps to take up time on one’s program. Some
of them are good, though. (Y, Nazareth, Pa.)

One of the best single reel comedies on the
market. As a rule Educational single reel com-
edies are good. (Lyric, Frostburg, Md.)

KINOGRAMS, Newsreel, 1.—They do well out
here and the people look for them as they would
a feature. (Halfway, Halfway, Mich.) Wonder
why it is that this news is so little known and
so heartily knocked by its rivals. To my notion
it stands right up with Pathe as the best in the
field, even though it hasn’t got the name and
representation. We’re mighty pleased with it.

(Star, Menard, Texas.) There has been a gradual
improvement in this news until now it is prob-
ably the best on the market. (Odedn, Chandler,
Okla.) Use them regular each week and find

them excellent. Patrons ask for Kinograms.
(Woodward Hall, Hill, N. H.) Just started in

with these and if they continue as good as the
first two we’ve had, we surely will keep on with
them. They get the news and the kifid we all

like. (Dyer’s Amuse, Grover, Colo.) Always
received by our crowd in good humor, as they
like its snappy news items. (Y, Nazareth, Pa.)

LICKETY SPLIT, Lupino, 2.—Another good
Mermaid slapstick comedy. Everybody happy.
(Y, Nazareth, Pa.) A real funny comedy. (Dixie,

Winona, Miss.)

LIVE AGENT, THE, A1 St. John, 2.—A very
good comedy. Acting and photography good. Suit-

able for both old and young. (Sarah, Canon City,

Colo.) St. John puts out a fairly good slapstick

comedy in this. Laughs are regular. (Paralta,
Oakwood, Tex.)

MAD RUSH, THE, 1.—Fair for one reel com-
edy. (Strand, Newman Grove, Neb.) A good
comedy for one reel. (Silver Family, Greenville,

Mich.)

MAID IN MOROCCO, Lupino Lane, 2.—A very
good comedy. Fast action was the watchword and
laughs were the result. Had our crowds in an
uproar from start to finish. (Y, Nazareth, Pa.)
A dandy good comedy of the acrobatic thrill type.
(Grand, Rainier, Ore.) A very good comedy with
lots of action in it. (Benn, Philadelphia, Pa.)
Very good comedy and will please. Educational
comedies I find usually satisfy and I run them all.

(Bijou, Beach, N. D.)

MISFIT SAILOR, A, Billy Dooley, 2.—A side

splitter that % knocks them out laughing. This
Dooley is a real comic and shows it. As usual,
Educational comedies are the best. (Khattar’s,
Sydney, N. S., Canada.) This produced quite a
few hearty laughs from our crowds. Dooley sure
looks to be about the most useless sort of a guy
that ever walked, but his stuff made ’em laugh.
I should worry. (Y, Nazareth, Pa.) Good.
(Princess, Traer, Iowa.) Funny comedy. (Silver
Family, -Greenville, Mich.) A good comedy.
(Dixie, Winona, Miss.)

MOVIES, THE, Lloyd Hamilton, 2.—Funny as
they make them ; we can always depend upon him
to bring out the laughs. (Khattar’s, Sydney, N. S.,

Canada.) A very good comedy. (Benn, Phila-
delphia, Pa.) This was a dandy two reeler com-
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edy that made quite a few laughs during its

showing. (Y. Nazareth, Pa.) Very poor. (Prin-

cess, Traer, la.) Nothing much to it. Very
slow. Hamilton not liked very well here. (Or-
pheum, Pipestone, Minn.) This is a real com-
edy ; one of the best. (Silver Family, Greenville,

Mich.)

MY STARS, Johnny Arthur, 2.—Fair. Nothing
to talk about. (Peoples, Port Arthur, Tex.) This
was his best comedy to date, and then he had
Virginia Vance to help him. Virginia, you may
send me your photo. My address is 44 South
Main Street. I am waiting for it. (Y, Nazar-
eth, Pa.)

NOBODY’S BUSINESS, Lloyd Hamilton, 2.—
Whoever heard of Lloyd failing to get the laughs ?

Nobody. It’s a good business booster. Lloyd is

always good. (Paralta, Oakwood, Tex.) Not
up to Hamilton’s standard, but a darn good
comedy at that. (Palace, Beckley, W. Va.)

NOTHING MATTERS, Lloyd Hamilton, 2 A
good comedy. (Silver Family, Greenville, Mich.)
A fair comedy. Not a Hamilton comedy by any
means. (Benn, Philadelphia, Pa.)

OH WHAT A NIGHT, Lige Conley, 2 If you
want a funny comedy, book this one. (Amuse,
Grover, Colo.) Lots of fun. Pleased all. (Mon-
arch, Edmonton, Alta., Canada.)

PAGE ME, Bobby Vernon, 2.—Good comedy.
Educational have the goods, boys, and the bunch
out of San Francisco treat you right both in
service and price. (Reel Joy, King City, Cal.)
Just a fair Vernon comedy. Has some good stuff.

(Bijou, Beach, N. D.) Fair share of laughs in
this comedy. (Star, Menard, Tex.)

SALTY SAP, A, Billy Dooley, 2.—A very fine
comedy with the natural looking dumbbell bring-
ing plenty of laughs from our crowds. (Y, Naza-
reth, Pa.) A very funny comedy. (Silver Fam-
ily, Greenville, Mich.) Slapstick that seemed to
please, judging by applause. (Gulf, Goose Creek,
Tex.)

SIMPLE SADIE, 1,—What we got of this one
was extra good, but the poorest print we have
ever had from the Louisville exchange. Educa-
tional Cameos are all good, if you can obtain
good prints. (Dixie, Dickson, Tenn.) This was
good, in fact a lot better than the average one
reel slapstick. (Home Town, Isabel, Kans.)

SLIPPERY FEET, Bobby Vernon, 2,—Pleased
100 per cent. Vernon is always a safe bet. This
stole away honors from the feature. (Khattar’s,
Sydney, N. S., Canada.) A very good Vernon
comedy with an abundance of laughs in it. I

consider it one of his best for quite a long
time. (Y, Nazareth, Pa.) Good. (Texas, Grand
Prairie, Tex.) Comedy fair, but not many
laughs. (Peoples, Port Arthur, Tex.)

SLOW DOWN, Cliff Bowes, 1 This was a
good Cameo comedy. We used this with a Ham-
ilton comedy on our comedy night. We play a
newsreel, two comedies and a feature about once
a month. (Y, Nazareth, Pa.) Educational as a
rule are always good. (Lyric, Frostburg, Md.)
Just another one-reeler. (Photoplay, Ashland,
Kans.)

TIME FLIES, Lupino Lane, 2 This boy is

very good and the two reels have a number of
laughs. Good comedy. (Rialto, Ladysmith, B. C.,

Canada.) Just fair compared to his former com-
edies. (Grand, Rainier, Ore.) A sure enough
good comedy. Lupino puts out some clever
work. His rubber joints are laugh getters. (Par-
alta, Oakwood. Tex.) A good one from Lane.
He certainly is getting there fast. (Empress.
Akron, la.) The first Lane comedy for us and
pleased very good. (Princess, Traer, la.)

WEAK BUT WILLING, Walter Hiers, 2

Good. Educational has very few lemons. (Eagle,
Eagle River, Wis. ) A laugh a minute comedy
that had them roaring all through. (Khattar’s,
Sydney, N. S., Canada.) About on an average
with the rest of his comedies. He tries hard, I

suppose, but he doesn’t get the laughs here. (Y,
Nazareth, Pa.)

WILD BEASTS OF BORENO, Scenic, 2 Un-
usual animal picture. The real thing in some-
thing new. They capture without injury various
wild animals, among which are an elephant, a
huge snake, a man-eating alligator, and some
comedy is furnished by some monkeys. (Paralta,
Oakwood, Tex.) Best ever made in its class. In-
teresting and entertaining for all classes. In
fact, wonderful. (Palace, Ashland, O.) For a
novelty subject this is great. The wild beasts are
much in evidence and surely hold interest. (Ma-
jestic, Reedsburg, Wis.) An exceptionally good
travel picture. (Grand, Rainier, Ore.)

Film Booking Offices

ALICE CARTOONS, 1.—Alice comedies, like
Felix the cat, Aesop’s Fables, and other cartoons,
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are all right in any house if not overfed. We
use one every two weeks and like them. Alice
comedies differed from other cartoons in that
Alice is a live girl ; the other characters are car-

toons. (Rex, Madisonville, Tex.) Good cartoon
comedies with a real little girl mixed in with all

the cartoon animals. The little folks especially

like these. (Majestic, Weiner, Ark.)

ALICE BLUES, Alice Ardell, 2.—This is just a
fair comedy with Sid Smith playing a dual role.

Hardly what you would call good, but will get
by. (Rialto, Sharon, Wis.) Just fair, that’s all.

(Royal, Kimball, So. Dak.)

BRAY CARTOONS, 1—This pleased the kids

immensely. These cartoon comedies are popular
with our patrons. (Oak, Oakdale, Neb.) Most
of these prove very interesting and add a little

educational matter to the program that is made
up in a very good manner. (Cabot, Marshfield.

Danville & Plainfield, Vt.) A clever cartoon that

got a bunch of laughs, and that is what a lot of

two reel comedies don’t have. (Rex, Aurora,
Minn.) Fine. Make long programs shorter.

Also used an Easter greeting from Advance
Trailer Service. (Hines, Loyalton, S. D.) Good
but don’t run them too often. Good to run with
extra long feature. ( Liberty, Pleasanton, Neb.)
Proved very interesting and aflout as good a one
reeler as there is outside of the news. (Cabot,

Marshfield, Danville, Vt.)

DINKY DOODLE CARTOONS, 1 These sin-

gle reelers—half cartoon and half acted by the

artist—are pleasing. Better than ordinary com-
edies and can be bought right. (S. T., Parker,

S. D.) Some fair, others not so good. They
serve as a filler but will not get by as mirth
provokers. (Majestic, Reedsburg, Wis.) As
usual with these subjects, this was good. These
little cartoon comedy reels are fine, especially

with a long feature. (Rialto, Sharon, Wis.)
These one-reelers sure make good fillers and the

children rave about them. (Aurora, White Lake,

S. D.) As usual this cartoon comedy was good.

The antics of Dinkey Doodle and Weakheart will

get many laughs. (Rialto, Sharon, Wis.) This

was a nice little comedy cartoon reel. These
are all fine entertainment and especially with a

lengthy feature. (Rialto, Sharon. Wis.)

FIGHTING HEARTS, Alberta Vaughn, Kit

Guard, Albert Cooke, Larry Kent. 2.
—

“Roll Your
Own.” This series starts good. Cooke and
Guard are fine in this one. (Jewel, Verndale,
Minn.) The funniest two reel subjects on the

market. (Grand, Macon, Mo.) Have run all

these series and "Fighting Hearts” best since

“Telephone Girl.” They always please. (Cozy,
Wagoner, Okla.) Film good. This is a new series

and promises to be exceptional. We all like these
comedies. (Jewel, Verndale, Minn.) A good
comedy with lots of fun all the way through.
(Palace, Naples, Tex.) Even better than the
"Adventures of Mazie,” and that is certainly
saying a lot. (Youngs, Lexington, N. C.) The
combination of stars thtit are used In this series

could not help but put them over. I have been
at quite a disadvantage, though, on these pic-

tures, as I have been showing them right on
release dates and have been unable to get advertis-
ing on most of them. My patrons like this series

better than “Mazie,” but none of them will ever
take the place of “Fighting Blood.” (Star, Tuck-
?rman, Ark.) This is the best one to date.

Have been very well satisfied with this se-

ries. I am hoping "Bill Grimm’s Progress” is

as good, and I am sure it will be, as they are all

H. C. Witwer stories. (Star, Tuekerman, Ark.)

They’ll still go to

shows even with-

out the Red Seal

novelties . . .

(Continued)

Well, this is the last chapter of “Fighting

Hearts.” Say, I am sure sorry this same bunch
won’t make any more two reelers. I have
played all of this bunch of actors’ products and
like them better than anything I ever bought.

Good-bye, Alberta. (Grand, Ash Grove, Mo.) Al-

berta and her gang again ring the bell. Have
run all of her stuff and have nothing but praise

for all of it. These series draw better for me
than a serial. (Odeon, Chandler, Okla.) Series

are going over big here. Better stick to the

short comedies. (Jewel, Verndale, Minn.)

FRATERNITY MIXUP, A, Alice Ardell, 2.—
This was a good comedy with a number of good
titles which will get laughs. These series of Blue

Ribbon comedies have all been very good. (Rialto,

Sharon, Wis.) Very good slapstick. (San Juan,

Friday Harbor, Wash.) By the laughs it created

it must have been extra good. (Orpheum, Oel-

wein, Iowa.) A fair comedy that got a few
laughs. (Regent, Eureka, Kan.) Best comedy so

far of the Blue Ribbon group. (Hines, Loyalton,

S. D.)

HEAVY LOVE, Three Fat Men, 2.—These fat

boys are making some good ones, as well as bad
ones. This one very good and our Saturday
crowd roared often. (Ingram’s, Ashland, Ala.)

A good comedy with the fat men. It has quite

a few good laughs although it is not as funny
as some. (Rialto, Sharon, Wis.) A good comedy
and brought several laughs. (Liberty, Pleasanton,

Neb.) Fair, that’s all I can say for this. Not
enough laughs to be a comedy. (Royal, Kimball,

So. Dak.) This is five of these fat men’s come-
dies we have shown ; the three first were very
poor, but the last two were good. (DeLuxe,
Spearville, Kan.)

HONEYMOON FEET, Three Fat Men, 2.—

A

fairly good comedy with the three fat boys. It

will get some laughs although it is not as good
as some of their comedies. (Rialto, Sharon, Wis.)
Not much to it. Failed to bring the laughs.

(Liberty, Pleasanton, Neb.) Only a fine comedy.
Nothing to brag about. (Hines, Loyalton, So.

Dak.)

PEACEFUL RIOT, A, Alice Ardell, 2 With
Alice Ardell and Slim Summerville, this was a
fairly good comedy. Not very silly and not so

funny, either. A little better than most we get.

(Rialto, Sharon, Wis.) Just a fair comedy.
(Home Town Airdrome, Isabel, Kan.)

STAN LAUREL COMEDIES, 2.—Lots of laughs
from everybody. Stan knows his stuff and he
pleases. Price on Stan Laurels through F. B. O.
is right. Prints A-l. (Palace, Syracuse, Neb.)
This is the third one of Laurel’s from F. B. O.
and the best of the three, but even that doesn’t

say it is a knockout. It is only a fair comedy.
(DeLuxe, Spearville, Kan.)

UP IN THE AIR, Three Fat Men, 2.—This sure
took the blues out of everybody and they sure
laughed enough to do them for a week. It’s sure
good. (Royal, Kimball, So. Dak.) The three fat

men made another laughable comedy in this one.

(DeLuxe, Spearville, Kan.) These fat boys are
fine. This was the funniest comedy we have had
in many months. Book it for laughs. (Rialto,

Sharon, Wis.)

Fox
BLOWS AND DYNAMITE, 2.—This comedy

just rocked the house. Fox comedies are good

;

my patrons enjoy them. (Lincoln, Milwaukee,
Wis.) This is almost a show in itself without
a long feature. Don’t pass it up. (Colome,
Colome, S. D.)

BRAINLESS HORSEMAN, THE, 2 One of

the best comedies I have had in a long time.

(Gem, Calico Rock, Ark.) This is the berries ;

run this and make ’em laugh. (Opera House,
Monticello, Iowa.) A cracking good comedy. One
chuck full of laughs. (Cozy, Winchester, Ind.)

CUPID A LA CARTE, 2.—This is a comedy
though a classic. Fox makes so many of these

type comedies that our patrons often ask us why
they name them comedies. Personally we like

them, or most of them. But most of our patrons
seem to get no kick from them. (Rex, Madison-
ville, Texas.) Another dignified comedy from
O’Henry via Fox, and interesting all the way
through. Really a wholesome comedy that no
audience can knock and it is typical of what the
movies need more of in entertainment. (Paralta.

Oakwood, Tex.) Good comedy. (Silver Family,
Greenville, Mich.) Just fair. (Opera House, Ken-
esaw, Neb.)

FEUD, THE, Earle Foxe, 2.—Everybody wanted
to know why I didn’t run a comedy. (American,
Ada, Okla.) This is a good short comedy and I

believe it could be made into a feature length
comedy. (Plainview, Plainview, Tex.)

FIGHTING TAILOR, THE, 2.—Good comedy.
This series from Fox, based remotely on the
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"Abie’s Irish Rose” idea, are far better than most

on the market. (Star, Menard, Tex.) Very good.

The Jewish boy is fine. One of the best of the

year. (Rich, Montpelier, Idaho.) This is an extra

good comedy. (Silver Family, Greenville, Mich.)

FLAMING AFFAIR, 2.—Pretty good comedy,

my last one. (Bijou, Beach, N. D.) A comedy.

Best Imperial yet, and, at that, I am glad it is.

(Silver Family, Greenville, Mich.)

FOX NEWS, 1.—Just started using this, but

they all like the news. It gives us a good idea

of the doings outside of home. (Lyric, Saratoga,

Wyo.) Fox news always liked by our patrons.

(Gem. Calico Rock, Ark.) Fairly entertaining.

(Paralta, Oakwood, Tex.) Every Wednesday a

Fox news, and they look for them. (Fairyland,

White Castle, La.) The poorest news on the

market. Too much foreign stuff and nothing

local of interest. Patrons crab every time we
run it. The only time it ever went over was

the week the Chicago Charleston contest was

shown. (Rialto, Pocahontas, Iowa.) Very good,

similar to Pathe Review. (Mystic, Stafford, Kan.)

One of the best drawing cards. Have patrons

who come, pay the price, see the news and then

walk out before seeing what the picture is going

to be. (Gem, Calico Rock, Ark.) The Eucharis-

tic Congress scenes were much short of what we
expected. In fact, so short that very few feet

of film were wasted on them and patrons com-

mented on the brevity. Fox sure can gum up
your program. (Rialto, Pocahontas, Iowa.) The
best of all news reels. (Opera House, Monticello,

Iowa.)

FOX VARITIES, 1.—Saw a report recently that

“Fox should know better.” As far as we are

concerned, we have never run a more enjoyable

novelty reel than these. All have been interesting

and well liked by our patronage. It takes all

kinds of people to make a world and it would

be a dull place if we all liked the same things

and the same wife, but don’t call these off as

bad. (Star, Menard, Tex.) Fox should know
better. (Paralta, Oakwood, Tex.)

HEARTBREAKER, THE, Sid Smith, 2.—Excel-
lent. Have just begun to use the Fox comedies

and are finding them good. (Elk, Worland, Wyo.)
Very good comedy and not slap stick variety.

Fox comedies are not as good as they used to be

but this one should please. (Lincoln, New Mar-
tinsville, W. Va.) This one is only fair. Lots

of pretty girls in it. (Dixie, Winona, Miss.) A
funny comedy. (Silver Family, Greenville, Mich.)

HIS OWN LAWYER, 2.—Funny comedy. (Sil-

ver Family, Greenville, Mich.) My patrons told

me they liked this comedy. Fox has put out a

new kind of comedy that gets by okay. (Rich,

Montpelier, Idaho.) This is an extra good com-

edy where you want something besides slapstick.

(Dixie. Winona, Miss.)

IMPERIAL COMEDIES, 2. — All persistently

good, not slapstick, but refined. Large amount
of people who at first always walked out after

the features now begin to remain and ask for

them. Pleases the better classes and roughnecks.

(Sonora, Sonora, Tex.) Imperials are all fine.

(K. P., La Rue, O.) Not going over for us.

Have used six from 1925-26 product and none of

them anything to brag on. (Majestic, Phillips-

burg, Kan.) Always good. Dependable amuse-
ment for young and old. (Auditorium, Tampa,
Kan.) These are the poorest comedies we have

ever shown ; cheaply made and badly directed.

(Strand, Gallup, N. Mex.) These comedies are

very poor and do not go over here. Badly di-

rected and cheaply made. (Strand, Gallup, N. M.)

I find that Fox comedies please most of the time.

(Murray, De Funiak Springs, Fla.)

MARRIED LIFE OF HELEN AND WARREN,
2.—William Fox sure has tried to make comedies

this year. Listen to the laughs on this one and
you’ll know his efforts have brought results. It’s

a howl. (Barneys, Point Marion, Pa.) A thor-

oughly enjoyable comedy based on the "Married
Life of Helen and Warren.” Good story and
very good acting. Far better than the average
slapstick. (Elk, Worland, Wyo.) Very light. If

you expect much you will be disappointed. (Eagle,

Eagle River, Wis.)

MAD RACER, THE, 2.—Extra good clean cut

comedy. (Happy Hour, Jasper, Minn.) This is

more than a comedy, it’s a knockout. The best

Fox ever made. (K. P., Pittsfield, 111.)

REPORTER, THE, Earle Foxe, 2.—Satisfying

entertainment but not as funny as previous re-

leases in this series. They are all well mounted
and cast which is a running start on the usual

comedy. (Barneys, Point Marion, Pa.) Not a

bad comedy, but the print was very, very dark

and that didn’t help it any. (Star, Menard,

Texas.)
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SCIENTIFIC HUSBAND, A, 2.—Very funny

two reeler. (Bijou, Conway, N. H.) Thomas
Edison isn’t in it with this young inventor in

this comedy. It’s another Fox Imperial comedy.

They’re always good. (Liberty, Hardin, Mont.)

A fair comedy. Didn't receive a real good com-

edy from Fox on my entire contract. Lay off

the Sunshine comedies. (Princess, Chilton, Wis.)

VAN BIBBER COMEDIES, 2.—These as a rule

are good and suitable for all classes. (Strand,

Gallup, N. Mex.) They are all very good. (Rich,

Montpelier, Idaho.)

Pathe
AESOP'S FABLES, 1.—I have good results

with these cartoons and use them instead of two
reel comedies most of the time. (Club House,

Jackson, Wyo.) They are all good. (Commun-
ity, David City, Neb.) So, so. (Eagle, Eagle

River, Wis.) Aesop’s Fables also are very funny.

(Lincoln, Milwaukee, Wis.) “Aesop’s Fables” are

in my opinion just what the public enjoy. (Lin-

coln, Milwaukee, Wis.) About as consistent en-

tertainment as can be found. However, we have
run these for some time and think our patrons

tire of them. Will lay off a while and see what
the verdict is. (Majestic, Phillipsburg, Kan.)

Best shorts on the market. Old and young alike

eat ’em up. (Char-Bell, Rochester, Ind.) Good.

(Mission, Mission, Tex.) Always good. (Crys-

tal, Wayne, Neb.) Always good. (Empress,
Glenrock, Wyoming.) These fables are always

good, and well liked by everyone. (Bon Air, Kis-

simmee, Fla.) More laughs in a half reel of

these than lots of two reel comedies, but don’t

run them too often. (Liberty, Pleasanton, Nebr.)

BETTER MOVIES, Our Gang, 2.—All Gangs
are good and draw well. (Mission, Mission,

Tex.) While all the Gang comedies are good, I

must say that this is considerably weaker than
most. Didn’t register, tried too hard to shove
over something, I’m not sure just what, that

never seems to register. At that, this report is

not a knock. Nobody can hit 100 per cent every
time. (Star, Menard, Tex.) A dandy comedy
that all enjoyed. Old and young. (Electric,

Caldwell, Kan.)

BURIED TREASURE, Our Gang, 2.—One of

the best Gang comedies we have had in a long
while. (Benn, Philadelphia, Pa.) If this com-
edy didn’t entertain any kind and class, that
class is hard to please. It’s about one of the
very best Our Gang comedies I have used for

quite a while and I have used all that have been
made, or released, to date. (Fairyland, White
Castle, La.) The best Gang comedy in a long
time. With Tom Mix and Our Gang, the kids

nearly took the house down. (Electric, Caldwell,
Kans.) Corking good little comedy. Pleased as

do all the Gangs. I see where the old Gang is

breaking up for next year. It seemed that they
never would grow but time has laid its heavy
hand upon them. It will be rather interesting to

see if the new ones can keep the pace. (Star,

Menard, Texas.) This one noted for plenty of

laughs. (Monticello Opera House, Monticello, la.)

CASEY OF THE COAST GUARD, George
O’Hara, 10 episode serial, 2.—Just played the sixth

,
episode and it is the first of the six that held the
attention of my patrons and they are now looking
forward to the next episode. (Community, Red
Granite, Wis.) In a previous report I stated after

playing the third chapter that I did not think
much of this serial. Since playing Nos. 6 and
7 I have noticed that it is beginning to draw

better and appears to hold the interest. Person-
ally, if the other three episodes hold up, I shall

be satisfied. (Community, Red Granite, Wis.) Al-
though there is no mystery to this serial it suc-

ceeded in holding within 80 per cent of the
“Green Archer’’ business—but then “Green Arch-
ers” are not made every year. Ten episodes.

(Barney’s, Point Marion, Pa.) This serial started
very well and I thought it was going to equal
the “Green Archer.” However, it slackened off in

interest and attendance as well. (Royal, Read-
ing, Pa.) The play itself don’t seem to be bad.
There is action and all that, but somehow we
can’t get ’em in to see it. Business drops off at

every chapter. Nothing like the “Green Archer”
was. (Halfway, Halfway, Mich.) George O’Hara
—Cannot compare with “Green Archer.” I am
losing money on this one. (Perry, Darlington,
Mo.) I began the first episode on this one on
August 6 and I believe it will go over first class,

as it seems to be good stuff. (Fairyland, White
Castle, La.) Chapter 10, the last episode. This
serial failed to stand up. It just lacked some-
thing to put it over. (Electric, Caldwell, Kans.)
Played third chapter. Personally I don’t think
much of this serial and so far it has not had any
drawing power. Saw quite a good many fair re-

ports on this but I don’t see where they get it.

O’Hara seems to be lost and acts as if he were
waiting for someone to tell him what to do. Paid
Pathe double what it is worth. (Community, Red
Granite, Wis.) Ran first chapter. Starts out like

it was going to be a knockout. (Monticello Opera
House, Monticello, la.) The last three or four
chapters prior to this, including this one, have
proven real interesting. Drawing much better
than at start. Would consider it a pretty fair
serial. (Community, Redgranite, Wis.) Fairly
good serial but my people don’t want serials any
more. Even kids are staying away. (Plaza,
Chicago, 111.) These are good. Kids cry for more
and two reels of this kind of picture are as good
as some ten reel features. (Liberty, Oakland,
Cal.) Have played two chapters only. The pho-
tography is so dark it spoils it. (Electric, Cald-
well, Kan.) I have played six chapters and I can
notice it is slipping with my patrons. (Electric,
Caldwell, Kan.)

CHARLEY MY BOY, Charley Chase, 2.—It

brought the laughs and went over O. K. (Fairy-
land, White Castle, La.) A very good comedy.
Hal Roach knows how to put it over. Business
for week good. (Benn, Philadelphia, Pa.) Good.
(Princess, Chilton, Wis.)

CUCKOO LOVE, Glen Tryon, 2.—Patrons en-
joyed it. That’s all I ask. (State, Tawas City,

Mich.) Just a medium comedy, nothing to brag
about. (Electric, Caldwell, Kan.) A very sad
comedy. No laughing matter. (Silver Family,
Greenville, Mich.)

DON’T TELL DAD, Ralph Graves, 2: Ralph
Graves at his best. Everybody enjoyed this com-
edy. (Benn, Philadelphia, Pa.) A pretty fair

comedy. (Pastime, Granville, N. Y.) Ralph
Graves comedies are always full of comical situa-

tions. Ralph has a pleasing personality of which
he takes full advantage. (Acadia, Crowley, La.)
A doodle. Plenty of laughs. Good comedy plot.

(Char- Bell, Rochester, Ind.) A good comedy.
(Silver Family, Greenville, Mich.) Here is real

comedy. Has a story, continuity and everything.
My first of this star but if the rest are as good
it’s a good buy for me. (Palace, North Rose,
N. Y.)

EAST OF THE WATER PLUG, Ralph Graves,
2.—A good comedy. (A-Mus-U, Pittsburg, Okla.)
Good comedy. (Rich, Montpelier, Idaho.)

GOOD CHEER, Our Gang, 2.—These new
Gangs are all good. (Community, Minneota,
Minn.) Not up to the standard set by the other
comedies by this bunch. They are slipping quite

a little and I am getting kicks where I used to

get nothing but praise. And then the price went
up when the quality went down. Guess I’ll have
to quit the Gang. (Princess, Lincoln, Kan.)
These Our Gangs are our 100 per cent entertain-

ment. They draw as much as the feature. Never
used one that was not up to grade. (Fairyland,

White Castle, La.) Another dandy from Our
Gang. It’s a Christmas story but should make a
great hot weather hit on account of the snow
and ice scenes. (Rich, Montpelier, Idaho.) Only
fair. Not much comedy to it. Would be okay
for a kid’s Christmas Matinee. (Princess, Chil-

ton, Wis.) Cannot say much for this. No laughs.

(Monticello Opera House, Monticello, la.) This
was what I would call a very poor comedy and
from the reaction the audience felt the same way.
(Electric, Caldwell, Kan.) The weakest Gang yet.

Many more like this one and they will die soon.

(Grand, Yoakum, Texas.)

GOOSELAND, Alice Day, 2.—A great comedy.

Everyone sure enjoyed it. Plenty of laughs.
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This is

THE COHENS AND KELLYS
—Star, George Sidney. “Broke all records.

Pleased a hundred per cent audience. Just

tell them it’s coming; if you exploit, you’ll

have to make rubber walls, and more be-

sides.”—Harry Needle, Normandy Thea-
tre, Brooklyn, New York.

THE COHENS AND KELLYS
—Star cast. “A real box office attraction.

I played it on an off night and did some
business. I only wish that I had booked it

for two days. It is a positive knockout.
Boost it all you wish—it will stand up. Ap-
peal, good.”—T. L. Barnett, Finn’s Thea-
tre, Jewett City, Connecticut.

THE COHENS AND KELLYS
—Special cast. “An absolute knockout for

any house anywhere. They are still laugh-

ing and talking about the Jews and the

Irish.”—S. H. Rich Theatre, Montpelier,
Idaho.

THE COHENS AND KELLYS
—Special cast. “Boy, boy, what a show!
Before you show this, use print paper to

advertise it. Good. Boost it to the limit

and watch the people roll in and, the best

of all, it will please. I wish we had more
as good.”—L. D. Metcalf, Grand Theatre,
Ash Grove, Mo.

THE COHENS AND KELLYS
-—Special cast. “It just did me good to

hear my audience laugh once more at a

picture, so it must have been extra good.”
—Eugene Saunders, Saunders Theatre,
Harvard, 111.

THE COHENS AND KELLYS—“Week of May 10. Did very good busi-

ness. Picture was well liked. Sidney and
Murray are very entertaining. A good, en-

joyable, funny and well-liked picture. News-
papers gave it favorable reviews.”—Joseph
K. Knopf, Aldine Theatre, Wilmington,
Del.

THE COHENS AND KELLYS
—“This is the biggest box-office attraction

we’ve had yet. A very good comedy, with

very good drawing power. A sure bet.”

—Harry Bauman, Lafayette Theatre,
Philadelphia.

SKINNER’S DRESS SUIT
—Reginald Denny. “Like all Denny pic-

tures, this pleased; quite a lot of good
comedy, very cleverly handled. You don’t

need to be afraid of this one.”—L. H. Cox,
Pythian Theatre, Marshall, 111.

SKINNER’S DRESS SUIT
—“Week of July 12. Clear and cool weath-

er. Played to good business for the run. A
golden treat for the thousands who make
Denny one of their big favorites. A dandy
picture, containing new ideas and pleasing

all the way. Received favorable newspaper
reviews.”—State Theatre, Scranton, Pa.

SKINNER’S DRESS SUIT
—Star, Reginald Denny. “Another rib tic-

kler from Reginald Denny. Laughed till

their sides ached and roared until they

could laugh no more. Appeal, hundred per
cent.”—Roy E. Cline, Osage Theatre,
Osage, Okla.

THE COHENS AND KELLYS
—Star, George Sidney. “Lordy! what a pic-

ture, funniest yet. They are all laughing
yet; don’t be afraid, hoys; step on it hard
and clean up for once. Appeal, one hun-
dred per cent.”—A. F. Jenkins, Commun-
ity Theatre, David City, Nebraska.

THE COHENS AND KELLYS
—Star cast. “A one hundred per cent laugh
picture. Pleased everyone. Did a nice

business. Cast great. Easy to advertise.

People talk about it and send their friends.

Title good. Good appeal.”—M. W. Lar-
mour, National Theatre, Graham, Texas.

HIS PEOPLE — Star, Rudolph Schild-

kraut. “Now, boys, here is a real picture.

A domestic drama that gets under your
skin. It really entertains. Don’t be afraid

to book it. It’s all there. Had a good
crowd and looked them square in the eye
when they went out. Appeal, hundred per
cent.”—A. F. Jenkins, Community Thea-
tre, David City, Nebraska.

HIS PEOPLE -Special cast. “Some of

the best character acting I ever saw in pic-

tures. All do their parts well. It is a true

to life story and caused some good com-
ments from our best people. Play it as a

special during week day.”—M. W. Hughes,
Colonial Theatre, Astoria, 111.

HIS PEOPLE—Special cast. “A story of

Jewish home life in the New York East

Side. Well done and has appeal to all

classes of people. Good comedy and human
interest all through.” — Ben L. Morris,
Temple Theatre, Bellaire, 0.

HIS PEOPLE-Special cast: “Absolute-
ly the best acted, cleanest, most pleasing pic-

ture I have ever played in my house. Carl

sure gave us a picture in ‘His People’ that

we could face ‘our people’ with a smile of

satisfaction. We had ’em and we pleased

’em.”—Dr. F. M. Childs, Cozy Theatre,
Villisca, Iowa.

HIS PEOPLE—Starring Jos. Schildkraut.

“As we played this one on a hot night and
it was such a long one, we were afraid of

walkouts but we didn’t have one and they

told us to get more like it. It is wonderful
and numbers said they could have watched
it if it had been five reels longer. Rating,

100 per cent.”—Marshall & Halverson,
Strand, Bridgewater, S. D.

HIS PEOPLE — Rudolph Schildkraut.

“One of the best pictures I have ever played,

and it certainly pleased my audience.”

—

C. S. Watson, Electric Theatre, Caldwell,
Kan.

HIS PEOPLE—Special cast. “Just want
to add my praise to other exhibitors’ and
say this is close to being a 100 per cent spe-

cial. It’s one of those kind that gets under
the skin. My patrons surely enjoyed this

one.”—James Haworth, Rialto Theatre,
Ladysmith, B. C., Canada.

HIS PEOPLE—All star cast. “One of

the best of the Jewels for the year— if not

THE best.”—P. L. Vann, Opera House,
Greenville, Alabama.

THE CALGARY STAMPEDE
-—Hoot Gibson. “Very good. They all liked

this one. Business satisfactory.”—A. G.
Witwer, Grand Theatre, Rainier, Ore.

THE CALGARY STAMPEDE
—Hoot Gibson. “Very good. Everybody
satisfied.” — John McGill, Community
Theatre, Port Orchard, Wash.

THE CALGARY STAMPEDE
—Star, Hoot Gibson. “Good Western and
pleased all.”-—P. L. Vann, Opera House,
Greenville, Alabama.

WHAT HAPPENED TO JONES
—starring Reginald Denny. “This very
good picture makes real entertainment.”

—

Roy McMinn, Capitol, Superior, Wis.

WHAT HAPPENED TO JONES
—Reginald Denny. “Another knockout
comedy. It had my patrons laughing from
start to finish. Reginald Denny at his best.”

—Robert Kessler, Benn Theatre, Phila-
delphia, Pa.

WHAT HAPPENED TO JONES
—Reginald Denny. “Here is by odds Den-
ny’s best picture. It made the folks chuckle
with glee; the men especially seemed to en-

joy it very much and that’s not saying that

the ladies didn’t, for they did. If Denny is

popular with your folks, then sell this as his

best and don’t forget to let them know that

you have it on.”—P. E. Morris, Regent
Theatre, Indianola, Miss.

WHAT HAPPENED TO JONES
-—Reginald Denny. “The best picture we
have had in years. Book it and boost it.

If it doesn’t please 100 per cent, close your
house, for if it doesn’t none of them will.”

—Goodrich Bros., Strand Theatre, Callao,
Mo.

WHAT HAPPENED TO JONES
—starring Reginald Denny. “This is an ex-

cellent comedy drama which should please

any audience. The acting and production is

splendid and there is not a dull moment in

the picture. Rating, 90 per cent.”—L. B.

Wisch, Grand, Mohall, N. D.

WHAT HAPPENED TO JONES
—Reginald Denny. “A dandy good comedy
feature that will please from all angles.”

—

Kreighbaum Bros., Char-Bell Theatre,
Rochester, Ind.

WHAT HAPPENED TO JONES
—Star, Reginald Denny. “A very good fea-

ture comedy. It will please all.”—Kreigh-
baum Bros., Char-Bell Theatre, Roches-
ter, Indiana.

WHAT HAPPENED TO JONES
-—Reginald Denny. “A dandy good picture

that went over big.”—C. S. Watson, Elec-

tric Theatre, Caldwell, Kan.

WHAT HAPPENED TO JONES—“Reggie’s best picture; full of thrills and
suspense. Satisfied all who came, and got

them a-talking about Denny. Excellent ap-

peal.”—A. R. McBurney, Princess Thea-
tre, Mapleton, Iowa.

THE TEASER —'“Plenty of comedy and
went over well. The first Universal picture

I ever played.”—C. S. Watson, Electric
Theatre, Caldwell, Kan.

THE TEASER—“This proved to be 100

per cent entertainment for my audience.”

They simply ate it up. Satisfactory at the

box office also.”—E. M. Biddle, Strand
Theatre, Paoli, Ind.

UniversalALWffifS Delivers!
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(Apollo, Indianapolis, Ind.) Have nothing but

praise for Pathe Comedies this year, and this is

one of them. Although Miss Day is starred,

there is an assortment of cows, ducks and jack

mules that steal honors. Some trick photography

that’s new. (Barneys, Point Marion, Pa.) This

one looked good to me. I rather think it pleased

all who saw it. (Fairyland, White Castle, La.)

GREEN ARCHER, THE, Allene Ray, Walter
Miller, 10 episode serial, 2.—The first episode be-

gun May 28th and from the comments coming
out in the “Exhibitors Herald,” I bought it on
what they had to say about it in “What the Pic-

ture Did for Me.” It starts off good. (Fairy-

land, White Castle, La.) A sure history picture.

Fourth eipisode is holding up and getting better.

(Gem, Hartford, Kan.) Have just finished play-

ing this serial. This serial was so far ahead of

anything that I ever played that there is no
comparison. The interest never let down. (Elec-

tric, Caldwell, Kan.) Without doubt the best

serial we have ever used. Would like to get an-

other one like it. (Empress, Glenrock, Wyoming.)
Had the third chapter last Sunday and it surely

is going over big. Showing this for Sunday mat-
inee and the kids are well pleased. A good clean

mystery story and business is picking up with

each chapter. (May, Mayville, Wis.) A serial

that will take well anywhere. Farmers and
bankers sat side by side and moaned alike at the

final title. (Majestic, Reedsburg, Wis.) A high
class serial. Just as good as “Sunken Silver.”

Perhaps a little better. Am on the fifth chapter
and it keeps them interested. A mystery serial

that keeps you guessing. Every kid in town now
is an “Archer.” See bows and arrows everywhere.
Good ad for you. (Palace, Rockmart, Ga.) The
best serial I have played in a long time. I have
run four episodes and the crowds keep coming.
(Electric, Caldwell, Kan.) We have run several

serials and can truthfully say we believe this to

be the best one yet. Dark mystery, thrills, and
action. Have played seven of the ten chapters
and going strong. (Globe, Savannah, Mo.) Great
picture. Everyone interested. (Princess, Elwood,
Ind.) This serial failed to hold business. Too
many mysteries involved. Patrons say, "It goes
round and round.” (Auditorium, Crockett, Tex.
Going good. (Majestic, Homer, Mich.) On my
9th episode, and must say it is one of the very
best I have used for a long time. (Fairyland,
White Castle, La.) If you want a serial you
won’t go wrong on “The Green Archer.” Ten
episodes, and every one good from start to finish.

(Gem, Hartford, Kan.) Third episode. This is a
serial that is beginning to please those that do
not like serials. Many favorable comments.
(Fairyland, White Castle, La.) This is one of the
best serials to date. If it don’t hold the crowd,
you had better lay off serials. (Dream, Onalaska,
Wash.) A fairly good serial that is not doing
any additional business for me. Bought it on
the strength of favorable reports in Herald, but
it isn’t going over for me. Played seven chap-
ters so far. (Empress, Akron, la.) Very good
serial but I just can’t get them in to see it. But
I know if they saw it once they'd come again.
All the kids are shooting arrows all over and it’s

a big boost. (Crown, Cedar Point, 111.) Have
run serials for about 15 years and have never
seen any start out better than this one does. Only
showed 1 chapter so can’t tell about the balance.
(Orpheum, Oelwein, la.) On the 8th episode and
holding up very well. It’s a good serial if you
use them. (Cozy, Wagoner, Okla.) Very fine

serial. Played it in hot weather and business in-
creased. (Blende, Benton, Wis.) A mighty good
serial. Just completed and certainly pleased
them all. (Highland, Guthrie, Okla.) First chap-
ter fair. (Majestic, Homer, Mich.) Best serial

I have run in a year. Did a very good business.
(Royal, Reading, Pa.) You cannot go wrong on
this one. Held up good all the way through.
(Perry, Darlington, Mo.)

HAL ROACH COMEDIES, 1.—The best com-
edy buy we have made this year. Better than
many two reelers that cost twice the amount.
(Majestic, Reedsburg, Wis.) Good. We consider
a one reel comedy is better than a two reel. They
have too much story. (Karlen, Monticello, Wis.)

HIT THE HIGH SPOTS, The Spat Family, 2.—
One of the biggest liars I ever knew told me not
to miss buying these. I didn’t know he was a
liar ’til I ran them. (Illinois, Sullivan, 111.) Bet-
ter than some of their other ones. Print fair.
(Empress, Grundy Center, la.) A fair comedy.
(Grand, Breese, 111.)

HONOR SYSTEM, THE, Aesop Fable, 1.—All
the Fables are good. They please both young and
old. (Las Plumas, Las Plumas, Cal.) An extra
good one, although they were always good, they
seem to be getting better of late. (Trags, Neills-
ville, Wis.)

HUG BUG, THE, Glen Tryon, 2.—Here is a
real comedy. Laughs and thrills with as much

Here’s the

Next One
Beg to call your attention to the

fact that we have not received a BOX
OFFICE RECORD since the March
issue. Please send us the other

monthly numbers. — Liberty Theatre,

Shiner, Texas.

story as most comedy specials. (Barneys, Point

Marion, Pa.) Nothing to rave over ; it’s a hard

job trying to keep good comedies on the screen,

so many too crazy, especially where you have to

cater to a high class audience. (Fairyland, White
Castle, La.) A good comedy, but not as good as

Tryon’s previous ones. (Princess, Chilton, Wis.)

A fairly good comedy. Some liked it. Some not.

(Plaza, Chicago, 111.) Pretty good comedy.

Clever situations and a few new gags. (Happy
Hour, Jasper, Minn.)

IRON NAG, THE, 2.—This is a scream from
start to finish. (Opera House, Monticello, Iowa.)

Very good comedy. The kids were laughing from
start to finish. (Venice, Neph, Utah.) Fair. (Il-

linois, Sullivan, 111.)

LONG PANTS, Glen Tryon, 2.—Got very few
laughs. (A-Mus-U, Frederick, Okla.) A very

good comedy. Laughs from beginning to end.

Not a dull moment. Better than many features.

Will certainly be a great help to put over a weak
feature. (Princess, Chilton, Wis.) Very good.

This made them all laugh. (Rich, Montpelier,

Idaho.) Downright clever. (Illinois, Sullivan,

111 .)

LOST DOG, The Spat Family, 2.—Very good
comedy. (American, Scofield, Ut.) Not much to

this one. (Grand, Breese, 111.)

MADAME MYSTERY, Theda Bara, 2.—Good.
(Venice, Nephi, Utah.) Pretty good comedy and
it was interesting to see the old star back again
in a novel setting. (Star, Menard, Texas.)

MAMMA BEHAVE, Charley Chase, 2.—A good
comedy. (Princess, Chilton, Wis.) Was well met
and enjoyed. (Fairyland, White Castle, La.) All

that I can say for this one, it’s good. (Fairy-

land, White Castle, La.) A comedy riot, chuck
full of laughs. (Happy Hour, Jasper, Minn.)

NO FATHER TO GUIDE HIM, Charley Chase,
2.—Played with Harold Lloyd in “For Heaven’s
Sake” and it got nearly as much comment as the
feature. It would be hard to beat this comedy,
or any Chase comedy, for that matter. Chase is

a consistent success. (Quality, Cullom, 111.) A
crackerjack of a comedy, as good as any we have
had yet. Lots of laughs and quite a bit different

from the usual run of comedies. (Community,
Surprise, Neb.) Very good slapstick. Well liked.

(Community, David City, Neb.) Funny. (San
Juan, Friday Harbor, Wash.) Fair comedy. Did
not get many laughs. (Venice, Nephi, Utah.)

PLEASANT JOURNEY, A, Our Gang, 2.—AH
“Our Gang” comedies are good. Have run quite

a good many and gave better satisfaction than
the average. Two reels. (Community, Red Gran-
ite, Wis.) Good as usual. Everybody well

pleased. (Community, Red Granite, Wis.) These
are always good. Old like them as well as young,
but too high on the rent for small towns. (Crys-
tal, Peru, Nebr.) These kids are always scoring
a knockout. Adults go wild over them ; so do
the children. (Khattar’s, Sydney, N. S., Canada.)
We bill "Our Gang Comedies” with our features
and give them a prominent shape in our ad-
vertising. (Murray, DeFuniak Springs, Fla.)
Very good for the first few, but they were tire-

some. (Quality, Cullom, 111.)

OVER THEREABOUTS, 2.—Good comedy.
'Aeroplane stunts and war stuff. (Grand, Rainier,
Ore.) Just a fair comedy. (Illinois, Sullivan,

111 .)

PATHE COMEDIES, 1 and 2.—I find these the
best singles available for my patrons. Also the
Indianapolis Exchange are the whitest bunch I

ever dealt with. (Royal, Fail-mount, Ind.) We
played five brands of Pathe comedies at once.
This is quite a stunt for something different. Get
a circus herald made up and use plenty of them

They Have
enjoyed

shows much
more since . .

(Continued)

and you can get them in. The people like it.

(Rich, Montpelier, Idaho.)

PATHE NEWS, 1.—Number thirty-three the
best we have ever shown. (Red Granite, Wis.)
Always welcome at our house and viewed with
keen interest by patrons. Believe this to be par-
ticularly true of small towns with regard to

news reels. (Pioneer, Amasa, Mich.) As good
as the best. (Grand, Breese, 111.) Always neces-

sary. (Gem, Calico Rock, Ark.) Always good.

(Karlem, Monticello, Wis.) The only safe and
sane buy on the market today. They are always
good. (Lyric, Atkinson, Nebr.) No. 33, 35 and
37 very good. Had many good comments. (Com-
munity, Redgranite, Wis.) Wouldn’t be without
a news reel. Have people come particularly f«r

news reel which I show Sundays. (Badger,
Reedsburg, Wis.)

PATHE REVIEW, 1.—An interesting colorful

reel that pleases generally. (Grand, Rainier,

Ore.) Used one of these and the film was bad
on same. This was not even a good filler. (Rial-

to, Sharon, Wis.)

PUNCH IN THE NOSE, A, 2.—Very good com-
edy. (Grand, Ash Grove, Mo.) Good, Lots of

laughs. (People’s, Port Arthur, Texas.)

RADIO MAD, The Spat Family, 2.—So-so. Two
reels. (Illinois, Sullivan, 111.) A flop from pretty

near every angle except photography, which was
good. (The Pioneer, Amasa, Mich.)

RUBBERNECK, The Spat Family, 2.—Consider
it the poorest Spat, but it isn’t bad at that. (Or-
pheum, Oelwein, Iowa.) Good. Brought out some
of the heartiest laughs that I have heard for

some time. (Community, Redgranite, Wis.)

SAY IT WITH BABIES, Glen Tryon, 2.—Very
good. (Princess, Chilton, Wis.) A fair comedy.
(Benn, Philadelphia, Pa.)

SCARED STIFF, Clyde Cook, 2.—It made them
laugh and scream. Must have been very good.
(Blende, Benton, Wis.) A good comedy that went
over big. Stuart Holmes and Eileen Percy in

this one and both are O. K. (Dixie, Winona,
Miss.)

SHIVERING SPOOKS, Our Gang, 2.—This one
entertained 100 per cent and kept the kiddies in

to see it over twice. The ghost part of it was
exciting. (Fairyland, White Castle, La.) Here
is a 100 per cent comedy, the best Our Gang to

date. (Apollo, Indianapolis, Ind.)

SHOULD SAILORS MARRY, Clyde Cook, 2.—
They laughed their heads off on this one. Very
good. (Ritz, St. Louis, Mo.) Good comedy. (Sil-

ver Family, Greenville, Mich.) This comedy got

a lot of laughs. (Lake View, Lake View, La.)

STARVATION BLUES, Clyde Cook, 2.—Good
comedy. (Alamo, Cameron, W. Va.) Very good
comedy if it was all there, but about one-third

last reel gone. (Grand, Rainier, Ore.) Page Nat
Wills. (Illinois, Sullivan, 111.)

THERE GOES THE BRIDE, 2.—Mild. (Illi-

nois, Sullivan, 111.) This one is a mighty good
comedy I think, and it got plenty of laughs.
(Electric, Caldwell, Kans.)

WALL STREET BLUES, 2.—Plenty of laughs
in this one. (Atlantic, Atlantic, Mass.) A good
funny comedy. (Silver Family, Greenville, Mich.)

WHERE MEN ARE MEN, Aesop Fable, 1.—
This is a very clever cartoon Aesop Fable. No
story, but plenty of action and the artist is a
real humorist. He makes them funny. I think
these are by far the class of all cartoon stuff

I have ever seen. (Grand, Pierre, S. D.) Very
good fable. (Grand, Rainier, Ore.)

WIFE TAMERS, Lionel Barrymore, 2.—This
was a comedy that took the audience by sur-

prise, to see Lionel Barrymore taking part in a
Mack Sennett comedy. However, it was a very
good comedy and high class. Let Lionel make
some more like this. (Fairyland, White Castle,

La.) A knock-out of a comedy. A wonderful
cast. Everybody liked this one. (Benn, Phila-
delphia, Pa.)

Universal

AL’S TROUBLE, A1 Alt, 2.—About up to usual
standard of Century brand. (Grand, Rainier,

Ore.) Pretty fair comedy. No comment. (Grand,
Rainier, Ore.)

ANDY GUMP COMEDIES, 2.—These comedies
take fairly well but not as good as the Gang or

Larry Semons. (Odd Fellows Hall, Schaghticoke,
N. Y.) Always good and will draw business.

(Pythian, Belt, Mont.) Very good. My people
like them very much. (Liberty, Lynden, Wash.)
Good as any, only I am paying too much for it.

If they would charge half what I am compelled
to pay it would help me ease up on my program.
(Rex, Newport, Wash.) These comedies are only
fair. A few laughs in them. (Dixie, Winona,
Miss.) Very good, if you don’t have to pay too
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PatheNews
Triumphant during 1 926 just as it has been

for the past fifteen years!

Just a few of the crowning scoops of the

past few months, many of them exclusive;

THE SURRENDER OF ABD-EL-KRIM IN

MOROCCO

THE GRAND NATIONAL STEEPLECHASE IN

ENGLAND

THE PILSUDSKI REVOLUTION IN POLAND

FIRST PICTURES OF EX-KAISER AT DOORN

BYRD AND AMUNDSEN IN THE ARCTIC

WILKINS AIRPLANE FLIGHTS IN ALASKA

BEHIND THE SCENES OF SOVIET RUSSIA

THE LAKE DENMARK EXPLOSION

FONCK TRANS ATLANTIC FLIGHT

TWICE A WEEK—TWICE AS GOOD
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much for it. (Rex, Newport, Wash.) Good. All

Gump comedies pull well for me. (Princess,

Waynesboro, Miss.)

ANDY IN HOLLYWOOD, Slim Summerville,

2.—The last Gump and the worst you ever saw.

It’s a shame to ruin such a good series by put-

ting this guy in the last one. He is a blank.

(Castle, Havana, 111.) A very poor comedy. Some
Gumps are good and some are absolutely the

bunk. (Columbus, Columbus, Tex.) Poor Slim

Summerville cannot play the part of Andy. We
cut out part of each reel the second night and
got by much better than to bore the people with

2 reels. (Cozy, Fayette, la.)

ANDY TAKES A FLYER, 2.—As good as the

average Gump. (Community, David City, Nebr.)

Not as good as some of the former Gumps, but

drew a good number of laughs and seemed to go
over, especially with the kids. (Grand, Rainier,

Ore.) A regular Gump comedy. Pleases the kids.

(Silver Family, Greenville, Mich.) The Gumps

—

Good comedy. (Lyric, Frostburg, Md.)

BEDTIME STORY, A, Arthur Lake, 1.—An-
other good one reeler and these one reel comedies
make good fillers for a program. (Royal, Kim-
ball, S. D.) Fair comedy. (Trags, Neillsville,

Wis.) Good comedy. (Grand, Rainier, Ore.) Ar-
thur Lake is a good looking collegiate type of

comedian, and we like him. (Gulf, Goose Creek,

Tex.)

BIG CITY, THE, Edna Marian, 2.—This is a
dandy little comedy, but why do they dress this

clever little Wampas girl like a hay shaker? I

have had her in 3 or 4 pictures and so far as I

can recall they always try to make her look like a

damnphool. If they need any daisies who look

like a hedge fence, why don’t they go out in the
middle of the road and pick up one and not pick

on Edna ? Here's hoping that her next one will

show her as a human being and not a brush ape.

(Trags, Neillsville, Wis.) A good comedy at the
start but flops at the end. (Auditorium, Liberty-
ville. 111.) Just a comedy. (Silver Family, Green-
ville, Mich.) A very good comedy. Drew some
good laughs. (Grand, Rainier, Ore.) This took
well. The Universal comedies are winners from
the fact that you can give them such a variety
and they are only foolish enough to be good.
(Casino De Luxe, Kiowa, Colo.)

BIG GAME, THE, 2.—Very good comedy. Short
Western story. They liked it. (Grand. Rainier,
Ore.) This is a good short Western well sup-
plied with comedy. (Strand, Paoli, Ind.) Good
two reel Western. (S. T., Parker, S. D.)

BLLIEBIRD COMEDIES, 1.—These comedies
are as good as the average one reelers. (Strand,
Ransom, Kans.) These comedies are fair, some
good, some mediocre. (Strand, Ransom, Kans.)

BROADWAY BEAUTIES, Edna Marian, 2.—
A lively comedy that kept them in good humor.
(Grand, Rainier, Ore.) Good comedy that seemed
to please. Universal comedies seem to give gen-
eral satisfaction. (Elk, Worland, Wyo.)

BUSTER BROWN COMEDIES, Arthur Trimble,
2.—The Buster Brown’s always take well with
my patrons. (Royal, Fairmount, Ind.) The best
comedies out ; none better made. Also played In-
ternational News, always good. (Electric, Burt,
Iowa.) Nothing to it whatever and I hope I don't
get any more of the Brown comedies. (Royal,
Kimball, S. D.) Everyone likes these three, the
boy, and girl and the dog is a wonder. (Prin-
cess. Sanderson, Tex.) Among the best two reel
comedies on the market, especially good for kids.
(Star, Tuckerman, Ark.) Fellows, if you are not
playing these comedies you don’t know what you
are missing. The old folks like them and the kids
go wild about them. (Youngs, Lexington, N. C.)
Very good comedy. All the Buster Brown come-
dies have been good that we have had so far.
(Grand, Rainier, Ore.) All these comedies are
good. Consider Pete, the dog. the best comedy
dog on the screen today. Kids are well cast and
directing is far above the average. (Orpheum,
Kalamazoo, Mich.) These comedies are very en-
tertaining. Young and old enjoy them. They draw
just as many kids as Our Gang. The dog is sim-
ply a wonder. (Strand, Paoli, Ind.) Good series
of comedies. (Gulf, Goose Creek, Tex.) The
best 2 reel comedies on the market, bar none.
(Cozy, Wagoner, Okla.) Very good, as are near-
ly all Buster Brown comedies. (Gem, Socorro,
N. Mex.)

BUSTER’S HUNTING PARTY, Arthur Trimble,
2-—Good comedy. Dog extra good to look at. Have
had three of these comedies and I think they rank
with the best comedies on the market. (Reel Joy,
King City, Cal.) This was a good comedy for the
kids. Tige can make them laugh. (Rialto, Ham-
mon, Okla.)

BUSTER’S NOSE DIVE, Arthur Trimble, 2.—
This is a good comedy for the kids. Went over
good for us. (Dixie, Winona, Miss.) This is our
first Buster Brown comedy and everybody liked

Depend
on It

A film salesman carried off our last

BOX OFFICE RECORD, so we did

not get very much good out of it.

We presume you will send us an-

other when the next issue is off the

press.—Strand Theatre, Covington, Va.

it. Buster, you are a real clever little actor and
your dog is a wonder. (Bijou, Conway, N. H.)
Buster Brown comedy distributed by Universal.

Mary Jane, Buster and Tige had the crowd in an
uproar. Good in any town. (Casino DeLuxe,
Kiowa, Colo.) This is a dandy comedy. Lots of

trick stuff, but they will more than laugh. (Pa-

triot, Patriot, Ind.) Pleasing comedy. The kids

and Tige are good. (S. T., Parker, S. D.) They
get better all the time. This is a dandy good
comedy. (Grand, Rainier, Ore.) A lot better

than the average comedy. Satisfactory. (Audi-
torium, Liberty ville, 111.) This is my fifth comedy
in this series and haven’t seen a bad one yet.

(Eminence, Eminence, Ky.) Mighty good little

comedy with lots of laughs. (Crystal, Peru, Nebr.)

BUSTER’S SKY ROCKET, Arthur Trimble, 2.—
This comedy is good for several laughs caused by
the clever dog. Buster and Mary Jane were
second. We have used several Buster Brown’s
and all are good. (Patriot, Patriot, Ind.) Very
good as usual. (Grand, Rainier, Ore.) Not up
to the standard of other Buster Brown comedies

I have played, but as a rule they are good. (Gem,
Socorro, N. Mex.)

CAPTAIN SUDS, 2.— I find these two reel Cen-

tury comedies to be very good and above the

average. (Strand, Ransom, Kan.) There didn’t

seem to be much laughter or cheering while this

was being shown. (Trags, Neillsville, Wis.) A
better than average Century comedy. Some good
laughs in it. (Grand, Rainier, Ore.) Very good
comedy. We are playing all Universal comedies
and we find them all okay. (Liberty, Mason
City, 111.) Average Universal comedy. (Monarch,
Edmonton, Alta.) Good comedy and sure makes
them yell when Eddy runs out on the plank with
his eyes blindfolded. It’s a thrilling moment, 100

feet above the street with no one to stop him.
(Royal, Kimball, S. Dak.)

CENTURY COMEDIES, 2.—Run fairly good,

but are nothing exceptional. (Cabot, Marshfield,

Danville & Plainfield, Vt.) These are good, I

find those starring Puffy the best. (Strand, Ran-
som, Kans.) These seem to please. They are

spotty, but then I have seen several of the Our
Gang comedies that only my friends laughed at,

and believe that these comedies on the average
are up with any you can buy. With the Com-
plete Service Contract they sure are a life saver

for the summer months when you have to give

them a lot and lose. (Grand, Pierre, S. D.)

Absolutely the best comedies I have ever had in

my house, and I have tried all kinds. I have not
found a lemon this year out of the bunch and I

have been playing two a week. Universal one-
reel comedies also fine. Good business getters.

(Star, Tuckerman, Ark.) We have used them
several weeks now and they are O. K. Book
them. (Columbia, Poynette, Wis.) Some are

fair, others not so good. (Pastime, Mason, Mich.)

Not as good as they might be. (Band Box, Ply-

mouth, Ind.)

COLLEGE YELL, A, Neely Edwards.—One of

the kids laughed at this, but the other two cash

customers gave him a bust on the cronk, so I

didn’t figure it was such a heluva wow. Why
don’t they put a few laughs in these said com-
edies? (Trags, Neillsville, Wis.) Fairly short

comedy. (Grand, Rainier, Ore.)

CROWNING THE COUNT, 2.—Pretty good
slapstick. (Traggs, Neillsville, Wis.) This com-
edy did not get a wrinkle here. (Silver Family,
Greenville, Mich.) Poor, poor, poor. We’ve had
more poor 2 reel comedies lately than you can
count on two hands. (Eminince, Eminence, Ky.)
Not very much to this comedy. (American, Sco-

They saw the

Red Seal
Novelties

(finis)

field, Utah.) Would class this as a very poor

comedy creation. (Grand, Rainier, Ore.)

DANGEROUS PEACH, A, 2.—Same as all Cen-
tury comedies, they seem to please. (Alamo,
Pembine, Wis.) Pretty good. (Trags, Neillsville,

Wis.) Produced a million laughs, but Uncle Carl,

won’t you please refine your comedies a bit?

There is always a coarse situation in them that

offends my best people, who would rather their

children w’ould not attend when the Centuries are

on. (Rex, Salmon, Idaho.)

DESPERATE DAN, 2.—Quite a bit of “monkey
business’’ in this. And not much force for us.

Not what we expected. (Patriot, Patriot, Ind.)

Went over fine with “The Slave of Fashion.’’

Outdoor action and comedy western, a little better

than the ones with no comedy in them. It’s good

enough. (Royal, Kimball, S. Dak.)

DON’T FALL, Buddy Messinger, 2.—A pleasing

comedy. The colored boy in this is very good.

(Grand, Rainier, Ore.) Fairly good two reeler.

(DeLuxe, Spearville, Kan.)

DRY UP, 2.—A good comedy with, lots of

laughs. Some original stuff in this one. (Strand,

Paoli, Ind.) Just another Century comedy. One
is about as good as another. They are all the

bunk. (Rialto, Sharon, Wis.)

EIGHTEEN CARAT, Edna Marian, 2—Lots of

action and some good laughs in this comedy.
(Grand, Rainier, Ore.) Only fair. This little

star is good if she had good stories. (Eminence,
Eminence, Ky.) Just a comedy. (Silver Family,
Greenville, Mich.) This one is good and adds to

the program. (Royal, Kimball, S. D.)

EMERGENCY MAN, THE, 2.—Just fair; that’s

all. (Royal, Kimball, S. D.) An average Mus-
tang. (Trags, Neillsville, Wis.) Good short

western. (Grand, Rainier, Ore.)

FADE AWAY FOSTER, 2—Good Mustang
Western. Lots of comedy in it. That is what
they should be, comedies, but not as a lot of

them are. (Royal, Kimball, S. D.) Very good
comedy Western. (Grand, Rainier, Ore.)

FAINT HEART, Charles Puffy, 1.—Good for a
one reel comedy. (S. T., Parker, S. D.) Very
good short comedy. (Grand, Rainier, Ore.) Good
one reeler from Universal’s selections. Puffy sure

has lots of trouble before he gets married. (Royal,

Kimball, S. D.)

FINANCIALLY EMBARRASSED, Arthur Lake,
1.—All of the Arthur Lake comedies I’ve shown
were good. (Benton Community, Benton City,

Mo.) Good average comedy. (Grand, Rainier,

Ore.) A few laughs in it. (Trags, Neillsville,

Wis.)

FLIVVER VACATION, A, 2.—Fair comedy.
(Palace, Beckley, W. Va.) Fairly good comedy.
Most of the situations have been worked to

death, however. (Grand, Rainier, Ore.)

FLYING WHEELS, Wanda Wiley, 2.—Pretty
good action comedy that seemed to please gen-
erally. (Grand, Rainier, Ore.) Seriously I did

not think much of it. But most of the audience
thought it extra good. It will please the young-
sters and part of the old folks. (Casino DeLuxe,
Kiowa, Colo.) Outside of Wiley and Buster Brown
the Universal comedies are a joke. (Starland,

Stockbridge, Mich.) A good comedy. (Silver

Family, Greenville, Mich.)

FREE RIDE, A, 1.—Very good. (Strand, Eliza-

bethtown, Ind.) Weak. But only one reel. Thus
the suspense is soon over. (Rex, Madisonville,

Tex.)

GOING GOOD, Wanda Wiley, 2.—A fine com-
edy. This girl is certainly in a class by herself.

(Silver Family, Greenville, Mich.) Foolish but
laughable. (Hammond, Hammond, Wis.) Good
thrill comedy. Kept the kids in an uproar.
(Grand, Rainier, Ore.)

GRINNING FISTS, Fred Humes, 2.—Up to

usual standard of this series. Plenty of action,

fights and hard riding. The western fans liked

it. (Grand, Rainier, Ore.) Nice little two-reel

western. (Trags, Neillsville, Wis.) Two-reel
western of the poorer kind, but lots of good
scenery and good action. Just filled my bill

right. (Royal, Kimball, S. D.)

HEARTS FOR RENT, Arthur Lake, 1.—Not a

cackle in it. (Trags, Neillsville, Wis.) Not
many laffs. (Trags, Neillsville, Wis.)

HELPFUL AL, A1 Alt, 2.—Two young men
find a small girl in their auto and undertake
to take care of her ; the small girl is almost

as cute as Baby Peggy. This is one of Cen-

tury’s best comedies. (Eminence, Eminence, Ky.)

Some comedy ; it sure made your hair stand up
in some places, and my roof was just strong

enough to hold them in. It’s a bear. (Royal,

I
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Kimball, S. D.) Very good. Lots of action.

(Rex, Newport, Wash.)

HER LUCKY LEAP, Wanda Wiley, 2.—Good
comedy; better than the average. (Silver Family,

Greenville, Mich.) No laughs in this one. (Grand,

Rainier, Ore.) An absolute knockout. Every-

thing is funny from start to finish. Wanda
Wiley is mighty good in all her comedies. (Star,

Tuekerman, Ark.) We are playing all of the

Universal short subjects. We have a Complete

Service Contract and use all comedies and West-
erns. Sorry to say, but we can’t say very much
good for Century comedies. They do not get

any laughs in our theatre. (Liberty, Mason City,

111.) Always plenty of kick and a lot of laughs

in Wanda. It’s good. (Royal, Kimball, So. Dak.)

INTERNATIONAL NEWS, 1—Every house

should run news and from what I have seen I

think these are the best. (Willey Memorial Hall,

Cabot ; K. P. Hall, Marshfield ; Town Hall in

Danville, and Plainfield, Vt.) Have used two of

these and I believe they are a good bet. People

seem to like them fine. (Strand, Ransom, Kan.)

My patrons like this subject, as it is good, de-

pieting lots of news, although I would like it

much better if I got it sooner. (Strand. Ran-
som, Kan.) Are always good and entertaining.

(Majestic, Hebron, Neb.) Usually good. (Karlen,

Monticello, Wis.) Some of these are good ; oth-

ers only fair, but for a news reel they are all

hard to beat. (Strand, Ransom, Kan.)

JIMINY CRICKETS, Neely Edwards, 1—Only
fair, but got some laughs, especially from the

kids. (Strand, Ransom, Kan.) Weak, as weak
as its length. Universal two-reel comedies are

better. (Rex, Madisonville, Tex.) Fair only.

Poorest Bluebird I have used. (Strand, Ransom,
Kan.)

JUST IN TIME, Wanda Wiley, 2.—Very little

comedy to it. (Photoplay, Ashland, Kan.) A
subject that seemed to have more of a story than

the average run of those Centurys. However, it

is not very funny. (Rialto, Sharon, Wis.)

LIFE’S GREATEST THRILLS, 2. — Extra
good. (American, Scofield, Utah.) This is very

good. (Shuler, Raton, N. M.) This short sub-

ject surprised me. It's getting old but it is

very good. By all means play it. (Rich, Mont-
pelier, Idaho.) Of all the nerve Universal has it.

Charge me rental for this advertisement of its

news service. Nothing but robbery. Any time

they sell me another one like this, I will take a

good swing at the salesman. (Reel Joy, King
City, Cal.)

LOVE MY DOG, Arthur Lake, I—A mess.

(Texas, Grand Prairie, Tex.) Good one-reeler on
the dog’s love and how a dog cured a girl by
coming back and bringing her three little pup-

pies. (Royal, Kimball, S. D.)

LUCKY ACCIDENT, A, Charles Puffy, 1.—
Pretty fair comedy that seemed to please gen-

erally. (Grand, Rainier, Ore.) Just an ordinary

comedy, about as good as the average. (Hopkins,

Cotter, Ark.)

MIN’S HOUSE ON THE CLIFFS, 2—A very

good comedy. I have all the Gumps booked.

They are great. (Monticello Opera House, Mon-
ticello, la.) Dumb luck, substituted for this

which is very good. Not so many laughs but

plenty of thrills. (Grand, Rainier, Ore.) Pleased

all who like Gumps. (Princess, Elwood, Ind.)

First reel a little slow, but oh boy ! The second

reel kept ’em in a howl. It wasn’t only funny,
but very thrilling. This comedy pleased 100 per
cent. (Globe, Savannah, Mo.) Poorest Gump
ever made, at least I don’t see how they could

make a poorer one. Absolutely nothing to it.

(Community, Surprise, Neb.) A funny Gump.
(Silver Family, Greenville, Mich.)

MIN WALKS IN HER SLEEP, 2 A very
funny comedy. (Silver Family, Greenville,

Mich.) Very good. Many thrills and laughs in

this one. (Grand, Rainier, Ore.) Very good.

Lots of laughs. (Eagle, Eagle River, Wis.)

MORTGAGED AGAIN, Arthur Lake, 1.—Here
is another good one from Arthur that keeps you
guessing and smiling till the last end. (Royal,

Kimball, S. Dak.) Fair to middling. (Trags,
Neillsville, Wis.)

MOTOR TROUBLE, 2.—Just a two reel com-
edy.— (Orpheum, Kalamazoo. Mich.) Pretty good
slapstick. (Trags, Neillsville, Wis.)

MUSTANG WESTERNS, 2.—These Mustangs
are more than making good for me. No padding,
good stories and plenty of action. (Strand. Paoli,

Ind.) These work in fine on a short subject night
or to balance up a comedy feature. (Pastime,
Mason, Mich.) These Mustang westerns are very
good. This one was better than the average.
Miss Sedgwick surely can ride a horse. (Strand,

Valuable in

Colorado
EXHIBITORS HERALD is cer-

tainly the most interesting and useful

trade journal. The BOX OFFICE
RECORD I find very valuable in the

selection of pictures.— Community
Theatre, Castle Rock, Colo.

Paoli, Ind.) These average pretty fair and W. C.

Tuttle stories with PeeWee Holmes and Ben Cor-

bett are sure fire comedies. (Pastime, Mason,
Mich.) This two-reel Western is as good as a
lot of five reelers which we have wished off on
us. (Trags, Neillsville, Wis.) These little West-
erns are just as good as lots of the five reelers.

They are all chuck full of action and plenty of

good old gun play. Use these with a serial, one
reel comedy, and two reel comedy on short sub-
ject night and never have a vacant seat in the

house after the first reel is on. (Star, Tuekerman,
Ark.) Those Westerns seem to please fairly well.

They usually have plenty of action and the ma-
jority of the younger class of trade seem to want
that kind of stuff. (Community, Elgin, Neb.)
These are pretty good for a change. I play them
every Tuesday. The kids seem to like them and
some of the older kids. (Community, Elgin, Neb.)
Have not had a poor one yet. (Pastime, Mason,
Mich.)

NURSERY TROUBLES, Edna Marian, 2.—Only
fair. They can’t seem to make two reels of real

good stuff in the same comedy. (S. T., Parker,
S. D.) Very good little comedy. (Strand, Ran-
som, Kan.) Fair comedy. (Silver Family, Green-
ville, Mich.) Nothing to brag about; fair filler,

that’s all. (Royal, Kimball, So. Dak.)

ONE WILD TIME, 2.—As usual, these are very
good. A Western comedy. (Grand, Rainier, Ore.)
Seemed to please everyone. (Auditorium, Nap-
panee, Ind.)

PAINLESS PAIN, Wanda Wiley, 2.—Depicts
the pleasant life of a customer in a dentist’s of-

fice. Very good slapstick. Many laffs. (Trags,
Neillsville, Wis.) Plenty of slapstick in this com-
edy. Kids enjoyed it. (New, Kalamazoo, Mich.)
Wanda seems to have lots of “pep” in her com-
edies and I believe we’ll get to liking her better
later on. (Palace, Syracuse, Neb.) Very good
comedy. One of the best this star has made for
some time. (Orpheum, Kalamazoo, Mich.) Just
an ordinary comedy. (Silver Family, Greenville,

Mich.) Fair comedy. (Grand, Rainier, Ore.)

PERILS OF THE WILD, Joe Bonomo, 10 epi-

sode serial, 2.—The first chapter of this is a disap-
pointment but after that it picks up and is great
stuff. We have played 9 chapters and we consider
it one of the best serials Universal ever made.
It contains all the elements of adventure so neces-
sary to the making of a successful serial and it

brings ’em back for more. (Royal, Newark, Ark.)
One of the best serials ever made by any com-
pany, bar none. Drawing power good ; no fall

backs. Play this one, brothers, and you’re safe.

Ten episodes of animal thrills. (Khattar’s Syd-
ney, N. S., Canada.) Even better than the first

episode. Business better than opening night.
Looks like it’s going over for a hit. The wild
animals draw the kids. (Strand, Paoli, Ind.)

Best reports from patrons of any serial recently
run. (Gulf, Goose Creek, Tex.) Started this

serial with 13th Chapter of “The Riddle Rider”
and business jumped 25 per cent. Looks like a
good one. They seem to like it. (Grand, Rainier,

Ore.) This serial held up well for us and really

got the people out during some very cold weather.
(Boynton, Boynton, Okla.) Average serial.

(Seneca, Blakely, Ga.) The best serial Bonomo
has made. (Globe, Buena Vista, Va.) Have run
episode four and it is proving very interesting.

Some of the photography resembles “Lost World.”
(Liberty, Pikeville, Ky.) Fourth chapter holding
up well. Lots of animal stuff and daring feats.

Seems to please. (Grand, Rainier, Ore.) First

episode very interesting. Plenty of action and
adventure that the young people enjoyed. Let’s

hope the remaining episodes are as good. (Lily,

Buffalo, N. Y.) Played the fourth episode last

night, and business was just half what it was
on the first episode. Don’t know where it will

be before it is over. It hasn’t the stuff that it

takes to get over with those liking serials.

(Strand, Granbury, Tex.) A good serial. Seems
to please, as the patronage is staying with it.

(Grand, Yoakum, Texas.) Tenth episode. Have
just completed this. It held up fine, and gave
general satisfaction. Had as many at the finish

as at the beginning. First serial in this town
for seven years. (Strand, Paoli, Ind.) First

serial I have run in seven years. The first epi-

sode was good, the attendance was average, and
they seemed to like it. (Strand, Paoli, Ind.)
This serial held up fine all the way through and
pleased. Many beautiful scenes and daring feats
throughout. (Grand, Rainier, Ore.) For three
years we have tried everything to have a Satur-
day matinee and it couldn’t be done, but now
with the help of the Universal exploitation man
on this serial we are on the fourth chapter and
business is bigger than ever. Especially pleasing
to the children. (Strand, Newton Falls, O.)

I’m proud to run Universal serials. They get
me good business. (Lincoln, Milwaukee, Wis.)
Here is a jim dandy serial based on the well

known book, “Swiss Family Robinson.” It’s well

produced, acted and full of punch and pep. Get
it if you have not run it. (Pearl, Highland Park,
111.) Second chapter of this serial and it seems
to be coming O. K. Nothing to rave about, but
have seen worse. (Grand, Okolona, Miss.) Now
on sixth episode. Holding up fair. Each episode

about alike. Not much story. Acting nothing to

brag about. About the only good thing is the

animals and scenery. (Princess, Chilton, Wis.)

Good moral tone to this one and will please the

kids 100 per cent. (Strand, Atmore, Ala.) Creat-

ing some business with this serial. Well liked,

on chapter 3. Would not trade my Complete
Service Contract for any two products on the

market at the same price. (Polo, Polo, 111.) On
the 2nd episode. Only fair to date, but promises

to get better. (Princess, Chilton, Wis.) Have
one chapter yet to run. It is full of thrills and
is holding up great. (Monticello Opera House,

Monticello, la.) Finished this and it pulled be-

cause it was fine. Good serial. (Princess, El-

wood. Ind.) This is a good serial. Nothing to it

to burn up the town but lots of animal stuff in

it and the kids like it. The hero, being one of

the world famous strong men, is watched with

interest by some of the village sports who come
regularly to see him perform. (Grand, Pierre,

S. D.) One of the best serials I’ve ever shown.

Bonomo great. (Globe, Buena Vista, Va.) Mighty
interesting throughout. The kind small towns

like. (Lyric, Edmond, Kan.) While this star

has not shown any interest in the last serial,

he made up for it in this one, as the story and

the children, especially the little boy, frames to-

gether with the pirate. It finished strong and

was well liked. (Town Hall, Westboro, Mass.)

Have shown second chapter and want to warn
that first chapter hasn’t the stuff to bring them
back, though the second one has. This will

necessitate work on both the first and second

chapter. (Tokio, Morehouse, Mo.) This is sup-

posed to be taken from the “Swiss Family Robin-

son” story. Nothing like it. Where do the pirates

come from? Well I am through with serials.

Never again ! (Palace, Waupaca. Wis.) I have

run six chapters of this and it is liked very much
by the people that like serials at all and by some

that didn’t like other serials. Full of jungle life

and animals. Very thrilling. (Wiley Memorial

Hall, Cabot, Vt.) Great. Have run all but last

chapter and it has proved very interesting and

a drawing card. (Cabot, Marshfield, Danville,

Vt.) Good, but Oh what it would have been with

an American in the place of a foreigner. My
patrons want pure old American actors. (Wash-

ington, Ataka, Okla.) I have run the sixth chap-

ter. Holding up great. Taken from “The Swiss

Family.” (Monticello Opera House, Monticello,

la.) This is a very good serial and one the

grown-ups like as well as the kids. Lots of wild

animals and always plenty of comedy. (Palace.

Burkburnett, Tex.) This is out of the ordinary

in serials. Clean as a whistle and is really inter-

esting to adults as well as children. (Texas.

Grand Prairie, Tex.) Fair serial. Not as good

as “The Circus Mystery.” (Gem, Upper Alton,

111.) Proved good to my house. Plenty of action.

(City, Lafayette. Ala.) Has proven good here.

Everyone likes it. (City, Lafayette, Ala.)

PERFECT LIE, THE, Neely Edwards, l.^Iust

a good filler and it did bring out a good laugh,

so that’s that. (Royal. Kimball. S. D.) An
average comedy that will get over with any good

program offering. (Grand, Rainier, Ore.) Fair.

(Bijou, Conway, N. H.)

PHONEY EXPRESS, THE, Charles Puffy, 1.—

A good little action comedy. (Grand, Rainier,

Ore.) Very good one reeler that brings smiles to

the crowd and sends ’em out happy. (Royal. Kim-

ball. S. D.l This is a dandy comedy. (Trags,

Neillsville, Wis.)

PLAYING THE SWELL, Wanda Wiley, 2.—

Just a comedy. (Silver Family, Greenville, Mich.)

Good eompdy. Lots of action and some good

laughs. (Grand, Rainier, Ore.)

RUSTLIN’ KID, THE, 2.—Good little Western

that pleased the majority. (Grand. Rainier, Ore.)

A good short Western that is packed with action.

(Strand, Paoli. Ind.)

( Continued an Page 80)
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A Complete Service

E
QUIPMENT Index offers to theatre

owners, executives, architects and en-

gineers, a complete service covering

virtually every phase of modern theatre con-

struction, equipment, operation and mainte-

nance. On the following pages have been

assembled in convenient form descriptive ar-

ticles of equipment and service of interest to

the owner and builder. Price ranges of ar-

ticles described are included as a buying aid.

Names of leading manufacturers are listed

to facilitate contact with reliable sources of

manufacture.

Throughout the material has been conveni-

ently arranged in the alphabetical order in

which it is most commonly known and used

in the trade.

Equipment Index is a semi-annual extension

of “Better Theatres” Service and activities.

In this, the second number, the editors have

striven to make further valuable the only ref-

erence book of its kind in the industry—a vol-

ume which presents not only sources of supply

but informative facts about the construction

and uses of a great variety of theatre prod-

uct and service.

Equipment Index is a practical encyclopedia

of theatre building and equipment informa-

tion.

Published by

Better Theatres Dept.,Exhibitors Herald
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pation, there is no instrument
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effect as the Wurlitzer Unit
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A fine example of the modern type of neighborhood theatres being erected in Chicago is the new Midwest Theatre, recently opened
by Ascher Bros. The comfortable theatre is part of an extensive business block.

Important Theatre Openings
Point Construction Activity
THE past few months have

been ones of the big theatre

openings. In this activity the

middle west stands head and shoul-

ders above the rest of the country

with the Pacific coast and South
making a bid for honors and the

East trailing behind.

Just what the situation will be

six months from now is interesting

to contemplate. Two of the coun-

try’s biggest and most important

theatres are now rearing their heads

in New York City and with the

completion of these the Eastern

metropolis is due for undivided

place in the spotlight for a while, at

least. In the meantime Chicago

and the middle west are setting a

pace that is all but staggering.

* * *

The most recent opening as this is

being written is the new Lubliner &
Trinz Belmont theatre, located on Chi-

cago’s north side. Details of this house
and adequate pictorial presentation are

being reserved for an early issue of “Bet-
ter Theatres.” Until that time some idea

of its splendor and magnitude may be
had from a perfectly just comparison of

it with the finest houses in Chicago and
these, very naturally, take in the Bala-
ban & Katz chain of wonder theatres.

Next Saturday evening Marks Bros,
will throw open the doors of their mag-
nificent new Granada theatre, located at

Sheridan Road and Devon avenue, Chi-
cago. A bit further on the horizon of

theatre opening looms the National The-
atre Corporation’s Avalon, Ascher Bros.’

Drake theatre, Ascher Bros.’ Sheridan,

Schoenstadt’s Piccadilly theatre, Marks
Bros.’ Ritz and a number of others in

various stages of completion. An out-
standing project is the recently an-

Construction progress on the Roxy theatre,

largest in the world, is shown in the above
view which was recently taken.

nounced S,000-seat theatre to be erected
on the south side by Andrew Karzas.
The building activity mirrored for the

future in Chicago and the Middle West
is no more striking than the great con-
struction program of the past few
months which has resulted in the open-
ing of theatres that are unquestionably
right at the top from every angle of
modern construction and beauty. Con-
spicuous among them all is Balaban &
Katz’ new Oriental theatre, executed in

a dazzling array of colors that eclipses
anything of its kind previously at-

tempted.
* * *

Many outstanding playhouses have
been opened within the past few months
and while it is impossible to describe
the interesting features of all of them
a few are given following as indicative

of the general trend in construction.
The Rialto Square theatre erected by

the Rubens Bros, at Joliet, 111., ranks
with the finest playhouses of the country
located outside of the Metropolitan cen-
ters. Views of this house are published
elsewhere in this issue.

The Avalon Theatre, Bellingham,
Washington, is a splendid example of the
modern small house. It features, among
other things, a cry room for children,

reproduced on a following page.
The “atmospheric” type theatre, which

has gained such vogue following the

opening of the Capitol theatre in Chi-
cago has been transplanted to the south
where the Olympic theatre marks the
first entree of this type playhouse in that

part of the country. Another splendid
example of theatre construction progress
in the South is the Greater Saenger the-

atre at New Orleans, which will seafi

4,000 and cost $2,000,000.

* * *

Kunsky and Balaban & Katz have
within the past two weeks opened their
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How They’re Building ’em Today

The Rialto Square theatre, Joliet, 111., is Auditorium view of the Balaban & Katz Oriental theatre, Chicago. The Oriental is

an outstanding example of theatre construe- probably the most colorful theatre in America—and one of the most beautiful. It was
tion progress in smaller cities. The above designed by Rapp & Rapp. One of its features is an immense ceiling dome. Paul Ash
view shows the ornate exterior of the Rubens holds forth at the Oriental,

house.

An idea of the spacious lobby in the new State theatre, Harrisburg, Pa., is

obtained from the above view. This new theatre, costing in the neighborhood
of a million dollars was recently opened by Wilmer & Vincent.

Another view of the Oriental theatre showing
some of the elaborate decorative treatment for

which the house is noted.
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Some Recently Opened Theatres

One of the features of the new Avalon theatre
in Bellingham, Wash., is a “cry room” for chil-

dren which the management has thoughtfully
provided for mother patrons.

The new Colony theatre, Washington, D. C., is one of the newest links in the

Crandall chain of playhouses. Above view is of lobby looking toward foyer and
main entrance. The Colony is a handsomely appointed neighborhood house of

dignified simplicity.

Night view of the Carthay Circle theatre, Los Angeles. In the Carthay Circle the Interesting details of Aztec architecture
Aztec treatment has been faithfully carried out in carvings, paintings and details. The are shown in the view above from the thea-
Carthay Circle is one of the Coast’s most distinctive houses. tre of that name at San Antonio, Texas.
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business section will house a theatre

seating several thousand.

The “atmospheric” type theatre ap-

pears to be winning favor in all sections

of the country following its first appear-

ance in Chicago and in the South.

Since the opening of the Capitol theatre

in Chicago there followed in quick suc-

cession the Grand Riviera in Detroit,

the Palace at Gary, Ind., and the Olym-
pic at Miami, Fla. Announcements have

recently been made that the first atmos-

pheric theatre in New York is to be

erected by Universal in the near future.

One of the South’s most pretentious

playhouses will be the Greater Saenger

theatre at New Orleans. Into this thea-

tre Julian Saenger, president, and E. V.

Richards, Jr., general manager, are put-

ting forth every effort to achieve a the-

atre of distinction. More than $2,000,000

will be spent in construction and equip-

ment. The seating capacity is to be
2,000. Costly paintings and rare import-

ed marble are some of the things that

will highlight the Greater Saenger.

On the West Coast construction of

new theatres has been proceeding at a

rapid rate. In that part of the country

the trend appears to be toward the col-

orful Egyptian, Spanish and Aztec archi-

tecture and many fine examples of the-

atres built along these lines have been
opened in recent months. A most un-

usual house, for example, has been

achieved in the Carthay Circle theatre,

Los Angeles, where the Aztec motif has

been employed. Here the builders have

gone to great lengths to assure the au-

thenticity of carvings, paintings and archi-

tectural features and details.

Consult the Exhibitors Information and

Catalog Bureau for items not listed in this

issue of the Equipment Index.

In the East interest centers on the new
Famous Players-Lasky theatre and office

building and the new Roxy theatre—the
latter being generally acclaimed as the
“world’s largest.” It will have a seating
capacity of 6,214. The main floor will

have 2,982 seats, the mezzanine 1,054 and
the balcony 2,178. The ground area to

be covered by the Roxy is 53,280
square feet. The main entrance will be
40 by 100 feet leading into a foyer 100
by 100 feet. Measurements of the main

A view of the spacious lobby of the Rialto Square theatre, Joliet, 111. The Rialto is in-

dicative of the finer type of playhouses in smaller towns.

Asclier Bros. Terminal theatre is one of Chicago’s finest outlying houses. Unusual treat-

ment of walls and ceiling is depicted in above view.

marvelous Michigan theatre in Detroit.

View and detail of this house will appear
in October “Better Theatres.”

Noteworthy advancement has been
made in the development of impressive

neighborhood and small town houses in

Chicago and the middle West. In Chi-

cago, for example, are such splendid

examples as Lubliner & Trinz’s new
Congress theatre and the Harding the-

atre opened by the same company. Both
houses command attention because of

the pretentious scale on which they are

constructed and because of their strict

adherence to every demand of comfort
and appointment for patrons.

A number of splendid outlying houses
have been opened by Ascher Bros.

Among them are the new Midwest thea-

tre and the Colony—theatres of ultra re-

finements. Karzas’ North Center thea-

tre, designed by Walter W. Ahlschlager,
is another specimen of the same high
type of neighborhood construction and
furnishings. On Chicago’s far north side

Balaban & Katz recently threw open the

doors of their Norshore theatre—a house
built and decorated in fashion typical of

the standard established at other B. & K.
playhouses.

Many other examples might be given
but photographs on this and the fol-

lowing pages convey the best idea of

the advanced style of playhouses which
are currently being erected.

auditorium are 190 by 200 feet. The cost

of this project is estimated at $8,000,000.

An idea of the size of the Famous
Players-Lasky project is obtained from
the fact that the building will be 26

stories in height and in addition to the
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ACCOUNTING SYSTEMS
Bookkeeping systems taking into con-

sideration specific requirements of the

theatre have been developed to care for

the operation of motion picture houses.
These may be had either in loose leaf

form or in solid book form covering an
entire year’s operation. These systems
are designed to cover fully receipts and
disbursements, film used, tickets sold,

etc., and enable the exhibitor to check
with promptness and accuracy his daily,

weekly business or the business for the
year. Prices range from $1.00 to $3.50.

Request further information through “Bet-
ter Theatres” Information and Catalog
Bureau.

& £ &

ACOUSTICS
Proper acoustics is today a subject of

outstanding importance in motion pic-

ture theatres. Briefly, acoustics is a

matter of sound control. The auditorium
that is faulty in acoustical properties is

losing much of the value of its organ
and orchestral music. Where speaking
is done from the stage, improper acous-
tics is even more apparent, the deflec-

tion of sound waves from hard surfaces,

angles and other factors, and their un-
timely clashing with resultant echoes,
creating a disturbance and “jumbled”
condition capable of ruining the show.

Proper acoustics today is achieved
through a careful study of the theatre

design and the application of materials

which eliminate the natural tendencies of

sound waves to swirl uncontrolled as

they radiate from a given point. The
problem of acoustics in theatres has re-

sulted in special consideration of them
by certain manufacturers ‘who have es-

tablished special departments, headed
by experts, to cooperate with theatre

owners and architects in the acoustical

treatment of theatre buildings.

Request further information through “Bet-
ter Theatres” Information and Catalog
Bureau.

<5* S

ADAPTERS, CARBON
The carbon adapter, frequently re-

ferred to as “carbon saver” is a device
consisting of a clamp which fits into the
carbon jaw and permits carbons to be
burned to within about one inch of their

length. The carbon adapter is made for

“Better Theatres'” Informa-
tion and Catalog Bureau, a

feature of the regular monthly
issues of “Better Theatres” is

reproduced elsewhere in Equip-
ment Index. If you do not find

listed the equipment in which
you are interested use the

coupon provided in the Exhib-
itors Information and Catalog
Bureau pages. You will he
placed in quick touch with reli-

able manufacturers and receive

their literature and catalogs.

both negative and positive carbon. Prices
range from 75c to $1.50.

Request further information through “Bet-
ter Theatres” Information and Catalog
Bureau.

&
ADAPTERS, MAZDA

The Mazda lamp adapter is a device

for converting a projector using the car-

bon arc to the use of Mazda projec-

tion lamps. It can be installed in any
carbon arc housing by fastening it to the

lower carbon jaw. It will operate for

both pictures and stereopticon slides.

The device consists of a bracket, an ad-

justable arm and reflector located behind

the lamp. Prices range from $15.00 up.

Leading manufacturers of this equip-

ment are:

MONARCH THEATRE SUPPLY CO., 1223

S. WABASH AVE., CHICAGO.
Best Devices Co., Film Building, Cleve-
land, Ohio.

ADDRESSING MACHINES
Machines of this type usually employ

metal plates on which are embossed
names of theatre patrons. Plates are

used for addressing programs, special

letters, etc., to regular lists of theatre-

goers in the community of the playhouse.

Request further information through “Bet-

ter Theatres” Information and Catalog
Bureau.

&
ADVERTISING NOVELTIES
The thing to be accomplished through

the use of advertising novelties of one
type or another is the chief consideration

in their selection. Among the popular
novelties, however, which have been
used by theatres for stimulating matinee
business, building up juvenile perform-
ances or bolstering business on week
nights are balloons, thermometers on
which are imprinted pictures of stars,

buttons, badges, pennants, confections,

etc.

Request further information through “Bet-

ter Theatres” Information and Catalog
Bureau.

^

ADVERTISING PRO-
JECTORS

Exploitation in the theatre lobby by
means of an advertising projector using

trailers from current or forthcoming at-

tractions is a means of theatre publicity

that is growing in popularity. Projec-

tors for this purpose are available to-

gether with a trailer service. By means
of recessing the screen daylight projec-

tion has been made possible. Continu-

ous and automatic action is a feature of

many of the advertising projectors now
available.

Request further information through “Bet-

ter Theatres” Information and Catalog
Bureau.

J* S

AIR CONDITIONING
EQUIPMENT

Air entering the theatre where air con-

ditioning equipment is used is cleansed

and humidified by a process of passing

the air through fine sprays of water
which removes from it dust and other

dirt as well as obnoxious odors and
gases. Systems of this type are gener-

ally referred to as “air washers.”

The air is drawn in from the outside

and then passed over heating coils so

that it will not cause freezing of the

water in the air washer. These coils

are called tempering coils. The air

then passes through a mist of water

caused by a number of spray nozzles

that create a dense fog, removing dust,

odors, gases, etc. The air absorbs

moisture from the spray and is cooled

thereby. It then passes through a series

of sheet iron baffles that remove all sus-

pended and entrained moisture. The air

next passes through the bank of heating

coils that raise its temperature to the

desired degree. From here it is dis-
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The

“CHILLBLAST”
Air Conditioning and Cooling Machine

Simplicity

Economy

Accuracy

Patented

The

Choice

of

Discriminating

Engineers

Not just a fan, but a scientifically built machine for pro-

ducing cooled, washed air, in proper quantities for REAL
comfort of patrons.

BENTZ ENGINEERING CORP.
(Air Conditioning Engineers)

NEW YORK
122 Greenwich

St.

661 FRELINGHUYSEN AVE.
NEWARK, N. J.

CHICAGO
123 W. Madison

St.

#>

YOU CANNOT BUY BETTER
BANNERS AT ANY
PRICE/

Size 32" or 36" x 10 Foot

Painted on Heavy Poster Paper
in 4 or More Contrasting Colors and Artistically

W*' Air-Brushed. The Best and Most Economical
Advertising Medium for Your Theatre

Other Prices as Follows

PAPER BANNERS MUSLIN (Cloth) BANNERS
32" or 36" Wide any

J2" qt 36>, wide per

pTRunniZ’FooTU 1Oc Runntng Foo« 25c
Weekly Program Signs on Paper

Size 2 Ft. x 5 Ft. 6 In., or 3x5 Ft., $1.75 Each
Use Them in Your Lobby or in Conspicuous Places Around Town

Illustrated Muslin Banners
Very Effective for Big Productions, They Never Fail to

Attract Attention; Per Running Foot - 35c
Send us your play date, title and star. We do the rest and guarantee

workmanship and service

MAIL US
YOUR
TRIAL
ORDER
TODAY

WnbkMU'lh
736 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.

THESE
PRICES
DO NOT
INCLUDE
POSTAGE

tributed through a proper system of

ducts to various parts of the theatre.

Leading manufacturers of air condi-
tioning equipment are:

BENTZ ENGINEERING CORP., 123 W.
MADISON ST., CHICAGO.

B. F. Reynolds & Co., 118 W. Ohio St.,

Chicago.
Jt &

AIR DOME TENTS
These are tents suitable for housing of

audiences for amusements and gather-
ings of various types, used in the motion
picture industry mostly during the sum-
mer as open air shows, the top of the
tent being removed.
Request further information through “Bet-

ter Theatres” Information and Catalog
Bureau.

& jt

AISLE LIGHTS
Aisle lights should be installed on

every sixth chair standard in zig-zag
fashion along aisle. Lights are placed at

sufficient height from floor to properly
illuminate same without disturbing re-

flection to screen or audience. 10-watt

lamps are generally used. Practically all

theatres today are installing aisle lights

as a protection and convenience to

patrons. In recent months a number of

instances have been noted where aisle

lights have been cast as part of the chair

standard itself, the practice being carried

out in the more elaborate theatres when
the chairs are built to certain decorative
specifications. Aisle lights sell for about
$4.00 each, the price decreasing for quan-
tities.

A leading manufacturer of this equip-

ment is:

MAJOR EQUIPMENT CO., 4603 FULLER-
TON AVE., CHICAGO.

& <£S *5*

AISLE ROPE
A heavy rope covered with velour usu-

ally, in green or red is used in theatre

lobbies, the rope being connected to

stationary or portable brass posts for

guiding and handling crowds. A leading
manufacturer of this equipment is:

NEWMAN MANUFACTURING CO., 418
ELM ST., CINCINNATI. O.

& & S

ARC REGULATORS
As the name implies the arc regulator

regulates the voltage in the arc through
automatic action as the carbon is con-

sumed and the gap between the carbons
increases. The result of this automatic
action is a steady light on the screen

pronounced superior to that which it is

possible to produce by hand. The arc

control, as it is frequently called, feeds

the carbons in an even manner. This
equipment sells for about $125.

Request further information through “Bet-

ter Theatres” Information and Catalog
Bureau.

^ «>S S

ARCHITECTURAL
SERVICE

In planning a motion picture theatre,

the services of a competent theatre archi-

tect is recommended. Such service may
be comprehensive or limited according
to the nature and size of the project. For
example, an architect may be called upon
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to furnish complete plans and specifica-

tions for a theatre and the work of

building a house let to a local contrac-

tor. In such cases, where the architect’s

supervision is not arranged for, the cost

of complete plans and specifications is

3 per cent of the cost of the project. On
this basis the cost of plans and specifi-

cations for a $50,000 theatre, for example,

would be $1,500.

The regular architects commission as

established by the American Institute of

Architects, in which the architect ren-

ders full supervision throughout the

construction period is 6 per cent. The
architect’s fee for plans and specifica-

tions, usually results in a saving in vari-

ous materials and labor which more than

compensates for the cost of the plans,

it has been found. His plans provide a

safeguard against a building which might

prove unsatisfactory from many angles

if designed by someone who is not fa-

miliar with the special requirements of

theatres. It should be remembered that

a theatre is a highly specialized type of

building. Even the architect who may
be successful in designing factories,

warehouses and industrial buildings of

other types is not equipped to give an

understanding to theatre problems which
may be expected of the architect who
has given this particular type of building

an almost exclusive attention.

The hazard of trusting the design of

a theatre to a local contractor, there-

fore is readily apparent. He can usually

be relied upon to perform satisfactorily

the constructional work but the plans for

the theatre require expert understanding

if the completed job is to be successful

and profitable.

Request further information through “Bet-

ter Theatres” Information and Catalog

Bureau.

ARTIFICIAL PLANTS,
FLOWERS

Many otherwise dark and dreary places

in the theatre may profitably be beautiful

through the use of artificial plants and

flowers. The lobby, foyer, auditorium

walls and organ grill offer excellent places

for such use. Many theatres are capitaliz-

ing the seasonal rejuvenation it is possible

to achieve in the theatres through the use

of plants and flowers. Much progress has

been made recently in the manufacture of

beautiful artificial flowers of all kinds.

Large plants of various kinds have long

been used in theatre foyers.

Request further information through “Bet-

ter Theatres” Information and Catalog
Bureau.

& <£ ^
AUTOMATIC SPRINKLERS

The Cheapest and Most Efficient Form of Advertising for

the Theatre Today A SURE-FIRE WINNER.

24 HOUR SERVICE, positively

THEATRICAL POSTER CO.

845 So. Wabash Ave.

Chicago, 111.

‘Sell Your Program With Color”

The First Successful Projection Carbon
And Still The Best

Sprinkling system located in ceiling which
goes into operation in case of fire through
melting of fusible sprinkler link by heat.

Request further information through “Bet-
ter Theatres” Information and Catalog
Bureau.

<£ CARBONS
BANNERS, HAND PAINTED
Due to improved workmanship and qual-

ity of product theatre advertising by means
of hand painted banners has gained re-

newed vogue in the past few years. Ban-
ners in three or more colors are now avail-

able on heavy poster paper, on muslin and

For All Types of

MOTION PICTURE PROJECTION

HUGO REISINGER
11 Broadway New York
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MR. EXHIBITOR!
YOU MUST SUPPORT THE INDEPENDENT SUPPLY DEALER

We being one of the remaining few we are making this appeal for other independent supply

dealers as well as ourselves.

No doubt you are posted as to the conditions now existing in the motion picture equipment
and supply business. If not; why not? Investigate! Before it is too late.

We, as one of the largest and oldest independent supply houses, are spending thousands of

dollars in the making of dies and tools to manufacture machine parts and other essential

equipment necessary for you to operate your theatre; therefore trying to bring prices down
where they should be—to do this we must have your full support.

We can save you money on anything and everything you need to equip or operate your theatre.

Look Over a Few of Our Leaders
MOTSCO SPROCKETS Hard Heat Treated and Guaranteed For the Following Make Machines:

For Motiograph Intermittent, Each «. $3.60 For Motiograph Feed and Take Up, Each $2.80
For Powers Intermittent, Each 4.20 For Powers Feed and Take Up, Each 2.40
For Simplex Intermittent 4.20 For Simplex, Feed and Take Up, Each 2.40

Motsco Aperature Plates for Motio 1916 and Early DeLuxe, Each $2.00
Motsco Tension Shoes for Motio 1916 and Early DeLuxe, Each 1.20
Stock Tickets (2000 on Roll) 10 Rolls 3.50
Imported Malti Cross Plano Condensers, Each 1.00

Discount on Carbons, Machine Parts and All Theatre Equipment

Write for Our Complete Catalogue and Help Us Bring Prices Down

MONARCH THEATRE SUPPLY CO.
1223 S. Wabash Ave. We Have No Branch Office Chicago, 111.

ILLINOIS DISTRIBUTOR FOR THE STRONG REFLECTOR ARC LAMP

The Strong Reflector Arc Lamp
Manufactured by

THE STRONG ELECTRIC CO.
3248 Monroe St. Toledo, Ohio

Illinois Distributor: Monarch Theatre Supply Co.,
1223 So. Wabash Ave., Chicago

in the form that is known as regular paper
banners. The usual sizes of these banners
are 32 or 36 inches wide by 10 feet. Mus-
lin banners are made in the same width
running any length the cost being around
25 cents per foot. The paper and heavy
poster banners usually cost about 10 cents

per foot. The muslin banners are painted
in oil color and are waterproof. Four or

more harmonious colors may be included.

In addition to the straight lettered ban-
ners, illustrated banners are sometimes de-

sired for big attractions. Banners range
in cost from 25 cents per foot up.
Among the leading firms specializing in

banners for theatres are

:

H. DRYFHOUT CO., 736 S. WABASH
AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.

THEATRICAL POSTER CO., 845 S. WA-
BASH AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.

«!* J* J*

BLOCKS, PULLEYS, STAGE
RIGGING

“Refer to Stage Hardware.”

<£t

BLOWERS, HAND
A portable blower operated from the

light socket used by theatres for removing
dirt and dust from inaccessible places in

grill work, crevices, machinery and the like.

It can also be used as a suction cleaner.

Attachments are available for cleaning

everything, including suction convertor

hose, dust bag, cleaning tools, etc. A
blower of this type sells for about $60.

Request further information through “Bet-

ter Theatres” Information and Catalog
Bureau.
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BOLTS, PANIC
A horizontal lock placed on the inside of

exits doors which automatically releases on

slightest pressure.

Request further information through “Bet-

ter Theatres” Information and Catalog
Bureau.

<£*

BOOTHS, TICKET
Keeping pace with advancement in thea-

tre design the box office has been developed

from a rather unsightly necessity to a

thing of beauty, modernly equipped for

speedy and accurate sale of tickets. It is

usually designed in harmony with the

architectural scheme of the theatre.

Attractive booths are made of plastic

composition or wood. Others are made of

cast brass or bronze with marble bases.

While larger theatres require several box
offices one of these is always placed as

near the sidewalk lines as possible. This

procedure is usually followed where only

one box office is used also, thus placing the

ticket window within easy access. Ticket

booths vary in price according to their con-

struction, size and elaborateness from $350

to $1,500.

A leading manufacturer of this equip-

ment is

:

NEWMAN MANUFACTURING CO., 418

ELM ST., CINCINNATI, 0.

^ <£ &
BRASS RAILS

Used in theatres in front of ticket office,

for dividing lobby, boxes and for orchestra

pit, and for many other uses. Plush cov-

ering is frequently used over these rails.

Brass rails can be furnished in electro-

plated finishes such as statuary bronze,

verde antique, oxidized brass, oxidized cop-

per, nickel plated, brushed brass, eta

Prices of brass rails range from 55c to

$2.50 per foot.

A leading manufacturer of this equip-

ment is:

NEWMAN MANUFACTURING CO., 418
ELM ST., CINCINNATI, O.

& jc

BUILDING SERVICE-
COMPLETE

Unification of the four outstanding fac-

tors in the consideration of a theatre build-

ing— financing -— designing— erecting and
equipping is a comparatively new under-
taking in the theatre construction field but

one which has proven itself entirely suc-

cessful. Under this plan centralized re-

sponsibility for the completed theatre is

placed with one organization which turns

over to the builder the finished job.

While the method under which this is

achieved may vary in some details the gen-

eral scheme involves an arrangement with

one firm for a theatre proposition of a

size and cost determined after due delibera-

tion. The theatre building concern, at the

conclusion of proper investigation of con-

ditions surrounding and in any way having
a bearing upon the proposition will, if the

project has necessary merit and indicates a

successful career, undertake to carry the

biggest portion of the financing burden and
guarantee to the exhibitor or builder the

completion and opening of his theatre with-

in the time limit agreed upon. Plans are

then prepared for a modern structure of

appropriate architectural style and with

proper consideration given its construction

and equipment in all departments.

Sharing with the exhibitor to a certain

extent possible hazards involved in the un-

dertaking proposed organizations of this

type maintain experts effecting the various

lines of endeavor involved for purposes of

their own as well as the exhibitor’s protec-

tion. Obviously, careful attention, result-

ing in mutual advantages and safeguards

is given every proposition.

It has been declared that theatres con-

structed under this method are outstanding

in that they are architecturally uniform and

pleasing in their appearance and material

savings in construction are effected through

a smooth working arrangement during the

building period in which the element of in-

dividual interest as might be manifest by

individuals on the different lines of work
is eliminated and co-ordinated into a

smooth working whole.

A prominent concern specializing in the

foregoing is

:

United Studios, 28 West Lake St., Chi-
cago.

S S
BULLETIN BOARDS,

CHANGEABLE
Changeable bulletin boards which come

under this heading involve the use of a

grooved board on which are placed white

enameled brass letters, white enameled die

cast aluminum letters or white or red cellu-

loid letters of various sizes as may be

desired to work out an attractive announce-

ment. The background of the board is

usually covered with a dark broadcloth sur-

rounded by a frame in mahogany or ex-

truded cast bronze. The letters are hung
in the horizontal grooves of the board and

the announcement accomplished through

placing of the letters in their most advan-

tageous manner. These changeable bulle-

tin boards are made in various sizes rang-

ing from 10 inches by 6 inches to large

boards encased in brass frames and held

by standards.

Many theatres have adopted signs of this

type for use in lobby in announcing com-

ing and present attractions. In fact the

ease with which announcements may be

set up or changed gives these bulletin

boards a wide range of use in the motion

picture house.

Leading manufacturers of these signs

are:
NEWMAN MANUFACTURING CO., 418

ELM ST., CINCINNATI, O.

Tablet & Ticket Co., 1015 W. Adams St.,

Chicago.
& & &

BUSINESS BUILDING
SERVICE

In addition to the regular revenue de-

rived by theatres in ticket sales it has been

established that exhibitors are in a posi-

tion to increase their income through spe-

cialties of one kind or another. One of

these ways which has been consistently pre-

sented to the trade and which is being used

by more than 1,500 first class theatres

throughout the country, is a series of short-

length publicity playlets. These playlets are

designed not only to interest the audience,

but td> provide theatres with additional

sources of revenue. In undertaking to pro-

vide patrons with material of this sort the

exhibitor is relieved of practically all worry

EVERLASTINGLY BEAUT1FUL !

tfflm
3pr

in

to

No. 200-C

Newmanco Metal Lobby Frames
non-polish finishes are guaranteed

outlast all other frames 10 to 1.

And the prices are very moderate in-

deed. Write for our catalog of one-

sheet, three-sheet, photo and combina-

tion frames.

TICKET CHOPPERS
At $75— a steel-jacketed chopper in a

choice of mahogany or verde green, with a

mechanism that won’t clog and must punch
every ticket.

MARQUISE
28 Distinctive Designs.

BRASS RAILINGS
Any finish, for every purpose.

DOOR HARDWARE — LIGHTING FIXTURES

THE NEWMAN MANUFACTURING CO.
Cincinnati, O.

Mail coupon

for our

fixture catalog

!

Branch : Chicago

rTHE NEWMAN MFC. CO., CINCINNATI
Mail theatre fixture catalog and best prices.

NO OBLIGATION

Address
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in connection with its presentation, the

work of assembling interesting playlets be-

ing taken care of for him.

One of the leading companies engaged
in work of this type is

:

Alexander Film Company, Denver, Colo.

& &

CABLE, MOTION PICTURE
Motion picture cable and other wires oc-

cupy an important place in theatres, being

extensively used in the projection room for

the projectors, for spot and flood lights,

switchboards, motor and grid resistance

leads and the like. The two important
features of the right kind of wire are

flexibility and immunity to flame and heat.

Owing to the intense heat and possible

danger from fire in projection booths the

conductor must have the finest kind of

insulation. Because of the necessity for

constant changes of position for floods and
arcs the cable must be very flexible and
tough enough to endure wear. Prices

range from 10c to 45c per foot.

A leading manufacturer of this equip-

ment is:

Rockbestos Products Corp., New Haven,
Conn.

<£S <5*

CAMERAS
A number of cameras such as may be

used by theatre owners in making pictures

of events of local interest are available. A
majority of these use the 16 m. m. film

while others may be obtained using stand-

ard motion picture film which can be used

in the regular theatre projectors.

Request further information through “Bet-

ter Theatres” Information and Catalog

Bureau.
S

CANOPIES, THEATRE
Use of artistic canopies by motion pic-

ture theatres is growing in popularity

among houses of all sizes. A canopy serves

a number of practical purposes. It offers

theatres an excellent advertising medium
while giving to the house an attractive and

inviting entrance.

Canopies are usually constructed of sheet

metal and may be obtained in a variety of

designs. They are furnished with glass

roof or with steel ceiling and metal roof.

Numerous interesting standard designs

have been developed by marquise manufac-

turers, especially for theatre use. These

are easily installed and are shipped to thea-

tres in convenient sections. Suggestions for

attractive designs are available. These
should be accompanied by accurate mea-
surements of the front of the building

where the canopy is to be used.

Not only are practically all of the new
theatres being erected installing marquise

but they are being exclusively used in the

remodeling of the old houses, because of

the effective manner in which they give -to

the theatres a new and pleasing appearance

at small cost. Prices of canopies range

from $300 up.

Leading manufacturers of this equipment

are

:

ARCHITECTURAL METAL PRODUCTS
CO., 19 W. EIGHTH ST., COVINGTON,
KY.

EDWARDS MFG. CO., CINCINNATI,
OHIO.

NEWMAN MFG. COMPANY, 418 ELM
ST., CINCINNATI, 0.

EDWARDS SHEET METAL
MARQUEES or CANOPIES

For use over entrances to theatres, hotels, cafes, store buildings, etc. A work of art

and they have the massive and ornamental appearance of cast iron, at but a fraction of

the cost. Furnished complete, easy to erect—Made of galvanized iron or copper in any
style or size desired. Shipped in largest convenient sections, with glass packed sep-
arately. Our large catalog showing complete line Marquises or Canopies, Balconies,
Cornices, Theatre Fronts, Signs, Skylights, Metal Roofing, Metal Ceilings and Walls,
etc., sent free on request.

The Edwards Manufacturing Co.
409-459 East Fifth St. Cincinnati, Ohio

The World’s Largest Manufacturers of Metal Roofing, Metal Shingles,
Metal Spanish Tile, Metal Ceilings, Metal Garages, Portable

Buildings. Rolling Steel Doors, Partitions, etc.

It

Attracts

Patronage

—that is why the Marquise is so

widely employed by modern
show men. They have watched

the effects upon the box office

and have seen their investment

pay out time after time. An ap-

propriate Marquise enhances the

beauty of any theatre and pro-

vides an inexpensive way to do

the most productive advertising.

The Marquise is profitable for

others—it will be for you. We

have equipped leading houses as

well as smaller ones with this

architectural feature. Write us

about a Marquise for your thea-

tre. No obligation for catalog

and information.

Architectural Metal
Products, Inc.

formerly

The ProBert Sheet Metal Co.

Covington Kentucky
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CARBON SHARPENERS
A device resembling a pencil sharpener

for utilizing the short broken pieces of

carbon by cutting new points on them.

Sharpeners sell for about $3.50.

Request further information through “Bet-

ter Theatres” Information and Catalog
Bureau.

^ ^ ^

CARPETS
Because of the hard wear to which

theatre carpets are subjected it has been
found that there is no saving in the selec-

tion of cheap carpets. The heavier and
deeper the nap the more life may be ex-

pected of a carpet. Generally, floor cov-

erings and carpets should be of a nature

that rest on the floor and give the impres-

sion of stability and foundation upon which
one may walk with security. A carpet that

is fussy, light in color and over-decorated

has a tendency to give the impression that

it is not resting—but rather floating. Ob-
viously this is an unfavorable impression.

Carpet padding used under the carpet not

only provides a softer and more comfort-

able feeling to the foot but reduces fric-

tion and adds many years to the life of

the carpet by keeping it away from direct

contact with the hard floor.

Request further information through “Bet-
ter Theatres” Information and Catalog
Bureau.

& & &

CARPET CUSHIONING
In theatres, where continuous coming and

going of patrons subjects the carpets in

aisles, stairs and foyers to unusual wear a

cushioning under the carpets has been
found to add many years to their life. In

addition to this practical advantage carpet

cushioning gives a delightful sensation of

richness and luxury which is important in

creating a desirable atmosphere in the

theatre. Carpet cushioning is a product

made of animal hair, felted under pressure.

It is made in thicknesses varying from Y
to Y of an inch.

Request further information through “Bet-
ter Theatres” Information and Catalog
Bureau.

3 & &

CHAIRS, THEATRE
To equip a theatre properly, the first re-

quirement is a thorough understanding of

the uses to which the building is to be put.

Having determined that, a seating diagram
or layout should be made to insure the

maximum seating capacity consistent with

comfort, safety, facility or entrance and
exit, compliance with local or state building

requirements, proper sight lines, elevations

and other mechanical adaptations and ad-

justments.

The arrangement and width of aisles and
passageways should be such that transient

patrons may move about with a minimum
of disturbance to those who are seated.

For this reason, the number of seats in

each row between aisles should be kept as

low as is possible and consistent with the

desired seating capacity. It is well to have
not more than ten or twelve seats in a

row between each aisle, although this num-
ber may, if necessary, be increased slightly.

Many theatres, however, have established

a maximum of fourteen seats.

The distance between rows varies be-

#

We Invite

Comparison
from the standpoint of

Workmanship
Material

Price and
Results!

Taking these four points

into consideration we
challenge any manufac-

turer of so-called cooling

and ventilating systems

to surpass or even equal

the BLIZZARD on any

one of the enumerated

items.

#
§
##
#
$

The Guaranteed

BLIZZARD
FAN

f4

$

BLIZZARD cooling and

ventilating systems have

been in use for over 12

years—and you can not

find one second-hand
Blizzard on the market

today.

SEE A BLIZZARD
DISTRIBUTOR TODAY

OR

write for full particulars and
our easy payment plan

BLIZZARD
SALES CO.
OMAHA - NEBRASKA

tween 30 and 32 inches. Experience has

demonstrated that this distance is neces-

sary to accommodate all sizes of patrons,

and to facilitate entering and leaving the

center seats of a row while others are

seated.

In planning the seats for a theatre, it is

a safe policy to plan for the accommoda-
tion of persons who are above the average

in size, since seating that is too large does

not produce discomfort. In the larger

theatres, therefore, the majority of the

seats are 20 inches wide, with an occa-

sional 19-inch chair to fill in. An exception

to this ruling is the seating for loges, which

frequently is as much as 24 inches wide.

Every patron is entitled to a direct and

open vision of the stage. Sloping and ter-

racing of floor and the curvatures of the

balcony are, of course, intended to facili-

tate this, but unless the seats are specially

made to meet the requirements of each and

every part of the house, these avail but

little. For so greatly do theatres vary in

plan and design that the seating construc-

tion problem must be solved individually

in each instance.

The relative length of chairs, front and

back, must be so adjusted as to conform

evenly to the slope of the floor and still

keep the chair in its normal position. Then
the occupant is assured of a natural, easy

and comfortable position in sitting. He is

neither tilted too far forward nor too far

back. His feet and those of the chair

should rest very naturally in exactly the

same line or plane.

Where there are sloping sides toward

the center, a two-fold problem presents

itself. Not only must the inclination to-

ward the front be right, but there must be

a mechanical adjustment in the fastening

of the seats to standards, so that the seats

will be perfectly level and parallel with the

natural floor level and the sitter will not be

tilted at an angle.

The necessary converging of seats from

the outer circumference toward the stage,

both on the main floor and in the balconies,

is another problem. There must be no loss

of chair space and resultant decreased ca-

pacity, but the symmetry and a general

pleasing and orderly appearance must be

preserved.

The placing of chairs in rows and the ar-

rangement of the aisles, to make ingress

and egress as easy, speedy and safe as

possible and to conform in every way with

the building and fire ordinance of each

community, is another important point re-

quiring careful thought and planning.

Frequently a very simple rearrangement

makes possible an appreciable increase in

house capacity, and if not in actual in-

creased numerical capacity, actual in-

creased box office receipts by transforming

otherwise less desirable and less valuable

seats to a higher grade of valuation and

desirability.

Almost equally as important as proper

arrangement of the chairs themselves, in

the quality, comfort and service they will

give. The element of comfort is an espe-

cially outstanding consideration as the abil-

ity to provide rest and ease for the audience

during the performance augurs for more
solid enjoyment of the show. Roominess,

correct springs, smooth, well upholstered

backs, correctly placed arm rests, a per-
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Cooling Breezes
Your Theatre will

always be

comfortably cool

if you have a

SUPREME
COOLING BLOWER

$ 165=
F.O.B. ST. LOUIS

ALL STEEL WHEEL

CONVENIENT TERMS

LARGER — STURDIER — QUIET
SUPREME HEATERS FOR THEATRES

A satisfactory —- economical solution of
your heating problem. $430.00 and up

SUPREME HEATER & VENTILATING CORP.
ST. LOUIS, MO.

fectly level placing with the floor, service-

able hat holders, smoothly operating and
noiseless seat-hinges—these are but a few
of the things that go to make up a com-
fortable theatre chair.

Strength, stability, durability must be

embodied in every chair. A broken seat,

while apparently not of great importance

in itself, is nevertheless an annoyance that

reflects unfavorably on the theatre as a

whole.

Veneer chairs range in price from $2.75

to $6.00. Upholstered chairs are from $6.00

up.

Leading manufacturers of this equipment
are

:

American Seating Co., 14 E. Jackson
Blvd., Chicago, III.

Heywood-Wakefield Co., 209 Washing-
ton St., Boston, Mass.

E. H. Stafford Mfg. Co., 367 W. Adams
St., Chicago, III.

& &

CHAIR COVERS
In addition to giving a pleasing and in-

viting appearance to the auditorium, chair

covers serve the practical purpose of cool-

ness and sanitation. An interior otherwise

drab may be transformed into a cool, clean,

cheerful looking place through their use.

Theatre chair covers have been used ex-

tensively in dramatic and larger motion pic-

ture houses but it is only recently that they

have been adopted on a greater scale by
the smaller houses. No doubt one of the

causes has been the belief that they were

an expensive proposition. This, however,

is not the case. Recently chair covers have

been developed which are reversible, ef-

fecting an important saving in laundrying
costs.

There are several things that should be
borne in mind in connection with the use
of chair covers. It should be remembered
that auditorium and balcony chairs as a

rule require two distinct and different style

of covers. The auditorium chair should

be equipped with a cover which covers the

entire chair back while the balcony chair

needs only have a quarter back. This is

because of the slope on which balcony
chairs are placed.

Working from blue prints provides the

most satisfactory way of assuring a per-

fect fit of the cover for each chair.

Request further information through “Bet-

ter Theatres” Information and Catalog
Bureau.

& & rA

CHANGE MAKERS
Speed and accuracy are obtained at the

box office through the use of coin chang-

ing machines which in addition to their

time saving facilities offer a valuable pro-

tection against annoying mistakes in mak-
ing change to patrons. With the coin

changing machines a light touch at the key-

board is all that is necessary to deliver the

correct number of coins to the patron who
easily scoops them up from a cup at the

side of the change maker. Coins may be

delivered either from the right or left side

and these automatic cashiers as developed

for theatres have been improved in recent

months until now they are available in sizes

which occupy only about nine square

inches of space in the box office.

In the handling of crowds the coin

changer plays a particularly important part

in reducing to a minimum delay at the

ticket window. Fumbling of coins and the

dropping of them which is characteristic

of the old fashioned method is eliminated

and the coin changer enables the ticket pur-

chasers to be served at from three to five

times as fast as under the old way. Change
makers sell for about $125.

A leading manufacturer of this equip-

ment is

:

Brandt Automatic Cashier1 Co., Water-
town, Wis.

& ^

CHANGE-OVERS
A device for changing from one projec-

tion machine to another or from projector

to stereopticon which is accomplished by
pressing a button. The cost is about $30

per unit.

Request further information through “Bet-

ter Theatres” Information and Catalog
Bureau.

J* «£* <£*

COLOR HOODS
Artistic color effects on electric signs are

possible by the use of color hoods which
are available in six colors : ruby, blue,

green, amber, opal and canary. The color

hoods are made of fadeless glass and are

made to fit any standard size lamp where
they are held in place by spring fasteners,

and are readily taken off and replaced for

cleaning.

In connection with sign flashers color

hoods are an important feature in achiev-

ing life and color to make an attention

compelling display. Prices of color hoods

range from 22c-40c to 50 cents.

Color hoods are manufacturer by:

Reynolds Electric Company, 2651 W.
Congress St., Chicago, III.

js <£

COLOR WHEELS
Wheels to accommodate colored gelatine

sheets for producing various lighting ef-

fects with spot lights or projectors. Prices

range from $2.50 to $7.50.

Request further information through “Bet-

ter Theatres” Information and Catalog

Bureau.
^

CONDENSERS
Condensers are single glass lenses, un-

mounted. They are made in various diam-
eters from 2% inches to 8 inches diameter;

the A/ inches diameter and the 8 inches

diameter being used mostly in motion pic-

ture work. The condenser is located -in

the front end of the lamphouse to gather

the rays of light from the light source, and

bend them, or condense them into a spot of

light on the aperture. They are made in

different shapes, some being Plano Convex,
some Meniscus or Moon shape, and others

Bi-Convex.
Condenser breakage and trouble has been

greatly reduced through the perfection and
development of heat resisting glass which
is tempered and processed to withstand ex-

treme changes of temperature. This, it is

declared, has been accomplished without

any sacrifice of light on the screen and
without impairment of photographic values.

Focal lengths for motion picture work

are usually 6j4-7j/2-8j4 and 9*4 inches 5

inches-6 inches and 8 inches diameter con-

densers are usually used for spotlight pro-

jection.

Within the last two years there has been

a development of what is known as the

Parabolic condenser, which has made pos-
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A PROVEN SENSATION
!

ystem
COMPLETELY CONTROLLED

VENTILATION

Read What
Hay and Nicholas,

Fairmont, Minn.,

Say About Arctic

Nu-Air Controlled

Ventilation

300 changes of speed to fit all

seasons.

Less than 1 h.p. of current used

when running 73 revolutions per

minute (winter speed) with a

5 h.p. motor.

Your present Arctic can be
equipped with Horton Variable

Speed Pulley.

ARCTIC NU-AIR CORP.
818-820 State-Lake Bldg.

CHICAGO

Date
Arctic Nu-Air Corp., Dept. 202.

818 State Lake Bldg.,
I Chicago, 111.

Gentlemen

:

Give me the facts about Completely Controlled
Ventilation.

I Name ,

I Address

• City State
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Yallen and Good
Showmanship

A smooth running performance must
have smooth machinery and it has
been the Vallen Ideal to design and
build curtain control that would be
all that good showmanship required.
The result is a perfection that has put
Vallen Equipment in the finest the-
atres everywhere.

SHH! IT’S QUIET!
Softly drawn curtains add to the breathless
suspense that is the movie fan’s reason for
paying more and more money into your box
office.

Send for the Vallen Quiet Book for this secret

of added profits.

E. J. Yallen Electrical Company
13 South Canal Street, Akron, Ohio

E. J. VALLEN

LLEN
R.E IVI DTE ELECTRIC
CURTAIN C Cl INTRO L

EQUIPMENT

OE5* *230

One of the stage
lamps manufactured

by Kliegl—a sciopti-

con for projecting

moving scenic effects,

floating clouds, rain,

snow, et cetera—fre-

quently used to pro-

logue feature pictures.

Theatre

LIGHTING
ATTRACTIVE lighting pays—and dollar for

-* dollar invested, Kliegl lighting devices pay

the highest returns. They are unsurpassed in

perfection of design, workmanship, and quality;

satisfaction and full value is assured; and every

form of apparatus and equipment for lighting

your theatre can be furnished.

Stage Lamps
Spotlights

Floodlights

Footlights

Borderlights

Exit Signs

Aisle Lights

Dimmers

Color Wheels
Color Frames

Color Rolls

Color Boxes

Connectors

Plugging Boxes

Floor Pockets

Music Stands

Scenic Effects

Shutters

Gelatine Mediums
Color Caps

Lamp Coloring

Terminal Lugs

Resistances

Stage Cable

W rite for Catalogue

KUE
Universal Electric Stage Lighting Co.jno.

321 West 50tft Street
NEW YORK.N.’fe

sible the gathering of more light, and a
sharp, concentrated spot on the aperture of
the picture machine. These Parabolic con-
densers have been developed for regular
arc proejction, high intensity arc projec-
tion, and mazda projection. They are a
little more expensive than the regular type
of condenser, but the results obtained are
well worth the price. Prices range from
$1.50 to $12.00.

A leading manufacturer of this equip-
ment is

:

Fish-Schurmann, 45 West 45th St N.
Y. C.

Jt

COOLING, VENTILATING
SYSTEMS

Capable of delivering 3'5,QQ0 cubic feet
of fresh air per minute into every part of
the theatre cooling and ventilating systems
are being adopted by theatres of all sizes.

Systems of this type are reasonably priced,
ranging in cost- from $400 upward.
They may be installed in various parts

of the theatre, a common place being below
the stage. Under this arrangement dis-
tribution of the air is upward, the air pass-
ing to the rear of the auditorium and drop-
ping naturally to every seat. In theatres
having an organ installed at one side of the
proscenium the opposite of the proscenium
affords a good place for a cooling unit. A
pent house on the roof at the rear of the
auditorium is another manner in which the
system may be installed to assure excellent
results. In fact, regardless of the nature
of the theatre, cooling and ventilating sys-

tems of this type may be readily adapted

to it.

Manufacturers of this equipment main-
tain cooling and ventilating experts and
offer a service of recommending the most
efficient arrangement for the complete cool-

ing and ventilating of a theatre. The sys-

tems may be installed without interruption

to the regular performances.
Leading manufacturers of cooling and

ventilating systems are

:

ARCTIC NU-AIR CORP., 818 STATE-LAKE
BLDG., CHICAGO.

BLIZZARD SALES CO., 1514 DAVEN-
PORT ST., OMAHA, NEB.

SUPREME HEATER & VENTILATING
CORP., 1552 OLIVE ST., ST. LOUIS, MO.

Typhoon Fan Co., 345 W. 39th St., N.
Y. C.

CURTAIN CONTROL
MACHINES

Few things leave a finer impression on
the theatre audience than the smooth and
silent opening and closing of the curtain.

This is accomplished by curtain control

machines which operate automatically. The
curtain can be controlled from the booth

or from back stage by the simple process of

pressing a button.

Curtain control equipment consists of

track equipped with cable and snaps to

which the curtain is fastened. In opening

and closing the curtain may be stopped at

any desired point across the stage and may
also be reversed at will.

The motor for operating the curtain is

usually placed on the stage or it may be

placed in the grids or mounted on a plat-

form. This permits the machine, track and

curtain to be flied in addition to open from

the center.

Theatres of all sizes are now employ-

ing automatic curtain control equipment and

mechanism of this type has been developed

to a high grade of efficiency, contributing

immeasurably to audience enjoyment of the
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program. The price of curtain control ma-

chines is around $325 with the track sell-

ing at about $2.25 per foot.

Leading manufacturers of these ma-
chines are

:

THE E. J. VALLEN ELECTRICAL COM-
PANY, AKRON. OHIO.

Automatic Devices Co., 17 N. 7th St.,

Allentown, Pa.
d* d* &

DATE STRIPS
Date strips, being an inexpensive but

nevertheless important theatre advertising

commodity frequently frustrate the efforts

of good advertising through over-use until

they become dirty and unattractive. A few
dollars buys enough date strips for a whole
year for the average house. Except for

special uses date strips are available from
stock in standard sizes. Prices range from
lc to 5c each.

Jt d*

DIMMERS
The beatiful lighting effects achieved in

motion picture theatres is accomplished

through dimmers which are capable of com-

plete illumination control making possible

soft changes and color blending of lights

to create a restful and pleasing atmosphere.

Dimmers are used by small theatres as well

as the large motion picture palaces. They
are usually placed at the side of the stage.

In instances of smaller installations the

dimmer may be operated by the projection-

ist from the booth.

The magical effect of lighting control

and blending as achieved with dimmers is

one of the outstanding features of the mod-
ern theatre today. On the stage and

throughout the theatre dimmers give pro-

ducers and managers one of their most ef-

fective means of creating marvelous effects

which unquestionably are important factors

at the box office.

Leading manufacturers of theatre dim-
mers are

:

FRANK ADAM ELECTRIC CO., ST.
LOUIS, MO.

KLIEGL BROTHERS, 321 W. 50TH ST.,

NEW YORK CITY.
Cutler-Hammer Manufacturing Co., 1237

St. Paul Ave., Milwaukee, Wis.

d* & d«

DISINFECTANTS,
PERFUMED

The necessity of eliminating disagreeable

odors in a theatre has led to the develop-

ment of disinfectants which not only serve

to eradicate the odors but leave in the

room a delightful perfume fragrance. Dis-

infectants of this kind are usually sprin-

kled about the house or they may be used
in ornamental cones, placed on the audi-

torium walls. Particularly during the hot

weather months are perfumed disinfectants

used extensively to sweeten the air in the

theatre and make it agreeable and com-
fortable. Disinfectants sell for $3.00 a

quart and up.

Request further information through “Bet-

ter Theatres” Information and Catalog

Bureau.
d* d* d*

DRAPERIES
Draperies are an important feature of

theatres today. They accent color and give

softness and richness to an interior. Ar-
chitectural lines of doorways and arch-

ways are usually distinctively hard and
draperies are the mediums by which these

lines are softened to give a pleasing ap-

For

Floodlighting
and

For Stage
Lighting

Equipment
Use

MAJOR
For Cove, Exit or
Special Lighting

use

MAJOR
For Everything Electrical

in the Theatre

Use

Major Equipmen i

Company
4603-19 Fullerton Ave.

Chicago

District Offices

Atlanta, Ga.
L. A. Crow
4 Cono St.

Baltimore, Md.
Wolfe-Mann Mfg. Co.
320 S. Hanover St.

Boston, Mass.
David H. Davidson
333 Washington St.

Buffalo. N. Y.
Ralph E. Jones
184 Main St.

Cincinnati, Ohio
E. F. Schurig
44 E. Third St.

Cleveland, Ohio
D. C. Griffiths
Rockefeller Bldg.

Dallas. Texas
B. S. Wakefield
2425 Commerce St.

Denver, Colo.
Alex Hibbard. Inc.
1940 Blake St.

Detroit, Mich.
H. H. Norton
627 Wayne St.

Indianapolis, Ind.
The Scott-Jaqua Co.,

Inc.
230 S. Penn St.

Kansas City, Mo.
Robert Baker
106 E. 14th St.

Los Angeles, Cal.
P. W. Cole Co.
316 E. 12th St.

Los Angeles, Cal.
E. Zinsmeyer
1155 S. Los Angeles St.

Miami, Fla.
F. C. Arnold
3050 Northwest 2nd

Ave.

Minneapolis, Minn.
L. H. Cooper
442 Builders Exch.

New Orleans. La.
W. J. Keller
509 Conti St.

New York City, N. Y.
Fred G. Kraut
197 7th Ave.

Omaha, Neb.
B. J. Fleming
3868 California St.

Philadelphia, Pa.
Wm. A. MacAvoy, Jr.

244 N. 10th St.

Pittsburgh, Pa.
Coffin-Perry Co.
501 Ferguson Bldg.

Salt Lake City, Utah
Raymond Ackerman
212 So. W. Temple

St.

San Francisco, Cal.
Theatre Equipment

Supply Co.
146 Leavenworth St.

Seattle, Wash.
Metropolitan Elec.

Sup. Co.
524 First Ave., S.

St. Louis, Mo.
O. H. Rottmann
3649 Bell Ave.

pearance. A drapery scheme usually cre-

ates an inviting, soft and colorful atmos-

phere. If the drapery is in harmony with

the main color in the surroundings and in

proportion to the richness of the architec-

ture there need be little worry about it

being too rich or elaborate.

TIFFIN SCENIC STUDIOS, TIFFIN, OHIO.
Wm. Beck & Sons, Cincinnati, Ohio.

d« S S
DRINKING CUPS, PAPER
Refer to “Paper Drinking Cups.”

d* d* S
DRINKING FOUNTAINS
Eighteen drinking fountains about evenly

divided between the wall and pedestal type

are installed in Balaban & Katz’s new Up-
town theatre, Chicago. While the Uptown
is one of the country’s largest houses the

drinking water facilities provided easily

emphasizes the importance of this feature

in any theatre.

Drinking fountains should be placed as

conveniently as possible for the patron en-

tering and leaving the theatre. In small

houses at either ends of foyer is a place

frequently used. Whether the wall or ped-

estal type fountain is used depends upon
space available, the wall type being used

where space conditions are more limited.

In the finer theatres drinking fountains

form an integral part of the decorative

scheme of the theatre, being designed in

harmony with the balance of the surround-

ings and in conformity with the architec-

tural treatment of the house.

Request further information through “Bet-

ter Theatres” Information and Catalog

Bureau.

d* «£* d?

ELECTRIC FANS
This term is used to designate fans rang-

ing in size from 5 to 16 inches, which are

usually portable and are made in both oscil-

lating and non-oscillating types. They are

operated by connection to the light socket.

Prices range from $7.50 to $35.00.

Request further information through “Bet-

ter Theatres” Information and Catalog
Bureau.

d* d* d*

ELECTRIC FLOWERS
Baskets or vases of electric flowers offer

many possibilities in a decorative way for

theatres. Artificial roses, tulips or similar

flowers are fitted with small properly col-

ored bulbs and the complete bouquet is

wired ready to attach to the light socket.

Many a nook or corner now barren and

unattractive or unsightly can be trans-

formed into a beauty spot by means of an

electric bouquet.

Request further information through “Bet-

ter Theatres” Information and Catalog

Bureau.
d* d« d«

ELECTRIC SIGNS
Refer to “Signs, Electric.”

d* d* d*

EMERGENCY LIGHTING
PLANTS

The financial loss suffered yearly in the-

atres through the necessity of refunding

admissions when the electric current is shut

off and the fact that such conditions are

apt to precipitate a panic has led to the

development of a lighting unit which im-
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CHANNON EQUIPMENT
STEEL CURTAINS and COUNTERWEIGHT RIGGING

STAGE HARDWARE

Asbestos-Curtains

Belay Pins

Blocks, all types

Cleats, all types

Counterweights and Arbors

Draw Curtain Tracks

Draw Curtain Machines

Gelatines and Frames

Ground Cloths

Keystones and Comers

Music Stands and Shades

Pin Rails

Pin Wire

Rope, Manila and Wire

Rope Locks

Sand Bags

Smoke Pocket

Stage Screws

Trim Clamps

Winches

mediately goes into action when the reg-

ular supply of current fails. It is an elec-

tric power and light unit consisting of a

four cylinder gasoline engine, direct con-

nected to a generator. The function of the

engine and generator is controlled by an

automatic switch which throws the plant

into operation almost immediately the cur-

rent is shut off and likewise stops it

equally automatically the moment the reg-

ular current is resumed.

In addition to its use as an emergency
lighting plant the unit can also be used

for projection, according to the company,

which says

:

With the development of the low am-
perage projector, now in use in many the-

atres, the unit, using only 10 to 12 am-
peres of 110 volt current can “throw” a

picture that is bright, clear and unflicker-

ing. Theatres equipped with projectors

using 110-volt Mazda lamps have found

it satisfactory.

In theatres where “power station cur-

rent” is unsatisfactory or expensive, the

emergency lighting plant using the low am-
perage arc is often the sole source of cur-

rent. For this purpose it has proven un-

usually satisfactory because of the steadi-

ness of its current.

Thus, it will be seen that for small the-

atres a power plant of this type is capable

of handling the whole electrical problem

—

supplying current for projection operation,

lighting the lobby, auditorium and other

departments of the theatre as well as run-

ning fans and motors. It is also conven-

iently used while cleaning the theatre, oper-

ating floodlights and eliminating the nec-

essity of using the regular decorative wall

and ceiling lights, thereby effecting a sav-

ing in current costs.

Request further information through “Bet-
ter Theatres” Information and Catalog
Bureau.

*3* <33

EXIT LIGHT SIGNS
Exit light signs are required by law in all

theatres, the Chicago theatre building ordi-

nance specifying them as follows : “The
word ‘EXIT’ shall appear in letters at least

six inches high over the opening of every
means of egress from a theatre and a red

light shall be kept burning over such a

sign.”

Many improvements have been made in

the manufacture of exit lights in an en-

deavor to make them less offensive in ap-

pearance without detracting from their

practical mission. In addition to various

styles, exit lights may be obtained built

into ornamental fixtures, the whole being

placed over the exit door.

Leading manufacturers of this equipment

are

:

MAJOR EQUIP. CO., 4603 FULLERTON
AYE., CHICAGO, ILL.

NEWMAN MANUFACTURING CO., 418
ELM ST., CINCINNATI, O.

Tablet & Ticket Co., 1015 W. Adams St.,

Chicago, III.

^

FANS, VENTILATING
Fans may be divided into two classes,

the portable and the stationary. The lat-

ter is the type commonly used in theatres.

It is made in a variety of styles and sizes

and is used for drawing into the auditorium

fresh air or drawing out the foul air. These

fans are mounted in a wall opening and
in theatres can advantageously be placed

in the front or rear of the auditorium and
in the lobby. The motors operating these

fans are usually supported by a bracket

extension of the fan. The motor is gen-

erally enclosed to prevent trouble from dust

or dirt.

The sizes of these fans range from 10

to 72 inches in diameter.

Ceiling fans are of a larger type and
operate at slower speed. Fans of this type

usually have four wooden blades and they

are hung from the ceiling by an insulated

hanger.

While the importance of adequate venti-

lation in the auditorium is generally recog-

nized it has been found that many theatres

have failed in providing ventilation in lob-

bies. Air in the lobby, particularly when
crowds are waiting admission soon becomes
stagnant and foul, with the result that

patrons are unduly wearied and placed in

an unfavorable state for enjoying the en-

tertainment. Prices range from $160 up.

Leading manufacturers of theatre ventilat-

ing fans are

:

ARCTIC NU-AIR CORP., 818 STATE-
LAKE BLDG., CHICAGO, ILL.

BLIZZARD FAN SALES CO., 1514 DAVEN-
PORT ST., OMAHA, NEB.

SUPREME HEAT & VENT CO., 1522

OLIVE ST., ST. LOUIS, MO.
Typhoon Fan Co., 345 W. 39th St., New
York City.

jt & <33

FILM CEMENT
A special preparation for splicing motion

picture film used in theatres, laboratories

and film exchanges. Film Cement sells

at about 25c a bottle.

Request further information through “Bet-

ter Theatres” Information and Catalog

Bureau.
<3* *3* <3*

FILM CLEANERS
A block containing pads which are sat-

urated with a film cleaning liquid through

which the film is run, dirt and grit being

removed from it in the process. Prices

range from $7.50 up.

Request further information through “Bet-

ter Theatres” Information and Catalog

Bureau.
,35 <35 <33

FILM SPLICING MACHINE
Equipment of this type is used mostly in

film exchanges, studios and laboratories for

the purpose which the name states. Smaller

models are made for theatres. Prices

range from $6.00 up.

Request further information through “Bet-

ter Theatres” Information and Catalog

Bureau.
<3* <3* Jt

FILM WAXING MACHINE
A device for protecting the projector

from emulsion of green film. It is placed

between rewinds, the film passing through

the waxing machine and waxing the

sprocket holes while being rewound.

Prices range from $15.00 up.

Request further information through “Bet-

ter Theatres” Information and Catalog

Bureau.
*3* <33 <3*

FIREPROOF CURTAINS
Laws in most States now require an as-

bestos curtain on the stage. In some cases
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Many of the products listed below are advertised by reliable companies in this issue of “Equipment Index”

Free Service to Readers
of “Equipment Index”

ill “Equipment Index” offers on these pages an indi-

^ vidual service to its readers through this Exhibitors

Information and Catalog Bureau. Detailed informa-

tion and catalogs concerning any product listed on
these pages will be sent to any theatre owner, man-
ager, architect or projectionist.

tfTFFill in the coupon on the next page and mail it to

the “Better Theatres” division, Exhibitors Herald,

407 S. Dearborn street, Chicago.

JTIMany of the products listed by this Bureau are
7b advertised in this issue of “Equipment Index.”

See Advertisers Index.

{IFWe are glad to serve you. Do not hesitate to ask

us for any information on equipment or problems
pertaining to the efficient operation of your theatre.

A
1 Accounting systems.

2 Accoustical installations.

3 Adapters, carbon.

4 Adding, calculating ma-
chines.

6

Admission signs.

6 Addressing machines.

7 Advertising novelties,

materials.

8 Advertising projectors.

9 Air conditioning equip-
ment.

10 Air dome tents.

11 Aisle lights.

12 Aisle rope.

13 Alarm signals.

14 Arc lamps, reflecting.

15 Architectural service.

16 Arc regulators.

17 Artificial plants, flowers.

18 Art titles.

19 Automatic curtain con-

trol.

20 Automatic projection cut-

outs.

21 Automatic sprinklers.

B

22 Balloons, advertising.

23 Banners.

24 Baskets, decorative.

25 Bell-buzzer signal sys-

tems.

26 Blocks pulleys, stage-

rigging.

27 Blowers, hand.

28 Booking agencies for mu-
sicians.

29 Booking agencies (state

kind).

30 Boilers.

31 Bolts, panic.

32 Booths, projection.

33 Booths, ticket.

34 Box, loge chairs.

35 Brass grills.

36 Brass rails.

37 Brokers-Theatre promo-
tion.

38 Bulletin boards, change-
able.

c

39 Cable.

40 Cabinets.

41 Calcium lights.

42 Cameras.
43 Canopies for fronts.

44 Carbons.
45 Carbon sharpeners.
46 Carbon wrenches.
47 Carpets.
48 Carpet cushion.

49 Carpet cleaning com-
pound.

50 Carpet covering.
51 Cases, film shipping.
52 Cement, film.

53 Chair covers.
54 Chairs, wicker.
55 Chairs, theatre.

56 Change makers.
57 Changer overs.

58 Color hoods.
59 Color wheels.
60 Condensors.

D
61 Date strips.

62 Decorations (state kind).

63 Decorators, theatre.

64 Dimmers.
65 Disinfectants—perfumed.
66 Doors, fireproof.

67 Draperies.
68 Drinking fountains.

69 Duplicating machines.

E

70 Electric circuit testing

instruments.
71 Electric fans.

72 Electrical flowers.

73 Electric power generat-
ing plants.

74 Electric signs.

75 Electric signal and con-
trol systems.

76 Emergency lighting
plants.

77 Exit light signs.

F

78 Film cleaners.
79 Film splicing machine.
80 Film tools (state kind).
81 Film waxing machine.

82 Fire alarms.
83 Fire escapes.
84 Fire extinguishers.
85 Fire hose.
86 Fire hose reels, carts.

87 Fire proof curtains.
88 Fire proof doors.
89 Fire proofing materials.
90 Fixtures, lighting.

91 Flashlights.
92 Flashers, Electric sign.

93 Flood lightings
94 Floorlights.
95 Floor covering.
96 Floor runners.
97 Flowers, artificial.

98 Footlights.
99 Fountains, decorative.

100 Fountains, drinking.
101 Frames-poster, lobby dis-

play.

102 Fronts, metal theatre.
103 Furnaces, coal burning.
104 Furnaces, oil burning.
105 Furniture, theatre.

106 Fuses.

G
107 Generators.
108 Grilles, brass.
109 Gummed labels.

110 Gypsum products.

H
111 Hardware, stage.
112 Heating system, coal.

113 Heating system, oil.

I

114 Ink, pencils for slides.
115 Insurance, Fire.
116 Insurance, Rain.
117 Interior decorating serv-

ice.

118 Interior illuminated
signs.

J

119 Janitors’ supplies.

L

120 Labels, film caution.

121 Lamps, decorative.

122 Lamp dip coloring.

123 Lamps, general lighting.

124 Lamps, incandescent pro-
jection.

125 Lamps, reflecting arc.

126 Lamp shades.

127 Lavatory equipment, fur-

nishings.

128 Lavatory fixtures.

129 Ledgers, theatre.

130 Lenses.

131 Lights, exit.

132 Lights, spot.

133 Lighting fixtures.

134 Lighting installations.

135 Lighting systems, com-
plete.

136 Linoleum.

137 Liquid soap.

138 Liquid soap containers.

139 Lithographers.
140 Lobby display frames.
141 Lobby gazing balls.

142 Lobby furniture.
143 Lobby decorations.
144 Lubricants (state kind).
145 Luminous numbers.
146 Luminous signs, interior,

exterior.

M
147 Machines, ticket.

148 Machines, pop corn.

149 Machines, sanitary vend-
ing.

150 Make up, boxes, tbeatri-

151 Marble.
152 Marquise.
153 Mats, leather
154 Mats and runners.
155 Mazda projection adapt-

ers.

156 Metal lath.

157 Metal polish.

158 Mirror, shades.
159 Motor generators.
160 Motion picture cable.

161 Musical instruments
(state kind).

162 Music publishers.

163 Music rolls.

164 Music stands.

N
165 Napkins.
166 Novelties, advertising.

equipment.
167 Nursery furmshings and
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o
168 Oil burners.

169 Orchestral pieces.

170 Orchestra pit fittings,

furnishings.

171 Organs.

172 Organ novelty slides.

173 Organ lifts.

174 Organ chamber heaters.

175 Ornamental fountains.

176 Ornamental metal work.

177 Ornamental metal thea-
tre fronts.

P

178 Paint, screen.

179 Paper drinking cups.

180 Paper towels.

181 Perfumers.

182 Photo frames.

183 Pianos.

184 Picture sets.

185 Player pianos.

186 Plastic fixtures and dec-
orations.

187 Plumbing fixtures.

188 Positive film.

189 Posters.

190 Poster frames.

191 Poster lights.

192 Poster paste.

193 Portable projectors.

194 Pottery, decorative.
195 Power generating plants,
196 Printing, theatre.
197 Programs.
198 Program covers.
199 Program signs, illu-

minated.
200 Projection lamps.

201 Projection machines.

202 Projection machine parts.

203 Projection room equip-
ment.

R

204 Radiators.

205 Radiator covers.

206 Rails, brass.

207 Rails, rope.

208 Rain insurance.

209 Rectifiers.

210 Reconstruction service.

211 Redecorating service.

212 Reflectors (state kind).

213 Refurnishing service.

214 Regulators, Mazda.

215 Reels.

216 Reel end signals.

217 Reel packing, canying
cases.

218 Resonant orchestra plat-

form.

219 Reseating service.

220 Rewinding film.

221 Rheostats

222 Rigging, stage.

223 Roofing materials.

s

224 Safes, film.

225 Scenery, stage.

226 Scenic artists’ service.

227 Screens.

228 Screen paint.

229 Seat covers.
230 Seat indicators, vacant.
231 Seats, theatres.
232 Signs (state kind).

233 Signs, parking.

234 Signals, reel end.

235 Sign flashers.

236 Sign-cloth.

237 Sign lettering service.

238 Side walk machines, corn
poppers.

239 Slides.

240 Slide ink, pencils.

241 Slide lanterns.

242 Slide making outfits.

243 Slide mats.

244 Shutters, metal fire.

245 Soap containers, liquid.

246 Speed indicators.

247 Spotlights.

248 Stage doors-valances, etc.

249 Stage lighting equipment.
250 Stage lighting systems.
251 Stage rigging-blocks,

pulleys.

252 Stage scenery.
253 Stair treads.

254 Statuary.
255 Steel lockers.

256 Stereopticons.
257 Sweeping compounds.
258 Switchboards.
259 Switches, automatic.

T

260 Tally counters.
261 Tapestries.
262 Tax free music.
263 Telephones, inter-com-

municating.
264 Temperature regulation

system.
265 Terra Cotta.

266 Terminals.
267 Theatre accounting sys-

tems.
268 Theatre dimmers.

269 Theatre seats.

270 Tickets.

271 Ticket booths.

272 Ticket choppers.

273 Ticket holders.

274 Ticket racks.

275 Ticket selling machines.

276 Tile.

277 Tile stands.

278 Tool cases, operator's.

279 Towels, paper.

280 Towels, cloth.

281 Trailers.

282 Transformers.
283 Tripods.
284 Turnstiles, registering.

285 Typewriters.

u
286 Uniforms.

V
287 Valances, for boxes.
288 Vases, stone.

289 Vacuum cleaners.

290 Ventilating fans.

291 Ventilating, cooling sys-

tem.
292 Ventilating systems,

complete.
293 Vending machines, soap,

towels, napkins, etc.

294 Vitrolite

w
295 Wall burlap
296 Wall leather.

297 Watchman’s Clocks.

298 Water coolers.

299 Wheels, color

USE THIS COUPON

“BETTER THEATRES” DIVISION
Exhibitors Herald

407 South Dearborn St., Chicago.

Gentlemen: I should like to receive reliable information on the items listed following:

(Refer to Items by Number)

Remarks:

Name Theatre City.

State Seating Capacity
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a combination of steel and asbestos curtains

are required by the law.

Leading manufacturers of this equipment

are

:

J. H. CHANNON CORP., 223 W. ERIE ST.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

J. R. Clancy, Syracuse, N. Y.

Peter Clark, Inc., 534 W. 30th St., New
York, N. Y.

d*

FIRE EXTINGUISHERS
There are two types of fire extinguish-

ers : the one quart size hand extinguisher,

containing carbon tetra-chloride and the

2 1/ gallon soda and acid extinguisher.

Good ones of both types are manufactured

by many companies. Instructions from fire

inspectors should be carefully followed in

distributing these through the theatre

building. Prices range around $12.00.

Request further information through “Bet-

ter Theatres” Information and Catalog

Bureau.
& &

FLASHERS, SIGN
The spark-ling life and motion charac-

teristic of so many theatre signs is pro-

duced by the use of sign flashers. Sign

flashers are made in several types, among

them being the motor driven, the mercury

contact, thermal and socket flasher type.

The possibilities for attention getting ef-

fects through the use of sign flashers is

demonstrated daily in thousands of signs

equipped with them. Signs employing

flashers are generally used in connection

with colored lamps or color hoods, the

combined flasher and color lending itself

to an almost endless interpretation of in-

teresting figures and shapes.

In addition to the interest compelling

action which the sign flasher injects in a

sign it is stated that its use effects a sav-

ing in current cost over the continuous

burning sign. Prices range from $40.00 up.

Among the manufacturers of sign flash-

ers who are prepared to furnish sugges-

tions for novel sign effects are the follow-

ing:

CRAMBLET ENG. CORP., 286 MILWAU-
KEE ST., MILWAUKEE, WIS.

Reynolds Elec. Co., 2650 W. Congress St.,

Chicago, III.

d* J*

FLOOD LIGHTING
Flood lighting is accomplished with a

lamp equipped with reflector of parabolic

form capable of projecting a light to

cover a wide area at a distance. For

night lighting of theatre, buildings lamps

usually range from 200 to 1,500 watts.

These may be located on the marquise or

at some other vantage point opposite or

nearly opposite the building. The inten-

sity of the light is governed to a great

extent by the type of reflector employed.

In general there are three types : the ex-

tensive, the distributing and the concen-

trating. The former gives a wide, smooth

distribution of light for close-up work; the

distributing reflectors provide a more con-

centrated beam for work at average dis-

tance and the concentrating reflector

throws a long, narrow beam of light for

illumination at long distances.

Claims advanced for the advantages of

flood-lighting, aside from the obvious ad-

vertising value of this form of illumina-

tion, include a clean revelation of the archi-

tectural beauty of a building unmarred by

signs or lamp outlines.

EVENHEETERS
The Unanimous Choice of

Theatres—Manufacturers—Architects

!

EVENHEETERS guarantee perfect condition for your organ during the cold,

,

bleak winter days. No “foggy” off-pitch tones 100 percent performance
despite weather conditions.

A large portion of the maintenance costs of an organ are directly due to the fact

that the delicate sound chambers are not
protected from sharp changes in weather.
EVENHEETERS produce and maintain the
even temperature so essential to obtaining
day in and day out, the pure, rich tones
you rightfully expect from your organ.

Recommended

Organ Manufacturers
Leading theatre organ manufacturers sin-

cerely anxious that their instruments give

at all times the best possible performance,
unhesitatingly recommend EVENHEET-
ERS. Among them are:

Rudolph Wurlitzer Co.

W. W. Kimball Co.

Marr & Colton Co.

Robert Morton Organ Co.

Geo. Kilgen & Son, Inc.

Bartola Musical Inst. Co.

Estey Organ Co.

Welte Mignon Corp.

NATIONALLY known architects

nationally known because they

are thoroughly familiar with every

phase of the theatre Walter Ahl-

schlager, Eberson & Eberson, Rapp &
Rapp, endorse and specify EVEN-
HEETERS.

Some Recent
Installations

Paramount Theatre, New York City
Roxy Theatre, New York City

Shea’s Buffalo, Buffalo, N. Y.

New Michigan, Detroit
Riviera, Detroit

Circle, Cleveland
Loews State, Cleveland
Rialto, Miami
Tampa, Tampa
Oriental, Chicago
Uptown, Chicago
Harding, Chicago
Tower, Chicago
Alhambra, Milwaukee
Ambassador, St. Louis

CRAMBLET ENGINEERING CORP.
286-288 Milwaukee St. Milwaukee, Wis.

Hotchkiss ‘"Silent” Flashers—Border Chasers

Portable EVENHEETER
For Your Ticket Booth

This portable Evenheeter has met
with instant success. It is ideal for
heating the ticket booth, maintaining
an even temperature. Can be installed
in ten minutes without aid of electri-

cian.

Organ arrangement at the Uptown
theatre, Chicago’s largest motion pic-

ture palace. Organ chambers fully

protected by Evenheeters.
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The Preferred

In Theatres

by

Owners,

Electricians,

Contractors,

Architects

and the

Audience

Lighting Control

Hundreds of theatre owners,

thousands of technically trained

men, millions of theatre-goers

all approve of the @ Major

System for Theatre Lighting

Control. Nothing we could say

about it would be as strong a

commendation as they give it.

Send lor complete in-

formation and esti-

mates free of cost.

3v~ank c/idam
ELECTRIC COMPANY

ST LOUIS

An idea of floodlighting costs may be
obtained from the following example:
Time of operation, 5 hours per evening.

Area to be floodlighted, SO ft. long, 50 ft.

wide.

Extent of floodlighted area, 2,500 square
feet.

Projectors used, 500 watt.

Area lighted by each projector, 250 sq. ft.

Number of projectors used, 10.

Kilowatt hour consumption per period.

10X100X25— — =25
1000

Cost per kw. hour: 25X10=$2.50.
Cost of lighting front for '5 hours: $2.50.

Floodlighting is also used in theatre au-

ditoriums for such purposes as illuminat-

ing the orchestra pit while the balance of

the house is dark.

Among the important companies special-

izing in floodlighting installations are

:

FRANK ADAM ELECTRIC CO., 3650
WINDSOR AVE., ST. LOUIS, MO.

MAJOR EQUIP. CO., 4603 W. FULLER-
TON AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.

& & &

FLOOR COVERING
Refer to “Carpets” and “Mats and Run-

ners.”

& & S

FLOWERS, ARTIFICIAL
Refer to “Artificial Plants, Flowers.”

0* ^

FOOTLIGHTS
Many types of footlights are made for

the average theatre. They are designed in

the portable type, disappearing type, and
the regular kind for permanent installa-

tion. Footlights can be bought already
wired for various combinations of color

circuits, in single or double rows.
Leading manufacturers of this equip-

ment are:

FRANK ADAM ELECTRIC CO., 3650
WINDSOR AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.

KLIEGL BROS., 321 WEST 50TH ST.,
NEW YORK, N. Y.

MAJOR EQUIP. CO., 4603 W. FULLER-
TON AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.

FOUNTAINS,
ORNAMENTAL

Refer to “Ornamental Fountains.”

0* Jt

FRAMES—POSTER, LOBBY
Poster and lobby display frames are

manufactured in standard sizes. There are

one sheets to hang one sheets, with easel

back—three sheets to hang and three sheets

with easel back—combination frames to

hang and with easel to accommodate a

one-sheet and eight 11x14 photographs.

Another combination often used is one to

take a 22x28 photograph, eight 11x14 pho-

tographs and date strip.

Photograph frames are also offered in

standard sizes for five or six photographs,

11x14 in size.

Most of the modern theatres are hav-

ing their lobby display frames and cases

built to order to fit the recesses and

spaces provided for by the architect.

Manufacturers of frames and cases gladly

furnish complete drawings and specifica-

tions for the theatre owner’s approval.

Standard sizes range in price from $7.00

up.

District Offices

Atlanta, Ga.
Baltimore, Md.
Boston. Mass.
Buffalo. N. Y.
Chicago, III.

Cincinnati, Ohio
Dallas, Texas
Denver, Colo.
Detroit, Mich.
Kansas City, Mo.

Los Angeles, Cal.
Minneapolis, Minn.
Miami, Fla.

New Orleans, La. Portland, Ore.
New York City, N. Y. Seattle, Wash.
Omaha, Neb. San Francisco, Cal.
Philadelphia, Pa. Winnipeg, Canada
Pittsburgh, Pa. London, Ont., Can.

Better Projection—Simple Operation

Lower Cost
The Roth Actodector is a modern
power unit especially designed to

produce the finest quality of light

for motion picture projection. It

supplies — automatically— smooth,
faultless power of ample capacity
to carry two arcs during the change-
over period.

It simplifies the work of the pro-

jectionist by taking care of all op-
erating conditions without attention
or adjustment.

It is compact in design and its high
efficiency materially reduces power
costs.

Furnished complete with control
panel and instruments. Send for the
Actodector bulletin.

ROTH BROTHERS & CO.
Over 31 years of experience building high grade electrical machinery.

1409 W. Adams Street, Chicago, 111.

Advantages
1 . It produces better pictures, even by an
inexperienced operator.
2. There is no flicker whatever in one lamp
when striking the second arc.

3. It is relatively free from fluctuation in
light produced due to variation in supply
voltage.
4. The ease of operation and the auto-
matic features of the Actodector permit re-
mote control of the motor-generator unit.
The operator need not leave his station be-
side the projectors.
5. It is simple in construction and simple
and quiet in operation.
6. It is the most satisfactory and econom-
ical method' of supplying lamps using from
10 to 25 amperes.
7. It has ample capacity to insure efficient
and satisfactory operation under all condi-
tions.
8. It will carry two lamps for any reason-
able length of time.
9. It proxides a system in which the power
loss through resistances is minimized. It
operates at about 70 volts.

ROTH 25-25 ACTODECTOR
Also built in sizes up to 100-100 amperes
double rated, and 300 amperes, single rated.

Roth Brothers

EH1926-Gray
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A leading manufacturer of this equip-

ment is

:

NEWMAN MFG. COMPANY, 418 ELM ST.,

CINCINNATI, OHIO.

& & &

FRONTS, METAL THEATRE
Entire fronts for theatres made of sheet

metal and wrought in a pleasing design

are available for the small house desiring

to change its exterior appearance. These
metal fronts are made in various size^

and designs and shipped in sections ready

to be erected. It is advisable, in ordering
material of this type to have the building

properly measured and a sketch of front

submitted.

Leading manufacturers of metal thea-
tre fronts are:

ARCHITECTURAL METAL PROD. CO.,
18 W. 9TH ST., COVINGTON, KY.

EDWARDS MANUFACTURING CO., CIN-
CINNATI, OHIO.

& &

FURNITURE, THEATRE
A number of factors should guide the

exhibitor in the selection of his furniture.

Comfort and restfulness are among the

first considerations. Upholstering materi-

als offer a splendid opportunity for accents

in the color scheme of the room. Over-
elaborateness and that which breathes of

the gaudy should generally be avoided.
All furniture depends upon the finish.

A glassy varnish finish on any piece cheap-
ens the quality of the framework. It

scratches easily and shows dust more
readily. A soft finish is always desirable,

and this holds particularly true of gold
furniture, which looks cheap unless nicely

toned down.
Furniture for the men’s room should al-

ways be of a heavy type, giving a manly
and clubby appearance. Leather uphol-
stering is quite proper. Women’s rest room
should be dainty and more genteel. Cane
furniture is appropriate here.

Request further information through “Bet-
ter Theatres” Information and Catalog
Bureau.

£ & &

GENERATORS, MOTOR
This electrical outfit is designed to pro-

duce direct current at the arc lamp on the

picture machine—spotlights or double dis-

solving stereopticon. It consists of an alter-

nating current motor, directly connected
on a shaft to a direct current generator.

Motor generators are made for every cur-

rent requirement to deliver amperages from
20 amperes to 200 amperes.

There are 20-30 ampere outfits for re-

flecting arc lamps; 40-50 and 75 ampere
outfits for the ordinary arcs and 75-100-

125 and 150 ampere generators for use
with high intensity lamps.

Motor generators are made in two types,

the double arc generators and the multiple

arc generators.

The double arc is for use with two pic-

ture machine arcs. It is so designed that

for the period of time needed to warm up
the second picture machine arc, prepara- 1

tory changing from one picture machine
to the other, it will carry both arc lamps
at the same amperage without danger of
losing the light on the arc lamp on the

running picture machine.
Multiple arc generators are designed and

built to generate direct current many arcs.

They are used in the motion picture booths

where there are two arcs on the picture

machines, one or more spotlights and a

double dissolving stereopticon and effect

machine. The multiple arc generator cor-

rectly built, will carry the entire battery of

arc lamps and various amperages. The
variance in amperages is controlled by the

necessary rheostats. Prices range from

$350 up.

Leading manufacturers of this equip-

ment are

:

ROTH BROS., 1400 W. ADAMS ST., CHI-
CAGO.

Hertner Electric Co., Cleveland, O.

Rollaway Motor Co., Toledo, O.

& &
GRILLES, BRASS

Grilles in both brass and bronze are

used in box office windows, organ grille

openings and in radiator openings in lob-

bies. Manufacturers of this item show
many designs to select from. Can be

bought in standard sectional assembly or

built to order.

A leading manufacturer of this equip-

ment is

:

NEWMAN MFG. CO., 418 ELM ST., CIN-
CINNATI. O.

& & &

HARDWARE STAGE
With the growing popularity in theatres

of presentation acts a need is apparent for

equipment to meet the varied physical re-

quirements in the way of stage hardware
to accomplish this purpose. The subject of

stage hardware takes in many items, large

and small which are equipment essentials

in the stage that is to be prepared to house

a variety of acts or talent.

LTnder the heading of stage hardware are

included such items as blocks and pulleys

of all types, counterweights and arbors, be-

lay pins, cleats, curtain tracks, keystones

and corners, pin rails, pin wire, rope, ma-
nila and wire, rope locks, sand bags, smoke
pocket stage screws, trim clamps, winches.

Steel curtains and counterweight rigging

are also important items of the equipment

in the modern stage.

Leading manufacturers of this equip-

ment are

:

J. H. CHANNON CORP., 223 W. ERIE ST.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

J. R. Clancy, Syracuse, N. Y.

Peter Clark, Inc., 534 W. 30th St., New
York City.

^ 3

HEATING SYSTEMS
There are a number of heating systems

for theatres, among them the direct fired

blower type heater. This is a heat to air

method of heating, coal fired, which is

used without radiators, steam or water
piping. It provides for ventilation in

summer and winter as well as heating. A
system of this type gives heat uniformly
and quickly, it Is declared, and installation

cost is said to be low. Another method of

heating is a system of warmth with venti-

lation obtained by means of heat genera-
tors which conduct the heat directly to

the volumes of cold fresh air necessary to

properly ventilate the theatre without any
intermediate means or usual heat losses.

The air is drawn in through a fresh air

shaft into the fan room passing through
air washers being thoroughly washed and
properly humidified. From there, by

means of large blowers it is forced

through the generator chambers and prop-

erly and scientifically distributed to the

portions of the building to be heated and

ventilated.

The generators are so constructed that

any kind of fuel including oil or gas can

be used. The fires are controlled auto-

matically by means of temperature control

equipment, responding to thermostats

placed in the theatre in various locations.

Utmost flexibility is obtainable on account

of the installation of these units or sepa-

rate heat generators.

Equipment of this type is being used in

every class of theatre from the 300-seat

village playhouse to the 5,000-seat palatial

home of the cinema art. On account of

the exceptional flexibility, convenience,

economy of operation, and perfect results

obtained from the use of any kind of fuel,

an owner obtains an up-to-date heating

system as well as a properly designed ven-

tilating plant for both winter and summer
use.

Leading manufacturers of theatre heat-

ing systems are

:

SUPREME HEAT. & VENT. CO., 1522

OLIVE ST., ST. LOUIS, MO.
B. F. Reynolds Co., 118 W. Ohio St.,

Chicago, III.

«£S

INCANDESCENT PROJEC-
TION LAMPS

Refer to “Lamps, Incandescent Projec-

tion.”

d* ^

HEATING SYSTEMS, OIL
Heating by means of oil is growing rap-

idly in popularity among theatres. Some
of the country’s largest playhouses are in-

stalling oil heating systems of various

makes and types. They are also to be

found in smaller theatres. Among the ad-

vantages claimed for oil heating is the

matter of cleanliness and subsequent sav-

ings in draperies and redecorating costs.

The operation being automatic the oil

burner requires virtually no attention, ef-

fecting a saving in janitor service. Another
advantage pointed out is the fact that oil

burners give heat only when needed.

Most oil burners are operated in connec-

tion with a thermostat so that when the

temperature falls even as low as one de-

gree below the desired point the thermo-

stat establishes connection which starts the

burner again. When the temperature goes

above the desired degree the heat is auto-

matically shut off.

Request further information through “Bet-

ter Theatres” Information and Catalog
Bureau.

S

INSURANCE, RAIN
Rain insurance offers to exhibitors a

protection against an empty box office

when a storm arises on the day or evening

on which the house has booked a big pic-

ture for which it has paid probably more
than its usual price. Rain insurance poli-

cies are now an established feature for

motion picture houses and other forms of

amusement.

Request further information through “Bet-
ter Theatres” Information and Catalog
Bureau.
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Have you been
reading

‘What The Picture

Did For Me?”

You should hear Ex-

hibitors wax eloquent

when they tell us

“What PERFEC-
TIONS Did For Me!”

IN MILWAUKEE, with 50 PERFECTIONS in

25 Theatres knocking power bills lower and
lower each month, the situation has become
serious!

WE RE IN constant danger of being kissed to

death by jubilant Exhibitors!

OR OF BEING shot in the back by the Electric

Company

!

BUT UNTIL the end comes, we ll continue to

make the
“Let There Be Light "

PERFECTION
Low-Intensity

Reflecting Arc Lamp

AND CONTINUE TO SELL IT FOR
$195, COMPLETE

Bring your Projection troubles to

PERFECTION ARC CO., INC.

1402 North Ave., Milwaukee, Wis.

INTERIOR ILLUMINATED
SIGNS

Interior illuminated signs under this

heading refer to such signs as aisle signs,

ladies’ rest room signs, lavatory signs and
signs denoting check room, smoking room,

requests for silence and similar signs which
must necessarily be neat and attractive.

Details concerning the construction and
operation of signs of this type are given

under “Admission Signs” on a preceding

page. Prices range from $35 up.

Leading manufacturers of this equip-

ment are

:

MAJOR EQUIPMENT CO., 4603 FULLER-
TON AVE., CHICAGO.

Rawson & Evans Co., 710 W. Washing-
ton St., Chicago, III.

Tablet & Ticket Co., 1015 W. Adams St.,

Chicago, III.

3 3 3

LAMP DIP COLORING
Lamp dips or lamp colorings are manu-

factured by numerous companies, and can
be obtained in either the clear color or in

an opaque.

There are three types of coloring. One
type for a temporary dip where the color

is to be changed often. For such changes,

incidentally a color remover can be pur-

chased.

The next type is the color used for dip-

ping lamps which it is desired to color for

permanent inside use. This color should

not be used for outside lighting as it will

not withstand the elements.

The third type is the outside coloring.

This is for use on lamps used for lighting

electric signs, marquees and other outside

lighting. It is a very slow drying color,

taking from three to four days to dry.

Lamp dip coloring sells for $1.35 per pint

and up.

A leading manufacturer of this equip-

ment is :

Rosco Laboratories, 139 Third Place,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

3 3 3

LAMPS, DECORATIVE
The various lamp manufacturers offer a

number of decorative lamps. There are

two types of flame shaped lamps used on
fixtures with imitation candles and on
standing candelabra. They are made in

standard base and in candelabra or minia-

ture base, and may be had in frost or

sprayed colors—blue and red—flame tint—

•

amber or canary.

Also considered as decorative lamps are

the standard globular and pear shaped

lamps, which are sprayed in colors as men-
tioned above.

Request further information through “Bet-

ter Theatres” Information and Catalog
Bureau.

3 3 3

LAMPS, INCANDESCENT,
PROJECTION

This term is confusing as there are

lamps for motion picture projection and
lamps for spotlight and stereopticon pro-

jection and they are very different.

There are two lamps for motion picture

projection. The 900 watt, 30 ampere, 30

volt lamp and the 600 watt, 20 ampere, 30

volt lamps. They cannot be used on the
ordinary lighting circuit without a regu-
lator or transformer to change the current
to the correct amperage and voltage. Such
transformers and the other necessary
equipment can be furnished by the various
picture machine manufacturers.

Both of these lamps are made in mono-
plane filament in order to produce the most
possible light for projection. They are the

only practical lamps for the projection of
pictures. The 900 watt lamp produces
enough light to work efficiently on throws
of 75 to 100 feet. The 600 watt is used
for throws shorter than 75 feet.

The other projection lamps for spotlight

and stereopticons are manufactured in

tubular, globular and pear shapes. They
can be had in wattages of from 200 watts

to 1000 watts for use on 110 volt lines.

These sizes are all standard and are car-

ried in stock. Special lamps of 1‘500 and
2000 watts can be had, but are only made
up on special order. There is one lamp
made of 100 watt for use on 110 volt line

for motion picture projection. It is not,

however, as practical and as efficient as the

30 volt .type.

Request further information through “Bet-

ter Theatres” Information and Catalog

Bureau.
3 3 <5*

LAMPS, REFLECTOR ARC
A carbon arc lamp for motion picture

projection using a reflector for projecting

the light onto the aperture of the picture

machine.

The complete lamp contains as a part of

the unit an automatic arc control adjusted

to operate at a variance of a fraction of a

volt at the arc. The advantage of the re-

flecting arc lamp is that it will operate at

from 20 to 25 per cent of the electrical

current necessary to operate the old style

arc lamp. The carbons used are much
smaller in size making an additional sav-

ing. The reflecting arc is now accepted as

a necessity, by progressive exhibitors which

in addition to saving the lamp, produces a

flat even field of bright crisp white light

which is very desirable in motion picture

projection. Prices range from $195 to $350.

Leading manufacturers of this equipment

are

:

PERFECTION ARC CO., 1402 NORTH
AVE., MILWAUKEE. WIS.

STRONG ELECTRIC CO., 3242 MONROE
ST., TOLEDO, O.

Hall & Connolly, 129 Grand St., New
York City.

J. E. McAuley Mfg. Co., 554 W. Adams
St., Chicago.

Walter Preddey, 187 Golden Gate Ave.,

San Francisco.
Rolloway Motor Co., Toledo, O.

3 3 3
LEATHER UPHOLSTERING
The matter of rejuvenating theatre chairs

is one which is of interest to many theatre

owners. A number of ways and mate-

rials are available for accomplishing this.

Recently a form of artificial leather has

been placed on the market. With it is

claimed the coating and fabric become prac-

tically one integral piece. This artificial

leather is said to have the advantage of

being extremely soft, and is said to be

very easily installed. The result is that it

provides the theatre chair with a new and

inviting appearance, and gives it additional

comfort facilities.
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A leading manufacturer of this leather

for upholstering is:

The Pantasote Company, Inc., 250 Park
Ave., New York, N. Y.

<5* <£*

LEDGERS, THEATRE
Ledger systems for theatres are dis-

cussed on a preceding page under “Ac-
counting, Systems, Theatre.”

£ & &

LENSES
The prime requirement of a lens is to

give a bright, well defined picture on the

screen without any distortion or color

rings. There are a number of these effi-

cient lenses made in two sizes: the quarter

size and the half size
;
the quarter size be-

ing of a smaller diameter than the half

size. The quarter size is furnished, as a

rule, in equivalent foci of 5 3/4 to 7 1/2

inches. The half size in equivalent foci of

5 3/4 to 71/4 inches. The sizes mentioned

are standard. All other sizes are special

except in shorter equivalent foci in the half

sizes. It is not practical to make a half size

lens of shorter focus than 5 3/4 inches.

'The size is determined by the throw and

size of the picture desired. Prices range

from $25 to $100.

Leading manufacturers of this equipment

are

:

Bausch & Lomb, Rochester, N. Y.
Projection Optics Co., 203 State St.,

Rochester, N. Y.

& &

.
LIGHTS, AISLE

Refer to “Aisle Lights.”

jt

LIGHTS, SPOT
Are made in arc and incandescent types

for use on stage—in the booth—in cove

lighting, and for head spotting. Most spot-

lights on the market can be used for spot

lighting and for full flood. The arc types

are made in sizes of 35 ampere up to 150

ampere. They come complete with stand

and attachment cord and connector. Within
the last year, the high intensity spot has

apeared. It is an adaptation of the high

intensity lamp to spot and floodlighting.

The incandescent spotlights are in sizes

of from 250 watt to 2000 watt. The sizes

usually used, being 250, 400, 500 and 1000

watt.

The small head spots of 250 watt, being

used for cove lighting or spotting the head

of a singer or organist. The incandescent

spotlights come either with floor standard

or pipe hangers for border lighting batons.

In stage work spotlights are frequently

banked one above the other on a stand and
used for floodlighting from the wings.

Prices range from $15 to $450.

Among the leading manufacturers of

this equipment are

:

FRANK ADAM ELEC. CO., 3650 WIND-
SOR AVE., ST. LOUIS, MO.

KLIEGL BROTHERS, 321 W. 50TH ST.,

NEW YORK CITY.
MAJOR EQUIPMENT CO., 4603 FULLER-
TON AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.

Best Devices Co., Film Bldg., Cleveland.

Ohio.
<St

LIGHTING FIXTURES
While lighting fixtures constitute one of

the outstanding features of the theatre to-

day their style and application is obviously

best determined by the individual treatment

of the theatre and its requirements. It is

significant, however, that a number of lead-

ing manufacturers have established special

departments to give time and attention to

the subject of theatre lighting and fixtures.

Prices range from $7.50 up.

A leading manufacturer of this equip-

ment is

:

NEWMAN MFG. CO., 418 ELM ST., CIN-
CINNATI, OHIO.

& £ ^

LIGHTING, FLOOD
Refer to “Flood Lighting.”

<2t *5* J*

LOBBY DISPLAY FRAMES
Lobby advertising is an obviously effec-

tive business stimulant and in this connec-

tion the use of lobby display frames easily

ranks first in importance. With the effec-

tive display frames now available it is pos-

sible not only to obtain a maximum adver-

tising value from their use but also to add
materially to the appearance of the lobby.

The front of the theatre may now be

“dressed up” in excellent fashion with

these frames. In the case of new theatres

it is common practice to design lobby

frames in conformity with the architec-

tural style of the house.

Artistic lobby display frames are now
available which contain mirrors in the cen-

ter with space for lithographs on either

side. Or, display frames in the form of

corner cases may be advantageously used.

Literature on corner cases is visible from

both the lobby and street sides. Lobby dis-

play frames of brass with finishes such as

statuary bronze, verde antique, brushed

brass, oxidized brass, gun metal, dull cop-

per, have the advantage of requiring no

polishing.

Overcrowding of the lobby with display

frames produces a detrimental effect and

for this reason it is necessary that good

judgment and care be exercised not only in

the selection of the frames but in their

placing as well. Working from blue prints

or an accurate diagram enables manufac-

turers to suggest effective and harmoni-

ous arrangements for equipping the lobby

with a display frame scheme.

A leading manufacturer of this equip-

ment is

:

NEWMAN MANUFACTING CO., 418 ELM
ST., CINCINNATI, O.

S &

MACHINES, POP CORN
Pop corn machines offer an excellent

opportunity for theatres to increase their

revenue according to information from ex-

hibitors who are operating them. One ex-

hibitor states that in one week he cleared

$59 with a corn popper in his lobby. Figures

provided by another exhibitor state that in

six months he took in $967.91, out of which

his expenses were $296.94, leaving a profit

of $682.91. One theatre circuit in the east

is using pop corn machines at five of its

houses.

Pop corn machines may be had in a

number of sizes and styles ranging from

small models to elaborate machines which

also include peanut roasting facilities.

Request further information through “Bet-

ter Theatres” Information and Catalog

Bureau.

MACHINES, TICKET
A motor driven device for dispensing

tickets which are automatically registered

as to the number of each denomination

sold. These machines are made in two
unit, three unit, four unit and five unit

sizes. A two unit will dispense two tickets

of different denominations such as children

and adults. Each unit is controlled by a

series of five buttons, making it possible

to sell from one to five tickets. Prices

range from $275 to $450.

A leading manufacturer of this equip-

ment is

:

Automatic Ticket Register Co., 723 Sev-

enth Ave., New York City.

3 &

MARQUISE
Refer to “Canopies, Theatre.”

MATS, RUNNERS
As a protection to carpets and as a means

of keeping the theatre clean during bad
weather mats and runners are used in

theatre lobbies and aisles. Leather mats are

most common in lobbies, having a mesh for

dirt and slush to drop through. The ir-

regular features of the leather mat sur-

face prevent slipping.

Runners for aisles and foyer are usually

made of a hard material and are laid over

carpets as a protection.

Request further information through “Bet-
ter Theatres” Information and Catalog
Bureau.

d d ^
MAZDA REGULATORS

This is an electrical device for changing
100 volt to 220 volt current to 30 volt, 30

amperes current for use with 900 watt in-

candescent projection lamps. A leading
manufacturer is:

MONARCH THEATRE SUPPLY CO., 1223

SO. WABASH AVE., CHICAGO.

5 & &

MOTION PICTURE CABLE
Refer to “Cable, Motion Picture” on a

preceding page.

Si S

MOTOR GENERATORS
Refer to “Generators, Motor.”

6 & &

MUSIC PUBLISHERS
Appreciating the important part played

by music in the theatre several companies
have recently compiled special music for

the guidance and assistance of theatre or-

ganists and orchestras. Twelve composi-

tions have already been issued by a com-
pany headed by Henry Waterson and it is

planned by this organization to issue sub-

sequent numbers at regular intervals for

theatre orchestras. In this music and or-

chestral arrangement has been so scored

that the numbers can be played with maxi-

mum effect by any combination of instru-

ments, large and small.

Special books of organ music have also

recently been available. These comprise

classic, modern, characteristic, marches,

opera selection and sacred numbers, mak-
ing a valuable addition to every organist’s

library.

Request further information through “Bet-

ter Theatres” Information and Catalog

Bureau.
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MUSIC ROLLS
It is quite essential in these days of big

pictures to have the best musical accom-
paniment. Many theatres have invested

thousands of dollars in player pianos and
pipe organs to give the proper musical

setting to the picture and yet do not get

the full benefit of their instruments due
sometimes to inefficient organists. A good
picture roll especially selected, arranged

and played for pictures will bring out every

good element of melody and action on an
automatic organ or player piano.

Of course there are good and bad picture

rolls, but it pays to buy the best, those that

are cut to accent the true pipe organ ef-

fects, with all the force and volume writ-

ten into the original number. Most music

rolls are so arranged to bring out the

hand-played features for the various makes

of players and also to synchronize with

and accent every human emotion pictured

on the screen. Prices range from 75c to

$1.25.

A leading manufacturer of Music Rolls

is

:

Filmusic Co., 6701-15 Santa Monica
Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.

<£ <£

MUSIC STANDS
Music stands are made in a number of

styles, from those of simple design for

smaller houses to more pretentious and or-

namental ones for the elaborate theatres.

One popular style is that which contains

upright supports on which are mounted

When Thinking of

Orchestra Equipment
Add Beauty by using the most
gorgeous of music stands that are

practical as well as beautiful for

both players and audience—Gal-

lagher’s.

Add 20 per cent more Volume to

any orchestra by the most remark-

able of all theatre devices, the Gal-

lagher Resonant Orchestra Base.

A new complete set

of Bulletins for the

asking. Write today.

Gallagher’s Orchestra
Equipment Company

3235 Southport Avenue, Chicago, 111.

—the name

GALLAGHER
stands foremost

Newest
and
Best

LIBERTY
MUSIC STAND

Patented

Standard for

All Purposes

Send for Our New
Booklet

LIBERTY MUSIC STAND CO.
I960 E. 116th St. Cleveland, O.

Everything for the Stage

bell shaped shades containing light and
reflector. The lighting arrangement is de-

signed to eliminate any annoying reflec-

tions. The stand is adjustable to allow

for the most comfortable position for the

musician. The stands, in widths between
lamp supports, are 24, 30 and 36 inches.

Ornamental music stands are designed in

shape like a large open book and make an

impressive appearance. These are finished

in gold, having beautiful designs on the ex-

terior.

Manufacturers of music stands are also

prepared to supply conductor stands to

harmonize with the type of music stand

used. Prices range from $15 to $55.

Leading manufacturers of this equip-

ment are

:

GALLAGHER ORCHESTRA EQUIPMENT
COMPANY, 3235 SOUTHPORT AVE.,
CHICAGO, ILL.

LIBERTY MUSIC STAND COMPANY,
1960 EAST 116TH STREET, CLEVE-
LAND, OHIO.

OIL BURNERS
Refer to “Heating Systems, Oil” on a

preceding page.

The “Better Theatres”
Information and Catalog
Bureau which is a regular

feature of each issue of

“Better Theatres” is repro-

duced in this Box Office

Record and Equipment In-

dex opposite page 66.

ORGANS
It is hardly necessary here to call atten-

tion to the ever growing importance of

organ music in theatres. Next to the film

and projection machines, the organ today

is a recognized necessity and a proven box
office attraction. Virtually every phase of

the organ’s place and use in theatres has

been discussed in numerous articles in

BETTER THEATRES.
Space here will not permit, nor is it

desirable, that a lengthy discussion of or-

gan and organ music be given. It is in

order to call attention, however, to several

facts in connection with organs that are of

more or less recent development. One of

these is the location of the organ grilles.

While these have been conspicuous in the

past, usually on either side of the stage

opening a number of theatres are now
placing the organ grille in the ceiling, di-

rectly in front of the center of the pros-

cenium. At the new Roxy theatre in New
York the organ chambers will be located

beneath the stage.

Mounting the organ console on an eleva-

tor so that the organist may be brought

into full view of the audience during a

solo is another comparatively recent fea-

ture that is winning great vogue. Double

consoles are now used in a number of thea-

tres in this manner.

In the purchase of an organ the theatre

owner should make sure that the instru-

ment is built for theatre work.

In the main, aside from detail consider-

ations, the important thing to bear in mind
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in the purchase of a theatre organ is

whether or not the instrument is designed

and built to meet theatre requirements. De-
mands upon an organ to be used in a

theatre and in a church for example, are

obviously at variance. The result is that

organs for theatres are built along exact-

ing lines, expressly for the work they are

intended to perform. Among the firms

specializing in organs for theatres are

:

MARR & COLTON CO., WARSAW, N. Y.

RUDOLPH WURLITZER CO., 121 EAST
FOURTH ST., CINCINNATI, OHIO.

The Link Company, 183 Water St.,

Binghamton, N. Y.
Robert Morton Organ Co., 1560 Broad-
way, N. Y.

& & &

ORGAN HEATERS
Reaction upon organ music and the

instrument itself of cold weather and
dampness has led to the development of

organ chamber heaters which keep the

temperature in the chamber at a uniform
degree, preventing loss of pitch, and de-

terioration of the organ. Electric heaters

with thermostat control are used for this

purpose. Organ chambers are usually

tuned at a temperature of from 65 to 70

degrees. If the temperature is allowed to

drop 10 degrees below the tuning tempera-

ture the metal pipes become flat by a

quarter or half tone. A 10 degree rise

above the tuning temperature will cause

the same pipes to become sharp and a fur-

ther rise puts many of them out of pitch.

The effect of dampness is to cause a swell-

ing and consequent deterioration of

wooden chests, pipes and other parts in the

chambers.’

Since organ chambers are not standard

in size the amount of heating equipment

must be determined for each chamber. The
larger the chamber or the greater the area

exposed outside walls, the larger must be

the wattage of the heater installed. Heaters

should be mounted near the bottom of ex-

posed or outside wall so that rising warm
air from heater will counteract the de-

scending columns of chilled air. Thermo-
stats should be located at the point the best

circulation takes place and out of reach

of direct heat from heaters.

In large theaters operating afternoon

and evening heaters are usually left in op-

eration 24 hours. In smaller houses they

may be disconnected when the show is over

and started again by simply throwing a

switch when needed. Prices range from $48

to $110 per set.

A leading manufacturer of this equip-

ment is the

:

CRAMBLET ENGINEERING CORP., 286
MILWAUKEE ST, MILWAUKEE, WIS.

& <£ ^

ORGAN ROLLS
Refer to “Music Rolls.”

^ &

ORGAN SLIDES
Refer to “Slides.”

& A*

ORNAMENTAL
FOUNTAINS

Ornamental fountains are invariably
places of interest in the theatre. In addi-
tion to their decorative value they create
a desirable atmosphere of coolness in the

PRINTING
Exclusively for

Exhibitors

CIRCUS~~HERALDS
PROGRAMS

DATES - POSTERS

EXHIBITORS PRINTING
SERVICE

711 S. Dearborn St. Chicago, III.

nanslev
|< STUDIOS
inVheir new quartersv 54

W. RANDOLPH
SLIDES
AND FILM

Get the stay-at-homes out

—

by sending a printed salesman to their

homes each week with your entire week’s

program.

We furnish cuts and copy that get their

attention and interest—and create a desire

to see the shows advertised.

For eight years we have been supplying

hundreds of theatres from Texas to New
York State with these business getting

programs.

We ship them in eight working hours

from the time we receive your copy.

Send now for samples and prices.

THE NATIONAL
Poster & Printing Co.

729 S. Wabash Ave. CHICAGO, ILL.
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summer time through the sound of the

trickling water as it falls into the base of

the fountain.

Ornamental fountains may be obtained

in many sizes and in many forms. The
water pressure is supplied by a small pump
operated from light socket current, the

same water being used over again in most

instances.

A leading manufacturer of this equip-

ment is

:

NEWMAN MANUFACTURING CO., 418

ELM ST., CINCINNATI, OHIO.
ji ^

PAINT, SCREEN
A paint for refinishing a screen surface.

This paint comes in flat white and metallic.

Five pounds of flat white is sufficient to

coat a 9x12 screen with two coats. Prices

range from $1.75 to $3.50.

Request further information through “Bet-

ter Theatres” Information and Catalog

Bureau.
JS & &

PAPER DRINKING CUPS
Many discriminating theatres are placing

at the disposal of their patrons paper

drinking cups in special vending machines.

Theatres are able to offer this service to

patrons at a profit since the cups are ob-

tained by patron by inserting a penny in

the vending machine. Among the promi-

nent houses which have installed the sani-

tary drinking cup service are the Keith

theatres.

Drinking cups are usually placed in

foyer, lobby and retiring rooms.

A leading manufacturer of this equip-

ment is:

Individual Drinking Cup Co., Easton, Pa.

<2*

PAPIER MACHE
Papier mache is extensively used in the-

atres in the building of ornamental relief

decorations. This material has the advan-

tages of being light and durable with the

added feature of being comparatively inex-

pensive. It is particularly adapted for stage

and screen settings, being used for this

purpose by a number of the country’s lead-

ing theatres.

A leading manufacturer of this mate-

rial is:

Alpha Compressed Wood Company, 2054
Larrabee St., Chicago, III.

^
PERFUMERS

These are perfume disseminators. There
are various types of perfume dissemina-

tors. The most common type is known as

the Perfume Cone. This is a decorative

device made from a porous clay material

which has a cavity in the top into which
may be poured perfume. The clay absorbs

the perfume and gradually disseminates

the odor into the air. Another type is' the

spray gun, which is used to spray the per-

fume in the air when the theatre is being

cleaned. There are other types which are

mechanical and driven by motors, dissemi-

nating perfume at stated intervals. Prices

range from 50c to $1.50.

Request further information through “Bet-
ter Theatres” Information and Catalog
Bureau.

S
PHOTOFRAMES

These are carried as standard stock in

sizes 11x14 and 22x28 to accommodate

photographs furnished with film features.

Prices range from 50c to $1.50.

Ji

PICTURE SETS
Picture sets in non-presentation houses

are usually changed seasonably or pre-

pared for holiday programs and special

events. Theatres offering presentation acts

make it a point to change weekly the ef-

fects surrounding the picture screen.

Draperies and other equipment necessary

to the production of an artistic stage set-

ting are readily obtainable.

Request further information through “Bet-

ter Theatres” Information and Catalog
Bureau.

PORTABLE PROJECTORS
Portable Projector—a motion picture

projector of such a size that it can be car-

ried from one room to another or from
one place to another. Prices range from
$225 to $425.

Request further information through “Bet-

ter Theatres” Information and Catalog
Bureau.

Jt jt

POSTER FRAMES
Refer to “Frames, Poster” on a preced-

ing page.

S
POSTER LIGHTS

These are tubular shape reflectors to be

fastened to the poster frame for illuminat-

ing poster displays. They come completely

wired, with bracket for attaching. Prices

range from $16 up.

Request further information through “Bet-

New
Low
Prices

Hennegan

Program

Covers

Write for new samples

The Hennegan Company

Cincinnati

ter Theatres” Information and Catalog
Bureau.

& ^

PROGRAMS
Unusual progress has been made in the

publication of theatre programs in the past
few years. Today the program is one of
the outstanding advertising mediums of
the motion picture house. It goes into the
home where it is perused by the family.

In obtaining programs the exhibitor need
only specify the names of the attractions
and the dates. Within eight hours pro-
grams containing effective copy, suitably
illustrated, are completed. This is possi-
ble through the efficiency of highly organ-
ized and ably manned printing plants de-
voted exclusively to -this work. Copy pro-
vided in theatre programs carries a well
balanced selling “punch” creating a desire

to see the attractions. The programs are
amply illustrated and complete facts con-
cerning stars, players, author and other
matters of interest are included.

In the dissemination of theatre programs
many theatres have regular lists of patrons
to whom programs are mailed each week
while others distribute the programs to

patrons as they leave the theatre. Prices
range from $7.75 per thousand in one
color to $8.50 per thousand in two colors.

Prices decrease with additional thousands.
Prominent concerns specializing in this

work are

:

EXHIBITORS PRTG. SERVICE, 711 S.

DEARBORN ST., CHICAGO, ILL.
NATIONAL POSTER & PRTG. CO., 729 S.

WABASH AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.

<£5 &

PROGRAM COVERS
Construction of bigger and better

theatres has developed a demand for a
higher class of advertising. Offset color
program covers are representative of the

efforts of theatre owners toward increas-

ing artistry and dignity in their advertis-

ing. These colored program covers are

highly artistic and colorful. The fact that

they are extensively used has enabled pro-

duction of program covers of this type at

a very reasonable cost considering their

beauty and effectiveness. In fact, the use
of program covers has enabled exhibitors

to attain a highly desirable individuality in

this phase of their advertising. These pro-

gram covers combine all the elements of a

program announcement with the neces-

sary distinctive features of a high class

house organ. Prices range from $3 per

thousand to $7 per thousand depending on

size of cover.

A leading manufacture of this type of
program cover is

:

THE HENNEGAN COMPANY, 311 GEN-
ESEE ST., CINCINNATI, O.

PROJECTION LAMPS
Refer to “Lamps, Projection” on a pre-

ceding page.

£

PROJECTION MACHINES
It is the expressed belief of theatre

owners and projectionists that practically

ideal projection is possible with equipment

available at present provided it is in the

hands of a competent operator. The three

most widely Used projectors today are the
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This very efficient line-up includes two Simplex Projectors with Peer-

less Reflector Arcs

International Supplies

A Lamp for Every Requirement

It is the responsibility of this company to meet the needs

of the exhibitors in every section of this country.

In one locality the ordinary arc is still used ;
in another

the incandescent meets the need of the exhibitor; and now

the reflector lamp is forging ahead very rapidly while the

high intensity lamp is used in many of the largest theatres.

We have at least two models of each of these types and the

exhibitor may therefore freely make a selection with com-

plete confidence that the supply dealer is anxious to furnish

only that which he feels is best adapted to the needs of a

particular theatre or locality.

International Projector Corporation

90 GOLD STREET NEW YORK, N. Y.

September 25, 1926

Motiograph, Powers and Simplex. Each is

the result of many years of improvement

and development to meet the ever-growing

requirements for the best possible screen

results.

While thousands of dollars are fre-

quently spent in many other departments

of the theatre an apparent indifference to

the importance of the best possible pro-

jection has been manifest by theatre own-
ers in the past. Fortunately this attitude

is undergoing a very marked change and
projection is coming into its own.
The motion picture theatre, despite the

many trimmings connected with its con-

struction today, offers to the public as its

chief attraction the film story on the

screen. That it should be of the finest

quality possible to produce by modern ma-
chinery and engineering skill goes without

saying.

One of the handicaps to the securing of

proper projection in the past has been in

the delay given this phase of the theatre

at the time plans for the house are made.
In a measure responsibility for this may
be placed with the architect who, in his

desire to create a palace of beauty and
grandeur has apparently failed to consider

that such facilities are without purpose

unless the thing which the public pays its

money to see—the picture on the screen

—is of a quality to produce the highest

type of entertainment.

It is not the desire nor the intention here

to go into any technical details concerning

projection machines. It is rather aimed in

these columns to impress upon the exhibi-

tor who is not already alive to the fact

that projection in his theatre should have
his keenest attention. The picture on the

screen is his biggest drawing card and any
skimping in detracting from its quality ulti-

mately will be reflected in decreased re-

ceipts.

Prices of the standard projection ma-
chines range from $625 to $1,150.

The Motiograph line of projectors is manu-
factured by the Enterprise Optical Manu-
facturing Company, 564 W. Randolph St.,

Chicago.

The Simplex and Powers Projectors are

Manufactured by the International Projec-

tor Corp., 90 Gold St., New York City.

&

PROJECTION ROOM
The design and layout of the projection

room should have the careful attention of

the architect or builder at the time the

plans for the theatre are being prepared.

The co-operation of projection machine
manufacturers or their distributors can

profitably be called into use in the planning

of a projection room and in considering its

equipment. A number of instances are

known where the design of the projection

room, relegated to last minute considera-

tion by the architect or owner has necessi-

tated expensive remodeling when it has

been found that beams and other construc-

tional features made proper projection im-

possible.

The desirable projection room may vary
in size but to accommodate two projectors,

it should be at least 15 feet by 10 feet, with
12 foot ceiling. This size will also care

for a spotlight and slide dissolver. By all

means should toilet facilities be provided
and a shower bath is highly desirable.

For construction, a floor of 6 inch ce-

ment slab is recommended with 4 inch tile

wall. Doors, windows and casings should

be of steel. There should be two en-

trances to the booth. A room adjacent to

the booth, at least 8 by 8 and well venti-

lated should be provided for the genera-

tor.

It is important that in the event of fire

the flame or smoke be kept out of the audi-

torium and for this reason the aperture

on the front wall of the booth should be

lined with steel and fitted with steel covers

which will automatically drop when a fus-

sible link melts that is over each projec-

tor, releasing the aperture covers.

& & ^
PROJECTION ROOM

EQUIPMENT
Refer to “Booth Equipment, Fireproof.”

RAIN INSURANCE
Refer to “Insurance, Rain” on a preced-

ing page.

RECTIFIERS
A rectifier is an electrical device for

adapting alternating current to direct cur-

rent for use with motion picture projec-

tion arc lamps. There are new types on
the market for use with reflecting arc

lamps. Rectifiers are more reasonable in

price than motor generators. Prices range

from $160 up.

Leading manufacturers of this equip-

ment are

:

ROTH BROTHERS & CO., 1400 W. ADAMS
ST., CHICAGO. ILL.

Hertner Elec. Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

Rollaway Motor Co., Toledo, Ohio.
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For the exhibitor who takes pride in his

presentation, and who measures value

by quality, there is no alternative but

—

Bring your projection problems to us

and you’ll find exactly the screen you

need.

MINUSA CINE SCREEN CO.
Bomont at Morgan Saint Louis

REEL END SIGNALS
A mechanical or electrical device placed

on the upper magazine of a picture ma-
chine to warn the operator that the end
of the reel of film is near, takes the name
of Reel End Signal. They are so con-

structed that they can be set to ring a

warning at any distance from the end.

Prices range from $4.50 each and up.

Request further information through “Bet-

ter Theatres” Information and Catalog
Bureau.

S S S
REEL REWINDER

A device for holding motion picture

reels while rewinding film from one reel

on to another. Prices range from $6.50

to $14.

S S S
RFFLECTOR ARC LAMPS
Refer to “Lamps, Reflector Arc.”

S S S

REFLECTORS
Reflectors are made for Mazda Pro-

jectors, Reflecting Arc Lamps, and for

Spotlights. Various sizes are made with
different spherical curves, as well as para-

bolic curves. Prices range from $3.75 to

$20.

Request further information through “Bet-
ter Theatres” Information and Catalog
Bureau.

S> S S
RESONANT ORCHESTRA

BASE
The resonant orchestra platform is a

comparatively new development. It consists

of box like layers made of the finest type

of wood of which fine violins are made.
These are placed together to form a pit

base for the musicians, their instruments

resting on the resonant box. It is stated

that a resonator platform of this type not

only greatly increases the volume of the

orchestra but adds materially to the beauty

of the music itself. Orchestra pits of this

type have been installed in many of the

leading metropolitan theatres.

This equipment is manufactured by:

GALLAGHER ORCHESTRA EQUIPMENT
CO., 3235 SOUTHPORT AVE., CHICA-
GO, ILL.

S S S
RHEOSTATS

An important item of projection equip-

ment is the Rheostat. A rheostat may be

described as a resistor provided with means
for bearing resistance (opposition.) The
resistance may be varied by having a con-

tact lever or slider moved over a number
of stationary buttons or segments between

which sections of the resistor are connected,

by compressing a number of carbon or

graphite discs or parts, by using a number
of levers or knife-switches for cutting in

and out resistance. Rheostats differ from
resistors in having larger current-carrying

capacities. A leading manufacturer of this

equipment is

:

Hoffmann & Soons, 522 First Avenue,
New York, N. Y.

st a*

SCREENS
There are three types of screens for

motion picture projection, metallic sur-

faced, white surfaced and beaded surfaced.

The metallic surfaced screens are built

in various finishes, from a smooth surface

to a heavy pebbled surface. The smooth
surfaced screen is used in long narrow
houses, the heavy pebbled surfaces are

used in wide houses. Metallic surface, as a

rule are built to fit the requirements of

each house.

Flat white screens in most cases are

used with high intensity projections where
there is an abundance of light. Screen sur-

faces are made to meet the requirements

of mazda, reflecting arc, regular arc and
high intensity projection. Prices of screens

range from $1 to $2 per square foot.

Among the leading manufacturers of

screens are

:

AMERICAN SILVERSHEET CO., 915

WASH ST., ST. LOUIS, MO.
DA-LITE SCREEN CO., 922 W. MONROE

ST., CHICAGO, ILL.
MINUSA CINC SCREEN CO., 3665 MOR-
GAN ST., ST. LOUIS, MO.

Raven Screen Corp., 1476 Broadway, New
York City.

C. S. Wertsner & Son, 211 N. 13th St.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

S s s
SCREEN PAINT

Refer to “Paint, Screen” on a preceding

page.

J* S S
SEATS, THEATRE

Refer to “Chairs, Theatre” on a preced-

ing page.

S S
SEAT COVERS

Refer to “Chair Covers” on a preceding

page.

S S S
SEAT INDICATORS,

VACANT
Refer to “Vacant Seat Indicators.”

S <3* S
SHUTTERS, METAL FIRE
The Port Shutter is made entirely of

metal with a metal sliding shutter sus-

pended on a cord in which is connected a

fusible link. In case of fire, the fusible

link melts and the fire shutter automatic-

ally drops over the port hole in the booth.

They are made to fit standard openings,

such as projection port holes, stereopticon

port holes and spotlight port holes. Prices

range from $9 to $25.

Request further information through “Bet-

ter Theatres” Information and Catalog

Bureau.
S S S

SIGNALS, REEL END
Refer to “Reel End Signals.”

s s s
SIGNS—ELECTRIC

Motion picture theatres are leaders in

the use of Electrical advertising, the usual

electric signs at some of the metropolitan

houses being the most elaborate of their

kind to be found anywhere. Among the

smaller theatres also, electric signs are

widely, employed. The present tendency

seems to include the flashing effect of the

letters spelling out the name of the house.

Electric signs may be obtained in many de-

sired sizes and designs. In fact, a good

design is one of the outstanding require-

ments of an effective sign and in this con-

nection, a number of manufacturers of

theatre signs have created special depart-

ments for the design of signs especially

suited to theatre purposes. Since the sign
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must necessarily be made with considera-

tion for the size of the theatre facade and
facilities for anchoring it, the matter is

usually given individual consideration, and

sketches prepared for the specific building

to which the sign is to be fastened.

Among the leading manufacturers of

theatre signs is

:

Milne Electric Company, 189 Fifth
Street, Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

<5*

SIGNS, ILLUMINATED
Signs may be considered in two general

groups—those that are illuminated and
those which are etched on metal or wood
without illumination. The illuminated

signs, which are highly artistic in finish

and construction, are made to read either

from one side or both. The lettering in

the signs is chipped into the glass and sil-

vered, making it easy to read in daylight.

The letters glow in a soft greenish color.

Illumination is accomplished with 25 watt
show case clamps. Signs are fitted with
lamps, cord and plug ready for attaching

to light socket.

Features described above are to be found
in similar signs such as signs pointing

ladies’ rest room, aisles, requests for sil-

ence, smoking room and the like.

Leading manufacturers of this equip-

ment are

:

MAJOR EQUIPMENT CO., 4603 FULLER-
TON AVE., CHICAGO.

Rawson & Evans Co., 710 W. Washing-
ton St., Chicago, III.

Tablet & Ticket Co., 1015 W. Adams St.,

Chicago, III.

^ «s*

SIGN FLASHERS
Refer to “Flashers, Sign,” on a preced-

ing page.

£
SIGNS, ILLUMINATED
ATTRACTION BOARD

These are metal constructed signs, illu-

minated from the interior. They are so de-

signed, it is possible to change the letter-

ing at will, making it possible to announce
the attractions as they are changed in the

theatre. Letters are constructed from steel,

with an opal glass. They can be purchased
in standard size, or built to order. Usually
used around canopies or in a double-faced

sign extended over the sidewalke. Prices

range from $285 up.

A leading manufacturer of this equip-
ment is

:

Milne Electric Sign Co., 189 5th St.,

Milwaukee, Wis.
JS

SLIDES
Slides are divided into four different

classes : Song slides, advertising slides, an-

nouncement slides and special advertising

slides. Song slides have come into vogue
within the last few years. There are two
types of these : The comedy type and the

sentimental type. They are sold or rented

in complete sets to be run in conjunction

with organ solos. Advertising slides:

These are of the stock advertising type in

which may be inserted the name of the

advertiser. There is a large selection for

every line of business artistically drawn
up and cleverly worded. Announcement
slides : A standard stock selection makes it

possible for the theatreman to buy already

made any announcement that he desires to

make. They can be secured in very artistic

Does your screen say “Welcome

”

Or does it send your patrons

away with grouches? The

is first and foremost—pleasing to the

eyes—and it truely portrays all that the

producers have put into the films.

THE REASON IS— it’s scientifically

built to specification to meet your par-

ticular needs—and it’s absolutely guar-

anteed to give satisfaction.

Your supply dealer is the

SILVERSHEET distributor.

AMER,CAN SlLVERSHEEi COMPANY

915-17 Wash St. - - St. Louis, Mo.

The Acme System Says:

“Here’s a Seat!”
<

[1)3flu
)

There are usually empty seats scattered

through your house that would seat many
of the people standing in line at the door.

You make money only when you seat

your people.

1

l

Seat the Crowds when they are
coming.

There is only one profit line and that’s a

moving one. Get ’em in—make ’em

happy, get ’em out.

Get the facts today

The Mark
of Finished

Showman-
ship

Send f°r

L JIL complete

USHER SIGNAL Baiun*

SYS T E M
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designs. Special Advertising Slides: Are

those made from copy furnished by the

advertiser from photographs, drawing, or

any other material the advertiser may
have. In every case they are made up

specially. Prices range from 10c to $1.50.

A leading manufacturer of slides is:

J. F. RANSLEY, 54 W. RANDOLPH ST.,

CHICAGO.
.4 jt

SPEED INDICATORS
Speed Indicator—an electrical device

with meters which can be located in the

booth, on the orchestra director’s table and

in the manager’s office. The meters or

speedometers are attached to the picture

machines and indicate at what rate of

speed the film is being run through the

picture machine. In modern theatres where

the performances are run on a schedule

with everything sychronized, speed indica-

tors are a necessity. Prices range from

$55 a unit up. Generators extra.

Request further information through “Bet-

ter Theatres” Information and Catalog

Bureau.
Jt &

SPLICING BLOCK
A device used in theatres and exchanges

for splicing motion picture films. Splicing

blocks sell for about $14.

Request further information through “Bet-

ter Theatres” Information and Catalog

Bureau.
ji &

Refer

page.

SPOTLIGHTS
to “Lights, Spot” on a preceding

^

The
Screen

'T'HE screen is not

the appendix of

the atre. It is the
HEART!

It is the stage on which
the actors play.

'T^HEY either stand
^ out in bold relief

or they don’t.

On a

are made from a composition impregnated
with oil so that in sweeping the theatre

very little dust is raised. These compounds
also have in them disinfecting material

which disinfects the floor as it is swept.

They come in 75-lb. drums, 100-lb., 200-

lb. and 300-lb. barrels. Prices range at

about $2.50 per 100 lbs.

Request further information through “Bet-

ter Theatres” Information and Catalog

Bureau.
J* &

SWITCHBOARDS
Control of lighting through the use of

switchboards makes possible the wonder-
ful lighting effects achieved in motion pic-

ture theatres today. Switchboards for this

work are built in many capacities. Scenes
for unusual lighting effects may be pre-

selected by such a board and the theatre

flooded with the appropriate lighting

scheme at a proper cue, by the simple

method of throwing a switch. Lighting

control systems are being adopted by the-

atres of lesser size that heretofore have
considered such installations as being only

for the larger metropolitan houses.

Manufacturers of this type of equipment

are glad to furnish engineering service and
consult with exhibitors and architects on
various phases of these lighting control

units.

Leading manufacturers of this equipment

are

:

FRANK ADAM ELECTRIC CO., 3650

WINDSOR AYE., ST. LOUIS, MO.
MAJOR EQUIPMENT CO., 4603 FULLER-
TON AVE., CHICAGO.

Cutler-Hammer Meg. Co., Milwaukee,
Wisconsin.

£ j*

STAGE LIGHTING
EQUIPMENT

Under the heading of Stage Lighting

Equipment, comes strip lights, prosenium

strips, footlights, border lights, floodlights,

stage effects. There are so many details in

connection with stage lighting that we sug-

gest getting in touch with the manufac-

turers of such equipment for specific in-

formation.

Leading manufacturers of this equip-

ment are

:

FRANK ADAM ELECTRIC CO., ST.

LOUIS, MO.
KLIEGL BROTHERS, 321 W. 50TH ST.,

NEW YORK CITY.
MAJOR EQUIPMENT CO., 4603 FULLER-
TON AVE., CHICAGO.

& &
STAGE RIGGING

Refer to “Hardware, Stage” on a pre-

ceding page.

vU* vC*

STEREOPTICONS
Stereopticons are used for the projection

of lantern slides and effects, illumination

being supplied by incandescent or arc lamps.

They are made- in single units and also for

double and triple dissolving. Many un-

usual effects are possible with the modern
stereopticon as developed for theatre use.

Leading manufacturers of this equipment
are

:

KLIEGL BROTHERS, 321 W. 50TH ST.,

NEW YORK CITY.
S S

SWEEPING COMPOUND
There are a number of these on the mar-

ket, many of which are very efficient. They

Da-Lite

They Do!

DA-LITE

Screen & Scenic Co.

922 West Monroe St.

r The^
Quality
Screen

TERMINALS
This is a metal device for fitting on to

the end of asbestos wire used on arc lamps

and spotlights. There are various types of

terminals made for both copper and brass.

They are also made in various sizes to

withstand the amperages at which they are

used. Prices range from 10c to 50c.

Request further information through “Bet-

ter Theatres” Information and Catalog

Bureau.
£ S S
TICKETS

Theatre tickets are available and used

in many forms such as roll tickets, folded

tickets, reserved seat tickets, admission

tickets, and ticket coupon books. Admission
tickets of the more usual denominations

are carried in stock. Tickets are sold in

lots of thousands, the price decreasing with

additional thousands ordered.

Tickets are made for use with ticket

issuing machines and may be obtained con-

secutively numbered. This enables accurate

check of tickets sold for each day. Stock

tickets may be obtained for 50c a roll.

Special printed tickets range in price from

$7 for 10,000 to $160 for a million.

Leading printers of theatre tickets

are

:

ARCUS TICKET CO., 348 NO. ASHLAND
AYE.. CHICAGO.

Globe Ticket Company, 122 N. 12th St.,

Philadelphia, Pa.
Trtmount Press, Inc., 113 Albany St.,

Boston, Mass.
jt jx 3

TICKET BOOTHS
Refer to “Booths, Ticket” on a preced-

ing page.
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Backed by a Service That
Has No Parallel in the Industry

The size of our plant, its equipment with high-speed ticket-

making machinery and the specialized training of our staff

enables us to “do the impossible when it comes to either ex-

ceedingly large runs or to eleventh-hour service.

We are now supplying tickets for thousands of theatres and

amusement enterprises.

Machine Tickets center-hole folded to fit any and all makes
of machines.

,

Roll Tickets printed on both sides and serially numbered

—

2,000 to a roll.

Reserved Seat Tickets numbered to diagram. Dated or

serially numbered.

Coupon Books. If you are not yet using them, let us show
you how they stimulate attendance and add to your cash

capital. Serially numbered—any denomination.

Christmas Gift Coupon Books—Big source of revenue to

every theatre using them. Get your order in early and flash

your story on the screen.

Roll Holders—Wall or counter.

Diagram Racks—Stationary or portable.

Advance Sale Racks—Made to order—any size.

Ticket Boxes—Wood or metal.

Tie to ARCUS for complete satisfaction.

Send for Free Samples of Tickets and Coupon Books
Also for Circulars on Racks, Boxes, etc.

THE ARCUS TICKET CO.
346 N. Ashland Ave., Chicago

TICKET CHOPPERS
A machine for mutilating tickets which

are dropped in box as patron enters thea-

tre. The ticket chopper safeguards the re-

sale of tickets. Mutilation of the ticket con-

sists of perforations made on the ticket,

which, however, is done in a manner that

does not prevent accurately checking re-

sults. Ticket choppers are made in ma-
hogany or verde antique and are of steel

construction. Prices range from $75 to

$250.

A leading manufacturer of this equip-

ment is

:

NEWMAN MANUFACTURING CO., 418

ELM ST., CINCINNATI, OHIO.
& & &

TICKET MACHINES
Refer to “Machines, Ticket.”

J* &
TOOL KITS

Tool kits, or outfits, are made complete

with a set of tools for use on the picture

machine. They usually contain “V” Block,

Split Screw Driver, Driver Pins, Taper

Pin Reamer, Taper Pin Remover and

Sprocket Puller. Price is $5.

Request further information through “Bet-

ter Theatres” Information and Catalog

Bureau.
& &

TRANSFORMERS
Refer to “Motor Generators.”

«£S & &
UNIFORMS

Theatre prestige emphasized through the

training, of ushers, doormen and other at-

tendants, is greatly enhanced by costumes

worn by such employees.

Uniforms for Summer wear should be

of a lightweight material to provide com-
fort and in addition, to create an atmos-

phere of coolness. Uniforms for the Win-
ter months should be of a heavier material

of a dark color.

Many theatres at present are making it

a practice of equipping ushers, etc., in a

style that harmonizes with the architecture

of the house. For example, a theatre done
in a Spanish style very frequently adopts a

Spanish type of uniform for house em-
ployees.

Uniforms should be made to individual

measurements to assure perfect fit and
neatness at all times. Special catalogues

are available containing appropriate sug-

gestions for theatre attendants’ uniforms.
Among the leading manufacturers of the-

atre uniforms are

:

Western Uniform Co., 202 S. Clark
Street, Chicago, Illinois.

^
VACANT SEAT INDICATOR
The vacant seat indicator system pro-

vides a sending station at each aisle,

equipped with numeral push buttons that

give any total of seats that aisle might
have. The usher registers on this station

the number of vacant seats available, which
information is transmitted to the floor or

head usher, depending on the size of the

theatre. In the larger houses the floor

usher relays the information to the head
usher. The head usher sends total of all

aisles and floors to the doorman who directs

the people to the different sections of the

house where the vacant seats are waiting.

This operation goes on continuously and
rapidly takes care of waiting crowds. The
various stations can be furnished in any

finish to harmonize with surrounding fix-

tures, at no additional cost.

A leading manufacturer of vacant seat

indicating systems is:

THE ACME ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTION
COMPANY, 407 S. DEARBORN ST.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

& &
VENDING MACHINES

Refer to “Machines, Pop Corn” on a

preceding page.

S
VENTILATORS

Proper distribution of air in the theatre

is an important feature of correct ventila-

tion. One of the methods of achieving this

is through the use of ventilators located in

the auditorium floor. Air brought into the

theatre is distributed in this manner to all

parts of the house. Ventilators of this type
which are generally known as mushroom
ventilators, may be adjusted to permit the

desired amount of air entering the audito-
rium. It is claimed that diffusers of this

type enable an evenly distributed amount
of air to reach all portions of the building.

A leading manufacturer of this equip-
ment is

:

Knowles Mushroom Vent Co., 202 Frank-
lin Street, New York, N. Y.

S ^ &
VENTILATING SYSTEMS
Refer to “Cooling, Ventilating Systems”

on a preceding page.

> &
WHEELS, COLOR

Refer to “Color Wheels” on a preceding

page.
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( Continued from Page 50)
SAY IT WITH LOVE, Edna Marian, 2.—Just

a comedy. Nothing good. Nothing bad. (Star,

Sumner, Neb.) Very good action comedy. (Grand,
Rainier, Ore.)

QUICK ON THE DRAW, Fred Humes, 2.—Good
action Western featurette. (Grand, Rainier, Ore.)

A good two reel Western which goes very good
with a society picture and will make a good pro-

gram. I just started to use these with my comedy
features and it looks like I am giving my patrons
good variety. (Royal, Kimball, S. D.)

RADIO DETECTIVE, THE, Jack Daugherty, 10

episode serial, 2.—Just a fair serial. Should go
good in a boy scout community as they play an
important part in the picture. Lots of action,

with an impossible story. Going fairly well with
us. Just finished chapter four. (Paramount,
Wyoming, 111.) Good start on this serial. Star

is favorite here. (Gulf, Goose Creek, Tex.) This
serial is going fine. (Auditorium, Nappanee, Ind.)

Starts off like a good serial. Am using the ten

chapters in four weeks. (S. T., Parker, S. D.)

I am playing to seventh episode and according
to my patrons will rate it 50-50. (Electric, Burt,

Iowa.) Seemed to us too much hand to hand
fighting in each episode. Apart from that, seemed
to be liked. Almost all the one sheets sent us
showed fighting. Little more acting and comedy
interest would help all of these serials. (S. T.,

Parker, S. D.) Starts off with a bang. Hope it

keeps it up. (Princess, Elwood, Ind.)

RIDDLE RIDER, THE, William Desmond, 15

episode serial, 2.—Best serial I ever ran. (Stanley,

Appomattox, Va.) This is going great here. All

classes like it. (American, Perryton, Tex.) A
good serial, holding up good. (American, Sco-

field, Utah.) We have played the ninth chapter
last Thursday, May 6, and holding up good.

(American, Scofield, Utah.) We have played the

eleventh chapter and holding up good, and recom-
mended for a good serial. (American, Scofield,

Utah.) Holding up very good yet. (American,
Scofield, Utah.) Through with Chapter 14 and
but one more to go. That's good news for us.

(Star, Menard, Tex.) Just finished No. 14. Had
the Isaak Walton League as guests, and expected
to show them the trailer on ‘‘The Fast Express,"
which I start next week. Of course, the trailer

did not show up, which left me sitting here like

a wart on a pickle. (Trags, Neillsville, Wis.)
At last he rides no more ; ’tis over, praises be,

and the damsel knows that he is the Riddle Rider
at last. Why it took her fifteen weeks to find

out is nobody’s business I guess. Never was so

glad to see a serial end before. Been looking
forward to it for the past three months. (Star,

Menard, Tex.) We have started the first chapter.

Seems to be a good serial. Business fair. (Amer-
ican, Scofield, Utah.) This is a good serial. Just
finished. Nothing to brag about. No kicks. Aver-
age business throughout. (Strand, Valparaiso,
Neb.) Final chapter. One of the best serials

we ever ran. Held up fine all the way through.
Everyone well pleased. ( Grand, Rainier, Ore.)

A serial that is going to bring home the bacon
with every episode, and it’s pleasing great.

(Khattar’s, Sydney, N. S., Canada.) We have
played the third chapter and are holding up good.
(American, Scofield, Utah.) We played the fourth
chapter. Holding up very good. (American, Sco-
field, Utah.) We played the sixth chapter. This
is very good serial, holding up good. (American,
Scofield, Utah.) We reported on this serial be-

fore, about the time we had run half of it, and
our opinion hasn’t changed a bit. It may go in

communities where they like serials but it kept
people away from our theatre. Glad it’s over.

(DeLuxe, Spearville. Kan.) I have just played
number eight and it is a whiz. This serial is

pleasing my patrons better than “Into the Net."
Both of these are worth running and they’ll get
you some business. (Princess, Lincoln, Kan.) A
really good serial that is drawing me some extra
business on a weak night. (Princess, Lincoln,
Kan.) This serial is holding up very well and is

about as good as you can get. (Eminence, Emi-
nence, Ky.) This is holding up very good con-
sidering the bad roads and weather we have had.
Don’t think we could have done nearly as well
without a serial and this is especially good. (Star,

Hay Springs, Neb.) Through with Chapter 10.

Only five more, thanks be. As I’ve said in pre-
vious reports, this is the only picture I’ve ever
had to really totally disagree with “Herald’’ re-

ports. The so-called thrilling climax to this

chapter was a joke. Bright sunlight, not a breath
of air stirring on land, and the heroine on a boat
with a hose throwing large waves—zabunk. (Star,

Menard, Tex.) Personally would call this a very
poor serial, but seems to be holding up very good.
Just finished chapter 13 and they are still follow-
ing it. Would have been much better in ten chap-
ters than in fifteen. (Paramount, Wyoming. 111.)

My patrons still make stump speeches about this.

Personally I like to sleep through serials, but the
audience is the judge. They like it, so humor

Never-failing

Information
Have not as yet received my BOX

OFFICE RECORD and am eagerly

awaiting it. It contains a gold mine
of information and to the small town
exhibitor it is about the only place
or thing he has to go to for never-
failing information.— Hippodrome
Theatre, North Judson, Ind.

them all you can. (Paralta, Oakwood, Tex.)
With country roads almost impassable, this serial

is holding up better than any we have had in a
long time. On 10th chapter this week. (Star,

Hay Springs, Neb.) Still meandering along. Very
near the end, thank the gods. Can’t hand this

effort a thing. See where “The Riddle Rider’’ is

to do a return, but not here. (Star, Menard, Tex.)

Just finished No. 12 and is holding its own.
(Trags, Neillsville, Wis.) Every week gets us
nearer the finish is all I have to report on this

stuff. (Star, Menard, Tex.) I actually read where
one of the boys put in a squawk about this. That
ought to make it 100 per cent. It reminds me
of the moving mother who was watching little

Oswald prance down Fifth Avenue with the Did
Nothing “27th.’’ She says, says she, “Everybody
is out of step, but Oswald.’’ Maybe all the rest

of us are wrong. But I don’t believe it. When
they come through 20 feet of snow and 40 below
zero to see anything, it must be pretty good.

(Trags, Neillsville, Wis.) Gave satisfaction,

patrons like it. Full of pep, comedy. A good
story and plenty of action. If you haven’t

played this, do so and make money. (Town Hall,

Westboro, Mass.) Just finished No. 10 and for

the first time we ever ran a 15-episode serial - we
were glad this was not the end. Holding up
fine. (Star, Hay Springs, Neb.) This is by far

the best serial that I have run. Desmond is very

good and is well liked by my patrons. (Blue

Mouse, Davenport, Wash.) From all appearances

it is going to substantiate the verdict of all ex-

hibitors reports as to entertainment qualities.

Can’t say as to drawing power, as I am having
a community revival and bad roads to contend
with at this writing. (Selk, Scotia, Neb.) Just

finished No. 7 and it picked up wonderfully after

the Christmas depression. Good serial. (Trags,

Neillsville, Wis.) Seems to be holding up pretty

good. Wednesday is our weak night, but with

this serial our business has held up. (Strand,

Valparaiso, Neb.) I am on the sixth episode and
holding up good. One of the best serials I have

ever played. (Utopian, Sheffield, Pa.) Boys, if

you want a good serial book this one. Its a wow

!

Am now on the 14th episode and going strong.

(Grand, Yoakum, Tex.) Just played Chapter four

and going strong. This is a serial you can’t go

wrong on. Book it if you haven’t done so. (Opera

House, Mesquite, Nev.) Chapter five and going

strong. It sure draws the crowd. A very good

serial. (Opera House Mesquite, Nev.) Am on

the eighth episode and find this to be a very good
serial. Am using Universal’s complete service

contract and think it is great for a small town
exhibitor. (Liberty, Chrisney, Ind.) On 12th

chapter and holding up splendidly. (Grand,

Rainier, Ore.) We are at 14th Chapter. It has

been a drawing card from the very first. Buy it.

Increases crowd and got box office held. (Colum-

bia, Poynette, Wis.) One of the best serials I

have played yet. It has the story, the star, the

direction, and everything you could wish for. In

fact, I believe Universal did their best on this

one, and that is saying a lot for the picture.

(Princess, Olney, Tex.) Have played five chap-

ters and going good. I find a good serial brings

them in. They all say they don’t like ’em, but

they come to see the next chapter. (Star, Sum-
ner, Neb.) Second chapter to a full house. All

pleased and anxious for the next chapter. This

is my first serial and it looks mighty good to me.
Will draw regardless of a weak feature. (Opera
House, Mesquite, Nev.) During very bad weather
this serial is holding its own, which I claim

means it is very good. (Trags, Neillsville, Wis.)

The further we go the more I wonder how this

thing got the rep it seems to have. Prints all

shot, out of Dallas, haven’t seen the end of a

single episode since we started. Have to use a

slide to let ’em know they have to “come back
next week’’ and lots of them don’t. (Star, Me-
nard, Tex.) If you want a good serial, book this.

It’s a pip. (Auditorium, Fountain City, Wis.)

This serial is going over all right and attendance

is keeping up. Personally we think it is pretty

thin but if it pleases our patrons, we should

worry. (Lincoln, New Martinsville, W. Va.) In-

creased my off night 100 per cent. It brings them
back. (Delso, Potosi, Mo.) Going mighty strong.

Much better than “Wolves of the North.’’ (Gem,
Calico Rock, Ark.) Chapter two. Looks good
and is drawing fair business. (Grand, Rainier,

Ore.) Just finished No. 7 and seems to be hold-

ing its own. Would regard it as a very good

serial. (Trags, Neillsville, Wis.) A good picture

that pleases chapter play fans. (Hardburly, Hard-
burly, Ky.) Showed the last chapter March 5~6.

All were sorry it was ended. Box office was
helped all winter by showing this. (Columbia,

Poynette, Wis.) Fair to good, but one episode

is nearly like the others. Desmond is always too

lucky to be anywhere except in pictures. (Lyric,

Edmond, Kan.) Can’t say very much for this

one. Not holding up very well. (Paramount,
Wyoming, 111.) Now playing ninth episode. One
of the best serials we have played in a long time.

(Minor, Areata, Cal.) Am on my sixth episode

and this serial is holding up fine. Am playing

this on my full service contract with Universal.

Any small town that has not this contract is

missing a good bet. (Opera House, Montour
Falls, N. Y.) Started off to good business and
looks like a humdinger. (Grand, Rainier, Ore.)

A good serial but we are too late on it, ap-

parently. Very bad prints out of Dallas, which
was a distinct disappointment after the excellent

run we had with “The Great Circus Mystery.’’

(Star, Menard, Tex.) Looks like it is going to be

good. Eileen Sedgwick is weak at the opening
but may build. Story is going to be good, we
think. (Star, Hay Springs, Neb.) All the riddle

that I can see is how in the world Universal has

been able to keep this serial on the market. I

wish someone had junked it before they told me
how good it was. Lost money on every night

except the first one, and then I felt like giving

the money back to the ones who came. (Gem,
Calico Rock, Ark.) After reading dozens of re-

ports on this serial that it was the best ever

made, I decided to show it. We are on the sixth

episode and my patrons keep continually asking

me when it is going to end. Again I am holding

up my right hand. Never again. Serials don’t

go here. (De Luxe, Spearville, Kan.) With roads

in bad condition during the most of the winter,

this serial, which we closed last week, drew as

no serial has for us in a long time. Never had
anything better as a drawing card. (Star, Hay
Springs, Neb.) Well, we have reported before

on this serial, but as No. 11 is an excellent num-
ber we want to tell it. We cannot call it as a

whole a good serial. The fake spots are very

crude and amateurish. Cannot understand how
Universal would turn out a picture so crude.

(De Luxe, Spearville, Kan.) Boys, if you want
a good serial, get this one. It’s a pip. Fifteen

chapters full of entertainment. Best one we
ever run, and we ran oodles of them. (Grand,

Yoakum, Tex.) Just as good for me as all others

have reported it. Did see one bad report but

evidently this fellow didn’t have a serial town
or perhaps a little too high toned for a Western.

He should use “Sunken Silver’’ or “The Green

Archer.’’ (Palace, Rockmart, Ga.) A very good

serial. Only one fault, that it’s too near the

end. It sure packs our house, regardless how
weak a feature we may have. We can use more
like this one. (Opera House, Mesquite, Nev.)

Just finished this serial and it held its own all

through. As good as any we have played for a

long time. (Halfway, Halfway, Mich.) Just

starting this. This looks like it is going to be

O. K. Tell you more later on it. (Strand, Val-

paraiso, Neb.) Only two more chapters, I am
sorry to say, because it sure draws the crowd. A
very good one. (Opera House, Mesquite, Nev.)

The best serial I have ever had in my house. I

am now on Episode 12 and can say that I have

enjoyed 12 packed houses since I started this

serial. This is a business builder. I had never

thought much of serials ’til I started this one,

but beginning the first of the year I am going

to run two serials a week in addition to “Ad-

ventures of Mazie.’’ (Star, Tuckerman, Ark.)

Just finished No. 5 to the poorest audience for

a long time. Probably due to the Christmas

spirit which is abroad in the land at this time.

Otherwise, would call it a good serial. (Trags,

Neillsville, Wis.) Just played 5th. Good and

holding up good. (Halfway, Halfway, Mich.)

Good business from beginning to the end. We wish

Universal had another serial like “The Riddle

Rider.’’ We played the last chapter the 15th, last

Thursday, June 17. (American, Scofield, Utah.)

Just started this, but it looks as though it is

going to be okay. (Trags, Neillsville, Wis.)

This is what I call a good serial and held up
well through the hot weather. (Cupid, Niles, Tex.)

First episode good. Looks like a real one. Bad

roads and weather at present a big handicap.

(Selk, Scotia, Neb.) This was a very poor serial.

Too much the same thing over all the time and

too much exaggerated and impossible stuff. No
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comparison at all with the “Into the Net/*

(Lyric, Saratoga, Wis.) Just starting it. It starts

like it was going to go good. We had a large

crowd and all report it good. (Opera House,

Mesquite, Nev.) Very good and getting better.

Already got more comps on this than anything

I ever run. (Opera House, Mesquite, Nev.)

RIDING FOR LOVE, Jack Mower, 2.—Pretty
good short Western which helped to put the fea-

ture over. Some very clever work done in it

and it entertains the Western fans. It's good.

(Royal, Kimball, S. D.) Good short comedy West-
ern that pleased generally. (Grand, Rainier,

Ore.)

ROYAL PAIR, A, 2.—Not good for here. Noth-
ing to show them. Patrons said that it was the

bunk. (Whynot, Greenfield, Ind.) Good two reel

comedy. Extra good. (De Luxe, Spearville, Kan.)

SCARLET, STREAK, THE, Jack Daugherty,

10 episode serial, 2*—This is really a pretty good
serial ; plenty of action. The leads are above
average, I would say. Can’t give it any credit

as a drawing card or money maker for us. (Star,

Menard, Tex.) Rather better than the usual run
of serials and is drawing a fair amount of busi-

ness. (Royal, Reading, Pa.) My people don’t

care for serials and I guess I will quit showing
them. This probably is as good as most serials,

but I get no comments on it and no extra pa-
trons. Many say they wish I would not show
them. I don’t see how so many other exhibitors

are so successful with them. (American, Wau-
toma, Wis.) This is doing better than the aver-

age serial. Pretty well produced picture. (Star,

Menard, Tex.) This theatre has been playing
serials for over seven years. We have shown
the best of them. We have screened the first

three episodes of this one and believe it is going
to be a knockout. This is the first report I have
sent in. I hope my brother exhibitors will profit

by it. (Masonic, Clifton Forge, Va.) Opened
to fair crowd, considering very warm spell. Looks
like a good serial. (Grand, Rainier, Ore.) A
very good newspaper story and well acted. It

didn’t take very well here, but it’s no fault of

the picture. Times are off and people don’t come
out even if you give them $20.00 gold pieces for

$15.00. They call you a faker. (Rex, Newport,
Wash.) On second -chapter and it seems to be
fine. The crowds come back to see it. Hope it

holds out. (Grand, Yoakum, Tex.) On the third

chapter. It is off the beaten serial track and
seems to pull them back. Each chapter thus far
has a good comeback finish. Lola Todd not so
much. Support up to serial standard. (Regent,
Indianola, Miss.) Pretty good serial ; have gone
through three chapters and it is giving satisfac-

tion. Serials have gone dead on me and intend
to lay off for a while. (Star, Menard, Tex.)
This is the third episode and it’s going good.
(Fairyland, White Castle, La.) Have played
three episodes and if she holds up at the rate
of these three it’s going to be a good one.
(Strand, Atmore, Ala.) Have just finished the
second episode of this serial and it promises to

be a dandy. It has action galore and a good
looking hero and heroine. (Strand, Elisabeth-
town, Ind.) Not a bad serial but none of them
are worth while for us, so we are cutting them
out when this is finished. (Star, Menard, Tex.)
On sixth chapter and going good. Everyone
seems to like this one. (Grand, Yoakum, Tex.)
On the seventh episode and they like it, (Fairy-
land, White Castle, La.) All I can say, you’re
all wrong if you don’t book Universal serials.

(Lincoln, Milwaukee, Wis.) This serial is bet-
ter than the last two we have run, but it is not
drawing enough to pay expenses. We are off of
serials for awhile. (Boynton, Boynton, Okla.)
This starts out well and seems to hold them.
(Pastime, Mason, Mich.) Have run second epi-

sode and it is splendid. (Eminence, Eminence,
Ky.) Have run first two episodes and seems to
be going to take good. Not much business but
those who came liked it and said so. (Palace,
Littlefield, ’ Tex.) Started out with a bang but
slowed up. A good picture but my patrons did
not like it as well as I thought they would. (Half-
way, Halfway, Mich.) This one starts off as if

it might make a good serial. Modern adventure
story ; plenty of kick in it and we are decidedly
optimistic at the outlook for it. (Star, Menard,
Tex.) A dandy serial. (Ogden, Ogden, Utah.)
The first episode used March 4. It looks as if

this on© will please, although I did not have a
half a house, due to flu, rain and Lent. (Fairy-
land, White Castle, La.) A serial is about the
least entertaining and the most expensive 2-reel
feature an exhibitor can put on his screen. (Elite,

Metropolis, 111.) You can’t go wrong on this
serial. (Ogden, Ogden, Utah.) There have
been unfavorable and favorable comments on
this serial from the first, and now on the fifth

Confidence

Is Success
I want to say to you of the HER-

ALD that it is almost impossible to

run a theatre without THE BOX OF-
FICE RECORD. The reports give

one confidence to boost or not to

boost a picture, and when and how
to buy.—Rialto Theatre, Pocahontas,

Iowa.

episode the interest is well sustained. (Elite-

Kozy, Metropolis, 111.) Episode No. 1 is a knock-

out. No advertising for start on account of play-

ing ahead of release, but off to good start. If

they like thrills, they will come back, as ending

of No. 1 episode is best thrill ever put in a

serial. (Cosy, Strawn, Tex.) A dandy serial.

(Ogden, Ogden, Utah.) A good serial. Plenty

of action. Pleases. (Princess, Elwood, Ind.)

SEPARATED SWEETHEARTS, Arthur Lake,
2.—A few laughs in it. (Trags, Neillsville, Wis.)

Fair. (Bijou, Conway, N. H.)

SHOOTIN’ WILD, 2.—Comedy Western that

kept them laughing. Went over nicely on Short

Feature program. (Grand, Rainier, Ore.) We’ve
been trying out these Mustang westerns after

serials proved a flop here, and these seem to give

pretty good satisfaction. Plenty of comedy, in

fact more than in most of the Century comedies.

(Star, Menard, Tex.) This is a Mustang Western
which is good. It features Ben Corbett and
Peewee Holmes and is funny at times. It will

get some laughs. (Rialto, Sharon, Wis.)

SMASH UP, THE, 2.—Some of these are good

and some are not. (Community, David City,

Neb.) A very funny comedy. (Silver Family,

Greenville, Mich.)

SO THIS IS PARIS, Neely Edwards, 1.—Clean,

but no laughs to speak of. (S. T., Parker, S. D.)

Fair one-reeler. (Trags, Neillsville, Wis.) Good
short comedy. (Grand, Rainier, Ore.) Good
one-reeler, that’s all. (Royal, Kimball, S. D.)

SWELL AFFAIR, A, Arthur Lake, 1.—Quite a
few laughs in it. (Trags, Neillsville, Wis.) Fair

short comedy. (Grand, Rainier, Ore.)

TAKING THE HEIR, Charles Puffy, 1—Only
fair. (Trags, Neillsville, „ Wis.) Fairly good
short comedy. (Grand, Rainier, Ore.)

• TIGHT CARGO, Charles Puffy, 1.—Fair com-
edy. (Grand, Rainier, Ore.) This is a good
short reel of a fat man selling silk hats in

Africa. Okay. (Palace, Wortham, Tex.)

THERE SHE GOES, Wanda Wiley, 2.—Fair
comedy. (Venice, Nephi, Utah.) Pretty good.

(Trags, Neillsville, Wis.)

TRAPPED, 2.—Poorly directed, old style knock
’em down western. (S. T., Parker, S. D.) Good
short reel Western with lots of action and Fred
done very good as a Federal policeman. He got

some bad jolts, but he also gave a few, and the

girl is interesting from start to finish. (Royal,

Kimball, S. D.) Good two-reel Western. (Trags,

Neillsville, Wis.)

TIN BRONCO, THE, 2.—Say, fellows, if they
make them any better I never see them as this

one is a knockout on the Ford owners. It’s a
scream. (Royal, Kimball, S. D.) Absolutely no
good. Just showed for first show on first night.

Put it back in can. Used International News
which is very good. (Electric, Burt, Iowa.)

*****
i BETTER i 1

T
*
HEAlRESJ

9he only Magazine devo-

tedExclusively to Theatre

Construction, Equipment
and Operation, is pub-
lished as Section II of
every fourth issue of
Exhibitors Herald"

TOO MANY BABIES, 2.—Average Century

comedy. (New Kalamazoo, Mich.) A good pro-

gram comedy. (New Kalamazoo, Mich.) Good
comedy. (Grand, Rainier, Ore.) Some comedy.

The young folks sure had some trouble with their

mother about babies. Husband meets mother-in-

law and finds out that Jack Dempsey has noth-

ing on her wallop. You ought to see it. (Royal.

Kimball, S. D.)

TWIN SISTERS, Wanda Wiley, 2.—A good

comedy that seemed to get a good many laughs.

(Orpheum, Kalamazoo, Mich.) Pretty good.

(Trags. Neillsville, Wis.) Nothing much to this

one. Come on, Wanda, make them give you
good stories, for you can do the acting. (Gem,
Socorro, N. M.)

UNDERSTUDY, THE, Arthur Lake, 1—Fair

picture only. Universal comedies grade fair only

in this town. Not enough real comedy about

them. (Rex, Madisonville, Tex.) A good little

comedy. (Grand, Rainier, Ore.)

WINKING IDOL, THE, William Desmond, 10

episode serial, 2 We are now half way through

this serial and it’s going over in both theatres

like a house afire. It is breaking, by far, the

records obtained when we ran “The Riddle Rider.”

If “The Riddle Rider” was a success in your

house, by ail means use this one, as it’s getting

more business and holding up better than “The
Riddle Rider.” (K. P., Pittsfield, 111.) Real good.

The farther it goes the better it gets. (Princess,

Waynesboro, Miss.) Ran eight episodes, and the

farther it goes the rottener it gets. A funny
serial. (Venice, Nephi, Utah.) This serial

steadily increased in favor until it made the

poorest day in the week the second best. (Royal,

Reading, Pa.) The people who like serials like

this and they are following it, both of them.

(Grand, Pierre, S. D.) Very good. Crowd
seemed to like it. (Princess, Eiwood, Ind.)

WOLVES OF THE NORTH, William Duncan,

10 episode serial, 2.—This is the eighth chapter

and not much better than it started. (Lyric,

Saratoga, Wyo.) The finish of this serial. Thanks

to the producer, it was not fifteen instead of ten

chapters, although it got a little better the last

two chapters, but had no sign of an end on the

print at all, just left it to the people to guess if

it was finished. (Lyric, Saratoga, Wyo.) Not
much to this serial. Just helps fill the program.

(Lyric, Saratoga, Wyo.) This is the third chap-

ter and there is not much to this serial. Good
scenery, but no acting nor much action. (Lyric,

Saratoga, Wyo.) This is the sixth chapter and

not any better than it was to start with. Will

be glad when it is through. (Lyric, Saratoga,

Wyo.) Just finished the last agony. No more
serials for me. Ran the “Riddle Rider,” which

pleased all, but am afraid to try another, but

the "Riddle Rider” is good enough for any house.

“Wolves of the North” is not worth the effort.

(Empress, Deshler, Neb. ; Majestic theatre, He-
bron, Neb.) Just started it. Run one chapter.

Looks like it will be a good one. Some say it

will be the best serial we have run. Hope so.

If it is we will be satisfied. (Lyric, Saratoga,

Wyo.) This is proving very good. It is a Hud-
son Bay serial which treats of trappers and

trapping. Dog sleighs, crooks and everything

that goes to make a serial. Not half bad so far.

(Community, Elgin, Neb.) How glad I am that

this thing is over. The poorest serial I have

ever seen, and it simply ruined my Saturday

business for ten weeks. I am now playing “The
Fighting Ranger” and it promises to be a good

one. Business increased 50 per cent on Satur-

days after starting "The Fighting Ranger.” (Star,

Tuekerman, Ark.) Interesting story inasmuch

as the action does not repeat too much. Good but

not equal to “The Fighting Ranger” in drawing
power. (Tokio, Morehouse, Mo.) They don’t

seem to take to this serial. It is very good but

nothing to follow up “The Riddle Rider” with.

(Star, Tuekerman, Ark.) On No. 10 and am
sure one happy man. The serial itself is not so

bad but who cares for them ? I had to take

these serials because the fellow I bought out had

them booked and started. Never again! (Leeds,

Leeds, Iowa.) Last chapter. This serial held up
well throughout and pleased generally. (Grand,

Rainier, Ore.) We have noticed several knocks

on this serial, but it seems to please our people.

We have run four episodes. (Odeon, Hardin,

Mo.) This bids fair to be a real good serial.

The snow scenery seems to please and the action

is fast. Attendance fair. (Airdome, Thornton,

Ark.) First chapter very good. Patrons liked it

and drew good business. (Grand. Rainier, Ore.)

No. 2 opened well and did nicely on second epi-

side. Seems to be good. Patrons like it. (Grand,

Rainier, Ore.)
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AUTOMATIC CURTAIN CONTROL Page

E. J. Vallen Elec. Co. _ + 64
Akron, Ohio.

BANNERS, HAND PAINTED
H. Dryfhout - 56
736 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.

CARBONS
Hugo Reisinger 57
11 Broadway, N. Y. C.

EQUIPMENT, SUPPLIES

Monarch Theatre Supply Co. 58
1223 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.

HEATING & VENTILATING
Supreme Heater & Ventilating Co. 62
1522 Olive St., St. Louis, Mo.

MARQUISE, CANOPIES
Architectural Metal Prod. Inc. 60
19 W. 8th St., Covington, Ky.

Edwards Mfg. Co. 60
Cincinnati, Ohio.

Newman Mfg. Company 59
418 Elm Street, Cincinnati, Ohio.

MUSIC STANDS
Gallagher Orch. Equip. Co. 72
3235 Southport Ave., Chicago, 111.

Liberty Music Stand Co. 72
1960 East 116th Street, Cleveland, Ohio.

ORGANS
Marr & Colton Co. 2nd Cover
Warsaw, New York.

Rudolph Wurlitzer Co. Title Page
Cincinnati, Ohio.

ORGAN HEATERS
Cramblet Engineering Corp. 67
286 Milwaukee Ave., Milwaukee, Wis.

PROGRAM COVERS
Hennegan Company 74
311 Genesee St., Cincinnati, Ohio.

PROJECTORS
Enterprise Optical Mfg. Co. Back Cover
564 W. Randolph St., Chicago, 111.

International Projector Corp. 75
Simplex Division, 90 Gold Street, N. Y. C.

REFLECTING ARC LAMPS
Perfection Arc Co., Inc. 70
14th and North Avenues, Milwaukee, Wis.

The Strong Electric Co. 58
3242 Monroe Street, Toledo, Ohio.

SCREENS Page

American Silversheet Co 77
915 Wash Street, St. Louis, Mo.
Da-Lite Screen Company 78
922 W. Monroe St., Chicago, 111.

Minusa Cine Screen Co. 76
Morgan at Bomont, St. Louis, Mo.

SIGNS, PAPER, MUSLIN & CARDBOARD
Theatrical Poster Co. 57
845 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.

SLIDES

J. F. Ransley 73
54 W. Randolph St., Chicago, 111.

STAGE LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
Frank Adam Elec. Co. 68
3650 Windsor Ave., St. Louis, Mo.
Kliegl Brothers 64
321 W. 50th St., N. Y. C.

Major Equipment Co. 65
4603 Fullerton Ave., Chicago, 111.

STAGE RIGGING, HARDWARE
J. H. Channon Corp. 66
223 W. Erie Street, Chicago, 111.

STAGE SCENERY
Tiffin Scenic Studios 72
Tiffin, Ohio.

THEATRE PRINTING, PROGRAMS
Exhibitors Prtg. Service 73
711 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, III.

National Poster & Prtg. Co. 73
729 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.

TICKETS
Arcus Ticket Co - 79
348 N. Ashland Ave., Chicago, 111.

TRANSFORMERS
Roth Brothers & Co. 68
1400 W. Adams St., Chicago, 111.

VACANT SEAT INDICATORS
Acme Elec. Construction Co 77
407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

VENTILATING EQUIPMENT
Arctic Nu-Air Corp. 63
818 State Lake Bldg., Chicago, 111.

Bentz Engineering Corp. 56
123 W. Madison Street, Chicago, 111.

Blizzard Fan Co 61
1514 Davenport St., Omaha, Neb.
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12 Built for the Box Office Productions
Ready Now

“THE GOLDEN WEB”
by E. Phillips Oppenheim

With Huntly Gordon, Lillian Rich, Jay Hunt
and Lawford Davidson.

“HEROES OFtHE NIGHT”
Sensational Fire and Police drama with

CULLEN LANDIS, MARIAN NIXON and
superb Gotham cast.

“THE SILENT POWER”
A Dynamic Drama of Electricity with
RALPH LEWIS, supported by Ethel Shan-

non, and Vadim Uraneff.

• • • • • Right Now!
“THE BLOCK SIGNAL”

with RALPH LEWIS, Sidney Franklin, Jean
Arthur and Hugh Allan.

“MONEY TO BURN”
by Reginald Wright Kauffman

with MALCOLM McGREGOR, DOROTHY
DEVORE and Nina Romano.

“PETER THE GREAT”
The Miracle Dog, in

“KING OF THE PACK”
with Vera Lewis and star cast.

NOW IN PRODUCTION
“QUARANTINED RIVALS” “THE WOMAN WHO DID NOT

famous farce by George Randolph Chester.

“THE FINAL EXTRA”
A startling newspaper story with a stellar

screen cast.

“SINEWS OF STEEL”
Spectacular Romantic Drama with big ALL
STAR Cast.

CARE”
from the novel by Rida Johnson Young.

“PETER THE GREAT”
The Miracle Dog, in

“THE SILENT AVENGER”

“MOUNTAINS of MANHATTAN”
A melodramatic skyscraper. Thrills—Action
—Suspense.

Released and Distributed Regionally by

LUMAS FILM CORPORATOR
1650 Broadway Sam Sax, Pres.

Foreign Rights Inter-Ocean Film Corp.
New York City



Oiie Motiograph DeLuxe Projector
and some ofits

ORIGINAL EXCLUSIVE FEATURES

Motiograph De Luxe with Motio-
graph Reflecting Arc Lamp.

The Double-Bearing Ball-Bearing In-

termittent Movement, used only in the

Motiograph De Luxe, is a masterpiece

in design and construction. The
smoothness of its operation is reflected

on the screen.

The Direct Motor Drive on Motiograph
Projectors eliminates the eight-foot

driving belt and lost motion, guaran-
teeing one speed during the full length
of film.

The Motiograph Reflecting Arc is a cur-

rent-saving device, using only 20 to 25

amperes of current. It projects a very bril-

liant and sharply defined picture. Its opti-

cal system arranged by America’s foremost

optical engineers. Try it. The results from

this unit-built equipment will be beyond

your expectations.

THE ENTERPRISE OPTICAL MFG. CO.
564 West Randolph Street. Chicago. 111.
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THE NEW WORLD RECORD!

MARE
NOSTRU
sets this

amazing
mark

ESTABLISHING NEW RECORD
FOR TWO WEEKS NET RECEIPTS
AT WORLD’S LARGEST THEATRE

EVERY ONE EXTENDED RUN!

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
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And now THOMAS
MEIGHAN crashes

through with his greatest in

years:“TIN GODS!’*
Succeeding “Variety” [$331,218

in 11 weeks] at the Rialto, N. Y.

No other company could

possibly keep up with the

dazzling pace being set by
PARAMOUNT’S FALLPRODUCT

*ALLAN DWAN production with RENEE ADOREE,
AILEEN PRINGLE, William Powell, Hale Hamilton
From play by William Anthony McGuire ^ Adaptation by Paul Dickey
and Howard Emmett Rogers Screen play by James Shelley Hamilton
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pabioMomKtTmtfixOBiaf

Did $28,500

at Rivoli, N. "V.

(2200 seats)

"
Sh ° u 'd make a

'aughing
SUccess ^any sort of house."

MoVlnZ Picture W or/d

“A scream!

Suitable for

all classes of

houses.”

—Harrison’s

Reports

..
lt is

worth going

v Rivoli to

to the tviv

* *

see.

_N .
y. Horn. World

WIRE TO S. R. KENT:
“Congratulations on new Douglas

MacLean picture ‘Hold That Lion.’

Played last week at Metropolitan,

Los Angeles, to best business in

last ten weeks.”
Frank Netvman

7

A l

n

lb.

“
C leve r

wkhb^hta°Sn
ed
^SINations.”

°Vei

-One of the best

comedies ever Siven

I »

to screen.

^N . Y. HeroM Trlfa-

Hr /-. * §

Cproarious
comedy.
MacLean’s
top-notch

*

a c h i e v e -

ment.”

£es Angeles
Examiner

/Ur .

s
^ev,er

y'iV.

DOUCLAS MACLEAN.
HOLD THAT LiON F "

DIAECTEO BY

WILLIAM BEAU DINE
Member of Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc.

—

Will H. Hays, President



\A/ARNER BROS, produced and own
“DON JUAN,” starring John

Barrymore.

^O OTHER Producer, Distributor or

Exhibitor has authority to use this

title for any other motion picture.

^ CURRENT release is being so ad-

vertised as to tend to mislead the

public into believing that it is “DON
JUAN.”

T*AKE NOTICE that we will hold any
Producer, Distributor or Exhibitor

responsible for the unauthorized use

of this title, and will take appropriate

action against them.

WARNER BROS. PICTURES, Inc.



The Hammer-and-tongs ! Hell-to-

breakfast! Box-office Bearcat!
Crashing the Industry Like the Big

Wind that Hit Miami! Greater

Exclusive Foreign Distributors,
R-C Export Corporation

1560 Broaowat
NCtAT YOHK

r b o PiCTunee. C.m.b.h.
i3J BC«t***.

C c xpoor co*A. »6-*T c^Aoet-Av BT loaoo-.
CMOLANO

SoeieTc Uo*ih( ocs Films f e o
69 Fauaoooc St. honOQC. Paris

Distributed by

GREATER



V,

By Arrangement with C. C. Pyle and W. E. Shallenberger

y All Want Red

!

Turns critics into beaming press-agents!

Plunges . * in one tornadic drive * * into

the front rank of the industry’s greatest

money-getters

!

JOSEPH P. KENNEDY
presents
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The MIAMI -FLOFJ
THE CROWNING ACHIE\

AN AMAZING SER

SHIPPED TO A
TUESDAY, SE

PATHE
With the shipment to all first runs on Tuesday, Sep-

tember 21st—

And the actual delivery to nearby theatres

—

The Staff of the Pathe News again exhibit a devotion,

an efficiency truly marvelous, and cap the climax of feat

after feat that have amazed press and public, and astonished
exhibitors.

Hear the story of Ralph Earle, Pathe News camera-
man. It is well that your public should know how he made
it possible for them to see so soon the disaster that has
shaken the country.

That’s efficiency; organization; scores of person;

to do and how to do it; that’s heroism. Anlj
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|DA HURRICANE
KMENT—THE CLIMAX OF
ES OF TRIUMPHS!

LL FIRST RUNS
PT. 21st, in the

Earle was a true Pathe News man, for he was on the

spot in Miami when it happened. Severely injured, bleed-

ing, he stayed on the job, getting his pictures right in the

thick of the hurricane. He managed to get to Jacksonville

where the Pathe News had an airplane awaiting him. At
Atlanta, so weak was he from his wounds, he had to be

carried from one plane to another. At Charlotte he caught

a train for Washington. For the third time he was met by a

Pathe News airplane, in which he flew to Jersey City, arriv-

ing Tuesday noon. After that it was simple. The incom-

parable Pathe News organization, waiting, ready for hours,

got the prints out in record time, to the whole country.

working together like clockwork; knowing what
hat f

s why there is only one Pathe News
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Sure There’s a Lot of Noise-

Have Eyes, Haven*t You

?

Selling pictures is tougher than it was a
year ago.

The number of theatres is increasing, but

the number of buyers isn’t.

They’re decreasing.

There’s a fight on for playing time.

Competition has reached the point where
every man with film to sell is carrying a
knife between his teeth.

Every man will tell you his company has

the pictures.

The noise is terrific.

But you have eyes.

See for yourself.

Look ’em over,—features, short comedies

and all the rest. That’s the surest way of

getting the cream, and that’s the kind

you’ve got to have if you want to flourish

like the green bay tree.

Even if you have the pick of the features

lined up for 1926-1927,—that doesn’t let
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But You

you out. You’ve got to have the pick of

the short comedies too.

Laughter is the most profitable thing you
can sell your audiences.

Because a two reel picture is labelled

“comedy” doesn’t mean that it is one.
i

Laughs make a comedy. It takes genius
to create laughs.

Mack Sennett is a comedy genius.

It’s a very easy thing to get your local

Pathe exchange to show you all the
Sennett comedies you have time to see,

—

Ben Turpin, Mack Sennetts, Alice Days
and The Smith Series

We don’t have to tell you they’re the pick

of the two reel comedies. Your eyes will

tell you that.

Forget the noise. Use your eyes.

Elmer Pearson
Vice-President and Qeneral Manager,

PATHE EXCHANGE, INC.
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The Year’s Finest Pictures 26 WARNER WINN]
THE BRUTE
Monte Blue, in a virile story of the jungle.
Story by W. Douglas Newton. Directed by
Herman Raymaker.

MY OFFICIAL WIFE
With Irene Rich and Conway Tearle. Famous
story by A. C. Gunter. Directed by Paul L.
Stein, noted European director.

THE COLLEGE WIDOW
Featuring Patsy Ruth Miller. Adapted from
George Ade’s well known stage success.

HILLS OF KENTUCKY
Starring Rin-Tin-Tin, “the wonder dog of the
screen.” Directed by Herman Raymaker.
Better than “The Night Cry.”

MAMMA KISS PAPA
With George Sidney, Louise Fazenda, Vera
Gordon, Nat Carr and Helene Costello.
Vory by E. Phillips Oppenheim. Directed

by Herman Raymaker. A billion dollars

worth of fun.

WHAT HAPPENED TO FATHER
With Patsy Ruth Miller. Story by Mary
Roberts Rinehart. Directed by Lewis Mile-
stone. Glorifying “Dear Old Dad.”

IRISH HEARTS
With Dolores Costello, “the girl ot your
dreams.” By Walter Morosco. A haunting
romance of modern Ireland.

THE CLIMBERS
With Irene Rich. Adapted from the stage

play by Clyde Fitch. Directed by Paul L.

Stein. A powerful drama of the upper ranks
of society.

WOLFS CLOTHING
An intriguing story, by Arthur Somers Roche.
With Monte Blue and Patsy Ruth Miller. Mr.
Roche needs no introduction to the Ameri-
can public.

BITTER APPLES
WithMonte Blue. Story byHarold MacGrath.
Directed by James Flood. Colorful drama
that shifts from New York to the tropics.

DEARIE
With Louise Fazenda, the screen’s funniest
character actress. Story by Carolyn Wells.
Laughs and thrills.

WHAT EVERY GIRL
SHOULD KNOW

An all-star cast. Story by James Wagner.
Directed by James Flood. The age of jazz

receives a jolt.

ACROSS THE PACIFIC
With Monte Blue, Myrna Loy and Jane
Winton. Adapted from Charles E. Blaney’s
melodramatic sensation. One of the year’s

biggest! Directed by Roy Del Ruth.

DON’T TELL THE WIFE
With Irene Rich. Directed by Roy Del Ruth.
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MTORYEAR
1926-27 IS AN EXHIBITOR YEAR! The exhibitor who plays

26 WARNER WINNERS during the coming year is in line for an
avalanche of profits—that’s a promise!

BECAUSE WARNER BROS. ARE ABOUT TO DELIVER TO
YOU THE GREATEST GROUP OF HIGH POWERED PROFIT
PICTURES THAT THIS INDUSTRY HAS EVER SEEN!

Warner Bros, promised you big pictures—bigger pictures than
you could get anywhere else. Several of the first are complete

—we’ve seen them!

Warner Bros, said they’d be BIG—BUT THEY’RE GREAT!
Warner Bros, said they’d MAKE MONEY—BUT THEY’LL
CLEAN UP! *

Romance, melodrama, comedy—one after another, big box office

hits that will pound home the fact that 1926-27 is AN EXHIBITOR
YEAR with 26 WARNER WINNERS!

If you have your dates on these 26 great pictures, you’re sitting

pretty. If you haven’t—book them now—get your dates set now!
Be ready for your share of profits when these pictures are released

!

Every Picture a Special in QualityRS for 1926-27
Modern domestic drama. Story by E. T.
Lowe, Jr.

WHILE LONDON SLEEPS
Starring Rin-Tin-Tin, the king of canines, and
Helene Costello and Walter Merrill in a sen-
sational story of the Limehouse district of
London. Story by Walter Morosco. A wow!
MATINEE LADIES
An all-star cast. Directed by Roy Del Ruth.
A social drama of butterfly women and tea-
time male vampires.

THE GAY OLD BIRD
With Louise Fazenda. Story by Virginia
Dare. Directed by Herman Raymaker. A
demure damsel becomes a daring devil away
from home.

THE HEART OF MARYLAND
With Dolores Costello, the idol of the screen,
and Charles Emmet Mack. From the play of
David Belasco. A story of Southern chivalry,
with a thrill in every foot.

WHITE FLANNELS
From the Saturday Eve. Post story by Lucian
Carey. Directed by William Beaudine. The
great tennis and outdoor picture—fashionable
country clubs—show places of the Riviera.

THE BLACK DIAMOND EXPRESS
With Monte Blue. Story by Darryl Francis
Zanuck. Directed by Herman Raymaker. A
reckless, daring tale of railroading and adven-
ture.

A MYSTERY DRAMA
The second (untitled) story by Arthur Somers
Roche. With Louise Fazenda and John T.
Murray. Directed by Lloyd Bacon. A great

picture.

THE THIRD DEGREE
With Dolores Costello and Louise Dresser.
From the st age play by Charles Klein that
startled New York. Directed by Michael Curtiz.

PRIVATE IZZY MURPHY
Starring George Jessel, with Patsy Ruth Miller,

Vera Gordan and Nat Carr. A sure-fire box-
office comedy drama. Directed by Lloyd
Bacon. Story of a Jewish rookie assigned to

an Irish regiment.

A MILLION BID
With Dolores Costello, the screen public’s

latest favorite. Story by George Cameron. A
beautiful girl is placed on the matrimonial
auction block.

TRACKED BY THE POLICE
Starring Rin-Tin-Tin. Story by Gregory Rogers.

Directed by Herman Raymaker. Rinty in an
amazing detective story.

SIMPLE SIS
(Temporary Title). With Louise Fazenda.

Story by Darryl Francis Zanuck. Directed by

Lewis Milestone. A comedy tomboy-in-calico

role played as only Louise can play it.
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who has bought the fast~sellinf(

FOX PRODUCT for his
ENTIRE CANADIAN CIRCUIT

</////,

of Chicago have contracted to play

FOX in their magnificent
GRANADA *Broadway trand,
Orpheus and EmbassyTheatres
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MARKS BROS
chose as the opening
attraction for their new
GRANADA THEATRE

THE WILLIAM FOX PRESENTATION
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pictures for
new box office

^ ^ sel>nts

Your box-office

is yelling for these

Here are seven current FO
pictures that spell success for ai

J
fiiXiiO’ 1i showman that plays ’em! Als

\ the first of the FOX GIANTS.

*

L°"

"v^
cXX°

, crf,nA> — x-vjKS

-p\aV'
n6

Now Playing

— « nfJfalfthcJf°r
ncsinJn'

enCa

„ ns 'Behind
the Closed V*fi?

*
™n»EAlM‘

CD0N/
i?

vlm-AU^ SIMPSO o. «^bV

VIRGINIA harr^Xem irodu
-

'•Based on ,ht PlaHbr„, yfiTON E> J
|

T—

Now Playing

WILLIAM FOX pmt'ifJ

MARRIAGE
LICENSE ?

^ ^Woman s -Give Story

with ALMA RUBENS
htzrov - Son

S««J onlhcmcann^r^F.^^^ "'dUM arw°°

FRANK BORZAGE Production

WILLIAM FOX
presents

Pi. V

\U BLUE EAGLE
A Fighting Drama qfMvenHire.Coumije.lj?y(ilt)\ and Strength on the Ifigh Seas

GEORGE' O'BRIEN
JANET GAYNOR-MARGARET LIVINGSTON -WILLIAM RUSSELL
DAVID. BUTLER- ROBERT EDESON " RA1PH S1PPERLY

and "JERRY the Giant"

T,„, ihi tier/ Thelords Offeree' b< GERALD BEAUMONT ~ -V, t, lo wg.y

JOHN FORD Production
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1926-27 are establishing
records everywhere

WllUAM FOX
presents

Sv BEAUMONT r™<—

By this time you must be well

aware of the fact that in the FOX
line-up for 1926-27 you get real

hits—and by real hits we mean
hits that register on the right side

of your ledger!

FOX pictures are consistently

the best product on the market

!

WILLIAM FOX presents

Now Playing

Out October 3

rte'N

Should n woman forswear the one lore ofher

Dosed on ,he Stage Success adapted and presented by Darld Masco

J,on, the Drama b) TlcrnUolfe and Gaston broux

RFIIE BENNETT - IAN KEITH -REATA HOYT

RICHARD TUCKER
-JOHN ST. POL1S -JAMES MARCUS

,

VICTOR SCHEKTZ1NGER,

WILLIAM FOX jtfesents

TTO.

Vased on JOHN GOLDEN S stage hit PIGS
3 /

' JnncJtfon isoti anti PattersonM*LNlitl
"Will bung home the bacon

- Tvill)

"JANET GAyNORRICHARD WALLING-ARTHUR HOUSMAN-GIADYS M'CONNELL
Securing, ALFRED A COHN —

- IRVING CUMMINGS
Production

Scenario by EVE UNSELLJ

Out Oct. 10th

'WILLIAM FOX presents

3[BAD
MEN /'

OLIVE BORDEN
IOUTnufW^a^J^^TOM wotschi - fiwnk campeau

jqhn FORpTxrr beaut,es
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\

Joseph P. Kennedy
presents

With

VIOIA
VERA
NAT

.

Distributed

GREATER

FILM BOOKING OFFICES
OF AMERICA, INC.
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Another Record Smasher from the House of Hits!

Goals Bway in Gala World Premiere! Packing

Colony Theatre to Absolute Capacity all Perform-

ances Saturday and Sunday!

Storming the Big Town with Bombs of Laughter

!

And Proving Again that Greater F* B* O. Delivers

The Dead-Sure Money-Getters!
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BiggestBoxOH&m
From the famous stage suc-

cess of the same name by Will

B. Johnstone and Will R.

Anderson. With Blanche
Mehaffey, Ben Hendricks, Jr.,

Lee Moran, Oscar Beregi, Tom
O’Brien and others equally

strong at the box office.

Carl _

laenvnle
presents

^UNIVERSAL
SUPER.COMEDY
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sNews in \fears!

v%nup

inald
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A Newsreel With Gei

*_0

^FIIR/T PICT U Rt/

OF THE BURMINC.OF

CAPTAIN FONCK/

PLANE BEFORE NEW

YORK TO PARI/ FLIGHT

ATROO/EVELT FIELD

Art iNUHNATlONAi. fllM

CAPITOL

“I compliment you on your pictures of

the New York to Paris airplane disaster.

Its great value lies in the fact that the

camera continuously covers the plane from
the start until the fatal crash, and shows the

entire mishap in detail. This is most extra-

ordinary, and has proven very thrilling to

our audiences. Congratulations to you!”

MAJOR EDWARD BOWES,
Managing Director,

CAPITOL THEATRE, N. Y.

‘I want to con-

gratulate you upon your

remarkable pictures showing

the Fonck airplane disaster and the

Miami hurricane, which were presented in

all the Loew houses. These pictures reflect

great glory upon your organization. They
are a truly notable achievement.”

—MARCUS LOEW.
ALBANY, N. Y.

“International Newsreel first in field with Fonck disaster and
Florida Tornado. You are to be congratulated.”

Uly Hill, Strand Theatre.

MILWAUKEE, WIS.
“For first time in history featuring International in same class

as full length feature attraction. Incomparable box office value.”

E. J. Weisfeldt, Saxe’s Wiscon Theatre.

DAVENPORT, IA.

“Congratulations on No. 77. A knockout. One of the most
timely ever released.” John D. Howard, Capitol Theatre.

ST. LOUIS, MO.
“Speedy service. Beat all other theatres. Without doubt the

finest from every angle ever released by any company.”
Skouras Bros., Missouri Theatre.

OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA.
“Congratulations for first pictures. Brought many additional

patrons. Have been using International over two years and
would not be without it.” Liberty Theatre.

WILMINGTON, N. C.

“Way ahead of any other newsreel. No one could buy bur

International franchise at any price.”

D. M. Bain, Victoria Theatre.

NASHVILLE, TENN.
‘We were first with these pictures. The service is unbeatable.”

Howard Price Kingsmore, Vendome.
SIOUX CITY, IA.

“Congratulations on Florida disaster and Fonck airplane crash

•showing today hours ahead of nearest competitor.”

P. R. Tourney, Plaza Theatre.

CHICAGO, ILL.

“Another scoop credited to International Newsreel. Great

work.” Lester Hetchin, Howard Theatre.

“First pictures of Miami hurricane in New York. Remarkable!”
New York American.

1

'

INTERNATlOf
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nine Box
isue No. 77 of INTERNATIONAL
fEWSREEL contained the thrilling,

raphic, pictorial stories of the

LORIDA HURRICANE
HSASTER together with the

5URNING OF FONCK’S
’LANE!

pecial Fonck prints were shipped to

11 parts of the country by airplane

nd mail fliers FOUR HOURS AFTER
HE TRAGEDY HAPPENED! Flor-

la hurricane scenes—the first pictures

ashed from the danger zone by air-

lane—shipped to all points on TUES-
>AY.

HTHIN THREE HOURS AFTER
ECEIPT

!

T BROADWAY HOUSES THE
AME NIGHT!

ater remarkable scenes of the Florida

isaster shipped to all exchanges by
ir mail to be added to issue No. 77

—

t no extra cost to exhibitors.

L RECORD IMPOSSIBLE TO BEAT!
ast one more outstanding example of

le service INTERNATIONAL NEWS-
EEL gives EVERY WEEK in the

ear and at no extra cost to exhibitors!

'

• in front of the COLONY THEATRE, N. Y., Sept. 22nd.

Office Value

Released thru

UNIVERSAL

\L NEWSREEL
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Actual reproduction of special block 24 sheet to

herald the coming of AL CHRISTIE’S greatest fea-

ture comedy* This special poster is just one of a

line-up of high-powered accessories to boom your

showing of this big special*

GET YOUR COPY OF THE GIANT PRESS BOOK
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How Does the Herald

Make Itself Read?
If you are in the motion picture business, you have heard that ques-

tion a dozen times.

So much printed matter goes to everyone in the business that great

quantities of mail are dumped without being opened. Everyone says

he’s too busy to read.

Yet, Exhibitors Herald is read. You read it. You hear it quoted.

If something is printed about you in the Herald, your friends read it and

tell you about it.

“How Does the Herald Make Itself Read?’’ is really not a perplex-

ing question after all. For eleven years, the Herald has printed what

everyone wants to read. For eight years, there has not been a change in

an executive position on its staff. Every writer is a trained news-

paper man.

It is the only trade paper in the field, which maintains complete

staffs in the three important film centers, New York, Chicago and Los

Angeles. It is the only paper maintaining a staff of photographers. It is

the only paper maintaining men in the field, for the express purpose of

finding out what people in the business want to read.

Look over this week’s Herald with the above question in mind.

Pointed editorials. The news served in brief, snappy style. Pictures of

all recent important events. Well edited departments, few duplicated

in any other paper.

The Studio section, with features of extraordinary interest to every-

one. Better Theatres, the only paper in the field devoted exclusively to

theatre building, and equipment. Both appear every four weeks. Every

week you find something special, something interesting, something

worthwhile.
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Sweet Rosie O’Grady
Another Columbia Triumph!

tf

A BOX OFFICE BET FOR A WEEK’S RUN—
“Hard-Boiled” Pete HarrisonTouts ItAs

A Winner!
‘‘Sweet Rosie O’Grady’

Shirley Mason
-with

Starring

SHIRLEY
MASON

with

Cullen Landis

E. Alyn Warren
Lester Bernard

( Columbia Pictures-Regional, Oct. 1; 6 reels )

A sweet story of Irish and Hebrews, in which there is

considerable comedy and much pathos. Most of the pathos
comes from the kind-heartedness of a Hebrew, who rears

a Christian baby girl, found at his door; her mother had
left her there because she was unable to support her; she
had felt sure that the Hebrew, who everybody knew was
kind-hearted, would give her child a good home. The
good-heartedness of the Irish policeman, too, awakens
much sympathy

;
he had taken equal interest in the child’s

welfare. The love affair between the heroine and the

hero, with whom the heroine had become acquainted when
she and her gang of little children had saved him from
being harmed by two hold-up men, is charming. The
comedy is caused by the acting of the heroine and of E.
Alyn Warren, who takes the part of the kind-hearted

Hebrew money-lender. There is, of course, considerable

comedy also in the subtitles. Cullen Landis, as the hero,

is good. So is William Conklin, as the Irish policeman.

Directed by

FRANK STRAYER

The plot has been suggested by Maude Nugent’s popular
old song of the same name ; it has been directed well by
Frank k. Strayer, from a scenario by Harry O’HoytTTt

Story by

Harry Hoyt

ar

Has been supervised by Harry Cohen:

—

A baby girl is found in front of his pawn shop by
Uncle Ben, a Hebrew money lender, while an Irish police-

man was paying him a friendly visit. The two decide to

rear her as a Christian, because a cross was found among
her clothes indicating that she was a Christian; but
Uncle Ben had kept the child. The child (heroine) grows
into womanhood

;
she is so deeply attached to her foster

father, the Hebrew, that when the Irish ex-policeman,

who had become so wealthy that he had bought a home on
Fifth Avenue, invites her to live in his palatial home, she
refuses to leave Uncle Ben. She meets the hero and
falls in love with him, and he with her. Due to a mis-
understanding hero and heroine have a quarrel. Uncle
Ben then finds it necessary to send her to the other foster

father so that she might forget. But soon a reconcilia-

tion takes place between her and the hero; they marry.
It should be suitable for mos t week-run house s, for all

for vaudeville" theatres, and

Supervised by

Harry Cohn

short-run ones, for vaudeville"' theatres, and~ in small
towns for any day of the week, particularly for Sunday,

You’ll Lose Money Unless You Book the 24

COLUMBIA PICTURES
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need
we
say omore/

rUGdlmr^c/mmc
ITMUST BE LOVE

with JEAN HERSHOLT
Malcolm McGregor and. Arthur Stone

Adopted bi/ Julian Joseplison from The SaturdayEvening
Post Story “Delicatessen." Bi/ BROOKE HANLON

ubtAlfred E .Green Production
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"A Picture that will delight the

majority of straphangers, and
that is covering a pretty large

territory. It is what the boys
call excellent box-office."

—Morning Telegraph

"Miss Mackaill is a most charm-
ing figure in this Picture and
most convincing in her por-

trayal of the vivacious Sadie."

—Daily News

"A new maker of good little

movies has popped up in
Alfred Santell. who did 'Blue-
beard's Eighth Wife' and has
now evolved out of 'Subway
Sadie' a consistently decent
affair ... In the subway
sentiences particularly the
neatness of Mr. Santell's
work comes shining through
... Dorothy Mackaill does
exceedingly well."

-/V. V. World

Dorothy Hackaill's work as
Sadie Hermann is her best
screen performance since'The
Man Who Came Back' . . .

Scores a Personal triumph ...
Director Santell has injected
interesting camera novelties
to aid his story."

—Daily Mirror

"An amusing photoplay, in

which there are a number of

cleverly directed scenes • .

Might be likened to an O.
Henry story . . . Dorothy
Mackaill is vivacious and
charming. —N. V. Times

''If anyone ever doubted that
Al Santell is a good director.

I advise the doubter to visit

the Mark Strand .... he has
concocted a light but charm-
ing comedy. _/v. y, American

MAKE EVEHJf HOUR,AKUSH
HOIJRArYOUKBOXOFFICE

^ 5^"3irAt national Picture
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THERE are indications that the proposition of cen-

tralized physical distribution of films is likely to

come forcefully into the limelight in the near future;

and following its re-appearance it is also likely that

something will be done about it.

Distribution experts have long been in thorough

agreement that an arrangement covering the physical

distribution of films would offer great and highly val-

uable advantages to the industry. As a theory the

proposition has received full approval. As far as put-

ting it into practice is concerned various pointed and

concrete objections against it have been registered when
it has come up for consideration in the past.

But affairs in the industry have moved—and changed.

Far-visioned persons in highest authority are no longer

willing to brush the proposition aside because of the

old objections. It is known that a great deal of work,

looking to a realization of the arrangement, has been

put in recently.

Distribution executives and outside observers have all

realized that the present re-duplication of the machin-

ery for the physical handling of films in the various

exchange centers is an uneconomic arrangement. They
realize also that in addition to the money-saving feature

better service could be rendered under a system where

the handling of film, its shipment and return and the

various other physical operations of an exchange would

be cared for in a central office.

A major advantage of such an arrangement would be

that branch managers and their staffs could intensify

exclusively upon the job of selling—which represents

their chief responsibility. With supervision of the

physical handling of films removed from the duties of

the branch manager greater efficiency in his real work
could be expected.

The economic feature of the proposed arrangement

offers an alluring picture. A huge sum of money in-

dubitably could he conserved; so great a sum that its

effect would be important indeed on the earnings of

every company participating.

Various developments in the industry which have

taken place have automatically removed many of the

former objections of leading executives to the plan.

There was formerly the natural business fear that a

centralized depot for the physical handling of films

would operate as an open door of welcome to irrespon-

sible competition; that shoe-string concerns, if they

could somehow avail themselves of the services of the

bureau, would be in a position to compete that would
not be consistent with their investment and general

circumstances in the industry.

However, it is now likely that if the object is realized

it will be brought about not as an industry-wide arrange-

ment but simply as a private co-operative concern, main-

tained exclusively for the benefit of the companies
which originate and support it. In the light of condi-

tions that now exist, such an alignment appears prac-

ticable and feasible.
% vf if

AN INTERESTING development for the promotion

. of sales organization morale has been announced by
the division sales managers of First National Pictures,

Inc., under the supervision of Mr. Sam Spring. It is

the formation of “The K. 0. Club,” membership in

which will distinguish the company’s most successful

salesmen. According to announcement, “The K. 0. Club
is being instituted primarily for the recognition of sales-

men whose ability and performance are of outstanding

character.”
|

<

This plan of First National is distinctly in accord with
the best practice of leading sales organizations the world
over. Due encouragement and due recognition must be
accorded the efforts of the salesman whose duties in the
field subject him to manifold burdens and difficulties.

To work successfully under the severe strain that is

encountered he must be confident of the support and
confidence of his organization and the fact that where
success is attained due recognition will be accorded him.

* * •»

THE American industry is encountering a “foreign

picture menace.” True, it is not the kind of a for-

eign picture menace that is frequently referred to

abroad. It does not represent a substantial threat on the

position of the American industry at home or abroad;
but it is, nevertheless, a menace.

The menace consists in the importation and exhibi-

tion of a type of Continental picture which is based on
essentials which the American public does not want and
will not stand for. The problem involved is that these

pictures—possibly because they are “different” and are

accorded great attention—become object lessons which
American producers and directors, consciously or un-

consciously, seek to emulate. One recent leading impor-
tation already is having its effect upon American
production in the type of story being considered, its

treatment and its technical handling.

Whether it is a good thing or a bad thing it is never-

theless a fact that the American public has laid down
rather severe rules covering what they do not want in

pictures. To ignore these rules, deliberately or because
of being under the influence of various Old World ideas,

is a dangerous course to follow.

In the matter of the technical handling of various of

these subjects of foreign origin, it is to be wondered
whether our enthusiastic critics, of the press and of the

trade, have entirely forgotten the technical treatment

employed, for instance, by Mr. D. W. Griffith in two-

reelers that he made fourteen years ago. Perhaps this

scheme of treatment is so old that it is now due for a

return of popularity. On the other hand, it is more
likely that what may appear elsewhere as new treatment

is really “old stuff” with the American industry.

* * *

I
N LINE with the Herald’s annual list of the best

money-makers of the year, the Famous Players-Lasky

corporation has undertaken to compile and keep before

studio executives a list of their product which is entirely

to stand under the heading, “The Ten Best Money-

Makers of the Year.”

This is the really essential information, of the greatest

importance to everyone.
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OF INTEREST
In the first nine months of

1926 the HERALD has carried

125 more pages of paid adver-
tising than its nearest compet-
itor in the weekly field and
more than twice the amount of

advertising carried by its sec-

ond competitor.

[This, of course
, does not include the

present issue, which contains advertising
from 149 companies and individuals .]

Daylight Saving
Schedule Ended
In Midwest, East

Chicago’s daylight saving time schedule
ended at midnight, September 25. Exhibi-
tors in the territory expect that the resump-
tion of the normal time schedule, coupled
with the prevailing cool weather, will result
in greater theatre attendance.

Almost all large Eastern cities went back
to standard schedule with Chicago, and
most of the important cities in Eastern
Canada also went back to standard time
September 25.

PatheTakesA.E. Distribution;
Pathe-P.D.C. Merger Talked

(Special to the Herald)

Associated Exhibitors Deal Means Pathe Entering Long Feature

Field on Large Scale—Motion Picture Capital Corpora-

tion’s Interests Cited in Amalgamation Report

NEW YORK, Sept. 28.—Pathe Exchange, Inc., will take over all

distribution and sales of Associated Exhibitors next Saturday, accord-

ing to official announcement to be made within a few days. The
importance of this announcement is that Pathe, which heretofore has
practically confined itself to the distribution of short features, has
entered the long feature distribution field.

Coincident with the taking over of Associated Exhibitors by Pathe come
persistent rumors that a deal has been practically set for a merger of Pathe
and Producers Distributing Corporation. No verification of this rumored
merger can be had, and while it may be that rumor is wrong in having the
deal already set, there is no doubt that such a combination is under con-
sideration, and has been the cause of a number of conferences.

Capital Corporation Interested in Both

As a confirmation of the rumor it is pointed out that Motion Picture

Capital Corporation, which is said to be interested to the extent of

$1,000,000 in Associated Exhibitors,, is the financial backer of Pro-Dis-Co
in various of its operations and that the guidance of Associated Exhibitors
into the Pathe fold is but preliminary to the amalgamation of Pathe and
Pro-Dis-Co.

Janet Gaynor and Charles Farrell

Win Leads in Fox’s “Seventh Heaven
(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Sept. 28.—Janet Gaynor and Charles Farrell have been'

selected by Fox Films to play the principal parts in “Seventh Heaven ,” after

a year of searching duripg which many of the most famous stars of the
screen have been considered, it

was officially announced yester-
day. Austin Strong’s great
drama will be filmed at the Fox
West Coast studios.

The two most coveted roles

of the season’s production are

those of Diane and Chico in

“Seventh Heaven,” and in

selecting Miss Gaynor and Mr.
Farrell, Winfield R. Sheehan
demanded personalities instead
of names. Janet Gaynor, who
will portray the soulful, tragic,

then joyful Diane whom Helen
Mencken immortalized on the

spoken stage, first attracted

attention in the picture “The
Then she was cast in “The Return of Peter Grimm

99

Janet Gaynor Charles Farrell

Johnstown Flood.’
and gave another great portrayal.

Charles Farrell’s past parallels that of Miss Gaynor. He is under contract

to Fox and is a discovery of Mr. Sheehan. His first opportunity was in

"Sand.” Then he was lent for the lead in “Old Ironsides” and created a

sensation. Farrell is a veritable Chico in real life, typihcation of uncon-
querable youth, virility and determination with a romantic turn that should
blend admirably with the great character in the play.

Frank Borzage, who will direct, left the West Coast Saturday for New
York en route to Paris where he will spend six weeks in research on con-

ditions at the outbreak of the war. He took with him the completed script

by Benjamin Glazer. His cameraman, Ernest Palmer, is already in France.

Michigan Meet
Postponed Till

October 19-20
(Special to the Herald)

DETROIT, Sept. 28.—The Motion Pic-
ture Theatre Owners of Michigan have
postponed their seventh annual jubilee con-
vention until October 19 and 20 at Battle
Creek due to the conditions caused by the
labor situation, which at one time included
a strike threat before the recent settlement.
The original dates were October 5 and 6.

Von Stroheim Busy
on “Wedding March”

Following Illness
(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Sept. 28.—Following an
enforced vacation of two weeks, caused by
the illness of Erich von Stroheim, star and
director, production has been resumed on
“The Wedding March,” the big Paramount
special now being filmed at the Associated
Studios under the sponsorship of P. A.
Powers.

Von Stroheim has been confined to his
home by a severe throat affection, which
was diagnosed as tonsilitis, but which failed
to respond to the usual treatment.

Though the company has been idle for
a fortnight, Powers is authority for the
opinion that there will be no actual loss of
time in the production of “The Wedding
March,” since the enforced holiday will en-
able Von Stroheim to resume work rested
and refreshed.

Marcel De Sano Signs
(Special to the Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 28.—Marcel
De Sano, Roumanian director, has been
placed under new contract by Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer according to announce-
ment by the office of Louis B. Mayer.

Showmen Give Largely
for Flood Sufferers

(Special to the Herald)

KANSAS CITY, Sept. 28.—Exhibitors
in the Kansas City territory are setting

a fast pace in contributions towards a
relief fund for hundreds of persons in

Kansas made homeless by floods.

Cuba Establishes New
Film Censoring System
(Special from Department of Commerce)

WASHINGTON, Sept. 28.—Film cen-

sorship has been established by the Cuban
government, the Department of Commerce
was advised today in a cablegram from
Commercial Attache Todd of Havana.
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%
TVTEW YORK—-Jules Levy is a good fight

' picker, but not so good on dominoes,

(or something)
;

score, fight plus $200,

dominoes (or something) minus $400

Jack Cosman figured it out that Dempsey
was paid $20,000 per minute while in the

ring and says he will fight anybody in the

world one minute at that rate

Harry Davis, Pittsburgh movie magnate,

came to New York on business and then

took in the fight. And so did many others,

too numerous to mention, find urgent busi-

ness in New York last week War-
ren Nolan, United Artists publicity person,

is chaperoning so many arriving foreigners

that he is sorry he’s not a linguist, what-

ever that is Nick Sclienck has gone

to Hollywood for a month, and Eddie

Mannix will be waiting with a welcoming

delegation lesse Lasky came on from

the Coast in time for the fight, and Mack
Sennett being with him, started a lot of

rumors Artie Stebbins, a boxer of

note in his day, gave a bunch at the Astor

the lowdown on why Tunney didn’t have

a look-in because his hands were weak. . . .

Jack Dempsey, it is reported, is not entirely

in accord with Stebbins’ views Edgar
Hatrick, right hand man to W . R. Hearst

in movie matters, has gone to the Coast

for a month’s stay, and now watch for

something to pop. . . . A1 Jolson, popular

jokesmith, with the aid of a jury played

a joke on D. W. Griffith last week by get-

ting soaked only $2,627 instead of the

$571,961 that D. W. was after Mai
St. Clair, directing “The Popular Sin” for

Paramount, was taken ill last week and
the company given a rest Eddie
Klein, export expert, is back from a long
European trip. . . Jules Mastbaum was one
of the first to respond to the call for aid

for Florida, his response being a check for

$5,000 Ben Abrams is off on a West-
ern trip for Hi-Mark Pictures, and his

office in the lobby of the Astor has taken
on a deserted appearance Carl Laeni-
mle will arrive from abroad on October 8,

and a big welcome home is being planned
for the popular Universal chief Earl
Hudson is among the injured in the Florida
disaster, but it wasn’t our Earl, who isn’t

in Florida. . . Alfred E. Green goes to the
Coast this week to begin direction on
“The Auctioneer” for Fox Jay
Shreck, of Famous, is away on a vacation
and keeping his whereabouts a secret so
thev can’t call him back to work
Robert Lieber spent all of last week except
Thursday at First National offices here. . . .

Winnie Sheehan crossed us all up by not
getting East in time to take in the fight as
we said he would. .... Lynde Denig, of
First National, is back from a two weeks
vacation which he spent practicing up for
this week’s golf tournament. . . . John Mc-
Cormick and his charming wife, Colleen
Moore, arrived last week from the Coast
for a visit of some length. .... Harold
Franklin hurried to Miami on getting word
of the disaster, to find out what was left

of Publix Theatres in that section

Heath Cobb, erstwhile publicity and trade
paper worker (if any), has returned to

New York from an extended stay on the
West Coast. .... Sig Schlager is another
returned traveler who seems glad to get
back to the big town after a winter and
summer at Hollywood.

Jack Dempsey and Gene Tunney may have looked like this in the ring
together. Pathe experts in photography have made this composite photo
from newsreel shots.

“Bigger they are harder they fall” and Gene Tunney lets ’em fall like this—although it is reported Jack made no such falls. Photo above is from
“The Fighting Marine” Patheserial.

Mabel Normand, Pathe star, marries Lew Cody. The two may some
day appear as co-workers in a motion picture. Right is F. Richard Jones.

-—SPARGO.
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News Reels Make Records
In Biggest Week of Events

Florida Storm
Tragedy Shown
by Palhe News

Storm, Plane Tragedy,
Fight Fully Covered

Four Companies Give Theatres Films Almost As Soon
As Newspapers Carry Accounts

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Sept. 28.—Last week was a big one for the news reels

—

one of the biggest in their history. Any newspaper man will tell you that
big stories come in threes

:
—always in threes. Running true to form the

three big stories broke last week and gave the newspapers and their twin
brothers, the news reels, the busiest seven days they have encountered since
the newer of the twins first began giving the public a visual record of what
happens that is worth while.

Hurricane, Plane Tragedy, Fight

First came the Florida disaster, closely followed by the wrecking and
burning of the giant Sikorsky airship as it started on what was to be a
non stop flight from New York to Paris, and to complete the week came
the Dempsey-Tunney fight at Philadelphia.

Each of the four news reel companies
responded nobly and almost as soon as the
newspapers were giving their readers ac-

counts of the big news events the patrons
of many of the theatres of the country
were gazing at motion pictures.

• Following are the activities, briefly told, of
the four news reel companies in covering
the big news of the week

:

Pathe News
Pathe News cameramen had been camp-

ing on the Long Island aviation field where
Fonck was to take off on his proposed
non stop flight from New York to Paris
for two weeks. Pathe News "had the ex-
clusive rights to the Trans-Atlantic flight

and the morning when the propellers started

preparatory to the hop, the two Pathe News
cameramen were at vantage points along
the plane’s ground course.
Cameraman Harde was within one hun-

dred feet of the big air cruiser when it

suddenly went into a cartwheel. A flash

of flame—and Fonck and Curtin were seen
dashing to safety. Then a black cloud of

smoke and fire—marking the tragic end of
the flight that was expected to bring a
more cordial feeling between France and
the United States.

A Pathe News automobile was waiting
on the field, its engine in action, and the

negative was rushed to Pathe News head-
quarters. At 11 :30 a. m. the first delivery

of positive at Loew’s New York State

theatre was made, just five hours after the

accident. During the following few min-
utes deliveries were made to other Broad-
way houses.

Planes Arrive From Florida

That same day Cameraman Ralph Earle,

Miami representative for Pathe News,
reached New York by airplane from the

hell of the Florida hurricane. His plane

appeared over the aviation field at 4:30

p.m., where reporters and news cameramen
from the big dailies were gathered. A
physician had been summoned to give Mr.
Earle medical attention, as he was ex-
hausted from the flight, having worked
tirelessly in photographing important scenes

of the disaster, then to escape from Miami
to Jacksonville, to be picked up by plane

and to be relayed to New York by other
planes, trains and automobiles. By 9 p. m.
that night (Tuesday) Pathe News scenes
of the catastrophe were being screened on
Broadway.

New York dailies devoted many pages to

reproduction of the graphic scenes, while
the details of Earle’s successful struggle to
deliver the film in person to Emanuel
Cohen, editor of the Pathe News, were col-

orfully written.

News Reel Exploit

The obtaining of the realistic shots of
the Miami disaster and Cameraman Earle’s
dash of fifteen hundred miles to the Pathe
News in New York, as well as the rapidity
of the delivery of film clips to newspapers
and the showing of the scenes on Broadway
Tuesday night, mark one of the greatest
news reel exploits of the age.
Pathe News took advantage of every pos-

sible means in covering the Tunney-Demp-
sey heavyweight fight, showing all the im-
portant phases connected with the battle
of a century and a half and scenes at the
stadium, and scenes of the two men in the
ring before and after the battle, as well as
training scenes and animated drawings.

Planes sped from Philadelphia to the
Pathe News laboratory and within three
hours after the memorable engagement in

the roped arena, film showing Tunney, star

of the Patheserial, “The Fighting Marine,”
and Dempsey, the dethroned heavyweight
champion, were being rushed over the coun-
try .

International News
When the first messages began dribbling

through from Florida that a gale from the
Bahamas was kicking up a rough sea off

the Florida coast, the news reel men perked
up. It was the open season for West In-

dian storms. Although the first messages
did not presage the terrible calamity that

was to follow, International Newsreel took
time by the fetlock and despatched tele-

grams to Miami and a number of points in

that vicinity instructing its correspondents
to be on the job. Then, on Sunday, when
later messages showed the seriousness of
the situation, John A. Bockhorst, Interna-
tional Newsreel’s aerial camerman, was
sent by plane to the stricken district, while
Jerry Frankel, who had just arrived in

Washington from another assignment, fol-

lowed in another plane.

Third Plane Obtained

Meantime, communication by long dis-

tance telephone was finally established with
two cameramen in Miami who advised that

(Continued on page 50 )
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Loyaltyand PerfectDetail Make
Good Film, Say FP-L Leaders

Sound Story Is Only the Beginning, Directors, Stars, Scenarists,

Cameramen and Others Agree

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Sept. 28.—Loyalty from director down to janitor, per-

fect cooperation and maximum attainment in every detail of story
and production are the basics of a good picture. That’s the com-

posite conclusion of a symposium of Paramount directors, stars, scenario
writers, cameramen and others. While all granted that a sound story is a
fundamental requirement, that is only the beginning.

J
AMES CRUZE, director of “The Cov-
ered Wagon,” who has just completed

“Old Ironsides,” emphasized the need of

loyalty, which he said “means more than

any director’s genius, any star’s ability or

any masterpiece story in the world.” Cruze

held that the success of a production was
in the hands of the carpenters, electricians

and property boys as well as the “higher-

ups.”
Stiller Calls Time Factor

Mauritz Stiller, European director now
making “Hotel Imperial,” starring Pola
Negri, warned that time is an important

element and that “the best results are ob-

tained by careful analysis of every sequence

and painstaking care in the photographing

of every scene.”

Erich von Stroheim declared the camera-

man must also be “the last word as an

artist,” the scenario writer a finished

technician as well, the costumes “so accu-

rate that ten experts sitting in the theatre

can concentrate on one detail and not de-

tect error.” This director took a fling at

prologues and said “half of the audience

is exhausted by the prologue before the

picture comes on.” He added that “one of

the crimes committed against pictures is

that the orchestra usually walks out before

the end of the second part of the picture,

leaving the climaxes of the second show-

ing to a sleepy organist who plays the

funeral march for weddings.”
Herbert Brenon, director of “Beau'Geste,”

suggested that an “audience should go from
a picture theatre with a feeling—possibly

subconscious—of spiritual elevation” and

that players should be so cast that “their

off-screen personalties should be similar to

the personalities of the characters they are

to portray.”

Struggle Is Factor, Says Carr

Harry Carr, co-author of “Old Iron-

sides,” maintained that “the merit of the

picture depends upon the intensity and pic-

turesque interest of the struggle and the

glowing desirability of the reward—the

heart of a girl.”

Wallace Beery, star of “We’re in the

Navy Now,” dismissed the subject with the

definition that “a good story in the hands
of a competent director and portrayed by a

cast of better than ordinary ability is a

surefire formula.”
Pola Negri said the picture “must offer

drama such as every human being might
experience.”
Noah Beery summed it up with the state-

ment that “a picture is the most delicate

mechanism conceivable in the field of en-

tertainment and its parts must be perfect.”

Sam Hardy Cast for

2 F. N. Productions
(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Sept. 28.—Sam Hardy,
featured First National player, has been
cast for roles in “Not Herbert,” which
Howard Higgin is directing, and for

“The Butter and Egg Man,” in which

Ben Lyon will have the featured role.

Hardy was recently seen in “The
Savage,” “The Prince of Tempters,”
“The Great Deception,” “The Half Way
Girl” and “Get-Rich-Quick Wallingford.”

Laupheim Pays
Laemmle Royal

Tribute on Visit
Carl Laemmle’s return to Laupheim, Ger-

many, following his illness in England, was
greeted with Thanksgiving and a special

English - German
edition of ft he
L a u p h eim e r
Verkundiger.
“Now Carl

Laemmle is living

in the house where
he was born,”
wrote the editor,

Karl Kuhn. “The
Hecken roses that

greeted his arrival

are the same kind
of flowers that he
picked as a boy.

Maybe they are
redder now, for
Germany has suf-

fered.

“Today with his brother Siegfried, and

his son, Carl Laemmle, Jr., he walks the

streets where he played and ran with the

other children. And we can see from the

joy in his eyes that now he is completely

well. Soon he will leave us and return

to America, the wonderful land of his

adoption.
“And Laupheim will wait another year

for his return.”

Mayor Konrad added his tribute to Mr.
Laemmle.

“Devil’s Island” Ready;
J. Young Has New Story

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Sept. 28. — “Devil’s

Island,” Chadwick picture that has had
prerelease showings in New York and
elsewhere, will be released generally on
October 15. It will be the only Chad-
wick release during the month.
James Young, director of “The Bells,”

has been engaged by I. E. Chadwick to

direct “Sunshine of Paradise Alley.”

Chadwick and Young are selecting the

cast for the picture.

Quirk Convalescing
Following Operation

James R. Quirk, editor and publisher of

Photoplay, is convalescing at John B.

Murphy Hospital, Chicago, after an opera-

tion. Mr. Quirk is expected back at his

desk early in October.

B. P. Schulberg
Made F. P. Chief

Producer in West
(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Sept. 28.—B. P. Schul-
berg has been given complete charge of

Famous Players’ producing activities on
the West Coast for the next five years,

Jesse L. Lasky announced after his arrival

here from the West last week. Since last

November Schulberg has been an associate

producer in the West Coast studios. Later

he was given executive control in the West.
Under Schulberg’s administration the

Hollywood studios produced “Old Iron-

sides,” “The Eagle of the Sea,” “Hotel
Imperial,” “Behind the Front,” “Mantrap,”
“Padlocked” and other notable pictures. It

was in consideration of the activities that

resulted in these and other pictures that

the producer was promoted.
“I wish, for the company, to express to

you in a substantial way our high regard

for you,’ said Mr. Lasky in announcing to

Schulberg his promotion. “We have all

been most deeply impressed by your suc-

cessful administration of your difficult and
immeasurably important duties as associate

producer at the West Coast studios.”

Springfield Grand to

War Against Blue Law
(Special to the Herald)

SPRINGFIELD, MO., Sept. 28.—Ex-
hibitors’ attempt to test the city Sunday
closing law proved futile Saturday, but

plans to continue the fight have been
made. Springfield is the only large

town in the state that is victimized by
a Sunday closing ordinance, there being

no state law against Sunday shows.
W. W. Smith, operator at the Grand

theatre, and five patrons were arrested

when Smith opened the house for a

Sunday performance. That night a sign

on the door of the theatre announced
to prospective patrons that “the police

won in the first round.”

Conrad Veidt, German
Actor, Journeys West

Conrad Veidt, German motion picture

actor who will play in John Barrymore’s
“Francois Villon” for United Artists,

passed through Chicago Sunday on his way
to the West Coast.

Veidt began his career under Max Rein-
hardt on the Berlin stage and won wide
recognition in pictures for his work in

“The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari” and “Three
Wax Works.”

Fred G . Sliter Heads
Fox Milwaukee Branch

(Special to the Herald)

MILWAUKEE, Sept. 28.—Fred G. Sliter

has been appointed manager of the Fox
branch here by General Sales Manager
James R. Grainger.

Sliter comes to Fox from First National,

for which company he has managed the

Seattle branch for the last three years.

First National Signs Up
Billie Dove, Yola D’Avril

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Sept. 28.—Billie Dove and
Yola D’Avril have signed long term con-

tracts with First National. The Billie Dove
contract is through arrangement with

Charles R. Rogers. Her first will be “Here
Y’Are Brother.”
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200 Swing Irons

at Film Tourney
ofN. Y. Golfiends

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Sept. 28.—Tomorrow is

the big day for the golfing fraternity of

the film industry. About 200 film golf-

ers and near golfers will journey to

Sound View Golf club to chase the

elusive white pill over the fairways, into

the rough, and if they don’t get discour-

aged, onto the green and into the cup.

Some of them really do the latter.

Owing to the fact that accommoda-
tions at Sound View are not as extensive

as some of the clubs which have re-

cently been honored, or something, by
being selected as the scene of the car-

nage, the entry list for tomorrow’s bat-

tles has been set at 200.

One feature is that it is a battle be-

tween the Cohens and the Kellys. The
Cohens will be led by that redoubtable
war horse of the links, Captain Isodore
Moe Pearson, known in less strenuous
times as Elmer Pearson. The Kellys

will have at their head that famous Celt,

Captain Patrick Michael Stebbins, who
writes big league film insurance when
he is not picking fight winners. Another
feature of the day will be the taking of

motion pictures by the Consolidated
Film Printing Laboratories, Inc. These
will be shown at the dinner.

Chicago Fall Tourney to Be Held
October 8

Chicago filmdom is polishing up on
its putting for the Fall Film Tournament
October 8 at Olympia Fields. Len Ull-

rich of Pathe is chairman.

Sam Sax Celebrates
Third Year in Field as

Producer, Distributor
(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Sept. 28.—Sam Sax,
president of Lumas Film Corporation
and Gotham Productions, is celebrating

the third anniver-
sary of his entry
into the industry
as an Independ-
ent distributor
and producer.

Three years
ago the head-
quarters of Lu-
mas and Gotham
was a part of a

suite subleased
from Bobby
North of Appol-
lo. Within a year
a suite of three
offices was taken
at 1650 Broad-
way. In another six months a larger

suite was taken in the same building
and now need of still larger quarters by
Lumas is indicated. Gotham Produc-
tions now occupies its own building at

Universal City. Division of effort be-
tween the two coasts brought in Budd
Rogers as vicepresident. Lon Young
joined the first year as director of pub-
licity, advertising and exploitation, and
Floyd Weber took charge of auditing
and contracts. Renaud Hoffman has
had charge of West Coast production
from the start.

Ninety per cent of the original fran-
chise holders are still active customers
of Mr. Sax.

Industry Plays Big Part In
Raising Florida Relief Fund

Large Sums Realized at Benefit Programs in Chicago, New
York and Los Angeles—Damages to Theatres in

South Rapidly Being Repaired

Motion picture theatres from Coast to Coast are playing an important
part toward rehabilitation of hurricane-swept Florida by staging huge
benefit performances for the sufferers in the South. Two hundred Publix
theatres gave midnight performances Saturday night for the Florida Relief

Fund. A midnight show at the Hippodrome in New York was a sellout.

$12,000 Netted at Chicago Show
More than $12,779 was netted by a performance at the Chicago theatre,

Chicago, with the co-operation of the Herald-Examiner. Similar shows
were given in Los Angeles, St. Louis, New York state and other cities.

The Keith-Albee circuit is aiding- in raising funds, as are Atlanta

managers.

Meantime theatre circuits and individ-

ual owners of theatres in the South were
hastily repairing the havoc done to their

houses by the storm, while a checking

of losses was under way.

Publix Repairing Losses

Harold B. Franklin, vicepresident of

Publix Theatres, wired the Herald that

in another week theatres will be operat-
’

ing in all communities and that all dam-
ages will be repaired before the season

opens. Mr. Franklin is in the South
with construction engineers to. restore

theatres to operating order.
.

Aside from
damages to roofs, the Publix houses in

Miami showed little effects of the storm,

and none of the Publix personnel was
injured.

Damage to Universal’s Arcade at Fort

Myers has already been repaired. The
entire projection room apparatus of the

Airdome there was destroyed. The pipe

organ of the Edwards in Sarasota was
damaged and the Sarasota theatre also

suffered severely, but loss was escaped

at the Capitol, Plant City; Palace, Bra-

dentown; Beacham’s, Rialto, Orpheum
and Phillips, Orlando; and Star and
Opera House, Arcadia.

The home of Max Fischer, conductor
of the special orchestra at the Capitol

in Montreal, was destroyed when the

storm struck near Coral Gables.

All Join in Benefit Moves

The industry’s response to the call for

general relief for flood sufferers was
manifested in a number of ways, and all

branches of the amusement field co-

operated. Sam Katz sponsored the joint

Publix benefit move.

A committee appointed by Mayor Jim-
mie Walker of New York had charge

of the sale of boxes for the Hippodrome
program, the performance being spon-

sored by the Allied Theatrical Commit-
tee, of which E. F. Albee is chairman.

The entire proceeds are to be distributed

through the Red Cross.

The midnight benefit performance at

the Metropolitan in Los Angeles was
under the auspices of the Los Angeles
Theatre Managers’ Association and the

Motion Picture Producers’ Association.

Many motion picture stars contributed

their services and a considerable sum
was raised.

Other Houses Aid Cause

At St. Louis the Missouri theatre put

on a benefit for which artists of all the

Skouras houses donated their services.

Benefits were given at the Olympic,
Palace and Avon in Watertown, N. Y.

These three theatres formerly were man-
aged by Dr. J. Victor Wilson, who left

Watertown a year ago to manage houses
in Florida.
Four and one-half hours entertainment

was given at the Chicago benefit, and
the number of actors who took part was
given as 600. Musicians and stagehands
donated their services.

K. O. Club Members of
First National to Win
Exclusive Dinner Party

A dinner limited exclusively to the ten
members of the K. O. Club, organized by
Secretary-Treasurer Samuel Spring of
First National to reward leading salesmen,
will be a feature of First National’s con-
vention next spring in Hollywood, General
Manager Richard A. Rowland announced
last week. Mr. Rowland probably will be
host. Ten screen stars will be the dinner
guests.

The K. O. Club dinner will follow
awarding of a number of special prizes to
the K. O. Club button winners, including
a cash bonus, a trip to New York, aug-
mented insurance and guarantee of ad-
vancement.

Paramount Lists Own
Ten Best Moneymakers
As Inspiration to Staff

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Sept. 28. — Famous
Players-Lasky is now posting its own
list of Paramount’s ten biggest money-
making productions as a guide to all

studio executives and other personnel.
In order of selection by Famous, its

10 first are “Behind the Front,” “Let’s
Get Married,” “The Grand Duchess and
the Waiter,” “The Vanishing American,”
“Mantrap,” “The Blind Goddess,” “Pad-
locked,” “The Palm Beach Girl,” “Say
It Again” and “Aloma of the South
Seas.”

Columbia Tieups Back
uSweet Rosie O’Grady”

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Sept. 28.—Special exploi-
tation campaigns being launched by Colum-
bia for “Sweet Rosie O’Grady” include a
tieup with Jack Mills, original publisher
of the song of the same title; special ap-
pearances by Maude Nugent, writer; spe-
cial lyrics by Billy Jerome, her husband;
a radio tieup and a special parody by a
song cartoon company.

E. O. Brooks Tours Exchanges
NEW YORK.—E. Oswald Brooks, Pathe South-

ern district sales manager, is on a tour of the
exchanges in his district.
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Bells Swing in View as

Organ Chimes Are Played
When the organist at the console of the Marr & Colton organ in

the beautiful new Arcada theatre, St. Charles, 111., has occasion

to use the chimes in his instrument, the realistic effect of the ring-

ing bells is brought forcefully yet subtly to the attention of the

audience through two ornamental arch niches in the side walls of

the auditorium which contain bells that swing in perfect synchron-
ization to the organist’s touch.

The bells are “dummies,” as H. E. Holquist explains in a descrip-

tive article on this unusual 1,000 seat playhouse, “yet the effect of

the swinging bells is such as to create a most pleasing atmosphere.”
The detailed description of the St. Charles theatre is but one of

a number of interesting articles in “Better Theatres,” which is

published as section two of this issue of the HERALD.

Pearson Picks Winner; Tunney
Star of “Fighting Marine”

New Heavyweight Champion of World Re-enacts Experiences as Fair

Fighter in Trenches and Roped Arena
(Special to the Herald)

N EW YORK, Sept. 28.—Elmer Pearson, vicepresident and general

manager of Pathe, picked a winner when he chose Gene Tunney,
now heavyweight champion of the world by virtue of his triumph

over Jack Dempsey at Philadelphia last Thursday, to star in “The Fight-
ing Marine,” ten-chapter Patheserial now showing as one of the timeliest

pictures ever made.

'T'UNNEY is a credit to the boxing pro-
fession and to the screen as well,

with his record of temperate living, his

interest in education, his volunteer serv-

ices with the Marines in the World War,
and his reputation as a clean and scien-

tific boxer. With such a career and add-

ed to it his undisputed right to the

world heavyweight title Tunney is one
of the most popular figures in the world
today.

Film Centers on Experiences

When Frank Leon Smith was as-

signed to write a special story for Tun-
ney’s introduction to the screen the

Pathe officials instructed him to prepare
a vehicle that would center upon Tun-
ney’s experiences as a fair fighter in the

trenches and the boxing ring. “The
Fighting Marine” was the result.

Spencer Bennet was named director

and the newcomer to the screen was
surrounded with a strong supporting
cast. Walter Miller, himself a star in

several Pathe serials, was given the sec-

ond male lead. Wally Oettel, comedian,
also familiar in Pathe serials, was made
third male lead. The important feminine
roles went to Virginia Vance, Marjorie
Gay and Anna May Walthall.
Others assigned to the cast included

Frank S. Hagney, former heavyweight
champion of South America; Gene Del-
mont, another well known boxer; Mike
Donlin, oldtime baseball star.

i(Les Miserables” to Be
Shown in 2 Instalments
of 9 or 10 Reels Each

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Sept. 28.—Carl Laemmle
has decided to release “Les Miserables,”
Universal-Film de France production, in

two separate instalments of nine or ten
reels each, to be booked and shown on
successive weeks.
This dual method of presentation of

the picture was successful in Ports-
mouth England, where “The Soul of
Humanity,” the first half of “Les Miser-
ables,” played to 18,000 admissions the
first week and “The Barricades,” the
second half, played to almost 19,000,
Universal says.

Five Preferreds Made

;

Bachmann Goes to N. Y.
(Special to the Herald.)

NEW YORK, Sept. 28.—J. G. Bachmann
has completed the first five Preferred Pic-
tures for 1926-27 and is due here Saturday
from Los Angeles
with the prints of
“His New York
Wife,” the latest

finished produc-
tion, which is a

November .release.

The other four
completed and re-

leased are “Lew
Tyler’s Wive s,”

“The Romance of
a Million Dollars,”

“Dancing Days”
and “Shameful Be-
ll a v i o r?”. The
others to be made
are “The Aristo-

crat,” “Studies in

Wives,” “Shenandoah,” “Shopworn,” “Ex-
clusive Rights,” “Eden’s Fruit, “The Worst
Woman” and “Horses and Women.”

First Ruling Given
By Orchestra Arbiter

The 44-week orchestra schedule at the

Commodore theatre, Chicago, was re-

duced to 32 weeks in the first decision
by Dr. Karl A. Meyer, arbiter named
at the recent musicians strike settlement
in Chicago. The Commodore is a Class
6 house, which includes the smaller the-
atres not having presentation s.

Gene Tunney, new heavyweight cham-
pion of the world, is congratulated by
Elmer Pearson, vicepresident and
general manager of Pathe.

Exhibitors Fined
In Criminal Suit

Over “Bicycling”
(Special to the Herald)

GREAT FALLS, MONT., Sept. 28.—
Fines of $600 were ordered in Fed-
eral court against three exhibitors for
“bicycling” films in the first criminal
proceedings brought against theatres on
that charge. The three, Carl and Marius
Anderson and R. D. McDaniels of Kalis-
pell, Mont., pleaded guilty.

The criminal action was brought on
charges of violating the copyright law
and of renting six different pictures and
subrenting them for showing in Big
Fork.

Successful prosecution of this case is

expected to be followed by similar pro-
ceedings by the Film Boards of Trade
in other cities. In this instance civil

suits for recovery of rental are pre-

dicted.

Music Copyright Law
Battle Gage for Hotel
Men at National Meet

Hotel men of the United States and
Canada meeting in annual convention at

the Congress hotel, Chicago, will launch
an attack on the national copyright law
in its application to the use of copy-
righted music by hotel orchestras.

The hotel owners and managers con-
tend that the enforced charge for the
use of copyrighted music is a burden
and is unjust.

World Film Congress
Gets Underway in Paris

(Special to the Herald)

PARIS, Sept. 28.—Two hundred dele-

gates to the International Motion Picture
Congress met at the Sorbonne yesterday
under the auspices of the League of Na-
tions. The American industry is not rep-

resented and it is expected that the leading

position of American producers and dis-

tributors will be attacked, though the cul-

tural side is the announced subject for dis-

cussion.
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Stratton-Porter Week Helps
Exhibitors Push F.B.O. Films

Memorial Forest Planted in New York Is Labeled “The Magic

Garden” by Admirers of Late Novelist in Honor of Her
Last Novel—Meehan Now Working on Picture

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Sept. 28.—National Gene Stratton-Porter Memorial Week,
observance of which began Sunday, is affording theatre owners an outstanding

exploitation opportunity for pictures made from her novels. F. B. O. has

made three productions from the Stratton-Porter stories and Mr. and Mrs.

James Leo Meehan are now working on “The Magic Garden,” scheduled for

release early in 1927.

Memorial Forest Planted

A memorial forest of 10 000 trees planted by the State of New York Mon-
day in the Adirondack Forest Preserve was one of the leading tributes to the

novelist of whose books more than ten million copies are said to have been sold

before her death in an automobile accident in California two years ago.

Joseph P. Kennedy
Home from Europe ,

Pleased with Work
(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Sept. 28.—Joseph P. Ken-
nedy, president of Film Booking Offices of
America, returned from Europe last week.
Immediately after he landed he announced
he is enthusiastic over his accomplishments
while abroad, and also with the work of
the home office while he was away.
The first purpose of Mr. Kennedy’s trip

was negotiation of a deal under which Ideal
Films, Ltd., will handle all F. B. O. product
in the British Isles. Ideal has a string of
15 exchanges in the islands.

Colvin Brown, vicepresident in charge of
distribution, who preceded Mr. Kennedy
to Europe and made preliminary ar-
rangements for the Ideal deal, also has
returned.

F. & R. Close Vaude
Booking Arrangement

(Special to the Herald)

MINNEAPOLIS, Sept. 28.—Finkelstein
and Ruben have closed with the Gus Sun-
Ackerman and Harris vaudeville circuit
through the latter's Chicago office an ar-
rangement for the booking of vaudeville
acts into the Minneapolis State and the St.

Paul Capitol and into other houses in Min-
nesota, Wisconsin and North and South
Dakota.

Harold Finkelstein will be in charge of
vaudeville bookings for the circuit. The
Phil Tyrrell office of Chicago will continue
to book acts into the F. & R. theatres that
feature presentations.

75 Per Cent of Seat Tax
Paid Out by Nine States
( Special from Department of Commerce )

WASHINGTON, Sent. 28. — Nine
states contributed more than 75 per cent
of all the admission taxes collected in
the fiscal year 1926, it is shown by a
report made public this week by the
Bureau of Internal Revenue, in which
the admission tax collections during the
twelve months ended with last June are
set at $23,980,676.66. There was a de-
crease of $6,927,132 from 1925 and a de-
crease of $65,750, 1 56 from 1921.
The nine states which contributed most were

New York, $7,782,036; Illinois, $2,575,197;
California, $1,892,752; Pennsylvania, $1,821,589;
Massachusetts, $1,330,935; Ohio, $1,109,132;
Michigan, $1,023,051; New Jersey, $683,518, and
Missouri, $674,689.

Union Musicians Ousted
for Cutting Wage Scale

(Special to the Herald)

OMAHA, Sept. 28.—Frank Powers,
violinist and conductor of the Moon
theatre orchestra, and Harry Getrost,
saxophonist at the Moon, have been fined
$500 each and expelled from the union
for alleged violation of the union edict
under which members may not work
for less than established union wages.

D, V. Lawrence, drummer, was also
fined $500, but was permitted to remain
on the job.

Vladimir Dantchenko
Arrives in Hollywood

(Special to the Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 28.—Vladimir
Nemirovitch-Dantchenko, founder and
director of the Moscow Art theatre ar-
rived here Saturday and was greeted by
Joseph M. Schenck and a large group of
film and city officials. He will write and
supervise productions for United Artists.

The memorial forest will stand as a
perpetual living monument to the writer.

It is on the Northwest Bay of Lake
George. The
planting was un-
der the direction

of Alexander
Macdonald, State
Commissioner of

C o n s e r v ation,

with the appro-
val of Governor
Alfred E. Smith.
Taking part in

the ceremonies
were a large
number of state

dignitaries and
hundreds of Mrs.
Stratton-Porter’s
admirers, who
bestowed upon the forest the title of

“The Magic Garden,’’ in honor of her

last novel, which is now appearing in

a leading magazine.

On Thursday another grove of trees

was to be planted in Rhode Island,

through the co-operation of Governor
A. J. Pothier. This grove—likewise

called “The Magic Garden” by Mrs.
Stratton-Porter’s admirers—is on the

Barrington highway close by Narragan-
sett Bay. Those taking part in the ex-

ercises included Edwin A. Burlingame,
chairman of the Metropolitan Park Com-
mission, Harry L. Koopman, librarian

of Brown University, and Richard E.

Lyman and Jesse H. Metcalfe of Provi-
dence.

Throughout various other parts of the

country there were tree plantings and
memorial exercises for the beloved au-

thor. The planting of these groves and
forests is said to have been done only
once before, and then in memory of

Clara Barton, founder of the American
Red Cross.

Mrs. Hearst on Committee

The National Memorial Week was a
spontaneous affair, started by admirers
of Mrs. Stratton-Porter. The commit-
tee in charge included such well known
individuals as Mrs. William Randolph
Hearst, Thomas Hitchcock, Jr., and Nel-
son Doubleday, the publisher. In almost
every hamlet of the country, as well as
in tbe towns and cities, Mrs. Stratton-
Porter’s books were known and loved,
and in hundreds of communities there
are Gene Stratton-Porter clubs which
meet regularly and honor her memory.
The Memorial Week Committee ex-

tended invitations to her publishers and

those who made her pictures to take

part in the week, which thus gained the

co-operation of Doubleday, Page & Co.,

Grossett & Dunlap, McCall’s Magazine
(which is printing “The Magic Garden”
now), and F.B.O.

,
which has made “The

Girl of the Limberlost,” “The Keeper of

the Bees” and “Laddie.” This latter

picture is in general release this week.

The story was adapted by Mrs. Stratton-

Porter’s daughter, Mrs. J. Leo Meehan,
and was directed by Mr. Meehan for

F.B.O. The same team and the same
company will produce “The Magic Gar-

den.”
Nationwide publicity for the name of

Gene Stratton-Porter is being gained by

the various celebrations in her honor

during Memorial Week, and one result

is the recording of hundreds of bookings

for these F.B.O. features, and likewise

inquiries as to when “The Magic Gar-

den” would be made. Mr. and Mrs.

Meehan are working upon this story now
and it is scheduled by F.B.O. for an

early 1927 release.

Youth Declares He Is

Picture Actor; Jailed
Last week a youth who gave his name

as Arthur G. Mackey and his quondam
occupation as double for Douglas Fair-

banks was arrested by Chicago police and

charged with obtaining money under false

pretenses and defrauding a merchant.

Mackey told a tale of a wealthy Belfast

family and a picture career as Fairbanks’

“double.” Both claims were found to be

false.

Overland Theatre Burns
(Special to the Herald)

OVERLAND, MO., Sept. 28.—The
Overland theatre was destroyed by fire

when the water supply failed, baffling

firemen from Clayton and University

City. The two-story theatre building

was valued at $20,000.

L & T Signs Hadfield
Harry Hadfield, who recently resigned

as manager of Saxe’s Strand, Colonial

and Grand at Green Bay, Wis., has been

engaged by L. & T. to manage the Wind-
sor and Dearborn in Chicago.

Jannings Sails Oct. 8
(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Sept. 28.—Emil Jannings,

European star, will sail from Germany on
the Deutschland October 8 to start work
in America under his Paramount contract.
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West Coast Theatres Dedicates

Westlake, New Chain House
Celebrities of Picture World Attend Ceremonies Marking Opening of

Neiv 2000-Seat Theatre

By RAY MURRAY

H OLLYWOOD, Sept. 28.—Westlake theatre, new West Coast The-
atres house, was formally christened and dedicated last Wednesday
night. Many film celebrities turned out to help the Gore brothers

and A. L. Bernstein open the house. Thousands of picture fans also sought
entrance as the doors were thrown open at 6 o’clock.

THE new house, located at Alvarado
and Sixth streets, seats 2,000. Lew

Cody presided as master of ceremonies
and introduced the film stars who graced
the opening. Louise Fazenda, Warner
Brothers’ star, turned the tables on Cody
when she was introduced, by announcing
“I can only say, I want to congratulate
the West Coast Theatres on their new
enterprise—and you, Mr. Cody, on
yours.”
Among the notables whom Cody intro-

duced were Hobart Bosworth, Lloyd
Hamilton, Phyllis Haver, Elliott Dexter,
Hedda Hopper, James Mason, Alberta
Vaughn, John Roche, Billy Bevan, Ben
Turpin, John T. Murray, Vivien Oak-
land, Emily Fitzroy and Blanche Mehaf-
fey. Jed Buell is manager of the new
house. “Other Women’s Husbands,” a
new Warner picture, featuring Monte
Blue and Marie Prevost, was the open-
ing attraction.

* * t-

Ernst Lubitsch and Rabbi Edgar Magnin
were the two principal speakers to outline

the ideals and ambitions of the Hollyivood
Film Guild at a meeting of that organization
at the Hollywood Chamber of Commerce
auditorium last Thursday night. Each mem-
ber of the Guild brought one guest to the
meeting. Two films were shown. King
Vidor’s “Jack-knife Man” and Professor Tol-

hurst’s “The Fly.” Milton Sills is president

of the organization, B. P. Schulberg vice-

president, and Madeline Brandeis, secretary.

The Film Guild proposes to bring forth lit-

tle known masterpieces of the past and
present them to the public to arouse new
interest in better pictures.

SjC %

Big Show for Circle

Next Wednesday night the Carthay
Circle theatre will present “Bardelys the
Magnificent,” new Metro-Goldwyn-May-
er feature produced by King Vidor. An
elaborate prologue, “Les Magnifiques,”
has been arranged by Jack Loughlin.

* * *

Doris Kenyon and Milton Sills, well-
known First National stars, left here last

Wednesday for New York. According
to friends the couple will go to Miss
Kenyon’s summer camp in the Adiron-
dack Mountains, New York, where they
will be married October 4. They expect
to return to the coast about the first of
November.

5-C %

A1 Rockett, who produces under the
First National banner, and Mrs. Rockett
returned to Hollywood from New York
last week.

* * *

Lou Anger is touring the country in

the interests of United Artists. Mr.
Anger is scouting around for theatre
sites for the new chain headed by Joseph
M. Schenck. He was in Detroit last

week and expects to be on the road sev-
eral more weeks.

* * *

Following the completion of “Purple
and Fine Linen” for First National, Co-

rinne Griffith plans a vacation trip to

Europe. She will visit the principal
cities of England, France, Germany and
Italy and will spend a month on the
Riviera. It is also probable that Miss
Griffith will extend her stay abroad to
make a picture there.

* * *

Blanche Sweet Signs

Blanche Sweet has signed a Fox con-
tract and moved into one of the attrac-

tive bungalows at the studio on Western
avenue. Miss Sweet is to play the lead-
ing role in John Griffith Wray’s produc-
tion “Love o’ Women.” Wray directed
Miss Sweet in “Anna Christie” several
years ago.

* * *

Richard Barthelmess has become a

permanent resident of Hollywood, hav-
ing signed the dotted line making him
owner of a $100,000 home in the heart of
Beverly Hills. He expects the new resi-

dence to be ready for him upon his re-

turn from a vacation trip to Canada and
New York.

* * *

Edward D. Roberts, formerly con-
nected with the publicity department of

Universal City, has become a free lance

publicist and scenarist.

* * *

Samuel J. Briskin of Banner Produc-
tions has left for New York to confer
with his distributors with regard to next
winter’s production plan. During his ab-
sence from the Fine Arts Studio Bert
Sibel will be in charge of all Banner
activities.

SfC jfc

Little Billy Butts, appearing opposite
Thomas Meighan in “The Canadian,” nar-
rowly escaped serious injury last week
when he fell out of an automobile while
on location with the Paramount com-
pany in Calgary, Canada. The boy was
leaning on the door of the machine,
which was moving at high speed, when
the door flew open.

* *

Having completed the adaptation of

“Sorrel and Son,” Warwick Deeping’s
novel, for Paramount, Winifred Dunn,
popular free lance writer is enjoying a

week’s vacation in the mountains.

j{l iji

Finis Fox has just completed his work
on Count Leo Tolstoy’s novel “Resur-
rection,” which Edwin Carewe will di-

rect for Inspiration Pictures Corpora-
tion.

* * *

Italy Decorates Eddington
The decoration of Cavalier of the Order of

the Crown of Italy was awarded H. E. Eddington,
Los Angeles film man, by His Majesty the King
of Italy. The order was awarded Eddington be-

cause of the diplomatic way in which he handled
the business affairs of the “Ben Hur” company
when that organization was in Italy. Premier
Mussolini recommended the decoration, which the

King bestowed upon Eddington through the Royal
Vice Consul of Los Angeles.

Re-Takes

WELL, you have to take your hat off

to M-G-M and Col. Tim McCoy, the

new Western star. That was a nifty

party last Thursday. Barbecue beef,

baked ham, baked beans, coffee, lemon-

ade and what-not. And we all had to

pose for the news weekly and the still

man and the press department. Gosh!

How thrilling.
* * *

But speaking of Tim McCoy, he s a

bet. Knows his stuff and can tell you

more about Indians and the sign lan-

guage in ten minutes than you can read

in a month. He even had a sign for a

press agent, and he hasn’t been associat-

ed with them long.
* * *

If Tim’s picture is half as good as its

featured player it ought to be a mop up

in every city, town and hamlet in the

country. Personally I’m awfully anxious

to see it.

* * *

Looks Like It

Edison says the end of radio is near.

I see he’s invented a phonograph record

that runs 80 minutes. Must be he’s

going to outtalk the longwinded an-

nouncers.
* * *

Lots of Suits

“Film Actor Idle Sues Casting Direc-

tor”—Newspaper headline. Gosh, that s

going to make it tough for the poor c.

d’s.
* * *

Whee for a Wheel

Sam Blythe, the eminent literateur,

arrived in Los Angeles last week with

something on the hip. It was a Whee!
Which sounds suspicious, but it proved

to be only a putter or an instrument to

play golf with. You coax the little pill

into the cup with the whee, which is

part of the game.
* * *

First One
I see they’ve dug up part of a build-

ing in Yucatan said to be the most

elaborately decorated piece of architec-

ture left by ancient Mayas. Probably

only a set for a super production of the

Yucatan Mammoth Producers.
* * s}=

Correct Atmosphere

John Ford has started something over

on the Fox lot. He has a harpist play-

ing during the making of “Mother
Machree.”

* * *

Which Is Almost Nightly

Mr. Faversham, w.k. actor of New
York City, says “Hollywood actors are

in bed every night at 9, or out mowing
their lawns in the evening.” I suppose

he means the nights they are not mak-
ing personal appearances at West Coast

theatre openings.
* * *

Couldn’t Stand That

A Yuma, Ariz., judge locked up two
saxophone players from Chicago be-

cause they looked suspicious. He let

’em out however, when they started

playing.
5|C 5}C SfC

Darn Near Over

The honeymoon is going into a total

eclipse when hubby asks the bride to

get out and help him change tires.

—R. M.
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Film News

in

Pictures

PICTORIAL SECTION
of Exhibitors Herald

Issue of October 2

Stories Told

by

the Camera

All aboard for Philadelphia! John
E. McCormick, well known-well
liked chief of production of Bur-
bank First National plant, attends
the Tunney-Dempsey go with Col-
leen Moore.

Major Edward Bowes and a group of his Capitol “Family” at the third annual Radio
Banquet which broadcast through 42 stations to 20,000 people, the largest audience
ever addressed. Left to right: (Seated) Caroline Andrews, Major Bowes, Celia

Turrill. (Standing) Martha Wilchinski, C. Barclay, Dr. Billy Axt, Sigurd Nilssen,

Waldo Mayo and Yasha Bunchuk. Major Bowes is vicepresident of Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer.

International
Winifred Hudnut, left, Mrs. Theresa Werner, aunt of Miss Hudnut, and George
Arliss. Mrs. Werner is beneficiary named in will of Rudolph Valentino and is said
to receive approximately a half million dollars by the terms of the will, while Miss
Hudnut, formerly the wife of the United Artists player, will receive only $1.

Pathe finds that children have a

big opportunity in films. A new
acquisition is Edgar Phillips, here
with Payette Lake.
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The new Burbank plant on the West Coast draws many guests
among whom recently are Mrs. Mary Korder, F. Motley Flint

and Lucille Rossman. Their host, left, is M. C. Levee, who is

financial manager of production at the First National plant in

the West.

If you’ve booked the
Tunney-Pathe film you’ll

note in the cast Virginia
Vance, Gene’s pretty
leading woman.

Rudolph Kuehn, mana-
ger of Alhambra thea-
tre, a Universal house, is

in a critical condition at

a Milwaukee hospital.

Cecil B. De Mille chooses Peverell
Marley to handle the camera for

“King of Kings.” He is in the still

above with Jetla Goudal, Pro-Dis-Co
player of note.

George Endert, manager of the
Famous Players-Lasky exchange,
Seattle, left, is host to A1 Finkel-

stein, of Strand theatre, Seattle.

(Herald photo.)

Minneapolis contributes. Adele Fer-

gus, left, has won a contest and has
been sent to Hollywood to appear in

films. Another Minneapolis girl, Mar-
garet Morris, is an F. B. O. player.

J. G. Bachmann selects

players for the Preferred
film, “Shameful Behav-
ior,” among whom is

Richard Tucker, above.

Martha Mattox, one of

the most widely known
of character players, is

in the Preferred Picture,
“Shameful Behavior.”

After the last scene was shot in “The White Black Sheep!” But
following their work Richard Barthelmess, Patsy Ruth Miller

and Sidney Olcott began vacations. Barthelmess, First National

star, is now in Canada, and Miss Miller is in New York and ex-

pects to see the world’s series before returning.
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Arvid E. Gillstrom, Film Booking Offices
director, welcomes the mail in which the
“Herald” arrives on the Coast. He is now
directing “Bill Grimm’s Progress” series.

Valentia Zimina, imported here from
Russia, appears in roles opposite Charlie
Chase in Hal Roach comedies recently
completed for Pathe distribution.

Virginia Lee Corbin is in

New York to play a role in

“Not Herbert,” a First Na-
tional film featuring Ben
Lyon.

Vivian Oakland plays a number of
comedy roles in the Hal Roach com-
edies for Pathe but she is that versatile
that when the order of work commands
her into a more dignified and asthetic
part she fills the place.

IN CIRCLE ABOVE: “Our Gang” re-

organizes. This time it’s for a few
plays on the gridiron. A few weeks
ago the Pathe comedians lost one of
their co-workers, Mickey Daniels, who
decided he’d become too old.

Monty Banks who was also in New
York “on business” prior to the Demp-
sey-Tunney go is now preparing to
make his next comedy for Pathe dis-

tribution. His first, “Atta Boy,” is com-
plete.
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Lothar Mendes Tells A. M. P. A.

Pictures Need “Artistry”
German Director Makes Interesting Talk as Honor Guest and Chief

Speaker at Weekly Meeting

BY JOHN S. SPRAGO

NEW YORK, Sept. 28.—Lothar Mendes, famous German director

brought to this country by Robert T. Kane, as guest of honor and
chief speaker at last week’s session of the A. M. P. A., informed

the publicity and advertising men that “more artistry” was the crying
need of pictures today. Not being producers, the boys don’t know ex-
actly what they can do about it. But it sounded good, anyway, so they
may get together and pass a resolution or two. Resolutions also always
listen good.

1LTERR Mendes speaks English readily
•*- and except for the benefit of a few
members, no interpreter was needed. These
were the birds who haven’t yet looked up
the word “artistry” in the dictionary, but
can tell you off-hand all about the box
office value of any picture.

The speaker concentrated on the manner
in which the present day pictures exploit
hokum at the frequent sacrifice of genuine
artistry. It was not, however, Mr. Mendes’
plan radically to sponsor vast changes, he
said. The metamorphosis should be a
gradual one resulting from the interweav-
ing of the present standards of entertain-
ment with a genuinely higher artistic ef-
fort.

At the meeting, committee and other ap-
pointments were announced by President
Walter Eberhardt, as follows:

Advisory Council-^Glendon Allvine, A. M.
Botsford, Howard Dietz, John C. Flynn, Paul
Gulick, Arthur James, P. A. Parsons, Victor
Shapiro. C. L. Yearsley and Lon Young.
Membership—Paul Gulick, chairman, C. L.

Yearsley and Julian Solomon.
Finances—The president, treasurer, sec-

retary and Charles Barrell and Al. L. Selig.

Publicity—W. E. Mulligan, chairman,
and James Zabin.
Trustees—Victor Shapiro, 1926-7, Paul

Gulick, 1926-7, A. M. Botsford, 1926-9.
Entertainment Bert Adler, Harry Cohen,

H. W. Fisher, Russell Holman. Hal Howe,
Tom Wiley, the board of directors and
the advisory council.

Guests—A. L. Selig, chairman, and Frank
Conklin

Auditing Committee H. C. Bate, chair-
man, Jacques Kopstein and George Harvey.

Art Vincent Trotta, chairman, J. P.
Gourlay, Karoly Gross and Hal Phyfe.

A. M. P. A. Quarterly—Morton Blumen-
stock, editor.

Counsellor Chamber of Commerce—
Jerome Beatty.

Here Is Genius.

We’ve been entertaining a genius in our
midst, all unknown and unsung but as

Epictetus once remarked, you can’t keep
a squirrel on the ground in timber coun-
try. Henry Clay Bate, who deals good
Universal publicity is a playwright of
parts.

Definite arrangements are now under
way for the production on Broadway of

“The Monkey Wrench,” a mystery com-
edy written by Mr. Bate and E. A. Vos-
seler, a New York lawyer and formerly
captain in the 60th Infantry, Fifth Di-
vision, A. E. F., in which Bate was also

a captain.

Estelle Taylor, of the screen, but who
in the family domicile is Mrs. Jack Demp-
sey, just knows there was something
wrong about that fight. When informed
of Dempsey’s defeat, as she was hurrying
East to be with him after his victory, she
is quoted as saying:

“/ don't know what it was , but I would
stake my life on it that something was
given him before he went into the ring,**

she said nervously. **lf he fights Tunney
again you can bet I will be with him right
up to the time he goes into the ring.**

There be a few of Tex Rickard’s recent
guests who will differ with Miss Taylor.
The general impression is that something

was given to Dempsey after he went into

the ring, and that it was handed to him
by Gene Tunney.
Frank Zambrino, Chicago film man, ex-

plained the fight to Dr. Shallenberger this

way

:

“There were 135,000 people sitting in

that arena watching the fight and of all

these I am the only one that thinks Jack
Dempsey was entitled to a draw decision.”

In other words, the whole armv, with the

exception of Frank, was out of step.

5*J i|«

William A. True, well known as Bill

True when he was a heavyweight factor

in exhibitor organization, has been busy
the past week trying to find out just what
that Florida tornado had done to him. Mr.
True’s office was in the Meyer-Kaiser bank
building at Miami, which according to the

newspaper reports was so badly damaged
that it must be rebuilt. “In addition to

this,” said Mr. True, “I had a yacht in the

Royal Palm basin, and now they tell me
that there isn’t even any Royal Palm
Basin.”

* * *

Niles Nelch, one of the best of film ac-

tors, but who for some unknown reason
hasn’t been seen in many pictures worth
while in the past year or two, has deserted
the screen and is making a big hit in one
of the biggest of Broadway stage suc-

cesses, playing the juvenile lead in “The
Donovan Affair,” a melodrama by Owen
Davis at the Fulton Theatre, and the play

has been such a sell out since opening night
that those wise in stage matters predict
that it will run on Broadway at least a
year.

For No Reason.

Jack Fuld, famed in film cilcles as a

turtle trainer and exploiter of moving
pictures, is just now engaged in boosting
First National pictures. When Jack isn’t

busy training turtles he occupies himself
turning out such gadgets as the following

:

After Don Juan's three nights of step-

ping along with The Men of the Dawn as

The Unknown Cavalier, he discovered that:
The Lady in Ermine was Subway Sadie. The
Masked Woman was Just Another Blonde,
known as The Blonde Saint among The Mid-
night Lovers, and that The Prince of Temp-
ters, A White Black Sheep, was Not Herbert,
but A Lunatic at Large, Forever after Syn-
copating Sue among The Ladies at Play.

When it comes to actors—either screen
or stage—New Haven, Connecticut, is a
one-man town. And the one man is Sam
Hardy, who is now playing one of the im-
portant roles in Ben Lyon’s next feature

vehicle, “Not Herbert,” which Howard
Higgin is directing for Ray Rockett’s unit

of First National in New York.

You see, Sam is a native of New Haven,
and a graduate of Yale. So both the stu-

dents and the natives are unusually proud
of him. Whenever a picture comes to New
Haven in which Sam has a part he is al-

ways advertised away above the star be-

cause it is Sam the residents of that city

want to see.

Usher Prevents Girl

from Taking Own Life
(Special to the Herald)

INDIANAPOLIS, Sept. 28.—Prompt
work by Wylie Campbell, usher at the

Ohio theatre, likely was responsible for

saving the life of one of the patrons in

the balcony, who took poison with
suicidal intent. Campbell was on the

main floor when he heard a bottle drop
from the balcony. He rushed upstairs

to find a girl had taken poison.
Police were called, but by the time

an emergency squad arrived the girl

was semi-conscious and unable to talk.

She was taken to a hospital and her con-
dition still is said to be critical.

Six Firms Chartered

;

Most in New York City
(Special to the Herald)

ALBANY, Sept. 28.—Six companies
were chartered by the secretary of state

last week to engage in the motion pic-

ture business in New York state.. All

except one are located in the metropolis.
The companies included:
Kings County Theatre Corporation, $200,000;

Plastograph Film Laboratories, Inc., $150,000;
Vera McCord Productions, Inc., $500,000; Bay
Theatre Corporation, $1,000; Triangle Liquida-
tion Corporation, and Lackawanna Theatre
Operating Corporation of B'uffalo.

Schenectady Operators
Demand Increase in Pay

(Special to the Herald)

ALBANY, Sept. 28.—Labor troubles

have cropped out in Schenectady, where
the operators have demanded a 25 per

cent increase in wages. The theatre

managers have organized and several

conferences took place last week, one
lasting until 4 a. m. Regular operators
work 48 hours to the week, relief oper-

ators 21, so the theatre owners are being
called upon to pay for 69 running hours.

'The operators have made some slight

reduction of their wage demands.

New High Record Is

Made in “Fox Week

”

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Sept. 28.—“A new high

record for weekly gross business was estab-

lished by Fox Film Corp. during ‘Fox

Week,’ Sept. 13-18,” the Wall Street Jour-

nal states. “Gross business for the week
was approximately $600,000.”

Ohio M.P.T.O All Set
to Meet November 9-10

(Special to the Herald)

COLUMBUS, OHIO, Sept. 28.—Prep-
arations rapidly are rounding. into form
for the sixth annual convention of the

M. P. T. O. of Ohio to be held here

November 9 and 10.

Pastor Raps Pictures;

His Resignation Asked
(Special to the Herald)

KEWANEE, ILL, Sept. 28.—Following
a sermon in which he classified motion pic-

ture theatres as “incubators of Hell,” the

Rev. H. E Bergland of Cambridge, near

here, resigned by request.

N. L. Manheim Sails
(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Sept. 28.—N. L. Manheim,
export manager for Universal Pictures

Corp, sailed for Europe on the Aquitania
last week for his annual inspection tour of

Universal’s European offices.
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Tunney Serial Popular
HORT FEATURES have scored

again. This time it was in the

prizefight ring. Gene Tunney, the

new heavyweight champion of the

world, starred in the Patheserial,

“The Fighting Marine,” and the shots

he fired with his boxing gloves have

not only been heard around the world

but already they are echoing and re-

echoing in the Pathe exchanges in

the form of calls from exhibitors who
desire to book the production, in

addition to those who already have

signed for the picture. That phase of

the story is interesting enough and
is treated in detail elsewhere in this

issue.

There is also plenty of room for

thought on the larger question of the

general response of the public on the

whole subject of serials following the

widespread exhibition of this pic-

ture, which is expected to follow

Tunney’s victory at Philadelphia last

Thursday night.

Evidences of increased interest in

serials have been noted recently both

in exhibitor reports and in bookings,

and expansion in bookings of course

is the trade expression of growing

public response reflected in such re-

ports from theatre owners.

With the public eye fixed on Tun-

ney, and that means the eye of practi-

cally all classes of society, it is logical

that many will take advantage of the

opportunity to see the fistic lion on
the screen, and that in turn means
seeing him ten times in the ten chap-

ters of two reels each of the produc-
tion in which he is starred.

* * *

It is also logical that a large num-
ber of those patrons will be indi-

viduals who have not been serial

fans, possibly many who never have
given a thought to serials and even
some who without investigation had
decided they were not interested in

serials. Taking for granted that the
customer who has come once to see

the Tunney picture will wish to see

all ten episodes, it is not too much
to expect that any false barriers built

up in the minds of individuals

against serials will be broken down

Receipts Doubled by
Circus, Says Pathe

Pathe announces that receipts were
doubled over the same two days of

the previous summer months when an
All Comedy Circus was played at the

Bluebird theatre, Missoula, Mont.

The program included three Hal
Roach comedies and two from Mack
Sennett. The Roach comedies were

Clyde Cook’s “Moonlight and Noses,”

Charley Chase’s “Mama Behave” and

an Our Gang picture titled “Every

Man for Himself.” From Sennett were

Harry Langdon’s “His Marriage Wow”
and “Gosh-Darn Mortgage” with Thel-

ma Parr and others.

When the American theatre at

Afton, Wyo., presented its first Pathe

All Comedy Circus there were four

Sennett and Roach productions on the

program.

by the time the last chapter is shown,

while at the same time many others

Avho were lukewarm will become

serial enthusiasts. If that is the case,

not only Pathe but other makers of

serials will benefit. This is presum-

ing of course that the serials are well

made and that the exhibitor picks

them wisely and well.

In any event it is quite safe to pre-

dict that Tunney’s triumph in the

squared ring will bring the serial into

a number of theatres that never be-

fore have shown chapter plays. And
that’s why the first sentence of the

first paragraph stated that Short Fea-

tures have scored again.

News for News Reels

I
T would be difficult to recall a fort-

night better for the news reel

makers, from a trade standpoint,

than the two weeks just terminated,

with the threefold events of national

interest—the Florida hurricane dis-

aster, the Fonck airplane tragedy and
the heavyweight championship fight.

There were three happenings in

which everyone was interested and
the news reels made the most of the

opportunity to give the motion pic-

ture public the best possible pictorial

record of each and with the greatest

despatch and efficiency that could be
attained. In only the case of the bout
was preparation possible. In the in-

stances of the storm and the killing

of two assistants of the French flier

in the aircraft’s crash and burning,

the photographer was either there or

not there.

But in all three cases the speed

with which the pictures were brought
to the theatre public was an evidence

of wideawake handling of camera
and film and a tribute to both the

men and the industry.

Importance of News Film

I
F there are any exhibitors who do

not appreciate the importance of

the news reel to the box office—and

there likely are some—the handling

of stills of the aforeinentional events

by the newspapers should be suffi-

cient for disillusioning.

Afternoon newspapers of Friday,

for example, carrying pictures of the

heavyweight setto, vied in carrying

the caption “First Pictures to Reach

Chicago” and so on. They saw the

value of getting the news to their

readers in pictures as well as in

words.

Preparations by one paper to give

the public the pictures as rapidly as

possible included the hiring of a spe-

cial coach on a train and fitting it up

as a dark room so that the negatives

would be developed in tnae for the

next step, which was transportation

by airplane to the landing field in

the outskirts of Chicago, whence they

were rushed by auto to the news-

paper plant.

Such preparations are a common
occurrence in the news reel field as

well. The point is that the news-

papers know the meaning of “spot”

pictures to their public and most ex-

hibitors likewise realize the part

played by the news reel in the com-

plete theatre program.

Red Seal Bookings

RED SEAL’S rapid growth in the

. Short Feature business is at-

tested to in the records of the week
of September 12 in Chicago. Product

of this comparatively new producing

and distributing company played

that week at Orchestra Hall, McVick-
ers, Roosevelt, Uptown (split week),
Norshore, Harding and Senate. All

of these are first rank theatres.
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Greenblatt Handles

Short Product for

Universal in Omaha
"DOB R. GREENBLATT, short product
-*-* manager for Universal at Omaha, is

a seasoned film man, having had one and
one-half years ex-
perience with the

Mutual Film Co.,

three years with
the Select film and
one and one-half
years with Real-

art. He was later

made manager of

Associated Exhib-
itors in Omaha
and has been
with Universal for

four years.

For the past six

months he has
been manager of
the short product

department of the Omaha office.

Mr. Greenblatt’s entire activities in the

film business have been in the Omaha
territory. He is well liked and very
favorably known in the entire area.

Bob R. Greenblatt

28 Exchanges Buy
Sales Rights For

88 Bray Pictures
Twenty-eight state right exchanges have

signed contracts to distribute the complete
product of 88 short features of the J. R.

Bray studio. One hundred per cent of the

country has now been sold for distribution,

President J. R. Bray declared.

In most cases the companies have taken
the product on an exclusive franchise basis

and in many instances they have instituted

special short feature sales departments for

the Bray pictures.

Meantime the Bray offices report con-
tracts closed with exhibitors in all terri-

tories and point to the diversity of mate-
rial provided by the Bray studio.

Ily Mayer’s First

Sketch Plays At
Brooklyn Strand

“The Family Album,” first of Pathe’s
series titled “Hy Mayer’s Sketchbook” to

play in a first-run metropolitan theatre, was
on a recent bill of the Brooklyn Strand.

Hy Mayer during his career as a car-

toonist has worked in leading European
capitals and is said to have made twenty
round trips between New York and Europe,
and thus has a wealth of data for his

sketchbook.

Other numbers from Mayer will be “A
Pup’s Tale,” “Tripping the Rhine” and
“Nuremberg, the Toy City.”

Lillian Rich in Pathe

Film with Bull Montana
Lillian Rich and Bull Montana have been

signed for the newest Hal Roach Star
comedy. F. Richard Jones, director-gen-
eral, and Fred Guiol, director, have added
to the cast Edwards Davis, Leo White,
Stan Laurel, Tyler Brooke and Ed Dear-
ing.

FORUM THEATR

:

tois *EB«rS'THE MARRIAGE CLAUSl

LfRANCIS t.BUSHMAN'BItLlE DOVE

A UNIVERSAL JEWEL

NEWLYWED COMEDY

The Stern Brothers “Newlyweds and Their Baby” comedies,, released by Universal,
won their way into the lights at the Forum theatre in Los Angeles This photo
was taken the night “The Marriage Clause” opened there.

Morgan at Albany,

for Educational, Is

OutdoorEnthusiast
T H. MORGAN, manager for Educa-
J • tional at Albany, had a varied career

in the film business before taking charge
of the branch office

for Educational
Pictures, being
associated for four

years with Vita-

graph, Goldwyn
and General Film.

A graduate of

Hamilton College

1909, Morgan ad-
mits that several

bad habits acquired
there aided him
materially in the

picture industry.

Morgan has
been with Educa- H . Morgan
tional for more
than five years and a half and has estab-

lished the Albany office on a substantial

basis. He is a great lover of the outdoors,

and enjoys nothing better than camping-

trips. He admits that he dislikes to roll

dice and that he is married.

Futter ’s Access

To 3 Million Feet

Of Film Is Cited
Walter Futter, who has offered to co-

operate in the movement proposed by Will

Hays for a permanent government build-

ing at Washington for storing films, de-

clares he has access to three million feet

of film collected in the last 20 years and
now in the vaults of Wafilms, Inc., sub-

sidiary corporation of Futter Productions
Company, makers of the Curiosities re-

leased by Educational.

Among these films are ten important col-

lections, including those from Gaumont
Graphic and Gaumont News Reel, Triangle
Film Corporation, Pictorial Life, Reel Life

and others running as far back as 1905.

Cranfield & Clarke Gets

Film of Prince of Wales
A two-reel picture of outstanding events

in the life of the Prince of Wales will be
released by Cranfield & Clarke under the
title of “The Making of a King.” Cran-
field & Clarke has just closed a contract
with B. M. Powell, Inc. The production is

an October 1 release.

Dowling Seeing
420 Houses on

Christie Week
Pat Dowling, on his way from New

York to San Francisco in a tiny foreign
automobile to blaze the trail for a nation-
wide celebration of Christie Comedies
Week, expects to visit 420 theatres before
reaching Hollywood by November 14,

which marks the fifteenth anniversary of
Christie pictures. The director of sales

and publicity for the Christie brothers has
the co-operation of the branches of Edu-
cational, American distributor of the
Christie comedies.

It was in 1911 that A1 Christie brought
his first motion picture company West over
the same trail Dowling is following, and
settled on the corner where the Christie
studio now stands, establishing what is

called the first studio in Hollywood.
Christie was then general manager and di-

rector of comedies for the Nestor Film
Company.

F. B. O. Speeds

Comedy Sales
In New Jersey

F. B. O. short features are spurting in

sales, records of business by Manager Ro-
senzweig and Salesman Fox of the New
York exchange show.
The Whirlwind Comedies, made by

Charley Bowers, have been sold to the
Stanley-Fabian Corporation for its New
Jersey theatres at Orange, Belleville, Mil-
burne, Irvington, Bloomfield, Cranford and
Hackensack, and for the following theatres
in Newark, N. J. : The Ritz, Tivoli, Regent,
Hawthorne or Roosevelt, and Brandford
or Mosque. Two Standard comedies played
Newark recently, “Galloping Ghost” at the
Mosque and “Heavy Fullbacks” at the
Newark.

Miss Harris-Jones Is

W. B. Frank Secretary
Miss Helen A. Harris-Jones has been

appointed secretary to W. B. Frank, vice-
president and Eastern manager of the Hal
Roach studio, at the Roach New York
office.

Pressbook on Donoghue
A three-color pressbook and a variety

of posters have been issued by Hi-Mark
Productions to exploit the Steve Donoghue
two-reel race pictures. Carlyle Blackwell
heads the supporting cast and Bert Cann
is the cameraman.
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Jacobs Declares

Bray Sales Going

Big From Start

T HAT good short features will find a

ready market among exhibitors during
the 1926-1927 season, irrespective of

their source of manufacture, is the be-

lief held by J. A. Jacobs, director of

sales of Bray Studios, Inc., who has just

issued a statement commenting upon the

short features field in general and the exhi-

bition of this type of product in particular.

Mr. Jacobs, who is well known in motion
picture circles as a prominent exhibitor and
also as an independent producer and dis-

tributor, recently joined forces with J. R.

Bray, president of Bray Studios, Inc., in

the manufacture and marketing of quality

short features for the independent market
for the 1926-1927 season. Before associat-

ing himself actively with J. R. Bray he
made an exhaustive investigation of the

short features field over a period of months
the findings of which convinced him of the

potential possibilities of this branch of the

film business.

Exchanges Signed

Proof of the accuracy of the forecast

made by Mr. Jacobs is seen in the fact

that twenty-eight independent exchanges
throughout the country have already con-

tracted for the Bray output to date, repre-

senting practically 100 per cent of the terri-

tory in this country. Twenty of the offices

were closed by Mr. Jacobs in a four weeks’

selling period, representing what many be-

lieve is a record in territorial sales.

Mr. Jacobs’ statement follows. Inci-

dentally it is the first public statement he

has issued to the trade press in connection

with the Bray products.

“My observations before and since my
affiliation with the Bray Studios, Inc., have

convinced me that the coming year will

witness the greatest recognition of short

subjects by exhibitors that the industry has

ever known.
“This is not an idle statement or an

empty promise but a forecast, reached only

after a careful survey of the field. It is

a forecast which I am glad to say is shared

equally alike by the leading producers, dis-

tributors and exhibitors throughout the

country and one which Mr. J. R. Bray and
the producers associated with him believe

to be an accurate gauge of conditions.

Good, Varied Product Wanted

“Personally I have conducted for many
months a careful investigation of the short-

subject market. I have spoken to hundreds
of exhibitors, sounded out the large motion
picture circuits and kept in touch generally

with the men in the field.

“I have found as the result of my inves-

tigations that the exhibitor wants good
short product. This applies to the second

and third run exhibitors, as well as to the

important first-run accounts. The product,

however, must not only be consistently

good, but must be made in large quanti-

ties and released often to offset the in-

creased cost of distribution which a limited

number of releases involves to the distrib-

utor. The success of the Educational and
Pathe Companies is virtual proof of the

efficacy of this policy.

“The Bray Studios, Inc., will produce
eighty-eight short subjects for the new sea-

son, representing a diversity of product
which involves a series of twelve slapstick

comedies, twelve kid comedies, and twelve
fast-action comedies. The balance of the
product will consist of twenty-six Bray
cartoons, thirteen Nature Specials and
thirteen Magazines. The production of
these releases will all have Mr. Bray’s per-

sonal supervision, and the reputation he has

enjoyed over a period of fifteen years as
a producer of consistently good product is

back of every picture bearing the Bray
trade-mark.

“Exhibitors who want nationally good
products, but in this instance independently
marketed, will find the Bray product a
profitable investment. The twenty-eight
offices at which the Bray product is now
available are prepared to serve the inter-
ests of exhibitors with good short subjects,
backed by a nationally-known name whose
box-office value has never been questioned.”

Newsreels Make
Service Records

( Continued from page 35 )

pictures had been started north by train.

J. C. Brown, manager of International
Newsreel’s Washington bureau, obtained
still another plane in Washington and flew
to Richmond, Virginia, where he intercepted
Philip London, of Miami, who had been
entrusted with the mission of bringing the
precious pictures to New York. London
was placed aboard the airplane which
hopped off from Richmond and made the
remainder of the trip to New York in the
record time of four hours. Brown con-
tinued on to Atlanta and there picked up
other films which were sent from Florida
by Frankel and Bockhorst, and flew with
them to New York for later editions of
International Newsreel.

London, with International Newsreel’s
pictures, was one of the very first persons
to reach New York from the storm district.

The New York American obtained from
him a thrilling three-column story which
tied up with International Newsreel’s pic-

tures. This story, besides being published
in the New York American, New York
Evening Journal and Daily Mirror, was
carried in full by a news service to the
leading newspapers in seventy-five foremost
cities, practically everyone of which carried
the story on its first page, giving an ex-
cellent tieup to International Newsreel.

While all this was happening, the second
big story broke. It had been expected that
Captain Rene Fonck would hop off in his

giant Sikorsky on his proposed non stop
flight from New York to Paris. Three In-

ternational Newsreel cameramen were sta-

tioned at Roosevelt Field in anticipation of

the flighty For four days they waited.

Then, at the break of day on Tuesday,
Fonck started.

At Strategic Points

The three International Newsreel cam-
eramen occupied strategic points. One of
them, Herman Stockhoff, was just on the

edge of the gulley into which the ill-fated

plane was later to plunge. As it came
down the runway Stockhoff obtained
every detail of the start. Then, suddenly,

the giant plane swerved, and, for an in-

stant, came directly towards Stockhoff. All
the time he continued to grind, standing
there until the wing of the plane barely

grazed his camera. Just in the nick of time
Fonck turned about so that Stockhoff was
left unscathed. Panoramaing his camera,
Stockhoff followed the plane as it plunged
into the gulley, buckled up and burst into

flames. Thus, in one continuous scene, he
photographed the entire fatal trip of the

big Sikorsky and obtained a picture which
Managing Director Edward Bowes, of the

Capitol theatre, describes as one of the

most remarkable he has ever shown. Mean-
time Hugo Johnson, another International

Newsreel cameraman, was getting the aerial

shots of the disaster.

The third big story developed from the

Dempsey-Tunney fight. Preparations had
been made long in advance, although the

laws of the country prevent the shipment
of scenes of the actual fight. However,
the assemblage of 135,000 persons in the

great stadium at Philadelphia provided a
spectacle unprecedented, and made a pic-

ture, together with the incidental scenes of
the contest, that was thrilling and of great
picture value. International Newsreel had
a dozen camermen covering every angle of
Philadelphia’s greatest show.

Airplanes were used generally in the dis-

tribution of the films of all of these great
news subjects. The films of the fight, for
instance, were shown in Chicago at the
opening of the evening performances on
Friday.

Fox News
First came the Florida hurricane. Very

fortunately situated in this emergency was
Fox News with a staff man, C. W. Herbert,
stationed in Miami. The storm blast of
Saturday morning almost wrecked Her-
bert’s stock of cameras and film but he
disregarded loss and personal danger and
picturized the tornado at his worst. He
turned his precious negative over to a mes-
senger bound for New York, by a fortu-
nate circumstance one of the first men to

come through from the stricken area. The
result was that Fox News was showing
moving pictures of the disaster on the

screens of the country as soon as the news-
papers were receiving complete accounts
over the wires.

Three Cover Plane Crash
Just at this time, when the Florida story

was uppermost in everyone’s mind, three
Fox News cameramen were being detailed

each day to cover the departure of the Si-

korsky airplane from New York for Paris.

Tuesday morning, September 21, found
these three ready for the takeoff. The
great plane started, and crashed. The three

Fox News men, one flying in the Fox News
plane above the scene, recorded every in-

stant of the tragedy. The result was one
of the most remarkable pictures ever made,
which was exhibited in Broadway theatres

not many minutes later than the newspaper
extras were being sold on the street.

Covering the Dempsey-Tunney fight were
three Fox News men on the ground and
two in the air. As the fight ended mes-
sengers rushed the film to a waiting air-

plane. The film was in the New York lab-

oratory an hour and a half after the fight’s

end. At dawn prints were being shipped
by air mail to all parts of the country.

Kinograms
In one of the busiest weeks for news

reel cameramen in several years, Kino-
grams, Educational’s News Reel, handled
three unusual news events with its custo-

mary speed and accuracy, issuing specials

on the Florida hurricane disaster and the

fatal Sikorsky biplane crash, in addition to

the usual two regular news reels of the

week.
Within a few hours after the Sikorsky

plane disaster, which took two lives, Kino-
grams sent out special prints to all first run
accounts in the country. The pictures cov-

ered every phase of the strange crash and
sudden termination of the New York-to-
Paris flight, since cameramen were on the

ground to get the
,
pictures of the hop off

and were able to get all events leading up
to and including the sudden burning of the

ship.

Several Kinograms staff photographers
rushed in material covering the entire Flor-

ida storm zone. This was immediately
edited into another special and shipped at

once to first run accounts. Several hun-
dred feet of good complete news story cov-
ering all anedes of the hurricane and the

havoc it wrought were included in this reel.

In handling news pictures of the Demp-
sey-Tunney fight at Philadelphia, Kino-
grams covered the world championship
fistic event with good preliminary views of

the battlers, pictures of the ring, stadium
and crowd.
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Victor Schertzin-

ger directed “The
Lily” with Belle

Bennett and is now
making “The Re-

turn of Peter
Grimm” in which
he features the
work of Alec B.

Francis. Mr.
Schertzinger has
been with Fox
Film Corporation
for some time.

The more we hear

from Myrtle Sted-

man the more grac-

ious she becomes.
Her present work
is in “Don Juan’s

Three Nights” for

First National.

LEFT: Peverell

Marley is heard
from when photog-

raphy comes into

the discussion as

it does in this

week’s survey.
Marley is author of

the work in “The
Volga Boatman,”
P.D.C. film, listed

by exhibitors as

one of the pictures

in which the cam-
era work was re-

markable.
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THE TOUGH GUY: special cast.—Fred Thom-
son sure knows how to make good pictures. This
is our first, but not our last. A real western
with a real star that gives something more than
scenery and gunplay, and a horse with sense that
would do credit to a great many men. Our
people let us know that they expected more, and
soon. If you pass this one up you are over-

looking a sure thing.—LaRoy H. Zehrbach, Bon
Air theater, Kissimmee, Fla.—General patronage.

THE TOUGH GUY: Fred Thomson—This pic-

ture is certainly great entertainment. Fred, Sil-

ver Kin,g and that kid great. Cast all fine. Story-

better than the average of Westerns. 100 per
cent satisfaction.—Bert Silver, Silver Family the-

atre, Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

THE TWO GUN MAN: Fred Thomson—Here’s
a wow of a picture. Pleases my patrons and the
title drew them in. Make more like it, Fred,
as this type will make money for you as well as
the exhibitors. Five reels.—P. C. Schram.
Orpheum theater, Kalamazoo, Mich.—General
patronage.

HANDS ACROSS THE BORDER: Special cast

Another dandy from Thomson. This boy surely

is putting out real pictures. Seven reels.—J. C.

Kennedy. Empress theatre, Akron, la.—General

patronage.

J. J. HOFFMAN
THE TWO GUN MAN: Fred Thomson—Played

this against the strongest competition we’ve had
this year. Justice Roma Tent Show, and had to
put up the S. R. O., We thank you, Fred Thom-
son, for helping the small exhibitors with your
wonderful pictures. Only wish you made 14 instead
of 4 per year.—J. J. Hoffman, Plainview theater,
Plainview Nebr.—General patronage.

_I
HL SILENT STRANGER: Fred Thomson

T?. J j
°mson ' which always pay well for me.

*
, ^

oes a !ot of atheletic stunts in this one.
it s O. K. in every respect.—W. B. Franke
Strand theatre, Luverne, Iowa.—Small town pat-
ronage.

THE TOUGH GUY: Fred Thomson—O ! Boy!

House packed two nights. Ran two shows last

night. All we need to advertise is Fred and

his white horse, and all the family turns out

to greet him. Every one we think is better

than the one before. With the little boy, it’s

great. Book it. Six reels.—C. C. Bisbee, Co-

lumbia theatre, Poynette. Wis.—General patron-

age.

HANDS ACROSS THE BORDER: Fred Thom-

son-Extra fine. Fred Thomson and Silver King

bring them in. .When I hang out advertising

on Fred Thomson and Silver King I also get

ready to hang out the S. R. O. sign. Everybody,

from "two year olds up, like this fine, clean cut

star. No matter what picture we show him in,

everyone who comes out always says: Fine,

marvelous. When are you going to have him

again?” Success to you, Fred.—J. A. West,

Houston theatre, Houston, Miss.—General pat-

ronage.

THE BANDIT’S BABY : Fred Thomson—Well,
well, second Thomson for me. Say, Fred, that's
the way to build show houses. More like it. Say,
if I knew as much as that horse I would take
his place. Five reels.—A. J. Koehler, Koehler
theatre, Uehling, Nebr.-—General patronage.

THE TOUGH GUY: , Fred Thomson—Yes. sir,

it went over with a bang. Tickled ’em pink and
held their interest to the end. Thanks, F. B. O. :

this is what the small towns crave. This ranks
second to being my house record. Six reels.

—

H. C. Mauler, Liberty theatre, Pleasanton, Nebr.

—Small town patronage.

HANDS ACROSS THE BORDER: Fred Thom-
son—This very good and is one that paid out
and made a little profit during the hot weather.
There is action galore, and that seem3 to be
what people want. Six reels.—C. V. Anderson.
Oak theatre, Oakdale, Nebr.—General patronage.

C.V. ANDER/ON

ALL AROUND FRYING PAN: Fred Thom-
son—Thomson and Silver King pack the house

every time. Nobody cares if the picture isn't

very logical, it has thrill and laughs, and the

prints are nearly always good. Six reels.—H. I.

Ramsden, San Juan, theatre, Friday Harbor.

Wash.—Small town patronage.

THE WILD BULL’S LAIR: Fred Thomson—
This is excellent. Fred is the most popular

Western star here, where everybody wears cow-

boy hats. Six reels.—Thos. Thompson, American
theatre, Perryton, Tex.—Farming patronage.

DISTRIBUTED BY F.B.O. OF AMERICA

HANDS ACROSS THE BORDER: Fred Thom-
son—A little more fighting in this one. Plenty

of good acting by the wonderful white horse. We
doubled our box office receipts. We had a warm
night but Fred’s friends came, so we gave 2
shows Saturday night. Book it. Seven reels.

—

C. C. Bisbee, Columbia theatre, Poynette, Wis.

THE TOUGH GUY: Fred Thomson—Two bank
failures, no rain, coupled with the annual corn-

belt agitation, did not prevent Fred from pack-

ing ’em in for two nights, though business for

past four weeks has been terriblel Excellent

Friday and Saturday picture with beaucoup action

and sweet story. Five reels.—Pace & Bouma,
Rialto theatre, Pocahontas, la.—-General patron-

age.
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Survey Finds Star’s Name
Is Biggest Buying Factor

A
Studio Star

will be named in the Herald’s
Studio Survey next month.
Opinions of exhibitors have

been tabulated to determine
who receives the greatest
amount of billing.

Comparative importance of
other players will be listed in

order.

In the November 27 issue
will be the directors’ names
who are most valuable in ex-

hibitors’ advertising.

Neill Played Stock
in “The City,” Now

Puts It in Films
TD WILLIAM NEILL has brought
‘'•Clyde Fitch’s last play to the screen.
“The City” was first produced by John
Emerson on the stage in New York 20
years ago with Tully Marshall in the
leading role. He is the only member
of the original cast still on the screen.
This will be Neill’s second production

of “The City.” After a two-year run of
the play in New York, Neill secured the
rights and staged it in San Francisco
with his stock company, playing a part
himself.

In the Fox special Walter McGrail
will play the part made famous on the
stage by Tully Marshall. Others in the
cast are Robert Frazer, George Irving,
Lilian Elliott, May Allison, Richard
Walling and Anders Randolf.

Story, Type and Director’s

Name Follow in Importance
2,468 Exhibitors Reply to Questionnaire in Herald’s

Studio Survey—Attach Great Importance to

Photography ; Request No “Angels”

By DOUGLAS HODGES

Statements of 2,468 exhibitors replying to the “Herald’s” Studio

Survey show name of star and featured players as first in their con-

sideration in buying pictures.

Completed analysis of the replies rates story next, type of story

third and director fourth in importance.

Other items, price, title and exhibitors’ reports, break up that

order in few instances. Authors’ names enter consideration

weightily in cases where published novels have exerted great in-

fluence on exploitation possibilities.

Survey to Name Most Popular Players

Next month’s report from the survey will show comparative values exhib-
itors place on stars and players. Results have already been tabulated and show
the conviction of theatre owners in the matter of the most popular players.

Where “story” is named in reports as elemental in buyers’ consideration
along with “type” the distinction is made between plot and kind. An almost
unanimous custom is to match an audience with the kind of pictures that have
succeeded there.

The plot of the story is considered by as many but with the view of obtain-

ing a strong narrative and its strength is as valuable in one house as another.

So although a Western picture in type will please a house in the neighborhood
it may be that a society picture will please a downtown house. But at the same
time both pictures may be equally strong in plot or story value.

Pictures with moral tone receive hundreds of votes under the heading, type.

Along with them exhibitors show partiality for two other types, comedy-drama
and action pictures.

Exhibitors who want Westerns want them for either of two reasons : be-

Several hundred exhibitors state in the Studio Survey today that their patrons are eager to see outdoor pictures because of the scenic
photography. The above has been selected to illustrate what can be done by a good photographer for a motion picture. (From “On
the Trail of a Ranger,” Colorart Pictures Corporation.)
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cause they are outdoor pictures or because they are fast-moving pictures.

Wish to “Give Satisfaction’’

Only one report came in that shows price as the only consideration in buying.

In nearly all other reports exhibitors include either type or story as a big ele-

ment, thus showing that an honest effort on the part of showmen first to con-

sider their audience and second to consider hard and fast business methods.
They indicate a firm policy of “please the patron and he’ll come back;” and
they show a sound business practice of seeking titles, names and prices borne
from wisdom and experience.

Exploitation possibilities have been

kept in mind but few replies name
that as an elemental consideration

while many give evidence of it by
synonymous replies. Instead of spe-

cifying exploitation possibilities they

have noted “audience appeal,” “serv-

ice” and “popularity of title.”

The producing company has less

influence on the buying than the repu-

tation of the distribution company or

exchange which is responsible for the

quality of prints, and business meth-

ods.

Ask Ban on “Angels”

Exhibitors attach great importance

to photography. They say complaints

are frequently registered by their

audience against “angels” when the

NEW HAMPTON, IOWA, FIRE-

MEN’S THEATRE: Most of the

pictures now show deficiency in

lighting. Backgrounds are dimly

lighted, no contrast or detail. Some
night scenes are terrible. Audiences

must be mindreaders to follow

these pictures. If a person had the

“Sun” in the lampshade you

couldn’t bring out a picture because

there isn’t any there.

patrons think the projection machine

is out of focus.

Color work receives as much com-

ment as any other factor in photogra-

phy. The general criticism is not in

the company’s achievement or lack of

such as it is in the age of the print.

Colored prints, they say, become in-

distinct with long service. The an-

swer to that is not from the company
which applied the color but is from
the company which owns the prints.

Outdoor scenery is in great de-

mand. Exhibitors are of the impres-

sion that patrons make fewer criti-

cisms of photography than many other

theatre’s problems because they do

not understand its full part in making
pictures. But one of the thoughts

they often express is that pictures

have plentiful scenic shots and nat-

ural color work.

Closeups where the blurred effect

comes from using soft lenses and
highly developed lighting effects are

not appreciated as yet by the majority

of motion picture patrons.

A few pictures marked by excellent

photography are “The Ten Command-
ments,” “The Vanishing American,”

“Feet of Clay,” “Variety” and “Amer-
ica.”

Exhibitor Reports Elemental
A great number of exhibitors place

their greatest reliance on the concrete
evidence shown in “What the Picture
Did For Me” reports. They also take
into consideration however such items
as story, star and title.

Fairfield, Idaho, Liberty Theatre:
Type of picture. Cast. Director.

Scottsville, V. A., W. E. Burgess, Victor Theatre:
We usually buy only such pictures as have
proven their popularity in other theatres as evi-
denced by exhibitor reports.

Curwensville, Pa., F. I. Thompson, Strand The-
atre :

(Mostly stars) second bookings.
Roanoke, Va., R. Guy Bayes, Buena Vista:
The story and star.

Bournemouth, England, K. Standhea, Westover
Theatre

:

(1) Entertainment value. (2) Star and story
and production values.

Mission, Tex., R. W. Smith, Mission Theatre:
Past records at box office of like productions.

Maidstone, Ky., Central Picture Playhouse:
Reports. Drawing title. Star and about all if

good showmanship is practicable on this.

Lithonia, Ga., DeKalb Theatre:
On Box Office Record.

Okanogan, Wash., Paramount Theatres Co.:
The star and type.

Alexandria, Minn., H. J. Lougaker, State &
Howard Theatres:

A good story, good direction, well known stars

(6 to 8 reels preferred) and a reasonable price.

Chihuahua, Mex., Calderon & Salasporras:
Star, director, length and opinions of trade
papers ; sometimes the press books give the
story of the play and we judge by some whether
the subjects appeal to our patrons or not.

Hartney, Man., P. C. Digney:
A strain of good comedy throughout. Strict

attention to detail. (This is hard to find in the
majority of pictures.)

Wolfe City, Tex., R. A. Gill, Palace Theatre:
Entertainment value for mixed patronage in a

small town of 2,000 people with a surrounding
territory composed of farming people. West-
erns and melodrama, mixed with society pic-

tures. Action seems to be the dominant factor.

Pierre, S. D., Chas. Lee Hyde:
Previous reputation of producer, director, star

and author of story. Treatment received from
the exchange makes lots of difference in lining

up and this depends considerably on the sales-

man, I think. Paramount “service” ranks first

and Universal’s second, Screen Classics third,

in this territory.
Hartshone, Okla., Earle Hendren, Mgr. Kali,

Tula Airdome:
Star, author, story, producer, director, rental
and exploitation possibilities.

Columbia City, Ind., Columbia Theatre:
The cast, the past record of what they have
done, the type of story and the absence of too
long drawn out emotional scenes. The audi-
ences of today will not stand for long drawn
out love scenes; that is one fault with most
of the society pictures of today, the closeups
and love scenes are entirely too long for the
average audiences.

Indianapolis, Ind., Zarings Egyptian Theatre:
Quality of star and producer only.

Wooster, Ohio, E. P. Mott, Lyric Theatre:
Drawing power of stars. The story must be
good.

“Star” Then “Type” of Story

The type of a picture runs a close sec-

ond to the name of the star and is

usually thought of with the questions:
Is there too much sex in the picture? or
Is the picture filled with unrealistic pro-
duction flaws, killings or is it an outdoor
story?
Milwaukee, Wis., H. E. Welch, Iris Theatre:

1. Will the picture draw? (Title appropriate
for my trade?)
2. Can it offend any?
3. Can it be profitably exploited?

Parker, S. D., P. G. Estee, S. T. Theatre:
Star and story—popularity in our town and
with story a close second. We check reports
and reviews as to sex. Don’t wish the stuff
at all.

Langley Moor, Durham, N. C.
Story.

Lonoke, Ark., Mrs. Lola H. Bell, Queen Theatre:

Stars—Story—Highlights—occasionally direc-
tors.

Dallas, Ore., Geo. W. Gould, Majestic Theatre:
Cast, type of picture, reputation of the stars.
Number of strong ones in a block.

Ambrose, N. D., J. Johnson, S. of N. Hall and
Theatre

:

Pictures from good clean stories by noted
writers. The stars and also the length of pic-
ture in reels. We also try to avoid the hokus-
pokus, faked stuff pulled in many of them.

Newmocket, N. H., F. C. Yeaton, Star Theatre:
Star. Story. Author. Supporting cast and
director.

Malson, Wash. C. Vanheuven, Malson Theatre:
Type of picture, star and supporting cast, di-
rector.

Star and Title Make B. O. Appeal
In stating “boxoffice appeal” exhibitors

have not regularly stated definitely how
they interpret the phrase but Mr. Riva
of the Strand theatre, Walla Walla,
makes the point quite clear in his letter.

He bases the appeal on two items—Stars
and Titles.

In other words name of players that
are locally popular and a name of a
story that is popular from general
knowledge resulting from the publica-
tion of a novel or short story or popular
from the viewpoint of attractiveness
and strength.

De Queen, Ark., Grand Theatre:
Stars, stories, authors. Directors in some in-
stances and a good title has a great deal of pull.

Plankinton, S. D., I. L. Anderson, Plankinton
Opera House:

Drawing power of story, name of star and pop-
ularity with my patrons.

Walla Walla, Wash., Edwin R. Riva, Strand
Theatre

:

Box office appeal first and foremost. 1. Stars.

NORTHBORO, IOWA, J. F. JEF-
FRIES, COMMUNITY THEATRE:
With the arc light I have experi-
enced no trouble with dark pictures,
but there is one beach scene that
has been used so much it is thread-
bare; that is the one with a plank,
and with trick stuff looks to be a
hundred feet in the air. Why don’t
the producers spend more on loca-

tion and less on footage?

2. Title. Entertainment value is of secondary
consideration always, unfortunately, except in
the case of a veritable giant of entertainment
such as “The Cohens and Kellys.”

Sanborn, N. D., J. E. Vernon, Community The-
atre :

On what the pictures have done for other
exhibitors.

Victor, Mont., Adam Horneing, Victor Opera
House:

Morally clean, good theme, not unreasonable,
plenty of action with a sprinkling of comedy
well handled. Good, clean entertainment for
the whole family. Our theatres are the silent
churches.

New Holland, Ga., New Holland Theatre:
Pictures, best suitable to patrons.

Pawnee City, Nebr., Lenwood Theatre:
Try to buy something that pleases. They
want something with a kick to it.

Montpelier, Idaho, S. H. Rich, Rich Theatre:
Stars. Stories. Titles.

Graham, Tex., W. J. Wilkie, Liberty Theatre:
Quality or Story, Star and Box Office. Power
through advertising possibilities. The adver-
tising is usually bad attended to by an artist
from an artistic standpoint and no average ap-
peal. The action of the picture should be shown
on paper as much as possible to give the people
a shopping idea as to what’s on the inside.

Velva, N. D., A. C. Russell, Iris Theatre:
Story.

Halstead, Kansas, The Ideal Theatre:
Western and outdoor action pictures and com-
edy-dramas. Also the authors of said pictures.

Bonifay, Fla., Bonifay Theatre:
Box office records of similar pictures.

Mason, Mich., R. Adams, Pastime Theatre:
Freedom from objectionable sex angles (and
triangles) comedy, action. Entertainment
value.

Oshkosh, Wis., R. K. Mosiman, Rex Theatre Co.

:

Every man must know what his patrons want
and then give it to them.

Momence, 111., Momence Theatre, H. E. Hoag:
Box office value, entertainment for the class
of people that we show to cost of picture

—

titles also have a good deal to do with what a
picture is worth to me, as we are showing m a
small town and only run two days.

Dallas, Texas, C. R. McHenry, Rosewin Theatre:
1. Star. 2. Producer. 3. Record of pre-
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vious product in my house. 4. Reports of
other exhibitors in HERALD.

Idalou, Tex., Palace Theatre, O. B. Daniel:
The star and producer. The author and title.

St. Ignace, Mich., Chas. Kynoch & Co.:
Price, star, drawing power and kind of picture.

Kalispell, Mont., M. Anderson, Liberty Theatre:
Story, stars, company producing same, and
director. Above all the story counts most.

McConnelsville, Ohio, Earle Eveland, Twin City
Opera House:

Story and director.
Neepawa, Man., Can., Booth & Beatty, Opera

House

:

First, title. Second, stars.

Elk Mound, Wis., Lloyd S. Howe, The Amer-
ican Legion, Post 37

:

Drawing power. This depending on the stars

or whether the picture has been filmed from
a popular novel.

Foreign Influence Disliked

There is a strong opposition to for-

eign influence that may be noted in titles

and locale. Such opinions are in unison
with the feeling of many independently
owned theatres against costume pictures.

But yet the majority of the replies run
along the line of “star,” “story,” “type”
and “director.”

Buhl, Idaho, C. C. Voeller, Fox Theatre:
Title. Story. Star. Director. Producer.

Mt. Vernon, Mo., Strand Theatre:
On pictures that do not have New York or
Paris titles, or other foreign titles.

Gorman, Tex., E. Fort Keith, More Theatre:
Past performance of star or author at box
office. Strength of story and suitability to my
town.

Collbran, Colo., William Zinke, Collbran Audi-
torium Theatre

:

Melodrama. Something funny. Something
with action.

Erskine, Minn., Ness & Ophus, Star Theatre:
Type of picture. Author. Star. Supporting

RIDGEWAY, IOWA, O. A. FOSSE,
COMMUNITY THEATRE: “Ten
Commandments,” “Sally,” “Madame
Behave,” “Man’s a Man,” “Che-
chahcos,” “North of 36,” all im-

proved by fine photography. Pic-

tures with a lot of dark moonlight
detract, night scenes in “Lucky
Devil,” a novelty and are a decided
improvement.

cast, advertising accessories available, and last

but not least, price of picture.
Minot, N. D., Orpheum Theatre:
Type of story, players, and director.

Selma, N. C., C. Harper, Whiteway Theatre:
Well known and popular stars. Comedy drama
dealing with life as it is lived today.

Chewelah, Wash., R. H. Hattrup, Empress The-
atre :

Title. Star or authors. Director. Type of
picture.

Kingston, Ohio, M. A. Shepard, High School
Theatre

:

Story. Author. Star.
Bloomington, Ind., Robert Harris, Harris Grand

Theatre:
Director. Star. Title. Story.

Bloomer, Wis., Bloomer Theatre Co.

:

Exhibitors reports.
Humboldt, la., Franke:

Title. Star. Director. Producer.
Neillsville, Wis., Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags The-

atre :

Type of story; stars; whether picture was
made from a well known book by a well known
author, and how the picture stacks up in

“What the Picture Did For Me.”
Mulliken, Mich., Mrs. F. A. Henskey, Navajo

Theatre

:

The Star.
Lake Forest, 111., Lake Forest Academy Theatre:

Producer. Star. Criticism in HERALD.
L’Anse, Mich., Grobaski Bros., New Mazda The-

atre:
Star. Title and director.

Fredonia, N. Y., Fredonia Opera House:
Story. Director. Leads and cast.

Homer, 111., C. B. Burkhardt, Pastime Theatre:
Say, what are you talking about? When you
buy pictures now, you do the best you can, not
what you want.

Bayport, Minn., C. E. Alvin, Bayport Theatre:
I want to please the people first and to break
even second.

Foley, Minn., Henry Bettendorf, Opera House:
Age. Cast. Popular novel. Where produced.

Alleghany, N. Y., Thos. Norton, Town Hall The-
atre :

Director. Stars. Author.
Rembrandt, Iowa, E. N. Hesla, Community The-

atre :

The cast. Kind of picture.
Kenesaw, Nebr., Walter Schultz, Opera House:

Name of star, type of picture. Name of dis-

tributor and price.
Eldora, Iowa, L. F. Wolcott, Grand Theatre:

Story. Direction. Cast and the past perform-
ance of the company. Author’s names as Zane
Grey, Harold Bell Wright, Gene Stratton-Por-
ter and the past success of features of like
nature also play a big part.

Circleville, W. Va., Warners Theatre:
1. Action. 2. Title. 3. Star or player. 4.

Director. I can’t draw without a title in a
small town.

Souris, Man., Can., H. J. Baldwin, Lyceum The-
atre :

Author of story. Type of picture and “What
the Picture Did For Me” columns of HERALD.

Hill, N. H., Harold Woodward, Woodward The-
atre :

The story and director.
Kimball, S. D., Royal Theatre:

Action. Thrills. Outdoor sport and human
appeal heart dramas. But no sex stories or
jazz society dramas.

Kingston, W. Va., Moonlight Theatre:
Likes of a majority of the patrons based on
record of the attendances.

Decota, W. Va-, J. A. Page, Cabin Creek Y. M.
C. A.:

Clean. A good story. Pep.
Rainelle, W. Va., R. C. Raine, Pioneer Theatre:
Entertainment value for the “masses.” Peo-
ple want to be entertained at the movies rather
than to be made to think.

Atoka, Okla., Geo. Marlow, Washington Theatre:
Stars. Snappy titles, and story in New Pic-
tures. Old pictures reports from the HERALD.

Cooledge, Tex., L. A. Suttle, Star Theatre:
Entertainment value.

Fordyce, Ark., D. C. Smith, New Lyric Theatre:
Star. Author. Director and type of story.

Greenville, S. C., Ed. C. Curdts, Bijou Theatre:
According to what patronage prefer than they
like and boost coming out of theatre, and on
street.

Loyalton, S. D., Robert Hines, Hines Theatre:
Chiefly the stars that proved good at my the-

atre.

Calico Rock, Ark., H. B. Wood, Wood Theatre:
Reports from exhibitors through the HERALD.

Kalamazoo, Mich., P. C. Schram, Orpheum The-
atre:

Star first, then director and story.

Cincinnati, Ohio, John B. Bruner, Lincoln Amuse-
ment Co.

:

Action and melodrama, yes; high society and
foreign scenic picture, no.

Harvard, 111., Eugene D. Saunders, Palace The-
atre:

1. Standing of exchange and service rendered
by exchange. 2. Players.

Sharon, Wis., Wm. T. Davis & Son, Rialto The-
atre :

Star, author and story, price and box office

drawing power.
Eagle River, Wis., N. M. Emmons, Eagle The-

atre :

Players and authors or a good stage play.

Nashville, Mich., Star Theatre:
Star, title, type, author, critics’ reviews. Ex-
hibitors’ reports and director. They shall be
clean, have a good title, a well known star and
author, and be well directed.

“Herald” Reports Cited

Reports in the Herald are specified in

numerous replies as a great source of

information used with substantial benefit

in buying pictures.

But quite an unusual letter is received
from J. Hollenbak, who says nothing of

the star, but bases judgment on action,

comedy and mystery in the story.

Paoli, Ind., E. M. Biddle, Strand Theatre:
Producer. Star. Footage. Amount of action,
audience appeal.

_
Buy none with sex stuff.

Director, and price.

Keokuk & Shenandoah, R. P. O.:
Story. Star and exhibitors’ reports.

Itasca, Tex., Pastime Theatre:
Stars, story and author.

Wayne, Nebr., Elmer E. Gailey, Crystal Theatre:
Runs and publicity, stars and directors, clean
stories, and fair prices.

Mellen, Wis., Orpheum Theatre:
The stars, their parts, object of story. Moral.
Producer. Writer, and close run.

Weirton, W. Va., W. G. Anas, Manas Theatre:
The story. The star. The director.

Greenville, Mich., Bert Silver, Silver Family
Theatre

:

Action and comedy. Entertainment.
Fairfax, Ala., Fairfax Theatre:

Class of picture. Story. Star and producer.
Stockbridge, Mich., Starland Theatre:

Story. Stars and good directing.
Louisville, Miss., Frank Glick, Fox Theatre:
Good stories. Directors, and the company by
whom it is produced.

Decatur, 111., Jim Wallace, Lincoln Square The-
atre :

Star. Type of story, but with block buying
exhibitor has no say.

Philadelphia, Pa., Maurice Stanford, Hunt’s The-
atres, Inc.:

Box office value, entertainment value, names,
etc.

Tularosa, N. M., R. P. Sitton Jr., Muse-U The-
atre:

The author, the star, and the type of picture.

Comedy drama and action pictures are our best.

Isabel, Kan., L. R. Ledou, Home Town Airdome:
Chiefly exhibitors’ reports in HERALD, as I
seldom see many pictures.

Russell, Kans., Main Street Theatre:
Type of picture, star, director.

Broadlands, 111., H. K. Allen, American Legion
Theatre

:

Reports in EXHIBITORS HERALD.
Glasco, Kans., W. A. Hillhouse, Lyric Theatre:

Good, clean drama and comedy as well as
romance and historical.

Lynden, Wash., J. Hollenbak, Liberty Theatre:
A picture must have action, comedy or mys-
tery, most society pictures are dead.

Dawson, Tex., W. A. Conner, Dawson Theatre:
Maker and stars and style of stories. Good
story made by a reliable company main thing.

Dickinson, N. D., O. O. Troyer, Rialto Theatre:
What books the pictures are from. What stars
in the picture and is it the kind of picture for
my theatre?

Atmore, Ala., Strand Theatre:
Author. Star. Director. In fact, I think the
director is the most important factor when it

comes to a picture.

Warren, Ark., H. D. Wharton, Pastime Theatre:
Story. Star or stays. Director. Author, etc.,
and the exploitation possibilities.

Tyler, Tex., Arcadia Amusement Co.

:

Star. Title producing company and author.

Warrensburg, Mo., R. M. Shelton, Star Theatre:
Story. Star. Director. Title. National ad-
vertising. Big city runs mean nothing to us.
Suggestion box in my lobby for patrons, and
past box office appeal.

Greenfield, 111., Opera House:
EXHIBITORS HERALD box office reports.

Union City, Ind., R. S. Wenger, Miami Theatre:
Company and star.

Barnesville, Ga., The Mildred Theatre:
Audience appeal.

North Kansas City, Mo., G. W. Harttmann,
Capitol Theatre:

GRAHAM, TEXAS, W. J. WILKE,
LIBERTY THEATRE: Photogra-
phy as a whole is not what it should
be. In many pictures it is still bad,
but people generally do not notice

that and so much that they might
be considered critical.

Brenner in Unfortunate Status

An unfortunate chord is struck by Mr.
Brenner of the Cozy theatre, Winchester,
Ind., in his plaint that exhibitors in his
circumstances have little or no opportu-
nity to utilize their judgment in buying
pictures because of the method of dis-
tribution.

Monroe, Iowa, Jas. A. McChesney, Monroe
Theatre

:

Type. Stars. Producers.
Winchester, Ind., Will H. Brenner, Cozy Theatre:
A small town buyer as I am does not base his
judgment on anything, as he is unable to buy
pictures in accordance with his own judgment,
but is sold in bulk lots and there is no buying
of pictures, selectively.

Muncie, Ind., Leonard S. Sowar, Strand Theatre:
Stars or players. Directors. Company. Pro-
ducing.

Dothan, Ala., Hattie Mizelle, Alcazar Theatre:
We always have to take all they have to get
any, therefore, can’t take out choice.

Ft. Worth, Tex., Isis Theatre:
Quality. Star. Posters. Title.

Wellington, Ohio., W. J. Powell, Lonet Theatre:
Entertainment value and exploitation possi-
bilities.

Chicago, 111., H. C. Miller, Ambassador Theatre:
Titles, star and stories.

Terrell, Tex., Leaman Marshall:
Stars, story and director.

Havre DeGrace, Mr., J. W. Bauer:
Stars.

Tenino, Wash., Liberty Theatre:
Titles and stars.

Boston, Mass., New Cobb Theatre:
When buying picture I choose those that offer
plenty- of action, and have a cast that would
interest the people of this community, such as
“Westerns,” “Historical” and “Athletic Pic-
tures.”

Davenport, Iowa, H. S. Tasu:
Outdoor action picture. I have a shooting gal-
lery type for dumbbells.

Hillsboro, Ind., H. J. Harris, Sunshine Theatre:
Titles. Authors. Directors. Producers and
advance reports when available.

Newport, Wash., D. M. Mangone, Rex Theatre:
The star, author and book if there is any. A
very few good pictures are made out of novels.

Malalla, Oregon, Lyric Theatre:
Outside action.

Federalsburg, Mr., Temple Theatre:
Stars popularity.

Sullivan, 111., R. B. Maxwell, Illinois Theatre:

( Continued on page 91)
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The Birth

"Var

Famed Director of “Ben Hur” Says

in “Herald” Confession He Envies

Skill of the Man Who Directed Film

Telling the Story of the Civil War
and the Reconstruction Period in

United States History.

I would rather have directed

“Variety,” because I feel that I

would have had the satisfaction of

reporting life with a camera, in

story form, in such a manner that

you would see life as life really is.

Not for one scene only, or for one

sequence, but throughout the entire

picture I found an underlying sense

of reality. An ordinary story, sound

players, a few camera tricks, yet

—

it lived

!

Perhaps it was because the direc-

tor caused things to happen without

much thought of the camera, and

then when the action was set, he

turned to the problem of photo-

graphing it, or reporting the happen-

ings with a camera. In case this is

not clear—the reverse would be

to set up a camera first, and then

Above, Roman soldiers aboard ship in a

scene from ‘Ben Hur.”

Right, Fred Niblo who has directed

more than 40 pictures but is certain

that his ‘‘Ben Hur” most nearly ap-

proaches his own satisfaction.

O F all the pictures I have

seen, the one 1 believe

that I would have been

most proud to have directed is

“The Birth of a Nation,” and I

am sure I will not stand alone in

this opinion. Of course, I hasten

to add, that for the sake of the

picture, it is probably fortunate

that I did not attempt to direct it, because L realize that

I never would have been able to direct it as did D. W.
Griffith.

“The Birth of a Nation” is a glorious monument in mo-
tion picture history that is an accepted standard of excel-

lence—both artistically and financially, as well as an ac-

complishment that has carried, and will carry, the name of

Griffith as a master through a generation. How I would
like to have directed that picture as he directed it!

Of the 40 odd pictures I have directed, I am pleased

most with “Ben-Hur,” notwithstanding the many heart-

aches, and difficulties experienced during its making; not
on account of its magnitude, but its broad scope of ex-

pression, feeling, motivation, emotion, characterization,

and spiritual suggestion. It gave the director a feast for

his imagination.

Edmund goulding says.-

In a recent letter you asked me, “Of all the pictures

you have seen what one would you rather have directed?”

“Variety” is a picture that “lived” says Edmund Goulding who
calls it “the picture l would rather have directed.” It is a Para-

mount release.
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ofA Nation”
—Niblo

• j.

iety
— Goulding

A scene from “Ben Hur,” Metro film, in

which Ramon Novarro stars.

Left, Edmund Goulding says his work so

far falls far short of his ambitions.

fyitlg me. But life is young, and with

improving technique, lots of hope, and
the sympathetic supervision of Irving

Thalberg, perhaps one day soon I will

be able to answer your question, “What
picture of those you have directed

comes nearest to satisfying you per-

fectly'
1 ”

Thank you for considering me wor-
thy of representation in this interesting

department of your paper.

Sincerely yours,

Edmund Goulding, Author and Di-

rector, Prefers “Variety”—He Says

All His Work So Far As a Director

Does Not Come “Within a Million

Miles of Satisfying Me. But Life Is

Young.”

cause action to happen just in

front of it.

Perhaps the unusual angles of

“Variety” might have been that the

cameraman, in a fit of desperation,

picked up his camera bodily, turned

it over and up and photographed

action that had to be shown—yet

because it was not contrived for the

camera, it was difficult to get at.

“Variety” seemed to photograph

life at the angle that life presented

as it passed.
* * *

In reply to your second question,

I have directed, so far, three pic-

tures. The first was “Sun Up”
made in twenty-one days; the sec-

ond, “Sally, Irene and Mary,” made
in twenty days

;
and the third,

“Paris,” made in nineteen days.

I am afraid these efforts do not
come within a million miles of satis-

The cameraman appears to have photographed life at every angle
that life presented as it passed says Goulding of the Paramount

film, “Variety.”

There is just enough space to tell who is on the list for the

coming issues of The Studio.

“Confessions” have been received from a number of other

directors. Every one is highly interesting and informative.

Edwin Carewe will soon tell what his favorite picture 1

is

;

George Archainbaud will tell why he is partial to a great historical

Masterpiece; Reginald Barker selects an epic of the West; Albert

Austin believes his choice is a film made by Lubitsch, and Clar-

ence Brown’s choice, like Goulding’s is a brand new release.

And there are others ! There is A. Edward Sutherland, whose

letter came as we go to press. There is Harry O. Hoyt and

George Hill. The series promises to run indefinitely. Already

exhibitors are commenting in letters upon the interest in the

series and in some cases they have given the “confession” to the

daily newspaper to be reprinted in their home town.
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The row built for extra players. In many of the tents were Interior of kitchen at location camp for Milton Sills’ starring

such conveniences as hot and cold running water. Some picture, “Men of the Dawn,” for First National. It is one of

even had shower baths and makeup shelves. Anderson’s well erected buildings near Guadalupe.

AN INNOVATION in location-

.
camp comfort—and who of

the veteran cinema artists didn’t

view with forebodings the old-time

camp, with its myr-
iad of inconveni-

ences? — has been
introduced into the

motion picture in-

dustry by William
Anderson, general

manager for South-
ern California for
the Anderson
Boarding & Supply
Company, which has

heretofore limited

its activities to in-

dustrial work.

Anderson was
persuaded into the

business of erecting

and maintaining lo-

cation camps de

luxe by the Gold-

wyn interests, his

first venture being

the establishment of

a
_
tent city thirty-

five miles from Ger-

Anderson Brings Luxury

into the Wilderness

RIGHT: Will-

iam V. Mong
and Charlie
Murray agree
on a good many
things and one

is that the “Her-

ald” will never

fail to bring
them news of

what’s what in

Hollywood
while they’re on
location.

LEFT: George
Archain baud,
director of

“Men of the
Daw n,” new
First National

feature starring

Milton Sills.

lach, Nevada, during the filming of

“The Winning of Barbara Worth.”
His knowledge of subsistence

work in general, coupled with a

keen sense of both

the physical and
psychological needs

of all kinds of hu-

man temperaments,
stood him in such
good stead on this

occasion that he

found himself in

general demand by
the movie folk. His

was something new
in the way of lux-

ury in the wilder-

ness.

Anderson scored

another ten - strike

with the big camp
he built and main-

tained for the Mil-

ton Sills unit of

First National near

the Guadelupe (Cal-

ifornia) sand dunes,

where the company
(Continued to page 65 )

The cameraman
who accompanied
the director and
players is Charles
Van Enger.

In Circle Above: Natalie Kingston, featured player in “Men of

the Dawn” in production at Guadalupe, California. In Group:
Arthur Stone, comedian; William Anderson, camp builder;
Charlie Murray, comedian; “Dud” Burrows, publicity repre-

sentative.

Milton Sills is the

star of “Men of the

Dawn,” First Na-
tional film made at

Gaudalupe.
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By Herald Representatives at

the Studio
Publication Rights Granted Exhibitors

|J
A Double News Service In-

forming the Showman Upon
Studio Events and Enabling
Him to Inform His Reader
Patrons in Turn.

f|J
Special Assignments Will

Be Covered for Exhibitors
Upon Request to Editor
“The Studio,” Exhibitors

Herald, Chicago, 111.

'EW YORK, Sept. 28.

—

Ray Rockett is in the midst

of his latest production for First National, “Not
Herbert,” a fea-

ture vehicle for

Ben Lyon. Pres-

ent plans call for

his departure to

California when
this is completed.

* *

Lois Moran who plays a waitress in a New Orleans
cafe in Herbert Brenon’s latest Paramount picture, “God
Gave Me Twenty Cents,” rejoices in the fact that the
part does not require fashionable clothes. This unusual
aversion for an elaborate wardrobe on the part of the
eighteen-year-old actress is the result of her undergoing
the ordeal of 20 costume fittings for a picture in which
she appeared prior to her current engagement.

Freed from the necessity of frequent costume changes
and tryings-on, Miss Moran is concentrating on the char-
acterization of Mary, in Dixie Willson’s dramatic story
of a girl who loves a rollicking sailor and is saved from
death by God’s gift of two dimes.

* * *

R. William Neill who is directing the Fox screen version
of Clyde Fitch’s “The City” out on the Coast, has sent
Josephine Valentine, his cameraman, to New York to get a
number of outdoor shots.

* * *

His first role as a husband and father since becoming a
Paramount junior star has fallen to Greg Blackton. In Frank
Tuttle’s new production, “Love ’Em and Leave ’Em,” based on
the successful stage play of the same name, Blackton attains
his dignified standing as the head of a family, lording it over
a wife and a two-year-old daughter. The youngster’s part is
played by Joan Purvis, the find of Thelma Todd, another of the
junior stars. Miss Todd discovered the child during a shopping
expedition in a New York department store, and was instru-
mental in having her registered with casting director Fred Fleck,
who arranged for Joan’s screen debut in “Love ’Em and Leave
’Em.” The principals are Louise Brooks, Lawrence Gray and
Evelyn Brent.

* * *

Howard Higgin is directing Ben Lyon’s next feature picture
for First National, which is the screen version of “Not Herbert,”
and which is being filmed at this company’s New York studios.

* * *

Not only athletes, but their trainers, have made their way into
the movie field. Young Sharkey, former prize fighter and more
recently assistant coach at Harvard University, plays one of the
roistering sailors in Herbert Brenon’s Paramount picture, “God
Gave Me Twenty Cents,” which features Lois Moran, Jack Mul-
hall, Lya de Putti and William Collier, Jr.

* * *

Pauline Starke, looking more like Gloria Swanson every day,
is in New York playing the leading feminine role in Ben Lyon’s
next feature picture for First National.

* * *

Mrs. Allen Walker’s habit of studying odd types of humanity
on the highways and byways has proved a fortunate one for her.
Now instead of studying characters, Mrs. Walker is playing them
at the Paramount Long Island studio, under the direction of Her-
bert Brenon. In “God Gave Me Twenty Cents,” Mr. Brenon’s
latest production, she appears as a character woman in a Southern
gambling dive. Mrs. Walker made her first excursion into films
many years ago in a Brenon production made for the Imp Com-
pany. Before that she had been a leading character actress in
James A. Herne’s “Shore Acres”; with Fan Davenport in “Pique,”
and in support of Frank Mayo in ‘Davy Crockett.”

(Continued on page 73 )

H OLLYWOOD, Sept. 28.—Twenty-five Boy Scouts
assembled at the Santa Fe station Los Angeles and

gave Fred Thom-
son a rousing send
off when Fred be-

gan the first vaca-

tion he has had in

two years— going

to spend three weeks in Noo Yawk looking at the tall

buildings and seein’ some shows. The Boy Scouts worked
in Fred’s last picture “A Regular Scout” and were given

a mighty vacation of three weeks in the mountains, earn-

ing $5 a day while doing it.

* * *

Lefty Flynn, who recently signed a contract to make a

series of pictures for Associated Producers under the man-
agement of David Selznick, has been confined to his home
and under doctor’s care for three weeks. He expects to

start work on his initial Jack London production in ten

days.
* * *

Patsy Ruth Miller who is now in the East enjoying the big

league baseball games is to be starred in “The College Widow,”
a Warner Brothers production, as soon as she returns.

* * *

Monty Banks has chosen the title “Wait ’n See” for his next

Pathe comedy-feature, which Gill Pratt is to direct. Arthur Mc-
Arthur, general manager of the Banks company, is away on his

honeymoon.
* *

Nick Musuraca is the cameraman on the Preferred Pictures pro-

duction “His New York Wife” which Albert Kelley is directing at

Fine Arts.

A large troupe of Fox players are enjoying the late summer
season at one of California’s ideal summer vacation spots—Lake
Arrowhead. F. N. Murnau the German director who made “The
Last Laugh” is up in the mountains making “Sunrise” among
the tall pines and near the blue waters of Arrowhead Lake.

* * *

Another director who loves the outdoor life is Al Rogell who
has departed for Idlewild, a charming resort we are told, with a

large company headed by Ken Maynard, Kathleen Collins, Tom
Santschi, Sheldon Lewis and others. It is a First National picture

made under Charles R. Rogers’ supervision.

* * *

October 4th will see the start of “Here Y’Are Brother,” the

next June Mathis production for First National. Balboni will

direct and has already chosen Lewis Stone, Lloyd Hughes and
Billie Dove for featured roles. Miss Dove recently signed a five-

year contract with First National.
* * *

Svend Gade, noted Danish director, does not let the grass grow
under his feet while making a picture. He finished “The Blonde
Saint” for Sam Rork three days ahead of schedule. ,

* * *

E. M. Asher has given Josephine Boreo, runnerup in the re-

cent “Miss San Francisco” beauty contest a small part in

“The Lady in Ermine,” a Corinne Griffith production.
* * *

Charlie Murray, having finished work in “Men of the Dawn”
for First National, has dashed off to the North woods for a brief

vacation.
* * *

Jason Robards, popular screen player, has turned down two
stage offers, one in New York and one in San Francisco, and will

continue his screen career.
* * *

Sam E. Rork the producer, accompanied by his daughter Ann
( Continued on page 66 )
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F.P.L. Honors Studio Folk
in Effort to Better Films

Third Monthly Honor Roll of “Paramount’s Ten Best” Reaches

Production Quarters—Names of Directors, Stars, Camera-
men and Technical Staff Appear on Elaborately Constructed

Chart

Paramount’s third monthly honor roll of “Ten Best Pictures” has been
printed and five new names crowd out five pictures that were called “best”
last month.

To Unify and Elevate Aims
The company’s newly founded method of calling attention to good

results is established on the principle of unifying and elevating the organi-

zation’s aims.

Each person connected with the company receives a copy of “Greater
Paramount Pictures,” a 12-page magazine printed in a multiplicity of color

on high grade stock with profuse illustration.

Names of the honor pictures appear
on an elaborately designed chart, togeth-
er with production details, such as

director, star, cast, assistant director,

cameraman, cutter, script clerk and
comment from officials who have viewed
the film impartially.

10 Titles

This month’s ten titles are “Behind
the Front,” “Let’s Get Married,” “The
Grand Duchess and the Waiter,” “The
Vanishing American,” “Mantrap,” “The
Blind Goddess,” “Padlocked,” “The
Palm Beach Girl,” “Say It Again,”
“Aloma of the South Seas.”

13 Stars

Stars whose names grace the honor
roll are Wallace Beery, Raymond Hat-
ton, Richard Dix, Adolphe Menjou,
Florence Vidor, Clara Bow, Esther
Ralston, Jack Holt, Lois Moran, Louise
Dresser, Noah Beery, Bebe Daniels and
Gilda Gray.

10 Directors

The directors are Edward Sutherland,
Gregory La Cava, Malcolm St. Clair,

George B. Seitz, Victor Fleming, Allan
Dwan, Erie Kenton and Maurice Tour-
neur.

It is logical that each month a smaller
number of pictures will lose their posi-
tion until at the end of the year a pic-

ture will be “A-1” in order to rate a
place among the ten best pictures Para-
mount has made for the year.

Although the chart occupies but two
pages of the 12 the remainder of the
paper is well crowded with constructive
reading, containing as it does a huge de-
partment of comments of nation wide
scope and comments from intelligent

persons from both inside and outside the
industry. Among them are:

MARTIN QUIGLEY : “The motion picture busi-
ness has taken on airs, many of them fancy, but
it’s still the show business.”

NATHAN BURKAN: “The foreign market is

too important to be neglected. American com-
panies must decide to set aside a certain per-

centage of their revenue to produce abroad—not
only produce abroad—but distribute those pictures

in America!”

THOMAS ALVA EDISON: “In the next thirty

years there will be important innovations in all

phases of motion picture production and exhibi-

tion, because it is the object of too much study
and research to remain stagnant or to retrogress.

In production, the cheap and tawdry will before
long be eliminated, and the time will come when
the public will see a motion picture of full stage
size.”

ARNOLD BENNETT: “Whatever might be the
motion picture producer's desire to break away
from the cast-iron traditions of the film, this de-
sire is not shared by the expert people who actu-
ally do the work of their studios.”

GEORGE P. METZGER: “Some writers get
their inspiration from whiskey and the others
from the imminence of rent day. Ambition stirs

“Across the Pacific” showed last week at

the Orpheum, Chicago, and Monte Blue won
more friends. It is his latest work for

Warner Brothers.

some and a hardboiled boss stirs others. But
there is no better way for a competent shovel-

hand to reach bed rock than to spit on his hands
and dig.”

SIDNEY R. KENT: “There is an old saying
that a well-made product is half sold. Going one
step further, we may say that a well and effi-

ciently made product is three-fourths sold.”

Drive Captains Henry Salsbury and
Monte Katterjohn, lead off the editorial

columns with a number of constructive
views on production in general arid on
the definite plan within the operation of

the Honor Roll.

Blystone Signs Again

J. G. Blystone, Fox director, yesterday
signed a new five-year contract, accord-
ing to Winfield R. Sheehan, vicepresi-

dent of the company. The new contract
will go into effect immediately upon
Blystone’s completion of his current pro-
duction, “On the Wings of the Storm,”
the story of a dog’s life, featuring Thun-
der, the new dog star. This film, inci-

dentally, is Blystone’s thirty-eighth pro-
duction under the Fox banner.

Cartoonists lurk everywhere and this one saw George
Archainbaud directing Milton Sills in “Men of the Dawn” for

First National with the above result. Look out for cartoonists.

Trade paper and newspaper representatives were guests of

Dick Barthelmess when he terminated his contract with In-

spiration Pictures, Inc., to join First National September 16.
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Prosperity Wave Hits Hollywood;

F. N. Nears End of Work in East
4 F. P. L. Films

in Making; Fox
Working on 3
By JOHN S. SPARGO

NEW YORK Sept. 28.—Only one

production unit is functioning now at

First National’s New York studios,

and the last picture to be made by

this unit in the East is now under

way. It is “Not Herbert,” being

filmed from Howard Irving Young’s

stage play of the same title. Ray
Rockett is the producer and Howard
Higgin is directing. On the comple-

tion of this all First National produc-

tions will be made on the West Coast.

According to present plans on the

completion of this picture Rockett

will depart for Burbank, California,

where his future production activities

for First National will be at the new
studios there. Nothing definite or

authoritative has been announced as

to what First National plans to do
with the New York studios on which
they are said to hold a lease until

next April. But the fact that they

are moving all production activity

Westward with the exception of inde-

pendent producers such as Robert
Kane and Johnnie Hines is well es-

tablished, unless there is a last min-
ute switch in plans.

A1 Rockett left recently for Burbank
after making three pictures at the New
York studios of First National. His acti-

vities will be confined to the West Coast
studios from now on.

This is the first time since First Nation-
al moved some of its production units East
two years ago this month that only one
unit has been functioning at the Eastern
studios. Generally there have been from
two to three productions in swing.

“Not Herbert” is a feature vehicle for
Ben Lyon. According to Producer Rock-
ett, it gives Ben just about the finest screen
opportunity he has had since starting his

career. As the picture is being filmed as a

mystery-comedy-drama little can be said

about the story except that it carries a real

kick in it and promises to be unusual.

Pauline Starke is playing the leading
feminine role. Sam Hardy, Virginia Lee
Corbin, Lloyd Whitlock, Tammany Young,
Diana Kane, Charles Craig, Christine

Compton, Byron Douglas and little Helen
Rowland comprise the other members of
an unusually brilliant cast of players.

Frances Agnew wrote the adaptation of

( Continued on page 71)

WHAT THE PICTURES

DID TO ME
By GEORGE E. MARSHALL

(Supervisor of Fox Films Comedies)

W E promised this month
to write about “A Gag-

man’s Brain in two parts” but

so far we
have been un-

able to dis-

cover any
part of a gag-

man’s brain.

* *

We booked
what we
thought
would be the

greatest short

subject of the

past month

—

The Dempsey-Tunney Fight,

but it turned out to be a serial

in 10 reels.

H* H*

CORRESPONDENCE

J. C. Jenkins writes: “I see you
are making a picture called ‘A King
of the Kitchen.’ That’s good be-

cause a man’s place is in the kitchen

while a woman’s place is in the

English Channel.”

P. S.—I’m glad you are making
animal comedies—please send me a

picture of Earle Foxe.

FILM NEWS
Jules White has just completed

“Light Wines and Bearded Ladies.”

Felix Adler predicts it will be a great

hair raiser.

* * *

NOTE: I have decided that

this column is a failure because the

only fan mail I get is the monthly

statement from THE HERALD.

NEXT MONTH
‘The Face on the Cut-

ting Room Floor”

First words of great stars:

“The director is married but I’ll

fix that.”

ThousandsBusy,

None Idle; All

F.N. Stages Full
By RAY MURRAY

HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 28.—Jesse L.

Lasky, president of the Association

of Motion Picture Producers, states

that the motion picture industry in

Hollywood is in the healthiest condi-

tion in its entire history.

“The amount of production now
going on and planned for Southern
California is astounding,” declared

Mr. Lasky in an interview last week.

“The heavy production programs
now getting under way at the various

studios are supplying a vast amount
of work. Not only are the featured

players all busy but thousands of

extras are enjoying unprecedented
prosperity.

“Writers, too, are having their inning.

The story is the thing today, in picture

fare, and hundreds of writers are coming
to establish themselves firmly on the wave
of prosperity.”

Mr. Lasky added that the greatly in-

creased facilities of Famous Players-Lasky
in Hollywood mean that additional produc-
ing units from the Eastern studio will now
work permanently on the Coast. Soon
fully 70 per cent of all Paramount produc-
tion will be concentrated at the Hollywood
plant.

Just at present there are four Paramount
companies shooting here, viz. : Bebe
Daniels in “Stranded in Paris”; Clara Bow
in “Wings”

;
Noah Beery in “The Rough

Riders” and Wallace Beery in “We’re in

the Navy Now.”
An immense submarine is securely an-

chored in ?j pool and Director Eddie
Southerland is putting Raymond Hatton
and Mr. Beery through a series of funny
stunts on the underwater craft. “On loca-

tion” marks the absence of other Para-
mount companies and the lot was quiet last

week but soon will be humming with added
companies moving West.

First National Completes “Twinkletoes”

At First National’s beautiful plant Col-
leen Moore is in the midst of “Orchids and
Ermine” street scenes for which are being
made in New York city. This is a John
McCormick production directed by A1 San-
tell, and Jack Mulhall plays the lead oppo-
site the petite Colleen. Charles Brabin just

finished “Twinkletoes” with Miss Moore.
Corinne Griffitth’s next, “The Lady in

Ermine” (and what a lot of expensive furs
in pictures) promises to be one of the most
colorful of this beautiful star’s productions.

James Flood is directing.

Milton Sills starts soon on his new stellar

production, “The Runaway Enchantress”
scenarized by Carey Wilson, who is also

production manager. Sills, under the direc-

tion of George Archainbaud has just com-
pleted “Men of the Dawn.” Charles Van

( Continued on page 74)
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BEFORE remodeling the Beverly Crest entrance gates. The above photo was made August
25, 1926. Later the gates were remodeled by the George E. Read company, Hollywood.

AFTER remodeling the Beverly Crest gates. The above photo was made August 27, 1926.

Note photo at top of page.

Mammoth Floor Space

Permits Several Units

to Work at Same Time

AMONG the larger buildings at the new
‘ First National Studios just completed

at Burbank are four stages; projection,

camera and cutting rooms, dressing rooms

;

wardrobe
;
property building

;
power plant

;

garages and various shops, mills and sheds.

Each stage measures 137x240 feet. The
buildings have been designed so as to fa-

cilitate greatly the taking of indoor scenes,

and the huge floor area makes it possible

for several production units to work on
the same stage. A 35-foot clear height
from the floor to the bottom truss gives
ample room for the tallest sets and for the
arrangement of overhead lights.

A complete wood working unit for the
making of sets and props is operated at

the rear of the lot. The carpenter shop,
200x150 feet, one of the largest in the

West, has a floor area of 30,000 square feet.

Lumber sheds and lumber mills also occupy
large areas.

Horace

Miller

New

“STILL
HOPING

THAT GOOD
PICTURES CAN

BE MADE
WITHOUT
WASTE”
NOW AT
FIRST

NATIONAL
BURBANK,
CALIF.

HOTEL
ROOSEVELT
Jones at Eddy

San Francisco’s

New Half Million

Dollar Hotel

Headquarters for
Exhibitors and
Exchange Men

One Block from Film Row
Every Room with Bath or Shower

Rates from $2.00 to $3.50

Management of

RENE A. VAYSSIE
"Special Rates to Location Managers

”

Banks Returns to

Studios to Begin
New Pathe Comedy

LJOLLYWOOD, Sept. 28.—Highly
elated at the results of his latest

comedy feature, “Atta Boy,” Monty
Banks has returned to the Hal Roach
studios from New York and is prepar-
ing his second picture under his new
Pathe contract. Critics at the preview
in New York declared that “Atta Boy,”
with Monty Banks, offered something
effervescent and pleasing to a superla-
tive degree. The opinion of the critics

was backed up by the advisory board of

the Pathe company.

He has retained Charles Horan to
write the story, and Gilbert W. Pratt,

well known comedy director, to handle
the megaphone. Conferences are now
being held regarding the new opus,
which will be known as “Wait ’n’ See.”

Banks’ newest picture was heralded by
the New York committee of Pathe as

something new and striking in the realm
of comedy films. The Pathe organiza-
tion expressed also a firm belief in the
further rise of this comedy star.

New Gates of Read
Estate Boast Age

of Ancient Spain

TODAY Old Spain greets the eye in

many spots in California and so it does
at the entrance to Beverly Crest.

The recent developments in building and
cultivating in California are well expressed
in an article by Kenneth Roberts in the Sat-
urday Evening Post on “California’s War
on Ugliness.”

The Spanish influence is the cause for

George E. Read, owners and subdivides of

Beverly Crest to remodel the entrance gates

to the property. It was formerly of the

English type.

When Beverly Crest was first opened for

sale an elaborate set of crates erected

and Mr. Youngblood of the Pickford-Fair-

banks studios was employed to decorate and
“antiquate” the towers. His work was so

successful that it is now just possible to

determine the towers’ age.

Sebastian Selects

“Sand Man” as Title

for Hoxie Picture
XJOLLYWOOD, Sept. 28.—Maurice E.

Sebastian, head of the M. E. Se-

bastian Productions, announces “The
Sandman” as the tentative title of Jack
Hoxie’s next starring vehicle. Hoxie
has just completed “The Devil-Rider”

under Sebastian’s management at the

Tec-Art studios. Scott R. Dunlap di-

rected the feature, with a notable cast,

including Rosemary Cooper, Claude Pay-
ton, Paul Weigle, William Strause and
little Virginia Davis.

Maurice E. Sebastian, head of the M.
E. Sebastian Productions, was at one
time connected with his father, A. H.
Sebastian, in the Sebastian-Belasco Pro-
ductions. He is now handling the pro-

duction end of the business. He has

Jack Hoxie under contract for a series

of six feature Westerns.
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William Beaurline visited his friend Hughie
Gray, old time gateman at the Paramount
studios on the East Coast, immediately
upon the former’s arrival.

The above will not appear in the finished

production of “The Return of Peter
Grimm.” Left is Victor Schertzinger.

Marie Prevost and Kenneth Harlan and
Vera Steadman leave Hollywood for the
Sesquicentennial at Philadelphia. Harlan
has just completed work in “Twinkletoes,”
for First National.

Park French, art director with M-G-M.

JOHN
FORD

Director

“3 Bad
Men”

in Production

“MOTHER
MACHREE”

Fox Releases

In Appreciation of

Alec B. Francis’s

Performance

in

The Return of

Peter Grimm’

VICTOR
SCHERTZINGER

DIRECTOR

FOX RELEASE
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Kenneth

Harlan

Appearing

opposite

Colleen

Moore in

“Twinkle-

First National

release

toes”

HARRY
GARSON

Will

Announce

His New

Affiliations

Soon

A1 Ray is a director of Fox Films.

Bob DeLaeey, left, F. B. 0. director, Jack

Rich, Portland booker, and Mrs. DeLaeey.

Patsy Ruth Miller is in New York with her

father. She is a Warner contract player.

John Arnold, left, and William Nigh, made
Metro’s “Fire Brigade.”
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Lou Seiler, director, and John Stone, scenar-

ist, on the Fox lot, go into a deep confer-

ence for a scene for Tom Mix’s picture.

Anderson Brings

Luxury Into Wilds
(Continued from page 58 )

was making the exterior sequences for

“Men of the Dawn,’’ a Carey Wilson adap-

tation, directed by George Archainbaud.
The tent cottages for the principals are

models of comfort and convenience,

equipped with such hitherto unheard-of
novelties as hot and cold water, shower-
baths, toilets, stoves, makeup shelves, Cole-

man lamps, mattings and grass rugs, parti-

tioned bedrooms, sanitary drainage, wicker

furniture, plenty of comfortable bedding
and linen, etc.

Anderson has also built up a great rep-

utation for feeding his patrons the best

the markets afford, no matter how inac-

cessible the location. And, on top of all

this, his genial personality is a distinct

factor in keeping the morale of his camps
at a high standard of good spirits.

* * *

King Vidor’s next great American
epic will be “The Glory Diggers,” a

screen adaptation of Irvin Cobb’s orig-

inal story based on the building of the

Panama Canal.
* ^ *

Ben Bard, well-known star of the
vaudeville and musical comedy stages,

who made his cinema debut about a year
ago in a Tom Mix production, has been
signed to a long-term contract by Fox
Films. Announcement to this effect was
made bv Winfield R. Sheehan, vice-

president. Bard is at present delineat-
ing a “heavy” role in Fox Films’ version
of “My Wife’s ITonor,” with Lou Telle-
gen, Dolores Del Rio and Don Alvarado.

Dr. E. Loche, business manager, to Ernst
Lubitsch, director who has begun work on
his first Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer picture.

ERNST LUBITSCH
Now a Paramount Director

GIL PRATT
DIRECTOR

MONTY BANKS
Feature-Comedy

Pathe Release

Stephen Roberts
DIRECTOR OF

“SKY BOUND”
“PINK ELEPHANTS”
“HIGH SEA BLUES”
With A1 St. John Starred

EDUCATIONAL. RELEASES
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Marie Prevost

Who has com-
pleted her role in

the Metropolitan

Pictures Produc-

tion “For Wives

Only” and will
next be starred in

“Man Bait” an-

other Metropolitan

Production for

Producers Distrib-

uting Corp.

De Mille Names Hale
to Direct Epic of

U. S. Tourist Camps
TN ANNOUNCING Alan Hale as di-

rector of “Rubber Tires” Cecil B. De
Mille reveals a great degree of confi-
dence in him. The picture is to be from
a story woven about automobile camps
and promises to be an epic of its kind.

Hale is collaborating with Frank Con-
don on the story and actual production
is scheduled to begin at once. Condon
and William Slavens McNutt are au-
thors of the story.

“Rubber Tires” is the outgrowth of
DeMille’s plans for such a story as he
has had in mind for some time—the pro-
duction of a picture which would chron-
icle the story of the “sunhunter” fami-
lies who after selling all their worldly
possessions except their motor cars
drift from auto camp to auto camp until

they finally settle in new sections of the
country far removed from their regular
haunts.
Hale is enabled to go about the direc-

tion of big productions as a result of his

experiences as an actor in such pictures

as “Robin Hood” and “The Covered
Wagon” and as a director in “Risky
Business” and “Brave Heart.”

Production Notes

By Murray
( Continued from page 59 )

Rork, has gone to New York with the first

print of “The Blonde Saint.”
* * *

Kenneth Harland and his accomplished
wife, Marie Prevost, are dog fanciers as

well as popular screen stars, hence their re-

cent trip to Atlantic City where they en-

tered several valuable pooches in the annual
dog show. “Ken” has just finished his role

opposite Colleen Moore in “Twinkletoes.”
* * *

David Hartford was appointed chairman
of a committee to arrange for the celebra-

tion of the 139th anniversary of the con-
stitution celebrated by Los Angeles Elks
September 17.

* * *

Sidney Olcott, Richard Barthelmess’ di-

rector, used every available horse in Holly-
wood for the Tibneh, Palestine scenes in

“The White Black Sheep.”
%

Fritz Tidden, for several years connected
with the publicity department of M-G-M,

Charles G. Clarke is photographer of the

Grange film, “One Minute to Play,” F.

B. O. Inset shows him using an Eymo
to catch that “triple pass.”
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“Twinkletoes.” With this still you may de-

termine the film’s type. Colleen is her-

self and so is Kenneth Harlan in the roles

given them here by First National.

has joined Clarence Brown’s unit as direc-

tor of publicity.
* * *

Al Hall is now chief film editor at the

new First National studios, Burbank.
* * *

David Abel, A. S. C., is on a vacation
up in Alaska for two months. Who says
these cameramen don’t enjoy themselves?

* * *

Charles Van Enger, First National cam-
eraman, and Mervyn Leroy, comedy con-
structionist with the Colleen Moore unit,

were among the few hundred of other Hol-
lywoodites who went to New York to see

the Tunney-Dempsey fight. Van Enger
and LeRoy will remain in the East making
scenes for Miss Moore’s next picture.

* * *

Stephen R. Roberts, well known Educa-
tional director, is on the road to recovery
after an appendicitis operation.

* * *

Al Ray, busy Fox director, is now cutting
“Whispering Wires” which will be released
in 6,300 feet. From all accounts it is “Al.”
George Schneiderman A. S. C. was at the

camera.
* * *

Charles Rosher and Karl Struss are busy
these days shooting scenes on Director

The camera in the production of “Bill
Grimm’s Progress” is under the skilled care
of Phil Tannura. He is an F. B. O. tech-
nician.

|

i

June Mathis

and

Balboni

have completed

“The

Masked

Woman”

for First National

and are now

preparing

“Here Y’ Are

Brother !

”

Another Mathis-

Balboni Production

Py!
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MONTE
BLUE

Just Finished

“Across the Pacific”

A New Warner Bros.

Production

BILLY BUTTS
Now Working Opposite Thomas Meighan in

“THE LAND OF PROMISE”
AT LONG ISLAND, N. Y. STUDIOS

PARAMOUNT RELEASE Phone Gr. 6675

Alfred A. Cohn
FREE LANCE WRITER

Now Writing Adaptation and

Continuity of

“The Oat and the Canary"

for

Universal

Fred Thomson proves “A Regular Scout” in

the film by that name he has just made
for F. B. O. Buck Black is the youth in

the photo.

Murnau’s initial Fox production at Arrow-
head Lake. t. * *

Lou Seiler, Tom Mix’s director, is busy
on his next vehicle, a Zane Grey story
“The Last Trail.” It was adapted by John
Stone and will be filmed on Monument
Valley “locations.”

Estelle Taylor demonstrated her busi-

ness ability while her husband Jack Demp-
sey was away training for the light by
managing Jack’s hotel, The Barbara, for
him. Miss Taylor is under contract to

appear in LInited Artists pictures and they
are now choosing a story for her.

sjj j*; ^

Dorothy Dwan holds the unique position
of being the first girl that Tom Mix has
featured in two consecutive pictures.

if; :jc

Jesse J. Goldburg has decided to change
the title of Bob Custer’s latest Western for
F. B. O. release from “Two Gun McCoy”
to “The Cowboy Dude.”

^ ^ ^

Lincoln Stedman has been given another
football part. This time he has the role

of a college boy in “The Better Way,” a
Columbia production. Dorothy Phillips,

Earle Metcalf and Lola Todd are in the

CaSt.
j); ;ji

James Howe is the only Chinese camera-
man in Hollywood. He is an American
born citizen and was responsible for the

pictorial beauty in “Padlocked,” Allan
Dwan’s Paramount production.

^ 5^ H4

Daniel B. Clark, president of the
American Society of Cinematographers
and chief cameraman for Tom Mix, has
been confined to the Hollywood hospital

for the past week following a minor
operation. This is the first time in more

A1 Hall, chief film editor, First National

studios at Burbank. He is just about at the

three mile limit he’d find if he made foot-

age measurement of the film draped around
him. It is from “Twinkletoes,” Colleen

Moore’s picture.
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Jack Rich, F. B. 0. booker of Portland,

center, has been asked for a match in an

unusual manner. J. P. McGowan, left, is

director of “Tarzan” for F. B. 0. Right is

J. Leo Meehan.

than five years Mr. Clark has been ab-

sent from his post. He has photo-
graphed 46 features, starring Tom Mix,
using almost five million feet of negative
without missing a day’s work.

* * *

The Writers’ Club, through its presi-

dent, Rupert Hughes, announces it is

eager to secure from its members one-
act plays and sketches. The club wants
brief blood-curdling dramas, audacious
comedies, flights of beauty or what-not.

* * *

Maxwell Shane, formerly with the
Harry Langdon unit, has joined the
Warner Brothers publicity department.
Don Eddy, formerly publicity represen-
tative for the late Rudolph Valentino
and more recently with John Barrymore,
has become director of publicity of the
Harry Langdon company. Fritz Tidden,
formerly on the publicity staff of Pete
Smith at M-G-M, has joined the Clar-
ence Brown unit at M-G-M.

* * *

An entertaining session of the Wam-
pas was held last week at the Writers’
Club with Mark Larkin as chairman.
Those who addressed the meeting were
Sid Grauman, Edwin Carewe, Harry
Carey, Raymond Hitchcock and Count
Ilya Tolstoy. Sid Grauman’s prologue
at the Egyptian theatre was the high-
light of the evening’s entertainment. The
musical features were Venetian Serenad-
es, Sherry Louise Marshall, the Nobell
Brothers and Bernardo de Pace, the
world’s greatest mandolinist.

* * *

Lankershim is soon to have one of the
finest motion picture theatres on the
West Coast. The new El Portal, which

Balboni, First National director, Harry E.
Nichols, Exhibitors Herald representative,
and June Mathis, scenarist and production
head.

NORMAN
TAUROG
DIRECTOR FOR

LLOYD HAMILTON

44
Teacher, Teacher ’

Educational

Release

LINCOLN STEDMAN

Coming Soon—
“ONE MINUTE TO PLAY”

“Red” Grange’s first for F. B. O.

Marian Constance Blackton
SCENARIOS AND ADAPTATIONS

CURRENT PRODUCTION
.1. Stuart Blackton’s

“THE PASSIONATE
QUEST”

Warner Bros. Classic

“HELL BENT FER HEAVEN”

“BRIDE OF THE STORM”
“BETWEEN FRIENDS”
“THE CLEAN HEART”
“THE BELOVED BRUTE”
“THE HAPPY WARRIOR”
“THE GILDED HIGHWAY”

Phone GRANITE 4515
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PATSY RUTH MILLER
Ten Warner Bros. Features Released in Past Year

Coming—“So This Is Paris!”—Lubitsch-Warner

ALBERT ROGELL
DIRECTOR

Cha9. R. Rogers Prod’s,

for

FIRST NATIONAL

LOU SEILER
Note Directing

TOM MIX
in

“THE GREAT K. & A. TRAIN
ROBBERY”

Wm. Fox Release

is a Hollywood Theatres, Inc., house is

to be opened September 30. Many stars
will attend the opening.

* * *

Where to Live?

The marriage of Mabel Normand and
Lew Cody September 16 at Ventura
caused quite a flurry in the motion pic-
ture colony. The happy couple have
been showered with congratulations
from all over the country. Miss Nor-
mand returned to work at the Hal Roach
lot the following day. The question of
whose home they will occupy, as both
own beautiful residences in Beverly
Hills, is one that is worrying the newly-
weds. They are at present in the bride’s
home.

* * *

Colonel Tim McCoy was the guest of
honor at a coming out party at Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer studio last Thursday
noon. A barbecue luncheon was served
and the new Western star made a brief
address. He has just completed his
initial screen production, “War Paint,”
for M-G-M and will begin work on the
second picture this week.

* * *

LI. J. Brown has taken his Reed
Howes unit to Ventura to make scenes
for “The Kentucky Handicap,” Howes’
newest starring vehicle. Brown, who rej

cently completed the supervision of Ken
Maynard’s “Flame of the Border,” will

personally direct “The Kentucky Han-
dicap.” * * *

John O. Schulze has been engaged by
Edwin Carewe as art director for the
production of Count Leo Tolstoy’s
“Resurrection.” Schulze has been associ-
ated with Carewe for many years and
has created settings for the greater por-
tion of the producer’s past cinema ef-

forts. % ^ ,j-

Stripes for Roach
Hal Roach doesn’t know it, but he will

soon be expected to ride a couple of
zebras. Word has been received at the
Roach studios during the absence of the
producer in the East, that a pair of
mountain zebras is being shipped to him
by a sportsman of Johannesburg, South
Africa, with the request that he train

them for polo.
* * *

James Mason, popular screen heavy,
has just completed a featured role for F.

B. O. in “They’re Off,” a racing story di-

rected by Eddie Dillon, which starts a
starring engagement of six pictures for
Viola Dana with this company.

sj« iji

George Archainbaud has completed

Walter McGrail and R. William Neill strike

up a little harmony on a Sunday morning.

Neill is directing “The City,” stage success

written by Clyde Fitch. It is a Fox pro-

duction.
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the direction of Milton Sills’ newest star-

ring vehicle, “Men of the Dawn,” a ro-
mance of the French Foreign Legion.
He will now devote the next two weeks
to cutting and editing the picture in

collaboration with Arthur Tavares, who
has been associated with Archainbaud
and Sills in the last four pictures in

which the two have been together.
* * *

Arvid E. Gillstrom, F. B. O. director,

has completed cutting and editing of
“The Knight Before Christmas,” last

chapter of the “Bill Grimm’s Progress”
series at the F. B. O. studios. Previews
of the last few chapters of the series

have won Gillstrom much favorable
comment in studio and exchange circles.

* * *

Count Ilya Tolstoy declared that
American artists, writers and actors, not
only of Hollywood, but all America, do
not give and take criticism as freely as
their European contemporaries, when he
made his first public appearance in Hol-
lywood last Tuesday night, speaking be-
fore the Women’s Association of Screen
Publicists at their regular guest dinner
at the Writers’ Club. The Count is in
Hollywood to act in an advisory capa-
city to Edwin Carewe in the filming of
“Resurrection.” „* * *

David Hartford, accompanied by Lil-

lian Rich, Russell Simpson, Joseph Ben-
nett, Frances Nordstrom and other mem-
bers of the cast of “God’s Great Wilder-
ness,” will spend the next three weeks
in Yellowstone National Park.

Eastern Production
By Spargo

( Continued from page 61)

this story and John W. Boyle has been
brought east to do the photography.

Colleen Moore at this writing is in New
York doing exterior scenes for her next pic-

ture, “Orchids and Ermine,” which A1 San-

tell is directing. There are many scenes

laid in New York which will be shot and
then she will return to Burbank to do the

interiors there.

Four in the Making at F. P. L.

With the return to' the Paramount Long
Island studio of Thomas Meighan and his

company from Western Canada where they
have been filming exteriors for “The Can-

There’s a comedian! Lige Conley appears
again with the “vetement” of a kitchen
chef in the Fox film “King of the

Kitchen.” Della Peterson with him.

LIGE

CONLEY
AT

PRESENT
WITH

WM. FOX
COMEDIES

Myrtle Steelman

Coming—
“Don Juan’s Three Nights”

John Francis Dillon—First

National

ALAN HALE
DIRECTOR

“WEDDING SONG”—Leatrice Joy

“BRAVEHEART”—Rod LaRoque
“RISKY BUSINESS”—Vera Reynolds

P. D. C. Release
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Jack

Mulhall

Just finished

“Subway
Sadie”

at First Na-
tional Studios,

New York
City and now
making

“Even

Stephen”

direction o f

A1 Santell.

LLOYD BACON
DIRECTOR

Now Directing “Private Izzie

Murphy”—Warner Bros.

DAN MASON
As “PEGLEG” in the

M. G. M. Production

“THE FIRE BRIGADE”

Ralph Ince, F. B. 0. director of “Breed of

the Sea,” forgot to smile for H. E. N.,

who was making the above photo.

adian,” the two large stages and the back
lot of the plant are occupied by four pic-

tures in the course of production.

The latest Meighan starring picture,

adapted by Arthur Stringer and Howard
Emmett Rogers from Somerset Maughan’s
“The Land of Promise,” and directed

by William Beaudine, tells a stirring story

of the new empire built by the wheat
farmers of the Northwest. Mona Palma,
graduate of the Paramount Picture School
who played recently in “The Quarterback”
and “The Ace of Cads” appears as Meig-
han’s leading woman. Other principal

roles are played by Dale Fuller, Charles

Winninger, Wyndham Standing and Billy

Butts. Alvin Wyckoff, who photographed
Mr. Meighan’s current effort, “Tin Gods,”
again is at the camera.

Alalcolm St. Clair is in the midst of pro-

duction on “The Popular Sin,” Florence
Vidor’s new starring picture. The story

is an original by Monta Bell and treats

satirically of Parisian love and divorce,

against a background of French theatrical and
society life. Supporting Miss Vidor are Clive

Brook, her leading man of “You Never Know
Women;” Philip Stranger, a newcomer to the

screen who won his spurs in an important role

with Adolphe Menjou in “The Ace of Cads;’

Greta Nissen, the beautiful Norwegian
_

actress

of Ziegfeld’s Revue and featured player in “The
Wanderer” and other Paramount pictures; and
Andre de Beranger, the pantomimic specialist of

Lubitsch’s “So This Is Paris,” St. Clair’s “Are
Parents People?” and “The Grand Duchess and
the Waiter.” James Ashmore Creelman wrote

the adaptation of this latest Vidor-St. Clair ef-

fort.

“God Gave Me Twenty Cents,” Herbert Bre-

non's production of Dixie Willson’s Cosmopolitan
Magazine story, is now in the final two weeks of

filming. Lois Moran, Jack Mulhall, Lya de Putti

and William Collier, Jr., play the principal parts

in this dramatic story laid on the New Orleans
water-front and its environs during and after the

colorful Mardi Gras season. John Russell, who
wrote the film version of Brenon’s “Beau Geste”

also transcribed “God Gave Me Twenty Cents”
to screen form. The chief photographer is Leo
Tover.

Frank Tuttle and the cast of “Love ‘Em and

Leave ’Em” are now on the second week of film-

ing. Townsend Martin adapted this Broadway
success by John V. A. Weaver and George Ab-

bot. This breezy comedy of American big-city

life is interpreted in its principal characters by
Louise Brooks, Lawrence Gray, Evelyn Brent and
Osgood Perkins. George Webber, former photo-

grapher of Gloria Swanson productions, is chief

cameraman.
The editorial and cutting departments in the

Long Island studio are no less busy than the

actual production branches. Six pictures are in

varying stages of the pruning and titling that

precede completion for release. D. W. Griffith,

having finished additional scenes for “The Sor-

rows of Satan,” with Adolphe Menjou, Carol

Dempster, Ricardo Cortez and Lya de Putti, is

putting the final polishing touches to what he

considers his greatest screen effort to date, prior

to the picture’s presentation at the Cohan theatre

in October.
Other productions undergoing editing and cut-

ting are Richard Dix’s football picture, “The
Quarterback,” directed by Fred Newmeyer.
Esther Ralston will be seen again as Dix’s lead-

ing woman. The football game, said by Para-

mount production officials to be the best ever put
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J. Leo Meehan, director, Edwin King, gen-

eral manager of F. B. 0. studios, and Chet
Withey, director.

Cohen have other principal roles. Mr. Green’s
assistant. Jack Boland, is with him.
While in New York, Mr. Cummings has been

securing a number of atmospheric shots for “The
Country Beyond,” based on James Oliver Cur-
wood’s story of the Northwest. Most of the pic-

ture was filmed in Jasper Park, Alberta, Canada,
with Olive Borden and Ralph Graves in the prin-
cipal rules.

Studio Notes
By Spargo

( Continued from page 59)

The complete cast for “Not Herbert,”
which Howard Higgin is directing in New
York, consists of Ben Lyon, Pauline
Starke, Sam Hardy, Virginia Lee Corbin,
Lloyd Whitlock, Diana Kane, Tammany
Young, Charles Craig, Christine Compton,
Byron Douglas and Helen Rowland.

* * *

Director Alfred Santell has been await-

ing the arrival of Colleen Moore in New
York. Now that she has arrived, Santell
will start shooting scenes for her next pic-

ture, “Orchids and Ermine.”
* * *

Despite the fact that he’s a native New
Yorker, Irving Cummings is saying many
uncomplimentary things about Eastern
weather. The fog and rainy weather have
prevented him from making rapid progress
in filming the Fox screen version of
“Bertha, the Sewing Machine Girl,” with
Madge Bellamy in the title role. The pic-
ture will be filled with New York, from
the sweat shops of the lower East Side
to the fashionable lingerie shops of upper
Fifth Avenue.
Abe Fried, cameraman, and Charles

Woolstenhulme, assistant director, have de-
vised a number of clever tricks to help Mr.
Cummings catch the crowds at Times
Square and other places in New York with-
out letting them realize they are being

is a big—wholesome

—

humorous story. The
best this popular com-
edian has ever appeared
in.

“The best comedy-drama
of the season”

Seeing Is Believing

Ask the Pathe Exchange to

Screen it for you.

a

PATHE FEATURE

for October Release

on the screen, was supervised by Fielding H.
Yost, Michigan’s noted football authority. W. C.

Fields’ second starring picture, “So’s Your Old
Man,” with Alice Joyce and Charles Rogers, di-

rected by Gregory La Cava; Herbert Brenon’s
“The Great Gatsby,” with Warner Baxter, Lois
Wilson, Neil Hamilton, Georgia Hale and Wil-

liam Powell; Adolphe Menjou’s starring picture,

“The Ace of Cads,” which marks Luther Reed’s
directorial debut; and Karl Brown’s novel film,

“Stark Love,” produced in the exact locale of

the isolated folk in the regions of the Smoky
Mountains in Kentucky and North Carolina of

which the story treats, with a cast of natives, all

are in the final stages of editing.

In preparation for imminent production is

“New York,” Luther Reed’s second effort as a

director. The story was written by Forrest Hal-

sey and Barbara Chambers, and will feature Lois

Wilson, Ricardo Cortez, Lya de Putti, Mary
Alden and William Powell. W. C. Fields’ third

starring vehicle, “Sweethearts in Every Port,” a

tale of a barge captain who thinks himself a

deep sea mariner, by Tom J. Geraghty also will

begin soon, as will Richard Dix’s next comedy,
“Paradise for Two,” which will reunite this pop-

ular star with Director Gregory La Cava, who
has to his credit a string of Dix successes. The
next D. W. Griffith big-scale production, “The
White Slave,” from the popular melodrama in

the principal parts, will get under way shortly.
Three Underway at Fox Studios.

With three pictures getting underway and the

finishing touches being given to three others,

things are happening at the Fox Eastern studios.

Irving Cummings has started filming “Bertha,
the Sewing Machine Girl,” with Madge Bellamy
in the title role. The “Bertha” Miss Bellamy
is portraying is a far different girl from the girl

who trod the boards in A. H. Woods’ successful
melodrama, on which the picture is based. This
new Bertha is a modern young woman who wins
her way to happiness by wits and charm. There
will be no lack of thrills Gertrude Orr wrote
the scenario.

Allan Simpson arrived this week from Holly-
wood to play the leading role opposite Miss Bel-

lamy, Paul Nicholson came on from the Coast to

play the villain. Mr. Cummings brought with him
Charles Woolstenhulme, his assistant, and Abe
Fried, his cameraman.
Word comes from Allan Dwan who is getting

ready to produce “The Music Master” for Fox
Films, that Philip Klein has been secured to write

the scenario from the play by his father, the

late Charles Klein. Mr. Dwan is still reticent

as to the cast. He expects to start shooting about !

the second week in October.
To get the feminine touch, Frances Agnew

has been engaged to edit and title “Summer
Bachelors.” Up to this time it has been a male
affair. Warner Fabian, author of “Flaming
Youth,” wrote the story, Tames Hamilton wrote
the scenario, and Allan Dwan directed. Miss
Agnew, a newspaper woman and scenarist of note,
is hard at work in the cutting room.
On her return from England, where she wrote

the script, Bradlev King said mysteriously that
“One Increasing Purpose” will be the surprise
picture of the current Fox season. Miss King
conferred with A. S. M. Hutchinson, the author,
before writing the screen version of his latest
best seller, and Director Harry Beaumont got
some valuable production pointers.

Miss King left Director Beaumont in England
filming exteriors against the beautiful background
of country England, Mavfair and the more famil-
iar parts of London, with Edmund Lowe and Lila
Lee in the roles of the lovers in the story. Miss
King left this week for Hollywood, and the re-
mainder of the company is expected to return
from England within a few weeks.

Alfred E. Green, the latest celebrated director
to join the Fox staff, expects to start work in a
few weeks filming exteriors for “The Auctioneer,”
the David Belasco stage success. George Sidney
will play the title role, and Doris Lloyd has been
cast as his wife. Gareth Hughes and Sammy

Edward P. Moran
Scenarios - Titles

Comedy Construction

Just finished with “What Price

Glory?”

Now writing “Van Bibber”

“O’Henrys” and “Jerry the Giant”

series under supervision of

Geo. Marshall

“ATTABOY”
starring

MONTY
BANKS
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JACQUELINE LOGAN
Ten Fox features, and “Footloose Widows” of Warner Bros,

recently released.

Now playing Mary Magdalene in Cecil B. DeMille’s

“KING OF KINGS”

CHARLES (Chuck) RIESNER
Director

“BETTER ’OLE”
“THE MISSING LINK”

Starring Syd Chaplin

Warner Brothers Release

ALBERT AUSTIN
Now Directing

FOX COMEDIES

filmed. There will be plenty of authentic
New York atmosphere in the picture.

One of the things held out to lure Mr.
Cummings to come East for the filming
of “Bertha, the Sewing Machine Girl” was
the Dempsey-Tunney fight. Soon after his
arrival in New York he contracted a severe
cold, and his doctor forbade him to attend
the fight.

* * *

Allan Dwan has loaned Mr. Cummings
the service of his crack property man, Dan
Doran. Of course Dan will be back on the

Dwan set when the cameras start cranking
for “The Music Master” about the second
week in October.

* * *

Mike Connolly is the latest name to be
added to Fox Films Eastern studio staff.

Allan Dwan, who has just finished filming
“Summer Bachelors” and is now preparing
to start on “The Music Master,” is re-

sponsible for the acquisition of Mr. Con-
nolly. One of Mr. Dwan’s problems is

casting. Here in the East this is a diffi-

cult task. Talent is not waiting around
but must be sought and one with a wide
knowledge of player folk is very essential
around an Eastern studio. Therefore, Mr.
Connolly is a walking “Who's Who” where
actors and actresses are concerned.

Western Production
By Murray

( Continued from page 61 )

Enger was cameraman on this colorful tale

of France.
Richard Barthelmess has completed the

last of his Inspiration products, “The White
Black Sheep” and upon his return from a
two month’s vacation will work at the First
National plant.

Harry Langdon is well into his new fea-

ture-comedy, or comedy-feature, whichever
way you want it, “Long Pants.” Frank
Capra is directing and Harry is a boy of
17 in the picture, and very funny.
Ken Maynard and his director, A1 Rogell,

are just back from a “location” trip making
scenes for “Flame of the Border.”
“Here Y’Are Brother” is Balboni’s next

picture for First National with Lewis
Stone, Lloyd Hughes and Billie Dove in

the cast.

F.B.O. Studios in Renaissance
Since the visit of J. P. Kennedy, owner of F.

B. O., and J. I. Schnitzer, vicepresident, in

Hollywood, this lot has enjoyed renewed activity.

Tom Tyler, under the direction of Bob De
Lacy, is making “Lightning Lariats,” Director
David Kirkland is cutting and editing “A Regu-
lar Scout,” Fred Thomson’s latest, and Del An-
drews is cutting the latest George O’Hara fea-

ture “The Timid Terror,” formerly called “Hi,
Taxi.” “Rose of the Tenements” has been com-

A1 Green, Fox director, arrives this week on

the East Coast to begin work on “The Auc-
tioneer.”
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Peggy Kendall is secretary for Fred Thom-
son and has little to do beside opening
and reading his fan mail. But look at

it! The letters are all over the place after

the postman arrives. Such is the life of

an F. B. O. Western star.

pleted by Phil Rosen and James Hogan is mak-
ing the second of the dog series, starring
“Ranger.” It is titled “Flaming Fury.”
Fred Thomson will make a romantic story of

early California upon his return from a brief
vacation in New York City.

Metro Has Six At Work
Six companres are snooting at the Metro-Gold-

wyn-Mayer studios and several directors are pre-
paring. Reginald Barker has completed “The
Flaming Forest" with Antonio Moreno featured.
George Hill is cutting “Tell It to the Marines,”
and Jack Conway is also cutting “The Under-
standing Heart.” John S. Robertson has a big
production in “Annie Laurie” and the unusual
sets used in this production attract every visftor’s
eye. Another production that is due to create
more than the usual talk in Clarence Brown’s
new one, “The Flesh and the Devil” with John
Gilbert and Greta Garbo. Bob Leonard has been
working for weeks in a Pullman car, shooting
scenes for “A Little Journey” with William
Haines and Clair Windsor.
Mae Murray is trouping through “Valencia”

with Buchowetski urging her on with “that was
excellent, wonderful, now we’ll take it again.” —
“The Great Galeoto” is John M. Stahl’s new-

est opus, with Ramon Navarro and Alice Terry.

Universal to Shoot “Cat and Canary”

Universal has another busy lot. There are
no less than 16 companies either actually shoot-
ing or preparing at Carl Laemmle’s plant. Ed-
ward Laemmle is in the midst of “Held by the
Law,” with Ralph Lewis, Johnny Walker, and
a half dozen other stars. A1 Cohn has just
completed the script for “The Cat and the
Canary,” which Paul Leni will direct. Harry
Pollard is working “on the river bed” making
his “Uncle Tom’s Cabin” stuff in and around
a house which is said to be an exact duplicate
of Harriet Beecher Stowe’s home. Hundreds of
colored players are employed in this picture.
Charles Stumar is cameraman on this spectacle.

Billy Seiter is directing Reginald Denny in

“The Cheerful Fraud,” while King Baggot is

cutting his racetrack picture, “Down the Stretch.”
Edward Slowman’s next is “Bargain Brides,”
with Mary Philbin starred. 'Wesley Ruggles is

directing the college series and Dick Smith the
Andy Gump series.

Fox Has All Stages Full

On the Fox lot one runs into companies
working like beavers on every stage. Eight
directors are in the midst of production at the
Western Avenue plant. Eloward Hawks is

shooting “Gaby," a colorful tale, with George
O’Brien and Virginia Valli; John Ford is mak-
ing “Mother Machree,” with Belle B'ennett and
Neil Hamilton; Lou Tellegen is directing “My
Wife’s Honor,” starring Dolores Del Rio and
R. William Neill with an all-star cast is making
“The City.”
Benjamin Stoloff is back from “location” with

Tom Mix, where scenes for “The Canyon of

Light” were made by Cameraman Dan Clark.
Harry Beaumont is somewhere in London, seek-
ing scenes for “One Increasing Purpose,” and
Jack Blystone is directing Virginia Brown Faire
and Reed Howes in “Wings of the Storm.”

George Melford has finished “Going Crooked,”
which Charles Clarke photographed and it is now
in the cutting room. “Whispering Wires” is

another Fox feature just being cut.

ROY WILLIAM NEILL
Author-Director

NOW DIRECTING

“THE CITY”
For William Fox With an All-Star Cast

JAMES P. HOGAN
Director

“ISLE OF RETRIBUTION” and
“KING OF THE TURF”

—

F. B. O.

Coming—“BURNING BRIDGES” and
“BEYOND THE BORDER,”
with Harry Carey—Pathe
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Camera!
A Department Devoted to News and Affairs of

the American Society of Cinematographers and Its

Members, Published as a “Studio Section” Feature.

Clark Says Record Shows All
A.S.C. Members Under Contract

By FOSTER GOSS

RECOGNITION of the activities of the American Society of Cinemato-
graphers is indicated in the record demand for the services of A. S.

-C. members, according to Daniel B. Clark, president of the society
and chief cinematographer for Tom Mix.

i( "DECAUSE of the high standards
which the A. S. C. has consistently

maintained over a period of years,” Clark
states, “its members have always been
sought for the outstanding cinemato-
graphic connections in the motion pic-

ture business.
“No man is ever admitted to member-

ship in the American Society of Cinema-
tographers unless his work proves that

he is an unfailing artist of the highest
calibre, with the added faculty of being
practical commercially to the extent that
it is a part of his qualifications to save
his producer production cost wherever
possible. Therefore, membership in the
A. S. C. has not only stood as a badge
of honor on the cinematographer on
which it is bestowed; but, to the pro-
ducer, it means dependability and su-

periority in the cinematographic calling.

“The program instituted by the A. S.

C. officers at the beginning of the cur-
rent year,” Clark continued, “was one
of the most ambitious ever undertaken
by this society. It entailed widening the
scope of the A. S. C., and working closer
in co-operation with producers. That
this program has borne results and has
achieved widespread recognition where
the motion pictures of the world are
produced is shown in the following sig-

nificant fact:

“At the present time, not a single
member of the American Society of
Cinematographers is available!
“Considering the fact that a substan-

tial percentage of the membership com-
prises free lance cinematographers, this

record is indeed remarkable.

Gertrude Short
Now Free Lancing

Just completed one of the leading roles in
“THE LILY" for Fox

Just Finished in “The Masked Woman”
for First National

Phone: Gladstone 1913

DIRECTOR

THE MASQUERADE BANDIT: Tom Tyler—
Tuesday night to good light business. Very nice
little program picture. Tyler, the boy, the pony, the
dog are all good. It will be only a short time when
Tom Tyler will take his place with Thomson. Mix,
Gibson and all the western stars who are now enter-
taining the rest of the circle. Five reels.—P. W.
Quinlin, Ideal theatre, Chateaugay, N. Y.—Small
town patronage.

WILD TO GO: Tom Tyler—This is a good clean
western picture that pleased everyone of my Satur-
day night crowd. The girls here rave about how
good looking Tom is. Several film salesmen tell me
that all exhibitors have a good word for Tom Tyler.
Some here like him better than Tom Mix. Five
reels.—R. G. Chamberlain, Popular theatre, St.

Cloud, Fla.—General patronage.

THE COWBOY MUSKETEERS: Tom Tyler—

A

splendid picture. Story extra good and stars and
cast 1 know will please any audience that likes
action pictures.—Bert Silver. Silver Family theatre,
Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

THE WYOMING WILDCAT: Tom Tyler—

A

mighty good Western and with Frankie Darro and
the pony. It went over good. I believe Tyler Is a
comer.—C. S. Watson. Electric theatre, Caldwell,
Kan.—General patronage.

F.B.O. RELEASES

Rogell Directing

Maynard in F. N. Film
JJ/HETHER the success of the
VV picture depend most upon di-

rector, star or story it has never
been definitely determined but Al-
bert Rogell deserves his share in

a number of pictures he has com-
pleted. Aside from that his record
goes back beyond the time when
he took over the direction of Fred
Thomson. Rogell found Thomson
a youthful but enthusiastic player
and after directing him in seven
productions could cite 40,000 ex-
hibitors’ reports without one criti-

cism of the seven pictures.

Charles Van Enger
A. S. C.

CINEMATOGRAPHER

“PARADISE”

“MEN of the DAWN”

FIRST NATIONAL

CHAS. G. CLARKE—A.S.C.
PHOTOGRAPHER

“RED” GRANGE'S “ONE MINUTE TO PLAY”
"WHISPERING SMITH”
“ROCKING MOON.” ETC.

NOW WITH FOX.

GEORGE BARNES—A.S.C.
Cinematographer

“SON OF A SHEIK”
United Artists
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WALTER LUNDIN—A.S.C.
Cinematographer

“FOR HEAVEN’S SAKE”
Harold Lloyd Prod.

DANIEL B.

CLARK
A. S. C.

Cinematographer

Tom Mix
Productions

DAVID ABEL—A.S.C.
CEN'E.MATOGRAPHEB
“Footloose Widows”

Warner Bros.

RAY RIES

CINEMATOGRAPHER

for

ACTION PICTURES

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
RELEASE

AL HALL
CHIEF FILM EDITOR

FIRST NATIONAL PICTURES
WEST COAST STUDIOS

Mary Carr in Role of

Mother of Thomson
A/TARY CARR, screen mother, has

achieved a real ambition.

In Fred Thomson’s current starring pro-

duction for F. B. O. “A Regular Scout”
she is giving one of the best character
drawings of her enviable screen career as

“Mrs. Blake” mother of Fred Blake (Fred
Thomson).

Lincoln Stedman has an important role in

“One Minute to Play,” F. B. O., starring

Red Grange.

JOHN
ARNOLD
—A.S.C.

Cinematographer

“THE FIRE
BRIGADE”

“Love’s
Blindness”

“Under-
standing

Heart”

M. C. M. Releases

PEVERELL MARLEY
Cinematographer

“THE VOLGA BOATMAN”
“SILENCE”
P , D. C. Release

GEORGES BENOIT—A.S.C.
Cinematographer

“THE SPEEDING VENUS”
P. D. C. Release

Nick

Musuraca

A. S. C.

Cine-

matographer

“Passionate

Quest”

J. Stuart Blackton

Warner Bros.

RAY JUNE
Cinema tobcrupher

“THE UNKNOWN SOLDIER”
P. D. C. Release
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Just One
of the Many

Magnificent Homes
that occupy the beautiful slopes of

Beverly Hills, California

Other stars, directors, producers and screen writers have pur-

chased property and built themselves attractive, cozy homes
similar to Mr. Gilbert s pictured below.

Home of John Gilbert, M-G-M Star (Key No. 2 1 8 on map)

Here is the most conservative, safe and profitable real estate

investment to be had anywhere and many theatremen with money
to invest have taken advantage of it.

Write for our new map showing the properties of the big stars,

^ \ directors and exhibitors who have purchased home sites in

\ Beverly Hills. Just fill out the coupon.
. <> \

\

\
\

\V
\
\

GEO. E.READ, INC.
467-469 BEVERLYDRIVE

BEVERLY U9/W HILLS
TELEPHONE OX/M6177

“If It Is In Beverly Hills,

\ We Handle It”

\
\
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Exhibitors Herald Production
A Monthly Service Devoted
to Stars, Directors Scenar-

ists and Cameramen at

Work Upon Pictures in

Current Production.

Directory
Chicago Office: 407 So. Dearborn St.

(jj
Hollywood Representatives:

Ray Murray, H. E. Nichols

(|J
New York Representatives:

John Spargo, J. R. Keegan

Director Star Scenarist Cameraman Story Stage

ASSOCIATED STUDIOS. 3800 Mission Road. Capitol 2120.

Von Stroheim Von Stroheim
Zasu Pitts

Fay Wray

Von Stroheim Klafki-Sorenson “The Wedding March” Shooting

CALIFORNIA STUDIOS, INC., 1424 Beachwood Dr. Hollywood 0162.

Cliff Wheeler
Francis Corby
A1 Herman
Frank Mathison
Cliff Wheeler
Geo. Jeske

Gaston Glass
Buddy Messinger
Lewis Sargent
Gaston Glass
All-Star
All-Star

John Gorman
Francis Corby
Joe Basil

Staff

Earle Walker
Earle Walker
Kenneth MacLean

Earle Walker
Earle Walker

“False Morals”
“Sunkist Comedy”
“Blue Black”

Shooting
Shooting
Shooting
Shooting
Preparing
Preparing

CHADWICK STUDIO. 6070 Sunset Blvd. Hempstead 4111 •

John Gorman
Jack Nelson
Jack Nelson
Burton King

All-Star
All-Star
Bob Custer
Edith Roberts

John Gorman
J. Quirk
P. Bryan

L. Brown
E. Miller
E. Miller
Art. Reeves

“Home Sweet Home”
“Sunshine of Paradise Alley”
“The Cowboy Dude”
“The Jazz Girl”

Preparing
Preparing
Cutting
Preparing

CHARLES CHAPLIN. 1416 La Brea. Hempstead 2141.

Chas. Chaplin Chas. Chaplin Chas. Chaplin R. Totheroh-J. Wilson “The Circus” Shooting

CHRISTIE STUDIO. 6101 Sunset Blvd. Hollywood 3100.

William Watson
Harold Beaudine

Walter Graham
Harold Beaudine

Harold Beaudine
William Watson

Billy Dooley
Neal Burns
Edna Marion
Jimmie Adams
Anne Cornwall
Jack Duffy
Bobby Vernon
Billy Dooley

Slg Herzig
Frank Conklin

Frank Conklin
Sig Herzig

Sig Herzig
Frank Conklin

Phillips-Jacquemin
Peterson-Sullivan

Wheeler-Breamer
Phillips-Jacquemin

Two-Reel Comedy
Two-Reel Comedy

Two-Reel Comedy
Two-Reel Comedy

Two-Reel Comedy
Two-Reel Comedy

Cutting
Cutting

Shooting
Shooting

Preparing
Preparing

CECIL B. DEMILLE STUDIO. Culver City, Cal. Empire 9141.

Nils Chrisander Jetta Goudal Beulah Marie Dix Henrv Cronjeager “A Fighting Love” Shooting
Cecil B. DeMille All-Star Jeanie MacPherson Peverell Marley “The King of Kings” Shooting
James Horne Rod La Kocque Bertram Millhauser Lucien Andriot “The Cruise of the Jasper B” Shooting
Rupert Julian All-Star Denison Clift John Mescal “The Yankee Clipper” Shooting
Alan Hale “Rubber Tires” Preparing
William DeMille Leatrice Joy Clara Beranger Arthur Miller “Nobody’s Widow” Preparing

EDUCATIONAL STUDIOS. 7250 Santa Monica Blvd. HO. 7940

Chas. Lamont
Stephen Roberts
Nate Watt
Norman Taurog
Wm. Goodrich

Big Boy
A1 St. John
All-Star
Lupino Lane
Lloyd Hamilton

Staff

Staff

Nate Watt
Staff

Staff

Ben White
Dwight Warren
Leonard Smith
Leonard Smith
Wm. Noble

Untitled

Untitled
Untitled

Preparing
Preparing
Shooting
Shooting
Shooting

COLUMBIA PICTURES. 1438 Gower St. Hollywood 7940

David Selman All-Star Dorothy Howell J. O. Taylor “The Better Way” Shooting
Ralph Ince Dorothy Revier Harry O. Hoyt J. O. Taylor “Money Isn’t Everything” Cutting
A1 Raboch Bert Lytell Dorothy Howell J. O. Taylor “Obey the Law” Cutting
Frank R. Strayer All-Star Harry O. Hoyt Arthur Martinelli “When the Wife’s Away” Cutting
Phil Rosen All-Star Staff “Sidewalks of New York” Preparing

UNITED STUDIOS, Inc.
M. C. LEVEE, President

100,000 SQUARE FEET OF PROPS GARNERED FROM EVERY CORNER OF THE GLOBE
Let us supply the Props for your next production. Our Props Dressed “The Sea Hawk,” “Stella Dallas,” “Irene,”

“Sally,” and other spectacles

UNITED STUDIOS, INC., 5341 MELROSE AYE., HOLLYWOOD
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Director Star Scenarist Cameraman Story Stago

F.-B. O. STUDIO. 780 Gower St. Hollywood 7780.

J. P. MacGowan James Pierce Wm. E. King “Tarzan and the Golden Lion” Shooting
Bob De Lacy lorn Tyler F. A. E. Pine John Leezer “Lightning Lariats” Shooting

All-Star Doris Anderson “Her Father Said No” Shooting
Eddie Dillon Viola Dana Gerald Duffy Phil Tannura “Bred in Old Kentucky” Cutting
Del Andrews George O'Hara Gerald Duffy A1 Siegler “Timid Terror” Cutting
David Kirkland Fred Thomson D. Kirkland Ross Fisher “A Regular Scout” Preparing
Jimmy Hogan “Ranger" Ewart Adamson Joe Walker “Flaming Fury” Preparing
Phil Rosen Shirley Mason J. G. Alexander L. Broening “Rose of the Tenements” Cutting
Del Andrews George O’Hara Gerald Duffy “Jack o' Diamonds” Cutting

Viola Dana Doris Anderson “Salvation Jane” Cutting
David Kirkland Fred T homson Lloyd Ingram Ross Fisher “Don Mike” Preparing

FINE ARTS STUDIOS, INC. 4500 Sunset Blvd. Olympia 2131.

Finis Fox T. Roy Barnes Charles Logue Harry Davis “Dangerous Friends” Shooting
Marjorie Gav

Harry J. Brown Reed Howes Henry Symonds “The Night Owl” Preparing
A1 Rogell Ken Maynard Marion Jackson Sol Polito “Flame of the Border” Shooting
Spencer Bennett Allene Ray Frank L. Smith Snyder-Redman “The House Without a Key” Shooting

’R alter Miller “God's Great Wildnemess” Shooting
David Hartford Lillian Rich Frances Nordstrom Walter Griffen

Russel Simpson Preparing
Billv West
Archie Mayo Jackie Coogan Larry Weingarten Frank Goode “Johnnv, Get Your Hair Cut” Shooting
John P. McCarthy Wallace McDonald J. Ellsworth Kelly Arthur Martinelli “Ashes of Glory” Shooting
Tom Gibson All-Star Staff Leon Shamory “Flames of Paradise” Shooting
Albert J. Kelley Alice Day

Theodore von Elt z Staff Nick Musuraca “His New York Wife” Shooting
Tiffany Productions Pauline Frederick Shooting
Tiffany Productions Unit No. 2 Preparing
Carson Productions Preparing

FIRST NATIONAL STUDIOS. Burbank, Cal. Gladstone 4111.

A1 Santell Colleen Moore “Orchids and Ermine” Shooting
Chas. Brabin Colleen Moore Winifred Dunn Jas. Van Trees “Twinkle toes” Cutting
James Flood Colleen Moore Harold Wenstrom “The Lady in Ermine” Cutting
Geo. Archainbaud Milton Sills Carey Wilson Chas. Van Enger “Men of the Dawn” Cutting
Sidney Olcott Richard Barthelmess “The White Black Sheep” Cutting
Frank Capra Harry Langdon Leslie “Long Pants” Shooting
A1 Rogell Ken Maynard “Flame of the Border” Shooting
Balboni Lewis Stone. Billie Dove “Here Y'Are, Brother” Shooting

and Llovd Hughes June Mathis
Svend Gade Lewis Stone-Doris Kenyon Tony Guadio “The Blonde Saint” Cutting

WM. FOX STUDIO. 1401 N. Western. Hollywood 3000.

Howard Hawks George O'Brien Seton I. Miller Wm. O'Connell “Gaby” Shooting
Virginia Valli Wm. Councilman

John Ford Belle Bennett
Neil Hamilton

Gertrude Orr Chet Lyons “Mother Machree” Shooting

Lou Tellegen Dolores Del Rio Jessie Brown and
Bernard Vorhaus

Ernest Palmer “My Wife's Honor” Shooting

J. C. Blystone Virginia Brown
Faire & Dorothy Yost Robert Kurrle “Wings of the Storm” Shooting
Reed Howes

Benjamin Stoloff Tom Mix John Stone Dan Clark “Canyon of Light” Shooting
R. Wm. Neill All Star Gertrude Orr James Diamond “The City” Shooting
Harry Beaumont Edmund Lowe

Lila Lee
Bradley King R. J. Berquist “One Increasing Purpose” Shooting

Victor Schertzinger Alec B. Francis
Janet Gavnor

Bradley King Glen McWilliams “Return of Peter Grimm” Cutting

George Melford Bessie Love
Oscar Shaw

Keene Thompson Chas. Clarke “Going Crooked” Cutting

Albert Ray Anita Stewart
Edmund Burns

L. G. Rigby Geo. Schneidermann “Whispering Wires” Cutting

Raoul Walsh Olive Borden “The Monkey Talks” Preparing
Alfred Green George Sidney L. G. Rigby “The Auctioneer” Preparing
Frank Borzage “Seventh Heaven” Preparing
Irving Cummings Madge Bellamy “Martha the Sewing Machine Preparing

Girl”
Allan Dwan “The Music Master” Preparing

BUSTER KEATON STUDIO. 1025 Lillian Way. Hollywood 2814.

Buster Keaton Buster Keaton Boasberg Jennings-Haines “The General” Shooting
Bruckman Smith

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER STUDIO. Culver City, Cal. Empire 9111.

Benjamin Christiansen Conrad Nagel Harvey Gates Henry Sharp “The Mysterious Island” Shooting
Sally O'Neil

John S. Robertson Lillian Gish Josephine Lovett Ollie Marsh “Annie Laurie” Shooting
Norman Kerrv

Clarence Brown John Gilbert Benj. Glaser \Vm. Daniels “Flesh and the Devil” Shooting
Greta Garbo

John M. Stahl Alice Terry Max Fabian “The Great Galeoto” Shooting
Ramon Novarro 0.

Robt. Z. Leonard William Haines Ira Morgan “A Little Journey” Shooting
Claire Windsor

Director Star Gen 9
l Manager Asst. Director Story Stage

FRED THOMSON PRODUCTIONS. 780 Gower Street . Holly. 7780.

David Kirkland Fred Thomson Milton D. Gardner Alfred Werker All Around the Frying Pan General release

David Kirkland Fred Thomson Milton D. Gardner Alfred Werker The Tough Guy General release

David Kirkland Fred Thomson Milton D. Gardner Alfred Werker Hands Across the Border General release

David Kirkland Fred Thomson Milton D. Gardner Alfred Werker The Two Gun Man First-run release

David Kirkland Fred Thomson Milton D. Gardner Alfred Werker A Regular Scout Shooting
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Director Star Scenarist Cameraman Story Stage

Dimitri Buchowetski Mae Murray Alice D. G. Miller Percy Hilburn “Valencia” Shooting
Reginald Barker Antonio Moreno

Renee Adorce
Waldemar Young Percy Hilburn “1’he Flaming Forest” Cutting

Jack Conway Carmel Myers
Joan Crawford
Rockcliffe Fellowes

Edw. T. Lowe, Jr. “The Understanding Heart” Cutting

George Hill Lon Chaney E. Richard Schayer Ira Morgan “Tell It to the Marines” Cutting
Tod Browning Lon Chaney Tod Browning “Alonzo the Armless” Preparing
Edw. Sedgwick Wm. Haines Edw. Sedgwick “Slide Kelly Slide'’ Preparing
Sam Taylor Beatrice Lillie

Jack Pickford
Tim Whelan Andre Barlatier “Exit Smiling” Cutting

METROPOLITAN STUDIOS. 1040 Las Palmas St. Granite 3111.

Donald Crisp Marie Prevost Douglas Z. Doty Hal Rosson “Man Bait” Cutting
George B. Seitz Marguerite De La Motte

John Bowers
Rudolph Schildkraut
May Robson

Albert Kenyon Geo. Benoit “Pals in Paradise” Editing

George B. Seitz All Star Will M. Ritchey “Jim the Conqueror” Preparing
Paul Powell Priscilla Dean Chas. Logue Geo. Benoit “Jewels of Desire” Shooting
Scott Sidney Harrison Ford and F. McCrew Willis “No Control” Preparing

Phvllis Haver anti Tay Garnett
Lewis Milestone anti Harold Lloyd John Grey, Tom Crizer Henry Kohler Shooting
Ted Wilde and Howard Creen
Richard Wallace Corinne Griffith Adelaide Heilbron Harold Wenstrom “Syncopating Sue” Cutting
James Flood Corinne Griffith

supported by:
F-inar Hanson
Francis X. Bushman
Ward Crane
Charles Sellon

Bernard Glazer Harold Wenstrom “The Lady in Ermine” Shooting

MARSHALL NEILAN STUDIOS. 1845 Glendale Boul., Los Angeles, Cal. Drexel 7861.

Marshall Neilan Bettv Bronson Benjamin Glazer Dave Kesson “Everybody's Acting” Shooting
Marshall Neilan All Star Benjamin Clazer Dave Kesson L^ntitled Preparing

PARAMOUNT STUDIOS. 5431 Melrose Avenue. Hollywood 2400.

Frank Lloyd Florence Vidor
Ricardo Cortez

Julien Josephson Norbert Brodin “Eagle of the Sea” Editing

Maurice Stiller Pola Negri
James Hall

Jules Furthman Bert Glennon “Hotel Imperial” Editing

Edward Sutherland Wallace Beery
Ray Hatton
Chester Conklin

John McDermott Charles Boyle “We're in the Navy Now' Shooting

Victor Fleming
Tom Kennedy
Noah Beery Robert N. Lee James Howe “The Rough Riders” Shooting
George Bancroft
Charles Farrell
Mary Astor
Charles E. Mack
Frank Hooper

John McDermott

William Wellman Clara Bow Louis TAghton P. Perry “Wings**- Shooting
Charles Rogers
Richard Arlen

Hope Loring

El Brendel
Clarence Badger Bebe Daniels Louise Long Wm. Marshall “Stranded in Paris” Shooting

James Hall Ethel Doherty
John Waters Jack Holt “Man of the Forest” Preparing
Clarence Badger Clara Bow Elinor Glyn “n” Preparing

PICKFORD-FAIRBANKS STUDIOS. 7200 Santa Monica Blvd. Hollywood 7901.

Alan Crosland John Barrymore Paul Bern Joe August “Francois Villon” Shooting

HAL E. ROACH STUDIOS. Culver City, Cal. Empire 1151.

Leo McCarey All Star-Creighton Hale Frank Young Two-reel Comedy Shooting
and Marjory Daw

Robt. McGowan “Our Gang” Art Llovd Two-reel Comedy Shooting
Mabel Normand Flovd Jackman Two-reel Comedy Preparing

James Parrott Charlie Chase Len Powers “Many Scrappy Returns” Cutting
James Parrott Charlie Chase Preparing
Fred Guiol All-Star Preparing
Fred Jackman Rex. Wild Horse Floyd Jackman 7-reel Feature Preparing
Gil W. Pratt Monty Banks Chas. Iloran &

Alf Goulding
Blake Wagner “Wait *n' See” Shooting

MACK SENNETT STUDIOS. 1712 Glendale Blvd., Dunkirk 7957.

No production this month. Studio closed for vacation.

TEC-ART STUDIO. 5360 Melrose Ave Granite 4141.

Edwin Carewe Finis Fox “Resurrection” Preparing

Star Director Cen*l Manager Asst. Director Story Stage

FRED THOMSON PRODUCTIONS 780 Gower Street. Holly. 7780.

Fred Thomson David Kirkland Milton D. Gardner Alfred Werker The Tough Guy General release

ji Fred Thomson David Kirkland Milton D. Gardner Alfred Werker Hands Across the Border General release
Fred Thomson David Kirkland Milton D. Gardner Alfred Werker The Two Gun Man First-run release
Fred Thomson Reeves Eason Milton D. Gardner Alfred Werker Lone Hand Saunders First-run release
Fred Thomson David Kirkland Alfred Werker Doug. Dawson A Regular Scout Shooting
Fred Thomson Alfred Werker Doug. Dawson Don Mike Preparing
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Director Star Scenarist Cameraman Story Stage

UNIVERSAL STUDIO. Universal City, Cal. Hemp. 3131.

King Baggot

Mel Brown
Ed. Laemmle
Paul Leni
Harry Pollard
Lynn Reynolds
Wm. Seiter
Edw. Sloman
Scott Sidney

Millard Webb
Lois Weber
Francis Corby
Dick Smith
Wesley Ruggles
Ray Taylor
W. Wyler

Marion Nixon
Bobby Agnew
Reginald Denny
All-Star
Jean Hersholt
All-Star
Hoot Gibson
Reginald Denny
Mary Philbin
Jean Hersholt

Laura LaPlante
Billie Dove
Joe Murphy
Neely Edwards
George Lewis
Edmund Cobb
Fred Gilman

Curtis Benton

Ray Cannon
Charles Logue
A1 Cohn
Harvey Thew
Joe Poland
Staff

Chas. Kenyon
Harold Shumate
Norman McLeod
Marion Orth
Lois Weber
Staff

Staff
Carl Laemmle, Ji

George Morgan
Wm. Lester

J. Stumar
Ramsey

Jackson Rose

C. Stumar
J. Kull
Todd & Cline

Robinson
Oswald

Scheurick
Ash

'. Clive & Bridenbecker
Dyer
Eldridge
Galezio

“Down the Stretch”

“The Fourflusher”
“Held By the Law”
“Cat and Canary”
“Uncle Tom’s Cabin”
“The Red Headed Husband”
“The Cheerful Fraud”
“Bargain Brides”
“The Wrong Mr. Wright”

“Beware of Widows”
“The Sensation Seekers”
“Andy Gump Comedy”
“Neely Edwards Comedy”
“College Series”
“An Exciting Day”
“Range Courage”

Cutting

Preparing
Working
Preparing
Working
Preparing
Working
Preparing
Working

Preparing
Cutting
Working
Working
Working
Working
Working

WARNER BROS. 5841 Sunset Blvd. Hollywood 4181,

Charles Riesner
Walter Morosco
Herman Raymaker
Michael Curtiz

Syd Chaplin
Rin-Tin-Tin
All-Star
Dolores Costello

Riesner-Zamtck
Morosco
Clark-Baker
Meredyth-Baker

Miller
Kesson
Haskin

“The Missing Link”
“While London Sleeps”
“Mama Kiss Papa”
“The Third Degree”

Working
Working
Working
Preparing

DUKE WORNE. 6050 Sunset Blvd. Hollywood, Cal. GR 3101

Duke Worne
Duke Worne
Harry Crisp
Francis Ford

Herbert Rawlinson
Billy Sullivan
Fearless
Sandow

Geo. W. Pyper

Earl Johnson
Francis Ford

Ernest Smith

Allyn Breslau
Allyn Breslau

Serial “Trooper 77”
“The Gallant Fool”
“A Dog’s Way”
“The Vanishing Breed”

Shooting
Preparing
Shooting
Preparing

New York
Director Star Scenarist Cameraman Story Stage

FIRST NATIONAL STUDIOS. 807 East 175th Street. Phone Tremont 5100.

Howard Higgin Ben Lyon John W. Boyle “Not Herbert” Shooting

FOX FILM CORPORATION. 55th Street and 10th Avenue. Phone Columbus 3321.

Irving Cummings

Allan Dwan
Allan Dwan

Alfred E. Green
Irving Cummings

Madge Bellamy

Madge Bellamy

George Sidney
Olive Borden
Ralph Graves

Gertrude Orr

Philip Klein
James Hamilton

Abe Fried

Joe Ruttenberg
Charles Harten

“Bertha, the Sewing Machine
Girl”

“The Music Master”
“Summer Bachelors”

“The Auctioneer”
“The Country Beyond”

Shooting

Preparing
Cutting

Preparing
Preparing

PARAMOUNT STUDIO. Long Island, N. Y. Phone Astoria 3500.

William Beaudine Thomas Meighan Howard Emmet Rogers-
Arthur Stringer

Alvin Wyckoff “The Canadian” Shooting

Mai St. Clair Florence Vidor
Clive Brook
Greta Nissen
Philip Sterling

James Creelman Lee Garmes “The Popular Sin” Shooting

Herbert Brenon Jack Mulhall
Lya de Putti
William Collier, Jr.

Lois Moran

John Russell Leo Tover “God Gave Me Twenty Cents” Shooting

Frank Tuttle Louise Brooks
Ford Sterling
Lawrence Gray
Evelyn Brent

Townsend Martin George Webber “Love ’Em And Leave ’Em” Shooting

Fred Newmeyer Richard Dix Ray S. Harris Ed. Cronjager “The Quarterback” Cutting

Gregory LaCava W. C. Fields J. Clarkson Miller George Webber “So’s Your Old Man” Cutting

Herbert Brenon Warner Baxter Elizabeth Meehan Leo Tover “The Great Gatsby” Cutting

Luther Reed
Gregory La Cava

Adolphe Menjou
Richard Dix

Forest Halsey J. Roy Hunt “The Ace of Cads”
“Paradise for Two”

Cutting
Preparing

Luther Reed Lois Wilson
Ricardo Cortez
Mary 4lden
Lya de Putti

Forrest Halsey “New York” Preparing

Star Gen*l Manager Director Cameraman Story Slag*

FRED THOMSON PRODUCTIONS. 780 Gower Street. Holly. 7780.

Fred Thomson
Fred Thomson
Fred Thomson
Fred Thomson
Fred Thomson

Milton D. Gardner

Milton D. Gardner
Milton D. Gardner
Milton D. Gardner

Milton D. Gardner

David Kirkland

David Kirkland

David Kirkland

David Kirkland

Reeves Eason

Ross Fisher A. S. G.

Ross Fisher A. S. C.

Ross Fisher A. S. C.

Ross Fisher A. S. C.

Ross Fisher A. S. C.

All Around the Frying Pan

The Tough Guy
Hands Across the Border

The Two Gun Man
Lone Hand Saunders

General release

General release

General release

First-run release

First-run release ;
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Presentation

Concerning the Stage Phase
OF THE FlLMSHOW FROM THE
Viewpoint of the Practical
Showman

-=By WILLIAM R. WEAVER =±

MAE TINEE
DIPS IN

A/TAE Tinee, Chicago Tribune motion
L picture critic, broke out in the issue

of Monday, September 27, with this head-

line : “Gilda Is Here on Screen and In

Person and Is Good Both Ways.’’ This

was followed by a review reading in part,

“Gilda Gray, the "shimmy queen’, on the

screen and in person, is at the Chicago

this week and I think you’ll be delighted

with both ‘Aloma of the South Seas’ and
the prologue in which Miss Gray does al-

luring South Sea dances assisted by a

company of syncopating muscled Samo-
ans.” This issue of the newspaper was on

the street the Sundayf night before the

Monday on which Miss Gray and her pic-

ture opened at the Chicago and the news-
paper’s 750,000 daily readers had Miss
Tinee’s observations several hours before

the first matinee performance.
Miss Tinee usually sees Paramount pic-

tures in the Famous Players-Lasky projec-

tion room, publishing her reviews of them
when eventually they open in the city, but

it is doubtful that she saw Miss Gray’s

presentation there or elsewhere. Miss
Gray’s last Chicago appearance was made
in the Ziegfeld show of three or four

years ago. No doubt the Chicago theatre

staff considers it very nice of the critic to

slip them a boost in her widely read col-

umn, but as a matter of fact she dipped
into business other than her own and her

lead, if followed, will develop serious con-

sequences.

Newspaper reviews of motion pictures

are notoriously fallible, particularly Miss
Tinee’s. Often they wreck a box office

attraction and seldom do they make one.

If the newspaper critic is to be permitted

to write also about the presentation phase
of the program, the newspaper permitting

it thus gives the critic a double-barrelled

shot at the exhibitor’s business instead of

the rifle shot which is at best bad enough.
It is not logical to expect the Chicago

theatre to enter a protest on the basis of

the Gilda Gray comment, but that is pre-

cisely what should be done by that or any
theatre under these or any parallel circum-
stances. The motion picture critic’s subject

is the motion picture
;
the dramatic critic’s

subject is the drama; the vaudeville critic’s

subject is vaudeville. No doubt presenta-

tion will develop to a point warranting
newspapers’ employment of nresentation

critics. Until then, newspapers should re-

gard presentation as exactly what it is, pic-

ture trimming, and practice a “hands off”

policy. And if newspapers never appoint

a presentation critic that will be, accord-

ing to the box office and be ancient

wheeze, soon enough.

THIS AUDIENCE DEMANDS
NEW ENTERTAINMENT
PROFESSIONAL entertainers now

working the picture house stages seem
not to attacn proper importance to the

character of the major entertainment which
provides them with an audience nor to the

especial characteristics of that audience.

This audience demands new entertainment

with every change of film bill and will

have little or nothing to do with repeated
material of any kind.

The point is well illustrated by half a

dozen acts working the major Chicago
theatres this season. There is a boy singer

who hit hard the first time in each theatre

with two song numbers. The second time

over, using the same numbers in the same
way, he didn’t hit so hard and the door-

men heard bad news about him. There
is a dancer now on the third or fourth lap

who wonders why the old act isn’t getting

the returns it did before. The others are

like these.

The picture) audience is accustomed to

seeing a new picture each time it attends

the theatre. It knows no reason why it

should not see new stage entertainment

also, and of course there is no good rea-

son. An act capable of providing new
stuff on each return to a given theatre can
play Chicago’s big row of presentation

houses almost indefinitely, if it. is a good
act. A merely good act, incapable of mak-
ing such change, becomes a liability after

the first date.

PRODUCTION
TECHNIQUE
PICTURE house producers are having

their troubles with the merely mechani-

cal side of the new entertainment. Labor-

ious scenic shifts kill their effects, con-

tinuity interrupted however briefly exacts

heavy toll, even a quickly hoisted drop

projects an expensive pause into the run

of events. Inventions doing away with

these things, notably the so-called flying

stages, are the profits of the producers’

perplexity. A greater profit lies in simpli-

fication of production.

Mere scenic novelties or spectacles are

worth little in the picture house, the screen

excelling the stage in these matters to such

an extent as to make the best of the staged

stuff seem amateurish. Investment in-

volved in elaborate mechanical production

can be made to yield much richer reward

if invested in high grade talent instead.

These people in the picture theatres, ac-

customed to seeing the Grand Canyon give

instant way to an interior view of the

Cathedral at Rheims or what have you,

much prefer a good singer or dancer work-

ing against a plush drape to a fair singer

or dancer working in the most intricate

contraption ever thrown together within

the three-walled confines of the theatre

stage.

Charles Previn Leaves
(Special to the Herald)

ST. LOUIS, Sept. 28.—Charles Previn,

orchestra director who opened Skouras
Brothers’ new Ambassador here, is to go

to New York soon to open three musical

productions for Vincent Youmann.

Schenectady
State Plans
Stage Shows

Two Theatres in Albany Also

Figure Stage Features

Into New Policies

SCHENECTADY, N. Y., Sept.
28.—Presentation takes on still more
importance in the East with the an-
nouncement that the State theatre
here will devote considerable atten-
tion to stage shows of the presenta-
tion type during the coming season.
Manager James Roche of the State
has set a 10-piece orchestra into the
house and is preparing to offer his

first show.
In Albany, Harmanus-Bleecker Hall has

been added to the country’s string of presen-
tation theatres with the announcement that
stage shows will be offered there during
the comiqg season. The Albany Strand re-

cently made a similar announcement. Less
than a year ago Edna Wallace Hopper
played the Hall, and the success of the
date pointed the way toward consistently
greater box office receipts.

More Houses West, Also
In the Middle West, Southwest and

Northwest presentation houses also are be-
coming more numerous. Last week the
Chicago Granada was added to the Chicago
lineup, and the week preceding the Chicago
Belmont was opened under a picture-pres-
entation policy. Still earlier the Palm at

Rockford, 111., went into a picture-presen-
tation policy. In San Antonio the Aztec, a
large new independent house, opened with
pictures and presentations. Northwest, Se-
attle and Portland have become important
links in the chain of presentation houses.

Time to Increase
Still more presentation theatres will be

on the lists before midwinter, through
changes of policy and the opening of new
houses. Acts that have failed to make a
production for the season already are on
the lookout for presentation time, and
every important agency reports increase of
bookings.

Chicago Central Park
Week Ending September 25

(First Half

)

Sammy Kahn and his band and a flock of vari-

ously able performers put on a middle-grade show
at this house the first half of last week. Too
much clowning was the outstandingly poor ele-

ment in the offering, which ran like this:

Kahn and the band did a fast, hot opener
that led into the appearance of

Rose Anne (or so it sounded) singing “Cherie”
and hitting so well she had to do an encore
chorus. During the number six girls in pink
frocks and hats did a quiet dance turn.

Kahn, with his drummer, banjo player and
one of his trumpeters, did a comedy version of
“Peoria” that went over well. Next up was

Mirth Mack, blues singer, doing “How Many
Times” and “Hello, Aloha.” The second num.-
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ber was dragged too much, but good personality
sent it over for two encore choruses.

“Tenderly’ , by the band was the next offering.

In this the six steppers appeared again and went
through one of the best routines seen at this

house since the stage band policy was adopted.

George Riley followed, singing “Oh, Gee,
Georgie,” and “Bye, Bye, Blackbird,” sending
both over for good hands. In the announce-
ment of

Frank Sieffert half a dozen people, including
this HERALD reporter, got a break. Then
Sieffert won a great break for and by himself
with some of the most spectacular dancing cur-

rently displayed. Sieffert does a good tap, and
his whirls and tumbles are worth the money.
He was followed by
Jack North, singing banjoist working in tux.

“No One But You” and “Rose Colored Glasses”
were his offerings, and both were generously ap-

plauded.
After all this the finale.

Chicago Oriental
Week Ending September 26

Some element of cheapness almost invariably is

injected into the shows at this house to take the

edge off the frequently well-conceived offerings.

Usually the element is found in a supposedly funny
bit of business or in the double entendre lines of
some song. In the show here reported the offen-

sive appeared both in song and near-comedy.
The offering, labeled “Band Box Revue,” ran
thus

:

Drapes parted to reveal six small and one large
band box in one against heavy black drapes.

A young man sang “This Little Shop” to quiet

band accompaniment, the band working behind
the drop. On the second chorus Ash stepped
on in morning coat, stripes and topper. The
eight hoofers hidden in the boxes stepped in

front; of the band after the drop went up. Sec-
ond number was
“For My Sweetheart” by the band. The num-

ber was passed from trombone to saxes to trum-
pet to trombone to trumpet and then was grabbed
up by the ensemble, a chorus being sung during
this by the young man who appeared in the
opening number. Next up was

Bennie Strong, announced as “a discovery of

ours.” A very late discovery is B'ennie, who
was caught at Aschers’ Terminal at least two
months ago and has worked all over town since

then. Bennie sang “Sleepyhead” and “Some-
one’s Losin’ Susan,” and then Charlestoned. He
was called back for a second chorus of “Susan”

Anderson, Fern Alhambra
,
Milwaukee.

Armand and Perez Metropolitan
, Los Angeles.

Ash, Paul, and Band Oriental , Chicago.
Bernie, Ben, and Orchestra Fox,

Philadelphia.

Bernier, Peggy—Metropolitan, Los Angeles.
Bissette and La Salle State, Los Angeles.
Chadbourne, Mortimer Oriental , Chicago.
Clarion Trumpeters—Chicago, Chicago.
Crawford, Jesse Chicago ,

Chicago.
Day, Emily Stanley, Philadelphia.
Deane, Barbara PZaza, London.
Dell, Delano Senate , Chicago.
Dobbs Sisters

—

Wisconsin ,
Milwaukee.

Du Boise, Eugene Chicago
, Chicago.

Dumont, Adolphe, and Orchestra Chicago
, Chi-

cago.
Earl and Bell Oriental

,
Chicago.

Evans, Lee Barton Alhambra
,
Milwaukee.

Fisher, Mark, and Band Senate, Chicago.
Hart’s Hollanders—Ambassador^ Chicago.
Heller, Helene Oriental , Chicago.
Hines, Harry—

—

Ambassador, Chicago.
House, Edward K.—Senate, Chicago.
Jack and Jim PZaza, London.
Kahn, Sammy, and Band Central Park

,
Chicago.

Kornspan, Adolphe, and Orchestra Fox
,
Philadel-

phia.
Lane, Drury Metropolitan

, Los Angeles.
Mack, Mirth—Central Park , Chicago.
Macklin, Hugh PZaza, London.
Melroy Sisters

—

Ambassador, Chicago.

CL\ DE G. MARTIN, from the Kansas City Star
Night Hawks, just completed an engagement in my
theatre as “Guest Organist Playing the Pictures.”
Mt. Martin has been instrumental in bolstering up
box office receipts a whole lot and I can unhes-
itatingly recommend him to any motion picture
theatre manager who is looking for an A No. 1
picture organist. Martin knows the need of the
box office and responds with the sort of music
that the modern theatregoer wants to hear. He
has a distinct manner of playing the picture and
sells himself on the very first night at the console

and wobbled badly before he had done with it.

Next the band went into

“The Merry Widow” music, which was well
arranged. On “The Merry Widow Waltz” Su-
sette and Housett, if that’s the way the names
are spelled, came on for just another ballroom
type waltz. Reaction to this number was weak.
This was followed by

Helene Heller, who entered to a mild recep-
tion and sang “Cherie” and “Lonely Without
You,” both for good returns. A second, synco-
pated chorus of the second number she sang to
Ash, but did not seem comfortable in doing it.

It appeared to be a “must.”
“Oh, What a Gal” by the band was the fol-

low. After that

Mortimer Chadbourne, late of the Gus Ed-
wards “Gingham Revue” company, sang “Beside
a Garden Wall,” after Ash had released some
blah about Valentino. Chadbourne was given a
poor break in this number because of the run-
ning off of a production version of it that took
him from down front to up and back where he
was almost lost among a flock of others. (Note:
Chadbourne is the, young man reported in these
columns last week under the name Chadwick.)
Following Chadbourne was
Johnny Perkins, singing “Sweet Thing,” “Just

Say Nothing at All” and “Me, Too.” The sec-

ond is a saccharine number about the gal who’s
been done wrong by and all the dirt was strewn
through the third one. Just for fun, Ash rapped
Perkins on the paunch with the baton and called
attention to the bounce. The fine looking old
gentleman on this reporter’s right in the loge
remarked to his feminine companion, “Disgust-
ing, isn’t it?” and shortly thereafter left.

Joe Ross followed Perkins and hit like a rivet

gun with his swift and difficult dance. This
boy has what they want.

Earl and Bell, singing guitarists, who also
have heaps of that, followed, alone on stage in

one to open, singing “Hello, Aloha,” “Lrl-Lil-
Lillian” and “Delaware and Lackawan,” before
the show went to full for a production finale

built around “Valencia,” by the band.

Chicago Senate
Week Ending September 26

Mark Fisher, now with Art Kahn and Ben Paley
on the Senate, Harding, Belmont L. & T. circuit,

did at the Senate last week a show that could
have been improved by a couple of omissions, but
was not a poor show, even so. Fisher, who is

new to presentation, has enough of the sunny
big boy kind of personality for several, and the

“Milady’s Shawl” Chicago
, Chicago.

Milan Opera Company Fox, Philadelphia.
Molitore, Edward Stanley

, Philadelphia.
North, Jack Central Park

, Chicago.
Olsen, Ole, and Band Wisconsin

, Milwaukee.
O’Naal Sisters—Senate, Chicago

.

Peabody, Eddie, and Band Metropolitan
, Los

Angeles.
Perkins. Johnny—Oriental, Chicago.
Plaza-Tiller Ballet Plaza

, London.
Randall, Marion and Martinez Stanley

,
Philadel-

phia.
Richter, Arthur Wisconsin , Milwaukee.
Riley, George Central Park

, Chicago.
Roemheld, Heinz, and Band—Alhambra, Milwau*

kee.
Rose, Anne—Central Park , Chicago.
Ross, Joe—Oriental, Chicago.
Sieffert, Frank

—

Central Park
,
Chicago.

Siegel, Arsene—Chicago, Chicago.
Strong, Bennie—Oriental, Chicago.
Susette and Housett—Oriental, Chicago.
Taylor and Hawks—Senate, Chicago.
Tours, Frank, and Orchestra—PZaza, London.
Washington, George Dewey—Wisconsin, Milwau-

kee.

Watson, Milton^—Senate, Chicago.
Welty, Glenn, and Orchestra^—Wisconsin, Milwau-

kee.

Wolf, Rube, and Band State, Los Angeles.

to the audience.
It might be wise just here to state that I have

no personal interest in Martin am not his man-
ager seeking engagements for him but thought
perhaps this would be the means of notifying some
theatre manager of the opportunity to make some
real money by using Martin. If you ever get the
opportunity of securing his services take my advice
and let your folks know that you have a real
musician, one who knows just exactly what the
people want to hear in the music line. P. E.
MORRIS, Regent Theatre, Indianola, Miss.

packed house last Wednesday evening went for
him. His band, in which are some men out of
Ralph Williams’ former McVickers unit, has some
rough spots, but these likely will be smoothed
down with ensemble practice. The show ran:

Fisher in an announcement via four radio
loudspeakers at the bottoms of the organ grills
said hello and told all present he was ready to
sing “Oh, IIovv I Miss You Tonight,” which
he very well did. On the last bars of this the
drapes parted, revealing band at back of full

stage and Fisher at the mike. The number won
a long burst of applause. Next the band played
“Sweet Thing,” after which appeared the

O’Neal Sisters, kid-sister-small-harmony team,
singing, in duo, “Blackbird” and “How Many
Times?” and the one with the deep voice sing-
ing “Pest of Hollywood” as a solo. There is

a great deal of dirt in this number, and in toto
it is poor stuff for a picture house. The girls
were followed by

Delano Dell, singing, hoofing comic, who had
appeared in bits earlier in the show, singing
“Me, Too,” and then spieling some more gags,
and dancing. Dell’s work is poorly integrated,
but the house thought him. funny.

Next the band played “Trudie,” one of those
occasional numbers, few of which ever have
lived long. During this a ballet of six girls did
a “swimming the Channel” number that was
pretty well conceived, but not so well executed.
Fisher sang a chorus of the song. After this
Dell unwound some more gags and then made
way for

Milton Watson, who sang “I’d Love to Call
You My Sweetheart” and “Because I Love
You,” announced with some “personal acquaint-
ance” blah as Berlin’s latest. After his first

number Watson had, modestly, raised his right
hand to shut off the applause.

Taylor and Hawks, harmony singers, followed
with an obviously vaudeville act done in the
ancient manner, but went over nevertheless.
“Oranges,” “I Love Marianna” and an Italian
number were in their routine. Then, on small
provocation, they, with Dell and Fisher, did the
“Look me over” gag that was popular when
10-20-30 vaude was a little boy. But the house
laughed, so it must be all right.

“Rose Colored Glasses” by the band with a
“picked out by name” and “We hope you liked
the show” finale ended the session. The “hope
you liked the show” thing was blah and alto-
gether unnecessary. The show needed no such
tack-on.

There was a long sidewalk line and a full
lobby for the second show.

NOTE: The organ solo by Edward K. House
will be reported elsewhere in next week’s issue.

Chicago Chicago
Week Ending September 26

John Murray Anderson’s “Milady's Shawl” was
the big flash at this house last week, and what a
flash it is. If splashing color and revue routine
can be made to serve presentation purposes this
producer seems determined to made it do so.
The Clarion Trumpeters were added as a stage
item preceding the Murray unit.

The show ran

:

Opening: Pit overture directed by Adolphe
Dumont with Eugene DuBoise playing violin
solo.

Newspicture.
“The Clarion Trumpeters,” four girls in white

herald uniforms, playing trumpets, one remain-
ing on for solo, two following her for duet with
mutes, the four closing with a finale number
delivered against a cathedral drop out of the
B & K warehouse. They play trumpets better
than most of their sex and the routine is about
perfect for picture house purposes.
Lyman H. Howe’s Hodge-Podge.
Jesse Crawford at the organ playing “Meadow

Lark” after a special lead-in and with a whistler
in the organ loft doing bird imitations. Mr.
Crawford’s treatment of the number was some
thousand per cent better than that of the next
best organist in town who has used it, and if

these organ things must be judged as song plugs
Crawford’s way is commensurately superior.

“Milady’s Shawl,” elaborately staged revue
eliciting applause for opulence and occasionally
for individual dance bits. This production, like

most of Anderson’s, has the girls singing the
explanatory lyrics which aren’t understandable
ten rows this side of the orchestra pit, although
the director with this unit did shush the brasses
and make a real effort to get the lines across
and into the far reaches of the vast auditorium.
Incidentally, he is the first unit director arriving
in Chicago with apparent knowledge of the fact

that he’s working a presentation in a. big pic-

ture theatre and not a revue in the narrow
confines of a Broadway stage house.

“The Campus Flirt,” long feature picture.

“Felix Seeks Solitude,” short feature.
Arsene Siegel played a brief organ concert

during the dinner-hour performance and then a

radio program for 30 minutes during the run-
ning of the film. Mr. Siegel does a good job
of this somewhat obscure assignment but follows

the rut in finishing with the stereotyped full

organ blast calculated to shock ’em into applause.

Acts Reported in This Issue

“What the Act Did for Me”

P. E. Morris, Regent theatre, Indianola, Miss., sends the folio-wing in response
to the suggestion recently printed in “What the Picture Did For Me" that exhib-
itors address reports concerning acts to this department. Others are invited to do
likewise.
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New York Rivoli
Week Ending September 24

Helen Yorke, who stopped the show at the
Rivoli several weeks ago, was brought back to the
house last week and hit again. On the bill as

the big feature was John Murray Anderson’s
“American Beauties.’’ Beauty was in this number
but the ability in presentation was lacking. An-
derson has been doing some rather good work but
last week he fell down.
The bill ran

:

Under the direction of Irvin Talbot the Rivoli
orchestra played “Capriccio Italien.” This was
followed by a newsreel.
Appearing in Spanish costume, Miss Yorke,

did a single number. Her splendid singing again
held the audience and after a prolonged number
was acclaimed by a delighted audience.
A Grantland Rice “Sportlight” was the next

feature.
The girls who did not win in the Atlantic

City beauty contest were worked by Anderson
in “American B'eauties.” There was quite an
array and Miss Washington was the star of the
number. Given a chance to display natty bath-
ing suits and stunning evening gowns, the girls

made a pretty picture.

The presentation was in four scenes, one the

Atlantic City boardwalk with a drop through
which the girls made their entrance. They were
introduced by Hubert Hendrie, singing “Goddess
of the Ocean,’’ a special number.
The second scene showed the girls in front of

a split drop with motion pictures of the surf

breaking over them while downstage Albert and
Adelaide Gloria as bridegroom and bride did

“Atlantic City in the Eighties.”
This was followed with Hubert Hendrie and

Dorothy Biese singing Berlin’s “Because I Love
You.” For a closing number “Beauty’s Bower”
was offered. Again the girls were brought on the
stage. Dorothy B'iese sang “Pretty Cinderella”
while the girls joined in the chorus. Dancing
numbers were offered by King and. King and Al-

bert and Adelaide Gloria while fountain and
shell settings were decorated by the beauty con-

testants. A huge glass ball with a girl in the

center was dropped upstage center and spun dur-

ing the finale.

New York Strand
Week Ending September 25

The Mark Strand theatre last week arranged an
attractive prologue for the long screen offering,

“Sparrows.” The other features of the program
were the overture and Edward Albano, barytone,
singing “Joy, My Heart.” The bill ran:
Under the direction of Carl Edouarde, the

Strand orchestra offered “Chimes of Normandy.”
Bringing the overture to an end, Albano did his

song number. The offering and the work of the

orchestra received a fine hand. A newsreel fol-

lowed.
With the theme song, “Sparrows,” by Grun-

berg, the prologue was presented. The entire

stage was in darkness and set high in the center
was a triangle. This triangle was duplicated
from a scene in the picture. It showed a barn
loft with hay and lamps around. To the left was
a cradle made of an old burlap bag. Standing
beside it, swinging it and singing the “Sparrow”
song, was Evelyn Price, soprano. It was a sym-
pathetic offering and went very well.

The picture, “Sparrows” was then thrown on
and the lights faded as the screen came down.

New York Capitol
Week Ending September 25

Making his debut in presentation, Colin O’More,
American lyric tenor, was the star of a good pres-

entation bill offered by Major Edward Bowes at

the Capitol last week.
David Mendoza opened the show with the Capi-

tol orchestra playing “Marche Slav,” arranged
by Dr. William. Axt, for an overture.

Always Show Stoppers

HINES
AND

SMITH
Now playing an indefinite en-

gagement at the Lyceum The-
atre, Duluth,

Thanks to A. L. Anson
For dates, phone, wire, write

PREMIER ATTRACTIONS,
Inc.

Phone Wabash 2692

Auditorium Bldg. Chicago

Caroline Andrews singing the “Shadow Song”
from “Dinorah” was received nicely. A short

feature Ufa production, “A Jungle Round-Up,”
followed.
Seen for the first time on a presentation stage,

Colin O’More, American lyric tenor, held his

audience with his rendition of “Kashmiri Song”
from the “Indian Love Lyrics.” He appeared
on full stage in the costume of an Indian prince.

As he went into the second verse the back drop,

which was a scrim, lighted and the sea breaking
on the shore was seen. A dancer in oriental

costume danced along the breaking surf as

O’More sang the second verse and chorus. It

was well presented and Mr. O’More held his au-
dience all the way. The applause was tremend-
ous.

The Capitol Magazine followed and then
“The Arbor of Flowers,” with Joyce Coles,

English ballet dancer, Sigurd Nilssen, John Trie-

sault of the Capitol Ballet and the Chester Hale
girls.

On a full stage in a woodland scene the dancers
offered classical numbers and were joined by a

ballet corps. It was well arranged and received

a nice hand.
“By the Fireside,” song by Lieutenant Gitz-

Rice, was the next offering, sung by Nilssen with
a pantomime by Miss Coles and Triesault.

Milwaukee Alhambra
Week Ending September 24

Heinz Roemheld’s stage band at the Alhambra
put on a unit Last week tliat was both a good
bandshow and an excellent prologue to “The
Flaming Frontier.”
The act opened with the band playing “By the

Waters of the Minnetonka” behind a scrim on
which waves were projected. The orchestration
was clever and unique, with a cello solo by Edgar
Roemheld. At the close of the number the scrim
rose, revealing the band in Indian costumes and
makeup, following the opening number with an
Indian melody.

Fern Anderson, an Abbott Dancer, was next
introduced and did an acceptable interpretative

Indian dance to “Pale Moon.” She danced with
the usual grace of the Abbott girls.

Lee Barton Evans, tenor, then came out dressed

as a big chief in white. He sang “Fallen Leaf”
and followed with “For My Sweetheart,” both
going over big and the second one calling for a

repeat chorus.
Evans remained on the stage to introduce four

Chippewa Indians who did two war dances, an
Indian Charleston and a hoop dance, all to the

solo accompaniment of a tom-tom one of them
plays.
The scrim then closed and a curtain back of

the band rose to reveal a brilliant “Flaming
Frontier” finale flash, with a bright signal fire

burning and Lee Barton Evans posing next to it.

A big hand was spontaneous.

London Plaza
Week Ending September 19

Frank Tours Orchestra playing “Raymond” was
the opening of the Plaza bill, week ending Sep-
tember 19. The orchestra has been increased in

numbers, and with its 50 men makes it the largest

in London.
Plaza Last Minute News with scenes of the

Valentino funeral in New York was an impor-
tant screen item on the bill. Cranfield and
Clarke’s “Charleston” with Ned Wayburn and
the “Ziegfeld Follies” girls was another impor-
tant screen unit.

“A Few Minutes with Franz Schubert,” with
Hugh Macklin singing “Serenade,” was effective-

ly done in an old German setting, a beautiful

vision being exposed at the termination of the

song through a tapestry wall paneling effect.

A Lloyd Hamilton Comedy was hilarious as a

third screen event.

“On Piccadilly Circus,” an exceptionally clever

Mangan presentation, was the principal stage

unit. A man and woman were discovered stroll-

ing across a very good reproduction of the actual
Piccadilly Circus where the Plaza is situated in
London. The man, Hugh Macklin, a tenor from
the Royal Opera Plouse, sang the new Tours
Mangan composition, “The Minuet On Picca-
dilly.” The girl, a soprano, Barbara Deane re-

plied with four old “English Cries,” introducing
the “Flower Girl,” the “Match Girl,” the “Straw-
berry Girl” and the “Cherry Girl,” all characteri-
zations being minutely portrayed. These girls

gathered around the fountain of Eros as it is

customary to do in Piccadilly Circus. The min-
uet now changed to a syncopation. The old
characters vanished and two negro bootblacks
called Jim and Jack did a clever, fast shoe shin-
ing dance. The Plaza Tiller Dancers, garbed in

the costume of Piccadilly gentlemen with im-
maculate white starched shirt-fronts and white
vests, dinner clothes and high hats, executed an
intricate cane dance at the completion of which
the two negro bootblacks, Jim and Jack, put the
finishing touches to the stunt by doing one of
the fastest dancing turns yet put on at the Plaza,
the execution of which demanded that they do the
dance and keeping time with the shoe cleaning
rags go over the entire row of Piccadilly gentle-

men, who each had a foot on a shoe cleaning
box.
The long feature film attraction was Adolph

Menjou in “A Social Celebrity.”

Philadelphia Fox
Weed Ending September 31

Adolphe Kornspan conducted the Fox theatre
orchestra in the ever popular and well loved sex-

tette from “Lucia.” The vocalization of this opera
was by the Milan Opera Company. The well trained
voices of the members of the company, the pic-

turesque costumes and the stage setting added
greatly to the success of the number.
Ben Bernie and his Hotel Roosevelt orchestra

made their first Philadelphia appearance in a

storm of applause. His twelve “Masterful Jazz-
land Merrymakers” gave the audience a rapid fire

of fun and melody. Bernie’s witty remarks as

he introduces his men and announces their num-
bers keep the audience in tune with the spirit

of fun. The rhythm and swing of jazz seem to

have entered into each one, including the direc-

tor, who carries his violin, sometimes plays a bar
or two, and directs in the most natural manner.
Some of their numbers were “No Fooling,” “Girl
Friend,” and “Lonely You and Lonely Me.”

Philadelphia Stanley
Weed Ending September 31

The Stanley-Gimbel Fall Fashion Review, pro-

duced and staged by Edward Wolf, an event
which has been looked forward to with great in-

terest by the women of Philadelphia, was an un-
qualified success and proved a rare treat to the

throngs that filled the theatre to capacity all week.
This glorified fashion show, with its beautiful

staging, ballet dancing, musical interludes and
charming models was the finest and most elaborate
ever shown in Philadelphia and while, as was to

be expected, women predominated in the audiences,
there was a surprisingly large number of men
present. There were four main scenes, with inter-

ludes, as follows:
Scene 1. Winter Days and Ways. The curtain

rose on a winter scene with snowballs flying and
snow laden trees in the background. Two large

snowballs at the sides of the stage revolved and
out stepped two beautifully gowned women. This
scene showed chiefly sports wear.
During the interlude entitled “Rhapsody in

Red,” the Stanley ballet corps in red costumes
appeared on the stage from beneath a huge red
scarf, which they threw aside and flung grace-

fully into the air from time to time as they
danced. Zena Larina, premiere ballerina, with red
lights playing on her, led the dance while the
Stanley symphony orchestra played “Rhapsody in

Red.”
Scene 2. Chanel Red, a deep glowing red de-

veloped by Chanel of Paris, the color sensation

Street Calliope Truck

For Publicity Use

Gratis With All Bookings

IF YOU ARE BOOKED TO PLAY
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JOS. RALSTON
4261 N. 9th St., Philadelphia, Pa.
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of the year. In this scene spots of color were
thrown on the background, sometimes resolving
themselves into birds and butterflies.

During the interlude Emily Day, soprano, sang
•“The Nightingale” by Alabieff very pleasingly.
Marion and Martinez Randall gave an interpreta-
tion of a Spanish tango, followed by a snappy
Charleston by Marion alone.

Scene 3. The Dominant Theme, La Russe.
The costumes in this scene showed the Russian
influence both in color and cut.

Interlude. Edward Molitore sang Lehar’s
“When Wedding Bells Are Ringing” in a pleas-
ing tenor voice.

Scene 4. The Grand Palace of Gold. In this
scene evening gowns of cloth of gold, metallic
tissue, with crystal trimming and silver and gold
^embroidery were displayed. The stage was a fairy-

land of beauty.
Following this scene Marion and Martinez Ran-

dall, in Russian costumes, danced a mazurka to
the strains of “Czarina.”
The curtains then parted showing Emily Day

and Edward Molitore as bride and groom in the
•center of the stage. The bridal party, the Stan-
ley ballet corps, gracefully kneeling about them,
rose and performed a gay little dance. The danc-
ers held up great masses of flowers and arranged
themselves before the bride and groom, forming a
heart shaped mass of flowers while Miss Day and
Molitore sang a duet, “I Love Thee.” The low-
ering of the curtain was followed by thunderous
applause.

Los Angeles Met
Week Ending September 24

Publix Theatres presented Eddie Peabody in
“Jazz” Frolics,” at the Metropolitan last week.
Exceptionally pleasing talent on the bill featured.
Stage presentation manipulations mediocre. The
ehow ran:

Eddie Peabody and band opened with a special
arrangement of “Crying for the Moon.”

Sixteen Metropolitan girls did a snappy step
dance on platform under band while varied col-
ored lights were flashed on them. Small returns.

Peabody, with a man-made mule called “Em-
ma,” got a few laughs with a poor line of chat-
ter. Two men buck dancers did a few clever
steps while masquering in the donkey hide.

Drury Lane sang “Mary Lou” splendidly and
won an excellent hand. An encore of the chorus
was done.
Armand and Perez, acrobats, Were a decided

hit. These boys thrilled the audience time and
again. Much applause greeted their offering.

Peabody and band played “It’s Just Tood Bad”
and got a fair hand.

Peggy Bernier sang “He’s Still My Baby” and
then did an encore of it. “Hard to Get Girlie”
brought out more applause and Peggy took a bow.
Eddie Peabody banjoed “Looking at the Moon,”

and then “Idolize.” Call for requests brought
out “St. Louis Blues.” For the finale, band
stage was elevated. Metropolitan girls danced
underneath. Background for girls was parchment
lamp shade effect.

Los Angeles State
Week Ending September 24

The presentation last week at Loew’s State was
the poorest seen in many months. With one ex-
ception the talent represented was small-time so
far as ability is concerned. The bill ran:
Rube Wolf and band playing a number called

‘‘Operatic Vanity.” Then a line of chatter from
Wolf in introducing a group of Fanchon and
Marco girls who came next.

Bissette and La Salle did a dance number to
fair applause.
Two Fanchon and Marco girls did an acrobatic

dance which didn’t get over.
Three more of these girls came on and their

•efforts also failed to win the approval of the cus-
tomers.

In trying to gain applause, Wolf explained that
.arguments among members called for a contest
to see who was the best player of an instrument,
the audience to be the judge. “Eli De Diddle”
was played by four or five members to weak
applause.
An orchestra violinist gave fair imitations on

liis violin, getting a few laughs.
Fanchon and Marco girls in formation buck

and wing steps won a fair hand. Their costumes
helped put the act across.
Oscar Taylor, orchestra member, sang “Most

of All I Want Your Love.” The presentation
feature was put on at the finale of the song, which
included the parting of the curtains on back

stage showing an upper stage upon which was a
garden effect, with picket fence, etc., with seven
or eight girls posed accordingly. This got a fair
hand, but most credit should go to Taylor’s
splendid rendition of the song, which was con-
tinued until the curtain hit the floor.

Indianapolis Egyptian
Week Ending September 11

“The Frolic of Youth” presented as a clever pro-
logue for this week’s motion picture bill. The
“Two Harmony Sisters” sang several of the latest

blues songs and Louise Powell, Russell Fehr and
Georgia Conly appeared in six dancing numbers
that were well received.

Indianapolis Colonial
Week Ending September 11

Ed Davis and his company of singers and danc-
ers added a wholesome bit to the general enter-
tainment at the Colonial in their elaborate minia-
ture revue. They presented a potpourri of spirited
numbers including the latest song hits and the most
popular dance steps. The costumes and settings
are unusually attractive.

Floyd Thompson's American Harmonists offer a
high class program of singing and instrumental
numbers.

Reported Phil Tyrrell,

Skouras Bros. Salary
Deal Is Only Report

Phil Tyrrell this week branded the report
carried by an Eastern theatrical paper last

week that he is to go with Skouras Broth-
ers on salary—just a report. Mr. Tyrrell,

who is head of the Chicago presentation
booking office that operates under the name
Phil Tyrrell Attractions, books acts into

the Skouras theatres in St. Louis, but is

not and does not intend to be under salary

to the Skouras company.
Operations of the Tyrrell office cover the

territory between Denver and New York
City and between New Orleans and those
Canadian cities that are important in the
list of theatres playing presentations. In
commenting on the baselessness of the re-

ported Skouras deal, Tyrrell stated that

the profits from his business are so much
greater than the salary any chain could
pay him that he would be altogether unjus-
tified in making a switch.

As further indication of the groundless-
ness of the salary story Tyrrell enumerated
the bookings of his office for the current
season, which are considerably increased
over those for the same period of last year.

Increase of presentation time throughout
the country is in part responsible for the

increase of bookings.

Jayhawk Is Equipped
for Stage Novelties

(Special to the Herald)

TOPEKA, Sept. 28.—Crosby Brothers
recently opened 1500-seat Jayhawk theatre

here is equipped with a 30 by 38 foot stage,

and presentation novelties have been fig-

ured into the house policy. “It will be
possible to stage the best of prologues and
specialty numbers,” said President E. H.
Crosby in commenting on the future use
of the stage.

George Kristufek will conduct the Jay-
hawk orchestra and Bernice Hemus will

perform at the console of the Kilgen or-

gan.

Aaronson’s Band
Signed for Plaza

(Special to the Herald)

LONDON, ENG,
_

Sept. 28.—A1 Kauf-
man has signed Irving Aaronson’s Com-
manders to appear in the Francis A. Man-
gan presentations at the Plaza theatre.

Mangan’s success in London and the Com-
manders’ success in Paris during the past
summer are combined in London for the
coming season.

Signing of the unit gives the Plaza va-
riety in music. Frank Tours’ symphonic
orchestra has been augmented to 50 pieces.

The Commanders number 14, and will work
in presentations only.

Mangan has been withholding a new idea
in the manner of presenting a stage band
which will be out of the ordinary, getting
away from the cut and dried manner at
present in vogue.

Acme Office Lining

Up Independent Time
(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Sept. 28.—John McKeon
of the Acme Booking Office, booking unit
of the Stanley circuit of theatres, an-
nounces his office also will book a number
of independent theatres during the coming
season and already has lined up a number
of independent houses.
No straight vaudeville bookings will be

accepted by the Acme office. The office

will keep to presentations.

Hart Office Sets Up
Publicity Department

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Sept. 28.—Max Hart, Inc,
agency handling “name” acts for picture
houses, has announced the formation of
a complete publicity and exploitation de-
partment. It is the plan of the Hart office

to offer the acts it represents, a publicity
and exploitation service second to none.
Cliff Edwards (Ukulele Ike”) popular
record and picture house star, Frances
White, musical comedy star, now playing
picture houses, “The Happiness Boys,”
“The Gold Dust Twins,” Guiran & Mar-
gerite, Jimmie Carr, “Radio Franks,” Allan
Rogers and many other acts are handled
exclusively by the Hart office for picture
houses.
Picture house managers have demanded

a genuine exploitation service for presen-
tation acts, according to Mr. Hart. “We
will issue a press sheet for every act in

which we can see possibilities,” said Mr.
Hart in commenting on his new department.
“Most of our attractions readily see that

it will be to their advantage to avail them-
selves of our publicity department. The
press books that several of my acts have
contracted for will include everything nec-
essary for an advance and current cam-
paign. Press notices, reproductions of
photos, lobby display, suggestions for spe-

cial exploitation, and other material will all

be included in the press book.”

Wilton Sisters Are Big
Hit in Homecoming Date

(Special to the Herald)

TERRE HAUTE, Sept. 28.—The Wilton
Sisters, Rose and Mae, natives of this city,

and well known stage performers, drew
crowds of their fellow citizens recently at

the Indiana theatre here. Since starting

on the stage as little tots several years ago
the sisters have made a place for them-
selves on the big time.

Helene HELLER RILEY GeorSe
Late Singing-Dancing Stars of

“Sally, Irene and Mary

”

Engaged for One Week with Paul Ash at the
ORIENTAL, Chicago—HELD EIGHT WEEKS
This Week UPTOWN, Chicago Next Week
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THE THEATRE
j^Aj)epartmmt ofPractical Showmanship

Marks Brothers win the honors in the

Herald Honor Ad Contest this week with
the above ad for the opening of the new
Granada theatre, Chicago. The Fox pic-

ture, “The Lily,” directed by Victor
Schertzinger, was the attraction on the

screen. The highlight of the ad is in ar-

tistic design. Designed by Chas. Roy-
mond. Comparatively little type is in

the ad.

Mystery Club “Organized”
in K. C. for Universal Film
An inexpensive card which helped the

theatre to do extra business on “The Mys-
tery Club,” one of the new Jewels on Uni-
versal’s Greater Movie List, was put out

by the Liberty theatre in Kansas City. On
one side was this copy: “Join ‘The Mys-
tery Club’—Clubhouse at Liberty theatre,

Main and Eleventh Street—Carl Laemmle,
president.”

The reverse carried this message

:

“Rules and Regulations—Membership com-
mences Saturday, September 4th. You may join
any time in person from September 4th to Sep-
tember 10th inclusive, from 10:00 a.m. to

11 p. m.
“You must come to the Liberty theatre box

office, or send a duly accredited representative.

“You must not be afraid of thrills, excitement,
suspense or sensations.

“You must be brave—you must be heroic—you
must have courage.

“Present this membership card with the regular
admission charge to the cashier at the Liberty
theatre box office and you will be admitted to

all the secrets and mysteries of ‘The Mystery
Club.’ ”

Comments Upon Ad Contest
Prompt Exploitation Award

Letters commenting upon the; “Herald” Honor Ad Contest continue in
pace with increased interest in this branch of “Herald” service dating from
opening of the new season. Herewith the “Herald” announces inauguration
of a parallel enterprise awarding weekly honors to contributors of the best
exploitation exhibits received during each seven day period.

Honors will be awarded to contributors of the best exploitation submit-
ted each week on the same basis and by the same board of judges govern-
ing the newspaper advertising awards. Exhibits should be addressed to
this department and to the Chicago address of Exhibitors Herald, 407
South Dearborn St.

All contributions received will be considered eligible for honor awards.
Return of exhibits will be made only in such cases as such return is spe-
cifically requested. No responsibility for damage to exhibits while in trans-
mission or while under inspection is assumed.

Announcement of Winner Weekly
Each week this department will announce the name of the Exploitation

Honor Award winner and reproduce or describe the exhibit for which the
award is made. The decision of the board of judges presiding in the Herald
Honor Ad Contest will be final in all cases.

Since its inception several weeks ago, the Herald Honor Ad Contest
has drawn contributions from all sections of the country, all sizes and
classes of theatres, from exhibitors, exploitation men and representatives of

film concerns. Letters concerning the contest reveal general agreement
that the contest has served to concentrate effort toward betterment of news-
paper advertising and has resulted in marked improvement of the mass
product.

Exploitation Betterment Sought

In the present enterprise a parallel improvement in the quality of motion
picture exploitation is sought. Campaigns and individual stunts will be
considered for unit quality and for general adaptability. The contest will

be continued until such time as it is apparent that the field of showmanship
endeavor has been thoroughly covered.
As in the case of the Herald Honor Ad Contest, no prizes of any kind

will be given. Each week the name of the winner will be published in

honor of his accomplishment. Winning of one weekly Honor will not bar
the winner from competition thereafter and it will be possible for an indi-

vidual to win the Award repeatedly if the quality of his work is adjudged
superior to that of other exhibits.

Send in your first Exploitation Honor Exhibit today!

Gross Uses a Circus

to Exploit “Sea Beast’’

Neat exploitation was used by Jack
Gross, manager of the Crane theatre, Car-
thage, Mo., on “The Sea Beast.” The lob-

by display was a six-sheet enclosed in a

shadow box with black draperies and
scrim screen in front. The lights used
were red and green and were taken from
the borders and foots. A Ske-Doodle
plug was utilized to keep the lights alter-

nating. The lobby lights were turned off

and the flash made a beautiful attractive

display. It was used seven days in ad-

vance of the picture’s showing.
On the opening day of the picture the

city was invaded by a circus. The six-

sheet was attached to the rear end of an
auto and four boys with slicker coats and
sailor’s storm hats with banners on their

backs with “See The Sea Beast At The
Crane Theatre.” The car was driven in

the circus parade right behind the caliope.

Before the circus parade the boys in

sailor regalia distributed Life Savers (con-

fection) in small envelopes with the in-

scription “Inside Is A Life Saver. This
will save you to see the year’s greatest

picture. John Barrymore in ‘The Sea
Beast.’ Crane Theatre Three Days Start-

ing Aug. 10th.”

DAVENPORT, la., Sept. 8.—Musi-
cians walked out of the A. H. Blank
houses here and in Rock Island, Moline
and Burlington late last week and tied

up the musical ends of the bills in the
houses affected, but did not injure busi-
ness. The stage show at the Capitol
here was closed, but the management
immediately set about booking a musical
act that works without orchestra.
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“HeraldV* Offer for New Service Aids
Brings Suggestion for Slogan Column

Shimon IdeaDesignedas Weekly
ClearingHouse forSales Phrases
A slogan sells your stuff. A barrel of sales talk is seldom worth more

than a thimbleful of slogans. Remember what Heinz did with a two word
slogan, “57 Varieties.”

Other brands of product commercialize slogans. “They Satisfy” adver-

tises a widely known cigaret. An automobile company (Dodge) uses the

sentence “Constantly improved but no yearly models.”

A film company says “If it’s a Paramount picture it’s the best show in

town.”

Louis Shimon suggests that the Herald adopt a new department to reg-

ister these slogans. Quoting Mr. Shimon, who manages the Uptown the-

atre in Sheboygan, Wis., “A column that would serve as a clearing house
for theatre slogans and advertising phrases would be an excellent idea for

theatre owners.

Jack Wright of the Peoples theatre,

Port Arthur, Tex., puts on a realistic

ballyhoo wagon when he exploits the
F. B. O. film, “Bigger Than Barnums.”

Register Them in “Herald”
“Most of the big theatres have house slogans—to have them registered

with Exhibitors Herald would prevent duplication and become a mighty
big service to the exhibitor.

“When at the Milwaukee I coined the phrase ‘Programs of excellence and good taste’

and am making mighty good use of it at the Uptown. I would have you register ‘Visit

the prettiest little theatre in Sheboygan’ and ‘More for 20c than 20c ever bought.’
“
‘Printer's Ink’ (weekly) has a remarkable slogan clearing house, 4,343 slogans and

advertising phrases. They are listed alphabetically, practically every advertised slogan
is registered and there is no charge either for the registration or investigation services.

“I was very much interested to note that Paramount listed their slogan ‘If it’s a Para-
mount picture it’s the best show in town’ with Printer’s Ink.

“This in its entirety is offered as a suggestion with a thought that it may merit your
consideration.—Louis C. Shimon.”

What’s Your Pleasure Gentlemen?
Now what’s your pleasure, gentlemen? Is it that the Herald shall open such a de-

partment ?

If you wish such a department send in your slogans. They will be printed each
week and attention called to each entry.

Shimon starts the ball rolling
;
so suppose we set this slogan up in type and ask others

among your enterprising showmen to follow suit.

Are your ready?
Let’s go

!

“VISIT THE PRETTIEST LITTLE THEATRE IN SHEBOYGAN.”
—Louis C. Shimon, Uptown, Sheboygan, Wis.

“MORE FOR 20c THAN 20c EVER BOUGHT.”
—Louis C. Shimon, Uptown, Sheboygan, Wis.

B rooklyn Mark
Strand issued artis-

tically designed house
programs to guests during
the Seventh Anniversary
Week. Adjoining is . the

two middle pages of the
booklet which carried eight

pages. Plates on other
pages carried halftones of
officials of the theatre com-
pany including Moe Mark,
vicepresident and director;

Jules Mastbaum, president,

and Edward L. Hyman,
managing director. Other
pages were devoted to tal-

ent who appear at the Mark
Strand.

Note manner in which
Langdon’s “The Strong
Man,” First National re-

lease, is played up.

M-G-M Roadshows to

Carry Tents Seating

600 in Dixie Tour
A traveling theatre with all the acces-

sories and colorful aspects of a road cir-

cus is the unusual idea hit upon by F.

W. Moredock, theatre manager, to show
half a dozen of the latest Metro-Gold-
wyn-Mayer releases throughout the

South.

Six trucks, a tent seating more than
600 persons, and an equipment that com-
prises 110-volt motors with speed con-
trol, three-power projectors, and a num-
ber of special lenses have been recruited

for the photoplay barnstorming tour

which threatens to be one of the big sen-

sations of the year in the film world.

The pictures selected for his first four

weeks on the road include M-G-M box
office hits. Topping the list are “The
Merry Widow” and “Mare Nostrum”
specials which ran six months apiece in

New York last winter. Then comes
“Brown of Harvard,” “The Road to

Mandalay,” “Mike,” and “The Waning
Sex,” Norma Shearer’s last picture. The
admission charge will be $1.50. There
will be a daily change of program, each

film being shown one evening at the

various towns on the Moredock
schedule.

The big tour will get under way Sep-

tember 20 at Shelbyville, Tenn., where

the initial week will be spent. If the

trip meets with the success that seems

likely, a full winter program will be

mapped out.

Ft. Wayne Paper Joins

Jefferson in Campaign
Sixteen prizes have been awarded at

Fort Wayne, Ind., to winners of a “Name
the Movie Star Contest,” conducted by

the Jefferson theatre and the Journal-

Gazette, a Fort Wayne newspaper.

Seven pictures of stars were shown dur-

ing the week, all of the faces being
masked. The prize winners received

two tickets each to the theatre.
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Cook Wages Campaign in Kansas City

for Film News in Dailies
Through C. E. Cook, business manager of the M. P. T. 0. Kansas-Missoun,

an attack has been launched against unusually high theatrical advertising

rates in Kansas City newspapers.

“The average paper today carries a full page of sports and seldom on that

page do you find more than ten inches of sporting advertising,” says Cook.
“On the other hand there are more than two dozen motion picture magazines
published. The very fact that there is a field for so many magazines is

proof that the public is interested in screen stars and pictures. That being
the case, why does a newspaper charge a premium for theatrical advertising

and give so little time and space to theatrical news matter. More people,

figures will show, are interested in theatres than are interested in sports.

Yet, if you take this argument to the advertising manager of a newspaper he
will greet you with a shrug of the shoulders and tell you the same thing over
again: ‘Well, it’s the policy of the paper,’ It’s a mighty unjust policy, as I
see it.”

1st Honors Go to

Merkley for Pony
and Cart Stunt

All pictures have exploitation possibili-

ties. There are some that literally “offer”

opportunities. Such a picture is “Bigger
Than Barnum’s.”

E. L. Merkley of Manistee, Mich., bor-

rowed a Shetland pony and a small cart

as the basis of his stunt for the picture.

Then he got a boy—but read it yourself

;

his letter explains the stunt which wins
this week’s honors.

In exploiting “Bigger Than Ber-
num’s” I borrowed a Shetland pony
and small cart, had a double banner
made to put over the pony, secured the
services of a school boy and rigged him
up in a clown outfit. Hung a sign on
the back reading, “Thanks for the Bug-
gy Ride.” I gave the boy a cow bell

and had him parade all over the town.
The ballyhoo got me a good many extra
dollars and the whole outfit cost about
$10. I am enclosing a snapshot of the
rig.—E. L. Merkley, Ramsdell theatre.

Hines’ “Brown Derby”
Brings Luck to Team
Joe M. Estes, director of advertising

of the Palace theatre, San Antonio, Tex.,

saw his chance for a great baseball tieup

with Johnny Hines current comedy for

First National, “The Brown Derby.”
Estes had a genuine California brown derby pre-

sented to the manager of the ball team by the

local hat store proprietor. It was a black derby
painted brown. He also invited the team to view
the picture and get some luck. If you are a

baseball hound you will note that the race in the

Texas League is tight with the San Antonio team
fighting for the pennant. So, anything to do
with the team was news. The climax was a four
column layout on the front page of the Sunday
sport section of the San Antonio fight. Estes had
20 cutouts made of Hines, and placed them in

the haberdasher’s window, with Spur ties around
the neck. The Sommer’s drug stores (about 25)
put on a “Brown Derby” sundae and placed

small cutout derbies on the tables.

The Evening News ran a special story about
Hines, using 500 hats in the production and used
the regular two column mat of Hines. This • on
Thursday before opening. On Wednesday and
Thursday the Frank Brothers store ran a 45 inch
ad in two papers, advertising the special boys'

matinee at the Palace on Saturday at noon. They
repeated on Friday with two 20 inch ads.

Ann Pennington says, “I dub thee Pat.” She christened the French Citroen car
Pat Dowling, Christie advertising manager, is driving to Hollywood. The car
is to be used in comedies.

EDITH
ROBERTS

The

laugh

picture

you’ve

waited

for

!

A gay

burlesque

of

reformers.

A

GRACE* flapper story MARTHA I

CARLYLE with MATTOX |

an angle as new

as tomorrow’s paper !

J.G.Bachmann
presents

lUv. Belloc
Ldumcles

Directed by
ALBERT KELLEY

Pxefexred
Pictures

iOtt F0ABI0N D/tTmUTOAS-mth-OClM FILM COW
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What Showmen
Are Doing to

Get Business

A phototype survey of current
exhibitor business effort, with
pictures upon the accompany-
ing pages.

NATIONAL GUARDSMEN
COME TO AID OF MUNSON
The Theatre,
Exhibitors Herald:

Enclosed is press matter and several

snapshots of publicity mediums used on
“Behind the Front,” which shattered our
record for box office receipts in the Ten-
torium.

Used two drug store windows, side by
side, one with National Guard equipment,
including a full mounted machine gun, and
the other window war relics and curios

from distant countries gathered by a resi-

dent traveler.

Company M bugler blew bugle call pro-

logue, with captain of Guards addressing
the audience on the meaning of the calls.

Summer house record busted. Machine
gun nest with two gunners set in front

for atmosphere.
Clark Munson,

Director of Publicity, Robey Theatres,

Spencer, W. Va.

FOERSTE SAYS WARNER
FILM GOOD FOR BALLYHOOS
The Theatre,
Exhibitors Herald:

The following is an outline of the pub-
licity and exploitation campaign put on at

this theatre for the Warner Brothers pic-

ture, “Broken Hearts of Hollywood.”

I might say that this picture lends itself

to the sensational and circus exploitation

that will, if followed out judiciously, put
the picture over for an extended run. It

is only necessary to put the picture over
at the start and after that the picture is

of such quality that it will take care of
itself and is bound to build from day to

day.

The campaign was started three weeks
in advance of the showing, being inaugu-
rated with a trailer campaign, calling at-

tention to “The Startling Disclosures of
Hollywood,” “The Truth About Life in the
Film Capital” ,and other wordings along
the sensational or mysterious angle.

One marque sign was devoted to the
following for three weeks prior to the
opening

:

“IT’S COMING SOON—THE TRUTH
ABOUT HOLLYWOOD”
Together with the above the following

marque sign was placed the next week:
“COMING—‘BROKEN HEARTS OF

HOLLYWOOD.’ ”

These two marque signs were allowed to

stand until the opening.

Inasmuch as the picture was to open
on the night before Labor Day and a
good crowd was practically assured for the

Sunday midnight show a great deal of
stress was laid on this performance.

Two weeks before the opening date a
tieup was secured through the Pittsburgh
News Co., for window displays of the edi-

tion of the book in 50 book stores in the
city. Had 50 special window cards printed
for this purpose.

The news companies are very glad to co-
operate and can place window cards on
the book in many more places than you
could individually were you to visit the

various stores. Had 28 special heart cutouts
made on cardboard, 24 inches square, with
grommet holes to permit their being tied

on spare tires of the automobiles of the

members of the orchestra, exchange sales-

men and friends. These were put out two
weeks in advance of the opening and read

:

SEE IT! “BROKEN HEARTS OF
HOLLYWOOD.” THE TRUTH ABOUT
THE FILM CAPITAL OF THE
WORLD ! BEGINNING WITH A MID-
NITE PREVIEW SUNDAY SEPTEM-
BER 5th WARNERS’ STATE THEA-
TREi FIFTH AVE., DOWNTOWN.

Starting with the Tuesday prior to the

opening teaser ads were run in each of
the three afternoon papers, each of the

days up to and including Saturday. The
space used was H inch on two columns
and inasmuch as the Pittsburgh papers
carry a “legit” ad section to the regular

ad section these ads were placed in the

“legit” section. In this way we were able

to get over extra stories in the papers in

addition to our quota of regular readers
and specials.

On the Wednesday prior to the opening
I secured 20 of the downtown newsboys,
had them at the theatre at 9:15 at night

and as the shows broke in the other down-
town houses they stopped the crowds com-
ing out with their cries of “EXTRA—THE
TRUTH ABOUT HOLLYWOOD” and
distributed 10,000 heralds in about 20 min-
utes. The crowds ate them up, even stop-

ping to read them on the sidewalks after

the supply was exhausted. The set of

stills on this picture provides many good
photos for the Sunday pictorial sections of

the newspapers. One of these was planted
with The Press and was run the day before
the opening.

On Saturday 10,000 small red hearts

were distributed by a crew of men and were
placed on the windshields of automobiles

parked on the streets and in parking sta-

tions and parking garages in the down-

town section. It was my idea at first to

have them distributed by girls on the down-
town street corners, but on second thought
believed that they would be thrown away
immediately, while if placed on the cars

they had a chance of being left there and
read by others than those in the cars.

This proved to be the case and due to their

size and their novelty they were left for

all the time since placed in a very notice-

able number of cases.

Four thousand more of the special news
heralds were put out to the theatre crowds
on Saturday night. In some cities arrange-
ments may be made to insert these heralds
in the daily papers.

* * *

Warner Brothers’ portable radio broad-
casting station, the 6XBR, arrived in this

city on the day following the Sunday mid-
night show opening and was a great help

in bringing in the crowd from the street and
getting over announcements on this par-

ticular. The Sunday midnight opening
was the greatest opening I have had in

this theatre since I started running mid-
night shows and was accorded the great-

est ovation since “The Sea Beast.” Mon-
day’s business proved to be in excess of
the total admissions for the first Monday
of “The Sea Beast.”

I personally believe that this picture has
much greater exploitation possibilities and
should prove a greater box-office picture

than “The Sea Beast.”

Several stunts which ought to get over
in some cities, but with me failed to get
into the newspapers are the planting of
either a few men’s clothes or women’s
clothes on the shore of a lake or river to-

gether with a note indicating that the per-

son has “ended all” on account of being
“BROKEN HEARTED” and with some
address in Hollywood. I tried it with both
a man and a woman’s clothes, but believe

the papers and police smelled a rat on ac-

count of the previous publicity on the title

of the picture. I would suggest therefore

that this be used before you break the

name of the picture in any advertising.

Might also add that it is well to be very
careful that the police don’t find out who
planted the clothes, as the guilty one is

liable to see the inside of the jail tem-
porarily.—H. W. Foerste, Warners’ State

Theatre, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Thomas Floats Big

Banner for Sills Film
Taking a hint from some of the largest

theatres in the East, Manager M. B.
Thomas, of the Capitol theatre, Nashville,

flaunted in connection with the showing of
First National’s big feature “Puppets,”
starring Milton Sills, the biggest advertis-

ing banner ever seen in this city. The
banner measured 45 feet by 20 feet and
was stretched from the top of the marquee
to the second story of the theatre building.

Jack Wright who owns and operates the Peoples theatre. Port Arthur, Tex., reports that he succeeded well with the above
exploitation among stunts he used for the Universal film “Rolling Home.” The ice and coal company received good men-
tion as well as the film.
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Lefty Flynn, star of F. B. O.’s “Bull of the

Campus,” is a guitar-strummer, too. He
is freelancing now.

Star’s Name
Biggest Factor

( Continued from page 55)

Type of picture 50 per cent; star 25 per cent;
producing company 25 per cent.

Willits, Cal., Majestic Theatre:
For my type of patronage must have action.
Do not want society or costume pictures at all.

Portland, Ore., Arthur V. Hele, Traepers Egyp-
tian Theatre:

Story. Stars. Direction.

Ozona, Texas, Ozona Theatre:
The star first then the kind of vehicle the star
is to be in some stars are for one class and
other stars for other classes.

Pickins, S. Dak., Alexander Theatre:
The popularity of the story.

Omaha, Texas, S. G. Fry:
Title, author, and cast. People care nothing
about the director nor the producers as a whole.

Anita, Iowa, W. Biggs:
I use press sheet, also look up exhibitors com-
ments.

Grinnell, Iowa, W. A. Wart:
Star and story.

Clinton, S. C., N. E. Frank:
Previous reputation of stars. In fact the way
pictures are being sold this year your judgment
is, here’s hoping they will.

Calumet, Mich., J. D. Cuddehy, Calumet-Royal
Theatre

:

Producers record, for new product. Exhibitors
reports and other reports on pictures bought
late.

Thornton, Ark., Airdome Theatre:
Exhibitor reports and reasonable (fair) prices.
No producer has all the good ones.

Caldwell, Kans., C. S. Watson, Electric Theatre:
The story. The stars. The director. A good
American story well done.

Center, N. D., Legion Theatre:
Action appeal. If from a good book, how does
the book go over with the reading public.

Dallas, Tex., Palace & Circle Colored Theatres:
Star. Story. Producer.

Harrison, Ark., D. F.. Fitton, Lyric Theatre:
Star and story. Stage successes mean little

to the small town. Popular book stories have
good drawing power, and as a rule satisfy.

Cogswell, N. Dak., C. A. Jordan, Opera House:
Star of big factor. Well known books help
the box office.

Tyler, Minn., Bascom and Nielson:
(1) Cleanliness

;
(2) Story. (3) Stars and

author. (4) Directing and reports.
Graham, Texas., M. W. Larmour, National Thea-

tre :

1. Distributor.. 2. Star. 3. Nature of story.
4. Its advertising possibilities for the publicity
behind it.

Spokane, Wash., J. Wallendn, Ritz Theatre:
Past performance of the same or like subjects
or star.

Pleasanton, Nebr., H. C. Mauler, Liberty Theatre:
This depends on the class of people shown to.

I must demand action above all for mine.
Razor, Texas., A. K. Haynes, Community Thea-

tre Co.

:

On the actors, the ones that I know don’t
make rotten pictures.

Raymond, Wash., Floyd Henry, Strand Theatre:
Good picture. Title. No sex or high society.
Clean animal, and sea pictures are nearly always
good at box office also railroad pictures.

Canaioharie, N. Y., James V. Chest, Capitol
Theatre

:

Chief element is entertaining qualities.

Cabot, Vt., G. B. Orne:
Star. Type. (Western, action, society.) Title.

Author.

Oakland, Calif., Chimes Theatre:
The story. The star and the director. Nothing
observed one way or the other. Do not believe
color photography means anything to the public.

Cresco, Iowa, Cresco Theatre, Fred Hinds:
Author. Title. Novelty of themes. Past
reputation of producer. Cast.

Alma, Mich., C. A. Miller, Strand Theatre:
Since the advent of block booking, the reputa-
tion of the producing company.

“Patrons Don’t Know Photography”
Although exhibitors admit their pa-

trons are as yet poorly educated regard-
ing photography in motion pictures
several have stated that newsreels are
a big factor in demonstrating the value
of good photography.

The question answered below is “In
what pictures has photography played
a determining part in either improving
or detracting from a picture?”
Buhl, Idaho, C. C. Voeller, Fox Theatre:

Detracting: “Bat,” “Cobra,” “Spook Ranch,”
“Phantom of the Opera.” Improving: “Merry-
Widow,” “Enchanted Hill,” “Midshipman.”

Broadlands, 111., H. K. Allen, American Legion
Theatre

:

“Ten Commandments,” “Wanderer,” “Wanderer
of Wasteland.”

Homer, 111., C. V. Burkhardt, Pastime Theatre:
Too deep for me.

Lake Forest, 111., Lake Forest Academy Theatre:
Very large percentage.

Eldora, Iowa, L. F. Wolcott, Grand Theatre:
Most clearly in my mind is the beautiful colored
scenes in “Ten Commandments” which were a

real help. Photography in all lines has shown
a great improvement in the last few years.

Kalamazoo, Mich., P. C. Schram, Orpheum Thea-
tre :

Can’t recall any particular picture.

L’Anse, Mich., Grobaski Bros., New Mazda Thea-
tre:

Colored film helps put over a poor picture.

Associated Exhibitors production all too dark.

Mason, Mich., R. Adams, Pastime Theatre:
Thousands of ’em. “The Black Pirate” is the
latest outstanding example of good photography.
Dark photography has ruined many a good
picture for my people; don’t see so much of it

now.
Ft. Worth, Tex., Isis Theatre:
Some material color helps any picture.

Muncie, Ind., Leonard S. Sower, Strand Theatre:
Variety.

Winchester, Ind., Will H. Brenner, Cozy Theatre:
I do not recall any such ones at this time.

Monroe, Iowa, Jas. A. McChesney, Monroe Thea-
tre :

“Vanishing American,” improved. “Brave-
heart.”

Barnesville, Ga., The Mildred Theatre:
Can’t call to mind any right now, but good
photography is a big factor. Bad photography
does not make customers, but has a tendency
to drive away.

Union City, Ind., R. S. Wenger, Miami Theatre:
Good photography helps

;
poor detracts in any

picture.
Greenfield, 111., Opera House:
Our patrons do not seem to appreciate the
photography.

Macon, Mo., G. C. Craddock, Grand Theatre:
“Ten Commandments” improving. “Lost
World” improving, and several others.

Warrensburg, Mo., R. M. Shelton, Star Theatre:
Westerns.

Tyler, Texas, Arcadia Amusement Co.:
Do not recall any.

Warren, Ark., H. D. Wharton, Pastime Theatre:
“American Venus.” “The Ten Commandments.”

Dickinson, N. Dak., O. O. Troyer, Rialto Thea-
tre:

Very seldom is photography mentioned here.

The producer should get the best he can all

the time.
Durango, Colo., Gem Theatre:

All technicolor subjects stimulate box office.

Fredericktown, Mo., A. H. Ghost, Gem Theatre:
First National best. Fox. Vitagraph poorest.

Cancliff, Sask., Canada, C. A. MacDonald, I. O.
O. F. Theatre:’

“Covered Wagon,” “Irene,” for improvement.
McCook, Neb., Glass, McCook Amusement Co.:
“Ten Commandments,” improved.

Valley, Nebr., C. E. Byars, Valley Theatre:
Colored photography in “Ten Commandments,”
“Irene,” “Beverly of Graustark,” “Merry
Widow,” improved pictures greatly.

Lincoln, Kans., Ray W. Musselman:
Outdoor pictures.

Syracuse, Neb., Gunther & Metzger, Palace Thea-
tre :

“Ten Commandments,” “Irene,” “Pretty
Ladies.”

Barnard, Mo., R. J. Cook, Barnard Theatre:
1 think dark scenes or night scenes in lots of
pictures are detracting from pictures. I think
that the original colors in “Wanderer of the
Wasteland” helped this picture wonderfully.

Chandler, Okla., Odeon Theatre:
Quite a number has been improved by the
judicious use of natural color.

Colome, S. Dak., Colome Theatre:
“Irene” colorful scene adds much to this
show. “Hell Bent For Heaven” a few bum
shots detract from this otherwise fair picture.

White Salmon, Wash., C. T. Dewey, Dewey Thea-
tre :

Some of the pictures in technicolor are so im-
proved. Good clear photography in any pic-
ture is an asset.

Cersailles, Mo., T. Gordon Phillin, Royal Theatre:
“Lost World” “Ten Commandments,” and
others where unusual effects are required, are
very much improved by the excellent pho-
tography.

Scio, Ore., John Wesely:
If the photography is clear, it does not play
but a very small part, some of the new pho-
tography as a rule is a failure.

Elnora, Ind., Palace Theatre:
“Ten Commandments.” Monte Carlo “Sea
Hawk.”

Watervliet, Mich., Wa-Pa-Co Theatre:
“Ten Commandments,” “King on Main St,”
“The Live Wire,” and most any picture where
the natural colors are used, people seem to like

the natural colors.
Gresham, Neb., A. L. Clem, Opera House:
It plays a big part in all pictures.

St. Joseph, Mo., Edward J. Peska, Sun Theatres:
Any picture.

Niles Center, Ills., Niles Center Theatre:
Action and comedy pictures preferable.

Fall River, Mass., C. H. Ross, Bijou Theatre:
In “Variety” surely a big improvement.

Denbo, Penna., Reliance Coke & Furnace Co.:
Outside of occasional technicolor, don’t think
this is a factor to any but a highly critical

audience, as long of course as there are no
glaring faults in photography, such as flat,

blurred or dark scenes.
Lodi, Wis., Albert R. Weis, Shallows Theatre:
The green photography in the “Ten Command-
ments,” did not appeal to my audience. They
do not like to see it in any pictures.

Norwalk, Ohio, ^Moose Theatre:
Technicolor, improving such “Wanderer of the

Wasteland,” “Beverly of Graustark.”
Oakville, Ont Canada, Gregory Theatre:
“The Ten Commandments” improving.

Johnson, Neb.. Pastime Theatre:
Cannot recall any at present.

Ravanna, Mo., Clate Cox, Community Theatre:
I cannot give any special instances but have
had some good pictures injured by poor prints,

etc.

Chanute, Kans., A. S. Kane Jr, Peoples Theatre:
None that I know of.

Willow City, N. Dak., J. S. Anderson, Palace
Theatre

:

Too deep for me.
Soldier, Kans., Mayer Shoyer:

Can’t name offhand.
Wilson, Okla., Ferris M. Thompson, Thompson

& Empress Theatre

:

Fox has improved. Have noticed several have
films that have sprockets cut wrong that make
buckeling and bad photography.

Cherokee. Kans., J. H. Tharp, Crescent Theatre:
No definite picture in mind. Paramount pho-
tography seems to be about the best.

Hartford, Kan., Gem Theatre:
Photography should be good in all, can’t say
as for above.

Farmersville, Tex., Raymond F. Cornes:
Can’t recall any answer for above.

Buffalo, Okla., Fred L. Berry, Buffalo Theatre:
Too many to enumerate.

Cambridge, Neb., E. J. Sherleurne, Electric Thea-
tre :

Every picture.
Kokomo, Ind., F. H. Sumner, Paramount and

Grand Theatres:
Good photography is a valuable asset to any
picture and vice versa.

Eddyville, Iowa, W. A. Forrey, Home Theatre:
Improving.

Easley, S. C., Arnirstead, Lyric Theatre:
I do not recall at present, but a few are too
dark, most of them are fair.

Midland, Pa., Robt Lloyd, State Theatre:
Photography plays a part in all pictures. It

can make or break.
New Philadelphia, Ohio, Strand Theatre:

I have none in particular except, too much at

the beginning of every picture. Outside of
maker, Producer, the rest is the bunk.

Chapleau Ont, Canada., V. Crichton, Regent
Theatre

:

Hard to say.
F. L. Clarke, M & Cozy theatre, Hazen, Ark:
Photographv is bad in some pictures but aver-

ages very good and seldom do I have any com-
plaint on this score.

Texan Theatre, Roaring Springs, Tex:
Photography was detrimental to “Light of the
Western Stars” while it improved “The Ten
Commandments.”

R. G. Leuzinger, Carthage Theatre, Carthage,
South Dakota:

“The Ten Commandments.”
H. G. Isbell, Kiowa, Col., De Luxe and Casino

theatres

:

“The Lost World.”
F. J. O’Hara. Elgin. Neb:
“When A Man’s A Man” was improved. “The
Signal Tower” it detracted.

M. J. Black, Bijou theatre, Waverly, 111

:

Too much technique detracts. Beautiful land-
scapes are always liked.

Ralph R. Gribble, Grand Theatre, New Hamburg,
Canada

:

“The Thief of B'agdad” and “The Ten Com-
mandments” were made by the photography.
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Lyric theatre, Oxford, Miss., R. X. Williams, Jr.,
Mgr:

I do not remember the title but several Mae
Murray and Gloria Swanson pictures were
ruined by the closeup of the stars being
blurred.

E. J. Callahan, Auditorium Theatre, Crockett,
Tex

:

If you mean good photography—we don’t be-
lieve it ever did anything but lend improve-
ment and charm to a picture. The other kind
is its own answer.

Shapiro Theatre, Mt. Union, Pa:
‘‘Irene,” “Ten Commandments.” The part
beautifully colored.

C. C. Johnson, Amuse-U Theatre, Melville:
East Lynne by Fox. Our patrons do not
like costume pictures but this picture due to
its wonderfully fine photography was well re-
ceived.

E. J. House, Oasis theatre, Marion, N. C:
Good photography always helps—especially out-
door scenes.

Colby, Wis., Rex theatre:
“Zander the Great,” M-G-M production is the
only one of late where poor photography hurts
picture to some extent. It is noticeable that
pictures are made better by larger companies
in this respect of late than they were a few
years back.

Aberdeen, Miss., Temple Theatre:
Can’t recall any particular pictures.

Wildwood, N. J., Hunts Theatres, Inc:
Cannot say.

Abilene, Kans., H. J. Thacher, Lyric Theatre:
Do not recall either.

Huron, So. Dak., Bijou Theatre:
Don t recall any that have been poor.

Luckerman, Ark., Chas. G. Lawrence, Star Thea-
tre :

I cannot recall just what pictures in reference
to above.

St. Louis, Mo., Virginia Theatre:
None that I can recall but I delight in a
photoplay that has good photography.

Issaquah, Wash., Jahus Srunsherg:
Photography is No. 2 with my audiences of
course the clearer, the better.

Albertville, Ala., Marshall County Enterprise,
Inc., Princess, Rialto & Cosmo Theatre:

I cannot give names just at this moment, but
had photography have hurt our business in
many instances. Yes, numerous.

Granville, N. Y., Vincent Dailey, Pembey Thea-
tre :

The opening titles of “The Home Maker” and
Combat.’*

Sumner, Iowa, Coas Opera House

:

Have none in mind.
Grinnell, Iowa, W. A. Wart:
None that I recall.

Omaha, Texas, S. G. Fry:
“The Limited Mail, “The Sea Beast.”

Pickins, S. Dak., Alexander Theatre:
Can’t say.

Ozona, Texas. Ozona Theatre:
All about the same photography do not count
as much as the thing “photographed.”

Sullivan, IlL, R. B. Maxwell, Illinois Theatre:
Improving. “Never the Twain:” “The Bar-
rier:” “Iron Horse:” “Merry Widow.”

Federalsburg, Md., Temple Theatre:
“Ten Commandments:” Phantom of Opera.”

Malalla, Oregon, Lyric Theatre.
“The Ten Commandments.” Good.

Hillsboro, Ind., H. J. Harris, Sunshine Theatre:
“The Ten Commandments:” “The Covered
Wagon:” “The Isle of Retribution:” “A Son
of Her Father:” "The Mine With an Iron
Door.

Davenport, Iowa, H. S. Tasu

:

Must have action. Most to be found in the
open.

Boston, Mass., New Cobb Theatre:
Photography has improved.

Chicago, 111., H. C. Miller, Ambassador Theatre:
None that I can recall. Naturally they expect
it good. Pathe News has held up on pho-
tography I believe.

Erskine, Minn., Ness & Ophus, Star Theatre:
“The Ten Commandments.” When colored
photography was a distinct improvement.

Foley, Minn., Henry Bettendorf, Opera House:
“Ten Commandments,” “Lost World,” “Hunch-
back of Notre Dame,” “Sea Hawk,” “Feet of
Clay.”

Wayne, Nebr., Elmer E. Gailey, Crystal Theatre:
Wanderers of Wasteland,” “Ten Command-

ments,” “Covered Wagon,” “Irene” etc. “Sally,
Irene and Mary” very poor; others too numer-
ous to mention.

Hill, N. H., Harold Woodward, Woodward Thea-
tre :

“The Enchanted Hill” and “America.”
Selma, N. C., C. Harper, Whiteway Theatre:
Outdoor pictures.

Kingston, Ohio, M. A. Shepard, High School
Theatre

:

Have not kept record of pictures either way.
Some good ones: “Sporting Life,” “Pretty
Ladies,” “The Wanderers,” “Ten Command-
ments.”

Atoka, Okla., Geo. Marlow, Washington Theatre:
Don’t recall just the pictures now.

Greenville, S. C., Ed. C. Curdts, Bijou Theatre:
Photography is absolutely essential, have seen
lots of good pictures spoiled by rotten and poor
photography.

Cooledge, Texas, L. A. Suttle, Star Theatre:
“Vanishing American.”

Idalou, Texas, O. B. Daniel, Palace Theatre:
The technicolor in “Wild Oranges” improved
or added to the picture.

Chewelah, Wash., R. H. Hattrup, Empress Thea-
tre :

Western pictures with Crown scenic background.
A Grand Canyon : Colored photography detracts
as “Wanderer of Wasteland.”

Rainelle, W. Va., R. C. Raine, Pioneer Theatre:
Technicolor.

Eagle River, Wis., N. M. Emmons, Eagle
Theatre

:

Don’t believe any does.
Elk Mound, Wis., Lloyd S. Howe, American

Legion Post 37

:

The photography in “Mike,” “Keeper of the
Bees” and “His Secretary” was very good.

Neillsville, Wis., Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags Thea-
tre :

“The Ten Commandments.” The majority of
pictures have fine photography, but nothing
of such a special nature as to cause one to
remember it especially.

Oshkosh, Wis., R. K. Mosiman, Rex Theatre Co.

:

Good clear photography is what is wanted in
picture.

Dallas, Texas, C. R. McHenry, Rosewin Theatre:
Several but can’t give names now.

St. Ignace, Mich., Chas. Kynoch & Co.:
Photography terrible in “Cobra”; ruined the
picture. Remarkable in “Ten Commandments.”

Glasco, Kans., W. A. Hillhouse, Lyric Theatre:
Zane Grey pictures. Curwood pictures and
many others.

Covington, Ohio, Allen C. Poe, Favorite Theatre:
I have noted no difference.

Russell, Kans., Main Street Theatre:
The photography in “The Ten Commandments”
was a wonderful help to the picture.

Isabel, Kans., L. R. Ledou, Home Town Air-
dome :

I believe color work an improvement—“Amer-
ican Venus,” “Ten Commandments.”

Tularosa, N. Mex., A. P. Sitton, Jr., Muse U
Theatre

:

“King of Wild Horses,” “The Passion Play.”
Decatur, 111., Jim Wallace, Lincoln Square Thea-

tre :

Paramount photography leads all.

Louisville, Miss., Frank Glick, Fox Theatre:
Warner Bros., First National., Famous-Players
nearlv alwavs good.

Greenville, Mich., Bert Silver, Silver Family
Theatre

:

Can’t answer this.

Dallas, Tex., Rialto Theatre:
“The Lost World” is the only picture in my
theatre knowledge that was “made” by good
photography.

Oakland, Cal., New Piedmont Theatre:
Bad photography in double exposure in “Steel
Preferred.”

Itasca, Texas, Pastime Theatre:
I am rather new in business and mv opinion
is that if exhibitors make money they think
pictures good and if he does not, he thinks it’s

bad.
Paoli, Ind., E. M. Biddle, Strand Theatre:
Too manv to list in this space.

Nashville, Mich., Star Theatre:
Can’t say.

Broadhead, Wis., Dorlyn Theatre:
Improving “Phantom of The Opera.” Detract-
ing “The Freshman.”

Kingston, W. Va., Moonlight Theatre:
Can’t recall any.

Kimball, So. Dak., Roval Theatre:
“Merrv Widow:” “Phantom of The Opera:”
“Wanderer of Wasteland:” “Ten Command-
ments,” because of Natural colors photography.

Montpelier, Idaho, H. Rich, Rich Theatre:
Rudolph Valentino picture “Cobra” photogra-
phy bad. People do not like His hazy pho-
tograph v. Make it sharp and lighting good.

Victor, Mont., Adam Hornung, Victor Opera
House.

Had not made a notation to this effect so
don’t remember.

Danborn, N. Dak., J. E. Vernon, Community
Theatre:

“The Ten Commandments.”
Walla Walla, Wash., Edwin R. Riva, Strand

Theatre:
Tom Mix in “The Deadwood Coach.” Pho-
tography always helps the entertainment value,
however enter where is a secondary considera-
tion.

DeOueen, Ark., Grand Theatre:
All good except don’t like dark prints. “Ten
Commandments” and “Ancient Mariner” re-

ceived best comments as tQ beauty,
lightning.

Humboldt. Ia., Franke:
“Wild Justice:” “Annie Rooney:” Very poor

Minot, N. Dak.. Orpheum Theatre:
“The Vanishing American” contained many
beautiful scenes.

Halstead, Kansas, The Ideal Theatre:
Westerns.

Velva, N. Dak., A. C. Russell, Iris Theatre:
None.

Cabot, Vt., G. B. Orne:
Improved in “Ten Commandments,” “The
Midshipman.” “Wanderer of Wasteland.” De-
tracted in “Lost World.”

Cornell, Wis., Mrs. J. G. Heywood, Lyric Thea-
tre:

“Irene.”
Wyoming, 111., Marion F. Bodwell, Paramount

Theatre

:

“Wanderer of the Wasteland” “Irene” “Phan-
tom of the Opera” “The Ten Commandments.”

Kenneth Harlan, appearing opposite
Colleen Moore, First National star in

“Twinkletoes,” is a great dog fancier.

So is Mrs. Harlan, otherwise known as

Marie Prevost. They are holding two
of Ken’s valuable dogs.

Nazareth, Pa., C. A. Anglemire, “Y” Theatre:
“Cobra” had the poorest photography and with
the story killed the show for us.

Canajoharie, N. Y., James V. Chest, Capitol
Theatre

:

(Detracting). “Wander of the Wasteland.”
(Improving.) “Pretty Ladies.” “Irene” “Ten
Commandments.”

Laurel Springs, N. J., J. T. ORourke, Laurel
Theatre

:

“Ten Commandments.” (Red Sea shot.)

Lake View, la., Wilcox-Miller, Lake View Thea-
tre :

The Technicolor in “Irene” made it one of the
outstanding hits at our Theatre.

Maple Rapids, Mich., Elmo Theatre:
“Romola” is a striking example of a super-
special being spoilt by poor photography.

Cambridge, N. Y., Victory Theatre:
The Public are slow in finding improvements
made in pictures by Photography, that is in

the small town’s, but they are being educated
by the News Service.

Hamilton, Mo., Auditorium Theatre:
“Irene” improved.

Sanborn, la., Anna C. Jacobson, Princess Thea-
tre:

“Ten Commandments,” “White Desert.”

Philadelphia, Pa., Robert Kessler, Benn Thea-
tre :

“Ten Commandments.”
Oakland, Calif., Chimes Theatre:
Nothing observed one way or the other. Do
not believe color photography means anything
to the public.

Bedford, Penna., H. R. Cromwell, Bedford Thea-
tre :

It killed “Thief of Bagdad” for me. Too dark.

In general people prefer light photography in

my audiences.

Ann Arbor, Mich., Rae

:

In bringing a wider perspective of nature and
making the story appear natural “The Lost
World” “Over The Hill,” “Sea Plawk.”

Tacoma, Wash., Louis J. Perunko, Sunset Thea-
tre :

The “Ten Commandments”—improving in it.

Marfa, Texas, Gustav Raeksdo, Opera House:
“Ten Commandments” and “Irene.”

Cresco, Iowa, Cresco Theatre, Fred Hinds:
All Paramount pictures. They screen better

than any other brand.
Libertyville, 111., C. McDonough, Auditorium

Theatre

:

In “The Lost Battalion” the photography
killed the picture. “The Ten Commandments”
the photography helps put the picture over.

Alma, Mich., C. A. Miller, Strand Theatre:
“Mantrap” “Ten Commandments” “Empty
Hands” “B’raveheart” “American Venus.” All

bettered by fine photography.
Patriot, Inc., Wm. Martin, New Patriot Theatre:
“Ten Commandments,” “Frivolous Sal,” “Lost
World,” “Peter Pan.”

Chadwick, 111., Grand Theatre:
Good, clear photography is all that we need
to make a pleasing picture.

Bellaire, Ohio, Ben L. Morris, Temple Theatre:
None. Practically all the photography is what
it should be. Have had kicks on the color
sequences and could not see that they have
helped.

Canton, Tex., E. M. Marshell, Royal Theatre:
“Ten Commandments” “American Venus,” two
or three more not much.

Big Lake, Texas, W. L. Cornell:
All pictures with colored photography detracts
from putting on good projection if used very
much before I get it.

Swanson Signs Keith
(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Sept. 28.—Gloria Swan-
son has signed Ian Keith for a role

in her first United Artists picture.
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THIS department contains news, information and gossip on current productions. It aims to supply
service which will assist the exhibitor in keeping in touch with developments in connection with

pictures and picture personalities—and what these are doing at the box office. No prophecies on the
entertainment value of pictures are made. Opinions expressed are simply those of the author or of
his contributors and the reader is requested to consider them only as such.—EDITOR’S NOTE.

T HIS is exactly the season for such a

motion picture as “The Campus Flirt”

and “The Campus Flirt” is exactly the pic-

ture for such a season. Further, Bebe Dan-

iels is exactly the young woman to imper-

sonate the titular character and James Hall

is exactly the young man to appear opposite

her in the same. All things considered,

therefore, “The Campus Flirt” is just about

right.

“The Campus Flirt” is a sort of feminine

“One Minute to Play,” a collegiate picture

with not too much attempt at drama, etc.,

and it completes the parallel by enlistment

of Charles W. Paddock to enact himself in

the story. Mr. Paddock’s name in the lights

may not do what Mr. Grange’s name is ex-

pected to do, although it may, but the pic-

tures would be okay if the track star’s role

were played by John Smith or even the well

known Joe Blow. Incidentally, Mr. Paddock

should be mentioned as the other-than-Red-

Grange athlete who turns out to be at least

as good a film actor as most of the men who
professionalize the celluloid without pre-

viously attaining other fame. (Mr. Tunney

has not been seen by this reporter as yet.)

In the picture, Bebe Daniels enters col-

lege as a snob and learns what’s wrong with

that idea by more or less bitter experience.

She ultimately goes in for track and figures

as expected in the big meet, but the bulk of

entertainment is spread out evenly in form

of comedy with slight dramatic ballast dur-

ing the footage preceding the meet. Miss

Daniels, in this section, reveals swimming

ability as surprising as that exhibited by

Norma Shearer in “The Waning Sex.” There

is an odd sort of satisfaction in seeing the

more established stars toss off these acquatic

stunts since Miss Ederle beat the channel.

It seems to set them up a peg or two in the

human scale.

Young Mr. Hall is new to these eyes and

welcome. He does a first rate job of nice-

young-man, not the easiest job in studioland

by several. The present picture also owes

a number of laughs to El Brendel, the odd

fellow who had custody of the duck in “You
Never Know Women,” and his unique per-

sonality should be counted among the assets

of other Paramount productions.

Clarence Badger, whose directorial con-

sistency is one of the relatively unsung gems
of picture history, did the megaphoning in-

volved. As invariably, the veteran runs off

the events in proper sequence and with prop-

erly increasing emphasis. The result is a

mighty nice little chunk of fillum.

This Week
“The Campus Flirt”

“Mantrap”

Vitaphone

“Hold That Lion”

“Battling Butler”

“3 Bad Men”

“Thru Thick and Thin”

THE individual intrudes here to submit

a problem. It is the practice of this re-

porter to see various motion pictures during

the week and sit down of a Saturday morn-

ing to write notes about them. Some four

weeks ago he saw “Mantrap,” of which he

had read considerable and heard more. He
regarded the picture highly. But on Satur-

day morning of that week he completely

forgot to say anything about it and the thing

stayed forgotten until this minute, when

comment on “The Campus Flirt” in some

obscure way recalled the other picture. No
prizes are offered for satisfactory solutions

of this problem and the mistaken person

bold enough to suggest advancing decrepi-

tude will be vigorously ignored. However

—

“Mantrap” is at least as good a picture

as they said it was, they being the people

who wrote and talked about it before and

since it broke upon Chicago screens. It

is, as so many have said, the best work of

Clara Bow. Adding representative efforts

by Percy Marmont and Ernest Torrence, not

to mention a dozen or more other very

adequate players who step in and out of the

picture at intervals, the thing rates about a

thousand percent as regards performance.

But it isn’t just a performance picture. It’s

a first rate modern story without the over-

tones and undertones encountered in most

fiction of the moment. The folks it con-

cerns are very real folks and its ending is

natural without being sentimentally cock-

eyed.

Why an otherwise well and earnestly dis-

posed chronicler of pictorial occurrences

should see so good a picture as “Mantrap”

and then quite forget to write anything

about it is and no doubt shall remain a

mystery. In case you have the Sherlock

complex and should choose to speculate

upon the matter, be informed in advance

that your first three guesses are incorrect.

Otherwise the problem, naturally, would

not be submitted.

WITH the confession that your volun-

tary representative saw but one pic-

ture last week, matters of great personal mo-

ment intervening, he will append hereto the

written observation of other “Herald” men
who have contributed the same for your

perusal. Each is signed by its writer.—T. O.

SERVICE.

J
UST before starting for McVickers thea-

tre, last Wednesday night, to get my first

look at Vitaphone, I glanced over the sum-

mary of Chicago newspaper reviews appear-

ing in the September 25 HERALD. Marie

Armstrong Hecht of the “Journal” was quot-

ed as saying: “Perfect synchronization!

The old story of the rustic who saw a giraffe

and announced ‘there ain’t no such animal’

recalls our feelings.”

A few minutes later, comfortably seated

at McVickers, I watched Will H. Hays walk

out onto the screen and open his lips.

Words came! I was astounded. Perfect

synchronization! The old story of the rus-

tic who saw a giraffe and announced “there

ain’t no such animal” recalls my feelings.

I had known all about Vitaphone. I knew
the characters on the screen talked. I knew
Will Hays was to appear and what his speech

was to be. Yet, I was astounded. Knowing
what is to happen usually takes the edge

off of anything. But not so with this won-

derful new invention. You have either heard

it and seen it, or you haven’t the least con-

ception of what it is.

And when you have heard and seen it,

you are still baffled. The performance is

not perfect. The illusion is not complete.

Yet even the lay mind can see that the big

step has been taken—only improvements re-

main to be made. You wonder where it

will lead to. Is it to be a new art? Is it

to supplant what we know at present as sim-

ply motion pictures?

So far as synchronizing the musical score,

with the feature picture “Don Juan,” perfec-

tion has practically been reached.

Anyone in any capacity in the motion
picture industry, who does not see Vita-

phone just as early as possible, is permit-
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Francis Corby directed “Her Ambition”
with Bartine Burkett, A1 Alt, Art
Rowlands, Dorothy Vernon and Frank
Earl in the cast. This Universal pro-
duction is the last Stern Brothers
release of the current season.

ting himself to drop behind in the proces-

sion.

To attempt to separate “Don Juan” from

its Vitaphone accompaniment for the pur-

pose of analysis would be impractical. I

thoroughly enjoyed the performance. Ev-

eryone around me did. At least thirty crit-

ics after watching Barrymore have warned

Doug Fairbanks to watch his laurels. So it

will be unnecessary for me to add that

phrase.

Vitaphone was the most astonishing but

not the only enjoyable evening spent at

theatres during the last week. I had the

pleasure of seeing in rather rapid succession

“Battling Butler,” with Buster Keaton,

“Hold That Lion,” with Douglas MacLean,

and “3 Bad Men,” the epic Fox has pro-

duced. I thoroughly enjoyed all three, al-

though they not only did not have Vita-

phone with them but, in the theatres I at-

tended, not very good orchestras.

“3 Bad Men,” of course, should not be

classed with the two light comedies. It is

one of the screen’s masterpieces, which will

probably be reissued from time to time for

years to come. And deservedly so.

“Battling Butler” is a series of gags with

Keaton at his best, but not much of a story

connecting the laughs. “Hold That Lion”
is another of the familiar type of story in

“The Hottentot” and “Going Up.” Neither

will be preserved at Washington, but each
makes the tired business man a little less

tired and the rest of the family positively

hilarious.—EDWIN S. CLIFFORD.

ce rT'' HRU THICK AND THIN” struck

me as being too thin as to story and

too thick in execution, if you will pardon a

reversion to the cheapest form of expression,

i.e., punning. It didn’t ring true, somehow,
hut that may have been due in part to the

Woman Foils Robbers;
Three Captives Freed

(Special to the Herald)

ST. LOUIS, Sept. 28.—Mrs.
Stella Miller foiled two men who
attempted to rob the Webster
theatre, which is in the same
building as her living quarters.
From a window she saw the

men break a rear window of the
theatre. She yelled at them and
they Bed. She then went down-
stairs to investigate and on the
front pavement was confronted by
one of the men who pointed a

pistol at her, ordering her to re-
turn to her own hallway. Two
pedestrians were held up by the
other robber, and the bandits
started to march Mrs. Miller and
the two others up the starway to
the Miller apartment. One of the
robbers accidentally discharged
his pistol, the bullet narrowly
missing Mrs. Miller. Fearing the
shot would atract the police, the
robbers fled.

constant irritation caused by what seemed to

be almost an effort on the part of the oper-

ator to make a slow-motion picture out of a

supposedly fast action semi-Westem. One
was almost tempted to believe the intent was

to spread it out so thin as to make a com-

plete program out of the one picture.

William Fairbanks as “The Hawk of the

Secret Service” was the center of action, of

course, but how can one judge for oneself

the percentage of success in the role when
the reels are run at a faulty speed?

The greatest difficulty seemed in the story

and directing, however. Why, in the name
of logic, should the hero and three villains

writhe and battle through hundreds of feet

of film without a shot being fired by the

Red Grange, Mary McAllister and
“King Tut” in “One Minute to Play,”
an F. B. O. special. This production,
Grange’s first starring vehicle, was
given a private preview at the Times
Square Theatre, and won commenda-
tion.

Buster Keaton directed “Battling But-
ler,” from which these scenes are
taken, for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
This is Keaton’s newest film with
Sally O’Neil opposite him. The story
was adapted by Paul Gerard Smith,
Albert Boasberg and Charles Smith.

smugglers after they had made several pro-

miscuous jammings of pistol barrels through

coat pockets in preliminary scenes? Why
should a couple of cheap crooks of the

American underworld recognize “The
Hawk” instantly in one of the first scenes,

while their “master mind” across the border

apparently is given no warning and even

nonchalantly takes him on as a bouncer in

his brothel, though his makeup is practically

the same as in the first case? Why should

the hero be able to pommel his three foes

mercilessly for a time in the first of their

rough-and-tumbles and then suddenly be

knocked out, without the deciding blow be-

ing shown?

Nor does the denouement carry much
weight. The heroine’s father, who has been

hobnobbing with the crooks, suddenly is re-

vealed as a Secret Service man himself. And
it is not quite conceivable that the father

would take his daughter with him to the

Mexican dive.

The fact that Fred Thomson’s director, B.

Reeves Eason, who did such good work in

“Lone Hand Saunders,” also handled this

Gotham picture makes this writer feel that

the story is the cause of the incongruous

results in this melodrama. One redeeming

feature is the flashing of a series of land-

scapes as a part of the chase at the climax.

The hero is speeding to intercept the smug-

glers who have captured the girl by a ruse.

The idea of showing the reducing of the

separating distance by glimpses of the two

autos and the shifting background is good—
until it is overdone.

But back to the first statement. Perhaps

most of the contortion of the picture is

traceable back to the operator.—ERNEST
A. ROVELSTAD.
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Bess Flowers in a scene from “Laddie,”
the F. B. O. production directed by J.

Leo Meehan.

Laddie
Distributor

:

F. B. 0.

Producer: F. B. 0.

Length: Undetermined
DIRECTOR JAMES LEO MEEHAN
Cameraman Allen Siegler

PLAYERS
Laddie John Bowers
Pamela Pryor Bess Flowers
Robert Paget Theodore Van Eltz
Shelly Stanton Eugenia Gilbert
Paul Stanton David Torrence
Mrs. Stanton.... Eulalie Jensen
Mahlon Pryor Arthur Clayton
Mrs. Pryor Fanny Midgley
Candace Aggie Herring
Little Sister Gene Stratton
Leon John Fox, Jr.

TYPE: Romantic drama.
THEME: Love and triumph of youth.
LOCALE: Farm in the Middle West.
TIME: The present.

STORY: The Stantons, pioneers in

the Ohio country, go to the city. Laddie
remains. He is in love with the daugh-
ter of their wealthy neighbors, who
adopts her parents’ attitude of condes-
cension toward his family. Little by lit-

tle’ she appreciates their worth under
the influence of Little Sister. Mean-
time, one of the Stanton girls who has
gone to the city, meets a lawyer and
they fall in love. Under mysterious cir-

cumstances he is compelled to leave her.
Heartbroken she returns home. The rea-

son for the Pryors’ isolation is that their
only son has been falsely accused of
theft in England, and his father has
threatened to kill him. The Stanton girl

hears from her former sweetheart who
announces his return to America and his

willingness to marry her. The Pryor
butler recognizes him as the son of the
Pryor house. The father dashes on
horseback toward the Stanton home, but
his daughter runs to warn her brother.
Dramatic occurrences serve to brash
away the doubt and fears and bring the
two love stories to a happy and fitting

ending.

HIGHLIGHTS: Boy’s love for
•wealthy girl ... Her family’s scorn for

him . . . Their acceptance of him in their

family . . . Disappearance of his sister’s

sweetheart . . . His return . . . Scene
in which sister’s sweetheart is found
to be brother to boy’s sweetheart . . .

Father’s oath to kill son who has been
falsely accused . . . Scene in which two
fathers meet each other with guns . . .

The happy ending.

Flashing Fangs
Distributor

:

F. B. 0.
Producer: F. B. 0.

Length: Undetermined
DIRECTOR HENRY McCARTHY

PLAYERS
Ranger Himself
Dan Emory Robert Ramsey
Bessie Lang Lotus Thompson
Red Saunders Eddy Chandler
Andrew Lang Clark Comstock
Jane Ada May Vaughn
Sheriff George Rehms
Baby Mary Dow

TYPE: Dog drama.
THEME: Redemption and love.

LOCALE: An American town in the
Sierras.

TIME: The present.

STORY : An owner of a mining claim
saves a dog from death at the hands of

a cruel master. The man, injured by a
mine explosion, sends the dog for help.

The daughter of a Scotch farmer inter-

prets the dog’s actions and sends a doc-

tor to the mine. The dog’s mate is

bought by a tourist, but the dog frees

her. The man strikes ore and the dog’s

former master tries to steal the claim.

Foiled, he vows vengeance. He later

kills the Scotchman. The man, intoxi-

cated after celebrating his finding of the

ore, is found with the body and arrested.

The daughter believes he is innocent and
has the dog trace the murderer. She is

captured but writes a note which the dog
takes to town as the mob is about to

hang the man. The dog gets back to

the cabin in time to save the girl and
the man and the posse complete the job.

HIGHLIGHTS : Scene in which man
saves dog . . . Love of man for girl . . .

Scene in which dog rescues his mate

Look It Up in

“New Pictures”
I find that reports on new pictures

are beneficial in providing informa-

tion so that pictures can be set on
somewhere near the correct dates. I

have been subscribing to a New York
newspaper, but it has gradually

changed to a “horse race” paper so

that it is not as efficient as it should

or could be.

E. C. POTTER,
Firemen’s Theatre,

New Hampton, la.

Scene from “The Unfair Sex,” and As-
sociated "Exhibitors production with
Hope Hampton, Holbrook Blinn, Nita
Naldi and Walter Miller in the cast.

Henri Diamant-Berger directed this pic-
ture which was photographed by Alfred

Ortlieb.

. . . Finding of ore ... The fight . . .

The murder . . . Scene in which mob
threatens to lynch man . . . Capture of
girl . . . Scene in which dog races
through woods with note saving man
. . . His tirpely arrival and rescue of girl.

The Unfair Sex
Distributor

:

Associated Exhibitors
Producer: Associated Exhibitors

Length: Undetermined
DIRECTOR

HENRY DIAMANT-BERGER
Cameraman Alfred Ortlieb

PLAYERS
Shirley Chamberlain Hope Hampton
Don Calvert Holbrook Blinn
Blanchita D’Acost Nita Naldi
William Emerson Walter Miller

TYPE: Romantic drama.
THEME: Fight for love.

LOCALE: New York City.

TIME: The present.
STORY : A girl and boy, who have

grown up together, announce their en-
gagement. At the party is a stranger
who learns that the boy is to spend a
year establishing himself in New York
before the marriage. He asks the boy
to look him up on coming to the city.

On arriving there the boy telephones the
man. The latter arranges for him to
meet the star of a revue, and the boy
becomes infatuated with her. When the
adventurer sees he is hopelessly involved
he telegraphs the girl to come. He ex-
plains that the only way to win her
sweetheart is to play with himself, and
arouse the boy’s jealousy. Several ex-
citing incidents occur before the adven-
turer’s partner, in a rage of jealousy,

takes the boy to the apartment in time
to save his sweetheart and her jewels.

HIGHLIGHTS : The engagement
party . . . Boy’s meeting with star of

revue . . . His infatuation for her . . .

Sweetheart’s arrival . . . Plotting of
adventurer . . . Night club scene . . .

Jealousy of star of revue . . . Rescue
of girl and jewels by boy.
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New Picture Publication Dates
A Week-to-Week Summary of Facts and Figures Pertain-

ing to New Picture Product Offered the Theatre Booker

Title Producer Distributor Length

WEEK OF SEPTEMBER 5th

Flashing Fangs F. B. O. F. B. o. 4804
3 Bad Men Fox Fox 8710
The Clinging Vine Cecil B. DeMille P-D-C 6420
Lost at Sea Romantic Comedy Tiffany 6400
The Waning Sex Metro Metro 6025

WEEK OF SEPTEMBER 12th

Nell Gwyn Paramount Paramount 6800
Variety Paramount Paramount 7804
The Successful Candidate Pathe Pathe 2 reels

(The Fighting Marine, Chap. 1)
A Buggv Ride Fables Pathe 2/3 reels
The Fourth Alarm Hal Roach Pathe 2 reels
The Devil Horse Hal Roach Pathe 6 reels
The High Hand Leo Maloney Pathe 6 reels
Pathe Review No. 37 Pathe Pathe 1 reel

Topics of the Day No. 37 Timely Films Pathe 1/3 reel

Pathe News No. 76 Pathe Pathe 1 reel

Pathe News No. 77 Pathe Pathe 1 reel

The Marriage Clause Jewel Pathe 8 reels

Jane’s Inheritance Stern Bros. Pathe 2 reels

Egged On Charley Bowers F. B. O. 1967
Alice Charms the Fish Winkler Pictures F. B. O. 1 reel

Going the Limit F. B. O. F. B. O. 4612
Where There’s a Bill F. B. O. F. B. O. 2 reels

(Bill Grimm’s Progress No. 1)
Where There’s a Bill F. B. O. F. B. O. 2 reels

Chicken Chaser M. J. Winkler F. B. O. 1 reel
The Speeding Venus Metropolitan Pictures P-D-C 5560
The Midnight Kiss Fox Fox 5025
Fools Of Fashion Tiffany Tiffany 7200

WEEK OF SEPTEMBER 19th

You Never Know Women Paramount Paramount 6064
The Fighting Marine, Chap. 2 Path* Pathe 2 reels

The Charleston Queen Fables Pathe 2/3 reel
Bromo and Juliet Hal Roach Pathe 2 reels

Smith’s Landlord Mack Sennett Pathe 2 reels

Bull's-Eyes Grantland Rice Pathe 1 reel

Pathe Review 38 Pathe Pathe 1 reel

Topics of the Dry 38 Timely Films Pathe 1/3 reel

Pathe News 78 Pathe Pathe 1 reel

Pathe News 79 Pathe Pathe 1 reel

Gigolo Cecil B. DeMille P-D-C 7290
The Ridin’ Rascal Blue Streak Western Universal 5 reels

Newlyweds Quarantined Stern Bros. Universal 2 reels

Take It from Me Denny Productions Universal 7 reels

Alice’s Monkey Business M. J. Winkler F. B. O. 1 reel
Galloping Ghosts Joe Rock F. B. O. 2 reels
Hair-Trigger Baxter F. B. O. F. B. O. 4785
Battling Buttler Metro Metro 6970

WEEK OF SEPTEMBER 26th

The Last of His Face F. B. O. F. B. O. 2 reefs

East is Best M. J. Winkler F. B. O. 1 reel

Hold That Lion! Paramount Paramount 5811
Forlorn River Paramount Paramount 5992
Almost A Lady P-D-C P-D-C 5725
The Texas Streak Jewel Universal 7 reels
Love’s Hurdle Stern Bros. Universal 2 reels

Blarney Metro Metro 6169

WEEK OF OCTOBER 3rd

Whatnots Curiosities Educational 1 reel

A Typical Tropical Sky Bruce Scenic Novelty Educational 1 reel

Pink Elephants Mermaid Comedy Educational 2 reefs

Felix The Cat Hunts the Hunter Bijou Educational 1 reel

Lone Hand Saunders F. B. O. F. B. O. 5447
He Done His Best Whirlwind F. B. O. 1894
Alice In The Woolly West Winkler F. B. O. 1 reel

Kid Boots Paramount Paramount 5650
The Campus Flirt Paramount Paramount 6702
Risky Business Cecil B. DeMille P-D-C 6594

WEEK OF OCTOBER 10th

Hold Still Chrfstie Educational 2 reels

The Humdinger Tuxedo Educational 2 reels

Plumb Goofy Cameo Educational 1 reel

Cut Price Glory Life Cartoons Educational 1 reel

When A Man’s A Fan F. B. O. F. B. O. 1893
No. 3 Krazy Kat Winkler F. B. O. 1 reel

La Boheme M-G-M M-C M 8530
Entombed No. 5 Pathe Pathe 2 reels

The Road House Fables Pathe 2/3 reel

Pathe Review No. 41 Pathe Pathe 1 reel

Topics of the Day No. 41 Timely Pathe 1/3 reel

Pathe News No. 84 Pathe Pathe 1 reel

Pathe News No. 85 Pathe Pathe 1 reel

Journey of the Israelites Holyland Pathe 1 reel

Young April Cecil B. DeMille P-D-C 6858
The Runaway Express Jewel Universal 6 reels

When Bonita Rode Mus'ang Western Universal 2 reels

Olga’s Boatman Bluebird Universal 1 reel

Which Is Which Stern Bros. Universal 2 reels

FOX NEWS NO. 101
HORSE SHOW “THRILL DAY” ATTRACTS
THOUSANDS TO SEE NATION’S FINEST
JUMPERS TRY FOR NEW HIGH RECORDS.

ABD-EL-KRIM, CAPTURED MOROCCAN REBEL
LEADER, STARTS WITH HIS NINE WIVES TO
EXILE IN THE FAR EAST.

U. S. TENNIS STARS WIN DAVIS CUP SEV-
ENTH TIME AS RICHARDS AND WILLIAMS
DEFEAT FRENCH TEAM.

TO THE SHRILL OF BAGPIPES CLANS OF THE
HIGHLANDS GATHER IN KILTED REGALIA
FOR COWAL FIELD GAMES.

MOST ANCIENT CEREMONY' IN WORLD MARKS
NILE’S YEARLY OVERFLOW PROMISING
PLENTIFUL CROP.

KING OF ITALY AND ARMY STAFF ATTEND
DEDICATION OF WAR MEMORIAL HIGH IN
THE VENETIAN ALPS.

TEXAS ELECTS FIRST WOMAN SENATOR. MISS
MARGIE NEAL ATTENDING DEMOCRATIC CON-
VENTION.

GEORGIA TECH'S FAMOUS FOOTBALL TEAM,
THE GOLDEN TORNADO, STARTS PRACTICE
FOR 1026 GRIDIRON SEASON.

5TH ANNIVERSARY OF SAN FRANCISCO-LOS
ANGELES RAILROAD IS HAILED BY “WED-
DING OF THE RAILS.”

SCAPE FLOW, SON OF MAN O’ WAR, WINS
S77.000 AND 2-YEAR-OLD SUPREMACY IN
FUTURITY.

HOW THE CHIEF EXECUTIVE FORGETS CARES
OF STATE IN CAMP IN THE ADIRONDACKS.

NORMA SMALLWOOD OF TULSA WINS TITLE
OF MISS AMERICA IN CONTEST WITH NA-
TION’S BEAUTIES.

COUNTRY’S MOST GRACEFUL AND DARING
DIVERS THRILL SPECTATORS IN EXHIBITION
AT “OLD SWIMMING HOLE.”

KINOGRAMS NO. 5224
RELAY TEAM CONQUERS CATALINA CHANNEL.

FIFTEEN MEN AND WOMEN ACCOMPLISH
FIRST SUCCESSFUL SWIM TO AVALON BAY.

LACOSTE BEATS BOROTRA FOR U. S. TENNIS
TITLE. FOR FIRST TIME IN GAME’S HIS-
TORY TWO FOREIGNERS MEET IN FINAL.

25.000 AT STATE FAIR SEE PRIZE CATTLE OF
WEST PASS IN REVIEW AS COAST HOLDS
MILLION DOLLAR STOCK PARADE.

MIDGET TROUPE BRINGS CHARLESTON EPI-
DEMIC TO BERLIN WITH DIRE RESULTS AS
IT SPREADS TO ANIMAL WORLD.

PROHIBITION OFFICERS CAPTURE GIANT STILL
IN EVERGLADES SWAMP AND DESTROY 5,000
GALLONS.

POOR SHEPHERD, DEAD 500 YEARS, REMEM-
BERED. POOR JESTER SALAUN DE FOLL
HONORED IN RELIGIOUS RITES AT LES-
NEVEN, FRANCE.

RATHE NEWS NO. 77
BOBBY JONES SETS PACE IN NATIONAL AMA-
TEUR GOLF TOURNEY. DEFENDING CHAM-
PION OUTPLAYS FIELD OF 144 BY SHOOT-
ING BELOW PAR.

VENICE HOLDS HISTORICAL REGATTA. HUN-
DREDS OF DECORATED CRAFT JOIN IN PRO-
CESSION ALONG THE GRAND CANAL.

CROWN PRINCE WILHELM VISITS GREAT BER-
LIN AIRPORT. ARRIVES BY AIRPLANE AND
MINGLES WITH SPECTATORS AT TEMPLE-
HOFER FIELD.

CAPT. RENE FONCK, FRENCH WAR ACE, COM-
MANDS GREAT ALL-METAL AIRPLANE TO
LINK NEW YORK AND PARIS WITH NON-
STOP FLIGHT.

PATHE NEWS NO. 78
RENE LACOSTE OF FRANCE WINS NATIONAL
TENNIS CHAMPIONSHIP. U. S. LOSES LAST
CHANCE TO RETAIN CROWN WHEN BOROTRA
BEATS RICHARDS.

NEW REVOLUTION OVERTHROWS GOVERNMENT
IN ATHENS. GREECE. CONDYLIS LEADS SUC-
CESSFUL REVOLT AGAINST FORMER DICTA-
TOR PANGALOS.

CLAVIER AND ISLAMOFF ARE BURNED TO
DEATH AS FONCK AND CURTIN ESCAPE
WHEN PLANE CATCHES FIRE BEFORE LEAV-
ING GROUND FOR NEW YORK-PARIS FLIGHT.

*

INTERNATIONAL NEWS
NO. 76

FINAL TEST FLIGHT SHOWS HUGE CRAFT IN
READINESS FOR NON-STOP JOURNEY ACROSS
THE ATLANTIC.

ROYAL REGATTA OPENS VENICE CARNIVAL
SEASON. HUNDREDS OF GONDOLAS IN GAY
ARRAY ON THE GRAND CANAL.

QUAINT GRIST MILL OF YE OLDEN DAYS RUNS
AGAIN. FORD RESTORES A NEW ENGLAND
INSTITUTION WITH PICTURESQUE RESULTS.

STRAW HAT SEASON’S END BRINGS JOY TO
ZOO FOLKS. EVER KNOW THAT LIONS AND
TIGERS LIKE SHREDDED HAY?

RELENTLESS SURF SMASHING MILLION-DOLLAR
HOTEL. WINDSWEPT BREAKERS UNDERMINE
BEACH STRUCTURE AT LONG BEACH, N. Y.
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WILDEST OF RODEOS JUST ONE FLOP AFTER
ANOTHER. BRONCHOS ON RAMPAGE AT
NORTHWEST’S ANNUAL ROUND-UP.

DEMPSEY AND TUNNEY READY FOR CHAM-
PIONSHIP BATTLE. EXPERTS PRONOUNCE
TITLE-HOLDER FIT AS TRAINING DRAWS TO
CLOSE.

*

INTERNATIONAL NEWS
NO. 77

AMERICAN TENNIS CROWN CAPTURED BY
FRENCH STAR. LACOSTE AND BOROTRA.
BOTH FROM FRANCE, FIGHT IT OUT FOR
CHAMPIONSHIP.

LOOK OUT! HERE COMES A FLYING DRAGON.
IT’S JUST A 100-FT. KITE, THE BIGGEST
EVER CONSTRUCTED.

POPE PIUS ACCEPTS MOTOR CAR TO REPLACE
HIS ANCIENT (IORSECAB FROM PEOPLE OF
MILAN WHERE HE WAS BORN.

PRESIDENT AND MRS. COOLIDGE END THEIR
VACATION IN ADIRONDACKS AND ARE
CHEERED BY THRONGS ON WAY HOME.

GEORGE MICHEL OF FRANCE WHO MADE
CHANNEL SWIM IN’ 11 HOURS. 5 MINUTES,
OVER TWO HOURS UNDER PREVIOUS TIME.

Eugene O’Brien and Jean Hersholt are

seen in “Flames.” This production was
directed by Lewis H. Mooraaw. Alfred
A. Cohn is responsible for the story and
the scenario, while King Gray and H. H.

Brownell were the cameramen.

Flames
Distributor

:

Associated Exhibitors

Producer: Associated Exhibitors

Length: Undetermined
DIRECTOR LEWIS H. MOOMAW
Cameramen. ...King Gray; H. H. Brownell

PLAYERS
Herbert Landis Eugene O’Brien

Anne Travers Virginia Valli

Ole Bergson Jean Hersholt

Hilary Fenton Bryant Washburn
Mrs. Edgerton Cissie Fitzgerald

James Travers George Nichols

Black Blanchette Boris Karloff

TYPE: Melodrama of the Northwest.

THEME: Two men in love with one
girl.

LOCALE: The American Northwest.

TIME: The present.

STORY : Feeling that his bunkmate is

showing poor spirit by stepping out of

the picture -when the girl of his choice

shows a preference for his rival, a pal

tried to play the role of Cupid. He dis-

guises as a notorious bandit, abducts the

lady, leaving a note for his friend to

come and rescue her at a deserted cabin.

The real bandit happens to be in hiding

in that very cabin, and there is a gen-
eral free-for-all when he makes his pres-

ence known. A raging forest fire breaks
out and after many exciting incidents

the hero saves the girl and wins her for

himself.

HIGHLIGHTS : Bunkmate’s decision

to be Cupid ... The abduction . . .

Forest £re scenes . . . Appearance of
the real bandit ... The rescue.

Look It Up in

“New Pictures”
Index to “Herald” Files by

Title, Date and Page

Almost A Lady
Amateur Gentleman, The
Bachelor Brides
Bat, The
Bear Cats
Beau Geste
Beauty a la Mud
Better Man, The
Big Show, The
Bigger Than Barnum’s
Black Paradise —
Born to the West
Broadway Gallant, The
Bromo and Juliet

Brown Derby, The
Chase Yourself
Christine of the Big Tops
Clinging Vine, The—
College Boob, The
Collegiate
Cow's Kimona, The
Cowboy Cop, The
Creeps
Daffy Dill, The
Dancing Days
Dead Line, The
Dangerous Friends
Devil Horse, The
Devil’s Dice
Devil's Gulch, The—
Dice Woman, The
Dippy Tar, A
Doubling With Danger
Duchess of Buffalo, The.
Dummy Love
Early to Wed
Earth Woman, The
Ella Cinders
Eve’s Leaves
Excess Baggage
Fighting Boob, The
Fine Manners
Flame of the Argentine
Flame of the Yukon, The
Fools of Fashion
Footloose Widows
Forever After
Forlorn River
Fresh Faces - -

Gentle Cyclone -

Gigolo
Gigolo
Gilded Highway, The
Gimme Strength
Glenister of the Mounted
Going Crazy
Golden Web, The
Great Deception, The
Greater Glory, The
Hard Boiled
Hearts and Spangles
Hell Bent fer Heaven
Hell's Four Hundred
Her Honor the Governor
Here Comes Charlie
His Private Life
Hitchin’ Up
Flonest Injun -

Ice Cold Cocos
Imposter, The
Into Her Kingdom—*

Isle of Retribution, The
It Must Be Love -

It’s the Old Army Game
Jade Cup, The
Jolly Tars -

Kiki -

King of the Pack, The
Kiss Papa
Lew Tyler’s Wives
Long Fliv the King
Lost at Sea
Love Magic
Mantrap —
Masquerade Bandit, The
Meet the Prince
Men of the Night
Millionaire Policeman, The
Miss Nobody -

Mister Wife
Move Along —
Mr. Cinderella
Mulhall's Great Catch
My Kid
Night Cry, The
North Star
Nothing Matters
One Minute to Play
Only Way, The
Palm Beach Girl, The
Pals First

Papa’s Pest
Paradise
Partners Again, with Potash

Passionate Quest, The
Poor Girl's Romance, A....

Puppets

Sept. 4, P. 91
Aug. 21, 55

May 15, P. 136
June 26, P. 47
May 29, P. 130
July 24, P. 55

Sept. 25, P. 65
July 3, P. 55
June 5, P. 63
Aug. 21, P. 53
July 31, P. 65
May 1, P. 62
May 22, P. 61

Sept. 18, P. 109
June 19, P. 57
July 10, P. 81
Sept. 11, P. 59
Aug. 28, P. 58
Sept. 4, P. 91
Sept. 4, P. 90

June 19, P. 55
Aug. 7, P. 81

June 19, P. 55
Aug. 21, P. 53

Sept. 18, P. 109
July 24, P. 58

Sept. 25. P. 67
May 15, P. 137

Aug. 7, P. 79
Aug. 28, P. 58
July 17, P. 57

Sept. 25. P. 65
Aug. 7, P. 81
Aug. 7, P. 79

Aug. 28, P. 58
May 29, P. 130
May 22, P. 62
June 12, P. 98
June 26, P. 47
Aug. 7, P. 79
May 1, P. 62
May 22, P. 61
Sept. 4, P. 92

July 31, P. 64
Sept. 11, P. 59

- June 26, P. 45
Sept. 25, P. 65

Aug. 7, P. 80
May 8, P. 129
July 31, P. 65
July 24, P. 56

Sept. 25, P. 67
May 8, P. 130
May 22, P. 61
June 12, P. 97
May 29, P. 130
May 15, P. 138
July 17. P. 57
May 15, P. 136
June 26, P. 45
June 12, P. 97
July 10, P. 79
May 15, P. 137
Aug. 28, P. 59
July 10, P. 82
May 29, P. 129

July 3, P. 53
July 17, P. 57
June 19, P. 57
May 1, P. 62

July 24, P. 55
May 22, P. 62
Sept. 11, P. 59
May 1, P. 63

June 19, P. 57
Sept. 4, P. 90
May 1, P. 62

Aug. 21, P. 55
Aug. 21, P. 55
July 10, P. 79
June 19, P. 55

- Sept. 4, P. 90
June 12, P. 98
May 29, P. 131
June 26, P. 45
Aug. 7, P. 81

July 17, P. 57
May 1, P. 64

June 19, P. 57
July 31, P. 64
Aug. 21. P. 54
May 8, P. 129
July 24, P. 58

Sept. 18, P. 110
May 8, P. 130
May 8, P. 130
June 26, P. 47

Sept. 18, P. 109
July 10, P. 82
May 1, P. 63

July 10, P. 79
June 5, P. 63
Sept. 4, P. 90

and Perlmutter

—

July 3, P. 53
July 24, P. 58
June 5, P. 63

June 12, P. 97

Racing Blood
Ranson's Folly —
Risky Business
Romance of a Million Dollars,
Sandy
Sap, The
Satan Town
Savage, The
Say It Again...
Sea Beast, The
Sea Wolf, The
Senor Daredevil
Seventh Bandit, The
Shamrock Handicap, The
Shipwrecked
Shore Shy
Show Off, The
Sign of the Claw, The
Silence
Silent Power, The
Skyrocket, The
Social Highwayman, The
Solid Gold
Son of the Sheik
Sparrows
Speed Limit, The
Speeding Venus, The
Sporting Lover, The
Still Alarm
Strong Man, The
Subway Sadie -
Sunny Side Up
Sweet Daddies -
That Model From Paris
Three Weeks in Paris

Thrilling Youth
Through Thick and Thin
Thundering Fleas
Till We Eat Again
Tin Ghost, The
Tin Gods
Tony Runs Wild
Trip to Chinatown, A
Twisted Triggers
Two Can Play -

Two Gun Man, The
Unknown Soldier, The
Unknown Treasures
Up in Mabel’s Room
Uppercuts
Valley of Bravery, The
Vision, The -

When Love Grows Cold
Who Hit Me
Who’s My Wife?
Who’s Who
Why Girls Go Back Home
Wilderness Woman, The.
Wise Guy, The
You’d Be Surprised
Young April

June 26, P. 46
May 29, P. 129
Sept. 18, P. 109

The—Aug. 14, P. 52
May 1, P. 62

May 22, P. 63
Aug. 14, P. 52
June 5, P. 64

May 1 5, P. 138
May 15, P. 136
July 31, P. 64
June 26, P. 47
May 8, P. 131
May 8, P. 128
July 3, P. 54
May 8, P. 129
Sept. 4, P. 91

May 29, P. 130
June 5, P. 64
Aug. 28, P. 59
May 8, P. 128
June 12, P. 98
Aug. 21, P. 53
July 3, P. 55

June 26, P. 47
July 31, P. 64
Aug. 14, P. 52

May 29, P. 130
May 22, P. 62
Sept. 11, P. 59
July 31, P. 65
July 31, P. 64
May 29, P. 129
Sept. 11, P. 59
May 15, P. 137

May 1, P. 62
July 3, P. 54
July 3, P. 53

June 19, P. 55
May 1, P. 63

July 17, P. 57
June 12, P.99
May 22, P. 61

Sept. 25, F. 65
May 8, P. 129
July 10, P. 79
June 19, P. 55
July 10, P. 81
July 3, P. 53

Sept. 25. .P 67
June 12, P. 98
June 26, P. 45
May 8, P. 130
Aug. 7, P. 81

July 10, P. 80
Aug. 28. P. 59

May 15, P. 137
May 22, P. 62
June 5, P. 64
Aug. 14, P. 52
Aug. 28, P. 60

The Bonanza Buckaroo
Distributor: Associated Exhibitors

Producer: Associated Exhibitors

Length: Undetermined
DIRECTOR RICHARD THORPE

PLAYERS
Bill Merritt Buffalo Bill, Jr.

Cleo Gordon Judy King

Chewin’ Charlie Harry Todd
Andrew Gordon Lafe McKee
Mrs. Andrew Gordon Winifred Landis

Carney A1 Taylor

Fraction Jack Charles Whitaker

Spike Dutch Maley

The Maid Emily Barrye

The Sheriff Bill Ryno

TYPE: Western comedy melodrama.

THEME: Romantic love.

LOCALE: An American Western town.

TIME: The present.

STORY: A young Westerner and his

humorous pal break into society when
they save a society matron’s life by

stopping a runaway automobile. The
Westerner meets the daughter and goes

after her heart and hand. Her father

tells him the girl cannot marry a poor

man. The boy proceeds to become rich

by putting over a mine deal on the old

man himself, finally winning the girl.

HIGHLIGHTS : Stunt horsemanship

. . . Rescue of society matron . . . West-
erner’s meeting with daughter . . .

Father’s declaration . . . Scene in which
Westerner overhears secretary’s plot

.... Scene in which he stakes claim

. . . Fight scene on site of claim . . .

Scene in which father bids for property.
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PDREDf PERSONAL
KANSAS CITY
KANSAS CITY, MO.,—Kenton Frank-

line, who has been in charge of exploita-

tion for the Newman and Royal, Para-
mount houses, has been made advertising

manager at the Newman, while William
Jacobs, who has been in charge of adver-

tising at both houses, will direct the ad-

vertising at the Royal, the changes coming
as a result of the policy of long run at-

tractions at the Royal. . . . Among the

out-of-town exhibitors in the Kansas City

territory this week were : Mark T. Wil-
son, People’s theatre, Chanute, Kas.

;
Mrs.

C. A. Whitney, Ottawa, Kas.; G. L. Rugg,
Atchinson, Kas.

; S'. E. Wilhoit, Spring-

field, Mo., Walter Wallace, Orpheum,
Leavenworth, Kas., . . . Officials of the

M. P. T. O. Kansas-Missouri are watch-
ing with interest the outcome of a re-

cent purchase of motion picture equip-

ment by the rural high schools of Sub-
lette and Moscow, Kas. The exhibitor

organization has no objection to motion
pictures in schools as purely educational
aid, but when the pictures are used as

entertainment, as has been done in the

past, it is there that the line is drawn.
. . . Milton H. Feld, former managing
director of the Newman and Royal thea-

tres, Kansas City, but now with Publix,

was in Kansas City this week making ar-

rangements for the installation of Publix’

new entertainment plan at the Newman.
. . . Manuel Slmre has been appointed

as house manager of the Royal here. It

will be Mr. Shure’s first venture into the

film game. . . . The Neely, Dighton,

Kas., has been opened by C. R. Neely.

. . . R. C. Buxton has disposed of his

interests in the Strand theatre, McCracken,
Kas. . . . George E. Planck has re-

signed as manager of Universal’s Sedalia

to accept a position in the publicity depart-

ment of Publix Theatres.

DENVER
DENVER, COLO.—J. C. Jenkins, field

representative of Exhibitors Herald,
spent two days here visiting exchange
managers and exhibitors. Mr. Jenkins

soon made many friends and the boys were
sorry to see him leave. . . . Chas.

Klein of the Black Hills Amusement Com-
pany chain in South Dakota arrived here

and says the Orpheum in Sheridan, Wyo.,
one of his chain, is now completely re-

modeled and ready for business. . . .

Kenneth Hodkinson, district manager for

United Artists, is in Denver visiting Jack
Krum, local branch manager. . . . H.
W. Braly, manager of Famous Players, has
left on a sales trip to southern Colorado
and New Mexico. . . . Exhibitors vis-

iting Denver during the past week were
Frank Emery, Parco theatre, Parco, Wyo.

;

Max Kravetz, America theatre, Ft. Collins,

Colo.
;

Henry Waterman, Big Springs,

Neb.; D. Swanson, Lamar, Colo.; Al G.

Diez, Rialto and Isis theatres of Boulder,
Colo.; Ed Schoelkopih of Idaho Springs,
Colo.

;
D. D. Purcell, Cortez, Colo.

;
and

Thomas Kirby, Elks theatre, Worland.

Wyo. . . . Sidney Weisbaum, manager
of F. B. O., spent the week in the vicinity

of Grand Junction, Colo., on a sales trip.

. . . Eugene Gerbase, Associated Ex-
hibitors manager, left for a three weeks
sales trip into the southern part of the

Denver territory. . . . Harry Nolan,
owner of a chain of theatres here and
original franchise holder of First National
Pictures, Inc., left for New York City to

attend the annual meeting of First Na-
tional stockholders. . . . Managers of

the American, Bums, and Rialto thea-
tres of Colorado Springs, Colo., will

have a hearing on their appeal from the
Magistrate’s Court where each were
fined $200 and costs for violating a blue
ordinance which prohibited amusements
on Sunday for pay. The three managers
a month ago opened their doors to the
general public charging no admission
but took up a collection. The police
magistrate said taking a collection was
receiving pay. The managers appealed
and continued to run on Sunday but
without the collection. . . Tom Love,
veteran Wyoming exhibitor operating in

Hanna, Winton, Reliance and Superior has
left by motor to New York City to vaca-

tion for the next six weeks. . . .

James Hommel of the Central Theatres
chain of theatres left for New York City

last week on a business trip.

MILWA UKEE
MILWAUKEE, WIS.—A. E. Fair, presi-

dent and general manager of the Universal
Chain Theatrical Enterprises, visited Mil-

waukee during the past week and made a
tour of inspection of the newly acquired

group of theatres. . . . S. H. Abrams,
manager of the local F. B. O. exchange, has
just returned from a business trip that took
him to all the key towns in the territory.

. . . Thomas Saxe, head of Saxe Amuse-
ment Enterprise, had as his guests at the

Wisconsin theatre during the past week 700

Marquette University Freshmen. . . .

Walter Hickey, who was formerly con-

nected with Warner Brothers, has just re-

turned to Milwaukee from Miami, Florida.

. . . George Hannan, of the Grand, Green
Bay, Wis., visited a number of the local

exchange offices during the last week. . . .

Carl Cohn, exhibitor at Waupaca, Wis., is

reported on the road to recovery following

an appendicitis operation. . . . Les Hoad-
ley, new organist at the Wisconsin, is now
being featured with Arthur Richter, who is

also organist at the Wisconsin, on the

weekly organ programs over WHAD. . . .

Jack Yore, who operates two theatres in

Beaver Dam, Wis., was a recent caller at

the Milwaukee exchange offices. . . . Ru-
dolph Kuehn, house manager of the Alham-
bra, who has been seriously ill for the past

few weeks, has shown a decided improve-
ment and is expected to be back on the job

within the next week or ten days. . . .

Ed Wiseman, manager of the Educational
exchange in Milwaukee, is making a trip

through the territory. ... Joe Levinson,

manager of the Princess, has announced a

bigger and better program for the coming
year. The orchestra has been enlarged and

will be known as Johnnie Lang and His
Seven Syncopators. Victor Mayes has been
engaged as organist. . . . The returns of
the Dempsey-Tunney fight was broadcast at

the Wisconsin on the night of the fight.

The broadcasting was carried on during the
program. . . . Henry Stickelmaier, man-
ager of the Tower, is meeting with great
success in the young violinists’ contest
which is being conducted every Monday
night at the Tower. . . .

WASHINGTON
WASHINGTON, D. C.—When the wed-

ding party that accompanied Mr. and Mrs.
LeRoy Sherman to New York to witness
their sailing for a four months' tour of
Europe aboard the; S.S. Paris reached New
York the William Fox organization dele-

gated a camera man to make a pictorial

record of everything that occurred from
the arrival of the special train in New
York to the departure of the steamship.
Mrs. Sherman was formerly Mildred A.
Crandall. In compliment to the bride and
to Mr. Crandall, who is a recognized mo-
tion picture exhibitor, the Fox Company
presented the father of the bride with a
full print of the pictures that were taken.

. . . John J. Payette, supervisor of the
Stanley-Crandall theatres, made a hurry
trip to New York, returning home in time
to catch the next train for Philadelphia to

witness the Dempsey-Tunney fight. . . .

Rodney H. Collier assumed the duties of

manager of Crandall’s Savoy. . . . Ashley
Abendschein, formerly assistant manager
of Crandall’s Metropolitan, is now in con-

trol of the new Colony.

SALT LAKE
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH.—A new

theatre is reported to be under construction

at Cedar City, Utah. . . . Bishop Thatcher
of Logan, Utah, is an exhibitor visitor at

the local film mart this week. . . . Louis
Strike, who operated the Kinema and Star

of this city, is reported to have found busi-

ness conditions very good in Montana in

regard to the bookings for “The Red Ki-

mona,” for which he has acquired terri-

torial rights. . . . J. A. Epperson is back
to his managerial duties at the local Pathe
office from a swing through southern Utah.

. . . Branch Manager H. Bradley Fish is

leaving the Fox exchange within a few
days for Montana. . . . Clyde Blasius of

the Utah Theatre Supply Company is the

happy father of a new baby girl. . . . Clyde

H. Messinger just returned to his mana-
gerial desk at the Educational office here

from a successful swing throughout the

Idaho country. . . . Peery Brothers, owners
of the Egyptian and Ogden at Ogden, Utah,

attended the Democratic convention, to

which they have been appointed delegates.

. . . Joe Goss, owner of the Orpheum at

Ogden, Utah, is visiting the local film mart
this week. .../.£. Ryan of the Liberty

at Brigham City, Utah, is also attending

to his booking here. . . . The five winners

of the prizes offered locally by the Salt

Lake Telegram in the “Greater Movie Sea-

son” contest were announced a few days
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TC you knew what we know about

J-J this picture you’d put on extra

help, take the lid off the old advertis-

ing appropriation and yell from the

house-tops that here’s one that’s a

bell-ringer that fairly shakes the

steeple.

A story packed with new slants,

suspense that will keep them draw-

ing deep breaths, action and excite-

ment and laughs that will rock the

rafters.

Keep your eye on this boy
Maloney. He knows the good old

audience stuff the way Tiffany

knows a watch.

Story ivritten by

Ford Beebe



Directed, by
EDWARD H.

GRIFFITH

Produced by

MONTY BANKS
ENTERPRISES



A Feature Comedy

The laughingest picture in many a moon.

Spilling over the chuckles, giggles, snorts,

laughs and horse-laughs.

A story that any star would have been
mighty glad to get because it’s sure fire, and
as original as they make them. When you can
get a million laughs and set them off with

high-speed action and a lot of suspense thrown
in, you’ve got an unbeatable combination at

the b.o.

Banks makes money for theatres wherever
he plays. Get yours now with his very greatest

comedy, and one of the greatest you ever saw.

!!



i

The Whole World Is Sport-Mad

Turn This Fact To Your Advantage

Gertrude Ederle swims the Channel, breaks into the headlines

of the world s press, and gets the biggest welcome New York

ever gave anybody. Suzanne Lenglen turns professional and

is a first page story. The Dempsey-Tunney fight is getting

miles of publicity. 1 he newspapers find sports one of the big-

gest circulation builders.

The interest is there. Capitalize on it with the Sportlights,

edited by the country's biggest sports authority. Every num-

ber great.

Produced by John L. Hawkinson

Pafhepicture
TRADE MARK.
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ago. They are : Samuel D. Green, Virginia
Foley, Mrs. H. M. Cummings, Charles Ton-
nesen, and Dorthy Sheperd. . . . C. Mell
Stringham, owner of the Colonial of Og-
den, Utah, is spending a few days here in

the interest of his house. . . . T. M. Chesler,
owner of the Gem and Princess at Bing-
ham, is visiting Film Row getting lined

up for his fall bookings, as is George
Walker of the circuit of theatres in Davis
County, Utah. . . . Jimmie Kelts is still in

the Idaho country and is expected to re-

turn within a few days to his managerial
duties at the local office for Columbia ex-
changes. . . . /. T. Sheffield, owner of the
Columbia Exchanges, is anticipating a visit

to this city within the near future, it is

announced.

ST. LOUIS
ST. LOUIS, MO.—Gus and Louis Kera-

sotas, Springfield, 111., motion picture ex-
hibitors, have started construction on a
new 1000-seat theatre there. The Kera-
sotas boys now operate the Strand and
Savoy theatres in Springfield. . . . The
general contract for the construction of
the $500,000 Missouri Theatre, St. Joseph,
Mo., has been awarded to W. J. Assen-
macher Construction Company, Lincoln,

Nebr., and construction will get under way
immediately. . . . Reisch Investment Com-
pany, owners of the Empress theatre in

Springfield, 111., plan to build a one-story
and basement addition to the theatre. . . .

The Orpheum Circuit has awarded the
general contract for its new theatre,

Omaha, Nebr., to the Thompson-Starrett
Company, Chicago, 111. A. H. Blank Enter-
prises, Des Moines, la., plan to erect a

$50,000 theatre in Chariton, la. Details

have not been decided. . . . Charles J. Good-
win has started construction on his new
theatre on the south side of the court
house square in Bastrop, La. . . . The
Zenith theatre in Shenandoah, la., is to be
remodeled, redecorated and enlarged to

provide 100 additional seats and have a

new stage and dressing room for actors.

. . . Final plans have been prepared by
C. A. Henderson for the new theatre J. B.

Tackett will erect in Coffeyville, Kan. . . .

Jimmy Boyd has sold his Grand, Blythe-
ville, Ark., to Mrs. I. W. Rodgers of Cairo,

111. The Rodgers chain now has houses
in Blytheville, including the Grand, Home
and Gem

;
Cairo, 111. ;

Carbondale, 111.

;

Poplar Bluff, Mo., and Caruthersville, Mo.
. . . John Marlozve, Herrin, 111., has added
the Hurst theatre to his string of Southern
Illinois houses. . . . The Rivoli here passed
under the management of Jules Leventhal
and Charles Goldman. . . . Joe Deshberger
is said to be negotiating for the Washing-
ton theatre in Belleville, 111. . . . “Kosher
Kitty Kelly,” F. B. O.’s Yiddish Shamrock
special, will have its St. Louis premiere at

the Missouri theatre, the largest exclusive
motion picture house in St. Louis. . . .

John Price is again in personal charge of

his various houses in Hannibal, Mo. He
is feeling like his old self once more.

INDIANAPOLIS
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.—F. Wynne-

Jones, managing director of UFA, the lead-
ing motion picture producing and distrib-

uting corporation of Continental Europe,
with Joseph R. Fliesler, director of pub-
licity for the American distribution, was
here in the interests of “Variety,” the UFA
film which is to be exhibited at the Apollo
theatre. ... Ace Berry, general manager
of the Circle theatre, announces the Mon-
day and Friday night programs of the
WFBM broadcasting station in spite of his

theatre activities Detectives have ar-

rested a suspect who is facing a charge of

taking $140 from the Capitol theatre, In-

dianapolis, where he had been employed.
. . . On account of the recent strike of

motion picture operators, the opening of
the new Talbott theatre was postponed a
week but is now running with Harry Mar-
kum as manager. . . . The contract has
been awarded for the construction of a
family theatre at Tenth and Dearborn
streets here. The theatre will be leased

on completion by Robert L. Hudson of

Richmond.

SAN FRANCISCO
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.—Because of

his extra good work in the publicity de-
partment of the Irving theatres, which de-
partment he manages, Ellis Levy has also

been given charge of the Alexandria and
will work in connection with Leon Levy.
. . . Under the direction of Otto C. Kottka,
a German theatre will be established at

California Hall. Both motion pictures and
vaudeville acts from Germany will be
shown. . . . The merchants in the Sunset
district are planning to have a theatre

party when the new Irving theatre will

open there for they are pleased to welcome
the new $250,000 project in their midst. . . .

Bebe Daniels was in the city recently with
James Hall and a company of film players

for the filming of a new picture “Stranded
in Paris.” The docks of San Francisco
were used as “location.” . . . Jackie Coogan
was royally received here when he came
to film some pictures. . . . Douglas McLean
spent a week in the city recently, “hang-
ing around,” so to speak. . . . Jules Wolf
formerly manager of Educational at Los
Angeles, is now on the local sales staff of

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. . . . No matter how
popular Publicity Director Murphy of

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer is, none of the boys
on the Row would believe it when they

were told that he “fasted” on Yom Kippur,

the Day of Atonement. They admitted he

was fast in his work and other things, but

not that “fast.” . . . Thomas D. Van Osten,

secretary of the Allied Amusement Indus-
tries with offices in San Francisco, was
congratulated by the several managers and
executives for the manner in which he

rendered them aid during the strike and
for the manner in which he acted. . . . A.

C. FI. Chamberlin, for many years an ex-

hibitor, has purchased the Lorin and Va-
lona theatres at Crockett. . . . Dorothy
Baker, one of the Publix theatre’s cashiers

and employed at the local California thea-

tre, was recently elected Queen of Lacks-
bur and led the Lacksbur carnival parade.

. . . Sol Lachman of the Reno, Reno, was
a recent visitor. . . . R. Pollack of Calistoga

and M. Wheeler of Willets, were local vis-

itors recently.

ALBANY
ALBANY, N. Y.—Along with his duties

as manager of the Strand in Schenectady,
Frank Learman will now look after affairs

at the Baroli, owned by the same manage-
ment. ... IF. W. Farley, owning and op-
erating theatres in Yonkers, Catskill and
Schnectady, has been named as one of the

delegates to the Democratic State Conven-
tion the latter part of this month. . . .

Betty Feuer is once more doing the honors
at the Crescent in Schenectady, which re-

opened last week, after having been closed

a portion of the summer. . . . Frank Brey-
maier, manager of the VanCurler in Sche-
nectady, announces that he has booked
“Ben Hur” for four days in December. . . .

Steve Boisclair, premier organist at Har-
manus-Bleecker Llall in Albany, is now pre-
siding over the console at the New Mark
Ritz. . . . Charles Sesonske, of Water-
town, added to his string last week when

he took over the Opera House in Lowville,
on a long term lease. , . . Alec Weismann,
local manager for Metro-Goldwyn, was all

smiles this past week, when the Film Board
of Trade placed his exchange on the honor
roll because of general neatness and fire

prevention. . . . Mike Kallet, of Oneida,
is erecting a new 800-seat house in that

city, while his brother, Joe, in Rome, is put-
ting up one that will have 1,800 seats. . . .

A. W. Goodman is to retire from the ex-
hibitor ranks in Utica, and several are after
his theatre, the Orpheum, a residential

house. ... Bob Pierce, of Uion, has been
spending a pretty chunk of money in re-

decorating the Capitol, and will probably
add to his holdings within the next few
weeks. . . . Harry Lazarus is making
plans for a new house in Kingston, and
bids are to be opened at once. . . . Or-
mond Roberts is to become house manager
of the new Eagle theatre in Albany, sched-
uled to open the last of the month. . . .

Henry Grossman, of New York, operating
houses in Hudson, paid his first visit to his

upstate theatres last week, following his

operation for appendicitis, several weeks
ago. . . . Mrs. Samuel Suckno, widow of
one of the pioneer exhibitors in Albany,
has presented a Holy Scroll to the Syna-
gogue in memory of her husband.

OTTA WA
OTTAWA, ONT.—The Russell Thea-

tre, Ottawa, which is controlled by inter-

ests associated with Famous Players Can-
adian Corp., Toronto, has been thoroughly
renovated, a number of structural improve-
ments having been made. . . . Harry
O’Regan, manager of the Francais theatre,

Ottawa, Ontario, has installed the equip-

ment at this theatre for the regular presen-

tation of DeForest Phonofilms as a special

attraction three days of each week. . . .

Clark Brozvn of New York, special repre-

sentative of the Keith-Albee offices, was
here conferring with Manager /. M.
Franklin of B. F. Keith’s theatre relative

to arrangements for the fall season. . . .

Leonard Bishop, former manager of the

Regent, who suffered a serious breakdown
last June, left for California where he will

spend the winter with his mother and other

relatives who reside in Los Angeles. Ray
Tubman is now the manager and lessee of

the Ottawa Regent. . . . The Capitol thea-

tre, Calgary, Alberta, was the scene of a

unique event when Thomas Meighan, Di-

rector William Beaudine and other mem-
bers of the Paramount unit now in Alberta

for the making of “The Canadian,” pre-

sented a special benefit performance in aid

of four local institutions—the Lacombe
Home, Salvation Army Children’s Home,
the Junior Red Cross and the Woods
Home. A feature of the show was the

shooting of a scene on the stage of the

Capitol theatre. . . . Many changes have
been made in the Queen theatre, Niagara
Falls, Ontario, which was recently re-

opened under the management of John V.

Ward, formerly of the Classic theatre,

Stratford, the house having been acquired

by Famous Players Canadian Corp. . . .

For the second time within a year the office

of the Winnipeg theatre, Winnipeg, Man-
itoba, was entered by safe robbers and this

time the thieves procured more than $1,500
in currency. . . . H. M. Thomas, western
division manager of Famous Players Ca-
nadian Corp., has announced opening of

the Famous Players Canadian School of

Music and Allied Arts in Capitol Hall,

formerly the Manitoba Hall, at Winnipeg
on October 4, to develop Canadian talent

for the stage or music primarily for Para-
mount theatres. The principal of the

school is Leila Auger Thomas, wife of
H. M. Thomas, who, herself, is a stage
and concert star.
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Red Seal
New Ko-Ko Nearly Ready

The newest of the Out of the Inkwell
Cartoons produced by Max Fleischer, is

nearing completion. The title of this sub-
ject has not yet been decided upon, al-

though it will probably be called “Kid-
naped.”

Preferred Pictures

Kelley Replaces Abrams
Because of illness Leon Abrams has been

forced to relinquish direction of “His New
York Wife” to Albert Kelley.

Columbia
“When Wife’s Away” is Finished

Frank R. Strayer has just completed di-

recting “When the Wife’s Away,” in which
George K. Arthur is starred.

Sterling Pictures
“
Christine” Title is Changed
Argosy Film Company, Ltd., of London,

which is distributing throughout Great
Britain the pictures released by Sterling,
has changed the title of “Christine of the
Big Tops,” to “Christine of the Circus” in
order to carry the connotation of the cir-

cus to the British mind, to which the
American “Big Top” means nothing.

Gotham
“Heroes of Night” in Work
Frank O’Connor has started directing

“Heroes of the Night,” in which Cullen
Landis will be co-featured with Marian
Nixon.

F. B. O.
“Regular Scout” Cast on Location

Fred Thomson and a company, including
troops of Boy Scouts from Los Angeles,
are on Mount Whitney shooting scenes for
“A Regular Scout.”

Custer on Second of Series

Bob Custer, having finished “Hair Trig-
ger Baxter,” is making “The Dude Cow-
boy,” the second of a series of eight West-
erns which he is to complete this season.

Dana and Mason Together on Lot

Viola Dana and Shirley Mason, sisters
who are generally separated by the width
of the continent because of their engage-
ments, are united on the F. B. O. lot in
Hollywood, where Shirley is doing the lead
in “Rose of the Tenements” and Viola is

making the first of six starring pictures,
“Bred in Old Kentucky.”

Inee Does Triple Work
In “Breed of the Sea,” Ralph Ince

“tripled in brass.” He not only directed
the picture, but played a dual role in it

—

that of a good brother and a bad one.

Inaugurate Grange Ad Campaign
Greater F. B. O. has prepared a giant

press sheet for Red Grange’s “One minute
to Play,” which they feel is the start to a
great advertising and exploitation cam-
paign.

San Francisco

First Runs
( Week beginning Sept. IS)

COLUMBIA: “Ben Hur,” Metro-Goldtcyn-
Mayer (second week).

CALIFORNIA: “The Belle of Broadway,”
All Star.

ST. FRANCIS: “One Minute to Play,” F.
B. O. (second week).

IMPERIAL: “Sparrows,” United Artists
(second week).

LOEWS WARFIELD: “The Temptress,”
Metro-Goldtcyn-Mayer.

GRANADA: “Campus Flirt,” Paramount .

CAMEO: “Volga Boatman,” Pro-Dis-Co .

Comedy: “Wives and Women,” Univer-
sal.

UNION SQUARE: “Fighting Boob,” F.
B. O.

GOLDEN GATE: “Sunny Side L^p,” Pro-
Dis-Co.

San Francisco

First Runs
(Week beginning Sept. 4)

ST. FRANCIS: “Tin Gods,” Paramount.
GRANADA: “Forlorn River,” Paramount.
LOEWS WARFIELD: “The Waltz Dream,”

U. F. A.
IMPERIAL: “The Black Pirate,” United

Artists (continued).
CALIFORNIA : “Diplomacy,” Paramount.
CAMEO : “The Isle of Distribution,” F. B.

O .; Comedy: “Newlywed's Neighbors,”
Fox.

UNIVERSAL: “Stella Maris,” Universal;
Comedv, “A Pola Baron,” Fox.

UNION SQUARE: “Better Man,” F. B. O.
GOLDEN GATE : “The Sabage,” First Ra-

tional; 6 Acts Vaudeville.

Warner Brothers
Additions to “Missing Link” Cast

Director Chick Reisner has announced
the following additions to the cast of “The
Missing Link”: John T. Murray, Josef
Swickard, Henry Barrows and John Pat-
rick.

Plan “W olfs Clothing” Production

Preparations are now being made for the

production of “Wolf’s Clothing” with a
cast to be headed by Monte Blue and Patsy
Ruth Miller.

Augment “London” Cast

John Patrick and George Kotsonaros
have been added to the cast of Rin-Tin-
Tin’s starring vehicle, “While London
Sleeps.”

Exercise Option on Clark

The option on the services of Edward
Clark, playwright and scenarist, has been
exercised and under the terms of his new
contract he will write exclusively for them
hereafter.

Four “Don Juan” Shows Playing

With the opening at McVickers theatre
in Chicago of John Barrymore in “Don
Juan,” with Vitaphone accompaniment,
four of these “Don Juan” shows are now
playing to capacity audiences in different
cities.

Fox
Klein to Do “Music Master” Script

Allan Dwan, who, is preparing to produce
“The Music Master,” announces that Philip
Klein has been secured to write the scenario
from the play by his father, the late

Charles Klein.

Rollens Added to “Machree” Cast

Jacques Rollens is the latest addition to
the cast of “Mother Machree,” which John
Ford is directing.

Ross in “Van Bibbers”

Sherman Ross will play the role of the
tennis champion in “The Tennis Story” in-

stead of Richard Travers, as originally
announced. “The Tennis Story” is the lat-

est Van Bibber comedy to go into produc-
tion.

Tellegen Selects Lavoy

Andre Lavoy is Lou Tellegen’s selection
for the important character role of the
Grand Duke Sergey in “My Wife’s Hon-
or,” which he is directing.

Another Imperial Finished

“Madame Dynamite,” Fox Films; Imperial
Comedy, featuring Alice Howell, Della
Patterson and Eddie Clayton, is the latest

two-reeler to be completed on the George
E. Marshall comedy lot. Zion Myers and
Gene Forde directed this one from a
scenario by Franklin R. Dull, who is also
responsible for the story.

Educational
Select McGuire to Support Lane
Kathryn McGuire has been selected to

have the principal feminine supporting role
with Lupino Lane in his first comedy for
Educational of this year’s series.

George Davis in Featured Parts

George Davis, who has been supporting
Johnny Arthur, has been promoted to fea-
ture parts in Educational-Mermaid Com-
edies. Davis will head a cast consisting
of Robert Graves, Jack Lloyd, Marcella
Daly and Bert Young, in a comedy built

around one of New York’s night clubs.

Loew’s Books “Blue Boy”

“The Blue Boy,” second Romance Pro-
duction released by Educational Film Ex-
changes, has been booked to play 130 days
on Loew’s Circuit of theatres in Greater
New York, the engagement to start late in

October.

Watt and Fay Added to Staff

Nate Watt and Hugh Fay have been
added to the directorial staff and are di-

recting Cameo Comedies at present.
Announce Third Romance Production
The third Romance Production in natural

colors will be titled “Mona Lisa,” from
the famous painting by the same name.
Hedda Hopper has been given the leading
role, while Crawford Kent and Arthur
Shaw also will be seen in principal char-
acters.

Pro-Dis-Co
“Jewels of Desire” Cast on Location

Priscilla Dean, Director Paul Powell and
the “Jewels of Desire” company, have left

the Metropolitan studios for location work
in the Santa Cruz islands. John Bowers
is the leading man.

“Fighting Love” Goudal’s Next

Jetta Goudal’s next starring picture will

be “Fighting Love” which has been adapted
by Beulah Marie Dix from a novel by Ro-
sita Forbes. Nils Olaf Chrisander will
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handle the megaphone, and Victor Varconi
is the leading man.

“Mabel’s Room” Opens Duluth Theatre

Blackmore Brothers, owners of the re-

modelled Orpheum theatre in Duluth,
Minn., reopened their house with the A1
Christie feature, “Up in Mabel’s Room.”

Ritchey Supervises “Conqueror”

Will Ritchey will supervise the produc-
tion of “Jim the Conqueror,” which will be
George B. Seitz’s next picture for Metro-
politan.

Press Sheets Set Pace

Press sheets embodying publicity features

and accessories in variety, ranging in size

from eight to twelve full-sized newspaper
pages on each release, are being issued in

rapid succession.

Paramount
Blackton Added to “Sin” Cast

Greg Blackton, one of the Paramount
Junior Stars, has been added to the cast

of Florence Vidor’s new picture, “The
Popular Sin,” which Malcolm St. Clair is

directing.

Select W. C. Fields Picture

“Sweethearts in Every Port,” will be the

title of W. C. Fields’ third Paramount
starring picture. Production is scheduled
for the early part of this month.

Iris Stuart in Daniels’ Film

Iris Stuart, magazine cover girl, will

have her first part in motion pictures as

second lead in Bebe Daniels’ starring ve-
hicle, “Stranded in Paris.”

Luther Reed’s Second in Work
Production has been started on “New

York,” Luther Reed’s second directorial ef-

fort for Paramount. Lois Wilson, Ricardo
Cortez, Lya de Putti and Mary Alden head
the cast.

Announce Griffith’s Next

“The Waiter at the Ritz” has been se-

lected by James Cruz and Raymond Grif-
fifth as the latter’s next vehicle. Julien Jo-
sephson is now engaged in the adaptation.

United Artists

Carewe Directs “Resurrection”

“Resurrection” by Count Leo Tolstoy,
will be put into production under the direc-

tion of Edwin Carewe. Finis Fox is in

charge of the scenario.

Fairbanks’ Niece is Signed

Florence Faire, daughter of John Fair-
banks, brother of Douglas, has been signed
to play in Gloria Swanson’s new film.

Dantchenko Arrives Incognito

Vladimir Nemirovitch-Dantchenko, co-

founder of the Moscow Art theatre and
sole founder and director of the Moscow
Art Theatre Musical Studio, arrived incog-
nito in New York. Morris Gest recently
signed him up to a contract to make mo-
tion pictures for U. A.

Veidt Sails for Barrymore Film

Konrad Veidt, German actor, has sailed

for America, where he will play the part
of King Louis XI in “Francois Villon,”
present title of John Barrymore’s first

United Artists picture.

Associated Exhibitors
Work on “Confessions” Progressing

Work is rapidly being brought to a close
on the first of Associated’s series of Con-
fession pictures, “Confessions of a Bride,”
in which Mildred Harris, Victor Varconi,
David Butler and Alec B. Francis enact

the featured roles. Harry Revier is direct-

ing this production.

Wally Wales Completes Second

Production has been completed on Wally
Wales’ “Ace of Action,” second of a series

Salt Lake City
First Runs

(Week beginning Sept. 11)
AMERICAN : “Men of Steel,” First Na-

tional; Fox News.
KINEMA: “Ships of Souls,” Associated

Exhibitors

;

“Innocent Husbands," Pathe

;

Fox News.
ORPHEUM: “Men of the Night,” Pre-

ferred.
PANTAGES : “Rattling Butler,” Metro-

Goldwyn-Mayer.
PARAMOUNT EMPRESS: “Diplomacy,”

Paramount

;

“Wise Guys Prefer Bru-
nettes;” Pathe News.

VICTORY: “Nell Gwyn,” Paramount

;

“Hayfoot-Strawfoot,” Pathe; Pathe News.

Philadelphia

First Runs
(Week beginning Sept. Ill)

STANLEY: “Tin Gods,” Paramount; News:
Stanley Magazine ; Overture : “Classic
Russia (Tschaikowsky - Rachmaninoff),
Arranged by Graham Harris; Stanley
Symphony Orchestra; Attraction Ex-
traordinary, Stanley Frolic, Tenor Solo
“Dream Melody,” John Quinlan;
“Brahm's Valse,” Stanley-Mark Strand
Ballet Corps; “Pizzicato,” Mile. Klemova
and M. Daks; Salvatore Scala, Wizard of
the Banjo; Barnyard Fantasy.

FOX: “Fig Leaves,” Fox; News: Fox The-
atre Screen Magazine; Overture: “Kol
Nidre;” “Caucasian Sketches,” Fox The-
atre Crand Orchestra; Johnny Hamp's
Kentucky Serenaders ; Lillian Bernard
and Flo Henry; Bert Rome and Henry
Dunn.

STANTON: “Padlocked,” Paramount.
ARCADIA: “The Duchess of Buffalo,” First

National.
KARLTON: “The Wallz Dream,” Metro-

Goldwyn-Mayer.
PALACE: “Son of the Sheik,” United Art-

ists.

VICTORIA: “No Man’s Gold,” Fox.
CAPITOL: “The Clinging Vine,” Pro-Dis-

Co.
ALDINE: “Beau Geste,” Paramount.

of six Westerns which Lester F. Scott, Jr.,

is producing.

Christine Hamilton Joins Staff

Miss Christine Plamilton, former re-

viewer and special column conductor on a
trade journal, has joined the Associated
publicity staff.

Scott Purchases Two Stories

Film rights to two stories by Walter J.

Coburn, fiction writer, have been pur-
chased by Lester F. Scott, Jr., producer of
Western pictures for Associated Exhibitors
program.

Universal
Fourth Collegian Story Finished

The fourth two-reel featurette of the
“Collegian” series, starring George Lewis,
is now on celluloid. Wesley Ruggles di-

rected.

Baggot Finishes “Down the Stretch”

King Baggot has finished “Down the
Stretch,” in which Marian Nixon and Rob-
ert Agnew play featured roles, with Jack
Daugherty, Ward Crane, Ena Gregory,
Otis Harlan, Virginia True Boardman and
others in the supporting cast.

Gilman Starts Another One
“Barrymore Tommy” is the title of the

present two-reel Western in which Ray
Taylor is directing Fred Gilman.

Cobb Doing “Silent Partner”

Willie Wyler is directing Edmund Cobb
in a two-reeler entitled “The Silent Part-
ner.”

Smith Directs Edwards Again
Dick Smith, having finished the second

picture of Universal’s “Slim” Summerville
comedy series, is again directing Neely Ed-
wards, in a unit of the comedian’s present
series.

First National
“Here Y’ Are Brother” in Work
The June Mathis production which Bal-

boni is directing, “Here Y’ Are, Brother,”

has gone into production. Lewis Stone and
Lloyd Hughes have the leading male roles.

Shooting Completed on “Tempters”

Shooting on Robert Kane’s current pro-
duction, “The Prince of Tempters,” has
been brought to a close. This picture rep-
resents the initial directorial effort of
Lothar Mendes.

Billie Dove Signs Contract

Billie Dove has been signed under con-
tract with F. N. Her first picture appear-
ance will be in “Here Y’ Are, Brother.”

New Story Selected for Sills

As a vehicle for Milton Sills, following
the completion of “Men of the Dawn,”
“The Runaway Enchantress” has been se-

lected. Carey Wilson will write the
scenario.

JFhitlock “Heavies” for Rockett

Lloyd Whitlock, who a short time ago
played the “heavy” role in Ray Rockett’s
first production for F. N., “Paradise,” has
again been cast in the same type role in

“Not Herbert.”

Pathe

Loew Circuit Books “Snowed In”

“Snowed In,” the outdoor serial, featur-
ing Allene Ray’ and Walter Miller, has
been booked by the Loew Circuit for 18
of their houses.

Exhibitors Broadcast Fight

Many exhibitors broadcast the Tunney-
Dempsey fight simultaneously with the
showing of an episode of “The Fighting
Marine,” the ten-episode production in

which Tunney plays the leading role.

Lillian Rich in Comedy
Lillian Rich and Bull Montana were the

first two players signed for the latest Hal
Roach Star comedy. F. Richard Jones,
director general, and Fred Guiol, handling
the megaphone, have added Edwards Da-
vis, Leo White, Stan Laurel, Tyler Brooke
and Ed Dearing.

“Purple Pool” for Pathe Review

“Beyond the Purple Pool” is soon to

make its appearance in Pathe Review. It

shows a development of the work that can
be done by Review Cameraman Alvin V.
Knechtel’s “process camera.”

Announce October 3rd Program

The short feature program for the week
of October 3rd, includes a Mack Sennett
two-reel comedy entitled, “Love’s Last
Laugh,” and Hal Roach Comedy, “Wise
Guys Prefer Brunettes,” a two-reeler with
Helene Chadwick. Other releases of the

week include “A Pup’s Tale,” one of Hy
Mayer’s sketch-book series ;

chapter four
of “The Fighting Marine,” with Gene Tun-
ney; “The Restless Race,” a Grantland
Rice Sportlight; Pathe Review No. 40,

“Why Argue?” an Aesop Film Fable; Top-
ics of the Day No. 40, and issues Nos. 82

and 83 of Pathe News.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

Ralph Forbes Signed As Stock Player

Ralph Forbes, young English actor, has
signed a long-term contract with M-G-M.
Forbes will commence work in films fol-

lowing the completion of his engagement
in “The Green Hat.”

Change Title of “Rider of Plains”

“War Paint” is announced as the re-

lease title of the first M-G-M Western
picture featuring Colonel Tim McCoy.
This picture has been known until now
by the working title, “Rider of the Plains.”
W. S. Van Dyke directed this picture.

Dorothy Sebastian’s Contract Renewed
Dorothy Sebastian’s has been placed un-

der a new contract by which M-G-M will

retain her services exclusively.
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CLASSIFIED
Advertising
Five cents per word, payable in advance. Minimum charge,
$1.00. Copy and checks should be addressed Classified Ad
Dept. Exhibitors Herald, 407 So. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

The Recognized National Classified Advertising Medium

Position Wanted

AT LIBERTY—A-l PROJECTIONIST with
five years experience wants work in small town.

Can handle any equipment. Age 25. Negro. Can
furnish reference. Wire me. Brinson Lacy,

Crockett, Texas.

NON-UNION PROJECTIONIST AT LIB-
ERTY—Eight years experience on Powers and
Simplex. Married. Do not drink. Prefer In-

diana or Illinois. Please state pay and hours.

A. J. Apken, Highland, Illinois.

VIOLINIST AND PIANIST—Man and wife.

Thoroughly experienced in pictures, vaudeville,

etc. Large up-to-date library. Cue properly.

Union. Very best of references. Distance no ob-

ject. Address Musical Director, 4008 Wellington

Ave., Apt. 2, Chicago, Illinois.

Equipment Wanted

WE PAY BEST prices for used opera chairs,

projection machines, ventilating fans, portable

projectors, etc. Movie Supply Company, 844
South Wabash Avenue, Chicago.

WE OFFER HIGHEST CASH PRICES for

Second Hand Machines—Opera chairs—Compens-
arcs—Motor Generators—Portable Projectors, etc.

Write us first. Monarch Theatre Supply Co.,

Memphis, Tenn.

WANTED—About 100 pairs of used roller

skates; prefer fiber rollers; what have you? Ad-
dress E. E. Holmquist, Broadway Theatre, Cen-
terville, S. D.

Organs for Sale

MOELLER ORGAN FOR SALE—First class

condition. Fine organ for theatre less than 1200.

Price very reasonable. Address P. O. Box 666,

York, Pa,

FOR SALE: Bartola Pipe Organ. Used Wur-
litzer Pipe Organ model O, very reasonable.

Cremona Pipe Organ used or new Reproduco
Pipe Organs. Box 53, Havana. Illinois.

Banners for Sale

CLOTH BANNERS: $1.40, 3x10 feet, 3 colors,

any copy up to 15 words; one day service; sent
anywhere; also Bargain Paper Banners. Asso-
ciated Advertisers, 111 W. 18th Street, Kansas
City, Mo.

Business Opportunity

WHETHER YOU want to hire some one or be
hired; buy or sell a theatre; trade, buy or sell

equipment, or do almost anything else in the
motion picture business, an ad in this department

will get you results. If you want us to word
the ad for you, the services of our advertising
experts are at your call. Simply tell us what
you want to do and how many words you want
used. Rates and address above.

Projector Repairing

OLDEST REPAIR MAN IN CHICAGO:
In fifteen years I have repaired 6,500 machines to

complete satisfaction of the owners. Relief equip-

ment furnished gratis. Address Joseph Spratler,

12-14 E. Ninth Street, Chicago, Illinois.

BEST REPAIR SHOP in the country for

overhauling and repairing projection machines,
ticket machines, motors, etc. Expert workman-
ship, prompt service, reasonable prices. Movie
Supply Company, 844 South Wabash Avenue,
Chicago.

BIGGEST AND BEST EQUIPPED REPAIR
SHOP in the South. Expert workmanship guar-
anteed on all projectors, motors, generators, etc.

Loan mechanism free. Address Monarch Theatre
Supply Company, Memphis, Tenn.

MOVING PICTURE REPAIRS—Not the Big-

gest, nor the oldest, but we have the Equipment
and the experience to repair, renickel, re-enamel
your Projector. Best Devices Company, Film
Bldg., Cleveland, O.

Mailing Lists

21,400 MOVING PICTURE THEATRES U. S.

and Canada $40.00 or $5.00 per M. for States;

1050 Film Exchanges, $10.00; 163 Mfrs. & Studios,

$3.00; 411 Moving Picture Machine & Supplies,

$4.00. Guaranteed 95% correct. A. F. Williams,

166 W. Adams Street, Chicago, Illinois.

In every field there is a

recognized

ADVERTISING
CLASSIFIED

MEDIUM

In the Motion Picture Field

it is

Exhibitors Herald

Novelty Souvenirs

SOUVENIRS—Over 300 fine Novelties in our

52 page free Catalog. At genuine Wholesale prices.

Write today. No obligation. Fair Trading Co.,

Inc., 307 Sixth Ave., New York.

Equipment for Sale

FOR SALE—Powers 6-A. 250 slightly used

chairs; one Simplex; 2,000 new backs and bot-

toms. Can match yours. Box 330, Highland

Park Sta., Des Moines, la.

“EVERYTHING FOR THE MOVIES.” Guar-

anteed Rebuilt Simplex-Powers and Motiograph

Projectors, Opera Chairs—Generators—Screens,

etc. Supplies and Complete Equipments. Low-
est Prices. Cash or Easy Terms. Special Bulle-

tin free. Monarch Theatre Supply Co., Memphis,

Tenn.

NOW IS A GOOD TIME TO FIX up your

theatre. We have on hand 4000 upholstered used

theatre chairs, 2500 used five and seven ply veneer

chairs. Also brand new chairs in five and seven

ply veneer at 40% less than factory price. Re-

built moving picture machines of all makes, and

other theatrical equipment in guaranteed condi-

tion. Tell us your need and we will save you

money. Send in your order and yve will make
immediate shipment. Illinois Theatre Equipment

Company, 12-14 East Ninth Street, Chicago, Illi-

nois.

THEATRE AND ROAD SHOW MACHINES.
Arc, mazda or calcium light. 300 reels of films.

Bargain lists free. National Equipment Co., 409

West Michigan Street, Duluth, Minn.

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE: Lobby Frames—
Ticket Booths. Libman-Spanjer Corp., 1600

Broadway, New York City, N. Y.

WE HAVE THE LARGEST stock of used

theatre equipment including over 5,000 used opera

chairs, Powers, Simplex and Motiograph Projec-

tors, Generators, Changeable Signboards, Spot-

lights, Sterenpticons. Screens, Steel Booths, Tick-

et Machines, Ticket Choppers, Rewinds, Portable

Projectors. M. P. Cameras, Film Cabinets, etc.

Get our prices before buying. Catalogue on re-

quest. Movie Supply Company, 844 South Wa-
bash Avenue, Chicago.

COMPLETE THEATRE EQUIPMENT includ-

ing 500 opera chairs, two Simplex Projectors,

Martin Rotary Converter, Screen, Ticket Selling

Machine, Lightning Changer, Ticket Chopper, etc.

Everything in excellent condition. Big Bargain.

Address Box 111, Exhibitors Herald.
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“What the Picture Did For Me”
VERDICTS ON FILMS IN LANGUAGE OF EXHIBITOR

Copyright, 1926

Associated Exhibitors
HEADLINES: Alice Joyce—Good program

picture.—R. B. Maxwell, Illinois theatre, Sulli-

van, 111.—General patronage.

INTRODUCE ME: Douglas MacLean—Would
have been a good picture if we had had a print.

—Roy W. Adams, Pastime theatre. Mason, Mich.

—General patronage.

THE CODE OF THE NORTHWEST: San-

dow—One of the cheapest produced pictures we
have ever run. Just how any distributor expects

to get any future business out of an exhibitor

that he has unloaded this kind of junk on is be-

yond us. Four reels wound on five spools.

—

J. B. Weddle, Walnut theatre, Lawrenceburg,
Ind.—General patronage.

Columbia
THE LONE WOLF RETURNS: Bert Lytell—

If all the new Columbia pictures are half as

good as this they’ll be good. This is a knockout.

As smooth a running six reeler as I have seen

since Paramount made “Behold My Wife.” Went
over with a bang here and pleased all 100 per

cent. After you’ve played some of the so-called

“supers” try this and see which pleases the best.

—R. J. Relf, Uptown theatre, Clear Lake, la.

—

General patronage.

THE FATAL MISTAKE: Special cast—

A

good old fashioned “meller-drammer.”—R. B.

Maxwell, Illinois theatre, Sullivan, 111.—General

patronage.

F. B. 0.
HER HONOR THE GOVERNOR: Pauline

Frederick—Here’s one of the best stories I’ve

seen this year, and it has been so cleverly pro-

duced everyone who had a hand in it sure de-

serves credit. The title was against it here, and

I find they are not strong for Miss Frederick,

so the box office was weak. It is really a mur-

der mystery story and with another title with no

certain star featured I believe I would have done

much better. The picture is great and you

should book it and step on it.—R. J. Relf, Up-
town theatre. Clear Lake, la.—General patron-

age.

BIGGER THAN BARNUMS: Special cast—

A

pretty fair circus picture with a strong climax.

George O’Hara and Viola Dana do good, but I

think Ralph Ince over-acted his part. The story

isn’t strong but I believe as a whole it will

please fairly well in the smaller towns.-—R. J.

Relf, Uptown theatre. Clear Lake, la.—General

patronage.

THE ISLE OF RETRIBUTION: Lillian Rich
—A thriller with some good scenes but not a
picture that would please women as a whole.

Seven reels.—Giacoma Bros., Crystal theatre.

Tombstone, Ariz.—General patronage.

THE BLUE STREAK: Richard Talmadge—
More action and acrobatics in this than in any
of the previous Talmadges. A stormy night hurt

business, but the picture knocked ’em off their

seats.—Roy W. Adams, Pastime theatre. Mason,
Mich.—General patronage.

THE BLUE STREAK: Richard Talmadge—
One of the best Dick has made. The house was
,in an uproar almost continually. Six reels.

—

Mrs. L. M. Bierman, Palace theatre, Seadrift,

Tex.—Small town patronage.

HANDS ACROSS THE BORDER: Fred
Thomson—Fred looks good dressed up for Sun-
day for a change, but we like him better in

Western togs. It’s a dandy show, however. Six

Tliat Tenth

Anniversary
TD HILIP RAND’S letter on a subse-

quent page refers to the approach-
ing Tenth Anniversary of “What the

Picture Did For Me” and makes time-

ly the suggestion that other readers
and contributors follow his lead by
writing their experiences in connec-
tion with the affairs of this service.

These will be combined for publica-

tion in a single issue containing, also,

a highlight history of the department’s
development.

It will be interesting to compare
observations of various readers and
writers of the weekly reports and the
“Box Office Record.” Mr. Rand’s let-

ter is a good beginning. Read it, and
then write your own experiences,
whether your opinion of the service

be good or bad. Out of this com-
bined experience will develop guid-

ance making for improvement during
the second decade of the department’s
progress.

*

J
. C. JENKINS writes this week of

a visit to E. E. Sprague at the lat-

ter’s home in Goodland, Kan., where
the “Herald man” not only interview-

ed the veteran Kansas exhibitor but
photographed him alongside Viola.

Jenkins and Sprague no doubt con-

tinued their ancient debate as to the

comparative merits of Nebraska and
Kansas, and that would have been
worth at least the admission.

*

TJTOW many of you had the Gene
J- -* Tunney serial on ice before the

fracas? Congratulations.
*

HOW did you like the “B. 0. R ”?

—W. R. W.

reels.—J. W. Ryder, Jewel theatre, Verndale,
Minn.—Small town patronage.

HANDS ACROSS THE BORDER: Fred Thom-
son—My only objection to Fred Thomson is that
I have a small seating capacity and the “grown
ups” stay for two shows as well as the children.

Six reels.—R. B. Maxwell, Illinois theatre, Sulli-

van, 111.—General patronage.

HANDS ACROSS THE BORDER: Fred Thom-
son—Fred Thomson pictures are all 100 per cent
but I think “Hands Across the Border” is a
little the best yet.

f
Keep up the good work, Fred,

we are all with you. Six reels.—A. O. Lambert,
Opera House, Monticello, la.—General patronage.

THE BETTER MAN: Richard Talmadge—
Will say for “The Better Man,” just five reels

of film.—-A. O. Lambert, Opera House, Monti-
cello, la.—General patronage.

THE BETTER MAN: Richard Talmadge—

This is a very light story and the picture is very
ordinary. The star, however, draws them in and
if he had good stories to work on would be a
good box office attraction. Hope Universal will
get him in better stories, so he has a chance.
His athletic stunts are good. Five reels.—C. V.
Anderson, Oak theatre, Oakdale, Nebr.—General
patronage.

KING OF THE TURF: Patsy Ruth Miller—
An excellent racing picture. Very exciting and
thrilling. Drew good Saturday business. Patsy
has a very likeable personality. Seven reels.

—

E. M. Biddle, Strand theatre, Paoli, Ind.—Small
town patronage.

*

FLAMING WATERS: Special cast—This is

truly a wonderful picture and all Who saw it told
me so. The fire scenes are great. Played it two
nights and to good houses both nights. Let’s
have more like it. Seven reels.—C. V. Anderson,
Oak theatre, Oakdale, Nebr.—General patronage.

LET’S GO GALLAGHER: Tom Tyler—A nice
little entertaining picture, but I showed to empty-
seats on account of medicine show. Six reels.

—

Mrs. L. M. Bierman, Palace theatre, Seadrift,
Tex.—-Small town patronage.

HEADS Ulk: Lefty Flynn—Good but not so
good as some of his pictures. Too much revolu-
tion the only fault. Six reels.—Mrs. L. M. Bier-
man, Palace theatre, Seadrift, Tex.—Small town
patronage.
A BROADWAY LADY : Evelyn Brent—A nice

entertaining picture. More for the ladies. Eve-
lyn Brent does some good work ; so does the little

flapper sister of Bob. She screens well and acts
well, as did her mother in the picture. The
flapper was the spoilt little sister to perfection.
Six reels.—Mrs. L. M. Bierman, Palace theatre,
Seadrift, Tex.—Small town patronage.

PRINCE OF PEP: Richard Talmadge—Not
so good. Pretty thin story.—Roy W. Adams, Pas-
time theatre. Mason, Mich.—General patronage.

QUEEN OF DIAMONDS: Evelyn Brent

—

Very good crook drama. Evelyn doubles in this
picture. Six reels.—A. O. Lambert, Opera
House, Monticello, la.—General patronage.

THE ARIZONA STREAK: Special cast—First
class Western entertainment.—R. B. Maxwell, Il-

linois theatre, Sullivan, III.—General patronage.

ALL AROUND FRYING PAN: Fred Thomson
—This went over in fair shape. A lot of comedy
and burlesque in it.—Roy W. Adams, Pastime
theatre. Mason, Mich.—General patronage.

TONY RUNS WILD: Tom Mix—Another one
that excited no particular interest. Six reels.

—

Giacoma Bros., Crystal theatre, Tombstone, Ariz,
-—-General patronage.

WILD TO GO: Tom Tyler—This is a fine
show. Should please all classes. Good scenery
and story. Five reels.—J. W. Ryder, Jewel thea-
tre, Verndale, Minn.—Small town patronage.

KEEPER OF THE BEES: Special cast—All-

I can say is just what lots of others did, good
all the way through and it did extra business.
That is what we like, extra attendance. I did
get a rotten print on this one from Sioux Falls.

It’s too bad to keep a print like that and send it

out to the fellow that pays for a good print. I

hope F. B. O. will serve me better in the future.
Seven reels.—R. Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball,
S. D.—General patronage.

First National
THE DUCHESS OF BUFFALO: Constance

Talmadge—This furnished a good night’s enter-

tainment and drew a full house at the end of the
summer season. We did not expect to do near
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What Does it Mean to You?
“What the Picture Did For Me,"’

EXHIITORS HERALD:
I read some time ago that towards Fall you were to celebrate the

Tenth Anniversary of “What the Picture Did For Me,” and that exhib-

itors were invited to say anything they might like to say appropriate of

the occasion. I presume that this has been working in my subconscious

compartment and has just bobbed up for expression. At any rate, I

would like to say one little word in appreciation of “what the picture

has really done for me” during my many years in the business.

To he brief and exact, it has made us a living. I honestly and sin-

cerely feel that I could not have succeeded without that department of

your journal. I live so far removed from the big centers that I cannot
preview my pictures. It is impossible for me to take the salesman’s

word, of course, yet I must play only good pictures of the type chosen,

hence there is hut one way to get an accurate lineup on new and old

product and that is through the exhibitors’ own word expressed in the

HERALD. That word is THE WORD.
Kindly allow me at this time to thank Mr. Quigley, the staff and all

the contributors for the great service they have rendered to me person-

ally, and for their combined ability to produce the finest trade magazine
in the world. May it last as long as the motion picture.

PHILIP RAND,
Rex Theatre, Salmon, Idaho.

(NOTE: Mr. Rand’s reference is to an item printed on the front page of this

department several weeks ago. The Tenth Anniversary of “What the Picture Did
For Me” occurs on October 14, this year, and everybody who has anything good
or bad to say about the institution is invited to contribute their remarks in time
for group publication in an issue which will also contain a detailed story giving
highlights of the department’s development during the ten years of its history.

How long have you been reading the department? How long have you been a
contributor of reports to it? What has the service meant to you? Let’s make the

Tenth Anniversary occasion for a general discussion of the section for the general
good.—W. R. W.)

TEMURS SELL SEAT?
NATIONAL SCREEN SERVICE

THE

ONLY
TRAILER SERVICE

WITH

ACTUAL
SCENES
FRONT THE NEGATIVE

cliicas-o, ill. Nev/Y&rk City LosAnides.CaL
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the business that was done, due to the small
number of people in town. We also had strong
opposition.—Harold A. Renner, Hunt’s City Pier
theatre. Cape May, N. J.—General patronage.

IT MUST BE LOVE: Colleen Mooro—Colleen
Moore was her usual good self and the picture

was interesting, especially the ending. Unfortu-
nately, the title did not seem to draw. Played
two nights to fair houses.—Harold A. Renner,
Hunt’s City Pier theatre, Cape May, N. J.—Gen-
eral patronage.

IT MUST BE LOVE: Colleen Moore—Think
this as good as her others and business good
despite hot weather. The finale of this sent them
out laughing and that means success in this

“biz.”—H. J. Thaeher, Lyric theatre. Abilene,

Kan.—General patronage.

PUPPETS: Milton Sills—Suppose Milton will

soon be cast as “little Eva.” Believe he could

get away with it as well as he did this. I

imagine this fellow throwing kisses to his ad-

mirers. Boy, what a sack of mush. Please put
him in more like “Men of Steel.” Seemed like

50 reels.—H. J. Thaeher, Lyric theatre, Abilene,

Kan.—General patronage.

THE WISE GUY: James Kirkwood—Well
done from every standpoint. Cast excellent and
story interest sustained throughout the entire

picture. Opened up to bigger than average busi-

ness first night due to heavy campaign, but last

two nights worst flop in two years, as this pic-

ture, while very good, does not come under the
regular entertainment requirements. Seven reels.

—W. H. Brenner, Cozy theatre, Winchester, Ind.

—General patronage.

ELLA CINDERS: Colleen Moore—Played two
nights and one repeat to full houses. That
Moore girl surely draws those of our patrons who
want to laugh and cry during the evening. Pic-

ture is well acted and should go good anywhere.
—Harold A. Renner, Hunt’s City Pier theatre.

Cape May, N. J.—General patronage.

MEN OF STEEL: Milton Sills—A very good
show well acted. The burial is rather gruesome
and several of our patrons remarked about it.

Played to big business two nights and have it

booked for a repeat.—Harold A. Renner, Hunt’s
City Pier theatre. Cape May, N. J.—General pat-
ronage.

THE FAR CRY : Blanche Sweet—Fine. Blanche
Sweet is an excellent drawing card here.—R. B.
Maxwell, Illinois theatre, Sullivan, 111.—General
patronage.

PALS FIRST: Lloyd Hughes—If you want
an extra good picture on any certain night here
it is. Everyone in the cast does fine. Had many
compliments on this picture. Some came and
saw it the second night. Nearly everyone was
fooled by the way it ended. They thought
Hughes was the imposter, but it turned out that
he was the right man after all. Give us more
like it. Seven reels.—L. D. Metcalf, Grand thea-
tre, Ash Grove, Mo.—Small town patronage.

CLASSIFIED: Corinne Griffith—I’d like to

have a photograph of Corinne Griffith. No other
advertising would be necessary the nights her
pictures run.—R. B. Maxwell, Illinois theatre,
Sullivan, 111.—General patronage.

CLASSIFIED: Corinne Griffith—Business has
been rotten for a month and was agreeably sur-

prised when I half filled the house and actually
made a few dollars once more. The picture gave
more general satisfaction than some of the big
specials I have shown. Good story and good act-

ing. Seven reels.—H. G. Isbell, Casino DeLuxe
theatre, Kiowa, Colo.—General patronage.

WHAT FOOLS MEN: Lewis Stone—Very
good.—R. B. Maxwell, Illinois theatre, Sullivan,
111.—General patronage.

MLLE. MODISTE : Corinne Griffith—This is a
snappy picture and sure is way out there in

putting things over hot. Corinne Griffith attrac-

tive as ever, only more so, and the cast is ex-

ceptional and several deserve special mention.
Business poor ; strong opposition. Seven reels.

—

W. H. Brenner, Cozy theatre, Winchester, Ind.

—

General patronage.

IRENE : Colleen Moore—A good show and the

fashion show in Technicolor will make a big hit

if played up strong to the ladies. Colleen Moore
good as usual..—Harold A. Renner, Hunt’s City

Pier theatre. Cape May, N. J.—General patron-

age.

RANSON’S FOLLY : Richard Barthelmess—
Excellent picture for Saturday. Very well liked.

—H. J. Thaeher, Lyric theatre, Abilene, Kan.

—

General patronage.

THE DESERT FLOWER: Colleen Moor<^-
Small house. Farmers working long hours. Too
tired to come to shows. Picture gave good satis-

faction to those that came. Her work is well

liked here. Seven reels.—H. G. Isbell. Casino
DeLuxe theatre, Kiowa, Colo.—General patronage.
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J. C. Jenkins—His Colyum
Goodland, Kansas, September 20th, 1926.

DEAR HERALD:
We have heard people talk about “Vast expanse of territory,” and if you will drive

eastern Colorado and western Kansas for a week as I have you will agree with me
that “Vast expanse” is correct, with special emphasis on the “Vast.”

When you get up on the table land in this country you can see for seven hundred
miles and all you can see is the horizon. Well, maybe not quite seven hundred
miles, but anyhow you can see farther than you can in any other country on earth,

and see less. After you have driven for miles and miles, seeing scarcely a living

thing, you begin to wonder if they moved “Death Valley” farther east in your ab-

sence, and when you finally meet some fellow driving a 1914 Ford you want to

stop and shake hands with him and ask him about his family and how far it is

to the United States.

After I had driven 102 miles this afternoon over this “vast expanse” the smell
of a little monoxide gas would have been welcomed. I met a curiosity today at

Tribune, Kansas, a Jewish farmer by the name of Simon Fishman, and he told me
he had just completed seeding fourteen thousand acres to wheat. He said he would
rather have a good rain right now than to have ten thousand dollars in cash. I

told him that was all right with me, he could have the rain and I would take the

cash, and here is hoping we both get our wish.

Western Kansas and Eastern Colorado is the prettiest country to look at I ever
laid my eyes on, hut outside of a few small irrigated districts it is dryer than a

bone. The wheat was almost an entire failure and they won’t harvest enough corn
to winter one good, healthy jaekrabbit. This dry area covers a territory 250 miles
wide by 300 miles long and comprises parts of eastern Colorado, western Kansas
and southern Nebraska, and within this territory all lines of business is mighty
hard hit.

Sterling, Colorado, is a peach of a town of something like 6,000 people. It is

located in the center of an irrigated valley and is surrounded by sugar beets and
alfalfa, and that’s what makes Sterling a good town. There is another reason for

this, however, and it’s Chet Miller. Chet operates the Rialto and American theatres,

and he operates them, too. The Rialto is strictly a picture house and Chet is remod-
eling the American and will play road attractions as soon as it is completed. Chet
reads the HERALD from kiver to kiver and I told him if he would read “Re-Takes”
by “R. M.” he would get more than his money’s worth if he never read another line,

and Chet said, “I never miss it.”

Sidney, Nebarska, is in the dry district but E. J. Stiverson, who manages the U.
S.' A. theatre, is going ahead and doing business nevertheless. It is a mighty uphill

job but E. J. never shows the white feather. His motto is, “The old guard dies but
never surrenders.”

At Brush Mr. and Mrs. E. J. Anderson, who manage'' the Emerson theatre, grabbed
onto me and said I had to stay over and go up to their house to a chicken pie

dinner they were giving some theatrical friends. Did I go? I did not. Did anyone
ever hear of me falling into a snap like that? They did not. Viola and I sorrowfully
wended our way and that night I had sowbelly for dinner.

I presume I should halt right here and offer an apology to E. E. Sprague. I have
written a lot about his grasshopper country and I supposed when I hit Goodland,
Kansas, they would feed me on grasshopper soup, but I am free to say that I fished

around in the soup and didn’t find a hopper. It is likely, however, that the country
is so darned dry that the hoppers all choked to death before I got there.

I told Sprague that Mr. Weaver had classed him as one of the original “Four
(Contimied on next fa9e ')

THE BEAUTIFUL CITY: Richard Barthel-

mess—Very good picture from Dick. Different in

story and sure should make a good entertain-

ment for people with some sense. Not much for

the jazz hounds. Seven reels.—R. Duba, Royal

theatre, Kimball, S. D.—General patronage.

Fox
. THREE BAD MEN: Special cast—This pic-

ture was made on a big scale with a good cast

and locale, in fact everything about it is good
except the story. This is 00 minus and the pub-

lic knows it. Would not again buy it at any
price knowing what we do now. Nine reels.

—

T. A. Shea, Palace theatre, McGehee, Ark.—

-

Neighborhood patronage.

THE FLYING HORSEMAN: Buck Jones—
Buck again scores at the nox office. Comedy,
pathos, thrills put together means a 100 per cent

box office picture and this is it. Five reels.—J.

B. Weddle, Walnut theatre, Lawrenceburg, Ind.

—General patronage.

THE BLUE EAGLE: George O’Brien—This is

a good action picture. George O’Brien well liked

here. I fell for Janet Gaynor myself. Drew us

extra business for two days.—H. A. Davitts,

Dixie theatre, Winona, Miss.—General patronage.

RUSTLING FOR CUPID: Special cast—Noth-
ing much to this one. Peter B. Kyne’s name
means nothing at my box office. Failed to please

my Saturday crowd.—H. A. Davitts, Dixie thea-

tre, Winona, Miss.—General patronage.

THE GENTLE CYCLONE: Buck Jones—One
of the best of Buck Jones’ productions. One of

Fox's few good pictures. Five reels.—H. E.

Sehlichter, Liggett theatre, Madison, Kan.—Small

town patronage.

THE COWBOY AND THE COUNTESS: Buck
Jones—Good Western with Buck acting his part

up to perfection. Plenty of action and thrills.

Thank you. Buck. Six reels.—R. Duba, Royal
theatre, Kimball, S. D.—General patronage.

THE FIGHTING HEART: George O’Brien—

A

splendid program picture.—Bert Silver, Silver

Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General pat-

ronage.

THE FIRST YEAR: Special cast—A good com-
edy picture.—Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre,

Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

A MAN FOUR SQUARE: Buck Jones—

A

good action picture.—Bert Silver, Silver Family
theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

A MAN FOUR SQUARE: Buck Jones—Buck
drew extra well in this one, but it was about the

worst one from Buck we have had in a long time.

Five reels.—H. A. Davitts, Dixie theatre, Winona,
Miss.—General patronage.

LIGHTNIN’ : Special cast—This is a good pic-

ture. If you have seen the play, you will ap-

preciate it better. I call it a better picture than
most of those taken from stage plays.—Bert Sil-

ver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.

—

General patronage.

THE DESERT’S PRICE: Buck Jones—Buck
Jones in anything always kicks up the old bank
account.—R. B. Maxwell, Illinois theatre, Sulli-

van, 111.—General patronage.

HARD BOILED: Tom Mix—This is fair. Six
reels.—J. S. Walker, Texas theatre. Grand
Prairie, Tex.—Small town patronage.

EAST LYNNE: Alma Rubens—I want to say
for Mr. Fox that this is a great picture. Good
in every way, especially good for Sunday. Nine
reels.—A. O. Lambert, Opera House, Monticello,

la.—General patronage.

SIBERIA: Alma Rubens—I was in the base-
ment when the crowd came out, but had a larger

crowd the second night. Picture seemed to please
everyone.—R. B. Maxwell, Illinois theatre, Sulli-

van, 111.—General patronage.

THE BEST BAD MAN: Tom Mix—Tom Mix
has lost his drawing power here. This was an
exceptionally good picture but his preceding pic-

tures have ruined him as a box office attraction
for me.—R. B. Maxwell, Illinois theatre, Sullivan,
111.—General patronage.
WHEN THE DOOR OPENED: Special cast—

Just a wonderful picture. Seven reels.—A. O.
Lambert, Opera House, Monticello, la.—General
patronage.

THE JOHSNTOWN FLOOD: George O’Brien
—This is a very exciting picture. The flood scene
is a wow.—Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre,
Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

HAVOC: Special cast—A splendid war pic-

ture, better than the average.—Bert Silver, Silver
Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General pat-
ronage.

Metro-Goldwyn
THE WANING SEX: Norma Shearer—Here

is a picture that I believe everyone will enjoy,
that is if they like to laugh. Norma Shearer

and Conrad Nagel are perfectly teamed in this

delightful comedy romance which revolves about
the question of whether woman’s place is in the

home or in the business office. There are some
very clever titles that helps a lot, but most credit

is due to the admirable work of the cast. Seven
reels.—James D. Kennedy, Apollo theatre, Indian-
apolis, Ind.—General patronage.

MARE NOSTRUM: Alice Terry—A wonder-
fully directed and acted picture. Was curious to

see how it would draw and please. Did not
draw any outside of the regulars. Did not please

all of those. The reaction to the picture the day
after the one night showing was interesting.

Created a great deal of talk. Consensus of opin-
ion was that it was a wonderful picture. Ten
reels.—H. E. Partrick, Palace theatre, North
Rose, N. Y.—Small town patronage.

THE ROAD TO MANDALAY: Lon Chaney—
The best from Chaney yet. A person watching
this picture would look at it with awe, forgetting
everything but the picture. A picture that has
thrilled millions. The operator was obliged to

crank most of it by hand, causing one below to

remark that he certainly cranked out some aw-
fully good pictures. Seven reels.—C. R. Smith,
Victor theatre, Prescott, Kan.—Small town pat-

ronage.
t

LOVEY MARY : Bessie Love—Very nice little

picture but oh what a title. Tried hard in ad-
vance to overcome this wishy-washy title handi-
cap, but they just wouldn’t fall, and it was "de-
tour” at the box office.—Joe Hewitt, Strand thea-
tre, Robinson, III.—General patronage.

THE BOY FRIEND: Special cast—Very poor.

Six reels.—J. S. Walker, Texas theatre, Grand
Prairie, Tex.—Small town patronage.

HIS SECRETARY: Norma Shearer—Mighty
good show to extra business.—E. J. Reynolds.
Liberty theatre, Pasco, Wash.—General patron-
age.

DANCE MADNESS: Claire Windsor—A story

of a well to do young man who fell in love

with and married a dancing instructress. They
go to Paris on a trip and there he flirts with
other women. His wife breaks him of this in a
way which keeps the house in an uproar. A 100

per cent picture. Seven reels.—C. R. Smith, Vic-
tor theatre, Prescott, Kan.—Small town patron-
age.

THE BLACK BIRD: Lon Chaney—Fair busi-

ness. Lon Chaney pictures go well here and,
although “The Black Bird” was somewhat grue-
some and people will say “I don’t like to see

that kind,” they will be out to see what Chaney
is going to do next time.—A. J. Steggall, Cozy
theatre, Fayette, la.—General patronage.

THE BLACKBIRD: Lon Chaney—Good show.
Rather morbid but holds interest and you never
know what’s next. Extra business.—E. J.

Reynolds, Liberty theatre, Pasco, Wash.—Gen-
eral patronage.

THE DEVIL’S CIRCUS: Norma Shearer—An
exceptionally acted and produced picture. Heavy
continental type, well directed. No box office

drawing power, even though Miss Shearer re-

ceives most favorable comment on her work in

all her pictures. Just seems to fail to drag in
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J. C. Jenkins—His Colyum
(Continued from preceding page )

Horsemen” but he said he couldn’t see where he got that, as he had never ridden

a horse in his life.

E. E. is a much handsomer man than I expected to find, and if those judges in that

“Beauty Contest” could have seen him personally they no doubt would have hesitated

somewhat before awarding me the medal. As soon as E. E. learned I was in town he
hunted up the marshal and brought him down to the hotel with him. The marshal
no doubt expected a rough house, from what E. E. had been telling him, but after

he apologized for calling me “Sandhill Jenkins” and a few other pet names I decided
to let him live a while longer, so we smoked a few pipes apiece and buried the hatchet

and I am willing to let the grass grow over it, but if he ever opens up on me again

I will declare a continuous open season on him, grasshoppers or no grasshoppers.

I caught E. E. flirting with Viola and I shot him in the act and the evidence will

appear in the HERALD soon and when it does you will readily see that he is guilty

by the sheep-killing expression on his face. You will also note that Viola was uncon-
cerned. I can trust her with anybody, especially Sprague.

If they make any finer theatres than the Sherman, which E. E. recently opened, they

will have to show me, and if I owned that theatre in a town like Goodland they could
have everything else in the world, except Viola. They don’t make ’em any nicer,

that’s all. It is built along new ideas and doesn’t have that “soup-bowl” appearance
when you enter it. It at once gives you a feeling of refinement and a sense of artistic

beauty seldom found in theatres costing three times the money. There was some-
thing in Sprague’s gourd besides space when he planned that theatre. I don’t care

if he did dub me “Sandhill” Jenkins, I’ll hand it to him just the same.
The Sherman seats something over seven hundred and has all the conveniences

imaginable. There isn’t the first single thing lacking, and if Goodland doesn’t back
that theatre to the limit it will be because there is something wrong with Goodland,
and not the Sherman.

If you should ever happen to be in Denver, which you may, and they should throw
you in, which is not unlikely, just call up Duke W. Dunbar and leave it to Duke.
If you don’t know Duke personally, that’s your misfortune. You may not know it,

but Duke is the man who writes the Denver gossip for the HERALD ; not only that,

but he is secretary for the M.P.T.O.A. of Colorado and he also stands well up at the

top of the legal profession of Denver. I had the pleasure of spending a half hour
in his company and suggested to him that he ought not to be quite so stingy with
his news items and he promised to do better in the future. Keep your eye on Duke;
he’s the coming boy “Out Where the West Begins.”
While I am so close to the Oklahoma line I would be awfully pleased to cross over

just to be able to say that I had been in’ the state, but of course I wouldn’t want to

do so without the permission of H. G. Stuttmund of Chandler.
But speaking of that cross-country race, I note that P. G. Este of Parker, S. D.,

is worried for fear he and “Hoot” will have to travel alone. Don’t worry, old timer,

Viola and I are sociable, we will wait for you. We will probably have to lag back
until Mr. Weaver gets his “Owen Moore” up into the higher altitudes, where it is

hoped “Owen” will be relieved of his asthmatic condition. That bullhead fisher at

Wayne seems to be somewhat quiet on this cross-country race. Wonder if his

“Norma” has a flat tire. The entry books are open and Viola and I bar none. If

you fellows can’t talk, make signs.

J. C. JENKINS
(The HERALD Man)

the general public, and many of Metro’s seem
to be similarly affected. Seven reels.—Henry
Reeve, Star theatre, Menard, Tex.—-Small town
patronage.

THE DEVIL’S CIRCUS: Norma Shearer-
Fair business. A good picture.—A. J. Steggall,

Cozy theatre, Fayette, la.—General patronage.

BEVERLY OF GRAUSTARK: Marion Davies
—This is a fine comedy drama but it's not the
story of “Beverly of Graustark.” There are only
two or three scenes that readers of the story
would recognize. Seven reels.—George Benson,
Community theatre, Minneota, Minn.—Small
town patronage.

BEVERLY OF GRAUSTARK: Marion Davies
—Mighty nice little picture. Gave excellent satis-

faction. Seven reels.—John A. Collins, Capitol
theatre, Paragould, Ark.—General patronage.

SOULMATES: Special cast—No good and we
only had a few soles come to see if they were
mates.—E. J. Reynolds, Liberty theatre, Pasco
Wash.—General patronage.

THE MIDSHIPMAN : Ramon Novarro—We
can never praise this enough. If I used words
until my vocabulary was exhausted it would not
be half enough praise. If Metro keeps up this

pace" they will soon be adapting Universal’s slo-

gan, “Miles and miles ahead of all.’’ Eight
reels.—C. R. Smith, Victor theatre, Prescott, Kan.
—Small town patronage.

THE AUCTION BLOCK: Special cast—This
one pleased.—R. B. Maxwell, Illinois theatre,

Sullivan, 111.—General patronage.

TIME THE COMEDIAN: Lew Cody—Not a

very good picture, but every film company has
to have one poor one in each set and this is the
only one from Metro yet. This picture is about

40-60. 40 per cent liked it and 60 per cent did
not. Five reels.—C. R. Smith, Victor theatre,
Prescott, Kan.—Small town patronage.

THE MYSTIC: Aileen Pringle—Farmers all

so busy that I had a small house. Not a bad pic-

ture, but not the kind that appealed to my pat-
rons. It is the first Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer pic-

ture I have shown that no one praised. They ac-

tually liked the reel of “Little Bits From Big
Hits” better than the feature. Seven reels.—H.
G. Isbell, Casino DeLuxe theatre, Kiowa, Colo.—

•

General patronage.

THE MYSTIC: Aileen Pringle—Good show
but no business.—E. J. Reynolds, Liberty theatre,

Pasco, Wash.—General patronage.

BRIGHT LIGHTS: Charles Ray—Good little

entertaining picture. Ray in a typical part and
Miss Starke fine in her role. Ray’s drawing
power is a thing of the past, it seems. Seven
reels.—Henry Reeve, Star theatre, Menard, Tex.—

-

Small town patronage.

BRIGHT LIGHTS: Charles Ray—Well, he
made the grade in this one okay. Good show
and extra business.—E. J. Reynolds, Liberty thea-

tre, Pasco, Wash.—General patronage.

SEVEN CHANCES: Buster Keaton—Sent this

in place of “The Navigator.” A good comedy
with Buster falling heir to a million and more
provided he married by a certain time. The
humorous incidents which occur before he is tied

makes the picture highly interesting. Six reels.

—

C. R. Smith, Prescott theatre, Prescott, Kan.

—

Small town patronage.

MIKE : Sally O’Neil—Here is a typical small

town picture. Has everything. Only sorry that

I didn’t play it two nights, for it created a

great deal of favorable comment. Eight reels.

—

H. E. Partrick, Palace theatre. North Rose, N.
Y.—Small town patronage.

MIKE : Sally O’Neil—The kind of picture that

pleases 100 per cent. Give us more 100 per cent

pictures. Seven reels.—A. J. Steggall, Cozy thea-

tre, Fayette, la.—General patronage.

SUN UP: Conrad Nagel—Although the farm-

ers are all busy yet, I had a fair crowd. The
best in two weeks. A good average picture that

seemed to satisfy them. You can’t go wrong on

it, as it does not cost a fortune. Seven reels.

—

H. G. Isbell, Casino DeLuxe theatre, Kiowa, Colo.

-—General patronage.

SUN UP: Conrad Nagel—Some of our pat-

rons liked this and others said it was just “so-

so.” Seven reels.—Giacoma Bros., Crystal theatre.

Tombstone, Ariz.—General patronage.

THE CIRCLE : Eleanor Boardman—A picture

with a good moral, but there was little if any
comedy to it. Didn’t hear any comments either

way but personally don’t think much of the pic-

ture. My advice is to book it and see for your-

self. Six reels.—C. R. Smith, Prescott theatre,

Prescott, Kan.—Small town patronage.

THE CIRCLE: Special cast—We didn’t see

any circle at the box office and I was glad of it.

Just a few reels of film.—E. J. Reynolds, Liberty

theatre, Pasco, Wash.—General patronage.

THE ONLY THING: Eleanor Boardman—
Fair program offering.—E. J. Reynolds, Liberty

theatre, Pasco, Wash.—General patronage.

BRIGHT LIGHTS OF BROADWAY: Marion
Davies—Good interesting historical Irish show.

Lots of comedy and all very well done. Extra
business.—E. J. Reynolds, Liberty theatre, Pasco,

Wash.—General patronage.

ROMOLA: Special cast—In regard to the pro-

duction viewpoint it is a wonderful picture.

It is not a small town picture, being a little too

long. Some exhibitors say that it is not in a

class with “The ‘White Sister.” I have seen both

now and, although the “Sister” is great, it is not

one-half as good as “Romola.” Eleven reels.

—

C. R. Smith, Victor theatre, Prescott, Kan.

—

Small town patronage.

MARRIED FLIRTS: Pauline Frederick—Very
good program picture. Seven reels.—A. O. Lam-
bert, Opera House, Monticello, la.—-General pat-

ronage.

GO WEST: Buster Keaton—The house in an
uproar during entire picture. Had S. R. O. sign

out before the show started. Better than “The
Freshman,” especially in financial view. Seven

reels.—C. R. Smith, Prescott theatre, Prescott,

Kan.—Small town patronage.

EXCHANGE OF WIVES: Special cast—

A

dandy program picture, suitable for small town
houses. Not many laughs, but enjoyed by the

people immensely. Seven reels.—C. R. Smith,

Victor theatre, Prescott, Kan.—Small town pat-

ronage.

THE MONSTER: Lon Chaney—My patrons

thought it was the best Chaney to date. Six

reels.—A. O. Lambert, Opera House, Monticello,

la.—General patronage.

OLD CLOTHES: Jackie Coogan—A cracker-

jack of a picture with Jackie in a role in which
everybody loves him. It is a drawing card too.

We had the S. R. O. sign up before the picture

started. We ran this a little late but don’t re-

gret it. By all means book it, if you have not

already done so. Six reels.

—

C. R. Smith, Pres-

cott theatre, Prescott, Kan.—Small town pat-

•ronage.

Paramount
VARIETY : Emil Jannings—Fair business.

Emil Jannings and Lya De Putti do some very

fine acting. The trapeze work is also fine and

the general comment was good ; but there were

several vulgar scenes that brought down the

standard of the picture. Five reels.—A. J. Steg-

gall, Cozy theatre, Fayette, la.—General patron-

age.

THE WISE GUY: James Kirkwood—This is

a good show, but the title is bad as a drawing

card. Most people thought the play was a slap-

stick comedy.—Harold A. Brenner, Hunt’s City

Pier theatre. Cape May, N. J.—General patron-

age.

MANTRAP: Clara Bow—This is Clara Bow’s

picture all right, but it would not be near so

good without Ernest Torrence. Matt Moore, who
is • the poorest “boob” actor I know of, could

have done as well as Percy Marmont. Clara

vamps and flaps and just suits the story all the

way. The comedy is excellent and the whole

story depends on the acting, as there is no ac-

tion or thrills. There are a couple of long

breaks in the story that leave a lot to the imagi-

nation, but if you are good at guessing you can

fill in the parts left out. There Is nothing sug-
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Colleen is

Phil’s Buggy
I found this pasted on the wind-

shield of “Colleen.” Who’s guilty?

Sing a song of catfish.

Bottle full of rye.

Half a thousand huckleberries

Baked into a pie.

When the feast was over

J. C. began to shout,

“Ta Ra Ra Ra Boom De Ay,”
Then “Viola” threw him out.

PHIL RAND,
Rex Theatre,

Salmon, Idaho.

gestive in the story and it is suitable for any
kind of a show. Would say it was worth run-
ning in any theatre.—Ben L. Morris, Temple thea-

tre, Bellaire, O.—General patronage.

THE RAINMAKER: William Collier, Jr.—

A

very good plot taken from the story “Heaven-
bent,” and a fine east. Georgia Hale does well

and Collier is exceptional, with the colored char-
acter and Torrence furnishing plenty of comedy
relief. It is a fine entertainment.—Chas. Lee
Hyde, Grand theatre, Pierre, S. Dak.—General
patronage.

IT’S THE OLD ARMY GAME: W. S. Fields-
Meaning “Never give a sucker an even break.”
They didn’t. Paramount never gave me a chance
on this. Perfectly silly.—J. S. Walker, Texas
theatre, Grand Prairie, Tex.—Small town patron-
age.

PADLOCKED : Special cast—An exceptional

picture. Way above the average in story, acting
and audience interest. Not a weak spot in it, but
it did not do its stuff at the box office, even
though we worked hard for it. Poorest run we
had in Paramount Week. Rental higher than it

should be, though the picture is there and over.

Best thing I’ve seen Miss Moran do, though
I have not seen “Stella Dallas” yet. Beery just

fine and Miss Dresser good as always. Seven
reels.—Henry Reeve, Star theatre, Menard, Tex.
—Small town patronage.

PADLOCKED: Special cast—Mighty fine en-
tertainment. Picture pleased 90 per cent. Some
few kicked because it did not stick exactly to

story, but heard lots of good comments. Ad-
mission 25-35 cents. Eight reels.—John A. Col-

lins, Capitol theatre, Paragould, Ark.—General
patronage.

BEHIND THE FRONT: Special cast—A very
good picture, but where do they get that “special”
stuff? Is it a habit? Six reels.-—H. M. Face &
Sons, Star theatre, Nashville, Mich.—Small
town patronage.

BEHIND THE FRONT: Special cast—A dandy
comedy of the war but it did not draw. Harold
Lloyd’s comedies are the only feature comedies
that mean anything to us. Six reels.—G. A.
Anglemire, Y. theatre, Nazareth, Pa.—General
patronage.

FASCINATING YOUTH: Junior Stars of

1926—This is the first big picture for a flock of

kids who are capable and certainly kids only in

education, as in physical charm and dramatic
ability they prove grown up and capable. The
plot is fair and the crowd enjoys the novelty of

the picture. You will enjoy it greatly yourself.

—Chas. Lee Hyde, Grand theatre, Pierre, S. D.—

-

Seneral patronage.

FASCINATING YOUTH: Junior Stars of

1926—The novelty of the thing held up a rather
foamy production. My introduction to the stu-

dents came high. Seven reels.—J. S. Walker,
Texas theatre. Grand Prairie, Tex.—Small town
patronage.

THE RUNAWAY : Clara Bow—A program
picture that pleased them all. Seven reels.

—

H. M. Face & Sons, Star theatre, Nashville,
Mich.—Small town patronage.

THE UNTAMED LADY: Gloria Swanson—

A

good house the first night, only a third the sec-

ond. The play is a masterpiece in the first part,

a society drama, but runs wild in the middle
and ends prematurely. It is more novel than
natural, but this appears to be what the people
want now. Gloria’s acting was equal to her best.

The cast was of that completeness which dis-

tinguishes Famous Players Lasky.—A. J. Gib-
bons, Kozy theatre, Metropolis, 111.—General pat-
ronage.

THE VOLCANO: Bebe Daniels—This is a
"movie.” South Sea Island stuff with the kind
of plot you expect. An exceptionally well done

volcano eruption comes at a very nice time and
“verything turns out all right.—Chas. Lee Hyde,
Grand theatre, Pierre, S. D.—General patronage.

THE CAT’S PAJAMAS: Betty Bronson—It
pleased. Six reels.—J. S. Walker, Texas thea-

tre, Grand Prairie, Tex.—Small town patronage.

THE PALM BEACH GIRL: Bebe Daniels—

A

good program picture.—Bert Silver, Silver Fam-
ily theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

THE PALM BEACH GIRL: Bebe Daniels-
Just the kind of a picture that my audience
likes, for it contains plenty of comedy and thrills

galore. Bebe always goes over good here. Seven
reels.—John A. Collins, Capitol theatre, Para-
gould, Ark.—General patronage.

THE PALM BEACH GIRL: Bebe Daniels-
Corking good entertainment. Silly in spots, to be
sure, but it’s what the public likes and Bebe
hasn’t had a bettor vehicle for a long time. Drew
better than any of hers we’ve played. Not a
draggy moment in it. Seven reels.—Henry Reeve,

Star theatre, Menard, Tex.—Small town patron-
age.

FOR HEAVEN’S SAKE: Harold Lloyd—Just
another Lloyd picture. Gave satisfaction, but
no other comedian could put this hokum over and
make people like it. Barnum was right.—Bert
Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.

—

General patronage.

FOR HEAVEN’S SAKE: Harold Lloyd—It’s
not so good as the others, nor did it get the

business.—E. J. Reynolds, Liberty theatre, Pasco,

Wash.—General patronage.

FOR HEAVEN’S SAKE: Harold Lloyd—Very
good picture, but it rained two days steady, so

quite a few stayed at home. Six reels.—M.
Bailey, Strand theatre, Dryden, Ont., Canada.—

-

General patronage.

FOR HEAVEN’S SAKE: Harold Lloyd—Have
read a lot of kicks on this and on the price, but
have none to make myself. The picture is okay
and price reasonable.—G. E. Wendel, Opera
House, Smithland, la.—General patronage.

GOOD AND NAUGHTY: Pola Negri—Negri
in comedy and with Tom Moore and Ford Sterling

going good. The picture kept the house in good
humor throughout the show. Six reels.—J. S.

Walker, Texas theatre, Grand Prairie, Tex.

—

Small town patronage.

THE LUCKY LADY: Greta Nissen—A splen-

did program picture. The star fine, story good.

Moving
Inside

Weather in this section of the coun-

try is getting a little chilly at night

and we soon will be forced to close

for the winter. In fact, about October
1 will just about hit it.

L. R. LEDOU,
Home Town Airdome,

Isabel, Kan.

—Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville,

Mich.—General patronage.

THE LUCKY LADY: Greta Nissen—Another

of Paramount’s small town flops. I do not see

how it could please even the most sophisticated.

A lot of bunk about a mythical kingdom and a
princess, with Nissen doing a lot of posing.

Whoever thought this would please an audience

should be out digging ditches instead of on a
studio staff. This kind of stuff is out and no
one cares for it any more. The producers should

get wise. Seven reels.—H. E. Schlicter, Liggett

theatre, Madison, Kan.—Small town patronage.

LET’S GET MARRIED : Richard Dix—A good
farce that left everyone feeling good and that’s

what we want. Seven reels.-—H. M. Face &
Sons, Star theatre, Nashville, Mich.—General

patronage.

LET’S GET MARRIED : Richard Dix—A good
program show. He is becoming a popular player
for us. Keep up the good work, Dix.—C. A,
Anglemire, Y. theatre, Nazareth, Pa.—General
patronage.

LET’S GET MARRIED: Richard Dix—-One
of the best comedies we ever played.—Bert Sil-

ver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.

—

General patronage.

DANCING MOTHERS: Alice Joyce—A good
show in my own personal opinion but not the
kind our crowd wants. Too slow and it did not
end right for them.—C. A. Anglemire, Y. theatre,

Nazarethi Pa.—General patronage.
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DANCING MOTHERS: Alice Joyce—A good

program picture. The cast fine.—Bert Silver,

Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.—Gen-

eral patronage.

BORN TO THE WEST: Jack Holt—This one

is too wild. It pleased, but the blood ran too

thick to suit the better class. Absolutely no

good for Sunday, good for Saturday. Six reels.—

H. M. Face & Sons, Star theatre, Nashville, Mich.

—Small town patronage.

BORN TO THE WEST: Jack Holt—A good

Zane Grey story. Plenty of killings, which

seemed to be what the customers like. Seven

reels.—T. A. Shea, Palace theatre, McGehee, Ark.

—Neighborhood patronage.

THE GRAND DUCHESS AND THE WAITER:

Adolphe Menjou—A very fine show with splendid

direction and acting. We played it on an off

night and had a very small audience, which was

a pity. Seven reels.—C. A. Anglemire, Y. thea-

tre, Nazareth, Pa.—General patronage.

WILD, WILD SUSAN: Bebe Daniels—A very

mild offering that received no comment, much,

one way or another. Six reels.—Henry Reeve,

Star theatre, Menard, Tex.—Small town patron-

age. _

THE VANISHING AMERICAN: Richard Dix

,—A super special worthy of the name. A truly

wonderful production. Made my largest gross

for 1926. It’s a pleasure to present such pic-

tures to the public. Ten reels—E. M. Biddle,

Strand theatre, Paoli, Ind.—Small town patron-

age.

THE VANISHING AMERICAN: Richard Dix

Would rate this as one of the really big pic-

tures that we have played this year. The direc-

tion is almost perfect and it carries an appeal

to all classes. We lost money, due to storms,

but it was well liked by those who did see it.

Richard Dix and Lois Wilson are two of our

favorites and their work in this was great. Will

recommend this one to any house anywhere. Ten

reels. Paul B. Hoffman, Legion theatre, Holy-

jrood, Kan.—Small town patronage.

THE AMERICAN VENUS: Esther Ralston

—

This drew a lot of extra business and pleased 95

per cent. Good for anywhere. Plenty of Techni-

color, some thrills, a good story and' a real

fashion show. It’s better than many of the big

star special-high-priced ones. Price fair. Eight

reels. I. R. Gavin, Hammond theatre, Hammond,
Wis.—Small town patronage.

THE AMERICAN VENUS: Special cast—

A

good program picture. It has some very pretty

Technicolor and the work throughout is good.

It ought to go good in most any house. Seven

reels.—Paul B. Hoffman, Legion theatre, Holy-

rood, Kan.—Small town patronage.

THE LIGHT OF WESTERN STARS: Special

cast—A fine picture. We played it old but it

pleased them all.—Bert Silver, Silver Family

theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

THE WANDERER: Special cast—The biggest

,box office flop in the history of this house. They

just would not come to see it, but it is a good

picture of its kind if you have the kind of peo-

ple that like that kind of thing. This may sound

rather involved, but it about covers the situation.

.Eleven reels.—Henry Reeve, Star theatre, Men-

ard, Tex.—Small town patronage.

A SON OF HIS FATHER: Special east—

Good picture that drew well and pleased all.

—

G. E. Wendel, Opera House, Smithland, la.—

-

General patronage.

THAT ROYLE GIRL: Carol Dempster—It’s

"snappy” all right, but nothing to make a fuss

about. It pleased immensely hei;e with no un-

favorable criticism. Drew big business. Grif-

fifth is still Griffith. Ten reels.—I. R. Gavin,

Hammond theatre, Hammond, Wis.—Small town
patronage.

THAT ROYLE GIRL: Carol Dempster—As
usual with most of Griffith’s patrons said "too

long,” but otherwise everything passed off nice-

ly and “a swell time was had by all.” The
work of Carol Dempster is to be highly com-
mended. She was there from start to finish. We
have not seen her on the local screen for some
time but in this she went over just 100 per cent

with our patrons. Ten reels.—Giacoma Bros.,

Crystal theatre. Tombstone, Arlz.—General pat-

ronage.

THE ENCHANTED HILL: Jack Holt—The
cleanest and best Western I have had for a long

time. Jack, I thank you very much for this

one, as you play your stuff up to the scratch.

That is the kind of role suitable for you and you
have a good way of putting it over, so just keep
up the good work. This a 100 per cent produc-
tion. Good all the way through. Seven reels.

—

R. Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D.—General
patronage.

One Nelighan

to Another
To Dad Jenkins:

I want to enter a complaint on your
camera work, J. C. I think that it

can be improved on. In this issue of

the HERALD I noticed something
that looked a lot like it might be my
profile, and after spending some time
examining it I discovered that it was
me. You could not tell whether it

was me or some Crow Indian, so I am
filing my objections to your camera.
The reason that I object to this is

because in some of your wild mo-
ments you might mention that you
had a son-in-law. And if they asked
you if that was his picture in the

HERALD it might be embarrassing
to you. So be careful.

You know that I might spread a

little dope about “Viola” and you. I

mean by that, that I could tell some
of the training secrets. I don’t sup-

pose that many of the fellows know
the real truth about that car.

You remember when you took it

down to the garage to get some Pack-
ard glands put in it, for this cross-

country race. And remember when
you asked the garage man if you
could have some Packard glands put
in it? After he looked it over he told

you that it was not glands the car

needed but that you needed a new
car. Really I don’t think that this

car can run from here to Omaha with-

out shaking itself to pieces. And if

they all knew your record for hunting
and fishing they would know that all

the fish you ever brought home came
from the meat market, and all the

ducks were shot by me. And believe

me if you don’t watch out Phil Rand
and some of the rest of the fellows

will have a mortgage on your wife.

WALT BRADLEY,
Moon Theatre,

Neligh, Neb.

Pro-Dis-Co
THE LAST FRONTIER: William Boyd—Not

as good as I thought it would be. However, I

can’t kick, as it made money. We are proud to

state that Producers have been one of our best
bets and wish we could depend on other distribu-

tors to the same extent.—H. J. Thaeher, Lyric
theatre, Abilene, Kan.—General patronage.

THE DANGER GIRL: Priscilla Dean—The
best Dean we’ve had in years. Good Friday and
Saturday biz.—Roy W. Adams, Pastime theatre.

Mason, Mich.—General patronage.

BACHELOR BRIDES: Special cast—Cannot
say much. Not so bad, but it didn’t mean a
thing at the box office.—E. J. Reynolds, Liberty

theatre, Pasco, Wash.—General patronage.

ROCKING MOON: Special east—This drew a
lot of the stay-at-home crowd who had read the
story. It’s a good picture, well acted. Laska
Winter stands out like a lighthouse in a fog.

—

Roy W. Adams, Pastime theatre. Mason, Mich.

—

General patronage.

THE UNKNOWN SOLDIER: Special cast—
Ran this July 5, 6, 7 and packed ’em in, at ad-
vanced admission. This picture just missed being
of road show calibre, but it lacked something to
put it in that class. However, it gave excellent

satisfaction and at an advanced admission.—H.
J. Thaeher, Lyric theatre, Abilene, Kan.—Gen-
eral patronage.

WHISPERING SMITH: Special cast—A good
peppy Western without the usual cowboys and
cattle rustlers. Seven reels.—H. M. Face &
Sons, Star theatre, Nashville, Mich.—General
patronage.

PARIS AT MIDNIGHT: Special cast—Good
show, no business.—E. J. Reynolds, Liberty thea-

tre, Pasco, Wash.—General patronage.

THREE FACES EAST: Jetta Goudal—A tense
drama with some great acting. It drew well on
Friday and Saturday.—Roy W. Adams, Pastime
theatre, Mason, Mich.—General patronage.

SIMON THE JESTER: Special cast—Lacked
any sort of pulling power. Opinions divided 50-50

among the few in attendance. I thought it a
fair picture. Seven reels.—I. R. Gavin, Ham-
mond theatre, Hammond, Wis.—Small town pat-

ronage.

SIMON THE JESTER: Special cast—Only
fair. Attendance very light. Print good. Six

reels.—I. R. Gavin, Hammond theatre, Hammond,
Wis.—Small town patronage.

THE COMING OF AMOS: Rod LaRocque

—

Very good. Stood up well for second night.

—

R. B. Maxwell, Illinois theatre, Sullivan, 111.

—

General patronage.

BRAVEHEART: Rod LaRocque—A very fine

offering and got extra business.—E. J. Reynolds,
Liberty theatre, Pasco, Wash.—General patron-

age.

MADAME BEHAVE: Special cast—I’m in bad
need of a photo of Ann Pennington.—R. B. Max-
well, Illinois theatre, Sullivan, 111.—General pat-

ronage.

THE GIRL OF GOLD: Florence Vidor—Just

fair. Florence is a much better looking brunette

than blonde. But then—gentlemen prefer, etc.

Six reels.—R. B. Maxwell, Illinois theatre, Sul-

livan, 111.—General patronage.

United Artists
THE BLACK PIRATE: Douglas Fairbanks-

Played this hot—on release date, September 12.

The picture is mounted on eleven reels, every inch-

in colors. I believe United Artists have a great

piece of property here. While it is a pirate

story for sure, and rather hard boiled in spots,

I believe the beauty of it will put it over with

the women, who as a rule don’t care for this

type. Some told me here they didn’t care for

it, but it packed the house Sunday matinee and
evening and came back fairly strong Monday
with Tuesday yet to go. I would say, book it.

—

R. J. Relf, Uptown theatre. Clear Lake, la.

—

General patronage.

THE BLACK PIRATE: Douglas Fairbanks—
I sent in my own personal opinion on this two
months ago, after a private screening, and pre-

dicted it would go over big. Now, after playing

it, I can say my judgment was correct. It is

easily one of the best of the new big ones and
truly looks like a special. They liked it and
said so and they (the public) are not handing
out any phoney bouquets these days. They are

all hard-boiled Hermans. Eleven reels.—Joe

Hewitt, Strand theatre, Robinson, 111.—General

patronage.

THE BLACK PIRATE: Douglas Fairbanks

—

Ran three nights and a repeat. Went big each

time. Doug does his usual stuff, which still

seems to go with most people. The fact that

the entire picture was in colors made a big hit.

Should please all classes.—Harold A. Renner,

Hunt’s City Pier theatre. Cape May, N. J.—Gen-

eral patronage.

THE BLACK PIRATE: Douglas Fairbanks—
I personally thought this a fine picture, but it did

not seem to please only about 75 per cent. The
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colored photography is beautiful and this feature
alone makes the picture worth seeing. However,
the story is a little weak and action the first

eight reels a little too slow. I did a very good
business on the picture but not what I should
have done considering the size of the production.
Eleven reels.—H. E. Schlichter, Liggett theatre,

Madison, Kan.—Small town patronage.

THE BLACK PIRATE: Douglas Fairbanks—
Another great picture from Douglas. This picture
went over big for us, as do all of his pictures.

Made entirely in Technicolor, some mighty pretty
shots. Billie Dove is sure beautiful in this one
and Douglas does his stuff.—H. A. Davitts, Dixie
'theatre, Winona, Miss.—General patronage.

SPARROWS: Mary Pickford—Played this

show three nights and one repeat. Did good
business but do not think picture itself would
have drawn without Mary Pickford’s name. Many
of our patrons walked out on the show, claim-
ing it was too gruesome and a better title would
have been “alligators.” Unless your patrons are

strong for Mary and are willing to overlook a
poor picture as long as she is In it, lay off this

one.—Harold A. Renner, Hunt’s City Pier thea-

tre, Cape May, N. J.—General patronage.

THE BAT : Special cast—A knockout, and
boy, how they ate it up. Don’t pass this up,
and get behind it and step on the gas. It’s

there.—H. J. Thacher, Lyric theatre, Abilene,

Kan.—General patronage.

STELLA DALLAS : Belle Bennett—This is a
wonderful picture appealing to all classes. Men
and women in tears, due to the fine work of

Belle Bennett. Lois Moran was also good.
Played this show three nights and one night re-

peat to full houses. One of the best we played
this season.—Harold A. Renner, Hunt’s City Pier
theatre. Cape May, N. J.—General patronage.

THE EAGLE: Rudolph Valentino—A fairly

good program picture with all scenes laid in Rus-
sia. Vilmy Banky is wonderful in her role and
Louise Dresser is good. It seemed to please our
audience. Seven reels.—W. T. Davis & Son,
Rialto theatre, Sharon, Wis.—General patronage.

WILD JUSTICE: Peter the Great—My cus-

tomers like dog pictures. This one pleased.—R.
B. Maxwell, Illinois theatre, Sullivan, 111.—Gen-
eral patronage.

AMERICA: Special cast—This failed to draw
for me, bur. it’s not the fault of the picture. It’s

a wonderful production. If you can get them in

it will please all. Eleven reels.—J. W. Ryder,
Jewel theatre, Verndale, Minn.—Small town
patronage.

Universal
THE STILL ALARM: Helene Chadwick

—

This is the best fire picture I ever ran. A well
directed picture from every angle. There are
enough thrills in this picture to satisfy any one
that likes excitement. Drew a good house and
pleased. If you want a fire picture, get this one
and step on the advertising end. Seven reels.

—

L. D. Metcalf, Grand theatre. Ash Grove, Mo.

—

Small town patronage.

THE TERROR: Pete Morrison—Not so good.
Some of our patrons objected to the profanity in

it. Some good scenery. Five' reels.—I. R. Gavin,
Hammond theatre, Hammond, Wis.—Small town
patronage.

RUSTLER’S RANCH: Art Acord—Very nice
Western for small towns. Plenty of action and
Art sure puts a good fight and plays his part to

perfection. Five reels.—R. Duba, Royal theatre,
Kimball, S. D.—General patronage.

THE COHENS AND KELLYS: Special cast—
Pretty close to perfect entertainment, and how
the title did draw for us. Capacity business.
Film fine. We raised prices without a kick. Eight
reels.—I. R. Gavin, Hammond theatre, Hammond,
Wis.—Small town patronage.

THE COHENS AND KELLYS: Special east—
As entertainment this rates about 150 per cent.
Sunday biz just fair, Monday showed a big jump,
instead of a drop as usual.—Roy W. Adams, Pas-
time theatre, Mason, Mich.—General patronage.

UNDER WESTERN SKIES: Special cast—

A

picture that pleased 100 per cent.—R. B. Max-
well, Illinois theatre, Sullivan, 111.—General pat-
ronage.

WATCH YOUR WIFE: Special cast—This is

a fair picture with a poor name. It has some
comedy in it but, as is true with most comedies,
sacrifices the plot for the laughs.—Chas. Lee
Hyde, Grand theatre, Pierre, S. D.—General pat-
ronage.

WATCH YOUR WIFE: Special cast—A pleas-
ing light comedy type of a man who divorced
his wife and rented a wife from an organization
that rented wives from 8 a. m. to 8 p. m„ with-
out pay for overtime after 8 p. m. Some peo-

“Appreciates

Service”
Am sending you herewith reports

for the last few weeks. We have been
busy incorporating, thus the delay. If

more of the exhibitors would send
along their opinions I am sure that

they would be appreciated. In fact,

that is about the only impartial re-

ports that I have ever been able to

get, and I certainly appreciate that

service of the HERALD.
We have incorporated under Flor-

ida laws as Lago Vista Enterprises,
Inc., for $25,000.00 with Allison T.
French, president; Francis J. Igou.
vicepresident, and myself as secretary-

treasurer. So far as we know, we are
the only firm in Florida that pro-
duces, distributes and exhibits. At the
present time we do quite a bit of

commercial work, and expect to enter
the entertainment field soon. We are
official photographers for the Ameri-
can Legion, Department of Florida,
and distribute a number of films of

our own make, although we are build-
ing a library for educational and
entertainment subjects for the use of

schools, churches, chambers of com-
merce, civic clubs and the like. At
the present we own and operate the
Bon Air, an open air theatre, but ex-

pect to build a new house soon, and
acquire others in other places as the
opportunities present themselves.

LAROY H. ZEHRBACH,
Bon Air Theatre,

Kissimmee, Fla.

pie call it good, while others rate it not so good.
—Six reels.—A. J. Steggall, Cozy theatre, Fayette,
la.—General patronage.

THE LOVE THIEF: Norman Kerry—This
was an entertaining little picture of present day
mythical European kingdom court life.—Chas.
Lee Hyde, Grand theatre, Pierre, S. Dak.—Gen-
eral patronage.

THE LOVE THIEF: Norman Kerry—Fair
business. A very good seven reels of entertain-
ment. Not one inch of the seven big reels but
what was perfectly clean and that is the kind of

pictures that come under the A-grade in our
town. Seven reels.—A. J. Steggall, Cozy thea-
tre, Fayette, la.—General patronage.

THE MAN IN THE SADDLE: Hoot Gibson—
This is a good western. Substituted on the con-
tract for a good story, but satisfactory enter-

tainment.—Chas. Lee Hyde, Grand theatre,

Pierre, S. Dak.—General patronage.

THE MAN IN THE SADDLE: Hoot Gibson-
Good Western but not the best. Good for small
towns. Six reels.—R. Duba, Royal theatre, Kim-
ball, S. D.—General patronage.

HIS PEOPLE: Special cast—Very good. Drew
well and pleased most all. Eight reels.—M.
Bailey, Strand theatre, Dryden, Ont., Canada.

—

General patronage.

THE TEASER: Laura La Plante—An extra
good picture. Will please all classes of picture

goers. Drew a good house. Laura is a favorite

in our town. She sure had her aunt’s gentleman
friends going some. Don’t be afraid to tell them
that “The Teaser” is extra good. Seven reels.

—

L. D. Metcalf, Grand theatre. Ash Grove, Mo.

—

Small town patronage.

WESTERN PLUCK: Art Acord—Satisfactory
Western. Five reels.—E. M. Biddle, Strand thea-

tre, Paoli, Ind.—Small town patronage.

SKINNER’S DRESS SUIT: Reginald Denny—
A fine comedy that clicked well here, except that

some people missed the chase and thrill stuff of

his previous pictures.—Roy W. Adams, Pastime

theatre. Mason, Mich.—General patronage.

HEAD WINDS: House Peters—A good pic-

ture.—Roy W. Adams, Pastime theatre. Mason,

Mich.—General patronage.

SPORTING LIFE: Bert Lytell—This is the

best Jewel to date. Some are not so good.

Seven reels.—A. O. Lambert, Opera House, Mon-

ticello, la.—General patronage.

PEACOCK FEATHERS: Special cast—Not

good. Not even a program picture. Seven reels.

A. O. Lambert, Opera House, Montieello, la.—

General patronage.

A RIDING RASCAL: Art Acord—A fairly

good Western but nothing to go crazy over. Had

I known it was taken from the book, “Maver-

icks,” I could have done better on it. Five reels.

H. M. Face & Sons, Star theatre, Nashville,

Mich.—Small town patronage.

THE ESCAPE: Pete Morrison—A nice little

Western feature with quite a little action. Should

please where this type of picture is popular. Five

reels.—H. E. Schlichter, Liggett theatre, Madison,

Kan.—Small town patronage.

THE STORM BREAKER: House Peters—Not

up to House Peters’ standard. Just fair. Seven

reels.—a. O. Lambert, Opera House, Montieello,

la.—General patronage.

THE DARLING OF NEW YORK: Baby

Peggy—Old, but awfully good. Brought out good

attendance of ladies and children. Peggy is a

good card. She draws people seldom at the thea-

tre, hence good for a change.—Philip Rand, Rex
theatre, Salmon, Idaho.—General patronage.

SPObK RANCH: Hoot Gibson—Although we
have seen many reports which were not in favor

of this picture, we think that it is the best

which we have had from Hoot for a long time.

Aside from one or two foolish moves on the

part of Gibson this went off pretty smoothly.

Helen Ferguson does very well with her role op-

posite Hoot. Six reels.—W. T. Davis & Son,

Rialto theatre, Sharon, Wis.—General patronage.

THE BEAUTIFUL CHEAT: Laura LaPlante

—A beautiful cheat is right, for it was one of

the biggest cheats we have had in 1926. This

was worse than “The Teaser,” and that was

poor. Here’s hoping these two pictures will not

affect her next picture, which we will run soon.

—A. J. Steggall, Cozy theatre, Fayette, la.—Gen-

eral patronage.

WHAT HAPPENED TO JONES: Reginald

Denny—It was a riot here. They laughed long

and loud from beginning to end. The best farce

comedy in many moons. Seven reels.—E. M.

Biddle, Strand theatre, Paoli, Ind.—Small town

patronage.

Warner Bros.
THE HONEYMOON EXPRESS: Irene Rich-

Just fair. If this had been put into about four
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reels it possibly might have been made into a

good show. Warners’ pictures are getting worse
all the time. Seven reels.—J. B. Weddle, Walnut
theatre, Lawrenceburg, Ind.—General patronage.

BROKEN HEARTS OF HOLLYWOOD: Patsy
Ruth Miller—The best picture received from this

company in the past six months. All the cast,

especially Louise Dresser, very good. Fairbanks
destined to outdo his father. He is certainly a
good coming bet. Eight reels.—J. B. Weddle,
Walnut theatre,, Lawrenceburg, Ind.—General
patronage.

BROKEN HEARTS OF HOLLYWOOD: Spe-
cial cast—Great exploitation picture. Ran this

one two weeks to good business. Very good
story and acting, and worthwhile in every way.
Also News Cartoon. Eight reels.—H. W. Foerste,
State theatre, Pittsburgh, Pa.—Downtown patron-
age.

A HERO OF THE BIG SNOWS: Rin Tin Tin
—Not up to Rin Tin Tin’s other pictures. Story
very weak. Six reels.—A. O. Lambert, Opera
House, Monticello, la.—General patronage.

THE HERO OF THE BIG SNOWS: Rin Tin
Tin—A picture that very little money was spent
on. Far below previous pictures made by this
star. Where the name derived from we are at
a loss to know, as there were practically no
snow scenes. One more like this and Rinty can
get a new job as far as we are concerned. Six
reels.—J. B. Weddle, Walnut theatre, Lawrence-
burg, Ind.—General patronage.

KISS ME AGAIN : Monte Blue—While this
is an entertaining picture for some, in the small
places they walk out on you. Monte does some
interesting work, as does Marie, but Marie, you
look more appealing with your hair all curled as
you used to wear it. Seven reels.—Mrs. L. M.
Bierman, Palace theatre, Seadrift, Tex.—Small
town patronage.

WHY GIRLS GO BACK HOME: Patsy Ruth
Miller The title is one of the best drawing
cards that I have ever seen tied to a picture.
Picture nothing to rave over. Seven reels.—M.
Bailey, Strand theatre, Dryden, Ont., Canada.—
General patronage.

SO THIS IS PARIS: Monte Blue—With extra
heavy advertising I finally managed to pull them
Jin with a Lubitsch production. But only for one
night, and after that it went flop and the result
was I made a little. Would rate this about 50
per cent. Seven reels.—J. B. Weddle, Walnut
theatre, Lawrenceburg, Ind.—General patronage.
THE SEA BEAST: John Barrymore—Great

picture but did not do so well account of
hot weather. Some complained because of its
gruesomeness.—H. J. Thacher, Lyric theatre,
Abilene, Kan.—General patronage.

THE SEA BEAST: John Barrymore—There’s
only one word for it—magnificent. A truly great
work, superlatively acted and produced. Barry-
*nore is in a class by himself on the screen as
well as the stage. Yet they would not come to
see it. Business was a distinct failure. My
clientele just will not come out on the big stuff,
it seems, and I’ve tried many ways of putting
them over. Ten reels.—Henry Reeve, Star thea-
tre, Menard, Tex.—Small town patronage.

RED HOT TIRES: Monte Blue—A sure fire au-
dience picture. Not a big special, but one you
can rest assured will please and send them out
in fine humor. Seven reels.—John A. Collins,
Capitol theatre, Paragould, Ark.—General pat-
ronage.

State Rights
DAVY CROCKETT AT THE FALL OF

ALAMO: Cullen Landis—A picture most every-
one in Texas would want to see if they ever
studied history. There are some scenes that
could have been left out, but a good picture.
Book it and advertise it lots and you will come
out all right. I could have done better if it

hadn’t been just in the cotton picking season.
However, book it and boost it, and the title will
bring them in. I am speaking for the small
towns, but I am sure it would draw in the lar-

ger places, too. Six reels.—Mrs. L. M. Bierman,
Palace theatre, Seadrift, Tex.—Small town pat-
ronage.

DOWN BY THE RIO GRANDE: Special cast—All right for Saturday.—R. B. Maxwell, Illi-

nois theatre, Sullivan, 111.—General patronage.

THE EARLY BIRD: Johnny Hines—Good,
clean, clever comedy.—R. B. Maxwell, Illinois

theatre, Sullivan, 111.—General patronage.

GETTING HER MAN: Special cast—Pleased
a Saturday night crowd.—R. B. Maxwell, Illinois

theatre, Sullivan, 111.—General patronage.

A MAN’S FIGHT : Bill Cody—One of those
habitually “panned” Independent pictures that
pleased everyone.—R. B. Maxwell, Illinois thea-
tre, Sullivan, 111.—General patronage.

Let’s Bet

a Whale
To W. R. W.:

Here I am again after a month of

silence. Long time for me to keep
quiet, hut do not think you scared
me out by calling my bet. It wasn’t
ptomaine, but something along that

order, that has kept me from over-

working the U. S. Mail.

Set your own price on that bet, a

pint, quart, gallon or a barrel, but
remember the bigger the stakes the
more you will be out.

Missed J. C.’s spiel in Sept. 11 issue,

but with Roy W. Adams’ article he
would have been a second rater, so

maybe J. C. used good judgment.
Wish Roy was a cartoonist; he

would make us all laugh. Hope Adams
gets in that race. I want someone
that is five days faster than the rest

to dig clams, catch fish and bottle the
brew, so as to be ready for the rest

of you.

And say, Phil, keep still about stop-
ping at your place on the way out
here. What sort of a race will it be
if everybody congregates there? Come
on to the Forks and we will all go
back to Salmon together and it will
be up to you to show us a good time,
^ou are the guilty one that suggested
that I put up a fish feed for you.

I am not sending any photo of fish

because nobody except C. V. Ander-
son, an experienced ocean fisherman,
would believe it.

Will send a few pictures of the
scenery around here so you will get

an idea of what to expect.

Caught 218 pounds of fish last night,
and not many fish at that, as four of

them weighed 50 lbs. each. Think I

will send them to Roy W. Adams for

bullhead bait.

ROBERT L. ANDERSON,
Olympia Theatre,

Forks, Wash.

PALS: Special cast—Not so good.—R. B.

Maxwell, Illinois theatre, Sullivan, 111.—General
patronage.

Serials
FIGHTING WITH BUFFALO BILL: (Uni-

versal)—We have just played No. 4 of this and
must say it is good. No mystery to it but it’s

the Wild West with the usual Indians. At any
rate it is pleasing our crowd. Two reels, ten
episodes.—H. M. Face & Sons, Star theatre,

Nashville, Mich.—Small town patronage.

THE GREEN ARCHER: (Pathe)—Walter Mil-

ler—Chapter five, and they are still wondering
who the Green Archer is. Very good. Two reels.

—A. O. Lambert, Opera House, Monticello, la.

—

General patronage.

THE SCARLET STREAK: (Universal)—Jack
Daugherty—This held up quite well all the way
through. A story snapped off in ten chapters

sells a lot better than one dragged out in eigh-

teen episodes.—Roy W. Adams, Pastime theatre,

Mason, Mich.—General patronage.

STRINGS OF STEEL: (Universal)—William
Desmond—Just a fair serial. May get by. Two
reels.—H. E. Schlichter, Liggett theatre, Madison,
Kan.—Small town patronage.

Short Features
EDUCATIONAL

A DIPPY TAR : Billy Dooley—I’m strong for

the line-up Educational puts out, but to my no-

tion this is the poorest comedy I’ve yet seen

from them. So downright silly that it’s pain-

ful. Just plain inexcusable stuff. Two reels.

—

Henry Reeve, Star theatre, Menard, Tex.—Small
town patronage.

FELIX COPS THE PRIZE: Those kind of

comedies are a frost here. Of course they are

liked in some sections or they would stop making
them.—H. G. Isbell, Casino DeLuxe theatre,
Kiowa, Colo.—General patronage.

FELIX DOPES IT OUT: Nothing of that
kind takes with my patrons. They want either
live animals or live people in comedies.—H. G.
Isbell, Casino DeLuxe theatre, Kiowa, Colo.—

-

General patronage.

FIRE AWAY : A1 St. John—An extra good
comedy with lots of laughs in it. Two reels.

—

H. A. Davitts, Dixie theatre, Winona, Miss.

—

General patronage.

FOR SADIE’S SAKE: Good comedy.—Bert Sil-

ver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.

—

General patronage.

GOOD MORNING: Lloyd Hamilton—A very
good comedy with lots of laughs. Two reels.

—

L. D. Metcalf, Grand theatre, Ash Grove, Mo.—

-

Small town patronage.

HOOKED: Lloyd Hamilton—A good comedy.
Got the laughs. That’s what we want. Two reels.

—H. E. Partrick, Palace theatre, North Rose, N.
Y.—Small town patronage.

KINOGRAMS: Always good for us. We play
it every Saturday night and find it satisfactory.

One reel.—C. A. Anglemire, Y. theatre, Nazareth,
Pa.—General patronage.

LOUD SPEAKING PAPA: First Cameo we
have had and it only convinced me more than
ever that there ain’t no such thing as a good one
reel comedy, outside the cartoons. Awful. Just
how a company that makes as good comedies as

Educational does in the two reelers can turn this

line out, I don’t see. One reel.—Henry Reeve,
Star theatre, Menard, Tex.—Small town patron-

age.

A MAID IN MOROCCO: Lupino Lane—This
is the first Lane comedy we have shown and
judging by the laughs it got Lane is “some
comedian.” Two reels.—George Benson, Com-
munity theatre, Minneota, Minn.—Small town
patronage.

MR. CINDERELLA: Johnny Arthur—Poor
comedy. Two reels.—H. E. Schlichter, Liggett

theatre, Madison, Kan.—Small town patronage.

NOBODY’S BUSINESS: Lloyd Hamilton—An
extra good comedy for us. His comedies are al-

ways good for a lot of laughs with our crowd.

Two reels.—C. A. Anglemire, Y. theatre, Naz-
areth, Pa.—General patronage.

PAGE ME : Bobby Vernon—Better than his

last one. It was a scream here for us. Two
reels.—C. A. Anglemire, Y. theatre, Nazareth,

Pa.—General patronage.

SCRATCHING THROUGH: An average one
reel comedy with the necessary number of

laughs.—C. A. Anglemire, Y. theatre, Nazareth,

Pa.—General patronage.

SLIPPING FEET: A good comedy.—Bert Sil-

ver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.—

-

General patronage.

YES, YES BABETTE: Bobby Vernon—A good
funny comedy.—Bert Silver, Silver Family thea-

tre, Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

F. B. O.

ALL’S SWELL THAT ENDS SWELL: Al-

berta Vaughn—Nothing much to this one. Mostly

trailer for Bill Grim series. Two reels.—J. W.
Ryder, Jewel theatre, Verndale, Minn.—Small

town patronage.

EGGED ON : First of F. B. O. Whirlwind com-
edies. Slow in getting started, as are most two
reelers, but works up to one clever trick photog-
raphy scene—the hatching of Ford cars from
chicken eggs. You can call this a good comedy
and get away with it.—R. J. Relf, Uptown thea-

tre, Clear Lake, la.—General patronage.

LAME BRAINS: This was sure lame brains

all the way. Not much to it. Two reels.—R.

Puba, Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D.—General

patronage.

THE PACE MAKERS: Alberta Vaughn—We
tive run seven of these “Pace Makers” and

they are getting more interesting each time. We
recommend them as very good.—A. J. Steggall,

Cozy theatre, Fayette, la.—General patronage.

THE PIED PIPER: Bray Cartoon—These

cartoon comedies fill their place in most any bill

very nicely. One reel.—Henry Reeve, Star thea-

tre, Menard, Tex.—Small town patronage.

TEA FOR TOOMEY: Alberta Vaughn—Up to

the average of “Mazie” comedies. Two reels.—

-

A. O. Lambert, Opera House, Monticello, la.

—

General patronage.

THE TELEHONE GIRL: Alberta Vaughn

—

Still going good. Favorable comments by our

patrons, especially for its cleanliness. Two reels.

—Giacoma Bros., Crystal theatre. Tombstone,

Ariz.—General patronage.

THE TELEPHONE GIRL: Alberta Vaughn—
The tenth episode of “The Telephone Girl” went
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over as its predecessors, fine. Two reels.—Gia-

coma Bros., Crystal theatre, Tombstone, Ariz.

—

General patronage.

FOX
A BANKRUPT HONEYMOON: Good slap-

stick. Two reels.—R. B. Maxwell, Illinois thea-

tre, Sullivan, 111.—General patronage.

A BUSINESS ENGAGEMENT: Okay for

grownups, but the children growl about this class

of comedy. Two reels.—R. B. Maxwell, Illinois

theatre, Sullivan, 111.—General patronage.

ELSIE IN NEW YORK: Okay, if you care for

O'Henry stories. Two reels.—R. B. Maxwell, Il-

linois theatre, Sullivan, III.—General patronage.

THE FEUD: A fair Van Bibber. Two reels.—
R. B. Maxwell, Illinois theatre, Sullivan, 111.

—

General patronage.

FOX NEWS: We find this news okay.—H. A.
Davitts, Dixie theatre, Winona, Miss.—General

patronage.

GRIEF IN BAGDAD: Good comedy. Two reels.

—A. O. Lambert, Opera House, Monticello, la.

—

General patronage.

HONEYMOON WEDLOCK : Imperial—Nice
comedy which helped the feature some with
laughs. Two reels.—R. Duba, Royal theatre,

Kimball, S. D.—General patronage.

IT’S A PIPE : Imperial—First of the new Fox
Imperials. The opening scenes and the vaccina-

tion scene needs trimming. The balance is good
comedy.—R. J. Relf, Uptown theatre, Clear Lake,

la.—General patronage.

A POLAR BARON : Fox comedies are usual-

ly our best bet. Two reels.—R. B. Maxwell, Il-

linois theatre, Sullivan, 111.—General patronage.

RAH RAH HEIDELBERG: A good comedy.

—

Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville,

Mich.—General patronage.

THE SKY JUMPER: Very good comedy.

Great snow scenes in this. Two reels.—A. O.

Lambert, Opera House, Monticello, la.—General

patronage.

TWO LIPS IN HOLLAND: A funny comedy
well put over.—Bert Silver, Silver Family thea-

tre, Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

A WOMAN OF LETTERS: Just a comedy.

—

Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville,

Mich.—General patronage.

PATHE
ALL WOOL: Hal Roach—About the best one

of these Hunky Dory comedies. One reel.—E. M.
Biddle, Strand theatre, Paoli, Ind.—Small town
patronage.

THE BIG TOWN : Our Gang—The poorest ex-

cuse for a comedy ever made. Two reels.—R. B.

Maxwell, Illinois theatre, Sullivan, 111.—General
patronage.

BULL AND SAND: Burlesque on bull fight-

ing. Some real thrills and plenty of laughs for

those who enjoy slapstick, and the majority here
do. Two reels.—I. R. Gavin, Hammond theatre,

Hammond, Wis.—Small town patronage.

BUTTER FINGERS: Mack Sennett—A fair

comedy. Nothing to brag about from Mack Sen-
nett. Two reels.—H. A. Davitts, Dixie theatre,

Winona, Miss.—General patronage.

THE CANNON BALL EXPRESS: It was so

bad it was good.—Bert Silver, Silver Family
theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

CIRCUS TODAY: Just plain slapstick. Two
reels.—R. B. Maxwell, Illinois theatre, Sullivan,
111.—General patronage.

DOG SHY : Charley Chase—Good comedy.
Plenty of laughs in these two spools. Chase
generally satisfies. Two reels.—L. D. Metcalf,

Grand theatre. Ash Grove, Mo.—Small town pat-
ronage.

FEET OF MUD : Harry Langdon- My favor-
ite comedian. Two reels.—R. B. Maxwell, Illi-

nois theatre, Sullivan, 111.—General patronage.

GOOSELAND: Alice Day—How in h—1 does
Pathe get away with this kind of stuff? Two
reels.—R. B. Maxwell, Illinois theatre, Sullivan,
111.—General patronage.

THE HANSOM CABMAN: Harry Langdon—
Our best bet for comedians has always been
Harry Langdon. Two reels.—R. B. Maxwell, Il-

linois theatre, Sullivan, III.—General patronage.

HURRY DOCTOR: Ralph Graves—Good com-
edy. Got a lot of laughs all the way through.
Two reels.—H. E. Partrick, Palace theatre. North
Rose, N. Y.—Small town patronage.

IN FAST COMPANY : Our Gang—A regular
Gang comedy. My contract calls for new pic-

tures, but the title page says this was two years
old.—Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Green-
ville, Mich.—General patronage.

INNOCENT HUSBANDS: Charley Chase—
Pathe comedies are not standing up for me. Two

reels.-—R. B. Maxwell, Illinois theatre, Sullivan,
111.—General patronage.

THE LOVE BUG: Our Gang—Good Gang
comedy as per usual. Two reels.—Henry Reeve,
Star theatre, Menard, Tex.—Small town patron-
age.

MADAME MYSTERY: Theda Bara—Very good
comedy with the same old Theda Bara of early
days. Two reels.—H. E. Schlichter, Liggett thea-
tre, Madison, Kan.—Small town patronage.

MADAME MYSTERY : Theda Bara—Why was
this ever released ? Two reels.—R. B. Maxwell,
Illinois theatre, Sullivan, 111.—General patronage.

THE MARRIAGE CIRCUS: Ben Turpin—Just
a regular slapstick comedy. Two reels.—George
Benson, Community theatre, Minneota, Minn.—

•

General patronage.

MEET MY GIRL : Not so good. Two reels.

—

R. B. Maxwell, Illinois theatre, Sullivan, 111.

—

General patronage.

MIGHTY LIKE A MOOSE: Charley Chase-
Best comedy I’ve had in a long while. As a

rule Pathe puts out good consistent comedies.
Two reels.—J. B. Weddle, Walnut theatre, Law-
renceburg, Ind.—General patronage.

MUSCLE BOUND MUSIC: Billy Bevan—

A

mighty good comedy, as most of Pathe’s are.

Two reels.—J. B. Weddle, Walnut theatre, Law-
renceburg, Ind.—General patronage.

MYSTERIOUS MYSTERY: Our Gang—Can’t
say much for this. Two reels.—R. B. Maxwell,
Illinois theatre, Sullivan, 111.—General patronage.

OFF HIS TROLLEY: Didn’t go over. Two
reels.—R. B. Maxwell, Illinois theatre, Sullivan,

111.—General patronage.

THE PLUMBER: Ralph Graves—My custom-
ers do not care for Ralph Graves. Two reels.

—

R. B. Maxwell. Illinois theatre. Sullivan, 111.

—

General patronage.

SOLID IVORY: Hal Roach An average com-
edy. One reel.—E. M. Biddle, Strand theatre,

Paoli, Ind.—Small town patronage.

SOMEWHERE IN SOMEWHERE: Seemed to

please. Boisterous laughter and some applause.
Print fair. Two reels.—I. R. Gavin, Hammond
theatre,- Hammond, Wis.—Small town patronage.

SPANKING BREEZES: Alice Day—No one
had to leave the house on account of hurting
from laughter.—R. B. Maxwell, Illinois theatre,

Sullivan, 111.—General patronage.

TRIMMED IN GOLD: Slapstick. Two reels.

—R. B. Maxwell, Illinois theatre, Sullivan, III.—
General patronage.

UKELELE SHIEKS : Punk. Two reels.—R.
B. Maxwell, Illinois theatre, Sullivan, 111.—Gen-
eral patronage.

WHAT’S THE WORLD COMING TO?: The
poorest excuse for a comedy ever shown in this

house. Two reels.—R. B. Maxwell, Illinois the-

atre, Sullivan, HI.—General patronage.

WHISPERING WHISKERS: Billy Bevan—
You can’t beat Mack Sennett comedies and this

one is a wow ! Two reels.—H. E. Schlichter, Lig-

gett theatre, Madison, Kan.—Small town patron-

age.

WHISPERING WHISKERS: Fair only. Two
reels.—R. B. Maxwell, Illinois theatre, Sullivan,

111.—General patronage.

UNIVERSAL

BUSTER’S HUNTING PARTY: Arthur Trim-
ble—This one was better than any I have run
yet, but nothing to rave about. Two reels.—R.
Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D.—General
patronage.

BUSTER’S PRIZE WINNER: Arthur Trim-
ble—Here is a great comedy. Also “Buster’s Nar-
row Escape.” Two reels.—James D. Kennedy,
Apollo theatre, Indianapolis, Ind.—General pat-
ronage.

EIGHTEEN CARAT : Edna Marian—A fairly

good comedy that will get some laughs for your
patrons.—W. T. Davis & Son, Rialto theatre,

Sharon, Wis.—General patronage.

FAINT HEART: Charles Puffy—Plenty of

laughs. They like Puffy here. One reel.—E. M.
Biddle, Strand theatre, Paoli, Ind.—Small town
patronage.

THE GOLD TRAP: Fred Humes—This is a
very interesting Mustang. A good little Western
simmered down to two reels. I haven’t shown
many two reel Westerns, but I think they are
pretty well liked by all. They are well worth
booking. Two reels.—L. D. Metcalf, Grand the-

atre, Ash Grove, Mo.—Small town patronage.

THE LOVE DEPUTY: Fred Humes—Good two
reel Western with a good cross country race.

Should go good with any society or comedy
drama. It’s good. Two reels.—R. Duba, Royal
theatre, Kimball, S. D.—General patronage.

MUSTANG WESTERNS: We have played

several of these and our crowd doesn’t seem to

care for them. You can’t get in sympathy with
any of the actors in two reels. All there is left

is just the action. That means nothing if you

are in sympathy with neither side. Two reels.

—

H. M. Face & Sons, Star theatre, Nashville, Mich.

—General patronage.

NOTHING TO DO: Arthur Lake—Better than

average Bluebird comedy. A trick auto helps out

some. A good filler. One reel.—I. R. Gavin,

Hammond theatre, Hammond, Wis.—Small town

patronage.

OH, BUSTER: Arthur Trimble—Another ex-

cellent comedy in this series. Two reels.—E. M.

Biddle, Strand theatre, Paoli, Ind.—Small town

patronage.
SEPARATED SWEETHEARTS: Arthur Lake

—This is a good one. Better than some two

reelers I have had. One reel.—R. Duba, Royal

theatre, Kimball, S. D.—General patronage.

SHADY REST: The Gumps—Best Gump we
have played.—Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre,

Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

THRILLING ROMANCE: Wanda Wiley—

A

comedy.—Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre,

Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

WHERE IS MY BABY": Neely Edwards—Best

Neely I have had for a long time. Sure brought

out the laughs. One reel.—R. Duba, Royal the-

atre, Kimball, S. D.—General patronage.

MISCELLANEOUS
WHEN HELL FROZE OVER: For an ani-

mated cartoon it is a good one. If your people

like that kind of a comedy it will please them.

One reel.—H. G. Isbell, Casino DeLuxe theatre,

Kiowa, C’olo.—General patronage.
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CHICAGO PERSONALITIES
— By D. H. .

1
EN A. ULLRICH, chairman of the central committee of Midwest
Film Golf Tournament, announced September 27 that the fall

-^tournament will be held at Olympia Fields October 8. Players will

be divided into classes, a method of arranging handicaps unlike that used
in the spring meet.

TETTERS have been sent to all exhibitors

and exchangemen in the Chicago terri-

tory and call attention to the fact that a

check in payment for entrance fee must
be received by the treasurer not later than
October 4. As at previous tournaments the

$10 entrance fee will cover green and locker

room fees, luncheon and dinner.

Players will play on the two courses used
in the spring, No. 1 and No. 2, both of

which are 18 hole courses.

The committee, consisting of Ullrich,

W. E. Burlock, C. E. Bond, J. J. Sampson,
and Tom Greenwood, completes one year
in office next month. Many exhibitors and
film people expect the members of the com-
mittee to be offered an additional term of
office in view of the success achieved with
the spring tournament.
The crowd in the spring meet numbered

well over 100 and it is believed 150 will

attend the next month’s outing.

A unique feature of the preparations now
being made is that no money is being so-

licited for the offering of prizes. There is

sufficient money in the treasury to provide
prizes equivalent in value to those of the
spring meet.

* * *

John C. Flinn, vicepresident and general
manager of Producers Distributing Corpo-

ration, was in Chicago September 24 on the
last lap of a 31-day trip around the coun-
try.

* * *

Upon the arrival of Fred G. Sliter in

Milwaukee he was welcomed by Eddie
Grainger from the Fox home office who
has been tempo-
rarily in charge of
the office. Sliter

has already taken
up his duties as
manager of the
Fox exchange
there.

He stopped i n
Chicago on his
route to Milwau-
kee and visited

Clyde Eckhardt,
from whom he re-

ceived a number of
suggestions as to

beginning his work Fre<1 SIiter
in Mil waukee.
Sliter comes from Seattle, where he has
been manager of the First National ex-
change for three years.

* * *

Now at Path e,Oscar Florine says he will

be host to Jack Miller, Len Ullrich and

A Sure-Fire Box
Office Line-up!

Devil's Dice

Christine of the Big

Tops

The Cancelled Debt

Thumbs Down

Wanted A Coward

Dangerous Friends

Players Appearing
in

Banner Productions

1. Robert Frazer

2. Pauline Garon
3. Lionel Barrymore
4. Mary Carr

5. Elaine Hammerstein
6. Lillian Rich

7. Wanda Hawley
8. William Russell

9. Estelle Taylor

10. Barbara Bedford

1 1 . Robert Agnew

6—Banner Productions—

6

For Illinois For Indiana

GREIVER PRODUCTIONS
831 SOUTH WABASH AVENUE

CHICAGO, ILL.

^STF/t^
INDIANA. •INDIANA

218\vHmmerBuilding
INDIANAPOLIS

Frank Schaefer at the Crystal Lake Coun-
try Club’s last golf affair of the season
October 1. It’s a good time party, of

course, but there’ll be four on the courses

who have their eyes on trophies as well as

trekking after golf balls “just for fun.”

* * *

Some gag men ought to bq film salesmen
and some film salesmen could be gag men,
and Frank Ishmael is—well, Frank tells a

story about how the weather has put the

mold on the oats downstate and how he
went down to investigate the losses accrued
on his own farm in Sangamon county. At
the end of the story Max Schwarts asks

“what is the gag?” And Frank, no longer

happy, replies, “There ain’t no gag. The
man in the country bank down there says

he doesn’t believe in gags when it comes
to loaning money on molded oats.”

* *- *

The Capitol theatre, Chicago, owned by
Halper & Feder, not the one owned by
Cooney Brothers, has been sold and will be

converted into a business house.

* * *

Raymond Grattan is at the head of a

syndicate which plans the construction of

a large motion picture theatre at 79th street

and Evans avenue. The building will have

a frontage of 207 feet.

* t- *

Frank Young, who makes a business of

selling films for United Artists out of Chi-

cago today suffers from a broken rib, re-

ceived when Alex Manta, owner of the In-

diana theatre in Indiana Harbor, became
playful last week. Alex, who is a regular

fellow, says he didn’t “mean to hurt Frank”

—just tried to demonstrate a newly learned

wrestler’s hold.
* * x

Joe M. Lyon, who it is supposed is in

league with Senator Upshaw on Certain Is-

sues, drops occasional innuendo about a

shaving brush of camel’s hair and then a

hair brush of the bristles from a drome-
dary and now the sandals of Solomon. All

of which he explains has no bearing upon
the Volstead affair but is his vernacular for

telling of his initiation into the Mystic

Shrine.
* * *

Lee Woodyat, country salesmanager of

Warner Brothers’ Chicago exchange,
_

is in

a critical condition at a Chicago hospital.

* * *

Among exhibitor visitors in Chicago last

week were Oscar Hanson, Jefferson the-

atre, Goshen, Ind. ; W. J. Gabel, who has

just opened the Grand theatre, Lincoln,

111., and John Osborne of the Home theatre,

Culver, Ind.
* * *

It is expected that L. J. Lambiotte of

the Mishawaka Theatres company will build

a house in Mishawaka to seat 1,000.

* * *

We received a letter this week from our
friend John H. McFarland, formerly a

salesman for Famous Players-Lasky and
later with Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. Mac
has left our film “industrious” and has

gone into a business that is at least

“cleaner” in theory. It’s selling of soap.

But Mac finds the soap will clean tile floors

cud windows of theatres
;
so he is still bor-

dering on the motion picture field.

utdmaticTicket Register [orrNEW YORK ’ “
( r *Tw*?s of

OLD UtAL IlCKET
Machine-
I PROOUCT



The Maximum
Emotional Effect

Th e general use of Panchromatic Negative in

motion picture production means much in the way of

improvement in the art.

Used without a filter it helps the picture

—

with a filter, the color corrections are positively sen-

sational. As one user has put it: “The use of ‘Pan’

gives the maximum emotional effect on the screen.”

Eastman panchromatic negative is now the

same price as ordinary negative. It keeps as well as

ordinary negative and, except for the lighting in the

darkroom, is developed in the same manner as ordi-

nary negative.

Yet Eastman Panchromatic is an extraordinary

product.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, NEW YORK



TRADE

HY MAYER’
“SKETCH BOOK’

A short length novelty by the famous artist.

Laughs, travel bits, odd and interesting items.

Short enough for any program.

Good enough to hold its own on any program.

Four now announced: “The Family Album,”

“A Pup’s Tale,” “Nurnberg, the Toy City,”

“Tripping the Rhine.”
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Ambassador
Theatre.
St. Louis

Architect :

A reproduction of the theatres

using the Major System of

Theatre Lighting Control
would fill all the pages of this

book and be crowded as well.

There are many reasons why

@ Major System should at-

tain this huge following

—

Most theatre men know these

reasons. May we tell you?

Write.

Piw

The @ Major System

by remote control

very flexibly handles

the stage and audi-

torium lighting. It

can be set up for any

desired number of

scenes and changes

secured by the oper-

ation of one master

switch. Details and

estimates without
cost.

Sv'cmkc/idam
ELECTRIC COMPANY

ST LOUIS

District Offices in Principal Cities

¥ 1

M

<cj

1. 1

1

—

r ^

1
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Attraction

C
EADING exhibitors
from coast to coast

have found the Wur-
litzer Organ such a tremen-

dous attraction that they are

using every conceivable ad-

vertising medium to bring

its power before the public.

Now they’re using the street

cars in York, Pa. You, too,

can get the crowds. Install

a Wurlitzer. There’s a par-

ticular style and size for

every theatre.

SOMETHING NEW
IN MUSIC

WAITER C.SIM0N
Noted Composer

IwohlTIzer

//ear the AEew
^urliIzerOHGAM
at the HIP Now Write today for new

illustrated catalog

Composer
*are Musical Treat

CINCINNATI
121 E. 4th St.

WURUIZER
NEW YORK CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO

120 W. 42nd St. 329 S. Wabash 134 Golden Gate Ave.

Stores in all Principal Cities from Coast to Coast

LOS ANGELES
814 S. Broadway
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Press j
ONE KEY

c\Ke New xjt
THEATRE MODEL

(r QJ ^ With the Subtracting Keyboard

Keep Uour seats filled.

with, the BRANDT
When the new Oriental Theatre, Chicago, was

opened on May 8th, Balaban & Katz set a new
mark even for themselves. With its picturesque
oriental decorations and its magic flying stage it

is truly “the unique theatre of the world.”

Balaban & Katz \ ^"2“jUl”9*Neu/ \ INSTANTLY
ORIENTAL

Chicago

USES 3 BRANDTS

As in other Balaban & Katz theatres, Oriental patrons
secure their seats in the most rapid manner possible. No
matter how large the crowds—there is no delay at the

box office. Three Brandts enable the cashiers to serve
all patrons easily and quickly—without mistake. The
cashier has only-one-key-to-press—the price of the ticket.

Automatically the Brandt’s subtracting keyboard pays
the right change to the patron—all in less than a second.
Brandt will serve your patrons equally well.

Sold Direct to User—not through dealers.

Qf| DAYS TO 17 17 MAIL THEOU TRIAL r IvLL COUPON

Brandt Automatic Cashier Co.,

Department A, Watertown, Wis.

Please place with us on Thirty Days Free Trial your
Brandt Junior Automatic Cashier. It is, of course,
understood that we can return it, as we accept trial

without obligation or expense. Please check whether
used on the right or left side of the Box Office.

Right Left

Firm Name

City State
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Let This

He who tells you that the uses and performance ability of the Reflector Arc Lamp
is confined to certain limits is quoting from ancient history for

—

Peerless Reflector Arc Lamps are used by hundreds of the largest and finest

theatres in the country.

Peerless Reflector Arc Lamps are specified as standard equipment by many
of the Nation’s largest theatre circuits.

Peerless Reflector Arc Lamps are standard reflector arc lamp equipment

on the Simplex Projector, manufactured by the world’s largest Projector

Manufacturer.

Peerless Reflector Arc Lamp plurality of lamps in actual use is twice the com-
bined number of all other makes put together.

Such facts are conclusive proof of Peerless superiority, not only in Mechanical

Performance and Design, but for Maximum Screen Illumination, Lowest Spot

Temperature and Greatest Operating Economy so

—

WHY EXPERIMENT?

Approved by the Underwriters

NEW “PEERLESS” FEATURES

Convertible Lamphouse Pilot
Lamp.

Positive Crater Position Indi-
cator (for Trimming).

Reflector Carriage Position In-
dicator.

Centre Position Indicator for
Lampbed Adjustment.

Long, Small Diameter Light
Cone (used for both stereop-
ticon and motion picture pro-
jection).

Carbon Combination Scale
Plate.

Insulated Reflector Hole Pro-
tecting Washer.

DO YOU WANT OUR NEW
CATALOG?

The J. E. McAuley Mf’g. Co.
552-54 W. Adams St. Chicago, III.
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The new Spanish design

theatre at Kenosha, Wis-

consin, as it will look

when completed for Uni-

versal Pictures Corp.

Put Your Building Worries

On Our Shoulders!

NOW BUILDING
UNDER

SUPERVISION OF
UNITED STUDIOS

JOPLIN, MO.: 2,000 seat theatre

of Egyptian design. Contracted for

by Universal Pictures Corp.—to

cost $670,000.

KENOSHA, WIS. : 2,108 seat the-

atre of Spanish design. Contracted

for by Universal Pictures Corp.

—

to cost $640,000.

The first “Atmospheric” theatre in

the East for the Worcester Olympia

Company—to cost $1,250,000.

$2,560,000 in contracts awarded

United Studios—a convincing argu-

ment of the merit of our proposi-

tion.

L. P. LARSEN
Managing Art

Director

Originators of

“The Standardized

Theatre”

^^HEN you build under the United Studios Com-
plete Service Plan you “put your building wor-

ries on our shoulders.” Once you have decided on the

type of theatre you want—the amount to be expended

—your troubles are over.

United Studios, Inc., is the only organization in this

industry that coordinates under one head every phase

of building activity. We design, erect, and equip and

turn the completed theatre over to you on an agreed

“Opening Date.”

Our thorough knowledge of the theatre field was

obtained by actual contact. Universal Pictures Cor-

poration has awarded us contracts calling for the

expenditure of $1,200,000. This after exhaustive

investigation of our organization—its ability and

financial responsibility.

Write today and let ns send you details of our Complete Service Plan. You

do not obligate yourself.

United Studios, Inc.
28 West Lake Street

Chicago
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POWERLITE REFLECTOR LAMP

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
A and D—Positive and Negative Carbon Holders.

The distance between these carbon holders when
fully separated is sufficient to allow the use of full

length trim of any carbons at present on the mar-

ket and would accommodate even longer carbons

if at any time that became necessary. Carbon
Holders have a "V” slot so that any size can be
used and exceptionally large contact area which

assures long life of carbons. Carbons can be very

readily inserted by depressing lever “B” on the

positive carbon holder and lever “E” on the neg-

ative holder. Carbons are held under heavy
spring pressure which eliminates the use of thumb
screws, wing nuts, etc. ; CARBONS CANNOT
SLIP IN CARBON HOLDERS WHEN ARC IS

STRUCK.

F—Vertical Adjustment for Negative Carbon. By
this adjustment it is possible to accurately line up
the negative carbon with the positive crater and
obtain a crater absolutely parallel with the mirror.

G

—

Lateral Mirror Adjustment Knob.

H—Lateral Adjustment for Positive Carbon. This
adjustment moves the positive carbon squarely
across the face of the mirror so that the positive

crater always squarely faces the mirror. It does
not swing the carbon at an angle as is common
practice in many low intensity lamps. Adjustment
F and H are based only when the lamp installa-

tion is first made, and are provided in order that

different diameter carbons may be properly
aligned with respect to the center of the reflector.

I—Vertical Mirror Adjusting Knob. This adjust-

ment together with adjustment G is used to prop-

erly center the spot on the aperature plate of the

projector mechanism.

J—Relay Adjusting Knob. The operation of this

adjustment is explained in the description of

Powerlite Relay.

L and M—Backward and Forward Adjusting
Screw. By means of this adjustment the proper

diameter spot is obtained at the aperature plate of

the projector mechanism.

N—Manual Feed, Crank. Unlike other low in-

tensity lamps it is unnecessary to disconnect the

motor drive mechanism before striking the arc by
hand. The motor drive mechanism is connected
to the lamp through a slip clutch which allows the

operation of the manual feed shaft instantaneously

without interfering with any other adjustment.
The advantage in this construction is obvious as

it prevents the possibility of the projectionist for-

getting to lock the manual feed shaft with the

motor drive apparatus after striking the arc.

O—Motor Worm and Worm Gear. The entire

gear drive operates silently at all times as only
spiral worms are used.

Q—Lamp Feed Worm. This worm shaft is sup-

ported in six bearings which eliminates the pos-

sibility of it becoming sprung or bent in any
manner.

THE NEW POWERLITE BOOKLET WILL BE SENT UPON REQUEST

POWER’S DIVISION
INTERNATIONAL PROJECTOR CORPORATION

90 Gold Street New York, N. Y. A

Power’s Projector
With

Powerlite Reflector Lamp
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New Grandeur Evidenced in

Recently Opened Theatres
Mark StrandChain
OpensNew Theatre

in Albany; N. Y.
Pictures on page 31

The latest addition to the Mark
Strand chain of motion picture the-

atres in New York State is the Mark
Ritz in Albany, N. Y., which opened
the forepart of this month. The
Mark Ritz has a seating- capacity of

approximately 1,200, and embodies
all the most modern contrivances
tending to the comfort of patrons.
The theatre is located in the busi-

ness center of the city on the site

of the former municipal building.
The site, while most advantageous on

account of its centralized location, was not
one of the best for a motion picture the-
atre, being rather cramped and necessitat-
ing the use of a larger balcony in the
theatre than is ordinarily found in New
York state. By utilizing this larger bal-

cony, the theatre has been able to secure
a seating capacity that places it on a par
with other competing houses. Much atten-
tion has been paid to the ventilating sys-
tem of the Mark Ritz in order that the
balcony may be fully as comfortable as the
main floor.

The name of the theatre was selected
from over 2,000 names submitted in com-
petition for a prize of $50 offered by the
company. The word “Mark” identifies the
theatre with Moe Mark of New York City,

president of the company, while the word
“Ritz” identifies the house as one coupled
with magnificence and modern day con-
veniences.

Thomas W. Lamb of New York City,
drew the plans for the theatre. The house
is equipped with a Wurlitzer organ, the
largest instrument in any motion picture
theatre in the Capital district. The color
scheme of the theatre throughout is of
green and gold, with special effects at-
tained through the use of varied colored
lamps and dome.
The projection room is equipped with

two Simplex machines of the latest type
and with Peerless, low intensity arc con-
trol lamps. The house is managed by Tony
Veiller, son of the well known writer.

M OTION picture houses
opened within the past few
weeks in various parts of the

country are setting a new pace as

bigger and better theatres. The trend

in theatre construction is a distinctly

progressive one. Improvement is par-

ticularly noticeable in small towns
and neighborhood houses. In Chi-

cago two neighborhood theatres have
recently opened which are outstand-

ing examples of the tremendous scale

upon which the community theatres

are being built. They are Marks
Bros. Granada theatre and Lubliner
& Trinz’ Belmont.

In St. Charles, 111., a 1000-seat

theatre that is probably without a

peer in the country was opened on
Labor Day. Views and details of this,

the Arcada theatre, are given else-

where in this issue.

Stories describing a number of re-

cently opened theatres are published
on this page. Photographs of various
views of the houses will be found in

the “'Better Theatres” Pictorial sec-

tion.

Topeka
, Kan . Has

Impressive House
in the “Jayhawk ”

Pictures on page 32

With the opening of the new $d00,-

000 Jayhawk theatre the other day,

Topeka, Kas., takes its place with
larger cities of the Middle West in

motion picture palaces. The Jayhawk
represents the realization of a “vis-

ion,” rather than business outlook into

the future. The vision was that of
E. H. Crosby, president of Crosby
Bros. Company, owners of the thea-
tre, which will be operated by Mau-
rice W. Jencks and G. L. Hooper of

( Continued on page 16)

Monstrous Opening

AccordedMichigan

Theatre inDetroit
Pictures on page 32

Detroit now takes its place among
the leaders of the world in theatredom

as the brillance from thousands of

incandescents in the biggest electric

signs in Michigan or the middle west

proclaims to all that the John H.

Kunsky—Balaban & Katz “Michigan

Theatre” is now open for public pa-

tronage.

The new theatre, which represents the

combined resources and experience at the

zenith, of Balaban & Katz of Chicago and

Kunsky Enterprises of Detroit, opened its

doors at noon Monday, August 23.

The biggest crowds Detroit has ever

seen were present all day long and far

into the night, and are still present.

It took nearly two years to build The
Michigan theatre, which is located on Bag-

ley avenue off Grand Circus park, in a

forlorn, forgotten neighborhood that until

recently was the shabbiest part of Detroit

tenderloin. Now, however, it represents

the fulfillment of the first unit of a $75,-

000,000 development program by a syndi-

cate of leading Detroit financiers, who ex-

pect to anchor Detroit’s business district

which has “floated” from Cadillac Square,

to half a dozen locations. A skyscraper

hotel, nearly completed, will open soon

within a block, and wires are hot to give

E. F. Albee a vaudeville theatre site next

door.
* * #

Rapp & Rapp, architects for all of Bala-

ban & Katz theatres, have given their finest

work here. There are no “mistakes” in

the theatre, either in construction, color

scheme, decoration or anywhere.

The main lobby, nearly a block long and

five stories high, is of French-Itahan

renaissance period. Thousands of Trench

mirrors hold theatre goers for hoyrs be-

fore and after they enter the theatre. In the

theatre, concealed cove lighting in dozens

of color circuits turn Master into beauti-

ful lace; “hanging ceilings”. become rich

sunsets, niches and retreats, inviting spots.

( Continued on page 20)
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Better Theatres
Advisory Staff

In order to render its readers

assistance on various problems

of equipment and construction

that arise from time to tims,

Better Theatres has obtained

the co-operation of the individ-

uals and associations listed fol-

lowing in this work.

Through the co-operation of
this advisory staff this depart-

ment feels that it has allied itself

with sources of expert knowl-
edge on virtually every phase of
theatre building and furnishing
and is able to offer theatre own-
ers a valuable service in provid-
ing information and answers on
a wide range of subjects of a

general nature.

ELMER F. BEHRNS, Theatre
Architect.

ROBERT O. BOLLER, Boiler
Brothers, Architects.

A. B. COPPOCK, Presentation
Producer.

E. B. CRESAP, Secretary, Na-
tional Association of Fan Manu-
facturers.

N. E. DURAND, Frederick C.
Foltz & Co.

JOHN EBERSON, Architect.

G. E. EICHENLAUB, Architect.

W. S. HAYS, Secretary, National
Slate Association and The Na-
tional Federation, Construction
I ndustries.

F. K. HILL, Seating Engineer.

F. J. HUSE, Chief Engineer, Hol-
low Building Tile Association.

CLELL JAY, Projectionist, New
Theatre, Little Rock, Ark.

SAMUEL R. LEWIS, Member,
American Society of Heating
and Ventilating Engineers.

A. C. LISKA, Remodeling.

E. M. LURIE, Assistant to Com-
missioner, Associated Metal Lath
Manufacturers.

HENRY L. NEWHOUSE, Archi-
tect.

J. F. O’MALLEY; Architect.

GEORGE L. RAPP, Architect.

GEORGE W. REPP, Service Divi-
sion, American Face Brick Asso-
ciation.

HENRY J. SCHWEIM, Chief
Engineer of The Gypsum Indus-
tries.

R. L. SIMMONS, Architect.

HORACE L. SMITH, JR., Thea-
tre Engineer.

NORMAN M. STINEMAN, As-
soc. Mem. American Society of
Civil Engineers, Portland Ce-
ment Association.

MAX Y. SEATON, Technical
Director, National Kellastone
Company.

J. L. STAIR, Chief Engineer,
Curtis Lighting, Inc.

EDITORIAL

C HICAGO has been called the
theatre center of the world.

New York and Los Angeles visitors

to this city visit two or three down-
town theatres and yield the palm.
Occasionally a visitor from out-of-
town lingers the six or seven days
necessary to make a round of the
major theatres in a taxicab and
agreement gives way to consterna-
tion.

It is wholly true that six days
may be occupied in viewing Chi-
cago’s first line theatres by swift
motor car. This schedule would
take in four or five theatres each
day, and even then a great many
houses which would be a sensation
on Broadway would not be in-

cluded.

Balaban & Katz is credited with
starting the movement which has
resulted in this situation, but a

number of concerns merit at least

parallel consideration. Lubliner &
Trinz, recently associated with
Balaban & Katz in practical opera-
tion, erected more theatres. Ascher
Brothers, National Theatres Corpo-
ration, Marks Brothers and (in the

near future) Schoenstadts contrib-

ute to the formidable layout of en-

tertainment centers which make the

mere term of “theatre” seem inade-

quate. This season big new thea-

tres are popping open in Chicago
with the exhilirating irregularity

of firecrackers and the duly im-

pressed Chicago public is rushing
in to fill the seats thus spectacu-

larly made available. Chicago pop-
ulation keeps pace with Chicago
theatre building, and what a pace
it is

!

Chicago’s major theatres are vis-

ited daily by exhibitors from other

cities seeking pointers in construc-

tion, equipment and design. Thea-
tres opened daily in the far flung

stretches of the cinema’s influence

clearly reflect the results of these

visits. Podunk’s new picture house
is a miniature reproduction of a big

Chicago theatre, or more than one,

and in this there is good news for

Podunk. To wit:
Chicago people are accustomed to

and demand the ultimate in thea-

tres and theatre entertainment.

That which is commonplace in Chi-

cago is sensational in Pittsburgh

and revolutionary in Podunk. To
build after the Chicago model is to

assure the success of the buPding
project for years to come. Chicago

is the theatre center of the world
and the theatre world is prospering

in pace with its center.

—HARRY E HOLQUIST.
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Great Tower Clock

to Be Feature of
ParamountTheatre
A flashing globe 455 feet above the street

level will mark the hours for Broadway’s
first great tower clock on the Paramount
building and theatre. The globe will be

designed as a map of the world, represent-

ing the world-wide activities of the Para-
mount Company, and illuminated with high

power lamps from within. It will be vis-

ible for miles, standing 40 feet higher than

the present top of the Paramount tower.

The great glass ball will be 19 feet in

diameter, and will be composed of ninety
squares of reinforced glass sheathed with
copper. Four of these squares will be
hinged to swing outward, giving access to

the surface from within. The smokestack
of the building will pass directly through
the center of the ball, and alone measures
six feet and a half in diameter. A steel

ladder reaching up from the tower below
gives access to the ball and passes on
through to the top where a runway two feet

and a half wide passes around the top of
the stack. Steel walkways also pass com-
pletely around the interior of the ball, from
which workmen may tend the mechanism.

The lamps- inside the ball will be con-
nected with a flasher switch so geared to

the great clock that it will flash red on
the quarter hours and white on the even.
Thus, the light, which is a steady white,
at the hour of twelve will turn and flash

four times, immediately turning to white
again it will flash twelve times. At a quar-
ter after the hour it will flash red once,

two on the half and three at three-quarters,
always turning to a steady white in the

meantime.

Besides being a great landmark for
Times Square in the future, the ball itself

will be significant of what motion pictures

have done for the world. Trade now fol-

lows the film instead of the flag, and in the
thatched huts of Africa as well as in every
city in the world American Motion Pic-
tures are shown. This great ball at Times
Square stands as an emblem for American
motion Pictures which enlighten the world.

Louis R. Lipstone (left), orchestra ex-

ecutive for Balaban & Katz, examining
the new invention, the orchestra reson-

ator base, installed in the new Detroit

Michigan theatre. R. D. Gallagher, in-

ventor and manufacturer of the device

is. explaining its construction.

Addition Made to

StabHare Factory
The Stabilarc division of the Automatic

Devices Company, Allentown, Pa., an-

nounces the completion of a two-story ad-

dition to its plant facilities for manufactur-
ing Stabilarc motor-generator sets.

This increase in space makes available a

Steel, Framework
ofRoxy Playhouse
Is Rising Rapidly

The Roxy, theatre now being built in

New York at 51st and Seventh Ave. is one
of the most ambitious enterprises of the

theatrical world. When completed it will

be the world’s largest theatre covering an
acre and a half of land and boasting a
seating capacity of 6,200 seats.

The huge steel framework for the Roxy
was completed last week, and this is in

itself a triumph of engineering. Take, for
example, the main truss of the theatre.

Weighing over 210 tons it took four trucks
to haul it from the waterfront to the
foundation for installation, and it proved
to be so unwieldy a process that for an
hour and a half one morning last spring,

Broadway traffic was jammed during the

journey crosstown. The weight of the

largest truss of the Mecca Temple, which
has a seating capacity of 5,000, is 72 tons.

An addition to the stock exchange building
in 1921 called for a 160-ton truss, employ-
ing four trusses spanning the entire trad-

ing floor, carrying eighteen stories with
two below. A 100-ton truss was installed

in the Aetna Life building at Hartford.
Tire Fox theatre in Market St. boasts no
larger than a 137-ton truss. But the Roxy
theatre holds the record with 210, and none
other approaches it in size bulk.

While the theatre itself is coming along
fast, Roxy is preparing the entertainment
for the new house. He is engaging the

personnel of the theatre, H. Maurice Jac-
quet, Kurt Schindler and Clark Robinson
having already been engaged as musical
director, choral master and art director,

respectively.

total area of three times the size of the

original building
The Automatic Devices Company, of

which the Stabilarc organization is a part,

is headed by Irving Samuels, well known
throughout the industry as the one chiefly

responsible for the country-wide adoption
of A. D. C. Automatic Curtain Control in

theatres.

IMn

SpH|§§f|

SSHHf i

New and larger plant of the Samuels Stabilarc Company, Allentown, Pa.
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Building That

Is a

Recreation
Center

Made Possible

by
Proper sound proofing has made possible the bowling alley installation shown,
which is above the auditorium of the Adelphi theatre, Chicago.

SOUND
QUESTIONS—
and ANSWERS

PROOFING
By J. F. Foster

Sales Manager, Stevens Sound Proofing Company, Chicago

T bowling alleys could be placed above a theatre auditorium, with-

in any way proving a disturbance to the patrons, appears to be

information of considerable interest to many exhibitors; judging from

letters received since publication of the article in last “Better Theatres.” We
are answering some of these letters, which are of a generally interesting nature

elsewhere in these columns.

The practice of including bowling alleys, billiard parlors or a dance hall

in a theatre building is a tendency that is gaining popularity. On my
trips through the country, I find that theatre owners everywhere are giving

this matter consideration for two very good reasons:
“Better Theatres” Section
EXHIBITORS HERALD.
Gentlemen

:

“We would be very much pleased if

you could give us some information
upon the following subject:

“In the basement of our theatre, we
like to install bowling alleys and bil-

liard parlor. Can you recommend us
any architect, or can you tell us how
we can make this basement absolutely
soundproof?

“All the work for this soundproofing
must be done from the basement, with-
out having to shut down the theatre.
Do you think that a 1" or 2" or more
of cork will be sufficient? If not, what
is the material we should use?
“Thanking you in advance, and look-

ing forward for your answer, by return
mail if possible.

“FRANKOS & GORRIS,
“Capitol theatre, McKeesport, Pa.”

ANSWER: “It will be necessary here
to soundproof the ceiling of the entire
room, and we are sending you herewith a
sketch showing our general method of do-
ing this. The isolator which we intend to
use on the ceiling is shown in our catalogue
oh page 60. It is our intention also to
place special foundations under all the
bowling alleys, as shown on page 61. We
also expect to soundproof the partition be-
hind the bowling alley pits, as shown on
page 56.

“The partition which you will build
( Continued on page 18 )

First of all, the aforementioned adjuncts
to a theatre building are sources of addi-
tional revenue, which is obviously desirable
in many instances. Secondly, the very na-
ture of the thing has a tendency to make
of a theatre building a virtual amusement
and recreational center. With bowling,
billiards, dancing and films under one roof,

a building cannot but help be the mecca for
the greater portion of, the town or com-
munity’s people. The majority of them are
enthusiasts of one sport or the other, and
not infrequently are they good supporters
of several.

* * *

One might suppose that these additional
diversions might cut in on the theatre pat-
ronage, but this has not been found to be
the case. In fact, the reverse is true. The
additional people that have been attracted
to the theatre by bowling alleys or dance
halls have created such a magnetic position
for the building as a recreational center,

that theatre patronage has been actually
increased.

I believe it will be of interest to describe
briefly a few theatre buildings which have
provided for recreational activities in one
or another of the aforementioned forms.

A good example, I believe, is the Hogan
theatre of Detroit, Michigan. This build-
ing, which will house a modern theatre, is

located in a new section of the city that

is rather thinly populated, and it is ob-

vious that the growth of the community
will center around the theatre and get its

impetus from there. The helpful part that

bowling alleys will play in this connection
is readily appreciated.

The Hogan theatre will have, in addition

to an auditorium seating about twenty-
five hundred people, a room directly under
the auditorium containing eighteen bond-
ing alleys and ten or twelve pool and bil-

liard tables. This building will also con-
tain about eight stores, thirty-two apart-

ments and a ballroom for dancing, the lat-

ter being located on the third floor, adja-

cent to the auditorium.

* * *

This is only possible through proper
sound-proofing treatment, and in view of

the investment required, the methods used
must be practicable and based on experi-

ence in building construction, as well as

following physical laws.

The Orpheum theatre at Pontiac, Michi-
gan, is a good example of what can be ac-

complished. In this building, which is con-
structed of brick walls, massillon steel

joists and concrete, there are ten standard
bowling alleys placed directly above the

auditorium
;
and the sound-proofing is so

efficient that the house is used for drama
as well as motion pictures.

Another example worthy of mention is

the Adelphi theatre at Clark and Estes
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Ave., Chicago, 111. This building is ofl brick

with concrete slabs, and there are six bowl-

ing alleys on the second floor directly over

the lobby and foyer of the theatre,^ and
directly adjoining the auditorium. These
alleys were properly sound-proofed, and no
sound is heard in any part of the theatre.

This installation was made eight years ago,

and is completely satisfactory.

In addition to the matter of properly ex-

cluding obnoxious noises, that are charac-

teristic of bowling alleys, from the audi-

torium through modern methods of sound-

proofing, I believe some of our observations

on the construction and requirements of

bowling alley installations will be of in-

terest.
ijt :js ifc

To give an idea of methods to be fol-

lowed, it might be well to go over the de-

tails of the Hogan theatre and explain, in

detail, just what has to be worked out to

make conditions satisfactory from a sound
transmission standpoint.

The bowling alley room is the first place

in the building to be considered. As ex-

plained before, sound is transmitted

through a building by the vibration or

movement of the structural parts of the

building, and the sound proofing must be
installed in such a way that the inner sur-

faces of the room may be disconnected
from the sub-surfaces of the room—insofar

as actual solid ties are concerned—so that

the inner surfaces may vibrate without
moving the sub-surfaces.

The bowling alleys in this building are to

be used for the game of ten pins, which
means that the ball used weighs approxi-
mately sixteen (16) pounds. The rolling

of the ball down the alley, as well as the
crash when the ball hits the pins and the

pins hit the side boards, will set up a vi-

bration that will travel through footings
and columns.
The first point to be considered is what

shall be done to prevent the direct vibra-
tion from entering the structure of the

building. To accomplish this, a foundation
must be built so that bowling alleys
may be floated on a flexible material which
will not transmit vibrations.

The basis of this foundation is a series

of steel chairs lined with cattle hair felt

(see illustration). These chairs are placed
on the concrete slab after being wired to

2 by 4 lumber stringers (on proper cen-
ters)

;
and as the chair engages the stringer

on the bottom and both sides, there is no
contact except through felt. After level-

ing, the chairs are grouted up with cement,
and the wires are removed.

* * *

In order to distribute loads and be cer-

tain that felt remains resilient and live.,

another chair is placed on top of the lower
series of stringers, designed to support a
series of 2 by 4 stringers running at right

angles to the lower tier (see illustration).

The matter of sound being transmitted
by direct vibration is thus taken care of,

but the sound which may be transmitted
through the drum effects in hollow air

spaces must also be considered. It is nec-
essary to supply a fill so that sounds will

not reverberate, and this fill must be of a

cellular nature, as a solid would provide
direct avenues for vibration. It is common
practice to use dry, screened cinders or
rock wool for this purpose.
After filling the space as described to the

top of the upper tier of stringers, a %-in.
wood sub floor is nailed to the top of the
stringers, and the bowling alley constructed
above.

In placing the stringers, care should be
taken that none of them are allowed to
touch any wall or column, and when the
bowling alleys are installed they must not
touch walls or columns either. It is com-
mon practice to place a flexible joint be-

tween the edge of the bowling alley and
walls or columns. This joint is made by
placing a strip of cattle hair felt flush with
the wall and covering it at the floor line

with a low melting point asphalt, to keep
out dust and moisture.

( Continued on page 18)
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Is This the Ideal 1,000 Seat House?

a
I

H- ersrq-

The Arcada theatre, St. Charles, 111., is hailed far and wide as one of the finest examples
of a theatre in the 1,000 seat class to be found anywhere in the country. Reproduced on
this page are the plans of Elmer F. Behrns, Chicago architect, who designed the theatre and
commercial building for Lester Norris of St. Charles.

A detailed description and pliotograps of the Arcade appear on pages following. The
arcade feature shown in the diagrams will no doubt prove of interest to many exhibitors

who have in mind a theatre combining commercial features..
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The ARCADA, St. Charles, 111.

—A Distinctive Playhouse
By Harry E. Holquist

VI/HAT unquestionably ranks as one of
* * the finest theatres in the 1,000 seat class

was opened Labor Day in St. Charles, Il-

linois. The Arcade theatre, as it is known,
is a house designed and built with a definite

plan and purpose. It fulfills its mission
admirably, setting a splendid example and
revealing anew a thought frequently ex-

pressed in these columns, namely : that in

the smaller town and rural communities lie

vast opportunities for the development and
growth of the motion picture theatre.

The Arcada was built by Lester Norris,

St. Charles millionaire, from plans pre-

pared by Architect Elmer F. Behrns of

Chicago. It was Mr. Norris’ idea to give

to the city a playhouse of which it could

be justly proud—a theatre that would offer

every element of comfort and, above all,

a home-like atmosphere of intimacy re-

flected in elegant grandeur that was yet

subdued and in keeping with good business

practice.
* * *

In the Arcada is to be found every ele-

ment of that condition best expressed by
the word “cozy.” In it is to be found
also a grandeur seldom approached—

a

grandeur wrought of simplicity and
good taste in architectural treatment
and ornamentation that is at once
obvious and appreciated.

“Better Theatres” is able to offer

its readers a detail study of this

unusual theatre. In addition to audi-

torium and balcony plans it presents
on the following pages a set of in-

formative views which it believes

worthy of more than passing notice

as merely “theatre pictures.”

The Arcada is that kind of a thea-
tre. There is 'a reason for every
texture—for every ornamentation.

Occupying a site on a corner lot

that is “L” shaped the Arcada thea-

tre building houses a number of

stores, business offices, lodge room
and other adjuncts as depicted in the
auditorium and balcony plans. In-
gress and egress is obtained from
two sources, one on First street and
the other on Main street, both lead-

ing to a point near the box office. The
principal entrance is from Main street

which is surmounted by an attractive can-

opy and leads into a vestibule. (See or-

chestra floor plan.)
* * *

In the vestibule the visitor receives his

first impression of an architectural treat-

ment that is intriguing and stately. The
Spanish influence which is carried out
throughout the house becomes manifest in

the colored faince tile floor laid in broken
pattern. The same floor treatment is car-

ried on into the arcade which leads to the

auditorium foyer and joins the First street

entrance. Artistic doors topped by tran-

soms of ornate spindles divide the vestibule

and the arcade.

A typical rough texture is used for the

walls of the arcade which is two stories

high. On one side is a confectionery and
ice cream parlor while on the opposite side

ingenious use has been made of a wrought
iron fence. The arcade ceiling is finished
in light cobalt blue. Across it are a num-
ber of beams of wood effect, artistically

ornamented and supported by Indian heads,
the sculptural work of Lester Norris. Stone

*'*
.

• !*?•

Detail view of arches in side wall showing
which swing with playing of organist.

benches, shrubs and Spanish shawls in red
and green together with a series of deli-

cate lighting fixtures give the arcade a
most pleasing appearance. (See illustra-

tion No. A.)
A stairway near the intersection of the

First street entrance and the arcade leads
to the balcony floor. Flere, from a point
of vantage, Manager W. L. Pracht has a
view of waiting crowds in the arcade and
the balcony promenade on the second floor.

j}:

A series of unusual leather covered doors
with brass buttons leads into the foyer.

Here the intrinsic beauty of the house is

further accentuated with its luxurious car-

peting, wrought iron fixtures and coffered
ceiling. At the left end of the fover is a
recess into which has been built a fountain
of beauty consisting of a coral formation
with trickling water falling gently into a
pool at its base. The projecting rocks are
studded with palms and ferns and touches
of moss covering. The background for
this fountain is a sky effect of ever chang-
ing lights, casting varied shadows and high-
lights on the picturesque whole. The foun-
tain is set behind a handsome import-

ed Italian gateway of wrought iron.

(See illustration B.)

The real warmth and grandeur of

the Arcada is experienced on enter-

ing the auditorium. Here, looking to-

ward the stage and on either side of

the proscenium an unusual effect has
been obtained by the use of Cainstone
in a broken patterned arch which ex-
tends up in front of the organ cham-
bers and at the base of which are
artistic exit niches. The upper por-
tion is treated with a double arch
supported by an ornamental center
column. The arches are draped with
red silk over an overdrape of gold
studded with jewels. The niches are
cleverly illuminated behind a wrought
iron balcony which has the effect of
giving them considerable depth.

A brand new idea serving the pur-
pose of auditorium decoration and

bells musical utility as well is intro-

(Continued on page 37 )
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A splendid example of beauty that is yet simple in its grandeur is the Arcada ceiling. In the above

view may he seen the octagon opening and artistic wood effect beams with pattern designs. The ceil-

ing opening, with its Spanish shawls, is declared to give the effect of being in a court and looking

up into a higher level.

Arcade entrance to foyer of the Arcada theatre A view of the right hand portion of auditorium

leading to box office. On left are commercial en- and side walls of the Arcada. A series of arches

terprises. Above the arcade serves as a promenade. like the one shown support the balcony.
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A view of stage from the balcony. In conformity with the Spanish treatment is the stage setting.

The Cainstone patterned arch conceals the organ chambers. Below are artistic exit niches. The
Arcade stage measures 27 by 75 feet and is equipped to care for every type of presentation and
theatrical production.

View from balcony. On the wall is shown arches
containing bells which swing in perfect synchron-
ization with the playing of the chimes by the or-

ganist.

Foyer of the Arcada, behind which is fountain of

coral formation with trickling water and pool at

its base. Projecting rocks are studded with ferns

and moss.
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THAT’S what Mr. L. E. Brewer, of the
Brewer Amusement Enterprises, Pauls

Valley, Okla., says about his new SILVER-
SHEET—and then he adds - - -

“It was everything that we ex-

pected it to be—and more too.’

Such unsolicited remarks as these are becoming
part of our daily existence, and from every
section of the country we are continually re-

ceiving reports of the

giving unqualified satisfaction

HOW ABOUT YOUR SCREEN?

Your supply dealer is the

SILVERSHEET distributor

AMERICAN SlLVERSHEEf COMPANY
915-17 Wash St. St. Louis Mo.

Topeka, Kan., Has
Impressive House
in the “Jayhawk ”

(Continued from page 7)

the Jayhawk Theatre Operating Com-
pany, under whose supervision the
theatre was constructed.

The theatre, which seats 1,500 can be
emptied in ten minutes, its ground space
being 74x125 feet. The stage is located on
the extreme southern end of the structure
and is faced by a deep, wide balcony, cap-
able of seating 650 persons, all of whom
can see every foot of the stage There are
hundreds of feet of restful and inspiring

lobbies extending along the north and west
sides of the main auditorium. From them
and leading to the foyer on the mezzanine
floor back of the balcony are two grand
staircases, which rise with a sweep and
general gracefulness that is pleasing to the

eye.

* *

It is on the mezzanine floor that the real

luxury of the theatre is to be seen. There
are offices for the various departments of

the theatre, the projection room and store

rooms. Tons and tons of marble and
thousands of feet of expensive woods have
been used in the theatre’s construction.

From the moment a patron enters the

house on Seventh street, as he passes the

elaborate box office grill inside the big

main door, as he mounts the wide easy

stairs at the entrance to the main foyer,

as he walks through the arcade to the

theatre proper, each step is a vista of

elaborate decoration.

Regardless of the weather outside, the

patron in the Jayhawk will be unaware of

icy winds or sultry heat. A balmy spring

temperature will prevail at all times. All

this will be effected by the huge refrigera-

tion, heating and ventilating system with

which the theatre has been equipped at a

cost of more than $50,000. For three

months mechanics and engineers employed
by the American Carbonic Company of

Chicago worked in installing the system,

which is equipped with three motors and
forces treated air through 302 openings.

Toilet rooms, cloak rooms and smoking
accommodations, the like of which Topeka
patrons heretofore have been forced to go
outside the state to enjoy, are included in

the new house.
* * *

When the orchestra, under the direction

of George Kristufek, is taking a periodical

rest, a $25,000 organ, the product of George
Kilgen & Sons Co., will be presided over
by Miss Bernice Hemus. From bright day-

light to sunset, to moonlight night and then

a rosy dawn are the transitions possible

within only a few moments by the aid of

the electrical and mechanical equipment in

the theatre.

“It has taken a pile of money to make
all this possible,” said Mr. Crosbv. “but

that money was made right here in Topeka
and the Topekans who will enjoy enter-

tainment in this theatre are the ones who
have helped me pile up this money. Topeka
needed a really modern theatre badly.

Topekans were fast adopting the idea that

if they wanted good shows they had to

go to Kansas City to get them. They
were spending Topeka money to build

newer and better theatres for Kansas City,

rather than their home town. With a stage

30x38 feet, it will be possible to stage the

best of prologues and specialty numbers.”
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44
if winter comes

The Unanimous Choice of

Theatres—
Manufacturers—
Architects!

THEATRE CHAINS WE
SELL TO:

Comerford, Publix, Saenger,

Fischers, Saxe, Balaban &
Katz, Lubliner & Trinz, Stan-

ley, Universal, Orpheum,
Loews, Finkelstein & Ruben
and others.

SOME RECENT
INSTALLATIONS

Paramount Theatre, New York
City

Roxy Theatre, New York City

Shea’s Buffalo, Buffalo, N. Y.

New Michigan, Detroit

Riviera, Detroit

Circle, Cleveland
Loews State, Cleveland

Rialto, Miami
Tampa, Tampa
Oriental, Chicago
Uptown, Chicago
Harding, Chicago
Tower, Chicago
Alhambra, Milwaukee
Ambassador, St. Louis

RECOMMENDED BY
ORGAN

MANUFACTURERS
Rudolph Wurlitzer Co.
W. W. Kimball Co.
Marr & Colton Co.
Robert Morton Organ Co.

Geo. Kilgen & Son, Inc.

Bartola Musical Inst. Co.
Estey Organ
Welte Mignon Corp.

ENDORSED BY
NATIONALLY KNOWN

ARCHITECTS
Walter Ahlschlager, Eberson &
F.berson, Rapp & Rapp.

YOU need have no fear of die cold bleak days

ahead—sharp changes of temperature will

not affect your organ if it is equipped with

EVENHEETERS!

EVENHEETERS protect the delicate sound

chambers so susceptible to climatic conditions.

All winter long EVENHEETERS assure you the

purest, sweetest tones of

which your organ is

capable.

Leading organ manufac-
turers, architects and thea-

tre owners are unanimous

in praise of EVENHEET-
ERS. Don’t go through an-

other winter without them!

Write today for full information.

Let us tell you how to protect

your organ “if winter comes.”

Portab

For

le EVENHEETER

Your

Ticket

Booth

or [ wgm J 1

Box
1 1

-]
Office

Easily i \ M
\ m

Installed!
f

\

Cramblet Engineering Corp.
286-288 Milwaukee St. Milwaukee, Wis.

EVENHEETERS
Banish Winter Organ Troubles

For Perfect Signs in Motion—Hotchkiss “Silent” Flashers

ROLL
Folded Machine
RESERVED
COUPON

BEST QUALITY
AND SERVICE —

Weprove it—Send the order

LARGEST EXCLUSIVE W
AMUSEMENT TICKET

41
PRINTERS IN hi.^i.for]Qyears

Tpiimovmf Press
117 ALBANY STREETBOSTON, MASS.
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Now It’s Just Possible
That you’d rather hear of ACTUAL CASES than merely
broad, general statements complimentary to our product.

Then Let’s Take the Case of

MR. JOS. CULLEN
of the Studio Theatre, Milwaukee. During the month of

May, 1926, Mr. Cullen’s patrons squinted at wavering,

blotchy, 5'ellowish pictures—and his power bill for this

period was $86.9 1

.

In June, we installed a pair of PERFECTION Lamps. The
astonishing improvement in projection at the Studio alone

would have left Mr. Cullen fairly satisfied. BUT HIS
POWER BILL FOR JUNE DROPPED TO $24. 1 5 !

Gentlemen, write to Mr. Cullen. We’ve loaned him a

typewriter and he’s promised to answer the first 500
letters!

“Let There Be Light”

PERFECTION

Low-Intensity
Reflecting Arc Lamp

Priced at $195 each,
they’re taking the Country by storm!

Bring your Projection troubles to

PERFECTION ARC CO., Inc.

1402 North Ave. Milwaukee, Wis.

The First Successful Projection Carbon
And Still The Best

CARBONS
For All Types of

MOTION PICTURE PROJECTION

HUGO REISINGER
11 Broadway New York

Answers Questions

on Bowling Alleys
( Continued from page 10 )

alongside of the west wall, about six feet
away from the present footing, will not
be soundproofed; but it is understood that
same should not come in contact with the
joists above. It is also understood that
the bowling alleys must not touch any side
walls or columns, and either a space will

have to be left between the bowling alleys
and the walls, or a flexible joint used com-
posed of felt or other soft material.

“You undoubtedly realize that sound is

carried by the vibration of solid materials
entering into a building, and our method
of stopping sound is to break these solid

connections between the surtaces where the

sound is to be stopped. By floating the
bowling alleys on a flexible foundation, all

connection is broken, and no vibration can
carry up through the building.

“Our reason for treating the ceiling is

that wood joist construction is very light

and easily moved, and you will note that

we have provided two thicknesses of felt

on this job, one directly on the joists and
the other laid over the lath and plaster.

“We feel it is necessary to treat the par-

tition behind the pits owing to the fact

that your ventilating fans are situated be-

hind same, also the volume of noise from
the pits is very great and special care

should be taken at this point.—J. F. F.”

“Better Theatres” Section
EXHIBITORS HERALD.
Gentlemen

:

“Am figuring on placing a three alley

bowling alley in the basement of my
theatre here, and would like to know
if this would make any disturbances of

any kind.

“The floor in the theatre is some
around 18 inches thick, rock foundation.

As yet I have nothing for the bowling
alley foundation.

“Any tips on this will be greatly ap-

preciated.
“O. C. JOHNSON,

“Dakota theatre, Yankton, S. D.”

ANSWER: “We have your inquiry of

the 6th, in which you state that you con-

template placing three bowling alleys in the

basement of your theatre.

“Bowling alleys are about as severe A

condition as is encountered in the sound
transmission field, and you would, from
what I can gain from your letter, have a

sound problem on your hands if 30U failed

to proper soundproof the basement of your
theatre.

“I would request that you forward me
a sketch or plan of your theatre floor, also

cross section of your ceiling slab. Will
then be able to make you certain recom-
mendations for treating this condition.

—

J. F. F.”

Soundproofing in

Theatre Building
( Continued on page 11 )

In planning a room where this condition

occurs, it is common practice to allow at

least nine feet (9 ft.) head-room between
bowling alley and ceiling. Where this sys-

tem of sound-proofing is used it must be
taken into consideration that the founda-
tion and bowling alleys will require 15 in.

in height from basement slab to top of
finished alleys.

This is only one angle of the problem,,

and future articles will discuss in detail

the treatment of the partitions, walls, col-
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THE NEW
IMPROVED 1927

SYSTEM CONTROLLED VENTILATION

Exclusive Features
Include:

Horton Variable Speed Pulley.

New Improved Dual Deflector.

Uniform Balata Belting.

Center Split Hub with Self Aligning Tie

Rods Assuring Rigidity.

Sheet Deadening Felt Lining.

Hyatt Roller Bearings.

Arctic Shock Absorbers—Make Start-

ing Easy—Avoids Burning Out Motors
and Fuses.

Current Reducer When Running at Low
Speed.

—And Many Other Improvements.

Differs from anything ever attempted in

theatre ventilation

Distinctive Principle Superior Performance

ARCTIC NU-AIR CORPORATION
818 State Lake Building

CHICAGO, ILL.

PRICES

$275°°

TO

$48500

F.O.B. FACTORY

Guaranteed. Can Be Used 365
Days Per Year

OUR REPRESENTATIVE WILL CALL
UPON REQUEST—NO OBLIGATION

Mail the Coupon—Get The Facts

Date

Arctic Nu-Air Corp., Dept. 205
818 State Lake Bldg.

Chicago, 111.

Gentlemen

:

Give me the facts on the New and Im-

proved Arctic Nu-Air.

Name

Address

City State
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PALACE THEATRE CANTON, OHIO
JOHN EBERSON — ARCHITECT

REYNOLDS SYSTEM
of

HEATING and VENTILATING
B F REYNOLDS & co.

118 W. OHIO ST. CHICAGO, ILL.

MANUFACTURERS— ENGINEERS— CONTRACTORS
ESTABLISHED 1881

umns and ceiling of the bowling alley

room.

We have received some letters regarding
sound-proofing problems in theatres, which
we are reproducing here to give an idea
of how such inquiries are handled.

The letter from Frankos & Gorris of Mc-
Keesport, Pa., is very interesting, and after
a personal examination was made of the
job in question, a proposition was submit-
ted and forwarded to them in a letter of
August 16th, which is also reproduced.

We are also reproducing elsewhere a let-

ter received from the Dakota theatre at
\ ankton, South Dakota, together with the
reply, and as there are many more coming
in all the time, a wide interest in sound-
proofing is apparent.

The assurance of proper sound-proofing
may enable an owner to greatly increase
his income by adding other features to
the theatre.

Monstrous Opening
AccordedMichigan
Theatre in Detroit

(Continued from page 7 )

A balcony with 2,000 seats, a mezzanine
with 800, and the main floor, with the rest
of the 5,000 seats are all “closeups” and
exactly the same as to comfort and com-
manding view of the show and beauty, of
theatre, gives the reason for the one-price-
for-any-seat policy.

The stage, modern in every respect, with
every mechanical device anyone has ever
heard of, is big enough to present a full

sized circus if necessary. The orchestra
platform is of the disappearing type, and
the organ console also. At the conductors
stand, telephone, house telephone, individ-
ual signals for each musician, warning sig-

nals, and other devices help the conductor
to keep control of the show. The organ
was built by Wurlitzer.

Ample retiring and dressing rooms for
orchestra and performers are modern and
lavishly outfitted with all comforts.

On the opening day, notable visitors in-

cluded Harold Franklin, general manager
of Publix theatre, Eugene Zukor, vice-

president of Publix, Herbert L. Stern,
president of Balaban & Katz, Lawrence
Stern, of the Lawrence Stern Investment
Company, all members of the Balaban &
Katz firm as well as executive heads.

Sell You* Attractions

COLOR
10

Sure-fire attention getters-Now used regularly by more than 1200 theatres

THEATRICAL POSTERCO,..
I Largest Theatrical Sgp and Display Shop in the United States.

J

CH

* * *

The first show started with an effective

“Welcome” trailer, written by William K.
Hollander, publicity chief, who registered
a round of hearty applause with it. Over-
ture “1812” by Tschaikowsky followed,
conducted by Eduard Werner. Then a

scenic, with Marie Herron singing “Pale
Moon”

; then a Frank Cambria production,

“Quartette from Rigoletto” introducing

Emma Noe, Sudsworth Frazier, Inga
Wank and Georges Kaneny; then a classic

and community singing, led by Dean Fos-
sler at the organ console

;
then the Inter-

national newsreel supplemented by local

newsreel views
;
then another Frank Cam-

bria production, “The Inaugural Joy Fes-
tival,” a jazz frolic with Rita Owin, Jack
North, Boyd Senter and Jack Russell,

Marie Herron, and a marvelous group of

singing and dancing girls.
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The Perfection Rheostat
Is Used as Standard by

LOEWS CIRCUIT
KEITH’S CIRCUIT

The COVERED WAGON Road Shows
The BIG PARADE Road Shows
RIALTO THEATRE, N. Y.
BEN HUR Road Shows

COHAN THEATRE, N. Y.
ASTOR THEATRE, N. Y.
EASTMAN KODAK CO.
SIMPLEX DIV. INTL.
PROJECTOR CORP.

U. S. NAVY and Others

HOFFMANN & SOONS
Contracting Electrical Engineers

Moving Picture Theatre Electrical Specialists

522 First Ave., New York City

Our New Bulletin de-

scribes and illustrates

with full details. It is

entirely free

ACME ELECTRIC
CONSTRUCTION COMPANY

407 S. Dearborn Street

CHICAGO

Keep the Crowds
Moving In

The Acme Is a
Mark of Finished
Showmanship

Give the Ticket Buyers

a Chance /TPMT^
L Ivrlll

Folks dislike standing
in line outside. That
keeps many from buy-
ing tickets. When a

seat is vacated you
should fill it immediately. Get the
crowd moving in as rapidly as

possible. The Acme Usher Sig-

nal System keeps your doorman
and captains in constant touch
with all ushers. They know of

vacancies at once. The result is

more tickets are sold, your crowds
are handled in a more satisfactory

way and your profits are increased.

USHER SIGNALSYSTEM

R
E
P
R
o
D
U
c
o

Pipe

Organ

'SheTlusic
* - - in - - «

'SKis 'SKeatre
is furnished by the

REPRODUC©
P I PE -ORGfl AJ

The Dwarf in size—the Giant in musical production

May be played automatically or manually

Operators Piano Co.
715 N. Kedzie Ave.
Chicago, 111.

Please send us pamphlets telling

about the Reproduco Pipe Organ.

City Theatre. -

State 1
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RUSSIALOID
Reg. Trade Mark

SOFTNESS and ANCHORAGE
place it far ahead of other artificial

leathers for theatre use.

OUR SAMPLES ARE FREE
An examination and test will save
you dollars. Your time will not be
wasted.

Write us for book R6

The Pantasote Co., Inc.
250 Park Avenue New York City

Distinctive

Luxurious
Long-lasting

Sanitary

t Rainproof

Painted or Heavy Poster Paper-Size 32 or36'x lOft.in 5 contrasting colors and

beautifully Air-Brushed - Expert workmanships service guarantee^

A^WEEKLY PROGRAM SIGNS6CARDS for ijourlcS>h| and
^

xSp^Tisplay Boards Size2'x5'-6‘-2>'x5'u.p *l
7
-?ea- or write for details,^ OTHER PRICES

PAPER BANNERS 10Wft. MUSLIN (.norn)perfoot 25
ILLUSTRATED MUSLIN BANNERS veryflashyperruruunjt

PRICES DO NOT INCLUDE POSTAGE.

Most folks will respect this gentle, but
firm, “request with a logical reason.”

The illumination is in a restful, soft

green that does not lessen nor interfere

with the effectiveness of your screen.

These rich Edgeglow signs are furnished

in any length desired, from 24 inches up,

in multiples of 8 inches, at very attractive

prices.

Edgeglow and other beautiful and prac*

tical glass signs are described in our folder

“Signs of Class Made of Glass.” Let us

send it to you.

Rawson & Evans Co., 710-712 Washington Boul., Chicago
^ (31Q4A) J

The

History
of the

In his fourth article, Mr. McLeish
traces the arising of the legitimate

theatre throughout the past four cen-

turies, and shows how it is that from
this theatre, with its failings and its

inadequacies, will spring the newer
and greater motion picture theatre of

tomorrow—the world’s pre-eminent
form of entertainment.

<1 Legitimate theatres, he shows, have
of necessity been patterned upon mod-
els and traditions which have stood
for centuries. The motion picture

theatre is endowed with the oppor-
tunity of starting right in by making
its own traditions and, best of all, by
profiting by every grave error ever
made by the legitimate theatre.

TT is almost impossible to understand
why a people who have scaled such

great ethical and aesthetic heights should
fail and fall so abyssmally as the Ro-
mans did; but the forces of disintegra-
tion have been noted and its most sin-

ister aspect is that it may be repeated.
This seething, moving mass of human
corruption was fit only to be turned over
by some gigantic spade and used as ma-
nure. “The theatre is dead, long live

the theatre,” sentiment is positively in-

appropriate in this connection, no new
theatre was going to arise phoenix-like
from the ashes of the old. It was dead,
deadest of the dead. The church in

time laid violent hands upon the people,
possibly for their own welfare, so that
after centuries of discipline and fear, at

least the living carcass may be purified.

Mediaeval Europe witnessed the intro-

duction of liturgical drama and mystery
and miracle plays instituted by the

church and founded on the recorded
facts of the old and new testaments. As
human conditions improved, the itinerant

theatre on wheels, which was purely
proletarian, and possibly of the punch
and judy show type, went from district

to district to arouse and interest the

poor as a relief from their drudgery
and slavery. It breathes of the spirit of
the theatre, and the Crusaders returning
from the East, after witnessing the
splendor and beauty and romance of
the eastern civilization, awakened every-
thing into a new and fresher life.

The courts of ruling families of free

cities became scenes of remarkable
productions of masques, pageants, fetes,

etc., which were given in the gardens of
the palaces of Italy at night. I have
before me a reproduction of a most
beautiful theatre built in the Boboli
Gardens, Florence, Italy, about 1520, for
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Luca Pitti, and sold later to Eleanora de

Medici. These court affairs were held

here at night, illuminated by flares and

fireworks, but finally degenerated into a

general debauch. To offset such tenden-

cies the cultured introduced classic

drama and the comedies of Plantus and

Terence, Roman playwrights.

The world was being reborn, and with

it the theatre. In 1491, indoor per-

formances were given at Perugia, Italy.

Our knowledge of perspective scenery

begins with Bramante’s decoration of

the sacristy of the Church of San Satiro

in Milan. It represented an extended

vista of the sacristy, and it is certain

that Peruzzi used similar scenery in

dramatic representations in Rome. The
theatre of the academy of Olympians at

Vicenza was built about 1584 by the

architect Palladio, this was practically

a Roman theatre roofed over. The
Teatro Farnese in Parma, Italy, and

the Hotel de Bourgogue, France, are

the two first closed-in modern theatres,

both built in the 17th Century.

These two theatres contain the first

picture frame stages entirely separated

from the auditorium, which assumes, too,

for the first time the horseshoe form,

and perspective scenery was used. Eng-
land quickly followed suit. Public per-

formances of University-made imitations

of Roman Comedy were common, dur-

ing the reign of Edward the Sixth and

during the reign of Elizabeth seventeen

professional theatres were licensed for

the exhibition of Contemporary plays.

Then there appeared as an actor and
playwright on the English stage that

marvel of genius, William Shakespeare,

who later became manager of the famous
Globe Theatre in London.

The picture stage, with its scenery in

painted perspective, was an importation

from Italy. Inigo Jones paid visits to

Italy, and under his hand the theatre

reached a high degree and development
in England during the latter part of the

seventeenth century.

The Globe theatre was merely a sum-
mer theatre, open three or four months
in the year. Although an active interest

in the drama was manifested by all

classes, respectable young girls were
not allowed to attend the theatre. The
audience in the best seats were mainly
members of the gay set. The women
in the boxes wore velvet masks and
smoked pipes during the performance.
The few seats in the theatre were stools,

and people of quality brought their own
stools. There stood in Shakespeare’s
Globe theatre an immense stoup of

English ale, from which every man
could quench his thirst. Prior to the
effective introduction of painted per-
spective scenery accessories were de-

scribed in the lines of the play and
uttered and demonstrated by the stage
declaimer.

The progress of the theatre was im-
peded in France by political intrigue and
in England by Civil Wars. The early
theatre of a later period catered exclu-
sively to the cultured classes. These
were court theatres, maintained at the
expense of the various sovereigns and
national and municipal theatres financed
by their respective governments. There
were also theatres whose cost was de-
frayed by private subscription.

The sole aim of such theatres was the
advancement of art and education. The
private theatre of continental Europe is

often aided by government subsidy, but
whether so aided or built entirely from
private funds, its main purpose is an
interest in art and architecture. In
Germany there is a school of theatre

(Continued on page 29)

No matter what your Projection Room
conditions may be, nor what current

i *

consuming apparatus you may require

—we can furnish the Generators.

SERIES TYPE MULTIPLE TYPE

D 20- 20 MA 20- 40

D 30- 30 MA 30- 60

D 40- 40 MA 40- 80

D 50- 50
MA 60-120

MA 80-160
D 75- 75 MA 100-200
D 100-100 MA 125-250

D 125-125 MA 150-300

D 150-150 MA 200-400

Write for our new Literature on the Transverter. Sent on
request.

| If you show

| Pictures

|
you need the

| Transverter

The Hertner Electric Company,

Cleveland, Ohio.

Gentlemen

Send us your new bulletin on the Transverter.

Name
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The Strong Reflector Arc Lamp
Manufactured by

THE STRONG ELECTRIC CO.
3248 Monroe St. Toledo, Ohio

Producer to Build
in Several Cities

Following his recent announcement that

the first theatre of the United Artists The-
atre Circuit would be erected in Philadel-

phia in association with the Stanley
Company of America, Joseph M. Schenck,
chairman of the board of directors of United
Artists Theatre Circuit, stated that plans

were being considered for the Boston, New
York, Detroit and Chicago United Artists

theatres and that activity would begin im-

mediately in the other cities of the chain.

Mr. Schenck has plans submitted by
Blackall, Clapp & Whittemore, Boston
architects, for the United Artists theatre in

Philadelphia. He said that as soon as the
site has been definitely settled, actual build-
ing will be begun. Mr. Schenck added that

each of the twenty announced pre-release

houses will be called “United Artists Thea-
tre.”

“The theatres in Boston, Detroit, Chi-
cago, New York, Cleveland, St. Louis, Los
Angeles, San Francisco and other cities

are not planned as 5,000 seat houses, like

the Philadelphia theatre,” said Mr. Schenck.
“The plans upon which we are figuring in-

sure individuality and architecture as dis-

tinctive as the Sid Grauman presentations
which will surround pictures of leading
screen stars that will be pre-released in

these 2,000-seat theatres.”

Mr. Schenck said that he had talked with
Douglas Fairbanks upon the latter’s recent

return from Europe and that both of them
were negotiating with Cert, the famous
Paris architect, hoping to induce him to

come to America and design theatres for

the new chain.

SUPER-LITE SCREENS
An Amazing Difference

Pictures that on the average screen are dull, shadowy
and tiresome snap out clear, lively and bright on a

Super-Lite Screen.

Also noted for its lasting qualities.

C. S. WERTSNER & SON, Manufacturers
221 N. 13th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Distributors in Principal Cities in the Country.

Samuel Carver Will

Head Theatre Chain
With the resignation of Samuel Carver

as manager of Universal’s Liberty theatre
in Kansas City comes the confirmation of
the formation of a new chain theatre com-
pany, which Mr. Carver will head. Mr.
Carver will be succeeded by A. Rittenburg
of New York. The chain company, which
will have four theatres in Kansas City, will

be backed by Kansas City business men.

The company has not yet been named, but
it is understood many theatres will be ob-
tained in Kansas and Missouri in smaller
towns. Neighborhood theatres will be
constructed in Kansas City at Thirty-third

and Main, Fifty-first and Main, Fifty-

fourth and Troost avenue, as well as one
down town house.

Theatre Seating
We offer you a complete and select

line of theatre seating from popular

priced veneer chairs to high grade

upholstered chairs. Reseating han-

dled without interruption.

Ask for catalogue 27.

E. H. STAFFORD MFG CO.
367 West Adams St. Chicago, 111.

WorkBegun on Two
KansasCityHouses
Actual construction on two new Kansas

City theatres began last week. Lou E.

Holland, president of the Kansas City

Chamber of Commerce, dug the first

shovel of dirt and a dozen other city offi-

cials scratched the ground in the ceremony
in connection with the starting of work at

the $4,000,000 Midland theatre, the third

largest in the United States, to be operat-

ed by Marcus Loew. At Fiftieth and Pros-

pect avenue work on a suburban house,

which is unnamed thus far, began. The
theatre will seat about 850 and will be

among the most modern in the city. It

will be owned by Dr. T. A. Kyner.
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How I Played

the Picture

“Fine

Manners
By Edwin L. Cleaves

Assistant Organist, Star Theatre, Bar Harbor, Me.
Gloria Swanson, Eugene O’Brien and Walter Goss in a
scene in the new Paramount picture “Fine Manners.”

I
FIND, in my daily work, that certain

pictures lend themselves to a worthy

musical interpretation without the slightest

difficulty, at the first showing, even when

the cue sheet is missing. The latest opus

of Gloria Swanson was just such a pic-

ture. I had no cue sheet, and so the only

preparation I made was to lay out the

usual numbers that occur in the average

picture. However, the whole score sug-

gested itself to me just as it was used at

the first showing.

The story of the little actress, coarse

maybe but exceedingly likeable, is an ap-

pealing one, and can be made more so,

perhaps, by following the action very

closely. There are many fine points which,

if noticed, should “go over big.”
* *

For the love theme I used “Bye and

Bye” from the highly successful musical

play “Dearest Enemy.” As the title flashed

on the screen I played the love theme
“ff,” starting at the chorus and playing it

rather slowly. This will go about once

through and bring you to the first subtitle,

“New Years in New York.” “Love and
Laughter,” by George Cobb, published, by

Jacobs in Boston, fits the gaiety and “joie

de vivre” of the scene. Catch the effect

of the wooden hand rattler on your traps.

At the title about sedate Park Avenue
there is a decided change. The all too-

correct dancing of the first couple suggests

nothing else but the familiar strains of the

Blue Danube played with exaggerated ac-

curacy.

As the couple speak to Eugene O’Brien
brighten the waltz until fadeout in taxi.

Return to “Love And Laughter” as the

festivities are again shown. The taxi in

which O’Brien is riding is in the midst of

the crowd. Miss Swanson comes up to the

car and makes fun of O’Brien with his

long face. In the midst of the excitement
they enter a restaurant together. Miss
Swanson discovers her mistake and is

afraid that her brother will find her with
another man. O’Brien orders two ginger-

ales. Try to get across to your audience
the amusement of the girl at having such

a tame refreshment offered to her. It can

be done, with the least bit of effort.
* * t-

Suddenly the brother enters. Continue
to action. When Gloria, with just the

slightest suspicion of a “dirty dig,” orders
gingerale, play a few strains of “Just A
Little Drink,” burlesquing it. O’Brien
brings the order and refuses to let the
brother pay the check. Miss Swanson ex-
plains that he is her friend Charley the
waiter. This makes an excellent direct cue
for “Clap Llands, Here Comes Charley.”
Continue this through dance scene. A
quick, light agitato is introduced as the

fight begins. Follow action.

The next flash shows us the after effects

of the “free for all.” O’Brien is ruefully

nursing a bad eye, with the assistance of

Gloria. “I Could Be Fond Of You” from
“Captain Jinks” played as a song expresses
the feeling of the scene admirably. Fade-
out at table.

Fadein of cheap theatre. I used “Pony
Boy” as the chorus danced, but almost any
number could be used, which expresses the

cheapness of the performance.
The scene shifts to the dressing rooms

back stage. “Fascination” by Lenzberg
(Harms) is a very good piece for this

sequence, although any light 2/4 number
will do. Catch Swanson mocking O'Brien,
walking up and down the floor, ending with
a slight sfortzando as. he sits down on her
lap. Continue “Fascination.” O’Brien
asks her to go out with him. Here a gag
can be used that ought to get you a good
laugh. She tells him that unless her chap-
erone approves she cannot go. The chap-
erone proves to be a large parrot in a

cage over the dressing table. Miss Swan-
son speaks to the parrot, meanwhile giving

“How I Played
the Picture

”

Organist readers of “Better
Theatres” are invited to contrib-

ute to this department, articles on
musical accompaniment of pic-

tures they deem of interest.

Explanatory details of music for

certain pictures has proved of

interest and value to many theatre
organists. Expansion of this fea-

ture of “Better Theatres” to

include more picture interpreta-

tions each month is desirable.

it the thumbs down signal. The parrot

says, “Hellno.” Imitate on the lower note

of the Kinora. It might be done on the

Vox Humana, but the Kinora gives the

best effect. It’s bound to get a rise out of

the crowd. She asks again, and the bird

says, “Hellyes.” Miss Swanson tells

O’Brien to conceal his silk hat and put his

coat collar up to hide his immaculate eve-

ning clothes. In other words, to assume
his role of waiter, by which Swanson’s
brother knows him. Again play the “Clap
Hands Charley” number, as they leave the

theatre.
* * *

Fadein of carnival. I used “Cupids
Frolic” by Walter Miles (Fox), a 6/8 lilt-

ing number. They watch a fire eater. At
this point there is a very touching bit of
acting by Gloria. The fire eating frightens
her and she looks to her companion for
assurance. Suddenlv a most tender expres-
sion steals over the face of both. Play a

few bars of “I Could Be Fond Of You”
following the action on the screen. Con-
tinue as beads break. Improvise a short

light agitato when Swanson finds purse
gone. She catches the boy and spanks him,
then scolds him. Use the song, which came
out last year, called “My Kid.”
This continues throughout the flea circus

until the title “Annabelle has gone.” Im-
mediately swing into the popular song
“Annabella.” This is the close of that se-

quence.
The next subtitle is to the effect that

O’Brien has brought Miss Swanson for his

aunt’s approval. This scene is very funny,

and yet it has considerable pathos. The
girl thinks that she is getting along splen-

didly, whereas everything she does is in

bad taste. “Down By The Vinegar Voiks”
fits the mood of the scene splendidly. As
she blows the tea from the cup, give a

rapid glissando on the white keys. She
gets up to go and O'Brien goes to the

door with her. Play a meassre or so of

“I Could Be Fond.” He returns to his

aunt to hear her opinion of his sweet-
heart. “A Garden Dance” by Vargas
(Fox) furnishes a good musical setting

for the action. Fadeout of drawing room.
* * *

Subtitle about clouds. Fadein of Swan-
son and brother. I used “Day Dreams” by

( Continued on page 36)
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The new “ROXY” Theatre — 7th Avenue between 50th and 51st Streets, New York C ty
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“Roxy” Selects

Heywood-Wakefield Seats!

for bis new theatre

WHEN S. A. Rothafel, known to the whole world as “Roxy,”

planned his theatre, he determined that it should eclipse in

size, magnificence and comfort any similar place of amuse-

ment America could produce. The building, the architecture, interior

design and decoration, and, equally important, the seats, are to be

conceived on a scale hitherto undreamed of in the picture exhibiting

profession.

W ISE showman that he is, “Roxy” engaged the services of the

world’s best theatre designers for every detail. So, it is with

justifiable pride that we announce the selection by Mr. Rothafel and

his associates of Heywood-Wakefield specially designed opera chairs

for the entire seating equipment of the new $6,000,000 “Roxy” Theatre.
S. A. Rothafel (“Roxy”)

Who planned and will direct this

mammoth amusement enterprise.

AS in hundreds of other fine theatres seated by Heywood-Wakefield,
Lx. the chair designs are in strict keeping with the whole scheme of decoration. The beautiful

Loge, Orchestra and Balcony chairs for this 6,000 seat house are to be more luxurious and comfort-

able than any seat yet produced. The details of these handsome chairs are withheld as Mr. Rothafel

wishes to make them one of the big surprises of the opening night.

S
PECIAL attention is invited to the reproduction of the letter from Mr. W. E. Atkinson, Vice-

President and General Manager, who signed the contract for “Roxy” Theatre seating equipment.

NO matter where you are, or what your theatre seating requirements may be, the Heywood-
Wakefield Opera Chair line and facilities will meet your exact conditions.

ANY H-W warehouse will gladly, and without obligation, co-operate in planning for maximum
*- house capacity and patron comfort. A theatre seating expert, backed by our 100 years of seat-

building experience, will consult with you at your request.

^ ^ REG. U.S. PAT. OFF.

HEYWOOD-WAKEFIELD WAREHOUSES

Baltimore, Maryland 113 West Conway Street

Boston 45, Mass. Winter Hill

Display Floor, 174 Portland Street

Buffalo, New York Wells and Carroll Streets

Chicago, Illinois 1653 Arthington Street

Display Floor, 439 Railway Exchange Bldg.

Kansas City, Missouri 1310 West 8th Street

Los Angeles, California

New York, New York

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Portland, Oregon

San Francisco, California

St Louis, Missouri

801 East 7th Street

516 West 34th Street

144 South
5 th Street

148 North 10th Street

737 Howard Street

6th and O’Fallon Streets
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Completely

MAJOR
Equipped

, HE beautiful Grand Riviera,

Detroit, designed by John
l*/ Eberson, Architect, is more

efficiently equipped with
MAJOR footlights, borderlights, flood-

lights, pockets, etc.

You will find it so in hundreds o£ modern thea-

tres. No longer is stage lighting an experiment
with money and equipment. For MAJOR Equip-
ment guarantees thorough satisfaction throughout
extra long service.

Have you received
your copy of Bul-
letin No. 7? It is

entirely free. Send
for it today.

Major Equipment

Company
Everything Electrical for the Theatre 4603-19 Fullerton Ave., Chicago

The A.D.C. Curtain Control
For Perfect Curtain Movements

The A. D. C. Curtain Control will exe-

cute Curtain Movements of the finest

and most perfect showmanship. The
Operation is exceedingly simple

merely press a button at any point in

your house at your booth, organ, or

whatever you desire!

THE AUTOMATIC DEVICES CO.
17 N. 7th St., Allentown, Pa.

SMOOTH
SILENT
COMPACT
ECONOMICAL

Perfect Ventilation Is the Keynote to Comfort
The comfort of your patrons is at stake unless you furnish them
with FRESH AIR which has been UNIFORMLY DIFFUSED.

The 9}u92gfch Air Diffuser
is a small but necessary part of a perfect ventilating system.

Ask your Architect or Engineer

KNOWLES MUSHROOM
VENTILATOR COMPANY

Specialists in air diffusion for auditoriums

202 Franklin Street

New York City

Send for a blue print of the new Disc-Loc gallery riser vent.

Hays WillAddress
Engineers at Fall

Meet at Briarcliff
]. C. Kroesen, chairman of the Commit-

tee of Arrangements of the Society of
Motion Picture Engineers, announces that

Will Hays will be the chief speaker at the

dinner given by the society at Briarcliff

Lodge, Briarcliff Manor, N. Y., on Mon-
day evening, October 4. This will be the

opening event of the four-day session of

the society at Briarcliff Lodge, October 4
to 7. Wednesday night, Oct. 6, the society

will hold its banquet and one of the fea-

tures of this occasion will be a talk by
Lee DeForest on the recent development
in Phonofilms. Arrangements have not
been completed for the evening sessions

of this meeting, but a very elaborate pro-

gram has been planned and a very large

attendance is anticipated at the convention
of the S. M. P. E.

J. I. Crabtree, chairman of the papers’

committee, announces a full list of papers
to be read at the day and night sessions,

and a list of these is given herewith. Free
discussion of the papers will be encour-
aged and this is one of the most valuable

features of the meetings of the S. M. P. E.

The papers are of a very practical nature
and touch every department of the motion
picture industry. As in other fields, pro-

gress and valuable contacts are the result

of such conventions as the meeting of the

S. M. P. E. and these are of importance to

everyone connected with the making and
showing of motion pictures. The society

welcomes new members and guests at the

convention and those desiring information
about the S. M. P. E. can secure same by
writing to J. C. Kroesen, or J. A. Sum-
mers, secretary S. M. P. E., Edison Lamp
Works, Harrison, N. T.

List of Papers

Making Duplicate Negatives, by J. G. Cap-
staff and M. Y. Seymour, Eastman Kodak Co.

;

The Mercury Vapor Lamp, by Frank Benford,
General Electric Co.

; A Portable Time Lapse
Apparatus, by E. S. Ri-naldy; Coloring Motion
Picture Films by Imbibition, by Wm. _V. D.
Kelley; Recent Progress in the Motion Picture
Industry, by C. E. Egeler, National Lamp
Works; The Effect of Motion Pictures On the

Eye, by Guy Henry, director of the Eyesight
Conservation Council of America ; Stereoscopic
Motion Pictures, by E. J. Wall; An Exhibitor’s

Problems in 1926, by E. T. Clarke, manager of

the Eastman Theatre, Rochester, N. Y. ;
Light

Sources in Motion Picture Work, by P. R. B’as-

sett, Sperry Gyroscope Co. ;
Some Considera-

tions in Spotlighting, by J. H. Kurlander, Bren-

kert Light Projection Co., Detroit; Projector

Carbon Arcs, How to Obtain the Best Results

From Them, by W. C. Hunzman and B. R. Geib,

National Carbon Co.; Photomicrography With a

Motion Picture Camera, by G. E. Stone, Carmel,

Calif.; Why Slide Film?, by Rowland Rogers;

The Properties and Applications of Panchro-

matic Motion Picture Film, by J. I. Crabtree,

Eastman Kodak Co. ; The Telephoto Lens in

Wild Bird and Animal Photography, by Norman
McClintock, Photo-Naturalist, University of

Pittsburgh; A Daylight Optical Printer, by O.

B. Depue, Chicago, 111. ;
Reflection Characteristics

of Motion Picture Screens, by L. A. Jones and

C. Tuttle, Eastman Kodak Co. ;
The Little Thea-

tre Movement in the Cinema, by Symon Gould,

director Film Arts Guild, N. Y. ;
Who Should

Preserve Historical Films, by F. W. Perkins,

director Motion Picture Division U. S. Depart-

ment of Agriculture ; The Printing of Motion
Picture Film, by Roscoe Hubbard, manager Con-

solidated Film Labs., New York, N. Y.

Evening Talks with Motion Picture Demonstra-
tions

Wild Bird and Animal Habits in Motion Pic-

tures, by Norman McClintock, Photo-Naturalist,

University of Pittsburgh ; Colored Motion Pho-

tomicrographs Showing the Formation of Crys-

tals of Organic Compounds Under the Polariza-

tion Microscope, by L. A. Jones and C. Tuttle,

Eastman Kodak Co.; The Business of Interna-

tional News by Motion Pictures, by Emmanuel
Cohen, editor-in-chief Pathe News; Recent De-

velopments in the Phonofilm, by Lee DeForest.
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The
HISTORY

of the

THEATRE
( Continued from page 23)

architecture. In English speaking coun-
tries the theatre is the medium of a

good time, removed and remote from
art and culture. History tells us that

that is not the correct position of the

theatre in relation to the people. It is

purely a speculative business for profit

only, and because of that fact caters

to sensation seekers who have no inter-

est in art, architecture or culture. The
original models for our present day
theatres are the Lyceum theatre, Lon-
don, the Raimund theatre, Vienna, and
the famous Wagner Operahouse at Bay-
reuth. From the Art and Cultural point

of view the best theatres in the world
are in Germany, from the standpoint of

sumptuousness and magnificence, the

best theatres are in the United States.

This type of theatre has practically

reached perfection abroad. The Aus-
tralian legitimate theatre is an anti-

quated affair, particularly its stage
machinery. However, we are not archi-
tecturally concerned with this theatre.

The future theatre is the motion picture
theatre, and we wish to be helpful along
these lines. The facts are that the tra-

ditions of the older theatre hangs over
the head of the newer theatre like a
shadowy vampire—obscuring the sun-
light.

Art, based on art, soon deteriorates
into a decadent thing, finally dependent
upon an atrocious realism which in-

creases the appetite for more realism dis-

guised as art to attack and shock the
nerves and senses with sensational
strokes, until it becomes impossible to
satisfy the abnormal craving, legiti-

mately. Then illegitimate practices are
resorted to, until the decline and fall of
civilization becomes a horribly recorded
if not recognized fact.

Nero fiddled while Rome burned! But
art, based on knowledge of nature and
history, becomes a beacon of cultural
light which floods the horizon of the
imagination, enlarges its radius and
illuminates the way for all of us who
wish to see, and encourages all that is

good and best in man in uplifting civili-

zation to its finest and highest altitudes.
If I couldn’t feel that I at least try to
be helpful to my kind—it doesn’t matter
how humble the effort— I would rather
I had never been born. In that spirit
I have written these articles thinking
they may be helpful to at least some
exhibitors who are proud of their con-
nection with the motion picture industry,
and are willing to do their utmost in
promoting its efficiency and raising its

standard and status.

Historically it is a sketch of human
recreational instincts and practices, and
the manner in which they have affected
mankind from the dawn of time.

The theatre has been closely allied
with the progress of civilization and, in
many instances has been responsible for
the attainment on the part of the people
of the nations affected of the highest
order of art and culture. The motion
picture theatre has more to do than
merely provide a thrillingly good time;
it must educate, too, along art and cul-
tural lines.

To kill an industry is nothing; but

20% More Music

Gallagher Orchestra

Equipment Company
616-618 West Elm St.,

CHICAGO

—no more cost!
Your orchestra will cost you no more and its

music will be at least 20% more effective in tone
and volume if your orchestra pit is equipped
throughout with the

GALLAGHER
Resonant Orchestral Base
This new base is an ac

with the floor beneath

catches every sound w

This is but one of

me many beauti-

ful designs of

Gallagher Music
Stands. This type
is especially
adapted for Mo-
tion Picture The-
atre use.

You want the full details-

ask us for new special

bulletin today!

tual sound-producing instrument, located flush

each musician’s stand. Built like a violin, it

ave—and amplifies it 20%, at the same time

enriching the

tone! At least

twenty per cent

more music from
your orchestra, at

no more than the

initial cost. At
least twenty per

cent more satis-

faction to your

audience. Bigger

profits for you!

More than a
curtain control

When you install a Vallen Remote Curtain
Control, you buy quiet, dependable opera-
tion, produced by a machine whose every part
is the result of specialized design. It is built

to do what you ask of it. As a result, the
effect is impressive on your audience—it mys-
tifies them, interests them and brings them
back.

E. J. VALLEN
The success of the Vallen is

due to the personal study of

Can be installed in any theatre and operated
from any point desired. Will operate the
heaviest plush curtains, or flimsy screen
gauze at any speed.

Let us send you full particulars

and the new Vallen Quiet Book—

.

VALLEN ELECTRICAL CO.
13 S. Canal St. Akron, Ohio

LLEN
REMOTE ELECTRIC
CURTAIN CONTROL

EQUIPMENT
the problem of theatre cur-
tain equipment. A high
ideal, wide experience, tire-

less effort and ample facili-

ties will keep the Vallen al-

ways in the lead.
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Organ in Opera House, Hartford, Wis.

A PROBLEM SOLVED
A serious problem for the medium sized theatre owner is to have a pipe organ
which will not require too large an investment, yet, at the same time take care

of all requirements.

THE SCHAEFER “CUSTOM BUILT”
THEATRE ORGAN
is the organ to buy.

Hear our organ at the Opera House, Hartford, Wis., or write to Manager
Leach, Opera House, Hartford, Wis.

For full information write

SCHAEFER ORGAN CO.
SL1NGER, WIS.

What they say
about the Motsco Madza Adapter and

Regulator

(From Royal Palm Theatre, Florida)

“We have tried one of your Mazda Adapters
and Regulators and it gives perfect satisfaction.

We are enclosing check for another; please
send it by first Express.”

Signed

cFor G. S. Binder, Mgr.

projection

\ without a flaw-

a 900 watt-30 volt lamp *- 1

and a Motsco Mazda regulator

Four
MOTSCO MADZA ADAPTER

FOR POWERS, MOTIOGRAPH AND SIM-
PLEX MACHINES

Entirely different from any other Mazda At-
tachment now on the market. Quick change at-

tachment. Insures perfect projection. No dirt,

no carbon adjustments, no flicker, no noise.

PRICE
Complete (less Lamp) with Reflector and
2 Quick Change Sockets $25.00

Extra Reflectors, each - — 4.00

Reflector

Adjustments

Monarch Adapters
Less Lamp ' $10.00

Mazda Lamps for Professional Machines
Watts Voltage Price

1000 100 (Mogul Base) $6.50
900 28-32 (Mogul Base) 6.75
600 28-32 (Mogul Base) 6.00
600 110 (Mogul Base) 5.00

MOTSCO MAZDA
REGULATOR

Reduces 110-volt and 220-volt
A. C. Current 25 and GO cycle to
30 volts.

Does away with noise, dirt, odor
and feeding of carbons. Install a
Motsco Regulator and the 900-watt
30-volt Lamp. You'll never regret
it. Take no substitutes. Each
1

—

110 60 cycle to 30 volts $35.00
2

—

220 60 cycle to 30 volts 37.50
3

—

110 or 220 25-cycle to 30
volts 40.00

Monarch Theatre Supply Co.
1223 So. Wabash Ave. CHICAGO, ILL.

for any industry to assist at the execu-
tion of the best in civilization is an en-
tirely different affair. True, it is your
theatre—but don’t squeal if someone
comes along with the right idea and
gives the public just what they ought
to have, as you go under.

That exhibitor who belittles the in-

dustry and cannot visualize how truly
great it is, and how much greater it is

going to be, will surely go under, and
he ought to. He doesn’t belong to it.

Let me present before your notice an
ideal exhibitor. He became famous over-
night because of what he did. In time
all exhibitors will be just as good, if

not better, than this one.

The advertised skite about inferior
pictures is one of the most disgusting
and belittling features about the show
business, but this in effect is what this
gentleman publicly announced through
the press:

“The management of this motion
picture theatre desires to inform its

patrons that its aim is the presentation
of wholesome pictures of the highest
possible attainment in their stardard of
production. The advertised STAR pic-
ture featured on our programme for this
week, in our opinion, does not reach the
standard we have set for the entertain-
ment of our patrons, and we take this
opportunity to notify them to that effect.

We booked this picture on reports as it

was not possible to preview it. We can
recommend the Comedy and Gazette,
but that is all.

“Yours faithfully

“The Management.”
The great Roman question, “Quo

Vadis” (whither goest thou?) can only
be answered in the light of historical
knowledge on any subject, but particu-
larly the theatre, and the paragraph at

the beginning of this article summarizes
all preceding articles.

It is not necessary to make the people
care for Art. Art oozes from their very
pores; they eternally long for it. It is

the antithesis of ugliness, and are people
not fond of beautiful clothes, flowers,
scenery? Is it not a fact that everything
interestingly utilitarian expressed in

variety and endless forms of art have for
them a natural and not a forced appeal?
Art puts quality, distinction, lustre,

truth and idealism into amusement, and
if divorced or separated from it, amuse-
ment descends to a common and lower
plane. This applies equally to the pro-
duction and theatre valves of the motion
picture industry.

An understanding of these principles
by the Big Ones among U. S. A. ex-
hibitors has been responsible for the
erection of those colossal and amazing
big beautiful theatre structures in that
country. They have studied history as
far as the architectural and decorative
styles are concerned, and so some thea-
tres are built in the Egyptian style of
architecture, others in the Chinese style,

and there are theatres in the Assyrian,
Byzantine, Moorish, Grecian, Roman
Empire, Louis XIV., XV. and XVI.,
Adam, Renaissance, Spanish and Hybrid
styles. Some are correctly designed,
but others are crowded with chrono-
logical art anachronisms. A truly beau-
tiful motion picture theatre adds a
little more of the stuff that dreams are
made of to our daily lives, a little more
glamor and a little less drabness and
commonplace. It supplies a mental food
more truly exhilirating than champagne,
its appeal is to every kind and condition
of society and at this shrine one race
sits in communion with every other race
under the sun.

On John Tait’s return from America,
( Continued on page 43)
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44Better Theatres” Pictorial
iffi

&

PRESENT CONDITION of the Roxy thea-

tre, now assuming definite form as shown
in the above photo. Current news of the

building, which has figured in more ad-

vance news items than any other theatre

project in recent years, gives the weight

of the principal truss as 210 tons and re-

lates that four trucks were needed to

trundle it from the waterfront to the thea-

tre site for installation. The house is to

seat 6,200, according to the latest figures.

With this capacity it is thus far the undis-

puted “world’s largest” theatre. (Story

on page 9.)

MICHIGAN THEATRE, Detroit, as it looks at nigh? from a point of van-

tage. The opening of the Detroit was a sensation in the motor city. The
theatre is a John H. Kunsky-Balaban & Katz project. Detailed discussion

of it is given in a story on page 7 of! this issue.

RITZ THEATRE, Albany, the latest addition to the Mark Strand chain of

houses in strategic Eastern points. The house seats 1,200 and is furnished

and equipped in most modern and uptodate manner. Details of construc-

tion are given in story on page 7 of this issue.
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INTERIOR OF RITZ theatre, Albany, as viewed from
screen position. The Ritz is the most recent addition to

the Mark Strand chain of motion picture houses in the

East. (For details see story on page 7, this issue.)

MEZZANINE level, Jayhawk theatre, showing spacious ar-

rangement and type of decoration. The theatre seats 1,500
theatregoers, but can be emptied in 10 minutes, its ground
space being 75x125 feet. (Story on page 7.)

JAYHAWK foyer, showing (left) steps leading to hotel
and (right) stair leading into theatre, which occupies re-

mainder of building.

INTERIOR OF JAYHAWK theatre, Topeka, Kansas, a

$400,000 playhouse recently opened. The theatre was
built by Crosby Brothers Company and will be operated by
Maurice W. Jenks and G. L. Hooper. (Story on page 7.)

BALCONY VIEW of Jayhawk theatre, showing proscenium
and placement of organ console. Modern heating and
ventilating, pleasing interior decoration and ornamentation,
uptodate construction and equipment throughout prevail.

CAMEO theatre, New York City, frequently mentioned in

connection with the exhibition of first run pictures in

Manhattan.
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STAGE VIEW of Michigan theatre, Detroit, from balcony level. The main
lobby, nearly a block long and five stories high, is done in French-Italian
renaissance. Rapp & Rapp, builders of the Balaban & Katz Chicago theatres,
are responsible for the Michigan. (Story on page 7.)

EXTERIOR VIEW of Michigan theatre,
Detroit, located at Bagley Avenue off

of Grand Circus Park. It is a unit in

a $75,000,000 development campaign.

VIEW OF LOBBY from promenade, photo made while
workmen were rushing completion of building. The open-
ing was made a civic event, and the crowds on the day of
the premiere are described as the largest ever drawn to
a similar ceremony in Detroit. (Story on page 7.)

CLOSEUP view of auditorium interior showing position
of organ, section of proscenium and right panel. The
Michigan was two years in the building. Early reports of
business at the new house indicate that the city has adopted
the theatre as its favorite.
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SUPREME HEATERS FOR THEATRES
A satisfactory — economical solution of

your heating problem. $430.00 and up

SUPREME HEATER & VENTILATING CORP.
ST. LOUIS, MO.

Cooling Breezes

LARGER — STURDIER — QUIET

Your Theatre will

always be

comfortably cool

if you have a

SUPREME
COOLING BLOWER

* 165=
F.O.B. ST. LOUIS

ALL STEEL WHEEL

CONVENIENT TERMS

PICTUROLLS FOR
Postpaid

(on standing order)

This monthly service guarantees 100% MORE MELODY AND ACTION out of your 88-note
organ than if played by hand.

Best and latest PICTURE MUSIC is recorded monthly
for your show.

FILMUSIC is the only service recorded expressly for

pictures and we wish to convince you that you cannot
afford to be without these ORGAN ROLLS.

Try this service for a month; Your money back if not
satisfied. Library of approximately 1,000 excellent or-

gan rolls.

Write for catalog today
'ji

DON’T MISS THIS BIG SPECIAL OFFER

Olympic Theatre
Miami, Fla.

Publix Theatres Corp.

Another Creation of Michael

Angelo Studios, 212 Superior

Street, East, Chicago.

G. L. Hooper, president of National
Theatres Corp. which operates the

Grand, Orpheum and Iris theatres in

Topeka. Mr. Hooper is also secretary
and treasurer of Jayhawk Theatre
Corp., which has recently opened the

new Jayhawk theatre in Topeka.

Paramount Theatre
Will Use 649 Yards
of Floor Covering

WHAT is reputed to be the largest rug
in the world is coming with 50 others

from Czecho Slovakia next month, for the

Paramount theatre at Times Square.
Four weeks ago a special courier from

Stern Bros., carrying samples of designs,

set sail for Czecho Slovakia, where reside

the descendants of the old rug makers of
Europe. The great grandchildren of the

men and women who made the rugs for the

nalaces of Louis XVI, a period which is

known as the most luxurious in the world’s
history, are now busy tieing and weaving
the magnificent floor coverings for the

world’s most beautiful theatre.

The largest of these rugs, one which will

cover the entrances immediately behind the

loge seats, is 115 feet in length. The
largest rug ever made, as far as it is

known. The other rugs, 'of various sizes,

making 649 yards of floor coverings will

be used in the lobbies and promenades of
the motion picture- .palace. Twenty-six of
them will go in the special lounge rooms,
including the ladies’ smoking room which
is to be finished in atmospheric Chinese.
The decision to have these rugs made in

Europe came as fitting to the French, Ren-
naissance atmosphere of the interior, which
throughout, reflects that luxurious period in

France during the reign of Louis XVI.
In Europe the rug makers as is true of

all trades on the continent, go from gener-
ation to generation. The trade runs in a

family for centuries with seldom a break,

thus the skill and art of the earliest arti-

sans revives and is carried on and reflected

in their work today. Every strand is

woven and tied by hand with a skill and
speed born of long training.

The largest rug brought to this country

up to the present time is one which lies in

the Albee theatre of Brooklyn. The Para-
mount rug is half moon shaped and to-

gether with many others will be on display

at Stern Bros., before being placed in the

theatre.
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Screen Company in

Larger Quarters to

MeetBriskDemand

New ReflectorArcLamp
Announced by Perfection

By C. M. BURLINGAMEBusiness of the American Silversheet

company during the first six months of op-

eration has grown to such proportions that

the company has been forced to take over

additional factory space and increase the

personnel of its organization, according to

an announcement made by H. C. Woods,
president of the firm. Mr. Woods reports

that shipment of Silversheet screens has

been made to 36 states as well as into

American Silversheet building.

Mexico, Cuba and the British Honduras.
.The Fall and Winter season promises to

inaugurate an even greater business in the

opinion of Mr. Woods.

The company now occupies more than

130,000 square feet of floor space in its own
building. In anticipation of the Fall busi-

ness ample stock has been assembled to per-

mit greater production and to meet any
emergency. Production is in charge of

William Knobel, pioneer screen manufac-
turer.

Special equipment designed to speed up
production has been installed on the second
floor of the building. The third floor is

devoted to the construction of smaller

screens while the first floor is occupied by
the carpenter shop and general offices of

the company.

“Did you ever go to a picture show
And sit in the dark and stare,

And wonder how in Creation
The darn thing got up there

f

It isn’t the well-dressed manager
Whom you have to thank,
It’s the half-baked, oily son-of-a-gun
Who cusses and twists the crank!”

AND in the old days there was plenty to
T* cuss about! Dim, uncertain, flickering

light from a carbon arc supplied with alter-

nating current which insistently went out
with regulated precision—yellowish brown
corners that somehow couldn’t be chased
off the sheet—a small coop to work in,

dimly lighted and filled with carbon dust
from a high-amperage arc burning any-
where from 50 to 100 amperes and gener-
ating a degree of heat that ordinarily par-

boiled the operator until his carcass, if not
his disposition, was most tender.

Now a rainbow is at times a very inspir-

ing sight, in fact it’s the Lord’s promise
to the world that there will never be an-
other flood. In the center of a motion pic-

ture light field, however, or around the let-

ters in the titles, it simply indicates that

some day somebody ought to take some
time off and look over his condenser sys-

tem.

And shadows. 1 venture to say that the

average exhibitor who reads this doesn’t

know that it was after hearing a movie
operator vehemently discussing a blotchy
light field that a famous Indiana poet
(Riley, I think) went home and composed
that beautiful little lyric which started “I

have a little shadow that goes in and out
with me—.”

Flicker, heat, high amperage (big power
bills), rainbows, shadows—whv how in the

world did the industry ever struggle

New reflecting arc lamp developed by
the Perfection Arc Company of Mil-
waukee, Wis.

through 25 years of this? There are a
great many wonderful, astonishing things
connected today with the American motion
picture industry—and this is one of them.
Consider further, that in the largest the-
atres in the land, where projection is a
science, the light thrown on the screen
represents less than 2 per cent of the light

generated in the lamp house

!

Let us contemplate, briefly, the case of
the standard arc. The arc "burns, we will

say, at 50 amperes, generating a sphere of
light. Some of this light falls on the
condenser lens (under the most favorable
conditions as much as 20 per cent, ordi-
narily from 10 to 15 per cent). The re-

maining light—we will say 80 per cent

—

simply falls on the walls of the lamphouse
and is converted into heat. Now it begins
to be apparent why only 2 per cent of our
light ever reaches the screen—80 per cent
of it never leaves the lamphouse

!

Following the path of the 20 per cent
of light rays that escape we will quickly
cite other light losses (although the great-
est, of course, is back in the lamphouse).
In getting through the two condenser
lenses, 25 per cent of our 20 per cent are
lost. We now have 15 per cent. We have
condensed this into a circle 1)4 inches in

diameter which now falls upon the aper-
ture plate. But we are only allowed to use
a rectangle 1 inch wide by % inch high.
This means that we lose more than half of
our 15 per cent, which loss goes to heat
the aperture plate. Our remaining 7 per
cent now passes through the film and the
objective lenses and loses 40 per cent of
itself in the process. Not quite 4 per cent,

containing the image which we are going
to sell our patrons tonight, leaves the ob-
jective lenses and starts for the theatre.
But at about this point it meets the inter-

mittent shutter which takes a husky crack
at it and chops it just about in half. Tri-
umphant and finally freed from entangling
alliances, the remaining 2 per cent heads
for the screen and takes possession.
Talk about the charge of the “Light

Brigade
!”

The Perfection Reflecting Arc Lamp, as
well as all the other reflecting type lamps,
strikes directly at the original 80 per cent
light loss in the lamphouse. Its proven
success in this worthy task has stamped the
reflector type lamp as the greatest develop-
ment in the projection branch of the indus-
try in 25 years.

In the Perfection lamp the condensers
are replaced by an 8-inch elliptical re-

flector of 4-inch focal length which gathers

85 per cent of the light from the positive

( Continued, on page 40)
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J MlMU/A
De Luxe Special

1.

The Joy of the Picture is in

the Charm of its Presentation

-t
r* VERY theatre owner should

J realize the necessity of proper

screen distribution. Good screens

and good projection are inseparable.

One is indispensable to the other.

•-S3- -es*

Install a Minusa DeLuxe Special

Its Reputation is Proof of its Worth
*S3-

Minusa Cine Screen Co.
Bomont at Morgan / / St. Louis, Mo.

An Ideal Collection for Motion Picture Organists

STANDARD ORGAN PIECES
The following condensed contents will give a good idea of

the scope of this work:

Paper bound $3.50

Cloth bound 5.00

At all music stores

20 Classic Pieces such as

Air for the G String Bach
Gavotte in D Cossec
Nocturne Op. 9, No. 2..Chopin
Minuet in A Mozart

31 Modern Pieces such as

Chants Russes Lalo
Largo —Dvorak
Playera Granados
Poeme — Fibich
Souvenir Drdla

20 Sacred Pieces such as

Angelus Massenet
Andantino Franck

Kol Nidrei -Hebrew
Vision Rheinbe,rger
Cantilene Nuptiale .Dubois

20 Opera Pieces such as
Hymn to the Sun— —R. Korsakow
Song of India R. Korsakow
Dance of Hours Ponchielli
Barcarolle Offenbach
20 Marches and Characteristics
Dervish Chorus Sebek
Russian Patrol Rubinstein
Boyards’ March Halvorsen
Festival March Gotmod
Marche Nuptiale Gawne

D. APPLETON & COMPANY Sdlir.ffSi “JvSTcS:

NOW IS THE TIME
TO BRIGHTEN

that dark
corner
statue,
fountain,
display
board.
'BEST' baby
SPOT will

do efficient-

ly, economi-
cally.

at your
dealers

$15.00
M FG. BY

BEST DEVICES CO.
Film Bldg. Cleveland, O.

PRINTING
Exclusively for

Exhibitors

CIRCUS~HERALDS
PROGRAMS

DATES - POSTERS

EXHIBITORS PRINTING
SERVICE

711 S. Dearborn St. Chicago, 111.

Cleaves Tells How
He Played Picture

( Continued from page 25)

Haydn Wood for this scene, a pathetic 4/4
inclined to be dramatic. Play according to
action.

O’Brien enters. Begin with the verse of
the love theme. They go out on the stage.
When Miss Swanson returns to her room,
play very softly. At title “Ain’t love
grand?”, interrupt with “Ain’t Love Won-
derful?” (also from “Captain Jinks”), in
a subdued manner.

We are transported through the follow-
ing six months by one subtitle. Gloria is

resting on the chaise longue, reading a
message announcing the immediate arrival
of her lover. Haydn Wood’s “Love In
Arcady” matches the frivolity of the ac-
tion.

In the midst of the frolic the aunt en-
ters. Stop instantly to express Miss Swan-
son’s dismay, then continue with “Love In
Arcady.”

The next scene is at the dance that eve-
ning. O'Brien has returned. His aunt will
not tell him which of the girls in costume
is his sweetheart. “Who,” from “Sunny,”
covers the dancing sequence. Catch the
effect of clock striking twelve, then ascend-
ing chords on the piano. For the clock
effect I used the harp and orchestra bells
on “E,” above the “C” an octave above
middle C. For the piano effect I used
the harp. At the signal given on the piano
everyone unmasks. Keep on playing
“Who,” but not in dance tempo. As Gloria
goes to the door she faints away. A rather
pathetic number is needed here. “Tender
Memories,” by Rapee-Axt (Robbins En-
gel), a 4/4 moderato, is the type of com-
position to fit the action.

%

On the following day she receives a beau-
tiful necklace from O’Brien. She is de-
lighted with it, but, remembering the train-
ing of the last six months, she knows that
a lady should never show her emotion in

public. She is about to thank O’Brien
eagerly, when the aunt stops her. In a
quite correct manner she thanks him. For
this scene play “Crinoline,” by Carl Mille-
gram. This is published by Harms, Inc.,

New York. Continue this in the scene at

the tea party.

As the story goes back to the drawing
room at home again, begin with the verse
of the love theme. O'Brien kisses Miss
Swanson, then, interrupted by servant,
stops. Here begin “Bygones,” by Rapee-
Axt. Follow action of O’Brien and aunt,_

Swanson listening and her retreat to the
upper floor. Play softly as she writes in

her diary.

The brother enters the bedroom. The
action requires a very dramatic number,
foreboding in character. I found that “Ap-
passionata No. 2,” by Rapee-Axt, expressed
the intensity of the action. Play it rather
subdued as she waits for his answer. When
she realizes that her brother is out of hear-
ing, she tells O’Brien her true (or rather
what she imagines are her true) feelings
Play the “Scherzetto” from Irenee Berge’s
Symphonette Suite.

jjc % #

As Miss
.
Swanson goes to the door and

the eager lover goes into a fond embrace,
close with the chorus of the love theme.

I only hope that other organists enjoy
playing this picture as much as I did. It

can be put over big with care.

NOTE: In the first cabaret scene I

forgot to mention all the New Year noises

at the hour of midnight—whistles, bells,

horns.

Also, in the last part of the picture, after

the tea party, there is a short flash of

Gloria’s brother reading an item about her
in the paper.
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TheNewArcadaat

St Charles, Illinois,

Unusual Theatre
( Continued from page 13)

duced in the Aracada theatre in niches

that are placed at about the cen-

ter of the side walls. The niches,

offset by Cainstone, consist of three arches

in each of which is suspended a bell. When
Walter A. Stone, who presides at the con-

sole of the Marr & Colton organ, has oc-

casion to use the chimes in his instrument

the bells in the arches respond by swinging

in perfect synchronization to his touch. The
effect is such as to create a most pleasing

atmosphere. Obviously the bells are “dum-

mies,” yet the result is realistic and inspir-

ing.
* * *

Another departure from the conventional

is the treatment of the Arcada ceiling.

Here the architect has cleverh avoided the

usual dome and built in its place an octa-

gon opening. This opening produces the

effect of being in a Spanish court and look-

ing up into another level. From the open-

ing, which is achieved by use of the ar-

tistic spindles, hang clinging vines and a

Spanish shawl or two. (See illustration C.)

The ceiling itself is an interesting

example, consisting of two massive

main beams supported from ornamental

plaster corbels and from which are

supported sub-beams, the whole giving

an excellent wood effect. The beams
are decorated and glazed with varied col-

ored designs and between the beams the

ceiling is an attractive tapestry pattern in

light decorations.

Placques of the Spanish Alain face the

front of the balcony, which has an orna-

mental iron rail. Lighting in the balcony
is provided by five ceiling lights suspended
from exhaust grilles.

The chairs in the Arcada, installed by
American Seating Company, have leather

cushioned seats and tapestry backs. In the
first row of the horseshoe of the balcony
are comfortable wicker loge chairs with
deep cushions, installed by the Heywood-
Wakefield Company.

Excellent taste is shown in the cleverly
executed exit niches at either side of the
stage. These niches are flooded with light

in three colors and contain orange trees,

ornamental urns and a wrought iron gate.

The Arcada stage measures 27 feet by
75 feet and is equipped to care for every
type of presentation and theatrical produc-
tion. In the basement are 7 dressing rooms
with every convenience for the performers.
For aquatic and disappearing acts the stage
is provided with a trap space, the steel

beams to facilitate this being quickly re-

movable.
* * *

Manager Pracht is a firm believer in

the value of good projection. “Here is

the heart of the theatre,” he said as the
writer accompanied him to the booth which
is 20 feet by 11 feet. Earl Nippert is in

charge of projection. The equipment in-

cludes Simplex machines with Peerless
reflecting arc lamps, Brenkert dissolver,
Brenkert spot, Fulco film table and rewind-
ing outfit, Hertner generator and Strong
change-overs. The prejection throw is 92
feet to a Minusa screen.

A Kohler power plant has been installed
in the basement to operate the projectors
in event of emergency and it is the plan
of the management to install another unit
capable of carrying all the house lights as
well.

Perfect Projection

—

you cannot overestimate its

importance . . .

Elaborate interiors . . . entrancing
music . . . courteous service . . . these
are merely modern settings to the big
feature of your house—its pictures.

If the pictures are not perfectly pro-

jected, you cannot hope to hold pat-

ronage.

Keep pace with the latest trend in

projection science. Investigate the

exclusive merits of the

Perfex Low Intensity
Arc Lamp
Whiter, brighter, light. No flicker.

Consumes less current. Gives
steady, bright, white light on 1000
to 2000 watts an hour. Saves over
two-thirds of your present power
bill. Free 30-day trial in your
house gladly given. Perfex Low
Intensity Arc Lamps sell on per-

formance. Write for details.

The Rollaway Motor Company
Toledo, Ohio, U. S. A.

Perfex Rectifier

Here’s another profitable im-

provement for your projection

booth. It’s the PERFEX REC-
TIFIER. Replaces generator.

Converts alternating current to

direct current without noise,

vibration or flicker. Produces

a strong, steady, clear white

light. Write for details. Free

demonstration gladly given.

Many to

Choose From

Any advertising film company can increase your box

office receipts but Alexander Short Length Publicity Play-

lets have the gentility and distinctive interest that pleases

your audience.

FREE BOOKLET TELLS YOU!
Mail the Coupon at once
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HAVE been
asked by

E x H I B I TORS
Herald to give

my impressions
of the Holly-

wood stars,
who flock to

Loew’s State
Theatre every
week during the 52 weeks in the year.

Every theatre manager in Los Angeles comes in more
or less direct contact with the stars, directors, and pro-

ducers of the film capital, but I really believe that owing
to the fact that Loew’s State is the “Neighborhood
House of the Stars,” that more famous celebrities of

the films cross its threshold in the course of a year than
any other theatre in America.

It is the duty of the theatre manager, no matter how
large the theatre, to greet the public as it comes
through his doors. Needless to say, the theatre man-
ager in the smaller towns plays the host to a greater

extent than theatre managers do in the larger cities.

The small town theatre manager gets to know his pa-

trons by their first names, and has a word or two of

gossip for each of his

friends. Too many thea-

tre managers however in

the large towns, forget

that they are the hosts of

the public, and that every
person entering their

doors is their personal
guest, during the time he
or she is in the theatre.

I have always tried to

make it a point to greet
visitors to Loew’s State
Theatre, as if they were

friends enter-

ing my own
home, and I

have repeated-
ly and forcibly

tried to impress
upon every
member of the
staff of Loew’s
State Theatre,

that this is the attitude that should be adopted toward
the public.

It is one of the elementals of the picture business,
but too often it is forgotten in the big cities. With
throngs of strange faces crowding in in masses, it is

very easy to come to view the public as just so many
individuals to be hurried in and seated.

But around Loew’s State there has always been an
atmosphere of “hominess,” of good fellowship and of
genuine welcome, and night after night, in this city of

one million and a quarter, I see not only dozens but
hundreds and thousands of familiar faces.

It is impossible for me to welcome each and every
one of these visitors individually, but in the three years
that I have been at Loew’s State, I have learned the

names of so many thou-
sands that I am some-
times amazed at the ca-

pacity of a memory which
when I started out in the
theatre business 18 years
ago was not any too good
for names and faces.

The lobby of Loew’s
State Theatre, just off

Seventh and Broadway,
the busiest corner west of

Chicago, is almost as fa-

mous a spot as 42nd and

Did you ever wonder what a screen celebrity thinks about while

attending a picture performance? How would you like to have
the leading satellites of the silver sheet as your regular patrons?
In Los Angeles Loeiv’s State theatre enjoys the sobriquet “The
Neighborhood House of the Stars?’ Managing Director Homer
B. IT right’s clientele reads like a page from “Who’s Who” in

filmdom.

You know Mr. Wright’s patrons as stars and players on your
screen. He knows them similarly but equally well as “custo-

mers.” In his article herewith Mr. W right reveals some inter-

esting sidelights on the world famous personalities that make up
his audience. And his story points a lesson for every theatre

owner—irrespective of the class of its patronage.
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Broadway and the Cafe de la Paix corner, at which it is

said, that if one will take up his post for a long enough
time, he will see all of the world’s “liveones” pass in

review at one time or another in a lifetime.

Loew’s State shows both First National and Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer first run pictures direct from the
studios, while Fanchon & Marco, who have produced
the stage spectacles for innumerable studio films, also
are the supervisors of the presentations which are shown
weekly at Loew’s State with the feature picture.

Every Friday and Saturday when the new picture
goes on, hundreds of stars, producers, directors, feature
players and extras crowd the big* downtown playhouse,
to see not only themselves on the screen but to learn
what the other players and studios are doing.

Colleen Moore slips into the theatre with her handsome
husband John McCormick, so unobtrusively that very sel-

dom do those who sit beside her know that she is in the

house. Colleen often wears dark colored glasses to pre-

vent recognition.

Lon Chaney and his wife usually visit Loew’s State on
Saturday night. Lon Chaney’s favorite expression at the

box office is : “Have you a couple of good seats for a

couple of poor people tonight?”

Chaney is quite willing to stand in line on crowded
nights, and even when recognized by the staff of the house
prefers to take his turn at the box office.

Norma Shearer, her mother, and her talented brother
Douglas Shearer, who is somewhat of a mechanical genius,

usually come to the theatre together.

Norma is a great lover of the stage, and takes as keen
an interest in the Fanchon & Marco presentations as she

does in the picture.

Another inseparable pair is Claire Windsor and Bert
Lytcll. Both can be seen together very often whispering
and laughing at the little incidents in the film which have a

peculiar interest to them because of their intimate familiar-

ity with the secrets of the studios.

Norma and Constance Talmadge and their mother
“Peg” Talmadge are another trio who are regular patrons
of Loew’s State. Wearing the new large hats, now so

much in vogue, Norma and Constance are seldom recog-

nized except by those who know them well.

Buster Keaton and his wife Natalie Talmadge fre-

quently take the children, Bob and Toe, to the playhouse

Lew Cody Claire Windsor Viola Dana

and thoroughly enjoy themselves because of the fact that

they are not known.
Charlie Chaplin and his pretty little wife also are regu-

lar visitors. Charlie and his wife are inseparable pals.

Marion Davies usually comes to the theatre with her

sister. She is very fond of the home-like atmosphere of

the 7th and Broadway playhouse, and at premieres of her

pictures Marion does not refuse to display her skill as a

dancer. She is an expert Charlestonian.

Hobart Henley, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer director and
formerly well known screen star, invariably comes to the

theatre with his mother, “The best pal I have,” adds
Henley. During the showing of his pictures Henley moves
about the house striving to catch suggestions from patrons.

He is one of the most conscientious directors in the film

field.

Walter Hiers generally arrives in company with his

mother and wife. Hiers naturally likes comedies, and
during the showing of Langdon, Keaton and Lloyd Ham-
ilton comedies, Hiers enjoys himself immensely and keeps

those surrounding him roaring with laughter.

Charlie Murray usually comes to the theatre early in the

week and West Coast Theatres has presented him with a

solid gold life pass, of which Charlie is naturally very

proud. However, he is most considerate in using it, and
never presents it on fateful Fridays, Saturdays, Sundays
and Holidays.

Charlie Murray is very fond of serious and especially

sad pictures. He dearly delights to see pictures delineat-

ing mother-love, and all its sorrows; in fact Charlie cries

at every mother-love picture he sees, and he also has a

very tender spot in his heart for pictures which tell about

all the troubles of the old man.
Milton Sills is more fond of the weekly news screen

service than of anything else. Very often he telephones

in and inquires what is in the news weeklv and does not

hesitate to remark if the news weekly has been cut down
too much for one reason or another. Sills declares that

he could spend all evening looking at the news of the day
on the screen.

Harry Langdon is one of the most popular comedians

who visits Loew’s State. Langdon usually slides into the

theatre whenever there are any two reelers scheduled.

With a set jaw he plants himself in a back row seat to

see if any of the two reel comedians have stolen any of his

gags, and if there has been any pilfering going on Harry
( Continued on page 41)

(

Shirley Mason Lon Chaney Mary Astor
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The
Screen

HTHE screen is not

the appendix of

theatre. 1 1 i

s

the
HEART!

New Reflecting Arc
Lamp IsAnnounced

( Continued from page 35)

crater and projects it in one beam of

focused energy to the aperture plate. (It

does not pass through a condenser in

leaving the lamphouse and the reason will

be taken up a little later.) Now, instead

of 80 per cent waste in the lamphouse,
there is only 15 per cent. Not bad, is it?

At the aperture plate the circle is focused
to a diameter of 1% inches, instead of lRj-

Here we cut down the waste further. All

of the light rays which pass through the

aperture plate reach the first sendee of

the objective lenses—no rays are allowed
to bounce around on the inside of the

barrel. * * *

The increase in the percentage of light

gathered from the arc by the Perfection
lamp over the standard arc lamp consti-

tutes an advantage of 4 to 1 in favor of

the Perfection. This might be applied in

increasing yonr light four times at the

It is the stage on which
the actors play.

/T^HEY either stand

out in bold relief

or they don’t.

On a
Da-Lite

They Do!

DA-LITE

Screen & Scenic Co.

922 West Monroe St.

The

Quality
Screen

same cost. But the average exhibitor is

more interested in cutting his power bill

to one-fourth. To be specific, an exhibitor

now drawing 60 amperes at a standard arc,

can now get a more brilliant, whiter light

on 15 amperes. Under reasonable condi-

tions, it is perfectly safe to figure amperes
the same as dollars—and the difference be-

tween $60 and $15 may mean that a small

exhibitor may be able to attend the next
annual convention with a clear conscience.
While more than 15 amperes may be used

at the arc (sometimes as high as 30), the
experiments carried on by the Perfection
Arc Company indicate that a low-intensity
arc reaches its highest efficiency between
15 and 20 amperes. At 22 amperes the drop
in efficiency begins, and at 25 amperes it is

quite apparent. High amperage, however,
is not necessary and only takes us back to

the element of waste which we are trying
to get away from. At the Strand theatre,

St. Paul, on approximately a 110-foot
throw, a beautiful, even field and a sharply
defined picture were produced with an arc
drawing only 8 amperes, using a Perfec-
tion lamp equipped with the 8-inch ellip-

tical reflector.

It has been stated that the 'Perfection
lamp uses no condenser whatever. The rea-
son is that the reflector was originally in-

tended to take the place of the condenser,
ar>H diqt the addition of a condenser, use!
with the reflector, takes us into other dif-

ficulties which come under the much dis-

cussed head of “chromatic and spherical
aberration.” It has long been known that,

to produce a light free from the “rain-
bows” previously mentioned, there must
exist a balance in the optical system of
[crown and flint glass lenses. The objective
lens, in itself, is corrected for chromatic
and spherical aberration, consequently
whatever “rainbows” appear on the field

must come from some place in the light

source. The reflector is composed of
quartz glass,' which is inert as far as colors

are concerned. The use of either a crown
or flint glass condenser unbalances the sys-

tem, resulting in an array of colors dis-

played on the screen, particularly notice-

able around the borders of letters in the

titles. Reflecting arc lamp makers are

gradually getting away from the condenser
idea, and the results are most gratifying.

* * *

It has been the purpose of this article

merely to enumerate some of the instances

by which the reflector type, low-intensity

lamp, produces more light, whiter light, and
very much cheaper light. In a future issue

a more technical article will follow, com-
paring every practical light source with

the low-intensity reflecting lamp on a basis

of lumens produced and foot candles deliv-

ered.

Motion and Color
Make Signs Dominate
Let us send you bulletin showing the
many striking effects made possible
by Reco Flashers: Running Borders,
On and Off Effects, Sunbursts, and
innumerable other eye-catchers.

0̂̂ Flashers

are brighter, more dur-
able, more economical,
more satisfactory in

every way than dipped
lamps. The color is

blown in the glass, and fadeless. Reco
Color Hoods are easy to attach, easy to

remove, easy to clean. Choice of six

colors : Ruby, Green, Canary, Amber,
Blue and Opal.

Write for full information
on the different types of flashers—how to

secure desired effects — how to care for

flashers. Ask for bulletins on the Reco
Color Hoods and the Reco Unit Flasher.

2651 W. Congress St., Chicago
Also manufacturers of Traffic Controls, Spe-

cial Timers and devices for contacting work ,

and small motors 1/20 to 1/4, H.P.

are used by the leading sign manufacturers,
central stations and contractors! The re-

sult of over 20 years of leadership. Have
adjustable contacts, reinforced brushes, in-
terchangeable parts and numerous other
exclusive and patented features. Prices as
low as $32.00.

Color Hoods
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Screen Stars as

Theatre Patrons
(Continued from page 39 )

is rightfully incensed.

Langdon usually comes to the theatre

with his manager, the popular Bill Jenner.
The Friday night “Personal Appearance

Nights” at Loew’s State, are one of the

features of night life in Los Angeles.
Loew’s State theatre for two years past has
made a practice to introduce the stars of

the screen, either from the two royal boxes,
or from the stage of the theatre. On Fri-

day and Monday nights, during several

weeks, Loew’s State theatre had personal
appearances of famous stars every week,
and on one occasion at the premiere of a
Constance Talmadge picture the audience
included 44 stars of the first magnitude, 28
prominent directors, 17 noted producers, 36
feature players, many of them former stars,

and more than 300 well known character
actors and actresses. This was remarkable,
indeed, in view of the fact that no particu-
lar advertising or bally-hoo was undertaken
in order to secure the presence of these
stars. There was no free list, and our
ordinary prices were charged.
Another big night in the history of

Loew’s State was when Norma Shearer ap-
peared on the stage upon her return from
Montreal, taking 8 encores.
Milton Sills, who is perhaps one of the

brainiest men on the screen, makes an ex-
cellent personal appearance. Sills recently
turned the tables on me when I introduced
him, mentioning that he had been on the
stage since he was four years old, and for-
merly was a college professor. When Sills

came out he said, “Mr. Wright is correct in

all that he says about me except with re-

spect to the two principal statements. I

never was a college professor, and I didn’t

go on the stage until I was a grown man.
Years ago an enterprising press agent in-

serted both mis-statements in a biography,
and I have never been able to live them
down.
Douglas MacLean and his father are reg-

ular visitors to Loew’s State, as are Charles
Ray and his wife. Charles Ray does not
care much whether he sits in the balcony
or on the main floor.

Mary Astor and her fiance drop in reg-

ularly, in fact the other evening they had
their pictures taken in the lobby at Loew’s
State.

Norma Talmadge, when she does not

come with her sister and mother, usually

drops in alone. She is a real music lover

and is quite critical of the music
;

in fact

Norma Talmadge, in the presentation of

her pictures, pays unusual attention to the

scoring of the feature. The cues must
“catch” or Norma will instantly notice it.

Norma also is keenly observant of mechan-
ical and laboratory details that escape other
stars, in fact she is one of the best business

women on the screen. If the film has been
slightly scratched at the studio before it

comes to the theatre Norma sees that the

fault is rectified. She is a merciless critic

of her own work.

Natalie Kingston seems to be more inter-

ested in the prologue than in the picture.

This may be due to the fact that she her-

self was once a famous dancer.

Fred Nihlo and his wife Enid Bennett
and Enid’s little sister Catherine frequently
come to Loew’s State together. Niblo very
seldom adversely criticizes a picture and is

always particular to point out the good
spots.

Marshall Neilan seldom misses a comedy.

John Gilbert, because of the distinction of
his bearing and unusual good looks, rarely

Peter Clark Stage Rigging

Orchestra and Organ Lifts

are installed by the majority of leading theatres.

For PETER CLARK equipment is designed to

give the most satisfactory performance under

every demand of modem showmanship.

A FEW RECENT INSTALLATIONS

Michigan Theatre, Detroit

Ambassador Theatre, St. Louis

Missouri Theatre, St. Louis
Rivoli Theatre, New York
Fox Academy of Music, New

York

Metropolitan Theatre, Boston
Uptown Theatre, Chicago
Oriental Theatre, Chicago
Tower Theatre, Chicago
Albee Theatre, Brooklyn

PETER CLARK, Inc.
Stage Equipment

534-536-538 West 30th Street, New York City

Music Stands
DESIGNED especially for motion

picture theatres, Kliegl Music
Stands illuminate music scores with-

out eyestrain or light-leaks. They
are made in a variety of styles, with

heavy cast-iron bases to insure

equilibrium, and are equipped with

telescopic pedestal permitting ad-

justment of music rest to any de-

sired height. A model exactly

suited to your requirements will be
found listed in Catalog M—copy
forwarded on request.

Universal Electric Stage Lighting Co . me.

r 321 West 50th Street
j

g NEW YORK. N.Y. 0J
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It

Attracts Attention

to Your Theatre

A Marquise over the front of

your theatre is like a snappy
caption on an advertisement

—

it attracts attention to what is

under it. The advertising af-

forded by a good Marquise
will bring many a patron to

your show. Showmen must
find Marquise profitable or

they wouldn’t keep us so busy
building them. Write us

about an AMP Marquise for

your theatre.

Architectural Metal Products
Incorporated

Formerly

The ProBert Sheet Metal Co.

COVINGTON KENTUCKY
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Roth 25-25

ACTODECTOR

Put your power money on the screen;

don’t waste it in the projection room
You pay for all the power that enters your projection

room, but the only part that pays you back is what goes
on the screen as light.

The Roth ACTODECTOR takes your power and delivers
smooth dependable D.C. power for arcs without waste. It is

built especially to do this, and it saves you money, besides
giving the finest quality of light on the screen. Automatic
operation relieves the projectionist of any attention to the
ACTODECTOR. He stays beside the projectors, where he
belongs.

Send for the data on The Roth ACTODECTOR today. There’s a size and
type for any theatre

,
large or small.

ROTH BROTHERS & CO.
1409 W. Adams Street, Chicago, 111.

Roth Brothers

ACTODECTOR
EH10-2-Grav

JHEATRJCAL

(A°St

Qy*\plei£

Send for

q
^est

Catalogue

J.I^CLANCY>f
syracuseN.Y

J. Trr

TYansley
|< STUDIOS
Binmtheirnew quarters

W. RANDOLPH
SLIDES
AND FILM

UNIFORMS
Pf

ForUshers, Door-
men, Footmen,

Orchestras,
Hands, etc.

ih
Made to individual mea-
sures, fit guaranteed.

Special catalogue, with

correct up-to-date styles,

and samples sent free

postpaid. IfWESTERN UNIFORM CO.

204 So. Clark Street

Chicago, 111. ’jf

SCENIC STUDIOS
Scenery and Stage Equipment

VELOUR CURTAINS
AND CYCLORAMAS

THE WM. BECK & SONS CO.
Established 1856

Highland corner Dorchester Ave.
CINCINNATI, OHIO

escapes being discovered by the audience

before the performance is over.

Mae Murray, usually wearing large pic-

ture hats which hide her features, slips into

a quiet spot commenting now and then to

her husband on the presentation.

Lew Cody when he arrives at the theatre

usually gets a great welcome. Lew heads
for the manager’s office the first thing upon
arrival, wants to know how business is,

smokes a companionable cigarette or two,

and then watches the show standing up
from the promenoir. It is very difficult

for Lew to watch a show through consecu-
tively, as he is fired with nervous energy
which keeps him constantly on the qui vive.

Lew and Lon Chaney are two of the most
popular male stars who visit Loew’s State.

Lon Chaney, in particular, knows nearly all

the house attaches, greets them personally,

and incidentally “remembers” them at

Christmas time.

Sally O’Neil is another gay little girl who
is very popular at Loew’s State. There is

nothing upstage about Sally. She is always
full of pep, and some of her comments
upon films at times are side-splitting.

Monta Bell, famous director, usually se-

lects a side seat with nobody around him,

so that he can stretch out his long legs, lean

back in his chair and take it easy.

Anita Stewart, long accustomed to mak-
ing personal appearances, has a stage savoir

faire which distinguishes her from many
other screen stars. Anita, although she has

never had stage experience, makes a de-

lightful personal appearance, and goodness
knows, Loew’s State perhaps has more
personal appearances than any other theatre

in America—sometimes three or four a

week—'from the greatest stars down to the

most hopeful aspiring feature players.

Viola Dana and her sister Shirley Mason
also are frequent visitors. The irrepressible

Viola dashes up to the theatre in her road-

ster, inquires if the feature is on and as

soon as it is over dashes out again, drag-

ging Shirley in her wake.

So it goes.

The two entrances of Loew’s State on
Seventh and on Broadway perhaps have

had more famous stars cross their

threshold than any other theatre in Amer-
ica, and these stars are not occasional vis-

itors but regular patrons. They pay their

“dough” at the box office, and they get

a ticket, and they are ushered to the seats

by the pretty girl usherettes, just the same
as you and f. They don’t want to be recog-

nized in the majority of instances, they

don’t want slides put on the screen an-

nouncing their presence in the theatre and

they resent any intrusion upon their incog-

nito while they are in the theatre, which

is as it should be.

Loew’s State is the neighborhood play-

house of the stars who come there for

rest and diversion, and to forget their own
cares and troubles. It is their “night off”

when they come to Loew’s State—the man-
agement knows they want to be left alone,

and they are left alone. If “so and so”

wants to hold “so and so’s” hand, and both

of them happen to be very famous stars,

it is nobody’s business, but their own, and

after all the big stars in their little love

affairs and in their happy home relations

are just like the couples in hundreds of

other American cities, who night after

night flock into the darkened interior of

the great cinema palaces there to be amused
and diverted, and to carry on their own
all-important little love affairs.
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The
HISTORY

of the

THEATRE
( Continued from page 30)

interviewed, he stated that he was
amazed at the lavishness and costliness

and gorgeousness of American motion
picture theatres and branded such ex-

penditure as an extravagant waste of

money. Americans build big theatres that

seat from two to six thousand persons.

Upon the architecture and decorations a

theatre of colossal size depends for its

“intimacy.” They recognize the prin-

ciple of intimacy established by the

ancient Grecian theatre as an important
factor in a picture or other theatre.

“Intimacy” is responsible for all
.
the

little art theatres cropping up in all

parts of the world except in British com-
munities. A sense of closeness must be
contributed, otherwise patrons feel dis-

tant and lost in an auditorium of im-

mense size. A moving picture caters to a

strange motley and variety of people,

some of whom know how to conduct
themselves in public places, others posi-

tively do not. Entering a magnificently
beautiful theatre almost anybody will

be so impressed that he will comport him-
self with perfect propriety and act as a

gentleman should act during the per-

formance. Continuous influence of this

nature improves the ethical standard of

any individual, no matter whom.
Majestic architecture has a refining

influence. Enter a cathedral and you
become reverent regardless of whether
religious ceremonies are performed or
not. A truly beautiful motion picture
theatre becomes a valuable cultural asset

to any community fortunately blessed
by its presence among them. Americans
have not solved the problem of “inti-

macy” in connection with motion picture
theatres by gorgeous decoration. It

helps but it doesn’t advance that icy
cold screen dividing line one inch closer
toward the audience and the perfect
“intimacy” zone. It is still an isolated
and distinct line of demarcation that one
apparently has attempted to overcome.

The theatre architect should be a
dominating figure in the theatre world,
but he is ostracised, and that’s HIS
fault as he is considered a construction-
ist and not an art-man by the show-man,
and in the list of the showman business
at all. The people at the head of the
industry do not know how to discrimi-
nate and the motion picture theatre
movement suffers in consequence. I

mean that the motion picture movement
has not yet found its correct stride
within the walls of presentation.

Max Reinhardt, the great German
producer (possibly the world’s greatest,
and if so the claim must rest on his
understanding and his introducing effects
derived from the Grecian and Chinese
knowledge of the psychology of “inti-
macy” as employed by them in all their
stage productions), admitted the show-
man’s ignorance in such matters when
he said to a theatre architect who had
designed a stage setting for one of his
productions that: “he ought to quit
architecture and devote his time to de-
signing stage settings.” How could he
quit architecture? It is practically the
basis of all stage settings, except when
the imaginatively unreal is attempted.
A man highly skilled in architectural

art is learned in the line formations and
ornamental character of every style of

Dixie Gup Service
Also Pays a Profit
If DIXIE Cups and vendors
really were an expense the
laws prohibiting the common
drinking glasses might be a
matter of some concern to mo-
tion picture theatres.

But since they actually pay a
profit there is an added incen-
tive for making available to

your audiences this service
which they use so constantly
and appreciate so much.

The DIXIE penny vendor op-
erates silently—another advan-
tage appreciated by the theatre
owner.

A fresh cup with every drink.

Your jobber will be glad to furnish
you Dixies. If he doesn’t have

them let us know.

Individual

Drinking Cup Co., Inc.
Original Makers of the Paper Cup

Jfowadays-
they dnnhfiom

EASTON, PA.
NEW YORK, N. Y.

With Branches at Philadelphia,

Chicago, Baltimore, Los Angeles.

DIXIE cups
SUPER-LITE
LENSES

Unparalleled for use with low

intensity reflector arc lamps

“They challenge comparison”

See your dealer or

write to

Projection Optics Co., Inc.

ROCHESTER, N. Y.

"Ask about our free trial offer."

S. O. G.
CONDENSERS

combine heat resistance and

optical qualities.

34"

—

12 " diameter

SOLE DISTRIBUTORS:

Fish-Schurman Corp.

45 West 45th Street

New York City

1050 Cahuenga Avenue

Hollywood, California

KIDDIES “MATINEE” GIFTS

100-ult-T NOVELTY TOYS with a
5c to 15c retail value assorted in

a box for only $3.00
Our Catalog offering 1,000 and ONE
kinds of novelties, and celebration goods
in general is free.

Send for BOTH at once, and let us intro-
duce ourselves to your entire liking.

BRAZEL NOVELTY MFG. CO.
30 Ella St., Cincinnati, O.
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Our Organs Sing Their Own Praises

Those Who Investigate

Buy

LINK
C. SHARPE MINOR UNIT ORGANS

Write for our Booklet

“SIXTEEN FACTS”

C. SHARPE MINOR UNIT ORGANS
BINGHAMTON, N. Y.

Channon Equipment Again

BELMONT THEATRE
AND

GRANADA THEATRE

Open to the Public This

Month by

Raising the Channon

Steel Curtain

exterior, interior, furniture, pottery and
drapings fom the dawn of time until the
present day. That is the man who spe-
cializes in architectural art and design-
ing, not the man whose specialty is con-
struction details, which is non-creative
and purely technical job, which, now-a-
days is done mainly by structural en-
gineers.

I know many men claiming to be,

and advertising themselves as, theatre
specialists. I know one who never went
through a school of design or drafting
school in his life. That if he was offered
the wealth of the Orient for properly
drawn construction details of a theatre
circle of a front elevation of ordinary
class he would lose the proffered wealth.
Other professions specialize but they

practice and do not delegate the work.
Architecture is done mainly, not by the
man whose name is on the door plate,

but by the men whom he employs, and
so he considers it quite within his scope
to undertake any type, class, or style of
edifice as he can go into the open market
to obtain a draftsman who has done
considerable “theatre” work or “factory”
work as the case may be. The doctor
who specializes in cutting away parts
of your anatomy or the one who will

only treat your ears, eyes and nose can-
not delegate their work and in time must
become very efficient, because of the
numerous similar kinds of work. One
lawyer revels in divorces, another events
in criminal matters and their clients are
seized with a sense of confidence because
of the record back of their personal
work. The theatre architect should be
a specialist himself in architctural art

and study all phases of the theatre per-
sonally, in order to be able to give full

expression to the requirements of the
stage and screen.

It is because of the facts that I have
just mentioned that the theatre is at a
standstill and has not changed much in

2,500 years.

(To be continued)

Light Big Factor

at Studios
Electricity consumed in the

making of motion pictures at one
studio alone would burn an ordi-

nary house light for 114 years and
57 days.
This was disclosed in figures

showing the amount of electricity

used to light screen settings at the
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studios.
Lou Kolb, chief electrical engi-

neer, places the studio consump-
tion at 200,000 kilowatt hours a
month, or 50,000 per week. This
means a total of 50,000,000 kilo-

watts; enough to light two hun-
dred and fifty ordinary American
dwelling houses, or two five hun-
dred room hotels such as the Wal-
dorf or Biltmore.
The electricity is used in great

arc lights by which the picture
scenes are illuminated for photo-
graphing. The power is brought
into the studio on high tens ;on
lines from hydro electric plants in

the Sierras, and “transformed” in

a power house within the studio it-

self.

According to Kolb’s figures this
amount of electricity would light
one ordinary 50 watt globe for one
million hours, or 114 years and 57
days.
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Audience Reaction

to Music Shown on
Chart at Capitol

THAT the forthcoming season will see

a greater emphasis placed on the musi-

cal portion of motion picture entertain-

ment is the opin-

ion of Major Ed-
ward Bowes, man-
againg director of

the Capitol theat-

tre, under whose
guidance the

world’s largest
cinema palace has

just completed
the most success-

ful year in its his-

tory.

“The C a p it o 1

Grand Orchestra
u n q u e s tionably

has been a power-
ful factor in the

building up of our regular clientele,” says

Major Bowes, “and is a tremendous fea-

ture of our programs. There has always

been an enormous number of patrons who
have paid particular attention to this por-

tion of the entertainment and we have in-

creasing evidence day by day that this

number is growing and that the artistic

taste and appreciation of audiences are

improving as well.

41 ij« ' s-«

“We have proved this conclusively by

a chart which we keep on which is

rated my estimation of the popularity

of various overtures and important

ballet numbers. On this chart, each selec-

tion is given a percentage corresponding to

its popular appeal. We have found that

overtures which were iiot popular and

rated during the early part of last year

as too obscure for motion picture audi-

ences have moved up by the' end of the

year from a rating of 65 per cent to 85

per cent. Similarly overtures, and ballets

which were rated at 85 -per cent in popu-
larity have moved- up to the 100 per cent

class and some of those sure-fire over-

tures which were originally 100 per cent

have passed entirely out of the list as

having become too ordinary 'and hackneyed
for our audiences.”

Similar artistic emphasis is placed by
Major Bowes on the ballet performances
at the Capitol. It was his desire to make
of the Capitol Ballet a permanent feature,

resembling in organization the Metropoli-

tan Ballet, which would be sufficiently

flexible and adaptable to meet the diversi-

fied requirements of the programs each
week. With this objective in mind, Major
Bowes conceived the idea ot establishing

a ballet school, in which young dancers of

outstanding talent could be trained in the

sound principles of the ballet and devel-

oped along tbe special lines required in the

ballets from week to week.

* * *

Chester Hale, a young American who
has himself achieved distinction as a danc-
er and director of ballets both in this

country and Europe, is in charge of the

school. There is no tuition fee and re-

cruits have come from every part of the
country. The results, according to Major
Bowe’s, have been entirely gratifying.

“Our Ballet corps,” he says, “is now an
integral part of the institution. Practicing
and rehearsing together day after day has
given it a unity and precision which could
not possibly have been achieved in any

EDWARDS SHEET METAL
MARQUEES or CANOPIES

For use over entrances to theatres, hotels, cafes, store buildings, etc. A work of art

and they have the massive and ornamental appearance of cast iron, at but a fraction of

the cost. Furnished complete, easy to erect—Made of galvanized iron or copper in any
style or size desired. Shipped in largest convenient sections, with glass packed sep-
arately. Our large catalog showing complete line Marquises or Canopies, Balconies,
Cornices, Theatre Fronts, Signs, Skylights, Metal Roofing, Metal Ceilings and Walla,
etc., sent free on request.

The Edwards Manufacturing Co.
409-459 East Fifth St. Cincinnati, Ohio

The World’s Largest Manufacturers of Metal Roofing, Metal Shingle*,
Metal Spanish Tile, Metal Ceilings, Metal Garages, Portable

Buildings, Rolling Steel Doors, Partitions, etc.

Check Up!

BERED TICKETS that will tell you at a

glance exactly how many you have.

We will gladly send you samples and more
information about them.

QlobeTcket Company
Specialists in Tickets and Checks Since 1873

122N. I2th St. Philadelphia, Pa.
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ON THE SQUARE
Mr. Exhibitor, you should investigate thoroughly before you put

your HARD EARNED dollars into an inferior cooling system.

A good cooling system is a positive necessity in any public place. The

Blizzard is more than a good system—it
r
s the perfect cooling and venti-

lating system.

Because—
they required the hest

“H Cw

High Intensity Lamps

have heen installed in

the new

Michigan Theatre

Hall & Connolly, Inc.

129 Grand St. New York City

ROSCO
Pure Gelatine Sheets, 36 Stand-
ard Colors of Uniform Weight

Glocolor Your Lamps
Non-Fading Mellowglo is attractive

for crystal chandeliers
Brassyglo beautifies your lobby

Users of Rosco Colors—
Capital, Warner’s, Famous, Uni-

versal, Fox, Loew’s, Keith’s, Moss,
Stanley, Fabian, Strand, Polis.

Rosco Laboratories
129 Third Place, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Sample booklet sent upon request

(Continued from page 45)

other way. With this corps of dancers,
constantly in training, we are able to pre-

sent ballets of an elaborate nature and
scope which would have been impossible

otherwise. In fact, when one considers
that each week’s ballet is performed with
only a few days of actual rehearsal, and
that its first performance on Sunday after-

noon must be perfect in every detail, we
may take pardonable pride in the fact this

portion of our entertainment has been
ranked in importance with that of the big
revue.”

With the regular ballet corps as a back-
ground, freshness is given to each week’s
performances by the engagement of promi-
nent dancers as guest artists. Recently
Major Bowes presented Renoff and Re-
nova, sensational Russian dancers, in the

program surrounding the Rex Ingram pro-
duction of “Mare Nostrum.”

Work is progressing rapidly on the con-
struction of a theatre at Richmond, Ind.,

for the M. E. Remley corporation at Tenth
and Main streets. The theatre will be of
brick and steel construction, fireproof, and
will have two storerooms in connection. It

will cost about $60,000.
* *

The contract has been awarded and work
begun on remodeling and redecorating the
Grand theatre in Terre Haute, Ind. The
theatre is owned by the heirs of the late

Crawford Fairbanks.
* *

Work is being started on the construc-
tion of a theatre at Elwood, Ind., owned
by William Dickson. The theatre will seat

1,000 and will have two stores in connec-
tion.

New Low
Prices

Hennegan

Program
Covers

Write for new samples

The Hennegan Company
Cincinnati

Don’t waste your good
money on a system that is

untried and unknown
when you can get an abso-
lutely guaranteed and na-
tionally known

BLIZZARD
COOLING AND
VENTILATING

SYSTEM
at a price so low you will

be astounded at its reason-
ableness.

The Guaranteed

BLIZZARD FAN
that cools continuously and
can be regulated according
to volume of air desired.

Yes, you can use a

Blizzard 365 days a

year to your advantage,

therefore dont wait

till next summer.

Don’t delay get your guar-

anteed BLIZZARD now and
enjoy the benefits of our easy
payment plan.

See your nearest dis-

tributor or write

BLIZZARD
SALES CO.
OMAHA - NEBRASKA
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Work Is Started on

$5,000,000 Project

by Fox in St. Louis
Contracts have been awarded for the

wrecking of the existing building and the
clearing of the site of the $5,000,000 Wil-
liam Fox theatre, hotel and office building
project to be erected at Grand and Wash-
ington boulevards, St. Louis, Mo.

The new theatre designed by C. Howard
Crane of Detroit will seat 5,000 persons on
the main floor and balcony and will be the

largest theatre in the Middle West.

The Henry Schaeffer & Sons Wrecking
Company of St. Louis has the wrecking
contract and will tear down all of the
buildings on Grand boulevard between the
Beers Hotel and the Humboldt building, in-

cluding the old Mid Way theatre and also

on the Washington boulevard frontage west
of the Humboldt building for a distance of
160 feet.

The Humboldt building was also pur-
chased by the Fox interests but will be the
last structure to come down.

% jJj jj:

Messrs. Moore & Gregory are promoting
a 1,000-seat theatre for Tupelo, Miss., to

be erected on the site of the Read Hotel.
Details of the project are not yet available.

Construction has started on the theatre
being erected at Fifth and Norfolk avenue,
Norfolk, Nebr., by Jack Koenigstein, 1204
Norfolk avenue, Norfolk.

The W. J. Assenmacher Construction
Company of Lincoln, Nebr., has been
awarded the general contract for this house,
which it is estimated will cost upwards of
$175,000. It will be two-story and basement
and of reinforced concrete, "brick and terra
cotta construction.

* * *

Workmen are now busily engaged on
the second story of the $200,000 Capitol the-
atre, Second street, Grand Island, Nebr.,
being erected by the Universal Chain. The
house was designed by John Eberson, 212
East Superior street, Chicago, 111., while
the Goehring-Sothman Company are the
general contractors. It will cover a site

66 by 132 feet.

Elm Creek, Nebr., is to have a new thea-
tre with a seating capacity of 300. It will

be one story and basement, 30 by 85 feet
and plans are now being prepared" by J. P.
Helleberg, Masonic building, Kearney, Nebr.
Local interests are behind the project.

Building Activity

Brisk in Indiana
The new Talbott theatre, Talbott avenue

and Twenty-second street, Indianapolis, was
opened formally Sept. 21. Harry Markunr
is manager of the house. Modern in every
respect, the new theatre is a model of com-
pactness and economy of space, though
there is no hint of crowding. The audi-
torium is designed to seat about 600 per-
sons and the stage is large enough for the
presentation of everything but the most
elaborate acts.

The exterior of the theatre is attractive,

being designed after a model of modern
architecture. The interior is tastefully dec-
orated, with a pleasing lighting effect pro-
duced by the combination gold and crystal
chandeliers. Among the outstanding de-
tails of the decorative scheme are the
mural panels done in oil by George Miller.
Two of the panels have been completed.
Four more will be painted.

The Palace Or-
pheum, Milwaukee,
the brightest spot

on “The White
Way.”

Signs with a PUNCH!
The brilliantly lighted MILNE-built signs have

the “Punch” that bring people to your theatre.

Crowds flock to theatres with the best lighted ex-

teriors. and MILNE signs satisfy to the utmost in

this respect.

MILNE signs compel attention! They are built

by men who know theatre requirements. The same
skill and knowledge is incorporated in MILNE
Changeable Letter Marquise and Canopies.

Send us the name of your theatre and let us
submit a colored sketch without obligation to you.

MILNE ELECTRIC SIGN CO.
189 Fifth St. Milwaukee, Wis.

MILNESIGNS
Changeable Letter Marquise or Canopies

©ualttp

TJPFTN&t
cenicStudios
TLFFIN.QHK)

Everything for the Stage

“PAPIER MACHE”
Ornamental Relief Decorations are
light, durable and inexpensive as

compared with other materials used
for plastic relief decorations.

We have executed the elaborate stage
screen settings for the following theatres:

Chicago Theatre )

Uptown Theatre >• Chicago
Oriental Theatre )

Shea’s Theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.,

and many other high class theatres
throughout the country.

Estimates cheerfully furnished for any
kind of special work.

Eugene Kraemer, Mgr.

ALPHA COMPRESSED WOOD CO.
2054 Larrabee Street

Chicago, Illinois

Circuit Will Build
Playhouse in

Waterloo, Iowa
A $350,000 Orpheum theatre is to be

erected in Waterloo, Iowa, according to an

announcement made by Alexander Frank,

president of the Frank Amusement Com-
pany. The announcement was confirmed

by George E. Pike, assistant secretary of

the Frank Amusement Company and a

member of the Waterloo Orpheum com-
pany, and also by C. E. Howard and other

business men representing Waterloo inter-

ests.

Newest
and
Best

LIBERTY
MUSIC STAND

Patented

Standard for

All Purposes

Send for Our New
Booklet

LIBERTY MUSIC STAND CO.
I960 E. 116th St. Cleveland, O.
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Better Theatres Information

and Catalog Bureau
Many of the products listed below are advertised by reliable companies in this issue of “Better Theatres’

Free Service to Readers
of “Equipment Index”

#]T “Better Theatres” offers on these pages an indi-

vidual service to its readers through this Exhibitors

Information and Catalog Bureau. Detailed informa-
tion and catalogs concerning any product listed on
these pages will be sent to any theatre owner, man-
ager, architect or projectionist.

471 Fill in the coupon on the next page and mail it to

^ the “Better Theatres” division, Exhibitors Herald,
407 S. Dearborn street, Chicago.

tfjlMany of the products listed by this Bureau are

^ advertised in this issue of “Equipment Index.”
See Advertisers Index.

tfTTWe are glad to serve you. Do not hesitate to ask

^ us for any information on equipment or problems
pertaining to the efficient operation of your theatre.

A
1 Accounting systems.

2 Accoustical installations.

3 Adapters, carbon.

4 Adding, calculating ma-
chines.

5 Admission signs.

6 Addressing machines.

7 Advertising novelties,

materials.

8 Advertising projectors.

9 Air conditioning equip-

ment.

10 Air dome tents.

11 Aisle lights.

12 Aisle rope.

13 Alarm signals.

14 Arc lamps, reflecting.

15 Architectural service.

16 Arc regulators.

17 Artificial plants, flowers.

18 Art titles.

19 Automatic curtain con-

trol.

20 Automatic projection cut-

outs.

21 Automatic sprinklers.

B

22 Balloons, advertising.

23 Banners.

24 Baskets, decorative.

25 Bell-buzzer signal sys-

tems.

26 Blocks pulleys, stage-

rigging.

27 Blowers, hand.

28 Booking agencies for mu-
sicians.

29 Booking agencies (state

kind).

80

Boilers.

31 Bolts, panic.

32 Booths, projection.

33 Booths, ticket.

34 Box, loge chairs.

35 Brass grills.

36 Brass rails.

37 Brokers-Theatre promo-
tion.

38 Bulletin boards, change-
able.

c

39 Cable.

40 Cabinets.

41 Calcium lights.

42 Cameras.
43 Canopies for fronts.

44 Carbons.
45 Carbon sharpeners.
46 Carbon wrenches.
47 Carpets.
48 Carpet cushion.

49 Carpet cleaning com-
pound.

50 Carpet covering.
51 Cases, film shipping.
52 Cement, film.

53 Chair covers.
54 Chairs, wicker.
55 Chairs, theatre.

56 Change makers.
57 Changer overs.

58 Color hoods.
59 Color wheels.
60 Condensors.

r>

61 Date strips.

62 Decorations (state kind).

63 Decorators, theatre.

64 Dimmers.
65 Disinfectants—perfumed.
66 Doors, fireproof.

67 Draperies.
68 Drinking fountains.

69 Duplicating machines.

E

70 Electric circuit testing

instruments.
71 Electric fans.

72 Electrical flowers.

73 Electric power generat-
ing plants.

74 Electric signs.

75 Electric signal and con-
trol systems.

76 Emergency lighting
plants.

77 Exit light signs.

F

78 Film cleaners.
79 Film splicing machine.
80 Film tools (state kind).
81 fFilm waxing machine.

82 Fire alarms.
83 Fire escapes.
84 Fire extinguishers.
85 Fire hose.
86 Fire hose reels, carts.

87 Fire proof curtains.
88 Fire proof doors.
89 Fire proofing materials.
90 Fixtures, lighting.

91 Flashlights.
92 Flashers, Electric sign.

93 Flood ’ lighting.

94 Floorlights.
95 Floor covering.
96 Floor runners.
97 Flowers, artificial.

98 Footlights.

99 Fountains, decorative.
100 Fountains, drinking.
101 Frames-poster, lobby dis-

play.

102 Fronts, metal theatre.

103 Furnaces, coal burning.
104 Furnaces, oil burning.
105 Furniture, theatre.

106 Fuses.

G

107 Generators.
108 Grilles, brass.
109 Gummed labels.

110 Gypsum products.

H
111 Hardware, stage.

112 Heating system, coal.

113 Heating system, oil.

I

114 Ink, pencils for slides.

115 Insurance, Fire.

116 Insurance, Rain.
117 Interior decorating serv-

ice.

118 Interior illuminated
signs.

J

119 Janitors’ supplies.

L

120 Labels, film caution.

121 Lamps, decorative.

122 Lamp dip coloring.

123 Lamps, general lighting

124 Lamps, incandescent pro-
jection.

125 Lamps, reflecting arc.

126 Lamp shades.

127 Lavatory equipment, fur-

nishings.

128 Lavatory fixtures.

129 Ledgers, theatre.

130 Lenses.

131 Lights, exit.

132 Lights, spot.

133 Lighting fixtures.

134 Lighting installations.

135 Lighting systems, com-
plete.

136 Linoleum.

137 Liquid soap.

138 Liquid soap containers

139 Lithographers.
140 Lobby display frames
141 Lobby gazing balls.

142 Lobby furniture.
143 Lobby decorations.
144 Lubricants (state kind).
145 Luminous numbers.
146 Luminous signs, interior,

exterior.

M
147 Machines, ticket.

148 Machines, pop corn.

149 Machines, sanitary veDd
ing.

150 Make up, boxes, theatrt-

151 Marble.
152 Marquise.
153 Mats, leather
154 Mats and runners.
155 Mazda projection adap*

ers.

156 Metal lath.

157 Metal polish.

158 Mirror, shades.
159 Motor generators.
160 Motion picture cable.

161 Musical instruments
(state kind).

162 Music publishers.

163 Music rolls.

164 Music stands.

N

165 Napkins.
166 Novelties, advertising.

equipment.
167 Nursery furnishings and
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o
168 Oil burners.

169 Orchestral pieces.

170 Orchestra pit fittings,

furnishings.

171 Organs.

172 Organ novelty slides.

173 Organ lifts.

174 Organ chamber heaters.

175 Ornamental fountains.

176 Ornamental metal work.

177 Ornamental metal thea-
tre fronts.

P

178 Paint, screen.

179 Paper drinking cups.

180 Paper towels.

181 Perfumers.

182 Photo frames.

183 Pianos.

184 Picture sets.

185 Player pianos.

186 Plastic fixtures and dec-
orations.

187 Plumbing fixtures.

188 Positive film.

189 Posters.

190 Poster frames.

191 Poster lights.

192 Poster paste.

193 Portable projectors.

194 Pottery, decorative.

195 Power generating plants.
196 Printing, theatre.
197 Programs.
198 Program covers.
199 Program signs, illu-

minated.
200 Projection lamps.

201 Projection machines.

202 Projection machine parts.

203 Projection room equip-
ment.

R

204 Radiators.

205 Radiator covers.

206 Rails, brass.

207 Rails, rope.

208 Rain insurance.

209 Rectifiers.

210 Reconstruction service.

211 Redecorating service.

212 Reflectors (state kind).

213 Refurnishing service.

214 Regulators, Mazda.

215 Reels.

216 Reel end signals.

217 Reel packing, cariying
cases.

218 Resonant orchestra plat-

form.

219 Reseating service.

220 Rewinding film.

221 Rheostats

222 Rigging, stage.

223 Roofing materials.

s

224 Safes, film.

225 Scenery, stage.

226 Scenic artists’ service.

227 Screens.

228 Screen paint.

229 Seat covers.
230 Seat indicators, vacant.
231 Seats, theatres.
232 Signs (state kind).

233 Signs, parking.

234 Signals, reel end.

235 Sign flashers.

236 Sign-cloth.

237 Sign lettering service.

238 Side walk machines, corn
poppers.

239 Slides.

240 Slide ink, pencils.

241 Slide lanterns.

242 Slide making outfits.

243 Slide mats.

244 Shutters, metal fire.

245 Soap containers, liquid.

246 Speed indicators.

247 Spotlights.

248 Stage doors-valances, etc.

249 Stage lighting equipment.
250 Stage lighting systems.
251 Stage rigging-blocks,

pulleys.
252 Stage scenery.
253 Stair treads.
254 Statuary.
255 Steel lockers.
256 Stereopticons.
257 Sweeping compounds.
258 Switchboards.
259 Switches, automatic.

T

260 Tally counters.
261 Tapestries.
262 Tax free music.
263 Telephones, inter-com-

municating.
264 Temperature regulation

system.
265 Terra Cotta.
266 Terminals.
267 Theatre accounting sys-

tems.
268 Theatre dimmers.

269 Theatre seats.

270 Tickets.

271 Ticket booths.

272 Ticket choppers.

273 Ticket holders.

274 Ticket racks.

275 Ticket selling machines.

276 Tile.

277 Tile stands.

278 Tool cases, operator’s.

279 Towels, paper.

280 Towels, cloth.

281 Trailers.

282 Transformers.
283 Tripods.
284 Turnstiles, registering.

285 Typewriters.

u
286 Uniforms.

V
287 Valances, for boxes.
288 Vases, stone.
289 Vacuum cleaners.

290 Ventilating fans.

291 Ventilating, cooling sys-

tem.
292 Ventilating systems,

complete.
293 Vending machines, soap,

towels, napkins, etc.

294 Vitrolite

w
295 Wall burlap
296 Wall leather.
297 Watchman’s Clocks.
298 Water coolers.
299 Wheels, color

USE THIS COUPON

“BETTER THEATRES” DIVISION
Exhibitors Herald

407 South Dearborn St., Chicago.

Gentlemen : I should like to receive reliable information on the items listed following:

(Refer to Items by Number)

Remarks:.

Name Theatre City.

State Seating Capacity _....
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Advertised in This

BETTER THEATRES SECTION
(If you desire something not listed here, Exhibitors Information and Catalog

Bureau on preceding pages will get it for you.)

AUTOMATIC CURTAIN
CONTROL

Automatic Devices Co.,
17 N. 7th St., Allentown, Pa.

E. J. Vallen Elec. Co.,
Akron, Ohio.

BANNERS, HAND PAINTED
H. Dryfhout,
736 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago.

BUSINESS BUILDING SERVICE
(Local Merchants Tie-up)
Alexander Film Co.,

Denver, Colorado.

CARBONS
Hugo Reisinger,

11 Broadway, N. Y. C.

CHANGE MAKERS
Brandt Automatic Cashier Co.
Watertown, Wisconsin.

CONDENSERS
Fish Schurman Corp.
45 W. 45th St., N. Y. C.

DRINKING CUPS
Individual Drinking Cup Co.,
Easton, Pa.

ELECTRIC FLASHERS, COLOR
HOODS

Reynolds Electric Co.,

2651 W. Congress St., Chicago.

EQUIPMENT, SUPPLIES
Monarch Theatre Supply Co.,
1223 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago

HEATING & VENTILATING
B. F. Reynolds & Co.,
118 W. Ohio, Chicago.

Supreme Heater & Ventilating
Co., 1552 Olive St., St. Louis, Mo.

LAMP COLOR
Roscoe Laboratories
139 Third Place, Brooklyn, N. Y.

LEATHER UPHOLSTERING
Pantasote Co., Inc.

250 Park Ave., N. Y. C.

LENSES
Projecton Optics Co.
203 State St., Rochester, N. Y.

MARQUISE, CANOPIES
Architectural Metal Prod., Inc.,

19 W. 8th St., Covington, Ky.
Edwards Mfg. Co.,
Cincinnati, Ohio.

MOTION PICTURE CABLE
Rockbestos Products Corp.,
New Haven, Conn.

MUSIC ROLLS
Filmusic Company
6701 Santa Monica Blvd.,
Hollywood, Cal.

MUSIC STANDS
Gallagher Orchestra Equip. Co.,
616 W. Elm St., Chicago
Liberty Music Stand Co.,
1960 E. 116th St., Cleveland,
Ohio.

NOCELTIES, ALL KINDS
Brazel Novelty Co.,
30 Ella St., Cincinnati.

ORGANS
The Link Company,
183 Water St., Binghamton, N. Y.

Operators Piano Co.,
715 N. Kedzie Ave., Chicago.

Schaefer Organ Co.,
Slinger, Wisconsin.

Rudolph Wurlitzer Co.,
Cincinnati, Ohio.

ORGAN HEATERS
Cramblet Eng. Corp.,
286 Milwaukee St., Milwaukee,

Wisconsin.

PAPIER MACHE DECORATIONS
Alpha Compressed Wood Co.,
2654 Larrabee St., Chicago.

PROGRAM COVERS
The Hennegan Company,
311 Genesee St., Cincinnati, O.

PROJECTORS
Enterprise Optical Co.,
564 W. Randolph St., Chicago.

International Projector Corp.
Nicholas Power Div.

90 Gold St., N. Y. C.

REFLECTING ARC LAMPS
Hall & Connolly, Inc.,

129 Grand Street, N. Y. C.

McAuley Mfg. Company,
554 W. Adams St., Chicago.

Perfection Arc. Co., Inc.

14th and North Ave.,
Milwaukee, Wisconsin

The Rollaway Motor Co.
Toledo, Ohio ,

Strong Electric Co.,

3242 Monroe St., Toledo, O.

RHEOSTATS
Hoffmann & Soons,
522 First Ave., New York, N. Y.

SCREENS
American Silversheet Co.,

915 Wash St., St. Louis, Mo.
Da-Lite Screen Co.
922 W. Monroe St.

Chicago, Illinois.

Minusa Cine Screen Co.,
Morganat Bomont, St. Louis, Mo.
Raven Screen Corp.,
1476 Broadway, N. Y. C.

C. S. Wertsner & Son,
211 N. 13th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

SEATS
Heywood-Wakefield Co.,

209 Washington St., Boston, Mass.

E. H. Stafford Mfg. Co.
367 W. Adams St., Chicago.

SIGNS—ELECTRIC
Milne Elec. Co.,
189 Fifth St., Milwaukee.

SIGNS, PAPER, MUSLIN AND
CARDBOARD

Theatrical Poster Co.
845 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago

SILENCE SIGNS
Rawson & Evans Co.,
710 W. Washington, Chicago.

SLIDES
J. F. Ransley,
54 W. Randolph St., Chicago.

SPOT LIGHTS
Best Devices Co.,
Film Building, Cleveland.

STAGE LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
Frank Adam Elec. Co.,
3650 Windsor Ave., St. Louis, Mo.
Kliegl Brothers
321 W. 50th St., N. Y. C.

Major Equipment Co.,
4603 Fullerton Ave., Chicago.

STAGE RIGGING, HARDWARE
J. H. Channon Corp.,
223 W. Erie St., Chicago.

J. R. Clancy,
Syracuse, N. Y.

Peter Clark, Inc.,

534 W. 30th St., New York, N. Y.

STAGE SCENERY
Wm. Beck & Sons
Highland Ave. at Dorchester
Cincinnati, Ohio.

Tiffin Scenic Studios,
Tiffin, Ohio.

THEATRE BUILDING SERVICE
United Scenic Studios
28 West Lake St., Chicago

THEATRE DECORATING SERV.
Michel Angelo Studios,
212 E. Superior St., Chicago.

THEATRE MUSIC
D. Appleton & Co.,
35 W. 32nd St., N. Y. C.

THEATRE PRINTING, PROGRAMS
Exhibitors Printing Service,
711 S. Dearborn St., Chicago.
The National Poster & Printing
Co., 729 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago

TICKETS
Globe Ticket Co.,

122 N. 12th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Trimount Press, Inc.,

113 Albany St., Boston, Mass.

TRANSFORMERS
Hertner Electric Co.,

Cleveland, Ohio.

Roth Brothers & Co.,

1400 W. Adams St., Chicago, III.

UNIFORMS
Western Uniform Co.,

202 S. Clark St., Chicago.

VACANT SEAT INDICATORS
Acme Elec. Construction Co.,

407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago.

VENTILATING EQUIPMENT
Arctic Nu-Air Corp.,
818 State Lake Bldg., Chicago.

Blizzard Fan Sales Co.,

1514 Davenport St., Omaha, Neb.

Knowles Mushroom Vent. Co.,

202 Franklin St., New York, N. Y.

Typhoon Fan Co.,

345 W. 39th St., N. Y. C.



To be in daily use in the

leading theatres of the

country indicates the

popularity of Rockbes^

tos motion picture cable.

There’s no better cable

made. It is flexible,

flame proof and beautb
Urieotcxl Theatre

CpI C(XgO
Grem&d&Tbeedri
C 17

i c o. d o

\V h e n making re

placements just ask

\ for Rockbestos. /

NEW HAVEN, CONN5942 Grand Central Term. Bldg., New York 224 Madison Term. Bldg., Chicago

ROCKBESTOS
-the asbestos covered wire

All the leading theatre projection rooms are

equipped with Rockbestos Motion Picture Cable



And Now- For The First Time!
cA ‘Balanced Double bearing
ballbearing IntermittenttyoVement

A Motion Picture Projector can be no

better tban its intermittent movement! Per-

fection in screen results depends upon the

perfect functioning of this, the most vital unit

of the entire projector.

The DeLuxe Double-Bearing Ball-Bearing

Intermittent Movement is the highest devel-

opment of intermittent movement construction

and design. Its perfectly balanced construc-

tion, extremely accurate machining, hardened,

tempered and ground parts all contribute to

the smooth, rock-steady projection it produces

and its long wear and consistent performance,

month after month without upkeep expense.

The Motiograph DeLuxe is the only pro-

jector made with Ball-Bearing Intermittent

Movement.

It is a wonderfully made and wonderfully

finished product.

e_ •

- - •

1

-

AND IT'S JUST AS GOOD AS IT LOOKS
G

ENTERPRISE OPTICAL MFG. CO.
564 West Randolph Street Chicago, 111.
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TAKE your cue from the Capitol, N?^., where

“THE Four Horsemen” is in its second phenomenal week.

RECORDS broken, police reserves called ....

NEVER such a box-office stampede.

YOUR city, too, will witness this triumph.

DON’T let your opposition beat you to it.

THE FOUR HORSEMEN—METRO-GOLDWYN
Member Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc.—Will H. Hays, President
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TestimonialLetters
I are valuable

evidence, but the

REPEATORDERS
IS

POSITIVE PROOF-
OF SATISFACTION

(^Modern Picture Presentation^
demands the right type,style and
class ofMusical Accompaniment^

read the attached letter carefully

Write Today
for ourJfetv

R.M.O.C. Purchase Plan
sent without obligatioil toyoiL.~

)3EKT
MORTON
IGAN CO.

nd me without ^
'igation full details

yourNewSellingPlan

me
eatre

atingCapacity

v and State

ROBERT MORTOT
ORGAN CO.

1560 Broadway/

/PosA.ngeles
1914 So. Vermont

Qhicaqo
845 So. Wabash

SanD^rancisco
168 .Golden, Gale
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1

CHiCAPO/Cki

_ .HITf

f^acflywhat
audienceswant
cvctywhere/

ISA <

RIOT/
CLARENCE BADGER

PRODUCTION WITH

JAMES HALL- EL BRENDEL*
CHARLES W. PADDOCK

ORIGINAL AND SCREEN PLAY BY
LOUISE LONG AND LLOYD CORRIGAN

PRESENTED BY
ADOLPH ZUKOR JESSE L. LASKY

No Other Product is 1*2*3 With These

Cparamountpictures
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The New York American Says

:

“TIN GODS”
is THOMAS
MEIGHAN’S
best picture, topping even
“The Miracle Man.”

The Box'Office Roars:

Nothing else in the field

approaches the records setby
PARAMOUNT’S FALL PRODUCT

•

Adolph Zukor and Jesse L. Lasky present THOMAS MEIGHAN in “Tin
Gods,” with Renee Adoree and Aileen Pringle ^ An ALLAN DWAN
ProductionFrom the play by WilliamAnthonyMcGuire ^ Adaptationby Paul
Dickey and Howard Emmett Rogers ^ Screen play byJames Shelley Hamilton
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THE BROOKLYN DAILY EAGLE, NEW YORK,

SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 12, 1926

J\ LMOST all of the great directors have contracted to make Paramount
** pictures. Aside from the Famous-Player regulars—James Cruze,

Malcolm St. Clair, D. W. Griffith, Herbert Brenon, Frank Tuttle and
Edward Sutherland—the following have recently signed under this com-
pany’s banner: Ernst Lubitsch, Eric von Stroheim, Frank Lloyd. Eric

Pommer, Marshall Nellan, William Beaudine and Monta Bell. This is

certainly the Quality Group of directors. The stars whose steps they will

guide include Harold Lloyd, Thomas Meighan, Douglas MacLean, Pola

Negri, Adolphe Menjou, Wallace Beery, Bebe Daniels, Richard Dix,

Florence Vidor and Gllda Gray.

Of pictures on the Famous-Player schedule those most favored in the

advance notices are "Old Ironsides," "The Wedding March," "The Sorrows

of Satan," "Hotel Imperial," "The War of the Worlds," "Wings" and "Beau
Geste," the last of which has already made an auspicious appearance in

New York.

he PUBLIC as well as

EXHIBITORS Knowthat
PARAMOUNT has the&rectors/

PARAMOUNT has the Stars/

PARAMOUNT has thePictures!

Member of Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc.—Will H. Hays, President
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East . . . West . . . North . . .

South . . . Thousands Pay Trib-

ute to the memory of Gene
Stratton-Porter under the aus-

pices of the Gene Stratton-Porter

Memorial Committee.

New York State plants Gene
Stratton-Porter Memorial Forest

of 10,000 trees to endure forever

in the heart of the Adirondacks.

State of Rhode Island plants simi-

lar Memorial in huge tract on the

shore of Narragansett Bay.

Hundreds of Women’s Clubs

hold ceremonies to honor the

author.
.

Literary clubs join in widespread

demonstration of respect and
affection.

Distributed by

GREATER

All Gene StrattonFILM BOOKING OFFICES
OF AMERICA. INC.
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The beloved name of Gene
Stratton-Porter is on the lips of

millions of Americans RIGHT
NOWMmm-

Hundreds of Exhibitors are tak-

ing advantage of this most un-

usual opportunity to profit with

Greater F. B. O.’s splendid pic-

turizations of her world-read
novels.

Gene Stratton-Porter is the

GREATESTAUTHORNAME
DRAW OF THE HOUR and
you can reap your share of the

harvest by playing

LADDIE
her greatest novel

her latest novel now run-

ning in McCall’s Magazine

Both productions directed

by J . Leo Meehan

Adapted by

Jeanette Porter Meehan

, Presented by

Joseph P. Kennedy

OH
Vim

«E
now
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I

Office
One Banner ! Just Another Reason wh)

LESLIE FENTON

TOM MIX3

ALMA dUBENJ
(VICTOR. MC1AGLEN3

.VIRGINIA VALLI

MARGARET '

LIVINGSTON

VI RjG INI/
iBrownfaicle

ALLAN FORREST
^GLADYS McCONNELL

f

cJ. FARRELL©
MACDONALDCLAIRE ADAMS

.RALPH GRAVES,
OLIVE TELLd

SHIRLEY MASON MAUION NIXON!

.ROBERT EDESON> PHYLLIS HAVER,
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OLIVE BORDEN

i

CHARLES
FAR.R-ELL LILA LEE-’EDMUND

I LOWEN/
BELLAMY;

.KATHRYN PERRYMATT MOORE

BESSIE LOVE-
DOLORES DEL R.IO

FLORENCE GILBERT
ANITA STEWART

BUCtOJONCESBARRY NORTON RICHARD WALLING'

.GERTRUDE AS TOR,

Names Ever Assembled Under Any
Exhibitors are Buyingmd Cleaning up

iWALTEQ, MCGRA!L—

<

<3

Walter Pidgeon

Charles Winninger

Ted McNamara
Dorothy Dwan
Reata Hoyt

Mec Francis

William V. Mong
John St. Polis

Gustav von Seyffertitz

Emily Fitzroy

Hank Mann
Frank Campeau

George Sidney
William Russell

Neil Hamilton
Ralph Sipperly
Lionel Relmore
Ben Bard
Robert Frazier
Frank Beal
Harvey Clark
Edmund Burns
Richard Tucker
Hale Hamilton
John Roche
Mack Swain
Jacques Lerner
Georgie Harris
Ward Crane

Walter Catlett

Tom Santschi

David Butler

Heinie Conklin

Andre de Beranger

Anders Randolf

Arthur Housman
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26 ''Individually Specialized
”

WARNER WINNERS
THE BRUTE
MY OFFICIAL WIFE
THE COLLEGE WIDOW
HILLS OF KENTUCKY
MILLIONAIRES
WHAT HAPPENED TO FATHER
IRISH HEARTS
THE CLIMBERS
WOLF’S CLOTHING
BITTER APPLES
DEARIE
WHAT EVERY GIRL SHOULD
KNOW

ACROSS THE PACIFIC

DON’T TELL THE WIFE
WHILE LONDON SLEEPS
MATINEE LADIES
THE GAY OLD BIRD
THE HEART OF MARYLAND
WHITE FLANNELS
THE BLACK DIAMOND EXPRESS
A MYSTERY DRAMA
THE THIRD DEGREE
PRIVATE IZZY MURPHY
TRACKED BY THE POLICE
A MILLION BID
SIMPLE SIS

PATSY RUTH
MILLER
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You guarantee your profits for 1926-27

When you sign the contract for

26 WARNER WINNERS!

THINK

!

\ n C COSTELLO
What you get in 26 Warner Winners!

Dolores Costello, the box office sensation!

Monte Blue, action spectacles, bigger than ever!

George jessel, in pictures at last,

The greatest comedy stage favorite in years!

Rin Tin Tin, enough said,

And all the others!

The finest screen stories money can buy,

And “INDIVIDUAL
SPECIALIZATION”

That you get only in Warner Bros. Pictures.

No wonder profits are certain,

It’s the line-up that leads the field!

n q Warner Bros, promised you
* GREAT pictures—but that isn't

strong enough—the opening guns are in

—

and they are TREMENDOUS

!

Now you know why—
IT’S AN EXHIBITOR YEAR
with

L 0u,

§4
’< 5 V

STOP!





PROTECT YOUR
INVESTMENT

!

K
thousands of exhibitors have

taken out box-office insurance with

-flayer

\&

s.%.
/">

V / ‘

r

I

WHAT good is your

THEATRE investment

IF you have to worry

WEEK after week
ABOUT product to fill it!

WHEN you sign for

METRO-Goldwyn-Mayer
YOU eliminate worry!

PROTECT your property

WITH a contract

THAT'S just as good as a

BOX-office Insurance Policy.

THOUSANDS of exhibitors

NOW know the security

OF good product

REGULARLY every week
FROM M-G-M . . .

WITH Today’s Stars!

M-G-M has the names, and
SHOWMEN directors with

UP to the-minute ideas . . .

PRODUCERS who know that

YOUNG Blood wins!

IN the greatest Studio of all . . .

AS dependable as a

ROCK of Gibraltar

M-G-M protects you!

THE TOP OF THE INDUSTRY
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Richard
Talmadge

“The Star
Exhibitors Made”

In his first BIG pic-

ture, “The Fighting
Don” — directed by
Irvin Willat, the man
who made “North of
36”

b orthcoming Pictures
are:

The Speed Boy
Cheating- Danger

The Hurry-up Man
Up and at ’Em
The Flash Kid

Released by
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A Richard

Talmadge
Production

picture
^ofhis
thrillinq
career

jCARL LAEMMLE
in association with

A. Carlos
presents



T~

Good box-office bet. You can’t go wrong on

"’Kosher Kitty Kelly.”—Film Daily.

Very effective. A picture the fans laugh

their heads off at. Has the popular appeal

in abundance.

—

Variety.

The best example of “Abie’s Irish Rose
motif that we have yet seen on the screen.

—

Katharine Zimmerman, N. Y. Telegram.

October 9
, 1926
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The Colony was crowded and the spectators

were delighted. It is extremely well done

and is filled with stars. The titles are very

amusing. — Harriette Underhill, N. Y.

Tribune.

It is much the hest of the lot so far. I liked

it .—Eileen Creelman, N. Y. American.



What New York
Critics said:

Underhill in N. Y. TRIBUNE:
“Judging by the applause and laugh-

ter and words of praise the consen-

sus was that ‘Sparrows’ was the

greatest picture of the season.”

McGowan in DAILY NEWS:
“Our Mary again stirs the heart-

strings. A picture nearly every-

body will want to see.”

Credman in AMERICAN : “Her
latest and finest picture.”

Hall in TIMES : “Aliss Pickford’s

performance is as flawless as ever.”

Zimmerman in TELEGRAM : “The
best characterization she has given

to the screen.”

Cohen in SUN : “It is worth see-

ing.”

Waldorf in POST : “Is recom-

mended.”

Rawson TIMES MID-WEEK:
“One of the most effective pictures

in which even Mary Pickford has

been seen.”

What the Trade Journals said

FILM DAILY: “One of the industry’s best. Spells dollars at

the box-office.”

MOTION PICTURES TODAY : “It ranks with the great produc-

tions of all time.”

MOVING PICTURE WORLD: “Has strong drama, excellent

acting, pathos, comedy, heart-interest—constitutes what the general

public wants as entertainment.”

EXHIBITOR’S DAILY REVIEW: “A feature that will break

box-office records and stand ’em up sufficiently so as to draw out

the police reserves.

NOW BOOKING
^

Sparrows
'UNITED ARTISTS PICTURE

.
Each Picture Sold Individually—On Merit



Douglas

The Trade Press Predicted Its Success
VARIETY : “This picture should get a lot of dough.”
FILM DAILY : “The picture is going to make lots and lots "'of

money. It deserves it.”

MOTION PICTURE NEWS: “Will pack ’em in anywhere —
big houses or small.”

MOVING PICTURE WORLD: “This should go over big with
anv tvpe of audience.”
EXHIBITOR’S DAILY REVIEW: “A mighty contribution to

motion picture art.”

NOW BOOKING

The Box Office

Showed Big Money

A few of the theatres

that smashed records with

this great picture

MARK-STRAND, New York

VICTORY, Denver, Colo.

CROWN, New London, Conn.

EASTMAN, Rochester, N. Y.

VIRGINIA, Atlantic City

IMPERIAL, San Francisco

CAPITOL, Montreal

ROYAL, Kansas City, Mo.

CAPITOL, Vancouver, B. C.

DOMINION, Victoria, B. C.

REGENT, Hamilton, Ont.

PANTAGES, Fort Worth

OLD MILL, Dallas, Tex.

MERRILL, Milwaukee

and others

the Black Pirate
UNITED ARTISTS PICTURE

m
Each Picture Sold Individually—On Merit



THOUSANDS
of exhibitors will cashin

on thisNew,BigSensation

Be the firstinyourtown
to CLEANUP

•RODUCERS DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
F. C. MUNROE, President RAYMOND PAWLEY, Vice-Presidem and Treasurer JOHN C. FLINN. Vice-President and General Manager

tfi m* * m a ^ a ^ a dfc i ai t i^ ^ ^ A A
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FELIX THE CAT, Cartoon—

-

These cartoon comedies enter-

tain and please all. Educational

prints are in exceptionally good con-

dition. (Palace, Beckley, W. \ a.
)
As

a change from the regular comedies,

these cartoons are good. I notice that our

audiences don’t go to sleep while they are

being projected either. (Y, Nazareth, Pa.)

Always good. Will make the old and young

happy. (Empress, Desliler, Neb., Majestic, He-

bron, Neb.) These short cartoons seem to please

most of my patrons. (Reel Joy, King City, Cal.)
^

Going good, especially with the kids, and you’ve

certainly got to please the children these days.

(Strand, Florala, Ala.) They seem to please the kids

and we notice when we advertise a Felix we have

enough extra kids to pay for the Felix. (Rex, Colby,

Wis.) All of these cartoons of Felix are good.

(Leeds, Leeds, la.) Good. (Majestic, Phillipsburg,

Kan.) These are dandy on any program. Made
excellent short subjects. (Woodward Hall, Hill,

N. H.) I believe that Felix gets more laughs

than the average two-reel comedy. All the kids

<5ek/ L&cfe-
W/YKT" „
THe-y’R^
RAYING

/\300T

^Y

T^elix five Cat

By

PAT SULLIVAN

From the

Box-Office

Record

(
Exh . Herald )

“THE SPICE OFTHE PROGRAM

Member
Motion Picture Producers and

Distributors of America, Inc.

Will H. Hays, President

come to see him. (Plainview, Plainview, Tex.)

They are always good and are enjoyed by both

old and young. Among the best single reel ma-

terial that can be bought. (Cabot, Marshfield,

Danville and Plainfield, Vt.
)

Felix always good.

This one no exception. (Star, Menard, Texas.)

These are good; the old folks enjoy them almost

as much as the children. (Mystic, Stafford, Kan.)
Felix always pleases, especially the kids, and
most all the big kids, too. (Bijou, Conway,
N. H.) Very good short reel. (Opera House,
Fennimore, Wis.) Audience got a good laugh

out of this one. (Auditorium, Barrington, 111.)

Perhaps the best drawing one-reel subjects on
the market. We have found these cartoons to

he just the thing to shorten our programs for

summer. (Strand, North Loup, Neb.) Adults

enjoy this the same as the children: (Benn,
Philadelphia, Pa.) Felix and are right at

the top in public opinion of short subjects. Al-

ways good. (Paralta, Oakwood, Tex.) They
always please grown-ups and kids. (Selk,

Scotia, Neb.) Felix better liked here than

. (Gulf, Goose Creek, Tex.) Very

good. (Photoplay, Ashland, Kans.)

r

Produced, by

BIJOU FILMS, Inc.

EDUCATIONAL
FILM EXCHANGES, Inc.
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A Sam Wood
Production

“One Minute

OSKEY
WlSKEI

As vast stadl

football throtd

With Red The Mightii
In The History Of
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afeHWSlMtt
o/filmpoh

The Strong M*"
- d oS a comedy. Harry

:°ld. *
. xbat is a»^®y

. 0tes his
IO"6

, <"r .1<«" wrr .»«
spot S®r ** dramatic or to r

to
energies to or

Langdon know* n

risibilities.

do it. .elv upon gags- His

He doesn’t«*^jj%ray» eHect.ve.

Sacial
contortions are

situaticns
wiuch

ThlS
-freatcomedy

value pathetic
contain „ Langdon ha The
Strong Man ' h arouses

sympathy

something vv
» better than -vvor

^

SC'“" 6
,

..Th^il- nall>-

Ab-so-lute-ly unani-
mous in praise of "The
Strong Man!"
"Film Daily" predicted

a knockout . . Daily
Review” says "Right you
were—and then some!

Bt must be great if they
both say so

And the Box-Office
is Saying it with
Showers of Cash!

Hakes the audi-
ence want more
and yet more''

‘“The Stroug Man„
a Sensation

don’s second feature
Un8'

edy tor Firs. nIh
8t,, *•»

-U‘0 up nZJtZTL
A 'tr!

NeW Y°rk S,ra"dlast week'A ^emendous ovati««
k*

corded the comic’s new »iV,

able^TawJf
Premiepe

‘ Unfavor-

Joseph Plunkett oMs. s,"'
8"

eeported the turning
”d

thousands
,"8 away of

said N. T. American

So he's back on Broadway at the Chmeo
l

after capacity runs
at hi. V. and Brooklyn Strands!

MARRY LANGDON
CORPORATION presents

vchi national

Picture

LANGDON
^StrangMan

DIRECTED RY

(M lirAt• nationalM
ill Pictures . I

DIRECTED BY *
FRANK CAPRA
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The reJI thind in

nidht dub). Complete
)how from fjmou)
Silver flipper cabaret

Uuijh) jammed
tighter thdn
tttap-hander)
.in the ruth hour/

NEW YORK! Hey—hey!

Jazz and jostle—shove and scramble ....

Whirling White Way .... They even take
their romance on the run

!

It took A1 Santell to do it— to give ’em
the lowdown on the real New York as
New Yorkers live it. Not fust Broadway
but—

East Side, West Side, all around the dizzy
old town. Hotels— night clubs—Central
Park—department stores—ritzy shops—
and that Subway!

Girls and gowns and giggles — next sea-

son’s style show — and a cabaret scene
that’ll make ’em think you sold ’em a
ticket to New York.

Will they love it? It’ll SLAY ’em!

A' fortune in

gown* from

exclusive

Style SHopJj

Wft banner <$*<?& \y\V

Another hit^Ai*/ And love in

the New York
manner/IVeefc aftet

<?COrd biea — national Picture
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COLLEEN

MOORE
IT MUST BE LOVE

Presented by JOHN McCORMICK
with JEAN HERSHOLT

MALCOLM McGREGOR and ARTHLR STONE
Adapted by JULIAN JOSEPHSON from the
Saturday Evening Post Story “Delicatessen"

by BROOKE HANLON

An ALFRED E. GREEN Production

OPENING N. Y. RIVOLI, SATURDAY, OCT. Znd
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by

MaitinJ.Quigley
V

Recently the news reels have scored new high
. marks of achievement. Coming in rapid succes-

sion, several sensational and spectacular news events

occurred—the Florida disaster, the failure of the New
York-Paris airplane dash and the Tunney-Dempsey con-

test. Each of these represented a news story of great

importance and of world wide interest. And on each of

them the news reels brought to the public pictorial

records which made them eye witnesses of the events.

It is to he noted that the news reels not only brought
graphic and detailed pictures of these events to the pub-

lic but also performed their tasks with such precision

and speed that they equalled or beat the time of the

newspapers in coming out with the stories.

The news reels have a tremendous grip upon the pub-
lic’s attention. Week in and week out they build and
hold the public’s interest everywhere and in every kind

of theatre. They are a great and lasting asset of the

industry. Theatre owners might well put a higher ap-

preciation upon them.

* * *

THE question of screen advertising is a problem for

individual decision by the theatre owner. Mr.
William James of the James Enterprises, Columbus, has

decided against the practice and has eliminated all ad-

vertising matter from the screens of his theatres.

While no practicable general rule with respect to the

practice can he laid down and while it remains for the

individual exhibitor to determine what course best suits

his theatre, it should be remembered that where adver-

tising matter is used upon the screen without audience

approval it is certain to result in a serious handicap to

the popularity of the theatre. This means that the ex-

hibitor, in every case, should investigate and determine
just what policy suits his theatre.

To accept audience approval on screen advertising for

granted, when none may exist, is an unwise and perilous

course.
* * *

M R. CARL LAEMMLE, president of the Universal

Pictures corporation, will return shortly to the

United States. Upon his arrival in New York he will

be greeted by an official committee of the industry

headed by Mr. Will H. Hays.

It is fortunate that the industry will have this oppor-
tunity to accord a welcome home to Mr. Laemmle who
was subject during his absence from* the United States

to a period of critical illness which caused gravest con-

cern throughout the entire film world and particularly,

of course, here at home where Mr. Laemmle personally,

and as a commanding figure in the industry, is held in

highest esteem.

* *

THE activities and the deliberations of the so-called

International Motion Picture Congress in Paris are
following the course which was forecasted: The under-

lying motive obviously is to lambast the American in-

dustry in every conceivable way with a view to leading
up to some kind of an organized foreign opposition to

the American trade.

The effort, in its entirety, is futile; it will lead to no
amelioration of the conditions complained against. By
means of a reasonable and sympathetic attitude on the
part of all concerned many of the existing difficulties of
the international situation might be ironed out. But
the Paris Congress is only an expression of bad temper.

* -a- *

A PROMINENT personality in the motion picture
business died two years ago. There was nothing

sensational in the circumstances of his death. Having
been a prominent figure in the picture business, the
deceased and alleged circumstances of his death were
made the subject of considerable wild-eyed gossip which
went abroad for a time. Now after a long interval a

scandal mongering New York theatrical newspaper at-

tempts to revive the gossip with a sensational story about
an investigation which it alleges is to be made.

The responsibility of the better elements of the in-

dustry is simply this: The theatrical business in all of

its branches is entirely too prone to listen to scandal and
to give it circulation. The sensational rumor, referred

to above, doubtlessly was given rise to because of a lot

of irresponsible conversation that has continued to go
abroad in the trade.

The trade is now quick to resent attack from the out-

side; but it should be remembered that many of the
most insidious attacks to which it is subject come from
within.

* * *

M R. FRED THOMSON, actor in Western pictures

for the Film Booking Offices of America, was the
central figure and guest of honor at one of the most un-
usual trade luncheons on record in New York City last

week.

Mr. Thomson, who could readily qualify for the title

of high-brow if he sought such a distinction, created a

profound impression upon an audience composed of

representatives of the trade and daily press and a group
of Eastern exhibitors and film company executives.

Mr. Thomson has brought a cultured intellect to what
might seem the somewhat inappropriate task of making
Western pictures. Out of a scholastic atmosphere he
projected himself into the business of making motion
picture entertainment. And the whole trade knows the

success that has attended his efforts.

At the New York luncheon, tendered to him by Mr.

Joseph P. Kennedy, he was the recipient of a distin-

guished and unique tribute. And everyone within his

hearing felt that he deserved in full the compliment.
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Famous and Warners Deny
Persistent Merger Rumor

Negotiations for Use of Vitaphone in Publix Houses Believed

to Have Started Wall Street Report—Katz Strongly

Sold on Vitaphone as Entertainment
(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Oct. 5.—Vitaphone will be available in all Publix
houses if present negotiations are brought to a successful conclusion.

It is authoritatively stated, however, that no negotiations are under
way looking to a merger of
Warner Brothers and Famous r

^i,,.

w or absorption of Warner Broth-
ers by Famous. It is believed

that the negotiations for the use

of Vitaphone by Famous Players
gave rise to the rumors of a pos-

sible amalgamation, and one of

the Warner brothers was quoted
in a Wall Street publication last

week as stating the closing of

the deal hinged only on the ques- Ik.
Adolph Zukor

tion of price. Officials of both
companies, however, deny there H. M. Warner

is any prospect of such deal. Sidney R. Kent, general manager
of Famous Players, was particularly strong in his denial that his

company was considering purchasing or taking over Warners in any
way. He said, “It is true that we have been negotiating for an arrange-

ment whereby we can use the Vitaphone in our theatres on a basis satis-

factory to both companies. This, however, does not contemplate anything
that would in any way change the status of either of the companies.”

It is generally known that Sam Xatz, head of Publix Theatres, is

strongly sold on Vitaphone since its premiere several months ago, and
believes it to be one of the most forward steps in the film industry since

the advent of the motion picture itself. It is generally believed that the

negotiations for the use of Vitaphone by Famous were inspired by Mr.
Katz, and that many of the higher officials of Famous Players are of his

way of thinking.

Friendly Receiver Appointed For
Out-of-the-Inkwell Film Company

( Special to the Herald)

OF INTEREST
Theatre owners, purchasing

trade papers, are interested
not only in the quality but
also the amount of reading
matter provided for them. It

is interesting to note the num-
ber of pages devoted by the
various trade papers to matter,

other than advertising, in the
first nine months of 1926. In
pages, it is as follows:
EXHIBITORS HERALD 2,995
Motion Picture /Sews 22,430
Moving Picture World 2,343
Exhibitors Daily Review 1,374
Film Daily ..a . 1,355

It will be noted that the
HERALD gives its readers 20
per cent more for their money
than any other paper in the
field. It does not practice

economy when there is any-
thing of interest or value to

its readers to print.

The quality of the HERALD
is acknowledged. In addition
to quality, it prints more ad-

vertising and more text than
any other paper in the field.

The HERALD leads, and
deservedly so.

Justice Hurley Dies;
His Attack on “The Kid"
Was Censors9 Boomerang
Death of Chief Justice Timothy D.

Hurley of the Superior Court of Chi-
cago recalls his historic debate with
William A. Brady on the subject of mo-
tion picture censorship at an open meet-
ing of the Chicago City Council several
years ago.

Judge Hurley was leader and spokes-
man for a large group of women’s or-
ganizations, who were demanding more
rigid censorship of films in Chicago.
Several newspapers sided with them.
Brady, at the time, was president of the
N. A. M. P. I. and headed a large dele-
gation of film people, who came to
Chicago to fight the proposed ordi-
nance.

Censorship advocates seemed to be
gaining the upper hand, when Judge
Hurley made the mistake of attacking
“The Kid,” Chaplin’s masterpiece, as
“unfit for any child or adult to see.”
Newspapers the following day branded

the entire movement as “fanatic,” bas-
ing their conclusions entirely on “The
Kid.” The new ordinance was defeated
in Chicago, and many believe that
Judge Hurley’s widely quoted attack on
“The Kid” turned public sentiment
against the censorship movement which
was gaining headway in all parts of the
country.

Two to Be Tried for
Deaths of 49 in Fire

(Special to the Herald

)

LONDON, ENG., Oct. 5.—William
Ford, exhibitor, and Patrick Dowling,
projectionist, have been committed to
trial charged with the deaths of 49 per-
sons in the fire that recently destroyed
a building in Drumcoliiher, Ireland.

NEW YORK, Oct. 5—The Out-of-
the-Inkwell Films, Inc., went into the
hands of an equity receiver last Satur-
day on petition of the Spiro Film
Company, which alleged the former cor-
poration owes it $4,000. Federal Judge
Francis A. Winslow appointed as re-

ceiver E. Bright Wilson.
Max Fleischer, president of the Out-

of-the-Inkwell Films, issued the follow-
ing statement: “A bill in equity request-
ing the appointment of a receiver for the
Out-of-the-Inkwell Films, Inc., alleges
that the company is solvent but needs
the protection of the court to work out
certain problems of the corporation.

“Out-of-the-Inkwell Films, Inc.,
through its attorneys consented to the
appointment of such receiver. This was
done for the best interests of the cor-
poration and to insure its continuing the
business which it has carried on success-
fully for the last six years.
“Max Fleischer, who is now and has

been for the past six years the president
of that company and who has been and
is identified with all of its product, will

continue his active management of the
business. The appointment of the re-

ceiver will in no way affect the produc-
tion policy of the company or the

quality of the pictures produced by it,

which will remain of the same high
standard as heretofore.

“Red Seal Pictures Corporation is a

separate entity from Out-of-the-Inkwell
Films, Inc., and is in no way affected by
this, equity receivership.”

Carl Laemmle Is

Due Home Oct. 8;

WelcomePlanned
(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Oct. 5.—Carl Laemmle
will arrive in New York on the Berengaria
October 8 from Europe. Will H. Hays, the
LTniversal home office and a host of
Laemmle’s other friends in the industry
have planned a rousing reception for the

Universal president, who was near death
from illness while abroad. In the

announcement of the reception Hays said

:

“Let’s give him a real welcome—officially,

personally and every other way.”

Tom Reed, director of publicity at Uni-
versal City, returned from Europe last

week.
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"I^EW YORK.—Marty Schwartz says he

’ prefers prohibition to having nothing

at all to drink. . . . Artie Stebbins is think-

ing of wearing his golf tourney makeup
when selling insurance to the Kellys. . . .

Christy Deibel carries home a couple of

golf cups every time he comes to New York
and it’s getting to be a habit with him. . . .

Tom Moore, one of the old war horses,

was conspicuous by his absence at the

tournament and was missed. . . . Howard
Diets and Arthur Loew sailed for Europe

on the Paris last Saturday, Dietz going on

a six weeks’ vacation and Loew on busi-

ness. ... Abe Lehr, Sam Goldwyn’s pro-

duction manager, is in New York con-

ferring with United Artists on production

and hunting an eastern press representative.

. . . Mort Blumenstock leaves next week

for the Coast to take up his new job in

First National’s title department. ... Tom
Reed, advance guard for Carl Laemmle,

left last week for the Coast and will not

be here to greet his chief. . . . Hy Gains-

boro says he knew Gene Tunney was smart

enough to trim Dempsey in the ring but

he didn’t realize until the Fred Thomson
luncheon that Tunney could trip Will Hays
as a postprandial speaker. . . . John Flinn

is back from a long Western trip and re-

quired a guide to show him about the new
P-D-C offices on his arrival. . . . John Mc-
Cormick and Colleen Moore return to the

Coast the latter part of this week, the

former to begin work on “Easy Pickings,”

with Anna Q. Nilsson. . . . Frank Cambria

is to become head of Publix presentation

department. . . . Fred Thomson hurried off

to Hollywood after the luncheon given in

his honor by Joe Kennedy, having laid

aside work to come east to see Tunney
wm the title. . . . Frank Leon Smith is here

from the Coast writing a new serial for

Pathe. . . . Watterson Rothaker last week
started in on his new job as assistant gen-

eral manager of Paramount’s production

department. . . . Lawrence A. Hughes, pro-

ducer of short features, is here from the

Coast to arrange distribution. . . . George

R. Grant, long with First National, has

taken charge of the New York offices of

Fanamet. . . . Billy Brandt and Lou
Blumenthal, considered regulars at film

golf tourneys, have been asked to explain

their absence last week. . . .. Felix Feist is

gaining a great reputation as a toastmaster,

his scintillating wit putting him in Will

Rogers’ class. . . . Lou Jacobson told of a

quarrel between two film salesmen, but in-

vestigation disclosed that a gentleman had

stopped the argument. . . . Dave Chatkin is

the possessor of a suit of clothes which he

wears only on days of championship fights.

. . . Mike Connelly, formerly with Hearst,

is now casting director at the Fox Eastern

studio. . . . Major Bowes says “The Four
Horsemen” is such a good picture that he

is holding it over for a second week—and

possibly a third—at the Capitol.

—SPARGO.

Students Defy School
Board on Show Edict

(Special to the Herald

)

BERNIE, MO., Oct. 5.—School children

here recently defied the school board’s edict

against picture shows for students except-

ing on Friday, Saturday and Sunday nights

by attending the local playhouse in a body.
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Kennedy, Thomson, Tunney
at “Champions’ Luncheon”

Martin J. Quigley Praises F. B. 0. Star for Clean Pictures 1—Hays
Lauds Work of Film Booking’s President—Gene

Tells of Fred as Chaplain and Buddy
By JOHN S. SPARGO

NEW YORK, Oct. 5.—The “Luncheon of the Three Champions” was
the big social event of the film world last week. This was held at the

Astor on Friday, and the championship appellations were hung on Joe
Kennedy, Fred Thomson and Gene Tunney by the toastmaster, with the

apparent agreement of every one of the 200 guests present.

Given in Honor of Thomson
He would not have gone far afield had he added Will Hays to the

category and presented four champions, according to the remarks of Mr.
Kennedy, who told of the impressions he gained of the value of Mr. Hays
to the industry during his recent trip abroad.

Publix, K.-A. and
Butterfield in

Operation Deal
(Special to the Herald)

DETROIT, Oct. 5.—Through an ar-

rangement announced September 27 the

Bijou Theatrical Enterprise company
(Butterfield circuit), operating theatres

throughout Michigan, will hereafter be

controlled and operated by a combine
that includes Publix, Iveith-Albee and
the present owners, represented by W.
S. Butterfield. Mr. Butterfield will have
full charge of management, and will be
assisted by E. C. Beatty. Stage per-

formers will be booked through Keith-

Albee and pictures through Publix. Pro-

Dis-Co productions will be included in

the picture bookings.

Forty-three theatres in 15 cities are

included in the circuit. One of these,

the New State at Muskegon, has not yet

been erected.

Theatre Losses

Feared; Floods

Strike 3 States
(Special to the Herald)

Damage to theatres in Southern Illi-

nois, Kansas and Oklahoma is feared

following floods described in despatches
this week. The levee has burst at Beards-
town, and hundreds of families have
fled. The Princess and Gem theatres are

at Beardstown. Other cities reported

affected by the floods are Arkansas City,

Kan.; Blackwell, Okla., and Bartlesville,

Okla. At Blackwell are the Regent,

Palace and Bays, while the Lyric, Odeon,
Liberty and Yale are at Bartlesville.

New York Showmen
Again in Fight on

Music Copyrights
(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Oct. 5.—Fifteen estab-

lishments, among which are several

theatres, have been charged in federal

court wfth violating the music copy-

right law. The charges were brought

by the American Society of Composers,

Authors and Publishers.

If convicted, the persons affected are

liable to a fine of $350, a minimum coun-

sel fee of $100, and court costs.

Thugs Bind Exhibitor,

Employe; Steal $500
Two armed robbers bound Adolph

Miller, owner of the Park theatre, Chi-

cago, and Sidney Perrin in the theatre

office, stole $500, receipts of Saturday

and Sunday, and escaped.

Adolph Linick Wed
to Mrs. Dora Fuller

Aclolph Linick, member of the Chi-

cago theatrical firm of Jones, Linick

and Schaefer, and Mrs. Dora Fuller of

Los Angeles, were married in Chicago
last week.

The luncheon was given by Mr. Ken-
nedy in honor of Fred Thomson, the
Western star of F. B. O., and the advent
of the new heavyweight champion was a

surprise prepared by Mr. Kennedy and
Mr. Thomson, as nothing had been said
in advance of his appearance.

Close Friend of Tunney
Mr. Thomson, a former theological

student, was a chaplain during the World
War, and in France he and Turfney be-
came close friends. Thomson came on
from the Coast for the sole purpose, he
said at the luncheon, of seeing his old
war buddy win the world title, which
winning he has never doubted since the
match was made.
Martin J. Quigley was the first speaker

introduced by Toastmaster Arthur James.
Mr. Quigley, also an old friend and ad-
mirer of the guest of honor, praised Mr.
Thomson for his clean, wholesome pic-

tures and declared that the sort of pictures

he made were an inspiration for the boy-
hood of America of today which will be
the manhood of America tomorrow'.
Mr. Hays fell in strongly with the idea

of the “Three Champions” and paid high
compliments to each for their work in their

different lines of endeavor. He was par-

ticularly forceful in his praise of Mr. Ken-
nedy, asserting that the advent in the

picture business of men of his character
meant a great deal to the industry.

Edelhertz Speaks for Exhibitors

Bernard Edelhertz, on behalf of a large

number of exhibitors present, thanked Mr.
Thomson for the class of pictures he has

always made and declared them of much
greater value in the way of character build-

ing than the many Continental pictures

whose chief claim to merit is their artistry.

Mr. Kennedy, who has just returned

from abroad, told the diners that the con-

duct of the motion picture industry by Mr.
Hays was responsible for the strong posi-

tion American films hold in Europe and
that “they do more for America abroad
than any other agency.” In this country,

he said, regarding the situation from the

viewpoint of a banker, “the motion picture

business is the one business which today
gives the greatest promise of growth.” Mr.
Kennedy paid a fine personal tribute to

Fred Thomson, saying: “The pleasure of

association with men like this is one of the

greatest rewards of the business. It is a

sufficient reward, if we didn’t make a bit of

profit.”

Arthur James, toastmaster, had the hap-

py idea of inducing the champion pugilist

to introduce the “champion actor.” And
Gene, ciuite at his ease, was glad and proud,

he said, to do so.

“Fred was a chaplain, a commissioned
officer, with my outfit of Marines in

France,” Tunney said, “and I was nothing
but a buck private, but that difference in

rank made no difference to Fred. He was
my friend and I was his. The doctrine he
preached—of clean living, clean thinking—

•

he practised as well. He was an idealist

—

and still is—and that fact has advanced
him to where he is. I am with him in all

his beliefs.

“He was modest and retiring then, as he
is now. He never let any of us know
that he was an all-round champion at

Princeton back in 1910, 1911 and 1912, and
that he had won the pentathlon there. But
we knew that he was a real champion when
he won the all-round honors at the inter-

Allied games in Paris. I am glad and
proud to leave everything today to come
here, and I am prouder still to introduce
Fred just as my old buddy.”
Thomson, who is almost Tunney’s match

in height and weight, was touched by
Gene’s appreciative introduction.

Ambition Plus Clean Heart

“I took my first vacation in three years

to journey East and see Gene Tunney ac-

complish what I knew he would accomolish
—win the championship of the world,” the

former chaplain said. “I knew he would
do it because he carried out a certain defi-

nite program, and the same program can
win for any man anything he chooses.

Gene had his mind and his body set upon
a certain objective, and a clean heart to

back his ambition—and the combination

could not be denied.”

Rothacker Begins as

Assistant to Wanger
* on F.P.L. Production

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Oct. 5.—Watterson R.

Rothacker, up to recently head of the

Rothacker Laboratories, last week began
his duties as assistant general manager
of the Paramount production depart-

ment. He will be associated with Wal-
ter Wanger. Announcement of his ap-

pointment was made exclusively in the

HERALD.

Laskey Gives Le Baron
Contract for 5 Years

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Oct. 5.—Jesse L. Lasky
last week tore up the contract he had
made with William L. Le Baron a few
months ago. Then he immediately hand-
ed Le Baron a new one which provided
for a term of five years. Three pictures

have been completed here recently under
the general supervision of Le Baron.
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Kellys Outslice Cohens at Golf;

Pearson Heads N. Y. Winners
Blue and Green Fezzes Identify Rival Teams at Sound Vieiv—150

Get Set for Chicago Tourney Hazards

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Oct. 5.—In spite of rain and a few other handicaps, the

eleventh semiannual film golf tournament, held last week at Sound
View Golf Club, was one of the most successful of any since

“Danny” established the classic five and a half years ago.

O NE hundred and thirty players took
part in the contest, one of the features

of which was the division of all the play-

ers into two classes—the Cohens and the

Kellys. A neat fez of blue was supplied

to each Cohen, while the Kellys were
topped off with similar headgear of a

bright green. One advantage of this was
that one didn’t have to look at a man’s
facial adornments to distinguish him, a

peep at the top identifying his affiliations.

Reports all through the day favored the

Kellys—the thought being that an Irishman
with a club in his hand could beat almost

any opponent. However, on the count up

—

with the Cohens assisting—it was found
that the Kellys didn’t have a look in, so

the honors of the day were bestowed on the

Cohens. Elmer Pearson captained the win-

ners, and Artie Stebbins, typical Irishman

that he is—was the Kelly leader. When the

prizes were awarded, all" the clubs had been
laid away, so there was no bloodshed.

Following is the official list of prize

winners

:

Low net (Arthur W. Stebbins Cup) by Fred
Curtis (Eastman Kodak), with a score of 71.

Low net runner-up (Pathe Exchange Cup) J.

V. Ritchey, Jr. (Ritchey Litho.), with a score of

73.

Low gross (Warner Bros. Cup) by Chris Die-

bel (Youngstown, O.), with a score of 77.

Low gross runner-up (M. P. News Cup) by

Eddie Arnold (M-G-M), with a score of 81.

Winner of leg on The Film Daily trophy,

Fred Curtis.
Best exhibitor score (Jules E. Mastbaum Cup)

by Chris Diebel.
Birdie trophy (F. B. O. Cup), Eddie Aarons

(M-G-M).
„ „

Putting trophy (Carl Laemmle Cup), Eugene
Picker (Loetv’s).

Winner of Jack Cosman Cup to captain of

winning team, Elmer Pearson.
Winner of booby prize, captain of losing team,

Arthur W. Stebbins.
Winners of silver ash trays (members of win-

ning team) : Walter Futter, Mike Glynn, Millard

Johnson. Dr. W. E. Shallenberger, James A.

Cron, W. F. Clarke, Samuel Briskin, George
Berry. F. W. Crosbie, Fred Mitchell, I. V. Wolf-
sohn. W. A. Robbins, Harrv Suchman, Herman
Robbins, Richard Brady. Willard McKay, Eueene
Walsh, F. A. Beach. E. S. Gaylor, Frank Tait,

E. A. Eschmann. Elmer Pearson. Frank Saun-
ders, Arthur S. Kane. George Blair, W. E. Ray-
nor. A. J. Sawtelle. Harold Bowden, M. Scott,

T. V. Ritchey. Oscar Neufeld, Max I. Katz. Joe
Miles, Leopold Friedman. Harold Raives, Jesse
Courlay, Nathan Hirsch, A. C. Gratz. Pat Camp-
bell, J. V. Ritchey. Tr.. William Nolan, William
Massce, Eugene Picker. Walter Wagner, Paul
Oulick. Fred Curtis, Stanley Waite, Frank Pope,
Dave Chatkin, Albert Grey, William K. Hedwig,
M. Goldberg. George Mueller. Tom O’Connor,
Pat Garyn, George Byrnes, John Humm.

Stave Set for 150

In Chicago Tourney

One hundred and fifty golfers were ex-
pected to step to the first tee Friday,
October 8, for the opening of the Chicago
Film Tourney, at Olympia Fields. How
many would survive the rough and the
waterholes was a different question. Lunch-
eon and dinner are to he at the clubhouse,
with the awarding of prizes in the evening.

Phil Dunas to Direct
Denny Pictures Sales

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Oct. 5.—Phil Dunas,
who for several years managed Univer-
sal’s Minneapolis branch, has been pro-

moted by the company to direct sales

of Reginald Denny pictures. He will

make his headquarters .Universal’s home
office and will begin his campaign with
“Take It From Me.”
Dunas has been identified with the

LIniversal sales organization for a num-
ber of years and is one of the most
popular sales executives in Universal’s
employ. Mark Ross succeeds him in
Minneapolis.

Bausback - Weiner
Spat May Go to

Courts for Airing
( Special to the Herald)

BERLIN, Oct. 5.—A heated controversy
between Dr. H. C. Bausback, general man-
ager of LTfa, and Alfred Weiner, editor of
Film Kurrier, one of the leading trade
papers of Berlin, threatens to get itself into

the courts, with the consequent airing of all

sides of the differences and a lot of mat-
ters generally affecting film production in

Germany.

In a recent address Dr. Bausback accused
the editors of Film Kurrier of making their

views on film matters subject to the finan-

cial interests of the publishers of the
periodical.

In a heated attack on the head of Ufa,
Editor Weiner stigmatises this as an effort

on the part of Dr. Bausback to bolster up
his “shaken prestige.” In an open letter to
Dr. Bausback, published in the Film Kur-
rier, Mr. Weiner says:

“Your thorough ignorance of the moving pic-

ture industry did not hinder us from meeting
you in a benevolent manner at the beginning of
your activity. We assumed that you, the banker,
would, very soon advance from the position of
an apprentice to that of a master in the film

business. But you have failed to fulfill the ex-

pectations to which your appointment gave rise.

“Under your leadership the Ufa has become
smaller and smaller. You, Mr. General Manager,
have earned the unenviable credit of haying
succeeded the organizer of the Ufa as a liqui-

dator. Already the Ufa house has become too
big for the diminished concern.

”

New Theatre Supply
Company Directors in

Chicago for Meeting
Officers of the new National Theatre

Supply Company gathered in Chicago
this week for a meeting of the board
of directors. Their arrival marked the
moving of the offices of the organiza-
tion from 825 South Wabash avenue
into larger quarters at 624 South Michi-
gan avenue.

Among those who are here for the
affair are vicepresidents L. G. Dolliver
of Los Angeles, Joe Hornstein of New
York City, Walter Green, New York
City, Oscar Oldknow of Atlanta, and
H. Stanley McLeod, treasurer.

Distributors In

Britain Propose
New BookingPact

(Special from Bioscope)

LONDON, ENG., Oct. 5.—British

film distributors have drawn rip an

alternative proposal to legislation

against blind booking framed by ex-

hibitors and now pending and have

submitted it to the exhibitors. The
distributors propose to accomplish volun-

tarily what the exhibitors wish to make
legally compulsory. The most im-

portant provision of the agreement sub-

mitted is the following:
“Distributors shall agree with the K.R.S. and

with each other that no film subject to the agree-

ment shall be booked until such time as it has

been registered, for which purpose a sub-commit-

tee will be set up and will register any film be-

longing to a distributor agreeing as aforesaid

which is actually available for viewing by exhib-

itors in this country, and grant certificates of

registration.”
* * *

British National Pictures, Ltd., opened

its new studios at Elstree Oct. 1. The
Elstree studios cover 40 acres and are

said to be the largest in the world. Each
stage measures 300 feet by 200 feet.

Four stages will be completed by next

spring.
* * *

A new British company, which it

is expected will have a capital of

£1,000,000, is being formed. It will be

called Empire Epic Productions and the

moving spirit is Alexander MacDonald,
F.R.G.S., traveler and pioneer. The first

production will be an epic of the Klon-
dike gold rush, in which Mr. Macdonald
with the late Jack London and others

took part.
* * *

“Mons,” the epic British picture of

the retreat from Mons, booked to over

£30,000 within 24 hours of its preview.

The film is filling a six-week booking
at the Marble Arch pavilion and will be

generally released in Armistice Week
(commencing Nov. 8).

* * *

M. A. Wetherell, who made the “Liv-

ingstone” film, one- of the British suc-

cesses of the year, has left for Tobago,
West Indies, where he will produce
“Robinson Crusoe” for the Gaumont
Company.

* * *
V

Leo Kamm, pioneer picture theatre-

machinery manufacturer, died in Lon-
don last week. Mr. Kamm was the in-

ventor of scores of theatre accessories.

M. P. D. A. Members
Profit by Advice of

Nation’s Exhibitors
(Special to the Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Oct. 5.—Conferences
between heads of the Motion Picture
Directors Association and the theatre
owners who attended the convention in

Los Angeles this summer have resulted
in closer contacts between exhibitors
and directors, according to Reginald
Barker, president of the directorial

organization.
Exhibitors at the convention were

asked to write in their reactions on all

productions made by members of the
M. P. D. A. together with their sug-
gestions for eliminations, amplifications,
and revisions, so that the megaphone
wielders might understand more fully
the theatre owners’ problems of presen-
tation.
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Mother of Three Wins World
Tours in “Season” Contest

Mrs. Pearl Hinshaw of Windfall, Ind., Sails with Husband
December 14—Second Prize Goes to Mrs. E. L. Saunders,

Little Rock, and Third Award to Philip N. Landa, Tulsa
(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Oct. 5.—A mother of three daughters, living in the little

town of Windfall, Ind., is the winner of a trip for two around the world on
the Red Star Liner Belgenland, in the National Greater Movie Season
Contest.

Taught School Twelve Years

She is Mrs. Pearl Hinshaw, who taught school for twelve years before
she was married, and when she sails on the 132-day trip from New York
City December 14 she will be accompanied by her husband.

Why I Like

The Movies
By Mrs. Pearl Hinshaw

WlHEN primitive man sought self-
* * expression he left his life’s story on the

cliffs and in the rock-hewn caves, by means
of pictures.

Pictures have formed the foundation of

languages of all races and down through the

ages nations have thus recorded their

thoughts, deeds, and customs.

Man’s love for action and desire to visual-

ize his emotions produced the drama, hut it

remained for the cinema to bring it within

the reach of all.

Bom with an insatiable thirst for travel,

the motion pictures bring before me those

places of beauty and historical interest

which I have longed to visit; the barren

wastes of the frozen north; the languorous,
exotic beauty of the tropics; the mystery and
witchery of the Orient; storied ruins and
inaccessible fastnesses.

Great characters who have swayed the

destinies of nations reappear before me and
I live in ages past, experiencing their glori-

ous triumphs and ignominious defeats.

Artists of the silver screen interpret for

me both the modern fiction and the great

masterpieces. I relive their lives and
through the transference of personality I

am taught the profound lessons of life.

Motion pictures reproduce accurately the

great crises in the world’s development and
impress me with the sacrifice made for my
civic and religious liberty. They inform me
of the latest news, the freshest thought, the

great industrial projects and, through them,

I keep step in the march of the world’s

events.

The movies rest, refresh, and entertain

me. The cares of the day are forgotten and
the trials of tomorrow seem less inevitable

as I pity the fallen, admire the noble, wor-

ship at beauty’s shrine, weep with the unfor-

tunate, and laugh with the jester.

They unlock the treasure house of Ro-

mance and keep its sacred fire burning.

U. A. Branch Forfeits

Rights to Arbitration
(Special to the Herald)

MINNEAPOLIS, Oct. 5.—Through
refusal to abide by a decision made in

the case of A1 Steffes and United Artists

through its branch here the branch has
forfeited its rights to submit more cases
to arbitration. Steffes was awarded $300
darhages in a case arising over “The Son
of the Sheik.” United was given 10

days in which to pay, but failed to make
payment within this time.

It is ’reported United Artists holds the
award was made in ignorance of the
facts in the case, and that it will attempt
to have the board’s judgment set aside.

Grange Plays to Capacity
in Chicago Despite Rain
“Red” Grange’s “One Minute to Play”

opened to capacity business Monday at
the Rialto despite a heavy rain, at the
first public showing in Chicago of the
F. B. O. picture. A line formed outside
the box office for the noon screening.
The football and screen star was at the
Rialto Monday for personal appearances
before returning to his gridiron practice.

Miss Taylor to Resume Work
HOLLYWOOD.—Estelle Taylor plans to be-

gin work under Feature Productions banner upon
her return from New York.

The second national prize goes to Mrs.
E. L. Saunders of Little Rock. She re-

ceives a trip for two to the Sesquicenten-
nial Exposition in Philadelphia. Third prize

—annual passes for two to all Publix, Uni-
versal and Warner Brothers theatres—goes
to Philip N. Landa, a young attorney of
Tulsa, Oklo.
The twenty-five prizes of Eastman Cine-

Kodaks were awarded to the following

:

Mrs. Grace M. Allen, Collingswood, N. }.

(Camden Courier); Evelyn C. Bassett, Lake
Wales, Fla. (Lakeland Star Telegram); Fern D.
Bernard, Red Cross (Marion Leader-Tribune);
Miss Mary L. Cole, Marion, Ind. (Marion Lead-
er-Tribune); Esther Esterson, Philadelphia (Daily
News); Crist H. Havens, Peoria, 111. (Peoria
Evening Star) ; Lela Florine Isgrigg, Pontiac,
Mich. (Pontiac Press); Anna E. King, Lakewood,
Ohio (Cleveland Plain Dealer); Hilda Klatzko,
Brooklyn (New York Evening Telegram) ; Ethel
Leonard, McKeesport, Pa. (Pittsburgh Press)

;

Mrs. W. C. Lewis, Berea, Ohio (Cleveland Plain
Dealer); Viola Marshall, New York City (New
York Evening Telegram); Mrs. W. L. McPherrin,
Overland Park, Kan. (Newman & Royal The-
atres, Kansas City) ; Mrs. Thomas G. Nicholson,
Chicago (American); Mrs. John Rayles, Indianap-
olis (News); Martin Rosenthal, Pittsburgh
(Press); Charles II. Stark, St. Louis (St. Louis
Times) ; Miss Mildred Steinfeld, Y. W. C. A.,

Memphis (News Scimitar); Maud Stone, Detroit
(Times)

;
George Walton, St. Louis (Times)

;

Evelyn M. White, Lawrence, Kan. (Journal-
World); Mrs. F. E. Wood, Davenport, Okla.
(Shawnee Morning News): Mrs. Francis E.
Young, Louisville (Louisville Courier- Journal)

;

Henrietta G. Young, East Cleveland (Cleveland
Plain Dealer! ; Frank Zwinak, Norwood, Ohio
(Cincinnati Times Star).

More than 700,000 persons entered the
National Greater Movie Season Contest
through the 57 newspapers that conducted
it in co-operation with the Motion Picture
Producers and Distributors of America, of
which Will H. Hays is nresident, as a part
of the Greater Movie Season Celebration.

Twenty-eight Best Entries Judged
The twenty-eight best entries chosen by

each newspaper were sent to New York
and there the national judges selected the
winners.
The judges were Mrs. Anna Steese Rich-

ardson, associate editor of the Woman’s
Home Companion

;

the Rev. Dr. S. Parkes
Cadman, president of the Federal Council

California Girl Makes
Pictures in Arctic

( Special to the Herald)

LONDON , ENG., Oct. 5.—
Louise Boyd, San Rafael, Cal.,

girl, returned here from a six-

week hunting and exploration trip

into the Arctic, during which she
made 21,000 feet of motion pic-
tures of Arctic subjects. She and
her companions on the expedition
were highly successful in their
hunting forays. Some of the tro-
phies have been photographed
with the motion picture camera.

of Churches of Christ in America; Rex
Beach, author; Richard Washburn Child,
author and former ambassador to Italy,
and Dr. R. S. Woodworth, professor of
psychology at Columbia University.
The final decision of the judges was

based upon the quality of the letters on
“Why I Like Motion Pictures.” Original-
ity and sincerity were qualities that were
sought in the final judgment. All the en-
trants were given an equal chance and the
judges were not informed as to the rating
that was given any entrant in the local
contests.

The winner was entered through the
Indianapolis News. The second prize win-
ner was entered by the Little Rock Daily
News and the third prize winner by the
1 ulsa IVorId.

U. S. Plane ’s Fall

Thwarts Fox Plan
for Newsreel Beat

E. C. Ward made a forced landing at the

edge of the Susquehanna river, near Sun-
bury, Pa., wrecking his plane

;
and conse-

quently extravagant efforts of the Fox
Film Corporation to deliver newsreel prints

of the first game of the World Series to St.

Louis and Middlewest towns in record time
became shattered. The plane went down
shortly after midnight, October 3, in a
heavy fog.

Cause for the landing was said to be in

the tremendous draught on gasoline being
used to battle the lowhanging clouds.

While International newsreel prints were
also aboard the mail plane Fox feels the
greater loss due to the fact a special train

waited at Chicago to relay Fox prints to

points between Chicago and St. Louis for
showing at the early Sunday morning
shows.
The special Fox train consisted of three

cars provided by the Chicago & Alton rail-

road, and a picked crew with orders to

make the 300 mile trip in five hours. Aside
from Clyde W. Eckhardt, district manager
of Fox, A. L. Burks, publicity representa-
tive, William Storres, newsreel cameraman,
representatives from the Herald and Chi-
cago daily papers three C. & A. officials had
prepared to make the trip.

Watt Parker Plans Trip
(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Oct. 5.—Watt L. Parker,
Warner Brothers’ advertising and publicity

director, will go on a comprehensive tour
of his company’s exchanges soon after the

opening of Syd Chaplin’s “The Better
’Ole” at the Colony theatre on Broadway.
After concluding his business affairs Par-
ker will take a vacation on the West Coast.
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NEW YORK, Oct. 5.
—"The Prince of Tempters,’’ the latest Robert

Kane special production for distribution by First National, was
shown before an invited audience at the Lexington Opera House at

midnight on Thursday, September 30. Because of many interesting produc-
tion elements involved in the picture its premiere showing was awaited with

considerable interest in the New
York trade. It is based on an E.

Phillips Oppenheim story, “The
Ex-Duke,” and is directed by the

German artist Lothar Mendes. A
notable cast includes Ben Lyon,
Lois Moran, Lya de Putti, Mary
Brian, Ian Keith and Sam Hardy.

The story as done in the Kane
productions is reminiscent of the

tale of the “Garden of Allah,”

without, however, an Algerian
setting. It is characterized by
extraordinarily able and tactful di-

rection and a performance by Ben
Lyon which is easily the outstand-

ing work of the career of this

young actor. In a role that carries

him swiftly from a student monk
in an Italian monastery to a philan-

dering figure in the night life oi

London, Ben Lyon faced a very

ROBERT T KANE heavy exaction—and acquitted him-

producing a series of special releases self very creditably.

for First National. His latest, “The The production is finely and in-
Prince of Tempters, is released soon.

telHgently done throughout. Many
especially fine sweeps of direction are noticeable. Lya de Putti as a

continental type of vampire may be somewhat unconvincing to American
audiences but she troupes earnestly through the vigorous and serpentine

type of role assigned to her. Lois Moran is again the sweet and winsome
personality which has been building constantly into greater popularity.

Ben Lyon evidences a definitely maturing talent and his efforts in this

production should now cause him to be counted upon for a materially

wider range of acting parts.

The story is a simple and direct one with genuine appeal. Under the

qualified touch of Mr. Mendes it has taken on a reality and directness which
cannot be escaped. Being the first American production of Mr. Mendes, it

ushers this Continental director into the select circle of artists from abroad
who have something of importance to contribute to the making of better

and finer pictures.

The production is a personal triumph for the producer, Mr. Kane, because
he has succeeded in blending together a number of highly valuable elements
which have made the resultant picture a distinguished item of entertain-
ment.

McCormick’s Hunt for
Young Players Takes

on Unusual Intensity
(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Oct. 5.—John McCor-
mick’s still hunt for talent for the Bur-
bank, Cal., studios has developed unusual
intensity. Arthur Stone and Natalie

Kingston are names brought recently

into the First National fold to be
featured. It is McCormick’s aim to give

young players all the opportunity pos-
sible in view of future needs of the
studio.

Business Rallies with
Daylight Saving Stops

(Special to the Herald)

ALBANY, N. Y., Oct. 5.—Business
took a decided jump in the theatres in

this city last Monday night, when day-
light saving was no longer effective. In-
quiry at various theatres brought forth

the information that business had in-

creased a full 25 per cent. Plans are
now under way for a campaign against
daylight saving in Albany, Troy and
Schenectady next spring.

Arthur Clavering Made
Warner’s English Chief

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Oct. 5.—Arthur Claver-
ing, formerly with Film Booking Offices,

Ltd., in England, has been appointed
managing director of Vitagraph in Eng-
land. In future this company will handle
all Warner product abroad.

Mrs. Leila Stewart has been made
publicity manager of the Vitagraph
company. Her work will cover the
European field.

Vitaphone St. Louis
Premiere Held Oct. 1

(Special to the Herald)

SI. LObIS, Oct. 5.—Warner Brothers
held the local premiere of Vitaphone at the
Capitol theatre on October 1 for a select

crowd of about 1,000, all of whom had ob-
tained tickets well in advance of the show-
ing.

Those who witnessed the showing were
favorably impressed with the picture and
the Vitaphone instrument itself.

Illness Delays Sills-Kenyon Wedding
NEW YORK—Doris Kenyon, who was to have

been married to Milton Sills October 2, has been
ill in a sanitarium here for several days and
the wedding therefore has been delayed. Miss
Kenyon’s illness is not serious.

Lya dePutti, European star, has a leading role with Ben Lyon in “The Prince of Tempters,” First National production.
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Hays and Quigley Speak at

Engineers’ Opening Session
Formation of Central Bureau of Information and Guidance to

Industry at Large on Technical Matters Proposed

—

Lee DeForest Talks at Banquet
(Special to the Herald)

BRIARCLIFF MANOR, N. Y., Oct. 5.—The Society of Motion Picture
Engineers opened its convention yesterday with sessions at Briarcliff Lodge
at which Will Hays and Martin J. Quigley, publisher and editor of Exhibitors
Herald, and E. T. Clark, director of Eastman Theatre and School of Music,
were among the speakers.

Lee DeForest Speaks at Banquet
Lee DeForest speaks at the banquet Wednesday night on the recent

development in Phonofilms. Practical papers touching upon all depart-
ments of the motion picture industry will be other highlights of the four-
day meeting.

Musicians Walk Out
of Omaha Theatres;
Ask Yearns Contract

(Special to the Herald)

OMAHA, Oct. 5.—Seventy-six musicians

walked out of Omaha theatres last Thurs-
day night after union officials and theatre

interests failed to agree on contracts and
wages for the next year. The theatremen
insist on contracts containing a two-week
closing option clause. The Rialto, Strand,

World, Sun, Muse and Empress theatres

are affected.

The musicians demand a 52-week con-

tract with a salary guarantee of $60 a week
or an open contract with a salary guaran-

tee of $75. On August 31 contracts were
submitted to the World Realty Company,
operators of four of the houses affected.

These were signed. Then the union made
the new demand for the 52-week contract

without the closing option clause.
_

The
Blank interests, however, have not signed

new contracts since the expiration of the

old one on August 31.

Showmen affected consider the demand
for the elimination of the closing option

clause unreasonable and are prepared to

resist it. They are operating without mu-
sic. The union is determined to fight for

the new contract.

Palace, Ace Orpheum
Vaudeville Theatre is

Opened in Chicago
Last night the Orpheum theatre cir-

cuit opened its new Palace in Randolph
street, Chicago, with an all-star straight

vaudeville bill featuring Roger Wolfe
Kahn and his orchestra. The new house
seats 2500, is in the architectural style

of Louis XVI, and in the matter of

appointments is said to be the world’s
finest vaudeville house.

Though the Keith-Albee-Orpheum in-

terests recently bought a half interest
in Producers Distributing Corporation
for the purpose of obtaining first run
motion pictures for the combination
houses of the circuits, pictures will not
be shown at the Palace for the present.

Cranheld-Clarke Hold
Canadian Sales Meeting

(Special to the Herald)

MONTREAL, QUE., Oct. 5.—R. J.

Romney and E. L. Lingley of the Cran-
field and Clarke Toronto office, J. M.
Anderson of the St. John office, George
A. Baladon of the Montreal office and
W. A. Noble of the Winnipeg office were
present at the sales convention called by
W. F. Clarke in his offices here.

Following the Montreal meeting the
convention moves to Toronto, where
many important matters relating to
Dominion sales will be discussed.

“Stepping Along,” Hines,
Burr Picture, Completed

(Special to the Herald

)

NEW YORK, Oct. 5.—First National
and the C. C. Burr organization an-
nounce completion of Johnny Hines’
“Stepping Along.” The picture has been
previewed at the Brooklyn Alhambra.
Hines has gone to Butler, Pa., for a

vacation and a visit with his family.
While in Pennsylvania he will fill a
personal appearance engagement at the
Opera House in Pittsburgh.

Formation of a central bureau of infor-

mation and guidance to the industry at

large on technical matters was proposed by
Mr. Quigley in his address in the afternoon
on “Technical Advance,” which follows:

“It has frequently appeared to me that
the obligation of the motion picture in-

dustry to its technicians is not properly
or proportionately recognized. It seems
to be common practice to lavish almost
inordinate praise and compliment upon
practically every other factor responsible
for a great motion picture, but the tech-
nical advance which makes such pictures
possible is either hardly noted or ignored
completely.

Depends on Science and Invention

“It may be that the technicians of the
industry have remained too quietly in

the background; or it may be simply that
the nature of their service to motion pic-

tures is such that—however vital it may
be it is still one that does not bring auto-
matically to itself popular acclaim and
approval in a proportionate degree. At
any rate, it is my belief that the moment
is at hand when those who are strug-
gling to improve and advance the scien-

tific structure upon which the 'motion
picture rests should insist upon the
thoughtful consideration of their activi-

ties by the whole industry; not, of
course, for any reasons of personal satis-

faction alone, but because such an atti-

Count Tolstoy Takes
Flier in Criticism

I
(Special to the Herald)

j

HOLLYWOOD, Oct. 5.—Count
Ilya Tolstoy , who is acting as lit-

erary advisor to Edwin Carewe in

the production of “Resurrection”
for United Artists release, recent-
ly had this to say about motion
pictures:

“They are like a rubber stamp.
Every picture has its sweet young
girl, its heavy-jawed hero, its fight,

its dance scene, its mobs, and what
not. The accomplishments of the
cinema are truly wonderful. The

5 massiveness of the effects achieved
are truly breath-taking. But there
is marked absence. ... of those
little touches that add artistic Blip

which bring the glow of wonder,
of admiration, of soul satisfaction
to the spectator and which denote
real genius in the art of film mak-
ing. /4s in most everything else,

the little things count in picture
production as well.”

tude will, I believe, hasten the day when
still greater technical secrets may be
wrested from nature’s salitary custody.
“The motion picture, in a vastly great-

er degree than any other art, is depend-
ent for its existence and advancement
upon science and invention. The motion
picture was born into the world as a
scientific invention and not as an art.

Only through the blending of the efforts
of the imaginative worker and technician
has the motion picture become an art
and greater heights can only be reached
through a happy continuance of this
union.
“What the motion picture needs in the

way of story, story treatment and his-
trionic development is almost a matter of
common knowledge. But equally great
is its need for technical advance and of
such matters we hear very little.

“Laymen like myself are amazed at
the thought of the new realms for pro-
duction conquest that are opened by
such a simple development as the process
commonly referred to as shooting through
glass. This process has, of course, solved
countless production problems that
seemed insurmountable from both a
practical and an economic standpoint.
When such a development is laid down
before the producer in a workable form
the progress of the motion picture as an
.instrument of art and entertainment is

appreciably accelerated.
“The efforts of the engineers of the

motion picture industry have been so
constructive and so generally successful
that the public has grown accustomed to
a rapid rate of progress in all matters
affecting the technical aspect of motion
pictures. Any lapse in this progress,
however, would be immediately detected
and a reaction at the theatre’s box of-
fice would be as quickly reflected. Hence,
the industry’s very status with its public
is irrevocably bound up with the for-
tunes attending the efforts of the mem-
bers of your society.

“I think it important that we realize

that the general public through the swift-
moving stages of technical progress to
which it has become accustomed in the
production and presentation of motion
pictures has come to regard the camera
and the projector as miraculous instru-
ments. This has played no small part in

creating the vast appeal of the motion
picture. But this condition entails a cer-
tain jeopardy and the only escape is a
continuance of technical advance in such
a way as to cause the public to continue
to regard in wonderment the camera and
the projector.
“However, in light of what stands in

plain view of an observer of what the
technicians of the American industry

( Continued ' on page 44)
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Re-Takes
“Magnificent” Gets BigWestern
Premiere at Carthay Circle

Mayer,
Thalberg, Rapf, Schenck and Vidor Introduced at Metro

Showing—Ray Takes Second Job with De Mille

By RAY MURRAY

HOLLYWOOD, Oct. 5.—Carthay Circle theatre Wednesday night
staged another brilliant opening when the picture “Bardelys the
Magnificent,” Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer production, began an indefi-

nite run. The Western premiere was a fashion show of autumn and winter
gowns and the film colony was represented in great numbers. The picture
was preceded by a prologue, “Les Magnifiquos” staged by Jack Laughlin
and presented one of the most beautiful sets ever seen in a local theatre.

A WELL trained chorus in costume ofA the period of the play lent proper
atmosphere. Novel effects introduced with
a stairway of falling water through an
opening in the back rolling clouds gave
appearance of great depth. A gallery sur-

rounding the stage of statuesque figures in

gold puzzled the audience until these golden
statues came to life and presented a novel
acrobatic feat. Theodore Kosloff Dancers,
headed by Kosloff’s Flower presented two
ballets which drew much applause. The
prologue moved very smoothly.
King Vidor has brought Sabatini’s novel

to the screen with many brilliant settings

and an exceptionally well balanced cast.

Dorothy Farnum is credited with the clever

adaptation. Gilbert’s work is especially

pleasing throughout the picture and he was
accorded wonderful support by Eleanor
Boardman in the role of Roxalonne. Others
in the cast who deserve special mention are

Roy D’Algy as the villain, Arthur Lubin
as Louis XIII, Emily Fitzroy, Lionel Bel-

more, John T. Murray and George K. Ar-
thur. There is a breathtaking finish to the

story where Gilbert by a ruse escapes from
the gallows landing on the top of the king’s

carriage after a remarkable parachute drop.

Conrad Nagel was master of ceremonies
and introduced Louis B. Mayer, Irving

Thalberg, Harry Rapf, Nicholas Schenck,
King Vidor and members of the cast.

* Among those who were present were Mr. and
Mrs. Ernest Torrence, Sylvano Balboni, June
Mathis. Dorothy Spensley, Sylvia Thalberg. Mr. and
Mrs. Rupert Hughes, Natalie Kingston. Billie Dove,
Aileen Pringle, Priscilla Dean. Ruth Roland. Mr.
and Mrs. Hal Roach, Mr. and Mrs. Lew Cody,
Kathleen Clifford. Mr. and Mrs. Tom Mix, Jobyna
Ralston, Irene Rich, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Niblo an<j

Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Brown.
A feature of the opening was the brilliant illu-

mination. About 40 spotlights were used up and
down the street and Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's new
spotlight attracted considerable attention when it

was played on a balloon several miles away.

He %

West Coast Uptown on New Policy

West Coast’s Uptown theatre Friday
night opened with Warner Brothers’
“Across the Pacific” and entered upon a

new policy of showing exclusive first run
pictures. This was the world premiere of
the Warner Brothers’ film featuring Monte
Blue supported by a stellar cast. One of
the outstanding features of the new Up-
town theatre policy is the engagement of
George Stalberg, noted violin virtuoso and
concert artist, as well as a symphonic or-
chestra of 30 musicians. Classical concerts
will precede the picture at each perform-
ance. John T. Murray, now under con-
tract to Warner Brothers, officiated as

master of ceremonies.
H« JjC

Robbers blew open the safe at the
Rampart theatre, corner of Temple
and Rampart streets, early Tuesday
and mode away with $600 , according
to W. A. Soberman, manager of the

house.
* * *

De Mille Signs Charley Ray
Charles Ray has been signed by Cecil De

Mille to play the featured role opposite

Leatrice Joy in “Nobody’s Widow.” Don-
ald Crisp will direct.

H« * *

Nicholas Schenck vicepresident of Loew’s
Incorporated, and J. Robert Rubin, vice-
president and general counsel for Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer, arrived last week to
confer with Louis B. Mayer, vicepresident
in charge of production.

sfc * *

Twelve motion picture cowboys were in-

jured at Universal City Friday night and
three are confined to Roosevelt hospital re-

covering from injuries. Horses frightened
by Kleig lights stampeded, throwing their

riders.
s}c Jj: >jc

Oliver T. Marsh, M-G-M cameraman,
was married last week to Elizabeth Marion.
Mr. Marsh is a brother of Mae Marsh.

5jC 5jc

Joseph M. Schenck and Tom Moore lost

valuable saddle horses in a fire in Santa
Monica Canyon Stables Friday.

He H*

King Puts lnce on Contract

Edwin King has secured Ralph Ince’s

signature to a long-term contract, and the
vicepresident of F. B. O. will soon an-
nounce his first production. Mr. King inti-

mates more important directorial appoint-
ments are shortly to be announced.

He He H^

An ordinance placing all theatres in Los
Angeles under the control of the police

commission giving that body power to close

any theatre at any time is being formulated
by the Los Angeles police department.

Hi Hi Hi

Hal Roach, accompanied by Mrs. Roach,
returned from a two months’ stay in the

East last week. They were met at the

train by little Farina dressed as a redcap
and a score of the Roach stars.

Hi Hi Hi

June Mathis has put the finishing touches
to the script of “Here Y’ Are Brother,”

Dixie Wilson’s story recently published in

a national magazine. Director Balboni *now
has the script in hand.

Hi Hi Hi

J. B. Smith Entertains Staff

Friday, September 24, was the date of a

get together luncheon tendered by J. Boyce
Smith, general manager of Inspiration Pic-

tures, to his staff.

Hi Hi Hi

Director David Kirkland is editing and
cutting “A Regular Scout,” Fred Thomson
production. Kirkland is scheduled to direct

“Silver Comes Through,” another Fred
Thomson picture now being adapted. By
special arrangement with the studio Kirk-
land is permitted to work for other pro-

ductions in between the Thomson pictures,

and within the next few days an announce-
ment may be made whereby Kirkland will

be signed by one of the major companies to

make a feature for them.

W ELL, besides hav’g a gold in the hed,

we’ve been acting in the movies. Yep,
with our friend Col. McCoy, we posed for

the news weekly and they put it on the

screen at Loew’s State theatre last week
and didn’t see but two people walk out on
it.

* * #

Aside from that M-G-M announced us

over the radio (KMTR) last Wednesday
when we attended the opening of “Bard-
elys the Magnificent” at the Carthay Cir-

cle theatre and we brushed elbows during
the intermission with all the big folks in

pictures with whom we’ve brushed elbows
at 45 other openings.

* H< *

To make sure it was no fake M-G-M,
had a portable radio plant right at the

theatre where complete descriptions of the

ladies’ gowns and, other information was
broadcast to a palpitating public. The de-

vice, I am told, according to the press

agent, “created a furore.” Had they an-

nounced the number of payments due on
the cars and the clothes it might have
created a riot.

* * *

And last Frida}"- one of the West Coast
houses—there’s 175 of ’em you know—

-

switched from a daily change house to a

first-run theatre and opened with Warner
Brothers’ “Across the Pacific” featuring

Monte Blue. This new Uptown theatre de-

serves the promotion. It’s a dandy house
and folks out in the sticks like to get their

pictures first-hand as well as the down-
town folks.

H* * *

Plenty of Radios

Thomas A. Edison recently remarked
that the interest in radio had dropped 90

per cent. Well, all I got to say is the

other 10 per cent is right on Garfield ave-

nue, Hollywood, and I know it.

* * *

.Useless

I see the girlies are wearing hippockets,

but they don’t carry anything in ’em but

nifty colored hankies.

He '£ *

Yes There Was
FABLE—There was once upon a time

an editor who printed a picture of a lot

of college boys pulling one another’s cloth-

ing to pieces while somebody climbed a

pole, and he didn’t caption it “Higher
education.”

* * *

Hurray for California

The melancholy days have come—just

got the ice bill. At that they’re only one-

half as melancholy as in the East. You
get both a coal bill and an ice bill about

Oct. 1.

* * *

Of Course It Isn’t

Folks on the Coast who read all the

trade journals are laughing at this one

from the M. P. World, Oct. 2

:

It’s An F. B. O. Of Course
“We regret that through some error

“Greater Than Barnum’s” was inadvertent-

ly credited to Universal in our last issue.

It should be of course, Film Booking Of-
fice. We don’t blame them for wanting
full credit for this box office cleanup.”

* * *

Famous Last Words
“Listen to this 40 minute radio announc-

er, Mr. Edison.”
* * *

All out. End of the line. R.M.
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Film News PICTORIAL SECTION Stories Told

in

Pictures
of Exhibitors Herald by

the Camera
Issue of October 9

Octavus Roy Cohen, writer of humorous stories most of
which are negro tales, signs a Universal contract. Cohen’s
work will be for two reel comedy material. In the pictures
Charles Puffy "is to be starred. Cohen expects to do fea-
ture length comedies later.

Fred Thomson greets Joseph P. Kennedy and Mrs. Kennedy
upon their return from Europe. The Western star is in

New York for a vacation and the president and owner of
Film Booking Offices now completes a trip to Europe which
began several weeks ago.

Irving Cobb is still in Hollywood and is getting enough
“atmosphere” to write a couple of encyclopedias. He is

working now on a story for a De Mille production. Left to
right: Julia Faye, Starrett Ford, Paul Sloane and Vera Rey-
nolds. All are on Producers Distributing Corporation con-
tracts. Cobb in center.

The joke’s not on Johnny, but whom is it on? Gene
Goldsmith, center, listens to a gag or two in Johnny Hines’
picture in production, “Stepping Along.” Goldsmith is

director of First National’s exchanges in Central Europe.
(L to R) C. C. Burr, Ralph Stitt, Goldsmith, Hines, and
Guy Morgan.
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Johnny Hines’ famous driverless automobile ends its run. The trip terminated
at the new $2,000,000 First National studios at Burbank, Cal., after it had
made a run of several thousand miles from Coast to Coast exploiting Hines’
picture “Live Wire,” “Rainbow Riley” and “Brown Derby.”

Educational signs Robert Graves to

play “heavy” roles in Mermaid com-
edies. He will appear under the direc-

tion of Norman Taurog who is senior
director and supervisor at the Educa-
tional lot.

Big Boy! E; W. Hammons who is president of Educational Film Exchanges
spends a pleasant time visiting Big Boy (the two year old player shown wearing
the big derby) while on the Coast recently. Photo in center shows Big Boy
getting “paid off” on Saturday morning at the Educational lot.

Doris Kenyon, completes work in “The
Blonde Saint,” in which she starred

along with Lewis Stone. It is a Sam
Rork picture to be released by First

National pictures in the autumn.

John C. Flinn, V. P. of P. D. C., reaches Milwaukee September 24 to hold a

“free admission” meeting. (L. to R.): Dan Roche, Cecil E. Maberry, Ed Vol-

lendorf, Ferne Loomis, Hayden O. Duke, Muriel Yonke, Fred Knispel, Marie
Speilvogel, Marie Schroll, Glenn Wood, Helen Kelly, J. C. Flinn, Harold
Koehler, Ralph Clarke, S. G. Honeck.
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Ernest Belcher directs Colleen Moore in intricate dance steps for
“Twinkletoes,” her new production for First National. Charles
Brabin, director, stands at her right. (Photo at left) John E.
McCormick, Colleen Moore and Richard A. Rowland get together in

New York.

Patsy Ruth Miller’s home-town friends report to the
“Herald” that she is “the girl who was always the cleverest
kid in the neighborhood” and could outswim any boy and
outcook any girl. The Warner player is enjoying a month
of New York’s Indian summer.

Cecil B. De Mille has a hobby. It is said (by representatives

in the publicity department) to be young Mr. Spots, a 200-

pound leopard that appears in “The King of Kings,” now
one of the biggest pictures in production. The film is to

be given P. D. C. distribution.

Above are a few who visited Dick Barthelmess during the final shoot-
ing on “The White Black Sheep” which will be released by First

National. Left to right: Dorothy Dunbar, Edwin Carewe, J. Boyce
right: Muller Ury, center, Sidney Olcott, left and Mr. Smith.
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Colleen Moore to Make 4 Films
Abroad at Close of Contract

McCormick Tells A. M. P. A. First National Will Sponsor Her
Productions in Europe—“Gigilo” Gets Preview

By JOHN S. SPARGO

N EW YORK, Oct. 5.—John McCormick, head of First National’s
West Coast production, and his charming wife, Colleen Moore, were
billed as the double attraction which brought out almost a record

attendance at last week’s A. M. P. A. luncheon.
Unfortunately Miss Moore was unable to be present owing to a severe

cold which confined her to her suite at the Ambassador, so Mr. McCormick
did the honors for the family, and did it well by giving out some real news,
an event which is rather a stranger among luncheon speakers.

HP HIS was to the effect that, on comple-
tion of her present contract MisS Moore

will make four pictures abroad, selecting
England, France, Germany and Italy as the
scene of her activities, one picture to be
made in each country.
Miss Moore’s contract has about a year

to run. The pictures made abroad will be
sponsored by First National under a new
contract.

sfc ig

"Gigilo'" Shows to Disadvantage

^Now, Sig. Schlager, press agent for W.
K. Howard, may also be press agent for
a night club—we don’t know—but his idea
to give the premiere of "Gigilo” in the
night club may have been to exploit the
night club, or it may have been to exploit
the picture, but the consensus is that it

didn’t do much good for either.

Members of the daily and trade press
and a number of picture people who are
neither, were invited to the midnight show-
ing Wednesday, and a good time wasn’t
had by all or any.
Before the picture showing there was

dancing, which did not go well, as the only
people to bring their wives or sweeties
were the boys who put on the show. There
was the usual half chicken feed, during
which the club people put on a dress re-
hearsal of the show which was to open
the following night.

The picture showing was a sad one, but
one can’t expect even as good a picture as
“Gigilo” to show to good advantage in a
“humid” atmosphere, with no music, poor
projection, flickering, out of focus and out
of frame stuff vieing with film breaks here
and there.

Tully Erupts About Hollywood
“Jarnegan,” this latest eruption from Jim

Tully, is supposed to be based on the life and
works of one of our great motion picture direc-
tors. The manner in which he handles this and
a number of other characters, supposed to be our

English Historical Scenes for

“One Increasing Purpose”
(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Oct. 5.—For the
backgrounds of exteriors in “One
Increasing Purpose,” Fox produc-
tion made by Harry Beaumont,
many historical English scenes
said never before to have been
used in pictures have been filmed.
Director Beaumont has returned
from England and will make inte-
rior shots in Fox’s Hollywood
studios.

leading motion picture stars, would lead an un-
biased reader to the opinion that the author is

making a bid for sensational and morbid atten-
tion.

In other words, after reading the book, one
is inclined to the belief that some person or
persons in the film business has handed Tully
some rough stuff and that he has taken this
opportunity to hand it right back, only rougher.
Just how much truth may be found in Tully’s

strictures is pretty well known to those on the
inside of the film busitless, and they’re not
worrying over what he is guessing about in order
to make himself a best seller.

Tully proponents, however, point out as evi-

dence of truthfulness, his statement on page 113,
that “Jarnegan was reading Exhibitors Herald,
the Bible of Hollywood,” but there is an old
adage to the effect that one swallow does not
make a bootlegger’s gescheft.
The chief wonderment, after reading “Jarne-

gan,” is what would have happened if Anthony
Comstock were still alive and on the job.

s}: H1 sfc

A. M. P. A. to Name 12 IFomen
Members of the Associated Motion Pic-

ture Advertisers, Inc., are filling in ballots

to name the 12 women who have done the

most for the film industry.

The results will be announced within a
week or two at one of the forthcoming
A. M. P. A. luncheons to be held at the

Von Stroheim Uses 36
Sets for “Wedding March”

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Oct. 5.—Erich
Von Stroheim, director of “The
Wedding March” for Famous
Players-Lasky, has had 36 separate
sets constructed for use in Aiming
the picture. The sets depict in-

teriors and exteriors in Vienna
and the Tyrol. They were created
by Art Director Richard Day and
Von Stroheim in collaboration.

Mid-Town Hofbrau Haus on Broadway.
A year ago the organization named the

12 men who have done most for movies.
:j:

“War Birds,” now running as a serial in

Liberty Magazine, is to be made into a mo-
tion picture by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, the
picture rights having been purchased last

week.
L. G- Rigby/one of the leading scenario

writers on the Coast, has arrived in New
York with the.iAl Green company to adapt
David Warfield’s old starring vehicle, “The
Auctioneer,” for the screen. Mr. Green
will film the picture as one of the Fox
specials of the coming year.

sfc

Herb Cruikshank who has completed
editorial supervision of “The Gorilla; Runt,”
F. B. O., is now engaged in editing and
titling “A Man of Quality,” the second of

the Excellent Picture Series starring George
Walsh.

^ ^ ^

Jack Pegler has gone for San Francisco
to do “Beau Geste” at the St. Francis the-

atre after putting over a successful cam-
paign on the picture at the Aldine, a Stan-
ley house in Philadelphia.

Jack Nelson Signs as
Director for Chadwick

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Oct. 5.—Jack Nelson has

just been added to the directorial staff of

Chadwick Pictures Corporation and will be
assigned a unit soon. He will direct either

“Sunshine of Paradise Alley” or “Shamrock
and the Rose” as his first production.

Paula Gould, Now with
Warners, Goes to Coast

Paula Gould stopped in Chicago three

days this week, breaking her New York
to Hollywood trip. She has accepted a

position with Warner Brothers in the
publicity department.

The Lily,” Fox production directed by Victor Schertzinger, had the distinction of opening the Granada, Marks Brothers
new de luxe theatre in Chicago. Belle Bennett is starred.
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“Quigley Offered

Foreign Problem s

Solution,

99 Wilcox
Herbert Wilcox, director ,

Cecil A. H.
Harrison of the board of directors, Dorothy
Gish, star, and William Yearsley of Brit-

ish National Pictures, Ltd., visited Chicago
October 2 on their way to Hollywood from
London for the single purpose of a ten

days’ conference with Frances Marion on
the scrip of the next B. N. production,

“Madame Pompadour.” They will leave

Hollywood October 16 and two weeks later

will begin production on the film in Lon-
don.
No director ever appeared more sincere

than Wilcox when he stated the key to the
foreign distributors’ problem was provided
by Martin J. Quigley a few months ago.
Then he recalled the thought put into

words by Mr. Quigley: “Foreign producers
receive advice as to what will not be ac-

cepted by American patrons of motion pic-

tures
;
they refuse to heed the advice while

making their picture and later upon trying
to market the film in America they hear
that distributors will not handle the picture.

They immediately declare there is a preju-
dice among American film people against
the foreign made pictures. I believe foreign
pictures can be sold to American distrib-

utors as easily as American pictures—if

they are what the people want.”
Wilcox and Harrison brought announce-

ment that “London” has been delivered to

Famous Players-Lasky in New York and
will be released late this month or early in

November. The latest picture to be com-
pleted is “Tiptoes” with Dorothy Gish and
Will Rogers and Nelson Keys.
“Madame Pompadour” will be the first

picture to be made at the new British Na-
tional plant which although not completed
is sufficiently completed to permit use of
one of the large stages.

Average Broken, Eight
Incorporate in N. Y.

(Special to the Herald)

ALBANY, N. Y., Oct. 5.—Eight com-
panies were incorporated in the motion
picture business in New York state dur-
ing the past week, this number reveal-
ing an increase over the weekly average
for the past couple of months. All the
companies will maintain headquarters in
the metropolis.

The newly incorporated companies, with the
amount of capitalization where such appeared in
the papers filed, are: Markemp Corporation,
$10,000; Sam H. Harris Productions, Inc., $50,-
000; Brenda Pictures Corporation, Endicott Amuse-
ment Corporation, President Amusement Corpora-
tion, $5,000; Charles P. Davis Productions, Inc.,
$30,000; 182 West 102nd Street Corporation, 137
West 48th St. Leasing Corporation.

Grainger Leaves for
Sales Trip in Midwest

(Special to the Herald

)

NEW YORK, Oct. 5.—Jimmy Grainger,
Fox general salesmanager, left Sunday for
a four weeks’ sales trip and will visit Chi-
cago and several Western cities.

See Broadway! F. N.
Induces Sales Staff

(Special to the Herald)

SYDNEY, AUST., Oct. 5.—
First National branch managers
may see the bright lights of
Broadway by turning in the best
sales record, they were told by
E. Bruce Johnson, foreign man-
ager.

Universal Finishes 16 Jewels;
Three-Fourths ProductReady

Ten Companies Now Working with Studios in Unprecedented

Activity—Four Pictures by Hoot Gibson Among
Final Six Starting in Few Days

(Special to the Herald)

UNIVERSAL CITY, Oct. 5.—Three-fourths of Universal's product for

1926-27 has been completed including sixteen of the 28 Jewel productions

already in the East and the West Coast studio of Universal is at the height

of unprecedented activity with more big pictures in production than ever
before at one time.

Four Jewels In Production

I hree more productions are on their way East or are about to be shipped,
four Jewels are in production and of the six others several will go into work
in a few days. Most of the 16 completed are already in the exchanges.

“Universal is ready for the market
with five super-productions, a super Dick
Talmadge picture, a Reginald Denny
production and one by Emory Johnson,”
said Henry McRae, director-general at

Universal City.

Four of the six Jewels still to be made
are Hoot Gibson starring vehicles. Ten
companies are now at work on long fea-
tures. Harry Pollard is making South-
ern scenes for “Uncle Tom’s Cabin.”
Reginald Denny is busy with “The
Cheerful Fraud,” from the K. R. G.
Browne story, under direction of Wil-
liam A. Seiter, and next will make “The
Fourflusher.” His first was “Take It

From Me.”

Irving Willat has just finished “The
Fighting Don,” first of the Richard Tal-
madge productions. It is from Max
Brand’s “The Black Rider,” and Barbara
Bedford has the leading feminine role.

The Jewels under production include
“Down the Stretch,” King Baggot racing

picture; “Held By the Law,” Edward
Laemmle production; “The Silent Rid-
er,” Hoot Gibson, with Lynn Reynolds
directing; “The Wrong Mr. Wright,”
Jean Hersholt, with adaptation by Scott
Sidney; “Beware of Widows,” with Mil-
lard Webb directing Laura LaPlante;
“The Sensation Seekers,” Lois Weber
production with Billie Dove, and Huntly
Gordon in “Egypt.”

Others starting soon are “Too Many
Women,” starring Norman Kerry, who
made “Love Me and the World Is
Mine,” and “The Love Thrill,” Laura
LaPlante; “The Bargain Bride,” Mary
Philbin.

New “Blonde Saint99 Date
(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Oct. 5.
—“The Blonde

Saint,” Sam R. Rork’s latest picture, will

be released by First National in November
instead of February.

Entire M-G-M Staff Busy as Peak
of Production Activity Is Neared

(Special to the Herald)

CULVER CITY, Oct. 5.—Practically
every director, star and player is at work
or about to start work at the Metro-Gold-
wyn-Mayer studio, as the peak of produc-
tion rapidly is being reached. Most of the

pictures now being made are for late winter
and early spring release. At least two will

be roadshowed.

Hunt Stromberg is making “The Mys-
terious Island,” with Benjamin Christianson
directing and using technicolor in entirety.

Conrad Nagel, Sally O’Neil and Lionel
Barrymore are featured. Irving Thalberg
is producing “Annie Laurie,” with Lillian

Gish and Norman Kerry; “Flesh and the

Devil,” with John Gilbert, Greta Garbo and
Lars Hanson, under Clarence Brown’s
direction, and the Cosmopolitan Production,
“The Understanding Heart,” with Rock-
cliffe Fellowes, Joan Crawford and Carmel
Myers, Jack Conway directing.

Reginald Barker is directing Cosmo-
politan’s “The Flaming Forest” for Strom-
berg, with Antonio Moreno and Renee
Adoree featured. Thalberg is making
“Valencia,” with Mae Murray and Roy
D’Arcy. It is an original by Director
Dimitri Buchowetzki, and Alice D. G.
Miller. John M. Stahl is directing Ramon
Novarro and Alice Terry in “The Great
Galeoto.”
Harry Rapf is producing “Exit Smiling,”

Sam Taylor’s first directorial effort for
M-G-M, with Beatrice Lillie and Jack Pick-
ford in leading roles. Rapf’s “Red, White
and Blue” is under direction of Edward H.
Griffith. Bernard Hyman, assistant to Thal-
berg, is making Col. Tim McCoy’s “War
Paint,” W. S. VanDyke directing; “The
Taxi Dancer,” with Harry Millarde direct-

ing Lew Cody and Owen Moore; “Slide,

Kelly, Slide,” with Edward Sedgwick
directing William Haines

; and “A Little

Journey,” Robert Z. Leonard directing
Haines and Claire Windsor.

Marion Davies, who completed “The Red
Mill,” is starting Cosmopolitan’s “Tillie, the
Toiler” with Hobart Henley directing for
Thalberg. Two other Thalberg pictures in

preparation are Lon Chaney’s “Ordeal,”
Marcel De Sano directing, and John Gil-

bert’s “The Day of Souls,” under Tod
Browning’s direction. In addition there will

be Pauline Starke’s “Frisco Sal,” Christy
Cabanne directing, and “The Grey Hat,”
Bob Leonard directing Cody and Misses
Myers and Crawford.

Rex Ingram’s “The Magician” will be re-

leased in a few weeks and UFA’S “Faust,”
with Emil Jannings, will be distributed

early in December. Other specials virtually

completed are “Tell It to the Marines,”
“The Temptress,” “The Fire Brigade,”
“Upstage” and “Tin Hats.”
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Jack Cohn, Back East, Reports
Four More Columbias Made

Another in Production and Plans Well Under Way for Remainder of
Season s Work—Canadian Unit Shows Rapid Strides

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Oct. 5.—Jack Cohn, treasurer of Columbia Pictures
Corporation, has just returned from Hollywood where he has
been assisting Harry Cohn, supervisor of production, in the

strenuous task of getting the season’s program ready to meet Columbia’s
24-picture release schedule. Both have applied intensive effort for the
past two months with the result that four more productions are ready
for release, one is in course of production, and plans for the balance of
the season’s work are well under way.

TYIRECTOR Frank R. Strayer has fin-

ished the Douglas Bronston farce-
comedy, “When the Wife’s Away,” in

which George K.
Arthur has the
stellar role. This
production has in

the cast Bobbie
Dunn, one of the
screen’s champion
comedy acrobats,

who plays the role

of Detective Har-
rigan, besides
Harry Depp, Ned
Sparks and Tom
Ricketts. Dorothy
Revier and Ina
Rorke have the
feminine leads.
“When the Wife’s
Away,” which will follow “Sweet Rosie
O’Grady,” is in process of editing.

“Obey the Law,” Bert Lytell’s second
starring vehicle for Columbia, is also fin-

ished and in the cutting room. This Max
Marcin melodrama was directed by A1
Raboch with a cast including Eugenie Gil-

bert, Edna Murphy, Hedda Hopper, Larry
Kent, William Welsh and Paul Panzer.
“The Truthful Sex,” featuring Mae

Busch and Huntley Gordon, is also being
edited. This production, based on a do-
mestic triangle, was directed by Richard
Thomas. The story and scenarios are by
Albert LeVine.

Ince Directs and Stars

“Money Isn’t Everything,” a drama of
the stock market, in which a plain little

stenographer plays the curb and falls into
a man-trap from which she is rescued by
her first love, is also being edited. Ralph
Ince directs the picture and also plays one
of the leading roles. Dorothy Revier,
Eugene Strong, Hazel Howell and Armand
Kaliz are in the cast.

“Paying the Price,” a drama of society
life directed by Phil Rosen, features Helene
Chadwick and is under production. In-
cluded in the cast are Gayne Whitman,
Harland Tucker, Dorothy Revier, and
Armand Kaliz.

“When Columbia, through its campaign
of national advertising told the world it

had scheduled a special program of twenty-
four real box office pictures, we had al-

ready laid a basic foundation by purchas-
ing enough good stories to assure us of
worthwhile box office products,” Harr3

r

Cohn, vicepresident and general manager
of production, said recentty. “All these
stories had, first of all, great titles ! Some
of them were stage plays, some were books,
a few were famous songs and a number
were originals. Most of them were written
by men and women with international repu-
tations.

“This enabled us to go to the exhibit-
ing branch of the industry, and not only
tell them but show them what we intended

to make for them. Since then we have
been able to secure quite a number of new
books, plays and originals. We are build-
ing up a film library. This is always great

insurance for a producer.”

Canadian Unit Busy
The Columbia Canadian unit has made

great strides in its four weeks under the

nationalization plan. One evidence of this

is the extensive booking of Columbia’s 24
pictures following the screening of “The
Lone Wolf Returns” and “The Belle of
Broadway.” Another bit of evidence is a
message of congratulations from the Ex-
hibitors League of Canada.

C. H. Macgowan of the home office, who
returned from a visit to the offices of the
Canadian unit with signed contracts for

$100,000, stated he had “never seen such
hearty co-operation from exhibitors in a

movement which to them solved the prob-
lem of independent pictures being perma-
nently established in the Canadian terri-

tory.

“Heretofore the exhibitors have been
rather skeptical as to the ability of the in-

dependent exchanges in Canada to carry
out their contracts or to deliver a full

quota of pictures promised at the opening
of each season,” he said, “but upon the
launching of the Columbia Pictures of
Canada, the exhibitors sensed a movement
of stability that would enable them to fig-

ure upon this one particular unit of the
independents as a factor in their booking
arrangements.”

Roumanian Queen May
Receive $25,000 for
One Day’s Film Work

(Special to the Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Oct. 5.—Report has
it that Edwin Carewe has deposited a

certified check for $25,000 in a local bank
for one day’s services of Queen Marie
of Roumania in a motion picture. The
offer has been transmitted to the queen,
and Carewe states he has unofficial

assurance that the offer will be accepted.

Tiffany Opens Office

in Albany and Havana
(Special to the Herald)

ALBANY, N. Y„ Oct. 5.—Tiffany
Productions, Inc., has just opened an
exchange here at 1048 Broadway, with
Sam Burns in charge. The office will

handle all business in the Albany terri-

tory.

Tiffany also has opened an exchange
in Havana, Cuba, at R. M. De Labra,
33. E. Carrera is in charge. Sr. Carrera
has taken over the Rialto theatre, which
after it is remodeled, will be the home
of Tiffany pictures in Cuba.

Hays and Quigley Give
Addresses At Opening
Session of Engineers

(Continued from page 37)

have accomplished there seem to be no
grounds whatsoever for apprehension
that the years ahead will not bring
achievements which will compare favor-
ably with the successes of the past score
of years.

“I profess no familiarity with the de-
tails of the subjects with which your so-
ciety is chiefly concerned. But after

eleven and one-half years of close con-
tact with the motion picture industry in

its various branches I do profess a thor-
ough sympathy and concern over all

matters affecting the welfare of the mo-
tion picture. I, therefore, trust that you
will accord kindly consideration to the
suggestion which I now offer:

“I suggest to your society the forma-
tion of a central bureau of information
and guidance to the industry at large on
technical motion picture matters.
“Such a bureau would be of invaluable

service to the trade press which, in turn,

could render a better and more reliable

service on these matters to the exhibit-

ors of the country. And with the exhib-
itors properly informed and advised, ac-

curate information would be relayed to

the general public.

Steadying, Constructive Force

“In the absence of such a bureau the
trade press and the general press fre-

quently are entirely at sea when con-
fronted with the necessity of reporting
to their readers correct and exact infor-

mation concerning technical develop-
ments. Doubtlessly, the members of

your society can recall many instances
in which the press has muddled through
with misleading and misinformative re-

ports on inventions and discoveries.

“Such a bureau as I suggest would be
a source to which individuals and con-
cerns could turn for confirmation and
guidance. Its operations might include
direction and advice to persons who
claim that they have improvements to

offer. It would be a steadying and con-
structive force with respect to the tech-

nical aspect of the industry. I hope that

such a plan may be realized.

“I acknowledge the courtesy and kind-
ness of your invitation to appear here.

“I welcomed it and I appreciate it as

an opportunity to voice this recognition
of the tremendous part being played by
members of your society in the advance-
ment of the motion picture; and also to

express my confidence that however
great the exactions may be in the future,

these will be met and mastered.”

Fox A . C. Baseball Nine
Takes Industrial Title

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Oct. 5.—Fox Film
baseball team took the industrial cham-
pionship of the city this year and also

the honor of being the first team repre-

senting the motion picture industry to

win the title. The final game wTas

played against Chase National Bank at

Dexter Park, the score being 3 to 0.

Fox Films finished at the top of the
picture league and the Chase team won
in the bankers’ league.

British Isles, France
Quit Daylight Saving

(Special to the Herald)

LONDON, ENG., Oct. 5.—On Octo-
ber 3 the British Isles and France
turned back their clocks and brought
daylight saving for the season to a close.
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Arranging the Program

T HEATRE owners who, by hard work and intelligent

study of their public’s wishes, find their houses con-

sistently filled are agreed that one of the greatest single

factors in that success is careful arrangement of their

programs for variety.

The writer last week had the experience—an odd one
these days—of attending a show so completely of one
trend that any part of any reel without much stretch of

imagination might have been considered a part of the

same picture as any other reel on the program.

Prizefights, Wells9 Mines
The entire program could be described in four words,

prizefights, oil wells and mines. The news reel was Pathe’s

camera story of the Tunney-Dempsey fight. There were
two episodes of the Tunney serial for Pathe, “The Fight-

ing Marine,” and finally came Billy Sullivan’s “One
Punch O’Day,” a Rayart picture. Brandished fists were
the predominating signs of action in all the productions
and the action, as far as oil wells in the one and mines in

the other are concerned, was very similar, both dealing
with the routing of the villain by a pair of well directed
clenched hands.
There may have been several reasons for this tying up

of similar subjects in one program. Of course the Tunney
picture was billed the strongest because of the recent
happenings in Sesquidelphia, and it may have been the
management’s idea that fight fans would comprise
practically the entire audience and therefore giving them
a feast of fisticuffs would be a rare treat, as indeed it

was—for them. But that doesn’t account for the rest of
the clientele, which might not be so interested in doings
of the ring.

A half dozen other guesses might be hazarded as the
cause for the nature of the billing. But what is certain is

that under normal conditions such a

program would be lopsided, interest-

ing as it was to this individual.

Varying Appeal

TT'OX Film Corporation’s releases

for October illustrate how the

wideawake producer and distributor

of short features strives to carry out

the thought of varying a program by
providing differing subjects that can

be fitted to the long features and thus

permit of reaching all the shades of

interest represented in front of the

screen.

First comes an Animal Comedy,
new this year. Then come two Im-

perials, both of the broad comedy
type. These are followed by one of

the Helen and Warren series of light domestic comedy,
an 0. Henry and finally one of the Van Bibber series

from Richard Harding Davis stories.

Wide Range of Selection

With these are the Fox News issues and three Varieties,

the titles of which explain in themselves their divergent

locales
—“The Austrian Alps,” “Maryland, My Maryland"

and “The Great Lakes.” All in all ten releases and a wide
range of selection.

The same aim of diversity could be cited in the sched-

ules of other companies. And all leads to the same matter
of selection by the exhibitors. The product is there at

his disposal; arrangement of his programs is up to him.

Exploitation Expands

EDUCATIONAL’S home office states that approxi-

mately 15,000 drawings were submitted by young
artists in the Felix the Cat Drawing contest recently com-

pleted. Pat Sullivan, creator of the comedy cat, must
bave had a busy time of it selecting the winners.

The contest is another indication of the extensive

exploitation undertaken for the Felix cartoons in particu-

lar and for the Educational product in general. One of

the important tieups of the past year was the Harmonica
Contest. Then there have been the Jingle contest, the

Felix Night at the McAlpin hotel, New York, now the

drawing contest and a number of others.

Educational is not alone in this movement for provid-

ing exhibitors with workable stunts to place the value of

short features before their customers. Other companies
are doing the same. All these campaigns are of particu-

lar benefit to theatre owners in providing readymade

stunts for tieups and other patronage builders.

Estelle Bradley plays leading feminine
roles in Educational-Mermaid Come-
dies.

Christie Week

PAT DOWLING has passed the

halfway mark on his trip from

New York to San Francisco, blazing

the trail for Christie Anniversary

Week, which starts November 14.

The novelty of the tour of the pub-

licity and sales director for Christie

pictures is that he is traveling ap-

proximately the same route that A1
Christie took in 1911 when he took

his first company West while he was
general manager and director of

comedies for the old Nestor concern.

Dowling states that of the first 84

cities visited—and his schedule calls

for visiting 420 theatres in 350 cities

—he found that only four had not
been served regularly by Educational
and these four now had taken on
Christie two-reel comedies for the
fifteenth anniversary week.
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Dowling Spreads Christie ComedyMessage

Pat Dowling (left), director of sales and publicity for the Christie Comedies, has passed the halfway station on his trip from New
York to San Francisco, blazing the trail by visiting 420 theatres tor Christie Comedies Week starting November 14, marking the fif-

teenth anniversary of the Christie Brothers pictures. The man on the right in the group is J. Silverman, of Altoona, Pa., Silverman
Brothers Circuit. This is the first of a series of exhibitor pictures from the Dowling trip. Right: Frank W. Buhler, general man-
ager of the Stanley Company of America, has signed for the 1926-27 Christie Comedies and Christie Week.

Lee M. Conrad manages
the New State theatre at

Johnstown, Pa. The New
State books Christie.

Here is Lee Levy, of Wil-

mer & Vincent’s Capitol

theatre, at Reading, Pa.

Dowling saw him too.

The long and short of it. C. F. Sweet is identified with

the Stacy theatre at Trenton, N. J., and F. Lee Hausmann
with the State, of the Milton Hershfeld Theatres, which is

included in the Christie crosscountry chain.

Two more who will help observe Christie Comedy Week
~are J. B. Sollenberger, of Palmyra, Pa., and Russell Zent-
meyer, of Hershey Park, Pa. A1 Christie was director of
comedies for Nestor when he first went to Hollywood.

Livingston Lanning man-
ages Loew’s Colonial,

Reading, one of the best
of Christie theatres.

Charles S. Jones is at

W i 1 m e r & Vincent’s

Capitol, Harrisburg, Pa.

He is already signed.
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Unking Exhibitors for 15th Anniversary

Charles F. Hildinger, head of the Hil-

dinger Circuit at Trenton, N. J., is all set

for Christie Comedy Week, which opens

November 14.

Ann Pennington, who has appeared in several long comedies and a number
of short features, gave the Christie Comedies car a sendoff when it started

the crosscountry trip. A small car of foreign make is being used by Pat
Dowling. Hence the “Paris to Hollywood” on the windshield.

Emil Herz and Assistant Manager McNally, of the State

theatre, at Jersey City, N. J., lined up in front of Pat

Dowling’s car and also lined up for the Christie week
which is getting novel exploitation.

J. E. Firnkoes, Mosque
theatre, Newark, heard
the call from Pat Dowl-
ing on his trip.

F. K. M. Plessner, of the

State, Reading, Pa., is on
the Christie bandwagon,
this time an auto.

S. Ellen manages the

Stanley-Fabian Regent
theatre at Elizabeth, N. J.

Louis Stern, of the Stan-

ley-Fabian Circuit, at

Newark signed up for the

Christie week.

Isidor Epstein, of the East Coast Theatres, Philadelphia, is

smiling for three reasons. Two of them are standing with
him and the third is the fact that the East Coast Theatres
circuit is all set for Christie Week.
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By Their Product Ye Should Know Them
Withers, Red Seal

Kansas City Chief',

Is Real Oldtimer

Wallace Walthall

Is Oklahoma City

Manager, Red Seal

ger.

He first became identified with the film

business in March, 1915, as booker and
salesman for the old V. L. S. E., after

which he served with K. E. S. E., Vita-

graph and Universal. He was appointed

manager at New Orleans for the old Gen-
eral Film Company and later went to Dal-

las as manager of the Southwestern Film
Corporation, purchasing a one-fourth in-

terest. In the summer of 1920 he became
affiliated with Enterprise as manager in

St. Louis, where he made such a success

that he was selected to establish that com-
pany’s Oklahoma City exchange. Walthall

is also actively interested in a number o f

community enterprises.

Ryan Quit Stage;

Is Oklahoma City

Manager for Fox
VXT A. RYAN is the formal name of the
** * manager of the Oklahoma City ex-
change of the Fox Film Corporation, but
he is more famil-

iarly known the

country over as

just plain Tony.
Ryan came from
vaudeville into the
motion picture
business. After
eight years of act-

ing on the vaude-
ville stage he de-
cided to venture
forth into the
great Southwest.
That was in 1916.

He wound up in

Oklahoma. Three
years later he
went into the film field and in 1919 became
identified with the Robertson-Cole organ-
ization. He was manager for Robertson-
Cole for one year and then took on the
branch managership duties for First Na-
tional for four and one-half years. Then
came the affiliation with Fox and he has
now been Fox Films’ branch manager at

Oklahoma City for eighteen months.

Hold everything ! Ryan offers the fol-

lowing vital statistics: Nationality—Irish.

Complexion—dark. Weight— 250. And
that’s a potent last line.

Kaliski Sold Song

Books, Then Joined

Educational Forces
T OSEPH KALISKI, Educational’s Pitts-

J burgh manager, trained for ten years in

the exhibition end to learn the showman’s
angle. He started

in 1906 selling
song books for B.

C. Whitney At-

tractions. Two
years later he be-

came treasurer of
Bennett’s theatre,

Ottawa, going to

a similar position
• a t Bennett’s i n

Montreal in 1910.

The following
year he managed
the Family theatre

in Buffalo, next
being with the the- Joseph Kaliski

atre of the same
name in Ottawa. In 1913 he went to New'
York as manager of the William Fox the-

atres. He managed the Nesbitt and
Majestic at Wilkes-Barre, Pa., and the

Family theatre at Pittston, Pa., in 1914-15.

In 1916 he got his first experience in

managing exchanges, going with Fox again

and successively being branch manager in

Cleveland, Cincinnati, Detroit and Denver.

Then he joined Educational. His one
hobby, he says, is the motion picture in-

dustry and his activities prove it.

Six Skirbolls Boost

Educational; Harry
Is Cleveland Chief

Skirboll started out to be a mining engi-

neer, but left Case School of Applied
Science after three years to become a
motion picture salesman. Although not

in line with his engineering work, it gave
him the opportunities and financial returns

he sought. His secret ambition is to have
the best office in the United States.

Sullivan ofFox in

Varied Posts; Now
Los Angeles Chief

T J. SULLIVAN, who decides the des-

J • tin}' of Fox Film Corporation business

in the Los Angeles territory as manager
of the exchange
there, has been
w'ith the Fox sell-

ing organization
for six years and
in that length of
time has held a
number of import-
ant posts with the
corporation.
He went into

the Seattle office

in 1920, covering
Montana with the
Fox product, and
possibly “blanket-
ing” is a better

word than “cov-
ering” because the home office decided

his talent merited him a branch manager-
ship. He wras placed in charge of the

Butte exchange but later was transferred

back to Seattle to become special repre-

sentative for “Over the Hill,” “The Con-
necticut Yankee” and “The Queen of

Sheba.” Two months later he was sent

back to the Butte office and remained there

two years.

Sullivan next went to Minneapolis as

manager for a year. In 1924 he returned

to his first love Seattle—but as branch man-
ager. He remained there until May, 1926,

when he took over the managership of the

Los Angeles.

W. A. Ryan

J. J. Sullivan

I
T may be Robert F. Withers in the offi-

cial files of the Red Seal home office but
to exhibitors in the Kansas City territory,

where he is man-
ager for the short
features distribu-

tor, he’s just plain

Bob Withers.

Continuous serv-

ice is one of the

characteristics of

W i t h e r’s affilia-

tions in the indus-
try. Though he
has been in the

business for seven
years and is one
of the so-called

“oldtimers” of the

Kansas City ex- Robert F. Withers

changemen, he has
been with only two companies in that

period.

Starting with Select as a salesman,

Withers held that job for eighteen months

and then transferred his affections to En-

terprise, rapidly advancing to his present

position as manager. Bob is one of the

steady, dependable type and has earned for

himself many friends through his square

dealing policy.

WALLACE WALTHALL, president

and manager of Enterprise Film Cor-

poration of Oklahoma, is manager for Red
Seal at Oklahoma
City. Walthall, a

veteran in the in-

dustry and said to

be known person-

ally to practically

every exhibitor in

the territory,
founded the En-
terprise exchange
in September,
1920. This year
when Enterprise

became an Okla-
homa corporation,

Walthall was
elected president

as Well as mana- Wallace Walthall

LJARRY SKIRBOLL, manager of the

Cleveland branch of Educational, is

one of six brothers, all of whom are in

the motion picture
business and all

Educational boost-
ers. Harry has
been with Educa-
tional Film Ex-
changes, Inc., since
the company start-

ed. Previous to
that he was with
Metro Pictures
Corporation when
it was said of him
in covering Iowa
state that he wrote
more business in

two days than an- Harry R skirboll
other could write
in a week.
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Pathe Camerman
Now Life Member

of Aerial League
Robert Donahue of the Pathe News, hero

of a score of screen exploits, has been

made a life fellow member of the Aerial

League of America for the role he played

in the air while with Lieut. Com. Byrd at

and beyond Spitzbergen. In a Pathe News
plane, Mr. Donahue obtained many graphic

shots of the Byrd polar party around Spitz-

bergen, and, together with his pilot, accom-
panied Lieut. Com. Byrd for some distance

as the intrepid aerial explorer and his pilot,

Floyd Bennett, winged away on the journey
above the white wastes that carried him to

the North Pole. The scenes Mr. Donahue
shot are included in the Pathe production,

“With Lieut. Com. Byrd, U. S. N., in

America’s Polar Triumph.”

The Aerial League of America was
founded in 1917 by Admiral Peary, discov-

erer of the North Pole, and Henry Wood-
house, to promote all activities that may
aid in distinguishing this age from its for-

bears and make proper records of the

achievements and the names of the peo-
ples, organizations and individuals, respon-
sible for these accomplishments. Among
the distinguished honorary members are

Roald Amundsen, Lincoln Ellsworth, Com.
Byrd, Floyd C. Bennett, Capt. Robert A.
Bartlett, Alexander Graham Bell, Albert
Santos Dumont and Guglielmo Marconi.

Steady Growth by

Red Seal Is Shown
in 3 Years’ Record

Steady growth has been shown by Red
Seal in three years in the short feature
field. In 1924, Red Seal had but 26 fea-

turettes with only ISO theatres playing
these subjects consistently. The following
year the product went up to 93 featurettes,

and the exhibitor strength behind these in-

creased 2,000 per cent, 3,000 theatres being
on the booking slips for Red Seal that

year, says the home office.

This booking power included the Rialto,

Rivoli, Capitol and Strand in New York,
Grauman’s theatres on the West Coast, the

Eastman, in Rochester, and leading thea-
tres in Chicago.

But 1926 shows the greatest growing
power, in product, bookings and organiza-
tion. The product advanced to 154 reels.

Theatres in the United States now show-
ing the Red Seal product number over
5,500. In the selling organization has the

growth been most pronounced, with a na-
tional releasing system, involving 21 ex-
changes, perfected by Harry Bernstein,

general sales manager.

Gaumont Series Bought
Walter Fritter, president of Fritter Pro-

ductions, Inc., which produces Curiosities

for Educational, while overseas, purchased
a series of pictures produced by Gaumont
Co., Ltd., of England, called “Yesterday
and Today,” the best part of which will be
used in Curiosities.

Successful Manager Wants to

BUY—LEASE or MANAGE
Theatre catering to a good class of

people. No objection to desirable

partnership. Available at once. Ad-
dress Box 120, Exhibitors Herald.

Wanda Wiley is featured in “What
Happened to Jane” two-reel comedies
of Stern Brothers which Universal is

releasing.

Educational Puts

Host of Releases

On October’s Bill
Educational’s October program of re-

leases includes seven two-reel comedies,
“The Mona Lisa,” third of the Romance
pictures in Technicolor, and eleven new
subjects and ten Kinograms news reels.

“The Mona Lisa,” from Leonardo Da
Vinci’s masterpiece, was written and di-

rected by Arthur Maude, and had Hedda
Hopper in the title role with Craufurd
Kent as the other principal character.

Lloyd Hamilton’s first fall release is

“Teacher, Teacher,” written and directed

by Norman Taurog. Billy Dooley’s second
is “A Briny Boob.” Anne Cornwall makes
her debut as a featured player in “Hold
Still,” directed by Harold Beaudine. Johnny
Arthur is in “The Humdinger,” Tuxedo
comedy, under Taurog’s direction. Two
Mermaids are A1 St. John’s “Pink Ele-

phant” and an untitled comedy in which
George Davis plays his first star role. Jim-
mie Adams offers “Shell Shocked.”
The two Cameo comedies are “Plumb

Goofy,” with Phil Dunham and “Toy” Gal-

lagher directed by Clem Beauchamp, and
George Davis’ “Pound Foolish,” with Nate
Watt as director.

“Whatnots” is the third of the Curiosi-

ties series. There are two Bruce Scenic

Novelty subjects, “A Typical Tropical Sky”
and “Sons of the Turf,” and “The River

Road”—“Five-Fifty-Five Runs Wild.” Ly-
man Hodge’s Hodge-Podge is titled “Fig-

ures of Fancy.” Two of the Life Cartoon

series are “Cut Price Glory” and “The
Raging Tide.” Felix appears in three

—

“Felix the Cat Hunts the Hunter,” “Felix

the Cat Busts the Bubble” and “Felix the

Cat in Land o’ Fancy.”

Sixth of Twisted Tales

Is Released This Month
Sixth of the Twisted Tales series is

“How It Happened,” an October 1 release

by Short Films Syndicate. Hal Hodes
edited and titled this picture, which is from
a Conan Doyle story. The Twisted Tales

are one-reel releases.

Felix Drawing
Contest Ends;

Prizes Given
Prize winners in the Felix the Cat Draw-

ing Contest have been selected. Pat Sulli-

van, creator of the cartoon comedy cat, was
swamped in his offices by approximately

15,000 drawings submitted by aspiring

young artists, says Educational. The prize

winners were selected by Sullivan, draw-
ings being judged largely on originality

and neatness.

Dressed Felix dolls went to the first prize

winners, wooden Felix dolls were given

second place winners, a walking Felix was
awarded third place contestant, and a Felix

scooter went to the fourth placers, all

prizes being supplied by George Borgfeldt

Company, holders of exclusive rights to

manufacture Felix the Cat novelties.

Felix Junior dolls went to the twelve

next best artists and in addition, original

signed drawings by Pat Sullivan of Felix

went to each prize winner and also to the

next twenty-five contestants whose draw-
ings proved worthy of honorable mention.

With drawings stacked on every desk in

his office, Mr. Sullivan found it an ex-
tremely difficult task to pick the prize win-
ners. Guila May Replogle of Holton, Kan.,

won the first prize for "iris with three

pencil drawings of Felix; first as a “man-
about-town,” an original pose

;
then an

action pose of the famous cat doing “a
Gilda Gray,” and the third showing Felix
seated and posing for a photograph. R.
Melvin Quinn of Reading, Pa., won the

first prize for boys with a typical Felix the

Cat pose done in ink in a neatly arranged
frame and with the lettering “The Cause
of all the Merriment at Your Naborhood
Movie.”

The second prize winner among the girls

was Norma Beausoliel of Montreal. Her
contribution was a pencil sketch, original in

idea and depicting Felix in the act of
cranking an automobile. Pasquale D’An-
gelo won the boys’ second prize with a

neat ink drawing of Felix with his typical

attitude of a thinking cat.

New York Leading in

Red Seal Quota Drive
The New York Red Seal exchange in

charge of Marty Soloman is again in the

lead of the quota drive put on by Harry
Bernstein, general salesmanager. Chicago
in charge of Charles Lundgren, is a very
close second. The remaining exchanges
are right on the heels of Chicago.
The quota as set by Harry Bernstein

was for $2,100,000 and is already over 42
per cent realized.

Dick Heumor Returns
Dick Heumor, vice-president of the

Associated Animators, who was one of the
first cartoonists to join the Out of the

Inkwell staff working on the Ko-Ko Car-
toons, is back with that organization again
after having been away for a stretch doing
some special drawings.

Will Buy Any Film Scrap=
All kinds Celluloid Scrap.
Send Samples ot each grade, stating

full details.

Quote lowest pound prices.

CHARMETTE CO.
47 W. 42nd St. New York City
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Vitaphone Stars for Warner “Better ’Ole”

SYD CHAPLIN stars in “THE BETTER ’OLE,” Warner Brothers production, which opens at the B. S. Moss Colony, New
York, October 7

REINALD WERRENRATH ELSIE JANIS AL JOLSON

GEORGE JESSELWILLIE AND EUGENE HOWARD
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Cambria Publix Production Chief
Edward K. House
Swamps Warblers
Edward K. House, at the con-
sole of the organ at the Senate
theatre, Chicago, recently, did a

fine solo interpretation of “Pretty
Cinderella” despite the efforts of
some in the house to convert the
offering into a communal singing
bee. Trailer announced House at

the console and the number to be
played. Lyric slides were Bashed
on and House began, quietly and
well. No one was asked, urged
nor otherwise spurred to become
vocal. Yet a few did; but in low
tones and without assurance. Fol-
lowing the first chorus the drapes
closed over the screen and House
played a chorus of “Midnight
Waltz.” Drapes parted again and
“Pretty Cinderella” lyric slides
were again screened. Many in the
house raised their voices, singing.
House then turned on everything,
drowning out the would-be singers
and putting over splendidly one of
the best solo numbers a Senate au-
dience has heard in months.

Premier Attractions
Moves to Offices in

Woods Theatre Bldg.
Premier Attractions, Chicago presenta-

tion booking agency, moves this week from
the Auditorium building in South Wabash
avenue to the Woods Theatre building in

West Randolph street.

Premier’s business has increased to such
extent in the last six months that more
space and a central location became neces-
sary. The organization takes a large suite
on the tenth floor of the Woods building.
The personnel remains the same as it was
when Premier was at the Wabash avenue
location.

Tours, Mangan Create
Special Plaza Music

(Special to the Herald)

LONDON, ENG., Oct. 5. — Frank
Tours, Plaza theatre orchestra conductor,
and Francis A. Mangan, who builds the
Plaza presentations, recently began to col-
laborate on the creation of special music to
be used with the presentations, Tours writ-
ing the music and Mangan the lyrics.

“Midsummer Night Dreams,” “Smoke
Dreams,” “The Minuet on Picadilly” and
“Under the Sunshade” are their productions
to date. “Smoke Dreams” and “The Minuet
on Piccadilly” will be published in England
and the United States.

Presentation

Concerning the Stage Phase
of the Filmshow From the
Viewpoint of the Practical
Showman

-=By WILLIAM R. WEAVER=
CAMBRIA MADE
PUBLIX HEAD

PPOINTMENT of Frank Cambria to

head the Publix production department
seems the final step in nationalization of

Balaban & Katz entertainment. Mr. Cam-
bria assumes direction of a staff eminently
qualified to serve him successfully in apply-
ing nationally the policies which bore such
glorious fruit in Chicago. With Mr. Cam-
bria’s experienced guidance, producers of
Publix road units undoubtedly will better

their by no means uncreditable showings
to date.

GILDA GRAY
EXPLOITED

E XPLOITATION of Gilda Gray’s pres-

ence in connection with “Aloma of the

South Seas” in the original B. & K. houses
sets a precedent which may not have alto-

gether pleasant results. This exploitation

has been conducted on a scale comparable
to that accorded no other presentation per-
sonality except the stationary Paul Ash
and succeeded in attracting unusually large

crowds to the Chicago theatre for the first

week. Auditorium comment concerning the

dancer’s offering has not been of a type

indicating that the subsequent exploitation

of this magnitude will be accepted at face
value.

Disregarding the temporary business in-

crease,, the situation reveals the city’s ace
house 24-sheeting a type of entertainment
which has been unofficially taboo in Chi-
cago picture houses and failing, by unmis-
takable audience comment, to slide it across
under label of art, Broadway or geograph-
ical study. The same audience comment
indicates, fortunately, that the picture itself

was liked. This circumstance is a life

saver for the house and it is perhaps as

well that the total effect of the engagement
is to discourage high-powered exploitation

of presentation personalities of the wrong
type.

VAUDEVILLE AS
PRESENTATION
SHIFTING circumstances have brought
‘'-'about rather widespread use of vaude-
ville as presentation. The policy is success-
ful in isolated instances but box office

grosses do not run to consistent levels. Di-
vided advertising emphasis, confusion of

( Continued on page 54)

Is Father of
Original B-K
Entertainment
Takes Charge October 18—New

York to be Principal

Headquarters

Frank Cambria, father of original

“Balaban & Katz Entertainment,”
has been appointed head of the Pub-
lix production department. He will

take charge October 18, to have
principal headquarters in New York
City.

Appointment of Cambria follows a some-
what protracted period of more or less

uncentralized authority in the Publix pro-

duction department, during which various
producers, including Mr. Cambria, worked
independently or with shifting supervision
in the production of their various road
show units. Dissatisfaction with results

gained under this arrangement is believed
responsible for the decision to place pro-
duction under supervision of the man who
is popularly credited with making original

“Balaban & Katz Entertainment” the sensa-

tionally successful institution that it was.

Nationalization Big Job
Nationalization of the type of show B.

& K. had made standard for Chicago and
practically the presentation world was a

featured aspect of the Paramount—Balaban
& Katz merger resulting in the formation
of Publix Theatres Corpbration. It was
generally considered a big job and consid-

erable surprise was expressed in the trade
when it became evident that the original

B. & K. production staff was not to be
“switched over to Publix intact. The pres-
ent appointment verifies the opinion fre-

quently voiced in these columns and
throughout the trade that such procedure
would have been logical.

The attempt to endow scattered theatres
with success and prestige of the original

B. & K. chain by duplicating house service
and routing presentation units constructed
after the Cambria-Chicago pattern has been
generally successful as regards the service
angle but spotty as to presentation. Pro-
ducers turning out the weekly stage units

have applied ideas and methods not in key
with the original as often as otherwise and,
while their efforts have succeeded satisfac-

torily in the lesser cities, considerable am-
plification and bolstering was found nec-
essary to meet the requirements of Chicago
theatregoers.

Real Presentations Now
Many of the Publix road units have been

presentations in name only, Broadway re-
( Continued on page 54)
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Chicago Capitol
Week Ending October 3

A1 Short's band was playing “Lovey Mine,” one
of a group of old tunes combined for a band
number, when this reporter entered the Capitol.

Accustomed to hearing the boys from down front
and thinking them great, he lacks adjectives to

describe their music as heard from farther back.
It’s just good enough that it doesn't matter a

great deal what sort of acts are thrown on to

work in front of the band from week to week.
This undoubtedly is the secret of the organiza-
tion’s consistent success and that secret should be
worth several million dollars to other stage show
producers who grasp its full significance and
guide themselves accordingly.

The show was called “In Dreamland” and ran
as follows, totaling the best recent effort of this

outfit

:

Opening: “Talking to the Moon” sung by
male perched against blue backlighting over sil-

houette roof-line, set moon rising to bring on girl

for second verse and chorus, band providing ac-

companiment to closing. Great looking opening,
not very expensive, and mighty effective.

Dream Medley by the band, made up of old
and not so old numbers played like A1 Short and
his band plays them.

Fulton and Mack, a strong act several notches
above the average, working to band accompani-
ment and going big. (The picture house outfit

that can put over a strong act is an outfit

—

and no foolin’.)

Fenton McEvoy singing “Wish I Had My Old
Gal Back” for a hand but taking no encore,
although he could have.
Van and Fernen, or so it sounded, doing a

straight vaudeville act backed by the band. The
man wears Raymond Hitchcock’s old makeup
and they close with the same comedian’s old
song, “Sometime,” using rows of gags and none
of them dirty. They hit.

“Tenderly” by the band with a couple in

another production set up and back singing it.

“Black Bottom” by the band with Short and
his drummer playing xylophones elevated above
the vacant orchestra pit. Everybody had a lot

of fun during this and they had to do it over.

Short’s medium is cornet, the leader seeming to

have a barrel of fun out of manipulating the

mallets, but he hasn’t played one on any of

the innumerable occasions this reporter has been
present and he’s herewith invited to do so.

Three Browns, colored boys who dance their

heads off and don’t get conceited about the
resultant applause, followed to close the show.
(NOTE: The house doesn’t use an organ

solo, although the young woman who operates

the instrument for the pictures clearly possesses

the ability, and this is gratis information that

one auditor who heard the accompaniment for

“Poker Faces” votes to expand the show that

much.)

Chicago Senate
Week Ending October 3

Good show at the Senate last week, after dis-

count is made for the ungainly and unnecessary

Black Bottom dance and the trick act done by
Billy Randall. Art Kahn's band was hitting on all

of them and there was a large waiting line after

the first show on the evening the performance
was caught. The show ran like this:

Adler and Bradford*—Missouri, St. Louis.
Arbuckle, Corinne—Oriental, Chicago.
Armand, Don

—

Rivoli , New York.
Ash, Paul and Band—Oriental. Chicago.
Aubrey, Helen—Central Park , Chicago.
Barrie, Sruart—Ambassador, St. Louis.
Bart, Ralph—Central Park

, Chicago.
Blue, Ben Oriental, Chicago.
Campbell, Aida Rivoli , New York.
Chadbourne, Mortimer Oriental , Chicago.
Chilton & Thomas—Grand Central , St. Louis

.

Craven Twins—Newman. Kansas City.
“Cupid's Holiday''—Ambassador, St. Louis.
Dale, Johnnie Newman

, Kansas City.
D'Asty, Nina Rivoli , New York. <

Davis, Charlie and Orchestra—Ohio, Indianapolis.
Easter and Hazelton—Wisconsin, Milwaukee.
Errolle, Ralph—Ambassador, St. Louis.
Evans, Lee Barton

—

Alhambra
, Milwaukee.

Fagan, Sybil Sanderson—Wisconsin, Milwaukee.
Faldetto and Kakenna—Grand Central

, St. Louis.
Faxon, Harry—Strand, Milwaukee.
Ferguson, Bernard State , St. Louis.
Fulco, Giovanni—Central Park

, Chicago

.

Fulton and Mack Capitol
, Chicago.

George Sisters Newman , Kansas City.
Gillen and Muir—Missouri, St. Louis.
Gordon, Bob—Ohio, Indianapolis.
Hamilton, Reed Rivoli , New York.
Hewitt, Helen—State. St. Louis.
Huara, Melba Rivoli , New York.
Imperato, Arturo Rivoli , New York.
Joyner and Phillips—Alham bra, Milwaukee.
Kahn, Art and Band—Senate, Chicago

.

Kahn, Sammy and Band Central Park
, Chicago.

Kates, Jack—Central Park
, Chicago.

Keneth, Harry—Rivoli, New York.
Kharum Rivoli

, New York.
Kilenyi, Edward and Orchestra Colony

, New York.

Drapes parted on stage in one, ballet girls

doing a brief Oriental number in front of a
drop, behind which the band played softly, fea-

turing the reeds. Drop went up disclosing in-

terior of huge decorative tent, the bandmen
attired as desert tribesmen. A tenor did a
chorus of the number being played, and then
the first trumpeter took it for a solo chorus.
Following this,

Art Kahn was carried in on a litter to a recep-
tion. The band did a good version of “Where’d
You Get Those Eyes?” Next was

Billy Randall, who dances while playing a
violin, or maybe plays a violin while dancing.
This is one of those duo acts that on analysis
means little but is sold for something extraordi-
nary. Maybe Randall DID play a tune, but no
one back of the seventh row knows whether he
did or didn’t. He might just as well rub two
sticks of wood together as draw his bow across
the strings. His stepping is good, however, and
the house gave him a big hand.

Maurine Marseilles, next up, is just as she
was when she first broke out in Chicago—so-so.

She sang “Me, Too” and then did the same kick
turn. Following Miss Marseilles a ballet of

eight put on an Aladdin’s Lamp “presentation.”
The number was colorful, but it is certain that
many present wondered* what it was all about.
Kahn at the piano played “That’s Why I Love

You,” following thei “presentation.” This hit so

hard he had to do an encore, for which he chose
“Bye, Bye, Blackbird.” In this he carried the
melody in the bass and decorated it with intri-

cate treble filigree. Kahn is highly able at this,

and his piano playing in general never misses.

After this

Eddie Moran did a comedy version of “Valen-
cia” that went well and then stepped to “Pretty
Cinderella.” Moran seems to have learned some
new things. His work in the Senate show was
better than it has been in some other Chicago
houses. After this bit of comedy Kahn’s band
did
“Deep Henderson,” in hot-sock style that was

more noisy than beautiful excepting when the

clarinets took it. But it landed solidly, never-

theless.
The names of the next performers, a man and

a woman who do things on guitars, did not come
over strongly enough for recording here. They
did “La Paloma,” “Hello, Aloha” and for an
encore a blue number in drag time. They could
have done more.
The Three Sailors, comedy trio, have the kind

of funny act that is the cocoanuts for the pic-

ture time, but as it was done at the Senate it

was too long. The -last third of it seemed like

tack-on.
Felicia Sorel, dancing the Black Bottom, the

band and the ballet closed the show.

Chicago Oriental
Week Ending October 3

The French* cabaret show that Ash did about
a year ago at McVickers was reproduced last week
with elaborations made possible by the greater

mechanical and personnel resources available at

the Oriental. It opened like several million dol-

lars and went along that way for most of the

distance, production magnitude boosting across a

couple of folks who didn't belong and even dim-
ming the one or two off-cplor nifties which the

outfit seems to think must be included in every

week's offering whether or no.

Kurniker Ballet Central Park. Chicago.
La Salle, Bob Central Park

,
Chicago.

La Salle, Mildred Central Park , Chicago.
Marley, Little Rivoli , New York.
Marseilles. Maurine^—Senate, Chicago.
McAvoy, Fenton Capitol , Chicago.
McGranahan, Thomas Newman ,

Kansas City.
• Moran, Eddie—Senate, Chicago.

Niles, Doris—Stole, St. Louis.
Orlov, Victor—Rivoli, New York.
“Parisian Fashion Revue"——Colony, New York.
Perkins, Johnny

—

Oriental, Chicago.
Perrin, Billy and Orchestra—Strand. Milwaukee.
Previn, Charles and Orchestra—Ambassador, St.

Louis.
Princess Lillian—Colonial, Indianapolis.
Raines and Cady—Grand Central, St. Louis.
Randall, Billy Senate , Chicago.
Richter, Art, and Hoadley, Les Wisconsin

, Mil-
waukee.

Robbins, Doris—Alhambra, Milwaukee.
Rodemich, Gene and Orchestra—Grand Central

, St.

Louis.
Roemheld, Heinz—A lham bra, Milwaukee.
Schepp, Rex Newman , Kansas City.
Scholz, Reuben Strand

, Milwaukee.
Shore Sisters—Rivoli, New York.
Short, A1 and Band—Capitol, Chicago.
Silverman, Dave and Orchestra—Missouri, St.

Louis.
Slosser, Milton

—

Missouri , St. Louis.
Sorel, Felicia—Senate, Chicago.
Specht, Paul and Orchestra Colony , New York.
Thompson, Floyd and Orchestra Colonial

, In-
dianapolis.

Three Browns Capitol
, Chicago.

Three Sailors—Senate, Chicago

.

Van and Fernen—Capitol, Chicago.
Welty, Glen Wisconsin

, Milwaukee.

Items of the program are remembered like this:
Set : Paris underground cafe that looked more

like it than the original does. Dimly lit with
lots of folks doing this and that until Ash comes
on for a nifty break into first short band num-
ber.

Apache dance by unannounced folks, good as
most and better in its brevity.
Johnny Perkins, working near end of show,

singing this and that, including the dirtier lyrics
of “Me, Too,” and his Charleston comedy after
Ash drummed up demand for it. They like him
at this house and his “I could smash you” ad-
dressed to the front row gals is the unfailing
riot it would be here, but Ash shortened his
stalling this time and improved the returns by
doing so.

Corinne Arbuckle singing “B'reezin’ Along
With the Breeze” while the pianist played it so
well that no one noticed the singer, then her
inevitable “Sleepyhead,” finishing with “Where’d
You Get Those Eyes.” Ash could take this
pianist, A1 Kvale and his trumpeter and turn
out a better 20 minutes than any he’s ever done.

Mortimer Chadbourne singing something or
other in his usual good style.

Ben Blue without his ice-skating dance and
with bits of other stuff from here and there,
including a dirty gag which—but why go on?

Lots of other stuff in the show, including a
tune announced as Irving Berlin’s which would
seem to indicate that the jazz writer recently
addicted to ballads has at length reformed and
decided to give his public the stuff he writes
best and they want. But these are the remem-
bered items.

Chicago Chicago
Week Ending October 3

Gilda Gray in person and picture, publicized
like a circus, didn't line them up in front of the
Chicago last week and didn't knock them over in-

side of it. With more newspaper tie-ups, window
exploitation and assorted red fire than anything
offered by B. & K. since that organization brought
Paul Ash from the Coast, the dual attraction was
doing just average when caught midway down the
first of three weeks scheduled for the town. A
year ago the Chicago was doing more business
with any old picture and a wholly unbilled stage-
show. The high pressure campaign back of the
dancer ought to lift the house somewhat above its

recent week-to-week takings, but the anticipated
sensation isn't on the horizon as this report is

written and the reception the house is giving the
show doesn’t promise anything. This despite Her-
culean local attempt to build up staggering sub-
sidiary entertainment to bolster what must have
been the known weakness of the 24-sheeted at-

traction.

The bolstering is evident in the following de-

tailed report of the show

:

“Popular Melodies,” overture directed by
Adolphe Dumont, a distinct change from cus-
tom, Boyd Senter and Jack Russell highlighting
the routine with sax, clarinet and piano, Clem
Dacy inserting a vocal plug for “For My Sweet-
heart” and George Lvons setting in a harp and
vocal section. The four-cornered mass meeting
ran 12 minutes and got a fair hand.
“Hansel and Gretel,” locally staged forest

scene from that operatic composition, using
three principals and a walk-on chorus of six or
eight. This killed another nine minutes and the
folks applauded it politely but without risking
blisters.

Newspicture, six minutes of selected shots.

Jesse Crawford at the organ playing “II Trova-
tore” by way of lead-in to “Prisoner of My
Dreams,” composition credited to Mrs. Crawford.
As natural and permissible under the circum-
stances, this was made an elaborate number, with
male coming on at right to deliver an elocution-
ary effort and a voice in the organ loft singing
the final chorus. This ran eleven minutes and
got good returns, both members of the Crawford
family being well liked and the song number be-

ing at least as good as most of things plugged in

the theatres these days. If it sounds a lot like

“Remember” once or twice, who cares? Every-
thing sounds like something.

Gilda Gray and her troupe came on here, the
male Samoans doing their drill in two sections

separated by drape close-ins, the six girls follow-

ing with a series of assorted wiggles, Miss Gray
finally showing up to sing a few lines before go-
ing into her dance. The act runs five minutes
from trailer to curtain and Miss Gray is on for

perhaps a little more than the dimly lighted final

minute of it. They applauded her entrance mod-
erately but didn’t throw a fit about her close,

indeed refusing to believe that this was all and
sitting quietly in their seats until the start of the
feature film convinced them. The anti-climax
could be felt for twenty miles on a clear day.
“Aloma of the South Seas,” feature picture.

“The Road House.” Aesop Fable.
No lobby line before or after the show re-

ported.

Chicago Central Park
Week Ending October 2

(First Half )

Everbody hit in Harry Gourfain’s Central Park
oriental-picture-thematic show at this house head-

ed by Sammy Kahn the first half of last week.
Considering that the house is on the two-stage-

73 Acts Reported in This Issue
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showe-a-week basis and that Gourfain has little

enough in the way of stage room and props to

work with the show was one of the best both from
the production anti talent angles seen in Chicago
in many weeks. It ran like this:

Drapes parted on full stage, bandmen dressed

as Arab tribesmen well arranged under oriental

marquee upheld on each side by poles from which
depended lamps. The coloring of the mounting
and the costumes was rich and authentic and the

set was well lighted. Sammy Kahn led the band
through a special arrangement of “Song of In-

dia.’’ The band worked as it never has worked
before and produced more real music in this one
show than it produced in half a dozen thrown
together hitherto. In a second chorus of the

number six Kurniker ballet girls in oriental flim-

sies went through a neat routine in front of the

band. The number won a big hand and was fol-

lowed by
Jack Kates, singing-stepping mime who hits

’em with a dumb facial expression and then hits

harder with a song and step routine that is clean

and deft. Kates is a personable young man who
has what they want. Following him was

Ralph Bart, tenor, attired in conventional Eng-
lishman-in-India whites and pith helmet, singing
“Breezin’ Along with the Breeze.’’ Bart hasn’t

a big voice, but he looks well and sings easily,

keeping within the range of what he knows he
can do, and the house went for him. His second
number was “One Night in Araby,” in which
he worked double with Helen Aubrey, petite

brunette who entered from platform stage behind
the band. B'ack of the stage was an expanse of

blue sky against which rose a silhouette mosque.
Ranged across the stage were the six Kurniker
dancers, who stepped down for another routine

as B'art and Miss Aubrey did a second chorus
of the song. Next up was

Giovanni Fulco, barytone, singing “On the

Road to Mandalay” for big returns and “Mar-
cheta” for more of same. The band delivered

“Road to Mandalay” as this reporter would not

believe it could if he hadn’t heard it. Fulco has

a deep, full, mellow voice and good style. The
house wanted more, but the band went into “Hot
Sands,” after which

Mildred La Salle, flapper type brunette, who on
closeup looks a lot like Colleen Moore, sang
“Oodle-dee-doo” and “Baby Face,” doing comedy
business with Kahn and some of the bandmen
during the last number. All this clowning was
clean, and was better than most, therefore. Miss
La Salle hit so hard that Kahn had to shout the

next announcement, for

Bob La Salle, who bears no family resemblance

to nor has any family connection with Mildred.

Reception of the show had steadily mounted to

this point. La Salle topped it with the biggest
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individual hit of the evening, singing “Finne-
gan” and “It Don’t Mean Nothin’ to Me,” both
character-novelty numbers, and then doing a se-

ries of intricate steps, one an Eddie Leonard im-
pression. La Salle is able and clean. There was
not a suggestive line in his songs nor move-
ment in his steps. Fie sold ability—and was
highly appraised on it.

To close, the band went into “One Night in
Araby” again and Bart, Miss Aubrey and the
ballet appeared. At the end of the chorus the
picture, “The Son of the Sheik,” was faded in
and the drapes closed. The show was not a
prologue

;
it was a picture—thematic presenta-

tion done better than most of these. Kahn cut
the clowning and the men in the band worked
with him all the way.

New York Colony
Week Ending October 1

Jerry De Rosa, of the Colony, featured his
stage offerings above everything else on the bill
last week. The presentation consisted of two
features. Paul Specht, in person with 17 artists,
including “The Diplomats” and “The Georgians,”
was one; the other was the “Parisian Fashion
Diplay,” a revue of the latest from the style set-
ters of Paris. The program :

Overture, Dr. Edward Kilenyi conducting the
Colony orchestra through “Irish Fantasy.” It
was a pleasing: overture and took the house. The
news reels followed.

Paul Specht and his orchestra, introducing
“The Diplomats” and “The Geofgians,” popular
radio and record units. Mr. Specht offered a
very attractive program. Every one of the boys,
each an individual star, played, soloed and sang
for a pleased patronage. They were called upon
for two encores which filled out a rather long
but snappy offering.

“Parisian Fashion Display,” introducing real
models in an attractive and well staged revue.
The French modistes cleverly offered their wares
and pleased the patrons. Among the designers
represented in the display were: Lucien Le
Fong, Worth, Callot Soeurs, Jeanne Lanvin, Paul
Poiret, Philippe et Gaston, Jenny, Agnes, Dre-
coll, Doucet, and many others.

room with Sleeping Beauty on a flowered divan
at left of stage while two philosophers, Harry
Keneth and Reed Hamilton, appear and are puz-
zled for a way to awaken her. Keneth speaks
for beauty and art and Hamilton suggests evil.

The first attempt brought on Nina D’Asty, vio-
linist, playing “Meditation,” by Massenet. Her
lack of success in awakening the Princess
brought “Flowers,” a dancing number, for the
second attempt. Little Marley, Shore Sisters
and Victor Orlov offered classical dances but to
no avail. Then the philosopher of evil tried his
hand and “Jewels” was offered. Melba Huara,
dancing a Spanish number in a jeweled costume
to the tune of “Gitana,” gave way to Mephisto.
Arutro Imperato, in this role, tried “Devil’s Love
Song” by Gilberte. E'ailure in all these attempts
brought, “Love” to the stage. As the Prince.
Don Armand, sang “Love’s Awakening.” The
Princess, Aida Campbell, awoke. They joined
together in the singing of “Sweet Mystery
of Life” while the ensemble came on the stage.

The finale brought the ensemble into action and
each offering a specialty number. The presen-
tation was brought to a close with “Invitation
to the Dance” by Weber.

Kansas City Newman
Week Ending October 2

Although “Seashore Frolics” gets away to a

rather slow and uninteresting start, the Publix
presentation finishes with spice and color aplenty.
The Craven Twins, Kansas City’s own, received

the bulk of the applause, naturally, although the
work of several other members of the company
is equally deserving, particularly that of Thomas
McGranahan, whose voice is far above the aver-

age. The George Sisters and Rex Schepp fit

into their roles effectively, as does Johnnie Dale,

eccentric dancer.
The production is in three scenes lasting 25

minutes. The settings, while nothing elaborate,

suffice and create the proper atmosphere. Who-
ever selected the seven bathing girls for the beach
scene was no amateur in the delicate task of

“picking them.”
Business during the week was about up to the

usual standard.

New York Rivoli
Week Ending October 1

Boris Petroff took the Rivoli stage last week
and offered an attractive presentation, “The Mir-
acle of Youth.” “Sleeping Beauty” was its theme.
It was done on full stage with the one setting for
the whole production. Mr. Petroff got away from
trying to put his show over on varied drops and
settings. The bill:

Irvin Talbot, conductor, led the Rivoli orches-
tra in “Lehar Melodies.” Some of the selec-
tions played were: “Gypsy Love,” “Gold and
Silver Waltz,” and “Merry Widow.” It was a
pleasing number. The newsreel was the follow-
ing offering.
Kharum, Persian pianist, playing several clas-

sical numbers. He won his audience with tech-
nique.
“Songs of France,” a short feature, followed
Plenry B. Murtagh played “Ting-a-ling” for

his organ solo.

“The Miracle of Youth,” is set in a throne

Max Dolin Leaves California
(Special to the Herald)

SAN FRANCISCO, Oct. 5.—Max Dolin,

who for several years conducted the orches-

tra at the California here and during the

time built a large following, has resigned

his post and has sailed for a vacation in

Hawaii. His regular successor has not yet

been chosen. Paul Whiteman and his

orchestra is scheduled to play the house
soon.

Peggy English Goes East
Peggy English, who recently returned to

Chicago from the East, has gone to De-
troit to fill a two-week engagement, follow-

ing which she will go to New York again.

Helene HELLER RILEY George
Late Singing-Dancing- Stars of

“Sally, Irene and Mary”

Stopped every show at UPTOWN, Chicago, last week.
Held over this week. Next week at TIVOLI, Chicago.

Signed with B & K until November 8.

Direction Max Turner, 807 Butler Bldg., Chicago

Street Calliope Truck
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St. Louis Ambassador
Week Ending September 24

“Cupid's Holiday” was the chief stage attraction
at the Ambassador, the week ending September 24.
It proved highly entertaining. The cast included
several limberlimbed dancers, including a slow-
motion maniac and a jazz courtship from marriage
to divorce.
There was also some excellent singing in-

terspersed in the four acts of this stage turn.
In all it was a credit to Ned Wayburn, who
produced it, bearing unmistakable stamp of the
“Follies.*’

Stuart Barrie at the organ used “Only a Rose**
as the basis of his interpretation of the long
feature picture of the week, “The Duchess of
Buffalo.” He also played pleasingly, “I’d Love
to Meet That Old Sweetheart of Mine,** to a

slide accompaniment on the screen.
Charles Previn and his orchestra offered the

“William Tell” overture and also played for the
singing by Ralph Errolle.

St. Louis Missouri
Week Ending September 24

The Missouri concert orchestra directed by Dave
Silverman appeared on the stage in a repertory of
popular numbers the week ending September 24
and was very well received. The unit was very
effective in each number on the program. The
show featured by Corinne Muir and Frank Gillen
from “Artists and Models” and Adler and Brad-
ford, dancers.

Prior to taking the stage the orchestra played
as an overture for the bill, “Morning, Noon and
Night” and also a special musical interpretation
for ‘‘The Campus Flirt,” the long feature picture
of the week.

Milton Slosser at the organ played, “Where’d
You Get Those Eyes?” and “Cryin* for the
Moon.’*

St. Louis State
Week Ending September 24

As a special prologue for “The Son of the
Sheik,” the long feature picture which broke all

house records at Loew's State the week ending
September 24, “Desert Dreams” was the principal
stage turn of the bill.

It featured Helen Hewitt, soprano of the St.

St. Louis Symphony; Bernard Ferguson, former-
ly barytone with the St. Louis Municipal Opera
and Doris Niles, dancer from the Capitol thea-
tre, New York. Although very pleasing, this

stage turn was of very mild character compared
with the picture.

Orchestral and organ selections rounded out
the bill. “The Son of the Sheik” has been held
over for another week as a result of its record
breaking draw.

St. Louis Grand Central
Week Ending September 24

Gene Rodemich and his Merry Maniacs pre-
sented “Shake a Leg” at the Grand Central Thea-
tre the week ending September 24 and on the
whole the bill was up to the usual Rodemich
standard.

In the elaborate presentation were Chilton and
Thomas, dancers; Maria Feldotto and Duke
Kakenna, who did the Valencia in fine style, and
Raines and Cady, popular singers.

Gene and his orchestra had some whizzy jazz

numbers, while Arthur L. Utt at the organ con-
ducted a singing class, featuring parodies on
two popular songs.

Milwaukee Strand
Week Ending October 1

Plenty of pep and obvious interest on the part
of everyone concerned (including the audience) in

making the 6how a success put last week's offering

at the Strand over in great style.

Billy Perrin and His Peppy Pals held up their

end with several offerings, including “Hello,
Aloha,” in which Hal Gilles, master of ceremony,
and Bert Mann, the singing drummer, interpo-

lated a vocal duet, “The Florida Lowdown” and
“High Fever” followed.

Gilles, who has apparently been working hard
to make his stuff more than just acceptable to

the fans, scored heavily with “The Swiss Moun-
taineer,” a character song.
Harry Faxon, a song-plugging “added attrac-

tion,” was a young wow when he sang “Calling
Me Home.” He has a good barytone voice and
uses it well.

Reuben Scholz, organist, pulled the “Auction-
eer” stunt, but the house apparently prefers the
more legitimate type of organ solo. At any rate

things didn’t go so well until he played “Cherie,
I Love You,” which drew deservedly warm ap-

plause.

Milwaukee Alhambra
Week Ending October 1

Four first rate presentation artists and Heinz
Roemheld's ever improving stage band got to-

gether in staging an excellent bill at the Alhambra
last week.

Roemheld and the band opened the show with
Roemheld’s own “Biographical Brief,” which is

an improved arrangement of an overture used
with great success while the band was still in the
pit.

Lee Barton Evans, whose fine tenor and ex-
cellent showmanship resulted in his being held
over from the week before, followed with his
own interpretation of “Pagliacci’s Lament,”
scoring heavily.

Doris Robbins, a diminutive blues singer with
a surprisingly big voice, next skipped out and
sang “If You Can’t Hold the Man You Love,”
proving that her showmanship was as good as
her voice. Persistent applause brought her out
again for “What a Man,” in which she wound
up with a snappy little jazz dance.

Joyner and Phillips, two colored boys billed

as the boys with the “four educated feet,” offered
a set of speedy eccentric dances that got all

they deserved, which was plenty.

Lee Barton Evans then stepped forth again
to put over “Lantern of Love” and “Meadow
Lark,” both drawing a hearty hand.
Roemheld and the band then swung into

“Heigho the Merrio,” bringing the show to a

happy end.

Milwaukee Wisconsin
Week Ending October 1

An organ solo and an atmospheric presentation
shared honors on the stage at the Wisconsin last

week. Both were put over with considerable suc-

cess.

Glen Welty and the pit orchestra opened the

show with “The Merry Wives of Windsor,” in

which they easily maintained the high overture
standard they have set for themselves during
the past several months.

Art Richter and Les Hoadley, joint operators
of the twin organ, next collaborated in putting
over he “Phantom Organ” stunt. The act

opened with the organs sans organists playing
"The Rosary,” in the course of which curtain
parted to reveal Hoadley seated at an organ in

the center of the stage, apparently playing.

Richter did the heavy work behind the scenes,

where an auxiliary console had been improvised.

“A Woodland Phantasie” was the title of the

main stage act, which was a happy combina-
tion of superb talent and excellent staging.

Easter and Hazleton, who know what picture

house audiences want and give it to them, did

their “Cat and Canary” dance, registering a

genuine hit.

Sybil Sanderson Fagan, a whistler, who really

kndws how, did her stuff to big returns. AI!

three artists in the act have proven themselves
favorites in past performances at the Wisconsin,
and had little difficulty in adding to their popu-
larity in the fine production background given
them.

Presentation
(Continued from page SI)

clientele and lack of program unity are the

chief reasons.

There is comparatively little fundamental
difference between the show Paul Ash puts

on at the Oriental theatre in Chicago and
that offered by the State Lake theatre,

Orpheum vaudeville house. Both are made
up of motion pictures and stage shows.

The stage shows employ about the same
number of acts. At the State Lake, the

acts are run off in definitely broken suc-

cession to pit orchestra accompaniment. At
the Oriental the acts are strung together as

part of a loosely titled “production” and
work in front of the stage orchestra. An-
other difference is that the act does its

complete routine at the State Lake, where-
as it usually is permitted only to do its one

or two best numbers at the Oriental. As
to constituent units, however, the two shows
are almost identical.

It boils down to almost absurd simplic-

ity. The State Lake management could

produce a first rate stage band presentation

show almost any week with the material at

hand, incidentally cutting running time

profitably and improving general effect.

The Oriental could reverse the process any
week and produce a vaudeville-pictures

Additional presentation

reports on page 64

show, expanding running time and losing
money thereby. The difference is that the
Oriental management would be very fool-
ish to make the switch and the State Lake
management would be very wise to do so.
There are indications that the various
State Lakes around the country are getting
ready to go over to the more profitable
policy.

WELL, ORGANISTS,
WHAT ABOUT IT?

VX7ELL, what about this community sing-
vv ing thing, anyway? Read the follow-
ing letter from Edward Meikel, Harding
theatre, Chicago, and see if it changes your
mind. Mr. Meikel writes :

One can’t help but notice how assiduously
you razz the organists who specialize in
“community singing” stunts, in which cate-
gory I notice you have placed me. Your
antagonism in this respect is perfectly O. K.
inasmuch and as far as it reflects the view-
point of one man. The fact that you are not
wholly correct in your stand is clearly proven
(and this is the inconsistent part of your pa-
per) in the reviews of theatre presentations
in other cities covered by your correspond-
ents, notably New York. Your N. Y. corre-
spondent has many times lauded Murtagh at
the Rivoli on his community stunts, in which,
as I happen to know, Murtagh specializes,
and in fact I clearly remember one review
which admonished Murtagh to stick to the
“singing” stunts, as the “straight” stunt he
pulled that particular week failed to register.
I am now wondering what your criticisms of
Murtagh will be when he comes to Chicago,
which I understand will be very shortly.

Regardless of what you and I may think
of community singing stunts as entertainment,
one thing is certain in my mind, and that is
that the audiences at the present time want
them, and enjoy them. I am speaking of the
majority of an audience. The dissenters will
be with us forever. The organist’s problem
is to present these sings in an interesting way.
If I may say so, I believe I am accomplishing
this in. an especially successful and unique
way, with my Organ Club idea. As soon as I
see the tide turning, I am prepared to go back
to straight solos.

During the war, you will remember, com-
munity singing was wide-spread, being prac-
ticed at home, in the theatres, and in the
camps. The psychological effect was the same
then, as it is now—-it cheers them up. If
people want it, and like it, and as long as it

has no harmful qualities, why not give it to
them? The fact that the people want it is

very apparent when you consider that more
and more theatres are turning to this type of
solo every day. The reason you do not like
it personally is, no doubt, because you have
never tried to enter into the spirit of the
thing.

This department’s objections to commun-
ity singing having been expressed chiefly in

this column
;

this columnist re-states his
observation (1) that these mass exercises
do exert a warming influence upon such
as participate in them but ( 2 ) thev might
be quite as effectively conducted with
ukulele or harmonica and such a plan

would give the exhibitor a chance to capi-

talize the rather large investment repre-

sented by his pipe organ, a property with

known box office potentialities when em-
ployed for the purpose of making music.

Readers—exhibitors and others as well as

organists—are cordially invited to contri-

bute opinions on the subject.

Frank Cambria Made
Publix Show Chief

( Continued from page 51)

vue construction prevailing most generally.

This was a wholly natural result of employ-

ing producers schooled in other branches

of the show business and not intimately

familiar with picture house technique. Ap-
pointment of Cambria to the post of pro-

duction chief is expected to usher in an

era of genuine presentations for Publix.

With the wealth of resources the new head

will have at his command the nationaliza-

tion plan seems to stand an excellent chance

of attaining unqualified success.
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THE THEATRE
Q_AjT)tpartmtnt ofPractical Showmanship

.#

DIRECT FIIOM FOUR • NOW PLAVIXG AT THE
’oo“vt“ Lorraine

TODAY AND WEDNESDAY

Matinee Wednesday at 2:30

DO NOT FAIL TO SEE

Rudolph Valentino’s Last Picture!

ONE

MAD

KISS

Rudolph
Valentino

'
clktSonof&eSlutiC

with VILMA BANKY
UNITED ARTISTS PICTURE

Burning Lips!

Magnetic Eyes!

Resistless Lover!

A Greater Valentino!

Romance, Beauty, Action!

Glowing. Climaxes!

Greater than “The Sheik.’’

I'lio (Insh lo rc-win the girl,

l lie ordeal or the Hand-storm.
I he trapping of a rash

I the Old Sheik

e beauty by the

Our Gang Comedy—

Admission-Evening, Adults 40c; Children 15c; Matinee, Adults

30c, Children 10c

A. J. Nelson, of Lorraine theatre,

Hoopeston, 111., this week wins honor
in the “Herald’s” Honor Ad Contest
with above for the United Artists film.

They Don’t Prefer Blondes

Concludes Loew’s Aldine
Loew’s Aldine, Pittsburgh, has again

scored in landing front page newspaper
publicity consistently every day for five

solid weeks, and all because of one stunt.

Several weeks ago, Manager Walter
Caldwell conceived the idea of a “blonde-
brunette” contest, the idea of which was
to pit the fair-haired young ladies of the
city against those beauties of the dark
tresses, and to pick out a representative
beauty who would be adjudged winner
and be accorded the usual trip to the
seashore, as well as other prizes, as a

reward for her being selected as the
winner. So Walter “sold” the idea to
the “powers that be” on the Pitsburgh
Press, and as a result the contest was held
jointly by the Press and the Aldine. Of
course thousands of photos of young ladies

came into the Press office, and for weeks
these appeared on the front page of the

paper, and the captions therewith always
imparted the information that the Aldine
was one of the sponsors of the contest.

That live wire crowd of Loew’s cer-

tainly pulled a fast one, and deserve a lot

of credit.

Incidentally the contest winner was a
brunette, and this fact, coupled with the
facts that the new “Miss America” is a
brunette, and that Flo Ziegfeld prefers the
girlies of the brown hair, hit the blondes.

JudgesMake HonorAwards
to Nelson and O’Rourke

Eastern Man Wins with Novel Letter to

Exploit
44Son of the Sheik'' ; Illinoisan

Wins with Newspaper Ad for Same Film

Judges in the “Herald” Honor Contests announce that awards this week
go to A. J. Nelson, assistant manager of the Lorraine theatre, Hoopeston,
111., and Jack O’Rourke of the East Coast Theatres Company of Phila-

delphia, Pa.

Nelson wins the Honor Ad contest while O’Rourke wins the Honor
Exploitation contest.

First of Several Awards
This week marks the first of a number of awards made for the most

remarkable effort in exploiting the theatre.

Judgment is based on a great number of qualities, including novelness of

idea, practicableness, and coherence of the letter that explains the stunt.

On a white piece of stationery, plain except for the letterhead, “Laurel

Springs, New Jersey,” O’Rourke composed a letter that would exploit the

pictures on the program at the Laurel

He maintained a personal motif
throughout the letter and worked up
sufficient interest that an occasional
reader would continue through to the

end.
Dear Ethel:

Just got back from my vacation and I’m here

to tell you I sure had a wonderful time. New
York is some town—but I don’t see how they
stand the pace. Movies in the afternoon, show at

night and then some night club until the sun
comes up, but I suppose you get used to it in

time.
Of course I saw “Abie’s Irish Rose” at the

Republic theatre, every out-of-towner does. Last

Sunday we went to the Capitol theatre on Broad-
way and saw a picture made from the show you
and I saw at the Garrick last winter—remem-
ber? George M. Cohan’s “The Song and Dance
Man”—and Ethel—it’s marvelous. Tom Moore
(don’t you love him) takes the part of “Happy”
Jack Farrell, the song and dance man. Honestly,

Ethel, he’s wonderful. Bessie Love is his leading

lady, and, Ethel, they do a Charleston together

—

IMAGINE Bessie Love doing the Charleston!

But why spoil it for you because I see it’s com-
ing to the Laurel Saturday, that’s the second of

October. If you stop for me I’ll go with you,

because it’s a picture worth seeing again.
As ever,

Clara.

P. S.—Let me know which night you are going

to seo “Son of the Sheik”—Tuesday or Wednes-
day—I’m going to take my mother. Do you
mind?
The winner of the ad contest, A. J.

Nelson, accomplished more with high-

lights in his ad than with any other item.

He gained considerable ground with

such expressions in the copy as “The
Rendezvous at dawn,” “The encounter in

the cafe,” “The Torture of the swain,”

“The love quarrel in the tent,” “The
dash to re-win the girl,” “The ordeal of

the sand storm,” “The battle of the Son
and the Old Sheik against odds.”
Then he lost some effect with a nega-

tive thought at the head of the ad, “DO
NOT FAIL TO SEE,” in bold capital

letters. Better had he said simply
“SEE.” Positive statements in adver-
tising are of value.
But Nelson’s work is commendable.

theatre.

Where we find one subject to comment
upon in his copy it is as easy to find

ten subjects to criticize in other ads.

The Theatre:
Exhibitors Herald.

I am sending you a sample of the 8,000

bills we distributed on “The Son of the
Sheik.” We billed every town within a
radius of 25 miles. Also I am sending
one of the newspaper ads we used.

We booked this picture on Thursday
and had our first day showing on Mon-
day and certainly had to step.—A. J.

Nelson, Assistant Manager, Lorraine
Theatre, Hoopeston, 111.

You’re Welcome “Hy,”
Jordan’s An Artist
We all send our thanks to you for your

kindness in selecting our little ad for “Her
Honor the Governor” as submitted by Ex-
hibitor Messerole as the prize ad in last

week’s issue. It is much appreciated by us

all. The ad was really prepared by Mr.
Leslie Jordan of this office, who by the way,
is doing some very excellent work.—-Hy
Daab, Director of Advertising, Film Book-
ing Offices of America.

Prevost Owns Fine

String of Canines
Marie Prevost has one of the finest

strings of canine thoroughbreds in

the film colony, her entries having
carried off innumerable honors in

various dog shows both in Hollywood
and New York.
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The Changing Theatre World
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TJ7ITH vaudeville patronage fall-
’’ ing off in the face of picture-

presentation competition, Orpheum’s
State-Lake theatre, Chicago, features
Producers Distributing Corporation’s
“The Last Frontier” over its stage-
show. Marks Brothers, opening their

new Granada theatre as a picture
house, ignore the object lesson and
feature their stageshow above Fox’s
“The Lily” in its first Chicago run.

State-Lake business is back near
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ALBERT F. BROWN
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normal since the change in ad policy
some weeks ago.

f I h >1

i'li i

There were 50,000 spectators at the annual swimming races on the banks of the
River Liffey in Dublin, Ire'., when the Corinthian theatre’s launch appeared with
banners exploiting the Universal film, “The Flaming Frontier.”

HAVE YOU BEEN IN TOUCH
WITH “THE LIVE WIRE?”

A large cutout of Johnny Hines was
used by the Gem theatre, Oelwein, Iowa,
during the run of “The Live Wire.” The
head was about six feet high and stationed

atop the marquee was visible for a long
distance. An electrical arrangement made
the eyes wink, making an effective night

display. Three large signs banked the up-

per marquee. Across the front entrance

was a long board sign, supplemented with

stills and posters.

Colleen Moore Contest

Put On for “Ella Cinders”
The Colleen Moore Funny Face Contest

caught on at Portsmouth, Ohio. The Col-

umbia theatre, where Miss Moore in “Ella

Cinders” was set for a four-day run, tied

up with the Portsmouth Daily Times. The
newspaper gave the contest a two-column
“break” daily concurrent with the engage-
ment of the picture.

The management of the Columbia of-

fered 23 prizes, the first amounting to $10,

the second $3, the third $2 and the next
20 getting passes. The contest created

considerable interest and hundreds of re-

plies were received daily.

The newspaper ran a cut of Miss Moore
minus her nose, eyes and mouth. Con-
testants were informed that the object of

the contest was to fill in the star’s missing

features giving them the funniest possible

alignment.

Sermon and Public

Wedding Big Help
to P. D. C. Picture

Dan Roche of the Chicago office of Pro-
ducers Distributing Corporation reports a

publicity stunt enacted by Duluth, Minn.,

people which proves that although “there’s

nothing new under the sun,” often the old

is disguised with new garments.

After the Duluth Herald advertised for a

couple willing to be married on the stage

of the Orpheum theatre six couples ap-

plied. The management of the Orpheum
selected Alice Abernathy and E. M. Mow-
ers and announcement was made that they

would be married “Up in Mabel’s Room.”
The picture by that name was billed for

showing at the theatre on the day of the

wedding.
Rev. William J. Barr of the Central M. E.

church married them but hesitated about

doing it at the theatre. It was decided to

marry them at the Community house of the

church, following which was a parade to

the theatre. A brass band and fire works
were features of the parade. Other fea-

tures of the wedding included a wedding
dinner at the Duluth Hotel and a recep-

tion on the stage of the theatre. At the

reception Rev. Barr delivered a sermon on
“The Sanctity of the Home.”
The stunt was handled by F. L. Eicher

of the Duluth Herald.

Nathanson of F. P. L.

Raps Quota Plan, Says

Canada Will Buy “Best”
At a meeting of theatre managers in

Toronto, Ont., on August 24, N. L.

Nathanson, managing director of Fa-
mous Player’s Canadian Corp., crossed
verbal swords with those who had been
suggesting a quota plan for moving pic-

tures in Canada as a means to encourage
the presentation of British productions.
Mr. Nathanson pointed out that 95 per

cent of the stockholders of Famous Players’

Canadian Corp., were Canadians, and the

company owned and controlled close to

100 theatres in the Dominion. An of-

fice was maintained in London, England,
at considerable cost for the purpose of

examining British pictures and the pick

of these were procured for the Canadian
market. When a British picture meas-
ured up to a certain standard, it would
be booked for the circuit of Famous
Players Canadian Corp. Recent in-

stances were given by Mr. Nathanson in

the booking of “Nell Gwyn,” “Every
Mother’s Son” and similar productions
of value.

In the opinion of Mr. Nathanson, the
quota idea was entirely beside the ques-
tion.

The W. I. Film Service, Inc., of Indian-
apolis, has filed a certificate of preliminary

dissolution with the secretary of state.
* * *

Word has been received in Indianapolis

of the death at Rochester, Ind., of Louis
Linkenbelt, 70 years old, father of Elmo
Lincoln, motion picture actor. The father

died of cancer, after an illness of two
years.
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It’s Not “Hustler” After All;

It’s “Harr’s”Ads We Printed

It’s not “Hustler” after all. It’s “Harv.” Just because exhibits of work
coming to this desk were of the appearance that the exhibitor authoring them
was a live wire this desk decided such a showman must have more of a first

name than “H. G.” which Mr. Isbell signed formally and fully correct. One
guess was as good as another and that guess was right.

He has so much more of a first name ‘Cendant of the old “Plunkett family” of

that it develops he is known by every- 50 and 60 years ago. They used to make
one in town by the affectionate saluta- my o d t- wn every year for a “week
tion, “Harv.
Thus as a third party we introduce to

the rest of the world of mime a man
67 years old, showman through and
through, and artist, too, if his grasp
upon the fundamentals of advertising
count for art.

He has written his own reply to the

good natured suggestion printed here
recently. It is:

I notice you comment on the formal
way I sign my name. That is only the
name I keep for outside consumption.

—

Here they would not recognize it.

Although I am past 67 years old, near-
ly every man, woman and child from five

years to a hundred greets me with “Hel-
lo, Harv,” my baptismal name of “Har-
vey Gilbert Isbell” has been a dead one
for years among my acquaintances, some
of you may imply from my age that I

am getting old. My friends say I look
as young as I did 20 years ago. Even
my enemies do not accuse me of being
old. They all admit that I am only in

my second childhood.
That is why my ads at times still show

a little pep. The one enclosed shows
how I told them about “Mare Nostrum.”
The printer did not follow copy at the
latter end. I have written it the way it

should have read.

I wonder if Joey Plunkett is a de-

stand. Joey s picture which appeared
in the Exhibitors Herald looks like the
same stock. If he is he and a sister went
to school in my old town Washington,
Iowa, about 45 years ago.
As you insisted on having my nick-

name I suppose I will have to use it and
just sign

“Harv.”
\

F. N. Relies on “Yellows”
to Advantage of Film
A tieup negotiated by Rowland & Clark’s

Liberty theatre, Pittsburgh, Pa., with the
Yellow Cab Company resulted in thou-
sands of copies of an attractive booklet
throwaway on “Men of Steel” being put
into the hands of prospective patrons. Ex-
cellent business was the result.

The throwaway, which folded over to

make four pages of 4x'5 inches, carried a
cut of Milton Sills, the star of the picture,

captioned “Yellow Cab Guest.” The two
inside pages carried a story entitled “Men
of Steel Made Pittsburgh,” describing how
Judge Gary of the U. S. Steel Corp. co-

operated with Richard A. Rowland of First
National in making the giant steel epic.

Also appearing with the story was the

Liberty’s announcement covering the en-

tire third page.

Jo Select a
Picture fot • oar 'World

Showing Read

,
The

Telegram.

em/er

John W. Creamer en route to Hollywood and return sends telegrams to the folks
at home to inform them of his progress with the hint he brings them from the
studios. The map then shows where Creamer is. Upon his arrival in Arkansas
City, Kan., he will show the him as the one ordered personally for his patrons
at the Burford theatre.

UGNPOin
, on the toad

PROFIT

%t# AHD b
Nimt.
MORE 1

Preferred
Pictures

Presented by
J.G. BACHMANN

Sole Foreign Distributors
inter-ocean film corp.
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Copy Service

For Exhibitor

House Organs

House organ or newspaper
publication rights to this copy
is granted exhibitors by the
“Herald” herewith.

CHEMISTRY
A N ounce was once regarded as a pretty
Ca small measure. Later smaller measures
came to the use of chemists. There were
grains and grams.

Someone discovered that substance may
be measured by the small molecules. Then
it was found that molecules may be broken
up into atoms which were the smallest pos-

sible units of substance. The electron was
discovered to be a smaller uint than the

atom and its relative proportion to the

atom which is not visible to the naked eye
was shown by the illustration of a cathedral

to represent an atom and a flea inside it to

represent the electron.

Now a scientist discovers that there is a
unit much smaller than the electron. When
will they stop?

Yet in other studies than chemistry un-
usual steps are made. A study reveals that

the 20th century theatre is as different from
the 19th century kind as the difference in

an electron and a radio station.

GRAMMAR
<iTHE grammar my grandmother used is

good enough for me” is the expression
sometimes heard. And maybe it is. It de-
pends on the grandmother in question.

There are grandmothers who are surely

fine old souls but whose grammar as well

as ideas are good for them alone.

The grammar people use is a handicap
or an asset. It marks their personality al-

though not their character. If your gram-
mar is right it is often that other of your
personal habits and cultural distinctions are
right.

Business houses endeavor to distinguish

Ben Dittrich, manager of the Lyric,
Endicott, N. Y., is a fisherman and a

theatre owner and it’s hard to say
which he excels in.

themselves with cultural distinctions. This
business house is a theatre and puts unlim-
ited stress on every kind of distinction that

will please you.

WRITING
pjO you want to write? There is not^ one motion picture patron in 5,000

who. doesn’t feel the desire at some time
to create a written narrative.

You learned something about writing
when you were a school child. You
practised writing essays. You learned

the importance of unity, coherence and
emphasis as the fundamental rules in all

writing. If you understand them per-

fectly and you are able to put into prac-

tice all you know about those rules you

are a writer. There are no rules that
are not subordinate to those three.
Motion pictures are made from a great

lot of stories written by well known
writers. But you may write for the
motion picture after you master the three
rules. Meantime your learning cannot be
more greatly enhanced than by constant
study of narrative structure as it is por-
trayed by motion pictures.

‘‘Munson Own
Friend” Say
Newspapermen

“Clark Munson is the friend of the news-
paper man,” says a recent item in a Spen-
cer, W. Va., newspaper of a publicity

representative of the Robey theatres. It

indicates one phase of Munson’s character
which is valuable to him in getting the huge
amount of publicity he does for the thea-

tres.

But there are other things of interest

about Munson now told for the first time.

Quoting further from the item

:

“Munson’s inclinations are distinctly the-

atrical. He owned and operated a theatre
in North Carolina for one year, while he
has had ten years’ experience staging pro-
ductions for the Y. W. C. A., Masonic fra-

ternities, Catholic organizations, and other
kindred institutions. He is also a devotee
of the terpsichorean art, a student of Ned
Wayburn, New York dancing master.
“As a Spencerian Munson is song leader

of the Rotary club. He brought world-wide
attention to Spencer when he discovered the
world’s champion theatregoers.
“There is one man in Spencer who thor-

oughly believes in publicity. That man is

Clark Munson, who came to this city to

woo and win his life partner, and who is

now the right hand man of Hamond H.
Robey, manager of the Robey theatre, fill-

ing the position of advertising man and
assistant manager. That he acceptably fills

both positions goes without saying.

“Spencer first attracted Clark Munson in

1917 when he staged this city’s first musical
extravaganza, ‘The Wishing Ring.’ He re-

turned in 1923 and presented ‘the Cameo
Girl’ under Rotarian auspices.”

GLEASON SENDS US
A PHOTO OF THE BOSS

I am sending you a photo of my boss,

Ben Dittrich, manager of the Lyric, Endi-
cott, N. Y. Ben is very modest so I had
to “borrow” this picture when he was not
looking. Ben eats, sleeps and fishes Fish
—New York state has no greater fisher-

man and he fishes South, East, North and
West. But he likes his old home town
best.

E. R. Gleason, Projectionist, Lyric thea-
tre, Honesdale, Pa.

“Midnight Sun” Exploited

With Huge B. 0. Results

Sensational business, exceeded only by
“The Phantom of the Opera,” was the re-

sult of a thorough and practical exploita-

tion campaign devoted to “The Midnight
Sun” in Granite City, 111., where the big

Universal super played the Washington
theatre.

An especially prepared trailer began two
weeks in advance in which the successful

run of the picture on Broadway where it

played at $1.50 top, was mentioned. Five

thousand heralds were next distributed by
two attractive young women in ballet cos-

tumes on the main corner of the town.

As each herald was given out the girls

would say “The Midnight Sun.”

Jack Rowley of the Laredo, Tex., Royal and Rialto theatres, took advantage of
publicity he received through a fire which destroyed his Royal theatre to exploit
the First National picture, “The Wise Guy.’’ His account appears in adjoining
columns.
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THIS department contains news, information and gossip on current productions. It aims to supply
service which will assist the exhibitor in keeping in touch with developments in connection with

pictures and picture personalities—and what these are doing at the box office. No prophecies on the
entertainment value of pictures are made. Opinions expressed are simply those of the author or of
his contributors and the reader is requested to consider them only as such.—EDITOR’S NOTE.

CEE the Fonek wreck and the Florida dis-

aster in the newspictures, and then seek

answer to the industry-old riddle: Why
don’t exhibitors advertise their news reels?

The same degree of drama in a fiction pic-

ture would make it a bigger and better

attraction than Messrs. Griffith, DeMille,

Cruze and Niblo have hopes of contriving

in their several or combined lives.

Why don’t exhibitors advertise their news

reels?

“POKER FACES”

''^^’ANTA enjoy a picture? Go see “Poker

Faces.” Universal made it and how.

The Chicago Capitol advertised it as “1001

laughs” and didn’t exaggerate if you count

the chuckles that continue intermittently

for days after you have seen but not forgot-

ten the thing.

Here’s Laura LaPlante doing the same sort

of wife she’s been doing for Reginald Denny

but doing it for Edward Everett Horton.

Here’s Horton doing the same sort of busi-

ness office man Denny’s been doing and do-

ing it at least as well. Here’s Tom Ricketts

and George Seigmann as the two busi-

ness heavyweights, Dorothy Revier, Tom
O’Brien and Leon Holmes as importantly

present associates, and here’s as funny a

yarn as has gotten itself into celluloid and

subtitles since way back when.

LaPlante and Horton are young married

folks who become maritally and otherwise

involved in successive incidents having to

do with the contract that is to put the office

over with a clatter. Misunderstandings be-

gin accruing in the first ten feet of film and
continue to do that every few seconds until

the end of the seventh or eighth, which-

ever it is. Each misunderstanding is touched

off by its exactly right subtitle and there’s

barely time between laughs to nudge an

elbow into your neieghbor’s ribs. (Universal

owes this reporter for a watch crystal

broken by the stranger on his left.)

Not much use going into detail about this

kind of picture. Detail in advance of ob-

servation is wet blanket. Mighty important,

though, to set down the name of Harry
Pollard as a great addition to the thin ranks
of directors who know how to make a

comedy. He did a whale of a job on this

one.

“ALOMA”
“^LOMA OF THE SOUTH SEAS” finally

reached Chicago, opening last week
with Gilda Gray in stage attendance upon
the ceremony. The picture was among those

This Week
Newspictures

A

“Poker Faces

”

“Aloma

”

“
Variety

”

“Across the Pacific

”

“Meet the Prince”

“Uppercuts”

“Hoboken to Hollywood”

“Searchlight
”

“The Fighting Marine

”

“The Blue Eagle”

covered by the Fall Edition of the “Box
Office Record” and readers turning to page 9

of that book will get better information

about it than this or any other single indi-

vidual in all this wide world can impart.

“VARIETY”

TT’S A MIGHTY good picture that still

"* looks good after everybody has said all

the good, better and best things that can be

said about it, but “Variety” does. It looks

good even after the many reports on it in

“What the Picture Did For Me” have been

read. It must be good.

It is good. Not as good as the total ver-

biage about it would indicate, of course, for

it couldn't be, but good enough. If it

weren’t for that “Tell-me-your-story-old

man” tag at beginning and end it would be

great, but the purpose of that ancient dodge
is evident enough. And yet, would it be

great at that?

Is there any very good reason for em-

phatically picturizing the wrong side of man
at any time? Even with the manufactured
“moral” tacked on? Wouldn’t the same
splendid production technique be better

applied to a story with something good in

it? No, this is not Pollyanna speaking, but

let’s be practical about the matter. To get

a quick answer, how many “Varietys” equal

one “Covered Wagon”? All of Dupont’s

remarkable directorial dexterity doesn’t out-

balance Cruze’s direct narration. All of Jan-

nings’ ponderous characterization doesn’t

balance Torrence’s unstudied portrayal.

“Variety” is a mighty well made picture,

a well acted picture and a story strong in

its kind. Its Continental aspects add con-

trast as an asset for the picture in this coun-

try. Like “Passion,” it seems just now to

be the right picture at the right time. But

what a bore another like it would be. And
how bad it would be if it were just a little

less good.

“ACROSS THE PACIFIC”

JF YOU want a picture that really is the

“different” picture you have written so

many ads about, get “Across the Pacific.”

There may have been another picture like

it some time, but I doubt it.

“Across the Pacific” is a story about the

American occupation of the Philippines. It

uses Funston for a principal character and,

to one who wasn’t present at the battle front,

it looks that authentic all the way through.

Whether it is or not, it’s a mighty interesting

picture and it depends upon something else

as well as the flag to pull it through.

Monte Blue is the soldier assigned by

Funston to detect the hiding place of the

rebel general. Myrna Loy is the native girl

who can give him the information he wants.

After he’s obtained it, the troops go in after

the rebel and are shot to pieces for their

pains, Blue finally getting back to head-

quarters and bringing in the retaliatory ex-

pedition. The cast also includes a fighting

Irishman who pals with Blue until the na-

tives get him and this actor is requested to

submit his name so that a special item may
be devoted to his performance. So Jin is

another who imparts pointed realism to the

film. Some of the other actors aren’t so

good.

The story is a bit heavy as to plot and
the element which has to do with the sol-

dier’s elicitation of information from the

native girl may be frowned upon by the

members of the Tuesday afternoon sewing

circle, but the picture is decidedly well

made and the actual warfare looks like

actual warfare. It is, in addition, wholly

unlike any of the current crop of war pic-

tures in subject matter, treatment and exe-

cution.

“MEET THE PRINCE”

T OSEPH SCHILDKRAUT is the star of

A “Meet the Prince” and the picture seems

to prove him a good actor for the speaking
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stage. He’s supposed to be a careless fellow

up to all sorts of princely didoes and he

shouldn’t attempt to be that sort of fellow

at all. Julia Faye and David Butler wait

for him in the comic passages they share

and he seems always tardy. The result is a

picture which seems never to end.

The yarn’s about a Russian prince who
doesn’t want to marry money and finally de-

lays until his sister does so, happily by

falling in love with an oil king whose cap-

tional conversation for some reason consists

mainly of automobile terminology. It’s sev-

eral reels before it becomes clear that the

thing’s to be a comedy and after that it’s

too late.

To be wholly fair, it should be stated

that the picture was seen late one evening

at a neighborhood Chicago theatre employ-

ing probably the least able organist in the

wide world to play an instrument badly out

of tune—but the conviction is that this had

little to do with the disappointment. It

takes a very bad organist to wreck a really

good picture.
“UPPERCUTS”

J
USED to wonder why they put Jack Duffy

in so many Christie comedies and now I

know. Christie knew how funny he can be.

He’s a riot in “Uppercuts.”

“Uppercuts” is a story about a prize fight

fan whose wife gets him the presidency of

the society for the prevention of cruelty to

Jack Dempsey. The big section of the foot-

age is devoted to a comic ring battle and

nobody since the Chaplin of “The Cham-
pion” has made a prize fight look so funny.

On top of which, there’s a tag ending as

funny as the Broadway blackouts and better

because spotless.

That’s why Christie put Duffy in those

earlier productions to do ridiculous parents

and such things. Now they can go on fea-

turing him in two-reelers and getting my
money via the various box offices.

“HOBOKEN TO HOLLYW OOD”

T3 ILLY BEVAN is several riots in “Hobo-

ken to Hollywood,” a Mack Sennett

comedy funny enough to offset the elephan-

tine “Variety” on the Roosevelt program. A
comedy has got to be good to do that.

The joke is about a couple of motorists

California bound in trick Fords. Mr. Ford’s

infallible source of slapstick proves infal-

lible for the major portion of the two reels

and Mr. Sennett’s infallible sense of climax

provides the final detonation. Even the

climate comes in for a gag, though the

chamber of commerce bomb Mr. Sennett’s

house on the hill in retaliation.

Someone may or may not have told Mr.

Sennett that he wasn’t getting the right

breaks in the theatre capital of the universe

with his not-quite-so-recent comedies. At any

rate, his stuff has been much better for the

past two or three months and they’re shoot-

ing them one after another now.

“SEARCHLIGHT”

'pHE Roosevelt management showed some-

thing like supershowmanship in select-

ing short features to go with “Variety.” In

addition to the Pathe comedy mentioned

above, they set in a Red Seal “Searchlight”

and anyone coming in on the middle of the

long picture could get quite over the mood
of it before starting in again upon the be-

ginning.

This “Searchlight” opened with interest-

ing demonstration of the pendulum and then

took up frogs, admitting observers in both

instances to mental chambers unexplored by
anything in “Variety” or “Hoboken to Holly-

wood.”

CONTRIBUTIONS
^~^ENE TUNNEY’S just-before-the-battle

exercises for Pathe were inspected after

the battle by Ernest Rovelstad of this paper
with this result:

It was prizefight week at the Alca-
zar theatre with Gene Tunney head-
ing the battle royal. Not even a fire

in the projection room early in the
week could stop the fights, which
ran through the entire program,
starting with the Pathe News “cover”
on scenes of crowds and principals at
the Tunney-Dempsey fisticuffs, then the
fourth and fifth episodes of the Tunney
Patheserial, “The Fighting Marine,”
and finally Billy Sullivan’s “One-Punch
O’Day,” a Rayart picture.

Is there something about starring
in athletics that fits the participant
for naturalness in motion picture
acting? Certainly Red Grange shows
remarkable ease under the Kleigs in
his “One Minute to Play” for F.B.O.
and the same is true of Tunney in
the Patheserial that marks his debut
on the screen. Perhaps it’s the con-
fidence developed from having ap-
peared before large crowds on the
gridiron or in the ring that accounts
for this natural bearing in each case.
Perhaps it’s acting instinct.

Whatever the why-and-wherefore,
it was a relief to see Gene get right
down to the business of playing his
role, under the good guidance of
Spencer Bennet. There is a rousing
fight sequence with Jack Anthony,
the villainous caretaker, down in

the mine level,- Gene “pulling his
punches” so skilfully that it isn’t

even detectable.
Walter Miller, who has appeared

in several Patheserials, was the
pseudo-plumber who with Virginia
Vance and Marjorie Gay helped give
the picture balance.
“Pugs” swarm all over the sets in

“One Punch O’Day.” In fact, com-
ing in on the second half of the pro-

, gram, one would have been excused
for wondering if the entire Tunney
serial was being shown at one sit-

ting until one realized he was look-
ing at Billy Sullivan. Incidentally
the prize ring action in “One Punch
O’Day” was decidedly noteworthy and
realistic. Something awkward hap-
pened to the mechanics of certain

scenes in both productions, however.
Whether it was faulty timing in

making the picture or a mistake of

the operator in both instances the
star in pursuit scenes seemed to be
getting nowhere though his legs

certainly were being propelled rap-

idly enough.
In the doubling up of the episodes

of “The Fighting Marine” the final

teaser subtitle, to the effect that the
next chapter would be seen next
week and so on, had not been elimi-

nated at the end of the first episode
shown. All of which caused some-
one ahead of me to start for the exit

before taking a second look.

Charlotte Merriam played oppo-
site Sullivan in “One Punch O’Day,”
which Harry J. Brown directed.

Both productions dealt profusely
with crooked miners and wicked
uppercuts, so the program was a
feast for the fight fan.

And George O’Brien’s wearing of “The

Blue Eagle” for Fox is reported as follows

by A1 Barr, also of this paper, who has

been out thar on them waves himself in his

day and should know whereof he writes:

Last week there was on view at

the Monroe theatre, Chicago, a cel-

luloid playlet of the sea and its

environs, “The Blue Eagle,” that

dragged many men and a few women
off the street and seemed to please

them all. It embodies one long and
several short stories and all of them
are vivid with action. It is all about
the loves and hates of two man-o’-
warsmen during and after the late

war. Both, with their playmates,
are seagoin’ as hell and tougher than
the rivets in the fire-room deck-
plates, bully boys who would rather

work than eat and would rather

fight than do either. The big spots

are held by George O’Brien and
William Russell, in that order, with
O’Brien well out ahead on type

authenticity and physical structure.

George has, as the world knows, a

torso that is worth viewing, and in

“The Blue Eagle” it is greatly on
view.

Action starts right after the first

shot with a scene in the fire-room

of one of Uncle Sam’s battle-

wagons, a nice rough-edged gang of

boys heaving hard fuel into the guts

of the fire-boxes. (We thought the

little playthings were eating oil

those days, but maybe not). O’Brien

is top of his shift and his next in

rating, Russell, is his rival in physi-

cal prowess, ward politics and love

of Kitty, played by Janet Gaynor.

A “squarehead” water-tender for-

gets his gauges and O’Brien heaps

abuse on him and then on Russell,

a member of whose shore-gang the

water-tender is. A near-fight ensues

below and develops fully on deck

when the watch knocks off. It is

broken up by a submarine that just

must be shot out of the water.

More, and more tragic, action

follows the skirmish, when, on

O’Brien’s next trick below, the boil-

ers explode. In the rush of the

watch topside one man is left be-

low, pinned under a steel plate.

O’Brien and Russell do a double

rescue. But though they work to-

gether in a tight, their ideas of each

other do not change. After the fune-

ral they are head and head again

on everything under the sun.

That burial at sea is well worth
mention, the stowing of the body

beneath the grey of the sea as taps

go, muted, and the salute is fired.

In the faces of the fire-room watch

below as it crowds at the foot of the

ladder and pays mute last respects

to the dead man is the whole trag-

edy of those who go down to the

sea and do not return.

After this, action switches ashore

and to after the war and keeps on

in a city’s crusade against a dope-

peddling gang that has involved the

crippled brother of O’Brien. This

brother and another man, pal of

O’Brien’s rival, die in the dope war,

and thereafter O’Brien and Russell

( Continued on page 65 )
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The Campus Flirt
Distributor

:

Paramount
Producer: Paramount
Length: Undetermined

DIRECTOR CLARENCE BADGER
Cameraman H. McKinley Martin

PLAYERS
Patricia Mansfield Bebe Daniels
Denis Adams James Hall
Knute Knudson El Brendel
Charley Paddock Charles W. Paddock
Harriet Porter Joan Standing
Graham Stearns ..Gilbert Roland
Maw Irma Komelia
Gwen Jocelyn Lee

TYPE: College comedy drama.

THEME: Treatment of a snob chucked
into University life.

LOCALE: An American University.

TIME: The present.

STORY: An ultra snob is sent to col-

lege by her father who has worked his
way through college. The girl, because
of her antagonistic and snobbish nature,
is disliked by the undergraduates, and
insults an admirer of hers when she
learns he is working his way through
college by coaching the girls’ track team.
While trying to escape the janitor’s pet
mouse the girl passes Charley Paddock,
the “world’s fastest human,’’ like a
streak, displaying potentialities as a
runner. She joins the girls’ track team.
Torn by the humiliation of having been
“passed over” by sororities, she throws
caution to the winds and becomes the
“Campus Flirt.” Realizing her foolish-
ness she sets out to vindicate herself in
the eyes of the campus public. She res-
cues the coach who is kidnaped the night
before the meet. The janitor rescues
her on the day of the meet, and in a
comical finish, with policemen chasing
her from all angles, she wins the track
meet by running the last lap in the

relay.

HIGHLIGHTS: Snobbery of the
girl . . . College scenes . . . Girl’s be-

coming Campus Flirt . . . Vindicating
herself . . . Rescue of the coach . . .

The track meet . . . Winning of the
race.

Lone Hand Saunders
Distributor

:

F. B. 0.

Producer: F. B. O.

Length: Undetermined

DIRECTOR REEVES EASON

PLAYERS
Fred Saunders Fred Thomson
Alice Mills Bess Flowers
Buddy Billy Butts
Buck.. Frank Hagney
Charlie Albert Priscoe
Sheriff Bill Dyer
Doctor William Courtwright

TYPE: Western Drama.

Associated Exhibitors presents Wally
Wales in “Twisted Triggers.”

Rod La Rocque in “Gigolo,” with
Jobyna Ralston and Louise Dresser.
This Pro-Dis-Co release was directed

by William K. Howard.

Associated Exhibitors presents Buffalo
Bill, Jr., in “The Bonanza Buckaroo.”

Richard Thorpe directed.

THEME: Foiling crooks.

LOCALE: Arizona.

TIME: The present.

STORY : The “Bar Nothing” ranch is

owned by a gloomy and forceful man
who always keeps his right hand in his

pocket, using only his left. Two hard-
boiled cowboys determine to take advan-
tage of his peculiarities. The stagecoach
is held up and the driver reports a man
who uses only his left hand. The sheriff,

a friend of the owner of the ranch, re-

fuses to believe him guilty. When the
orphanage bums down the owner saves
a boy, becoming greatly attached to him.
He tells the boy that he was a noted sur-
geon, and that when fate caused his only
sister to die a few hours before he was
to have operated on her, he vowed never
again to use Ms right hand. He decides
to revoke his oath in order to make the
boy well. The stage is again robbed and
the driver killed. The town is infuriated
against the owner, who seems to fit the
description of the bandit. Realizing he
must operate on the boy at once the
owner with the aid of his horse and a
girl escapes the posse. After the opera-
tion he forces the real bandit to confess.

HIGHLIGHTS: Peculiarity of the
ranch owner . . . The hold-up . . . The
fire ... The rescue of boy . . . Second
stage hold-up . . . The operation . . .

The confession.

A Woman s Heart
Distributor

:

Sterling Pictures

Producer: Sterling Pictures

Length: Undetermined

DIRECTOR PHIL ROSEN

PLAYERS
Eve Waring Enid Bennett
John Waring Gayne Whitman
Ralph Deane Edward Earle

Vixen Mabel Julienne Scott

Patsy Allen Lois Boyd

TYPE: Society drama.

THEME: The power of wedded love.

LOCALE: New York City.

TIME: The present.

STORY: Married to an older man for

wealth and position a wife is still in love

with a “sheik.” The latter continues his

affairs with other women while pretend-

ing- to love her. The young wife asks

her husband for a divorce. Before ac-

tion is started she discovers her suitor’s

liason with another woman. She is

aroused to action when she calls his

apartment and hears her flapper sister’s

voice calling for help. The girl has en-

tered into a flirtation with the man in

order to show him up for a rotter to her

sister. The wife arrives at the apart-

ment to find her husband struggling with

the man for posesssion of a revolver.

The latter is shot. The police suspect

the husband until they hear another shot

and find that a discarded sweetheart of

the dead man has shot him and commit-

ted suicide. The wife awakes to a reali-

zation that her married life has awaken
love for her husband and they are recon-

ciled.

HIGHLIGHTS: Wife’s discovery

lover is unfaithful. . . . Flapper’s flir-

tation with her sister’s lover. . . . Fight

between husband and lover. . . . Death
of lover at hands of jealous woman.
. . . The reconciliation between hus-

band and wife.
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New Picture Publication Dates
A Week-to-Week Summary of Facts and Figures Pertain-

ing to New Picture Product Offered the Theatre Booker

Title Producer Distributor Length

WEEK OF SEPTEMBER 19th

Pathe News 79 Pathe Pathe 1 reel
Gigolo Cecil 15. DeMille P-D-C 7290
The Ridin’ Rascal Blue Streak Western Universal 5 reels
Newlyweds Quarantined Stern Bros. Universal 2 reels
Take It from Me Denny Productions Universal 7 reels

Alice's Monkey Business M. J. Winkler F. B. O. 1 reel
Galloping Ghosts Joe Rock F. B. O. 2 reels
Hair-Trigger Baxter F. B. O. F. B. O. 4785
Battling Buttler Metro Metro * 6970

WEEK OF SEPTEMBER 26th

The Last of His Face F. B. O. F. B. o. 2 reels
East is Best M. J. Winkler F. B. o. ] reel
Hold That Lion! Paramount Paramount 5811
Forlorn River Paramount Paramount 5992
Almost A Lady P-D-C P-D-C 5725
The Texas Streak Jewel Universal 7 reels
Love’s Hurdle Stern Bros. Universal 2 reels
Blarney Metro Metro 6160
Out of the West F. B. O. F. B. O. 4609
Paradise First National First National 7090
The Strong Man First National First National 6882
Subway Sadie First National First National 6727

WEEK OF OCTOBER 3rd

Whatnots Curiosities Educational 1 reel

A Typical Tropical Sky Bruce Scenic Novelty Educational 1 reel

Pink Elephants Mermaid Comedy Educational 2 reels

Felix The Cat Hunts the Hunter Bijou Educational 1 reel

Lone Hand Saunders F. B. O. F. B. O. 5447
He Done His Best Whirlwind F. B. O. 1894
Alice In The Woolly West Winkler F. B. O. 1 reel

Kid Boots Paramount Paramount 5650
The Campus Flirt Paramount Paramount 6702
Risky Business Cecil B. DeMille P-D-C 6-94
Don Juan's Three Nights First National First National 637 1

The Lily Fox Fox 6268
Nobody Loves Me Bluebird Universal 1 reel

The Saddle Tramp Mustang Western Universal 2 reels

Law of the North Mustang Western Universal 2 reels

The Yellow Back Blue Streak Western Universal 5 reels

WEEK OF OCTOBER 10th

Hold Still Christie Educational 2 reels

The Humdinger Tuxedo Educational 2 reels

Plumb Goofy Cameo Educational 1 reel

Cut Price Glorv Life Cartoons Educational 1 reel

When A Man’s A Fan F. B. O. F. B. O. 1893
No. 3 Krazy Kat Winkler F. B. O. 1 reel

La Boheme M-G-M M-G-M 8530
Entombed No. 5 Pathe Pathe 2 reels

The Road House Fables Pathe 2/3 reel

Pathe Review No. 41 Pathe Pathe 1 reel

Topics of the Dav No. 41 Timely Pathe 1/3 reel

Pathe News No. 84 Pathe Pathe 1 reel

Pathe News No. 85 Pathe Pathe 1 reel

Journey of the Israelites Holyland Pathe 1 reel

Young April Cecil B. DeMille P-D-C 6858
The Runaway Express Jewel Universal 6 reels

When Bonita Rode Mustang Western Universal 2 reels

Olga's Boatman Bluebird Universal 1 reel

Which Is Which Stern Bros. Universal 2 reels

For Heaven's Sake Paramount Paramount 5356
Mismates First National First National 6856

WEEK OF OCTOBER 17th

Teacher. Teacher
Mona Lisa
The River Road
Felix the Cat in Land O'Fancy
Her Honor The Governor
Alice the Fire Fighter
Heavy Fullback
The Falling Tower (The Fighting

Marine No. 6)
The Phoney Express
Tell ’Em Nothing
Smith’s Visitor
More Ways Than One
Pathe Review No. 42
Topics of the Day No. 42
Pathe News No. 86
Pathe News No. 87
Red Hot Leather
Man’s Size Pet
Wanted a Bride
The Country Beyond
The Great K & A Train Robbery
You’d Be Surprised
West of Broadway

Lloyd Hamilton Educational
Romance Prod. Educational
Bruce Scenic Educational
Bijou Educational
F. B. O. F. B. O.
Winkler F. B. O.
Standard Cinema F. B. O.

Pathe Pathe
Fables Pathe
Hal Roach Pathe
Mack Sennett Pathe
Grantland Rice Pathe
Pathe Pathe
Pathe Pathe
Pathe Pathe
Pathe Pathe
Blue Streak Western Universal
Mustang W’estem Universal
Bluebird Universal
Fox Fox
Fox Fox
Paramount Paramount
Cecil B. DeMille P-D-C

2 reels

2 reels
1 reel

1 reel

6709
1 reel

2 reels

2 reels

2/3 reels

2 reels

2 reels

1 reel
1 reel

1/3 reel

1 reel

1 reel

5 reels

2 reels
1 reel

5363
4800
5994
5186

Screen Snapshots No. 24(Columhia)
HOW TO GET BEHIND THE SCENES WITH CON-
RAD NAGLE. PAULINE STARKE, NORMAN
KERRY, ROBERT THORNBY, CLAIRE WIND-
SOR. LON CHANEY, ANTONIO MORENO AND
GEORGE K. ARTHUR.

ALWAYS ON THE GO. NORMAN TALMADGE
BIDS FAREWELL TO SISTER CONSTANCE AND
GEORGE SIDNEY.

AFTER DOING A “PRINCE OF WALES,”
MONTAGUE CAME HOBBLING ALONG.

SALLY LONG SHOWS YOU HOW TO KEEP THAT
GIRLISH FIGURE.

PRISCILLA DEAN AND ELINOR FAIR HAVE A
SEASON PASS FOR FRED MILLER’S NEW THE-
ATRE AND PROCEED TO TRY IT OUT.

WHERE MOVIE PEOPLE ARE THEIR OWN
CRITICS. SID GRAUMAN, LILYAN TASHMAN,
CARTER DE HAVEN AND EDMUND LOWE.

CATHLEEN CLIFFORD HAS JUST BECOME A
REALTOR AND SHE IS SELLING HER PROP-
ERTY to philo McCullough, cyril chad-
wick AND LEW CODY.

Fox News No. 102
GENE THE MARINE FINISHES HIS STRENUOUS
TRAINING AT STROUDSBURG. PA.

HUNDREDS OF ARTISTICALLY DECORATED
GONDOLAS TAKE PART IN ROYAL REGATTA
IN VENICE.

DAILY PASSENGER AND MAIL SERVICE BE-
TWEEN NORFOLK, VA., AND PHILADELPHIA
AND WASHINGTON IS STARTED.

ALABAMA U. FOOTBALL TEAM, FOR LAST TWO
YEARS CHAMPIONS OF THE SOUTH, BEGIN
TRAINING.

PARADE AND MASSING OF FLAGS FEATURE
CONVENTION OF ILLINOIS DEPARTMENT OF
THE AMERICAN LEGION.

VAST THRONG OF 500,000 GIVES A WILD WEL-
COME TO PILOT COBHAM COMPLETING
ENGLAND-AUSTRALIA FLIGHT.

COWBOYS AND COWGIRLS OF WESTERN STATES
COMPETE FOR WORLD TITLE IN RIDING
BRONCOS AND WILD STEERS.

HIGH SEAS OF ATLANTIC RIP AWAY BOARD-
WALK AND 82,000,000 HOTEL IS UNDER-
MINED AND RUINED AT LONG BEACH, L. I.

DARING DRIVERS THRILL THRONG AT NOR-
FOLK, VA., SEEKING DIRT-TRACK MARK.

CALIFORNIA INTRODUCES NEW W ATER SPORT.
IN WHICH TWO TEAMS STRUGGLE WITH
GIANT BALL.

DIRIGIBLE LOS ANGELES PAYS AIR VISIT TO
ATLANTIC CITY AND PHILADELPHIA.

Fox News No. 103
AIR VIEWS OF MIAMI BEFORE FLORIDA DIS-
ASTER WHICH COSTS 1,000 LIVES.

PRESIDENT ENDS VACATION AND DEPARTS
W ITH MRS. COOLIDGE FOR W ASHINGTON TO
RESUME OFFICIAL DUTIES.

BEFORE 15.000 GOLF FANS GEORGE VON ELM
DEFEATS BOBBY JONES IN CONTEST FOR NA-
TIONAL AMATEUR AIR TITLE.

KING GEORGE OF ENGLAND DONS KILTS AND
BECOMES SCOTSMAN FOR DAY TO ATTEND
HIGHLAND GAMES.

A CURIOSITY OF JOURNALISM IS A COMPLETE
NEWSPAPER EDITED AND ISSUED DAILY ON
A TRANS ATLANTIC LINER.

NEW SEAPORT AT CORPUS CHRISTI. TEXAS, IS

OPENED TO WORLD FOLLOWING COMPLE-
TION OF 22-MILE CHANNEL COSTING MIL-
LIONS.

RAILROAD OFFICIALS BESTOW MEDALS OF
HONOR UPON 69 VETERAN WORKERS HAV-
1NG HALF-CENTURY SERVICE.

SQUAD OF 110 CAMBRIDGE CANDIDATES TURNS
OUT FOR FOOTBALL SEASON UNDER HAR-
VARD’S NEW SYSTEM OF COACHING.

UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
STARTS FOOTBALL TRAINING WITH SQU
OF 200 CANDIDATES FOR TEAM.

RENE LACOSTO OF FRANCE BEATS JEAN BO-
ROTRA FOR NATIONAL TENNIS TITLE HELD
FOR SIX YEARS BY TILDEN.

CRACK PILOTS OF POTOMAC’S SPEED FLEET
COMPETE IN THRILLING CONTESTS FOR
COVETED PRESIDENT’S CUP.

N. Y.-PARIS PLANE CRASHES AND BURNS AT
AT ROOSEVELT FIELD, L. I. TWO OF CREW
DIE.

*

Fox News No. 104
GENE TUNNEY WINS WORLD RING TITLE FROM
JACK DEMPSEY.

PEOPLE OF MIAMI SURVEY WRECKED CITY
AND BEGIN WORK OF RECONSTRUCTION.

DARING RIDING FEATURES THE HURRICANE'S
DEFEAT OF ANGLO-AMERICAN FOUR IN
OPEN POLO TOURNAMENT.

THE “TARHEELS." FAMOUS FOOTBALL TEAM,
OF NORTH CAROLINA U, COMMENCES WORK
FOR 1926 SEASON.

NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY FOOTBALL TEAM
HARD AT WORK FOR COMING SEASON.

THE U. OF PENNSYLVANIA FOOTBALL TEAM
COMMENCES PRACTICE IN PREPARATION FOR
1926 SEASON.

WILD EXCITEMENT PREVAILS IN ROME AS
THIRD ATTEMPT IS MADE ON LIFE OF 11
DUCE.
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NATION’S FINEST HARNESS HORSES COMPET’
ON FAST TRACK FOR TROTTING HONORS IN
EASTERN STATE STAKES.

NAVY’S CRACK TORPEDO BOATS OFF ON FULL
POWER TRIALS FROM NEWPORT TO NOR-
FOLK.

*

International News No. 78

MUSSOLINI FOR THIRD TIME ESCAPES ASSAS-
SINATION. ITALIAN PREMIER UNHURT BY
BOMB HURLED AT HIS AUTO.

SMILES AND PRIZES AWARDED BEST OF BABY
BEAUTIES AT LONG BEACH, CAL. KIDDIE
PARADE.

VAST FLOCKS OF SHEEP MOVING TO WINTER
HOMES. NATION’S MUTTON SUPPLY MOVING
ON HOOF FROM SUMMER GRAZING AREA.

STRICKEN FLORIDA RISES VALIANTLY FROM
WRECKAGE; TROOPS GUARD REFUGES.

INTRODUCING WILLIAM HARRISON DEMPSEY
AND JAMES JOSEPH GENE TUNNEY BEFORE
AND AFTER THE FRAY.

International News No. 79

TRIUMPHAL WELCOME HOME FOR GENE TUN-
NEY. THOUSANDS RUN FOR GLIMPSE OF
DEMPSEY’S CONQUEROR ARRIVING FROM
SCENE OF VICTORY.

WAR TANKS BLOWN UP IN TEST OF EXPLO-
SIVE. ARMY DETERMINES EFFECT OF BIG
SHELLS IN SPECTACULAR EXPERIMENTS.

CARDINALS AND YANKS WIN LEAGUE PEN-
NANTS. ST. LOUIS AND NEW YORK TO
FIGHT IT OUT IN WORLD’S SERIES.

VAST FLOCK OF SHEEP MOVING TO WINTER
HOMES FROM SUMMER GRAZING AREA.

FRENCH ACROBATIC FLYER IN AMAZING EXHI-
BITION. SOMETHING NEW IN SKY RIDING
BY ALFRED FRONVAL, FAMOUS AERIAL
DAREDEVIL.

Kinograms No. 5225
PARIS PLANE FALLS AT ROOSEVELT FIELD.
TWO ARE KILLED BUT FONCK AND CURTIN
escape.

GEORGES MICHEL, ANOTHER BAKER, WHO
BREAKS CHANNEL RECORD IN II HOURS
AND 5 MINUTES.

BOHEMIAN QUARTER HAS DAY OF TREMEN-
DOUS EXCITEMENT WHEN MLLE. VALDOR
MARRIES LIEUT. GEO.

MEN AND GIRLS COMPETE FOR THE PACIFIC
SWIMMING CHAMPIONSHIP AND BREAK REC-
ORDS.

SCENES AT MIAMI, CHIEF VICTIM OF WORST
TROPICAL STORM EVER TO VISIT SHORE
OF UNITED STATES.

Kinograms No. 5226
GENE TUNNEY, KING OF HEAVYWEIGHTS,
CREATES FURORE WHEN HE ARRIVES AT
PENN STATION.

STATES RUSH AID TO FLORIDA SUFFERERS.
SUPPLIES POUR IN FOR RELIEF OF THOU-
SANDS WHO LOST HOMES IN TROPICAL
HURRICANE.

DEFEAT OF LEO DIEGEL GIVES WALTER
HAGEN HIS THIRD P. G. A. CHAMPIONS!!!;
IN A ROW.

SURVIVOR OF FLEET THAT RUSHED TROOPS
TO FRONT IN 1914 SENT TO US. S. FOR
LEGION MEETINGS.

OWNER OF ANGORA FARM GETS HIS GOATS’
GOAT WITH NEW INVENTION TO PREVENT
COLDS.

FORMER CROWN PRINCE IS INTERESTED SPEC-
TATOR AT GERMAN FLYING MEET.

HIGH CHARGES OF T. N. T. ARE EXPLODED
AND BIG SHELLS AIMED AT WAR MACHINES.

Jack Duffy, the little grandpa with the
whiskers, has been signed by A1
Christie for Christie comedies re-
leased by Educational. He has been
in a number of long features as well,
including “Reckless Romance” and
“Madam Behave.”

Look It Up in

“New Pictures”
Index to “Herald” Files by

Title, Date and Page

Almost A Lady Sept. 4, P. 91
Amateur Gentleman, The Aug. 21, P. 55
Bachelor Brides May 15, P. 136
Bat, The June 26, P. 47
Bear Cats — May 29, P. 130
Beau Geste July 24, P. 55
Beauty a la Mud Sept. 25, P. 65
Better Man, The — July 3, P. 55
Big Show, The June 5, P. 63
Bigger Than Barnum’s Aug. 21, P. 53
Black Paradise - July 31, P. 65
Bonanza Buckaroo, The Oct. 2, P. 97
Born to the West May 1, P. 62
Broadway Gallant, The May 22, P. 61
Bromo and Juliet .Sept. 18, P. 109
Brown Derby, The June 19, P. 57
Chase Yourself July 10, P. 81
Christine of the Big Tops Sept. 11, P. 59
Clinging Vine, The Aug. 28, P. 58
College Boob, The - Sept. 4, P. 91
Collegiate - Sept. 4, P. 90
Cow’s Kimona, The June 19, P. 55
Cowboy Cop, The Aug. 7, P.81 v

Creeps - June 19, P. 55
Daffy Dill, The - Aug. 21, P. 53
Dancing Days Sept. 18, P. 109
Dead Line, The — -July 24, P. 58
Dangerous Friends Sept. 25, P. 67
Devil Horse, The May 15, P. 137
Devil’s Dice Aug. 7, P. 79
Devil’s Gulch, The Aug. 28, P. 58
Dice Woman, The - July 17, P. 57
Dippy Tar, A Sept. 25, P. 65
Doubling With Danger Aug. 7, P. 81
Duchess of Buffalo, The Aug. 7, P. 79
Dummy Love Aug. 28, P. 58
Early to Wed May 29, P. 130
Earth Woman, The .May 22, P. 62
Ella Cinders .. June 12, P. 98
Eve’s Leaves June 26, P. 47
Excess Baggage - Aug. 7, P. 79
Fighting Boob, The— May 1, P. 62
Fine Manners - - May 22, P. 61
Flame of the Argentine Sept. 4, P. 92
Flame of the Yukon, The July 31, P. 64
Flames Oct. 2, P. 97
Flashing Fangs Oct. 2, P. 95
Fools of Fashion - Sept. 11, P. 59
Footloose Widows - June 26, P. 45
Forever After Sept. 25, P. 65
Forlorn River Aug. 7, P. 80
Fresh Faces May 8, P. 129
Gentle Cyclone - - July 31, P. 65
Gigolo July 24, P. 56
Gigolo - Sept. 25, P. 67
Gilded Highway, The May 8, P. 130
Gimme Strength May 22, P. 61
Glenister of the Mounted ... June 12, P. 97
Going Crazy May 29, P. 130
Golden Web, The May 15, P. 138
Great Deception, The — July 17, P. 57
Greater Glory, The - May 15, P. 136
Hard Boiled June 26, P. 45
Hearts and Spangles June 12, P.97
Hell Bent fer Heaven July 10, P. 79
Hell’s Four Hundred May 15, P. 137
Her Honor the Governor Aug. 28, P. 59
Here Comes Charlie July 10, P.82
His Private Life - May 29, P. 129
Hitchin’ Up - July 3, P.53
Honest Injun July 17, P. 57
Ice Cold Cocos - June 19, P. 57
Imposter, The May 1, P. 62
Into Her Kingdom...., July 24, P. 55
Isle of Retribution, The May 22, P. 62
It Must Be Love - Sept. 11, P. 59
It’s the Old Army Game— May 1, P. 63
Jade Cup, The - - - June 19, P.57
Jolly Tars - Sept. 4, P. 90
Kiki - May 1, P. 62
King of the Pack, The - Aug. 21, P. 55
Kiss Papa -Aug. 21, P. 55
Laddie Oct. 2, P. 95
Lew Tyler’s Wives - July 10, P. 79
Long Fliv the King June 19, P. 55
Lost at Sea - - .....Sept. 4, P. 90
Love Magic - June 12, P. 98
Mantrap - - -May 29, P.131
Masquerade Bandit, The June 26, P.45
Meet the Prince Aug. 7, P. 81
Men of the Night - July 17, P.57
Millionaire Policeman, The May 1, P. 64
Miss Nobody - - June 19, P.57
Mister Wife July 31, P. 64
Move Along — Aug. 21, P. 54
Mr. Cinderella May 8, P. 129
Mulhall’s Great Catch July 24, P . 58
My Kid - Sept. 18, P. 110
Night Cry, The May 8, P. 130
North Star - May 8, P. 130
Nothing Matters June 26, P. 47
One Minute to Play Sept. 18, P. 109
Only Way, The July 10, P. 82
Palm Beach Girl, The _ May 1, P. 63
Pals First July 10, P. 79
Papa’s Pest * - June 5, P. 63
Paradise Sept. 4, P. 90
Partners Again, with Potash and Perlmutter

—

- July 3, P. 53
Passionate Quest, The July 24, P. 58
Poor Girl’s Romance, A June 5, P. 63
Puppets — June 12, P. 97
Racing Blood - - June 26, P. 46
Ranson’s Folly May 29, P. 129
Risky Business Sept. 18, P. 109
Romance of a Million Dollars, The Aug. 14, P. 52
Sandy May 1, P. 62
Sap, The ..._ - May 22, P. 63
Satan Town - Aug. 14, P. 52
Savage, The June 5, P. 64
Say It Again May 15, P. 138
Sea Beast, The May 15, P. 136
Sea Wolf, The July 31, P. 64
Senor Daredevil June 26, P. 47
Seventh Bandit, The May 8, P. 131
Shamrock Handicap, The ^.._May 8, P. 128
Shipwrecked July 3, P. 54
Shore Shy May 8, P. 129
Show Off, The Sept. 4, P. 91
Sign of the Claw, The May 29, P. 130
Silence June 5, P. 64
Silent Power, The Aug. 28, P. 59
Skyrocket, The May 8, P. 128
Social Highwayman, The June 12, P. 98
Solid Gold Aug. 21, P. 53
Son of the Sheik July 3, P. 55
Sparrows June 26, P. 47
Speed Limit, The July 31, P. 64
Speeding Venus, The Aug. 14, P. 52
Sporting Lover, The May 29, P. 130
Still Alarm - May 22, P. 62
Strong Man, The Sept. 11, P. 59
Subway Sadie - July 31, P. 65
Sunny Side Up July 31, P. 64
Sweet Daddies May 29, P. 129
That Model From Paris Sept. 11, P. 59
Three Weeks in Paris May 15, P. 137
Thrilling Youth May 1, P. 62
Through Thick and Thin July 3, P. 54
Thundering Fleas July 3, P. 53
Till We Eat Again June 19, P. 55
Tin Ghost, The May 1, P. 63
Tin Gods July 17, P. 57
Tony Runs Wild.... June 12, P. 99
Trip to Chinatown, A May 22, P. 61
Twisted Triggers Sept. 25, P. 65
Two Can Play May 8, P. 129
Two Gun Man, The July 10, P. 79
Unfair Sex, The Oct. 2, P. 95
Unknown Soldier, The June 19, P. 55
Unknown Treasures July 10, P. 81
Up in Mabel’s Room July 3, P. 53
Uppercuts Sept. 25, .P 67
Valley of Bravery, The June 12, P. 98
Vision, The June 26, P. 45
When Love Grows Cold May 8, P. 130
Who Hit Me Aug. 7, P. 81
Who’s My Wife? - July 10, P. 80
Who’s Who Aug. 28, P. 59
Why Girls Go Back Home May 15, P. 137
Wilderness Woman, The May 22, P. 62
Wise Guy, The June 5, P. 64
You’d Be Surprised Aug. 14, P. 52
Young April Aug. 28, P. 60

Out of the West
Distributor

:

F. B. 0.

Producer: F. B. 0.

Length: Undetermined

DIRECTOR ROBERT DE LACEY

PLAYERS
Tom Hanley Tom Tyler
Bernice O’Connor Bernice Welch
Jim Rollins J. O’Connor
Bide Goodrich Ethan Laidlaw
John O’Connor Alfred Hewston
Frankie Frankie Darro
Grannie Hanley Gertrude Claire
Scout Barney Furey

TYPE: Western drama.
THEME: Outwitting crooks.
LOCALE: A Western city.

TIME: The present.

STORY : O’Connor and Rollins, rival

ranchmen, have good ball teams, but Rol-
lins’ outfit generally wins because the
former’s foreman and pitcher is being
paid by Rollins to throw the game. A
young man and his grandmother are
wandering through Arizona. The young
man becomes cowpuncher on O’Connor’s
ranch, when the boss discovers he is a
good pitcher. Rollins, betting heavily on
the Fourth of July game, plots to have
the young pitcher eliminated. After he
is kidnapped and escapes, and after it is

discovered that the note found in his
bunk purporting that he intends to throw
the game is a fake, he gets into the game
and wins it. The rival foreman kidnaps
O’Connor’s daughter who is saved by the
young cowpuncher.
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“Padlocked
”

Gentlemen: Enclosed find two photographs of a prologue used by Manager
Kingman, Saenger’s Marion theatre, Clarksdale, Miss., in connection with the
production Padlocked. Picture at top shows the opening of the prologue. In it

the two youthful Charleston steppers strutted their stuff to the “book,” pulled the
cord and revealed the very attractive young lady seen in the photograph below.
This comprised local talent and the total cost of the production was $4.45.

Yours very sincerely,

SAENGER THEATRES, Inc.

G. J. MEREDITH,
Director of Publicity and Advertising.

Los Angeles State
Week Ending September 30

band in a Fanchon and Marco “idea” last week.Loew s Stale presented Rube Wolf and hisThe stage was artistically draped and the presenta-tion went over great.
Rube Wolf and his band opened the showwith an overture selection which was renderednicely and brought excellent results

Q ,

TLe GlrI Friend,” was enacted bv Fanchonand Marco girls and members of the band, talk-
ing, singing and dancing to the tune of thepopular melody. Liberal applause resulted

ple*sed
eS

faiHy well
^ 3 danCe nUmber which

Wolf played “Blarney” on his cornet to fairreturns.
Holly Hawl sang a number which fell flatweak applause did not deter her from doingnumber two. Fanchon and Marco girls came on

at ttie chorus and helped out a little.
Armstrong and Phelps with a line of chatterand songs went over pretty good. They did anencore.

Announcing the feature of the presentation as
Sleepyhead, ’ with Oscar Taylor, band member,

.Rube Wolf had different sections of the band
play the piece and finished up with his cornetm solo. Drape curtains parted disclosing aparchment window effect above the orchestra
shell. On the platform above the shell, eight
pretty girls formed beautiful silhouette. Thev
took off their nighties, put on their dresses hats
etc., while Oscar Taylor sang “Sleepyhead.’’’
Big applause greeted this flash finale.

Los Angeles Met
Week Ending September 30

Publix Theatres presented Eddie Peabody at the
Metropolitan last week in “Pep Week.” While
the presentation was pleasing the talent was not
up to standard for this theatre.

Opening number was announced as “Pep ”
and the Metropolitan girls came on at the chorus
in a dance.

Don Carroll sang “At Peace With the World,”
and received liberal applause.

While the orchestra was moved around on
trick stages it played a jazzy number as the
Metropolitan girls danced.

The band next played “Hi Diddle Diddle,”
with Peabody singing the chorus. Not so good.
Peggy Bernier sang "How Many Times,” and

repeated the chorus and took a bow.
Peabody played “When You Waltz With the

One You Love” on a violin, the orchestra join-
ing in at the chorus. Small applause here.
When he played “Climbing the Ladder of Love”
even smaller results were obtained. Request num-
bers brought out “Barcelona” and “Mary Lou”
and Peabody used his banjo to get results.
The finale was effective and well staged. Cur-

tains, disclosed girls on block effects in pyramid
formation, each holding an umbrella with sparkles
attached. Toy balloons were dropped from loft
over band and Met girls while everyone came on
in a grand revue.

Ottawa Regent Music
Bills Are Revamped

(Special to the Herald)

OTTAWA, ONT„ Oct. 5.—Ray Tub-
man, who has been managing director of
the Regent theatre here since last June,
has revamped the musical features of the
house bills. First he closed the orchestra
that has been playing the house pit for
some time and adopted the policy of
screening the long feature picture to organ
accompaniment. Then he engaged Orville:

Johnston and his 12-piece novelty orches-
tra. This unit will play the news and oth-
er short features and do an overture for
each show.

Lloyd Collins Transferred
(Special to the Herald)

TORONTO, ONT., Oct. 5.—Lloyd
Collins, formerly conductor of the Hip-
podrome theatre orchestra here, has been
appointed director of the orchestra at

the Regent theatre, the manager of

which is Nelson Shea, also formerly with
the Hippodrome. The Regent has given
an extended run to “Mare Nostrum,”
which started its third week on September
20. “The Black Pirate” previously had
played a five-week run at the Regent.
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SALT LAKE
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH.—Lieut.

B. P. Donnelly and Pilot L. Carl Oezle
brought to the Salt Lake City airdome a

huge plane, labelled “Wings.” Following
their arrival they spoke to a large audience
at the Paramount Empress, describing the

picturization of “Wings” and also touching
on the feat of landing a plane with a

parachute. . . . Messrs. Thornberg and Mc-
Dermaid are reported to have leased the

new show house which is being built at

Cedar City, Utah. . . . Golf enthusiasts

among the film folk here are glad to learn

of the success of their friend George Von
Elm at Chicago. . . . Ed Ryan, exhibitor

at Brigham City, Utah, is spending a few
days in this city. . . . T. M. Chester, ex-
hibitor from Bingham, LItah, is lining up
new business along the local Film Row this

week. . . . Wilford Williams reports that

“The Son of the Sheik” broke all existing

house records at his new theatre, the Vic-

tory, at Kemmerer, Wyo. . . . Will Hein-
ecke of the Judith at Louistown, Mont.,
who played Valentino’s latest recently, an-
nounces that this was the most successful

picture he has run for the last twelve-
month. . . . George Allen, manager of the

Liberty and Majestic at Nampa, Idaho, re-

ports having experienced unusual success

with “The Black Pirate.” . . . Messrs.
Barnard and Steele of the Isis at Bingham,
Utah, are visiting here. . . . Jimmie Kelts,

manager of the local office for Columbia
exchanges, is expecting a visit from J. T.

Sheffield, owner of the Columbia ex-
changes. . . . R. L. Wicker, with his little

son, have been in this city from Delta,

Utah, booking for his Delta there. . . .

Four first run Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer pro-

ductions are being run here this week, it

being Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer week. They
are : “La Boheme,” at the Pantages

;
“The

Waning Sex,” Victory; “The Road to

Manadalay,” American, and “The Conquer-
ing Power” at the Kinema. . . . “The Four
Horsemen of the Apocalypse” is to be re-

issued by Metro and will very likely be

handled through the exchange here rather

than as a road show, it is announced.

SAN FRANCISCO
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.—Lew Marks,

of the Rialto, at Sacramento left on a
pleasure trip to a number of the Eastern
cities .... Mr. Fraler and Mr. Jones, of

the Grand, at Tracy, and the Victory at

San Jose, respectively, were visitors on
the Row recently. . . . Lew Harris, of the

Rialto, at Stockton, was on the Avenue
recently booking and buying pictures. . . .

The Western Poster Company, 117 Golden
Gate Avenue, San Francisco, have just been
appointed exclusive distributors of Heralds
for all LInited Artists releases for the San
Francisco and Seattle northwestern terri-

tory. . . . Francis Robert McCawley, of the

Unique, at Santa Cruz, was in the city

recently. . . . B. B. Jones, formerly of the

Orpheum, Lakeport, has recently taken
charge of the Isleton, at Isleton, and
changed the name to the Playhouse. . . .

Bob Power and Walter Armstrong left for

Seattle to superintend the finishing touches

on the new Fifth Avenue theatre which
they are decorating and equipping with
stage paraphernalia and drapes. This
house is the second big theatre of the

Harry C. Arthur, Jr. group to be built and
opened in the northwest since acquiring

the big Jensen and Von Herberg chain. . . .

Dick Spier, who has charge of the Cali-

fornia, surprised his friends when he mar-
ried Miss M. Dabovich.

MILWA UKEE
MILWAUKEE, WIS. — Harry Terry,

who was connected with the local Univer-
sal exchange some years ago, has returned
here after a three-year stay on the West
Coast, and has joined the sales force of the

Fox Film office. . . . Charley Braun, man-
ager of Saxe’s Miller theatre, just returned
from Philadelphia, where he attended the

Dempsey-Tunney fight. . . . Francis Kadoiv
of the Mikado, Manitowoc, Wis., was a

recent visitor in Film Row. . . . Charles
Koehler, booker in the Milwaukee office of

the Progress Pictures Company, is back on
the job after being confined to his home
for more than a week with an attack of the

grippe. . . . Ed Wiseman, manager of the

local Educational exchange, is on a trip

through the state. . . . Safus Olson of the

Pastime, Delavan, Wis., and N. M. Em-
mons, owner of the Eagle at Eagle River,

visited a number of the local exchange of-

fices last week. . . . The Juneau now offers

five acts of vaudeville in connection with

the regular pictorial program. This is Mil-

waukee’s first neighborhood vaudeville the-

atre. . . . A. I. Latts, manager of the Royal,

Ashland, Wis., now employs a staff of uni-

formed girl ushers at his house. . . . Wil-
liam VanDyke, who operates the Bijou and
Vaudet in Kaukana, was a visitor here this

week.

KANSAS CITY
KANSAS CITY, MO.—C. E. Cook, bus-

iness manager of the M. P. T. O. Kansas-
Missouri, returned this week from an ex-

tended tour through the territory in behalf

of several advertising deals which he has

pending for the M. P. T. 0. K.-M. . . .

Among the out-of-town exhibitors in the

Priscilla Dean in “West of Broadway,”
with Arnold Gray, Mabel Coleman and
Walter Long. This Metropolitan pro-

duction released by Pro-Dis-Co was
directed by Robert Thornby.

Kansas City market this week were : L. M.
Miller, L. M. Miller Theatre Enterprises,
Wichita, Kas.

;
Ray Cook, Missouri the-

atre, Maryville, Mo.
;
Fred Fees, Best the-

atre, Parsons, Kas.
; W. H. Hammond,

Blake theatre, Webb City, Mo.; Barney
Dubinsky, Jefferson City, Mo.; Ben Levy,
Hippodrome, Joplin, Mo.

;
Ensley Barbour,

Orpheum, Joplin, Mo.; Walter Wallace,
Orpheum, Leavenworth, Kas. . . .New the-

atres are under construction in Bonner
Springs, Kas., and Clinton, Mo., Dr. H.
Marseilles being the owner of the latter

house. . . . The new Gillioz in Springfield,

Mo., a LTniversal house, will be opened
soon, elaborate opening plans having been
arranged, according to Fred S'. Meyer, in

charge of Universal theatres in the Kansas
City territory. . . . The Electric, Joplin,

Mo., will be reopened and remodeled soon
by the Grubel interests of Kansas City,

Kas., according to F. C. Grubel. . . . The
Bonaventure of Kansas City has been pur-
chased by T. B. Rozvell from F. W. Hewes.
. . . The admission tax and blue laws
again are expected to pop up in the
terms of the Missouri and Kansas legis-

latures this winter, but no time is being
lost by the M. P. T. O. Kansas-Missouri,
which already has sent out a bulletin
warning exhibitors to be on their guard
against adverse movements. . . . The first

invasion of larger type stage novelties into

suburban theatres of Kansas City has been
announced with the change of policy at the
Isis theatre. The change to vaudeville and
feature pictures at the Isis was announced
this week, following the acquisition of that

theatre by Universal. ... So noticeable
has been the custom of Newman theatre
employees, from Manager Bruce Fowler
on down the line, to go about without hats,

that it was worth a mention in the Kansas
Ciy Star this week. It was an unexpected
bit of publicity for Mr. Fowler . . .

The annual convention of the National
Association of Motion Picture Screen
Advertisers, to be in Kansas City Octo-
ber 14, 15 and 16, is attracting more than
ordinary interest in Kansas City film
circles.

Service Talks
on Pictures

( Continued from page 60 )

work together for the extermination
of the gang. Their work involves
chases ashore and afloat and ends
when the done-runners’ submarine
is blown up. Then the personal war
of the two gang-leaders is taken up
again and ends in a realistically

hard-fought ring battle in a parish
gym, with only the parish priest,

who referees, as witness.

Through all this runs the thread
of love for Kitty. Both men court
her, but O’Brien wins. The picture
is one of those that has “a little

something for everybody”—action,

love, comedy, good scenic shots and
information. It is well done.
Which concludes this week’s hill.—T. O.

SERVICE.
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Latest Cosmopolitan Productions

"THE TEMPTRESS,” M-G-M, had its first showing in San
Francisco September 18. Greta Garbo and Antonio Moreno
are starred in this production. Right: Roy D’Arcy plays
the role of a bandit. The picture was filmed at the Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer studio.
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Rayart

Worne Takes Company North

Duke Worne left the studio with his

“Trooper 77” company for Kernville, Calif.,

where a month’s shooting on the produc-
tion will be accomplished. Herbert Raw-
linson stars in this picture with Hazel
Deane as his leading lady.

Gotham
“Winning Wallop” Is Released

Lumas Film Corporation has released the
William Fairbanks production made by
Camera Pictures and entitled “The Win-
ning Wallop!” This is the ninth production
produced for Lumas release this season
out of a total of twenty pictures scheduled.

Red Seal

Magic Series Well Up
“Keep ’Em Guessing,” a series of popu-

lar magic one-reel pictures which were
made by the Magicians Society of America
for Red Seal release, are up to schedule,
with two of the six already completed, and
the third now in the cutting room.

Columbia
Books Entire Series

The Pantages theatre of Kansas City has
booked the entire Columbia series for the
twenty-four 1926-27 season’s release.

“Lone Wolf” Reaps Praise

It is said that “The Lone Wolf Returns”
is playing to satisfied audiences all over the

country. The Criterion theatre in Okla-
homa City, a Publix house, reported it

played to crowded houses, and it is said

to have made a healthy record at the

Metropolitan at Los Angeles.

Chadwick
James Young Signed for Director

James Young, who recently completed
the direction of his own adaptation of the
Erckman-Chatrian classic, “The Bells,” has
been engaged by I. E. Chadwick to direct
“Sunshine of Paradise Alley.”

“Devil’s Island” Release Oct. 15

“Devil’s Island,” the second Chadwick
Pictures Corporation’s First Division Pic-
tures of the new season, will be released
generally throughout the country on Octo-
ber 15.

American Cinema
Klein Closes Big English Deal

Edward L. Klein recently consummated
a deal for the sale of the entire output
of the David M. Hartford Productions for
1^26-27 with Messrs. E. L. Alexander, Gra-
ham Hewett and Frank Green of the In-
ternational Cinematograph Corporation of
England.

Tiffany

Pauline Frederick Stars in “Josselyn”

Pauline Frederick is starring in “Josse-
lyn’s Wife,” filming of which is now under
way under the direction of Richard Thorpe.

Sterling Pictures

Sign Contract With N. V. Universal

George E. Kann, vicepresident of Ster-
ling Pictures Distributing Corporation, has
just signed a contract with the N. V. Uni-
versal Film Co. of Amsterdam to handle
throughout Holland the 1924-25 releases of

Sterling Pictures.

Preferred Pictures

Edith Yorke Is Signed

Edith Yorke, screen mother, has been
added to the cast of “His New York Wife,”
which Albert J. Kelley is directing.

Cranfield & Clarke

4 in Preparation; 6 Ready

The third and fourth of the one-reel fea-

ture series are ready for release and are
entitled “The Death Ray” and “Mother O’
Mine!” “Glimpses of Switzerland” and “St.

Paul’s Cathedral” are two pictures ready
for immediate release of the International
Twelve. Two little dramas in Big Places
featuring Nell Shipman are ready to go
out, “The Trail of the North Wind” and
“The Light on the Lookout.” Those in

preparation are “God’s Country,” “Day
Dreams,” “White Water” and “Wolf’s
Brush.”

F. B. O.

Launch “Tarzan and the Golden Lion”

The cinema production of “Tarzan and
the Golden Lion” is to be a super produc-
tion and has put in work under the su-
pervision of Edwin King.

O’Hara Finishes One; Starts Another

George O’Hara, who is now making fea-

ture comedies, has finished “The Timid
Terror” and is ready to start on “Jack
O’ Diamonds,” his fourth starring vehicle.

“Garden” Adaptation Is Finished

J. Leo Meehan and Mrs. Meehan, daugh-
ter of the late Gene Stratton-Porter, have
just finished the adaptation of “The Magic
Garden,” the author’s last novel.

“Breed of the Sea” Is Ready
Peter B. Kyne’s novel, “Breed of the

Sea,” has been made into a marine melo-
drama under the direction of Ralph Ince,

who also played a double role in the pic-

ture, and it is ready for release.

Doris Anderson Completes Script

Doris Anderson has completed the script

on “Her Father Said No,” a special Gold
Bond written by H. C. Witwer.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

Moss and Buckman Added to Staff

Julian Moss and Sidney Buckman have
been added to the scenario staff and have
been assigned an original comedy drama,
as yet unnamed.

Engage Edwin Mayer As Scenarist

Edwin Mayer has been assigned to write
an original story for the screen. The work-
ing title is to be, “The Beauty Winner.”

Haines Completes “Journey” Role

William Haines has finished the leading
male role in “A Little Journey” and is

taking a few days’ vacation before starting
work in “Slide, Kelly, Slide.”

Robards in “Third Degree”

Jason Robards has been chosen by Mi-
chael Curtiz, European director, for the
masculine lead in “The Third Degree.”
Dolores Costello will star in this picture.

Java Story for Lillian Gish

Extensive research and preparations are
under way for the filming of the new Java
story, completed by John Colton, as a forth-
coming for Lillian Gish.

Pro-Dis-Co

22 First Runs

Twenty-two first runs in twenty-one cities

were given Pro-Dis-Co pictures recently.

More Circuits for P.D.C.

The Boston exchange has just signed up
the Goldstein Brothers circuit, covering
Chicopee, Westfield, Holyoke, Northamp-
ton, Palmer and Ware, Mass. ; the L. M.
Boas circuit in Waverly, Newburyport,
Whitman, Clinton, Amesbury and Woburn,
Mass.

; and the Spitz circuit with houses
in Wollaston, Mass.

;
Cranston, Mt. Pleas-

ant and Auburn, R. I.

Must Compete for Hippodrome Dates

The fact that the Hippodrome belongs
to Keith-Albee and Keith-Albee is a part
of Pro-Dis-Co does not mean that Pro-
Dis-Co has a monopoly of the Hippodrome
screen. Pro-Dis-Co must compete with
other companies for bookings.

Universal

Three in Preparation

Three feature companies now in prep-
aration will start production within a week.
They are the Edward Sloman unit, to film

“The Bargain Bride,” the company headed
by Paul Leni to make “The Cat and The
Canary,” and the Hoot Gibson unit, pre-
paring “The Red-Headed Husband.”

Octavus Roy Cohen Signed for Puffy

Octavus Roy Cohen has signed a con-
tract to write stories for three series of
comedies. The comedies will be written
especially for Charles Puffy.

New La Plante Story Bought

The latest story to be purchased for
Laura La Plante is called “Kiss and Make
Up,” a screen original by Julien Josephson.

Complete Fourth “Collegians”

Wesley Ruggles has completed the fourth
picture of “The Collegians” series of two-
reelers. The picture just completed is en-
titled “The Last Lap,” in which George
Lewis has the starring role.

Two Cameos for October Release

“The Big Gun,” the Navy picture for the
1927-28 season, is all loaded, ready for
shooting. It will be Harry Pollard’s next
super picture. George Lewis has been des-
ignated as the star.
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Educational
Two Mermaids Ready for Release

Two Mermaids are ready for October
release. In the first, “Pink Elephants,”

A1 St. John is featured in a circus comedy.
In the other, as yet untitled, George Davis
is the featured comedian, playing his first

star role in a two-reel laugh-maker.

Jimmie Adams Finished Second

Jimmie Adams comes through with an-
other comedy, which is his second star

production of the new year— “Shell

Shocked.”

“Big Gun” Is Ready for Shooting

Two Cameo Comedies are ready to be
released this month. In “Plumb Goofy”
Phil Dunham and “Toy” Gallagher are

teamed, under the direction of Clem Beau-
champ. In “Pound Foolish” Director Nate
Watt directs George Davis with Lucille

Hutton.

Title This Month’s Hodge-Podge

The title of Lyman H. Howe’s Hodge-
Podge release for the month of October is

“Figures of Fancy.”

Three Felix the Cat Comedies

In this month’s program Felix the Cat
will be seen in three animated cartoons,

“Felix the Cat Hunts the Hunter,” “Felix
the Cat Busts the Bubble” and “Felix the

Cat in Land O’ Fancy.”

United Artists

Miranda to Title “Resurrection”

Thomas Miranda will title and edit “Res-
urrection” when Leo Tolstoy’s dramatic
story is filmed.

Add Another to “Villon” Cast

Martha Franklin, character actress, has
been added to the cast of John Barrymore’s
forthcoming picture based on the life of
Francois Villon.

New Swanson Picture in Work
Camera work on “Sunya,” Gloria Swan-

son’s first U. A. picture, has been started

under the direction of Albert Parker. Mer-
ritt B. Gerstad is chief camera man.

Military Adviser for Carewe Film

General M. M. Pleschkoff, formerly of
the Czar’s forces, has been signed to assist

in filming military episodes in “Resurrec-
tion,” the screen version of Leo Tolstoy’s
classic novel which U. A. is releasing.

Warner Brothers

“Pacific” Receives Commendation

“Across the Pacific,” a Monte Blue star-

ring vehicle, has been commended by the
Photoplay Guide of the National Board
of Review of Motion Pictures as entertain-

ment suitable for an entire family.

Sidney and Gordon Seen Together

George Sidney and Vera Gordon will

again be seen together in a production called

“Mama Kiss Papa,” directed by Herman
Raymaker.

Announce Vitaphone Presentation

The second Vitaphone presentation was
made in connection with the premiere of
Syd Chaplin in “The Better ’Ole” at B. S.

Moss theatre.

Start Work on “Third Degree”

Production has started on “The Third
Degree,” which Bess Meredyth and Graham
Baker collaborated on the photo version,

which will have Dolores Costello in the

starring role.

Del Ruth and Zanuck Teamed
Another story has been assigned Roy Del

Ruth, director, and Darryl Francis Zanuck,
scenarist. The story on which their efforts

will be combined is “Wolf’s Clothing,” in

which Monte Blue and Patsy Ruth Miller
will have the leading roles.

First National

Four Productions Are Completed

The four productions which have just
been completed and are now ready to leave
the cutting room are “Syncopating Sue,”
starring Corinne Griffith

; “Stepping Along,”
starring Johnny Hines

;
“The Flame of the

Border,” starring Ken Maynard, and “Just
Another Blonde,” an Alfred A. Santell pro-
duction for A1 Rockett’s unit featuring Jack
Mulhall.

Four Productions in Work
Four productions on which shooting has

just been started are the new Robert Kane
special directed by Lothar Mendes, a
Johnny Hines comedy not definitely chris-
tened, the June Mathis’ production of “Here
Y’Are Brother,” which Balboni is directing,

and “McFadden’s Flats,” with Charlie Mur-
ray and Chester Conklin plaving important
parts.

Five Releases for This Month
The five pictures which have their re-

leases this month are “Don Juan’s Three
Nights,” featuring Lewis Stone and Shirley
Mason

;
“Mismates,” with Doris Kenyon

and Warner Baxter
; “The Prince of

Tempters,” a special Robert Kane attrac-
tion featuring Ben Lyon, Lya de Putti and
Lois Moran, directed by Lothar Mendes

;

“Forever After,” with Mary Astor and
Lloyd Hughes in the leading roles; and
“Midnight Lovers,” featuring Anna Q. Nils-
son and Lewis Stone.

Completing “Lady in Ermine”

Actual shooting on “The Lady in Er-
mine,” Corinne Griffith’s next picture, is

virtually completed, with James Flood di-

recting. Einar Hansen plays opposite the
star.

Buy “Light of Scarthy”

Motion picture rights to “The Light of
Scarthy,” by Agnes and Egerton Castle,

have been purchased.

Fox

“Going Crooked” Nears Completion

George Melford has “Going Crooked”
nearing completion, with Bessie Love and
Oscar Shaw in the leading roles.

Blystone Directs Canine Film

“On the Wfings of the Storm,” a canine
story featuring Thunder, is being directed
by J. G. Blystone, with Virginia Brown
Faire and Reed Howes as the human leads.

Hawks Directing Virginia Valli

Howard Hawks is busy directing Vir-
ginia Valli in the name role of “Gaby,” in

’ which George O’Brien has the male lead.

Mix Working on Fourth Release

Tom Mix is working on his fourth
1926-27 release, “The Canyon of Light,”
with Dorothy Dwan playing opposite him.

Jones Starts on Third

Buck Jones has just started on “Desert
Valley,” which is his third production for
this season. The others are “The Flying
Horseman” and “30 Below Zero.”

Paramount

Sterling Supports Daniels

Ford Sterling has arrived in Hollywood
to appear in one of the chief supporting
roles of Bebe Daniels’ new starring vehicle,

“Stranded In Paris,” which is being di-

rected by Arthur Rosson.

Write “It” Scenario

Hope Loring and Louis Lighton have
been assigned to prepare the screen play

for “It,” Elinor Glyn’s first production for
Paramount, starring Clara Bow. Clarence
Badger will direct.

Oland in “Man of Forest” Lead

Warner Oland will play a leading role in

“The Man of the Forest,” in support of
Jack Holt and Georgia Hale, who will

appear as the featured leads. John Waters
will direct.

Clive Brook Opposite Negri

Olive Brook will play opposite Pola Negri
in the latter’s next vehicle, “Barbed Wire.”
Rowland V. Lee will direct the picture as
his first for Paramount.

Complete “Love ’Em” Cast

With the addition of William Black
Frank Tuttle has completed the cast of
his latest directorial effort, “Love ’Em and
Leave ’Em.”

Pathe

Jackie Condon Is Re-Signed

Jackie Condon has been re-signed by the
Hal Roach studios after the completion of
his initial five-year contract, and will con-
tinue with “Our Gang.”

Set “Alaskan Adventures” for Release

“Alaskan Adventures,” adventure pic-

ture, will be released October 16. This is

a six-reel subject.

“Nickel Hopper” in Cutting

Mabel Normand’s latest Hal Roach com-
edy, “The Nickel Hopper,” is now in the
cutting room and will soon be released.

Charley Chase in New Picture

The story for the comedy upon which
Charley Chase is now engaged at the Hal
Roach Studios was conceived by Chase and
his brother, James Parrott, who is direct-

ing him. The supporting cast includes Eu-
genia Gilbert, Anita Garvin, Eugene, Pau-
lette, Amber Normand and Bull Montana.

Cast Three More in Roach Comedy
Laura La Varnie, Bert Apling and Bobby

Dunn have been added to an all star ven-
ture with Madelaine Hurlock, Stan Laurel,
Oliver Hardy, William Austin and others

in the cast.

Associated Exhibitors

Scott, Jr., Negotiating for Stories

Lester F. Scott, Jr., producer of Western
pictures, is now at Walter J. Coburn’s Ojai
ranch negotiating for other of Coburn’s
stories.

McDowell in “Confessions”

Appearing with Mildred Harris, Victor
Varconi, David Butler and Alec B. Francis
in “Confessions of a Bride” are Claire Mc-
Dowell, John Miljohn, Jimmie Humes and
Robert Ramsey.

Bertram Directed “Ace of Action”

William Bertram directed the recently

completed picture, “Ace of Action,” in

which Wally Wales is starred.

Wales Picture in Cutting Room
“Ace of Action,” Wally Wales’ newest

picture, is now in the cutting room being

edited and titled.

Canadian Manager
of Warners Change
(Special to the Herald)

OTTAWA, Oct. 5.—B. L. Lyon,
Warner Brothers’ general manager for

Canada, has announced the appointment
of J. Allen of Winnipeg as Western di-

vision manager and W. Cohen is now
manager of the Winnipeg branch office.

Joe Lieberman has been appointed
branch manager at St. John.
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THEATRE BETTERMENT
AWeekly Extension of JBetterCIheatres”

Views of the million dollar State theatre at Harrisburg, Pa., newest link in the Wilmer & Vincent circuit of play-
houses. The State has an unusually imposing and spacious lobby as shown in the photograph above.

“Repeat Sales” Depends
on Good Projection Is

View of John H. Hertner
What the managers does for the audience

is just as important as what he does to get

the audience.

The importance of this is being recog-

nized throughout the country. A selection

of good films is exceedingly important if

the theatre is to maintain its maximum
attendance. The “Repeat Sale” depends
upon the audience securing its full share
of enjoyment at the theatre and that de-
pends in a large measure upon good pro-
jection.

One of the most important factors is

proper projection equipment, says John H.
Hertner, president of The Hertner Electric
Company. The transverter is one of those
unseen yet ever present pieces of projection
equipment that make the showing of pic-

tures easier for the audience and operator
alike.

It is economy to have it in every theatre.
This is being evidenced by the ever-increas-
ing number of installations in large and
small theatres.

A few of the new theatres recently in-
stalling the Transverter include:
Wallace theatre, Brandenton, Florida; Strand

Amusement Co., Laurel, Mississippi; Tenth
Street theatre, Atlanta, Georgia; Big Lake Oil
Company, Texon, Texas; Biscayne Plaza thea-
tre, Miami, Florida; Oxford Amusement Co.,
Oxford, North Carolina; Maeroy theatre, Ballin-
ger, Texas; Palace theatre, Raleigh, North Car-
olina; Capitol theatre, Clearwater, Florida;
Fairfax theatre, East Point, Georgia; Goose
Creek Amusement Co., Goose Creek, Texas;
Regent theatre, Indianola, Mississippi; Rialto
theatre, Norway,- Michigan; Rialto theatre,
Enid, Oklahoma ; Royal theatre, Enid, Okla-
homa

; New Rialto theatre, Tonkawa, Okla-
homa; Ellen theatre, Bozeman, Montana; Strand
theatre, Gallup, New Mexico ; Edgemont thea-
tre, Chester, Pennsylvania; Plaza theatre, En-
glewood, New Jersey; Uptown theatre, Detroit,
Michigan; Palace theatre, Waterloo, Iowa;
Lathrop theatre, Omaha, Nebraska.

Equipment Society

to Meet in Chicago
October 18 and 1

9

A meeting of the Association of Motion
Picture Equipment Dealers in Chicago, Oc-
tober 18 and 19, has been called by Presi-

dent C. D. Struble. The affair, which was
originally scheduled to be held in Detroit

the latter part of July will be held at the

Congress hotel.

Sam Lears, head of the manufacturers
division, has advised the associate members
of the meeting and in a communication
urges their presence at the conclave.

Just what will happen at the convention

is a source of considerable speculation.

Many of the leading spirits in the equip-

ment association have recently consolidated

with the National Theatre Supply Com-
pany. Whether the association is to con-
tinue is a question that will be decided
upon by those present.

A CORRECTION
In a story in October 2nd

“Better Theatres’’ on page 35,

through unfortunate typo-

graphical error the identity of

the author, C. M. Burlingame
was not stated. Mr. Burlin-

game is vice-president of the

Perfection Arc Company, Mil-

waukee. His article presented
his personal views and not
those of a staff member of

“Better Theatres.”

Mirrors Installed for

Utility and Decoration
at Capitol in New York

Bearing in mind the large percentage of

women that constitute the audiences of mo-
tion pictures, Major Edward Bowes has
made the comfort and convenience of the

feminine contingent of patrons, a guiding
thought in making alterations and modifica-

tions to the interior decoration of the Capi-
tol Theatre. During the past year, he has
added mirrors of various sizes and shapes
to the corridors and lobbies of the theatre,

with the result that the handsomely deco-

rated promenade, has become a veritable

hall of mirrors. Observation of crowds has
shown that women are no longer averse
to repairing their facial make-up in public

and that they will stop to consult any con-
venient mirror for such adjustments as may
be necessary. The mirrors at the Capitol,

many of which have been removed from
historic homes and buildings, have been
incorporated into the scheme to serve a

three-fold purpose. They beautify and en-

hance the decoration of the building; they
serve a utilitarian purpose for the conveni-
ence of the ladies, who can powder as they
go, thereby accelerating the movement of
the crowds.
Another item in the decoration which ap-

peals particularly to women is the use of
fresh flowers daily in the halls and lob-

bies.

Your Best Safe guard

Ticket RegisterJ

Ofcourse You Know
U ColdSeal Quality tickets

05 AUTOMATIC TICKET REGISTER CORE
723 Seventh Avenue new York city
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CLASSIFIED
Advertising
Five cents per word, payable in advance. Minimum charge,
$1.00. Copy and checks should be addressed Classified Ad
Dept. Exhibitors Herald, 407 So. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

The Recognized National Classified Advertising Medium

Position Wanted

AT LIBERTY—A-l PROJECTIONIST with
five years experience wants work in small town.
Can handle any equipment. Age 25. Negro. Can
furnish reference. Wire me. Brinson Lacy,
Crockett, Texas.

NON-UNION PROJECTIONIST AT LIB-
ERTY—Eight years experience on Powers and
Simplex. Married. Do not drink. Prefer In-

diana or Illinois. Please state pay and hours.
A. J. Apken, Highland, Illinois.

Operators Wanted

OPERATORS W A N T E D—NON-UNION—
Seven nights, two matinees; Thirty-Five Dollars

subject to raise. Address L. E. Goetz, 1818 52nd
Street, Kenosha, Wisconsin.

Theatres Wanted

WANTED—TO BUY OR LEASE Theatre and
equipment in town of 1,000 and up. Give all par-

ticulars in first letter. O. Midtbruget, Hanska,
Minn.

WANTED—To lease or buy theatre in small

city. Give all details. Address Box 121, Ex-
hibitors Herald, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago,

Illinois.

Theatres For Sale

THEATRE FOR SALE—In town of three

thousand. No opposition. Newly decorated.

Write for details. Box 660, Woodsfield, O.

Equipment Wanted

WE PAY BEST prices for used opera chairs,

projection machines, ventilating fans, portable

projectors, etc. Movie Supply Company, 844
South Wabash Avenue, Chicago.

WE OFFER HIGHEST CASH PRICES for

Second Hand Machines—Opera chairs—Compens-
arcs—-Motor Generators—Portable Projectors, etc.

Write us first. Monarch Theatre Supply Co.,

Memphis, Tenn.

WANTED—About 100 pairs of used roller

skates; prefer fiber rollers; what have you? Ad-
dress E. E. Holmquist, Broadway Theatre, Cen-
terville, S. D.

Organs for Sale

FOR SALE; Bartola Pipe Organ. Used Wur-
iitzer Pipe Organ model O, very reasonable.

Cremona Pipe Organ used or new Reproduco
Pipe Organs. Box 53, Havana. Illinois.

Banners for Sale

CLOTH BANNE.RS: $1.40, 3x10 feet, 3 colors,
any copy up to 15 words; one day service; sent
anywhere; also Bargain Paper Banners. Asso-
ciated Advertisers, 111 W. 18th Street, Kansas
City, Mo.

Business Opportunity

WHETHER YOU want to hire some one or be
hired; buy or sell a theatre; trade, buy or sell

equipment, or do almost anything else in the
motion picture business, an ad in this department
will get you results. If you want us to word
the ad for you, the services of our advertising
experts are at your call. Simply tell us what
you want to do and how many words you want
used. Rates and address above.

Projector Repairing

OLDEST REPAIR MAN IN CHICAGO:
In fifteen years I have repaired 6,500 machines to

complete satisfaction of the owners. Relief equip-
ment furnished gratis. Address Joseph Spratler,
12-14 E. Ninth Street, Chicago, Illinois.

BEST REPAIR SHOP in the country for
overhauling and repairing projection machines,
ticket machines, motors, etc. Expert workman-
ship, prompt service, reasonable prices. Movie
Supply Company, 844 South Wabash Avenue,
Chicago.

BIGGEST AND BEST EQUIPPED REPAIR
SHOP in the South. Expert workmanship guar-

anteed on all projectors, motors, generators, etc.

Loan mechanism free. Address Monarch Theatre
Supply Company, Memphis, Tenn.

In every field there is a

recognized

ADVERTISING
CLASSIFIED

MEDIUM

In the Motion Picture Field

it is

Exhibitors Herald

MOVING PICTURE REPAIRS—Not the Big-

gest, nor the oldest, but we have the Equipment
and the experience to repair, renickel, re-enamel
your Projector. Best Devices Company, Film
Bldg., Cleveland, O.

Mailing Lists

21,400 MOVING PICTURE THEATRES U. S.

and Canada $40.00 or $5.00 per M. for States;

1050 Film Exchanges, $10.00; 163 Mfrs. & Studios,

$3.00; 411 Moving Picture Machine & Supplies,

$4.00. Guaranteed 95% correct. A. F. Williams,

166 W. Adams Street, Chicago, Illinois.

Novelty Souvenirs

SOUVENIRS—Over 300 fine Novelties in our
52 page free Catalog. At genuine Wholesale prices.

Write today. No obligation. Fair Trading Co.,

Inc., 307 Sixth Ave., New York.

Equipment for Sale

“EVERYTHING FOR THE MOVIES.” Guar-

anteed Rebuilt Simplex-Powers and Motiograph
Projectors, Opera Chairs—Generators—Screens,

etc. Supplies and Complete Equipments. Low-
est Prices. Cash or Easy Terms. Special Bulle-

tin free. Monarch Theatre Supply Co., Memphis,
Tenn.

NOW IS A GOOD TIME TO FIX up your
theatre. We have on hand 4000 upholstered used

theatre chairs, 2500 used five and seven ply veneer

chairs. Also brand new chairs in five and seven

ply veneer at 40% less than factory priee. Re-

built moving picture machines of all makes, and
other theatrical equipment in guaranteed condi-

tion. Tell us your need and we will save you
money. Send in your order and we will make
immediate shipment. Illinois Theatre Equipment
Company, 12-14 East Ninth Street, Chicago, Illi-

nois.

THEATRE AND ROAD SHOW MACHINES.
Arc, mazda or calcium light. 300 reels of films.

Bargain lists free. National Equipment Co., 409

West Michigan Street, Duluth, Minn.

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE: Lobby Frames—
Ticket Booths. Libman-Spanjer Corp., 1600

Broadway, New York City, N. Y.

WE HAVE THE LARGEST stock of used

theatre equipment including over 5,000 used opera

chairs. Powers, Simplex and Motiograph Projec-

tors, Generators, Changeable Signboards, Spot-

lights, Stereopticons. Screens, Steel Booths, Tick-

et Machines, Ticket Choppers, Rewinds, Portable

Projectors. M. P. Cameras, Film Cabinets, etc.

Get our prices before buying. Catalogue on re-

quest. Movie Supply Company, 844 South Wa-
bash Avenue, Chicago.

COMPLETE THEATRE EQUIPMENT includ-

ing 500 opera chairs, two Simplex Projectors,

Martin Rotary Converter, Screen, Ticket Selling

Machine, Lightning Changer, Ticket Chopper, etc.

Everything in excellent condition. Big Bargain.

Address Box 111, Exhibitors Herald.
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“What the Picture Did For Me”
VERDICTS ON FILMS IN LANGUAGE OF EXHIBITOR

Copyright, 1926

This is the original exhibitors’ reports department, established October 14, 1916.

Beware of cheap, misleading imitations.

“What the Picture Did for Me” is the one genuine source of exhibitor-written box office

information.

Address: “What the Picture Did for Me,” EXHIBITORS HERALD, 407 South Dearborn

Street, Chicago, III.

Associated Exhibitors

THE SHIP OF SOULS: Special cast—This is

an outstanding North woods picture. All snow
scenes. Consider it one of the best that we have

used this year. Will stand a boost in admission.

Good for Sunday and churches. Six reels.—

-

Rialto theatre. Adel, Iowa.—General patronage.

THE SKY RAIDER: Just a fair program pic-

ture.—R. K. Lat-tin, Strand theatre, Valparaiso,

Neb.—General patronage.

Columbia

THE LONE WOLF RETURNS: Bert Lytell—
The acting in this was exceptionally good, and

the story was wound around an exceptionally

good plot. It is a good one for any size town.

Six reels.—A. M. McBurney, Princess theatre,

Mapleton, Iowa.—General patronage.

THE LONE WOLF RETURNS: Bert Lytell—
Very good picture. Average business. Pleased all

that saw it.—Superba theatre, San Diego, Calif.

—General patronage.

F. B. 0.

THE VALLEY OF BRAVERY: Bob Custer—
This boy is coming to the front fast. Puts up
a good fight and knows how to handle his fists.

Picture pleased and did a nice business. Keep
it up. Bob. Five reels.—P. C. Sehram, Orpheum
theatre, Kalamazoo, Mich.—General patronage.

THE FLAME OF ARGENTINE: Evelyn Brent
—This is very good and had a good house for

one night only. She is good in mystery parts

and draws at the box office. Six reels.—C. V.
Anderson, Oak theatre, Oakdale, Neb.—-General

patronage.

BIGGER THAN BARNUM’S: Viola Dana-
Good circus story. I call this a very good pic-

ture for the masses. Six reels.—E. E. Byrne,

Columbia theatre, Athens, O.—General patronage.

THE TEXAS TRAIL: Mary Carr—A very

good Western picture. Pleased my patrons and
drew better than I expected. Six reels.—P. C.

Sehram, Orpheum theatre, Kalamazoo, Mich.

—

General patronage.

LADDIE: John Bowers—Good picture. Pleased

public. Drew considerably above average busi-

ness. This is a good book town. Gene Stratton-

Porter a popular author.—Plaza theatre, San
Diego, Calif.—General patronage.

THE IMPOSTER: Evelyn Brent—Thursday
night to fair business. For the field of program
pictures this one will claim a place close to the

top. It is the very best I ever saw Miss Brent

do and that is saying quite a lot. When you
offer this to your patrons tell them you have
something worth while looking at. Six reels.

—

P. W. Quinlin, Ideal theatre, Chateaugay, N. Y.

—Small town patronage.

THE IMPOSTER: Evelyn Brent—Would class

this as a fair picture and did an average busi-

ness on it. While we can’t kick on the Brents,

we feel that F. B. O. acted as wise showmen
when they replaced the Brents with Viola Dana,
although the price is higher.—LaRoy H. Zehr-

bach, Bon Air theatre, Kissimmee, Fla.—General

patronage.

MULHALL’S GREAT CATCH: Lefty Flynn-
Better than I thought it would be. Pleased my

What Does It

Mean to You?
Regarding the Fall Edition

of the “Box Office Record and
Equipment Index,” I wish to

state that I have tried all the

trade papers and EXHIBITORS
HERALD stands as far above
the others as “Man O’ War”
stands above a cheap selling

plater.—E. M. BIDDLE, Strand
theatre, Paoli, Ind.

“What the Picture Did For Me’’
is ten years old October 14. On
that occasion the HERALD will
carry a story of its development
during the decade together with
letters from exhibitors telling

their opinions of the service. All
contributors and readers are in-

vited to contribute comments for
use in the anniversary celebra-
tion.

What does it mean to YOU?
—W. R. W.

patrons and drew fair. Five reels.—P. C.

Sehram, Orpheum theatre, Kalamazoo, Mich.

—

General patronage.

THE NIGHT PATROL: Richard Talmadg^-
Talmadge is well liked and this picture was a

good one. Although the story is an old one, it

was presented in a slightly different way. F. B. O.
seems to be delivering the goods along with fair

play.—LaRoy H. Zehrbaeh, Bon Air theatre,

Kissimmee, Fla.—General patronage.

MASQUERADE BANDLT : Tom Tyler—This is

an exceptionally good one of Tom’s and he is

rapidly coming to the front. The price on it i3

okay for the small exhibitor. We rained out the
first night, but had a good house the second. The
boy and dog are very good and so is his horse.

Six reels.—C. V. Anderson, Oak Theatre, Oak-
dale, Nebr.—General patronage.

BORN TO BATTLE: Tom Tyler—Plenty of

battles but not too much to please the Western
fans. Frankie Darro pleases the kids and fur-

nishes some comedy. Five reels.—Robert W.
Hines, Hines theatre, Loyalton, S. Dak.—General

patronage.

THE DEVIL’S GULCH: Bob Custer—Good.
Have been running several of this star’s pictures

lately and they are all hitting the bell. Five

reels.—P. C. Sehram, Orpheum theatre, Kala-

mazoo, Mich.—General patronage.

BEYOND THE ROCKIES: Bob Custer—If
your patrons like Westerns book this one. Very
good. Custer coming to the front fast. Five

reels.—P. C. Sehram, Orpheum theatre, Kala-

mazoo, Mich.—General patronage.

THE TWO GUN MAN: Fred Thomson—Silver
King, the horse, is the real star, though Thomson
good. They are all good and draw good. All

good, clean pictures, just what the people want.

—J. W. Bascom, Shastona theatre, Mt. Shasta,
Cal.—General patronage.

GLENJSTER OF THE MOUNTED: Lefty
Flynn—I did not see much of this picture, but a
good crowd gave it their unqualified approval.
They stopped when they went out to say “Good
picture, fine entertainment,” and that is what we
like and the best proof of a good picture.—L. M.
Jones, Arcadia theatre, Vandergrift, Pa.—Gen-
eral patronage.

THE COWBOY COP: Tom Tyler—This is not
up to Tyler’s standard and I certainly hope that
they won’t put him in any more dress suits. Five
reels.—A. M. McBurney, Princess theatre. Maple-
ton, Iowa.—General patronage.

THE WYOMING WILDCAT: Tom Tyler—Very
good and much better than the ordinary run of
Westerns. Little Frankie Darro and the dog and
horse are great. Five reels.—Marion F. Bodwell,
Paramount theatre, Wyoming, 111.—General pat-
ronage.

THE ISLE OF RETRIBUTION: Special cast—
Fine. Lots of action and some good Northern
scenery. Drew good and gave satisfaction.

—

L. M. Jones, Arcadia theatre, Vandergrift, Pa.—

•

General patronage.

THE ISLE OF RETRIBUTION: Special cast—
A very good story that will interest anyone.
Good scenery. A very good picture to run in a
bad season, because it is a picture in the frozen
north. My patrons were very pleased with this
picture. Seven reels.—Robert W. Hines, Hines
theatre, Loyalton, S. Dak.—General patronage.

THE MIDNIGHT FLYER: Ralph Lewis—
Would class this as the best of all railroad melo-
dramas and 100 per cent entertainment for any
house.—J. W. Bascom, Shastona theatre, Mt.
Shasta, Cal.—General patronage.

OUT OF THE WEST: Tom Tyler—Dandy
good Western. Plenty of action and comedy.
Five reels.—E. E. Byrne, Columbia theatre,
Athens, O.—General patronage.

WHEN LOVE GROWS COLD: Mrs. Rudolph
Valentino—Would advise any exhibitor if he has
this picture bought to pay for it and not show
it. It’s about the worst I ever ran.—J. W. Bas-
com, Shastona theatre, Mt. Shasta, Cal.—General
patronage.

THUNDERING HOOFS: Fred Thomson—Not
so much of a story, but the acting of the wonder
horse, Silver King, makes up the difference. This
star with his horse will please any audience. Six
reels.—W. A. Doerschlag, Strand theatre. Ran-
som, Kan.—Small town patronage.

THREE WISE CROOKS: Evelyn Brent—

A

good picture but not as good as "Smooth As
Satin.” As I’ve said before, I can’t satisfy my
patrons with this kind of picture. Six reels.

—

H. C. Mauler, Liberty tehatre, Pleasanton, Neb.
—Small town patronage.

THREE WISE CROOKS: Evelyn Brent—An-
other good Evelyn Brent picture. This little

star is always good. Bruce Gordon is in support
of Miss Brent and is good as usual. It’s a story

of three city crooks who went to the country
and were reformed by the simple country folks.

It’s entertainment of a little better than common
program. Six reels.—W. T. Davis & Son, Rialto

theatre, Sharon, Wis.—General patronage.

LET’S GO GALLAGHER: Tom Tyler—A good
enough picture but not the blood and thunder

type that my patrons crave exactly. I have a

hard bunch to please. Five reels.—H. C. Mauler,
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Best O’ Luck—and Hurry Back
DEAR HERALD:

I am enclosing a few reports on recent pictures I have used and at the

same time want to tell you that I am quitting the exhibiting business

for the present, having sold my theatre. However, it may be possible

that I will pry in somewhere else. One never can tell.

I really hate to quit now, as I have rather been expecting that Viola

and Pop Jenkins would drive in here some time in the near future, as

I understand he is headed for the plains of Kansas. I sure will hate to

miss seeing him and I especially want to cast my eye on Viola and size

up her chances of winning that big race we have been hearing so much
about. Tell him to look me up anyway. This is not such a big place

but what he can find me. I may not be able to show him much fishing,

but the ducks are here and chicken season will soon open and I am here

to say that that is some sport, got fishing beat a mile (I’ll bet someone
lambasts me for that remark)

.

Well, sodong, fellows. I am quitting now; may'be back later, never
can tell. Don’t let the salesmen talk you into anything and buy your
pictures on the reports in the HERALD, which may not always agree

but in the main can be relied on 999 per cent more than what any sales-

man tells you. I believe I know, for what the salesman has told me cost

me a h—1 of a lot of money many times.

W. A. DOERSCHLAG,
Strand Theatre,

Ransom, Kans.

Liberty theatre, Pleasanton, Neb.—Small town
patronage.

THE WILD BULL’S LAIR: Fred Thomson—
This picture is sure worth running. It is one

of Thomson’s best so far and the theatregoers

are coming better at each showing of a Thomson
picture. Boys, hop to it. Five reels.—A. J. W.
Koehler, Koehler theatre, Uehling, Neb.—General

patronage.

HANDS ACROSS THE BORDER: Fred Thom-

son—Great. Fred and Silver King walk away
with this picture. Must give credit to director

and cameraman also as the shots were fine and
the direction very good. Will please any audi-

ence. Five reels.—P. C. Schram, Orpheum thea-

tre, Kalamazoo, Mich.—General patronage.

KEEPER OF THE BEES: Special cast—Very
good picture and needs very little advertising as

nearly everyone has read the story. We paid too

much for this picture but at that we made a

little. Seven reels.—Minnie M. Schnoor, Para-
mount theatre, Stapleton, Neb.—Small town pat-

ronage.

SMOOTH AS SATIN : Evelyn Brent—As near
a 100 per cent crook picture as I’ve ever seen,

plus the most realistic tunnel cave-in. Very in-

teresting and quite a little action but still I can’t

satisfy my patrons, it seems, unless I show a
fast hard riding Western or outdoor picture. Six

reels.—H. C. Mauler, Liberty theatre, Pleasan-

ton, Neb.-—Small town patronage.

First National

OLD LOVES AND NEW: Lewis Stone—This
one was very well received. It pleased a Sat-

urday night crowd and his (Lewis Stone) pictures

seem to please very well. Eight reels.—Leslie

Hables, Reel Joy theatre. King City, Cal.—Small
town patronage.

IT MUST BE LOVE: Colleen Moore—Celleen
and the cast tried hard enough but with the story

it couldn’t be made into much. There is no
story. We have used every picture you’ve ever

made, Colleen, from the early days, but this is

the farewell picture. According to the St. Louis

office a church here will get your future produc-

tions. Running a free show against an exhib-

itor. “Goodbye, Colleen, I’ll see you in church.’’

—Russell Armentrout, K. P. theatre, Pittsfield,

111.—General patronage.

SENOR DAREDEVIL: Ken Maynard—Ken
Maynard will draw better after he is better

known. This picture is a satisfactory outdoor

picture. Average business, but am confident we
will do better on his future productions. Seven

reels.—C. McDonough, Auditorium theatre, Lib-

ertyville, 111.—General patronage.

PUPPETS: Milton Sills—This is a weak one.

The plot is lacking and Sills is certainly miscast.

Eight reels.—A. M. McBurney, Princess theatre,

Mapleton, Iowa.—General patronage.

INTO HER KINGDOM: Corinne Griffith—

Corinne Griffith not up to expectations. Our pa-

trons did not come out to see it. Those that

came failed to make any comments. Minus busi-

ness. Seven reels.—C. McDonough, Auditorium
theatre, Libertyville, III.—-General patronage.

THE GREATER GLORY: Conway Tearle

—

One of the biggest lessons from a box office

standpoint that I have ever bought. First Na-
tional soaked us on the price. Comments were
very poor. Minus business. Picture too long.

Lots of walkouts. Avoid playing this if possible.

Ten reels.—C. McDonough, Auditorium theatre,

Libertyville, 111.—General patronage.

TRAMP TRAMP TRAMP: Harry Langdon—
Picture drew fair but failed to please. Not much
of a story.—J. W. Bascom, Shastona theatre, Mt.

Shasta, Cal.—General patronage.

SWEET DADDIES: Special cast—A mighty
good burlesque on the Irish and the Jews. Played
this about two weeks after “The Cohens and the

Kellys,” which advertised it better than any other

method. The first night I had the S. R. O. up,

and the next night I bucked 'a tent show and did

fairly good business. Seven reels.—A. McBurney,
Princess theatre, Mapleton, Iowa.—General pat-

ronage.

MISS NOBODY: Anna Q. Nilsson—This one
had a very pleasing effect on my people. They
enjoyed it very much and I think it will go over

in most houses. Seven reels.—Leslie Hables,

Reel Joy theatre. King City, Cal.—Small town
patronage.

THE SPLENDID ROAD: Robert Fraser—After
reading so many good reports on this I was dis-

appointed with the picture and had many poor

comments. First National sure made a poor one

in this. So many drunken scenes in it, it’s

really a shame to run it on Sunday, or any
other day. Most of my people did not like it,

because of slow, draggy action and so many
closeups. Better pass it up. Eight reels.—R.

Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball, S. Dak.—General

patronage.

THE KNOCKOUT: Milton Sills—A good pic-

ture that pleased good crowds two days. Six

reels.—F. A. Ferguson, Royal theatre, Fairmount,

Ind.—General patronage.

MLLE. MODISTE: Corinne Griffith—Fair pic-

ture that pleased most of the ladies. Would
class this as a program picture.—J. W. Bascom,

Shastona theatre, Mt. Shasta, Cal.—General pat-

ronage.

CLASSIFIED: Corinne Griffith—A mighty fine

picture which pleased the audiences one hundred

per cent. It takes a real one to beat Corinne.

TRAILERS SELL SEATS
NATIONAL SCREEN SERVICE

THE

ONLY
TRAILER SERVICE

WITH

ACTUAL
SCENES
FROM THE NEGATIVE

Cliicago, ill. NewVork City LosAnieles.CaL
6^ So.Wabash Ave. i2&West 46^ Str.. u)2 2 So.Vermont: Aw.
k 1 J
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Seven reels.—A. M. McBurney, Princess theatre,

Mapleton, Iowa.—General patronage.

HER SECOND CHANCE: Anna Q. Nilsson-
Fine production. Drew extra attendance and
pleased ’em all.—J. W. Bascom, Shastona thea-

tre, Mt. Shasta, Cal.—General patornage.

THE PERFECT FLAPPER: Colleen Moore—
An old one, but the print was good. Picture not

exactly suited. Not the right stuff for young
people. Colleen is not altogether there. Another
bunch of drunks. Seven reels.—L. P. Charles,

Grand theatre, Chetek, Wis.—General patronage.

HER SISTER FROM PARIS: Constance Tal-

madge—Saturday night to good business. This

is one of Miss Talmadge’s best. A comedy of

the first water. One that will get the laughs and
of the lasting kind. All you fellows who would
like to give your people an evening of first class

entertainment, be sure and* book “Her Sister

From Paris.” Seven reels.—P. W. Quinlin, Ideal

theatre, Chateaugay, N. Y.—Small town patron-

age.

THE BROWN DERBY : Johnny Hines—

A

good comedy which satisfied all my patrons. In

some instances there were parts which appeared

to be way overdone. Seven reels.—A. M. McBur-
ney, Princess theatre, Mapleton, Iowa.—General

patronage.

EXCHANGE OF WIVES: Eleanor Boardman
—A fair picture with a few comical turns, but

seemed to be lacking as to plot. Seven reels.

—

A. M. McBurney, Princess theatre, Mapleton,

Iowa.—General patronage.

WHAT FOOLS MEN : Lewis Stone—If I was
answering the question “What Fools Men” I’d

say first, such pictures as this. Story very slow

and draggy. Very little if any climax. Business

poor to worse. Seven reels.—F. A. Ferguson,

Royal theatre, Fairmount, Ind.—General patron-

age.

BLUEBEARD’S SEVEN WIVES—Special cast

—Pleased to good business Sunday and Monday.
Seven reels.—F. A. Ferguson, Royal theatre,

Fairmount, Ind.—General patronage.

BLUEBEARD’S SEVEN WIVES—Special cast

—Good picture to good business for Saturday

night. Seemed to please 90 per cent, although I

think it was two reels too long. Eight reels.—

-

W. C. Wheeler, Majestic theatre, Willits, Cal.

—

Small town patronage.

Fox
HONESTY IS THE BEST POLICY: Special

cast—Terrible. Lay off this one. Patrons walked
out on this picture. Flopped at the box office as

well. Was glad they stayed away. Six reels.

—

P. C. Schram, Orpheum theatre, Kalamazoo,
Mich.—General patronage.

THE GENTLE CYCLONE: Buck Jones—Have
seen several complaints on this picture but can-

not agree with several of my brother exhibitors

as this picture seemed to please my patrons. No
kicks and business very good. Five reels.—P. C.

Schram, Orpheum theatre, Kalamazoo, Mich.—

-

General patronage.

THE TIMBER WOLF: Buck Jones—A fair

Western with a good deal of action and strong

man stuff. Suitable for the smaller towns. Print

received was in such bad condition that I

couldn’t run it the first night. Five reels.—A.

M. McBurney, Princess theatre, Mapleton, Iowa.

—

General patronage.

HEARTS AND SPURS: Buck Jones—A good

Western but the print I had was very dark. It

all looked like night scenes on the screen. Five

reels.—H. C. Mauler, Liberty theatre, Pleasanton,

Neb.—Small town patronage.

THE WINDING STAIRS: Edmund Lowe—
“Winding Stairs” a very good picture. Made me
no money but no fault of the picture. It was
good. Book it, it may do better for you. Six

reels.—J. F. Laver, Aurora theatre, Basil, O.

—

Small town patronage.

RAINBOW TRAIL: Tom Mix—Same old story,

only more of it. Carried off the box office record

for a Saturday night. The scenery in this is

wonderful. Needless to say picture pleased all.

Six reels.—F. A. Ferguson, Royal theatre, Fair-

mount, Ind.—General patronage.

THE FIRST YEAR: Matt Moore—Good clean

comedy that pleased an average sized audience. It

is a pleasure to run these kind of pictures. Six

reels.—W. C. Wheeler, Majestic theatre, Willits,

Cal.—Small town patronage.

HARD BOILED : Tom Mix—Not what you
could call a bad picture but Mix is losing his

J. C. Jenkins—His Colyum

J. C. Jenkins was last heard of somewhere between Wellington, Kan-
sas, and the next stop. Half a dozen trucks and several dozen passenger

cars had been lost for several days in the mud beyond that city, but the

redoubtable Jenkins merely whispered something in “Viola’s” tin ear

and plunged heroically on. No doubt there will be further word of him
before another press deadline rolls around, but for this time there’s

nothing for it but to fill his column with such makeshift items as lurk

in this typewriter.
* *

By way of beginning, let it be said again that this department celebrates

its tenth anniversary October 14 and everybody who contributes to it or
reads it is invited to say something, good or bad, in observation of the event.

(Don’t spare Ye Ed.)
& Sfr ^c-

The changing theatre world has cast its shadow before it in these columns
these many years. A notable development of recent date is the regular
appearance here of reports on pictures from small cities before they are
premiered in the larger ones. One sidelight of this has to do with the tight-

ening of booking conditions in the metropolitan theatres, but the more im-
portant consideration is that these early reports materially enhance the value
of the department. Since enhancement of that value is directly beneficial to

everybody in the w.k. industry, everybody ought to be happy.
-* * -x-

J. C. Jenkins invariably appends a verse to his column and, just to show that

rhyming isn’t an otherwise lost art, the following is published, from the imma-
ture but enthusiastic pen of Jenkins’ good friend. Eagle Eye Joe:

“What the Picture Did For Me'’
Was plentiful and ample;

It made me pals with our “J. C.”
Result? Well, here’s a sample.

After getting out from under which, Joe called it a day and a half and went
out to bury another grandmother in the Sox ball park.

* -x- *

P. E. Morris broke the ice last week with a “Presentation Act” report on an
organist, printed in that department. Others using acts are invited to do likewise.

Morris’ report was a boost, but there’s no rule against the other kind. If acts are
used in the picture theatres, it’s just as necessary to label the good and bad ones
as it is to label pictures.

* * *

NEXT WEEK—Specially Posed Photo of E. E. Sprague and “Viola,”

caught by J. C. Jenkins’ Trusty Graflex—NEXT WEEK!
* * *

Suggestion to Producers—Why not make a few football pictures?

* * *

Write that Anniversary Letter Now!
—W. R. W.

drawing power with each succeeding picture. Did
not please like the Zane Grey stories Mix used
to make. Give us some more like these, Tom,
and we can bring you back. Five reels.—W. C.

Wheeler, Majestic theatre, Willits. Cal.—Small
town patronage.

THE BEST BAD MAN : Tom Mix—Tom Mix
is still holding his own with our patrons but he
slipped one over on us with his horse. Tony
failed to show up. One fan returned the next

night to prove to his partner that Tony did not

appear in the picture and won his bet. The
black horse is a comer, and Tom can be proud
that he has another horse to step in Tony’s place

some day. Six reels.—Gunther & Metzger, Pal-

ace theatre, Syracuse, Neb.—Small town patron-

age.

THE FOOL: Special cast—A mighty fine pic-

ture. Pleased my crowd great. Invited the min-
isters free of charge. None came and I am sorry.

They might have learned something by seeing it.

I did. Ten reels.—J. F. Laver, Aurora theatre,

Basil, O.—Small town patronage.

THE COWBOY AND THE COUNTESS: Buck
Jones—Buck Jones this year has been giving us
better pictures than we expected. Far ahead of

Tom Mix. I personally believe that Buck has
made better than this one, but my patrons were
well pleased and that is all that is requii'ed. We
are all with you as long as you keep away from
the costume and fairy tale pictures. We want
you in Westerns and you will keep in the lead.

Buck’s horse in this picture equal to Silver King
and Tony. Six reels.—Marion F. Bodwell, Para-
mount theatre, Wyoming, 111.—General patronage.

WHEN THE DOOR OPENS: Jacqueline Lo-
gan—Pleased. Seven reels.—Giacoma Bros., Cry-
stal theatre. Tombstone, Ariz.—General patronage.

THE YANKEE SENOR: Tom Mix—Well,
Tom, we are certainly surprised at you. This
seems more like a fairy tale than a Western
picture. It would look funny to all of us to
see an old gray-headed man about eighty or
ninety years old coming down the main street
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The Hoffmans Invite You to Plainview

An invitation from the J. J. Hoffmans of Plainview, Neb., to come
down there and visit them in their nice new theatre was typed on the

back of this postcard view of it. And what could be a better way to

spend a day?

with roller skates on, or doing the Charleston

in the lobby of a church on Sunday morning.
Well, you look just as funny in the pictures you
have been giving us this year. If you keep this

up, wouldn’t be surprised to hear of you playing

the role of “Peter Pan,” or Little Eva in “Uncle
Tom’s Cabin.” You have given us good pictures

and why don’t you do it now? We expect bet-

ter stuff from you and Tony and if you don’t pep

up we will have to set you on the back shelf

and look for something better. Seven reels.

—

Marion F. Bodwell. Paramount theatre, Wyoming,
111.—General patronage.

OYER THE HILL: Mary Carr—One of the

outstanding big pictures and one that will live

forever. A picture true to life and the charac-

ters are there just the same. A picture you will

not be apt to forget right away and it will leave

you something to think about. It did not draw
as good as we expected, but considering the

weather we did very well. If the rainy weather

keeps up I guess we will all have to stay at home
and listen in on the radio. If you haven’t played

this one you won’t regret playing it, as it will

draw people that have never been in your theatre

before. Eleven reels.—Marion F. Bodwell, Para-

mount theatre, Wyoming, 111.—General patron-

age.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
THE WALTZ DREAM: Special cast—A for-

eign production which pleased better than any

foreign picture we have played since "Passion.”

A very pleasing production with little drawing

power. This picture satisfied all who came. Av-

erage business. Seven reels.—C. McDonough,

Auditorium theatre, Libertyville, 111.—General

patronage.

THE WALTZ DREAM: Special cast—A good

picture well done but my patrons won’t come

out to see all these foreign pictures. Why do

we poor exhibitors have to buy these foreign pic-

tures in order that the producer here can sell a

few more pictures in Europe? Tell me. Eight

reels.—C. S. Watson, Electric theatre, Caldwell,

Kan.—General patronage.

BLARNEY : Ralph Graves—A good prize fight

picture. My patrons expected a good old shoot-

’em-up Western for Saturday so this one slumped

for me. They looked at the lobby advertising and

went. Six reels.—C. S. Watson, Electric theatre,

Caldwell, Kan.—General patronage.

THE GAY DECEIVER: Lew Cody—I want

someone to just tell me why such a picture was

ever made. From their press sheets I expected

some merit and stepped on it hard and had a

fair crowd the first night. The second only 41

and I certainly had to take a lot of razzin’. It’s

just such pictures that hurt the picture same.
I think from a small town audience standpoint
it was one of the poorest pictures I ever played.

Seven reels.—C. S. Watson, Electric theatre, Cald-
well, Kan.—General patronage.

MARE NOSTRUM: Alice Terry—An outstand-
ing picture that drew big business at advanced
prices. One of those epics wherein all the lead-

ing characters either die or are killed and meet
in the so-called Hereafter, in this instance in an
under the sea setting that was very beautiful.

The theme was so powerful and the acting so

consummate that women patrons were speechless,

possibly due to Alice Terry’s emotional scenes.

There were few dry eyes in the house. See that

you have the best music obtainable, for it needs

just that to put it over properly. Ten reels.

—

Pace & Bouma, Rialto theatre, Pocahontas, Iowa.

—General patronage.

MARE NOSTRUM: Alice Terry—A gorgeous

production, but will please very few and draw
fewer into the box office. A complete flop. A
few more like this and Metro will be the talk of

the industry. Ten reels.—W. A. Doerschlag.

Strand theatre, Ransom, Kan.—Small town pat-

ronage.

THE WANING SEX: Norma Shearer—A peach

of a small town picture. Did not draw at rfll

but was a pippin of entertainment. Press book

had almost entirely different story but was not

near the story they put in the picture. Must
have cut it or made it over. Seven reels.—Leslie

Hables, Reel Joy theatre. King City, Cal.—Small

town patronage.

THE WANING SEX: Norma Shearer—Patrons

liked this comedy drama and we thought it ex-

ceptionally good. George K. Arthur got the most

laughs with his effeminate mannerisms. Seven

reels.—Pace & Bouma, Rialto theatre, Pocahon-

tas, Iowa.—General patronage.

BATTLING BUTLER: Buster Keaton—I sure

paid too much for this feature. Very slow for

five reels, then the last two make it pep up
some. Think I was stung on this and my people

told me so. Seven reels.—Leslie Hables, Reel

Joy theatre, King City, Cal.—Small town pat-

ronage.

THE ROAD TO MANDALAY: Lon Chaney—
Thursday night to light business. The picture

excellent. Chaney’s work outstanding. A little

gruesome in spots, but that is necessary to give

some scope to the masterful talent of the star.

Any person who enjoys good acting will certainly

enjoy this picture. Seven reels.—P. W. Quinlin,

Ideal theatre, Chateaugay, N. Y.—Small town
patronage.

THE BOOB: Special cast—Friday night to

poor business, which peeved me very much. I

was ashamed to look the few who saw it in the

face on their way out. If this is one of the
Parade of Hits I imagine the Parade will be
turned back before it gets very far. It’s a crime
to cast Charlie Murray in such a piece of junk
as "The Boob.” Brother, take care, danger is

near you—beware! Seven reels.—P. W. Quinlin,
Ideal theatre, Chateaugay, N. Y.—Small town
patronage.

BROWN OF HARVARD: Special cast—An
enjoyable picture with William Haines, Jack
Pickford and Mary Brian all doing pleasing
work. Thoroughly in spirit of college life and
sports. Seven reels.—P. G. Estee, S. T. theatre,
Parker, S. D.—Small town patronage.

DANCE MADNESS : Special cast—A poor title

but a very good picture. Well liked by everyone
and some very good work by Miss Windsor and
Nagel in a part that fitted him. Play this one
up but depend upon something other than the
name to put it across as it fooled both the public

and myself..—LaRoy H. Zehrbach, Bon Air thea-

tre, Kissimmee, Fla.—General patronage.

LOVEY MARY : Bessie Love—A good picture

for women and children but not one the men care

about. Not much action, but a clean story and
will give satisfaction if you don’t promise too

much.—R. F. Gibbs, Photodrome theatre, Rich-

mond, 111.—General patronage.

SOUL MATES: Aileen Pringle—Did not see

this one but the report is that people were all

pepped up to see a hot picture indicated by the

title, but were disappointed. They say that the

picture, however, was fair.—RaRoy H. Zehrbach,

Bon Air theatre, Kissimmee, Fla.—General pat-

ronage.

THE DEVIL’S CIRCUS: Norma Shearer—
Here is one that will come nearer giving 100

per cent satisfaction than any picture made this

season. It is a real attraction.—Russell Armen-
trout, K. P. theatre, Pittsfield, 111.—General pat-

ronage.

THE TOWER OF LIES: Lon Chaney—Good
picture, and pleased very well my Sunday crowd.

Little different from other productions. Seven

reels.—R. Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball, S. Dak.

—General patronage:

THE MIDSHIPMAN: Ramon Novarro—A gen-

uine picture with a wonderful story and excep-

tionally good acting. Much better than “Class-

mates.” Don’t pass this up, play it.—A. M.

McBurney, Princess theatre, Mapleton, Iowa.

—

General patronage.

THE UNHOLY THREE: Lon Chaney—
Chaney’s work splendid and while a crook picture

it was not offensively so. Drew and pleased.

Seven reels.—P. G. Estee, S. T. theatre, Parker,

S. D.—Small town patronage.

THE MERRY WIDOW: Mae Murray—A good

picture but not as good as I expected it to be.

Had a bad slump the second night. It’s not a

small town picture. Nine reels.-—C. S. Watson,

Electric theatre, Caldwell, Kan.-—General pat-

ronage.

THE MERRY WIDOW: Mae Murray—If this

picture was put into about seven reels it would

get over much better. Von Stroheim may be

clever, but we think he should have his head

examined. There is something loose. Ten reels.

—H. E. Gilman, Club theatre. Weed, Calif.-

—

Small town patronage.

Paramount

FORLORN RIVER: Jack Holt—Zane Grey

tale that drew and pleased. Little rough in last

reel but comedy work of Raymond Hatton had

balanced that. Six reels.—P. G. Estee, S. T.

theatre, Parker, S. D.—Small town patronage.

VARIETY: Emil Jannings—Most people that

saw this picture declared it one of the best pic-

tures they had seen in ages. I, personally,

thought it wonderful. The acting of Jannings

and the camera work stand out above all else.

If this is a sample of U. F. A. pictures I hope

I get a lot of them. Seven reels.—Walt Bradley,

Moon theatre, Neligh, Neb.—General patronage.

VARIETY : Special cast—“Variety” is a pow-

erful drama of love and vengeance. It has been

produced in Germany. There has been a little of

the story eliminated. Emil Jannings does some

mighty fine work, also Lya De Putti is a won-

der. This is a picture that they are all talking

about, and New York went wild over. A great

picture. Six reels.—James D. Kennedy, Apollo

theatre, Indianapolis, Ind.—General patronage.

VARIETY: Emil Jannings—Pleased most of

the people who came to see it. First foreign pic-

ture that ever pleased anyone in ray house. It
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must have been good. Six reels.—Leslie Hobbs.
Reel Joy theatre. King City, Cal.—Small town
patronage.

THE SECRET SPRING: Special cast—Better

forget it, boys, unless you have a clientele with
a very peculiar taste. The name might get them
in, but it's sure to do more harm than good.

Flopped for me. Six reels.—O. B. Junkins, Man-
zanita theatre, Carmel, Cal.—General patronage.

ALOMA OF THE SOUTH SEAS: Gilda Gray
—Good picture and beautifully photographed. Six

reels.—Clark & Edwards, Palace theatre, Ashland,
Ohio.—General patronage.

FINE MANNERS: Gloria Swanson—Was a

picture that drew and pleased even those who
do not care for Swanson as a rule. Seven reels.

-—P. G. Estee, S. T. theatre, Parker, S. D.—

-

Small town patronage.

FINE MANNERS: Gloria Swanson—The best

Gloria has made in years. As a farewell picture

it was okay. Goodbye, Gloria, since you have
gone with the James boys we will never see you
again.—Russell Armentrout, K. P. theatre, Pitts-

field, Bl.—General patronage.

THE SHOW OFF: Special cast—Very good.

Sterling is a knockout. Drew well. Seven reels.

—Walt Bradley, Moon theatre, Neligh, Neb.

—

General patronage.

THE SHOW OFF: Ford Sterling—Not so good.

Nothing to work on. Five reels.—Clark & Ed-
wards, Palace theatre, Ashland, Ohio.—General
patronage.

FASCINATING YOUTH: Junior Stars of 1926
—A pleasant surprise. Paramount should feel

well repaid for the trouble in starting their

school of acting. All of their new stars were
good, and we can look for something to come out
of this promising material. Everyone liked it

—

for who doesn’t likfe youth as is?—LaRoy H.
Zehrbach, Bon Air theatre, Kissimmee, Fla.-
General patronage.

FASCINATING YOUTH: Special cast—Made
by Paramount dramatic school graduates. Very,
very good. A picture of golden youth. Six
reels.—Clark & Edwards, Palace theatre, Ashland,
Ohio.—General patronage.

THE PALM BEACH GIRL: Bebe Daniels—

A

fair picture that did fair business. Bebe in some
comic situations and tight places but still Bebe.

We feel that she is worthy of better things. Too
much boating in this one.—LaRoy H. Zehrbach,
Bon Air theatre, Kissimmee, Fla.—General pat-

ronage.

THE PALM BEACH GIRL: Bebe Daniels-
Good comedy with Bebe nearly the whole show.
Your patrons will like her better in this than
“Wild Wild Susan,” which was also good. Nice
photography with good light helps put our pic-

tures over and this one has it. Seven reels.

—

O. A. Fosse, Community theatre, Ridgeway,
Iowa.—Small town patronage.

WET PAINT: Raymond Griffith—Better than
usual for Raymond, and was liked by quite a few,
although I did not care for it myself. It was
foolish rather than comic and some of the scenes
were too long drawn out. Just another picture
that is cut and dried and lacks the originality
that puts the good ones over.—LaRoy H. Zehr-
bach, Bon Air theatre, Kissimmee, Fla.—General
patronage.

THE CROWN OF LIES: Pola Negri—Don’t
know what to say about this one. It’s our first

Negri here but I have seen her in better, al-

though this one is not bad. With a little work
it should be made to pay a fair profit.—LaRoy
H. Zehrbach, Bon Air theatre, Kissimmee, Fla.

—

General patronage.

PADLOCKED: Special cast—Business poor
but no fault of picture. Nothing bnt praise
from the ones that did see it. Seven reels.

—

O. B. Junkins, Manzanita theatre, Carmel. Cal.

—

General patronage.

THE BLIND GODDESS: Special cast—A good
picture with an unexpected ending. One that is

worth pushing. Title a little misleading and one
that will go over the heads of a great many.
Esther Ralston does some very commendable act-
ing in this picture, and Holt and Torrence are
no pikers.—LaRoy H. Zehrbach, Bon Air theatre,
Kissimmee, Fla.—General patronage.

THE BLIND GODDESS: Special cast—I run
all of the best pictures that I can buy. You will
not find them any better than "The Blind God-
dess.” Book it, my patrons thought it was great.
Eight reels.—J. F. Laver, Aurora theatre, Basil,
O.—Small town patronage.

MANTRAP : Special cast—This is a dandy
picture that drew well first night and fell flat

You’ve Read
Their Reports

TF THE HERALD man hasn’t his
wires crosses, this couple is none

other than Mr. and Mrs. P. E. Doe
of the Electric theatre at Arcadia,
Neb. Mr. and Mrs. Doe perform a
dual service for that community. They
handle the mail and furnish entertain-
ment, which service keeps them pretty
well occupied. They look quite well
contented and the HERALD man
found no reasons why they should not
be.—J. C. J.

second. Unusually good photography. Seven
reels.—J. S. Walker, Texas theatre. Grand Prai-
rie, Tex.—Small town patronage.

THE COAST OF FOLLY: Gloria Swanson-
Seemed to please. Had several good comments on
this one.—R. K. Lattin, Strand theatre, Val-
paraiso, Neb.—General patronage.

DESERT GOLD : Special cast—I thought it an
average picture, but it pleased almost everyone.
At least I was able to go to the cafe after the
show and eat a lunch without feeling that some-
one was going to heave a water bottle or some-
thing of that nature at me. One good thing about
the picture was that the casting director forgot
to put Jack Holt in this Zane Grey. Everyone
was satisfied with the picture and we made a
little money on it, so why crab? That is all we
ask. Zane Grey’s name brings in the money for
me anyway. I forgot who wrote the titles. That
seems to be an important thing for my box office.

If the right camera grinder is not listed on the
paper we can’t get anyone in at all. In fact, I

have been making it a point to ask my regular
customers if they could name me a camera man
or a sub-title man and to date not one knew of

any. Or they did not seem to give a durn. Seven
reels.—Walt Bradley, Moon theatre, Neligh, Neb.
—General patronage.

THE RUNAWAY: Clara Bow—A fine program
picture with Clara Bow doing very well in her

part. Your photo please, Clara. My address is 44

South Main St., Nazareth, Pa. Seven reels.—C.

A. Anglemire, “Y” theatre, Nazareth, Pa.—Gen-
eral patronage.

THE NEW KLONDIKE: Thomas Meighan—

A

good Meighan show. He is not a good drawing
card here any more as he has made too many
poor shows. Eight reels.—,C. A. Anglemire, “Y”
theatre, Nazareth, Pa.—General patronage.

THE NEW KLONDIKE: Thomas Meighan

—

Nobody walked out. The picture was fair. Post-
ers were misleading inasmuch as they advertised
baseball, and there was none in the picture. I
think that Meighan had better get back to his
line of parts. Those were the old blue shirt
leads. His pictures just don’t hit the marks any
more. The story for this picture might just as
well have been written by Charlie Gooseleneck
as by Ring Lardner. We could not tell the dif-
ference. Seven reels.—Walt Bradley, Moon thea-
tre, Neligh, Nebr.—General patronage.

THE UNTAMED LADY: Gloria Swanson—

A

very good Swanson picture. Better than her last
one before this. She does not draw well at the
box office though. Not enough action to her
pictures. Seven reels.—C. A. Anglemire, “Y”
theatre, Nazareth, Pa.—General patronage.

GRASS : Special east—You small town show-
men who have not shown “Grass” have over-
looked something. This picture will get you a
lot of new faces, but will not appeal to all. It

is a story that appeals to the well educated rath-
er than the masses. You may not clean up on
it but you are going to please a lot of people
that don’t care for the usual run of pictures.

—

LaRoy H. Zehrbach, Bon Air theatre, Kissimmee,
Fla.—General patronage.

THE SPLENDID CRIME: Bebe Daniels—

I

suppose this would be called a crook comedy
drama. We have been fed up on comedies in

the last year. We cannot get them over here.

Seven reels.—M. W. A., M. W. A. theatre, Soldier,

Kan.—Small town patronage.

THE MAN WHO FOUND HIMSELF: Thomas
Meighan—Fairly entertaining but painfully slow.

Directors are surely not onto their jobs. Better

start a school for directors instead of players.

Seven reels.—M. W. A., M. W. A. theatre. Sol-

dier, Kan.—Small town patronage.

CONTRABAND: Special cast—For an old pic-

ture you’ll be surprised. Paramount slipped us

a good print and contrary to all reports this

picture was intensely interesting until the last

final fadeout. Nebraska State Fair cut our

crowds to almost nothing but it’s a great life at

that. We never figure on eating State Fair

Week. Seven reels.—Gunther & Metzger, Palace

theatre, Syracuse, Neb.—Small town patronage.

THE ALASKAN : Thomas Meighan—A fairly

good picture devoid of any action until the last

two reels. Could have been mtede into an ex-

cellent picture if put into 5 or 6 reels, but they

insisted upon dragging ’em out into nothing less

than 7 reels, even if it could be put into 5 good

snappy reels. Seven reels.—H. C. Mauler, Liberty

theatre, Pleasanton, Neb.—Small town patronage.

THE SONG AND DANCE MAN: Tom
Moore—A good program picture and not one of

the famous long run specials. Paramount sure is

there when it comes to blowing their own horn

and getting special prices for program pictures.

From other reports in the Herald along this line,

it seems to be their practice all over the coun-

try, but it won’t last much longer.—H. E. Gil-

man, Club theatre, Weed, Calif.—Small town pat-

ronage.
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THE SONG AND DANCE MAN: Tom Moore

—Not the type of show for us on a Saturday

night. It does not have enough action. Very

slow moving and does not seem to get anywhere

for us. Seven reels.—C. A. Anglemire, “Y”
theatre, Nazareth, Pa.—General patronage.

IRISH LUCK: Thomas Meighan—Gave satis-

faction as a regular. Six reels.—Giacoma Bros.,

Crystal theatre, Tombstone, Ariz.—General pat-

ronage.

THE AMERICAN VENUS: Florence Vidor-
Very good and similar to “Irene.” Colored fash-

ion show was beautiful and well done. A good

program for women patronage. The men won’t

rave any over it. Seven reels.—Marion F. Bod-

well, Paramount theatre, Wyoming, 111.—General

patronage.

LOVERS IN QUARANTINE: Bebe Daniels-
Very clever little comedy your patrons will ap-

preciate. Seven reels.—M. W. A., M. W. A. thea-

tre, Soldier, Kan.—Small town patronage.

THAT ROYLE GIRL: Special cast—Carol
Dempster is fine, and picture as a whole good.

Some parts draggy. Fields is the worst I have
ever seen. How he can make money for a pro-

ducer is beyond me. Too bad Carol Dempster is

not in more pictures teamed up with Tom Mei-

ghan or Jack Holt or Wallace Beery. Ten reels.

—M. W. A., M. W. A. theatre. Soldier, Kan.

—

Small town patronage.

THE PONY EXPRESS: Special cast—Just as

good as “The Covered Wagon,” which is a mouth-
ful. Ten reels.—Lester N. Leek, Club House
theatre, Jackson, Wyo.—General patronage.

WILD HORSE MESA: Jack Holt—A very

good Western that brought us a good crowd. Too
bad Holt is losing his naturalness ; his studied

efforts aren’t nearly as pleasing, but then most
all pictures get such poor directors. Eight reels.

-—M. W. A., M. W. A. theatre, Soldier, Kan.

—

Small town patronage.

WILD HORSE MESA: Jack Holt—Very good.

Wonderful scenery and story. Cast does fine

work. Eight reels.—Lester N. Leek, Club House
theatre, Jackson, Wyo.—General patronage.

ARE PARENTS PEOPLE: Betty Bronson—
Fairly good. Nothing to rave over. Have seen

better Paramount pictures and some worse. A rot-

ten impossible story and drawn out in too many
reels. Seven reels.—Marion F. Bodwell, Para-
mount theatre, Wyoming, 111.—General patronage.

THE GOLDEN PRINCESS: Betty Bronson—

A

real honest picture by Bret Hart. Hart should

be as popular as Zane Grey, as the stories I

have played here with Harry Carey and others

are all 100 per cent. Stories seem to satisfy my
patrons, so I don’t see why we shouldn’t boost

Bret Hart. This will give any theatre a good

boost and you can buy it right. Seven reels.

—

R. Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D.—General

patronage.

THE GOOSE HANGS HIGH: Special cast—
Pleased a fair house. Would make a wonderful
attraction for Christmas. Seven reels.—Lester

bT. Leek, Club House theatre, Jackson, Wyo.

—

General patronage.

Pathe

THE DEVIL HORSE: Rex—For those who like

Westerns and horses this is a good one. Rex is

a wonderfully intelligent horse and does his part

splendidly. The scenery of backgrounds is ex-

cellent. It pleased our patrons. Six reels.

—

R. F. Gibbs, Photodrome theatre, Richmond, 111.

-—General patronage.

THE DEVIL HORSE: Rex—Good feature,

well liked. Slightly above average business. The
children came in droves.—Plaza theatre, San
T)iego, Cal.—General patronage.

THE DEVIL HORSE: Rex—These horse pic-

tures sure do draw. I broke three records on
this one. Besides the picture pleased all. It

really is a dandy. Six reels.—Walt Bradley,

Moon theatre, Neligh, Neb.—General patronage.

HOT WATER: Harold Lloyd—Lloyd got the

money and we got the "Hot Water.” The first

two Lloyds played to good business but they keep
dropping off. Failed to break even on this one,

although the picture itself was good. We have
to charge more on Lloyds than our regular pic-

tures and the people don't like it as is shown
by the decrease in patronage.—LaRoy H. Zehr-

bach. Bon Air theatre, Kissimmee, Fla.—General

^patronage.

Matrimonial

Sweepstakes

'T'HERE is a sad story connected
with this picture. The old patri-

arch on the right holding the gun is

Charles Sanders who operates the

Community theatre at Anselmo, Ne-
braska and he was just leaving in his

“Twin Six” for the Jackson Hole
country to shoot big game and wanted
ye scribe to go with him, and there

is where the sad story began. Ye
scribe couldn’t go. The three young
ladies are the daughters of this old

veteran, and listen, boys, they are all

single and there is a bunch of mistle-

toe hanging over the front door and
all roads lead to Anselmo. Get busy.

—J- C. J.

Pro-Dis-Co

THE DICE WOMAN: Priscilla Dean—Very
good picture that pleased those who came. Not
the type of picture that brings them in. How-
ever, in small town a star has no drawing power.

Six reels.—W. C. Wheeler, Majestic theatre, Wil-
lits, Calif.—Small town patronage.

THE DICE WOMAN: Special cast—Nothing
to it. Very ordinary picture.—L. M. Jones, Ar-
cadia theatre, Vandergrift, Pa.—General patron-
age.

FORBIDDEN WATERS: Special cast—Very
poor title. Very poor paper and not much of a
picture. The poorest Priscilla Dean I ever saw.

, —L. M. Jones, Arcadia theatre, Vandergrift, Pa.

—General patronage.

THE SHADOW OF THE LAW: Clara Bow-
Cast very good but the story is an oft told story.

After the first three reels the audience became
tired. It was not presented in good shape and
the theme is one that has been worked overtime.

Clara Bow passed O. K. for her initial bow here,

but we’d reduce the size of the bunch of hair

if we were her. Seven reels.—Giacoma Bros.,

Crystal theatre, Tombstone, Ariz.—General pat-

ronage.

BACHELOR BRIDES: Rod LaRocque—I would
like to say this is a good program picture. It

pleased the few that came out to see it. Seven
reels.—Leslie Hables, Reel Joy theatre. King City,

Cal.—Small town patronage.

THE PRINCE OF PILSEN: Special cast—
Wednesday night to very good business. This is

one of Producers’ good ones. In fact, I have yet

to see one of their bad ones. They sell them at

a price that gives us little fellows a chance to

live. I can cheerfully recommend this one as a
good buy. Seven reels.—P. W. Quinlin, Ideal

theatre, Chateaugay, N. Y.—Small town patron-

age.

THE PRINCE OF PILSEN: George Sydney—

Our old friend Geo. Sydney runs away with this

picture. This picture is good entertainment in

any theatre on any day of the week. Subtitles
especially good. Seven reels.—-Clark & Edwards,
Palace theatre, Ashland, Ohio.—General patron-
age.

ROCKING MOON: Special cast—Good in any
house. Six reels.—Clark & Edwards, Palace
theatre, Ashland, Ohio.—General patronage.

THE VOLGA BOATMAN: Special cast—Not-
withstanding the fact that one of the bigger com-
panies tried to tell us that DeMille was dead, we
did a very fine business on “Volga Boatman”
and it pleased one hundred per cent. It is one
of the best of the year and sold at a fair rental

without one of those funny split propositions de-

manded by some other distributors. Ten reels.

—

W. C. Wheeler, Majestic theatre, Willits, Cal.

—

Small town patronage.

THE VOLGA BOATMAN: Special cast—Our
only report on this can be stated in one word,

“Great.” Eight reels.—Clark & Edwards, Palace

theatre, Ashland, Ohio.—General patronage.

EVE’S LEAVES: Special cast—Wonderfully
cast and acted with the snap as though they

loved their work. One of the best pictures we
have shown in months. Seven reels.—Clark &
Edwards, Palace theatre, Ashland, Ohio.—General

patronage.

WILD OATS LANE: Viola Dana—This is a

propaganda picture. If it was not made for

propaganda I do not see why it was made. Very
poor paper. These people take the cake when it

comes to making paper that will not draw.—L.

M. Jones, Arcadia theatre, Vandergrift, Pa.

—

General patronage.

THREE FACES EAST: Special cast—Very
good picture which played to empty seats, prob-

ably because of a title that did not mean a

thing to our crowd, and also that it was a sub-

stitution for another picture and there was not

sufficient time to advertise it big. Play it if

they like pictures with a war flavor. Seven reels.

—I. R. Gavin, Hammond theatre, Hammond,
Wis.—Small town patronage.

MADAM BEHAVE: Special cast—Good com-

edy and our patrons well pleased. As good as

“Charley’s Aunt” but not so well advertised. Six

reels.—Minnie M. Schnoor, Paramount theatre,

Stapleton, Neb.—Small town patronage.

THE COMING OF AMOS: Jetta Goudal—
Title lacked pull, and business off $15.00 on our

best night, Sunday, with perfect weather. Pic-

ture is O. K. and those who came appeared to

enjoy it. Print good. Six reels.—I. R. Gavin,

Hammond theatre, Hammond, Wis.—Small town

patronage.

THE BAD LANDS: Harry Carey—Very good.

The group of pictures starring Carey from P.D.C.

are the best Careys I have seen. Five reels.

—

P. C. Schram, Orpheum theatre, Kalamazoo,

Mich.—General patronage.

THE ROAD TO YESTERDAY: Special cast

—

Do not consider this a good audience picture. Too

slow and long drawn out. Ten reels.—E. E.

Byrne, Columbia theatre, Athens, O.—General

patronage.

THE MILLION DOLLAR HANDICAP: Vera

Reynolds—A fine picture that pleased all. We
need more of this type in the business. Tom
Wilson furnished plenty of comedy and thrills

from start to final fadeout. Seven reels.—F. A.

Ferguson, Royal theatre, Fairmount, Ind.—Gen-

eral patronage.

THE MILLION DOLLAR HANDICAP: Vera

Reynolds—One of the finest racing pictures we
have shown. The story is old but the racing

scenes are very thrilling. Vera Reynolds makes

a fine littie jockey. Six reels.—George Benson,

Community theatre, Minneota, Minn.—Small town

patronage.

THE MAN FROM RED GULCH: Harry Carey

—Good picture for small towns and Harry sure

played his part right in this one. Too bad that

he changed places from Producers to Pathe. Six

reels.—R. Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball, So. Dak.—
General patronage.

United Artists

THE SON OF THE SHEIK: Rudolph Valen-

tino—This picture cleared more for us than any

picture we ever run, and the people were not

dissapointed. All of the comments were favor-

able. Many enthusiastic over Valentino’s artistic

and wonderful portrayal of his roles of son and
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father.—R. F. Gibbs, Photodrome theatre, Rich-

mond, 111.—General patronage.

THE SON OF THE SHEIK: Rudolph Valen-
tino—Star’s demise cause of big business. Pic-

ture is very good for its type but nothing to rave

over. Paper good on this. Six reels.—Pace &
Bouma, Rialto theatre, Pocahontas, Iowa.—Gen-

eral patronage.

THE SON OF THE SHEIK: Rudolph Valentino

—Valentino’s best picture which I played imme-
diately after his death, thus doing capacity busi-

ness. Valentino’s pictures will stand a showing
for a long time to come. Seven reels.—A. M.
McBurney, Princess theatre, Mapleton, Iowa.

—

General patronage.

SPARROWS: Mary Pickford—Consider this

the best Mary has ever done. A real story, a

credit to any house that should go over well at

advanced admissions.—J. W. Bascom, Shastona

theatre, Mt. Shasta, Cal.—General patronage.

THE BLACK PIRATE: Douglas Fairbanks

—

Drew good attendance at advanced admissions.

Picture in technicolor. While some did not care

for it all thought it a marvelous production. Some
pronounced it the screen’s greatest entertainment.

Eleven reels.—J. W. Bascom, Shastona theatre,

Mt. Shasta, Cal.—General patronage.

THE BLACK PIRATE : Douglas Fairbanks

—

This is a wonderful picture. No other word
describes it. The photography is excellent, the
coloring exceptionally beautiful and Fairbanks
is at his very best in this picture. The pirates

are all that the most vivid imagination can
depict especially the pirate leader and the old

Scotchman. In short, this is one of the finest

;pictures I have ever shown or ever expect to see.

Eleven reels.—George Benson, Community theatre,

Minneota, Minn.—Small town patronage.

THE BLACK PIRATE: Douglas Fairbanks

—

Well, I bought this to show ’em I could run a
picture in a town of 250 people at the same time
it was being used in the Royal at Kansas City.

Besides, I thought it would draw ’em in from
everywhere. Well, I ran it the same time K. C.

did, but even after heavy advertising it did not
draw and it only pleased 50 per cent of what did

come. Too much costume and impossible stuff

to please audience. I am off this company for

life unless they change their prices and pictures.

Eleven reels.—W. A. Doerschlag, Strand theatre.

Ransom, Kan.—Small town patronage.

PARTNERS AGAIN : Special cast—This is a

good comedy and unless it is viewed from a

critical standpoint there is nothing wrong. It

is made to please and amuse, and it certainly does

it. Six reels.—A. M. McBurney, Princes stheatre,

Mapleton, Iowa.—General patronage.

THE BAT: Special cast—Here’s a real one.

A genuine mystery play without a single flaw.

It kept the audience in suspense all through the

entire show and was the talk of the town for

several days afterward. Play it. Nine reels.

—

A. M. McBurney, Princess theatre, Mapleton,
Iowa.—General patronage.

TUMBLEWEEDS: William S. Hart—A knock-
out. Consider this the best Western Hart has

ever made. Business very good and patrons were
well pleased. Bill should be with a good com-
pany and make more Westerns as he still has a

large following. Seven reels.—P. C. Schram,
Orpheum theatre, Kalamazoo, Mich.—General pat-

ronage.

LITTLE ANNIE ROONEY: Mary Pickford—
Best thing we have shown in a long time and
our patrons were not afraid to tell us about it.

Mary still makes a fine star in kid makeup and
acting all the way through by the whole cast very

good. Show fine direction. Ten reels.—O. A.

Fosse, Community theatre, Ridgeway, Iowa.

—

Small town patronage.

TESS OF THE STORM COUNTRY: Mary
Pickford—One of Mary’s best. It’s old but if

you haven’t played it, buy it. It’s a wonderful

picture and we paid a reasonable price for it.

We showed this picture just before ‘‘Keeper of the

Bees” and some of our patrons said they liked

“Tess” best of the two. Ten reels.-—Minnie M.
Schnoor, Paramount theatre, Stapleton, Nebr.

—

Small town patronage.

Universal
PEACOCK FEATHERS: Special cast—This has

been one of my best pictures so far of the second
White List. More like ’em. I guess this quits

the account on the right side. Book it, fellows.

Seven reels.—A. J. W. Koehler, Koehler theatre,

Uehling, Neb.—General patronage.

LOOKING FOR TROUBLE: Jack Hoxie—

Arnold’s

Pride

ARNOLD, Nebraska, has reasons to

be proud of this theatre, and it is

a cinch that Hawley Wehrley, the

owner and manager, is. It is away
above the average theatre in a town
of that size and if the theatre doesn't
enjoy good business it will not be the

fault of Hawley Wehrley.—J. C. J.

Hoxie is only a fair card here and these small

Westerns cannot be rated high. This left us a

small profit and satisfied the Western fans. Five

reels.—I. R. Gavin, Hammond theatre, Hammond,
Wis.—Small town patronage.

ROLLING HOME: Reginald Denny—Played
two days to good business and pleased all. Seven

reels.—F. A. Ferguson, Royal theatre, Fairmount,

Ind.—General patronage.

ROLLING HOME: Reginald Denny—A lively

comedy about on a par with other Denny’s.

Nothing extra in results. Seven reels.—L. P.

Charles, Grand theatre, Chetek, Wis.—General
patronage.

THE SET UP: Art Acord—Art looks as sor-

rowful as usual in this but his horse and dog and
a group of clever kids helped the picture.

Pleased. Five reels.—P. G. Estee, S. T. theatre,

Parker, S. D.—Small town patronage.

BUSTIN’ THROUGH: Jack Hoxie—A few like

this and Jack will have some friends with us.

This is all right. Five reels.—J. S. Walker, Texas
theatre, Grand Prairie, Tex.—Small town pat-

ronage.

THE CALL OF COURAGE: Art Acord—Very
good Western. No complaint to make on this one.

Seemed to go over good. Five reels.—A. J. W.
Koehler, Koehler theatre, Uehling, Neb.—General

patronage.

THE TEXAS STREAK: Hoot Gibson—A mild

Western that created no uproar. Thin plot, a

few laughs, and several asked, “What’s the matter
with Hoot?” Five reels.—Pace & Bouma, Rialto
theatre, Pocahontas, Iowa.—General patronage.

THE LOVE THIEF: Norman Kerry—Pretty
good costume picture which did not come up to

satisfaction of the box office. It will pass for a
change. Seven reels.—R. Duba, Royal theatre,

Kimball, So. Dak.—General patronage.

SKINNER’S DRESS SUIT: Reginald Denny-
Good, like all the rest of Denny’s pictures. Laugh
and the world laughs with you. Seven reels.

—

A. J. W. Koehler, Koehler theatre, Uehling, Neb.
—General patronage.

THE MAN IN THE SADDLE: Hoot Gibson—

I

regret to say it, but I believe that this is the

poorest Gibson that I have ever saw. What is

the reason ? I don’t believe that it is Hoot’s fault.

Six reels.—A. M. McBurney, Princess theatre,

Mapleton, Iowa.—General patronage.

THE COHENS AND KELLYS: Special cast—
Opened up with this picture after I had been

closed for two months for repairs. Did a fine

business for two days. It seemed to please all.

Eight reels.—E. E. Byrne, Columbia theatre,

Athens, O.—General patronage.

THE COHENS AND KELLYS: Special cast—
We gave our patrons a real treat by putting this

on at regular admission. It’s a dandy, and good

enough for any house. Just as good for the

smallest town as for the largest city. The best

that Universal has put out this year or any other

year. Nine reels.—Gunther & Metzger, Palace

theatre, Syracuse, Nebr.—Small town patronage.

THE COHENS AND KELLYS: Special cast—
Now here is a picture that exhibitors have been

heralding as a knockout, and I fail to see where

they get it. Personally I thought it was good,

but not so uproaringly funny, but my patrons

were not pleased and it flopped at box office even

after exceptionally heavy advertising, for my
town at least. Eight reels.—W. A. Doerschlag,

Strand theatre. Ransom, Kans.—Small town pat-

ronage.

THE COMBAT: House Peters—A typical

Peters picture. It was good.—J. S. Walker,

Texas theatre, Grand Prairie, Tex.—Small town

patronage.

UNDER WESTERN SKIES: Norman Kerry—
This will stand with the best of ’em. It’s a real

Western attraction and it’s one that like that

class will enjoy. By all means, use this one.

—

Russell Armentrout, K. P. theatre, Pittsfield, 111.

—General patronage.

UNDER WESTERN SKIES: Norman Kerry—
A good Western picture with Norman Kerry in a

role that he never has played before. Don’t think

he can play this type as well as he does his

usual type of role. Anne Cornwall and George

Faucett are also in the cast. Seven reels.—W. T.

Davis & Son, Rialto theatre, Sharon, Wis.—Gen-

eral patronage.

THE PHANTOM BULLET: Hoot Gibson—

Hoot is a little better again than he has been,

so this picture went over good. Can’t go wrong

on this one. Six reels.—A. J. W. Koehler,

Koehler theatre, Uehling, Neb.—General pat-

ronage.

THE GOOSE WOMAN: Special cast—Good

picture which pleased our Saturday night crowd.

—R. K. Lattin, Strand theatre, Valparaiso, Neb.

—General patronage.

THE GOOSE WOMAN: Louise Dresser—Good
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for any class theatre any day in the week. Don’t
be afraid to step on it. Exceptionally good. Work
by Dresser very good. Eight reels.—O. B.

Junkins, Manzanita theatre, Carmel, Cal.—Gen-
eral patronage.

THE GOOSE WOMAN: Louise Dresser—

A

dandy picture and drew well, besides pleasing
those who came. Film good. Seven reels.

—

W. A. Doerschlag, Strand theatre, Ransom, Kans.
—Small town patronage.

HIS PEOPLE: Special cast—This picture did
not please my patrons although the reports on it

were good. Too much foreign element in it for
my town. Seven reels.—E. E. Byrne, Columbia
theatre, Athens, O.—General patronage.

SPORTING LIFE: Bert Lytell—Very good
filler with action and a good cast. Exhibitors
will make no mistake booking this one. Good
for small towns. Seven reels.—J. F. Laver,
Aurora theatre, Basil, O.—Small town patronage.

CHIP OF THE FLYING U: Hoot Gibson—
Sunday night to good business. One of Uncle
Carl’s Jewels and it certainly deserves that name.
It is the best that Hoot ever made. You can’t
go wrong on this, brother. Buy it and tell your
people you are going to show them something
worth looking at. Eight reels.—P. W. Quinlin,
Ideal theatre, Chateaugay, N. Y.—Small town
patronage.

CHIP OF THE FLYING U: Special cast—Here
is a whiz, the best Western I ever used from
every angle. It drew like a mustard plaster and
pleased 100 per cent. It has action, comedy,
n’everything. Seven reels.—W. A. Doerschlag,
Strand theatre. Ransom, Kans.—Small town pat-
ronage.

STELLA MARIS: Mary Philbin—Splendid
acting on the part of Mary Philbin who takes
dual role, but story is drab, overdrawn and un-
interesting. People resent, or at least larger
class of patrons do, paying admission to morbid
stuff of this kind. Seven reels.—P. G. Estee,
S. T. theatre, Parker, S. D.—Small town pat-
ronage.

THE PHANTOM OF THE OPERA: Lon
Chaney—Pleases about 50-50 but it brought out
a fair crowd two nights. Played on a 50-50
basis and came out better than on most specials.
Ten reels. O. A. Fosse,, Community theatre,
Ridgeway, Iowa.—Small town patronage.

CALIFORNIA STRAIGHT AHEAD: Reginald
Denny—For some reason we can’t get them to
gang out on a Saturday night unless it’s a Mix.
Jones, Thomson or Hoot Gibson. Our Saturday
night fans want Westerns, and Westerns it’s
going to be. “California Straight Ahead’’ is as
good as you’ll find with lots of action and fun.
Eight reels.—Gunther & Metzger, Palace theatre,
Syracuse, Nebr.—Small town patronage.

WHERE WAS I: Reginald Denny—A fair
comedy, but lacks a lot of being good as his
previous efforts. Pleased about 60 per cent.
Eight reels.—W. A. Doerschlag, Strand theatre.
Ransom, Kan.—Small town patronage.

WHAT HAPPENED TO JONES: Reginald
Denny—This is very good, but not as good as
“California Straight Ahead.” Drew well for us
and sure is some actor in his right parts. Try
him if you haven’t used him and see him fill

your house for you. Had two good nights at the
box office and rainy ones at that. Seven reels.

—

C. V. Anderson, Oak theatre, Oakdale, Nebr.

—

General patronage.

WHAT HAPPENED TO JONES: Reginald
Denny—This is another one of the good ones of
Denny’s. He seems to be a magnet when it

comes to getting them in, as we are sure of a
house when we have him billed. We had him
this time during the County Fair, when everybody
went to that, but at that we had two good
houses. I do not think it quite as good as
“California Straight Ahead.” However, they are
both good, and all of Denny’s for that matter.
Seven reels.—C. V. Anderson, Oak theatre, Oak-
dale, Neb.—General patronage.

RIDING ROMANCE: A1 Hoxie—Nothing to
it. Does not compare with Westerns made by
National Distributing. Acting and directing very
poor. Five reels.—P. C. Schram, Orpheum thea-
tre, Kalamazoo, Mich.—General patronage.

Warner Bros.
THE FIGHTING EDGE: Kenneth Harlan—

A

very good action picture. Pleased the majority
of my fans. Seven reels.—P. C. Schram.
Orpheum theatre, Kalamazoo. Mich.—General
patronage.

THE FIGHTING EDGE: Special cast—Here

Laura La Plante is seen in “Poker
Faces,” a Universal Jewel produc-
tion. Miss La Plante’s latest picture,

‘‘Butterflies in the Rain,” is being
used for “Greater Movie Season.”

is a corking good action picture good for Satur-

day especially, and should please any class

audience. Not a dull moment in it. Seven reels.

—O. B. Junkins, Manzanita theatre, Carmel, Cal.

—General patronage.

THE FIGHTING EDGE: Kenneth Harlan-
Just an ordinary program picture. Plot laid in

and around the Mexican border. Patsy Ruth
Miller very good in this one. Seven reels.

—

Marion F. Bodwell, Paramount theatre, Wyoming,
IH.—General patronage.

WHY GIRLS GO BACK HOME: Patsy Ruth
Miller—A whale of a title. It brought them
through the box office. Fair picture. No kicks

from patrons and I was well pleased. I think
producers generally should make more of an effort

to get good titles. There seems to be very few
good titles. A good title never fails to do extra
business.—L. M. Jones, Arcadia theatre, Vander-
grift, Pa.—General patronage.

OTHER WOMEN’S HUSBANDS: Monte Blue
—Very much disappointed in this one. The
poorest Blue picture I have ever had. The main
thing seemed to be to see how dumb Monte could
look all through the picture. Not the right kind
of a picture for him. It seems when a star is

good and making some money they place him
out of his element.—L. M. Jones, Arcadia theatre,

Vandergrift, Pa.—General patronage.

HOGAN’S ALLEY : Monte Blue—Just a fair

program picture with a prize fighter for the

hero. Seven reels.—George Benson, Community
theatre, Mineota, Minn. Small town patronage.

THE SEA BEAST: John Barrymore—Great.

One of the finest sea stories ever screened.

Pleased 100 per cent to very good business. Ten
reels.—P. C. Schram, Orpheum theatre, Kala-

mazoo, Mich.—Small town patronage.

THE SEA BEAST: John Barrymore—A won-
derful sea picture liked by most of my patrons

better than the "Sea Hawk.” Barrymore’s acting

was great. Played this three days to a very

good business. Ten reels.—A. M. McBurney,
Princess theatre, Mapleton, Iowa—General pat-

ronage.

CLASH OF THE WOLVES: Rin Tin Tin—

A

real bet. It can’t be denied, Rinty can’t be beat.

Spices with a little bit of comedy and in fact, an

all around production. Seven reels.—A. M. Mc-
Burney, Princess theatre, Mapleton, Iowa.—Gen-

eral patronage.

HIS MAJESTY BUNKER BEAN: Matt Moore
—Bunker is good. About the silliest thing you

could ask your patrons to look at. Plenty of

walk outs on this. Seven reels.—O. B. Junkins,

Manzanita theatre, Carmel, Cal.—General pat-

ronage.

THE PLEASURE BUYERS: Special cast—
Title misleading. A very good crook story. Get
them in and they will like it. Good plot, will

hold their interest to the last. Seven reels.

—

O. B. Judkins, Manzanita theatre, Carmel, Cal.

—

General patronage.

State Rights

LOST IN A BIG CITY : Special cast—A piece

of cheese.—Lay off this one. Six reels.—P. C.

Schram, Orpheum theatre, Kalamazoo, Mich.

—

General patronage.

THE OVERLAND LIMITED: Ralph Lewis-
Fair little picture but not as big as the salesman
led us to believe. Don’t raise on pictures of this

kind and you’ll have no kicks. We do not raise

on any picture unless it is a real special and we
have kept them coming all summer. I honestly

believe that the small towns make a mistake by
raising on too many so-called specials. Give them
the best you can for the money. Six reels.

—

Gunther & Metzger, Palace theatre, Syracuse,

Nebr.—Small town patronage.

Serials

CASEY OF THE COAST GUARD: (Pathe)
George O’Hara—No. 1. Looks like it is going
to be very good. Will sure please the kinds.

Two reels.—O. B. Junkins, Manzanita theatre,

Carmel, Cal.—General patronage.

THE RADIO DETECTIVE: (Universal) Jack
Daugherty—We think this is going to be O. K.

—

L. P. Charles, Grand theatre, Chetek, Wis.—L. P.

Charles, Grand theatre, Chetex, Wis.—General
patronage.

THE RADIO DETECTIVE: (Universal) Jack
Daugherty—On third chapter and seems to be a

peach of a serial. Plenty of action and Boy
Scout angle good. Ten episode serial.—F. A.
Ferguson, Royal theatre, Fairmount, Ind.—General
patronage.

SNOWED IN: (Pathe) Finished chapter one.

Looks like it may be very good. We’ll know
more after another chapter or two. Two reels.

—Marion F. Bodwell, Paramount theatre, Wyo-
ming, 111.—General patronage.

STRINGS OF STEEL: William Desmond—
Getting better after third episode. Rather slow

on start. The old time costume spoils it for

some. Ten episode serial.—F. A. Ferguson, Royal
theatre, Fairmount, Ind.—General patronage.

Short Features

EDUCATIONAL
A DIPPY PAIR: Billy Dooley—I did not care

very much for this one although I like Dooley’s

comedies as a rule. It got very few laughs. Two
reels.—Leslie Hables, Reel Joy theatre. King City,

Cal.—Small town patronage.

DRAGON ALLEY : Good comedy that should

go over with any audience. Two reels.—W. C.

Wheeler, Majestic theatre, Willits, Cal.—Small

town patronage.

FALLING WATERS: Bruce Scenic—Very good

subject when you have a comedy feature. This

was mostly Yosemite Valley and was appreciated

here. One reel.-—Leslie Hables, Reel Joy theatre.

King City, Cal.—General patronage.

FOOLS LUCK: Lupino Lane—Not as good

as his other ones. Well you know you can’t

make everything 100 per cent all the time. Two
reels.—C. A. Anglemire, "Y” theatre, Nazareth,

Pa.—General patronage.

LIGHTHOUSEKEEPING: Lige Conley—A fine

slapstick comedy chuck full of laughs for our

crowds. Two reels.—C. A. Anglemire, "Y”
theatre, Nazareth, Pa.—General patronage.

LOVEMANIA, RED PEPPER: A1 St. John—
Wow brother, when you get any better comedies

than these two, you will have to go some. All

of Educational comedies are good. Two reels.

—

J. F. Laver, Aurora theatre, Basil, O.—Small

town patronage.

MISSING LINKS: Good filler. Nothing to rave

about although this company has good stuff.

The San Francisco office treats us right. Two
reels.—Leslie Hables, Reel Joy theatre. King City,

Cal.—Small town patronage.

MY KID: Big Boy—A crackerjack comedy.

This kid is sure there and if he keeps on I

will make them all hustle. Two reels.—Leslie
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Hables, Reel Joy theatre, King City, Cal.—Small

town patronage.

SEA SCAMPS : Big Boy—Big Boy takes the

cake in this one as he is a delightful little scamp
in this. Two reels.—C. A. Anglemire, “Y”
theatre, Nazareth, Pa.—General patronage.

STEP FAST: This comedy seemed to go over

good. Two reels.—C. S. Watson, Electric theatre,

Caldwell, Kan.—General patronage.

UPPER CUTS: Jack Duffy—A very good
comedy if you like slap stick. My audience liked

it very much, some telling me so as they went
out. Two reels.—Leslie Hables, Reel Joy thea-

tre, King City, Cal.—Small town patronage.

WHOA EMMA: Jimmie Adams—Not a good
comedy. Very poor. Not a good laugh in it.

Two reels.—C. A. Anglemire, “Y” theatre,

Nazareth, Pa.—General patronage.

F. B. O.

ALICE CHARMS FISH: This is very good
and pleased the kids. This is a cartoon comedy.
One reel.—C. V. Anderson, Oak theatre, Oakdale,
Nebr.—General patronage.

THE BEAUTY PARLOR: Good comedy,
plenty of fun. They seem to please average show-
goers. Two reels.—R. Duba, Royal theatre, Kim-
ball, So. Dak.—General patronage.

BLACK AND BLUE EYES: Alice Ardell—

A

fairly good comedy. Two reels.—W. T. Davis
& Son, Rialto theatre, Sharon, Wis.—General
patronage.

THE BIG CHARADE: A pleasing two reel

comedy. Two reels.—Robert W. Hines, Hines
theatre, Loyalton, So. Dak.—General patronage.

HOLD TIGHT: This one is below the average
for F. B. O. Two reels.—LaRoy H. Zehrbach,
Bon Air theatre, Kissimmee, Fla.—General pat-
ronage.

LIGHTING SLIDER: Alberta Vaughn—Good.
The comedy team, Kit Guard and A1 Cooke sure
do get the laughs. Two reels.—P. C. Schram,
Orpheum theatre, Kalamazoo, Mich.—General
patronage.

PIGS CURLY TAIL: Good, as usual. These
are all on the same order and go over O. K.
with us. One reel.—C. V. Anderson, Oak theatre,

Oakdale, Neb.—General patronage.

SLEEPING CUTIE: Alberta Vaughn—“Fight-
ing Blood” series very popular here. We showed
this one last week and all were pleased. Guard
and Cooke are very funny and make many laughs
for our patrons. Two reels.—Minnie M. Schnoor,
Paramount theatre, Stapleton, Nebr.—Small town
patronage.

THE TELEPHONE GIRL: Alberta Vaughn-
Twelfth episode went over as all before it. Good
clean comedy. Two reels.—Giacoma Bros., Crys-
tal theatre, Tombstone, Ariz.—General patronage.

FOX

A HIGH JINX: Syd Smith—Very, very good.

Something decidedly different and it sure made
’em laff. Two reels.—H. C. Mauler, Liberty
theatre, Pleasanton, Neb.—Small town patronage.

THE MAD RACER: The best Van Bibber to

date. Plenty of action which most of the others

lacked. Two reels.—W. C. Wheeler, Majestic
theatre, Willits, Calif.—Small town patronage.

STOP, LOOK AND LISTEN: Just another
two reel comedy. Two reels.—P. C. Schram,
Orpheum theatre, Kalamazoo, Mich.—General
patronage.

PATHE

A DAY’S OUTING, DOUGH BOYS, VENUS
OF VENICE, THE GREAT OPEN SPACES,
MORE MICE THAN BRAINS: Aesop’s Fables

—We are playing the Fables two a week until

we get caught up and they always leave a good
taste in the mouth. The one thing on the pro-

gram that they will sit through for two show-
ings.—LaRoy H. Zehrbach, Bon Air theatre,

Kissimmee, Fla.—General patronage.

THE FOURTH ALARM: Our Gang—Another
Gang comedy that is a knockout. You can’t go
wrong on these comedies. Two reels.—James D.
Kennedy, Apollo theatre, Indianapolis, Ind.

—

General patronage.

HIS WOODEN WEDDING: Charley Chase-
Best comedy since “Madame Sans Jane,” Glenn
Tryon. Katherine Grant as the bride with the
supposed wooden leg is easy on the eyes and
Charley has a pull with our ladies. Two reels.

—

O. A. Fosse, Community theatre, Ridgeway, Iowa.
—Small town patronage.

THE OLD WAR HORSE: Snub Pollard—This

Here they are: Arthur Trimble as Bus-
ter Brown, Doreen Turner as Mary
Jane and Pete, the dog comedian, as
Tige in the new Buster Brown come-
dies of Stern Brothers which are be-
ing released as Junior Jewels by Uni-
versal.

was a good single reel comedy and got a lot

of laughs.—E. E. Byrne, Columbia theatre,
Athens, O.—General patronage.

ONE WILD RIDE : Our Gang—Never saw a
poor Gang comedy yet and this one is up to
standard. Two reels.—O. A. Fosse, Community
theatre, Ridgeway, Iowa.—Small town patronage.

THE ONLY SON : A mighty good one reel

comedy.—C. S. Watson, Electric theatre, Cald-
well, Kan.—General patronage.

SHOULD SAILORS MARRY: This comedy
went over good, so it must have been all right.

Two reels.—C. S, Watson, Electric theatre, Cald-
well, Kan. General patronage.

STEP LIVELY : Harold Lloyd—These one
reel reissues are the bunk. What they say about
Lloyd receiving the money and you the laugh is

only half the truth. In these you fail to get
the laugh. Take my advice and let them alone.

There are better ones at half the price. One
reel.—LaRoy H. Zehrbach, Bon Air theatre,

Kissimmee, Fla.—General patronage.

STOP, LOOK AND LISTEN: Larry Semon—
Not much story to this but quite a little comedy
which got lots of laughs, especially the last reel.

—R. K. Lattin, Strand theatre, Valparaiso, Neb.
—General patronage.

TOPICS OF THE DAY: The best buy on the

market to fit with any program. One-half reel.

-—F. A. Ferguson, Royal theatre. Fail-mount,

Ind.—General patronage.

UNCLE TOM’S UNCLE: Our Gang—This is

the first Pathe comedy that has satisfied our
patrons, but this was a dandy. For some reason
old comedies have been sent to us instead of

the current releases and poor ones at that, but
“Uncle Tom’s Uncle” pleased grownups as well

as the youngsters. Two reels.—R. F. Gibbs,

Photodrome theatre, Richmond, 111.—General
patronage.

YOUR OWN BACK YARD: Our Gang—Good.
Pleased young and old alike. Two reels.—Lester

N. Leek, Club House theatre, Jackson, Wyo.

—

General patronage.

UNIVERSAL

ANDY’S LION TALE: It’s the funniest thing
we have used in months. The house was in an
uproar. Seems good to hear them laugh once
more. We have had a rotten run of comedies
for the past year from Fox and Pathe. Two
reels.—Russell Armentrout, K. P. theatre, Pitts-

field, 111.—General patronage.

BUSTER BROWN COMEDIES: Arthur Trim-
ble—I find these comedies very very good. You
can make no mistake by booking them. The dog
Tige is a wonder if there ever was one. Kids
go crazy over them. Two reels.—J. F. Laver,
Aurora theatre, Basil, O.—Small town patronage.

COMING BACK: Fred Humes—Very good two
reeler which set off the feature and made me a

good balanced program with “The Love Thief.”
Two reels.—R. Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball, So.

Dak.—General patronage.

EDUCATING BUSTER: Arthur Trimble—

A

good comedy that will get quite a few laughs.
Buster, Mary Jane and Tige are real funny.
Two reels.—W. T. Davis & Son, Rialto theatre,

Sharon, Wis.—General patronage.

FADE AWAY FOSTER: Mustang Western

—

Good Mustang Western with laughs for all. Our
patrons enjoyed this one. Two reels.—Minnie
M. Schnoor, Paramount theatre, Stapleton, Nebr.

—Small town patronage.

GETTING THE HEIR: Charles Puffy—Not
much to this one and everybody told me so. One
reel.—R. Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball, So. Dak.

—General patronage.

HONEYMOON TROUBLES: A1 Alt—Good
comedy, one of the fast going kind. I heard
laughing. Two reels.—R. Duba, Royal theatre,

Kimball, So. Dak.—General patronage.

INTERNATIONAL NEWS: On account of

Gertrude Ederle’s English Channel swim, this

issue went over fine with a special feature. One
reel.—O. A. Fosse, Community theatre, Ridgeway,

Iowa.—Small town patronage.

LET LOOSE: I never hear any one say a good

word for these two reel Westerns. Two reels.

—

Leslie Hobles, Reel Joy theatre. King City, Cal.

—Small town patronage.

MUSTANG WESTERNS: Pee Wee Holmes—
These two reel Westerns please and make a good

variation from the regular filler. Two reels.

—

F. A. Ferguson, Royal theatre. Fail-mount, Ind.

—General patronage.

TWIN SISTERS: Wanda Wiley—Fair slap-

stick. Two reels.—P. G. Estee, S. T. theatre,

Parker, S. D.—Small town patronage.

Receipt of Paris
Theatres Increase

(Special from Department of Commerce)

WASHINGTON, D. C„ Oct. 5.—

Gross receipts of all motion picture houses

in Paris during 1925 amounts to 11/ ,443,-

824 francs, which was 16,837,249 francs or

16.73 per cent more than in 1924, when they

aggregated 100,606,575 francs, states Trade

Commissioner G. R. Canty in a report to

the Department of Commerce. Combined
state and poor taxes paid by these theatres

totalled 25,121 ,747 francs in 1925, or 21.39

per cent of the total receipts, as against

20,479,416, or 20.35 per cent in 1924, an in-

crease of 4,642,331 francs, or 22.66 per cent

over 1924 figures.

Eleven motion picture houses of the 167

listed by the Chambre Syndicate Francaise

de la Cinematographic as having paid taxes

to the state during 1925 showed receipts

above the 2,000,000 franc point.

“Sparrows” Tied Up to

“Hair Bobbing” Contest
(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Oct. 5.—Mary Pick-

ford’s “Sparrows” has been tied up with

the “To Bob or Not to Bob” contest con-

ducted by the New York Telegraph on the

basis of Miss Pickford’s wearing her hair

unshorn. The picture made its New York
premiere at the Mark Strand.

Manager Joseph Plunkett of the Strand
arranged to have motion pictures made of

the winners of the “bobbing” contest, and
won a great newspaper break as the re-

sult.

E . W. Klein in British

Deal on Hartford Films
(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Oct. 5.—Edward L.

Klein, head of the Edward L. Klein Corp.,

has closed a deal for the British distribu-

tion for the American Cinema Associa-
tion of the entire 1926-7 output of David
M. Hartford productions.
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John C. Flinn, vicepresident and general manager of P.' D. C., visits Chicago and
holds a get-together at the exchange. He is tenth from right (standing). At his

right is Cecil Maberry. Harry Lorch and Dan Roche are near left end.

CHICAGO PERSONALITIES
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=
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By D. H.

M K. WILSON, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer director; W. D. Kelley, of

the film department of the company, and J. Ashton, cameraman,
* shot several hundred feet of film in Chicago last week in the

making of “The Fire Brigade.” The party came from New York Septem-
ber 27 to spend several days in the city.

A SIDE from the sequence featuring the made of the great Chicago fire machines
parade of 1,500 firemen appearing for getting away at the sound of the alarms,

annual inspection a number of shots were Director Wilson took advantage of the

(c^l© 0%)^ IP H (P.Tit t ns IE§ ts

PICTURES corporationJ

“God’s Great Wilderness”

—All Star

“The Man in the Shadow”
—Myrtle Stedman

“Dame Chance”

—Robert Frazer

f

“Jack of Hearts”

—Cullen Landis

“Then Came the Woman”
—Frank Mayo

“Frenzied Flames”

—Mary Carr

“Speeding Thru”

—Creighton Hale

“Pursued”

—Gaston Glasi

“The Warning Signal”

—Gladys Hulette

“Race Wild”
—Eileen Percy

BLAZING RECOGNITION
For Illinois For Indiana

GREIVER PRODUCTIONS FlLfy _
OOI P/MT'TT T VI7AT->AC^TT A \ 7T7XTTTT? \ INDIANA •
831 SOUTH WABASH AVENUE

CHICAGO, ILL.
218V9immefBuildlng

INDIANAPOLIS

big Wrisley fire Steptember 28 to shoot
what will probably be one of the high-
lights of the finished production.

Co-operating with him for his work here
were Felix Mendelsohn, salesmanager of
the Chicago branch, R. G. Ganstan, Chicago
cameraman, and Eugene Cour.

* * *

W. A. V. Mack, sales director of the
Central district for Pathe, arrived in Chi-
cago October 1 for a visit with Fred Aiken
and Jimmie Gitlick. . . . Which was the
day set aside by Len Ullrich and Oscar
Florine to play golf at the last tournament
of Crystal Lake. Jack Miller and Frank
Schaefer were the two exhibitor guests at

the Country Club.
jjt j|s sjs

William J. Clark of Minneapolis arrived
in Chicago October 2 to take up his duties
as detail man and office manager for Clyde
Eckhardt at the Fox Film Corporation ex-
change. The job has formerly been held
by Roy Miller who has been promoted to
sales representative working out of the Chi-
cago office.

:*? ifc s(e

Jack Sampson returned from New York
September 26, ending a trip on which he
combined business and pleasure. He at-
tended the Tunney-Dempsey “footrace” and
later met Sam Katz in New York and en-
tered into a pretty big deal with him. Odd
enough—when two Chicago go-getters go
to New York in order to transact business?

And on October 1 Mr. and Mrs. Sampson
observed the sixteenth anniversary of their
marriage.

^ ij:

Winfield R. Sheehan, general mana-
ger and vicepresident of Fox Film
Corporation, was in Chicago two days
last week, leaving for New York Sep-
tember 28. He came from the Coast
where he has been supervising pro-

duction.

Mr. Sheehan was accompanied by
Al Green, director now under con-

tract.
% % %

Exhibitors, film men and other friends of
William Hirshberg, deceased, unveiled a
monument in his memory October 3 at Wol-
heim. Mr. Hirshberg was an exhibitor in
Chicago for a number of years before his

death a year ago.
ifc % :{c

Paul Berger, assistant general salesmana-
ger of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, was in Chi-
cago for a few days this week visiting the
exchangemen. . . . Metro folk are now
100 per cent sold on the new club func-
tioning within their ranks as a result of
the opening of its social season September
30. The opening affair consisted of a lunch
at the exchange followed by a theatre party
at the Illinois. Just everybody from the
Metro organization was there.

* * *

Minocqua, Wis., is the rendezvous of
Max Balaban of Balaban & Katz and David
Dubin, branch manager of Educational.
They went to the lake resort October 1 for
several days’ fishing.

Indianapolis

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.—Members of
the Indianapolis Advertising Club have
completed preliminary arrangements with
Herb Jennings, manager of the Palace, for
a midnight frolic to be given Oct. 11, a
large part of the proceeds of which will

be turned over for hurricane relief work
in Florida. . . . Motion pictures of the ter-

rifying sweep of the hurricane as it dealt

death and destruction in Miami and other
Florida cities, made by Pathe news camera
men, were shown in many Indianapolis the-

atres.
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Apparent on the screen
; f| "'-.fl "I; \

The Improvement in the rendering ofcolor

values in black and white tones, when the pic-

ture is printed from Eastman Panchromatic

Negative on Eastman Positive, is readily appar-

ent on the screen.
*

Patrons will notice the difference—and

that’s what really counts at the box office.

Eastman Panchromatic Negative is

now the same price as ordinary negative. It

keeps as well as ordinary negative and, except

for the lighting in the darkroom, is developed

in the same manner as ordinary negative. Yet

it’s an extraordinary product.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, NEW YORK
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HAL
ROAG

presents

Roach Stars

Comedies
Two Reels

Pafhecomedy

Qreater entertainment

More laughs

Real comedy stories

Box office value equal to the bigger features—
Because Roach has put into them

Box office stars

Stories by the greatest comedy writers

Feature directors and

Production that you expect with the biggest
features.

However good your features you need a comedy
equally good .

See “Should Husbands Pay” and “Wise Guys
Prefer Brunettes.”

HELENE CHADWICK in "WISE GUVS PREEER BRUNETTES"
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GIVES the industry

THE outstanding picture.

AN attraction

THAT will play

EXTENDED runs

TO phenomenal
BOX-office receipts.

THE star and director

OF “The Big Parade”

A Road'ShoW'Size attraction.

WATCH it make history.

N'etro

, Gouiivun
Maver’s

newest
sensation

;U

^7/ze yWcuy/zirYce/it — By sabatini

starring JOHN GILBERT
with ELEANOR BOARDMAN
KING VIDOR’S production

With Roy D’ Arc y, Kiirl Dane,
Qeorge K. Arthur, Arthur Luhin.

Scenario by Dorothy Fam um .

Directed by King Vidor.

Member Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc.—Will H. Hays, President
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Grand Pianos

are endowed
with the same
unapproachable

tone and quality

inherent in the

Wurlitzer

Unit Organ

Whether your
feature picture
requires the accompani-

ment of one of Wagner’s dra-

matic masterpieces or the

animation of modern synco-

pation, there is no instrument

as majestic or responsive in

effect as the Wurlitzer Unit
Organ.

BOMB

CINCINNATI
2 1 East Fourth St.

NEW YORK
20 West 42nd St.

CHICAGO
19 S. Wabash Ave.

SAN FRANCI
250 Stockton

LOS ANGEL
814 S. Broadt

UNIT ORGANS
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^mashed all open*
ln£ day records at

RIVOH,H.Y.
$31,000

For the weeK;

Raymond
GRIFFITH
K)ud Be Surprised

"

Dn w,th
R°T

r

Hy SEBASTIAN, EARLE WILLIAMS
s*°rY£ZCTED ARTHURROSSON^

screenplay by JULES TURTHMA*

paramount Qictures

A PRODUCTWHA
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CSEPH P.
:nnedy
resents

EXHIBITORS HERALD

S
TILL ANOTHER MASTER-STROKE OF
SHOWMANSHIP FROM GREATER F. 3. O.I

A BRILLIANT YOUNG PERSONALITY WITH
A MIGHTY PUBLIC FOLLOWING ....

WINNING STARDOM THROUGH ABSOLUTE
MONEY PERFORMANCE IN THE GREAT
WITWER FEATURETTES....
TELEPHONE GIRI MAIZIE .... FIGHTING
HEARTS .... GO-GETTERS AND PACEMAKERS
....GRACING THE SCREENS OF THE NATION'S
FINEST THEATRES.

ADORABLE
DECEIVER

Five Other
Big, Ones Coming



IN CONJUMCTI
WITH THEWOFl
PREMIERE ('

^ffER
WARNER BROS. PROE

DIRECTED BY^ CHAS.F.REISN

'Presented by.

ARRANGEMENT WITH VITAPHONE CORP
ATION .WESTERN ELECTRIC CO., AND
BELL TELEPHONE LABORATORIES



“The film is funny, uproariously, hysterically

so! Vitaphone carries more appeal!” Daily

News.

THE SENSATION!

“The magic of the Vitaphone-
leaving the Colony conscious
have to see ‘The Better ’Ole’ ;

New York American.

The B. S. Moss’ Colony Theatre is the
second great Broadway theatre to play
Vitaphone. John Barrymore in “Don
Juan” with the first Vitaphone show is

now in its 12th week of record breaking
business at the Warner Theatre, Broad-
way, N. Y. Similar records are being
established in Atlantic City, Chicago,
St. I.ouis. Watch Vitaphone with John
Barrymore in "Don Juan” and with Syd
Chaplin in "The Better ’Ole”!

rf.- .'. nn".',.

A (AAIN
VITAPHONE
THRILLS
THE WORLD!
CRITICS CHEER SECOND
GREAT VITAPHONE SHOW
COLONY THEATRE—
OCTOBER 7th

‘WONDERFUL VITAPHONE!”
“Not since initial offering of wonderful Vitaphone has
such applause been heard in a cinema theatre!” New
York Times.

TORNADO of ENTERTAINMENT!”
“Vitaphone received with even more enthusiasm than
some months ago! Syd Chaplin will exalt the stern-

est critic!” N. Y. Eve. Telegram.

DON’T FAIL TO SEE IT! ”
“It seems that we have never seen anything so

funny!” N. Y. Herald-Tribune.

CINEMATIC WONDER!”
“The raves that followed first showing of Vita-

phone duplicated last night. Vitaphone is won-
derful!” N. Y. Journal.

DON’T MISS IT! ”
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Fred J. McConnell
in Exhibitors Daily Review

October 4th, 1926

And “Mac” knows pictures

l

t

“If Emory Johnson never makes another picture,

His ‘FOURTH COMMANDMENT’
Will stamp him a great director.

Because it is a great picture.

Splendidly handled. With a strong,

Vibrant story. THAT SPELLS BOX OFFICE,
FROM START TO FINISH. ‘The Fourth

Commandment’ stands out like a beacon.

Credit Emory Johnson with a big picture.

And write his name high on the records

Of directorial ability.”

From the same review

An Emory Johnson Production

Directed by Emory Johnson

Story by Emilie Johnson

with MARY CARR, ROBERT AGNEW, HENRY
VICTOR, JUNE MARLOWE and other box office
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achievement
AL CHRISTIE
KING OF COMEDY

ff

i

WITH
HARRISON FORD
PHYLLIS HAVER
CHESTER CONKLIN.
MACK SWAIN AND
HOBART BOSWORTH

Adapted by
F. McGREW W/ LL/S

From the dramatization by
OWEN DAVIS

Based upon the Story The WRECK'
by E. J. RATH •

Produced on the stage by

World Premiere
Mark Strand,N."YI
beginning Sun-Oct-10

LEWIS and CORDON

Directed by SCOTT SIDNEY

CHRISTIES KEDVOUs
IVRF0

RELEASED BY

PRODUCERS DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION^ 1



BOOKING LIKE WILDFIRE
America's Biggest Theatres

Qrab it Quick for Quick Profits

STANTON
Philadelphia, Pa.

REGENT
Harrisburg, Pa.

ENTIRE
SAENGER CIRCUIT

COLONIAL
Reading, Pa.

CENTURY
Baltimore, M d.

STATE
Norfolk, Va.

ALHAMBRA
Milwaukee, Wis.

STATE
Sc. Louis, Mo.

PUBL1X
San Francisco, Cal.

COLUMBIA
Portland, Oregon

COLUMBIA
Seattle, Wash.

CLEMMER
Spokane, Wash.

PUBLIX
Des Moines, Iowa

RIALTO
Pueblo, Col.

STERLING
<5'cel>', Col.

RIALTO
Colorado Springs, Col.

STRAND
Madison, Wis.

ROOSEVELT VIRGINIA
Chicago, III. Champaign, 111.

CAPITOL PARAMOUNT EMPRESS
New York, N. Y. Salt Lake City, Utah

STATE LINCOLN ^
Newark, N. J. Lincoln, Neb.

LELAND VICTORY
Albany, N. Y. Denver, Col.

STATE GRAND
Boston, Mass. Atlanta, Qa.

ORPHEUM TEMPLE
Boston, Mass. Birmingham, Ala.

NEW BEDFORD VENDOME
New Bedford, Mass. Nashville, Tenn.

ROGER SHERMAN MELBA
New Haven, Conn. Dallas, Tex.

BARD EMPIRE
New London, Conn. San Antonio, Tex.'

WALNUT CAPITOL
Cincinnati, Ohio Houston, Tex.

IMPERIAL VICTORY
Charlotte, N. C. Evansville, Ind.

DAYTON ROYAL
Dayton, Ohio Kansas City, Mo.

ALLEN STATE
Cleveland, Ohio Memphis, Tenn.

VALENTINE MAJESTIC
Toledo, Ohio Tulsa, Okla.

ALD1NE PALACE
Pittsburgh, Pa. Washington* D. C.

CAMERAPHONE STATE
East Liberty, Pa. New Orleans, La.

LOEW’S N. Y. CIRCUIT GRAND
• New York, N. Y. Columbus, Ohio

LIBERTY CAPITOL
McKeesport, Pa. Waterbury, Conn.

AND MANY MORE AS WE GO TO PRESS

SENSATIONAL

WEEKS
AT

CAPITOL, /V. V oldwun’s



REX INGRAM’S
production of Ibanez ’ novel

VALENTINO
Alice Terry

Hvivn action

YOU pD better hurry.

NEVER such a stampede
OF bookings.

NO wonder
ITS the chance

OF your lifetime.

THE country’s

BIGGEST showmen
ARE grabbing it

IT will play in every city

IN all America this year

TO tremendous receipts.

GET your share.

AVOID regrets.

ACT now

!
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S
TARS and players are declared to be
“box office” by motion picture theatre

owners in response to a nation wide ques-

tionnaire recently conducted by Exhibitors

Herald*
%

The list when published promises to create

a new Blue Book in the motion picture

business* Exhibitors and producers alike

will find out that they have been overlook-

ing the drawing power of scores of players*

Each theatre owner was asked to name ten

players, whose names meant increased box
office receipts to him on pictures* Some
only named three or four* Less than half

named ten* And some of those named
come as a distinct surprise * * * possibly to

the players themselves.

The list is to be announced in the Studio

Section of Exhibitors Herald October 30th

issue.

There will be an unprecedented de-

mand for this issue. Orders for extra

copies must be received before noon
October 25 to insure delivery.



v » WILLIAM FOX cpresents

JAMES OLIVER
CURWOOD’S

GreatJVovelofBroadway andtheJVorthwett

.

-

OLIVE
BORDEN
RALPH
GRAVES

i GERTRUDE ASTOR
J.EARRELLMACDONALI

FRED KOHLER
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The best directors in the industry

have been assembled to produce Fox
Pictures.

You exhibitors only need to look

at the names and faces on this page

to be convinced of that. Y ou know
what these men have produced.

You have made money on their

pictures in the past—and you know
what to expect when they are given

the plays and stories on the Fox
schedule and a brilliant array of

actors from which to select their

casts.

The first of this season’s product

has proved the box-office quality of

Fox Pictures. As the season ad-

vances, each new production will

prove that this box-office quality is

absolutely dependable.

Fox has the stories and plays!

Fox has the stars and players

!

FOX HAS THE
DIRECTORS!

FOX HAS THE
GEORGE
M E LFORD 1

/

'
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What Price Glory

3 Bad Men
Is Zat So?
Fig Leaves

The Auctioneer

The Return of Peter Grimm
The Lily

The Country Beyond
Cradle Snatchers

The Monkey Talks

“Marriage License?”

7th Heaven The Music Master

One Increasing Purpose
Mother Machree

Gaby
The Family Upstairs

The Blue Eagle

The Holy Terror

Ankles Preferred

Womanpower
The Second Year

Upstream
The City

Whispering Wires

Married Alive

Hidden Charms

The Congressional Medal

Going Crooked

The Midnight Kiss

My Wife’s HonorWings of the Storm

Bertha, the Sewing Machine Girl

7 Tom Mix 7 Buck Jones
All Western Productions American Outdoor Picture*

Now better than ever before! Fox-made Westerns!



c
Join's biggest western thriller!

Outdoor Grandeur!

tvith TONY, the wonder horse

Theforemost western thriller ofthe greatest western star

from
‘

'Paul Jeicefter fords novel

IlL Scenario by JOHN STONE

Hi LEW SEILER Production. A

This MIX Picture is made in accordance with the FOX
policy of staging MIX productions in National Parks and

the beauty spots of the country.

The Royal Gorge, grandest of all Colorado’s incomparable

scenery, was the location of this—the greatest and most

thrilling picture Tom ever made! Book it—tell ’em about

it and cash in!

Member of Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc.—Will H. Hays, President
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The Tenth Anniversary of the establishment of the

department, “What The Picture Did For Me”!

will be

suitably commemorated in an early issue of the

HERALD.

LIBERTY THEATRE
Robertsdale, Pa.

October 4th, 1926.

Exhibitors Herald,

Chicago, Illinois.

In trying to enumerate the benefits I have received from
your WHAT THE PICTURE DID FOR ME depart-

ment, I am at a loss to know where to begin.

When reading the New York critics’ reviews I always
discount their opinion of a picture as I feel that they are

looking at the picture from a New Yorker’s viewpoint and
not capable of passing judgment on a subject for small town
use, whereas, the reports from your paper include every sort

of town and theatre which makes it a very easy matter to get

the real value of a picture to me. The real honest to good-
ness opinion of a picture’s worth is in the word of mouth
advertising by our patrons and in most of the reports fur-

nished, the exhibitors state how the picture was received and
by striking an average, as it were, I am able to get invaluable

information from the reports.

The first thing I do when the Herald arrives is to look

atWHAT THE PICTURE DID FOR ME and then when
I get more time I read it from cover to cover.

I honestly believe I would be lost without the Herald.

Yours very truly,

LIBERTY THEATRE
(Signed) F. D. Moore, Mgr.

“What The Picture Did For Me” has published more

than 135,000 reports on pictures— rendering a service

to the industry which is without parallel.
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r you've
Waited—

You've wondered-
Wished you could know

more about it ...

.

But nothinet you have
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the stupendous a
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PRESENTED BV ROBERT KANE
with LOIS MORAN, BEN LYON, LYA DE PUTTI and
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When

OF TEMPTERS
Titanic

Z

arrives

!

Gargantuan Z Colossal Z

Dream of a Great Producer * . >

Masterpiece of Europe's incomparable new Directing Genius

A fortune lavished to serve one splendid Ideal-

One year of unflagging effort to produce
the PERFECT Picture:

Box-Office in every seauence . . . Box-Oftice written
all over the cast

THE PRINCE OF TEMPTERS will lure biggest-yet
profits into your office safe ! I

Expect Great
Things :

:

Adapted from THE EX-DUKE, a novel by E. PHILLIPS OPPEMMEIH

- A LOTHAB MEHPES PPODUCTION
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will be triple-
profit night
when you play

VtH

DONJUAN’S
THREENIGHTS

-but
hits

Three big hits in one!

Three times the drama!

Three times the heart throbs

!

Three times the thrills!

Three times the laughs

!

Three times the drawing power!
Three times the profits

!

onlyone ofthesnmhmq
FIRSTNATIONAL

They sighed for him!

They cried for him!

They lied for him!
They vied for him!
They would have died

for him!

T

>6

A "3ir.»t national Picture
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Editorial
by

MaitinJ. Quigley

THERE is considerable discussion going on in the

trade about a recent novel by a former hanger-on

of Hollywood who—for some reason which is not

plain to us—has turned novelist. This, however, is not

significant because things have been so orderly and

quiet in the trade recently that a subject attains no par-

ticular importance simply by the fact of being involved

in discussions of the moment.

We shall attempt no discussion of the novel because it

has impressed us as a subject that might more properly

come up for attention and action by the street cleaning

department. Nor shall we be anxious about warning

anyone against reading it because any person who may
prove so foolhardy as to do so shall, with the turning

of the last page, he sufficiently punished.

But for those who would simply like to know what it

is all about, it may be recorded that it is an extraordi-

narily crude, impossible and nauseating tale of a bar-

room fighter and ex-convict who becomes the most fa-

mous director in Hollywood. It is alleged—by certain

delirious literary critics—to represent a composite pic-

ture of two or three living directors.

The picture it presents of Hollywood has not even

enough truth in it to fool the reader of a tabloid news-

paper. If it were not an admitted fact that the author

has spent some time in Hollywood, it would be easy to

believe that he had never been there at all. His knowl-

edge of studio procedure is on a par with his literary

ability—and that’s an awful thing to say.

However, there is likely to come a great many novels

about Hollywood. It is, of course, only a reasonable

hope that there will be none worse than this one—but

there will be many. There will be many because every

writer knows that Hollywood, its people and its activi-

ties, affords subjects of very great interest to the public.

Some may be helpful to the picture business and some
may be harmful; but, in any case, if the work is done

truthfully, sincerely and competently it will find a wide

and appreciative audience. And in the face of the ap-

pearance of such a work the industry will have no
choice but to stand by respectfully.

As far as this current contribution to the literature of

Hollywood is concerned the industry need have only

pity—for the author and his readers.

THE Society of Motion Picture Engineers, at the

recent convention, appeared to resent a sugges-

tion offered to them which would provide ways and

means for making better known to the industry at large

the subjects with which the Society is concerned and

thereby assist the technical aspect of the industry into

wider recognition.

Various speakers at the meeting seemed to assume the

position that the technical knowledge which they pos-

sess, and any reference to it, should he held as a guarded
thing, free from any touch by the laity. This, of course,

is an age-old attitude of the scientist, and while there

may be good grounds for maintaining it—still it is

hardly understandable in the light of appeals for wider
general recognition of what the Society and its members
are accomplishing.

The Society and its members may eventually strike

the realization that publicity—and no secret or magical

process of their laboratories—will bridge the chasm to

public recognition.
« # *

THE negotiations between Famous Players and
Vitaphone aimed to obtain the Vitaphone for

Famous Players pictures and the Publix theatres

come as added emphasis upon the importance, as an
entertainment development, of sound reproduction in

connection with motion pictures.

All trace of the early skepticism concerning the enter-

tainment possibilities of sound reproduction in connec-

tion with motion pictures has disappeared from higher

circles in the industry. The attitude of hesitancy first

displayed has been supplanted by one of great enthusi-

asm; everywhere the acknowledged experts of the busi-

ness are confident in their assertions that the ally of

sound reproduction will speedily bring the motion pic-

ture to new conquests of popular favor.

The good fortune of the motion picture business is

here again marked; although the motion picture stood

in no pressing need of any outside assistance to enable

it to continue its sway over the amusement public—yet

great and important assistance came to it unexpectedly.

The chief question that remains to be answered is

just how the sound reproduction systems will be and
can be applied to the rank and file of the theatres of the

country.
* * *

COUNT ILYA TOLSTOY, son the famous Rus-

sian, Count Tolstoy, who is now in Hollywood

as literary advisor to Edwin Carewe, re-echoes the

conventional European criticism against American pic-

tures. “They are like a rubber stamp,” he says. “There

is a marked absence of those little touches that add

artistic filip.”

It is to be wondered if critics of the type of Count

Tolstoy ever sit down quietly for a moment and ask

themselves the question, “What market and what de-

mand are these pictures being made for?” If they did

this, it seems inconceivable that they should not be able

to realize that the general public, not only in the L'nited

States but elsewhere as well, expect and demand certain

essential elements in their pictures.

The subtle touches, adding “artistic filips,” may make

or break a picture with Count Tolstoy—but not with

the general public, the ticket buyers.

IV
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SUPPOSING THE WORLD SHOULD SUDDENLY TURN PURITAN

Bans on Sunday entertainment receive

a pointed protest in an Orr cartoon

printer in the Chicago Daily Tribune.

Ernest W. Fredman
of *The Film Renter

9

Sails on U. S. Visit
Ernest W. Fredman, the energetic and

aggressive managing editor of “The Film

Renter and Moving Picture News,’’ Lon-

don, sailed for the United States on the

S.S. Olympic on Wednesday, October 13.

Mr. Fredman is due in New York City

about October 20.

Mr. Fredman is widely known and high-

ly regarded throughout the British trade.

His publication is one of the leading Brit-

ish film trade papers and is regarded as a

constructive force in world motion picture

affairs.

Mr. Fredman is coming to the United

States for a close-up observation of Amer-
ican film conditions and also for consulta-

tion with leading American distributors on

matters affecting the foreign market.

Mr. Fredman will reside at the Biltmore

while in New York.

Just When Is a Tip
Not a Gratuity? This

Usher Solves Problem
Roy K. Moulton, writer for the Hearst

syndicate, told the following in his column
in the Chicago Herald-Examiner last week :

“The writer tried to slip a small fee to an

usher in one of the large motion picture

palaces in New York one night this week.

He seemed to swell into a dignity befitting

a rear admiral.
‘ “The attendants in this theatre are not

permitted to accept gratuities.’ ” Then
after a short pause, he added: ‘Is this a

gratuity?’
”

“
‘Certainly not,’ ” we replied. “It’s noth-

ing but a tip. We are not particularly

grateful for anything.”
“
‘Well then, in that case,” he said, “It

will be all right.’
”

Chadwick Announces
Picture Prolog Service

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Oct. 12.—Chadwick Pic-

tures Corporation has just announced com-
pletion of an arrangement with Raphael

Odierno, musical director, under which he

will produce special prologs for use in con-

nection with the showing of Chadwick First

Division Pictures.

Pathe Control Purchased
By Blair Investment Firm

Company Closely Allied with Morgan Interests Buys Class B

Stock for Reported Price of $7,000,000—See

New Financial Group in Field

(Special ro the Herald)

NEW YORK, Oct. 12.—A deal important to the picture business—and

one which presages even more important ones in the future—was closed

last week when Blair & Co., Inc., investment brokers, purchased the Class

B stock of Pathe Exchanges from Merrill, Lynch & Co. for a reputed

price of $7,000,000.

The Class B stock of Pathe elects six of the nine directors which transfers

the control of the company from Merrill, Lynch & Co., which has been the

bankers for the Pathe company for a number of years, to a new factor which

is making its initial appearance in the film field.

Allied with Morgan Interests

Blair & Co. is an investment brokerage concern closely allied with the

Morgan interests and the purchase of the Pathe control is said to mean that a

new group of financial interests have entered the motion picture fielck The

announcement of the sale of the Class B stock was made from the offices of

Merrill, Lynch & Co. last Friday.

At the offices of Blair & Co. no in-

formation could be obtained beyond con-

firmation of the purchase, and that for

the present no change in the personnel

of Pathe was expected.

Another Merger Rumor
The Pathe deal is generally looked on

as but the first of a number that are

soon to be made, and which are said to

include a merger of Pathe with one of

the larger companies which has not as

yet been considered in the many stories

of mergers that have been agitating the

local film world for the past month or

more.
One of the strongest of these merger

rumors was of the consolidation of Pro-

ducers Distributing Corporation and

Pathe, and it was widely believed here

that the terms of this deal were set.

This, however, was an error as the pro-

posed deal never got beyond the con-

versational stage and last week it wras

generally conceded to be entirely off, if

it was ever on.

A more likely disposition of Pathe,

and one which is being talked about

here, is that the company will be ac-

quired by either Famous Players-Lasky

or Metro. It is generally known that

both of these companies have long been

planning an entrance in the short feature

field, their heavy theatre holdings being

the factor which makes this advisable.

Some time ago there was talk of a deal

between Famous and Pathe but this also

never got beyond the preliminary stage

and then appeared to have died alto-

gether. An unofficial announcement was
made that when Famous got ready (if

Showmen to Keep Houses
Nonpartisan in Politics

(Special to the Herald)

ALBANY, N. Y., Oct. 12.—
Showmen of Albany, Schenectady
and Troy have agreed not to show
on the screens of their houses

slides endorsing any member of

any political party in connection

with the forthcoming campaign.
However, members of both the

major parties have been using pic-

ture theatres in upper New York
state for meetings.

it ever did) to go into the short feature

field, it would establish and build up its

own organization to function along that

line.

It is generally believed that within the

next year both Famous and Metro will

handle short features of their own, and
the obtaining of Pathe, it is believed,

would provide a valuable asset to either

company.

New Banking Group Factor

The purchase of t'he Pathe control by
the newcomers into the film field is be-

lieved by everyone conversant with film

company financing to be but the first step

of a group of banking interests which

have decided that this industry is a

fertile field for the investment of their

money, and that this group is destined

to become an important factor in the

business.

Net Income $1,431,000

Net income of Pathe totaled $1,431,757

for the year which ended Dec. 26, 1925,

and the balance, after deducting pre-

ferred dividends, was equivalent to $7.67

a share on the 177,561 shares combined
Class A and Class B common outstand-

ing at that date.

Net earnings in 1924 were reported as

$1,312,609 with a $7 a share balance on
common. The gross in 1925 increased

to $18,151,827, with $16,459,385 as the

1924 figure.

President Paul Fuller, Tr., reported to

stockholders last April that current as-

sets were more than $6,500,000 as against

current liabilities of less than $1,000,000.

Blackton Project Would
Bring Wilmette Theatre

As Attack on Bluenoses
J. Stuart Blackton is going ahead with

plans for a $1,500,000 Vista de Lago Club

at Wilmette, Chicago suburb, despite a pro-

test meeting of Wilmette citizens this week
against the project, which with the pro-

posed construction movement of the Break-

ers Club would also bring a motion picture

theatre and other buildings into the 28-acre

tract separating Wilmette from Kenil-

worth, thus striking a blow at the blue

Sundays in North Shore towns.

The bluenoses want the tract condemned
for park purposes.
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MEW YORK.—Lou Lusty has it figured
1 ^ out that Eddie Cantor has walked
more than 10,000 miles on the stage, and
what difference does it make. . . . Julius
Frankenberg, one of the old timers, shows
signs of getting back in the film business
again. . . . Gerry Rudolph is planning to
prove by Dan Hoherty, just married, when
the honeymoon ends. ... D. IV. Griffith,
Al Jolson and Anthony Paul Kelly -were at
it again in the courts last week to prove
that Jolson is and is not a bum film actor.
. . . Courtland Smith, at the Vitaphone
showing, said it was the greatest invention
in the picture business and would be until
something better came along. . . . Jules
Levy was given a big dinner one night last
week by First National people, even though
he doesn’t resemble Cassius, of the lean
and hungry look. . . . Jack Warner left for
the Coast last week carrying with him the
conviction that the Vitaphone is a right
good thing for the world at large and not
so bad for Warner Brothers. . . . Harry
Kraft who has been in a- hospital as the
result of an operation, is so far recovered
as to be able to eat in Nick’s room at the
Astor. . . . Si Seadler is carrying-on for
Howard Dietz while the latter is vacation-
ing m Europe. . . . Stuart Dekraft who has
been handling the Vitaphone in Atlantic
City, came up to New York for the pre-
miere of “The Better ’Ole.’’ . . . Frank
Borzage sailed last week for Europe to
make exteriors for “The Seventh Heaven’’
for Fox. . . . Eddie Cantor, or Lou Lusty
says a successful director is one who
stands for what the public falls for.
Earl Gulick, of the General Outdoor Ad-
vertising Company, returned last week
from Chicago with a new story about two
men in a box car, neither of them Irish.
. . . Dick Barthelmess is due here from
the Coast and kicking because he didn’t get
here in time for the big fight or the base-
ball series. . . . Hal Howe says he felt
sure either the Cardinals or the Yanks
would win the series and he had a bet on
each at 11 to 10 and is now trying to figure
out whether he lost or won and if so, how
much.

. Lou Metzger escorted Carl
Laemmle from the dock to Universal of-
fices and there was no difficulty, even at a
distance in determining who was which.
Mort Blumenstock leaves today for the
Coast to enter his new work of writing

r at ^0I
" National. . . . Bill Ferguson

of Metro, is in New Orleans showing “The
Fire Brigade” to a convention of fire chiefs.
• . . Fred Quimby has returned from a trip
to the Southern territory in the interests
of Fox short features which, he says are
getting bigger every dav. ... P. A Powers
has returned from the Coast and it is ex-
pected that a news story about Associated
Exhibitors will develop. . . . George Rot-
sky, prominent Canadian film man, spent
last_ week in New York. . . . Sam Sonin,
having sold and rented all his theatres, is
pining for something to do and may go to
the Coast to find_ it. . . . John Flinn re-
turned to New York in time to give a
luncheon to the trade-paper men at the
New York Athletic Club, and no one asked
a question about P-D-C merging with any
other company. . . . Herman Robbins
leaves next week for the Coast for a six
weeks trip. . . . Watt Parker, director of
advertising and publicity for Warner
Brothers, left yesterday for an extended
vacation. —SPARGO.

Fred Niblo and Greta
Garbo are due for

thanks when their

work on “The
Temptress” has been
revealed. Niblo is

directing.

Left: Jack Conway
is in Yosemite Val-
ley for Metro filming

“The Understanding
Heart.”

Governors of six states investigate sets where Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer makes
pictures in Hollywood. Left to right: Col. Roundtree, director-general of
the Good Roads association; Louis B. Mayer, Gov. W. J. Fields of Ken-
tucky ; Gov. W. W. Brandon of Alabama; Fred Beetson, secretary of M. P.

P. A.; Gov. Ben S. Paulen of Kansas; Marion Davies; Gov. J. E. Ericksen
of Montana; Gov. H. L. Whitfield, Mississippi; Gov. C. Walker, Georgia.

Right: When Conway
went to the Yosemite
he packed up many
belongings includ-

ing a canine pal.
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WELCOMING CARL LAEMMLE. A number of the leaders in the industry were on the committee that welcomed the
president of Universal on his return from Europe last Friday.

Industry Welcomes Laemmle
Home with Stirring Tribute

Celebrate Safe
ReturnAfter His
Illness in London
By JOHN S. SPARGO

NEW YORK, Oct. 12.—It is safe
to say that no man in the film busi-

ness—and few in any other—re-

ceived a greater welcome home than
that accorded to Carl Laemmle,
president of Universal, when he
arrived on the Berengaria last Fri-

day after a three months stay in

Europe.
From the time the vessel reached

quarantine about eight o’clock in

the morning, until long after noon,
Mr. Laemmle was the recipient of
such a joyous, vociferous and heart-

felt reception on the part of his

associates, employes, friends and
competitors as has heretofore only
been accorded to visiting royalty
or to the heads of nations.

The occasion was not only the esteem
in which Mr. Laemmle is generally held
by all who know him, but as a celebra-
tion of his safe return after a brave and
successful fight against death following
an attack of appendicitis in London sev-
eral months ago.

Glowing with Health

Mr. Laemmle’s appearance gave evi-

dence of his perfect recovery from his
illness. He is within four pounds of
his normal weight, active as usual and
apparently glowing with health.

The welcome of the city was extended
by Mayor Jimmie Walker, who offered
the city receiving boat, Riverside, for
the use of Universal employes to greet
their chief at quarantine.

About 150 of them, headed by R. H.
Cochrane, Paul Gulick and Joe Weil,
went down the bay with the 71st regi-

In the foreground, left to right, are
Marion Nixon, R. H. Cochrane, Carl
Laemmle, Will Hays, Earl Hammons,
Rosabelle Laemmle and J. J. Mur-
dock.

ment band to greet Mr. Laemmle and
escort the Berengaria to its dock.
There decorated busses were in waiting
to take the traveler, his son and daugh-

Left to right: Rosabelle Laemmle, Carl
Laemmle, Carl Laemmle, Jr., and
R. H. Cochrane.

Reception Given
Only to Royalty
Accorded U Head

ter, the Universal people and the band
to the Universal offices, where a greater
surprise was awaiting him. There he
found the offices all decorated in colors
and containing an official reception com-
mittee, headed by Will Hays, waiting to
greet him.
The committee included Earl V. Ham-

mons of Educational; Elmer Pearson,
Pathe; William Fox; Albert Warner;
Harry Warner; J. A. Jacobs, Bray Pro-
ductions; G. McL. Baynes, Ivinograms;
Henry M. Hobart, Distinctive Pictures
Corporation; Jules E. Mastbaum, Stan-
ley Company; R. F. Woodhull and Jos.
M. Seider, M. P. T. O. A.; J. J. Murdock,
K.-A. interests; Jack Cosman; Hugo
Riesenfeld; J. T. Wood, Screenland;
John S. Spargo of Exhibitors Herald;
David Strauss, Morning Telegraph; E. W.
Sargent, Moving Picture World; Maurice
Mann, Film Daily; Fred J. McConnell,
Daily Review; William A. Johnston, Mo-
tion Picture News; Dean Mathey of Dil-
lon Reed & Co.; I. N. Landauer, and
others.

As soon as the handshaking was over,
Mr. Hays led Mr. Laemmle to a table
in one of tjie largest of the offices,

around which were grouped the recep-
tion committee and many others prom-
inent in the film business, who called to

pay their respects. Addresses of wel-
come were given as follows:

Will H. Hays
Mr. Laemmle, you have been through

a great many experiences in a long and
useful life. You have seen much indeed
of those things that are to be seen in

the world. You have had most of the
experiences that are given to men, some
not altogether happy, as every man ex-
periences, but nearly all very happy.
You must have a great satisfaction in-

deed in your heart because of the mate-
( Continued on page 45 )
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Kennedy Meets Film Leaders of

Chicago; Quigley Is Host
F. B. O. President Introduced to Representatives of All Branches of

Trade and Financial Circles at Luncheon

J
OSEPH P. KENNEDY, president of Film Booking Offices of Amer-
ica, was introduced to the leaders of the motion picture industry in

Chicago, at a luncheon at the Blackstone hotel, October 11, at which
Martin J. Quigley, editor and publisher of EXHIBITORS HERALD,
acted as host.

L)RESENT were representatives of all

branches of the business as well as
financial circles, the newspapers and the
trade press. Robert M. Sweitzer, county
clerk of Cook County, represented the
city and county administration in wel-
coming Mr. Kennedy to Chicago.

J. J. Sampson Is Toastmaster

The luncheon was preceded by an in-

formal reception at which Mr. Kennedy
was presented to the guests. J. J. Samp-
son, Chicago manager of Film Booking
Offices, presided as toastmaster at the
luncheon.
Nate Ascher of Ascher Brothers acted

as spokesman for the theatre owners of
Chicago. He expressed his pleasure at
welcoming into the business a man of
the standing of Mr. Kennedy and com-
plimented him on the class of pictures
Film Booking Offices has distributed in
the last six months.
Mr. Sweitzer followed with an elo-

quent address, reviewing the remarkable
progress the motion picture industry has
made in the last ten years and the tre-
mendous advance it has made in Chi-
cago.

Praises Kennedy’s Caliber

“Its progress is explained in a large
measure by the caliber of men it is at-
tracting to its executive positions,” he
declared. “Mr. Kennedy is typical of
the men who are bringing this thing
about.”

Mr. Quigley, host at the luncheon,
introduced the guest of honor. He re-

viewed Mr. Kennedy’s successful career
in other fields and the rapid forward
strides he has made in the motion pic-

ture business, quoting the high praise

Will H. Hays recently paid Mr. Ken-
nedy.
When Mr. Kennedy arose to speak, it

was the signal for an enthusiastic ova-
tion. His remarks were brief and
pointed. In a few words he pointed out
the position he felt Film Booking Offices
occupies in the business and asked for
support for his company on a business
basis only.

Operating on Business Basis

“If we make pictures good enough for
your theatres and sell them to you at a
price which will give you a profit, I want
you to give us at least some of your
business and would appreciate your giv-
ing us as much as you can,” he said in

part.

“We are attempting to operate our
company on a business basis. You have
probably heard similar statements before
and I expect you to smile when I say it.

But we are making a serious effort and
we are making progress. I am not here
to make rash promises. We are trying
to make good pictures. We intend to
shelve the bad ones. We ask you only
to buy from us pictures of merit, upon
which you can make money.”

Committee Named for

Navy Film Distribution
(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Oct. 12.—A. W. Bowman,
of Columbia Pictures’ Detroit exchange,
with J. Allen, of Warner Brothers, and
Ray Moon, of Universal, have been ap-

pointed to head a committee for the distri-

bution of the official naval picture, “Don’t
Give Up the Ship,” in the Detroit terri-

tory.

/. /. Sampson, branch manager of F. B.
O., Chicago, greets Joseph P. Ken-
nedy, F. B. O. head, upon his arrival
in Chicago. Sampson, right, was toast-

master at the Kennedy luncheon.
(Herald photo.)

Vitaphone-FP-L

Deal Not Closed,

Officials State
(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Oct. 12.—While there
seems to be a lot of certainty in film

circles here that Famous Players and
Warner Brothers have made a deal

whereby the former obtains the use of

the Vitaphone, officials of both com-
panies stoutly deny such is the case.

Both sides admit negotiations have been
on for some time but say all rumors of

a purchase of Vitaphone or any part of

Vitaphone by Famous are wrong.

“We think very highly of the Vita-
phone and for some time past have been
trying to negotiate an agreement where-
by we can use it in our theatres,” said

a high official of Famous. “To say that
any such negotiations are anywhere near
a stage of completion is going entirely

too fast. It takes time to close the de-

tails of a deal as big as this. I have heard
rumors that we had sought to buy Vita-
phone outright, or to buy the control-
ling interest in the company, but that is

not contemplated in any deal we are
trying to negotiate.”

A rumor was current Saturday that

the deal had been closed by Famous pur-

chasing a one-fourth interest in Vita-

phone, but this was denied by officials of

both companies. When asked about the

rumor of an outright sale of Vitaphone
to Famous, Abe Warner said: “Get this

and get it right; neither Famous or any
other company has money enough to

purchase Vitaphone outright, or the

controlling interest in Vitaphone.
Neither is for sale. It is true we are

negotiating with another company which
recognizes the value of Vitaphone and
wants to use it, but these negotiations
are a long ways from being near com-
pletion.”

INTRODUCING JOSEPH P. KENNEDY to the leaders of the industry in

Chicago. Martin J. Quigley was host to the president of F. B. O. at a luncheon
at the Blackstone hotel October 11. At the speakers table, left to right, are
L. M. Stein of Stein, Alstrin Co.; Nate Ascher, Mr. Quigley, Mr. Kennedy,
Walter Howey and J. J. Sampson.

Movie Ball Nov. 27

President William Mcllvaine of the Motion
Picture Athletic Association promises several en-

tertainment surprises at the Movie B'all of the
Association November 27 in New York.
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Engineers Honor DeForest;
Pledge Hays Cooperation

New York Headquarters to Work with Producers and Distribu-

tors Forecast—Hollywood May Be World Art Center

Soon M.P.P.D.A. President Tells Convention

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Oct. 12.—The Society of Motion Picture Engineers closed

a three day convention at Briarcliff Lodge last Thursday with a banquet in

honor of Dr. Lee DeForest, who read a paper on “The Development of the

Photophilm.”
Most Constructive Convention

The convention was one of the most largely attended and generally voted

to be one of the most constructive in the history of the organization. Many
papers were read by technical men recognized as the greatest in their vari-

ous lines.

All Independent

Contributing U.A.

Members at Work
(Special to the Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Oct. 12.—All indepen-
dent contributing members of Linited

Artists are at work on productions for the

company’s 1926-27 program. Mary Pick-

ford and Douglas Fairbanks are working
on stories for their next pictures and
Gloria Swanson last week began work on
“Sunya.” Other United Artists members
are engaged as follows

:

Charlie Chaplin is producing “The Cir-

cus”
; John Barrymore’s latest, “The Be-

loved Rogue,” is in work
;
Buster Keaton

is making the last sequences of “The Gen-
eral”

;
Henry King, directing for Samuel

Goldwyn, is finishing “The Winning of
Barbara Worth”

;
Edwin Carewe is making

“Resurrection”
;
and Morris Gest has al-

most completed the cast of “The Darling
of the Gods.”

Bandy Becomes Sales

Head Abroad for F. N.,

Johnson Announces
(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Oct. 12.—E. Bruce
Johnson announces the appointment of

H. A. Bandy as general salesmanager of

the First National foreign department,
succeeding Louis Brock who has become
head of the Metro-First National ex-

change in Rio De Janeiro.

Frank Shepard Heads
D. C. Gotham Exchange

(Special to the Herald)

WASHINGTON, D. C., Oct. 12.—Frank
J. Shepard has just been engaged by Sam
Sax to manage the Gotham exchange here.

Mr. Shepard has covered the United States

as a film salesman and executive associated

with Warner Brothers, Robertson-Cole and
Associated Exhibitors. He also previously

managed the Pioneer exchange here.

During the final session it was
brought out that the Eastman Company
had developed and was about to place on
the market a new
negative so high-
ly sensitive to

colors as to elim-
inate to a very
large extent the
use of high pow-
ered lights and
heavy makeup
used on sets and
actors.

On the evening
of the opening
day of the con-
v e n t i o n Will
Hays was the
guest of honor at

a dinner, during
which he asked the serious co-operation

of the engineers in the development of

the technical end of the business. It is

believed likely that, as the result, a

headquarters of the society will be
established in New York, and someone
placed in charge to work with Mr. Hays
wherever such work is possible. Mr.
Hays also discussed the nationalization

of motion pictures and pointed out that

nearly every nation in the world is rep-

resented in the making of films in this

country.

“Although Hollywood is located in the
United States, and the great majority of
motion picture shows throughout the
world are American made, in reality all

the nations of the earth make the pic-

tures for the world,” he said.

“The motion picture challenges the
best in science and art, in literature and
business, in religion and the humanities.
It is drawing from* every corner of the
world the greatest artists and artisans to

aid in its service to the world. Holly-
wood is an international enterprise.
“American films may predominate in

every country in the world, but every
country is contributing to them. Great
numbers of those in the key creative
positions are direct from supreme ac-
complishment in other countries.

“A recent survey of important actors,

directors and cameramen in Hollywood
showed that 60 were Englishmen, 26
were Canadians, 23 were Germans, 16
were Russians, 12 were French, 10 were
Austrians, 11 were Swedes, 7 were Ital-

ians, 6 were Hungarians, 4 were Jap-
anese, 3 were Mexicans, 3 were Danes
and others come from India, Argentine,
China, Roumania, Brazil, Poland,
Czechoslovakia, Serbia, Ireland, Switzer-
land and Turkey.
“The artists who heretofore have been

able to reach thousands can now with
this new medium reach millions. This

( Continued on page 45 )

Joseph P. Kennedy, president of F. B. O., was host recently to Fred Thomson, F. B. O. Western star, and Gene Tunney,
heavyweight champion, at a “Luncheon of Three Champions” at the Astor hotel. New York. Among those attending
and in the picture were: Colvin W. Brown, F. B. O. vice-president in charge of distribution ; Martin J. Quigley, P. S.

Harrison, Fred J. McConnell, Bernard Edelhertz, Arthur James, William A. Johnston and Merritt Crawford. Will
Hays was a speaker.
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Selected Book-Film List Issued;

Education Week Aid Asked
National Board of Review Names Available Pictures for Tieups—

M. P. T. O. Also Urges Screen Cooperation November 7 to 13

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Oct. 12.—Issuance of a Selected Book-Films list by the
National Board of Review for observance of Motion Picture Book
Week and an appeal from the M. P. T. O. A. for screen cooperation

by all theatre owners and such additional assistance as is possible for Amer-
ican Education Week are two highlights preliminary to celebration of the
two movements which both fall in the week of November 7 to 13.

UTHE 1926 list of Selected Book-Films
is more complete than in any previous

year, as it contains not only the selected
pictures adapted from published sources
for the current year through September
but also all book-films still available for

circulation which have been reviewed by
the Board in the last four or five years.

400 Book-Films Listed

More than four 'hundred book-films are

compiled for the convenience of exhib-

itors, better films committees, libraries,

schools and bookstores. Besides the

titles are given the book source and
author, featured players, reels and dis-

tributors, and class of audience to which
each picture is adjudged best adapted.

The list is available for ten cents from
the National Board of Review of Motion
Pictures, 70 Fifth avenue, New York
City.

The accumulative list is issued by the

Better Films National Council of tlhe

National Board of Review, and is avail-

able not only for Motion Picture Book
Week but also for year-around book-
film tieups.

Co-operating With Legion

The M. P. T. O. A. appeal for ob-

servance of American Education Week
is in cooperation with the National
Education Association and the Ameri-
canism Commission of the American
Legion, thus giving twofold assistance.

This screen cooperation in previous

years had been given to Dr. John J.

Tigert, national commissioner of educa-

tion attached to the Department of the

Interior. This year because of the

pressure of official business on tlhe

Bureau of Education in Washington the

Films Show to 4,500,000

in 105 U. S. Army Theatres
(Special to the Herald)

WASHINGTON, Oct. 12.—

A

total of 17,618 complete programs
of long features, comedies, novel-

ties and news reels, only 162 of

which failed to receive favorable
comments from the audience

,

were presented to 4,500,000 per-

sons in the 94 theatres in the

United States and the eleven in

the Canal Zone maintained by the

Army Motion Picture Service dur-
ing the fiscal year 1926, it is re-

ported.
The houses, which have a total

seating capacity of 40,000, cater

to 65,000 persons, it is stated, with
750 enlisted men employed in their

free time for operation of the the-

atres, serving in all capacities

from manager downward, for
which they are paid an average of

$1 a performance, the expense for
these services last year totaling

more than $100,000.

work of conducting American Education
Week was turned over to the National
Education Association and the American
Legion.
These organizations have made special

arrangements with the Department of
Education in the different states and
with the heads of the educational divi-

sions in cities. The cooperation in each
instance will be effected with the city

superintendent of schools.

N. O. Chrisander Tells

Why Production Costs
Are High in America

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Oct. 12.—Nils Olaf
Chrisander, former UFA director who is

directing “Fighting Love” for the De
Mille Studios, has issued a statement on
American as compared with European
production practices in which he tells

why American production is so much
more costly than European production.
“The average picture made in Holly-

wood needs approximately two hundred
players,” said Qhrisander. “And for these
the services of a hundred minds in the
technical and creative departments are
needed. In Germany, pictures are made
with twenty-five hundred people by an
operating and executive staff consisting

of not more than ten. A superlative cast

of five or six principals can be had in

Germany for around $300 a week. Here
a similar cast would cost as high as
$5,000.”

Chrisander in his statement gives

other comparative data, some again re-

lating to salaries and some to the use of

large quantities of equipment. Luis
Sabato, who is technical director on
“Fighting Love,” appended to Chris-

ander’s statement data on production
costs in Italy, where he has directed pic-

tures, that support his chief’s statement.

Ben Grimm Will Make
Story Strips for Fox

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Oct. 12.—Ben Grimm has

joined Fox Films to make the Picture Play
Story Strips, which Leonard Mitchill has

been creating.

J. G. Blystone has signed a five-year con-

tract to continue directing for Fox. Ben
Bard, former vaudeville and musical com-
edy star, has taken a long term contract.

Scout Leaders at Meet
Cheer for U-Scout Film

(Special to the Herald)

HOT SPRINGS, ARK., Oct. 12.—Boy
Scout executives, leaders and scout mas-
ters to the number of about 1,000 as-

sembled at the fourth biennial conference
of the organization last week and cheered
their approval of “The Radio Detective,”
a Universal film in which boy scout
activities receive much publicity.

Carolina Meeting
December 13; 100
Pledge Attendance

( Special to the Herald)

WINSTON-SALEM, N. C„ Oct. 12.—
The annual meeting of the Motion Pic-
ture Theatre Owners of North Carolina
will be held in Charlotte, N. C., Decem-
ber 13, Charles W. Picquet, president,
announced today. Exhibitors are com-
bining in the coming fight against the
proposed 10 per cent tax law. More
than 100 have pledged to attend the com-
ing meeting.

Zone managers and officers of the or-

ganization met in Greensboro, N. C.,

September 30.

Dispute Ends When New
Officers Are Elected

;

Heenan Heads Board
(Special to the Herald)

PHILADELPHIA, PA., Oct. 12.—The
upheaval in the Philadelphia Film Board
of Trade resulted in a new slate of
officers. William J. Heenan of First

National was elected president over
Oscar Neufeld of De Luxe who has held
the office five years. Percy A. Bloch of
Paramount was elected vicepresident
over Jerome Safron of F. B. O. while
Bob Lynch of Metro was elected treas-

urer with Miles Gibbons of Pathe as
the opposing candidate. The election
which came close upon the heels of
the annual election is said to be due to

a feeling on the part of the members
of the Film Board of Trade that the
duties of the offices could not be best
discharged by men who held large ex-
hibitor interests such as Mr. Neufeld’s
who in addition to being an independent
exchangeman is president of the East
Coast Theatres Company, while Ben
Amsterdam who held the office of
treasurer for many years, was head of
the Franklin Theatre Company, oper-
ating a chain of nine theatres in and
about Reading.

Universal Net Profit

for Third Quarter of

Year Given as $848,356
(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Oct. 12.—Universal Pic-

tures Corporation’s net profit for its third

quarter, ended August 7, is given as $848,-

356 by the Wall Street Journal. This
amount, which is exclusive of charges and
federal taxes, is equivalent after preferred
dividends to $3.11 a share on 250,000 shares

of common stock. Net profit for the first

three quarters, on the same basis, is $5.28

a share on common.
During 1925 Universal earned $6.18 a

share on common stock. This is but $.90

above the earnings for three quarters this

year.

Jannings Honored; All
Houses Show His Work

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Oct. 12.—Emil Jannings
was the guest of Foreign Minister and
the Reichstag Streseman in Berlin, Satur-

day. The honor bestowed on him culmi-

nated a week of tribute rendered by Ber-

lin. During the week theatres observed

“Jannings Week” by exhibiting his work.

He will reach New York Monday.
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Ignorance Made Impossible
By Pictures, Says Milliken

Doing More for World Peace Than Any Other instrument,

Colonel Joy Tells Montanans—Women’s Place in

Industry High, South Dakotans Informed

Motion pictures as agencies serving to “make ignorance not only uncommon
but impossible,” to do more for international peace than any other single instru-

ment and to give an increasingly important place in the industry were subjects

of addresses the past week by officials of the M. P. P. D. A. in several parts

of the country.

Milliken and Colonel Joy Speak

Secretary Carl E. Milliken spoke before the annual convention of the Spe-
cial Libraries Association in Atlantic City last Tuesday. Colonel Jason S. Joy,

director of the Department of Social Relations of the M. P. P. D. A., addressed
the Rotary Club in Billings, Mont., on Monday of this week and the South
Dakota Federation of Women’s Clubs a* Yankton, S. D., last Thursday.

Film Companies
Anxious; to Quiz
New Supply Firm

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Oct. 12.—Producing
and distributing companies heavily in-

terested in the theatre field are anxious
to know what to expect as the result

of the recent consolidation of a large
number of supply houses into the Na-
tional Theatre Supply Company.
As the result a meeting of representa-

tives of eight of such interested com-
panies was held last week and a com-
mittee appointed to confer with the
executives of the newly formed com-
pany to learn its attitude in regard to a
possible increase in prices of a number
of theatre commodities.

Fox Product Billed
in Japanese Paper
(Special to the Herald

)

NEW YOkK, Oct. 12.—Fox Films car-
ried in the Sept. 2 issue of the Japan
Times and Mail, a full page announcement,
in Japanese and English, of its new sea-
son product available in the Orient, and
also received in the same issue more than
half a page of stories on its pictures and
players.

Bankers at Convention
Tour Picture Studios

(Special to the Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Oct. 12.—All studios
were decorated in honor of the visiting-

bankers last week and about 500 members
of the American Bankers Association spent
Thursday and Friday going through the
various picture plants.

Showman Seeks Office
(Special to the Herald)

OTTAWA, O'NT., Oct. 12.—P. J. Nolan,
proprietor of the Rex theatre, has an-
nounced his candidature for the mayoralty
of the city for the 1927 term, the municipal
elections to be held Mondav. December 6.

Mr. Noian is a former alderman of the
Ottawa City Council.

M. W. Brown Recovers
(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Oct. 12.—Melville W.
Brown is recovering from injuries received
last week in an automobile accident.

Mr. Milliken told the Atlantic City
Convention that one state library asso-
ciation last year reported an increase in

calls for books of 34,000 over the preced-
ing year, the increase being traced to

motion pictures and the radio, and the
demand was particularly for the old
standard books, many of which have
been picturized.

Classics Made Popular

“It is in awakening men to the con-
sciousness that a book is a classic not
because it is a tiresome book but is a classic

because it is a very entertaining and di-

verting book,” he said, “that the moving-
picture has played a prominent and
wholesome part in the development of
national culture.

“In the late months so many fine di-

rectors, skilled writers and talented
actors have come forward that the mov-
ing picture is producing at least once
a week a story that compares favorably
with the best in the spoken drama or
in literature.”

Librarians have aided in development
of motion pictures by active co-opera-
tion given producing units in research
work, he said.

“Attitude-Forming” Force
Colonel Joy, in his address at Billings,

Mont., declared the motion picture is one
of the great “attitude-forming” agencies
of the world, that “the moving picture
will make it possible for all the world
to be neighbors and to know each other”
and that “when that time comes wars
will be no more.”
The time will also come, he said, when

films will be found in every classroom
as a supplement to oral and written in-

struction.

As for the place of women in the in-
dustry, Colonel Joy said in his speech
at Yankton that they are “essential to
the progress and operation of the in-

dustry” in every branch from acting and
writing to ticket selling. He also warned
that for every job there are literally

hundreds of applicants.

Casting Bureau Aids Industry
Colonel Joy declared the Free Central

Casting Bureau in Hollywood had saved
extras hundreds of thousands of dollars
a year which formerly went to employ-
ment agencies. He stated the bureau
also helped eradicate questionable agen-
cies such as schools for acting and for
makeup.
“The leaders of the industry seriously

realize their public responsibility for the
right use of the subtle, powerful attitude-
forming force” which they possess,
Colonel Joy said.

Willson to Title Film
(Special to the Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Oct. 12.—Marshall
Neilan has named Dixie Willson to title

the picture “Everybody’s Acting.”

Tolstoy to Write Book
(Special to the Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Oct. 12.—Count Ilya

Tolstoy, who is visiting Edwin Carewe,
has announced he will write a novel on
Hollywood.

‘

Herbert Wilcox, director of “Nell Gwyn” and other British National pictures, left; Dorothy Gish, center; and Cecil A. H.
Harrison, member of board of directors of B. N. The group are in Hollywood for a ten days conference with Frances
Marion on the script of “Madame Pompadour” which they will begin November 3 on their return to London. (Herald
photo.)
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Eddie Cantor’s “Kid Boots” Opens
The premiere of the Paramount adaptation of the Ziegfeld stage play took place at the
Rialto, New York, Saturday night. Clara Bow and Billie Dove have important roles, as

well as Natalie Kingston and Lawrence Gray.

Left to right: Adolphe Menjou, Carol Dempster, Ricardo Cortez and Lya de Putti. A more complete pictorial representation of

this Paramount picture, which was given its premiere Tuesday night of this week at the George M. Cohan theatre, New York,
appeared on Page 23 of the June 19 issue.
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Re-Takes
Six $2 Pictures in One Year
New Mark Set by Paramount

Revolutionary Change in Production Policies, Says Lasky

—

Only Two Films of $2 Rank Made in Previous Four-Year

Period—Other Roadshow Pictures Cited

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Oct. 12.—Six productions of the $2 top variety in one year

is the mark Paramount is setting up this season as against only two $2 pictures

in a previous period of four, years, Jesse L. Lasky, vice-president in charge of

production, said last week in explaining his statement that a revolutionary

change in the making of motion pictures has taken place in the last year and
a half.

Three $2 Productions Completed

Three of the six $2 productions have been completed
—“Old Ironsides,”

“The Sorrows of Satan” and “Beau Geste.” The three others are “The Wed-
ding March,” “Wings,” and “The Rough Riders.” The two which represented

that rank in the four years period were “The Covered Wagon” and “The Ten
Commandments.”

W ELL, Cecil De Mille was afraid

the press boys wouldn’t hear about
his picture “King of Kings” so he

invited ’em all out to see the sets last week
and as a special inducement fed them on

—

not seven loaves and two fishes—but tuna
fish salad, potato salad, lemon pie, roast

beef, sweet pickles, pickled beets, etc., etc.,

and told us all about his great picture.

* * *

Everybody had a good time out on the

big set just in the shadow of “Heinz 67
varieties” sign.

* * *

And a lot of the writers for the L. A.
papers never saw so many pigs, pigeons,
cows and turnips since they left the dear
old farm down in Texas, or Iowa.

* * *

And we haven’t seen so many whiskers
since we met Ostermoor, the mattressman.

* * *

The press department hasn’t sent out a

story on it yet but as soon as they get
through counting the hairs they’re going to

claim there’s more whiskers in “King of
Kings” than in any other ten features ever
presented. And they’ll be right too.

* * *

We sat alongside more notable actors

—

Walter Long, Bryant Washburn, Henry
Walthall, Robert Edeson, Casson Ferguson
and a half hundred others—and didn’t

know who they were, than we ever did
before. Even the goats had whiskers.

* * *

Right Up to Date
I see Fred Thomson gave them Easterns

a thrill. They expected he’d be wearing
chaps and chewing tobacco, I suppose, in-

stead of sporting the latest clothes without
grease spots on the wescut.

* * *

Which only goes to show that our west-
ern stars are not only up to date, but often
away ahead of the styles.

* * *

Roy Miller Says:
Ed Kennedy who just recently finished

playing a featured role in “The Better
Ole” which Chuck Riesner directed for
Warner Brothers (not a Vitaphone picture
but just as good) when asked the other
day to fill out a questionnaire for a fan
magazine, wrote

:

Pastime—“Golf.”
Hobby—Same.
Ambition—Same.
Reads—Golf magazines.
Lives—Near golf links.

Sports—Hunting golf balls.

Favorite Picture—“The Better ’Ole” (he
made the 6th in one at Lakeside course.)

* * *

Head for High Ground, J. C.
I see J. C. Jenkins is stuck in the mud

in Kansas. Well, J. C., Harry and I sym-
pathize with you and here’s hoping you
strike solid ground soon, cause we wait
until Saturday night every week to read
your col. just like the rest of Herald read-
ers.

* * *

“Buy Your Own”
You can bet the honeymoon is over when

hubby calls wifey down for smoking his
Chesterfields.

* * *

Famous Last Words
“This is a super feature but we’re releas-

ing it as a program picture.”
* * *

How you betting on next year’s world’s
series ?

R. M.

“Beau Geste,” directed by Herbert
Brenon from P. C. Wren’s Foreign
Legion mystery story, is now making a

run at the Criterion. “The Sorrows of

Satan,” to be shown this fall, is by D. W.
Griffith and taken from Marie Corelli’s

story, while “Old Ironsides,” which also

will be presented this fall, is James
Cruze’s picturization of the history of

the early American Navy.

Three War Pictures Coming

Erich von Stroheim is making “The
Wedding March,” a story of Vienna
during and after the World War.
“Wings” will tell the story of the Ameri-
can airmen in the world conflict, and
“The Rough Riders” traces the adven-
tures of Colonel Theodore Roosevelt’s

fighters in the war with Spain.

Other roadshow pictures cited by Mr.
Lasky as being in the formative stage

are D. W. Griffith’s “The White Slave”;

Monta Bell’s P. T. Barnum picture; H.
G. Wells’ “The War of the Worlds”;
Theodore Dreiser’s “An American Trag-
edy” and the German picture “Metrop-
olis.”

In addition to the roadshow produc-
tions Mr. Lasky points to the following
pictures as showing a big improvement
in quality: “Variety,” which he says

drew almost $350,000 in twelve weeks at

the Rialto; Harold Lloyd’s “For Heav-
en’s Sake,” Gilda Gray’s “Aloma of the

South Seas,” “Padlocked.” “Tin Gods,”
“Mantrap,” “The Show Off” and “The
Campus Flirt.”

Sam Warner Is Daddy;
Daughter Makes Debut

(Special to the Herald)

GREAT NECK, L. I, Oct. 12.—It’s

Daddy Sam Warner now. A seven and a

half pound girl. Mrs. Warner was Lina
Basquette of California.

Queen Marie Taboos
Appearance in Film

Queen Marie of Roumania is an ardent
enthusiast for motion pictures but . . .

Associated Press dispatches from Paris

state the queen has given notice she must
not be filmed even by news reels during
her visit in the United States. As for the

report from Hollywood that Edwin Carewe
had deposited a certified check for $25,000
in a bank for one day’s appearance on the

screen of the royal visitor. Queen Marie
stated that “the idea is quite funny but
unfortunately it is untrue.”

Celebrated Players Co.
Going Out of Business

The Celebrated Players Film Company,
Chicago, of which Joseph L. Friedman is

president is going out of business. This
company is one of the oldest independent
exchanges in Chicago and at one time
occupied a strong position in the field.

For a time the Celebrated company spe-

cialized in short features and under this

policy developed a considerable following.

Later Mr. Friedman branched out and at

one time it was said that he was offering to

buy rights on everything offered for the

territory.

The company is now being liquidated.

Mr. Friedman has made no statement with
reference to future plans.

Fox Rolls into Lead at

Start of N . Y. Bowling
(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Oct. 12.—Fox leads in the

bowling tournament conducted by the

Motion Picture Athletic Association at

Dwyers by virtue of a three-game victory

over Warner Brothers in the first week’s
play. Following are the standings:

Won Lost Pet.

Fox Films 3 0 1000
P'amous Players ... 2 i .667
First National 2 i .667
Producers Corp. ... 2 i .667
Metro-Goldwyn 1 2 .333

Pathe 1 2 .333
Universal 1 2 .333

Hirlagraph 0 0 .000

Warner Brothers ... 0 3 .000

Individuals scoring 200 or more were J.

Spree, Metro, 214; William Mullen, First

National, 202; and Fred LIhlenbusch, Fox,
200.

Fraser Denies Lloyd
Plans Sales Change

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Oct. 12.—William R.

Fraser, general manager of Harold Lloyd
Corporation, has issued a denial of the
rumor that his company contemplated
changing its present sales and produc-
tion activities. Mr. Fraser is here for

a conference with officials of Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation, which re-

leases the Harold Lloyd productions.
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Educational Bookings Include
Every Big Theatre Chain

Two Hundred and Fifty Houses in Publix Circuit Alone Covered—All

Managers in Another Group Instructed to Advertise

(Special to the Herald)

N EW YORK, Oct. 12.—Practically every theatre chain of import-
ance in the United States is booked for Educational pictures for

the 1926-27 season following the closing of contracts with sev-
eral large circuits the last few days. Educational Film Exchange an-

nounces.

TWO hundred and fifty theatres in all

branches of the Publix chain are in-

cluded in a contract recently completed,
and every series of pictures to be re-

leased by Educational is covered in the
arrangement.

Many Groups Affiliated

Among the affiliated groups in this

contract are the Balaban & Katz houses
in Chicago, the B. & K. Midwest Cir-
cuit and the Lynch and Lubliner &Trinz
groups, Chicago; the Kunsky houses of
Detroit; A. H. Blank, Des Moines; W.
P. Gray and Gordon’s Olympia, Boston;
and the whole Southern Enterprises
group covering the territories of Atlanta,
Charlotte, Louisville, Dallas and Okla-
homa City; as well as the Publix thea-
tres of Denver. In Canada, the Para-
mount-Nathanson theatres are also run-
ning Educational pictures.

Other Big Circuits Signed

Among other great circuits running
the new Educational product are Stanley
in Philadelphia; West Coast Theatres;
Pacific Northwest Theatres; Finkelstein
& Ruben; the Loew Circuits of Greater
New York, Buffalo and upstate New
York, and Washington; and Skouras
Brothers, St. Louis.

Managers Instructed to Advertise

Completion of the contract with Paci-
fic Northwest Theatres was followed
by instructions to all theatre managers
in the circuit calling for the advertising
of Educational’s short features. The
theatres in Seattle and other Pacific

Northwest cities in this circuit have
been among the foremost in the country
in the exploitation of short features, and
it is as a result of this long experience
proving the value of this extra exploita-
tion that the theatre managers received
instructions direct from Harry C. Ar-
thur, Jr., president of Pacific Northwest
Theatres, to advertise Educational pic-

tures “as much as possible.”
The biggest transaction ever closed by

the New York exchange for Educational
pictures has just been completed with
the Stanley-Fabian-Stern Theatres » of
New Jersey, covering every house in
this circuit and the entire Educational
output. This is another of the big cir-

cuits whose use of short features has
become particularly notable as seen in

the example of the great Mosque theatre
at Newark which has recently played up
two of Educational’s Romance produc-
tions in technicolor by arranging the
stage presentations around these two-
reel color classics.

Other Circuit Contracts Listed

These and the numerous other circuit
contracts for Educational pictures cover
the entire country. Other circuits run-
ning or contracted to run Educational
pictures this season include the Hostet-
tler Theatres, Des Moines; the Saxe
houses, Milwaukee; Mark Strand thea-
tres, Buffalo and upstate New York;

Ascher Brothers, Chicago; Allwon
Amusement Corporation, New York;
Meyer and Schneider, New York; Stein-

er and Blinderman, New York; Small-
Strassberg, Brooklyn; A. H. Schwartz,
Brooklyn; J. E. Coston, Chicago; John-
son Theatres, Chicago; Fitzpatrick &
McElroy, Chicago; Nixon-Nirdlinger,
Philadelphia; Wilmer & Vincent, Phila-
delphia; I. Libson, Cincinnati; Rowland
& Clark, Pittsburgh; Bijou (Butterfield),

Detroit; George F. Koppin, Detroit;
Woodward Theatres, Detroit; Mike
Comerford, Scranton; Graphic Circuit,

Boston; Nathan Yamins, Fall River,

Mass.; Kahn & Greenfield, San Fran-
cisco; Golden State Theatres, San Fran-
cisco; National Theatres, San Francisco;
E. J. Sparks-Universal, Atlanta; Kincey
Theatres, Charlotte; Robb & Rowley,
Dallas; L. L. Dent, Dallas; Griffith

Brothers, Oklahoma City; Multnomah
Theatre Corporation, Seattle; Hoffman
Brothers, New Haven; St. Louis Amuse-
ment Co., St. Louis; Capitol Enterprises-
Universal, Kansas City; Dickinson-Uni-
versal, Kansas City; Whitehurst Thea-
tres, Baltimore; Regorson Corporation,
Rochester; Brody-Schwartz, Cleveland;
Olsen Theatres, Indianapolis; F. J. Rem-
busch Circuit, Indianapolis; M. J. Swi-
tow Theatres, Indianapolis; and Saenger
Amusement Company, New Orleans.

Stanley Company Will

Build in Pittsburgh
(Special to the Herald)

PITTSBURGH, Oct. 12.—The Stanley
Company of America has purchased a
central location here and will soon begin
the erection of a $2,000,000 theatre and
office building. Marcus E. Benn, in con-
junction with the Stanley Company, has
purchased a lot in Norwood Pa., and will

erect thereon an 1800-seat theatre. It

is expected that the house will be ready
by the latter part of April.

Work has already started on the
Wynnefield theatre for the Stanley Com-
pany in Philadelphia. The house will

have a seating capacity of 1500. In
addition to the theatre the building will

house four stores and apartments. The
entire investment will be approximately
one-half million dollars.

South American F. P.-L.

Officials Visit U. S,
(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Oct. 12.—Benito Del Vil-
lar, of Santiago, Chile, Paramount general
manager in Chile, and Bruno Cheli, of Sao
Paulo, Brazil, district manager for that ter-

ritory, are visiting the Paramount home of-

fice for a series of conferences with E. E.
Shauer, foreign department general man-
ager. While there they will inspect the

company’s product to be released in their

territories during the coming season.

Universal Plans
to Make Pictures

in Kyoto, Japan
(Special to the Herald)

TOKYO, JAPAN, Oct. 12.—Universal
representatives in the company’s offices

here have confirmed thfc report that Uni-
versal Pictures Corporation is to build a
studio at Kyoto and produce Japanese pic-

tures with Japanese actors. The company
that will produce these pictures will be in-

corporated under the name Japan Uni-
versal Pictures Corporation.
The object of the new company is to

produce classical and modern pictures of

Japanese life for local and international

showing. Universal will import camera-
men and other technicians, but will use
native performers. Tsumasburo Bando,
who is among the most popular Japanese
film actors, has consented to appear in

Universal pictures.

Ohio M.P.T.O. Board
in Meeting Organizes
Convention Committee

(Special to the Herald)

COLUMBUS, Oct. 12.—At a meeting of

the board of trustees of the Motion Pic-
ture Theatre Owners of Ohio held Octo-
ber 5, W. M. James, president, and P. J.

Wood, business manager, Columbus, and
Sam E. Lind, treasurer, Zanesville, were
appointed a committee to arrange all de-

tails in connection with the sixth annual
convention of the organization, to be held
in Columbus, November 9 and 10. To in-

sure maximum attendance President James
appointed the following as a Committee at

large

:

J. J. Harwood, Cleveland
; J. A. Acker-

man, Cincinnati; John L. Damm, Akron;
C. W. Miller, Youngstown; F. A. Kelly,

Massillon; P. J. Zehnder, Dayton; John
A. Schwalm, Hamilton; Gus Sun, Spring-
field; Martin G. Smith, Toledo; Fred
Tynes, Portsmouth

;
L. F. Eick, Martins

Ferry; J. A. Tallman, East Liverpool; Ar-
thur Himmelein, Sandusky; Robert Har-
mon, Columbus.

Heater Ignites Film;
Boy Is Fatally Burned

(Special to the Herald)

ST. LOUIS, Oct. 12.—William Segal,

16, of 928A North Fourteenth street,

was fatally burned October 6 when an
electric heater ignited a roll of old mo-
tion picture film that was on the floor

of his bedroom near the heater. The
presence of the film in the room was
forgotten when the heater was turned
on. The boy’s parents and a roomer
in their home were painfully burned in

trying to save him. The building and its

contents were damaged to the amount
of $1500.

American Made Pictures
Favored in South Africa

(Special to the Herald)

PARIS, Oct. 12.—American made mo-
tion pictures dominate in South Africa,
stated Dr. Rosalie Slaughter Morton, an
American, who recently returned here from
a tour of the Southern end of the con-
tinent.

“I was surprised to find that the people
there are enthusiastic about Americans,
American books and American society,”

said Dr. Morton.
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Vitaphone Scores Again at

“The Better ’Ole” Premiere
Hour and a Half Vaudeville Bill on Vitaphone by Some of

Broadway’s Biggest Names Runs Close Second to

Syd Chaplin’s Warner Brothers Picture

By JOHN S. SPARGO
NEW YORK, Oct. 12.—New York had another demonstration of the Vita-

phone last week, and the results produced by this marvelous invention were
almost as startling as when it was shown several months ago for the first time.

Broadway Stars in Vitaphone Program

Last week’s showing was at the Colony theatre on Wednesday evening in

conjunction with the premiere of Warner Brothers’ “The Better ’Ole.” Prior

to the showing of the picture an hour and a half vaudeville bill was put on by
means of the Vitaphone. Appearing in this were a number of the biggest

names of Broadway, including A1 Jolson, Georgie Jessel, Elsie Janis, Reinald
Werrenrath, and Eugene and Willie Howard.

M. P. T. O. Will

Act on Woodhull
Plan to Withdraw

(Special to the Heralu /

NEW YORK, Oct. 12.—R. F. Wood-
hull’s intention of withdrawing; from
several committees of the M. P. T. 0.

and from mem-
bership in the or-

ganization will be
an important
matter for con-
si d e r a t i o n of
the administra-
tive committee of

the organization
when it meets to-

rn o r r o w. Mr.
Woodhull is a

past president of

the organization
and a present
member of its

executive and ad - R _ F Woodhun
visory boards.
Recently he sold his theatre at Dover,
N. J., and now contends that he is not

entitled to membership because no
longer an exhibitor.

Other matters brought before the com-
mittee by Business Manager Joe Seider

will be up for discussion. Among these

are matters relating to the annual con-

vention of the New Jersey Theatre
Owners at Atlantic City, scheduled for

next month.

St. Louis Film Board
and Hays Office Open
New “Bicycling” War

(Special to the Herald)

ST. LOUIS, Oct. 12.—In fining two
Southern Illinois exhibitors $250 each
and directing them also to pay twice the

rental of all films involved in their

cases the local film board of trade in

cooperation with the Hays office has
started a new war against “bicycling” in

this territory.

Several other exhibitors who have
been accused of the same offense will

have hearings before the arbitration

board appointed to pass on such cases.

Two cases are scheduled to come to trial

this week.
Whether the facts in each case will

later be presented to federal authorities

for consideration has not been finally

decided. However, the fact that the
copyright laws were violated through
the showing of motion picture films

without the knowledge or consent of the
owner company is said to come under
the jurisdiction of the federal courts.

Public Works Director
Gives Blue Laws Blow

(Special to the Herald)

PITTSBURGH, Oct. 12.—By announc-
ing that "the golf links in Schenley Park
and tennis courts in all parts of the city

will be open to the public as usual next
Sunday,” Public Works Director Edward
G. Lang struck a blow against the blue law
enforcement campaign directed by James
M. Clark, director of public safety.

Matsunosuke Onoye Dies
(Special to the Heral(l)

TOKYO, Oct. 12. — Matsunosuke
Onoye, generally held to be Japan’s best
motion picture actor, died recently in

Kyoto. He was under contract to the
Nippon Cinema Production Company.

While this Vitaphone vaudeville bill pro-

vided one of the best and most laughable

shows ever seen on Broadway, it ran but

a close second to the picture, which is one
of the funniest ever made by Warner
Brothers, ever played in by Syd Chaplin,

or for that matter ever shown on the

street.

Chuckles and Laughter

The adventures of Bruce Bairnsfather’s

“Old Bill” are pretty well known to Broad-
way through the long and highly success-

ful run of the stage show, “The Better

’Ole,” but the fun-making possibilities of

the vehicle were not realized by an audi-

ence until the showing of the picture, so

ably directed by Charles Riesner. There
is never a minute from the rolling up of

the curtain until “Old Bill" disappears for

the night when the audience is not indulg-

ing in mirth, ranging from chuckles to

hilarious bursts of laughter. As clean cut

comedy entertainment “The Better ’Ole”

is very much there.

Syd Chaplin, in this, gives by long odds
the best performance of his career, his

funny escapades in “Charlie’s Aunt” not

excepted. He is ably aided and abetted

by an evenly balanced cast, several of

whom might do well in comedy leads as

their own right.

The story of “The Better ’Ole” is prac-

tically nil, the entire picture being given

over to screamingly funny situations and
antics on the part of the performers.

There is, of course, a lot of fine settings

and a few serious and thrilling moments
when the picture emerges from the com-
edy scenes into some of the serious things

of the great war, but these serious mo-
ments are always lapped over on each end
by comedy.

Riesner as Comedy Director

It is scarcely safe to make a prediction

that “The Better ’Ole” will make “Chuck”

Balaban and Bowles
Compliment Hatrick

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Oct. 12.—Edgar
B. Hatrick is receiving congratu-
latory telegrams from prominent
exhibitors for the service of In-
ternational Newsreel following
the Florida storm and the Fonck
disaster. Among the exhibitors
are Max Balaban, A. M. Bowles,
E. V. Tracy of Laughlin theatre.

Long Beach, Cal., and Dwight
Hall of Superba theatre, San
Diego, Cal.

Riesner as a comedy director, for he was
already made before this picture, but there

is little question that his work in this pro-
duction will establish his rank as a com-
edy director second to none. The cast in-

cludes : Old Bill, Syd Chaplin
;

Joan,
Doris Hill; Bert, Harold Goodwin; Gas-
pard, Theodore Lorch

;
Corporal Quint,

Ed Kennedy; The Major, Charles Gerrard

;

English general, Tom McGuire; Alf, Jack
Ackroyd

;
the blacksmith, Tom Kennedy;

General Von Hinden, K. Morgan; the

colonel, Arthur Clayton.

The audience was one of the most dis-

tinguished that has yet visited a Broadway
picture house, and noticeable among the

guests of the evening were many men high

in the financial counsels of Wall Street.

78 Cities Spend
$47,259,929 for

Show Buildings
(Special to the Herald)

WASHINGTON, D. C„ Oct. 12.—
Figures just released by the Department of

Labor show that during the first six months
of this year $47,259,929 were spent for

amusement buildings in the 78 cities of the

Lffiited States that have more than 100,000

population. During the first six months of

1925 $45,259,987 was spent for the same
purpose.

Censor Fees in Korea
Under Investigation

(Special to the Herald)

SEOUL, KOREA, Oct. 12.—Korean au-

thorities have begun an investigation into

censorship fees with a view to equitably

adjusting them. Exhibitors and exchange-

men began the agitation that has resulted

in the investigation.

Items on which the adjustment is ex-

pected to be made are number of theatres,

number of employes in each, theatre

rentals, salaries of employes, charges for

electric power, advertising expenses and

other expenses.

Fire Starts ; Cameramen
Get Real Reel on Set

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Oct. 12.—Cameramen
turned their apparatus from the studios

to the burning buildings when fire broke
out at the International studio in Har-
lem Saturday where a picture starring

Gloria Swanson was under way.
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U. S. Fire Fighters Take Print

of Metro Film to Big Meet
Official Los Angeles Car Starts Coast to Coast Trip—Guglielmi Threat-

ens to Contest Valentino IP ill-—$400,000 Notes on Sale

By RAY MURRAY

H OLLYWOOD, Oct. 12.—Carrying a message of fire prevention

from the fire fighters of the U. S. A, and an early copy of the film,

“The Fire Brigade” produced by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, Los An-
geles’ fire chief’s big red automobile started last Wednesday on its Coast-

to-Coast run. An elaborate ceremony in which Mayor Cryer, Fire Cap-
tain S. H. Calderwood, and other public officials officiated marked the

start of the car from the city hall.

IV/TAL McAVOY christened the car with

a bottle of ginger ale following

Mayor Cryer’s brief address.

Fire Chief Calderwood piloted the auto-

mobile which was driven by Alike Newman.
It will make the longest and fastest run in

history from Los Angeles over the Santa

Fe trail to New Orleans, to the Interna-

tional Fire Chief’s convention, thence to

New York City. (Other details in “The

Theatre” department.)

jj: ^

Valentino’s Relations May Contest W ill

Attorneys for Alberto Guglielmi, the late

Rudolph Valentino’s brother, threaten

to file a contest to Valentino’s will

unless Guglielmi is named as co-executor

with George Ullman and unless the

third interest to Theresa Werner is

eliminated. The hearing was continued

by fudge Willis one week to give heirs

an 'opportunity to determine whether
they intend to contest the will.

* * *

S400,000 Roach Notes Offered

Hal Roach Studios, Inc.', is offering

$400,000 in 7 per cent secured serial gold

notes due 1928-31, inclusive. They are

priced to yield 7 per cent to all maturi-

ties. The note issue is secured by first

mortgage trust indenture on all prop-

erty now owned or hereafter to be
acquired. The land, buildings and equip-

ment on Washington boulevard, Culver
City, is appraised at $788,000. Effective

September 1, 1927, a distributing con-
tract has been negotiated with Aletro-

Goldwyn-Mayer Corporation which will

give greatly increased distribution of the

Roach output.
5jJ 5*t 5«t

W arner Building to Go Up
At last it looks as though the Warner

Brothers theatre on Hollywood boulevard
will actually be built. Bonds have been
underwritten, plans completed, and the

contract awarded according to Joe Top-
litzky who engineered the deal’ for

Warner Brothers and who has obtained
the final signatures which guarantee the
starting of the $2,000,000 motion picture
theatre and shop building. The theatre
portion will have a seating capacity of

3,000.
* * *

Codys Get Crib at Wampas Session

The Wampas held an interesting ses-

sion last week with Lew Cody and Alabel
Normand guests of honor. Toe Jackson
was chairman and arranged a special
program with many prominent speakers
thereon. Those who gave the newly-
weds much good advice during the eve-
ning were Garrett Graham, Waldemar
Jones, Samuel Hopkins Adams, A1 Boas-
berg, Frances Alarion. Monty Brice and
Gardner James. Lew did the talking for
the Cody family. An immense crib was
the present of the Wampas to the happy
couple.

Toe Sherman, formerly with the Para-
mount organization, has joined the
Metro-Goldwyn-AIayer publicity staff

under Pete Smith. Gavin Hawn, for-

mer West Coast manager of Motion
Pictures Today, has been appointed
director of publicity for Feature Produc-
tions and has assumed his duties at the
Pickford-Fairbanks Studio.

>(C i$C

Ruby LaFayette, 82, known as “grand-
mother of the films” was seriously in-

jured last week when struck by a
motorcycle near her home. She is in

the Hollywood Hospital. Miss LaFay-
ette who is 82 years old, was a reigning
favorite on the stage half a century ago.

* * *

Pioneer Producer Here from Abroad

Leon Gaumont, one of the first men
in the world to produce motion pictures
and the owner of a large string of
theatres in Europe, arrived here last

week with his son. After a brief visit

to Aletro-Goldwyn-AIayer studios he
expects to return to New York City.

5jc 5jt Sft

Samuel Goldwyn’s picture, “The Win-
ning of Barbara Worth,” will open at
Forum theatre October 14.

* * *

Warner Brothers will introduce the
Vitaphone at Grauman’s Egyptian thea-
tre, where “Don Juan” is showing,
October 25.

5j{ S«C

Cecil DeAIille entertained the press on
the mammoth set for “The King of
Kings” at his Culver City studio last

Friday. What is said to be the first

formal religious ceremony ever held on
a motion picture set was solemnized a
week ago Sunday at Catalina Island
when a special field mass was conducted
by Father D. A. Lord. Jesuit of St.

Louis University. DeMille, his technical
staff and the entire company of 300 play-
ers attended the mass.

* * *

Schertzinger Film Completed

“The Return of Peter Grimm,” Victor
Schertzinger’s production of the famous
Belasco stage play, is emerging from the
Fox cutting room and according to those
who have seen the picture at previews,
it is one of the finest of its kind ever
attempted in America.

* * *

Fifty-one cases of new furniture
valued at $150,000 arrived in Hollywood
last week and have been stored at the
Fox West Coast Plant.

sf:

“Silver Comes Through,” an original
story from the pen of Frank M. Clifton,

will be directed by David Kirkland with
Fred Thomson starring and Silver King
co-featured, as a forthcoming F. B. O.
production. William F.. Wing is writing
the adaptation.

Brisbane Believes

British Don ’t Want
Home Made Films

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Oct. 12.—The only way
that the British industry can be established
on a sound basis is for the British govern-
ment to compel British theatres to show a
minimum of 12)4 per cent of the British

made films, according to the Federation of
British Industries in a report last week.
Arthur Brisbane in his column, “Today,”
says “British moving picture men want
their government to compel the British

public to use 12)4 per cent of British made
films, whether they like them or not.

American pictures monopolize the European
market.

“It was said of Barnum’s white elephant
that he would drink everything in the

world except English coffee. The reason
was that he didn’t like it. Perhaps that is

why the British won’t go to see British

moving pictures.” *

New Mayfair Theatre
Opens in Brooklyn,

Cost Half Million
(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Oct. 12,—The A. H.
Schwartz circuit opened its Mayfair
theatre at Avenue U and Coney Island
avenue last night. The house cost more
than $500,000 and by reason of its loca-
tion serves as a new amusement center
for thousands in Flatbush, Sheepshead
Bay, Gravesend and Coney Island.
Max A. Cooper will direct the theatre.

10 New Companies Are
Formed in Film Field

(Special to the Herald)

ALBANY, N. Y., Oct. 12.—Western New
York shared with the metropolis as the
headquarters of companies incorporating to

engage in the motion picture business in

New York state last week. As a rule the
film companies maintain their principal

place of business in New York City, but
several were formed last week to operate
in Buffalo and the surrounding territory.

Ten companies, as follow, were chartered:
Keystone Special Corporation, capitalized at

$10,000, and located in Buffalo; The Buffalo Cres-
cent Theatre Incorporated, $5,000, Buffalo; Ro-
tonde Amusement Corporation, Batavia, capitaliza-
tion not specified; Lakeland Place Theatre Corp.,
$10,000; Amusement Supply Co., Inc., $20,000;
Little Fortunes, Inc., Mount Vernon, $10,000; AI
Rogers, Inc., $2,000; Schuyler Productions, Inc.,

$10,000; Turf and Field Film Corporation, $50,-

000; Hobert Productions, Inc., $5,000.

U Plans Openings for

Many Nebraska Houses
(Special to the Herald)

OMAHA, NEB., Oct. 12.—The Bonham
theatre, a 1,000-seat house in Fairbury,
Neb., will open this week. A week later,

the Rivoli, a 1,000-seat house in Beatrice
will open. Another house bv name of
Rivoli, in Hastings, will open the last of
this month. Between December 18 and
January 1 the Capitol, a new 1,400-seat

house in Grand Island will open. All are

owned by Universal.

International Chief on
Visit to U Exchanges

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Oct. 12.—R. V. Anderson,
International Newsreel salesmanager, is on
a sales trip on which he will visit Universal
exchanges in Buffalo, Toronto and Alon-
treal.
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Stories Told

by

the Camera

Fred Stanley, center, says one third of the above photo rep-

resents beauty. The other two-thirds, he says, are himself
and Harry Jackson, photographer. Corinne Griffith, F. N.
star, left, christens “The Wanderlust” which once belonged
to the late Thomas Ince.

Monte gets the fishing honors. The Warner Brothers star,

Monte Blue, becomes a member of the California Tuna
Club when he captures a whale of a Tuna that weighs 121
pounds. It took something like two hours and 15 minutes
to complete the job.

Broadway ties up with motion pictures. Directors of the Broadway Association meet at Hotel Astor to make arrangements
for the Greater Broadway Celebration which takes place in November. President Lee J. Eastman and Miss Broadway stand
beside the poster in rear which has been submitted as an advertisement for the event. The celebration will open with the in-

augural and dedication of the Paramount theatre, followed by a big pageant depicting the spirit of progress in which all

Broadway merchants will take part.
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Estelle Bradley says she will be faith-

ful to short features and will not
follow other comedy players who
have gone in for long feature roles.

She is an Educational player.

If it weren’t for such girls as Ruth
Hiatt Mack Sennett’s comedies would
lack much of their popular appeal.
She is to be seen in Pathe films now
being released.

Joan Crawford accompanies the
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer unit to Yo-
semite valley for exteriors in the
making of “The Understanding
heart.”

Children at the open air camp vote Jack Hoxie honorary
president of their health club. ' He is the star of “The Devil
Rider,” the first of a series -of Westerns being produced by
M. E. Sebastian Productions for Universal release.

Richard Walling and R. William Neill, right, regret they
can’t eat their cake and have it too. (It’s lucky they can
bake their cake and eat it too.) Nancy Nash, center, is

in one of the roles of Fox’s “City.” Neill is directing.

Rin-Tin-Tin, Warner Brothers dog
star, celebrates a birthday. The
birthday is the first these offspring
have witnessed. The dog is making
“While London Sleeps.”

William Beaudine returns from Canada
where he has been directing “The Can-
adian,” Tom Meighan’s latest vehicle
for Paramount. Billy Butts, left, and
Dale Fuller, right, are in the film.

J. G. Bachmann, Preferred Pictures,

right, Director Albert Kelley, left.

Bachmann states October 15 first

playdates will be taken on “Shame-
ful Behavior.”
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When Harry Crandall’s daughter
Mildred married Leroy Sherman a
few days ago Fox cameramen
made a picture of the entire event.

Mr. Crandall, above.

Frank Bacon proved an artist in

dramatic work. Lloyd Bacon, his son,

above, achieves notice at an earlier age
however. He has done well with two
Warner pictures of late.

Estelle Taylor takes advantage of

Jack Dempsey’s stay in the East to

manage their hotel, the Barbara.
Miss Taylor soon begins a role in a
United Artists film.

John McCormick looks high and low for youthful talent to

put in First National pictures. Here he signs Billie Dove.
She will begin immediately to play featured roles. Right
is M. C. Levee, general executive manager of First National
on the Coast.

Carl Laemmle returns from Europe after a stay extended
by illness. Photo taken prior to his departure from Lon-
don. Right to left: Tom Reed, Rosabelle Laemmle,
Laemmle, J. V. Byron, Dr. Jesse Herman, Carl Laemmle,
Jr.

Dolores Costello, Warner Brothers
star, is now making “The Third De-
gree,” her first starring vehicle un-
der a new contract with the com-
pany.

Reports on Harry Langdon pictures say
his pictures get better as stories im-
prove. Which brings the F. N. star to
read and search for situations for new
films.

Frank L. Newman contributes to the

relief fund for victims of the Miami
disaster when Bebe Daniels appeals
to him. Miss Daniels is a Famous
Players-Lasky player.
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Although May Allison has a leading role in “One Increasing
Purpose” and although the picture has been started on loca-

tion in England she remains in the United States. But Miss
Allison is busy in the meantime on another Fox film and will

enact the other role when the company returns.

The Dempsey-Tunney affair is one of many claims the in-

dustry has to physical prowess. The F. N. player, Milton
Sills proves he’s no cripple in his role in “Men of the
Dawn.” To prove it he picks up Montagu Love andl

“takes his measure.” And Love weighs nearly 250.

Girl comedians at the Educational Studio inveigled M. Connolly, professional at the
Hollywood Athletic club, to pose with them in this lesson on what to wear on
the golf links. Left to right are Lucille Hutton; Connolly; “Toy” Gallagher, and
Amma Styers.

Joan Renee receives the assignment
to appear opposite Leo Maloney,
Western player, in “The Outlaw Ex-
press” for Pathe.
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This is a first-hand glimpse into a conference of gag men with their star
player. For as every good comedy gag man will tell you, “getting laughs
is a serious business.” Left to right: Ray “Coffin,” Charley “Chase” and
Bud “Graves.” Why, Mr. Roach, there’s a gag ready made. All are under
the Pathe banner.

Now Hal Roach adds to his list of stars for
Pathe comedies by announcing the signing
of Anna May Wong. It will be a Chinese
comedy of course and Sojin will also be in

one of the roles.

Daughter of Harry M. Crandall marries
former usher. Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Sher-
man after the wedding left for Europe. The
bride was formerly Mildred A. Crandall.
Sherman is manager of a Crandall theatre.

“We caught the limit,” writes Estelle Taylor. “That was 25 pounds. It

took one hour and a half from the time we left the hotel and were back
to catch them. The Fox photographer, Harold Parrish, went with us and
took pictures. Jack got wet feet; I caught a cold in the head but the guests
at the Broadmoor enjoyed the fish.”
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Pickford,Talmadge, and Mathis
Head New A. M. P. A. List

12 Women Named Who Have Done Most for Industry—Hines to Start

New Film on Coast—Doherty of Fox Staff Weds

By JOHN S. SPARGO

NEW YORK, Oct. 12.—Last year the members of the A. M. P. A.
picked 12 men from the film ranks to hold down jobs as “im-
mortals,” whatever that is. About the only tangible result, so far

as could be observed, was that the selection furnished the A. M. P. A.

with guests of honor 1 for 12 of the weekly meetings during the year.

That’s all. They didn’t even pin any medals on the “immortals.”

NOW this year, under the able presi-

dent, Walter Eberhardt, they de-
cided to do it differently. About a month
ago every member of the A. M. P. A.
was asked to submit a list of the 12

women who had accomplished the most
for the industry. Did they go to it?

They did, some of them, it is said, even
went so far as to try to get the list in-

creased to 20 or 30, so they couldn’t be
charged with overlooking anyone.
At last Thursday’s meeting the tabu-

lation of the list were made known, 58

of the lists having been submitted. So
here are the 12 Joan of Arcs, listed in

the order of number of votes received:

Mary Pickford
Norma Talmadge
June Mathis
Gloria Swanson
Anita Loos
Frances Marion
Colleen Moore
Constance Talmadge
Beulah Livingstone
Jeanne MacPherson
Lillian Gish
Corinne Griffith.

Incidentally, at the luncheon Presi-

dent Walter Eberhardt gave retiring

president Glen Allvine a wrist watch on
behalf of the organization, and Mort
Blumenstock gave a talk on behalf of

himself and First National for sending
him to the Coast to write titles.

* * *

Doherty of Fox Staff U cds

Dan Doherty of the Fox publicity staff

and Helene Williams of Brooklyn were
married last Tuesday at St. Rose of

Lima Church, Brooklyn. Cecilia Williams,

sister of the bride, was bridesmdid, and
Robert Maher of the New York Sun was
best man. Twenty-three motion picture

and newspaper friends of Mr. Doherty
gave him a bachelor’s dinner Saturday
night at the Hotel McAlpin, at which G. K.
Rudolph, Fox publicity manager, was
toastmaster.

* * *

Toe Kennedy, president of F. B. O., told

this tale on himself at the luncheon he gave
to Fred Thomson last week:
“In Paris a few weeks ago I called on

the editor of a French motion picture jour-

nal, and after we had discussed conditions

in France and America he asked me for a

photograph, to accompany an article he
was going to write about me. I told him
I was sorry, but I hadn’t any photographs
with me.
“But can you not send to your hotel and

direct your press agent to bring me your
photograph?” the editor said.

“I was obliged to confess that I hadn’t a
press agent with me, either.

The French editor looked at me very sus-

piciously, and then, in an altogether seri-

ous manner, inquired

:

“Monsieur Kennedy—are you really in

the motion picture business?”

Hines Soon to Start New Comedy
The announcement comes from the of-

fices of C. C. Burr, producer of the Johnny
Hines pictures for First National, that the

preliminary arrangements are now under
way for the Hines organization to leave

for the West Coast where the next comedy
on schedule will be produced. Mr. Burr
left New York last week to arrange for

production, and he will be followed by the

comedian and Charles Hines, his director,

October 20.

While there is no definite announcement
regarding a studio, it is understood that

Johnny Hines will make his next picture at

the First National studios at Burbank. It

is declared that no studio, technical, nor

camera staff will be taken to the Coast

from New York, as the Burr-Hines organ-

ization is relying entirely upon the efficient

co-operation of the working forces on the

West Coast.

A ready-made audience of 2,800,000 is

waiting for “The Winning of Barbara
Worth,” Samuel Goldwyn’s forthcoming
Henry King Production, to be distributed

by United Artists Corporation. This claim

is made on the part of A. L. Burt Com-
pany.

Taking time by the forelock, the publish-

ers have issued a splendid photoplay edi-

tion of “The Winning of Barbara Worth,”
the novel being illustrated with scenes from
the picture, which features Ronald Colman
and Vilma Banky.

* * *

(Charley) Hayman who operates three

leading theatres in Niagara Falls, and is

generally recognized as the Beau Brummel
of New York State Motion Picture Thea-
tre Owners, lays claim to a unique distinc-

tion. Inasmuch as his theatres are first-

run houses and located in the heart of the

business section of the city and also because

of the fact that Niagara Falls is the mecca
of the American tourist, Mr. Hayman
proudly boasts that he plays to the most
cosmopolitan audiences in the world.

“They come from all over the world,”

said Mr. Hayman. “From June 1 to No-
vember, Niagara Falls entertains hundreds
of thousands of tourists. The automobile

brings many thousands and the auto camps
are congested from early summer until late

autumn. These auto tourists remain from
two days to two weeks and most of them
spend their evenings at the motion picture

theatres. Cars from every state in the

Pinion and every province in Canada will

be seen in the camps. I’ve personally seen

cars from 20 states parked in the vicinity

of my theatres in one evening.”

Greta Rue with Metro
(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Oct. 12.—Greta Rue, Ger-

man actress, who has made an enviable

record on the Berlin stage, has been added
to the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer stock com-
pany. No announcement of her first screen

role has been made.

Fox Building Plans

Mount to $750,000;

Sales Meet in N. Y.
(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Oct. 12.—The $550,000
building program of Fox Film Corpora-
tion nears completion. The plans have
changed however so that a more ex-
pansive program amounting to $750,000
altogether is now under way.

Winfield R. Sheehan is in New York
where he has been in conference several
days with William F’ox.

James R. Grainger, general sales man-
ager, last week called a number of his

men into New York for sales con-
ferences.

Board of Five to Run
Cuba’s Censor System;

Lenience Is Expected
( Special to the Herald)

WASHINGTON, Oct. 12.—Details con-
cerning the new Cuban censorship on
motion picture films, received by Clarence

J. North, chief of the motion picture sec-

tion of the Department of Commerce this

week, show that a board of five members,
with the Secretary of the Interior as chair-
man and consisting of the chiefs of the
Bureau of Public Order, the Bureau of
Statistics and General Affairs, the Inspector
of Normal Schools and the Assistant
Secretary of the Interior, will be charged
with the work of censoring all local or
imported motion pictures produced for
profit, for sale, rent or exhibition in Cuban
territory.

Some time will elapse, it is indicated,

before the censorship becomes effective, the
Cuban Film Board of Trade having made
representations to the Government with re-

gard to certain points on which it will be
heard before the regulations are drafted.
Reports received by Mr. North indicate the
belief in Cuba that the censorship board’s
functions will be exercised with as little

pressure and expense upon the motion pic-

ture business as possible.

F. Levy, L. Goldberg
Wage War on “Pirates”

(Special to the Herald)

LOUISVILLE, Oct. 12.—Colonel Fred
Levy and Lee Goldberg, president and
secretarv, respectively, of Big Feature
Rights Corporation, with headquarters here,

recently instituted attachment proceedings
against an exchange in Cincinnati that sold
the Bill Cody picture “Love On the Rio
Grande” into their territory, which com-
prises Kentucky and Tennessee.

Big Feature Rights also recently won an
injunction suit in Nashville in a case that

involved the pirating of the picture “Ten
Nights In a Barroom” in the company’s
territory.

Lincoln Grand Opens
(Special to the Herald)

LINCOLN, ILL., Oct. 12.—Matthew
Reinhardt, owner of the Grand theatre

here, has opened the house for the new
season with pictures, vaudeville and road
attractions. William J. Gabel is manager
of the house and the Gabel Amusement
Company will operate it.

Gets De Mille Job
(Special to the Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Oct. 12.—Cecil B.

De Mille has named Mason Lipson pro-

duction manager for “The King of

Kings.”
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Laemmle Greeted by
Industry on Arrival
( Continued from page 29)

rial accomplishments which you have
covered; the big things you have clone

in business and for society must bring

you comfort and satisfaction as the years

go on.

But you have never been in a situa-

tion, believe me I don’t care what your
experiences have been, you have never
been in a situation subjectively where
objectively there was as much brought
to you in real heart tribute as there is

at this moment. To those who are of

your organization and to these of the
committee, which honors itself in this

reception to you, to those of us who
are here—to us, you come back my
friend, in a way different than you
have ever come back to us before.

You have had many homecomings. A
homecoming is a thing in itself that can-
not be treated lightly. The welcome is

significant—the welcome in this situation

is significant, and welcome home is still

the best welcome of all, because that is a

small word of four letters, spoken in a

breath, yet expressive of a world of

pleasure, the quintessence of happiness,
the one and only glimpse of Heaven on
earth accorded us, and Welcome Home is

fine under any circumstances.

But this time, Mr. Laemmle, as you
must sense, you come to us in all your
old relationships, and frankly, you come
to us almost as one coming again from
the Great Beyond. That means very
much to all of us.

This is as sincere a situation as I have
ever seen. It couldn’t be more. Speak-
ing, assuming to speak, for your organ-
ization, voicing words I know are in your
heart of hearts—and they are there—
there must come to you a great happi-
ness to know that those who are your
partners and your friends are glad with
you—love you. What more tribute can
be paid man than that.

And for the reception committee, of
which I have the honor to be chairman,
and from one or two of whom you will

hear, I extend to you audibly some little

measure of that welcome which is in

the heart of all of us, but which cannot
be expressed in words. To adequately
express it is impossible, because there
are situations in which words fail. That
is literally true. This is one of the situa-

tions. With a happiness that is inex-
pressible, with a feeling of joy that is

immeasurable, we, who are your friends
and all of us love you, as do your family,
welcome you back to our midst again and
to our hearts.

Why all this toil for triumphs of an hour,

W hat though we wade in wealth or soar in

fame.
Earth’s highest station ends.

In “here he lies” and “dust to dust”

To close, her noblest song.

Wr
e live in deeds, not ivords.

In thoughts, not breaths, in feelings,

Not in figures on a dial.

We should count time by heart throbs.

He most lives who thinks most, feels the

noblest, acts the best.

Carl Laemmle, that is your record.

And when you have finished the course
and run the race and all is recorded and
all comes out—and this is the experience
of all men—then they will not feel or

say any more than they feel or say of

you today.

We do, my friend, we DO welcome
you. You don’t know how much.

William Fox

I wish that I had at my command the

flow of the English languge that our big

General Hays has, but I haven’t and I am
just an ordinary layman and business

man and cannot express as freely as he
can the thoughts that are in my mind
and in my heart. But to me this occa-

sion and your coming home has a dif-

ferent aspect entirely than it might have
to the great majority of people that are

in this room.
I go back twenty years, not to pic-

tures of today, nor of yesterday nor of

tomorrow, but to those that you used to

make when you were afraid to show
your camera because the Patents Com-
pany would have their detective force

out to be sure you weren’t making any
motion pictures. Those were the days
when real courage was necessary to ulti-

mately bring the motion picture of today
to a successful culmination.

It was during that period, as you recall

clearer and better than any one man in

all the business—because many of those
who now claim to be leaders in our
business were not in the picture busi-

ness at that time—you will recall dis-

tinctly that it was I, and I alone, without

wanting to sing our own praises, who
brought about the final litigatiotf that

broke the Patents Company and allowed
you to throw away the shield of your
camera and make freely what you wanted
to make.
You were the one man with the great-

est courage of all I knew in the picture

business at that time, and for you I have
always had the greatest silent admira-
tion—one I never expressed to you until

this time.

And when I heard you were ill in Lon-
don in a hospital and close to death, I

prayed for you and prayed that God
would spare you and bring you back. He
did. And I extend to vou from the very
depth of my heart cordial welcome home.

Earl V. Hammons
Mr. Laemmle, as you know, I am one

of the young ones in the motion pic-

tures, but ever since I have known you
I have had a very great admiration for

you, and as you know I have met you
any number of times in the past years
on verv friendly relations.

I happened to be in London at the
time you were brought off the boat in a
very serious condition and it gave me a

great sense of pride in going around Lon-
don to see the great interest and the
great anxiety that was displayed in your
condition. It was as though some mem-
ber of the royal family were ill.

The inquiries everyone made about
you—“How is Laemmle today?” “Is Mr.
Laemmle better?” and how your praises

were sung. It crave me a ereat deal of

pride to say I knew you intimately and
join them in wishing your recovery. And
it gives me today wonderful pleasure to

be able to be one of those welcoming
you home.

Carl Laemmle
Mr. Laemmle, at the end of the speech-

making, was so overcome with emotions
that he could scarcely make himself
heard as he briefly thanked the commit-
tee and those present for the splendid
greeting. With tears in his eyes, he
turned to Mr. Hays and said:

“I wish I could say what is in my
heart. I just can’t do it. In the first

place, I never knew how to make a

speech, but what has just happened in

this room is so marvelous that even if

I could make one I couldn’t say anythin^
now. That is the way I feel about it.

I just want to say ‘thank you’ a thou-
sand times, thank you—all of you. You
have given me a few moments that I

shall never forget to my dying day.”

De Forest Honored by
Engineers at Meeting

( Continued from page 31)

extension of possible service commends
them.

“In another few years Hollywood may
well be the art center of the world.

“As the picture is the universal lan-
guage, so will it be written for the uni-
verse.

“This opportunity measures our re-

sponsibility. The progress in motion
pictures has been like an Arabian Nights
story—yet tremendous new develop-
ments are now imminent. And its really
great advancement is not in its commer-
cial growth nor in its artistic progress,
but in its movement as a mighty force in

the lives of the people of the world—
for their amusement, their instruction,
their inspiration, and their understand-
ing.”

Dr. Mees Pledges Co-operation

Active co-operation of the Society
with the M.P.P.D.A. was assured by Dr.
C. E. K. Mees, director of the photo-
graphic research department of the
Eastman company and in the words of
Mr. Hays the recognized world author-
ity on motion picture photography, in

introducing Mr. Hays. Dr. Mees told
of the origin of the Society in 1916, its

aims, its study of the problems of stand-
ardization of apparatus and material, its

work in representing the United States
at the recent International Congress of
Photography in Paris.

Dr. Mees then referred to the address
on “Technical Advance” by Martin J.

Quigley, publisher and editor of Exhib-
itors Herald, delivered at the afternoon
session and printed in last week’s issue.

Dr. Mees said

:

“In an interesting and earnest address
today Mr. Quigley urged that the So-
ciety organize a bureau to which enquir-
ers and especially the nontechnical press
may bring problems on which they de-
sire an authoritative opinion. I ven-
tured to point out in reply some of the
difficulties the establishment of such a
bureau would involve but at the same
time I suggested that the society might
properly undertake to deal with techni-
cal problems submitted, not by individ-

uals, but by organized bodies.

“Your organization, though not men-
tioned at that time, was particularly in

my mind and I believe that I shall have
the support of the membership in gen-
eral in saying that in inviting you here
tonight we wish to assure you of our
desire as a society to be of service to
the Motion Picture Producers and Dis-
tributors Incorporated and our willing-
ness to aid you in any way in connection
with the problems which we have under-
taken to study. We believe that our
interests are identical with yours and
that mutual co-operation between the
two bodies will be of advantage to both
of them.”

Richard A. Rowland, vicepresident and
general manager of First National, was
on the first day’s program for an ad-
dress on “The Speed of Projection in

Films” but Mr. Rowland is in Europe
and his paper was read by J. I. Crabtree,
Eastman Kodak Company.
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65 Castle Films Productions

Offer Diversity for Exhibitor
Sixty-five short features for 1926-27 comprise Castle Films’ testimony to

the faith of President Eugene W. Castle in the world’s recognition of the

short feature as an entertainment necessity. The schedule includes twenty-

six “Short Shots,” twenty-six “Castle Novelties” and thirteen “Music Legends,”

and Mr. Castle, who was in the news field back in the days when Charlie

Chaplin was making two reel comedies for Mutual, has practically completed
the product for 1926-27.

“Short Shots,” built like a news reel

but containing no “date line” news, is

issued twice monthly and is comprised of

material gathered by a staff of veteran
cameramen stationed throughout the
world. A number of them had been
trained by Mr. Castle when he was with
Gaumont for four years and later Pacific

Coast editor for Fox News. The first

release of the one-reel “Short Shots”
played Publix’s Rivoli in New York as a

pre-release and is now being booked in-

to leading circuits.

Day of “Rehashes” Gone
The “Castle Novelties” also one-reel

productions, are ready six months in ad-

vance. The October releases are “So
This is Europe” and “So This is Amer-
ica.”

“The days of ‘rehashes’ and ‘reissues’

are past,” says Mr. Castle, in explaining

why he is producing and distributing sin-

gle reel subjects. He declares that the

exhibitor who invests in a theatre ‘real-

izes that he requires more than a fea-

ture and a comedy to construct what
can actually be called a diversified pro-
_ ,

_ y yygram.
The “Castle Novelties” are issued

every other week. “So This is Amer-
ica,” second release of October and to

be distributed October 22, carries the

audience breezily over the high spots

of America, just as “So This is Europe”
is a rapidfire visit overseas. In the sec-

ond release are pictured the wonders
of Niagara Falls, Yellowstone, Colorado
Rockies, Crater Lake, Valley of the

Yosemite, America’s Riviera, the ..Mon-

terey peninsula, Los Angeles, Apache
trail and Arizona’s Grand Canyon. The
November releases include a one-reel
thriller made in both countries and a

dance reel posed by European artists.

“Music Legends” Split Reels

The “Music Legends,” released month-
ly, are half-reel subjects produced by
Walter Rivers, former member of June
Mathis’ scenario staff. They are com-
plete nature stories with characters. All

are scored for orchestration and music
sheets are provided to all exhibitors
booking them. The October 15 release
is “The Lost Arrow,” Indian subject
made in the Yosemite.

Castle Films has its exchange at 729

Seventh avenue, New York, and branch
exchanges in Detroit and Pittsburgh,

while other territories are served as fol-
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The high place which short features

have attained on Broadway is evinced

by this electric sign calling attention

to The Collegians, comedy series of

Carl Laemmle, Jr. They are Uni-

versal releases.

lows: Northern Illinois and Indiana by
Irving Mandel, Security Pictures, Chi-

cago; Seattle, Butte and Portland, Ore.,

by Jack Lannon of Greater Features,

Seattle; California, Nevada and Arizona

by Floyd St. John of Cooperative Film

Exchange, San Francisco and Los An-
geles; Minnesota by O. S. MacConnell,
Screen Classics Corporation, Minneap-
olis; Ohio and Kentucky by H. A. Lande,
Lande Film Distributing Company,
Cleveland and Cincinnati; Southern New
Jersey and Eastern Pennsylvania by An-
thony Lucchese, Liberty Film Corpora-
tion, Philadelphia; and New England by
Edward A. Golden, Golden Distributing
Company, Boston and New Haven.

Sterns Doubled
Contracts Since

Sepl’ber: Rubel
Contract business on Stern Brothers

Comedies has doubled since September 1,

when the new Stern comedy series were
released, Beno Rubel, secretary of the

Stern Film Corporation, announced last

week in New York. This jump in busi-

ness is unprecedented in the history of the

Stern organization and shows the present
high status of short product, Rubel stated.

“We felt the reaction immediately after

release date,” Mr. Rubel said. “In many
localities, the big first run houses or big

circuits spot booked one or more of these

comedies, for showing early in September.
The extent to which these houses and cir-

cuits have come back after playing the

spot-booked comedies, in order to sign up
for the entire series, or the entire Stern
Brothers product, has been remarkable.
“The exceptional and sudden popularity

of the Buster Brown Comedies last year

has been surpassed by The Newlyweds and
Their Baby series.

“Among the big circuits which are play-

ing our various series this season are the

Publix (South)
;

Publix-Blank (Iowa)
;

Publix (Balaban & Katz), Chicago; U. B.

O. circuit, Loew circuit
;
M. & S. circuit, all

in New York; Saenger, New Orleans;

West Coast Theatre Company, California;

L. & T., Chicago
;
Cooney Brothers, Chi-

cago ; Stanley, Philadelphia ;
F. & R., Min-

neapolis ; T. & D., Jr., San Francisco; Com-
erford, Philadelphia; John Dans, Seattle;

Alexander Frank, Iowa; Texas Amuse-
ment Company, Houston

;
Woodward The-

atre Company, Detroit
;
Hildinger & Co.,

Trenton; Consolidated Amusement Com-
pany, New York; and many others, besides

such important houses as the Capitol and
Warner, New York; Brooklyn Strand; Mc-
Vickers, Chicago; Keith’s Palace, Cleve-

land; Hippodrome. New York; Pantages,

Toronto and Hamilton; Loew’s Montreal;
Publix-Hippodrome, Buffalo

;
American,

Salt Lake City; K-A and St. James, Bos-

ton
;
Strand, Louisville

;
Pantheon, Toledo

;

Metropolitan, Atlanta; Howard, Atlanta;

New Empire, Birmingham; Pantheon, Chi-

cago, and hundreds of others of like im-

portance, as well as innumerable less

houses and circuits.”

Buster and Mary Jane

Score at Garden Party
Buster Brown and Mary Jane were

guests of the Federation of Parents and
Teachers’ Association of Huntington Park,

Calif., when the organization staged a gar-

den party for the children of the city.

Arthur Trimble and Doreen Turner, who
play the Buster and Mary Jane roles in

the Buster Brown Comedies made by Stern

Brothers for Universal release, made per-

sonal appearances.
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Ten Fox Shorts

on October List;

Three Varieties
Ten releases of Fox short features are

on the October program in addition to the

usual Fox News issues—one Animal Com-
edy, two Imperial Comedies, one of the

Married Life of Helen and Warren series,

one of the Van Bibber Comedies, one of

the O. Henry series and three Varieties.

“The Lyin’ Tamer,” featuring Ernie

Shields and Barbara Luddy, is the second

of the new Animal Comedies and was re-

leased October 3. There are eight of these

two-reelers annually, as in the case of the

O. Henry, Helen and Warren and Van
Bibbers.

Imperials ready are “Dizzy Dancers,”
also an October 3 release, and “Honeymoon
Hospital,” set for October 17. Gene Cam-
eron and Jean Lorraine have the leads in

the “Dizzy Dancers,” while Shields and
Miss Luddy are the featured pair in the
other vehicle. There are 20 of these pic-

tures yearly.

The second of the Helen and Warren
1926-27 group, with Allan Forrest playing
the husband, is titled “Back to Mother,”
and will be shown October 24. As usual,
Kathryn Perry is Helen. Forrest returned
to Hollywood to make this comedy after
playing a lead role in “Summer Bach-
elors” at the Fox New York studios.

“Babes in the Jungle” is from the pen
of O. Henrik with Hallam Cooley and Joan
Renee as the leads. Earle Foxe and Flor-
ence Gilbert carry on in their twenty-first
Van Bibber Comedy in “King Bozo.” This
Richard Harding Davis comedy is released
October 10.

The Fox Varieties include “The Austrian
Alps,” October 3; “Maryland My Mary-
land, ’ on the 17th, and “The Great Lakes,”
on the 31st.

C. R. Dippie, Fox
Vancouver Chief,

Was With Mutual
HPRAVELING the wilds of Alberta and
J British Columbia for Mutual in 1915
and 1916 brought C. R. Dippie, Fox branch
manager at Van-
couver, B. C., his

first experience in

the motion picture

field Fie became
manager of Mu-
tual’s Vancouver
office until that

concern folded its

tent. Then he
hopped over t o
the other side and
went into exhibit-

ing, becoming
manager for the

Columbia Theatre
circuit (British c . R . Dippie
Columbia) and
helping to guide the destinies of the eleven

houses until 1920 when the circuit disin-

tegrated.

Mr. Dippie, who by the way is English,
opened an office for Educational in Van-
couver and operated it for two years, after
which he went East and did road work for
F. B. O. and Universal, finally returning
to Vancouver to work for Paramount.
He joined Fox as manager of its Vancou-
ver branch in April, 1926.

The Felix the Cat drawing contest is over and Pat Sullivan, creator of the ani-

mated cartoons released by Educational , and Mrs. Sullivan can safely emerge
from the avalanche of entries. Educational says there were almost 15,000

drawings submitted, and it looks
t
it.

ai n

Pathe Man Who
Covered Florida

Storm Recovers
Ralph Earle, Pathe News cameraman

who was injured in a dash from Miami
to New York with scenes of the devasta-
tion caused by the hurricane which swept
over several Southern states, has been
released from the Murray Hill hospital

in New York. Earle was at Miami when
the hurricane struck, and after shooting
scenes of the disaster made his way to

Jacksonville, where he was picked up
and sent on to New York by airplane,

once being forced down by a* storm.
Mr. Earle did his first camera work for

Pathe News back in 1910 and since that
time he has traveled throughout the
world. He was in Japan when that coun-
try was ravished by earthquake and fire

and shot scenes of that tragedy.
Earle was born in a log cabin in Iowa,

but when a youth went to Chicago and
entered a business college. The adven-
turous life of a cameraman had always
appealed to him and in 1910 he went to

New York and daily camped around the
Pathe News headquarters awaiting a job.

He was assigned to territory in the West,
and South.
During the Florida storm he was cut

off from communication with Emanuel
Cohen, editor of Pathe News, and was
left entirely on his own resources. He
managed to reach Jacksonville and from
there phoned to Mr. Cohen.

Wright Is Supervising

U’s “Collegian” Series

William Lord Wright, in addition to his

task of supervising all Western and serial

productions at Universal, has now acquired
supervision over “The Collegians,” the

series of two-reel Junior Jewels which
Wesley Ruggles is directing.

The stories, written by Carl Laemmle,
Jr., have offered so much material, and
the first three pictures have met with such
enthusiasm that it has been decided to lift

them out of the ordinary “two-reel” class

and consequently, each picture is being
made on a larger scale.

Short
Shots

Castle

Novelties]

+ 26 SHORTS*
All different - MADE,NOTTO
EDUCATE,BUT TO PROVIDE
REAL ENTERTAINMENT

cUou getno re-issues -no rehashes° but -REAL SHORTS

CASTLE FILMS

Northern Illinois and Indiana:

—

Security Pictures Co.
808 South Wabash Ave.

Chicago, 111.

Castle Films Exchange,
10th Floor 729 7th Ave.
New York, N. Y.

Detroit. Pittsburgh:

—

Castle Films.

Cleveland. Cincinnati:

—

Lande Film Exchange.
Philadelphia :—

•

Liberty Film Corp.

Boston. New Haven:

—

Golden Distributing Co.

San Francisco. Los Angeles:

—

Co-Operative Film Exchange.
Seattle. Portland, Butte:

—

Greater Features, Inc.

Minneapolis:
Screen Classics Corp.
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“ The Mona Lisa,” one of the Educational-Romance Productions in Technicolor, features Hedda Hopper and Craufurd
Kent. It was written and directed by Arthur Maude and was inspired by Leonardo da Vinci’s painting, ‘‘Mona Lisa.”

Stunts Show
Theatres Back
Short Product

By JOE WEIL
Director of Exploitation, Universal

T HERE has been so much printed lately

urging the exhibitor to plug his short

features that a few actual photographs

and descriptions of stunts used in connec-

tion with short feature exploitation by real

showmen will mean more than all the

words in the world to make other exhib-

itors get “in the swim.” The best thing

that can be said about boosting the two-
reelers is that we know of no exhibitor who
has ever stopped doing it after he has once
given the idea a fair test.

Manager W. R. Allen, for example, of

the Majestic theatre, Memphis, believes in

reading the press sheets. His entire “Radio
Detective” campaign was based on prac-

tical stunts and tieups contained in this

exhibitor aid. Allen used two twenty-four
sWet cutouts and a banner on his marquee,
and a fine set of photos and posters in his

lobby. Then he tied up a local Boy Scout
troop and staged a parade down the main
street of Memphis. He gave out three

thousand circus heralds. He advertised the

coming of the serial four weeks in advance.
Did the “Radio Detective” go over for

Allen? Ask him!

Many Store Tieups Made

As another case we have the store tieups

arranged by the Omar theatre, Fort Myers,
Fla., for its showing of this same chapter
play. This serial has been one of the most
exploited of episode pictures. As a result

it has been very successful.

Then there is the instance of the “Strings
of Steel” display at the Rialto theatre, Co-
lumbus, Ohio. Manager W. B. Jacoby read
the Universal pressbook on this chapter-
play and duplicated in detail the lobby plan
illustrated therein. A huge compoboard
telephone held the center of interest. Wires
led to two telegraph poles on either side

of the lobby. On telephone wires, stretched
between the two poles, is carried the name
of the serial. He opened to fine business
on account of this display.

Universal is always testing out new ideas
in exploitation before recommending them
to exhibitors. The ballyhoo for Carl
Laemmle, Jr.’s new series, “The Colle-
gians,” made a big hit when it was tried

out on Broadway. As a result it will be
used for a string of first runs around the
country. “Collegians” are going to be heav-
ily exploited by leading showmen because
these men know they are going to bring in

dough

!

The wideawake showman never loses an
opportunity of plugging his short features

to the limit. I have stood by the doors of
B. S. Moss’s Colony theatre on Broadway
when a “Newlyweds and Their Baby” com-
edy was on the bill. A three-sheet easel

board displayed many stills of “Snookums.”
I saw many men and women examine pic-

ture by picture and then walk directly over
to the box office to buy tickets.

I have seen children crowd around
the lobby photographs of Buster Brown
Comedies, pulling and hauling their parents
and urging them to take them in to see

the picture. The long feature didn’t get
their attention at all

!

After a series of comedies is well on its

way the fans are strong for it. It is only
good business sense, then to carry an-
nouncement of the comedy you are showing
in your newspaper ads.

If you are playing to S. R. O. at every
performance you don’t have to advertise
your shorts—or your long feature either.

If you can use more money in your box
office, however, plugging your short fea-

tures is going to help you get it

!

Exhibitors Get
Big Press Book

of Bruy Product
A handsome, eight-page sales manual,

embodying production details of the
complete product which the Bray Studios
will manufacture and market during
1926-1927, has been distributed. Printed
on heavy coated paper in two colors, it

serves two useful purposes; first, as an
auxiliary in the sale of the Bray prod-
uct to exhibitors; and second, as an aid

to exhibitors in the preparation of ad-
vertising and publicity for the Bray
units of service.
The booklet which is now being sent

out to independent exchanges who have
contracted for the distribution of the
Bray product, was printed sufficiently in

advance of the company release dates as
to enable the distributors of Bray prod-
uct to commence selling their product
at once. This desire to aid independent
distributors manifested in the preparation
and publication of the Bray sales man-
ual has been looked upon with great
favor by independent exchangemen
throughout the country.
The cover page of the booklet is de-

voted to a recapitulation of the entire
Bray output, and tells the exhibitor just
what the Bray Studios is releasing this

year. The inside front cover page is

captioned: “The Man Behind the Prod-
uct,” and refers briefly to the activities of

J. R. Bray, president of Bray Produc-
tions, Inc. The balance of the pages in

the booklet is devoted to a description of
the eighty-eight releases which the Bray
Studios will release during the 1926-1927
season.

“Blue Boy 99
Starts

130 Days Booking

In Loew Theatres
“The Blue Boy,” Romance Production

based on Sir Thomas Gainsborough’s paint-
ing of the same title, has just closed a

week’s engagement at the Rivoli on Broad-
way, and now this short feature in Techni-
color, released by Educational, is showing
at Loew’s State, Broadway, and at Loew’s
Metropolitan.
The engagements in the two Loew houses

mark the first in the booking of over 130

days in Loew’s New York theatres. It is

the only two reel subject except one to play
this number of days on this circuit, says
Educational, and David L. Loew, vicepresi-

dent of Loew’s, Inc., writing about this pic-

ture, states that in his opinion it is “surely

worthy of that distinction.”

Featured in the cast of this short fea-

ture, which followed “The Vision,” are

Philippe De Lacy and John Roche.

Hal Roach Favors

Stage TrainingAs

Film Background
That Hal Roach believes in stage train-

ing as a background of screen work is

evidenced in the case of five players who
form the basis of casting for the “star

comedy” Pathe series which he inaugu-

rated.

Jimmy Finlayson, who will play part of

the time in comedies featuring him alone,

was born and reared in Scotland, and as

a boy spent years in European music halls,

traveling troupes and stock companies.

Vivien Oakland was in vaudeville from
childhood and won her name in the field

as a member of the team of Murray and
Oakland. Oliver Hardy started as a boy
soprano on the New York stage, went into

pictures in Florida years ago, and as a

veteran heavy. Martha Sleeper was a child

dancer first and started in pictures while

13 years old. Tyler Brooke was in a num-
ber of New York stage productions before

taking to the screenn.

“Carrie of the Chorus

”

Is Shoivn Without Titles

The fact that Max Fleischer, producer

of the “Carrie of the Chorus” comedies for

Red Seal release, did not depend upon
hokum, but rather upon recognized story

value of these shorts for his laughs was
brought out recently when seven of the

stories were projected for a foreign rep-

resentative without benefit of any titles.
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Cities Require ServiceSmaller
Two-a-Day on
Stage, Screen
at St. Francis

New Policy for San Francisco

Publix House Framed

—

House Opens Soon

SAN FRANCISCO, Oct. 12.—“The
prologues which we will stage in con-

junction with the hig pictures will be

works of immense proportion,” said

Edward B. Baron, general manager
of Publix theatres here, in announc-

ing a change of policy for the Cali-

fornia theatre. “The shows will be
the last word in presentation. To my
knowledge, San Francisco never has

had anything like them.” Big pic-

tures, shown on the two-a-day basis,

will be featured in the house from
this time on. “Beau Geste” will be
the opening picture.

Until recently the Granada and the War-
field were the principal presentation houses
in this city. The California had been fea-

turing first run pictures and Max Dolin’s

fine symphonic orchestra and the St. Fran-
cis had been featuring pictures only. Re-
cently Sid Grauman announced that the

recently formed United Artists Theatres,
which plans a Coast-to-Coast two-a-day
chain, will build in San Francisco. The
St. Francis with its new policy will have
a jump of many months on the new U. A.
house.

House Redecorated

Under the new policy seats at the St.

Francis will be reserved and the two daily

performances will be made elaborate and
refined in every respect. The house has
been closed for some time, undergoing re-

fitting and redecoration. It is expected to

open on the two-a-day about October 22.

Harding Stages Big
Anniversary Show

Lubliner and Tj-inz’ Harding theatre cele-

brates its first anniversary this week with
an elaborate stage bill, and with the UFA
production “Variety” on the screen. Art
Kahn and his novelty orchestra are fea-

tured on the stage.

The Harding opened a year ago and has
been in the money ever since its first week.
It is a link in the Senate-Harding-Belmont
chain, featuring in rotation the stage bands
directed by Art Kahn, Ben Paley and Mark
Fisher.

— Presentation

Concerning the Stage Phase
OF THE FlLMSHOW FROM THE
Viewpoint of the Practical

Showman

—By WILLIAM R. WEAVER =-

MERIT BASIS
DEMONSTRATED
'T'HIS week’s report of the Chicago Cap-

itol presentation, written October 9, in-

cludes mention of one Sammy Snyder,

singer, announced from the stage as

“picked up” by Police Squad 9 and dis-

covered to possess a voice meriting a spot

on the Capitol bill. The report states that

the police department c»uld book the,

young man into practically all of Chicago’s

picture houses and make eyerybody happy.

The Chicago Herald-Examiner for October
1 1 prints a two-column photograph show-
ing Mr. Snyder, flanked by A1 Short of

the Capitol and a police officer, signing a

ten-week contract.

Mr. Snyder’s case pointedly demon-
strates operation of the merit basis which
obtains in presentation. The young man
can sing. This ability is deemed by the

genuinely democratic motion picture audi-

ence to outweigh the circumstances of his

engagement and entitle him without ques-

tion or qualification to the full reward
idealistically held to be that of merit

wherever and however displayed. No
amount of catch-penny, cut-throat leger-

demain brought in from the elder stage-

fields can do much harm to picture houses
while this audience attitude prevails. Au-
diences have a way of having their way.

AGENCIES IN
KEY CENTERS

EXHIBITOR S. B. Johnson points out

the need of booking agencies in cities

selected by picture companies as key cen-

ters for distribution of films. His letter is

published in an adjacent column. Installa-

tion of such agencies is among the natural

developments bound to grow out of pres-

entation unless some unforeseen sweep of

circumstance definitely terminates the

present trade-wide swing to the picture-

presentation policy.

Booking agents have been making efforts

to perfect such service mechanism. For
various reasons, most of these efforts have
been without success. One or two agents

who have analyzed the field and worked
out practical means of serving it are getting-

rich as a result of their good judgment and
it is inevitable, barring the unforseen cir-

cumstances mentioned, that these or others

will build up booking organizations na-

tional in scope and earn several fortunes
in the course of exercising a badly needed
stabilizing influence upon presentation.

Points Need
ofAgents in

Key Centers
Mississippi Exhibitor Predicts

Stabilization of Sources

Supplying Acts

Establishment of presentation sup-

ply sources in key centers used for

film distribution is forecast by S. B.

Johnson, Regent theatre, Cleveland,

Miss., in a letter to this paper.

The letter reads in part as follows

:

“Since the inauguration of the Herald’s
department on Presentation Acts I have
been a very close follower of this serv-

ice, and outside of Newr York, Chicago,
Philadelphia, St. Louis and Kansas City
I find very little mentioned in regard to

the activities of the small town exhib-
itors in this field. Here in the Delta of

the Mississippi a number of exhibitors

are putting on occasional stage shows,
fashion shows and special artists, and
most of them get the money.

Guest Organist Draws

“Last week I played a guest organist
and had one of the best weeks in a long
time. -I paid plenty of money for this

act, but made money and am satisfied.

I hope the day is near when reliable

agents will be established in different

cities where transportation of acts will

not be so expensive and uncertain.

“I would like to see more reports from
other exhibitors on their presentation ac-

tivities. It is very hard at present to

dress an act or prologue or to secure
real artists in the smaller towns, but this

difficulty will no doubt be overcome in

the near future when agencies are estab-

lished in the principal key cities.”

Three More Publix

Theatres Playing

Presentation Acts
(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Oct. 12.—Three more
houses in the Publix chain are using
presentations in conjunction with the
screen bill— Broadway at Newburg,
Stadium at Woonsocket, R. I., and
Stratford at Poughkeepsie. The Stadium
is a new house and is one of the largest

in New England using presentations.
Miriam Lax and the Melody Sextette
opened the house.
These theatres with some independ-
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They’ll Have to

Learn the Field
(Special to the Herald

)

NEW YORK, Oct. 12.—Report
has it that for the winter season
a number of so-called “name” acts
out of vaudeville and productions
will play presentation-picture
theatres. Notable among the new
entrants are Frances White, Mile.
Austine and Margie Coate. Each
of these is good in her line, but
each when in the picture houses
will have to match her talents with
those of such notables as Colleen
Moore, the Misses Talmadge,
Mary Pickford. Corinne Griffith,
Alice Joyce and a few hundred
others. This is a bit of informa-
tion worth remembering, espe-
cially since the work of these
screen personalities are in large
part responsible for the existence
of the theatres in which the stage
“names” will play.

ents recently opened, and others in the
Publix and other chains, have in the last

two months added many weeks to the
total time available for performers play-
ing presentation theatres. No part of
the United States has failed to add its

quota to the picture-presentation thea-
tre total.

N. Y. Commodore
Added to Eastern

Presentation List
(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Oct. 12.—On Sunday
night the Commodore, Mayer and
Schneider house on the East side that
seats about 4,000, opened with a picture
and presentation bill on the full week
basis. Ivan Bankoff and Company with
a band are the opening week attractions
on the stage.

The Commodore is one of several big
neighborhood houses here that are on
the picture and presentation basis." Some
of these houses had been operating on
the straight picture basis, and have
switched to pictures and presentations
because of the demand for the new type
entertainment.

Charles Previn Is

Engaged for Roxy
(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Oct. 12.—Charles Previn,
who recently resigned as conductor at
Skouras Brothers’ Ambassador theatre in

St. Louis, has been announced by S. L.
Rothafel as the conductor of the orchestra
at the new Roxy theatre, which is under
construction.

Moe Glanz Plans to

Open Booking Agency
(Special to the Herald)

PITTSBURGH, Oct. 12.—Moe Glanz,
who for a number of years was with the
Selznick organization, is to open a presen-
tation talent booking agency here soon.
Glanz is well known here. He has had a
varied theatrical career, having been con-
nected with D. W. Griffith, the Loew office

and other organizations.

Chicago Chicago
Week Ending October 10

Nothing spectacular or remarkable about this
show, just the well balanced type of show upon
which the house holds its distinguished clientele.
It ran like this:

Overture: “Force of Destiny0 by pit orchestra
under direction of Adolphe Dumont with operatic
soprano singing a section of it for good returns.

Short Feature Picture, a Bruce scenic from
Educational.

Walter Pontius, long a member of the Chicago
theatre stock company in pre-Publix days and
now billed as “American tenor,” singing a couple
of numbers alongside a grand piano in dressed
up set. Chicago audiences liked Pontius before
and welcomed him back.

Newspicture.
Jesse Crawford at the organ playing “Bar-

celona” like a house afire while an unseen singer
vocalized a chorus, missing some of the words
and confusing others on Monday evening. The
audience isn’t pressed into service to put Craw-
ford’s numbers over and they hit with unvarying
solidity week after week on straight musicianship.

“Lovers in Porcelain,” Publix unit produced
by John Murray Anderson. This unit is perhaps
the nearest approach to original Balaban & Katz
presentation standards this producer has made, is
beautiful and properly brief, but for no visible
reason the crowd didn’t seem to care for it.

Maybe it was just Monday evening apathy, for
certainly the production has merit.
Long Feature Picture, “The Duchess of

Buffalo,” First National.

Chicago Harding
Week Ending October 10

Last week's Harding stage show worked but four
persons and a small ballet in front of the band,
and was better than many lately seen in which
twice that number of performers have worked.
The show was titled “Country Club Follies” and
ran like this

:

Drapes parted on stage in full, band arranged
against platform stage, behind which was a coun-
try club drop. Band opened with “A-Hunting
We Will Go” and segued into “Horses,” on
which Mark Fisher stepped out, swung the stick
through one chorus and then sang one. At the
end of this
Ben Blue, attired in comedy hunting outfit and

carrying a shotgun, came on, followed by a stuffed
skunk. He and Fisher did some comedy business
and then made way for
Vincent O’Donnell, youthful tenor, singing

“Stars,” “I’m on My Way Home” and “Pretty
Kitty Kelly.” The numbers rated in that order
also. In the upper reaches of “Stars” O’Donnell
didn’t do so well. The new Berlin number went
better and “Kitty Kelly” landed solidly. The
latter is the kind of song properly suited to
O’Donnell’s voice and brand of showmanship
and the hit was well merited.

“Sweet Thing” by the band, next number, was
well played and it placed high.

Blue, Fisher and Bob La Salle next did a

Adler and Bradford Strand
, New York.

Albano, Edward—Strand, New York.
Albert, Don, and Orchestra—State, St. Louis.
Ash, Paul, and Band Oriental

, Chicago.
Barrie, Stuart—Ambassador, St. Louis.
Bennington, Charles^-OrienfaZ, Chicago.
Bernie, Ben, and Orchestra Fox

,
Philadelphia.

Blue, Ben Harding
, Chicago.

Carroll, Don— Metropolitan, Los Angeles.
Chadbourne, Mortimer—Oriental, Chicago.
Chantal Sisters Rivoli

, New York.
Claudius and Scarlet—Strand, New York.
Crawford, Jesse—Chicago, Chicago

.

Davis, Charles, and Orchestra—Ohio, Indianapolis.
Delara and Melford State , Los Angeles.
Dell, Delano—Uptown, Chicago.
Detzel, Pete Newman , Kansas City.
Duffy, Walter Capitol , Chicago.
Du Franne, Georges

—

Rivoli , New York.
Dumont, Adolphe, and Orchestra Chicago

,
Chi-

cago.
Edwards, Cliff Uptown , Chicago.
Etting, Ruth Harding, Chicago.
Ferguson, Bernard State, St. Louis.
Fisher, Mark, and Band Harding

,
Chicago.

Friedman, Elizabeth, and Ballet Colonial
, India-

napolis.
Glen Ellyn—Strand^ New York.
Gordon, Bob Ohio , Indianapolis.
Harris, Graham, and Orchestra—Stanley, Philadel-

phia.
Heller, Helene Uptown. Chicago.
Herman, Louis Oriental ,

Chicago.
Hewitt, Helen—State, St. Louis.
Hill, J. R. Newman ,

Kansas City.

Huff, Lester—Apollo. Indianapolis.
Jeanne, Adele

—

Colonial
,

Indianapolis.
Jones, Isham, and Band— Missouri, St. Louis.

Jones, Isham, and Band Wisconsin
,
Milwaukee.

Keates, Henri A. Oriental
,
Chicago.

King, John Newman , Kansas City.

Kopp, Rudolph, and Orchestra W isconsin. Mil-

waukee.
Kornspan. Adolphe, and Orchestra—Fox, Philadel-

phia.

stretch of gagging that was good for more laughs,
after which
La Salle sang “It Don’t Mean Nothin’ to

Me,” sprung a few gags, and then sang “That’s
What I Think of My Mammy,” a “reverse
thought” comedy number that scored. After this
he flung into his dance routine and knocked over
a long rattle of applause.

“Where’d You Get Those Eyes” by the band
with Fisher singing a chorus followed, after
which
Ruth Etting sang “Breezin’ Along” and “Kiss

Your Baby Goodnight,” both with enough effect
to place with an encore, for which she did a
chorus of "After You’re Gone.”
Ben Blue followed with some gags, mugging

and a dance turn that tied the proceedings into
knots for a time. Blue has incorporated some
new material into his act and has dropped some
he used a few weeks ago. His comedy is first
rate and his “nut” eccentric hoofing is topnotch.
To close, the band played “I Said Goodbye to

Trouble,” and the ballet, which had worked in-
termittently farther up on the bill, did a walk
through under parasols.

Fisher’s band has improved since it was last
reported in these columns and now rates well
along toward the top.

Chicago Uptown
Week Ending October 10

This house for the last two weeks has been
giving about the largest show for the money to

be bought in Chicago, featuring a program com-
prising two stage shows. (Bennie Krueger’s band
and a Publix road unit), newsreels, a long fea-
ture and a scenic short feature. Last week's
Publix unit, “Spanish Shawl,” has been reported
in these columns twice previously. The Krueger
show, in which three singles and two teams
worked in front of the band, ran like this:
Drapes parted disclosing the band set against

a garden wall behind which was a college campus
and dormitory drop that has been used in other
B. & K. shows. For an opener the band with
Lorraine and Jordan did a production version of
“Beside a Garden Wall” with a ballet assist near
the end of the number. It was a good opening.

Delano Dell, hoofing comic introduced as Red
Grange, romped on in funny football player’s
getup, made a speech, sang “She Knows Her
Onions” and then stepped. The whole thing was
good for a number of laughs and a fair hand.
Dell was followed by
Helene Heller, singing “Cherie” and “I Never

Knew.” The second number was done in the
fine manner that is so much Miss Heller’s own
that no other singer appearing locally has so far

attempted to duplicate it. The house went for it

and Miss Heller came back for an encore chorus
and could have done more.

George Riley, next up, sang “Oh, Gee,
Georgie,” stepped, unwound a string of gags
about the difficulties of parking a car, and then
sang “Bye, Bye, Blackbird.” The whole turn
was neatly done and it scored. Krueger then
asked all present whether they wished Heller and
Riley to do a duo number. And all did, the two

Krueger, Bennie, and Band—Uptown, Chicago.
Lane, Leota and Lola Fox, Philadelphia.
La Salle, Bob Harding, Chicago.
Lewis, Sammy—Fox, Philadelphia.
“Lovers in Porcelain’’—Chicago, Chicago.
Lyric Quartette—Newman, Kansas City.

Meikel, Edward—Harding, Chicago.
Milo and Winn Capitol , Chicago.
Montani, Pasquale L. Apollo ,

Indianapolis.
Mooney and Churckill

—

Rivoli
, New Y'ork.

Moore and Mitchell—Capitol, Chicago.
Moran and Weiser^—Capitol, Chicago.
Murtagh, Henry B. Rivoli

, New York.
Neville, Dorothy Rivoli

, New York.
O’Donnell, Vincent—Harding, Chicago.
O’Neil Sisters Oriental

,
Chicago.

Peabody, Eddie, and Band—Metropolitan, Los An-
geles.

Perkins, Johnny Oriental
,
Chicago.

Pontius, Walter—Chicago, Chicago.
Raines and Cady—Grand Central

, St. Louis.
Reiser, Alois, and Orchestra Strand

,
New York.

Riano, Reni c --State, Los Angeles.
Riley, George—Uptown, Chicago.
Ritz Quartette—Rivoli, New York.
Rodemich, Gene, and Orchestra—Grand Central ,

St. Louis.
Rose, Irving—Ambassador, St. Louis.
Ross, Joe Uptown , Chicago.
“Seashore Frolics”—Ambassador, St. Louis.
Seidel, Emil, and Orchestra Apollo

,
Indianapolis.

Short, Al, and Band Capitol ,
Chicago.

Silverman, Dave, and Orchestra—Missouri, St. Louis.

Slosser, Milton—Missouri, St. Louis.

Snyder, Sammy Capitol , Chicago.
Stanley Ensemble—Stanley, Philadelphia.
“Sunshine Sammy”—S/afe, Los Angeles.

Talbot, Irvin, and Orchestra—Rivoli, New York.
Taylor, Fred Newman , Kansas City.

Thompson, Floyd, and Orchestra^—Colonial, India-

napolis.
Wheaton, Gladys Strand, New York.
Wolf, Rube, and Band State , Los Angeles.

Wright, Helen

—

Metropolitan , Los Angeles.

Wright, Joe Grand Central , Sf. Louis.

83 Acts Reported in This Issue
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coming on to a reception and singing “Meadow-
lark.” Riley interspersed his part of it with bits

of comedy. It hit.

Krueger and the band followed with “Song of

the Vagabonds,” into which Bennie threw a sax
solo section. After that

Joe Ross, eccentric stepper, did his fast turn
but knocked over less than he has in other shows
in other houses. He was followed by

Cliff Edwards, (Ukulele Ike), who entered to a

reception and excited under house protest after

singing “Susie’s Fellow,” “Elsie Schulzenheimer,”
a travesty on “The Prisoner’s Song” that has the
original down and out, and some others, besides
loosing a string of gags that were better than
most of what is offered on Chicago presentation
stages as comedy.
The finale was the usual band number seem-

ingly hurriedly done with members of the cast
romping here and there with the ballet girls.

Chicago Capitol
Week Ending October 10

Since the last show Friday night ran 70 min-
utes, it is presumed that various acts incorporated
were permitted to go their leisurely limit. They
did, most of them dealing out their full vaude-

ville routine and more. If it wasn't just an un-

official field day for everybody, or for that

matter if it was. AI Short can improve general re-

sults a lot by trimming his acts to their best stuff.

All of those working on this bill, called “In

Greece," had something of merit, but the vaude-

ville error of burying the good stuff under bushels

of blah was permitted.

The show :

Opening: Band in set representing interior of

Greek fruit store playing and kidding, "Yes, We
Have No Bananas,” leading into

"She Knows Her Onions,” sung by banjo
player out of band. Following this, Short en-

tered to announce
"The Merry Widow,” a symphonic arrangement

by Pianist Stocco played as this band plays them.
Then
"The Dancin’ Fool,” whose name sounded like

Elton Rich, and who danced a stageful.

Moore and Mitchell, comedy acrobats and good
ones, using straight vaudeville routine, including

special lyrics for opening, and even dragging in

personal conduct references which have no place

in presentation whether true or fictitious. The
boys have oceans of acrobatic ability and know
how to magnify it by burlesquing it. If they

chop their act to its best three minutes they’ll

click strong in the picture houses.
Walter Duffy, announced as the Borden Milk

Company driver, covering territory bounded by
75th, 79th, Morgan and Loomis streets, singing
"Breezin’ Along With the B’reeze” and "Baby
Face.” This stunt of putting on the boys from
the neighborhood is Short’s own idea and a good
one, so good that somebody in the house, prob-
ably an opposition milk driver, broke out in

noisy objection and had to be shushed. Duffy
isn’t a Caruso, but he sings enough better than
most milkmen sing, especially at 3 a. m., to get

several encores under such circumstances as these.

Milo and Winn were next. They open with
gags, the man doing wop, then he dances, then
more gags, after all of which he gets around to

the harmonica which he really can play and the
girl unimportantlv strums one of those distorted

mandolins for which there aren’t enough names.
The harmonica stuff got an encore and the rest

didn’t matter.
Sammy Snyder was announced here as a young

man "picked up” by Police Squad No. 9 and
discovered to own a voice. Snyder was dressed
like the sort of fellow the squad would pick up,
and carried himself that way, but when he let

loose with "Pal of My Cradle Days,” even the
stars in the Capitol’s dome almost twinkled them-
selves out of their sockets. He did four encore
choruses, apparently knowing no other numbers,
and could have done as many more. If Squad 9

is the set of good-natuied Irishmen most Chicago

Another Two-Act
NEW YORK ACT: How do you get

booked in this man's town?
CHICAGO AGENT : Gotta know the right

folks. Know Balaban & Katz?
ACT: Er—-yes in a way.

1 AGENT: In a way? Who are they?
ACT: Well, I see they're pretty well

billed vrith Paul Ash.

squads are they will book Snyder around the
town and make everybody feel good. When he
sings a song it’s ready for the trunk.
Moran and Weiser, hat throwers, came on here

and knotted proceedings definitely. Their act
doesn’t belong in picture theatres, normally, but
Short is getting by with a lot of acts like that.

The senior member of this act does comedy,
hangs himself if necessary to get laughs, and not
even the palatial surroundings of this theatre
could quench the response to his efforts. A ro-

tund woman customer with one of those dyna-
mite laughs stopped the show and the comic
climbed across half a dozen people to get to her
and pat her cheek. When they get by with this

in picture houses, and panic the crowd by doing
it, they’ve got to be good.
"Me Too” by the band for the close.

Chicago Oriental
Week Ending October 10

Johnny Perkins is still among those present
in the Oriental lineup and still going big in spit£

of his insistence upon stalling with gags between
songs against Paul Ash's undertoned objections.

But last week he got almost through without re-

sort to the suggestive and if the apparent effort

to get by clean is persisted in the rotund young
man may yet develop genuine picture house worth.
He is mentioned at the beginning of this report

for the reason that his one or two lapses into

the indigo, in which it should be recorded he

was encouraged by the giddy young things in the

front rows, were the sole blemishes marring a

knockout presentation.
The thing was called “Jazz Fans" and ran like

this

:

Opening: Street drop with girls lined up at
Oriental box office, as they so persistently do,
Oriental ushers working a couple of good gags
before Ash comes on in street clothes and sug-
gests the standees put on a show of their own.
Perkins is also on in this bit but works clean
and for good laughs. Drop is taken away to
reveal

Band playing “I’d Love to Call You My Sweet-
heart” with Paul Small singing a chorus.

Charles Bennington out of “Dearest Enemy”
at the Illinois theatre and working the Oriental
in makeup used in that show, announced by Ash
as a personal friend stepping into the perform-
ance as a personal favor. Bennington has a
wooden leg but dances as few if any dance with
a complete set of nature’s own. He took three
or four encores and they wanted him never to
leave. If “Dearest Enemy” blows up Ben-
nington can work practically the rest of his life
in Chicago picture houses.

Johnny Perkins singing "So’s Your Old Lady,”
which he s used before, "I Trouble” and "Just a
Bird s Ej^e View of My Old Kentucky Home.”
The second number is a knockout in its class
and the third, announced as a new Ash composi-
tion, shows promise. A plantation production
thing was uncovered on the flying stage to help
boost this number, but music incidental to this
struck awav from the new tune, coming back
for the finish. The melody is a bit too elaborate
to duplicate the "That’s Why I Love You” hit
but maybe the idea, plus the plugging it is sure
to get in the picture houses, will lift it over.
(Three of the music numbers in this presentation
carried the Ash label, but he took the edge off
the plug angle by kidding his "That’s YVhy I
Love You” at the opening.)
O Neil Sisters followed, clowning harmonic de-

livery of "Hello, Aloha” and "Why Don’t You
Leave Me Alone.” The girls took everything
in sight and hearing.

Louis Herman was introduced next as a boy
tenor loaned the house by Cantor Rosenblatt.
Herman has a girlish contralto (soprano in a
pinch) which lacks color probably because of
training for non-theatrical uses. He sang "Cross
My Heart, Mother, I Love You” and "Thinking
of You,” getting the type of hand almost any
juvenile gets in the picture houses but not the
reception accorded Vincent O’Donnell, Arthur
Kluth or similarly able young men working pres-
entation.

"Mary Lou” was the next and closing number,

Helene HELLER^RILEY George
Late Singing-Dancing: Stars of

“Sally, Irene and Mary”

Comedy Singing and Dancing. Not What They do, but

—

WHAT no YOU W ANT
Signed with B. & K., Chicago, Until Nov. 8. This Week TIVOLI, Next Week HARDING

Direction Max Turner, 807 Butler Bldg., Chicago

A NEW SENSATION IN A NEW FIELD

BOB LA SALLE
Singing and Dancing Comedian

Now playing the L. & T. and

B. & K. Circuits in Chicago

Ask Paul Ash about—
ELSIE

MEYERSON
and her

ORIOLETTES
—The only travelling band ever

appearing at the Oriental

PREMIER ATTRACTIONS, Inc.
Telephone Central 6922

1002 Woods Bldg. Chicago

Street Calliope Truck
For Publicity Use

Gratis With All Bookings

IF YOU ARE BOOKED TO PLAY
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER’S

THE MAGICIAN
Do Not Fail to Arrange to Book

RALSTON
And His Novelty Presentation For

This Unusual Picture

STARTLING — BEWILDERING
SPECTACULAR — INSPIRING

Dazzling Equipment, Settings and Costumes

Investigate Now!

JOS. RALSTON
4261 N. 9th St., Philadelphia, Pa.
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played by the band and then featured in an
elaborate three-ply production involving the fly-

ing stages, a wedding, choruses by Mortimer
Chadboume, Louis Herman and an unnamed girl

faded in briefly through a scrim for the ma-
ternal touch.
Henri A. Keates had preceded the stageshow

with another songfest involving use of even the
highly unsanitary “Clear Your Throat” slide.

New York Rivoli
Week Ending October 8

John Murray Anderson offered the presentation
feature, “The Giant Piano,” at the Rivoli last

week.
The bill ran

:

Overture : The Rivoli orchestra under the di-

rection of Irving Talbot played “The Blue Boy”
and as it was played the Educational short fea-

ture, “The Blue Boy,” in colors, was shown on
the screen. It was pleasing and received a nice
hand.
The Ritz Quartette, four young men, offered

popular numbers and received a good hand. The
Rivoli news events followed.
At the organ Henry B. Murtagh brought his

audience together and after considerable joking
with slides and weird organ notes, got them to

sine. “How Manv Times?”
“The Giant Piano” featured a huge grand

piano on full stage. With the keyboard to the
left of the stage the piano was seen from the
side by the audience. The Chantal Sisters, play-
ing “Tarantelle Celebre,” opened the presentation.
They were followed by Dorothy Neville singing
“The Last Rose of Summer.” Miss Neville has
a beautiful voice and held her audience. “Opera
Fantasie” brought the Rivoli orchestra to the
stage. Golden cords lifted the top of the piano
and in a silken lining the orchestra was seen,
the patrons gave the flash a big hand. The next
offering, “O Paradiso” was presented by George
DuFranne, tenor, accompanied by the orchestra
and the Chantal Sisters. Following this the
Chantal Sisters played “Scherzo.” A dance by
Mooney and Churchill was run off with this
“Ave Marie” was the finale. The top of the
piano was dropped and set on the drops above
the piano was a large painting of “The Angelus.”
As the number was played the picture was lighted
and revealed Dorothy Neville and DuFranne sing-
ing the song. The Chantal Sisters were again
at the piano and the Rivoli String Ensemble ac-
companied them. The audience accorded the
show a better reception than it has accorded
many others in recent weeks.

New York Strand
Week Ending October 9

There is no doubt that the Strand is finding
many new patrons directly through Josenh Plunk-
ett's stage offerings, as they hold enough interest

to make them almost the whole show. The pro-
gram for last week ran

:

Strand symphony orchestra under the direction
of Alois Reiser played “Tannhauser” for the
overture. This was followed by a news reel.

Next was Joseph Plunkett’s Strand “Frolic,”
presented in three parts.
“My Lady of the Slipper” was first. This

opened with Gladys Wheaton, soprano, singing
a number while a large silver slipper in the cen-
ter of the stage was opened by Ted Bradford
and disclosed Fay Adler. Offering dance num-
bers, this team, Adler and Bradford, won the
house. It is the first New York appearance of
this team, and judging by receptions at the
Strand they should develop into a leading presen-
tation feature.
“Yasmin.” Opening in one, Edward Albano,

barytone, offered this number. He was dressed
in the Hindu costume and when half way through
the number walked to the side of the stage.
Then curtains drew and Glenn Ellyn and the
Strand ballet corps were presented in an effective
dance number.
“The Call of the Sixties,” introducing Dane

Claudius and Lillian Scarlet, followed.
%
Before

a colonial home drop and attired in crinoline
costumes, this team offered the popular song
numbers of the sixties on banojs. “The Little
Brown Jug,” “Dixie,” “Susanna” and other old
popular numbers were presented. The house
drop was worked with a scrim effect and with
some of the numbers the Strand ballet was seen
dancing in the background.

Los Angeles Met
Week Ending October 8

Publix Theatres presented Eddie Peabody in
“Purple and Gold Revue,” at the Metropolitan
last week. The bill had come bright and clever
spo.g *n it and ran as follows:
Peabody and band opened the show with a

special operatic composition which got across all

right.

Don Carroll next sang “B'ecause I Love You.”
and did the chorus for an encore.
Peabody played the “Poet and Peasant” over-

ture on the banjo. It is evident that patrons
liked his banjo jazz playing best.

Helen Wright, delightful of voice and personal-
ity, sang a number in Italian. Excellent ap-
plause resulted.

Working one of those little electric trams seen
around railroad stations, the next act consisted
of the tram pulling a low trailer out in center
stage. On the trailer two pianos were set op-
posite each other. Peabody played one and the
band piano player the other. They exchanged
places and then the tram moved off stage. Ap-
plause fair.

Peabody with banjo granted requests for two
numbers, “Mary Lou,” and “St. Louis Blues."

For the finale, “Most Of All I Want Your
Love,” was played, while in a big vase at each
side of the stage as well as in three suspended
from the loft, beautiful girls were revealed. Au-
tomatic stage moved back and down disclosing
bronze dancers on stairs who performed back
and forth in semi-Grecian acrobatic steps.

Los Angeles State
Week Ending October 8

Loew's State presented Rube Wolf and band in

a Fanchon and Marco “idea,” “Bluebeard’s Eighth
Wife,” last week. It was beautiful, but was
marred by the work of Riano. The settings were
lavish and pleasing to the eye. The bill ran as

follows

:

Rube Wolf and band opened the show with an
oriental number which was long and tiresome
and got weak applause.

Lanore Delara and Jack Melford put across a
pleasing dance number which won a nice hand.
Wolf and band played a hot number called

“The Sugar Foot Stomp.”
Sunshine Sammy of “Our Gang” comedies

teamed up with another colored boy in songs,
monologue and buck dancing. Sammy has real

ability and went over like a million dollars.

Tremendous applause for them.
“That Night in Araby,” was sung by Oscar

Taylor and the band member had to sing the
chorus for a deserved encore.
Next came the feature presentation with Renie

Riano which displeased patrons although the idea

was worthy. The stage setting consisted of a

castle effect with windows above and below. The
roof sill was occupied by orchestra members wear-
ing turbans. After the theme of “Bluebeard’s
Eighth Wife” was presented the entire company
came on for the finale. In each window a cur-

tain shot up disclosing a beautiful girl. The
beauty of the effect gained a burst of applause.

Philadelphia Stanley
Week Ending October 9

Due to the length of the long feature picture,

“Men of Steel,” the surrounding acts at the

Stanley theatre last week were eliminated, with

the exception of a prologue entitled “Men of

Steel.”
The Stanley symphony orchestra, with Graham

Harris conducting, played Ponchielli’s “Dance of

the Hours” in its usual creditable manner. Dur-
ing the playing of the overture there was a

beautiful display of light painting on a curtain

of metallic lustre.

An appropriate prologue entitled “Men of Steel”

was well staged by the Stanley staff. Grouped
against a back drop showing glowing furnaces,
the Stanley Ensemble of 20 voices sang the

chorus “Steel” very effectively.

Next week an elaborate “Frolic” will be staged
at the Stanley.

Philadelphia Fox
Week Ending October 8

The Fox theatre orchestra, led by Adolphe
Kornspan, presented the overture from “II

Guarany” and Sarasate’s “Gypsy Airs.” Morris
Braun played the violin solo “Gypsy Airs” effiec-

tively but the Fox orchestra seemed to consider
volume of sound the criterion of good playing

Ben Bernie and his jazz orchestra entertained

for a second and final week in a novelty radio

presentation. The members of the orchestra were
at first hidden by a semi-transparent curtain
showing a twilight scene. As the lights on the

stage appeared they were seen dimly as through
a mist in the scene on the drop curtain. Bernie
conducted in his inimitable manner, gesticulating

with his bow and violin. “Scheherezade,” which
was played last week, was repeated. He was ably
assisted by Leota and Lola Lane, exponents of

the latest vogue in Broadwav musical revues.
They sang “Baby Face,” “Hello Aloha”

_
and

“Whi c*1e Awav Your Blues.” Sammy Lewis of

the “Music Box Revue” did some clever tap
dancing. His Oxford bags are very broad and
his facial expression adds greatly to the unique
dancing.

St. Louis Ambassador
Week Ending October 8

Paul Oscard's “Seashore Frolics,” Publix bath-
ing beauty pageant produced in New York, was
the stage attraction at Skouras Brothers’ Ambassa-
dor. the week ending October 8.

This stage turn was not up to the standard of
some other Publix shows that have played St.
Louis, but please those who delight in bare-
legged revelry. It had an especially pretty para-
sol ballet. On the whole it could be termed fair
entertainment.

Stuart Barrie at the organ did a special selec-

tion in which he lauded members of the St. Louis
Cardinals. Play by play accounts of world
series games were also given at the theatre.

Irving Rose, the new orchestra leader, of the
Ambassador, offered as his initial selection Of-
fenbach’s “Orpheus.”

St. Louis Grand Central
Week Ending October 8

The stage presentation at the Grand Central
the week ending October 8 was labeled “Genesky
Rodemichovitch and His Merry Maniacovics in
Russian Jazzsky.” Rodemich and his players were
dressed like Russian Cossacks. It was the jazziest
jazz put on in this jazz palace for some weeks.

Joe Wright was big in his solo song and piano
numbers, while Raines and Cady, who looked very
picturesque in their quaint Russian costumes,
crooned several folk songs and danced appropri-
ately.

St. Louis Missouri
Week Ending October 8

Isham Jones and his orchestra, holding over
for another and final week at the Missouri, tbe
week ending October 8, went over very big with a
new program. If anything it was more pleasing
than the previous week's offering. And that’s
saying a whale of a lot.

Jones’ program was an offering of popular
pieces discriminately selected and artistically
played, with just enough comedy to spice up
the bill. It was the sort of attraction that has
made this, orchestra such a popular attraction.
Dave Silverman and his Missouri symphony or-

chestra offered as their overture selection, “Gems
from Favorite Composers,” Milton Slosser at the
organ pressed out, “The Sing Is the Thing.”

St. Louis State
Week Ending October 8

A colorful stage fantasy, “An Artist’s Dream,”
was arranged by Don Albert and his orchestra as
a prologue for “La Boheme,” the long feature
picture at Loew's State, the week ending Octo-
ber 8.

The stage turn featured Helen Hewitt and
Bernard Ferguson, supported by a Municipal
Opera chorus. It was very pretty and was pleas-
ingly enacted. The music by Albert’s men was
excellent.

Indianapolis Ohio
Week Ending October 9

Continuing their musical journey around the
world, Charlie Davis and his orchestra last week
were “In Spain.” They played an unusually
diverting program of Spanish numbers, with sev-
eral novelties interpolated. Bob Gordon, organ-
ist, played and sang “Kentucky Lullaby,” in addi-
tion to his accompaniment for the long feature
picture “Diplomacy.”

Indianapolis Apollo
Week Ending October 9

As a special musical feature for the week,
Pacqunle L. Montani, harpist of this city, and
well known to local music fans, played a return
engagement and presented a program of charm
and beauty. Other music was presented by Emfl
Seidel and his orchestra and bv Lester Huff in an
organ feature, “Rose Colored Glasses.”

Indianapolis Colonial
Week Ending October 9

Elizabeth Friedman and her “Elida Ballet”
staged an elaborate attraction at this house last

week. The act presented in two scenes that
were original and beautiful. Six attractive girls

form the personnel of the act and present a
groun of songs and character dances. The fea-
tured performer is Adele Jeanne, a graceful and
talented dancer whose oriental number forms the
climax of the presentation. The act is an enter-
taining one and the dance selections are well
taken. The dancers know their stuff and their
reception by the audience was good.

Floyd Thompson’s singing orchestra was heard
in special numbers with Bob Jones as soloist.

Kansas City Newman
Week Ending October 9

“Minstrel Memories” are just that. All one re-

members of a minstrel show is vividly recalled.

After allowing due credit for splendid settings,

costumes and other merits of the act, there is

just one criticism one can offer. If the dialogue
is intended for memories of minstrel jokes, then
there can be no criticism, but if it is intended
for 1926 humor it must be admitted that the

jokes are just ten years late in arriving.

Fred Taylor, as the interloctor, would not be
easy to surpass, while Pete Detzel and John King
owe no apologies to any end men of the minstrel
regime. J. R. Hill is an exceptionally good
barytone, and the Lyric Quartette finds it diffi-

cult to get off the stage because of applause.
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THE THEATRE
0^4j)e.partment ofPractical Showmanship

Exhibitors’

SLOGAN CLEARING HOUSE
A Department Where Exhibitors May Register Slogans Used

by Their Theatres to Prevent Their Duplication and to

Aid Others in Selecting Good “Selling Lines”

“VISIT THE PRETTIEST LITTLE THEATRE IN SHEBOY-
GAN.” —Louis C. Shimon, Uptown, Sheboygan, Wis.

“MORE FOR 20c THAN 20c EVER BOUGHT.”
—Louis C. Shimon, Uptown, Sheboygan, Wis.

“EVERY PATRON AN HONORED GUEST.”
—Clark Munson, The Robey Theatres, Spencer, W. Va.

“THE PRIDE OF ROANOKE COUNTY.”
—Clark Munson, The Robey Theatres, Spencer, W. Va.

“IF IT’S A GOOD PICTURE THE EAGLE WILL SHOW IT.”

—N. M. Emmons, Eagle Theatre, Eagle River, Wis.

“THE HOUSE OF GOOD PICTURES.”
—N. M. Emmons, Eagle Theatre, Eagle River, Wis.

“MECCA OF THE DELTA’S AMUSEMENT SEEKERS.”
—S. B. Johnson, Regent Theatre, Cleveland, Ohio.

Emmons, Clark, Johnson
Register Theatre Slogans

Each Testifies Shimon’s Idea for “Slogan Clearing House” Is

Useful—Department’s Success Assured

Theatre owners and managers sponsoring the suggestion of Louis
Shimon of Sheboygan, Wis., for a “Slogan Clearing House” enthusiastically

assure the “Herald” that the department is due for success.

Clark Munson of The Robey Theatres, Spencer, W. Va., registers his

slogan and says the idea is a good one.

N. M. Emmons of the Eagle theatre, Eagle River, Wis., enters the list

and says his slogan has brought him patrons where he knows of definite

cases of its influence.

Another entry is S. B. Johnson, Regent theatre, Cleveland, Miss.

Copy Service

For Exhibitor

House Organs

House organ or newspaper
publication rights to this copy
is granted exhibitors by the

'‘Herald” herewith.

THANKSGIVING

SWIMMING the channel is hard work.
Swimming the Atlantic would be

worse. But it wouldn’t be much worse
in summer weather than coming across
the Atlantic in one of those abbreviated
vessels the Pilgrims used in 1620.

You see 306 years ago transportation
was not quite up to the modern methods
employed nowadays. If the wind was
kind, today we might go sailing but if

it did not come up there was hard going.
If it came too furiously—and we were
in the middle of the sea—the sharks
would have dinner tonight.

Such were the difficulties of the people
who came to our shores after dissenting
from the Church of England. They were
truthfully Pilgrims—Pilgrims seeking
religious freedom. And America was
founded by Pilgrims of this and other
kinds. There were Pilgrims seeking
economical freedom, intellectual free-

dom and political freedom.
America with these great classes has

become the peer of the world in enter-
prise. Not the least of its leadership
is in the establishment of the motion
picture industry to provide its people
with entertainment of the finest kind.

That is the entertainment you see at our
theatre.

HALLOWE’EN
P UN’KIN heads grinning and masked
-*• faces poking in your door. No doubt
but what night it is ! It’s Hallowe’en.
There are ticktaks. There are hedge ap-

ples with their thud at the doorstep. Horns
and tin cans are heard in the night air.

What atmosphere America has for its

revelry

!

And what atmosphere America has for

its other forms of entertainment! No
other country in the world boasts of thea-

tres with atmosphere and entertainment
like ours.

Cornhusking Bees to

Replace Fiddlers Contests

Old time fiddler contests in New York
state may be replaced this fall by corn-
husking bees. The first of these is to be
tried out this month at the Strand theatre
in Carthage, N. Y., with cash prizes for
the winners. Each contestant is to be given
100 ears of corn and the husking will take
place on the stage. There will also be a

$5 prize for the biggest pumpkin.

The four slogans which have been
registered so far appear in the columns
of this issue.

Others will come in at various times,

there is little doubt.

Munson has written a letter to the
department in which he says: “The
slogan clearing house is a good idea, and
a slogan, if conscientiously lived up to
soon comes to mean just what it says
to patrons.

“Enclosed is our signature cut two
columns size, and we sometimes use the
phrase ‘The Pride of Roane County’
underneath the cut.”

Mr. Emmons writes: “I think Mr.
Shimon’s idea of a slogan column is

a very good one. Here are some that I

have used:

“When I bought the theatre I adopted

the following: ‘The House of Good Pic-
tures’ which I used in my ads and weekly
programs. Later I used another ‘If It’s

a good Picture the Eagle Will Show It.’

Which I have found very effective and
know of many instances when people in

town have refused to go to some other
city to see a picture as they felt sure
they could see it at the Eagle within a
reasonable time. I tried to live up to
that slogan as you know by reporting
98 pictures shown of the 104 best accord-
ing to your compilation made in 1925.

I later showed two more making a total

of 100.”

Lyric Under Improvement
BOONEVILLE, MO.—The Lyric theatre here,

a Universal house, has been closed for alterations.

Changes of floor elevation, new seats, new drapes
and other improvements are on the alteration
schedule.
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Pulliam Finds It Pays
to Give Children Parties

/ANE of the best business getters for the
k-' family theatre is a Saturday matinee

for children, according to P. T. Pulliam,

manager of the St. Clair theatre, in In-

dianapolis. A stunt which was begun about

a year ago and has had time to prove itself,

and started merely as a “good will” meas-
ure more for advertising purposes than

anything else, has proved a moneymaker
from the attendance point of view.

The idea of having a Saturday matinee

for the kids probably is not so new, but

Mr. Pulliam has a flock of tricks in the

bag which draw business and keep these

kids his friends.

In the first place these matinees are for

children—no one else. The admission price

is 15 cents per copy. The show, which is

more a party than a show, lasts from 2

o’clock until 5. The mothers many times

bring their youngsters and put them in the

show and then have plenty of time for a

shopping tour in the downtown district.

They know none of the children will be

permitted out of the building until the show
is over. Sufficient attendants are on hand
to man the rest rooms and the mothers are

given to understand their youngsters are

safe.

As the children enter the theatre, each is

given a souvenir, the compliments of the

theatre. Perhaps it is a popcorn ball, per-

haps a bag of cracker-jack, perhaps a five

cent bar of candy. Each week the menu
is varied, but in each instance the retail

value of the souvenir is five cents.

Mr. Pulliam markets in the downtown
jobbing houses for suitable souvenirs and
the wholesale cost is not great.

Gifts of All Kinds

Now, inside one of these souvenirs is a

special prize ticket. The youngster who
finds this in his particular piece, gets a real

prize. Mr. Pulliam takes him out during

the show—or it perhaps is a her—and per-

mits picking a real present. He has given

away all kinds of kids toys found in drug,
toy and hardware stores. Wagons, dolls,

roller skates, air-guns, stilts, skooters, pedal
kiddy cars, two-wheel skooters, in fact any-
thing that could appeal to the childish de-
sire.

This is one performance Mr. Pulliam
presides over himself. Perhaps there is a
specialty act, a motion picture of particular
interest to children, a comic reel, perhaps
some fables and the like. He does not stint

the show. Then they have amateurs. He
will get up on the stage and ask what the
children want to do. Perhaps they want to
dance. He will call for volunteers to get
up on the stage and show the others how
to dance. Perhaps some want to sing.

They are taken to the stage and given their
opportunity. His main function is to keep
them amused for three hours and he volun-
teers the information that children are
easiest amused of all his customers.

Show Itself Pays

Does it pay? That eventually is the big
question. The value of the good will is

not easily estimated. It, naturally, is valu-
able. But the show itself pays. When a

neighborhood house pays for a matinee
during the summer months, it is doing well.

The St. Clair theatre played to capacity

houses all during the summer. With the
approach of fall, it is necessary to turn
them away. When the stunt first started,

perhaps two or three hundred came. But
word of mouth advertising got busy. Each
week the crowds grew until now the 1,500

seats in the theatre are crowded.

When asked about the muss all the “eats”

caused on the floor and in the seats, Mr.
Pulliam said, “If you are going to get along
with children and their parents, you must
pay no attention to the havoc they create in

the way of paper, sticky fingers and the

like. Janitors are to clean all that up. Let
the janitors worry about that. The main
thing to remember is the children must have
a good time.”

Girls in the Minneapolis office of Producers Distributing Corporation don deco-
rated smocks to advertise “It’s Morgan Month.” The stunt was arranged by
Cecil Maberry, district manager, and Eddie Lipson, local manager.

The Picture
THAT HAS THRILLED BROADWAY FOR MAN7

MONTHS—IS HERE AT LAST!

A woi'H of beauty and power mark this startling ro-

mance of the World War which i3 played against the

bockground cf the colorful Mediterranean.

alluring mysterious

I

Mare Nostrum
BEAUTIFUL ARTISTIC

One of the most thrilling pictures ever shown. Thcr°

are a i thousand exciting moments—the sinking of a
submarine,; the beauty and the octopus; the mo‘t

beautiful wojnan in Europe facing the filing squad

—

then, finally, this Btory of love that counted no cost,

moves to a climax seldom equalled on the screen.

This fascinating Sea Picture had a premier showiug at

the Victory theatre in Denver the second week of August.

All of the Denver theatres would like to show it, but the

first-run contract is so binding, none of them can get it

until Novcmbei.

Why can I show this Big Speoial now ? Because Metro-

GcldvyyirMayer admired uy supreme nerve in even ask-

ing for a “first-run" to give my patrons a treat when both

they and I knew there was not a ghost of a show for me
to make a dollar on it! They mebme half way and gave

me the use of the films two nights for the price of one.

After nine months continual showing this picture is

still filling the big New York houses at an admission

price of Two Dollars. Think of the 'difference between

that and what you pay here! You will see it at the

Casino DeLuxe,
For Only

I IlLDRGN-^er- AOUs*S-50c—

i

j

i

i

!

i

!

i

i

i

i

!

i

t

lues. Eve. Septal. Wed. Eve. Sept. 22
j

“Harv” Isbell, of Kiowa, Col., presents
the above ad to show that although
theatre ad copy may be ordered one
way it is set up by the printer in an-
other way. Despite the errors in
composition the ad for the Metro film
takes on good appearance.

“Young April”

Exploited with

Plane Wedding
Frances Wilson, daughter of a Canton,

Ohio, merchant provided the idea of an
airplane wedding and her fiance, Wade
Plummer, Okayed the plan which re-
sulted in a good publicity stunt for the
P. D. C. picture, “Young April,” show-
ing at the Valentine theatre, in Canton.

On a visit to Cleveland she saw
“Young April” at Keith’s Palace theatre.
This picture features an escape of a
bride and groom in an airplane, and Miss
Wilson decided that she wanted to be
the first airplane bride from her state.

They communicated with W. H. Sim-
mons of the Cleveland branch of Pro-
ducers Distributing Corp., and he agreed
to make the necessary arrangements.
Pilot Perry Lloyd and his plane were
engaged. Then came a hunt for a

clergyman or justice of the peace who
would consent to perform the ceremony
under such unusual conditions. Finally,
Donald Smith, a justice of the peace, was
induced to officiate.

The plane hopped off from Sherrick
Field in Canton, and after a brief flight

Pilot Lloyd circled over the Square
while the ceremony was performed.
People fought for the flowers dropped
from the plane by the bride. After the

ceremony, the plane returned to Sher-
rick Field, the whole affair being con-
ducted without the slightest mishap.

Cleveland and Canton merchants sent

many presents to the bride and groom,
including a large number of articles

which will be of service when the young
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MetroLaunchesBigPlan to

Publicize “Fire Brigade 99

Automobile Starts for Fire Chiefs' Convention to Show Early

Prints of Film—Hoover to Welcome Car

The start of the “fire run” of a Los Angeles fire chief car from that city

to New Orleans carrying “rushes” of “The Fire Brigade” to the annual con-
vention of fire chiefs have been made, and Metro last week started a gigantic

campaign to exploit the picture.

Year Already Consumed in Shooting

One year has already been consumed in filming the story and shooting in

many cities is still under way where pictures are being made of local fire

departments on runs and firemen in drill.

Wade Plummer and Frances Wilson
were married in an airplane as a part
of the P. D. C. stunt exploiting
“Young April,” Valentine theatre.

Canton, Ohio.

couple begin housekeeping. Mr. Plum-
mer’s employers gave him a check for

$100. Wedding gifts and autographed
photographs have been received by the

young couple from Joseph Schildkraut,

Bessie Love and Rudolph Schildkraut

who are featured in “Young April.”

The newspapers of Cleveland and
cities in the vicinity of Canton went to

the story strong, many giving it first

page display.

Uses Tent Marquee
for F. B. O. Circus

Film in Ottawa
A touch of color was added to the front

of the Imperial theatre, Ottawa, for the

presentation of “Bigger Than Barnum’s”
during the week of September 20 by Man-
ager J. T. Moxley through the erection of

a circus tent marquee over the entrance to

the theatre. The canvas marquee bore wide
red stripes in circus style. The decoration,

though inexpensive, made quite a change in

the appearance of the theatre.

The departure last week of the big Pack-
ard Six “preview car” carrying the prints

of the picture from Los Angeles was made
a huge civic affair in that city. Practically

the entire fire department of the city par-

ticipated in the ceremonies, as did Mayor
Cryer, Louis B. Mayer, head of the big

Culver City studios, Hunt Stromberg, Wil-
liam Nigh and members of the cast in-

cluding Charlie Ray, May McAvoy and
others. A parade ushered the car on the

first leg of its journey, with Fire Chief
Scott driving the preview car the first 50

miles. Similar receptions will be accorded
the car enroute to New Orleans in all

cities along the line, as well as from New
Orleans to New York, where the first pub-
lic showing of the production takes place.

In every instance the car will be met on
the outskirts of each city by fird engines,

hook-and-ladders and other apparatus,

which will speed behind the car to the

city hall, where civic ceremonies will be
staged. Thus a spectacular entrance to

every city will be accorded the preview
car.

Fire and police departments, Kiwanis
and Rotary Club members, boy scouts,

school children, mayors, governors and
other civic and federal officials will par-
ticipate in the demonstrations accorded the

preview car in cities along the line of the

run. In each instance huge public celebra-

tions will be staged under the supervision
of the fire chiefs and M. G. M. branch
office managers and exploitation men. Re-
ports from a number of cities bring the
news that half-holidays will be declared
to honor this movement on the part of
the fire chiefs of the country to raise funds
for fire prevention work from part of the

profits of “The Fire Brigade.”

Hoover to Greet Car

The arrival in New Orleans of the M.
G. M. car carrying the preview print will

be one of the highlights of the fire chiefs’

convention, and the entire city is co-oper-
atmg in an effort to make its reception
there the outstanding affair of the entire
run. Shop whistles, fire engine sirens and
bells and church chimes will herald the
arrival of the car here. The entire body
of fire chiefs in convention will turn out
in a huge parade to welcome the car, as
will various departments of the city.

Among those who will participate in the

New Orleans convention ceremonies will

be Secretary Hoover, Louis B. Mayer,
mayors and fire chiefs of this district, Hunt
Stromberg, May McAvoy, governors of
different states, Bert Woodruff, who plays

the part of the old chief in “The Fire

Brigade,” California State Fire Marshal
Jay Stevens and others.

Plans now completed indicate that the

arrival in each city of the M. G. M. fire

car will make this cross country run the

most spectacular exploitation stunt of its

kind ever attempted. The cause of the

fire chief and the fireman is one that

brings the ready response of every person

in federal, civic, social and club life, and
the gigantic receptions to be given the

cross country run of the fire car in every

city are receiving the wholehearted support

of every individual approached on the mat-

ter.

The cross country run of the M. G. M.
automobile from Los Angeles to New Or-

leans is under the management of Pete

Smith, publicity director at the studios.

From New Orleans to New York and sub-

sequent runs will be under the charge of

Howard Dietz, director of publicity and

advertising, assisted by William Ferguson,

exploitation manager.

IpSWilF s3f
—

IjF-f it $ ‘
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Ben F. Caldwell, art director, executed the panel decoration under the supervision of Ace Berry, general manager of Circle
theatre, Indianapolis, when the theatre celebrated its 10th aniversary August 29. Billing for the First National him, “Men
of Steel,” at right was for the attraction on the coming week’s bill.
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Pathe Ends a “ready” market for its Elm, “The Fighting Marine” since Gene Tun-
ney wears the champion’s belt. The picture will show at the Ambassador, Chi-
cago, with a feature comedy, newsreel and two or three acts of vaudeville.

Roehmheld Author
of Music Series

in Alhambra News
Beginning with the next issue of the

Alhambra News, which is published weekly

by the management of the Alhambra thea-
tre, Milwaukee, a series of articles will be
run concerning the individuals who compose
an orchestra and their functions as part of
the ensemble. The series will be written by
Edgar Roemheld, cellist soloist of the Al-
hambra orchestra.

Mr. Roemheld will describe the instru-

ments necessary to produce the tonal effect

of an orchestra, so that patrons may have
a clearer understanding of the duties, the
responsibilities and the labor that is neces-
sary to create and develop an orchestral en-
semble.
The saying regarding musicians that their

“work is play” will be refuted in the series,

and the reverse of the saying that theii

“playing is work” will be shown.

What Showmen
Are Doing to

Get Business

A phototype survey of current

exhibitor business effort, with

pictures upon the accompany-
ing pages.

CIRCLE ANNIVERSARY HELD
WITH LOBBY EXPLOITATION
The Theatre

:

Exhibitors Herald.

We are enclosing photographs of two
art panels which we used in either end of

our outer lobby during our tenth anni-

versary week celebration, the week of Au-
gust 29.

They were executed by Ben F. Caldwell,

art director, under the direction of Ace
Berry, general manager.
We thought you might care to use them

in your columns. As they are inexpen-
sive but very attractive to the eye, they
should recommend themselves to other ex-
hibitors.

—W. H. Deppermann, House Manager,
Circle, Indianapolis.

October 1, 1926.

Rowley’s Fire Is

Basis for Big Ad
Stunt for Picture

Jack Rowley’s “come back” spirit re-

vealed itself upon the destruction of his

Royal theatre, Laredo, Tex., and in the
days immediately following the fire.

Other theatre men have lost theatres

by fire and learned that that agency of

destruction is likewise an agency of ex-

ploitation. Rowley had profited by the

experiences of others and was equal to

the occasion.
Big audiences had watched the per-

formances of “Ella Cinders,” First Na-
tional film, for three days. Twenty min-
utes after the close of the last perform-
ance the $100,000 building was in a mass
of flames.

It is a coincidence that the front of the

building which with the side walls was
all that remained, carried the last large

painted sign that advertised Colleen
Moore’s picture. Manager Jack Rowley
had put in hard work boosting the First

National picture in numerous ways—on
the screens of both the Royal and the

Strand theatres, on billboards, by hand-
bills and heralds, lithographs of various

sizes and an original handpainted sign

four by six feet, the latter bearing the

words “Colleen Moore in Ella Cinders,”

while in the center in flaring red letters ap-
peared the words, “She’s Here.”
This sign occupied the central main

entrance to the theatre for two days, and
on the last day of the showing of “Ella

Cinders” it was supplemented with a

handpainted sign advertising “The New
Commandment.”

TO GUIDE YOU IN

SELECTING YOUR
ENTERTAINMENT Gem Theatre News CHOOSE THE PICTURES

THAT APPEAL TO YOU.
THEN SEE THEM I
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MASTER IMPERSONATES DEAD
SERVANT IN “OFF THE HIGHWAY”

Next Week
For next Monday and Tues-

day the Gem will offer Rich-

ard Barthelmess in his latest

First National picture, “The

Amateur Gentleman.” On Wed-
nesday Leatrice Joy in “The
Cling'ng Vine.” Thursday and

Friday will bring “The Un-

known Soldier,” and Saturday

Rod La Rocque in “Brave-

heart."

NEW ALASKA
IS PICTURED

Fox Farming Shown In

“Rocking Moon," Here
Saturday

One of the most novel photoplays

seen here in many months is “Rock-

ing Moon,” booked for showing at

the Gem Saturday Filmed in Alaska

it is distinctive in that it presents

new Alaska to the screen—a land of

flowers and sunshine rather than ic

and snow A view of the famous Men-

denhall Glacier is shown.

The story of "Rocking Moon"
deals with the efforts of a gritty

girl engaged in fox farming to out-

wit a band of thieves headed by the

man who poses as her sweetheart
until his perfidy is discovered. There
are thrilling scenes and much relish-

able comedy.

Lilyan Tashman in the featured
role presents a new Lilyan to her ad-

mirers. She is no longer the “catty”
vampire creature, but a typical

American girl of the outdoors and
her work is splendid. John Bowers,
who appears opposite her, gives a
finished performance. Rockliffe Fel-

lows, Luke Cosgrave, Eugene Pal-

lette, Laska Winter and Evelyn Sel-

bie acquit themselves splendidly.

Fasoinating Story and Power-
ful Drama In Gem’s Fea-
ture For Thursday and

Friday

‘Off the Highway” is to be
shown at the Gem Thursday and
Friday.

Following close on the heels of

such pictures as “The Volga Boat-
man” and “Three Faces East” the

management feels that it is bringing
another attraction that ranks with

the best in “Off the Highway.”
It is a story that fairly fascinates

one from the beginning. An old

money-mad bachelor has

friends and inspires none but bitter

feelings in his relations. By reason
of the very marked resemblance be-

tween the old man and his servant,
the miser is able, upon the death of
the latter, to assume his disguise

and watch, unnoticed, the reactions

of those to whom he will some, day
leave his wealth.

Then there is the young artist and
the girl he loves.

Their love for each other temper-
ed by sacrifice and adversity, leads

them unharmed over quagmires of
life that would destroy a less endur-
ing Sffection.

'Through poverty, injustice, dis-

couragement they cling to each other
with a divine surety that neither
hunger nor death matter if they
may be permitted to starve or die
together Their story has something
of the fragrance and the delicacy
of an old fashioned bouquet. It car-
ries you along with it through all its

joys and heart-breaks to a sweet
sad finish that might almost be
termed insirational,

William V. Mong plays the dual
role with rare artistry and is very
capably supported by Marguerite De
La Motte and John Bowers who, as
the young lovers, give brilliant per-
formances. The rest of the cast,

truly all stars, helps measurably to
make this picture one of the most de-
lightful of the present season.

A Big One!
Critics claim that “The Un-

known Soldier,” to be shown
here October 7-8, is one of the
most powerfully dramatic, sto-

res of the World War ever
filmed, in that it is so realistic

in showing the bitter, tragic

effects wrought by warfare.
It has an ending that will as-

tound the most calloused thea-
tre-goer.

“DICK” DOES
FINE ACTING

Old England Brought To
Life In “Amateur

Gentleman”

Richard Barthelmess, one of the

screen’s most versatile stars, will ap-

pear at the Gem Monday and Tues-

day in “The Amateur Gentleman,”

based on the story by Jeffery Farnol

and affords the star many opportu-
nities to display his acting ability.

Dick is dressed in the highly ro-

mantic costumes of the Regency

period in the England of 1817. The

story teems with adventure, romance

and color. The characters move and

act just as they did, or should have,

in the picturesque period when
George the Third gave up the Scep-
tre and his brother became Prince
Regent.

Early in the picture Diok engages
in fistcuffs with his father, the ex-

champion pugilist of England, and
from there on the story moves fast

to an absorbing climax, which con-
tains a steeplechase, several thrill-

ing battles and a remarkably dramat-
ic situation wherein the hero proves
himself a gentleman of the first

water.

There’s nothing second rate about Gem Theatre News, but it comes from a theatre
in the heart of the Kentucky hills. Gem theatre, Pineville, Ky. Eldrid Fisher,
super de luxe advertising man, starts a house organ built like a newspaper.
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LEWIS STONE
PLAYS CHIEF
PICTURE ROLE Jteatretfews

AN AMAZING
TALE OF LOVE
AND LOVERS !

VOL. 1—NO. 1 “The Show Place of Indiana ”—Week Beginning Sunday, October 3, 1926.

Tells ofDon Juan’s Three Nights
EXPOSED BYVALET’S C“Love 'Em and Leave ’Em,” Says Aged Sheik

[

DIARY, AGED SHEIK

FALLS UNDER BLADE

OF BOYSWORDSMAN

Ci 1 Breaks Love Pact With

Arade, Pianist and

Notorious Duellist

FIGHT COMES AFTER
THREE-NIGHT PARTY

“Youth Must be Served,”
Laments 45-Year-Old

Heart-Breaker

(A First. National Pitlure

)

MUSICIAN QUIT COLD,
SAY CLOSE FRIENDS

Police Suspect Other
Woman—Other “Women"

Says Arade

Courted and the toast of roy-

alty, the Idol of thousands, and
known . as an International

Rpmgo^....Johann

Arade,' world fa-

mous pianist, has

met his Nemesis,
having been
spurned by Ni-
ne 1 1 e Cavallar
16-year-old girl,

after a hectic
three-night party

This startling disclosure was
made public with the publica-
tion of the diary of Lippi,
Aride's valet,' in one of the
most startling sequences of
"Don Juan’s Three Nights,"
which is to be shown at the
Circle Theatre next week

STOLAREVSKY WILL

PLAY ADAM’S SCORE

“If I Were 1008” Is

Conductor’s Nexi
Overture

Arade

Colorful and filled with
rich melodies, "If I Were
King" will be the overture
played by the Circle Symphonic
Orchestra under the direction
of Stolarevsky Adam is the
coinposei

NOVELTY STRESSED IN

ADDITIONAL FEATURES

Circle Chats Is a Laugh
Reel Devoted to

Current Humor
A novelty subject in which

the latest developments in pho-
tography' are stressed and the
Circle Chats are other features

I
on the program

DESSA BYRD SAYS—

“SING IF YOU WISH”

Circle Organist to Play

“For IVIy Sweetheart”
as Her Solo

Playing one of her own inim-
itable "sing” songs, Dessa Byrd,
concert organist at the Circle
theatre, has asked her audience,
to join In singing "For my
Sweetheart,” which Miss Byrd
is to present as her organo-
logue

VISIT EVERY CORNER
OF WORLD FOR NEWS

No spot in the entire world
is omitted from the route of the
Circle Cameraman who se-

cures the vivid photographic
record of life which is present-
ed on the screen in the Ani-
mated Circle News, an Impor
tant weekly program feature at

tie CiTcle

TELL VIVID STORY IN

PICTURES AT CIRCLE

WEEK OCTOBER 3RD

WITH LEWIS' STONE

PLAYING BIG ROLE

Others in Cast Include
Shirley Mason, Myrtle

Steadman and Mal-

colm MacGregor

A First National Picture

From the Story by

Ludwig Biro

Lewis Stone leads the cast of
players wha portray the princi-

pal roles in “Don Juan's Three
Nights,” at the
Circle, the week
beginning Sun-
day, October 3

Others in impor-
tant parts are
Myrtle Steadman

I

Shirley Mason
Malcolm M £ c-

Gregor and Kalla
Pasha

This fascinating picture was
adapted from the novel by

Ludwig Biro Clara Beranger
wrote the screen play JohD
Francis Dillon was director

“DON JUAN’S THREE

NIGHTS” AI CIRCLE

Week of October 3

Lewis Slone in «nnt in the

role of Johann Arade, t»

sophisticate of Interna
tionai repute In “Don
.mnv'H Three KightN,”
which Is shown ai the
Circle the week of Oc-
tober 8

Circle Theatre, Indianapolis, wins the honors! Apparently torn from the front
page of a newspaper the ad for ‘‘Don Juan’s Three Nights” First National film,
plays up all the features on the bill of the Circle theatre. W. H. Deppermann
contributes the ad and he who is house manager probably is author of the ad
although his letter does not say.

Circle and Berry or Deppermaim
Win “Herald” Honors in Ad Contest

Whether it is Ace Berry or W. H. Deppermann who won the HeraLd
Honor Ad contest this week it’s hard to say. Both gentlemen are in
executive positions at the Circle theatre, Indianapolis, Berry being general
manager and Deppermann being house manager—and the Circle ad wins

!

A. letter from Deppermann accompanying the ad does not fix responsi-
bility upon any individual so it must be concluded that the honor goes to
the Circle theatre, one of the finest theatres in the Marion County town.

The ad is unique in the category of
newspaper ads. It probably stood out
in the newspaper’s pages like a black
cat in a snowbank.
The ad appears to have been a section

torn from the front page of a very
newsy newspaper. Each “story” sensa-
tionally announces a feature on the bill

with the major story devoted to the
major feature, First National’s “Don
Juan’s Three Nights.”

The ad wins because it had the appeal
to sell patrons the idea of seeing the
show and because it was composed in

a way that made itself read.

Deppermann’s letter follows:

Gentlemen:

We are enclosing a proof of the ad
we used during the showing of John

Francis Dillon’s new production “Don
Juan’s Three Nights.”
As you will notice, it plays up the

sensational aspect of the picture and
devotes a separate story to each of the
features of our program.

W. H. DEPPERMANN,
House Manager, Circle Theatre,

Indianapolis, Ind.

Court Names Jackson
Receiver of Theatre

(Special to :he Herald)

PAWHUSKA, OKLA., Oct. 12.—The
county court has named Albert Jackson
receiver and manager of the Constantine
theatre.

The new Key theatre was opened at

Wewoka, Okla., recently.

This rollicking

comedy analyzes

flappers and
sheik s— not to

shock you but to

make you laugh !

J.G.BACHMANN

Directed by ALBERT KELLEY

With

EDITH ROBERTS

HARLAND TUCKER

RICHARD TUCKER

MARTHA MATTOX

GRACE CARLYLE

Flaming

youth and

a gloomy
reformer

in an

uproarious

farce

that’s

six reels

audience joy I

Preferred
Pictures

Sole Foreign Distributors: HiTER-OCEAHFILM CORP.
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on Pictures
THIS department contains news, information and gossip on current productions. It aims to supply

service which will assist the exhibitor in keeping in touch with developments in connection with
pictures and picture personalities—and what these are doing at the box office. No prophecies on the
entertainment value of pictures are made. Opinions expressed are simply those of the author or of

his contributors and the reader is requested to consider them only as such.—EDITOR’S NOTE.

ANNIVERSARIES

A NNIVERSARIES of one sort or an-

other are celebrated so assiduously in this

industry as to render them almost mean-

ingless. The Tenth Anniversary of this pa-

per’s “What the Picture Did for Me” de-

partment stands out, however, as an event

of utmost significance.

Official celebration of this event is planned

for a subsequent issue, but the statement

that incompleted count of exhibitors’ re-

ports printed in that department since its

inception indicates a probable total exceed-

ing 135,000 admits of unofficial advance

comment here. This figure means that the

urge to inform other exhibitors of box
office experience with current film attrac-

tions has been sufficiently strong in 135,000

instances to make theatreowners perform
the operations involved in writing a report

and mailing it to the “Herald” for publi-

cation. If reports average twenty words
each, a conservative figure, a tome running

to 2,700,000 words would be required to

make available in complete form the box
office record of the past decade to which
the trade has had weekly access during its

compilation.

What a book that would be.

What a record it is.

Since its inauguration, “What the Picture

Did for Me” has foretold production de-

velopments without error. It has shown,
and at times when all other signs indicated

otherwise, that motion pictures inevitably

conform to public demands made manifest

in box office reaction.

This single virtue of the service, by no
means its greatest one, would make its

Tenth Anniversary an event of trade wdde
significance. It combines wdth other vir-

tues more or less well known and slated

for definite analysis in the approaching
celebration ceremonies to prove “What the

Picture Did for Me” the greatest construc-

tive force at work for the betterment of

the industry.

“MEN OF STEEL”

T1

i HERE is nothing graceful or pretty

about a steam crane conveying a flaming

ingot from open hearth to forge, but the

spectacle is impressive. There is nothing

graceful about “Men of Steel,” and perhaps

this crudity shared by picture and subject

matter is the production’s chief asset. At

This Week
Anniversaries

“Men of Steel

”

“The Ace of Cads

”

"The Duchess of Buffalo

”

"Men of Purpose

”

"The Great Deception

”

“Wife Shy

”

A Pair of Strips

A Confession

"Rolling Home”

"The Wise Guy”

“Variety”

"Aloma”

“Ladies at Play”

“Syncopating Sue”

“Assorted Nuts”

“The Lily”

“Men of the Night

”

Wise Guys Prefer Brunettes”

“Young April”

any rate, Men of Steel is big, impressive
drama. An exhibitor reporting it to this

week’s installment of “What the Picture Did
for Me” estimates it more effectively and
infinitely more authentically than this re-

porter could describe it if he wrote his
head off.

The story is many-sided and involved. It

deals with emotions and incidents of mag-
nitude. It is wholly clean. There is an
adequate amount of comedy. The action

moves by starts and spurts, with pauses here

and there in apparently wrong places, much
as the aforementioned steam crane moves

along its momentous way. As stated, this

aspect of the production seems to give it

strength.

Milton Sills has precisely the right things

to do as the steel worker who educates

himself and applies overall technique to

frock coat situations. Doris Kenyon is har-

moniously capable as the young woman
propelling him along the upward path. May
Allison’s acting lends logic to an illogical

characterization. George Fawcett and Frank

Currier are the competent veterans assigned

the roles carrying comedy relief.

Earl Hudson is credited with the produc-

tion, and early box office returns indicate

that credited is the correct word.

“ACE OF CADS”

A DOLPHE MENJOU is adequate rea-

son for any motion picture. Alice Joyce is

equally adequate reason. Both are in “The
Ace of Cads,” and it would be practically

impossible to make a really bad picture with

these leads.

Michael Arlen’s name is given as author

of the thing, and it’s one of those London
stories that end in a London fog after much
conversation between well dressed men and

women. Menjou is the cad, of course, a

dragged in caption supplying the title of the

picture, and of course he is shown to be

nothing of the sort. Miss Joyce is the

woman he wanted to marry in the first

place, but didn’t until the last for good

reason. Both are superb, as they usually

are, regardless of the things they are made
to do.

The picture is admirably staged and di-

rected. Its story is somewhat different and

interesting enough in its cumbrous way
to hold attention through the few and well

scattered stretches in which neither Menjou
nor Joyce appear. It is clean.

“DUCHESS OF BUFFALO

”

(Constance talmadge in “The

Duchess of Buffalo” is advertised by the

Chicago theatre as “better than ‘Her Sister

from Paris’.” That is not exaggeration.

The new picture is about as funny as the

old one and much less likely to be scissored

by censors and other more or less con-

scientious objectors to mirth’s merry cause.

It is very funny film, the sort of thing Miss

Talmadge used to do when the First Na-
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tional trade mark was new in the industry

and this star was among those nailing it

to the prow of the boat.

This is a wild young yarn about the

Russia that was, or is supposed to have

been, and Miss Talmadge is cast as one of

those American dancers who used to go

over there and make the imperial ballet

stars look like washwomen. That’s as near

as the story attempts to approach realism

and is near enough for the comic purposes

involved. The dancer loves a soldier whose

superior loves the dancer, and out of this

situation comes military desertion, marital

impersonation and several barrels of laugh-

ter, not to mention beltbreaking captions

and a happy ending.

Tullio Carminati, whom you’ll remember
as of “The Bat,” is the young soldier and

a new leading man for casting directors to

write contracts for. Edward Martindel, re-

cently awarded principal’s spurs won by

faithful and protracted toil, is the superior

officer and approximately perfect in the

role. Chester Conklin is a hotel keeper

whose comedy dominates the picture dur-

ing the stretch in which he figures. Sidney

A. Franklin, who seems to have directed

all or nearly all of Miss Talmadge’s pic-

tures, does as well with this one as he has

done with any, and how well that is.

“MEN OF PURPOSE

”

ORGES POST of the American Legion

is sponsoring exhibition of official war pic-

tures at the Randolph theatre under the

title of “Men of Purpose.” On a very rainy

Tuesday afternoon the theatre was well

filled. On a chilly Wednesday evening

there was a waiting line in front of the box

office. The Randolph is next door to the

Oriental, and no attraction in recent months

has accomplished this feat.

“Men of Purpose” is, of course, a cine-

matic record of what happened over there.

It is not prettied up for delicate appetites.

The dead lie where they fall and the facial

expressions of the great cast that enacted

the melodrama are not the ones we see in

our most authentic Hollywood warfare.

There are subtitles giving essential data and

marshaling the pictured events in more or

less orderly array, but the scenes photo-

graphed by men who in many instances

paid their lives for them are as the shell

rocked camera caught them.

A recruiting officer is on duty at the thea-

tre, hut no knot of eager boys surrounds

him. The audience within is composed
chiefly of silent men, who comment ex-

pertly and in low voices upon incidents pic-

tured. On the right two white haired men
and an aged woman sit in hushed contem-

plation of a screen obviously bringing them

enlightenment denied in the tragedy so

remote as to seem genuine only by reason

of its endurance. On the left and in the

row ahead two Boy Scouts in uniform sit

in silent, respectful study of what goes on.

Some pacifist organization or other sought

to prevent the exhibition of these pictures.

No pacifist organization ever advanced an

argument against war remotely comparable

to these views. The pictures tell what hap-

pened, the good and the bad. Slight cap-

tiernal effort to create drama is made, and

this slight effort is ignored. Every citizen

of this and every nation should see “Men
of Purpose” and every similar collection of

official war pictures, not for such purposes

as make fools of anti-military and pro-mili-

tary advocates alike, but for the common-
sense purpose of learning what took place

in Europe between 1914 and 1918.

“GREAT DECEPTION”

PJL ERHAPS one should not step from the

Randolph theatre and “Men of Purpose”

to the Oriental theatre next door and “The

Great Deception,” even if one permits some

thirty hours to elapse between the visits,

as this reporter did. “The Great Deception”

is what used to be called a spy picture and

no doubt is much better than the ones made
in the era when that was their classification,

but the polished aspect of the fiction pic-

ture clashes sharply with the rough realism

of the official films projected upon the ad-

jacent screen.

“The Great Deception” is one practiced

by an Englishman for the purpose of pre-

serving the unity of the allied nations in

the conflict. Ben Lyon is the Englishman.

Aileen Pringle is the girl, an American girl

if memory serves in that wholly unimportant

and captionally alterable detail, whom In-

dues not take into his confidence and who
takes him into the jaws of death therefor

with the best of intentions. Sam Hardy,

whose enactment of Wallingford for Para-

mount is one of the memorable perform-

ances of picturedom, seems out of place

but is very funny as Lyon’s aid in various

adventures. Basil Rathbone, if my record

does not err as to name, is the sleek villain

who kinks proceedings to precipitate dis-

aster at necessary intervals. Howard Higgin

directed the picture, and nothing’s wrong

with that aspect of it.

England and Germany are plainly named
as the nations involved, other parties to

both sides of the big argument coming in

for occasional mention. Lyon, as the young

Englishman apparently serving both govern-

ments in secret service capacity, flies back

and forth between London and Berlin on

missions pertaining to a cipher code keying

an all important treaty. The villain makes

the same journey by submarine. Eventually

everybody gets to Berlin, almost everybody

is to be executed at midnight, and then the

(scape is worked out in a burst of melo-

drama brilliant enough to banish thoughts

of plausibility. The night battle between

planes in this section of the film is a pure

triumph.

‘WIFE SHY”

J^OBBY VERNON, for many years one

of this reporter’s favorite comedians, makes

all previous efforts seem target practice for

his work in “Wife Shy.” Here Vernon has

a tight little yarn compactly stocked with

incidents in which he performs with a deft

certainty and precision unmatched by any-

thing he has done before.

It is much too good a story to synopsize

and much too good a comedy to miss. If

you aren’t among those exhibitors who use

Mr. Vernon’s comedies, drop in on the op-

position when he plays this one and give it

a look.

A PAIR OF STRIPS

A
/ \ PAIR of strips worth seeing—cartoon

comedies would be called strips if they ap-

peared in newspapers—is composed of

Pathe’s “The Phoney Express” and Educa-

tional’s “Felix Misses His Swiss.” In the

Educational strip Felix plays a roll of Swiss

cheese upon an automatic piano and in the

Pathe strip a goodnatured kidding is admin-

istered to the well known and successful

production the title paraphrases.

This reporter has been inspecting pictures

some twenty years, for purposes ranging

from booking selection to criticism, and he

does not recall seeing a really bad cartoon

comedy in all that time. Some years ago

the animation was inferior and the strips

were pretty long, but the stuff was good

even then. In view of this history, perhaps

there is no substantial gain to be had by

writing praiseful comment of successive of-

ferings witnessed. The practice will be con-

tinued, however.

A CONFESSION

T
1 HE above paragraph completing the

chronicle of this reporter’s theatregoing the

week past, he will make way now for other

“Herald” men who have seen pictures and

written about them. Each time this reporter

arrives at this point in his column he won-

ders just what moves him to parade his own
observations first and in bold type and, find-

ing no good motive, concludes that it must

be just a matter of having first crack at the

nice white paper and possessing a deeply

regretted fondness for spreading himself all

over it. The arrangement seems to have

but one service virtue; it makes it easy for

readers who don’t care for his stuff to find

the end of it at once and jump to the

observations of writers less grievously ad-

dicted to the use of words.—T. O. SERV-
ICE.

“13 OLLING HOME,” starring Reginald
-*-V Denny, struck me as the best of four

pictures I had put down on my “ought to

see as a matter of record” list last week.
All were good entertainment, well worth the

trouble and slight expense of seeing. Being
near-suburbanite, I prefer taking my enter-

tainment a little late and a little more con-
veniently in neighborhood houses.

At the rate Denny has been going in his

last three appearances, it seems as if the

place left by the late Wallace Reid in the

light comedy field is going to be filled. At
the State, a neighborhood house on the ex-
treme west end of Chicago, the theatre was
packed with Denny fans.

“Rolling Home” is frothy stuff with the

same story which has been worked a hun-
dred times, and I hope will be worked an-
other hundred. It’s comedy with just

enough of a hint of the serious to make
everyone glad things turn out all right.

When I say that I preferred it in a group
of four including “Variety,” “The Wise
Guy” and “Aloma of the South Seas,” I am
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taking in considerable territory and prob-
ably inviting an argument.

* * *

Life, I believe it was, said “The Wise
Guy” just misses being one of the great
pictures of all times. It is good entertain-

ment. “Variety” has been toasted so gen-
erally that any added comment would be
superfluous. Both are drama. Being a
tired business man, I prefer the lighter

stuff for entertainment.

“The Wise Guy” is along the lines of
“The Miracle Man” and well made. James
Kirkwood and Betty Compson appear in the
lights but it . seemed to me that Mary Astor
came dangerously near stealing the show
from both of them.
“Variety” is a finished picture—a won-

derful piece of acting and direction. It

gives one a new faith in pictures to see the
way this story is unfolded.

j}:

When I looked at “Aloma of the South
Seas,” I was in much the same frame of
mind as most people are when they go to

see Red Grange in “One Minute to Play.”
I was attracted to the theatre by the prom-
ise of seeing Gilda Gray in person and the
picture was merely incidental. Just as most
people expected Grange to “flop” as an ac-
tor, I expected Gilda to be a disappoint-
ment. But like Grange, she is a pleasant
and a big surprise.

Gilda in person was a big disappoint-
ment, but Gilda and Percy Marmont in

“Aloma of the South Seas” provide good
entertainment. The picture is photographed
against beautiful backgrounds and compares
with any of the South Sea pictures that
have yet reached the screen.—E. S. Clif-
ford.

'X'HIS is surely the day of the gag man.
I have' seen two pictures recently—

-

“Ladies at Play” and “Syncopating Sue”—

•

which depend almost entirely on gags to

put them over. And while it is true bits

of humor were injected into both through
subtitles which had no connection whatever
with the action, they apparently were the
high spots of the pictures. ..Thus I say this

is the day of the gag man.
In Corinne Griffith’s picture, “Syncopat-

ing Sue,” from an original story by Adel-
aide Heilbron, the gagman, Ralph Spence,
ran riot. Such sallies as “Love is like apple
pie—a little crust and a lot of applesauce,”
and “People who live in glass houses
shouldn’t throw parties,” went over big at

a ureview I attended at Santa Monica,
Calif.

In the case of “Ladies at Play,” which
features Doris Kenyon and Lloyd Hughes,
the titles and wise-cracks saved the pic-

ture. Director A1 Green wasn’t given much
of a story to work with but turned out a
fairly entertaining bit of nonsense. At
least he kept the action at a high pitch and
at a Hollywood preview house the crowds
just rocked with laughter.

“Ladies at Play” concerns a will and a
lot of property left to a young lady who
has to marry within a certain time—three
days—and her husband to be has to meet
the approval of two -severe old maids.
There is the usual scramble to find a hus-
band, the downfall of the two maiden
aunts over too much “sarsaparilla soda
water” and the ultimate engagement of the
bashful mail clerk and the girl.

}*C
jfc

In the other production Miss Griffith

plays the role of a song plugger in a
Broadway music shop, falls in love with a
trap drummer and gets him to desert Paul
Blackman’s band just as it is sailing for
Europe Rockcliffe Fellowes plays the
“heavy” role ooposite Miss Griffith and Tom
Moore the part of the musician who wins
her love. There is a drinking scene in this
that is very funny.
While Miss Griffith’s work resembles her

performance in “Classified,” the direction

is a decided improvement over that picture.

Many unique touches are shown by Director
Richard Wallace, and bits of business which
make this picture distinctive. Where he has
two persons carrying on a conversation, he
shows one in full view with just a hand of
the other projected into the picture. There
is a watery finish to “Sue,” not like “Mare
Nostrum” however, but a very funny finish.

* * *

One Arvid E. Gillstrom has shown that a
director who knows his business can put
over several ideas as well in two reels as
in six or seven. I have just seen “As-
sorted Nuts,” one of the “Bill Grimm’s
Progress” series, and with few exceptions
have I enjoyed any comedy, either long or
short, as much as this one.

Director Gillstrom times his stuff to get
over an idea and then jumps to another se-

quence, keeping an audience keyed up to
the last foot. A1 Cooke, Kit Guard and
Margaret Morris carry the brunt of the ac-
tion, with Grant Withers and others lend-
ing able assistance.

—

Ray Murray.

("'ONSTANCE TALMADGE doesn’t get
going really well until the latter part

of the picture, but after that the comedy is

there and she puts the story over with a
lot of good laughs, growing louder until the
picture ends.
The picture could have been made that

way or it could have been made a melo-
dramatic thing that some would have
gloated over and others would have turned
up their noses to see. The name of the
picture is “The Duchess of Buffalo.”

Constance, not being a Duchess of any
kind but rather being a dancer from
Elmyra or Greencastle or some other Yan-
kee town, lacks proper respect for Russian
nobility and almost wrecks a Duke.
Burlesque on the idiosyncracies of Rus-

sian life plays into the hands of Miss Tal-
madge as she saves the villainous noble
from the clutches of his jealous spouse and
simultaneously saves her dragoon from los-

ing his neck. Franklyn could if he tried

put more American audience appeal into

the early stretches of the picture, but it

may have been that he figured that part of
the picture could be sold in Russia.

* ^ *

In the Fox picture, “The Lily,” Victor
Schertzinger has invoked a remarkable
amount of artistic effect without jeopardiz-
ing the commercial value of the picture.

Starting with Belle Bennett to build the
cast around, he has had that advantage to

work on. He has not lost sight of it and
has utilized Miss Bennett’s charm and talent

to the enhancement of the film.

The picture divides itself into several
“chapters” which appear in the production
as distinct units. That is rarely obvious in

the finished production and is as commend-
able as it is worthwhile.

Faults that appear in the film are con-
trary to the “guess” Mae Tinee made a few
days ago when she ill-humoredly wrote in

the Chicago Tribune that direction of the
picture was the cause for its faults ; the di-

rection has not only been beyond the ordi-
nary but it has clothed the story’s weak-
nesses with glorified robes minimizing the

inferiority and obscuring the errors.

—

Douglas Hodges.

\IALLIES of silhouette and shadow pho-
v tography are evidenced in “Men of the
Night,” directed by A1 Rogell for Sterling
with Sam Landers, A.S.C., at the camera.
From the starting scene, with the police
flashlights cutting the murkv night in the
search for the two crooks, through the pic-

turizing of the second robbery and escape,
Rogell has centered the action in a high-
powered and judicious play of black and
white. Even in the police room scene
where the third degree is applied to the
aged woman, innocent accomplice of the
crooks, the melodramatic is well displayed

by light and shade, though of course this

third degree material is used and abused
many times in a year’s run of productions.
While Herbert Rawlinson apparently is

supposed to head the cast, Gareth Hughes
occupies the limelight far more than Raw-
linson and indeed to better advantage des-
pite a tendency toward monotony of the
hangdog expression that his part calls for.

And though Wanda Hawley is listed ahead
of Lucy Beaumont, Miss Hawley’s part is

practically negligible. In fact, Miss Beau-
mont almost should take the title as she
certainly does take the action. She has .the

role of Mrs. Abbott, the “mother” of the
robber pair. Then there is Jay Hunt with
an inconsequential role. Mathilde Brund-
age completes the cast.

The fight between the crooks (the small
pawn-crook played by Hughes and the
large king-crook by Rawlinson) is both
good and not so good. Hughes does some
vivid tumbling into corners under the
blows of his adversary, but it is rather dif-

ficult to match up the two instances of
chair-hurling. Rawlinson smashes a chair
over the head of Hughes but the latter re-

turns to the attack with undiminished vigor;
Jay Hunt unwittingly tosses a chair on the

back of Rawlinson and the latter collapses.
* * *

Collegiate burlesquing is done a bit dif-

ferently in Hal Roach’s “Wise Guys Prefer
Brunettes,” but the best bit of the two
reels is Helene Chadwick’s tussle with a
camera. That scene outpoints the antics of

Jimmie Finlayson and Ted Healy to win
the comedy decision in the picture. In fact,

Hal Roach chose wisely and well when he
added Miss Chadwick for this Star comedy
offering.

Finlayson is at his best in the closeups

where he plays out his string of facial twists

to the utmost. Stan Laurel directed.
:$« ^ %

Instances of audience disturbances from
loud conversation in the projection booth
have been pointed out before in these col-

umns, but the prize case is that observed
last week at the Rose theatre. A discus-

sion in the booth, apparently on the ec-

centricities of a certain auto, grew so an-

noying that calls to “Take your car home”
and “Hire a hall” sounded from disgruntled

patrons. Whereupon another pet peeve is

duly registered.—E. A. Rovelstad.

<‘'Y7'OUNG APRIL,” shown at the State
J- Lake, Chicago, last week, easily rates

among the best pictures shown in that house
to date and is well up in the list of those

on view anywhere in the city last week.
The house is billing its pictures ahead of
the vaudeville acts that use the major time
portion of the bill. If succeeding pictures

are to be as good as “Young April” the

billing has been wisely switched.

The story of “Young April” is far from
new. It concerns a king and his son who
have tired of kinging, what with the de-

flation of the kronen and the proneness of

a peasantry to revolt. The third person is

a girl reared in the United States who is

a grand duchess and doesn’t know it. Dur-
ing a meeting in Paris the young heir ap-
parent, played by Joseph Schildkraut, falls

in love with the grand duchess, played by
Bessie Love. The duchess has been ordered
to Europe to assume her regal duties, for

which she has great distaste. Through mis-
taking her for just an American girl the

crown prince forswears his heritage in his

uncle’s favor and goes to find the girl, who,
without his knowing it, has been chosen by
the crown to be his wife.

The girl arrives at court and the new
crown prince claims her. The ex-prince,

discovering his error, plans the girl’s res-

cue. This involves chases in various ve-
hicles and finally an air flight. And every-
thing comes out as it should.

Rudolph Schildkraut, his son Joseph, and
Bessie Love have the big parts, and each

( Continued on page 79)
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Tom and His Pals
Distributor: F. B. 0.

Producer: F. B. 0.

Length: Undetermined

DIRECTOR ROBERT DE LACEY
TYPE: Western comedy-drama.

THEME: Romantic love.

LOCALE: A western town.

TIME: The present.

STORY : Tom, whose father is half
owner in the Flying-U ranch, spends half
his time with movie magazines and the
other half with his father’s ward and
heiress to the other half of the ranch.
His interest in movie magazines is Pan-
dora Golden, the movie vamp, and he is

delighted when his father gets an offer

for the use of his ranch as location for
her next western picture. The heavy
learns of the financial prospects of the
ward and connives with the vamp to lure
Tom away while he persuades the ward
to marry him. The ward, angry at Tom
when she finds him in Pandora’s arms,
promises to elope. Tom saves the child

of the troupe. In gratitude to Tom she
tells him she is the child’s mother, and
also tells him she has been helping the
heavy win the heart of the ward. After
a thrilling chase Tom catches the eloping
couple, makes the actor confess, and he
and the ward return happily to the ranch.

HIGHLIGHTS : Arrival of motion
picture troupe at ranch. . . . Plot to
vamp Tom while actor marries ward
for her money. . . . Rescue of the child.

. . . Confession of the vamp. . . . Rescue
of ward and capture of actor. . . . The
confession.

The Nervous Wreck
Distributor

:

Pro-Dis-Co
Producer: Christie

Length: Undetermined

DIRECTOR SCOTT SIDNEY
PLAYERS

Henry Williams Harrison Ford
Sally Morgan Bhyllis Haver
Mort Chester Conklin
Jerome Underwood Mack Swain
Jud Morgan Hobart Bosworth
Bob Wells Paul Nicholson
Harriet Underwood Vera Stedman
Reggie DeVere Charles Gerrard
Andy McNab Clarence Burton
TYPE: Romantic comedy.
THEME: Adventures of a nervous

wreck.

LOCALE: Arizona.

TIME: The present.

STORY : Believing himself a victim
of nervous disorders verging on the fa-
tal, a young man from Pittsburgh strikes
out for Arizona. Stopping at a ranch,
he volunteers to take the owner’s daugh-
ter to the train, as she is leaving for
Chicago to buy her trousseau. She is

engaged to the sheriff. Crossing the
desert, they run out of gas. The girl
confesses she has left a note saying she
has eloped with him. Hailing a passing

“The Last Frontier,” with William
Boyd, Marguerite De La Motte, J.
Farrell MacDonald and Jack Hoxie.
George B. Seitz is responsible for the
directing of this Pro-Dis-Co release.

Scene from “Wife Shy,” an Educa-
tional-Bobby Vernon Comedy. In the
supporting cast are Bill Irving, Natalie

Joyce, and Frances Lee.

“The Hidden Way,” is an Associated
Exhibitors release with Mary Carr fea-

tured. Gloria Grey, Tom Santschi and
Arthur Rankin.

automobile, they ask for gas, but are
refused. The nervous wreck grabs a
monkey wrench and holds them up, leav-
ing the party stranded. They stop at a
ranch for food, and the foreman wel-
comes them, as he needs a cook and a
dishwasher. They are mistaken for hus-
band and wife. Their automobile vic-
tims arrive at the same ranch, as does
the sheriff and the girl’s father. In the
ensuing mixup the wreck gets a gun and
scares the crowd. There follows a chase,

and the nervous wreck tells the posse he
is going to marry the girl there, and both
receive parental blessings.

HIGHLIGHTS: Boy’s belief he is

victim of nervous disorders. . . . Scene
in which car is out of gas on desert.

. . . Scene in which he holds up auto-
mobilists. . . . Arrival of couple at

ranch. . . . Arrival of victims. . . . Ap-
pearance of girl’s father. ... The auto-

mobile chase. . . . Nervous wreck’s dec-

laration he is going to wed girl. . . .

Parental blessings.

For Alimony Only
Distributor

:

Pro-Dis-Co
Producer: Pro-Dis-Go

Length: Undetermined

DIRECTOR WILLIAM DE MILLE
PLAYERS

Mary Martin Leatrice Joy
Peter Williams Clive Brook
Narcissa Williams Lilyan Tashman
Bertie Waring Casson Ferguson
The maid Toby Claude

TYPE: Matrimonial drama.

THEME: The question of alimony.

LOCALE: An American city.

TIME: The present.

STORY : A stormy marriage of six

months ends with the admission of the

wife that, while it may be a failure from
the husband’s viewpoint, it isn’t from
hers, as he is good for alimony. Disil-

lusioned, the husband offers her much
more than he can afford, glad to gain his

freedom. He meets the real girl and
they marry. Mary, his new wife, re-

stores his faith in marriage. Then comes
business reverses and Peter falls behind
in his alimony. He sees the woman he
adores without all the luxuries he longs

to give her, in order he may pay ali-

mony to his first wife. The latter prac-

tically supports a young sofa-hound on
Peter’s money. Mary takes a job as in-

terior decorator, and her work takes her
to the apartment of the first wife. Peter
goes to the latter to beg her to be gen-

erous about the money. • Mary sees

through a glass door this apparently
intimate lovescene between her husband
and an unknown woman. A denounce-
ment follows. Mary runs away and
meets the sofa-hound, who asks her out.

He takes her to a notorious roadhouse.
They are interrupted first by the first

wife, then by the husband. The place is

raided by the police, who arrest all un-
married couples. Peter and Mary prove
they are married, and the latter says
they are witnesses for the first wife and
the sofa-hound, who are going to get
married. The marriage is performed to

satisfy the police, thus cutting off the
alimony. Peter and Mary stage a recon-
ciliation.

HIGHLIGHTS: The divorce. . . .

Husband’s remarriage. . . . His diffi-

culty in giving alimony. . . . Scene in

which second wife sees him apparently
making love to unknown woman. . . .

The roadhouse scene. . . . The raid. . . .

The wedding. . . . Reconciliation.
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The Last Frontier
Distributor: Pro-Dis-Co

Producer: Metropolitan Pictures
Length: Undetermined

DIRECTOR GEORGE B. SEITZ

PRAYERS
Tom Kirby William Boyd
Beth Marguerite De La Motte
Wild Bill J. Farrell Macdonald
Buffalo Bill Jack Hoxie
Buddy Junior Coghlan
Lige Mitchell Lewis
Cynthia Jaggers Gladys Brockwell
Pawnee Killer Frank Lackteen

TYPE: Drama of the Old West,

THEME: Romance and adventure.

LOCALE: The American West.

TIME: After the Civil War.
STORY : Impoverished by the Civil

War, Colonel Halliday, his wife and
daughter Beth, are eager to replenish
their fortune in the West. A government
scout and fiance of Beth, has persuaded
them to make the perilous journey, and
the girl is resolved never to forgive him
should her parents come to harm. A
company of U. S. Cavalry and Wild Bill,

Tom’s friend, are in charge of the wagon
train. Sioux Indians kill Colonel Halli-

day and his wife. Beth, hostile towards
her sweetheart, becomes a member of

a trader’s family, who fails to tell her
that Tom has turned large sums of
money over to him for her use. Her
sweetheart recklessly joins General Cus-
ter’s scouting expedition. The trader
tells Beth that her sweetheart is sus-
pected of being responsible for her par-
ents death. In a saloon, when the
trader makes a slurring remark about
Beth, Tom thrashes him. The former’s
housekeeper tells Beth the truth and the
latter seeks Tom as a herd of buffalo
stampede towards town. The soldiers

route the Indians and Beth and Tom
come to a complete understanding.

HIGHLIGHTS: Death of parents.
. . . Hostility of girl towards sweet-
heart. ... The massacre. . . . Buffalo
stampede. . . . Battle with Indians.
. . . Saloon fight. . . . Scene in which
girl discovers trader’s treachery. . . .

The reunion.

Hair Trigger Baxter
Distributor

:

F. B. Oi

Producer: F. B. O.
Length: Undetermined

DIRECTOR JACK NELSON
PLAYERS

Baxter Brant Bob Custer
Rose Moss Eugenia Gilbert
Mont Blake Lew Meehan
Joe Craddock Murdock McQuarrie
Mrs. Craddock.. Fanny Midgley
Jim Dodds Jim Corey
Shorty Hillis... Ernie Adams
Silas Brant. Hugh Saxon

TYPE: Western drama.

THEME: Love and Adventure.

LOCALE: A small Western town.

TIME : The present.

STORY : One of the deadliest shots in

the country, whose reputation has won
him respect of the entire population,

searches for adventure. He goes back
to his father’s ranch for a visit and
while there encounters excitement. His
father’s prize stock are being daily stolen

and he sets about to find the cattle

rustlers. Meantime, a young girl on the
adjoining ranch is trying to escape from

the brutalities of a cruel step-father, and
the adventurer champions her by offer-

ing his protection. While on the trail of

the stolen cattle he finds that the girl,

whom he has grown to love, has been
kidnaped, and is in deadly peril. After

some daring riding, shooting and fight-

ing, he and his sweetheart are reunited.

HIGHLIGHTS: Man’s hunt for

rustler’s. . . . Meeting with girl and
consequent falling in love. . . . Horse-
riding scenes. . . . Shooting scenes.

. . . Fight scenes. ... The kidnaping.

. . . The rescue.

Wife Shy
Distributor: Educational

Producer: Christie Productions
Length: Undetermined

DIRECTOR WILLIAM WATSON
PLAYERS

Bobby Bobby Vernon
Bill William Irving

His Wife Natalie Joyce
Her Sister.... —Frances Lee
TYPE: Romantic comedy.

THEME: Searching for a wife.

LOCALE An American city.

TIME: The present.

STORY: Bobby is a spectator at a
wedding on board a ship nearing Ameri-
ca. Upon visiting his friend the latter

accuses him of being married when he
sees rice fall out of his pocket. Bobby
denies and explains he has never wed
because he has been unable to get ac-
quainted with the right girl. His friend
tells him to go after the girl he sees and
wants. Bobby sees a girl on the street,

follows her—and lands in a cell. His
friend bails him out. He again meets
the girl in the hallway and when she
screams he is again arrested, and again
bailed out by his friend. The latter takes
Bobby to his office and the girl walks in.

The friend rescues him from the police-

men and takes him home with him. His
wife tells him a man is in the house who
has been following her all day. Explana-
tions satisfy everyone and Bobby is in-

troduced to the sister of his friend’s wife.

He finds he has met the right girl and
everything ends happily.

HIGHLIGHTS: Wedding scene.

. . . The man’s successive meetings with
girl and successive arrests. . . . Scene
in which he learns girl is friend’s wife.

. . . Meeting of wife’s sister.

West of Broadway
Distributor: Pro-Dis-Co.

Producer: Metropolitan Pictures.

Length: Undetermined
DIRECTOR ROBERT THORNBY

PLAYERS
Freddy Hayden Priscilla Dean
Bruce Elwood Arnold Gray
Muriel Styles Mabel Coleman
Bal Willie Walter Long
Cherokee Charlie .George Hall

Mortimer Allison William Austin

TYPE: Comedy drama.

THEME: Disrupting of ranch by lone
woman.
LOCALE: Wyoming.
TIME : The present.

STORY : A confessed woman hater

has converted a part of his ranch into a
golf course. Pie receives a telegram in-

forming him that Freddy Hayden, golf

instructor, is on his way from New
York. In her mannish costume she is

mistaken for a boy. She is given a ban-
quet and creates a sensation when she
appears in a fashionable decollete gown.
The woman-hater tells her this is no
place for a woman, however, he is

stumped when shown a certificate of life

membership in the club made out to her.

She accidentally meets with Bad Bill

who is hiding. The Sheriff begins a
search for the bad man. The latter plans

to kidnap the girl. The woman-hater
suddenly finds himself jealous so dis-

guises himself as Bad Bill and holds the

girl up. In the bad man's cabin the girl

recognizes him through his disguise. Bad
Bill and his men appear and there is a

battle. The Sheriff’s posse appears and
the woman-hater and the girl fall into

an ardent embrace.

HIGHLIGHTS: Scene in which
girl is mistaken for boy. ... The ban-

quet. . . . Discovery golf teacher is

girl. . . . Girl’s meeting with bandit.

. . . Jealousy of woman-hater. . . . Lat-

ter’s disguise as Bad Man. . . . The kid-

naping. ... The fight. ... The rescue.

The Blue Boy
Distributor: Educational

Producer: Romance Productions, Inc.

Length: Undetermined

DIRECTOR ARTHUR MAUDE

PLAYERS
Sir Harry Lonsdale John Roche
Edith Lonsdale Jane Thomas
Perez Frank Austin

Carmelita Esther Rhoades

Robin Phillipe De Lacy

Sir Thomas Gainsborough
Montague Shaw

TYPE: Drama of Mother love.

THEME: A mother’s love and its re-

ward.

LOCALE: England.

TIME : The present.

STORY: When a son is born to Sir

Harry Lonsdale and Lady Lonsdale,

their happiness is complete. One after-

noon Sir Harry is wheeling the baby

but leaves the babe alone to romp with

the lady in a childish game. A lone

gypsy kidnaps the child. The shock turns

to grief as weeks pass by and no trace

is found of the stolen baby. Eight years

later a gypsy band camps at the rear of

the castle. They decide to rob the place.

The little lad with the band detests such

a life, but is forced to enter the castle,

only to be captured. Sir Harry goes to

the camp to punish members of the band.

The leader’s daughter offers to tell the

history of the lad if he will permit her

father to go free. Sir Harry learns the

boy is his son. The lad is handsomely

arrayed in blue court costume and form-

ally admitted to the house as he descends

the stairs into the great drawing room.

And so the artist obtains his inspiration

for the painting of the “blue boy” as he

is welcomed back into the Lonsdale

home.
HIGHLIGHTS: Birth of heir. . . .

Kidnaping of boy. . . . Return of gyp-
sies. . . . Attempt to rob palace. . . .

Capture of boy. . . . Discovery boy is

heir. . . . Scene as boy is admitted to

family in which artist gets inspiration.
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The Fourth Alarm
Distributor: Pathe

Producer: Hal Roach
Length: Two reels

DIRECTOR ROBERT McGOWAN
PLAYERS

Juveniles “Our Gang”

TYPE: Juvenile comedy.
THEME: Rescuing a town.

LOCALE: An American town.

TIME: The present.

STORY: The kids organize their own
fire department. A big fire takes place

and they save the town by carrying a

lot of high explosives to a place of

safety.

HIGHLIGHTS : Farina with the

high explosives. . . . The fire.

The Hidden Way
Distributor

:

Associated Exhibitors

Producer: Associated Exhibitors

Length: Undetermined

DIRECTOR JOSEPH DE GRASSE
PLAYERS

Mother Mary Carr
Mary Gloria Grey
Bill Tom Santschi
Harry Arthur Rankin
Mulligan Ned A. Sparks
The Woman Jane Thomas
The Child Billie Jeane Phelps
Sid Atkins Wilbur Mack
Samuel Atkins William Ryno
TYPE: Romantic drama.
THEME: Rancor dissolved by faith.

LOCALE: An American village.

TIME: The present.

STORY: Two disheartened men, one
almost a boy, leave prison and meet a
hobo and pickpocket. A girl’s horse runs
away and she is saved by the three. She
persuades them to go home with her,

where her mother welcomes them. They
stay there for the night and next day
the hobo discovers a natural spring on
the property. He suggests they dope a
sample of the water, let a druggist ana-
lyze it, and promote the spring as a life

giving mineral water. They give a sam-
ple of the water to the girl to bring to

a druggist. She accidentally spills it and
refills the bottle from the spring. She
is told the water is valuable. The young-
er man meanwhile has fallen in love with
the girl, while the other loves a girl

the mother had taken in with her child.

The girl has been betrayed by the son
of the town’s wealthiest man. When
government inspectors come to test the
water, feeling the fraud will be discov-
ered, they advised the mother to sell to
the wealthy man. The inspectors an-
nounce the water is very valuable. Mean-
while the hobo disappears, as does the
money. The older man decides to re-
place the money from the wealthy man’s
safe. He discovers the son robbing his
father’s safe and tells the latter the
whole story. The old man declares he
will not deprive the mother of her home
and spring and tears up the transaction.
The money is later found in a penny jar,

where the hobo has hidden it so the other
men can not steal it.

HIGHLIGHTS : The prison scenes.
. . . The rescue. . . . Scene in
which three crooks plot fraud. . . .

Announcement spring is really valuable.
. . . Scene in which money and hobo
disappear. . . . Scene in which crook
finds son robbing father’s safe. . . .

Crook’s confession of story.
Father’s announcement he will give back
the spring. . . . Finding of money
in penny jar.

Scene from “The Fourth Alarm,” “Our
Gang’s” latest Hal Roach comedy. This
Pathe release is being edited in five

reels for European consumption.

Kid Boots
Distributor: Paramount
Producer: Paramount
Length: Undetermined

DIRECTOR FRANK TUTTLE
PLAYERS

Eddie Eddie Cantor
Clara Clara Bow
Larry Lawrenc6 Gray
Eleanor Pendleton Billie Dove
Carmen Mendoza Natalie Kingston
George Malcolm Waite
Mr. Pendleton Wm. J. Worthington
Carmen’s Lawyer Harry Von Meter
Larry’s Lawyer Fred Esmelton

TYPE: Comedy drama.
THEME: Outwitting conspirators.

LOCALE: An American city.

TIME: The present.

STORY: After a wild football cele-

bration a couple marry. The husband,
realizing the marriage has been framed,
obtains an interlocutory decree of di-

vorce. While waiting for his final de-

cree he inherits three million dollars. His
wife, a former chorus girl, and her law-
yer determine to prevent the final decree
irom being granted. The rest of the

story hinges upon their endeavoring to

make it appear that the husband has con-

doned and recognized the marriage. After
numerous incidents the man gets the de-

cree through the aid of a tailor’s helper.

The latter gets the girl he loves and the
husband marries the girl of his choice.

HIGHLIGHTS: The marriage. . .

Plot to prevent divorce. . . . Husband’s
masquerading as golf professional with
tailor as caddy-master. . . . Mixup
brought about by tailor’s double flirta-

tion. . . . Granting of the divorce.

Everybody’s Acting
Distributor: Paramount
Producer: Paramount
Length: Undetermined

DIRECTOR MARSHALL NEILAN
PLAYERS

Doris Poole Betty Bronson
Michael Poole Ford Sterling

Peter O’Brien Edward Martindel
Ernest Rice Raymond Hitchcock
Clayton Budd Stuart Holmes
Paul Singleton Philo McCullough
Thorpe Henry Walthall

Ted Potter Lawrence Gray
Anastasia Potter Louise Dresser
Bridewell Potter Jed Prouty
Barbara Potter Jocelyn Lee

TYPE: Comedy drama.

THEME: Paternal and romantic love.

LOCALE: San Francisco.

TIME: The present.

STORY : A baby girl is left an orphan

when her father murders her mother and
is hanged for the crime. The four male
members of the company, together with
a newspaper reporter, decide to adopt
the infant, who thus has five godfathers.
She travels with them during her early
childhood and they adore her and she
worships them.

.

They settle in San Fran-
cisco and the girl becomes ingenue lead
with a stock company, her four actor
godfathers being fellow members of the
company and the fifth a newspaper edi-
tor. The girl meets a taxicab driver and
they fall in love. The boy is really the
son of an enormously rich woman and
is driving a cab to get material for a
novel. The mother is opposed to her
son’s attachment and assigns a Pinker-
ton detective, agency to look into the
past of the girl. The foster fathers are
furious when she confronts the girl with
the past, as it has been kept from her.
They plot against the mother and urge
the boy to accept a position his mother
has offered him in Tokyo. They then
book passage for the girl on the same
steamer. The mother realizes she is de-
feated and gives them her blessing.

HIGHLIGHTS : Stage serenes. . . .

The Murder. . . . Orphan’s acquir-
ing five godfathers. . . . Love of girl
and boy. . . . Mother’s disapproval
of match. . . . Plot of the god-
fathers. . . . Blessing of the mother.

Don Juan’s Three Nights
Distributor: First National

Producer: First National

Length: Undetermined
DIRECTOR....JOHN FRANCIS DILLON

PLAYERS
Johann Aridi Lewis Stone
Ninette Cavallar Shirley Mason
Giulio Roberti Malcolm McGregor
Madame Cavallar Myrtle Steadman
Madame de Courcy Betty Francisco
M. de Courcy Kalla Pasha
Carlotta Alma Bennett
Vilma Theodori Natalie Kingston
Count di Bonito Mario Carillo
Lippi Jed Prouty
Louise Villate Madeline Hurlock
Baroness von Minden Gertrude Astor
TYPE: Romantic drama.
THEME: Sacrifice of a selfish man.
LOCALE: A European country.

TIME: The present.

STORY: A famous pianist and con-
summate lover of ladies finds that the
youthful daughter of his hostess has
fallen in love with him. Throughout
the pianist’s world concert tour, a year,
the girl cherishes her love for him, but
he realizes she really loves the youth.
He arranges a wild party to which she
is invited, and he sacrifices his growing
affection for her and succeeds in making
himself distasteful to her by his actions
at the drunken orgy. He sends for the
youth in time to rescue the girl from
his violent love making, and the former
challenges him to a duel. The pianist,
the best swordsman in Europe, purposely
permits the youth to wound him, the
sword passing through his right hand.
The girl realizes she loves the youth,
while the pianist, unable to play the
piano again, solaces himself with his be-
loved ladies, content in the one unselfish
action of his selfish life.

HIGHLIGHTS: The Riviera. . . .

Infatuation of women for pianist.
. . . Girl’s infatuation for pianist.

. . . Scene of wild party in which he
repulses her. . . . The duel. . . .

Girl’s realization she loves youth. . . .

Pianist’s sacrifice.
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New Picture Publication Dates
A Week-to-Week Summary of Facts and Figures Pertain-

ing to New Picture Product Offered the Theatre Booker

Title Producer Distributor Length

WEEK OF OCTOBER 3rd

Lone Hand Saunders F. B. O. F. B. O. 5447
He Done His Best Whirlwind F. B. O. 1894
Alice In The Woolly West Winkler F. B. O. 1 reel

The Temptress M-G-M M-G-M 8221
Kid Boots Paramount Paramount 5650
The Campus Flirt Paramount Paramount 6702
Itisky Business Cecil B. DeMille P-D-C 6-94
Don Juan's Three Nights First National First National 6374
The Lily Fox Fox 6268
Nobody Loves Me Bluebird Universal 1 reel

The Saddle Tramp Mustang Western Universal 2 reels

Law of the North Mustang Western Universal 2 reels

Buster Watch Tige Stern Bros. Universal 2 reels

Newlyweds Quarantined Stern Bros. Universal 2 reels

The Yellow Back Blue Streak Western Universal 5 reels

WEEK OF OCTOBER 10th

Sweet Rosie O'Grady Columbia Columbia 5998
Hold Still Christie Educational 2 reels

The Humdinger Tuxedo Educational 2 reels

Plumb Goofy Cameo Educational 1 reel
Cut Price Glory Life Cartoons Educational 1 reel
When A Man's A Fan F. B. O. F. B. O. 1893
No. 3 Krazy Kat Winkler F. B. O. 1 reel

La Boheme M-G-M M-G-M 8530
Entombed No. 5 Pathe Pathe 2 reels

The Road House Fables Pathe 2/3 reel

Pathe Review No. 41 Pathe Pathe 1 reel

Topics of the Day No. 41 Timely Pathe 1/3 reel

Pathe News No. 84 Pathe Pathe 1 reel

Pathe News No. 85 Pathe Pathe 1 reel

Journey of the Israelites Holyland Pathe 1 reel

Young April Cecil B. DeMille P-D-C 6858
The Runaway Express Jewel Universal 6 reels

When Bonita Rode Mus«ang Western Universal 2 reels

Olga’s Boatman Bluebird Universal 1 reel

Which Is Which Stern Bros. Universal 2 reels

For Heaven's Sake Paramount Paramount 5356
The Quarterback Paramount Paramount 7114
Mismates First National First National 6856

WEEK OF OCTOBER 17th

Teacher, Teacher Lloyd Hamilton Educational 2 reels
Mona Lisa Romance Prod. Educational 2 reels

The River Road Bruce Scenic Educational 1 reel

Felix the Cat in Land O’Fancy Bijou Educational 1 reel

Her Honor The Governor F. B. O. F. B. O. 6709
Alice the Fire Fighter Winkler F. B. O. 1 reel

Heavy Fullback Standard Cinema F. B. O. 2 reels

The Falling Tower— (The Fighting
Marine No. 6) Pathe Pathe 2 reels

The Phoney Express F ables Pathe 2/3 reels

Tell 'Em Nothing Hal Roach Pathe 2 reels

Smith's Visitor Mack Sennett Pathe 2 reels

More Ways Than One Grantland Rice Pathe 1 reel

Pathe Review No. 42 Pathe Pathe 1 reel

Topics of the Day No. 42 Pathe Pathe 1/3 reel

Pathe News No. 86 Pathe Pathe 1 reel

Pathe News No. 87 Pathe Pathe 1 reel

Red Hot Leather Blue Streak Western Universal 5 reels

Man's Size Pet Mustang Western Universal 2 reels

Wanted a Bride Bluebird Universal 1 reel

Jane’s Troubles Stern Bros. Universal 2 reels

The Country Beyond Fox Fox 5363
The Great K & A Train Robbery Fox Fox 4800
The Gay Deceiver M-G-M M-G-M 6624
You'd Be Surprised Paramount Paramount 5994
West of Broadway Cecil B. DeMille P-D-C 5186

WEEK OF OCTOBER 24th

A Briny Boob Billy Dooley Educational 2 reels

Pound Foolish Cameo Educational 1 reel

The Raging Tide Life Cartoons Educational 1 reel

Figures of Fancy Lyman H. Howe Educational 1 reel

Adorable Deceiver F. B. O. F. B. O. 6 reels

The Midnight Son F. B. O. F. B. O. 2 reels

No. 4 Krazy Kat Winkler F. B. O. 1 reel

Waylaid (The Fighting Marine No. 7) Pathe Pathe 2 reels

Gun Shy Fables Pathe 2/3 reels

Should Husbands Marry? Mack Sennett Pathe 2 reels

Pathe Review No. 3 Pathe Pathe 1 reel

Topics of the Day No. 43 Timely Pathe 1/3 reel

Pathe News No. 88 Pathe Pathe 1 reel

Pathe News No. 89 Pathe Pathe 1 reel
Mount Sinai Holvland Piet. Pathe 1 reel
The Old Soak Jewel LIniversal 8 reels

Babes in the Sawdust Bluebird Universal 1 reel
Why George Stern Bros. Universal 2 reels

Fox News No. 1

YANKEES AND CARDINALS MEET IN WORLD'S
SERIES IN CLOSEST PENNANT RACES IN
YEARS.

VAST THRONG GATHERS AT STADIUM AS
MEXICO CELEBRATES HER DAY OF INDE-
PENDENCE.

GENE TUNNEY RECEIVES ROUSING OVATION
FROM HOME TOWN AFTER VICTORY OVER
DEMPSEY.

POLISH GOVERNMENT AND ARMY STAGE
HUGE DEMONSTRATION IN HONOR OF SEVEN
YEARS FREEDOM.

COACH BAGSHAW SPEEDS TRAINING OF WASH-
INGTON'S GRIDIRON HUSKIES WITH SERIES
OF FAST WORKOUTS.

CANISIUS COLLEGE FOOTBALL SQUAD PRE-
PARES FOR STRENUOUS SCHEDULE OF 1926
GRIDIRON SEASON.

YALE’S FOOTBALL SQUAD UNDERGOES TRAIN-
ING TO PICK MEN WHO WILL WEAR BLUE
OF OLD ELI THIS YEAR.

COACH BOB MATHEWS PREPARES ST. LOUIS U.

BILLIKINS FOR STRENUOUS 1926 GRIDIRON
SEASON.

VANDERBILT FOOTBALL STARS UNDERGO
FINAL WORKOUT AS SEASON FOR PIGSKIN
AND GRIDIRON DRAWS NEAR.

FAST THINNING RANKS OF G. A. R. PARADE
IN RAIN AS FEATURE EVENT OF NATIONAL
ENCAMPMENT.

CALIFORNIA CONTRIBUTES THIRTY' MILLION
DOLLAR CROP OF GRAPES TO QUENCH NA-
TIONAL THIRST.

BIGGEST WAR GAME SINCE ARMISTICE IS

STAGED BY FORCES IN WURTTEMBERG, GER-
MANY.

BICYCLE RACING GAINS IN POPULARITY AS
HORDES OF FANS WITNESS CRACK RIDERS
IN FAST MEET.

ORIGINAL BROADCASTERS OF OLD ENGLAND,
THE TOWN CRIERS. HOLD COMPETITION
FOR VOCAL CHAMPIONSHIP.

WAR TANKS SHATTERED BY HEAVY EXPLO-
SIVES IN TESTS CONDUCTED BY U. S. ARMY
EXPERTS.

A DAY WITH THE WHALERS IN THE PACIFIC.
A 90-TON SEA MONSTER IS SIGHTED, HAR-
POONED AND CAPTURED.

FAR ABOVE THE PAVEMENTS STRUCTURAL
STEEL WORKERS CALMLY PLY PERILOUS
TRADE.

*

Fox News No. 2
NEWEST SPORT IN WATER IS ACROBATIC
AOUAPLANING WHICH CALLS FOR SKILL AND
STEADY NERVES.

SUZANNE LENGLEN COMES TO U. S. TO TRY
LUCK AS PROFESSIONAL AT TENNIS.

SPOT FEW TRAVELLERS EVER FIND IS COL-
ONY OF CLIFFDWELLERS LIVING CENTURIES
IN THE GROUND.

GRIDIRON SQUAD OF BROWN UNIVERSITY PRE-
PARES FOR STRENUOUS 1926 FOOTBALL
SEASON.

UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS FOOTB YLL SQUAD
IS HARD AT WORK ALSO PREPARING FOR
1926 SEASON.

FOOTBALL TEAM OF OREGON AGRICULTURAL
COLLEGE BUSY PREPARING FOR COMING
SEASON.

UNIVERSITY OF SYRACUSE FOOTBALL SQUAD
WORK HARD AT LIMBERING UP FOR 1926
GAMES.

UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI TIGERS ARE PUT
THROUGH PACES BY COACH HENRY FOR
1926 SEASON.

UNIVERSITY' OF INDIANA FOOTBALL SOUAD
BUSILY PREPARE AND TRAIN FOR FOOTBALL
SEASON.

GREAT HERDS OF SHEEP IN WELSH MOUN-
TAINS DRIVEN TO PENS FOR SEASON'S DIP
AND CLIP.

HOW PROHIBITION HELPS THE HOMES

—

HERE'S ROW OF BUNGALOW’S BUILT FROM
ABANDONED WINE CASKS.

U S. EXPERTS PREDICT OIL FAMINE IN FEW
YEARS YET FORTY GUSHERS HAVE BEEN
STRUCK IN TWO MONTHS.

*

Fox News No. 3
300.000 FILL STADIUM AS CARDINAL DAUGH-
ERTY CELEBRATES MASS FOR 150 YEARS OF
U. S. FREEDOM.

CARDINALS DEFEAT YANKS IN SECOND GAME,
6-2, BEFORE RECORD THRONG.

COACH BOB HIGGINS HARD AT WORK PRE-
PARING WASHINGTON U. TEAM FOR COM-
ING SEASON.

43 WORKERS ENTOMBED IN IRON MINE ARE
SAVED AFTER FIVE AND HALF DAYS OF
HEROIC RESCUE WORK.

MRS. G. HENRY STETSON BEATS MRS. GOSS FOR
GOLF TITLE LOST BY GLENNA COLLETT.

A STIFF COURSE OF FOOTBALL TRAINING PRE-
PARES SQUAD AT ANNAPOLIS FOR B YTTLES.

GERMAN SCIENTISTS FINISH CONSTRUCTION
OF WORLD’S LARGEST TELESCOPE FOR TREP-
TOW OBSERVATORY.

EUROPE'S FOREMOST GIRL ATHLETES FROM 8

NATIONS COMPETE IN OLYMPIC GAMES HELD
IN SWEDEN.
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5QUAD OF CANDIDATES FOR UNIVERSITY OF
OREGON FOOTBALL TEAM LIMBERS UP FOR
STRENUOUS SEASON.

STANLEY R. HARRIS WEDS MISS SUTHERLAND
BEFORE NOTABLE THRONG IN CAPITAL.

BOB McMILLAN’S GENEVA ELEVEN HUMBLES
HARVARD PIGSKIN WARRIORS, 17 TO 6, IN
FIRST GAME OF SEASON.

WORK ON GREAT CIVIL WAR MEMORIAL TO
BE CARVED ON STONE MOUNTAIN FACE IS

RESUMED WITH A BLAST.
THOUSANDS OF HUGE LOGS ARE BROUGHT
FROM FORESTS TO HEAD OF NAVIGATION.

WHITE HOUSE GETS NEW COAT OF PAINT AND
FROM AIR -GLITTERS LIKE SCULPTURED
MARBLE.

*

Kinograms No. 5227
MLLE. LENGLEN IS THRILLED TO COME TO U.

S. TO PLAY PROFESSIONAL TENNIS.
BRITAIN AGAIN HEARS RUMBLE OF WAR TANKS.
MANEUVERS TO TEST SPEED OF NEWEST
TANKS.

WILL ROGERS WAS CHIEF WORKER IN RAISING
$40,600 AMONG PASSENGERS ON LEVIATHAN
WHILE FORMER SECRETARY HUCHES WAS
CHAIRMAN OF RELIEF MEETING ABOARD
LINER.

NEW WATER SPEEDOMETER INDICATES REAL
POWER OF SWIMMING STROKE.

UNCLE AND COUSINS OF PRESIDENT TOUR AS
MEMBERS OF PLYMOUTH OLD TIME ORCHES-
TRA.

THRILLING FEATS OF ALL KINDS ARE LATEST
AMUSEMENTS OF TEUTONS. ACROBATICS A
FAD.

*

Kinograms No. 5228
TUNNEY IS GIVEN BIG RECEPTION AND WEL-
COME WHEN HE RE-VISITS SCENE OF HIS
VICTORY.

HOLY CITY OF THE SIKHS IN INDIA TURNS
OUT BIG CROWD TO SEE WRESTLING
MATCHES.

MRS. G. HENRY STETSON WINS FINAL OF NA-
TIONAL TOURNEY FROM MRS. W. D. GOSS,
JR.

BUCKY HARRIS, MANAGER OF WASHINGTON
AMERICANS, IS MARRIED TO MISS ELIZABETH
SUTHERLAND.

GREATEST EXHIBITION OF ITS KIND IS THE
DOG SHOW AS A SESQUI FEATURE.

SCORES FAINT IN CRUSH AT CATHOLIC CERE-
MONY CELEBRATING U. S. INDEPENDENCE.

Pathe News No. 80
CARDINALS AND YANKS TO MEET IN WORLD

SERIES. ST. LOUIS TEAM ENTERS CLASSIC
BY WINNING NATIONAL LEAGUE PENNANT
FOR FIRST TIME.

GERMANY’S PROFESSIONAL MILITARY UNITS,
LIMITED BY TREATY TO 100,000 MEN, TAKE
FIELD IN PRACTICE TESTS.

ORDER EMERGES FROM CHAOS IN STRICKEN
FLORIDA. POPULATION TURNS BRAVELY TO
RECONSTRUCTION.

VIENNA, AUSTIA, HOLDS GAY COSTUME FETE.
NATIVE TYPES FROM EACH OF COUNTRY'S
SEVEN PROVINCES HONOR NATIONAL HOLI-
DAY WITH GALA DRESS PARADE.

GENE TUNNEY WELCOMED HOME. CONQUEROR
OF JACK DEMPSEY AND FIRST NATIVE NEW
YORKER TO WIN WORLD HEAVYWEIGHT
TITLE RECEIVES TREMENDOUS OVATION.

WILDEST WEST PICTURED IN GREAT RODEO
AS RED SKIN AND PALE FACE GATHER
HARDEST-RIDING CHAMPIONS FOR THRILL-
ING BATTLES WITH BRONCOS AND STEERS.

GOLFERS FROM ALL PARTS OF STATE MEET
FOR HIGH HONORS AT ENID, OKLAHOMA.

International News No. 80
BALLOON RACERS COMPETE FOR EUROPEAN
TITLE AT RHEIMS. FRANCE. PIGEON’S FLIGHT
STARTS CONTEST FOR CHAMPIONSHIP OF
CONTINENT.

GAME SALMON BATTLE VAINLY TO REACH
HOME WATERS IN EFFORT TO GET BACK TO
SPAWNING PLACE.

GOVERNOR HAMMIL, OF IOWA, PRESENTS F.

L. MAYTAGE, CAPTAIN OF INDUSTRY, WITH
MOST VALUABLE MEDALLION EVER COINED
AS TOKEN FROM AMERICAN MERCHANTS.

INTERESTING FILM STUDIES OF QUEEN MARIE
OF ROUMANIA, SOON TO TOUR AMERICA.

International News No. 81
KINGS OF DOG LAND COMPETE FOR CROWN

IN NATIONAL SHOW AT SESQUI.

BUCKY HARRIS, MANAGER OF WASHINGTON
AMERICANS, WEDS MISS ELIZABETH SUTH-
ERLAND, DAUGHTER OF FORMER U. S. SENA-
TOR.

MRS. G. HENRY STETSON WINS WOMEN’S NA-
TIONAL GOLF CHAMPIONSHP. FINAL SCENE
OF LINKS CLASSIC.

250,000 JOIN IN PRAYER AT SESQUI-CENTEN-
NIAL MASS. CARDINAL DOUGHERTY OFFI-
CIATES AT REMARKABLE CHURCH CELEBRA-
TION OF INDEPENDENCE.

QUEEREST BIRD IN WORLD FROM AFRICA.
SIIOEBILL STORK CAPTURED IN SUDAN ONLY
KIND IN CAPTIVITY.

Look It Up in

“New Pictures”
Index to “Herald” Files by

Title, Date and Page

Almost A Lady
Amateur Gentleman, The...
Bachelor Brides
Bat, The
Bear Cats
Beau Geste
Beauty a la Mud
Better Man, The
Big Show, The
Bigger Than Barnum’s
Black Paradise
Bonanza Buckaroo, The
Born to the West
Broadway Gallant, The
Bromo and Juliet
Brown Derby, The
Campus Flirt, The
Chase Yourself
Christine of the Big Top?
Clinging Vine, The
College Boob, The
Collegiate
Cow’s Kimona, The
Cowboy Cop, The
Creeps
Daffy Dill, The
Dancing Days
Dead Line, The
Dangerous Friends
Devil Horse, The
Devil’6 Dice
Devil’s Gulch, The
Dice Woman, The
Dippy Tar, A
Doubling With Danger
Duchess of Buffalo, The
Dummy Love
Early to Wed
Earth Woman, The
Ella Cinders
Eve’s Leaves
Excess Baggage
Fighting Boob, The
Fine Manners
Flame of the Argentine
Flame of the Yukon, The.
Flames
Flashing Fangs
Fools of Fashion
Footloose Widows
Forever After
Forlorn River -

Fresh Faces
Gentle Cyclone -

Gigolo
Gigolo
Gilded Highway, The
Gimme Strength
Glenister of the Mounted—
Going Crazy
Golden Web, The
Great Deception, The
Greater Glory, The
Hard Boiled
Hearts and Spangles
Hell Bent fer Heaven
Hell’s Four Hundred
Her Honor the Governor...
Here Comes Charlie
His Private Life
Hitchin’ Up
Honest Injun
Ice Cold Cocos
Imposter, The
Into Her Kingdom
Isle of Retribution, The
It Must Be Love
It’s the Old Army Game
Jade Cup, The
Jolly Tars
Kiki
King of the Pack, The
Kiss Papa
Laddie
Lew Tyler’s Wives
Lone Hand Saunders
Long Fliv the King
Lost at Sea
Love Magic
Mantrap
Masquerade Bandit, The...

Meet the Prince
Men of the Night
Millionaire Policeman, The.
Miss Nobody
Mister Wife
Move Along
Mr. Cinderella
Mulhall's Great Catch
My Kid
Night Cry, The
North Star
Nothing Matters
One Minute to Play
Only Way, The
Out of the West
Palm Beach Girl, The
Pals First

Sept. 4, P. 91
.. .Aug. 21, P. 55
..May 15. P. 136
...June 26, P. 47
..May 29, P. 130
...July 24, P. 55
.Stpt. 25, P. 65

July 3, P. 55
June 5, P. 63

....Aug. 21, P. 53

... July 31, P. 65
Oct. 2, P. 97
May 1, P. 62

... May 22, P. 61

..Sept. 18, P. 109

...June 19, P. 57
Oct. 9, P. 61

... July 10, P. 81 -

...Sept. 11, P. 59

....Aug. 28, P. 58
Sept. 4, P. 91
Sept. 4, P. 90

...June 19, P. 55
Aug. 7, P. 81

...June 19, P. 55

....Aug. 21, P. 53
..Sept. 18, P. 109
...July 24, P. 58
Sept. 25, P. 67
..May 15, P. 137

Aug. 7, P. 79
....Aug. 28, P. 58
...July 17, P. 57
Sept. 25, P. 65

Aug. 7, P. 81
Aug. 7, P. 79

....Aug. 28, P. 58

..May 29, P. 130
—May 22, P. 62
...June 12, P.98
..June 26, P. 47

Aug. 7, P. 79
May 1, P. 62

... May 22, P. 61
Sept. 4, P. 92

...July 31, P.64
Oct. 2, P. 97

—Oct. 2, P. 95
...Sept, 11, P. 59
...June 26, P. 45
Sept. 25, P. 65

Aug. 7, P. 80
—May 8, P. 129
—July 31, P. 65
—July 24, P. 56
.Sept. 25, P. 67—May 8, P. 130
—May 22, P.61
...June 12, P.97
..May 29, P. 130
..May 15. P. 138
...July 17. P. 57
..May 15, P. 136
...June 26, P. 45
-June 12, P.97
... July 10, P.79
..May 15, P. 137
—Aug. 28, P. 59
...July 10, P. 82
..May 29, P. 129

July 3, P. 53
—July 17, P. 57
...June 19, P. 57

May 1, P. 62
... July 24, P. 55
—May 22, P. *>2

—Sept. 11, P. 59
May 1, P. 63

...June 19, P. 57
Sept. 4, P. 90
May 1, P. 62

Aug. 21, P. 55
Aug. 21, P. 55

. Oct. 2, P. 95
—July 10, P. 79

Oct. 9, P. 61
...June 19, P. 55

Sept. 4, P. 90
—June 12, P.98
-May 29, P. 131
...June 26, P. 45

Aug. 7, P. 81
...July 17, P.57

May 1, P. 64
...June 19, P. 57
—July 31, P. 64

Aug. 21. P. 54
May 8, P. 129

—July 24. P. 58
-Sept. 18, P. 110
...May 8, P. 130
—May 8, P. 130
....June 26, P. 47
-Sept. 18, P. 109
—July 10, P. 82

Oct. 9, P. 63
May 1, P. 63

—July 10, P. 79

Papa's Pest June 5, P. 63
Paradise Sept. 4, P. 90
Partners Again, with Potash and Perlinutter

July 3, P. 53
Passionate Quest. The July 24, P. 58
Poor Girl's Romance. A June 5, P. 63
Puppets June 12, P. 97
Racing Blood June 26, P. 46
Ranson's Folly May 29, P. 129
Risky Business Sept. 18, P. 109
Romance of a Million Dollars, The Aug. 14, P. 52
Sandy May 1, P. 62
Sap, The May 22, P. 63
Satan Town — Aug. 14, P. 52
Savage, The June 5. P. 64
Say It Again May 15, P. 138
Sea Beast, The May 15, P. 136
Sea Wolf, The July 31, P. 64
Senor Daredevil June 26, P. 47
Seventh Bandit. The May 8, P. 131
Shamrock Handicap. The May 8, P. 128
Shipwrecked July 3, P. 54
Shore Shy May 8, P. 129
Show Off, The Sept. 4, P. 91
Sign of the Claw, The May 29, P. 130
Silence June 5, P. 64
Silent Power, The Aug. 28. P. 59
Skyrocket, The May 8. P. 128
Social Highwayman, The June 12, P. 98
Solid Gold Aug. 21, P. 53
Son of the Sheik July 3, P. 55
Sparrows June 26, P. 47
Speed Limit, The July 31, P. 64
Speeding Venus, The Aug. 14, P. 52
Sporting Lover, The May 29, P. 130
Still Alarm May 22, P. 62
Strong Man, The Sept. 11, P. 59
Subway Sadie July 31, P. 65
Sunny Side Up July 31, P. 64
Sweet Daddies May 29, P. 129
That Model From Paris Sept. 11, P. 59
Three Weeks in Paris May 15, P. 137
Thrilling Youth May 1, P. 62
Through Thick and Thin July 3, P. 54
Thundering Fleas July 3, P. 53
Till We Eat Again June 19, P. 55
Tin Ghost, The —May 1, P. 63
Tin Gods July 17, P. 57
Tony Runs Wild June 12, P. 99
Trip to Chinatown, A May 22, P. 61
Twisted Triggers Sept. 25, P. 65
Two Can Play May 8, P. 129
Two Cun Man, The July 10, P. 79
Unfair Sex, The Oct. 2, P. 95
Unknown Soldier, The June 19, P. 55
Unknown Treasures July 10, P. 81
Up in Mabel’s Room July 3, P. 53
Uppercuts Sept. 25, .P 67
Valley of Bravery, The June 12, P. 98
Vision, The - June 26, P. 45
When Love Grows Cold May 8, P. 130
Who Hit Me Aug. 7, P. 81
Who’s My Wife? July 10, P. 80
Who’s Who Aug. 28, P. 59
Why Girls Go Back Home May 15, P. 137
Wilderness Woman, The May 22, P. 62
Wise Guy, The June 5, P. 64
Woman’s Heart, A Oct. 9, P. 61
You’d Be Surprised Aug. 14, P. 52
Young April Aug. 28, P. 60

These scenes are from two comedies to

be released by Fox. Top: “Hello
Lafayette.” Bottom: “The Swimming
Instructor.”
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INDIANAPOLIS
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.—One of the

real publicity getters recently in Indiana is

Harry Carroll, dancing teacher and pro-

moter of contests, who is being featured at

the Palace in South Bend. He has in-

vented a new dance named after himself

called the “Carroll-ina.” On the stage he

offers to teach the new dance to one and
all. The newspaper staged an amateur
“Carroll-ina” contest, with cash prizes, a

silver cup and other prizes for the winners.

. . . During the showing at the Liberty

theatre in Terre Haute, Ind., of the feature

picture, “Men of Steel,” a novel contest was
held. The theatre management, in connec-

tion with the publishers of the Terre Haute
Tribune, staged an essay contest in which

the object was to recount the most thrill-

ing moment ever experienced by the con-

testant. . . Ralph Teverbaugh, secretary of

the Chamber of Commerce at LaPorte,

Ind., does not have much favorable to say

about the hospitality of Isadore Levine,

secretary-treasurer of the LaPorte Theatre

Company. Recently Levine asked Tever-

baugh to spend the night with him. After

they had fallen asleep, a burglar emptied

Teverbaugh’s pockets of $25 and obtained

$50 from the trousers of Levine. It is be-

lieved the thief thought the receipts of the

theatre had been taken to the Levine home.

. . . Mrs. Theodore Perry, Indianapolis,

has received word that her son, Frank G.

Perry and family are safe at Sebring, Fla.,

following the hurricane. Mr. Perry form-

erly was treasurer at the Murat here. . . .

The Allen at Fort Wayne, Ind., was re-

opened for the fall and winter season. The
theatre has been completely re-decorated

with new furnishings. . . . William Henry
Brown and John Lavey, both of North

Manchester, Ind., have left to
_

accept posi-

tions in orchestras. Brown joining a Cincin-

nati orchestra and Lavey a similar organi-

zation at Richmond, Va.

ALBANY
ALBANY, N. Y.—Tom Norris is now

manager of the Palace in Troy. He will

use double features each day and has de-

cided against amateur nights. . . . Julius

Berinstein, with theatres in Albany and

Troy, is in the field for more houses. . . .

C. W. Morse of Boston was booking for

the theatre which he operates in Adams,
Mass., with Phil Markell. . . . Clarence

Dopp of the Electric in Johnstown made
one of his periodical visits and did some
booking. . . . Herman Vineberg, who is now
manager of the Glove in Gloversville, re-

opened the house. . . . W. E. Benton,

operating the Capitol in Whitehall, has car-

ried his protest against increased assess-

ment on the house to the Supreme Court.

. . . Ray Smith, H. C. Bissel and Dick Mel-

vin represented Film Row at the World
Series. . . . Friends of Dr. J. Victor Wil-

son, former manager of the Robbins thea-

tres in Watertown, and more recently man-
ager of the Spiegel houses in Miami, are

glad to know he is alive and well, al-

though he has lost everything in the hur-

ricane. . . . Joe Kallet bought the Orpheum

in Utica, as well as the theatre in Boon-
ville, and will build up a circuit during
the months to come. . . . Bob Wagner,
former manager of the Rialto in Little

Falls, is now running a roadhouse outside
of Utica. . . . Jack Hutcheon reopened the

Rialto in Amsterdam. . . . The Albany
Associated Film Clubs, which includes both
exchange managers and salesmen, will hold
its annual dance on Friday night, November
19, at the Knickerbocker Inn. Jack Krause
will be chairman of the affair.

OTTA WA
OTTAWA, ONT.—That the discussion

of moving picture matters at the Imperial
Conference of Dominion Premiers in Lon-
don, England this month is considered very
important by the Canadian Government is

indicated by an announcement at Ottawa
that a series of pointed questions is to be
asked at the conference, particularly in

view of the fact that a cable from London
has been received that the British Govern-
ment favors a compulsory quota plan for

the whole British Empire. ... A 12-story

building and a theatre at the rear of this

office building, are the latest plans of Fa-
mous Players Canadian Corp. A theatre

was started several years ago on the Ottawa
site by Famous Players but operations were
held up through labor differences and final-

ly stopped. The foundations of the pro-

posed theatre have been standing ever
since. . . . When Manager J. M. Franklin
played “Hold That Lion” at B. F. Keith’s

theatre, Ottawa, he secured an excellent

tie-up with the Lions Club of Ottawa, a
service club organization. Wednesday
night was designated as Lions Club night

and members of the club attended in a

body, announcing their presence by giving

the “Lions’ Roar,” the club yell. . . . Man-
ager Ray Tubman, of the Regent theatre,

Ottawa, staged an attractive Saturday
morning show for children, presenting a

combination of a feature for the current

week, the Dempsey-Tunney fight picture,

with a picture that had been booked for

the following week, namely a re-issue of

Charlie Chaplin’s “A Dog’s Life.” A spe-

cial admission rate of 15 cents was charged
for children for this extra show. . . .

Claude Smith, formerly with the Grand,
Calgary, Alberta, is now identified with the

Walker theatre, Winnipeg, in an executive

capacity. . . . The Grand, Hamilton, On-
tario, which was partially destroyed by fire

a month ago, reopened under the continued

management of M. M. Robinson. . . .

Lionel Harper, popular Toronto athlete and
a director of boys’ activities; has been ap-

pointed assistant manager of the Tivoli,

Toronto, Thomas Daley being the manager
of the house. . . . George Gratias has been

appointed manager of the Starland, Win-
nipeg, Manitoba, by C. A. Schaufele, su-

pervisor of Universal’s three theatres in

Winnipeg. . . . After two years of strife,

the Palace, Calgary, Alberta, is once more
on the “fair list” of organized labor, ac-

cording to formal announcement. Manager
J. B. Barron effected an agreement with the

musicians and they have taken their posts

in the pit, the union operators also return-

ing to the projection room at the same
time. ... A reorganization of the Princess,
Montreal, has been announced, whereby the
control of the theatre has again been ac-

quired by the original owners, including
D. W. Ogilvie and W. C. Finley, the com-
pany being known as Canadian Theatres,
Limited. Abbie Wright has been the man-
ager of the Princess for many years. . . .

After three weeks of “La Boheme” at the

Regent, Toronto, Manager Nelson Shea
opened with “Stella Dallas” for an un-
limited engagement. A special musical
program has been prepared by John Arthur,
with Lloyd Collins conducting the large or-

chestra.

SAN FRANCISCO
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

—

W. J. Mur-
phy, Publicity Director for Metro-Goldwvn-
Mayer, with offices here, has put out, “The
Lions Roar,” a four pager that is said to

bring howls of joy from all managers who
received it. . . . Eddie Rowden, formerly
booker for T. & D., Jr., is now booker for
F. B. O. . . . Charlie Koerner, former
First National Manager of Portland, Ore-
gon, is now buyer for Geo. Mann Circuit,

of San Francisco. . . . Miss Englehart, one
of First National Inspectresses, is back at

work again after having been away for

several weeks in hospital where she under-
went an operation. . . . M. E. Cory, local

exchange manager of the Pro-Dis-Co. of-

fice, was removed to the hospital to be

operated on for appendicitis. . . . J. H.
Kaintock, a local furniture dealer of Ar-
buckle, is building a new theatre. . . . With
“Kiki,” Norma Talmadge’s famous comedy
success, as its premiere attraction, the

Roosevelt, newest San Francisco district

theatre was formally opened by Ackerman
& Harris.

PHILADELPHIA
PHILADELPHIA, PA.—Jack Green-

berg, secretary of the Film Board of Trade,
was awarded the Jules E. Mastbaum trophy
in the recent film golf tournament held on
the Green Valley County Club Golf links. . .

.

Producers Distributing Company was re-

cently granted an award against the Roll-

ing Green Theatre, Sunbury, Pa., for its

failure to return pictures after play dates.

. . . Sid Sugarman, who has been con-

nected with the Masterpiece Film Attrac-

tions in a sales capacity, has resigned and
will affiliate with a nation distributing com-
pany in this territory. . . . Ground has al-

ready been broken for Green & Altman’s
new theatre. . . . Walter Woodward, who
is now managing Green & Altman’s Park
Theatre, will be resident manager. . . .

Helen and Margaret McGuirk, daughters of

John J. McGuirk, have just returned from
a summer’s trip through Europe. During
their stay in Rome they were given an audi-

ence by the Pope. . . . Lew Goldstein, pro-

prietor of the Rialto Print Shop, who has

been absent for about six months on ac-

count of a severe illness, has resumed his

duties and is receiving the congratulations

of his friends on his recovery. . . . Frank
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M. Seltzer, who has been acting as resi-

dent manager and publicity director of the

Fox Theatre for some time, has recently

resigned and will be affiliated with a large

chain of theatres in this territory. Mr.
Seltzer’s successor has not as yet been ap-

pointed.

DENVER
DENVER, COLO.—Frank Kelly, owner

and manager of the Empress of Salida,

Colo., was again nominated for the Colo-
rado Senate by the Republican party of his

district. Mr. Kelly has served several terms
in the Senate and is recognized as one of

the leaders of this particular legislative

branch. . . . E. A. Coulter, owner and op-
erator of the theatres in Guernsey and
Lingle, Wyo., has added another house, the

Rialto of Ft. Laramie, Wyo. Mr. Coulter’s

interests in the Ft. Laramie theatre are

shared with Latta Brothers, who hold the

lease on the theatre. . . . Sidney D. Weis-
baum, popular F. B. O. manager, and Eu-
gene Gerbase, local Associated Exhibitors
manager, left for Colorado Springs,
Pueblo, and other southern points. . . . J.

R. Duckett, Jr., has been appointed the new
manager of the Ideal of Albuquerque, N.
M. This theatre was recently sold by Paul
Williamson to Dallas, Texas interests. . . .

Mrs. W. R. Logan, of the Rex, Basin,

Wyo., arrived here a few days ago for a
business visit with exchanges. . . . The lo-

cal Pathe and First National offices re-

cently held important sales meetings. All
salesmen were called in and a two day con-
ference was held by the respective man-
agers, Mr. Rodin and Mr. Ashby. . . . Joe
Barnett, owner and manager of the Sun-
shine, Albuquerque, N. M., has reopened
the Crystal, of that city, with a mixed show,
featuring motion pictures. . . . Tommy
Murphy, manager of the Shuler Audi-
torium, Raton, N. M., is going to re-

open the Rialto of Raton for an indefinite

period. . . . Wm. Cook, manager of the
Opera House of Dawson, N. M., has re-

turned from a vacation trip to Chicago,
where he spent several days visiting rela-

tives. . . . M. C. Gerhart, Ft. Collins, Colo.,

exhibitor, left hurriedly for New York City
last Thursday because of the serious illness

of his sister.

SALT LAKE
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH.—A big

movie section is to be added to the Sunday
edition of one of the newspapers here in

the latter part of October to the gratifica-

tion of exhibitors and exchange men. . . .

George Lindsey, owner of the Star theatre,

Eureka, Utah, is visiting the local Film
Mart this week. . . . “The Midnight Sun”
had a week’s run at the Paramount Em-
press after which it went to the Egyptian
at Ogden, Utah. . . . Thys Winkel, who
operates the new Pace theatre at Delta,
Utah, has been visiting Film Row this

week. . . . The picture, “Don’t Give Up the
Ship” which the Navy is issuing in connec-
tion with the celebration of Navy Day, will

be shown at all of the theatres here and in

the surrounding territory at this time. . . .

L. F. Brown, owner of the Isis and Oak
theatres, at Preston, Idaho, is in this city

attending to his Fall booking. . . . Clyde
H. Messinger, local manager for Educa-
tional, is back from a trip into Idaho. . . .

Branch Manager H. Bradley Fish, of the
local Fox office, returned recently from a
trip of a few days into Idaho. . . . Bob
Wallner, Idaho representative for Fox, is

now making a two weeks’ trip into his ter-

ritory. . . . Manager W. F. Gordon is

making a short trip into Idaho from the
Associated First National exchange here.
. . . Bernard and Steele, of the Isis, at
Bingham, Utah, are visiting the various
exchanges here this week. . . . Gene Tun-

ney in “The Fighting Marine” is reported
to be going over one hundred per cent. . . .

T. M. Chester is in this city in the interest

of his Gem and Princess at Bingham,
Utah. . . . The Victory has booked F. B.

O.’s “Red Grange” picture which will be
shown sometime during October. . . . Ike
Swensen, owner of the Angelus theatre at

American Fork, Utah, is among exhibitor
visitors here this week. . . . Manager W.
E. Shippley, of the Gem, of this city has
has had his house redecorated and the lobby
rearranged for the fall opening which re-

cently took place. . . . The American Dan-
sante is to be managed this year by Jack
Browning

,

who has engaged Don V. Tibbs
Country Club Orchestra to supply the

music. ... A new organist in the person
of Ed. Head will be at the American. . . .

Jimmie Keitz, manager of the local office

for Columbia Exchanges, returned last

week from the Idaho branch in the expec-
tation of meeting /. T. Sheffield, owner of
the Columbia Exchanges, who is expected
to arrive here. . . . Bud Rodgers, Vice
President of the Gotham Productions, is in

the city visiting the Columbia exchange.
. . . Commissioner Harmon and Louis
Peery, owners of the Egyptian and Ogden
at Ogden, Utah, are visiting here this week.

KANSAS CITY
KANSAS CITY, MO.—Kansas City’s

field of suburban motion picture theatres

was expanded this week with the formal
opening of the Tivoli, operated by Colum-
bian Amusement Company and managed by
Guy Shrimer. The new house has a seating

capacity of 1,000 and is equipped to present

vaudeville and prologues. . . . This was a

festive week at the Murray, suburban house,
managed by Jay Means. The theatre

opened six years ago last Sunday and the

event was observed with suitable celebra-

tion. . . . While baseball fans were
crowding about the scoreboards of the

Kansas City Star and the Kansas City

Journal-Post for the world series scores,

the only outside boards in town, the Globe
and Empress theatres widely advertised
small electric scoreboards which operated
just to the right of the stages and did

not interfere with the showing of pictures.

. . . For the first time in his life C. E.

Cook, business manager of the M. P. T. O.
Kansas-Missouri, is qualified to sit as a
bonafide member of the Kansas City Joint
Board of Arbitration. For five years “Doc”
has been the very core of activity along
Film Row, but not until he became an ex-
hibitor, through partnership with his

brother in Maryville, Mo., was he qualified

to “thrash it out” on the joint board, to

which he promptly was appointed. . . .

Word was received in Kansas City this

week by friends of A

l

and Mike Kahn,
who are in Florida, that the veteran film

brothers and former owners of Film Clas-
sics exchange, are safe. . . . George Koch
has purchased the Gem, of Lydon, Kas.,

from W. F. Duncan. . . . S. Parker has
sold the Gem at Portageville, Mo., to W. A.
Collier. ... A hectic struggle it was, but
the exhibitors’ baseball team put a crimp
in the distributors last week, winning 13 to

11. . . . Among the out-of-town exhibitors

in the Kansas City market this week were

:

T . D. Bld.ck, Dixie, Odessa, Mo.
;
Hugh

Gardner, Orpheum, Neosho, Mo.
;
Frank

Weary, Farris, Richmond, Mo. ; /. Edel-
brock, Royal, Eudora, Kas.

;
Walter Wal-

lace, Orpheum, Leavenworth, Kas.

ST. LOUIS
ST. LOUIS, MO.—A motion picture

film, “The Story of a Glass Bottle,” describ-

ing every process of manufacture from the

raw material to the finished product, was
shown at the weekly luncheon of the St.

Louis Electrical Board of Trade. . . . Lin-

denwood College for Girls, St. Charles,

Mo., has installed a motion picture machine
in the chemistry lecture room. The machine
will be used for general exhibits as well

as class work. . . . William Dart, editor of

Fox News, is in town to handle the St.

Louis games of the World’s Series. . . . F.

B. Quinby, general manager of the Short

Subjects Department of Fox Film Corpora-
tion, and /. L. Grainger, general sales man-
ager, are other dignitaries of the film

world who have visited St. Louis in recent

days. . . . Motion pictures of the first

game of the World Series were shown in

the Missouri, Ambassador and Grand Cen-
tral theatres the day after the games were
played in New York. . . . Visitors of the

week included: Bob Stempfle, St. Charles,

Mo. ;
Mr. Luttrell, Jacksonville, 111. ;

Joe

Hewitt, Robinson, 111.; Jimmy Clayton,

Frankfort, 111.; Tom Reed, Duquoin, 111.;

Dominic Frizina, Taylorville, 111. ... A
total of $2,100 was raised for the Florida

hurricane victims at the benefit show given

by the Missouri Theatre. Artists from all

of the Skouras theatres participated in the

show, donating their services. . . . The St.

Louis Fire Department set up in the outer

lobby of the St. Louis theatre, a fire alarm
box to educate the public in the art of turn-

ing in fire alarms.

MILWAUKEE
MILWAUKEE, WIS.—More than 1,200

Milwaukeeans responded to the opportunity

offered by Thomas Saxe, head of Saxe
Amusement Enterprises, to do their share

toward the relief of Florida by attending

a benefit performance at the Wisconsin.

. . . Henry Stickelmaier, manager of Saxe’s

Tower, was elected president of the newly
organized West End business men’s asso-

ciation in Milwaukee. . . . Steve Dorece,

who is building a new theatre in Racine,

was in Milwaukee during the past week.

. . . W. A. Mack, mid-west divisional man-
ager of Pathe, was a visitor in the local

office for a few days during the past week.

. . . Eddie Grainger, who has been in

charge of the local office of Fox for the

past several weeks, left for a trip to New
York, Albany and Buffalo. . . . The local

Pathe exchange booked twenty-four Mil-

waukee theatres for the Gene Tunney se-

rial, “The Fighting Marine” during the two
days following the Tunney-Dempsey fight

in Philadelphia. . . . Fred Sliter, who re-

cently assumed charge of the Milwaukee
Fox exchange, has been busy reorganizing

the staff and making trips through the ter-

ritory. . . . Harold Sliter, son of Fred

Sliter, and who has been connected with

the Gordon theatre interests in Lynn, Mass.,

has been appointed poster clerk in the local

Fox office. . . . Miss M. E. Newton, who
was formerly employed as booker for As-

sociated Exhibitors, has also joined the

force at the Fox exchange. . . . Emil

Franke, who has been assistant manager of

the Palace-Orpheum in this city for the

past three years, has been appointed man-

ager of the Fern, one of the Universal

houses.

3 Circuits Sign for

De Mille Films, Stages
Taxed to Full Capacity

(Special to the Herald)

CULVER CITY, Oct. 15.—Cecil B.

De Mille states that despite the comple-
tion of mammoth new stages his plant

is still taxed to capacity by the heavy
production schedule.

Recently contracts were signed with

Griffith Brothers, Robb & Rowley thea-

tre circuit, and the Dent-Musselman
circuit of theatres for De Mille-Metro-
politan product.
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Gotham
Complete “Heroes of the Night”

Director Frank O’Connor has just com-
pleted “Heroes of the Night.” Marion
Nixon and Cullen Landis head the cast.

Chadwick
Prepare “Shamrock and Rose

”

Preparations are under way for the film-
ing of “Shamrock and the Rose.” Joseph-
ine Quirk is working on the scenario.

Tiffany

“First Night” Is Completed

“The First Night,” a farce comedy by
Frederica Sagor, has been completed and
is soon to be released. In the cast are Bert
Lytell, Dorothy Devore, Harry Myers,
Frederick Kovert, Walter Hiers, Lila Les-
lie, James Mack, Hazel Kenner, Joan
Standing and Nellie Bly Baker. The pic-

ture was directed by Richard Thorpe.

Excellent Pictures

“Fortune” Filming Finished

Filming has been completed on “Striving
for Fortune.” Beryl Roberts and George
Walsh have the leads in this picture.

American Cinema Assoc.

Loew Books Second Release

“Jack of Hearts,” with Cullen Landis,
first ACA release, is now completing first

run over the Loew circuit. Loew has
booked the second release, “Dame Chance,”
featuring Julanne Johnston, to start the
middle of October.

Columbia
“Stolen Pleasures” in Work
Under the direction of Phil Rosen

“Stolen Pleasures” has been put into pro-
duction. Helene Chadwick heads the cast,
which includes Gayne Whitman, Harlan
Tucker, Dorothy Revier and Armand Kaliz.
The cameraman for this production is T. O.
Taylor.

Inee to Direct Tuio

Ralph Ince is scheduled to direct “Pay-
ing the Price,” in which he plays the male
lead as well as directs, and “Birds of
Prey.”

Preferred Pictures

Two Releases Are Scheduled

“Shameful Behavior?,” a farce comedy
featuring Edith Roberts, Harland Tucker,
Richard Tucker, Martha Mattox and Grace
Carlyle, will have first playdates taken Octo-
ber 1,8. On November 15 “His New York
Wife,” written and adapted by Leon
Abrams, will have its initial showing. Al-
bert Kelley directed this comedy, featur-
ing Alice Day, Theodore Von Eltz, Ethel
Clayton, Edith Yorks and Fontaine LaRue.

United Artists

“Stella Dallas” Back on Broadway
“Stella Dallas,” with Ronald Colman,

Belle Bennett and Lois Moran, has re-

Salt Lake City

First Runs
( Week Beginning Sept. 25)

AMERICAN : “The Duchess of Buffalo,” First
National

;

“Snookums Outing,” Universal

;

Fox News.
ORPHELTM : “Christine of the Big Top,”

Sterling Pictures.
PANTAGES : “Blarney,” Meiro-Goldicyn

-

Mayer.
PARAMOUNT EMPRESS: “The Campus

Flirt,” Paramount

;

“Smith's Vacation,”
Pathe; Pathe News.

VICTORY : “You Never Know Women,”
Paramount; “Thundering Fleas,” Pathe

;

Pathe News.

San Francisco

First Runs
( Week Beginning Oct. 2)

IMPERIAL: “Kid Boots,” Paramount.
LOEWS WARFIELD: ‘The Magician,”

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
PANTAGES: “So This Is Paris,” Warner

Brothers.
CALIFORNIA: “The Great Deception,”

First National.
GRANADA: “The Ace of Cads,” Para-
mount.

CAMEO: “The 7th Bandit.” Pathe; Com-
edy: “Love’s Hurdle.” Universal.

UNION SQUARE: “Reckless Speed.”
COLLIMBIA: “Ben Hur,” United Artists

( Continued )

.

turned to Broadway for an engagement
at Lowe’s State.

“Resurrection” in Production

Edwin Carewe has put “Resurrection” in
production, although at present no an-
nouncement has been made with regard
to the leads.

Title Villon Film

John Barrymore’s picture based on the
life of Francois Villon is to be titled “The
Beloved Rogue.”

Hackett in “Sunya”

Raymond Hackett of “The Cradle Snatch-
ers,” the stage play, has been added to
Gloria Swanson’s newest picture, “Sunya,”
which is now in production.

Carewe to Produce Tolstoy Series

“Resurrection” is to be but one of a
series of stories by Count Leo Tolstoy
which Edwin Carewe plans making for
the screen.

F. B. O.
Ralph Ince Under Contract

Appreciating his work as director and
actor, Ralph Ince has been placed under a
long-term contract.

Universal Books Grange Picture

“One Minute to Play” has been sold to

the Universal circuit for a run in all their
theatres.

“Kosher Kelly” Wins Praise

“Kosher Kitty Kelly” is said to have won
praise at its recent opening at the Colony
from reviewers and public alike.

Elaborate Sets for “Tarzan”

Massive and elaborate sets are being used
in the production of “Tarzan and the
Golden Lion,” which is now in work.

Pro-Dis-Co

“April” Opens Seattle Theatre

The Fifth Avenue theatre in Seattle has
chosen “Young April” as its first attraction.

“Gigolo” Acclaimed at Premier

“Gigolo,” starring Rod La Rocque, re-
ceived enthusiastic comments from review-
ers present at its premiere at the Million
Dollar Broadway Publix House.

“Man Bait” Nears Completion

Marie Prevost is in the finishing stages
of “Man Bait.” Kenneth Thomson has the
male lead, with Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.,

playing
_

the principal juvenile role. The
directorial labors are in the hands of Don-
ald Crisp. Douglas Z. Doty prepared the
adaptation and scenario.

“Clipper” Cast on Location

Rupert Julian and the cast of “The
Yankee Clipper” have left on a three weeks’
cruise aboard the clipper ship “Bohemia,”
filming the added scenes.

Seek “Conqueror” Locations

Director George B. Seitz has gone to
Flagstaff, Arizona, seeking locations for his
next picture, “Jim the Conqueror.”

Universal

“Beware of Widows” in Work
With the selection of Nat Carr for an

important role, work has started on “Be-
ware of Widows,” Laura La Plante’s star-
ring picture.

Big Scenes Shot in “Uncle Tom”
Spectacular scenes of the days on the old

southern plantations during cotton-picking
time are being filmed on a large scale for
“Uncle Tom’s Cabin.”

Sloman to Direct “Deacon”

Edward Sloman will direct the picturiza-
tion of “Alias, The Deacon” as his next
production. Sloman is now working on
the adaptation of the play.

Ernst Laemmle Makes Western

Ernst Laemmle, having finished the west-
ern feature series starring Fred Humes, is

directing Fred Gilman in “The Cowboy
Chaperone.”

Title Changed for La Plante Film

It has been decided not to use the title

“Kiss and Make Up” for the Laura La
Plante jewel scheduled under that name
because of the existence of a play by the
same name. A substitute title for this

original story has not yet been selected.

Warner Brothers

“lzzy Murphy” Has Private Preview

A private showing of “Private lzzy Mur-
phy,” the George Jessel starring vehicle,

was held for executives. This picture,

which is scheduled for release October 30,

was directed by Lloyd Bacon.

Shoot “Third Degree” Prologue

Director Michael Curtiz is shooting the

prologue of “The Third Degree,” one of
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the Twenty-six Winners in which Dolores
Costello is starred, with Louise Dresser in

the leading supporting role.

“Official Wife” Is Commended
“My Official Wife” has been commended

by the National Board of Review of Mo-
tion Pictures. It co-stars Irene Rich and
Conway Tearle. This production marks the
first directorial effort of Paul L. Stein for
Warner Brothers.

Shoot “Missing Link” Ship Sequences

The Syd Chaplin company, making “The
Missing Link” under the direction of Chuck
Reisner, are shooting shipboard sequences.

Change “Mama Kiss Papa” Title

The title “Mama Kiss Papa” has been
changed to “Millionaires.” The scenario is

by Graham Baker and Edward Clark. Her-
man Raymaker directed.

Fox
“Going Crooked” Is Completed

The mystery comedy-drama “Going
Crooked” has been completed. Bessie Love,
Oscar Shaw and Leslie Fenton are promi-
nent in the cast, the direction being by
George Melford.

Mix Finishes Another

“The Canyon of Light,” a Tom Mix
offering directed by Ben Stoloff, has been
completed. Dorothy Dwan, Carmelita
Gerahty, Ralph Sipperly and William Wall-
ing are included in the cast.

“Whispering Wires” Is Filmed

“Whispering Wires” has been finished un-
der the direction of Albert Ray. The lead-
ing players are Anita Stewart, Edmund
Burns, Arthur Housman, “Heinie” Conk-
lin, Frank Campeau and Mark Swain.

New Helen and Warren Picture

“Back to Mother,” latest Helen and War-
ren Married Life Comedy, featuring Kath-
ryn Perry and Allan Forrest, has been
started in production under the direction
of Harry Sweet.

Finish One VanBibber, Start Another

The latest VanBibber to be completed is

“The Tennis Story,” directed by Thomas
Buckingham. Another VanBibber story,
with Earle Foxe and Florence Gilbert in
the featured roles, is in production under
the title of “The Motorboat.” Jess Robins
will direct the comedy.

First National

Change “Men of Dawn” Title

The title “Men of the Dawn” is defi-
nitely supplanted by the title “The Silent
Lover.” Milton Sills stars in this picture,
directed by George Archainbaud. Viola
Dana appears opposite the star.

Robert Kyle Joins Staff

Robert Kyle has joined the scenario de-
partment as a literary and dramatic scout
under the supervision of Mrs. Florence
Strauss, head of the department.

Bern to Adapt Corinne’s Next

Paul Bern, scenario writer, has been en-
gaged to adapt Corinne Griffith’s next star-

ring vehicle, “Purple and Fine Linen.”

“Long Pants” Is Under Way
Gladys Brockwell and A1 Roscoe are the

only members of the cast thus far chosen
to support Harry Langdon in “Long Pants,”
but much progress is being made in the
filming of this comedy feature. Frank
Capra is directing.

Maynard Completes “Flame of Border”

Ken Maynard’s latest production, “The
Flame of the Border,” is now in the cut-
ting room.

Harry Langdon and Priscilla Bonner in “The
Strong Man,” Harry Langdon’s new feature

for First National.

Paramount
Von Seyffertitz with Negri

Gustav von Seyffertitz has been cast for
the “heavy” role in “Barbed Wire,” Pola
Negri’s next starring vehicle.

D’Orsay Added to “Sin” Cast

Lawrence D’Orsay has been added to the
cast of “The Popular Sin,” Florence Vidor’s
new starring vehicle, which Malcolm St.

Clair is directing.

Moreno to Play “It” Lead

Antonio Moreno has been obtained to

play the male lead opposite Clara Bow in

Elinor Glyn’s “It.”

To Make “Children of Divorce”

Frank Lloyd will make “Children of Di-
vorce” as his second production for this

company.

Furthman Writes “Casey” Script

Jules Furthman will write the scenario
for “Casey At The Bat,” in which Wallace
Beery and Raymond Hatton will be fea-

tured.

Pathe

Endorse “Fighting Marine”

“The Fighting Marine,” starring Gene
Tunney, was recently screened at a special

preview before a committee representing
the California Federation of Women’s
Clubs and was endorsed by that body.

Ernie Wood in “Atta Boy”

Ernie Wood, stage star, plays the heavy
role in “Atta Boy,” which stars Monty
Banks. This production is scheduled for
October 24.

Acquire “Struggle for Oil”

“The World Struggle for Oil” has been
obtained from Captain Hank Butler and
is announced for release on the program
for October 31.

“Alaskan Adventures” Release Set

“Alaskan Adventures,” a six-reel adven-
ture picture and record of the miracles of
nature, will be released October 17.

Matt Moore Is Signed

Matt Moore has been signed by the Hal

Roach studios for one picture in the Star
comedy series of short features.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Hayden Talbot Is Signed

Hayden Talbot, journalist, is engaged to

write screen stories. He is now at work
on his first story.

Spence to Title “There You Are”

Ralph Spence has been engaged to title

“There You Are,” which has just been
completed under the direction of Edward
Sedgwick. Conrad Nagel and Edith Rob-
erts are featured.

Marcelle Corday in “Flesh and Devil”

Marcelle Corday, French stage actress,

has been added to the cast of “Flesh and
the Devil.”

Barker to Direct “Wag Lady”

Reginald Barker has been chosen to di-

rect Rex Beach’s story, “The Wag Lady,”
wffiich is being adapted by Harvey Gates.

D’Arcy Signs New Contract

Roy D’Arcy has been placed under a

new contract which will keep his services

exclusively with the M-G-M organization.

Educational

Hamilton in Neiv Type

Lloyd Hamilton’s first two-reel comedy
under the direction of William Goodrich
will present him minus the checkered tie

and cap. He will be seen as a married
man and father of two children. Estelle

Bradley will appear as his wife in this

picture, which is as yet untitled.

Prepare for Next Jimmy Adams Comedy
Trenches are being dug on the Christie

property for Jimmie Adams’ next comedy,
“Shell Socked.” Walter Graham will di-

rect.

“Hold Still” Ready for Release

Anne Cornwall’s first Christie comedy,
titled “Hold Still,” is now ready for re-

lease. Jack Duffy, Bill Blaisdell, George
Hall and Jimmie Harrison appear in the

cast.

Lupino Lane Comedy Nears Finish

Lupino Lane’s first comedy on the 1926-27

schedule, “Movieland,” is rapidly nearing

completion. It will be released late in

November.

Title George Davis Comedy

The first Mermaid Comedy featuring

George Davis, which has been completed,

has been titled “Midnight Follies.”

F. N. Foreign Sales Go
Up 25% Under Johnson

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Oct. 12.—In the first

nine months of the year First National’s

foreign department, under the manage-
ment of E. Bruce Johnson, reports an

increase of 25 per cent over the same
period last year. The total increase

amounts to $701,533.01. Last year’s fig-

ures were $2,905,037.80. This year they

rose to $3,606,570.81.

“Tarzan” Biggest Film
in Work at F.B.O. Lot

(Special to the Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Oct. 12.—“Tarzan and

the Golden Lion” is the biggest Mm
under production at the F.B.O. studios

where eight pictures are in the process

of cutting, titling and shooting.
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CLASSIFIED
f

Advertising
Five cents per word, payable in advance. Minimum charge,

$1.00. Copy and checks should be addressed Classified Ad
Dept. Exhibitors Herald, 407 So. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

The Recognized National Classified Advertising Medium

Operators Wanted

OPERATORS W A N T E D—NON-UNION—
Seven nights, two matinees; Thirty-Five Dollars

subject to raise. Address L. E. Goetz, 1818 52nd
Street, Kenosha, Wisconsin.

Theatres Wanted

WANTED—TO BUY OR LEASE Theatre and

equipment in town of 1,000 and up. Give all par-

ticulars in first letter. O. Midtbruget, Hanska,

Minn.

WANTED—To lease or buy theatre in small

city. Give all details. Address Box 121, Ex-

hibitors Herald, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago,

Illinois.

Theatres For Sale

THEATRE FOR SALE—In town of three

thousand. No opposition. Newly decorated.

Write for details. Box 660, Woodsfield, O.

Equipment Wanted

WE PAY BEST prices for used opera chairs,

projection machines, ventilating fans, portable

projectors, etc. Movie Supply Company, 844

South Wabash Avenue, Chicago.

WE OFFER HIGHEST CASH PRICES for

Second Hand Machines—Opera chairs—Compens-
arcs—Motor Generators—Portable Projectors, etc.

Write us first. Monarch Theatre Supply Co.,

Memphis, Tenn.

Organs for Sale

FOR SALE: Bartola Pipe Organ. Used vVur

litzer Pipe Organ model O, very reasonable.

Cremona Pipe Organ used or new Reproduco
Pipe Organs. Box 53, Havana. Illinois.

Banners for Sale

CLOTH BANNERS: $1.40, 3x10 feet, 3 colors,

any copy up to 15 words; one day service; sent

anywhere; also Bargain Paper Banners. Asso-

ciated Advertisers, 111 W. 18th Street, Kansas
City, Mo.

Business Opportunity

WHETHER YOU want to hire some one or be

hired; buy or sell a theatre; trade, buy or sell

equipment, or do almost anything else in the

motion picture business, an ad in this department

will get you results. If you want us to word
the ad for you, the services of our advertising

experts are at your call. Simply tell us what

you want to do and how many words you want

used. Rates and address above.

Projector Repairing

OLDEST REPAIR MAN IN CHICAGO:
In fifteen years I have repaired 6,500 machines to

complete satisfaction of the owners. Relief equip-
ment furnished gratis. Address Joseph Spratler,
12-14 E. Ninth Street, Chicago, Illinois.

BEST REPAIR SHOP in the country for
overhauling and repairing projection machines,
ticket machines, motors, etc. Expert workman-
ship, prompt service, reasonable prices. Movie
Supply Company, 844 South Wabash Avenue,
Chicago.

BTGGEST AND BEST EQUIPPED REPAIR
SHOP in the South. Expert workmanship guar-
anteed on all projectors, motors, generators, etc.

Loan mechanism free. Address Monarch Theatre
Supply Company, Memphis, Tenn.

MOVING PICTURE REPAIRS—Not the Big-

gest, nor the oldest, but we have the Equipment
and the experience to repair, renickel, re-enamel
your Projector. Best Devices Company, Film
Bldg., Cleveland, O.

Novelty Souvenirs

SOUVENIRS—Over 300 fine Novelties in our

52 page free Catalog. At genuine Wholesale prices.

Write today. No obligation. Fair Trading Co.,

Inc., 307 Sixth Ave.. New York.

In every field there is a

recognized

ADVERTISING
CLASSIFIED

MEDIUM

In the Motion Picture Field

it is

Exhibitors Herald

Mailing Lists

21,000 MOVING PICTURE THEATRES
showing population and seating capacity, per M.
$7.50. Without population or seating capacity

$6.00 M. guaranteed 97% correct. Ask for de-

tailed price list. A F. Williams, Mgr., 166 W.
Adams St, Chicago, Ilinois.

Space for Rent

FIRST FLOOR ROOM 20'x90'. New fireproof

film building. Finest in Pittsburgh. Stationary

film vaults. Latest imrovements. Rent reasonable.

Write Commonwealth Real Estate Co., 312 Fourth

Avenue, Pittsburgh, Penn.

Salesmen Wanted

EVERY MOVIE THEATRE SHOULD HAVE
a Penny Ball Gum and Peanut Machine. We
have the best ones made, and will pay splendid

commissions for selling them. Write or call for

particulars. The Ad-Lee Co., 825 S. Wabash
Ave., Chicago, Illinois.

Equipment for Sale

“EVERYTHING FOR THE MOVIES.” Guar-

anteed Rebuilt Simplex-Powers and Motiograph
Projectors, Opera Chairs—Generators—Screens,

etc. Supplies and Complete Equipments. Low-
est Prices. Cash or Easy Terms. Special Bulle-

tin free. Monarch Theatre Supply Co., Memphis,
Tenn.

NOW IS A GOOD TIME TO FIX up your
theatre. We have on hand 4000 upholstered used

theatre chairs, 2500 used five and seven ply veneer

chairs. Also brand new chairs in five and seven

ply veneer at 40% less than factory priee. Re-

built moving picture machines of all makes, and

other theatrical equipment in guaranteed condi-

tion. Tell us your need and we will save you
money. Send in your order and we will make
immediate shipment. Illinois Theatre Equipment
Company, 12-14 East Ninth Street, Chicago,

Illinois.

FOR SALE—CORONA “ELECTRIC PIANO”
in good order and motor attachment. Will sell

cheap for quick sale. Happyland Theatre, Port

Gibson, Miss.

COMPLETE THEATRE EQUIPMENT includ-

ing 500 opera chairs, two Simplex Projectors,

Martin Rotary Converter, Screen. Ticket Selling

Machine, Lightning Changer, Ticket Chopper, etc.

Everything in excellent condition. Big Bargain.

Address Box 111, Exhibitors Herald.
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“What the Picture Did For Me”
VERDICTS ON FILMS IN LANGUAGE OF EXHIBITOR

Copyright, 1926

This is the original exhibitors
9
reports department, established October 14, 1916.

Beware of cheap, misleading imitations.

“What the Picture Did for Me” is the one genuine source of exhibitor-written box office

information.

;

Address: “What the Picture Did for Me,” EXHIBITORS HERALD, 407 South Dearborn
Street, Chicago, III.

«

Associated Exhibitors
HEARTS AND FISTS: John Bowers—Story of

North woods and well done. Plenty of pep. It

pleased. Six reels.—F. F. Latta, Dale theatre, E.

Long, Beach, Cal.—Mixed patronage.

THE PRICE OF A PARTY : Hope Hampton-
Very good cast. Good plot and holds interest to

the end. Six reels.—A. P. Sitton & Son, Muse
U theatre, Tularosa, N. M.—Small town patron-

age.

KEEP SMILING: Monty Banks—Good farce

comedy that attracted a good crowd and pleased.

Sold reasonable. Play it, film good.—I. R. Gavin,

Hammond, Wis.—General patronage.

AMONG THOSE PRESENT: Harold Lloyd-
Old, but still good. Well received. Three reels.

—

J. G. Flanders, Majestic theatre, Kerens, Tex.

—

General patronage.

Columbia
THE LURE OF THE WILD: Special cast—

Well liked. We get more out of this class than

from high brow stuff, and not near as expensive.

Five reels.—F. F. Latta, Dale theatre, E. Long
Beach, Cal.—Mixed patronage.

THE LURE OF THE WILD: Special cast—
This is a wolf dog picture and it pleased as well

as any other dog picture. I call it good. Six

reels.—J. W. Schmidt, Grand theatre, Breese, III.

-—General patronage.

F. B. 0.
THE COWBOY COP: Tom Tyler—Very good.

Little Frankie Darro steals this picture. The
gang used in the Tyler pictures are all good.

Keep them together and they will win any audi-

ence. It’s the combination of the gang together

with the clever directing of the director, Bob
DeLacy, that puts these pictures over. Five reels.

-—P. C. Sehram, Orpheum theatre, Kalamazoo,
Mich.—General patronage.

THE COLLEGE BOOB: Lefty Flynn—Just

ran this picture at the start of football season

and packed them in. The best Flynn has done
so far. A great picture for a college town, as

the students will eat this up. Five reels.—P. C.

Sehram, Orpheum theatre, Kalamazoo, Mich.

—

General patronage.

A COLLEGE BOOB: Lefty Flynn—A good
football picture. Nothing exciting but quite a

lot of comedy.-—W. B. Franke, Strand theatre,

LuVerne, la.—General patronage.

LONE HAND SAUNDERS: Fred Thomson-
Sorry to have to report this was the poorest
Thomson we have played. Not the fault of Fred
or Silver King, but a very weak plot. Fred,
make them give you good stories, for we know
you can act if you have the story. Give Silver

King more to do. People like to see him act.

Had a few walkouts on this. People expected
more and were not satisfied with this.—R. K.
Lattin, Strand theatre, Valparaiso, Nebr.—Gen-
eral patronage.

THE MERRY CAVALIER: Richard Talmadge
—The best picture Talmadge has made to date.

Has a fairly good story and plenty of laughs and
usual Talmadge stunts to keep the crowd in good
humor. Five reels.—P. C. Sehram, Orpheum
theatre, Kalamazoo, Mich.—General patronage.

HER HONOR THE GOVERNOR: Pauline
Frederick—Good picture. Not a special. Pauline
Frederick does her usual good work. Good plot
and holds the crowd well. Women especially liked
it. Seven reels.—W. B. Franke, Strand theatre,
Humboldt, la.—General patronage.

Well,

Well,

Well!

NOON— another mail delivery—
and another able bodied mail

|

carrier borne off to recuperate after

doing his bit toward bringing in the

sheaves of letters commenting upon
the Tenth Anniversary of “What the

Picture Did for Me.”
And still they come—from far and

from near—from veteran exhibitors

and exhibitor beginners—from all

points of the compass and from points

not touched by that instrument.

What a lot of people read the de-

partment. And what a lot of things

they have to say about it. What a

lot of improvements and develop-

ments are to be effected when all

these exhibitors’ suggestions are ap-

plied.

What a Birthday Celebration it is

to be!

Don’t miss it. And if you haven’t

written your letter yet, there still is

time. Every contributor and reader
will be allowed ample opportunity to

get his letter to the home office of

the “Herald” before the big birthday
cake is cut and the speeches begin.

What does “What the Picture Did
for Me” mean to you?

J C. JENKINS is back on the job
• this week—if not back on the

road—and his column is highlighted

with a likeness of none other than

E. E. Sprague of Goodland, Kansas.

As the original photograph already

has been given prominent position in

this office’s wall gallery, it is useless

to phone, wire or write requests for

the same.

C E. HARTMAN enters “Ken May-
• nard” in the Neligh-to-Forks

road classic this week and makes flip-

pant reference to “Viola” and “Owen
Moore.” Jenkins and the undersigned

will avenge the reference in due sea-

son, but what are you going to call

your entry?
—W. R. W.

WILD TO GO: Tom Tyler—Very slow. No ac-

tion until the last reel, then it finished good.—J.

W. Schmidt, Grand theatre, Breese, 111.—General
patronage.

LADDIE: Special cast—Here is a picture that
will come nearer pleasing 100 per cent than any
I’ve shown this year. While it rained during

the run of this, it did a business far above the
average.—Russell Armentrout, K. P. theatre,

Pittsfield, III.—General patronage.

LADDIE: Special cast This is a wonderful
story of country life. I ran this picture three
days and each day the business grew bigger. I

had people tell me it was the best picture they
ever saw. Step on it, boys, and clean up. Seven
reels.—E. E. Byrne, Columbia theatre, Athens,
O.—General patronage.

THE MASQUERADE BANDIT: Tom Tyler—
Has very good audience appeal. Bob DeLacy is

to be complimented on his fine directorial ability

and good judgment in directing all the Tyler
pictures. Have not had a flivver on any of these
Tyler pictures, and the kids enjoy them as well as
the grownups. Five reels.—P. C. Sehram, New
theatre, Kalamazoo, Mich.—General patronage.

THE PRINCE OF PEP: Richard Talmadge—
Fine. A very good picture. Full of action and
thrills. Five reels.—E. A. Armistead, Lyric thea-

tre, Easley, S. C.—General patronage.

THE TWO GUN MAN: Fred Thomson—
What’s the use of reporting on this star’s pic-

tures. The only trouble is he doesn’t make
enough of them. You can’t beat this one.

—

Weakley & Walden, Royal theatre, Norborne, Mo.
-—-Small town patronage.

BEYOND THE ROCKIES: Bob Custer—An
extra good picture. Pleased well here. Five
reels.—E. A. Armistead, Lyric theatre, Easley, S.

C.—General patronage.

ALL AROUND THE FRYING PAN: Fred
Thomson—A good action Western but a great
many very dark scenes. The first Thomson we
have used and business was rather light. Six
reels.—A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre, Rainier,
Ore.—General patronage.

SMILIN’ AT TROUBLE: Lefty Flynn—Here
is a picture that is certainly jammed full of ac-

tion. There is not a dead scene in it, but there
are some very good scenes in it. The whole cast

acted very well. Lefty Flynn is certainly a good
bet for all houses whose patronage has a trend
toward action pictures. Six reels.—A. M. McBur-
ney. Princess theatre, Mapleton, la.—General
patronage.

THE WYOMING WILDCAT: Tom Tyler—Fine
Saturday show. If given right kind of stories

this man Tyler is a sure comer. Five reels.

—

F. F. Latta, Dale theatre, E. Long Beach, Cal.—

•

Mixed patronage.

WHEN LOVE GROWS COLD: Mrs. Rudolph
Valentino—This barely gets by. F. B. O. made
a mistake in calling this a Gold Bond. Made a
mistake in running this during a revival, as it

is far from a Sunday school lesson.—Weakley &
Walden, Odeon theatre, Hardin, Mo.—Small town
patronage.

WHEN LOVE GROWS COLD: Mrs. Rudolph
Valentino—Ran this just a week after Rudolph
Valentino’s death and packed them in. Picture
fair. Six reels.—P. C. Sehram, New theatre,
Kalamazoo, Mich.—General patronage.

HANDS ACROSS THE BORDER: Fred Thom-
son—Have run out of adjectives praising Fred
and Silver King. I can say this, however, it

drew the largest Saturday business in the last

eight months. Six reels.—E. M. Biddle, Strand
theatre, Paoli, Ind.—Small town patronage.

HANDS ACROSS THE BORDER: Fred Thom-
son—To date I believe that this is the best Thom-
son that I have seen. Sure pulls them in. Six
reels.—Dewey L. Kisor, Sterling theatre, Fair-
mont, Nebr.—Small town patronage.

LET’S GO GALLAGHER: Tom Tyler—As good
a Western as you care to show. The kid is
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there. Feature him with Tyler.—C. A. Spain-

hour, Twilight theatre, Greensburg, Kan.—Small

town patronage.

KEEPER OF THE BEES: Special cast—This

good special is already sold to the public because

of the wide popularity of Gene Stratton Porter’s

books. Just let them know you are going to

show it, and you'll pack your house to the doors.

I did. Seven reels.—E. M. Biddle, Strand thea-

tre, Paoli, Ind.—Small town patronage.

KEEPER OF THE BEES: Special cast—Pic-
ture fair. Business very good. All Gene Stratton

Porter’s stories draw consistently well. Good for

Sunday and all classes. Seven reels.—P. C.

Schram, New theatre, Kalamazoo, Mich.—General

patronage.

SMOOTH AS SATIN : Evelyn Brent—Abso-
lutely nothing to it. No story, no moral, no

nothing. If you have it booked, pay for it and

leave it. I am not sore at F. B. O. They have

some good stuff and are mighty fine people to

deal with, but this picture is cheese.—C. A. Spain-

hour, Twilight theatre, Greensburg, Kan.—Small

town patronage.

THE LAST EDITION: Ralph Lewis—A pic-

ture that drew in spite of the fact that I ran it

during the week of our county fair. A picture

that will stand boosting. Seven reels.—Dewey L.

Kisor, Sterling theatre, Fairmont, Nebr.—Small

town patronage.

First National
PARADISE: Milton Sills—This is indeed a

real good one and everybody commented on it

very favorably. The entire cast does splendid.

The fight between Noah Beery and Milton Sills

was great. The comedy relief furnished by

Charles Murray and Kate Price was good. Char-

lie was a real “African golfer.” Betty Bronson

was the sweet little thing she is. All in all it

is a picture that will give entire satisfaction.

Business light on account of opening night fol-

lowing a week tent show competition. Eight reels.

—S. B. Johnson, Regent theatre, Cleveland &
Shaw, Miss.—General patronage.

THE DUCHESS OF BUFFALO: Constance

Talmadge—Connie Talmadge with Chester Conk-

lin certainly put pep and kick into a costume

picture that you forget is costume and is fun.

100 per cent plus.—W. M. Roob, Grand theatre.

Port Washington, Wis.—General patronage.

MEN OF STEEL: Milton Sills—When the ten

Keeps ’Em Awake
in Sleepy Eye

P RINCESS THEATRE at Sleepy

Eye, Minn. R. A. Palmer, man-

ager. Mr. Palmer may wonder why
this was not published before, but it

is another case of “delayed in tran-

sit,” as the government used to put it,

but a lot more of them have never

been heard of since they were left to

be developed. The Princess is the

popular play house in southwest Min-

nesota, and R. A. Palmer is the boy

largely responsible for this popularity.

-J. C. J.

best and biggest pictures of the year are listed

this will be one of them. On account of three

dances for opposition I made no money on it, but

it is one of the very best I ever played. Has
tragedy, comedy, thrilling situations and is a real

audience picture. You can say anything you want

to about it, and the picture will back you up
without question. Ten reels.—H. J. Eagan,
American theatre, Wautoma, Wis.—Small town
patronage.

IT MUST BE LOVE: Colleen Moore—Pardon
me, Colleen, I won’t call this what I called your
"Ella Cinders,” but just the same it satisfied

and pleased all with good business. What more
can we expect? More power to you.—W. M.
Roob, Grand theatre. Port Washington, Wis.—

-

General patronage.

PUPPETS: Milton Sills—A very good offering

that pulled in some extra business. Eight reels.—

-

A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre. Rainier, Ore.—

-

General patronage.

SENOR DAREDEVIL: Ken Maynard—Here’s
a picture, 18 karat. As good as they make ’em.
Tarzan, the horse, is good. The kid is good and
the old man is good, the girl is good and Ken is

some rider. This is sure a great combination.
You can stand by the door and watch them go
out. You won’t have to hide on this one. Seven
reels.—Peter Kullman, Monarch theatre, Pontiex,
Pontiex, Sask., Canada.—General patronage.

ELLA CINDERS: Colleen Moore—Fellows,

here is a comedy drama that will draw them in,

hold them, and send them away to send some
more in for the next show.—W. B. Franke, Strand
theatre, Humboldt, la.—General patronage.

THE SCARLET WEST: Special cast—Colorful
Western production, well produced and acted.

Patrons who saw it liked it. Bad weather. Busi-
ness very light. Nine reels.—A. G. Witwer,
Grand theatre. Rainier, Ore.—General patronage.

MISS NOBODY: Anna Q. Nilsson—A great
little picture. I booked it as “just another pic-

ture.” Had out a three sheet and four ones
and they swarmed in to see it, which goes to
show that the public knows what they want and
you don’t have to advertise a lot to get them in.

The work of Arthur Stone and Clyde Cook ex-
cellent in this. They walk away with it. Get
behind it, boost it and you won’t be sorry.

Seven reels.—O. B. Junkins, Manzanita theatre,

Carmel, Cal.—General patronage.

TRAMP, TRAMP, TRAMP: Harry Langdon—
My people and myself included thought this pic-

ture was worse than rotten. The poorest picture
I ever played, and I have played some poor ones
in my time. If I ever play his next ones I will

feature something else on the program. Six reels.

—E. H. Breehler, Opera House, Fennimore, Wis.
—General patronage.

JUST SUPPOSE: Richard Barthelmess—

A

very small house, which was not the fault of

the picture. “What the Picture Did For Me.”
Did it ever occur to anyone to put himself in the
picture’s place and reverse the proposition to
“What the Theatre Did To Me?” For this is a
good picture, well acted, a beautiful story of the
age long yearning of a maid who was wooed by
a prince in disguise, all in sublime setting, far
and away from the commonplace and the Babbitts
of American life. But a circuit has come in here
and under different management the size of the
audience is no criterion of the value of the pic-

ture. So on this Tuesday night costume and
romance looked out on a thin audience and the
picture might well have said "What have I done
to deserve no better than this ?”—A. J. Gibbons,
Kozy theatre, Metropolis, III.—Mixed patronage.

CLASSIFIED : Corinne Griffith—A knockout if

there ever was one. By far the best we have
run of Corinne. Will please any clientele or any
size town. Brother exhibitors, you won’t make a
mistake in running this picture. Step on it and
the picture will back you up. Seven reels.—C. H.
Powers, Strand theatre, Dunsmuir, Cal.—General
patronage.

IF I MARRY AGAIN—Special cast—Good pic-

ture. Was liked by everyone. Taught a splendid

lesson. Was asked to get more pictures like this

one. Seven reels.—Mrs. E. L. Swearingen, Hoo
Hoo theatre, Doucette, Tex.—General patronage.

MLLE. MODISTE : Corinne Griffith—I can’t

give this one very much. A fair picture but not
what you would expect from this star. Seven
reels.—E. H. Breehler, Opera House, Fennimore,
Wis.—General patronage.

THE DESERT FLOWER: Colleen Moore—
Colleen drew them in and then pleased them af-

ter they were in. Plenty of comedy and action

which suited both grownups and kids. Seven
reels.—H. E. Patrick, Palace theatre. North Rose,

N. Y.—Small town patronage.

RAINBOW RILEY: Johnny Hines—Hines is

always good, so is this one.—J. W. Schmidt, Grand
theatre, Breese, 111.—General patronage.

HER SISTER FROM PARIS: Constance Tal-

madge—The best Talmadge picture we have run.

Has lots of comedy, beautiful settings and Ron-

ald Colman for leading man. It will please

everyone. Eight reels.—Mrs. B. Smith, Palace

theatre, Rockmart, Ga.—Small town patronage.
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It's Sprague

Wellington, Kans., Sept. 30, 1926.

DEAR HERALD:
So this is Kansas. We have heard of Kansas ever since our school boy days. We

knew about where it was located on the map, and we knew it was bounded on the

north by Nebraska, and we have always felt that that helped Kansas a whole lot.

Kansas is where “Wild Bill” made his debut into fast company and Abilene talks

about it yet.

We knew also that Kansas was the

home of “Sockless” Jerry Simpson and
Carrie Nation and other more or less

prominent individuals. We have heard

that Kansas was a great wheat producing

state, and she is. We have heard that

she produces an immense quantity of oil,

and she does, and we have heard that

her citizens are about the best people on

earth, and they are. But nobody ever

wrote about the Kansas mud, and I

wouldn’t write about it now if I had any
other subject to write about, but when
one is marooned in a town for three days
on account of the mud, and with but
little prospects of getting out for two or

three days more, and when mud is the

general topic of conversation on the

streets and in the hotels, one naturally

thinks that “mud” is a popular subject.

When William Allen White wrote
“What’s the Matter With Kansas” it

made him famous throughout the length

and breadth of the land. It was a

masterpiece. We don’t know whether
that question has been answered or not,

but if William would propound that

question to me I would say, “Not a dog-

gone thing. Bill, except your roads.”

Kansas has an erratic climate. She
can dish up all kinds of climate on short

notice. The fore part of last week, when
I was driving the dry districts in the

western part of the state, it was so hot

that one could hardly get his breath.

Viola’s temperature ran up to 104 and
stayed around that mark all the while.

How far mine went I don’t know, I was
afraid to take it. Then, on Friday, the

wind came out of the north in a blast

and the mercury went down 40 degrees

in as many minutes and it started to rain

and has kept it up continually until this morning and there is mud, mud, mud every-

where. When one runs his front wheels off the pavement he goes down out of sight

head first. Unfortunately, Viola can’t swim and I didn’t bring my rubber boots.

* * *

We dislike to criticize a great state like Kansas, but when Kansas wakes up some
day to the fact that she is trailing along at the tail end of the procession of states

in a good roads program she will come out of it, and when she comes out of it,

watch out. She has the pep to do things.

Don’t charge it up to me, my boy,

Should I get mad and swear,

For in this mud there is no joy
This much I do declare.

If Kansas would wake up some day
And cover up her roads with hay
And let the boys get on their way
We’d think ’twas only fair.

* * *

I note that the HERALD announces the return of Metro-Goldwyn’s “Four Horse-
men.” This means that “Grasshopper” Sprague of Goodland. Kansas, will have to get

into the saddle again, since Mr. Weaver says he is one of the original four.

Frank O’Hara, of Elgin, Nebraska, is older than we supposed he was. In his

report on “Kentucky Pride,” a Fox production, he compliments Fox for making a

picture without any “love making” or “kissing scenes.” We are surprised, Frank,
that you have arrived at that stage. That kind of a picture would be uninteresting
to us younger generation.

Giacoma Bros., of the Crystal theatre at Tombstone, Arizona, seems to have
reversed the order of things down there. They sign their reports “Tombstone thea-

( Continued on next page)

pKOPLE, please
-1- closely, for it

examine this picture very
probably will be filed as

Exhibit A in an action for damage for at-

tempted alienation of Viola's affections. This
is “Grasshopper" Sprague of Goodland, Kans.,
caught in the act of flirting with Viola right in
broad open daylight. You will note that there
is guilt spread all over his countenance, and
any jury if they didn't hang him would find
for the plaintiff without recommendation for
leniency. J. C. J.

HER SISTER FROM PARIS: Constance Tal-

madge—A real snappy comedy that drew fairly

well and pleased those who did come. A little

suggestive in places but there is so much comedy
along with it they do not seem to mind it. Seven

reels.—Dewey L. Kisor, Sterling theatre, Fair-

mont, Nebr.—Small town patronage.

HER SISTER FROM PARIS: Constance Tal-

madge—I exploited this and lost money. I took

in only $13.40. The picture pleased everyone,

but my shows have been on the bum of late.

Seven reels.—H. G. Isbell, Casino DeLuxe thea-

tre, Kiowa, Colo.—General patronage.

THE GIRL FROM MONTMARTE: Barbara
LaMarr—Just an ordinary picture, although the

action was very good. Barbara LaMarr seemed
to please everyone. Eight reels.—A. M. McBur-
ney, Princess theatre, Mapleton, la.—General
patronage.

A THIEF IN PARADISE: Ronald Colman—
Featured players, Doris Kenyon, Ronald Colman,
Aileen Pringle, Claude Gillingwater and Alec
Francis. A good snappy fast moving picture that

pleased my very small audience. Seven reels.

—

H. G. Isbell, Casino DeLuxe theatre, Kiowa, Colo.

—General patronage.

ABRAHAM LINCOLN: George Billings—It

sure is good, but remember it’s an educational

one. Ten reels.—J. W. Schmidt, Grand theatre,

Breese, 111.—General patronage.

Fox
WOMANPOWER: Special cast—Neighborhood

patronage as a rule, but in this case none, due

to county fair and the usual tent show opposition.

Picture is one of the best from Fox. Seven reels.

—T. A. Shea, Palace theatre, McGehee, Ark.—

-

Neighborhood patronage.

HONESTY IS THE BEST POLICY: Johnnie
Walker—Just fair as a program picture.—H. E.

Schlichter, Liggett theatre, Madison, Kan.—Gen-
eral patronage.

THE SILVER TREASURE: George O'Brien-
One of the best adventure pictures we have run.

For this type picture George O’Brien is one of

the best actors on the screen. And today it seems
this type of picture is most popular. For small

towns where you show to all classes, it’s great.

Seven reels.—Mrs. B. Smith, Palace theatre,

Rockmart, Ga.—Small town patronage.

FIG LEAVES: Special cast—A good picture,

though not up to expectations gained from the

many favorable reports thereon. No business,

though the picture’s not at fault. O’Brien is

okay in his line but was out of his class in this

one. Seven reels.—T. A. Shea, Palace theatre,

McGehee, Ark.—Neighborhood patronage.

YELLOW FINGERS: Olive Borden—Not much
to this one. Did not please here. Six reels.

—

E. A. Armistead, Lyric theatre, Easley, S. C.

—

General patronage.

THE FIGHTING BUCKAROO: Buck Jones—
A star that always pleases. This is a picture

that has plenty of action and not so much West-
ern. For a change the Western fans liked it.

Five reels.—Mrs. B. Smith, Palace theatre, Rock-
mart, Ga.—Small town patronage.

THE GOLDEN STRAIN : Special cast—A splen-

did entertainment. Story good, cast fine. Better

than some specials.—Bert Silver, Silver Family
theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

THE GOLDEN STRAIN: Kenneth Harlan—
There is only one reason I can see why some
have reported this no good. So many object to

costume pictures, though can’t see why one could

pan this picture. Madge Bellamy was beautiful

in the old-fashioned dresses. The war scenes

with the Indians great. Ann Pennington was
given an opportunity to give one of her dances.

It’s just a dandy good picture. Six reels.—Mrs.
B. Smith, Palace theatre, Rockmart, Ga.—Small
town patronage.

THE JOHNSTOWN FLOOD: George O’Brien
A picture that’s good in every way. A good star

at his best. A title that draws and a picture

that will please. It’s full of thrills. Some beau-
tiful outdoor settings. All parts well acted and
should please in any house. Seven reels.—Mrs. B.

Smith, Palace theatre, Rockmart, Ga.—Small
town patronage.

HARD BOILED: Tom Mix—The best Mix pic-

ture in a long while. Pleased immensely. Six
reels.—H. E. Schlichter, Liggett theatre, Madison,
Kan.—General patronage.

THE ROAD TO GLORY: May McAvoy—Not
so good. The story lacks motive all the way but
is made interesting by such popular actors as
Fred Sterling, Rockcliffe Fellows, Leslie Fenton
and others. You can do a lot of speculation as
to what the title means.—Ben L. Morris, Temple
theatre, Bellaire, O.—General patronage.

THE YANKEE SENOR: A good picture but
will not please the Mix fans. If Fox continue
to put Mix in this kind of stories I will not sign
for any more to follow present contract. Mix

has lost his drawing power here by trying to play

society bunk which does not please Mix fans.

Five reels.—E. A. Armistead, Lyric theatre,

Easley, S. C.—General patronage.
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J. C. Jenkins—His Colyum
( Continued from preceding page)

tre, Crystal, Arizona.” Maybe it’s the HERALD’S mistake. Anyhow, we feel that

we ought to go down there and straighten those boys out.

If all exhibitors would give as complete and comprehensive reports on pictures

as does Phil Rand—otherwise known as “Fishy” Phil—of Salmon, Idaho, all they
would need to assist them in selecting their programs would be the BOX OFFICE
RECORD. Ship the mule to Phil; it’s his.

* 4'

I received an invitation today to visit Eddie Foy of the Foy chain of theatres, in

Dallas, Texas. The invitation didn’t come from Eddie, but from a very lovely lady
cousin of his who, with her husband, was also marooned here on their way back to

Dallas, and if Eddie has any objections to register he should file them with this

lady. Don’t be too severe on her, Eddie; she meant well.

Caldwell, Kansas, October 3rd. ‘

DEAR HERALD:
Stuck again. The mud, as well as the plot, thickens. I don’t mean that the mud

is getting stiffer, but rather it is getting deeper and more “slushy.” I left Wellington
Friday and drove the pavement in the rain to Caldwell, and here the pavement ends
and the rain continues.

When you drive off the pavement here you should advise the postmaster that your
forwarding address is “unknown.” The pavement between here and Wellington is

reported to be under 9 feet of water in places. The water is four feet deep in the

Rock Island depot at Wellington and all trains north of here have been abandoned.
Nine inches of water in two days fell over northern Oklahoma and it is still raining.

All travel on highways is out of the question. Kansas is no better off.

* * *

I never took much stock in that maritime legend about old Noah until I struck

Kansas, and since then I have come to the conclusion that the fellow who chronicled

that cock-and-bull story might have had a prophetic vision as to what would happen
in Kansas during the last days of September and the fore part of October, 1926, and
might have written it as a warning to these Jayhawkers to be prepared to take care

of their shoats and other perishable property.

If Noah was here today I would make a proposition to him that we enter into a

partnership and build another schooner, with the understanding that Viola was to

have parking space on the upper deck. I would like to sail these prairies as

First Mate with Captain Noah. We could put in forty days and forty nights having
a lot of fun. Cap. could sit on the bridge and listen to radio broadcasting the

“World Series,” read the latest election news and keep an eye out for land, and I

would sit in the stern and troll for catfish.

If Noah would come back today
And help me build an ark,

We’d put it up without delay

And then we would embark.

We’d throw away our rubber clothes,

Likewise our rubber boots,

Our B. V. D.’s and new silk hose,

And don our bathing suits.

And if perchance the Cap. fell out

Into this muddy brine,

’Twould give me joy to hear him shout
“Come in, the swimmin’s fine.”

And should we. land in early spring

On rock, or sand, or tree,

We’d gather on the deck and sing

“My country, ’tis of thee.”

* * *

When I was leaving Michigan you will remember that I wrote and said that I was
longing to get out in the open spaces and the glorious sunshine west of the Missouri.

Well, that was when I was dodging automobiles on Michigan’s paved roads. I

haven’t seen the sun but once in ten days, and then it dodged under a rain cloud
so quick I was not sure of it, but I do know that I got soaking wet before I could
jump back into the hotel. This “glorious sunshine” stuff is a joke in southern
Kansas at this season of the year. It would be a wonderful place in which to make
mud pies.

There is a law in this state against using profane language in public: That’s a good
law; I am for it. Every state ought to have it and it ought to be enforced, provided
you’ve got a private room to go into. I have been staying in mine now for ten days.

It is two miles from here to the Oklahoma line and Viola is headed that way, but
we don’t know when we will start. It all depends on the weather and H. G. Stutt-

mund of Chandler.

J. C. JENKINS,
(The Herald Man).

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
BLARNEY : Renee Adoree—I fail to see its

bigness, but it is a good picture with absolutely

no waste footage. You can promise your patrons

the darndest bare fist prize fight they ever saw.
Six reels.—J. S. Walker, Texas theatre. Grand
Prairie, Tex.—Small town patronage.

BLARNEY : Special cast—A poor program pic-

ture that will please about 50 per cent. Seven

reels.—W. M. Obrecht, Scenic theatre, Rolfe, la.

—

General patronage.

THE GAY DECEIVER: Lew Cody—Good.
Seven reels.—J. S. Walker, Texas theatre. Grand
Prairie, Tex.—Small town patronage.

THE WALTZ DREAM: Mae Murray—Picture
now holds our Sunday record, but don't depend
altogether on the picture. Your music accom-
paniment will make or spoil this picture.—W. M.
Roob, Grand theatre. Port Washington, Wis.

—

General patronage.

MARE NOSTROM: Special cast—Will appeal
especially to the better class but the others will
like it too. Some told me it was the most won-
derful picture they had ever seen. Personally
thought it only fair. Did a little extra business
on it. Ten reels.—O. B. Junkins, Manzanita
theatre, Carmel, Cal.—General patronage.

MARE NOSTROM: Special cast—Although I

lost money on the picture, it is some satisfaction
to run a picture of this class. But those big
specials are no better here than a good snappy
seven reeler that costs only one-fourth as much.
If your patrons take to long pictures you cannot
book a better one. Ten reels.—H. G. Isbell,

Casino DeLuxe theatre, Kiowa, Colo.—General
patronage.

MAKE NOSTROM: Special cast—If some
grand opera star came unannounced to your stage
and began to strut her stuff, how many of your
regulars would stay to hear her gargle? But
with plenty of publicity Mrs. Jones would be
there because Mrs. Smith was coming and it’s the
thing to do 1 This is that kind of picture. If

you can kid your public into believing it, all

right : if you can’t. I’m afraid you are all wet. It

fell flat second night for me. Write your own
ticket. Ten reels.—J. S. Walker, Texas theatre,
Grand Prairie, Tex.—Small town patronage.

LA BOHEME: John Gilbert—This is a mighty
fine picture for high class patronage. Fell flat

here and only pleased 50 per cent of those who
did come. Seven reels.—A. G. Witwer, Grand
theatre. Rainier, Ore.—General patronage.

BATTLING BUTLER: Buster Keaton—A fair-

ly amusing comedy which drew a few more than
the average, with no adverse comments. Seven
reels.—O. B. Junkins, Manzanita theatre, Carmel,
Cal.—General patronage.

BATTLING BUTLER: Buster Keaton—Very
slow up to the last two reels, but these two carry
a real punch. Not Buster’s best but good at
that, and pleased generally. Fair business. Seven
reels.—A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre, Rainier, Ore.
—General patronage.

BROWN OF HARVARD: Special cast—Fine
picture. Everybody liked it and it proved to be
a good puller. Eight reels.—N. Calbeek, Audi-
torium theatre, Nappanee. Ind.—Mixed patronage.

THE AUCTION BLOCK: Charles Ray—Pic-
tures pleased but failed to draw usual business.
Charles Ray very good. Six reels.—P. C. Schram,
Orpheum theatre, Kalamazoo. Mich.—General
patronage.

THE ROAD TO MANDALAY: Lon Chaney—
The best Chaney we ever showed.—W. M. Roob,
Grand theatre, Port Washington, Wis.—General
patronage.

PARIS: Special cast—Fair picture but no
drawing power. People will not come to see this
kind. Keep off of it. Six reels.—E. A. Armi-
stead, Lyric theatre, Easley, S. C.—General pat-
ronage.

LOVEY MARY : Bessie Love—A good picture
that should please any one, but had no drawing
power here. Six reels.—E. A. Armistead, Lyric
theatre, Easley, S. C.—General patronage.

BEVERLY OF GRAUSTARK: Marion Davies—
A lot of good comments on this one and consider
it as good as anything I have run this year.
Seven reels.-—E. H. Brechler, Opera House, Fen-
nimore, Wis.—General patronage.

THE MERRY WIDOW : Mae Murray—Good
puller for people that do not attend regular and
also gets most of them that don’t. Can say it is

a great picture. Ten reels.—N. Calbeek, Audi-
torium theatre, Nappanee, Ind.—Mixed patronage.

MIKE: Sally O’Neil—Old but good. Not the
big special Metro claims it is, but will please as

a program picture. Seven reels.—W. M. Obrecht,
Scenic theatre, Rolfe, la.—General patronage.

MIKE: Sally O’Neil—Bought as a special.

It’s a big joke. A failure. Walkouts and plenty

of kicks on it. Ran it two days and the sec-

ond day did not have enough to count. Some
disappointment.—A. Mitchell, Dixie theatre, Rus-
sellville, Ky.—Small town patronage.

GO WEST: Buster Keaton—This is like all

other Buster Keaton pictures we have used. Good
entertainment, direction fine. Pleased 100 per cent

here.—Mrs. E. L. Swearingen, Hoo Hoo theatre,

Doucette, Tex.—General paronage.
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THE TOWER OF LIES: Lon Chaney—The
smallest crowd I ever had on a Chaney picture.

Those that came commented favorably on the act-

ing of Chaney, Shearer and others. It’s a good

picture. Seven reels.—H. G. Isbell, Casino De-

Luxe theatre, Kiowa, Colo.—General patronage.

THE PRAIRIE WIFE: Special cast—Very
good. Had some fine shots in this picture. Di-

rector and cameraman are to be complimented on
their fine work and good judgment. Seven reels.

—P. C. Schram, New theatre, Kalamazoo, Mich.

—General patronage.

Paramount
VARIETY : Emil Jannings—A marvelous pro-

duction from every angle. Can’t see how any-

one with average intelligence can pan this pic-

ture. It’s there and over. Boost it plenty. Will

stand some advance in price. Paramount cer-

tainly deserves credit in their choice of this

picture. Business above average. Six reels.

—

J. C. Kennedy, Empress theatre, Akron, la.

—

General patronage.

VARIETY : Emil Jannings—Ran this on Labor
Day to poor business owing to community cele-

bration of our Great White Way lighting system.

It really is a production well worth while and
hope our Americans will take a tip from
“Variety.” Expect to repeat on same.—W. M.
Roob, Grand theatre, Port Washington, Wis.

—

General patronage.

VARIETY: Emil Jannings—Very good for

adult audiences. Something a little different.

New faces, different direction and while it will

not draw, it will satisfy if you get them in.

Seven reels.—H. J. Eagan, American theatre,

Wautoma, Wis.—Small town patronage.

NELL GWYN: Dorothy Gish—A flop. If

this is the best the British can. do, they had
better quit. Seven reels.—H. E. Schlichter,

Liggett theatre, Madison. Kan.—General patron-

age.

NELL GWYN: Dorothy Gish—Well, if you

boys like imported cheese be sure and book this

one. I really thought that this would be a good

picture, as all of the reviews on it were so good ;

but it is the same old story that European pic-

tures do not go in the small towns. The night

I played this one was the first time in many
a day that I had a walkout, but I had plenty

on this one. I myself felt like running, but as

I have always faced the dear public as they

came out on both the good and bad ones, I stayed

and faced the music. I have never yet been able

to get a baby like this over. I found out exactly

what kind of a sister this was so I stepped out

and tried to build up the program with a five

piece orchestra, but that was just more money
lost. I did not even run it in my second town,

but wired another exchange for a picture to re-

place it. I have heard that it is going to play

Loew’s Palace, a Publix house, in Memphis. I

will give odds that it does not. Seven reels.

—

S. B. Johnson, Regent theatre, Cleveland, and

Shaw, Miss.—General patronage.

ALOMA OF THE SOUTH SEAS: Gilda Gray-
Fine picture. Seemed to please almost everyone.

The work of Marmont and Baxter is very good.

Nine reels.—H. E. Schlichter, Liggett theatre,

Madison, Kan.—General patronage.

ALOMA OF THE SOUTH SEAS: Gilda Gray

'—Gilda does her stuff in a very entertaining

picture. Could see nothing objectionable in it.

Ran it Sunday to average attendance. Pleased

90 per cent. Nine reels.—J. C. Kennedy. Em-
press theatre, Akron, la.—General patronage.

TIN GODS: Thomas Meighan—Tom enacts his

part to perfection but Renee Adoree steals all

honors. A real picture to satisfied patrons.

Paramounts are standing up fine on this new

block and do hope they continue.—W. M. Roob,

Grand theatre. Port Washington, Wis.—General
patronage.

FINE MANNERS: Gloria Swanson—A swishy

swashy flipper flapper with Gloria running all

around and Eugene O’Brien after her. Really

Gloria can do better, as we’ve seen before.

—

W. M. Roob, Grand theatre. Port Washington,

Wis.—General patronage.

FINE MANNERS: Gloria Swanson—If Gloria

had had more pictures of this type and fewer

of the “Sans Gene” kind, she would be the

greatest drawing card in the movies among the

mass of fans. The highbrow critic may say it

is not the proper thing, but the crowd that pays

at the box office eats it up. This one is de-

lightful. It is all Gloria at her hoyder.ish best—

a girl of the streets who knows the ropes.

Eugene O’Brien makes a perfect foil for her

and the combination makes as pleasing an eve-

ning’s entertainment as our theatre has offered

this summer. There should be someone who
knows what type of pictures the stars are at

At the End of the Long Drive
DEAR HERALD:
When other exhibitors see what a nice country this is, it might induce

a few more to join in that Neligh-to-Forks automobile race, and pass

word along to P. G. Estee that we play baseball here too. If nine

exhibitors will enter this race. Forks will give them a trimming at base-

ball on their arrival as a welcome to our city. There are three months
left to put in your entry, and that is ample time to get nine victims.

—

ROBERT L. ANDERSON, Olympic theatre, Forks, Wash.

Pulp wood in the Bogachiel River. This is the way yours truly makes the dough
to buy films, and a trout lurks beneath every log in the river.—R. L. A.

This was a spruee tree, hut is now pulp
wood. Maybe the “Herald” is printed

on some of the paper.—R. L. A.

Five miles of this straight road with
mountains on either side provide racers

ample sprinting ground.—R. L. A.

Newsreel photographers should station themselves at this bridge, one mile from
Forks, which all racers must cross or hurdle.— R. L. A.
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their best in—and keep them somewhere near it.

She goes out of Paramount at the top of her

popularity.—Ben L. Morris, Temple theatre, Bell-

aire, O.—General patronage.

HOLD THAT LION : Douglas MacLean—It’s

the best that McLean has made since “The Hot-

tentot.” If they don’t like this, close up shop.

—Russell Armentrout, K. P. theatre, Pittsfield,

111.—General patronage.

THE WISE GUY: James Kirkwood This is

a picture that I can really say I hope there will

be no more made like it. I must confess that it

was quite an interesting story and also that it

pleased the majority of the patrons. But, is it

necessary for the producers to so sacrilege and
make light of the Bible in order that they can

make a picture to entertain ? Although the

moral which they fried to bring out toward the

end covered up some of the objectional parts, it

was far from successful in covering up even a

small percentage of the slurs and insinuations

which were made upon the Bible in the fore

part of the picture. I certainly hope that no pro-

ducer will ever run so low on material again so

as to cause them to make any more like this.

Eight reels.—A. M. MeBurney, Princess theatre,

Mapleton, la.—General patronage.

IT’S THE OLD ARMY GAME: Special cast

—

That is what it really is when you have to

collect money at the window for such mistakes

as this one is. It’s rotten.—A. Mitchell, Dixie

theatre, Russellville, Ky.—Small town patronage.

IT’S THE OLD ARMY GAME: Special cast

—

I have read a lot of reports panning this picture

and expected a lot of walkouts, but did not have

a one and picture satisfied a good house. Seven

reels.—E. H. Brechler. Opera House, Wis.—

General patronage.

PADLOCKED: Special cast—Very good. Well

liked by all who came. A fine story of this mod-

ern age. Seven reels.—H. E. Schlichter, Liggett

theatre, Madison, Kan.—General patronage.

PADLOCKED: Special east—Very fine picture.

Well acted and well liked by the majority.

Didn't draw quite as well as expected but no

fault of the picture. Seven reels.—J. C. Kennedy,

Empress theatre, Akron, la.—General patronage.

PADLOCKED: THE BARRIER: Special cast—

Both Rex Beach stories and pictures are as good

as the stories and that’s good enough Owv-' J o

country fair and the usual tent show opposition,

did not gross enough at the box office vo p iy

the janitor. He’s a cheap guy, too. Sevan

ree ls .—T. A. Shea, Palace theatre, McGhee, Ark.

—Neighborhood patronage.

THE PALM BEACH GIRL: Bebe Daniels—

This sure is a crackerjack. Say, Bebe, that’s the

best picture you ever made. I didn't have a

crowd, on account of the company not sending

me any advertising. Played three Paramount

pictures and they didn’t send me any advertising.

This was the exchange in Winnipeg. Man. I

have only ten more pictures to play from Para-

mount and that will be the last. I lost money

on every picture on account of no advertising on

the exchange’s part. I will not sign any more

contracts. They protect the film exchanges too

much. Seven reels.—Peter Kullman. Monarch

theatre, Ponteix, Sask., Canada.—General pat-

ronage.

THE VOLCANO: Bebe Daniels—Would class

this a fair program offering. The volcano

scenes saved it at the last.—A. Mitchell, Dixie

theatre, Russellville, Ky.—Small town patronage.

DIPLOMACY : Blanche Sweet—Barely drew

film rental. The picture is good. Eight reels.—

J. S. Walker, Texas theatre. Grand Prairie, Tex.—

Small town patronage.

THE CAT’S PAJAMAS: Betty Bronson-

Seemed to please those who saw it. A nice little

feature. Six reels.—H. E. Schlichter, Liggett

theatre, Madison, Kan.—General patronage.

TONGUES OP FLAME: Thomas Meighan—

A

good picture that failed to draw, but do not

think it was the fault of the’ picture, as it was

played right after the Fourth. Everyone was too

tired to come out. Seven reels.—Dewey L. Kisor,

Sterling theatre, Fairmont, Nebr.—Small town

patronage.

THE SHOW OFF: Ford Sterling.—The only

redeeming feature about this is Ford Sterling, and

he doesn’t amount to much. Failed to please

generally. Seven reels.—H. E. Schlichter. Lig-

gett theatre, Madison, Kan.—General patronage.

MANTRAP : Clara Bow—A very good pro-

duction ably assisted by Percy Marmont and

Ernest Torrence. Good any day.—W. M. Roob,

Grand theatre. Port Washington, Wis.—General

patronage.

FASCINATING YOUTH: Junior Stars of 1926

—A real lively peppy exploitation production that

was enjoyed by young and old alike.—W. M. Roob,

Grand theatre. Port Washington, Wis.—General

patronage.

THE UNTAMED LADY : Gloria Swanson—

Hartman Schedules

“Ken Maynard”
DEAR HERALD:

I am getting tired of all this racing,

fishing, etc. They don’t know what
speed is and they don’t know where
the big fish are.

Carnegie is located on the Washita
River. The catfish got so big we had
to dredge the river and make it about
a half mile wide so the fish could
turn around. Any less than 100 feet

long we throw back in. It would be
unsportsmanlike to kill them before

they are weaned.

Now as to racing. I want to enter,

but before doing so I want to reveal

all the facts, as I don’t want to take

any advantage. Of course, if they all

get scared and back out I will still

be declared winner, won’t it?

I have a new Buick and I call it

“Ken Maynard’’ because it is new and
has everything outclassed. I took
“Ken” out to Colorado and back just

to limber him up. A law tried to

catch me. but had to give up and
phoned ahead that when I stopped
to arrest me for speeding. However,
the judge turned me loose. Said I

went so fast it must he an airplane

and he couldn’t stick a plane for

speeding.
See by this issue that J. C. was in

eastern Colorado and western Kan-
sas about the time I was. I think I

passed him. If it was him I’m not
going to let “Ken” see “Viola,” as he
would laugh himself sick, and then
“Viola,” “Owen Moore” and the rest

would have a half way chance to ar-

rive at the finish at least a week
after I do.

In the October 2 issue J. C. says
if we can’t talk to make signs. Be-
fore the race is over he will be talk-

ing and making signs, too.

C. M. HARTMAN,
Liberty, Gem Theatres,

Carnegie, Okla.

Nice picture from Gloria. Drew well two days.'

All seemed pleased who saw it. Better than pre-
vious releases of same star. Seven reels.—C. H.
Powers, Strand theatre, Dunsmuir, Cal.—General
patronage.

THE BLIND GODDESS: Louise Dresser—

A

splendid production with Jack Holt at his best.

Pleased 90 per cent. Title poor. Eight reels.

—

W. M. Obrecht, Scenic theatre, Rolfe, la.—General
patronage.

THE NEW KLONDIKE: Thomas Meighan—

I

played it on Saturday night and lost money as
well as good will of some of my customers. A
lot of celluloid, and high priced at that.—W. B.
Franke, Strand theatre, Humboldt, la.—General
patronage.

THE NEW KLONDIKE: Thomas Meighan—

A

good one. Best that Meighan has given us for
some time.—A Mitchell, Dixie theatre, Russell-,

ville, Ky.—Small town patronage.

THE SONG AND DANCE MAN: Tom Moore
—Better than the average program feature. Many
saw this and liked it. Always good treatment
from Paramount and their films always in good
condition. Seven reels.—F. F. Latta, Dale theatre,

E. Long Beach, Cal.—Mixed patronage.

LET’S GET MARRIED: Richard Dix—Milch;

better than the average program feature. Good!

story and well staged. Seven reels.—F. F. Latta.

i

Dale theatre, E. Long Beach, Cal.—Mixed pat-

ronage.

IRISH LUCK: Thomas Meighan—Pleased a

good Saturday crowd. One of the best Meighans;
for a long time. Not much of a story but it is

very well done. Tom. plays a dual role that is

about the best we have seen to date. This is a
picture that you don’t need to be afraid of. Book
it arid play it. Seven reels.—Paul B. Hoffman,
Legion theatre, Holyrood, Kan.—Small town pat-

ronage.

THE TOP OF THE WORLD: Anna Q. Nilsson
—A picture that is different. Has plenty of action
and entertainment. Pleased the fans who saw it.

Seven reels.—Dewey L. Kisor, Sterling theatre,
Fairmont, Nebr.—Small town patronage.

A MAN MUST LIVE: Richard Dix—A very
good program picture that seemed to please.

Seven reels.—Dewey L. Kisor, Sterling theatre,

Fairmont, Nebr.—Small town patronage.

SEVEN KEYS TO BALDPATE: Douglas
MacLean—Old but pleased the few who saw it.

Had carnival in town so we did not do much.

—

R. K. Lattin, Strand theatre, Valparaiso, Nebr.

—

General patronage.

COBRA: Rudolph Valentino—The picture did

not draw but Valentino’s name did. There still

seems to be a great deal of curiosity to see the

late sheik and that brought in a few extra cus-

tomers. The picture itself would drive them away,
as it was awful.—Ben L. Morris, Temple theatre,

Bellaire, O.—Mixed patronage.

FORTY WINKS: Raymond Griffith—A very

clever comedy that went over good. Print only

fair. Seven reels.—Dewey L. Kisor, Sterling

theatre, Fairmont, Nebr.—Small town patronage.

Pro-Dis-Co

THE PRINCE OF PILSEN : Special cast—

A

good comedy drama. We didn’t know anything

about it and it fell flat at the box office first

night, but did good second night. Story of a

lodge hound going to old country and is mistaken

for a prince after falling in a fish pond and
changing his clothes and getting on his lodge

regalia. As he has too much wet goods, thinks

he is at lodge. Things happen from there on.

It’s good.—C. A. Spainhour, Twilight theatre,

Greensburg, Kan.—Small town patronage.

THE UNKNOWN SOLDIER: Special cast—
Gave this to the Legion and they mopped up
with it. My advice would be to get your Legion
behind it and give them a per cent. I fur-

nished the picture and advertising and stood all

expenses and gave them all the proceeds. The
picture itself is very good but is not what you
would call a really big offering. The ending will

disappoint some as the ‘‘unknown soldier” doesn’t

return, but it ends just right to make it a very

impressive picture.—C. A. Spainhour, Twilight

theatre, Greensburg, Kan.—Small town patronage.

VANITY’S PRICE: Anna Q. Nilsson—Regard-
less of other exhibitors’ reports I will say that

this is not a bad picture. There are some good
parts in it and some that are not so good, but
on the whole I would rate it as about an average
program picture. Stuart Holmes, Arthur Ran-
kin, Cissy Fitzgerald, Wyndham Standing and
Lucille Ricksen are in the supporting cast. It’s

old and, as you know. Miss Ricksen passed on
some years ago. Six reels.—W. T. Davis & Son,
Rialto theatre, Sharon, Wis.—General patronage.

UP IN MABEL’S ROOM: Marie Prevost—Oh
boy, what a wow 1 Here is one that has more en-
tertainment than a dozen ordinary pictures. Got
anything Lloyd ever made cheated a mile and
they won’t hold you up on it either. We packed
them in at advanced admission. Grab it and go
after the business. It will please.—C. A. Spain-
hour, Twilight theatre, Greensburg, Kan.—Small
town patronage.

MADE FOR LOVE: Leatrice Joy—Elaborately
staged. A mythical Egyptian story, finely done.
High brows liked it ; others not. Seven reels.—

-

F. F. Latta, Dale theatre, E. Long Beach, Cal.

—

Mixed patronage.

MADAME BEHAVE : Special cast—Remark-
ably good in spots. Seemed to please. Six reels.

—F. F. Latta, Dale theatre, E. Long Beach, Cal.

—Mixed patronage.

SEVEN DAYS: Special east—A light story
with a few laughs. Just got by as a program
picture. Six reels.—W. M. Obrecht, Scenic thea-
tre, Rolfe, la.—General patronage.

United Artists
THE SON OF THE SHEIK: Rudolph Valen-

tino—Poured down rain during the run but did

a big business. It’s a picture that will please

and give more satisfaction than any Valentino

made in the past years. Seven reels.—Russell

Armentrout, K. P. theatre, Pittsfield, 111.—Gen-
eral patronage.

THE SON OF THE SHEIK: Rudolph Valen-
tino—Played this the week after he died and did

a big business. Picture good and will satisfy.

Seven reels.—E. H. Brechler, Opera House, Fen-
nimore, Wis.—General patronage.

THE SON OF THE SHEIK: Rudolph Valen-

tino—Ran this two nights to satisfactory results.

Will close same tonight. All who saw same
spoke very highly of it, and again we see one of
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our favorites passing to the Great Beyond at the

pinacle of his career.—W. M. Roob, Grand thea-

tre, Port Washington, Wis.—General patronage.

THE BLACK PIRATE: Douglas Fairbanks

—

A very good picture all in natural color, which
drew a good business. Doug does his usual stuff.

Very good. Eleven reels.—E. H. Brechler, Opera
House, Fennimore, Wis.—General patronage.

THE BLACK PIRATE: Douglas Fairbanks

—

A wonderful picture if your patrons like pirate

stories. Wonderful colored effects and is a pic-

ture that shows class, but reports from patrons
were not so flattering. Some said they didn't

care for it as much as other Doug offerings. Did
fairly well at box office.—C. A. Spainhour, Twi-
light theatre, Greensburg, Kan.—Small town pat-

ronage.

STELLA DALLAS: Belle Bennett—This seemed
to go over well. Had lots of good compliments
after the picture was over. Drew good business
and pleased.—C. A. Spainhour, Twilight theatre,

Greensburg, Kan.—Small town patronage.

STELLA DALLAS: Belle Bennett—No doubt
a great picture, but it is not worth what United
Artists ask for it.—J. H. Rubens, State theatre,

Fort Wayne, Ind.—General patronage.

THE BAT: Special cast—One of the best

mystery plays we have ever shown. However,
we failed to break even on a two day run.

Weather was good, so can’t see why it did a flop

the second night. Nine reels.—Paul B. Hoffman,
Legion theatre, Hoiyrood, Kan.—Small town pat-

ronage.

THE EAGLE: Rudolph Valentino—This pic-

ture pleased my patrons. Business very good.
This star is a better drawing card after his

death than while living. Seven reels.—P. C.

Sehram, New theatre, Kalamazoo, Mich.—General
patronage.

DON Q: Douglas Fairbanks—This is a good
picture, but the price is too high. United Artists
should come down on their prices or get out of

business. Fred Thomson does just as good for

me, and I only pay half as much as I did for

“Don Q.” No more fancy prices for my house.
As long as you exhibitors pay these fancy prices

they’ll sure hold you up. It’s a crime the way
the exchanges hold a poor exhibitor up. That’s
the last United Artists for me. Eleven reels.—

-

Peter Kullman, Monarch theatre, Ponteix, Sask.,

Canada.—General patronage.

SALLY OF THE SAWDUST: Special cash—
A very poor Griffith production. My audience
was disappointed in this and didn’t forget to tell

me so. Griffith has slipped fast the last two
years. Ten reels.—P. C. Sehram, Orpheum thea-

tre, Kalamazoo, Mich.—General patronage.

THE MARK OF ZORRO: Douglas Fairbanks
-—Don’t pass up this picture. It’s an old one,

but no one would know if you didn’t look up
release date. Print good and a period picture,

making costumes good. To watch how Fairbanks
impersonates the two characters is a treat not to

be missed. Eight reels.—Mrs. B. Smith, Palace
theatre, Rockmart, Ga.—Small town patronage.

THROUGH THE BACK DOOR: Mary Pick-
ford—An old picture, but as good as if just re-

leased. It’s Mary at her best, full comedy and
all the things that make us love Mary so. Seven
reels.—Mrs. B. Smith, Palace theatre, Rockmart,
Ga.—Small town patronage.

Universal
WATCH YOUR WIFE: Pat O’Malley—Fair

picture that drew mostly ladies and pleased about
85 per cent.—E. E. Byrne, Columbia theatre,

Athens, O.—General patronage.

SECRETS OF THE NIGHT: Special cast—

A

very fine program picture. Clean and up to

date. So funny it kept them laughing from start

to finish, and so thrilling the last four reels kept
them on the edge of their seats. You can’t go
wrong in booking this one. Seven reels.—Mrs.
E. L. Swearingen, Hoo Hoo theatre, Doucette,
Tex.—General patronage.

THE RED RIDER: Jack Hoxie—Best Hoxie we
ever ran. The Indians are exceptionally interest-

ing and the war dance is great. There is enough
of it to make a good impression if you have
some good Indian music to go with it. The girl

is a beauty and does her part well, so Hoxie
had good all around support. Five reels.—Dins-
more & Son, Majestic theatre, Weiner, Ark.

—

Small town patronage.

THE TEXAS STREAK: Hoot Gibson—Another
fine Western from Hoot. He clicks pretty steady
at the box office. Seven reels.—J. C. Kennedy,
Empress theatre, Akron, la.—-General patronage.

THE TEXAS STREAK: Hoot Gibson—A good
Hoot Gibson. Clean Western. Different type
story from ordinary Western melodramas. Hoot

The Golfer That

Beat Jenkins

AT first glance vou might take this

chap to he Jack Dempsey. He
looks a little like Jack did before the

evening of the 23rd, but not now.

You will note that he assumes a

rather “chesty” attitud", but that’s be-

cause he treated the, “Herald” man so

doggone ornery on the Scottsbluff golf

course. I never could figure that

there was any sense in a man “swellin’

up” over a little golf game, but some
fellows do. I wouldn’t say that Billy

Ostenberg does, hut he has a right

to swell up over the Orpheum theatre

at Scottsbluff, Nebraska, for she’s a

swell theatre in a swell town, and
Billy is a swell fellow.—J. C. J.

as movie extra with two cronies dressed as cow-

boys and use of blank cartridges as Western bad
man which lands job for Hoot as gunman-guard
for surveyors in their efforts to run line through
cattle country under opposition from ranchmen.
Interesting throughout, with few moments’ mild

suspense. Humor, fistic work, and riding to

please outdoor picture fans. It will please, but

don’t promise something spectacular. Seven reels.

—Pat Sharkey, Nelson theatre. Nelson, Ga.

—

Small town patronage.

THE ESCAPE: Pete Morrison—Very ordinary
Western to poor business. Five reels.—A. G.

Witwer, Grand theatre, Rainier, Ore.—General

patronage.

THE FRONTIER TRAIL: Harry Carey—

A

very good Western and went over good. Carey’s

last group are a lot better than he ever made.
Six reels.—E. H. Brechler, Opera House, Fenni-
more, Wis.—General patronage.

THE DEMON : Jack Hoxie—Can’t get the

proper line on Jack. “The White Outlaw’’ was
great. “Two Fisted Jones’’ and “Bustin’ Through”
were very ordinary, so I made no special men-
tion of this one. Was greatly surprised when
it drew excellent business for two nights with a
tent show for opposition. They must like Hoxie
here. Five reels.—E. M. Biddle, Strand theatre,

Paoli, Ind.—Small town patronage.

THE TERROR: Art Aeord—This is a good
picture. Five reels.—J. S. Walker, Texas theatre,

Grand Prairie, Tex.—Small town patronage.

THE PHANTOM BULLET: Hoot Gibson—Very
good. Picture pleased my audience and business
very good. Six reels.—P. C. Sehram, New thea-

tre, Kalamazoo, Mich.—General patronage.

COMBAT: House Peters—-Pretty tough. Pe-
ters not very popular here. Business poor. Seven
reels.—A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre. Rainier, Ore.
—General patronage.

THE BORDER SHERIFF: Jack Hoxie—An ex-
tra good Western. Full of action and thrills.

A good Saturday picture. Five reels.—E. A.
Armistead, Lyric theatre, Easley, S. C.—General
patronage.

THE BORDER SHERIFF: Jack Hoxie—Good
Hoxie and took well. Five reels.—A. P. Sitton

& Son, Muse U theatre, Tularosa, N. M.—Small
town patronage.

THE COHENS AND KELLYS: Special cast—
An extra good comedy. Buy it right and step
on it. It will please 100 per cent. Few better
ones. Eight reels.—E. A. Armistead, Lyric thea-
tre, Easley, S. C.—General patronage.

THE COHENS AND KELLYS: Special cast—
Everybody seemed to be pleased and went away
with a smile. It proved to be a good puller on
a hot night. Eight reels.—N. Calbeck, Audi-
torium theatre, Nappanee, Ind.—Mixed patronage.
THE GOOSE WOMAN; HIS PEOPLE: Special

cast—Seems needless to report on these two pic-
tures, so many good ones have gone in. But
they were such wonderfully acted pictures, must
show our appreciation with a word of praise.
George Lewis of “His People” I have met per-
sonally, and he’s the same clean cut manly fel-
low off the screen as on. A wonderful personality
that will carry him far in his work.—Mrs. B.
Smith, Palace theatre, Rockmart, Ga.—Small town
patronage.

THE GOOSE WOMAN: Louise Dresser—

A

very good picture, but failed to draw. Pleased
those who saw it. Eight reels.—Dewey L. Kisor,
Sterling theatre, Fairmont, Neb.—Small town
patronage.

THE STILL ALARM: Special cast—Thrills,
action. Good drama. Very good plot. Seven
reels. A. P. Sitton & Son, Muse U theatre,
Tularosa, N. M.—Small town patronage.

THE HURRICANE KID: Hoot Gibson—Okay.
A good Western.—J. W. Schmidt, Grand theatre,
Breese, III.—General patronage.

A SIX SHOOTING ROMANCE: Jack Hoxie—A fairly good Western. Five reels.—E. A. Ar-
mistead, Lyric theatre, Easley, S. C.—General
patronage.

UNDER WESTERN SKIES: Special cast—An
extra good Western picture.—Bert Silver, Silver
Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General pat-
ronage.

I’LL SHOW YOU THE TOWN: Reginald
Denny—A good comedy-drama. Pleased here. All
Denny’s do. Seven reels.—E. A. Armistead, Lyric
theatre, Easley, S. C.—General patronage.

FLYING HOOFS: Jack Hoxie—Our audience
well pleased with this program Western. Several
said, “Above the average.”—Weakley & Walden,
Odeon theatre, Hardin, Mo.—Small town patron-
age.

RAFFLES: House Peters—Not so good as this
star’s other pictures. Leave him in outdoor stuff,
as he takes far better in them.—Weakley & Wal-
den, Odeon theatre, Hardin, Mo.—Small town
patronage.

SKY HIGH CORRAL: Art Acord—An ordi-
nary Western. On a par with the rest of the
pictures made by this star. Not much of a
drawing card. Five reels.—P. C. Sehram, New
theatre, Kalamazoo, Mich.—General patronage.
SKY HIGH CORRAL: Art Acord—This will

please the Western fans. Have found Acord one
of the best Western stars. All his pictures have
pleased. Five reels.—Mrs. B. Smith. Palace thea-
tre, Rockmart, Ga.—Small town patronage.
HIS PEOPLE: Special cast—This is a very

fine entertaining picture. Story good, cast splen-
did. Over the heads of country audiences.—Bert
Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.

—

General patronage.

WILD HORSE STAMPEDE: Jack Hoxie—This
seemed to please most of my people and drew
a good business. Five reels.—E. H. Brechler,
Opera House, Fennimore, Wis.—General patron-
age.

DARING DAYS: Josie Sedgwick—A real re-
freshing little Western picture, with Josie Sedg-
wick doing very well and Edward Hearn helping
her out in fine shape. Why didn’t they make
more than two Sedgwick pictures? Where has
Miss Sedgwick disappeared to? We haven’t seen
any more of her pictures advertised. More of
this type would make everyone better satisfied.
Book this one and “The Outlaw’s Daughter.”
Five reels.—W. T. Davis & Son, Rialto theatre,
Sharon, Wis.—General patronage.

DARING DAYS: Josie Sedgwick—Remarkably
good Western. Just fits Saturday showing. Five
reels.—F. F. Latta, Dale theatre, E. Long Beach,
Cal.—Mixed patronage.

THE MAN IN THE SADDLE: Hoot Gibson-
Seemed to please generally. One of Hoot’s good
ones. Six reels.—H. E. Schlichter, Liggett thea-
tre, Madison, Kan.—General patronage.

THE MAN IN THE SADDLE: Hoot Gibson—
Not his best, but seemed to pull very good and
pleased most everybody. Six reels.—N. Calbeck,
Auditorium theatre, Nappanee, Ind.—Mixed pat-
ronage.
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CALIFORNIA STRAIGHT AHEAD: Reginald
Denny—A very good comedy-drama that pleased

everyone. One of Denny’s best and is the kind

one likes to show. Eight reels.—A. M. McBurney,
Princess theatre, Mapleton, la.—General patron-

age.

CALIFORNIA STRAIGHT AHEAD: Reginald

Denny—This was my first Denny, but if they are

all like this one it won't be the last, unless

Universal gets the price too high, as they are

already hinting that we will pay more for him
next year. This picture kept them roaring all

the time and some were still laughing about it

for four days afterward. Seven reels.—Dewey L.

Kisor, Sterling theatre, Fairmont, Neb.—Small

town patronage.

THE HOME MAKER: Special cast—This was
a pleasing story, but it failed to draw. Seven
reels.—E. M. Biddle, Strand theatre, Paoli, Ind.

—Small town patronage.

WHERE WAS I?: Reginald Denny—Just fair.

Not so good as “California Straight Ahead.” Did

not register at the box office, either. Seven reels.

—Dewey L. Kisor, Sterling theatre, Fairmont,

Neb.—Small town patronage.

THE LITTLE GIANT: Glenn Hunter—This
was only fair. It drags along until the last two
reels, when it delivers quite a punch. If it had
been in five reels would have gone over much
better. Drew average Saturday business. Seven

reels.—E. M. Biddle, Strand theatre, Paoli, Ind.

—

Small town patronage.

STELLA MARIS: Mary Philbin—Good pro-

duction and acting, but poor entertainment.

Pleased 50 per cent of the few who came to

see it. Seven reels.—A. G. Witwer, Grand thea-

tre, Rainier, Ore.—General patronage.

WHAT HAPPENED TO JONES: Reginald
Denny—A splendid program. Satisfy any audi-

ence.—Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Green-
ville, Mich.—General patronage.

WHAT HAPPENED TO JONES: Reginald

Denny—Was good with exception of a few raw
scenes, which brought down the standard of the

picture.—R. K. Lattin, Strand theatre, Valparaiso,

Neb.—General patronage.

Warner Bros.

THE MAN UPSTAIRS: Monte Blue—Just a

fair program picture.—Bert Silver, Silver Family
theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

HERO OF THE BIG SNOWS: Rin Tin Tin—
Poorest Rin Tin up to date. Sure must have
been in a big hurry when they made this one.

Failed to please at all. Quite a come down after

showing “The Night Cry.” Seven reels.—Marion
Bodwell, Paramount theatre, Wyoming, 111.—Gen-
eral patronage.

THE SEA BEAST: John Barrymore—A splen-

did big picture. Stars great, story good. Good
satisfaction, but too big for small towns to make
any money out of jt.—Bert Silver, Silver Family
theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

FOOTLOOSE WIDOWS: Louise Fazenda—

A

real comedy drama every minute it was on. Taken
from well known newspaper serial story, which
helped. Deals with the Florida fourflushers, and
the knowing ones say it is true to life. Miss
Fazenda is at her best, and when she is good
she is a continual scream. If- your crowd likes

entertaining comedy dramas without killings,

holdups, robberies, then we can heartily recom-
mend this.—Ben L. Morris, Temple theatre, Bel-

Iaire, O.—Mixed patronage.

SATAN IN SABLES: Lowell Sherman—This
picture seemed to be drawn out a little too much.
The acting was very good, but there was a little

too much Lowell Sherman. This picture seemed
to satisfy everyone and was even far better than
I expected it to be. Seven reels.—A. M. McBur-
ney, Princess theatre, Mapletog, la.—General pat-
ronage.

THE CLASH OF THE WOLVES: Rin Tin Tin
—Very good picture of its type. Drew extra busi-
ness and pleased the Rin Tin Tin fans. Seven
reels.—M. G. Price, Novelty theatre, Paris, Idaho.
—General patronage.

THE NIGHT CRY : Rin Tin Tin—A worthwhile
offering for any house. Good story and the dog-
condor combination is fine. Did well at the box
office. Seven reels.—A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre.
Rainier, Ore.—General patronage.

THE NIGHT CRY: Rin Tin Tin—The best
dog picture I have ever seen. Business only fair,

but no fault of the picture. M. G. Price, Novelty
theatre, Paris, Idaho.—General patronage.

THE MAN ON THE BOX: Syd Chaplin—

A

very good comedy that can be depended upon to
please any audience that likes comedy. Lost
money on it. Paid too much for it and picture

Attention Bill

Hart, Buck Jones

* I ^HE Foto-Pla theatre at Water-

town, South Dakota, managed by

L. V. French, who is also the owner.

Master French, Jr., was a little gun-

shy of the camera, but is strong for

Bill Hart and Buck Jones. These

boys ought to send him their pictures.

This picture and some others took

fourteen forwarding addresses before

they caught up with me.—J. C. J.

had no draw. Eight reels.—M. G. Price, Novelty

theatre, Paris. Idaho.—General patronage.

BELOW THE LINE: Rin Tin Tin—Like all

the dog pictures this one drew well for us, though

I think it the poorest of Rin Tin Tin’s pictures.

Six reels.—George Benson, Community theatre,

Minneota, Minn.—Small town patronage.

Serials

THE FLAME FIGHTER: (Rayart) Herbert

Rawlinson—No. 10. Just finished and can rec-

ommend the whole serial. Two reels.—F. F.

Latta, Dale theatre, E. Long Beach, Cal.—Mixed
patronage.

PERILS OF THE WILD: (Universal) Joe Bo-

nomo—We have all been asking for a serial that

is different. This is one—the story of the “Swiss

Family Robinson.” It is good through the ten

chapters. Bonomo, the Hercules of the screen,

is in a class alone, making his work different.

Universal, give us Bonomo in another serial. We
like him. Two reels.—Mrs. B. Smith, Palace

theatre, Rockmart, Ga.—Small town patronage.

THE RIDDLE RIDER: (Universal) William
Desmond—Our people like this star better in this

serial than in the features we have run. Two
reels.—Weakley & Walden, Royal theatre, Nor-
borne, Mo.—Small town patronage.

STRINGS OF STEEL: (Universal) William Des-
mond—No. 2. Starts out all right, and judging
by noise the kids make they must be pleased.

Two reels.—F. F. Latta, Dale theatre, E. Long
Beach, Cal.—Mixed patronage.

THE WINKING IDOL: (Universal) William
Desmond—This serial was well liked by our Sat-

urday patrons and held up fairly well through-
out. Ten chapters.—A. G. Witwer, Grand thea-
tre, Rainier, Ore.—General patronage.

Short Features
EDUCATIONAL

FELIX THE CAT COMEDIES: These com-
edies are good for a change and please far better
than some so-called comedies. One reel.—Weak-
ley & Walden, Odeon theatre, Hardin, Mo.

—

Small town patronage.

THE JELLYFISH : Very poor comedy. Edu-
cational seems to be slipping. Two reels.—E. E.
Schlichter, Liggett theatre, Madison, Kan.—Gen-
eral patronage.

KINOGRAMS: This is a news reel that I can
recommend to each and every exhibitor with a
doubt as being the finest thing on the screen. It

seems that Educational has got the short subjects

all around.—J. H. Rubens, State theatre. Fort
Wayne, Ind.—General patronage.

LOVEMANIA: A1 St. John—If you have this
comedy, feature it. The house howled from the
first flicker to the last. Two reels.—H. E. Par-
trick, Palace theatre. North Rose, N. Y.—Small
town patronage.

SCRAMBLED EGGS: Pleased all the kiddies
and some of the dads. One reel.—W. M. Obrecht,
Scenic theatre, Rolfe, la.—General patronage.

SHORE SHY : Billy Dooley—Dandy comedy.
This boy is there. Two reels.—H. E. Schlichter,
Liggett theatre, Madison, Kan.—General patron-
age.

SHORE SHY : Billy Dooley—To the ash can
with this star. Not a laugh out of my crowd in

2,000 feet of film. He never gets any cheering
here. It appeared the poor boy tried hard at
that. Two reels.—J. C. Kennedy, Empress thea-
tre, Akron, la.—General patronage.

SPOTLIGHT : Lige Conley—Very good action
comedy, with some novel stunts and plenty of
laughs. Two reels.—A. G. Witwer, Grand thea-
tre, Rainier, Ore.—General patronage.

TIL WE EAT AGAIN: Bobby Vernon—Not so
many laughs as usual from this star, but a fair
comedy. Two reels.—J. C. Kennedy, Empress
theatre, Akron, la.—General patronage.

WHAT A NIGHT: Comedies from Educational
are comedies. We have not had a poor one yet.

Two reels.—Dewey L. Kisor, Sterling theatre,
Fairmont, Neb.—Small town patronage.

F. B. O.

FIGHTING HEARTS: Alberta Vaughn—Kids
seem to like this series, but some grownups say
there is too much sameness. Two reels.—F. F.

Latta, Dale theatre, E. Long Beach, Cal.—Mixed
patronage.

PETER PAN HANDLED: Dinky Doodle—An-
other good cartoon reel. These have all been
good, although this is not as good as some which
we have used. One reel.—W. T. Davis & Son,.

Rialto theatre, Sharon, Wis.—General patronage.

THREE WISE GOOFS: Good average comedy.
Two reels.—F. F. Latta, Dale theatre, E. Long
Beach, Cal.—Mixed patronage.

WELCOME GRANGER: Alberta Vaughn—The
first of “The Pace Makers," and they promise
to be hot stuff. No. 1 went over in good shape,
and we are looking for the others to get better.

Two reels.—Paul B. Hoffman, Legion theatre,.

Holyrood, Kan.—Small town patronage.

FOX
EIGHT CYLINDER BULL: A comedy.—Bert

Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.

—

General patronage.

THE FAMILY PICNIC: This is the best Helen
and Warren series that I have played. Two
reels.—J. S. Walker, Texas theatre. Grand Prairie,

Tex.—Small town patronage.

MOVING DAY: Helen and Warren—Very
funny comedy.—Bert Silver, Silver Family thea-
tre, Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

PATHE
BIG RED RIDING HOOD: Charley Chase

—

Fair short comedy. One reel.—A. G. Witwer,
Grand theatre. Rainier, Ore.—General patronage.

BULL AND SAND: Funny comedy.—Bert Sil-

ver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.

—

General patronage.

DANGEROUS CURVES BEHIND: Very good
comedy. Keeps the laughs coming. Film in bad
condition. Two reels.—A. G. Witwer, Grand
theatre. Rainier, Ore.—General patronage.

HIGH SOCIETY : Our Gang—Good, as these
Gangs nearly always are. We use the lobby
cards on all our comedies and find that the kids

all stop and study each exhibit carefully and call

attention to each stunt that appeals to them as

funny. Two reels.—Dinsmore & Son, Majestic
theatre, Weiner, Ark.—Small town patronage.

HOLD MY BABY : Extra good comedy.—Bert
Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.

—

General patronage.

JUBILO, JR.: Our Gang—Something different,

but just a comedy.—J. W. Schmidt, Grand thea-
tre, Breese, 111.—General patronage.

LONG FLIV THE KING: Charley Chase-
Very good comedy. Two reels.—H. E. Schlichter,
Liggett theatre, Madison, Kan.—General patron-
age.

ONE CYLINDER LOVE: Good auto comedy-
Two reels.—Dinsmore & Son, Majestic theatre,
Weiner, Ark.—Small town patronage.

A PUNCH IN THE NOSE: A rather good
comedy that registered quite a few laughs. Two
reels.—A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre. Rainier, Ore-—General patronage.
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RASPBERRY ROMANCE: Ben Turpin—Just

fair. Two reels.—J. W. Schmidt, Grand theatre.

Breese, 111.—General patronage.

SOAP An Aesop fable. Very good little com-

edy. Two-thirds reel.—A. G. Witwer, Grand the-

atre, Rainier, Ore.—General patronage.

SWAT THE CROOK: Harold Lloyd—This is

the first of these reissues I have run. The audi-

ence simply lapped it up. One reel.—E. M. Bid-

dle, Strand theatre, Paoli, Ind.—Small town pat-

ronage.

TAKE YOUR TIME: Ralph Graves—Nothing
to it. A fair sample of what Pathe are wishing

off on us this year at exorbitant prices. Two
reels.—O. B. Junkins, Manzanita theatre, Carmel,

Cal.—General patronage.

THUNDERING FLEAS: Our Gang—Good as

usual. Two reels.—H. E. Schlichter, Liggett the-

atre, Madison, Kan.—General patronage.

THUNDERING LANDLORDS: Just fair. Two
reels.—J. W. Schmidt, Grand theatre, Breese, 111.

—General patronage.

TRAPS AND TROUBLES: A Grantland Rice

Sportlight. All golf. Pleasing to golf bugs, but

others did not enthuse over it. One reel.—A. G.

Witwer, Grand theatre. Rainier, Ore.—General

patronage.

WANDERING PAPAS : Clyde Cook—Very good
comedy. Two reels.—H. E. Schlichter, Liggett

theatre, Madison, Kan.—General patronage.

UNIVERSAL
BACK TO NATURE: Charles Puffy—A good

comedy, and it’s hard to find them in one reelers.

Puffy makes the best one reel comedy on the

market. One reel.—Mrs. B. Smith. Palace thea-

tre, Rockmart, Ga.—Small town patronage.

BUSTER’S HEART BEATS: Arthur Trimble-
Very good. These comedies are hard to beat.

Two reels.—A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre. Rainier,

Ore.—General patronage.

DO OR BUST: Neely Edwards—Fair comedy.
One reel.—A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre, Rainier,

Ore.—General patronage.

THE EMERGENCY MAN: These Blue Streak
Westerns fill in very nicely and seem to please

all but the high brows. Two reels.—F. F. Latta,

Dale theatre, E. Long Beach, Cal.—Mixed patron-

age.

THE FIRE TOWER: Jack Mower—Good aver-

age short Western. Two reels.—A. G. Witwer,
Grand theatre. Rainier, Ore.—General patronage.

FOUR SQUARE STEVE: Ed Cobb—Good little

action straight Western. No comment. Usual
business. Two reels.—A. G. Witwer, Grand thea-

tre, Rainier, Ore.—General patronage.

THE HORSE LAUGH: Charles Puffy—Oodles
of laughs in this one. One reel.—E. M. Biddle,

Strand theatre, Paoli, Ind.—Small town patron-
age.

LOVE MY DOG: Bluebird—Not much. One
reel.—E. M. Biddle, Strand theatre, Paoli, Ind.

—Small town patronage.

MIN’S HOME ON THE CLIFF: Good thrill

comedy, which registered many laughs. Two
reels.—A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre, Rainier, Ore.
—General patronage.

MORTGAGED AGAIN : Arthur Lake—The best

Lake comedy made. It carries a very pleasing
story. One reel.—Mrs. B. Smith, Palace theatre,

Rockmart, Ga.—Small town patronage.

MOTOR TROUBLE: Fairly good comedy. Two
reels.—A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre, Rainier, Ore.
—General patronage.

MOUNTAIN MOLLY: Mustang Western—We
find these make real good average quality fillers.

Two reels.—F. F. Latta, Dale theatre, E. Long
Beach, Cal.—Mixed patronage.

THE RESCUE: Pee Wee Holmes—Fairly good
comedy Western. Two reels.—A. G. Witwer,
Grand theatre. Rainier, Ore.—General patronage.

ROARING WATERS: This is about the best

two reel Western we have run from Universal.

—

Weakley & Walden, Odeon theatre, Hardin, Mo.
—Small town patronage.

A SPEEDY MARRIAGE: Wanda Wiley—

A

good Century comedy that has many good laughs.
It’s real speedy and has some good cop chasing.
Two reels.—W. T. Davis & Son, Rialto theatre,

Sharon, Wis.—General patronage.

A TAXI WAR: Century—Quite good. Two
reels.—E. M. Biddle, Strand theatre, Paoli, Ind.

—

Small town patronage.

TOO MANY BABIES: Consistently good com-
edies. Two reels.—F. F. Latta, Dale theatre,
E. Long Beach, Cal.—Mixed patronage.

THE VILLAGE CUTUP: Arthur Lake—Fairly
good short comedy. One reel.—A. G. Witwer,

E. O. Harshman,
Please Write

TF this isn’t a picture of E. O. Harsh-
man and the Grand theatre at Mina-

tare, Nebraska, then the “Herald” man
don’t know who it is. We’ve lost our
bearings, likewise our memoranda,
and we are out on a limb. Will the

party please write to the “Herald” and

straighten us out? Nebraska is dry

and so is the “Herald” man.—J. C. J.

Grand theatre. Rainier, Ore.—General patronage.

MISCELLANEOUS
HOW TO DO THE CHARLESTON: It is a

novelty and gives an idea. It’s good. One reel.

—J. W. Schmidt, Grand theatre, Breese, III.

—

General patronage.

OCEANS OF TROUBLE: Mutt and Jeff car-

toon—It is a good one of the kind. Will go well

where they like animated cartoons. One reel.

-—H. G. Isbell, Casino DeLuxe theatre, Spearville,

Kan.—General patronage.

SCHOOL DAYS: Larry Semon—Very good.

Much better than some of the new comedies that

we have shown. You can buy these right. Don’t

pass them up. Two reels.—Marion Bodwell, Para-

mount theatre, Wyoming, 111.—General patronage.

THE SODA CLERK: It took well with my
patrons. These reels are very short. One reel.—

-

H. G. Isbell, Casino DeLuxe theatre. Kiowa, Colo.

—General patronage.

KIDDIES “MATINEE” GIFTS

100-GIFT NOVELTY TOYS with a
5c to 15c retail value assorted in

a box for only $3.00
Our Catalog offering 1,000 and ONE
kinds of novelties, and celebration goods
in general is free.

Send for BOTH at once, and let us intro-
duce ourselves to your entire liking.

BRAZEL NOVELTY MFG. CO.
30 Ella St., Cincinnati, O.

Successful Manager Wants to

BUY—LEASE or MANAGE
Theatre catering to a good class of

people. No objection to desirable
partnership. Available at once. Ad-
dress Box 120, Exhibitors Herald.

Service Talks

On Pictures
( Continued from page 60)

does well with the assigned task. The elder

Schildkraut as the lovable old king ad-
dicted to amours is perfectly cast and turns

in a good job. Schildkraut, the younger,
has more to do in “Young April” than in

the last preceding picture this reporter saw
him in, and his performance is of high
quality. Bessie Love has a sweetly vivacious

part which she plays in a sweetly vivacious
manner. Why the prince was enraptured
is easily understood when one has watched
Miss Love beyond the second reel of the

picture.

Donald Crisp directed, and greatly to his

credit is the tempo he maintained through-
out. It is the tempo of young blood in

spring. The picture also is well mounted
and well photographed.

—

Al Barr..

STATEMENT OF THE OWNERSHIP, MAN-
AGEMENT, CIRCULATION, ETC., RE-
“7JUIRED BY THE ACT OF CON-

GRESS OF AUGUST 24, 1912

Of Exhibitors Herald, published weekly at Chi-

cago, Illinois, for October 1st, 1926.

State of Illinois, )

County of Cook, j

Before me, a Notary Public, in and for the

State and county aforesaid, personally appeared
George Clifford, who, having been duly sworn
according to law, deposes and says that he is the

Business Manager of the Exhibitors Herald, and
that the following is, to the best of his knowledge

and belief, a true statement of the ownership,

management (and if a daily paper, the circula-

tion), etc., of the aforesaid publication for the

date shown in the above caption, required by the

Act of August 24, 1912, embodied in section 411,

Postal Laws and Regulations, printed on the re-

verse of this form, to wit

:

1. That the names and addresses of the pub-

lisher, editor, managing editor, and business man-
agers are:

Publisher—Martin J. Quigley, 407 S. Dearborn
Street.

Editor—Martin J. Quigley, 407 S. Dearborn
Street.

Managing Editor—Edwin S. Clifford, 407 S.

Deaborn Street.

Business Managers—George Clifford, James Bee-

croft, 407 S. Dearborn Street.

2. That the owner is: (If owned by a cor-

poration, its name and address must be stated and
also immediately thereunder the names and ad-

dresses of stockholders owning or holding one

per cent or more of total amount of stock. If

not owned by a corporation, the names and ad-

dresses of the individual owners must be given.

If owned by a firm, company, or other incorpo-

rated concern, its name and address, as well as

those of each individual member, must be given.)

Exhibitors Herald Company, 407 S. Dearborn
Street.

Martin J. Quigley, 407 S. Dearborn Street.

3. That the known bondholders, mortgagees,

and other security holders owning or holding 1

per cent or more of total amount of bonds, mort-

gages, or other securities are: (If there are none,

so state.)

None.

4. That the two paragraphs next above, giv-

ing the names of the owners, stockholders, and
security holders, if any, contain not only the list

of stockholders and security holders as they appear
upon the hooks of the company hut also, in cases

where the stockholder or security holder appears

upon the hooks of the company as trustee or in

any other fiduciary relation, the name of the per-

son or corporation for whom such trustee is act-

ing, is given : also that the said two paragraphs
contain statements embracing affiant’s full knowl-

edge and belief as to the circumstances and con-

ditions under which stockholders and security hold-

ers who do not appear upon the hooks of the com-
pany as trustees, hold stock and securities in a

capacity other than that of a bona fide owner

:

and this affiant has no reason to believe that any
other person, association, or corporation has any
interest direct or indirect in the said stock, bonds,

or other securities than as so stated by him.

5. That the average number of copies of each

issue of this publication sold or distributed,

through the mails or otherwise, to paid subscrib-

ers during the six months preceding the date

shown above is (This information is

required from daily publications only.)

George Clifford.

Business Manager.

Sworn to and subscribed before me this 6th day

of October, 1926.

(Seal) ’James P. Prendergast.

(My commission expires February, 1929.)
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CHICAGO PERSONALITIES
— By D. II.

Alexander and Seery Winners
in Midwest Film GolfTourney

TT XH1BITORS put exchangemen to their mettle in the Midwest Fall Film golf tomma-
E-' ment at Olympia Fields October 8 and then brought home the majority of the prizes

although the biggest awards went to film men. R. C. Seery, First National branch man-
ager, and L. W. Alexander, Universal sales director, made the best scores.

The turnout was larger than the fall tournament last year. It would have been
greater if it had not been for many preceding days of rain that threatened a bad day
for golf. But the sun was out and players shed their sweaters before noon with the

return of a fine example of Indian Summer.
Sixty men attending the meet unanimously voted Len Ullrich of Pathe the best bet

as an executive chairman and despite his protest demanded that he continue in his position

for another year. It was the greatest thanks the men could offer to the vigorous fellow

who has burned midnight oil to see Chicago golf affairs established as a perennial custom
offering good fellowship to all who wish to imbibe.

Another vote named Tommy Greenwood, Clayton Bond and Jack Sampson to continue
on the committee -with Ullrich. No more cooperative group of workers could have
been found.

Exhibitors who claimed high honors were Frank Schaefer of the Crystal theatre (he
won a silver cocktail shaker), Frank Siem of the Plazance theatre, Bob Lucas of De Kalb,
and Aaron Jones of Jones Linick & Shaefer.
A lot of contestants felt pretty badly about their scoring and by the end of the day

when dinner time had come it was thought a condolence of some kind might stimulate
wrecked appetites. For that reason ten very fine young men each received an enameled
putting cup. They were Fred Aiken of Pathe, Felix Mendelsohn of Metro-Goldwyn*-
Mayer, Bob Levy, Roseland-State theatre, John Bobeng of the Armitage theatre, I. E.

Berkson, Roseland-State, Oscar Florine of Pathe, Tom Gilliam of First National, R. C.

Herman of First National, James Gillick of Pathe, and Harry Graham of Pathe.
Following are the events and winners of each

:

1st LOW GROSS, Large golf bag, R. C. Seery.

2nd LOW GROSS, Silver cocktail shaker, Frank Shaefer.
1st LOW NET, Cup and Pair of Registered Pathfinder clubs, Leroy Alexander.
2nd LOW NET, Pair of clubs, Frank Siem.
3rd LOW NET, Silver cocktail shaker, Bob Lucas.

“MEN of the NIGHT

“A Woman’s Heart”
with Enid Bennett, Edward Earle,

Mabel Julienne Scott, Gayne
Whitman. Directed by PHIL
ROSEN.

“She’s My Baby”
A farce comedy wallop.

“Wolves of the Air”
A mystery of the U. S. Mail serv-

ice.

“The Cruel Truth”
A melodramatic romance of the

nThe Poor Fish”
An up-to-the-minute farce com-
edy.

with HERBERT RAWLINSON
WANDA HAWLEY, GARETH HUGHES

Directed by ALBERT ROGELL
is the first of the 12 STERLING PIC-

TURES for 1926-27

“Unknown Treasures” iZTl? Zm.
with Gladys Hulette, Robert Agnew. Gustav von
Seyffertitz, Jed Prouty. Directed by ARCHIE MAYO.

“Oh, What a Night”
A hilarious farce comedy with
Edna Murphy, Raymond McKee,
Ned Sparks, Chas. K. French. Di-
rected by LLOYD INGRAHAM

“Closed Gates”
A speed drama of thrills touched
with mystery.

“In the First Degree”
A mystery story by REGINALD
WRIGHT KAUFMAN.

“Red Signals”
A railroad thriller by WM. WAL-
LACE COOK.
“Tongues of Scandal”
A thrilling drama of the mischief
wrought by wagging tongues.

STERLING not only in name but in QUALITY

P jjj.
For Indiana

GREIVER PRODUCTIONS .^jLSTF;/.^c
b

<-»/>-« P/ATirTT T ’ll T A "0 A OT T * UrVTTTr \ INDIANA. •

831 SOUTH WABASH AVENUE
CHICAGO. ILL.

INDIANA.
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LOWEST PUTTS, Cup, L. W. Alexan-
der. 1st prize.

24 balls, Tommy Greenwood. 2nd prize.

18 Hole Events
Class A.

1st LOW NET, Pair of clubs, Aaron
Jones.
2nd LOW NET, 12 balls, J. O’Connell.

Class B.

1st LOW NET, Pair of clubs, Harry
Corbett.
2nd LOW NET, 12 balls. Dale Leifheit.

Class C.

1st LOW NET, Golf bag, L. Reinheimer.
2nd LOW NET, 12 balls, Jack Wolfberg.

Class D.
1st LOW NET, Two dubs, Jack Samp-

son.

2nd LOW NET, 12 balls, W. F. Eisen-
berg.

Class E.

1st LOW NET, Golf bag, Tom Murray.
2nd LOW NET, 12 balls, Max Schwartz.

Karzas and Marks Join Coston
James E. Coston increased the scope of

the Coston booking agency last week with

the announcement that it will handle book-
ings for Andrew Karzas’ Woodlawn
Amusement company, Marks Brothers, and
all Cooney Brothers houses. Up to now
the agency has booked a number of Cooney
houses.

Karzas, L. L. Marks and M. S. Marks,
J. J. and B. J. Cooney become directors in

the Coston agency.
The change affects the Woodlawn, North

Center, Capitol, Stratford, Cosmo, Chat-
ham, Jeffery Embassy, Granada, Broadway
and Strand theatres.

* * *

Thompson Goes to Coast

Lew Thompson, Central and Southern
territorial sales chief, for Associated Ex-
hibitors, left October 10 for Los Angeles

to take charge of the office for the next

six weeks. At the end of that time he
will assign the position to a new manager
and will return to his duties in this ter-

ritory.
* * *

Jack Miller and Oscar Florine will play

a match game at the Edgewater golf course,

this week, for a $200 trophy. Both were
high point getters at the Olympia Fields

meet. . . . There are other notes about

that Olympia Fields meet that may never

be printed. . . . There were few non-

players at the meet. In the spring some of

the nonplayers decided golf is not such a

bad game SO' we bought a club or two and
tried our luck. The score was on the way
to 300 when we were called away for a

telephone message from the office. . . .

Felix Mendelsohn won a putting cup. Now
he’ll have to buy a putter. . . . Maurice
Heilman and Irving Mandel came out and
then disappeared into the clubhouse until

dinner time.

Northwest Plane Mail
Service Starts Again

Air mail service between Chicago and
Minneapolis, which was suspended for

a day last week, has started again.

Northwest Airways has the mail-carry-

ing contract.

Jannings Here Oct. 18
(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Oct. 12.—Erich Pom-
mer, who has been at the Paramount stu-

dio in Hollywood, will be in New York
to meet Emil Jannings when the latter

arrives from Europe October 18.

New Fox Offices
Fox Films’ Denver exchange has moved

into new quarters at 2140 Champa street.

Mell A. Wilson is manager.
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Week9
s Calm Then Film

War Starts ; Ministers
Would Close Theatres

(Special to the Herald)

ST. LOUIS, MO.—A “movie war” is

on in Maryville, Mo., following the first

attempt at Sunday motion pictures three

weeks ago. For a time after the initial

Sunday shows, things were calm enough,
then came the outburst.
The move on the part of Protestant

ministers is a combined attack. C. E.

Cook, business manager of the M.P.T.O.
Kansas-Missouri, and his brother, Ray
Cook, are two of the exhibitors involved,
C. E. Cook being a partner of his broth-
er in Maryville. A resolution was
adopted by the ministers declaring that
the “use of Sabbath day for commer-
cialized amusement cannot be vindicat-
ed.”

There is no state law prohibiting Sun-
day shows or any other type of amuse-
ment in, Missouri. “It’s just another
flare-up,” said C. E. Cook. “The ma-
jority of citizens in Maryville want Sun-
day shows.”

Cummings and Bellamy
Visit Chicago on Trip

to Fox Coast Studios
Irving Cummings, Fox director, has

completed shooting scenes for “Bertha, the
Sewing Machine Girl” in New York and
has taken his entire company to Hollywood
where finishing touches will be put on. He
stopped in Chicago October 11 where he
changed trains and spent a good part of the
day with Clyde W. Eckhardt, Fox sales
chief here, and A. L. Burks, publicity rep-
resentative. Madge Bellamy and Allan
Simpson who are cast in the big roles of
the picture were in Chicago also. Others
were Gertrude Orr, Abe Fried, and mem-
bers of the technical staff.

Mickey and Mary Come
for Week's Visit Here

It’s a poor week in Chicago when at
least one theatre has no stars making per-
sonal appearances. Gilda Gray has been
doing the B. & K. houses as well as her-
self a lot of good with her dance act. Even
Chicago people are falling for the desire to
make a personal appearance now and then.
Take Richard Henry Little, who is a first

rate column writer, for instance. He has
been getting quite a kick out of his per-
sonal appearance tours. His act doesn’t go
on at the theatres though. Department
stores serve just as well when he wishes to
give his gentle readers opportunities to rub
elbows with the great and near great.
This week the act is another. There are

a couple of real actors in Chicago and if

you’ve never been near a real actor go over
to the Fair store. There you’ll find none
other than freckled little Mickey Daniels
and his Princess, the little Mary Kornman.
They’ll be in the children’s department be-
cause it’s arranged for the benefit of the
children. Well, we may have to don our
golf pants to get in as a child, but we’re
going to make a call on Mickey and Mary
because they’ve given us some laughs in
those Pathe “Our Gang” comedies that we
want to thank them for.

Tailor Dies in Theatre
Harry Mitchell, 65, well-known merchant

tailor of Chicago, died of heart disease
in the Orpheum theatre, loop house, last

week.

A foursome here consists of nearly everyone on the Midwest committee. J. J.

Sampson is not in it and neither is Mr. Burloch. Pictures of them will be printed

in early issues in this space. Lcn Ullrich, 2nd from left, succeeds himself as chair-

man of the executive committee, which is quite an honor. Others who were unani-

mously reelected are Tommy Greenwood, left, and Clayton Bond, in shirt sleeves.

At right is Floyd Brockell of Balaban & Katz. U-llnch is one of the Pathe
go-getters in Chicago.

Trophy Winners
at

Olympia Fields

RIGHT: Morris Heilman, left, and
Irving Mandell. Morris, who is

owner of Reelcraft exchange, came
out with Irving, owner of Security
Pictures, but the golf did not appeal
to them as much as pinochle. Any-
how, the Midivest Film Golf meets
ahvays get their support.

First honors went to R. C.

Seery, branch manager of
First National. He got a

large golf bag for the low-
est gross score.

Just a couple of happy Pathe boys out for a good time.

Everybody in Chicago film circles knows Walter Nay,
left, and “Stvedc” Robinson, who is as good a golfer
as he is a cook.
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THEATRE BETTERMENT
AWeekly Extension of !$etter

r
Jheatres”

r

Following the recent consolidation of 35 motion picture equipment dealers and
supply houses into the National Theatre Supply Company, officers of the new
organization held their first meeting in Chicago, October 4. Above, left to right are
H. Stanley McLeod, treasurer ; L. G. Dolliver, vicepresident ; C. D. Struble,
secretary ; Joe Hornstein, vicepresident ; H. A. R. Dutton, president ; Oscar
Oldknow , vicepresident ; G. A. Lincoln, vicepresident, and George De Kruif,
vicepresident.

Marr& Colton in

New Expansion of

Factory Facilities
Marr & Colton Company, organ

builders, have again increased their

manufacturing facilities. While only a

little over a year ago the Marr & Colton
Company added a building to their plant

to keep pace with their sales, it has be-
come necessary again to enlarge very
materially. Two new buildings are

being erected at the present time to

accommodate the tremendous growth of

this business. Sales the first eight

months of 1926 equal business of entire

year 1925, it is announced.

Marr & Colton organs will be found
in prominent theatres and churches in

nearly every state in the union. Just

recently they have put on the market one
of the newest developments in organ
construction. This invention is known
as the Marr & Colton Symphonic Regis-

trator organ. With this organ it is

stated it is possible for the organist

to get every tone element, every shad-
ing, every emotion to fit the sentiment
portrayed in a motion picture.

The following is a list of theatres in

which the Marr & Colton Symphonic
Registrator organ is installed:

Cla-zel theatre, Bowling Green, O. ; Commodore
theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.; Capitol theatre, New Lon-
don, Conn.; Crown theatre, New London, Conn.;
Chili theatre, Rochester, N. Y. ; Culver theatre,
Rochester, N. Y. ; Embassy theatre, Hartford,
Conn.; Rialto theatre, New Britain, Conn.;
Colonial theatre, Hartford, Conn.; Opera House,

Kendallville, Ind.
;

Olympic theatre, Providence,
R. I.

A. Libbin, who for the past twenty
years has been engaged in the organ in-

dustry with some of the largest organ
manufacturers, joins the Marr and
Colton sales staff, with headquarters in

Chicago.

Enlarge Theatre at

Danville, Illinois
The Home Theatre Company, oper-

ating the Terrace, Fischer and Palace
theatres in Danville, 111., will remodel
and enlarge the Terrace theatre. The
seating capacity is to be increased from
1,550 to 2,500. A new cooling and ven-
tilating equipment will be installed. The
cost of the rebuilding program and
equipment will total $100,000.

PlansEquipmentfor
NewA tlantaTheatre
Dan Michalove, assistant sales mana-

ger for Universal in the Southeast, and
manager of Universal’s theatres in that
territory, has arrived in New York to
close with various firms for decorations
and fittings for the big new $1,000,000
Candler theatre in Atlanta, which is to

be the diadem in Universal’s chain of
theatres.

Michalove will look after the painting,
the seats, the decorations, the floor
coverings, the scenery, the pipe organ,
the projection equipment, the refrigerat-

ing system and other miscellaneous
necessities. He reports that the theatre
is well along in production being almost
ready for interior work.
The Candler is a big project, being

tied in with a new Macy store and a Can-
dler office building, and has as its moti-
vating spirit, Asa G. Candler, the Coco-
Cola millionaire. It will be the finest

house in the South and will rank with
the best in the country.

Operators See Safety
in Licensing Measure

(Special to the Herald)

TERRE HAUTE, Oct. 12.—A com-
mittee representing local motion picture

machine operators met recently with a

committee from the city council, the fire

chief and the city electrical inspector
for the purpose of discussing the ordi-

nance licensing motion picture machine
operators. The representatives of the
union stated that they were not favoring
the passage of the ordinance merely be-
cause it would make wages and working
conditions better, but for the reason that

it would be a matter of safety to the
public and would be the means of put-
ting the machines in charge of compe-
tent operators.
The council some time ago passed an

ordinance which provides that all motion
picture machine operators shall be li-

censed and shall pass an examination
before a board of examiners composed
of the electrical inspectors and represen-
tatives of the operators’ union before a
license will be issued.

Several New Theatres
Building in Southwest

(Special to the Herald)

OKLAHOMA CITY, Oct. 12.—Jake
Jones has a new theatre under construction

at Seminole, Okla. . . Claude Thorp
has completed plans for a new theatre at

Ryan, Okla. ... Ned Pedigo is erecting

a 500-seat house at Guthrie, Okla. . . .

Eugene Wetzel and associates plan to build

a theatre at Ponca City soon. . . . The
Crystal at Roosevelt, Okla., is being re-

modeled and re-equipped. . . . J. V. Jame-
son is remodeling his Nusho theatre at

Wetumka, Okla.

The Majestic theatre at Little Rock,
Ark., was slightly damaged by fire re-

cently. Three persons received minor
burns in the blaze.

Besi^ Safe-quot'd

G>ld SealAUTOMAlTIC

Ticket RegisterJ

Ofcourse You Know
GoldSeal Quality tickets

TICKET REGISTER C0RP
723 Seventh Avenue new York city



Apparent on the screen

The Improvement in the rendering ofcolor

values in black and white tones, when the pic-

ture is printed from Eastman Panchromatic

Negative on Eastman Positive, is readily appar-

ent on the screen.

Patrons will notice the difference—and

that’s what really counts at the box office.

Eastman Panchromatic Negative is

now the same price as ordinary negative. It

keeps as well as ordinary negative and, except

for the lighting in the darkroom, is developed

in the same manner as ordinary negative. Yet

it’s an extraordinary product.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, NEW YORK
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America's
Cowboy

HiQSBAND

TC you knew what we know about

this picture you’d put on extra

help, take the lid off the old advertis-

ing appropriation and yell from the

house-tops that here’s one that’s a

bell-ringer that fairly shakes the

steeple.

A story packed with new slants,

suspense that will keep them draw-

ing deep breaths, action and excite-

ment and laughs that will rock the

rafters.

Keep your eye on this boy
Maloney. He knows the good old

audience stuff the way Tiffany

knows a watch.

Story u>ritten by

Ford Beebe

Pafhepicture
if)
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GOING! GOING!

it’s no laughing matter

GONE!

JUDGING by the flood of contracts

ON “The Four Horsemen”

SOMEBODY’S going to feel sad

WHEN their opposition gets this

PRIZE buy of the year . . . Grab it quick

WHEW! some business at the Capitol (N. Y.)

TWO grand and glorious weeks

GET your share, brother!

THE FOUR HORSEMEN-METRO-GOLDWYN
Member Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc.—Will H. Hays, President
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Value..

SAENGER THEATRES, INC.

a RdbertMorton UnitOrgan
is the most powerful single

factor any exhibitor can em-
ploy to provide a complete
picture presentation program,

jot new
KM.O.e.
ThAchaJbtRlcux

ROBERT MORION
ORGAN CO.

JJmYorkj Chicago
ItfO Broadxoy 84$SoWabask

fosAngeles Sanjrancisco

1J14So.Vermont 768 Golden Gate
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*765,563 in
theRIALTOIHEAIRl
withthese 4
HAROLD
LLOYD
in ForHeavens

Sake

"

Directed by SAM TAYLO R^,
PRODUCED BY

HAROLD LLOYD CORPORATION

CL (paramount Release

OILDA
CRAY
,'Ahmaofthe

SouthSeas
MAURICE TOURNEUR

PRODUCTION WITH
PERCY MARMQNT, WARNER BAXTER,
JULANNE JOHNSTON, WILLIAM POWELL
From the play byJohnB.Hymer SLeRoyClem-

ens *** Screenplay by JamesACreelman,

CL Qaramount Qicture

F)thParamountNowPlayin^ ^ RIALTO to S.R.O: *

All RegularReleases ii



VARIETY
with

EMIL JANNINGS
LYA de PUTTI,
WRITTEN AND DIRECTED

BY E.A. DUPONT

AN UFA PRODUCTION

CL (paramount (picture

THOMAS
MEIGHAN
.Tin Cods

•

with RENEEADOREE, AILEEN PRINGLE

ALLANDWAN
producti on

From the play by William Anthony
McGuire *—• Adaptation by Paul Dickey

and Howard Emmett Rogers ~ Screen

play by James Shelley Hamilton * * -

CL (paramount (picture
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Money!
Joseph P. Kennedy

VIOLA JJANA

Vera Gordon

Nat Carr

Money
streams!
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From the stage play by

Leon DeGosta

Directed by James Horne

1



MARY, TIGE and BUSTER BROWN

PEE WEE HOLMES
Mustang Westerns

SHOOKVMS”
Newlyweds
and Their

Baby

ANDY GUMP
Comedies

NEELY EDWARDS
Bluebird Comedies



universal junior

JEWELS

10 “The Collegians
1

2 REELS EACH

« -B— 'ZZXZt
STERN BROTHERS

COMEDIES

3
uNewlyWeds and Their Baby

V ->

2 KEELS each

1 t “Let George Do It

13
2 REELS EACH

l3 “What Happened to Jane

2 keels each

15 “The ExC!'“
eF
N
('s

k
EACH

MUSTANG WEBERNS
2 REELS EACEt

,, W. c. Tuttle Western Come res

15 Featuring Freddy Gdman

6 Northwest Mounted Pol.ce

7 Texas Ranger Stones

13 Straight
Westerns

FAMOUS author
five serials

“The Silent Flyer

“Fighting with Bu a o
„

“Whispering Smith ^
“The Return ot tne

Rider’’

ve<$

‘The Fire Fighters

SAMUEL VAN RONREL

PRODDCTIONS

10 Andv Gump Comedies

2 reels each

and

104
international
hews reels

c onjedies
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From An Editorial

In This Week's Issue:

In next week’s issue of the Herald’s Studio Section

there will be presented an article which, in many impor-

tant respects, transcends anything of its kind which has

yet been published in the industry.

The article reports the results of a survey conducted

by the Herald which was aimed to ascertain from the one

source competent to pronounce—the exhibitor—the

names of the players which have a definite significance at

the box office, and their relative standing.

More than two thousand exhibitors, after consulting

their records, have given to us the names of the players

who mean something to them in selling the picture to the

public. These exhibitors have indicated—insofar as

practicable—the relative drawing power of the several

names which assist them in getting the public into their

theatres.

The results of the survey, which will be presented

next week to the trade, contain a number of surprises and

shocks. Producers will find some of their judgments as

to the drawing power of players confirmed and, in other

cases, repudiated. Exhibitors will encounter similar ex-

periences. The whole trade will be led to a better under-

standing of the relative drawing power of the players.

The information disclosed is not based on “The New

York Idea,” nor on what Hollywood has to say; but is

based on actual results experienced in the theatres.

We commend this article, which will be published in

next week’s issue, to the trade as a service of unparalleled

interest and value.



General Release
Beginning'



With MymaLoy, JaneWinton, Tom Wilson, Walter McQrail,

Ed Kennedy, Sojin, Charles Stevens, Theo. Lorch and others.

From the great melodrama by Charles E. Blaney.

Directed by ROY DEL RUTH.

N
OW WE KNOW— its the biggest kind of

a clean-up— a triumph of box-office power!

Across the Pacific with the U. S. Marines, a

slashing, vivid, tumultuous story of the Spanish-

American war. Blazing with action, aflame with

South Sea Island love. Wait until you see Monte
Blue tear through this one. Wait until you see

it tear through your old box office records ! a
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^Wlthe

story of

^Regi-

v

IRENE RICH
CONWAY TEARLE

With John Miljan, Qustav von Seyfertitz, Emil Chautard,

Sidney Bracey, Jane Winton, N. Vavitch, Mi lla Davenport.

From the colorful play by A. C. Qtrnter.

Directed by PAUL L. STEIN.

R
USSIA, where womanhood was the

plaything of man, and might made

v right! Beautiful Irene Rich is the

prize for which men struggle. Conway
Tearle, adventurous noble, brings many a

thrill to feminine hearts. Swift action,

impassioned love. Sweet profits, jj||
what a year for exhibitors—

Ik 26 Warner Winners! . -

ZZY'MURPHil'i
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OUISE
Fazenda

Conway
Tearle
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IT’S AN EXHIBITOR YEAR
'with

26 WARNER WINNERS
"Individual Specialization

1

cMakes Them greater!

THE BRUTE starring Monte Blue.

MY OFFICIALWIFE starring Irene Rich,

Conway Tearle. Directed by Paul L. Stein.

THE COLLEGE WIDOW starring

Dolores Costello.

HILLS OF KENTUCKY starring Riri-
J

Tin-Tin.

MILLIONAIRES with George Sidney,

Louise Fazenda, Vera Gordon, Nat Carr, Helene
Costello and Walter Merrill. Directed by Herman
Raymaker.

WHAT HAPPENED TO
FATHER with Patsy Ruth Miller.

IRISH HEARTS starring Dolores Costello.

THE CLIMBERS starring Irene Rich.

WOLF’SCLOTHING starring Monte Blue

with Patsy Ruth Miller.

BITTER APPLES starring Monte Blue.

DEARIE with Louise Fazenda and JohnT. Murray.

WHAT EVERY GIRL SHOULD
KNOW withabigcast. DirectedbyLloydBacon.

ACROSSTHE PACIFIC starring Monte

Blue, with Myma Loy, Jane Winton. Directed by
Roy Del Ruth.

DON’T TELL THE WIFE .tarring

Irene Rich.

WHILE LONDON SLEEPS starring

Rin-Tin-Tin, Helene Costello and Walter Merrill.

MATINEE LADIES directed by Roy Del

Ruth.

THE GAY OLD BIRD with Louise

Fazenda and John T. Murray.

THE HEART OF MARYLAND
starring Dolores Costello.

WHITE FLANNELS from the intriguing

Sat. Eve. Post story. Directed by Wm. Beaudine.

THE BLACK DIAMOND
EXPRESS starring Monte Blue.

A MYSTERY DRAMA still untitled,

by Arthur Somers Roche.

THE THIRD DEGREE starring Dolores

Costello with Louise Dresser and Rockliffe Fellowes.

Directed by Michael Curtiz.

PRIVATE IZZY MURPHY starn„g

George Jessel with Patsy Ruth Miller, Vera Gordon,
Nat Carr. Directed by Lloyd Bacon.

TRACKED BY THE POLICE
starring Rin-Tin-Tin.

A MILLION BID starring Dolores Costello.

SIMPLE SIS with Louise Fazenda and John T
. Murray.

^JSlpw you can play them for the greatest

profit yeair in the history of pictures
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Here’s a hot wire from

HARRY M. CRANDALL
A. Ritzier of the SIGMA
THEATRE, Lima, Ohio,

wires

:

Vice-President, Stanley-Crandall Company
Washington, D. C.

Three Bad Men opened to unusual business at our
Metropolitan Theatre. Appealed universally and
is one of the greatest western epics ever filmed. Cast
is perfect. Direction is such as to take rank with the

best ever achieved and the photography registers

perfectly. It is a masterpiece and cannot miss.

Three Bad Men opened to one

of the biggest day’s receipts in

history of theatre. Patrons

well satisfied. Many thanks

for square dealings. Best

wishes for Fox success.

I. Libson of the CAPITOL
THEATRE, Cincinnati, Ohio,

wires

:

J. J. Parker of the MAJESTIC
THEATRE, Portland, Ore.,

wires

:

I am of opinion that Three
Bad Men is equal if not greater

than the Iron Horse. Stood
them in line all day yesterday
and all day again today. Pre-
dict longer run and bigger
business on Three Bad Men
than we did on Iron Horse.

Fred A. Miller, Pres, of FAR
WEST THEATRES, INC.,
wires

:

Proclaimed the biggest, most
astounding picture of the year.

Positively greatest opening in

history of California pre-

mieres. You are to be con-

gratulated for this most
triumphant production.

Three Bad Men went over

very well. Newspaper reports

splendid. Our clientele liked

the picture very much.

iajtiuhnf aboutbig box
OPBCE BHWlCESf” match, forthe IP*

%,RETURNS '

PETERGRIMM
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With Animal Comedies, FOX sets

the pace in LAUGHS!

—and Don’t Forget—
FOX gives you 52 Comedies for 1926-27!
8 VAN BIBBERS — 8 O. HENRY — 20 IMPERIALS
8 HELEN and WARREN and 8 ANIMAL COMEDIES

There is rare entertainment in these

rapid, sure-fire, ric.hly-gagged two-
reelers

!

^FIGHTING

If you played the first two releases

JERRY THE GIANT
a n d

THE LYIN’ TAMER
of this popular new FOX brand of

laugh-makers, you already know how
your patrons go wild with joy over

them—and now comes another—

a

real riot of breath-taking LAUGHS!

A
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9he
Greatest

Diversified

Program in

the Tield

ALL FOX
COMEDIES
Are Supervised by

George E. Marshall
Member of Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc., Will H. Hays, President
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(^AKE- AMD
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<Tall it? cx
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DARIO and IRENE, famous

Parisian dancers, featuring their

new sensational dance creation

“The Gigolo,” at the Beaux Arts,

New York.

Diqeated By waa. K.Howadd
IMK BV ^Arl ED

The popularity of the

new craze syndicated in

the newspapers to mil-
Foreign Distributors lions of readers.

Producers International Corporation

130 West 46th Street

New York, N. Y.

RELEASED BY

PRODUCERS



olo
113,0M THE 5TOR.Y BY

DNA FERBER.

WITH JOBYNA R.ALSTON
LOUISE DR.EJXER,

DIRECTED BY

WILLIAM K.HOWARD

ADAPTED BY GARRETT FORT
CONTINUITY BY MARION ORTH
SUPERVISED BY C. GARDNER SULLIVAN

PRODUCED BY
DEAULLE PICTURES CORPORATION

Thousands of exhibitors
will clean-up with this

sensational photoplay
Production-* Be the first

77 your town to qet
some ofthe big mo

SET
YOUR
PLAY
DATES
NOW

ROD
LA ROCQUE
as he appears

in the sensa

tional role ol

the “King oj

the Gigolos.”

DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
F. C. MUNROE, President RAYMOND PAWLEY, Vice-President and Treasurer JOHN C.'FLINN, Vice-President and General Manager

Member of Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc. WILL H. HAYS, President



Story by

Frank M. Clifton

Directed by

Reeves Eason

FILM BOOKING OFFICES
OF AMERICA. INC.

Distributed by

GREATER

EXHIBITORS HERALD October 23, 1926
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Lauded By Trade Leaders! Ac-

claimed by Critics and Exhibitors,

Fred and Silver have reached their

cherished goal at last—ABSO-
LUTE SUPREMACY IN THE
ARENA OF WESTERN SHOW-
MANSHIP !

and the horse with a personality

Silver Kins'
in “

Fred and Silver are leav-

ing all competitors far in

their dusty wake! “Lone
Hand Saunders” will

clinch their claim to

conclusive leadership!

Watch For The Big One
Of The Year--“A Regular

Scout”—Monster
Boy Scout Tie-Up!
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Convincing Testimony

STRAND THEATRE
C. A. Miller, Prop.

ALMA, MICHIGAN

October 11, 1926
Exhibitors Herald,

Chicago, 111.

Gentlemen:

Here is your check for two years more of the

HERALD. I have been a subscriber since the first

issue, and consider it MILES and MILES ahead of any
other trade paper.

You have had so many compliments on the various

departments of your paper that I do not feel that I could

add anything new or original to the expressions of other

exhibitors. However, there is one department which
you do not have, upon which fact I wish to compliment
you, and that is theMUCKRAKING DEPARTMENT.

Judicious criticism is valuable just so long as it is

constructive; when it seems to be the bellicose bellow-

ings of a bilious soul in torment, its value is gone and such

influence as it may have is injurious rather than

beneficial.

The fact that EXHIBITORS HERALD has always

been particularly free from this sort of thing is ONE
of the reasons I depend on it.

Yours very sincerely,

STRAND THEATRE
(Signed) C. A. Miller.



Motion picture history is being

made—and P. D. C. is writing

its most significant page.

The unprecedented record made by
DE MILLE-METROPOLITAN PIC-

TURES is a graphic demonstration of

what can be accomplished when production craftsman-

ship and showmanship vision are allied.

“Nothing succeeds like success.” P. D. C. closed its 1925-26

season in a blaze of glory, with a veritable conflagration

of hits
—

“Silence”, “Three Faces East”, “The Volga Boat-

man”, “Up In Mabel’s Room”—everyone a Box Office

Bellringer.

The 1926-27 program of P. D. C. surpasses even the sensa-

tional product that set new box office records for exhibi-

tors who played DeMille-Metropolitan Pictures the past

season. “Gigolo”, “Young April”, “The Nervous Wreck”
and “The Yankee Clipper” form the vanguard of a mag-
nificent array of productions destined to register box
office bull’s eyes with a bang that will startle the industry.



OPPORTUNITY KNOCKS-and WISE SHOWMEN
are heeding the summons .Thousands of wide-awake exhi-

bitors, keen and discriminating judges of box office values,

have read the “signs of the times” and confirmed their faith

in the great DE MILLE-METROPOLITAN STUDIOS
by signing for the entire 1926-27 program of hits. They have

answered the summons of golden opportunity and every

one of these thousands will reap a rich harvest of dollars.

“SIGN FOR SUCCESS” is the P. D. C. slogan that is blaz-

oned across the film firmament. If you have not already

signed for SUCCESS, you are jeopardizing your chances

for a big season. DON’T WAIT TOO LONG! A repre-

sentative of P. D. C. is at your service. Be one of the happy
crowd of P. D. C. exhibitors who are going to CASH IN
on the BIGGEST SCOOP in the history ofmotion pictures.

WE ARE BACKING UP THIS GREAT PRODUCT
with a brand of Showmanship Service that spells sure-fire

success. Giant press books that match

—

and surpass—anything ever turned out to

boom the showing of pictures—packed

to the brim with seat-selling, crowd-pull-

ing ideas, ad cuts, mats, posters, lithos,

lobby displays prepared and designed by

experts. Here is real service for real pictures.

Exhibitors who are going to make the

est cleanup in the history of the industry,

are those showmen with the foresight and

wisdom to see a big opportunity and to seize it

PRODUCERS DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
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The Chicago
Tribune

“You’ll find ‘The Belle of
Broadway’ quite a charming
offering with a ‘different’

flavor.

“This film has undeniable
atmosphere.”

p./P , '°£ a ^ o/p. «e« .‘'G

lte- As

r

&

'Op.

COLUMBIA# PICTURES
A NATIONAL INSTITUTION
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A DEFINITE
STATEMENT
OF POLICY

As our buying power increases and our cost

of operations decreases we will give the

benefit of these economies to our customers.

We will extend our business to include every-

thing for a theatre but the bare building.

Our service will be broadened to the point

where the Exhibitor can rely wholly on us
alone for continuous, economical operation
of his entire theatre without worry or grief.

No matter where the order is taken or
where it is to be delivered we can deliver

—Service—and install the merchandise
through our 31 offices covering the entire

United States.

We are a Sales Organization only and will

not engage in the Manufacturing Business.

National Theatre Supply Company
OFFICES IN ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES
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Sills and Beery’s sockfest is surely a lulu!

Lawd, ’tis worth the price of admission.

The Gene Tunney and Jack Dempsey
encounter rates amatuerish compared to

the battle-royal offered in “Paradise.”

The end, however,zips forth a fight ’twixt

Sills and Noah Beery that is the greatest

we’ve seen. —N. Y. Daily Mirror

ojthebCOboffice
^ till/ WI KNEW ”

V W*** f When we said

It is the finest screen fight we ever saw, and
we cannot understand now how it was that some
one did not get killed. Neither Milton Sills nor
Noah Beery spared himself nor his adversary
in the least, and unless we are mistaken we did
hear that both the participants were down and
out for a few days. Those who paid $500 for

seats to “the fight” might have felt that they
got their money’s worth if Tunney and Dempsey
had behaved like that. —N. Y. Herald-Tribune

f WE KNEW -
When we said

# it would make
D e m p s e y-
Tunney lookk like a semi -

S\ final.

Milton Sills is appearing at the Mark Strand this week in “Paradise”
a drama of the South Seas, crammed full of heroics, dusky native
girls, thwarted villainy, palm trees and other such familiar embroi-
deries. It is obviously a film designed with at least one eye on the
box-office, and it would not take a prophet to foretell that as such

will meet with unqualified success, for in addition to the above
entioned ingredients, it boasts of dainty Betty Bronson, Charlie

_ jallroom scenes
some enchanting South Sea scenery.

>uld be said that “Paradise” provides one of the best fights that
>een seen in a long, long time. It certainly looked as if Sills and

Beery meant every blow that they exchanged. —N. Y. Telegraph

'“'MAI*

FIRST NATIONAL PICTURES, Inc^Vja,
PRESENTS

MILTON SILLS
IN

PARADISE
BY

COSMO HAMILTON and JOHN RUSSELL
WITH

BETTY BRONSON
Directed by IRVIN WILLAT

Production Management—RAY ROCKETT
Title* by FRANCES ACNEW and MORTON BARNARD

A Hxxhi national Picture

Why travel to Philadelphia to see Tunney
wrest the championship from Dempsey
when there is a fight at the Mark Strand

way with even more thrills? I

knowledge of prizefighting tech-

nique is limited, but this looks to me like a

fight that has all the earmarks of realty.

national iK— —
^LPictur^l

It is so evenly fought that if it were not the

custom in the movies to always let the hero

knock out the villain one could not have

finish. —N. Y. American

k
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IS
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\
JohnMcCormick
J presents m •yO/ \“'

Louu/i\

Miss Moore attacks her role in a clever fashion, using her big,

brown eyes to advantage and making the most of some stretches

of comedy by her knowledge of pantomimics. Jean Hersholt,

an emphatically accomplished actor who will be remembered
from his excellent portrayals in “Greed” and “Stella Dallas,”

is impressive as the German father in this current film. Mal-
colm McGregor is sympathetic as Jack Dugan.

This production is a sort of transcript of life that comes closer

to giving Miss Moore an opportunity to display her talent as 2m
actress than any screen effort in which she has appeared since

her performance in “So Big.”

—

TV. Y. Times.

Miss Moore is delightful. There is a humorous twinkle to

her expressive eyes that seems to say, “I am really enjoy-

ing myself and I hope you are.” As the little delicatessen

clerk she has brought one of her most pleasing character-

izations to the screen.—TV. Y. Telegraph.

Most audiences will find “It Must Be Love” to be a de-

lightful bit of entertainment, and the admirers of Miss
Moore will not be disappointed in her latest screen
appearance. She does her stuff in the usual Moore-
ish manner, and this is highly satisfactory to those
who “just love to see that girl in pictures.”

TV. Y. Daily News.

Alfred Green directed “It Must Be Love” and
excellent entertainment.

—

TV. Y. Tribune.

ITMUST BE LOVE
with JEAN HERSHOLT

MAlcolm McGregor and Arthur Stone
Adaptid hi

i

Julian Josephson from The Saturday Evening
Post slorif Delicatessen." /ty brooke Hanlon

vln Alfred E. Green Production A 'Uni national Picture
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bia studios in Hollywood.
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AN announcement this week by Mr. Hal Roach of the

signing of another group of feature picture stars for

appearances in short subjects marks another develop-

ment in a notable movement being effected by this lead-

ing figure in comedy production.

Mr. Roach has been demonstrating that he is keenly

sensitive to every opportunity to accelerate progress in

the making of short features. He is also fully aware

that the short feature producer cannot he held entirely

blameless in the situation which has long existed in

which theatre owners do not consistently or sufficiently

advertise and exploit short subjects. To remedy this

situation he is now intent upon giving the exhibitor

“names” that cannot fail of being advertised and ex-

ploited.

There is no reasonable doubt of the satisfaction and

enjoyment which short features render to the public.

But, still, the exhibitor has been left in a difficult posi-

tion because at least the average short subject—however

good it may be in entertainment value—has not lent it-

self readily to advertising and, consequently, it has been

a minor influence in attracting patronage to the box

office.

And it must also be acknowledged that a great mass

of the short subjects of recent years simply have not

been of comparable quality to that of the better grade

of feature pictures. The writer has experienced many
instances in which the enjoyment and satisfaction of a

really good feature picture has been seriously interfered

with because of a miscellaneous hodge-podge called the

comedy. If we are to understand one phase—and an im-

portant one—of the short subject question, we must un-

derstand that a lot of short pictures have been shown in

recent years which offered a far too sharp contrast

against the qualitv of the feature pictures on the same

bill.

Mr. Roach has set before himself the task of making

short features that can stand alongside of the best long

features without need of apology in any particular. To
accomplish this he must not only make good pictures,

with good actors, but he must also provide box office

names so that the exhibitor may both attract patronage

and render satisfaction with the comedy.

He has already presented a group of “names” that

have previously been identified alone with leading types

of feature pictures. His announcement this week adds

another group of such “names.”

Mr. Roach, in the bold and ambitious strokes he is

making for betterment of short comedy production, is

contributing a valuable service to the industry and to

the public and, further, he is strengthening his already

enviable position of prestige as a comedy producer.

* * *

I
N next week’s issue of the Herald’s Studio Section

there will he presented an article which, in many im-

portant respects, transcends anything of its kind which
has yet been published in the industry.

The article reports the results of a survey conducted

by the Herald which was aimed to ascertain from the

one source competent to pronounce—the exhibitor—the

names of the players who have a definite significance at

the box office, and their relative standing.

More than two thousand exhibitors, after consulting

their records, have given to us the names of the players

who mean something to them in selling the picture to

the public. These exhibitors have indicated—in so far

as practicable—the relative drawing power of the sev-

eral names which assist them in getting the public into

their theatres.

The results of the survey, which will be presented

next week to the trade, contain a number of surprises

and shocks. Producers will find some of their judg-

ments as to the drawing power of players confirmed

and, in other cases, repudiated. Exhibitors will encoun-

ter similar experiences. The whole trade will be led to

a better understanding of the relative drawing power of

the players. The information disclosed is not based on
“The New York Idea,” nor on what Hollywood has to

say; hut is based on actual results experienced in the

theatres.

We commend this article, which will be published in

next week’s issue, to the trade as a service of unparal-

leled interest and value.
* * *

THE indications are that another “narrowing down”
of the field will shortly take place. With the pur-

chase of a leading short subject concern by an interest

closely identified with the owners of one of the chief

producing and distributing concerns a logical next move
which may be expected at any moment will he the put-

ting together of these two concerns. And the operation

is not likely to stop even there because there are pros-

pects of still another concern being involved in the

merger.

An operation of this type is a sound and logical de-

velopment and whether one may be pleased or dis-

pleased at the prospect he has no alternative but to re-

gard it as something that was “bound to happen.”

While there are grounds for misgivings about a too

sharp narrowing down of the field there are good
grounds for similar misgivings about the future to be

faced by any motion picture concern which is not sound-

ly fortified, strategically situated and in a position to

render its particular service as good or better than any
other concern.

The lines of battle are being tightly drawn. We do
not hear of new concerns starting in business and we are

not likely to hear of such for some time because out of

a badly disorganized field have issued a few strongly

entrenched and ably directed concerns which offer posi-

tive discouragement to all hut the foolhardy.
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Newly Created

Supply Company
Is in Operation

Final details of the consolidation of a

group of leading supply houses into the

National Theatre Supply Company have
been effected and the new, national or-

ganization is now in actual operation
throughout the country. Thirty-one
branch offices are now serving the re-

quirements of the trade in the various
key centers.

“The National Theatre Supply Com-
pany which is now functioning through-
out the country is the result of a long-
apparent necessity to establish in the
equipment field an organization of suf-

ficient strength and scope so as to be
able to effect needed economies and im-
prove service to the theatre owner,” said

H. A. R. Dutton, president of the com-
pany.

In Line With Modern Trend
“The new company and its plan of or-

ganization are distinctly in line with the
trend of modern business. Although
the individual supply companies have in

the past rendered valuable service to the
field and have been a factor in the in-

dustry’s development, the time has come
when only a nationally operating organ-
ization, well financed and thoroughly
equipped, can meet the exactions of the
field in an economic and service way.

“The advantages given to us in this
nationwide organization permit us to
effect a large number of major econ-
omies in the operation of our supply
houses and in the purchase of products.
The exhibitor, in his dealings with this
organization, naturally will find the ben-
efits of these economies reflected in his
transactions with us.

Prepared to Meet Needs
“Under our existing plan and scope of

organization we are enabled to render
the type and kind of service that the
theatre field requires.

“Exhibitors will find this company and
its various branch houses keenly alive
to their requirements and thoroughly
prepared to meet them in the most eco-
nomic and satisfactory way possible.”

Here’s One Reason Why
Industry Lags in Britain

(Special to the Herald)

LONDON, Oct. 19.—The following ex-
cerpt from the Cinema, British film trade
publication, suggests a reason why the
industry has lagged in Britain:

“Laugh Month. The American stunt for
a laugh month, which will be observed in
that quick-fire country during January, sug-
gests many possibilities here. What about
a star month ? Every honest man, who
is_ a man at all, should open his bedroom
window every morning during March and
shout, ‘God bless Gloria Swanson.’ I can
imagine ‘film Sunday’ in the Brompton
Road, when the residents, armed with
megaphones, will declaim from their re-

spective windows upon the merits of their

favorite film. Then there could be Subtitle

Day, when we all repeat our favorite sub-

title before breakfast; Producers Thursday,
when everyone sends a flower to the man
who in their opinion has made the best

picture. We might even have Trade Paper
Saturday, when every renter sends along

—

er—'well, there’s a germ of an idea there,

isn’t there?”

P.D. C.-Pathe PhysicalMerger
IsExpected inNextTwoWeeks
First Move to Bring Consolidation of Exchanges, to be Followed

by Amalgamation of Selling and Executive Depart-

ments—Pearson Predicted Head
(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Oct. 19.—The first definite move in the amalgamation of

Producers Distributing Corporation and Pathe Exchanges, Inc., is expected
to be made within the next two weeks. This is to be in the form of a

consolidation of the physical distribution machinery of both companies.

Number of Exchanges To Be Consolidated

This consolidation of physical distribution is to be brought about by the

throwing together of a number of the exchanges of each company and the

scrapping of others, until in place of the two sets of exchanges now operating

there will be but one handling the product of both companies. This is to be
followed later by a similar amalgamation of the selling and executive depart-

ments of both organizations.
,

Elmer Pearson

While no official information as to the

plans of the banking interests which con-
trol the companies can be obtained, and
the officials of

the interested
companies are

equally reticent,

the above program
is the plan of pro-
cedure, according
to a man close to

Blair & Co., the
brokerage c o n

-

cern which re-

c e n 1
1 y acquired

the controlling in-

terest in Pathe.

Full Merger to
Take Months

It is expected
that it will be two or more months before

the details can be so ironed out as to per-

mit of the complete merging of the two
companies. With Keith-Albee owning a

half interest in P. D. C. and the banking
interests behind the latter owning also a

large number of theatres, so many -far

reaching ramifications are injected into the

deal as to make movement slow.

The reticence of the interested parties

has caused many rumors, some of which
have been given wide credence but have
proved to be erroneous. One of these
was to the effect that Blair & Co., after

purchasing the control of Pathe from
Merrill, Lynch & Co., has also bought
for cash the interest held by Jeremiah
Milbank in Producers Distributing Corp.
A denial of this was made in Wall Street
and it was stated that the Milbank crowd
would be even mofe heavily interested in

the project than heretofore.

Another lot of guessing is being done
as to who will be the head of the com-
bined company after the amalgamation,
and the general belief is that Elmer
Pearson, vicepresident and general man-
ager of Pathe, will be selected. This is

borne out by the fact that Mr. Pearson
is conceded to be one of the shrewdest
and most experienced film executives in

the business, and his selection would be
a big asset to the new company.

war charged a “clever and humiliating
hoax” under which the officer in charge
of British troops at Southhampton pro-
vided a military escort to London for
the film, thinking it was being used for
recruiting.

Exchange, Exhibitor
Tangle Over Picture

;

Film Is Held in Bank
(Special to the Herald)

PHILADELPHIA, Oct. 19.—Pro-Dis-Co
recently was awarded judgment for $1,020
by the local arbitration board, but Rolling
Green Park, the exhibiting party involved,
has refused to return the film until a de-
posit of $50, made when the film was con-
tracted for, is refunded. Meantime, to
prove that the picture is not being shown,
the park management has placed the film
in a bank vault.

The exchange asserts it will hold the
deposit until all the pictures contracted for
have been played. The one involved is not
the last of the series. William G. Hum-
phreys, Pro-Dis-Co branch manager, has
given the case into the hands of an attor-
ney, who will attempt to replevin the film.

Film So Interesting
Stage Star Tardy for
Own Show; It Closes

Dorothy Appleby, soubrette of “Square
Crooks,” showing at the Playhouse, Chi-
cago, went to a motion picture theatre
with her mother one evening last week and
became so absorbed that she arrived at the
Playhouse late. The lobby was filled, and
disgruntled patrons were demanding re-
funds for their tickets. Miss Appleby made
a speech intended to halt the defection.
She might have been successful had not
her fellow players declined to go on. For
that night there was no show, and the fol-
lowing night the run of the play ended.

British Exhibitors Stick

to Ban on U’s “Phantom”
(Special to the Herald)

LONDON, Oct. 19.—Carl Laemmle's
request to remove the ban on “The
Phantom of the Opera” has been rejec-
ted by the C. E. A. The ban was de-
creed last year after the Secretary of

To Dedicate FP-L
Building as Part

of Broadway Week
(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Oct. 19.—One of the
features of the Greater Broadway Cele-
bration which is scheduled for November
17, 18, 19 will be the formal dedication of
the Paramount Building at Broadway be-
tween 43d and 44th streets facing Times

Square.
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EW YORK.—Paul Gulick is being
’ called “uncle” by many up at Universal

offices and blames it all on his brother Karl,

Jerry Beatty is letting the Hays
office struggle along without him for a cou-
ple of weeks while he takes a vacation in

Kansas. . . . William Vogel sails this

week for one of his regular trips to the

other side. . . . Lee Ochs, theatre im-

presario, who has been looking ’em over on
the other side for the past couple of
months, is due back in the home town this

week. . . . Ray Rockett will go to

California to stay after completing “Not
Herbert” next month. . . . /. Charles
Davis, 2nd, according to word from the

Coast, has taken himself a wife, i. e., Mary-
lyn Mills. . . . Joe Brandt is out in

the Middlewest on a ten days’ trip. . . .

Eddie Cantor, who now likes it, is making
personal appearances with the second
week’s showing of “Kid Boots” at the

Rialto. . . . Edna Williams, foreign

film expert, sailed last week for London,
where she will open offices and operate as

Ednella Films. . . . Clayton P. Sheehan,
accompanied by Mrs. Sheehan, sailed last

week for an extended trip in the interests

of Fox foreign business. . . . Peter
Milne, once just a poor man, has sold an-
other story, this time to F. B. O. . . .

John J. Hayes, Coast film man, is here
with the first of a series of eight Ki-Mark
pictures. . . . John C. Brownell, sce-

nario editor of F. B. O., left last week
to join Joe Kennedy at the Coast. . . .

W. C. Fields attended the “Sorrows of

Satan” premiere but so far as known didn’t

get material for any new gags.
Harry Knappen, in New Orleans the past

year for Fox, has joined Castle Films as

distribution manager. . . . Robert Kane
is attending the First National meeting at

French Lick Springs and may show the

franchise holders a print of “The Prince of
Tempters.” ... Jesse Lasky is giving
a luncheon tomorrow in honor of Emil
Jannings at the Ritz-Carlton. . . . E. 0.
Brooks, Southern district sales manager of

Pathe, is back from a month’s trip over
his territory. . . . Billy Brandt and his

partner brother Harry, will open their new-
est Brooklyn theatre, the Biltmore, on No-
vember 1, with appropriate ceremonies.
. . . Hi Gainsboro and Marty Schwarts
bet heavily on birdies in their Sunday golf

games, and some day one of them will

make one. . . . William Powell, good
actor and same kind of a' fellow, is here
from the Coast to work in a Paramount
picture. . . . Carl Laemmle, Jr., had his

picture taken last week with Jack Dempsey,
and by just a glance at the photo, one
could tell which was which. . . . Gene
7 unney, our heavyweight fistic champion
and film actor, is finding a heavy call on
his services as an after dinner speaker.

. . Billy West, comedian, arrived in
New York last week accompanied by his
production manager, George West, who is

also his brother. . . . Louella Parsons
says she doesn’t like to leave New York but
will return to the Coast before cold weather
sets in. . . . Joe Seider is thinking of
taking up golf as soon as he can find a
few minutes when his duties as business
manager of the M. P. T. O. A. will per-
mit. . . . Queen Marie is getting so
much publicity that there is a suspicion
that Harry Reichenbach is on the royal
pay roll.—SPARGO.

Louis B. Mayer (in circle) signs the log book prior to the start of the
car to the convention in New Orleans where fire chiefs are to be session.
(At right) Charles Ray is in the leading role of the Metro film.

Louis B. Mayer addresses thousands who gather at the City Hall in Los
Angeles and other thousands who listened at the radio when the big Pack-
ard preview car started with “The Fire Brigade” to the fire convention.

IN CIRCLE: Mayor Cryer signs the log book at the start of the auto trip
in Los Angeles.

Left to right, bottom row: Jay Stevens, Pete Smith, Louis B. Mayer,
Mayor George Cryer, May McAvoy, Bert Woodruff, Dewitt Jennings, Tom
O’Brien. Top row: Fire Chief Scott, Capt. Shackelford, Charles Ray.
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The delegation at the arbit,ration meeting October 18-19 in Battle Creek, Mich.,
consisted of members from 12 states. Jack Miller brought four men from
Chicago and A1 Steffes brought three from Minneapolis. Miller is fourth from
left; Steffes is second from right. (Herald photo.)

300 Citizens Attack Censors
at Minneapolis License Meet

Vote 318 to 141 That Council Grant Permit for Suburban
House—Missouri Federation of Women’s Clubs Through

Board Decides Against State Censorship
(Special to the Herald)

MINNEAPOLIS, Oct. 19.—Motion picture fans, more than 300 strong,

gathered at the city hall one night last week to protest against reformers
and as a result a motion picture theatre license will probably be granted
E. O. Lee to operate a suburban theatre in South Minneapolis.

First Public Action by Fans

It was the first time in history here that motion picture fans have ever
asserted themselves and the strength of their protest is best told in the vote
which stood 318 in favor of and 141 against the theatre.

12 States Join in

Airing Arbitration

At Michigan Meet
(Special to the Herald)

BATTLE CREEK, Mich., Oct. 19.—Ex-
hibitor members of arbitration boards

representing twelve states met here last

night to thresh out arbitration problems as

a preliminary to the opening today of the

two-day convention of the M. P. T. 0. of

Michigan.

H. M. Richey of Detroit, Jack Miller of

Chicago and A1 Steffes of Minneapolis

were central figures in the session last night

which was prompted by the recent resigna-

tion of exhibitors from the Michigan board.

The twelve states represented were Wis-
consin, Minnesota, North and South
Dakota, Illinois, Indiana, Ohio, Iowa, Kan-
sas, Missouri, Nebraska and Michigan.

Speakers at the forenoon meeting of the

M. P. T. O. today at the Post Tavern hotel

were to be President A. J. Klaist, Jr.,

Mayor Charles Green, Former President
Glenn A. Cross, William A. Johnston and
C. A. Miller. Programmed addresses for

the banquet tonight are Judge Alfred J.

Murphy, Congressman Joseph Hooper and
President Chas. L. O’Reilly of the T. O.
C. C. W. S. Butterfield is toastmaster.

Seven years of progress by the organiza-
tion are reflected by the convention opening
today and by the proverbially large attend-

ance. “We cannot let down” was the mes-
sage of President Kleist to the exhibitors,

and General Manager Richey cited the

work of Judge Murphy, Claude E. Cady,
Phil Gleichman and Fred R. Rumler. In
his report Richey also recalled that business
increased 10 to 25 per cent in “Greater
Movie Season,” 25,000 circulars were issued
cautioning investors against overbuilding,
three adverse legislative bills failed to be-
come law, and the organization saved
Detroit exhibitors $146,000 in labor diffi-

culties.

Equipment Body
Stays, Chicago
Meeting Decides

The Association of Motion Picture

Equipment Dealers and Manufacturers will

continue to function as in the past.

This decision was reached by about 50

manufacturers and a dozen or so dealers at

the first day of the fourth annual conven-

tion of the body at the Congress hotel,

Chicago, October 18. In view of the recent

consolidation of more than 35 supply deal-

ers into the new National Theatre Supply
Company the fate of the equipment asso-

ciation has been pointed out as hanging in

the balance. Many of the most active mem-
bers of the organization were among those

taken over in the amalgamation.

President C. D. Struble in his opening
address put the question of the future of

the association squarely up to the conven-
tion. Max Ruten, a member of the board

of directors, immediately took the floor and
in an eloquent plea urged a continuance of

the association.

After considerable discussion the manu-
facturers and dealers met in separate ses-

sion to consider a new plan of operation.

By unanimous vote of both bodies it was
decided to make all memberships equal, a

limit of one membership being specified for

companies operating a circuit of supply
houses.

In motion picture circles the mass
meeting action was considered very
significant. W. A. Steffes, president of

the M. P. T. O. of the Northwest, de-

clared the throng indicated their attitude

towards reformers and those who advo-
cate censorship.

When Rev. Alvin O. Carlson, pastor of

the Bethesda Evangelical Free church,
took the platform to continue his on-
slaught against motion pictures and thea-

tres, the majority of the crowd hissed

and booed.

ST. LOUIS, Oct. 19.—The state board

of the Missouri Federation of Women’s
Clubs has gone on record as opposed to

state censorship of motion pictures.

The women favor a program of educa-
tion work through motion pictures.

Their leaders believe it is not the proper
province for the state to dictate to the
people what they shall see in motion

“Original Chicago
Company” in N. Y.

O. O. McIntyre, in his Hearst
syndicate article appearing in

newspapers Tuesday, has the fol-

lowing bit from New York:
“It seems to me that at a recent

opening a daring bit of Rialto ex-

ploitation from a Broadway stand-
point was unfurled. Across the
theatre’s facade in big letters was:
‘The Original Chicago Company.’

’’

picture theatres—that such a policy
would be Un-American.

OTTAWA, Oct. 19—The Women’s
Christian Temperance Union, in annual
session at Hamilton, Ontario, passed a

resolution calling on the Ontario Govern-
ment to appoint two women on the censor
board.

Screen Advertisers
Meet in Kansas City

;

A. V. Cauger Presides
(Special to the Herald)

KANSAS CITY, Oct. 19.—The semi-
annual convention of the Screen Adver-
tisers Association at the Hotel President,
Kansas City, Thursday, Friday and Satur-
day attracted about fifty delegates from
various sections of the country. In the
absence of President Douglas D. Roth-
acker of Chicago, A. V. Cauger of Kansas
City, vicepresident, presided. From the
welcoming address of Mayor Beach on
Thursday to the final get-together, the

convention was replete with addresses of
interest.

The screen, as an advertising medium,
was praised by Paul Kendall, advertising
manager of the Long-Bell Lumber Co., of
Kansas City in his address, “Our Experi-
ence in the Use of the Screen.” Data of
technical interest in the use of the panchro-
matic negative were disclosed by George A.
Blair of the Eastman Kodak Company of

Rochester, N. Y., while the possibilities of
national or multiple service to advertisers

were discussed by F. E. Hollister of the

Pyramid Film Co., Dayton, Ohio.
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‘Sorrows of Satan’ Opens Cohan
As FP-L’s Roadshow Home

Production Brings Neiv Laurels to D. W . Griffith—Much Credit Due
Cameraman Fishbeck and Technical Director Waller

By JOHN S. SPARGO

NEW YORK, Oct. 19.—D. W. Griffith’s latest opus, “The Sorrows
of Satan,” was given its premiere at the George M. Cohan theatre
last week, and marked also the inauguration of that theatre as

Paramount’s roadshow production home.

'T'HE presentation was given by Para-
mount’s new road show department,

which is under the management of Albert
L. Gray and Ted
Mitchell, and be-

ing strictly an in-

vitation affair, was
attended by nearly
everyone that is

anyone in the film

business in New
York.
The premiere

was given without
prologue or other
presentation fea-

tures, even the

usual long list of

credit lines being

omitted from the

film. Another in-

novation that is worthy of note and one

that was pleasing to those who attended

is that the running of the picture began at

nearly scheduled time.

“The Sorrows of Satan” is a product-

ion that brings new laurels to the brow
of Mr. Griffith—already burdened with the

credit of much that is considered the best

in picture making—and those associated

with him. No small amount of credit for

what is conceded to be one of the most
beautiful pictures shown here in years must
go to Cameraman Harry Fishbeck and
Technical Director Fred Waller. The pho-
tography and lighting effect are most re-

markable—in fact they go very far toward
making a big production of what, without
them, would come close to being an ordi-

nary picture.

D. W. Griffith

The story, which is from the novel by
Marie Corelli, is not remarkable for its

strength or coherence, and pretty much all

through the picture rans a poor second to

big spectacular effects, trick lighting and
to the aforesaid remarkable photography.
In “The Sorrows of Satan” Mr. Griffith

gives us a new kind of a Satan—one at-

tired in evening dress and silk hat instead
of the generally accepted raiment of the

individual who is credited' with running the

underworld. This silk hat is evidently in-

tended as a symbol to replace the familiar

Satanic pitchfork, for Mr. Griffith’s Satan
is never without it, even wearing it when

Five Vitaphone Companies
Earn $122,000 in Week

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Oct. 19.—War-
ner Brothers have announced that
five Vitaphone companies last
week grossed a total of $122,000.
The companies played New York,
Atlantic City, Chicago, and St.
Louis. The announcement further
states that during the first 21 days
of their run Vitaphone and ‘‘Don
Juan” grossed $102,000 at Mc-
Vickers, Chicago.

sitting down in sumptuously equipped
rooms. *

The value of the production is enhanced
by the use of an excellent cast in which
Adolphe Menjou, as Satan, Ricardo Cortez

as Geoffrey Tempest, and Carol Dempster
as Mavis Clare have leading parts. Lya
de Putti, the much publicized Continental

actress, is also in the cast, but she has
little to do and doesn’t do that little suffi-

ciently well to prevent her portrayal of a

vampire part from being a disappointment
to many who expected much more of her.

‘“The Sorrows of Satan” is expected to

remain at the Cohan theatre for a long
run, and several companies will shortly be

put on the road. Following is the cast:

Prince Rimenez, Adolphe Menjou; Geof-
frey Tempest, Ricardo Cortez; Mavis Clare,

Carol Dempster; Princess Olga, Lya de
Putti

;
Amiel, the prince’s secretary, Ivan

Lebedeff
;
Landlady, Marcia Harris

;
Lord

Elton, Lawrence D’Orsay
;

dancing girl,

Nellie Savage, and Mavis Clare’s chum,
Dorothy Hughes.

Italian Film Men
Form Trust Against

American Pictures
(Special to the Herald)

ROME, ITALY, Oct. 19.—Completion of

a theatre merger, headed by the Italian

Commercial Bank, to war on American
picture competition in Italy has been an-
nounced here. The Stefapo Pittaluga com-
pany, the largest theatre operating company
in Italy, has absorbed several other com-
panies and has taken over ownership of
200 houses and control of approximately
2000 others.

It is the plan of the parties to the merger
to show in their houses only pictures of
Italian manufacture featuring Italian play-
ers.

Bebe Daniels Signs with
Paramount 5 More Years

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Oct. 19.—Bebe Daniels
has signed a new contract to star in

Paramount productions for five more
years. The signing was consummated
with B. P. Schulberg, associate producer
in charge of the West Coast studio. She
is now .finishing “Stranded in Paris,”
with Arthur Rosson directing.

Bachmann Back West;
Russian Story Next
(Special to the Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Oct. 19.—J. G. Bach-
mann returned this week from a ten day
stay in New York and has started on the
remaining eight Preferred Pictures of the
thirteen for the year. The first, a Russian
story, probably will be released under the
title of “The Aristocrat.”

Japanese Schoolboy
Knows His Pictures

(Special to the Herald)

TOKYO, Oct. 19.—A writer in
the Japan Advertiser, published
here, recently had the following
to say about the influence of
motion pictures, especially Amer-
ican pictures, on the children of
the nation:

“It is said that even those sec-
ondary grade school pupils who
have no idea about universal man-
hood suffrage are well informed
who and what Douglas Fairbanks
is. Cinematograph amusement is

extremely popular among the gen-
eral public. We are astonished
at their profound knowledge of
such pleasures. The influence of
the cinematograph upon children
must not be ignored, and, accord-
ingly, the question forms an
important theme of modern edu-
cation.”

Julius Bernstein Made
Business Manager for

Columbia in Hollywood
(Special to the Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Oct. 19. — Julius
Bernstein, who for the last year has
been associated with LTniversal Theatre
Enterprises in

New York, has
been appointed
business manager
of the Columbia
Pictures Corp.
studios here. Mr.
Bernstein, who is

a nephew of Carl

Laemmle, was for

several years asso-

ciated with the

Universal studios

before going to

New York for

“U.”
Columbia has an-

nounced that Mr.
Bernstein’s appointment follows upon
the company’s program of expansion
and the creation of national distribution

machinery.

J. P. Kennedy, F.B.O.
President, Arrives West

(Special to the Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Oct. 19.—Joseph P.

Kennedy, president of Film Booking
Offices, arrived here last Thursday on
the Santa Fe. Fie was met at San Ber-
nardino by Edward C. King, vice-presi-

dent of F. B. O., newspaper reporters
and studio officials.

In commenting on the foreign market
Mr. Kennedy stated that Film Booking
offices is bringing to America a student
of international problems and racial cus-

toms and peculiarities who will view all

releases scheduled for foreign showing
and eliminate such parts as would be
distasteful to foreign audiences.

U Buys 2 More Houses
CHARLESTON, W. VA„ Oct. 19.—

Universal has purchased the Virginian and
Rialto theatres, each seating 1,000 and
formerly owned by D. C. Schiarella. Both
houses will be taken over November 1.
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First U-A Presentation House
In Construction in SixWeeks

Los Angeles Gets Initial Structure to Cost Million and Seat

2,000—Schenck Returns to Coast After Completing Plans

for $20,000,000 Chain of “Super” Theatres

(Special to the Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Oct. 19.—Construction of the first of the big national

chain of “super” motion picture and presentation theatres of the United Artists

Theatres Corporation will begin in Los Angeles within six weeks, it was
announced yesterday by Joseph M. Schenck, president of the corporation.

He has just returned from New York where final plans were completed for

the theatres.

First to Open in Los Angeles

Appropriations for the theatres call for approximately $20,000,000 and
twenty show houses will constitute the chain. Los Angeles, because of

its distinction as the center of the motion picture industry, will be the

first city in which a United Artists theatre will be opened.

First National Plans
Direct-to-Public Ad

Drive on Hines Film
(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Oct. 19.—First National,

in announcing November 21 as the release

date for the C. C. Burr-Johnny Hines pic-

ture “Stepping Along,” also has an-

nounced that a national direct-to-the-pub-

lic advertising campaign on the picture is in

preparation. The campaign will open in

Detroit with newspaper and billboard ad-

vertising planned on large scale.

The Johnny Hines driverless car, which
has exploited Hines’ pictures for two years,

is not to be used in the campaign, accord-

ing to present plans. The run of the car

is announsed as finished.

Russian Film Prestige

Is on Increase, Claim
( Special from Department of Commerce)

WASHINGTON, D. C., Oct. 19.—Film
production in Soviet Russia bids fair to

become as great an influence in the “movie”
world as the Moscow Art Theatre produc-

tions have become on the contemporary
stage, if German reports can be credited,

according to Trade Commissioner G. R.

Canty, Paris, in a report to the Commerce
Department.

Seventy new Russian films, it is re-

ported, have already been finished this

year, Mr. Canty states, and about as many
more are in course of completion., While
the Russians are holding fast to the his-

torical picture, possibly for domestic appeal
and edification, nevertheless many of their

films are planned for the world markets.

Four Companies File

Papers in Slack Week
(Special to the Herald)

ALBANY, N. Y„ Oct. 19.—With only
four companies chartered by the secretary

of state, the motion picture business in

New York state fell off during the past

week in the number of companies incor-

porating. The companies were : Winfield
Motion Picture Corporation

;
Roma Phila-

dramatic and Film Producing Corporation,

capitalized at $5,000 ;
Kodak Cubana, Ltd.,

Rochester, $10,000; The Greek Theatre
Guild, Inc., $60,000.

Cohen in Hotel Deal
( Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Oct. 19.—Sydney S. Co-
hen has leased for Stumpf Stores, Incor-

porated, to the American Hotels Corpora-
tion through its vicepresident, Capt.

Stephen N. Bobo, for a term of 25 years

a 10-story hotel and store building to be

erected at the corner of Atlantic and Bell

Streets, the main business thoroughfare of

Stamford, Conn., on the site of the Bell

block.

Operator Escapes Fire
(Special to the Herald)

ST. LOUIS, Oct. 19.—Charles Johnson,
operator for the Olympia theatre, run by
John Karzin, escaped injury when a film

he was projecting caught fire. The booth,

equipment and film were damaged $300.

The audience passed out of the house
quietly.

Pantages in Candler
(Special to the Herald)

ATLANTA, Oct. 19.—The new mil-
lion dollar Candler theatre will run
Pantages vaudeville in connection with
Universal pictures under terms of a con-
tract completed between Universal Chain
Theatrical Enterprises and Pantages.

Contracts, Mr. Schenck stated, are be-
ing drawn up now for the purchase of a
site, but it will be a week before the
site is definitely settled. It has been
determined, however, to have the theatre
in the heart of the downtown district.

Sid Grauman will be associated with
Mr. Schenck in the enterprise.
The playhouse here, it is planned, will

cost over $1,000,000 and will contain 2,000
seats. Other cities in which sites have
already been purchased, according to
Mr. Schenck, are New York, Boston,
Philadelphia, Chicago and Milwaukee.
In Baltimore an already constructed
theatre has been purchased for the chain.

Grauman is now planning to install the
Vitaphone at his Egyptian theatre Oc-
tober 27. The synchronization device is

also to be seen in Boston for the first

time October 27 in connection with
Warner Brothers’ “Don Juan.”

K & F Adds Three
Houses in Colorado
Addition of three more theatres to the

K & F Amusement Company chain in

Colorado is in the news of circuit expan-
sions this week with the opening of two
houses by West Coast Theatres, Inc.

The houses taken over by K & F are
the Opera House and Sarah in Canon
City, and the Liberty at Florence, Col.

This increases the K & F chain to

thirteen in the Denver territory alone.

West Coast has just opened the Ritz

Thieves Obtain $100
But Lose Equipment

(Special to the Herald)

BELLEVILLE, ILL., Oct. 19.

—Chief of Police Arbogast of this

town is in possession of two
acetylene gas tanks, a torch, 50
feet of hose and other safe crack-

ing tools abandoned by yeggmen
who looted the safe of the Wash-
ington theatre, early one morning
and escaped with $100.

The theatre opened under the
management of Joe Desberger and
Charley Werner on Saturday of
the preceding week and the rob-
bers evidently expected a big haul.

However, all of the Saturday night
and Sunday receipts with the ex-
ception of the $100 had been
deposited at the police station

shortly before the close of the last

performance on Sunday night.

at Wilshire and Labrea boulevards, Hol-
lywood, and the Senator in Oakland.
The house seats 1,800 and W. C. Flynn
is manager.

In Kansas City, Midwest Theatres has
started work on the 1,600 seat RocKhill,
which with office space will cost $300,000.

Golf Battle Will Be
Feature of Ohio Meet;

Collins Is to Speak
(Special to the Herald)

COLUMBUS, O., Oct. 19.—Exhibitors
attending the M. P. T. O. of Ohio conven-
tion here November 9-10 will participate

in a handicap golf tournament the day be-

fore the convention at the Elks’ Country
Club.

Eli Whitney Collins, president of the M.
P. T. O. A., will be one of the principal

speakers at the convention, which will be
presided over by President William M.
James. C. C. Pettijohn, chief assistant to

Will Hays, also will address the exhibitors.

It is expected that 600 showmen will at-

tend.

Young to Direct for

Chadwick, Gates Signs
(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Oct. 19.—Chadwick Pic-
tures Corporation has signed James Young
to direct “Life of an Actress” and Harvey
Gates to adapt “Life of an Actress.”

J . R, Moss Back in Films
(Special to the Herald)

WHEELING, W. VA., Oct. 19.—J. R.
Moss, former purchasing agent of Lubliner
& Trinz, Chicago, is leaving the steel busi-

ness and returning to his first love—the
motion picture industry.

Ballantyne Acting Head
(Special to the Herald)

KANSAS CITY, Oct. 19.—R. S. Bal-
lantyne, assistant Southern division sales-

manager for Pathe is acting branch man-
ager following resignation of F. W.
Gebhardt.

French House Complete
(Special to the Herald)

WASHINGTON, D. C., Oct. 19.—The
Capitol theatre has been, completed in Mar-
seilles after eight months of construction.
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Big Campaign Hails Premiere
Of “Prince of Tempters”

Drive Started by Reichenbach Four Weeks Before Robert T. Kane
Production Is Launched at Strand by First National

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Oct. 19.—One of the most intensive and far-reaching
advertising, publicity, and exploitation campaigns ever brought
into play in connection with the presentation of a motion picture

production ushered in the world premiere of “The Prince of Tempters,’’
the newest Robert T. Kane special which the First National organization
is distributing. The opening was last Sunday at the Strand theatre.

“'T'HE Prince of Tempters” is the initial

directorial effort of Lothar Mendes,
UFA director brought to this country
several months
ago by Robert T.

Kane. The tran-

sition of the story

to the screen
consumed many
months in the
making, and is

said to have in-

volved an expen-
diture approxi-
mately $400,000.

The Harry L.

Reichenbach
offices were re-

tained by Mr.
Kane Several Robert T. Kane

weeks ago to han-

dle the advertising, publicity, and ex-

ploitation for “The Prince of Tempters.”

Reception Committee for Queen

Four weeks before the picture opened,

considerable attention was attracted to

“The Prince of Tempters” with an invita-

tion to 5,000 well known New Yorkers to

join a special reception committee to wel-

come Queen Marie of Rumania and an

incognito prince destined to arrive the day
following the picture opening at the Strand.

A follow-up announcement was dis-

patched in which it was stated it was im-

possible to entertain the queen because of

governmental supervision, but that the

prince would arrive on October 17 on the

screen of the Strand. This stunt broke

in all of the New York daily papers.

Blind twenty-four sheets with trick

lettering were posted on 200 billboards.

Follow-up postings of the trick lettering

appeared culminating in a block type an-

nouncement of the showing. This twenty-

four sheet was soon substituted by a pic-

torial twenty-four sheet of “The Prince

of Tempters.”

The lobby display at the Strand included
pictures representing the nine stars

decorated with silks and brocades, and
painted on compo board in resemblance to

the players, were placed on display. Hap

Hadley, one of the best known modern
artists, was obtained for this stunt. Other
lobby embellishments consisted of artists’

easels and huge palettes on which were
placed cutouts of the principal players, to-

gether with scenes. The palettes were
then daubed with splashes of paint to

represent the palette of a very busy artist.

Drive Starts Four Weeks Ahead

The publicity campaign started four

weeks prior to the opening. Stories in-

volving the production of the picture,

and featuring Lothar Mendes’ work,
appeared in the New York dailies. Ad-
vertising displays, seven inches deep by
one column, unusual in character, were
used alternately in three newspapers
a day in the New York area.

A snipe quarter-sheet card was stuck

on ladders reading, “It is unlucky to

walk under a ladder or miss ‘The
Prince of Tempters’ at the Strand thea-

tre the week of October 17th.” Fully
two thousand of these snipes were
posted throughout five boroughs in New
York City.

Six couples, each composed of an
elderly man and a young girl—the man
carrying an eartrumpet and carrying on
a conversation about what show to see

and the young girl in a loud voice in-

sisting on going to the Strand to see

“The Prince of Tempters” worked the
subways and other crowded places in

New York. The six couples were used
for two days prior to the showing of the
picture and for six days during its

presentation.

Joe Brandt, Columbia
Chief, Tours Midwest

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Oct. 19.—-Joe Brandt,
president of Columbia Pictures Corp.,

has left for a 10-day tour of Columbia
exchanges in the Middle West. Explain-
ing his trip, Mr. Brandt said:

“I like to feel that business pulse once
in a while on an outside extension.”

Grainger on Coast

at Opening of Fox
L.A. Film Exchange

(Special to the Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Oct. 19.—Formal dedi-

cation of the new Fox Film Exchange, at

2019 South Vermont Avenue, was held

last week and was attended by hundreds
of exhibitors and officials of other ex-

changes throughout the day.

James R. Grainger, general salesman-

ager, who came direct from New York to

attend the ceremonies, arrived the day pre-

vious. Howard J. Sheehan, district man-
ager also came down from San Francisco

to help celebrate the opening. The Film
Board of Trade, various contractors and
friends sent huge bouquets to Manager

J. J. Sullivan and the outer offices pre-

sented the appearance of a well stocked

florists shop instead of a film exchange.

A buffet luncheon was served at noon,

and during the evening a six piece or-

chestra furnished music for dancing. Re-
freshments were served and many of the

Fox stars and directors attended. A bank
of Klieg and spotlights lined Vermont Ave-
nue and the sky and surrounding buildings

were a glare of white light during the

evening.

It is one of the most complete exchanges
in the United States, having every modern
equipment of the up-to-date exchange, pro-

jection room, steel vaults, shipping rooms,

and beautifully appointed offices for man-
ager, assistant manager and salesmen. The
building is 60x150, entirely fireproof, and
was erected at a cost of $150,000.

Philadelphia Board
Honors Oscar Neufeld
on Eve of Retirement

(Special to the Herald)

PHILADELPHIA, Oct. 19.—Oscar Neu-
feld, retiring as president of the local film

board of trade, was the recipient of a
copy of a laudatory resolution drawn by
the members of the board on the eve of his

retirement. In the resolution the board as

a body extended to Neufeld their thanks
for his efforts during his incumbency.

William Heenan, new president of the

board and manager of the local First Na-
tional exchange, was given a testimonial

dinner by his fellow exchangemen as an
expression of their good will toward him
as he took up his new duties.

Schmidt Buys Grayland
The Grayland theatre, 3940 Cicero ave-

nue, has been sold by S. A. Wertheimer to

A. Schmidt, a newcomer in the ranks of

Chicago exhibitors.

The Prince of Tempters,” Robert T. Kane production and the first directed in the United States by Lothar Mendes,
opened Sunday at the Strand, New York. In the above scenes, left to right, are Ben Lyon, Ian Keith, Lois Moran,
Sam Hardy, Henry Vibart, Frazer Coulter, Olive Tell, Lyon and Hardy.
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Re-Takes

W ELL, we’ve survived another pre-

miere. We’ve seen “The Winning
of Barbara Worth,” Samuel Gold-

wyn’s newest production and we must say

Sam has the happy faculty of picking win-

ners. Yes, sir, it’s worth every cent he

put into it and we hope he gets every cent

back and more.
* * *

When you speak about the reclamation

of desert wastes in terms of picture mate-

rial, it doesn’t sound so good, but Mr.

Goldwyn gathers about him the best talent

in the business and the result is a picture.

He told Frances Marion he thought he had

a great theme and she wrote a great script,

then he told Henry King to go to it and
make a good picture, and Hen has deliv-

ered.
* * *

There is one thing that Hank Arnold and
Ham Beall pulled at the “Barbara Worth”
opening that won’t be so popular with the

“Alibi Club.” They took pictures of every-

one going into the theatre, so any of the

boys who told unsuspecting wives they

were attending the premiere and didn’t are

in for a bad evening.
* * *

And the Fox company pulled an exchange
premiere with free eats and everything.

And right here we want to say that new
exchange is the most complete we’ve ever

seen and we’ve seen a few in our day.

^ ^

The exhibitors of Los Angeles territory

are going to find it a pleasure to look at

pictures in this new and modern projection

room and everything about the Fox ex-

change spells service.
* * *

Our Weekly Rumor
“Warner Brothers theatre will start at

once.”
%

Benefactors

The fellow who said “make two blades

of grass grow where one grew before”

has nothing on the bootlegger. He makes
two quarts of Scotch outa one quart of

prune juice.
* * *

They Make ’Em
I see Queen Marie says she’ll give no in-

terviews in America. Ain’t that tough

!

She’ll be surprised when she gets tangled
up with our reporters.

5}C 5}C

Famous Last Words
“Is this ‘Wedding March’ a serial, Mr.

Von Stroheim?”
* * *

All Over
You can tell the honeymoon is over when

hubby sneaks out between the acts and
doesn’t come back.

* * *

Ho Hum
Well, we’re glad that’s over. Jackie Coo-

gan got his hair cut. His press agent has
been threatening us with it for some time.

* * *

Hurrah for tomorrow. It’s pay dav.

—R. M.

American to Finance
Rumanian Picture Film

(Special to the Herald)

WASHINGTON, D. C„ Oct. 19.—The
Rumanian government will grant a mo-
nopoly for the production of films in that

country to a Russian citizen. An American
plans to finance the company.

M.P.T.O. Leaders Plan to Aid
Independents Hit by Mergers

Reports from Collins and States Taken Up by Administrative

Committee — WoodhulFs Resignation from Group
Is Accepted—Sunday Opening Moves Considered

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Oct. 19.—Methods of helping Independent exhibitors, re-

ported to have been affected adversely by theatre combinations were dis-

cussed at the fall meeting of the Administrative Committee of the M. P. T.

O. A. last Wednesday at the National Headquarters.

Reports from Collins and Others

Reports received from Eli Whitney Collins, national president, and from
leaders in various states were taken up by the committeemen. Those pres-

ent were Chairman Joseph M. Seider, Harry Davis of Pittsburgh, Nathan
Yamins of Fall River, Mass., and M. J. O’Toole, editor of the Official

Bulletin.

As the varied situations within the
business change with great rapidity,

moves were made to meet these condi-
t i o n s generally
and also care for

specific cases. The
public policy
phase of this com-
bination situation

was also consid-
ered as the thea-
tre daily is be-
coming a more
specific commun-
ity institution.
The effect these
moves have on
the general fi 1 m
business, with
respect to present
and potential
prices and conditions of delivery and use
was also taken up and in due time defi-

nite lines of procedure for Independent
theatre owners will be suggested.

National Director R. F. Woodhull of
Dover, N. J., who sold his theatrical in-

terests there recently, tendered his resig-
nation to the committee. It was accepted
and arrangements made to fill the
vacancy on the board.

Reports on organization activities of a
special nature were received from Iowa,
Utah and several Southern and South-

Picture Industry Is Far
Ahead on Fire Prevention

(Special to the Herald)

HARTFORD, CONN., Oct. 19.—R. G. Sidley of ‘First National
recently told the picture indus-
try’s story on fire prevention from
radio station WTIC here as a
contribution to National Fire
Prevention Week, celebrated re-

cently. Of great significance is

the initial paragraph of Mr. Sid-

ley’s talk, as follows:
‘‘One of the several industries

that has assumed its responsibil-
ities towards the public by taking
organized and systematic steps to

control its fire hazard is the
motion picture industry. None of
the 15,000 persons who lost their
lives in the fires of 1925 were en-
gaged in the business of produc-
ing or distributing motion pic-

tures; nor were any of the 15,000
persons injured by fire during the
same period employed in this

way.”

western states and in each instance con-
ferences and conventions were being held
or in prospect and the general feeling
for organization ranged high among the
exhibitors.

Seider Reports Progress

Business Manager Seider reported
many definite advances made since the
Los Angeles convention, carrying out
the mandates of that body and also along
recently developed lines.

Chairman UToole of the National
Public Service Committee reported the
committee on behalf of the national or-
ganization was cooperating with the
National Education Association and the
Americanization Committee of the Amer-
ican Legion in arousing general interest
in American Education Week, November
7 to 13.

Sunday opening moves in different

states were considered and where prac-
tical the assistance of the national organ-
ization will be extended to theatre
owners in all regions where this cam-
paign is on. The opening of the Sesqui-
centennial gates on Sunday and kindred
moves made with respect to ball games
and other sports is having a good effect

in dissipating the closed Sunday idea and
will eventually lead to the people in each
locality having whatever degree of Sun-
day amusement the majority desires, the
committeemen said.

New Orleans Wins In
F. N . Summer Contest

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Oct. 19.—The New Or-
leans exchange won the First National
Summer Contest by totaling the largest

gross billings in the United States and
Canada. Montreal was a close second, with
Atlanta third, Secretary-Treasurer Samuel
Spring announced. The managers are

:

Lucas Conners, New Orleans; A. L. Gor-
man, Montreal, and C. R. Beacham, At-
lanta.

President Robert Lieber and the sales

cabinet declared the campaign the most suc-

cessful in First National’s history, most of

the exchanges exceeding their quotas.

Wesp Joins Kleist
(Special to the Herald)

PONTIAC, MICH., Oct. 19.—F. E.

Wesp is the new general manager of the
Rialto and Eagle theatres here, of Kleist

Amusement Enterprises. Mr. Wesp re-

signed from his duties at the Plaza,

Sioux City, Iowa, operated by Frank
Amusement Company.
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Goldwyn’s “Barbara Worth”
HasWorld Premiere at Forum

Screen Notables Attend in Great Number—Rorks , Schencks and
McCormicks Back on Coast—Grainger Plans Opening

of ‘'W hat Price” at Carthay

By RAY MURRAY

HOLLYWOOD, Oct. 19.
—“The Winning of Barbara Worth,” Sam-

uel Goldwyn’s production of Harold Bell Wright’s popular novel,
had a gala world premiere Thursday evening at the Forum theatre.

The Pico street house was the Mecca for hundreds of screen celebrities,
society folk and governors from six states.
/TA HERE were speeches, spotlights and

motion picture cameras and of course
the usual “gallery” of patient picture
fans who never seem to grow weary of
waiting hours to get a glimpse of Char-
lie Chaplin and his wife, Vilma Banky,
Belle Bennett, and other stars who at-
tend these affairs. Cheers and hand-
clapping greeted each one as he or she
stepped from the automobile and walked
the gauntlet to the theatre entrance amid
brilliant lights and clicking cameras.

Beautiful gowns were to be seen in
the lobby of the Forum and those who
could not purchase tickets of admission
got their fill of the latest fashions by
looking on.

Among those present were Mr. and Mrs. Rupert
Hughes, Vilma Banky, Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Chap-
lin, Samuel Coldwyn, Ruth Roland, Mr. and Mrs.
Lionel Barrymore. Dolores Del Rio, Mr. and Mrs.
Clarence Brown, Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Doheny, Viv-
ian Duncan, Belle Bennett, Greta Garbo, Elinor
Boardman, Mr. and Mrs. I. Heilman and Mr. and
Mrs. Eddie Cline.

Rupert Hughes was master of ceremonies and
introduced many prominent persons in the audi-
ence.

The picture was greatly enjoyed. Di-
rector Henry King has built up a fasci-
nating romance around the reclamation
of the desert wastes and woven into it

a tender human note that gets over with
a mighty bang. The scenes of the Colo-
rado river breaking the dam and flooding
the low lands were thrilling and realistic.
The photography by George S. Barnes
was especially pleasing, the desert epi-
sodes standing out like beautiful paint-
ings. I understand panchromatic film
was used in the production of the pic-
tures throughout.
A novel prologue staged by Ted

Henkel, conductor of the Forum orches-
tra, was used to introduce the film, and
the perfect orchestra accompaniment
helped immeasurably in the enjoyment
of the picture.

Vilma Banky and Ronald Colman have
the leading roles in “Barbara Worth”
and both were well cast. Another player
who deserves special rhention is Gary
Cooper, in the role of Abe Lee. It is

decidedly a director’s picture and Henry
King carried off the honors of the even-
ing.

* * *

British Delegation on Coast

Herbert Wilcox of London, European
film director, accompanied by Cecil A.
H. Harrison, member of the board of di-
rectors of British National Pictures,
Ltd., and C. L. Yearsley of New York,
American representative of the English
film producing concern, arrived in Holly-
wood last week.

Mr. Wilcox and Mr. Harrison are
making the 14,000-mile trip to interview
Miss Frances Marion, well-known screen
writer, who is preparing the scenario for
“Madame Pompadour,” featuring Dor-
othy Gish.

The visitors expect to remain here a

week or ten days studying film produc-

tion methods, some of which they will

introduce in the expansion of their own
picture establishment.

Mr. Wilcox stated he believed Holly-
wood will retain the world leadership in

production and also thought that the
telling of a story on the screen is about
to undergo decided changes, influenced
by European views. He also was of the
opinion that expressionistic innovations
in camera work will be introduced.

* * *

Last week was homecoming-week in

Hollywood. John McCormick and Col-
leen Moore returned from several weeks’
stay in New York; Sam Rork and his

pretty daughter, Ann Rork, also re-

turned from Manhattan with the script

of a new First National production, and
last Friday Joseph M. Schenck, his wife
(Norma Talmadge) and Constance Tal-
madge returned from the Eastern me-
tropolis.

* * *

James R. Grainger, general sales man-
ager for Fox Film Corporation, is in

town completing arrangements for the
presentation of “What Price Glory” at

Carthay Circle Theatre. It is proposed
to put on an elaborate prologue in con-
nection with the famous Stallings’ play.

It will follow “Bardelys the Magnifi-
cent,” which closes in November.

* * *

The play committee of the Writers’
Club, under the chairmanship of DeWitt
Jennings, staged a splendid program of

four one-act plays last Friday and Satur-
day at the club house on Sunset Boule-
vard. They were “Theodora” by Maude
Fulton, “Napoleon’s Barber” by Arthur
Caesar, “Where the Cross Was Made”
by Eugene O’Neill and “The Man in the

Cab” by Franz Molnar. Among those
who took part were Charles Ray, Helene
Costello, Burr McIntosh, Lionel Bel-
more, David Butler and Phillipe de Lacy.

* * *

Estelle Taylor, who recently signed to

play the lead in “New York” for Famous
Players-Lasky, is romping around on
Brooklyn bridge, according to word re-

ceived here, using that famous edifice as

a background. Miss Taylor was given

»

U. Adds Two Houses In

K. C.; Opens In Berlin

NEW YORK, Oct. 19.—Universal Chain
Theatres Corporation has just acquired the

Madrid and Iris, neighborhood theatres in

Kansas City. The Madrid seats 1,406, the

Isis 1,468. Universal has also just opened
the Mercedes Palace, 2,500 seat theatre, in

Berlin, Germany. “Michael Strogoff” was
the first picture shown.

the role originally assigned to Lya de
Putti.

William Haines, Metro-Goldwyn-May-
er feature player, has returned from
St. Louis, Mo., where he appeared in a

Cardinal uniform on the field in the
world series baseball game. This was a

sequence for “Slide, Kelly, Slide,”

M-G-M’s new baseball picture, which is

being directed by Edward Sedgwick.
* * *

Malcolm Stuart Boylan who wrote the
titles for “What Price Glory” is now en-

gaged in completing Fox titles for

“Gaby” and “Mother Machree,” directed
by Howard Hawks and John Ford, re-

spectively. Boylan also titled “The Blue
Eagle” and other John Ford produc-
tions.

* * *

F. W. Murnau, celebrated German di-

rector, has returned from Lake Arrow-
head with the Fox company where ex-
teriors were made for “Sunrise.”

* * *

“Larry” Urbach, West Coast repre-

sentative of Motion Picture World, re-

signed last Saturday after three years’

service with that publication.
* * *

Lenore J. Coffee has been assigned the
important task of writing the adaptation
and continuity on “Silks” for Cecil B.

de Mille.
* * *

Development work on the East lot at

Fox Films West Coast studio in Holly-
wood is nearing completion. Two new
stages, each 150 by 300 feet, and a new
wardrobe building, 200 by 70, are receiv-

ing their finishing touches, and as soon
as a new 30-foot wall along the Serrano
street frontage, a big garage, new dress-

ing rooms, mechanical shops and an ar-

senal are erected, work will be started

on lawns, flower gardens and cement
walks and driveways. This work is

under supervision of Ben Jacksen, studio
manager.

* * *

David Hartford has begun work on
“The Rose of the Bowery” at the Fine
Arts studio.

* * *

Roy William Neill, Fox director, who
recently completed “The City,” together
with Walter McGrail, has just returned
from a hunting trip.

* * *

Clarence Brown completed his initial

M-G-M production “Flesh and the

Devil” on schedule time. He is now su-

pervising the editing and cutting of the

picture and making preparation for his

next feature, “The Wind,” starring Lil-

lian Gish. Frances Marion is writing the

script for “The Wind.” Charles Dorian
will assist in directing it.

* * *

Many elaborate sets are standing idle

on the F. B. O. lot awaiting the return

of James Pierce, famous football star,

from the Hollywood hospital, where he
is recovering from several fractured ribs

received when his car skidded while re-

turning to Hollywood from location.
* * *

Ethel Shannon has completed her con-

tract with Gotham Pictures and is now a

freelance player. Her first picture under
the new arrangement is a Peter B. Kyne
story, “O Promise Me,” which she has

just finished at Universal.
* * *

Hale May Head Company
Creighton Hale may head his own

company soon. A well-known independ-
ent producer has volunteered to finance

four light comedies a year and arrange-

ments are now being completed for their

distribution.
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Film News

in

Pictures

PICTORIAL SECTION
of Exhibitors Herald

Issue of October 23

Stories Told

by

the Camera

Right: Mary Pickford receives first

place among the twelve women
named by Advertisers Motion Pic-

ture Association as those who have
contributed the most to the indus-
try. The United Artists star is at

work on the story of a new picture.

Gloria Swanson is now working on
her first picture for United Artists

release. Production is under way
in a New York plant. Miss Swan-
son, left, gets fourth place among
the twelve women nominated a few
days ago by members of A. M. P. A.
as great contributors to the indus-
try.

The Harlan’s come through with honors at Philadelphia. Marie
Prevost and her husband, Kenneth Harlan, have just returned
to the Coast after winning American Kennel Club prizes with
three Cairn terriers at the Sesquicentennial. Miss Prevost has
resumed work under her P. D. C. contract.

Vera Gordon makes a
pe r s o n a 1 appearance
when F. B. O.’s film,

“Kosher Kitty Kelly”
opens at the Colony.

H. A. Bandy, above, accepts the promotion of general sales-
manager of the foreign department of First National, according
to announcement of E. Bruce Johnson. The job was formerly
held by Louis Brock. Right: Joseph Skriboll is now European
Exchanges manager of First National.

The Pathe producer, Hal
Roach, and Mrs. Roach
return from a several
weeks’ visit in New York
and Philadelphia.
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It’s Milton Sills in the Prussian regalia. Sills last week
wedded Doris Kenyon, First National player. However this

scene was not a prelude to the wedding ceremony but is a
scene in “The Silent Lover” in which Sills does an army offi-

cer’s act. George Archainbaud, left, and Percy Westmore.

In Harry Pollard’s hand is a bottle of ginger ale with which
he christens the camera tripod at the commencement of the
first scene for “Uncle Tom’s Cabin” for Universal. A lot

of bad luck, broken jaws and patience has preceded the
shooting of the picture.

Merle Johnson of Pathe, wins the open
singles tournament conducted by East-
ern men of the motion picture indus-
try. He will keep the Marcus Loew
cup until the next year’s meet.

A writer of thrillers provides the
screen with one of his pieces. Ralph
Spence, left, agrees with E. M.
Asher and Edward Small, right, for

filming of “The Gorilla” for First

National release.

William K. Howard’s film “Gigolo”
which he directed for P. D. C. is

soon to have a world premiere in

the East. An exploitation idea for

the picture is the “Gigolo” doll seen
above.

Left: Howard Dietz, advertising and

publicity manager of Metro on the East

Coast, and Beecher (extreme left) win the

Grantland Rice trophy in tennis. Above:

Vicomte Astor visits Louis B. Mayer. Rt:

Jim Owens, boss at the Metro gates.

wm
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William Haines and Claire Windsor go to work in the
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer flivver. They are appearing in

“The Little Journey” which has been adapted from
the stage play. Harry Millarde, responsible for several
successes, is directing.

Jack Conway marries Virginia Bush-
man, daughter of Francis X. Bush-
man. Conway is director of the
Metro film, “The Understanding
Heart.”

Harry Beaumont re-

turns from England
where he made ex-
teriors for a Fox pic-

ture.

Monte Banks is Just A Boy in “Atta Boy,” Pathe comedy
which he has finished as the first of a series of releases
for that company. Banks now begins on another com-
edy, having returned recently from a vacation in New
York.

Carl Laemmle’s welcome in New York came from such
as Will Hays and the heads of several film companies;
but he noted as well the welcome he received from nine-
teen girls who do such thing as type letters and operate
switchboards at the home office of Universal.

Aileen Lopez is in

roles regularly in

Educational-Mermaid
comedies.

Harry Carey says “nix” to Western Louis B. Mayer becomes president of the Los Angeles
roles now. He steps out as a white Live Wires, composed of business men. Officials, state

collar man in “The Little Journey” and city, greet him. Left to right: William H. Waste,
which Metro is making. Chief McDowell, Mayer, Metro head, J. W. Stevens.
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Count Ilya Tolstoy will write a novel on Hollywood which
will be brought to the screen no doubt by First National.
He is with Edwin Carewe now during the filming of

“Resurrection,” written by the father of the gentleman
here. He translated the Russian novel into English.

P. Scott Pembroke is one of the leading comedy directors in

Hollywood. With him here is Gertrude Short. Among her
recent important roles is one she plays in “The Masked
Woman” which has been produced by June Mathis for First

National.

Among the stars there is Marion
Nixon, Universal player, who’s not
such a witch but bewitching. She re-

turned last week to Hollywood after

taking part in the New York reception
for Carl Laemmle.

Alice Day’s Hallowe’en appears to

be planned down among the cows,
chickens and pun’kin vines. The
Pathe player is usually associated

with such environment in her com-
edies.

Hollywood’s Hallowe’en ought to

offer more than one party. Dorothy
Dwan assures us, however, that there

will be one at least. She is with Tom
Mix in the Fox film, “Canyon of

Light.”
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H*. ttoach signs four now whose names provide plenty of oPPortunity for exhibitors to put short features in the lights for
days ahead of the show. Left to right the parties to the Roac h contracts are Matt Moore, player of comedy roles for some
time past, Mae Busch, auburn haired and clever, Agnes Ayr eS( made famous in “The Sheik,” and Priscilla Dean, heroine
of many mellers. Each will star m a short feature for Pathe.

Jack Cohn, treasurer of Columbia, points to the wide-
spread bookings into big circuits as a convincing proof
of the general high grade of Columbia’s productions for
the season. The latest extensive booking announced is

“The Lone Wolf Returns” for the Comerford chain.

Harry Cohn, general manager of production of Columbia,
isn’t giving the grass any time to grow at the studios. Fol-
lowing completion of “When the Wife’s Away,” Mr. Cohn
has signed Harry Myers and Helene Chadwick for the next
comedy to be directed by Frank R. Strayer.
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Phelps and Greenberg Address
Members of A. M. P. A.

Robert G. Vignola Is Guest of Honor—P. M. Sarazen Becomes Gold-

ivyn Press Representative—Barthelmess Abroad

By JOHN S. SPARGO

N EW YORK, Oct. 19.—Members of the Associated Motion Picture
Advertisers are going to vote on a referendum on light wines and
beers if Hon. Phelps Phelps of the State Assembly has anything

to say about it.

Assemblyman Phelps was a guest of honor at the A. M. P. A. luncheon,
October 14, at the Mid-Town Hofbrau Haus on Broadway. Mr. Phelps
has introduced a bill at Albany calling

dum.

H ON. ABRAHAM GREENBERG,
former assemblyman and now a

candidate for the state Senate from the
17th senatorial district, told the A. M.
P. A. of a bill to abolish censorship that
he would introduce in the event of his

election. He declared that the large ma-
jority of picture producers wanted and
made clean pictures and that the ordi-

nary police powers were sufficient to
cope with any others.
Robert G. Vignola, director, was an-

other distinguished guest of honor and
speaker.
Entertainment was provided by Billy

Day, radio entertainer and recorder from
the Club Avalon, and Jimmy Clark’s
trio.

* * *

Sarazen Joins Goldwyn
P. M. Sarazen of United Artists Cor-

poration—known to his associates as
“4 P. M.” Sarazen because of his habit
of delivering stories to newspapers be-
fore that zero hour-—becomes Samuel
Goldwyn’s New York press representa-
tive next Monday.
Mr. Sarazen brings to his new duties

nine years’ experience in newspaper
work, as well as his years of national
experience in motion picture exploita-
tion work.
Oddly enough, Mr. Sarazen, who has

been assisting Victor M. Shapiro, di-

rector of advertising and publicity for
United Artists Corporation, succeeds to
a post held for several years by Mr.
Shapiro.

In his new office Mr. Sarazen will

handle the publicity of Mr. Goldwyn
personally, Mr. Henry King, Ronald
Colman and Vilma Banky. He will

make his headquarters with the Gold-
wyn New York office at 729 Seventh
Avenue, New York.

JjJ Jfi

Dick Barthelmess, accompanied by Joe
Steele, the latter Coast publicity man of
Inspiration Pictures, sailed last Satur-
day for a two months’ trip abroad, chief-
ly vacation but some business. A part of
the latter will be a conference in Paris
with Richard A. Rowland, head of First
National, who is now in Europe.
On the day prior to his sailing a

luncheon was given by Barthelmess at
the Algonquin Hotel to his friends on
the daily and trade papers, and judging
from the number in attendance, Dick has
many newspaper friends.

In addition to the newspaper people
a number of executives and others from
First National, headed by Robert Uieber
and Sam Spring, dropped in to wish the
star bon voyage.

* * *

Merle Johnson, of Pathe, winner of
the Motion Picture Tennis tournament,
which carries with it one leg of the
Marcus Uoew cup, was the recipient last

Friday of the trophy offered by Fred

for the light wines and beer referen-

James Beecroft, New York man-
ager for the HERALD, is this

week celebrating the tenth anni-
versary of his appointment to the
staff. Throughout the past ten
years Beecroft has been in charge
of advertising and business mat-
ters for the publication on the
East Coast. He is a veteran ad-
vertising man in the industry and
one of the best known men in any
of the branches of the business.

The home office staff joins with
the New York trade in offering

congratulations.

McConnell, of Exhibitors Daily Review.
The presentation was made by Jack
Dempsey.

s*:

D. W. Griffith got himself all peeved
up over some recent criticism on Amer-
ican film matters by George Bernard
Shaw and told this tale out of school:

“In 1917, just after I had completed arrange-
ments with the British Government to do some
propaganda pictures, Mr. Shaw proposed to write

an original scenario for me for motion picture
production,” said Mr. Griffith. “This proposal
he repeated at a luncheon given in my honor in

London. I recall that this must have been an
interesting affair to him because he persisted in

talking at great length about himself and his

work.
“Mr. Shaw's proposal left me in a quandary,

however. No one admires him more than I,

but as a screen prospect he was an undeveloped
possibility, though there was little doubt in my
mind that he would be successful.”

And Mr. Shaw gets right back by
saying that he has no recollection of any
such occurrence, so help yourself, or
what have you?
At anv rate it all makes good publicity

for D. W. G. and G. B. S.

% % ^

Jolson Jury Disagrees

When two such men of equilibrium as

Anthony Paul Kelly and A1 Jolson are
unable to agree over whether or not
one owes the other a little matter of

$250,000 how can it be expected that a

jury of 12 men who know nothing of the

trifles incidental to the writing of sce-

narios or the making of pictures, could
reach a unified conclusion. They didn’t.

Anthony Paul sued A1 for this little

buncji of cigaret money as the result of

Jolson’s farrious run-out on D. W. Grif-

fith, Anthony Paul claiming he was shy
on the royalties that would have been
had Jolson not pulled the run-out.

After seven hours of deliberation, or
something, the jury agreed to disagree,

so Jolson was allowed to keep the $250,-

000 in his pocket for a little while longer,

as the case will not come up again for

a couple of months.
* * *

Miss Beulah Livingstone, in charge
of the editorial department for the

Joseph M. Schenck Productions, left

New York last week for Hollywood.
While in California she will confer with
Mr. Schenck and his West Coast asso-
ciates about stories for the United
Artists’ stars.

In the absence of Beulah Livingstone,
her assistant, Leda Bauer, will continue
in the story department at the New York
office, and Carolyn Darling will be in

charge of the publicity for the Joseph
M. Schenck Productions.

* * *

If the ladies in the employ of Pathe
Exchange have their way about it, ath-

letic competition among concerns in the
industry won’t be limited to the men.
Members of the Pathe Club are organiz-
ing a bowling team and will be ready to

meet the fair sex pin topplers from other
organizations soon. Mrs. Anna Carroll

is chairman of the Pathe Club team and
will consider the holding of match play
with other concerns.

* * *

Christine Hamilton, formerly review-

er, column conductor and special writer

for Motion Pictures Today and more re-

cently a member of the Publicity Staff

of Associated Exhibitors has joined

Bray Productions to handle publicity

and exploitation.
* * *

Eddie Cantor is so pleased over his

film success in “Kid Boots” and by pic-

ture work and remuneration, that he
says he will quit the stage and devote all

his time and talent to the screen. Maybe
and maybe not.

* * *

This from an English trade paper, tips

us off as to some one traveling incog.:
Under the name of Norma Montgomery, Vera

Reynolds, the new de Mille discovery, arrives in

England on Saturday next by the S.S. Belgenland.

“Four Horsemen99 Wins
Wide Booking on Reissue

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Oct. 19.—Leading ex-

hibitors in Ohio, Pennsylvania, New
England and the South have booked
“The Four
Horsemen,” reis-

sued by Metro-
Goldwyn, follow-

ing the lead of

the Loew circuit

in New York and
the Saenger cir-

cuit.

The Rex In-

gram picture, in

which the late
Rudolph Valen-
tino made his

first big step to-

ward stardom,
amassed a box
office total of

more than $118,000 in two weeks, accord-

ing to Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.

Clayton Sheehan Sails
(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Oct. 19—Clayton P.

Sheehan, manager of Fox Films foreign

department, and Mrs. Sheehan sailed

aboard the Berengaria last week for a

combined honeymoon and business trip.

Mrs. Sheehan was Miss Mildred Doyle

of Buffalo.

Loew-Metro Ball Oct. 30
(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Oct. 19.—The Loew-
Metro-Goldwvn-Mayer club will have its

fourth annual ball in the grand ballroom

of the Hotel Astor, October 30.
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Frank Borzage Goes
to Europe for Fox
(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Oct. 19.—Frank Borzage,
Fox director, who is producing “Seventh
Heaven,” sailed for Paris on the Aquitania
last week to make
exterior scenes for

the picture. He
was accompanied
hy Lew Borzage,
who is his brother

and also his as-

sistant director.

Just previously

to sailing Borzage
signed a long term
contract with Fox.
During the term
of the contract he
will produce some
of the most pre-

tentious pictures Frank Borzage

the company will

make. His latest completed production is

“Marriage License,” in which Alma Ru-
bens is featured.

“U” Plans 2 Houses
for Upper Michigan

(Special to the Herald

)

MILWAUKEE, Oct. 19.—Plans are be-

ing made by Universal for the immediate
construction of two new theatres in the

upper peninsula of Michigan, according to

a recent announcement by N. J. Blumberg,
general manager of Universal’s Wisconsin
chain of theatres.

Present plans call for the erection of one
house, with a seating capacity of 1,800, in

Escanaba, and another, with a seating ca-

pacity of 2,000, in Marquette. The open-

ing of these two houses will mark the first

step in the expansion program which is

being planned by the Universal circuit of

Wisconsin.

Two New Theatres For
Oklahoma; Others Open

(Special to the Herald)

OKLAHOMA CITY, Oct. 19.—H. L.

Ritter has opened his new theatre at Fred-
dom, Texas, and C. L. Thorp has started

the new Gem at Ryan, Okla. Theatres to

be built in this territory include C. T.

Rooks at Watonga and Montgomery &
Houston’s at Ponca City. Griffith Broth-
ers has bought the Hamby at Pauls Valley.

Skouras and Koplar
Sign Entire Fox List

(Special to the Herald)

ST. LOUIS, Oct. 19.—The Skouras
Brothers and Harry Koplar have booked
the Fox Films output for 1926-27. The
deal was made by James R. Grainger,
general salesmanager, who is now on
the Coast to close a deal to place the
Fox product in every large city along
the Pacific.

Jack Warner Ready
to Start “Noah’s Ark”

(Special to the Herald)

LOS ANGELES, Oct. 19.—Jack L.

Warner, director general of production
for Warner Brothers, is back at the
'Coast studios to begin “Noah’s Ark.”

Lehrman Sues Warners
(Special to the Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Oct. 19.—H e n r y
Lehrman, director, has brought suit

against Warner Brothers alleging the
terms of his contract have been broken.

Stems Will Double Outlay;
Is Million and Half for Year

More Than $100,000 Spent in Europe for Costumes, Props

and Novelties for New Studio, Says President

—

New Series Are Planned
(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Oct. 19.—Stern Film Corporation has decided to double its

budget for the corning year and will spend $1,500,000 on production, President

Julius Stern announced last week after his return from Europe. The increase

will be used for obtaining better stories, better directors, scenarists, players,

technicians and studio equipment, he said.

$100,000 Spent in Europe

Rapid increase in popularity of the Stern Brothers Comedies following a

change in production policy from 52 standard pictures a year to several high-

grade series of comedies is cited by Mr. Stern as the reason for the doubled
budget.

More than $100,000 was expended for
costumes, props and novelties during the
summer by Julius Stern and his brother,
Abe Stern, vicepresident of the corpora-
tion, during their stay in Europe.

New Studio to Be Improved
“Where we started with a $500,000 budget

last year, which eventually was increased
to $750,000,” said the president, “we de-

cided to increase the value of our product
by an outstanding jump in production care
and cost.

“We plan to make our new studio, quickly

acquired after the fire which razed our
former plant, the most complete comedy
studio in the country. My brother and I

made a careful search through several

European countries scouting for costumes,
settings, novelties and other material.”

Mr. Stern told of purchases made in

Paris, London, Belgium, Persia, Nurem-
berg and Czechoslovakia, and added that

all of this material in addition to that

bought in New York and Los Angeles
assured the productions of high rank.

Trick Toys for Buster Brown
“In London,” he said, “we purchased an

array of outfits for Mr. Newlywed and
our other sale leads. In Belgium we pur-

chased many fine lace curtains and other

lace, velvet and other hangings. We also

bought many carpets in Belgium and a

number of Persian rugs in Persia.

“Then we went to Nuremberg, the toy

center of Germany, where we bought the

latest in novelties and trick toys for use
in the Newlyweds and Buster Brown
comedies.
“In Czechoslovakia we bought many

pieces of fine statuary, art stuff and an-
tiques. We also made many purchases of

objet d’art, antiques and period furniture

in Paris. One of the most unusual things

we bought was a special suit of medieval
armor for Snookums, the baby in the New-
lyweds comedies.”
He declared that following completion of

the current series
—“The Newlyweds and

Their Baby,” the new Buster Brown com-
edies, “The Excuse Maker,” the “Let

George Do It” and the “What Happened to

Jane” series—the Sterns will begin fol-

low-up series of most if not all of these

series, and will put several new series into

production.

Here’s Exhibitor Cheer
in Sunday Closing Fight

(Special to the Herald)

UNION CITY, IND., Oct. 19.—Exhib-
itors of this territory believe the final

quietus has been placed upon the blue law
advocates by the failure of a jury in cir-

cuit court at Winchester to convict Jay

Seamans in a Mills Lake Sunday dancing
case.

The Sunday closing fight here runs back
to 1921 when R. S. Wenger of the Miami
and Victory theatres was arrested 58 times
for operating on Sunday. Then in July of
this year 23 businessmen, including Wen-
ger, and the Grand theatre were acquitted
on a similar charge. So great was the
interest in the case that the courtroom was
too small and the trial was conducted in

the Miami theatre.

Wenger says the results of the Indiana
cases should be encouraging to “some
weakbacked Sunday closed theatremen.”

Film Industry to Rank
1st Laemmle Tells WSJ

(Special to the Herald)
NEW YORK, Oct. 19.—The Wall Street

Journal says

:

Carl Laemmle, president of Universal Pictures
Company, who has just returned from Europe,
states he is highly pleased with the progress the
motion picture industry is making. “Today,” he
states, “motion pictures are the accepted popular
form of entertainment for the great majority of
people, whereas, twenty years ago, when I first

started to produce pictures, they would be viewed
by but a handful.

“It is particularly gratifying to find such a
large interest being taken by investors in the
motion picture securities. I believe that during
the near future they will come to the realization
that the industry ranks among the first of our
country. Having seen the growth of my own
company from the small beginning of but a few
years ago to a gross volume of business this year
of more than $25,000,000, I feel that the future
for well-managed, soundly-financed motion picture
enterprises is unlimited.”

Lasky Heads Film Group
For Red Cross Roll Call

( Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Oct. 19.—Jesse L.
Lasky, vice-president in charge of pro-
duction of Famous Players-Lasky Cor-
poration, is volunteer chairman for the
Red Cross roll call for a special motion
picture group to seek funds for the Red
Cross relief and public health work.
Plans for a 100 per cent response in the
industry are already under way under
Mr. Lasky’s direction.

Burbridge Picture of
Gorilla to Be Shown

( Special to the Herald)

JACKSONVILLE, FLA., Oct. 19.—Ben
Burbridge, American big game hunter, has
returned to bis home here after a siege
with jungle fever. He plans to see the
first showing soon of “The Gorilla Hunt,”
shots for which he made recently in the

Belgian Congo.
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Five Battle Hurricane At Sea
To Save Williamson Film

Technicians on Barge Strip to Use Clothing to Plug Seams of Vessel

Tossed by Storm in Bahamas
(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Oct. 19.—How five technicians of the J. E. William-
son production company in the Bahamas were buffeted at sea
for a day and a half in an effort to save the film from the hurri-

cane that swept over Florida has just come to light. First fears that

the company had been lost in the storm had been succeeded by reports
that the expedition had escaped damage. Now comes the story of the
battle with the waves.

'T'HE entire company was stranded on
location on Highborne Cay during the

hurricane. Three skiffs, a lifeboat and a

tug were sunk by the terrific storm. The
huge pontoons were washed ashore and de-

posited forty feet high on the rocks and
the entire motion picture location camp
was blown away.

Put to Sea in Barge

The five technical men put to sea in a

huge barge with hatches battened down,
in a effort to save the film already made.
For a day and a half they were tossed
about by the wind raging at a velocity they
reported at 124 miles an hour. Twelve
hours the men were nude, using their

clothing to stop the splitting seams in the

vessel, endangering the lives of the men
and threatening destruction of the film

which had been made on the ocean floor.

Charles Stallings, unit manager; Herbert
Reid and Peggy Fortune, who remained
on shore, took refuge in a well where they
stood in water for eighteen hours until

the storm had passed. They found the
island swept barren of vegetation and their

provisions destroyed with the exception of
a few cans of meat and fruit which had
lodged in rock crevices.

The crew of the Nautilus, one of the
film fleet, saved the vessel by using eleven
anchors while three other craft were an-
chored and roped to the great boulders
ashore. Every particle of superstructure
on these vessels was smashed to kindling
wood and swept overboard, as were the

masts and auxiliary sails. The only mem-
bers of the company who escaped the ex-
perience of being caught in the hurricane
were those who had remained ashore at

Nassau.
Camp Again Being Built

Reports from Williamson and Stallings,

received last week at the Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer studio, recited the details of the
adventure but declared the location camp
again under construction, buildings now go-
ing up from the lumber cast ashore from
wrecked boats.

Williamson, inventor of the “hole in the
sea” tube and Williamson process of
underwater photography, arrived in the
Bahamas with the M-G-M company in

July. The picture, “The Mysterious Is-

land,” is being directed by Benjamin
Christianson with the principal roles played
by Lionel Barrymore, Conrad Nagel and
Sally O’Neil. Christianson and his contin-
gent were not on location, having remained
at the studio to film the surface sequences.
Much of the picture is being made in
Technicolor.

Cook to Sue Roberts
on Pirating Charge

(Special to the Herald)

KANSAS CITY, MO., Oct. 19.—The
career of a genuine film “pirate” was
brought to a quick termination in Bax-
ter Springs, Kas., last week. “Bob”

Roberts, who it is alleged, appeared in

and in conjunction with the film, had
been given rights to appear with the pic-

ture in California and Arizona, accord-
ing to telegraphic confirmation from
Denver Dixon, producer of the Art Mix
production, “Battling Danger.” Com-
plaints began coming in from Kansas
exhibitors to B. C. Cook of the Economy
Film Service that the film was being
shown in Kansas ahead of exhibitors
who contracted for it. Cook made a

hurried trip to Baxter Springs, confis-

cated the film and will bring federal suit

against Roberts.

Rights to Edith Roberts
Pictures Sold by Guild

( Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Oct. 19.—Motion Pic-

ture Guild has sold a series starring
Edith Roberts to Export and Import
Film Company, foreign rights; Merit
Film Company, New York and Northern
New Jersey; Independent Film Com-
pany, Kansas City; W. D. Ward .Pro-

ductions, Michigan; Progress Pictures,

Ohio and Kentucky.

Robert Kane Works
to Perfect 60-inch

Music Score Record
(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Oct. 19.—Robert T. Kane,
producer of specials for First National dis-

tribution, is working at the Edison Com-
pany laboratories at Camden, N. J., to per-

fect a 60-inch phonograph record on which

to record the complete score for the pic-

ture “The Prince of Tempters,” Lothar
Mendes production.

Mr. Kane believes that perfection of rec-

ords of such size as to carry an entire

score would be a boon to the small exhib-

itor, who is under the necessity of provid-

ing good musical accompaniments for pic-

tures at small cost. It is hoped the new
record—called the Orthophonic record

—

will be premiered in connection with the

premiere of “The Prince of Tempters.”

Five Exchanges Win
in Billings Contest
Honoring Harry Scott

t (Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Oct. 19—Chicago, At-

lanta, Milwaukee, New Orleans, and Butte

won first prizes in the great Scott Billings

Round Up contest conducted by Pathe and
named to honor Harry Scott, general

salesmanager.
Prizes are shared by branch manager,

booker, cashier and salesmen of each ex-

change which won.
Managers of winning exchanges are J.

S. Gillick, W. W. Anderson, R. V. Nolan,
H. L. Knappen and W. M. Hughart.

St. Louis Union Tries
To Force Houses to Use
Electricians Full Time

(Special to the Herald)

ST. LOUIS, Oct. 19.—In an effort to

force all St. Louis theatres to retain a full-

time house electrician whether there is or
is not sufficient work for such employe,
members of Local Union No. 1 of the In-
ternational Brotherhood of Electrical

Workers have voted to adopt a policy of
“knocking off” the houses that refuse to
submit to their plans.

The first theatre to be selected for this

concerted offensive was the Shubert-Rialto,
a dramatic house. The union men have
put out handbills that the theatre is unfair
to the union.

J. L. Karty, manager, stated no non-
union workers are employed in the house,
but that the union is attempting to force
him to employ one of its members as a
resident electrician although all the elec-

trical work in the theatre is now done by
members of the stagehand union.

Film Industry Stability

Second to None, Mayer
Tells World’s Bankers

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Oct. 19.—Stability of the

motion picture industry is second to none,
Louis B. Mayer, vicepresident in charge of

Metno-Goldwyn-Mayer, told thousands of
bankers and their friends in the Hollywood
Bowl in connection with the convention of

the International Banking Association in

Los Angeles.
“The same economic treatments that

have been given other industries have been
applied to the motion picture business,”

Mr. Mayer said. “Waste and irregular pro-

duction have been minimized. The applica-

tion of industrial methods has made the

motion picture business a sound industry.”

“It must be significant,” he declared,

“that while stocks in other industries fluc-

tuated considerably during the past months,
the quotations on the two leading com-
panies in the motion picture business have
merely changed one or two points. A re-

cent survey shows that the number of

shares of film enterprises in the hands of

the public were over eleven million.”

Parr Hits Pictures

U. S. Sends British

in Australia and N.Z.
(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Oct. 19.—The recently
appointed high commissioner, Sir James
Parr, last week pointed out in London
that Australia and New Zealand receive

98 percent of their films from America
and that many times it is necessary to

buy a dozen poor pictures to get one
good one. He criticized alleged trash
in American made films.

Paul Gulick Is Uncle
(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Oct. 19.—Paul Gulick, di-

rector of publicity for Universal, is an
uncle. The new title was acquired through
the advent of a daughter in the family of

Karl Gulick, the publicity director’s brother.

Edmund Howells Returns
(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Oct. 19.—Edmund H.
Howells, Far Eastern representative of

Producers International Corporation, for-

eign distributors of Pro-Dis-Co, has re-

turned after six months in the Orient.
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Ready-Made Box Office
Awaits Football Films

Public of Sixty Millions
Throngs Theatres Showing
Pictures Based upon Game

Football pictures are ready-made box office this season.

A public estimated at sixty millions is thronging picture theatres to

view pictures based upon the great American game.

Producers have supplied the right product at the right time—exhibi-

tors are making the most of a golden opportunity—money is being made
—people are being pleased—everybody’s being made happy.

Red Grange in “One Minute to Play,” Richard Dix in “The Quarter-
back,” Lloyd Hughes in “Forever After,” George Walsh in “The Kick-
Off,” William Haines in “Brown of Harvard”—these are among the prac-
tically sure fire box office pictures supplied by producers in response to
public demand expressed through the nation’s box offices. Exhibitors
who merely announce and identify them are getting big business. Ex-
hibitors who apply to them the thousand and one ready-made hook-ups
at hand are cleaning up.

The industry is giving the public, what it wants and it wants football
pictures. The “why” of this is a big, simple and important story.

Gate Receipts Run
Into Millions

Despite the short season of

football, three teams in the ‘‘Big

Ten,” Michigan, Chicago and Illi-

nois, took in far in excess of a

million dollars at their games last

year. Yale, Harvard and Prince-
ton took in an aggregate of over
$1,500,000. Yale topped the coun-
try in receipts, totaling $690,000.

Red Grange Picture
Heavily Booked for

Runs During Season
With the opening of the football season

—collegiate and professional—throughout

the country there has come an intensified

demand for the big F. B. O. special, “One
Minute to Play,” with “Red” Grange, the

Illinois Galloping Ghost. During its suc-

cessful runs in New York, Los Angeles,

San Francisco and other big cities it has

been acclaimed everywhere as the best col-

lege story ever made, and exhibitors are

booking it so rapidly that the F. B. O.

sales force is being overwhelmed.

“Red’s” picture has just been sold to the

Universal Circuit for a run in all their

theatres.

It opened at the Rialto, Chicago, for

four weeks beginning Oct. 4, with the

usual great success, and will play Kunsky’s
Capitol ih Detroit for a week beginning

Oct. 10. The entire Northwest Theatre
Circuit, with thirty theatres in Seattle,

Portland, Tacoma, Butte and Great Falls

will play it. The Irving Lesser Theatres at

Great Neck and Rockville Centre, L. I.,

have bought “One Minute To Play,” for

fourteen days at the first-named place and
a week at the latter. In Greater New York
it has been taken by the Small-Strausberg

Circuit for eight of their theatres, and by
the F. R. A. Circuit for six. In Jersey

City the Kunsky Circuit has bought “Red”
for five theatres, and it will also play day
and date at the Central and Tivioli the-

atres in that city.

Army-Navy Game
to Set Record
The annual Army and Navy

football game, which will be
played in Chicago this year, is

expected to set a new record for
attendance. The Soldiers Field
Stadium in Chicago is being pre-
pared to seat 100,000 people.
Nearly 500,000 have applied for
tickets to the game. Last fall

there were 280,000 who applied
for the privilege of paying $6 per
seat to see the Army and Navy
teams play.

Hugh Fullerton, veteran sports authority
writing in Liberty Magazine, gives 20,000,-

000 as the paid football admission recorded
during 1925, stating that records are far

from complete. Mr. Fullerton’s sources
are of the best and the figure undoubtedly
understates the total conservatively. The
article points out, also, that in many in-

stances where 50,000 to 80,000 persons at-

tended games, three and four times that

many tickets could have been sold had
seating capacities permitted.

Radio Broadens Field

This annual football audience is at least

trebled by radio broadcasts, this service

being one which the radio renders rather

well. Grid enthusiasts unable to be present

at the big games, or present and unable
to gain admission to the packed stadiums,
turn to the loudspeaker for the next best

thing—play-by-play report of the conflict

against a background of cheering stands,

blaring bands and shrilling whistles.

In the big cities, the little towns, and
in the country farm houses, the big col-

lege games are followed by old and young
alike. The names of star performers are

household words. College rivalries are

topics of almost national concern. An in-

dividual bids $2,500 for a box at the Army-
Navy game in Chicago this season and
half a million tickets for it could be sold

if that many people could be accommodated
in the stadium.

Professional Football Develops

It was inevitable that a college sport de-

veloping so sensationally should give rise

to a professional sport in keeping. College

football stars, completing their amateur
gridiron careers, have gone into profes-

sional football and taken with them the

type of sportsmanship learned at school.

Teams made up of these stars, playing at

the top of their form, have been combined
to form league organizations which com-
petent experts declare will rival or sur-

pass baseball in point of popularity.

Attendance at these professional games

has increased amazingly in the past two
years, taking great impetus from the spec-
tacular entry of Red Grange into profes-
sional circles. The class of football played
is excellent, the personnel of the teams is

all-star, the audience is made up of people
familiar with college football and imbued
with something akin to college spirit on the
basis of civic interest in the team which
represents their city.

Seating Capacity Limited
The limited seating capacity of even the

stupendous Yale Bowl and its counterparts
throughout the country leaves a great pub-
lic craving unsatisfied. The theatres have
witnessed manifestation of this in audi-
ence response to news reel scenes from the
major games. The same manifestation is

evident when a motion picture story based
upon football and college life is shown.
The applause is rendered in cheers rather
than handclapping. The theatre becomes,
for the gridiron section of the picture at
least, a stadium. The hero’s team becomes
the home team and its victory gets that
kind of response.

Picture makers have sized up this situa-
tion and acted accordingly. They have
worked out story plots which leave the out-
come of the game in doubt until the last

second or two. Interest is built up, en-
thusiasm is expertly counterfeited, the pic-

ture hits like a touchdown.

Timeliness Profitable

Screening of football pictures at the
height of the football season gets ideal re-

sults, naturally, but the substantial charac-
ter of their draw is demonstrated in the

open season returns marked up by attrac-

tions of this character. “Brown of Har-
vard,” for instance, was released well in

advance of the current season. What it

did for theatres that have played it is a

matter of record. What this and other

football pictures will do for theatres in the

next few weeks will make history..
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HOW/
The Big Kale and Ice Man from Wheaton, 111!

Packing Motion Picture Theatres just as he Jams

the Greatest Stadiums in the Nation!

When you say Red Grange and Football YOU
SAY IT ALL

!

All Competition DWARFED ! ECLIPSED

!

AND MADE PUNY!

Joseph P. Kennedy
presents
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Interest in Game Best
Exploitation for Film

Local Teams, Schools and
Colleges Support Theatre

Showing Football Picture
Public interest in football is the best exploitation for football pictures.

During football season this interest is the biggest single interest in the

community, unless it be the year-around interest in motion pictures.

Combined with this latter, it rivals that of a world war.

Exploiting football pictures is almost too easy.

There is so much to do that it is practically impossible to work all the

angles. The job becomes one of selection through elimination rather

than invention to meet needs.

Everybody helps.

First among the things to do for a
football picture, of course, is to talk

about it. First place to mention it is

to the local football teams. Next, per-
haps, to the school heads and, through
them, to the student bodies. It is gen-
erally possible to get an official school
announcement, and where that isn’t pos-
sible it is a simple matter to get around
it by conferring with the coach. At all

events, the sooner the student body be-
gins talking about the coming attraction
the better for all concerned.

Newspapers Generous
After the news is released to the

young folks, or at the same time, the
newspapers are found to be kindly dis-

posed toward items concerning the com-
ing production. Newspapers play foot-
ball big for the good reason that readers
are interested in it. Publication of the
news that a big football picture is to
be exhibited locally thus rates as routine
matter. The job is not to get the news
printed, but to get it featured. Most
of the football pictures on the market
contain adequate reason for special play.
Press books furnished by the various

companies contain voluminous material
for newspaper use. There are stories
about the cast, the author, the story,
the players, many of whom are from
the gridiron, together with illustrations
of various sorts. A good idea is to get
the sports editor into the right frame
of mind and unload the whole bundle
of it upon him.

Merchant Hook-ups
Merchant advertisements can be

hooked up to the exhibition by almost
as many devices as there are merchants.
The clothier can be supplied with end-
less copy relative to sports clothes, col-
lege togs, etc., and given cuts for use in
his layouts. The youthful dresser in-
sists upon looking collegiate, whatever
else, and the merchant sells a lot of
goods by letting the young folks in on
the latest wrinkle as shown in the cur-
rent attraction.

All retailers catering to the youthful
face a parallel situation. The youth buys
by fads. His hero is a football hero.
Sold an idea that his hero drinks Palm
Leaf Sundaes, wears a yellow slicker
and drives a Chrysler roadster, no move-

able stone remains unmoved until he
does likewise. All of which is old stuff

to the retail merchant and the reason
he listens attentively to exploitation

stories about football pictures and acts

promptly upon suggestions made.

Civic Bodies Favorable

Interest in football is not confined,
however, to the young. The modern
game, with danger minimized, is every-
body’s game. It is talked at club meet-
ing, during the sessions of council, in

barber shops, cafes, on street corners
and wherever two or more people get
together long enough to talk about any-
thing.

This condition warrants extensive use
of cards, lithographs, heralds and mail-
ing pieces. This matter, suitably illus-

trated, incites to comment. Comment
incites to attendance. It is easier to

make people talk football during foot-
ball season than any other given topic.

Optical stimulants breed word of mouth
publicity direct.

Contests Effective

It is not strictly necessary to utilize

the many contest angles presented by
the football picture, but if the campaign
is to be complete and there are enough
seats to accommodate the mob there is no
limit to what can be done in this di-

rection.

The very young will turn out in a
body for any project at the conclusion
of which they may glimpse possession
of a red sweater or a sure ’nough pig-

skin. The slightly older folks will write
themselves to death explaining why they
like football or anything else that is sug-
gested to them if they see a chance of

crashing the gate or gaining other
weighty reward by so doing. The still

older will dip into memory to tell at

length about the greatest game or play
they, ever saw or tell why football is

sure to supplant baseball as the great
American sport. There is no limit to

the number of contests which may be
legitimately and profitably conducted in

connection with the football photoplay.

Clear Label Essential

Most important of all among the ex-
ploitation items for a football picture

is a clear label, a picture or a catchline

Football Celebrating

Fiftieth Anniversary
This fall sees the Fiftieth Anni-

versary of collegiate rugby foot-
ball, according to Spalding’s Offi-

cial Guide. Nov. 2, 1876, Prince-
ton voted to adopt the game and
invited Columbia, Harvard and
Yale to form an intercollegiate
league. Today, the Harvard-Yale
game attracts 80,000 people.

supporting the main title, or both, to

designate the picture plainly and unmis-
takably as having something to do with
football. The more times this fact is

made plain, and the more places in

which it is chronicled, the more people
to fill the house and the money drawer.

“Brown of Harvard”
Success in Spite of

Harvard Objections
Amazing box office results obtained during

early showings of “Brown of Harvard”
were obtained in spite of objections raised

against the picture by the ultra-conserva-

tive element which Harvard is never with-

out. Before the picture went into the

theatres, Harvard men stated not altogether

pleasant opinions concerning the chief

character portrayed by William Haines.

Nothing was heard from these folks after

the picture got going.

The box office success of the picture is

best shown by the reports on it published

in the Fall Numbers of the Box Office

Record. These leave no doubt as to the

public attraction value of the picture at the

height of the football season.

Veteran Players in

Dix Film; Names Big
Factor in Publicity

Nineteen colleges are represented in the

two teams that play football in “The
Quarterback,” the full personnel of both

teams being comprised of veterans. Since

almost everybody, or everybody’s father or

brother or something, went to one of the

colleges named, the publicity value of these

names is evident.

210 Football Teams
Draw 20,000,000
Hugh Fullerton, one of the lead-

ing sport authorities in the coun-
try, declares that the 210 leading
football teams in the country in

seven games draw 20,000,000 spec-

tators. Thousands more fail to at-

tend the games, because they are

unable to obtain seats.
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THE
KICK-OFF

A MAN
OF QUALITY

RISING

TO FAME

SAMUEL Z.IERLER presents~

GeorgeWalsh

STRIVING
FOR FORTUNE

THE WINNING
OAR

THE BROADWAY
DRIFTER

TT’S fine to have a

football hero as a

leading man; just as

fine to have a splen-

did actor in a football

role

—

But it’s even

finer to have'

both.

“The Kick-Off” gives

your audiences both

with George Walsh

—a great actor who

won his football laur-

els as the greatest grid-

iron hero in the

annals of Ford-

ham University.

PICTURES
CORPORATION

SAMUEL Z IERLEK
.
fresidentNEW • V O K.
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THEATRES HAVE PLAYED IT

—and still they come!

BROWN of Harvard

IS conceded to be

THE greatest football picture

EVER made.

OTHERS try to duplicate it

BUT somehow
FOR sheer thrills,

FOR downright laughter,

FOR gripping romance
IT hasn’t been approached.

9000 theatres have played it.

IT is being booked steadily,

OFTEN to return engagements.

TAKE the advice of 9000 showmen!

With Jack Pickford, Mary Brian,- Mary
Alden, Francis X. Bushman, Jr., and
William Haines (as Tom Brown). Adapt

-

edfrom Rida Johnson Young’s celebrated
stage play by A. P. Younger. Directed
by Jack Conway.

'
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Football Figures Show
Why Grid Pictures Hit

Millions See Games While
Millions Listen; Seating

Capacity Only Limitation
About 2,000,000 people pay daily to see motion pictures.

About 2,000,000 people pay to see college football games each Saturday
in football season.

No connection between the figures save that of similarity—but what a

point in that similarity! And what a good reason for the consistent box
office average of the football picture.

And one difference between the two figures—the picture figure prob-

ably includes all the people who want to see pictures, whereas the foot-

ball figure includes only those lucky or wealthy enough to get in.

But there are more figures, some of which follow:

David Rotnoff, sports editor, Chicago

Daily News, gives the following receipts

from football games played in 1925 on
the home fields of the various colleges

comprising the Big Ten Conference. In

each case, deduction has been made rep-

resenting the split given visiting teams.

Michigan $390,000

Chicago 348,000

Illinois 335,000

Minnesota 225,000

Ohio 175,000

Iowa 165,000

Wisconsin 165,000

Northwestern 145,000

Indiana 66,000

Purdue 56,000

In consideration of the figures it

should be borne in mind that at least the

major takings would have been larger

had it been possible to accommodate all

the people who wanted to see the games
played.

Eastern Records Greater

Eastern records, however, are even

more imposing than those given above.

Mr. Rotroff supplies these figures repre-

senting the Big Three season of 1925,

similar deductions being made:

Yale $690,372

Harvard 436,495

Princeton 427,400

Ascendancy of the Eastern figures is

due to several causes.
_

The Yale-

Harvard-Princeton rivalry is the oldest

in the nation, in fact, a sort of national

tradition, but more important reasons

for the greater attendance are greater

seating capacities and better transpor-

tation facilities. While the Yale Bowl
seats 80,000 persons, the Illinois-Ohio

game in 1925 was attended by 85,000

people jamming the new stadium erected

at Champaign.

Football 50 Years Old

Football is fifty years old this year and
an idea of its development may be had
from consideration of the fact that the

first game played following the confer-

ence resulting in formation of the inter-

collegiate league with Yale, Harvard and
Princeton as members, November 23,

1876, was attended by twenty persons,

Yale beating Princeton by four goals to

one.

Twenty-five years later football began

to take hold. Paid coaches were em-
ployed and the present form of game
went into work. At that time Chicago
had the biggest stand in the country,
seating 18,000. Twice that many people
saw Red Grange in his first professional
football game last year, with profes-
sional football practically an unknown
quantity.

Army-Navy Classic Next
The next big football record is expect-

ed to be set when the Army-Navy game
is played at Chicago this season. Sol-
diers Field is nearing completion and
will be ready to seat 100,000 spectators.
Tickets were sold six weeks ahead for
prices ranging down from $2,500. Or-
ders for tickets have exceeded the sup-
ply six times over, with interest increas-
ing steadily.

These scattering figures, the growth
of the game being of such spectacular
character as to outdistance its comp-
trollers, give an idea of the hold foot-
ball has taken upon the general public.
What this means to theatres playing
football pictures is everybody’s business.

Radio Helpful

Radio, a debatable factor as concerns
theatre welfare generally, has been help-
ful at least to the extent of promoting
interest in football—or is it the other
way around? Anyway, millions who
cannot get into the stadiums these Au-
tumn afternoons are sitting in front of
their radio sets drinking in such details
of the games as are not drowned out
by static. Knowledge of the sport thus
gained is followed up by newspaper read-
ing. The latter leads to discovery that
a football picture may be seen in the
community. From that point to the box
office is a short walk.

George Walsh Again
Stars on Gridiron;

Played for Fordham
George Walsh played football for Ford-

ham in student days. He plays football

for Excellent Pictures Corporation in “The
Kick-Off ” In the picture he has a lot to

do he didn’t have to do when playing the

old game for the old school.

Grange Single Handed
Rivals World Series

Last fall Red Grange attracted
50,000 people to the Polo grounds
to see his first professional ap-
pearance in New York City. This,
in spite of the fact that the game
was played late in the year and in

disagreeable weather.

Professional Game
Building Interest

and Widening Draw
Professional football, established on a

new high plane with the general stampede
of former college stars to professional
ranks following graduation, is rapidly

building general public interest in the grid-

iron sport and thereby increasing the draw
of football pictures.

Red Grange’s professional team is looked
upon as the star aggregation in the league
of which it is a member, but Red Grange’s
team does not always win its games. The
good reason is that there are good men
on both sides, combed from the annual
output of the colleges, and there is no
“fixing” or other tampering with results

under the present conditions.

This status is to be maintained, say pro-
fessional managers, at any cost. It is hoped
to establish football on a professional basis

comparable to baseball, an event which
would make football pictures that much
more valuable.

College Atmosphere
Doubly Powerful in

Box Office Results
It is difficult, if possible, to recall a pic-

ture of college life that has turned out to

be a box office flop. They hit for the

double reason that they appeal as strongly
or more so to the non-college audience as

they do to the college public.

Humanity may be roughly divided into

two groups—those who went to college

and those who wish they had. There is a
small fraction in constant state of flux,

those who passed up college too recently

to know what a mistake that was, which
merges rapidly into the larger class.

Pictures of college atmosphere may not
always be true to college conditions, but
it doesn’t much matter. They idealize the

somewhat dim general idea of what col-

lege atmosphere ought to be and that is

what the public wants. Tt is practically

impossible for such a picture to flop.

25,000 Teams in

United States
It is estimated that there are

25,000 football teams in the United
States playing on regular sched-
ule. Of these, about 8,000 rep-
resent high schools, colleges and
universities.
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Five Football Films
Made for Box Office

One Minute to Play
PRODUCED by Film Booking Offices with Red

Grange as star.

DIRECTOR: Sam Wood.
AUTHOR: Byron Morgan.
CAST: Red Grange, Mary McAllister, Charles

Ogle, George Wilson, Ben Hendricks, Jr., Lee Shum-
way Lincoln Stedman, Jay Hunt, Edythe Chapman,
A1 Cooke, Kit Guard.

This one gives exhibitors Red Grange, most
famous of all football stars, to talk about, and a

picture against which not a harsh word has been
said to date. The film has its New York and
Chicago premieres behind it and a barrel of news-
paper magazine publicity at work in its behalf.

Unlike most pictures starring notables with non-
film reputation, “One Minute to Play” is straight

fiction from beginning to end and put forth on a

strictly entertainment basis. It has a love interest,

a family angle, a logically developed plot and a

football game at the finish.

The title practically identifies it as a football

picture. The name of the star clinches the fact.

The advertising matter leaves no doubt of it. Six

out of six members of the Herald stafif who saw it

declared it a knockout.

The Quarterback
PRODUCED by Famous Players-Lasky with Richard

Dix as star.

DIRECTOR: Fred Newmeyer.
AUTHORS : William Stevens McNutt and William

O. McGeehan.
CAST : Richard Dix, Esther Ralston, Harry Beres-

ford. David Butler, Mona Palma, Robert Craig.

This is a comedy drama with a streak of serious-

ness running through it without interfering with
the football interest. The picture contrasts the

football game of 1899 with the modern game and
reliable report has it that no one was killed in

making the scenes for the early scrimmage.
Teams playing in the picture are made up of

players who played with Notre Dame, Navy, St.

Johns, Syracuse, Exeter, Brown, Princeton, Wes-
leyan, New York University, Leland Stanford,

Lafayette, Amherst, Georgetown, West Point,

Vermont, Randolph Macon and St. Paul Central

High. The list of players with colleges is good
for any sport page in the country.
Dix and Butler work in the football scenes and

together otherwise, contributing a bunch of com-
edy reported as knockout.

Director Newmeyer is the man who made “The
Freshman.”

Fielding H. Yost supervised the football scenes.

Forever After
PRODUCED by First National. *

DIRECTED by F. Harmon Weight.
CAST: Lloyd Hughes, Mary Astor, Hallam Cooley,

David Torrence, Eulalie Jensen, Alec B. Francis, Lila
Leslie.

College and football attraction being the potent
things they are, they are set alongside the increas-

ingly popular world war in this instance to make
a rounded comedy-drama with emphasis heavily
upon the second half of the hyphenation. There
are family angles claiming strong interest and by
the time matters are threshed out it is anybody’s
victory from the viewpoint of the audience.
Lloyd Hughes has done college youth so many

times that most of the general public believes him
to be one. Mary Astor always has looked to be
on her way to or from a class room.
The locale is a small New England town, shift-

ing to France for the war stuff.

Brown of Harvard
PRODUCED by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
DIRECTOR: Jack Conway.
AUTHOR: Rida Johnson Young.
CAST: William Haines, Jack Pickford, Francis X.

Bushman, Jr., Mary Brian, Edward Connelly, David
Torrence, Mary Alden.

You know all about this one, either from per-

sonal observation or from “What the Picture Did
For Me” reports printed in this paper since its

release. According to the latter, the picture’s got
everything.

William Haines as Brown, the bad boy with the
big punch, made a chapter of film history in this

picture. Jack Pickford went along with him and
Mary Brian wasn’t more than a step behind.
David Torrence and Mary Alden added a hit each
and young Francis Bushman was as good on the
wrong side of the sympathy line.

The picture is crammed full of college atmos-
phere and when football is to be played it looks
like nothing different. There’s more doubt about
the outcome than is ordinarily present in a case
of this kind, which means more kick at the finish.

To get complete facts about the box office angle
of the picture, see “Box Office Record,” page 12.

The Kick-off
PRODUCED by Excellent Pictures Corp.
DIRECTOR: Wesley Ruggles.
AUTHOR : Wesley Ruggles.
CAST: George Walsh, Lydia Hyams, Bee Amann,

Earl Larimore, W. L. Thorne, Joe Burke, Jane Jen-
nings.

George Walsh used to play football for Ford-
ham. He was still in training the last time he
stopped over for lunch in Chicago, eating mainly
vegetables and drinking milk exclusively. He has
done his athletic stuff for a long time in pictures

and this time is back at the old football racket as

though nothing had happened.
This picture works up to a football finish and

what a finish it is! The game is on, Walsh is far,

far away, something’s got to be done and he does
it. What it is shouldn’t be advertised to spoil

suspense, but he gets back in there in due time
to stem the tide if he can.

The author and director are one and when that

one is veteran Wesley Ruggles, one’s enough.
The title’s unmistakably football and the adver-

tising matter is just like it.
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Queen Marie’s Ban
On News Reel Shots

Q
UEEN MARIE of Roumania,

who arrived in New York this

week to be the guest of the American

people, has given orders that no mo-

tion picture operators be allowed on

her train, say dispatches from the

East. Furthermore, the royal visitor

has cancelled her plans to visit Holly-

wood and will not accept the re-

ported $25,000 offer to pose as the

queen in Edwin Carewe’s “Resurrec-

tion.”

If this announced ban on the tak-

ing of pictures of herself really goes

into effect there is a question of the

fairness of the decision to the news
reel companies and to the theatrego-

ing public. Though many thousands

of Americans doubtless will see in

person the popular queen and her

well-liked daughter. Princess Ileana,

on her nationwide tour, there are

countless other thousands who will

have to depend upon the screen for

their view of the nation’s guest, and
the news reel cameramen are the

theatregoers’ personal emissaries to

the queen with their unspoken re-

quest that she pose for the photog-

raphers.

All this is predicated on the infor-

mation in dispatches, but many in

the industry who have read those re-

ports are confident that not only one
but all news reel companies will take

a complete record of the queen’s

visit—and without any protest from
Queen Marie.

-X- *

Sterns Double
Comedy Budget

M ONEY talks, and nowhere does
money have a better carrying

voice than in this industry. Conse-
quently one of the best gauges of the

recognition of short features is the

amount of money the producing com-
panies put into their programs for

the season. The Stern Film Corpora-
tion, maker of Stem Brothers Com-
edies for Universal’s distribution, an-

nounces it has decided upon a

$1,500,000 budget for the coming
year. President Julius Stern, in

making this announcement, thus
recorded the fact that the company’s
outlay will be more than double the

production cost for the past year. The
increase, it is stated, will be used for

better stories, better directors, sce-

narists, players, technicians and

studio equipment.
Julius Stern and Vicepresident Abe

Stern, both of whom have just re-

turned from Europe, are applying

the confidence gained by the in-

creased favor of the product follow-

ing the change of policy from 52

standard pictures yearly to produc-

tion of several high class series of

comedies. And that is why, too,

their outlay for costumes, props and

novelties in Europe is credited with

exceeding $100,000.
* * *

News Reels Progress

In Football Shots

FOOTBALL days are not over-

looked in short feature produc-

tion. While the tremendous increase

in national popularity of the gridiron

sport is attested vividly in the num-
ber of full length screenings of the

antics of the soaring pigskin and line

smashing athletes, the news reels also

are carrying on all along the line in

giving the public the news and the

pictures of the big games.

One of the evidences of the grow-

ing perfection of news reel photog-

raphy is found in the nature of the

football scenes on the screen today.

It is easy to recall the days when the

only shots of the games were long

ones, apparently from far up in the

stands. Now the same kind of scenes

can be seen, of course, but in addi-

tion there are the closeups which
testify to the cooperation of the ath-

letic authorities.
-X- -X- *

A PERSONAL appearance by a

theatre manager in behalf of

short features was the novelty given

the audience of the Capitol at Sacra-

mento when M. B. Hustler, of the

West Coast house, went upon the

stage preliminary to the showing of

Pathe News’ scenes of the Florida

storm and the Fonck airplane trag-

edy and told his patrons of Pathe’s

service.

“After seeing this number,” Mr.
Hustler said, “we decided that our
theatre front display covering it and
our advertising was not a sufficient

tribute.
”

Mr. Hustler lived up to his name.

Puts Short Comedy
First in Advertising

P
ROPER rating of the numbers on

the program and advertising ac-

cordingly is the method successful

showmen are finding best for attract-

ing the merited attendance. The

manager of the Theatre Visalia at

Visalia, Cal., is a worthy exponent of

this policy.

When he saw the way his program

stacked up one week recently, he

called attention first to the short fea-

ture comedy in his advertising in the

Visalia Times. In the same issue he

obtained fifteen inches of publicity

on two stories. One was on the com-

edy, which happened to be Lupino

Lane’s “Time Flies,” Educational re-

lease. The other was on the subjects

in Kinogram News.

Educational, incidentally, is now
issuing with its four-page press sheets

on its new two-reel comedies two to

three half-column cuts of the stars

appearing. They are arranged in the

publicity stories but are in either mat
or electro form so that they can be

used also in programs and newspaper

ads.
-X- * -X-

Five Serials Booked
Into Single Theatre

ANOTHER bit of evidence of the

L greatly increased interest in

serials this season is found in the case

of the booking by the Saxe circuit in

Wisconsin of five Universal serials for

Saturday matinees in their Modjeska
theatre, a suburban house in Milwau-

kee. This follows the booking of

Universal’s serial, “Strings of Steel,”

by the Howard theatre, Atlanta, for

a daily midday matinee. The policy

at the Howard started with the show-

ing of “The Radio Detective” the

same way.

The five serials booked for the

Modjeska are “Fighting with Buffalo

Bill,” “The Silent Flyer,” “The Fire

Fighters,” “The Return of the Riddle

Rider” and “Whispering Smith

Rides,” each in ten episodes.
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EXHIBITORS
Signed For

CHRISTIE

COMEDY WEEK

The Christies will celebrate

their fifteenth anniversary in

the industry the week of No-
vember 14.

Harry L. Davis, Grand, Pittsburgh. A. Dunlevy, Strand, Akron, Ohio.

E. C. Beatty (middle), general manager Butterfield circuit;

M. Harlan Starr (left) and H. F. Zapp.
Walter Shafer and Henry S. Koppin, Woodward Theatre

Co., Detroit.

J. G. Furrer, Harkness, Clyde, Ohio. Lou Halper, Warners, Niles, Ohio E. E. Bair, Falls, Cuyahoga Falls, O.

(L to R) Robert Knapp, Huron, Huron. Ohio; Emil Winograd, Majestic, Rochester, Pa.; Geo. A. Bohm, Censor theatre, Albion,
Mich.; O. de Guibert, Colonial, Jackson, Mich.; Harold Frank, Majestic and Rex. Jackson; George Schade, Sandusky, Ohio.
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Thos. D. Moule, Kunsky circuit, De-

troit.

CHRISTIE WEEK
OBSERVANCE

Will Be
NATIONWIDE

J. R. Denniston (below, right),

Monroe, Mich., has played every
Christie Comedy filmed since

1916.

Mrs. L. Yoerns, Bedford, Bedford,
Ohio.

John Polfi, Opera House and Princess theatres, Kent, Ohio. M. Harlan Starr, Detroit manager, and J. R. Denniston of

Family theatre, Monroe, Mich.

D. Robins and Frank Savage, Warners’ Dome theatre,

Youngstown, Ohio.
George and Jacob Mock, Mock’s theatre, Girard, Ohio.

(L to R) A. D. Stauchfield, Rae, Ann Arbor, Mich.; Henry Haag, Rialto, Wyandotte, Mich.; J. F. Crossley, Duchess, Warren,
Ohio; W. A. Arthur, Garden, Marshall, Mich.; Edwin Reeves. Paw Paw. Paw Paw. Mich.; Ab Davis, Rowland & Clark, Pittsburgh.
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Short Features have an important rank in the proportions of lighting for show-
ing of Educational’s “The Vision” and “So This Is Paris” at the Forum theatre,
Los Angeles. The same proportion was used in the newspaper advertising.

15 Fox Varieties

«Now Finished; Six

Already Released
Nine more of the 26 Fox varieties re-

leased yearly have been filmed by the far-

flung camera staff that travels to many cor-

ners of the world for these scenic voyages
on the silversheet. This makes 15 com-
pleted. Six already have been released

since the new season opened August 22.

The latest release was “The Great Lakes,”
October 17.

The new releases, which are booked every

two weeks up to and including February

6, follow

:

“Maryland, My Maryland,” Oct. 31 ;
“A

Spanish Holiday,” Nov. 14; “Travels in

Toyland,” Nov. 28; “Overnight from
Paris,” Dec. 12; “Cliff Dwellers of Amer-
ica,” Nov. 26; “My Lady’s Stockings,” Jan.

9; “Constantinople,” Jan. 23; “A Frontier
Post,” Feb. 6.

Dramatic Players Add
To Drawing by Playing

In Comedies, Says Roach
Many actors of dramatic fame would

draw even greater popularity if they
made comedies half the time, says Hal
Roach, Pathe comedy producer. He
has put this theory into practice by
signing a number of leading dramatic
players into his Star series.

Roach points to “Get ’Em Young,”
featuring Harry Myers, as an example
of turning dramatic players into come-
dians. In the cast are Eugenia Gilbert,

Stan Laurel, Max Davidson, Fred Mala-
testa, Charlotte Mineau and Ernie
Wood.

Seven Players Added
To “Collegians” Cast

Seven youthful players have been
added to the cast of “The Collegians,”
the two-reel Universal Junior Jewel
series which Wesley Ruggles is direct-

ing from stories by Carl Laemmle, Jr.

The new additions are Betty Jane
Young, Jean Stuart, Eleanor Fredericks,
Maurine Loomis, Miss Colette, Shirley
Dormond and Howard Stevenson.

George Lewis, Dorothy Gulliver,
Hayden Stevenson, Churchill Ross and
Charles Crockett play regular roles in

the series.

Giveaway Card Helps

Felix Jingle Contest

A special giveaway card an-
nouncing a Jingle Contest on Felix
the Cat was prepared by Ray C.

Brown of the Strand theatre,

Altoona, Pa., to attract the atten-
tion of pupils in the public
schools. This card, which out-
lined the contest, giving the list

of rules and prizes, together with
a typical jingle in six lines, was
distributed among students and at-

tracted 200 contestants who sub-
mitted jingles about the animated
cat creation by Pat Sullivan.

The contest lasted about three
weeks and was arranged by the
theatre in connection with the
showing of “Felix the Cat”
animated cartoons released by
Educational Film Exchanges, Inc.

The prize-winning jingle fol-

lows :

“Hello, Felix, you crazy cat.

Why don’t you go and chase a rat

You sit around like a bum all day,

And you never care to run and play;

You make us laugh to beat the band.

Because you’re in the good, old

Strand.”

Madeline Hurlock

Signs with Roach
For Star Comedy

Madeline Hurlock, who has attained con-

siderable prominence in two-reel comedies
made by Mack Sennett, is continuing under
the Pathe banner, having been signed by
Hal Roach to appear in one of his Star

Series of comedies.

The scenes will be graced by costume
creations designed by Will Lambert, who
has been responsible for the stylish gowns
worn by Vivien Oakland, Martha Sleeper,

Ethel Clayton, Gertrude Astor and others

in the Hal Roach-Pathe comedies. Miss
Hurlock will be supported by Stan Laurel,

Oliver Hardy and other well known screen

comedians. Fred Guiol is directing.

Davis’ First Is Titled
The first Educational-Mermaid Com-

edy featuring George Davis, which has
been completed, has been titled “Mid-
night Follies.”

October 23, 1926

Four Units Await
Word to Start At
New Stern Plant

Four Stern Brothers companies are
awaiting the word to start production
and a fifth already has begun work in the
new plant at Hollywood, with the
return of Julius and Abe Stern from
Europe.
The first company to start was the

Gus Meins unit making “The Newly-
weds and Their Baby” comedies with
Snookums, baby star. This company
has completed the eighth of the series
and now is making the ninth. There
will be thirteen two-reelers in all.

The other four companies are the
Buster Brown Company, making the
new Buster Brown Comedies now rated
as Junior Jewels in Universal’s release
schedule; the “Let George Do It” com-
pany, making a series of two-reelers
from the George McManus cartoon
strip, with Sid Saylor, popular screen
comedian, as George; the “What Hap-
pened to Jane” company, and “The
Excuse Maker” company, making a
series with Charles King in the featured
role.

Since the fitting out of the new studio,
following the fire which destroyed the
old, the Stern production staff has been
greatly increased, not only in directors
but also in technicians. A special drive
has been made for gagmen.

Mabel Normand Hailed

On Return to Pictures

At Roach Series Opening
Mabel Normand was welcomed back

to the screen at the first world showing
of the Pathe-Hal Roach three-reel
comedy, “Raggedy Rose,” at the Forum
theatre, Los Angeles. The world pre-
miere of the first of the Hal Roach
series to star Miss Normand brought
out many of the great stars of the film
firmament.

Fred Gilman Finishes

First Western Series
When “Gun Justice,” the two-reel

Western starring Fred Gilman, is fin-

ished this week, Gilman’s first series of
starring pictures for Universal will have
been completed. Ray Taylor is direct-
ing the last picture, from an original
screen story by William Lester, of the
Universal scenario staff. Gilman was
“discovered” as a Western star by Hoot
Gibson, who directed one two-reeler
with Gilman starring.

Bray Business Reports

Point to Biggest Year
Bray Productions says reports reaching

the New York offices indicate that Bray
Comedies and Cartoons are achieving an
unprecedented success throughout the coun-
try. The California exchanges report their
sales up to date bid fair to make a record
for the season of 1926-27.

Jack Bellman of Hollywood Pictures,
wrote; “Entire product booked for Loew
Circuit—what more can I say?”

Lane Finishing First
Lupino Lane’s first comedy on Educa-

tional s new 1926-27 schedule, now near-
ing completion, has been titled “Movie-
land.” It will be released late in No-
vember.
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Marvin Marrow, nephew of Harry Har-
ris, Washington Heights exhibitor,

|
won fast prize in a South Beach
Baby Parade in New York, and sixth
place in the Port Richmond Sesqui
Parade. He was dressed as Ko-Ko of
Red Seal’s Out of the Inkwell Come-
dies.

From Poster Boy
to U Butte Chief
Is Heineman Trail

OTARTING as a poster boy for Pathe at^ Seattle in August 18, 1918, W. J. Hein-
eman went up the ladder rapidly to reach
his present posi-

tion as Universal’s
manager at Butte.
In 1919 he was
promoted to assist-

ant booker and
biller of the Se-
attle office o f

Pathe and in July
of the same year
was transferred to
the Spokane office

as booker. Three
months later he
was sent to Butte
as suboffice man-
ager.

In September of
1922 Heineman resigned from Pathe to ac-
cept the post of assistant manager for
First National at Seattle. After remaining
in that capacity until April, 1923, he became
affiliated with L. K. Brin, Western division
franchise holder of Warner Brothers and
with a subfranchise through Brin he
opened an office in Butte under the name of
Kwality Pictures, distributing Warner
product for Montana and Idaho. This
office was closed at the time of the Warner
purchase of Vitagraph July 26, 1925.

Next Heineman became connected with
L. J. Schlaifer, division manager of Uni-
versal as short features salesmanager in
the San Francisco territory. On September
1st he was transferred to Butte as branch
manager.

Alice Day Heads
Oct. 24 List with

Tunney’s Serial
Alice Day, in a Mack Sennett two-reel

comedy, and a Gene Tunney serial chapter

head the Pathe short feature program for

the week of October 24. This includes

“Mount Sinai,” one of the “Pilgrimage to

Palestine” single-reel series
;
Pathe Review

Number 43; “Gun Shy,” one of Aesop’s
Film Fables; Topics of the Day Number
43 and issues Numbers 88 and 89 of Pathe
News.

“Should Husbands Marry?” is the title

of the current Mack Sennett comedy star-

ring Alice Day with Eddie Quillan in sup-

port. Eddie Cline directed.

“Waylaid” is the title of Chapter 7 of

“The Fighting Marine,” the new Pathe-
serial starring Gene Tunney, new heavy-
weight champion of the world. This serial

was directed by Spencer Bennet from the

scenario of Frank Leon Smith.

Pathe Review Number 43 contains:

“Horsing the Army,” the breeding and
training of U. S. cavalry mounts

;
“Alaska

a la Mode,” proving that the Frozen North
isn’t always frigid; “Priests of the Orient,”

exotic costumes of the Asiatic clergy, and
“Steps from the Steppes,” a novelty pro-

duced with the process-camera by Alvin V.
Knechtel of the Pathe Review camera staff.

U. S. Warship Maneuvers

Shown by International

For Navy Day October 22
Scenes of spectacular maneuvers by the

mighty U. S. battle fleet off the coast of

San Pedro, Cal., are shown by International

Newsreel in the current issue, Number 82,

in anticipation of Navy Day, October 22.

The outstanding feature of these maneu-
vers is a series of scenes which show a

number of little destroyers laying an im-
penetrable smoke screen around the dread-
naughts of the fleet, hiding them completely
from the view of “The Enemy.”

Also, as a part of the Navy Day scenes
International Newsreel shows pictures of
the airship carrier Langley, the newest de-
fensive weapon of the Navy. This queer-
looking ship with its flat top carries a fleet

of thirty airplanes of all sizes and is ca-

pable of launching its winged brood at the

“foe” within a few minutes’ time. The air-

planes are shown circling the fleet and then
returning to the expansive bosom of the
mother ship. A new device is shown in

action which halts the planes almost as soon
as they land on the deck.

Matt Moore Signs for

Roach Pathe Star Series
Matt Moore has been signed by the

Hal Roach studios for one picture in

the Star comedy series of Pathe short
features. He will play the role of a
scholarly, retiring fellow who can “see”
but one girl, the one he’s engaged to

—

but who is thrown by a clever frameup
into a situation where she sees him with
another woman in the most mysterious
circumstances. A jewel robbery and
society scandal form the background of
the plot.

Fred Guiol is now bringing the latest
all star story in the Star comedy series
to the end of the filming stage, with
Madeline Hurlock, Stan Laurel and
Oliver Hardy in principal roles.
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2 More Theatres Use Stage Bands
Knickerbocker
and Garde Are
In Big Lineup

Presentation Time Increased by
Showplaces Built and

Building

Stage band policies have been
adopted by the Knickerbocker at
Nashville, a Crescent Amusement
Company house, and by the Garde, a
Loew house in New London, Conn.
At the Appleton theatre, Appleton,
Wis., a Fischer house, the eight-

piece jazz combination that had been
working on the stage has been
closed and is replaced by a 14-piece

symphonic unit working on the
stage. These three houses swell the
long list of theatres that have gone
into the stage band presentation pol-

icy in the last year.

The list of theatres going into the
presentation policy with orchestras work-
ing in the pit also is growing, the latest

additions being the Goshen at Goshen,
N. Y., and the Oriental at Detroit, which
is under construction.

Split Week No Hindrance

Significant of the new trend in mo-
tion picture show business is the re-

fusal of producers to be halted by split

weeks or even by weeks cracked into

three or four sections. In some of the
smaller houses in cities with upward of

75,000 inhabitants, where pictures are
shown on the split week basis, a new
show is created for use with each new
picture screened. Yet split week presen-
tation houses are steadily adding to the
total of presentation time. And the stage
attractions are distinctly presentation at-

tractions, not vaudeville.

There are numerous indications that
producers are making a more thorough
search for the right kind of talent for

presentations than they were making a
year ago. Many have learned that the

run of vaude performers is not suitable

for presentation, and it is likely that the

blues-singing, dirtily wisecracking type
of night club performer will soon have
to frame a new act for the picture houses
or stick to the cabs.

Presentation

Concerning the Stage Phase
OF THE FlLMSHOW FROM THE
Viewpoint of the Practical
Showman

-=By WILLIAM R. WEAVER =±

STOLEN
GOODS

ONE of the things that put vaudeville
at a disadvantage was general leni-

ency with acts pirating other acts’

“stuff.” Reasons are too well known to
warrant rehearsal. The item is men-
tioned here because the practice seems
in a fair way to be duplicated in presen-
tation.

There is proper and efficient indigna-
tion against piracy in picture making.
Exhibitors oppose it and the industry has
put up effective bars against it. Exhibi-
tors can prevent presentation piracy with
less effort, having direct control of the
pirates, and should do this simple thing
before the evil effects of the practice be-
gin to be felt.

ORPHEUM
AWAKENS

CHICAGO newspapers of Sunday,
October 17, brought another mani-

festation of Orpheum Vaudeville’s pre-

viously demonstrated awareness of

what’s going on. Houses operated by
that circuit on a picture-vaudeville policy

were grouped for advertising representa-

tion in a single big space placed in the

motion picture advertising section along-
side similar spaces used by Balaban &
Katz, Lubliner & Trinz and other pic-

ture house chains.

Orpheum Circuit theatres have become
picture-presentation houses in all but

condensation and unification of stage
material offered. This is anticipated as

a development of the early future.

PREMIER
EXPANDS
PREMIER ATTRACTIONS, Chicago,

opened new and larger offices in Chi-

cago, October 18. This is the fourth

sirfiilar expansion made necessary by
growth of this concern during the past

year. There is a considerable lesson in

the record.

Premier entered the presentation field

without inhibitive vaudeville history. It

is operated on a business basis by and
for business men. It has made the film

industry’s service standard its standard.

Results speak for themselves.

That’s Why This Talent

Looks Weird in Presentation
(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Oct. 19.—"The
average night club show is mostly
singing and dancing, and in a club
where liquor is barred it has no
thrill for the patrons. When a
person gets a few drinks in his
system everything looks good and
he is ready to whoop things up
and pay any price for his fun.

But the same show will pall on
the sober mind.” So said a for-

mer night club owner in comment-
ing on the decline of the clubs.

He might have added that the
work of these night club perform-
ers when they translate themselves
to the picture houses "palls on the
sober mind” there, also, and
makes the patrons wonder why a

producer has the bad taste and
poor business judgment to book
such "artists.”

Gus Edwards May
Build More Shows
for Publix Time

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Oct. 19.—Terms, which
probably include price, are said to be
temporarily holding up a new Gus Ed-
wards-Publix presentation deal. Ed-
wards’ three units that played the Publix

circuit were in some ways more satis-

factory than some of the shows Built by
Publix staff producers have been. For
that reason it is logical that he of all

known “outsiders” should be commis-
sioned to do whatever extra-staff shows
are created.

At present Edwards has in rehearsal a

show titled “Ritz Carlton Nights,” in

which he expects to appear himself for

a tour of the picture theatres.

Frank Cambria Feted
Before Starting East

Frank Cambria, who was recently ele-

vated to full directorship of the Publix

stage department, was guest of the Chi-

cago Balaban and Katz organization at a

dinner given at the Sherman hotel, Chi-

cago, last Saturday evening. Cambria
left yesterday for New York, where he
will be permanently located.

It is expected in Chicago and in the

East that Cambria will have most to do
with the creation of the first stage show
to be shown at the new Paramount thea-

tre on Broadway, which is scheduled to

open November 18.
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Altons Retained As
Missouri Producers

(Special to the Herald)

ST. LOUIS, Oct. 19.—On the eve of

the Missouri theatre’s sixth anniversary
celebration Skouras Brothers have an-
nounced the retention of two talented
young producers, Robert and Marjorie
Alton, to take charge of the Missouri’s
stage presentations.

Last year they were featured dancers
with the “Greenwich Village Follies.”

They come to the Missouri from the
teaching staff of the Publix Studios in

New York City, where they were assist-

ants to John Murray Anderson. Their
first production for the Missouri theatre
was “Melody in Marble,” which went
across well. During the current week
they are offering “Southland.”

Chicago Chicago
Week Ending October 17

Nothing to write books about, last week’s show
at the Chicago, other-than-film parts of which ran
like this

:

Overture: Moth-eaten “Second Hungarian
Rhapsody” played and received like a necessary
evil. Musicians and patrons both dozed through
this.

Faust, or rather a scene therefrom, sung by a
couple of pretty good voices and pretty well
staged.

Jesse Crawford at the organ playing “Meadow-
lark,” “Cherie,” “Pretty Cinderella,” using slides
on the last flamed but not asking for vocal aid.
“Under Venetian Skies,” Publix unit produced

by Paul Oscard, which has some pretty good
dancing and four singers who have more voice
than most glee clubs. The latter, a mixed group,
stand out from the somewhat routine proceedings,
getting for the production such response as it

gets. It could be shortened with advantage for
these parts.

Chicago Oriental
Week Ending October 16

An utterly clean show!
That’s the big news about “Kiddin’ Kaptain

Kidd,” Paul Ash’s show last week, and nothing else
about it is relatively important enough to warrant
mention in this space save the great setting that
Louis McDermott contrived for it.

The clean show that Ash was sure to put on
eventually—it is hoped as the first of many—ran
as follows:

Opening: Band mounted in deck setting play-
ing pirate song sung by group of male voices
downstage left, singing serving to get set over
as flash for hand. At end of this. A! Kvale came
on to announce Paul Ash’s absence due to illness
and demanded in loud tones of chorus now on in
pirate costumes, “I want a woman.” They
dragged on a treasure chest out of which stepped

—

Felicia Sorel, featured dancer of Ash’s outfit,
doing the Black Bottom she’s done here before,
this time with the girls going along for the finish.
Paul Small, another Ash fixture, sang a chorus
of it.

Willard Andelin, next, in pirate costume, sing-
ing “Asleep in the Deep” as it used to be sung
when bassos were bassos. Andelin still is one.
Louis Herman, Cantor Rosenblatt’s protege held

over from preceding week, singing “Stars” in a
monotonous girlish contralto and taking no
encores.

Accordionist, name indistinguishable, playing a
tune and dancing a dance, the dance being best.

Mildred LaSalle, another copy of Peggy B'ernier,
but with a voice, singing “Thinkin’ of You” and
“You’re Still My Baby, kidding with Kvale in
the usual manner for pretty good results.
Band playing “Breezin’ Along with the Breeze”

with an unnamed girl singing a chorus.
Three Sailors doing some pretty good comedy

acrobatics but burying them in protracted panto-
mime.

Henri A. Keates preceded the stage show with
organ plugging of “Baby Face.”

New York Strand
Week Ending October 16

Joseph Plunkett scored again at the Strand with
last week’s Frolic. Featuring the Strand Male
Quartette, Plunkett offered one of the best presenta-
tions seen at the Strand in several weeks. The
bill:

Overture, “First Hungarian Rhapsody,” played
by the Strand Symphony Orchestra under the
direction of Alois Reiser.

Newsreel.
Mark Strand Frolic, presented in four parts.

The first featured the quartette. Seated around

a table smoking, the four men sang “A Good
Cigar Is a Smoke.” A large vase of flowers on
the center of the table revolved and Estelle Carey
head was seen in the center. Miss Carey sang
“A Woman’s Smile.” As she finished the vase
again revolved and the flowers were to the froxt
and the men continued their singing. It was a
pleasing number.
The next offering featured the first presentation

in America of the “Violinophone.” Made.ine
MacGuigan, violiniste virtuoso, played “Song of
India.” The offering presented Miss Ma Guigan
on a black pedestal with a completely dark back-
ground while two spots from the sides oi the
stage played on her face and shoulders. The
“Violinophone” consisted of the violin held and
played the usual way and a large crystal disc
held in place at the back of the player’s head
by a nickeled brace over the shoulders. The
tone is rich and amazing results are gained. The
audience at first seemed to forget to applaud,
and then the house came down with a thunder-
ous hand.
The quartette again came on, this time with a

drop of a freight car with the doors open and
tramps sitting in the opening. The bodies were
part of the drop, but the four stuck their heads
through holes and sang "In My Gondola.” The
audience had several laughs and from the ap-
plause enjoyed the number immensely.
“Some Pumpkins,” in six parts, was the final

part of the Frolic. Mounting was a full stage
setting with a large pumpkin house in the center,
a fence in the back and a scarecrow against the
backdrop. Estelle Carey and Frank Mellor,
dressed in farm costume sang, “Two ol Us.”
As they ended the fence split and the Strand
Ballet Corps in ginghams came on in a ballet
dance. This was followed by Dave White doing
a rube dance, making his entrance from the
pumpkin house. Betty Hale, with eccentric
dancing, followed for a good hand. The scare-
crow, Robert Stickney, came to life and danced.
Stickney made a name for himself with his dance
on stilts and at the Strand last week as the
scarecrow he was a sensation.

New York Capitol
Week Ending October 16

Major Edward Bowes offered a delightful pro-
gram last week at the Capitol with Colin O’More
again starring. The setting for the number, which
was titled “The Legend of the Amethyst,” was
especially beautiful. The show

:

Overture, David Mendoza leading the Capitol
orchestra in “Pomp and Circumstance. ” The
patrons gave it a good hand.

The Capitol Magazine followed.

In one before an attractive drop Colin O’More,
lyric tenor, sang “Ship o’ Dreams” to open
“The Legend of the Amethyst.” As O’More
left the stage the curtains were drawn and a
setting of spun glass background with a half
drop in the front was seen, purple fading to
pink, with the ballet and the Chester Hale girls
draped as statues around a set which built up
from the sides to a large platform with the
center cut out, and in it Celia Turrill singing
“Song of the Soul.” The girls arose and danced
as Miss Turrill sang, rising from the throne
upon which she was seated. In the finale Miss
Turrill singing a final chorus accompanied by
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Colin O’More, while the girls, led by Joyce Coles,

danced. It was attractive, and the patrons were
well pleased.

New York Rialto
Week Ending October 16

Eddie Cantor made his debut on the motion
picture theatre stage when at the Rialto theatre
last week he appeared in conjunction with the
showing of his first motion picture, “Kid Boots.”
Sharing honors with George Olsen and His Hotel
Pennsylvania Orchestra, Cantor kept the audience
laughing and applauding. The bill

:

Under the direction of Maximilian Pilzer, the
Rialto orchestra played to a scenic overture
“Indian Love Lyrics,” one of James Fitzpat-
rick’s presentations. While the picture was
screened the orchestra played the numbers, “Tem-
ple Bells,” “Less Than the Dust” and the “Kash-
miri Song.” Debby Pilzer, mezzo soprano, and
Edward Atchison, tenor, sang the songs from
the stage.
A boy with a card announced Eddie Cantor

and then another card told that George Olsen
would accompany him. A third vard, “Valencia
Will Not Be Played,” created a big laugh. Olsen
with his orchestra offered a snappy selection and
then Cantor came on to stop the show. Getting
off several gags and then “Red, Red Robin,”
Cantor received hand after hand from a delighted

audience. Several other numbers by Olsen com-
pleted the bill.

New York Rivoli
Week Ending October 15

At the Rivoli last week Wales’ most famous male

chorus, “The Royal Mountain Ash Welsh Choir,”

was featured in presentation. The program ran:

Under the direction of Irvin Talbot the Rivoli

orchestra played “Sari” selections as the overture.

The newsreel and then one of James Fitz-

patrick’s Famous Music Master Series, “Guiseppi
Verdi,” followed.

Irmanette, with her violin won the applause

of the audience. One number, the accompaniment
of a dance, by Irmanette, took the house.

At the organ, Henry B. Murtagh changed his

usual organ playing and did a comedy communal
sing.

“The Royal Mountain Ash Welsh Choir,”

working after a film trailer telling about mining
in Wales. The scene for the act was a full stage

set of the depths of a mine. Here the numbers
were “Down In the Coal Mines,” “Welsh Hymn,”
“Aberystwth’,” and a bass solo, “Macushla.”
Scene two was a palace room set with the singers

in the costume of early British soldiers. Five
songs were sung, including “March of the Men
of Harlech,” a tenor solo, “Song of the Marching
Men,” “Old Black Joe” and “Gypsy

_

Laughing
Chorus.” The choir was received with a big

hand and number after number was loudly

applauded.

Los Angeles State
Week Ending October 14

Loews State presented Rube Wolf in “Milady’s

Dresser,” as last week’s Fanchon and Marco “idea, ’

which was artistically staged. Each performer dis-
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played fine ability and drew plenty of applause.
The show ran :

Rube Wolf and band working from orchestra
pit played a nice number featuring Wolf and his
cornet and a violin player. Good results.

Dorothy Thieme in “Milady’s Boudoir,” sang a
number to piano accompaniment as bandmen
took places on stage. They occupied a compart-
ment which resembled a big lady’s suit box.

Arlene Langdon in “Milady’s Perfume,” danced
a number to good returns.
Dorothy Crocker and Valerie Wade in “Vanity

and Mirror,” put over a nice number. Above
orchestra box a large circle with background
painted so as to represent a mirror, one girl

danced as the other girl’s reflection. Plenty of
applause greeted them, though the number is not
new.
Rega Victoria in “Milady’s Doll,” was very

good and scored heavily.
Oscar Taylor, orchestra member sang “Tonight

You Belong to Me.”
The band played “Black Bottom,” Rube Wolf

clowning with the girls for fair returns.
Wolf next sprang the old one about the boys

in the band arguing about the best musician and
they decided to let the audience judge. Weakest
members then performed and built small audience
enthusiasm.
Henry Fink in songs and chatter got across

fine and won applause.
For the finale, a talcum powder box affair

opened up disclosing four girls near high center
stage. The band played a peppy number as the
curtain went down amid applause.

Los Angeles Met
Week Ending October 14

Frank L. Newman, director general of the Coast
Publix theatres, presented Eddie Peabodv in “Bits
From Broadway,” at the Metropolitan last week,
using the song “Climbing the Ladder of Love,”
as a basis for the feature presentation.

The show opened with Peabody and band play-
ing a special arrangement of “Tip Toe” music.
Nothing startling and weak applause resulted. A
scrim curtain withheld back stage sets.

Metropolitan girls next came on for a slow
going dance which drew still weaker applause.
Fox Sisters, possessors of good voices but no

salesmanship, sang “This Is My Lucky Day,” and
a few patrons applauded weakly.

Barnett and Clark did some buck steps to “Rose
Colored Glasses,” and fair applause resulted.

Helen Wright, a holdover, sang “Indian Love
Call,” and got a good hand.
Peabody and band played “Meadowlark,” the

audience whistling while orchestra members sang.
A 1 i tt 1 ° enthusiasm registered at this point.

Crosby and Ricker in pianologue sang and
played “Mary Lou.” and “Let’s Talk About My
Sweetie.” The audience let them go without fur-
ther encouragement.

Scrim curtain went up for a red-heart and
white-ladder flash finale which won much applause
because of its novelty and beauty.

Philadelphia Fox
Week Ending October 17

Violin solos, clever dancing, blackface comedy
and dramatic songs combined to give Fox audi-
ences delightful entertainment last week in a
show that ran as follows:

Fox theatre orchestra, Graham Harris conduct-
ing, interpreted Tschaikowsky’s “Capriccio Ital-
ienne” with expression and color.
The outstanding feature on the bill was

Nonette, charming and vivacious singing violiniste,
who was assisted at the piano by Harold Salmon.
Nonette, in a dress sparkling with rhinestones
that was somehow suggestive of her personality,
played a few notes on her violin and then sang
“Cherie,” followed by “Red Robin.” In her next
number she appeared in a striking Hungarian
costume of lavender and orange with effective
headdress and her rendition of the “Hungarian
Rhapsody” was a gem of artistic interpretation,
her spring bowing being exceptionally fine.

Nonette fairly radiated personality and charm
and captivated her audience by her brilliant play-
ing and animation. The act was attractively
staged.
Lubin, Lowry and Mandy, corked, presented a

little sketch of songs, dances and comedy, which
was roundly applauded. After some preliminary
nonsense about the banjo they were using, Lubin
and Lowry sang a clever song. Mandy’s dancing
was good and Lowry’s soft shoe dancing was out
of the ordinary.

Harold Yates and Cooper Lawley, billed as
masters of modulated melodies, were applauded
tor their cycle ot songs, including “How Could
Red Riding Hood Have Been So Very Good and
Still Keep the Wolf from the Door”; also a nar-
rative song with a wartime atmosphere entitled
“Yvonne.”

Philadelphia Fox
Week Ending October 10

The program at the Fox opened with a delight-

ful interpretation of “Poet and Peasant” overture,
with Adolphe Kornspan conducting.

Mitchell Brothers, banjoists and harmonists,
seated before a dignified entrance to an old

Southern home, introduced the “plantation grand
piano” to Philadelphia audiences. They played
rollicking airs that literally made the toes of

the audience tingle, and their voices blended well

with the twang of the banjos.
.

Burnoff and Josephine entertained with a dance
turn act which showed the beauties of wonder-
fully trained muscles and coordinated muscular
movement.

Philadelphia Stanley
Week Ending October 17

The Stanley symphony orchestra, with Graham
Harris conducting, gave a pleasing interpretation

of “Capriccio Espagnole,” by' Rimsky-Korsakoff,
as the overture for last week’s Stanley show, which
ran as follows:

Renoff and Renova, international dancers, as-

sisted by the Stanley Ballet, gave a delightfully
original and fantastic dance divertissement en-
titled “A Sea Idyll.” The stage setting repre-
sented the bottom of the sea and the dancers sea
nymphs. The natural grace and beauty of the
dancers was enhanced by the soft flowing draper-
ies waving gracefully in the mysterious blue green
light. The illusion of water was effected by a
transparent drop curtain in front of the dancers
and by fish in natural colors moving lazily across
the background. The act was beautifully staged,
the dancing was excellent and the number was
roundly applauded by the house.
The ever-popular team, Van and Schenck, re-

ceived their customary ovation upon their return
engagement here and in conventional attire amused
the audience with a varied program of songs and
character dialogues, including “Sweeney Tells It

to Me,” “Elsie Shulzenheim,” “Because I Love
You,” “Me Too” and “For No Good Reason.”
Their songs depended upon their clever wording
as well as the catchy rhythm for their success.
Their impersonation of two Jews is very funny
and leaves the audience in cheerful mood.
An interesting feature of the program was the

playing by the Stanley orchestra for the second
time in America of Carl McKinley’s “Mas-
querade.” It was announced that the composition
was intended to express that spirit of desire for
pleasure which dominates the crowds of a large
city after nightfall. It was modern music which
every one tried to appreciate but somehow failed

to.

Philadelphia Stanley
Week Ending October 10

The surrounding features at the Stanley last

week were grouped in one number, an artiste

and well balanced miniature revue entitled “Stanley
Frolic.” The number was in three divisions, “The
Telephone Doll,” a vocal and terpsichorean int:r-

“What the Act Did for Me”

GUSTAVE DORN ORCHESTRA, Pit and Stage
Band, Singing, 20 minutes, Agent: Gene Patkinson.

This orchestra of 6 pieces carries Raymond
Kreul, vocalist, and they opened with “Mary Lou,”
Kreul singing it to a good hand. Next, the or-
chestra did a medley of old time airs, including
“Swanee River,” “When You and I Were Young,”
etc. Their feature was Dorn’s own composition,
“I’m Too Far Gone to Go Away,” sung by Kreul,
to the greatest palm-whacking exhibition ever heard
in this house. “Stars and Stripes” for a finale,
with new lighting effect, sent this outfit over 100
per cent. Orchestra accompanied “The Campus
Flirt” in metropolitan manner. Box office receipts
increased over 100 per cent. PACE & BOUMA,
Rialto theatre, Pocahontas, la.

* * *

APPLETON STAGEBAND. Fourteen piece com-
bination, using some local men and some trans-
ferred members with sanction of the local union.
Today (Sunday), third day of their appearance,
accompanied by “The Atlantic Four,” “Corinne
Muir & Co.,” “Charleston and Fowler,” dance

team, broke all house records. Stage band is not
of jazz type, playing instead symphony arrange-
ments of jazz for their own selections, was thrown
together in less than two weeks’ time and is still

a little rough, but shows promise of being some-
what of a wow.—LOUIS LUTZ, Fischer's Appleton
theatre, Appleton, Wis.

* * *

CLYDE G. MARTIN, Guest Organist. 1 paid
*y for this act, but made money and
He is billed as “one of America’s

foremost organists” and lives up to this reputa-
tion. Has his audience with him at all times.
On Sunday night he gave a recital at our largest
church, on Monday he played at chapel at the
high school, and Wednesday before the Rotarians.
These hookups are what count. Martin is a musi-
cian in every sense of the word. The fact that
he uses a theme for each principal character on
the screen instead of one theme for the picture
is one reason why his work stands out from that
of others. S. B. JOHNSON, Regent theatre, Cleve-

land, Miss.

plenty of me
am satisfied.

“Beau Geste” Shown As
“Beau Geste” Benefit

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Oct. 19.—As “a
graceful gesture” in behalf of an
advertising man who is near death
from tuberculosis at Saranac Lake,
N. Y ., members of the Broadway
Cheese Club, Associated Motion
Picture Theatre Advertisers,
Theatrical Press Representatives
of America, the Friars and Lambs
clubs and the management of the
Criterion theatre conducted a

benefit showing of ‘‘Beau Geste”
at the Criterion theatre at mid-
night, October 16. The entire
proceeds of the performance,
minus operating expenses, were
placed at the disposal of the af-

flicted advertising man, who is not
and never has been a member of
any of the organizations concerned
in the benefit.

pretation of “Ting-a-ling,” “Italian Street Song,”
and “The Arbor of Love,” a combination of songs
and national dances.

Curtains parted showing a pink telephone doll
about 8 feet high, with Estelle Carey, soprano,
as the doll, singing “Ting-a-ling.” From, the
draperies of the doll B'etsy Rees, premier bal-
lerina, in lavender tulle, emerged and danced a
toe dance to the strains of “Ting-a-ling.” At
the close of the dance Miss Rees returned to the
draperies of the doll.

In the second number Kitty McLaughlin, so-

prano, was shown in Italian costume with tam-
bourine, standing beside a hurdy gurdy singing
Herbert’s “Italian Street Song.” The members
of the Stanlev-Mark Strand Male Quartette,
dressed as Italian laborers, were concealed in

the hurdy gurdy, and as the top was lifted they
joined in the song.

“Arbor of Love” was one of the most artistic

and entertaining acts ever shown on the Stanley
stage. A jade green arbor with trailing vines
was seen against dark blue back drop and from
behind this arbor the various performers made
their entrance. Seated in the arbor, Estelle
Carey and Charles Massinger sang “Arbor of

Love” very pleasingly. Following this, two
couples appeared, the men in ruffles and knee
breeches of lavender velvet, the women with
large hoop skirts, and all with powdered wigs.

They danced a dignified and graceful minuet.
Then the lights changed to flame color and
Carlos and the Stanley-Mark Strand B'allet ap-

peared from behind the arbor in colorful Russian
costumes and danced a brilliant Russian dance.
Carlos’ marvelous revolving dance was the out-

standing feature of this number.
“Chinois” was a dainty and amusing little

Oriental number. G. Kiddon and Misses Pekel-
ner and Orr in Chinese costumes, he with a

parasol and the two girls with fans, danced a

characteristic and effective Chinese dance that

pleased the audience immensely.
In the next number Peggy Pausin did some

snappy jazz steps.

In the finale the six sections of the arbor
revolved, showing the reverse side covered with
roses, while a large rose tree appeared in the
background. The whole company danced around
the stage, and at the close of the act the audi-

ence paid tribute to the artistry and originality

of the producers of the revue by prolonged ap-

plp*’se.

The Stanley symphony orchestra, with Graham
Harris conducting, played as an overture an ar-

rangement of music from “Pagliacci.”

St. Louis Ambassador
Week Ending October 15

“Minstrel Memories,” an aggregation of twenty

young men, proved a pleasing stage turn at the

Ambassador theatre the week ending October 15.

They yodeled, sang, danced and joked as we
would have our minstrels do, and were especially

effervescent in their presentation of “Minstrel

Days of 1870.” In that number they donned tan

and amber costumes that were quiet in contrast

with their chocolate complexions. They warbled
several melodies that were extremely popular when
grandpapa was a boy.

“The Volga B'oatman” was sung by Norman
Ballou and danced effectively by Kerenoff and
Maree. They have always been popular here.

Irving Rose, director of the Ambassador or-

chestra, selected “The Beautiful Galathea” as his

overture number.
Stuart Barrie at his organ had another hit, his

own composition “Melodies on Trial” in which he
undertook to prove that all modem song writers
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Now That We’re Comfortably Settled

— in our new home
9— on the tenth floor

— of the Woods Theatre Building
— we’re in position to serve you
— even better than heretofore
— with the best of stage attractions

Millard Cutter Margaret Felch Milton Overman

PREMIER ATTRACTIONS INC.
Woods Theatre Bldg. Phone Central 6922 Chicago

cop their melodies from the hits of former years
and ages.
And special: While he wasn’t there with the

histrionic or artistic finesse we expect in our
actors and actorines we must confess that Grover
Cleveland Alexander’s mighty right arm is the
best recipe we know at the present writing to go
over big in a St. Louis theatre. “Alexander the
Great” was an added star of the stage show at
the Ambassador this week and he certainly went
over big.

St. Louis Grand Central
Week Ending October 15

Gene Rodemich, orchestra leader of the Grand
Central, doubled in the role of chief justice of
the St. Louis “finale hop” contest at the Grand
Central the week ending October 15. Five couples
that finished on top were paid $50 a couple for
their week's work. In addition there was a

grand prize of $100, a second prize of $50 and
a third prize of $25 cash. The “finale hop” is a

cross between the hop-toddle popular about six

fears ago, the Charleston and the Black Bottom.
Gene’s overture selection was “The Girl Friend.”

His orchestra also accompanied the acts on the
bill.

Four popular entertainers also made their fare-

well appearances during the week, the Burns
Twins, personable and very hard working dancers,
and Raines and Cady, pleasing harmony singers.
Gene and his Maniacs also enlivened things by

their many departures from the regulaly accepted
order of jazz playing.

St. Louis Missouri
Week Ending October 15

Sissle and Blake, whose most ardent followers
regard them as the world’s foremost syncopators,
played a return engagement at the Missouri, the
week ending October 15. However, there were
some who felt that the stars of “Shuffle Along”
were not so good as in former appearances here.

But they were well applauded, indicating that
most of the customers were pleased with their

stuff.

“Melody in Marble,” a colorful and exotic revue
and the initial production of Robert and Marjorie
Alton, the new stage directors for the Missouri,
was well received. It featured some dancing girls

who are destined to win place in the hearts of
the Missouri patrons.

Dave Silverman’s overture for the week was
“II Guarany.” At the organ Milton Slosser led
another community sing, with “Valencia” as his
feature offering.

“Sunny Jim” Bottomley, first baseman, and
“Billy the Kid” Southworth, star right fielder of
the World’s Champion Cardinals, were also stage
features the latter part of the week, and needless
to say they went over big.

St. Louis State
Week Ending October 15

Easter and Hazelton, who were in St. Louis last

winter as principal dancers for the “Ziegfeld Fol-

lies,” Rudy Wiedoeft and his tricky saxophone;
and Caroline Andrews, soprano soloist from the
Capitol Theatre, New York, had a red hot race
for popularity at the State the week ending Octo-
ber 15, anti the finish was so close all were will-

ing to call it a dead heat and let it go at that.

On the whole it was one of the best stage turns
this popular show house has turned out in months,
and that’s that.

Rudy could even make the man next door enjoy
his saxophone at 3 o’clock in the morning. And
he had no trouble pleasing the thousands who
heard him at the State last week.

Miss Andrews and her rich coloratura soprano
vocal numbers proved as good as her press agent
claimed. Easter and Hazelton were effective in
their offering an “Indian Romance in Marble.”
Their graceful steps were aided much by artistic

lighting.

Milwaukee Wisconsin
Week Ending October 15

Sudden lack of competition, caused by the de-
faulting of two downtown theatres in their pres-

entations, did not lead to any noticeable decrease
in the pretentiousness of Eddie Weisfeldt’s show
at the Wisconsin this week. While the major at-

traction falls shor* of the best presentation
standards, the entire non-film bill is staged with
great care and considerable wisdom.

Rudolph G. Kopp, senior musical director of

the Wisconsin, is back on the job after spending
the summer in Europe, and masterfully directs
his pit orchestra through the overture, “II
Guarany,” with the billing emphasizing that it

is played in response to numerous requests. The
orchestra is back to full strength after the sum-
mer cut, and plays excellently.

Arthur Richter then manipulates the organ
through “Ting A Ling,” with the assistance of

the orchestra, a violinist and a girl singer. An
interpretation of “In the Middle of the Night”
is sung by the girl sitting in a belfry at left of

stage, while the man sits in a duplicate belfry

at right, and plays a violin. Beautiful lighting
effects add to the effect.

Isham Jones and his “greater band of 18 ar-

tists” is the big feature of the show, but while
he apparently pulls them in past the box office,

he fails to cause a panic with his offering. This
jazz unit plays well enough but seems to have
a lot to learn about the presentation business.
After their opening they play "My Castle In
Spain,” which is fine enough, and then do some-
thing of a skid with an overdrawn comedy num-
ber, full of bits that seem borrowed from bur-
lesque. Part of the house loves it, and there
are plenty of laughs here and there, but the weak
applause at the finish tells the story. After that

they do an Indian medley, registering better.

Only one encore was required at the third show
Sunday. With, a better understanding of presen-
tation requirements the band will undoubtedly hit

great.

SYMPHONIC
HAWLEY

Original

Singing

Dancing

ORGANIST

BOB LA SALLE
“Reception of the show had steadily mounted to this point. Bob La Salle topped it with the

biggest individual hit of the evening, singing ‘Finnegan’ and ‘It Don’t Mean Nothin’ to Me,’ both
character-novelty numbers, and then doing a series of intricate steps, one an Eddie Leonard
impression. La Salle is able and clean. There was not a suggestive line in his songs nor
movement in his steps. He sold ability and was highly appraised on it.” EXHIBITORS
HERALD report on B. & K. CENTRAL PARK date.

At the BELMONT, Chicago, This Week

Helene HELLER RILEY George
Late Singing-Dancing Stars of

“Sally, Irene and Mary”

Covent Garden Theatre

CHICAGO
Comedy Singing and Dancing. Not What They do, but

—

WHAT DO YOV WANT
CHICAGO—This Week, HARDINC. Next Week, SENATE. Following Week, BELMONT—CHICAGO

Direction Max Turner, 807 Butler Bldg., Chicago
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I THE THEATRE
Q_AjJDepartment of Practical Showmanship

ExhibitorsResumeRegular
Exchange ofHouse Organs
Earle Hall Payne Prints Attractive Fourth Anniversary Theatre

Program for Lexington’s Kentucky

A
CALL for house organs put out by this department recently brought
immediate response. Today eight folders came in.

l Complaints from members of the House Organ Exchange indicated

everyone was not exchanging papers “according to Hoyle.” No complaints
have been received in the past few weeks and it is believed exhibitors have
again resumed their regular exchanges sincerely.

A NNUAL anniversary numbers and spe-
•Cx dal editions are calling patrons’ atten-

tion elaborately to theatre shows. Earle
Hall Payne, of the Kentucky theatre, Lex-
ington, Ky., achieves quite a publication

triumph in his efforts with the Fourth An-
niversary Souvenir Program.
The fourteen pages are bound in an imi-

tation leather cover on which blue and red

predominates with a grey background.
Four candles in an artistic candelabra set

in the lower right corner symbolize well

enough the birthday of the theatre. Sup-
plementary information regarding the cover
may be found in noting the reproduction.

Inside the program green stock carries

a red borderline and lettering in black.

Payne makes no effort to build his pro-

gram this issue like a newspaper and in-

stead plays his reading material under
headings that are attractive aesthetically.

He prints items that are attractive to the

intelligence. Most of them are more on the

order of editorials than of news items.

None is on the order of “filler” meant to

kill time for the reader.

An example of his printed material

which appears on the last page of the pro-

gram follows

:

ANOTHER YEAR OF SERVICE
This week marks the beginning of

the Fifth Year in which we have en-

deavored to serve the people of the

Blue Grass. The service we are en-

deavoring to render has been a pleas-

ure. We are extremely happy in our

association with you.

Every employee of this organiza-

tion, from the manager down, has but

one goal—Service, and a Service

spelled with a capital S.

Our theatre is your theatre. With-

out you we could not exist.

We welcome vour suggestions; our
programs are built for your enjoy-

ment, not our own.
Remember the man who said, “I

couldn’t see the trees because of the

forest I was in,” we who conduct this

theatre are in a “forest,” we are sur-

rounded with “show business” that

may, at times, blunt our vision and
hinder us from seeing the layman’s
angle.

We are giving you what, we believe,

the public wants. Not the choice of

the few but the wish of the many.
We will never desecrate our ideals

by becoming so material that the sign

of the dollar becomes our master—-we

mean to keep our programs so clean

that they may be enjoyed by every
man, woman and child in the com-
munity our theatre serves.

Beaudine Appears
in Person in Calgary
Demonstrating the live wire exhibitor

spirit, the Capitol theatre, Calgary, Canada,
during its run of “Sparrows,” Mary Pick-

ford’s latest production distributed by
United Artists Corporation, learned that

William Beaudine, director of “Sparrows,”
was in the city. The Capitol wanted Mr.
Beaudine to make a personal appearance
and wouldn’t take “no” for an answer.
Result : Mr. Beaudine did. Business was
great, and the crowds liked the director as

well as the picture.

Fourth Anniversary

Souvenir

‘Program

Front cover of elaborate anniversary
program by Payne, for Kentucky
theatre, Lexington, Ky.
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Earle Hall Payne receives first place in

the “Herald” Honor Exploitation con-
test with the above invitation he
mailed to patrons for the showing of

the Educational film, “The Blue Boy.”

“Herald” Discovers

Worthwhile Talent
While directors, producers and whatnot

are discovering for themselves a little talent

the Herald has inconspicuously and with no
extraordinary effort uncovered the makings
of two advertising men who will in the due
course of time project themselves into the

heights of glory in advertising things.

Both are under 20 years of age. Eldrid
Fisher is first on the -list because he is the

younger and because he became revealed

first. A. J. Nelson, of Hoopeston, 111., is

second.
While we are about it it may be interest-

ing to hear from others of Herald Theatres
contributors to find how many are under
25.

A letter printed in a recent issue showed
that Herald Honor ad awards are going to

extremes in ages. One award went to Har-
vey Isbell, of Kiowa, Col., and it was
learned that “Harv” is beyond three score

years of age. He writes with the fire of a

college youth and the knowledge of a sage.

Nelson thanks the Herald for honors

conferred upon him as follows :

I certainly was surprised and thrilled to see my
name in last week’s issue of the “Herald” as the

winner of the honor ad contest for that week.

I wish to thank you for selecting my ad as the

prize winner.
That was my first ad to the HERALD. There

are more coming later.—Very truly yours, A. J.

Nelson, Assistant Manager, Lorraine Theatre,

Hoopeston, 111.
.

p # S. I am soon to celebrate my twentieth

birthday.

Godshaw Puts Cards

on “L” Stations Free

Stumped for space on the billboards at

the time “The Flaming Frontier” was play-

ing the Randolph theatre, Chicago, Bruce

Godshaw, Universal exploiter, sold an idea

to the elevated lines whereby he succeeded

in getting 325 cards placed, one on each

station directly at the head of the stairs

where everyone going to the trains would

see it. The cards read

:

“Rapid Transit Lines—fast and reliable

—to State and Lake Station, Randolph the-

atre.”

Godshaw also secured 95 window tie-ups

in the Loop on the big Universal special
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Saxe Offers Award
for Funniest Face
The Saxe Amusement Enterprises and

the Milwaukee Sentinel are conducting a

“Funny Face” contest in connection with
Eddie Cantor’s “Kid Boots,” which will

show at the Wisconsin theatre during the

week of October 9. Cash prizes amounting
to $100 are offered by the Milwaukee Sen-
tinel for the funniest photographs of Mil-

waukee persons submitted to the paper up
to the time the show opens. The first prize

will be $50, the second $25, the third $15

and the fourth $10. In case of a tie equal

awards will be made.

Charley Sells House
Out in Advance in S. A.
The New Santa Anna theatre, St. Paulo,

Brazil, claims a world’s record. In con-

nection with the opening of the theatre,

“The Gold Rush,” Charlie Chaplin’s latest

production distributed by United Artists

Corporation, was billed. The house was
sold out three days before the show started.

Social Leaders Take

Parts in Style Show
for Fox Presentation

The highlight in the exploitation cam-
paign of Manager Shannon Katzenback, of

the Grand theatre, Terre Haute, Ind., on
“Fig Leaves,” Fox photoplay, was the co-

operation from merchants and the city’s

fairest daughters in putting over a fashion

revue.

Each of several shops loaned their latest

creations in gowns, hats, shoes, furs and a

Complete set of furniture. Another master

stroke was put over by enlisting the aid of

many society debutantes to act as models
for the revue.

HOUSE ORGAN COPY

ARBITRATION
OARDS OF ARBITRATION bv which
the picture industry settles internal dis-

putes arising out of film rental contractors,
provide a just, fair, and economical method
of dealing with disputes, according to the
United States Department of Justice.

The fact that 10,235 awards were made
in two years’ time and that of these only
37 required a seventh arbiter while only 21

were appealed was cited by the department
as evidence of the effectiveness of the plan.

There are 32 Boards of Arbitration in

the key cities, each composed of three ex-
hibitors and three distributors. A seventh
member is elected by the board in case of
a tie vote.

“FIRST NEWS REEL”

THE earliest preserved motion picture of
a major national event is that showing

the inauguration of President McKinley in

1897. This also, by the way, is the only mo-
tion picture of President Cleveland, who is

shown riding in the carriage with President
McKinley.
There was no organized effort to secure

news reels, however, until about 1913. The
inauguration of Woodrow Wilson was
filmed in Washington on March 4 in that

year and shown on Broadway the follow-

ing day. Since then news reels have de-

veloped into a position of inestimable

power.

Hewitt Builds in Seattle
(Special to the Herald)

SEATTLE, Oct. 19.—Frank Hewitt has
sold his interest in the American theatre

(Hewitt and DeVault) and is building a

new modern theatre to be completed by
Christmas.

Mathis Film Is

First Broadcast

in Great Britain
The first broadcasting over a London

radio station of a motion picture occurred
in Manchester, August 31, and the picture

was First National’s big special, “The
Greater Glory,” a June Mathis production.

In consequence of the success of the un-
dertaking, there is little doubt that the

British Broadcasting Corporation, which
handled the stunt, will repeat in the near

.

future. As yet, however, no definite an-

nouncement is forthcoming as to the title

of the next picture though in view of First

National’s initiative and co-operation it is

probable that one of that company’s at-

tractions will be chosen.

The reaction of British exhibitors to the

broadcasting of “The Greater Glory” was
enthusiastic, it is reported. Some exhibi-

tors ran advertisements in their local news-
papers apprising their patrons of the event.

Others arranged for the broadcasting to be

received in their theatres during the per-

formance, capitalizing on the publicity.

Broadcasting of First National feature

films has proved exceedingly successful in

America, where the practice is growing.

Each Thursday evening First National puts

a picture on the air over stations WJZ of

New York and WRC of Washington.
With Great Britain giving every indica-

tion of falling in line in the matter of film

broadcasting, it is likely, according to E.

Bruce Johnson, First National’s foreign

manager, that other foreign countries will

soon adopt the procedure.

Roy Briant Aids Julian Johnson
NEW YORK.—Roy Briant, playwright, has

been appointed assistant to Julian Johnson, film

and title editor at Famous Players’ Long Island!

studio.

Exhibitors House Organ Exchange
Entry of name in this list signifies willingness to exchange theatre publications with other theatre publishers for mutual benefit.

BAIR, E. E., Falk theatre, Cuyahoga Falls, O.

BLAIR, M. J., St. Francis theatre, San Fran-

cisco, Cal.

BENDER, A. R., Olympia, Cleveland, Okla.

BENTLEY, FLOYD E., Kelso Amusement Co.,

Kelso, Wash.
BROWNELL, OSSIE, Carthage theatres, Clovers-

ville, N. Y.

BROWNING, HARRY, Olympia, New Haven,
Conn.

BUBERT, E. H., Metropolitan, Morgantown,
W. Va.

BURNS, FRANK H., Orlando Enterprise*, Or-

lando, Fla.

CHRISTENSEN, C. R., Twin City, Chehalis,

Wash.
COX, ED. F., Princess, Bristol, Colo.

DALEY, THOMAS S., Schine Amusement Co.,

Gloversvllle, N. Y.

EVELAND, EARLE, Twin City Opera House,
McConnelsville, O.

FAWKS, E. L., Photo Phone, Graford, Tex.

GARDNER, HUGH T., Orpheum, Neosho, Mo.
GAULT, J. C., American, Oakland, Cal.

GILL, R. A. Strand, Honey Grove, Tex.

GLASER, WILL J., Grand, Faribault, Minn.

HAMBURGER, F. M., Circle, Portland, Ore.
HARLEY, ALONZA, Valentine, Defiance, Ohio.
HEDGES, HARRY H., Rugby, 820 Utica, Ave.,

Brooklyn.

JUDD, FORREST E., Prospect, Kansas City, Mo.
KOBLEN, M., Scout, Oakdale, La.

KRAMER, LOUIS P., Lubliner & Trinz The-
atres.

Inc., 307 North Michigan Ave., Chicago, 111.

LITTLE, T. L., Majestic, Camden, S. C.

LUKACHIE, A. J., Hauber, Camden, Ark.
LUTZ, LOUIS, Fischer's Appleton, Appleton,

Wis.
MacLEOD, M., Wolverine, Saginaw, Mich.
MASSEY, EARL D., Texas, Killeen, Tex.

MILLER, CARL F., Miller theatre, Fremont,
Ohio.

MOCK, CARL F., 56th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
MOSS, EDGAR A., Marion Theatre News, Glass

Block, Marion, Ind.

MURPHY, HAROLD S., Woodlawn, Chicago.

NICHOLr, DON, Durham Amusement Company,
Durham, N. C.

O'ROURKE, JACK, Laurel, Laurel Springs, N. J.

OLSON, H. G., Majestic theatre, Reedsburg,
Wis.

OSTENBERG, J. H., Orpheum, Scottsbluff, Neb.

PAYNE, EARLE HALL, Kentucky, Lexington
Ky.

PIERCE, HOWARD O., Kunsky Theatrical Ent.,

Detroit, Mich.

POPE, CLEM, T. & D., Oakland, Cal.

RANDALL, E. H., Liberty, Condon, Ore.

RIVERS. EDWIN B., 1718 South Main street.

Royal Theatre, Los Angelee, Cai.

SACHS, S. M., Masonic, Clifton Forge, Va.

SCHWIE, F. F., Duluth, Duluth, Minn.

SHARPE, PHILIP B., Strand Theatre Publishing
Co., Portland, Me.

SHIMON, LOUIS, Uptown theatre, Sheboygan,
Wis.

SNYDER. E. A., Rialto- Virginia, Champaign, III.

SOLOMON, H., Strand, McComb, Miss.

SORG, J. H., Jefferson, Fort Wayne, Ind.

STIEFEL, S., Roxboro, Philadelphia, Pa.

STILES, J. H., The Dalles Amusement Co.,

The Dalles, Ore.

THOMPSON, N. T., Crystol Theatre, Fort At-

kinson, Wis.

WALLACE, H. JIM, Lincoln Square, Decatur,

111 .

WEINBERG. I., New and Lyric, Lexington, Va.

WHEELER, ED A., Ohio, Cleveland, O.
WHITBECK, FRANK, West Coast Theatres, Inc.,

134 Leavenworth St., San Francisco, Cal.

WILSON, T. S., Seelye, Abilene, Kan.
WOODWARD, KENNETH V., Penn-State Amuse-

ment Co., Uniontown, Pa.

ZIPRIK, G., Y. M. C. A., Westbourne, Tenn.

(Exhibitor)

(Theatre)

(City) State
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The Indians are a tribe of Navajos from a reservation who came to Denver to
welcome the Princess as a part of Universal's exploitation for “Midnight Sun.”

Traffic Waits DuringBallyhoo
Though Honor Guest Is Absent

“The Midnight Sun" Receives Exploitation Planned with Appearance
of Princess America, Beauty Contestant

Arranging a parade and celebration for a visiting celebrity as a tieup with
“The Midnight Sun” at the America theatre, Denver, and then having the

celebrity fail to appear because of a wash-out in Kansas, didn’t daunt Charles
E. Lounsbury, Universal exploitation man.
He had his celebration without his celebrity and for three hours had traffic

completely demoralized in the theatre

the multitude.

The celebrity was Princess America, the

Siwash Indian girl who was sent to At-
lantic City to represent her people in the

beauty contest, and was returning home by
way of Denver. With the Denver Post
and the Union Pacific Railroad he arranged
to meet the Princess at the Union Station
and to escort her to the Post Building,

where she was to make an outdoor ap-
pearance. The Union Pacific was per-

suaded to bring a miniature train, which
they had built, from Grand Island Neb.,

to Denver. Then a 50-piece Union Pacific

band was also provided and a group of
Indians came from Indian Hills to greet
the Princess.

A realistic train with a caboose like the
one above exploited Universal’s “The
Midnight Sun” in Denver.

district while his ballyhoo entertained

When word came through of the wash-
out, the Union Pacific and the Post were
for calling the whole affair off, although
it had been heavily publicized by the Post.
Lounsbury, however, did one of the best
jobs of talking in his career and persuaded
them to go on with the stunt. He turned
it into a strictly “Midnight Sun” affair

with banners on every car.

“The unique cavalcade stopped the town,”
he reports. “The little train, the like of
which was never before seen in Denver,
consisted of about 12 cars and a locomotive
and tender and propelled by a tractor
motor. We paraded the length of Seven-
teenth street, down Fifteenth and to the
Post. There we gave a brief concert and
moved to Sixteenth and Curtis, where the
America is located. It is a difficult traffic

corner, with four street car lines intersect-

ing and is the hub of the theatrical section.

We stayed there nearly an hour, completely
demoralizing things. The police were for
us and told us to go as far as we pleased
•—and we did.

“We moved from there to Film Row and
the Universal Exchange. After that the

band disbanded—they had played steadily

for nearly three hours. I obtained a police

permit to park the little train in front of

the theatre. It is just a half block long
and completely filled the theatre space.

Thousands swarmed around it until after

ten o’clock at night, when it was removed.
The Princess America arrived late in the

evening and made her promised appear-
ance on the stage of the America.”

This was the climax of Lounsbury’s cam-
pain, but much had gone before. He ar-

ranged with the Universal studio to per-

mit Raymond Keane, the juvenile of “The
Midnight Sun” and a Denver boy, to come
to Denver for the showing. Keane was
met at the station by a 40-piece band and

a delegation of distinguished citizens head-
ed by the Governor. The Rolls-Royce
agency gave him a car for his use while
in Denver

;
he pitched the first ball at the

annual Post tourney, the biggest summer
baseball attraction in the West; he spoke
over KOA, the biggest radio station in the

West and he was the guest of honor at

luncheons, banquets and other affairs.

On the third night of the run a “Ray-
mond Keane Midnight Hollywood Party”
was staged with Keane master of cere-

monies. Toy balloons and confetti pro-
duced a carnival air. Performers from
other houses assisted in the entertainment
and Russian tea, ice cream and cakes, do-
nated, were served before the showing of
the picture.

Business was kept stimulated each night
by a dozen newsboys provided by the Den-
ver Post, who shouted, “Midnight Sun Ex-
tra,” and gave out copies of the Universal
tabloid with the regular paper. Ten thou-
sand were used in this way.

Copy Service

For Exhibitor

HouseOrgans

House organ or newspaper
publication rights to this copy
is granted exhibitors by the
“Herald” herewith.

PUT UP A FRONT
A BANKER’S first problem is to “put upA a front.” He not only puts it up on

his bank building but he builds it within
his personality. The front of a bank is

awe inspiring and dignified appearing. It

is not with an aesthetic purpose that the
banker erects massive columns and steel

barred windows at the front of the build-
ing. He fears thieves if windows are not
secure. But he fears public opinion more.
Thieves will get in if they wish to get in

regardless of bars. But a public gets an
impression from the fortified front that is

valuable to the banker's responsibility.

“Put up a front,” says George Ade to

all and sundry who wish to prosper.

The way for a person :o put up a front

is to keep an eye on the little things that

indicate prosperity. Nothing succeeds like

success is the old adage. Aid your friends

to forget your setbacks and they’ll think of

nothing except your assets. Aid yourself

in forgetting your misforames and you’ll

think of nothing except your good fortune.

A half dollar spent wisely brings a great

return on the investment. Spend your half

dollar at this theatre; vnur friends will

know you are not on the down and our list

—and you will realize a multitude of

profits.

FAITH AND DRAMA
"UAITH and drama! What relation-
-E ship exists there? Each may be a five

letter word but there is a greater relation-

ship than that.

Drama succeeds and has succeeded for

many years with the aid of a faith like

that of a Columbus.
It is the faith you have that you’ll see a

good show that prompts you to invest

your admission fee in a ticket here today.

It is the faith that we can serve you
with entertainment that is worthwhile
that prompted us to offer you the use of

this theatre.

It is faith that one man has in another

that permits you and us to reap the en-

joyment that we all reap in the produc-

tion and service of drama day after day.
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Principals in the British Broadcasting Company’s Manchester Dramatic cast listen-

ing to reading of the script at rehearsal of First National’s “The Greater Glory,”
the first film play to be broadcast in Great Britain.

FallPatronage BeingBuilt
By Use of Theatre Papers
Departments Created Through Exhibitor Demand Reveal

Marked Progress with Opening of Autumn Business

TWO useful departments created by the request of exhibitors are now
at the service of “Herald” readers and are prospering as a result of their

usefulness.

The Slogan Clearing House made its formal appearance last week and was
accompanied by letters testifying to its worth.
rT’'HE other department is the Herald’s

House Organ Exchange list which is

older and for that reason less has been said

of it recently. An infant receives more at-

tention than a grizzled veteran of seven
wars. And so the Exchange List has
dropped from mention at times when it

would have been more just to the depart-
ment to keep it in view.

So many house organs have reached the

Herald in the few days past that it is ob-

Advice /he Lovelorn
By BEATRICE BAREFACTS

DEAR BEATRICE. BAREFACTS:—Do you Believe In Ions
engagements? A Love Sick Maid.

ANSWER:— I certainly do if lie will take you to see all the
good pictures that come to town* and don’t miss COLLEEN
MOORE in "It Must Be Love" at the Orplieum Friday and
Saturday.

DEAR MISS JlARElfACTS:— I have been keeping coiiipany
with a Harrisburg joung man for over a year. Every day
he sends in«. roses and candy, and every evening ho calls and
takes me riding in his Cadillac. So lari have not allowed
him to kiss me. Wlmt do you think it means?

ANXIOUS JVIARY.

ANSWER:—MARY. IT MUST BE LOVE. You make him
take you to see Colleen Moore in "It Must Be Love*’ and
you'll understand.

DEAR BEATRICE:—My sweetheart never objects to my
eating onions or garlic, do you think she loves me?

ONLY A BOY.

ANSWER:—Whefi'a girl docs not object to onions or garlic*
IT MUST BE LOVE. For the rest of your answer see the
show at the Orplieum Friday and Saturday— Its

Colleen Moore in

ItMustBeLove

Steve Farrar of the Orpheum theatre,
Harrisburg, 111., does not explain who
wrote the copy for the above F. N.
ad but the copy wins for Steve first

prize this week in the “Herald” Honor
Ad contest.

vious exhibitors are making use of that
form of exploitation in building up their
audiences in these fall months. Requests
have reached this office for entrance on the
list. It already numbers almost 60 exhibi-
tors. None is withdrawing.
Word comes from the Screen, Detroit

motion picture magazine, that its manage-
ment has just started publishing and that

the management would appreciate it greatly
if members of the house organ exchange
list would send copies of their own paper
to it. The address is The Screen, 22 West
Congress Street, Detroit, Mich.
The element that has made the List un-

usually valuable has been that a large per
cent of the members have kept up the
mailing exchange to a degree approaching
perfection. When members become lax in

that exchange service the department may
as well be abandoned. But so far that

prospect has been remote.

Regular contributors in the few days past

who have house organs demanding marked
attention are Charles Ryan, Chicago; Eldrid
Fisher, Gem theatre, Pineville, Ky. ; East-

man theatre, Rochester, N. Y. ; Earl Hall

Payne, Kentucky theatre Lexington, Ky.

;

E. E. Bair, Falls Theatre, News, Cuyahoga
Falls, Ohio, and Tom Scott, Queen’s Hall,

Hexham, England

Send in your theatre program. If you’re
not on the Exchange List, get on. If you
are on keep up your exchange mailing.

Valentino Picture

Changes House Policy
The Boulevard theatre, a neighborhood

house in Los Angeles, deviated from its

set policy of changing bills twice a week
for the first time in the instance of “The
Son of the Sheik,” Rudolph Valentino’s
last picture distributed by United Artists

Corporation. The Valentino feature was
run for a solid week to capacity audiences.

Preferred
Pictures

IPresen ted by
J.G.EAC HMANM

SoU Hoyzign (Dutnbutovf

INTEFK-OCEAN FILM COKP-
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o n P i c t u r

THIS department contains news, information and gossip on current productions. It aims to supply
service which will assist the exhibitor in keeping in touch with developments in connection with

pictuics and picture personalities—and what these are doing at the box office. No prophecies on the
entertainment value of pictures are made. Opinions expressed are simply those of the author or of
his contributors and the reader is requested to consider them only as such.—EDITOR’S NOTE.

TRAVELOGUE

EOPLE who write pieces for papers al-

most invariably get around to a certain low

state of mind which prompts them to pad

out their observations with more or less

remote adaptations of a style made famous

by Samuel Pepys. With the exception of

Ted Cook, no one has had much luck with

the idea. There isn’t much sense in it,

ordinarily.

There may be some sense, however, in

adapting Mr. Pepys’ model for purposes of

this column to the extent of giving time and

place of pictorial observations recorded. It

is pretty generally agreed that a given photo-

play impresses differently under different

circumstances. For instance, “Aloma” in a

projection room is quite terrible, whereas

it seems to look all right to the majority of

folks when musically and atmospherically

dolled up as it is by such a theatre as the

Chicago.

At any rate, the thing being of little im-

portance pro or con, time and place of ob-

servation are given in the ensuing comments
—quite as if anyone cared.

“BROKEN HEARTS OF HOLLYWOOD”

^RIDAY evening, October 8, Capitol

theatre. Chicago. Audience reaction—nega-

tive.

“Broken Hearts of Hollywood” has Patsy

Ruth Miller, Louise Dresser and a good title

in its favor. These two excellent actresses

stick a couple of healthy sobs into the pic-

ture in spite of a practically impossible story

and worse composition. The more credit, of

course, to the actresses, but what a picture

they’d have made with a story and half a

chance.

The yam’s about a beauty prize winner.

Miss Miller, and a popularity contest win-

ner, young Douglas Fairbanks, who go to

Hollywood to get that job and get into

troubles instead. Miss Dresser is a gin-

addicted veteran and the girl’s mother, al-

though it takes a murder and the resultant

trial to make her admit it. The mother-

daughter sections work up steam through

the efforts of the ladies enacting them.

Doug’s big boy is at that developmental stage

when it is a good idea to spend a couple of

years on a ranch or in college or somewhere
else than in pictures.

Maybe it’s a pretty good idea not to make
pictures about Hollywood and the studio.

The public is not inclined to credit an accu-

This Week
Travelogue

“Broken Hearts of Hollywood”

“Private Izzy Murphy”

“Jolly Tars

”

Paging Mr. Griffith

“Womanpower

”

‘'What Happened to Jane

”

More on “Variety

”

‘'The Strong Man

”

“It Must Be Love”

“The Blue Eagle”

rate picture of the place, for one reason be-

cause it isn’t very interesting. Attempts to

picturize the sort of Hollywood the public

might credit aren’t based upon good logic.

They’re pretty likely to misfire, or to start

the wrong kind of blaze if they strike. And
what is to be gained, anyway, by letting the

wide world in on a subject which is, after

all, just shop? Perhaps the biggest argu-

ment against pictures of this kind was Para-

mount's “Hollywood,” a picture that appar-

ently had everything but did what you know
it did in the theatres.

“PRIVATE IZZY MURPHY”

UESDAY afternoon, October 12, Or-

pheum theatre, Chicago. Audience reaction

—riotous.

George Jessel, who used to be a musical

comedy comedian and now holds forth in

“The Jazz Singer” as a dramatic actor of

importance, is the buck private of the title.

rThe picture is as exceptional on the right

side of standard as the same company’s

“Broken Hearts of Hollywood” is excep-

tional on the wrong side. In other words,

it’s a knockout.

Raymond L. Shrock and his co-author,

whose name is not at hand, have taken Anne
Nichols’ apparently infallible Irish-Jewish

recipe for comedy and put it to work to

produce drama. No doubt Miss Nichols will

look at “Private Izzy Murphy” and convene

executively with herself as to why she didn’t

follow “Abie’s Irish Rose” with something

like that and kick over another half dozen

millions for her trouble. “Private Izzy

Murphy” may not net that as film, although

it may, but handled as Miss Nichols has

handled “Abie” it might have done it as

stage stuff. However

—

This great little picture has Patsy Ruth

Miller as an Irish daughter of wealth who
loves George Jessel as a Jewish delicatessen

magnate known in Jewish neighborhoods as

Izzy Goldberg and in Irish communities as

I. Patrick Murphy. It has Vera Gordon as

Izzy’s mother, and who couldn’t write a

book of praise about Miss Gordon in any

of the many assignments like that she’s had?

Izzy’s father is played by an actor whose

name I seem to recall as Strauss, although it

may not be that at all, and he does it just

about perfectly. Gustave von Seiffertitz is

Miss Miller’s father and manages to act Irish

if he doesn’t look it. Douglas Gerard is an-

other of the named actors and pretty bad as

the other fellow who loves Miss Miller. An
unnamed boy who looks like Wesley Barry

kicks in with about fifty feet of film that

brings tears to any good set of eyes, and

another fellow who looks like the big, glori-

ously fighting and dying Irishman of “Across

the Pacific” adds another kick or two. The
good actors are so good and the story is so

bang-up that a little bad here and there con-

tributes no more than a dash of flavor.

The idea is that this Jewish boy has just

brought his folks over from Russia and got

himself all set to marry this Irish girl, whom
he hasn’t told his name isn’t Murphy, when
the bloody war kinks everything and he’s

got to go and see about it. There’s lots of

grief connected with his leavetaking and his

supposed death over there, but this lifts

when he comes marching home and every-

thing’s all set for the silver lining stuff when
the nationality thing comes out and the

parental Irisher says bets are off. A squad

of buddies romp in about here and after

everybody gets his say said everything’s

all right after all.

Doesn't sound like much, perhaps isn’t

much, but the same not quite definable set

of emotions that made “Abie’s Irish Rose,”

“The Cohens and Kellys,” “Sweet Daddies”

and such things what they were operates

here with the additional kick of the world

war as a principal item. Jessel is not a
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picture actor to write home about, suggest-

ing no other so much as Keaton without the

latter’s humor, but this is exactly the job

for him and I know of no one who could

do it better. With Miss Miller as the other

party to the heavy sighing business, the big

rainy day crowd at the Orpheum never quite

knew whether it was laughing or crying and

didn’t care a whoop.

It is not, as you are constantly reminded

in heavy type atop the preceding page,

the business of this department to predict.

Neither is it the belief of this columnist

that his predictions are any better than those

of others, all of which he holds to be ridicu-

lous. With these prefactory statements, how-

ever, this reporter declares that the person

who can sit through “Private Izzy Murphy”

without battling a tear or throttling a well

started 6ob isn’t human. This goes for the

Irishers, the Yiddishers, and the rest of man-

kind.

Lloyd Bacon directed the picture.

“JOLLY TARS”

c
*^_}AME day, same theatre. Audience reac-

tion—uproarious.

Lloyd Hamilton has made a flock of funny

comedies. This one is faster and, perhaps in

part because of that reason, funnier than

any of his others. This is a riot, a scream,

a shriek and a wow.

Ham gets wished into the navy and what

happens after that is nobody’s business. One

of the big differences between this and other

comedies is that in this one things do seem

to happen, instead of seeming to be made to

happen. I imagine Director Norman Taurog

had a lot to do with that, since episode

slips into episode without visible line of

demarcation, and if that is the case he

should nail down the formula. It’s priceless.

PAGING MR. GRIFFITH

UESDAY evening, October 12, “Chi-

cago Daily News,” bootleg-machine gun mur-

der story. Audience reaction—varied.

This is not, of course, a motion picture.

It is an unfilmed epic. A writer for the

named newspaper wrote in the issue of

given date an expose of the gang rule grow-

ing out of bootleg profits and laid down in

about four columns of reading matter essen-

tial items comprising an unwritten and of

course unfilmed epic which Mr. Griffith

could use to beat his “Birth of a Nation”

record. This super-production is lying here

on the desk, and all about us in current exis-

tenee, begging for picturization by the pro-

ducer of “The Birth” or someone equally

well qualified for the job.

The bootleg thing has been touched upon
by producers, but nothing they have made
of it approaches fidelity to the front page

facts familiar to the school boy. Probably

no subject in the province of fact-fiction

offers comparable melodramatic possibili-

ties. That a production made from a real

story of bootleg and its ramifications would

have constructive as well as entertainment

value is another good reason why it should

be produced.

Mr. Griffith is nominated for the job be-

cause he is at his best with a big story and

tells a big story with an accuracy and effec-

tiveness peculiarly his own. Choice of au-

thor to write the story may as well be left

also to Mr. Griffith, since his own creative

powers would give the picture its principal

strength in any case. For that matter, why
not simply assign the director to the job

of putting this epic together in his own

way and with only such aid as he may see

fit to enlist? That is the suggestion made.

“WOMANPOWER”

W EDNESDAY evening, October 13,

Jackson Park theatre, Chicago. Audience

reaction—positive.

There were not a great many present at

the second-show screening observed, but

there were enough to make manifest a

steady interest in the picture and to make

the occasional laughs audible and the occa-

sional dramatic stretches visibly potent. The

picture has plentiful allotment of each.

Ralph Graves is the principal performer

in this, enacting a son of wealth warped by

wine, woman and song but determined to

work out an independent salvation. Mar-

garet Livingston is the cabaret dancer who

makes a bum out of him, doing it in that

peculiarly unobjectionable way which seems

exclusively hers, and Kathryn Perry is the

girl who makes a man out of the bum.

Anders Randolph is the boy’s ununderstand-

ing father. A collection of heavily built

and pugilistically cast male actors populates

the training camp wherein the redemption

occurs. Lou Tellegen is the other fellow

who hovers around the dancer.

The young man is kicked out by his father

and goes to a boxer’s training camp to get

courage and other things built into him.

This done, he comes back, socks the dancer’s

other sweetie and laughs off the dancer, then

returns to the camp and the little gal who’s

made all this not only possible but pleasant.

The comic and serious byplay gives the pic-

ture its main strength, of which it has

plenty.

Harry Beaumont directed the picture and

got into it a bunch of technical nifties which

add a lot without interfering with the

straightforward progress of the narrative.

There’s a moonlight-on-the-water effect, in

particular, which is something to think

about. Just how it was achieved is none of

my busirtess, but it is an achievement. And
the hours he spent getting a duck and a dog

to do what they do must have been enough

to build a city.

“WHAT HAPPENED TO JANE”

cO AME time, same theatre. Audience re-

action—spotty.

This is a Stern Brothers comedy with

Wanda Wiley as a marriageable daughter

besieged by three suitors, her father’s candi-

date, her mother’s candidate, and the fellow

the girl likes best. It’s a pretty rough and

tumble thing with the laughs well separated

and, in the case of the thinning audience

observed, not volcanic.

The last comedy in which I saw Miss

Wiley had her doing headlong, boyish stuff

in baseball togs. This time she is all dolled

up in fluffy white dresses and leaves the

business of producing comedy to her asso-

ciates. The former idea seems much the

better of the two.

MORE ON “VARIETY”
r

HURSDAY morning, October 14, “Her-

ald” office. Audience reaction—problemati-

cal.

So much has been written about “Variety”

that a few more words don’t matter. There-

fore, attention is called to a report on that

picture in this week’s installment of “What

the Picture Did for Me.” The report is by

Mr. P. G. Estee, S. T. theatre, Parker, S. D.,

a veteran exhibitor reporter to this paper

and one of those who bought the picture

and showed it to his folks.

Mr. Estee compares “Variety” to Para-

mount’s “You Never Know Women,” a di-

rectly comparable picture, and states vari-

ous reasons for considering the latter the

better picture. His briefly stated opinion

and causes therefore are worth your study,

whoever “you” may happen to be. in this

instance. You are invited to read his report

and then, against the outside possibility that

you may be one of those few who attribute

any bad news from exhibitors to prejudice,

run down the column to Mr. Estee’s other

reports on Paramount product and disabuse

your mind of that idea.

Anyone wishing to argue or agree with

Mr. Estee is invited to use these columns

for that purpose and it isn’t at all a bad

idea.

“THE STRONG MAN”

THURSDAY evening, October 14, Orien-

tal theatre, Chicago. Audience reaction

—

cataclysmic.

Hail an artist!

Hail the funniest long feature eomedy ever

made!

Hail Harry Langdon!

Maybe you will not “hail” all these things

with exclamation points, but if you don’t

you will be suspected of obstinacy by this

reporter and the 3,000 people who sat and

laughed and cried and yelled with him on

the occasion denoted above.

What this reporter thought of Mr. Lang-

don’s short feature comedies may be remem-

bered. It may be recalled that violent objec-

tion was raised against the comedian’s inva-

sion of the long feature field, the same being

regarded as rank desertion and an unneces-

sary risk of possible disaster. Anyhow, it

looked from this chair to be a bad idea.

“Tramp, Tramp, Tramp” seemed to prove

that the switch was a good thing, but when

reports began coming in from exhibitors

who had played it there was room for doubt.

“You’ve had your fling, Harry; now go back

to work,” is the language in which one ex-

hibitor summed up the somewhat prevalent

sentiment.

But that’s history.

“The Strong man” is worth at least a

dozen “Tramp, Tramp, Tramps.” It is worth
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a dozen miscellaneous Chaplin comedies,

plus all the two-reelers Langdon ever made.

It is the best long feature comedy ever

manufactured. That’s strong, but not so

strong as “The Strong Man.”

They’ve taken the oldest recorded bur-

lesque bit—the one about the gal who vamps

the goof to pinch his poke—and built it up

to what must be the dimensions of a stand-

ard two-reeler and is funnier in itself than

99 out of every 100 comedies of any

length. They’ve set Langdon on the end seat

of a closed bus and let him doctor a bad

cold for about ten minutes—and if there’s

a dry eye in the house after the first ten

seconds of it the ventilating system needs

adjustment. The final caption in this sec-

tion, which has almost no captions, is fun-

nier than all the writings of Mark Twain,

Charles Hoyt and Joe Miller rolled into one.

But is this the peak? It is not. The peak

is reached in the final sequence which gives

the picture its name. Langdon’s perform-

ance of a strong act before an audience

composed of bootleg outlaws who shoot—as

they drink—from the hip. Anyone betray-

ing the contents of this scene via printed or

spoken word is guilty of the thing Shakes-

peare charged in that crack that began,

“Who steals my purse steals trash . .

Langdon took chances in making this one.

It has a religious slant that has no business

in comedy and would wreck a less trium-

phant one than this. It has a blind girl

angle that proved disastrous two or three

years ago in short features by A1 St. John

and an unremembered one of the Century

comedians. It has the re-built burlesque

bit, not entirely shorn of its burlesque

aspects, which wouldn’t get by if done with

one whit less genius than is Langdon’s. Yet

the man is so good, so supremely funny of

face, gesture and thought—-even the thoughts

show through in this picture—that these

items serve merely to build up the comedy.

People associated with Langdon in the

picture just fit. Priscilla Bonner is beauti-

ful in a sheer, modest sort of way that is

what the doctor ordered. Gertrude Astor

may never get out of comedy roles again,

as reward for her splendid handling of the

difficult burlesque section. Arthur Thalasso

is to Langdon in this what Mack Swain used

to be to Chaplin, and how! Robert McKim
is just such a slicker as he’s been in dozens

of mellerdrammers, and William V. Mong
does a straight clergyman under circum-

stances wherein the blink of an eye might

have wrecked the picture.

Frank Capra is down on my record as

director of this comedy, and why is his

name unfamiliar to me? If he has made
comedies previously, it has been kept a

secret from this reporter. I believe it will

be just as impossible to keep secret any

future product manufactured under his di-

rection as it will be to keep me from see-

ing it.

“IT MUST BE LOVE”

c
V^JAME evening, later, Chicago theatre,

Chicago. Audience reaction—as ordered.

This is a departure for Colleen Moore.

It is not another “Sally,” nor an “Irene.”

Scenes from the Educational-Juvenile
Comedy “Bear Cats,” in which “Big
Boy” is the lead. This recent release
was directed by Charles Lamont un-
der the supervision of Jack White.

It may be somehow similar to “Ella Cin-

ders,” a picture that broke in Chicago and

got out of reach while this reporter com-

muned with Nature and her mosquitoes in

Michigan this summer, but it is unlike any

other Moore picture in memory. It is a

production first, a comedy second, and it is

no less funny for that fact.

Miss Moore is the chief point of interest,

of course, in any picture which conveys her

to her impatient public. It has seemed that

the whole story of her ability must have

been told long since, but this picture reveals

a virtue unrecorded and perhaps unsus-

pected. In this picture she stands aside,

lets Jean Hersholt and Arthur Stone do the

great work they do and complete their re-

spective jobs, then comes back into the

thing without resort to any of the short-cuts

to pre-eminence which are at the disposal

of all the stars and used without stint by

most of them. That she makes her work

stand up alongside that of the two men
mentioned is probably the purest proof of

genius she has submitted.

Mr. Hersholt’s performance is more than

that—it is portraiture. He is cast as the

German proprietor of a delicatessen store,

incidentally Miss Moore’s parent. His im-

personation is so nearly perfect—since sci-

entists say absolute perfection is impossible

—that a single close-up of his profile is pro-

tracted to four or five times normal length

in sheer tribute to his accuracy. [In this

role Mr. Hersholt gives Mr. Jannings les-

sons.]

0 Arthur Stone, cast as the parental choice

for Miss Moore’s hand, is just a shade less

spectacular than Mr. Hersholt in his pic-

turization of one Halitovsky, manufacturer

of “the worst wursts” on the market and

one of the world’s leading consumers of

onions, garlic and what have you. Malcolm

McGregor is just about right as the nice

young fellow in the case, and Bodil Rosing,

cast as Miss Moore’s mother, does just what
the delicatessen merchant’s wife would do

just as she would do it.

Hersholt and Stone, doing what they do,

would have made the picture a good one

without Miss Moore. With her it’s almost

a classic. Maybe it is.

Alfred E. Green directed the picture.

“THE BLUE EAGLE”

M R. ROVELSTAD contributes the sole

additional picture report this week. This

does not mean that no one else reportorially

engaged for this paper saw any pictures,

for indeed the “Herald” staff is composed
exclusively of picture addicts, but rather

that they have been so busy getting and
writing the news for you that they haven’t

got their picture reports written in time to

make the deadline. (No doubt they will

crowd me out of the space next week.)

Therefore, with especial thanks to Mr. Ro-

velstad, this reporter submits his remarks
and signs off.—T. O. SERVICE.

T OHN FORD caught the spirit of sol-

J dier life in “The Blue Eagle.” I say
soldier life though it is a navy picture,

but there can't be much difference in the
buddy-to-buddy spirit aboard a warship
and that in an army camp, which I have
experienced. It’s rough-and-ready but
real.

George O’Brien and William Russell
play the roles of the leaders of the rival

riverfront gangs and there is a liberal

amount of action—and often of comedy
—when the two get together under any
circumstances. Robert Edeson as the
chaplain also gets into the humor of the

thing as well as the tragedy, and smiles

seem to be about to break forth from
him perpetually. It’s the best thing I’ve

ever seen him do. Janet Gaynor has lit-

tle to do but at least applies attractive-

ness to the scenes.

The gag angles and the humorous
slants appealed more to me than the

dramatic moments. The ship boiler ex-

plosion scene was not as forceful as ex-

pected. The burst of flame each time
the hatch was raised did not appear
while the gobs were climbing the ladder.

The firing upon the submarine was real

but the destruction of it was not con-

vincing. The explanation of the locking

out of the hero’s brother by the dope-
runners inside the submarine came too

late. The hero’s swim out to the sub-

marine to plant the explosive was unex-
plained—until the explosive was set off.

The combined effect of these inconsist-

encies (due, of course, possibly to splic-

ing)—Was to weaken the dramatic

scenes. But the reality of the lighter

parts was decidedly well achieved.

Taylor in Alhambra Job
(Special to the Herald)

MILWAUKEE, Oct. 19.—E. Marshall

Taylor who has been managing director

of the Columbia theatre, Portland, Ore-
gon, for the past two years has been
appointed managing director of the Al-

hambra theatre, Milwaukee.

Sturm Gets Fox Job
(Special to the Herald)

DETROIT, Oct. 19.—Lester Sturm
this week is now branch manager of the

Fox exchange here.
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Midnight Lovers
Distributor

:

First National

Producer: First National

Length: Undetermined

DIRECTOR....JOHN FRANCIS DILLON
PLAYERS

Major William Ridgewell, R. F. C
Lewis Stone

Diana Fothergill Anna Q. Nilsson
Owen Fothergill John Roche
Moriarty Chester Conklin

TYPE: Romantic comedy drama.
THEME: Domestic difficulties.

LOCALE: An American city.

TIME: After the World War.
STORY: Because all the girls in her

set married war heroes, and because Wil-
liam Ridgewell is a distinguished com-
mander of aviation, Diana marries him.
As soon as he has left for the front
after a short honeymoon, during which
she finds him to be a petrol-smelling,
blunt-speeched aviator, she decides to
divorce him. She intends marrying a
man-about-town as soon as the divorce
takes effect. She writes her intentions
to her husband, just as the armistice is

signed. He hurries home and, because
he loves her, agrees to arrange a de-
sertion so she can get the divorce. On
the fourteenth day, the last day for le-

gal desertion, he becomes intoxicated.
Reason leaves him and he returns home
and goes to bed. In the morning when
the other man appears Ridgewell throws
him out. Diana, seeing her husband is

really a desirable person, becomes recon-
ciled.

HIGHLIGHTS : Honeymoon in an
airplane. . . . Wile’s decision to
divorce husband. . . . War scenes.
. . . Return of husband after Armis-
tice. . . . Scene in which husband
agrees with wife that he legally desert
her. . . . His appearance the four-
teenth night in an intoxicated condition.
. . . Scene in which he throws lover
out. . . . The reconciliation.

The Masked Woman
Distributor: First National
Producer: First National
Length: Undetermined

DIRECTOR BALBONI
PLAYERS

Diane Delatour. Anna Q. Nilsson
Baron Tolento Holbrook Blinn
Dr. Rene Delatour Einar Hanson
Andre O’Dononhue Charlie Murray
Mimi Gertrude Short
Dolly Green Ruth Roland
TYPE: Romantic drama.
THEME: Risking honor and love for

ideal.

LOCALE: Paris.
TIME : The present.

STORY: A baron, in love with the
wife of his physician, learns that the
wish of the couple is money for the St.

Malo Children’s cure. When the doctor

“Midnight Lovers” is a First National
October release. Anna Q. Nilsson and

Lewis Stone are featured.

is out of town the baron inveigles the

wife to attend a party at his house,

threatening to kill himself if she does
not come, and promising her money for

the St. Malo home. She attends the

party wearing a mask. The baron re-

veals his designs on her and threatens
to ruin her husband. She retaliates by
showing him a letter to her husband in

which a specialist believes the baron has
but three months to live. The next day
the baron dies and the wife discovers

she has been left his heiress. Learning
she was at the party, her husband re-

gards this as proof of her guilt, but the
real companion of the baron arrives and
claims the money as hers, stating she
saw the struggle between the wife and
the baron the night before and that the

wife is innocent. The doctor and his

wife are reconciled and, at the risk of
public opinion, she decides to accept the
money for the children’s home.

HIGHLIGHTS : Barons threat to

ruin doctor. . . . Wife’s retaliation
revealing he has but three months to
live. . . . Scene at party where wife
appears masked. . . . Death of
baron. . . . Scene in which wife
learns she is heiress. . . . Scene in
which her innocence is proven.

Anne Cornwell, Jack Duffy, Bill Blais-
dell and Jimmie Harrison are in the
cast of “Hold Still.” This is an Edu-

cational-Christie comedy directed by
Harold Beaudine.

Get ’Em Young
Distributor: Pathe
Producer: Hal Roach
Length: Two reels

DIRECTOR FRED GUIOL
Cameraman Harry Gersted

PLAYERS
Orvid Joy Harry Myers
Summers Stan Laurel
The Girl Eugenia Gilbert
The Lawyer Max Davidson

TYPE: Romantic comedy.
THEME: Fulfilling provisions of a

will.

TIME : The present.
LOCALE: An American city.

STORY: Returning from Europe to

get a million dollars by fulfilling the pro-
visions in a will, a young man falls in

love and is married on the boat. As he
has to be married in the presence of the

executor of the will, he attempts to pass
off his valet as the bride with little suc-

cess. All is amicably settled and the

girl is established as his wife.

HIGHLIGHTS: Scene in which
boy attempts to pass off his inebriated

valet as his bride. . . . Actions of the

Jewish lawyer.

Hold Still

Distributor: Christie Productions

Producer: Christie Productions

Length: Two reels

DIRECTOR HAROLD BEAUDINE
PLAYERS

Anne Anne Cornwall

Senator Hangnail Jack Duffy

City Editor Bill Blaisdell

Jimmy Jimmie Harrison

TYPE: Cub reporter comedy.
THEME: Trying to get a newspaper

job.

LOCALE: An American city.

TIME: The present.

ST®RY: For the fiftieth time the

city editor refuses Anne a job as re-

porter. Two photographers tell him their

attempts to photograph a senator have

been failures. The editor promises the

girl the job if she succeeds. She gets

into the senator’s house, where she is

mistaken for a blackhand agent with

a bomb. She pursues the latter, snap-

ping half a dozen pictures of him on the

run. The photos are developed and the

girl discovers she has photographed

everything but the senator’s face. The
latter meanwhile hires police officers to

protect him from the blackhand woman.
During a banquet Anne secures flash-

light equipment, loads the tray with a

heavy charge, points the camera at the

senator and pulls the trigger. She es-

capes with the camera plate. She shows
the city editor the photo, when the offi-

cers come to arrest her for trying to

blow up the senator. The editor ex-

plains and the girl is released.
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Teacher, Teacher
Distributor: Educational

Producer: Educational
Length: Two reels

DIRECTOR NORMAN TAUROG
PLAYERS

The Professor Lloyd Hamilton
The Principal Bobby Burns
His Daughter Aileen Lopez
TYPE: Slap-stick comedy.
THEME: An endeavor to teach.
TIME: The present.
LOCALE: An American city.

STORY: The hero teaches night
school and tries to sleep in the daytime.
His parrot has other ideas and keeps
him awake with its wise cracks. At
school his pupils prove to be men and
women of all ages, who shower him with
gifts. Among the presents is a loaded
cigar, which the teacher puts in his
pocket. After having trouble with all

the bad boys in the class, dodging paper
balls and trying to lecture under diffi-

culties, he gets everything under control
by the time the principal, his daughter
and the school board visit the classroom.
The teacher gives the cigar to the prin-
cipal in an endeavor to make an impres-
sion on him. It explodes and the board
leaves in disgust. A dog visits the class-
room and when chased out comes back
with its friends and relatives. In the
chase the schoolroom is wrecked.
HIGHLIGHTS : Scene in which

teacher shoots at parrot. . . . School-
room scene. . . . Arrival of school
hoard. . . . Explosion of loaded cigar.

. . Scene in which dogs infest the
classroom. . . . Wreck of the school-
room.

Shameful Behavior
Distributor

:

Preferred Pictures
Producers: Famous Attractions

Length: Undetermined
DIRECTOR ALBERT KELLEY
Cameraman Nicolas Musuraca

PLAYERS
Daphne Carrol Edith Roberts
Curtis Lee ..Harland Tucker
Jack Lee Richard Tucker
Mrs. Calhoun Martha Mattox
Joan Lee Grace Carlyle
Sally Long Louise Carver
The Bitler Hayes Robertson
TYPE: Romantic comedy.
THEME: Burlesque of censors and

reformers.
LOCALE: An American city.

TIME: The present.

STORY: Upon graduation from high
school a girl is awkward and scholarly-
looking. When “finished” in Paris she
emerges a dashing, snappy flapper. The
only characteristic she retains is her love
for her sister’s brother-in-law, candidate
for senator on the reform ticket. He
neglects to meet her at the boat, for-
gets their first dinner appointment, and
so the girl decides action is required.
The senatorial candidate’s brother, man-
aging editor of a newspaper, orders a
conspicuous write-up of his sister-in-
law’s return. An error in the composing
room results in misplacing the girl’s pic-
ture over a news item citing the escape
of a maniac knife-thrower bent on re- ^

venge of her husband who deserted her
at the altar. Gaining entrance to the
candidate’s house, the girl poses as the
maniac, declaiming him as her husband.
Excitement reigns while the man, fear-
ful of his life, humors her until he can
secure a nurse. When the nurse arrives
she proves to be the real Sally Long.

Scene from “Teacher, Teacher,” an
Educational-Hamilton comedy, starring
Lloyd Hamilton. Bobby Burns and

Aileen Lopez support the star.

The latter’s husband decides to rob the
home. The minute his wife sees him
she gives chase. In the mix-up the girl

faints. The man takes her in his arms
and the two are seen through the win-
dow by Mrs. Calhoun, head of the re-
form committee. She bursts in, demand-
ing an explanation, whereupon the man
asserts the girl is his wife. The tangle
is straightened and the man tells the
girl they must make good the lie.

HIGHLIGHTS: Girl’s return from
finishing school. . . . Error in com-
posing room in which girl’s picture is

placed over wrong article. . . . Scene
in which girl poses as maniac. . . .

Man’s attempt to humor her.
Arrival on scene of real maniac. . . .

Scene in which girl is seen in man’s
arms by Reform Committee head. . . .

Arrival of police. . . . Scene in

which man asserts they are married.
Scene in which man tells girl

they must make good their lie.

Breed of the Sea
Distributor: F. B. O.

Producer: F. B. O.

Length: Undetermined

DIRECTOR RALPH INCE
PLAYERS

Tod Pembroke I
Tom Pembroke)
Marietta Rawden...
Lije Marsh
Bully Rawden
Ruth Featherstone.
Martha Winston

Ralph Ince

Margaret Livingston
Pat Harmon

Alphonz Ethier
Dorothy Dunbar

Shannon Day
TYPE: Romantic drama.
THEME: Romantic love.

LOCALE: South Sea Islands.
TIME: The present.

STORY : Tom and Tod Pembroke,

Albert Kelley directed “Shameful Be-
havior?” which is a Preferred current
release. The cast consists of Edith
Roberts, Harland Tucker, Richard
Tucker, Martha Mattox, Grace Carlyle,

Louise Carver and Hayes Robertson.

twins, are divinity students of different

natures. Both love the daughter of the
dean of the divinity school. Tod is ex-
pelled and, seeing Ruth loves Tom, ships

to China. Five years later Tom, mis-
sionary, is married to Ruth and on his

way to establish a mission at Paroa.
Tom becomes ill of island fever, and the
vessel is captured by Capt. Blaze Devine,
a notorious pirate. Devine is Tod, who
recognizes his brother and Ruth. He
learns of his brother’s intentions and
sails for Paroa to take his brother’s place
as missionary. The Paroa trader intends
to drive away the new missionary. Tod
thrashes him in a terrific fight. The
trader’s daughter falls in love with him,
but he, although also in love, conceals
his feelings because of his role. The
mission house is blown up. Tod is taken
by the men, but the girl signals the
pirate ship and the mate comes to their
assistance. Tod forces the trader to
agree to have the missionary on the
island in return for his promise to quit
raiding the trader’s vessels. Tom, recov-
ered, is brought ashore. Tod sails away,
but discovers the trader’s girl hidden
aboard. They sail off into the sunset
together.

HIGHLIGHTS: Love of divinity
students for girl. . . . Tod’s becoming
pirate. . . . Tom’s marrying Ruth and
going to Paroa. . . . Scene in which Tom
and Ruth are captured by pirates. . . .

Tod’s impersonation of Tom. . . . The
fight with trader. . . . Winning agree-
ment from trader. . . . Love of trader’s
daughter for Tod.

Syncopating Sue
Distributor

:

First National
Producer: First National
Length: Undetermined

DIRECTOR RICHARD WALLACE
PLAYERS

Susan Adams Corinne Griffith

Eddie Murphy Tom Moore
Arthur Bennett Rockcliffe Fellowes
Joe Horn Lee Moran
Marge Adams Joyce Compton
Landlady Sunshine Hart
Marjorie Rambeau Marjorie Rambeau
TYPE: Romantic comedy drama.
THEME: Romantic love.

LOCALE: New York City.

TIME: The present.

STORY: Susan is a piano-playing

song plugger. An opportunity to be-

come an actress is offered her by a
Broadway producer, but she fails to

make the grade. The producer suggests
that if she become friendly he can make
her a star. She turns the offer down.
Later the producer invites her sister to

his apartment. Susan goes to the apart-

ment, tells him she has changed her

mind, and tricks him into admitting he

has no love for her sister, who, hidden

in another room, sees him in his true

colors. Eddie, a trap drummer, in love

with and loved by Susan, learns that she

has gone to the producer’s apartment
just as he is about to sail for Europe
with his orchestra. Susan reaches the

dock just as the boat carrying Eddie is

leaving the pier. She uses her lusty

lungs to inform him she still loves him.

He jumps overboard and swims back to

the dock.

HIGHLIGHTS: Scene in which girl

attempts to become actress . . . Scent*

in which she shows up the producer

. . . Boy’s diving off boat and swimming
back to pier when girl hollers her tove

for him.
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New Picture Publication Dates
A Week-to-Week Summary of Facts and Figures Pertain-

ing to New Picture Product Offered the Theatre Booker

Title Producer Distributor Length

WEEK OF OCTOBER 10th

The Road House Fables Pathe 2/3 reel
Pathe Review No. 41 Pathe Pathe 1 reel

Topics of the Day No. 41 Timely Pathe 1/3 reel
Pathe News No. 84 Pathe Pathe 1 reel
Pathe News No. 85 Pathe Pathe 1 reel
Journey of the Israelites Holyland Pathe 1 reel
Young April Cecil B. DeMille P-D-C 6858
The Runaway Express Jewel Universal 6 reels
When Bonita Rode Mus'ang Western Universal 2 reels
Olga’s Boatman Bluebird Universal 1 reel
Which Is Which Stern Bros. Universal 2 r*»»»Is

For Heaven’s Sake Paramount Paramount 5356
The Quarterback Paramount Paramount 71 14
Mismates First National First National 6856

WEEK OF OCTOBER 17th

Teacher, Teacher Lloyd Hamilton Educational 2 reels
Mona Lisa Romance Prod. Educational 2 reels
The River Road Bruce Scenic Educational 1 reel
Felix the Cat in Land O’Fancy Bijou Educational 1 reel
Her Honor The Governor F. B. O. F. B. O. 6709
Alice the Fire Fighter Winkler F. B. O. 1 reel
Heavy Fullback Standard Cinema F. B. O. 2 reels
The Falling Tower—(The Fighting

Marine No. 6) Pathe Pathe 2 reels
The Phoney Express Fables Pathe 2/3 reels
Tell ’Em Nothing Hal Roach Pathe 2 reels
Smith’s Visitor Mack Sennett Pathe 2 reels
More Ways Than One Grantland Rice Pathe 1 reel
Pathe Review No. 42 Pathe Pathe 1 reel
Topics of the Day No. 42 Pathe Pathe 1/3 reel
Pathe News No. 86 Pathe Pathe 1 reel
Pathe News No. 87 Pathe Pathe 1 reel
Red Hot Leather Blue Streak Western Universal 5 reels
Man’s Size Pet Mustang Western Universal 2 reels
Wanted a Bride Bluebird Universal 1 reel
Jane’s Troubles Stern Bros. Universal 2 reels
The Country Beyond Fox Fox 5363
The Great K & A Train Robbery Fox Fox 4800
The Gny Deceiver M-G-M M-G-M 6624
You’d Bn Surprised
West of Broadway
Velocity
Punches and Perfume
The Prince of Tempters

Paramount
Ceell B. DeMilla
Novelty Magazine
Fistical Culture
First National

Paramount
P-D-C
Bray
Bray
First National

5994
5186
1 reel

2 reels

7780

WEEK OF OCTOBER 24th

A Briny Boob
Pound Foolish
The Raging Tide
Figures of Fancy
Adorable Deceiver
The Midnight Son
No. 4 Krazy Kat
Waylaid (The Fighting Marine
Gun Shy
Should Husbands Marry?
Pathe Review No. 3
Topics of the Day No. 43
Pathe News No. 88
Pathe News No. 89
Mount Sinai
The Old Soak
Babes in the Sawdust
Why George
When the Wife’s Away
Forever After
Whispering Wires
The Magician
The Eagle of the Sea

Billy Dooley
Cameo
Life Cartoons
Lyman H. Howe
F. B. O.
F. B. O.
Winkler

. 7) Pathe
Fables
Mack Sennett
Pathe
Timely
Pathe
Pathe
Holyland Piet.

Jewel
Bluebird
Stern Bros.
Columbia
First National
Fox
M-G-M
Paramount

Educational 2 reels
Educational 1 reel
Educational 1 reel
Educational 1 reel
F. B. O. 6 reels
F. B. O. 2 reels
F. B. O. 1 reel
Pathe 2 reels
Pathe 2/3 reels
Pathe 2 reels
Pathe 1 reel
Pathe 1/3 reel
Pathe 1 reel
Pathe 1 reel
Pathe 1 reel
Universal 8 reels
Universal 1 reel
Universal 2 reels
Columbia 5°34
First National 6330
Fox 5°06
M-G-M 7206
Paramount 7250

WEEK OF OCTOBER 31st

Pete’s Party
Shell Shocked
Felix the Cat Busts a Bubble
The Dude Cowboy
The Boy Friend
Challenged (The Fighting Marine
Home Sweet Home
Get ’Em Young
Masked Mamas
Pathe Review No. 44
Topics of the Day No. 41
Pathe News No. 90
Pathe News No. 91
Nurnberg, the Toy City
The Man from the West
Pinnacle Rider

Hot Dog
Jimmie Adams
Bijou
Indep. Piet. Corp.
M-G-M

No. 8) Pathe
Fables
Hal Roach
Mack Sennett
Pathe
Timely
Pathe
Pathe
Hv Mayer
Blue Streak Western
Mustang Western

Bray 1 reel
Educational 2 reels
Educational 1 reel
F. B. O. 5 reels
M-G-M 5484
Pathe 2 reels
Pathe 2/3 reels

Pathe 2 reels
Pathe 2 reels

Pathe 1 reel

Pathe 1/3 reel
Pathe 1 reel

Pathe 1 reel
Pathe 1/2 reel
Universal 5 reels
Universal 2 reels

NEWSPICTUKES]
Fox News No. 4

PAGEANT OF SHIPS MARKS CENTENNIAL OF
THE OPENING OF ERIE CANAL JOINING TIE
ATLANTIC AND GREAT LAKES.

LADY ASTOR RETURNS TO ENGLAND AFTER
EXTENDED VISIT TO HER NATIVE LAND.

MANEUVERS OF GERMAN FORCES END WITH
SUDDEN RESIGNATION OF GENERAL TON
SEEKT, ARMY CHIEF.

PICTORIAL HIGHLIGHTS OF THE YANKEE-
CARDINAL GAMES BEFORE ST. LOUIS
THRONGS.

BATHING BEAUTY CONTEST CRAZE STRIKES
EUROPE AND FAIREST GIRLS OF ALL
NATIONS MEET IN DENMARK.

GREAT THRONGS BRAVE DRIVING RAINSTORM
TO WITNESS DEDICATION OF NEW MUNI-
CIPAL AIRPORT.

HUNDREDS FLEE TO SAFETY AS RISING IL-

LINOIS BREAKS LEVEE AND UNRULY WATERS
SWEEP OVER WIDE AREA.

CANADA ROARS WELCOME TO INTREPID
MOTORCADE ARRIVING AFTER RECORD
JOURNEY FROM DIXIELAND.

NATION HONORS HER SEA HEROES ON TB:
151st ANNIVERSARY OF THE AMERICAN
NAVY.

Fox News No. 5

ST. LOUIS NATIONALS TAKE SIXTH AND
SEVENTH GAMES FROM YANKEES IN NEW

ORDINANCE CHIEFS OF U. S. ARMY TEST
EFFICIENCY AND SPEED OF NEWEST SKY-

GUNS AND FIELD PIECES.
MAROONS BEAT MARYLAND 21 TO 2 AT STA«G

FIELD. THOUSANDS PACK STADIUM TO SEE
GRID CONTEST.

BOYS AND GIRLS OF IOWA. MISSOITOI AND
KANSAS ENTER STOCK THEY RAISED IN

BABY BEEF CLUB SHOW.
GEORGIA TECH YELLOW JACKETS WIN HARD
FIGHT FROM THE TULANE GREENIES. SCORE
NINE TO SIX.

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA GRIDIRON SQUAD
GETS INTO ACTION IN PREPARATION FOR
1926 FOOTBALL SEASON.

HOLY CROSS GRID SQUAD DEFEATS HARVARD
19-14 IN HARD-FOUGHT MATCH BEFORE
THRONG OF 35,000.

oqo REINDEER. ADVANCE AGENTS OF KRIS
KRINGLE, ARRIVE HERE FROM ALASKA.

FOR FIRST TIME SINCE THE WAR AMERICAN

GUESTS OF THE CITY.
DRIVING FIFTY MILES AN HOUR AN INTREPID
INVENTOR TESTS “WRECKPROOF” AUTO
BUILT TO SAVE LIVES IN ACCIDENTS.

THE FASTEST SCHOONERS IN GLOUCESTER.
THE FORD AND THE COLUMBIA, RACE FOR
FISHERMAN’S TITLE.

SPECTACULAR BLASTS MARK TEST OF THE
DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE TO DETERMINE
CAUSE OF MINE EXPLOSIONS.

*

Kinograms No. 5230

GENERAL SUMMERALL PRESENTS MARKSMAN-
SHIP PRIZES AS REWARDS TO BULLSEYE
WINNERS AT WEST POINT.

ELK HUNTING CLOSES EXCEPT WITH CAMERAS.
ANIMALS SEEM TO SENSE END OF OPEN
SEASON AND COME DOWN FROM HILLS.

MARNE BATTLE TAXI ARRIVES IN AMERICA.
OFFICIAL GREETING FOR LAST OF FLEE!
THAT TOOK FRENCH TROOPS TO FRONT IN

1914.
DEVELOPMENTS SINCE THE WAR SHOWN AT
MEETING OF ARMY ORDINANCE. 16-INCH

RIFLE FOR COAST DEFENSE HAS 30 WILE
RANGE.

REAL HEROES OF THE SEA GET READY FOR
THEIR ANNUAL SCHOONER RACE.

Kinograms No. 5231

WORLD WAR HEROES CAPTURE QUAKER CITY
AT GREAT ANNUAL CONVENTION MARCH.

TEN MEN AND ONE GIRL BRAVE ICY WATERS
IN A "CHANNEL” SWIM FROM VASHON
ISLAND.

THE NATION IS "DRY” BUT CAPITOL IS WEI'
AS BUILDING GETS ITS ANNUAL WASHINGTON.

EIGHT NATIONS HAVE REPRESENTATIVES IN

CONTESTS HELD IN THE PERSHING ST\DIUM.
COLUMBIA DEFEATS THE HENRY FORD IN

THEIR ANNUAL CLASH THROUGH HEAVY
SEAS.

HARRY HARTZ BREAKS AUTO TRACK RECORD
GOING 200 MILES AT AVERAGE OF 124
MILES AN HOUR.

if

International News No. 82

MIGHTY U. S. BATTLE FLEET PREPARES FOR
NAVY DAY IN SPECTACULAR MANEUVERS.

RECORD FLOODS SPREADS RUIN OVER BEARDS-
TOWN AND VICINITY. ILLINOIS.

IF YOU FEAR OLD AGE TAKE COURAGE FROM
GRANDMA FRANCOISE LEVAPRESTO. LIVELY
AND CHEERFUL AT 105.
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SUZANNE LENGLEN, FRENCH TENNIS MARVEL,
SPENDS SPARE TIME WITH BABIES IN AMERI-
CAN HOSPITAL.

FIRST PICTURE OF CROWN PRINCE LEOPOLD
AND PRINCESS ASTRID OF SWEDEN WHOSE
BETROTHAL HAS BEEN ANNOUNCED.

CANOEISTS DEFY PERILOUS RAPIDS ON 3.000
MILE TRIP. AMOS BURG AND FRED HILL
MAKE RECORD JOURNEY FROM ALASKA TO
OREGON.

ROYAL AIR FORCE MAKES THRILLING PARA-
CHUTE TEST. BRITAIN’S NEWEST SAFETY
DEVICES TRIED OUT FIRST WITH HEAVY-
WEIGHT DUMMIES.

BABE RUTH KNOCKS THREE HOME RUNS IN
SPECTACULAR WORLD SERIES GAME.

International News No. 83
JAPANESE UNIQUE HOMAGE TO GOD OF WATER.
GAY THOUSANDS JOIN IN PICTURESQUE
CARNIVAL REVIVING ANCIENT FESTIVAL.

ENTIRE MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY WELCOMES
CARL LAEMMLE HOME AFTER SERIOUS
ILLNESS ABROAD.

ALAN COBHAM, FAMOUS FLYER, COMES BACK
TO THE THAMES AFTER 28,000 MILE ROUND
TRIP TO AUSTRALIA.

ROSIE THE ELEPHANT TAKES PLACE OF MANY
MEN IN JOB OF RECONSTRUCTION OF
FLORIDA.

ALL KINDS OF GUNS ROAR IN TESTS OF NEW
WAR WEAPONS. LATEST ANTI-AIRCRAFT
DEFENSE HAS LIGHTNING FIRING SPEED.

FRANCE PRODUCES ZE FLIVVER. HERE’S A
CAR GUARANTEED TO GIVE THE MOST BLASE
MOTORISTS A REAL THRILL.

Pathe News No. 82
PUTNAM ARCTIC EXPEDITION RETURNS FROM
GREENLAND TRIP AFTER THREE MONTHS IN
THE NORTH.

THOUSANDS RUSH TO NEW TRANSVAAL DIA-
MOND FIELD AT JOHANNESBURG, SOUTH
AFRICA.

GENE TUNNEY GETS GREAT OVATION ON
SESQUI VISIT.

NEW GOVERNOR GENERAL COMES TO CANADA.
VISCOUNT AND LADY WILLINGDON ARRIVE
FROM ENGLAND TO ASSUME OFFICIAL
DUTIES IN DOMINION.

VICE PRESIDENT DAWES AND GENERAL
PERSHING GO HUNTING.

VINCENT RICHARDS, AMERICA’S THIRD RANK-
ING TENNIS STAR. DESERTS AMATEUR RANKS
TO CO ON EXHIBITION TOUR WITH SUZANNE
LENGLEN.

CARDINALS TAKE CHAMPIONSHIP LEAD IN
THIRD BATTLE OF WORLD SERIES.

Pathe News No. 83
COBIIAM COMPLETES 28.000-MILE FLIGHT.
BRITISH ACE GETS WARM WELCOME AT END
OF ROUND-TRIP JOURNEY TO AUSTRALIA.

DAWES AND PERSHING PROVE SKILLFUL NIM-
RODS AT WOOD LAKE. NEBRASKA.

UNCLE SAM’S BATTLE FLEET HOLDS
MANEUVERS.

Charles King has the featured part in

Stern Brothers’ “The Excuse Maker”
series of two-reel comedies released
by Universal.

Look It Up in

“New Pictures”
Index to “Herald” Files by

Title, Date and Page

Almost A Lady Sept. 4, P. 91
Amateur Centleman, The Aug. 21, P. 55
Bachelor Brides May 15, P. 136
Bat, The June 26, P. 47
Bear Cats _ May 29. P. 130
Beau Geste July 24, P. 55
Beauty a la Mud Sept. 25, P. 65
Better Man, The..... _ July 3 , p. 55
Big Show, The June 5, P. 63
Bigger Than Barnum’s Aug. 21, P. 53
Black Paradise .. July 31, P. 65
Blue Boy. The Oct. 16, P. 62
Bonanza Buckaroo, The Oct. 2, P. 97
Born to the West May 1, P. 62
Breed of the Sea Oct. 23, P. 00
Broadway Gallant, The May 22, P. 61
Bromo and Juliet Sept. 18, P. 109
Brown Derby, The June 19, P. 57
Campus Flirt, The Oct. 9, P. 61
Chase Yourself July 10, P. 81
Christine of the Big Tops Sept. 11, P. 59
Clinging Vine, The Aug. 28, P. 58
College Boob, The Sept. 4, P. 91
Collegiate Sept. 4, P. 90
Cow's Kimona, The June 19, P. 55
Cowboy Cop, The Aug. 7, P. 81
Creeps June 19, P. 55
Daffy Dill, The Aug. 21, P. 53
Dancing Days Sept. 18, P. 109
Dead Line, The July 24, P. 58
Dangerous Friends Sept. 25, P. 67
Devil Horse, The May 15, P. 137
Devil's Dice Aug. 7, P. 79
Devil’s Gulch, The Aug. 28, P. 58
Dice Woman, The July 17, P. 57
Dippy Tar, A Sept. 25, P. 65
Don Juan's Three Nights Oct. 16. P. 63
Doubling With Danger Aug. 7, P. 81
Duchess of Buffalo, The Aug. 7, P. 79
Dummy Love Aug. 28, P. 58
Early to Wed -May 29, P. 130
Earth Woman, The .May 22, P. 62
Everybody’s Acting Oct. 16, P. 63
Ella Cinders .. June 12, P. 98
Eve's Leaves June 26, P. 47
Excess Baggage Aug. 7, P. 79
Fighting Boob, The May 1, P. 62
Fine Manners May 22, P. 61
Flame of the Argentine Sept. 4, P. 92
Flame of the Yukon, The July 31, P. 64
Flames Oct. 2, P. 97
Flashing Fangs Oct. 2, P. 95
Fools of Fashion Sept. 11, P. 59
Footloose Widows .. June 26, P. 45
For Alimony Only Oct. 16, P. 61
Forever After Sept. 25, P. 65
Forlorn River - Aug. 7, P. 80
Fourth Alarm, The Oct. 16, P. 63
Fresh Faces May 8 , P. 129
Gentle Cyclone - - July 31, P. 65
Get ’Em Young Oct. 23, P. 00
Gigolo July 24, P. 56
Gigolo Sept. 25, P. 67
Gilded Highway, The — May 8 , P. 130
Gimme Strength May 22, P. 61
Glenister of the Mounted June 12, P. 97
Going Crazy May 29, P. 130
Golden Web, The May 15. P. 138
Great Deception, The July 17. P. 57
Greater Glory, The May 15, P. 136
Hair Trigger Baxter Oct. 16, P. 62
Hard Boiled June 26, P. 45
Hearts and Spangles June 12, P. 97
Hell Bent fer Heaven July 10, P. 79
Hell’s Four Hundred May 15, P. 137
Her Honor the Governor - Aug. 28, P. 59
Here Comes Charlie July 10, P. 82
Hidden Way, The Oct. 16, P. 63
His Private Life May 29, P. 129
Hitchin' Up July 3, P. 53
Hold Still Oct. 23, P. 00
Honest Injun — July 17, P. 57
Ice Cold Cocos June 19, P. 57
Imposter, The May 1, P. 62
Into Her Kingdom ~ July 24, P. 55
Isle of Retribution, The May 22, P. 62
It Must Be Love ~ Sept. 11, P. 59
It’s the Old Army Game May 1, P. 63
Jade Cup, The - June 19, P. 57
Jolly Tars Sept. 4, P. 90
Kid Boots Oct. 16, P. 63
Kiki May 1, P. 62
King of the Pack, The ..Aug. 21, P. 55
Kiss Papa Aug. 21, P. 55
Laddie Oct. 2, P. 95
Last Frontier, The Oct. 16, P. 62

*Lew Tyler's Wives July 10, P. 79
Lone Hand Saunders - Oct. 9, P. 61
Long Fliv the King June 19, P. 55
Lost at Sea - - -—Sept. 4, P. 90
Love Magic June 12, P. 98
Mantrap - May 29, P. 131
Masquerade Bandit, The June 26, P. 45
Meet the Prince — Aug. 7, P. 81
Men of the Night - July 17, P. 57
Midnight Lovers Oct. 23, P. 00
Millionaire Policeman, The May 1, P. 64

Miss Nobody
Mister Wife
Move Along —
Mr. Cinderella
Mulhall’s Great Catch
My Kid
Nervous Wreck, The
Night Cry, The
North Star
Nothing Matters
One Minute to Play
Only Way, The
Out of the West
Palm Beach Girl, The
Pals First

Papa’s Pest
Paradise
Partners Again, with Potash

Passionate Quest, The
Poor Girl's Romance, A
Puppets
Racing Blood - „
Ranson's Folly
Risky Business
Romance of a Million Dollars,
Sandy
Sap, The
Satan Town
Savage, The
Say It Again -
Sea Beast, The
Sea Wolf, The
Senor Daredevil
Seventh Bandit, The
Shameful Behavior
Shamrock Handicap, The
Shipwrecked
Shore Shy
Show Off, The
Sign of the Claw, The
Silence
Silent Power, The
Skyrocket, The
Social Highwayman, The
Solid Gold
Son of the Sheik
Sparrows -
Speed Limit, The
Speeding Venus, The
Sporting Lover, The
Still Alarm
Strong Man, The
Subway Sadie
Sunny Side Up
Sweet Daddies —
Syncopating Sue
Teacher, Teacher
That Model From Paris

The Masked Woman
Three Weeks in Paris

Thrilling Youth
Through Thick and Thin
Thundering Fleas

Till We Eat Again
Tin Ghost, The
Tin Gods
Tom and His Pals

Tony Runs Wild
Trip to Chinatown, A
Twisted Triggers
Two Can Play -

Two Gun Man, The
Unfair Sex, The
Unknown Soldier, The
Unknown Treasures

Up in Mabel’s Room
Uppercuts
Valley of Bravery, The
Vision, The -

West of Broadway
When Love Grows Cold

Who Hit Me
Who’s My Wife?
Who's Who
Why Girls Go Back Home
Wife Shy
Wilderness Woman, The
Wise Guy, The
Woman's Heart, A
You’d Be Surprised

Young April

June 19, P. 57
July 31, P. 64
Aug. 21, P. 54
May 8, P. 129
July 24, P. 58

Sept. 18, P. 110
Oct. 16, P. 61
May 8, P. 130
May 8, P. 130
June 26, P. 47

Sept. 18, P. 109
July 10, P. 82
Oct. 9, P. 63
May 1, P. 63

July 10, P. 79
June 5, P. 63
Sept. 4, P. 90

and Perlmutter
July 3, P. 53

July 24, P. 58
June 5, P. 63

June 12, P. 97
June 26, P. 46
May 29, P. 129
Sept. 18, P. 109

The....Aug. 14, P. 52
May 1, P. 62

May 22, P. 63
Aug. 14, P. 52
June 5, P. 64

May 3 5, P. 138
May 15, P. 136
July 31, P. 64
June 26, P. 47
May 8, P. 131

Oct. 23, P. 00
May 8, P. 128
July 3, P. 54
May 8, P. 129
Sept. 4, P. 91

May 29, P. 130
June 5, P. 64
Aug. 28, P. 59
May 8, P. 128
June 12, P. 98
Aug. 21, P. 53
July 3, P. 55

June 26, P. 47
July 31, P. 64
Aug. 14, P. 52

-May 29, P. 130
May 22, P. 62
Sept. 11, P. 59
July 31, P. 65
July 31, P. 64
May 29, P. 129
Oct. 23, P. 00
Oct. 23, P. 00
Sept. 11, P. 59
Oct. 23, P. 00
May 15, P.137
May 1, P. 62
July 3, P. 54
July 3, P. 53

June 19, P. 55
May 1, P. 63

July 17, P. 57
Oct. 16, P. 61
June 12, P. 99
May 22, P. 61

Sept. 25, P. 65
May 8, P. 129
July 10, P. 79
Oct. 2, P. 95
June 19, P. 55
July 10, P. 81
July 3, P. 53

Sept. 25, .P 67
June 12, P. 98
June 26, P. 45
Oct. 16, P. 62
May 8, P. 130
Aug. 7, P. 81

July 10, P. 80
Aug. 28, P. 59

-May 15, P. 137
Oct. 16, P. 62
May 22, P. 62
June 5, P. 64
Oct. 9, P. 61

Aug. 14, P. 52
Aug. 28, P. 60

Kenneth Harlan and Marie Prevost
leave Los Angeles for the Sesquicen-
tennial.
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PUREIY PERSONAL
OTTA WA

OTTAWA.—Charlotte Whitton, secre-

tary of the Canadian Council of Child Wel-
fare, has prepared a “White List” of se-

lected moving pictures of current release,

these being designated as suitable for chil-

dren or family patronage at theatres. It

is estimated that this list is to be published
shortly throughout Canada. . . . The
Unique, St. John, N. B., was loaned by
F. G. Spencer to the St. John Medical
Society for a lecture by Sir Henry Gauvain
of Alton, Hampshire, England, an eminent
English medical authority. . . The
actual time-table of all pictures on the
program of the Capitol, London, is being
given in the daily advertising of the
theatre by Manager T. W. Logan. . . .

The Tunney-Dempsey fight picture was held
over for a second week at the Metropol-
itan, Winnipeg, when Manager Walter F.

Davis observed how popular it was with
crowds. . . . F. G. Spencer of St. John,
N. B., owner of a chain of theatres in

the three Maritime Provinces of Canada,
has regained his health after a long period
of illness and is once more actively en-
gaged in the direction of his many houses.
He is building a new theatre in Charlotte-
town, Prince Edward Island. . . . John
T. Fiddes

,
formerly an exhibitor of Mont-

real, is now with Harold G. Hutchings
as lessee of the Playhouse, Winnipeg,
Manitoba, Mr. Fiddes being manager of
the house. . . . The Globe, Montreal,
has been acquired by E. Savatonio, a vet-
eran exhibitor. . . . The employes of
the Strand, Hamilton, enjoyed a “Go-Get-
ter” dinner and dance which was held un-
der the direction of Manager H. E. Wilton.
The price of admission for each was one
good suggestion for securing more busi-
ness at the theatre and many ideas were
exchanged. . . . James Lynch

,
former

manager of the Dominion, Vancouver, B.
C., has been appointed manager of the
Palace, Windsor, by Famous Players Cana-
dian Corp. . . . Jack Laver has become
manager of the York, Toronto, in suc-
cession to G. K. McCrae.

ALBANY
ALBANY.—Walter Roberts, manager of

the Troy, is planning for Saturday morning
shows for the children. . . . The Burtis-
Grand in Auburn is to be renamed “The
Capitol,” with Al Sterling of New York as
manager. . . . Al Bothner, who has been
associated with William Smalley in his
chain of theatres, has now gone with
Schine Brothers. . . . J. Edward Wise,
manager of the Palace, a Schine house in

Auburn, boasts of having the finest pro-

jection in central New York. . . . Rae
Candee of Utica is recovering from a severe
attack of rheumatism. . . . Slotnick
and Perlman are erecting a new theatre in

Utica, which will be known as “The
James,” and which will open about Jan-
uary first. . . . The theatre in Chad-
wicks, which was partially destroyed by
fire several weeks ago, is being repaired

Tom Ricketts, George K. Arthur, Dor-
othy Revier and Ned Sparks in “When
the Wife’s Away,” a Columbia prod-
uct. Frank R. Strayer has just com-
pleted directing this picture. Arthur
Martinelli was the cameraman.

and will open next month. . . . Al-
though Bill Benton of Saratoga Springs
has a half dozen or more theatres, he is

spending a great deal of his time these

days on Chamber of Commerce matters,

contending that in building up the city he
is building his own business. . . . A. H.
Weismantel reopened Baer’s Hall in Oris-

kany. . . . Frank Wurm, who runs the

Star, in Salem, was a former State trooper,

and is now a deputy sheriff. . . . Jack
Krause, chairman of the entertainment
committee of the Albany Film Board of

Trade, attended a meeting of the film sales-

men and outlined progress that had been
made in connection with the ball that will

be held on November 19. . . . Dennis
Regan of Greenwich has been spending
seme money lately in improving his the-

atre, including a most attractive illuminated

sign. . . . Elmer Crowninshield, head
of the local branch of Empire Movie Sup-
ply Company, moved into new headquar-
ters on Film Row. . . . Mike Bloom is

running the theatre in Fulton, but spends
the greater part of his time in Syracuse.

Walter Bengough, who manages
one of the motion picture theatres in Au-
burn, is a brother of the catcher for the

Yanks. . . . Jake Golden, manager of
the Griswold in Troy, was in New York
city last week. . . . Joe Scliwartzwalder,
manager of the Strand in Auburn, is a

great lover of flowers, and last week his

lobby contained a display of over 500 gladi-

oli blossoms.

SAN FRANCISCO
SAN FRANCISCO.—Sam Wolf of the

Marquee, Oakland, has returned from a
trip through the East. . . . Sol Lesser,

manager of the Lyceum, has returned from
his trip North. . . . The following
were recent visitors on the Row: Weil
of the Liberty, Healdsburg; Clark of the

Clark at Vacaville; Lew Harris of the
Rialto, Stockton

;
Jimmie Liman of the

California, Livermore
;

Harvey of the

Cameo, Santa Cruz
;
Gus Johnson of the

State, Newman. . . . “Bib” McNeill and
wife, and “Gene” Emmick and wife, at-

tended the opening of the Fifth Avenue
Theatre in Seattle. . . . J. W. Davis,
who has been identified with the moving
picture industries and theatres for a dozen
or more years, has taken a theatre at

Upper Lake. . . . Mrs. W. H. Cree has
been operating the Lyceum at Fresno since

Mr. Cree has been confined to the hospital.

Max Blumenfeld came home re-

cently from a trip to Europe. . . . Wal-
ter W. Kofeldt has just returned from a
ten days’ trip to Los Angeles. Prints of
“Slums of Berlin” and “Misplaced High-
brows,” as well as five other Imported
Pictures Corporation releases, will be
shown soon in the Los Angeles houses.
. . . Mike Haas, manager of the Amer-
ican, is back on the job after a severe
illness. . . . Charles Westcott, who has
been ill for the past two years, was on
the Row last week. . . . George Glosser
has severed his connections with Pathe as

city salesman.

MILWAUKEE
MILWALIKEE.—Rudolph Kuehn, who

has just recovered from an appendicitis

operation, has been reappointed house man-
ager of the Alhambra. . . . William
Freiday, who has been acting as house
manager of the Alhambra during Mr.
Kuehn’s absence, has been transferred to

the Universal house in Spokane, Wash.
Harold Ironfeldt, booker for the

local Fox exchange, was married to Miss
Jean Kupper of New York City.

Art Roberts, assistant manager of the F.

B. O. exchange, is back on the job after

being confined to his home for a few days
with a severe cold. . . . Dan Roach,
publicity director for Pro-Dis-Co, was a

visitor at the local office for a few days.

. . . Bill Cuddy, advertising manager for

Saxe Amusement Enterprises, has returned
from a business trip to the various Saxe
houses. . . . Mrs. Rose Gloe of the

Rivoli, Two Rivers, was a recent visitor

along Film Row. . . .A. M. Van Dyke,
who has been connected with Fox in Min-
neapolis and Detroit, has been appointed
assistant manager of the local office. . . .

August Bergholz of the Mermac, West
Bend, and Al Robarge of Merrill, sat

as exhibitors at the last meeting of the
Arbitration Board. . . . George
Levine, manager of the local Universal
exchange, has returned from a trip to

the key towns in the territory.

Sport critics on all the local newspapers
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were guests of Saxe’s Wisconsin theatre

at a preview screening of “One Minute to

Play. . . . Heinz Roemheld, director

of music and presentations at the Alham-
bra, has been transferred to the Rialto in

Washington, D. C. . . . The members
of the Efficiency Club of the local Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer office were entertained at a

banquet held at the Elks Club. . . . The
Rex, Berlin, which was formerly operated

by W. A. Kempen, has been taken over
by Edward Starkey, who also operates the

Opera House in that city.

SALT LAKE
SALT LAKE.—M. C. Hays of the Gorby

at Glenns Ferry, Idaho, has recently sold

his interests in this house to C. J. Babcock.

. A committee comprised of James
A. Epperson, L. J. McGinley and W. F.

Gordon has been appointed by the Inter-

mountain Film Board of Trade to co-oper-

ate with the local naval enlistment station

in booking the Navy Day picture “Don’t

Give Up the Ship,” which will be shown
in every theatre throughout this territory,

according to expectations. . . . Plans

are being made for a football eleven to

be organized on Film Row. . . . Mrs.

Nell Schreiber, who opened up the Rialto

recently at St. Anthony, Idaho, was among
recent exhibitor visitors. . . . W. J.

Barker, owner of the Opera House at New-
ton, Utah, is visiting exchange managers
in this city. . . . The Portia Mansfield

Dancers are offered as an added attraction

at the Paramount Empress in connection

with the picture “The Midnight Sun.” . . .

John Rugar of the American, Orpheum and

New Egyptian at Park City, was visiting

here. ... A meeting is being held of

the exhibitors of Utah. Mell Stringham of

the Colonial at Ogden, Utah, is president.

. . . “The Red Kimono” is reported to

be doing extremely well in Idaho, Montana
and Utah territory, according to Louis N.
Strike, who has the territorial rights in

these states and who is now also acquiring

the rights in Oregon and Washington for

this picture. . . . The Kinema is to be

redecorated shortly. . . . Commissioner
Harmon and Lou Peery of the Egyptian

and Ogden at Ogden, Utah, are visiting

the local exchanges. . . . The Cozy of

this city, formerly operated by F. Dahnken
Company, has been taken over by C. M.
Luce. . . . J. E. Ryan, operating the

Liberty at Brigham City, is conferring with

local managers as is T. M. Chesler of the

Princess and Gem at Brigham City. . . .

/. B. Ashton, owner of the Princess and

Columbia at Provo, is said to be visiting in

California at present.

WASHINGTON
WASHINGTON.—Harry M. Crandall,

accompanied by John J. Payette, recently

had a week’s outing at the Potomac River

summer home of A. Julian Brylawski, as-

sociated with the Crandall interests in the

conduct of the Earle Theatre. . . . The

Salt Lake City

First Runs
( Week Beginning Oct. 2)

AMERICAN : “Into Her Kingdom,” First

National

;

“The Fighting Fool,” Colum-
bia; Fox News.

KINEMA: “Her First Year,’* Fox; Inter-

nationa! News.
ORPHEUM : “His Majesty Bunker Bean,”

Warner Brothers.
PANTAGES : “Marriage License,” Fox.
PARAMOUNT EMPRESS: “The Midnight

Sun,” Paramount

;

Pathe News.
VICTORY: “Forlorn River,” Paramount;

“Who’s My Wife,” Educational

;

Pathe
News.

“Ella Cinders” is the title of this First
National release starring Colleen
Moore under the direction of Alfred
E. Green. Colleen’s latest is “It
Must Be Love.”

new theatre project in Frederick, Maryland,
is rapidly nearing completion under the
supervision of Joseph P. Morgan. . . .

A new policy has been adopted for the

conduct of the Lincoln. Music will be
made the primary factor in the programs.
The twelve piece syncopated band is to be
a permanent fixture, conducted by a famous
composer conductore. . . . Plans are
being perfected by Harriet Hawley Locher,
director of public service and educational
department of the Crandall Theatres, the

District Board of Education and Mrs. Kier-
man, directly concerned in the conduct of

the classes, for the reduction of the after-

noon and night sessions of the District

Americanization School, which is conducted
in the projection room of Crandall’s Met-
ropolitan, with government and other ap-

propriate films utilized in screen methods
of teaching English by the titles and Amer-
ican customs by the action on the screen.

. . . Mrs. Locher will inaugurate Octo-
ber 30, a new season of special perform-
ances for juvenile audiences to be held Sat-

urday mornings in the Tivoli and the Chevy
Case.

ST. LOUIS
ST. LOUIS.—Colleen Moore stopped off

en route to California and while here she

visited the Ambassador. . . . Motion
pictures of the Chinese war were shown
at two gatherings of the Kuo Min Tang,
an association of Chinese who are support-
ing the young Republican movement in

China. . . . The St. Louis has reduced
the price of mezzanine loges to conform
to the first floor prices. . . . William
Haines, motion picture star, who has the

lead role in “Slide, Kelly, Slide,” now in

process of production for Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer Corporation, came to town with
Rajah Hornsby and his victorious Cardinals
on the triumphal return from New York

<*and took full advantage of the big scenes

in that home-coming for his latest film.

. . . Peter Blassant has opened his new
Grand in Litchfield, 111. R. E.

Atkins of Elkville, 111.; Mrs. I. W. Rodgers
of Cairo, 111. and Tom Reed of Duquoin
were some of the exhibitors seen along
Picture Row during the past week.

PHILADELPHIA
PHILADELPHIA.—The Cameo, which

has been closed for several months for
repairing, has reopened under the Benn-
Stanley management. John J. Brennan,
who was formerly manager of the Darby,
has been named resident manager. . . .

Charlie Segal, who recently purchased the

Amber from A. Schwartz, has' reopened
the house under the name of Segal’s Cas-
tle. . . . Frank N. Seltzer, who has
been publicity director and manager of Fox
Theatre Company, has been appointed man-
aging director of Warner Brothers Met-
ropolitan Theatre in Baltimore and was
recently installed in his new post by Joseph
Hebrew, district manager for Warner’s.

On or about January 15th, the

Paramount Exchange will move from its

present quarters at 1212-18 Vine Street to

the southwest corner of Twelfth and Vine
Streets. The latter building is being en-
tirely renovated and remodeled and will

give Paramount a far more desirable loca-

tion in the film community than it has at

present. . . . Jules E. Mastbaum, presi-

dent of the Stanley Company of America,
has just returned from a trip to New York
and Chicago.

KANSAS CITY
KANSAS CITY.—The Kansas City Film

Board of Trade will co-operate with the

Associated Industries of Missouri in an
effort to obtain passage of the Workmen’s
Compensation law. The law, which will

be voted upon in November, will effect ex-
hibitors in that it will tend to lower the

rate of insurance a Missouri employer must
pay for his employees. Free trailers ad-
vocating the passage of the bill will be

used by exhibitors. ... A number of

Kansas City exchange representatives and
exhibitors from surrounding towns attended
the opening of the new Electric, operated
by Grubel Brothers, in Joplin.

Among the out-of-town exhibitors in the

Kansas City market were: Arthur Per-
kins, Plarrisonville, Mo.; S. C. Andrews,
Gem, Olathe, Kan.

;
Mrs. O. Winkler,

Mainstreet, Lexington, Mo.
;
Frank Weary,

Farris, Richmond, Mo.; G. L. Hooper, Or-
pheum, Topeka, Kan.; R. V. Turner, Pan-
ama, Burlingame, Kan.

; S. E. Wilhoit, Jef-
ferson, Springfield, Mo. . . . Fred S.

Meyer, in charge of Universal theatres in

this territory, and Adolph Eisner, in charge
of the booking for Universal, left for

Springfield and Moberly to attend the open-
ing of new Universal theatres in those

towns. ... A Scottish Rite temple and
theatre to seat 4,000 was announced by
Arthur L. Williams, chairman of the build-

ing committee of that organization. . . .

Miss Hope Jeffrey, a member of the com-
pany permanently attached to the Globe,

first run house of Kansas City, was in-

jured when she was struck by a truck.

Los Angeles
First Runs

( Week Beginning Oct. 1)

BILTMORE: “Ben Hur,” (tenth week)
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.

LOEW’S STATE: “The Strong Man,” First

National.
METROPOLITAN: “The Ace of Cads,”
Paramount

MILLION DOLLAR: “Gigolo,” Pro-Dis-Co.
CARTHAY CIRCLE: “Bardelys the Magnifi-

cent,” Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
FIGUEROA: “Three Bad Men” (fourth

week), Fox.
FORUM: “Mare Nostrum” (fourth week),
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

.

GRAUMAN’S EGYPTIAN: “Don Juan”
(seventh week), Warner Brothers.

WEST COAST UPTOWN: “Across the

Pacific,” Warner Brothers.
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Warner Brothers

“London Sleeps'’ in Work

“While London Sleeps,” Rin-Tin-Tin’s
ninth starring production, is now in pro-
duction under the direction of Walter Mo-
rosco. Helene Costello, Walter Merrill,

DeWitt Jennings, Otto Mattiesen, Carl
Stockdale, John Patrick and George Kos-
tonaros support him.

Announce “Fingerprints” Additions

Martha Mattox, Franklin Pangborn, Wil-
liam Demarest and Robert Perry have been
added to the cast of “Fingerprints,” in

which Louise Fazenda and John T. Murray
have the leading roles.

Augment “Missing Link” Cast

Three additions have been made to the

cast supporting Syd Chaplin in the road
show attraction, “The Missing Link.” They
are Craufurd Kent, Sam Baker and Acka.
The picture, now in production, is being
directed by Charles F. Reisner.

Henry Dittmar Is Signed

Harry Dittmar, scenario writer, has been
signed up. He will be given an early as-

signment on one of the Twenty-six Warner
Winners.

“Matinee Ladies” for Stein

Paul L. Stein’s next picture will be
“Matinee Ladies,” an original story by Al-
bert S. Howson and Sidney R. Buchman.

Paramount

Choose Sutherland’s Next

“Love’s Greatest Mistake,” a ten-part

serial story by Frederic Arnold Kummer,
will be Edward Sutherland’s next produc-
tion. Becky Gardiner is writing the screen
adaptation.

Brenon Completes “Twenty Cents”

Herbert Brenon finished work on “God
Gave Me Twenty Cents,” an original story
by Dixie Willson, adapted by John Russell
and featuring Lois Moran, Lya De Putti,

Jack Mulhall and William Collier, Jr.

Jack Egan in “Love ’Em”

Jack Egan, a recent recruit from vaude-
ville, makes his film debut in “Love ’Em
and Leave ’Em,” featuring Evelyn Brent,
Lawrence Gray and Louise Brooks.

“Face to Face” for Florence Vidor

Florence Vidor’s next production will be
“Face to Face,” which will be made at the
Long Island studio.

Grandee and Lancy in “Stranded” Cast

George Grandee and Andre Lancy have
been cast for important roles in “Stranded
in Paris,” Bebe Daniels’ new starring ve-
hicle. Arthur Roston is directing this pic-

ture.

Pro-Dis-Co

Bill Boyd in “Jim the Conqueror”

William Boyd has been selected by Di-
rector George B. Seitz to play the male

Richard Talmadge is seen in “A Dan-
gerous Jest” with Charlotte Stevens
as his leading lady. This picture
completes his contract with F. B. O.

lead in the latter’s next production for
Metropolitan, “Jim the Conqueror.”

Shoot Interiors for “Jewels”

Director Paul Powell and the company
who have been filming “Jewels of Desire,”
Priscilla Dean’s new starring vehicle, have
returned from the Santa Cruz Islands to

complete the interior shots. ,

“Volga Boatman” in Sweden

“The Volga Boatman” has opened at the
Palladium theatre in Stockholm and at nine
other first run houses in Sweden the same
week.

Critics Praise “Gigolo”

The New York newspaper reviews of
“Gigolo,” which recently opened at the Hip-
podrome, praised Rod La Rocque in his

leading role.

“Man Bait” Is Edited and Cut

Donald Crisp and his film cutter, Bobbie
Hunter, have completed editing and cutting
“Man Bait,” starring Marie Prevost.

Fox

“Desert Valley” in Production

Scott Dunlap has started work on “Des-
ert Valley,” in which Buck Jones stars.

“Mud Turtle” to Be Filmed

Screen rights have been purchased to
“The Mud Turtle,” by Elliott Lester, which

was produced on the stage in New York
last season.

Blystone Completes Another

J. G. Blystone has completed direction
of “On the Wings of the Storm.” The
featured roles are portrayed by Virginia
Brown Faire, Reed Howes, William Rus-
sell, Hank Mann and Thunder the dog.

Ben Bard Re-Signs

Ben Bard, who is at present delineating
a “heavy” role in “My Wife’s Honor,” has
been signed on a long-term contract.

Borzage Sails for France

Frank Borzage has sailed on his way
to Paris to make exteriors for the screen
version of “7th Heaven.” Janet Gaynor
and Charles Farrell will have the chief
romantic roles.

Universal

“Cheerful Fraud” Is Completed

Final scenes were made on “The Cheer-
ful Fraud,” the William A. Seiter produc-
tion starring Reginald Denny.

“Held by Law” Is Also Finished

Edward Laemmle has completed “Held
by the Law,” an all star production with
Johnnie Walker and Marguerite de la

Motte in the featured roles.

Hill to Direct Gibson

Robert Hill has been assigned the direc-
tion of “Nine Points of the Law,” with
Hoot Gibson in the starring role.

Prepare Story for Norman Kerry

Olga Linck School is translating “Too
Many Women” into English. This will be
made with Norman Kerry. The sup-
porting cast and director have not as yet
been chosen.

Complete “Bargain Bride” Adaptation

Adaptation has been completed of “The
Bargain Bride,” in which Mary Philbin will
star. Edward Sloman is now selecting the
supporting cast.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

“War Birds” to Be Filmed

A motion picture based upon a story by
Elliott White Springs and Merlin Taylor,
founded upon an anonymous diary of a
young American aviator in France, titled

“War Birds,” is to be filmed.

United Artists

Select “Resurrection” Location

Edwin Carewe and his entire company
will be transported in December to Banff,
Canada, for the filming of the exteriors
of “Resurrection.”

Purchase “Night of Love” Rights

Lenore Coffee is adapting the George
Fitzmaurice production, “The Night of
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"MARRIED BACHELORS,”' Allan Dwan production for Fox,
stars Madge Bellamy, supported by Allan Forrest, Matt Moore,
Hale Hamilton, Charles Winniger, Olive Tell and Walter Cat-

lett. The story is by Warner Fabian, author of “Flaming
Youth.' Joe Ruttenberg is cameraman.
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Love,” in which Ronald Colman and Vilma
Banky will be co-starred.

Veidt’s Manager Joins Him
Wolff M. Henius, American manager for

Conrad Veidt, German star who is playing

Louis XI in John Barrymore’s Francois

Villon picture, “The Beloved Rogue,” is in

Hollywood to join Veidt as interpreter.

Gotham

Select Next Fairbanks Story

The next William Fairbanks production

to be put into work will be the aviation

story “Flying High.”

Chadwick

Nelson Directs “Paradise”

Jack Nelson will start work shortly on
“Sunshine of Paradise Alley,” his first

assignment for this company.

Preferred

“New York Wife” Print Received

The master print of “His New York
Wife” has been received. Alice Day, Theo-
dore Von Eltz, Ethel Clayton, Edith Yorke
and Fontaine La Rue are featured. Albert
Kelley directed.

Columbia

Select “Wandering Girls” Cast

Mildred Harris, Dorothy Revier and Ar-
mand Kaliz have already been selected for

the cast of “Wandering Girls,” a forth-

coming production.

Receive “Wife’s Away” Print

The first print of the fifth release of the

season, “When the Wife’s Away,” arrived
in the East.

Educational

“Briny Boob” Ready for Release

Billy Dooley’s latest comedy, “A Briny
Boob,” has been completed for October
release.

Dowling in the West

Pat Dowling, publicity and sales director
for Christie pictures, is going into the home
stretch on his transcontinental road jaunt
in the French Citroen speedster. He is

now in the West.

“Blue Boy” Is Praised

“The Blue Boy,” which is the second
Romance Production in Technicolor, has
won commendable comment from exhibi-
tors.

Announce Releases for November 7

The following is the program for the
week commencing November 7 : “Open
Spaces,” a Juvenile Comedy starring Big
Boy; “Then and Now,” one of the Curi-
osities series

; “His Off Day,” a Cameo
Comedy, and “The Mighty Smithy,” a Life
Cartoon.

Set November 14 Program

The following will be the program for
the week of November 14: A Christie
Comedy titled “Dodging Trouble,” starring
Neal Burns; “Hula Hula” and “Honolulu
Nights,” two Bruce Scenic Novelties, and
a Felix the Cat Comedy titled “Felix the
Cat in Reverse English.”

Pathe

Announce October 24 Program
Alice Day, in a Mack Sennett two-reel

comedy, and a Gene Tunney serial chap-
ter head the short feature program for

F. Harmon Weight, First National director,

is shown shooting exteriors of “Forever
After.”

the week of October 24, which also in-

cludes “Mount Sinai,” one of the “Pil-

grimage to Palestine” single-reel series

;

Pathe Review Number 43 ;
“Gun Shy,” one

of Aesop’s Film Fables; Topics of the

Day Number 43 and issues Numbers 88
and 89 of Pathe News.

Congratulated on News Scoop

Many telegrams were received express-

ing congratulations on the speed with
which the Pathe News covered the Fonck
disaster and the catastrophe in Florida.

Announce Varieties Release Dates

Nine more of the twenty-six Varieties

released yearly have been filmed and re-

Curtis Merlnitz, formerly of New York,
is now the advertising and publicity

director for Ifa Film Verleih, and is

shown in his office in Berlin, where he
handles all material for United Ar-
tists productions.

lease dates set as follows : “The Great

Lakes,” October 17 ;
“Maryland, My Mary-

land,” October 31 ;
“A Spanish Holiday,”

November; 14; “Travels in Toyland,” No-
vember 28; “Overnight from Paris,” De-
cember 12 ;

“Cliff Dwellers of America,”
December 26; “My Lady’s Stockings,” Jan-
uary 9; “Constantinople,” January 23; “A
Frontier Post,” February 6.

Madeline Hurlock Is Signed

Madeline Hurlock, who has been playing

in Mack Sennett two-reelers, has been
signed by Hal Roach to appear in one of

his Star Series of comedies.

Guiol Directs Last Star Comedy

Fred Guiol is bringing the last all star

story in the Star comedy series to the
end of the filming stage. Madeline Hur-
lock, Stan Laurel, Oliver Hardy and others

are in the cast.

F. B. O.

Brownell Prepares for New Schedule

John Brownell, scenario editor, is at the

West Coast studios consulting with Joseph
P. Kennedy and Edwin C. King on the

stories that are to be made into pictures

for next year’s schedule.

Janies Pierce Is “Tarzan” Lead

James Pierce has been chosen to play

the lead in “Tarzan and the Golden Lion.”

This production is now in work.

Praise for “Kosher Kitty Kelly

”

“Kosher Kitty Kelly” is reported as win-
ning praise wherever played. Viola Dana,
Vera Gordon and Nat Carr play feature

roles.

Grange Picture Heavily Exploited

“One Minute to Play,” the “Red” Grange
picture, received splendid exploitation in

Chicago. The Consumers Ice Company had
banners on 400 wagons announcing that

“Red” was “one famous iceman,” but the

company had 1,000 famous icemen ready to

serve customers. Icemen distributed cards

to their customers. Banners and cards

gave the name of the theatre and the date

of the opening. Various stores provided
tie-ups by advertising “Red” Grange mer-
chandise, and book stores featured the book
“One Minute to Play.”

First National

“Prince of Tempters” Given Preview

“The Prince, of Tempters” was given a

pre-view showing at Loew’s Lexington in

New York. This is Lothar Mendes’ first

American-directed picture.

“Must Be Love” Scores Hit

Colleen Moore’s latest production, “It

Must Be Love,” made a favorable impres-
sion on New York motion picture critics

when it was presented for the first time
in the East at the New York Rivoli.

“Paradise” Has Preview

“Paradise,” the new Milton Sills star-

ring vehicle, had its New York premiere at

the Strand recently. Betty Bronson ap-

pears opposite Sills. Others in the cast

are Noah Beery, Lloyd Whitlock, Kate
Price, Charlie Murray, Claude King,
Charles Brooke and Ashley Cooper.

Barthelmess on Vacation Trip

Richard Barthelmess, having completed
“The White Black Sheep,” his eighteenth
production in five years, is now taking a
vacation.
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CLASSIFIED
Advertising
Five cents per word, payable in advance. Minimum charge,

$1.00. Copy and checks should be addressed Classified Ad
Dept. Exhibitors Herald, 407 So. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

The Recognized National Classified Advertising Medium

Position W/anted

ORGANIST—FIRST CLASS MAN desires en-
gagement. Conservatory graduate. Accomplished
musician. Expert Picture Player and Feature
Soloist. Union. Magnificent library. Organ and
salary must be good. Wire or write, Organist,
117 South 11th Street, Cambridge, Ohio.

Operators Wanted

OPERATORS W A N T E D—NON-UNION—
Seven nights, two ma'inees; Thirty-Five Dollars
subject to raise. Address L. E. Goetz, 1818 52nd
Street, Kenosha, Wisconsin.

Theatres Wanted

WANTED—TO LEASE OR BUY Theatre in
small city. Give all details. Address Box 121,
Exhibitors Herald, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago,
Illinois.

WANTED—TO BUY OR LEASE Theatre and
equipment in town of 1,000 and up. Give all par-
ticulars in first letter. O. Midtbruget, Hanska,
Minn.

THEATRE WANTED TO BUY OR LEASE in
town of 1,500 or up. Give full particulars in first

letter. Address, Box 123, Exhibitors Herald, 407
South Dearborn Street, Chicago, Illinois.

Equipment Wanted

WE PAY BEST prices for used opera chairs,
projection machines, ventilating fans, portable
projectors, etc. Movie Supply Company, 844
South Wabash Avenue, Chicago.

WE OFFER HIGHEST CASH PRICES for
Second Hand Machines—Opera chairs—Compens-
arcs—Motor Generators—Portable Projectors, etc.

Write us first. Monarch Theatre Supply Co.,
Memphis, Tenn.

Organs for Sale

FOR SALE: Bartola Pipe Organ. Used vVur-
litzer Pipe Organ model O, very reasonable.
Cremona Pipe Organ used or new Reproduce)
Pipe Organs. Box 53, Havana. Illinois.

Banners and Posters

CLOTH BANNERS: $1.40, 3x10 feet, 3 colors,
any copy up to 15 words; one day service; sent
anywhere; also Bargain Paper Banners. Asso-
ciated Advertisers, 111 W. 18th Street, Kansas
City, Mo.

WANTED—Used posters, photos, slides, ban-
ners and accessories of all kinds. Must be in
good condition. Will allow liberal credit. Theatre
Poster Supply Company and Sign Exchange, 327
E. Sixth Street, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Business Opportunity

WHETHER YOU want to hire some one or be
hired; buy or sell a theatre; trade, buy or sell

equipment, or do almost anything else in the
motion picture business, an ad in this department
will get you results. If you want us to word
the ad for you, the services of our advertising
experts are at your call. Simply tell us what
you want to do and how many words you want
used. Rates and address above.

Projector Repairing

OLDEST REPAIR MAN IN CHICAGO:
In fifteen years I have repaired 6,500 machines to

complete satisfaction of the owners. Relief equip-
ment furnished gratis. Address Joseph Spratler,
12-14 E. Ninth Street, Chicago, Illinois.

BEST REPAIR SHOP in the country for
overhauling and repairing projection machines,
ticket machines, motors, etc. Expert workman-
ship. prompt service, reasonable prices. Movie
Supply Company, 844 South Wabash Avenue,
Chicago.

BTGGEST AND BEST EQUIPPED REPAIR
SHOP in the South. Expert workmanship guar-
anteed on all projectors, motors, generators, etc.

Loan mechanism free. Address Monarch Theatre
Supply Company, Memphis, Tenn.

MOVING PICTURE REPAIRS—Not the Big-

gest, nor the oldest, but we have the Equipment
and the experience to repair, renickel, re-enamel
your Projector. Best Devices Company, Film
Bldg., Cleveland, O.

Novelty Souvenirs

SOUVENIRS—Over 300 fine Novelties in our
52 page free Catalog. At genuine Wholesale prices.

Write today. No obligation Fair Trading Co.,

Inc., 307 Sixth Ave., New York.

In every field there is a

recognized

ADVERTISING
CLASSIFIED

MEDIUM

In the Motion Picture Field

it is

Exhibitors Herald

Mailing Lists

21,000 MOVING PICTURE THEATRES
showing population and seating capacity, per M.
$7.50. Without population or seating capacity
$6.00 M. guaranteed 97% correct. Ask for de-
tailed price list. A F. Williams, Mgr., 166 W.
Adams St, Chicago, Ilinois.

Space for Rent

FIRST FLOOR ROOM 20'x90\ New fireproof
film building. Finest in Pittsburgh. Stationary
film vaults. Latest imrovements. Rent reasonable.
Write Commonwealth Real Estate Co., 312 Fourth
Avenue, Pittsburgh, Penn.

Salesmen Wanted

EVERY MOVIE THEATRE SHOULD HAVE
a Penny Ball Gum and Peanut Machine. We
have the best ones made, and will pay splendid
commissions for selling them. Write or call for
particulars. The Ad-Lee Co., 825 S. Wabash
Ave., Chicago, Illinois.

Equipment for Sale

"EVERYTHING FOR THE MOVIES.” Guar-
anteed Rebuilt Simplex-Powers and Motiograph
Projectors, Opera Chairs—Generators—Screens,
etc. Supplies and Complete Equipments. Low-
est Prices. Cash or Easy Terms. Special Bulle-
tin free. Monarch Theatre Supply Co., Memphis,
Tenn.

NOW IS A GOOD TIME TO FIX up your
theatre. We have on hand 4000 upholstered used
theatre chairs, 2500 used five and seven ply veneer
chairs. Also brand new chairs in five and seven
ply veneer at 40% less than factory price. Re-
built moving picture machines of all makes, and
other theatrical equipment in guaranteed condi-
tion. Tell us your need and we will save you
money. Send in your order and we will make
immediate shipment. Illinois Theatre Equipment
Company, 12-14 East Ninth Street, Chicago,
Illinois.

PIANO FOR SALE—Bush and Lane Reproduc-
ing Electric Piano. One hundred and fifty rec-

ords; two cabinets; all in good condition. $300.
F. O. B. Bemis. Address, Y. M. C. A., Bemis,
Tenn

ATTENTION, YOU MR. PARTICULAR EX-
HIBITOR! When on the market for used equip-

ment get in touch with us. Rebuilt Simplexes,
Westinghouse generators. Mercury Arc Rectifiers,

Compensarcs, Chairs, everything for the movies
at cut-rate prices. We ship everywhere without
deposits. Satisfaction guaranteed otherwise you
don’t pay. Western Feature Films, 730 South
Wabash Avenue, Chicago, Illinois.

COMPLETE THEATRE EQUIPMENT includ-
ing 500 opera chairs, two Simplex Projectors,
Martin Rotary Converter, Screen, Ticket Selling
Machine, Lightning Changer, Ticket Chopper, etc.

Everything in excellent condition. Big Bargain.
Address Box 111, Exhibitors Herald.
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“What the Picture Did For Me”
VERDICTS ON FILMS IN LANGUAGE OF EXHIBITOR

Copyright , 1926

This is the original exhibitors’ reports department, established October 14, 1916.

Beware of cheap, misleading imitations.

“What the Picture Did for Me” is the one genuine source of exhibitor-written box office

information.

Address: “What the Picture Did for Me,” EXHIBITORS HERALD, 407 South Dearborn
Street, Chicago, III.

Artclass
THUNDERING THROUGH: Buddy Roosevelt-

Good, lively picture. Star has good support.
Five reels.—Dinsmore & Son, Majestic theatre,

Weiner, Ark.—Small town patronage.

THE HOODOO RANCH: Buddy Roosevelt-
Good enough little Western. Five reels.—Dins-
more & Son, Majestic theatre, Weiner, Ark.

—

Small town patronage.

Aywon
THE VIRGINIAN OUTCAST: Special cast—

Very good Western with plenty of action. Dir-
ection fine. Marjorie Daw is fine and as pretty
as can be. Five reels.—Mrs. E. L. Swearingen,
Hoo Hoo theatre, Doucette, Tex.—General patron-
age.

THE APACHE DANCER: George Larkin—
The poorest Larkin I have had in a long time.
Nothing to it. Five reels.—E. A. Armistead,
Lyric theatre, Easley, S. C.—General patronage.

Barsky
THE SPEED DEMON : Special cast—Fine pic-

ture. Direction fine. Good story with a fine horse
race and an auto race. Both so thrilling that
it kept them on the edge of their seats. Pleased
100 per cent. Seven reels.—Mrs. E. L. Swearin-
gen, Hoo Hoo theatre, Doucette, Tex.—General
patronage.

Columbia
THE LONE WOLF RETURNS: Bert Lytell—

Very good. It will please 95 per cent. Good
print and good naper. Six reels.—Kerns Spears
Dream theatre, Onalaska, Wash.—General patron-
age.

THE BELLE OF BROADWAY: Betty Comp-
son—Another fine one for this company to follow
up "The Lone Wolf Returns.” Advertising mat-
ter makes it appear a costume film, which it is

not. Betty Compson looks the best since she
appeared in "The Miracle Man.” Six reels.—R.
J. Relf, Uptown theatre. Clear Lake, la.—Gen-
eral patronage.

F. B. 0.
THE BROADWAY GALLANT: Richard Tal-

madge—A good action picture, but his stories are
not anything to make one think very deeply. He
deserves better and more interesting stories. Why
don’t they give them a chance? Six reels.—C.
A. Anglemire, "Y” theatre, Nazareth, Pa.—Gen-
eral patronage.

DOUBLING WITH DANGER: Richard Tal-
madge—Would call this about the average for
Talmadge pictures. Stunts not quite as thrilling.
Universal promises him better stories, and I hear
he has signed with Paramount next.—R. F. Relf,
Uptown theatre. Clear Lake, la.—General patron-
age.

LADDIE: John Bowers—Gene Stratton Porter
didn't mean a thing to me, but Boy, it sure means
plenty at the box office. I certainly got a sur-
prise when they jammed my house. To top it off,

it’s a mighty good picture. People stopped on the
way out to tell how good it was. Give yourself
a treat and see this.—Gordon Craddock, Grand
theatre, Macon, Mo.—General patronage.

SIR LUMBERJACK: Lefty Flynn—A nice lit-

tle lumberjack picture with quite a little comedy

That Tenth

Anniversary

W HEN in the course of human
events it becomes necessary to

write a history of “What the Picture
Did For Me” to celebrate the Tenth
Anniversary thereof, even a historian

so admittedly capable as the under-
signed needs must beg leave to do
the thing properly rather than punc-
tually.

Which is another way of asking
you to bear with me until I can com-
plete the pawing through dusty bound
volumes of the “Herald” to get and
assemble the facts necessary to the
compilation of anything like a com-
plete record of this department’s
growth and development during the
decade of its operation.

It looks right now as if the big
party will be broken out in an early

November issue. For that matter, it

will take nearly that long to get into
type the basketful of letters from
readers and contributors commemo-
rating the event, more of the same
continuing to arrive in each mail de-
livery. Please be patient, and dust
off a special place on the five-foot

shelf for the issue with the big cele-

bration all over it.

* * *

J C. JENKINS finally negotiated
• the mud between where he was

and Chandler, Oklahoma, and stood,

at last, face to face with H. G. Stett-

mund. The drammer that ensued is

variously unfolded by both parties to

the conflict on subsequent pages.

Having disclosed which fact, it is folly

to write more for a now no doubt
readerless space.

—W. R W.

in it. Five reels.—Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags thea-
tre, Neillsville, Wis.—Small town patronage.

SIR LUMBERJACK: Lefty Flynn—This is the
kind we like Lefty in and our people said so too.

Good clean log camp picture. Five reels.

—

Smithey & Shults, Rialto theatre, Hammon, Okla.
—General patronage.

HANDS ACROSS THE BORDER: Fred Thom-
son—Another splendid entertainment by the man
that has “never made a poor one.” Thomson is

"It” now in Western type of pictures.—Bert Sil-

ver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.

—

General patronage.

HANDS ACROSS THE BORDER: Fred Thom-
son—Warning: We have a report you are going
over to Paramount next year. If this is true, see
that you have the "personal selection and super-
vision of stories” clause in your contract, for
now you are pleasing the backbone of the business,

the country people; but with Paramount—

?

“Hands Across the Border” a knockout here and
100 per cent in every respect. Six reels.—Pace
& Bouma, Rialto theatre, Pocahontas, la.—Mixed
patronage.

WILD TO GO : Tom Tyler—This was a very
good picture with Tyler and his gang doing very
well. It hasn’t as much comedy and isn’t quite as
good as some of the other Tyler pictures, but it

will please your audience. Tyler isn’t in evidence
much of the time but when he is on the screen

you will see some action. Eugenia Gilbert is fine

in this picture and we will expect something big

from her soon. Five reels.—W. T. Davis & Son,

Rialto theatre, Sharon, Wis.—General patronage.

THE TOUGH GUY: Fred Thomson—Extra
good. Stay with the Westerns, Fred. If you
haven’t played it, book it. It’s worth showing and
will please.—'St. Mary’s Hall, Gilbertville, la.—

-

General patronage.

THE BLUE STREAK: Dick Talmadge—One of

Dick’s fast moving pictures. In fact, a little bet-

ter than his last few. Five reels.—Wm. E. Trags-

dorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.—Small town
patronage.

OUT OF THE WEST: Tom Tyler—Very good

and very timely with the baseball game, and it

was some game. They raised the roof. Five

reels.-—H. E. Schlichter, Liggett theatre, Madison,

Kan.—General patronage.

SECRET ORDERS: Evelyn Brent—Story of

secret service during war. Good program picture

that pleased. Six reels.—P. G. Estee, S. T. thea-

tre, Parker, S. D.—Small town patronage.

THE RIDING STREAK: Bob Custer—Bob sure

is a comer. This one O. K. Plenty of pep and

action. We are always glad to show a Custer.

—

A. E. Sharer, Globe theatre, Savannah, Mo.

—

General patronage.

RIDING THE WIND: Fred Thomson—A good

picture to good business with good weather. Fred

has made better ones, but it went over just the

same. Six reels.—E. W. McClelland, Rex thea-

tre, Gilman City, Mo.—Small town patronage.

BORN TO BATTLE: Tom Tyler—One of Tom’s

good ones. The kid, Frankie Darro, and his cur

dog and pony, are also good. Five reels.—Wm.
E. Tragsdorf,. Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.—
Small town patronage.

DRUSILLA WITH A MILLION: Mary Carr-
Wonderful picture. Can’t say too much for this

picture. F. B. O. Gold Bond special. This pic-

ture should please everybody. Eight reels.—St.

Mary’s Hall, Gilbertsville, la.—General patronage.

THE ARIZONA STREAK: Tom Tyler—Ex-
cellent Friday and Saturday film. Tom is quickly

working up a clientele and will soon rank with

the best of them. Tom, don’t use such amateur-

ish leading ladies as this Vaughn person is. Five

reels.—Pace & Bouma, Rialto theatre, Pocahontas,

la.—Mixed patronage.

THE NON-STOP FLIGHT: Special cast—Pretty
good show. Ordinary business.—E. J. Reynolds,

Liberty theatre, Pasco, Wash.—General patronage.

THE TWO GUN MAN: Fred Thomson—

A

dandy clean Western which will please everyone.

Six reels.—Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre,

Neillsville, Wis.—Small town patronage.

THE TWO GUN MAN: Fred Thomson—With-
out any exception Fred draws us the biggest

crowd. Once seeing him and Silver King, people

come for miles to
,
see him again. Six reels.

—

C. C. Bisbee, Columbia theatre, Poynette, Wis.

—

General patronage.

LET’S GO GALLAGHER: Tom Tyler—This
was our first Tom TyleF picture. Good. Very
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Stettmund, Jenkins Fight It Out
Chandler, Okla., October, 9, 1926.

DEAR HERALD:
I have seen a lot of pictures wherein a parent has been separated from a child for

years and years, then one day they meet and intuition tells one or the other or both
who they are. This was always the hunk to me because I thought it just happened in

pictures.

Thursday afternoon I was walking down the street and met an elderly gentleman;
we looked at one another, shook hands and both asked in the same breath, “What’s
your name?” Old boy intuition was right on the job.

However, I did not absolutely recognize “Grandpa” Jenkins until he smiled, and
he ain’t slow about smiling. Well, I was just tickled pink and wanted to hug the old

devil, but he said he would waive that form of greeting because he saved that stuff

for the ladies.

J. C. and “Viola” are national celebrities, so my next thought was of Viola. I

says, “I guess that was Viola a truck drug up the street about ten minutes ago.”

J. C. says, “No” (boys, when he says No emphatic like, why you know he means
NO), but to go on with the conversation, he says, “No, that was not Viola. I had
to ride up and down your confounded streets until I could get a gang of men
together to grab ahold of her and help me stop her. She’s parked in front of the

hotel now, just a-raring to go.” I have read a little about Viola, so I turned my
head to cover my smile.

J. C. told me that he had always figured I was a sort of an ornery cuss and he
wanted my picture for his rogues’ gallery collection. I told him the government
already had my finger prints and I sure did not want my photo associating with
those of Philip Rand, Roy Adams and the rest of that gang of cut-throats.

After we had talked for some time I told J. C. there was a little business in the

south of town I had to see about and the Mrs. had my lizzie and did he care to

walk down with me. Now there is a long, steep hill in the south part of town that

I wanted Viola to tackle, and sure enough J. C. swallowed my stall and offered to

take me there in Viola.

Well, boys, I do not know if I should tell about this or not, because Brother
Jenkins and I got real chummy before he left town. However, facts are facts and
someone said, “They speak for themselves.”

We started down this hill and about two blocks down Viola was picking up
speed upon speed and that durned old J. C. talking like he was resting in an
armchair somewhere. The speedometer was turning around to the big figures and
I was getting uneasy. I told J. C. just because he did not see any speed limit

signs was no reason to think there was none. He told me he was not up to his

driving speed yet, but maybe he had better slow down a little, so he brought her
back to around 25 miles.

The return trip up that hill shall live in my memory forever. This hill is A HILL.
Cadillacs and Packards groan and snort and loose speed on it. Boys, you can put I

me down for the biggest liar in the industry (and we have the biggest in the

world) if Viola did not eat up that hill like my lizzie does a down grade.

Walt Bradley is raving when he talks about Packard glands. You boys in that

race had better make a restriction to use only stock cars, because Viola is no more
a stock car than “Owen” is a race horse. The only thing I can figure out is that

because this coming race is the talk of the sporting world and will get lots of

publicity the makers of Viola are slipping one over on the remainder of the entries

by putting in a special motor on J. C.’s Viola that will startle the civilized world.
Well, boys, as I said before, J. C. and I got real chummy, and you know when

you do that sort of thing you kinda lay bare your soul, as the saying goes. I claim
that I got the low down on all this racing and fishing and golf business. I am a

modest man, so I am not exaggerating when I say I am the best posted man in the

world along these lines. About all I can say publicly is for all of you to get your
money down on “Grandpa,” because he is the berries, not a bad patch in him, and
Viola runs like a new print.

Sincerely,

H. G. STETTMUND,
Odeon theatre.

Chandler, Okla.

good entertaining picture. Pleased 90 per cent.

Six reels.—St. Mary’s Hall, Gilbertville, la.—

-

General patronage.

IF MARRIAGE FAILS: Jacqueline Logan—
A splendid program picture.—Bert Silver, Silver

Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General patron-

age.

ON THE STROKE OF THREE: Special cast—
Will please with this picture. Drew good and
pleased. Print good from F.. B. O. Seven reels.

—St. Mary's Hall. Gilbertsville, la.—General
patronage.

THE WYOMING WILDCAT: Tom Tyler—With
the wonderful little boy, dog and pony in this,

he always draws. Book it, you’ll make no mis-

take.—C. C. Bisbee, Columbia theatre, Poynette,

Wis.—General patronage.

THE NIGHT PATROL: Richard Talmadge—
Good picture. Dick is always okay. Six reels.

—

Mrs. L. Bierman, Palace theatre, Seadrift, Tex.
-—Small town patronage.

THE ISLE OF RETRIBUTION: Special cast—
Good story of the North. Snow scenes are great.

This picture should draw.—St. Mary’s Hall, Gil-

bertsville, la.—General patronage.

GLENISTER OF THE MOUNTED: Lefty
Flynn—Okay. The forest fire is good. The cun-
ning work of Lefty shooting in the mirror fine.

The forest fire stands out the biggest. Not much
comedy. Everyone likes to see the darky supply
the comedy. Six reels.—Mrs. L. Bierman, Palace
theatre, Seadrift, Tex.—Small town patronage.

THE ISLE OF HOPE: Richard Talmadge—An
extra good Talmadge picture. Plenty of action
and not so much fighting. About 75 per cent en-
tertainment. Five reels.—C. S. Watson, Electric

theatre, Caldwell, Kans.—General patronage.

KEEPER OF THE BEES: Special cast—Good.
Brought in some that never came before. Act-

ing of Little Gene Stratton wonderful. The storm
on the ocean good. Book it, everybody, and
advertise the author's granddaughter playing in it.

R^my will want to see her. And the part of the

little scout is just suited to her. She carries the

picture away. Seven reels.—Mrs. L. Bierman,

Palace theatre, Seadrift, Tex.—Small town pat-

ronage.

LADY ROBINHOOD: Evelyn Brent—Flopped
fine. Even the kids raved about it. You can’t

go wrong on a Brent. I am sorry to hear that

Evelyn is leaving F. B. O. Hope she comes back.
—A. E. Sharer, Globe theatre. Savannah, Mo.

—

General patronage.

First National
OLD LOVES FOR NEW: Lewis Stone—

A

good picture of the old desert life. Business was
good for three days. Seven reels.—Robert Kess-
ler, Benn theatre, Philadelphia, Pa.—General
patronage.

PUPPETS: Milton Sills
—“First degree mur-

der.” A story like “Puppets,” murdered by mak-
ing Sills the star, and Sills murdered by putting
him in the lead, whereas in the story, the woman
was the whole thing. Why, oh why, do they do
such things ? Just a good story and a good actor

wasted.—Gordon Craddock, Grand theatre, Macon,
Mo.—General patronage.

THE SAVAGE: Ben Lyon—A lot of good
western gone wrong. Not a thing to it. The
only good thing in it is First National’s title,

and unless they pick up it won’t be much good.
—Gordon Craddock, Grand theatre, Macon, Mo.

—

General patronage.

ELLA CINDERS: Colleen Moore—Just fair.

Bewitching Colleen in an old shop worn story.

I didn’t buy First National’s next year and am
glad, because the last seven or eight have all been
weak sisters.—Gordon Craddock, Grand theatre,
Macon, Mo.—General patronage.

KIKI: Norma Talmadge—A very good picture.

Ronald Colman very good. Business was very
good. Eight reels.—Robert Kessler, Benn theatre,
Philadelphia, Pa.—General patronage.

IRENE: Colleen Moore—It’s a real show from
start to finish and a style show that sends the
ladies out talking to themselves.—E. J. Reynolds,
Liberty theatre, Pasco, Wash.—General patronage.

THE WILDERNESS WOMAN: Aileen Pringle
—A good picture with quite a lot of comedy in it.

Seven reels.—Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre.

Neillsville, Wis.—Small town patronage.

THE BROWN DERBY: Johnny Hines—As nice

a comedy as you would want to look at. Johnny
does not draw at all for me, but this is a cracker-
jack show. It will tickle almost any crowd.
Seven reels.—Leslie Hables, Reel Joy theatre,

King City, Cal.—Small town patronage.

MISS NOBODY : Anna Q. Nilsson—How did

they do it? We’ve been getting nothing but junk
from First National lately, and bang ; out comes
a real honest to goodness picture. This is what
I call entertainment. Play it by all means.

—

Gordon Craddock, Grand theatre, Macon, Mo.

—

General patronage.

THE LIVE WIRE:- Johnny Hines—A good
lively comedy. Would: have been better if not so

long. Eight reels.—Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags
theatre, Neillsville, Wis.—Small town patronage.

THE KNOCKOUT: Milton Sills—I gave the

use of the house on this to the Campfire Girls.

The house was filled for first time in over two
months. It pleased 100 per cent. It is a good
picture. Eight reels.—H. G. Isbell, Casino De-
Luxe theatre, Kiowa, Colo.—General patronage.

JUST SUPPOSE: Richard Barthelmess—A good
program picture.—Bert Silver, Silver Family thea-

tre, Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

CLASSMATES: Richard Barthelmess—A worth-
while picture that went over fine for me to a

nearly full house. The West Point shots especi-

ally good and were well liked. Seven reels.

—

H. E. Partrick, Palace theatre, North Rose, N. Y.

—Small town patronage.

RANSOM’S FOLLY : Richard Barthelmess—It

seems Barthelmess don’t get the right picture to

act in. This isn’t such a wonderful picture.

Let’s have a good picture from you, Dick, soon.

Seven reels.—Robert Kessler, Benn theatre, Phila-

delphia. Pa.—General patronage.

THE ONLY WOMAN: Norma Talmadge—
Average program stuff. Price too high. Film old

with hundreds of splices. Norma is a good act-

ress but our audiences seem to favor the younger

stars. Played to ordinary business and satisfied

75 per cent. Seven reels.—I. R. Gavin, Ham-

mond theatre, Hammond, Wis.—Small town
patronage.

WHY WOMEN LOVE: Blanche Sweet—A good

sea picture with an interesting story. Had many
good comments. Seven reels.—Wm. E. Tragsdorf,

Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.—Small town

patronage.

Fox
WOMAN POWER: Special cast—A very good

one from Fox. Work of Belle Bennett and Rita

Hart very good. No business with a tent show
opposition. Eight reels.—T. A. Shea, Palace thea-

tre, McGehee, Ark.—General patronage.
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SILVER TREASURE: George O’Brien—Good.
Six reels.—J. S. Walker, Texas theatre. Grand
Prairie, Tex.—Small town patronage.

SILVER TREASURE: George O’Brien—One
of the poorest, weakest sisters we have had the

misfortune to show. They walked out on it. Print
almost too dark to see, and with the complicated
plot it was extremely hard to tell what it was all

about. George is good, but we suggest he stay

clear of this kind of stuff. Sold as a special ( ?)

also. Six reels.—E. W. McClelland, Rex theatre,

Gilman City, Mo.—Small town patronage.

THE BLUE EAGLE: George O’Brien—

X

thought a good picture, but my patrons are not

strong for so much fighting. It flopped good for

me the second night. Seven reels.—C. S. Watson,
Electric theatre, Caldwell, Kan.—General patron-

age.

NO MAN’S GOLD: Tom Mix—A good box
office picture. Some real comedy in this which
was supplied by the hobo. The house was in an
uproar from start to finish. Would rate this 80

per cent. Six reels.—J. B. Weddle, Walnut thea-

tre, Lawrenceburg, Ind.—General patronage.

FIG LEAVES: Special cast—Played first half

of week of Oct. 4 with style show by the Potter &
Davis Co., and played to packed houses nightly.

Wonderful fashion parade in picture, which
blends in beautifully with a fashion show. One
of best features ever played here with which to

stage a style revue and natives went wild over it.

Six reels.—F. E. Johnson, Colonial theatre, Cam-
bridge, Ohio.—General patronage.

FIG LEAVES: Special cast—A good picture

but not up to our expectations after reading the

many boosts from the so called experts. Seven
reels.—T. A. Shea, Palace theatre, McGehee, Ark.

—General patronage.

THE TIMBER WOLF: Buck Jones—I note

in the Exhibitors Herald of October 9 that

brother A. M. McBurney, Princess theatre. Maple-
ton, la., commented on bad print on this one.

The print I had was so rotten that after the

first tryout I refunded the patrons their money.
This is the second time in a month that I had a

bad print from Fox of the New Orleans ex-

change. The print was so bad that we could not

use it. Oh, why don’t Fox give us a good print?

Most of my trouble with Fox was print trouble.

I laid off Fox for a number of years on account

of bad prints and I see that I will have to lay

off some more. Six rotten reels.—M. B. Babin,

Fairyland theatre. White Castle, La.—General

patronage.

HARD BOILED: Tom Mix—This picture was
liked here very much. It had an abundance of

comedy and a good story. Six reels.—W. J.

Powell, Lonet theatre, Wellington, O.—Small town
patronage.

SANDY : Madge Bellamy—Good story, good

acting, and a mighty fine picture, but it failed

to draw. All pleased who saw it. Seven reels.

—

J. B. Weddle, Walnut theatre, Lawrenceburg, Ind.

—General patronage.

TONY RUNS WILD: Tom Mix—Tony is won-
derful. Tom, if you ever lose this horse you’d

better pack up and leave Hollywood. Tony has

saved the last four pictures for Tom. The wild

horse scenes are the best yet, but the story and
acting is very weak.—Gordon Craddock, Grand
theatre, Macon, Mo.—General patronage.

THE BEST BAD MAN: Tom Mix—Very much
better than so many of his former pictures, but

at that he drew only about 60 per cent of the

business of the days when he was making real

Westerns. They have killed Mix with our fans,

and that’s that.—E. W. McClelland, Rex thea-

tre, Gilman City, Mo.—Small town patronage.

A TRIP TO CHINATOWN: Earle Foxe—

A

good program picture.—Bert Silver, Silver Family
theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

THE LAST OF THE DUANES: Special east

—This is a triple distilled knockout with Zane
Grey, Tom Mix and Tony. If this won’t draw,

but shucks, it will draw and draw big. I sup-

pose I'm the only exhibitor left to play it so late,

but if by chance there is another belated show-
man this is a tip to him to put it on at once

and feel at peace with the world and the banker.

—Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.

—

General patronage.

Ginsberg
THE PHANTOM EXPRESS: Special cast

—This was a very satisfactory picture.

Ran it on my Children’s Night with the serial,

“Fighting With Buffalo Bill.” The program
pleased adults as well as the children.—L. M.
Jones, Arcadia theatre, Vandergrift, Pa.—Gen-
eral patronage.

J. C. Jenkins—His Colyum
Chandler, Okla., October 9, 1926.

DEAR HERALD:
I am here and stuck in the mud again. It commenced raining at 4 o’clock this

morning and has poured down continually until this hour, 2 p. m., and looks like

we were in for an all night soaking. I drove in here last evening with a chip on
both shoulders, looking for H. G. Stettmund, the man who undertook to ruin my
reputation through the columns of the HERALD. After going to both of his theatres

and not finding him I made inquiry of a couple Chandler’s fair ladies as to his

whereabouts and one of them told me that I would know him readily when I met
him, as he was considered the handsomest man in Chandler. We met on the street,

and we both stopped and looked at each other. I don’t know what was on his

mind, but I thought, well, if this is a specimen of Chandler’s masculine beauty, then
the common herd must be wearing horns.

I said, “Viola and I are here. What’s your pleasure?” and he replied, “Double-
barrel shot-guns loaded with buckshot at ten paces,” and I replied, ‘‘Suits me;
them’s my favorite weepens.”

So, after the smoke had cleared away and we found that each had shot both bar-

rels and hadn’t hit anything but the atmosphere, he said, “Well, I am satisfied and
willing to call it square, but I want you to understand that my remarks about you
still go and I am satisfied that they were true.”

I replied, “Since driving your roads for three days I am satisfied they were
myself.” So I am happy to report that the HERALD man still lives and peace
reigns in Chandler.

* * *

I told Mrs. Stettmund what the young lady said about her husband and she said,

“Yes, that’s what the ladies all say about him. I picked him for his beauty,” and
I just looked at her in surprise and I thought, well, you never saw Frank O’Hara,
the Jewish rabbi at Elgin, Nebraska, or you never would have picked this bird.

[FLASH. First half of the sixth inning, Cardinals 4, Yanks 1. WOW, HURRAH
FOR THE CARDS.]
The new H. & S. theatre which was recently opened is what a Missouri school-

ma’am would call “pre-excellence personified”—if you know what that means. I

don’t. But anyhow it is that and more too. It will give Grasshopper Sprague’s
theatre a run for the money with uncertain results.

The H. & S. and Odeon theatres are owned and operated by Messrs. Hoover &
Stuttmund, and both are a credit to. the town. The H. & S. ought to be plenty
good enough for Tulsa or Oklahoma City. Business was rather light, due to a
downpour of rain.

[SECOND FLASH. First half of the ninth inning, no runs, no hits, no errors,

9 to 2 in favor of the Cardinals. Won’t someone please take my temperature?]
Stutt asked me if I was fond of peaches. I replied in the affirmative, and he said

he had some that was five years old and took me up to his home and show’d me.
It was. It made me think of John Ennor of Union City, Michigan, only John’s
peaches were cherries.

*

The Liberty theatre is owned and operated by Messrs. Bruce & Scott. On Friday
night they played the Oklahoma Cowboy Band in conjunction with a picture pro-

gram to a full house and good satisfaction. Mr. Bruce is the latest addition to the

great HERALD family, which family, by the way, is composed of the livest bunch
of fellows this side of Hoboken. You can’t beat ’em anywhere on earth. This
family eats raw meat and howls of nights.

Mr. and Mrs. Watson, who operate the Electric theatre at Caldwell, Kansas, are

100 per cent plus. The last night I was there they played Metro-Goldwyn’s “Waning
Sex,” with Norma Shearer and Conrad Nagle, a comedy-drama, and were I to advise
exhibitors—which I will not attempt to do—I would say that if you can’t please

’em with this picture then they haven’t thawed out since last January. To me
it was most excellent entertainment, and I will go to see it again if I have the

opportunity.
* * *

I know now where they get the red paint to paint the barns with. They dig it

out of the hills here in Oklahoma. I have scraped enough red paint off of Viola
the past week to paint six barns and two henhouses, and still she has a bright,

ruddy complexion.
Yesterday I got my first view of a cotton field and a tank farm. These cotton

fields don’t enthuse me beyond the point of reasonableness, and I doubt if I ever
go hunting for a job of picking the stuff, and if the gathering of this crop was left

to me we would soon all be wearing woolen B. V. D.s.

Down here they build a lot of tanks out on the prairie and call it a “tank farm.”
Where they get the “farm” idea I don’t know, but they sure have the tanks. I think
I saw a million yesterday. I know a million tanks are a lot of tanks, but boy, you
ought to see them. They look from a distance like Barnum & Bailey’s big top,

except that they are round, and when you are driving toward them you imagine
you are going to a circus. Each one of these tanks is said to be full of oil and I

was told that they hold thirty-five thousand barrels. Maybe it was three hundred
and fifty thousand, I don’t just remember. Anyhow, it doesn’t make any difference,

the price of gas remains the same except that it goes higher.
* * *

One can see oil derricks in about every direction he looks, and they are as thick
as the hair on a Wampus member’s back. If I owned a farm down here and some
guy would put an oil well down on it and the oil would blow out all over my cab-

bage and onions I would get awfully sore about it, and that’s what happens quite
frequently. A man isn’t considered a resident here unless they can smell petroleum
on him. That’s how they tell whether he has a right to vote or not.

( Continued on next page)
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J. C. Jenkins—His Colyum
( Continued from preceding page )

The people talk awfully funny down here; they use some peculiar expressions.

One exhibitor wrote to George W. Marshall at Hollywood:

“Dear George:

“I am on the program to assist at a high school banquet soon. Won’t you please

send me some of your jargon?” And George pawed the dictionary over a while
and then replied, “Sorry, my dear boy, but they don’t grow it here in Hollywood;
nights too cool; better try farther south.”

That son-in-law of mine, Walt Bradley, at Neligh, Nebraska, is very much exer-

cised over a picture of his that appeared in the HERALD recently. He says it

makes him look like a “Crow Indian.” Well, it can’t be helped; the camera won’t
lie, and I will admit that it is pretty tough on the poor Crows.
He seems worried for fear people will think that he is in someway related to

me. He needn’t worry over that. I am keeping it under cover just as much as

possible, and as to Viola needing “Packard glands,” that’s another hallucination of

his. All Viola needs is company, some buzzwagon that can keep up with her. We
have been traveling alone all season. I note that his Nash sedan hasn’t been
entered in that cross-country race yet. How come?

I got quite a kick out of his statement that on our hunting trips he had to kill

all the ducks. That’s quite an exhibition of nerve, for on our last trip I have a

very vivid picture of him crawling through the wet grass on his stomach for half
Simile to get up to a flock of shitepokes and he shot two of them and brought them
into camp thinking they were mallard ducks, and since then he is known locally

as “Shitepoke Bradley.” Better be careful, boy, how you step on the old man.
* * *

I note that Eagle Eye Joe got into my column last week with some poetry. That’s

just as I have contended all the while. That boy is a second James Whitcomb
Riley, and if he is going to keep that up I am going to throw this typewriter in the

river. Joe wrote me that that “swell” girl of his had left the cafe. That accounts

j

for that poetry. A boy can’t write good poetry unless he is in love, and that was

j

good poetry.

Joe, you remember what I wrote you in one of my letters, to look out for these

“swell girls.” You will fiU ’em up on ice cream and all-day suckers and drive ’em
around the park and then they will get out and walk back home and leave you with

j

a flat tire. I know ’em.

Mr. Weaver said you went out to the Sox ball park to bury another grandmother.
This makes the sixth grandmother you have buried this season. How many grand-
mothers is a boy supposed to have I’d like to know?

Sunday, October 10th.

[FLASH. Last half of the eighth inning. Yanks batting. Two gone and bases
full. Alexander goes in for Haines.]

Come on, Aleck old kid, come on. I’m for you. And he came. Cardinals 3,

Yanks 2. And the pennant comes west. Let’s pray.

It’s been my thought from early spring
Right up unto this days,

That the Cards would be the boys to bring
The bacon home to stay.

And since they gobbled everything
And there’s nothing more to say,

Then let us all arise and sing

Ta-ra-ra-boom-de-aye.

J. C. JENKINS,
(The HERALD Man).

Gotham
THE SIGN OF THE CLAW : Peter the Great^-

Very good dog picture that will hold its own
with any of them.—Weakley & Walden, Odeon
theatre, Hardin, Mo.—Small town patronage.

THE PHANTOM OF THE FOREST: Thun-
der—This is a fairly good dog picture, but the

forest fire scenes were the bunk. The hero and
heroine come out of a raging forest with im-

maculately neat clothing and not a hair out of

place. Six reels.—George Benson, Community
theatre, Minneota, Minn.—Small town patronage.

THE POLICE PATROL: James Kirkwood

—

Nice little picture for small place. Six reels.

—

Mrs. L. Bierman, Palace theatre, Seadrift, Tex.

—

Small town patronage.

HEARTS AND SPANGLES: Wanda Hawley-
Pretty fair but seemed to be something lacking.

Six reels.—Mrs. L. Bierman, Palace theatre. Sea-

drift, Tex.—Small town patronage.

Independent
THE FIGHTING SHERIFF: Bill Cody—Very

good Western. Seven reels.—A. P. Sitton & Son,

Muse U theatre, Tularosa, N. M.—Small town
patronage.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
BLARNEY : Ralph Graves—A nice little pro-

gram picture with one of the biggest fights ever
seen on the screen. Seven reels.—H. E. Schlich-
ter, Liggett theatre, Madison, Kan.—General pat-
ronage.

THE WALTZ DREAM: Special cast—Good pic-

ture, but failed to draw carrying charges. They
will not fall for the foreigners in these parts, no
matter how good. Eight reels.—T. A. Shea, Pal-
ace theatre, McGehee, Ark.—General patronage.

THE WALTZ DREAM: Special cast—Just call

the stars Colleen Moore, Phyllis Haver and Law-
rence Gray, whom they closely resemble, and the
picture would go over fine. The German names
are all that there are against it. It compares very
favorably with “The Merry Widow.”—Cragin &
Pike, Majestic theatre & Airdome, Las Vegas,
New.—General patronage.

THE WANING SEX: Norma Shearer—Mighty
clever show. You know what Norma will do at
the B. O., so be your own judge as what you can
pay.—E. J. Reynolds, Liberty theatre, Pasco,

Wash.—General patronage.

THE WANING SEX: Norma Shearer—We con-

sider this much better than “His Secretary,”

though we must admit the ending appears forced.
Seven reels.—T. A. Shea, Palace theatre, Mc-
Gehee, Ark.—General patronage.

BROWN OF HARVARD: Special cask-An ex-
cellent picture with an almost universal appeal.
As a small town exhibitor, I am just awakening
to the fact that Metro-Goldwyn pictures, above all

others, bring the money into the box office. Eight
reels.—W. J. Powell, Lonet theatre, Wellington,
O.—Small town patronage.

LOVEY MARY : Bessie Love—A nice little

story that caters mostly to an old woman and
parents who had children. It could have been
reduced in number of reels to about five and
would have pleased much better. Too draggy.
Seven reels.—M. J. Babin, Fairyland theatre.

White Castle, La.—General patronage.

THE TOWER OF LIES: Lon Chaney—I ean’t

recommend this one. It will please about 25 per
cent and will not register at the box office. Seven
reels.—K"rns rY o — n—am theatre, Onalaska,

Wash.—General patronage.

THE TOWER OF LIES: Special cast—It’s old,

but so far as the show is concerned it is good.

Not much at the B. O.—E. J. Reynolds, Liberty
theatre, Pasco, Wash.—General patronage.

THE MIDSHIPMAN: Ramon Novarro—Well,
fellows, here is one you can write home about,

and it also got extra business at the B. O. Don’t
be afraid to boost it, it’ll stand all you can say
about it.—E. J. Reynolds, Liberty theatre, Pasco,

Wash.—General patronage.

THE MIDSHIPMAN: Ramon Novarro—Nice
picture but no profit. Metro has gone out of

reason on her picture rental for small towns.

Favorable comment from those present. Seven
reels.—A. T. Fleming, Seneca theatre, Blakely,

Ga.—General patronage.

THE BARRIER: Special cast—Good story, cast,

and direction. Though Rex Beach evidently not
well known in this locality, will try it again soon.

Seven reels.—T. A. Shea, Palace theatre, Mc-
Gehee, Ark.—General patronage.

SOUL MATES: Aileen Pringle—A good com-
edy drama that did not draw very well.—Mrs.
Hulda J. Green, Gem theatre, Greenriver, Utah.

—

General patronage.

SLAVE OF FASHION: Norma Shearer—

A

good picture but not up to “His Secretary.” You
can’t go wrong on this.—Gordon Craddock, Grand
theatre, Macon, Mo.—General patronage.

THE PENALTY : Lon Chaney—Chaney won-
derful in this picture. Showed his legs both off

at the knee. Chaney greatest make up man on
screen. Drew extra Thursday night business.

—

A. E. Sharer, Globe theatre, Savannah, Mo.—Gen-
eral patronage.

BATTLING BUTLER: Buster Keaton—Slow
for first five reels, last two reels are very good
for a comedy. I paid just exactly twice what
this was worth to me. Pleased them just as well

with Denny at half the price. Metro hasn’t

convinced me that they are the “Top of the In-

dustry.” I have played two of the 1927 product

and have seen three others, and if they don’t get

better I am stung plenty. Seven reels.—H. J.

Eagan, American theatre, Wautoma, Wis.—Small

town patronage.

THE MASKED BRIDE : Mae Murray—A good
picture that drew a little better than the average
Tuesday night for September. Six reels.—Mrs.

Hulda J. Green, Gem theatre, Greenriver, Utah.

—

General patronage.

THE MASKED BRIDE: Mae Murray—A flop

at box office. If Mae would act along with her
dancing, instead of posing her figure, might get
her by. Not liked here. “Merry Widow” also a

flop. Six reels.—A. T. Fleming, Seneca theatre,

Blakely, Ga.—Small town patronage.

BRIGHT LIGHTS: Charles Ray—Didn’t get to

see this one but from reports it pleased Ray fans.

It failed to do much in the way of business for

us.—Paul B. Hoffman, Legion theatre, Holyrood,
Kan.—Small town patronage.

THE BLACKBIRD : Lon Chaney—Fine actor.

Takes two characters. He is fine. Drew a good
crowd. Box office helped. Six reels.—C. C. Bis-

bee, Columbia theatre, Poynette, Wis..—General
patronage.

THE BLACKBIRD: Lon Chaney—-Chaney fans

highly pleased, but they are too few to enable us

to make a profit at the price we are charged by
Metro. Most of Chaney’s pictures lack a general

appeal and women especially stay away from his

pictures and you can't make money with half of

your regulars absent. Personally, I think he is

in a class by himself as a character actor. Don’t

think, Lon, that you haven’t any lady admirers

in Hammond, for those who are not afraid of you
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are for you strong. Seven reels.—I. R. Gavin,
Hammond theatre, Hammond, Wis.—Small town
patronage.

THE BLACKBIRD: Lon Chaney—An interest-

ing story of London’s limehouse district, in which
Lon Chaney plays a dual role. He does some
wonderful work and is well supported by Renee
Adoree. Seven reels.—Geo. Benson, Community
theatre, Minneota, Minn.—Small town patronage.

LIGHTS OF OLD BROADWAY: Marion
Davies—Rotten business, as it has been for two
months. Those that came saw a good picture and
appreciated it. Seven reels.—H. G. Isbell, Cahino
DeLuxe theatre, Kiowa, Colo.—General patronage.

GO WEST: Buster Keaton—An old picture but

it’s certainly a dandy. Brown Eyes, the cow, is a
wonder. Give your patrons a treat. Play it.

—

Gordon Craddock, Grand theatre, Mason, Mo.

—

General patronage.

Paramount
THE CAMPUS FLIRT: Bebe Daniels—First

class farce comedy drama that pleased 100 per
cent. Had special orchestra attraction whose
drawing power reflected at the box office in in-

creased receipts. Seven reels.—Pace & Bouma,
Rialto theatre, Pocahontas, la.—Mixed patronage.

THE CAMPUS FLIRT: Bebe Daniels—Drew
extra big for us on an off night. It is full of

action and comedy and is easily Bebe’s best pic-

ture. We recommend it highly for any house.

—

Cragin & Pike, Majestic theatre & Airdome, Las
Vegas, Nev.—General patronage.

VARIETY : Emil Jannings—Truly a great pic-

ture. The lighting effects in this are the best

I’ve ever seen. A little hot in* places, but it’s

handled in a way that won’t get too far under
the skin. Give us more like this.—Gordon Crad-

dock, Grand theatre. Macon, Mo.—General patron-

age.

VARIETY : Emil Jannings—It clicked and
pleased as I surmised it would after seeing a
few shots of advance trailer at Paramount con-

vention in the Spring. Some of the younger set

did not care much for it, but most patrons called

it exceptional and it drew very well, especially

considering it had nothing in the way of stars

(known stars) to attract. All American directors

and cameramen should be forced to see this pic-

ture.—Joe Hewitt, Strand theatre, Robinson, 111.—

-

General patronage.

VARIETY : Emil Jannings—This was the first

of our foreign made pictures for a long, long

time—and it will be the last. No denying that

there was splendid acting, especially splendid

photography, but so there are in our own pic-

tures ; and to make art in this country we do not,

as a rule, have to be vulgarly sensual. I under-

stand this version was a mild one and it makes
one wonder what some of the scenes in the other

version were like. Some have mentioned the

aerial work and show scenes. "You Never Know
Women,” directed by Wellman, acted by Florence
Vidor and Clive Brook, had better scenes, perfect

illusion work, and a wholesome hero and heroine

to show the younger element. “Variety” is per-

haps okay for adults. Let’s hear what others say

and also what they think of U. F. A. pictures.

Six reels.—P. G. Estee, S. T. theatre, Parker, S.

D.—Small town patronage.

YOU’D BE SURPRISED: Raymond Griffith—

Here is a mystery comedy which is different from
the regulation brand. I think that Griffith ac-

complishes his purpose to amuse and mystify.

Griffith and his high hat are both becoming
comedy fixtures on the screen. I believe that

everyone will enjoy this picture. Seven reels.

—

James D. Kennedy, Apollo theatre, Indianapolis,

Ind.—General patronage.

YOU NEVER KNOW WOMEN: Florence

Vidor—This picture is different, but the verdict

was good. Six reels..—J. S. Walker, Texas thea-

tre, Grand Prairie, Tex.—Small town patronage.

YOU NEVER KNOW WOMEN: Florence
Vidor—See special mention of this entertaining

picture in our report on “Variety.” Six reels.

—

P. G. Estee, S. T. theatre, Parker, S. D.—Small
town patronage.

NELL GWYN : Dorothy Gish—A little too high
class for our audience. A wonderful picture, but
no money getter. Seven reels.—Robert Kessler,

Benn theatre, Philadelphia, Pa.—General patron-
age.

NELL GWYN : Dorothy Gish—This is a fine

picture. It is English and has some new faces,
but 90 per cent of the work is done and very
well done by Dorothy. The story is historical and
for that reason appeals particularly to the intelli-

gent audience. I would recommend it to the col-

lege towns, though believe it is a little over the
heads of most audiences. It could be trimmed a
little and make a picture more to my liking. I

don’t think it is necessary to have your hero
bite your heroine before the camera but “ours is

not to reason why, ours is but to weep and buy ; on
with the blunderers.”—John ; 11 :35.—Chas. Lee
Hyde, Grand theatre, Pierre, S. D.—General pat-
ronage.

FORLORN RIVER: Special cast—A good Zane
Grey story, and clicked at the box office.—E. P,
Mott, Lyric theatre, Wooster, Ohio.—General pat-
ronage.

FORLORN RIVER: Jack Holt—The usual
Zane Grey-Jack Holt combination that didn’t

mean so much at the box office. Jack’s upstage
attitude and high brow Westerns do not please the
blood and thunder farmers, who crave wilder ac-
tion. All right for city audiences who have never
been farther West than Hoboken. Six reels.

—

Pace & Bouma, Star theatre. Lake City, la.—
Mixed patronage.

HOLD THAT LION : Douglas MacLean

—

Douglas’ best comedy since “The Hottentot.” Six
reels.—H. E. Schlichter, Liggett theatre, Madi-
son, Kan.—General patronage.

THE SECRET SPRING: Special cast—Drew
good, probably due to the title, but it did not
please at all after we had them in. Foreign
shows are no good for our box office in the long
run. Seven reels.— C. A. Anglemire, “Y” theatre,
Nazareth, Pa.—General patronage.

MANTRAP: Clara Bow—Personally we do not
care for the doubtful Clara, but this clever com-
edy drama was put over by Clara, who makes the
play unassisted. Ernest Torrence and Percy Mar-
mont are also present, but neither of these cap-
able stars are well cast for this story and look
as satisfactory as two old goats in a garden of
kids. The story by Sinclair Lewis and as a whole
was pleasing and drew. Seven reels.—P. G. Estee,

S. T. theatre, Parker, S. D.—Small town patron-
age.

FINE MANNERS: Gloria Swanson—Gloria is

always a drawing card and she sure did pass
them up. Eugene O’Brien was also good in this

picture. Seven reels.—Robert K. ssler, Benn thea-
tre, Philadelphia, Pa.—General patronage.

FINE MANNERS: Gloria Swanson—I classify
this as one of her good pictures. There is plenty
of comedy in this and enough of a story to hold
the crowd and not too much of Gloria.—Chas. Lee
Hyde, Grand theatre, Pierre, S. D.—General pat-
ronage.

FINE MANNERS: Gloria Swanson—Pleased
but did not draw at all. Gloria can go to United
Artists and not make me a bit sore, as I could
never get a fail break from tham. Gloria will not
draw beans here. Seven reels—Leslie Hables,
Reel Joy theatre. King City, Cal.—Small town
patronage.

THE RUNAWAY : Clara Bow—A good enter-

taining program picture.—Bert Silver, Silver Fam-
ily theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

THE SHOW OFF: Ford Sterling—If there
ever was a picture that you could call a high
brow comedy, I believe that this one is it. I be-

lieve that most of my crowd liked it, but the more
intelligent enjoyed it a lot. Sterling does some
real character work in this one. The entire cast

makes you feel at home and it struck me as being
a real high class comedy. Humor and real acting

and a fine lesson under it all.—Chas. Lee Hyde,
Grand theatre, Pierre, S. D.—General patronage.

THE SHOW OFF: Special cast—Fair program
picture. Ford Sterling is good in this. Lois

Wilson well cast in this one. Six reels.—T. A.
Shea, Palace theatre, McGehee, Ark.—General pat-

ronage.

FASCINATING YOUTH: Junior Stars of 1926

—Have seen some slams on this but our people

enjoyed the picture and told me so. A refreshing

comedy-drama put over by the graduates of Para-
mount’s School of Acting. Some call it an ad-

vertisement for Paramount pictures. What do we
care? If we are running their pictures we are

helped, if the advertising is as pleasing as this

seemed to our folks. Seven reels.—P. G. Estee,

S. T. theatre, Parker, S. D.—Small town patron-

age.

BEHIND THE FRONT: Special cast—Played
the night of the Dempsey-Tunney fight, one week
after "For Heaven’s Sake,” on same days with

same advertising. Rainy night. Grossed within

Successful Manager Wants to

BUY—LEASE or MANAGE
Theatre catering to a good class of

people. No objection to desirable

partnership. Available at once. Ad-
dress Box 120, Exhibitors Herald.

Armistice Day—Thanksgiving
Christmas—New Year

The Smart Showman Knows These

4 IMPORTANT
HOLIDAYS

Are Nearly Here

He Greets His Patrons Properly By Using

SPECIAL HOLIDAY SERVICE
From

National Screen Service, Inc.
Trailers Build Business

10 Timely Holiday Trailer Greetings gorgeously
designed and brilliantly animated for New Year,
Lincoln’s Birthday, Washington’s Birthday, Easter,
Mother’s Day, Decoration Day, July Fourth, Armis-
tice Day, Thanksgiving, Christmas, also choice of two
animated presentation leaders for your Feature or
Comedy or News Reel,

For this complete Service $40.00 yearly.

A postal, wire or telephone call will bring you
the contract and start the service AT ONCE.

CHICAGO NEW YORK LOS ANGELES
845 So. Wabash Ave. 126-130 West 46th St. 1922 So. Vermont Ave.

N.S.S.
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“Quick Turnovers”

A salesman who knew his business, repre-

senting a well known commodity * with

years of advertising behind it, called to see

a merchant who had always refused to

stock the line.

‘‘So you want $4 a dozen for this article?”

said the merchant. “Nothing doing. I am
buying so and so’s for $3 a dozen. I get

the same price for them I’d get for yours,

so I’m making a dollar a dozen more.”

“Know Bill Smith over on K Street?”

asked the salesman. “Bill Smith used to

say the same thing. He too bought a

‘similar article’ for $3 a dozen, and sold

150 dozen a year. Three years ago he put

in our article. Today he’s selling 1,000

dozen without as much trouble as he used

to have in selling the 150 dozen. He’s

making $2,000 a year on the article where
he used to make $450. Which is the best

business?”

The merchandising principles of business

are basically the same however much they

may differ in detail.
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Too often the empty seats represent the

overhead of a theatre. How to fill them is

the first consideration of the successful

exhibitor.

The more quality, the more draw in

the pictures you show, the better they are

known and the more they are wanted,

there’s just somuch the less chance for the

empty seat. “Quick Turnovers” mean
just as much to a theatre as to a store.

There are lots of different kinds of short

comedies. You get just what you pay for,

just as the merchant did who was buying

the article at $3 a dozen.

The exhibitor who wins in the long run as

well as in the short, is the man who shows
a Mack Sennett comedy every show,
whether it’s a Ben Turpin or an Alice Day
or a Mack Sennett or one of The Smith
Series.

The best is always the best buy.

Elmer Pearson
Vice-President and Qeneral Manager,

PATHE EXCHANGE, INC.
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ten dollars of Lloyd at 15-30 cents admission.

—

Garden theatre, St. Clair, Mich.—General patron-

age.

BEHIND THE FRONT: Special cast—A very
good comedy that drew good in spite of bad
weather. Six reels.—Mrs. Hulda J. Green, Gem
theatre, Greenriver, Utah.—General patronage.

LADIES OF THE HAREM: Special cast—
This has a better story than the name would lead

you to expect and has some spectacular shots. The
cast is good. Don’t run it too soon after ''The

Wanderer” and don’t invite comparison and
recognition by mentioning the previous pcture in

your advertising. Seven reels.—Chas. Lee Hyde,
Grand theatre, Pierre, S. D.—General patronage.

THE NEW KLONDIKE: Thomas Meighan—
Played this to a big Saturday crowd and it was
a knockout. One of the best Meighans we have
had for ages. The story is nothing big, but is

handled in such a way that it gets under your

hide and makes you feel at home. Believe it

pleased as near 100 per cent as is possible. Eight
reels.—Paul B. Hoffman, Legion theatre, Holy-

rood, Kan.—Small town patronage.

PADLOCKED: Lois Moran—Thoroughly en-

joyable picture that pleased patrons. Seven reels.

P. G. Estee, S. T. theatre, Parker, S. D.

—

Small town patronage.

PADLOCKED: Special cast—Story, cast, act-

ing first class. No business, due to fair and tent

show. Enjoyed by the wife, projectionist, dead

heads and myself. Will bring it back and try it

aggin. Seven reels.—T. A. Shea, Palace theatre,

McGehee, Ark.—General patronage.

THE RAINMAKER: Special cast—Fairly good

picture to no business. Paramount still too high

for small town. Failed to gross film rental. Eight

reels.—A. T. Fleming, Seneca theatre, Blakely,

Ga.—Small town patronage.

MISS BREWSTER’S MILLIONS: Bebe Daniels

—A very good comedy drama that drew very well.

Everybody enjoyed it. Seven reels.—Mrs. Hulda
J. Green, Gem theatre, Greenriver, Utah.—Gen-

eral patronage.

MISS BREWSTER’S MILLIONS: Bebe Daniels

—Bebe a fairly good bet with us. Lots of laughs

and good entertainment. But didn’t seem to

compare very favorably with the original story. —
A. E. Sharer, Globe theatre. Savannah, Mo.—Gen-

eral patronage.

WOMANHANDLED: Richard Dix—A very

good picture. Had many good comments on it.

Seven reels.—Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre,

Neillsville, Wis.—Small town patronage.

WOMANHANDLED: Richard Dix—If anyone
thinks this will reflect on the real Westerns, they

should ask our patrons. They enjoyed every foot of

it and told their friends about it and had them
come. We played these Paramounts late, but they

are still good and so are the films. Rounding up
cattle with Ford cars, and having said cattle

stampede at the sight of a horse, created a lot

of laughs among our Western fans. Seven reels.

—Dinsmore & Son, Majestic theatre, Weiner, Ark.

—Small town patronage.

PARAMOUNT 1926-27 TRAILER: This prod-

uct is sent out by Paramount to educate the crowd
on their new product. I think it is a fine idea

but believe if you are to use it that you should

hand pick your crowd. Don’t try to throw it in

extra and force it down the throats of a lot of

people who are interested in stories only. The in-

telligent fan will enjoy it. The average fan will

be bored.—Chas. Lee Hyde, Grand theatre, Pierre,

S. D.—General patronage.

WET PAINT: Raymond Griffith—Not a smile

out of our audience of 42 patrons. Where is the

Paramount of a few years back ? The only thing

remaining is the charges. Eight reels.—A. T.

Fleming, Seneca theatre, Blakely, Ga.—Small
town patronage.

DESERT GOLD: Special cast—A good west-

ern written by Zane Grey. Well acted and cast.

Usual good Paramount mountings with some ex-

cellent western scenery. Seven reels.—C. A. An-
glemire, “Y” theatre, Nazareth, Pa.—General pat-

ronage. -

FOR HEAVEN’S SAKE: Harold Lloyd—Book
it if you can get it without mortgaging the thea-

tre. I did. It is good, but not as good as "Why
Worry" or "Safety Last.” However, Lloyd’s

name brings them in and they get their money’s
worth in “For Heaven’s Sake.” Five reels.

—

R. J. Williams, Pastime theatre, Johnson, Nebr.

—

General patronage.

FOR HEAVEN’S SAKE: Harold Lloyd—For
Heaven’s Sake, how Harold is slipping. Weather
good two nights. Advertising used, 150 per cent
more than on average picture. Admission 15 and
35 cents.—Garden theatre, St. Clair, Mich.—Gen-
eral patronage.

FOR HEAVEN’S SAKE: Harold Lloyd—This

picture was liked here much better than I an-
ticipated it would be. However, owing to a ty-
phoid epidemic with 131 active cases in a town
of 2,245 population, we were unable to make ac-
tual expenses. That’s where the average arrange-
ment is most unfair. When you lose, you lose

all ; when you win, you split half. Six reels —
W. J. Powell, Lonet theatre, Wellington, O.

—

Small town patronage.

FOR HEAVEN’S SAKE: Harold Lloyd—A wow
of a comedy. They nearly took the roof off the
theatre. Far ahead of the "Freshman” in my
estimation. Full of clever gags. Play is there
and over. Six reels.—A. E. Sharer, Globe theatre.
Savannah, Mo.—General patronage.

HE’S A PRINCE: Raymond Griffith—A lot of

slapstick comedy in this, but the title was a loss.

Seven reels.—Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre,

Neillsville, Wis.—Small town patronage.

THE CROWN OF LIES: Pola Negri—A pro-
gram picture sold to us as a special. A good
entertainment as a program at cheap admission,
but not a special. The star always good.—Bert
Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.

—

General patronage.

THE ENCHANTED HILL: Jack Holt—An en-
tertaining picture, if you can get ’em in with
that title. Peter B. Kyne doesn’t seem to mean
anything at my box office. Seven reels.—Wm. E.

Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.—Small
town patronage.

STAGE STRUCK: Gloria Swanson—Gloria fine

in this one. Good entertainment. Patrons well
pleased. Seven reels.—A. E. Sharer, Globe thea-
tre, Savannah, Mo.—General patronage.

A KING ON MAIN STREET: Adolph Menjou
This is a very good picture, if you can get them
in to see it. If I want to keep my people away
all I have to do is to have a picture with a title

that in any way refers to kinks, quinks or any of

their dizzy offsprings, or photos which show that
any part of the picture is in costume. Seven reels.

—Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville,

Wis.—Small town patronage.

THE LIGHT OF WESTERN STARS: Jack
Holt—A craekerjack of a western. Jack and all

of cast fine. Had everything in it to make it a
dandy big clean out door picture. Fans all well

pleased. Seven reels.—A. E. Sharer, Globe thea-

tre, Savannah, Mo.—General patronage.

THE ANCIENT HIGHWAY: Jack Holt—

A

pleasing picture, but the fact that it was a Cur-
wood story did not help much at the box office.

Probably but few had read it. Seven reels.

—

Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.
—Small town patronage.

THE WANDERER: William Collier, Jr.—

A

very gorgeous production, interesting throughout.
Collier and Nissen do fine acting. Almost sug-

gestive at times, but will have to call it a clean

picture. Did not make but very little money on
it. Eight reels.—A. E. Sharer, Globe theatre,

Savannah, Mo.—General patronage.

THE VANISHING AMERICAN: Richard Dix
—A very wonderful production. Dix and entire

cast excellent. It is very seldom that we have
the pleasure of showing such a fine picture. Ten
reels.—A. E. Sharer, Globe theatre. Savannah,
Mo.—General patronage.

THE AMERICAN VENUS: Esther Ralston—
A very good picture with plenty of comedy and
action, but failed to draw for us. This picture is

clean. Eight reels.—A. E. Sharer, Globe theatre,

Savannah, Mo.—General patronage.

THAT’S MY BABY: Douglas MacLean—An
excellent comedy that pleased all who saw it. We
can’t get any crowd out for a comedy picture un-
less it is a Harold Lloyd show. Seven reels.

—

C. A. Anglemire, “Y” theatre, Nazareth, Pa.

—

General patronage.

Pathe
THE DEVIL HORSE : Rex—One of the ten

best money makers and ten best plays of the
year. Jump right after this, brother, raise your
price and boost it as a wonderful play. Any ex-

hibitor, especially in the west, not playing these

Rex the horse pictures is missing a good bet.

—

Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.—Gen-
eral patronage.

THE FRONTIER TRAIL: Harry Carey—

A

dandy good picture for the Saturday night bunch.
Injuns, U. S. Cavalry ’neverything’. Six reels.

—

Wjn. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.
—Small town patronage.

THE FRESHMAN: Harold Lloyd—This is very
good, but does not draw what it should compared
to what you have to pay Lloyd for it. In fact,

this guy is only about half as good around here

as he thinks he is. Six reels.—Wm. E. Trags-
dorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.—Small town
patronage.

GIRL SHY: Harold Lloyd—Good, very good.
I got a flat price on this old one, hence felt like
working little harder to put it over, and so did.

When you have to give it all to the exchange
on an unfair percentage split it takes the wind
out of your sails before you get started. Thank
goodness for once I had the price of a porter
house steak after playing Harold. But oh, what
a print.—Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.
—General patronage.

THE BATTLING ORIOLES: Special cast—Was
substituted for another feature and as punk as I

ever saw. Was an old 1924 picture that the
patrons commented on while passing out. So old
it had whiskers and, as for the entertaining •nd,
it was annoying instead. Six reels.—M. J. Babin,
Fairyland theatre, White Castle, La.—General pat-
ronage.

Preferred
THE WHITE MAN : Alice Joyce—Expected

a much better picture and was somewhat dis-

appointed and so were my patrons. Somehow
or other these fail to draw me any business.
Print in just fair condition. Seven reels.

—

Marion Bodwell, Paramount theatre, Wyoming, 111.

General patronage.

Principal
THE RECREATION OF BRYAN KENT: Ken-

neth Harlan—A good play but a small house.
This story as picturized retains all the charm of
a good story well told. The audience seemed
to have a pleasant evening without thrills, but
took in the picture as if they were listening to

the story. The cast was so well balanced and
each one played his or her part so smoothly that
it would be invidious to mention one and not the
other.—A. J. Gibbons, Kozy theatre, Metropolis,
111.—General patronage.

Pro-Dis-Co
THE VOLGA BOATMAN: William Boyd—This

is one of the best pictures of the year. With a
thrilling story and a splendid cast, DeMille has
produced a really wonderful picture. William
Boyd and Elinor Fair are both excellent and the
rest of the cast almost as good. It is so much
better than I had expected from the reports I have
seen that I can hardly say enough in its praise.

Have been hearing praises of it from all sides

since its showing here. Boost it as much as you
can, it’s worth it. Eleven reels.—Geo. Benson,
Community theatre, Minneota, Minn.—Small town
patronage.

THE VOLGA BOATMAN: William Boyd-
Played this wonderful picture 3 days, Oct. 6-7-8,

to enormous business—partly due to the fact that

Boyd was born and raised near this city and
worked here for several years. The picture was a
knockout in every particular and greatest praise

imaginable was heard on all sides. DeMille staged

a marvelous one in this pippin. Eleven reels.

—

F. E. Johnson, Colonial theatre, Cambridge, Ohio.
-—General patronage.

THE VOLGA BOATMAN: Special cast—If you
haven’t got it, better start looking it up and
hurry. It means just as much at the B. O. as

Harold Lloyd, and your partner will pat you on
the back. Don’t waste any time.—E. J. Reynolds,

Liberty theatre, Pasco, Wash.—General patronage.

ROCKING MOON: Special cast—This is a nice

story with some beautiful scenery and good act-

ing. If you can get it reasonable, don’t pass it

up. S-wer ’•'''•'s.

—

T<«vn- s-i-iU- n-«am theatre,

Onalaska. Wash.—General patronage.

THE UNKNOWN SOLDIER: Special cast—

A

wonderful picture for small towns. A little sad

but it pleased them just the same. Eight reels.

—

Leslie Hables, Reel Joy theatre. King City. Cal.

—

Small town patronage.

SILENCE: H. B. Warner—Here is a very good
drama that will please. Poorest Friday and Sat-

urday business in five month-- F ; -*ht reels.

—

Kerns Spears, Dream theatre, Onalaska, Wash.

—

General patronage.

SILENCE: Special cast—One of the best, but

how in the devil is a fellow going to get them in

with a title like that? And still it fit to a T.

No business, but a mighty good show.—E. J.

Reynolds, Liberty theatre, Pasco, Wash.—General

patronage.

UP IN MABEL’S ROOM: Marie Prevost—

A

dandy good comedy that would have registered

had it not rained us out. Would call it a good

one with all the players getting a chance to do

their stuff, and they do it. Seven reels.—E. W.
McClelland, Rex theatre, Gilman City, Mo.—Small

town patronage.

BRAVEHEART: Rod LaRocque—Above aver-

age program picture and a fine story that pleased

95 per cent. It is out of the ordinary, as are
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most all the Pro-Dis-Co product. Seven reels.

—

Pace & Bouma, Rialto theatre, Pocahontas, la.

—

Mixed patronage.

THE MILLION DOLLAR HANDICAP: Spe-

cial cast—A real show and good paper. No busi-

ness on account of no money, fairs and roundups.

—E. J. Reynolds, Liberty theatre, Pasco, Wash.

—

General patronage.

SEVEN DAYS: Special cast—Just a fair pro-

gram picture. If they like lots of slapstick, it will

go ; if not, it won’t. I would call it highbrow
slapstick.—E. J. Reynolds, Liberty theatre, Pasco,

Wash.—General patronage.

THE WEDDING SONG, WITHOUT MERCY:
Just program shows.—E. J. Reynolds, Liberty

theatre, Pasco, Wash.—General patronage.

MADE FOR LOVE: Special cast—Just a show
and another day gone.—E. J. Reynolds, Liberty

theatre, Pasco, Wash.—General patronage.

Rayart
THE COURAGEOUS FOOL: Reed Howes—

A

good little picture that has no drawing power
but will please. Howes is a good looking fellow,

can do the stunts the fans like, and act too.

Hope to hear he has signed up with one of the

best producers ; then we will have a real picture.

Five reels.—Mrs. B. Smith, Palace theatre. Rock-
mart, Ga.—Small town patronage.

Sunset
KIT CARSON OVER THE GREAT DIVIDE:

Special cast—Better than the other two Sunsets
we have run, but as long as directors allow women
to go through war, fire and scuffles with Indians,

and still have unruffled curls and spotless, un-
wrinkled clothing, such pictures cannot help ap-
pearing artificial. Six reels.—Dinsmore & Son,

Majestic theatre, Weiner, Ark.—Small town pat-

ronage.

Tiffany
THE THOROUGHBRED: Carter DeHaven—

Just a fair program picture, much better than
some that we have had from the Renown Ex-
change at Chicago. These pictures were mis-rep-
resented to me. They are not the pictures that
they try to make you think they are. They seem
to have a good cast but fall down on the directing

and sets. No entertainment value and no draw-
ing power to them. Grossed only $86.25 with no
opposition and good weather. These pictures have
all been money losers to me. We can’t under-
stand what the trouble can be. When they first

started up you couldn't ask for better pictures

than “Broadway Gold,” “Bright Lights of Broad-
way,” “Her Temporary Marriage,” “East Side,

West Side,” etc. But this last group can’t com-
pare with them. Maybe the rest will be better.

We hope so anyway. Six reels.—Marion Bodwell,
Paramount theatre, Wyoming, 111.—General pat-

ronage.

United Artists
THE BLACK PIRATE: Douglas Fairbanks

—

Fine. Coloring all the way through. Persons
seemed almost alive. Wonderful. Book it and
see the box office swell. Eleven reels.—C. C. Bis-

bee, Columbia theatre, Poynette, Wis.—General
patronage.

SPARROWS: Mary Pickford—A year ago
Mary’s publicity department saw fit to use my re-

port on “Annie Rooney” in their trade paper ads,

but sorry to state there is nothing favorable to

write about in "Sparrows.” Miserable opening,
due to bad weather, second night drew well, but
not one favorable comment from patrons. Story
too sordid and not up to Pickford average by a
long shot. Another one like this, Mary, and we’ll

have to bench you and send in a pinch hitter.—Joe
Hewitt, Strand theatre, Robinson, 111.—General
patronage.

SPARROWS: Mary Pickford—Seemed to please
generally, but not the picture they would have you
believe. Very gruesome in places. Mary is get-

ting too old for the kid stuff and this our last of
her. Nine reels.—H. E. Schlichter, Liggett thea-
tre, Madison, Kan.—General patronage.

THE SON OF THE SHEIK: Rudolph Valen-
tino—A wonderful picture that drew good but
didn’t break any record. By the time United
Artists get theirs, there isn't much left. Worth
taking a chance on. Seven reels.—J. B. Weddle.
Walnut theatre, Lawreneeburg, Ind.—General pat-
ronage.

THE SON OF THE SHEIK: Rudolph Valen-
tino—Due to the publicity at the time of his death,
this is a very good box office attraction. The pic-

ture is the best that he made during the last few
years, but it is nothing to rave over. Good for its

type, but many people in the small towns do not
care for this type of play. Seven reels.—H. J,

Eagan, American theatre, Wautoma.Wis.—Small

town patronage.

THE EAGLE: Rudolph Valentino—A good pic-

ture. Star and cast fine.—Bert Silver, Silver

Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General pat-

ronage.

WILD JUSTICE: Peter the Great—One that

pleased the whole crowd. Attendance slim due to

other attractions in a nearby town. Seven reels.—

-

M. J. Babin, Fairyland theatre. White Castle, La.

—General patronage.

DOROTHY VERNON OF HADDON HALL:
Mary Pickford—This is an old one but Mary
Pickford has never done anything better. A very

artistic production, produced in a sumptuous man-
ner. This is one costume picture that pleases all

classes, and that is unusual. Drew excellent busi-

ness for two nights. Ten reels.—E. M. Biddle,

Strand theatre, Paoli, Ind.—Small town patronage.

THE MARK OF ZORRO: Douglas Fairbanks—
Here’s a good one boys. Played it one night and
pulled good. Fairbanks is good actor and a clean

one. It will please 85 per cent.—St. Mary’s Hall,

Gilbertsville, la.—General patronage.

AMERICA: Special cast—A wonderful picture

but did not draw. As for the picture, it can’t be
beat. A great picture. If you haven’t played it,

book it. Ten reels.—St. Mary’s Hall, Gilbertsville,

la.—General patronage.

TESS OF THE STORM COUNTRY: Mary
Pickford—Good picture. A 100 per cent entertain-

ment and went over good. Ten reels.—St. Mary’s
Hall, Gilbertsville, la.—General patronage.

TESS OF THE STORM COUNTRY: Mary
Pickford—Mary sure draws. She is the cutest kid

in this. Pleased everyone. Book it and boost it.

—C. C. Bisbee, Columbia theatre, Poynette, Wis.

—

General patronage.

Universal
THE MARRIAGE CLAUSE: Special cast—

A

mighty fine picture that went over well. Had lots

of compliments on it. You can step on this pic-

ture. It will stand up. Seven reels.—C. S. Wat-
son, Electric theatre, Caldwell, Kan.—General pat-

ronage.

THE MARRIAGE CLAUSE: Special cast—
Seemed to please generally. Some very fine acting
and our old friend, Francis X., is very good in

his role. Eight reels.—H. E. Schlichter, Liggett
theatre, Madison, Kan.—General patronage.

ROLLING HOME: Reginald Denny—A very
pleasing program picture, an evening well spent.

—Gordon Craddock, Grand theatre, Macon, Mo.

—

General patronage.

ROLLING HOME: Reginald Denny—A very
good one from Denny. Almost all his are good.
Wish there were more in the game like him. Seven
reels.—Leslie Hables, Reel Joy theatre, King City,

Cal.—Small town patronage.

ROLLING HOME: Reginald Denny—A very
fine picture for Universal to boost her price on.

It pleases everyone. Good clean humor and a
good supporting cast. And now we can start in

on the next Complete Service Contract—“What do
you mean, complete?”—Chas. Lee Hyde, Grand
theatre, Pierre, S. D.—General patronage.

THE MIDNIGHT SUN: Laura LaPlante—

A

A very interesting picture, well directed. The set-

tings are gorgeous. The exchange furnished us
a brand new print and booked in the picture fol-

lowing its run at the four million dollar Keith’s

Palace theatre at Cleveland. What more could

one ask? Nine reels.—W. J. Powell, Lonet thea-

tre, Wellington, O.—Small town patronage.

THE FLAMING FRONTIER: Hoot Gibson—
A wonderful drama of the old West. The scenes
were great. A good picture. Business was good.
Nine reels.—Robert Kessler, Benn theatre, Phila-
delphia, Pa.—General patronage.

POKER FACES; THE RUNAWAY EXPRESS:
—Am reporting these two together as, in a way, I

want to compare them. They were both good pic-

tures, but "Poker Faces” apparently was made as

a mirth provoker. It was amusing, but it was
apparently too much forced—too much effort to

get laughs. It was funny, but not so darn funny,
that is, it did not make them laugh out loud.

“The Runaway Express” brought more genuine
laughs than "Poker Faces.” It also had the
thrills and was much better at the box office. The
love making scenes in the restaurant, especially,

and all through the picture, were very very
clever. The kind of love scenes my patrons like.

Clever instead of mushy.—L. M. Jones, Arcadia
theatre, Vandergrift, Pa.—General patronage.

THE CALL OF COURAGE: Art Acord—
Would rate this a little better than the average
Western. A clever kid. horse, and dog help put
it over. Drew satisfactory business. Five reels.

—

E. M. RiJdlp. Strand theatre, Paoli, Ind.—Small
town patronage.

THE WILD HORSE STAMPEDE: Special cast

—Good Western. Drew some extra business. Good
paper on this and a good title. I think these

two items are as important as the picture, but a
title and a line of paper like this will make some
business. When my patrons come to see a West-
ern they want a real Western, not a half and half

proposition.—L. M. Jones, Arcadia theatre, Van-
dergrift, Pa.—General business.

THE TEXAS STREAK: Hoot Gibson—Gibson
is one of our best box office bets and this proved
to be one of his best pictures. The story is quite

an original one and carries several thrills and
plenty of good laughs. Seven reels.—W. J. Pow-
ell, Lonet theatre, Wellington, O.—Small town
patronage.

THE TEXAS STREAK: Hoot Gibson—A dandy
good entertainment. A Western that is out of the
ordinary and went over fine. The photography
was too dark, which detracted from the picture.

Film was clouded in spots. Six reels.—C. S. Wat-
son, Electric theatre, Caldwell, Kan.—General

patronage.

FIGHTING PEACEMAKERS: Jack Hoxie—

A

good Western picture. If Hoxie isn’t careful he is

going to hurt something. Fellows, he does hit

so hard in this picture he comes very near knock-
ing one fellow down.—Bert Silver, Silver Family
theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

BUSTIN’ THROUGH: Jack Hoxie—This is a
good program Western that will please if your
audience likes Hoxie pictures. It is really the best
Hoxie Western which we have had in many a day.

Five reels.—W. T. Davis & Son, Rialto theatre,

Sharon, Wis.—General patronage.

THE CALGARY STAMPEDE: Hoot Gibson-
Fine. Everyone satisfied and they were glad to

tell me so. Six reels.—H. T. Nokes, Elite theatre,

Nixa, Mo.—Small town patronage.

RUSTLER’S RANCH: Art Acord—This was
well liked by my Saturday night crowd and this

star is coming in popularity. Nothing outstanding
in the story or picture to cause special comment.
It is a Western and a little better than the aver-

age.—Chas. Lee Hyde, Grand theatre, Pierre, S.

D.—General patronage.

THE COHENS AND KELLYS: Special cast—
I haven’t words to express how good this was.
Anyhow it was a knockout from start to finish.

Pleased 95 per cent. Charged 10 and 25c. Eight
reels.—A. E. Sharer, Globe theatre. Savannah, Mo.
—General patronage.

MY OLD DUTCH: Pat O'Malley—It’s a crime
to make a real actor like O’Malley play in such a

piece of junk as this. The old man would cer-

tainly make money by putting this on the shelf.—

-

Gordon Craddock, Grand theatre, Macon, Mo.

—

General patronage.

OH DOCTOR: Reginald Denny—Denny is

brought up to believe himself an invalid and not

until the girl shows up does he realize what a

man should be, and his efforts to become one are

very funny. He gets your sympathy even while

you laugh at him. There are thrills a plenty with

Denny in the center. An old release but worth
playing.—Dinsmore & Son, Majestic theatre,

i
Weiner, Ark.—Small town patronage.

THE COMBAT: House Peters—A lot of hokum,
made for a dime house, not a first class one.

—

Gordon Craddock, Grand theatre, Macon, Mo.

—

General patronage.

CALIFORNIA STRAIGHT AHEAD: Reginald
Denny—When the grown folks stand up and yell,

believe me, you have a real picture, apd this is

just exactly what "California Straight Ahead” is.

Book it, brother, book it right now, and get out

some paper on it. Don’t be afraid to spend a

few dollars on this one. One of the best all

around pictures we have ever shown. Created

more genuine excitement than any Lloyd we ever

had. Seven reels.—R. J. Williams, Pastime thea-

tre, Johnson, Nebr.—General patronage.

TWO FISTED JONES: Jack Hoxie—We had
no complaint on this picture. A few told me
they liked it real well. Five reels.—H. T. Nokes,

Elite theatre, Nixa, Mo.—Small town patronage.

WHAT HAPPENED TO JONES: Reginald
Denny—It was a riot. Pleased 100 per cent.

Had patrons tell me they thought it about the

funniest show they had ever seen. We did a

fine business. It would have been perfectly clean

if one or two little parts had been left out. Seven

reels.—A. E. Sharer, Globe theatre. Savannah,

Mo.—General patronage.

THE MEASURE OF A MAN: William Des-

mond—Nothing big. Most of the women will like

it. The men will not. William Desmond well

liked here. A story of a confirmed drunkard who
left the city and found himself in the north woods.

A good clean little story. Five reels.—R. J. Wil-

liams, Pastime theatre, Johnson. Nebr.—General

p itronage.
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Colleen Moore proved her aptness and charm as a hostess when she entertained
twenty-five ardent picture fans at her bungalow on the First National studio lot at

Burbank. The fans, who had written her letters, all received gifts from the star and
were also treated to ice cream and cake. No wonder they’re all a happy looking
group.

SMOULDERING FIRES: Laura LaPIante—No
good for small towns. If you can draw a crowd
from your women patrons, play it ; if you can’t,

ofay away from it. Two women love the same
man. Some of my men patrons are cussing me
yet. Excellent cast, photography, and directing.

Right reels.—R. J. Williams, Pastime theatre,

Johnson, Neb.—General patronage.

WHERE WAS I ? : Reginald Denny—A fair

entertainment.. Pleased them all.—Bert Silver, Sil-

ver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General
patronage.

WHERE WAS I?: Reginald Denny—Everybody
satisfied with this one. Seven reels.—H. T. Nokes,
Elite theatre, Nixa, Mo.—Small town patronage.

WHERE WAS I?: Reginald Denny—Like all

Denny's, this was good. A great comedy. Kept
them laughing most of the time, and clean.

—

A. E. Sharer, Globe theatre, Savannah, Mo.—Gen-
eral patronage.

Warner Bros.
THE LOVE TOY : Special cast—This sur-

prised me by being a clever program picture. The
small crowd present were much pleased and com-
mented favorably. Everything good but the title

and the paper. The title was especially poor and
inappropriate. I could have given this a better
name myself.—L. M. Jones, Arcadia theatre, Van-
dergrift. Pa.—General patronage.

THE LOVE TOY: Special cast—No business.
Not so bad, but just good pastime and gives the
cashier a rest.—E. J. Reynolds, Liberty theatre,
Pasco, Wash.—General patronage.

HERO OF THE BIG SNOWS: Rin Tin Tin—
The poorest Rin Tin Tin picture to date.—E. P.
Mott, Lyric theatre, Wooster, Ohio.—General pat-
ronage.

HERO OF THE BIG SNOWS: Rin Tin Tin—
A good dog picture.—Bert Silver, Silver Family
theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

THE SEA BEAST: John Barrymore—A good
picture but the price asked is too high, so if you
can’t buy it right, stay off of it. I lost money
on it and it arrived one day late and the com-
pany as yet has not answered me as to my re-
imbursement on that very poor service. From this
it seems as though your contract is all they want.
I have had no cooperation from them at all. Ten
reels.—W. L. Rockwell, Odeon theatre, Cotton-
wood Falls, Kan.—General patronage.

THE SAP: Special cast—Very satisfactory pro-
gram picture. Comments all favorable. No par-
ticular drawing power.—L. M. Jones, Arcadia
theatre, Vandergrift, Pa.—General patronage.

THE PLEASURE BUYERS: Irene Rich—An
interesting drama in which nearly every member
of the cast is suspected of the crime with the sus-

pense kept up ’till the last minute. Seven reels.

—

Geo. Benson, Community theatre, Minneota, Minn.
—Small town patronage.

THE CAVE MAN : Matt Moore—One of the
best comedy program pictures we have played.

Nothing special about it. Just a laugh.—Bert
Silver1

, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.

—

General patronage.

THE NIGHT CRY: Rin Tin Tin—In my opin-

ion, this is the best animal picture ever produced.
Some of the things done in this picture make one
marvel as to the possibilities of the screen. Busi-

ness very poor owing to a local typhoid epidemic,

but this was no fault of the picture. It is 100

per cent entertainment. Seven reels.—W. J. Pow-
ell, Lonet theatre, Wellington, O.—Small town
patronage.

COMPROMISE: Irene, Rich—If they would
leave out the podding, posing and standing around
and looking at themselves, it would be a pretty

good sport. But what a title. Can you figure out
who is going to be attracted by such a title ?

—

E. J. Reynolds, Liberty theatre, Pasco, Wash.—
General patronage.

CLASH OF THE WOLVES: Rin Tin Tin—It’s

a real dog show. Holds interest and raises old

Ned at the box office. At least it did here.—

-

E. J. Reynolds, Liberty theatr^1 Pasco, Wash.—

-

General patronage. «

THE WIFE WHO WASN’T WANTED: Irene

Rich—This title drew fairly well, but picture was
not what the people expected to see. Drew about

60 per cent. Picture bought at a minimum. Seven

reels.—W. L. Rockwell, Odeon theatre. Cotton-

wood Falls, Kan.—Small town patronage.

THREE WEEKS IN PARIS: Special cast—
Another can of film and that’s all you can say

for it.—Gordon Craddock, Grand theatre, Macon,

Mo.—General patronage.-

SATAN IN SABLES: THE GOLDEN COCOON:
—Just shows.—E. J. Reynolds, Liberty theatre,

Pasco, Wash.—General patronage.

SEVEN SINNERS: Special cast—Guess it was
all right, but there wasn’t enough people in the

house to make comment.—E. J. Reynolds, Liberty

theatre, Pasco, Wash.—General patronage.

ROSE OF THE WORLD: Special cast—Didn’t

have enough at the B. O. to know if it was any

good or not.—E. J. Reynolds, Liberty theatre,

Pasco, Wash.—General patronage.

Serials
THE BAR C MYSTERY: (Pathe)—Dorothy

Phillips—Finished playing this serial a few weeks
ago. It is a fair western serial. Business held
up fairly well on it. We run serials continuously.—A. E. Sharer, Globe theatre. Savannah, Mo.

—

General patronage.

THE BAR C MYSTERY: (Pathe)—Was a loss
to me. Bought too high and did not hold the
crowd. Started out fairly well but was not strong
enough to hold them. Two reels.—W. L. Rock-
well, Odeon theatre. Cottonwood Falls, Kan.

—

Small town patronage.

CASE OF THE COAST GUARD: (Pathe)—
George O’Hara—Played this serial and found it

to be only fair ; not much of a story.—A. E.
Sharer, Globe theatre, Savannah, Mo.—General
patronage.

THE FIGHTING MARINE: (Gene Tunney)—

-

Opened with this the day after the fight. Have
run first two episodes and the quality is okay, but
this is not a serial town. Failed to pull any
extra business. Two reels.—R. F. Relf, Uptown
theatre, Clear Lake, la.—General patronage.

PERILS OF THE WILD: (Universal)—Joe
Bonomo—Held up good until the last two or three
reels. Too much junk in those. Does not follow
the book very close.—R. J. Williams, Pastime
theatre, Johnson, Nebr.—General patronage.

THE RADIO DETECTIVE: (Universal)—The
best Universal has made since “Riddle Rider.”
Get the Boy Scouts back of you, and you’re in
for ten good nights. Two reels.—Gordon Crad-
dock, Grand theatre, Macon, Mo.—General patron-
age.

Short Features
EDUCATIONAL

BACHELOR BABIES: Juvenile—A good kid
comedy.—Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre,
Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

BEARCATS: Juvenile—A good kid comedy.
Two reels.—Robert Kessler, Benn theatre, Phila-
delphia, Pa.—General patronage.

BEAUTY A LA MUD: Jimmie Adams—Not so
good. Too much rough stuff. Might get over
where they like the very roughest kind. Did not
go here. Two reels.—Leslie Hables, Reel Joy thea-
tre, King City, Cal.—Small town patronage.

A COUPLE OF CELEBRITIES: Hodge-Podge
—It seems Hodge Podge is a wonderful reel to
look at. It is interesting and it is also enjoyed
by our patrons. One reel.—Robert Kessler, Benn
theatre, Philadelphia, Pa.—General patronage.

EATS ARE WEST: Felix the Cat—Felix is

always welcome with his appearance on the screen
by the youngsters. They like his funny business.
Two reels.—C. A. Anglemire, “Y” theatre, Naza-
reth, Pa.—General patronage.

GOING CRAZY: Lige Conley—A fine comedy
with Lige Conley bringing a great many laughs
from our crowds. Two reels.—C. A. Anglemire,
"Y” theatre, Nazareth, Pa.—General patronage.

IN THE SPIDER’S GRIP: A one reel novelty
that did not create any excitement.—E. W. Mc-
Clelland, Rex theatre, Gilman City, Mo.—Small
town patronage.

JOLLY TARS: Lloyd Hamilton—As fine a
comedy as I have had for a long time. This one
sure rang the bell. Educational is the goods.

Two reels.—Leslie Hables, Reel Joy theatre, King
City, Cal.—Small town patronage.

MAID IN MOROCCO: Lupino Lane—An extra
good comedy.—Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre,

Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

MY STARS: Funny comedy.—Bert Silver, Sil-

ver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General
patronage.

MY SWEEDIE: Neal Burns—A fairly good
comedy. Not any real new gags in it that is

worth while. Two reels.—C. A. Anglemire, “Y”
theatre, Nazareth, Pa.—General patronage.

NOBODY’S BUSINESS: Very funny comedy.
—Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville,

Mich.—General patronage.

SEA LEGS: Just ordinary. Two reels.—C. S.

Watson, Electric theatre, Caldwell, Kan.—Gen-
eral patronage.

SQUIRREL FOOD: Very good one reeler.

Hard to beat Educational comedies. They please

the people in my town. One reel.—Leslie Hables,

Reel Joy theatre, King City, Cal.—Small town pat-

TIME FLIES: Lupino Lane—This was a dandy
comedy with Lane bringing plenty of laughs from
his funny stunts. Two reels.—C. A. Anglemire,
“Y” theatre, Nazareth, Pa.—General patronage.

ronage.
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Talking over the exhibitors’ problems. This is a group of the Wisconsin theatre own-
ers who attended the state convention in Milwaukee. (Herald photo.)

THE VOICE OF THE NIGHTINGALE: The
most beautiful little thing we have ever shown.

—

E. W. McClelland, Rex theatre, Gilman City, Mo.
—Small town patronage.

WHO’S MY WIFE: Mermaid—A very good
comedy. Two reels.—Robert Kessler, Benn thea-

tre, Philadelphia, Pa.—General patronage.

WHO’S MY WIFE: A good comedy.—Bert Sil-

ver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.—Gen-
eral patronage.

F. B. O.

ALICE GETS STAGE STRUCK: Cartoon com-
edy—Best Alice cartoon we have had. It was
good. One reel.—Dinsmore & Son, Majestic thea-

tre, Weiner, Ark.—Small town patronage.

ETIQUETTE: Jimmie Aubrey—Only a few
laughs. Not much to it. Two reels.—Smithey &
Shults, Rialto theatre, Haramon, Okla.—General
patronage.

FIGHTING HEARTS: Great! The best two
reel pictures on the market. I am just finishing

up on this, and wish there was twenty more.
We’ll start “Bill Grimm’s Progress” as soon as it’s

released. Mr. Exhibitor, don’t pass “Mazie” or
this one. They are great. Two reels.—Gordon
Craddock, Grand theatre, Macon, Mo.—General
patronage.

HE DONE HIS BEST: Special cast—This one
is No. 2 of the new Whirlwind series and was
good. It got lots of laughs. Two reels.—C. S.

Watson, Electric theatre, Caldwell, Kan.—General
patronage.

VAMPING BABIES: Alice Ardell—This was
a good comedy with Alice Ardell and Lewis Sar-
gent in the leading roles. It has some good
laughs for the children. Two reels.—W. T. Davis
& Son, Rialto theatre, Sharon, Wis.—General pat-

ronage.

PATHE
AESOP’S FABLES: Consistently good and

their brevity makes them an admirable filler on
these lengthy feature nights. One-half reel.

—

Dinsmore & Son, Majestic theatre, Weiner, Ark.

—

Small town patronage.
,

AESOP’S FABLES: We play these regularly
and find them to be a good short subject as well
as a business builder. One reel.—A. E. Sharer,
Globe theatre, Savannah, Mo.—General patronage.

AESOP’S FABLES: I think of all cartoons
the Fables stand up the best. One reel.—C. S.

Watson, Electric theatre, Caldwell, Kan.—Gen-
eral patronage.

ALICE BE GOOD: Alice Day—Boys, it’s a
corking good one. Pleased 100 per cent. Two
reels.—M. J. Babin, Fairyland theatre, White
Castle, La.—General patronage.

BETTER MOVIES: Our Gang—Not one of the
best from these kids, but will get by. Two reels.

—T. A. Shea, Palace theatre, McGehee, Ark. :—
General patronage.

THE CARETAKER’S DAUGHTER: Charley
Chase—I have yet to play a poor Chase comedy.
This one well taken. Two reels.—H. H. Part-
rick, Palace theatre, North Rose, N. Y.—Small
town patronage.

COLD TURKEY : Good comedy.—Bert Silver,

Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General
patronage.

GALLOPING BUNGALOWS: Funny comedy.
—Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville,
Mich.—General patronage.

GOOD MORNING MADAM: A good comedy.
—Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville,
Mich.—General patronage.

HIRED AND FIRED: One dandy one reeler

that went over well.—C. S. Watson, Electric thea-
tre, Caldwell, Kan.—General patronage.

HUBBY’S QUIET LITTLE GAME: It went
over okay and seemed to please. Two reels.

—

M. J. Babin, Fairyland theatre. White Castle,

La.—General patronage.

LONG FLIV THE KING: Charley Chase—An-
other good comedy from Pathe. Would rate this

as one of Chase’s best. Two reels.—J. B. Weddle,
Walnut theatre, Lawrenceburg, Ind.—General pat-
ronage.

MARY QUEEN OF TOTS: Our Gang—Un-
usual and good on that account. The Gang dolls

given to Mary come to life in her dream and
appear in doll size, while Mary sleeps. The mam-
moth furniture and tiny Gang created quite an
excitement among the little fellows. Two reels.—

-

Dinsmore & Son, Majestic theatre, Weiner. Ark.
—Small town patronage.

MIGHTY LIKE A MOOSE:. Charles Chase—
A good Chase comedy. Two reels.—Robert Kess-
ler, Benn theatre, Philadelphia, Pa.—General pat-
ronage.

NEVER TOO OLD: Hal Roach—A good com-
edy. Two reels.—Robert Kessler, Benn theatre,

Philadelphia, Pa.—General patronage.

OFF HIS TROLLEY: Ralph Graves—This is

a real comedy.—Bert Silver, Silver Family thea-

tre, Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

PATHE NEWS: I am running this so old

that people mistake it for “Flashes of the Past,”
but they all sit through it and I believe a couple

of them come just to see it. I think it is as

good forty days old as four days old, in some
ways better. And it is real interesting stuff

at any time.—Chas. Lee Hyde, Grand theatre,

Pierre, S. D.—General patronage.

SPORTLIGHT: Dude ranch life. Poorest one
yet. In fact the only poor one so far. The
others have been fine.—Philip Rand, Rex thea-

tre, Salmon, Idaho.—General patronage.

SUNDOWN LIMITED: Our Gang—Makes a

hit with them all. Two reels.—A. P. Sitton &
Son, Muse U theatre, Tularosa, N. M.—Small

town patronage.

THERE GOES THE BRIDE: Just a fair com-
edy. Two reels.—E. W. McClelland, Rex theatre,.

Gilman City, Mo.—Small town patronage,

TRIMMED IN GOLD: Billy Bevan—Very good
comedy. Mack Sennett comedies always register

the laughs. Two reels.—H. E. Sehlicter, Liggett

theatre, Madison, Kan.—General patronage.

UNCLE TOM’S UNCLE: Our Gang—The Gang
stages an “Uncle Tom” show and have lots of

fun as well as lots of troubles. Two reels.

—

Geo. Benson, Community theatre, Minneota, Minn.

—Small town patronage.

WHISTLING LIONS: Jimmy Parrott—Con-

tains more laughs than many of the newer ones.

A re-issue. One reel.—E. M. Biddle, Strand thea-

tre, Paoli, Ind.—Small town patronage.

RED SEAL
IT’S THE CATS: Always good. One reel.

—

Robert Kessler, Benn theatre, Philadelphia, Pa.

—

1

General patronage.

SHORT FILM SYNDICATE
WHERE AM I? Mutt and Jeff Cartoon—My

small crowd of regulars are liking these cartoons

better than at first. This one had the youngsters

all stirred up. One reel.—H. G. Isbell, Casino

DeLuxe theatre, Kiowa, Colo.—General patronage.

UNIVERSAL
BUSTER BE GOOD: Arthur Trimble—If the

print had been in any decent condition, it might

have gone over, but when you get a print that

breaks, misframes and is rainy like this one, the

entertaining end of it ceases.—M. J. Babin, Fairy-

land theatre, White Castle, La.—General patron-

age.

BUSTER’S NARROW ESCAPE: Arthur Trim-
ble—Here is another Buster Brown comedy that
will register 100 per cent. Two reels.—James D.
Kennedy, Apollo theatre, Indianapolis, Ind.—Gen-
eral patronage.

BUSTER’S ORPHAN PARTY: Arthur Trim-
ble—As nice a two reeler as ever was put on a

program. Some of these comedies are knockouts,
but about half are duds. Two reels.—Leslie

Hables, Reel Joy theatre. King City, Cal.—Small
town patronage.

CHARLES PUFFY COMEDIES: Charles Puf-
fey—Puffy’s comedies are all worth the money.
We think he is one of the best Universal has.

Two reels.—R. J. Williams, Pastime theatre,

Johnson, Nebr.—General patronage.

CHESTER’S DONKEY PARTY: Joe Murphy—
It was a good Gump. You can’t go wrong on
any Gump. Buy them and they will get the
business. Two reels.—A. E. Sharer, Globe thea-

tre, Savannah, Mo.—General patronage.

HALF FARE : Arthur Lake—Got a few laughs.

Just a big overgrown kid trying to act funny.
If I didn’t have them bought, I wouldn’t pay
postage on them. One reel.—R. J. Williams, Pas-
time theatre, Johnson, Nebr.—General patronage.

JIMMINY CRICKETTS: Neely Edwards—An
average one reel comedy.—E. M. Biddle, Strand
theatre, Paoli, Ind.—.Small town patronage.

MARRIED NEIGHBORS: Century—A Cen-
tury. They are all fine. Book them. Two reels.

—C. C. Bisbee, Columbia theatre, Poynette.Wis.

—

General patronage.

MIN’S AWAY : Funny Gump comedy.—Bert
Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.—
General patronage.

MIXED BRIDES: Wanda Wiley—A comedy.
—Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville,

Mich.—General patronage.

TOO MANY BUCKS: This is one of the W.
C. Tuttle comedy Western featurettes. It’s very
good and will get some good laughs. Two reels.

—W. T. Davis & Son, Rialto theatre, Sharon, Wis.
—General patronage.

TWIN SISTERS: Wanda Wiley—Fairly good
comedy. A few laughs. These comedies need
more action and hokum. Two reels.—H. E.
Schliehter, Liggett theatre, Madison, Kan.—Gen-
eral patronage.

MISCELLANEOUS
DON KEY: Very good comedy. Above the

average. Two reels.—H. E. Schliehter, Liggett
theatre, Madison, Kan.—General patronage.

PAY DAY : Out-of-the-Inkwell—While these
are interesting, they are not liked as well as

other cartoons. One reel.—Dinsmore & Son, Ma-
jestic theatre, Weiner, Ark.—Small town patron-
age.
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“Biggest Year Is On” Chicago
Exchange Managers Agree

Chicago exchange managers of national companies this week unani-

mously declared the season just begun has so far proved the most profit-

able they have known. They spoke not only in their own behalf but
pointed to financial returns of exhibitors.

Independents Do Not Fear Annihilation

Independent exchange managers spiked all mention of their own anni-
hilation as a result of the national companies merging and say they regard
more serious the competition they feel from one another in the state right
field.

Edwin Silvermann, Warner Brothers
branch manager, said the Chicago
branch has set a new record in earnings
and although the Vitaphone has figured
in the increase the record has been made
without the aid of “Don Juan.” He
joined in the sentiment of others by say-
ing “within a few weeks or a few days
the increased demand for this year’s pic-
tures will bring increased revenue to
many film exchanges.”

Says Chains Aid Sales

Fred Aiken, assistant sales director
for the Middlewestern territory of Pathe,
said the formation of new theatre book-
ing circuits and extension of chains is

causing sharp changes in the marketing
of films. He declares that has been
an aid to most of the big companies and

assigns the cause for their increased
revenue in recent days to the fact that
chain houses are using good pictures
nowadays instead of the second rate-

product formerly put into houses oper-
ated by independent owners.

James Gillick whose territory as
Pathe manager includes all Chicago
houses, many of which are handled in

either the booking circuit or chain
system, offered figures to show that

Pathe’s revenue is setting a record for
this year. Harry Graham’s figures for

Illinois and Indiana told a similar tale.

At First National where R. C. Seery
is branch manager the report carries the
same message. Jack Howland, country
manager, says “this is a salesman’s
market. Business is better than ever.”

“
‘Men of Purpose’

Surprise in Chicago”
“VARIETY,”
October 13, 1926.

“ A GENERAL depression in

grosses with a few nota-
ble exceptions was evident
throughout the loop last week.
No particular reason for the

slump.

“The big surprise was at the

Randolph where “Men of Pur-
pose”, a governmental film,

brought $12,000 on the week.
This equals anything the house
has done since Universal took
the theatre over.

“XTie dailies’ film critics gave the

picture the key to the town.”

“EVERY CITIZEN OF
THIS AND EVERY NA-
TION SHOULD SEE
‘MEN OF PURPOSE’.”

EXHIBITORS HERALD.
October 16, 1926.

“On a rainy Tuesday afternoon the
Randolph was filled. On a chilly

Wednesday evening there was a wait-
ing line in front of the box office.

No attraction in recent months has
accomplished, this feat.”

“No loyal Chicagoan should be able
to say when the showing of this film

is over that he has not seen it.”

—MAE TINEE,
Chicago Daily Tribune.

“MEN
OF
PURPOSE”

Now in its fourth week at

the Randolph

GREIVER
PRODUCTIONS
831 So. Wabash Ave., Chicago

Exclusive distribution for Cook County,
Illinois.

$13,262 more than
average weekly receipts!

The amazing box office receipts for “DEVIL’S ISLAND in

its first two days at the B. S. Moss Colony theatre were
$13,262.50, more than the average weekly receipts of that

theatre, during the warm weather of late summer.

Pauline Frederick in “DEVIL’S ISLAND”
Directed by Frank O’Connor

Miss Frederick has another role that offers her the same op-
portunities as “Madam X.” It is a highly emotional role

that requires the fullest display of her rare talent.

Cast of Stellar Players !

A cast of extraordinary excellence supports the star

including Marion Nixon, George Lewis, Richard
Tucker, Harry Northrup, John Miljan and William
B. Dunn.

“Each Production an Achievement”

For Illinois
Fo*-

*nc^ana

GREIVER PRODUCTIONS
0-51 lUADACTJ A T T T-1 \ IT T T7 \ INDIANA •
831 SOUTH WABASH AVENUE

CHICAGO. ILL.

INDIANA.

218\VimmerBuildin<|
INDIANAPOLIS
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Clyde W. Eckhardt, Fox sales di-

rector who commands several exchanges
west of the Mississippi, believes ex-

hibitors and film exchanges are break-

ing records in other cities as well as

Chicago. He says there are always
rumors as to shifts in organizations but

many now circulating are well founded
and logical. “Money is plentiful in the

marketing of films and the demand for

entertainment is showing good effects.’’

Local officials in Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer, Universal, Film Booking Offices,

Famous, and Associated Exhibitors co-

incided in their views regarding the

outlook.

Greiver Says Business Is “Great”

Si Greiver, owner and manager of

Greiver Productions of Illinois, and
president of Midwest Film Company in

Indiana, declared this is one of his

biggest years in the independent busi-

ness. Greiver is offering exhibitors 140
long features and a number of short
features.

“Business is great,” he said. Sur-
rounding him at the time were more
than a dozen men and women aside from
his salesstaff who are taking part in

the operation of his growing concern.
Greiver has expanded in the past 12

months, having doubled his office force
to cope with the increase in business.

Irving Mandel, head of Security
Pictures, said business in the inde-
pendent market is holding its own. “We
do not ask exhibitors to support the
independent exchanges in the name of

loyalty— I am asking no one to buy a
picture that has no merit. It is up to

us to get pictures with merit and that

is what we are endeavoring to do.”

Jerry Abrams who established the

Gotham exchange less than a year ago
defined the independent problem in Chi-

cago in an interesting view. “Chicago
is the pace setter for the world in pic-

tures,” he declared. “New York accepts

a picture and it flops ignominiously
everywhere else. Chicago accepts a

picture and the picture never flops. It

is up to us to get pictures that suit

Chicago.
“Business is good but the chain and

circuit activity has cut in greatly.”

Morris Heilman, Reelcraft head, said

“there’s nothing to worry about because
as companies merge the supply of pic-

tures is reduced. The fewer pictures on
the market the greater becomes our
opportunity to sell pictures.”

Edward Laemmle, Universal director,

spent last week in Chicago. He had come
east to meet Carl Laemmle who has just

returned from a long stay in Europe.
* * *

Marion Nixon returned to Universal
City last week from New York and
stopped in Chicago, visiting a number of

friends.
* * *

Jack Baker is back at Universal assisting

Bruce Godsliaw, press representative. Jack
spent several weeks with Jack Hess, press

representative of Lubliner & Trinz.

* * *

Morris Dauber of the Orchard theatre

on the near Northwest side announces that

his house has reopened after being closed

two months for remodeling. He is getting

a new organ to go with the new screen,

new upholstery, lighting system and other
improvements.

i'fi 5{C *

Oscar Florine doesn’t care. He’s glad

he played Jack Miller for that $21 bouquet.

He made Jack prove he does know how
to make a 200 yard drive and the day’s

golfing was worth $21 anyway.

Let’s cite a note in these columns
October 9 that William. Clark was to be-

come assistant to Clyde Eckhardt in the

Chicago office. Clark has become branch
manager in Minneapolis and Herb Costello

has the Chicago job.
:jc ^

Chicago managers and salesmen have
been asking why we didn’t stop to see

them last week when Ediwin S. Clifford

accompanied us “down the avenue.” He’s
going to make another visit sometime soon
and he wants to see everybody he didn’t

see last week. And because of the fact

that he’s the managing editor for Pete’s

sake be careful the secrets you tell because
I’m in Dutch with him now from that

last trip.

“Men of Purpose ” War
Picture, Acquired by

Greiver for Illinois

Greiver Productions, headed by Si

Greiver, announces the acquisition this

week of “Men of Purpose” for booking
in Illinois only.

The picture is on exhibition in Chi-

cago at the Randolph theatre where it

has brought itself reams of justifiable

press notices and where it has played
to crowds that have set newspaper
critics talking.

The story is a graphic narrative of

events in the World War and according
to every reliable authority in motion
picture circles doles out sheer drama
that is no applesauce but all wool and
a yard wide.—D. H.

They’re Cleaning Up With
“The Fighting Marine!”

"I wont to take this opportunity in
congratulating your Company on the
serial THE FIGHTING MARINE, featur-
ing GENE TUNNEY. It is crammed full
*f action and on account of TUNNEY'S
winning the Championship has proved a
wonderful box office attraction. Am play-
ing it every Monday, Tuesday and
Wednesday night.

•'I might also say at this time that on
account of this being a De Luxe House
and seating 2400 people, it is the second
aerial having played this house in 3
years—PATHE'S PLAY BALL being the
©ther, and it surely has proved a box
office attraction. My advice to all my
Brother Exhibitors is to get it while it's

HOT and cash in at the box office."

—

Al. P. Lyons.

“This theatre has been one
of the main places of amuse-
ment in this neighborhood
for the past twenty years,
using pictures, vaudeville,
and special attractions of all

kinds; but never in our his-
tory have we given the public
an attraction that pleased
them more or received any
more favorable comment than
your serial, featuring GENE
TUNNEY in “THE FIGHT-
ING MARINE.”
"Let me congratulate

PATHE and the new cham-
pion for this splendid pro-
duction."—Thomas A. Mur-
ray.

"Have used serials

past four years. Gene

Tunney in fighting ma-

rine the biggest box

office attraction of all

for me. No theatre

large or small can go

wrong on this one.

Good star, good story.

Good acting. Why
look further? Book
it is my advice.”—
Apollo Theatre.

“I am running THE FIGHTING
MARINE at the Hinsdale Theatre
every Monday and Tuesday night,
and it has increased my business
about 50 per cent. I try to put
my best feature picture on Monday
and Tuesday and for a serial to
show such a marked increase over
my average business and put on as
an extra attraction, is truly re-
markable.

“I notice the big drawing power
in this serial is with the adult
patronage. My patrons like the
story very well as it is a logical
one without any impossible situ-

ations so far. We have a very
high class patronage to cater to in
Hinsdale."—Ralph B. Banderob.

“This is to

let you know
that we are

doing a

knock-
out business

with the
Fighting Ma-
rine. Enough
said.’’ —
George Paul.

Here’s what the boys in YOUR territory are doing with Gene Tunney. Chicago, Hinsdale, Belvidere
all over the district. Book this surefire serial now! ’Phone us wire us or come in and see us.

j. s. gillick PATHF TYPHANPP h. d. graham
Chicago Manager JL JL a JL A JLJJj M TL I ^1 m. B ’-My J, j, lllinois-lndiana Manager

1025 SOUTH WABASH AVE. CHICAGO
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THEATRE BETTERMENT
AWeekly Extension of ‘BetterSJheatres

Music Roll Exchange
The complete roster of members of the Music Roll Exchange is again published below so that exhibitors

desiring to exchange rolls may get in touch with the names of other exhibitors whose names are given and

who have signified their desire to do likewise.

It is suggested theatre owners who wish to exchange rolls enter their names in the published list, since

* the value of the exchange is necessarily governed by the number and interest of its participants.

J. M. BAILEY, Bailey theatre,

Waverly, Karts. (Electric Play-
er.)

DR. J. G. OHLWEIN, Royal the-

atre, New Boston, 111. (Em-
press Electric.)

F. G. ROBERTS, American thea-

tre, Ada, Okla. (Wurlitzer A
Flute and Photoplayer.)

R. H. McFARLANE, Liberty the-

atre, Burkburnett, Texas. (See-
burg “S.”)

MAGNET THEATRE, Danville,

Quebec, Canada. (Wurlitzer
“O.”)

M. K. HARRIS, Liberty theatre,

Franklin, Ky. (Reproduco.)

J. J. DISCH, Majestic theatre,

Cudahy, Wis. (Wurlitzer “O.”)
CHARLES E. BARBER, Electric

theatre, Tilden, 111. (Wurlitzer
Style “O.”)

GUNTHER & METZGER, Pal-

ace theatre, Syracuse, Neb.
(Reproduco.)

C. H. MUEY, Pastime theatre,

Richmond, I n d. (Wurlitzer
"G.”)

R. C. BRUXTON , Strand theatre,

McCracken, Kan. (Cremona.)
F. A. FERGUSON, Royal theatre,

Fairmount, Ind. (Seeburg “S.”)
WICHITA THEATRE, Wichita,
Kans. (Reproduco.)

JESS LeBRUN, Cort theatre, De-
catur, Ind. (Wurlitzer O Du-
plex.)

R. SMITH, Palace theatre. Rock-
mart, Ga. (Seeburg “W.”)

RYAN & KUNDERT, Empress
theatre, Beresford, Okla. (Wur-
litzer Piano Concert Style “K”
and Seeburg “X” player piano.)

CHARLES HOLTZ, Princess
theatre, Daniorth, Me. (Sublima
Regina Piano.)

FRANK HOCKING, JR., Or-
pheum theatre, Flora, 111. (Re-
produco. )

DIXIE THEATRE, Olive HilJ,

Ky. (Electric player. Style G.)

WALTER HOHLFELD, Elite

theatre, Greenleaf, Kans. (Re-
produco.)

V. G. SECORD. K. P. theatre, La
Rue. Ohio. (Wurlitzer Auto-
matic.)

R. K. LATTIN, Strand theatre,
Valparaiso, Neb. (Gulbransen
piano.)

MAJESTIC THEATRE, Madill,
Okla. (Cremona and Harwood
Electric.)

A. A. SUSZNCKI, Majestic the-
atre, Mauston, Wis. (Link Or-
gan.)

MRS. E. M. REITZ, Dreamland
theatre, Elk Lick, Pa.

W. M. ELLIOT
, Moon and Star

theatres, Vandergrift, Pa. (See-
burg Organ Style H and See-
burg-Smith Unified Organ.)

H. W. WHISLER, Tokyo theatre,
Veedersburg, Ind. (Reproduco.)

C. E. LONGACRE, Dixie theatre,
Dickson, Tenn. (Seeburg “W.”)

H. H. ROBEY, Robey theatre,
Spencer, W. Va. (Seeburg “V.”)

MRS. THOMAS CASTLEMAN,
Castleman theatre, Waterproof

,

La. (Player Piano.)

W. S. HATTW1CK, Blue-Bird
theatre. Mill Hall, Pa. (Repro-
duco.)

New Type Machines Are
Placed in N. Y. Capitol

The Capitol theatre, New York, has in-

stalled the Mechau projector. These new
motion picture projectors are said to be

the only two machines of their type in

use in any theatre in the United States.

The only other machine of its kind in the

country is in operation at the Rockefeller
Institute for Medical Research where it

is used for experimental purposes.
The Capitol theatre has always been a

pioneer in all of the mechanical and artis-

tic phases of motion picture presentation.

The installation of the new Mechau pro-

jector is the result of several months of
experimentation carried on under the direc-

tion of Major Edward Bowes by Arthur
Smith, chief projectionist. The machines
are said to entirely eliminate any flickering

on the screen.
>

Da-Lite Screens Placed
in 4 Chicago Theatres

Announcement is made by the Da-Lite
Screen Company of the recent installation

of Da-Lite screen in four representative
Chicago theatres. They are the Famous
theatre, the Bugg, the Chateau and the

New Alamo.

Exterior view of the new Arcada theatre

at St. Charles, 111., which was de-

scribed in detail in Oct. 2 “Better

Theatres.” Elmer F. Behrns designed

the Arcada which has a seating

capacity of 1,000.

Roscoe Laboratories to

Handle Fyregard Product
Roscoe Laboratories, 131 3rd Place,

Brooklyn, N. Y., has been appointed by
the Fyregard Manufacturing Company,
manufacturers of circuit breakers for mo-
tion picture machines, as their exclusive
agents in the Eastern territory.

Sterlings Booked by Gray
(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Oct. 19.—Sterling Pic-

tures Corporation announces that the Gray
Circuit of theatres in England has booked
the Sterling and Banner groups for 1926-

27 for showing in all houses in the chain.



Apparent on the screen

The Improvement in the rendering ofcolor

values in black and white tones, when the pic-

ture is printed from Eastman Panchromatic

Negative on Eastman Positive, is readily appar-

ent on the screen.

Patrons will notice the difference—and

that’s what really counts at the box office.

Eastman Panchromatic Negative is

now the same price as ordinary negative. It

keeps as well as ordinary negative and, except

for the lighting in the darkroom, is developed

in the same manner as ordinary negative. Yet

it’s an extraordinary product.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, NEW YORK



The Whole World Is Sport-Mad

Turn This Fact To Your Advantage

Gertrude Ederle swims the Channel, breaks into the headlines

of the world’s press, and gets the biggest welcome New York

ever gave anybody. Suzanne Lenglen turns professional and

is a first page story. The Dempsey-Tunney fight is getting

miles of publicity. The newspapers find sports one of the big-

gest circulation builders.

The interest is there. Capitalize on it with the Sportlights,

edited by the country’s biggest sports authority. Every num-

ber great.

Produced by John L. Hawkinson

\i)

Graiitlltad
*a
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A Greater iOTHAM Production
A New Type of Story New Atmosphere and a New revelation of
canine intelligence, by the greatest Aristocrat of Dogdom whose
pedigree covers fourteen pages!

Superb Supporting Cast includes

Vera Lewis, Charlotte Stevens,

Robert Gordon and W. H. Davis.

Directed by

FRANK RICHARDSON
Supervised by

RENAUD HOFFMAN

Play

“Peter” for Profits!

Released Regionally by

LUMAS FILM CORPORATION
1650 Broadway SAM SAX, President

(Foreign Rights Controlled by Inter Ocean Film Corporation

)

New York Ci
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D. W. GRIFFITH’S “SORROWS
OF SATAN” has followed “Beau

Geste” into the Broadway long-run hit class.

Now playing to S.R.O. every performance at

the Geo. M. Cohan Theatre, N. Y., at $2 top.

fide,

A
JAMES CRUZE

PRODUCTION

|| ^ Story by
Laurence Stallings

with

WALLACE BEERY, ESTHER RALSTON.

GEORGE BANCROFTSCHARLES FARRELL

l
THE

ROUGH
RIDERS
VICTOR FLEMING

PRODUCTION
with

MARYASTOR, CHARLES FARRELL
GEORGE BANCROFT AND

ALL STAR CAST

Storyfay HERMANHAGEDORN

D.W.Griffith's

Sorrows
0FSATAN

fafa Herbert Brenon
H Production

Beau
Geste

h'.

BV
MARIE CORELLI

'V>

ADOLPHE MENJOU
RICARDO CORTEZ

CAROL DEMPSTERand LYAdePUTTI

“Old Ironsides,” James
Cruze’s epic of our navy,

will open on Broadway
in November at $2 top.

Unquestionably the

greatest historical ro-

man c e-spectacle ever

filmed.

with.

Ronald Colman
By arrangement -with Samuel (joldwm

Alice Joyce, Neil Hamilton.
Noah Beery. Maty Brian,
William Powell, NormanTrevor.
Ralph Forbes ai>

d VictorMc
Laglan

• From the novel by
Percival C. Wren

c

Another big dramatic

spectacle of the same
road show calibre as

“Beau Geste” and “Sor-

rows of Satan.” Based

on Theodore Roosevelt’s

fighting cavalry. Filmed

on a vast scale.

“In ‘Sorrows of Satan,’
D. W. Griffith has made
a photodrama that ex-
cels anything he has

c7?=’ done in years,” says the
V N. Y. Times. And the

N. Y. Evening World
calls it “an achievement
in cinematics and in en-
tertainment.”

T

“Beau Geste” is the big-

gest $2 screen smash on

Broadway

!

TRADE MARK

Produced by FAMOUS PLAYERS^LASKY CORP., Adolpli Zukor, Pres..New York City

Member of Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc.—Will H. Hays, President



RICUM
wnh ESTHER RALSTON — - Directed by FRED NEWMEYER,
Story by W.O. M? Geehan and William Slavens McNutt *** Adaptation by Ray Harris-*
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Spyros Skouras,

Master Showman of the Middle

West, Turns Neatest Scoop of

Year with Greater F* B. O/s
Comedy Sweep!
Grosses $34,000 Single Smashing Week,
Missouri Theatre, St. Louis!

Mopping Everywhere to the Tune of

Booming Laughter and Tingling Thrills!

Distributed by (Another Ace in

FATFD Greater t . B. O. s

uKtAI bK Deck of Greater
Box-Office Attrac-
tions!

Are you set to play
them all?

FILM BOOKING OFFICES
OF AMERICA, INC.

Member of Motion Picture Pro-
ducers and Distributors of America,
Inc., Will H. Hays, President.

From the stage play by

Leon De Costa

Directed by

James Horne

Presented by

Joseph P. Kennedy



Viola Dana, Vera Gordon, Nat Carr
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T
HEY’RE OFF! Warner Winners now deliver bigger profits for 1926-27! Read that

wire again— from the biggest theatre circuit on the West Coast—and it’s only one of

a handful that this picture brought the first week of its release! "PRIVATE IZZY
MURPHY” starring George Jessel and "MY OFFICIAL WIFE” starring Irene Rich and

Conway Tearle, the next two, are right in line with the bigger profits that you get only with

WARNER WINNERS ! Get dates now

!

a smashin
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>1 ILL rILIFKj UP
THE RECORDS

19WEEKS
Carthay Circle

$l.SO Top LOS ANGELES

1 WEEK
B. S. Moss CAMEO

NEW YORK

By LENORE J.COFFEE
Adapted fromKONRAD
BERCOVICI’S

novel
, N. Y.

Foreign Distributor3 Producers International Corporation 130 West 46th Street New York,



3 WEEKS
C°lVM

THE ADAMS
DETROIT

c***,;r*s
sj»« A*Cji

1 WEEK
i. S. Moss BROADWAY

NEW YORK

Z Wfw 3 WEEKS
P,cZ

KEK§ I ST. FRANCIS
CABilly

/ SAN FRANCISCO
8,**«nc»Am

x ^££K$
metropolitan
Kebo.Ke.1

WASHINGTON

2 WEEKS
NEW THEATRE

t. on^
.19®(

oV-«
A

BALTIMORE

Z WEEKS

5 WEEKS
TIMES SQUARE

$1.50 Top NEW YORK

THE 0ARRICK
MINNEAPOLIS

with
WILLIAM BOYD
ELINOR FAIR
VICTORVARCON

I

JULIA FAYE and
THEODORE KOSLOFF

10 DAYS
PARAMOUNT
EMPRESS
SALT LAKE

RELEASED BY

PRODUCERS DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
F. C. MUNROEo President RAYMOND PAWLEY, Vice-President and Treasurer JOHN C. FLENN. Vice-President and General Manager

I

Member of Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc. WILL H. HaYS, President



Never Again
The Fear of
Empty Seats:
— thousands of exhibitors

now enjoy the security that

M-Q'M product brings

'^J-rAVEyou banished this fear from
^ your home ? This shadow of

empty seats is a very real menace.

Thousands of showmen have banished

it from their lives by carrying M-Q-M
box-office insurance.

Coming

l

TIN HATS
Edward Sedgwick’s Production with Conrad Nagel,

Claire Windsor, Tom O’Brien, Bert Roach, Qeorge
Cooper. Adapted by Lew Lipton and Donald Lee.

From the story by Edward Sedgwick. Continuity

by Albert Lewin. Directed by Edward Sedgwick.

The funniest comedy of War Days ever filmed!

Coming

!

JOHN GILBERT in

FLESH and the DEVIL
A Clarence Brown Production. With Qreta Qarbo
and Lars Hanson. Screen play by Benjamin F.

Cjlazer. Fiom the novel “The Undying Past,” by

Hermann Sudermann. Directed by Clarence Brown.
Two stars that are in the news headlines today

appear together in a flaming romance.



ST'S great to be free

OF business worries . . . .

TRUE success means the ability to forget

FINANCIAL cares

BANISH the shadow of empty seats

FROM your home and social life

DON’T let this menace

PURSUE you wherever you go ... .

ASK the exhibitor who carries

M-G-M box-office insurance ....

HE knows that week after week

HE can depend on the smart producers

OF the Parade of Hits

TO deliver the sure-fire entertainments

BOX-office security .... you need it ... .

YOU get it with

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER PICTURES

Coming

!

NORMA SHEARER in

UPSTAGE
Monta Bell Production. Scenario by Lorn a'

oon. From the story by Walter De Leon. Titles

Joe Farnham. Directed by Monta Bell. The
Imantic adventures 0/ a young girl stage-struck.

Coming

!

MAE MURRAY in

VALENCIA
'ith Lloyd Hughes. Story by Dimitri Buchowetzki

id Alice D. Q. Miller. Adabted for the screen by

lice D. Q. Miller. A Dimitri Buchowetzki

reduction. Directed by Dimitri Buchowetzki. The
ilorful romance of a gay Spanish dancer'.

Coming

!

MARION DAVIES in

THE RED MILL
With Owen Moore, Louise Fazenda, Qeorge Sieg-

man, Karl Dane. Adaptation and Scenario by

Frances Marion. From the musical comedy by

Victor Herbert and Henry Blossom. Directed by

William Qoodrich. A Cosmopolitan Production.

Thrills! Laughs! Miss Davies in her comedy

triumph!

Coming!
THE FLAMING FOREST

With Antonio Moreno, Renee Adoree. A Reginald

Barker Production. Screen play by Waldemar
Young. Directed by Reginald Barker. From James

Oliver Curwood's nationally serialized story. A
Cosmopolitan Production. A thrilling drama of

the' early days of Northwest Mounted in Canada.

Coming!
JOHN GILBERT in

BARDELYS THE MAGNIFICENT
John Qilbert in a King Vidor Production. By

Rafel Sabatini. With Eleanor Boardman, Roy

D’Arcy, Karl Dane, Qeorge K. Arthur, Arthur

Lubin. Adapted by Dorothy Farnum. Directed by

King Vidor. A Big Picture for Big Runs.

Coming!
THE TAXI DANCER

With Joan Crawford, Owen Moore, William

Orlamond and Marc McDermott. From Robert

Perry Shannon’s nationally serialized story. Directed

by Harry M illardc. The most unusual screen

drama in years.
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NotJust Here and Ther

The list of

circuity shewing

Educational

Pictures
*

[rtuafly a

ictory of

circuits of

le country,

>m the great

publix group

to the smaller,*

lociflchajns.

PUBLIX THEATRES
Balaban & Katz-Publix .

Balaban & Katz Midwest-Publ

Lynch-B. & K.-Midwest

Lubliner & Trinz-B. & K.-Mid
W. P. Gray-Publix

Gordon’s Olympia-Publix

Kunsky-B. & K.-Publix .

Southern Enterpri|es-Publix

Southern Enterprises-Publix

Southern Enterprises-Publix

Southern Enterprises-Publix

Southern Enterprises-Publix

Skouras Brothers-Publix

Publix ....
Shea’s-Publix .

A. H. Blank-Publix

Publix ....
Publix ....
Publix ....
Paramount-Nathanson

»
west

Stanley Theatres .

Saxe ....
West Coast

West Coast

Pacific Northwest
Finkelstein and Ruben
Loew’s Greater New York

Stanley-Fabian-Stern

Allwon Amusement Corporation

Mayer and Schneider

Steiner and Blinderman

Consolidated .

Small-Strausberg .

l. H. Schwartz

^scher Br
T-. ^ M
E. Cotton

lers

Johnson Theatres

Fitzpatrick & McElroy
Nixon-Nirdlinger

Wilmer & Vincent

I. Libson . .% .

Rowland & Clark

Bijou (Butterfield) j"

George F.Koppin

.

Woodward Theatres .

M
Hostettler-Universal .

Chicago

sChicago

Chicago

Chicago

Boston

Boston

Detroit

Atlanta

Charlotte

Memphis
• Dallas

Oklahoma City

. ® . St. Louis
* Kansas City

. Buffalo^

. Des Moines

Denver

San Francisco

. Los Angeles

. Canada

Philadelphia

Milwaukee

San Francisco

Los Angeles

Seattle

Minneapolis

New York

. Newark
New York

New York

New York

New York

Brooklyn

Brooklyn

. Chicago

. Chicago

. Chicago

. Chicago

Philadelphia

Philadelphia

Cincinnati

Pittsburgh

. Detroit

. Detroit

. Detroit

Des Moines

Totaling
)<

-\

uses

Booked

Big Circuit
ME. Comerford .

Graphic Circuit

Nathan Yamins .

Kahn 8s Greenfield

Golden State Theatres

National Theatres

E. J. Sparks-Universal

Kincey Theatres .

Robb & Rowley .

L. L. Dent

Griffith Brothers . ,m

Multnomah Theatre Corporatio

Hoffman Brothers

St. Louis Amusement Co. .

Capitol Enterprises-Universal

Dickinson-Universal .

Whitehurst Theatres

.

Loew’s

Loew’s

Mark Strand Theatres Buffalo a

Regorson Corporation

Brody-Schwartz .

Olsen Theatres . J .

F. J. Rembusdh* v .

M. J. Switow . . . .

Saenger Amusement Co.

N

. Scranton

Boston

Fall River

San Francisco

San Francisco

San Francisco

. Atlanta

Charlotte

Dallas

Dallas

Oklahoma City

n . Seattle

New Haven
St. Louis

Kansas City

Kansas City

Baltimore

Washington

Buffalo

nd Upstate N.Y.

Rochester

Cleveland

Indianapolis

Indianapolis

Indianapolis

New Orleans

part
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inthe United States

Educational PICTURES set another record* With the

1926-1927 season just getting well under way, prac-

tically every big circuit in the United States and Canada
is playing or has contracted to play Educational Pictures .

No other Short Subjects have ever approached the circuit

showing made by Educational, with its leader group of

Short Features*

Educational Pictures• are showing, not just here and
there—but everywhere*

Member
Motion Picture Producers & Distributors

Of America, Inc.

Will H. Hays, President

iieatres playing Educational Pictui

-but Everywhere
G 5
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That Amazing Universal
CompleteServicePlan

(No. 504

—

Straight from the Shoulder Talk hy Carl Laemmle,

President of the Universal Pictures Corporation

)

I UNDERSTAND THE SALES DEPARTMENTS OF VARIOUS PICTURE
companies are at their wits ends trying to devise some sort of a sales scheme to offset

the terrific success of Universal’s Complete Service Plan.

IT CAN’T BE DONE.
SCHEMES-ALL THE SALES SCHEMES IN THE WORLD-CAN’T PUT UP

a successful opposition to the actual goods.

UNIVERSAL’S COMPLETE SERVICE PLAN IS NOT A PROMISE

-

IT IS A
delivery.

A DELIVERY CANNOT BE MADE WITHOUT THE GOODS—AND THE
Universal is the only one that has the goods to deliver.

NEARLY 7,000 UNIVERSAL COMPLETE SERVICE CONTRACTS HAVE
been sold! Just think of that! It is a tremendous business in itself and it is saving the

business lives of more theatre owners than any other single element in the history

of the trade.

GIVE A MAN SOMETHING WHICH ACTUALLY ENABLES HIM TO STAY
in business at a profit, and no cooked-up scheme is going to lure him away from it.

Give 7,000 such life-savers, and you’ve got a backbone for a great big business.

UNIVERSAL COMPLETE SERVICE IS THE EASIEST THING TO SELL
that any film salesman ever sold in his life. Even in the very beginning, when it was
new and untried, it was so obviously fair and square that no argument was necessary to

sell it. Once it was explained to the exhibitor, it was sold!

AGAINST A THING SO SOLID, SO GOOD, SO FAIR AND SO ABSOLUTELY
revolutionary no scheme can possibly be devised with any degree of success at all.

NEVER IN ALL MY BUSINESS CAREER HAVE I RECEIVED SO MANY
letters of praise—of actual thanksgiving—for the benefits derived by exhibitors who signed

up for this wonderful plan. Never were the expressions of gratitude so enthusiastic

and heartfelt.

WHEN YOU CONSIDER THAT MANY A THEATRE WHICH WAS ABOUT
to close was enabled to stay open at a profit; and that innumerable houses which were
operating at a profit were enabled to make a greater profit, it is no wonder that the

exhibitors have been generous with their praise and thanks.

IF YOU DO NOT KNOW THE WHOLE STORY OF THE UNIVERSAL
Complete Service Plan— the plan which is worrying every other sales force in the

business

—

then you are a very foolish exhibitor!

IF YOU DO KNOW ALL ABOUT IT, YOU’VE GOT IT!
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RICHARD

lands

In His Greatest

and Biggest!

the kind of Talmadge pictures exhibitors have been

begging for— Directed by Irvin Willat — which means

big-time style, with care and class production showing

in every foot. Five more Richard Talmadge Produc-

tions coming are: “The Speed Boy,” “Cheating

Danger,” “The Hurry-Up Man,” “Up and at
5 Em,”

and “The Flash Kid.” Everv one of them first-run, gilt-

edge CLASS.
Presented by

CARL LAEMMLE
in association with

A. CARLOS

Released by

UNIVERSAL

IT
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“Better Theatres”
Faces the Facts

Last week, in Chicago, there was a convention of

equipment manufacturers and dealers which was
“loaded with dynamite.”

In some quarters, it appears that an effort has been
made to handle the situation with kid gloves. No good
purpose can be served by pussyfooting. History is in

the making in the equipment branch of the motion pic-

ture industry today and everyone wants the facts.

The complete story of the Chicago convention is

not only of interest but of vital concern to every theatre

owner, every equipment dealer and every equipment
manufacturer in the business.

Nor has anyone connected with the convention any-

thing to hide or apologize for.

Big men met big men and laid their cards squarely

on the table.

The complete story of that convention appears in

the Better Theatres section of Exhibitors Herald, this

issue. Turn to it NOW and inform yourself on the most
important event of the year.

“Better Theatres ” published every fourth
week as Section II of Exhibitors Herald, has
long been regarded as the one outstanding
authority on theatre construction, equipment
and maintenance and deservedly so.



With A Cast Including

MARCELINE DAY
CHARLES DELANEY
KATHLEEN KEY
JAMES HARRISON
DUANE THOMPSON
EDNA MURPHY
BROOKS BENEDICT
GIBSON GOWLAND
CRAUFORD KENT

25 University Football
Stars

One of rhe “20 Gems from TIFFANY
EXCHANGES EVERYWHERE
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Twenty Gems From Tiffany for 1926-1927
Always Dependable

"THAT MODEL FROM PARIS,” suggested by the Gouverneur Mor-
ris story “The Right To Live.”

A comedy drama of an unusual theme, with a laugh a minute and
heart-throbbing moments that grip.

With, Bert Lytell, Marceline Day, Eileen Percy, Ward Crane, Craufurd

Kent, Miss Dupont, Arthur Hoyt, Otto Ledcrcr, Nellie Bly Baker.

Directed by Louis ]. Gasnier.

"ENCHANTED ISLAND.” suggested by the story

“The Double Barreled Author” by Gouverneur Morris.

A human interest romantic drama.

"LOST AT SEA, suggested by the Louis Joseph Vance story

“Mainspring.”

A tense, dramatic story with an unusual triangle theme.

With, Huntly Gordon, Lowell Sherman, Jane Novak, Natalie Kingston,

Joan Standing, Billy Kent Schaefer and William R. Walling.

Directed by Louis J. Gasnier.

"CC'C LS C'v FASHION,” suggested by the George Randolph Chester

story “The Other Woman.”
A story of a modern phase of life framed in a gorgeous and ex-

quisite setting.

With, Mae Busch, Marceline Day, Theodore Von Eltz, Robert Ober,

Hedda Hopper, Rose Dionc and Albert Roccardi.

Directed by James C. McKay.
The director of the phenomenal Tiffany success “Souls For Sables."

"COLLEGE DAYS,” By A. P. Younger, who adapted "Brown of

Harvard” for the screen.

A STORY OF COLLEGE LIFE EXEMPLIFYING THE
SPIRIT OF YOUTH, WITH THE DEVIL-MAY-CARE
ATTITUDE OF UNDERGRADUATE ACTIVITIES WHICH
MAKES THIS ONE OF THE OUTSTANDING PICTURE
ACHIEVEMENTS OF THE YEAR.

With, Marceline Day, Charles Delaney, James Harrison, Duane
Thompson, Brooks Benedict, Kathleen Key, Edna Murphy,
Robert Homans, Craufurd Kent, Charles Wellesley, Gibson Gow-
land, Lawford Davidson, Pat Harmon, William A. Carroll and
25 University football stars.

Directed by Richard Thorpe.
Under the personal supervision of A. P. Younger.

"THE FIRST NIGHT,” by Frederica Sagor.

A side-splitting, rip-roaring farce comedy with a thousand laughs

and two thousand chuckles.

With, Bert Lytell, Dorothy Devore, Harry Myers, Frederick KoVert,
Walter Hiers, Lila Leslie, James Mack, Hazel Keener, Joan Stand-
ing and Nellie Bly Baker.

Directed by Richard Thorpe.

"ONE HOUR OF LOVE,” based on the story of the same name by
Leete Renick Brown.

A powerful love drama in a setting of beauty and grandeur.
With, Jacqueline Logan, Robert Frazer, Duane Thompson, Mildred

Harris, Montagu Love, Hazel Keener, Taylor Holmes, Billy

Bletcher, Henry Sedley and William Austin.

Directed by Robert Florey.

"LIGHTNING,” by Zane Grey.
A gripping drama by the famous author, of the wild outdoors.

"THE LIFE OF A WOMAN,” by Guy De Maupassant.
The story of a woman's heart by the master craftsman of fiction.

"TALE OF A VANISHING PEOPLE,” by Rex Beach.
A highly dramatic episode in the life of a colorful race.

TIFFANY

"REDHEADS PREFERRED.” by Douglas Bronson.
An hilarious, farce comedy with extraordinary exploitation

angles and box office drawing power.

^ILD GEESE, ’ from the popular novel of the same name by
Martha Ostenso.

ONE OF THE MOST INTENSELY HUMAN NOVELS EVER
WRITTEN, WITH A BOOK SALE OF OVER A HALF MIL-
LION. THE MOST ENTHRALLING HUMAN DOCUMENT
OF AN UNUSUAL PHASE OF LIFE.
The adaptation by A. P. YOUNGER, who is responsible for
such masterpieces as "Brown of Harvard,” "Souls For Sables,”
and "College Day9.”

"FLAMING TIMBER.”
A gripping romantic story of the great North Woods.

"THE BROKEN GATE,” suggested from the novel of the same name
by Emerson Hough, author of “The Covered Wagon.”

An intriguing story of life in a small community.

"SNOWBOUND.”
A picture depicting the primeval instincts versus modern social

standards.

JOSSELYN’S WIFE,” from the novel of the same name by
Kathleen Norris.

A drama of modern social complexities.
Starring PAULINE FREDERICK and a supporting cast including,

Holmes Herbert, Freeman Wood, William A. Carroll, Armand
Kaliz, Carmelita Geraghty, Josephine Hill, Pat Harmon and Ivy
Livingston.

Directed by Richard Thorpe.

"SONG OF STEEL.”
A virile, dramatic episode involving the romance of Big Business.

SQUADS RIGHT,” By A. P. Younger, the author of the adap-
tation of "Brown of Harvard,” "Wild Goose, "College Days” and

"Souls For Sables.”
The screamingly funny adventures of a "Rookie” who tried to

make the world "Safe For Democracy,” intermingled with
heart throbs and poignant drama.

"THE HUSBAND HUNTERS.”
A fast moving comedy drama involving the careers of several
women and their legitimate prey, “man.”



T HE newsreel is NOW as necessary to the

successful showman as anything he
screens

!

Movie-goers don’t leave their seats now-a-days
until they’ve seen the newsreel—and when
they see FOX NEWS they are getting the

ultimate in news when it IS newsi

—that’s why

Mightiest of All!
has been booked
by Big Circuits and
the finest theatres

in the Country

!

here’s a few of ’em - - -

PUBLIX—LOEW—PANTAGES—LIBSON
ASCHER BROS—WEST COAST—SAENGER
BALABAN and KATZ—COMERFORD—
H. DAVIS—FINKELSTEIN and RUBEN and others

Fox Film Corporatimv
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ANET GAYNOR
in this picture not only fulfills the brilliant promise of

her several recent photoplay roles but proves herself to

be ONE OF THE TRULY QREAT DRAMATIC
ARTISTS OF THE SCREEN . A new bet for the box-

office—WATCH HER!

VICTOR SCHERTZINGER Production
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TIC ANSWER
reatest Question/

Here’s a picture that was aimed at the

Box-office— it will shoot straight to

the heart of the world!
.

- *
'

{ti
' v

,

’ r

No greater- drama has been presented

on the screen than this —

—

WILLIAM FOX
MOTION PICTURE VERSION OF

AVID BELASCO’S
STAGE TRIUMPH

•WITH^

JANET GAYNOR
.EC B.FRANCIS FLORENCE GILBERT

HARD WALLING LIONEL BELMORE
3HN St.POLIS JOHN ROCHE

Fnx Film Corporation.
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GEOR.GE H.ME LFOR.D

The best directors in the industry

have been assembled to produce Fox
Pictures.

You exhibitors only need to look

at the names and faces on this page
to be convinced of that. You know
what these men have produced.

You have made money on their

pictures in the past—and you know
what to expect when they are given
the plays and stories on the Fox
schedule and a brilliant array of

actors from which to select their

casts.

The first of this season’s product
has proved the box-office quality of

Fox Pictures. As the season ad-

vances, each new production will

prove that this box-office quality is

absolutely dependable.

Fox has the stories and plays!

Fox has the stars and players!

FOX HAS THE
DIRECTORS!
FOX HAS THE
PICTURES

!



What Price Glory 7th Heaven The Music Master
IP 3 Bad Men One Increasing Purpose

Is Zat So? Mother Machree The City

Fig Leaves "Marriage License?” Wings of the Storm

The Auctioneer The Family Upstairs Whispering Wires

The Return of Peter Grimm The Blue Eagle Married Alive

«jfc * ,
The Lily

,-f?

The Holy Terror Hidden Charms
' The \Country Beyond Ankles Preferred The Congressional Medal

p Cradle Snatchers Womanpower Going Crooked

\V, The Monkey Talks The Second Year The Midnight Kiss
$

Bertha, the Sewing Machine Girl

i ’ 7 Tom Mix 7 Buck Jones
All Western Productions

Now better than ever before!

American Outdoor Pictures

Fox-made Westerns!

Member of Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc.—Will H. Hays, President
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Words and music fy

George O’Hara! Pu
lished by Greater F*B*0

tVve V * W
Vve

\\.vs 'rr\vo^'& «g2*w»
^*fsct«g;e^Soo'. *

Member of Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc.—Will H. Hays, President
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by

ATER

BOOKING OFFICES
OF AMERICA, INC.

WING THE
LIMIT

Directed by Chet Withey



‘Gigolo”
Is

'Cri

Called
I

La Rocque Ideal Hero in *Gigolo
»HE

IjPhoivi

be

PP'ng Komaiicei
«r"'r

ohM°«>
an

/aY Khh h w?Ji

.

STAR DANCES WAY TO ri^GOLO^ona« Records

HIGHER FILM HONORS < . —m nVi company

By Florence Lawrence

T
HE tango has raised more-than<$

one actor to steller eminence.

In "Gigolo,” which opened yesf3

ter.day at the jjgjttton Dollar. Ro(

Every bi«rJ>on^“Xr*e

£«srC»nghU-‘G^
g

G«

=^“is r.r.; “T.tion

Here’s One That WtU

Break AU Records.

vy Garrett Fort Cecll De

u>r^^rct'd 7

•William K- **

the „ s t & nocqnd
.
.Rod ^Tjoistotn

•
:

:

:

v;;-f^SKS
^"•qSSS Bidden g&«e Nichols

pa '—. _•

‘GIGOLO’ CONTAINS
GENUINE DRAMA

IF E»1 L* .-olgolb" W
1 good took* to

, ms gM)
to o»

Mn.I.fO\ DOLLAR—“Gigolo,” directedby VVilliam K. Howard, starring Rod
Adapted by Garrett Fortand .Marion Orth from the novel bvfcdna briber. Titles by John W.Krafft and John Farrow. Photography

by Lucicn Androlt. Supervised and
presented by C. Gardner Sullivan. Pro-duced by the DeMilie Pictures cor-
poration.

I IGLOI-iO!

The Dancing Man!

Rod La Rocque Does Fim
Work as “Gigolo

Mreak of white in his hair. Brokt
Gideon a gigolo—the dancing ma;

be always hated. The hectic afteiwar days. The dancing tango ac
of Maxim’s. The little Hubbel ki,
from Pleasanton—his gingham gir
of yesterday

Rod La Roque with the role -of
Gideon gives one of the mot!
striking perfot

99

MONS. DARIO
Nadine and Irene,
internationally
famous dancers
now appearing at
the Beaux Arts
Club, New York,
who created the
latest dancing rage
the “GIGO LO

BY ROB REEL.
Rod La Rocque puts the “jig” in

Gigolo.”

First as a handsome American,
then as an ace

'

l

in the French

Flying Corps,
and finally as

the overdress^!.

Rod La Rocque Is

Cast as Gigolo in

State-Lake Film

GIGOLO. ’* a Producer** Distributing
Corporation photoplay. Presented at thl
State-Lake. From the etory by Edna Fe«
ber. Directed by William K Howard
PI ayera include Rod La Rocque Jobyna
Ralston. Louise Dresser, Cyril « hadwlc
and George Nichols.

By

.J.
hrof mon^ence

wouM not P

directed by

so doing separating her son from ihtoj
only girl he^ares for.

The InevithtR ^mnens. of course,
'll.- dr

1
players of Pr°™ipe“C

see them -

mit the caIP Ue
t

°t But as the
I than their lovelies^

products Ce;

dUSV ph

to be merely y ^ we

»»

WILLIAM K.HOWARD
witmJOBYNA RALSTON
£. LOUISE DR,ESTER.

be merely r ^ we
gw"*1 CSTbS^i
CoHeen Meore *§* 5«eerw

; can wear r
.

a.** delight in *®a

Chancy taking d ®
it uglier

each new Dressei V

i the last, and Louise

ADAPTED BY GARRETT FORT
CONTINUITY BY MARION ORTH
SUPERVISED BY C GARDNER SULLIVAN

PRODUCED BY
DEMILIE PICTURES CORPORATION

RELEASED BY

PRODUCERS
Foreign Distributors Producers International Corporation 130 West 46th Street New York, N. Y.



FttOM THE STOFtY BY

EDNA FER.BER.

Jo, Dancing man bow

»me spin ill®

active

n part:

r,s men
ern<»nu fur
dn <> Hod L
to ,s sho

W S " e clW uharnier
new D
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,
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’6 Mine i

ROTA ROCQUE

Stations over
which

“ESKIMOS”
will broadcast

gigolo

“ESKIMOS” PUT‘<

^OLO^Ol7THE

»»

KARU^aiufgsPIg GIGOLO AIR
(Jee-go-Io)

. Musfo by
JOHN MILTON HAGEN

WEAF (New York)

WEE1 (Boston)

WEI (Philadelphia)

WSA1 (Cincinnati)

WOC (Davenport)

WGN (Chicago)

WTAM (Cleveland)

WJAR (Providence)

WTAG (Worcester)

WCAE (Pittsburgh)

KSD (St. Louis)

WCCO (Minneapolis)

WW] (Detroit)

WGR (Buffalo)

DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
F. C. MUNROE, President RAYMOND PAWLEY, Vice-President and Treasurer JOHN C. FLINN, Vice-President and General Manager

Member of Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc. WILL H. Hays, President
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“The Studio”
Faces the Facts

Several weeks ago, Exhibitors Herald mailed a

questionnaire to its exhibitor subscribers, asking

them, among other things, to list the players whose

names attract business to the box office.

More than twenty-four hundred theatre owners

answered this question. The results of this survey

have been carefully tabulated and are presented to

the industry in this issue.

This is in no sense a popularity contest. Business

men were asked for business facts, and furnished

them. These facts are tabulated for the information

of the entire industry.

Some may regard these figures as an exact ba-

rometer, and others as partially inconclusive.

Regardless of any difference of opinion as to con-

clusions to be drawn, twenty-four hundred theatre

owners have spoken and their verdicts are im-

portant.

The story of this questionnaire appears on
pages 53 to 57 of this issue in The Studio, pub-

lished every fourth week as a section of

Exhibitors Herald and acknowledged as the

one outstanding authority on production.



LETHE
NDU/T
MARVEL/:
First National does it again !

-
Delivers a

IOLD-OVER HIT
atN. Y. Strand!—

Colossal opening ovation
demands

PRAI/E-FULL REVIEW/!-PLUNKETT RENEW/!

"Excellent and effective handling of the came;
. . . It is good 'motion Picture'." -*• v. oaiiy mes

"In direction,'camera technique, and dramati
editing this film is a distinguished offering."

—Evening Woi

"If Lothar Mendes' first American production is

forerunner of what can be done by the forei
director, First National exhibitors have loitii

thing to anticipate." -Morning Telegram

"Ben Lvon does about the best work we ev<

saw him do on the screen." -Herald rnbu

'The Prince of Tempters' will make money . .

.

teallV Well WOrth Seeing." v- American

"Director Lothar Hendes, Robert Kane's gift from

the UFA ranks, offers exquisite photography and
photographic effects” excellent characterizations”

lovely sets” a deft knack of irony, and a beautiful

symphony of harmonious movement."-^- v.Mirror

I

"Mr. Mendes possesses a marked faculty for tell-

ing a film story." -N- v- Times



wW oti
lie the
other fellow
is wondering
liow It’s done

lirAt llationol
is delivering fjl

and like all First
National Pictures
“Mismates" is “box-
office.”Mother-love,
gripping drama, lav-

ish scenes, a big box-
office cast, a great
director and one of
the greatest selling

titles in a decade.

A Hut national Picture
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EXHIBITORS

HERALD
Editorial

by

MaitinJ.Quigley

WE are not an exhibitor and we have no place to

run film outside of our own library so when we re-

fer to what has recently been said about bicycling of

film we feel that we cannot be suspected of putting up a

defense.

We have seen so much recently in various of the trade

papers about an alleged wholesale practice of bicycling

that—if we did not know differently—we might suspect

that many of the entrants in the six day bicycle races

are really disguised exhibitors in training for the open-

ing up of new theatres.

This talk about bicycling of film has been running
wildly and loosely. From the general tenor of it, it

would seem that hundreds of theatre owners are stealing

their shows. Instead of this, however, everyone who
knows the situation knows that there are only a few
crooks in any business and the exhibiting branch of the

film industry is no exception. Thousands of legitimate

and trustworthy theatre owners are being slandered with

all this talk about bicycling film.

A representative of the Hays office is quoted as saying

that bicycling has cost producers a million dollars a

year. Of course, if this term, “million dollars,” is used

in the motion picture sense—meaning anything from a

few thousand dollars up—then the statement may go

without criticism. But if an actual sum of $1,000,000

was meant—somebody has been misinformed. This

would mean, approximately, that one out of every one
hundred and thirty-five shows is stolen, which is a

thoroughly absurd conclusion.

We protest against these stories because they are an

unwarranted reflection upon the whole body of exhibi-

tors. We agree that so long as there is any trace of the

practice of bicycling left, vigorous means should be
employed to stamp it out. But we do not believe that

anyone should be permitted to grossly exaggerate the

situation for the only possible purpose of attracting

publicity to their activities.

It would take a vast number of stolen shows to make
up the total of one million dollars. It is quite obvious

and apparent that the practice is not indulged in by any
theatre owner of any important standing or location.

Such a one could not get away with the first attempt, if

he tried. Then the practice—limited and isolated as it

is—has been confined to the very small fry, and what a

load of such bookings it takes to make Up a million dol-

lars!

Let’s be done with this talk about bicycling. In the

first place, it is not a form of athletic activity or pastime
—it is plain stealing and should be described as such.

Let’s also be done with all this publicity about show-
stealing, elaborated and exaggerated as it is. It is an
insult to more than ninety-nine per cent of the exhibi-

tors of the country.

WHEN the film trade in England takes to ponder-
ing a favorite question with them—“Can anything

good come out of Hollywood?”—it might now consider

a few terse and pointed remarks recently made by one
of their own, Mr. Herbert Wilcox, upon his recent re-

turn from the California production center.

Among other things, Mr. Wilcox said:

“Hollywood is not an emotional Detroit. It is really

the academy of the art. It would be a great thing if

every British director could go there to observe, study
and learn.”

* *

R. ERNEST W. FREDMAN, the capable and ener-

getic editor of “The Film Renter,” London, upon
his recent arrival in New York stated that “the time for

reciprocity has passed.” If he is correct in this asser-

tion, the situation should he relieved materially because

it would then seem that the British trade intends to take

steps to help itself and quit blaming America for its

difficulties.

But just what change is to come about is brought into

questiou when we read further and see that Mr. Fred-

man attributes the new state of affairs to the fact that

five British pictures recently shown to the trade have
evoked great enthusiasm. One of the five has been well-

received by the public, the other four have not yet

been shown publicly. When the remaining four have
been similarly received—by the public and not merely
the trade—we will then see greater grounds for the

forecasted change.

What possible effect the passing of the time for the

“reciprocity” referred to will have on the American
trade remains to be seen. Just what the reciprocity

should have consisted of seems never to have been quite

understood, either here or there.

The alternative to the “reciprocity” plan seems to be
a quota system under which a percentage of pictures

shown in British theatres will have to be British-made.

When this system was up for action last year it was de-

feated by the exhibitors. Even with the exhibitors sat-

isfied there will still be the public to be heard from.

And if the industry there persists in considering “Mons”
the English equivalent of “The Big Parade,” the public

is likely to be heard from in no uncertain terms.

# * #

iWITH many of the leading picture theatres featur-

ing presentation acts or vaudeville and with many
of the leading vaudeville theatres featuring pictures—it

is no wonder that there is a certain amount of confusion

in the mind of the public, as well as the trade. But
both of these efforts are directed to appeal to the great

majority of the public interested in a popular enter-

tainment, whether it be on the screen or on the stage.

There is still another class of the public which is being

almost generally neglected. It is that part of the pub-

lic which wants to see the best pictures under comfort-

able circumstances. These can only be served through
advanced sale of reserved seat tickets.
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Fox In Deal For
Talking Pictures
(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Oct. 26.—Comple-
tion of a deal which will enable the

Fox company to place a talking mo-
tion picture on the market is ex-

pected to be announced officially

from the offices of William Fox, the

deal being with the Brunswick-
Balke-Collender Company, General

Electric Company and the Radio
Corporation of America.

Eschmann Heads
Feature Sales

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Oct. 26.—Pathe has
created a new feature sales depart-

ment with E. A. Eschmann at the
head, according to an announcement
issued today by Elmer Pearson,
vicepresident . and general manager.

Texas Exhibitors

Open State Meet
At Dallas Nov. 16

(Special to the Herald)

DALLAS, Oct. 26.—-Texas exhibitors

are shaping their dates so as to be able to

attend the state M. P. T. O. convention
here at the Baker hotel November 16 and
17. A record attendance is predicted, with
a number of exhibitor problems to be
settled.

“Four Horsemen” Scenes
Censored by Washington
Balaban & Katz deleted forty feet of film

from “The Four Horsemen of the Apoca-
lypse” for the showing at the Roosevelt on
orders from the state department at Wash-
ington.

One of the deleted scenes from the re-

issued picture shows the late Rudolph
Valentino as a French soldier condemning
the German government. Another deletion
is of a scene with a group of German offi-

cers showing contempt for women in the
occupied war zone.

Turning Paris Busses to

Picture Houses Planned
Every auto bus in Paris will become a

moving picture house—or a moving motion
picture house—under plans made by the

Paris Transport Company, according to dis-

patches from the French capital.

No mention is made of how the bus offi-

cials plan to get the interested passengers
to leave when their corners are called.

•—

Houdini Seriously III
(Special to the Herald)

DETROIT, Oct. 26.—Houdini, magi-
cian who has appeared in several motion
pictures, is critically ill here. He was
operated upon yesterday and his condi-
tion has improved but is still pronounced
grave.

Daylight Saving Vote
Chicago citizens will vote next Tues-

day on repeal of the daylight saving
ordinance.

Vitaphone Available to All;

Uniform Contract Is Planned
Paramount Interest in Synchronized Music Invention Now Said

to Be Only for Use in Publix Theatres on Same
Basis as Other High Class Houses

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Oct. 26.—Vitaphone is made available immediately to all

producers and exhibitors of standing under plans laid before the executives

and board of directors of the Vitaphone Corporation. The plans call for

drawing up a uniform contract covering synchronization of pictures and
installation of instruments.

Paramount Interest in Use Only

Negotiations for the purchase by Famous Players-Lasky of a substantial

interest in the Vitaphone have ended and it is now said that the only interest

the Paramount company has in the new invention is to obtain the use of it

in Publix theatres on the same basis it will be used in other first class theatres.

The deal between Famous and War-
ners was so close to completion that it

is said the contracts were drawn ready
for signatures when the whole thing was
called off.

According to what is believed to be
authentic information everything was
going along happily in the matter when
Warners asked that it include the tak-

ing over of the physical distribution of

the Warner product by Famous.

The announcement made from the of-

fices of Warner Brothers regarding gen-
eral availability of the Vitaphone states

that its use is to be for “producers of

Standing in this or any other country
and to exhibitors of standing, whether
they own one or 100 theatres.”

No Exclusive Contracts

No exclusive contracts for the Vita-
phone are to be made, according to

Warner Brothers, and all theatre owners
are to be given opportunity to use the
device in their houses.

Executive offices of the Vitaphone
Corporation have been established at

Fifty-seventh street and Broadway and
the erection of a studio close to New
York is planned for the near future.

This studio will be used for producing
Vitaphone prologues and for the syn-
chronization of music with film produc-
tions.

Buildings will be erected in this tract,

it was stated, to provide for testing
rooms and schools to train engineers
and operators. Theatres are to be built,

it was announced, with proper acoustics

Bandits Make Three Lie

On Floor; Get $7,207
(Special to the Herald)

MONTREAL, Oct. 26. — A
debonnair and unmasked bandit,
aided by two unmasked confed-
erates held up James C. Adams,
manager of the Loew’s theatre, his
wife and Joseph Buck, the night
watchman, in spectacular fashion
and obtained $7,207 belonging to
the company and robbed Mrs.
Adams of $70. The robbers forced
all three to lie down on the floor
of the manager’s office, while they
tried in vain to open the safe.
Finally they made Manager Adams
open the strongbox, then lie down
again while they rifled it and es-
caped. The theatre receipts were
fully protected by insurance.

to permit large orchestras properly to

synchronize pictures.

Three Distribution Centers

Centralized distribution is to be de-

veloped out of New York, Chicago and
Los Angeles.

Europe is waiting to hear the Vita-
phone, according to word from London
from Hermann Starr, chief home office

executive for Warner Brothers, who
went overseas several weeks ago to meet
Gus Schlesinger, general manager of for-

eign distribution, and arrange a distri-

bution basis.

Abe Warner issued a denial of rumors
that Warner Brothers was negotiating
for purchase of Sid Grauman’s Egyptian
theatre in Hollywood, where the Vita-
phone is to be installed for the “Don
Juan” showing.

Warner Brothers Plans
Big Vitaphone Studio

(Special to the Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Oct. 26. — Warner
Brothers intend to build a large studio
on the old Vitagraph lot at Prospect and
Talmadge Streets for the production of
Vitaphone prologues. They also propose
building a stage measuring 100 feet by
250 feet on the Sunset Boulevard lot. The
buildings will cost $250,000, it is said.

Cleared in Blue Law
Trial in 20 Minutes

(Special to the Herald)

GREENSBURG, IND„ Oct. 26.—A jury
in circuit court took only twenty minutes
to acquit Walter Easley, manager of a
family theatre, of a charge of violating

the Sunday occupational law.
Easley was arrested several weeks ago,

following the opening of his theatre for
Sunday shows. James Bailey, owner of
another theatre here, also was arrested for

the same cause and will be tried later.

Several months ago Easley was acquitted

in city court after the jury deliberated only
five minutes.

Omaha Musicians Back
After 10 Days Strike

(Special to the Herald

)

OMAHA, Oct. 26.—Musicians have ended
a ten-day strike and are back in the pits

of World Realty theatres following a set-

tlement. Orchestras at the Blank houses
returned the day after the strike began.

Forty musicians in the World, Empress,
Sun and Moon theatres were involved.
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NEW YORK.—Harvey Day says he is

sorry he wasn’t a Queen Marie guard

as he could use one of those gold hairpins

to good advantage. . . . Paul Gulick is at

home suffering from laryngitis which won t

let him work or even play golf. . . . Bill

Steiner, after considerable thought, thinks

he has discovered what is wrong with the

independent market. . . . Walter Eberhardt,

versatile A. M. P. A. president, spoke in

German when introducing Emil Jannings

at last Thursday’s luncheon. . . . Joe Ken-

nedy denies an F. B. O. consolidation with

Universal; so does Carl Laetnmle; so does

R. H. Cochran, so it’s unanimous. . . .

Harry Segal, Boston film man, is recuper-

ating at Mt. Sinai hospital here after an

operation for appendicitis. . . . Harry War-
ner and Sam Morris hopped out to Chicago

last week and hopped right back again. . . .

Earl Hudson is expected here next week to

make distribution arrangements for his

productions, and they won’t be with First

National. . . . C. A. Neeper has fallen heir

to the job with Harold Lloyd so long held

down by Johnny Ragland, and is already

on the works. . . . Gene Tunney thinks the

only acting worth while is for the screen

and has turned down a fat vaudeville offer.

. . .. Barran Lewis is batting for Watt
Parker as head of Warner Brothers adver-

tising and publicity departments during

Watt’s extended vacation. . . . Felix Feist,

head of Metro’s sales department, made a

trip last week to Detroit to tell the boys

there all about it. . . . Marcus Loew ap-

peared at the Hunting Room last week
after a six weeks’ absence, looking much
recovered in health and held a regular

levee the first day out. . . . Bill Yearsley

postcards from the Coast that he will soon

be back on Broadway and glad of it. . . .

Arthur Kelly, vice president and treasurer

of United Artists, returned last week from

a lengthy visit abroad. . . . Lee Ochs re-

turned from abroad • last week looking

much thinner, having taken off a couple of

pounds weight. . . . Nick Schenck and /.

Robert Rubin are due back from the West
Coast greatly pleased over M-G-M produc-

tion progress. . . . Eddie Eschmann, ac-

cording to rumor, will soon be back in the

game as head of one of the large sales

departments. . . . Joe Brandt is back from

a trip over the country which took him as

far as the Coast. . . . Ray Rockett was
given a farewell luncheon last Wednesday
at the First National studios and many
speakers spoke their good byes. . . . Barney
Rosenthal, St. Louis film magnate, is in

New York looking them over on Broad-

way and in the projection rooms. ... Carl

J^aemmle leaves this week for the Coast,

and a great welcome home is planned for

him at Universal City. . . . C. C. Pettijohn

represented the Hays office at the Michigan
exhibitors’ convention, and told them all

about arbitration. . . . C. C. Burr attended

the First National meeting at French Lick

and then went on to the Coast to make a

couple of pictures with Jqhnny Hines. . . .

Tom Melody has moved from the Cohan
theatre to the Criterion and is now the

manager of the latter. . . . George Eastman
returned last week from a long trip to the

jungles of Africa. Magan, theatre

man from India, who has been on the

Coast, arrived in New York last week for

a short stay. . . . Budd Rogers, vice presi-

dent of Lumas, has returned from an ex-

tended Western trip and says business is

good and getting better.

America’s

Boxoffices

Reveal

240 Big

Stars

In this space are five play-
ers whose names are found
at the top of the list of
stars in the Studio Survey
on page 54 of this issue.

Colleen Moore
(First National)

Tom Mix
(Fox Film Corporation)

Fred Thomson
(Film Booking Offices)

Harold Lloyd
(Harold Lloyd Productions)

Norma Talmadge
(First National)

SPARGO.
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Wilcox Returns
East Happy Over
Coast Reception

Herbert Wilcox, director for British

National Pictures, Ltd., of London, re-

turned East last week following a visit

to Hollywood which was made for the

purpose of conferring with Frances Ma-
rion on a script she is doing for British

National and also to make a first-handed
inspection of Hollywood producing con-
ditions.

In the party with Mr. Wilcox were
Dorothy Gish, star in several British Na-
tional pictures, Cecil A. H. Harrison,
member of the board of directors of the
company, and C. L. Yearsley, American
representative.

Mr: Wilcox spoke enthusiastically of
what" he saw in Hollywood and the recep-
tion accorded the party.

“It would do the Anglo-American film

situation a great deal of good if some of
my associates in the trade in England
were present to see the kind of a reception

accorded us in California,” said Mr. Wil-
cox. “Everyone showed the most sympa-
thetic interest in our work and made every
possible effort to reveal to us the inside

workings of the Hollywood studios. They
placed before us information on their

methods of studio procedure and left us
free to help ourselves to what we wanted.

“I found that Hollywood is not an emo-
tional Detroit. It is really the academy
of the art. It would be a great thing if

every British director were given an oppor-
tunity to come to Hollywood, study and
learn. The studios are marvels of equip-

ment and resources for the making of

pictures. My visit was a thoroughly en-
joyable and profitable one.”

Hays Office to Open
Joint Industrial and
Public Relations Office

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Oct. 26.—As a part of its

program to bring the public and the indus-
try into a closer and more direct contact
and at the same time to make motion pic-

ture working conditions in Los Angeles
better, the motion picture industry will in-

augurate a joint department of public

relations and industrial relations in Los
Angeles November 1. This will be a con-
tinuation of the policy of co-operation with
the public.

Coolidge Meets 6 Stars
of Robert Kane Picture

( Special to the Herald)

WASHINGTON, Oct. 26.—Personal
appearances were made yesterday before
President Coolidge at the White House
by Dorothy Mackaill, Lawrence Gray,
Buster Collier, Gail Kane, Eddie Grib-
bon and Jack Ackroyd. This sextet of
cinema stars is now in Washington
shooting exteriors for “The Song of the
Dragon,” a Robert Kane production be-
ing made for First National release un-
der the direction of Lothar Mendes.
The President evidenced pleasure at

meeting these stars and expressed the
hope they would enjoy their stay at the

Films Educate Italian Veterans
ROME, ITALY.—Italian world war veterans

have established a traveling educational motion
picture show for the purpose of broadcasting agri-
cultural knowledge among veterans and also to
keep Italian patriotism alive.

Danger in Issuing Different
Versions of Picture isShown

Manager Clarence F. Wagner of Bugg Theatre, Chicago,

Reports “Variety” Engagement Disappointing As Patrons

Found Subject Varied from That Shown at Roosevelt
Dangers that are liable to follow in the wake of the issuance of different

versions of a picture are brought up in a communication received from
Clarence F. Wagner, manager of. the Bugg theatre, Chicago.

Special Campaign—Then Different Version

In the communication reproduced below, Mr. Wagner recites experiences
encountered in a recent showing of “Variety.” The Bugg theatre is located

in a district in Chicago which has a preponderance of people of German
birth and ancestry. Mr. Wagner booked “Variety” feeling that it would
have a strong appeal for his patronage. In addition, he carried on a special

advertising and exploitation campaign and also arranged for appropriate

subjects on the program with “Variety.”

The -Chicago exhibitor -reports the whole
engagement as a disappointing one because
his people found that the subject as he
showed it differed from the version used
in the highly successful run at the Roose-
velt theatre and another showing at the

Belmont theatre.

One 8-Reel Print Sent Chicago

The Chicago exchange of the Famous
Players-Lasky corporation reports that

the “long” version of “Variety” was shown
only at the Roosevelt theatre, Chicago,

and the Rialto theatre, New York. Only
one print of the eight-reel version was
sent Chicago, it was declared.

' Mr. Wagner’s communication follows:
“
‘Variety’ was shown in the loop at the

Roosevelt theatre and later to the pre-

release houses. I was to repeat this picture

on the new Belmont theatre which is just

one mile from me. Knowing this I ar-

ranged a real German program with the

hopes that I might get some extra business.

I ran ads in the German papers and hired

a very well known couple of zither players

with a delightful scenic of Germany. I

‘even played up mj^ attraction -board -in the

German language. 1 drew a fairly good
house at that.

Satisfied Except for “Variety”

“They were satisfied with my entertain-

ment with exception of the main event,

‘Variety.’ I never in my life had the

insults that were handed to me after they

viewed the picture. They claimed the

downtown house and the Belmont theatre

had a more complete story. They said I

had a lot of nerve to entice the German
people out and then show them an entirely

different film than was so highly adver-
tised.

“If these large houses can have the

complete picture why can’t the smaller
houses who are trying to hold their own
in the face of such strong competition?
Do you think the German people will have
any confidence in my next ad in their

paper? I really don’t. Some one is to

blame for this, either the Chicago censor
’ board or the Famous Players-Lasky Cor-
poration.

Says Action Isn’t Fair

“When the film companies have a big

special they sure want the real money for
it. We pay them real money and when
We get the film it’s entirely different from
the pre-release picture that they played
in the loop. How can we tell our people
that the film company or the censor board
has cut it out ? They simply wcmlt believe

if. They think the smaller theatres' are
trying to put- Something over on them. ' I

think many of my fellow exhibitors will

agree with this letter. Something really

ought to be done So the smaller house has
an equal chance with the big one to exist.

“Just how many people get disgusted at

just these things and refuse ever to enter

a small theatre again? Gentlemen, it isn’t

fair. If they can pass a picture for one
house they certainly can pass it for the

other houses around town.
“Who is to blame? Will someone please

apologize to my patrons? I can’t.”

Paramount’s Fall

Convention Opens
in French Lick

(Special to the Herald)

FRENCH LICK, IND., Oct. 26.—
Paramount executives, home office and
Eastern sales representatives opened the
annual sales convention here yesterday.
The New York delegation which arrived
Sunday was headed by Adolph Zukor,
Jesse L. Lasky, Sidney R. Kent and
George W. Weeks. With them were Mr.
and Mrs. Emil Tannings, Erich Pom;-
mfer—and—Mauritz—Stiller-.

Others in attendance were: Johu. IX. Clark,
Phil Reisman, Eugene J. Zukor, Mel-Shaueif,
George M. Spidell, G. B. J. Frawley, Charlds
E. McCarthy, M. H. Lewis, Russell Holmarl,
Oscar Kantner, Leon Bamberger, Dr. Emanuel
Stern, A. O. Dillenbeck, Paul Allison, Eddie
Corcoran, B. Campe, Jack Roper, Walter Wan-
ger, Watterson R. Rothacker, Monta Beu,
Monte Katterjohn, Henry Salsburv. William
LeBaron, Erwin Gelsey, Ralph Bloch, E.
Wynne, E. E. Shauer, Joseph Seidelman, Dick
Blumenthal, A. Ferraro, O. R. Geyer, Don
Velde, George Weltner, G. K. Haddow, E. J.

Dennison, J. A. Clark, W., Wi Caldwell. Lem
Edelman, Frank Blakely, Jerry Sussman. A. H.
Cole. Ralph Kohn, Sam KatZj IT. B. Franklin
and H. Goldberg. V »c

. ;. .; ,

Eastern district and branch managers attend-
ing the convention include: J. Hammetl, New
York; J. Unger, New York; E. Sweigert, ' New
York; T. Murray, Brooklyn, and M. Kusell,
New Jersey, exchange managers; . George J.
Schaefer, William Ifrb, John

r

D. Powers, A1
Bevan, W. EL Smith, P. A. Bloch, Harry

,
Hun-

ter, Fred Myers, IT. G. Ballance, D. Pi;ihce, C.
E. ITilgers, R. B'. Willbanks, S. Chestnut*, H.
W. Dodge, Carl Weeks, E. IT. Brau'er

. J. E-
Fontaine, Charles Reagan, C. E. Peppiaii;; F. E.
Wagoner and William J. Clark.

The Western division exchange executives at-

tending are H. A. Ross, Otto' Bolle,’ N. R.
Agnew, G. A. Smith, M. M. ITirsch, R- C.
LiBau, Blotcky, H. I. Krause, Louis Marcus,
L. J. McGinley, II. W. Bralv, Herman Wobber,
Tom Bailey, C. N. Peacock, George P. Ender.t,
Neal East, . A. W. Nicolls, . A. B. Leak, R. D.
Crawford, C. F. Rose, A. Mendelhull, H. G.
Rosebaum, J. B. Dugger, R. E. Heffner, H. F
Wilkes, H. E. Pickett, and the following Can-
adian officials.- A, C. Benson, Ed English, P. J.
Hogan, William Hansher, A. E. Ritchie, Wil-
liam Kelly, W. R. Marshall.

Attending the -conventions-also v, ill be :. W. R.
Fraser, general ma.nager of the Lloyd

.
Corpora-

tion
; Bogart Rogers, of the MacLean Corpora-

tion
; J. D. Williams and C. L. Yearsley, Brit-

ish National Pictures, Ltd.; Wynn Jones, UFA,
Herbert Wilcox, British National Pictures; C.
Neeper, L. Whelan, Sam Rachman and A1 Kauf-
man, both of whom are here from E-fope.
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Among the 250 at Michigan Meeting

A. J. Kleist, retiring president, left; H. M. Richey, busi-

ness manager, center, and Harlan Hall, newly elected

vicepresident, were in official charge of the business

sessions. (Herald photo.)

G. A. Cross, former president, and A. J. Kleist, retiring

president, return from a trip to Camp Custer with Mrs.
Kleist. (Herald photo.)

C. C. Pettijohn, chief counsel of

the Hays organization, made one
of the big speeches of the ban-
quet. (Herald photo.)

P. C. Schram of Kalamazoo and R. J.

Branch of Hastings were in on every-
thing that happened. Schram is on
the board of directors. (Herald photo.)

H. A. Cole made the longest trip

to attend the convention. His
state is the “Lone Star.” (Her-
ald photo.)
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They stood in the rain. It was impossible to find a time during the day when the sun was shining. But standing in

the rain would never halt the spirit of the men who compose the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Michigan.
(Herald photo.)
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Hands Off Arbitration Units,

HaysReplytoMichiganAction
Official Reply Awaited to Letter from Nine States’ Representa-

tives at Battle Creek Convention Protesting Against

Interference With Local Boards

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Oct. 26.—The answer of the Hays office to a demand
made by motion picture theatre owners of nine central states that inter-

ference in the free action of Board of Arbitration must cease, is to be an
order of “Hands off.”

Courts to Be Left Unhampered
C. C. Pettijohn, chief aid to Mr. Hays and his spokesman on all mat-

ters pertaining to arbitration, said in speaking of the letter of protest

:

“These boards of arbitration function as courts and are to be left

absolutely unhindered and unhampered. There will be no interference of

any sort by anyone—distributors, exhibitors or others-—with the delibera-

tions of the arbitration boards.

Michigan M.P. T. O.

Meets; To Resume
Film Arbitration
By DOUGLAS HODGES

New members have taken their seats on
the Michigan Board of Arbitration and
plan to resume arbitration as a result of

the election held at the meeting of the

Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Mich-
igan October 19 and 20 at Battle Creek,
Mich. Michigan has been six weeks with-

out arbitration. The four exhibitor mem-
bers of the board resigned when a dead-
lock arose regarding the Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer case in August.
The chairman of that board, E. E. Kirch-

ner, was elected president by the conven-
tion. He will serve with the other newly
elected officers, Harlan Hall, vicepresident,

Ruby S. Fisher, secretary, and John E.

Niebes, treasurer. All received unanimous
votes.

Jackson, Mich., was chosen for next
year’s convention.

There was a greater number of members
at Battle Creek than were in attendance at

the Grand Rapids meeting last year. H. M.
Richey, business manager, diagnosed that

as an indication that the organization is

stronger. But C. C. Pettijohn, chief

counsel to Will H. Hays, rebutted Richey’s

diagnosis at the Tuesday evening banquet
with the charge that Michigan leaders have
stimulated attendance intentionally by
dominating all organization affairs with
publicity regarding arbitration trouble.

“More time should be spent in discussing

questions,” he said, “that mean dollars and
cents to the exhibitor. Get this: they
(meaning exhibitors and distributors) will

be arbitrating their differences when you
and I are dead and forgotten.”

But, Pettijohn said, Boards of Arbitra-
tion are the courts of the industry.- “Any-
one who tampers with them is tampering
with court procedure and it is the most
arrogant intruder who will interfere with
the courts.”

Other speakers called on by Toastmaster
W. S. McLaren of Jackson were William
A. Comstock, gubernatorial candidate,
Joseph Hooper, congressman, and H. M.
Richey.

Speakers at the Tuesday afternoon ses-

sion were Walter Darmstetter of Detroit
Times, J. V. Marron of Detroit, and H. H.
Gibson of Detroit.

Resolutions were passed at the closing
session Wednesday afternoon to wage a
campaign against the present music tax
law; to urge1 theatres to run slides for ad-
vertising churches

; and to make every
effort to block the proposed move for a
new state constitution. A committee will
visit the state fire marshal to obtain his
aid in changing the present code affecting
regulation of theatre booths.

Following are those attending the con-
vention :

W. C. Green, Bellaire; Mrs. W. C. Green,
Bellaire

; C. W. Porter, Detroit; Mrs. C. W.
Porter, Detroit

; Harry Bobolth, Imlay City ; Mrs.
Bobolth, Imlay City; P. C. Schram, Kalamazoo;
Mrs. P. C. Schram, Kalamazoo

;
Florence Schram,

Kalamazoo; P. J. Wood, Columbia, Ohio; Jos. D.
Lenohon, Detroit, Michigan; R. H. Cheehan,
Detroit; W. M. Horn, Detroit; Mrs. W. M.
Horn, Detroit; Mrs. H. T. Hall, Detroit; Ruby
S. Fisher, Detroit; Mrs. S. Fisher, Detroit; B\ F.
Emery, Detroit; Mrs. B. F. Emery, Detroit;
W. S. Whitman, Detroit; Mrs. W. S. Whitman,
Detroit

; F. J. Downey, Detroit
; Mrs. F. J.

Downey, Detroit.

Wm. E. Schuttenhelm, Detroit; J. G. Portell,
Detroit

; Thos. Lancaster, Detroit
; E. V. Me-

Graith, Detroit; J. E. Stocker, Detroit; P. L.
Kaplan, Detroit; H. G. Clark, Detroit; P. H.
Cairns, Detroit; T. D. Williams, Detroit; David
Palfreyman, Detroit; T. N. Harris, Hart; G. A.
Benner, Hart; Fred T. Grenell, Detroit; WilliamW Slocum, Detroit; Duke W. Richards, Detroit;
Allan S. Moritz, Detroit

; Carl H. Shalit, Detroit

;

( Continued on page 44)

“Cases before them must be decided
solely on their merits. The rule here-
after will be one of “hands off.”

Follows Michigan Conference

Mr. Pettijohn's statement was made
immediately after his return from Battle
Creek, where the Michigan state con-
vention was held. At this convention a
conference was held between the Hays
aid and the representatives of nine states

on the matter of arbitration. These
states were Michigan, Wisconsin, Min-
nesota, Illinois, North Dakota, South
Dakota, Indiana, Ohio and Texas.
As the result of this conference, which

was said to have been harmonious, a
letter signed by all the representatives
was sent to Mr. Hays by Chairman W.
.A Steffes. The letter stated:

“The purpose of this conference was
to consider the fact that arbitration in

each of these states individually, as well
as in the other film centers, has not been
working in a satisfactory manner, due to

the fact that the distributor members
of the various boards do not seem to
understand their duties and the purposes
of their position.

Call Spirit Nullified

“This, we believe, has been largely
brought about, especially during the past
six months, by various communications
emanating from your office, addressed to
the Film Board of Trade members or the
Film Board of Trade secretaries, prac-
tically instructing distributor members
on arbitration boards as to how they
should act, how they should decide and
what they could and could not do in the
consideration of cases that came before
them.

“It seems to us, and we feel sure that
you will agree, that such methods nullify

the spirit of arbitration and such action
is equivalent to some higher authority
instructing a court of last resort.

“We appreciate that it is impossible
to write a contract that will cover every
contingency that might arise under that
instrument, and therefore we believe it

imperative that a letter from your office

be sent to every Film Board of Trade
to the effect that every decision should
be based upon justice, equity and facts,

using the contract and its provisions as
a basis.

“We think such a letter necessary to
counteract the pernicious effect of other
communications which the Film Board
of Trade has received heretofore; and
that the above procedure be brought to
the seventh arbitrator, when called, at
all times that he may know that the
entire procedure and purpose of arbi-

tration is to render a decision based on
common equity and justice.

Urge Freedom from Criticism

“We feel also that it is very necessary
that distributor members of arbitration
boards should be free from all criticism

from your office, their superiors or fel-

low members, covering any decision
which their conscience and good judg-
ment may dictate.

“With three members of each board
paid employes of closely knit distribut-

ing companies whose problems are identi-

cal, you will readily understand that it

is very difficult even under the best of

conditions for them to give an unbiased
decision. Such a decision becomes im-
possible when pressure or criticism is

brought to bear upon them from their

own ranks.

“We all believe that the principle of

arbitration is too big and has accomp-
lished too much for this industry to per-

mit such practices to nullify the good
work already accomplished and the fu-

ture benefits to be derived.

“Such notice to the Film Board of

Trade should set forth clearly the rights

and privileges of the board, calling to

their attention that if the result of arbi-

tration is not to render justice in the
particular case in question it has failed

in its purpose.”
It is expected that an official reply will

be made by Mr. Hays within the next
few days.

Citizenry Votes “Yes”
on Sunday Show Ballot

(Special to the Herald)

ALBANY, N. Y., Oct. 26.—Less opposi-

tion to Sunday motion picture shows is

manifest in New York state these days
than in the recent past, especially when the

matter is left to the decision of voters. In
Booneville, N. Y., last week, a proposal for
Sunday shows was carried by referendum.
Some time ago a request for Sunday shows
was placed before the village board, but
opposition developed among the churches.
The board then decided to let the voters
settle it for themselves, and a special ref-

erendum was held and Sunday shows won.

F-N Franchise Holders
Close French Lick Meet
NEW YORK, Oct. 26.—Franchise

holders of First National have returned
from their semiannual meeting last week
at French Lick Springs,' Ind. Routine
business was transacted at the sessions.
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Jannings Signs for Three Years, J- D. Williams in

Lasky Tells Star’s Welcomers
Arrival of German Player Is Healthful Step Toward International-

ism, Says Davis—Hays Greets Actor

U. S. for Opening
ofNew B. N. Film

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Oct. 26.—Although he has just arrived in the United
States, Emil Jannings, the German character actor, is so happy
here that he has abandoned his original plan of remaining for only

six months and last Wednesday signed a contract to make pictures for
Paramount for three years. This announcement by Jesse L. Lasky was
the highlight of a welcome luncheon given Jannings at the Ritz Carlton
by Famous Players.

J
ANNINGS was welcomed to this

country in speeches' by Secretary of
Labor J. J. Davis, Will Hays, Adolph
Zukor, Erich Pommer, former head of
UFA who will produce Jannings’ Holly-
wood films, as well as Mauritz Stiller
who will direct him. Thomas Meighan,
as Shepherd of the Lambs, greeted
Jannings.
Mrs. Emil Jannings, however, scored

the triumph of the occasion by her win-
ning personality, as she gave thanks in
English for the hospitality shown her
husband.

“I know you have made him very
happy,” she said, “and I’m glad for when
he is happy, I am happy.”
Jannings spoke in German and ended

with the two English phrases he has
mastered so far, “I am happy” and
“Thank you very much.”
Mr. Lasky pointed out that Paramount

has entrusted Jannings’ American career
to Erich Pommer, former producing head
of UFA, who was responsible for “The
Last Laugh,” “Passion,” “Variety” and
other Jannings successes. In Mauritz
Stiller, who will direct Jannings, Para-
mount has obtained one of Europe’s fore-
most directors, he said.

“In bringing Mr. Jannings to Amer-
ica,” explained Mr. Lasky, “we merely
plan to continue him in the same type of
powerful realistic characterization as he
created in Germany, but we mean to

broaden the field of his art and bring it

before an infinitely greater audience than
was the case in his UFA films.”

Internationalism was the keynote of
the addresses of both Secretary Davis
and Mr. Hays. Secretary Davis stated
he had just returned from Hollywood
where a survey of the motion picture
industry had been made under his direc-

tion. America, he said, was happy to

welcome actors of Air. Jannings’ caliber.

The arrival of the German star, he said,

was a healthful step in the trend toward
internationalism.
Mr. Hays, pointing out that Mr. Tan-

nings had been born in Brooklyn, de-

clared it was with pride that he wel-
comed him to “a return engaeement.”
Among the guests were Ernest W.

Fredman, Sam Katz, Bruce Barton,
Horace Liveright, William Le Baron,
Herbert Brenon, Richard Dix, S. R.
Kent, Lois Wilson, Lya de Putti, Alarcus
Loew, Felix Kahn, Malcolm St. Clair,

John C. Flinn, George Palmer Putnam,
and Phil Payne.

George Eastman Home
from Hunting; Rhino

Blocks Elephant Kill
• (Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Oct. 26.—George East-
man, president of the Eastman Kodak
Company, reached New York last Friday
after a seven-month hunting expedition in

Africa during which he covered more than
4,000 miles.

“I was never so glad to get home in my
life,” said Air. Eastman. Asked if he ex-
pected to go on another expedition he said,

“Hardly. That isn’t saying I wouldn’t like

to. I’ve had a perfectly wonderful time,
but I am glad to be home again.”

Air. Eastman brought back more than
thirty specimens for his collection at his

Rochester home. “We got everything we
went after except an elephant,” he said. An
exciting adventure with a rhinoceros,
which interfered with the pursuit of the
elephant, the only one that was sighted
with sufficient ivory to justify a kill, pre-
vented its capture. “Without warning the
rhinoceros rushed at me. Luckily, the ani-

mal swerved at the last minute and passed
me. But in the meantime the elephant had
made off.”

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Oct. 26.—J. D. Williams,
head of British National Pictures, arrived
from London last week to attend the open-
ing of his newest production, “London,”
at the Rivoli Saturday night.

__
Mr. Williams arrived on the Aquitania on

Friday, and on the same day Herbert Wil-
cox, director of “London,” accompanied by
C. L. Yearsley, returned to New York
from the coast to attend the premiere.
“London” was well received by the Rivoli

audiences and gives further promise of
what the experience of Air. Williams will

do for British made pictures. The story
of the picture, which motivates chiefly on
the influence of the city on the characters
in the picture, is well handled, and appears
more like an American made picture than
any that has yet been brought from the
other side.

“London” will be distributed by Famous
Players under the arrangements made by
Air. Williams on his last trip to the United
States, as will also “Tiptoes” and “Aladame
Pompadour,” other British National pro-
ductions yet to be shown here.

Cardinal Dubois Says
Films Will Be Important

for Religious Teaching
(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Oct. 26.—Cardinal Du-
bois is of the opinion that motion pic-

tures are destined to play an important
part in religious teaching, according to

dispatches from Paris which tell of a

visit of the cardinal to a studio where
he studied production methods.
“The cinema will- become a great and

beautiful thing,” --’Cardinal Dubois said.

“The faith which I place in i.t today is

quite justified, and I remain convinced
that tomorrow it will even surpass our
hopes, that it will truly be the grand
silent voice of the day and that through
it the world will be a better place.”

Reciprocity Policy for

British Empire Is Seen

J. G. Hawks Visits N. Y.
(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Oct. 26.—J. G. Hawks,
supervising editor of the F. B. O. scenario
department in Hollywood, is here looking
over new storv material for next vear.

(Special to the Herald

)

OTTAWA, ONT., Oct. 26.—Sir Philip

Cunliffe-Lister, speaking before the Im-
perial Conference in London, declared that

a reciprocity policy on motion pictures in

the British Empire undoubtedly will be

reached before the sessions close, it is re-

ported here.

Emil Jannings, German actor, who has just arrived in America to star in several productions tor Famous, is shown in the

middle picture being greeted by Vice-president Jesse L. Lasky. In the picture on the left Jannings is seen with Mrs.
Jannings and their pet mocking bird.
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Fredman Arrives to Discuss
Film Reciprocity With Hays

Editor of “'The Film Renter” Is Expected to Accomplish Much
Good for British Interests by Conferences With

Leaders of American Industry

By JOHN S. SPARGO
NEW YORK, Oct. 26.—Ernest W. Fredman, editor of The Film

Renter, a leading motion picture trade paper of Great Britain, arrived in

New York last week for a conference with Will H. Hays and the leaders
of the American motion picture industry, in the interest of a more reciprocal

arrangement in the matter of showing British films in this country.

Knows British Producers’ Position

Mr. Fredman is recognized as a keen student of film matters and a man
of rare judgment. Contrary to the usual run of British film men, Mr.
Fredman knows the business so well and is. sufficiently broadminded to

recognize the weaknesses as well as the strength of the position of the
British producers who have been struggling for the past several years to

break into the American market.

Roach to Leave
Pathe, Metro to

Get All Product
(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Oct. 26.—Rumors that Hal
Roach will leave Pathe have been con-
firmed. He has signed a contract with
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer for the release of

his comedies, effective Sept. 1, 1927.

Frick, Martin & Company last week com-
pleted disposition of $400,000 of notes of

the Hal Roach Studios, Inc.

Connecticut Arbiters
Hold Film Producers

to Terms of Contract
(Special to the Herald)

NEW HAVEN, CONN., Oct. 26.—
Producers who do not deliver to exhibi-
tors exactly what the terms of producer-
exhibitor contracts specify cannot collect

for what is delivered as a substitute, ac-
cording to a decision just made by the
Connecticut Joint Board of Arbitration
in the case of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
against M. Tomasino, local exhibitor.

The Connecticut body’s decision sustains
the contention of the M. P. T. O. A.
in the matter of substitutions under a

contract.
M. Tomasino, in the case just closed

by Metro’s being ordered to refund $75
to the exhibitor, bought the White Way
theatre and took over the former owner’s
contracts for pictures. He found that

more pictures had been contracted for

than he could play. He appealed to the

M. P. T. O. A., which held that he must
play the pictures contracted for, but did

not have to pay for substitutes offered

by the producers.

Arbitration Issue Stirs

Interest in Ohio Meet
(Special to the Herald)

COLUMBUS, Oct. 26.—Members of the

Ohio Motion Picture Theatre Owners will

hold their annual meeting November 9 and

10, when arbitration problems now under
controversy with the Hays office will be

brought up for discussion. Disagreements
between exhibitor and distributor in Mich-
igan have served to increase the interest

of exhibitors in Ohio in organisation af-

fairs.

Theatre Force Robbed
Third Time; One Shot

(Special to the Herald)

ST. LOUIS, Oct. 26.—Morris G. Ep-
stein, owner, and Herman S. Gould, man-
ager of the Lincoln theatre, Kansas City,

were held up and robbed of $425, the

night’s receipts of the theatre. A resident

of a house in front of which the holdup
took place, was shot, probably mortally,

when he rushed to the front porch. The
theatre has been robbed three times.

Oscar Einstein Opens
2500-Seat Berlin House
(Special from Department of Commerce )

WASHINGTON, D. C., Oct. 26.—Oscar
Einstein has opened the “Mercedes-
Palast,” 2,500-seat picture theatre, in an
easily accessible quarter of Berlin. The
house will cater to working class patrons
and will offer elaborate programs at low
prices.

Long and short feature pictures, novel-
ties, orchestra overtures, organ solos and
stage shows will be included in the house
programs.

He has made a number of trips to this

country and has probably more friends
among the film men here than any other
man who visits us from the other side.

The general impression is that much
good will be accomplished for British
film interests by Mr. Fredman’s confer-
ences with film leaders here.

Of Mr. Fredman’s mission in this

country, The Film Renter, in its current
issue, savs:

“It has been our contention for a long
time past that the entry of British films

into the American market, so vitally

necessary for the resuscitation of the
British film industry, can only be pos-
sible if there is reciprocity from America.
It will be remembered that this journal
was the very first to advance the idea
of reciprocity which, if it had been fol-

lowed up with the executive heads of the

motion picture industry on the other side,

would probably now be a fait accompli.

“It is a recognized fact that British

films require wider markets if they are to

become a successful profit-making propo-
sition, and the most essential market of all

is America with its sixteen thousand
screens. Discussions have taken place in

this country over many weary months, cul-

minating in the lamentable confession that

there could be no trade agreement.

“Reciprocity, the only scheme which
stood any chance of success, was killed

at its birth by the manner in which it

was presented, and the cloud of doubt
fogging the issues which prevented it

standing any chance of success.

“Since the death of the Joint Trade
Committee, British film production has
taken on a decided fillip. British pro-
ducers have shown that we are capable
in this country of making pictures com-
parable with the world’s best.

“Probably the most dramatic change
in the situation has taken place over the
past few weeks when great British pic-

tures, such as “The Triumph of the
Rat,” "Mons,” “Palaver,” “The Lodger,”
and “Mademoiselle from Armentieres,”
triumphantly showed the world that we
are just as able to make good pictures
as any other country. But in order to

make good British films a really paying
proposition zve need wider markets.

“Since the demise of the Joint Trade
Committee there have been indications

that America is prepared to take Brit-

ish films on a reciprocal basis. Famous
Players have contracted with British

National Pictures to take their output;
United Artists have taken the latest

Hepworth offering, and inquiries have
been made in London for the five films

quoted above, but this is not enough to

put British production on its feet.

Other American Companies must do
their share.

“During the whole time that the Joint
Trade Committee were in session not a
single effort was made to get in touch
personally with Mr. Will Hays and the
real leaders of the American motion pic-

ture industry to arrive at some basis of

agreement. We have always contended
that New York was the place for a depu-
tation of this industry to go, so that

the whole subject could be discussed
with the men who can make decisions

themselves without leaving it to repre-

sentatives. It is common knowledge and
past history that nothing whatever in

this direction was done, and because we
still believe in reciprocity, our editor is

leaving to discuss the whole subject with
the American leaders. It will be our
editor’s purpose to thoroughly discuss
the entire British film situation to ascer-
tain what measure of success British

films are likely to achieve in the future
in America, and to fully and candidly
report his conclusions upon his return.”

New Low Record Is Set
As 3 Firms Incorporate

(Special to the Herald)

ALBANY, N. Y., Oct. 26—Motion pic-

ture company incorporations in New York
state reached a new low figure last week,
when but three companies filed papers.

The three companies that incorporated
the past week were : Movietone Corpora-
tion of America, and L. H. Pictures, Inc.,

capitalization not stated
;
and the Resnicke

and Fleige, Inc., capitalized at $10,000.

Loomis and Enloe Take
Over 3 El Reno Houses

(Special to the Herald)

OKLAHOMA CITY, Oct. 26.—Loo-
mis and Enloe have taken over the Em-
press, Wood and Criterion theatres in

El Reno. Charles Rook is to build a
new theatre in Watonga, Okla. John G.
Long has bought the Jewel in Texas
City, Tex. F. E. Strangee is soon to
build a theatre in Bangs, Tex., and the
Royal at Laredo, Tex., is soon to be
rebuilt. The new Palace at Ballinger,
Tex., is to be opened soon.
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Studio Executives Have Little

Fear of Threatened Strike
Pollard Takes “Uncle Tom ’ Cast South-—Clarence Brown Bids on

Right to New Hughes Story—Clifford Case Comes to Trial

By RAY MURRAY

H OLLYWOOD, Oct. 26.—There is little likelihood of a strike of
studio carpenters and electricians here on December 1st according
to officials of the big plants. Most of the studios employ non-union

as well as union men and should the union workmen walk out their places
could be easily filled from outside ranks. Until the return of Fred
Beetson, secretary of the Motion Picture Producers and Distributors
Association, the officials of local studios would make no comment on the
threatened strike. Mr. Beetson is expected to return this week.

jpAST attempts to unionize studioA workers have achieved little success
among the craftsmen. It is admitted,
however, that if the unions order a
sympathetic strike of stage hands, pro-
jectionists, and musicians in theatre
chains controlled bv the producers, the
situation might become serious because
those crafts are rather strongly organ-
ized throughout the country and have
often been able to dictate to the theatre
managers. They, on the other hand, are
controlled by separate agreements which
they would have to abide by.

* * *

Marshall Neilan’s name will appear on
three programs this year when he com-
pletes the Constance Talmadge picture
for First National, having made pictures
for M-G-M and Paramount. Micky has
just signed a contract with Joseph M.
Schenck to direct Constance in “Colette”
a story by Hans Kraly. The picture

will be made at Mr. Neilan’s Glendale
studio and will be released through First

National.
* * *

Pollard Takes Cast South

Harry Pollard, directing “Uncle Tom’s
Cabin,” Universal’s superproduction, left

last week with the leading members of
the cast for a seven weeks’ location trip

which will take them to Tennessee,
Louisiana, Mississippi and several other
Southern states to get scenes in the ac-
tual settings described by Harriet
Beecher Stowe. Sam B. Jacobson will

accompany the trip as press representa-

tive and business manager.
* * *

Reginald Barker besides being a great
director is also a fullfledged oil magnate.
Barker just completed “The Flaming
Forest” for M-G-M the same day that
oil was discovered on the Navajo Re-
serve near Farmington, New Mexico, in

the vicinity of land controlled by a syn-
dicate in which the director is financially

interested.
* * *

Brown Bids on Hughes Yarn
Rupert Hughes’ much discussed biog-

raphy of George Washington may soon
reach the screen. Clarence Brown,
M-G-M’s popular director has made
Major Hughes an offer for the film
rights to the book “George Washing-
ton.” In commenting upon the offer
Major Hughes stated he considered
Clarence Brown fully qualified to film
his life of Washington.

* * *

Dorothy Dunbar who appeared oppo-
site Richard Barthelmess in his last pic-
ture “The White Black Sheep” an-
nounced this week that she was married
October 6 to Thomas B. Wells, son of
a Minneapolis millionaire, Frederick
Wells. Miss Dunbar is now featured by
F. B. O.

Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Hughes are rejoic-
ing over the arrival of a son born at
Good Samaritan Hospital last Thursday
which was the First National star’s birth-
day anniversary also.

* * *

Clifford-Carewe Case Up Wednesday
A legal battle will be waged Wednes-

day between Kathleen Clifford, motion
picture actress, and her former director,
Edwin Carewe. Miss Clifford contends
she lost $40,000 in a movie venture.
Carewe also has a claim of $50,000
against Miss Clifford’s husband M. K.
Illitch with whom he was associated in

a local fan publication, “Hollywood
Life.” Criminal charges were made by
both parties.

* * *

Carl Laemmle, president of Universal,
is expected to arrive here the latter part
of this week. Paint brushes are flying at
Universal City, new gravel being laid

on the streets and there is general clean-
ing up in anticipation of Mr. Laemmle’s
visit.

Monty Banks may soon go to Europe
to make a feature comedy utilizing the
natural facilities offered on the continent.
The deal is now pending whereby Pathe
Exchanges, Inc., distributors of the
Monty Banks Comedies will allow the
comedian to go to Europe early next
year.

* * *

David Kirkland has been signed to
direct Alberta Vaughn in her forthcom-
ing starring vehicle “Uneasy Payments”
according to Edwin King, vicepresident in

charge of production.
* * *

R. William Neill will next produce H.
G. Wells’ novel “Marriage” which has
been titled “Wedlock.”

* * *

Marie Prevost’s next picture for
Metropolitan will be “Getting Gertie’s
Garter.”

* * *

Thglians Meet

A meeting of the Thalians which now
boasts a membership of 50 writers,

directors and actors, was held last week
at the home of Alice Day. Several old
Mack Sennett comedies were shown dur-

ing the evening. Lincoln Stedman is

president of the organization.

* * *

The slogan of the Pickford-Fair-
banks studio is “Where is My Wan-
dering Office Today.n The reason for
this is that practically every building
on the lot is being moved to a new
location and no one knows from one
day to another where his office will be
next. Foundations for two new large
stages have been laid and work is be-
ing rushed on other improvements.

Re-Takes

W ELL, last week was what you
might say uneventful. -Not one
picture company pulled a party, so

we ate rather light. However, things look
brighter this week, cause Don Eddy, who
writes Harry Langdon’s publicity (and gets
s°m<- ** Panted), wants us to put on
the feed bag with him Tuesday and Gavin
Hawn, of the John Barrymore company, is
going to buy us a sandwich on Fridav

* * *
J

Oh, yes, we almost forgot to mention the
Hi-hatters picnic out at Eddie Maier*s
ranch, last Sunday. These downtown the-
atre press agents know how to entertain
the jaded press boys, and Oh boy! them
steaks, them sandwiches and them refresh-
ments—long will they live in memory. Yes,
it was a very successful picnic, thanks to
Jim Loughborough, Bob Doman, Bob Col-
lier, Ray Jones and Andy Hervey.

,

And what a baseball game they staged
tween the Scribes and the Hi-Hatters,
which the Hi-Hatters politely lost, score
3-2. The feature of the day, as the sport
writers always put it, was the superb work
of one Ham Beall, who caught flies and
stopped grounders in right field while
seated in a Morris chair. Which is quite
a feat, you will admit. Of course, the Hi-
Hatters had to let the Scribes win, else
they wouldn’t print their stuff in the daily
papers. There were several other exciting
contests during the day, one played with
square dominoes vigorously tossed on a
green cloth.

* * *

Russian Hospitality
If we ever fly around the world we’re not

going to stop at Petrograd, Russia. Linton
Wells tipped us off at the Wampas meet-
ing last week. He said in his around the
world in 28 days flight he was invited to a
banquet given in his honor in that town
and when it was all over they slipped him
the check for the whole affair.

* * *

In the First Line
If they ever have another war Holly-

woodites will be right at home in the
trenches. That’s all we have for streets.

* * *

Prepared
I see where Queen Marie dashed out and

bought herself a hot dog before she went
to that Washington banquet. She’d prob-
ably heard about the speedy waiters they
have in the Capital and wasn’t taking any
chances.

* * *

Hoot Mon, Listen to This
Harry Langdon tells this one about two

Scotchmen that went swimming one day.
They got their bathing suits on in a dark
place under the pier and when they came
out one of them said to the other, “I’ll bet
you 25 cents I can stay under water longer
than you can.” The other one said all
right and they went out to a deep place

{

and submerged. The police are still looking
for the bodies.

* * *

Sign on a Ford
“My name’s Lizzie and I may look fast,

but I ain’t.”

Up Betimes
The gink who penned that poem com-

mencing “Oh, lovely dawn” never had to
get up of an Autumn morn and mow the
lawn, I’ll bet a nickel.

* * *

Famous Last Words
“I’ll see you pay-day.”

* * *

Boy, phone James to send the closed
car—at once. —R. M.
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R. P. Matthews, vicepresident of the

Robert Morton organ company, was
snapped by the “Herald” camera-
man on a recent visit to Chicago.
(Herald photo.)

George E. Marshall says comedy must
pervade the world. Whereupon the Fox
director general bumps the kangaroo on
the cranium with some kind of a bottle

thus christening the beast “Mell.”

J. A. G. Schiller, vicepresident of
the Robert Morton organ company
was also a recent visitor in Chicago
coming here from the West Coast.
(Herald photo.)

Ethel Clayton is leading woman in “His New York Wife”
which J. G. Bachmann is now shooting in the West for
Preferred Pictures. The Bachmann production is being
directed by Albert Kelley. ,

Hal Roach, producer of Pathe comedies and polo
player, receives an injury to his left knee while playing
polo with the Uplifters Club at the Uplifters Ranch. A
blood vessel was ruptured and he expects to be incapaci-
tated several days. (H. E. N. photo.)

Howard J. Sheehan, Fox district manager; James R. Grain-
ger, general sales manager, and J. J. Sullivan, Los Angeles
branch manager, they are as you read from left to right.
Grainger is on the Coast to open the new exchange.

William Shakespeare’s birthplace takes part in the Fox
Film “One Increasing Purpose.” It is the original unal-
tered structure which now stands near London where
Edmund Lowe and Harry Beaumont recently made exteri-
ors for the picture. Beaumont at left of the camera.
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A young man listens to Hallowe’en stories on the radio; and this is what
happens. Harry Langdon between radio parties is making “Long Pants”
which will come out as the third feature length piece released by First
National. They say it’s a good story.

Frank Borzage, right, returns next week
from Europe where he has consulted
French authorities on details for “Sev-
enth Heaven” which he will make for

Fox.

A sky lighted one story exchange opens in Los Angeles to serve Fox and Fox
patrons. Although the pattern is similar to other Fox exchanges it surpasses
many others in attractiveness and appointment.

Mayor Cryer of Los Angeles signs the proclamation for
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer week at the luncheon of the Rotary
Club at which Louis B. Mayer is the honored guest. Left
to right: W. R. Kilgore, Byron Badham, president of the
Rotary Club, Mr. Mayer and Mayor Cryer.

Clarence Brown is directing “Flesh and the Devil” for
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. Chatting with him here is Frances
Marion, scenarist, who was hostess last week to Herbert
Wilcox and Cecil A. H. Harrison and Dorothy Gish of
London.
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Financial organization heads visit screen stars. Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer shared

in a quiet reception for the gentlemen: Left to right: J. Robert Rubin, Doug-
las Fairbanks, King Vidor, Garrard Winston, Frank Crowninshield, Nicholas

Schenck, Irving Thalberg, Otto Kohn, Leonard Cushing, and Col. N. L. Thwait.

Columbia is boosting its standard of pictures with each new release. William
Welsh, Cameraman J. O. Taylor, Hedda Hopper, Bert Lytell, Eugenia Gilbert,

Director A1 Raboch and Larry Kent are at work now on “Obey the Law.”

They bet on St. Louis! John Gilbert, left,

and Nicholas Schenck, vicepresident of

Loews, Inc., have become very good
friends, says Pete Smith, publicity repre-

sentative of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.

Lew Cody and Norma Shearer accompany Leon Gaumont,
French film chief, on his tour of the Metro studios. Gau-
mont is accredited with being the father of motion picture
production, having made the first picture 31 years ago.
It was a one reeler.

“Listen, Harry, that’s my wife!” Those words simply ap-

pear on Eddie Lowe’s lips as he intrudes upon a meeting
between Harry Beaumont and Lilyan Tashman in London
where the Fox company has been making “One Increasing

Purpose.”
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Pathe Taking Over Distribution

Of Associated’s Product
Branch Managers and Sales Force Intact Under New Control, Says

Selznick—Marion Davies Signs Again with M-G-M
(Special to the Herald)

N EW YORK, Oct. 26.—Contracts have been completed for distri-

bution of Associated Exhibitors’ product by Pathe Exchanges,

Inc. This announcement was made last week by Lewis J. Selz-

nick, president of Associated.

THE new contract, under which Asso-
ciated’s branch managers and sales

force will be taken over intact by Pathe,
assures Associ-
ated of greater
concentration and
efficiency of sales,

Mr. Selznick ex-
plained, while As-
sociated will

continue to keep
an open door for
the contracting
o f Independent
productions.
The decision of

Pathe to take
over the ex-
change system
intact “is a high LewU j. Se ,2nick
compliment t o
our selling organization,” the president
of Associated said. “I feel very happy
and confident over the future under our
new sales plan with Pathe.”

JjC

A record crowd turned out at the A.
M. P. A. meeting last week at the Hof-
brau house to greet Emil Jannings, the
German star, who was guest of honor.
President Walter Eberhardt presided
and Mauritz Stiller, who will direct

Jannings in his first American picture

for Paramount, sat next to the star.

* * *

Marion Davies Signs

Marion Davies has signed a contract
with Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer under the
terms of which it is planned to make
three “Marion Davies Productions” a
year, the first of which will be “Tillie

the Toiler.” The contract calls for a
guaranteed salary and a percentage of
receipts and was signed by Edgar B.

Hatrick, Nicholas M. Schenck and Miss
Davies.

* * s»e

Appointment of several new Tiffany
exchange managers was announced last

week by Vicepresident M. H. Hoffman.
Charles I. Luntz is the new Los Angeles
manager, while Louis Reichert will rep-
resent Tiffany at San Francisco. Will-
iam G. Smith is now boss of the New
Haven branch. Hoffman stated that
exchanges soon are to be established in

the South and Southwest.

* * *

Packing of grips for trips was a regu-
lar occurrence last week at the Pro-Dis-
Co offices. First William M. Vogel,
general manager of Producers Interna-
tional Corporation, foreign distributors
for Pro-Dis-Co, set sail Saturday for
Europe with J. J. Rein, secretary of Pro-
ducers International. Then Les Weir,
Pacific Coast district manager for P-D-
C, pulled out for Los Angeles after con-
ferences with W. J. Morgan. And Ralph
A. Morrow, who has been on special

work for several months, returned to

Dallas as manager for that division. He
will also have charge of the New Orleans
and Oklahoma City branches. Frank

Stuart is transferred from Dallas to

Indianapolis.
* * *

A1 Christie is one who believes con-
ditions are cheerful in France and he
should know because he just came from
there. Before leaving for the West Coast
he said theatres in France are playing
to more business than ever before, and
theatre construction is taking a spurt.

* * *

Sam Sax is going to produce and dis-

tribute two pictures starring Betty
Compson. They will be released through
Lumas as Greater Gothams.

* * *

Gloria Swanson announced that
Thomas Allen Moore, trust officer of

the Guaranty Trust Company, had re-

signed to become vicepresident, treasurer
and financial executive of the Swanson
Producing Corporation. Pierre Bedard,
formerly in charge of the new foreign
business department of the BankePs
Trust Company, will be her assistant

treasurer.
* * *

Lew Preston has been named general

manager for the Small-Strausberg the-

atre circuit with charge of the Brooklyn
division; Harrv Furst will have a similar

post for the Long Island divisions.

Film Arbitration Plan
Would Save Other Trade

Billions, Says Milliken
Billions of dollars would be saved to

industry each year in the United States

if all businesses settled their trade dis-

putes by arbitration rather than litiga-

tion, Carl E. Milliken, secretary of the

M. P. P. D. A., told members of the

National "Grain Dealers Association in

convention in Buffalo, N. Y., last week.
He declared the net saving to exhibitors

and producers through arbitration is

estimated at 4J4 per cent of the total

business involved.
At a luncheon of the Buffalo Chamber

of Commerce the same day, October 20,

Mr. Milliken added that the motion pic-

ture industry’s outstanding position in

the commercial world is due to intelli-

gent adaptation of the same commercial
policies as characterizes the other
trades.

The day before, at Cleveland, Mr. Mil-

liken told delegates to the National Con-
vention of Catholic Men that many of

the leading directors, actors, writers
and technicians are among the 1,500 who
belong to the Catholic Motion Picture
Guild in Hollywood. He declared that

“pictures always have served the inter-

ests of religion.”

Eschmann Names Busch
Paul Busch received appointment by

wire October 26 to the position of fea-

ture sales manager for Pathe with Chi-
cago headquarters.

Michigan Exhibitors
Resuming Arbitration
As Convention Sequel

( Continued from Page 37)

Bert Williams, Detroit; Mrs. Bert Williams,
Detroit; Miss N. E. Applegate, Detroit.
William A. London, Detroit; G. A. Cross,

Battle Creek; Chas. Q. Carlisle, Saginaw, Mich,
igan; Julius D. London, Detroit; Mr. H. Hall,
Detroit; Mrs. W. A. London, Detroit; Mrs. J.
D. London, Detroit; Geo. W. Burhans, Lansing;
Mrs. W. Burhans, Lansing; Mrs. A. J. Kleist,

Jr., Pontiac; A. J. Kleist, Jr., Pontiac; Custer
Garland, Frankfort; Raymond J. Francis, Mt.
Clemens; Eva B. Francis, Mt. Clemens; John E.
Nevis, Detroit.
William E. Tice, Grand Rapids; Joe Cosco,

Detroit; J. C. Peck, Fenton; Mrs. J. C. Rooter,
Detroit; Mrs. H. M. Richey, Detroit; C. B.
Trotter, Indianapolis; Madison Walsh, Indian-
apolis; F. J. Rembush, Indianapolis; H. C.
Zaring, Indianapolis; Mrs. H. C. Craven, Detroit;
W. Phiel, Pigeon

;
H. C. Craven, Detroit.

D. B. Merron, Detroit; A. R. Vantoll, Detroit;
W. S. McLaren, Jackson; Mrs. W. S. McLaren,
Jackson; James C. Ritter, Detroit; Mrs. T. D.
Williams, Detroit; Mrs. T. W. Lancaster, De-
troit; F. D. Thompson, Detroit; Millie Fork,
Detroit

; C. R. Buekler, Charlotte.
Ray Branch, Hastings ; Mrs. Ray Branch,

Hastings; Mrs. C. A. Miller, Alma; Mr. Miller,
Alma; Harry Oppenheim, Detroit; M. Victor,
Detroit ; Mrs. J. Daubek, Saginaw

;
Helen Szived,

Saginaw; Joseph Daubek, Saginaw; H. White,
Detroit ; H. S. White, Detroit ; Mrs. H. White,
Detroit ; Mrs. H. S. White, Detroit ; Edwin
Reeves, Paw Paw; A. M. Eliot, Detroit; Geo. W.
Samson, Detroit

;
Mrs. W. Samson, Detroit ;

Mrs.
H. Frank, Jackson; Mrs. Leo Elsbey, Colon.

* * *

Leo Elsbey, Colon ; Mrs. G. Glenn Flesher,
Grand Rapids; Mrs. C. J. Callahan, Grand
Rapids; Mrs. Wm. W. Slocum, Detroit; W. J.

Carroll, Jackson; Mrs. J. Caroll, Jackson; Mrs.
P. C. Schram, Kalamazoo; John G. Adams,
Watervliet ; W. W. Brown, Grand Rapids ; W.
W. Kimmell, Royal Oak; L. Kimmell, Royal
Oak ; Wm. J. Schult, Detroit.
Frank Joslin, Detroit; Va. A. Weisman, De-

troit ; Mr. R. H. Stubbs, Detroit ; Samuel J.
B'rown, Detroit

; J. F. Worth, Ann Arbor ; Leon
Krim, Mt. Clemens; Alex Schreiber, Detroit;
H. C. Angell, Adrian; N. E. Frank, Wayland;
Mrs. E. Frank, Wayland; Carl Buermele, Detroit;
LeClaire H. Gardner, Detroit

; H. Desenberg,
Lawton ; Mrs. H. Desenberg, Lawton ; A. A.
Isacson, Detroit; J. L. Sase, Detroit; E. H.
Robinson, Detroit ; H. C. Robinson, Detroit

;
Mrs.

E. H. Robinson, Detroit; Jane Robinson, Detroit;
Mrs. Joseph Smith, Detroit; G. Glenn Flesher,
Grand Rapids.

* * *
Chas. J. Callaghan, Grand Rapids ; Ruby

Flesher, Grand Rapids ; Florence Callaghan,
Grand Rapids; E. W. Brown, Grand Rapids;
Mrs. E. W, Brown, Grand Rapids ; Steven
Korsco, Grand Rapids; R. Staehr, Battle Creek;
Allan Johnson, Detroit; Mrs. Allan Johnson, De-
troit ; C. Kline, Detroit ; Harlan Starr, Detroit

;

B. Washnansy, Detroit; J. Schreiber, Detroit;
Jacob Smith, Detroit; E. W. Bauman, Detroit;
Mrs. H. T. Reynolds, Grand Rapids; H. T. Rey-
nolds, Grand Rapids; W. A. Cassidy, Midland;
Mrs. W. A. Cassidy, Midland; Mrs. Carlie D.
Roney, Milford.

J. R. Jennison, Monroe ; Roy C. Dull, Mon-
roe; Joe Kizinski, Mrs. Kizinski, Monroe; A. B.
Cain, Bronson; Mrs. Cain, Bronson; L. W.
Face, Nashville; H. S. Gallup, Marquette; G.
E. Moyle, Iron River; W. S. Butterfield, Detroit;
C. L. Kendrick, Detroit; George Wilbur, Pon-
tiac ; Mrs. George Wilbur, Pontiac.

A. M. Goodman, Detroit ; Mrs. Walter Brown,
Grand Rapids ; Mrs. E. N. Brown, Grand Rap-
ids ; W. D. Shafer, Detroit ; Mrs. W. D. Shafer,
Detroit; H. E. Koppin, Detroit; Max Kohner,
Detroit

; Harry Goldberg, Detroit ; R. H. Stubbs,
Detroit; Mrs. R. H. Stubbs, Detroit; Frank
Wadlow, Detroit; Laura Wadlow, Detroit; H.
W. Traver, Detroit; Chas. J. Richardson, De-
troit; Henry Carly, South Haven; Herman
Inereoz, Allegan; H. H. Chase, Lake Odessa;
Mrs. H. H. Chase, Lake Odessa; O. C. Benson,
Bellevue

; Mrs. O. C. Penson, B'ellevue.

* * *

George E. Murphy, Muskegon ; George J.

Murphy, Muskegon; H. A. Cole, Marshall,
Texas; H. H. Vetter, Homer; A. Eiseman,
Fenton; H. Schukert, Bad Axe; E. H. Forbes,
Detroit; Ray Anderson, Jackson; S. Springett,
Jackson; Fred Segert, Milwaukee, Wis. ;

Mrs.
Fred Segert, Milwaukee, Wis.; Henry A. Staab,
Milwaukee, Wis.

;
Mrs. Henry A. Staab, Mil-

waukee, Wis.
George W. Carr, Detroit; H. M. Goldberg,

Detroit; C. H. Burnham, Detroit; George Mc-
Arthur;, Detroit; H. P. Weiss, Detroit; D. E.
Harwood, Detroit.

Owen Bolle, Detroit; Oscar Hanson, Detroit;
Sam Ackerman, Detroit; Mrs. Sam Ackerman,
Detroit

; Elizabeth Main, Coldwater; Margaret
Smith, Coldwater; C. A. Kelso, Orland, Ind.

;

C. C. Pettijohn, New York City.
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Columbia Plans MergerWith
Producing, Distributing Units

Taking Over of Independent Films, Inc., of Canada Is Latest

Move—Union with Other Franchise Holders in

U, S. Expected to Follow
(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Oct. 26.—Columbia Pictures Corporation is planning an
important and far reaching merger move with certain of their producing
and distributing centers, which will not only greatly and profitably increase

the scope of their fast-growing activities, but will be a step that should
make them one of the most formidable producing and distributing com-
panies in the industry, according to reliable reports here this week.

Independent Films of Canada Taken Over

The obtaining of their Coast to Coast system of exchanges has already
been started. Both the Pittsburgh and Detroit distribution branches are

Columbia owned and controlled. The very latest move in this direction

has been the taking over by Columbia of the Independent Films, Inc., of

Canada, distributors in the Dominion formerly of Columbia product as

well as that of the other Independents. This distribution is now being
made by the Columbia Pictures Corporation of Canada.

Schiller Elected

Vice President of
Loew’s Circuit

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Oct. 26.—Colonel Edward
A. Schiller, general representative of

Loew’s Inc., and a member of the board

of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, has been elected

vicepresident of Loev?s, Inc., to succeed

the late Joseph L. Rhinock.
Colonel Schiller’s phenomenal rise emu-

lates that of his immediate superior in

rank, Marcus Loew, who, starting with a

store show, has advanced his circuit to a

distinction of being the largest chain of

theatres in the world. Colonel Schiller

first became identified with Marcus Loew
as manager of his Atlanta theatre, which
he made successful.

As a result, theatre properties were ac-

quired in Memphis and Birmingham, form-
ing the nucleus of Loew’s Southern cir-

cuit. Mr. Schiller supervised this terri-

tory with headquarters in Atlanta. Five
years ago he was called to the New
York home office and other territories

were placed under his direction. In ad-
dition he has made practically all nego-
tiations for new theatre properties both
at home and abroad. He has also estab-
lished the de luxe form of entertainment
in a number of the largest Loew thea-
tres throughout the world.

New York W.C.T.U. to

Fight for Censor Board
(Special to the Herald)

ALBANY, N. Y„ Oct. 26.—The W. C.

T. U. at a state convention last week in

Niagara Falls initiated a movement which
will result in a protest being filed with
Governor Alfred E. Smith against the abol-
ishment of the censorship commission De-
cember 31. Action by the W. C. T. U.
followed a speech made by Mrs. Eli T. Hos-
mer of Buffalo, formerly a member of the
New York State Motion Picture Commis-
sion, in which she declared censorship of
pictures is essential.

The proposed action on the part ’of the
W. C. T. U. will have little effect on Gov-
ernor Smith, however, for the laws reor-
ganizing the state departments will become
effective January 1, and under such the
present censorship commission is abolished
and the duties are transferred to the State
Education Department.

FP-L Net Profits Top
$1,600,000 in 3 Months

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Oct. 26.—The Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation in its consol-
idated statement (which includes the earn-
ings of subsidiary companies), reports net
profits of $1,649,689 for the three months
ending March 27, 1926, after deducting all

charges and reserves for federal income
and other taxes.

After allowing for payments of dividends
on the preferred stock, the earnings amount
to $4.02 a share for the three months on
the common stock outstanding.

J, Nelson Has 4 Aids
(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Oct. 20.—John Nelson, di-

rector of “Sunshine of Paradise Alley,’’

for Chadwick Pictures Corp., has four as-

sistants on the production. The aids are
Max Davidson, Earl Sibley, Kenneth Mc-
Donald and Angelo Spellone.

Claude MacGowan on Tour
The Canadian deal was supervised by

Claude MacGowan, of the Columbia
home office, and with MacGowan now
on an extended tour of some of the
other exchange centers in the United
States, it is believed this plan of union
will be followed in connection with
various other franchise holders through-
out the country. Joe Brandt, president
of Columbia, would not admit, however,
that this is MacGowan’s sole purpose on
his trip.

Upon the return of Jack Cohn, treas-
urer, from a long stay at the Columbia
studios on the West Coast, he made an-
nouncements thht also give definite shape
and confirmation to Columbia’s expan-
sion plans for production. Cohn an-
nounced several leading executives and
players had been signed to enlarge the
producing facilities; to speed up the com-
pletion of this season’s program of 24
pictures, of which more than half are
finished, and to start the wheels going on
the next season’s production.

Caulfield Unit Manager
Julius Bernheim, former general man-

ager of Universal City and recently head
of the Universal Theatre Enterprises,
has been installed as busines manager of
the studio. Harry Caulfield, another
veteran of the industry for years busi-
ness manager and representative of
Charlie Chaplin, Priscilla Dean and
other stars, has been appointed as a unit
manager. He is already at work super-
vising several of the Columbia pictures
in the making.
Miss Lillian Greenberg was appointed

casting director. The technical and me-
chanical forces and equipment were en-
larged and the scenario staff, under
Dorothy Howell, added to.

Province of Ottawa
Starts Movement to

Cut Amusement Tax
(Special to the Herald)

OTTAWA, Ont., Oct. 26.
—“Amuse-

ment tax on tickets selling for 25 cents
or less will be abolished,” said Premier
Howard Ferguson in a campaign speech
last week. The cut will be made if the
Ferguson government is sustained at the
forthcoming election, and will be effected
early next year.
The taxes that will be abolished will

include the one-cent tax on tickets up to
15 cents and the two-cent levy on tickets

of 15 to 25 cents inclusive. The tax
scale that remains will be: Two cents
on tickets from 25 to 45 cents; three
cents on tickets from 45 to 49 cents;
five cents, from 49 to 95 cents; 10 cents
tax on 95 cents to $1.45, etc.

“Independents to Be
Forced Out,” Asher

(Special to the Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Oct. 26.—Nine out
of every ten independent motion picture
producers, now making films in Cali-
fornia, will be forced out of the inde-
pendent field within the coming year.

The ominous prediction is made by
an independent producer, E. M. Asher,
who produced “The Cohens and the
Kellys,” in association with Carl Laem-
mle, and now, in conjunction with Ed-
ward Small and Charles R. Rogers,
plans to make “McFadden’s Flats” and
“The Gorilla.”

Asher sees in the move toward cen-
tralization that is gaining momentum in

the larger companies a determined stand
to curtail independent production to a
minimum.

33 Religious Sects on
“King of Kings” Board

(Special to the Herald)

ST. LOUIS, Oct. 26.—Rev. Father Daniel
A. Lord, S.J., former professor of Eng-
lish at St. Louis University, returned the

past week from Catalina Island, Cal., where
he acted as the representative of the Na-
tional Catholic Welfare Council on the
religious advisory board for Cecil B. De
Mille’s production, “The King of Kings.”
The advisory board was called to assist

De Mille to avoid offense to those of any
sect. Twenty-nine Protestant sects, Jews,
Buddhist and Mohammendans are also rep-

resented on the board.

Quebec Exhibitors Fight
“Nell Gwyn” Censor Ban

(Special to the Herald)

MONTREAL, Oct. 26.—Exhibitors of

Quebec province are in arms against the

action of the censorship board in barring
“Nell Gwyn,”
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CLASSIFIED
Advertising
Five cents per word, payable in advance. Minimum charge,
$1.00. Copy and checks should be addressed Classified Ad
Dept. Exhibitors Herald, 407 So. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

The Recognized National Classified Advertising Medium

Position W anted

ORGANIST—Positively first class picture play-

er, feature soloist. Conservatory graduate. Ac-
complished musician. Box office attraction.

Union. Splendid library. Organ and salary

must be good. Wire or write, ORGANIST, 117

South 11th Street, Cambridge, Ohio.

SOLO ORGANIST AND PIANIST—Three
years successful experience. Excellent references;

Desires picture house engagement, Indiana,

Texas. Address Olive Rannells, Deedsville, In-

diana.

OPERATOR AT LIBERTY—Single and reli-

able. Power’s, Simplex or Motiograph preferred.

Non-union. State wages. Will go any place. Can
handle exploitation. Address Lenard Schleeter,

Woodward, Okla,

ORGANIST—Pianist for pictures, vaudeville.

Experienced
;

union ;
married

;
reliable. Large

library; cue pictures accurately. Will locate

anywhere if salary is right. Wire or write W. N.
Parker, Fair Haven, Vt.

Theatres Wanted

WANTED—TO LEASE OR BUY Theatre in

small city. Give all details. Address Box 121,

Exhibitors Herald, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago,
Illinois.

HAVING JUST SOLD MY THEATRE,
would like to get the management of a theatre,

salary or percentage. Will invest or rent.

Twelve years experience. References from banks
and exchange managers. Offer me a proposition.

Address Box 122, Exhibitors Herald, 407 South
Dearborn Street, Chicago, 111.

Theatres for Sale

THEATRE FOR SALE—Only theatre in town
5,000 population. Reason for sale, because of

poor health. Building is solid brick. Best spot

in the town. Price is $18,000, $5,000 cash, bal-

ance like rent. Address Chas. B'oros, Liberty
Theatre, Hibbard, Ohio.

PICTURE SHOW FOR SALE—Can be
bought right away. Paying well. Good reason
for selling. Address Palace theatre, Meridian,
Texas.

Equipment Wanted

WE PAY BEST prices for used opera chairs,
projection machines, ventilating fans, portable
projectors, etc. Movie Supply Company, 844
South Wabash Avenue, Chicago.

WE OFFER HIGHEST CASH PRICES for
Second Hand Machines—Opera chairs—Compens-
arcs—Motor Generators—Portable Projectors, etc.

Write us first. Monarch Theatre Supply Co.,
Memphis, Tenn.

Organs for Sale

FOR SALE: Bartoia Pipe Organ. Used Wur-
litzer Pipe Organ model O, very reasonable.
Cremona Pipe Organ used or new Reproduco
Pipe Organs. Box 53, Havana. Illinois.

ADVERTISE YOUR THEATRE—Mechan-
ical organs. Powerful tone. Suitable for mount-
ing on a truck for advertising purposes. Inex-
pensive. J. S. Gebhardt Organ Company, Tacony,
Philadelphia, Pa.

Banners and Posters

CLOTH BANNERS: $1.40, 3x10 feet, 3 colors,

any copy up to 15 words; one day service; sent
anywhere; also Bargain Paper Banners. Asso-
ciated Advertisers, 111 W. 18th Street, Kansas
City, Mo.

WANTED—Used posters, photos, slides, ban-
ners and accessories of all kinds. Must be in

good condition. Will allow liberal credit. Theatre
Poster Supply Company and Sign Exchange, 327
E. Sixth Street, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Business Opportunity

WHETHER YOU want to hire some one or be
hired; buy or sell a theatre; trade, buy or sell

equipment, or do almost anything else in the

motion picture business, an ad in this department
will get you results. If you want us to word
the ad for you, the services of our advertising
experts are at your call. Simply tell us what
you want to do and how many words you want
used. Rates and address above.

Projector Repairing

LOUIS F. FLEISCHER, now located at 845
S. Wabash Avenue, Room 612. Expert repairing
done on all makes of projection machines. Esti-

mates given in advance. All work guaranteed.
Service at all hours. Shop phone Wabash 9045.

Residence phone Mohawk 2081/

OLDEST REPAIR MAN IN CHICAGO:
In fifteen years I have repaired 6,500 machines to

complete satisfaction of the owners. Relief equip-
ment furnished gratis. Address Toseph Spratler,
12-14 E. Ninth Street, Chicago, Illinois.

BEST REPAIR SHOP in the country for

overhauling and repairing projection machines,
ticket machines, motors, etc. Expert workman-
ship, prompt service, reasonable prices. Movie
Supply Company, 844 South Wabash Avenue,
Chicago.

BTGGEST AND BEST- EQUIPPED REPAIR
SHOP in the South. Expert workmanship guar-
anteed on all projectors, motors, generators, etc.

Loan mechanism free. Address Monarch Theatre
Supply Company, Memphis, Tenn.

MOVING PICTURE REPAIRS—Not the Big-

gest, nor the oldest, but we havethe Equipment
and the experience to repair, rcnickel, re-enamel
your Projector. Best Devices Company, Film
Bldg., Cleveland, O.

Novelty Souvenirs

SOUVENIRS—Over 300 fine Novelties in our
52 page free Catalog. At genuine Wholesale prices.
Write today. No obligation. Fair Trading Co.,
Inc., 307 Sixth Ave., New York.

Mailing Lists

21,000 MOVING PICTURE THEATRES
showing population and seating capacity, per M.
$7.50. Without population or seating capacity
$6.00 M. guaranteed 97% correct. Ask for de-
tailed price list. A F. Williams, Mgr., 166 W.
Adams St, Chicago, Ilinois.

Space for Rent

FIRST FLOOR ROOM 20'x90'. New fireproof

film building. Finest in Pittsburgh. Stationary
film vaults. Latest imrovements. Rent reasonable.
Write Commonwealth Real Estate Co., 312 Fourth
Avenue, Pittsburgh, Penn.

Salesmen Wanted

EVERY MOVIE THEATRE SHOULD HAVE
a Penny Ball Gum and Peanut Machine. We
have the best ones made, and will pay splendid
commissions for selling them. Write or call for
particulars. The Ad-Lee Co., 825 S. Wabash
Ave., Chicago, Illinois.

Equipment for Sale

“EVERYTHING FOR THE MOVIES.” Guar-
anteed Rebuilt Simplex-Powers and Motiograph
Projectors, Opera Chairs—Generators—Screens,
etc. Supplies and Complete Equipments. Low-
est Prices. Cash or Easy Terms. Special Bulle-
tin free. Monarch Theatre Supply Co., Memphis,
Tenn.

NOW IS A GOOD TIME TO FIX up your
theatre. We have on hand 4000 upholstered used
theatre chairs, 2500 used five and seven ply veneer
chairs. Also brand new chairs in five and seven
ply veneer at 40% less than factory price. Re-
built moving picture machines of all makes, and
other theatrical equipment in guaranteed condi-
tion. Tell us your need and we will save you
money. Send in your order and we will make
immediate shipment. Illinois Theatre Equipment
Company, 12-14 East Ninth Street, Chicago,
Illinois.

PIANO FOR SALE—Bush and Lane Reproduc-
ing Electric Piano. One hundred and fifty rec-

ords; two cabinets; all in good condition. $300.
F. O. B. Bemis. Address, Y. M. C. A., Bemis,
Tenn

ATTENTION, YOU MR. PARTICULAR EX-
HIBITOR! When on the market for used equip-

ment get in touch with us. Rebuilt Simplexes,
Westinghouse generators. Mercury Arc Rectifiers,

Compensarcs, Chairs, everything for the movies
at cut-rate prices. We ship everywhere without
deposits. Satisfaction guaranteed otherwise you
don’t pay. Western Feature Films, 730 South
Wabash Avenue, Chicago, Illinois.

COMPLETE THEATRE EQUIPMENT includ-
ing 500 opera chairs, two Simplex Projectors,
Martin Rotary Converter. Screen. Ticket Selling
Machine, Lightning Changer. Ticket Chopper, etc.

Everything in excellent condition. Big Bargain.
Address Box 111, Exhibitors Herald.
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Comedies Preferred,

Convention Is Told
tk MERICA wants to laugh. Pic-

/-% tures that apply to the hu-

JL JLmorous side of this business

of living have first call when the

attention of the public is invited, ac-

cording to the reports from field

representatives of one of the largest

producers of long features.

Now the short feature, of course,

holds no monopoly on comedy.
Many comedies in six to ten reels

are made in a season. But the num-
ber of long comedies is almost in-

significant compared with the host

of short features of this classifica-

tion.

Consequently, if the reports of

these field men are correct—and
there is no reason for disputing

their findings—the theatre owner
showing short comedies is playing

to a readymade audience. He has

a headstart in the marathon to box
office success.

There are only two things more
to do. One is to select judiciously,

because it is true that there are good
and poor comedies made, just as

there are the good and poor classes

in all forms of merchandise, though
the number of poor comedies’ stead-

ily is becoming fewer and fewer.

The other essential, progressive

theatre owners agree, is to sell the

comedy to the public, to give it the
place it deserves in publicity and
advertising and to capitalize on the
popularity short comedies have in

themselves.

Montanans Point Way
To Progressive Shows

M ONTANA, to the Easterner
and the Far Westerner as

well, may seem to be some-
what out of the beaten path, but
there are many farseeing exhibitors

in that Northwest state and the
number is showing a steady growth.
One direction in which the progres-

sivism is being manifested is in

proper advertising of short features.

W. M. Hughart, manager of the
Pathe exchange at Butte, says the
exhibitors are making real use of

the newspaper columns in placing

their short comedies before the pub-
lic. They also emphasize the value

of mats, music cue sheets, press-

books and other accessories. Of
course their reports to Manager
Hughart deal particularly with
Pathe’s exploitation and advertising

service to exhibitors playing Pathe
subjects, but there are general sug-

gestions to all theatre owners in the

following excerpts from some of

their letters:

“If all theatres would use mats on
short comedies, without doubt it

would increase the box office re-

ceipts.—A. M. Russell, Rialto, Boze-

man, Mont.
“The mat, pressbook and music

cue service on two-reel comedies are

valuable assets.”

—

W. G. Hyde, Lib-

erty, Miles City, T\font.

“We have found the mat service

very satisfactory.”—Guy Haselton,

Rialto, Missoula, Mont.
“We think the music cue sheet is

the finest thing in connection with
comedies.”

—

Albert Nadeau, Blue-

bird, Anaconda, Mont.
“The mats make the advertise-

ments more attractive and also give

those who read the ads a strong im-

pression that the comedies are not
merely put on to lengthen out the

program.

—

-N. E. Huff, Dream theatre,

Coeur D'Alene, Idaho.

‘‘Big Boy,” two-year-old ‘‘leading man”
of Educational-Juvenile comedies, has
made quite a mark for himself in his

first two Juveniles, ‘‘My Kid” and
“Open Spaces.”

Theatre Reflects

Manager’s Attitude

THE theatre manager’s atti-

tude toward the short fea-

tures on his program is

reflected in the attitude of the entire

staff, including operator and organ-

ist, and in the conduct of the entire

show.

The following reactions have been

noticed in theatres, not often, it is

true, and very likely in some
instances, in spite of the orders of

enterprising managers.

The organist has chosen the ap-

pearance of the short feature as the

time to step out for a smoke, or to

apply a fi-esh coating of cosmetics—

or both.

The operator and a companion

have struck up a lively and fortis-

simo conversation in the projection

booth.

The manager and electrician or

some other employe have started

some repair work of ultimate good

to the theatre but immediately dis-

concerting to the patrons.

The ushers have begun “telling

the world”—unthinkingly, of course

—what a terrible dress Mabel wore

at the dance last night.

The organist has broken out with

a rash conglomeration of super-

speedy jazz music in which she has

managed to catch up with only half

the notes and has given the others

“a lick and a promise,” which is sev-

eral shades worse than no music.

The operator has raced or dragged

the film.

These conditions have been ob-

served only occasionally, as stated,

but each is potential homicide at the

box office. And most instances are

from experiences in small theatres.

But small or large, the patronage is

equally important for the count-up

at the end of the day. And practi-

cally all exhibitors long since adopted

from experience the creed that the

right short feature, properly shown,

is not a program-filler hut a seat-

filler.
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When Four of a Kind Equal

<

If you were playing poker, and held four of

a kind, with a big pot at stake

—

And after being called they told you that

in that game four of a kind was no better

than a single pair

—

You’d want to know just what kind of a
darn fool game that was, wouldn’t you?

The producer of the besttwo reel comedies

is sitting in just that sort of agame today.

Because the comedies are best they cost

more. You can’t make a silk purse out of

a sow’s ear. There’s morethan thirty cents’

worth of gold in a gold dollar.

Yet—

Many exhibitors who wouldn’t dream of

getting a knockout box-office feature for

the price of a program feature

—

Refuse to pay a nickel more for the very

best two reel comedies than theydo for the

worst.

Apparently a two reel comedy is damned
because it’s in two reels rather than six.
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Pair

The first class producer of short comedies

is wondering just what sort of a darnfool

game this is.

A lot of men in this world know what jus-

tice is, but when it comes to applying it

they’re glad to let George do it.

It’s as plain as a pikestaff that it’s good
business sense to be willing to pay for a pic-

ture on its entertainment value, not on its

length. Any other course is apt to strangle

the goose that’s laying the golden eggs.

You need all the golden eggs you can get.

The exhibitor playing the Mack Sennett

two reel comedies, the Ben Turpins, Alice

Days, Mack Sennetts and The Smith
Series is getting them.

The public knowsthedifferencebetween
four of a kind and a single pair.

Elmer Pearson
Vice-President and Qeneral Manager,

PATHE EXCHANGE, INC
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OF THE YEAI

'€GREATEST

merJcans Spend

"DOING EUROPE
t

yourfatrons
*spend12 minutes

seeing how they

do itf

OhBoyftsFastj
/}. Andwhatopportunities

for yourOrchestra f

»Q,

Publix’sRivoliy^i^//^

Metropolitan-^os/o/i/
and teadinq theaters

from Coast to Coast

Don't deprive yourPatrons
^

the greatest single reel of

the season

SETYOUR
DATES NOW

CASTLE FILMS

Northern Illinois and Indiana:

—

Security Pictures Co.

808 South Wabash Ave., Chicago, III.

Castle Films Exchange

10th Floor, 729 7th Ave.

New York, N. Y.

Detroit, Pittsburgh—Castle Films

Cleveland, Cincinnati— Lande Film Ex.

Philadelphia—Liberty Film Corp.

Boston, New Haven:—
Golden Distributing Co.

San Francisco, Los Angeles:

—

Co-Operative Film Exchange

Seattle, Portland, Butte:

—

Greater Features, Inc.

Minneapolis—Screen Classics Corp.

Progress Pictures Corporation

3320 Lindell Boulevard, St. Louis. Mo.
Washington, D. C.:

—

Castle Films, 916 G St., N. W.

Ha lfMark Passed
In Fox Schedule

Of 52 Comedies
The halfway point in the production

schedule of 52 Fox comedies, finds
George E. Marshall, supervisor, able to
report every picture has gone forward
on time and every assurance there will

be no hitch on those yet to be made.
No branch of the company’s organi-

zation is more constantly busy than the
comedy department. This is more true
this season than in the past because of
the addition of the eight two-reel Animal
Comedies to the already heavy schedule
of 20 Imperials and eight releases each
of the Helen and Warren, O. Henry and
Van Bibber Comedies. However, prepa-
rations were made months in advance in

building more stages and enlarging di-

recting, acting and technical staffs.

Six Now Being Made
Six pictures are being fashioned, with

12 in various stages of progress toward
the camera. Those in work are:
“The Motor Boat” is a Van Bibber,

starring Earle Foxe and Florence Gil-
bert, who have appeared in all of these
screen versions from Richard Harding
Davis’ pen. Jess Robbins is directing it

at Balboa.
“Big Business” has Heinie Conklin,

Harold Austin and Sally Phipps, a new
addition to the Fox stock company, with
Alf Goulding at the megaphone.
“The Fighting Kangaroo" pivots about^

boxing kangaroos which' recently arrived
from Australia. Lige Conley, Mildred
June, Sterling Halloway and George
Grey mingle with them in humorous
situations. Jules White is directing.

Directors Mark Sandrich and Leslie
Selander are piloting Jerry Madden, 3

years old, in another of the “Jerry the
Giant” affairs of the Animal Comedies.
And O. O. Dull is directing another Van
Bibber, as yet untitled, in which Earle
Foxe and Florence Gilbert will be fea-

tured, as usual.

Six Completed in Fortnight
Six pictures finished within the last

fortnight are “Light Wines and Bearded
Women,” an Imperial, with Gene Came-
ron and Sally Phipps, directed by Jules
White; “Madame Dynamite,” featuring
Eddie Clayton and Delle Patterson, and
directed by Zion Myers and Eugene
Forde; “The Tennis Wizard,” a Van
Bibber, with Earle Foxe and Florence
Gilbert in the leads under the direction
of O. O. Dull; “Marry Month of May,”
an O. Henry, with Gladys McConnell
and Harold Goodwin, made by Thomas
Buckingham; “Not To Be Trusted,” a
Helen and Warren comedy, featuring
Allan Forrest, Kathryn Perry and Ar-
thur Housman, also directed by Buck-
ingham; “Napoleon, Jr.,” an Animal
Comedy featuring “Jerry the Giant”
“(Jerry Madden), with Flora Mae Moore.

Nine of the Imperials, three each of

the O. Henry, Van Bityber, O. Henry
and Animal Comedies have been com-
pleted. This list will be enlarged con-
siderably in about a week by six others
now being finished.

Crandall Circuit

and Circle Book
U’s “Collegians”

All ten productions in “The Collegians”

series of two-reel pictures being made from
stories by Carl Laemmle, Jr., have been
booked for nine houses in the Crandall

circuit in Washington and for the Circle

theatre in Indianapolis.

Natalie Joyce, who left Ziegfeld’s Fol-
lies to appear in Educational-Christie
comedies, is a leading player opposite
Billy Dooley in “A Briny Boob," an
Educational release.

Castle Novelties

of Europe and U. S.

Issued in October
“So This Is Europe,” a one-reel “Castle

Novelty,” opened last week at a number
of theatres, including Publix’s Rivoli in

New York and Publix’s Metropolitan in

Boston. This is the first release of Cas-
tle films for the season, because of its

timeliness, following the return of the

thousands of American tourists from Eu-
rope.

The second Castle release for this month
is “So This Is America,” which reviews
pictorially the most spectacular wonders of

this country, starting with Niagara Falls

and going West to the Grand Canyon.
Both subjects were photographed by Cas-
tle staff cameramen.
The second issue of Castle’s “Short

Shots” was released October 15 and the

third is out on the 29th. “The Lost Ar-
row,” a split-reel “Music Legend” of the

Yosemite, produced with Indian characters,

also was released nationally October 15.

A l Joy Signs Richmond
to Direct Balance of

His Ricordo Comedies
A1 Joy, famous English stage and screen

acrobatic comedian, who for six years as-

sisted Charles Chaplin and is now being
starred in a series of two-reel comedies by
the Ricordo Films, Inc., has engaged
Joseph A. Richmond, well-known comedy
director, to complete the series.

Work has already been started on “Noth-
ing to Live For” at the Pyramid Studio in

Astoria, L. I. This is the fourth comedy
under Joy’s present contract, and was writ-

ten and is now being directed by Richmond,
who made the “Black Diamond” comedy
series for Paramount Pictures. Joy, who
recently completed “The Orphan,” “Over
There” and “Spooky Money,” three pic-

tures of the present series, is supported in

“Nothing to Live For” by Miss Rose Mass,
Eugene Redding and Thomas Burrello.

Mr. Richmond’s staff consists of Stuart B.

Moss, assistant director, Anthony and
Johnny Trigili, photographers, and M. H.
Karper, publicity and advertising.
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If you don’t believe that “old oaken bucket still

hangs in the well’’ Marie Prevost, P. D. C. Met-

ropolitan player, wants you to take a look.

Marie’s latest work is “Manbait.”

Buck Jones is among the few
at the top in the “60 Box Office

Names” printed on the follow-

ing pages of the Studio Section.

The Fox star has just finished

“Desert Valley.”

John Ford’s “Iron Horse” will

never be forgotten. He prom-
ises others though as great. He
is now working on “Mother
Machree” for Fox.
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THE TOUGH GUV: special cast.—Fred Thom-
son sure knows how to make good pictures. This
is our first, but not our last. A real western
with a real star that gives something more than
scenery and gunplay, and a horse with sense that
would do credit to a great many men. Our
people let us know that they expected more, and
soon. If you pass this one up you are over-
looking a sure thing.—LaRoy H. Zehrhach, Bon
Air theater, Kissimmee, Fla.—General patronage.

HANDS ACROSS THE BORDER: Fred Thom-
son—My only objection to Fred Thomson is that
I have a small seating capacity and the "grown
ups" stay for two shows as well as the children.
Six reels.—R. B. Maxwell, Illinois theatre, Sulli-
van, 111.—General patronage.

THE TWO GUN MAN: Fred Thomson—The
best Thomson in many a day and that’s saying a
plenty. Action, thrills, and Silver King at his
best. Some picture. An autographed picture,
please, Mr. Thomson! Seven reels.—J. C. Ken-
nedy, Empress theatre, Akron. Iowa.—General
patronage.

ALL AROUND FRYING PAN: Fred Thom-
son—Not much ne,<»d of reporting these. Give
general satisfaction always, and Thomson’s pic-
tures are always cl<- an. Couldn't offend the most
critical. Director slipped a bit, scene where
Silver King pul^ three or four cars of cattle
is weak, as all Silver does is prance along the
ties not exertinij himself one iota. My patrons
so absorbed they never noticed it. Suggest that
Fred adopt the Chesterfield cigarette slogan.
Many thanks for the fine picture, Fred. Am
forced to put it under key and lock, as some of
the fair sex have tried to purloin it. Six reels.—H. G. Setk, Sell: theatre, Scotia, Neb.—Small
town patronage.

<C3
. J*

HANDS ACROSS THE BORDER: Fred Thom-
son—Fred Thomson pictures are all 100 per cent
but I think “Hands Across the Border" is a
little the best yet. Keep up the good work, Fred,
wc are all with you. Six reels.—A. O. Lambert,
Opera House, Monticello, la.—General patronage.

THE TOUGH GUY: Fred Thomson—One of

the best Westerns we ever had. Silver King is

there with the stuff. This star is now our best

bet for Saturdays. Six reels.—E. D. Luna, Cozy

theatre. Wagoner, Okla.—Small town patronage.
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MISS MINNIE, 5CM00R9

that devil QUEMADO: Fred Thomson-
Jubf played th ' S picture and it pleased them all.its Fred Thomson and Silver King and that’senough said. They are always good and my
patrons like the clean pictures he gives us. Five
reels.—-Minnie Schnoor, Paramount theatre, Sta-
pleton, Nebr. Small town patronage.

THE TWO GUN MAN: Fred Thomson-Played
this against the strongest competition we’ve had
this year. Justice Roma Tent Show, and had toput up the S. R. O.. We thank you. Fred Thom-
son. for helpmg the small exhibitors with yourwonderful pictures. Only wish you made 14 instead
of 4 per year.—J. J. Hoffman, Plainview theater,
Plainview Nebr.—General patronage.

THE TOUGH GUY: Fred Thomson—Very good
Sliver King, has a lot of fine stunts in this one
and the little kid is very good. Six reels—
George Benson, Community theatre, Minneota,
Minn.—Small town patronage.

THE TWO GUN MAN: Fred Thomsen- One of
the best of the Thomsons. Any Thomson picture
brings me a full house. Six reels—George Ben-
son, Community theatre. Mmneota. Minn—
omall town patronage.

THE TWO GUN MAN: Fred Thomson—The
best western we ever played here. The scenery
in this is great. Most all stayed for two shows,
and it takes a good picture to keep them in on a
hot night. Six reels.—J. W. Ryder, Jewel thea-
tre, Verndale, Minn.—Small town patronage.

FREDTHOMUONHPRODUCTION/H

DISTRIBUTED BY F.B.O. OF AMERICA
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Box Office Names

On the subject of players, the one great question confronting the exhibi-

tor—which is also of great consequence to the whole industry is

—

“What does he, or she, mean at the box office ?”

With a view to assembling, for the information and guidance of the

industry, a quantity of data in answer to this question, the HERALD proposed

a questionnaire to a group of representative exhibitor-subscribers and obtained

statements from them listing the players who “mean something at the box

office” and their relative standing.

The facts and figures of these statements,' and an analysis of them, are

given in an article commencing on the following page.

The HERALD makes no claim of absolute certainty for the conclusions

which may be drawn from the results of this survey. The information dis-

closed, however, is based on legitimate and authenticated reports from 2,471

theatre owners and managers and represents impartial statements from them

which are intended only to afford information and guidance for the common

benefit of the whole industry.

The HERALD commends the results of this survey to all in the industry

who are giving thought to the vital question of determining more exactly

production values and better understanding them. The information disclosed

will contain surprises for some and disappointments for others.

But all of it represents the authoritative voice of the box office and must

be given heed.

—Martin J. Quigley.
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60 Best Box Office Names
H EREWITH are listed the 60 best box office names in pictures, according to

questionnaires signed and returned by 2,471 exhibitors participating in a

survey conducted by “The Studio Section” of the Herald.

Exhibitors were asked: “What names mean most to you in your billing?”

Figures opposite stars’ names indicate number of exhibitors naming each.

A complete list of the 240 best box office names, inclusive of these leaders, is

printed upon the third page following.

This list of the 60 most valuable names is analyzed in the story beginning upon
the opposite page.

Colleen Moore .......278 Ernest Torrence 60

Tom Mix ... 255 Jack Hoxie 57

Fred Thomson 252 Monte Blue 56

Harold Lloyd 249 Tom Tyler 55

Hoot Gibson 218 Johnny Hines 54

Norma Talmadge 192 Mae Murray 51

Mary Pickford .... 189 Laura LaPlante 48

Douglas Fairbanks 183 Ramon Novarro 47

Thomas Meighan 178 Lillian Gish 45

Reginald Dennv 174 Noah Beery 44

Milton Sills 172 Lois Wilson 44

Richard Dix 161 Anna Q. Nilsson 43

Lon Chaney 153 H. B. Warner 43

Buck Jones 120 John Barrymore 41

Norma Shearer 116 Rudolph Valentino 39

Gloria Swanson 114 Douglas MacLean 38

Wallace Beery .113 A1 Cooke 37

Bebe Daniels 111 Patsv Ruth Miller 37

Corinne Griffith 104 Clara Bow 36

Jack I lolt 103 Bob Custer 36

Constance Talmadge ....... 99 George O’Brien 36

Rin Tin Tin ....... 84 Ronald Colman 30

Jackie Coogan 83 Harry Carey 29

Marion Davies ...... 80 Betty Compson 29

Charles Chaplin .... . 78 Raymond Hatton 28

Richard Barthelmess 77 Adolphe Menjou 28

Syd Chaplin 75 Marie Prevost 27

Buster Keaton 72 Conway Tearle 26

John Gilbert 69 Harry Langdon 25

Richard Talmadge ...... 68 Lewis Stone 25
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Theatre Poll Establishes
Box Office “Name” Values

Reveals Relative Drawing Power of

240 Principal Film Personalities
Sixty Best Box Office Names Listed with Ratings—Trade Values

Fixed—Listing Shows Types of Pictures in Public

Favor—Total Results Analyzed
Colleen Moore is the best box office name in pictures, listed by 278 out of 2,471 exhibitors

answering a HERALD questionnaire asking, “What names mean most to you in your billing?”

Tom Mix is the second best name, listed by 255 exhibitors.

Fred Thomson is third, named in 252 listings.

Harold Lloyd, Hoot Gibson, Norma Talmadge, Mary Pickford, Douglas Fairbanks, Thomas Meighan,

Reginald Denny, Milton Sills, Richard Dix and Lon Chaney rank next in that order, completing a group

of 13 stars whose pictures would make up a perfect week-run box office program if each produced four pic-

tures annually.

The 60 best box office names, included in 25 or more exhibitors’ listings, are published upon the

opposite page with figures indicating the number of exhibitors designating each. A general list of the

240 best box office names in pictures, inclusive of the 60 leaders, is published upon the second page

following.

These lists establish relative values of screen names
on the basis of 2,471 exhibitors’ box office experience.
They upset a good many commonly accepted beliefs

and afford a basis for adjustments beneficial to trade
and public. Since exhibitors answering the question-
naire observed no rules of any kind, simply making
plain record of billing practice followed, there can be
no appeal from the evidence submitted.

Trade Adjustments to

Follow Study of Ratings

Far-reaching trade adjustments undoubtedly will fol-

low analysis of the listings published.

Exhibitors will check the list of best box office names
against their contracted product, shift play-dates and
make future booking accordingly.

Producers will check the list against their payrolls
and take steps to correct glaring discrepancies.

Stars will study their ratings and fashion future
screen effort as well as salary demands on the basis of
what they find.

Advertising men, casting directors, press agents,
newspapers and magazine editors, all whose interests
are bound in intimately or remotely with the market
value of screen personalities, will apply this informa-
tion in the most direct and profitable manner.
Some individuals will discover unexpected difficulties

in negotiating the next business deal as a result of these
disclosures, others will find merited rewards more read-
ily forthcoming, but all concerned will share in the gen-
eral profits growing out of basic valuations established.

Discrepancies Vanish
Under Detailed Analysis

Apparent discrepancies noted in cursory inspection of
the lists vanish when detailed analysis is made. For
example, the fact that only 18 feminine stars are in-
cluded in the list of 60 best box office names does not

mean at all what the bare figures seem to signify. The
list breaks up like this:

Drama and comedy drama (feminine) 18

Drama and comedy drama (male) 18

Western (exclusively male field) =...10

Comedy (exclusively male field) 8

Character 4

Juvenile ....: 1

Animal 1

The seeming preponderance of male stars thus is seen

to be due merely to popularity of certain types of enter-

tainment which are by nature the special province of

masculine performers. In drama and comedy drama
man and woman are seen to stand in equal prominence.

Separation Show3 Standings
Within Respective Fields

To grasp the import of the assembled figures with

respect to relative values of names within the various

fields listed, it is necessary to study separate groups.

Feminine stars, all of whom appear in drama or comedy
drama, rate as follows

:

COLLEEN MOORE 278
NORMA TALMADGE 192
MARY PICKFORD 189

NORMA SHEARER 116
GLORIA SWANSON 114

BEBE DANIELS Ill

CORINNE GRIFFITH 104

CONSTANCE TALMADGE 99
MARION DAVIES 80
MAE MURRAY 51

LAURA LaPLANTE 48
LILLIAN GISH _ 45
LOIS WILSON 44
ANNA Q. NILSSON 43

( Continued on next page)
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PATSY RUTH MILLER 37

CLARA BOW 36

BETTY COMPSON 29

MARIE PREVOST 27

Male stars appearing in drama and comedy drama,
many times co-starring with feminine players and
placed first or second in billing according to circum-
stances, rate as follows

:

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS 183

THOMAS MEIGHAN 178

REGINALD DENNY 174

MILTON SILLS 172
RICHARD DIX 161

LON CHANEY 153
RICHARD BARTHELMESS 77

JOHN GILBERT 69
MONTE BLUE 56
RAMON NOVARRO 47
H. B. WARNER 43
JOHN BARRYMORE 41

RUDOLPH VALENTINO 39
GEORGE O’BRIEN 36
RONALD COLMAN 30
ADOLPHE MENJOU 28
CONWAY TEARLE 26
LEWIS STONE 25

The previously mentioned fact that mere sex seems
to have little or nothing to do with box office value of

names is borne out by comparison of totals of the two
group lists presented above. The feminine ratings total

1,643, the male ratings 1,538, standings being ascer-
tained by assembling the 3,181 names of players in this

division entered by exhibitors.

Western Grouping Shows
Known Trend of Market

Western stars assume the following order as to box
office value when separated from the master list of 60
best box office names

:

TOM MIX 255
FRED THOMSON 252
HOOT GIBSON 218
BUCK JONES 120
JACK HOLT 103
RICHARD TALMADGE 68
JACK HOXIE 57
TOM TYLER 55
HARRY CAREY 29

The figures plainly reflect the pro-Western trend of
public demand recently recognized by producers and
met with announcement of Western product from
sources previously contributing little or nothing of this

type to exhibitor programs. Pictures starring Ken
Maynard and other recent additions to the ranks of

Western players have not been in distribution long
enough to afford exhibitors basis foe. computing their
box office values.

Ratings of Comedians
Echo Exhibitor Reports

Ratings of stellar comedians, like other ratings given,
echo the evidence made available each week in exhib-
itors’ reports to the Herald’s “What the Picture Did
For Me” department. They follow:

HAROLD LLOYD 249
CHARLES CHAPLIN 78
SYD CHAPLIN 75
BUSTER KEATON 72
JOHNNY HINES 54
DOUGLAS MacLEAN 38

AL COOKE 37
HARRY LANGDON 25

Charles Chaplin’s long layoffs between pictures need
not be mentioned as a contributing factor in his stand-
ing, nor the circumstance that Langdon had but one
long feature in circulation at the time the questionnaires
were distributed, but the fact that A1 Cooke has been
seen merely as a secondarily featured player in short
comedy series lends special significance to the presence
of his name in this list.

Character actors included in exhibitors’ listings are
players whose work has won them lithographic men-
tion. It is interesting to note that all four are Para-
mount people, that concern’s poster policy differing

from general practice in this respect. The players
named rate like this:

WALLACE BEERY 113

ERNEST TORRENCE 60

NOAH BEERY 44
RAYMOND HATTON 28

Jackie Coogan has the juvenile field all to himself in

the list of 60 best box office names, with a rating of 83,

although other juveniles are mentioned in the larger

listing.

Rin Tin Tin is king of the animal department in the

list of 60, named by 84 exhibitors, but Silver King, Rex
and Thunder share the field with him in the complete
tabulation.

Complete Listing Gives

Interesting Sidelights

The complete listing of 240 names mentioned in ex-

hibitors’ questionnaires reveals interesting sidelights on
current screen values. Names of newcomers stand in

startling proximity to those of veterans in the alpha-

betical arrangement adopted.

It is significant that such names as Olive Borden,
William Boyd, Louise Brooks, Billy Butts, Dolores
Costello, Jack Duffy, Greta Garbo, William Haines,

June Marlowe, Lois Moran, Greta Nissen, Jane Winton
and those of other recent recruits already have estab-

lished some degree of box office value. It is no less so

that Marguerite Clarke and others who have not ap-

peared prominently in pictures for years still are re-

membered as personalities worth dollars at the box
office.

Listings Constitute

Trade Balance Sheet

Just as the monthly balance sheet drawn from the

records of a corporation show the condition of that

corporation on a given date, without in itself indicating

complete values or direction of development, so do the

listings here given show the box office values of the

various stars as of even date. And just as individual

salesmen or executives of a corporation may be able to

explain satisfactorily whatever showings may seem to

discredit them, so may players show cause why their

names appear in the lists where they do instead of

where they might have appeared.

Infrequent production, inadequate prominence in ad-

vertising and publicity put out by their employers,
restrictive castings and a host of similar reasons may
be advanced by individuals in explanation of ratings

fixed by the questionnaire. But these are matters for

the concern of individuals and those who employ them.

For the industry at large, the listings given are with-

out parallel in picture history as box office guidance.

They plainly index box office name values as of today.

The industry has had no such index at any point in

its career.
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240 Box Office Names
J>LAYERS listed herewith are those named by 2,471 exhibitors answering the question;

“What names mean most to you in your hilling?”

A list of 60 names entered by 25 or more exhibitors is published upon the third page pre-

ceding.

A detailed analysis of the general results is presented on page 55.

Acord, Art
Adoree, Renee
Alden, Mary
Allison, Mae
Astor, Mary
Ayres, Agnes

Banks, Monty
Banky, Vilma
Barry, Wesley
Barrymore, John
Barrymore, Lionel
Barthelmess, Rich-

ard
Baxter, Warner
Beery, Noah
Beery, Wallace
Bellamy, Madge
Bennett, Constance
Binney, Constance
Blue, Monte
Boardman, Eleanor
Borden, Olive
Bosworth, Hobart
Bow, Clara
Bowers, John
Boyd, William
Brent, Evelyn
Brian, Mary
Bronson, Betty
Brooks, Louise
Brown, John
Buffalo Bill, Jr.

Burns, Edmund
Bushman, Francis
X.

Butts, Billy

Canutt, Yakima
Carey, Harry
Carr, Alexander
Carr, Mary
Chadwick, Helene
Chaney, Lon
Chaplin, Charles
Chaplin, Syd
Chase, Charlie

Clarke, Marguerite
Clifford, Ruth
Cody, Bill

Cody, Lew
Collier, Jr., William
Colman, Ronald
Compson, Betty

Conklin, Chester
Conley, Lige
Coogan, Jackie
Cooke, A1
Corbett, Ben
Corbin, Virginia
Lee

Cortez, Ricardo
Costello, Dolores
Custer, Bob

Dana, Viola
Daniels, Bebe
Daniels, Mickey
Daugherty, Jack
Davies, Marion
Daw, Marjorie
Day, Marceline
Dean, Priscilla

De la Motte, Mar-
guerite

Dempster, Carol
Denny, Reginald
Desmond, William
Dexter, Elliott

Dix, Richard
Dove, Billie

Dresser, Louise
Duffy, Jack

Fairbanks, Douglas
Fairbanks, Jr., Doug.
Fair, Elinor

Farina
Fazenda, Louise
Fellowes, Rockcliffe

Fenton, Leslie

Fields, W. C.

Flynn, Lefty
Ford, Harrison
Francis, Alec B.

Frederick, Pauline

Garbo, Greta
Gibson, Hoot
Gilbert, John
Gillingwater,

Claude
Gish, Dorothy
Gish, Lillian

Gordon, Bruce
Gordon, Vera
Goudal, Jetta
Gray, Lawrence

Griffith, Corinne
Griffith, Raymond
Guard, Kit

Haines, William
Hamilton, Lloyd
Hammerstein,

Elaine
Harlan, Kenneth
Harlan, Otis
Hart, William S.

Hatton, Raymond
Hay, Bill

Hines, Johnny
Holmes, Pee Wee
Holt, Jaqk
Horton, Edward
Hoxie, Jack
Hughes, Lloyd
Humes, Fred
Hunt, Jay

Jannings, Emil
Jones, Buck
Joy, Leatrice

Joyce, Alice
V

Keaton, Buster
Kerry, Norman
Kirkwood, James

Landis, Cullen
Langdon, Harry
LaPlante, Laura
LaRocque, Rod
Lee, Lila

Lewis, Ralph
Livingston, Mar-

garet
Lloyd, Harold
Logan, Jacqueline
Louis, Willard*
Love, Bessie
Lowe, Edmund
Lyon, Ben
Lytell, Bert

MacDonald, J.
Farrell

MacDonald, Wal-
lace

Mackaill, Dorothy
MacLean, Douglas
Maloney, Leo

Marlowe, June
Marmont, Percy
Mason, Dan
Mason, Shirley

Maynard, Ken
McAvoy, May
McLaglen, Victor
Meighan, Thomas
Menjou, Adolphe
Miller, Patsy Ruth
Mix, Bill

Mix, Tom
Moore, Colleen
Moore, Matt
Moore, Owen
Moore, Yom
Moran, Lois
Moreno, Antonio
Morrison, Pete
Mulhall, Jack
Murray, Charlie
Murray, Mae

Nagel, Conrad
Naldi, Nita

Nazimova
Negri, Pola

Nilsson, Anna Q.
Nissen, Greta
Nixon, Marion
Novarro, Ramon

O’Brien, Eugene
O’Brien, George
O’Hara, George
O’Neil, Sally

Owen, Seena

Patton, Bill

Peters, House
Philbin, Mary
Phillips, Dorothy
Pickford, Mary
Prevost, Marie
Pringle, Aileen

Ralston, Esther
Ralston, Jobyna
Ray, Charles
Reid, Mrs. Wallace
Revier, Dorothy
Reynolds, Vera
Rex

Rich, Irene
Rich, Lillian

Rin Tin Tin
Roberts, Theodore
Roosevelt, Buddy
Rubens, Alma
Russell, William

Santschi, Tom
Sedgwick, Josie
Seigmann, George
Semon, Larry
Shearer, Norma
Short, Gertrude
Sidney, George
Sills, Milton
Silver King
Starke, Pauline
Stedman, Lincoln
Stedman, Myrtle
Sterling, Ford
Stewart, Anita
St. John, A1
Stone, Lewis
Strongheart
Swanson, Gloria

Sweet, Blanche

Talmadge, Con-
stance

Talmadge, Norma
Talmadge, Richard
Tearle, Conway
Tellegen, Lou
Terry, Alice

Thomson, Fred
Thunder
Torrence, Ernest
Tyler, Tom

Valentino, Rudolph*

Valli, Virginia

Varconi, Victor
Vaughn, Alberta

Vernon, Bobby
Vidor, Florence

Walsh, George
Walthall, Henry B.

Warner, H. B.

Wilson, Lois
Windsor, Claire

Winton, Jane
* Deceased
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Roach Re-Signs Doane and Walker for 5 Years

H. M. Walker

HOLLYWOOD, Oct. 26.—Of interest to

both motion picture and financial circles is

the announcement forthcoming yesterday

that Warren Doane, general manager of the

Hal Roach Studios, and H. M. Walker, pro-

duction manager, have been re-signed by
Mr. Roach on five-year contracts to continue

in their respective capacities.

Doane has been general manager and
financial executive of the Roach organiza-

tion for several years, and started as book-
keeper when Roach and Harold Lloyd were
working out their destinies on the top of

the Court Street hill in a makeshift studio

with a capital of $3500. During the ro-

mantic history of Roach the expansion of

his enterprises has been rapid and con-

sistent under the business management of

Doane. Doane also is a director of one
bank and an authority on many types of

financial and industrial problems.
“Beannie” Walker was for 12 years sport-

ing editor of the Los Angeles Examiner.
succeeding H. H. Van Loan. Eight or nine
years ago he started writing titles for the

screen, employing his famous wit and
brevity, and finally left newspaper work
entirely to take the post of title editor at

the Roaclt studios.

Warren Doane

“Slapstick Out Forever”, Banks
“Comedies Will Go Over Only When They Are Built Upon Good

Story Material

”

By ARTHUR McARTHUR
SUCCESSFUL comedians today will

only remain in popular favor as long
as they continue to get the proper story
material with which to work, according
to Monty Banks, the new comedy star
on the Pathe program.

“The story is the thing, without any
ifs-ands-or-buts,” claims Monty. “The
finished production and the work of the
various artists in it, can only be as great
as the story will permit.

“There appears to be no end to avail-

able plays, published stories, originals

and novels, yet few if any can be
adapted without heavy expenditure of
time and money, for comedy entertain-

ment, where an individual personality is

to be featured.

“The day of tawdry, slap-stick comedy
has long since passed. The public today,
in its quest for bigger and better pic-

tures, is expecting more of the comedian.
It is true they still want to laugh, but
humor must be provoked by more dig-

nified situations. The story must be
wholesome and entertaining, and the

Directors Appear
in November
Next month’s Studio Sec-

tion will show directors*

names exhibitors find of value

in advertising. Sixty names
are in the list which will be
printed in November.

plot, incorporating romance, love and
adventure, must needs possess sustaining
interest, otherwise the personality fea-

tured in the character role will lack the
necessary sincerity to make the whole
appealing.

“Stories in which the individual char-
acterization of a star is to be presented,
are not ground out like sausage meat.
They must be well and carefully planned.
Ideas must be created and developed,
and the originator of such material
should most certainly .be intimately
acquainted with the personality and
versatility of the artist, and he should
have as much to do with the creation
and development of the story in its

entirety as anyone else who works on it.

No action should be incorporated into

the script unless the artist is in hearty
accord with it and can feel as though
he were living the part.

Staff Writes His Stories

In my particular case, said Mr. Banks,
I have never yet read a story in which
I^could visualize myself from start to

finish. By this I don’t mean to say
they have not been interesting and
humorous, for many of them have been
both. But I could not imagine myself
in real life doing many of the things
which have been suggested in these
stories, with the result that I have ceased
to go marketing for a story, and instead

have organized a staff of dramatic and
comedy writers with whom I discuss

from every possible angle, the ideas of

each.

Personally, I like to feel that the

character I portray on the screen I

would also portray, under different con-

ditions, in real life.

Flynn in Leading

Role of Levine’s

“Golden Stallion”
EFTY” FLYNN, as he has been famil-
^ iarly known in the past ten years,

has been engaged for the leading role in

Nat Levine’s “wild horse serial,” “The
Golden Stallion.”

Everybody knows what Lefty did for

Yale back in 1915—and how successful has

been his career in motion pictures. He is

forging ahead in the new crop of leading

men, particularly in the outdoor types of

stories.

Selection of Hardy for

F. N. Roles Proves His

Merit as Film Player

SAM HARDY has joined the casts of

“Not Herbert” and “The Butter and

Egg Man.” Ben Lyon is in feature

roles of both films.

With that announcement comes recog-

nition of Hardy as a player of roles in

line with roles played by Menjou, Wal-
lace Beery, Lewis Stone, Ernest Tor-

rence, Chaney, Hatton and Walthall.

Survey Replies

Still Coming in

Questionnaires which came
in during the past four weeks
will be printed in an early

issue. A number of question-

naires failed to show names of

exhibitors who answered the

questions and could not be

printed.
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Production atPeak in November;

First National Locks Up in East
Three Directors

Busy at Famous,

One Unit at Fox
By JOHN S. SPARGO

NEW YORK, Oct. 26.—First Na-
tional’s Eastern studio thi3 week
closed its doors and all hands have
gone West to Burbank to resume pro-

duction at the new plant. Ray
Rockett locked up the stages upon
completion of shooting on “Not Her-
bert.”

Cameras will turn on six produc-
tions at the Paramount Long Island

studio November 1. Three produc-
tions are now in actual production
there.

Preparations have been completed
and shooting begins this week on the

Fox film, “The Music Master,” which
provides Alec B. Francis with one of
the biggest roles of his career.

Director A1 Green, George Sidney and
George Schneiderman have returned to

Hollywood, where interiors of “The Auc-
tioneer” will be made. Gareth Hughes,
Sammy Cohen, Ward Crane and Doris
Lloyd are in important roles in it.

Cameras on Three for Paramount
“The Canadian,” “New York” and “Par-

adise for Two” are the only pictures now
in actual production. The first is Thomas
Meighan’s new starring picture, the second
is Luther Reed’s second directorial assign-
ment, and the third is a new Richard Dix
feature.

William Beaudine is directing Meighan
who has ini his supporting cast Mona
Palma, a junior star and Meighan’s lead-

ing woman, Dale Fuller, Billy Butts,

Wyndham Standing and Charles Win-
ninger. George Webster is assisting in the

( Continued on page 81)

r'OLLEEN MOORE’S start towards
her present box office position was

like this. The photo was taken a few
years back. She’s a First National star

now.

WHAT THE PICTURES

DID TO ME

By George E. Marshall

(Supervisor of Fox Film Comedies)

T HIS month’s idea en-

titled “The Face on

the Cutting Room Floor,”

is dedicated

to those
stars who
might have

been if they

weren’t.

NEWS
ITEM
Owing to

the fact that

we have hired Queen Marie

to be head of our publicity

staff and that she is now
touring the country in the

interest of a lot of short

subjects, we feel that we
can make this column
shorter also, which makes it

easier for all of us. You
won’t have to read it and I

won’t have to write it.

SMART CRACKS
The best way to keep the

wolf from the door is to run

Fox Comedies.

NEXT MONTH
You made us what we

are today

First Words of Great Stars:

Just sign the check, I’ll

fill in the amount later.

Expects Many
Mergers in 8

Coming Months
By RAY MURRAY

HOLLYWOOD, Oct. 26.—Notwith-
standing rumors of mergers, consoli-

dations and combines among the vari-

ous motion picture companies, the

business of making pictures goes

right along. There are many busy
lots in the picture metropolis and a

glance over the lists of companies
preparing indicate a very busy No-
vember.

Among the late predictions of

consolidations is one from Joseph
P. Kennedy, president of F. B. O.,

who states that within eight months
all the big motion picture companies
•will merge into two or three great
units. Because of the similarity of

type of pictures being made by
Universal and F. B. O. Mr. Ken-
nedy intimated that these two com-
panies will ultimately combine. Alt

of which sounds interesting but we’ll

wait until we hear from Carl

Laemmle, president of Universal, as

to what he has to say.
F. B. O. has mapped out a busy sea-

son, however, with five productions in

actual work and two more preparing.
Leo Meehan is producing the Gene
Stratton-Porter story, “The Magic Gar-
den” with an all-star cast; Jack Mc-
Keown is directing a Witwer story, "Her
Father Said No” with Mary Brian, the
Paramount star, in the leading role.

Fred Thomson is shooting his newest
Western production, “Don Mike” with
Lloyd Ingraham at the megaphone. It

( Continued on page 75)

r1OLLEEN MOORE is the industry’s
L' most valuable name in box office ad-

vertising. The First National star start-

ed just like everybody else, you’ll note,

upon peeking at the photo in a nearby
column.
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'HE Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer director, King Vidor, owns the home shown above,
which is valued at $85,000. It is in Beverly Hills, Cal. ..(Key No. 214).

Film People Own $10,000,000

Worth of Homes in California
Read Survey Shows 124 of Film Colony Are Property Owners—

Niblo Is Accredited Pioneer of Beverly Hills

I
N a recent survey of the home owners of Beverly Hills, Calif., made
by George E. Read, filmland realtor, it was disclosed that 109 motion
picture people own their own residences in this suburban community.

The total value of these residences—many of them in the mansion class

—

amounts to $10,210,000.

I
N addition to homes already built 15

other prominent motion picture stars
have recently purchased property in Bev-
erly Hills and plan to construct homes.
The value of these homes is estimated at

$680,000. This brings the aggregate sum
invested by cinema stars and directors
to $10,890,000.

The Exhibitor comes into his own!
That statement is not original by any

means but it has been uttered so often
by so many in the production field that
it should be broadcast to the men who
pay the salaries of the stars, directors
and all other studio attaches.
When a picture is completed and goes

to the exchanges, each individual waits
with bated breath for the first run. How
will it go? Should so and so have been
done? Or this and that changed?
The picture reaches the theatre—the

exhibitor, ever seeking to obtain closer

co-operation, sends in a sincere statement.

If it is favorable, it is passed around. If

the comment is not what the producer
expected, “to h— 1 with that guy; he
doesn’t know what it’s all about!”

Until the producer has been brought
to realize that the exhibitor does know
what it is all about and has been quick

to adjust himself as well - as certain

phases of production to meet the situa-

tions created by the exhibitor’s com-
ment, he is shooting in the dark.

Exhibitor’s Herald has always linked

the exhibitor and the producer in a 'close

relationship but the co-operation mani-
fested during the past few years has
been so evident that it has been particu-
larly striking. A careful survey of past
issues will convince anyone of this truth.

You cannot make bad pictures and ex-
pect good criticisms. You cannot make

estimates that other property owned in

Beverly Hills by picture people is worth
at least $2,500,000 and many valuable
business properties are owned by picture

celebrities.

Niblo is Pioneer

Fred Niblo, well-known Metro-Gold-
wyn-Maver director, gets credit for be-
ing the father of the Beverly Hills film

inferior productions and sell them at top
prices. You cannot make pictures that

necessitate as much to. exploit as they
cost and expect to “get by” more than
once. Now the producer and the exhibi-

tor have come to a closer understanding,
which points well for the future.

Today the exhibitor is regarded by the
producer as a business man—first, last

and all the time. The exhibitor speaks
and the producing field pricks up its ears

and listens.

I speak from an authoritative view-
point, for during the past year my mail
from exhibitors has increased to such an
extent that I virtually spend as much
Jjme answering their letters as I do di-

recting a picture. And I hope this situa-

tion will continue.
This goes for any exhibitor, whether

he is playing my productions or not. I

always like to get his reactions and ad-

vice as to what type of productions
seems best suited to his specific patron-
age.
“The City” which I recently completed

contains several suggestions which have
come to me through the mail—and with
the final cutting completed—they have
remained in.

“Marriage,” H. G. Wells popular sell-

er, will be my next for William Fox. If

you have read this, let me hear from
you. With your help we’ll both be suc-
cessful; without it, not so good.

colony. He settled there nine years ago.
Two years later Douglas Fairbanks
moved to Beverly Hills and then the
parade of stars began.
Harold Lloyd and his wife, Mildred

Davis, have the distinction of owning the
most valuable estate in the colony. Lloyd
is spending $1,500,000 on his 11 acre
pronerty at 1225 Benedict Canyon road.
The Lloyd building program may best be
described by saying “Nothing has been
omitted.”

Six hundred and fifty thousand dollars
is the value placed on the 16-acre estate
and 27 room mansion owned by Fred
Thomson, F. B. O. star and his wife,
Frances Marion, well known screen
writer. This property is located in Bev-
erlv Terrace.
The estate of the late Thomas H. Ince

is listed as the second most valuable
property of the motion picture colony.
It consists of 30 acres and is located in

Benedict Canyon. Its value is placed at

$ 1
,000 ,

000 .

Douglas Fairbanks and Mary Pick-
ford’s home at the end of Cove Way is

worth $300,000. Tom Mix’s new home is

another $300,000 mansion, at 1010 Sum-
mit drive.

Four other motion picture players
have residences that are worth $250,000
apiece. Charles Chaplin, 1103 Cove
Way; Buster Keaton, 1004 Hartford
Way; A1 and Charles Christie. Sunset
Boulevard, and Will Rogers, 925 North
Beverly drive.

Marion Davies’ estate at 1700 Lexing-
ton road is estimated to be worth $200,-

000 and Charles Ray’s residence, 901

Camden drive, is another $250,000 home.

12 in $150,000 Class

Mr. Read declares 12 other motion pic-

ture homes are in the $150,000 class.

They are:
Herbert Bosworth, Hillcrest road;

George Fitzmaurice, 516 N. Beverly
drive; John Gilbert, Beverly estates;

Pauline Frederick, 503 Sunset blvd.
;
Cor-

inne Griffith, 1003 Summit drive; Norman
Kerry, 910 N. Bedford drive

; Roland V.
Lee, Beverly estates; Pola Negri, 610 N.
Beverly drive

;
Winfield R. Sheehan, Bev-

erly terrace
;
Gloria Swanson, 904 N. Cres-

cent drive ; Carey Wilson, 1003 N. Bene-
dict Canyon road.
Residential holdings of the motion picture peo-

ple of Beverly Hills valued at less than $100,000
are estimated by Mr. Read as follows:

Roscoe C. Arbuckle, $45,000; Theda Bara,
$30,000; Lionel Barrymore, $50,000; Monte Blue,
$30,000; Harry Beaumont, $70,000: Charles J.

Brabin, $25,000; Clarence Brown, $30,000.

PATSY RUTH MILLER now returns

from St. Louis and New York, where
she attended the world scries and also

got in a little athletics of her own. She
is back at the Warner Brothers lot.

This refers only to homes. Mr. Read

The Exhibitor Speaks—
The Producer Listens

- ' By R. WILLIAM NEILL
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William Cameron Menzies ( left )

Chester Gore {right)

WILLIAM
CAMERON
MENZIES

ART DIRECTOR

Now Preparing

“THE BELOVED ROGUE”
for John Barrymore

and

“CAMILLE”

for Norma Talmadge

UNITED ARTISTS RELEASES

CHESTER
GORE
ASSOCIATE ART

DIRECTOR

A BURGUNDY CASTLE
'THE BELOVED ROGUE”

JACQUELINE LOGAN
Now playing Mary Magdalene in Cecil B. DeMille’s

“KING OF KINGS”

NORMAN
TAUROG

DIRECTOR OF

LUPINO LANE S

First Three of

His New Series

“Movie Land”

“Two of a Kind,”

And the Latest

LLOYD HAMILTON
RELEASE

“Goose Flesh”

Educational
Release
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Marie Prevost

Who has com-
pleted her role in

the Metropolitan

Pictures Produc-

tion “For Wives

Only” and will
next be starred in

‘“Man Bait” an-

other Metropolitan

Production for

Producers Distrib-

uting Corp.

LEFTY FLYNN Now appearing in Nat Levine's ten episode chapter
play “The Golden Stallion.” Harry Webb directing.

ALAN HALE
DIRECTOR

“WEDDING SONG”—Leatrice Joy

“BRAVEHEART”—Rod LaRoqne
“RISKY BUSINESS”—Vera Reynolds

“RUBBER TIRES”—Bessie Love

P. D. C. Release

Gertrude Short
Now Free Lancing

Played in “The Masked Woman” for
First National

Played the lead in “Dangerous Friend”—Fine Arts
Phone: Qladstone 1913
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PARK

FRENCH

JAMES P. HOGAN
Director

“ISLE OF RETRIBUTION” and
“KING OF THE TURF”

—

F. B. O.

Coming—“BURNING BRIDGES” and
“BEYOND THE BORDER,”
with Harry Carey Pnthm

BUCK JONES
AND

SILVER
CURRENT

PRODUCTION

“DESERT
VALLEY”

By JACKSON GREGORY

Directed by

SCOTT R. DUNLAP

FOX RELEASE

JOHN
FORD

Director

“3 Bad
Men”

in Production

‘‘MOTHER
MACHREE”

Fox Releases
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In Appreciation of

Glen MaGNA/ilHams’
(A. S. C.)

Photography in

“The Return of

Peter Grimm”

VICTOR
SCHERTZINGER

DIRECTOR

FOX RELEASE

MONTE
BLUE

Just Finished

“Across the Pacific”

Now Starring in

“Wolf’s Clothing”

A New Warner Bros.

Production

DAN MASON
I’m Back from the East

and in the Harness

Phone Gr. 9088

LLOYD BACON
DIRECTOR

Now Directing “Finger Prints”

—

Warner Bros.
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71 /TONTE BLUE is the
-LVJ- star in “Across the Pa-
cific” for Warner Brothers;
but in one of the big roles

is Jane Winton.

R. H. MOLL, Tamms, III., left; Lloyd Oiler, Idle Hour theatre

of Tamms; Percy Pembrook, director; Gertrude Short, who is

starring with Hoot Gibson in Universal films. Moll and Oiler are
enjoying Miss Short's hospitality during their stay in Hollywood.
(IT. E. N. photo.)

TTARRY LANGDON’S
comedy, “The Strong

Man," is breaking the rec-

ords previously set by
“ Tramp, Tramp,” F. N. film.

LEFT

:

J\/TARK SANDRICH
,
comedy

•Lrl- director, left, knows a thing

or Two about animals, hence his

job as maker of animal comedies
for Fox. A\nd Edward Moran
knows a thing or two about glory,

hence his job as comedy construc-
tor on “What Price Glory” for
Fox. (H. E. N. photo.)

RIGHT

:

<< TT/HAT the Picture Did Fo\
rr Me” reports mention fre-

quently the name of Robert De
Lacy in connection with the zvell

directed Tom Tyler pictures for
F. B. 0. Left is DeLacy, while

at right is John Leezer, cinema-
tographer.

JACK MULFIALL upon completion
of his First National role in “Sub-

way Sadie” returns to Hollywood. With
him is Mrs. Mulhall.

C*TEPHEN ROBERTS is recovering
from what was a pretty serious ill-

ness. His nurse is Mrs. Roberts.
“Steve” is an Educational director.

~DEVERELL MARLEY works with
Cecil De Mille on “King of Kings”

for P. D. C. distribution. De Mille uses
a mouthpiece in broadcasting directions.
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-David Kirkland

“The Battle of
Elderhush Gulch”

QLIVE HASBROUCK, Fred Thomson^ and a lot of regular scouts are in the

still above, which is from “A Regular
Scout,” starring Fred.

Kirkland Declares Griffith Has

Made Films Bigger, But None
Better.

Thomson’s Director
Prefers Old Griffith

Western to Pictures of

Recent Years.

T HE boys take the

“Oath of the
Boy Scout” in the F.

B. O. picture, “A
Regular Scout,” di-

re ct ed by David
Kirkland.

“TTT THAT picture of all others

\ A/ would I like to have di-

V V rected?’^ The list is almost

formidable—-“Ben Hur,” “The Birth

of a Nation,” “The Big Parade,”

“The Four Horsemen,” “Stella Dal-

las,” and so on and so on. . . .

On a dropsy Sunday afternoon

about a dozen years ago I dropped
into the first run theatre of Los An-
geles. It seated about 700, I recall.

I had little expectation except to pass

an idle hour. There I saw a two-
reel picture, a Western. It started

off about as the usual run of West-
erns. There wasn’t much plot, some
trouble over little or nothing at all.

It seems that two kids had a couple
of mongrel dogs, friendly little curs
at that. The kids wanted the dogs
in the house

;
their elders didn’t. One’s'*'

reason was forced to agree with the
elders—but you were for. the kids at

that. One of the pups got away from
the shack. A kid was after it. Some-
how they got mixed up with the In-

dians—and one of the Indians was
killed. More trouble. The Indians

attacked the shack. I remember that

during the fight one of the kids, still

trying to help the dogs, got on the out-

side of the shack. That was Mae

Marsh. Through her childish eyes

one saw the dreadful red carnage of

battle. Then the cavalry started to

the rescue. In one of their chases

the hindmost trooper swung Bobby
Harron to his horse at full gallop and

the audience burst into involuntary

applause. In fact, every time I saw
the picture (and I saw it a score or

more of times) the audience gave this

Fred Thomson

scene the same tribute of applause.

Of course the Indians were routed

just in the nick of time. But the baby
was missing—Bobby Harron’s and
Lillian Gish’s baby. They searched

everywhere, but no baby. Then what
a shout from the audience as the lid

was lifted off an old chest in the cor-

ner and round frightened eyes peered

out. The two kids, then the baby
and the two dogs

!

The boss of the little community
threw up his hands in despair but the

dogs remained in the house.

That’s the picture I had rather have
directed than any other. Made many
years ago (many years in picture

chronology), its form and technique

are still well nigh perfect. In its

short space of two reels I found laugh-

ter, tears, the wistful romance of

young love, thrills and intense drama.
It taught no great lesson, it made no
great demands on the critical imag-
ination, but it entertained. How it

entertained ! I had rather have di-

rected Griffith’s “The Battle of Elder-
bush Gulch” than any picture I have
ever seen and if I had directed that

one I would since have directed a lot

of bigger ones. Bigger but no better!

“What picture of those you have
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-Clarence Brown

Art and Box Office

Triumph in Vidor’s

Story of America’s
Role in the War JOHN GILBERT, Karl Dane and Tom

'J O’Brien appear in the above group.

They are the three important men in the

roles of “The Big Parade,” Metro film.

r^L A R E N C E
BROWN, above,

selects a Metro film

as his preference as a

director. Left is a

scene from “The Big
Parade.”

The* Picture Is Life Says the

Director of “Kiki” and “Eagle”

‘‘TheBigParade ”

Is My Choice

directed comes nearest to satisfying ture would you rather have directed?’

you perfectly?’

I have just finished it. It is called

“A Regular Scout,” starring Fred
Thomson. It is sponsored by The
Boy Scouts of America. It is an epic

of boyhood, the rollicking spirit of

youtfi. The gang instinct which is a

part of boyhood turned for good. It

thrills me in anticipation to see just

how the kids are going to take it. I

know they are all going to shout with

delight at their adventure, at their

stunts, the rout of the villains by the

Boy Scouts. I want them to take their

elders to the theatre and tell them

:

“There—that’s us! That’s ourselves.

That’s what we do and that’s what we
want to do. Now, do you understand
us better?”

A MOTION picture can be a great

boxoffice success and still be a

triumph artistically, views by screen

cogniscenti to the contrary notwith-
standing.

“The Big Parade” is my choice in

answering the question, “Which pic-

I would have liked to have directed

“The Big Parade” because I think it

is the best picture I have ever seen.

Many a director hails some picture

as his ideal that won no triumph at

the boxoffice. The boxoffice, in this

case, backs the picture.

And why shouldn’t it? After all,

pictures are made for the public

—

Renee Adoree

and if they don’t please the public, for

some reason or other, they fall short

of their mark. But I was not think-

ing of its boxoffice success in the case

of “The Big Parade.” I sat through

it enthralled
;
I forgot there was such

a thing as a boxoffice—a public-—even
a moving picture. Its greatness is

such that it throws you right into the

heart of France. It is life—that’s all.

The story of “A Regular Scout” was
written by Buckleigh Fritz Oxford, and
was directed by David Kirkland, who
also prepared the continuity.

The story concerns a cowboy who
befriends and becomes attached to a
troup of boy scouts who through a
series of incidents save the cowboy and
his sweetheart from the villain. One
outstanding scene shows Silver King,
Thomson’s remarkable horse saving a
boy scout from death when he fails off

a cliff onto a ledge. The work of the
Boy Scouts is remarkable throughout
the picture.
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rTHE “money changers in the Temple
*- of Jehovah” in “King of Kings,”
P. D. C. production. (H. E. N. photo.)

r'ECIL B. DeMILLE, directing the
spectacle “King of Kings,” confers

with assistants on sets. (H. E. N.
photo.)

L EFT : Peverel Marley is chief cam-
eraman on the P. D. C

.
film “King

of Kings.” He is in adjoining still.

In center of photo is Cecil B. De Mille,

director in chief. (H. E. N. photo.)

TTIRGINIA BROIVNE FAIRE is the

' feminne lead in “Desert Valley” and
Buck Jones is the star of the production.
It is a Fox release. (H. E. N. photo.)

T EFT to right: Scott R. Dunlap, di-

rector, Buck Jones, star, and Virginia

Browne Faire, all three concerned with
production of “Desert Valley” for Fox.
Looks like a ventriloquist act.

j\JORMAN TAUROG, right, invites
J * Lupino Lane to come in, but Mr.
Lane says “you can’t fool me—I be-

lieve in signs.” Both are under the Ed-
ucational banner. (H. E. N. photo.)

T EFJ to right: Leonard Smith, cameraman, Norman Taurog,
-*-J director, and, bli’me, Lupino Lane, star, all concerned with
Lane’s newest comedy for Educational, as yet untitled.

QJTEPHEN ROBERTS, Educational director, R. H.
Allen, general manager of Educational Studios, and

Charles Lamont, director. Steve, at left, visits the studios

following his convalescence from illness. (H. E. N. photo.)
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C'£7' for “Interior of Throne Room.”
O One of Menzies’ drawings for the

United Artists film, “Beloved Rogue.”

(UET for “Paris Roof Tops.” One
of Menzies’ drawings for the

United Artists film, “ The Beloved
Rogue.”

sharp angles, twisted stair-

ways, and fantastic sculpture

and carving. Cold, harsh, aus-

tere lines accentuated the

sombre feeling of the period,

and because of this harshness,

it was a peculiarly wild and
fanciful type of interesting

beauty.

“In designing the settings

for such a picture as ‘The Be-

loved Rogue,’ with its iffhny

and varied sequences, I have
endeavored to give the entire

background atmosphere per-

sonality and character. True,

I have diversed somewhat, in

some instances, from the ethi-

cal construction of the period

and branched out into the

mythical, but this was done to

enhance the dramatic value of

a scene or scenes.

“For example, in the public

square of Rouen, at the time
when Joan d’Arc is being
burned at the stake, the build-

ings look down upon the crowd
—their frowning eaves throw-
ing a veritable defiance at the

King.

“Again, in the sequence in

the kitchen of the Inn, where
an atmosphere of comedy pre-

vails, the ovens and the chim-
neys are of a rounded, rather

squatty, and rotund design
typifying a light trend of

thought—comedy. And, in

some of the highly dramatic ex-

terior scenes, driving snow
augments the realism of the

setting.”

The versatility and genius of

Menzies is manifested in

strange contrast in exterior and
interior settings through the

entire length of “The Beloved
Rogue.”

W HAT is probably the
greatest piece of art di-

rection to appear upon the mo-
tion picture screen is assured

theatre-goers when they view
“The Beloved Rogue,” John
Barrymore’s first starring ve-

hicle for United Artists, now in

production at the Pickford-

Fairbanks studio.

Credit for these novel set-

tings goes to William Cameron
Menzies, art director for the

Joseph M. Schenck and Pick-

ford-Fairbanks organizations.

For many years recognized as

the leader in his line, Menzies,
creator of the lavish sets for

“The Thief of Badgad,” “Ro-
sita,” “The Eagle,” and “The
Son of the Sheik” has outdone
all of his previous efforts in the

stupendous and unique settings

for the John Barrymore special.

In “The Beloved Rogue,”
Menzies has endeavored to

make his settings, depicting

Paris in the fifteenth century,

symbolic of the action con-

tained in them. That he has
succeeded in doing so is evi-

denced by the statement of

John W. Considine, Jr., pro-

ducer of the picture, who
vouchsafes that never before in

the history of the motion pic-

ture industry have such ani-

mated sets been built for the

screen.

Menzies says: “France, in

1451, when Francois Villon
held forth in Paris, is classified

architecturally under the
Gothic period, and this period
signifies a wild, grotesque,
bizarre type of construction.

“The tendency of that age
leaned toward long roof lines,

Menzies Conceives

Bizarre Stuff in

Sets of U. A. Films

ET for “The Kitchen’
United Artists film.

in “The Beloved Rogue,”

C1ET for “Walls of Paris” of “The Beloved
Rogue,” United Artists film.
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Kenneth

Harlan

Appearing

opposite

Colleen

Moore in

“Twinkle-

toes”

First National

release

Jack

Mulhall

Just finished

“Subway
Sadie”

at First Na-
tional Studios,

New York
City and now
making

“Even

Stephen”

direction o f

A1 Santell.

ALBERT AUSTIN
Now Directing

FOX COMEDIES

Stephen Roberts
DIRECTOR OF

“SKY BOUND”
“PINK ELEPHANTS”
“HIGH SEA BLUES”
With A1 St. John Starred

EDUCATIONAL RELEASES
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LOU SEILER
Note Directing

TOM MIX
in

“THE GREAT K. & A. TRAIN
ROBBERY”

Wm. Fox Release

CHARLES (Chuck) RIESNER
Director

“BETTER ’OLE”
“THE MISSING LINK”

Starring Syd Chaplin

Warner Brothers Release

PATSY RUTH MILLER
Ten Warner Bros. Features Released in Past Year

Coming—“So This Is Paris!”—Lubitsch-Warner

LIGE

CONLEY
AT

PRESENT
WITH

WM. FOX
COMEDIES



iY-

ESTELLE TAYLOR
S°" ^'in

.
s “?lew York'" Paramount's epic of the jazz n.etropolis, directed by Luther Reed-Now showing— Lucrezia Borgia in ‘Don Juan” with John Barrymore (Warners), directed by Alan CroslandUnder contract to Feature Productions, Inc., John W. Considine, Jr., President—releasing through United Artists
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By Herald Representatives at

the Studio
Publication Rights Granted Exhibitors

Special Assignments Will

Be Covered for Exhibitors

Upon Request to Editor
“The Studio,” Exhibitors

Herald, Chicago, 111.

(J
A Double News Service In-

forming the Showman Upon
Studio Events and Enabling
Him to Inform His Reader
Patrons in Turn.

1VT EW YORK, Oct. 26.—Ben Lyon hired a brass band on Mon-
’ day afternoon last and took it down to the Grand Central

station where it played its tuneful measures in honor of the

departure of Sam Hardy for the West Coast, where he will

appear in a featured role with Colleen Moore in “Orchids and
Ermine.” During the past year Ben and Sam have appeared in

five pictures together, and as soon as Sam completes “Orchids

and Ermine,” Ben will leave for the West Coast to play the title

role in “Butter and Egg Man” with Sam in the role of the

theatrical manager.
* * *

Ricardo Cortez, a Paramount featured player now appearing

in “New York” which is in production at the Long Island studio,

held his first job when he was 11 years old, and it gave him imme-
diate entrance to the office of J. Pierpont Morgan. In those days

not yet forgotten he was a stock exchange quotation messenger
on Wall street at $4 a week.

:Jc j|c :je

Virginia Lee Corbin departs for the West Coast Sunday after

completing a prominent role opposite Ben Lyon in “Not Herbert.”
* * *

Is this a crack at Hollywood styles, or just a tribute to the

ingenuity of Estelle Taylor? The latter bought a pair of yellow

snake-skin shoes and a black and white taffeta street dress during

her last trip to the Coast. When she came East recently for her

role of Desiree, the East Side vamp in the Paramount picture,

“New" YoTk” at the Paramount Long Island studio, Director

Luther Reed gave her a general idea of the flashy costume and
makeup he wanted for the part. Miss Taylor got out her snake-

skin shoes and her taffeta dress, hiked the latter up a bit around
the waist, and presented herself for inspection. “Just the thing!”

exclaimed Reed. “All you need is a feather-boa and a tarn and
you have stepped right off the Bowery.”

On Wednesday last, Howard Higgin completed his first Ray
Rockett production “Not Herbert” and has left “the set” for the

projection room from which he will not emerge for a week or

two, editing, cutting and titling. It is then rumored that he will

depart for the West Coast to direct a First National picture, the

name of which has not yet been announced.
* * *

In the sinister shadows stood a menacing figure. Uncontrollable

emotions — anger,
rage—played across

his twitching face.

H i s bulging coat
pocket, in which his

hand was thrust, told

( Continued, on page 74 )

T_J OLLYWOOD, Oct. 26.—June Mathis, writer and producer
-* for First National, has been given the distinction by England
of being the first to have recognition in that country’s movement
in broadcasting motion picture dramatizations. The first feature
to be “put on the air” in England was the Mathis-Balboni pro-
duction “The Greater Glory.” Miss Mathis stands today as the
highest salaried woman in the production end of the motion pic-

ture industry.
* * *

John Ford is using some magnificent sets for the production
of “Mother Machree” at the Fox studios. Those representing the
Cutting home, New York, erected on Fox’s new mammoth stage,
are among the most pretentious ever constructed on the Coast.
Belle Bennett has the name role, while Neil Hamilton, Constance
Howard, Victor McLaglen and little Phillipe De Lacy are in the
cast.

* * *

Sam E. Rork, having completed “The Blonde Saint” for First
National, has commenced work on another, “The River,” an adap-
tation of Patrick Hastings’ stage success.

* * *

Those who were privileged to see “The Return of Peter Grimm”
previewed at Bard’s Hollywood theatre, declare Victor Schertz-
inger’s screen version of Belasco’s play is one of the biggest pic-
tures of the year. Schertzinger has already started work on
another Fox production, “Stage Madness,” with Glen McWilliams
at the camera. %

jjt ;fc %

David Abel, Warner Brothers cameraman, has been assigned the
next Monte Blue story, “Wolf’s Clothing,” which Roy Del Ruth
is now directing.

ik * *

There are some advantages of being a Boy Scout in Hollywood.
Fred Thomson took 35 of them on a month’s vacation while mak-
ing exteriors for “A Regular Scout” and they got paid $5 a day
while away from home.

* * *

With a big staff of writers and an equally large staff of direc-
tors, assistants and cameramen, George Marshall is kept busy map-
ping out the work for the Fox comedy units. He is now super-
vising the production of “The Motor Bug,” a Van Bibber story;
“Big Business”

; “The Bathing Suitor”
; a Lige Conley comedy and

a new “Jerry the
Giant” series. Eddie
Moran is preparing
the latter stories.

^ ^ jJc

Tom Geraghty has
(Continued on page 77 )

OHN FORD, center, is directing the
Fox film “Mother Machree.” With

him are R. H. Moll and Lloyd Oiler of
the Idle Hour theatre, Tamms, III.

flEORGE E. MARSHALL with his

family. Mr. Marshall is supervisor

of Fox comedies. With him are Mrs.
Marshall, George, Jr., and Germaine.

JWTONTY BANKS, left, appears un-
der the Pathe banner in “Atta

Boy.” Arthur MacArthur, general man-
ager of the Banks Productions, right.
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Studio Notes

By Spargo
(Continued from page 73)

mutely that here was a gunman, bent on
the practice of his profession.

It was William Powell, screen villain,

premeditating a murder. In a few minutes
when Director Luther Reed would order

HOTEL
ROOSEVELT
Jones at Eddy

San Francisco’s

New Half Million

Dollar Hotel

Headquarters for
Exhibitors and
Exchange Men
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morning work to begin, he would shoot
to kill at Estelle Taylor, his wife in the
Paramount picture, “New York.”

“Bill, I’ve always been curious: How do
you feel when you’re about to commit a
murder?” Ricardo Cortez asked.

The villain regarded him dourly, then
snarled an answer:

“Right now, I’m feeling like the devil.

I was just thinking that if I had gotten up
ten minutes earlier, I would have had time

to eat some breakfast. If there’s anything
I hate to do, it’s commit a murder before
breakfast.”

* * *

Thomas Meighan, now producing “The
Canadian” at Paramount’s Long Island
studio, is playing a double role these days

—

that of teacher and pupil. He is teaching
bridge and learning golf. His partner in

both undertakings is Gene Sarazen.
* * *

Betty Blythe departs on Sunday for Bos-
ton where she will appear at the Keith
theatre in her own vaudeville act. The
regal Betty can stay in vaudeville indefi-

nitely but a recent interview with a promi-
nent producer suggests that her return to

the screen is imminent.
* * *

They are asking Charles Winninger these
days: “Charley, did you lose a bet?” Win-
ninger who is in the supporting cast of
Thomas Meighan’s new Paramount picture
“The Canadian,” has been wearing a beard
an eighth of an inch long since the picture
went into production August 30. Every
place he goes he is meat for the wise
crackers.

* * *

Florence Vidor has become a Coast to

Coast commuter since her rise to stardom.
Following her completion of “The Popu-
lar Sin” recently at the Paramount Long
Island studio, she returned to Hollywood.
Now she is en route East for her next
stellar attraction, “Afraid of Love.”
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Mona Palma is happy these days. Since

her graduation from Paramount’s first pic-

ture school she has risen to the ranks of

leading players. Thomas Meighan, in his

new Paramount production, “The Cana-
dian,” now in the making, has Miss Palma
as his leading woman.

Jones Film to

Immortalize War
Horse of 1918

A TRIBUTE to “the unknown horse,”

representing thousands of equine

heroes that served so faithfully during the

World War, and now are either forgotten

in unmarked graves or else stripped of for-

mer glory and pressed into service with

cart, wagon or plow, is the motif of “The
War Horse,” an original story by Buck
Jones which is being adapted to the screen

by Fox Films and will be produced fol-

lowing completion of “Desert Valley,”

Buck’s current vehicle. The title role will

be enacted by Silver, Buck’s horse.

Several months ago, Buck and Mrs.

Jones were touring Europe, spending most
of their time away from the large cities,

visiting memorable battlefields of France
and cemeteries where American heroes
have fallen. In these cemeteries, especially

where 28,000 soldiers, heroes of the battles

of Verdun and Argonne Forest, are bur-

ied, Buck viewed the rows of little white
crosses with tear-dimmed eyes.

“Instinctively my sympathy went out to

them. I have been around horses since I

was a boy and know what true pals they

can be. Then, too, during the war I per-

sonally sent about twenty trainloads of

horses ‘over there,’ being engaged to break
in horses for the French, English and Ital-

ian forces before America’s entrance into

the war, later being assigned to remount
service for the United States government.
These horses were used for cavalry serv-

ice, or with the light and heavy artillery.

“The thought persisted. Thousands of horses
were shot down during the war. There were no
crosses to mark where they fell. Those that sur-

vived are still doing their bit behind plow or
wagon. They can not tell of the days when they
pulled cannon to the front lines through a bar-

rage of smoke and fire, where motor service could
not be used; when they rushed ambulances to
field hospitals that wounded men might receive
first aid; when they were engaged in the danger-
ous service of carrying code messages behind the
lines. All this seemed to have been forgotten.

“The War Horse” is the first scenario to oe
written by Buck Jones, and it will be the first

time that a Western star has written his own
script. While on location in the Mojave desert
during the filming of exterior scenes of “Desert
Valley,” Buck spent most of his spare moments
completing the script of “The War Horse.” Be-
tween scenes he would take pencil and paper,
and with Silver beside him, he would work on
his screen memorial in honor of the horse.

Production at

Coast Studios
( Continued from page 59)

is a story of pre-gold rush days in Cali-
fornia under the old Spanish regime
and naturally will be a colorful thing.
“Ranger,” F. B. O.’s dog star, is well on
his third feature, “Thunder Mountain”
with J. P. McGowan directing.

Tom Tyler, under Bob DeLacy’s
adroit direction is being starred in
“Lightning Lariats,” a George Yates
story, continuity by F. A. E. Pine. An-
other two-reel series to be called “The
Wisecrackers” has been started under
Caryl Fleming’s direction. Ralph Ince is

to make “Hello, Bill” the Elk picture and
work will soon, continue on “Tarzan and
the Golden Lion” this picture having
been held up owing to an accident to the
star, James Pierce, hurt in an automobile
wreck.

L

ERNST LUB1TSCH
A Paramount Director

Now Making

“OLD HEIDELBERG”
For M-G-M

F. N. Picks Up Speed
With the return to Burbank studios of

First National of Colleen Moore, the
wheels of progress, which had lagged
somewhat in October, began to pick up
speed. Colleen is making “Orchids and
Ermine” under A1 Santell’s direction,

with Jack Mulhall as the male lead op-
posite her.

Miss Moore is to go to Europe soon to make
four pictures—one in England, one in France,
one in Italy and one in Germany—according to
announcement of John McCormick, general man-
ager of West Coast productions for First National.

“Easy Pickins,” an original story, by William
Burton and Paul Cruger, featuring Anna Q.
Nilsson directed by George Archainbaud, starts

October 28.
Corinne Griffith has completed “The Lady in

Ermine” for First National also, and is starting
“Purple and Fine Linen” under the same director,

James Flood.
George Archainbaud has changed the title of his

picture, “Men of the Dawn” to “The Silent
Lover.” This stars Milton Sills supported by a
notable cast.

Harry Lanpdon has completed his third feature-
comedy for First National. It is called “Long
Pants” and was directed by Frank Capra.

Charles R. Rogers Productions presents Ken
Maynard in another stirring Western, “Somewhere
South of Sonora.” A1 Rogell is directing and it

is said to be a ripping good Western story with
plenty of punch. “McFadden’s Flats” produced
by Asher, Small and Rogers has Charlie Murray
and Larry Kent, both First National featured
players, in the cast. This was made on the Uni-
versal lot, under the direction of Richard Wallace.

Fox Working on Nine
With the arrival of two companies from the

East and one company from England, the Fox
West Coast studios have nine feature units in
production. Carpenters and Masons are busily
engaged on the Fox Hollywood lot erecting new
stages, dressing rooms, and offices to take care of
the increased production.

Three new productions have just started on the
Western avenue lot; Raoul Walsh is filming “The
Monkey Talks” with Olive Borden; Victor Schert-
zinger is shooting “Stage Madness” featuring Vir-
ginia Valli and Lou Tellegen; and John Grif-
fith Wray is directing Blanche Sweet in “Love
O’ Women.”

F. W. Murnau, the eminent German director,
has returned from Lake Arrowhead where he
made exteriors for “Sunrise” and where a com-

Marian Constance Blackton
SCENARIOS AND ADAPTATIONS

CURRENT PRODUCTION
T. Stuart Blackton’s

“THE PASSIONATE
QUEST”

Warner Bros. Classic
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PERC WESTMORE
A WOMAN’S CROWNING GLORY

HAIR
FIRST NATIONAL STUDIOS

F. HARMON WEIGHT
Making Pictures for

First National

Productions

GIL PRATT
DIRECTOR

MONTY BANKS
Feature-Comedy

Palhe Release

plete village was built. The entire space of Stage
6 has been allotted to another set for this pic-
ture. Janet Gaynor, George O’Brien and Mar-
garet Livingston have the principal roles.

Irving Cummings, director, and Madge Bellamy,
have returned from New York where scenes for
“Bertha The Sewing Machine Girl” were made.
Alfred E. Green has also arrived from the East
to make interiors for “The Auctioneer” with
George Sidney and Marion Nixon. Harry Beau-
mont is another travel stained director who is
now finishing “One Increasing Purpose” with Ed-
mund Lowe and Lila Lee, the exteriors having
been made in England, in collaboration with the
author, A. S. Hutchinson.

Fox’s Western units have also been busy dur-
ing the past month. Buck Jones under the direc-
tion of Scott R. Dunlap is finishing a thrilling
Western called “Desert Valley” many scenes of
which were made in the Mojava Desert and Red
Rock Canyon. Tom Mix is filming a Zane Grey
story under Lou Seiler’s direction. Frank Bor-
zage is due in Hollywood next week from Paris
where lie has been doing research work for his
next picture, “Seventh Heaven.”

Metro Starts on Three

Three feature productions launched last week,
several in final stages of preparation, six others
now nearing completion and preparation beginning
on half a dozen more, indicate Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer is anoroaching the zenith of its Fall pro-
duction schedule. “The Taxi Dancer” with Joan
Crawford, feminine lead, is being filmed by Harry
Millarde; Tod Browning is making “Day of Souls”
with John Gilbert starred: W. S. Van Dyke is

directing Tim McCoy in his second Western pro-
duction, “California,” a Peter B. Kyne original.

Edmund Goulding has been selected to direct
Mae Murray’s next, “Diamond Handcuffs” and
Clarence Brown who just completed “Flesh and
the Devil,” has jumped into another, “The Wind,”
with Lillian Gish as the star. Sam Taylor, Harold
Lloyd’s former director, has completed his initial

M-G-M production, “Exit Smiling” and will be-
gin “Frisco Sal” within the week. Bob Leonard
having finished “A Little Journey” will next di-

rect “After All” a French farce. Metro-Goldwyn
has an all-Technicolor picture, “The Mysterious
Island” which the company is planning to put out
as a special. Many scenes for this were made
under water in the Bahamas under J. E. William-
son’s direction.

At the Pickford-Fairbanks studio two companies
are in the midst of production and a third is pre-
paring. Norma Talmadge has started work in
“Camille” under Fred Niblo’s direction and John
Barrymore is entering upon the closing phases of
his initial United Artists production “The Beloved
Rogue.” Alan Crosland is directing. Constance
Talmadge, who recently returned from Europe, is

preparing on an original story by Hans Kraly.
Sidney Franklin will direct. Miss Talmadge has
two more pictures to make for First National, be-
fore joining United Artists. Buster Keaton has
completed “The General” for U. A.

DeMille Gets Into “King of Kings”

Cecil DeMille is making great progress on his

big spectacle, “The King of Kings,” which it is

rumored will have its premiere in January in

Grauman’s Chinese theatre, Hollywood. Alan Hale
is making a unique picture. It is to be made
entirely on “location” and not a studio set is be-
ing used. It is a story of the auto camps and
Hale and his company are moving from one camp
to another for the various scenes. Jetta Goudal
and Leaf rice Joy are each in the midst of new
pictures at the DeMille studio.

HUCK REISNER ivould have you
D look at the picture of the greatest

boy in the world. In Chuck’s hands
are photos of Dinky Dean. The child

plays a role in “The Missing Link’’ for
Warner Brothers.
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once more come West and is now associate

editor with the Hector Turnbull unit of

Famous Players-Lasky.
* * *

Joseph Franklin Pollard, one of the

.supervisors on Universal’s scenario staff

has assigned the writing of continuities

for “The Texas Streak” and “Too Many
Women” to Frank Howard Clark and An-
thony Coldeway, respectively.

Jjs * *

Tom Tyler, under the direction of Rob-
ert DeLacy, is swinging “Lightning Lariats”

around the F. B. O. lot.

i}c * *

Dan Mason, Hollywood’s most popular

character actor, has returned from a

month’s vacation in the East. Dan played

in “Where the Cross Was Made,” a Eugene
O’Neil play at The Writers Club, Oct. 15-16,

-with Arthur Lubin, Butt McIntosh and
Helene Costello.

* * *

The talk of the town is the beautiful

photography of George Barnes in “The
Winning of Barbara Worth,” Samuel Gold-

wyn’s production of the Harold Bell

Wright story. The flood sequence drew a

big hand on the opening night at the

Forum theatre.
* * *

Gertrude Short, who played the leading

role in Victor Schertzinger’s Fox produc-

tion, “The Lily,” has just finished work
in an independent production at Fine Arts.

* * *

Patsy Ruth Miller has returned from
her brief vacation in the East and is happy
over the fact that her favorite baseball

team, St. Louis, ran away with the pen-

nant. Patsy bet her last powder puff on
her home town team and by diligent root-

ing on the part of the popular Warner
Brothers star, they won.

* * *

Stephen Roberts, Educational comedy
director, is fussing around with a lot of

wild animals again. Steve doesn’t particu-

larly like lions and such but when the

script calls for jungle actors he has to

•direct ’em. Mrs. Roberts never knows
when her husband leaves in the morning
with his dinner pail whether he’ll come back
whole or not these days.

TDAY RIES, cinematographer, is shoot-
-*'- ing “ The Arizona Adventure,’’ fea-
turing Buffalo Bill, Jr., now being pro-
duced for Pathe-Associated Exhibitors.
(L. to R.) Ray Ries, Albert Nietz and
Jack Foley.

HARRY
GARSON

Will

Announce

His New

Affiliations

Soon

“ATTA BOY”
“A wow of a comedy.”

—

Exhibitors Daily Review

“Laughs from start to finish. You can’t go
wrong on “Atta Boy,” if you want comedy,
get this one!”

—

Film Daily

“An excellent farce comedy. The specta-

tors should be made to scream with laugh-

ter. Monty Banks does excellent work.”

—

Harrison’s Reports

“A regular whirlwind of merriment. Will

keep any audience in gales of laughter.

Gags too numerous to mention, all new
and strike the bell.”

—

Moving Picture World

“A corking good comedy. Moves fast, is

well staged and titles are fresh and well

written.”

—

Exhibitors Herald

“Monty Banks has arrived at his destination. He climbed through, two-

reel comedies to features. He has realized his ideal. Atta Boy is a

clever story. The production is beautiful, interesting and very funny. It

moves so fast you don’t get a chance to get tired laughing, which is the

only thing you could possibly tire at. All in all, it is a great picture.

The Pathe Sun

MONTY BANKS
is the star

A PATHE FEATURE
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June Mathis

and

Balboni

have completed

“The

Masked

Woman”

for First National

NOW
SHOOTING

“Here Y' Are

Brother!”

Another Mathis-

Balboni Production

TfSTEELE TAYLOR’S best work is

unforgettable. It is without doubt
her role in “Don Juan,” which Warner
Brothers presents.

Estelle Taylor’s

“Don Juan” Role
Wins Superlatives

PSTELLE TAYLOR’S “Lucrezia Bor-
gia” in “Don Juan” is being called by

newspaper writers not only her greatest

role, but one of the greatest of its kind

motion pictures have known.
Some writers have not hesitated to say

that the picture ended all wrong; that any
real “Don Juan” would have chosen the

fascinating “Lucrezia” of Miss Taylor to

fade out with, rather than “Ardienne.”

Rogell Makes One
Reel Screen Test

ALBERT ROGELL, First National

director, is spending part of his va-

cation between pictures in directing one
of the most elaborate film tests ever

“shot,” with a beautiful young woman
as the subject.

So far as known the director does not

have the girl in mind for a definite part,

despite the fact that he is giving several

days to making a test of her. His sub-

ject happens to be Ena Gregory.

Selection of Higgin to

Direct “Not Herbert”

Pleases Young, Author
OOWARD HIGGIN received a letter

recently from Howard Irving Young,
author of “Not Herbert,” explaining the
latter’s pleasure upon learning Higgin
will direct the picture. The letter in

part follows:
“I was very pleased when the news reached me

that you were going to direct the picture of my
play, ‘Not Herbert.’ I could not wish for a more
capable director nor a better actor in the leading
role than Ben Lyon."

Mayer-Buchowetzki

Come to Terms Over

Pact in Five Minutes

H ollywood, Oct. 26.—when Di-
mitri Buchowetzki, director, signed

a Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer contract with
Louis B. Mayer last week it entailed the
shortest discussion of its kind in pic-

tures.
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CONRAD VEIDT, German star, ar-

rives in Hollywood. Hans Kraly,
Paul Bern, Ernst Lubitsch, John Barry-
more, John W. Considine, Jr., Fred
Niblo and Sid Grauman welcome the

actor. He will have a part in the United
Artists film “The Beloved Rogue."

Thomson Scout

Film Endorsed by
National Body

Fred Thomson, f. b. o.’s Western
star, has just completed “A Regular

Scout” and incidentally completed a tieup
with one of the biggest forces in Ameri-
ca—the Boy Scouts. This might be re-

garded as a perfect tieup. The picture
has the official endorsement of the Boy
Scouts’ organization and will receive all

the cooperation and power of that body.
In producing the picture the Fred

Thomson Productions used hundreds of
Boy Scouts. Scenes were made in the
shadow of Mt. Whitney, Cal., and this
“location trip” proved a regular sum-
mer’s vacation for the boys, who were
paid well for their work.

Before starting the picture Mr. Thom-
son secured the hearty endorsement of
the story from Charles M. Miller, re-

gional executive; James E. West, Chief
Scout Executive of the United States

;

Dr. George J. Fisher, director National
Committee on organization and field

work, and Dr. Franklyn K. Mathews,
head of the committee on Mental Train-
ing of Scouts.

Roach Plans Theatre

for Short Features
"LJ OLLYWOOD, Oct. 26.—Hal Roach,
-* -t comedy producer, is negotiating for
the lease of a downtown Los Angeles
theatre, to devote entirely to first runs
of short features—a cinema variety
house, as it were.

It’s Good for

A Long Life

Enclosed is check for two
years’ subscription to the best
moving picture magazine on
the market, the HERALD.
Thanks for the Studio De-

partment. I hope that you will
keep it going.—Jack Ogilvie,
1070 N. Ardmore, Hollywood,
Cal.

ROY WILLIAM NEILL
Author-Director

NOW DIRECTING

“THE CITY” *

For William Fox With an All-Star Cast

Now Working Opposite Thomas Meighan in

“THE LAND OF PROMISE”
AT LONG ISLAND, N. Y. STUDIOS

PARAMOUNT RELEASE Phone Gr. 6675

Alfred A. Cohn
FREE LANCE WRITER

Scenario of Year’s Greatest
Heart Interest Melodrama

M.-G.-M’s

“The Fire Brigade”

Universal’s Mystery Comedy

“The Cat and the Canary”
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Camera!
A Department Devoted to News and Affairs of

the American Society of Cinematographers and Its

Members, Published as a “Studio Section” Feature.

Good Films Are Too Frequently

at Cinematographers’ Expense
By FOSTER GOSS

P
ROGRESSIVENESS shown by representative cinematographers in

immediately adopting improvements in motion photography equip-
ment is a decided factor in the steady advance in the refinement of the

cinema, according to Daniel B. Clark, president of the American Society
of Cinematographers.

“'T'HE cinematographer,” Clark states,
‘‘never closes his imagination to

newer or better things in the way of

cinematographic paraphernalia. Our his-

tory shows that we have readily adopted
and encouraged all meritorious devices
that have presented themselves to our at-

tention. This has meant much more than
is apparent on the surface of things.

Manufacturers of cinematographic equip-
ment necessarily are not dealing in vol-

ume insofar as this particular trade is

concerned.

Hence, if the cinematographer had
been content to follow the line of least

resistance, if he had been content with
old-line equipment and the results that

such would obtain, we not only would
have failed to bring about this wonderful
progress in motion pictures; but, on the
other hand, those creators of lenses and
other items would have been discouraged
in their efforts and would have had no in-

centive to spur them on to keep abreast
of the ever-improving requirements of
cinematographer.

“While this foresighted attitude has
proved a boon to the art as a whole, it

has, at the same time, worked a great
expense on those cinematographers who
are not fortunate enough to be identified

with studios whose policy is to obtain
improvements in equipment once they
have proven themselves. Such cinema-
tographers, in order to follow the natural
bent of their calling, find it imperative to

purchase, out of their own pockets, such
new paraphernalia as they may find they

CHAS. G. CLARKE—A.S.C.
PHOTOGRAPHER

“RED” GRANGE’S “ONE MINUTE TO PLAY”
F. B. O. RELEASE

“LOVE OF WOMEN” FOX.

JYfICK MUSURACA is at the camera
L ’ on the truck. The photo was made
in Los Angeles while the Preferred Pic-

tures company was shooting scenes for
“His New York Wife.”

need in order to give expression the

novel effects they have conceived for a

given picture. While an era of admir-
able stability long since has been reached
in the matter of the professional motion
picture camera, expenditures on the part

of the cinematographer for new types of

lenses, irises, and the like, form a con-
siderable portion of his salary—a portion

that, in a couple of years, amounts to

practically a dead loss. The reason for

this is that the momentum of the prog-
ress which the camera artist has en-

gendered in this profession is so great
that the rapid changing of demands
makes a type of lens, for instance, that is

‘the thing’, as of today, obsolete in a

couple of years.

“In the case of the freelance cinema-
tographer especially,” Clark concluded,
“his salary covers not only his artistry,

skill and service, but really covers an in-

vestment as well—an investment which,
comprising cameras, magazines, lenses

and so on, amounts to several thousands
of dollars. Therefore he has a right to

expect to be reasonably rewarded for his

services. Fortunately, the larger studios

long ago recognized the economic wis-

dom of maintaining their own cinema-
tographic equipment, and, in addition, in

always ascertaining the cinematograph-
ers’ recommendations so that their outfits

may always be kept up to date.”

Charles Van Enger
A. S. C.

CINEMATOGRAPHER

“PARADISE”

“MEN of the DAWN”

FIRST NATIONAL

WALTER LUNDIN—A.S.C.
Cinematographer

“THE MOUNTAIN BOY”
Harold Lloyd Prod.

DAVID ABEL—A.S.C.
CINEMATOGRAPHER
HONEYMOON EXPRESS”
"HIS OFFICIAL WIFE”

Warner Bros.

Nick

Musuraca

A. S. C.

Cinematographer

“His

New York

Wife”

Preferred Pictures

“Passionate

Quest”

J. Stuart Blackton

Warner Bros.
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GEORGE BARNES—A.S.C.
Cinematographer

“The Winning of Barbara Worth”
United Artists

PEVERELL MARLEY
Cinematographer

“THE KING OF KINGS”
P. D. C. Release

JOHN
ARNOLD
—A.S.C.

Cinematographer

“THE FIRE
BRIGADE”

“Love’s
Blindness”

“Under-
standing

Heart”

M . G. M. Releases

RAY RIES
Cinematographer

ACTION
PICTURES

Associate Picture*

Production at

Eastern Studios
( Continued from page 59)

direction of this Somerset Maugham story.

“The Canadian” is now in its ninth week
of production and will be ready for the

cutting rooms within a few days. It is an
adaptation by Arthur Stringer and Howard
Emmet Rogers. Alvin Wyckoff is chief of

the cameras. Several sequences of the pic-

ture were made in Canada, where the com-
pany encountered snow storms and other
weather conditions adverse to production.

Reed has Ricardo Cortez, Lois Wilson,
Estelle Taylor, William Powell and Nor-
man Trevor in the cast which he is direct-

ing in “New York,” a story by Barbara
Chambers and Becky Gardiner. Lynn
Shores is assisting Reed, Roy Hunt is at

the camera. Forrest Halsey did the adap-

tation. “New York” went into production

October 4.

In “Paradise for Two’’ Dix will have Betty
Bronson as his leading woman. This will be his

first picture with the youthful player. Andre
Beranger is the only other member of the cast

chosen thus far.

Howard Emmet Rogers did an original story

for this picture. David Todd is assisting the

director and Edward Cronjager is chief camera-
man. Production started on October 25.

“Love’s Greatest Mistake,” “Afraid to Love”
and “Sorrell and Son” are the pictures scheduled
for production around November 1.

No cast has been chosen for “Love’s Greatest
Mistake,” which Eddie Sutherland will direct.

Sutherland arrived in New York 10 days ago
after completion of “We’re in the Navy Now”
at the Coast plant. This picture will be made
from Becky Gardiner’s adaptation of Frederic
Arnold Rummer’s story.

Frank Tuttle will direct Florence Vidor in

GEORGES BENOIT—A.S.C.
Cinematographer

“JEWELS OF DESIRE”
P. D. C. Release

DANIEL B.

CLARK
A. S. C.

Cinematographer

Tom Mix
Productions

“Afraid to Love,’’ an adaptation by Townsend
Martin of the play, “Face to Face,” by Vincent
Lawrence. William Powell is the only member
of the supporting cast thus far chosen. Russell
Mathews will again assist Tuttle.

“Sorrell and Son” will be Herbert Brenon’s-
new special. The director now has his cast
under consideration. Ray Lissner will assist in

the direction and the cameras will be under the

direction of Lee Tover. “Sorrell and Son” is

Warwick Deeping’s popular story. The adapta-
tion was done by Elizabeth Meehan.

In the cutting room at Paramount’s Long
Island studio are “Love ’Em and Leave ’Em,”
“The Popular Sin” and “God Gave Me Twenty
Cents.”

With Poland Device

Director Would Be
Heard But Not Seen

TAIRECTORS will be conspicuous by

their absence on motion picture sets if

a device invented by Joseph Franklin

Poland, one of the film supervisors at Uni-

versal City, becomes popular.

It consists of a portable sound-proof

booth, provided with a field of vision aper-

ture made of tinted glass which filters the

physical colorings of the set and the peo-

ple in it, thus giving the director the actual

photographic values that will be reproduced

on the screen. This field of vision is ad-

justable to conform with the camera lines,

so that actors stepping out of camera

range are lost to sight. Within the booth

the director gives his instructions, which

are clearly heard on the outside by means

of a voice magnifier.

“The purpose of the device,” says Po-

land, “is to keep the director’s attention

from being distracted by extraneous noises,

colorful sets,and costumes and to simulate

the screen reproduction as nearly as pos-

sible.”

Poland has already applied for a patent

on his new invention.

Insurance Companies

Call Cameraman’s Life

One of Real Hazard
TYTEW YORK, Oct. 26.—Life insurance

’ companies are now classifying the

work of motion picture cameramen as

hazardous, according to dispatches car-

ried by the Associated Press. Many
have lost their lives shooting scenes

from the tops of buildings, bridges, air-

planes and under water.

RAY JUNE
Cinamatographar

“THE UNKNOWN SOLDIER”
P. D. C . Release
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A THERE IS ONLY
ONE BEST!

ONE RACE HORSE
ONE BASEBALL TEAM
ONE PRIZE FIGHTER
ONE MOTION PICTURE STAR
ONE REAL ESTATE BUY

When you think of Beverly Hills, Calif., you think of Beautiful Homes, Spacious
Gardens, Beautiful Flowers, where Peace and Quiet reign. Beverly Crest, which is lo-

cated in the finest part of Beverly Hills, is the best buy in California.

\
\

HOME OF TOM MIX, BEVERLY HILLS, CALIF. (Key No. 203 on Map)

Many of the Finest Estates in California, such as those of E. L. Doheny, Sr., E. L.

Doheny, Jr., Clifford Durant, E. B. Gilmore, Harold Lloyd and Walter Schuyler, are

located in Beverly Crest.

People of Culture and Wealth have chosen this Beautiful Spot as their

Permanent Home. Learn more about these splendid properties. Write for

street map of Beverly Hills showing exact locations of the prominent motion

^ picture stars’ homes.

\ Free for the asking.
ES’SL\

\

\
\

- \

%, \

GEO. E.READ, INC.
467-469 BEVERLYDRIVE

BEVERLY Uglmf HILLS
TELEPHONE Oxford6177

“If It Is In Beverly Hills,

We Handle /f”\
\

\

\

Tf
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Exhibitors Herald Production
A Monthly Service Devoted

to Stars, Directors Scenar-

ists and Cameramen at

Work Upon Pictures in

Current Production.

Directory
Chicago Office: 407 So. Dearborn St.

fll Hollywood Representatives

:

Ray Murray, H. E. Nichols

{J
New York Representatives:

John Spargo, E. Keegan

Director Star Scenarist Cameraman Story Stage

ASSOCIATED STUDIOS. 3800 Mission Road. Capitol 2120.

Von Stroheim Von
Zasu
Fay

Stroheim Von Stroheim Klafki-Sorenson
Pitts
Wray

“The Wedding March” Shooting

CALIFORNIA STUDIOS, INC., 1424 Beachwood Dr.

Charles Hutchison
Noel Smith
Francis Corby
Charles Hunt
George Jeske
A1 Herman
Jack Noble

William Fairbanks
Silverstreak-Walker
Messinger-Marion
Gaston-Glass-Devore
AU-Star
Lewis Sargeant
Johnny Walker

L. V. Jefferson

Francis Corby
H. H. Van Loan
Cast
Joe Basil

James Brown
James Brown
Vic Scherick
Ernest De Pew
Earle Walker
Mac Clain
Harry Davis

“Flying High”
Untitled
“Sunkist Comedy”
“The Show Girl”
Untitled
Untitled
“The Lightning Reporter”

Working
Working
Working
Working
Working
Working
Working

CHADWICK STUDIO. 6070 Sunset Blvd. Hempstead 4111.

Jack Nelson
John P. McCarthy
James Young
John Gorman

Barbara Bedford
Bob Custer

All-Star

Josephine Quirk
P. Bryan
Harvey Gates
J. Gorman

Ernie Miller
E. Miller

L. Brown

“Sunshine of Paradise Alley”
“Guardians of the Law”
“Romance of An Actor”
“Home, Sweet Home”

Shooting
Cutting
Preparing
Cutting

CHARLES CHAPLIN. 1416 La Brea. Hempstead 2141.

Chas. Chaplin Chas. Chaplin Chas. Chaplin R. Totheroh-J. Wilson “The Circus”

4

Shooting

CHRISTIE STUDIO. 6101 Sunset Blvd. Hollywood 3100.

William Watson Billy Dooley Sig Herzig Phillips-Jacquemin Two-Reel Comedy Cutting
Harold Beaudine Neal Burns Frank Conklin Peterson-Sullivan Two-Reel Comedy Cutting
Earl Rodney Bobby Vernon Sig Herzig Phillips-Jacquemin Two-Reel Comedy Preparing
Harold Beaudine Jimmie Adams Sig Herzig Peterson-Sullivan Two-Reel Comedy Preparing
William Watson Billy Dooley Frank Conklin Phillips-Jacquemin Two-Reel Comedy Shooting
Harold Beaudine Bobby Vernon Sig Herzig Peterson-Sullivan Two-Reel Comedy Shooting

COLUMBIA PICTURES. 1438 Gower St. Hollywood 7940.

David Selman Dorothy Phillips Dorothy Howell “Remember” Cutting
Ralph Ince Ince-Revier Hoyt-Howell “Money Ain’t Everything” Cutting
Phil Rosen All-Star Leah Baird “Stolen Pleasures” Cutting
Ralph Ince Dorothy Revicr Howell-Hoyt J. O. Taylor “Wandering Girls” Shooting
Frank Strayer Helene Chadwick Garrett E. Fort “Too Many Keys” Preparing

CECIL B. DEMILLE STUDIO. Culver City, Cal. Empire 9141.

Nils Olaf Clirisander Jetta Goudal Beulah Marie Dix Henry Cronjaeger “Fighting Love” Cutting
Cecil B. DeMille All-Star Jeanie 'Macpherson Peverell Marley “The King of Kings” Shooting
Donald Crisp Leatrice Joy Clara Beranger Arthur Miller “Nobody’s Widow” Shooting
Alan Ilale Bessie Love Fay Garnett Robt. Neuhardt “Rubber Tires” Shooting

EDUCATIONAL STUDIOS. 7250 Santa Monica Blvd. Hollywood 7940

Chas. Lamont A1 St. John Staff Ben White Untitled Shooting
Norman Taurog Lupino Lane Staff Leonard Smith Untitled Shooting
Wm. Goodrich Lloyd Hamilton Staff Wm. Noble Untitled' Shooting
Clem Veauchant All-Star Staff Dwight Warren Untitled Shooting

UNITED STUDIOS, Inc.
M. C. LEVEE, President

100,000 SQUARE FEET OF PROPS GARNERED FROM EVERY CORNER OF THE GLOBE
Let us supply the Props for your next production. Our Props Dressed “The Sea Hawk,” “Stella Dallas,” “Irene,”

“Sally,” and other spectacles

UNITED STUDIOS, INC., 5341 MELROSE AYE., HOLLYWOOD
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Director Star Scenarist Cameraman Story Stage

F. B. 0. STUDIO. 780 Gower St. Hollywood 7780.

Jack McKeown
Lloyd Ingraham

Leo Meehan
J. P. MacGowan
Bob DeLacy
Caryl Fleming
Ralph Ince

Mary Brian
Frtd Thomson
“Silver King”
All-Star
“Ranger”
Tom Tyler
All-Star

Lloyd Ingraham

Charles Kerr
Ewart Adamson
F. A. E. Pine
Paul Gangelin
J. Grubb Alexander

Lyman Broening
Ross Fisher

Allen Sieglcr
Joe Walker
John Leezer
Phil Tannura

“Her Father Said No”
“Don Mike”

“The Magic Garden”
“Thunder Mountain”
“Lightning Lariats”
“The Wisecrackers”
“Hello, Bill”

Shooting
Shooting

Shooting
Shooting
Shooting
Preparing
Preparing

First, ARTS STUDIOS, INC. 4500 Sunset Blvd. Olympic 2131.

Harry J. Brown
A1 Rogell
Spencer Bennett
David Hartford
Billy West
Albert J. Kelley
Harry Garson
Jacques Jaccard
Harry Revere
Louis Gasnier
Premier Film Co.
Paul Fejos

Reed Howes Henry Symonds
Ken Maynard Marion Jackson
Allene Ray-Waller Miller Frank Leon Smith
Lillian Rich-Russell Simpson Frances Nordstrom

William Tuers
Sol Polito
Snyder-Redman
Walter Griffen

Staff Nick Musuraca

R
aC
.L
m
ri «

a,1U
1

1, R° Se B1°SSOm,aCque9 Jaccard Harry McGuireKuth Clifiord Staff
Robt. Frazer-Shirley Mason John Natteford

Staff

“Romantic Rogue”
“Somewhere South in Sonora”
“The House Without a Key”
“God’s Great W ilderness”

Untitled

“Desert Greed”
“Black Swan”
“Sin Cargo”
“Hungarian Rhapsody”

Shooting
Preparing
Shooting
Cutting
Preparing
Preparing
Preparing
Shooting
Shooting
Shooting
Preparing

FIRST NATIONAL STUDIOS. Burbank, Cal. Gladstone 4111.

Chas Brabin
A1 Santell
James Flood
James Flood
Geo. Archainbauu

Sidney Olcott
Frank Capra
Albert Rogell
Albert Rogell
Balboni
Balboni

Svend Gade

Colleen Moore
Colleen Moore
Corinne Griffith
Corinne Griffith
Milton Sills

Richard Barthelmess
Harry Langdon
Ken Maynard
Ke>i Maynard
Feature Cast
L. Stone, L. Hughes
Billie Dove
Doris Kenyon-Lewis !

Winifred Dunn
Carey Wilson

Carey Wilson

June Mathis
June Mathis

Jas. Van Trees
Chas. Van Enger
Harold Wenstrom

Van Enger

Leslie

Boyle
Folsey

Gaudio

WILLIAM FOX STUDIOS. Western Ave. at Sunset Blvd. Hollywood 3000

Victor Schertzinger

Raoul Walsh

F. W. Murnau

John Griffith Wray

Irving Cummings
Alfred E. Green

Harry Beaumont

Lou Seiler
Scott R. Dunlap
John Ford

Howard Hawks

Frank Borzage

Virginia Valli
Lou Tellegen
Olive Borden
Jacques Lerner
Don Alvarado
Janet Gaynor
George O’Brien
Blanche Sweet
Warner Baxter
Madge Bellamy
Marion Nixon
George Sidney
Edmund Lowe
Lila Lee
Tom Mix
Buck Jones
Belle Bennett
Neil Hamilton
Virginia Valli
George O'Brien
Janet Gaynor
Chas. Farrell

Randall II. Faye
Bradley King

Dr. Carl Mayer

Gertrude Orr

Gertrude Orr
L. R. Rigby

Kenneth B. Clarke

John Stone
Randall Faye
Gertrude Orr

Seton I. Miller
Wm. Counselman
Lou Borzage

Glen McWilliams

Chas. Rosher

Chas. Clarke

Jos. Valentine
Geo. Schneidermann

R. J. Bergquist
Daniel Clark
Reginald I^yons
Chet Lyons

Wm. O'Connell

“Twinkletoes”
“Orchids and Ermine”
“The Lady in Ermine”
“Purple and Fine Linen”
“The Silent Lover”

(Men of the Dawn)
“The White Black Sheep”
“Long Pants”
“Flame of the Border”
“Somewhere South in Sonora”
“The Masked Woman”
“Here Y’Are, Brother”

Cutting
Shooting
Completed
Preparing
Cutting

Cutting
Shooting
Cutting
Preparing
Completed
Preparing

“The Blonde Saint” Cutting

“Stage Madness” Shooting

“The Monkey Talks” Shooting

‘Sunrise” Shooting

‘Love O’ Women’’ Shooting

‘Bertha, the Sewing Machine
Girl”

“The Auctioneer”
‘One Increasing Purpose”

Shooting
Shooting
Shooting

“The Last Trail”
‘Desert Valley”
‘Mother Machrec”

Shooting
Shooting
Shooting

‘Gaby” Cutting

‘Seventh Heaven” Preparing

BUSTER KEATON STUDIO. 1025 Lillian Way. Hollywood 2814.

Buster Keaton Buster Keaton
Bruckman

Boasberg Jennings-Haines
Smith “The General' Cutting

METBO-GOLDWYN-MAYEB STUDIO. Culver City, Cal. Empire 9111.

Benj. Christianson

John S. Robinson

Clarence Brown

Conrad Nagel
Sally O'Neil
Lionel Barrymore
Lillian Gish
Norma Kerry
John Gilbert
Greta Garbo

Harvey Gates

Josephine Lovett

Benj. Glazer

Sharp

Marsh

W. Daniels

“The Mysterious Island”

“Annie Laurie”

“Flesh and Devil”

Cutting

Cutting

Cutting

MILTON D. GARDNER
PRODUCTION MANAGER
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Director Star Scenarist Cameraman Story Stage

Jack Conway Rockliffe Fellows Ed. T. Lowe, Jr. Arnold “The Understanding Heart" Cutting

Reginald Barker

Joan Crawford
Carmel Myers
Antonio Moreno Waldemar Young Hilburn “The Flaming Forest" Cutting

Demitri Buchowetzki
Renee Adoree
Mae Murray Alice D. G. Miller Hilburn “Valencia" Shooting

John M. Stahl

Edward Sedgwick
Harry Millarde

Lloyd Hughes
Alice Terry
Ramon Novarro
Bill Haines
Joan Crawford A. P. Younger

Fabian “The Great Galeoto"
"Slide, Kelly, Slide"
"Taxie Dancer"

Shooting
Shooting
Preparing

Tod Browning

Clarence Brown

Owen Moore
Renee Adoree
John Gilbert
Lillian Gish Francis Marion

"The Day of Souls

“The Wind"

Shooting

Preparing

METROPOLITAN STUDIOS. 1040 Las Palmas St. Granite 3111.

Donald Crisp Marie Prevost Douglas Z. Doty Hal Rosson "Man Bait" Cutting
George B. Seitz William Boyd

Elinor Fair
Tully Marshall
Walter Long
Thomas Santsclii

Will M. Ritchey Hal Rosson "Jim, the Conqueror" Shooting

Paul Powell Priscilla Dean Chas. Logue Geo. Benoit "Jewels of Desire" Cutting
Donald Crisp Leatrice Joy

Charles Ray
Phyllis Haver

Douglas Z. Doty Arthur Miller "Nobody’s Widow" Shooting

James Flood Corinne Griffith Paul Bern Harold Wenstrom "Purple and Fine Linen" Preparing
James Flood Corinne Griffith Bernard Glazer Harold Wenstrom "The Lady in Ermine" Cutting
Lewis Milestone-Ted Wilde Harold Lloyd John Grey

Tom Crizer
Howard Green

Walter Lundin "Mountain Boy" Shooting

MARSHALL NEILAN STUDIOS. 1845 Glendale Boul., Los Angeles, Cal. Drexel 7861.

Marshall Neilan All-Star Benjamin Glazer Untitled Preparing

PARAMOUNT STUDIOS. 5431 Melrose Avenue. Hollywood 2400.

Mauritz Stiller

Edward Sutherland

Pola Negri
James Hall
Wallace Beery
Raymond Hatton
Chester Conklin

Jules Furthman Bert Glennon "Hotel Imperial" Editing

Victor Fleming
Tom Kennedy
Charles Farrell
Charles Emmett Mack
Mary Astor
Noah Beery
George Bancroft

John McDermott

Robert N. Lee

Charlie Boyle "We're in the Navy Now" Editing

Wm. Wellman
Frank Hopper
Charles Rogers
Clara Bow

John McDermott

Louis D. Lighton

James Howe "The Rough Riders" Shooting

Clarence Badger
Richard Arlen
Bebe Daniels

Hope Loring
Louise Long

Harry Perry "Wings" Shooting

James Hall Ethel Doherty Wm. Marshall “Stranded in Paris" Shooting
Preparing
Shooting

Richard Rosson Adolphe Menjou John McDermott Vic Milner “Blonde or Brunette"
Clarence Badger Clara Bow Hope Loring

Louis D. Lighton
H. K. Martin “!t"

James Cruze Raymond Griffith Julien Josephson A1 Gilks "The Waiter from the Ritz” Preparing
ShootingRowland V. Lee Pola Negri

Clive Brook
Elinor Hanson

Jules Furthman Bert Glennon "Barbed Wire"

PICKFORD-FAIRBANKS STUDIOS. 7200 Santa Monica Blvd. Hollywood 7901.

John Barrymore
Norma Talmadge
Constance Talmadge

Alan Crosland
Fred Niblo
Sidney Franklin

Paul Bern
Madame de Gresac
Hans Kraly

Joe August “The Beloved Rogue"
“Camille"

Shooting
Shooting
Preparing

HAL E. ROACH STUDIOS. Culver City, Cal. Empire 1151.

Leo McCarey
James Parrott
Robt. McGowan
Fred Jackman
Fred Guiol

Clyde Bruckman

Mabel Normand
Charley Chase
"Our Gang"
Matt Moore
Priscilla Dean
Agnes Ayres
Mae Busch
Monty Banks Chas. Horan

Floyd Jackman
Len Powers
Fred Lloyd

“Wait ’n See"

Preparing
Working
Working
Working
Working
Preparing
Preparing
Shooting

MACK SENNETT STUDIOS. 1712 Glendale Blvd., Dunkirk 7957.

No production this month. Studio closed.

FRED THOMSON PRODUCTIONS
Alfred L. Werker, Manager

CURRENT PRODUCTION: FRED THOMSON, Star

DAVID KIRKLAND, Director

“A REGULAR SCOUT ROSS FISHER, A. S. C., Cameraman
DOUG. DAWSON, Asst. Director
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Director Star Scenurist Cameraman Story Stage

STERN FILM CORPORATION. 6040-48 Sunset Blvd. Hollywood 0391

Gus Meins Sid Saylor
Etlilyne Clair

Meins Harry Forbes “The Newlyweds and Their
Baby”

Shooting

Sunny McKeen
William Anthony “The Excuse Maker” Preparing
Roy Evans “What Happened to Jane” Preparing

TEC-ART STUDIO 5360 Melrose Ave Granite 4141.

Edwin Carewe Finis Fox “Resurrection” Preparing
Jack Hoxie Ken Hamilton Del Clauson “Sandman” Preparing

Art Varney Ralph Cloninger Art Varney David Gobbet “Winds of the Pampas” Shooting

WARNER BROS. 5841 Sunset Blvd. Hollywood 4181.

Michael Curtiz Dolores Costello Graham Baker Hal Mohr “The Third Degree” Shooting
Charles F. Reisner Syd Chaplin Darrvl-Zanuck Dev Jennings “The Missing Link” Shooting
Walter Morosco Rin Tin Tin Walter Morosco Frank Kesson “While London Sleeps” Shooting
Lloyd Bacon John T. Murray Baker-Clark Virgil Miller “Finger Prints”

“Wolf’s Clothing”
Shooting

Roy Del Ruth Monte Blue Darryl-Zanuck David Abel Preparing

UNIVERSAL STUDIOS. Universal City, Cal. Hemp. 3131.

King Baggot “The Claw” Preparing
Mel Brown Reginald Benny Mel Browij .Arthur Todd “The Four Flusher” Preparing
Robert Hill Hoot Gibson Robert Hill “Nine Points of the Law” Preparing
Ed Laeinmle All-Star Charles Logue Jones “Held by the Law” Cutting
Paul Leni All-Star Alfred Cohn “Cat and the Canary” Preparing
Harry Pollard All-Star Harry Pollard Charles Stamar “Uncle Tom’s Cabin” Shooting
Lyman Reynolds Hoot Gibson Joseph Polard Edward Newman “The Silent Rider” Shooting
William Seiter Reginald Denny William Seiter Arthur Todd “The Cheerful Fraud” Cutting
Edward Sloman Charles Kenyon “The Deacon” Preparing
Scott Sidney Jean Hersholt Robinson “The Wrong Mr. Wright” Shooting
Millarde Webb Laura La Plante Maman Orth Gil Warrenton “Beware of W'idows” Shooting
Lois Weber Billie Dove Lois Weber Ben Kline “Sensation Seekers” Cutting

DUKE WORNE PRODUCTIONS, 6050 Sunset Blvd. Hollywood, Cal. GR 3101

Duke Worne Herbert Rawlinson Geo. W. Pyper Ernest Smith “Trooper 77” Shooting
Duke Worne Billy Sullivan Geo. W. Pyper Ernest Smith “Gallant Fool” Preparing
Duke Worne Billy Sullivan Susanne Avery Ernest Smith “Smiling Billy” Preparing
Francis Ford Sandow Francis O'Fearna Allyn Breslau “The Vanishing Breed” Shooting
Francis Ford Fearless Harry Crist Allyn Breslau “The Call of Fate” Preparing

New York
FOX FILM CORPORATION, 55th Street and 10th Avenue. Phone Columbu s 5100.

Irving Cummings Madge Bellamy Gertrude Orr Abe Fried “Bertha, the Sewing Machine Shooting
Girl”

Allan Dwan Philip Klein “The Music Master” Preparing
Alfred E. Green George Sidney “The Auctioneer” Shooting
Irving Cummings Olive Borden-

Ralph Graves
“The Country Beyond” Shooting

PARAMOUNT STUDIO. Long Island, N. Y. Phone Astoria 3500.

W’illiam Beaudine Thomas Meighan Howard Emmet Rogers-
Arthur Stringer

Alvin Wyckoff “The Canadian” Shooting

Luther Reed Ricardo Cortez
Louis Wilson

Forrest Halsey J. Roy Hunt “New York” Shooting

Gregory La Cava Richard Dix Howard Emmet Rogers Edward Cronjager “Paradise for Two” Shooting
Eddie Sutherland “Love’s Greatest Mistake” Preparing
Frank Tuttle Townsend Martin “Afraid to Love” Preparing
Herbert Brenon Florence Vidor Lee Tover “Sorrel and Son” Preparing
Mai St. Clair Florence Vidor-

Clive Brook
James Creelman Lee Garmes “The Popular Sin” Cutting

Herbert Brenon Jack Mulhall-
Lya de Putti

John Russell Leo Tover “God Gave Me Twenty Cents” Cutting

Frank Tuttle Louise Brooks- Townsend Martin George Webber “Love ’Em and Leave ’Em” Cutting
Ford Sterling

. _

DAVID KIRKLAND
DIRECTOR OF FIVE OF

FRED THOMSON’S LATEST
BOX OFFICE SUCCESSES

“THE TOUGH GUY”
“THE TWO GUN MAN”
“HANDS ACROSS THE BOR-

DER”
“ALL AROUND THE FRYING

PAN”
“A REGULAR SCOUT”
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First Albany Strand Show Is Hit
Band May Go
On Stage of
Empress Soon

Salk Lake Theatre Prepares to

Try New Policy—W. C. Handy
Hits at D. C. Lincoln

SALT LAKE, Oct. 26.—Follow-
ing the resignation of Edward P.
Kimball as director of the orchestra
at the Paramount Empress, Publix
house here, Neil Schettler, formerly
conductor of the Victory orchestra,
set in at the Paramount Empress.
Now the house is preparing to try
the stage band type of presentation.

Stage band shows have replaced pit-

orchestra and stage-act shows in

many houses about the country, and
the Empress has a wealth of prece-

dent on which to base its try. The
stage is being improved and redec-
orated in preparation for the new
type shows.

At various times the Empress has fea-

tured stage presentations, but has shifted

from one policy to another in the matter
of staging, and at times has operated with
no stage specialties. One of the most
successful dates ever played by any kind
of act at the house was played by War-
ing’s Pennsylvanians, the most successful
of all traveling stage bands currently play-
ing picture houses. The Pennsylvanians
drew for the house, and it may be that
recollection of their success is in part re-

sponsible for the attempt at the stage band
show.

Handy Building Presentations

Some weeks ago W. C. Handy, whose
name is writ large on the record of jazz
development in the United States, went
into the Washington, D. C., Lincoln with
a jazz band on the stage. He hit from
the outset, and now has reorganized his
unit and is creating special presentations
with specialty acts working in front of
the band. Also, better quality pictures are
being used at the Lincoln than were used
before Handy opened, and the box office

has taken on new life.

Handy, who in addition to being a jazz
leader, is a capable musician, a song
writer and an editor, is one of the out-
standing veteran figures in recent Amer-
ican popular music history. At the Lin-
coln he is working twelve men, each a
specialist. The shows he creates are clever

( Continued on page 90)

Presentation

Concerning the Stage Phase
OF THE FlLMSHOW FROM THE
Viewpoint of the Practical
Showman

^By WILLIAM R. WEAVER=
SYMPHONY ORCHESTRAS
FOR PRESENTATIOND UDOLPH GANS, conductor of the St.

Louis Symphony Orchestra, complains
that presentation’s use of talent and names
is making it difficult for his organization to

gain public attention. He says, “The
trouble is that the movies and vaudeville,

in their present concentration, have taught
the public to think that it must have a

laugh or a thrill every five minutes. We
are glad that the movies have greatly im-
proved the standard of music, as their

great financial resources have enabled them
to do, but we insist that nothing they have
furnished or are likely to furnish can take
the place of the full-sized symphony
orchestra interpreting the great works with
the volume that their composers intended.”
No doubt Mr. Gans and those who share

his views will resent the statement that

their salvation lies in taking their concerts
into the picture theatres instead of seeking
to draw the picture house crowds to their

concerts, yet that is the evident fact and
the probable next step.

APOLOGY TO
IMPRESSARIOS
T N blanket response to letters and phone
A

calls from presentation impressarios it

is pointed out that there is a marked short-

age of passenger airplanes in Chicago at

this time and this shortage makes it prac-

tically impossible to view all the stage

shows in the city and have time left to eat,

sleep and write reports of the perform-
ances witnessed in the given seven days.

Be it added, however, that the galloping
reporters who serve this department will

continue their heroic efforts to cover any
and all performances which they are in-

formed merit special attention at any given
time.

JOHNNY HINES IN A
“PERSONAL APPEARANCE”

J
3HNNY HINES demonstrated what’s
wrong with “personal appearances” of

picture stars by stepping into Paul Ash’s
show at the Oriental, Chicago, last Friday
night and knotting it up by sheer stage
talent. He didn’t tell any of the standard
picture lot gags nor talk about himself.
He told a couple of jokes and went into

his dance, the latter clicking on its own.
Mr. Hines’ “personal appearance” was

not at all that in the accepted sense. The
thing wrong with the standard “personal
appearance” is that it is only that.

New Policy
Draws Well

First Week
Harry Breuer and Stuart Ross

Are Featured in Musical

Offering on Stage
(Special to the Herald)

ALBANY, N. Y., Oct. 26—The
initial presentation act at the Mark
Strand here last week scored a dis-

tinct hit and probably insures a

continuance of presentations at this

theatre, which up to the present
time has been devoted entirely to

straight picture programs. The the-

atre is the most modern house in

town and probably represents the
greatest outlay in money, being the
first of the Mark Strand group of
houses in this vicinity and one that
has always been a first run theatre.

Since the company opened the smaller
Mark Ritz, a few blocks distant, with an
admission price of just one-half of what
is charged at the Mark Strand, there has
been a noticeable drift to the Ritz. In
order to hold its own the Mark Strand
management had been seriously consid-
ering presentation acts for some time
past.

Two Performers Featured

Last week, in connection with the
showing of “Kid Boots,” running about

“The Show Must Go On !”

Even Though Noses Break

!

"The Show Must Go On!” And
a broken nose was no deterrent to

the Lawrence half of the Born and
Lawrence comic dance team, play-
ing the Central Park, Chicago, last
week. In making a flying exit
after his first-show turn last Tues-
day evening, Lawrence ran head-
on into a piece of scenery and
wrecked his proboscis. He went
to his dressing room and lay down,
bleeding but unaware how badly
he was injured. When the haze
that gathered after the accident
cleared, the injured player sought
a doctor, had his nose dressed, and
went into the next and last show
and gave a creditable performance,
which is reported under the Cen-
tral Park heading in this issue.
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five and one-half reels, a presentation act

was staged with Harry Bruer, xylophone
sololist of the New York City Strand, as
the feature. The act was well received.
In addition, Stuart Ross, concert pianist,

also presented an act with Ampico play-
er piano. The management of the the-
atre expressed much satisfaction with
the combination bill, which afforded
patrons of the house more varied enter-
tainment than does a strictly picture
program.

Upstate New York
Showmen Draw Big

with Stage Stunts
(Special to the Herald)

TROY, N. Y., Oct. 26.—Two methods of
increasing patronage were tried out in Cen-
tral New York last week, with much suc-
cess. One of the ideas is applicable to
motion picture theatres in places where
there is a radio broadcasting station.* Jake
Golden, manager of the Griswold theatre
here, invites amateurs with acts that might
be broadcast to appear each Monday night
on the stage of the Griswold theatre in a
five minute act, and the best act is selected
according to the applause of the audience
and two weeks later the act is given from
the broadcasting station. There is no ex-
pense attached either to the first presenta-
tion of the act on the stage, or later over
the radio, the broadcasting station being
glad to include such acts in its program.
William Smalley, who has a chain of 16

theatres in New York state, put on an old-
fashioned husking bee one night last week
at his house in Fort Plain. But one pic-
ture was shown during the evening, and
after this an old-fashioned dance, in which
every one participated, was held on the
stage. The husking bee was also held
during the evening. The whole evening’s
entertainment was given for a 30-cent ad-
mission.

Resener Arranges for Air
(Special tn the Herald

)

INDIANAPOLIS, Oct. 26.—Edward
Resener, associate director of the Circle
theatre orchestra, has taken on the duties
of arranging the radio programs broadcast
by the orchestra and also by the Circle
Ensemble, another feature of the Circle air

programs.

Albano, Edward Strand, New York.
Albert. Don and Orchestra—State, St. Louis

.

Alvredo and Gladys Harding, Chicago.
Aubrey, Helen—Central Park, Chicago

.

Ball. Rae Eleanor and Michael Harding
,
Chicago.

Barbarina and Pal State, Los Angeles.
Beban, George and Company—Newman, Kansas

City.

Bloemker, Clarenc e State, St. Louis.
Goreo, Emil—Fox, Philadelphia.
Born and Lawrence Central Park, Chicago.
Cannon and Fouts—Chicago, Chicago.
Crandall, Katherine Strand

, New York.
Crosby and Recker—Metropolitan, Los Angeles.

Donahue Twins

—

State, St. Louis.
Easter and Hazleton State, St. Louis.
Eight Volga Singers Missouri

, St. Louis.
Elliot, Maude Rivoli, New York.
Four Aristocrats Fox, Philadelphia.
Gloria, Adelaide Chicago, Chicago.
Gould Ballet Harding, Chicago.
Harris, Graham and Orchestra Stanley, Phila-

delphia.
Heller and Riley Harding, Chicago.
Hendrie and Biese Chicago, Chicago.
Hicks Brothers Chicago, Chicago.
Kahn, Sammy and Band Central Park, Chicago.
Kaz, Ssya—Rivoli, New York.
King and King Chicago, Chicago.
Klemova and Daks—Strand, New York.
Kuderoff. W.

—

Rivoli, New York.
Mackenzie, Tandy Rivoli, New York.
“Masked Countess"^—State, Los Angeles.
Master Liphart—Central Park, Chicago.

Art Landry and Band
Set in at D. C. Met
(Special to the Herald)

WASHINGTON, D. C., Oct. 26.—Art
Landry and his twelve-piece jazz orchestra

have been set in at the Metropolitan here
for this week on an originally one-week
date. Landry’s unit has attained consid-

erable national popularity through its Vic-
tor record work.

Hines Hit at Oriental
Johnny Hines, in Chicago between trains,

stepped into the first evening show at the

Oriental theatre last week and stopped it.

Hines did not do a “personal appearance.”
He did an act, and how—two or three

nifties and then into a dance. Nothing
but his date with a train could get him
away from the mob and this left him bare-
ly time for the usual reciprocal boost to

Paul Ash for introducing him.

Presentations Will Be
Features of New House

(Special to the Herald)

LAWRENCE, IvANS., Oct. 26.—Stage
presentations are to be provided for by the

construction of a good-sized stage in the

projected 1,400-seat house to be built here
by the Midland Theatre and Realty Co., of

Kansas City.

Style Revue at Strand
(Special to the Herald)

FORT WAYNE, Oct. 26.—During the
recent showing of “Fig Leaves” at the
Strand here the management staged an
elaborate style revue. The double attrac-

tion resulted in a good increase of takings
at the box office.

Farrell Pruhn in New Spot
(Special to the Herald)

CROWN POINT, IND., Oct. 26.—Far-
rell Pruhn, organist and pianist, opened at

the Palace here a few weeks ago and
already has attained to considerable popu-
larity through musical ability and show-
manship.

Wilton Places with Anderson
(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Oct. 26.—Alf T. Wilton
has placed Maude Elliott, contralto, with

Miller, Pauline Strand, New York.
Murtagh, Henry B. Rivoli, New York.
Qwin, Rita—Stanley, Philadelphia.
Paley, Ben. and Orchestra Harding, Chicago.
Peabody, Eddie and Band Metropolitan, Los

Angeles.
“Phantom Melodies" Ambassador, St. Louis.
Pigue, Emlyn Grand Central, St. Louis.
Pontius, Walter Harding

, Chicago.
Rand, A1 and Jack Fox, Philadelphia.
Reiser, Alois and Orchestra Strand, New York.
Rennie, Orville

—

Central Park, Chicago.
Ritter, Alma—Slate, St. Louis.
Rodemich, Gene and Band Grand Central

,
St.

Louis.
Rogers, Eddie Harding, Chicago.
Rose, Irving and Orchestra Ambassador, St.

Louis.
Shadurskayh, Lora Rivoli, Now York.
Sherer, Viola

—

Rivoli, New York.
•-Sheridan. Dorothy—Grand Central, St. Louis.
Shirley, Eva Fox, Philadelphia.
Silverman, Dave and Orchestra Missouri, St.

Louis.
Slosser, Milton

—

Missouri, St. Louis.
Sonny and Eddie—Grand Central , St. Louis.

Staley, Carmen Harding, Chicago.
Stanley and Carrols—Metropolitan, Los Angeles.

Susette and Jose—Central Park, Chicago .

Valyda, Rose

—

State, Los Angeles.
Van and Schenck—Stanley, Philadelphia.
Wagnerfi Etlna^—Grand Central, St. Louis.
Wain wright Sisters—Rivoli, New York.
Wolf, Ruhe and Band—Stale, Los Angeles.

John Murray Anderson’s “Parisian Gar-
den,” currently showing at the Rivoli here.

Chicago Chicago
Week Ending October 24

Some changes in cast and routine have been
made in “American Beauties," Publix unit showing
at the Chicago last week and at the Tivoli this

week since it opened at the New York Rivoli.

The Hicks Brothers, banjo syncopators, have been
added to the cast since the HERALD reported the

show out of New York. It now runs thusly:—
Hubert Hendrie of Hendrie and Biese, working

in one, sings an introductory song for the appear-
ance of the Atlantic City beauty contest girls

while the girls do a walk-through and appear
immediately afterward in a motion-picture water
effect set in about three. Before a close-in drop
the girls again do a walk-through, to be followed
by
King and King, tap dancers featuring a shackle

dance that at the Chicago caused the house to
applaud several times during the number and to
burst out with a great final hand. They are
followed by

Hendrie before a boardwalk and bathing-house
drop singing “Because I Love You.” Miss Biese
sings a response chorus from an opening in the
drop and then joins Hendrie for a splendid duo
chorus downstage. The team is followed by
The Hicks Brothers, working in one before a

drop, playing “Lollypops” and then a popular
medley in the style that is all their own and
knocking over a good section of applause. Fol-
lowing this team is

Adelaide Gloria, ballet dancer, doing a brief but
good routine and winning spontaneous applause
for a one-toe run across stage. Following Miss
Gloria
Miss Biese sings the verse of “Pretty Cinder-

ella,” and then is joined for the chorus by
Hendrie. The bathing girls walk through at the
end of this number. Following,
King and King in salmon full dress suits faced

with white satin do solo and duo specialties. At
the Chicago applause was spontaneous again for
this number and the final hand again was big.
To close the girls are on again and the others

in the cast do bits.

Ahead of this presentation was
A Parlor Concert, Chicago-made entertainment

in which Arch Cannon and Helen Fouts sang
classical numbers singly and together, the Chicago
Theatre string quartette also contributing a
number.
And ahead of this, Jesse Crawford presented

“Kiss Me Goodnight,” a new Larry Conley num-
ber, in an unusual manner. Opening, he played
the number softly and extremely well, and then
on the organ faithfully duplicated sections of the
song as played by various instrumental combina-
tions by the men in Adolphe Dumont’s orchestra.
The number was one of the finest orchestra
presentations heard in a Chicago house in months.

Chicago Harding
Week Ending October 24

H. Leopold Spitalny and Charles Niggemeyer
collaborated on the Ben Paley presentation on
view at the Harding, Chicago, last week and cur-

rently at the Senate. Excepting that it ran some
minutes past its natural finale, it was a topnotch
show and was, according to lobby comment, a

welcome relief for many from the too-long run
of jazz shows. Paley is working his orchestra

on the stage, and docs it as if he had been at

it for years. The proceedings ran thusly:

Drapes parted on full stage gypsy camp set

against mountain and waterfall drop seen on
various occasions in other B. & K.-L. & T.

shows. Through use of a fine scrim drop and
clever lighting the producers created an illusion

of haze filling the stage that was perfect and that

gave authentic tone to the opening. Walter
Pontius, tenor, under spot in center of band setup
sang “While the Years Go Drifting B'y” to muted
orchestral accompaniment. Some other number
would have been in better taste, as this one had
just been plugged in a communal sing to organ
accompaniment. At the conclusion of this the

scrim drop flew and
George Riley of Heller and Riley stepped on

for a brief section of gagging with Paley. Fol-
lowing this Paley and the orchestra did a syn-
copated version of “Second Hungarian Rhap-
sody.” The brass choir sounded especially well

in this number, which featured a piano solo

section.
Following this number Carmen Staley, petite

and lively, sang “Baby Face” and was followed
by the Gould ballet in a splendid routine to

“Parade of the Toys.” The girls entered from
a huge doll figure that was elevated behind the

band. The entrance was good flash and the
ballet was easily the best at work in any Chicago
picture house during the week. Toward the end
of this number the orchestra combined a chorus
of “Baby Face” and a section out of “Parade
of the Toys” in a point-to-point harmony bit that

was extremely clever but was slightly marred by
the fact that the brass, handling the “Parade,”

61 Acts Reported in This Issue
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came through too strongly once or twice. After
all this

Riley strolled out again for a bit of gagging
and then made way for

Rae Eleanor Ball, violiniste, doing a number
that was nine parts technique and one part music.
In her second number, “Orientale,” she was ably
assisted by Michael Ball, cellist, who also is

clever at whistled bird imitations. However, the
whistling detracted from the enjoyment of the
instrumental part of the turn. For a demand
encore the team did “My Marie,” and again
scored with a big hand. Next up were

Alvredo and Gladys, dance team who did a
neat routine in good looking costumes and went
over fairly well. They were followed by

Helen Heller, who entered to a reception and
hit hard with “II Boccio” and encored, hitting
again, with “I’d Love to Call You My Sweet-
heart,” of which she had to repeat a chorus.
Then Riley came on and after another stretch
of clean and original gagging sang “Animal
Crackers.” Then, and stopping the show com-
pletely, the team sang “Tamiami Trail” in duet.
The number was beautifully done and the team
could have gone on indefinitely, so far as the
audience was concerned.

In the next number, on which the show should
have closed, the ballet Alvredo and Gladys and
Eddie Rogers worked. But the presentation had
a tack-on, Walter Pontius singing “Gypsy Love
Song.”

Chicago Central Park
Week Ending October 23

(First Half)
“Sweethearts the World Over,” Harry Gour-

tain's Central Park show for the first half of the
week just ended, embodied a variety of talent and
a good idea, and was led by Sammy Kahn in his
new manner. The mounting was simple and the
placing of the bandmen attractive. The proceed-
ings ran thusly :

Orville Rennie, lyric tenor, who deserves the
title, stepped on in front of the band to sing
“For My Sweetheart.” On the second chorus a
Kurniker ballet of eight girls in green and yel-

low jazz costumes did a neat routine. The num-
ber was followed by
Sammy Kahn and the band playing “The Girl

Friend,” specially and cleverly arranged by Bert
Milan, Kahn’s able first violinist. The number
was accorded a nice hand. Next up were

Susette and Jose, doing their ballroom-type
waltz specialty to “Merry Widow Waltz.” This
team is long on appearance and works with a

good degree of precision and grace. Yet the
effect of the turn on the viewer is that he has
seen just another waltz. The team was followed
by

Orville Rennie singing “I’d Love to Call You
My Sweetheart,” a far better number than his

first one and accorded heartier reception. In
this number Helen Aubrey, on platform stage
behind the band, did a chorus and then stepped
down to do a closing chorus in duo with Rennie.
They took one encore and could have taken an-
other. Following was

Master Liphart, blond child who does a ballad
and a hot tune as they should be done and plays
as much large saxophone as does many a
grown-up who receives more money for doing it.

One or the other way he did “Sleepyhead,” “Talk-
ing to the Moon,” “Louisville Lou” and “Rose
Colored Glasses.” He was followed by
Born and Lawrence, dance team featuring win-

ter underwear, ballet dresses, brown derbies, large
toy balloons and an authentic sense of comedy.
Their balloon dance has been perfected as to

timing and the best comedy effects have been
stressed. Spontaneous laughter rippled across the
house a number of times during the turn, which
knocked over a good hand at the end. Follow-
ing the dance Born did a pantomime bit that
was good for some more laughs, and then in

duo the boys did a “song with motions”—“The
Old Mill Stream.” This consists of an elabo-
rately worked out series of gestures dramatising

“That Cute Little Devil”

LORRAINE

HAYES
The baby soubrette

—hot songs

—hot dances

and a world of “looks”

PREMIER ATTRACTIONS, Inc.

Telephone Central 6922

1002 Woods Bldg. Chicago

a number of the words of the song, such as “I,”
“mill,” “sixteen,” etc. The whole act went over
well in a house that is notoriously cold toward
comedy.
To close the band did a Milan arrangement of

“I’d Love to Call You My Sweetheart.” Rennie
worked first in this, singing a chorus. Then
onto the platform stage came the Kurniker girls,

two and two as lovers of various nations. For
each pair the tempo and phrasing of the number
was thematic of the land the girls represented.
The idea was uniquely worked out. The entire

cast romped on during the closing bars.

New York Strand
Week Ending October 23

Joseph Plunkett of the Strand theatre offered

a combination of “Frolic” and prologue for his

house last week. For the prologue a male chorus
of twenty-five voices singing “In a Monastery
Garden” won a high place on the bill, which ran

:

Under the direction of Alois Reiser the Strand
orchestra played Dvorak’s “Carneval.” Next was
the “Frolic,” offered in two parts, as follow:

(a) Punchinello, opening on full stage against
a setting of black drops and a silver crescent
moon. Edward Albano, dressed as a harlequin,
sang “Punchinello.” After the first chorus Mile.
Klemova and M. Daks danced to Kreisler’s
“Schon Rosmarin.” At the conclusion of this

Albano was seen on the crescent continuing
“Punchinello.” The audience went for this
section of the offering.

(b) “Espagnole.” Opening with “My Castle
In Spain,” Pauline Miller, working in one and
dressed in an elaborate Spanish costume, started
the second section. She was well received, as
usual. “El Relicario,” sung by the male ensem-
ble in a full stage setting of a Spanish ballroom,
continued the “Frolic.” “Jota,” sung by the
Strand ballet corps and then offered in dance
with castanets, won a good hand. Katherine
Crandall danced a solo Spanish number with the
full ensemble of ballet and male chorus on the
stage. The finale was “Barcelona,” sung by the
men and danced by the girls. The patrons liked
it and with the closing of the curtains offered
rounds of applause.
Next on the program was the newsreel. Then

prologue to “The Prince of Tempters.”
The setting for this was a monastery garden.

A monk in white robe walked across the stage
as the voices of the singing monks behind the
scenes were heard. This was followed by monks
in brown robes in double file starting from right
stage and walking to left. On the walk they
sang, “In a Monastery Garden,” by Ketelby. It
was an interesting offering and won hearty
applause.

New York Rivoli
Week Ending October 24

John Murray Anderson hit the bell last week
with his offering, “In a Persian Garden,” at the
Rivoli. Other attractions on the program were
Henry B. Murtagh, organist, and the Wainwright
Sisters, a trio of songsters. The bill:

Overture, “Second Hungarian Rhapsody,” con-
ducted by Irvin Talbot.

Castle Films’ “So This Is Europe!” a short
feature.

The Wainwright Sisters, working on full stage
against a black drop with a silvered mosaic
effect. Seated on a marble bench the girls

sang “When the One You Love Loves You.”
This was followed by a ukulele number. The
offering was brief and neat and was given a
good hand.

Rivoli newsreel.
Henry B. Murtagh at the Rivoli organ did a

comic communal sing.
John Murray Anderson’s “In a Persian Garden”

opened in one with man and girl song teams at
each side of the stage, with girls in elaborate
costumes dancing across the center while the
teams sang “Morning.” At the conclusion of
this number the girls withdrew and the back
drop flew in three sections, revealing a full

stage setting that was very attractive.
Tandy Mackenzie, tenor, opened this part of

the number, singing “Iram Indeed Is Gone
With His Rose.” This number was well liked.
The girls then came back, and a specialty slave
dance was offered by Lora Shadurskayh and W.
Kuderoff. A contralto solo, “I Sometimes Think
That Never Blows So Red,” by Maud Elliot,
followed by “A Book of Verses Underneath the

Bough,” by soprano and tenor, Viola Sherer
and Mackenzie. Asya Kaz danced to this num-
ber. “Night,” sung by the quartette, was next,
with the full ensemble on the stage. In this sec-
tion of the presentation the following selections
also were sung, “They Say the Lion and the
Lizard Keep,” “Ah, Moon of My Delight,” and
“Alas! That Spring Should Vanish With the
Rose.” A “Moon Dance” was offered by Asya
Kaz. Then Lora Shadurskayh and W. Kuderoff
as “The Moon Dancer” and “The Lover” danced
another. For the finale one of the girls mounted
to a spangled pedestal dragging a gem-studded
robe that put the whole stage in a glitter of
flashing jewels. The patrons went strongly for
the entire offering.

Los Angeles Met
Week Ending October 21

Publix theatres presented Eddie Peabody in
“Russian Revels” at the Metropolitan this week.
The stage setting consisted of a reproduction of
a Russian wine garden. Up over orchestra shell

was a window effect with typical Russian city seen
through it. The bill:

A sextette of string instrument players got a
nice hand playing a Russian number.

Ruth Stanley and Harvey Carrolls did a Rus-
sian costume dance number. Their costumes was
the best part of the act.

Jimmy Ellard sang a Russian number called
“Petrushka” and won a great hand. He took a
bow, but had an encore coming. Jimmy gets over
great here. Pie has an excellent voice and much
personality.
Ten girls came on in a Russian fashion show,

each one walking across stage and upstairs to
platform above band shell. Up there they did
combination steps to good returns.

Eddie Peabody put over a clever idea, announc-
ing that he would play one number on four
instruments without stopping; he did. The
stage was blacked as he changed instruments
without missing a note. His banjo finish put
it over.

Crosby and Recker sang and played “Bye- Bye,
Blackbird.” and two other numbers for fair re-

turns. Something lacking in these boys. They
are and they aren’t.
Ten Met girls came on in costume dance, dis-

carding clothing until jazz costumes were
reached. The number was pretty but did not
register.

For the finale, flares were used to depict the
burning of Moscow. Moscow was still burning
when everyone was taking bows. The audience
applauded liberally.

Los Angeles State
Week Ending October 21

Loews’ State presented Rube Wolf and his band
in a Fanehon and Marco “Idea,” featuring “The
Masked Countess,” last week. While the idea was
clever and the show good to look at, poor tim-

ing and poor gagging spoiled the beautiful spots.

The bill ran : '

Rube Wolf and band opened with a drag num-
ber which registered poorly and played a snappy
number for their second effort. This got a nice

hand.
Tommy Harris, new band member, plays sax,

sings and dances. All he needs is a little polish.

He should add more showmanship to his talents.

Barbarina, and Pal, a Pekinese dog, put across

a trick acrobatic number and got a nice hand.
They did an encore.
“The Masked Countess” came on amid consid-

erable hot air introduction by Wolf. She has fair

ability and registered likewise.

The band boys came on for the old effeminate
burlesque number, and it is quite evident they

should get something new, judging from applause.

Rose Valyda, possessor of exceptionally wide
vocal range, sang a couple of numbers, first in

low contralto and then in soprano, to excellent

returns, only to kill it all by gagging with Wolf.
The band and Wolf, using popular melodies

by Abe Lyman, song composer, was next. Walk-
outs were noticeable. Oscar Taylor was dou-
bled on “Mary Lou” and went off to appear
later in the finale, which consisted of four girls

playing harps on platform above orchestra shell.

Taylor and a girl, representing a bride, were in

the center, Taylor singing “Mary Lou” against

organ and band opposition. Weak applause re-

sulted.

Frank Matthew

KING and K I N G
BUCK AND WING DANCERS

Also Featuring THE SHACKLE DANCE
With John Murray Anderson’s “American Beauties” Unit

TIVOLI, Chicago, This Week
Direction Benjamin David, 226 W. 47th St., New York
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Philadelphia Fox
Week Ending October 24

The presentation acts at the Fox theatre last

week were a clever combination of jazz, comedy
and soft shoe dancing.
The Fox theatre orchestra’s rendition of

“Mignon,” overture, won much applause.
Eva Shirley, late of Ed Wynn’s “Grab Bag,”

won the hearts of her audience with her charming
personality. She is very animated and sang her
compositions with vivacity, while the accompany-
ing artists, A1 and Jack Rand, are marvels in the
realm of soft shoe dancing. Miss Shirley pos-
sesses a soprano voice of fine timbre, vibrant
and sweet. Her orchestra accompanied the act
with the usual jazz compositions and musical non-
sense. The stage setting was exceptionally artis-

tic showing a blue background melting into rose,
with beautiful Moorish arches from which were
suspended three handsome jeweled lanterns. Part
of the act consisted of acrobatic stunts which
held the audience enraptured. Her rendition of

"Caprice Viennoise” by Kreisler was perhaps most
appreciated by the audience. The act was beau-
tifully staged and was warmly applauded.

Emil Boreo, formerly of “Chauve Souris,”
originator of the "March of the Wooden Soldiers,”
gave a monologue in his inimitable style and
sang a few songs. He described in a delightful
manner the incident which inspired the famous
march and his impersonation of the wooden
soldier was extremely clever.
The Four Aristocrats, a quartette which com-

bined harmony in song with considerable ability
on the guitar, piano and ukulele, sang "Me Too,”
“Hello Aloha” and several parodies which were
thoroughly enjoyed by the audience.

Philadelphia Stanley
Week Ending October 24

The Stanley orchestra under the leadership of
Graham Harris presented "Grand Fantasie” from
“Faust,” also a musical interlude, "The March
of the Spooks,” as the overture to last week’s
bill, which ran

:

Rita Owin entertained with two eccentric dances
into which were introduced several intricate and
unusual features, such as tap dancing while
seated. A long narrow feather worn in Miss
Owin’s hair continued the movements of her body
in a most interesting manner. In her last dance
she was gowned in a beautiful orange dress lined
with yellow. Rhinestones were lavishly used in
her headdress as well as trimming for her dress
and each movement of her body revealed the yel-

low lining of her gown, producing a beautiful
color effect.

Van and Schenck, clever song team, demon-
strated their versatility by an entirely new re-
pertoire, ranging from popular numbers, such as
"The Two-Two Choo Choo B'ound for Carolina”
and "Breezing Along with the Breeze” to “I
Wish I Had My Old Girl Back Again,” inter-
spersed with some clever character sketches.
Those in Jewish dialect were especially well
done.

St. Louis Ambassador
Week Ending October 22

“Phantom Melodies” was a pleasing stage offer-

ing at the Ambassador last week. It is staged
by John Murray Anderson.
While essentially a musical offering, this stage

turn was toned up by some lovely dancing by
four couples. The settings and costumes were
especially good. A violinist played old familiar
airs as the couples danced them.

Stuart Barrie at the organ introduced the
human voice tones of that instrument in “I Wish
I Had My Old Girl Back Again.”

Irving Rose directed the Ambassador orchestra
in a Thomas “Raymond.”

St. Louis State
Week Ending October 22

Don Albert at Loew’s State arranged a very
pretty stage prologue for “The Temptress,” the long
feature screen attraction at the house last week.
This atmospheric attraction featured the

dancing of Easter and Hazleton; also Alma
Ritter, Clarence Bloemaker, the Donahue Twins
and the Loew’s Ballet Corps. It was entitled “A
Parisian Night’s Entertainment.” Alma Ritter is
a St. Louis singer widely known for her ballad
renditions.

In all there were 25 persons • in • this stage
offering. Don Albert and his orchestra played
the music for the overture and prologue.

St. Louis Missouri
Week Ending October 22

If “Southland,” the stage revue presented at
the Missouri theatre the week ended October 22,
is any criterion of the kind of attractions to be
producd for that picture palace by the Altons,
St. Louis picture show patrons are in for a good
winter’s entertainment.
In many respects "Southland” far surpassed the

highly advertised road shows that have come here
from New York.

A private showing of “Private Izzy
Murphy,” Warner Brothers produc-
tion starring George Jessel, was re-

cently held for executives. This pic-

ture, directed by Lloyd Bacon, and
filmed by Cameraman Virgil Miller,
has October 30 as its release date.

This stage show had pretty girls, excellent
dancing, both solo and chorus, while the singing
of the Eight Volga Singers was very pleasing.
Their vocal work was brightened by a striking
“boatman” tableaux. These songsters were a
prize package from Ed Wynn’s “Grab Bag.” The
Missouri dancers, who aspire to following the
Missouri Rockets, featured the Black Bottom.
Dave Silverman and the Missouri orchestra

rendered “Light Cavalry” for the overture. Mil-
ton Slosser at the organ gave songfest entitled
“Music, an Art.”

John Gilbert is starred in the Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer production “Bardelys
the Magnificent,” which was shot by
Cameraman Wm. Daniels. Eleanor
Boardman is featured in the feminine
lead and Roy D’Arcy who has just
been placed under a new contract
plays the “heavy.” This production
is now having an indefinite run at

Grauman’s Egyptian.

St. Louis Grand Central
Week Ending October 22

At the Grand Central the week ended October
22 Gene Rodemich and his band staged a battle
in music which rivaled in intensity the famed
conflict on the Marne a few years back. It was
an opera versus jazz affair with bandmen taking
up both ends of the argument.

In the classical lineup there was such stars as
Edna Wagner, soprano; Emlyn Pigue, child toe
dancer, and Rodemich’s banjo player, a sad-toned
tenor. The house orchestra also played
“Bananas,” "Rainbow” and “Marcheta” and
showed from what old masters’ compositions
they were lifted.

The syncopation heavies were “Snowball,” a
dusky banjo-uke player who sang the blues as
only a colored boy can ;

Dorothy Sheridan, a
jazz shouter of no mean ability; Sonny and Eddie,
two negro steppers who were real highlights, and
“Hard to Get Gertie,” an orchestral offering.

Kansas City Newman
Week Ending October 23

“The Loves of Ricardo,” a combination of the
motion picture and spoken drama, centered about
George Beban, easily represents the best bit of
dramatic art seen on the Newman stage in more
than two years. So stellar was the acting of
Amille Milaine, Monte Collins, Jr., Albano Valeric
and others, that one would not be amiss in as-

serting that the spoken phase of the production,
which lasted about twenty minutes, won more ap-
proval than any other Newman stage attraction

this season.
George Beban is just as realistic in the spoken

drama as in the silent, while the cast which sur-

rounds him might well be affiliated with a large
dramatic company. “Happy” Dunn, a feature of

the bill, does the Charleston in a manner that
calls for more—much more !

The weekly attendance was well above the av-
erage, the feature picture being of the same title

as the spoken presentation, which was all in one.

Band May
Go On Stage

(Continued from page 87)

in idea content and are unusually well

presented.

Strand Uses Presentations

Loew vaudeville has been dropped at the

Washington, D. C., Strand, and in the
future the house will offer first run pictures

and presentations. At the Mayfair, a
Brooklyn house, special prologues to the

long feature picture are offered inde-

pendently of the vaudeville acts that also

are features of the bill. Neighborhood
houses in New York are still working to

create stage shows to augment the film

bills and somewhat offset the draw of the

large Broadway houses that offer elab-

orate stage shows.

Film Exports in August
Drop Four Million Feet

(Special to the Herald)

WASHINGTON, Oct. 26.—Motion Pic-

ture exports in August showed a four

million foot decline as compared with July,

resulting in a decided drop in total value,

it is shown by figures just compiled by the

Department of Commerce.
Total shipments in the month reached

22,176,905 feet, valued at $663,302, against

26,1 15,214 feet, valued at $831,942, in July.

Exports by classes were: Negatives, 469,384

feet, $96,855 ;
positives, 16,446,576 feet,

$465,456 ;
raw stock, 3,370,279 feet, $84,877.

Corresponding totals in July were: Nega-
tives, 731,224 feet, $159,619; positives,

18,043,787 feet, $546,983; raw stock, 6,129,-

297 feet, $109,990.

Monte Brice to Direct
(Special to the Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Oct. 26.—Monte Brice,

formerly scenarist and gagman for Famous
Players, has been made a Famous director

and will make “Casey at the Bat” as his

first picture, first of a series of Hector
Turnbull productions. Wallace Beery and
Raymond Hatton have the leading roles.
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THE THEATRE
OslSDepartment ofPractical Showmanship

O’Rourke’s Slogans Arrive

,

He Wants Bigger Department
Fewer Pages in Other Departments May Mean More for Exploi-

tation Reasons East Coast Theatres Executive Says

Jack O’Rourke of East Coast Theatres tells us exhibitors do not under-
stand that the exploitation department prints stunts of theatremen expressly

with the intention that others may copy them and haul in the money without
further ado.

Everything Is Free for All

O’Rourke suggests that we print instructions that exhibitors will feel free

to use anything they find in this department. Nothing in the department bears
the slightest hint of a copyright.

E. L. Merkley, Ramsdell theatre, Man-
istee, Mich., took honors in the first

week of the Herald Honor Exploita-
tion contest. The above shows his
stunt for F.B.O.’s "Bigger Than Bar-
num’s.”

A Football Stunt,

Joe Says, Cost Him
Little and Made $

Did you try a football stunt with Doug-
las McLean’s “Hold That Lion?” Do you
want one?
Joe Hewitt has sent one in. It looks like

a wow.
Joe, who manages the Roscoe Cochran

houses in Robinson, 111., has enclosed a
poster explaining the stunt. It is three
inches high and six inches long, white with
big red letters. Now, since Robinson, 111.,

has a football team, he runs the letters

across the top, “YEA, ROBINSON !” Be-
low that in larger letters he has “Hold That
Lion,” which to the Robinson football fans
will appear to be a booster card for the
football game with a possible typographical
error in “Lion.” The rest we’ll let Joe
tell:

“Busy as heck—but must drop you a line

on a trifling inexpensive stunt which should
be passed along to the boys while football

season is on.

“It’s self-explanatory except to state that

naturally everyone takes it for a local foot-
ball boost and wants them on their car

—

the high school boys will put them out
anywhere. I don’t know if ever I ran into

a simple little stunt that was so effective

and caused the talk this did. Pass it along
while the football season is on.

“Joe Hewitt, Strand and Grand Opera
House, Robinson, 111.”

Tubman Ties Up with

Football Game at Ottawa
Manager Ray Tubman of the Regent

theatre, Ottawa, Ontario, put across an ef-
fective advertising stunt for the Regent in

a tieup with the big Ottawa-Toronto foot-
ball game at Ottawa on October 16. Small
score cards were distributed among the
10,000 spectators at the game, and on the
reverse side was an announcement regard-
ing the presentation of “The Ace of Cads”
during the week following. Each card was
numbered.

The suggestion is gladly accepted and
will be followed.
Cutting down the pages devoted to Pres-

entations may not be necessary in order
to expand the Theatre department, how-
ever, as O’Rourke also suggests.

At any rate, here is a thoughtful show-
man whose keen remarks which accom-
pany his entries into the Slogan Clearing
House are filled with interest.

The Theatre:
Exhibitors Herald:

Enclosed please find herald I used on the

paramount release “The Old Army Game.”

I would like to register a few slogans. The
slogan for every theatre under our direction

is “Every Patron An Honored Guest.” This
slogan always appears wherever the name
East Coast Theatres Company appears. The
following are individual house slogans:
“FOR ENTERTAINMENT’S SAKE—GET THE

LAUREL HABIT.”
,

The Laurel, Laurel Springs, N. J.

“DON’T SAY MOVIES—SAY ROXBORO.”
Roxboro Theatre, Roxboro, Philadelphia, Pa.
“WHERE EVERYBODY MEETS.”

Embassy Theatre, Swedesboro, N. J.

“FOR THE BEST IN ENTERTAINMENT ALL-
WAYS.”

Palace Theatre, Quakertown, Pa.

If constructive criticism is in order I

Exhibitors’

SLOGAN CLEARING HOUSE
A Department Where Exhibitors May Register Slogans Used

by Their Theatres to Prevent Their Duplication and to

Aid Others in Selecting Good “Selling Lines”

“VISIT THE PRETTIEST LITTLE THEATRE IN SHEBOY-
GAN.” —Louis C. Shimon, Uptown, Sheboygan, Wis.
“MORE FOR 20c THAN 20c EVER BOUGHT.”

—Louis C. Shimon, Uptown, Sheboygan, Wis.
“EVERY PATRON AN HONORED GUEST.”

—Clark Munson, The Robey Theatres, Spencer, W. Va.

“THE PRIDE OF ROANOKE COUNTY.”
—Clark Munson, The Robey Theatres, Spencer, W. Va.

“IF IT’S A GOOD PICTURE THE EAGLE WILL SHOW IT.”

—N. M. Emmons, Eagle Theatre, Eagle River, Wis.
“THE HOUSE OF GOOD PICTURES.”

—N. M. Emmons, Eagle Theatre, Eagle River, Wis.

“MECCA OF THE DELTA’S AMUSEMENT SEEKERS.”
—S. B. Johnson, Regent Theatre, Cleveland, Miss.

“FOR ENTERTAINMENT’S SAKE— GET THE LAUREL
HABIT.” —The Laurel, Laurel Springs, N. J.

“DON’T SAY MOVIES—SAY ROXBORO.”
—Roxboro Theatre, Roxboro, Philadelphia, Pa.

“WHERE EVERYBODY MEETS.”
—Embassy Theatre, Swedesboro, N. J.

“FOR THE BEST IN ENTERTAINMENT ALL WAYS.”
—Palace Theatre, Quakertown, Pa.
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would suggest that you devote more space to

exploitation for the smaller theatres, cutting

down on the space now devoted to Presen-

tations.

My reasons are these: First—the larger

theatres are equipped with stage managers
who are able to work out their own presen-

tations. Second—the larger first run theatres

are in the minority. Third—the smaller

subsequent run houses are not able to stand

the expense of an exploitation man, this

work being done usually by the owner or

manager. Fourth—the smaller houses were
they interested in presentations have neither

stage space nor money to put them on.

I would also suggest that you make it

clear that any stunt printed in your theatre

section is printed there for the purpose of

being copied by fellow exhibitors.

I mailed in a K-C-B. style letter on “The
Street of Forgotten Men” last April and I

received a letter of about ten pages from an

exhibitor in the South telling me that he

copied th is letter from the “Herald” and
would I please forgive him for his deed.

That is why I sent it in.

Sincerely yours. Jack O’Rourke, East Coast

Theatres Company, Philadelphia.

ChildrenFilmed
in British Stunt
Advertising motion picture shows

hy unique exploitation stunts has be-

come the rage in England.

At a Manchester theatre last week,

in cooperation with an evening news-
paper, a competition was opened to

find the bonniest child between the

ages of three years and six years in

the city. Between September 1 and
another date to be fixed before Civic

Week, parents were invited to send in

photographs of their children.

When all photographs have been re-

ceived a committee of experts will se-

lect 50 of these, whom they consider

to be the best. The 50 will then be
filmed separately by an expert of the

camera. The films will then be

screened at the theatre, when the chil-

dren will simply be known by numbers,
no names being mentioned. The film

will be shown for a week, when each

member of the audience will be asked
to record his or her vote to decide

which are the prize winners.

When a recent American film dealing
with circus life was shown at an English
theatre last week, the house manager, in
addition to a good display of posters, fit-

ted up the face of his building with ropes,
swinging trapeze and rings. Inside by
the vestibule, which was lavishly
sprinkled with sawdust, were a number
of colored paper hoops and other circus
paraphernalia. Covering the pavement
across the entire front of the theatre, the
title of the film was printed in glue and
sawdust, while paraffine flares at night
gave a very realistic circus appearance.

R. R. Signs for U. S. Film
In connection with the showing of an

American film in which railroading is fea-
tured a large cut-out of a train with re-
volving wheels, and railway signal posts
were placed over the veranda of the thea-
tre, together with an elaborate lobby
display.

At a recent Rose Queen Pageant in

one of the English cities, a “movie”
house manager introduced an interesting
feature. Two char-a-bancs, gaily deco-
rated with balloons and streamers, con-
taining children in fancy dress, paraded
the town. At the back of each motor
were large cards bearing the words,
“Somebody’s Darling,” “Everyone of
them,” this being the title of the picture
being then shown at the house in ques-
tion.

Pony Exploits Film

Another stunt was arranged in con-
nection with a film in which a trotting
race is featured. A well known trotting
pony from a nearby race course
which recently won lour handicaps in

two days, was engaged. The pony was
driven around the town by its trainer,
also very well known, with his sulky
bearing large cards on which were writ-
ten the words, “See the ‘Dixie Merchant’
at the New Princess.”
That the “Go to the Pictures” cam-

paign, now in full swing from one end of
England to the other, has been unusually
fruitful, there seems to be little doubt.
As part of this campaign, the Ideal Com-
pany acquired a monster sign adjoining
a railroad station, and in full view of all

passing trains. It is 200 feet long, and
12y-2. feet high, and its advice to “Go to
the Pictures—See Ideal Comedies

—

Laugh and Grow Fit,” cannot possibly be
overlooked.

Estelle May Bear
the Dempsey Arms

(By Quinn Martin, New York World)

TT SEEMS a little difficult to grieve over-
much at the crash of the throne of

Dempsey on the theory that this great fel-

low, cherishing as he did the roar of the
crowd, never more shall hear the croon of
the admiring or feel the breath of great-
ness upon his cheek. For there is Estelle

Taylor. Even though the gorgeous lad
from Manassa may not again of his own
high position move like a vast black piper
among the throngs of his Broadway, there
is little reason to suspect that acclaim must
inexorably and forever pass him by.

Let him simply take along the wife.

After all, another young gladiator named
Paris once fought, and sometimes lost, but
his head was ever aloft, his eyes eternally
flashing under the exhilarating influence of
a reflected glory. Paris knew that even
though the wars were against him there

remained always at his home his magnifi-
cent Helen, the greatest actress of them
all, in whose appeal lay a glamour more
profound even than that of Mars himself.

The object of a colossal envy, and the pos-
sessor of a terrific pride, he rose to heights
which by his sword alone he never could
have hoped to scale.

And it may very well and very justifi-

ably be that Dempsey, back from the con-
flict with battered shield, should rest for a
time while his Estelle in her own way car-

ries on the honorable name of the tribe.

For it was Dempsey who by his fame and
his mighty punch gave to his wife her first

real opportunity to succeed. To be sure,

Estelle was there, as was Helen, when the

test time approached. At the very mo-
ment, she plays beside the grandeur of a

Barrymore, and steals the picture. “Don
Juan’ would be a flop without her.

De Mille Host of

Press at Luncheon
("'ECIL DE MILLE entertained repre-

sentatives of the press at luncheon on
the Temple of Jehovah set of “King of

Kings” at the De Mille location last week
and gave a short talk concerning the tre-

mendous task of filming the life of Christ.

He stated great care had to be exercised

in handling the subject delicately, without
detracting from its strength and interest,

and to make it appeal to all classes. Many
beautiful sets have been built for this pic-

ture and a month was spent at Catalina

getting the exteriors.

There are many notable actors in the

picture : H. B. Warner plays Christ,

Jacqueline Logan is Mary Magdalen,
Joseph Schildkraut as Judas, Joseph Striker

as John the Baptist, and others.

Daniel B. Clark, president of American
Society of Cinematographers and chief

cameraman for Tom Mix, has been dis-

charged from the Hollywood Hospital,

where he underwent a minor operation re-

cently. It is the first time in five years

Clark has been absent from his regular

post, tie has photographed 46 Mix fea-

tures.
* * *

The secret is out. The difference be-

tween a “gag man” and a “comedy con-

structor” has been bared. Mervyn LeRoy,
former gag man with Colleen Moore unit

and now the star’s comedy constructor,

says, “A comedy constructor has two suits

of clothes and an office with his name in

solid gold letters on the door.”

A woman standing as on an auction block is one of the ideas worked out for exploit-
ing “The Auction Block,” Metro film.
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YEA PINEVILLE! BEAT BARBOURVILLE!!

l
asssTl Gem Theatre News

'UNKNOWN SC

LIVELY
TRAGEDY OF W/
COMING NEXT IV

EASTMAN THEATRE
MAGAZINE

Direct from Hollywood

FREE— 10c. DRINK AT FLOCOE SWEET SHOPPE

GEORGE SIDNEY in “THE PRINCE OF PILSEN"

HERBERT RAWL1NS0N in"THE PHANTOM POUCE/’Chapterl

CHILDREN UNDER IJ ADMITTED FREE

Exhibitors House Organ Exchange
Entry of name in this list signifies willingness to exchange theatre publications with other theatre publishers for mutual benefit.

BAIR, E. E., Falla theatre, Cuyahoga Falls, O.
BLAIR, M. J., St. Francis theatre, San Fran-

cisco, Cal.

BENDER, A. R., Olympia, Cleveland, Okla.
BENTLEY, FLOYD E., Kelso Amusement Co.,

Kelso, Wash.
BROWNELL, OSSIE, Carthage theatres, Glovers-

ville, N. Y.
BROWNING, HARRY, Olympia, New Haven,

Conn.
BUBERT, E. H., Metropolitan, Morgantown,
W. Va.

BURNS, FRANK H., Orlando Enterprises, Or-
lando, Fla.

CHRISTENSEN, C. R., Twin City, Chehalis,
Wash.

COX, ED. F., Princess, Bristol, Colo.

DALEY, THOMAS S., Schine Amusement Co.,
Gloversville, N. Y.

EVELAND, EARLE, Twin City Opera House,
McConnelsville, O.

FAWKS, E. L., Photo Phone, Graford, Tex.
GARDNER, HUGH T., Orpheum, Neosho, Mo.
GAULT, J. C., American, Oakland, Cal.

GILL, R. A. Strand, Honey Grove, Tex.
GLASER, WILL J., Grand, Faribault, Minn.
HAMBURGER, F. M., Circle, Portland, Ore.
HARLEY, ALONZA, Valentine, Defiance, Ohio.
HEDGES, HARRY H., Rugby, 820 Utica, Ave.,

Brooklyn.

JUDD, FORREST E., Prospect, Kansas City, Mo.
KOBLEN, M., Scout, Oakdale, La.

KRAMER, LOUIS P., Lubliner & Trinz The-
atres.

Inc., 307 North Michigan Ave., Chicago, III.

LITTLE, T. L., Majestic, Camden, S. C.

LUKACHIE, A. J., Hauber, Camden, Ark.
LUTZ, LOUIS, Fischer's Appleton, Appleton,

Wis.
MacLEOD, M., Wolverine, Saginaw, Mich.
MASSEY, EARL D., Texas, Killeen, Tex.

MILLER, CARL F., Miller theatre, Fremont,
Ohio.

MOCK, CARL F., 56th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
MOSS, EDGAR A., Marion Theatre News, Glass

Block, Marion, Ind.

MURPHY, HAROLD S., Woodlawn, Chicago.

NICHOLf., DON, Durham Amusement Company,
Durham, N. C.

O’ROURKE, JACK, Laurel, Laurel Springs, N. J.

OLSON, H. G., Majestic theatre, Reedsburg,
Wis.

OSTENBERG, J. H., Orpheum, ScottsblufT, Neb.

PAYNE, EARLE HALL, Kentucky, Lexington
Ky.

PIERCE, HOWARD O., Kunsky Theatrical Ent.,

Detroit, Mich.

POPE, CLEM, T. & D., Oakland, Cal.

RANDALL, E. H., Liberty, Condon, Ore.

RIVERS. EDWIN B., 1718 South Main street.

Royal Theatre, Los Angeles, Cai.

SACHS, S. M., Masonic, Clifton Forge, Va.

SCHWIE, F. F., Duluth, Duluth, Minn.

SHARPE, PHILIP B., Strand Theatre Publishing
Co., Portland, Me.

SHIMON, LOUIS, Uptown theatre, Sheboygan,
Wis.

SNYDER. E. A., Rialto-Virginia, Champaign, 111.

SOLOMON, H., Strand, McComb, Miss.

SORG, J. H., Jefferson, Fort Wayne, Ind.

STIEFEL, S., Roxboro, Philadelphia, Pa.

STILES, J. H., The Dalles Amusement Co.,

The Dalles, Ore.

THOMPSON, N. T., Crystol Theatre, Fort At-

kinson, Wis.

WALLACE, H. JIM, Lincoln Square, Decatur,

111 .

WEINBERG, I., New and Lyric, Lexington, Va.

WHEELER, ED A., Ohio, Cleveland, O.

WIIITBECK, FRANK, West Coast Theatres, Inc.,

134 Leavenworth St., San Francisco, Cal.

WILSON, T. S.. Seelye, Abilene, Kan.

WOODWARD, KENNETH V., Penn-State Amuse-
ment Co., Uniontown, Pa.

ZIPRIK, G., Y. M. C. A., Westbourne, Tenn.

(Exhibitor)

(Theatre)

(City) State
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Mons. Doublon Parle De
L ’Exploitation Francais

Below is the letter from Lucien Doublon of Paris. In adjacent position

is the free English translation.

Monsieur et cher Confrere

:

Je vous envoie une photographie
des mannequins qui ont fait le

grand succes du lancement de la

“Veuve Joyeuse,” a Madeleine-
Cinema a Paris. Nous sommes a

la septieme semaine et le film de
Stroheim continue a faire des
recettes progressives.
Les mannequins dont je vous

envoie le photographie ont com-
mence a faire leur tour de France
pour de France pour la plus grande
joie des foules.

Roy D’Arcy fume constamment
des cigarettes il aspire et renvoit
la fumee ce qui surprend veritable-

ment les curieux; il faut un homme
specialement pour changer les

cigarettes car il en fait une con-
sommation inusitee.

Comme la nicotine hnissait par
boucher le fume cigarette nous
avons du faire une provision de
tabac sans nicotine et depuis lors

lestomac de Roy D’Arcy ainsi que
sa gorge s’en trouve beaucoup
mieux.
Vous remarquerez que les cos-

tumes sont exactment les memes
que ceux qui sont dans le him.

Si de pareils documents peuvent
vous interesser je serai tres
heureux de vous les faire parvenir.
Pour “Go West” jai imagine une

facade entierement animee du plus
curieux effet; en outre, j’ai achete
une vache laitiere qui pendant tout
le temps que durera Vexploitation
du film a Madeleine-Cinema, sera
mise a la disposition du Maire de
l’arrondissement dans lequel se
trouve, Madeleine-Cinemam et le

lait de la dite vache sera distribue
gratuitement aux enfants malades
et pauvres de l’arrondissement.
Il en sera de meme lorsque le film

passera au Gaumont Palace.
T. S. V. P.

Lucien Doublon, Le Directeur de
l’Exploitation des Theatres .

—

Gaumont-Palace, 3 Rue Caulain-
court, 3, Paris.

Dear Sir:

I am sending you a photograph
of some mannequins who have
been very successful in the ex-
ploitation of the “Merry Widow”
at the Madeline theatre in Paris.
We are in the seventh week and
the Von Stroheim film continues
to make increasing progress.

The mannequins whose photo-
graph I am sending you have be-
gun to make a tour of France to

the great joy of the crowds.

Roy D’Arcy smokes cigarets
constantly ; he inhales and exhales
the smoke which truly surprises
the curious; he is obliged to smoke
a special brand of cigarets or else

he would become an addict.

As the nicotine results in injur-

ing the cigaret smoker we have
had to provide against nicotine

in tobacco and since then the

stomach as well as the throat of

the smoker have been much better.

You will notice that the cos-

tumes are exactly the same as

those which are in the pictures.

If similar contributions interest

you I will be very happy to send
them to you.

For “Go West” I have planned
a snappy front with the most
curious effect. For the outside I

have bought a cow whose milk for

the time that the exploitation of

the film at the Madeline lasts will

be sent to the mayor of the com-
munity in which the Madeline is

located and the milk of the said

cow will be given ftee to the sick

and poor children of the commu-
nity. There will be the same thing

when the picture goes to the
Gaumont Palace.

Lucien Doublon, Director of Ex-
ploitation, 3 Rue Vaulaincourt, 3,

Paris. Gaumont-Palace theatre.

19,000 Extras Carry Yarn
on Barbara Worth ” Opening

Arnold Puts Over Goldwyn Stunt for a Winner When Los

Angeles Newspaper Co-operates

An extra edition of the Los Angeles Evening Express carrying a big story
and an extra line on the opening of “Barbara Worth” at the Forum resulted
in distribution of 19,000 copies on the streets. The “Extra” was virtually the
last edition of the regular form of the paper with no alteration except insertion

of the “Barbara Worth” story.

Loughborough Originated Idea

The stunt’s value runs high. This is the third time a similar idea has been
used; formerly Jim Loughborough worked it twice at the Metropolitan.

H. F. Arnold of Samuel Goldwyn’s put
it over a few days ago and has written
the following report:

Dear Mr. Murray:
We pulled a stunt last night on “The

Winning of Barbara Worth” which I be-

lieve may be worthy of a trade paper story.

Here’s the dope on it:

The Los Angeles Evening Express turned
out a special extra edition of 20,000 copies

giving “Barbara Worth” an extra line and
big story. This is what they call their “Owl”
edition. The Evening Express newsboys
were stationed on every downtown corner
of Los Angeles, as well as in front of every
principal theatre in the downtown district.

These Expresses were distributed free to

all who desired a newspaper and it carried
all the news of the day. As a result of our
little stunt we flooded the downtown district

with Expresses and Barbara Worth publicity,

and I suspect, rather seriously injured the
street sales for the Times and Examiner
bulldog editions.

I checked up on the stunt myself and it

worked very well, because virtually every-
one to whom we gave a paper carried it

home to read on the street cars, etc. About
19,000 sheets were distributed, and I believe
we struck a new note in last minute exploita-

tion for the world premiere.

Very truly yours, H. F. Arnold, Director
of Publicity.

Lorraine Boosters

Boost Nelson’s 3

Films in Hoopeston
A. J. Nelson, already an announced win-

ner on the Herald’s Advertising Honor
Roll, reports that the Lorraine theatre in

Hoopeston, 111., successfully bucked a car-
nival with the use of an ad in the Roto
section of the Hoopeston Sunday papers.

To accomplish their purpose the man-
agement called the week “Booster Week”
and devoted half the ad to a letter to

patrons asking support of Lorraine people
during the week. The other half of the ad
consisted of an announcement of the
week’s program in an attractive display.

Nelson’s letter runs

:

Enclosed please find a sample of a little letter-ad
combination we used for our “Booster Week.”
This ad was run in the Roto section of the Sunday
papers.

We called it “Booster Week” because we wanted
to Boost our pictures for that week as we had to
buck a carnival. It proved a success.

A. J. Nelson, Assistant Manager,
Lorraine Theatre, Hoopeston, 111.

Royster Capitalizes

Steel Industry with

“Men of Steel” Ads
Youngstown is a steel town, so when

Allan S. Glenn, supervisor of exploitation

for First National Pictures, sent Harry L.

Royster out to the Ohio city to J. H.
Shagrin of the Park theatre, on “Men of
Steel,” he capitalized the home town in-

dustry.

He started the campaign by putting out
12 stands, 25 three-sheets, 75 one-sheets,
100 window cards, 500 rotos and 3,000 her-
alds. In addition to the regular heralds,
access was obtained to the steel mills and
50,000 special heralds were distributed to

the workers.
The library was sold on the book mark idea

and utilized 10,000 of them, inserting them in

outgoing books. And the Army co-operated by
lending ten of their “A” boards, exhorting the
populace to see “Men of Steel,” and implying,
incidentally, that soldiers, too, were men of steel,

due to army training.

A ballyhoo was obtained in the form of a

working miniature steel plant, complete to the
tiny workers. This was six feet long and three

feet wide. Stationed in front of the theatre, it

attraced such throngs that the police were com-
pelled to disperse them from time to time to

keep traffic moving in the 6treet.

Steel executives and the mayor responded to an
invitation to a special showing, and they broad-
cast their enjoyment of the picture through the
town. The mayor was so impressed that he wrote
a letter which was used as ad copy, with his

permission.
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rHIS department contains news, information and gossip on current productions. It aims to supply
service which will assist the exhibitor in keeping in touch with developments in connection with

pictures and picture personalities—and what these are doing at the box office. No prophecies on the

entertainment value of pictures are made. Opinions expressed are simply those of the author or of

his contributors and the reader is requested to consider them only as such.—EDITOR’S NOTE.

BOX OFFICE NAMES
r

_|_ ^HIS week the HERALD publishes re-

sults of a questionnaire showing 2,471 ex-

hibitors’ answers to the question: “What

names mean most to you in your billing?”

A master list containing the 240 chief names

is supplemented by a list of the 60 best

names, these latter being placed in order of

box office importance indicated by number
of exhibitors naming each. These lists, to-

gether with a complete analysis of the total

results, appear in “The Studio Section” of

this issue.

This enterprise, made possible by read-

ers’ willing cooperation, affords the in-

dustry its first concrete basis for determin-

ing box office value of pictures per the

players therein. It does not, of course, set

aside the importance of story, director or

other factors essential to product quality. It

does make available to the industry at large

the experience of exhibitors advertising the

various picture names to the public.

The lists contain numerous surprises. Ad-

justments of various sorts may be expected

to follow. Out of whatever shiftings-about

are numbered among the results of the en-

terprise, general good must come in the es-

tablishment of definite values.

Don’t miss the lists.

EDGAR L. KENNEDY

O NCE in a while—not very often

—

something happens to make a fellow who
writes such a column as this feel that the

job’s worth doing after all. Something like

that happened this week. Tell you ’bout it.

Writing about “Across the Pacific” for the

October 9 issue, I said, “The cast also in-

cludes a fighting Irishman who pals with

Blue until the natives get him and this actor

is requested to submit his name so that a

special item may be devoted to his perform-

ance.”

On October 22 a letter was received from

Monte Blue giving the information that the

actor mentioned is Edgar L. Kennedy.

On October 25 a letter was received from

Mr. Kennedy, just back from location with

Universal’s “Wrong Mr. Wright” company,

confirming the identity.

From both letters I gain the information

that Mr. Kennedy began his picture work in

1910 with Mack Sennett as one of that pro-

ducer’s famous Keystone Kops. Neither let-

ter explains howinell so good an actor can

This Week
Box Office Names

Edgar L. Kennedy

“Kid Boots’

Next Week

“.Men of Purpose”

“Great K. & A. Train Robbery”

“The Lyin’ Tamer”

“The Fire Brigade”

“A Regular Scout”

“It Must Be Love”

have appeared in pictures for sixteen years

without my finding out about it, so the fault

must be mine.

Anyway, the special item which would

have been inserted in the original writeup

of “Across the Pacific” had Mr. Kennedy’s

name been known would have read like this

:

Edgar L. Kennedy, a two-fisted

Irishman with personality, punch and

a very evident knowledge of what to

do with them, epitomizes the spirit of

Funston’s heroic expedition and does

the wide world a service by showing

it how a real fighting man dies. There

is nothing finer in any motion picture

than the scene in which this hard-liv-

ing, hard-dying trouper kicks off.

But the thing that seems to make a job

like this columnist’s worth while is the fact

that Monte Blue, who got no more than

passing mention in the write-up of the pic-

ture in which he starred, is man enough to

write the letter at hand. While men like

these are out there making pictures there is

more than enough reason for running a

column like this—or one a thousand times

more worthy—for the purpose of recording

their efforts.

Thanks, both of you.

“KID BOOTS”

w ENT over to the Chicago theatre last

week to see “Kid Boots,” then came back

to the office and found that Exhibitor B. S.

Johnson, of Mississippi, had reported the

world premiere of it for this week’s install-

ment of “What the Picture Did For Me.”

Read Mr. Johnson’s report and found it so

much better than anything these hands could

grind out of this typewriter that there’s no

use saying more.

NEXT W EEK

NEXT WEEK—at last—there is to be

celebration of the Tenth Anniversary of the

establishment of this paper’s “What the Pic-

ture Did For Me” department. Work has

been going forward upon the project and the

scene is set. Curtain one week from today.

It is a disconcerting thing to look over the

assembled record of the report department’s

development and then return to the job of

writing paragraphs about pictures seen by

one set of eyes in one theatre or another.

Mere paragraphs are so puny, alongside the

reports of exhibitors who invest money in

pictures and win or lose on their invest-

ments. The reports are so perpetually in-

fallible.

But if it is disconcerting to take up again

the job of writing mere paragraphs, what

must be the feeling of those unfortunates

whose publishers insist that they “review”

pictures for exhibitor readers What must

be the mental reaction of the salary slave

who is forced to write several times each

week, “This picture will make you money,”

or, as they write when the flesh simply can-

not be made to commit the full absurdity,

“If your audience likes this kind of a pic-

ture, this is the kind of a picture your audi-

ence likes.”?

What a lot of applesauce the “box office

review” is shown to be when compared to

the exhibitors’ box office reports. What a

lot of bunk the reviewers get away with.

What a load they are upon the industry.

How they confuse the record—if, indeed,

they still confuse anyone.

I am no economist of white paper and

black ink. Indeed, I can say less in more

words and larger type than any typester not

working for the Hearst newspapers. But the

waste involved in the ridiculously continued

practice of printing box office reviews writ-

ten by people who haven’t the what-it-takes

to be an exhibitor appalls me.

Exhibitors know what they’re talking

about when they write a box office report.

They’ve paid for the picture, advertised it.
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listened to what customers have said about

it, footed up the intake and outgo figures

and know whether it is worth anything, lit-

tle or much. How well they know, how in-

fallibly they serve industry and public by

sharing their knowledge with others, is un-

derstood fully only after studying such a

record as that of “What the Picture Did For

Me.”

Don’t miss next week’s book.

CONTRIBUTIONS

R ECAUSE of the mental unrest discerni-

ble back of the various items above, I’m

not going to write about any of the pictures

I’ve seen this week. Reports submitted by

colleagues of undisturbed balance are ap-

pended, each with signature of its writer.—

T. O. SERVICE.

I
F a scenario were written and the pho-
tographer went out into the highways

and byways and obtained his shots from
real life without the knowledge of the

participants, would the resultant picture

be more appealing than if the scenes

were taken in a studio with skilled actors

portraying the roles ? Or, to bring the

question down to cases, could a war pic-

ture taken on location be more success-

ful than one made actually in the roar

and dirt of battle? It’s a trick question,

of course, because the situations could

not be identical.

This recorder of picture reactions had
thought “The Big Parade” the biggest

war production the screen ever had
shown—until he saw “Men of Purpose,”

a collection of official motion pictures of

the World war from both the Allied and
the Central Powers camps. Perhaps the

realization that practically all the scenes

were originals, coupled with the fact of

having seen some of the shots not only

in another official war picture (“Powder
River”) but also (unless memeory is play-

ing a trick) in the Signal Corps labora-

tory at Vincennes, Paris suburb, in the

spring of 1918—perhaps these facts made
the production more gripping to the

writer.

He is convinced of this one thing, in

any event. The tense scene in “The
Big Parade” which shows John Gilbert

crawling through the mud and finding

his buddy slain was not as forceful as

the one in “Men of Purpose” which
depicts the Russian troops falling like

leaves before the Germans’ withering
fire and the soldier driven by exhaustion
to drop his wounded companion, the

other sole survivor of the entire com-
pany, after staggering through the

barbed wire with him in their retreat.

The very lack of the theatrical is the

most powerful element in the production
and this is shown equally well in the

overwhelming of a machine gun nest by
a Yank, these shots having been taken
with some telephoto process.
Another thing. The cost of inserting

an equal amount of detail in a studio
production would be prohibitive. This
writer is convinced that he could view
“Men of Purpose” a dozen times—and
gladly—and still find new material to

draw his interest.

On the other hand, there is no thread
of plot running throughout “Men of

Purpose” and the weakest parts of the
production are the acted bits serving as
an introduction. There is not the smooth
connection of scene and subtitle to be
found in a studio-made picture. And
there is a certain braggadocio flavor to

the subtitles on America’s part in the

war which it is safe to predict would rest

uneasily on the stomach of many an
Ally.

Just one bit more of comment—or
two. The organist did not help the pro-
duction any by stumbling in her race
through heavy music for the especially
dramatic scene. No music would have
been much better than what was served
in several places. And the recruiting
officer in the lobby had verv little to do—particularly among those who had just
seen the picture.
Some time ago the War Department

at Washington announced official scenes
of the World war would be offered pro-
ducing comnanies at a given charge.
Taking for granted that the color could
be shaded into that of the companjr’s
film there should be a gold mine for
producers in buying from the govern-
ment scenes such as most of those in
“Men of Purpose.”—E. A. Rovelstad.

DHOTOGRAPHY is playing a moreA and more important part in West-
erns. It takes exceptional work by the
cameraman nowadays to make the
scenery stand out. Daniel Clark’s work
in Tom Mix’s “The Great K. & A. Train
Robbery,” seen at the' Castle is evident
from the first shot. Spectacular is

about the right word for the picturing
of the Colorado canyons.
Tom Mix starts out with some of the

unfinished business of “No Man’s
Gold,” with Tony holding the other end
of the rope from which he hangs to spy
upon the robber gang. And Tom does
the herb stuff with all the sweep of
sombrero and shoulders that makes him
so likable. As for Tony, probably most
of those seeing the picture had this re-
action—a sort of pity for him for the
chances of stumbling he takes in trotting
over the ties in the middle of a railroad
track.

There is good direction by Lou Seiler
and good photography in the roundup
of the band, which entails swimming
through a gorge and then diving down
to the entrance into the cave where
another unusual scene is provided.
Throughout the picture there are novel
twists to the action, with Dorothy Dwan
supplying the personal pulchritude.
Malcolm Stuart Boylan, who wrote the

titles, does a rather adept bit* of pub-
licizing of a coming Fox publica-
tion in the words of the darky who
scares himself many a time and oft by
injudicious pulling of the cord which
explodes a pistol pointed out from the
rear of his belt. The darky explains:
“If I

^

pull this string—What Price
Glory?”—E. A. Rovelstad.

T F the rest of the Animal Comedies of
Fox are like “The Lyin’ Tamer”

there is a lot of laughs due to burst
forth some time. The succession of gags
in this short feature produced frequent
guffaws from all parts of the house, and
each situation was built up with two or
more gags.
“The Lyin’ Tamer,” as the title sug-

gests, deals with the antics of a group
of tourists and guides in trying to escape
a regular, growlin’, paw-shooting lion,

and when the house in which the dodg-
ing is being done is swept out into the
torrent by the storm, with Ernie
Shields dangling over the side of the
second story, there is much of the thrill

of “Never Weaken” in the resultant
tribulation, with Barbara Luddy getting
in on the final escape via a flying um-
brella.

Despite the staginess of the long shots
of the house and the suggestion of in-

visible wires in other scenes, it is a
cracking good comedy, setting a fast

pace for the series.

The man with the uproarious laugh
who sat behind this writer is losing

money every day, and so is the theatre
where he should be employed as a sort
of claquer. If there ever was an infec-
tious laugh he has it. And in this in-
stance he had a bonafide reason for let-

ting it loose.—E. A. Rovelstad.

“THE FIRE BRIGADE,” an elabo-
rately made M. G. M. production,

was previewed at Bard’s Hollywood the-
atre the other evening. Nine thousand
feet of film was run off, but due to slow
spots it really seemed longer. More cut-
ting will likely be done. .

The story, adapted to the screen by
Alfred A. Cohn, concerns a family of
firefighters, father and sons. The father
is in charge of an old fire station which
seldom gets called out. The plot con-
cerns the catching of a big contractor
who is responsible for faulty buildings
that have caused the death of several
firemen. The big boss has a beautiful
daughter. The son of the old firefighter

captain digs up evidence against the big
boss; the old

,
station fire apparatus is

called out; the son gets the girl and the
fire laddies are relieved of the menace.

Charles Ray delivers an extremely
worthy performance, somewhat on the
order of a few years ago. May McAvoy
registers beautifully and acts well. Dan
Mason and Bert Woodruff both score in

great performances. Baby Mary Louise
Miller gives a fearless child performance
seldom if ever brought to the screen by
a baby. Tom O’Brien, Eugene Besserer,
Dewitt Jennings, in fact, the entire cast

were good. The direction by William
Nigh and the photography by Johnny
Arnold were splendid.

—

Joe Blair.

THE first preview of “A Regular
Scout,” a Fred Thomson production

recently completed at the F. B. O.
studios under the direction of David
Kirkland, was held last Saturday after-

noon at an outlying Hollywood neigh-

borhood theatre. The story concerns a

cowboy who becomes attached to a

troop of Boy Scouts. The official en-

dorsement of the Boy Scouts of America
has been secured.

Director Kirkland who made the

adaptation as well as directed the pic-

ture has so woven his story that splendid

entertainment is secured for both old

and young. There was death like

suspense in the audience when Fred
Thomson and his remarkable horse.

Silver King, saved a boy scout member
from sure death after the lad had fallen

off a cliff onto a rocky ledge. Then,
when a regiment of boy scouts saved the

hero and heroine from the villain, the

children in the audience cheered wildly.

—Joe Blair.

S HOULD I be called upon to prove my
love for a young man by smelling

limburger cheese and smiling about it,

I fear I’m never going to prove my love.

One whiff of that odorous concoction,

and this reporter would never be able

to smile again. Colleen Moore is cer-

tainly a staunch lover, when at the finish

of the picture, she smiles over the “fra-

grance” of a piece of limburger.

“It Must Be Love” is one of the clev-

erest comedy-dramas I’ve seen in many
moons. Colleen lives up to her usual

high standard in this picture, and with

the help of Malcolm McGregor, goes

over with a “bang.” The story centers

around “Schmidt’s Delicatessen” where
Colleen, posing as Fernie Schmidt, “ex-

ists.” She has a lovely mother, but is

the possession of a very harsh, domi-

neering father, who insists upon his

daughter living his way.
Of course, all ends as it should. And,

after seeing the picture and summing it

up, I could see it again and enjoy it

just as much.—Norma Mack.
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Leo Maloney is starred in “The High
Hand,” which is a Pathe Western

directed by himself.

The High Hand
Distributor: Pathe
Producer: Pathe
Length: 5679 feet

DIRECTOR LEO MALONEY
Author
Adaptor
Cameraman

Ford I. Beebe
Ford I. Beebe

Mai Mohr

Sandy Sands...

PLAYERS
Leo Maloney

Edith Oaks
Chris Doble
Martin Shaler.
John Oaks
Swamper
Sheriff

Josephine Hill

Paul Hurst
Murdock MacQuarrie

Whitehorse
Gus Saville

Dick La Reno
Mrs. Oaks Florence Lee

TYPE: Western drama.
THEME: Fighting another’s battle.

LOCALE: A Western city.

TIME: The present.

STORY: Ever since John Oaks bought
his ranch he has been persecuted. Sandy
Sands, a newcomer, undertakes to fight

his battles. He discovers that the man
who sold the ranch, with the aid of his

gunman, has ruined the rancher so he
could not pay for the property. Sandy
decides to collect all they have taken.
He robs their bank, helps himself to

cattle and horses belonging to the two,
always leaving a receipt for amounts re-

ceived signed “The Collector.” The
sheriff regularly receives large sums of

money from an unknown source with the
request they be held for further instruc-

tions. The amounts always tally with
the amounts stolen. Posing as a notori-

ous gunman Sandy tells the two victims
he knows “The Collector,” and offers to

present him at a certain time. He dis-

closes himself as the man of mystery,
and in a rage the gunman denounces his

partner. The sheriff realizes from the
confession that Sandy has captured two
of the town’s worst criminals. He re-

ceives his reward from Oaks’ pretty
daughter.
HIGHLIGHTS: Burning of rancher’s

house . . . Scenes in which hero
robs criminals . . . The mystery
surrounding money received by Sheriff
... The disclosure . . . The con-
fession.

Atta Boy
Distributor: Pathe
Producer: Pathe

Length: 5775 feet

DIRECTOR EDWARD H. GRIFFITH
Cameramen Blake Wagner
assisted by Wm. Reese and Ted Tetzlaff

PLAYERS
Monty Milde Monty Banks
Grandmother Mary Carr
Grandfather Albert Fisher
Jane Allen Virginia Bradford
Her Father George Periolat

Jack Craven Ernie Wood
Detective Fred Kelsey
Madame Carlton Virginia Pearson
Mr. Harris Henry Barrows
His Brother Earl Metcalfe
Mrs. Harris America Chedister
The Janitor William Courtright
Managing Editor Lincoln Plummer
Club Manager Ivewpie Morgan
Millionaire Kid Jimmie Phillips

TYPE: Newspaper comedy.

THEME: Reporter’s attempt to obtain
story.

LOCALE: An American city.

TIME: The present.

STORY : The copy boy on a large daily

newspaper is ambitious to become a re-

porter. On his birthday, April Fool’s
day, a practical joker tells him he has
been promoted to the place of reporter.

He sends him out to interview a man
who is furious because the paper con-
tained a story hinting that domestic
troubles had been responsible for the
kidnaping of his baby. The reporter
encounters all sorts of difficulties, even
being suspected as being the kidnaper.
After numerous exciting incidents he
discovers the kidnaper, recovers the baby,
and rushes to the newspaper office with
it just as the father is raising the reward
to $100,000.

HIGHLIGHTS : Scene in which copy
boy believes he is a reporter
Scene in which reporter attempts to

take picture with trick camera . . .

Fight in gambler’s den . . . Return
of the baby and winning of reward.

George Lewis, William Dunn and
Marian Nixon in “Devil’s Island,” a
Chadwick First Division picture shot
by Andre Barlatier under the direction

of Frank O’Connor.

Hal Mohr photographed “The High
Hand” for Pathe release under the di-

rection of Leo Maloney, who also plays
the feature role.

Devil’s Island
Distributor: Chadwick
Producer: Chadwick
Length: 6300 feet

DIRECTOR FRANK O’CONNOR
Author Leah Baird
Adaptor.. Leah Baird
Cameraman Andre Barlatier

PLAYERS
Jeanette Picto Pauline Frederick

Rose Marie Marion Nixon
Leon Valyon George Lewis
Jean Valyon Richard Tucker
Andre Le Fevier John Miljan
The Commandant Harry Northrup
Chico Leo White
Guillot William Dunn
TYPE: Romantic drama.

THEME: Story of French penal set-

tlement.

LOCALE: “Devil’s Island,” the French
penal settlement.

TIME: The present.

STORY: Jean Valyon is sentenced to
life imprisonment. Permitted to marry
after seven years, he is joined by Jean-
ette. Their happiness is complete on
the birth of a son, to whose education
in surgery and escape to France their
lives are dedicated. Jean dies but the
boy’s studies continue. On the eve of
his planned escape, he tells Iris mother
of his love for Rose Marie. Through an
operation on the warped brain of a
prisoner, the boy wins a pardon for him-
self and mother. Unable to see Rose
Marie before he leaves, he asks the com-
mandant to convey a message to her.

The latter instead presses his own suit.

In Paris, the mother and son effect a
pardon for Rose Marie. The pardon is

transmitted to Devil’s Island by radio,
being received just in time to prevent
the suicide of Rose Marie, who had
chosen death rather than the unwelcome
attentions of the commandant.

HIGHLIGHTS: Scenes of “Devil’s
Island” . . . The Prisoners’ cafe
. . . The marriage market
Relay of pardon by radio.
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The Quarterback
Distributor: Paramount
Producer: Paramount
Length: Undetermined

DIRECTOR FRED NEWMEYER
Cameraman Ed. Cronjager

PLAYERS
Jack Stone Richard Dix
Louise Mason Esther Ralston
Elmer Stone Harry Beresford
Lumpy Goggins David Butler

Denny Walters Robert W. Craig
Nellie Webster Mona Palma

TYPE: Romantic comedy.

THEME: Romantic love; Fulfilling a

vow.

LOCALE: Colton College.

TIME: 1899 and 1926.

STORY : A quarterback of the 1899

football squad marries, pledging himself

to stay at school until his team defeats

State University. The wife dies, but
their son, Jack, becomes his father’s

schoolmate. Trying out for the team
Jack becomes friendly with a boy who
drives a milk wagon, and he becomes a
helper. They work out a unique delivery

system based on their knowledge of

football forward passing. While attend-

ing the county fair Jack is persuaded by
his girl to enter the race. He wins but

refuses the prize money to avoid being
disqualified from amateur college sports.

The eve of the big game arrives, and
Jack promises to see his father’s hopes
have not been in vain. Next morning he
learns he has been barred from playing

because of professionalism. As proof of

this, a picture is printed showing him and
the prize-offering banner. He blames
his companion for trickery. Meanwhile
she finds the manager of the fair who
explains to the coach, making the quar-

terback eligible. Jack and Ms chum use

their milk bottle technique in a sea of

mud. Colton’s victory releases the father

from his promise and culminates his

son’s romance.

HIGHLIGHTS: Father’s vow . . .

His son as schoolmate . . . The
county fair . . . Scene in which
quarterback learns he is barred . . .

The explanation . . . The football

game . . . Scene in which father is

released from vow.

Corporal Kate
Distributor: Pro-Dis-Co.
Producer: Pro-Dis-Co.
Length: Undetermined

DIRECTOR PAUL SJ.OANE
Cameraman Henry Cronjeager

PLAYERS
Kate Vera Reynolds
Becky Julia Faye
Evelyn Majel Coleman
Jackson Kenneth Thomson
Williams Harry Allen

TYPE: Romantic drama.

THEME: Presenting women’s side of

the War.
LOCALE: Laid in scenes of the Great

War.
TIME: During the World War.

STORY: Two girls have a poor song
and dance act in a cheap vaudeville
house. When War is declared th£y
transplant their act overseas beMnd the
battle front. Jackson, a wealthy man’s
son with the Artillery as a private, meets
the girls and falls in love with Kate,
although Becky worships him. A wealthy
girl who has just become engaged, and
who knows Jackson, arrives at the front.

Through misunderstandings Kate is jeal-

Lola Todd and Otto Lederer in a scene
from the special Chadwick production
“The Bells,” in which Lionel Barry-
more is starred. L. William O’Connell
was the cameraman, and Perry Harris is

responsible for the lighting. James
Young, who has completed the direction
of this production, is now working on

“Sunshine of Paradise Alley.”

ous. Becky is killed in an air raid, and
Kate and the wealthy girl come to an
understanding and liking for each other.

The latter’s sweetheart is killed and
Kate and Jackson are separated. He
finds her months later, playing her own
and Becky’s part in their cheap little

entertainment, and they are reumted
while news comes that the war is over.

HIGHLIGHTS : Declaration of war
Becky’s love for Jackson and

his love for Kate which is returned
. . . Jealousy caused by misunder-
standing . . . Death of Becky . . .

The war scenes . . . The separation
. . . Scene in which sweethearts find

each other . . . The armistice.

The Bells

The Humdinger
Distributor: Educational
Producer: Educational
Length: Two reels

DIRECTOR NORMAN TAUROG
PLAYERS

Johnny Johnny Arthur
Lucille Lucille Hutton
George George Davis
Arnta Arnta Garvin
TYPE: Romantic comedy.
THEME: Competing with a Beau

Brummel.
LOCALE: An American town.

TIME: The present.

STORY: The general factotem in a
hotel loves the proprietor’s daughter. A
smart-aleck traveling man comes to town
and Johnny always falls for them. The
proprietor’s daughter deserts him. A
Mgh-powered vamp stops at the hotel,
and the traveling man tells her Johnny
is the champion boob. She invites Johnny
to visit her when he comes to the city,
tMnking she will have a lot of fun with
the small-town boy. The latter, how-
ever, practices all of the tricks he has
seen the traveling man do and goes to
the city. He dresses like a city swell
and shows her tricks she never saw be-
fore. In the lobby he meets the travel-
ing man, who is married to the daughter
of the small town hotel proprietor. The
former is henpecked, and Johnny gets
even with him when he shows him some
of his city tricks.

HIGHLIGHTS : Arrival of travel-
ing man. . . . Scenes in which traveling
man makes Johnny victim of his tricks.

. . . Scene in which vamp appears. . . .

Scene in which country boy dresses as
city sheik. . . . Meeting of former coun-
try boy and traveling man and his wife.

Distributor: Chadwick
Producer: Chadwick
Length: 6300 feet

DIRECTOR JAMES YOUNG
Adaptor James Young
Cameraman L. William O’Connell

PLAYERS
Mathias Lionel Barrymore
Catherine Caroline Frances Cooke
Jerome Franz Gustav von Seyfertitz

Hans Lorimer Johnston
Annette Lola Todd
Christian Edward Phillips

A Peddler Otto Lederer
The Mesmerist Boris Karloff
A Fortune Teller Laura Lavarine
Baruch Koweski Fred Warren
Jethro Koweski Fred Warren
TYPE: Drama of a crime.
THEME: Story of a man’s conscience.

LOCALE: An Alsatian village.

TIME: The present.

STORY : An inn owner has an am-
bition to become burgomaster. Christmas
marks the celebration of his daughter’s
betrothal. Troubled with debts, the inn

owner murders a Jew traveler and steals

Ms gold. He pays his debts and pro-

vides an expensive dowry for his daugh-
ter. His conscience troubles him. He
Continually hears the ringing' of the

sleigh bells of the murdered man. He
dreams his trial, and of being faced by
a hypnotist who forces him to tell of his

crime. He awakes, but the horror of the

dream has entered his soul. He dies and
• his secret passes with him.

HIGHLIGHTS: Fair scenes . . .

Folk dances . . . The wedding fes-

tival in Alsatian town . . . The be-

trothal celebration . . . The murder
. . . The dream . . . Death of
innkeeper.

Is That Nice?
Distributor: F. B. 0.

Producer: F. B. 0.

Length: Undetermined
DIRECTOR DEL. ANDREWS

PLAYERS
Ralph Tanner George O’Hara
Doris Leslie Doris Hill
John Gorman Stanton Heck
Sherman Dyke Charley Thurston
Horace Wildert -Roy Laidlaw
Winnie Nash Babe London
Bill Schultz Red Kirby
O’Brien Ethan Laidlaw

TYPE: Newspaper comedy drama.

THEME: Substantiating news story.

TIME: The present.

LOCALE: An American city.

STORY: An enthusiastic cub reporter
writes a libelous story about the political

boss of the city. On his way to show
proofs to the owner of the paper he
shows a copy to a girl in the outer office.

The owner and managing editor are de-
lighted with the story till they find he
has no proof to back his statements, and
that an unknown girl has a copy of the
article. Numerous incidents take place
when the boy endeavors to substantiate
his story, and attempts to find the girl.

With the aid of the mystery girl, who
proves to be the heroine, he proves his

statements and finds he has a new inter-

est.

HIGHLIGHTS: The story. . . .

Lack of proof to print story.

Reporter’s disguise as window cleaner.

. . . Scene in which reporter hears
plan to trap girl. . . . The fight

scene. . . . Scene in which papers
are secured substantiating story.
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New Picture Publication Dates
A Week-to-Week Summary of Facts and Figures Pertain-

ing to New Picture Product Offered the Theatre Booker

Title Producer Distributor Length

WEEK OF OCTOBER 17th

Pathe News No. 86 Pathe Pathe 1 reel
Pathe News No. 87 Pathe Pathe 1 reel
Kcd Hot Leather Blue Streak Western Universal 5 reels
Man's Size Pet Mustang Western Universal 2 reels
Wanted a Bride Bluebird Universal 1 reel
Jane’s Troubles Stern Bros. Universal 2 reels

The Country Beyond Fox Fox 5363
The Great K & A Train Robbery Fox Fox 4800
The Gay Deceiver M-G-M M-G-M 6624
You’d Be Surprised Paramount Paramount 5994
West of Broadway Cecil B. DeMillo P-D-C 5186
Velocity Novelty Magazine Bray 1 reel
Punches and Perfume Fistical Culture Bray 2 reels

The Prince of Tempters First National First National 7780
Midnight Lovers First National First National 6100
College Days Tiffany Tiffany 7300

Fox News No. 6
QUEEN MARIE OF ROUMANIA ARRIVES IN PARIS
WITH PRINCESS ILEANA ON WAY TO U. S.

THRONGS SEE AMERICA’S FOREMOST LONG-
DISTANCE RUNNERS RACE 26 MILES IN
NORTHERN MARATHON.

SIR AUSTON CHAMBERLAIN, BRITISH FOREIGN
MINISTER, TRAVELS BY YACHT TO ITALY TO

IHCONFER WITH MUSSOLINI.
SCHOONER “COLUMBIA” WINS TITLE OF
SPEEDIEST FISHERMAN IN AMERICA IN RACE
WITH THE FORD.

THRONGS BRING HOARDED COINS TO BANK
OF FRANCE AS GOVERNMENT OFFERS BIG
PREMIUM FOR GOLD FRANC.

HARRY HARTZ SETS NEW WORLD SPEED REC-
ORD IN 200-MILE AUTO RACE, WITH 123-
MILE AVERAGE.

F I R ST “MOTORLESS LINER,” GERMANY’S
LARGEST ROTOR SHIP, RETURNS TO PORT
AFTER SUCCESSFUL OCEAN VOYAGE.

MOST DARING SURF RIDERS IN HAWAII GIVE
EXHIBITION ON LONG ROLLERS OF BEACH
AT WAIKIKI.

COUNTY FAIR SEASON IS HERE. COLORFUL
RURAL CARNIVALS AND BALLYHOO STUNTS
ATTRACT MONSTER CROWDS.

WEEK OF OCTOBER 24th

A Briny Boob Billy Dooley Educational 2 reels

Pound Foolish Cameo Educational 1 reel
The Raging Tide Life Cartoons Educational 1 reel
Figures of Fancy Lyman H. Howe Educational 1 reel
Adorable Deceiver F. B. O. F. B. O. 6 reels

The Midnight Son F. B. O. F. B. O. 2 reels
No. 4 Krazy Kat Winkler F. B. O. 1 reel
Waylaid (The Fighting Marine No. 7) Pathe Pathe 2 reels

Gun Shy Fables Pathe 2/3 reels
Should Husbands Marry? Mack Sennett Pathe 2 reels
Pathe Review No. 3 Pathe Pathe 1 reel
Topics of the Day No. 43 Timely Pathe 1/3 reel

Pathe News No. 88 Pathe Pathe 1 reel
Pathe News No. 89 Pathe Pathe 1 reel

Mount Sinai Holyland Piet. Pathe 1 reel
The Old Soak Jewel Universal 8 reels
Babes in the Sawdust Bluebird Universal 1 reel
Why George Stern Bros. Universal 2 reels
When the Wife’s Away Columbia Columbia 5334
Forever After First National First National 6330
Whispering Wires Fox Fox 5906
The Magician M-G-M M-G-M 7206
The Eagle of the Sea Paramount Paramount 7250
So’s Your Old Man Paramount Paramount 6347

WEEK OF OCTOBER 31st

Pete’s Party Hot Dog Bray 1 reel

Shell Shocked Jimmie Adams Educational 2 reels
Felix the Cat Busts a Bubble Bijou Educational 1 reel
The Dude Cowboy Indep. Piet. Corp. F. B. O. 5 reels
The Boy Friend M-G-M M-G-M 5484
Challenged (The Fighting Marine No. 8) Pathe Pathe 2 reels
Home Sweet Home Fables Pathe 2/3 reels

Get ’Em Young Hal Roach Patho 2 reels

Masked Mamas Mack Sennett Pathe 2 reels
Pathe Review No. 44 Pathe Pathe 1 reel
Topics of the Day No. 44 Timely Pathe 1/3 reel
Pathe News No. 90 Pathe Pathe 1 reel
Pathe News No. 91 Pathe Pathe 1 reel
Nurnberg, the Toy City Hy Mayer Pathe 1/2 reel
The Man from the West Blue Streak Western Universal 5 reels
Pinnacle Rider Mustang Western Universal 2 reels

WEEK OF NOVEMBER 7th

At the Beach McDougall Alley Bray 2 reels
The Diver Nature Special Bray 1 reel
Open Spaces Juvenile Educational 2 reels

Then and Nows Curiosities Educational 1 reel

His Off Day Cameo Educational 1 reel

The Mighty Smithy Life Cartoons Educational 1 reel

A Wild Roomer Whirlwind F. B. O. 2063
Alice Cuts The Ace Winkler F. B. O. 1 reel

Tom and His Pals F. B. O. F. B. O. 4346
Breed of The Sea F. B. O. F. B. O. 6408
Bruisers and Losers F. B. O. F. It. O. 1936

(Bill Grimm’s No. 7)
The Signal Shot (The Fighting Marine Pathe Pathe 2 reels

No. 9)
Thru Thick and Thin Fables Pathe 2/3 reel

A Harem Knight Mack Sennett Pathe 2 reels

Pathe Review No. 45 Pathe Pathe 1 reel

Topics of the Days No. 45 Timely Pathe 1/3 reel
Pathe News No. 92 Pathe Pathe 1 reel
Pathe News No. 93 Pathe Pathe 1 reel
Spangles Jewel Universal 6 reels
Pioneer Blood Mustang Western Universal 2 reels
For Crvin’ Out Loud Bluebird Universal 1 reel
Buster’s Narrow Escape Stern Bros. Universal 2 reels
Snookum’s Buggy Ride Stern Bros. Universal 2 reels
Ladies at Play First National First National 6119
Lady of The Harem Paramount Paramount 5717

Fox News No 7

ROUMANIAN RULER AND SON AND DAUGHTER
GET BIG OVATION ARRIVING IN NEW YORK.

AMERICAN LEGION ELECTS H. P. SAVAGE OF
CHICAGO THE NATIONAL COMMANDER.

CARDINAL MERRY DEL VAL, LEGATE OF POPE
PIUS XI, VISITS ASSISI TO CELEBRATE FEAST
OF ST. FRANCIS.

LATEST TRIUMPH OF MAN OVER STUBBORN
NATURE IS A TREE-STUMP EXTRACTOR.

INDIANS TAKE TO TRAIL AGAIN IN FIVE-MILE
TRIBAL MARATHON TO SUMMIT OF CHEY-
ENNE MOUNTAIN. »

PLUCKY TULANE WARRIORS BATTLE GAMELY
IN FIERCE STRUGGLE AGAINST STRONG N. Y.
UNIVERSITY ELEVEN.

DARTMOUTH SUFFERS FIRST DEFEAT IN THREE
YEARS, SUCCUMBING BEFORE YALE ELEVEN.

U. OF PENN. GRID SQUAD TROUNCES CHICAGO
U. MAROONS IN FAST GAME BEFORE 50,000
FANS.

VIRGINIA DAY OBSERVED AT SESQUICENTEN-
NIAL. THE RICHMOND GRAYS IN PARADE.

CONFEDERATE VETERANS OF CIVIL WAR AS-
SEMBLE FOR REUNION AND MARCH TO TUNE
OF “DIXIE.”

25,000 VETERANS MARCH IN PARADE BEFORE
GEN. PERSHING AT CONVENTION OF AMER-
ICAN LEGION.

BEST RIDERS IN EAST COMPETE IN HORSE
SHOW HELD FOR CATHEDRAL OF ST. JOHN
THE DIVINE.

Kinograms No. 5232
FRENCH BOATING FANS HOLD MEET ON SEINE
WHERE HUGE CROWD GATHERS.

REDSKIN RUNNERS DEFEAT WHITE IN 10,000-
FOOT RACE OVER CHEYENNE HIGHWAY.

NOW THAT A MARINE HAS WON CHAMPION-
SHIP, ALL THE DEVIL DOGS ARE BOXING.

QUEEN MARIE BEGINS HER LONG-PLANNED
JOURNEY FROM THE OLD WORLD TO THE
NEW.

QUEEN MARIE LAYS FLORAL TRIBUTE ON
THE TOMB OF UNKNOWN THE SOLDIER.

VIEWS OF HAVANA, WHERE TERRIFIC STORM
WROUGHT GREAT HAVOC; HUNDREDS IN-

JURED.
WALHAM GREEN HAS A DAY OF EXCITEMENT
WITH BABY SON OF THE COSTERS’ KING
AS HERO.

GERMAN CROWDS SEE OLD FIRE ENGINES IN
PARADE FOR FIREMEN’S DAY.

BIRTHDAY OF LATE PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT
IS SET ASIDE TO PAY HOMAGE TO NAVY.

*

International News No. 84
QUEEN MARIE OF ROUMANIA PHOTOGRAPHED
WITH PRINCESS ILEANA ON EVE OF DE-
PARTURE FOR U. S.

DARING STEEPLEJACKS GIVE BIG BEN AN-
NUAL CLEANING.

THE U. S. CAPITOL GETS ONE OF ITS RARE
BATHS IN PREPARATION FOR NEXT CON-
GRESS SESSION.

MERRIE ENGLAND’S HUNTING SEASON IN FULL
SWING.-

KID SPEED DEMONS OF PARIS HOLD UNIQUE
RACING MEET.
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WAR VETERANS ON PARADE THRILL CHEER-
ING CROWDS AT AMERICAN LEGION RE-
UNION.

International News No. 85

BLAST HURLS HUGE GRANITE BLOCK ON EN-
GINE HOUSE.

CHAMPIONSHIPS AWARDED TO CANINE BLUE
BLOODS AT BIG SHOW.

MUSSOLINI, IN FIGHTING TRIM, SWAYS FREN-
ZIED THRONGS.

REDSKINS BEAT PALEFACES IN MOUNTAIN
MARATHON.

HOWARD SAVAGE OF CHICAGO ELECTED NEW
COMMANDER OF AMERICAN LEGION.

WORLD’S SAFEST AVIATOR, CAPT. H. D.
CAMPBELL. PRESENTED WITH CUP BY PRES-
IDENT COOLIDGE FOR FLYING 250,000
MILES WITHOUT AN ACCIDENT.

GEORGES CARPENTIER, FORMER FISTIC IDOL,
AND RICHARD BARTHELMESS, MOTION PIC
TORE STAR, ARE SHIPMATES ON TRIP TO
EUROPE.

AMERICA WELCOMES QUEEN MARIE OF ROU-
MANIA ARRIVING FOR TOUR OF U. S.

Pathe News No. 84

UNABATED ILLINOIS RIVER FLOODS PASS
PREVIOUS HIGH RECORDS.

ARMY’S NEWEST DEFENSE WEAPONS SHOW
THEIR MIGHT.

1926 PROVES HOODOO YEAR FOR SPORT
CHAMPIONS.

SULTAN MULAI YUSEF HAILED ON RETURN
FROM FRANCE.

“BUDDY” DONS THE TRICKY ROLLER SKATES
AND GOES FOR A SPIN WHENEVER HIS
FRONT FEET NEED A REST.

NATIONAL LEAGUE CHAMPS PLAY’ BRILLIANT-
LY’ IN SEVENTH GAME WITH YANKEES.

BAVARIAN CHILDREN CELEBRATE 800-Y’EAR-
OLD FETE PICTURING ENTRANCE OF CON-
RAD OF JERUSALEM INTO THEIR TOWN.

SOMERSAULTS THREE TIMES IN AUTO AND
DRIVES RIGHT OFF. PERFECTS CARS THAT
WILL LOOP THE LOOP.

Pathe News No. 85

PARRY’ THOMYS PILOTS AUTOMOBILE UNRE-
LIEVED FOR 6% HOURS AT AVERAGE
HOURLY SPEED OF 109 MILES.

BRITISH FOREIGN SECRETARY7 MEETS MUSSO-
LINI FOR HISTORIC PARLEY.

QUEEN MARIE TAKES FIRST VOYAGE TO NEW
WORLD FOR EXTENSIVE TOUR OF U. S.

Van Trees is responsible for the filming
of “Midnight Lovers,” in which Lewis
Stone and Ann Q. Nilsson are fea-
tured. This First National produc-
tion is an October release.

Look It Up in

“New Pictures”
Index to “Herald” Files by

Title, Date and Page

Almost A Lady Sept. 4, P. 91
Amateur Gentleman, The Aug. 21, P. 55
Bachelor Brides May 15, P. 136
Bat, The June 26, P. 47
Bear Cats May 29, P. 130
Beau Geste July 24, P. 55
Beauty a la Mud Sept. 25, P. 65
Better Man, The July 3, P. 55
Big Show, The June 5, P. 63
Bigger Than Barnum’s Aug. 21, P. 53
Black Paradise July 31, P. 65
Blue Boy. The Oct. 16, P. 62
Bonanza Buckaroo, The Oct. 2, P. 97
Born to the West May 1, P. 62
Breed of the Sea Oct. 23, P. 00
Broadway Gallant, The May 22. P. 61
Bromo and Juliet Sept. 18, P. 109
Brown Derby, The June 19, P. 57
Campus Flirt, The Oct. 9, P. 61
Chase Yourself July 10, P. 81
Christine of the Big Tops Sept. 11, P. 59
Clinging Vine, The Aug. 28, P. 58
College Boob, The Sept. 4, P. 91
Collegiate Sept. 4, P. 90
Cow’s Kimona, The June 19, P. 55
Cowboy Cop, The Aug. 7, P. 81
Creeps June 19, P. 55
Daffy Dill, The Aug. 21, P. 53
Dancing Days Sept. 18, P. 109
Dead Line, The July 24, P. 58
Dangerous Friends Sept. 25, P. 67
Devil Horse, The May 15, P. 137
Devil’s Dice Aug. 7, P. 79
Devil’s Gulch, The Aug. 28, P. 58
Dice Woman, The July 17, P. 57
Dippy Tar, A Sept. 25, P. 65
Don Juan's Three Nights Oct. 16. P. 63
Doubling With Danger Aug. 7, P. 81
Duchess of Buffalo, The Aug. 7, P. 79
Dummy Love Aug. 28, P. 58
Early to Wed J May 29, P. 130
Earth Woman, The May 22, P. 62
Everybody’s Acting Oct. 16, P. 63
Ella Cinders June 12, P. 98
Eve's Leaves June 26, P. 47
Excess Baggage Aug. 7, P. 79
Fighting Boob, The May 1, P. 62
Fine Manners May 22, P. 61
Flame of the Argentine Sept. 4, P. 92
Flame of the Yukon, The July 31, P. 64
Flames Oct. 2, P. 97
Flashing Fangs Oct. 2, P. 95
Fools of Fashion Sept. 11, P. 59
Footloose Widows — June 26, P. 45
For Alimony Only Oct. 16, P. 61
Forever After Sept. 25, P. 65
Forlorn River Aug. 7, P. 80
Fourth Alarm, The Oct. 16, P. 63
Fresh Faces May 8, P. 129
Gentle Cyclone July 31, P. 65
Get ’Em Young Oct.* 23, P. 00
Gigolo July 24, P. 56
Gigolo Sept. 25, P. 67
Gilded Highway, The May 8, P. 130
Gimme Strength May 22, P. 61
Glenister of the Mounted..*. June 12, P. 97
Going Crazy May 29, P. 130
Golden Web, The May 15, P. 138
Great Deception, The July 17, P. 57
Greater Glory, The May 15, P. 136
Hair Trigger Baxter Oct. 16, P. 62
Hard Boiled 1 June 26, P. 45
Hearts and Spangles June 12, P. 97
Hell Bent fer Heaven July 10, P. 79
Hell's Four Hundred May 15, P. 137
Her Honor the Governor Aug. 28, P. 59
Here Comes Charlie — July 10, P. 82
Hidden Way, The Oct. 16, P. 63
His Private Life May 29, P. 129
Hitchin’ Up - July 3, P. 53
Hold Still Oct. 23, P. 00
Honest Injun July 17, P. 57
Ice Cold Cocos June 19, P. 57
Imposter, The May 1, P. 62
Into Her Kingdom July 24, P. 55
Isle of Retribution, The May 22, P. 62
It Must Be Love Sept. 11, P. 59
It’s the Old Army Game May 1, P. 63
Jade Cup, The June 19, P. 57
Jolly Tars Sept. 4, P. 90
Kid Boots Oct. 16, P. 63
Kiki _ May 1, P. 62
King of the Pack, The Aug. 21, P. 55
Kiss Papa Aug. 21, P. 55
Laddie Oct. 2, P. 95
Last Frontier, The Oct. 16, P. 62
Lew Tyler’s Wives July 10, P. 79
Lone Hand Saunders - Oct. 9, P. 61
-Long Fliv the King June 19. P. 55
Lost at Sea - - — Sept. 4, P. 90
Love Magic June 12, P. 98
Mantrap - May 29, P. 131
Masquerade Bandit, The June 26, P. 45
Meet the Prince Aug. 7, P. 81
Men of the Night - July 17, P. 57
Midnight Lovers Oct. 23, P. 00
Millionaire Policeman, The May 1, P. 64

Miss Nobody _ June 19, P. 57
Mister Wife July 31, P. 64
Move Along Aug. 21, P. 54
Mr. Cinderella May 8, P. 129
Mulhall's Great Catch July 24, P. 58
My Kid Sept. 18, P. 110
Nervous Wreck, The Oct. 16, P. 61
Night Cry, The May 8, P. 130
North Star May 8, P. 130
Nothing Matters June 26, P. 47
One Minute to Play Sept. 18, P. 109
Only Way, The July 10, P. 82
Out of the West Oct. 9, P. 63
Palm Beach Girl, The May 1. P. 63
Pals First July 10, P. 79
Papa’s Pest June 5, P. 63
Paradise Sept. 4, P. 90
Partners Again, with Potash and Perlmutter....

July 3, P. 53
Passionate Quest, The July 24, P. 58
Poor Girl's Romance, A June 5, P. 63
Puppets June 12, P. 97
Racing Blood June 26, P. 46
Ranson's Folly May 29, P. 129
Risky Business Sept. 18, P. 109
Romance of a Million Dollars, The-.-Aug. 14, P. 52
Sandy May 1, P. 62
Sap, The May 22, P. 63
Satan Town Aug. 14, P. 52
Savage, The — June 5, P. 64
Say It Again - May 15, P. 138
Sea Beast, The May 15, P. 136
Sea Wolf, The July 31, P. 64
Senor Daredevil June 26, P. 47
Seventh Bandit, The May 8, P. 131
Shameful Behavior Oct. 23, P. 00
Shamrock Handicap, The May 8, P. 128
Shipwrecked July 3, P. 54
Shore Shy May 8, P. 129
Show Off, The Sept. 4, P. 91
Sign of the Claw, The May 29, P. 130
Silence June 5, P. 64
Silent Power, The Aug. 28, P. 59
Skyrocket, The May 8, P. 128
Social Highwayman, The June 12, P. 98
Solid Gold - Aug. 21, P. 53
Son of the Sheik July 3, P.55
Sparrows June 26, P.47
Speed Limit, The July 31, P. 64
Speeding Venus, The Aug. 14, P. 52
Sporting Lover, The May 29, P. 130
Still Alarm May 22, P. 62
Strong Man, The Sept. 11, P. 59
Subway Sadie — July 31, P.65
Sunny Side Up July 31, P. 64
Sweet Daddies May 29, P. 129
Syncopating Sue Oct. 23, P . 00
Teacher, Teacher Oct. 23, P . 00
That Model From Paris Sept. 11, P.59
The Masked Woman Oct. 23, P. 00
Three Weeks in Paris May 15, P. 137
Thrilling Youth : May 1, P. 62
Through Thick and Thin July 3, P. 54
Thundering Fleas July 3, P. 53
Till We Eat Again June 19, P. 55

Tin Ghost, The May 1, P. 63
Tin Gods July 17, P. 57

Tom and His Pals Oct. 16, P. 61

Tony Runs Wild June 12, P. 99

Trip to Chinatown, A May 22, P. 61

Twisted Triggers Sept. 25, P. 65

Two Can Play May 8, P. 129

Two Gun Man, The July 10, P. <9

Unfair Sex, The —Oct. 2, P. 95
Unknown Soldier, The June 19, P. 55

Unknown Treasures July 10, P.81
Up in Mabel’s Room July 3, P. 53

Uppercuts Sept. 25, .P 67

Valley of Bravery, The June 12, P.98
Vision, The - June 26, P. 45

West of Broadway - Oct. 1 6, P. 62
W'hen Love Grows Cold May 8, P. 130

Who Hit Me - Aug. 7, P. 81

Who’s My Wife? July 10, P. 80

Who's Who Aug. 28, P. 59

Why Girls Go Back Home May 15, P. 137

Wife Shy Oct. 16, P. 62

Wilderness Woman, The May 22, P. 62

Wise Guy, The June 5, P. 64
W'oman’s Heart, A Oct. 9, P.61
You’d Be Surprised Aug. 14. P. 52
Young April Aug. 28, P. 60

First Comedy Featuring

Anne Cornwall Is Ready
Anne Cornwall’s first Christie comedy

for Educational in which she has a feature

role is ready for release. It is titled “Hold
Still.” Miss Cornwall takes all the falls

and knocks to which men comeMians in

such speedy films are subjected. She plays

the character of an ambitious young woman
striving to land a job as newspaper re-

porter, finally satisfying a hard boiled city

editor when she obtains a photograph of

the elusive senator. Jack Duffy appears as

the senator while Bill Blaisdell, George
Hall and Jimmie Harrison appear as prin-

cipals in the large supporting cast.
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Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Norma Shearer in “After AIT’

Norma Shearer’s next picture will be
“After All,” written especially for her by
F. Hugh Herbert and Florence Ryerson.

Goulding to Direct Own Story

Edmund Goulding is to direct Mae Mur-
ray in “Diamond Handcuffs,” an original

story by himself. This will go into produc-
tion as soon as Miss Murray completes
her work in “Valencia.”

“Day of Souls” Title of Gilbert’s Next

“The Day of Souls” is the definite title

for John Gilbert’s new starring film, tem-
porarily titled “Cock o’ the Walk.”

Complete “Gray Hal” Script

F. Hugh Herbert and Florence Ryerson
have completed the scenario for “The Gray
Hat,” which Robert Z. Leonard will direct
as his next feature.

“Taxi Dancer” in Work
Production has commenced on “The

Taxi Dancer,” under the direction of
Harry Millarde. Joan Crawford has been
assigned the title role. Owen Moore and
Marc McDermott are also featured in the
cast.

Castle Films

Announce October Short Features

“So This Is Europe” is a one-reel Castle
Novelty released during October. The sec-
ond Novelty feature is “So This Is Amer-
ica.” In addition to the two Novelty re-
leases, Short Shots issues No. 2 and No.
3 are released. “The Lost Arrow,” a snlit

reel Music Legend of the Yosemite Valley,
is another Castle Novelty already nation-
ally released.

Nat Levine Productions

“Golden Stallion” in Production

A ten-episode serial, “The Golden Stal-
lion,” is now in production, with Maurice
“Lefty” Flynn playing a leading role.

Joseph Swickard and Burr McIntosh are
also in this picture which is a wild horse
serial.

Gotham
“Quarantined” First Feature for W ork

The first feature to be placed in produc-
tion will be the George Randolph Chester
story, “Quarantined Rivals.”

Sterling Pictures

“What A Night” Cut and Titled

Cutting and titling of “Oh, What a
Night !” has been completed on the West
Coast, and a negative of the print has been
shipped East.

Chadwick
Harvey Gates Is Signed

Harvey Gates has been engaged to adapt
“Life of An Actress,” which will go into
production shortly.

Young to Direct “Life of Actress”

James Young has been chosen to direct
“Life of An Actress,” which is adapted
from the stage play of Langdon McCor-
mack.

Tiffany

“Sin Cargo” Nears Completion

Work is nearly completed on the pro-
duction, “Sin Cargo,” by Leete Renick
Brown, under the direction of Louis J.
Gasnier. In the cast are Robert Frazer,
Shirley Mason, Earl Metcalf, Gertrude As-
tor, William D. Walling, Lawford David-
son, Pat Harmon, James Mack and Billy

Cinders.

Excellent Pictures

“Striving for Fortune” Edited

“Striving for Fortune,” the third of the
series in which George Walsh is starred,
has been edited and titled and is now ready
for release.

Columbia
Add to “Wandering Girls” Cast

Hy Mayer and Frances Raymond have
been added to the cast of “Wandering
Girls,” which is being directed by Ralph
Ince.

Harry Myers and Helene Chadwick Signed

Director Frank R. Strayer is making
preparations for another comedy produc-
tion to follow “When the Wife’s Away.”
Harry Myers and Helene Chadwick have
already been signed and other players are
under consideration.

First National

Schedule Reaches llalf-Way Mark
The half-way mark in the Banner Group

producing schedule has been reached, ac-
cording to John McCormick. Productions
shooting number ten

;
nine others are in

the cutting room or awaiting shipment

;

and five more are being prepared for
screening, making twenty-four productions
in various stages of preparation or com-
pletion.

“Purple and Linen” in Wr
ork

Corinne Griffith has started screening on
her new release, “Purple and Fine Linen,”
under the direction of James Flood.

Ernest Gillan Is Signed

Ernest Gillan has signed on a long term
contract. He is to go East immediately to

play one of the leading roles in the next
Robert Kane production.

“Ladies At Play” Has Preview

“Ladies At Play” was previewed re-

Successful Manager Wants to

BUY—LEASE or MANAGE
Theatre catering to a good class of
people. No objection to desirable
partnership. Available at once. Ad-
dress Box 120, Exhibitors Herald.

cently at the Bronxville theatre, Bronx-
ville, N. Y., where it received commenda-
tion. Doris Kenyon, Lloyd Hughes and
Louise Fazenda have the featured roles in
this production. The story is by Sam Jan-
ney. Carey Wilson prepared the scenario.

“Purple” Scenes Filmed in ’Frisco

Exterior scenes of Corinne Griffith’s next
starring vehicle, “Purple and Fine Linen,”
are to be filmed in San Francisco.

Paramount
Greta Nissen Opposite Menjou

Greta Nissen has left Hollywood to play
opposite Adolphe Menjou in “Blonde or
Brunette,” which is now in production.

“Ritz Waiter” in Production

James Cruze has started the filming of
“The Waiter From the Ritz,” starring
Raymond Griffith. Trixie Friganza, George
Fawcett and Alice Day are among those
in support of the star.

Stiller Signs Contract^

Mauritz Stiller has been signed to a long
term contract. He is now conferring with
Erich Pommer, Emil Tannings and Jesse L.
Lasky on story material for Jannings’ first

vehicle in America.

Jacquelin Cadson Cast in “It”

Jacquelin Cadson has been cast for an
important role in “It,” Clara Bow’s first

starring vehicle for Paramount. Clarence
Badger is directing the picture. The sup-
porting cast includes Antonio Moreno, Wil-
liam Austin, Priscilla Bonner, Eleanor
Lawson, Rose Topley and Miss Gadson.

Clyde Cook With Pola Negri

Clyde Cook has been added to the cast

of “Barbed Wire,” Pola Negri’s newest
starring medium. Claude Gillingwater and
Einar Hanson have been cast in this adap-
tation of Hall Caine’s “The Woman of

.
Ivnockalee.”

Fox
Cast Filming “Bertha” Exteriors

Madge Bellamy with Irving Cummings,
the director, Paul Nicholson and others of
the cast of “Bertha, the Sewing Machine
Girl,” left New York, where they were
doing outdoor scenes, for Hollywood to
make exteriors.

“Peter Grimm” Ready for Release

“The Return of Peter Grimm,” the David
Belasco stage play, which has been trans-

cribed into a photodrama, will go to ex-
hibitors on October 31. Alec B. Francis
plays the title role, and Janet Gaynor has
the leading feminine role. Victor Schertz-
inger is the director.

“The City” Filmed and Cut

R. William Neill has finished filming and
is now cutting “The City,” which he di-

rected. Walter McGrail, Nancy Nash, May
Allison, Robert Frazer and Richard Wall-
ing head the cast.

“Monkey Talks” Is in Wrork

Raoul Walsh has commenced work on
“The Monkey Talks.” Olive Borden and
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Jacques Lerner have the leading roles. The
cast includes Margaret Livingston, J. Far-
rell MacDonald and Ted McNamara.

Exteriors Shot on “Sunrise

”

George O’Brien is at Lake Arrowhead,
Cal., where F. W. Murnau is shooting

exteriors for “Sunrise,” in which Janet

Gaynor has the fminine lead.

Pro-Dis-Co

No Exteriors in “Rubber Tires”

“Rubber Tires,” the epic of auto camps
which Alan Hale will next direct, will not

have a single studio-made scene, as the

troupe will travel from auto camp to auto

camp*, filming scenes. Bessie Love is to

play the featured feminine role.

“Gigolo” Song Broadcasted

“Gigolo,” the new song inspired by the

picture of that name, starring Rod La
Rocque, was broadcasted over station

WEAF.

United Artists

“Barbara Worth” Wr
ins Praise

“The Winning of Barbara Worth” had
its premiere at the Forum theatre, Los
Angeles where it received commendation.

“Resurrection” Copyrighted

“Resurrection” is the only novel written

by Leo Tolstoy which is copyrighted

through which proceeds were given to the

peasants.

“General” Nearly Finished

Buster Keaton has nearly completed the

filming of “The General.” His leading lady

is Marian Mack.

Work on “Sunya” Progresses

Work on “Sunya,” Gloria Swanson’s

V

Warner Brothers presented the Vita-

phone along with “Don Juan,” in

which John Barrymore stars with
Mary Astor. The story is by Bess
Meredyth and Alan Crosland is re-

sponsible for the direction. This pro-
duction opened in Chicago at Mc-
Vickers September 15, and is still

playing there.

latest starring vehicle, is rapidly progress-
ing and is expected to be released in

January.

Educational

“His Day Off” Is Completed

Phil Dunham and “Toy” Gallagher take
the principal roles in “His Day Off,” which
has just been completed.

“Dodging Trouble” in Work
“Dodging Trouble,” which features Neal

Burns, is now in production. Edna Marion
is again seen as his leading lady.

Mermaid Comedy Being Shot

A1 St. John is busy on a new Mermaid
comedy titled “Flaming Romance,” in

which he is supported by Aileen Lopez.

Universal

Joan Alden Renews Contract

Joan Alden, beauty contest winner, has
just renewed her contract. She has already
played in a number of pictures.

Seiter Again to Direct Denny

William Seiter is preparing the script of
“Fast and Furious,” an original screen
story by Peter Milne, which he will direct

with Reginald Denny starring.

Baggot Directs “The Claiv”

King Baggot will direct Cynthia Stock-
ley’s “The Claw” as his next all star pro-
duction.

“Michael Strogoff” Has Premiere

“Michael Strogoff,” the Universal Film
de France special, had its American pre-

miere in Indianapolis before the State

Federation of Clubs and Photoplay In-

dorsers of that State, presented at a mid-
night show in the Circle theatre.

Select New Laura LaPlante Film

As soon as William Seiter completes
“Fast and Furious” he will start directing

Laura La Plante in “Brides Will Be
Brides.”

Warner Brothers

Exercise Raymaker Option

The option on the services of Herman
Raymaker has been exercised and he has
been signed to a long term directorial

contract. «

Prepare “Wolf’s Clothing”

Preparations are being completed to

start production on the second of the

Arthur Somers Roche stories titled “Wolf’s
Clothing.” Darryle Francis Zanuck is

rapidly completing the script and the sets

are now being constructed. This will be a

starring vehicle for Monte Blue and Patsy
Ruth Miller.

“London Sleeps” Is Completed

“While London Sleeps,” Rin-Tin-Tin’s
latest starring vehicle, has been completed
and is now in the cutting room.

“Better ’Ole” Recommended

The National Board of Review of Mo-
tion Pictures has selected “The Better

’Ole” for the Photoplay Guide.
“Fingerprints” in Work

“Fingerprints,” an Arthur Somers Roche
comedy, mystery melodrama, is the latest

picture to go into production. Lloyd
Bacon is directing the picture.

F. B. O.

“Father Said No” in Production

, “Her Father Said No,” an H. C. Witwer
story, has been placed in production.

New Story for “Don Mike”

Fred Thomson will be a half Irish, half

Spanish horseman in his next special, “Don
Mike,” which is now being prepared by
his editorial staff.

Marion Davies is starred in the Cos-
mopolitan production “The Red Mill,”

Aimed at the Metro-Goldwyn Studios
by Cameramen Henrik Sartov and
John Arnold. Miss Davies, having
completed this production, is at work
on “Tillie, the Toiler” with Hobart
Henley directing.

Another Porter Film in Work

J. Leo Meehan has already begun shoot-

ing on “The Magic Garden,” the last novel
written by Gene Stratton-Porter.

Three Productions Being Cut

Three productions are in the process of
cutting. They are: “Rose of the Tene-
ments,” starring Shirley Mason and Johnny
Harron, “Bred in Old Kentucky,” Viola
Dana’s first starring vehicle for this com-
pany, and “The Timid Terror,” George
O’Hara’s second feature.

Pathe

Complete Quartette of Comedies

“War Feathers,” an “Our Gang” comedy,
has been titled, edited and successfully pre-

viewed. It was directed by Anthony Mack.
“Be Your Age,” a Charley Chase comedy
directed by Leo McCarey, has been com-
pleted, edited and previewed. Simul-
taneously, production has been completed
on another Chase comedy, directed by
James Parrott, with Eugenia Gilbert, Bull

Montana, Amber Norman, Eugene Pallette

and Valentina Zimini. Marjorie Daw,
Creighton Hale, Jess Devorska, Max
Davidson, Oliver Hardy, Spec O’Donnell
and Ann Brody are in the cast of the

current all star Hal Roach comedy, of the

“Star Comedy” series, which Leo McCarey
has completed directing.

“Alaskan Adventures” Endorsed

“Alaskan Adventures,” produced by Cap-
tain Jack Robertson, was screened before

a special committee representing the Cali-

fornia Federation of Women’s Clubs and
was heartily endorsed by that body.

“Nickel Hopper” Is Completed

Hal Yeates has completed the directing

of “The Nickel Hopper,” a Mabel Nor-
mand comedy. Creighton Hale plays oppo-

site the star.
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WASHINGTON
WASHINGTON.—The lobby of Cran-

dall’s Metropolitan has been embellished
with a Tiffany crystal chandelier. . . .

John J. Payette spent a few days in New
York on important business connected with

securing new attractions for the stages of

the Metropolitan, Tivoli and Lincoln the-

atres.

INDIANAPOLIS
INDIANAPOLIS.—The extension divi-

sion of Indiana University at Bloomington
has reported that sixteen schools are users

of educational films and slides distributed

by the division. A library containing thou-

sands of educational subjects in motion
pictures, lantern slides and other visual

aids is maintained by the university. . . .

The Linden, the latest addition to the list

of family theatres in South Bend, opened
recently. . . . Shows at Rossville have
been closed for some days because of an
epidemic of diphtheria in that city. . . .

Monon is agitating the question whether
theatres may be operated there on Sunday
nights. . . . The Zaring has its own
staff cameraman. His duty is to shoot ac-

tion scenes of interest in the city. Officials

of the theatre say the stunt brings business

to the house, with little expense. The
operator recently took several views of the

Butler-Franklin football game during the

Butler Home Coming Celebration. . . .

Among the recent picture indorsements of

the Better Film Committee of Fort Wayne,
Ind., are “The Border Sheriff,” “The Fam-
ily Upstairs,” “Nell Gwyn,” “Seven Keys
to Baldpate,” “Just Suppose” and “Dead-
wood Coach.” . . . Preliminary plans
are being drawn for the construction of a
family theatre at Marion, Ind. The theatre
is owned by Frank J. Remhusch Enterprises
of Indianapolis. . . . The B. F. Keith
has opened for the coming season, as has
the Strand, which has been redecorated.

SAN FRANCISCO
SAN FRANCISCO.—Louis R, Lurie,

real estate operator and theatre owner, to-

gether with several of his associates, have
joined Walter W. Kofcldt in forming an
international organization for the distribu-

tion of imported productions
Morris Markowitz, assistant in the book-
ink department of First National, has been
transferred to the Portland office as booker.
. . . Jack Fineberg, a new member of
First National staff, has been made assist-

ant poster clerk. . . . Newt Levi of
First National has just returned from a
successful trip through Nevada.
Lee Huleing returned from a trip to Los
Angeles, where he visited his brother of
the Warner Bros, exchange. . . . J. L.
Caihero of United Artists, who has been
serving that concern at their Seattle ex-
change, came back to San Francisco after
spending several months in the northwest.

. . . • J. Mitsaui, who has operated the
Bijou at Visalia for upwards of ten years,

died suddenly.

Salt Lake City

First Runs
( Week Beginning Oct. 9)

AMERICAN : “It Must Be Love,” First Na-
tional; “Buster’s Narrow Escape,“ Uni-
versal; Fox News.

ORPHEUM : “The Imposter,” F. B. O.
PANTAGES : “Broken Hearts of Holly-

wood,” Warner Brothers.
PARAMOUNT EMPRESS: “The Four Horse-

men of the Apocalypse,” Metro-Goldivyn-
Mayer.

VICTORY: “Red Dice,” Pro-Dis-Co

;

Smith’s Landlord,” Pathe; Pathe News.

San Francisco

First Runs
( Week Beginning Oct. 10)

GRANADA: “Take It Home,” Universal.
LOEW’S WARFIELD: “The Duchess of
Buffalo,” First National.
COLUMBIA: “Ben Hur,” Metro-Goldwyn-

Mayer. (Continued.)
CALIFORNIA: “The Boy Friend,” Mctro-

Goldwyn-Mayer.
IMPERIAL: “Kid Boots,” Paramount.
UNION SQUARE: “The Merry Cavalier,”

F. B. O.
CAMEO: “King of the Turf,” F. B. O.;
Comedy : “Bumping Into Broadway,”
Pathe.

GOLDEN GATE: “Gigolo,” Pro-Dis-Co.

Philadelphia

First Runs
(Week of Oct. 4)

STANLEY : “Amateur Gentleman,” First
National; Overture: Grand Fantasie,
“Pagliacci.” Stanley Symphony Or-
chestra; Stanley Frolic: Telephone
dolls, Estelle Carey, soprano ; Betsey
Rees, ballerina. Italian street song (Her-
bert), Kitty McLoughlin, soprano; Stan-
ley-Mark Strand Male Quartette. The
Arbor of Love, Estelle Carey and Charles
Massinger; Minuet, Russian, Chinois, Jazz.

FOX: “Three Bad Men,” Fox; Burnoff
and Josephine; Mitchell Brothers, premier
banjoistSc

STANTON : “The Black Pirate,” United
Artists.

ARCADIA: “Stella Dallas,” United Artists.

KARLTON : “Campus Flirt,” Paramount.
PALACE: “Mare Nostrum,” Metro-Goldwyn-

Mayer.
VICTORIA: “So This Is Paris,” Warner

Brothers.
CAPITOL: “Footloose Widows,” Warner

Brothers.
ALDINE : “Beau Geste,” Paramount.

OTTAWA
OTTAWA.—-Announcement is made at

Toronto of the erection of a new suburban
theatre by Eastern Construction Company
to cost $150,000. The new house is to be
leased to Famous Players Canadian Corp.

The owners are Messrs. Posnick and Axler.
. Manager R. J. Harrison of the

Capitol theatre, St. Catherine’s, Ontario,
has announced a Fiddlers’ Contest. . . .

J. T. Isbell of Toronto has sold his Melba
to Messrs. J. Starkman and H. Sugerman.
He also recently sold the Rex to H. Rot-
tenberg. . . . Joseph Paquin is the
owner of the new Capitol theatre which
was opened in Hull, Quebec, the first at-

traction being the first local run of “The
Sea Beast.” . . . The Centre is now
presenting a series of Romance Produc-
tions in natural colors as a special attrac-
tion each week, the first picture, “The

Blue Boy,” being presented along with “It

Must Be Love.” Manager Don Stapleton
makes a specialty of First National fea-

tures and has done so for years. . . .

Manager Harry O’Regan of the Francais
has announced the appointment of G. A.
Laroche as director of the new orchestra
of the theatre. ... A building permit
has been issued by the city of Toronto
to George Hunt and R. McClelland for the

erection of a moving picture theatre. . . .

W. T. McKnight is announced as general
manager of the Regent, large downtown
house of Famous Players Canadian Corp.
in Toronto, which specializes in extended
engagements of special film productions.
Nelson Shea was recently appointed house
manager of the Regent.

DENVER
DENVER.—Jack Hurschman, United

Artists salesman, has returned to Denver
after making a trip in Wyoming. . . .

Carl Judge, owner and operator of the Iris,

Wheatland, Wyo., came here for a visit

with exchange managers. . . . Jim
Lynch of Laramie, Wyo., stopped over en-
route to Boulder to attend the football

game between Wyoming and Colorado.
Mr. Lynch is president of the Wyoming
exhibitor organization. . ... Jim Zim-
merman, owner of the Lyric, Bridgeport,
Neb., announces he has about completed
plans for the erection of another theatre
there. . . . Pat Dowdle, exploiting
Christie Comedies, passed through on a
trip across the continent in his little French
car which he calls “Christie Comedy Doo-
dle Bug.” . . . Frank Harris,. Western
division sales manager for Pathe, spent a
few days visiting S. B. Rahn, local branch
manager for Pathe. . . . Nate Salmon
of the Paris, Santa Fe, N. M., arrived on
a business mission. . . . Joseph Morgan
is reported to have taken over the owner-
ship and management of the Royal, Flagler,

Colo.

ST. LOUIS
ST. LOUIS.—The Columbia, Baton

Rouge, La., is being redecorated and reno-
vated. . . . Frank Shipley, manager of
the Walnut, Vicksburg, Miss., plans to re-

decorate and improve that house. .

It is reported that Saenger Amusement
Company of New Orleans will build a
negro theatre in Hattiesburg, Miss. . . .

The Strand, Council Bluffs, Iowa, is to
be remodeled early next year. '

.

Visitors to the Radio Show in the Coli-
seum were entertained by the Twelve Tune-
ville Teasers, Paul Sporleder and his nov-
elty orchestra from Skouras Brothers the-
atres. . . . Mickey Daniels, the freckle-

faced comedian, and Mary Kornman, the
pig-tailed leading lady of the Our Gang
Comedies, headlined an 8-act program at
the Orpheum. . . . George Bebah is at

the Ambassador with his latest screen-stage

presentation, “The Loves of Ricardo.” His
entire motion picture company of 27 play-

ers will also appear in the stage portion
of the show. . . . For the first time in

the history of St. Louis amusements an
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advance demand for tickets resulted in a

pre-show sale of unreserved seats for “The
Black Pirate,” which opened at The Am-
bassador. . . . Visitors of the week
included Ted Yemm of the Reed, Yemm
and Hayes Circuit of Southern Illinois and
Steve Brady of Cape Girardeau. Mr.
Yemm’s family has removed to St. Louis
and he makes the week-end trips here.

MILWA UKEE
MILWAUKEE.—N. J. Blumberg, gen-

eral manager of the Milwaukee Theatre
Circuit, Inc., which is the name by which
the Wisconsin division of the Universal
circuit will be known in future, was in

Escanaba and Marquette making arrange-
ments for the new theatres which will be
built there. . . . M. J. Weisfeldt, dis-

trict manager for F. B. O., visited the local

office while enroute to Chicago.
Carl Ebert, formerly connected with First

National, has been added to the local Fox
sales force. . . . Clyde Eckhardt, divi-

sion manager of the Fox Film Corporation,

was here working with branch manager
Fred Sliter on the plans for the new Fox
exchange which is to be erected.

Stanley Brown, until recently manager of

Saxe’s Strand, and managing director of

the Merrill and Modjeska, has been ap-
pointed manager of the Tower, succeed-
ing Henry Stick.elmaier, who is no longer
located in Milwaukee. . . . H. A. Staab,

executive secretary of the M. P. T. O. of

Wisconsin, and Fred Seegert of the Regent
and former president, attended the M. P.

T. O. convention in Battle Creek, Michigan.
. . . Otto Bell of the Bell, Sparta, was
a recent visitor in this city. . . . Carl
Cohen of the Waupaca, Waupaca, visited

at the local F. B. O. . . . H. J . Meiniger
has resigned his position as manager of
the Retlaw, Fond du Lac, and his position

is being filled temporarily by Ferrell But-
ler, manager of the two Saxe theatres in

Oshkosh. . . . Charles Braun, manager
of the Miller, appeared on the screen at

the Wisconsin, featured in the “What’s
Wrong With This Picture?” of the Wis-
consin-Milwaukee-Journal news reel of
Milwaukee events. . . . Art Desarmeaux,
manager of the Strand, Madison, is highly
elated over the success of his broadcasting
station WIBA, which he operates in con-

junction with the Capital Times.

SALT LAKE
SALT LAKE CITY.—A1 Hager of the

Rex at Idaho Falls is visiting local man-
agers. . . . Ray Handry, assistant man-
ager at the Victory, left to take charge

of the Idaho at Idaho Falls, operated by
Joe Koehler, who is ill and is expecting

to undergo an operation. . . . “The
Lone Wolf Returns,” a Columbia produc-
tion, has been booked for a showing at

the Viotory in November. . . . Thomas
Berta, exhibitor at Rock Springs, Wyo-
ming, has been ill with influenza.

/. Myers, owner of the Bluebird at Gar-

field, is attending to his fall booking. . . .

Manager Edwin A. Morris of the Orpheum
announces that a tremendous business has

been done during the last two weeks due

to the added attraction of Miss Eugene
Dennis, “The Kansas Wonder Girl.” . . .

The Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer production

“Ben Hur” is playing at the Salt Lake
theatre Manager Aparton has

contracted with the new radio station'

KDYL here for exclusive moving picture

broadcasting. . . . “The Four Horsemen
of the Apocalypse” is enjoying a very suc-

cessful run at the Paramount Empress.

. . . M. IV. Peterson, who operates the-

atres at Fillmore and Konosh, has been

visiting local exchange managers.

These two scenes from First National’s
“The Duchess of Buffalo," with Con-
stance Talmadge, Rose Dione and
Tullio Carminati, were filmed by John
Mescal. This was a September re-

lease.

PHILADELPHIA
PHILADELPHIA.—The local branch of

F. B. O. has made extensive improvements
in its quarters. . . . Oscar Neufeld,
former president of the Film Board of
Trade and half owner of the De Luxe Ex-
change and the East Coast Theatres Com-
pany, has left for an extended motor trip

through New England and Canada. Mrs.
Neufeld accompanied him. . . . IV. E.
Smith, district manager; Percy A. Bloch,
branch manager, and Mike Landow, sales

Paramount presents a new Frank Lloyd
special, “Eagle of the Sea." Florence
Vidor and Ricardo Cortez have the
featured roles. This production, now
completed, was filmed by Norbert
Brodin.

manager, will represent the local office of
Paramount at the semi-annual sales confer-
ence of Famous Players-Lasky, to be held
at French Lick, Indiana. . . . Karl
Suelke, a member of the local sales force
of Paramount, has been temporarily trans-
ferred to Wilkes-Barre, Pa., to assume the
management of the Paramount exchange in

that city during the absence of Fred Myers,
who is ill. . . . Work is being pushed rap-
dly on George Gravenstine’s new Cameo.
Mr. Gravenstine has not yet announced
what disposition he will make of his Car-
men, which is directly opposite the new
house he is building. . . . Green &
Altman’s Jefferson, which has been closed

on account of extensive repairs and im-
provements, has been reopened and will

continue under its former policy. Earle
Weston has been placed in charge of the

Jefferson. . . . William H. Mattison,
who was for eight years connected with
the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer forces as sales

representative in the Pennsylvania coal
region, has resigned and has joined the

sales personnel of Pro-Dis-Co.
The opening date of the Stanley Company’s
new $4,000,000 Earle theatre in Atlantic
City, which was set for the third week in

October, was postponed, owing to the in-

ability of some of the contractors to com-
plete their work on time. . . . George
P. Aarons, secretary of the M. P. T. O.
of Eastern Pennsylvania, Southern New
Jersey and Delaware, has just returned
from a several weeks’ swing around the
territory.

ALBANY
ALBANY.—Nate Robbins, Rae Candee

and Harry Lux, exhibitors in Utica, were
in the Adirondacks on the lookout for deer
on the first day of the season.

W. H. Linton, owner of the Olympic in

Utica, is back from a business trip to

New York. . . . George Valley of
Winooski, Vt., is negotiating for F. S.

Farnsworth’s theatre in Essex Junction,
which was recently closed. . . . Visit-

ors along Film Row last week included
Myer Dale, of Schoharie; Mr. and Mrs. A.
E. Milligan, of Schuylerville

;
Sam Hoch-

stim and Edwin Zincke, of Hudson, and
what’s more important, they all spent
money. . . . Betty Feuer has closed the

Crescent in Schenectady, and a business
block will eventually supplant the theatre.

. . . Frank H. Hickey, assistant treasurer
of the Farash theatres in Schenectady, is

spending a month in Atlantic City. . . .

Ed Walsh of the Albany in Schenectady
has dropped his admission prices from
thirty to twenty-five cents. . . . Harry
Seed and Isadora Schmertz, local exchange
managers, called on practically all exhibi-

tors in Utica. . . . Mathew Moran is

repainting his theatre in Coxsackie. . . .

George Miller announces a change in pol-

icy at the Park in Cobleskill, under which
there will be four changes to the week
instead of five. . . . The Oneonta is

making a big play this fall on courtesy

and has adopted a slogan of “Courtesy
Always.” .... The Liberty in Water-
town staged its first midnight show last

week in connection with the premier show-
ing of a feature picture. . . . C. H.
Buckley, who runs the Leland and the

Clinton Square, has decided to postpone the

contemplated erection of a residence. . . .

Mrs. Tony Veiller, wife of the manager
of the Mark Ritz in Albany, is visiting

relatives in Virginia. . . . Morris Sil-

verman will open his new theatre in Schen-

ectady on December 15. . . . The Farash

theatres have) acquired control of the

Broadway in Schenectady and have re-

opened the house. . . . Frank Learnan
is supervising the redecorating of the

Strand in Schenectady.
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“What the Picture Did For Me”
VERDICTS ON FILMS IN LANGUAGE OF EXHIBITOR

Copyright, 1926

This is the original exhibitors’ reports department, established October 14, 1916.

Beware of cheap, misleading imitations.

“What the Picture Did for Me” is the one genuine source of exhibitor-written box office

information.

Address: “What the Picture Did for Me,” EXHIBITORS HERALD, 407 South Dearborn
Street, Chicago, III.

Chadwick
WINNING THE FUTURITY: Cullen Landis—

Just a very ordinary program picture. Race not

so good. Six reels.—Henry Reeve, Star theatre,

Menard, Tex.—Small town patronage.

HIS LAST RACE: This is a great little pic-

ture. Has a splendid all star cast. Plenty of

action and all that goes to make a good race

story. Six reels.—Stoddard Bros., Rex theatre,

Madisonville, Tex.—General patronage.

F. B. O.

ONE MINUTE TO PLAY: Red Grange—The
biggest attraction shown this Fall. Business
far ahead of ‘‘The Son of the Sheik.” The red
head made a real hit with this picture. Some-
body sign this guy quick on a long term con-

tract. Believe me, he is an actor. More than
one flapper will cry herself to sleep after looking
at Grange. The flappers took most all my photos
without permission. Exhibitors step on it. The
picture will stand back of you.—Russell Armen-
trout, K. P. theatre, Pittsfield, 111.—General pat-

ronage.

LONE HAND SAUNDERS: Fred Thomson—
Another dandy from Thomson. Run to capacity

house second night and pleased all. Six reels.—

-

J. C. Kennedy, Empress theatre, Akron, la.

—

General patronage.

LONE HAND SAUNDERS: Fred Thomson.
They just don’t make them any better than
this one, and that's putting it mildly. Fred and
Silver King both great and a number of new
stunts that went over fine. Audience pleased 100

per cent and they didn't fail to tell me so.

Many thanks to you, Fred and Silver King, and
here’s hoping they are placed on a bigger re-

leasing schedule in the future. We small town
showmen need 12 Fred Thomson pictures a year
instead of four. Six reels.—E. F. Ingram, In-

gram’s theatre, Ashland, Ala.—Small town pat-

ronage.

HER HONOR THE GOVERNOR: Pauline
Frederick—A splendid picture but hard to get

them. Not sold to the general public. Those
that saw it were well pleased. Seven reels.

—

C. S. Watson, Electric theatre, Caldwell, Kan.

—

General patronage.

LADDIE: Special cast—Splendid picture from
Gene Stratton Porter’s novel. Bess Flowers and
John Bowers, with little Gene Stratton Porter
well cast as the Princess, Laddie and little sister.

Seven reels.—P. G. Estee, S. T. theatre, Parker,

S. Dak.—Small town patronage.

BIGGER THAN BARNUMS: Special cast—

A

very good program picture. Lots of hokum. Six
reels.—H. E. Schlichter, Liggett theatre, Madison,
Kan.—General patronage.

IF MARRIAGE FAILS: Clive Brook—Some
Gold Bond 1 It sure gave me a pain and also to

lots of others, to sit there through seven reels

of nonsense. If the mark Gold Bond represents

this, give me the Blue Streak Westerns first. Art
Acord next night just doubled the attendance,

so F. B. O. better take off the Gold Bond sign

on pictures like this. Not worth running. It’s

the bunk. Seven reels.—R. Duba, Royal theatre,

Kimball, S. D.—General patronage.

THE MIDNIGHT FLYER: Special cast—Good.
Sensational railroad drama. Drew good. Will

stand heavy advertising. Seven reels.—A. P.

Sitton & Son, Muse U theatre, Tularosa, N. M.

—

Small town patronage.

THE MIDNIGHT FLYER: Special cast—This
is sure a thriller and our business was good for

Next
Week

IT’S NEXT WEEK!
That big Birthday Party cele-

brating the Tenth Anniversary
of “What the Picture Did For
Me.”

Red lemonade, bobbing for

apples, pun’kin pies for all

hands, taffy-pull for anybody
that remembers how, cider keg
in the pantry and we won’t go
home until morning if we don’t

want to.

NEXT WEEK!
The big, long story of how come
and why, what’s been done and
how, who did it, when, what
happened and—perhaps—just a
hint about something new, big
and startling that’s going to hap-
pen as a result of suggestions

made in the barrels of letters re-

ceived from contributors and
readers on this auspicious occa-

sion.

Come early—bring the family

—

stay as long as you like. It’s

—

Next
Week

two nights. This is the kind that keeps them
awake and stirring around in their seats won-
dering what will be next to happen. Seven reels.

—G. V. Anderson, Oak theatre, Oakdale, Nebr.

—

General patronage.

FLASHING FANGS: Ranger dog—Say boys,

here is a 100 per cent dog picture and the humans

help to put a good interesting story on the screen.

This dog, I think, is just as good as Strongheart
but it always takes a good story to make a good
picture and here are both—story and entertain-
ment. Play it two nights if you can. Five
reels.—R. Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D.

—

General patronage.

THE ISLE OF HOPE: Richard Talmadge

—

Best Talmadge offering in some time and it was
greatly enjoyed by our Saturday crowd. This boy
can make a good little picture whenever he gets
a story. Six reels.—Henry Reeve, Star theatre,
Menard, Texas.—Small town patronage.

SMILIN' AT TROUBLE: Lefty Flynn—Not
much to this one. Poorest Flynn we have had
yet. Six reels.—E. A. Armistead, Lyric theatre,
Easley, S. C.—General patronage.

SMILIN’ AT TROUBLE: Lefty Flynn—Splen-
did program picture. Plenty of action and
comedy with just a touch of society. Did not
do big business but it pleased those who came.
Six reels.—W. C. Wheeler, Majestic theatre,
Willits, Cal.—Small town patronage.

THE ISLE OF RETRIBUTION: Special cast—
Good picture and everybody pleased. A good
picture for hot weather. Seven reels.—Mrs.
Minnie Schnoor, Paramount theatre, Stapleton,
Nebr.—Small town patronage.

THE JADE CUP: Evelyn Brent—Just an ordi-
nary picture.—R. K. Lattin, Strand theatre, Val-
paraiso, Neb.—General patronage.

THE TOUGH GUY: Fred Thomson—The best
Thomson picture that we have ever shown.
Pleased 100 per cent. Children and grown ups
as well raved over this one. Biggest Saturday
crowd in months. Thomson outdrawing Mix,
Jones and everything else in his class. Six reels.—-Marion Bodwell, Paramount theatre, Wyoming,
111.—General patronage.

THE CLOUD RIDER: A1 Wilson—That is just

a fair program picture of the aviation type.

Wilson does some very good stunts and Vir-
ginia Lee Corbin and Helen Ferguson help him
out with the action. Five reels.—W. T. Davis
& Son, Rialto theatre, Sharon, Wis.—General
patronage.

GLENISTER OF THE MOUNTED: Lefty
Flynn—The first Lefty Flynn we have ever shown
and thought it very good. Crowd very small
on this one and barely grossed film rental. Six
reels.—Marion Bodwell, Paramount theatre, Wyo-
ming, 111.—General patronage.

QUEEN OF DIAMONDS: Evelyn Brent—

A

clever little crook story. Six reels.—Wm. E.
Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.—Small
town patronage.

PRINCE OF PEP: Richard Talmadge—One of

Dick’s good jumping jack pictures with a little

better story than usual. Six reels.—Wm. E.
Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.—Small
town patronage.

First National

SENOR DARE DEVIL: Ken Maynard—

A

mighty good Western with this new star that
went over with a bang and had the fans asking
when the next one was due, as they left the
theatre. However, there is one big mistake in

this picture, and that is the substitution of
another horse for Tarzan in two of the most
thrilling scenes. First National had better steer
clear of this stuff or they will ruin his chances
of becoming one of the biggest Western stars
on the screen. Seven reels.—E. F. Ingram, In-
gram’s theatre, Ashland, Ala.—Small town pat-
ronage.
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MEN OF STEEL: Milton Sills—“Men of Steel,”

the so-called big special which we showed for 3

days here in Winchester last week, does not
measure up to big picture proportions. In the
first place the thing is crammed full of hokum,
the part assigned to Milton Sills is not big
enough for his ability as an actor, and I am
surprised that he would consent to do a part
like this one. I paid real money for this and
put out a lot of good money after bad exploiting
it, believing that First National had another spe-

cial like “The Sea Hawk,” as it was sold accord-
ingly. Eleven reels.—W. H. Brenner, Cozy
theatre, Winchester, Ind.—General patronage.

INTO HER KINGDOM: Corinne Griffith—

A

picture that is quite interesting, and is done in

a very fine way. Production and acting both
good. Story of the Russian situation during past
years, but in spite of the thing being interesting,

it does not make good box office material. The
picture does not have general appeal, therefore
fails owing to this fact. Seven reels.—W. H.
Brenner, Cozy theatre, Winchester, Ind.—Gen-
eral patronage.

ELLA CINDERS: Colleen Moore—One of the
nicest little pictures you have ever looked at.

Colleen has sure made a hit here. Although it

did not register as big as “Irene” it pleased
100 per cent. Many thanks for your nice letter,

Colleen, and we surely would appreciate a nice
autographed photo to hang in our lobby. Six
reels.—Marion Bodwell, Paramount theatre,

Wyoming, 111.—General patronage.

THE WILDERNESS WOMAN: Aileen Pringle
Everybody liked this. An unusual part for Miss
Pringle which was well done. Well liked and
above all a good print.—A. F. Jenkins, Com-
munity theatre, David City, Nebr.—General pat-
ronage.

IRENE: Colleen Moore—Call out the guards
and fire a royal salute for Colleen. Twice she
has given us a “Ten Best Box Office” bet, the
other being “Sally.” I have to confess that
when Colleen is on I am like a child with a pair
of red boots and I think my enthusiasm peps up
the town, for some highly musically accomplished
society ladies offered to render the music, the
fashionable Bon-Net Shop offered to put on a
dandy window display, beside my own big window
display and my lobby display, then Colleen sent
me her autographed picture which was framed
in time and, then we used the big rotor heralds,

used the artistic 10x16 screenless color lobby

Box Office Names
Rated This Week

Relative values of the 60 best box
office names are revealed in “The
Studio Section” of this issue. A sec-

ond list gives 240 names with defi-

nite box office value as indicated by
exhibitors participating in a “Herald”
questionnaire.

When you have read the lists of
names in “The Studio Section,” to-

gether with the analysis there pub-
lished, refer to your files of “What
the Picture Did for Me” and “The
Box Office Record” and note that you
“knew it all the time.”

display and the beautiful 14x17 rainbow lobby
photos in addition to our Usual paper. We adver-
tised the fashion show big, of course, but took
great pains to stress this play as a great laugh-
able comedy worker to get the men. Well, we
got them all, including a murder trial jury who,
with the bailiff, were roped off in the balcony.
So, it went over two nights and a matinee with
a war time bang. Here’s to you Colleen, may
you never be given a poor story, so that your
every performance will be feverishly awaited.

—

Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.—Gen-
eral patronage.

SWEET DADDIES: Special cast—Real enter-

tainment. Good whether you’ve played the
“Cohens and Kellys” or not. We had them
pretty far apart. I think you could see one one
night, and the other the next and still enjoy
both. Seven reels.—Henry Reeve, Star theatre,

Menard, Tex.—Small town patronage.

RAINBOW RILEY : Johnny Hines—Very good
comedy feature which will please and should do
extra business. It did for me on Friday and
Saturday and I have to work hard to get them
in with a comedy, because they like to see West-
erns out here on Saturday. Mostly country trade

and they are used to horses yet. Good show

anyhow with Johnny. Seven reels.—R. Duba,
Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D.—General patronage.

RAINBOW RILEY : Johnny Hines—Mighty
good action comedy. Good print, good crowd and
good comment.—A. F. Jenkins, Community the-
atre, David City, Nebr.—General patronage.

THE DESERT FLOWER: Colleen Moore—Col-
leen is an exceptionally fine actress and real
good in this picture which pleased all.—James
Moffitt, Auditorium theatre, Tampa, Kan.—Small
town patronage.

PUPPETS: Milton Sills—Too much foreign
stuff. Milton Sills at his worst. Too slow and
draggy, and Sills never was intended for a wop.
Eight reels.—Ad Newton, Princess theatre, Stan-
berry, Mo.—General patronage.

THE LIVE WIRE: Johnny Hines—A good
snappy picture which pleased the majority. Seven
reels.—Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neills-
ville, Wis.—Small town patronage.

THE LIVE WIRE: Johnny Hines—First
Hines picture for us and went over in good
shape. We find First National films are in A-l
condition.- Seven reels.—Glenn Anspach, Thorn-
ville theatre, Thornville, Ohio.—Small town pat-
ronage.

RANSOM’S FOLLY: Richard Barthelmess—

-

This star is always good for us here and I hate
to knock one of his pictures, but somebody made
a bad mistake in this one. Quite the poorest
thing Dick has given us. And to think that
Sidney Olcott directed it. Lighting very bad.
Miss Mackaill entirely submerged through no
fault of her own. Why did they make her look
like that ? Just a mistake I guess, all of it.

Eight reels.—Henry Reeve, Star theatre, Menard,
Tex.—Small town patronage.

MLLE. MODISTE: Corinne Griffith—This one
went over in fine shape and it’s a corking good
picture. Willard Louis, rest his soul, walks off

with it, as he did with most pictures he appeared
in. We lost a real trouper when he passed on.
Seven reels.—Henry Reeve, Star theatre, Menard,
Tex.—Small town patronage.

THE SPORTING LOVER: Conway Tearle—

A

fairly good program picture with scenes laid in
England. Views of the Kink and Quink, as well
as long shots of the Derby were good, but the
closeups of the alleged race were sure the bunk
for a race picture. Seven reels.—Wm. E. Trags-
dorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.—Small town
patronage.

THE SCARLET WEST: Special cast—Real
good Western. Drew well.—James Moffitt,

Auditorium theatre, Tampa, Kan.—Small town
patronage.

THE SCARLET WEST: Robert Frazer—Very
good, a little inconsistent and too much shooting,
however. A good picture and was well received
by our audience. Nine reels.—J. B. Endert,
Endert theatre. Crescent City, Calif.—General
patronage.

THE RECKLESS LADY: Belle Bennett—Good
entertainment but too much weeps, so they said.

—A. F. Jenkins, Community theatre, David City,
Nebr.—General patronage.

THE KNOCKOUT: Milton Sills—Best action
picture we have played for a long time. This is

the kind of entertainment for the small town.
Eight reels.—Glenn Anspach, Thornville theatre,
Thornville, Ohio.—Small town patronage.

THE BROWN DERBY: Johnny Hines—Ex-
cellent. Best comedy yet from Hines. Seven
reels.—A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre. Rainier, Ore.
—General patronage.

SHORE LEAVE : Richard Barthelmess—Good
sailor picture with fair story. Good print.

—

A. F. Jenkins, Community theatre, David City,

Nebr.—General patronage.

THE NEW COMMANDMENT: Special cast—
Blanche is sure sweet in this picture also, Benny
is entitled for a chance to take our greatest
screen lover’s place. , The title will bring them
in and the picture itself will take care of them.
Would for Robert Kane to give us one a month
like this.—L. H. Lickett, Grand theatre, Collins-

ville, Okla.—General patronage.

THE LOST WORLD: Special cast—Opinions
were about 50-50. Heard some say, “Wonderful,”
and others say, “Nothing to it.” A picture of

this type should be advertised as a novelty.
Anyway it did a good business for us and well
worth a showing anywhere. If bought right it

is bound to make you money. Ten reels.—Marion
Bodwell, Paramount theatre, Wyoming, 111.

—

General patronage.

THE LOST WORLD: Special cast—A great
novelty picture which pleased 75 per cent. Didn’t
do the business expected. However, bad weather
and playing at such a late date probably the

cause. Twelve reels.—-A. G. Witwer, Grand
theatre. Rainier, Ore.—General patronage.

A THIEF IN PARADISE: Special cast—Won-
derful attendance. Set new record for one night

Armistice Day—Thanksgiving
Christmas—New Year

The Smart Showman Knows These

4 IMPORTANT
HOLIDAYS

Are Nearly Here

He Greets His Patrons Properly By Using

SPECIAL HOLIDAY SERVICE
From

National Screen Service, Inc.
Trailers Build Business

10 Timely Holiday Trailer Greetings gorgeously
designed and brilliantly animated for New Year,
Lincoln’s Birthday, Washington’s Birthday, Easter,
Mother’s Day, Decoration Day, July Fourth, Armis-
tice Day, Thanksgiving, Christmas, also choice of two
animated presentation leaders for your Feature or
Comedy or News Reel.

For this complete "Service $40.00 yearly.

A postal, wire or telephone call will bring you
the contract and start the service AT ONCE.

CHICAGO NEW YORK LOS ANGELES
845 So. Wabash Ave. 126-130 West 46th St. 1922 So. Vermont Ave.
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J. C. Jenkins—His Colyum

Manhattan, Kansas, October 16, 1926.
DEAR HERALD:
This letter is more apt to be historical than otherwise. I have visited a number

of historical spots the past week, places, that, to me, were very interesting.

At Collinsville, Oklahoma, I met L. H. Luckett, manager of the Grand theatre,
who is a nephew of Will Rogers. Will’s boyhood home was on a ranch near this

town and it was here, they told me, he used to coon watermellons from his neigh-
bors’ fields of nights and practice his rope act on Sundays while Pa and Ma Rogers
were trying to coax him into going to Sunday school.

They told me of a number of Bill’s boyish escapades, but of course I wouldn’t
want to broadcast them here because Bill bas probably outgrown some of them and
is no doubt trying to overcome the balance, and I feel that it is our duty to assist

a man when he is making an honest effort to reform.

I have a very warm spot in my heart for Bill, notwithstanding he cast his vote
for Fred Meyer in that “Beauty contest,” but I look upon that as a lack of judg-
ment rather than malice aforethought, and now that Bill and Cal have become
such good cronies I shall pass up his early history without further comment.

On October 15th all of Council Grove, Kansas, was in mourning, for on that date
they were called upon to bury Charles W. Crimm, who for fifty years had been
the owner and guardian of ‘'Council Oak,” the famous tree that stood in his front
yard and under which the United States commissioners met the Osage Indians in
1825 and entered into a treaty granting the right of way of the Santa Fe trail across

the plains, since which time Kansas has grown some.

Last night I stayed in Emporia. Emporia is a city of something like twelve
thousand people. She is no different perhaps from hundreds of other cities of like

size except that when Kansas thinks of Emporia she naturally thinks of “The
Emporia Gazette” and William Allen White, the editor, and when she thinks of

William Allen White she naturally recalls his famous editorial, “What’s the Matter
With Kansas,” published in the Gazette on August 15th, 1896, and thinking of these,

she naturally looks upon Emporia as a city of considerable importance, and she is.

After supper I picked up a copy of the “Gazette” and it occurred to me that

possibly I could get a copy of that editorial, so I strolled down to the “Gazette”
office and made by wants known and the man in charge kindly gave me a copy
published in pamphlet form, which I took to my room and read ’again and which
called to my mind the trials and tribulations through which the state passed during
her early history.

I thought of Quantrell and his bunch of outlaws who invaded eastern Kansas and
left a trail of blood wherever they went; of the gangs of gamblers and thugs and
other nondescripts who followed the great herds of cattle up from Texas to be
shipped from Abilene, Dodge City and other frontier points, and who preyed upon
the respectable citizens until they rose up in their indignant wrath and drove them
out of the community, and I thought it was no wonder that the state came to be

known as “Bleeding Kansas.”

Then came the days of the grasshoppers, when this pest swooped down on the

state and devoured every living thing, and after this came the blight of Populism
that well nigh put the finishing touches to the whole works.

Unfortunately Kansas has been the breeding ground for every “ism” on earth,

and Populism was the king pin of all of them. An “ism” expounded by soap-box

orators and soft pine whittlers who went up and down the state shouting calamity

and “down with the Wall Street Octopus,” and who looked with suspicion upon
any man who wore a white collar and washed his neck and ears on Sundays; and

it was during this period that William Allen White was inspired to write “What’s

the Matter with Kansas” and the way he panned that bunch was good for the soul,

and through the untiring efforts of such men as William Allen White of Emporia,

Henry Allen and Victor Murdock of Wichita, and Senator Capper of Topeka and
others of like calibre, Kansas has been pulled out of the slough of despond and has

taken her place in the fore front of the states of the nation. Her people are happy
and contented, banks are full of money, merchants are prosperous, theatres crowded,

colleges well filled and all is well in Kansas, and now if the state will get at it

and build some roads we will all take off our hats and shout “What’s the Matter with

Kansas? She’s all right. Who’s all right? KANSAS.”
Today was a big day in Manhattan. Everybody and the hired girl were here to

witness the football game between the Kansas University and' Kansas Aggies. I

( Continued on next page )

middle of the week show. Couldn’t believe my
eyes, how they did pour in on this. I advertised
this as an A-l extra fine 8 reel special at regular
prices. One of the very finest and most enter-
taining plays of 1925. Told them it was magnifi-
cent, entertaining, thrilling with fine settings and
fine direction. Told them about dancing pageant
of nyrrtphs below the sea, the fight between man
and shark, the bathing girl, polo game between
blondes and brunettes and the midnight elope-
ment in airplanes. Was it this, or was it the
trailer run for a week, or the warm night, or
luck, or a combination of all these ? Whatever
it was, it made me feel as exuberant as if I had
managed the Cardinals.—Philip Rand, Rex the-

atre, Salmon, Idaho.—General patronage.

WHY WOMEN LOVE: Blanche Sweet—A good
sea tale which makes a welcome change from
the usual run of blah we get. Seven reels.—Win.
E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.—

-

Small town patronage.

HIS SUPREME MOMENT: Blanche Sweet—
Didn’t think much of this. Too mushy

; % reel

of continuous chin sucking, absolutely disgusting.

Otherwise only fair. Eight reels.—J. B. Endert,
Endert theatre. Crescent City, Calif.—General pat-
ronage.

Fox
THE MIDNIGHT KISS: Special cast—A simple

little comedy drama that went over big. When
audience leaves your theatre laughing and talking
and everyone feeling good, you know that they
have enjoyed the picture. The comments were
good. I know that I enjoyed it. Six reels.—C. S.

Watson, Electric theatre, Caldwell, Kan.—General
patronage.

THE LILY: Belle Bennett—Very good, but
somehow you can’t make the fans believe it.

Seven reels.—T. A. Shea, Palace theatre,
McGehee, Ark.—General patronage.

SILVER TREASURE: George O’Brien—100
per cent picture. George sure is a good leader
of a gang and played his part to perfection. This
should please most critical audiences. Not a dull

moment in it except some of the love scenes.
But all in all, I will say it’s good and if we
get them all like this, it will be a pleasure to be
in business. Seven reels.—R. Duba, Royal theatre,
Kimball, S. D.—General patronage.

YELLOW FINGERS: Olive Borden—This is

too weak to be called a feature. Play it on your
off night. Don’t promise anything and you may
not have to leave the show. Seven reels.—Stod-
dard Bros., Rex theatre, Madisonville, Tex.

—

General patronage.

MORE PAY LESS WORK: Special cast—

A

Peter B. Kyne story and a good one. They can’t
help but say they liked this one. Splendid
comedy with money, real thrills. Seven reels.

—

Stoddard Bros., Rex theatre, Madisonville, Tex.
—General patronage.

RUSTLING FOR CUPID: George O’Brien-
Good program picture to average business. A
Western that is different and seemed to please.
George O’Brien is coming to the front and our
patrons seem to like his work. Five reels.

—

W. C. Wheeler, Majestic theatre, Willits, Cal.
—Small town patronage.

THE GENTLE CYCLONE: Buck Jones—Very
fine picture. Buck is holding up his old rep
to a good advantage. He pulls in the same old
way, and pleases the same old way. Six reels.

—Stoddard Bros., Rex theatre, Madisonville, Tex.
—General patronage.

THE GENTLE CYCLONE: Buck Jones—Did
not do the usual Jones business on this one,
although picture seemed to please those who came.
Would say it was a good picture. Six reels.—
W. C. Wheeler, Majestic theatre, Willits, Cal.

—

Small town patronage.

THE DIXIE MERCHANT: Special cast—
Especially good picture. Excellent plot. Will
please fully 90 per cent.—Stoddard Bros., Rex
theatre, Madisonville, Tex.—General patronage.

THE FLYING HORSEMAN: Buck Jones—Out
of the ordinary Jones picture but went over good.
Buck has lots of friends among my patrons.
Five reels.—C. S. Watson, Electric theatre, Cald-
well, Kan.—General patronage.

THE RAINBOW TRAIL: Tom Mix—While
this picture is rather old, the combination of Zane
Grey and Tom Mix brought in better than aver-
age business and they seemed to like the picture.
It brought back some of the Mix fans whom we
have lost on account of his last few pictures
this year. If you can get a good print, play it.

We got a good print from San Francisco ex-
change. Six reels.—W. C. Wheeler, Majestic
theatre, Willits, Cal.—Small town patronage.

THE FIGHTING BUCKAROO: Buck Jones—

-

Buck bucked the line for a box office touchdown,
so of course we are cheering. Didn’t see the
play, as I have taken to bed sick. My wife says

because J. C. Jenkins wouldn’t match his “Viola”

against “Colleen,” but if W. R. W. will ramble

out here in Owen Moore or Tess maybe I’ll perk

up a bit. Here’s hoping.—Philip Rand, Rex
theatre, Salmon, Idaho.—General patronage.

THE SHAMROCK HANDICAP.—Special cast.

—A good picture with an extra good horse race.

Surely worth playing in any house. Six reels.—

-

E. A. Armistead, Lyric theatre, Easley, S. C.

—

General patronage.

THE EVERLASTING WHISPER: Tom Mix—
A regular Mix Western. Tom sure brings them
in, though I didn’t like this as well as some of

his older pictures. Six reels.—George Benson,

Community theatre, Minneota, Minn.—Small town
patronage.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

LA BOHEME: John Gilbert—“La Boheme”
should be Blah Loheme. Shame on you, John
Gilbert, for turning out such a picture. All our
women patrons came to see you make “sensible”
love, then you go and spoil it by prancing around
like a billy goat. If that is art, you had better
quit it and come back to earth and act like the
dignified man you are. We had six walkouts and
sixty wanted to, but wouldn’t on account of our
feelings. Six reels and should have been two.
—J. J. Hoffman, Plainview theatre, Plainview,
Nebr.—General patronage.

THE WANING SEX: Norma Shearer—Another
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J. C. Jenkins—His Colyum
( Continued from preceding page)

left Emporia this morning fully intending to witness the game, but Viola and I had
a number of calls to make on our way over and the roads being in such bad condi-

tion we arrived here just as the third quarter started, so we missed the game, which
was said to be a good one and which resulted in a victory for the Aggies of 27 to 0.

The Aggies are scheduled to meet the Nebraska Cornhuskers at Lincoln on November
13th and were I to forecast the result of that game I would say that it is just going

to he too bad for the Aggies, that’s all, just too bad, and they seem like such a nice

bunch of boys, too. I can’t helping feeling sorry for them.

I note that R. M. says that he and Nichols look forward to receiving the HERALD
on Saturdays so they can get to read my column. I can’t understand why the

HERALD doesn't give those two hoys something worthwhile to do. If I hadn’t

anything to do but cover Wampus balls and. “Uncle Carl’s” receptions and take

pictures of the stars I'd think I was right in the alfalfa, but Viola and I have to

work, and also miss football games.

There is nothing that conies to my mind
That is quite so distressing to me

As to work like a dog and then find

That Eve missed a great football melee.

There are those who seem willing to fall

For a sport that is common to see.

But a good game of college football

Is the sport you can hand out to me.

Phil Rand’s suggestion that that cross-country race be scheduled via Salmon, Idaho,

is liable to discourage entries because of the mountains that will have to be climbed
on that route. This will not effect Viola, however, for she just dotes on mountains;

in fact she would rather go out and climb a mountain before breakfast than attend a

Wampus ball.

Stuttmund, of Chandler, Oklahoma, told me a pretty good one. He said a film

salesman was trying to sell an Oklahoma exhibitor some news reels, and the exhibitor

asked him what they cost, and the salesman told him that it depended on the age,

and the exhibitor said, “Well, for a man 29.”

Now, Eve got my suspicions about that being an Oklahoma exhibitor. If it had
been a chap I ran onto up in Northern Iowa, who told me that the “Universal

Weekly” was the only trade journal he cared to take, I might take some stock in

the story.

I am told that the ducks are coming down from the North and that the lakes in

western Nebraska are covered with them. This doesn’t tend to soothe my restless

feelings nor iron out the wrinkles in my wild and untamed disposition.

I long to go back to Nebraska
And shoot some of those ducks on the wing.
That have recently came from Alaska

And soon all will be gone until spring.

To me it’s a joy without measure

—

In a blind that’s all covered with hay—

-

To note with most rapturous pleasure
The ducks that are headed my way.

Well, that’s all I am going to say about it. I could write many more verses on
this subject, but if I did you would he convinced that I am loony. You have prob-

ably suspected it already, and the only reason for the foregoing spasm was to

convince “Shitepoke” Bradley of Neligh, Nebraska, that there are others who know
something about ducks.

J. C. JENKINS,
(The HERALD Man)

Norma Shearer success. If you have run "His

Secretary,” by all means run this one for it has

all the comedy, if not more than "His Secretary.”

Have not had many people out for the last month
being rainy most of the time. Seven reels.

—

C. R. Smith. Victor theatre, Prescott, Kan.

—

Small town patronage.

THE WANING SEX: Special cast—We con-

sider this much better than “His Secretary.”

Seven reels.—T. A. Shea, Palace theatre, McGehee,
Ark.—General patronage.

THE WANING SEX: Norma Shearer—As far

as my patrons were concerned it was a knockout
from every angle. A 100 per cent entertainment.

When you get the press sheet, ditch it and step

on this picture as a high grade comedy drama,
clean as a whistle. I doubled my crowd the

second night and, hot Tillie, the talk. Seven
reels.—C. S. Watson, Electric theatre, Caldwell,

Kan.—General patronage.

THE WALTZ DREAM: Special cast—Very few,

if any liked this production. No drawing power
to these foreign productions. No biz.—E. N.

Collins, The Star theatre. Humble, Tex.—General
patronage.

THE WALTZ DREAM: Special cast—

A

U. F. A. production for Metro. Ran this ahead
of K. C. and have noticed that it has not reached
there yet. A lot of new faces on our screen, in

fact all of them were. A little raw in two places
but heard no kicks. In fact, heard mostly praise.

Eight reels.—C. R. Smith, Victor theatre, Pres-
cott, Kan.—Small town patronage.

THE ROAD TO MANDALAY: Lon Chaney—
An extra good production. Book it and boost it.

It will please eighty per cent. Seven reels.

—

E. A. Armistead, Lyric theatre, Easley, S. C.

—

General patronage.

THE ROAD TO MANDALAY: Lon Chaney—
A very good picture that holds your interest all

the way through. Our print was very dark.

Seven reels.—M. W. A., M. W. A. theatre, Sol-

dier, Kan.—Small town patronage.

PARIS: Charles Ray—Another picture in

which you think that it is going to turn one way

and then you think just the opposite. Had some
tell me they thought it was a poor one but on
the whole it is very interesting.—C. R. Smith,
Victor theatre, Prescott, Kan.—Small town pat-
ronage.

THE AUCTION BLOCK: Charles Ray—An-
other of “The Parade of Hits” that hit the house
for the rental. No drawing power in these pic-

tures. If they have so many stars, I do not see
why they do not use some of them and get
some pep into their pictures.—L. M. Jones,
Arcade theatre, Vandergrift, Pa.—General pat-
ronage.
THE AUCTION BLOCK: Charles Ray—Not

what we expected. The name is misleading but
pretty fair entertainment. It clicked out $6 to
the good.—A. F. Jenkins, Community theatre,
David City, Nebr.—General patronage.

BROWN OF HARVARD: Special cast—A pic-

ture of college boys’ antics and a star that sure
fits it. Didn’t draw. Had about 100 the second
night. I guess all the kids saw it and no one
else cared for it. They panned the football game
unmercifully. Said it was faked.—A. F. Jenkins,
Community theatre, David City, Nebr.—General
patronage.

THE BLACK BIRD: Lon Chaney—Like all of
Chaney’s pictures. He puts enough action in his

jobs to make them go over. Chaney is a popular
star with us. Ten reels.—Stoddard Bros., Rex
theatre, Madisonville, Tex.—General patronage.

THE BLACKBIRD: Lon Chaney—Good. A
very good offering. Chaney very good and a very
capable cast. Renee Adoree has many of the
so-called stars backed off into deep water and
sunk to the bottom. Seven reels.—M. W. A.,

M. W. A. theatre. Soldier, Kan.—Small town
patronage.

THE BLACKBIRD: Lon Chaney—Not as good
a picture as I had expected it to be. Chaney is

the whole picture in his dual role and outside
of that the thing falls flat. Hope the rest are
better than this one was. Seven reels.—Paul B.

Hoffman, Legion theatre, Holyrood, Kan.—Small
town patronage.

THE BOY FRIEND: Special cast—I make a
prediction, this can’t be the only bad report on
this one. A rather clever satire but absolutely
will not please over 10 per cent. Biz poor.

—

E. N. Collins, The Star theatre. Humble, Tex.

—

General patronage.

THE BOY FRIEND: Special cast—Just a pack
of foolishness but it went for good entertainment,
and although it drew poorly those who saw it

enjoyed the show very much. Six reels.—A. G.

Witwer, Grand theatre. Rainier, Ore.—General
patronage.

THE BARRIER: Special cast—This is a real

picture. Hat’s off to Rex Beach for good stories.

Played it two nights to a packed house. Admis-
sion, 10-25 cents. Seven reels.—H. Goold, Rex
theatre, Franklin, Neb.—General patronage.

THE CIRCLE: Special cast—Was disgusted
with this. I spoiled what should have been a
good night’s business with this picture just

because I had to pay for it and did not have
the courage to throw it away. Metro surely has
a bunch of dead ones.—L. M. Jones, Arcadia
theatre, Vandergrift, Pa.—General patronage.

THE TORRENT: Greta Garbo—A masterpiece
which all exhibitors should book. You are cheat-

ing your patrons out of a good show if you
don’t book it. The torrent scenes in this are
little short of marvelous. Seven reels.—C. R.

Smith, Victor theatre, Prescott, Kan.—Small
town patronage.

THE TORRENT: Special cast—Played this

ending our M. G. M. week Friday and Saturday.
Went over well and pleased 75 per cent. We
considered that good for the picture it was, and
for a small town. Eleven reels.—Stoddard Bros.,

Rex theatre, Madisonville, Tex.—General pat-

ronage.

THE MIDSHIPMAN: Ramon Novarro—Here
is a dandy picture. Everyone enjoyed this. No
kicks whatever. Seven reels.—B. C. Brown,
Temple theatre, Viroqua, Wis.—General pat-

ronage.

LIGHTS OF OLD BROADWAY: Marion
Davies—One of the best comedies of its kind
I have had the privilege of running. A picture

of the early times of New York City introducing
some of the great men of that time. There is

also comedy enough to keep the house in an up-
roar. Seven reels.—C. R. Smith, Victor theatre,

Prescott, Kan.—Small town patronage.

THE MASKED BRIDE: Mae Murray—Another
Mae Murray starring vehicle. A picture in which
you do not know how it is going to end until

it does. I’ll bet a cookie if Carl Laemmle could

play Mae Murray in some of his so-called epics

her reputation would be ruined, eh ? Six reels.

—C. R. Smith, Victor theatre, Prescott, Kan.

—

Small town patronage.
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BEVERLY OF GRAUSTARK: Marion Davis

—

A picture which is something different from the

ordinary run of pictures. 500 feet of film was

technicolor and it was very beautiful. A picture

in which a girl acts as a prince for her cousin

who was injured thus causing her to become

implicated in humorous scenes. Seven reels.

—

C. R. Smith, Victor theatre, Prescott, Kan.

—

Small town patronage.

BEVERLY OF GRAUSTARK: Marion Davies

—Good show and Marion is good also. Moreno

plays his part to perfection and Roy D’Arcy got

knocked down on his back when he thought he

had the girl captured. Not her best show, but

a good one, so that’s all we care for. Seven

reels.—R. Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D.—

-

General patronage.

MIKE: Sally O'Neil—Very amusing program.

Plenty of heart interest, too. Good comments.

—

A. F. Jenkins, Community theatre, David City,

Nebr.—General j>atronage.

THE MERRY WIDOW: Mae Murray—This is

a wonderful picture. Was too much deep stuff

for our people but most all were pleased. Ten
reels.—Stoddard Bros., Rex theatre, Madisonville,

Tex.—General patronage.

THE MERRY WIDOW: Mae Murray—What

!

Is the world coming to an end ? One would
think so if he would stop and think of the record

Metro has made, so many good ones and such

a small number of poor ones. One of the out-

standing productions of the year. Gave Mae
Murray a stand-in with my patrons. Ten reels.

—C. R. Smith, Victor theatre, Prescott, Kan.

—

Small town patronage.

Paramount
KID BOOTS: Eddie Cantor—Well, I gave them

the first Mississippi showing on this which turned

out to be the world’s premiere, as it opened at

the Rialto, New York, on Saturday midnight,

when I had already presented it on Thursday and
Friday. This is not the great big super special

that you have been led to believe, but it is a

very good comedy. I made a big mistake and
put it on at my top admission. Billie Dove is

sure good for the eyes, Clara Bow don’t hurt
them any, and Cantor does one piece of work
when he fakes the lady’s arm with his own that

is absolutely a scream. Six reels.—S. B. John-
son, Regent theatres, Cleveland & Shaw, Miss.

—

General patronage.

THE QUARTERBACK: Richard Dix—Iowa
premiere, according to telegram from Roy Cope-
land, new manager in Des Moines exchange. It’s

a positive wow and, as ’tis football season, you
should push it and make some dough. The house
was in an uproar during the game, and Dick’s
love affair will excite the most jaded. Thanks
for sending photo, Dick, but it failed to arrive.

Seven reels.—Pace & Bouma, Rialto theatre,

Pocahontas, la.—Mixed patronage.

VARIETY: Emil Jannings—Too highbrow for

a small town. A great picture but won’t please

25 per cent of small town patrons. Quite sug-
gestive and no drawing power. Eight reels.

—

W. W. Arnold, Grand theatre, Carrington, N. D.
—General patronage.

VARIETY : Emil Jannings—Drew people I

never saw before. All reports from patrons were
“wonderful picture.” It certainly is a “variety,”
more stuff in six reels than you often see in
eight or nine. It has been said that when the
Germans do a thing, it is done well. I think
this picture proves it. tl is different and will get
some extra business for you. Paramount is sell-

ing it right, too. Six reels.—O. B. Junkins,
Manzanita theatre, Carmel, Cal.—General pat-
ronage.

VARIETY: Emil Jannings — Personally,
thought this a fine picture but did not please
only about 50 per cent. It is hard to put over
a foreign picture in a small town. Should please
where high class productions are appreciated.
Acting and camera work fine. Six reels.—H. E.
Schlichter, Liggett theatre, Madison, Kan.

—

General patronage.

YOU NEVER KNOW WOMEN: Florence
Vidor—Very good entertainment. Six reels.

—

A. J. Steggall, Cozy theatre, Fayette, la.—Gen-
eral patronage.

THE CAMPUS FLIRT: Bebe Daniels—This
was the first Mississippi showing and was en-
joyed by the majority. I thought that it was a
real clever piece of work and everybody had a
good word for it. Business was poor but it stays
that way now with cotton going at 10 cents a
pound and seed at $22 per ton, so I am not
trying to tell you how much you will make with
this picture, but that it will please your clientele.
El Brendel deserves a good hand and he got it.

Seven reels.—S. B. Johnson, Regent theatres,
Cleveland and Shaw, Miss.—General patronage.

YOU'D BE SURPRISED: Raymond Griffith

—

Estee Accepts

All Challenges

With that fellow Jenkins, slurring

us with remarks about passing us, or

waiting for us, on that Neligh-to-

Forks trip, and Anderson, of Forks,

openly challenging our baseball abil-

ity, we feel that it is only fair to give

them a look at their opponents. We’ll

let them hedge while there is time.

“Hoot” and myself had just re-

turned from taking part in a Legion

parade and “Hoot” is in gala dress

(nothing to what he will be in when
we start West) and my wife snapped

up.

Now, fellows, take a careful- look at

the speed lines of “Hoot” (and his

owner) and then say it, if you dare.

We are now ready to accept appli-

cations for positions on that baseball

team, reserving only the post of

catcher. Who will pitch?

P. G. ESTEE,
S. T. Theatre,

Parker, S. D.

P. S.—We had a personal letter

from Eagle-Eyed Joe, of the HERALD
office, and we are sorry to note that

he is a hopeless Jenkins slave. How
that Nebraskan worked it we can’t

say, but Joe definitely passed us up
in favor of our rival and “Viola.”—

-

P. G. E.

(NOTE: Now that we’ve got a

pretty fair catcher and the world’s

greatest non-professional right field-

er, who’ll take the rest of the jobs

on the Herald Cardinals?—W. R.

W.)

Corking good burlesque on mystery plays. Not
so much of the foolishness evident in his other

recent offerings. Really clever work admirably
handled by all concerned. There’s a chance that

it will go over their heads in small towns, but

it is good if they get it. Six reels.—Henry
Reeve, Star theatre, Menard, Tex.—Small town
patronage.

NELL GWYN: Dorothy Gish—Made in Eng-
land. Six reels.—Clark & Edwards, Palace thea-

tre, Ashland, O.—General patronage.

FINE MANNERS: Gloria Swanson—Very
pleasing entertainment. Not a special, but worth
the price asked for it. Seven reels.—T. A. Shea,

Palace theatre, McGehee, Ark.—General pat-

ronage.

FINE MANNERS: Gloria Swanson—Here’s real

entertainment. The most pleasing Swanson I

ever played. As usual, I lost money on her

though. Seven reels.—J. S. Walker, Texas thea-

tre, Grand Prairie, Tex.—Small town patronage.

FINE MANNERS: Gloria Swanson—One of

Gloria’s best in a long time. Good story, well

directed, well acted and the work of O’Brien
very good. Not for Sunday, no extra business

but no fault of the picture. Pleased all who saw
it. Seven reels.—O. B. Junkins, Manzanita thea-

tre, Carmel, Cal.—General patronage.

FINE MANNERS: Gloria Swanson—The best

Swanson in a long time and seemed to please

generally. Seven reels.—H. E. Schlichter, Lig-

gett theatre, Madison, Kan.—General patronage.

ALOMA OF THE SOUTH SEAS: Gilda Gray-
Nothing to brag about. Not a small town pic-

ture by any means. Gilda Gray means nothing
here. Nine reels.—E. F. Ingram, Ingram’s thea-
tre, Ashland, Ala.—Small town patronage.

ALOMA OF THE SOUTH SEAS: Gilda Gray—
This picture rated well at the box office the first

night, but flopped the second night. The scenes
were beautiful, the film was in fine condition,

but repeating the words of a lady well up in

society and a movie fan, “This picture was the
most suggestive and vulgar picture ever shown
on our screen and one bald headed man sixty-

five years old who never misses a show said

:

“That sure was the limit.” Two hundred feet

of cleanup on this picture would make a class

A picture out of it. The people of Fayette and
vicinity are a very high class patronage, and I

must say that this picture did me a lot of

damage. Nine reels.—A. J. Steggall, Cozy thea-

tre, Fayette, la.—General patronage.

TIN GOODS: Thomas Meighan—Satisfactory
Meighan to good business. Pleased. Nine reels.

—P. G. Estee, S. T. theatre, Parker, S. Dak.

—

Small town patronage.

TIN GOODS: Thomas Meighan-—Best Meighan
in many a long day. Really a fine picture, out
of the ordinary. Miss Adoree does splendid work.
Meighan is not the box office attraction of years
past, but this picture if followed up properly
will help reinstate him. Well worth while. Eight
reels.—Henry Reeve, Star theatre, Menard, Tex.
—Small town patronage.

THE SHOW OFF: Ford Sterling—This is not
any howling comedy, but Sterling’s work is very
good. So good as “The Show Off” that I looked
for someone to knock him off the screen with a
brick. —J. S. Walker, Texas theatre. Grand
Prairie, Tex.—Small town patronage.

THE SHOW OFF: Ford Sterling—This is a
light comedy but clean and that helps. Seven
reels.—A. J. Steggall, Cozy theatre, Fayette, la.

—General patronage.

THE SHOW OFF: Ford Sterling—A very good
picture. Not a box office draw, even after hard
work on it. Entire cast may do better else-

where than out here where they never even
heard of it. Priced way too high by Paramount.
Seven reels.—Henry Reeve, Star theatre, Menard,
Tex.—Small town patronage.

THE SHOW OFF: Ford Sterling—I had been
told before playing this picture that it was no
good. Evidently the public had their minds made
up that way for I played to the poorest house
in months. For the light diet patrons it should
please, but is silly. About 50 per cent appeal.
Sunday yes, special no. Seven reels.—O. B.

Junkins, Manzanita theatre, Carmel, Cal.—General
patronage.

MANTRAP : Clara Bow—A good program
offering with a different twist. Pleased even the
most hardboiled fans. Miss Bow wonderful, and
now we know Paramount was wise in making
her a star. Predict great things for her in the
future. Seven reels.—E. F. Ingram, Ingram’s
theatre, Ashland, Ala.—Small town patronage.

MANTRAP : Clara Bow—Very clever. Well
done. Work of Miss Bow exceptional. Should
please * the less serious minded audiences, yet
good enough for any class house. Did poor busi-
ness for some unknown reason. No fault of the
picture. Work of Torrence and Marmont also
very good. Pleased all who saw it. Seven reels.

—O. B. Junkins, Manzanita theatre, Carmel, Cal.

—General patronage.

THE BLIND GODDESS: Jack Holt—An ex-
cellent picture which will please the better class

of patronage. With a better title would have
done better business. Six reels.—Wm. E. Trags-
dorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.—Small town
patronage.

THE RUNAWAY: Special cast—A little mas-
terpiece. A story so simply told, naturally acted,

and wonderfully photographed that it stands out
as one of the best. Characters all seemed to
live their parts instead of acting them. Seven
reels.—Percy E. Doe, Electric theatre, Arcadia,
Neb.—General patronage.

PADLOCKED: Special cast—A fine picture
that went over good. Did not draw as we ex-

pected, but those who saw it praised it highly.

Eight reels. E. F. Ingram, Ingram’s theatre,
Ashland, Ala.—Small town patronage.

THAT’S MY BABY : Douglas MacLean—Little

above the average program picture. Six reels.

—

T. A. Shea, Palace theatre, McGehee, Ark.

—

General patronage.

SEA HORSES: Special cast—A good program
picture, but no special, paid a little too much
for same. Seven reels.—J. Hollenbak, Liberty
theatre, Lynden, Wash.—Small town patronage.
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SEA HORSES: Jack Holt—Very good. Storm
great. Best of Holt for a long time. Whole cast

good. Seven reels.-—M. W. A., M. W. A. theatre.

Soldier, Kan.—Small town patronage.

DANCING MOTHERS: Alice Joyce—Nothing
to go wild about. Had a good house but don’t

think it pleased much over half of them. The
story does not seem to have much snap to it.

Seven reels.—Paul B. Hoffman, Legion theatre,

Holyrood, Kan.—Small town patronage.

BEHIND THE FRONT: Special cast—A good
entertainment ruined by a rotten film. My oper-

ator has begun to kick every time I receive a

Paramount film, and Lord knows where it will

end.—A. F. Jenkins, Community theatre, David
City, Nebr.—General patronage.

WOMANHANDLED: Richard Dix—A com-

bination of satire and burlesque on a real

Western situation and Dix kept the audience in

continuous laughter. Some of the so called West-

erns done seriously by other actors and directors

are as funny to us in their seriousness as Dix

and his associates were in their satirical bur-

lesque. Brother exhibitors, here is ,a good pro-

gram picture. Seven reels.—Giacoma Bros.,

Crystal theatre. Tombstone, Ariz.—General pat-

ronage.

WOMANHANDLED: Richard Dix—A good

star but not much of a picture. Not much of

a print.—A. F. Jenkins, Community theatre,

David City, Nebr.—General patronage.

THE ENCHANTED HILL: Special cast—This

surely was a wonderful picture. Pleased 100 per

cent. Many fine comments on same. These are

the pictures for a farming community. Eight

reels.—J. Hollenbak, Liberty theatre, Lynden,

Wash.—Small town patronage.

FOR HEAVEN’S SAKE: Harold Lloyd—Played
at regular adult admission, this pleased. Do not

believe it worth any 40 or 50 cents admission,

however. Six reels.—P. G. Estee, S. T. theatre,

Parker, S. Dak.—Small town patronage.

FOR HEAVEN’S SAKE: Harold Lloyd—We
cannot say anything for this reason, we could

not pull them in. Lloyd’s name has always pulled

crowds for us, but another picture like this and

in our town he will be a back number.—Stoddard

Bros., Rex theatre, Madisonville, Tex.—General

patronage.

FOR HEAVEN’S SAKE: Harold Lloyd—Mighty

fine comedy. Worth about one-half the price.

Lloyd would gain if he got away from his

exorbitant rates. Six reels.—Robertson and
Callahan, Community theatre, Woodstock, O.

—

General patronage.

THE SONG AND DANCE MAN: Special cast

—Just a fair program picture worth about one-

quarter of its cost. About one out of every five

of Paramount specials are what might be called

good. They have the price but not the pictures.

Seven reels.—J. B. Endert, Endert theatre,

Crescent City, Calif.—General patronage.

THE SONG AND DANCE MAN: Special cast

—An ordinary program picture. Too slow mov-
ing. Seven reels.—J. Hollenbak, Liberty theatre,

Lynden, Wash.—Small town patronage.

A SOCIAL CELEBRITY : Adolph Menjou

—

Best Menjou picture I ever saw. He is fine.

—

E. W. Swarthout, Palace theatre, Aurora, Ind.

—

General patronage.

THE ANCIENT HIGHWAY: Special cast—
Here is a fine feature. Interesting all the way
through and Holt always draws well for us.

—

James Moffitt, Auditorium theatre, Tampa Kans.
—General patronage.

THE ANCIENT HIGHWAY: Jack Holt—Oh,
boy ! Some picture 1 Action, fights, log jams
and everything, including Billie Dove. Is cer-

tainly a magnificent example of nature’s prodi-

gality at her best. She was especially disastrous

looking clad as she was in the dark colored

gown at the foot of the stairs. Jack Holt at

his best in this picture. Seven reels.—M. W. A.,

M. W. A. theatre. Soldier, Kan.—Small town
patronage.

THE MANNEQUIN : Dolores Costello—A very
fine picture with good draft at the box office,

erty’s prize winning story may have helped a
little. Eight reels.—Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags
theatre, Neillsville, Wis.—-Small town patronage.

THE MANNEQUIN : Special cast—A very fine

feature but drew poorly. Name no drawing power
whatsoever. Ten and twenty-five.—James Mt^fiitt,

Auditorium theatre, Tampa, Kans.—Small town
patronage.

PATHS TO PARADISE: Raymond Griffith

—

Fair program. Very poor print.—A. F. Jenkins,
Community theatre, David City, Nebr.—General
patronage.

MISS BREWSTER’S MILLIONS: Bebe Daniels
—Terrible. Just about as bum as Paramount
could possibly make one. Bebe is one of Para-
mount’s best bets if they would give her a chance.

Reports World Premiere

of “Kid Boots’'

B. B. Johnson reports the world
premiere of “Kid Boots” in this

week’s department. Mr. Johnson
states he ran the picture Thursday
and Friday preceding its Saturday
night Broadway opening.

T. O. Service, who sees and writes

about pictures for this paper, com-
plains that he is unable to see them in

Chicago theatres before reports upon
them appear in this department. That

is Mr. Service’s hard luck—our good
luck—and as it’s all in the family

anyway it doesn’t matter.

—A. Mitchell, Dixie theatre, Russellville, Kv.

—

Small town patronage.

STAGE STRUCK: Gloria Swanson—Best Swan-
son we ever received. Pleased and was a dandy
little feaure. Miss Swanson poor card for us.

Ten and twenty-five.—James Moffitt, Auditorium
theatre, Tampa, Kans.—Small town patronage.

STAGE STRUCK: Gloria Swanson—Good com-
edy drama and the natural colors are great in

the first and last reel. Lost money on account
of rain two days in succession. Seven reels.—

-

R. Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D.—General
patronage.

THE VANISHING AMERICAN: Richard Dix
—Our report on this picture is one among thou-

sands which exhibitors have read heretofore.

Nothing we could say could do justice to this

great production. We fell short at the box office,

though it was not the fault of the picture. Any
exhibitor who has not yet played this picture

certainly owes it to his patrons. Ten reels.

—

Stoddard Bros., Rex theatre, Madisonville, Tex.
—General patronage.

THE VANISHING AMERICAN: Richard Dix
—Very well done with good scenic background.
No doubt many Indian agents and their under
appointments played the very parts this story

of Zane Grey’s brings out so well. Undoubtedly
the Indians have had the worst of it all the

way from 1540 to now. Nine reels.—Giacoma
Bros., Crystal theatre. Tombstone, Ariz.—General
patronage.

THE VANISHING AMERICAN: Richard Dix
—A wonderful picture, true to life. Spoiled by
a poor print. I will deserve all I get if I ever

buy any more old pictures. Not while I’m con-

scious. Good comments.

—

ft..
F. Jenkins, Commu-

nity theatre, David City, Nebr.—General patron-
age.

THE AMERICAN VENUS: Special cast—

A

wonderful picture for ladies, but not much good
for a farming community. They want more
action. Seven reels.—J. Hollenbak, Liberty thea-

tre, Lynden, Wash.—Small town patronage.

THE WANDERER: Special cast—A good pic-

ture, but Oh what a flop on my pocketbook. Lost
heavy on this one, paid too much for same, but
Paramont made it right by giving me two fea-

tures gratis. Ten reels.—J. Hollenbak, Liberty
theatre, Lynden, Wash.—Small town patronage.

WILD WILD SUSAN: Bebe Daniels—Fine
little picture. Bebe always good and draws
well here. 10 and 25.—James Moffitt, Auditorium
theatre, Tampa, Kan.—Small town patronage.

LIGHT OF THE WESTERN STARS: Jack
Holt—Good Western story. Good scenery. Good
crowds.—A. F. Jenkins, Community theatre,

David City, Nebr.—General patronage.

THE TEN COMMANDMENTS: Special cast—
Words are useless in describing this picture, and
especially the first four reels. We say book it

if you can get any kind of a fair price on it.

Paramount gave us a good print and a good deal

on the picture. Played to two good nights and
made some money. Eleven reels.—R. J. Williams,
Pastime theatre, Johnson, Nebr.—General patron-
age.

MERTON OF THE MOVIES: Glen Hunter—
I couldn’t see anything to this. Rather silly.

Seven reels.—C. A. Kelly, Rex theatre, Custer
City, Okla.—Small town patronage.

WET PAINT : Raymond Griffith—Why do they
waste Raymond Griffith on a picture like this?
Paid a two nights rental on this picture after
reading comments on it. Played only one night
and then lost money. Six reels.—A. E. Sharer,
Globe theatre. Savannah, Mo.—General patronage.
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HE’S A PRINCE: Raymond Griffith—An extra
good comedy. This star is fine.—H. A. Davitts,
Dixie theatre, Winona, Miss.—General patronage.

THE SHOCK PUNCH: Richard Dix—Every-
body watched for the punch but didn’t see it.

Probably got lost before we got it. Maybe was
good once but ought to be in the ash can now.—A. F. Jenkins, Community theatre, David City,
Nebr.—General patronage.

NEW LIVES FOR OLD: Betty Compson

—

Dandy good picture. Miss Compson very pretty
and charming in all roles. Especially interesting
to the boys who crossed the pond.—James Moffitt,
Auditorium theatre, Tampa, Kans.—Small town
patronage.

THE GOOSE HANGS HIGH: Constance Ben-
nett—Would have been good if one could see
enough of it all together, but had to wait so
long between breaks they lost the thread of the
story. Sure makes a fellow feel good to have
them go out and ask, “What ails the machine?”
Oh Lord, where will it end?—A. F. Jenkins,
Community theatre, David City, Nebr.—General
patronage.

THE STREET OF FORGOTTEN MEN: Percy
Marmont—Percy Marmont’s work in this is
great. It is a different kind of a picture. One
that requires real artists to make it go over
and they all seemed perfect. Nothing but praise
for this production. Seven reels.—Percy E. Doe,
Electric theatre, Arcadia, Neb.—General pat-
ronage.

Pathe
THE DEVIL HORSE: Rex—Hats off to Hal

Roach and everyone connected with the making
of this very unusual picture. “King of Wild
Horses” was good, “Black Cyclone” was great,
and this is even better than the other two. Plenty
of profit for the exhibitor in this type of pic-
ture if you will step on the advertising. Ha],
let’s have another soon. Six reels.—E. M. Biddle,
Strand theatre, Paoli, Ind.—Small town patronage.

THE DEVIL HORSE: Rex—Undoubtedly the
finest horse picture ever made. Five reels.

—

Clark & Edwards, Palace theatre, Ashland, O.

—

General patronage.

THE DEVIL HORSE: Rex—This is the third
Rex picture we have shown and is the best of
the three. Six reels.—George Benson, Community,
theatre, Minneota, Minn.—Small town patronage.

THE BATTLING ORIOLES: Special cast—Put
this on with "Ranger of the Big Pines” as a
double header. Both plays took well. “Orioles”
seemed to keep audience in an uproar. Several
told me it was good cure for blues. Double head-
ers don't pay, however. People get tired with
so large a program. Won’t attempt it again.

—

Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.—Gen-
eral patronage.

Pro-Dis-Co
GIGOLO : Rod La Rocque—This picture drew

excellent business and pleased generally. Seven
reels.—R. Pfeiffer, Princess theatre, Chilton, Wis.—Small town patronage.

THE LAST FRONTIER: William Boyd—Dis-
appointed in this picture. William Boyd badly
miscast, characters unreal. Not worth advanced
prices.—M. W. Mattecheck, Liberty theatre, Ken-
newick, Wash.—-General patronage.

THE SEA WOLF: Ralph Ince—The work of
Mr. Ince in this version of the Sea Wolf is very
good. However, the picture is lacking in appeal.
Some of my patrons panned it terribly while
others thought it very good. Personally thought
it dragged in spots and became tiresome. Should
be good for small town Saturdays. Business be-
low average. Appeal about 50 per cent. Sunday
no, special no. Seven reels.—O. B. Junkins,
Manzanita theatre, Carmel, Cal.—General pat-
ronage.

SILENCE: Special cast—An epic that should
go down in screen history as one of the finest

and greatest emotional themes ever done. The
cast and their work is marvelous and if their
characterization doesn’t get under the skin of
any audience, we don’t know what will. Vera
Reynolds we retract our statement in a previous
review, “The Handicap,” that you were amateur-
ish as we now see you are capable and deserving
of better roles than the heroine of a race story,
and we are for you as we’ve a new slant on your
personality. “Silence” went over 100 per cent
with an audience here who is accused of lacking
emotional propensities. Eight reels.—Pace &
Bouma, Star theatre, Lake City, la.—Mixed pat-
ronage.

EVE’S LEAVES: Leatrice Joy—One of the
best pictures we have played this season. Plenty
of comedy and action and that is what they
want. William Boyd is a coming star for sure.
A very well produced picture that pleased. Not
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much business on account of rain, but no fault

of the picture. You can’t go wrong with this

one. Seven reels.—W. C. Wheeler, Majestic

theatre, Willits, Cal.—Small town patronage.

UP IN MABEL’S ROOM: Marie Prevost—This

is good as “Charley’s Aunt” and surely pleased

a big house. Harrison Ford is great.—E. W.
Swarthout, Palace theatre, Aurora, Ind.—General
patronage.

THE MILLION DOLLLAR HANDICAP: Vera
Reynolds—One of the best racing pictures ever

screened. Vera Reynolds sure played her part.

Don’t be afraid to book it. Producers have the

pictures.—H. Goold, Rex theatre, Franklin, Neb.
—General patronage.

MADAM BEHAVE : A1 Christie—Good sane
comedy without the slapstick stuff. After the

first reel there is not a drag in it. Everybody
pleased. Six reels.—J. B. Endert, Endert theatre.

Crescent City, Calif.—General patronage.

OH WHAT A NURSE: Syd Chaplin—Splendid
picture ; good comedy. Suitable for any audience.
Five reels.—M. W. Mattecheck, Liberty theatre,

Kennewick, Wash.—General patronage.

WITHOUT MERCY: Special cast—Fair picture

but spoiled by dark film, some of it very bad,

almost invisible. Seven reels.—J. B. Endert,
Endert theatre. Crescent City, Calif.—General
patronage.

United Artists

THE BLACK PIRATE: Douglas Fairbanks—
The Technicolor process is the best I have ever
seen or run, owing to the excellent condition
of film. The production is a masterpiece because
of the above fact. The picture, however, does
not stand out as strong as pictures he has made
before, “The Thief of Bagdad” and “Three Mus-
keteers” and gives us a perfect right to feel

more justified in those. “The Black Pirate”
ought to be a success wherever shown. Let us
hear from the rest of you on Doug’s latest.

—

Howard Monroe, Regent theatre, Bangor, Mich.
—General patronage.

THE BLACK PIRATE: Douglas Fairbanks—
Certainly a wonderful production. Coloring adds
much to the picture. Consider it one of the
really big pictures of all times. Have played all

of Fairbanks’ productions and they are great.
Would certainly appreciate an autographed photo
for my lobby. Eleven reels.—J. C. Kennedy,
Empress theatre, Akron, la.—General patronage.

THE BLACK PIRATE: Douglas Fairbanks—

A

beautiful well produced picture which drew fairly

well but not as much as I expected. Picture done
in technicolor and is a pirate story with plenty
of action, thrills and romance. Eleven reels.

—

R. Pfeiffer, Princess theatre, Chilton, Wis.—Small
town patronage.

THE BLACK PIRATE: Douglas Fairbanks

—

Great. Few didn’t like it. That’s all. Ten reels.
-—W. W. Arnold, Grand theatre, Carrington, N. D.
—General patronage.

SPARROWS: Mary Pickford—This was run
here before any of the cities in Michigan had
played it, and the result was a good business.
Whether as much could be made six months from
now, after the larger theatres had used it, is a
question. The man who produced this is a
genius, but he has given us a story that is

gruesome and terrifying to the average American
child as well as 85 per cent of adults. The
background is the Florida Everglades and gives
a mighty impression of these terrible swamps.
The story contains human interest but is balked
by the severe straining of background. Per-
sonally, I enjoyed it and consider it a great work
of America’s sweetheart, and I take my hat off

to her for her good work, but as an audience
picture, there is great room for doubt. Nine
reels.—Howard Monroe, Regent theatre, Bangor,
Mich.—General patronage.

SPARROWS: Mary Pickford—I have always
played every picture Mary has made and they
all drew extra business for me. I still say she
is the best of them all. This one is fine. Good
enough for any house. I am waiting for your
next one, Mary. Hurry it along.—H. A. Davitts,
Dixie theatre, Winona, Miss.—General patronage.

THE SON OF A SHEIK: Rudolph Valentino—
If they liked “The Sheik” they will like this one.
Valentino and Banky good. Seven reels.—T. A.
Shea, Palace theatre, McGehee, Ark.—General
patronage.

THE SON OF THE SHEIK: Rudolph Valen-
tino—A good one and a box office attraction at
present.—L. M. Jones, Arcadia theatre, Vander-
grift, Pa.—General patronage.

THE SON OF THE SHEIK: Douglas Fair-
banks-Very good, as production. Best he ever
made. Wonderful box office value. Eight reels.

—

W. W. Arnold, Grand theatre, Carrington, N. D.—General patronage.

Lewis’ Barton at

Stroud, Oklahoma

THE new Barton theatre at Stroud,

Oklahoma. This theatre is owned
and operated by R. Lewis Barton, who
also managers the Lyric. The Barton

was recently opened and is enjoying

good patronage. It seats 700, and is

equipped with all modern conve-

niences.

This picture showing an interior

view of the Barton was taken from
the front row of the balcony and
therefore but little better than half of

the interior is shown. The Barton is

well up among the best small town
houses of the state.—J. C. JENKINS.

STELLA DALLAS: Belle Bennett—This pic-

ture received widely varying comment. Had a
packed house and it held them to the end but

some didn’t like it, while others praised it very

highly. The cast is all very good, but Belle

Bennett as the mother is unquestionably the

best. Eleven reels.—George Benson, Community
theatre, Minneota, Minn.—Small town patronage.

STELLA DALLAS: Belle Bennett—Picture
okay for the more intelligent class, while the
others say not so good. Absolutely nil as draw-
ing card in small towns. Exhibitors can well

afford to pass this by. A picture costing one-
tenth as much will give more satisfaction.

Eleven reels.—W. W. Arnold, Grand theatre, Car-
rington, N. D.—General patronage.

DON Q. : Douglas Fairbanks—A truly wonder-
ful picture. Went over about one-half as well as

we expected. Our people as a whole do not like

Fairbanks, if yours do then play “Don Q.”
Eleven reels.—Stoddard Bros., Rex theatre,

Madisonville, Tex.—General patronage.

LITTLE ANNIE ROONEY: Mary Pickford—
This puts Mary back in the type of role that
made her famous. The kids will enjoy this and
those of the grownups who like this star will

enjoy it too. It is entirely too long and draggy.
Would have been lots better in six reels instead
of ten. Some parts are funny some are silly

and disgusting. Ten reels.—W. T. Davis & Son,
Rialto theatre, Sharon, Wis.—General patronage.

LITTLE ANNIE ROONEY: Mary Pickford—

A

very good picture. Ten and thirty.—James

Moffitt, Auditorium theatre, Tampa, Kans.—Small
town patronage.

THE BAT: Special cast—This picture is O. K.
It will please all. Is full of mystery and comedy.
Keeps ’em guessing to the end. Advertised in

advance and pulled on a midnight matinee, it

will surely get your house some publicity and
you some money. Nine reels.—Stoddard Bros.,

Rex theatre, Madisonville, Tex.—General pat-
ronage.

THE BAT: Special cast—A very good produc-
tion. Something different than the usual run of
pictures. Drew fairly well at ten and forty.

—

James Moffitt, Auditorium theatre, Tampa, Kan.
—Small town patronage.

THE BAT : Special cast—Here is what I would
class as a 100 per cent picture. Comedy, dark
mystery and lots of thrills. Large attendance.
Patrons well pleased. Nine reels.—A. E. Sharer,
Globe theatre. Savannah, Mo.—General patronage.

THE BAT : Special cast—Good show of its

kind, but no drawing power for me. Nine reels.

—R. Ruba, Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D.—Gen-
eral patronage.

TUMBLEWEEDS: William S. Hart—As I ive

in Oklahoma, and can remember back when the
strip was opened for settlement, I think Mr. Hart
has done a good job in making an early day pic-

ture. Had a nice run and did not have to split

the velvet with the Co. Seven reels.—C. A.
Kelly, Rex theatre, Custer City, Okla.—Small
town patronage.

TUMBLEWEEDS: William S. Hart—Here is

a real picture, one worth while. Everyone en-

joyed it. Good action, historical and will draw
well. One of the best we have shown this year.
Ten and thirty-five.—James Moffitt, Auditorium
theatre, Tampa, Kan.—Small town patronage.

TUMBLEWEEDS. William S. Hart—Good.
Above par. “Tumbleweeds” though old, is an ex-

cellent Hart picture. It pleased all and made us
money. Print we drew was all torn up. Unless
you are assured of a good print, lay off of it.

—

Stoddard Bros., Rex theatre, Madisonville, Tex.

—

General patronage.

WILD JUSTICE: Peter the Great—This is a
real dog, this Peter the Great, and the picture is

dandy. Far North in the big snows. Action and
thrills. Print we drew a bad one. Be careful if

you have it booked. See that you get a good
print. Six reels.—Stoddard Bros., Rex theatre,

Madisonville, Tex.—General patronage.

Universal

THE FLAMING FRONTIER: Special cast—
This one is real superb Western. Book it and
don’t be afraid to step on it, because it is there.

Hoot Gibson sure played his part. Admission
25-50 cents. Nine reels.—H. Goold, Rex theatre,

Franklin, Neb.—General patronage.

• THE MIDNIGHT SUN : Laura LaPlante—This
is worth the price and I sure am glad I named
my car Laura. She is a sure winner in any race

—see! Beautiful doesn’t express it, and Pat
O’Malley sure broke the record this time for good

work. This picture is all they claim for it, boys,

and will stand boosting to the limit. It clicked a

little, too. Ten reels.—A. F. Jenkins, Community
theatre, David City, Neb.—General patronage.

ROLLING HOME: Reginald Denny—Nothing
big, but a good clean comedy offering that pleased

genuinely. Seven reels.—A. G. Witwer, Grand
theatre, Rainier, Ore.—General patronage.

POKER FACES: Laura LaPlante—An extra

good comedy drama that pleased here. Eight

reels.—E. A. Armistead, Lyric theatre, Easley,

S. C.—General patronage.

POKER FACES: Laura LaPlante—A real en-

joyable comedy that held up good all the way.

Would consider this an A-l comedy drama.—B. C.

Brown, Temple theatre, Viroqua, Wis.—General

patronage.

SPANGLES: Marion Nixon—A very good pic-

ture. It drew good and every one was well

pleased. If the rest of the Jewels are as good as

this one. Universal has the pictures this season.

Six reels.—H. Goold, Rex theatre, Franklin, Neb.

—General patronage.

THE TERROR: Art Acord—Good Western, and
Art sure played a good part this time. Not so

much love, but sure good action. Business fair

for hard times. Thank you, Art! Five reels.

—

R. Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D.—General

patronage.

RUSTLER’S ROMANCE: Art Acord—A good

little Western. Art and his horse Raven good in

this one. Five reels.—A. E. Sharer, Globe theatre.

Savannah, Mo.—General patronage.

THE MARRIAGE CLAUSE: Francis X. Bush-

man—Some thought it was great, others thought

it was terrible. As a result, I would rate it as
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fair.—Russell Armentrout, K. P. theatre, Pitts-

field, 111.—General patronage.

THE SET UP: Art Acord—An average West-
ern which did very poorly at the box office. Five

reels.—A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre, Rainier, Ore.

—General patronage.

THE DESPERATE GAME: Pete Morrison-
Very satisfactory Western to light business. Five

reels.—E. M. Biddle, Strand theatre, Paoli, Ind.

—Small town patronage.

THE COHENS AND KELLYS: Special cast—
With only the usual advertising we did almost as

much busines as some of the so-called specials

for which they want all we take in. Pleased 100

per cent and the second night held up well, which
is unusual for us. Would call this a box office

natural that pleased all. Don’t fail to play this

picture. Eight reels.—W. C. Wheeler, Majestic

theatre, Willits, Cal.—Small town patronage.

THE RUNAWAY EXPRESS: Jack Dougherty
—This is a very good railroad melodrama.
Pleased. Seven reels.—P. G. Estee, S. T. theatre,

Parker, S. Dak.—Small town patronage.

HER BIG NIGHT: Laura LaPIante—A good
clean comedy. Let the good work go on : cut

out the filth and make ’em clean, so we can invite

our fathers and mothers out to see the show
without being afraid of offending them. Eight
reels.—A. J. Stegcrall, Cozy theatre, Fayette, la.

—General patronage.

OUTSIDE THE LAW: Special cast—Fair pic-

ture, but poor print, and Chaney, while a won-
derful actor, leaves a dark brown taste ; and the
crowds do not go out smiling. Many wish the
killing had been real. Very little box office at-

traction for small town exhibitor. Eight reels.

—

Ad. Newton, Princess theatre, Stanberry, Mo.

—

General patronage.

SKINNER’S DRESS SUIT: Reginald Denny—
A peach of a picture. Will please any audience.
Full of good clean comedy. Good for any class
house. Sunday, yes ; not a special. Seven reels.

—O. B. Junkins, Manzanita theatre, Carmel, Cal.
—General patronage.

SPORTING LIFE: Special cast—A Jewel is

better than a program. Had several say it was
fine. Do not think it would do to raise prices.
Seven reels.—C. A. Kelley, Rex theatre, Custer
City, Okla.—Small town patronage.

SPORTING LIFE: Bert Lytell—An old stage
success made into a movie. It was good. Have
been in this busines twenty years and it’s the
first time I ever heard a movie audience hiss the
villain. Drew good Saturday business. Seven
reels.—E. M. Biddle, Strand theatre, Paoli, Ind.—Small town patronage.

CHIP OF THE FLYING U: Hoot Gibson—

A

real Saturday night picture. One of Hoot’s best.
Our patrons all told us so. If you are filled up
on your dates, shelf something, especially if you
need the money. Seven reels.—H. E. J. Oates,
Bridge theatre, Petersburg, W. Va.—General pat-
ronage.

THE LAW FORBIDS: Baby Peggy—A good
family picture.—J. W. Schmidt, Grand theatre,
Breese, 111.—General patronage.

THE SPOOK RANCH: Hoot Gibson—The col-
ored man in this made a bigger hit with the
audience than Hoot Gibson. Pleased Saturday
crowd. Plenty of comedy.—R. K. Lattin, Strand
theatre, Valparaiso, Neb.—General patronage.

THE BEAUTIFUL CHEAT: Laura LaPIante

—

Good comedy feature which should register good
at any box office but fell flat for me, so that’s all

I can say for it. May be better somewhere else,
so don’t be afraid of it. Seven reels.—R. Duba,
Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D.—General patronage.

THE RIDING RASCAL: Art Acord—A good
Western and pleased.—L. M. Jones, Arcadia thea-
tre, Vandergrift, Pa.—General patronage.

THE OUTLAW’S DAUGHTER: Josie Sedg-
wick—If your imagination is strong enough to
imagine an outlaw’s daughter with her bobbed
hair marcelled and finally wearing a six shooter
as part of her business dress, book this one. Sev-
eral impossible scenes and a good deal of posing
for their pictures. If your audience is not too
critical, you can get by. Five reels.—R. J. Wil-
liams, Pastime theatre, Johnson, Neb.—General
patronage.

THE ESCAPE: Pete Morrison—An average
Western that seemed to please my Saturday crowd.
Five reels.—E. A. Armistead, , Lyric theatre,

Easley, S. C.—General patronage. ^

WESTERN PLUCK: Art Acord—This is very
good Western ; however, had no drawing power
and we had small houses on it. The picture will

pass where Westerns are liked, as iir is on the
order of the most of them. Five reels.—C. V.
Anderson, Oak theatre, Oakdale, Neb.—General
patronage.

WHAT HAPPENED TO JONES: Reginald
Denny—One of the funniest comedy dramas ever

How’s the Roads
Down Your Way?
Have been busy the past two

months redecorating and improving,
anticipating a visit of Old-Timer
Jenkins and “Viola,” but see he’s

headed t’other way now. Tell the old

fossil we’d like to see him make a trip

down the Wabash Valley before that

Arizona desert gtts him.—JOE HEW-
ITT, Strand theatre, Robinson, 111.

on my screen. The house was in an uproar most
of the time. You are passing up a big bet if

you don’t play this. Seven reels.—H. E. Partriek,

Palace theatre. North Rose, N. Y.—Small town
patronage. •

Vitagraph
RANGER OF THE BIG PINES: Special cast—

Drew and pleased. Very good. Seven reels.—Wm.
E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.

—

Small town patronage.

STEELE OF THE ROYAL MOUNTED: Spe-
cial cast—Here is a good box office bet. It’s a
James Oliver Curwood Royal Canadian Mounted
Police story, with Bert Lytell. We ran this in

middle of week at regular prices and did well.

Our people like out of door plays. Wonderful
paper. Vitagraph stands first of all producers in

putting out A-l paper. If Paramount could only
profit by their example. Saturday-Eve-Post ad-

vertising means nothing in our young lives, but
stirring action paper and colored lobby displays
mean everything.—Philip Rand, Rex theatre,

Salmon, Idaho.—General patronage.

Warner Bros.

ACROSS THE PACIFIC: Monte Blue—A story
of the Spanish-American war which went over
big. Seven reels.—R. Pfeiffer, Princess theatre,

Chilton, Wis.—Small town patronage.

HERO OF THE BIG SNOWS: Rin Tin Tin—
About as good as any other dog melo we’ve seen.

Seemed to please Saturday night crew. Six reels.

—T. A. Shea, Palace theatre, McGhee, Ark.

—

General patronage.

THE SEA BEAST: John Barrymore—Wonder-
ful box office attraction and brought them back
for more like it. Enjoyed a nice business on
it in spite of the floods. We are keeping the
rest of our report blanks and will send them on
some of our coming attractions. Want to thank
you for the information you give us each week
in “What the Picture Did for Me.” Ten reels.

—

L. H. Lickett, Grand theatre, Collinsville, Okla.

—

General patronage.

RED HOT TIRES: Monte Blue—Pure bunk.
No good. No weff defined plot and weak comedy.
Six reels.—M. W. Mattecheck, Liberty theatre,

Kennewick, Wash.—General patronage.

WHERE THE NORTH BEGINS: Rin Tin Tin
—A Rin Tin Tin once in a while will bring in a
good house. This especially drew because of it

being a Northern picture. Everybody present
seemed to enjoy it. More out of door pictures
and less drawing-room and bedroom plays will

build up the picture business more than pro-
ducers now realize.—Philip Rand, Rex theatre,

Salmon, Idaho.—General patronage.

OH WHAT A NURSE: Syd Chaplin—A real

good comedy feature. Mv natrons 100 per cent
pleased. Syd Chaplin a good actor and well liked

here. Seven reels.—J. Hollenbak, Liberty theatre,
Lynden, Wash.—Small town patronage.

Serials

THE BAR C MYSTERY: (Pathe) Dorothy
Philips—After third chapter cannot say much for

it, and Pathe service of sending it one day late

doesn’t help it any. Twenty reels.—Ad. Newton,
Princess theatre, Stanberry, Mo.—General patron-

age.

CASEY OF THE COAST GUARD: (Pathe)

George O’Hara—On the sixth episode, and I

notice that several of the most ardent followers

have failed to show up. Guess they are getting

bored with it. Most of the kids are sticking

with it. Two reels.—O. B. Junkins, Manzanita
theatre, Carmel, Cal.—General patronage.

PERILS OF THE WILD: (Universal) Joe
Bonomo—A pretty good jungle serial town, but I

can’t pull them in on serials here. I used two-

reel comedies and Western and News, making
a good seven-reel show, but did not do very well
here. Ten reels.—C. A. Kelley, Rex theatre, Cus-
ter City, Okla.—Small town patronage.

SNOWED IN: (Pathe) Allene Ray—This serial

is getting better with each chapter. Think it is

going to be a good bet. Business holding up fine

on it. Two reels.—A. E. Sharer, Globe theatre.

Savannah, Mo.—General patronage.

Short Features
EDUCATIONAL

BABY BLUES: Juvenile comedy.—Good comedy
for any program. Two reels.—W. C. Wheeler,
Majestic theatre, Willits, Cal.—Small town pat-

ronage.

THE CLEANUP: Johnny Arthur—Very good
comedy. Plenty of action and laughs. Two reels.

—A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre, Rainier, Ore.

—

General patronage.

DAFFY DILL: Neal Burns—Good slapstick.

Pleased. Two reels.—P. G. Estee, S. T. theatre,
Parker, S. Dak.—Small town patronage.

A DIPPY TAR: Billy Dooley—A real good
comedy.—H. A. Davitts, Dixie theatre, Winona,
Miss.—General patronage.

FOOL’S LUCK: Lupino Lane—A good comedy,
but not nearly as good as some of this star’s

previous pictures. Two reels.—W. C. Wheeler,
Majestic theatre, Willits, Cal.—Smal town pat-
ronage.

JOLLY TARS: Lloyd Hamilton—Very good
comedy. Two reels.—H. E. Schlichter, Liggett
theatre, Madison, Kan.—General patronage.

KINOGRAMS: Views of Florida storm and
Fonck plane were timely. They cut the big fight

out of the reel. Have had trouble lately with
duplication of items in succeeding issues. Never
encountered this in any news reel before. One
reel.—Henry Reeve, Star theatre, Menard, Tex.
—Small town patronage.

MY SWEDIE : Neal Burns—Pleased my bunch.
Two reels.—E. A. Armistead, Lyric theatre, Eas-
ley, S. C.—General patronage.

PIG SKIN: Very good. Laughs from start to
finish. Two reels.—Glenn Anspach, Thornville
theatre, Thornville, Ohio.—Small town patronage.

SCRAMBLED YEGGS: Felix—Good Felix. Bet-
ter than some we’ve had lately. Good or not so
good, Felix gets over regardless. One reel.

—

Henry Reeve, Star theatre, Menard, Tex.—Small
town patronage.

SIT TIGHT: Jimmie Adams—Just an average
two-reel comedy.—W. C. Wheeler, Majestic thea-
tre, Willits, Cal.—Small town patronage .

SPOTLIGHT: Mermaid comedy.—Just another
two-reel comedy.—W. C. Wheeler, Majestic thea-

tre, Willits, Cal.—Small town patronage.

TEACHER, TEACHER: Lloyd Hamilton—Very
funny comedy, according to our crowd. Two
reels.—Henry Reeve, Star theatre, Menard, Tex.
—Small town patronage.

THE TIN GHOST: Lige Conley—A very good
comedy. Two reels.—J. C. Kennedy, Empress
theatre, Akron, Iowa.—General patronage.

WEAK BUT WILLING: Walter Hiers—Extra
good. Much better than average Educational two-
reel comedies. Two reels.—W. W. Arnold, Grand
theatre, Carrington, N. D.—General patronage.

WIRELESS LIZZY: Walter Hiers—Very good.

Walter has a Ford that he controls by wireless

and the comedy situations that arise are plentiful.

Two reels.—O. B. Junkins, Manzanita theatre,

Carmel, Cal.—General patronage.

F. B. O.

LAME BRAINS: Alice Ardell—This one is well

named. It was lame and my patrons thought it

anything but a clean comedy. This is a Blue
Ribbon comedy. Two reels.—Mrs. Minnie Schnoor,

Paramount theatre Stapleton, Neb.—Small town
patronage.

THREE OF A KIND: This was not much of a

comedy, according to our way of thinking, but

the kids seemed to get a kick out of it. Two
reels.—W. T. Davis & Son, Rialto theatre,

Sharon, Wis.—General patronage.

FOX
A CLOUDY ROMANCE: Very good comedy.

Two reels.—Stoddard Bros., Rex theatre, Madison-
ville, Tex.—General patronage.

EIGHT CYLINDER BULL: Another dandy
Fox Imperial comedy. Two reels.—James Moffitt,

Audiorium theatre, Tampa, Kan.—Small town pat-

ronage.

THE FAMILY PICNIC: Very good comedy.

Some good laughs and some thrills. Two reels.

—Stoddard Bros., Rex theatre, Madisonville, Tex.

—General patronage.

A FLYING FOOL: Earle Foxe—Dandy comedy.
Real thrills, plenty of laughs. Good for any au-
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dience. Two reels.—Stoddard Bros., Rex theatre,

Madisonville, Tex.—General patronage;

HIS OWN LAWYER: A real good comedy that

brought many laughs. Two reels.—E. A. Armis-
tead, Lyric theatre, Easley, S. C.—General pat-

ronage.

IT’S A PIPE: Imperial comedy.—This one is

a knockout. Book it and laugh when you see it.

Two reels.—H. Goo'd, Rex theatre, Franklin, Neb.

—General patronage.

LOVE’S TRIANGLE: Splendid comedy. Not so

funny, but cleverly handled and humanly real,

as are most of Fox comedies. Two reels.—Stod-

dard Bros., Rex theatre, Madisonville, Tex.—Gen-

eral patronage.

THE MATRIMONEY BLUES: This was a very

good comedy. Off though about 50 per cent of

what Fox comedies usually are. Two reels.—Stod-

dard Bros., Rex theatre, Madisonville, Tex.—Gen-
eral patronage.

POLAR BARON: Like all Fox comedies, it’s

good of its kind. Two reels.—Stoddard Bros.,

Rex theatre, Madisonville, Tex.—General patron-

age.

SHOES: The best of these scenes so far. O.

Henry is better reading than in pictures. Two
reels.—George Benson, Community theatre, Minne-
ota, Minn.—Small town patronage.

STRONG FOR LOVE: Very good comedy.
Clever and different. Good plot. Two reels.

—

Stoddard Bros., Rex theatre, Madisonville, Tex.

—

General patronage.

THE SWIMMING INSTRUCTOR: Earle Foxe
—Another excellent Van Bibber. Two reels.—J.

S. Walker, Texas theatre, Grand Prairie, Tex.

—

Small town patronage.

TWO LIPS IN HOLLAND: Good Imperial
comedy. In fact most all these Fox Imperials are

good. Two reels.—James Moffitt, Auditorium the-

atre, Tampa, Kan.—Small town patronage.

TWO LIPS IN HOLLAND: Imperial comedy.
—Very good comedy about Danish sweethearts
which should please, for a change. Two reels.

—

R. Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D.—General
patronage.

PATHE
ALL WOOL: Hal Roach—Pretty good. One

reel.—Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neills-

vilie, Wis.—Small town patronage.

ARE PARENTS PICKLES: Hal Roach—Good
one-reeler. One reel.—Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags
theatre, Neillsville, Wis.—Small town patronage.

THE CARETAKER’S DAUGHTER: Charley
Chase :—One of the best comedies from Pathe in

a long time. It is about time we had one good
one, though. The print was actually good, some-
thing unusual. Two reels.—O. B. Junkins, Man-
zanita theatre, Carmel, Cal.—General patronage.

THE CHANNEL SWIM: A good Fable. One
reel.—Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neills-

ville, Wis.—Small town patronage.

DIZZY DADDIES: If you play comedies for

the kids, okay ; if for adults, it’s just about 2,000

feet of film. Two reels.—O. B. Junkins, Man-
zanita theatre, Carmel, Cal.—General patronage.

DOG DAYS: Our Gang—Our Gangs are as a
whole the whole show. About one-half of it

pretty weak. Two reels.—Stoddard Bros., Rex
theatre, Madisonville, Tex.—General patronage.

EAST OF THE WATER PLUG: Splendid com-
edy. Pathe has the best comedies we have ever
found. Two reels.—Stoddard Bros., Rex theatre,
Madisonville, Tex.—General patronage.

HIS WOODEN WEDDING: Charley Chas^-A
good two-reel comedy. If you want your crowd
to laugh, book this one. Two reels.—H. Goold,
Rex theatre, Franklin, Neb.—General patronage.

ICE COLD COCOS: A good slapstick comedy.
Two reels.—R. Pfeiffer, Princess theatre, Chilton,
Wis.—Small town patronage.

MIGHTY LIKE A MOOSE: Charley Chase-
Very good comedy. Two reels.—H. E. Schlichter,
Liggett theatre, Madison, Kan.—General patron-
age.

MUM’S THE WORD: Good. Two reels.—R.
Pfeiffer, Princess theatre, Chilton, Wis.—Small
town patronage.

NERVOUS MOMENTS: Am using these every
Saturday night, and they seem to go good. One
reel.—Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neills-
ville, Wis. Small town patronage.

OVER THE PLATE: Good little comedy, as
most of these subjects are. Two-thirds reel.

—

A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre. Rainier, Ore.

—

General patronage.

PATHE REVIEW : These are good entertain-
ment with any sort of a picture, but they never
send you paper with the one you are booked.
One reel.—Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre,
Neillsville, Wis.—Small town patronage.

A RASPBERRY ROMANCE: Ben Turpin

—

“You Never

Know Women”
Dear Herald :

Please publish the following
—“A

Rhapsody on 1926 Paramount Pro-
ductions”

—
‘‘as is wrote.”

Dorothy B. Strauss,
Doradele Theatre,

Copperhill, Tenn.

My Dear “Song and Dance Man”:
This to advise you that “The Lucky

Lady” has been decidedly “Tamed.”
From now on, she will be your “Blind
Goddess.”
You have touched “The Secret

Spring” of her heart, and your love,

to her, is like the discovery of “Desert
Gold.” Do not laugh and say, “Oh,
yes I know, ‘It’s the Old Army
Game.’ ” If you do, she will cry and
cry, and then she’ll need a supply of

“Fresh Paint.” I wonder if you love

her more than you do “The Palm
Beach Girl”?

If so, “I’ll See You Tonight.”
Would you be willing to “Take a

Chance” at the “Crossroads of the

World” and no longer be “The Wan-
derer”?

I do so hope we shall enjoy a

“Florida Romance,” where we shall

sit in the “Grass” and watch “The
Peacock Parade.”
You know “The Man from Mexico”

is “Born to the West,” but “Behind
the Front,” men are very much the

same, for they will persist in acting

like “Wild Geese.”
I want you to fully realize that, like

“Moana of the South Seas,” my heart

is just like a “Volcano,” and even
“The Rainmaker” could not dampen
my ardor.

“Dancing Mothers” may be willing

to help spend “Miss Brewster’s Mil-

lions,” but you and I shall mount our
“Sea Horses” and “Runaway.”
Whenever you speak of me, I hope

you’ll always say, “Yes, sir, ‘That’s

My Baby!’ She surely is ‘The Ameri-
can Venus.’

”

But, “For Heaven’s Sake!” do not

become “My Vanishing American.”
“Let’s Get Married” and have our

hearts “Padlocked” together for life.

Your own devoted “Kid Boots,”

“That Royle Girl.”

Just ordinary slapstick stuff. Not as good as
Turpin could be. Two reels.—George Benson,
Community theatre, Minneota, Minn.—Small town
patronage.

SHEIKS OF BAGDAD: Very good little com-
edy. Registered quite a number of laughs. One
reel.— A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre. Rainier, Ore.
—General patronage.

SHIVERING SPOOKS: Our Gang—Good Gang
comedy. Two reels.—H. E. Schlichter, Liggett
theatre, Madison, Kan.—General patronage.

THE SOAPSUDS LADY: Alice Day—Good.
Two reels.—E. A. Armistead, Lyric theatre, Eas-
ley, S. C.—General patronage.

STEP LIVELY : Harold Lloyd—Reissue. Har-
old Lloyd, Bebe Daniels and Snub Pollard in

this. Lots of slapstick and old fashioned cos-

tuming helps bring the- laughs. One reel.—E. M.
Biddle. Strand theatre, Paoli, Ind.—Small town
patronage.

THE SUNDOWN LIMITED: Our Gang—One
of the best from the Gang.—H. A. Davitts, Dixie
theatre, Winona, Miss.—General patronage.

YOUR HUSBAND’S PAST: A real good com-
edy. I also use Aesop’s Fables every Saturday.
They please here. Two reels.—E. A. Armistead,
Lyric theatre, Easley, S. C.—General patronage.

YOUR OWN BACK YARD: Our Gang—You
can never go wrong on a Gang comedy. They
are sure to please. They will appeal to the
grown ups as well as the children. I have
patrons that will come to the show just to see

the comedy when I have the Gang on. Two

reels.—O. B. Junkins, Manzanita theatre, Carmel,
Cal.—General patronage.

UNIVERSAL
ACCIDENTS CAN HAPPEN: A1 Alt—Some-

what silly in the first part of the reel, but ends
up in a whirlwind finish. Book it. Two reels.

—

R. J. Williams, Pastime theatre, Johnson, Neb.
—General patronage.

BUSTER’S MIX UP: Buster Brown—An aver-

age Buster Brown comedy, which means a good
one, as all of these are good. Two reels.—E. A.

Armistead, Lyric theatre, Easley, S. C.—General
patronage.

BUSTER WATCHES TIGE: Good comedy.
Seemed to please young and old. Two reels.

—

P. G. Estee, S. T. theatre, Parker, S. Dak.

—

Small town patronage.

THE CROWNED PRINCE: Neely Edwards

—

This was very good from Neely. Plenty of snap
and many laughs in it. One reel.—R. Duba,
Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D.—General patronage.

DARE DEVIL DAISY: Edna Marion—Good,
fast action comedy. Lots of laughs. Two reels.

—A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre. Rainier, Ore.

—

General patronage.

DON’T SHOOT: Jack Mower—Nice little West-
ern story that went over to usual Saturday pat-

ronage. Two reels.—A. G. Witwer, Grand thea-
tre, Rainier, Ore.—General patronage.

DYNAMITE’S DAUGHTER: “Dynamite’s
Daughter” good, and “Hodge Podge” also good.

Two reels.—J. B. Endert, Endert theatre, Crescent

City, Cal.—General patronage.

HEARTS FOR RENT: Arthur Lake—Very- nice

little comedy which offset my rotten feature, “If
Marriage Fails.” That’s all I can say. One
reel.—R. Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D.

—

General patronage.

HIS GIRL FRIEND: Fairly good comedy that

seemed to register quite a number of laughs. Two
reels.—A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre, Rainier,

Ore.—General patronage.

HONEYMOON HOTEL: Neely Edwards—A.

very good comedy and created a few laughs. Not
as good as some by this star. One reel.—C. V.
Anderson, Oak theatre, Oakdale, Neb.—General
patronage.

HONEYMOON HOTEL: Neely Edwards—Lots
of laughs in this one. One reel.—E. M. Biddle,

Strand theatre, Paoli, Ind.—Small town patron-
age.

HOT DOG: Arthur Lake—Just a trifle better

than the usual run of Lake comedies ; got several

laughs. Would rate about 43 per cent comedy.
One reel.—R. J. Williams, Pastime theatre, John-
son, Neb.—General patronage.

JIM HOOD’S GHOST: Josie Sedgwick—Josie

as a horse rider is a knockout and she did well

in this one. Plenty of action and went over fine

with a comedy feature. Two reels.— R. Duba,
Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D.—General patronage.

THE OPTIMIST: Charles Puffy—Pretty good
from Charley. Got some laughs and that’s what
we like to hear out of the audience. One reel.

—

R. Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D.—General

patronage.

PAINLESS PAIN : Wanda Wiley—Good com-
edy on the dentist business. Plenty of laughs

and some wonderful tooth pulling by Wanda.
It’s okay. Two reels.—R. Duba, Royal theatre,

Kimball, S. D.—General patronage.

PAPA’S MAMA: Arthur Lake—Good comedy
and the drive to the justice of peace sure makes
an exciting moment. Looks pretty natural for

present time. One reel.—R. Duba, Royal theatre,

Kimball, S. D.—General patronage.

PREP SCHOOL: Arthur Lake—The best of

the Lake comedies to date. Very good. One
reel.—E. M. Biddle, Strand theatre, Paoli, Ind.

—Small town patronage.

THE RESCUE: Pee Wee Holmes—Good West-
ern comedy that they seemed to like. Two reels.

—W. C. Wheeler, Majestic theatre, Willits, Cal.

—Small town patronage.

THERE SHE GOES: Wanda Wiley—Fair com-
edy only. Two reels.—A. G. Witwer, Grand thea-

tre, Rainier, Ore.—General patronage.

THE THIRTEENTH MAN: Charles Puffy—Not
much to this one. Just fillum. One reel.—A. G-
Witwer, Grand theatre, Rainier, Ore.—General
patronage.

TUNE UP: Not much comedy in this. One
reel.—E. A. Armistead, Lyric theatre, Easley,

S. C.—General patronage.

UNDER DESERT SKIES: Fred Humes—Good
little action Western. Seemed to please the fans.

Two reels.—A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre, Rainier,.

Ore.—General patronage.

WHERE’S MY BABY: Neely Edwards—Aver-
age short comedy of this type. One recl. :—A. G.

Witwer, Grand theatre, Rainier, Ore.—General
patronage.
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CHICAGO PERSONALITIES
— By D. H. 1 sJ

CARL LAEMMLE’S return from abroad and his visit to Chicago
this week was the heralded cause for celebration by 400 exhibitors
and exchange people October 23 at the Aragon ballroom. All were

invited guests of Andrew Karzas, owner of the new house who is also

head of the Woodlawn Amusement Company which operates a number
of motion picture theatres in Chicago.

"DRUCE GODSHAW handled all ar-

rangements in connection with the

party. He lately joined Karzas in the

capacity of promotional director for the

ballroom. For 12 months he has been ex-

ploitation director for Universal at the

Chicago exchange.
Mr. Laemmle did not arrive in Chicago

for the party but planned to be here later

on his way to the Coast.
ij: sjs ^

Jack Baker is filling the shoes of God-
shaw at Universal. Jean Hane is Baker’s
assistant.

:jc

Hines Talks Over KYW
Johnny Hines accepted Bob Reel’s invi-

tation for an interview over KYW when he

got into Chicago October 22. He’s West-
ward bound.

* * *

Jack Sampson, Walter Brown, Charlie

Miller and Al Hoffman, well everybody
around the F. B. O. office is wearing their

football hats and using their best football

language to enthuse the rest of the world
with thoughts of “One Minute to Play.”

They say 160,000 people saw “Red” in the

picture this week while it played at the

Pantheon, Belmont, Senate and Harding
theatres.

jjs ^

Textile workers in Chicago are utilizing

motion pictures in furthering their cause.

The Ashland Auditorium is showing films

of the Passaic textile strike this week.
5{« ift sjc

Members of the Chicago Federation of
Musicians which is largely composed of
theatre orchestra players dance to some
one else’s music November 1. There
is to be quite a ball.

% ^

Maynard ScInvartz has abandoned his

short feature exchange and is now at 845
South Wabash Avenue on the sixth floor

where he is taking a fling at presentations
booking. It’s nothing new to Maynard.
He was a trouper before a lot of us were
out of our rompers.

* * *

/. Scott, formerly of United Artists, is

now covering country territory for Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer under Country Sales-

manager Max Mazur who by the way is

now a member of King Solomon’s Court.

* * *

51 A. Shirley, district manager of Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer has returned from a busi-

“CHRISTINE of the BIG TOPS”
With PAULINE GARON, CULLEN LANDIS

Otto Matiesen, Robert Graves
Directed by ARCHIE MAYO

Thrilling scenes, highly dramatic situations, compelling heart interest

from behind the scenes at a circus.

The first of Six BANNER PRODUCTIONS for 1926-27

“Devil’s Dice”
With Barbara Bedford, Robert Ellis,

Josef Swickard, Tom Forman, Jack
Richardson.

Directed by TOM FORMAN
A dramatic action story, full of

punches, with a thrilling climax,
adapted from FRANK R. ADAMS’
popular story.

“Dangerous Friends”
With T. Roy Barnes, Arthur Hoyt,

Marjorie Gay, Gertrude Short,

Mathilde Brundage.

Directed by FINIS FOX
A farce comedy with many unusual

comic twists. From Charles A.
Logue’s screen story.

“Wanted—A Coward”
A beautiful woman, a mysterious

cripple, a plot against a government
and a hero who answered the ad-

vertisement. From VINCENT STAR-
RETT’S story.

<<The Canceled Debt
A tale of mystery, thrills and sus-

pense from the story by Allie Loew
Miles.

For Illinois

GREIVER PRODUCTIONS
831 SOUTH WABASH AVENUE

CHICAGO, ILL.

“Thumbs Down”
The story of a sympathetic girl who

finds her family turns Thumbs Down
on her. Adapted from Gladys John-
son’s story.

These six Banner Pictures are re-

leased by

STERLING PICTURES
Distributing Corporation

For Indiana

^•ST
INDIANA.

218WimmerBuilcling
INDIANAPOLIS

Madge Bellamy catches a ride. The
Fox star is agile she proved at the
La Salle station only a day or so ago
when she made Chicago a visit.

ness trip to Minneapolis. Mr. Shirley has
been chosen president of the newly formed
Metro Club.

sjc % %

Harry Miller, of the Ambassador thea-

tre, says he has just washed his car and
can’t do a thing with it.

* * *

If President Coolidge could have waited
a week to turn on those State Street lights

it would have made another exploitation

stunt for Balaban & Katz. It’s this week
that the Chicago theatre is celebrating its

fifth birthday. But with the political air

full of steam from slush fund inquiries and
Ku Klux Klan reports, the policy with
office holders seems to be “don’t put off till

tomorrow what you can do today.”

^ sj:

Corinne Griffith broke into the Chi-

cago dailies last week with a telegram “re-

ceived from her by Balaban & Katz” which
said, “I never pass through Chicago with-

out visiting your Chicago theatre even if

for but half an hour, as there is soothing

restfulness and a deep charm in the luxuri-

ous quiet of its interior.”

Which seems to be the answer to fans

wondering “how do film stars spend their

between-train time in Chicago.”

* * *

Pathe now takes over Associated Exhib-
itors which means that James Gillick and
Harry Graham will simply sell more pic-

tures around Chicago and make more
money for the company. Jimmie has the

wires hot now sending m orders for the

Gene Tunney serial.

TICKET REGISTER CORP
723 Seventh Avenue mew York city
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Apparent on the screen

The Improvement in the rendering ofcolor

values in black and white tones, when the pic-

ture is printed from Eastman Panchromatic

Negative on Eastman Positive, is readily appar-

ent on the screen.

Patrons will notice the difference—and

that’s what really counts at the box office:

Eastman Panchromatic Negative is

now the same price as ordinary negative. It

keeps as well as ordinary negative and, except

for the lighting in the darkroom, is developed

in the same manner as ordinary negative. Yet

it’s an extraordinary product.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, NEW YORK



BANK
Boy”

Produced by

Monty Banks Enterprise

Atta Boy
, Monty!

Keep up your gait in th

one and you’ll have ’em sta,

ing rough and tumbles to g<

your pictures.

They’ll laugh until the

get limp; they’ll thrill uni

they’re as weak as Prohit

tion; they’ll take to you lil

a baby to milk.

This one is in. It’s a riotou

router of gloom.

And Banks record shov

that he makes money f<j

every exhibitor who pla]

him.

Pafhepicture
TRADE MARK.

MONTY
h

“Atta
Directed by

Edward H. Griffith
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Paramount
ijor

Equipped stage lighting

/ment, borderlights,

cove lighting

in paramount
York. Millions

>ower of light is

the exterior by
flights. Truly^it is

Company
4605^19 Fullerton Ave. Chicago

District office s irL-prirCcipal cities.
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Write today for new
illustrated catalos

usm

4 If ^ the HIP Now
i,

Ŵ C. SIMON

W [A Rare MusSTreat
' *W ft

HIP NOW
SOMETHING NEW

IN MUSIC

I

WAITER C.SIM0N
Noted Co?npos«r

IWoHi-fmEnl

Attraction
EADING exhibitors
from coast to coast

have found the Wur-
litzer Organ such a tremen-
dous attraction that they are
using every conceivable ad-

vertising medium to bring
its power before the public.

Now they’re using the street

cars in York, Pa. You, too,

can get the crowds. Install

a Wurlitzer. There’s a par-

ticular style and size for

7 every theatre.

SM.

CINCINNATI
121 E. 4th St.

WuplHzer
NEW YORK CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO
120 W. 42nd St. 329 S. Wabash 134 Golden Gate Ave.

Stores in all Principal Cities from Coast to Coast

LOS ANGELES
814 S. Broadway

'
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^Broadway'sFavorites
install the.

BRANDT

Rialto Jhealre, new ‘pork City

Press jP^ Hivolt theatre
ONE KEY \ TlewQfork City

Bollx of these

Pays Right Change
jj Publix QUealres

INSTANTLY / cure users of*

BRANDT equipment

Sold DIRECT to Users

6Tfie JTe
THEATRE MODEL

Cr (O With the Subtracting Keyboard

Broadway’s theatre patrons demand the best—in service

,

as

well as entertainment. Broadway’s showmen see that they get

it. That’s why you’ll find the Brandt Automatic Cashier in

Broadway’s box offices. Through its speed and accuracy Brandt

has made this service standard—on Main Street or Broadway

—

in theatres of every size.

Brandt cannot make a mistake—it is entirely automatic.

The ticket seller is relieved of all mental calculations. There
is only one key to press—and that’s the price of the ticket. A
single operation—and in less than a second Brandt delivers

the correct change direct to the patron.

r
i

Brandt Automatic Cashier Co.,

Department A, Watertown, Wis.

Please place with us on Thirty Days’ Free Trial your Brandt Junior
Automatic Cashier. It is, of course, understood that we can return

I
it as we accept trial without obligation or expense. Please check
whether used on the right or left hand side of the Box Office.

not through dealers

30 Days Trial FREE
Mail this Coupon

—

j.

Right Left

Firm Name

Individual - —

-

| City - — State

I
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A. P. S. A THREE
S. M. P. E. N PROJECTOR
I. A. T. S. E. D LOGIC

Local 314

By Charles H. Travis

Projectionist, Bareli Theatre

Schenectady, N. Y.

THE INITIALS above represent three great organizations— the American Projection

Society, the Society of Motion Picture Engineers and the International Association of

Theatrical Stage Employees (Local 314, a division of the projectionist affiliation). Each
and all, in different phases of activity, they stand for better men handling better equipment. A
member of them all is Charles H. Travis— and it is safe to say that in this article which he

sends to YOUR EQUIPMENT, Mr. Travis represents the opinion of the progressive trio of

Motion Picture Organizations — all three doing much to improve the motion picture.

I have always been an advocate for THREE PROJECTOR
installations and think that every theatre, both large and

small, should have three complete projectors in the projection

room and all three should be in first class working condition

at all times if possible. I say if possible because at some time

no matter how careful you are one projector is liable to go

bad and it should not be allowed to be out of commission any

longer than is necessary to put it back in good condition

again. I have had the occasion to have to repair one pro-

jector while keeping the show going alone on the other,

and we all know that this is not an easy task. (Up this way

we do not have two projectionists on duty at the same time.)

With a THREE PROJECTOR installation it would have

been but a short wait to take the film from the disabled pro-

jector and continue the show on one-third, repairing the laid

up projector at leisure and thereby doing a better job.

Then again if you alternate on three projectors you will

lengthen the life of them all and I believe that three pro-

jectors used alternately will be of service more than three

times longer than a two projector installation. If you had

a valuable horse or, in the present time, an expensive auto

you would not use same every day in the year without rest,

but I have seen projectors used until they were almost ready

to fall apart before the much needed repairs were made.

One reason being that the Exhibitor has not made any pro-

vision for repairs and must go to the distributor or factory

for a loan mechanism. This means the tying up of some cash

and in most cases a Projectionist is lucky if he can get new
parts and put them on after the show or mornings.

I have not the pleasure of a three projector installation

yet, I hope to get a projector that is not being used in one

of the other houses on the circuit in the near future, but I

have the next best thing, an extra mechanism complete and

also a spare intermittent movement.

At present

I have two Simplex projectors

type S lamps
with McCauley Arc Controls, separate stereo, G. E. 70-70

A C to D C Compensarc, one 50 amp. A C Compensarc( not

enough)
,
Cinephor objective lenses, P A 20 Cinephor con-

verging lens, Luxalba l/i focus collector lens and 54 positive,

11/32 negative Orotip carbons using 70 amps. Enclosed

motor driven rewinder of my own make as well as the hand

driven for inspection and a splicing block.

My projection room is 16' x 12' with two windows open-

ing on the street. Lamphouses piped to the open air. The
A C and D C sets are in a room of the same sise as projec-

tion room located just below.

SIMPLEX DIVISION
INTERNATIONAL PROJECTOR CORPORATION

90 Gold Street, New York
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Perfects Projection/

Approved by the Underwriters

Built Exceptionally Massive
44Peerless” leadership is the result of its

massiveness in size and correctness in mechanical performance;

it gives twice the light, at half the cost. You can convince

yourself that the 44Peerless

”

is superior in design

and durability by direct investigation and comparison. Th£
44Peerless” is the most highly developed and widely used

Reflector Arc Lamp today, and has improved the projection

in thousands of theatres throughout the country to a point

which is obtained in the largest deluxe theatres.

When you see “Peerless” on a Reflector Arc
Lamp, bear in mind if you will, that this name is time built

and pride protected.

*S55!il6.--.c>iies*

WHY EXPERIMENT

t

S3u<>" -cjiiiee*

J V.

Note These New
“Peerless”

Features
Convertible Lamphouse Pilot

Lamp.

Positive Crater Position Indica-

tor (for Trimming).

Reflector Carriage Position Indi-

cator.

Centre Position Indicator for

Lampbed Adjustment.

Long, Small Diameter Light Cone
(used for both stereopticon and

motion picture projection).

Carbon Combination Scale Plate.

Insulated Reflector Hole Protect-

ing Washer.

a r

Write for Our New Catalog and Full Information on the 4Peerless ’ ’

The J. E. McAuley Mf’g. Co.
552-54 W. Adams St. Chicago, III .
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From the standpoint of adaptability to the finest

or the most modest theatre, the Opera Chairs of

Heywood-Wakefield manufacture are foremost in

the minds of the best architects.

This is again proven by the adoption of H-W
opera chair designs for the more than 2800 seats

in the magnificent amusement house shown
in the above picture.

Balaban & Katz new
$3,000,000 “Oriental

”

Theatre, Chicago, III.,

C. W. & Geo. L. Rapp,
Architects — contain-
ing over 2800 chairs
built to specifications

of the architects and
Frank Cambria, by
Heywood-Wakefield.

Another Overwhelming Tribute

To H-W Theatre Chair Quality

This distinctive chair. No. 0. C. 434,

has a recessed back finished in red
Chinese lacquer. The seat is up-
holstered in red Fabrikoid and the

back in mohair striped in a special

color combination. Standards are

If you, too, would have the best in patron com-
fort, in house capacity, in service; let Heywood-
Wakefield theatre seating experts help in work-
ing out your seating problems.

a specially cast oriental design with
hooded aisle lights. This service is free and without obligation.

HEYWOOD-WAKEFIELD WAREHOUSES
Baltimore, Maryland 03 West Conway Street

Boston 43. Mass. Winter Hill

Display Floor
, 174 Portland Street

Buffalo, New York Wells and Carroll Streets

Chicago, Illinois 2633 Arthington Street

Display Floor, 439 Railway Exchange Bldg .

Kansas City, Missouri 1310 West Eighth Street

Los Angeles, California 801 East Seventh Street

New York, New York 516 West 34th Street

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 244 South 5th Street

Portland, Oregon 148 North Tenth Street

San Francisco, California 737 Howard Street

St. Louis, Missouri Sixth and O'Fallon Streets
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Equipment Organization to

Continue in New Form
Name Is Changed and Memberships Put on Equal
Basis—John H. Hertner Is Elected President

By Harry Holquist

A NEW form of organization in the
** ranks of motion picture equipment
dealers and manufacturers was the out-
come of the fourth annual convention in

Chicago last week. While it was ad-
mitted that there has been discussion
during the past few weeks indicating a
possibility of disbanding the association
in view of the recent consolidations of
supply houses, members favoring such
action were either absent at the cfinven-
tion or experienced a quick change of
mind on the subject.

Summarized following are the high-
spots of activities at the two day session:

Officers: Nine members of the
board of directors were elected by
ballot with the following results:

John H. Hertner, C. D. Struble, Irv-
ing Samuels, S. S. Behrend, I. L.
Nixon, Sid Louis, J. E. McAuley, J.

C. Brown and Walter Green.
The directors elected as officers

John H. Hertner, president; Sid
Louis, vice-president and S. S. Beh-
rend, treasurer, Sam Lears to act as
office manager.
The name of the association is

changed to Theatre Equipment Manu-
facturers and Dealers Association.

Manufacturers and dealers are ac-
tive members. Dues $60 per year.
Dealers having branches allowed asso-
ciate memberships for branches.
These have no votes. Dues $20 for
such associates.

Directorate shall consist of 5 man-
,

ufacturers and 4 dealers.
Time and place of next convention

to be decided by directors.

The question of the association’s fu-
ture was put squarely before the mem-
bers in the opening addres of President
C. D. Struble. Immediately following
the president’s address Max Ruben of
Detroit was given the floor and in a fiery
talk pleaded for the continued life of the
organization.

* * *

“An association properly managed is

a wonderful thing,” he declared. “Be-
cause of what has occurred we are con-
fronted with a problem. It has been my

opinion that the associate members have
not at any time had sufficient voice in

this organization. This organization
ought to go on for the sake of those
who are not in the merger. You have
attended meetings, paid time and money
and have gone along with us. I would
not be loyal to my trust if I permitted
this time to go by without urging this

organization to go forward.”

President Struble’s call for further re-
marks met with an obvious disinclina-
tion on the part of anybody to declare
themselves as to their attitude. T. E.
McAuley expressed it as his opinion that
neither manufacturers nor dealers knew
what they wanted and recommended that
a committee of each be appointed to
thrash out the problem of both sides.

Irving Samuels then suggested that
the manufacturers have an association

John El. Hertner, head of the
Hertner Electric Company, Cleve-
land, who was elected president
of the Theatre Equipment Manu-
facturers and Dealers Association.

of their own, they to be the active mem-
bers. Sam Lears, in expressing his belief

for the need of an association pointed
out that most manufacturers had voted
for an association of their own at an
earlier meeting in New York.

* * *

Through a motion carried authorizing
a suspension of rules Sam Kaplan of

New York was given the floor. He
asked

:

“Do you want the organization to

function? The answer is: are the manu-
facturers ready to function with the

dealers? This organization hasn’t

changed a bit since I was in Milwaukee.
I speak for the independent. He has
been holding the bag. Organization is

the best thing in the world. All the

little fellow wants is to live. The or-

ganization must protect him as well as

the big fellow.”
Other dealers and manufacturers, in-

cluding G. D. Brady of Detroit, S. S.

Behrend of Chicago, Oscar Holmes of

Chicago, W. A. Moor of Birmingham,
Ala., and W. L. Peabody of Chicago
spoke for a continuance of the associa-

tion :

After listening to suggestions as to

what should be done and the advisability

of appointing a committee to consider
a form of procedure a motion was made
and carried that manufacturers and deal-

ers meet in separate session for 30 min-
utes to decide on five points as follows:

1. Shall the present association
disband?

2. Shall the Association continue
in its present form?

3. Shall the Manufacturers form a
separate association?

4. Shall dealers and manufacturers
be put on an equal basis?

5. Shall association continue but in

reverse of present form?
On rendering their conclusions both

manufacturers and dealers were unani-
mous in their decision that the dealers
and manufacturers should be put upon
an equal basis. Under this plan manu-
facturers who have heretofore been as-

sociate members become active members
( Continued on page 9)
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Better Theatres
Advisory Staff

In order to render its readers

assistance on various problems

of equipment and construction

that arise from time to time,

Better Theatres has obtained
the co-operation of the individ-

uals and associations listed fol-

lowing in this work.

Through the co-operation of
this advisory staff this depart-

ment feels that it has allied itself

with sources of expert knowl-
edge on virtually every phase of
theatre building and furnishing
and is able to offer theatre own-
ers a valuable service in provid-
ing information and answers on
a wide range of subjects of a
general nature.

ELMER F. BEHRNS, Theatre
Architect.

ROBERT O. BOLLER, Boiler
Brothers, Architects.

A. B. COPPOCK, Presentation
Producer.

E. B. CRESAP, Secretary, Na-
tional Association of Fan Manu-
facturers.

N. E. DURAND, Frederick C.
Foltz & Co.

JOHN EBERSON, Architect.

G. E. EICHENLAUB, Architect.

W. S. HAYS, Secretary, National
Slate Association and The Na-
tional Federation, Construction
Industries.

F. K. HILL, Seating Engineer.

F. J. HUSE, Chief Engineer, Hol-
low Building Tile Association.

CLELL JAY, Projectionist, New
Theatre, Little Rock, Ark.

SAMUEL R. LEWIS, Member,
American Society of Heating
and Ventilating Engineers.

A. C. LISKA, Remodeling.

E. M. LURIE, Assistant to Com-
missioner, Associated Metal Lath
Manufacturers.

HENRY L. NEWHOUSE, Archi-
tect.

J. F. O’MALLEY, Architect.

GEORGE L. RAPP, Architect.

GEORGE W. REPP, Service Divi-
sion, American Face Brick Asso-
ciation.

HENRY J. SCHWEIM, Chief
Engineer of The Gypsum Indus-
tries.

R. L. SIMMONS, Architect.

HORACE L. SMITH, JR , Thea-
tre Engineer.

NORMAN M. STINEMAN, As-
soc. Mem. American Society of
Civil Engineers, Portland Ce-
ment Association.

MAX Y. SEATON, Technical
Director, National Kellastone
Company.

J. L. STAIR, Chief Engineer,
Curtis Lighting, Inc.

EDITORIAL
U IGURES compiled by the De-
A partment of Labor show a
definite increase in theatre con-
struction for the first six months
of 1926 as compared with the first

half of last year. This increase in

the building of motion picture
houses is significant at this time
in view of the fact that construc-
tion in several other fields shows a

marked drop over 1925.

Conditions in the theatre field

—

both in the exhibition and more
particularly in the equipment and
building branches are better at

this time than for many years.

Manufacturers and dealers from all

sections of the country who at-

tended the convention in Chicago
last week were unanimous in their

declaration that business has never
been more favorable.

The theatre field is booming. In
addition to the possibilities repre-

sented by the great program of

new construction under way there

is a pronounced tendency on the

part of theatre owners everywhere
to make their houses more modern
and comfortable in every respect.

A nationwide movement toward a

higher standard in all types of

theatres is manifested.
H*

TT IS to be hoped, now that the

smoke has cleared away and the

equipment manufacturers and
dealers’ organization has readjust-

ed itself, that the activities of the

association will be more conspicu-

ous in the eyes of the trade than

they have been heretofore. This
should be done for the good of the

association and its membership.
An association that to all outward
appearances functions only at con-

vention times cannot very well

hope to draw to itself new mem-
bers nor impress its present mem-
bership with its value to them.

In brief, what the association

needs and should have is consist-

ent, constructive publicity cover-

ing its activities and those of its

members. “Better Theatres” ex-

tends to the organization its full

co-operation along this line. It

will be glad to accord regularly,

space to matters of news interest

affecting the association and any
movements it may launch for the

general good of the eauipment in-

dustry. Plans for facilitating this,

along broad and constructive chan-

nels, is one of the things which we
believe should have the early con-

sideration of the new officers and
directors.—H. E. H.
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Equipment Association Reorganized
( Continued from page 7 )

with the dealers in the conduct of the

affairs of the organization and are given
voting power.

* * *

A discussion ensued as to the number
of votes to be accorded supply houses
operating branches. It was pointed out
that the newly formed National Theatre
Supply Company with its 31 branches
would be placed in practically a con-
trolling position unless some plan were
worked out to equalized the voting
power and memberships.

In this connection H. A. R. Dutton,
president of National Theatre Supply
Company declared that “so far as control
goes we have no interest. We are ab-
solutely in the clear on the matter. We
don’t care if we have one vote or 31. We
will support the association.”
A recommendation of a committee

composed of W. A. Moor, B. A. Benson,
S. A. Louis, E. A. Taylor and W. L.

Schoening that corporations be limited
to one vote met with approval of the
body. The plan, worked out, further
states that branches of corporation mem-
bers may become associate members
without voting power, the dues for asso-
ciate members to be $20 per year.

The question of the attitude and posi-
tion of the National Theatre Supply
Company became an issue of shortly
prior to the entrance into the convention
hall of Mr. Dutton. On his arrival, Mr.
Dutton was asked if he would answer
some questions pertaining to the atti-

tude of his company. Mr. Dutton of-

fered to do so as far as possible.
* * *

He was asked if his company con-
templated the manufacturing of items of

theatre equipment. Mr. Dutton replied
that his firm was not going into the
manufacturing business.
Another question put to him involved

the policy of the National Theatre Sup-
ply Company in acquiring further supply
houses. Mr. Dutton said: “As far as
buying other supply houses I do not
know. We may buy them and we may
not.”

To the question as to whether his

company would seek exclusive distribu-

tion rights from those manufacturers

Benson Is

Honored
B. A. Benson, who for the past

four years has acted as secretary

of the equipment dealers associa-

tion, was signally honored by the

organization in the form of a reso-

lution passed by the convention
commending his efforts in their

behalf. Mr. Benson was also pre-

sented with a handsome gold

watch by the association.

The resolution follows:
WHEREAS, it has been noticeable in

every walk of life, certain individuals dis-

tinguish themselves through marked ap-

preciation of their duty to their fellow

men and society ; the Association of Motion
Picture Equipment Dealers of America de-

sire to express their appreciation for the

time, effort and energies expended in their

behalf and for the most efficient method
and manner in which our secretary, Mr.
B. A. Benson, has conducted his office

for the past four years,

BE IT THEREFORE RESOLVED that

the president, board of directors, and mem-
bers of the Association, convey to Mr.
B. A. Benson their gratitude for the many
unselfish hours spent in our behalf. Be
it further RESOLVED that a copy of this

resolution become a part of the Association
minutes and be spread thereon.

whose equipment it would handle, Mr.
Dutton answered: “That matter is en-
tirely up to the manufacturers.”
Further queries to Mr. Dutton were

averted when President Struble declared:
“We are bringing into this discussion
matters entirely out of the organization.
All in favor of the organization is the
question. Not the question of selling or
not selling the independent supply
dealer.”

No date for the next convention of the
association was set, the matter being
left to the first meeting of the board
of directors.

* * *

A rising vote of thanks was extended
to the retiring officers. Mr. B. A. Benson,
who for the past four years has acted as
secretary for the organization was sig-

nally honored by a resolution of thanks
for his efficient work and was presented
with a handsome Hamilton watch by the
members of the association.
The registration follows:
Bernard Rose, Projection Optics Co.;

Irving Samuels, Automatic Devices Co.;
W. L. Schoening, Minusa Cine Screen
Co.; Sam Lears, Arlington Seating Com-
pany; C. D. Struble, National Theatre
Supply Co., Chicago, 111.; Max Ru-
ben, Karl Brenkert, Brenkert Light
Projecting Co.; Sam Kaplan, M. L. Rob-
inson, Roth Brothers & Co.; W. C.

Kunzmann, Box 400, Cleveland, Ohio; B.

C. Hoefer, Hoefer Change-Maker Co.;
D. H. Finke, Simplex Ticket Co.; H. E.
Holquist, Exhibitors Herald; C. B.
O’Neill, Exhibitors Herald; H. C.

Woods, American Silversheet Co.; E.

A. Taylor, Rochester, N. Y.
; J. C. Kroe-

sen, Belleville, N. J.; C. J. Frank, Voigt
Company; J. E. McAuley, McAuley Mfg.
Co.; G. Rex Volz, Arlington Seating Co.;
R. J. Gardiner, American Theatre Equip.
Co.; A. Dresner, National Theatre
Supply Co.; A. L. deBerri, Da-Lite
Screen Co.; John H. Hertner, Hertner
Elec. Co.; W. L. Peabody, Simplex
Ticket Company; Sid Louis, Rialto
Theatre Supply Co.; T. P. Hollis, Pitts-

burgh, Pa.; B. A. Benson, National The-
atre Supply Co.; G. D. Brady, Detroit,

Mich.; A. D. Behrend, Movie Supply
Co.; O. F. Spahr, Enterprise Optical
Mfg. Co.; Bernard Pearlman, National
Theatre Supply* Co.; Henry Stitzberg,

Monarch Theatre Supply Co.; Harry H.
Strong, The Strong Elec. Co.; I. M.
Cohen, Monarch Theatre Supply Co.,

Memphis; O. J. Holmes, Holmes Pro-
jector Co.; E. Carlson, C. S. Wertsner
& Son; J. C. Brown, Tampa Photo and
Art Supply Co.; E. J. Vallen, Vallen
Elec. Co.; Ray A. Smith, Ray Smith Co.;

W. M. States, Edison Lamp Works; W.
C. Moor, Queen Feature Service Co.;

S. C. Ladd, International Projector
Corp.; F. M. Allen, American Theatre
Equip. Co; C. N. Koch, American Mo-
tion Picture Equip. Co.; R. H. Stafford,

E. H. Stafford Mfg. Co.; W. H. Leonard,
E. H. Stafford Mfg. Co.; M. B. White,
Liberty Elec. Corp.; L. P. Langford,
Wisconsin Theatre Supply Co.

Text of President Struble ’s Address

I
T gives me great pleasure to be permitted
at this time to say a few words to you

in opening this meeting, which is to be our
fourth annual convention. Extensive plans

were made as you know, to hold this meet-
ing at another place, on an earlier date,

but for reasons with which you probably
are all familiar, it was voted by your
board of directors to postpone it until this

time. Much comment, both favorable and
otherwise, has been offered concerning this

postponement, but I am sure that you will

all agree, before the close of the meeting,
on the wisdom of the course that was fol-

lowed. We are now, in a measure at least,

able to look at conditions as they actually

are—and not speculate on what they are
likely to be, as far as the line-up in the
equipment field is concerned, and to act
accordingly for the best interests of our-
selves and of the organization.

We have with us, I am pleased to see,

quite a number, both dealers and manufac-
turers who are not members, and to them
also it is my wish to extend, upon behalf

of the membership, a hearty welcome.
Your coming we take it, is an indication of
your interest in the future of the business,
and we hope that, with your efforts added
to ours we may accomplish something
worth while and lead the way to a bigger
and brighter future. Although our by-laws
provide that only members may sit in on
our meetings I believe it is the consensus
of opinion of the membership, in view of
the far-reaching importance of this meet-
ing, that they be permitted to remain dur-
ing the sessions and unless there is objec-
tion it will be so ordered. However, only
members have the right to vote on any
questions that may come before the house.

I think it proper at thtis time to say
something about the activities of your of-
ficers and directors since our last meeting
in Milwaukee, and, in a small way at least,

tell you what has been going on. Just
about the time that our last meeting was
held there were several very perplexing
situations developing. The large circuits

were forming, theatre mergers were talked

of, and taking place
;

and, for a time,

threatened to break up entirely the old

established method of distribution, by
stampeding manufacturers and forcing

them to sell direct, disregarding the dealer.

Your board of directors held some very
stormy meetings on this subject, and much
time and personal effort were expended, by
both the officers and directors, as well as

by many of the individual members, in an
effort to counteract these developments,
which for a time seriously threatened the

very life of our business and probably to

a much greater extent than any of you
realize even today.

I wish it were possiblie for me to tell

you in detail of all that was happening,
and just what we were up against, but I

cannot for obvious reasons go into that to

any extent here. I believe, however, that I

can say that the situation was held well

in check, thanks to the support we received
from all members of the manufacturers’
division and you have all—members and

( Continued on page 28 )
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TILE

Methods of Sound Proofing

-TOQQLE BOUT

Wall isolater shown attached to one side
of Tile Partition.

Applicatiom of Stevens System of Sound Proofing

To tile Partitions in Fireproof Construction
PATENTED

Stevens Sound-Proofinq Company
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS. 12
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Sound Proofing in Theatres

How Buildings Are Treated
for Bowling Alleys

By J. F. Foster

I
N our last issue we were discuss-

ing the Hogan theatre in Detroit,

where it is planned to place 18

standard bowling alleys under the

auditorium of a theatre. It was ex-

plained in the last article how it is

important to break all solid connec-

tion between the bowling alleys and

the basement floor, so that the passage

of vibration may be eliminated.

The Hogan theatre is to be well

ventilated, and as fresh air is intro-

duced through grilles in the top of

the auditorium, the foul air is with-

drawn through mushrooms in the

floor into a plenum chamber directly

underneath the auditorium floor and

over the bowling alleys.

The sound created by the ball strik-

ing the pins and the pins striking the

sides of the pit is of sufficient inten-.

sity to cause a great deal of trouble

unless proper methods are used.

* * *

Former articles have explained how
sound is transmitted by the vibration

of solids, and that the heavier the

material the less sound will be trans-

mitted. It is, therefore, important to

provide two things

:

First. Build the bottom
_

of the

plenum chamber as heavy as is prac-

ticable.

Second. Break the solid con-

nection between the finished ceil-

ing of the bowling alley room and

the bottom of the plenum cham-

ber.

In an ordinary condition where

a solid slab is to be soundproof,

the connection is broken between

the ceiling of room below and the

slab, and proper absorbing mate-

rials used. This means that if

any sound goes through the isola-

tion treatment, it still must move
a heavy slab

;
and its force is so

broken and decayed by the time

it reaches the slab that no harm
results.

If the bottom of the plenum
chamber is not heavy and inert,

and a small amount of sound
goes through it into the plenum
chamber, there is nothing to

hinder its further progress, as the

auditorium floor above is full of

mushroom openings and sound
will carry into the auditorium.

Eighteen bowling alleys be-

low the auditorium of a thea-

tre presents an interesting

problem of sound proofing. In
his current article Mr. Foster
of the Stevens Sound Proofing
Company gives data and facts

showing how it is possible to

entirely overcome the problem
of the noise from the bowling
alleys disturbing the theatre

patrons. His discussion is

based on a definite example

—

a Detroit theatre in which this

situation has been met and
satisfactorily solved.

There are many installations where
absoi'bing materials have been used
without breaking connections and
building up inertia, and in most cases

they are unsatisfactory.

* * *

The details of soundproofing under-

neath this plenum chamber in the

Hogan theatre are presented here to

show how the idea is carried out.

The first step is to build the plenum
chamber, and as we want all the

inertia we can obtain, a 4-in. concrete

slab is poured at a proper height sup-

ported by steel connected into the

columns and beams. Before slab is

poured, it will be necessary to provide

inserts on proper centers, in which
wires will be provided to support the

channels and isolators underneath.

On bottom of 4-in. slab place a

continuous layer of 1-in. cattle hair

felt with joints carefully lapped, sup-

ported by 2-in. channels, on which
Stevens isolators have been fastened*.

The whole thing is carried by the

wires in the slab (see sketch of

construction, also sketch showing con-

struction of isolator). On the under-

side of the isolator will be fastened

channels to carry lath and plaster.

In this particular case it is contem-
plated to also use an acoustical treat-

ment underneath the lath and plaster.

This is a special absorbing felt placed

over the entire ceiling and finished

with a cloth membrane, so that the

sound comes in contact with the

felt and the absorption eliminates

the echo and reverberation within the

bowling alley room itself, so that the

usual din and confusion of sounds is

eliminated.

* * *

This treatment is not really part of

the soundproofing against trans-

mission, but it does reduce the

intensity of the sounds so that the

soundproofing may be more read-

ily accomplished.

When sound strikes a surface

part of it is reflected, part is ab-

sorbed and part of it is trans-

mitted. With the construction

outlined above, the spund strikes

the acoustical treatment, and as it

is a soft absorbing surface, a very
small part of it is reflected and
a large part is absorbed, and the

balance is transmitted through.

The sound that is transmitted then

comes in contact with the lath and
plaster, and sets it in motion.

The connection between the lath

and plaster and the slab above is

only through isolators, so that

solid connection is broken.

The felt on the bottom of the

slab will absorb the sound repro-

duced by the movement of the

plaster, and if any sound does go
further, its energy is so spent thar

(Continued on iage 22)

Regent theatre, Grand Rapids, Mich., which
features a large ballroom above the theatre
auditorium. Here again the matter of sound
transmission is one which must be met and over-
come.
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The theater

need not be ornate

if the LIGHTING
is beautiful

AS sunlight beautifies with light

and shadow an exterior of ar-

chitectural simplicity, so can modern
lighting control throw an atmos-
phere of charm into the plainest of

theater interiors.

C-H “Simplicity” Theater Dimmers
achieve most economically, the
“magic” of light dimming and color-

blending which has so powerful a

hold upon the modern audience.

Controlling the lights of the auditorium as

well as of the stage, C-H Theater Dimmers
can transform the monotony of four plain

walls with a warm glow of hospitality that re-

flects quickly in box office receipts.

The beautiful arcade of the Loberto Theater, Santa
Barbara’s Community Playhouse , where C-H The-
ater Dimmers are used to achieve a harmonious
beauty of lighting effect for the interior . Seating
capacity, 63 1

.

“The Cutter-HammerMfg. Co. gave us great satis*

faction in their Dimmer equipment and we will be
glad to be used as a reference at any time.”

(Signed ) Paul H. Whitney
Manager

The CUTLER-HAMMER Mfg. Co.
Pioneer Manufacturers of Electric Control Apparatus

1237 St. Paul Avenue
MILWAUKEE, WIS.

—Jmlc—
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The Paramount Theater, New Ydrk
City—ivhereC-H Dimmers are used
with the [F. A.} Major System.
Seating capacity over 5,000. Archi-
tects were C. W. & Geo. L. Rapp•

Houses large and small

find this modern dimming

equipmentPROFITABLE—
The largest, finest theaters in the land

have chosen C-H “Simplicity” Dimmers
because of the beautiful, flickerless light

changes made possible by their mechani-

cal and technical perfection.

Smaller houses have found C-H Theater Dim-
mers the most economical in the long run because of

their year-in-and-year-out dependability in steady

service.

Both large and small houses find them profitable

—in attracting and holding the modem crowd.

“Illumination Control
for theModernTheater”
tells the whole story of
modern theater dim-
ming practice—a copy
should be in every exhib-
itors files. Send for one today.

A typical bank of C-H Dimmer Plates as used
in smaller theaters is shotvn mounted above the

switchboard.

CUTLER ^HAMMER
^Perfect Illumination ControlJot the Modern cTheater
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“ A NOD is as good as a wink to a blind

horse,” so ’tis said. I feel, however,
quite certain that my little nods, winks
and hints as to the evolution of the mo-
tion picture theatre and its future status

in the community have been observed by
those who have been reading these arti-

cles. I don’t think there has been any
“blind horses” among them.

I think we have reached a point in

our discussion when these nods, winks
and hints threads should be gathered to-

gether in order to crystallize our ideas

and present a solved problem. Among
other things we have suggested:

First, that it is a fact that a theatre
specially designed for the “spoken word”
play is utilized for motion picture pres-

entation, in principle is not only unsuit-

able but decidedly wrong.

Second, that the position of the screen
completes a distant and distinct line of

demarcation between the projected pic-

ture and the audience, and that the per-

spective of the scenes recedes to a fur-

ther distance and destroys completely
the imperatively important psycholog-
ical factor of “intimacy.”

Third, that the psychical effects of

screen “atmosphere” must be not only
maintained throughout, but must receive
complementary an auxiliary support in or-

der to reduce its present isolation and effect

the closest “INTIMACY” between the

characters in the production and the audi-

ence.

Fourth, that so-called prologues,
which are not prologues at all, merely
burlesque or reproduce scenes from a

picture, the immediate result of which is

to set up an opposition medium which
conflicts with the psychic nature and the
mystic lure of the silent screen.

The silent drama is silent as far as the
spoken word is concerned, and this fact

assists to develop in the human mind a

latent psychical force which exhilarates

hypnotically and in time the habit be-

comes confirmed, and a kind of sub-con-
scious craving is born which only the

fascination of the screen can satisfy.

The atmosphere of the screen should be
assisted by a co-related and surrounding
auditorium atmosphere responding or

echoing auto-suggestively. Interpreta-

tions should be pantomine, excepting of

course singing, musical and illustrative

sounds. The sounds which are helpful

imaginatively in motion picture presenta-
tion are those which appeal to and set

in motion the same psychic forces as the

screen itself. Mystery pervades the

screen and its strangely appealing power
of mysticism must not be lost but forti-

fied.

It is quite satisfying to see the ocean
roll and listen to some device that re-

calls the sound of its roar; but to see it

roll and be told by the human voice that

it roars would be perfectly ludicrous, yet
such things are done.

Fifth. I have said the word “scena-
logue” describes what is required to

effectively assist in promoting a comple-
mentary atmosphere and mysticism pro-
jected in intimate association with the
audience, and for such purposes a herni-

cycle stage capable of remarkable
changes and divisions must project clear

into the auditorium and that this innova-
tion necessitates the designing of a type
of the centre equal to the requirements
of up-to-date motion picture presenta-
tion.

Sixth. I have intimated that the pic-

ture-framed stage theatre has reached its

limit and that the present theatre affords
no opportunity of a revealing nature;
but the art of the theatre based on na-

ought to be the last word and an im-
mediate change effected.” Copying the
practices of the regular theatre in my
opinion is a piratical form of plagiarism
and an insult to the genius of motion
picture production which is the noblest
expression of a combination of repre-
sentations of the most advanced form of

cultural art in the world to-day. In
comparison the presentation field is rep-
resented by a puerile and insignificant

mentality.

Our scheme of presentation requires a

theatre built on different lines to the

present type of motion picture theatre.

We propose to make the line cross-sec-

tioning the proscenium arch opening the

diameter of a circle, the projecting half

of which extends into the auditorium,

the centre of which becomes the radial

point for all concentric rows of seats.

There will be no stalls floor seating as

we know it; all seating will be on plat-

forms or balconies in tiers, constructed

in the steel cantilever principle without
posts or obstruction of any kind, follow-
ing closely upon the heels of the Grecian
amphitheatre. The height of this diam-
eter at the stage opening will be about
ten feet. If this opening is twenty-five
feet wide this hemicycle stage will pro-
ject twenty-five feet into the auditorium.
It will be sectional, revolving and can be
raised or lowered to any level required.

It can be displaced and placed, water,
cascades or any water effects substi-

tuted. The first row of seats in first tier

will begin at a point about twelve feet

above ground floor level. The second
tier will begin about twelve feet back
from the first tier front. These seats
will connect with walls that are con-
structed at a spread-out, fan-shaped
angle. The audience will enjoy a feel-

ing of closeness and intimacy and be
overlooking the projected hemicycle
stage upon which the atmospheric scena-
logue will be enacted and the connecting
link of “intimacy” between the screen
and the audience will be effected. Be-
tween the convex of the stage and the
concave of the first tier of seating there
will be an intervening chasm about six

feet in width, allowing mechanical scope
for electrical and other wonderful ef-

fects.

The Scenalogue

is intended to furnish complementary
and auxiliary support and to counteract
the receding perspective movement of
scenic backgrounds. It is intended to
break down the present cold line of de-
marcation that keeps the audience at a
too respectable distance from the action
of the story or scene. What we are
suggesting is similar in action and pur-
pose of the “chorus” of the great Gre-
cian plays, and I am positive it can be
done without detracting from screen in-

terest. Future scenarios will have to be
written in conjunction with the scena-
logue and the action may be transferred
and the screen become just some fanci-
ful and colorful kaleidoscopic back-
ground to some masterly pantomime in

front. To make the idea a little clearer,

let us assume that a picture presents
views of the vestibule or lobby and the
grand hall and that an important public
ceremony or function is being held. It

would reproduce the lobby scenes in

pantomime on the auditorium stage while
the action was being carried on in the
grand hall of the picture. As characters
exited from the grand hall I would have
them enter in person as parts in the
scenalogue. A little study of the mat-
ter will soon convince one of the scope
there is in this direction for something

H istory

of the

Theatre
By

George McLeish

This is the fifth and concluding article of
this series in which Mr. McLeish, theatre
architect of Australia, has traced the devel-
opment of the theatre from the early stages
to the present time. Mr. McLeish’s articles

have been reproduced by courtesy of “The
Exhibitor” of Sydney, Australia.

ture and history becomes a beacon and a
light to increase the horizon of our im-
agination and assist in discovering the
correct type of design for the motion
picture theatre.

Seventh. It has been truly stated that
“exhibitors” are evolved from almost
every possible trade and profession and
that some historical knowledge of the
world’s recreational instincts and im-
pulses and the theatre as an institution
should be welcomed by them.

Eighth. The motion picture theatre has
suffered because the producer, the thea-
tre architect, the scenic artist, the musi-
cian, and the expert electrician have no
intimate relationship in their routine
work, seldom meet or exchange ideas or
conjointly experiment with them, but do
their work along individualistic lines.

After at least 500 years of a degraded
and misery suffering existence during
medieval times, and when the dawn of

a new civilization appeared in the spring
of the year, We Us and Co. of to-day
became indebted to a group of wonder-
ful men for that great revival in art

and culture and human progress known
as the Renaissance. Co-operation was
the moving spirit of that great crusade.
Literary men, religious men, men
anxious to promote economic and polit-

ical freedom, builders, sculptors, engi-

neers, artists, architects, carvers, textile

workers, cabinet makers, and goldsmiths
pooled their combined intelligence,

knowledge, experience and genius for

the common good in the town of Flor-

ence, Italy. Each man in his turn was
assisted and influenced by all the others.

But things are not done too frequently

that way these days. The whole motion
picture world—except myself— must
have concluded that gorgeously beauti-
ful, colossal motion picture theatre without
the change of a line from the thea-
tre of the “spoken word,” big orches-
tras and presenting sumptuous interpel-

lations of revue and comic opera stuff

is the last word in motion picture pres-
entation. I don’t want to be consid-
ered egotistical, either, when I say: “It
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entirely different. From this point, too,

color wtll be scientifically diffused to

hypnotically and physically effect tem-
perament, assisted by musical wave
sounds to intensify the psychological

elements of the production. All colors

and graduations of them have a positive

effect in the nervous system. Reds and
orange create impressions of hate and
passion. Certain blues frigidity and
coldness, yellow greens verging into

olive, calmness and tranquility. Gold
and purple, either single or in combina-
tion, majesty and royalty, pinks and di-

luted primaries, lightheartedness and so

on. So you see a theatre deluged with
a violent red would hardly convey the
right impression of a trip to the south
pole being screened.

Music

There is a science of music but music
is not a science; it is the language of

Sound; it is the voice of nature which
great composers combine into melody
and harmony. The best music of the

future will be written to interpret the

emotional atmosphere of the screen and
its equivalent in color, but these fac-

tors of natural laws have not been used

to assist one another. There is no emo-
tion music cannot express; the speech

of passion, the sway of sentiment, the

wail of the moan, the plaintiveness of

supplication, the murmuring fidelity of

maternal love, the cry of challenge or

the hurrah of triumph. Music, interpre-

tive music will be the voice of the

screen, and color its temperament. And,
lingering still, we listen also to the sub-
lime and mournful strains of Beethoven
and tender memories of Belline, the defi-

nite descriptiveness of Tschaiskowsky,
the startling clashings and the awaken-
ing harmonies of Wagner and the lilting

of Mendelssohn, until the highest alti-

tude in human feeling and aestheticism
is felt and heart strings have been
touched: the eyes fill with tears of in-

expressible joy as the music becomes
soft and low and. memories flutter be-
tween sweet sorrows and pain-tinged
joy. Then the motion picture will have
become the universal shrine of the ulti-

mate in giving human expression
through mental contact to that idealism
borne in every breath that “one touch of

nature makes the whole world akin.”

Art based on art and used as a basis

of achievement for any new principle of
creative or reflective art in cultural

amusement can only lead to its early de-
cline, debasement and degeneration. On
the other hand, if the art future of any
new art movement relies upon nature
and history for guidance its endurance is

not only assured, but eventually it will

approach the highest forms of art and
cultural expression, and be credited with
high honors and appreciation as the
purest aestheticism, imposing itself on
the good graces of civilization. The his-

tory of art teaches us that this state-

ment is true, and we are not ashamed
to repeat the fact more than once.

The Art of moving picture production
is quite different from the Art of stage
production. FIRST, it is three dimen-
sional, that is, views of objects can be
taken and presented from three angles.

SECOND, it sets in motion in the brain
of the individual, by an artistry and at-

mosphere evclusively its own, certain

psychic forces upon which it entirely de-
pends for success. THIRD, these forces
must be understood and sensitized to re-

ceive color, music and presentation im-
pressions according to the natural laws
of superimposition. In this way the prob-

lem of presentation can be solved. The
Art of the theatre of the “spoken word”
is being used as a basis upon which mo-
tion picture interpretation and presenta-
tion can be established, despite the fact
that “Art based on Art, and not on nat-
ural laws, determined by historical re-

search, quickly declines and ends in ab-
solute degeneration.”

The “Australian theatre,” motion pic-

ture and spoken word, is merly a reflex

on the English and American schools.
Really, we have no “theatre” of our
own. I think our theatre rests on the
achievements of “The Sentimental
Bloke,” “On Our Selection,” “Painted
Daughters,” and the “Ned Kelly Gang.”
Our position here is not strong enough
to influence our way on our fathers
and cousins abroad, and our efforts seem
to be so feeble that many of our own
people laugh at them. Not always,
though, do they laugh at the right time,

and in the right place. During the last

Melba Grand Opera season a gentleman
was specially imported to supervise the
productions which were to be “Art rev-
elations.” They were revelations (to

those who knew) of absurd art an-
achronisms and architecture, chrono-
logically misplaced. In “Faust” they of-

fended terribly. FIRST, the interior of
the church in which Marguerite wor-
shipped, comprised two distinct styles of
architecture—Gothic and dungeon cell.

SECOND, a Gothic setting, possibly a_
church porch, was used to effect a porte
cochere connecting two houses of the
wood panelled gable type. I am quite

sure there isn’t such a misfit in the
whole town of Nuremburg. If such were
done abroad, the public and the press
would have laughed the show off the
stage. Our press was silent through-
out regarding such matters, and judging
it by some of its Art description of mo-
tion pictures, I am convinced “It didn’t

know.” This is one, in effect: “The
grand hall was embellished with num-
berless rows upon rows of wonderfully
fluted Byzantine columns, etc.” All I

wish to state is, that if they were fluted

they WERE NOT BYZANTINE col-

umns; possibly they were a succession
of engaged small columns.

Anyhow, we are not going to let small
matters like these disturb our thoughts
for one moment, our concern is the mo-
tion picture theatre, and its ultimate po-
sition in the amusement world.

We are anxious, though, that the pub-
lic shall consider the motion picture thea-
tre as something more than “a place
of thrills and common amusement, suit-

able for the proletariat only.” It is fast

becoming the aristocrat of entertain-
ment, as it utilizes every select form of

color and musical harmony, cultural Art
and aestheticism in emotional expres-
sions. Art anachronisms and chronolog-
ical architectural misfits are not allowed
in moving picture production.

In moving pictures there are throne
rooms, famous bedrooms, courts, interi-

ors and exteriors of buildings connected
with epoch-making decisions, churches
and tombs, architectural types of resi-

dences, historical fields and parks, and
customs, and costumes of peoples from
the remotest age to the present time, but
much of the true value of this painstak-
ing research work goes for nought with
the ordinary picture patron.

I have often thought that the motion
picture theatre programme could be im-
proved on. Little stories interestingly
written, descriptive of the architecture of
ancient and famous buildings, and the
gripping events from which they are in-

separable would give the background an

interest which it decidedly lacks at pres-
ent, as the story is unfolded.

A motion picture accurately repro-
duces every architectural style known
to men, every form of art and culture
and every pursuit engaging mankind
during every stage of civilization, livid

with life, true to character and tradition,
breathing with ease, grasping, declining
and finally gripped by the hand of ulti-

mate decay and death.

That is a great achievement which coun-
teracts the presentation of a common
form of sex animalism. If our civili-

zation could be compared with the cul-
tural standard of the ancient Grecian
people there wouldn’t be any guessing
as to how long our civilization is going
to last at its present pace. The histor-
ical facts which follow regarding the
Grecian theatre is the germ from which
these articles have grown, and have
been written for “The Exhibitor,” be-
cause “The Exhibitor” and the Para-
mount organization stands four square,
as it were, for everything that is best
and great in moving picture production.
The Grecian “Chorus” was a public

institution; its members were scrupu-
lously graded, and scientifically trained
to the highest point of efficiency. Their
teachers were masters of aesthetic and
emotional expression, who gave forth
thei- best efforts under the auspices and
the patronage of men who responded to
the national elemental art spirit which
was responsible for a state of civilization
that has not even been approached
since. This “Chorus” performed before
the most critical theatre audience this
world has ever known. Each “Chorus”
was encouraged to perform so correctly
and artistically that it might win for its

patron the most coveted prize Athens
had to offer. This prize was donated for
“public spirit.” Wealthy citizens, pa-
trons of the Arts and the theatre de-
frayed all expenses in the training of
the members of these “choruses” who
competed for the prize. They had to
undergo tests of a private character be-
fore they were permitted to appear in

public. From this fact may be deter-
mined the important position that a “real
theatre” occupied in the hearts of a peo-
ple devoted to a “real civilization.” Had
motion photography been discovered at
this period (400 years B. C.) members
of the chorus would undoubtedly have
been chosen to portray the characters in
motion pictures, and it is almost certain
that tne same type of persons would
have been employed to do the chorus
work in the manner described by me
as the “scenologue,” and that the cus-
tom of winning the “public spirit”
prize would have still prevailed. The
Greeks thoroughly understood the psy-
chological power and effect of intimate
“Intimacy” with the audience.
Not thoroughly understanding the cir-

cumstances, the work that the “chorus”
and its leader did may appear strange
to us, even ludicrous; but it is recorded
that the work was perfectly done and
the atmosphere it created and diffused
was extremely interesting and effective,

and did not detract from the merit of
oratory of the actors, but aided their
efforts beyond belief.

With the Greeks Art was a fashion
as well as a passion, in fact, it was more
than that, it was an element of life.

With us, be it well understood, Art is

merely an esoteric cultivation. In the
Grecian theatre the actors spoke the
lines and their eloquence and voice mod-
ulation was remarkable; one wrongful
intonation and inflection was publicly

criticised. To express agony, etc., they

(Continued on page 26 )
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Around the Equipment Field
By Harry Holquist

CHICAGO WAS host to equipment
dealers and manufacturers last week, the

occasion being the fourth annual conven-
tion of the equipment dealers’ associatoin.

The convention was typical of many in

the past, in that there was an abundance of
red hot debate and discussion. A more de-
tailed account of the affair is published
elsewhere in this issue.

* * *

THAT BUSINESS is in excellent con-
dition in all sections of the country was
readily gathered from the optimistic atti-

tude and equally optimistic remarks of

those present. We didn’t even hear any-
body mention the coal man’s impending
visit.

* * *

V. G. SANFORD of United Projector
& Film Corporation, Buffalo, N. Y., reports

the installation of two Motiograph De
Luxe machines in the Fredonia Opera
House, Fredonia, N. Y. This theatre has
recently been extensively remodeled by
Fredonia Theatres, Inc. United Projector
& Film Corporation are the Motiograph
distributors for western New York.

* * *

J. STALLINGS, formerly of Milwau-
kee, but now with the National Theatre
Supply Company in Cincinnati, will have
Simplex machines with Peerless reflector

arc lamps
;
Cinephor lenses and a Hertner

transverter in the new Federation theatre,

in Dayton, Ohio, which is scheduled to

open November 1.

sfs H4

BUSINESS OF the Monarch Theatre
Supply Company, 1223 S. Wabash avenue,
Chicago, has increased 300 per cent in the

past three months as compared to the same
three months of 1925, Henry Stitzberg re-

ports. Recent Monarch installations in-

clude rebuilt Simplex machines for the

Chateau theatre, Chicago, equipped with
Strong Electric Company low intensity

lamps, as well as a Da-Lite screen, Auto-
matic ticket register, Newman ticket chop-
per and Bilt-Rite frames.

* * *

H. A. R. DUTTON, president of Na-
tional Theatre Supply Company, is making
a trip through the east. He will be away
about ten days.

* * *

J. H. TOLER, formerly with the Yale
Theatre Supply Company, Kansas City,

Mo., is now connected with the National
Theatre Supply Company as assistant to

George De Kruif, head of the advertising
department.

* * *

WE ARE LOOKING forward to a big
season, and business is booming, is the op-
timistic note sounded by the Carolina The-
atre Supply Company, Charlotte, N. C.,

which reports the equipment orders for the
new theatre in Greensboro and in Pine-
hurst, N. C. Superior projectors will be
installed.

* * *

REPRODUCO ORGANS have been or-
dered by the Liberty theatre, Sioux Falls,

S. Dak., and the Cozy theatre, Wagner,
S. Dak., through the offices of the Amer-
ican Theatre Supply Company, Sioux Falls,

S. Dak.

Gain Shown in

1926 Building
Theatre construction for the first

six months of 1926 shows a gain over
the similar period of last year. Ac-
cording to figures announced by the
Labor Department the 78 cities in the
United Slates which have more than
100,000 population, spent $47,259,929
for amusements buildings in the first

six months of 1926, as compared with
$45,259,987 for the first half of 1925.

The amount spent for churches for
the first six months ot 1926 amounted
to $14,431,190, a decrease of 35 per
cent from the $22,212,351 spent for

churches for the first six months of
1925.

BARNEY PEARLMAN, formerly head
of the Capital Merchandise Company,
which was taken over by National Theatre
Supply, now has a new shiny desk in the
general offices of the company. He is in

charge of circuit business in the middle
west.

R. B. LA RUE, formerly with the law
firm of Matthews & Koegel, has been
named legal counsel for National Theatre
Supply Company and is making his head-
quarters in the general office in Chicago.

* * *

THREE NEW branches will soon be
opened by the Queen Feature Service, Inc.,

of Birmingham, Ala., it is announced by
Miss V. Harwell, manager. These will be
located in Charlotte, N. C., New Orleans
and Atlanta. Another branch in Memphis
will be opened by the first of the year.

* * *

C. N. KOCH of American Motion Pic-
ture Company, Alamo Theatre Building,
Louisville, Ky., points with pride to the
installation made in the Indiana theatre,

Washington, Ind., for the Switon Theat-
rical Circuit. Equipment consisted of the
following: Motiograph De Luxe machines
with Motiograph reflecting arc lamps; E.
H. Stafford chairs; Da-Lite screen; Bilt-

Rite frames; Roth Actodector; Simplex
ticket selling machines; Fulco booth equip-
ment and carpets and draperies.

* * *

NORMAN E. BUCKLEY, at one time
a branch manager for Exhibitors Supply
Company in St. Louis, is now located at

the general office in Chicago as purchasing
agent for the midwest district under G. A.
Lincoln.

( Continued on page 33)
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This is the actual result
of the Gallagher Resonant
Orchestral Base. Above
is shown this base with
Gallagher Music stand in-

stalled.

The Gallagher Leader's
Stand by far surpasses
anything In Its line. Write
us and learn all about it.

Make Your Orchestra Sell

More Tickets

Your orchestra is a drawing card and
you can increase its box office power
by increasing its tone quality and vol-

ume. Theatres all over the country
have done this most successfully by
installing Gallagher Resonant Orches-
tral Bases. The pulling power they

give on increasing attendance
pays for this moderate expendi-
ture in a short while.

ADD BEAUTY TO
YOUR PIT

The elegance and graceful line of Gallagher Music
Stands are known to all theater managers who deal in
quality. They make your pit a thing of beauty. And
not alone do their recommendations lie in their eye
pleasing qualities. The many advantages offered the
musicians, their unique lighting that makes no spilled
light to bother the audience—and many, many other fea-
tures are worth knowing about.

WRITE AT ONCE FOR FULL DETAILS

GALLAGHER ORCHESTRA
EQUIPMENT COMPANY

3235 Southport Ave., Chicago
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THAMES

C. Sharpe-Minor
Unit Organs

RECEIVED AT 162 STATE ST., BINGHAMTON, N. Y. TELEPHONE 2066

B17N X 49 XL

SAN DEI 00 CALIF JUNE 30 1926

GEORGE T LINK

LINK ORGAN CO 185 WATER 3T BINGHAMTON NY

THE LINK COMPANY BUILDERS C SHARPE MINOR DESIGNER AND DON MAGEE

IN CHARGE OF INSTALLATION HAVE HADE GOOD WE OPENED OUR EGYPTIAN

THEATRE SUCCESSFULLY TONIGHT AND PAUL MAIAS AT THE CONSOLE OF THE

LINK C SHARPE MINOR UNIT GOT OVER BIG IT IS THE OUTSTANDING

SAN DEI GO

G AND K G BUSH

317A

“The Outstanding

Organ

in San Diego!”

WESTE®» UNIONKn
TELEtfcAM

iiVOU have made good/’ wired G. and K. G. Bush on the open-
A

ing night of their beautiful new Egyptian Theatre. “Paul

Maias at the console of the Link C. Sharpe-Minor got over big.

It is the outstanding theatre organ in San Diego.”

The experience of G. and K. G. Bush is that of others who have

installed Link C. Sharpe-Minor organs. They “go over big” be-

cause they are built with a knowledge of what the public wants,

in theatre organ music.

C. Sharpe Minor, one of the leading organists of the country affiliated

with the Link Company because he found in this organization one that

would carry out sound principles of showmanship in organ construction.

Our organs sing their own praises. Write for

“Sixteen Facts,” a booklet full of sound informa-
tion for organ buyers.

lymK:

BINGHAMTON, N. Y.

UNIT ORGANSC. SHARPE-MINOR
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How I Played the Picture

“M ISS

Nobody
HONEYMOON
Express

Irene Juno

By Irene Juno
Organist, Stanley-Crandall Theatres, Washington, D. C.

S
TANLEY-CRANDALL managers and executive
heads are much interested in the music depart-
ment of “Better Theatres,” and since it has been

brought to our attention, none of us, organists or man-
agers, ever miss an issue. In fact

we watch for the magazine to ap-
pear, and principally because of an
interest in this department, and to

find out what the other fellow is

doing and how he is doing it.

In introducing a department
where organists are allowed to

give a discussion on a picture and
its accompanying score “Better
Theatres” has created a much
needed field of expression.

From the interest displayed I

think every Exhibitors magazine
will in time have a department of this sort and I am
glad to be among the pioneer contributors. Musical
scores are so important in the movie game that this
department is sure to grow by leaps and bounds.

It is of value to both exhibitor
and organist, whether the picture
has been played or is to be shown.
Score can be prepared from the ar-
ticles, or compared if already played.
Our organists are in charge of Milton

Davis, Supervisor of Organists, and also
Daniel Breeskin, conductor Metropolitan
Theatre Symphony Orchestra and Direc-
tor in Chief of Music. Of course so
large a company has to appoint heads for
a department and some of the do’s and
don’ts of these men in charge I hope to
give you later. They may 'be of some
help to organists who do not have the
direct contact that we do.

I have touched but lightly on registra-
tion as that, especially in a comedy pic-
ture must be changed to fit the organ

the house. Lighter organ if the

Harold Lyon

and
house is nearly empty or fuller organ
when there is a crowd.

* * *

An entirely different score in which
registration plays an important part and
which I hope to review is The Volga
Boatman. The original score was com-
piled by Daniel Breeskin and rearranged
by Milton Davis for organ. The brass
and string sections were used as in the
orchestra, and each organist had a spe-
cial rehearsal before the showing of the
picture. The organist rehearsed and

(Continued on page 18 )

How Did You
Play Picture?

“Better Theatres” has created a

much needed field of expression,

says Irene Juno, organist of the

Stanley-Crandall theatres referring

to the Music in the Theatre de-

partment. She says further, “Our
organists and managers never miss

an issue because of an interest in

this department.”

Organists throughout the coun-
try are invited to contribute ar-

ticles to this department of “Better

Theatres” telling how they played
the picture. Such an exchange of

discussion of music accompaniment
of pictures cannot but prove of

value and benefit to individual or-

ganists in their daily work. Ex-
pansion of this department to cover
more picture interpretations each
month is invited and is obviously
desirable in order that more bene-
fits may be derived from this sec-

tion.

11

By Harold J. Lyon
Organist, Legion Theatre, Marshalltown, la.

THE Honeymoon Express,” the Warner pic-

1 ture, depicts realism, a condition which is prev-
JL alent in thousands of homes today. It is a

startlingly true portrayal of American family life.

The title, in no way, fits the pic-

ture which was taken from the

story “The Doormat.” Willard
Louis and Irene Rich are featured

as Mr. and Mrs. John Lambert.
The Lamberts have two daughters

and one son, who have come to the

age when parental authority of

any sort is irksome. The world is

their oyster, and the opening and
enjoying of it is to be up to them-
selves. Mother Lambert is en-

tirely out of the running. She is

still tolerated, from the fact that

she has not quite outlived her usefulness, she still is

willing and eager to serve her children and her hus-

band. They find her quite a convenience, a sort of

doormat. She has grown gray and a trifle bent with
the years of unselfish toil, even decora-
tive. Her husband in sheer desperation

has sought outside diversion. Most of

his time has been spent in bed when not
courting the favor of a young gold-dig-

ging dame.

At screening play rather pianissimo the

Moderator con eleganza part of Gabriel

Marie’s “Douce Rencontre.” The first

scene is in the morning, father in bed

dreaming of the night before, mother, en-

ters his bedroom to arouse him. Continue

with the second part of this number and
use throughout scene.

Pillows flying in the air is the appropri-

ate introduction for Becky, the modern
and wilful daughter. Jean, a trifle younger,

is seen brushing her hair, boy style, by the

way, and togged in boy’s undergarments, a

lovable, unspoiled girl just the opposite

from Becky. Carl Fischer’s FT 32 can be

played to advantage here, bright combina-

tions, following action which is of a Presto

movement. Lance, the only son and the

apple of his mother’s eye, is also intro-

duced in this scene. When father appears

in knickers the first number may be

repeated, played lightly and ridiculously.

This number may be continued in an easy

swinging moderato when mother and Jean
are shown at brea.kfast table.

Mother inquires of father his attitude at

( Continued on page 34 )
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How 1 Played the

Picture—
“Miss Nobody”

(Continued from page 17)

played the Boatman under the direction
of Fred Starke, business manager and ar-

ranger Breeskins Symphony Orchestra.
In giving a review of the feature Lit-

tle Miss Nobody, I give only a few
trick combinations. It is a straight com-
edy picture and every organist has their

own bag of tricks to draw from. The
popular music I have used is suggested
by the scene. Others might think of
some more appropriate. What I have
given was put up in my original score
as I reviewed the picture in the screen-
ing room of the Metropolitan Theatre.
We have special screening for all first

run pictures and others can be seen upon
request.
The Earle Console is the parking place

of Organist Alex Arrons, but during the
summer I played ten weeks for the Stan-
ley-Crandall Company in Washington
moving from one theatre to another. My
regular position is Chevy Chase theatre
direction Stanley-Crandall company
with R. Wesley Etris manager.
During my week at the Earle I played

“Little Miss Nobody,’’ a First National
picture, featuring Anna Q. Nilsson, and
it is, without a doubt, one of the best
comedy shows ever put on the screen.

It is a scream from start to finish, and
there is a chance for an organist with
an imagination to work themselves to

death. The organ at the Earle is a
three manuel Kimball, and has every-
thing on it but 'Chinese door knobs. The
audience is a vaudeville audience and

they “get” things in a jiffy. The house
runs three shows a day vaudeville and
pictures.

* * *

There is no chance for dramatic music
in this picture and only one or two
scenes in which neutral music is used.
There is a tramp theme and I used Po-
tato Bug Parade by George Cobb, pub-
lished by Jacobs, Boston. It is a six-
eight movement and lends itself to the
rollicking comedy of the tramps, and is

also easy to insert little glissandos for
effects. I had a kinura 8

—

4—16 and Eng-
lish Horn 8

—

4—16, which is one of the
greatest stops I have ever heard for
comedy effects or jazz music. It is the
only stop that will give that wah-wah
imitation of a cornet, a trick opening
and closing of the swell shades and a
slight slide of a half tone gives you a
perfect effect. I used both stops singly
and together for the tramp theme.

In this picture Nilsson does a male
impersonation and only in the first and
final scene is she shown as a girl.

There are, of course, a few scenes
with the male lead (Walter Pidgeon)
and Anna in male attire, so some sort of
a theme is necessary as the audience is

all ready in on the secret. I used the
Girl Friend which is also sung by the
Boy Friend, and the audience hummed it

along with me so I guess we were all

satisfied.

At screening I opened with “Gavotte
Piquante” used through all movements
twice which takes it through the ship
scene, the news of Nilsson’s father’s

death and the loss of fortune up to cue
“Another Year.” Nilsson is now at the
end of her resources and has no illusions

left, is hungry, and I used the chorus of
“Castles Come Tumbling Down” from
Molly Darling followed by two choruses
of popular number, “Keep Similing at

Trouble.” This carries vou through a
meeting with two former girl friends and
an invitation to a big party. Nilsson
goes and at cue “Elrey-Thirty Minutes”
use “Moonbeams,” by George Cobb—
Jacobs, straight through even four four
tempo .The tramps are shown by play
“Sweet Adeline” softly as indicated by
cue. Don’t introduce tramp theme.
Scene very short. Pick u^ Moonbeams
again until Nilsson is washing her shoes
in outdoor fountain. Use “Lucky Day”
continue two choruses into house and
through the greetings.

* * *

Watch and use tramp theme, introduc-
tion only in misterioso, as tramps sneak
in basement. Flash back to house and
dining room, one chorus of “Adorable,”
popular number.
The tramps then come out of base-

ment, start theme very mysterious, and
(Continued on page 20)
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Your Organ drives

Patrons away if

—

Its arch enemies—sudden changes in temperature, ex-

treme cold and, excessive moisture, are permitted to

have full sway in the delicate sound chambers—the vital

points of your organ.

EVENHEETERS—endorsed by theatre owners, archi-

tects and organ manufacturers—protect your organ

absolutely by maintaining the even temperature in these

tone chambers so essential to the best performance of

which your instrument is capable.

Your audiences are discriminating

when it comes to organ music—they

insist on the best. You are assured

of giving them the best when you in-

stall EVENHEETERS—your greatest

organ insurance.

Write now! Don’t wait for the

winter months to make trouble.

Let us send you full information

now!

CRAMBLET ENGINEERING CORP.
286-288 Milwaukee St. Milwaukee, Wis.

Portable EVENHEETERS

Mean
Comforl

For
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Ticket
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Box
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j \
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Loews, Finkelstein & Ruben
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SOME RECENT
INSTALLATIONS

Paramount Theatre, New York
City

Roxy Theatre, New York City

Shea’s Buffalo, Buffalo, N. Y.
New Michigan, Detroit
Riviera, Detroit

Circle, Cleveland
Loews State, Cleveland
Rialto, Miami
Tampa, Tampa
Oriental, Chicago
Uptown, Chicago
Harding, Chicago
Tower, Chicago
Alhambra, Milwaukee
Ambassador, St. Louis

RECOMMENDED BY
ORGAN

MANUFACTURERS
Rudolph Wurlitzer Co.
W. W. Kimball Co.
Marr & Colton Co.
Robert Morton Organ Co.
Geo. Kilgen & Son, Inc.

Bartola Musical Inst. Co.
Estey Organ
Welte Mignon Corp.

ENDORSED BY
NOTIONALLY KNOWN

ARCHITECTS
Walter Ahlschlager, Eberson &
Eberson, Rapp & Rapp.

EVENHEETERS
#

Hotchkiss

Banish Winter Organ Troubles “suent” Flashers

ROLL
Folded Machine
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Theatre Seating
We offer you a complete and select

line of theatre seating from popular

priced veneer chairs to high grade

upholstered chairs. Reseating han-

dled without interruption.

Ask for catalogue 2j.

E. H. STAFFORD MFG CO.
367 West Adams St. Chicago, 111.

How I Played the

Picture—
“Miss Nobody”

( Continued from page 18)

when lights come on in the garage and
show tramps with their arms laden with
food play rollicking and gay. They ex-
amine the auto and there is a direct cue
for auto horn.

Flash back to dining room, last half
only of the chorus of Adorable, then two
minute scene with tramps in garage eat.
I used Chinese Wood tap for some of
the antics, and catch tramp walking
across garage with tea cart, use muffled
tamborine in left hand as shakes his feet.

“Hardiman was a past master,” is cue
for waltz Pas Des Fleurs, Delibes
through tableaux scene and up to Old
Man Time announcing “Let's Dance the
Charleston.” Then popular “Black Bot-
tom.” I used jazz band arrangement for
guests dancing, and as music is heard in

garage and tramp starts dancing slowed
tempo and added English horn and
Kinura. He does a knock out eccentric
dance and the funny little step of drop-
ping to the floor on his knees I caught
with swell shades open and closed twice
in tempo. The step is a scream and is

done twice.

Scene changes to Nilsson in room up-
stairs. Hardiman enters with proposi-
tion and fight ensues. “Memories” by
Huerter first movement to be played
smoothly, but second lends itself to agi-

tated action. Return to first as Nilsson
maxes her way through rooms, finally

coming to chauffeurs room and has the
idea of stealing his clothes and mas-
querading as a man as a means of escape.

* *

Fadeout. Start tramp theme, use until
all tramps sit in car and settle them-
selves. Then very quietly introduce
Mysterioso No. 13, by M. H. Lake, on
flutes. Door opens, Nilsson peeps
through. Use tempo to fit Nilsson,
walking carefully down steps, catch slip
on steps. It is cue for tramps to listen.
As lights are put out and door opens
speed tempo to light agitato very p. p.
Continue till discovery and three tramps
leave garage, and Walter Pidgeon and
Nilsson are alone.
Then the “Girl Friend” theme is intro-

duced for the first time. Chorus once
through as a fox trot, and repeat last
half to time with fadeout.

Nilsson is now one of the gang and
they are stealing a train ride. “Roller
Coaster” two-four tempo gallop by
Schertzinger lends itself to the train ac-
tion. Watch tramp Bertie catch train
signals overhead just after train goes
through tunnel. Use Chinese wood
block to imitate footsteps running, and
as brakeman falls in coal car, cymbal
crash, then block for Bertie running two
cars and crash as he falls off the last car.
When the trainmen plot to catch the
tramps change to “Got Em” six-eight
tempo published Jacobs. Then Happy
and Harmony the tramps are shown
settled under the train. Happy picks
a cigar out of his hat, leans down and
lights a match on the rail as the train is

speeding along. A light gliss emphasizes
this and is always good for a laugh. As
the brakeman lets a coupler on a string
down between the cars and it lands under
the car where Nilsson and Pidgeon are,
add muffled drum roll left hand, and
when Pidgeon goes up on top and fights
with brakeman ensues use Agitato No. 2
by Andino. Catch brakeman’s fall from
the moving train. Also jump of Nilsson

( Continued, on page 24)
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The New Gillioz
Springfield, Mo.

AUnited Studios

Creation

!

THE new Gillioz theatre leased from

L. P. Larsen and operated by Universal

Pictures threw open its doors on Oct. 11

—designed, erected and equipped by

United Studios, Inc.

It is a shining example of what can be

accomplished when all phases of theatre

building are co-ordinated under one re-

sponsible head.

United Studios, Inc., is responsible and

competent. Universal satisfied themselves

of this before
.
leasing the Gillioz—and

awarding us contracts for other theatres

now under construction for them.

This complete building service—the

only one in the industry—is available to

you. It it’s good enough for Universal, it’s

the best to be had.

Write today and let us send you the

solution to your building problem.

United Studios, inc.
L. P Larsen

Managing Art Director

28 West Lake St. Chicago
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ASHCRAFT HIGH INTENSITY ARC BURNER

The Ashcraft Automatic Arcs
ARE

Universally Used
Wherever the Best Projection is

Demanded
RECENT INSTALLATIONS

Harding: Theatre, Chicago Metropolitan Theatre, Los Angreles
Riviera Theatre, Chicago Loew’s State Theatre, Los Angeles
Carthay Circle Theatre, Los Angeles and 125 other West Coast Houses
Egyptian Theatre, Los Angeles Orplieum Circuit, from Pittsburgh, Penna., West

Write for circular and prices

ASHCRAFT LOW INTENSITY LAMP

ASHCRAFT AUTOMATIC ARC CO.
4214-16-18 Santa Monica Blvd. BUI MRI Los Angeles, Calif.

Sound Proofing in

Theatres—Bowling
Alley Installations

( Continued from page 11)

it has no effect on the 4-in. slab, and the
plenum chamber is not disturbed. Thus
there is no danger of the air picking up
any sound and carrying it into the
auditorium.

The columns supporting the building
structure are also treated with felt, and
Stevens isolators, so that the sound does
not come into contact with the column
itself.

All dividing partitions must be kept out
of contact with the plenum chamber, or
if this is impossible, they must be sound-
proofed so that sounds will not reach the
partition itself to set it into motion.

* * *

A great many theatre owners may feel
that inasmuch as the majority of theatres
do not have bowling alleys in connection
with them, that they are not interested
in this particular problem. This may be
true, but the point remains that, of all bad
conditions for sound transmission, the
matter of a bowling alley under or over
a theatre is the most severe, and the
method that will be satisfactory under such
conditions will take care of most any prob-
lem that comes up.

There are many other problems in a
theatre building, such as the noise and
vibration emanating from ventilating fans
and motors, elevator machinery, motor gen-
erator sets, rotary converters, organ blow-
ers, pumps, refrigerating apparatus, etc.

The question of soundproofing organ
chambers is important, especially in con-
nection with an office building, and where
the sound which is transmitted through
walls might be annoying to tenants. This
also refers to vibrations from the organs,
which may carry indefinitely through a
building.

It is possible also to place ballrooms in

theatre buildings, and this involves various
sound problems.

All of these various phases will be dis-

cussed in future articles, and the writer
will be very pleased to hear from any of
our readers in relation to problems of this

kind in present building or in connection
with any advice or suggestions desired
for future development.

B. F. Reynolds Co.

Issues New Catalog
An unusually informative and attrac-

tive catalog covering the subject of heat-
ing and ventilation for theatres, schools,
churches, halls and factories has just
been published by B. F. Reynolds &
Company, 118 West Ohio street, Chicago.
The new catalog is designed to serve the
theatre architect and owner on efficient

methods of heating and ventilating and
provides statistics and data as well as
sketches and photographs of practical
value to the builder of modern motion
picture houses.

Important installations of the com-
pany’s equipment under a variety of con-
ditions in theatres of all sizes are
graphically shown and illustrated. A spe-
cial form is provided by the company’s
engineering department to assist builders

in the solution of heating and ventilating

problems taking into consideration the

requirements of their individual building.

A copy of the catalog may be had by
writing to the company.
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The

Importance of a

“Good Front
99

What kind of an impression does the

first glance at your theatre give

your prospective patron? It is just

as important to present your show

house in the most favorable light as

it is to present your pictures that

way. A well built, well designed

Marquise over the entrance of your

theatre will add immeasurably to its

class and dignity. Its air of hospi-

tality will be a silent invitation to

enter. An AMP Marquise will have

a direct effect upon your box office.

Write today.

Architectural Metal Products
Incorporated

Formerly

The ProBert Sheet Metal Co.

COVINGTON KENTUCKY

SUPREME HEATERS FOR THEATRES
A satisfactory — economical solution of

your heating problem. $430.00 and up

SUPREME HEATER & VENTILATING CORF.
1915 PINE ST. ST. LOUIS, MO.

Cooling Breezes

LARGER — STURDIER — QUIET

CONVENIENT TERMS

Your Theatre will

always be

comfortably cool

if you have a

SUPREME
COOLING BLOWER

$ 165=
F.O.B. ST. LOUIS

ALL STEEL WHEEL

Organ
t

The Dwarf in size—the Giant in musical production

May be played automatically or manually

Operators Piano Co.
715 N. Kedzie Ave.
Chicago, 111.

Please send us pamphlets telling
about the Keproduco Pipe Organ.
Name
City Theatre
State
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Complying With the Law at a Profit

Patrons of your theatre know that DIXIE
Coin Vending Machines provide them with
clean, fresh, glass-shaped, individual drinking
cups, for which they gladly pay.
The actual profit from DIXIE Coin Vendors
in the foyer, lobby and retiring rooms, is due
the theatre owners for this courtesy of sup-
plying a needed convenience, even though the
common drinking glass is prohibited by law.
The column of snowy-white DIXIE Cups eas-

ily seen, immediately attracts the attention of

the discriminating patron whose appreciation of
this health guarding convenience is reflected in

that greatest of all assets—good will.

Complete information upon request.

Your jobber will be glad to furnish you Dixies.

If he doesn*t have them let its know

.

A fresh cup with every drink

INDIVIDUAL DRINKING CUP CO., INC.
Original Makers «/ the Paper Cup

EASTON, PA. NEW YORK, N. Y.

With branches at Philadelphia. Chicago,
Baltimore. Los Angeles

DIXIE cups

The Strong Reflector Arc Lamp
Manufactured by

THE STRONG ELECTRIC CO.
3248 Monroe St. Toledo, Ohio

How I Played the

Picture—
“Miss Nobody”

(Continued from page 20)

and tramps with light drum and cymbal
crash.

* * *

As they are seen together in group
around fire, “The Four Little Pipers” by
O’Connor, published Jacobs. Continue
through the comedy scenes of tramp,
also Nilsson and Pidgeon talking. As
Nilsson says “I suppose a woman ruined
Harmony,” one chorus of Red Hot
Mamma through comedy action of Har-
mony’s explanation of his “Mean
Mamma.” Then once through the

chorus of Girl Friend for scene with
Nilsson and. Pidgeon alone and fade out
to three tramps sitting on the fence. The
following scene was built for an organist
and can be made to stand out as the big
thing of the picture or absolutely ruined.

Sweet Adeline is the song the tramps are

always singing and they also have an old

harmonica. The three are shown sitting

on a rail fence and want to sing. Happy
asks Harmony to give him a tune. Play
E natural alone on Kinura and Vox 8.

Happy listens, shakes his head no, mo-
tions higher. Pay F No., then the same
performance is repeated. Catch Happy
singing high note. Slip to G and
as Harmony plays chord on harmonica
short chord in F. The entire chorus of

Sweet Adeline is then sung. Close up,

and by following the action of their di-

recting and of the screen words you can

get a perfect imitation of the singing.

They direct with their hands and clip off

the ends of some tones and hold others.

It goes into a fade out of the tramps ap-

plauding, high pleased with their own
singing, and the audience at the Earle

never failed with a big hand and a good
laugh. It must be timed to the second
and you can’t take your eyes off the

screen during the scene or you will lose

their action, but if followed well, will be
a knockout every time.

The scene then shifts to the county
fair. Make a complete stop after the

Adeline song an open fair scene with
The Busy Bee by Theo Bendix. The
first movement will take you up to the

girls shown on the bally-ho stand. Add
tom-tom and improvise slight suggestion
of tom tom music for a half minute at a

close up of the girls dancing. When
scene switches to card game of tramps
behind tent and sheriff appears continue
with second movement of Bendix num-
ber. There is a long comedy scene when
tramps are discovered and try to make
sheriff believe they are selling lead pen-
cils. Sheriff finally grabs each by the
coat collar. They escape and crawl un-
der tent leaving their coats in the
sheriff’s hands.

* * *

Change to the third movement of

“Salome” intermezzo by Wm. Lorraine
published Mills. It is a legato move-
ment but play it faster tom-tom tempo
for girls dance, and through the wallet
lifting scene, use tom-tom left hand but
do not make it an emphatic Oriental
dance. Above all if you are a woman
organist go light on dance effects. What
would be -a good laugh with a man or-

ganist would ruin the score for a woman.
The old man in the midst of the dance
misses his wallet and a lively scuffle

ensues. Go into “Saddle Back” gallop

published Jacobs, not too loud, slight

agitation. As tramps escape and hide in

auto, play as a lively gallop. Continue
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as auto and trailer containing tramps
starts up hill. When connection becomes
unfastened and trailer starts back down
hill increase tempo to race speed. Add
muffled drum roll to left hand and as

they wind down the hill and finally strike

water use surf stop. Catch three big
waves coming in, surf stop only. Music
tacit. Then as tramp shakes fish out of

clothes and chase it around “Sand
Dance’’ by Friedman. Play through till

tramps are seen shooting pool. “A Game
of Tag” by Trinkans will take you
through that scene and the fight with
man and Bertie, and meeting of Pidgeon
and Nilsson in pool room.

With the cue “Two Waiters at Dinner”
use chorus of Birth of the Blues twice

through. When Louise Fazenda is dis-

covered at table and starts flirting with
Pidgeon, Nilsson registers concern. Play
“Cheatin’ On Me.” Two choruses takes

you through the action of Nilsson still

in disguise beating Pidgeon’s time. Fin-

ish just as Pidgeon laughs and walks into

hotel. Use this number and the next
with Tibia, English Horn, Kinura and
Vox to make it “talky” and don’t play
straight tempo. Use same next number
^‘Sweet Man.” Fazenda now has Nilsson
in the moonlight on a park bench and
there is some lively comedy as Nilsson
refuses to be vamped. Two choruses
slowly and with an accented rhythm
brings you up to Fazenda alone on bench
and Happy passing. Chorus of “Pretty
Little Baby” as they start getting ac-
quainted and when they playfully begin
pushing each other around a couple
choruses of “Gimme a Little Kiss.” The
end of each phrase is accented, whole
number played in broken tempo accord-
ing to slaps and falls. Modulate to B flat

one chorus of “I Love My Baby” lively.

Happy slaps at flying butterfly. Finally
locates it as he thinks on Fazenda’s
stocking just below the knee. He makes
a grab, Fazenda slaps him over, slight

cymbal and fade out.

* * t-

As the tramps are led into the jail

“Humptv Dumpty’s Funeral March” by
Fred Brandeis. That gives you about a
three minute comedy scene in the jail and
with cue, “That’s Great Ames” use “Gold-
en Morning,” by Morton. Nilsson is

put through a third degree by the offi-

cer and as she looks up and recognizes
Pidgeon and throws her arms around him
“At Peace With the World” as a waltz.
Scene shifts to outer office. All are led
out. Explanations are made and con-
gratulations are in order. Slip into a

fox trot arrangement of same number
till fade out.

With title “Another New Year,” “Auld
Lang Syne” of course and continue until

direct cue of locomotive whistle and title

“Old Southern Pacific is Paging Us,”
“Where To,” then “Where Do We Go
From Here” lively and twice through
•chorus and final fade out.

Saxe to Erect 46th
Playhouse in Chain
Saxe Amusement Enterprises plan on

erecting a new theatre on the north side
of Milwaukee, according to a recent an-
nouncment made by officials of the
company. Work will begin on the new
structure in the near future. According
to present plans the new house, which
will be the forty-sixth house to come un-
der the management of the Saxe organi-
zation, will have a seating capacity of
3,000, and will be erected at a cost of
approximately $1,000,000. The new thea-
tre design was handled by Rapp and
Rapp of Chicago.

Cretors Corn Poppers
SUPREME FOR 40 YEARS

Secure Full Advantage of Your Location

Adds little or nothing to your overhead and
produces a wonderful new profit. Everybody
enjoys Cretors Popcorn—and the margin of
profit is enormous.

Simple—Durable—Economical.

Large Capacity of the World’s Best Pop Corn.

Easy Term Write for Catalogue

C. CRETORS & CO.
612 W. 22nd Street

I UNIVERSALLY APPROVED I

for New Theatre Installation

for Mirror Arc Projection

for Improving Projection at

lower Operating Costs wher-

ever used.
|

Manufactured in both Series and

Multiple Types in all required sizes.

“If you show Pictures you need the

TransverterX

The Hertner Electric Company,

Cleveland, Ohio.

Gentlemen

Send us your new bulletin on the Transverter.

Name

Address.
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EDWARDS SHEET METAL
MARQUEES or CANOPIES

For use over entrances to theatres, hotels, cafes, store buildings, etc. A work of art

and they have the massive and ornamental appearance of cast iron, at but a fraction of

the cost. Furnished complete, easy to erect—Made of galvanized iron or copper in any
style or size desired. Shipped in largest convenient sections, with glass packed sep-

arately. Our large catalog showing complete line Marquises or Canopies, Balconies,
Cornices, Theatre Fronts, Signs, Skylights, Metal Roofing, Metal Ceilings and Walls,
etc., sent free on request.

The Edwards Manufacturing Co.
409-459 East Fifth St. Cincinnati, Ohio

The World’s Largest Manufacturers of Metal Roofing, Metal Shingles,
Metal Spanish Tile, Metal Ceilings. Metal Garages, Portable

Buildings, Rolling Steel Doors, Partitions, etc.

MAILYOUR TRIAL ORDER TODAY

Palntedori Heavy Poster Paper-Size 32 or36'xl0ft in 5 contrasting colors and

beautifully Air-Brushed -Expert workmanship £ service guarantee

^WEEKLY PROGRAM SIGNS5 CARDS for ipirlobh] and
' Display Boards Size2'x5’6‘-3'x5'upd 7^ea or write for details. ^

OTHER PRICES
PAPER BANNERS 3Zor36"%$?. 10Wi MUSLIN (.cioth)perfoot

ILLUSTRATED MUSLIN BANNERS veryflashypernuvu>tjho{2S^

PRICES DO NOT INCLUDE POSTAGE

.

SMOOTH
SILENT
COMPACT
ECONOMICAL

The A.D.C. Curtain Control
For Perfect Curtain Movements

THE AUTOMATIC DEVICES- CO.
17 N. 7th St., Allentown, Pa.

The A. D. C. Curtain Control will exe-

cute Curtain Movements) of the finest

and most perfect showmanship. The
Operation is exceedingly simple

merely press a button at any point in

your house at your booth, organ, or

whatever you desire!

The History

of the

Theatre
( Continued from page 14)

wore masks. The theatres were very
large and the position of the actors made
their facial expression unobservable in

the daylight.

The Grecian theatre lacked perspec-

tive scenery, electric light and lighting

effects and the performances were given

during the daytime.

The “Chorus” appeared on the hemi-

cycle stage projecting into the audito-

rium to produce the “intimate” touch.

They were very masters in the art of

facial expression, gestures, deportment,

singing and dancing, and the honor of

winning the prize inspired and encour-

aged them to do the best possible. They
deported, gestured and sang and danced

in the best fashion, they swayed, crushed,

walked, limped and ran, rowed as if in a

boat, imitated the motions and sounds

of a galloping horse, depicted mounting
or entering a carriage. They winked,

and stared and sniffed, shrugged, hic-

coughed and laughed. They hissed and

cried and shouted, they engaged in feats

of strength and arms, and entered the

sacrificial ceremonies; they embraced
and they parted, and every gradation of

facial expression was mastered, and
made auxiliary and complementary to

the dialogue of the actors in the pres-

ence of the great dramatists of the

period.

Three prizes were offered, one for the

best play, one for the best acting, and
one for “Public Spirit” of the patron

who provided the best chorus. The first

two prizes were sums of money, the
“public spirit” prize was a beautiful

monument. These monuments were, and
are, considered classics of Grecian archi-

tectural and sculptural Art, and the win-
ners so proud of the great honor they
had achieved that they dedicated them
to the gods and temples, and then gave
them back to the people. Most of them
had for their base a tripod, and the
street which became not only famous
but enriched by their presence was
named “Tripod Street.” Fortunately, one
of these beautiful monuments still re-
mains. It affords students of an en-
during example of classical Grecian
architecture and is known in architec-
tural Art circles the world over as the
“Choragic monument of Lysicrates.”

No bribery ever tainted the awarding
of these prizes and the patron winner
was held in the highest respect and
most grateful esteem by the people of
Athens. His life was devoted to the pro-
motion of Art and culture and the ulti-

mate in idealism and so this great thea-
tre is perpetuated to-day in the endur-
ing “Lysicrates monument,” the glori-

ous shrine before which everybody may
worship who believes in the ultimate su-

periority of the motion picture theatre
in the pride of its promised achievement.

The “Lysicrates monument” is the
world’s greatest symbol of motion pic-

ture acting bereft of motion photogra-
phy.
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New Gallery Riser

Vent Is Developed

By Knowles Co.
One of the latest devices in the equip-

ment field, designed for Better Theatres
and the comfort of those who patronize

the galleries is the Disc-Loc Gallery

Riser Vent which has been placed on
the market by the Knowles Mushroom
Ventilator Co., 202 Franklin St., New
York City.

This new product is declared to be
satisfying a long felt want as by its use

these places are made just as comfortable
from a ventilating standpoint as any
other part of the house. Architects do
not object to the heating engineer mak-
ing as many round holes in the gallery

risers as he requires, because construc-

tion is not weakened thereby.

The Disc-Loc grill is inserted in the

opening and locked by a simple twist

motion; when one figures the cost of in-

stalling the common oblong stamned
steel grill with the addition of labor

screws or bolts, the Disc-Loc cost is no
greater and the gallery structure has

been strengthened instead of weakened,
according to the Knowles company.
The general appearance and construction

of the Disc-Loc may be seen from the

accomnanving illustration. It is made in

various sizes to suit construction condi-

tions.

veloped by the Knowles Mushroom
Ventilator Co. of New York City.

$100,000 Equipment
Order for National

Theatre Supply Co.
Announcement was made at the offices

of National Theatre Supply Company in

Chicago last week of the placement of an
order through their Eastern offices by the

Famous Players-Lasky Corporation for

projection machines and other equipment
totalling more than $100,000. This is said

to be one of the largest single orders for

theatre equipment to go to one supply house
in the history of the industry. Joe Horn-
stein, a vice-president of National, is in

charge of the Eastern zone.

The order is said to call for 46 Simplex
projectors which will be distributed

throughout the blast and at the Paramount
exchange in Kobe, Japan. Three special

type Simplex projectors finished olive green
and with nickel plated mechanisms will be

installed in the new Paramount theatre

which opens next month. The projectors

will he equipped with Hall & Connolly
high intensity lamps. Ten machines with
incandescent equipment will be installed in

the five projection rooms located in the

Paramount building.

Twenty-four projectors will be used in

the roadshnwing of the production “Sor-
rows of Satan.”

W. L. Schoening, president of Minusa
Cine Screen Company, St. Louis, Mo.

W. L. Schoening
New President of
Minusa Screen Co.
W. L. Schoening is now president of the

Minusa Cine Screen Company of St. Louis,
the entire stock of the Minusa firm having
been purchased by Mr. Schoening and two
associates from B. H. Woeldike who has
retired. Mr. Schoening has been with the
company for 13 years, being one of the
original incorporators. He has served in

the capacity of factory superintendent for
ten years and during the past two years
as secretary and general manager.
More than ten thousand Minusa screens

have been built under his personal super-
vision.

The company has also purchased the

factory building, which is said to be one
of the most modern screen plants in the

world, having 21,000 square feet of floor

space on two floors.

U. S. Theatre Supply
Forms Scenic Studio

The U. S. Scenic Studios, Inc., has been
formed by the U. S. Theatre Supply Com-
pany, of Omaha, Neb., with a capitaliza-

tion of $25,000. The scenic studio business

was formerly a department of the supply
house, but grew to such proportions that

it was found necessary to organize it as a

separate concern.
The same officers will be in charge of

the U. S. Scenic Studios, namely: Wm.
Raapke, president and treasurer, and F. H.
Parker, vice-president and secretary.

The company will cover eleven states in

the central west. A new catalogue of

twenty-four pages has just been completed
by the firm.

Midwest to Build 1,600

Seat Kansas City House
Another elaborately constructed sub-

urban theatre will be added to the chain of

Midwest Theatres, Inc. in Kansas City.

Work on the 1,600-seai Rockhill theatre at

Forty-sixth street and Troost avenue be-

gan last week. The structure, which will

include office space, will cost in excess of

$300,000.

Beautiful Garden
to be Front Yard
of Coast Theatre

Editor’s Note: The following story
suggests possibilities for overcoming
aversion of property owners to com-
mercial structures in residential dis-

tricts on the charge that they mar
the beauty of the community, although
this was not a reason for the garden
idea in the instance related.
In keeping with its residential location

the new Alhambra theatre being erected
at 31st and K streets, Sacramento, Calif.,

will have a beautiful garden as a “front
yard.” This garden will measure 135
feet wide by 175 feet deep and will con-
tain plants, shrubs and trees. When the
theatre is opened, at which time the gar-
den will be completed, patrons will walk
through a miniature park, correctly and
artisticallv landscaped in every way.
The Alhambra theatre is being erected

by the Granada Company, headed by
George W. Peltier. It will represent an
investment of $750,000. The theatre will be
of Spanish-Moorish design, the plans hav-
ing been prepared by Starks and Flanders,
Sacramento architects.

The building will have 1,750 seats and
350 of these will be box seats on the
upper floor. The plans of the building
call for elaborate decorations to carry
out the style of architecture. It will con-
tain an art gallery, worxs of sculpture
and murals.

The- building will be constructed of
steel and concrete and will be firenroof.

When completed the Alhambra will be
under the management of I. F. Morris
as managing director. Morris has been
in the show business for 15 years. He
was responsible for the building of the
magnificent Senator theatre in Sacra-
mento, and was in charge of this theatre
up until the first of this year.

HenryKoppin Opens
New Detroit House
The Uptown theatre, Detroit, new ad-

dition to the chain of Henry S. Koppin
theatres in Michigan, was auspiciously
opened Saturday night, October 16th.

The theatre which has a seating capacity
of 2,000, ranks with the best outlying
theatres in Detroit and is one of the
most luxurious ones on the East side.

The spacious foyer of the theatre is 110

feet long, 20 feet wide, and is a veritable

work of art and is handsomely decorated
in gold, ivory and turquoise blue. To the
right of the foyer is situated a spacious
ladies rest and smoking room, while on
the left of the foyer is the gentlemen’s
smoking and lounge room.

The Uptown is Spanish in design and
the same idea has been carried out in the

interior. The plans were drawn by Koh-
ner and Payne and the decoration by the

Max Goldberg Decorating Company. A
full stage completely equipped and suffi-

ciently large to handle the largest of at-

tractions or vaudeville cast is provided.

The stage is equipped with 32 sets of

scenery lines, all on a counterweight sys-

tem. An eight-piece orchestra under the

direction of James Fitzgerald and a Wur-
litzer organ played by Miss Irene Hout
furnishes the music.

The policy of the house is vaudeville

and photoplays, the vaudeville being sup-

plied through the Bert Levy offices. The
building in conjunction with the theatres

has eight stores and sixteen offices and
is entirely of stone and brick masonry.
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The new
Remote Control Type

PERFECTION RHEOSTAT
has been installed in the

M & S HOLLYWOOD
Theatre
and the

M & S COMMODORE
Theatre

New York City

HOFFMANN & S00NS, 522 First Avenue, New York City

Contracting Electrical Engineers
Moving Picture Theatre Electrical Specialists

SUPER-LITE SCREENS
An Amazing Difference

Pictures that on the average screen are dull, shadowy
and tiresome snap out clear, lively and bright on a

Super-Lite Screen.

Also noted for its lasting qualities.

C. S. WERTSNER & SON, Manufacturers
221 N. 13th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Distributors in Principal Cities in the Country.

W tfekto

_ . . . ^ ^ *W anY P'cti

Sure-fire attention getters-Now used regularly by more than 1200 theatres

THEATRICAL POSTERCQ. *

| Largest Theatrical Sgp and Display Shop in the United States.!

CM

r*ZP*

President Struble’s

Convention Address
( Continued from page 9 )

non-members alike—received the direct
benefit of it, probably not knowing at the
time just how it came about. Our treasury
is in splendid condition as the report of
the treasurer will show. At the beginning
of the year we had on hand approximate-
ly $2,800. Our receipts from dues and
other sources during the year have greatly
exceeded the expenditures and there is now
some $4,000 more or less in cash on hand.
Our chief expenses during the year have
been that of maintaining the offices of the
association, and the traveling expenses of
the officers and directors attending meet-
ings and while on other missions pertain-
ing solely to the business of the associa-
tion to which their time was given gratis.

No special program has been prepared
for this meeting. It is to be more or
less of an open forum and up to those
of you who are here to say just what
the program shall be. As you know, con-
ditions in the industry have undergone
a great many changes since we last met
a year ago, and just what changes the im-
mediate future may bring forth, no one
I think is in a position to say.

However, I do think that the question
of what is going to happen to it is what
brings at least some, if not most, of us
here today. All of us are not in the same
boat. We have not all sold out and the
question of what is to happen to those
who did not seems to be causing some con-
cern. What is going to happen to this or-
ganization has also been a very live topic,
and is getting its share of the discussion.
I shall not attempt to answer either of
these questions. The answer to the first

lies within the individuals themselves. In
this day and age of highly specialized bus-
iness the success of any concern lies en-
tirely in its value to society and the service
it renders to those it attempts to serve.
Any individual or concern that serves its

customers well and honorably is certain
to prosper and I am sure the world is large
enough for all. As for the latter ques-
tion—or what is to happen to our associ-
ation—ithat is strictly up to you who are
here in attendance. That is one of the
principal purposes of this meeting. To de-
cide whether there shall continue to be an
association and if so in what form. There
has been much talk and discussion among
the membership to the effect that the asso-
ciation should be disbanded and its funds
distributed to the membership, on the
theory that there is no further reason for
its existence. This argument was quite
wide spread and much has been said both
for and against. Should such a course
be adopted it would be I believe no more
than right that, our by-laws be disregarded
or changed with reference to the associate
memberships. The by-laws provide as you
know that only active members acouire an
interest in the property of the association
and it would be eminently unfair to the
manufacturers’ division and those associate
members who have paid in dues from year
to year and by the giving of their time and
personal efforts have done much toward
making the organization possible. It would
be no more than simple justice to declare
them in on the cut if there is to be one.
Personally I am of the belief that the field

for an organization such as this in our
industry, was never better, and is in fact

greater now than ever before. This branch
of the business needs a stabilizing influence
such as can be had in no other way. We
should continue to maintain contact with
each other by getting together once a year,

as we have done in the past. More wars
have been started by lack of understand-

( Continued on page 32 )
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Liability of Theatre Owners

for Tnjuries to

PATRONS
By Leo. T. Parker, Attorney

IMPORTANT NOTICE

In reading the following excerpts of re-

cently decided cases, it is important to re-

member that the theatre owner is the

defendant and the injured person is the

plaintiff. The decisions in the following

cases were just handed down.

TN Burning et al. v. Heyman (133 A. 568),
it was disclosed that a child of 13, pur-

chased a ticket of admission to a moving-
picture theatre. With two friends she en-

tered the building and passed up the aisle

to a row of seats containing vacant places.

When she pulled a seat down and sat upon
it, the left side gave way causing her to

be thrown to the floor, and she sustained
certain injuries. At the trial, instituted to

recover damages for the injuries, she tes-

tified, as did one of her companions, that

the seat broke, causing the fall. In de-
ciding the theatre proprietor liable, the

Court said

:

“There is ordinarily no presumption of
negligence arising from the happening of
an accident, and the burden of proving
the injury to have resulted by reason of a

failure of defendant to exercise reason-
able care must be affirmatively shown. This
is true, where the claimant be a minor
or an adult (Nichols v. Bell Tel. Co., 26o
Pa. 463, 109 A. 649). The assumption of
the taking of due precaution for the safety
of others (Phila. & R. R. Co. v. Hummed,
44 Pa. 375, 84 Am. Dec. 457) must be
overcome by facts establishing a failure

to do so, or of circumstances from which
such inferences naturally follow. Where
there has been an omission to observe an.

absolute duty, or to perform an obligation

as to which the defendant is practically an
insurer, the contrary is true, and, if the
parties bear such contactial relation, as in

the case of the carrier who agrees to carry
safely, and has in its sole control the appli-

ances necessary for transportation, pre-
sumption of negligence arises, where an
injury occurs.

“It is sometimes said that the mere hap-
pening of an accident in this class of cases
raises a presumption of negligence, but this

is hardly accurate. Negligence is never pre-

sumed. If it were, it would be the duty
of the Court, in the absence of exculpa-
tory evidence by the defendant, to direct

a verdict for the plaintiff, whereas in these

cases the question is for the jury. The
accurate statement of the law is not that

negligence is presumed, but that the cir-

cumstances amount to evidence from which
it may be inferred by the jury.

“In the present case, the plaintiff en-

tered the moving picture house and placed
herself upon a seat provided for the use
of patrons. It broke and caused the fall,

the duty devolved upon the proprietor to

show that reasonable diligence had been
used to provide safe accommodations, and
that a proper inspection was made to

Announcement:
“Better Theatres'” herewith inau-

gurates a service bringing readers

prompt access to late court decisions

hearing upon various phases of thea-

tre owner liability. Attorney Parker
will be in charge of this service, a

development of the remarkable series

of articles published during the past

several months.

Exhibitors are invited to submit
questions for answer by Attorney
Parker in the manner illustrated by
his reply to Exhibitor P. G. Estee’s

inquiry printed on next page.

assure the seat being in suitable condition.
A clear statement of the applicable rule is

found in 62 S. Ct. 410, where the injury
of the plaintiff, resulting from the fall of
unsupportable boards in an aisle of circus
seats, was held to be for the jury in the
absence of proper proof by the defendant
that due care had been taken. . . . Doubt-
less the true theory is that persons (as
theatre proprietors) who assume the obli-

gations of exercising reasonable care, as to

what will be reasonable care will be pro-
portional to the danger incurred and the
number of persons who will be subjected to

that danger. . . . The proprietor of such
structure is not a -warrantor or insurer
that it is absolutely safe, but he impliedly
warrants that it is safe for the purpose
intended, save only as to those defects
wffiich are unseen, unknown and undis-
closable. Such bfeing the nature of the

obligation, it is obvious that the proprietor
of such a building is under a continuing-

duty of inspection, to the end of seeing
that it is reasonably safe for the protec-

tion of those whom he invited to come into

it
;
and that if he neglects his duty in this

respect, so that it becomes unsafe, the ques-
tion of his knowledge or ignorance of the

defects which rendered it unsafe is imma-
terial. Except as the controlling principles

have been laid down in the cases above
cited, the liability of a theatre owner to

one attending a performance has not been
the subject of discussion in our Appellate
Court, though discussions are to be found
sustained recoveries where affirmative

proof of negligence was offered by the

plaintiff. Leckstien v. Morris, 80 Pa.
Super. Ct. 354; Rutherford, agent Academy
of Music, 3 Adv. (Un. of Ser.) Super. Ct.

320. In other jurisdictions, the question

now expressly presented has been con-
sidered, and the applicable rules applied.

The proprietor, although not an insurer
of safety, impliedly contracts that, except
for unknown defects not discoverable by
reasonable means, the appliances which
proved to be defective are safe.” Scott v.

Athletic Ass’n, 152 Mich. 684.

In the following case the injured woman
is termed “appellee,” and the theatre owner
is termed “appellant.”

In the case of Central Amusement Co. v.

Van Nostrum, 152 N. E. 183, suit for
damages for personal injuries alleged a
woman to have received by her falling in

an aisle of the Lyric theatre.

Plaintiff, in her complaint, charges neg-
ligence on the part of the theatre owner
in having the seats in the rear of the the-

atre placed upon a platform several
inches higher than the aisles through which
the seats were reached, and in having the
place insufficiently lighted without any
warning of danger. It is alleged that the
woman in leaving a seat in the rear of the
theatre fell over the “step-off” and into

the aisle with such force that her left arm
was broken at the wrist. There was a trial

by jury, and a general verdict in favor
of the injured patron in the sum of $750.

The Court said: “It is undisputed that

there was a “step off” at the place where
appellee fell, and that the last two rows
of seats were on a platform back of the

“step off.” The aisle slanted up to where
the platform was, which was 3 or 4 inches

above this slant-floor. The ushers had
gone home and there was no one to warn
her of danger. Appellee and her companion
occupied seats in the second row from the

rear, which was the front row of the

platform. A marble barrier back of the

seat threw the last two rows in a shadow.
During the vaudeville performance the

lights were turned out, and there was no
warning of the presence of danger. Appel-
lee never sat in that part of the theatre

before, and did not notice the “step off”

as she went in. Appellee started to leave

the theatre during the time of a perform-
ance, and, because of the darkness, and the

want of warning of danger, she fell from
the platform into the aisle, and was in-

jured. With such evidence before it, it

was for the jury to say whether appellee’s

injuries were the result of appellant’s

negligence, and whether she was guilty of

contributary negligence.”

The theatre owner contended that there

is no evidence whatever that the woman
was in the theatre by invitation, expressed
or implied, nor that she had paid an ad-

mission fee, nor that the theatre at the

time was being operated for reward or

profit. The Court said : “We are not im-
pressed with this contention. Appellant’s

place is a theatre, it is defined as an edifice

used for the purpose of dramatic, or oper-

atic, or other presentations, plays, or per-

formances, for admission to which entrance
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Exhibitor Estee Asks:
I have derived much valuable informatiou from

Attorney Parker’s articles in reference to legal

liability of theatre owners.

Would like to ask one question:

In the event a man, or men, gather in front of

a theatre and their rudeness is annoying to pass-

ersby or patrons, or their hilarity is disturbing to

patrons, what authority has a theatre owner?

We will assume that they are on the sidewalk

outside of the lobby.

We will also assume that no policeman or other

officer is available for some time.

P. G. ESTEE,
S. T. Theatre, Parker, S. D.

Attorney Parker Replies:
In response, the law is well established that a

person who is not an officer of the law is not per-
mitted to lay hands upon a law breaker unless the
offense is a felony. In the case in question, the
only thing a theatre owner can do legally is to file

a complaint and have the disturbers arrested for
disturbing the peace. If there are no officers

around at the time, then the owner should have
persons witness the disturbing acts of the trouble
makers, so that when they are brought before the
court evidence will be convincing of their guilt.

Of course, if the offense is committed inside the
theatre, or on the grounds, the owner has a right
to lay hands on the disturbers, after asking them
to be quiet, and use the necessary force to expel
til Pin

LEO T. PARKER,
Attorney, Cincinnati, O.

money is received. It, with other theatres,

was owned and controlled by appellant
with a manager in charge, whose business
it was to check up on the cashier. Appellee
went to the theatre for the purpose for
which it was operated, and was allowed to

enter, and occupied a seat during a regular
performance. From these facts, and in the

absence of evidence to the contrary, the

jury might reasonably infer that appellee

was in the theatre for the mutual advan-
tage of herself and appellant. Where
there is no evidence to the contrary very
slight evidence is sufficient to sustain a
fact. Fergee v. Interprovincial Flour Mills,

80 Ind. App. 248, 140 N. E. 450.”

Appellant contends that it was reversible

to give instruction 3, which instructed the

jury that, if certain elements of negligence
were proven, appellee was entitled to re-

cover, remitting from such instruction the

element of contributary negligence. Appel-
lant was not for all the instruction given.

If so, then there was no reversible error
in omitting it from these instructions.

Artificial Ice and Cold Storage Co. v.

Waltz (Ind. App.) 146 N. E. 827, J.

Wooley Coal Co. v. Tevault 187 Ind. 171,

190; 118 N. E. 921; 19 N. E. 485.

The Court said further : “Persons at-

tending a theatre have a right to assume
that .... a person or corporation con-
ducting a theatre has discharged his or its

duties to make such premises safe, and has
used reasonable care in maintaining it is in

such a reasonable safe condition as is con-
sistent with its practical purposes.”

In 275 S. W. 16 the evidence disclosed

that as a young woman was leaving the

Rialto theatre in Louisville, Ky., she

slipped and fell on the marble steps leading

from the promenade to the first floor. She
injured her side, hip and knee for which
injuries she filed suit against the Majestic
Theatre Company (owner of the Rialto

theatre) on the grounds that the marble
steps were in a highly polished, glazed,

slick, and slippery condition, which ren-

dered them dangerous, and which slippery

condition was the proximate cause of her
fall and injury.

During the trial the theatre company
called witnesses, including architects, build-
ers and building inspectors, to prove that
the steps on which the woman fell were
properly maintained. Moreover, these
experts testified that there was nothing
dangerous in or about the construction of
the steps. In view of this evidence the
theatre company claimed they were not
liable for the injuries, and also because
various courts had held that steps or
floors which are merely slippery or smooth
do not render the owner guilty of negli-

gence and liable for injuries to patrons
who fall.

The Court in effect said “After consider-
ing the authorities cited, the Court has
reached the conclusion that Miss Lutz (the
woman) was entitled to have her case sub-
mitted to the jury. There was great con-
flict in the evidence. For Miss Lutz it

was testified that the steps were polished,
glazed, slick and slippery, and therefore,
very dangerous to persons trying to de-
scend them

;
while for the theatre com-

pany it was testified that the steps were
of rough finished American marble, that

the marble was one, therefore, about which
reasonable men might differ and was a
question for the jury.” When the case was
originally submitted to the jury the Court
said : “It was the duty of the defendant^
Majestic Theatre Company, to exercise
ordinary care to keep the steps leading up
from the first floor thereof to the balcony
or promenade in a reasonably safe condi-
tion for the use of the public attending said

theatre. And if the jury believed from the

evidence that the defendant failed to use
ordinary care to keep said steps in such
reasonably safe condition, and such failure

on its part (if any there was) was the

direct and sole cause of the plaintiff’s fall-

ing and the plaintiff was thereby injured at

the time and place referred to in the evi-

dence if she did so fall and was thereby

injured, then the law is for the plaintiff

and the jury should so find. But unless

they so believe, then the law is for the

defendant, and the jury should so find.”

When the case was submitted to a jury,
the theatre company was held liable and
a judgment was rendered in favor of the
injured woman for the amount of $3,850.
The higher court affirmed the verdict and
sa'A “Appellant asserts the verdict of
$3,850 is excessive. It appears to be
liberal, but if the evidence of appellee.
Lutz, and her physician be accepted, show-
ing a serious injury to her knee and to
certain female organs, necessitating a sub-
mission by her to a major surgical opera-
tion involving the removal of certain
genital organs from her body, a different
conclusion may be reached. All this evi-
dence was heard and considered by the
jury. This Court cannot, in the face of
the evidence of appellee and her physician
showing the seriousness and permanency
of her injuries say the verdict is excessive
for it is not, if credence be given to that
testimony.”

Dixie Cup Makers
Add to Large Plant
Another addition to the large plant of

the Individual Drinking Cup Company
•at Easton, Pa., makers of paper drinking
cups and manufacturers of the nationally
advertised 5c Dixie, is rapidly nearing
completion and it is expected that the
new part of the building will be ready
for occupancy some time during Novem-
ber. The addition is “L” shaped the
widest portion attaching to the eastern
end of the present building, and adds
one hundred feet to the total length of
the building, eighty feet wide. The total

of the building is now 500 feet.

The building is three stories in height
of modern reinforced concrete construc-
tion, corresponding to the building now
in use. It provides 52,800 additional
square feet of floor space. The last prior
addition to the building, which gave 32,-

000 extra square feet of floor space was
completed on December 1, 1925.
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“Better Theatres” Pictorial

Above is the new Westlake theatre, Los Angeles, recently opened
under the direction of West Coast Theatres, Inc. It is situated at

Alvardo and Sixth streets. Elaborate electric signs of the type
shown are popular with West Coast Theatres, Inc., being used at a
number of their houses. View of the Granada theatre, one of Chicago’s

largest and most beautiful neighborhood houses
recently opened by Marks Bros. The Granada
is located on the North Side about 10 miles from
the down town district.

View of proscenium arch, stage and organ grilles in the new
Westlake theatre, Los Angeles, which is one of the recent additions
to the West Coast Theatres chain.

View of upper promenade at the Westlake thea-
tre, Los Angeles, showing decorative lighting
fixture.
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Paramount’s Lighting
Control

In the selection of equipment, Paramount only considered

superiorities. They wanted the finest, so the @ Major
System was selected. To this group of experienced show-

men, it is a known product, the equipment of the most suc-

cessful theatres in the country.

Send for Bulletins.

o-ixmk i^Ldam
ELECTRIC COMPANY

ST LOUIS

District Offices

Atlanta, Ga.
Baltimore, Md.
Boston. Mass.
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Buffalo. N. Y.
Chicago, ID.

Cincinnati, O.
Dallas, Tex.
Denver, Colo.
Detroit, Mich.
’Causa s City, Mo.
Los Angeles, Cal.

.Minneapolis, Minn.
Miami, P la.

New Orleans, La.
New York City, N. Y.
Omaha, Neb.
Philadelphia, Pa.

Pittsburgh, Pa.
Portland, Oregon.
Seattle, Wash.
San Francisco, Cal.
Winuipcg, Canada.
London, Ont., Canada.
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President Struble’s

Convention Address
( Continued from page 28 )

ing than from any other cause. Friendly
relations in business or in any other call-

ing cannot be maintained unless there is

a confidence between those engaged in it

and there cannot be confidence without
constant contact and a complete under-
standing of motives on both sides. I am
told that there are over a hundred inde-
pendent supply dealers in the United States
and if this is true every one of them should
be a member of this body. We all, both
manufacturer and dealer need to know
each other better. If this organization can
claim credit for no other accomplishment
in the entire four years of its existence,
the contacts and friendships that it has
made possible, and the broadening influ-

ences that it has brought about between
dealer and dealer, and between dealer and
manufacturer, have done more to bring:

business out of the depths of 1921 and 1922
than any of us realize, and amply warrant
a continuance of the good work. The
knowledge and helps that have been gained
by our contact with each other, have, I am
sure, more than repaid us many times
over. It has made us better merchants and
better salesmen, by the exchange of ideas
and viewpoints and as a result we were
able to render greater service to our cus-
tomers with increased profit to ourselves.
If anyone doubts this, let him compare
conditions of the past year with those at
the time our organization was started at
that first meeting in Indianapolis. Most
of you were there and all of you know
something about the conditions in the bus-
iness in those days, so I need not go into

detail to tell you about them.

Frankly I think the form of the organ-
ization if it is to be continued should be
changed. Obviously, with 70 or 80 per
cent of the active memberships now in one
company, a representative organization
would not be possible, but just what form
the changes should take is for you as
members to say. It has been suggested
that we reverse the membership qualifica-

tions completely making the manufacturers
the active and the dealers the associate
members, would be the logical thing. An-
other suggestion is that all memberships be
of equal value and carry the same rights
and privileges. Such an organization in

either form would, I am sure, have a sta-

bilizing influence on the business as a
whole by enabling us to meet and discuss
our problems and would help us to main-
tain the standing of our branch of the
motion picture business, on the plane that

it should occupy. The theatre equipment
business is only in its infancy and to dis-

card organization entirely would be to cast

aside what is now regarded by every line

of business in America to be one of the
surest safeguards to future prosperity and
success. The job that is before you, gen-
tlemen, is to work this out and decide what
we are to do and I sincerely hope that }'ou

may do it with honor to yourselves and
credit to the industry.

Before closing, I wish to take this oppor-
tunity to extend to the members of this

body, and to the officers and directors who
have served me, my sincere thanks for the
loyalty and support I have received
throughout my entire term. It has been
a pleasure, I assure you, to be associated
with, and serve as presiding officer of such
a fine body of men, and I only hope that
my service to you has been, in some small
measure at least, worthy of your commen-
dation. Mistakes may have been made,
and probably there were many of them, but
I ask you to accept my assurance that the

best judgment of those elected to manage
your affairs regardless of personal ideas
or interests was used in every instance.

As you all no doubt fully appreciate, the
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matters coming before you at this meeting
are very serious and important. I trust

you will so regard them and will all enter

into the spirit of things and be here when
the meeting is in session. We have pur-
posely omitted planning any outside activi-

ties or social functions so that the meet-
ing might be the sole and only object of
your attentions while here. What we do
here today and tomorrow may mean much
or may mean nothing to the future of the

business—just which, will depend entirely

upon you and what you do—so, therefore,

let’s step into it, and proceed to do that

which will reflect credit upon us in the

years that are to follow'.

Around
The Equipment

Field
( Continued from page 15)

C. H. BADGER of Chas. M. Stebbins

Picture Supply Company, 1820 Wyandotte
St., Kansas City, Mo., advises us of some
recent installations as follows

:

Royal theatre, Scammon, Kan., two F DeLuxe
Motiographs with General Electric Mazda equip-

ment; Bagdad theatre, Kansas City, Mo., two F
DeLuxe Motiographs with Motiograph Reflect-

ing Arc Lamps, and Roth Actodector, also Minusa
screen; Neptune theatre, Kansas City, Mo., two
F DeLuxe Motiographs with Motiograph Reflect-

ing Arc Lamps, and Roth Actodector, also Minusa
screen; Missouri theatre, Maryville, Mo., two F
DeLuxe Motiographs with Motiograph Reflecting

Arc Lamps and Roth Actodector; Rialto theatre,

St. Joseph, Mo., two F DeLuxe Motiographs with
Motiograph Reflecting Arc Lamps and Roth
Actodector, also Minusa screen; Kansas theatre,
Kiowa, Kan., General Electric Mazda equipment
and Raven Haftone screen; Pastime theatre, Med-
icine Lodge, Kan., General Electric Mazda equip-
ment and Raven Haftone screen; Art theatre,
Kansas City, Kan., two F DeLuxe Motiographs
with Motiograph Reflecting Arc Lamps and Roth
Actodector.

* * *

B. B. NIELSEN, Tyler, Minn., has pur-
chased two Powers 6-B projectors, a 20-40
Hertner transyerter, and Series II Cine-
phor lenses for his Service theatre, from
National Theatre Supply Co.

% %

MAKINSON & GAETHKE are install-

ing two Simplex Projectors, Peerless Re-
flector Arcs, Cinephor Lenses and a Brenk-
ert Spot Lamp in their Park theatre at

Barberton, Ohio.
ij« ijs

H. E. VAN DUYNE, a director and
branch manager of the National Theatre
Supply Company in Los Angeles was a re-

cent visitor in Chicago.
* * *

B. A. BENSON, formerly of Amuse-
ment Supply Company, Chicago, is now
assistant manager of the Chica.go branch
of National Theatre Supply Company.

* * *

PERCY PLUMMER, whose 21 years of
service in the equipment business makes
him a veteran in this industry, is in charge
of sales information for salesmen at the
National Theatre Supply Company.

5*C

AMERICAN SILVERSHEET screens
have been installed in Athens Opera House,
Athens, Wis.

;
Grand theatre, Bluffton,

Ind.
;
Ritz theatre, Minneapolis, Minn., and

Auditorium theatre, Cando, No. Dak., by
National Theatre Supply Co.

* * ifc

L. E. GOETZ of the United Theatre
Company, Janesville, Wis., has purchased
through National Theatre Supply Co. two
latest type Simplex Projectors, equipped
with Peerless Reflector Arcs for his Bev-
erly theatre.

( Continued on page 36)

From all corners

of the earth!

MONTHS ahead of other houses,

Oscar Leistner, Inc., offers on

the American market the very latest

foreign creations which showmen wel-

come as additional touches of attrac-

tiveness for their theatres.

The Azalia Electric Floor Basket

of beautiful two-tone reed containing

nine silk covered, mazda illuminated

Azalias, has met with instant favor.

This is only one of the many Leistner “Aids

to Showmen.” W rite for the complete catalog

showing artificial trees, plants, leaves. Holiday

and other decorations—also line of novelties.

Leistner electric floorw m mm baskets are made in

If* I Inf* azaUas
S

or
eS

roses
WI

orVyOvCil JUVlOlllvl * XllVt combinations of the
* two.

Importers and Manufacturers

323 W. Randolph St. Chicago

To our Readers

We received an early copy of B. F. Reynolds &
Co.’s new catalogue on “Theatre Heating and

Ventilating.”

If you are contemplating a new theatre, whether

Architect or Owner, we suggest you fill in the

coupon we have printed below.

Exhibitors Herald
Better Theatres

B. F. Reynolds & Co.
118 W. Ohio St.

Chicago, 111.

Send us your new catalogue on “Theatre Heating and Ventilating.”
We have checked items below.

Architect Owner

Our plans are now in progress on our new theatre.

We are contemplating a new theatre.

Name

Address
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Screens are Screens
. But Some Are Different ...

I
F TWO competing screens were put
on a scale of results, it would be

found that, even were the two prices

equal, it would be economy to pay several

times the price for one over the other.

You can’t have good pictures with
shoddy, or misfit screens.

-ES*

Install a Minusa DeLuxe Special
— Attuned to Your Needs s**•“S3

Minusa Cine Screen Co.
Bomont at Morgan / / St. Louis, Mo.

A (Quality Organ
You Can Afford!

S CHAEFER “Custom
Built” organs meet all

theatre requirements. Own-
ers of smaller theatres will

find in the Schaefer an or-

gan which can be obtained
at a cost he can afford and
which gives perfectly satis-

factory performance.

Investigate our proposition.

W rite today!

Schaefer Organ Co.
SLINGER, WIS.

Organ Builders Since 1875

XFFIM©?.
cemcStudios
TIFFIN.QHK>

Everything for the Stage

Standard for

All Purposes

Send for Our New
Booklet

Newest
and
Best

LIBERTY
MUSIC STAND

Patented

LIBERTY MUSIC STAND CO.
I960 E. 116th St. Cleveland, O.

How I Played the

Picture—
“Honeymoon
Express”

(Continued from page 17)

being fifty. Here the action is more sub-
dued and “Invano,” a serenata by A.
Amadei, is well fitted. Play slowly and
softly when Becky and Lance make re-

marks about mother, as to her frumpiness,
overheard by her, which makes her realize

the penalty that her unselfishness has
brought. Becky’s friend, Nathan Peck, a
vitiated millionaire, drives up and sounds
his horn. Sound the organ auto horn and
play “Hello Aloha, How Are You.”

* * *

Brother in room preparing for the even-
ing, doing the Charleston to the music of a
Victrola, and slightly looking over his

architectural work. Play “Horses.” Soften
up when mother enters and looks over his

work. For the office episode play “The
World Is Waiting for the Sunrise”

—

Seitz. Jim Donaldson telephones Mrs. Lam-
bert that he has decided to give him steady
employment. Mother is overjoyed at this,

but when she goes to tell Lance she finds

him gone.

That night each to his own taste. “Some-
one Is Losin’ Susan” played in Charleston
rhythm. Father dancing with his gold
digger, Becky at a table drinking with
Peck, in a cabaret. While Lance is at a

house party playing the banjo, drinking,

etc.

Home again, clock registers two o’clock,

play a mysterioso as Becky sneaks in and
up the stairs. Gang of drunk young peo-
ple bringing home brother on a trailer, for
which “Hail, Hail, the Gang’s All Here”
fits admirably. They enter house and give
him a push which hastens him to bound
across the hall and knock down a vase as

well as himself. Crash. When mother
comes down, fade slowly into the beautiful

“Fifth Nocturne” by Leybach. She takes

him to his room, against the protests of
Jean, to stop worrying about them, as they
do not appreciate her toil. Jean threatens
to leave the disrespectable house. Father
is heard at door struggling for elusive and
wandering keyhole. Play Robert’s “Hu-
merous Drinking Theme.”

* * *

Next morning—What Price Headaches.
“Too Many Parties” is the number for this

sequence. Father in bed guzzling water
camelwise, Lance mixing bromo seltzer,

Becky with her head wrapped, and Jean, in

traveling suit ready to leave. The mem-
bers of the family which our well suited

number fits, managed to pick themselves up
and get down to the breakfast table half

dressed, where mother is waiting to serve
them. Mother informs son of Mr. Donald-
son’s offer of a steady position in his archi-

tect office. Lance refuses to consider the

offer, preferring a yachting cruise. “Fifth
Nocturne” may be repeated here with
swells and shadings, now loud, now soft,

played in accordance with action. Becky
states that she is going to a house party
with Nathan Peck and that they can all go
to the devil if they don’t like it, as she is

her own boss.

Jean bids mother goodby and explains

her intentions are to awaken in her mother
the hopelessness of the surroundings. Play
“I’ve Done My Work”—Bond, rendering it

softly. She at last realizes the futility of

further sacrificing her life and knows she
must start all over again. She, being only
forty-five, not even at the top of the hill of
life. She still loves things, which, for so
long a time, have been crowded out. She
will enjoy them! She goes to father and
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tells him she is going to leave him.
The next scene is in a beauty shop,

mother, arrives and decides to let the
beauty doctor rejuvenate her and remove
marks of twenty years. Play “Eternal
Poem,” a valse intermezzo by Weller. The
transformation is a royal success. She is

changed to a woman of beauty, poise and
dignity.

Another step in her rejuvenation is a
new home designed and decorated by her-
self. Here, play “Honeymoon Waltz” by
Victor Arden. Jean and mother occupy
the lovely new home together.

* * *

When Lance returns, he is disgusted at

the scene that confronts him at the house.
Play “Longing for Home.” He denounces
his father because he has turned the house
into a rendezvous for his disreputable
friends.

Mother obtains a position as interior

decorator in Jim Donaldson’s office, and he
loses his heart to her. “The World Is
Waiting for the Sunrise” may be repeated
for the office scene.

Becky arrives at old home in taxi and
finds it a wreck, the same as Lance did.

Repeat “Longing for Home.” She finds

father drunk at table, he offers her money
when he sees that she is crying, but she
turns away. Now play “Just A Girl That
Men Forget,” very sad and plaintively, as
she goes to phone. She calls Peck, but he
has a new girl and instructs butler to say
he is out.

A scented paradise—Father goes to see
his little gold digger, she is entertaining
another suitor but manages to get him out
of the way. Play “Tonight’s My Nite
With Baby” until father sees cane, then
“Cheatin’ On Me,” the old foxtrot. Fol-
low action throughout, then conclude with
a crash as girl hits picture with cane.

We now return to mother’s new home,
Jean and Dick Donaldson are on the dav-
enport eating candy and he is asking her to
marry him. “Falling in Love” by Meyer
fits fine here. There is always one bad
egg to spoil the nest, who in this case is

father. He arrives, play his plaintive song,
“Take Me Back to Your Heart” with a
funny little Sob in every line. He enters
and calls, “My Wife,” no response, then
he sees Jean and cries, “My Child.” She
arises and exclaims, “My Gosh.” Imitate
her on the organ. Mother enters and
father requests her to return to him, but
she refuses. Now play the ballad, “It’s
Too Late Now to Be Sorry.” Could any
piece be more appropriate, speaking for
mother? Father exits and Mr. Donaldson
enters with a bouquet of roses for Mrs.
Lambert. Play their love theme, “The
World Is Waiting for the Sunrise.” He
asks her hand in marriage, but she refuses
because of all the children not being home.
A flash to Becky in a woman’s rest room

telephoning to Peck. He has bounced her.
Repeat “Just a Girl That Men Forget.”

* * *

Returning again to mother’s home, we
find them ready to leave for the theatre,
when Lance enters. Play “Cross My Heart
Mother, I Love You.” Begin with the
verse and play the chorus once. He is

treated rather cold at first, but after prom-
ising to reform he is taken back to their
hearts. The five are now ready for the
theatre, phone rings, they all leave except
mother and Donaldson. It is Becky, play
the dramatic prelude “Karma” slow and
dramatically. Mother pleads with her to
come home, but she refuses, as she is

going to follow Peck to a roadhouse and
persuade him to marry her. Mother and
Donaldson set out to find her.

Continue “Karma” as Becky enters road-
house. After Peck comes to her she
threatens to start something unless he goes
with her. They leave in Becky’s car, play
the Allegro Appassionata from “Morning,

Check Up!

How many tick-

- ets have you in

J stock?

Do you have to count

rolls or figure it out?

Then you need INVENTORY NUM-
BERED TICKETS that will tell you at a

glance exactly how many you have.

We will gladly send you samples and more
information about them.

Qlobe ‘Ticket Compamj
Specialists in Tickets and Checks Since 1873

122 N. 12th St. Philadelphia, Pa.

Fresh Air
Perfectly Distributed

The KNOWLES FRESH AIR
DIFFUSERS are a small and in-

expensive part of a proper venti-

lating system, but they are the

necessary and finishing touch that

make such a system perfect.

Send for Booklet

MADE ONLY BY

Knowles Mushroom Ventilator Co.
202 Franklin Street, New York City

PRINTING
Exclusively for

Exhibitors

circus"heralds
PROGRAMS

DATES - POSTERS

EXHIBITORS PRINTING
SERVICE

711 S. Dearborn St. Chicago, 111.

SUPER-LITE
LENSES

Unparalleled for use with low

intensity reflector arc lamps

“They challenge comparison”

See your dealer or

write to

Projection Optics Co., Inc.

ROCHESTER, N. Y.

"Ask about our free trial offer."

LUC Iv bLHtW

72u72ofch
REG. U. S. PAT. OFF.

UNDERSEAT AIR DIFFUSER
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The Man

E. J. Vallen

The Product

Vallen Noiseless Curtain Equip-
ment is the leader of all curtain
controls for it is the only prod-
uct of the Vallen organization.

This concentration on one

problem is certain to create per-

formance beyond the ordinary.

Can be installed in any
theatre and operated from
any point desired. Will op-
erate the heaviest plush cur-
tains, or the flimsy screen
gauze at tny speed.

You can learn all about it

from the Vallen Quiet Book.

VALLEN ELECTRICAL CO.
225 Bluff St., Akron, Ohio

ALLEN
REMOTE ELECTRIC
CURTAIN CONTROL

EQUIPMENT

Because—
they required the best

“H C”
High Intensity Lamps

have been installed in
'

the new

Michigan Theatre

Hall & Connolly, Inc.

129 Grand St. New York City

ROSCO
Gelatine Sheets of Uniform
Weight, 36 Standard Colors

Glocolor Your Lamps
Non-Fading Mellowglo is attractive

for crystal chandeliers
Brassyglo beautifies your lobby

Users of Rosco Colors—
Capital, Warner’s, Famous, Uni-

versal, Fox, Loew’s, Keith’s, Moss,
Stanley, Fabian, Strand, Polis.

ROSCO LABORATORIES
129 Third Place, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Sample booklet sent upon request

VansleyD-|< STUDIOS
Jinwlheir new quartersv 54
W. RANDOLPH
SLIDES
AND FILM

Noon and Night Overture,” rather pianis-
simo at first, on strings with no tremolo,
flash to mother’s car—one feels that some-
thing terrible is about to happen. Keep
adding stops and build toward climax.
Peck tells Becky he will not marry her,
she threatens, and starts to go over em-
bankment. Now the crashing ride, play
louder, he grabs wheel and keeps car from
going over, the car keeps swerving from
one side to another, mother’s car in sight,
soft, loud, soft, loud, add snare drum.
Louder, louder, the two cars meet and
miss by a hair’s breadth; this is the cli-
max. Now hold one low pedal tone as
Becky’s car goes over bank. Hold until
she opens eyes in mother’s arms, play
only the introduction of “Pal of My
Cradle Days” on the vox humana, very
softly. Fade out.

“At Peace With the World” title on
screen, cue for Irving Berlin’s recent bal-
lad of that name. Becky is shown happy
lying in bed and tells mother how much
she loves her new mother and new home.
Dick Donaldson is at the bedside. Jean
enters dressed in beautiful feminine clothes.
Dick is entranced with her beauty and goes
to her, and she, of course, admits she loves
him.

ifc * *

The home is now filled with love and
content for all. Mother and Donaldson
enter with a large basket of flowers, play
“The Harbor of Home Sweet Home” by
Ella Moffat. The flowers enclose a note
from father asking her to come to him.
Play very softly until note is shown on
screen, then crescendo to an ff, as mother
is overjoyed because Becky writes
“never” across note. Mother accepts
Donaldson as the new father for her
children and the music should fade out
slowly with the picture.

Irving Berlin’s latest, “I’m On My Way
Home,” makes an excellent exit march,
and, by the way, would also make a dandy
prelude to the picture with a set of song
slides.

Around the

Equipment Field
(Continued from page 33)

IN ADDITION TO the Crystal theatre,

Chicago, which has recently been equipped
with rebuilt Simplex machines, Martin
rotary converter and Strong Electric low
intensity lamps, Henry Stitzberg of Mon-
arch Theatre Supply Company, Chicago, re-

ports fourteen other Chicago installations

of Strong low intensity lamps.

ART E. TROTZIG, formerly chief
technician of the University of South Da-
kota, Vermillion, S. Dak., has joined the
organization of the American Theatre
Supply Company, Sioux Falls, S. Dak., it

is announced by J. A. Bradley, president
of the firm. Mr. Trotzig will manage the
office and making frequent trips into the
territory to give his attention to problems
of theatre equipment and ventilation.

* * *

PEERLESS REFLECTOR arcs will be
installed in the Stork theatre, Cuyahoga,
Ohio. Herman Smith is the owner. Two
latest type Peerless equipped Simplex Pro-
jectors and a Hertner Transverter are be-
ing installed through National Theatre
Supply Co. by Philip Semelioth in the

Federation theatre, Dayton, Ohio.

* * *

RECENT SALES reported by Queen
Feature Service, Inc., Birmingham, Ala.,

include equipment in the following thea-
tres :

The new Capitol, Montgomery, Ala.; Rose,
Tuskegee, Ala. A new Gardiner screen to the
following; Five Points theatre, Birmingham,
Ala.; Imperial, Bessemer, Ala.; Grand, Bessemer,
Ala.; Frolic, Birmingham, Ala.
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Moon theatre, Spencer, Neb.
Liberty theatre, Benton Harbor, Mich.

State theatre, Portland, Ore.

SUGGESTIONS
for

Theatre

Fronts
What sort of a front will my theatre have?

This is a question asked by exhibitors plan-
ning new theatres.

By way of answer “Better Theatres” presents
on this page views of a number of theatre
fronts.

Smaller houses, with few exceptions, are
shown. Illustrations this month give an idea
S)f the opportunity for attractive fronts both
in materials used and in design. Further thea-
tre front suggestions will be published in an
early issue.

Strand theatre, Owosso, Mich.

WWW

Mission, Kilbourn, Wis. (above) and Strand, West Coast theatre at San Bernardino, Calif.
Tampa, Fla.

Capitol, Clearwater, Fla. (above) and Rex,
Wahoo, Neb.
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I AM THE FAMOUS

BLIZZARD
Cooling and
Ventilating

System

I will heat your theatre dur-
ing the coldest days of winter
much easier, and thus reduce
your coal bill.

I will cool your theatre dur-
ing the hottest days of sum-
mer.

I will ventilate your theatre
the whole year around.

/ will change the air in your
theatre after each perform-
ance, or as often gs you may
desire.

I will give you prestige, as a
wide-awake exhibitor, above
your competitors.

I will add dollars to your box
office receipts.

I do MORE WORK and sell

for LESS MONEY than any
other fan on the market.

I am able to guarantee all of
the above statements. Fifteen
years of continuous wonderful
service leave my managers
confident enough to do so.

Inquire nearest Blizzard repre-
sentative, National Theatre Sup-
ply Co., all branches or write

BLIZZARD SALES GO.
OMAHA, NEBRASKA

Ask About Our Easy Payment Plan

Send Greetings
on Huge Girder
Who says there’s no sentiment

in business? S. L. Rothafel
(“Roxy”) is the recipient of a
unique card of greeting wishing
him success with his new theatre
now rapidly nearing completion
at 50th-51st Streets and 7th Ave-
nue, New York City.

It took the form of an iron
girder on which the ironworkers
employed in the moulding of
steel for the Roxy Theatre out-
lined a message in white letters.

It read “Hello Roxy! Good luck
with the new Theatre. The boys
in the fabricating shop are betting
on you. God bless you!”
Roxy covets the girder as a

precious souvenir, but the im-
practicability of its presence in a
memory book is too apparent and
it was installed with due ceremony
in the niche allotted to it by engi-
neers blue prints in the frame-
work of the new theatre. Need-
less to say, Roxy regards it as
one of the most valuable “props”
of his new enterprise.

Device for Moving
Pianos in Theatre
Made by Channon
J. H. Channon Corporation, 223 West

Erie street, have designed and are mar-
keting a new portable piano truck for
grand pianos. It is described as strong,
compact and adjustable.. Each leg is

adjustable either as to length or angle
and consists of two square pieces of
tubing, one telescopes the other with a
thumb screw for securely fastening
when adjusted to the proper length.
The leg casting is substantial, and is un-

derslung so that it will keep the piano at
approximately the same height as when
the ordinary casters are under it. These
foot casters' are equipped with a special
4-in. rubber tired roller bearing caster with
wheel on a hardened steel pin with a self-

lubricating bronze bushing. The swivel in

the center consists of two substantial
plates, one top and bottom, with the proper
bearing for each leg.

The Channon grand piano truck is made
in two sizes, one overlapping the other.
One size takes the two standard grand
piano and smaller, the other size takes the
two standard grand piano and larger.

These trucks are neatly finished in mahog-
any or dark walnut, and fold for shipping.

Milwaukee to Have
New$350,000House

Plans for the erection of a $350,000
motion picture theatre at the corner of
Eighteenth and Forest Home avenues,
Milwaukee, were announced during the
past week by the Forest Home Invest-
ment Company. The building will be of
brick and tile construction with exterior
dimensions of 90 by 140 feet and will
house in addition to the theatre building
two stores on the first floor and twelve
offices on the second.
A feature of the building for which

Wolff and Ramsthal drew the plans will

be a $35,000 pipe organ.

“Let There Be Light”
(With the usual to K. C. BJ

JUST ABOUT four years ago.

WE STARTED building arc
lamps.

AND WE held a consultation.

AND SAID to each other.

“NOW WE’LL build these lamps.

WITH THE idea of attaining.

UTILITY FIRST—and then we’ll.

MAKE ADDITIONS that will

tend to.

BEAUTIFY THE lamps and make
them.

PRETTY TO look at.”

AND WE built a lamp that was.

SIMPLE IN construction and.

MIGHTY EFFICIENT in oper-
ation.

BUT WHEN we started in to.

MAKE THE lamp good-looking.

WE SAID, “Here, now, these
lamps.

AREN’T GOING up on the stage.

THEY’RE GOING back in the.

PROJECTION BOOTH and the
chances are.

THAT THE guy who runs the.

GALLOPING TINTYPES isn’t

an artist.

AND BESIDES, if this lamp.

IS GOING to be dolled up.

IT WILL cost the Exhibitor.

MORE DOUGH. Now maybe.
HE’D RATHER keep that money.
AND SIMPLY buy service and

utility.

AND PROJECTION that we
know.

HIGH PRICED lamps on the

market.
CAN’T TOUCH.” And so we did.

JUST THAT and featured effi-

ciency.

AND ECONOMY in operation
and.

THE WAY that Exhibitors from.

CUBA TO Portland are buying.

PERFECTION LAMPS would
seem to.

INDICATE THAT we were.

JUST ABOUT right.

I THANK YOU.

“Let There Be Light”

PERFECTION

Low-Intensity
Reflecting Arc Lamp

$195 Complete

PERFECTION ARC CO., Inc.

1402 North Ave. Milwaukee. Wis.
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Internal

Developments
in the

Motion Picture

Industry
By CARL E. MILLIKEN

Of the Motion Picture Producers and Distribu-

tors of America. The first installment of an in-

formative paper presented before the Washington
Meeting of the Society of Motion Picture Engi-
neers.

T HERE is written somewhere in the Old
Testament an injunction which rings

with an authority that time cannot destroy.

It is: “Set thine house in order.” Alex-
ander Pope, whose barbed couplets have
certainly never been excelled and probably

never equalled, was so struck by the force

of the edict that he once exclaimed : “Order
is Heaven’s FIRST law.” Whether we are

willing to go so far as to agree with the

poet that “Order is Heaven’s first law”
or not is neither here nor there, but we
cannot fail to see that in all nature and in

all changes the forces of progress are on
the side of order and that eternal battle

is waged against rebellious chaos and con-

fusion. Even today we see the fight going
on all about us, and there is a continuous

clashing of arms as civilization marches on.

In the moving picture industry the fight

for order has been an intense one, because

the attack has been sudden and concen-

trated. A period of thirty years encom-
passes the entire history of the motion pic-

ture as a theatre shown form of enter-

tainment, and yet less than ten years were
needed for the establishment of harmony
and system once the effort was made.
Today the moving picture industry is uni-

versally accounted a sane business enter-

prise standing on a good solid bottom with

well established principles to guide it and
with well defined aims to impel it forward.

The development of the industry to its

present high degree has not been brought

about leisurely nor in the seclusion of quiet

study, but out of the heat and turmoil of

the fiercest sort of competition, which was
not always governed by the most ethical

standards, the rise has been made and the

present position attained.

The first few years of the industry’s his-

tory were chaotic. Chaos is always the

ancestor of order. The keen men of twenty
and twenty-five years ago who first saw
the commercial possibilities of the toy play-

thing set out in feverish haste on the

world-old quest for gold just as surely as

the forty-niners did when the word came
from Sutter’s Mill that sent them around
Cape Horn or over deserts and through
dangers and hardships in search of fortune.

Picture pioneers were out to dig gold just

as men went to get it in Alaska when the

Klondike’s invitation thrilled the world,
and just as Florida’s more recent call

drew the adventurous blood of our coun-
try. The moving picture industry in those

first days was groping in the dark, with-
out precedents, without backgrounds, and
without experience. But in spite of these

defects the moving picture industry went
steadily ahead. When dramatic art was a

thousand years old the players were still

bedded in barns and said their lines in

stable yards. Crudity was still to be found
in drawing when it had been known a

thousand years. The great newspaper
press, to which the moving picture looks
as to an elder brother, has had six cen-

CHANNON EQUIPMENT
STEEL CURTAINS and COUNTERWEIGHT RIGGING

STAGE HARDWARE

Asbestos-Curtains

Belay Pins

Blocks, all types

Cleats, all types

Counterweights and Arbors

Draw Curtain Tracks

Draw Curtain Machines

Gelatines and Frames

Ground Cloths

Keystones and Corners

Music Stands and Shades

Pin Rails

Pin Wire

Rope, Manila and Wire

Rope Locks

Sand Bags

Smoke Pocket

Stage Screws

Trim Clamps
Winches

Over Sixteen Hundred Boosters

This number of High Class theatres throughout
the United States screen Alexander Advertising
Playlets. You should screen them too, because:

1. IT PLEASES YOUR AUDIENCE

2. IT PROMOTES BUSINESS GOOD WILL

3. IT MAKES YOU MONEY

FREE BOOKLET TELLS YOU!
Mail the Coupon at once
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For
^

Paramount’s
Thousands
of Seats

Paramount wants to

handle crowds quickly and
the Acme will enable them
to do it better than any-
thing else. You may not
operate on as large a scale

as Paramount, but your
seating problem is just as

important to you.

Don't keep your people
waiting it loses business

for you. You know there
are empty seats let the

Acme find them for you.

Send for Bulletins

ACME ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTION CO
407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago

£. Iv't ilL
USHER. SIGNALSYSTEM

Our New Bulletin
describes and il-

lustrates with full
details. It is en-
tirely free.

Between Scenes
—when seconds count

WHEN electrical connections to stage lamps and other lighting

equipment must be made with the utmost speed—yet safely

and securely—then it is that KLIEGL PLUGGING BOXES and
KLIEGL PIN-PLUG CONNECTORS prove their worth. For thirty

years Kliegl Brothers have been foremost in the development of elec-

trical fittings for the stage, and today their products are everywhere
recognized as standards of perfection. Use them in your theatre.

Illustrated Catalogue forwarded on request.

Universal Electric Stage Lighting Co.,inc.
ESTABLISHED 1896

THEATRICAL DECORATIVE • SPECTACULAR

LIO HTING
321 West 50th Street

fe NEW YORK, N.Y. $
OGS-i fSSO

turies of development, and from the Guten-
berg bible to the newspaper of today is a
long and a slow procession of advance-
ment.

* * *

The moving picture industry has none
of these experiences to draw upon, and
it is a fact that those who are in custody
of the industry todav are to a large extent
those who were pioneers in its develop-
ment. And yet development to a high plane
has come, and while the industry makes
no claims of perfection, just as no art or
medium of transmitting ideas can ever
claim perfection, still there is much to be
proud of and little to hide as the indus-
try celebrates its thirtieth anniversary and
begins to look ahead to another thirty years
of growth and prosperity.

Competition we still have, and this is as
it should be, but the old helter-skelter

days are over. The industry has caught
a second breath, and out of the chaotic

beginnings when there was time only for

commercial considerations and none for

moral and educational responsibilities has
come a new and happier view point, when
the men who control the industry recog-

nize the importance of the instrument
which has been placed in their hands and
are ready to meet the needs and require-

ments for its proper use.

From a business standpoint, the industry

has settled down and is operating today
upon sound, common sense lines which
govern other American industries. Reck-
less extravagance is no more. Neither is

there waste of time and effort. No surer

indication is possible of what the industry

stands for economically in our national

life than the attitude of the bankers of the

country as expressed in the recent state-

ment of Richard Saunders former cashier

of the National Bank of Commerce in

New York, to this effect:

“There is hardly a bank in the country
today that does not welcome a motion pic-

ture account and that is not willing to ex-

tend whatever credit the statement war-
rants. The public is supporting its pictures

and buying its securities. The quality of

the pictures is better than ever before.

Elements that make for unsound methods
and unsafe investments are gradually being
eliminated, and it is not difficult to foretell

the day when, with its few remaining
problems solved, the Motion Picture In-

dustry will attain even greater heights than

it has reached today.’’

Pictures themselves have advanced along

with the development of the business side

of the industry, and never have the stand-

ards of artistry and wholesomeness been

so high as they are right now. Never
have there been so many fine pictures

which serve in every way their purpose
of entertainment as we are privileged to

see today. And never has the comment
of press and public been so encouraging
or the enthusiasm of audiences been so

great as at this time. And this I say not

by way of boasting but because I wish
to give you the facts.

For these changes and improvements to

come there had to be reasons, and those

reasons are not hard to find. As the mov-
ing picture industry settled on a firmer

basis and took its second breath, its lead-

ers realized their responsibilities, and they

began in systematic manner to fulfill their

trust.
* * %

Early in 1922, plans were laid for an

association of the producing and distribut-

ing elements in the industry which would
guide and point the way for the com-
pletion of certain functions which the in-

dustry’s leaders recognized as belonging to

the pictures, and on March S. 1922, the

Motion Picture Producers and Distributors

of America, Inc., came into being with nine

of the leading producers and distributors

( Continued on page 43)
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Entrance to model theatre. Auditorium of the model theatre

Model Theatre Is Featured
by Chicago Supply House

A NUMBER of improvements and
refinements have been added to

the Fulton model theatre located in

the Chicago offices of the company at

1018 S. Wabash avenue. The model
theatre idea might be said to be an

institution in the Fulton family, hav-

ing been originated by the late E. E.

Fulton a number of years ago and
carried on by the Fulton brothers in

connection with their supply business

ever since.

Today, according to Carl H. Ful-

ton, the model theatre assumes new

significance since it cannot only lay

claim to be modern and up-to-date in

every respect but can boast of having

housed some of the most distinguished

audiences in the country. Prominent
producers and distributors have util-

ized the model theatre for previews

of new pictures. Stars and directors,

leaving Hollywood for New York
without the opportunity of having

witnessed their newest effort, have

watched their films for the first time

in the little theatre while stopping in

Chicago between trains. District

meetings of film companies have as-

sembled in the theatre to view the

new season’s product under the favor-

able conditions provided.
* * *

As indicated in views on this page
nothing has been left undone to furn-

ish the correct theatre atmosphere.
A small canopy surmounts the en-

trance to the theatre. Corner cases

and display frames add further to the

theatre appearance on the outside.

Near the entrance a portion of the

floor has been roped off with velour

Representing mezzanine of model theatre. Projection room of model theatre.
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The Roth
ACTODECTOR
gives you

better

projection,

and a definite saving in power
A SIMPLE, dependable power

supply, giving the finest quality
of light on the screen, will save you
money instead of costing you more.
The Roth ACTODECTOR, because
it is built especially to deliver a
smooth, steady D.C. supply for
motion picture arcs, makes better
projection easy. Its operation is

automatic and, once adjusted for

your conditions of operation, the
projectionist can leave it alone.
Because of the Roth ACTODEC-
TOR’S high efficiency and its cor-
rect operating characteristics, it

cuts power bills.

Send for prices and data on the cor-
rect ACTODECTOR for your re-
quirements. Built in sizes for every
theatre, large or small.

covered aisle rope to represent the
mezzanine floor. Here are to be
found comfortable settees and easy
chairs and a baby grand piano to

round out the atmosphere of comfort-
able luxury.

The auditorium is furnished with
comfortable leather upholstered
chairs. Music is furnished by a Kim-
ball organ. On the stage are beauti-
ful curtains and drops operated by a
Vallen curtain control from the booth.
In the ceiling is an artistic chandelier.
In fact, virtually nothing has been
overlooked to make the miniature
playhouse the equal of a modern met-
ropolitan theatre in point of comfort
and convenience, if not in size.

* * *

Equipment comprising the theatre in-
cludes canopy and electric signs, Stanley
frames and ticket booth, Newman ticket
chopper, Kimball organ, Olson carpets
with Ozite carpet cushioning, Kausalite
aisle lights, Voigt lighting fixtures, Ran-
dall artificial flowers, Edison lamps,
Vallen curtain control, Ward Leonard
dimmer system, Supreme blower, Beau-
mont studios stage curtains, Da-Lite
screen, E. L. Mansure Co. plush cov-
ered guard rope, Ingersoll fountain,
Powers projectors with G. E. Mazda
units, Bausch & Lomb lenses and Bren-
kert effect projectors .and spot and flood
lamps.

Theatre Executives
Inspect New House
Harry M. Crandall, executive vice-presi-

dent of the Stanley-Crandall Company of

Washington, now operating the theatres in

and about the national capital which he

founded, Joseph P. Morgan, general mana-
ger of those theatres, and John J. Payette,

supervisor of the Stanley-Crandall houses,

visited Baltimore recently to inspect the

rapidly progressing new Stanley theatre

which is rising on the site of the famous
old Academy of Music. Sufficient progress

has been made on the new house, which
will be one of the handsomest ever erected

with a total seating capacity of 4,000, to

justify the placing of banner streamers of

tremendous dimensions across the front of

the property announcing that on the site

is being reared “The World’s Best

Theatre.”

Nelson B. Bell, in charge of advertising

and publicity of the Stanley-Crandall

houses in the Washington territory, re-

cently journeyed by motor to Frederick,

Maryland, to obtain a preview of the new
theatre in that city which soon will be

ready for public dedication. The new
Frederick house probably will be the first

of those now under construction as addi-

tions to the Stanley-Crandall circuit to

be ready for formal opening.

San Francisco, Cal.—Alphonse Schurra
has awarded a contract for the construc-

tion of a modern motion picture theatre

to be erected by him. This theatre is to

be erected in Sunnyville, Santa Clara

County and will cost in the neighborhood
of $35,000. It will also have a seating ca-

pacity of 1,100.

We also make special motor generator sets , emergency lighting sets , motors for ventilating
and pump service. Write for bulletins.

ROTH BROTHERS & CO.
1409 W. Adams Street, Chicago, 111.

Roth Brothers

EH 10-30-Gray

Oriental Theatre, Chicago, showing orchestra lift at
lower level with console lift raised to stage level

The
ORIENTAL

THEATRE
Chicago

and the following

are equipped with our
organ console and or-

chestra lifts

:

Uptown Theatre, Chicago
Tivoli Theatre, Chicago
Howard Theatre, Chicago
Tower Theatre, Chicago
Harding Theatre, Chicago
Belmont Theatre, Chicago
Diversey Theatre, Chicago
North Center Theatre,

Chicago
Metropolitan Theatre, Boston

State Theatre, Detroit

Orchestra Hall, Detroit

Michigan Theatre, Detroit

Shea’s Theatre, Buffalo'

Saengers Theatre, New Orleans

Eastman Theatre, Rochester

Kilborn Hall, Rochester

Royal Theatre, Joliet

Missouri Theatre, St. Louis

St. Louis Theatre, St. Louis

Colony Theatre, New York
Rivoli Theatre, New York

Roxy Theatre, New York
Paramount Theatre, New York

PETER CLARK, INC.
534-536-538 West 30th St. NEW YORK CITY
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Internal Developments
in the Film Industry

(Continued from page 40)

as members. Right here, I might say that

that number has now increased to twenty-

three members, the twenty-third member
having joined the association just two
months ago.

Mr. Will H. Hays was called from the

cabinet of President Harding, where he

was serving as postmaster-general, to be-

come president of the newly formed asso-

ciation. In the articles of incorporation,

filed in Albany, New York, the members
of the Motion Picture Producers and Dis-

tributors of America wrote their code of

ethics and laid the fundamental planks

upon which the Association has since then

operated. They were briefly, to

:

Establish and maintain the highest pos-

sible moral and artistic standards of mo-
tion picture production ; and develop the

educational as well as the entertainment

value and the general usefulness of the

motion picture.

This was not a vague gentleman’s agree-

ment but was the legal statement of a

legal purpose by a legally organized body
and was the definite pledge of the industry

to make the moving picture the great fac-

tor in the public life that it can be.

Two major matters were presented to

the newly formed association in that

March four years ago. First, confidence

and co-operation within the industry were
essential, and second, establishment of the

industry on a basis to merit public ap-

proval was needed.

At once the machinery was set into op-
eration to bring about simultaneously the

two results. Indeed, one was so dependent
upon the other that neither could have
been accomplished without the achievement
of the other.

Extravagance within the industry was
checked by direct and forceful methods.
Haphazard business manners were suc-
ceeded by business methods. No place was
left for those who were slipshod in their

commercial transaction. Truth became
paramount in advertising. The industry
began to be a business and not a game.
A leavening was at work within the in-

dustry, and the problems were being met
and solved.

^ ^ 4=

MR. EXHIBITOR!
You Must Support the Independent Supply Dealer

We being one of the remaining few we are making this appeal
for other independent supply dealers as well as ourselves.

No doubt you are posted as to the conditions now existing in the
motion picture equipment and supply business. If not; why not?
Investigate ! Before it is too late.

We, as one of the largest and oldest independent supply houses,
are spending thousands of dollars in the making of dies and tools

to manufacture machine parts and other essential equipment
necessary for you to operate your theatre ; therefore trying to

bring prices down where they should be—to do this we must
have your full support.

We can save you money on anything and everything you need
to equip or operate your theatre.

Look Over a Few of Our Leaders
MOTSCO SPROCKETS—Hard Heat Treated and Guaranteed—For the Following: Make

Machines

:

For Motiograph Intermittent, Each . .$3.60 For Motiograpli Feed and Take Up,
For Powers Intermittent, Each 4.20 Each $2.80
For Simplex Intermittent 4.20 For Powers, Feed and Take Up, Each 2.40

For Simplex, Feed and Take Up, Each 2.40

Motseo Aperature Plates tor Motio 1916 and Early I >e I .u \e, Each. .$2.00
Motsco Tension Shoes for Motio 1916 and Early DeLuxe, Each 1.20

Stock Tickets <2000 on Roll) 10 Rolls 3.50
Imported Malti Cross Plano Condensers, Each 1.00

Discount on Carbons, Machine Parts and All Theatre Equipment

Write for Our Complete Catalogue and Help Us Bring Prices Down

MONARCH THEATRE SUPPLY CO.
1223 S. Wabash Ave. Chicago, 111.

Wc Have No Branch Office

Illinois Distributor for the Strong Reflector Arc Lamp

RAVEN

TRIUMPHS AGAIN
on

BROADWAY
By Being Selected for the

Premier Presentation of

Film Boards of Trade were made na-
tional in character and in thirty-three key
cities today these boards made up of rep-

resentatives of producing and distributing
companies and exhibitors, conduct the field

business of the industry in their respective
territories. General headquarters for the
Film Boards of Trade are in the offices

of the Motion Picture Producers and Dis-
tributors of America, and through the ma-
chinery thus afforded the business of buy-
ing and selling is carried on with the
greatest ease and facility.

The industry was the first large industry
to adopt country-wide commercial arbitra-

tion in the settling of its trade disputes.
Arbitration boards were established in the
thirty-three key cities, each board being
composed of three exhibitors and three
distributors, a seventh member being
elected by the board in the event of a tie

vote. So successful has the industry been
in its arbitration that the recent report of
the Arbitration Society in America proves
it to be, for the second year, the outstand-
ing example of use of the system in Amer-
ica. No other industry has even ap-
proached it in successfully settling trade
controversies. For instance, last year, 11,-

887 disputes, involving $2,542,544.40, were

“SORROWS OF SATAN”

RAVEN SCREEN CORPORATION
1476 Broadway New York City

NOW IS THE TIME
TO BRIGHTEN

that dark
corner
statue,
fountain,
display
board.
‘BEST’ baby
SPOT will

do it effi-

ciently, eco-
nomically,

at your
dealers

$15.00
MFG. BY

BEST DEVICES CO.
Film Bldg. Cleveland, O.

KIDDIES “MATINEE” GIFTS

100-uiFT NOVELTY TOYS with a
5c to 15c retail value assorted in

a box for only $3.00
Our Catalog offering 1,000 and ONE
kinds of novelties, and celebration goods
in general is free.

Send for BOTH at once, and let us intro-
duce ourselves to your entire liking.

BRAZEL NOVELTY MFG. CO.
30 Ella St., Cincinnati, O.
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Da-LiteScreens give Value

I

T S value that counts. Da-Lite
Screens will satisfy you from the

first and will give you more days per
dollar. A small sample will tell the

story. TRY TO PUNCTURE IT—
TEAR IT. You know they9

re good.

DA-LITE SCREEN & SCENIC CO.
922 West Monroe St. Chicago, Illinois

f

THAT ALL MAY ENJOY-THE PERFORMANCE

SILENCE
T WILL BE APPRECIATED -

Most folks will respect this gentle, but

firm, “request with a logical reason.”

The illumination is in a restful, soft

green that does not lessen nor interfere

with the effectiveness of your screen.

These rich Edgeglow signs are furnished

in any length desired, from 24 inches up,

in multiples'of 8 inches, at very attractive

prices.

Edgeglow and other beautiful and prac-

tical glass signs are described in our folder

“Signs of Class Made of Glass.” Let us

send it to you.

V
Rawson & Evans Co., 710-712 Washington Boul., Chicago

(3104A)J

SCENIC STUDIOS
Scenery and Stage Equipment

VELOUR CURTAINS
AND CYCLORAMAS

THE VM. BECK & SONS CO.
Established 1856

Highland corner Dorchester Ave.
CINCINNATI, OHIO

“PAPIER MACHE”
Ornamental Relief Decorations are
light, durable and inexpensive as
compared with other materials used
for plastic relief decorations.

We have executed the elaborate stage
screen settings for the following theatres:

Chicago Theatre )

Uptown Theatre > Chicago
Oriental Theatre )

Shea’s Theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.,

and many other high class theatres
throughout the country.

Estimates cheerfully furnished for any
kind of special work.

Eugene Kraemer, Mgr.

ALPHA COMPRESSED WOOD CO.
2054 Larrabee Street

Chicago, Illinois

disposed of by the boards of arbitration.
Ot these, 4,269 disputes were settled before
suomission to the boards, while 5,450
awards were made. Only 22 disputes re-
quired a seventh arbitrator, and of the
tnousands heard, only 17 were litigated
alter arbitration. Only one was litigated
berore submission to arbitration.

Further, the Industry, through the Mo-
tion Picture Producers and Distributors,
has adopted a uniform contract for the
rental of films, has brought about closer
co-operation between the exhibitor and the
distributor, and has harnessed the forces
within the industry into a working unit
for the good of the industry. Working
closely with the Association of the Motion
Picture Producers of California and the
Association of Motion Picture Distributors
and Exhibitors of Canada, it has widened
its scope.

* * *

Fraudulent motion picture enterprises
have been relentlessly fought and have de-
creased enormously. Support of better

business bureaus has been enlisted for
countrywide betterment in the business
aspects of the industry, and advertising
clubs have been brought into a working
relationship for the improvement of ad-
vertising methods as well as the improve-
ment of advertising honesty.

I might mention in addition any number
of definite examples to show how the mo-
tion picture industry under the new impe-
tus given it four years ago has gone about
its plan of stabtization. For instance, sev-
eral months ago, the Association of Motion
Picture Producers of California in con-
junction with the Motion Picture Produc-
ers and Distributors of America, Inc.,

established in Hollywood what is known as

a free centralized casting bureau for extras.

Prior to that time, extras employed in mo-
tion pictures—and the industry uses more
casual labor than any other industry

—

were paying ten per cent and upward of

their wages to employment agencies. They
were being charged for not only the first

placement but for all subsequent place-

ments. To relieve this situation, the pro-

ducers agreed to establish a centralized

casting bureau through which all place-

ments of extras would be made without
cost to the man or woman employed. The
bureau opened in January of this year, and
already more than 60,000 placements have
been made—not of sixty thousand different

extras, of course, but that many place-

ments.

The influence of such a casting bureau
is more far-reaching than a cursory view
indicates. For instance, you can see how a
bureau like this will eventually wipe out

of existence questionable schools for act-

ing. scenario writing, and the like which
have preyed on a gullible public. Since
these schools will have no power to get

positions for their students except through
the casting bureau which operates without
cost to the employee, here will be no ex-
cuse for their continuation. Thus, not only
will thousands of dollars be saved for the

extras, but they will be protected in other
and just as substantial ways.

Another indication is that the industry
has placed itself on record for the protec-

tion and care of animals used in the films

and has so carefully followed the laws it

has laid out for itself in this regard that

the American Humane Society and other

groups have strongly commended the pro-
ducers for their enlightened stand and
called on other industries and groups using
animals to emulate the motion picture in-

dustry.

Likewise, schools have been established

in the California studios for children em-
ployed in pictures, the teachers being paid

by the producers but selected by the Los
Angeles Board of Education.
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Ashcraft Building
Large Coast Plant
to Meet Demands

Ashcraft Automatic Arc Company of
Hollywood, Calif., has purchased a valu-
able business site at the corner of Hoover
street and Santa Monica boulevard on
which is being erected a modern factory
and office to care for the increasing busi-

ness of the company. According to C. S.

Ashcraft, head of the firm, the Ashcraft
Automatic Arc Company, has enjoyed a

steadily growing business in the three years
of its existence and installations of the

Ashcraft high intensity as well as the re-

flector type lamp now includes representa-
tive theatres throughout the country,
among them some of the nation’s largest

houses.
Hollywood’s motion picture studios are

users of Ashcraft studio arcs which is an-
other product of this concern.

H* -I
s 'K

Outstanding features of the Ashcraft
Automatic Arc are described by Mr. Ash-
craft as follows

:

“The Ashcraft Automatic Arc for pro-
jection is made in three units; the leement
or burner, the arc controller, and a three-

way adjustable base. In the burner is util-

ized a new principle in carbon feed, the
purpose of which is to provide a uniform
rotation at a slow speed and to give to the

carbon an evenly forward feed in order
to maintain an absolutely uniform length
of arc.

“The feeding in the Ashcraft Automatic
Arc is entirely mechanical and is actuated
by a 1/50 H. P. shunt motor mounted on
the arc controller base. The positive elec-

trode is fed through a short tube by means
of roller gears in contact with the carbon.
These same gears are revolved by being in

Ashcraft reflector arc lamp

mesh with a spiral or scroll gear mounted
upon and concentric with the tube through
which the carbon is fed. The rotation of
the positive carbon is constant and is ro-
tated at two revolutions per minute.
“This type of positive head has been de-

veloped by the Ashcraft Automatic Arc
Company to provide a positively acting and
adjustable means of feeding the positive
carbon and at the same time for producing
a clear field on the screen.

sjj j|c *

“Some forms of high intensity lamp employ a
positive clamp to grip the carbon. When a
warped carbon is encountered, which is very
frequent, this carbon being gripped at the cen-
ter causes the crater to gyrate or describe a
circle each revolution, thus presenting a rotat-
ing spot which moves all over the aperture. This
is prevented in the Ashcraft Automatic Arc by
their method of placing feed rollers, which grip
the carbon, near the front end of the carbon at
which is placed a stationary guide plate. This
holds the crater absolutely in place but allows
the rear end to describe as large a circle as nec-
essary. Brown corners and discolored field are
largely due to this fact.

“The contact shoes or brushes of this lamp are

Ashcraft high intensity lamp

forged of cold rolled alloy m,ade sufficiently large

to withstand the excessive heat of the arc. The
brushes are held in contact with the carbon
by adjustable spring pressed arms extending to

the rear of the lamp where the spring is placed

out of the heat. The brush arms also extend
downward and backward in order to place the

flexible shunt in a protected place. A large alloy

baffle is placed in front of the brushes and pro-

tects the entire lamp from the heat of the arc.

* * *

“Heavy bus bars and cable clamps are pro-

vided in order that a new connection may be
made quickly without interruption to service.

“Another feature is the use of insulated tele-

scopic tubes connecting the burner with the arc

controller. By this means the control handles are

permanently fixed and motion produced by adjust-

ment of the burner in the housing, is absorbed
by the telescopic tubes.
“The arc control is novel and neat in design.

It is mounted on the back of the housing. All

gearing possible is mounted in the arc controller

and is covered by an enameled case, protecting
working parts from dust.

“Lubrication is not employed in the burner as

all parts are treated with graphite compound at

the factory.
“The base upon which the element is mounted

provides vertical, transverse, and longitudinal mo-
tion in order to properly focus upon the aperture.
All controls are extended to the rear of housing
for convenience of the operator.

* * *

“The lamphouse is constructed of heavy sheet
steel with reinforced double doors to prevent light

leakage and sagging. The housing is 18 inches
long, 1154 inches wide and 22 inches high, with
removable top for cleaning. The arc controller
is mounted upon the back. The entire lamp-
house is finished in black enamel with polished
nickeled trimmings. Provisions are made for
mounting on all makes of projection machines.

Will Erect Indianapolis

House Costing $300,000
A $300,000 motion and vaudeville theatre

building will be built at Fountain Square
in Indianapolis, it was announced by Ben
Sagalowsky, president of the Peerless
Realty Company, which will construct the

building. In addition to the large theatre,

the building will contain a ballroom, ten

storerooms and office space on the two
upper floors.

A CORRECTION
In a story in October 2nd

“Better Theatres” on page 35,

through unfortunate typo-
graphical error the identity of

the author, C. M. Burlingame
was not stated. Mr. Burlin-
game is vice-president of the
Perfection Arc Company, Mil-
waukee. His article presented
his personal views and not
those of a staff member of
“Better Theatres.”

Hoffman &Soons
Announce Remote

Rheostat Control
Something new in remote rheostat

control for the projection booth has
been developed by Hoffman & Soons,
of New York City, manufacturers of
the well known Perfection rheostats.
The new remote control feature is de-
scribed by Hoffman & Soons as follows:

“Figure I shows a panel with volt am-
meter and speed indicator, with pilot light,

controlling switch, receptacle for trouble
lamp or motor circuit, and radial multiple
control switch for controlling the current
which is passing through the arc. It is

not necessary in this new unit to carry the
main current to the panel as heretofore,
as this current is handled automatically
by the relays which are installed on the
rheostat as shown in figure No. 2. The
relays used for this purpose were devel-
oped especially for our purpose and are
used on about one-fourth of their rated
carrying capacity. They require on their

primary circuit about 5 watts for each re-

lay, and the panel shown in the cut shows
a multiple unit of 8-10 amp. steps.

“The primary circuit is controlled by
means of a toggle switch and connected in

series with a pilot lamp at the top of the
panel which serves as a pilot lamp and
also as a light to read the instruments.
It will be noted that it is only necessary
to run nine No. 14 wiles in a conduit from
the panel to the rheostat, the larger wires
running direct to the projector.

“This unit makes a very convenient

Figure 1

means of current control, i. e., when a new
trim has been installed in the lamp and
the projectionist is “burning in” a new
carbon, he throws the toggle switch to an
off position, thus releasing all the relays

that he has determined to use, and he
receives the maximum resistance, or other-
wise the lowest current rating of the rheo-
stat, which has a rating in this case of 60
to 140 amp.—sixty fixed and 8-10 amp.
steps, which are operated by the small
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Is your screen an
Asset or a Liability?

DOES it develop your patronage, or does

it drive your patrons to your competi-

tors?

There’s no getting away from the fact that the

screen can make or ruin your pictures, and while

the proper one will boost your box-office receipts,

a poor one will do just the opposite.

In a KNOBEL-BUILT to specification

SILVersheE!'
you are assured of having the proper surface for

your needs, and are guaranteed of absolute satis-

faction.

Every National Theatre Supply Company branch

is a SILVERSHEET distributor. See them to-day. r

SILVersheEI' company

915-17 Wash St. - - St. Louis, Mo.

Perfect Projection
you cannot overestimate
its importance . . .

Elaborate interiors . . . entrancing
music . . . courteous service . . .

these are merely modern settings to

the big feature of your house—its

pictures.

If the pictures are not perfectly

projected, you cannot hope to hold
patronage.

Keep pace with the latest trend in

projection science. Investigate the

exclusive merits of the

Perfex Low Intensity
Arc Lamp Perfex Rectifier
Whiter, brighter light. No flick-

er. Consumes less current. Gives
steady, bright, white light on
1000 to 2000 watts an hour. Sa\»es

over two-thirds of your present
power bill. Free 30-day trial in

your house gladly given. Perfex
Low Intensity Arc Lamps sell on
performance. Write for details.

The Rollaway Motor Company
Toledo, Ohio, U. S. A.

Here’s another profitable im-
provement for your projec-
tion booth. It’s the PERFEX
RECTIFIER. Replaces gen-
erator. Converts alternating
current to direct current
without noise, vibration or
flicker. Produces a strong,
steady, clear white light.

Write for details. Free dem-
onstration gladly given.

radial multiple switch. The projectionist
has decided, for instance, that he requires
100 amps, to maintain the best light on the
screen for this particular house. He turns
the radial switch to the point marked 4.

This engages four relays at 10 amps, each
or 40 amps, adjustable and 60 amps, fixed,

a total of 100 amps. When he installs a
new trim he snaps the toggle switch off

and strikes his arc on low, burns his car-

Figure 2

bons in on the low current, thus effecting

a great saving on both carbons and current.

“When he is ready to shoot his picture,

with a touch of his finger he snaps on the

toggle switch, which instantaneously throws
the relays in, and he receives the current

that he previously decided to use. There
are no contacts to burn out. No contact

on the controller carries more than 40

watts, so it may be seen that this system
may be easily installed in any theatre.

When installed it gives the projectionist a

better chance to control the current and
thus produce better pictures. When a

dark picture comes along, by a simple turn

on the radial switch the current is in-

creased or decreased as desired.

“This new unit might well be incorpora-

ted in the specifications of new theatres

and can readily be installed in existing

theatres. It allows the rheostat to be

placed in a remote point, such as a rheo-

stat room, thus keeping the projection

room free from heat and at the same time
allowing the projectionist to have complete
control of the current without fear of

burning of contacts.”

More Stop Charts
Now Available to

Men in the Booth
TX/I ORE than 300 individual requests

from projectionists and theatres for
“Better Theatres” stop -charts have been
received since the inauguration of this

popular plan for improving projection.

The first supply of charts was quickly ex-

hausted as have been several subsequent
supplies. “Better Theatres,” however,
has just received another batch and is

filling old and repeat requests as quickly

as received.

The Stop Charts, which come 20 to a

pad are furnished free to readers of this

publication.

That the Stop Chart system has been
an important factor in bringing about
improved projection in many theatres

has been the verdict of hundreds of pro-

jectionists who have followed faithfully

the working plan of the chart. Briefly,

the stop chart has for its purpose the

isolation and subsequent elimination of

causes for projection stops and inferior

projection in general.
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New Theatres
TV/TARYSVILLE, CAL. — Work has

started on the New National theatre

which is to be erected on E Street between

Fifth and Sixth. Plans for the theatre are

by Bliss and Fairweather, Architects, San
Francisco, Cal. I. C. Evans, Marysville,

Cal., is the contractor. The building will

be a four-story one and will have two
small stores on either side of the theatre’s

entrance and eight offices on the second

floor.
* x *

Kansas City, Mo.—A motion picture

theatre seating 1,600 persons will occupy

the greater part of the ground floor of a

new building going up on the site of Troost

and Forty-sixth Streets. The Rockhill

Theatre Building Company is the owner
of the property. Midwest Theatres, Inc.,

is the lessee and future operator of the

theatre, and the Reyburn Company is the

builder. The architectural work was done

by the firm of Shepard & Wiser.
* * ' *

Pauls Valley, Okla.—L. E. Brewer,
manager of the Brewer Amusement Com-
pany is completing plans for building a

third show house here.

* * x

Berkeley, Cal.—The Golden State The-
atre and Realty Corporation operators of

more than 100 theatres throughout the

state of California will this month open the

New Rivoli Theatre, San Pablo and Uni-
versity Avenues. Lawrence Borg is a part-

ner in the ownership of this theatre. The
Rivoli Theatre will take the place of the

old Varsity Theatre, and will have a ca-

pacity of more than 1,500 seats.

Hattiesburg, La.—B. W. Bickert, repre-

sentative of the Saenger Amusement Com-
pany, New Orleans, has spent several days
looking for an appropriate site for the

erection of a theatre for negroes, to seat

between 700 and 800.

* * *

Baton Rouge, La.—A new motion picture

theatre with a seating capacity of 300 is to

be erected at 1646 Main Street. The prop-
erty is being leased by J. G. Mortimer of
Baton Rouge, and E. C. Kingsbery of
Baker.

* x t-

Atlantic City, N. J.—Hoffman-PIenon
Company of Philadelphia, engineers, build-

ers and architects were the contractors for
the new Earle Theatre to be erected here,

at Missouri and Atlantic Avenues. This
theatre building will also include nine
stores and a showroom. The theatre will

have a seating capacity of 1,971.

x x *

Joplin, Mo.—The Universal Chain The-
atres Corp., plans to build a 2,000-seat

house here. It is to be erected at the

corner of Fifth Street and Virginia Ave-
nue.

* * *

Rochelle, 111.—Mr. Berve announced yes-
terday that Rochelle will be the proud pos-
sessor of a new 600-seat theatre with all

the modern improvements. This theatre
will be on the site of the present Majestic
Theatre.

x x x

Edinburg, Texas.—A $14,000 theatre will

be built in San Juan in the near future.
Louis Gerltz is said to be the builder, C.
W. Nelson the contractor, and Roy E.
Kintz will be general manager of the new
show. x*x

LIumboldt, Cal.—George M. Mann, in*

company with C. W. Koerner of San Fran-

The Palace Or-
pheum, Milwaukee,
the brightest spot
on “The White
Way.”

Signs with a PUNCH!
The brilliantly lighted MILNE-built signs have

the “Punch” that bring people to your theatre.

Crowds flock to theatres with the best lighted ex-

teriors, and MILNE signs satisfy to the utmost in

this respect.

MILNE signs compel attention! They are built

by men who know theatre requirements. The same
skill and knowledge is incorporated in MILNE
Changeable Letter Marquise and Canopies.

Send us the name of your theatre and let us
submit a colored sketch without obligation to you.

MILNE ELECTRIC SIGN CO.
1 89 Fifth St. Milwaukee, Wis.

MILNESIGNS
Changeable Letter Marquise or Canopies

cisco, James P. Chase of Eureka, and V. A.
Wood, who is local manager, were in For-
tuna, Cal., at which time Mr. Mann went
over the building he plans to remodel into

a first class theatre. The theatre will have
a seating capacity of 500, and work is to

start immediately.xxx
Freedom, Okla.—C. T. Ritter is the con-

tractor in charge of the construction of a

new building which is to house a motion
picture theatre when completed.

* * *

Childress, Texas.—H. W. Thaten, local

contractor is in charge of construction
work on a theatre to be erected here and
which is to cost in the neighborhood of
$20,000. The new show house is on Com-
merce Street, and is being erected by the
firm of Phipps

#
& Layton.

x x x

Woodward, Okla.—D. V. Terry and as-
sociates are working on a theatre to be
opened by the first of November. The
building is going up east of the Baker
Hotel on Main Street.

# * *

New Orleans, La.—A new motion picture
theatre is being built over the old Famous
Theatre at North Claiborne and Marigny
Streets. The new structure will have a
seating capacity of 1,500 seats and the
front of the building will be in Spanish
design. L. Delarosa is the contractor. The
new building will cost approximately
$80,000.

New Low
Prices

Hennegan

Program
Covers

Write for new samples

The Hennegan Company
Cincinnati

are the reliable method wherever light

control is needed-— in electric signs,

flood lighting, spectacular lighting ef-

fects. Leaders for 20 years.

2651 W. Congress St.

Chicago

Write for
valuable
bulletin.

Makers of Reynolds
Motors, Reco Color
Hoods, Show Win-
dow Flashers, Traf-

fic Controls, etc.
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Better Theatres Information

and Catalog Bureau
Many of the products listed below are advertised by reliable companies in this issue of “Better Theatres’

Free Service to Readers
of “Equipment Index”

f]T “Better Theatres” offers on these pages an indi-

AJ vidual service to its readers through this Exhibitors

Information and Catalog Bureau. Detailed informa-

tion and catalogs concerning any product listed on
these pages will be sent to any theatre owner, man-
ager, architect or projectionist.

f][ Fill in the coupon on the next page and mail it to

the “Better Theatres” division, Exhibitors Herald,

407 S. Dearborn street, Chicago.

fTIMany of the products listed by this Bureau are

advertised in this issue of “Equipment Index.”

See Advertisers Index.

f|[We are glad to serve you. Do not hesitate to ask

us for any information on equipment or problems
pertaining to the efficient operation of your theatre.

A
1 Accounting systems.

2 Accoustical installations.

3 Adapters, carbon.

4 Adding, calculating ma-
chines.

5 Admission signs.

6 Addressing machines.

7 Advertising novelties,

materials.

8 Advertising projectors.

9 Air conditioning equip-

ment.

10 Air dome tents.

11 Aisle lights.

12 Aisle rope.

13 Alarm signals.

14 Arc lamps, reflecting.

15 Architectural service.

16 Arc regulators.

17 Artificial plants, flowers.

18 Art titles.

19 Automatic curtain con-

trol.

20 Automatic projection cut-

outs.

21 Automatic sprinklers.

B

22 Balloons, advertising.

23 Banners.

24 Baskets, decorative.

25 Bell-buzzer signal sys-

tems.

26 Blocks pulleys, stage-

rigging.

27 Blowers, hand.

28 Booking agencies for mu-
sicians.

29 Booking agencies (state

kind).

80 Boilers.

81 Bolts, panic.

32 Booths, projection.

33 Booths, ticket.

84 Box, loge chairs.

35 Brass grills.

36 Brass rails.

87 Brokers-Theatre promo-
tion.

88 Bulletin boards, change-
able.

c

39 Cable.

40 Cabinets.

41 Calcium lights.

42 Cameras.
43 Canopies for fronts.

44 Carbons.
45 Carbon sharpeners.
46 Carbon wrenches.
47 Carpets.
48 Carpet cushion.

49

Carpet cleaning com-
pound.

60

Carpet covering.
51 Cases, film shipping.
62 Cement, film.

63 Chair covers.
54 Chairs, wicker.
65 Chairs, theatre.

66 Change makers.
57 Changer overs.

58 Color hoods.
69 Color wheels.
60 Condensors.

D
61 Date strips.

62 Decorations (state kind).

63 Decorators, theatre.

64 Dimmers.
65 Disinfectants—perfumed.
66 Doors, fireproof.

67 Draperies.
68 Drinking fountains.

69 Duplicating machines.

E

70 Electric circuit testing

instruments.
71 Electric fans.

72 Electrical flowers.

73 Electric power generat-
ing plants.

74 Electric signs.

75 Electric signal and con-
trol systems.

76 Emergency lighting
plants.

77 Exit light signs.

F

78 Film cleaners.
79 Film splicing machine.
80 Film tools (state kind).
81 Film waxing machine.

82 Fire alarms.
83 Fire escapes.
84 Fire extinguishers.
85 Fire hose.
86 Fire hose reels, carts.

87 Fire proof curtains.

88 Fire proof doors.
89 Fire proofing materials.

90 Fixtures, lighting.

91 Flashlights.
92 Flashers, Electric sign.

93 Flood lighting.

94 Floorlights.
95 Floor covering.
96 Floor runners.
97 Flowers, artificial.

98 Footlights.
99 Fountains, decorative.

100 Fountains, drinking.
101 Frames-poster, lobby dis-

play.

102 Fronts, metal theatre.

103 Furnaces, coal burning.
104 Furnaces, oil burning.
105 Furniture, theatre.

106 Fuses.

G
107 Generators.
108 Grilles, brass.

109 Gummed labels.

110 Gypsum products.

H
111 Hardware, stage.

112 Heating system, coal.

113 Heating system, oil.

I

114 Ink, pencils for slides.

115 Insurance, Fire.

116 Insurance, Rain.
117 Interior decorating serv-

ice.

118 Interior illuminated
signs.

J

119 Janitors’ supplies.

L

120 Labels, film caution.

121 Lamps, decorative.

122 Lamp dip coloring.

123 Lamps, general lighting.

124 Lamps, incandescent pro-
jection.

125 Lamps, reflecting arc.

126 Lamp shades.

127 Lavatory equipment, fur-
nishings.

128 Lavatory fixtures.
129 Ledgers, theatre.

130 Lenses.

131 Lights, exit.

132 Lights, spot.

133 Lighting fixtures.

134 Lighting installations.

135 Lighting systems, com-
plete.

136 Linoleum.

137 Liquid soap.

138 Liquid soap containers.

139 Lithographers.
140 Lobby display frames.
141 Lobby gazing balls.

142 Lobby furniture.
143 Lobby decorations.
144 Lubricants (state kind).
145 Luminous numbers.
146 Luminous signs, interior,

exterior.

M
147 Machines, ticket.

148 Machines, pop corn.
149 Machines, sanitary vend-

ing.

150 Make up, boxes, theatri-
Cell

151 Marble.
152 Marquise.
153 Mats, leather
154 Mats and runners.
155 Mazda projection adapt-

ers.

156 Metal lath.

157 Metal polish.

158 Mirror, shades.
159 Motor generators.
160 Motion picture cable.
161 Musical instruments

(state kind).
162 Music publishers.
163 Music rolls.

164 Music stands.

N
165 Napkins.
166 Novelties, advertising.

equipment.
167 Nursery furnishings and
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Exhibitors Information and Catalog Bureau

o
168 Oil burners.

169 Orchestral pieces.

170 Orchestra pit fittings,

furnishings.

171 Organs.

172 Organ novelty slides.

173 Organ lifts.

174 Organ chamber heaters.

175 Ornamental fountains.

176 Ornamental metal work.

177 Ornamental metal thea-

tre fronts.

P

178 Paint, screen.

179 Paper drinking cups.

180 Paper towels.

181 Perfumers.

182 Photo frames.

183 Pianos.

184 Picture sets.

185 Player pianos.

186 Plastic fixtures and dec-

orations.

187 Plumbing fixtures.

188 Positive film.

189 Posters.

190 Poster frames.

191 Poster lights.

192 Poster paste.

193 Portable projectors.

194 Pottery, decorative.

195 Power generating plants.

196 Printing, theatre.

197 Programs.
198 Program covers.
199 Program signs, illu-

minated.
200 Projection lamps.

201 Projection machines.

202 Projection machine parts.

203 Projection room equip-

ment.

R

204 Radiators.

205 Radiator covers.

206 Rails, brass.

207 Rails, rope.

208 Rain insurance.

209 Rectifiers.

210 Reconstruction service.

211 Redecorating service.

212 Reflectors (state kind).

213 Refurnishing service.

214 Regulators, Mazda.

215 Reels.

216 Reel end signals.

217 Reel packing, canying
cases.

218 Resonant orchestra plat-

form.

219 Reseating service.

220 Rewinding film.

221 Rheostats

222 Rigging, stage.

223 Roofing materials.

S

224 Safes, film.

225 Scenery, stage.

226 Scenic artists’ service.

227 Screens.

228 Screen paint.

229 Seat covers.
230 Seat indicators, vacant.
231 Seats, theatres.

232 Signs (state kind).

233 Signs, parking.

234 Signals, reel end.

235 Sign flashers.

236 Sign-cloth.

237 Sign lettering service.

238 Side walk machines, corn
poppers.

239 Slides.

240 Slide ink, pencils.

241 Slide lanterns.

242 Slide making outfits.

243 Slide mats.

244 Shutters, metal fire.

245 Soap containers, liquid.

246 Speed indicators.

247 Spotlights.

248 Stage doors-valances, etc.

249 Stage lighting equipment.

260 Stage lighting systems.

251 Stage rigging-blocks,
pulleys.

252 Stage scenery.

253 Stair treads.

254 Statuary.
255 Steel lockers.

256 Stereopticons.

257 Sweeping compounds.
258 Switchboards.
259 Switches, automatic.

T

260 Tally counters.

261 Tapestries.
262 Tax free music.
263 Telephones, inter-com-

municating.
264 Temperature regulation

system.
265 Terra Cotta.

266 Terminals.
267 Theatre accounting sys-

tems.
268 Theatre dimmers.

269 Theatre seats.

270 Tickets.

271 Ticket booths.

272 Ticket choppers.

273 Ticket holders.

274 Ticket racks.

275 Ticket selling machines.

276 Tile.

277 Tile stands.

278 Tool cases, operator’s.

279 Towels, paper.

280 Towels, cloth.

281 Trailers.

282 Transformers.
283 Tripods.

284 Turnstiles, registering.

285 Typewriters.

u

286 Uniforms.

V
287 Valances, for boxes.

288 Vases, stone.

289 Vacuum cleaners.

290 Ventilating fans.

291 Ventilating, cooling sys-

tem.
292 Ventilating systems,

complete.
293 Vending machines, soap,

towels, napkins, etc.

294 Vitrolite

w
295 Wall burlap
296 Wall leather.

297 Watchman’s Clocks.

298 Water coolers.

299 Wheels, color

USE THIS COUPON

“BETTER THEATRES” DIVISION
Exhibitors Herald

407 South Dearborn St., Chicago.

Gentlemen: I should like to receive reliable information on the items listed following:

(Refer to Items by Number)

Remarks :

Name Theatre.™ City.

State Seating Capacity
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Advertised in This

BETTER THEATRES SECTION
(If you desire something not listed here, Exhibitors Information and Catalog

Bureau on preceding pages will get it for you.)

AUTOMATIC CURTAIN
CONTROL

Automatic Devices Co.,
17 N. 7th St., Allentown, Pa.

E. J. Vallen Elec. Co.,
Akron, Ohio.

BANNERS, HAND PAINTED
H. Dryfhout,
736 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago.

BUSINESS BUILDING SERVICE
(Local Merchants Tie-up)
Alexander Film Co.,

Denver, Colorado.

CARBONS
Hugo Reisinger,

11 Broadway, N. Y. C.

CHANGE MAKERS
Brandt Automatic Cashier Co..

Watertown, Wisconsin.

DIMMERS
Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co.
12th St. and St. Paul Ave.
Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

DRINKING CUPS
Individual Drinking Cup Co.,

Easton, Pa.

ELECTRIC FLASHERS, COLOR
HOODS

Reynolds Electric Co.,

2651 W. Congress St., Chicago.

EQUIPMENT, SUPPLIES
Monarch Theatre Supply Co.,
1223 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago

FLOWERS, PLANTS—ARTIFICIAL
Oscar Leistner,

323 W. Randolph St., Chicago.

HEATING & VENTILATING
B. F. Reynolds & Co.,

118 W. Ohio, Chicago.

Supreme Heater & Ventilating

Co., 1915 Pine St., St. Louis, Mo.

LAMP COLOR
Roscoe Laboratories
139 Third Place, Brooklyn, N. Y.

LEATHER UPHOLSTERING
Pantasote Co., Inc.

250 Park Ave., N. Y. C.

LENSES
Projecton Optics Co.
203 State St., Rochester, N. Y.

MARQUISE, CANOPIES
Architectural Metal Prod., Inc.,

19 W. 8th St., Covington, Ky.
Edwards Mfg. Co.,
Cincinnati, Ohio.

MOTION PICTURE CABLE
Rockbestos Products Corp.,
New Haven, Conn.

$

MUSIC STANDS
Gallagher Orchestra Equip. Co.,
616 W. Elm St., Chicago

Liberty Music Stand Co.,

1960 E. 116th St., Cleveland,
Ohio.

NOVELTIES, ALL KINDS
Brazel Novelty Co.,
30 Ella St., Cincinnati.

ORGANS
The Link Company,
183 Water St., Binghamton, N. Y.

Operators Piano Co.,

715 N. Kedzie Ave., Chicago.

Schaefer Organ Co.,
Slinger, Wisconsin.

Rudolph Wurlitzer Co.,

Cincinnati, Ohio.

ORGAN HEATERS
Cramblet Eng. Corp.,
286 Milwaukee St., Milwaukee,

Wisconsin.

PAPIER MACHE DECORATIONS
Alpha Compressed Wood Co.,
2654 Larrabee St., Chicago.

POP CORN MACHINES
C. Cretors & Co.,
612 W. 22nd St., Chicago.

PROGRAM COVERS
The Hennegan Company,
311 Genesee St., Cincinnati, O.

PROJECTORS
Enterprise Optical Co.,

564 W. Randolph St., Chicago.

International Proj. Corp.,
Simplex Division,

90 Gold St., New York, N. Y.

REFLECTING ARC LAMPS
Ashcraft Automatic Arc Co.,

4214 Santa Monica Blvd.,

Los Angeles, Cal.

Hall & Connolly, Inc.,

129 Grand Street, N. Y. C.

McAuley Mfg. Company,
554 W. Adams St., Chicago.

Perfection Arc. Co., Inc.

14th and North Ave.,
Milwaukee, Wisconsin

The Rollaway Motor Co.
Toledo, Ohio

Strong Electric Co.,
3242 Monroe St., Toledo, O.

RHEOSTATS
Hoffmann & Soons,
522 First Ave., New York, N. Y.

SCREENS
American Silversheet Co.,

915 Wash St., St. Louis, Mo.

Da-Lite Screen Co.
922 W. Monroe St.

Chicago, Illinois.

Minusa Cine Screen Co.,
Morganat Bomont, St. Louis, Mo.
Raven Screen Corp.,
1476 Broadway, N. Y. C.

C. S. Wertsner & Son,
211 N. 13th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

SEATS
Heywood-Wakefield Co.,

209 Washington St., Boston, Mass.

E. H. Stafford Mfg. Co.
367 W. Adams St., Chicago.

SIGNS—ELECTRIC
Milne Elec. Co.,
189 Fifth St., Milwaukee.

Ray-O-Lite Corp.,
St. Charles, 111.

SIGNS, PAPER, MUSLIN AND
CARDBOARD

Theatrical Poster Co.
845 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago

SILENCE SIGNS
Rawson & Evans Co.,
710 W. Washington, Chicago.

SLIDES
J. F. Ransley,
54 W. Randolph St., Chicago.

SPOT LIGHTS
Best Devices Co.,
Film Building, Cleveland.

STAGE LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
Frank Adam Elec. Co.,
3650 Windsor Ave., St. Louis, Mo.
Belson Mfg. Company,
800 Sibley St., Chicago.

Kliegl Brothers
321 W. 50th St., N. Y. C.

Major Equipment Co.,
4603 Fullerton Ave., Chicago.

STAGE RIGGING, HARDWARE
J. H. Channon Corp.,
223 W. Erie St., Chicago.

J. R. Clancy,
Syracuse, N. Y.

Peter Clark, Inc.,

534 W. 30th St., New York, N. Y.

STAGE SCENERY
Wm. Beck & Sons
Highland Ave. at Dorchester
Cincinnati, Ohio.

Tiffin Scenic Studios,
Tiffin, Ohio.

THEATRE BUILDING SERVICE
United Scenic Studios
28 West Lake St., Chicago

THEATRE PRINTING, PROGRAMS
Exhibitors Printing Service,
711 S. Dearborn St., Chicago.
The National Poster & Printing
Co., 729 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago

TICKETS
Globe Ticket Co.,
122 N. 12th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Trimount Press, Inc.,

113 Albany St., Boston, Mass.

TRANSFORMERS
Hertner Electric Co.,
Cleveland, Ohio.

Roth Brothers & Co.,
1400 W. Adams St., Chicago, 111.

VACANT SEAT INDICATORS
Acme Elec. Construction Co.,
407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago.

VENTILATING EQUIPMENT
Blizzard Fan Sales Co.,
1514 Davenport St., Omaha, Neb.
Knowles Mushroom Vent. Co.,
202 Franklin St., New York, N. Y.

Typhoon Fan Co.,

345 W. 39th St., N. Y. C.



ROCKBESTOS
-the asbestos covered wire

All the leading theatre projection rooms are

equipped with Rockbestos Motion Picture Cable

jr&nevdd-Tbeafre.

NEW HAVEN, CONN5942 Grand Central Term. Bldg., New York 224 Madison Term. Bldg., Chicago

C&piTol Theatre
Mew York.

Metropol itan Theatre
Sostoo.Mass.

'Famous Flayers
(New YorlY

To be in daily use in the

leading theatres of the

country indicates the

popularity of Rockbes-

tos motion picture cable.

There’s no better cable

made. It is flexible,

flame proof and beauti-

ful.

UrientoJ Theatre
Chicago

When making re

placements just ask

for Rockbestos.

ROCKBESTOS PRODUCTS



Motiograph DeLuxe SUPREM-
ACY is nowhere more clearly

marked than in the smooth run-

ning of its intermittent movement,

which starts and stops approxi-

mately 550,000 times daily, and

this smoothness is surely reflected

on the screen.

The DeLuxe Double-Bearing Ball-Bearing

Intermittent movement is the highest devel-

opment of intermittent movement construction

and design. Its perfectly balanced construc-

tion, extremely accurate machining, hardened,
tempered and ground parts all contribute to

the smooth, rock-steady projection it produces
and its long wear and consistent performance,
month after month without upkeep expense.

The Motiograph DeLuxe is the only pro-

jector made with Ball-Bearing Intermittent

Movement.

THE ENTERPRISE OPTICAL MFG. CO.

564 West Randolph Street Chicago, III.

;

"AND IT’S JUST AS GOOD AS IT LOOKS”
(Pp:

— '
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TEN FAMOUS CRITICS
tell exhibitors about
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SOUNDIN^ SUCCESS!—John S. Cohen, N.Y. Sun

INEMATIC TREAT!—Rose Pelsuick, N.Y. Journal

WE RECOMMEND IT!—Katharine Zimmermann, N.Y. Telegram

TOP GRADE ENTERTAINMENT!—Palmer Smith, N.Y. Eve. World

AMAZING AND BEAUTIFUL!—Regina Cannon, N.Y. Graphic

INGRAM AGAIN SHOWS GENlUSi-Mordatmt Hall, N.Y. Times

‘DIFFERENT!—Dorothy Herzog, Daily Mirror

ADMIRABLY DONE!—H. David Strauss, N.Y. Telegraph

CORKING MELODRAMA

!

— Roscoe McQowen, N.Y. Daily News

-UNMISTAKABLE GENIUS!

^jetrq^oldwyn
-Louella Parsons, N.Y. American

REX INGRAM’S
Production with Alice Terry and

Paul Wegener

Member Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc.—Will H. Hays, President
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YYVII W Q Entered as second-class matter, August 20, 1917, at the Post Office at Chicago, III., under the act of March 3,AA V II, INO. o 1079. Published weekly at 407 South Dearborn St., Chicago. Subscription $3.00 a year. Single copies, 25 cents. November 6, 1926



CnARliTW^UtlZ
"pieatrical EnTerpns

Replying to youre of Sapt.

Morton Organ laatallad Lo our Grand 1

teca-ee of tin fact th

i delightful claae of
orcheetral coloring.

The cholea iu
too Bobart Uorton to oil ot

Be find the tonal qualltl*
different froo other orgai

Since Installing
they could funsleb an or^n Ilkapet 1 tor* hare

Bobert Morton

liberty t

theatre*.

CRfT^WIL
SAENGER THEATRES. INC

BoxOffice
Value...

a RobertMorton UnitOrgan
is the most powerful single

factor any exhibitor can em-
ploy to provide a complete
picture presentation program.

W/utc
todevg,

-tycnew

KM.G.e.
l9u/ichobtRlcu\

ROBERT MORION
ORGAN CO.

vYorkj Chicago
7f60 BroadxJy 84$foWabash

fosAngeles Sanjrancisco

1J14So.
Vermont 168 Golden Gate

GenuineDeagan PercussionsUsed
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Whatother
company
could

7

possibly
release 4
RECORD
SMASHERS
like these
within Q
successive
weeks /
And they're
typical of

i

^roke nil

Z^TKO.

kidIoots
£pnfr CANTOR ^ra bow

500 record opening 'veA a
$

’ RIALTO, New York!

Splashed evervp^AcE^xrsas

a

[

„ . in history

paramount (picture#m
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“THE ACE OF CADS”
did $37,000 at the

METROPOLITAN,
Los Angeles—the 2nd
highest business in his-

tory of the theatre!

And at the RIVOLI,
New York, it stood ’em

up to the tune of

$30,000 on the week!

A BOX-OFFICE ACE
FOR ANY THEATRE!

*7!UDC
+ + + *

I

Member of Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc.—Will H. Hays, President
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That’s what FOX NEWS is doing regu-

larly. Successful showmen the world

over are taking advantage of it. Here’s

a newsreel that flashes big events FIRST
—a short feature as fresh as tomorrow
morning’s newspaper.

Mightiest of All
A Few Recent Outstanding Features—

Queen Marie’s Trip to America

Navy’s Smoke Screen at Sea

The World’s Series Day by Day

Cobham’s Australian Flight

The Miami-Florida Disaster

The Fonck Airplane Disaster

The Hurricane in Havana

Germany’s Great War Maneuvers

The Dempsey -Tunney Fight

Gloucester’s Schooner Races

The Leviathan’s War Games

All the Big Football Contests

EveryOne ofThem a “Draw ”at the Box-Office!
Member of Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc.—Will H. Hays, President

h
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d
FIG LEAVES

w*

The FAMILY UPSTAIRS
“MARRIAGE LICENSE?”

The BLUE EAGLE
WOMANPOWER
3 BAD MEN
The LILY
The MIDNIGHT KISS

The COUNTRY BEYOND
WHISPERING WIRES

the greatest money
picture of the year

SUMMER.
BACHELORS
WARNER FABIAN FLAMING YOUTH

unth

MADGE BELLAMY
ALLAN FORREST - MATT MOORE
HALE HAMILTON-CHARLES WINNINGER
WAITER CATLETT - OLIVE TELL

Scenario by JAMES HAMILTON

ALLAN DWAN ‘Production
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THE RETURN OF

PETER GRIMM
A dramatic answer to Life’s greatest question. Based on
David Belasco’s stage triumph with: JANET GAYNOR,
Alec B. Francis, Richard Walling, Florence Gilbert, John
Roche, Lionel Belmore, and John St. Polis. Scenario by
Bradley King.

VICTOR SCHERTZINGER PRODUCTION

THE CITY
A sensational drama of frenzied love and politics. Based on
the play by CLYDE FITCH. With: May Allison, Walter
McGraii, Richard Walling, Nancy Nash and Robert Frazer.
Scenario by Gertrude Orr.

R. WILLIAM NEILL PRODUCTION

GOING CROOKED
•’ A straight steer to good entertainment. Based on John

Golden’s comedy hit, by Winchell Smith, William Collier and
Aaron Hoffman. With: BESSIE LOVE, Leslie Fenton,

Oscar Shaw, Lydia Knott and Gustave Von Seyffertitz. Sce-

nario by Keene Thompson.
GEORGE MELFORD PRODUCTION

A touching, human story of a girl, a man and a dog. With:
Thunder the Dog sensation of the screen, and William Rus-
sell, Virginia Brown Faire, Reed Howes. Story by Lawrence
W. Pedrose. Scenario by Dorothy Yost and L. G. Rigby.

J. G. BLYSTONE PRODUCTION
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' \t?\ I

JHL

One by One'
The Smashes Come
from GreaterFBO/
JOSEPHP.KENNED/
presents *

pillowing Melodrama of the Java Coast

BREED
Of*THE

SFA
Hit follows Hit in Greater F. B. O’s

Pageant of Greater Gold Bonds ! Red
Grange ! Laddie ! Bigger than Barnum’s !

Her Honor the Governor ! Kosher Kitty

Kelly ! And NOW .. The Greatest
Melodrama of the Sea ever Put on Film !

with

MARGARET LIVINGSTON, RALPH INCE, DOROTHY DUNBAR

Continuity by J. GRUBB ALEXANDER

A RALPH INCE PRODUCTION
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Distributed by

Exclusive Foreign Distributors.
R-C Export Corporation

1560 BBOAOVYAY
NEW YORK

United Kingdom, distributors
ideal Films Ltd.. London.

F.B.O. PICTURES. G.M.B.H.
236 -FRIEDRICHSTRASSE. BERLIN.

60CIETE ANONVME DCS FILMS F.B.O.
69 Faubourg 6t. monore. Paris

FILM BOOKING OPfl'
OF AMERICA, INC.
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Private Iny Murphy

PATSY RUTH MILLER, VERA GORDON, NAT CARR
ViyectecL by Cloycb ScLCOK

A WARNER. BROS. PRODUCTION



Over the top

at the

box office!

We can t refrain from saying,

“We told you so!”
“Private Izzy Murphy” over the top
And cleans up bigger profits

Than exhibitors ever saw before!
An irresistibly human, laughing hit

Starring George Jessel,

In pictures at last.

You win! IPs one of the big profit hits

In Warner Bros. 26 Winners.

Three bigger-profit

Warner Winners released

—

Every one a box office sensation!

Play “Across the Pacific”

Starring Monte Blue
And “My Official Wife”
Starring Irene Rich
And Conway Tearle

“Millionaires”
“While London Sleeps”
And “The Third Degree”
Are on the way!
More profits $ $ $ !

Everybody
knows it now

IPsAn ExhibitorYear With



AL CHRISTIE’S

•O'18
,

WITH
HARRISON FORD
PHYLLIS HAVER
CHESTER CONKLIN,
MACK SWAIN AND
HOBART BOSWORTH

Adapted by
F. McGREW WILLIS

From the dramatization by
OWEN DAVIS

Based upon the story The WRECK
6y E. J. RATH

Produced on the stage by
LEWIS and CORDON

Directed by SCOTT SIDNEY
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Picked by Photoplay
as one ofthe sixbest
pictures ofthe month

RELEASED BY

PRODUCERS DISTRIBUTING CORPORATIO
F. C. MUNROE, President RAYMOND PAWLEY* Vice-President and Treasurer JOHN C. FLINN, Vice-President and General Manager

Foreign Distributors Producers International Corporation' 130 West 46th Street New York, N. Y.

Member of Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc. WILL H. HAYS, President



MARIE PREVOST

HARRISON ^REPORTS

again proves to be
a comedienne of

John C. Flinn presents

One of the big
attractions

on the De Mi lie

Metropolitan
program coming
to Keith -Albee-
Orpheum and
other big first
run theatres

Foreign Distributors

Producers International Corporation

130 West 46th Street

New York, N. Y.



with VICTORVARCONI
cAdapted by Anthony Coldewey

3rom the stage play “Hie Critical Year’
by Rudolf Lothar andHans Bachwitx

Editorial Supervisor F.M'GrewWillis

Directed byVICTORHEERMAN
Produced by Metropolitan Pictures Corporation

RELEASED BY

PRODUCERS DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
F. C. MUNROE. President RAYMOND PAWLEY. Vice-President and Treasurer JOHN C. FUNN. Vice-President and Genera) Mantger

Member of Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc. WILL H. HAYS, President
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Fredman’s 14 Points
on“Michael Strogoff”

(No. 506 Straight from the Shoulder Talk by Carl Laemmle,
President of the Universal Pictures Corp.)

I have never been brave enough to say the remarkable things about any picture

which Mr. Ernest W. Fredman says of " Michael Strogoff.” And yet Mr. Fredman, of

Film Renter& Motion Picture News of London, is an unusually conservative critic.

Just read some of the points he makes with reference to this Mighty Picture!

No. 1—"Mighty is the only description to apply to this tremendous JulesVerne film.”

No. 2—"Seldom in the history of kinematography has this production been equalled.”

No. 3“""The producers have lavished a fortune on its making, for it has some of

the most elaborate sets seen on the screen.”

No. 4—"The picture literally throbs with thrills that follow in swift succession.”

No. 5— ' Tremendous battle scenes in which thousands of the Latvian army take part,

the burning of towns, fearless riding are features of this wonder production.”

No. 6—"The camera and technical work is astounding.”

No. 7-"The most thrilling scene of all is the fight between two men, which for

sheer strength and suspense is one of the greatest fight scenes ever
portrayed in a motion picture.

”

No. 8—"Some of the finest acting ever seen on the screen is to be witnessed in

this picture.”

No. 9—"Ivan Moskin’s acting throughout is magnificent, and in the fight scene he
is literally immense.”

No. 10—"Every artist in the cast lends wonderful characterization to his part.”

No. 11—"A mighty production conceived on immense lines.”

No. 12—"A stupendous picture literally packed with entertainment value.”

No. 13—"All through the film there are any number of big moments.”

No. 14—''The whole production is so enthralling that it is certain to be a tremendous
success. It is one of the greatest box office attractions of all time.”

Whew! There’s a mouthful for you! And every word of it is true. If you miss

"Michael Strogoff” you miss the season’s biggest bet!
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ONE OF THE
20 GEMS
Jrom

TIFFANY
Exchanges Everywhere
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GOOFY OVER

GOOD-BYE to the days when picking pictures

WAS like betting on horses .

ONE winner maybe out of the whole bunch you bet on

-Goldwyn-Mayer maintains a splendid percentage of winners

after week

WE don’t claim to have all the good pictures

BUT we do believe that we have struck the best average of all

THAT'S important

IT'S the basis of your security as a theatre owner

TO know that you’ve got the safest source of picture supply



METRO-Goldwyn-Mayer is exactly that . . .

INSURANCE on your property

FOR two years M-G-M has been the talk of the industry and

ALREADY in this new season M-G-lvl has shown exhibitors

7KGT it again will maintain its position

AT the top of the industry

FOR instance

THE first four M-G-M attractions to play the Capitol, N.Y.

HAVE had to be held for two weeks

IN a 5400 seat house

!

E are “La Boheme” “Mare Nostrum” “TheWaltz Dream” “Battling

Butler” with “The Four Horsemen” breaking all records.

AND that’s just a starter

OUR advice to all exhibitors is to play safe

PLAY
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER Pictures— that’s horse-sense!

TAKE the gamble out of the game!
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KATHLEEN NORRIS’
ORLD-READ STORY OF MOTHER LOVE

A STUPENDOUS COMBINATION OF

STAR . . . AUTHOR . . . TITLE VALUES

E, IT'S FROM GREATER FBOgreater GREATER
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Recognition of Merit

—during the first ten months of 1926 EXHIBITORS
HERALD has carried the largest volume of paid adver-

tising of any of the motion picture trade publications.

—during this period the HERALD has carried nearly two

hundred pages more than its nearest competitor and

nearly 1,300 pages more than its second competitor.

—and, important to note, the HERALD alone among the

national motion picture trade papers shows an increase in

the volume of advertising printed in the first ten months

of 1926 as compared with the first ten months of 1925.
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Oh! What a wander—
what a box-office re-

cord breaker Harry is

—We told you it was a

mirthquake—but it’s

more than that! “The
Strong Man” is shaking

loose the greatest Stood

of box-office sensations

in history!

A 3mi national Picture



C0R1NNE
GRIFFITH
do that thing in

Presented bu
Asher, Small and Rogers
M original story by Adelaide
Heilbron . . . . Continuity bu
Jdelaide Heilbron and Jack Wagner

Directed by Richard Wallace
iManagement . . E.M.Asher

Plays ahim thatsounds exactly

like.thejmgle ofmoney-bays
behind, your box-office window.

A ”3irAt national
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THERE is acute distress in Germany over the con-

tinued deflections among artists who have listened

to Hollywood’s call of opportunity. The already long
list of German artists who have been enlisted to better

American production has again been augmented with
several imposing names, including those of Emil Jan-

nings and Max Reinhardt. And German producing in-

terests are disconsolate.

But—it should be realized—the trend toward Holly-

wood of great artists of world-wide appeal is inevitable.

We insist that American producers attempt a world-

wide vision on motion picture matters. It is said abroad

that this is all very well to contend hut their explana-

tion is that it is simply a matter of dollars. They say

that producers in the United States can reach out for

genius wherever it may exist because of the financial

influence which they can bring to bear. As a com-
mentary on this proposition it might be pointed out that

it is not at all unlikely that the ability to wield this

financial influence is the result of the world-wide vision

employed.

However, aside from the controversial aspect of the

matter, it should be plain to any observer that despite

the great mass and variety of American production there

is less tendency here than anywhere else where pictures

are being made to intensify upon “nationalistic” pic-

tures. It is a very infrequent exception when any pic-

ture is undertaken in an American studio that thought

is not given to world-wide and not merely national pos-

sibilities. Abroad the case is practically the reverse of

this.

Because of America’s universal viewpoint on produc-

tion it is simply in the natural order that our producers

should reach out for promising talent abroad and, also,

that promising talent abroad should hear the call of

Hollywood.

SINCE the successful introduction of the Vitaphone

other processes for the synchronization of sound and

pictures have been appearing at an amazing rate. If

only a small percentage of the processes which have

been announced prove successful, there will still be

enough to create a condition of keen competition.

The theatre owner may view this situation most com-

placently. It means, in all probability, that this great

new ally for theatrical entertainment will not only be

placed within his reach but that he will witness keen,

competitive effort to land his business.

How the various processes will rate in their appeal

to the public remains, of course, a question which can

only be decided later on. But with the vast resources

and vast concentrations of technical knowledge that are

arraigned behind the various processes, it is reasonable

to believe that several of them, at least, will be found

highly acceptable to the general public.

MR. JESSE L. LASKY in a message to the recent

convention of the sales force of the Famous Play-

ers-Lasky corporation said:

“Production merit is in the driver’s seat of the motion
picture vehicle and we know we are headed toward

greater sincere quality.”

This phrasing of the company’s attitude toward pro-

duction seems to be typical of the general production

policy of this company which has been in effect for

some time and the attitude in question is one that nec-

essarily inspires confidence in the mind of any think-

ing person.

Mr. Lasky does not say that he has solved the riddle

of production. He does not make mysterious references

to some secret code of procedure which the company
is supposed to be following. Instead, he places his reli-

ance upon “production merit.” His company has made
a gigantic and thorough effort to assemble those human
and material factors which offer promise of better pic-

tures. It has taken the road which should lead to

higher and still higher quality.

Even with such a policy there will be occasional

lapses—and the lapses may be even sufficiently severe

to affect the complexion of a season’s output—but, at

the same time, this policy cannot help but lead definitely

and certainly to greater production heights.

There can be no mystery or sleight-of-hand in produc-

tion. Those elements which represent “production

merit” must first be obtained.

And in the business of assembling those elements

which represent “production merit” Famous Players has

long set a terrific pace—and still continues to do so.

WE DO not know whether the advertising and art

departments of Famous Players took heed of what
was printed here and elsewhere last Spring in connec-
tion with the practice which had grown up in the indus-

try of indulging in wildly extravagant product announce-
ment booklets when they set out to produce a booklet
on their February to August list of pictures, which has
just been received.

However, this new booklet is thoroughly notable both
from a technical advertising standpoint as well as from
the standpoint of presenting a highly attractive and
effective picture of the coming season’s product.

It is of a convenient and economical size, compels
attention to a mass of information about the product
and includes, among other things, a date book section

which means that thousands of exhibitors will keep
the book with them throughout the season—and not
hurl it away from them, after merely glancing at it,

as an annoying piece of extravagance.

Mr. Russell Holman, advertising manager, and Mr.
Vincent Trotta, art manager, have in this booklet pro-
duced a piece of advertising literature which eliminates
the evil and retains the good of the old type of booklet.
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Real Drama

—

On the occasion of the tenth
anniversary of its world famous
department “What the Picture Did
for Me,” the HERALD this week
prints the dramatic story of its

founding and growth.
Today, with everyone in the

industry fully acquainted with the
value of thus department, it is

probably difficult to realize that
ten years ago, distributors and
theatre owners alike looked upon
it with mingled feelings of fear

and distrust.

At the beginning, it cost the
HERALD many subscribers and
many pages of advertising. Thea-
tre owners feared it would mean
higher rentals. Distributors feared
it would mean lower rentals. It’s

a truly dramatic story, well worth
the few minutes it will take to read
it. Turn now to page 43.

Griffith Contract

with Famous Ends;

Had Year to Run
(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Nov. 2.—D. W. Griffith

and Famous Players-Lasky have come to a

parting of the ways and D. W. is no longer

a part of the Paramount producing organ-
ization. And this in spite of the fact that

the Griffith contract, which -was for three

pictures, is but two-thirds completed. It

is said by spokesmen for both sides that

Griffith and Famous Players both discov-

ered that the Griffith way of making pic-

tures was not the Paramount way, so they
called everything off, shook hands and each
agreed to try to struggle along without
the other.

Houdini Is Dead;
Magician Played
In Several Films

(Special to the Herald)

DETROIT, Nov. 2.—Harry Houdini,
magician, who has appeared in several mo-
tion pictures, died here Sunday from peri-

tonitis caused by a ruptured appendix. Two
operations were performed in a vain effort

to save his life. A friendly blow from a

student at McGill University, Montreal, is

said to have caused the rupture a week ago.

Houdini made a number of motion pic-

tures, including “The Grim Game” and
“Terror Island,” both for Paramount, and
“Haldane of the Secret Service” for F. B.

O. He also appeared in a serial.

Poll Shows Only
50% of Workers
Belong to Union

(Special to the Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Nov. 2.—Unless local

motion picture studios agree to the
institution of union conditions a general
strike will be called Dec. 1, according to

F. B. Newman, Western representative
of the International Theatrical Employes
Union and the motion picture machine
operators’ organization.
However, a canvass of the various

studio workers shows that only about
. 50 per cent are affiliated with any union.

Weeks Will Have Charge of

Short Feature Distribution
Paramount Sales System Reclassified in Three Divisions—Reis-

man Heads New Central Group; George J. Schaefer in

Charge of Eastern, John D. Clark Keeps Western

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Nov. 2,—First definite statements that Famous Players is

resuming distribution of short features is contained in an announcement yes-

terday of several changes in the official family of Paramount and its division

of territory for sales purposes.

Weeks Heads Short Features Sales

George W. Weeks will have charge of distribution activities of short

feature units if present plans for their release materialize, and will also be
the company’s representative with Independent producers.

There are to be three main territorial

divisions of Paramount distribution, with
Phil Reisman sales head of the new
Central division,

George J. Schae-
fer in charge of

the Eastern and
John D. Clark
continuing as

Western chief.

The official
statement of the
changes follows:
“The continu-

ous expansion in

the sales activ-

i t i e s of Famous
Players - Lasky
Corporation and
important devel-
opments planned
for the future have
increase in the home office executive
personnel of Paramount’s distribution
department and in Paramount’s terri-

torial division of the country for sales

purposes, according to S. R. Kent, gen-
eral manager of the company.

George W. Weeks

brought about an

Three Divisions Instead of Two

“In the future, Paramount’s 42 ex-

changes in the United States will be
grouped into three main divisions instead
of two. John D. Clark will continue as

salesmanager of the Western division.

Phil Reisman, until recently executive
sales head of the Eastern division, will

act in a similar capacity for the newly
created Central division. In executive
charge as divisional salesmanager of the

Eastern division will be George J.

Schaefer, who has been promoted from

district manager of Paramount’s New
England district.

“Mr. Schaefer is an experienced sales

executive whose record of achievement dur-
ing his years in the field for Paramount
have proven his high merit. Several
years ago, Mr. Schaefer left a responsible
position in the manufacturing field to

enter Paramount’s first school for sales-

men. He quickly demonstrated his un-
usual ability and was made a special

representative of the Paramount sales
department. Later he was promoted
branch manager at Boston and subse-
quently district manager for New Eng-
land. He further distinguished himself
recently as captain for the Eastern forces
in the Paramount nation-wide sales drive.

“The addition of Mr. Schaefer to the

home offices sales executive forces will

enable George Weeks to devote more of

his time to the distribution and sales

problems of the producers outside of the

company’s own production department
which are releasing through Paramount.
These producers include the Harold
Lloyd Corporation, the Ufa Company of

Germany and British National Pictures,

Ltd., of Great Britain. If plans now con-
templated for the release of short
subjects on the Paramount program
materialize, Mr. Weeks will also have
charge of the distribution activities of

these units.”

Bandits Rob Showman
Three bandits held up Manager Harry

M. Rouda, of the Colony theatre, Chicago,

neighborhood house, Monday, taking $133.

Pathe, P-D-C and Associated May Keep
Own Identities Under Plan of Merger

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Nov. 2.—While official announcement of the Pathe-P. D. C.

amalgamation is still lacking, it is generally believed details are about worked
out and will be made public within the next week. From a source close to

the Wall Street banking interests involved it was learned last week that

a decision was about reached which will permit of Pathe, Producers Dis-

tributing, and Associated Exhibitors each retaining their identities, all three

being operated by a holding company and operated by an executive board.

According to the plan, it is said that Elmer Pearson will be president of

the parent company, and Pathe will continue to handle the short features of

the amalgamation, with P. D. C. taking care of the better class of feature

productions, and Associated< Exhibitors being given an opportunity to build

up a business on cheaper feature product. This, it is said, will not disturb

to any great extent the present personnel of either of the three companies.

The return of E. A. Eschmann as salesmanager of Pathe is pointed out as

one of the significant moves of the merger. He is generally accredited with
being one of the best men in the business in matters of distribution, and it is

said that when the merger is completed Eschmann will be found in general
charge of the distribution of the three companies.
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N EW YORK—Marcus Loew and Harry
Lauder lunched together one day last

week at the Astor, the one not wearing
kilts and the one paying the check being

Marcus .... Jack Dempsey and Gene
Tunney, motion picture actors, made a per-

sonal appearance at the Garden last week,
Dempsey being cheered and Tunney being

booed and why? .... Joe Schnitser

is back from a three weeks’ vacation at

French Lick, looking chipper from the

water cure .... John F. Barry was
in Atlanta last week looking over prospec-

tive pupils for the third Paramount Thea-
tre Managers Training School . . . .

Paul Gulick, Mrs. Paul Gulick and a large

flock of golf clubs left last Saturday for

a month’s sojourn on the Coast . . . .

Hy Daub, F. B. O. heavyweight publicity

champion, is crusading by automobile in

the wilds of Canada .... Ray Rockett

left for the Coast last week to begin pro-

duction at First National’s new studios

. . . N. L. Mannheim, manager of

Universal’s foreign department, is back

from a two months’ tour of the exchange
centers of England, France, Belgium and

Germany .... Eddie Cantor, now a

regular film actor, attended the Paramount
convention at French Lick . . . .

Charlie Pettijohn who is not an actor was
also at French Lick visiting with the Para-

mount folks .... Col. E. A. Schiller,

new vicepresident of Loew’s, Inc., just

doesn’t give a dern whether you call him
Colonel or just plain “Mister” and he

hasn’t sprung a photograph of himself in

uniform .... Irving Lesser, now a

circuit theatre owner of parts, will open
his Bayside, L. I., house on Nov. 15, with

appropriate ceremonies arranged by Harry
Kraft, presentation expert .... Nick
Schenck and /. Robert Rubin returned
from the Coast last week in time to attend
the Fredman dinner .... William
Vogel who handles the foreign market for
P. D. C. sailed last week for England on
an extended trip .... Allan Rock,
long missing, has been located in Holly-
wood where he is married and a property
owner . ... D. W. Griffith and Fam-
ous Players have quit each other, and now
they have D. W. going to United Artists,

Universal and what have you ? ... .

Bob Kane has given up his offices on 48th
street and moved the works up to Cos-
mopolitan studio to save a lot of commut-
ing .... Stanley Hand, of the War-
ner home offices, left last week for a tour
of the company exchanges .... Peter
L. Shamray is here from the Coast, bring-
ing with him new product for Popular
Pictures ... . Glen Allvine hopped
over to Boston last week long enough to

open “Beau Geste” at the Tremont theatre
and left it doing well .... Charlie
McCarthy, at French Lick, discovered it

was part way to the West Coast, so kept
right on going in that direction ....
Eddie Klein, chairman of the Fredman din-
ner committee, is being congratulated for
limiting the speakers to five minute talks,

especially some .... Sidney Kent,
back from the French Lick convention, got
right busy changing over a few jobs in his

sales department .... Herbert Brenon
left last week on a three weeks’ vacation
in Bermuda and he is conceded to be a
good judge of locations.

—SPARGO.

Charles R. Rogers, who is producing
for First National, returns to Los
Angeles after a month’s stay in New
York with his son. (Photo by R.
M.)

Alec B. Francis has signed a Fox
contract for three pictures. His
first role will be a featured one
in “The Music Master.” (Herald
photo.)

Emil Jannings attends the Famous Players-Lasky convention at French
Lick and visits Chicago on his way to Los Angeles to begin work on his

Paramount contract. Left is Mauritz Stiller, Swedish director; right is

Erich Pommer. (Herald photo.)

George Walsh stars in a new series

of Excellent Pictures, the third of

which is “String of Fortune.” The
picture is now finished.

Alberta Vaughn works with a
newly chosen director in her next
series for Film Booking Offices,

David Kirkland.
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Famous Production Plant

Planned In British Columbia
(Special to the Herald)

MONTREAL, Nov. 2.—Fa-
mous Players is to establish a
production plant in British Colum-
bia to make Canadian features
which would qualify as British
Empire-made pictures for presen-
tation in Dominions where a quota
law may become effective or else-
where, it was officially announced.

Collins Reported
Closing Deal For
Sale to Universal

(Special to the Herald)
NEW YORK, Nov. 2.—Rumors that a

deal practically had been closed by Eli
Whitney Collins, president of the M. P. T.
O. A., for the sale of his theatres at Jones-
boro, Ark., including the Grand, to Uni-
versal, brought considerable discussion
here as to Collins’ future status in the ex-

hibitors’ organization.

Joseph M. Seider, business manager, ex-
pressed the opinion that even it a deai had
been closed Collins’ continuance in office

was made certain because of his other In-
dependent theatre interests.

Chicago Keeping
Daylight Saving,

Returns Indicate
Daylight saving will be resumed during

the summer months next year in Chicago,
second largest city in the United States,

early returns indicated in Tuesday’s voting.

Weiss Gets Control of
“Inkwell” and Red Seal

( Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Nov. 2.—Alfred Weiss
has acquired control of “Out of the Ink-
well” studios and Red Seal Pictures Cor-
poration. The receiver was discharged
when Weiss paid liabilities on a settle-

ment. He becomes president.

Schenck Signs Duncans
(Special to the Herald

)

NEW YORK, Nov. 2.—Joseph M.
Schenck announced yesterday that he
had signed the Duncan Sisters for a
series of special pictures to be made
under supervision of John W. Considine,
Jr., for United Artists corporate release,
the first to be “Topsy and Eva.”

Schlaifer Succeeds A1 Fair
As U Theatre Chain Manager

Department Chief Believed Relieved of Post to Permit Him to

Give Full Time to Construction of Houses—Herbel

Appointed western Sales Director
(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK,. Nov. 2.—It is generally known here that A1 Fair, general
manager of Universal’s theatre department since its organization a year
ago, has been succeeded by L. J. Schlaifer, formerly Western sales director,

though an official announcement of changes does not say so. Mr. Fair’s

future status with Universal apparently has not yet been decided, al-

though it is said he will still remain in an important position in the theatres
department.

Fair Handling New Theatre Construction

For some time Mr. Fair has been devoting much of his time to details

of construction of a number of new theatres being built by Universal, and
while there is nothing given out by the company on this it is believed that
Mr. Fair has been relieved of the management of the theatres department
in order to allow him to devote all of his time to the construction program.
Universal now has under construction,

or plans soon to construct theatres in

the following cities:

Hastings, Beatrice, Fairbury and Grand
Island, Neb.; Orlando, Fla.; Danville,
Va.; Portland, Ore,; three theatres in

Cleveland; Brooklyn; Lowell and Somer-
ville, Mass.; Springfield and Mobe.rly,
Mo.; Milwaukee and Kenosha, Wis. It

is said that changes in the personnel of

the theatres and sales department were
ordered by Mr. Laemmle just before he
left for the West Coast last week.

Herbel Western Sales Head

Officials declined to make any com-
ment on the official announcement from
Universal’s office which follows:
“H. M. Herbel, for the past year man-

ager of Universal’s Pittsburgh exchange,
has just been appointed Western sales

director for Universal, and will move his

headquarters to the Universal home
office within a few days, it was an-
nounced yesterday by Lou B. Metzger,
general salesmanager for that organiza-
tion.

“Herbel succeeds L. J. Schlaifer, former
Western sales director, who has just been
promoted by Carl Laemmle to an im-
portant position in the Universal Chain
Theatrical Enterprises.
“Before going to Pittsburgh, Herbel

was salesmanager for the Stern Film
Corporation for a year. Prior to that
he at various times was division man-
ager and exchange manager for Uni-
versal. His wife is Gladys Walton, for-

mer Universal star.

“Schlaifer has been with Universal a
number of years, as Seattle exchange
manager and as assistant sales director

for the West Coast. He succeeded
Metzger as Western sales director when
that executive was made general sales-
manager a year ago.”

Exhibitor Shoots

Seller, Kills Self;

Detective Is Dead
Albert Schmidt, new owner of the

Grayland theatre, small neighborhood
house in Chicago, killed himself last

week after twice wounding Samuel A.
Wertheimer, from whom he had per-
chased the theatre ten days earlier.

Detective Sergeant Walter Riley was
also killed when a police car, loaded
with tear bombs and speeding to the
theatre, collided with another car, injur-

ing Mrs. Cecil J. Chappell and two other
sergeants.
Newspapers reported that Schmidt,

who had invested his life savings in the
Grayland, had lured Wertheimer to the
theatre to take his revenge when the
theatre had failed to show profit. These
reports have not been substantiated.

Loew Ball at Astor Hotel
Proves Gala Event Again

(Special to the Herald)
NEW YORK, Nov. 2.—The fourth an-

nual Loew-Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Movie
Ball, which was held last Saturday night
at the Hotel Astor, was attended by the

usual success which has made this one of
the classics of the year in film social circles.

John Gilbert, Eleanor Boardman and Karl Dane in scenes from “Bardelys the Magnificent,” Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer pro-
duction which opened at the Capitol, New York, Sunday night.
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Announce Paramount Product
in Date Book for Exhibitors

Advertising Department Gets Out Serviceable Volume—Lasky Stresses

Quality of New Famous Players Pictures

PARAMOUNT product released from February to August, 1927, is

announced in an extremely serviceable date book being distributed
among exhibitors. The book, which combines many unusual and

distinctive features, was gotten out by the advertising department of
Famous Players-Lasky under direction of Russell Holman in collabora-

tion with Vincent Trotta, art manager.

THE datebook conveying the product
announcement is bound in substantial

cardboard cover, lithographed with the

company trade-
mark and bearing
in v a r i - colored
display the names
of players and
titles of pictures

in which they ap-
pear. The early

pages of the book
are devoted to col-

orful and informa-
tive announcement
of the productions
to be released dur-

ing the period as

well as to follow-

Russei) Holman up matter dealing
with current and

past product groups. In this colored section

space also is devoted to national adver-

tising of the concern, new methods of

exhibitor exploitation, big successes of

other years offered now for re-booking,

general data concerning current product

and reproductions of billboard material

available.

Date Book Covers Year

Following the advertising pages

printed in color, 52 pages of white and
black provide the exhibitor with a com-
pact and comprehensive business record

covering the year ending October 29,

1927. Spaces are provided for titles of

feature and comedy, lithographs, her-

alds, exploitation matter of various

kinds, number of reels and columns for

cost of picture, cost of advertising and
receipts. The book fits the pocket and
is designed to withstand wear and tear

of constant use.

Following the booking record, ten

pages are devoted to listing Paramount
pictures released up to January, 1927,

under names of stars, directors and
prominent players. Five additional pages

are given over to an index of the vari-

ous productions of that period indexed

by themes, seventeen of these being used

for the classification.

Lasky Talks on Product

Jesse L. Lasky, first vicepresident in

charge of production, recently appraised

the product group announced in the date

book as follows:
“Paramount has had some notable

productions this season. During a pe-

riod of 26 weeks four of our current

pictures did a total business at the Ri-

alto theatre in New York of $765,563.

The pictures which grossed that ^amaz-
ing figure were ‘For Heaven’s Sake,’

‘Aloma of the South Seas,’ ‘Variety’ and
‘Tin Gods.’ And remember the season
is still young,,
“‘Beau Geste,’ the first of our road-

shows for this season, is playing to

standing room only at the Criterion

every day and every performance. At
the George M. Cohan theatre D. W.

Griffith’s ‘The Sorrows of Satan’ is re-

ceiving the enthusiastic approval of the
public. Opening shortly on Broadway
will be James Cruze’s great production,
‘Old Ironsides.’

Sees Promise in Record

“It is the record of this season that

the production department is striving to

eclipse in the group of attractions it is

building for this coming spring and
summer. We pledged a group of pic-

tures for this fall and winter that could
not be surpassed. Box office perform-
ance and public acclaim show that the
pledge has been fulfilled. Now we re-

new that pledge and promise to give

you a greater group of pictures for the

new season.
“Among our long run specials for the

new season will be ‘It,’ a Clarence
Badger production starring Clara Bow.
This will be an adaptation of Elinor
Glyn’s story. Then we will have ‘Casey
at the Bat,’ a Hector Turnbull produc-
tion starring our inimitable team, Wal-
lace Beery and Raymond Hatton, with
Monty Brice directing; ‘Hotel Imperial,'

Erich Pommer’s first American produc-
tion with Pola Negri starring, and with
Mauritz Stiller directing; ‘Glorifying the

American Girl,’ one of our Florenz
Ziegfeld productions which Harry D’Ar-
rast will direct; ‘Special Delivery,’ a
comedy special with Eddie Cantor, and
‘Love’s Greatest Mistake,’ an Edward
Sutherland production of the Liberty
Magazine story by Frederic Arnold
Kummer.
“In the long run class we also w'll

have ‘God Gave Me Twenty Cents,’

which Herbert Brenon has just com-
pleted. The cast in this Dixie Willson
story is outstanding and includes Lois
Moran, Lya de Putti, Jack Mulhall and

William Collier, Jr. Another will be
‘New York,’ which Luther Reed is now
directing at the Long Island studio.
Ricardo Cortez, Lois Wilson, Estelle
Taylor, William Powell and Norman
Trevor are the players in this story of
the American metropolis. In this group
of specials also will be ‘Rough House
Rosie,’ with Clara Bow starring and
Victor Fleming directing; ‘Champagne,’
a Malcolm St. Clair production starring
Lya de Putti; ‘Tip Toes,’ another British
National picture starring Dorothy Gish,
with Will Rogers and Nelson Keyes in

support; ‘New Morals,’ a second St.

Clair production with Lya de Putti and
all star cast; ‘Cabaret,’ with Gilda Gray;
‘The Perfect Fool,’ with Ed Wynn, noted
stage comedian, and ‘The Sorrows of
Satan,’ D. W. Griffith’s production of
the Marie Corelli story.
“In addition to the pictures for general

release we will have a number of mammoth
roadshows such as ‘Wings,’ ‘The Rough
Riders,’ ‘The Wedding March,’ ‘Barnum,’
‘Metropolis’ and of course, ‘Old Iron-
sides,’ which I have mentioned pre-
viously.

“In our group of 39 are pictures for the
most discriminating and pictures which
will meet the diversified demands of the
public. These pictures will be made by
directors who are alert to public tastes
and by stars who have been acclaimed
throughout the world.”

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Nov. 2.—Announce-
ment was made from the offices of
Warner Brothers this morning that
Watt L. Parker has resigned as director
of advertising and publicity. Barran
Lewis, who came to Warner Brothers
from Vitagraph with the purchase of
that company, has been appointed to
succeed Parker. Parker was with the
company for the last four years, the
latter two of which he was in charge
of the department. Recently he went
to the Coast on what was announced
as a two-months vacation trip.

NEW YORK, Nov. 2.—Motion Pic-
ture Capital Corporation reports, for the
quarter ended September 30, a net in-

come of $102,318, after deduction of
interest, federal taxes, etc., equivalent,
after 8 per cent preferred dividend re-

quirements, to 51 cents a share earned
on 175,464 shares of no-par common
stock, says The Wall Street Journal.
This compares with $116,667, or 59 cents
a share, on common in the preceding
quarter.

Net income for the first nine months
of 1926 totaled $333,085 after above
charges, equal to $1.68 a share on com-
mon.

Hoffman Returns East

City Officials Call

Publix “Civic Pride”
(Special to the Herald)

SAN FRANCISCO, Nov. 2.—
“The local Publix theatres, con-
trolling the Granada, California,

St. Francis and Imperial theatres,
especially have made a great
stride in the direction of improved
conditions regarding public safety
and public morals,” says a report
made last week by the local com-
mittee on Public Morals and
Places of Amusement.

“Replacing the girl ushers for-

merly in these theatres the male
ushers form a staff such as no
other local theatre can boast.
Militarily trained, thoroughly dis-

ciplined they are prepared to cope
with any emergency that might
arise and afford the public a factor
of safety that might well be a

pride to any institution.”

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Nov. 2.—M. H. Hoff-
man, vicepresident of Tiffany Produc-
tions, Inc., arrived here last week from
the Coast. In Chicago he held a meet-
ing of the managers of the Middle West-
ern exchanges of Tiffany.

Capital Corporation Nets
51c a Common Share

(Special to the Herald)

Watt L. Parker
Resigns Warner
Advertising Post
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Colvin W. Brown

Brown in Control

Of All Foreign

Matters ofF. B. O.
(Special to the Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Nov. 2—Colvin W.
Brown, F. B. O. vicepresident in charge

of distribution, has been placed in com-
plete charge of *•

foreign matters
for the corpora-
tion, President
Joseph P. Ken-
nedy announced
here following a

conference with
S. Rowson of

London, presi-
dent of the Kine-
matograph
Renters Society
of England and
joint managing
director of Ideal

Films, Inc. Ideal

Films is to dis-

tribute F. B. O.’s product in the United

Kingdom, and Mr. Brown made a gen-

eral survey of the foreign market in

connection with the deal with Ideal.

British government interference with

distribution of American pictures is

bound to come unless American pro-

ducers and British exhibitors come to a

better understanding, Mr. Rowson de-

clared.

He suggested substituting scenes more
truly international in character for those

strictly American, and even taking extra

scenes, if necessary, for the prints to be
displayed in England.

Wood Seeks Victory in

Tax Fight as Result of

Ohio State Convention
(Special to the Herald)

COLUMBUS, O., Nov. 2.— Business
Manager P. J. Wood of the Ohio M. P.

T. O. has arranged for a conference fol-

lowing the convention November 9 and 10

and expects musicians, broadcasters and
dance hall directors attending the confer-

ence to accomplish definite steps in settling

the music tax controversy.

Speakers at the state convention include

Martin J. Quigley, publisher and editor of

Exhibitors Herald, and Gov. Vic Donahey.

New Jersey M. P. T. O.
Atlantic City Meet
Opens November 18

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Nov. 2.—November 18

is the date of opening set for the two-
day convention of the M. P. T. O. of

New Jersey to be held at Atlantic City.

Notices to this effect have been sent to

all members of the organization, and it

is expected that a large gathering will

be present when the meeting opens.

Fox Talking Picture Device
Is Expected on Market Soon

Pallophotophone, Actually Registering Sound on Film, Called

Basis of New System—First Tested as High

Speed Recorder in WorldWar

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Nov. 2.—That Fox Films will soon be on the market with

a talking motion picture device seems to be a generally accepted fact, al-

though no official expression can be had from anyone connected with the

company.
Pallophotophone Called Basis

Inquiry at the Fox offices brings only the information that no one other
than William Fox and Courtland Smith knows what is being done or being
planned and no information is available. As the result of this lack of
information, almost every day some new story of the matter finds its way
along Broadway, most of these being doped out on the basis of what might
happen.

The following, printed in the New York
Times of last Wednesday, is generally be-
lieved to have more basis in fact than most
of the others

:

“The Pallophotophone, which actually
registers sound on a film, will be the basis
of the new talking motion picture system
being developed by the Radio Corporation
of America, the General Electric Company
and the Fox Film Corporation, according
to a representative of one of these com-
panies.

First Tested in World War
“Officials of the Fox Film Corporation

would neither deny or affirm their reported
connection with the new invention.
“This photographic device, the invention

of Charles A. Hoxie, an engineer of the
General Electric Company, was first tested
as a high speed recorder during the World
War at the United States naval radio re-

ceiving station at Otter Cliffs, Bar Har-
bor, Me.

“In a small wooden shack heated by a
kerosene stove and lighted by an oil lamp,
Mr. Hoxie rushed his work. No electric

lights or other electrical devices could be
used because of interference which might
stir up in the ether. Before the end of the
war Mr. Hoxie had the machine working
well in reception of messages radiated by
station YN, Lyons, France. It was heralded
as a wonder of the day among the radio
experts at Otter Cliffs, when the device
recorded the dots and dashes on a paper
tape at a speed of fifty words a minute.
This compares with the new Marconi short
wave beam put into operation last week
between Montreal and London, which han-
dles more than 200 words a minute.

Records and Reproduces Sound
“Seven years have passed since Mr.

Hoxie dismantled his apparatus at Otter
Cliffs and went back to his laboratory to

perfect the machine which he later named
Pallophotophone. ‘Pallo’ and ‘photo’ are

Greek words meaning ‘shaking light’.

Wants British Pictures

to Push Britain’s Trade
(Special to the Herald)

LONDON, Nov. 2.—Sir Philip Cunliffe-

Lister wants British film production estab-

lished partly because he is desirous that

every means of propaganda be used to

further British trade throughout the world,
he told manufacturers at the opening of the

British goods exhibition at Warrington.
He also urged that British manufacturers
assist in financial backing of good produc-
ers as an advertising medium.

British Women Protest

“Unknown Soldier” Film
(Special to the Herald)

LONDON , Nov. 2.—The Brit-

ish Women’s Patriotic League has
protested the proposed release of
“The Unknown Soldier,’’ Ameri-
can picture, during Armistice
Week. Lady Cowan, chairman,
declared the production unsuited
for the occasion. It was decided
to present the appeal to the prime
minister and the government.

“There are two distinct parts to the
Pallophotophone. One device records
the sound and the other reproduces it.

“The first of the two consists of a tiny

mirror, about the size of the head of a pin,

which reflects a beam of light. The mirror
in turn is attached to an extremely delicate

vibrating diaphragm. When sound waves
vibrate the diaphragm the mirror oscillates

and the reflected beam of light moves with
it. This moving ray of light falls upon a

strip of film similar to that of a motion
picture. The film passes in continuous mo-
tion in front of the ray. A motion picture
machine working in synchronism with the
sound recorder makes a picture of the
speaker or the scene.

“The dancing light beam so delicately

catches the overtones and speech shadings
that an entire chorus can be recorded with
entire fidelity, according to reports from
Schenectady.

Electric Current Corresponds

“To reproduce the record the photo-
graphic film on which the sound has been
recorded is wound on a reel so that it can
be passed in front of an extremely sensi-

tive electrical apparatus, consisting of va-
cuum tubes such as are used in radio
reception. When the film is moved con-
tinuously in front of this reproducer an
electric current is created which corre-
sponds to the original sound wave. This
electric current is then amplified and made
to operate a loudspeaker, or it can be used
instead of the speaker’s actual voice to

actuate the microphone of a radio station.

“The Pallophotophone has already
been used to record speeches by promi-
nent men, including Marconi, when he
visited the studio of WGY in the sum-
mer of 1922.

“When Thomas A. Edison visited with
Charles P. Steinmetz at his Schenectady
laboratory in 1922, Steinmetz showed him
the Pallophotophone, and it was declared
then that there were dozens of practical

applications yet to be made with voice
photography. The Hoxie apparatus was
then regarded as the agency which would
make talking motion pictures a reality, and
the prediction among the electrical experi-

menters was that the day was not far dis-

tant when moving pictures with speaking
characters would be heard and seen in all

motion picture theatres.”

Joe Levy Made Manager
(Special to the Herald)

INDIANAPOLIS, Nov. 2.—Joe Levy
has been appointed manager of the United
Artists exchange here as successor to E. W.
McLean, whose resignation was forced by
illness.
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100 Part Players, 400 Extras
Busy on F. B. O. Pictures

Ttvo Hundred Filmed in Opening Scenes of Fred Thomsons “Don
Mike”—Meehan on Location Making “Magic Garden

”

(Special to the Herald)

H OLLYWOOD, Nov. 2.—More than 100 part players and almost 400
extras have been assigned to the various F. B. O. companies now in
the full swing of production. Close to 200 were filmed in the open-

ing scenes of Fred Thomson’s current production, “Don Mike,” which
went into production this week. The locale of the story is California before
the reconstruction period, a most colorful time and the extras were
selected because of their value as types.

J
LEO MEEHAN is in the northland

• filming the first sequence of “The
Magic Garden,” a picturization of Gene
Stratton - Porter’s

last work. The
beautiful gardens
of Mrs. George
H. Young at Ross
Valley, Just out-

side of San Rafael,

are being used.

Meehan with
Frank Ormston,
production super-
visor, led a com-
pany of 60 to this

location in Marin
county, where they
will work for the

better part of two Jame9 Leo Meehan
weeks. The prin-

cipals included Philippe De Lacey, Joyce
Goad, Walter Wilkinson, William V. Mong,
Charles Clary and Earle McCarthy. The
leads, Margaret Morris and Raymond
Keane, will follow in a few days.

Mary Brian Making a Witwer
“Her Father Said No,” from H. C.

Witwer’s story, “Charlotte’s Ruse,” is in

the midst of production with Jack Mc-
Keown directing. Mary Brian is in the
stellar role, with A1 Cooke and Kit Guard
providing comedy relief, and a support-
ing company headed by Danny O’Shea
and John Steppli. A1 Boasberg han-
dled the script, titles and comedy situa-

tions.

Viola Dana and Alberta Vaughn are
preparing for their start within a few
days. The Vaughn picture is called
“Uneasy Payments” and will find David
Kirkland, who has been directing Fred
Thomson of late, back at his first love,
comedy drama. Viola Dana will star in

“Salvation Jane,” from an original story
by Jean Dupont and Elizabeth Pierce.

Ralph Ince wfill direct.

George O’Hara is all set for his next
starring vehicle, “Jack O’ Diamonds,”
from a story by Fred Jackson. George
will have for director Alf Goulding.

Tom Tyler Starting
Before another week rolls around Bob

DeLacy will be directing Tom Tyler in

“Lightning Lariats,” and J. P. McGowan
is to direct Ranger, the dog, in “Thunder
Mountain,” from a script by Ewart
Adamson.
Bob Custer is busy with “Cactus

Trails,” and work is to be resumed on
"Tarzan and the Golden Lion,” which
was held up due to injuries to James
Pierce, the star.

Caryl Fleming, newly signed director,
is rapidly completing the casting for the
new series by H. C. Witwer’s “The Wise-
crackers.”

Stevenson Will Direct
Publicity for Columbia

George U. Stevenson, who entered the
industry in 1913 as editor of the Uni-

versal Weekly, is returning to the busi-
ness as director of publicity for
Columbia.
Stevenson went to London in Septem-

ber, 1914, as publicity and advertising
manager of Universal’s European sub-
sidiary, the Transatlantic Film Company,
Ltd. A year later he returned to New
York to manage Universal’s educational
department. In May, 1917, he entered
patriotic work with the Y. M. C. A. and
later with the Red Cross. Since his re-
turn he has been identified with the
Atlas Educational Film Company of
Chicago and general publicity and ad-
vertising.

Six Stage Plays
Among Chadwick ’s

Releases for Year
(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Nov. 2.—Six pictures
from stage plays are on Chadwick’s
schedule for First Division Pictures for
1926-27 release, in addition to several
original stories by well known scenarists.

Two of the plays already have been
produced; “The Bells,” Erckmann-Chat-
rian play which gave Sir Henry Irving
one of his greatest roles, and “An April
Shower,” by Edgar Allan Woolf and
Alexander Carr, the picture version to
go out as “April Fool.”
Jack Nelson is producing “Sunshine

of Paradise Alley,” by Denman Thomp-
son, author of “The Old Homestead.”
Owen Davis’ “Shamrock and the Rose”
is being adapted by Josephine Quirk.
Davis wrote “The Nervous Wreck.”
Then there will be “Life of an Actress,”
to be directed by James Young from
Harvey Gates’ adaptation of the play by
Langdon McCormick, author of “The
Storm.”
“Driven from Home,” the sixth play,

wall be from the drama by Hal Reid.

5 New Fox Pictures
Dated for Release;
Two Tentatively Set

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Nov. 2. — Fox Films
have just announced definite release
dates for five new productions, and have
tentatively scheduled two more for early
release. The first five, with dates of re-
lease, "are:

“The Return of Peter Grimm,” Novem-
ber 7; “The City,” November 14; “Going
Crooked,” November 21; “The Canyon
of Light,” December 5 ; “Mother Ma-
chree,” December 12.

The other pictures slated for early re-
lease are “Wings of the Storm,” and
“Desert Valley.”

Bloom Bill to Ask U. S.

to Make Constitution Film
(Special to the Herald)

WASHINGTON, D. C., Nov. 2.—Representative Sol Bloom has
written President Coolidge re-
garding a bill he will introduce in
Congress next month asking an
appropriation for the production
of a film based upon the events
preceding the framing of the
United States Constitution.

Hays and Smith
Help Capitol to

Fete 7th Season
(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Nov. 2.—Celebration of
the seventh birthday of the Capitol thea-
tre has been marked by scores of con-
gratulatory mes-
sages to Major
Edward Bowes,
managing direc-

tor. Will Hays
wired that “the
fine accomplish-
ments of the past

which have made
the Capitol a na-
tional institution

are assurances of

no less praise-

worthy future
achievements.”
Governor A1
Smith wrote that

“you have a keen
sense of the public value of maintaining

a high standard of entertainment in your
theatre.”

Closely linked with the anniversary

celebration was the presentation of a

diamond and platinum wrist watch to

Queen Marie of Rumania following a

reception to Princess Ileana at the thea-

tre. The gift was from the theatre

personnel.

Metro Will Release
Seven for November;

uBardelystf
Is First

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YQRK, Nov. 2.—Seven pro-
ductions will be released by Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer this month, including

John Gilbert’s “Bardelys the Magnifi-
cent” which opened Sunday night at

the Capitol for pre-release, and “The
Four Horsemen,” a reissue of the Rex
Ingram picture in which Rudolph
Valentino and Alice Terry won fame.

“The Four Horsemen” is the first

release, going out November 7, with
“Upstage,” in which Norma Shearer is

directed by Monta Bell. “Exit Smiling,”
released November 14, is Beatrice Lillie’s

first for M-G-M. Sam Taylor directed.

The other for that date is “The Desert’s
Toll,” featuring Francis McDonald under
Cliff Smith’s direction.

“Bardelys the Magnificent,” directed

by King Vidor, is out November 21 with
“The Flaming Forest,” Cosmopolitan
production directed by Reginald Barker
with Antonio Moreno and Renee Adoree
featured. The last release is “Tin Hats,”
November 28, written and directed by
Ed Sedgwick. Conrad Nagel and Claire

Windsor head the cast.
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U. S. Trade Honors Fredman
at Dinner Attended by 150

Loew, Lieber and Burkan Speak at Function for British Editor

on Visit as Missionary of Goodwill—Guest Urges

Gesture to Counteract Agitation in England

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Nov. 2.—Ernest W. Fredman, editor of The Film Renter,

British trade paper, was accorded a remarkable honor by the film industry

of this country at the Biltmore hotel last Tuesday night. More than 150

representatives of motion picture companies, large and small, and of the

trade press were hosts to Mr. Fredman at a dinner given as an evidence
of the esteem in which he is held here.

Missionary of Goodwill

Mr. Fredman is in this country as a missionary of goodwill and while
here is conferring with the heads of companies and with Will H. Flays in

an effort to obtain better reciprocal arrangements in the showing of British
pictures in this country.

Steele Reports
Foreign Status
Favorable to U.A.

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Nov. 2. — Returning
from a nine months stay in the Orient,
Montford S. Steele, foreign sales man-
ager for United
Artists, reports
conditions in Ja-
pan very favor-
able lor United
Artists.
While there are

approximately 1,-

000 theatres in

Japan, only 25
per cent of these
are playing for-

eign pictures. Ac-
cording to Mr.
Steele, of the 25
per cent, 90 per
•cent are playing
American p i c-

tures.

There is only one theatre that touches
the theatres in America and it is some-
what similar to the Rivoli in New York.
While the seating capacity is about 2500,

as many as 6,000 will be piled in. Every-
one stands and a man with a mallet goes
around hammering at the wooden shoes
and moving each patron up closer to his

neighbor.

There are some Japanese companies
making as many as 900 pictures a year,

but each picture does not have more
than maybe three actors in the whole
thing. Players go with the pictures and
from the sides of the stage depict the
action of the film. With American pic-

tures, an interpreter stands to the left of

the stage and explains the action.

Mr. Steele stated that American pic-

tures are on the way to a bigger market
in Japan, because while the Japanese
producers have been turning out hun-
dreds of pictures, they are running out
of stories. And as the Japanese fan will

not attend a showing but once and pic-

tures cannot be revived as they are here,

the demand for new material is making
them turn to America for pictures.

Steele will return to the East after a
short stay in New York.

Story of Film Making
Traced in Booklet from
EastmanKodak Concern
The romance of the discovery of motion

picture film and the tremendous part the

Eastman Kodak Company has taken in the

development of the industry is revealed in

an attractive booklet, “The Home of Ko-
dak,’’ a copy of which has just been re-

ceived.

George Eastman’s successful experiments
with cellulose nitrate as a film base pro-

vided the “missing link’’ which had been
sought by Thomas A. Edison and thus

made motion pictures possible, says the

booklet. The actual operations in manu-
facturing film are traced in language in-

teresting to the layman as well as the

technician. The history of the Eastman
company also is sketched from the begin-
nings in 1878, when the founder, then a
young bank clerk in Rochester, N. Y., be-
came interested in photography as an ama-
teur.

Those interested in the booklet should
write to Thurlow Weed Barnes, publicity

department of the Eastman Kodak Com-
pany, Rochester, N. Y.

Dr. A. H. Giannini, president of the
East River National Bank, served as
toastmaster, and at the speaker’s table
were Marcus Loew, Robert W. Lieber,
Nathan Burkan, Walter F. Eberhardt
and Edward L. Klein, chairman of the
dinner committee.
The idea of the dinner originated

within the A. M. P. A. but almost as
soon as broached it took on the status
of a dinner of the industry in general.

Burkan Asks Fairness

Nathan Burkan was the first speaker
introduced by Toastmaster Giannini.
Mr. Burkan has recently returned from
a long trip abroad during which he
made a study of film conditions and pre-
sented many interesting observations and
conclusions. He asked that Fredman be
supported in championing fairness.
Marcus Loew made a characteristically

brief and witty speech and Robert Lieber
gave his hearers a lot to think of in an
address which gave evidence of a care-
ful and thoughtful consideration of the
British problem.

Calls Situation Critical

Mr. Fredman urged that some gesture
be made to English distributors which,
he said, “even at this late date will coun-
teract much of the dangerous agitation
in Great Britain against American pic-

tures.” Mr. Fredman asserted that the
situation in England is critical; that Brit-

ish trade interests are demanding restric-

tion on American films and the British
exhibitors are clamoring for them be-
cause of their excellence.

Letters and telegrams were read at

the dinner from a number expressing
their regret at being unable to attend,

including Carl Laemmle, Joseph P. Ken-
nedy, Adolph Zukor, Sidney R. Kent,
Jesse L. Lasky, E. E. Shauer and Martin

J. Quigley.
Mr. Fredman leaves New York tomorrow

and after a visit in Chicago, during which
he will be the guest of Mr. Quigley, edi-

tor and publisher of the Herald, will con-

tinue on to the West Coast.

Exhibitors Ask Exchange
Lose Arbitration Unless
Complying Other Zones

(Special to the Herald)

PHILADELPHIA, Nov. 2.—At the
fall meeting of the M. P. T. O. of east-

ern Pennsylvania, southern New Jersey
and Delaware, a resolution was passed
requesting that the arbitration board re-

frain from making decisions in cases sub-

mitted by exchanges which have not
complied with the decisions of arbitra-
tion boards in other zones.
As an example of this condition the

organization pointed to the cases of
United Artists in the Middle West
where the exchange refused to abide by
the decision of the local board but
eventually did so through the New York
office.

Brandt Sails to Study
Europe9

s Trade Status
(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Nov. 2.-—Joe Brandt,
president of Columbia Pictures Corpora-
tion, sailed Friday for Europe on the
Majestic to study film conditions in Eng-
land and on the Continent. Mr. Brandt
expects to be gone eight weeks. He
took along prints of this seasons’ prod-
uct, including Bert Lytell’s “Obey the
Law.”

Plans for Vitaphone at

Woods Theatre Finished
Harry M. Warner and Sam E. Morris

have returned to New York after closing
contracts for the showing of Vitaphone
in -connection with “The Better ’Ole” at

the Woods theatre, Chicago. No definite

date for the opening has been set. Vita-
phone and “Don Juan” are now at the
McVickers.

((Barbara Worth99 Film
Offered for Archives

(Special to the Herald)

LOS ANGELES, Nov. 2.—Samuel
Goldwyn last Saturday offered to the
United States government, through Her-
bert Hoover, secretary of commerce, a
print of “The Winning of Barbara
Worth” for a place of honor in the gov-
ernment historical film archives.

Hines in California to

Make F-N9
s

(<All Aboard"
(Special to the Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Nov. 2.—Johnny
Hines and his company are now here
to make “All Aboard” for First National.
He recently completed “Stepping Along.”
Filming of the new picture will start as
soon as the cast is selected.
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Films as First Aid in Surgical

Advancement Pledged by Hays
Committe Named by American College of Surgeons to Study Use of

Pictures—Vitaphone Use Proposed

(Special to the Herald)

M ONTREAL, Nov. 2.—Broadest possible use of motion pictures in

the furtherance of surgery and medicine is the objective of a spe-

cial committee named at the meeting of the American College of

Surgeons here last Friday.

Study of films now available, analysis
of possibilities in future production, de-
velopment of the best preparations and
most effective use of pictures for both
professional and lay service and a
survey of the demand for such films are
included in the plans which follow dis-

cussion between Will Hays and offers

of the surgeons’ organization.

Hays Pledges Assistance

Mr. Hays pledged the assistance of

the motion picture industry in an address
before the convention.
“The motion picture industry is simply

another great instrument in the service
bag of the doctor,” he said. “Use of

that instrument will grow in importance
and the doctor will find it of immeasur-
able advantage.” He declared the
motion picture will help the medical
man to teach health, proper living .and
hygiene, and will aid in diagnosis.

“Great men of science will continue
to ‘operate’ even after their deaths” by
the motion picture’s service in preserv-
ing for future generations their technique
and operative skill, he explained.

Propose Use of Vitaphone

The committee on motion picture
films reported that consideration should
be given to the possible use of Vitaphone
or Phonofilm and it was also suggested
that consideration be given a proposal to
establish a bureau of information at the
Chicago headquarters of the College of
Surgeons.
The special committee includes Dr. J.

Bentley Squier, NewT York, chairman;
Dr. W. W. Chipman, president of the
American College of Surgeons, Montreal;

Dr. Franklin Martin, Dr. Allan Craig,
Dr. Bowman Crowell, and Dr. Malcolm
McEachern, all of Chicago; Dr. C. H.
Mayo, Rochester, Minn., and Dr. George
W. Crile, Cleveland. Mr. Hays was in-

vited to be honorary chairman.

Raives Heads Exhibitor
Group of Arbitration
Association Committee

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Nov. 2.—Sol Raives is

the new chairman of the Exhibitors
Committee of the Motion Picture Com-
m i 1

1

e e of the
American Arbi-
tration Associa-
tion. He was
named last week
by Charles L.

O’Reilly, p r e s i-

dent of the T. O.
C. C., of which
Raives is vice-
president.
Raives, as

chairman of the

Arbitration
Board, has been
credited with per-
fecting the ar-

bitral facilities of

the T. O. C. C. which handles a hundred
cases a week. He has been connected
with the Chamber for five years and has
been instrumental in effecting harmony
at meetings.

25 Grid Stars in “College Days”
Coach Howard Jones Heads Lineups for Tiffany Picture from

Story and Continuity by A. P. Younger
(Special to the Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Nov. 2.—Twenty-five
collegiate football stars, including a coach
known from Coast to Coast, help to sur-

charge “College Days,” Tiffany production,

with the elixir of the gridiron. Howard
Jones, coach at the University of Southern
California and formerly mentor at the Uni-
versity of Iowa, heads the lineups.

Among the other noted wearers of the

moleskins are Aubrey Devine, former All-

American quarterback and now assistant

coach at U. S. C.
;
Henry LeFebre, U. S. C.

star who has signed as a coach
;
William

Bradbury, All-State right guard; Jesse
Hibbs, U. S. C. tackle ;

Morley Drury, half-

back named on several All-American teams
last year; Manuel Laraneta, Stanford hall-

back ; Gene Dorsey, called one' of the

fastest ends on the Pacific Coast; Don
Moses, U. S. C. ; Otto Anderson, Univer-
sity of California graduate ; Vic Orsatti,

quarterback flash, and Clarence Duhn, U.
S. C. lineman.

Charles Delaney is the halfback hero of

the picture, for which the story and con-
tinuity was written by A. P. Younger, who
adapted “Brown of Harvard.” Several

hundred U. S. C. coeds give the campus
background. Marceline Day is the femi-
nine star. Richard Thorpe directed them
with the following supporting cast: James
Harrison, Duane Thompson, Brooks Bene-
dict, Kathleen Key, Edna Murphy, Robert
Homans, Craufurd Kent, Charles Welles-
ley, Gibson Gowland. Lawford Davidson,
Pat Harmon and William A. Carroll.

James C. McKay was film editor and
Edwin B. Willis was the art director. Mil-
ton Moore and Mack Stengler did the

photography.

Canada Doubles Quota
' in F-N Sales Campaign

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Nov. 2.—First National’s
Canadian district achieved a 203 per cent

over its quota for net billings in a single

week of the Lieber drive, now drawing to

a close. W. A. Bach is the district man-
ager. Ned Marin, Western district sales-

manager, is now on a five weeks tour of

exchanges.

Re-Takes

W ELL, we had a pretty busy week,
aside from reading the Aimee trial

and wondering when, if ever, it

would end. The oldest citizen of Cali-

fornia can’t remember when it started.

^ ^

The big news of the week was the fact

that Jackie Coogan is shining his own
shoes in a Military Academy. Larry Wein-
garten slipped us this information. Oh,
yes he also said Jackie was twelve years
old. My, my how time flies.

jji * ;*c

Sid Grauman treated Hollywood to its

first view of the Vitaphone last week. It

listens good and you get a good idea of
just how big some of the opera stars are.

The operator at the Egyptian didn’t like

Mischa Elman’s playing so he pulled the

curtain on him. Aside from this every-
thing went off lovely.

H? *

One Los Angeles paper critic said the

Vitaphone brought Marion Talley so close

to the audience he was embarrassed to find

himself on intimate terms with her distin-

guished tonsils.
:jc ^ H1

Expanding
Herbert Hoover came to town last

week to gather up a lot of films to put in

an historical screen library down in Wash-
ington. He has been in town a week and
has wired twice to change the plans and
make a larger building.

* * t-

Hurray for Foreign Invasion
We hope this custom of putting on a

beef-steak dinner for every German actor

or director who comes to Hollywood keeps
up. The idea is an excellent one and pre-

sents a solution of the high cost of living

problem confronting every scribe on the

coast.
H« H5 H1

John Barrymore, John Considine, Eddie
Maier or somebody threw a dinner for
Conrad Veldt and saying the affair was a
complete success is putting it very mildly.

We ate three planked steaks and looked
like Eddie Maier, the host of the evening,

who hasn’t seen his feet in years, after it

was over.
* * *

Mencken’s Here
H. L. Mencken who writes things like

“Hatrack” (not a Grand Rapids furniture

adv.) came to town last week and observed
a few observations. He said he’d like to

say a few words before a bootleggers’ con-
vention and said nobody endowed with
good sense wants to live always, particu-

larly when confronted daily by American
newspapers. Of course this being a law-
abiding community, he won’t find any boot-

leggers to address and they probably have
newspapers, printed on asbestos, in the

hereafter.
* Hi *

Watch Your Step
Don’t forget Nov. 7 to 13 is Education

Week and don’t run trailers with misspelled

words or pictures with bum grammar in

the titles.
* ^ *

Famous Last Words
“I want peace and quiet. I’m moving

to Herrin, Illinois.”

Hi Hi Hi

Hand me my stick and high hat, boy,

I’m to act for the Vitaphone. And where’s

my atomizer? Isn’t it thrilling?

—R. M.
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Official Eucharistic Picture
Opens at JolsonTheatreNov. 8
Production of Chicago Congress, Filmed by Fox, Will Be Road-

shown, Then Given General Release—Mundelein

Presents Film, Rothafel Handles Staging

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Nov. 2.—The official motion picture of the Twenty-eighth
International Eucharistic Congress, which drew the attention of the world to

Chicago when it was held there last summer, will be given its premiere at the

jolson theatre November 8. Paul Mooney is general manager. The production,

made by Fox Films, has been assembled, cut, edited and titled, and the opening
is to be a colorful event.

Cardinal Mundelein Presents Picture

With His Eminence, George Cardinal Mundelein, Archbishop of Chicago,

presenting the picture, a strong representation of the Catholic clergy and
hierarchy will turn out clad in the regalia of their offices. Supplementing the

churchmen will be many prominent Catholic laymen and their families, state

and city officials and leaders from the stage and motion picture industries.

F. B. O. To Release

“The Gorilla Hunt",

Burbridge Picture
(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Nov. 2.—F. B. O. has
taken over the distribution of “The Gorilla

Hunt,” five reels of exciting film made by
Ben Burbridge, big game hunter, in the

wilds of Northeast Africa. Negotiations
are underway for a Broadway pre-release

showing.
The magazine Forest and Stream, with

more than 100,000 circulation, carries in

the November issue the first instalment of
Burbridge’s own story of the gorilla hunt,

with a large number of photographs
“taken,” as the editors remark, “from the

photoplay.” The whole front cover of the

magazine is taken up with a striking col-

ored representation of an immense gorilla

as it charged Burbridge, with the editorial

line “The most thrillingly fascinating
African story ever written. The greatest

contribution to gorilla literature since the

days of Paul Du Chaillu.” Burbridge’s
adventures will also soon be put into book
form under the title “The Gorilla Hunt.”
Indorsement by a number of scientific

bodies is also forecast. A print is to be
deposited with the Smithsonian Institution

at Washington.

Manager Cook Resigns
Kansas-Missouri Post

(Special to the Herald)

KANSAS CITY, Nov. 2.—Resignation
of C. E. Cook, business manager of the
M. P. T. O. Kansas-Missouri, formally
was accepted by
the board of

directors last

week. Cook had
been with the
M. P. T. O. K-M
since Sept. 1,

1921, and saw
the organization
grow from a

small association
to one of the
strongest exhib-
itor bodies of the
Middle West.
President R. R.

Biechele is serv-
ing as business
manager until a successor can be found.
Cook is considering several offers of
positions, none of which would take him
away from the Film Row he has grown
to love.

U-A Cases Reinstated
by Board in Minneapolis

(Special to the Herald)

MINNEAPOLIS, Nov. 2—The Min-
neapolis Joint Board of Arbitration has
reinstated United Artists cases for deci-
sions and A1 Steffes, president of the
M. P. T. O., has issued a protest against
the new action of the board. He de-
clares the organization will not defend
members in any cases.

Germans Seek Work in

U. S., Says Mrs. Leni
(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Nov. 2.—Mrs. Paul
Leni, wife of the Ufa director, arrived
from Europe last week to join her hus-
band. She says German actors and di-
rectors all wish to come to America.

The staging of this historical film

has been placed in the hands of that

master showman, S. L. “Roxy” Rothafel,

who will also arrange and stage the
prolog and direct and supervise the
scoring. As the entire profits will be
turned over to charities, “Roxy” is

giving his time and great energy to the

cause of the picture without charge.

Production to Be Roadshown

Following the New York showing it

is the intention of Cardinal Mundelein
to roadshow this dramatic motion pic-

ture spectacle in all the big cities of the
country, following which it will be re-

leased to exhibitors generally. After it

has had its reign in the motion picture
theatres, it will be released to the
Catholic schools and churches. World-
wide distribution then is planned, thereby
assuring the millions of devoted Cath-
olics all over the universe an opportunity
to witness the great spectacle of their

more fortunate brethren crowding the
City of Chicago and its suburb, Munde-
lein, to honor the blessed Eucharist.

This is the first time in the history of
the Eucharistic Congress that the events
were fully recorded in an official motion
picture. To make this film Cardinal
Mundelein obtained from Fox Films the
services of 20 cameramen, and, under
the direction of a technical expert, also
obtained 36,000 feet of film.

From this mass of pictorial material
the eight reels were cut, edited and titled

under the direction of Monsignor
C. J. Quille, general secretary of the
Congress, and a special board consisting
of priests and laymen, appointed by
Cardinal Mundelein.

Ray Flail Supervised

Camera work began in Rome, where
His Eminence, John Cardinal Bonzano,
papal legate to the Congress with his
suite, set out on their pilgrimage to
Chicago. In the meantime, preparations
for picture making in Chicago were
under way. Ray L. Hall, production
manager for Fox Varieties, had been
assigned by the Fox organization to
supervise the pictures and commissioned
by the Eucharistic Congress as director
of the Committee on Motion Pictures.

All the important meetings in Chi-
cago, whether they were held indoors,
outdoors or at night, were completely
photographed. This meant the installa-

tion of special lighting equipment.
For one or two cameramen to try to

picturize an event as stupendous as this

was obviously impossible. Getting
through the crowds even unencumbered
with a camera was a task that will long
be remembered by those who attempted
it. To make pictures of the events at

the Stadium, it was necessary to have
a large number of cameramen always
on hand.

Each Service Photographed

From the day that the famous cardinal

red train arrived with Cardinal Bonzano
and other princes of the Church, until

the Congress was over, this staff of Fox
cameramen was constantly on the alert.

For three days the exercises at Sol-

dier’s Field continued. Each service

differed from the preceding one and
each was photographed in full. In the

afternoon and evening other points of

interest had to be covered, such as

Cardinal Bonzano at the home of Car-
dinal Mundelein or the camp of Dakota
Indians brought to the Congress by a

missionary priest.

By far the most difficult job was pre-

sented by the day’s services at Munde-
lein. Forty miles from Chicago with
railroad, electrical lines and automobiles
taxed to their capacity to transport pil-

grims, it was found necessary to get

the camera staff on the ground the night

before the final celebration to assure

perfect and complete recording.

Mathis Resigns Job
with First National
(Special to the Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Nov. 2.—June Mathis,

who has been associated with First Na-
tional more than two years, resigned Oct.

30. The producer-writer left with the

friendliest feeling although differences over
production policies are said to have been

the cause of terminating her contract.

She is to return to do one picture but

will otherwise devote her time to writing

in the future.

Biggest Opportunity
Now at Handy Kennedy

(Special to the Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Nov. 2.—“At no time

in the history of the industry has there

been a greater opportunity for every man
and woman engaged in the business of

making pictures,” said Joseph P. Kennedy,
president and owner of F. B. O., yesterday.
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Grauman House Closed 3 Days
Before Vitaphone Opening

Artists of Every Line Attend Western Premiere at Egyptian—Great
Western Productions Sues Pathe for $128,000

By RAY MURRAY

HOLLYWOOD, Nov. 2.—Sid Grauman introduced the much heralded
Warner Brothers’ achievement of modern science, the Vitaphone
at his Egyptian theatre last Wednesday night. The new invention

attracted not only film celebrities but also artists in other lines. For three
days the house had been closed making extensive preparations for installa-
tion of the Vitaphone and Hollywood’s initial inspection of the synchroni-
zation of sound and action proved a complete success.

'T' HE firstnighters who a few weeks
ago attended the premiere of “Don

Juan” again turned out in full force to
see and hear artists from New York’s
grand opera, the big 107 piece orchestra
conducted by Henry Hadley and the
clever string playing of Roy Smeek.

It was the same program given in
New York, Chicago and other cities in
the East, and consisted of an address by
Will Hays, the aria “Caro Nome” from
“Rigoletto” by Marion Talley, violin
solos by Mischa Elman, several numbers
by Anna Case and Giovanni Martinelli
as well as the aforesaid New York Phil-
harmonic Orchestra which rendered the
overture to “Tannhauser.” The program
ran for one hour and the perfect syn-
chronization of voice and film received
unanimous applause after each number.
The perfect scoring of the picture, “Don
Juan” but demonstrated possibilities of
the new invention.
There were the usual batteries of

searchlights and the usual crowds
anxious to get a peep at the celebrities
as they left their autos.

* * *

Film Guild to Become National

The Hollywood Film Guild will soon
be expanded into a national organization
according to Carey Wilson, vicepresi-
dent. News has been received from
James F. Archibald, chairman of the ex-
ploitation committee, who is now in New
York, that art and cultural leaders of
that city are seeking a branch of the
parent organization.

* * *

Great Western Productions has filed
suit in the superior court against the
Pathe Exchanges, Inc., for $128,568 for
alleged breach of contract. According
to the complaint the defendant is in-
debted to the plaintiff for two of six
pictures, featuring Harry Carey which
were produced at a cost not to exceed
$55,000 each.

* * *

Mayor Cryer and other city offi-

cials participated in ceremonies
that marked the site of the first

motion picture studio in Los An-
geles, last Wednesday. A tablet
was erected at the Christie studios,
Sunset Boulevard and Gower
Street, where on October 27, 1911,
A1 Christie unloaded a few props
and one camera of the Nestor Film
Company and established his first

company. Fred Beetson, secretary
of the Association of Motion Pic-
ture Producers, helped to drive one
of the golden spikes which holds
the tablet in place.

* * *

A romance of the old world culminated
last Wednesday when Paul Ludwig
Stein, motion picture director of the
Warner Brothers forces and Olga
Kuntze, famous opera star of Berlin,
were married by Judge Charles E. Hass.
The couple have been engaged seven

years and Miss Kuntze arrived here last
week. Mr. Stein’s next picture, oddly
enough, is called “Don’t Tell the Wife.’

* * *

District Attorney Asa Keyes has re-
fused to issue criminal complaint against
Edwin Carewe, motion picture director
and M. P. I Hitch, who asked for em-
bezzlement complaints against each
other. Illitch is the husband of Kathleen
Clifford, the motion picture actress and
the three have been associated in sev-
eral business ventures.

* * *

Gertrude Short Signs for Metro Role
Gertrude Short who has been playing

a sympathetic role in Tod Browning’s
picture, “Cock O’ the Walk” at M-G-M
Studio, has been signed for the role of
Bubbles in “Tillie the Toiler” which
Marion Davies will start this week.

* * *

Irvin Willat, well known director, has
joined the Beverly Hills group of prop-
erty owners, having purchased a lot
from George E. Read of Beverly Crest.

* * *

Sam Taylor Leaves Metro

Sam Taylor has resigned as director
for M-G-M. Mr. Taylor’s last picture
was “Exit Smiling.”

* * *

William Beaudine, according to an-
nouncement of Irving Thalberg, will di-

500 Yards Are More Than
Distance in Ireland

(Special to the Herald

)

NEW YORK, Nov. 2.—Camera-
men who were detailed to film
scenes in Ireland lor inclusion in
John Ford’s Fox picture “The
Story of Mother Machree” found
so many commerce regulations in
their way that they nearly failed
to obtain the pictures. At King-
ston the party was passed through
customs, the him stock going
through under bond. At Dublin,
five miles distant, officials de-
manded tests of sections of the
film to determine whether it had
been exposed. They declared the
film merchandise, and because
they had no papers to release it,

decided it could not enter the
Free State by way of Kingston

* harbor and Dublin. A man was
sent back to England with the
film, and returned by the same
route the film originally traveled.
He arrived the following day and
was given clearance papers on the
film 500 yards from the place at
which the film had been tested the
oreceding day. Then the camera-
men went and took pictures.

rect a feature for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
This is under the contract by which
Beaudine’s services are to be barred
from Warner Brothers.

* * *

Tom Mix’s next vehicle under his Fox
contract will be, “The Cowboy Ven-
detta,” a story by Adele Rogers St.

John with scenario by John Stone.
* * *

Scribes Eat a Barrymore Steak

On Thursday evening John Barrymore
Productions served a pre-war steak din-
ner to about 35 members of the Los An-
geles press at a popular downtown rath-
skeller.

* =t= *

John C. Ragland who for the past four
years has been associated with the Har-
old Lloyd organization as manager of
distribution will in the future act as busi-
ness manager for Raymond Hatton,
Paramount comedian.

* * *

John Bowers is to be leading man to
Corinne Griffith and Hobart Bosworth is

to have the principal character role in

that star’s next vehicle, “Purple and Fine
Linen.”

* * *

“Uneasy Payments,” Alberta Vaughn’s
next starring vehicle for F. B. O. goes
into production this week. David Kirk-
land will direct. He has to his credit
many of Constance Talmadge’s earlier

successes as well as five recent Fred
Thomson pictures.

* * *

Carl Laemmle, president Universal
Pictures, arrived here Friday and was
met by a large delegation of stars and
film executives.

* * *

E. C. Jensen, sales manager for In-
spiration Pictures, Inc., arrived here last

week from New York City to confer with

J. Boyce Smith, vicepresident.
* * *

Alfred Cohn has completed the adapta-
tion of the popular stage hit, “The Cat
and the Canary” which will be directed
by Paul Leni for Universal.

* * *

Rod LaRocque, Cecil DeMille’s star,

has been signed by Edwin Carewe to

play the leading role in “Resurrection,”
an Inspiration picture.

FP-L Coast Delegation
Stops Off in Chicago

Two special cars carried the West Coast
delegation to Chicago Thursday from the

Paramount convention at French Lick. The
conventioneers stopped at the Sherman ho-
tel and left over the Santa Fe at night.

Among the party were B. P. Schulberg,

Walter Wanger, William Hoffman, Erich
Pommer, Mauritz Stiller, William Fraser,

Emil Jannings, Charles E. McCarthy and
Arch Reeve.

Mr. Pommer revealed himself as a close

reader of the Herald when the producer
said that he “read the Herald every week,
even in Germany.”

Warners Change Name
of English Exchanges

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Nov. 2.—Herman Starr,

chief executive of Warners’ home office

in New York, and Gus Schlesinger, gen-
eral manager of foreign distribution, an-
nounced last week previous to their sail-

ing for this country that the company in

England known as Vitagraph, Ltd., has
changed its name to Warner Brothers.

Abe Schneider Weds
NEW YORK.—Abe Schneider, auditor of Co-

lumbia Pictures Corporation, married Ida Briskin,

sister of Samuel Briskin, and honeymooned in

Washington.
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Film News

in

Pictures

PICTORIAL SECTION
of Exhibitors Herald

Issue of November 6

Stories Told

by

the Camera

Janet Gaynor’s selection as leading
woman in “7th Heaven” is an-
nounced by William Fox who chose
her personally. A year ago she was
an extra.

Colleen Moore, who topped the list of

stars in the 240 Box Office Names in

the' Studio Section last week appears
with Kenneth Harlan, whose name also

rated high, in F. N.’s “Twinkletoes.”

Patsy Ruth Miller returns to Holly-
wood and begins work at the War-
ner Brothers lot on “The College
Widow.” She spent a four weeks’
vacation in New York.

Remember the other haircut story. Then, Samson was
shorn of his locks. In this haircut story the hero is Jackie
Coogan, the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer player, who will be
seen for the first time with clipped hair in the picture,
“Johnny Get Your Hair Cut.”

Jesse L. Lasky greets Emil Jannings and Mrs. Jannings at
the pier in New York. Lasky, vicepresident and general man-
ager of production for Famous Players-Lasky, has signed
the German star for three years service. Jannings has gone
directly to Hollywood where he will start work at once.
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Louis B. Mayer meets Dimitri Buchowetzki, director, at the station and signs

him to a Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer contract just five minutes before the train

left to take Mr. Mayer to the New Orleans convention of fire chiefs. The
train left early in the morning and the director received a call to come to the
station at 3 a. m. There was little time for discussion but none was needed.

The light that fails—to cause Kleig Eyes
is that which Calvin Hoffner invented.
Hoffner, right, demonstrates the new
lighting system at the Fox studios to Ben
Jacksen, center, and R. M. Yost.

Thomas Allen Moore becomes Gloria
Swanson’s executive manager in the com-
pany she has formed to make product for

United Artists’ release. He, being a former
bank official, is well fitted for the associa-

tion.

t_nester v,onKiin comDines
tonsorial with histrionic art

working with Charlie Mur-
ray in First National’s “Mc-
Fadden’s Flats.”

Kansas City entertains the biggest name among motion picture players.
Colleen Moore, whose name heads the list of “240,” visited the F. N.
exchange early one morning when her train stopped for a few minutes on
the way to Los Angeles. She is in the center of the group between Tom
Beryle, left, office manager, and Bill Warner, exchange manager.

Elgin Lessley completes shooting on Harry
Langdon’s latest comedy, “Long Pants,”
the third on the contract with First Na-
tional. Lessley is a well known camera-
man and a veteran of cinematography.
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Fred Thomson’s name grows bigger in the marquee lights, according to the

“240 List.” Seated are Fred and Director David Kirkland, right. Lower
row: Milton Gardner, production manager, left, Al Werker, assistant direc-

tor, George McGonigle, props, and Ross Fisher, A. S. C. cameraman.

Ed Schiller started with Loew’s as man-
ager of an Atlanta theatre and now be-
comes vicepresident of the theatre circuit.

He has been on the M-G-M board.

“Uncle Robert” and eight

of his radio pals provide
the entertainment for the
Pathe Club at the Hotel
Roosevelt. Lou Diamond,
president of the club, right.

Buck Jones, right, and Scott Dunlap start

work on “The Warhorse” which Fox Film
Corporation will release. Jones showed a

high rating in the 240 Box Office Names
listed in last week’s Studio Section.

Johnny Hines reaches Hollywood. When
the First National comedian stopped in

Chicago he made a fifteen minute stop at

the Oriental theatre, went into his song
and dance, and stopped the show that
Paul Ash was headlining.

“Not buying; just looking around.” But if you note the expressions you’re
not so sure they’re not buying. June Mathis, head of production unit, and
director husband, Balboni, are well pleased with the palatial homes George
Read, realtor, is offering film people in Beverly Hills. Miss Mathis ended
her contract with First National this week when it is alleged they failed to
reach agreement on production plans.

i
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B. B. Reingold now has a full force working from sun till

sun at new branch office of Fox Film Corporation in Des
Moines, la. Mr. Reingold is the aggressive appearing young
man near the center of the crowd.

Eleanor Boardman and King Vidor are now on their honey-
moon. At the wedding party were Irving Thalberg, King
Vidor, Rev. E. P. Ryland, Mrs. Vidor, Marion Davies, George
Van Cleve and John Gilbert.

Irving Cummings returns
from Eastern studios of

Fox.

RIGHT: Lon Chaney is the
tougher-than-pig-iron char-
acter player in Metro’s
“Tell It to the Marines.”

LEFT: Sally Anne is the
child of Mr. and Mrs. Ed-
win Carewe. The latter is

directing United Artists’

“Resurrection.”

Louis B. Mayer offers a hearty welcome to
Secretary of Labor Davis, right, who is

visiting the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studios.

The Secretary has spent several weeks in

and around Culver City.

Fox Films boasts a staff of

twenty-one directors not

the least of which is Albert

Ray, above, making feature

length pieces.

“The Man Nobody Knows.” Bruce Barton

who is on the Coast advising Cecil De
Mille on the production of “The King of

Kings” for P. D. C. is author of the re-

cently published book -mentioned above.
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Sally O’Neil is one of the

Metro players among an all

star cast in “The Mysterious
Island.” Opposite her is Con-
rad Nagel.

Fox officials sit in at dedication of the new Los
Angeles exchange. Left to right, seated: Sol M.
Wurtzel, James R. Grainger, J. J. Sullivan. Stand-
ing: Ben Jacksen, Howard J. Sheehan and George
Marshall.

Ann Teeman, who last year
won the “Chicago Herald Ex-
aminer” beauty contest, ac-
cepts her first big role. It is in

P. D. C.’s “King of Kings.”

FIRST NATIONAL PICTUPFS inc

American Bankers Association convenes at Burbank, California, and takes up a great number of problems in Interest, Cur-
rency, Credits and Finances (while traveling back and forth between motion picture studios). The big loan and trust
men from the East showed as much interest, however, in some of the First National players as they showed in Interest.

Leo Meehan, Film Booking
Offices director, is making
“The Magic Garden” now for

F. B. O. With him here is

Mrs. Meehan. (H.E.N. photo.)

Boy Scouts of America prepare to aid the exploita-

tion of “A Regular Scout” which Fred Thomson
has completed for F. B. O. Above is a scene from
the film in which Thomson has the role of a man
regenerated by the scout organization.

Claire Windsor, Metro player,
owns a pair of earrings which
bear photos of her husband
and her son. (But she wears
them only for stills.)
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Harry Brand Becomes Manager
of Keaton Productions

Phelps in United Artists Publicity Job Now Vacated—Charles Donald
Fox Takes Press Post for Pickford-Fairbanks

By JOHN S. SPARGO

NEW YORK, Nov. 2.—You can’t keep a good man down. From the
office of United Artists last week came a piece of news which is

the kind we like to print. It is that Harry Brand, Joseph M.
Schenck’s publicity director for seven years, has just been made manager
of Buster Keaton Productions with headquarters at the Buster Keaton
Studios, Hollywood.

TN keeping with the Schenck policy of
advancement within the organization,

the popular press man was promoted to
the executive position in the Keaton unit.
Keaton and Brand have been close
friends for years, Brand having recently
accompanied his frozen-faced friend on
location in Oregon on “The General.”
No successor has been named as yet,

and Russell Phelps is doing the work
until Mr. Schenck selects a successor
for Harry’s job.
Probably no Coast publicity man has

more friends in the New York end of
the industry than Harry, and they’re all
pulling for him to go over for a K. O.

* * *

Harry D. Buckley, general personal
representative and business manager for
Mary Pickford and Douglas Fairbanks,
announced yesterday the appointment
Of Charles Donald Fox as Eastern
editorial representative for Mary and
Doug.
Fox is best known in the industry for

his contributions to motion picture
literature. He was a pioneer motion
picture journalist and is the author of
some dozen volumes dealing with the
screen and film folk.
Mr. Fox will make his headquarters

at 729 Seventh avenue, New York City.

* * *

Paula Gould, of the Home Office pub-
licity staff of Warner Brothers, re-
turned to New York on Sunday, Octo-
ber 31st, after a month’s vacation, in
Hollywood. She says she just dotes on
this vacation stuff. Ditto on Hollywood.

* * *

Roy D’Arcy, one of the best and
most villainous villains of the
screen, has it all figured out why
so many stage people are quitting
the stage and getting themselves
jobs in pictures. Here’s his dope:
“The idea, of the dean of

American theatrical producers, Da-
vid Belasco, sponsoring such an
exhibition as ‘Lulu Belle’. No
wonder actors and actresses are
leaving the stage for the screen.
The motion pictures will not deal
with such subjects and I am glad
of it. I couldn’t and wouldn’t have
anything to do with any one of
half a dozen plays I have seen
while I have been in New York.
I want to be able to look into the
eyes of my friends and family with-
out a feeling of shame.”

* * *

Nelly Savage, who appears in the
cast of “Sorrows of Satan,” was given
her first bit in pictures by Rudolph
Valentino, who saw her as a member of
the cast in “Casanova” and immediately
engaged her for “Monsieur Beaucaire.”
Since then she has appeared in several
pictures, but it is in the “Sorrows of

Satan” that D. W. Griffith has given her
her first real opportunity.

* * *

Matt Taylor, who wrote the story for
Johnny Hines’ latest First National
Pictures, “Stepping Along,” and is also
responsible for the comedian’s forthcom-
ing screen story, as yet untitled, leaves
for California this week to enter the
scenario field amid the alleged sunny
climate of

_

Hollywood. While Mr.
Taylor’s initial scenario work has been
along comedy lines, he expects to train
his

_

typewriter into dramatic work upon
arrival. * * *

A number of educational films, produced by
Ufa. were shown at the American Museum of
Natural History last Friday. The series shown in-
cluded “The Jewels of Venus,” undersea views of
sea anemones and jelly fishes, 4tThe Parasol Ant,”
describing the life of an ant eater, “Saltwater
Millinery,” sub-marine mimicry, “Hidden Death-
Traps,” the Praying Manthis, the Lion Ant and
the Dragon-Fly Larva, “Peculiar Households,” nu-
merous examples of the symbiosis, “Winged
Death,” showing how falcons are trained for hunt-
ing, “The Fight for Life,” a battle of a giant
lobster and a panther shark, the electric fish and
the cuttle fish, “The Silver Swimmer,” the argy-
roneta and “Treacherous Waters,” fishing scenes
in Brazilian waters. * *

The next time we go to Cuba—in fact
every time we hop down to that place
where they don’t know old Kid Vol-
stead—we’re going to drop in at Nat
Liebeskind’s new theatre.

Nat who was formerly manager of the
Universal exchange in Cuba, has formed
the Havana Theatre Company to oper-
ate Motion Pictures Theatres in Havana.
The first theatre will be opened this

week. This will be known as the Cine
Esmeralda and will be the most up-to-
date theatre in Cuba.

Tiffany Manager Named
(Special to the Herald)

PITTSBURGH, Nov. 2.—Jack With-
ers is the new manager of the Tiffany
exchange here, succeeding C. A. Lynch.
Withers was formerly Associated Ex-
hibitors’ Pittsburgh manager.

“Natural Vision” Pictures

Premiere Set for New York
(Special to' the Herald)

NEW YORK, Nov. 2. — Film
Arts Guild has set the world pre-
miere of “natural vision” pictures
for next Sunday at the Cameo
theatre. “Natural vision” pictures
are said to eliminate distortion

* and to look exactly the same from
any point in the house. Also they
are said to have greater depth, and
therefore greater beauty, than
have the pictures one is accus-
tomed to seeing. The effect is

gained through a new process
that is said to widen the range of
vision of the human eye to such
an extent that there can be no
distortion and no eye strain.

Florida Showmen
Still Needing Aid,
Survey Discloses

(Special to the Herald)

ATLANTA, Nov. 2.—Many exhibitors
in Florida still are suffering from the ef-
fects of the hurricane that swept three
states bordering the Gulf, Manager W.
W. Anderson of Pathe said after a motor
tour through the affected area with H. R.
Kistler, salesman. Many of the independ-
ent exhibitors have been left flat, because
they carried no tornado insurance, Ander-
son found.
The only theatre at Dania, Fla., was a

mass of ruins. One theatre at Fort Lau-
derdale had repaired its damage and the
other was about to reopen. The theatres
were in ruins at Hollywood, Fla., and at
Biscayne Park a theatre that had been prac-
tically complete'd was smashed. Both
houses at Miami Beach were damaged. At
Allapattah the Airdrome was laid flat, and
the Seventh Avenue Airdrome was being
rebuilt.

Anderson reported the Hodges theatre
at Hialeah was wrecked, and at Buena
Vista nothing was left of the Biltmore
theatre. He added, however, that through-
out the territory everyone was in good
spirits and working feverishly to get things
back into shape.

Gavazzi King Honored;
Approve Action on Bill

to Ban Block Booking
( Special from The Bioscope)

LONDON, Oct. 19. (By Mail).—W. Ga-
vazzi King, formerly general secretary of
the C. E. A., was presented with a check
for $7,000, an album containing the names
of the subscribers and a barograph at a
dinner in his honor. The check was from
the members of the C. E. A. and the trade
generally, while the barograph was from
the secretaries of the branches. One hun-
dred and twenty members of the trade
were present. Gavazzi King, who will be
remembered in America for the great
speech he made at the Milwaukee conven-
tion of the M. P. T. O. A. last year, con-
tinues his association with exhibitors as
consultant secretary, W. R. Fuller being
the new general secretary.

* * *

The action of the blind booking commit-
tee of General Council of the C. E. A., in

presenting the draft bill for the abolition

of blind booking to the president of the

Board of trade with a view to its being
submitted to Parliament, has been ap-

proved after some animated discussion.

* * *

The Federation of British Industries, a
powerful national organization of manufac-
turers, wholesalers and retailers, has pre-

sented a memorandum on the position of

the British industries to be considered by
the Imperial Conference now sitting in Lon-
don. The Federation has also presented

to the Board of Trade a draft bill, which
seeks to impose a \2y2 per cent quota on
British exhibitors. A feature of the memo-
randum to the Imperial Conference is made
of the fact that 600 American films are

imported to Britain each year and the ar-

gument is advanced that with the studios

and producers available Britain could sup-

ply 115 feature films a year.

Filming Australian History
SYDNEY—A 9,000 feet picture dealing with

the history of Australia is being prepared by the
markets and migration department for propa-
ganda.
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None Should Tell Arbitration
BoardWhat to Do, Says Hays

Letters to Be Sent All 32 Film Boards of Trade—Agrees That

“Distributor Members Should Be Free from All

Criticism”—Asks Equitable Rulings

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Nov. 2.—No one should ever suggest to any member of a

Board of Arbitration, whether an exhibitor or distributor, what course he
should pursue in any case or what decision he should make, Will H. Hays
declared yesterday in stating the M. P. P. D. A.’s position on arbitration.

Favors “Hands Off” Policy

The Hays statement was in answer to a letter sent him by representatives
of nine states’ exhibitor organizations following a conference preliminary
to the annual convention of the M. P. T. O. of Michigan at Battle Creek.

“Is Like Coming
Home, 99Eschmann
Says of New Post

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Nov. 2.
—“Coming back

to the Pathe organization is like coming
back home,” states E. A. Eschmann, now
at the head of the

feature sales de-

partment of Pathe
Exchange, Inc.

“Nothing could
have been more
homelike than the

reception accorded
me at the home
office and letters

and telegrams of
congratulation and
good wishes de-

scended upon me
in a grateful ava-
lanche when I

took up my new e. a. Eschmann
duties.

“During my previous affiliation with

Pathe I made many firm friends who are

still with the organization. It was, there-

fore, a real pleasure for me to read the

expressions that came to me from all parts

of the country—not only because of the

sentiments, but also because, knowing the

Pathe organization as I do, I know for a

certainty that every word was sincerely

meant by the writers.

“This widespread response from those

with whom I will be affiliated in the organ-

ization forecasts a spirit of mutual help-

fulness
;
a spirit of co-operation which is

bound to bring results.

“With the current features and those

about to be released, in addition to new
product being acquired, the line-up will

offer exhibitors a selection of box office

attractions.

“Plans are now in the process of com-
pletion which will result in a new line of

feature product that will be second to none
in the industry. Stories, stars and produc-

tions will be of the highest merit—pictures

in which quality predominates—pictures fine

enough for the screens of the finest the-

atres throughout the country and at prices

in true reflection of properly governed nega-

tive costs.”

Sax Going to Coast on
Santa Fe’s New Train

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Nov. 2.—Sam Sax, presi-

dent of Gotham and Lumas, will be a

passenger on the maiden November 14

trip of “The Chief,” the Santa Fe’s new
trans-continental train to the Coast.

Sax will supervise production on all

pictures in the second half of the Gotham
program. Two of them are “The
Woman Who Did Not Care” and
“Quarantined Rivals.” Sax also an-
nounced that Independent Films, Ltd.,

of Canada has signed to distribute eight
William Fairbanks pictures.

Big Exploitation for

Fox “Summer Bachelors99

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Nov. 2. — “Summer
Bachelors,” Allan Dwan’s first produc-
tion for Fox, is to be given unusually
extensive exploitation. The novel will

be published in 200 newspapers in the
United States and Canada, including
fifteen Hearst papers. It is now running
in the New York Journal and Chicago Eve-
ning American.

Mr. Flays declared himself sympa-
thetic to the suggestion that everyone
keeps hands off the arbitration boards.
His letter, addressed to A1 Steffes of
Minneapolis, who acted as chairman at
the arbitration conference, follows:

“I appreciate the interest of yourself
and all of the others in the whole matter
of arbitration. There is nothing more
important for the future progress of all

branches of the industry than that the
integrity of the arbitration boards and
the effectiveness of our arbitration be
preserved and the principle developed to
its complete maximum usefulness. I

thoroughly approve the direction of your
suggestion that ‘the principle of arbi-
tration is too big and has accomplished
too much for this industry’ to permit
anything to develop which hampers the
good work.

“I am thoroughly sympathetic, of
course, to the suggestion that everyone
should keep ‘hands off’ of our various
Boards of Arbitration. No one should
ever suggest to any member of an Arbi-
tration Board, whether he be an ex-
hibitor or a distributor member, how any
case should be decided or what the
Arbitration Board or any individual
member should do in any case. This is

so obviously right that you must know,
of course, how thoroughly we agree
with it.

“I note your particular objection has
to do with certain letters which you say
emanate from this office. I know, of

course, that you do not mean to sug-
gest that they come from this office, but
rather from the home office of the Film
Boards of Trade as I am sure you know
that no letters are sent by this office

covering any such subject matters to

the Film Boards of Trade, or their secre-
taries, or to Boards of Arbitration. It

might be fair to the home office of the
Film Boards of Trade if I suggested that

copies of any such objectionable letters

be forwarded to me so I might take the
matter up with them, and if you have
easily accessible any such objectionable
letters, I would be glad to have them.

Sending Letters to Boards

“However, if you do not have such
letters easily accessible even that action

is not necessary because I am pleased
to take the action which I propose to

take regardless of whether or not any
letters have been written by the home
office of the Film Boards of Trade
which are objectionable as you indicate.

I know it is their purpose, if they have
written any letters, simply to direct the
Film Boards of Trade and the Arbitra-
tion Boards to be careful to keep within
the rules and do nothing which was
not ‘based on common equity and

justice’ as you suggest, and also en-
tirely within the law.

“It is so thoroughly right, as you say,

that ‘distributor members of Arbitration
Boards should be free from all criticism’

in order that they may make the deci-

sions which ‘their consciences and good
judgment may dictate’ that I do not ask
you for any details but am requesting
Mr. Pettijohn, general counsel of the
Film Boards of Trade, to address a
communication of the nature you sug-
gest to each of the thirty-two Film
Boards of Trade immediately.

“The only suggestion which the Film
Boards or the Arbitration Boards should
have from the home office of the Film
Boards of Trade is that they follow the
rules of arbitration, that they base their

decisions on equity and justice, that they
arbitrate, of course, only those questions
which are arbitrable and that they keep
strictly and always within the law. I

know it is the purpose of the home office

of the Film Boards of Trade to suggest
this and no further than this, and I know
that the friends of arbitration all over
the country—exhibitors, producers and
distributors—are all interested in the
same direction.

“I again assure you of my appreciation
of your interest in the whole matter and
that I will do everything I can do always
to use the good offices of this association
toward the further development of our
arbitration system to the fullest possible
degree of- constructive usefulness to both
exhibitor and distributor.”

Famous Canadian Shows
Operating Profit Gain

(Special to the Herald)

MONTREAL, Nov. 2. — Operating
profit of Famous Players Canadian
Corp., Ltd., for the year ended August
28 was $800,582 before depreciation and
interest charges, comparing with $750,-

607 in previous year. Profit and loss

surplus totaled $281,005, as compared
with $243,325 last year.

Loew’s Declares Extra
Dividend of One Dollar

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Nov. 2.—The Board, of

Directors of Loew’s, Inc., at a meeting
last Tuesday, declared the regular divi-

dend of 50 cents and an extra dividend
of $1 a share on the stock of this com-
pany, payable December 31, to stock-
holders of record at the close of business
December 13.
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“What the Picture Did for Me”

In the following special section the HERALD commemorates the tenth

anniversary of the founding of “What the Picture Did for Me,” the service

feature which for years has been commonly referred to as the most valuable

department in any trade paper.

The tenth anniversary of the founding of “What the Picture Did for Me”

is an event of genuine significance to the HERALD—and to the trade at large.

This department has played an important part in the upbuilding of this publi-

cation and while fulfilling this function it has contributed in no small way to

the betterment and advancement of the motion picture as a business and as an

art of entertainment.

Approximately 130,000 individual signed reports from exhibitors, based

on actual box office results, have been published in this department. It is

hardly necessary to point out the tremendously steadying and advancing influ-

ence which these reports have been in revealing popular tastes, so that

they might be satisfied; in revealing production values, so that they might be

safeguarded
; in identifying bunkum and false pretense, so that such might be

stamped out of production.

By its nature this department has always been “by” the exhibitor and

chiefly “for” him. On this occasion of the tenth anniversary of the department

we wish to make due acknowledgment to the exhibitors of the country for

their loyal and unselfish devotion of the time, energy and thought which have

made this splendidly constructive force possible.

—Martin J. Quigley.
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Dramatic Story of
Picture Did for

“What the
Me?5 Service

Success of Department
Due Exhibitor Support

Trade Opposition Overcome by Theatre Owners in

Demonstrated Approval of “Herald” Code
“What the Picture Did for Me” is 10 years old.

In the decade of its operation, the original exhibitors’ box office reports

department has printed 128,518 box office reports signed by exhibitor

subscribers of the HERALD.
It has developed from a bare service idea into the greatest single influ-

ence responsible for the betterment of motion pictures.

Complete record of the department’s inception and subsequent develop-
ment is set down herewith in observation of its Tenth Anniversary.

A Subscriber for

Eleven Years

I have been a subscriber to your
paper for almost eleven years and
there is never a week that I do
not look over the column “What
the Picture Did For Me.” We
need this column, because we get
better ideas what the pictures are
than we can by reading the press
sheets from the exchanges.

1 have been a poor contributor
to the column, but I never fail to
take advantage of the other fel-
low’s knowledge.

Here is hoping that your next
ten years will be even more bene-
ficial to the exhibitors.

Oh yes, I even read Jenkins’
column.

GRAFTON NUTTER,
Royal Theatre,

Republic, Kan.

Annual Figures

Show Growth of
Report Section

Growth of “What the Picture Did for
Me” from the two thin columns of reports
appearing under that heading in the issue
of October 14, 1916, to the 10 compact pages
printed this week is shown by the following
figures, compiled annually. Figures for
1916 cover the ten issues published in that
year after establishment of the department.

1916 454

1917 2,003

1918 4,917

1919 7,980

1920 10,878

1921 13,298

1922 18,321

1923 21,113

1924 24,801

1925 24,913

These annual figures give a total, as of
January 1, 1926, of 128,678 signed exhibit-
tors' box office reports mailed direct from
the signers to and published exactly as
written in the “What the Picture Did for
Me” department.

Veteran Exhibitor Now
“Herald” Staff Member
J. C. Jenkins, veteran exhibitor of Ne-

ligh, Neb., and a prominent factor in af-
fairs of “What the Picture Did for Me”
for more than eight years, joined the
Herald staff as Field Representative in

the Spring of this year after resigning
the post of Nebraska State Game War-
den. His “Colyum,” one of the most
widely read special features in any trade
paper, appears regularly on the third
page of “What the Picture Did for Me”
and this week appears in full page
form on page 54.

“What the Picture Did For Me” was
established October 14, 1916, as a regular

weekly service feature of this publica-

tion. It was an immediate sensation in

the trade and overnight became a battle-

ground of trade factors affected by the

reports which it contained.

Reports Personally Solicited

Establishment of the department was
effected with the utmost simplicity. A
reporter was sent to the managers of

downtown Chicago theatres to solicit

reports giving the box office perform-

ance of pictures then in exhibition. The
first exhibitor interrogated was Harry
Miller, then managing three “loop”

houses, and his reports were straight-

away facts based upon box office figures

at the moment of the reporter’s visit.

These were printed along with enough
others to make up two columns of re-

ports running under the heading which
still appears at the top of the first page

of the department.

The department was printed well back

in the issue of its inauguration, a brief

editorial directing attention to it—un-

necessarily, as events were to demon-
strate. In this issue the reports depart-

ment is brought forward in the book
from its original position for the first

time in history, a shift made in observa-

tion of the anniversary being commem-
orated.

Things began to happen before the

issue containing those first reports got

out of Chicago. Film exchange man-
agers handling the pictures reported

upon began telephoning their various re-

actions. All reactions were positive.

Reaction is Varied

Those whose pictures had been praised

as box office winners made haste to con-

gratulate the publication upon its inno-

vation and express the hope that the

service would be continued. Those
whose pictures had been reported as

dead timber in so far as seat sales

were concerned telephoned even more
promptly or came to the publication

office in person to register heated pro-

tests against continuation of the serv-

ice. It became evident at once that the

new department had struck fire.

This local reaction was duplicated in

stronger language when the issue arrived

at the New York offices of the various

film concerns. Chief executives of the

companies whose pictures had been re-

ported first got into communication

with the New York office of the publi-

cation, then called hurried conferences

to decide what should be done about it

all. Opinions registered in these confer-

ences were as sharply divided as those

of Chicago exchange managers.

Telegrams and letters to the home
office of the publication were drafted at

once. They fell into two general classes

—those which urged continuation of the

service and those which threatened vari-

ous forms of action against the paper

should the department be continued.

None of these communications showed
evidence of thorough consideration of

the project on the part of their senders.

This was to come, perhaps naturally,

from exhibitor readers first.

Exhibitors Voice Approval

The reaction from the exhibitor

branch of the industry followed upon

the heels of the quick response from

film companies. Exhibitors read the

first group of reports and analyzed them.

They filed the issue for future reference

—many still have it in their possession

—

and communicated their approval to the

publication office or withheld comment
pending developments. Not one exhib-

itor to whom this issue came in due

course of distribution indicated disap-

proval of the new service. A great

many of them sent immediate messages

of congratulation and pledges of support.

The outlined course of procedure was
followed steadfastly. The department

had been announced as a regular weekly

feature, to be operated for the common
good of the industry in all its branches,

and reader reaction had shown the need

of it. The next step had to do with
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Tenth An
development of the department itself,

the service value of which was plainly

seen to be dependent upon the scope

and magnitude of its coverage.

More theatres had to be represented.

More cities had to be covered, so that

local values of various pictures would

justify, one with another, to give a cor-

rect national value. All the pictures on

the market had to be included in the re-

port columns if complete service were to

be given.

Report Blank Distributed

As a first step toward this broadening

of the service, a blank report form was
printed in the department so that exhib-

itors could clip it out, write reports and

send them to the paper by mail. This

blank form was welcomed by exhibitors

and continued to appear in each issue

of the department for more than seven

years.

But one report blank to each exhibitor

each week was not enough. And many
exhibitors did not wish to clip their

copies, preferring to file them intact.

Accordingly, a special blank was printed

for mail distribution to exhibitor sub-

scribers. This form has been changed

but four times in the ten years of the

department’s operation, the fourth
change being made the week this history

is written and the second change being

made to check a counterfeiting effort

which will be mentioned later.

For the second issue containing the

new department, the reporter went to

the managers of Chicago neighborhood

theatres for additional reports, again

making the circuit of the downtown
houses as well. When it came to pre-

paring these reports for the book, it

became evident that the type of theatre

represented should be indicated in some
manner. To accomplish this, the phrase

“neighborhood patronage” was coined,

to balance which “downtown patronage”

came into natural use, and from that

issue forward each report printed has

carried a phrase at the end designating

the class of theatre concerned.

First Opposition Struck

The reporter met with varied experi-

ences on his second round of the thea-

tres. A big majority of exhibitors

solicited were willing and anxious to

provide the information sought and to

affix their signatures to reports for pub-

lication. But one or two snags were
struck. Exchange managers had not

been idle and already pressure had been

brought to bear in some quarters for the

purpose of preventing possibly adverse

reports upon pictures exhibited. This

gave advance warning of what was to be

a more or less concerted movement
against exhibitorial freedom of expres-

sion later on.

The second issue was seized upon with

keen interest when it came from the

i ver sary
“Have Been With
You Ten Years”

We wish to compliment you
upon your Tenth Anniversary.
We are thankful there is one serv-
ice in the picture business your
competitors can’t over-bid and
take from you—the HERALD.
To take away the exploitation

and report service, not forgetting
the good reading, would wreck the
ship.

We have been with you ten
years, and don’t see how any ex-
hibitor can run a picture show
without the HERALD.
Here’s to ten years more of suc-

cess.

DR. F. N. CHILDS and FAMILY,
Cozy Theatre,

Villisca, la.

press. Would the paper have courage

enough to go on with what it had

started? Or would pressure from the

film companies result in abandonment of

the project? These were questions in

the minds of exhibitors and others, trade

paper precedent inclining a majority to

the belief that the service would be dis-

continued on one pretext or another.

Naturally, some of the film companies

whose products had been praised in the

first issue found their pictures “knocked”

in the second one. This moved some of

those who had congratulated the paper

upon the innovation over into the

column of those who had condemned it.

At the same time, through good reports

on pictures receiving bad reports in the

first issue, some of the disgruntled film

executives began to see the ultimate gen-

eral advantage to be gained by the indus-

try at large through continuation and

expansion of the report service. It was
to be a long time, however, before this

attitude was to become general.

Exhibitor Interest Increase

Exhibitors responded to the second issue

even more heartily than to the first. It

was evident, now, that the plan was a

practicable, workable solution of the box
office problem, not a mere dream impos-

sible of achievement. The service began

to be accepted as a new factor in the

industry and the publication took on a

new aspect in the eyes of the trade.

It w’as not long after this that the

first mailing of report blanks to exhib-

itors was made. The entire list of ex-

^hibitpr subscribers was used and reports

began coming in from far and near.

Skeptics still held off, waiting to see

what happened to exhibitors courageous

enough to write their box office experi-

ence where all might read. Shortsighted

exhibitors listened to film salesmen in-

structed to talk down the idea and de-

clined to submit reports—although they

read the reports of other exhibitors with

Section of
avidity. Returns from this first mailing

of report blanks were not encouraging.

It was plain that the idea of the service

would have to be permitted to sell itself

to exhibitors on its merits. No great

advertising campaign had been used to

introduce the idea and none was brought

to bear upon the situation now.

With the gradual growth of the de-

partment came a marked intensification

of opposition from the less ably guided

film concerns. This came to a definite

head early in 1917 when the first letter

was received from a film company noti-

fying the publisher that all advertising

of that concern would be withdrawn
from the paper unless the reports de-

partment were discontinued at once. A
rambling analysis of reports printed

concerning that company’s product was
enclosed for the stated purpose of show-
ing that the company had lost many
bookings as a result of their publication.

The president of the company wrote an

ultimatum stating that no further adver-

tising would be placed with the paper

unless it ceased publication of reports

affecting that company’s product or

—

and this attitude was also in key with

methods prevalent in the industry at that

time—“print only such reports as are

favorable to us.”

Publisher Makes Reply

To this attack the publisher made
a simple reply. In a letter offering no

defense of the department save the pre-

viously announced intention to conduct

it as a regular service department of the

paper, the publisher noted receipt of the

ultimatum and granted the film executive

full authority to cancel any and all con-

tracts for space in force at that time.

Advertising was withdrawn, but the re-

ports were continued, no mention of the

affair being made in the pages of the

book.

But this was not to be the only act of

this kind on the part of film men. In

the five years during which the depart-

ment was developed from an annual total

of approximately 1,200 reports to one of

13,298 (the 1921 figure) all but one film

company in the business either withdrew
or threatened to withdraw advertising

because of the department’s operation.

The letter sent in response to the first

ultimatum of this sort became known in

the office as Form No. 1-A and was used

practically without change in handling

all cases of this kind.

Expansion of the department went on

steadily during these first five years of

pioneering and continued evenly after

constantly sustained service had exerted

its natural influence in beating down
opposition. A year-by-year table on an-

other page shows the growth of the de-

partment since its inception.

Beating down of this opposition from

film sources was not a simple matter.
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“What the Picture Did for Me”
Heroic means might have been employed

to do it more quickly, but the depart-

ment had been established on a service-

to-the-trade policy and it was deemed
consistent to let it work out its own
destiny on that basis. If the service

were sound it would succeed. If it were

not, it would fail. It was given every

chance to do what it would and it suc-

ceeded.

Established as an exhibitor service, as

a trade-wide reply to the trade question,

“What did the picture do for you?” the

fate of the department was left entirely

in the hands of exhibitor subscribers.

Their decision in regard to it was made
plain in their report response and in let-

ters of endorsement which began to

arrive early in the history of the service

and have continued in steadily increas-

ing volume until the present time.

Publication of these letters, the testi-

mony of which was borne out by the

increasing number of exhibitor reports,

carried all opposition before it eventu-

ally. Exhibitors wanted this service.

They were willing to do the work neces-

sary for its perpetuation. If they were
writing reports for the department it

was evident that they must be reading

the book which contained it. This proof

of reader interest told its own big story

to the advertising men of the various

film companies and the tone of execu-

tives began to change. Such protests

as were received began to lack the usual

threat to withdraw advertising. But

with the passing of this attitude another,

and one more difficult to deal with, came
into being.

Fraud is Attempted
Learning that threats would not suf-

fice to shut off the flood of exhibitor

information relative to box office results,

nor limit the department to publication

of favorable comments, the film man
who still believed his fortunes contrarily

influenced by the reports resorted to

elaborate methods of “stuffing the ballot

box.” These efforts continue sporadi-

cally at the present time, despite unvary-

ing defeat of their purpose.

As mentioned in passing above, the

form of report blank sent to exhibitors

was changed at one time because it had
been counterfeited by a distributing or-

ganization in an attempt to put over

spurious reports concerning that con-

cern’s pictures. The fraud was detected

instantly, the sudden inrush of reports

on this concern’s attractions prompting
investigation revealing the facts, and not

one of these manufactured boosts found
its way into print. Indeed, for the pur-

pose of making certain that no such
violation of trust should occur, all re-

ports of this company’s pictures were
checked by personal letters to exhibitors

whose names they bore. Only such as

were duly authenticated in this manner
were published. Then the blank form

Reads Reports;

Buys by Proxy
The value of “What the Pic-

ture Did for Me’’ cannot be
summed up in money value, be-
cause in the last year it has alone
saved me a few hundred dollars,
not to speak of the poor pictures
I would have played.

I have been very sick (nervous
trouble) for the past two years
and I had to read the reports at
home and have other people book
my pictures, and I have never
really picked a poor one.

Regards to Jenkins and the gang.

JACK CAIRNS,
Brooklyn Theatre,

Detroit, Mich.

was changed to save further embarrass-

ment of subscribers by letters asking

them to identify individual reports.

Although this was the most elaborate

effort of this character, similar attempts

have been made times without number
and continue to be made as this Tenth

Anniversary is celebrated. Exhibitors’

letterheads have been filched by film

salesmen for the purpose of submitting

spurious reports. Plain stationery is

used by many newcomers in the selling

end of the business (a surprisingly large

percentage of whom seem to “discover”

this apparently surefire means of putting

something over for the home office) and

a three-months collection of postcards

saved for purposes of making an inter-

esting exhibit fills a commodious waste-

basket.

Reports Are Safeguarded

Although no report not received from

a Herald exhibitor subscriber and duly

signed by him has ever appeared in

“What the Picture Did for Me,” this

practice continues, no doubt due to the

constant influx of salesmen from other

business fields. As a safe and sure

means of checkmating all such efforts,

the Herald has established a definite rule

that every report printed must be signed

by an exhibitor whose signature is upon

file and whose subscription to the paper

has been authenticated as of issue date.

There is no deviation from this rule, al-

though many of the cards filling the

wastebasket mentioned bear signatures

known to be genuine and reports writ-

ten in full faith. This fidelity to the

original service code has figured large-

ly in assuring the reports department the

prestige to which its trade value en-

titles it.

With eventual acceptance of the depart-

ment at par value by the trade at large,

other trade papers decided to step in and

avail themselves of the prestige that

seemed to go with possession of such a

feature. The battle was over—the in-

dustry had been made safe for exhibitors

who dared to speak out in meeting

—

why not start another department like

“What the Picture Did For Me”? This

line of thought has appealed at one time

or another to every motion picture trade

journal publisher and every one has

made at least one attempt to duplicate

the service.

The methods used by these publish-

ers have been practically uniform. A
bombastic announcement has preceded

each attempt. A department bearing a

name indicating its purpose has been

scheduled for a definite issue. It has

appeared, sometimes as per announce-
ment and sometimes after one or more
postponements, and has told its own
brief story of the paper’s failure to put

over the theft.

Imitators Hit Obstacles

Publishers attempting to imitate the

“What the Picture Did for Me” service

have made disconcerting discoveries.

They have found that a paper success-

fully operating such a department must

have a genuine circulation made up of

exhibitor readers who have faith in the

publication. They have found that re-

ports received must be printed “as is,”

that editing or revision within the office

is considered proof of collusion by ex-

hibitors, and that all reports received

must be printed, regardless of the age or

other aspects of pictures concerned.

They have learned, in short, that they

must possess a genuine reader body and

must go the full distance in service to

that body. The uniform failure of every

recorded attempt to duplicate the orig-

inal exhibitors’ reports department tells

its own story.

As noted, appreciation of the depart-

ment’s full value was expressed first by
exhibitors. Many of those who saw the

first issue are still readers of the de-

partment, as their letters upon subse-

quent pages bring out. Many are still

contributing reports, completing a

decade of important service to exhibitors

and the trade at large.

Among these pioneers of the report

department are names known to prac-

tically every individual in the picture

business. J. C. Jenkins, for instance, was
one of the first exhibitors to write re-

ports for the department and letters

about it. Jenkins, then proprietor of the

Auditorium theatre at Neligh, Neb., took

it upon himself not only to write reports

and letters about them but to spread

the doctrine of co-operation among other

exhibitors by word of mouth and by
personal communication. It was Jen-

kins, also, who first introduced the hu-

morous element which has been a fea-

ture of the service from the beginning.

Form “H. O.” Club

Jenkins, Phil Rand, E. E. Sprague and

Fred S. Meyer composed a quartette

whose good-natured raillery engaged the

attention of readers for a number of

years, the first two continuing their

friendly heaving- of brickbats until this
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Ends Decade of Service to Industry
time. The names of these men became

more widely known in the film business,

as a result of their activity in the report

department, than those of any other ex-

hibitors. But the quartette was to be

joined presently by a great host of kin-

dred spirits who combined forces under

name of the “Herald Only” Club, an

organization of 226 members formed for

the purpose of safeguarding the institu-

tion of box office reports.

Formation of this organization, the

suggestion of George Rea, then of the

Colonial theatre at Washington Court

House, Ohio, was a result of the efforts

by various trade papers to duplicate the

Herald department. Mr. Rea had ob-

served the indisposition on the part of

other papers to go the full distance in

exhibitor co-operation. He foresaw a

possible discrediting of box office re-

ports generally as a result of this devel-

opment. In a clarion call for volunteers

who would agree to report to the Herald
and to no other publication, he gave the

informal protective organization its

name. Recruits flocked to support of

the idea and when the danger which the

organization had been formed to offset

was passed the “Herald Only” Club had
226 members representing every state in

the Union, Canada and the British Isles.

Make Enterprises Successful

In the decade of its existence the

“What the Picture Did for Me” depart-

ment has printed reports from more than

3,000 independent exhibitors, reports be-

ing accepted from no producer-owned or

affiliated theatres at any time. Many of

these have gone out of the exhibition

branch of the business, some to other

industries, but recruits fill the vacancies

left and the ranks grow steadily with

the passing years.

This big and growing body of stead-

fast readers and contributors has made
it possible for the Herald to give the

Has Perfect File of

“Herald” Issues

During the past eight years as

an exhibitor, “What the Picture
Did For Me” has been a perfect
guide to the best entertainment on
the market.

I believe I have a perfect
library of EXHIBITORS
HERALD from 1920 to 1926, and
I still get a kick out of the old

issues.

L. R. LEDOU,
Home Town Airdome,

Isabel, Kans.

trade allied services of inestimable value.

Greatest of these, perhaps, is the Box

Office Record, semi-annually compiled

from the reports printed during each

six-month period. This book is acknowl-

edged by exhibitors, producers, distrib-

utors, studio people and the unseen

financial powers in the background as

the basic authority on motion picture

market values and tendencies.

In 1925 this great body of exhibitors,

amplified by that other great body which

reads but does not write reports, made
possible the publication of the now fa-

mous list of “104 Biggest Money Mak-
ers of 1925.” Publication of this list

promptly rid the trade of less authentic

annual lists compiled by critics and

others in the business.

Idea Has Won Out
In 1926 this same circle of interested

readers yielded the authoritative list of

“60 Best Box Office Names” which is the

industry’s chief topic of discussion at

this time. In countless other enterprises

this reader body has backed the Herald

with support making possible the record-

ing of trade opinion with respect to vital

subjects.

In 1916 “What the Picture Did for

Me” was a bare service idea submitted

to the trade on its merits. In 1921 it

had won out on that basis. From that

time forward it has built steadily until

it stands now the greatest single influ-

ence at work for the betterment of mo-
tion pictures.

When the Herald arrives in Holly-

wood today the telephones are busy with

actors, directors, studio people in gen-

eral, calling to direct attention of others

to reports concerning them. The de-

partment is called, in studioland and in

literary works dealing with studioland,

“Hollywood’s Bible.” In it the people

who make pictures find their simplest

and most dependable guide to future

endeavor.

Reports Are Treasured

Every star has his scrapbook in which
reports on his work are carefully filed

for reference.

Every producing organization has its

file of reports, to which it looks regu-

larly to see what kind of pictures are

in demand and what individuals should

be cast in them or assigned to direct

them.

Every film salesman carries his clipped

reports concerning pictures he is sell-

ing—to submit them to exhibitors as an

item of his sales talk and to compare
them with the exhibitors’ likewise clipped

reports, which are not always the same
collection. Upon this basis, revealing

the actual exhibition worth of the va-

rious pictures offered, prices are adjusted

in conformity with facts at hand and
market values are fixed.

Such is, in brief, the history of “What
the Picture Did for Me.” The complete

story of it is best told, however, by
exhibitors whose letters commemorat-
ing its tenth anniversary are published

upon the pages following. It stands to-

day, as it did on October 14, 1916, on
its merits.

Abbott, Guy S.
Accoia, E. C.
Adams, Roy W.
Alguire, C. C.
Allen, Clyde
Anderson, C. D.
Anderson. J. A.
Anderson, R, L.

Andresen, J. W.
Angell, H. H.
Armentrout, R.

Armlstead, E. A.

Ashworth & Bartels

Babin, M. J.

Bailey, J.

Baker, C. C.

Barber. C. E.

Bartlett &. Son
Bays, E. C.

Bell, L.

Berger, S. A.

Bierwith, H. C.

Bifarello. P.

Biggs, W. T.

Bills, C. H.
Binions, H. H.
Bickel, J. r.

Bodwell. M. F.

Bollman, V. G.

Botsford Bros.

Breitick, D. M.

Byrne, E. E.
Cairns, J.

Carter, L. M.
Causey, H.
Chapman & Evans
Clark. W. M.
Cook. R. W.
Craig, M. T.
Craig, W. E.
Creal, W. H.
Cronkhlte, C. C.
Crosby Schwierske
Daspit, H.
DeMordant, P.
Deyo, L.
Dinsmore & Sons
Dolliver, M.
Dowling, R. L.

Duba, R.
Durbin, P. J.

Eagan. H. J.

Edwards & Clark
Elliott, E. H.
Estee, P. G.
Euler, J. R.
Eveland. E.
Farnsworth, R.
Farrar, S.
Fawks, E. L.
Fay. L. M.
Faytle, M. F.

Fox, E.

Freeman, F. L.

Fry, S. G.

“Herald Only” Club Roster

Green, S.
Guerin, W. R.
Harriman, W. R.
Harris. F. N.
Harrison, M.
Hartman, C. M.
Held. P. G.
Hess, L. S.
Hickman, R. W.
Hillyer, M.
Hilton, 0. A. B.
Hines, F. C.
Hinds, W.
Hoadley, E. C.
Hoffmann, P. B.
Hopkinson, F. S.
Horn &. Morgan
Hornung. A.
Housey, J. A.
Huestis, B. F.

Humphrey, W. H.
Ihde, S. G.
Jensen Bros.
Jesse, T. R.
Johnson, F. L.

Johnson, 0 W.
Judge & Woolsey
Katzenbach, E. L.

Kooker, D. A.
Koopman, J.

Kottas, E. V.
Krauth, P.
Lambert, 0. W.
Langacher, C. A.
Leek. L. N.
Lowell, B. S.
Luna, E. D.
Lyman, C. H.
Lynch, C. H.
MacPherson, 0. E.

McCoy H. C.
McCormick, B. P.

McCuan, L. W.
Malphurs, C.
Meece & Hale
Mendenhall, C. A.
Martin, H. G.
Meyer, F. S.

Miles, A. N.
Miller, C. E.

Miller, C. R.
Miller, L. A.
Millward, V.
Mitchell, R. E.

Moore, J. W.
Moore, L. R.

Moore, P.

Nlckell, C. W.
Norton, B.
O’Hara, F. J.

Oiler, L.
O’Neil, E. J.

O’Toole, A. B.
Otten, H. J.

Parks, C. E.
Partrick, H. E.

Patrick. W D.
Peitz, P. B.
Perry, E. F.
Perry, W. 0.
Perunko, L. J.

Pfeiffer, R.
Pflugcr, H. H.
Pilliod, L. A.

Ported, J. G.
Powell, W. J.

Powers, C. H

.

Price, A. J.

Radtke, T. W.
Rea, G. A.

Redlske, G. F.

Restivo, J.

Reynolds, E. J.

Reynolds, J. F.

Rice, R. B.

Ritter. G. J.

Riva, C. A.

Rodgers, F. C.

Rosser, R. P.

Royster M.

. N.
Udiicjr, t. b,
Gardner, B. B. Kh attar, G. Morgan, A. M. Ryan, C. H.

L. Gardner, J. M. Kimbro, W. M. Morris, P. E. Sabin, F. E.

. L. Gaudlng, H. W. King, L. G. Moulton, C. H. Sample, F. R.

. A. Geeting, R. C. Kingery, R. H. Munson, C. Saunders, E.

M. Giacoma Bros. Kirkman, W. G. Musson, W. H. Schafer, C. W.
L. Gray, R. 0. Koborg, C, W. Neis, A. R. Schlotterbeck, F.

Schmidt, J. W.
Selk. H. G.
Shoupe, W. J.

Shoyer, M.
Silver. W. H.
Simpson, C. H.
Sitton, A. P.
Smith, R. B.
Smith, R. W.
Spainhour* C. A.
Stanley, F. C.

Stanton, M.
Starkey, G. C.

Steel, A.
Stettmund, H. G.
Stevenson, G.
Suscycki, A. A.

Swarthout, E. W.
Talbert, J. H.

Tiller, J.

Tope, G. W.
Van Alstyne, L. A.

Van Noy, H.
Vaughan, G.

Veatch, A. L.

Vetter, E. H.
Weakley & Walden
Wenger, R. S.

Werner, A. C.

Wetz, J. H.
Wharton, E. L
White, D. A.

Wilcox, L. M.
Williams, E. J.

Williams. J. M.
Williamson, A. E.

Willis, W.
Winterbottom, W,
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Exhibitors Write Opinions of
Original Reports Department

Tell Benefits Derived
from “Herald” Service

“What the Picture Did for Me” Appraised by Men
Whose Reports Furnish Industry Box Office Guide

Exhibitors’ letters appraising “What the Picture Did for Me” on the

occasion of the department’s Tenth Anniversary are published upon
this and subsequent pages. These letters express, in the language of

the reports themselves, the opinion of the exhibition branch of the busi-

ness with respect to the value of the original exhibitors’ box office

reports department.
A brief history of the reports department’s inception and develop-

ment during the decade of its service to the motion picture industry
is published upon preceding pages.

Exhibitors’ letters follow:

Better Than All

Other Papers
We have judged a great many pictures by

the various reports in the “What the Pic-
ture Did For Me” department of the
Herald and find them very useful. As
most pictures are highly overrated in the

advertisements of the various producers
and distributors, we have compared their

newspaper comments in the ads with the
exact newspaper review and find that the

film advertisers have printed just the re-

verse. In other words, praising a picture

where in reality it had been thoroughly
panned. This does not apply to all, how-
ever.

The Herald department contains reports
from small town exhibitors that are the

backbone of the industry and, since it is a

cut-throat game, the small man has to be
careful in his selection of pictures, as we
have come to the conclusion that country
people are more critical than city movie-
goers, if one is to believe the startling re-

views given by city critics and published in

film advertising; especially when a picture

like “He’s A Prince” goes over big in the

key theatres (according to film advertis-

ing) and flops in all the other houses.

We have more faith in the Herald de-
partment than all the advertising in the

country, including the Billboard, Variety
and Harrison’s Reports, even though the

last three are supposed to give unbiased
reviews. As long as we are in business,

the Herald will be next to our right hand
man. We have theatres at Pocahontas,
West Union, Traer and Lake City, la.

PACE & BOUMA,
Rialto Theatre,

Pocahontas, la.

“Aided Wonderfully”

by Department
It is a real pleasure to us to be af-

forded the opportunity to say something
about “What the Picture Did for Me.”
Our experience in the picture show

business has a dating over a few years,
and in this time we have operated in a
number of the smaller towns, where as
any exhibitor knows from experience
he must learn what his patrons, as a
whole, like and in order to succeed he
must please all of his patrons. In striv-

ing to do this we have always been
aided wonderfully by the help of “What
the Picture Did for Me” department of
your publication.
Wishing the HERALD years of

greater success we are,

STODDARD BROS.
Rex Theatre,

Madisonville, Tex.

Most Valuable, Reliable

Source of Information
I consider the “What the Picture Did

For Me” department of Exhibitors Herald
the most valuable and most reliable source
of information for the small town exhibitor.

In the Box Office Record and “What the
Picture Did For Me” there are so many
comments from those that have shown the

picture in various sections of the country
that the #mall town man cannot go wrong
if he uses it as his guide in booking.

H. G. ISBELL,
Casino DeLuxe Theatre,

Kiowa, Colo.

“What the Picture Did For Me” in EX-
HIBITORS HERALD has helped me turn
the O. K. theatre, Lewisport, Ky., into a
nice paying investment, where it ran for
several years barely making both ends
meet and sometimes using quite a good
lot of red ink. Have not used red ink on
a single month in two years.

Have been in the business as a side line

for twelve years. Have grown with the
industry and hope to keep pace with same
by reading EXHIBITORS HERALD. I

take the World, Trade Review and HER-
ALD and consider the HERALD by far
the best.

I think the BOX OFFICE RECORD is

as complete as you would want and am
sending many thanks for same.

HORACE EMMICK,
O. K. Theatre,

Lewisport, Ky.

Owes Success

to “Herald”
Just a few lines in appreciation of what

the Exhibitors Herald has done for me.
I started in business for myself at the

age of nineteen, just three years ago, the
21st day of October, and opened my theatre
with Marion Davies in “When Knighthood
Was In Flower.” Wyoming is just a small
town of about eleven hundred population.
At the time I opened my theatre there was
another operating here at that time on the

ground floor. I was unfortunate enough to

have an upstairs location. Anyone in the
theatre business knows or has some idea as

to what a handicap an upstairs location is

for a theatre.

Well, I knew that I had a hard battle

ahead of me, so I struck out for all there
was in it. I subscribed to the Exhibitors
Herald and studied it from cover to cover
each week and was especially interested in

“What the Picture Did for Me.” I found
by studying this part carefully I could pick

out the pictures that were most important
for my house. With this information I

could find the pictures that were most suit-

able for certain nights of the week when
we showed to different classes of people.

Without a doubt I owe three-fourths of
my success to the Exhibitors Herald, if

not more.
It is the only guide for the small town

exhibitor. Believe it would be almost im-
possible to get along without it.

Each and every week I mail in reports to

the Herald giving data on every picture

that I have shown telling whether it was

good or bad and how it was received. By
supplying this information I feel as though
it might help some exhibitor like myself.

If everyone would mail in reports we
could use them to even a greater advantage.
Some exhibitors get the idea that they
should report on only the good ones and
not mention the bad ones, but that is a big
mistake. We must have reports on all pic-

tures—we need them and it is the duty of
every exhibitor to supply them. The
Exhibitors Herald is the exhibitor’s Bible.

M. F. BODWELL,
Paramount Theatre,

Wyoming, 111.

Read Every Issue

Since the First

My connection with pictures dates
back to the days when we put ’em into
the wash boiler with an old Edison and
then played hide-and-seek for the end
of the film when we wanted to rewind
it. It is hard to realize your depart-
ment of “What the Picture Did For
Me” is ten years old, but my notch stick
shows 519 notches, for I haven’t missed
reading a single one, although I have
only been an intermittent contributor to
you.
More power to you and, as I once pre-

viously suggested, let’s print this de-
partment on one side of the paper only,
so exhibitors can clip the lines he is in-

terested in.

DWIGHT B. BAKER,
The New Square Theatre,

Ottumwa, la.

“Don’t Know of

Missing an Issue”
To commemorate your Tenth Anniver-

sary is to remind me of the pre-historic
days of the Herald. I don’t know of miss-
ing a single issue since my subscription to
Motography.
“What the Picture Did for Me” depart-

ment has been a wonderful help to me until

lately, now that we are running productions
right with or before your reviews or that
of any exhibitor’s report in said depart-
ment.
The rest of your magazine is really worth

while and, as a suggestion for betterment,
I would put in a department giving the title,

star, producer, director and length of every
feature production released, either in alpha-
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betical order of monthly releases or ac-

cording to release dates under the dis-

tributor’s column.

Then, in your “What the Picture Did for

Me” department, I would print reports on
but one side, with advertising on the re-

verse side. This would enable many an
exhibitor to cut out and use these reports

to good advantage in his lobuy without cut-

ting into some other good report he may
want that is directly on the opposite side

and would be of no account after cutting

out said first report.

Your publication is always a welcome
visitor. With best wishes for your con-
tinued success, I am,

M. W. ROOB,
Grand Theatre,

Port Washington, Wis.

“Helps Exhibitor

and Producer”
Allow me to congratulate you upon the

Tenth Anniversary of “What the Picture
Did for Me.” In the past this department
certainly has been beneficial to both the
exhibitor and the producer. It helps the
exhibitor to pick his pictures and the pro-
ducer to know how his production is re-

ceived by the theatregoers.
Hoping for your continuous success, I

am,
JAS. D. KENNEDY,

Apollo Theatre,
Indianapolis, Ind.

“Keep Up
Good Work”
“What the Picture Did for Me” has been

a big help to me during the past years and
I hope that this department of the Herald
will keep up the good work. In case I

already have my pictures bought I watch
this department closely every week and in

this way am able to pick the best pictures
and moneymakers. These I put on Sun-
days, Wednesdays and Thursdays.

The good action pictures I run on Satur-
day. The weaker pictures I double up and
run on Monday and Tuesday, or Friday.
Usually a western and society or comedy
drama on the same program. This draws
two different classes of people and works
out successfully.

“What the Picture Did for Me” has also

helped me to buy the biggest and best bets

on the market, which means added profits

every year. In many cases wtiere a picture

is reported terrible by many of my brother
exhibitors, I either shelve this picture or
buy and get a substitution.

I am enclosing reports on pictures I

played during the past four months, as I

failed to send in my regular reports.

R. PFEIFFER,
Princess Theatre,

Chilton, Wis.

“Necessity of

Operation”
I consider “What the Picture Did For

Me” one of the necessities in the opera-
tion of a small town theatre. I have
used it for years and would not think
of trying to operate a theatre without
using this department in booking pic-
tures.

THE BOX OFFICE RECORD
which you issue twice a year is worth
all that the HERALD would cost for
three years. Here’s luck and best wishes
to you in the years to come.

W. L. CROUSE,
Ideal Theatre,
Bloomer, Wis.

“Best Partner Any
Exhibitor Can Have”
The best partner that any small

town exhibitor could have is your
“What the Picture Did For Me”
department in your HERALD.
These reports have saved me lots
of money in buying pictures which
were represented by the salesmen
to be either specials or super-
features, only to turn out Bops.

It also helps to sell your pro-
gram to the public, as you know
then just how strong to exploit a
picture and how much you can
promise your patrons.

It would be hard for me to run
this show without these reports,
as I have no chance to screen them
in advance. I am always glad to
write in on pictures and try to
state just what they are, whether
they get the business or don’t get
it.

A. MITCHELL,
Dixie Theatre,
Russellville, Ky.

“Another Ten Years

of Success”
Received your latest Box Office Record

and Equipment Index and find that it is

very good. This and your “What the Pic-

ture Did For Me” department in the

Herald each week are very good and give

the exhibitor lots of help in buying his

pictures. We sincerely hope that you will

have another ten years of success with this

department and the remainder of the

Herald.
W. T, DAVIS & SON,

Rialto Theatre,
Sharon, Wis.

Still Has First

“B. 0. Record”
Wish to say that we use our BOX

OFFICE RECORD until the cover
wears off, and sometimes the first few
leaves are missing before we are through
with it, but even then we prize them
highly enough that we still have what is

left of the first one we ever saw. The
last one we received, which was the Sep-
tember Number, is more highly prized
because of the EQUIPMENT INDEX,
which we consider a great help to us.

There is just one suggestion I would
like to make, and that is with reference
to reports of a picture that is new and
not very many reports have been made
at the time your RECORD is published.
We notice that you only publish them in

one issue, regardless of how few reports
there are. Sometimes a great many good
reports come in, but they never get to
the RECORD, which does not give every
picture the same chance in the REC-
ORD, because some pictures have been
reported on for six months while others
have only been reported on for a month
or so because they are newer.

Is there any way that you could pub-
lish the date of release on the pictures,
as some of us often get a nicture slipped
ov$r on us that is an old one? While
this does not matter to some theatres, it

does to some.
Again I wish to tell you how grateful

we are for the RECORD, and I might
suggest that you make the covers out of
a nondestructible material. (The more
we get the more we want.)

W. J. SHOUP,
DeLuxe Theatre,

Spearville, Kan.

Department Kept
Him Off “Rocks”

I am accepting your invitation to write
my appreciations of “What the Picture Did
for Me” column, I have not been in the
game four years yet, and if it hadn’t
been for the Herald I might have gone on
the rocks many a time.

I have reported on nearly every picture
that I have shown since I started this place.
It was not much of a theatre, and I was a
green manager, but I took the Herald and
read the reports, in fact read about every-
thing else so vital to an exhibitor. I have
built up my house and my business from
nothing, you might say.

We don’t have the best show town by any
means, so have to work constantly to give
good service and keep the people interested.

We show as good pictures as we can pos-
sibly afford and make anything at all, and
we can thank the Herald reports for a
good share of our success. And in many
other departments, it’s just what the ex-
hibitor needs, keeps him posted on all im-
portant issues of the industry, things which
we could not get in any other way.

I wish the Herald every good thing pos-
sible. May it continue to be the biggest
and best.

A. F. JENKINS,
Community Theatre,

David City, Nebr.

“Keep Up the

Good Work”
As we approach the Tenth Anniversary

of the “What the Picture Did for Me” I

beg at this time to express my sentiments

of what this department means to me in

keeping me posted as to the quality and
drawing power of the pictures which are

on the market.

I always can find time to study the re-

ports on the pictures, no matter what the

rush is, I can pass up the pictures of the

stars and starlets, and for the time being

Dad Jenkins’ letter, but the reports—no,

never.

The only trouble with this department is

that there are too many slackers, and by
grab I am one of them. In fact, I believe

that I am just about the worst one on the

list. I have promised myself time and
again that I would come through regular

with my reports, but it seems that there

is always something which requires my
attention.

Beside the benefit which I have derived

from the reports on the pictures, it is also

a source of enjoyment to read the different

reports. Some of those birds can certainly

inject a lot of humor into their reports.

And I get a lot of fun reading those
cross-current reports. What I mean is

where one exhibitor reports the picture

good and here comes another exhibitor

and swears by all that is Holy that it was
the worst lemon that had ever dragged
across his silver sheet. I figure that the

way to arrive at the worth of the picture

is to strike an average of the reports.

The first thing which I look for is to see

if the picture is clean, a good story, good,
clean star and cast, and not too long.

Those infernal long pictures sure make me
tired. I pass up many a good picture just

because it is too long. We just have to
run a two reel comedy, and if the feature
is over seven reels it makes the show too
long.

One hour and a half to one hour and
45 minutes is plenty long enough. Many
a good show has been spoiled by its length.

The patron gets tired and restless and when
the big kick comes in the last reel they
don’t get it, and the show has lost ks
appeal and the patron walks out dissatis-

fied and will knock a perfectly good show.
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I had this happen only last night on First

National’s “So Big.”

My only wish is that you may celebrate

a great many Tenth Anniversaries. Keep
up the good work. I am for you.

^ F. J. O’HARA,
Community Theatre,

Elgin, Neb.

“How Could Exhibitors

Buy Films Without It?”
In commenting on “What the Picture

Did For Me” one may well say everything.
How could a country town exhibitor in-

telligently buy his pictures without the
help of this department? You no doubt
could buy all of the motion picture maga-
zines and other reports, but that would cost
a lot of money.

Personally, I just bought some new pic-

tures, some not even made as yet. Do I

know what I bought? No. All a guess.
But if I wait for some exhibitor’s report,
then I am sure of my ground and I don’t
get stung on the necessarily poor stuff that
is released each year.
A new: picture just released is com-

mented on unfavorably by a large news-
paper, but one or two in the “What the
Picture Did For Me” department said very
good. So I will have an opportunity to
check up, as we will play that picture
shortly, but I believe I know where com-
ments will be correct— I’ll give you one
guess.

Want to say that the Box Office Record
is invaluable, and I ask you how in the
hell could an exhibitor get along without
it ?

Yet I would like to make one suggestion,
which would save a world of time in look-
ing up pictures in the Record. You know
that an exhibitor cannot show all the re-

leases of all of the producers. Suppose I

show Paramount and Metro Goldwyn,
someone else shows Universal and First
National; well, wouldn’t it be much better
to have the releases under each producer’s
headings and arranged alphabetically so I

could go down the list of Paramount and
pick out what I wanted under that heading,
and then to Metro Goldwyn and do the
same, instead of going through the whole
book and jumping from X to A and then
back to M and on to P, etc., etc.

MAYER SHOYER,
M. W. A. Theatre,

Soldier, Kan.

“Greatest Help

to Exhibitor”
I consider the Box Office Record and

Equipment Index of the greatest help to

the small town exhibitor. I think all ex-
hibitors that report on pictures playing
their houses should shoot square from the

shoulder and tell the other fellow fust what
his audience thought of the picture.

Lots of pictures are reported poor that I
have found good entertainment. The other
guy believed the salesman and paid too
much and is sore at the office that sold
him. Take it out of the office if you have
been stung, but give the picture an even
break.

BERT SILVER,
Silver Family Theatre,

Greenville, Mich.

Acknowledges

Gratification
I acknowledge my gratification in the pos-

session of the Box Office Record and
Equipment Index. If an exhibitor has no
files, no system or method in his work, he
will find these a very good filing system
in themselves.

A. J. GIBBONS,
Metropolis, 111.

“Has Kept Many
Theatres Open”
During the years we have been

in business, the department of
“What the Picture Did For Me’’
has saved us hundreds of dollars.

It has kept many theatres in
business.
You would be surprised if you

could estimate the money made by
exhibitors by this department.

Congratulations to the founders.
We appreciate your work and
idea.

RUSSELL ARMENTROUT,
K. P. Theatre,

Pittsfield, III.

“Wouldn’t Think of

Doing Without It”

In reply to your invitation to say some-
thing for your “What the Picture Did For
Me” Tenth Birthday edition, will say that
department has been of great value to me
in my ten years of business, as it is just

ten years since I got into this business.

I have found it very interesting as well
as of value to me in selecting pictures. I,

of course, have to buy pictures sometimes
before I have the opportunity to know what
they are from a box office standpoint, but
find it pays to pay for and set out pictures
that “won’t jell.”

The only fault I see with the department
is the fact that we do not report enough
on the pictures that are not so good. The
average American had rather boost than
knock, so when we play a poor or rotten
picture we just let it go at that. But if

a picture is really great, we all jump in

and boost it to the skies. That, however,
is not a fault of the department, but with
us exhibitors. Then, again, so many are
just like myself—too lazy to report.

But all in all, it’s a wonderful department
and I wouldn’t think of doing without it.

I am enclosing check for two years sub-
scription. I am a little late in so doing but
I thought if I would wait a while that Old
Jack Rabbit Jenkins would pay me a visit,

but he came within a few miles and passed
me up. I think he was ashamed to come
here with that Shivey of his, for he knows
I have a big Ford and would show him up.

I am also enclosing a few reports on
pictures I have used lately.

Wishing you continued success, I beg to

remain
C. A. SPAINHOUR,

Twilight Theatre,
Greensburg, Kans.

“I’ve Been With You
From the Start”

I have every BOX OFFICE REC-
ORD you have issued and make good
use of them, as I consider it a great
help to one in choosing pictures. Also,
in regard to “What the Picture Did For
Me,” this is very good but could be bet-
ter. If all exhibitors would report on
what they run, it would not be necessary
for an exhibitor to say, “This star al-

ways fills my house,” but just mention
how it oleased. But all that read should
write, and the more reports on a pic-
ture, the better I can judge. I wish to
mention I only read your trade journal
(and another fellow’s reports, P. S. H.)
but I have been with you from the start

and I am a sticker.

JULIUS W. SCHMIDT,
The Grand Theatre,

Breese, 111.

Good Word for

Other Features
One department only in a magazine

like the HERALD would soon become
an old story in a way. The many good
features are what makes the HERALD
not only valuable but interesting.

Althought I contract for many pic-
tures before they are reported in the
HERALD, “What the Picture Did For
Me” department is the one I get the
biggest kick out of, especially where
different exhibitors report so widely
different on the same picture.

EUGENE SAUNDERS,
Saunders Theatre,

Harvard, 111.

Booking Guide

and Informant
The Box Office Record and Equipment

Index certainly agrees with my taste and,

if the ensuing issues are as good, there

will certainly be no cause for complaint
from anyone, in my estimation.

I use the Record as a booking guide and
as an informant, getting data on the type
of picture, length and stars, and also use
it to quote from in my advertising.

I believe you could help out some by
mentioning the type of picture, along with
the reports. That’s my only suggestion.

RAY W. MUSSELMAN,
Princess Theatre,

Lincoln, Kan.

“Sho’ Does Give

Satisfaction”

I issue a weekly program at my theatre

and before sending to the printer, I procure
my data regarding pictures from the press-

sheets that I have previously ordered with

my advertising.

There are times when no press-sheets are

received and it is then that the BOX OF-
FICE RECORD is a real life-saver to me.

All in all, I consider the EXHIBITORS
HERALD the best trade paper on the mar-

ket, because it sho’ does give satisfaction.

Best wishes for its continued success.

DOROTHY B. STRAUSS,
Doradele Theatre,

Copperhill, Tenn.

“A Big Help

to Anyone”
"What the Picture Did for Me” is all O.

K. if you will go by the reports that come
fro>m the towns of the size you are located

in, but if you go by reports from big cities,

and you are in a small toivn, it does not
work so well, but can say that it is a big

help to any one if they will keep read up
on it.

N. CALBECK,
Auditorium Theatre,

Nappanee, Ind.

“I Would Be Lost

Without the ‘Herald’
”

In trying to enumerate the benefits I have
received from your “What the Picture Did
For Me” department I am at a loss to

know where to begin.

When reading the New York critics’ re-

views, I always discount their opinion of a

picture, as I feel that they are looking at

the picture from a New Yorker’s viewpoint,

and not capable of passing judgment on a

subject for small town use; whereas, the

reports from your paper include every sort

of town and theatre, which makes it a very
easy matter to get the real value of a pic-

ture to me. The real honest-to-goodness
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opinion of a picture’s worth is in the word
of mouth advertising by our patrons, and
in most of the reports furnished the exhib-
itors state how the picture was received
and, by striking an average, as it were, I

am able to get invaluable information from
the reports.

The first thing I do when the Herald
arrives is to look at “What the Picture
Did For Me,” and then, when I get more
time, I read it from cover to cover.

I honestly believe I would be lost with-
out the Herald.

F. D. MOORE,
Liberty Theatre,

Robertsdale, Pa.

“Life Saving Paper

for the Exhibitor”
We take pleasure in contributing a

chapter to the story of “What the Pic-
ture Did for Me” and congratulate the
HERALD and its staff on the tenth
birthday of a wonderful life saving
paper for the exhibitor, whether large
or small.

I have been a reader of the HERALD
for more than two years and have been
a contributor of reports for about two
years. The service is worth its weight
in gold to us. It has saved our bacon
more than once in aiding us to select
better pictures for our screen.

The first thing that happens when
the HERALD arrives at our office is to
look over the reports on the pictures
and hunt up J. C. Jenkins’ “Colyum” to
find out where he and Viola are. We
had the pleasure of meeting Mr. Jen-
kins and seeing that wonderful car when
he was touring Michigan. We think the
HERALD used very good judgment in

choosing Mr. Jenkins for that job, and
as for Viola, well, she’s some flivver.

Her name will surely go down in his-

tory as one of the most talked of cars
on the road. Here’s hoping she lasts
long and runs well for J. C., and that
the HERALD has many more birth-
days.

CEO. & O. WHITE,
Starland Theatre,
Stockbridge, Mich.

“Most Valuable Department

in Any Trade Paper”
We take pleasure in saying at this time

that in our humble opinion “What the Pic-
ture Did For Me” is the most valuable
department running in any photoplay trade
paper today.

Eleven years in the business, during the
greater part of which time we have based
our buying and sometimes the later setting

out or the spending of additional money for
exploitation, according to how the reports
of brother exhibitors influenced us. We
do not take one or two reports either for
or against a picture, but base on ten or
twelve. If eight or ten of that total are
unanimous for a picture it must be okay.
The same holds good if an equal number
out of the total pan it. There’s something
wrong.

One should select reports from towns
similar in size and surroundings to his own
or become used to watching the reports of
certain exhibitors until you feel that the
preferences of his patrons are almost the
desires of your own townspeople.

We believe that ten years from now the
department will still be functioning and
we hope to be able to again add our con-
gratulations to the department editor and
the publisher of the Herald.

P. G. ESTEE,
S. T. Theatre,

Parker, S. D.

“Best Thing Since

Pictures Started”
J would like to say a few words

in appreciation of “What the Pic-
ture Did For Me.” It is the best
thing that has come to exhibitors
since motion pictures started. I
am not in a position to preview
pictures, so before doing my sea-
son’s bookings I go over the re-
ports in the HERALD and choose
only pictures that have been re-
ported good and book accordingly.
I have not made any mistakes yet.

I take this opportunity to thank
every exhibitor who sends in re-
ports, and the HERALD’S staff
who made it possible for us to
have a “What the Picture Did For
Me.” May it live to a ripe old
age.

LEON C. BOLDUC,
Bijou Theatre,

Conway, N. H.

“The ‘Herald’

Is Human”
It is a pleasure, and I cannot help but

express my heartiest thanks to a corpora-
tion which has given the exhibitors the
wonderful opportunity to express them-
selves through your good trade paper as to

how the product is going over for them.

I have been guided more times by the
columns of “What the Picture Did for Me”
than by Mr. Harrison and a few of the
other big critics.

The information is boiled down, and by
taking towns of our own class we can
easily judge what is in store for us. We,
as exhibitors, should take a few minutes
every day and make our reports, especially

when the good Exhibitors Herald makes
everything so easy for us. At least every
week, if not every change. There are a
lot of the exhibitors who never lend a
hand, but at the same time, if our friends
should discontinue their help, “Wow,” what
a yell would be heard. We are all busy.

So is the Herald. Let’s help them by
helping each other.

Another department of the Herald I

would like to see developed is devoted to

the exploitation work you do in putting
over your product. That, in my mind, is

a point none of us work too much.
The Exhibitors Herald is human. It’s

big. Let’s make it bigger.

M. B. FRANKE,
Strand Theatre,

Humboldt, la.

“More Valuable Than
All the Other Papers”

I want to thank you for the September
25 issue of the Box Office Record, which
was received okay.

I use all the trade papers, but find the
Box Office Record and “What the Picture
Did For Me,” in the Herald more valu-
able to an exhibitor than all the informa-
tion in the other trade papers.

Once in a while we let a slick-tongued
salesman slip us a piece of cheese, but usu-
ally get enough reports from other exhib-
itors before running it to avoid stinging
our patrons. We find the best policy is to

tell them it’s not much and cut the admis-
sion price.

Kindly send us the next issue of the Box
Office Record.

C. E. LONGACRE;
Dixie Theatre,
Dickson, Tenn.

“Words Not of Praise

But of Justice”
It is a pleasure, as well as a duty, for me

to contribute a few lines, not of praise but
of justice, to the Herald for the many
benefits I have received from its pages. I

trust its coming Tenth Anniversary will

be only an infant Anniversary in the suc-
cess of what are to follow as it increases in
prestige and usefulness.

I read several of the magazines devoted
to the picture industry, but none of them
in my opinion compare with the Herald.
It has been my guide largely in booking
service for my theatre, and 1 have found its

reports very reliable. The Herald is of
great value to the exhibitors of the country
and exhibitors can be of great value to the
Herald if they will report the pictures they
use at their full value, regardless of the
box office. If a poor picture gives good
box office results, report it a poor picture;

and if a good picture gives poor box office

returns, report it as a good picture. If we
exhibitors follow that rule the Herald will

be in a better position to help all of us.

The Herald will please accept my best

wishes for its continued growth and expan-
sion.

P. W. QUINLIN,
Ideal Theatre,

Chateaugay, N. Y.

Has All “Box Office

Records” on File

Quite often I like “What the Picture Did
For Me” as a vent for my feelings as to

“What the Picture Did To Me.” When I

get a bad one I like to tell the rest of the

boys about it, and quite often that word
reaches the producer, for I have had many
a letter questioning the whys and where-

fors of such a criticism.

Then again, when we get a money maker
I like to tell the good news, and if I can

help someone else so much the better. These
days of block buying, the criticism can only

assist you in the manner in which you
boost a picture. One fault I find with the

department is that too many exhibitors

waste space telling of the condition of the

prints they get. What a print is in Chicago
does not interest us in Ohio where all the

prints are good.

I have all your BOX OFFICE RECORDS
on file and find them most useful in looking

up records of pictures.

BEN L. MORRIS,
Temple Theatre,

Bellaire, Ohio.

Consider “Herald”

Adequate Service
I have used several magazines in my

several years as a small town theatre
owner and at the present time I am just

using one and that is the Herald. I

am quite sure it has all that any theatre
needs, big or small.

“What the Picture Did for Me” depart-
ment would be hard to improve on, or
at least it seems that way to me. And
the Box Office Record is worth
the price of the Herald by itself. I

have them back three years and find

they come in handy, even the older ones
some times give you dates on some old
State Right picture or some of the re-

issued prints at which there are quite

a few now.

I use the Record in buying my
pictures and find as a usual thing the
reports are about right. While I think
some exhibitors look at the money a
picture makes instead of whether it

pleased his patrons, I think whether a
picture is a money maker or not, if it is
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a pleasing picture it should be reported
as good.
When Grandpa gets here I will be

ready to renew for the Herald.

C. A. KELLEY,
Rex Theatre,

Custer City, Okla.

“A Good Word for

An Old Friend”
“What the Picture Did for Me”? This

question alone fills me with enthusiasm.
It has meant much to me in many ways,

and it’s a privilege to speak a good word
for an old friend.

My theatre was previously run by an ex-
hibitor who used only one exchange’s prod-
uct. It was less work, just sign on the

dotted line and let the booker fill in his

date book.
Needless to say, he sold because he was

losing money. I knew this, and without
any previous experience took a sporting

chance and bought the house. My first

move was to relieve the booker of his job.

I booked my own; he only sent them in.

Never have I known a losing month;
that’s “What the Herald Has Done for

Me” and, I should add, it has booked my
pictures for me.

Being a member of the “Herald Only
Club” expresses my appreciation of your
Herald.

I was the only exhibitor from Georgia at-

tending the convention at Los Angeles, and
as a “Herald Only Club” member was
shown much courtesy by Mr. Nichols, one
of the Herald’s Western representatives,

and also by the studios.

With all good wishes for your continued
success.

MRS. B. SMITH,
Palace Theatre,

Rockmart, Ga.

“A Mine of

Information”
In regard to “What the Picture Did

for Me” there never has been placed in

the hands of the exhibitor such a mine
of information. We find, in looking
over the several reports that nearly all

the exhibitors are square shooters with
the producers. When a picture is good,
they say so. When bad they also men-
tion the fact.

If the average exhibitor will be gov-
erned by the reports in the HERALD,
he will seldom have to hide out when
the lights come on.
We wish to thank the HERALD for

this department, and also the exhibitors
who have made this department of the
paper the success that it has attained.

e. w. McClelland,
Rex Theatre,

Gilman City, Mo.

Bases Promises

Upon Reports
Relative to “What the Picture Did for

Me,” the footage and stars interest me, also
the type of story, and then the general
comments on the picture. If the majority
of reports are favorable, and the picture
is quoted as being big, then I can go out
and promise my patrons something. The
community and size of town are taken in

consideration, because what will draw in

one community may flop in another but the
average will be the basis on which I work.

I haven’t been a consistent contributor
to the department, but from now on you
may expect my share of the reports.

RAY W. MUSSELMAN,
Princess Theatre,

Lincoln, Kans.

Reads Every Word
In Every Issue

All I can say about “What the
Picture Did For Me” is that I read
every word in every issue. That
is just what I think of it.

It is one of the most valuable
sources of information to the small
town exhibitor. I hope you en-
large it and get reports each week
from every exhibitor possible.
Here’s many more happy birth-

days to “What the Picture Did
For Me.”

LESLIE HABLES,
Reel Joy Theatre,

King City, Calif.

“Small Exhibitors’

Life Preserver”
The Box Office Record is the best thing

in the Herald. I never book a picture with-
out first consulting “What the Picture Did
for Me.”

I think the Box Office Record would be
much better if each company had its own
classification, as in “What the Picture Did
for Me,” and then so much time would not
be taken up as in looking up the box office

reports. When I order a picture, like, say,

from F. B. O., I look down the whole line

to see what other exhibitors have to say
and the ones receiving the most praise I

choose. Or if I want a certain star, I know
in what company to look and see what is

said about his or her picture.

The “What the Picture Did for Me” is

the small exhibitor’s life preserver. With-
out it the show is a failure, for the pa-
trons in the small places have not the same
view as in the cities, and we depend on
our crowd to come back again and again
and we must suit their taste. By trying
out pictures other small exhibitors praise,

we soon find out the likes of our patrons.

With continued success forever to the
Herald, I am,

MRS. L. M. BIERMAN,
Long Mott, Tex.

Wants “Record”

as Quarterly
Enclosed you’ll find check for a two

year subscription to your magazine.
Kindly be sure to mark your records

in my name as it is quite possible that

the writer will leave the theatre business
in a few months more, at least for a
while, but want to be sure to receive it,

as it is a very interesting magazine even
to the person that is not running a the-

atre or has no connection with one.

The BOX OFFICE RECORD is the

most valuable asset, both to the maga-
zine and the readers. The only objection
to it is that it doesn’t come oftener, as

the writer personally thinks it would be
of greater advantage, especially in buy-
ing pictures, if it would be published
every three or four months.

A. E. GARCIA,
Ideal Theatre,
San Diego, Tex.

“Means a Great

Deal to Us”
We are always glad to receive your

BOX OFFICE :RECORD AND EQUIP-
MENT INDEX. It means a great deal
to us zoho are located so far from the cen-
ters of motion picture production and sup-
ply houses. N ' RAY CARMICHAEL,

Coliseum Theatre,
Lamoni, Iowa

“Most Important

Feature of Paper”
In reference to “What the Picture Did

for Me,” we have contributed to this
more or less regularly, but expect to dis-

continue doing so, as it seems to work
harm. If you report the truth, if a pic-

ture really does well and you make a few
dollars, they tab you on that and ad-
vance the price on that star on the next
round, but make no allowance for the
bad ones that you lose money on. If

you can arrange to run these reports
without giving names of author or the-
atre, and still keep it up the facts as now,
it might be O. K., assuring that only
exhibitors would have access to the ac-
tual letter of the author if desired, and
only specific reports interested in.

As for the department’s value in our
business, we concede it to be the most
important feature of any trade paper.
It’s the first thing we pick up, and while
many reports are in crude contrast to

one another, it will give you a pretty
good idea of what to expert andHhat is

more than you can get from anything
else after you buy the film.

O. KORN,
Rialto Theatre,

Pecos, Tex.

Value Second

Only to Cash
I, personally, have not had much use for

the Box Office Record and Equipment
Index, but I think it is a wonderful guide
to those using the older service. I have
spent hours reading the Box Office Record
of pictures that we have run six months
to a year ago. It is interesting to see the

different opinions expressed by the various
exhibitors and then, too, I imagine I can
tell whether the exhibitor is a showman or

just an exhibitor.

As to the Equipment Index, I don’t

know what could be of more value to the

buyer unless it would be his cash. (Our
service is first run after first run in Kansas
City.)

CHAS. R. SMITH,
Prescott Theatre,

Prescott and Fulton, Kans.

Reader for Years;

Now a Contributor
I am a good reader, reading the HERALD

from cover to back, but I am a poor writer.

I haven’t even sent in reports on “What the

Picture Did For Me,” but am doing so at

this time and will try and be more prompt
hereafter.

The only suggestion I can make would be
to publish release dates on pictures, not

necessarily on future releases, but pictures

already released back to a certain number
of weeks. Anxiously waiting the Tenth
Anniversary Number and wishing you con-

tinued success, I am.
E. H. BRECHLER,

Opera House,
Fennimore, Wis.

Uses Department

as Buying Guide
I am what you would call a green ex-

hibitor, having been in the business only
about four years. However, in this time
I have learned considerable and at first

due to the fair (?) treatment of film
salesmen, paid for this experience.
About the first thing I learned was to
use “What the Picture Did For Me” as
a buying guide, and it has certainly
been a big help.
While I have not been a regular con-

tributor, I feel that I have not been fair
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with other exhibitors in not reporting
the pictures I play. If all exhibitors

would report truthfully, we could soon
eliminate the poor pictures. We would
all benefit and I hope the time will

come when we will all be reporting
regularly.

R. R. WINSHIP,
Majestic Theatre,
Phillipsburg, Kan.

Bases Treatment of

Pictures on Reports
I consider “What the Picture Did For

Me” very essential. It gives us the general

opinion of certain pictures and enables us,

in almost every case, to determine just how
a certain picture will please certain kinds

of audiences and just about what it can
be counted on to gross. With this help

we know pretty well just what we can guar-

antee and how hard to push certain pic-

tures and not disappoint our patrons.

I might add just this suggestion—that

might be a little improvement, not pertain-

ing to “What the Picture Did For Me”
but under the head of “New Pictures.” In

any case, I use a good many new releases

and can get nothing from “What the Pic-

ture Did For Me” and am dependent on
Harrison’s Reports mostly. The story you
print is fine, but it doesn’t give us an

opinion of how well it is produced and
how well it will appeal to what class of

audience. Hoping this will be a benefit to

someone and wishing your department as

good or a better future, I am
M. W. HUGHES,

Colonial Theatre,
Astoria, 111.

“Cannot Fully

Express Value”
I cannot fully express the value of the

“What the Picture Did For Me” depart-

ment of the HERALD. However, I am sure

it has been of more service to me in sifting

the wheat from the chaff than any other one
source of information. I intend to rely on
it more in the future. The HERALD is a

most welcome weekly visitor. I have read

the new BOX OFFICE RECORD through
and find it an invaluable reference.

L. MAYNE JONES,
Arcadia Theatre,

Vandergrift, Pa.

And They Render
Real Service

“What the Picture Did For Me”—that’s

a long story. However, it’s usually good
reference. Am often surprised at your
carrying reports on aged pictures, but there

must be a good reason for that or you
wouldn’t do it.

Our idea is to write reports on late re-

leases. We feel that that is doing a real

service to the exhibitors who are further

back on their programs. We feel they

should be as brief as possible.

Can’t write much, as we are suffering

with a boil. Hoping you are the same.

CLARK & EDWARDS,
Palace Theatre,

Ashland, O.

“Record” Is

Great Help
Your BOX OFFICE RECORD is a

great help to us and we thank you very
much for it.

A. N. MILES,
Eminence Theatre,

Eminence, Ky.

“A Part of My
Equipment”
“What the Picture Did For Me’’

has been and continues to be of in-

estimable value to me. It is as
much a part of my equipment as
the screen, projector and seats.

It has saved untold sums by
enabling me to cut out the dead
wood.
Long may it live and prosper.

E. M. BIDDLE,
Strand Theatre,

Paoli, Ind.

“Thanks for

the Verdicts”
A good word for the Herald and

“What the Picture Did for Me.” We are
small town exhibitors with only three years
experience and have often found business

an uphill job, but after subscribing for the
Herald, and thanks for the verdicts sent

in by such as Rand, O’Hara, Silver, and
numerous other people and by reading the

Herald from first page to last, or rather

last page to the first, we find we have no
need for any of the other publications sent

in, for the Herald fills the bill.

We even try to follow J. C. and Viola in

their travels. We thought they would call

on us but they evidently jumped from
North Platte, Nebraska, into Colorado and
next thing we knew they were down in

Goodland, Kansas. We wish to say that,

though times are hard, business is fair and
we extend to the Herald a large portion

of the credit.

MR. and MRS. WM. SCHROEDER,
Wallace Opera House,

Wallace, Nebr.

Runs Two Theatres;

Takes Two “Heralds”
I am new in the show business and,

having been in the game only three
years, I still have lots to learn. Am
reading the HERALD every week and
can truthfully say that it has been a

big help to me. I read “What the Pic-
ture Did For Me” each week and when
I buy pictures I always refer to the
BOX OFFICE RECORD. I find it a

great help to me in buying pictures.

I do not see how anyone can afford

to be without the HERALD at the

price you charge. To show you that

I mean this, I am enclosing my check,

for which please send me the HER-
ALD to the New theatre, Monette,
Ark., for one year and mark me up an-

other year at Manila, Ark.

C. W. TIPTON,
New Theatres,

Manila and Monette, Ark.

Stanley Company
Okays “Record”
On behalf of the circuit of the Stanley

Company of America, located in Washing-
ton, and formerly the Crandall Theatres,

beg to advise that we are thoroughly “sold”

on the BOX OFFICE RECORD AND
EQWIPMENT INDEX put out by you as a

section of the EXHIBITORS HERALD.
We have no really constructive sugges-

tions for the improvement of this section,

but want to go on record as saying that we
hope for its continuance, as it is a very im-

portant adjunct to the other valuable infor-

mation contained in the HERALD.
NAT GLASSER,

Asst. Supervisor of Theatres.

“Sincere Thanks
for All Help”

I have been an exhibitor less than three
years, so my chapter will be short, but I do
wish to say that the Herald has been of the
greatest help to me in this picture business.
And of the Herald, “What the Picture Did
for Me” and “Service Talks” are the first

parts read each week.
A small-town exhibitor, who seldom has

a chance to preview a picture, must depend
to a great extent on such reports, and I

have always found these reliable. I have
been contributing reports occasionally dur-
ing the past two years, but will try to do so
regularly in the future, and so do my little

bit in making this department helpful to
others as it has been to me.
With congratulations for this “Anniver-

sary,” and sincere thanks for all the help I

have received from the Herald as a whole,
I am,

GEORGE BENSON,
Community Theatre,

Minneota, Minn.

“First Thing
I Look For”

I value “What the Picture Did for
Me” above anything between your in-

side covers.
We are running very new pictures,

but every HERALD I receive the very
first thing I look up is to see what some
other exhibitor thought of the picture
we had already used, and also to see
what his opinion was of something we
had coming. By reading these reports
an exhibitor can make no mistake in ad-
vertising his show, and of course some
exhibitors cannot be pleased with any
picture, but it doesn’t take you long to
find these fellows out.
We have had 100 per cent pictures

(what we mean is not one dissatisfied
patron out of S. R. O.) that some other
small town exhibitor would pan to a
finish.

CHAS. R. SMITH,
Prescott Theatre,

Prescott, Kansas.

Bases All Buying
on B. O. Reports

Congratulations.
Running a motion picture theatre without

the HERALD would be like going hunting
without a gun. I do all my buying on the

strength of “What the Picture Did for Me.”
I can’t enter your fishing contest, but the

wife and I go sheep hunting betiveen shows.
Not so bad.

Wishing you continued success for an-
other ten years. I am,

LESTER N. LEEK,
Club House Theatre,

Jackson, Wyo.

Wonderful Help

to Exhibitors
Congratulations for “What the Picture

Did For Me,” and may you enjoy many
more birthdays. You are a wonderful help

to the small town exhibitor.

All salesmen say they have the best pic-

tures, but we read the reports in the HER-
ALD and then buy accordingly.

Paramount Theatre,

Stapleton, Nebr.

Worth Dozen Times

Subscription Price
“What the Picture Did For Me” has paid

us more than the subscription price at

least a dozen times a year. We open the

Herald at that department always and read
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the reports carefully. We have not re-

ported often during the past year, because
we were running pictures that had been
previously reported, but will try and do
better.

One immense help would be for each
exhibitor to report some outstanding
feature in each picture, so that others could
profit by stressing that particular part.

Occasionally one does this, but not often,

but those few have helped us to put several

programs over.

Keep up the good work. Personally, we
would feel completely lost without the
Herald and its “What the Picture Did For
Me.”

DINSMORE & SON,
Majestic Theatre,

Weiner, Ark.

Reads It So Much He
Knows It by Heart

Just a few words of praise for your
Exhibitors Herald and Box Office
Record. The first thing I do when the
Herald reaches me is to read “What the
Picture Did For Me.” I read this section

so much that I practically know it by heart
and I have cleaned up on many a picture

out of the information I secured in this

section. I cannot see where this section
can be improved any more, unless it is to

get more exhibitors to fall in line and write
in to “What the Picture Did For Me.”
You can rest assured that as long as the

Herald is published you will find me a
regular subscriber and a copy of the Box
Office Record in my office at all times.

__
E. E. BYRNE,

Columbia Theatre,
Athens, O.

“Essential Part

of Your Paper”
I find “What the Picture Did For

Me” a great help in selecting and book-
ing my programs. It is amusing to see
how a picture went over in one place
and not in another. But I have found
that, as a majority, if a picture is a flop
in one place, it usually is in another.
“What the Picture Did For Me” has

become an essential part of your paper
to me, as has the section you devote on
New Pictures. It gives one exhibitor
the benefit of the others’ experience and
this helps a lot.

JACK DAVIS.
State Theatre,

Tawas City, Mich.

Best Department in

Any Trade Paper
“What the Picture Did for Me” is the

most helpful department, now or at any
time, any trade paper has ever carried.
Take any picture, pick out several re-

ports on it, and you pretty near have the
true dope.

I believe producers as well as exhib-
itors carry a check up on this depart-
ment.

R. J. RELF,
Uptown Theatre,

Clear Lake, la.

Finds “Herald”

Always Right
I read the HERALD every time and it

has helped on many and many a picture
which has alzvays proved the HERALD, in
letters or comments, knew what they were
talking about.

C. C. BISBEE,
Columbia Theatre,

Poynette, Wis.

“Unfailing

Acid Test”
Of all trade publications, EX-

HIBITORS HERALD is the best,

and of all departments in that pa-

per, “What the Picture Did For
Me” is the most valuable.

“What the Picture Did For Me”
is the unfailing acid test that will

tell the fine gold in pictures from
all those of baser metal.

TOM FOSTER,
Star Theatre,

Stanley, Wis.

Knows Pictures

from Reports
I am running a picture show in a country

town, and for the first eight or ten months
I did not know there was anything like the
Herald, having to select our pictures by
name, or taking what the salesman sug-

gested, and we began to think they had quit

making good pictures, until an exhibitor

asked me if I took the Herald. After get-

ting it, I told the salesman what I wanted,
instead of him telling me what I wanted,
and now with the aid of “What the Picture
Did for Me” I know what the pieture really

is, and know whether or not to boost it.

If a picture is good, I am glad to tell my
patrons. If it is not good, I am just as

glad to tell them, for I had rather lose

money on a picture than to have a full

house of dissatisfied patrons.

Yours for success, I am,

H. T. NOKES,
Elite Theatre,

Nixa, Mo.

What Herald

Says Counts
“What the Picture Did for Me” depart-

ment is the first thing I look for when open-
ing the HERALD and a great deal of my
buying of pictures is governed by these re-

ports. What New York and the big cities

say means nothing to me—it’s what the pic-

ture is doing in the smaller towns that

counts.

Best wishes for its success,

E. P. MOTT,
The Lyric Theatre,

Wooster, Ohio.

Files “Records”

to Please Patrons
I just received my copy of the Box Of-

fice Record and will say that it would be
hard to get along zvithout it. I file it with
the others and it gives me almost a com-
plete record. It surely has saved me a lot,

and especially helped me to please my peo-
ple.

ELMER E. GAILEY,
Crystal Theatre,

Wayne, Nebr.

Tried All Papers;

Finds “Herald” Best
Regarding the Fall Edition of THE

BOX OFFICE RECORD AND EQUIP-
MENT INDEX, I wish to state that I have
tried all the trade papers and EXHIBIT-
ORS HERALD stands as far above the
others as “Man O’ War” stands above the
cheap selling plater.

E. M. BIDDLE,
Strand Theatre,

Paoli, Ind.

“Accept All

Thanks and Credit”
As to my interest in the “What the Pic-

ture Did for Me,” department of your val-
uable Herald, I wish to first have you
accept all thanks and credit I can give you.

I started in this picture game seven years
ago, without experience, without the
Herald and it’s a helpful column. I surely
admit that good pictures were few and far

between, but somehow I received a sample
of the Herald, and one reading was proof
to me that it was what I needed. Business
improved, film hounds were easier gotten
rid of, with their useless talk and still more
useless pictures, that we could not use, and
it was only necessary to say, “I saw in the

Herald it was a bum picture.” That deci-

sion was final
; no argument.

If the “What the Picture Did for Me”
should be stopped, please stop my subscrip-

tion.

WM. MARTIN,
New Patriot Theatre,

Patriot, Ind.

“Helped Me More
Than Anything Else”
“What the Picture Did for Me” has helped

me more than anything else in buying prod-

uct that my patrons want. We watch the

reports that are sent in by exhibitors that

operate under the same conditions, etc., that

we have and find that by doing this that it

is very seldom that we show a program that

is not satisfactory.

Whenever the EXHIBITORS HERALD
shows up in the mail, every member of our
little staff makes a dive for it.

WALTER C. SCHULTZ,
Kenesaw Opera House,

Kenesaw, Nebraska.

“Improves

With Age”
Please accept my thanks for THE

BOX OFFICE RECORD recently sent
me. I do not know how it could be im-
proved unless it would be to use pages
and pages more of reports, as they are
more valuable to me than THE
EQUIPMENT INDEX.
Your magazine is like wine—it im-

proves with age, and long may it live
and prosper.

WM. MARTIN,
New Patriot Theatre,

Patriot, Ind.

“More Than Our
Money’s Worth”
The new Box Office Record is at hand

ancF I wish to thank you for this splendid
gratis service. No exhibitor is able to deny
that we receive more than our money’s
worth from the publication each week with-
out the additional gift twice each year.

One thing, only, that we could suggest
would be a release or review date, so that

in looking over the Box Office Record one
would have full information with which
to check salesmen’s selling talk.

P. G. ESTEE,
S. T. Theatre,

Parker, S. D.

“Next to My
Dictionary”
No need to write you a letter. Will

just say that the BOX OFFICE REC-
ORD AND EQUIPMENT INDEX
has a place right next to my dictionary.

A. P. SITTON, JR.,
Muse U Theatre,

Tularosa, N. M.
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/. C. Jenkins—His Colyum
Concordia, Kansas, October 24, 1926.

DEAR HERALD:
The past week has been very uneventful. Nothing has trans-

pired to write about, and when there is nothing to write about
it is pretty hard to write. You know how ’tis.

Yesterday we had a little excitement, however. Viola ran over
a chicken, a nice spring pullet just the right size, but unfortun-
ately it happened right in front of a farmer’s door and I couldn’t

stop and pick it up; so last night I had to eat pig’s knuckles for

supper. It’s pretty tough to have to run off and leave a nice fat

pullet lying in the road, but I have found from experience that

that is the most sensible thing to do.

I should have been in Lawrence yesterday, but I was headed the

other way. Lawrence is where the Nebraska Cornhuskers
trimmed the Kansas University on the gridiron, just as I pre-

dicted, but didn’t bet any money, and next comes the Aggie-

Husker game at Lincoln on Nov. 13. Will I be there? Well,

you tell ’em, honey, I stutter. The Memorial Hall at Lincoln is

getting so full of gridiron scalps that they will have to build an

annex.

There is hardly a town in Kansas that doesn’t claim to be the

birthplace of some noted celebrity. St. Marys is all swelled up
over the fact that Ben Turpin used to run a blacksmith shop
there, and they told me he was not only the best blacksmith in

the state but was the village cut-up and a regular devil with the

village maidens. They say that Ben started out to make an hon-

est living by shoeing horses for the farmers, but that when he
shod a horse and went to make out a bill for it he always saw
two horses.

His parents are said to have been very fond of him. His
mother would dress him up in little pink pajamas and a poka-

dot waist and would take him to early mass every Sunday morn-
ing and Bennie would carry his prayer book in one hand and a

bean-shooter in the other. They told me a lot of stories about
Ben’s early life, but of course I wouldn’t want to repeat them
here, for Ben is a good fellow and is no doubt trying to live

down the past as best he can. You will recall that Phil Rand
picked Ben as his judge in that beauty contest and that Ben
voted for Phil, and if I went to raking up his past Ben might
think I was sore at him, but I am not. It’s just another case of

cross-eyed judgment, that’s all.

It beats all how ungrateful some communities are. Now you
take the case of Ring Lardner and myself, for instance. Ring
and I were both born at Niles, Michigan, but every time Niles

opens her mouth she sings Ring’s praises but never says a darned
word about me. Had I of known then what I do now I would
have picked Dowagiac as my birthplace, instead of Niles, for

Dowagiac is a better town anyway, and it is there that the Hed-
don boys make the famous fish lures.

* * *

Harold Lloyd showed the best judgment of any of the stars,

for he selected a town in Nebraska for his birthplace, and at

Burchard you will find a tablet erected on which is inscribed

“The Birthplace of Harold Lloyd,” which goes to show that Ne-

braska is always willing to recognize nobility. That’s why I am
strong for Nebraska, although I could have picked a much bet-

ter town than Burchard in which to have had my cradle rocked.

Medicine Lodge, Kansas, says that in point of historical interest

she won’t take a back seat for any other town on earth, for it

was there that Carrie Nation broke loose with her famous
hatchet and smashed up things right^and left and succeeded in

getting an assignment on the Chautauqua program.
Kansas had another female celebrity who went up and down

the state telling people to “rise up and raise hell” and they did,

and a lot of ’em have kept it up ever since, but the “Sunflower

State” is no slouch for all that. But just wait until the Cali-

fornia courts get through with Aimee Semple McPherson, and
if that blond dame don’t get a picture or vaudeville contract

then I will think that “Opportunity” must have had rheumatism
in her knuckles.

They used to say that “money makes the mare go” but nowa-

days it is notoriety, and Aimee is getting it, and if Lydia E.

Pinkham could have had the front page space that Aimee is

getting gratis she could have placed a case of her famous “Vege-
table Compound” in every cupboard in the United States and
just imagine what a boon that would have Been to humanity.
Doggone it, it just seems like everything is going wrong. I

wouldn’t be surprised if the whole country went Democratic.
* * *

But getting back to Kansas. Grenleaf is the only town I ever

heard of where Saturday nights are the poorest nights of the

week for business. Walter Hohlfeld, who operates the Elite

theatre, tells me that he has better business on any other night

than he does on Saturday. Walter, by the way, is one of those

ace high lads that it is a pleasure to meet. Not only that, but
nobody can tell him that the HERALD is not the best publica-

tion in the field without starting a vigorous argument. Walter
impressed me as a boy with exceptional judgment. I hope to

call on him again some day.

W. H. Hardman was the busiest man I found in Frankfort. He
not only operates a dry cleaning establishment but he is the

owner and manager of the Royal at Frankfort and the Regent at

Blue Springs. I was sick when I got to Frankfort and had to go
to bed and missed the pleasure of a visit with Mr. Hardman.

I found Theo. Schreiber of Alma, M. T. Pope, F. Tripe and
John Glynn of St. Marys, J. J. Brunner of Onaga, C. E. Graff

of Havensville, L. F. Smith of Vermillion, R. E. Berner of Water-
ville, John Wright of Barnes, W. F. Tadiken of Morganville,

Floyd Schultz of Clay Center and Max Davison of Clyde all live

wires in the show business and all enthusiastic for the HERALD.
Floyd Schultz of the Rex at Clay Center, is well located in a

town of something like four thousand and the Rex is a show
house well in advance of the town. Mr. Schultz has a thorough
knowledge of the business and is very careful in the selection

of his programs and as a result Clay Center is seeing most of

her pictures day and date with Topeka and Kansas City.

Carl M. Worley, manager of the Electric at Clifton, isn’t satis-

fied to put in sixteen hours a day boosting his theatre business

but works for Uncle Sam the other eight. Both Uncle Sam
and Clifton are satisfied with Mr. Worley and if Carl can hold
out at this work the rest of us ought to be. There is this about

it, Carl won’t stand any back talk about the HERALD. He says

it is all any manager needs to keep up to date on pictures. Mrs.
Worley looks exactly right in the box office tearing off tickets.

Carl is soon to build a new theatre. May it live long and pros-

per.
* * *

At Clifton I met Mr. Williams. Mr. Williams is the United
States District Attorney for Kansas and he was making some
campaign speeches in this territory and was to speak at Clyde,

so I asked him to ride down to Clyde with me, which he did,

and while he was making his speech I went into a place where
they were getting the reports from the Nebraska-Kansas foot-

ball game and after the speech was over he rode to Concordia
with me where he was to deliver another address.

It was getting late and I could tell from Viola’s actions that

she wanted to show off before the distinguished gentleman, so

I dropped a handkerchief over the speedometer so that Mr. Wil-

liams wouldn’t get nervous and gave her the reins. When we
drew up at the hotel here in Concordia Mr. Williams drew a

long sigh but never said a word, but at the supper table he
wrote and handed me this verse.

There are those who go driving for pleasure

And others who go to get wed

;

But the man who will tell

That you don’t drivelikehell

Is the man who is off in his head.

I read this verse over and then turned it over and wrote on

the back and handed it to him.

It was a pleasure to me, Mr. Williams,

To give you the thrill of your life;

But when you get home.
Or wherever you roam,

Please don’t mention this fact to your wife.

If Mr. Williams could get in touch with those deluded birds

who have entered their rattletraps in that cross-country race he

would tell them that they hadn’t a chance in the world against

Viola and that they had better cancel their entries.

It looks now like I would have two more weeks here in the

“Sunflower State” and then Viola and I would be through. Is

there any other state that wants to bid for us? Come on Iowa,

speak up.

I am looking forward to the next issue of the HERALD with

a great deal of interest, for I note that Mr. Quigley promises us

a number of letters from exhibitors setting forth a list of stars

that have real value at the box office.

This is as it should be. The exhibitor is the court of first and

last appeal. He is the one, and only one, qualified to speak with

knowledge on this subject. Producers may bass-drum candidates

for stardom until doomsday, and unless the player is able to

register at the box office he or she will be a failure.

Come on, you exhibitors, and send in a list of the stars that

have made good with your public. That’s the best thing that has

been started since Elmer Gaily bet on twins and won.

J. C. JENKINS,
(The HERALD Man)
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“What the Picture Did For Me”
VERDICTS ON FILMS IN LANGUAGE OF EXHIBITOR

Copyright . 1926

This is the original exhibitors’ reports department, established October 14, 1916.

Beware of cheap, misleading imitations.

“What the Picture Did for Me” is the one genuine source of exhibitor-written box office

information.

Address: “What the Picture Did for Me,” EXHIBITORS HERALD, 407 South Dearborn
Street, Chicago, III.

Associated Exhibitors

THE SHIPS OF SOULS: Special cast—A fairly

good picture but failed to pull business. Natives

do not care for this class of subject.—Ed. C.

Curdts, Bijou-Liberty theatres, Greenville, S. C.

—General patronage.

A DANGEROUS DUB: Buddy Roosevelt—Good
Western but not quite up to expectations. Was
promised bigger and better when he went over to

above producers, but pleased, however, with fair

business. Five reels.—Ed. C. Curdts, Bijou-

Liberty theatres, Greenville, S. C.—General pat-

ronage.

CODE OF THE NORTHWEST: Sandow—This
was certainly one terrible picture. The dog would
do very well if he had some support, but as it

was he did not have any one to help him. I have
seen lots of better acting in high school plays.

Five reels.—Fred M. Elkins, Youngs theatre, Lex-
ington, N. C.—General patronage.

F. B. 0.

ONE MINUTE TO PLAY: Red Grange—Swell
picture. Was very much surprised at Grange’s
acting. I thought he was wonderful. Lots better

than the rest of the athletes that have made pic-

tures. Picture pleased everyone, but flopped at

the box office under heavy exploitation, and this

is one of the best football towns in the state.

Six reels.—Walt Bradley, Moon theatre, Neligh,
Nebr.—General patronage.

ONE MINUTE TO PLAY: Red Grange—If Red
had played over a minute all would have been
okay, but he did not ; hence, the picture failed

to please all. A good subject, however, but fell

flat with us. Lost money on him. Eight reels.

—Ed C. Curdts, Bijou-Liberty theatres, Greenville.

S. C.—General patronage.

KOSHER KITTY KELLEY: Special cast—Was
disappointed in this. Expected another “Cohen
and Kelly,” but Natt Carr certainly cannot take
the part of George Sidney. The sub-titles were
supposed to be funny but instead were ridiculous.

—J. J. Hoffman, Plainview theatre, Plainview,
Nebr.—General patronage.

LONE HAND SAUNDERS: Special cast—Fred
should let Silver do more of his stunts. The
people expect Silver to do it. However, this was
a good picture. Six reels.—W. J. Shoup, DeLuxe
theatre, Spearville, Kan.—Small town patronage.

LONE HAND SAUNDERS: Fred Thomson—
Drew ordinary business and was very well liked.

Thomson does not mean a thing to me and I

wonder why, as all of his productions seem to
please. Six reels.—Leslie Hables, Reel Joy thea-
tre. King City, Cal.—Small town patronage.

LONE HAND SAUNDERS: Fred Thomson-
Good Western. Six reels.—Leo Burkhardt, Hippo-
drome & Grand theatres, Crestline, O.—General
patronage.

HER HONOR THE GOVERNOR: Pauline
Fredericks—A very good picture which drew well
and pleased.—Cragin & Pike, Majestic theatre,
Las Vegas, Nev.—General patronage.

HER HONOR THE GOVERNOR: Pauline
Fredericks—100 per cent picture. What more can
one say ? Pauline Fredericks is superb.—J. J.
Hoffman, Plainview theatre, Plainview, Neb.

—

General patronage.

THE VALLEY OF BRAVERY: Bob Custer—
A dandy little Western. If I ever get ahold of
one of these F. B. O. Westerns that isn’t at least
three-fourths night scenes, I’m going to write a

Thanks to

Everybody

U S folks who take you folks’

reports and pilot them
from your letterheads or report
blanks to the printed pages of
the department take this means
of thanking you for not getting

mad when we make mistakes
and for the chance you give us
to help carry on a work that
gets bigger and better as the
years go by.

The Staff,
“f. T. P. D. F. M.”

special report on it. I'll bet F. B. O. can make
darker night scenes and more of ’em than any
other ten producers in the business. They throw
in a night scene without the slightest provocation.
Five reels.—Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre,
Neillsville, Wis.—Small town patronage.

THE VALLEY OF BRAVERY: Bob Custer—
This boy Bob is sure going to the front. His
acting is good and if you advertise him good,
you will get them in. Several good thrills and
that seemed to be what they wanted. Six reels.—C. V. Anderson, Oak theatre, Oakdale, Nebr.

—

General patronage.

FLASHING FANGS: Ranger—I really was
surprised with this one. It was far better than
I had expected it to be. Ranger has certainly got
the makings of a real star. They really ought to
put some better human actors with him. A dog
shouldn’t be expected to carry all the burden. He
should have some support. Five reels.—A. M.
McBurney, Princess theatre, Mapleton, la.—Gen-
eral patronage.

FLASHING FANGS: Ranger—F. B. O. prom-
ised us some good dog pictures and I hope that
all are as good as this one. The dog equals any
dog for acting. There is plenty good action in
this. Five reels.—R. G. Chamberlin, Popular the-
atre, St. Cloud, Fla.—General patronage.

WILD TO GO : Tom Tyler—Sorry to say this
is a poor Tyler. The others have all been okay
and our customers realize that once in a while a
punk one will slip in, so they judged it accord-
ingly and let it go at that. Be careful, Tom.
Five reels.—Pace & Bouma, Star theatre. Lake
City, la.—Mixed patronage.

FLAMING WATERS: Special cast—This is not
a big special. I would call it a good program
picture. It will please your patrons who like

melodrama, especially if the stars are known in

your community. Seven reels.—Walter Hohlfeld,
Elite theatre, Greenleaf, Kan.—General patronage.

THE SEA WOLF: Ralph Ince—In spite of
having been filmed before, it was well received.

Did average business and gave good satisfaction.

Seven reels.—Frank C. Buckley, Princess theatre,

Superior, Wis.—General patronage.

BIGGER THAN BARNUM’S: Special casU-
Not so good. Gets by as program picture, but

not the special represented.—C. A. Miller, Strand
theatre, Alma, Mich.—Small town patronage.

BIGGER THAN BARNUM’S: Ralph Lewis—

A

picture that is entirely different than the usual'

run of pictures. The plot and the acting were
exceptionally good and it also was well directed.
The entire audience was well pleased and seemed!
to have nothing but praise for the picture. Adver-
tised it like a circus and believe me they flocked!

right in. The house was filled on Sunday night
before it was time to start the show. Six reels.

—

A. M. McBurney, Princess theatre, Mapleton,
Iowa.—General patronage.

THE MASQUERADE BANDIT: Tom Tyler—
If your patrons will stand for the dime novel
detective type of pictures, this will be O. K., but
no good for an audience that likes good stuff.

Five reels.—W. J. Shoup, DeLuxe theatre, Spear-
ville, Kan.—Small town patronage.

THE MASQUERADE BANDIT: Tom Tyler

—

Oh boy, this one was a whiz bang. Everybody
liked it and they told me so. Keep up the good
work, Tom, and you will soon be sitting on top
of the world with Fred Thomson and Silver King-
Five reels.—Fred M. Elkins, Youngs theatre, Lex-
ington, N. C.—General patronage.

THE TWO GUN MAN: Fred Thomson—An-
other good Thomson picture and another jinx.

We have one more of his pictures to show and
then we are through with them. Of the last

twelve Thomson pictures we have had two that
we came out on. They are all good but we can-
not put this over. Six reels.—W. J. Shoup,
DeLuxe theatre, Spearville, Kan.—Small town
patronage.

THE TWO GUN MAN : Fred Thomson—Some
people said they liked it ; others did not. I, my-
self, would say that it is not as good as his two
pictures just previous to this one. There are
several discrepancies in direction which will be
noticed by your Western fans and, on top of that,
he picked a mighty homely leading lady, Olive
Hasbrouck. She used to be in Universal one
reelers , and believe me that is where she belongs.
Thomson has good drawing power and it did bet-
ter than average business. Six reels. — Walter
Hohlfeld, Elite theatre, Greenleaf, Kan.—General'
patronage.

THE TWO GUN MAN: Fred Thomson—Boy.
here is one that sure stood them on end, and the
boys got so noisy that I had to call them down.
Fred and Silver sure put it over and I had the
biggest house I have had all Summer and Fall.
Good luck to you, Fred, you’re there and over.
Wish we had more like these. Six reels.—C. V.
Anderson, Oak theatre, Oakdale, Nebr.—General
patronage.

THE TWO GUN MAN: Fred Thomson—Good.
Thomson and Silver King always a good bet. Only
fault, they don’t make enough of them. Business
fine. Six reels.—B. B. Benfield, Everybody’s thea-
tre, Dillon, S. C.—General patronage.

THE TRAFFIC COP: Lefty Flynn—A dandy
little program picture that pleased all. Flynn
is much better in this class than in Westerns.
Can be bought reasonable and will please. Six
reels.—B. B. Benfield, Everybody’s theatre, Dillon,
S. C.—General patronage.

SIR LUMBERJACK : Lefty Flynn—Pleased our
patrons. Fair attendance. Five reels.—Ed C,
Curdts, Bijou-Liberty theatres, Greenville, S. C.
-—General patronage.

THE NIGHT PATROL: Richard Talmadge

—

This is getting back to his old kind of stuff, but
he is no drawing card for us any more. Six
reels.—W. J. Shoup, DeLuxe theatre, Spearville,
Kan.—Small town patronage.

(Continued on page 58)
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Exhibitors’ Suggestions Adopted
Exhibitors’ letters commenting upon the Tenth Anniversary of

“What the Picture Did For Me,” contain several suggestions which will

be adopted in the future conduct of this department and the “Box Of-

fice Record.” All changes made have as their object heightened effi-

ciency of service rendered exhibitors.

The first change will be made during the current week, when a new
form of report blank made up in conformity with exhibitors’ sugges-

tions will be substituted for the one in use during the past several years.

This blank will be of greater convenience and will incorporate new fea-

tures of great service value.

Plans for making suggested alterations in the form of the “Box
Office Record” are under consideration and will bear fruit in the Spring,

1927, Edition of that book. Several suggestions pertaining to the “Rec-
ord” are included in the letters printed upon preceding pages.

THE BETTER MAN: Richard Talmadge—His
best show, so far. More action in this and better

settings giving it a little more class than his

usual shows seen. He is well liked by the younger
crowd. Five reels.—C. A. Anglemire, “Y” thea-

tre. Nazareth, Pa.—General patronage.

BEYOND THE ROCKIES: Bob Custer—A good

Western picture. The star and cast fine. Gave
satisfaction as well as any of the Westerns.

There are a lot of good Western pictures now-a-

days.—Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Green-

ville, Mich.—General patronage.

LADDIE: Special cast—Gene Stratton Porter’s

name means a great deal here, and as all other

exhibitors have said a 100 per cent picture of the

American home life.—J. J. Hoffman, Plainview

theatre, Plainview, Neb.—General patronage.

LADDIE: Bess Flowers—This picture is the

cleanest one I have ever seen. Had two preachers

out to see this and they stopped by to tell us

what a grand picture it was. Pleased 100 per

cent. Good prints out of Jacksonville. Seven

reels.—R. G. Chamberlin, Popular theatre, St.

Cloud, Fla.—-General patronage.

A BROADWAY GALLANT: Richard Talmadge
—A good picture for action, but not much story.

Richard seems to be getting back to himself again

in this picture. He pulls some of his old time

action stunts like he used to do. Six reels.

—

W. J. Shoup, DeLuxe theatre, Spearville, Kan.

—

Small town patronage.

THE DEADLINE: Bob Custer—Here is a good

Western that the audience certainly appreciated.

It is packed with thrills and suspense, and proved

to be a very satisfactory picture. Five reels.

—

A. M. McBurney, Princess theatre, Mapleton, la.

—General patronage.

THE DEADLINE: Bob Custer—This picture is

a humdinger and it sure did pull them in. Keep
your eye on this boy Bob, he will soon be in the

front ranks. He hasn’t got a wonder horse or

dog pal and he doesn’t need them, he is a great

big two fisted fighter that you can’t help but like

and his pictures are all clean and well directed.

Keep up the good work. Bob. Five reels.—Fred
M. Elkins, Youngs theatre, Lexington, N. C.

—

General patronage.

THE DEADLINE: Bob Custer—A good little

Western that will please any Saturday crowd.

Bob Custer liked here as well as Mix, since Mix’

1925-26 pictures were not up to Mix standard.

I find F. B. O. Westerns good and their prices are

reasonable. Buy them. Five reels.—C. L. Beard,

Majestic theatre. Blooming Grove, Tex. — Small

town patronage.

THE TOUGH GUY: Fred Thomson—Seemed to

please pretty good, but they do not go over like

they did in the start. Fred will have to teach

Silver King some new tricks. They run too near

the same thing. Six reels.—L. D. Metcalf, Grand
theatre. Ash Grove, Mo.—Small town patronage.

THE WYOMING WILDCAT: Tom Tyler—I’m
crying out loud that Tom is cornin’ in leaps and
bounds. This one kept kids and all in good humor
from start to finish. Frankie Darrow, his dog
and pony help make merriment that is satisfying.

Five reels.—O. A. Fosse, Community theatre,

Ridgeway, la.—Small town patronage.

PARISIAN NIGHTS: Elaine Hammerstein

—

This is a very good picture but it certainly flopp-

ed for us. When the people see the Gold Bond trade
mark on the advertising they say, “Another Gold
Brick!” and turn and walk away. Seven reels.

—

W. J. Shoup, DeLuxe theatre, Spear-ville, Kan.—
Small town patronage.

ON THE STROKE OF THREE: Kenneth
Harlan—An excellent picture that is very pleas-

ing as it is different from the average run of
pictures. Kenneth Harland and Madge Bellamy
do exceptionally well and so does Mary Carr, al-

though she hasn’t much to do. Miss Bellamy
should impress any audience as she is just

sparkling with life and pep in this picture. Har-
lan always does well. Seven reels.—W. T. Davis
& Son, Rialto theatre, Sharon, Wis.—General pat-
ronage.

IF MARRIAGE FAILS: Special cast—This is

another of F. B. O.’s Gold Bonds, and I want
to say that I got stung on this Gold Bond. About
50 per cent of them are O. K„ but the balance
are lemons and this is one of the lemons, good
and juicy. It pleased about 40 per cent of my
patrons. It has magnificent settings and costumes
but it takes a story with action to please our
patrons. Seven reels.—W. J. Shoup, DeLuxe thea-

tre, Spearville, Kan.—Small town patronage.

HEADS UP : Lefty Flynn—This is a dandy.
Will hold one’s interest throughout. Noticed in

the Exhibitor’s Herald where one exhibitor re-

ported this feature as merely a lot of film. Said

exhibitor must have had an off day when he ran
this, or it may be he just likes to crab. The
picture is very much on the order of “The Cracker-

jack” in the latter part. “The Crackerjack”
features Johnny Hines and is very highly rated.

“Heads Up” is equally as good in my estimation.

Many patrons advised me how much they, too,

enjoyed it. Six reels.—Dorothy B. Strauss, Dora-
dele theatre, Copperhill, Tenn.—General patronage.

OUT OF THE WEST: Tom Tyler—When it

comes to a good Western Tom Tyler and F. B. O.

are right there with the stuff. It is a rare

occasion when they make just a fair picture.

Most of them can’t be beat. In this particular

play the story was great. It was wound around
the nation’s most popular sport which was by all

means a good thought for there was not a dis-

satisfied patron. Five reels.-—A. M. McBurney,
Princess theatre, Mapleton, la.—General patronage.

KING OF THE TURF: Kenneth Harlan—

A

splendid Friday and Saturday film for the small

towns. A race story containing the usual plot

with usual finale. Kenneth is quite self conscious

and this reacts in the expression of his hands.

Six reels. — Pace & Bouma, Rialto theatre,

Pocahontas, la.—Mixed patronage.

QUEEN OF DIAMONDS: Evelyn Brent—

A

good crook story. Six reels.—-E. A. Armistead,

Lyric theatre, Easley, S. C.—General patronage.

DRUSILLA WITH A MILLION: Mary Carr—
In my opinion no good at all. The kind they

boost, then you boost, and then are ashamed to

face your customers afterward especially the ones

who really know a good picture or story when
they see it. Too overdrawn. Too awfully melo-

dramatic.—Pastime theatre, Itasca, Tex.—Small

town patronage.

THE WALL STREET WHIZ: Richard Tal-

madge—A very fine little story, but not very

suitable Saturday picture for us. However, we
grossed about an average with Christy Bros, circus

for opposition, so why worry. Five reels.—C. E.

Longacre, Dixie theatre, Dickson, Tenn.—General
patronage.

KEEPER OF THE BEES: Kenneth Harlan—
Don’t suppose there are many exhibitors who
haven’t run this one on account of its age. How-
ever, I want to say that they certainly slipped

up on us. We didn’t figure to do much business
not having very many readers here, but they
almost tore the doors down getting in both nights.

It would be impossible to express ourselves on
what we think of this one. Any boost that you
may give it isn’t too much for this one in our
opinion. Gene Stratton Porter’s stories are in a
class by themselves. Eight reels.—C. E. Longacre,
Dixie theatre, Dickson, Tenn.—General patronage.

First National

PARADISE: Milton Sills—This is the best Sills

since “The Sea Hawk.” Supported by a great
cast. Beery is fine and Betty Bronson is beau-
tiful. Photography fine. Eight reels.—Leo Burk-
hardt, J I ippodrome & Grand theatres, Crestline,
O.—General patronage.

IT MUST BE LOVE: Colleen Moore—This is

not her best by a long way, but it’s a peculiar
fact that Colleen continues to please with her
plays and it seems that it doesn’t matter what
she is in. I wish she could come through with
a real knockout, so that she could really and truly
cement forever her following. I’d play this up
just as big as if it were "We Moderns" or “Ella
Cinders.” Eight reels, which is a little long.—
P. E. Morris, Regent theatre, Indianola, Miss.—

-

Small patronage.

THE DUCHESS OF BUFFALO: Constance
Talmadge—Don’t let them kid you to believe this
is her best. It is a nice picture at that, but in
no way compares with the entertainment value
of “Her Sister From Paris.” It is dressed up
nicely, but the situations do not provoke the mer-
riment that were obtained in “Her Sister From
Paris.” It did not draw very well the second
night, nor excellent the first, for that matter. I

made the mistake of playing it on my high ad-
mission scale. I don’t want to convey the impres-
sion that this picture is rotten, or anything like

that, but simply to state that does not stack up
with her other one mentioned in this report.

—

P. E. Morris, Regent theatre, Indianola, Miss
-—Small town patronage.

PUPPETS: Milton Sills—Good story ruined by
giving Sills the wrong part. He makes a very
poor impression as an Italian. Eight reels.—C. E.
Longacre, Dixie theatre, Dickson, Tenn.—General
patronage.

FOREVER AFTER: Lloyd Hughes—Say, fel-

lows, here is a real picture. On account of rain
we did nothing on the picture, but believe me,
what few did come out were more than pleased.

This picture is in the same class as “The Dark
Angel,” only I think it is better. Several told

me it was the best picture they ever saw. Hughes
and Astor do some real acting in this one. Seven
reels.—L. D. Metcalf, Grand theatre. Ash Grove,
Mo.—Small town patronage.

THE STRONG MAN: Harry Langdon—Better
than “Tramp, Tramp, Tramp,” but Langdon would
do better by staying in the short reel subjects.

—

Meyers & Bowen, Star theatre. La Grande, Ore.—

-

Small town patronage.

SENOR DAREDEVIL: Ken Maynard—One of
the very best Westerns shown here In a long time
and I show all of Fred’s and Hoot’s. Several
wanted to know if Maynard hadn’t borrowed Silver

King for this picture. This horse of Maynard’s
is just as good as Thomson’s. If this star can
keep up in the balance of his pictures the standard
he has made in this one, he sure is a humdinger.
Boys, here is one that will please them all, and
believe me, there isn’t any of the boys that has
anything over Maynard when it comes to tricks,

riding and stunts. Had the largest crowd to see

this picture of any new Western star ever shown.
Seven reels.-—L. D. Metcalf, Grand theatre, Ash
Grove, Mo.—Small town patronage.

SENOR DAREDEVIL: Ken Maynard— First

National promised and delivered in this one. Went
over big and pleased everyone. This is suitable

for any house.—A Mitchell, Dixie theatre, Russell-

ville, Ky.—General patronage.

ELLA CINDERS: Colleen Moore—This is a
good comedy drama. The star at her best. Pleased
them all.—Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre,

Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

TRAMP, TRAMP, TRAMP: Harry Langdon—
Just about on a par with Harry’s two reelers.

They could have very easily made it in two reels

instead of six. Too much drag and not enough
pep. Six reels.—C. E. Longacre, Dixie theatre,

Dickson, Tenn.—General patronage.

TRAMP, TRAMP, TRAMP: Harry Langdon

—

We ran this picture following “For Heaven’s Sake”
and it sure pleased much better. Several people

told me if I had to charge 40 cents admission for

either picture they would rather pay for “Tramp,
Tramp, Tramp.” Neither picture is entitled to a

raise in admission, but the Langdon picture is a
good comedy and will please. Six reels.—L. D.

Metcalf, Grand theatre. Ash Grove, Mo.—Small

town patronage.

THE SAVAGE: Ben Lyon—Very pleasing pro-

gram picture. They stole one reel out of “The
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McCormick Backs “Clara” in Race
Canon City, Colo., October 21, 1926.

DEAR HERALD:
It’s been a long time since I have made a report on pictures and for this I owe

you and brother exhibitors an apology, for the reason that I have been enjoying and
profiting by the reports from other exhibitors and all the time it looked as though

I was too busy to make reports myself.

The fact of the matter is as follows: In Feb. of last year I took over the Jones

Theatre of this city (I then owned and operated the Liberty of Florence, and had
been in business there for 9 years) and on Mar. 1st I took over the Rialto of Flor-

ence, which was my opposition. The first of Sept., this year, I purchased the Sarah

theatre of this city, which was my opposition, and it gave me the exclusive on the

town.
Last week I closed a deal with the K. & F. Amusement Co., a Colorado Corp.,

for a long time lease on all of my theatres, which will give this firm a new link

in their already strong circuit of theatres in this state and New Mexico.

From the above, you will see that I have been quite busy and I can assure you
that I have put in some real work during the past years to accomplish what I have.

The HERALD has been a splendid help to me and as a whole, I have found exhib-

itors’ reports on pictures to be very dependable. It’s true that all of us may not

agree on the merits or shortcomings of the service we show, for the reason that the

many theatres play to such vastly different trade in different cities and communities;
however, if you will note the average on reports, they hit the nail on the head. All

the successes will be labeled as such and you will see that all lemons get what’s com-

ing to them.
I enjoy Jenkins’ articles, and he will probably recall writing me a personal let-

ter in response to an article I wrote in the HERALD during one of the “scandals” on
the coast. Jenkins is a clever writer and I am sure that all the boys enjoy reading

his stuff.

I note that Philip Rand has come back to life, after a long absence from the

HERALD pages. I do not recall having read any alibi as to the cause for this long

silence on his part; perhaps he was too busy thinking up “Fish Stories” to equal

those of “The HERALD Man.”
And now that they have raised the question of who can break speed limits with

their Violas, Hoots and other notables, I am wondering when the “Show Down” will

come and if the rest of us “Short Horns” will be invited to participate in this “RACE
OF THE AGES.”

I have not as yet christened my Willys-Knight, but when I do I have a hunch
it will be “Clara.” And those of you who have seen “The Plastic Age” will agree

that this little girl looks like a million dolars. (And incidentally—the picture is

there and will please your people.)

I have a nice little frame on my desk waiting for Clara’s photo, which I trust

she will oblige by autographing and sending out pronto.

I am not sure just now what I will do after turning over my houses to the new
firm. However, it’s quite certain that one can’t remain out of the game long, after

having put in ten years of service.

It’s a hard game, but fascinating just the same, and after taking a few weeks’ rest

I am likely to buy, build or lease a house in some other section or probably take a

position as manager of some house.

You will hear from me, if I do, and I hope to have time enough then to report
to “The HERALD” regularly.

Here’s wishing the HERALD and all its readers the best of luck. (This includes
Jenkins and Rand.)

B. P. McCORMICK,
(Better known in this country as “Mack, the Movie Man.”)

Lost World” for this. Seven reels.—Leslie Hables,

Reel Joy theatre. King City, Cal.—Small town
patronage.

THE BJSOWN DERBY: Johnny Hines—The
best Hines picture I have played, and I play all

of his pictures. Seven reels.—E. H. Brechler,

Opera House, Fennimore, Wis.—General patronage.

MISS NOBODY : Anna Q. Nilsson—Boys, this

is a whooplah. It will please a greater majority

of your cash customers than anything you have

shown in the past six months or are likely to

show in the next six months. That includes all

the blah blah specials you have tried or are going

to try. Will please the ruffnex as well as the

brittle-skulled highbrows. The comedy supplied by

the three hoboes will start a cigar store Indian

laughing. Miss Nilsson’s work fine, as usual

;

story very good, 100 per cent show. Seven reels.

—Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville,

Wis.—Small town patronage.

MISS NOBODY: Anna Q. Nilsson—Here is a

picture that I went to sleep on when it came to

putting it over. I didn’t realize that I had an

excellent picture to work with and didn’t get out

and get them in like I should have. It’s enter-

tainment from the first flicker to the last—to be

original. The three tramps help a lot to make
it the fine entertainment it is. Take my advice

and step on it hard. It will certainly please.

—

P. E. Morris, Regent theatre, Indianola, Miss.

—

Small town patronage.

MISS NOBODY : Anna Q. Nilsson—Had I seen

this picture before I ran it, I would have billed

it as a special. Judging from the laughs, you

would think I was running Lloyd or Langdon.

Arthur Stone and Clyde Cook sure stole this pic-

ture. Seven reels.—Leo Burkhardt, Hippodrome

& Grand theatres, Crestline, O.—General pat-

ronage.

INTO HER KINGDOM: Corinne Griffith—

A

very good picture and will please all classes.

One of her best. Seven reels.—E. H. Brechler,

Opera House, Fennimore, Wis.—General patronage.

THE LIVE WIRE: Johnny Hines—Good com-

edy feature, enjoyed by a small crowd owing to

the Roberts Sisters Stock Co., which was here

all week.—W. J. Shoup, DeLuxe theatre, Spear-

ville, Kan.—Small town patronage.

MLLE. MODISTE: Corinne Griffith—A real

good drama that should be classed among the best

of pictures. It was a very interesting play and

pleased everyone. The star’s acting and also that

of the rest could not have been any better. Seven

reels .—A. M. McBurney, Princess theatre. Maple-

ton, la.—General patronage.

MLLE. MODISTE: Corinne Griffith—Good pic-

ture which pleased all. Some snappy scenes.—E.

W. Swarthout, Palace theatre, Aurora, Ind.

—

Small town patronage.

RAINBOW RILEY: Johnny Hines—A pleas-

ing comedy. Seven reels.—Strand theatre. Laurel,

Mont.—General patronage.

RAINBOW RILEY: Johnny Hines—Johnny
Hines is a good drawing card for us and this

amusing story of a newspaper reporter in the

feud district of Kentucky is dandy entertainment.

Seven reels.—George Benson, Community theatre,

Minneota, Minn.—Small town patronage.

WE MODERNS: Colleen Moore—A real good

offering, but not as good as Colleen can make.

However it seemed to please most of our patrons.

Seven reels.-—W. J. Shoup, DeLuxe theatre, Spear-

ville, Kan.—Small town patronage.

WE MODERNS: Colleen Moore—This star is

quite a draw here. People come to see her, no

matter what style picture she is in. This one

pleased. Seven reels. Leslie Hables, Reel Joy

theatre. King City, Cal.—Small town patronage.

SWEET DADDIES: Special cast—This was a

very pleasing play, but not to compare with "The

Cohens and Kellys.” Don’t advertise it that way.

It created very little, if any, talk and don’t think

it will elsewhere. Played it just one day to aver-

age business and average business is plenty low.

—P. E. Morris, Regent theatre, Indianola, Miss.

—Small town patronage.

SWEET DADDIES: Charles Murray—This one

satisfied a good crowd. Worth playing. Seven

reels.—E. H. Brechler, Opera House, Fennimore,

Wis.—General patronage.

THE BEAUTIFUL CITY: Richard Barthelmess

—Thanks. This is the last Barthelmess picture

we have to play and unless he makes better pic-

tures than he has been making we will not con-

tract for any more. He made a good one in

“Tol’able David” but I cannot say much for the

balance. Seven reels.—W. J. Shoup, DeLuxe thea-

tre, Spearville, Kan.—Small town patronage.

MEMORY LANE: Special cast—A fine feature

that you need not be afraid to bust your adver-
tising on, for it will stand extra heavy advertis-

ing.—W. J. ShoUp, DeLuxe theatre, Spearville,

Kan.—Small town patronage.

BLUEBEARD’S SEVEN WIVES: Special cast

—We consider this a very good picture for a

change. Some of our patrons liked it and some
did not. About 60 per cent, I would say, that

liked it. Eight reels.—W. J. Shoup, DeLuxe thea-

tre, Spearville, Kan.—Small town patronage.

WHAT FOOLS MEN: Louis Stone—Just about

as good a picture as any of the so-called specials.

Just to be honest with you we failed to pick a

flaw in this one. The title is very catchy for the

ladies want to see “What Fools Men” and after

we got ’em in, the picture backed it up. Every-

body had a good word for it as they passed out.

The best of it was we grossed more on the second

night than we did on the first. Brother exhibitor

this one will back up all you say about it. Seven
reels.—C. E. Longacre, Dixie theatre, Dickson,

Tenn.—General patronage.

CLASSIFIED: Corinne Griffith—Best picture

Corinne ever made. Keep it up and our patrons
will want her pictures.—-W. J. Shoup, DeLuxe
theatre, Spearville, Kan.—Small town patronage.

HER NIGHT OF ROMANCE: Constance Tal-

madge—This star seems to be getting some of her

old following back. Never used to break even
with her pictures but she has made me a few
cents, each of the last two starts. Eight reels.—

Leslie Hables, Reel Joy theatre. King City, Cal.

—Small town patronage.

SHORE LEAVE: Richard Barthelmess—About
eighteen months ago we ran “Fighting Blade”

and swore we’d never run another Barthelmess
picture, so we let them out talk us on this one,

and this is the rottenest one since “Fighting
Blade.” I think we will have to call "our little

Dick” “your little Dick” from now on. The sec-
ond night didn’t get “cofEee-and” money for us.

Eight reels.—C. E. Longacre, Dixie theatre, Dick-
son, Tenn.—General patronage.

SHORE LEAVE : Richard Barthelmess—When
you play this \ be sure that you have left the
theatre for your vacation before the audience
comes out and better not come back until they
have forgotten about it, for it is the nearest noth-
ing we have shown for some time. Seven reels.

—W. J. Shoup, DeLuxe theatre, Spearville, Kan.—
Small town patronage.

THE WHITE MOTH: Barbara LaMarr—This
is nothing extra. Just a fair picture which
seemed to please nearly all. Seven reels.—A. M.
McBurney, Princess theatre, Mapleton, la.—Gen-
eral patronage.

Fox
RUSTLING FOR CUPID: George O’Brien—

Satisfaction 60 per cent.—Bert Silver, Silver

Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General pat-

ronage.

RUSTLING FOR CUPID: George O’Brien-
Only fair. I thought George O’Brien and a story

from Peter B. Kyne would make a great com-
bination. It -drew a fair business.—S. H. Rich,

Rich theatre, Montpelier, Idaho.—General pat-

ronage.

HONESTY IS THE BEST POLICY: Special

cast—In the name of all things which are best

for your own welfare, lay off. This is the first

report I have sent in on any picture, but its

( Continued on page 62 )
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“A riot

,

a scream,

a shriek and
a wow.

11

That’s What Exhibitors Herald

Says About

LLOYD HAMILTON
in “JOLLY TARS

Any comedy that merits this description must be sure-fire

at the box-office if you advertise it.

( Review from Exhibitors Herald):

It's the first of the new

HAMILTON
I COMEDIES Y

(fttcZuAjL^)

L, A

"THE SPICE OFTHE PROGRAM”

Member, Motion Picture Producers and
Distributors of America, Inc.,

Will H. Hays, President.

EDUCATIONAL
FILM EXCHANGES. Inc.

vr

For foreign rights address Far East Film
Corporation, 729 Seventh Avenue, New

York, N. Y.

“JOLLY TARS’’
Q
k/AME DAY, same theatre (Orpheum,
Chicago). Audience reaction—uproarious.

Lloyd Hamilton has made a flock of

funny comedies. This one is faster and,

perhaps in part because of that reason,

funnier than any of his others. This is a

riot, a scream, a shriek and a wow.

Ham gets wished into the navy and
what happens after that is nobody’s busi-

ness. One of the big differences between
this and other comedies is that in this

one things do seem to happen, instead of

seeming to be made to happen. I imagine
Director Norman Taurog had a lot to do
with that, since episode slips into episode

without visible line of demarcation, and
if that is the case he should nail down the

formula. It’s priceless.
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{crmcdies
are the kind ofShort Feaiuye

your patrons telephone abo

And that means they're real

box-office attractions —

worth exploit'

Member, Motion Picture

Producers and Distributors

of America, Inc.

Will H. Hays, President

For foreign rights address

Far East Film Corporation

729 Seventh Avenue
New York, N. Y.
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With Jenkins at Soldier, Kans.
DEAR HERALD:

Soldier, Kansas, October 21, 1926.

Yesterday afternoon a fine looking, grey haired gentleman walked into my office

and announced himself as J. C. Jenkins. This was a most agreeable and pleasant sur-

prise, as I thought he was in Oklahoma.
The only sad feature about the whole business was that I could not get him to

play me a game of golf, nor to go Channel Cat fishing (not bullhead). The reason
was, I believe, that he was afraid of getting stuck in some more Kansas mud.

You are truly fortunate in having such a man as J. C. Jenkins for your Field
Representative.

DR. MAYER SHOYER,
M. W. A. Theatre,

Soldier, Kans.

unadulterated worthlessness couldn’t be neglected.

—R. Irvin Colborn, Opera House, Paris, Me.

—

General patronage.

THE FIGHTING HEART: George O’Brien—

I

failed to see much of this one, but upon asking
some of my patrons they all seemed to consider

it as a good show. Several stated that the fight

was very good, and that it was a good illustra-

tion of why Dempsey lost the fight. Seven reels.
—-A. M. McBurney, Princess theatre, Mapleton,
Iowa.—General patronage.

WOMAN POWER: Special cast—Good picture.

Played to good house and all pleased. Good story

with enough comedy to make it very entertaining.

—Pastime theatre, Itasca, Tex.—Small town pat-

ronage.

KENTUCKY PRIDE: Special cast — Good.
Pleased 90 per cent.—A. R. Elliott, Crystal thea-

tre, Big Lake, Tex.—General patronage.

THE IRON HORSE: Special cast—This picture

fell flat here, for what reason I do not know.
Advertised it well but did not have any better

attendance than the average program picture. The
picture was good in every respect, but could not
get them in. Some of the titles were shortened.

Why is it Fox can’t send films in good shape?
Ten reels.—Schaghticoke Amusement Assn., Odd-
fellows Hall, Schaghticoke, N. Y.—General pat-

ronage.

THE IRON HORSE: George O’Brien—This is

second run for me. Every small town exhibitor

should run this picture over. It’s among the best

ever produced.—S. H. Rich, Rich theatre, Mont-
pelier, Idaho.—General patronage.

THE FIRST YEAR: Special cast—It’s good.

Lots of laughs.—S. H. Rich, Rich theatre, Mont-
pelier, Idaho.—General patronage.

MY OWN PAL: Tom Mix—Here is a dandy
good picture. Had a lot of good comments on
this. The kid and dog deserve a lot of credit in

putting over this picture. Six reels. — E. H.
Brechler, Opera House, Fennimore, Wis.—General
patronage.

MY OWN PAL: Tom Mix—This is one of the

best Mix’s of the year. Tom always makes me
money, so I am for Tom. Seven reels.—S. H.
Rich, Rich theatre, Montpelier, Idaho.—General
patronage.

RIDERS OF THE PURPLE SAGE, THE RAIN-
BOW TRAIL: Tom Mix—This is second run on
these pictures and they drew well and pleased.

I’ll bet any exhibitor can make money by running
these two over again. They are both good and
best of all, they draw at the box office.—S. H.
Rich, Rich theatre, Montpelier, Idaho.—General
patronage.

SIBERIA: Special cast—A well staged produc-
tion and should make a hit in Russia, but I would
not advise you to run it if your theatre happens
to be in America. I will be lucky if I get enough
to pay the operator out of it. I have often

wondered why producers make pictures of this

type and try to feed them to the American people.

Seven reels.—-Fred M. Elkins, Youngs theatre,

Lexington, N. C.—General patronage.

WHEN THE DOOR OPENED: Jacqueline
Logan—Just a fair program picture. A story of

the North woods with a good flood scene at the
end. Seven reels.—George Benson, Community
theatre, Minneota, Minn.—Small town patronage.

HARD BOILED: Tom Mix—Tom, I am for you
in spite of the few bad stories you have had this

year. This picture did a big business for me, so

I am for you, Tom. Please Mr. Fox, give him
better stories.—S. H. Rich, Rich theatre, Mont-
pelier, Idaho.—General patronage.

THE COWBOY AND THE COUNTESS: Buck
Jones—The usual Western picture, but Buck makes
it better. Buck popular here and always draws
extra business and never fails to please. Five

reels.—Ed C. Curdts, Bijou-Liberty theatres,
Greenville, S. C.—General patronage.

THE COWBOY AND THE COUNTESS: Buck
Jones—-Extra good. Everyone pleased who saw
it. Six reels.—E. A. Armistead, Lyric theatre,
Easley, S. C.—General patronage.

THE DEADWOOD COACH: Tom Mix—Played
on a Saturday night to increased business and
satisfied crowd. This picture, although rough, will

satisfy on account of beautiful scenery and some
comedy, which is not overdone. Mix has been a
good bet here. We played his 1922-23 series but
could not get together on the ’23-24. We have
two left of the ’24-25 to play and are not sorry.

Seven reels.—O. A. Fosse, Community theatre,
Ridgeway, la.—Small town patronage.

DURAND OF THE BAD LANDS: Buck Jones
—A good clean Western. Have played worse and
some better. Six reels.—E. H. Brechler, Opera
House, Fennimore, Wis.—General patronage.

Gotham
ONE OF THE BRAVEST: Ralph Lewis—

A

nice little fire picture for the small towns. Holds
interest throughout. A little comedy, pathos and
excitement combined. Six reels.—Mrs. L. M.
Bierman, Palace theatre, Seadrift, Tex. — Small
town patronage.

SOMEBODY’S MOTHER: Mary Carr — Good
title but a poor picture. Poor photography.
Patrons disappointed. After searching fifteen

years for her son, Mary Carr leaves him and
embraces an old sweetheart. Patrons didn’t like

that. Said that spoiled it all. Six reels.—Mrs.
L. M. Bierman, Palace theatre, Seadrift, Tex.—

-

Small town patronage.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
THE TEMPTRESS: Special cast—A very ex-

cellent drama of its kind. The cast does some
mighty fine work. Roy D’Arcy is also in the cast

and certainly makes an excellent bandit leader.

Nine reels.—James D. Kennedy, Apollo theatre,

Indianapolis, Ind.—General patronage.

MARE NOSTRUM: Special cast—Drew fairly

well against carnival opposition. A good picture,

but not a great one in the opinion of our patrons.

We were criticised for overtouting it. Where are

the big ones this year? Are they holding them
all for road showing? Ten reels.—Cragin & Pike,

Majestic theatre. Las Vegas, Nev.—General pat-

ronage.

MARE NOSTRUM: Special cast—Very good
picture if they can make the customers believe

it. I failed to do so. Ten reels.—T. A. Shea,

Palace theatre, McGehee, Ark.—General patron-

age.

MARE NOSTRUM: Alice Terry—A big pro-

duction, but not pleasing or satisfactory enter-

tainment for the masses. Lots of walk-outs.-—

-

C. A. Miller, Strand theatre, Alma, Mich.—Small
town patronage.

BLARNEY : Ralph Graves—Terrible.—C. A.
Miller, Strand theatre, Alma, Mich.—Small town
patronage.

BLARNEY : Ralph Graves—Very poor. Pass
this one up. Business very bad. Six reels.

—

James D. Kennedy, Apollo theatre, Indianapolis,

Ind.—General patronage.

BLARNEY : Ralph Graves—Absolutely the

bunk.—Meyers & Bowen, Arcade theatre. La
Grande, Ore.—Small town patronage.'

BLARNEY : Ralph Graves—A very poor pic-

ture that did not please here. It has no enter-
taining value to an intelligent audience. They
walked out on it here, and I didn’t blame them.
Seven reels.—E. A. Armistead, Lyric theatre,

Easley. S. C.—General patronage.

THE WALTZ DREAM: Special cast—Like
most European made pictures, it is beautifully
produced, but not acceptable entertainment for

people who don’t understand what it’s all about.

—C. A. Miller, Strand theatre, Alma, Mich.—

-

Small town patronage.

THE WALTZ DREAM: Special cast—I think
this picture is rotten. It is an insult to an audi-

ence of any kind. I don’t see how they had the

nerve to produce it.—Walt Bradley, Moon theatre,

Neligh, Neb.—General patronage.

THE WANING SEX: Norma Shearer—If they
all were as clever as Norma It would not be so

hard to keep the bank out of the red. It was
a dandy picture. Norma shows the folks in this

picture that she can do other things besides wear
clothes. Sports will say so. Seven reels.—Walt
Bradley, Moon theatre, Neligh, Neb.—General pat-

ronage.

THE WANING SEX: Norma Shearer—This is

delightful and will please all classes.—C. A. Mil-

ler, Strand theatre, Alma, Mich.—Small town
patronage.

THE WANING SEX: Norma Shearer—A good
little picture which drew well and pleased nearly
everybody.—Cragin & Pike, Majestic theatre. Las
Vegas, Nev.—General patronage.

THE WANING SEX: Norma Shearer—Here is

a real picture. Play it and boost it. Seven reels.

—E. H. Brechler, Opera House, Fennimore, Wis.—

-

General patronage.

THE WANING SEX: Norma Shearer—This
modern comedy drama pleased all women and
most men.—Frank C. Buckley, Princess theatre,

Superior, Wis.—General patronage.

THE GAY DECEIVER: Lew Cody—This is not
as bad as some say it is, but I have seen several

better pictures in my whole life.—C. A. Miller,

Strand theatre, Alma, Mich.—Small town patron-

age.

THE GAY DECEIVER: Lew Cody—Very good
picture. Pleased everyone. Enough said. Seven
reels.—Walt Bradley, Moon theatre, Neligh, Neb.
—General patronage.

LA BOHEME: Special cast—Acting of stars

very fine. Direction excellent, story very slow,

draggy and sad. Don’t put this on when your
regulars come or you certainly will hurt your

house. The highbrows who definitely come to see

“La Boheme” will like it, the others will be

gone before it is half over.—C. A. Miller, Strand
theatre, Alma, Mich.—Small town patronage.

BROWN OF HARVARD: William Haines—
We ran this one exactly at the wrong time. Had
we run it during football season, as we should

have, I suppose we would have had the operator

busy yet. Did capacity business both nights. If

there ever was a hundred per cent picture this

is one. Haines certainly was wonderful in this

picture. He should have a seat in the front row
from now on. Seven reels.—C. E. Longacre,

Dixie theatre, Dickson, Tenn.—General patronage.

LOVEY MARY : Bessie Love—A very good,

clever picture. Laughs and tears from one pic-

ture is unusual. Satisfactory here and drew a

good and well-pleased house. Film condition, good.

Seven reels.—Pastime theatre, Stratford, S. D.

—

General patronage.

THE ROAD TO MANDALAY: Lon Chaney—
A very wonderful picture. Chaney does some
splendid work. Should please any audience. A
bit gruesome : some of the ladies couldn't stand

it. Not suitable for Sunday. Seven reels.—O. B.

Junkins, Manzanita theatre, Carmel, Calif.—Gen-

eral patronage.

BATTLING BUTLER: Buster Keaton—The
best Keaton I ever saw. The first half a bit

slow, but the last half makes up for it with the

funniest fight I have ever seen. An excellent

comedy.-—C. A. Miller, Strand theatre, Alma, Mich.

—Small town patronage.

THE PENALTY: Lon Chaney—We brought

back this old one and it went over fine. The con-

sensus of opinion with our patrons is that it is

the best of the Chaney pictures. We had many
fine comments. We advertised that it was brought

back by request and this seemed a good stroke.

—

Cragin & Pike, Majestic theatre. Las Vegas, Nev.

—General patronage.

THE TORRENT: Greta Garbo—Extra good.

Good storm scenes. Well directed. Well acted.

Pleased. Seven reels.—Walt Bradley, Moon thea-

tre, Neligh, Neb.—General patronage.

MIKE: Sally O’Neil—Plenty of comedy, a mail

robbery and a thrilling rescue make this picture

entertaining. Ford Sterling and Charles Murray

are a splendid comedy team. The three youngsters

are very good, and Sally O’Neil makes a piquant

and lovable heroine. Seven reels.—George Benson,

Community theatre, Minneota, Minn.—Small town

patronage.
(Continued on page 64)
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I want to congratulate Mr. Martin

j. Quigley on the Tenth Anniversary of
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With Jenkins atLincoln, Kans.
Lincoln, Kansas, October 27, 1926.

DEAR HERALD:

Just a few words concerning that grand old man of Neligli and his wonder car.

They were here to see us and we certainly enjoyed the visit. I also want to compli-

ment the boss on his ability to pick a winner. I don’t know all the exhibitors in this

country, but I will wager a small bet that he couldn’t pick again and find a man more
suited to the job than Grandpa.

We took a little ride and signed up two new subscribers, put them on the right

road, so to speak. We played a little golf on a right sporty little course and swapped
a few stories about Aimee and some other widely known heroes. We ate two meals
together and after a heluva lot of persuading got Grandpa’s consent to stay all night.

It just seemed to me that I had known him for a long, long time and our visit

was a keen one. He told me all about the Jewish Rabbi, Fishy Phil and the other
notables, the dry weather and the floods that held him up.

Viola’s complexion was sadly marred, she needed a bath. She developed a limp
but got the doctor to put a patch on her and round out her shape and she was as

good as ever. When these guys tell you that Viola won’t step they’ve got another
guess coming. We went thirty-five miles in nothing flat, (his watch was stopped),
but it didn’t take us very long, cause Grandpa took a chew and only spit twice. The
last I saw of him and Viola they were headed for Ellsworth and points west. So if

this letter will help you to check up on his wanderings and will put the other boys
on guard. I’ve done my duty. But there is no need to worry, you picked a good
bunch of help, and when you exhibitors get the chance to visit with Grandpa Jenkins,
you’ll enjoy every moment.

RAY W. MUSSELMAN,
Princess Theatre,

Lincoln, Kansas.

THE MERRY WIDOW : Mae Murray—No good
for small towns. Nine reels.—F. J. Lewis, Colome
theatre, Colome, S. D.—General patronage.

THE BARRIER: Lionel Barrymore—Made no
hit here. Too fistic and some profanity. Perhaps
true to life, but not relished. Production shows
well chosen settings. Photography very hazy, per-
haps accounted for by weak light on far North
location.—O. A. Fosse, Community theatre, Ridge-
way, la.—Small town patronage.

SUN UP: Conrad Nagle—Fued stories are not
suitable for my audience. Did not register here
and business was light. Seven reels.—E. M. Bid-
dle, Strand theatre, Paoli, Ind.—Small town pat-
ronage.

Paramount
ACE OF CADS: Adolphe Menjou—Rather seri-

ous picture, but one that held our patrons’ inter-
est and screened to please. Menjou’s acting fine,

as was that of Alice Joyce. Eight reels.—P. G.
Estee, S. T. theatre, Parker, S. D.—Small town
patronage.

THE QUARTERBACK: Richard Dix—Boys,
step on the gas ! This picture is a real knock-
out. Pleases everybody. Eight reels.—Leo Burk-
hardt, Hippodrome and Grand theatres, Crestline,
O.—General patronage.

KID BOOTS: Eddie Cantor—Considering this
is Cantor’s first effort in pictures, “Kid Boots”
proved to be a very pleasant surprise and seemed
to please generally.—Meyers & Bowen, Arcade
theatre. La Grande, Ore.—Small town patronage.

KID BOOTS: Eddie Cantor—Another one of
those good ones that I lost money on. Paramount
means very little to my town. This was a good
comedy and if they had a known star would have
drawn better here. Six reels.—Leslie Hables, Reel
Joy theatre. King City, Cal.—Small town patron-
age.

YOU NEVER KNOW WOMEN: Florence Vi-
dor—The photography in this resembles “Variety”
a good deal, but hasn’t the German flavor that
subject has. This is a splendid show and created
a good deal of favorable mention, with resultant
good second night. The entire cast did fine work,
and Florence Vidor deserves the place Paramount
has elevated her to. Play it, boost it and then
watch them come in. It will stand your best
prices.—P. E. Morris, Regent theatre, Indianola,
Miss.—-Small town patronage.

VARIETY: Emil Jannings—I put this on my
low admission night and did way better than
average. It is a wonderful picture, but rot the
type that will make people pass favorable re-

marks. They like it and yet are apprehensive of

admitting it. The tragic end is against it for

American consumption. If this is handled right,

you can make big money with it. I was afraid

to place it on my feature night, and yet I know
that I could have done it and gotten away with

it nicely, because it is so entirely different from
anything that has ever been shown that the folks

can’t help but know that it is a high class pro-
duction. If I had it to do over, knowing what
I now know, would certainly get my best prices

and let them hear a lot about it before play
dates.—P. E. Morris, Regent theatre, Indianola,

Miss.—-Small town patronage.

VARIETY : Emil Jannings—A high powered
picture with excellent direction and good work
from stars. Seven reels.—Strand theatre. Laurel,

Mont.—General patronage.

VARIETY : Emil Jannings—This picture is

well named. You get it all. Very good enter-

tainment if you can get them in. We didn’t

Six reels.—T. A. Shea, Palace theatre, McGehee,
Ark.—General patronage.

VARIETY : Emil Jannings—Very good. Book
this one for an extra day’s run and it will pay
you. Acting and photography wonderful.—S. H.
Rich, Rich theatre, Montpelier, Idaho. — General
patronage.

THE CAMPUS FLIRT: Bebe Daniels — The
best Daniels picture we have played for some
time. — Meyers & Bowen, Arcade theatre, La
Grande, Ore.—Small town patronage.

THE CAMPUS FLIRT: Bebe Daniels—Pleased
very much here. I gave it to the high school

one night and then to the grammar school the

second night, and they went wild about it. Fine
light show for the people’s taste these days. Seven
reels.—Leslie Hables, Reel Joy theatre. King City,

Cal.—Small town patronage.

MANTRAP: Clara Bow—Saw this picture in

Memphis several weeks ago and was sold on it

strong. Got out and boosted it but regret to say

that the second night was anything but big. The
first night was okay, but somehow it didn’t take

here, although I still contend that it is a great

piece of entertainment. Some folks remarked that

it was so inconsistent, pointing out the fact that

Clara Bow hugs and kisses Marmont on their first

meeting—and in front of her husband, Torrence.

This indicated to me that they didn’t get in the

spirit of the part Clara was portraying. I would

boost this again just as I did, even though it did

not make a hit.—P. E. Morris, Regent theatre,

Indianola, Miss.—Small town patronage.

HOLD THAT LION : Douglas MacLean—Very,

very good. Ranks right along with some of his

best. Nice clean chap and he makes clean pic-

tures. Five reels.—Clark & Edwards, Palace thea-

tre, Ashland, Ohio.—General patronage.

HOLD THAT LION: Douglas MacLean — A
mighty good comedy, much better than MacLean’s
other pictures.—Meyers & Bowen, Arcade theatre.

La Grande, Ore.—Small town patronage.

HOLD THAT LION: Douglas MacLean—Here
is his best since “The Hottentot.” This is a real

laugh getter, sure as you are born. They raved

over it and business second night brought folks

who seldom come which shows conclusively that

it created talk. I would advise you to boost this

hard. Spend some extra money on it, play it up
big, as his best and watch and listen to them
laugh. It’s there in entertainment—and that’s

what you are trying to sell every day.—P. E.
Morris, Regent theatre, Indianola, Miss.—Small
town patronage.

YOU’D BE SURPRISED: Raymond Griffith—
And you vs ill be too, if anyone comes. Griffith’s

style of comedy is as popular as John Bunny

—

in this town.—Russell Armentrout, K. P. theatre,

Pittsfield, III.—General patronage.

YOU’D BE SURPRISED: Raymond Griffith—

I

was surprised, as this drew me the poorest house
I have had in a long time. No fault of the pic-

ture, either, as I thought it was about the best

thing he has done in a long while. Six reels.

—

Leslie Hables, Reel Joy theatre. King City, Cal.

—

Small town patronage.

THE CAT’S PAJAMAS: Betty Bronson—Here
is a nice little picture that gave general satisfac-

tion. Nothing big or wonderful about it, but just

a pleasing show, and it was good to see Theodore
Roberts again, but sorry that he has to work in

a wheel chair.—P. E. Morris, Regent theatre,

Indianola, Miss.—Small town patronage.

FINE MANNERS: Gloria Swanson—Above the

average Swanson picture, but she never made good
at our box office. Six reels.—Clark & Edwards,
Palace theatre, Ashland, Ohio.—General patronage.

FINE MANNERS: Gloria Swanson—This is

fine. Gloria, I hate to see you leave Paramount,
as my theatre is already mortgaged for all it

will carry, so I will never be able to buy you
from the James boys.—C. A. Miller, Strand thea-

tre, Alma, Mich.—Small town patronage.

FORLORN RIVER: Jack Holt — Very good
Saturday night picture. Kids and rough necks

will eat you up because there is lots of killing

and shootin’. Seven reels.—T. A. Shea, Palace
theatre, McGehee, Ark.—General patronage.

FORLORN RIVER: Jack Holt—Did not draw
or please as well as I thought it should. Can’t

make a cent with Paramount pictures any more,

and the poster department service is terrible.

C. O. D. you for paper that has already played

your house, etc. Terrible! Six reels.-— Leslie

Hables, Reel Joy theatre. King City, Cal.—Small

town patronage.

LET’S GET MARRIED : Richard Dix—A dandy
comedy with Dix and Lois Wilson at their best.

Gave general satisfaction. Seven reels.—Wm. E.

Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.—Small

town patronage.

LET’S GET MARRIED: Richard Dix—If all

the pictures satisfied like this one, we would all

be sitting ace high. But owing to the rain and
cold snap I had the emptiest cash drawer I ever

had on Saturday night. What few came were

more than pleased. Say, I’d much rather show a

nice little picture like “Let's Get Married” than

some of the so-called big ones, any old time.

Pictures like this one entertain and please, while

most of the big ones disappoint and hurt the

small exhibitor’s business. Seven reels. — L. D.

Metcalf, Grand theatre. Ash Grove, Mo.—Small

town patronage.

THE SHOW OFF: Ford Sterling—Personally.

I enjoyed most of this and think most of the

customers did. But some of them thought it silly

and perhaps it was in spots.—C. A. Miller, Strand

theatre, Alma, Mich.—Small town patronage.

THE SHOW OFF: Ford Sterling—Good comedy

drama with Ford and his co-stars, Lois Wilson

and Louise Brooks, making an entertaining pic-

ture. Seven reels.—P. G. Estee, S. T. theatre,

Parker, S. D.—Small town patronage.

THE SHOW OFF: Ford Sterling—This picture

was used on my low admission night and did not

create any stampede in the rush for the box office.

It is a very clever piece of work by Ford Sterling,

but somehow it did not please generally. I liked

it but it isn’t one that the folks will write home

about.—P. E. Morris, Regent theatre, Indianola,

Miss.—Small town patronage.

THE BLIND GODDESS: Special cast—A pic-

ture that pleases. Very, very good. Wish I had

more as good. — "Walt Bradley, Moon theatre,

Neligh, Nebr.—General patronage.

DIPLOMACY: Special cast—Assuredly not for

the sticks. No heart interest, lacking in emotion,

stupid, dull, uneventful. Pleased about 10 per

cent of our Sunday crowd. Seven reels.—Pace &
Bouma, Rialto theatre, Pocahontas, la.—Mixed

patronage.

PADLOCKED: Special casV—This was a real

picture, and still is. I guess. It drew good, as

the special accessories were attractive and atten-

tion getters. Noah Beery and Lois Moran were

excellent in their parts and other players gave

splendid support. I stepped on this hard and it

did what most any good picture will do—it drew

and pleased. Has a lot of dressed up scenes to

make it snappy and appealing to the younger

element. Play it—that’s my advice. Seven reels.

—P. E. Morris, Regent theatre, Indianola. Miss.

—Small town patronage.

(Continued on paye 66)
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G HEARTS: Alberta Vaughn—No*

are going over big here. Better stick

, comedies. Two reels.—J. W. Ryder,

re, Verndale, Minn.—General patron-

EPHONE GIRL: Alberta Vaughn-
third episode of this run and goin

“Adventures of Mazie.” Two reels. -

os., Crystal theatre. Tombstone, Ariz.

atronage.

.CEMAKERS: Alberta Vaughn—'

a I have played and are going

reels.—A. J. W. Koehler, Koehler

ng. Neb.—General patronage.

JRES OF MAZIE: Alberta Vau

the fiftieth explosion o

Light, breezy stuff that brings ^
to young and old. Two reels

Crystal theatre, Tombston

ronage. AfJM &

LEHONE GIRL: Alberta

good. Favorable cominer,

lecially for its cleanliness

Bros., Crystal theatre

:ral patronage,

’URES OF MAZIE: Albe
1

i outburst was better ha

this set of adventures,

ros.. Crystal theatre. To
>atronage.

ball, S. D.
—

1

THE TELEPHONE GIRL: Alberta Vaughn-
Twelfth episode went over as all before it. Good

clean comedy.^ Two reels.—Giacoma/Bros., Crys-

tal theatre, T/mbstone, Ariz.—Genial patronage.

This
over
the-

LEPHONE GIRL: Alb

the 8th section Ajd
comedy doing grea

oma Bros., Crystal theat|

;ral patronage.

VENTURES OF MAS,

ese so far have all 1^

Good clean stuff. , F
t be sorry.—Wm. Wi
l Granite, Wis.—Sma

rURES OF MAZIE: A1

three and again good,

e short stories will be jus

them and give your patron

hey all like them. Two reels,

tre, Kimball, S. D.—General

TURKS OF MAZIE: /Ttflberta Va
nd are well liked hare. Two reels:

>ton. New theatre. Manila, Ark.—Gen-
ii age.

TURES OF MAZIE: Alberta Vaughn
’ 800(1 series which would be better if
ra was the hero. Two reels.—A. H.
eds theatre, Leeds, Iowa.—General pat-

fG HEARTS: Alberta Vaughn—The
Hearts” are all just fine. Have my
u now. sure will be sorry when they
This cast has more pulling power

two reel stuff that I have ever run.
Two reels.—L. D. Metcalf, Grand

h Grove, Mo.—General patronage.

SOCK ME T<J SLEEP: Vlberta Vaughn—192^

Good film. Not enough ofythem. More would!
delight us. Two reels.—J. W. Ryder, Jewel the-

atre, Verndale, Minn.—General patronage.
’ ”r * ir* " Twrv ronlo T -

would give me the service and courteous ti

ment that F. B. O. does I could say just as n
for them. Two reels.—Chas. E. Lawrence,
theatre, Tuckerman, Ark.—General patronage

THE PACEMAKERS: Alberta Vaughn—’

series is very good. We play them every
weeks. Two reels.—S. H. Rich, Rich thea
Montpelier, Idaho.—General patronage.

ADVENTURES OF MAZIE: Alberta Vai
—A. crackerjack series. Positively the best bu
ccomedies. Two reels.—H. W Perry, Egyp

eatre, Ogden, Utah.—General patronage.

THE TELEPHONE GIRL: Alberta Vaugl

The tenth episode of “The Telephone Girl” i

over as its predecessors, fine. Two reels.
1

[oma Bros., Crystal theatre. Tombstone, Ar

nerai patronage.

VENTURES OF MAZIE: Alb

y good series with as many lau

comedy. Good clean stuff and
over any feature. Don’t be afi

,em. Two reels.—Wm. Wiske, C
tre. Red Granite, Wis.—Small t<

1ILES OUT: Alberta Vaugl
“Fighting Hearts.” Just fine,

[of this series, absolutely the

tertainment^en the market for

body. 3>^o reels.—L. D. Met
Asfi Grove, Mo.—General pat

IEMAKERS: Alberta Vaughn— I 1

d “TlA Pacemakers” and have ft

be very good. It is a con

... ..ill like and come back for n

—D. C. Jones, Joyland theatre. Bo
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TURES OF MAZIE: Alberta Vau
're just finishing up the series and t

fe. Everybody likes them.—J. A. Wl

bi\theatre, Houston, Miss.—General pati

MaziI?W
A
n )

DY }°0NEY: Alberta VaMazies TfttvlO and it is fine. Vaughngood. Two T?els.—Robert W Hines Hin
t’tre* L«-ton. So. Dak.-Gen^^g!

ADVENTURES OF MAZIE: Alberta Vs
—All to the good. Two reels.—D. C. »

Joyland theatre, Booneville, Ark.—General

ronage.

THE PACE MAKERS: Alberta Vaui
These comedies are fine. Whenever we shov
of them we just know that things are going
We have one guy in this city who thinks
Miss Vaughn is just about the cat’s sneeze,

whenever one of these two reelers are on the
we sure announced it. Two reels.—Walt«
Schultz, Kenesaw Opera House. Kenesaw,
—General patronage.

Congratulations to Exhibitors Herald and its

thousands of readers, upon this, the Tenth Anni-
versary of its splendid Report
Department.

TURES OF MAZIE: Alberta Vaughn—
it something different, book these. Com-
n and eVerything needed. Each story

We have played first “Fighting Blood,”

’he Telephone Girl,” “Go Getters,” “Pace
and now those All are good. Go back

FIGHTING HEARTS: Great! The best two
reel pictures on the market. I am just finishing
up on this, and wish there was twenty more.
We’ll start “Bill Grimm’s Progress” as soon as it’s
released. Mr. Exhibitor, don’t pass “Mazie” or
this one. They are great. Two reels.—Gordon

ALL SWELL ENDS^SVfELL: Alberta Vai
Well, this is the last/cfaapter of “Through F
ing Hearts.” Saly, ft/am sure sorry this i

bunch won’t make any more two reelers. I

played all of this bunch of actors' products
like them better than anything I ever boi
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BEHIND THE FRONT: Special cast—I adver-
tised this as a special and my people were de-

cidedly disappointed and made the fact known to

me at once. Don’t tell ’em too much and don’t
pay too much. Just a fair picture. Six reels.

—

F. J. Lewis, Colome theatre, Colome, S. D.

—

General patronage.

BEHIND THE FRONT: Special cast—It’s good,
but where do they get the big idea that this is a
super? It drew only an average business for me
in spite of extra strong advertising.—S. H. Rich,
Rich theatre, Montpelier, Idaho.—General pat-

ronage.

BORN TO THE WEST: Jack Holt—A fine

Zane Grey Western with plenty of action to please

the mass. Up to the usual Paramount class. Jack
Holt is a good draKving card in a Western
feature. Six reels.—C. A. Anglemire, “Y” thea-
tre, Nazareth, Pa.—General patronage.

BORN TO THE WEST: Jack Holt—A picture

that pleased my patrons, which all Zane Grey’s
<do. Seven reels.—R. G. Chamberlin, Popular
theatre, St. Cloud, Fla.—General patronage.

BORN TO THE WEST: Jack Holt—Regular
Zane Grey stuff. A fight a minute, but they like

it so we should worry.—Russell Armentrout, K. P.

theatre, Pittsfield, 111.—General patronage.

IRISH LUCK: Thomas Meighan—A very good
sensible picture. A beautiful scenery film and an
“always good’’ Meighan story. Good for Sunday
showing. Film condition good. Seven reels.

—

Pastime theatre, Stratford, S. D.—General pat-
ronage.

SAY IT AGAIN: Richard Dix—Not Dix’s best,

but very good.—C. A. Miller, Strand theatre,

Alma, Mich.—Small town patronage.

THE LADY OF THE HAREM: Greta Nissen
—An offspring of the “Wanderer.’’ Very poor, in

fact it’s rotten. The sets are very beautiful and
a good cast, but you wonder what it’s all about.

Did the poorest business on record. I had 35
people for the second night and by the time the
third reel was on half of the thirty-five had
walked out. Six reels.— O. B. Junkins, Manzanita
theatre, Carmel, Calif.—General patronage.

THE VOLCANO: Bebe Daniels—Just a dandy
good picture. B-be, I would faint if you would
send me a picture. Seven reels.—'Walt Bradley,
Moon theatre, Neligh, Nebr.—General patronage.

FASCINATING YOUTH: Special cast—Very
pleasing bit of entertainment. Not big, but satis-

“We Couldn’t Get

Along Without It”

The success of any commodity
depends upon the service it gives.
“What the Picture Did For Me”
is undoubtedly read by more
motion picture men than any other
article published. We depend al-

most wholly upon this column as
a buyer’s guide. Of course, we
do not always agree with the other
boys as to the pulling power of a
certain picture, but we can tell

from their opinions what kind of
a picture it is and what it did for
them in a certain locality, and if

their locality is similar to ours,
then we can tell what that picture
will do for us. We couldn’t get
along without it.

H. B. OSBORN,
Community Theatre,

Mount Hope, Kans.

factory.—C. A. Miller, Strand theatre, Alnia, Mich.
—Small town patronage.

FASCINATING YOUTH: Junior Stars of 1926
—A dandy little picture that pleased. Seven reels.

—Strand theatre. Laurel, Mont.—General pat-

ronage.

WET PAINT: Raymond Griffith—From the
many bad reports on this, I thought it would
flop. Contrary to expectations it drew good
business and got a lot of good hearty laughs, all

of which goes to prove that you never can tell.

Six reels.—E. M. Biddle, Strand theatre, Paoli,

Ind.—Small town patronage.

THE TROUBLE WITH WIVES: Special cast

—Was fine. Pleased 90 per cent.—A. R. Elliott,

Crystal theatre. Big Lake, Tex.—General pat-

ronage.

GOOD AND NAUGHTY: Pola Negri—'This is

an extra good program picture, but Ford Sterling

stole it.—Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre,
Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

THE ENCHANTED HILL: Jack Holt—Extra
good. Pleased 95 per cent.—A. R. Elliott, Crystal
theatre, Big Lake, Tex.—General patronage.

SEA HORSES: Jack Holt—A very good sea
story with plenty of action. Get them in if you
can and the picture will please. Seven reels.

—

T. A. Shea, Palace theatre, McGehee, Ark.

—

General patronage.

NIGHT LIFE IN N. Y. : Special cast—Good.
Pleased 90 per cent.—A. R. Elliott, Crystal thea-
tre, Big Lake, Tex.—General patronage.

THE RAINMAKER: Special cast—An excellent
show that pleased everybody that saw it here in

this town. Was much better than a lot of their
other so-called big ones. Seven reels.—C. A.
Anglemire, “Y” theatre, Nazareth, Pa.—General
patronage.

A SOCIAL CELEBRITY: Adolphe Menjou—
Just an ordinary program picture. Satisfied 50
per cent.—Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre,

Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

THE COAST OF FOLLY: Gloria Swanson—
Would have been a good picture if Miss Swanson
had not utterly ruined it trying to play the

mother part. She was the most unnatural old

woman I ever hope to see. Am surely glad they
do not grow ’em ilke that in real life.—Pastime
theatre, Itasca, Tex.—Small town patronage.

FOR HEAVEN’S SAKE: Harold Lloyd—Not as

good as his former comedies. They must have
had advance notice of its being poor because they
did not show up very strong crowds in com-
parison to his last shows. The poorest attendance
on any of his shows for us. Better make your
next one better, Harold. Six reels.—C. A. Angle-
mire, “Y” theatre, Nabzareth, Pa.—General pat-

ronage.

FOR HEAVEN’S SAKE: Harold Lloyd—Did
not satisfy our crowd at all at 40 cents admission.

This is my first and last Lloyd picture to show at

an advanced admission. When patrons pay 40

cents they naturally expect to see something extra

good. We had more kicks on this picture than
any picture shown here since I took charge of

this house.—L. D. Metcalf, Grand theatre, Ash
Grove, Mo.—Small town patronage.

FOR HEAVEN’S SAKE: Harold Lloyd—Yes,
it’s good, and Harold has a large following and
it did a big business, but not enough to make a

profit for me, as the price was too high. This

picture is not as good as former productions and
will not get the money like "The Freshman” and
“Girl Shy.”—S. H. Rich, Rich theatre, Montpelier,

Idaho.—General patronage.

THE GRAND DUCHESS AND THE WAITER:
Adolphe Menjou—Went over fine. Pleased 90 per

cent.—A. R. Elliott, Crystal theatre. Big Lake,

Tex.—General patronage.

THE CROWN OF LIES: Pola Negri—This did

not draw at all and the few that came were

certainly sorry they turned out. Not up to the

Paramount standard. Star should be given better

stories. Five reels. -— Leslie Hables, Reel Joy

theatre, King City, Cal.—Small town patronage.

ANY WOMAN: Alice Terry—All reports were

bad on this, but it pleased all my patrons. A
very good picture and good print for being played

late. Seven reels.—R. G. Chamberlin, Popular

theatre, St. Cloud, Fla.—General patronage.

THE PALM BEACH GIRL: Bebe Daniels—

This is a dandy. Bebe does good work.—S. H.

Rich, Rich theatre, Montpelier, Idaho.—General
patronage.

HANDS UP: Raymond Griffith—Good. Pleased

90 per cent.—A. R. Elliott, Crystal theatre, Big

Lake, Tex.—General patronage.

HANDS UP: Raymond Griffith—Slapstick with

a vengeance. Although extremely silly and far

fetched, it seemed to please the majority. The

final fadeout got a big laugh. Seven reels.—Wm.
E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.

—

Small town patronage.

THE WANDERER: Special cast—Pleased most

all my audience but I did not make any money.

—A. R. Elliott, Crystal theatre, Big Lake, Tex.

—General patronage.

THE PONY EXPRESS: Ricardo Cortez—This

picture is a little old and we were late playing it,

but it’s still good. Good print out of Atlanta.

Good business and very good historical picture.

Ten reels.—C. E. Longacre, Dixie theatre, Dick-

son, Tenn.—General patronage.

THE TEN COMMANDMENTS: Special cast

—

This is the third run for me. I advise every

small town to run this picture at least twice.

—S. H. Rich, Rich theatre, Montpelier, Idaho.—
General patronage.

Pathe
THE DEVIL HORSE: Rex—Very good. Every

( Continued on payc 68)

Thanksgiving - Christmas

New Year
The Smart Showman Knows These

3 IMPORTANT
HOLIDAYS

Are Nearly Here

He Greets His Patrons Properly By Using

SPECIAL HOLIDAY SERVICE
From

National Screen Service, Inc.
Trailers Build Business

10 Timely Ho’iday Trailer Greetings gorgeously
designed and brilliantly animated for New Year,
Lincoln’s Birthday, Washington’s Birthday, Easter,
Mother’s Day, Decoration Day, July Fourth, Armis-
tice Day, Thanksgiving, Christmas, also choice of two
animated presentation leaders for your Feature or
Comedy or News Reel.

For this complete Service $40.00 yearly.

A postal, wire or telephone call will bring you
the contract and start the service AT ONCE.

CHICAGO
845 So. Wabash Ave.

NEW YORK
126-130 West 46th St.

LOS ANGELES
1922 So. Vermont Ave.
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small town should run this picture. It’s equal to

or maybe a little better than the other two horse

pictures.—S. H. Rich, Rich theatre, Montpelier,

Idaho.—General patronage.

DYNAMITE SMITH: Charles Ray—This is

very, very good, but for some reason did not draw
them in. Ray very poor bet for me. Seven

reels.—C. V. Anderson, Oak theatre, Oakdale,

Nebr.—General patronage.

Pro-Dis-Co
THE UNKNOWN SOLDIER: Special cast—

Here is a picture that is, perhaps, the greatest

World War picture ever made, unless it is “The
Big Parade.” Several in my audience had seen

"The Big Parade” and were wild over it. After

seeing “The Unknown Soldier” they said it was
just as good. I haven’t seen the Metro-Goldwyn
“hit” yet, but I know this one is a real hit.

When the crowd came out they couldn’t talk.

The next day after our showing is when they

talked. They all agree that it was the finest

thing that ever graced a silver screen, and we
all agree with them. But there is one thing

that it lacks—national publicity. Take a tip.

Producers Distributing Corporation, jump into

some of your big pictures with a little publicity

so that the public is sold before the picture is

shown. Brother exhibitors, if you don’t want to

take our word for it, drive into another state if

necessary and see this picture. I’ll bet you that

you will buy it if you do. There are two kinds

of endings for this picture, the glad and sad. Be
sure and get the glad ending. It makes one of

the finest impressions ever. One exhibitor said

he didn’t like the way it ended. I’m sure he got

the sad ending.—H. M. Face & Sons, Star theatre,

Nashville, Mich.—Small town patronage.

THE UNKNOWN SOLDIER: Special cast-
100 per cent entertainment. You can list this as

one of your best features released this year. Will

stand heavy advertising. Eight reels.—Russell

Armentrout, K. P. theatre, Pittsfield, 111.—General

patronage.

THE UNKNOWN SOLDIER: Special casU-
good one, but with a sad ending, and the public

doesn’t care for this type any more.—A. Mitchell,

Dixie theatre, Russellville, Ky.—General patron-

age.

THE UNKNOWN SOLDIER: Special cast—
Fooled the critics. Gave good satisfaction and did

business. Seven reels.—Frank C. Buckley, Prin-

cess theatre, Superior, Wis.—General patronage.

THE VOLGA BOATMAN: William Boyd—
I can just add to whatever good reports that

have been sent in on this. Wonderful produc-

tion. It is a truly wonderful picture that has

“special” written all over it. Eleven reels.

—

Leslie Hables, Reel Joy theatre, King City, Cal.

—Small town patronage.

THREE FACES EAST: Special cast—A great

picture for the regular movie fan. The few that

viewed it were loud in their praises of this fea-

ture. Let them know they will see a real good

feature. Eight reels.—Leslie Hables, Reel Joy
theatre. King City, Cal.—Small town patronage.

MADAME, BEHAVE: Special cast—Pleased

100 per cent. This is a real comedy and seemed

to be as good as “Charley’s Aunt,” and you can

get it for less money. Buy it and advertise it and
you can make some money. Seven reels.—C. L.

Beard, Majestic theatre. Blooming Grove, Tex.

—

Small town patronage.

THE PRAIRIE PIRATE: Special cast—Carey
is as good a western actor as I want to see, but
my bunch is getting away from the shoot-’em-up

stuff. This is a good western, but I am getting

my fill of them. Five reels.—Leslie Hables, Reel

Joy theatre. King City, Cal.—Small town patron-

age.

SEVEN DAYS: Creighton Hale—If you don’t

laugh at this one you had better see a doctor. It

is one of the best comedies we have played in

many a day. Seven reels.—Fred M. Elkins,

Youngs theatre, Lexington, N. C.—General pat-

ronage.

THE MILLION DOLLAR HANDICAP: Special

cast-—I put this on with a vaudeville act and the
act killed the crowd. I guess it was a good pic-

ture, from what I heard, but the town refuses to

turn out here to vaudeville, so I did not do any
business. Six reels.—Leslie Hables, Reel Joy the-

atre, King City, Cal.—Small town patronage.

FIFTH AVENUE: Special cast—I played this

a week ago and it made such a light impression
on me that I cannot recall the particulars about
the picture. But I do recall that the drawing
power was nil, and that no one stopped on the
way out to pat me on the back and tell me it

was a good picture. I guess it was one of those

44
‘Herald’ Stands Alone

As Voice of Exhibitor”

It is with a great deal oi
pleasure that I congratulate you
upon the Tenth Anniversary of the
“What the Picture Did For Me”
department. To say that I could
not run my theatre without it

would be putting it rather strong,
but I will say that it has been a

wonderful help.

I use it constantly, not only in

selecting pictures but in determin-
ing best admission price to charge,
and how strong to go in my ad-
vertising, and other information.
It is the only department of this

kind in the held that really amounts
to anything.

,4s the voice of the exhibitor,

the HERALD stands alone. Lit-

erally speaking, there are no
others.
With best wishes to all the de-

partments of the HERALD , and
all the staff, I am,

NAMAN E. FRANK,
Regent Theatre,

Wayland, Mich.

negative pictures like most of this company’s pic-

tures.—L. M. Jones, Arcadia theatre, Vandergrift,

Pa.—General patronage.

United Artists

THE BLACK PIRATE: Douglas Fairbanks

—

Say, mister, this is what I call a real one. When
they make them better than this one, it will be

when Pola Negri plays Little Eva. Eight reels.

—Walt Bradley, Moon theatre, Neligh, Nebr.

—

General patronage.

THE BLACK PIRATE: Douglas Fairbanks

—

One of the best ever produced. By all means
book it and run it. All in Technicolor. It’s sim-

ply wonderful.—S. H. Rich, Rich theatre, Mont-
pelier, Idaho.—General patronage.

SPARROWS: Mary Pickford—Picture drew
very well. I personally thought it was a little too

gruesome to please the class of fans that Mary
usually draws. Seven reels.—Walt Bradley, Moon
theatre, Neligh, Nebr.—General patronage.

THE SON OF THE SHEIK: Rudolph Valen-

tino—Played this about six weeks after his death

and they sure came in droves to see it. It’s his

best by far, I think. Don’t believe I ever heard

as many favorable comments on one picture in

my life. They sure did like this—story, acting

and production.—P. E. Morris, Regent theatre,

Indianola, Miss.—Small town patronage.

THE SON OF THE SHEIK: Rudolph Valen-
tino—Very good. We did a big business, due to

the death of Valentino. The picture is among
the best of the year.—S. H. Rich, Rich theatre,

Montpelier, Idaho.—General patronage.

THE BAT: Special cast—Very good picture.

Just fair drawing power. Best with the reading

and play-going classes, and this leaves out a good
many. With the usual high rental exacted by
United Artists, I did not have much for myself.
•—L. M. Jones, Arcadia theatre, Vandergrift, Pa.

—General patronage.

THE EAGLE: Rudolph Valentino—This is one
of Valentino’s best productions, and drew good
business for two nights. What a pity that this

sterling artist should pass on. Can the screen

produce such another magnetic personality ? I

wonder. Seven reels.—E. M. Biddle, Strand the-

atre. Paoli, Ind.—Small town patronage.

TUMBLEWEEDS: William S. Hart—This is

an honest to goodness western picture that cer-

tainly pleased our patrons. The price is a little

high unless everything is favorable. It is a little

old, but if you have not shown it buy it and
then step on the advertising. Eight reels.—W. J.

Shoup, DeLuxe theatre, Spearville, Kan.—Small

town patronage.

TUMBLEWEEDS. William S. Hart^Run this

old, but not old enough. I am in favor letting

Bill stay in the old actors’ home. He sure can’t

make pictures. Six reels.—Walt Bradley, Moon
theatre, Neligh, Nebr.—General patronage.

TUMBLEWEEDS: William S. Hart—This is a
picture a little above the average. I believe that

the star has lost a lot of his drawing power,

though this picture will particularly appeal to

Kansas and Oklahoma audiences. It opened to

very good business, but fell off badly on second

night. I would rate this picture as only 75 per

cent as good as “The Pony Express.” The story

is rather thin and it starts out slow, but there is

a mighty good land rush in it that will please

your action fans. Also some good comedy in it.

Seven reels.—Walter Hohlfeld, Elite theatre,

Greenleaf, Kan.—General patronage.

Universal
TAKE IT FROM ME: Reginald Denny—Sold

at a special price and turned out to be a poor
program offering. The worst he ever did. Seven
reels.—Strand theatre. Laurel, Mont.—General
patronage.

TAKE IT FROM ME: Reginald Denny—Not
up to standard of other Denny comedies. It’s

fair, but our patrons said they expected more, as

we boosted it big in our publicity, which we
based on Universal’s press sheet claims.—Cragin
& Pike, Majestic theatre. Las Vegas, Nev.—Gen-
eral patronage.

ROLLING HOME: Reginald Denny—This is a
scream of a comedy drama and should please

everywhere. Denny is the drawing power, but
Ben Hendricks, Jr., walks away with the comedy
scenes. In fact, several patrons spoke of him and
neglected to mention Reginald. Seven reels.—

-

Pace & Bouma, Star theatre, Lake City, la.

—

Mixed patronage.

POKER FACES: Laura LaPlante—Give us
more of them and we will pay our bills and in-

come tax, too. Picture pleased one hundred per
cent. Eight reels.—F. F. Vincent, Majestic the-

atre, Roseburg, Ore.—General patronage.

POKER FACES: Laura LaPlante—While no
records were broken, this proved to be a mighty
nice comedy drama, and if Horton had been bet-

ter known would have proven a much better card.

Eight reels.—Meyers & Bowen, Arcade theatre.

La Grande, Ore.—Small town patronage.

POKER FACES: Laura LaPlante—-Laura, you
sure have won a home in my town with this pic-

ture. It was a dandy. Drew well and was extra
well received by everyone. Don’t send any pic-

tures, Laura; my wife might object. (I’ll take a
chance.) Seven reels.—Walt Bradley, Moon the-

atre, Neligh, Nebr.—General patronage.

THE RUNAWAY EXPRESS: Special cast—
Played this an extra day to the biggest attend-
ance we have had in a year. It has never
been beaten for thrills. The shots of the long
express trains winding around S curves in the
beautiful mountain canyons are scenic gems.
Pleased our patrons 100 per cent and many came
back the second night to see it again. Here’s
hoping they make more big railroad pictures like

this one. They should be as popular as Westerns.
—Cragin & Pike, Majestic theatre. Las Vegas,
Nev.—General patronage.

THE RUNAWAY EXPRESS: Jack Daugherty
—One of the best railroad pictures ever shown
here. It is full of action and thrills. Not a kick
on this one. Five reels.—E. A. Armistead, Lyric
theatre, Easley, S. C.—General patronage.

THE OLD SOAK: Special cast—A pretty good
picture outside of being draggy in spots. Seven
reels would have been better. However, that's a
killing title. Our midweek business dropped be-

low average because of no draw to such a head-
line. Eight reels.—P. G. Estee, S. T. theatre,

Parker, S. D.—Small town patronage.

TRIPLE ACTION: Pete Morrison—Must re-

port this as a fair western offering, but why. Oh
why did they advertise his horse Lightning as a
wonderful horse? The only thing this horse did

was to run around without having anyone on his

back. Silver King can run circles around Light-

ning backwards when it comes to acting. If this

horse is so wonderful, let’s see him do some-
thing. Five reels.—-W. J. Shoup, DeLuxe theatre,

Spearville, Kan.—Small town patronage.

THE DESPERATE GAME: Pete Morrison—
This is a very pleasing Western program picture

that has not the usual impossible stuff. Pete Mor-
rison does well and so does Dolores Gardner, who
has the leading feminine role. She is not good

looking but her acting is good. There is streaks

of comedy throughout the entire picture and this

of course, adds to its quality. More Westerns of

this type would be appreciated. Five reels.

—

W. T. Davis & Son, Rialto theatre, Sharon, Wis.

—General patronage.

THE PHANTOM BULLET: Hoot Gibson—
This is one of Gibson’s good ones, but it seems

( Continued on page 70)
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that he has lost his drawing power. He is not

the Gibson of old, and still they have raised the

price on him. I cannot make any money on him
any more. Six reels.—C. V. Anderson. Oak the-

atre, Oakdale, Nebr.—General patronage.

THE COHENS AND KELLYS: Special cast—
Have been in this business for several years, but

want to say that of all the pictures we have

ever shown this one is the funniest one of them
all. If you show this and your patrons do not

respond to it. I’ll say they must be a dead card

and need some other kind of entertainment be-

sides the pictures. We ran into a real storm at

fifteen minutes before time to start the show,

which cut our crowd some, but we didn’t do so

bad at that. Eight reels.—W. J. Shoup, DeLuxe
theatre, Spearville, Kan.—Small town patronage.

THE COHENS AND KELLYS: Special cast—
Not a kick. Two nights to poor business. Not
the fault of the picture, which is certainly a

credit to the industry, as well as all concerned in

its making. George Sidney best character in

filmdom. Eight reels.—O. A. Foose, Community
theatre, Ridgeway, la.—Small town patronage.

SKY HIGH CORRAL: Art Acord—A real

good Western full of action. Five reels.—E. A.

Armistead, Lyric theatre, Easley, S. C.—General

patronage.

MY OLD DUTCH: Special cast—This picture

was exceptionally good. I will admit that I was
very much surprised, had a very good girl plot

and the comedy part by Jean Hersholt almost

stole the picture. Good attendance and all seemed

to be well satisfied. Seven reels.—Schaghticoke

Amusement Assn., Odd Fellows Hall, Sehaghti-

coke, N. Y.—General patronage.

MY OLD DUTCH: Pat O’Malley—It might

please the old-timers, but did not hear any of

the young folks raving about this feature. Peo-

ple want modern stories for their picture dish.

Eight reels.—Leslie Hables, Reel Joy theatre, King

City, Cal.—Small town patronage.

HIS PEOPLE: Special cast—This is one of

the best pictures I ever ran. By all means play

it, if you haven’t already done so, and if you

have, run it again. It’s wonderful.—S. H. Rich,

Rich theatre, Montpelier, Idaho.—General patron-

age.

SIX SHOOTIN’ ROMANCE: Jack Hoxie—This
is the usual Hoxie type of western picture.

Hoxie’s does not mean anything at our box office.

Five reels.—W. J. Shoup, DeLuxe theatre, Spear-

ville, Kan.—Small town patronage.

THE MAN IN THE SADDLE: Hoot Gibson—
Picture went over very good. Hoot has made bet-

ter ones. Print and paper good. Six reels.—E.

W. McClelland, Rex theatre, Gilman City, Mo.

—

Small town patronage.

OUTSIDE THE LAW: Lon Chaney—As you

no doubt know, this is a re-issue and we had the

misfortune of running this picture three years

ago, and did not know it. You exhibitors look

out for these re-issues, look over your files and

be sure you have not run them. This picture was

very good, but running it the second time killed

it. Eight reels.—Schaghticoke Amusement Assn.,

Odd Fellows Hall, Schaghticoke, N. Y.—General

patronage.

SEIGE: Special cast—Just another one of “Un-
cle Carl’s’’ lemons that he calls a special. Six

reels.—Fred M. Elkins, Youngs theatre, Lexing-

ton, N. C.—General patronage.

WATCH YOUR WIFE: Special cast—many of

my patrons told pie this was very good. So true

to life. No extra business. O. K. for Sunday.

No for special. Tone O. K. Seven reels.—O. B.

Junkins, Manzanita theatre, Carmel, Cal.—Gen-
eral patronage.

THE CALGARY STAMPEDE: Hoot Gibson-
One of Hoot’s good ones, not his best, but will

rank high. It is a good action picture, owing to

the scenes of the real “Calgary Stampede.” Tent
show hurt our patronage. Six reels.—W. J.

Shoup, DeLuxe theatre, Spearville, Kan.—Small
town patronage.

THE CALGARY STAMPEDE: Hoot Gibson-
Just the usual rodeo bunk. Hoot would make a
good drug store cowboy, but as a star he is not
in Mix or Thomson’s class. Six reels.—Fred M.
Elkins, Youngs theatre, Lexington, N. C.—Gen-
eral patronage.

THE CALGARY STAMPEDE: Hoot Gibson—
Why report on this picture? The only thing is

that it pleased much better than I thought it

would. Thank you, Mr. Laemmle, this is a dandy.
Hoot, you are okay.—S. H. Rich, Rich theatre,

Montpelier, Idaho.-—General patronage.

THE GOOSE WOMAN: Louise Dresser—One
of the best shows here in some time. Did not
have a very large attendance but no fault of pic-

“Of Valued Use to

Us for Eight Years”

We are glad to join in your
birthday celebration of the Tenth
year of the “What the Picture Did
For Me” department.

This feature of the EXHIB-
ITORS HERALD has been of
valued use to us for some eight
years and we would hardly know
our business without it. While
we cannot use but a small percent-
age of releases in a small commun-
ity such as Greenfield, yet we have
at all times the exhibitor opinion
of everything we use, and it is

seldom that we are disappointed
in the resume of the reports.

Frequently we use these reports
in hand bills advertising a coming
attraction and this proves very
beneficial at the box office.

CARSON T. METCALF,
Opera House and Airdome,

Greenfield, 111.

ture. The acting of Louise Dresser wonderful.

If you have not booked this picture, book it.

Seven reels.—Schaghticoke Amusement Assn., Odd
Fellows Hall, Schaghticoke, N. Y.—General pat-

ronage.

SPORTING LIFE: Bert Lytell—A good pro-

gram picture.—Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre,

Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

CHIP OF THE FLYING U: Hoot Gibson—

I

was a little late about playing this one but it

went over just the same. One of the best from
Hoot for some time. Full of action, comedy, and
the stuff that goes to make an audience go away
pleased. You can’t go wrong on it. A splendid

Saturday picture and will appeal to adults as well

as children. Tone O. K. Sunday depending on
clientele. Seven reels.—O. B. Junkins, Manzanita
theatre, Carmel, Cal.—General patronage.

THE STORM BREAKER: House Peters—This
picture did not go over here. It is very slow
and draggy. We have shown House Peters pic-

tures before that have this backed off the boards.

Seven reels.—W. J. Shoup, DeLuxe theatre, Spear-

ville, Kan.—Small town patronage.

THE WHITE OUTLAW: Jack Hoxie—Here is

just a dandy Western, much better than the

average. Print fair and paper good. Five reels.

—E. W. McClelland, Rex theatre, Gilman City,

Mo.—Small town patronage.

CALIFORNIA STRAIGHT AHEAD: Reginald
Denny—Oh boy, what a picture! Bring more like

this and we won’t go broke showing them. We
made up on this what we have lost on the Hoxies

and Sedgwicks. Eight reels.—W. J. Shoup, De
Luxe theatre, Spearville, Kan.—Small town pat-

ronage.

Warner Bros.

BROKEN HEARTS OF HOLLYWOOD: Patsy
Ruth Miller

—"Broken Hearts” is right. It broke

every heart that paid their admission to see it

and will break mine for a long time to come try-

ing to right myself with the patrons of the Ant-
lers theatre. Warner Brothers tried to make
another third degree and failed. Eight reels.

—

F. F. Vincent, Antlers theatre, Roseburg, Ore.

—

General patronage.

HERO OF THE BIG SNOWS: Rin Tin Tin-
Just an ordinary program picture. Will thrill

the kids. The same old stuff that Rinty has done
over and over again. My patrons are very fond

of animal pictures so did a little extra business

on this one. Six reels.—O. B. Junkins, Man-
zanita theatre, Carmel, Cal.—General patronage.

HERO OF THE BIG SNOWS: Rin Tin Tin—
This is the poorest Rin Tin Tin picture that I

ever saw. It is terrible. It is cheaply made.
The story is very thin and there are several slips

in direction. This is the last dog picture that

Warner Bros, made in the 1925-26 group and they
certainly did not spend much money on it. I

bought it on the strength of the dog’s past suc-

cesses and it flopped badly the second night. Don’t
play it if you can help it. It came on six reels

but it could easily have been put on five

spools. Six reels.—Walter Hohlfeld, Elite theatre,
Greenleaf, Kan.—General patronage.

WHY GIRLS GO BACK HOME: Patsy Ruth
Miller—A good drawing title and a dandy little

picture that pleased. Seven reels.—F. J. Lewis,
Colome theatre, Colome, S. D.—General patronage.

THE LIMITED MAIL: Monte Blue—Here is a
good railroad story. The picture was jammed
with action and also contained plenty of comedy.
Everybody seemed to like Willard Louis. The
acting of all was very good and the picture was
a real one. It broke my Wednesday night house
record and let no one go away disappointed.
Seven reels.—A. M. McBurney, Princess theatre,

Mapleton, la.—General patronage.

OH, WHAT A NURSE: Syd Chaplin—This is

a good action comedy. It got a good many laughs
and will please the majority of your patrons.
However, it is not nearly as good as “The Man
on the Box” or “Charley’s Aunt.” There are
several places in it when it is almost vulgar. It

is not as clean a picture as his others. Also
the story is not as interesting as his others were.
It did good at the box office the first night, but
fell off badly the second. Seven reels.—Walter
Hohlfeld, Elite theatre, Greenleaf, Kan.—General
patronage.

Serials

THE FIGHTING MARINE: (Pathe) Gene Tun-
ney—Tunney may be a knockout in the ring,

but he sure is a flop at the box office. It started

off with a bang on the first episode, but it did a
nose dive on the second and third chapters. Pathe
held us up on this one and we had to buy five

other serials to get it. Sure hope the other five

will do better than this one.—Fred M. Elkins,

Youngs theatre, Lexington, N. C.—General pat-
ronage.

THE FIGHTING MARINE: Gene Tunney—
We have run five chapters on this serial and it

seems to be giving general satisfaction.—Meyers
& Bowen, Arcade theatre, La Grande, Ore.—Small
town patronage.

SNOWED IN: Walter Miller—A mighty good
serial that kept interest hot up to the last chapter.

We run serials with vaudeville, so can’t tell if it

would pull anything extra or not. Believe this

one would, as everyone seemed very much inter-

ested.—Meyers & Bowen, Arcade theatre, La
Grande, Ore.—Small town patronage.

THE WINKING IDOL: (Universal) William
Desmond—A good serial and, while not packing
’em in with it, same pleases and think it is

drawing. Two reels.—Ed C. Curdts, Bijou-Liberty
theatres, Greenville, S. C.—General patronage.

THE WINKING IDOL: (Universal) William
Desmond—Have played five episodes and it is

going good. Much better than the last two or

three from this company. Two reels.—B. B.

Benfield, Everybody’s theatre, Dillon, S. C.—Gen-
eral patronage.

Short Features
EDUCATIONAL

BLUE BOY : Another wonderful Technicolor

picture taken from the painting. Blue Boy. A
welcome addition to any program. Two reels.

—

Leslie Hables, Reel Joy theatre. King City, Cal.

—Small town patronage.

CAREFUL, PLEASE : Lloyd Hamilton—Not as

good as some comedies with this star. His are
generally extra good. Two reels.—E. A. Armis-
tead, Lyric theatre, Easley, S. C.—General pat-

ronage.

DANCING DADDIES: This got more laughs
than I thought it deserved. Can’t judge what
your crowd wants until you play it. Two reels.

—Leslie Hables, Reel Joy theatre, King City, Cal.

—Small town patronage.

DONE IN OIL: We read several good reports

on this picture but I think the exhibitors who
reported were thinking of another comedy, as we
were unable to see where there was any good
comedy to this. Two reels.—W. J. Shoup, De
Luxe theatre, Spearville, Kan.—Small town pat-

ronage.

DON’T STOP: Cliff Bowers—One of the best

one reelers I ever saw. Pleased all. One reel.

—R. G. Chamberlin, Popular theatre, St. Cloud,

Fla.—General patronage.

DRENCHED: Just a fair one reel comedy.

—

W. J. Shoup, DeLuxe theatre, Spearville, Kan.

—

Small town patronage.

FAIR BUT FOOLISH: A good comedy.—Bert
Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.

—

General patronage.
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—W. J. Shoup, DeLuxe theatre, Spearville, Kan.

—

Small town patronage.
FAMILY FITS : Good two reeler. Two reels.

—W. J. Shoup, DeLuxe theatre, Spearville, Kan.

—Small town patronage.

FOLD UP: Just will get by, not much. One
reel.—W. J. Shoup, DeLuxe theatre, Spearville,

Kan.—Small town patronage.

GIMME STRENGTH: Jimmie Adams—A poor

comedy with very few good laughs in it. Hope
his next is better. Two reels.—C. A. Anglemire,

“Y” theatre, Nazareth, Pa.—General patronage.

HOLD STILL: Jack Duffy—A very good com-
edy. Not a knockout, but you could hear a few
chuckles now and then. Two reels.—Leslie Hables,

Reel Joy theatre. King City, Cal.—Small town
patronage.

HOLD YOUR HAT: A1 St. John—This was a

fine comedy with plenty of laugh makers in it.

Two reels.—C. A. Anglemire, “Y” theatre, Naz-
areth, Pa.—General patronage.

HOME CURED: Johnny Arthur—Just a fair

comedy. Two reels.—George Benson, Community
theatre, Minneota, Minn.—Small town patronage.

THE HUMDINGER: Another knockout com-
edy from this firm. Educational has the goods.

This sure is a “humdinger.” Two reels.—Leslie

Hables, Reel Joy theatre. King City, Cal.—Small

town patronage.

IN TWO LIP TIME: Felix—Another good one
from Felix. I think he is as consistently good
as any short subject on the market. One reel.

—

Leslie Hables, Reel Joy theatre. King City, Cal.

—

Small town patronage.

JOLLY TARS: Lloyd Hamilton—-Very good
slapstick. Scenes above, sky battle especially

good. Two reels.—P. G. Estee, S. T. theatre,

Parker, S. D.—Small town patronage.

LIGHT HOUSEKEEPING: Good. Pleased 90

per cent.—A. R. Elliott, Crystal theatre. Big
Lake, Tex.—General patronage.

LIVE COWARDS: Very good comedy. Two
reels.—George Benson, Community theatre, Min-
neota, Minn.—Small town patronage.

A MAD RUSH: A dandy good comedy.—W. J.

Shoup, DeLuxe theatre, Spearville, Kan.—Small
town patronage.

MOTOR MAD: Lige Conley—Like most Mer-
maids, this is a knockout. Two reels.—B. B.

Benfield, Everybody’s theatre, Dillon, S. C.—Gen-
eral patronage.

NOBODY’S BUSINESS: Lloyd Hamilton—

A

fairly good comedy with a few new tricks. Not
as good as Hamilton’s previous offerings. Two
reels.-—O. B. Junkins, Manzanita theatre, Carmel,
Cal.—General patronage.

NURSERY TROUBLES: Edna Marion—Good
two reeler.—W. J. Shoup, DeLuxe theatre, Spear-
ville, Kan.—Small town patronage .

OUT BOUND: A real good one reeler. One
reel.—W. J. Shoup, DeLuxe theatre, Spearville,

Kan.—Small town patronage.

PAGE ME: No good. Did not please anyone.
—A. R. Elliott, Crystal theatre. Big Lake, Tex.

—

General patronage.

PINK ELEPHANTS: A1 St. John—A knock-
out comedy with honest-to-goodness stunts. This
company sure has the goods and treats you right

in their San Francisco office. I use everything
they handle ; that’s what I think of them. Two
reels.—Leslie Hables, Reel Joy theatre, King City,

Cal.—Small town patronage.

THE RADIO BUG: Cameo—This one reel com-
edy will do on any program. Very good.—Leslie

Hables, Reel Joy theatre. King City, Cal.—Small
town patronage.

SAVAGE LOVE : Good comedy. Two reels.

—

L. D. Metcalf, Grand theatre. Ash Grove, Mo.—
Small town patronage.

SHORE SHY : Billy Dooley—A good comedy
with Dooley bringing the old laughs with his

funney stunts. Two reels.—C. A. Anglemire, “Y”
theatre, Nazareth, Pa.—General patronage.

SOMEBODY’S WRONG: Cliff Bowes—A good
one reeler that satisfied. One reel.—C. A. Angle-
mire, “Y” theatre, Nazareth, Pa.—General pat-
ronage.

TURN ABOUT: Good comedy.—W. J. Shoup,
DeLuxe theatre, Spearville, Kan.—Small town
patronage.

A TYPICAL TROPICAL SKY: Bruce Scenic
—A very good filler when your feature is a com-
edy. One reel.—Leslie Hables, Reel Joy theatre.
King City, Cal.—Small town patronage.

THE VISION : As fine a film as anyone would
want to show to any audience. Some class. Two
reels.—Leslie Hables, Reel Joy theatre. King City,

Cal.—Small town patronage.

WELCOME DANGER: Good one reel comedy.

WHOA, EMMA: Good. Pleased 90 per cent.

—A. R. Elliott, Crystal theatre. Big Lake, Tex.

—

General patronage.

WHO HIT ME: A1 St. John—This one is a com-

edy gem. Many patrons said it was the best

they had ever seen. It reminds them of the

comedies starring Fatty Arbuckle, Buster Keaton
and A1 St. John. Sure wish they would re-issue

those old Fatty two reelers. The public doesn’t

hold anything against Fatty and they would flock

to see them. Anyway, A1 make some more like

“Who Hit Me.” Two reels.—Cragin & Pike, Ma-
jestic theatre. Las Vegas, Nev.—General patron-

age.

F. B. O.

ADVENTURES OF MAZIE : Alberta Vaughn
—No. 5. Always pleases my people, more espe-

cially the children.—A. R. Elliott, Crystal theatre.

Big Lake, Tex.—General patronage.

THE BEAUTY PARLOR: Bought thirteen of

those, have shown six, four poor and two good
ones. This one of the poor ones ; about three

laughs in it all told. Two reels.—W. J. Shoup,

De Luxe theatre, Spearville, Kan.—Small town
patronage.

THE BEAUTY PARLOR: Three Fat Men—
Absolutely the bunk. Hard to dx-aw a laugh from
the kids. Do not see why this waste of celluloid

on this class of picture. Film condition good.

Two reels.—Pastime theatre, Stratford, S. D.

—

General patronage.

DR. PICKLE AND MR. PRIDE: Stan Laurel

—Fair comedy. Failed to cause a ripple. Two
reels.—Ed C. Curdts, Bijou-Liberty theatres,

Greenville, S. C.—General patronage.

DR. PICKLE AND MR. PRIDE: Some thought
this good and some thought it poor but I thought
it awful. F. B. O. should be compelled to pay
an exhibitor for running the like of this. Two
reels.—W. J. Shoup, DeLuxe theatre, Spearville,

Kan.—Small town patronage.

EGGED ON: The latest thing in the comedy
line. Why, it was so different from the general

trend of comedies that it couldn’t help but be

good. Give these Whirlwind comedies a try.

You won’t give them up. Two reels.—A. M. Mc-
Burney, Princess theatxe, Mapleton, Iowa.—Gen-
eral patronage.

FIGHTING HEARTS: Alberta Vaughn—A good
series and always please our customers. Two
reels.—Ed C. Curdts, Bijou-Liberty theatres,

Greenville, S. C.—General patronage.

FIGHTING HEARTS: Alberta Vaughn—

A

series of twelve and every one good. Two reels.

—Pastime theatre, Itasca, Tex.—Small town pat-

ronage.

HALF A MAN: A very fair two reeler with

a lot of crazy actions that nobody but a mut
would do. Two reels.—W. J. Shoup, DeLuxe the-

atre, Spearville, Kan.—Small town pationage.

HONEYMOON FEET : Another good two reeler

from the three fat men. Two reels.—-W. J.

Shoup, DeLuxe theatre, Spearville, Kan.—Small
town patronage.

HYPNOTIZED: The usual fair comedy. Two
reels.—Ed C. Curdts, Bijou-Liberty theatres.

Greenville, S. C.—General patronage.

THE MAGIC CARPET: This, like the rest of

these cartoon comedies, is good. These make a
nice subject to use with a long feature. One
reel.—W. T. Davis & Son, Rialto theatre, Sharon,
Wis.—General patronage.

THE SLEUTH: This comedy has just three

small laughs in it. Run it and count ’em if you
can’t take my word for it. Two reels.—W. J.

Shoup, DeLuxe theatre, Spearville, Kan.—Small
town patronage.

THE STORK BROUGHT IT: This is a good
comedy that answers the hard question that all

children ask the pai-ents, “Where do babies come
from.” One reel.-—R. G. Chamberlin, Popular
theatre, St. Cloud, Fla.—General patronage.

THREE OF A KIND: A corking good comedy.
Pleased and went over with plenty of laughs.

Two reels.—Ed C. Curdts, Bijou-Libex-ty theatres,

Greenville, S. C.—General pationage.

VAMPING BABIES: A crackerjack comedy
and made the audience like it. The kind we like

to please ’em. Two reels.—Ed C. Curdts, Bijou-

Liberty theatres, Greenville, S. C.—General pat-
ronage.

WEST OF HOT DOG: Would class this as a
very ordinary comedy. Two reels.—W. J. Shoup,
DeLuxe theatre, Spearville, Kan.—Small town
patronage.

( Continued on page 74)

Preferred
Pictures,,-

presented. tyJ.G.BACHMANN
Sole Foreign distributors

INTER' OCEAN FILM COWL...
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The Best is the Cheapest—

I

If you are a golfer the last thing you would
do would be to pick up a lot of junk clubs

at a dollar a throw.

You know it would be a reasonable cer-

tainty that those clubs would cost you a
dozen strokes to a round. You play golf

for pleasure. It wouldn’t be good sense to

spoil your pleasure for the sake of saving

a ten dollar bill.

Your real fisherman doesn’t go to a depart-
ment store and buy a “nice fly rod for

$4.89.” He knows mighty well that
there’s no such thing and he doesn’t pro-

pose to go a couple of hundred miles up
country and have his fishing spoiled by a
rod with no life, no backbone and no cast-

ing power.

In every kind of merchandise
.
you get

just what you pay for. There is no cut-

ting corners. You cannot get the best for

the price of the worst.
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End

You know that applies to everything you
buy, whether for sport or business.

Why expect pictures to be an exception ?

They aren’t.

Mack Sennett puts into his Ben Turpin,

Alice Day, Mack Sennett and The Smith
Series comedies the experience of fifteen

years, the best direction that money will

buy, the best stories, the best title writers,

the best casts he can get.

Quality costs more but it speaks for

itself.

There is more than a little difference.

Your audiences realize it. Why not give

them the best, and by paying a little more
get a lot more?

Elmer Pearson
Vice-President and Qeneral Manager,

PATHE EXCHANGE, INC.
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The Other Side of that Golf Story
Scottsbluff, Neb., October 6, 1926.

DEAR HERALD:
I have read the article written by your field representative, Mr. J. C. Jenkins, and

the way he has painted the picture of me and this territory I do not know whether
to take it as an insult or a compliment.

We enjoyed Mr. Jenkins’ visit immensely and think this is a great service the

“Herald” has established, as J. C. seems to know the theatre business and takes a

personal interest in every exhibitor he calls on. However, we were very much dis-

appointed when we took a look at Viola. We of course naturally supposed Viola
was a Ford, running on the reputation of J. C. and the body of the car, and we
found, instead of a Ford, a Chevie. If J. C. ever wins any cross country trips with
this we will hand it to him, as the name should be changed from “Chevie” to

“Shimmie.”

He said something about golf, and now that he has brought up the subject I will

have to confess I did kid him along on the first nine holes and let him beat me so

I could have an opportunity to take him on for the last nine and really show him
some golf. When he got ready to tee off on number fifteen I told him to take his

time and not to worry about the irrigation ditches or the mountains—as this was
where I was going to start tearing up the earth with him—but he seemed to have
plenty of confidence in himself, and when he finally got over the irrigation ditch and
on the green he was only laying sixteen.

I was very much in hopes it would take at least two putts to make the cup on
this green (as he was eighteen feet away from the cup) in fact I asked him if he
was playing eighteen holes on number fifteen, but the son-of-a-gun, after I had
smoothed down the track on the green, made a nice shot and made it in one, which
only made him seventeen strokes for the fifteenth hole. Of course I don't like to talk

about my golf, but when I made a birdie on this hole in three strokes it just took all

the sap out of him and from then on it was a dead cinch.

We all enjoy the “Herald” very much and we gave J. C. a few two year subscrip-

tions so we wouldn’t miss a single copy.

Trusting we may some time again have the pleasure of seeing J. C., and with best

wishes for the “Exhibitors Herald,” we are

Yours very truly,

W. H. OSTENBERG, JR.,

Midwest Amusement & Realty Co.,

Scuttsbluff, Neb.

P. S.—J. C., they just harvested the golf balls and found your four and if you will

remit postage and also $2 for my time wading down the ditch in the mud I will be
glad to forward them to you.—W. H. 0.

FOX
RAH RAH HEIDELBERG: Earle Foxe—

A

good one full of laughs. Two reels.—E. A. Ar-
mistead, Lyric theatre, Easley, S. C.—General

patronage.

TOO MANY RELATIVES: A good comedy.—

-

Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville,

Mich.—General patronage.

PATHE
AESOP’S FABLES : Appreciating the value of

exhibitors’ criticisms to their fellow members, I

want you to know that after using "Aesop’s
Fables” continually for seven years they are still

a never failing source of enjoyment and I fully

expect to run them in the future as long as I am
an exhibitor. They are really a “natural,” as

they are enjoyed by all kinds of people who make
up my audience.—John Egli, Hickory theatre, St.

Joseph, Mo.—General patrontage.

AESOP’S FABLES: Nearly every one a win-
ner.—Pastime theatre, Itasca, Tex.—Small town
patronage.

THE FOURTH ALARM: Our Gang—One of

their very best. Two reels.—Frank C. Buckley,

Princess theatre, Superior, Wis.—General patron-
age.

GOOD CHEER: Our Gang—Good comedy but
sorry we played it now, as it is made for Christ-

mas. Snow storm all the way through. Two
reels.—O. A. Foose, Community theatre, Ridge-
way, la.—Small town patronage.

GOOD MORNING, MADAM: Ralph Graves—
Nothing much. Forgotten what it was all about,

so you can judge for yourself. Received this in-

stead of "Innocent Husbands” with Charley Chase.
Pathe have heard from me on this in a loveless

letter which I wrote them yesterday. Two reels.

—O. A. Fosse, Commuity theatre, Ridgeway, la.

—Small town patronage.

HER ACTOR FRIEND: Alice Day—Fair com-
edy. Two reels.—Meyers & Bowen, Star theatre.

La Grande, Ore.—Small town patronage.

HOLD EVERYTHING: Satisfactory one reel

comedy.—E. M. Biddle, Strand theatre, Paoli,

Ind.—Small town patronage.

LONG PANTS: Glen Tryon—This is an extra

good one that gets the laughs anywhere. Two

reels.—E. A. Armistead, Lyric theatre, Easley,

S. C.—General patronage.

MONKEY BUSINESS: Our Gang—One of the
best comedies I ever saw. Nearly all the Gangs
are good. Two reels.—E. A. Armistead, Lyric
theatre, Easley, S. C.—General patronage.

MUM’S THE WORD: Charley Chase—Fine
comedy. Chase nearly always brings a nice bunch
of laughs at his antics. Two reels.—L. D. Met-
calf, Grand theatre. Ash Grove, Mo.—Small town
patronage.

NOAH HAD HIS TROUBLES: Aesop Fable-
Good. One reel.—Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags the-

atre, Neillsville, Wis.—Small town patronage.

PAPA BE GOOD: Fair comedy.—Bert Silver,

Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General
patronage.

A PUNCH IN THE NOSE: A comedy.—Bert
Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.—

-

General patronage.

A SAILOR PAPA: A fair comedy.—Bert Sil-

ver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.—Gen-
eral patronage.

SHIVERING SPOOKS: Our Gang—Very good.
Two reels.—E. H. Brechler, Opera House, Fen-
nimore, Wis.—General patronage.

SMITH’S VACATION: Good comedy. Two
reels.—Meyers & Bowen, Arcade theatre, La
Grande, Ore.—Small town patronage.

SOFT PEDAL: Pretty good one reeler. These
one reel Roach comedies have not averaged very
high. Print good. One reel.—O. A. Fosse, Com-
munity theatre, Ridgeway, la.—Small town pat-

ronage.

STARVATION BLUES: Clyde Cook—Not much
of a comedy. Print rotten. Two reels.—E. W.
McClelland, Rex theatre, Gilman City, Mo.—Small
town patronage.

TELL ’EM NOTHING: Charley Chase—Good
comedy. Two reels.—Frank C. Buckley, Princess
theatre, Superior, Wis.—General patronage.

UKULELE SHEIKS: Glen Tryon—A very
clever comedy. A little different from the aver-

age. Cast includes Mack Swain, James Finlay-
son, Martha Sleeper and others. Two reels.—
O. B. Junkins, Manzanita theatre, Carmel, Cal.

—

General patronage.

UKULELE SHEIKS: Glen Tryon—Glen was
sure some sheik in this one. Kept the crowd
in an uproar all the time. Two reels.—L. D.
Metcalf, Grand theatre. Ash Grove, Mo.—Small
town patronage.

WHISTLING LIONS: Hal Roach comedy—Old,
but good. One reel.—Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags
theatre, Neillsville, Wis.—Small town patronage.

WIFE TAMERS: Clyde Cook—Patrons were
surprised to see Lionel Barrymore in a two reel

comedy. It isn’t funny but should please. Two
reels.—O. B. Junkins, Manzanita theatre, Car-
mel, Cal.—General patronage.

THE WINDOW DUMMY : We may have used
worse ones sometime or other, but doubt it.

Heard two or three giggles. Fell flat. Print
good. Pathe comedies have failed to register with
us this season. Two reels.—E. W. McClelland,
Rex theatre, Gilman City, Mo.—Small town pat-
ronage.

YOUR HUSBAND’S PAST : Good enough com-
edy. This one had some very fine reports from
downtown Chicago theatres and I expected too
much. A crook story, showing when you marry
the wife cares very little about your past. Well
done on an elaborate scale. Two reels.—O. A.
Fosse, Community theatre, Ridgeway, la.—Small
town patronage.

UNIVERSAL
ANDY’S LION TALE: Joe Murphy—Andy and

the lion sure kept the audience in an uproar all

the time. It’s some stuff from beginning and
the grownups will laugh as well as the kids. Two
reels.—W. T. Davis & Son, Rialto theatre, Sharon,
Wis.—General patronage.

BUSTER BE GOOD: Our first one of these and
it went good, but the condition of the print was
very poor. Two reels.—W. J. Shoup, DeLuxe
theatre, Spearville, Kan.—Small town patronage.

BUSTER’S BUST UP: Buster Brown—Another
good one from Buster, Mary Jane and Tige. This
time they work a la Harold Lloyd on the steel

framework of a busy scraper. Plenty of thrills

and lots of laughs. Two reels.—E. M. Biddle,

Strand theatre, Paoli, Ind.—Small town patron-
age.

BUSTER’S NOSE DIVE: These Buster Brown
comedies are real good. We have shown three
and they have all been good ones. Two reels.

—

W. J. Shoup, DeLuxe theatre, Spearville, Kan.

—

Small town patronage.

A COUPLE OF SKATES: Fair. Pleased about
80 per cent.—A. R. Elliott, Crystal theatre. Big
Lake, Tex.—General patronage.

CUPID’S VICTORY : Good two reeler.—W. J.

Shoup, DeLuxe theatre, Spearville, Kan.—Small
town patronage.

DON’T BE A DUMMY: About 100 feet of the

1,000 very vulgar. Why will they? One reel.

•—P. G. Estee, S. T. theatre, Parker, S. D.—Small
town patronage.

DUMB LUCK: A good Gump comedy.—Bert
Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.

—

General patronage.

THE LUNCH BRIGADE: Fair comedy. Two
reels.—W. J. Shoup, DeLuxe theatre, Spearville,

Kan.—Small town patronage.

FADE AWAY FOSTER: Pee Wee Holmes—
Another good comedy Western from Pee Wee.
They like it fine. Two reels.—E. M. Biddle,

Strand theatre, Paoli, Ind.—Small town patron-

age.

MORTGAGED AGAIN: Arthur Lake—Only a
fair comedy. One reel.—E. A. Armistead, Lyric

theatre, Easley, S. C.—General patronage.

NEWLYWED NEIGHBORS: Good slapstick

two reeler, but not a special comedy. Two reels.

—P. G. Estee, S. T. theatre, Parker, S. D.

—

Small town patronage.

OFFICER THIRTEEN : This picture might
have been a good one if we had gotten all of it,

but we didn’t. Two reels.—W. J. Shoup, DeLuxe
theatre, Spearville, Kan.—Srflall town patronage.

PLAYING THE SWELL: Wanda Wiley—Very
good. Two reels.—E. A. Armistead, Lyric theatre,

Easley, S. C.—General patronage.

THE TAXI WAR: Oh, what a sturging we got

on this comedy. Supposed to be two reels and
I am sure it would all go on one. It might have
been good once but we didn’t get enough to tell.

Two reels.—W. J. Shoup, DeLuxe theatre, Spear-

ville, Kan.—Small town patronage.

THE TIN BRONCO: Mustang Western—

A

corking good little Western. Sure was a bunch
of laughs in this one.—L. D. Metcalf, Grand the-

atre, Ash Grove, Mo.—Small town patronage.
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CLASSIFIED
Advertising
Five cents per word, payable in advance. Minimum charge,

$1.00. Copy and checks should be addressed Classified Ad
Dept. Exhibitors Herald, 407 So. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

The Recognized National Classified Advertising Medium

Position Wanted

ORGANIST—A-l. Six years experience.
Union. Large library. Cue accurately. Handle
any make. Best reference last employer. Go any-
where for permanent position. Address Elsie E.
Garner, 116 N. State Street, Danville, Illinois.

OPERATOR AT LIBERTY—Single and reli-

able. Power’s, Simplex or Motiograph preferred.
Non-union. State wages. Will go any place. Can
handle exploitation. Address Lenard Schleeter,
Woodward, Okla.

ORGANIST—Pianist for pictures, vaudeville.
Experienced

;
union ; married

; reliable. Large
library; cue pictures accurately. Will locate
anywhere if salary is right. Wire or write W. N.
Parker, Fair Haven, Vt.

Theatres for Sale

THEATRE FOR SALE—Only theatre in town
5,000 population. Reason for sale, because of
poor health. Building is solid brick. Best spot
in the town. Price is $18,000, $5,000 cash, bal-
ance like rent. Address Chas. B'oros, Liberty
Theatre, Hubbard, Ohio.

A SPLENDID PROPOSITION OPEN for
anyone looking for theatres in a key city in the
middle west. Must be seen to be appreciated.
Address Box 124, 407 South Dearborn Street,
Chicago, Illinois.

Equipment Wanted

WE PAY BEST prices for used opera chairs,
projection machines, ventilating fans, portable
projectors, etc. Movie Supply Company, 844
South Wabash Avenue, Chicago.

WE OFFER HIGHEST CASH PRICES for
Second Hand Machines—Opera chairs—Compens-
arcs—Motor Generators—Portable Projectors, etc.

Write us first. Monarch Theatre Supply Co.,
Memphis, Tenn.

Organs for Sale

FOR SALE—Lacking warehouse space compels
sacrifice guaranteed factory rebuilt Wurlitzers,
Seeburgs, Reproducos and Fotoplayer organs. No
reasonable offer refused. Write immediately for
full particulars. Address Box 126, Exhibitors
Herald, 407 South Dearborn Street, Chicago, Illi-

nois.

ADVERTISE YOUR THEATRE—Mechani-
cal organs. Powerful tone. Suitable for mount-
ing on a truck for advertising purposes. Inex-
pensive. T. S. Gebhardt Organ Company, Taconv,
Philadelphia, Pa.

FOR SALE: Bartola Pipe Organ. Used Wur-
litzer Pipe Organ model O, very reasonable.
Cremona Pipe Organ used or new Reproduco
Pipe Organs. Box 53, Havana. Illinois.

Rebuilt Theatre Instruments

EIGHTEEN STYLES TO SELECT FROM—
Electric pianos and motion picture orchestras;
prices and terms that will pay you to buy now.
Pierce’s guarantee. Phil H. Pierce Co., 1805
Commerce Street, Dallas, Texas.

Banners and Posters

CLOTH BANNERS: $1.40, 3x10 feet, 3 colors,
any copy up to 15 words; one day service; sent
anywhere; also Bargain Paper Banners. Asso-
ciated Advertisers, 111 W. 18th Street, Kansas
City, Mo.

WANTED—Used posters, photos, slides, ban-
ners and accessories of all kinds. Must be in
good condition. Will allow liberal credit. Theatre
Poster Supply Company and Sign Exchange, 327
E. Sixth Street, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Business Opportunity

WHETHER YOU want to hire some one or be
hired; buy or sell a theatre; trade, buy or sell

equipment, or do almost anything else in the
motion picture business, an ad in this department
will get you results. If you want us to word
the ad for you, the services of our advertising
experts are at your call. Simply tell us what
you want to do and how many words you want
used. Rates and address above.

Projector Repairing

LOUIS F. FLEISCHER, now located at 845
S. Wabash Avenue, Room 612. Expert repairing
done on all makes of projection machines. Esti-
mates given in advance. All work guaranteed.
Service at all hours. Shop phone Wabash 9045.
Residence phone Mohawk 2081.

OLDEST REPAIR MAN IN CHICAGO:
In fifteen years I have repaired 6,500 machines to
complete satisfaction of the owners. Relief equip-
ment furnished gratis. Address Joseph Spratler,
12-14 E. Ninth Street, Chicago, Illinois.

BEST REPAIR SHOP in the country for
overhauling and repairing projection machines,
ticket machines, motors, etc. Expert workman-
ship, prompt service, reasonable prices. Movie
Supply Company. 844 South Wabash Avenue,
Chicago.

BTGGEST AND BEST EQUIPPED REPAIR
SHOP in the South. Expert workmanship guar-
anteed on all projectors, motors, generators, etc.

Loan mechanism free. Address Monarch Theatre
Supply Company, Memphis, Tenn.

MOVING PICTURE REPAIRS—Not the Big-
gest, nor the oldest, but we have the Equipment
and the experience to repair, renickel, re-enamel
your Projector. Best Devices Company, Film
Bldg., Cleveland, O.

Chair Repairs

NEW AND USED CHAIR BACKS AND
BOTTOMS. Can match yours priced right.
Write Box 330, Highland Park Station, Des
Moines, Iowa.

Novelty Souvenirs

SOUVENIRS—Over 300 fine Novelties in our
52 page free Catalog. At genuine Wholesale prices.
Write today. No obligation. Fair Trading Co.,
Inc., 307 Sixth Ave., New York.

Mailing Lists

21,000 MOVING PICTURE THEATRES
showing population and seating capacity, per M
$7.50. Without population or seating capacity
$6.00 M. 2500 Chain Theatres operating from
2 to 150, $10.00 M, guaranteed 97 per cent cor-
rect. Ask for detailed price list. A. F. Wil-
liams, Mgr., 166 W. Adams Street, Chicago, Illi-

nois.

Space for Rent

FIRST FLOOR ROOM 20'x90'. New fireproof
film building. Finest in Pittsburgh. Stationary
film vaults. Latest imrovements. Rent reasonable.
Write Commonwealth Real Estate Co., 312 Fourth
Avenue, Pittsburgh, Penn.

Salesmen Wanted

EVERY MOVIE THEATRE SHOULD HAVE
a Penny Ball Gum and Peanut Machine. We
have the best ones made, and will pay splendid
commissions for selling them. Write or call for
particulars. The Ad-Lee Co., 825 S. Wabash
Ave., Chicago, Illinois.

Equipment for Sale

“EVERYTHING FOR THE MOVIES.” Guar-
anteed Rebuilt Simplex-Powers and Motiograph
Projectors, Opera Chairs—Generators—Screens,
etc. Supplies and Complete Equipments. Low-
est Prices. Cash or Easy Terms. Special Bulle-

tin free. Monarch Theatre Supply Co., Memphis,
Tenn.

NOW IS A GOOD TIME TO FIX up your
theatre. We have on hand 4000 upholstered used
theatre chairs, 2500 used five and seven ply veneer
chairs. Also brand new chairs in five and seven
ply veneer at 40% less than factory price. Re-

built moving picture machines of all makes, and
other theatrical equipment in guaranteed condi-

tion. Tell us your need and we will save yon
money. Send in your order and we will make
immediate shipment. Illinois Theatre Equipment
Company, 12-14 East Ninth Street, Chicago,
Illinois.

PIANO FOR SALE—Bush and Lane Reproduc-
ing Electric Piano. One hundred and fifty rec-

ords; two cabinets; all in good condition. $300.
F. O. B. Bemis. Address, Y. M. C. A., Bemis,
Tenn

ATTENTION, YOU MR. PARTICULAR EX-
HIBITOR! When on the market for used equip-

ment get in touch with us. Rebuilt Simplexes,
Westinghouse generators, Mercury Arc Rectifiers,

Compensarcs, Chairs, everything for the movies
at cut-rate prices. We ship everywhere without
deposits. Satisfaction guaranteed otherwise you
don’t pay. Western Feature Films, 730 South
Wabash Avenue, Chicago, Illinois.

COMPLETE THEATRE EQUIPMENT includ-
ing 500 opera chairs, two Simplex Projectors,
Martin Rotary Converter, Screen, Ticket Selling
Machine, Lightning Changer, Ticket Chopper, etc.

Everything in excellent condition. Big Bargain.
Address Box 111, Exhibitors Herald.

F'OR SALE : Used Theatre Chairs of all de-
scriptions, immediate shipments. Largest stock of
chairs in the West. The Theatre Seating Com-
pany, 845 S. State Street, Chicago, 111.

FOR SALE—Two Powers Picture Machines

—

One 6A—One 6B. Good as new. At a bargain.
Am going out of business. Address Warner thea-
tre, Circleville, W. Va.
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House Organ Medium
For Boosting Films

THE value of the house organ

as a medium for informing the

public of the integral part

played by Short Features in a good
program is reflected in a novel man-
ner in the procedure of W. A.

Bowker, manager of the Opera House
at Onawa, Iowa.

An entire page of the printed pro-

gram was devoted to Short Features

with a cartoon topping the following:

“BILL SAYS: I want to call your
particular attention to the comedies
and short subjects that are on our

program. You know there’s an old

saying that ‘a little foolishness now
and then is relished by those who live

in glass houses.’

“Maybe that’s a little bit wrong but
you get my meaning anyway, don’t

you? You know there are about

2,000 reels of short subjects issued

annually .... I want you to notice

them for I am working hard to keep
the comedy division of our programs
up to the same high standard I have
set for the features, - and a little sug-

gestion or a little word of praise for

a comedy would help wonderfully. . .

Yours for the best.”

If suggestions are in order, Bowker
might carry the idea a bit further

and let Bill say something about the

several other forms of short features

besides the comedies.
* * *

Pointing the Program
to Special Events

F
OOTBALL coaches “point” their

teams for the big games of the

year. That is campus jargon for

carrying forward the development of

the squad so that it will he at its

highest ability when the whistle

blows for the struggle with the strong-

est rival aggregation.

There is an analogy in “pointing”
the bookings for a theatre so that the
pictures will fit in with a particularly

important event. Almost upon us is

Armistice Day, followed quite closely

by Thanksgiving and the holiday
season.

The wise manager already has
booked—or is now booking—perti-

nent subjects for showing in the
weeks in which interest in particular
events is centered.

How Good Organist
Can Boost Program

HOW an organist can almost

wreck the showing of a Short

Feature by poor selection of

music and faulty playing was pointed

out in this department of last week’s

issue. How the organist can enhance
the value of the Short feature and
place the audience in the right mood
for each shot was evidenced this

week in one of the smaller Chicago

loop theatres.

Fox News was being screened. For
scenes of a cheerful nature, cheerful

music was provided, played well and
at a tempo which made good playing

possible. Even the march for a race

scene was cleanly executed by avoid-

ing the customary pitfall of racing

the music as well. For pictures of

less cheerful events there was a cor-

responding change in the music
theme without taking to the stereo-

typed wandering through imperti-

nent chords.

But best of all, the organist—it was
at the Castle—had timed her selec-

tions as to the length of the scenes,

showing she had studied her job. Too
often the player cuts a march in half

to start into a dirge for another scene,

possibly fumbling an aimless series

of chords while turning pages to

reach the other selection. Nothing
like that here. This organist knew
most of the numbers from memory,
and when she did require the score

she stopped playing until she found
it, a far more commendable proced-
ure than maiming chords.

Concert perfection on the part of

the organist is of course the hope of

any enterprising theatre owner, but
not all can afford it. Intelligent play-

ing, even if with moderate skill, will

serve the same purpose practically as

well, and the theatre manager has a

right to demand it.

Glattli Back in Paris
Andre Glattli, European correspondent

of the Pathe News, is back at his post
in Paris after a month’s visit with Edi-

tor Emanuel Cohen and the Pathe News
staff in New York City.

Lloyd Hamilton, between pictures for

Educational, just putters aroun at his

home in Laurel Canyon.

News Reels Cover
Queen Marie’s Trip

THE prediction in this depart-

ment a fortnight ago that the

ban on news reel photograph-

ers by Queen Marie would be lifted

—

if indeed it ever was ordered—has

come true. Not only do all the news
reels in their current issues contain

pictures of the Roumanian queen.

Princess Ilena and Prince Nicholas

and their activities on these shores,

but other shots aboard the liner were
taken for a pictorial history of the

ocean voyage. International News-
reel, for example, states more than a

score of its cameramen covered the

first part of the royal visit.

In other words, the so-called ban
smacks of ill-advised reporting with

no value to the royal guests, the pub-
lic or the newspapers.

* * *

Kirkland Alternating
Westerns and Comedies
A LTERNATING direction of long
/2k Westerns with short comedies

A. JL is the new schedule of David
Kirkland, who has directed a number
of Fred Thomson’s productions for

F. B. O., including “A Regular Scout”

his most recent picture.

Thomson and Kirkland now have
adopted an alternation policy under
which Kirkland will direct every

other picture for the Western star

and work on comedies in between the
Thomson productions.
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Cammack, Atlanta

U Manager, Was
With General Film

5 Fox Comedies
Go to Exhibitors

During November
Five short comedies will be released by

Fox Films in November. These embrace
three of the twenty Imperials, one of the

new series of eight Animal Comedies, an
0. Henry and a Van Bibber, the latter two
also of eight to a series. There will be no
“Helen and Warren” picture, the last, “Not
To Be Trusted,” having gone out October

24, and the next being booked for Decem-
ber 5.

On the 14th comes the first Imperial,

“Light Wines and Bearded Ladies,” fea-

turing Byrnece Beautler and Gene Cam-
eron, under the direction of Jules White;
and “Napoleon, Jr.,” an animal comedy,
with “Jerry the Giant” (Jerry Madden,
child star).

“The Tennis Wizard,” with Earle Foxe
and Florence Gilbert in the leads as usual,

is the title of the Van Bibber which will

be sent out the 21st. “Madame Dynamite,”
with Della Peterson and Eddie Clayton,
is the name of the Imperial booked for
November 28th release. The O. Henry
scheduled for this date has not been defi-

nitely decided.

Free Candy Fills House
For “Our Gang’ Picture

A combination of candy, a horde of
happy children and an “Our Gang” com-
edy was used by the manager of the Idan-
Ha theatre at Soda Springs, Idaho, to draw
a full house at the showing of “Uncle
Tom’s Uncle.”
He advertised that 250 children attend-

ing the theatre would get the “Our Gang”
candy free, and it wasn’t long before the
supply of sweets was exhausted. But the
manager says the children weren’t ex-
hausted and spread the news all over
town.

Five New Bray
Pictures Near
End of Shooting

Three two-reel comedies, one novelty
screen magazine and one animated cartoon
are nearing completion in the Bray studios.

“Don’t Kidd Me, Monk!” a Sunkist com-
edy, features “Mr. X,” the educated ape,

with the Sunkist bathing beauties in sup-
port. “Blue Black,” two-reel “Fistical Cul-
ture” comedy, featuring Lewis Sargent, is

a combination of men, horses and racing.

“School Days” is the next “McDougall Al-
ley” comedy, Joe Rock supervising.

“Transportation” is to be the next Nov-
elty Screen Magazine subject of Don Car-
los Ellis.

“Dog Gone It!” a Bray Animated Car-
toon, features the artist Walt Lantz him-

self, and the small hero of the Hot Dog
Cartoons, Pete the Pup.

Hal Roach Makes
Improvements at

His Picture Plant
Hal Roach, Pathe comedy producer, has

just completed extensive improvements to

his studio, already one of the most com-
plete and substantial motion picture plants

in Southern California.

His enormous stages are of hollow block

construction, and the executive office and
other buildings are of similarly permanent
materials. The studio maintains its own
laboratories for the development and print-

ing of the film, with equipment of the

best, most modern and complete.

A wardrobe and designing department is

maintained which supplies all the feminine
raiment. This department is under the

complete supervision of Will Lambert.

Carpenter shops, mills, paint shops, auto-

mobile garages, blacksmith shops, etc., are

maintained, each with its crew of carefully

selected craftsmen.

The studio cafe is a non-profit-making
institution owned by Roach. A schoolroom
has been maintained for years on the Roach
lot, where the children of “Our Gang” pur-

sue a regular curriculum under the guid-

ance of expert tutors.

In addition to the big lot on Washing-
ton boulevard, where the executive offices

and stages are situated, Roach also owns
a ten-acre ranch in Preuss road, where
Rex, his stellar horse, and his many other
equine and canine performers, are housed
and trained. This tract is also utilized for

exterior locations by the various Hal
Roach units, and there is also a private

polo field. The producer recently pur-

chased a ranch near Moapa, Nev., with
hundreds of acres of scenic grandeur,
which he uses as a location camp.

In addition to housing and accommo-
dating his own units, he is able to rent

stage space to several outside producers.

Cooke and Guard
See Others Work
Watching the other actors work is

the combined idea of a vacation of
Al Cooke and Kit Guard. It’s sort of
like the postman who takes a hike
on his day off.

It’s the first real vacation the F.

B. O. comedians have had in three

years, they say. They’ve been mak-
ing series after series on the F. O. B.
lot.

DEN Y. CAMMACK, manager for Uni-
versal at Atlanta, started in the “old

school” with General Film Company at
Dallas about ten

years ago. He had
just completed
school and became
poster clerk where
he remained for a
year after being
promoted to man-
ager of that de-
partment. To learn

booking he took a

job as assistant

booker with Vita-
graph, and left in

a year and a half

after being made
booker. From that Ben Cammack
he joined the sales

force of Consolidated Film & Supply
Company, now Universal. On the road

until November 10, 1925, he went to At-
lanta as manager.
Cammack recalls that while selling out

of the Dallas office he won $200 selling

serials, a real achievement as he had to sell

about sixty serial contracts to get the

award. His latest feat was to place Uni-
versal’s “The Radio Detective” into the

Howard, Publix’s finest theatre in the

South, which never had shown a serial be-

fore that time.

Sennett Releases

2 First Comedies

of “Jimmy Smith 99

The first two productions in the “Jimmy
Smith” comedy series of Mack Sennett for
Pathe have been released and Pathe has
issued an eight-page pressbook full of
showmanship aids for the series.

The Jimmy Smith family is intended to

represent the American family of average
means and to depict the absurdity of their

spats. Raymond McKee as Jimmy shows
an amazing facility for getting into trou-

ble and then taking the wrong way out.

Ruth Hiatt is the managing director of

the family, while Mary Ann Jackson is the

freckled tbree-year-old, with Cap, the Sen-
nett dog, as her pal.

From Broadway
to the East Side!

From the Atlantic

to the Pacific!

In the best Theatres

EVERYWHERE!

“SHORT SHOTS”
and

“CASTLE NOVELTIES”

are PROVING that the

production of REAL
SINGLE REEL NOVEL-
TIES IS A SPECIALIST’S
JOB — AND WE KNOW
OUR STUFF ! !

—are you depriving your

patrons of the

“Snap of YOUR Show?”

Get on the band-wagon
TO-DAY — Build your show

to please

ALL YOUR PATRONS!

SET YOUR DATES NOW!

NEW YORK EXCHANGE
729 7th Ave., Tel. Bryant 3862-3863

CHICAGO—
SECURITY PICTURES CO.

808 S. Wabash Ave.

Distributors—Everywhere
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Edgar Moss Runs
Fox Films Office

At Philadelphia
In' DGAR MOSS, who presides over the

' activities of the Fox Film Corporation
at Philadelphia, has a record of holding a
number of offices

for different com-
panies in the City
of Brotherly Love.

Moss went into

the business as a
salesman out of
the Chicago office

of the Internation-
al Film Service.

He set such a
mark in that ca-

pacity that he was
appointed manager
of the Omaha of-

fice of the con-
cern. HlS connec- Edgar Moss
tions with Phila-
delphia as a business center began when
he went into the Paramount exchange
there and remained with Famous for three
years. Next he became chief of the Phil-
adelphia office of American Releasing
Corporation.

His next move was to head the Goldwyn
office in Philadelphia for two years until

that company combined with Metro. Fol-
lowing this he was special representative
for Paramount for one year. It was in

April, 1925, that he became manager of
the Fox office in the city of peace and
prizefights.

Marine -Newman
Tieup Puts Over

Tunney's Serial
Fifty twenty-four sheets and five hun-

dred window cards give evidence of the
widespread exploitation being provided for
Gene Tunney’s Pathe serial, “The Fighting
Marine,” by the Newman theatre in Kansas
City.

There is also a tieup with the U. S.

Marine Recruiting Stations, under which
arrangement each of the Marine “A”
boards in that city carries a one-sheet of
“The Fighting Marine.” In the postoffices,

stills from the production are placed on
the back sides of the Marine signs.

The Newman management sprung a sur-

prise the night of the heavyweight cham-
pionship bout. Immediately after receiving

the returns that Tunney had won, the thea-

tre halted the showing of the. long feature
and presented the first chapter of the Tun-
ney serial. The succeeding chapters are
now being shown at the morning matinee
and special midnight show on Saturdays.

Thousands Invited to

Showing of “Blue Boy'
One thousand invitations to a special

list of patrons to see Educational’s “The
Blue Boys” were issued by Earl Hall
Payne, manager of the Kentucky theatre

at Lexington, to introduce the Romance
Production to his city.

In the invitation Payne announced that

the production was “photographed in nat-

ural colors” and that it was suggested by
Sir Thomas Gainsborough’s famous paint-

ing.

Special Fiction Service

Is Inaugurated by F. B. O.
NEW YORK, Nov. 2.—A spe-

cial Hction service is now being
given newspapers by F. B. O. by
the new serialization department.
“Bill Grimm’s Progress,” from the
stories by H. C. Witwer and made
into twelve two-reel episodes by
F. B. O., has been serialized from
the originals.

Four hundred newspapers have
signified willingness to use the
mats provided by F. B. O. and
running 24 issues, says the home
office. It is planned to apply the
fiction service also to a number
of other productions, including
Fred Thomson’s “A Regular
Scout” and the “Wisecracker”
series.

Three Comedies

Are November’s

F\ B. O. Releases
Three short features are to be released

by F. B. O. in November. They are
“Bruisers and Losers” of the Bill Grimm’s
Progress series, “A Wild Roomer,” one of
those trick mechanical comedies acted and
made by Charley Bowers, and “The Vulgar
Yachtsmen,” a Standard Comedy featuring
the three fat men.

500 Enter Harmonica
Contest of Liberty

at Fort Worth, Texas
J. P. Murrin of the Liberty theatre at

Fort Worth, Texas, saw nearly 500 con-
testants take part in his Educational-
Juvenile Harmonica Playing Contest. He
had started the contest only halfheartedly,

he said afterward, but the co-operation
given him by the Hohner Company, maker
of the harmonicas, and Educational,
helped him to a successful campaign.
By tieups with the Fort Worth Record

and the Star-Telegram he obtained three
stories a week in those papers, as well as

space in the rotogravure sections and
photos of the winner and other contest-

ants.

Winners of the Felix the Cat cartoon
contest were announced recently by
Educational. Felix in effigy salutes
his boss, Pat Sullivan, creator of the
cartoon comedies.

Scully, Pharmacist,

OpenedEducationa l

Branch at Boston
TOHN J. SCULLY, manager of the

J Boston branch of Educational was at

the helm when this exchange was opened
in July, 1921. He
hails from Port-
land, Me., where
he was a phar-
macist and con-
ducted a corner
drug store. But
Scully saw possi-

bilities of a greater
future in the pic-

ture business and
joined Educa-
tional. He comes
of a family who
are actively en-

gaged in the film

industry, three
brothers and a
sister being connected with the picture busi-

ness. John is married and the father of
five future Educational boosters.

His two hobbies are to rise high in the

industry and become a power in his lodge.

John J. Scully

Comedy, Novelty

Vie in Educational

Releases of Month
Educational’s November releases include

five two-reel comedies, four animated car-

toon comedies, two one-reel comedies,

three novelty subjects and eight Kino-
grams.
A new Educational-Juvenile Comedy,

“Open Spaces,” has “Big Boy” in the lead-

ing role. Charles Lamont again directs.

Neal Burns is featured in “Dodging
Trouble,” a Christie Comedy. Eddie Baker
and Edna Marian are also in the cast of

this laugh vehicle, directed by Harold
Beaudine.
Bobby Vernon’s third comedy for Educa-

tional’s new program is entitled “Hoot
Mon.” He is aided and abetted by Frances
Lee, Jack Duffy and Eddie Baker. “Flam-
ing Romance,” a Mermaid Comedy featur-

ing A1 St. John, was directed by Stephen
Roberts, with Aileen Lopez, Otto Fries,

Clem Beauchamp and Jack Lloyd in the

large supporting cast.

Lupino Lane’s first comedy of the 1926-

27 season is “Movieland.” Kathryn Mc-
Guire is the screen beauty in the picture.

Two Cameo Comedies will be released.

The first, titled “His Off Day,” features

Phil Dunham and Miss “Toy” Gallagher.

Georgie Davis is featured in “Bad Breaks,”

the other Cameo.
“Then and Now,” the new Curiosities

subject, contrasts different people and
events of the present and past. An unusual

Bruce Scenic Novelty is offered in the

new picture which includes both “Hula
Hula” and “Honolulu Nights.” The first

shows the dance motif, while the latter is

more of a strictly scenic subject. Lyman
H. Howe’s New Hodge-Podge is titled “A
Key-Hole Cruise.”

Two new Life Cartoons, featuring the

adventures of Mike and Myrtle in their

perpetual battle with High-Hat Harold, are

“The Mighty Smithy” and “Barnum Was
Right.”

Felix is the subject of two Pat Sullivan

cartoon comedies, titled, “Felix The Cat in

Reverse English” and “Felix The Cat

Trumps The Ace.”
Kinograms will be released twice each

week as usual.
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Picture Houses Change ActValues
Players Who
Cannot Learn
Go Down, Oat

Inflated Self-Valuation Also

Keeps Acts and Their Agents

Busy Hunting Dates

By AL BARR
One day last week a girl blues

singer was closed suddenly by a

Wisconsin theatre because her

work was not up to presentation

standard. A short time earlier a

Black Bottom dancer was closed by
a lower Middle West theatre be-

cause her work was cabaret stuff.

A young man who recently was
seen in a number of large Middle
Western presentation theatres

playing an accordion, and who was
originally sold in Chicago as the

real thing, has slipped down to the

outlying houses and looks to be on
his way out. Mediocrity is his

trouble. The list of “almost all

right” performers who have swung
at presentation and missed could be

strung along for the full length of

this column, and still there would
be more.

Agents who sell this kind of per-

former to the picture theatre are work-
ing injury to themselves and to every

capable performer in the business. Be-
hind this particular brand of bad busi-

ness practice is the competition caused
by the decline of vaudeville and the

showperson’s fight to stay in show bus-

iness by any means possible. Picture

houses now offer more and better time

than vaudeville, and few are the per-

formers who will not declare, with fire-

works, that they are not right for

presentation.

More Than Half Unfit

Some elemental facts are that the

largest half of the players who started

their careers in vaudeville are not
presentation material, and that equally

that proportion of agents bidding for pic-

ture house bookings are incompetent to

judge the presentation worth of any
performer. They are vaude trained and
are still thinking in vaude terms. The
result is that exhibitors frequently buy,
sight unseen, performers who belong in

a floor show or in a small time vaude
house, and nowhere else. Spending more
money, they often buy what is called by
the seller a unit presentation—and re-

ceive what proves to be a second-rate

vaudeville flash act.

These practices inevitably result in loss

of business for the agent and loss to the

performer of whatever prestige he may
have gained in another field. Exhibitors
are themselves in part responsible, prin-

cipally because of their not giving to the

stage end of their programs the same
thought and care in selection that they
give the screen bill.

Order Will Come
That some sort of order is coming

out of the original chaos is evident, how-
ever, in the news of acts closed and in

the disappearance from the presentation
field of performers who could not learn.

There still remains the performer

—

and his agent—who has a glorified esti-

mate of his worth. Usually this per-
former has not learned that picture
houses are founded on pictures, and that
presentations are “added attractions.” A
number of these over-priced performers
who a year ago were sought after by
producers all over the country are find-

ing dates increasingly scarce. One day,
unless the salary is brought down,
presentation time will be closed to them.

Chicago Musicians

Give Benefit Dance
Chicago Federation of Musicians,

Local 10, gave a mammoth benefit dance
at the Coliseum Monday night. Leading
stage, hotel and club orchestras were
featured, each doing its share toward
providing music for the crowds that

attended. In the lineup were, among
others, the following Chicago music
notables with their units:

Sammy Kahn, Art Kahn, Ben Paley,
Russo-Fierito, Paul Ash, A1 Short,
Bennie Krueger, Benny Meroff, Ralph
Williams and Armin Hand.

Seattle Winter Garden
Adopts Prologue Policy

(Special to the Herald)

SEATTLE, Nov. 2.—Prologues, sim-
ple or elaborate, as the picture current
demands, will in future be shown in con-
junction with first runs at the Winter
Garden theatre here. Recently the
house was closed for remodeling and
redecoration, and the new policy was
adopted for the opening.

Chicago Central Park
Week Ending October 30

( First Half )

Harry Gourfain, producer, built his first half
show at this house around a very simple idea, and
Sammy Kahn, orchestra director and master of
ceremonies, delivered it in good style. The pres-
entation, which worked many and varied perform-
ers, was titled “All Around Chicago” and ran
like this

:

Drapes parted on full stage set combining good
looking drapes, platform stage, orchestra shell
and announcement board. On this board, run-
ning across the bottom of the platform stage,
were the names of about nine pairs of well known
intersecting Chicago streets done as transparen-
cies and picked out with lights as the switch
from one locale to another was made. The band
opened hot, Kahn doing some clever hoofing out
front. The first extra-band act was
The Roberts Trio, two small girls and a small

boy, obviously trained for vaude and working
that way. They sang “Red Robin” in what was
passed for harmony. Then the boy soloed “That’s
Why I Love You” and was followed by the girls

doing “Bye, Bye, Blackbird.” Then the three of
them did a stretch of stepping. The trio may
some day develop into entertainers. Today they
are three very amateurish children trying to do
an act.

Following the trio, A1 Friedman, Kahn’s pian-
ist, played and sang “Nancy.” At closing of the
first chorus eight girls, half attired as boys and
all in Irish costumes, did a reel. Friedman sang
another chorus to close the number, which was
given a nice hand. Next up were
The O’Neil Sisters, singing “Hello, Aloha” as

a small-harmony number. There was little har-
mony, it must in truth be said. Following this

one of the girls sang “Pest of Hollywood” for
very mild applause returns. They went better
with “Me Too,” of which they did the encore
chorus they had coming.

A boy announced simply as Buddy did an acro-
batic dance number interspersed with sections of
tapping that landed solidly. The boy had an
encore coming but didn’t do it. After fhis,

Sammy Kahn, one of the O’Neil girls and the
band did a clever number built around the song,
“That’s a Good Girl.” Here both Kahn and the
O’Neil girl did their best work of the show, Kahn
singing and miming well and the girl showing
fine showmanship. The number took a big hand.

Louis Herman, boy soprano, billed as Cantor
Rosenblatt’s protege, sang, “Wish I Had My Old
Girl B'ack,” “Eli, Eli” and “Stars.” As was to

be expected, “Eli, Eli” hit ’em hard. A feature
of this number also was Kahn’s able accompani-
ment on the violin.

A1 Friedman was featured again in the next
number, in which the ballet worked attired in

Chinese costumes. To close it Friedman played
and sang “Chinatown.”
Jack Sidney, brother of Louis K. and George,

a singer who has a voice for the right kind of

songs and knows how to sell it, followed, doing
“No Gal’s Papa,” which originated in another
gender, then a Charleston recital-song, and closed
with “I Wonder Where My Buddies Are To-
night.” In the last he did a dramatic recitative

that was worth the money. The whole turn went
over big.
Bud and Buddies, four men who dance on con-

cert and solo, were the last act on the long bill.

The boys work hard and are pretty good picture
house material.
The band, with the entire cast in front of it,

did the closing number.

Chicago Capitol
Week Ending October 31

Everybody in the world tried to get into the

Capitol last week to see Red Grange in “One
Minute to Play” or A1 Short or both and your
badly trampled reporter collapsed into an aisle

seat as a bunch of college boys were singing vari-

ous college tunes in what looked like the opening
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number of the presentation. This stunt hit ’em
hard. After that, the show ran like this:

“The Chant,” by the band, in its usual style.

Victor Kaplan, singing a couple of numbers be-
fore going into a dance, the whole

.
going pretty

good.
Freddy Brothers (phonetically speaking) in a

strong act that did fair, considering everything.
Doree Leslie singing “Next to Me I Like You”

and doing a waltz clog with contortionistic angles,
the latter going best.

Franklie Judnich with his accordion, ripping off

three numbers for the most substantial hand of
the evening. He finished with Short’s “Garden
Wall” number.

“Orpheus,” played straight up and without jazz
dressing by the band. First upper level stuff
Short has used in quite a while and went pretty
well.

Joie Ray (not the runner) singing “I’ll Never
Miss You Again” and “Lay Me Down to Sleep
in Caroline.” Nothing is mentioned >n announce-
ment or billing about possession of a "double
voice,” but Ray steps out of a good strong bary-
tone into a Melba falsetto without slighting either
and knocks them over without the remotest sug-
gestion of effeminancy. He had the good sense
to use the falsetto only on the first number, sell-

ing the second straight for what it was worth.
“Tiger Rag” for the finish, by the band, and

for four encores after the drapes had closed. The
“Rag” is getting pretty well tattered but these
boys had a lot of new trimming for it that sent
everybody out talking.

New York Rivoli
Week Ending October 29

Paul Oscard created the presentation show at
the Rivoli theatre last week. It was titled “Burn-
yard Follies” and was an appropriate Hallowe’en
show, well liked by the patrons. The program
for the week ran

:

Celebrating the 101st anniversary of the birth
day of Johann Strauss, the Rivoli orchestra, un-
der the direction of Irvin Talbot, offered a med-
ley of his waltzes. Starting with “The Blue
Danube” and going through about eight num-
bers, the orchestra won much applause.
The newsreel followed.
Themy Georgi, tenor, singing the aria from

“Martha” and “I Passed By Your Window,” was
loudly acclaimed.
A reel of character portraits by Emil Jannings

followed.
At the Rivoli organ, Henry B. Murtagn held

the patrons with his rendition of “Cherie.”
“Barnyard Follies” was presented in three

scenes. The opening disclosed a scrim drop
lighted high to the left of the stage. Behind it,

Adele Vasa, as the humming bird, offered a song
from the top of a set tree while in the dark
Harry Shackelford as the mocking bird and Molly
Peyton as the swallow accompanied her. Scene
two, a full stage setting of a large hay stack in
the center of the stage with two scarecrows in
the background to the right. The haystack had
four loopholes from which four girls sang, one
disappearing after the other and coming on
stage as chicks. They offered a song and then
a dance. They were joined by A1 Belasco as the
rooster, offering syncopated dancing and followed
by Sammy Aero as a cat doing an acrobatic
dance. The scarecrows came to life and with
kazoo playing and dancing went over well. Two
boys, Earle and Eddie Capps, as ducks, received
a big hahd for their snappy dancing.

In scene three the haystack opened and be-
came a pavilion for a band, the Musical Rabbits,
played by the College Trio. The four chicks then

Aero, Sammy Rivoli
, New York

Adler and Bradford

—

Stanley, Philadelphia.
Ash, Sam Missouri, St. Louis.
Barclay, Marion

—

Newman
, Kansas City.

Barrie, Stuart—Am bassador, St. Louis.
Belasco, Al Rivoli, New York.
Bloemker, Clarence—State, St. Louis.
Bud and Buddies—Central Park, Chicago.
Buddy—Central Park

, Chicago

.

Capps, Earle and Eddie Rivoli, New York.
Carrillo, Leo Fox

,
Philadelphia.

Ciccolini—Stanley, Philadelphia.
Claudius and Scarlet Stanley , Philadelphia

.

Coles, Joyce—Capitol, New York.
College Trio

—

Rivoli, New York.
Crosby and Ricker—Metropolitan, Los Angeles.
Davis, Charlie and Orchestra—-Ohio, Indianapolis.
Dollar and Owen——Missouri, St. Louis.
Eric, Zaza—Newman, Kansas City.
Ferretti, Carlo—Capitol, New York.
Forman, Ada^—Newman, Kansas City.
Freddy Brothers Capitol, Chicago.
Georgi, Themy Rivoli, New York.
Gilbert, Berta*

—

Missouri, St. Louis.
Glynde, Rita—Capitol, New York.
Harris, Graham and Orchestra Stanley, Philadel-

phia.
Herman, Louis—Central Park, Chicago.
Howard and Case—Fox, Philadelphia

.

Johns, Brooke and Orchestra—State, St. Louis.
Judnich, Frankie Capitol, Chicago.
Kahn, Sammy and Orchestra

—

Central Park, Chicago.
Kaplan, Victor—Capitol, Chicago.
Kurnicker Ballet—Central Park, Chicago.
Lang, Arthur—Missouri, St. Louis.

came on and did dance numbers. The ballad
singers, Adele Vasa and Harry Shackelford did
a song number while Al Belasco again on the
stage offered a saxophone dance. The girls and
the whole company brought the show to a snappy
finale. The audience liked it and Oscard scored.

New York Strand
Week Ending October 30

At the Capitol theatre Major Edward Bowes
pleased last week with several stage settings that
were beautiful and artistic. Again dancing and
beautiful sets were featured. The big number was
“The Enchanted Forest.”

The bill:

Conducted by David Mendoza, the Capitol or-
chestra played “Tannhauser” as the overture.

Carlo Ferretti, working on full stage in a regal
setting, and attired in the robes of a king, sang
“Vision Fugitive.” He was well received.
A short feature, a Ufa picture of’ “A Lion

Round-Up,” followed.
Pietro Capodiferro, first trumpeter of the Capi-

tol orchestra, played “Inflammatus” from “Stabat
Mater.” The patrons acclaimed him for the of-
fering. The Capitol Magazine was the next film
offering.
“The Enchanted Forest,” featuring Clarabel

Nordholm, soprano, Joyce Coles, dancer, John
Triesault and the Capitol ballet chorus, followed.
In full stage setting of woodland beauty dances
and songs were featured. “L’amour, Toujours,
l’amour,” was sung by Miss Nordholm, a pan-
tomimic dance by Rita Glynde and Triesault and
"Bacchanale” with Miss Coles. The patrons give
the offering hand after hand and following a de-
lay caused by the ovation the feature picture,
"The Magician,” was screened.

Philadelphia Stanley
Week Ending October 31

The Stanley last week presented a*-other splen-
did stage production, the Stanley 4 Frolic,” which
was altogether delightful, with special music and
ballets, handsome costumes and beautiful settings.

The Stanley symphony orchestra, Graham Har-
ris conducting, was heard in a fantasie of airs

from the “Student Prince. ” It was well played
and well received by the audience.

Stanley “Frolic.” A.—“The Call of the Six-
ties.” The stage setting depicted the front of an
old Colonial mansion. Dane Claudius and Lillian
Scarlet in the picturesque costume of the early
sixties strolled in carrying banjos. They played
the songs that have been popular since 1836,
the words of the songs being thrown on the
screen so the audience could join in the chorus if

so inclined. Among their songs were “Long,
Long Ago,” “My Darling Clementine,” “Little
Brown Jug,” “Spanish Cavalier,” and “I Wish I

Were Single Again.” Between songs the mem-
bers of the Stanley-Mark Strand Ballet danced in

the dim light.

B. “My Lady of the Slipper.” Fay Adler and
Ted Bradford in their first Philadelphia appear-
ance made an ever-changing and continuous pic-
ture during the act. The curtains rose on a
stage draped with black velour in the background.
Bradford stepped lightly to a large silver slipper
and upon opening it revealed his partner daintily
attired in white satin and jewels. Their per-
formance was a marvel of grace and muscular
control.

C. “Orientale.” In the first number, “Song
of India,” Ciccolini, tenor, in a colorful sheik
costume, sang “Song of India.” In “Dance Or-

Lee, Louella—Metropolitan, Los Angeles.
Leslie, Doree—Capitol, Chicago.
Lindsay Revue—Fox, Philadelphia.
“Loves of Ricardo”—Ambassador, St. Louis.
Marsh, Ray Colonial, Indianapolis.

Mendoza, David and Orchestra Capitol, New
York.

Murtagh, Henry B. Rivoli , New York.
Nordholm, Clarabel Capitol, New York.
O’Neil Sisters^—Central Park, Chicago.
Ossnian and Gray—Grand Central , St. Louis.
Peabody, Eddie and Band Metropolitan, Los An-

geles.

Peyton, Molly—Rivoli, New York.
Ray, Joie

—

Capitol, Chicago.
Roberts Trio Central Park, Chicago.
Rodemich, Gene and Band Grand Central

,
St.

Louis.
Ruth, Joan Missouri

, St. Louis.
Shackelford, Harry Rivoli, New York.
Sheridan, Dorothy—Grand Central, St. Louis.
Short, Al and Band Capitol

,
Chicago.

Sidney, Jack—Central Park, Chicago.
Talbot, Irvin and Orchestra Rivoli, New York.
Terry, Tom State, St. Louis.

Thompson, Floyd and Orchestra—Colonial, Indian-
apolis.

Triesault, John—Capitol, New York.

Valyda, Rose—Loew*s State, Los Angeles.

Vasa, Adele—Rivoli, New York.
Vine, Dave—Missouri, St. Louis.
Wolf, Rube and Band

—

Loew*s State, Los Angeles.

Wright, Edith and May Newman, Kansas City.

Y’ost, Adele Newman, Kansas City.

ientale” the members of the ballet represented
Egyptian women in a harem. The spectacular
dancing was done by the favorite of the harem
and the entire program was one of unusual in-
terest and charm.

Philadelphia Fox
Week Ending October 31

The Fox theatre orchestra opened the program
with a well rendered interpretation of the “First
Hungarian Rhapsody” by Franz Liszt.

Earl Lindsay’s Revue gave an interesting and
unique series of the dances in vogue from 1865
to 1926. A sliding panel in the delicate blue
hangings of the stage revealed the dancers. The
minuet was first represented, the costumes being
colonial in type with hoop skirts so suitable to
the dignified movements of the minuet. Another
member of the company then gave an exhibition
of acrobatic dancing, followed by a South Sea
Island dance. Two girls in uniform performed
a military dance with mechanical movements, sug-
gestive of toys. The popular “Dance of the
Wooden Soldier” was played during this number.
Tap dancing was numbered among the steps. All
members of the company then appeared on the
stage for a short and snappy Charleston.
Leo Carrillo was a great success in his charac-

ter sketches. He first transported the audience
mentally to Chinatown and then proceeded with
an interpretation of a scene in court in which
Chinese figured. A personal and interesting touch
was given to the scetie when a Chinese in the
audience ( a colleague) voiced his approval of
Mr. Carrillo’s interpretation and the latter carried
on what appeared to be an impromptu conversa-
tion with him. He then gave an Italian version
of the story of George Washington and the
hatchet. As a character comedian he is excellent.

Joseph E. Howard and Anita Case sang a num-
ber of Howard’s popular song compositions. The
stage represented an interior with fireplace and
wall draperies in the background. Some of the
old favorites sung and interpreted in costume were
“Hello, My Baby,” “The Time, the Place and
the Girl,” “What’s the Use of Dreaming,” /‘The
Waning Honeymoon,” “I Wonder Who’s Kissing
Her Now,” and “Somewhere in France.”

Los Angeles Met
Week Ending October 29

Publix Theatres presented Eddie Peabody in

“Joy Week,” at the Metropolitan last week. Al-

though the hill was not elaborate it pleased, run-
ning as follows:

Peabody and band opened with a hot number
which got a nice hand.

Louella Lee dressed as Boy Blue danced a pe-
tite number and scored plenty of applause.
Jimmy Ellard, sang “I Wish I Had My Old

Girl Back Again,” and took a couple of bows.
Peabody and a band member played a Hawaiian

number on guitars to fair returns, and then a
jazz number which got a nice hand.

Crosby and Ricker, becoming more popular each
week, did a couple of songs and topped the
show.

Peabody and a trombone player did a duet
which registered fair.

Peabody with banjo, requesting numbers,
played “Mary Lou” and “Climbing the Ladder of

Love” to excellent returns.
Frank Jenks, orchestra member, was called out

from the shell to do a dance and horn number
which resulted in weak applause.
“In the Garden,” by the band, Jimmy Ellard

singing the chorus, was the forerunner for the
finale, Peabody and Jenks burlesquing the song,
just before the back drop went up. This curtain
was a reproduction of the stage setting, which
consisted of a huge garden effect, trees, vases,
statues, etc., and stairs leading down from center
garden walk. A girl danced and kicked about as
the curtain went down, all performers coming onto
stage and joining in singing “In the Garden.”

Los Angeles State
Week Ending October 29

Loew’s State theatre presented Rube Wolf in a

Fanchon and Marco “Idea” called “A Tune You
Can Hum,” last week and the bill went over
great. The stage, setting consisted of a reproduc-
tion of a New York musical comedy show en-

trance. The marquise, lobby, and—on each side

of the stage,—subway entrances, gave the selting

a metropolitan aspect.

Rube Wolf and band opened the show with a

melody number which won fair applause.
“Tea for Two,” featuring Tommy Harris, band

member, and Sunkist girls. Small tables and
chairs were set downstage and dancers stepped
about these while Harris sang and danced the
number. Noisy applause resulted.

“The Waltz of Long Ago,” was played by the
band with a Fanchon and Marco girl dancing.
Juggling an enflated toy balloon, she put across

a neat number to fair applause.
“Alice Blue Gown” was played while three sun-

kist girls led a semi-Grecian dance number. A
girl and boy joined in with an acrobatic Grecian
dance which scored heavily.

“Sally Won’t You Please Come B’ack to Our
Alley,” was played by the band and Wolf picked

up his cornet to solo on the chorus.

64 Acts Reported in This Issue
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Oscar Taylor sang “Look for the Silver Lin-
ing,’’ and won excellent applause, an encore was
demanded and given.
“My Lucky Day,” featuring eight Sunkist

girls, who made their appearance from one of the
subway entrances. While they danced nicely, only
fair applause was forthcoming.
Rose Valyda scored nicely with “That’s Why I

Love You,” and then teamed with Rube Wolf in

a burlesque dance number which went over great.

For the finale, curtains were pulled aside in
center and over subway entrances, giving beau-
tiful effects. Pretty girls occupied each featured
position as everyone appeared on stage singing
the chorus of “That’s Why I Love You.”

St. Louis Missouri
Week Ending October 29

The Missouri theatre celebrated its sixth anni-
versary the week of October 23 with a stage re-

vue that was far above the ordinary attraction
sent out of New York and other places.

Skouras Brothers were lavish in their stage of-

fering. The settings were exotic in design and
the singing and dancing were of high quality.
Comic relief was supplied by Dave Vine, a
monologist who stopped the show with his antics.
He was good.
The Missouri Girls did a tropical beach dance

that was sparkling. They were good in other
offerings as well.

Arthur Lang, barytone, was pleasing, while Sam
Ash, who came from “Rose Marie,” was himself.
And you couldn’t give a Missouri theatre audi-
ence more than that. Berta Gilbert, musical com-
edy girl who was a feature of “The Student
Prince,” also went across big.
Supported by the Missouri Girls were William

Dollar and Eulalie Owen in an Oriental fantasy.
Another star that sparkled brightly during the

week was Joan Ruth, prima donna of the St.
Louis Municipal opera season of 1925.
To accommodate the crowds it was necessary

to give five de luxe shows on Sunday, October 24.

St. Louis State
Week Ending October 29

The stage program at Loew’s State the week of
October 29, was excellent, and very well balanced.

Brooke Johns, banjoist, plunked popular lays as
he warbled the words. He was accompanied by
his All-American Collegiate

_
orchestra. The

musicians were nattily togged in linen knickers,
varied colored college sweaters, golf hose and
oxfords. They made a pretty picture on the
stage, and played well, but Johns’ personality was
the big ace of the act.

Don Albert, orchestra director, selected as his
overture offering the “Tales of Hoffman.”

Clarence J. Bloemker pleased with his tenor
solo, “B'eautiful Heavens,” one of Albert’s ar-
rangements. The stage setting for this turn was
beautiful.
At the organ Tom Terry conducted a singing

class in which his pupils went best in “Where’d
You Get Those Eyes” and “That’s Why I Love
You.”

St. Louis Ambassador
Week Ending October 29

George Beban and his company appearing in
their combination stage-screen version of “The
Loves of Ricardo” were the attraction at the Am-
bassador, the week ending October 29 and they
went over very big.

Beban has long been a favorite with St.

Louisians and he lost none of his popularity with
his latest show. In all 27 persons appear in the
stage and screen show.

Stuart Barrie at the organ gave his version of
“The Prisoner’s Song.”

St. Louis Grand Central
Week Ending October 29

Gene Rodemich and his band presented Jazz
Mania at the Grand Central, the week ending
October 29. It was a merry melody melange as
funny and musical as its name, the kind of stuff

the Grand Central fans and fanettes eat up.
The musicians were the background for Dorothy

Sheridan, Ossman and Gray and the KMOX singing
duo. All were pleasing.

Kansas City Newman
Week Ending October 31

Give Kansas City audiences real, spicy music
of the light opera or musical comedy variety and
they don’t give a whoop whether the cast of
characters move or stand still on the stage.

“Milady’s Shawl,” devised and staged by John
Murray Anderson, with special music by Ruby
Cowan, did just that, only the cast, vocally and
otherwise, was as capable as could be desired.

Marion Barclay, Ada Forman, Edith and May
Wright are clever dancers and have praiseworthy
voices, while Zaza Eric and Edele Yost are fea-

tured in a special dance, which meets with the
approval of the audiences.
The presentation, which lasts 30 minutes, com-

prises three settings and five songs, all of which
pleased. The weekly attendance was better tnan
the average.

Indianapolis Ohio
Week Ending October 30

Charlie Davis and his orchestra taking a trip

around the world via the musical route, were in

Russia the week just closed, featuring an amusing
number called “Bolsheviki.” Against an attractive

Russian drop the members of the orchestra, clad

in Russian costumes and accounterments, presented
various numbers, Russian and others, with a good
amount of comedy intermingled.

Indianapolis Colonial
Week Ending October 30

Ray Marsh, a talented xylophonist, was featured
in the stage presentation last week. His act is

called “Teasing the Xylophone.” Marsh shows
wonderful technical ability, coupled with judgment
in selection of numbers. Other music is provided
by Floyd Thompson’s Singing Troubadours, with
Bob Jones, Jack Berry and Jack Russco presenting
two surprise specialties.

Gus Edwards Scores

with Presentation

Playing Loew Time
( Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Nov. 2.—Gus Edwards,
king of “kid revues,” has again scored,
this time with “Ritz Carleton Nights,”
his latest revue, playing Loew presen-
tation circuit. The show opened at

Scranton, Pa., last week and according
to reports reaching the Herald office it

is bigger and better than his “Kids in

Kandyland.”
Edwards officially opens his Loew

presentation tour in St. Louis next week
and will play through the circuit with
the new show. Johnny Martin, well

SYMPHONIC
HAWLEY

Original

Singing

Dancing

ORGANIST
Covent Garden Theatre

CHICAGO

“Darling of the Cafes”

TINA

TWEEDIE
An all-around specialty

dancer—tap, buck, waltz

clog. Charleston, Black

Bottom

PREMIER ATTRACTIONS Inc
Telephone Central 6922

1002 Woods Bldg. Chicago

known for his connections with Edwards’
past shows, staged the dance numbers
for “Ritz Carleton Nights.”

Ponce Sisters at Met;
Cliff Edwards Follows

(Special to the Herald)

WASHINGTON, D. C., Nov. 2.—The
Ponce Sisters, vocal harmony team,
with John D’Allessandro, banjoist, are the
featured stage performers at the Met
here this week. The team has consider-
able standing as the result of much radio
and record work.
During the week following the fea-

tured stage attraction will be Cliff Ed-
wards, “Ukelele Ike,” who is in the East
following several weeks work in the
Middle West.

Barrie Gives Special Concert
(Special to the Herald)

ST. LOUIS, Nov. 2.—Stuart Barrie,
Ambassador theatre organist, last Sun-
day began a series of Sunday noon con-
certs at the house, playing a program
of seven classical and semi-classical
numbers.

Plunkett Holds Show Over
NEW YORK, Nov. 2.—Joe Plunkett

has held “The Prince of Tempters” for a
second week at the Strand and with it

the Plunkett “Frolic” and prologue re-
ported last week in the Herald.

Art Landry for Tivoli
(Special to the Herald)

WASHINGTON, D. C., Nov. 2. — Art
Landry and his orchestra will play a week
at the Tivoli here, starting November 7,

following a week at the Metropolitan.

SAMMY KAHN
“A Show in Himsell”

Newest Addition to B. & K.’s

Sensational Group of Orchestra

Directors

Just Finished Three Months in

B. & K.’s Hardest Chicago

House

THE CENTRAL PARK~

Immediately Signed for

Six Months Longer!

A Musician

A Singer

A Dancer

And a—

-

REAL Master of Ceremonies

Who Knows How to Talk
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THE THEATRE
Q_AjJDepartment of Practical Showmanship

You Will Break Into

the Newspapers!
“ATOU MUST break into the newspapers!” Your

JL town’s newspapers may be austere and harder

to break into than a prison is to break out of. But
they are no stricter than Lexington, Ky.

You’ll get in. Earl Hall Payne of the Kentucky
theatre down there realizes his predicament when

trying to break in with news of his theatre but he
breaks in—and when he does he makes them like it.

If you find your newspapers are like his it will take
an alert mind but keep your ear to the ground. You
will break into those newspapers

!

There was no tieup in Lexington. Payne found a news
story telling of a lone burglar burglin’

butchers, bakers and candlestick mak-
ers. He obtained the mat from the

newspaper. The booking of “The
Lone Wolf” was only ten days off.

Payne offered a reward of $25 for

the capture of the burglar and his

conviction. He wrote to the chief

of police to that effect.

The Lexington papers said no

more until the burglar continued his

operations. He worked in Lexing-

ton about five days, breaking into

various homes each night. After

the paper printed a story of each

theft the mats were obtained by
the theatre and each time an ad was
framed based upon the newspaper

story.

One of the mats was set into a

handbill and 3,000 were distributed.

Black masks were distributed with

tags attached. One thousand pieces

of Woolworth jewelry were mailed

to prospective patrons at a reason-

able cost. In each box with the

“jewel” was a card bearing the name
of the “Lone Wolf” with his real

name, “Michael Lanyard,” across it

in script. Printed in red ink was
“I am returning your property.

From now on I am going straight.”

Five hundred small snipes were
tacked on doors and fences and

slipped under doors at midnight

two days before the show’s opening.

No straight advance ads were

used on the picture. Payne used

only the reward ads.

For the lobby there was a huge
mask with eyes flashing red. A
flash button was placed behind each

eye with a red lamp.

* * *

A newspaper’s first function is to

From The Lexington Leader

Wednesday, Sept. 15th.

$25.00

REWARD
Will be paid for the arrest and

conviction of this Lone Wolf,

by the Kentucky Theatre.

A** <v

o

ot
jcv- V ^

Xw \ A,,','. oft i'he Lone Wolf has re-
‘ - O" av»w

° ^ turned. He is operating
O'1

^ #

in Lexington right now.

He is wanted by the

authorities of two con-

tinents.

Be On Your Guard!

Earl Hall Payne, planning to show Columbia’s “The Lone Wolf Returns,” at the

Lexington, Ky., Kentucky theatre made excellent use of a story which broke in

the local paper about a lone burglar “making” the town.
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University Tieup Wins 44

Herald” Honors

A closeup view shows the thermometer
Mr. Palmer used in exploiting the
P. D. C. him "Gigolo.” The stunt
brough him praise of many big Indiana
newspapers.

print the news of its community.
The oldest method of obtaining pub-

licity originated with circuses and
burlesque shows. It was called the

Publicity Plot and is in bad repute

because often its indirect expense
was borne by the community or by
the newspaper. Ethically it has no
excuse.

Newspapers can have no sound
objection to the publicity story that

reflects no discredit on anyone.

Whatever else is in your theatre’s

favor it will always be true that

your program offered for the enter-

tainment and service of hundreds
and possibly thousands of people
is of news value when it informs
them of the show they will see at

your theatre.

Philanthropic Stunt byPalmer
Cited by Press and Educators

Harry M. Palmer of the Indiana theatre, Bloomington, Ind., receives first

place in the Honor Exploitation Contest conducted by the Herald.

Palmer’s stunt transcends exploitation accomplishments of a similar nature

hitherto reported in the Herald and wins honors chiefly on the merits

following

:

1. It is based on an effort to be a “good Samaritan” to a presumably
worthwhile institution

;

2. It received hearty recognition from authorities of the Indiana
University, an institution of more than 2,200 students;

3. It shared in $1,000 worth of publicity in the Indianapolis Times,
a big newspaper printed in Indiana’s capital which is 75 miles from
the home of the Indiana theatre;

4. It commanded the attention, good will and prestige for years to

follow among students, faculty and citizens living in Bloomington, the
University’s hometown;
5. It publicized “Gigolo,” the picture on the program at the theatre.

The Vagabond, a University magazine needed $120 to pay off an indebtedness
which had accrued the previous year. The sum had been $400 but students and
faculty had contributed $280.

Prior to the tieup the athletic commission of the school had forbade any kind
of co-operation inside the stadium in the way of advertising an outside organization.
There had been but one exception to the rule; that was when the theatre had
obtained special dispensation for a tieup.

University authorities consented to the erection of a twelve foot thermometer on
the campus adjoining the Student building, the center of social activities. Results
of ticket sales for the showing of “Gigolo” were shown by raising the red on the
thermometer hourly. A sign on the thermometer advertised the show as a benefit
performance.

Girls Canvass Fans at Game
At the opening of the football season when Indiana was to play Depauw University

the school s athletic commission permitted the display of a large banner inside
the stadium between first and last half. Simultaneously eight young women can-
vassed the football fans with tickets for “Gigolo.” Each girl wore a shoulder to
waist sash bearing the name “Gigolo.”

The stunt saved from ignominious
death a paper which has been lauded by
H. L. Mencken, critic of wide repute,
and such men as Douglas P. Haskell,
editor of the New Student. Not only
these two men have quoted from the
magazine’s columns but a number of
national papers have used quotations
from it from time to time.

The Vagabond has been an organ as
animated in its functions and as worthy
of a University’s support as any non-
scholastic activity can be. If Indiana

University has had poor luck compara-
tively with its football teams it has had
at the same time comparatively miracu-
lous luck with its free speaking maga-
zine.

To save such an institution was
Palmer’s task. He succeeded.

The story carried in the Indianapolis
Times amounted to a signed article by
Eleanor Eluffman with a photograph; all

under a three column head, about a half

column high and intelligently written.

View of the students building where Mr. Palmer erected the
huge thermometer which registered the sale of tickets for
"Gigolo,” P. D. C. film. The therometer is in the heart of
social activity on the campus of Indiana University at
Bloomington, Ind.

Students aided Mr. Palmer in his exploitation for "Gigolo,”
P. D. C. film at Indiana University, Bloomington, Ind.,
when he in turn aided them in saving "The Vagabond”
from its threatened demise. A banner was paraded on the
gridiron at the opening football game of the season.
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A. L. Burke, press representative of the
Chicago Fox Film exchange, and
Clyde W. Eckhardt, sales manager of
the Middlewest, arranged a tieup with
the Fair store in Chicago for 18 por-
traits to be placed in their show win-
dows. Above is portrait of Tom Mix.

Nothing Omitted
in Creamer Drive

for “Frontier”
John W. Creamer, whose exploitation

judgment is second to none, found real op-
portunity knocking at all the doors in the
place when he looked over the highlights
of “The Flaming Frontier” for his Burford
theatre in Arkansas City, Kan.
He submits the following outline of his

drive in the community.
Newspaper readers started thirty-one days in ad-

vance, appearing daily thereafter.
First writeup in Burford News (house organ)

three weeks in advance.
Stock slides started in two houses two weeks in

advance.
Typewritten slides started in three houses two

weeks in advance.
Seven inserts placed in advantageous points in

Burford two weeks in advance.
Framed 22x28's hung in lobby of Hex theatre

two weeks in advance.
One sheets and six sheets cutouts placed in

Lucien Doublon of Paris, last week told
of his exploitation for “The Merry
Widow,” Metro film, with mannequins.
Above is his mannequin for Roy
D’Arcy.

lobby twelve days in advance. Six sheets were
hit by spotlights.
Two three-sheet cutouts placed in organ loft

alcoves near proscenium arch ten days in advance.
Expensive Indian blanket borrowed from store

and hung in foyer a week in advance. Photos
sewed to blanket and hit by a spotlight.

Four thousand heralds strung and put out as

doorknob hangers week in advance.
Criticisms taken from pressbook printed in In-

dian blanket mat (from pressbook), three differ-

ent criticisms, using one each day for three days
in advance.

Special newspaper ads. in surrounding town
papers a week in advance.

Old Settlers' Reunion Matinee publicity tieup

with local paper, and publicity started a week in

advance. Getting on front page for three con-
secutive days (a hard proposition here).

Framed 22x28 hung in drug store window week
in advance.

Unusual and first display of a one-sheet card
in local bank lobby announcing showing of
“Flaming Frontier” at the Burford. Three days
of showing.

Display of cutouts in Isis theatre lobby (a

closed house) during run.
Flowers donated by florists for guests at

Traveler-Burford party for old people.
Special front display with all red lights outside

and inside theatre.

Exactly six columns of free publicity received
from the one local paper. Old Settlers’ Reunion
held on afternoon of first day’s run for all per-

sons over the age of sixty-five years. They were
the guests of the Traveler and the Burford thea-

tre. Over 250 old settlers attended, many had
never been in a theatre for years. All were loud
in their praise for the picture.

Three days’ excellent business was the result of
this exploitation.

Returning from Abroad
Lowe Ends Honeymoon

at Newspaper Interview
Edmund Lowe who is as good a

trouper as he is a motion picture player
ended his honeymoon in Chicago a few
days ago.

On his honeymoon he had lived the
life of Riley in Paris with his bride
Lilyan Tashman, and the Champion.
Between the 4 p. m. and the 8 p. m.
trains the Lowes promised an interview
to the Chicago Evening American at the
latter’s offices.

Everybody was there. There were
Clyde W. Eckhardt, Fox sales manager
of Chicago, A. L. Burks and lots of

newspaper people including ourselves.
The interview had been under way a

minute when the young woman ex-
plained the radio fans were listening in

and that she wished Miss Tashman
would say a few words to them.
Miss Tashman was at a loss to know

if the young woman were serious and
if there was anything a honeymooning
person can say. There was a silence,

lasting several moments.
It occurred to us the best thing to do

would be to run.

In the midst of consternation Mr.
Lowe, the honeymooner, decided rest,

recreation and tranquility was at an
end for here was work to be done. Then
Mr. Lowe, the actor, arose and took
the microphone from the nervous hand
of Miss Tashman. He explained Miss
Tashman was returning from a honey-
moon abroad, and they had but a few min-
utes to spend. Therefore he wished to say
a few words. He entertained everybody in

the room then for 15 minutes, impromptu,
and no doubt entertained thousands who
faced loud speakers. He had gone to

work. He was acting, pinch hitting or
what will you.

,
Mr. Lowe is a good

trouper. Even the Champion enjoyed
the act. (Champion is the little Lowe
dog.)

Next week—“East Lynne.”—D. H.

“Surprise Night” Means
Anything May Happen

“Surprise Nights” are proving a hit at

the Strand, Hamilton, under the direction

of Manager H. E. Wilton. On these nights,

Margaret Livingston, Fox star, who was
painted by Luis Usabel was among the
eighteen stars displayed in a tieup
with the Fair Store in Chicago. All
the portraits were work of Luis Usa-
bel, noted Spanish artist.

which are held every Monday, Manager
Wilton contrives to put over a stunt that

is different to the usual run of presenta-
tions. On one occasion recently, Mr. Wil-
ton engaged a male vocal trio but they
did not appear on the stage at all. The
three singers were seated in the audience
and, when the time came, they each lighted

a cigarette and started to smoke. Ushers
went down the aisles and the offenders
finally promised to be good if they were
allowed to sing. They then went to the

orchestra pit and did their stuff there.

Another “Surprise Night” stunt was the

appearance of bagpipe band of 10 pieces,

which marched in front of the theatre and
around the aisles to the stage. On another
occasion, a boy singer, dressed in the uni-

form of an usher, sang from the house-
only to be stopped by a policeman through
being supposedly under age. The argu-

ment is finally settled when the policeman
agrees that there is nothing to prevent the

boy singing in the theatre but not on the

stage. Mr. Wilton finds that these stunts

get people talking and they come to see

what is going to happen next.

Above is mannequin used by Lucien
Doublon in Paris for John Gilbert

during the campaign for “The Merry
Widow,” Metro film showing at the

Gaumont Palace theatre.
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A COMBINATION OF

53SJ®8 Cantor, Comedy and Comellnesa

—Doors open at 1 1 o’clock. Come eti .y to avoid waiting .—Eddie

When “Kid Boots” showed at the
Michigan theatre in Detroit Eddie
Cantor provided ad copy during the
week of the showing. Read the ad;
you’ll get a laugh, perhaps several.

House Organ Copy

THAT EVENING HOUR
T^ZEREN’T you planning to add a few
* * pieces to that quilt last Wednesday?
And do you remember you went to the

theatre that night instead?

Or weren’t you planning to make a list

of Christmas gifts that night? At any
rate you went to the theatre because you
finished supper and thought the quilt or

the gift list (or maybe both) was not as

important as it had seemed. You decided

you’d do that some other night.

There is only one thing that you feel

like doing when the day draws near an

end and you have two evening hours that

ought not to be wasted yet ought not to

be spent in toil.

The Theatre is the place for you then.

You do not wish to be idle. You do' not
wish to encounter a task. Entertainment
fills your need.

PIGSKIN
'T'HUD ! THUD! THUD! The sounds

you hear these days remind you that

the glorified day of the pigskin has again
rolled around. The crisp autumn air re-

minds you that this afternoon will be a
great day for a football game.

There are games, noteworthy though
they are, that you will not attend today.
The Army plays

; the Navy, Harvard and
Yale. But you may see them and get the
thrills that are due when you watch the
newsreel tell the graphic story clearly with
lenses that are highly perfected and sensi-
tive as the eye. This theatre offers you
football games although we have no grid-
iron.

Jack Hess Shows
Chicago a New One

Jack Hess, who is now publicity director for Lubliner & Trinz, Chicago,
determined to introduce to Chicago a new idea in exploitation. And Hess
thus hewed to a line marked out by his predecessor, Lou Kramer, who made
it a business to introduce an innovation regularly, and at least once a month.

The first anniversary of the Harding theatre justified a full page advertise-

ment in one of the Chicago Hearst newspapers. The ad if constructed as an
ad would be well worth while and if constructed novelly would be worth more.

Consequently there appeared a page in

the Herald and Examiner, a streamer,

eight columns wide, “HARDING THEA-
TRE CELEBRATES FIRST ANNIVER-
SARY.” Below was the line “with Gala
Stage Show and ‘Variety’.’’ Large photos
showed interiors of the theatre and photos
of persons on the program.

No border betrayed the page as an ad.

Newsy stories intrigued the reader. “Mc-
Curdy Is New Manager” headed the story

telling of that appointment. Appeal was
the slogan of the copy and layout. Type
was no less than secondary; the same style

was used as that which tells the news
throughout the paper.

Hines Gets Economical
But Effective Billing

An inexpensive but effective display was
arranged at the Strand theatre, Seattle,

during the run of Johnny Hines’ big First

National comedy release, “The Brown
Derby.”

Hanging below the marquee a title ban-
ner was used with a background of dark
cream with lettering done in black. On
each end of this banner the star’s name
surrounded with a circle border of lamps.
Out under the marquee proper hung a

transparent sign which was illuminated at
night from the inside.

The easel and sidewall frames were made
from various posters with black and white
stills trimmed and mounted in a very neat
arrangement.

A small advance campaign made up from
the various mats as shown in the press
book were used. Comedy catchlines were
used extensively throughout the entire cam-
paign.

Various stories and photos were given
top positions in the three leading papers in

Seattle. This small campaign and its style

should be given credit for the unusual
amount of business that this attraction did
here.

Frank L. Newman
Becomes “Critic”

Just for a Day
Frank L. Newman, manager of the

Publix theatres in Los Angeles, wrote
an advance criticism for “The Quarter-
back” which appeared in the Examiner and
in it held steadfast to the Honesty First

policy of copy writing and at the same
time commended the film. The lead of

the article was convincingly phrased as-

serting that the film “is not great but is

as entertaining as any Richard Dix ever
appeared in.”

From that point on the story contains

nothing unusual perhaps and functions

simply to pass on the details of the film’s

narrative.

His lead in the story was:
Of course, if I say “The Quarterback’’ is a

great picture, the motion picture fans of Los
Angeles probably will assume that, being a man-
aging director, I am displaying loyalty to the
Metropolitan. I can’t say it is a great picture,

but I will say that it is the most entertaining
picture that Richard Dix has ever starred in and
I believe it is the best football story, filled with
college life, that has ever been screened. In it

you see Richard Dix as a chap carving his way
through college by working as a milkman, making
forward passes to his football pal with bottles of
milk. This daily milk practice makes him an
“iron hand” in the football game.

The love romance between Richard Dix and
Esther Ralston, who is a coed in a rival college,

forms a sweet and smiling theme for this picture.
They make perfect screen lovers.

A. S. Rittenberg wins honors this week in the Herald’s Honor Ad Contest with
the above contribution from the Liberty theatre, Kansas City. Rittenberg also
registers his slogan in the Slogan Clearing House: “Entertainment for Every-
body.” Note the way the line is played compared with the manner Liberty
magazine displays its name and slogan.
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Exhibitors’

SLOGAN CLEARING HOUSE
A Department Where Exhibitors May Register Slogans Used

by Their Theatres to Prevent Their Duplication and to
Aid Others in Selecting Good “Selling Lines”

“VISIT THE PRETTIEST LITTLE THEATRE IN SHEBOY-
GAN.” —Louis C. Shimon, Uptown, Sheboygan, Wis.

“MORE FOR 20c THAN 20c EVER BOUGHT.”
—Louis C. Shimon, Uptown, Sheboygan, Wis.

“EVERY PATRON AN HONORED GUEST.”
—Clark Munson, The Robey Theatres, Spencer, W. Va.

“THE PRIDE OF ROANOKE COUNTY.”
—Clark Munson, The Robey Theatres, Spencer, W. Va.

“IF IT’S A GOOD PICTURE THE EAGLE WILL SHOW IT.”
—N. M. Emmons, Eagle Theatre, Eagle River, Wis.

“THE HOUSE OF GOOD PICTURES.”
—N. M. Emmons, Eagle Theatre, Eagle River, Wis.

“MECCA OF THE DELTA’S AMUSEMENT SEEKERS.”
—S. B. Johnson, Regent Theatre, Cleveland, Miss.

“FOR ENTERTAINMENT’S SAKE— GET THE LAUREL
HABIT.” —The Laurel, Laurel Springs, N. J.

“DON’T SAY MOVIES—SAY ROXBORO.”
—Roxboro Theatre, Roxboro, Philadelphia, Pa.

“WHERE EVERYBODY MEETS.”
—Embassy Theatre, Swedesboro, N. J.

“FOR THE BEST IN ENTERTAINMENT ALL WAYS.”
—Palace Theatre, Quakertown, Pa.

“WHERE QUALITY MEETS”
—A. J. Lukachie, Camden, Ark., Hauber Theatre.

L. H. Cox Appeals to

Soldiers in Letter
L. H. Cox, manager of Pythian thea-

tre, Marshall, 111., used a letter appealing
to ex-service men in his effort to boost
receipts for “Behind the Front.” It is

an excellent stunt and serves for any
comic picture of war and by alteration
it serves for other than comic pictures
dealing with the late guerre of which
there are many.
His letter follows:

Dear Buddy

:

Wouldn't you like to live over those memorable
days of 1917-1918 again for just an hour or so?
To be again with the A. E. F. with all it9 muck and
mud, kitchen police, mademoiselles, wine, bully
beef and what have you to remember again
“Hinky Dinky Parlez Vous”—"Over There”^—
“You're in the Army Now’’——Madelon’’ and the
other songs the doughhoys used to sing. If you
would, just see Wallace Beery and Raymond Hatton
in “BEHIND THE FRONT’ which is coming to

this theatre Tuesday and Wednesday, October 26th
and 27th.

It's a comedy riot of the A. E. F., the story

of a couple of doughboys, a roughneck and a sap,

buddies in the army who make life on the western
front one big “wow" from start to finish. Their
adventure with the M. P.’s, the inspections, their

own little raid after the signing of the Armistice

are the funniest things you have ever seen. You‘11

enjoy the show immensely and there won't be any
one here to say—HEY, SOLDIER YOU CAN’T
STAND THERE.

Yours truly,

Pythian Theatre,
Manager.

Lukachie Enters

Slogan Register
A. J. Lukachie whose name has ap-

peared in these columns in connection
with nearly every constructive move the

Theatre Department has undertaken in-

forms us this week he uses a slogan for

his theatre in all of his ads. In addition

to which Mr. Lukachie makes his entry

in the Herald’s Slogan Clearing House.
He is owner of Hauber’s theatre, Cam-
den, Ark.

Exhibitors House Organ Exchange
Entry of name in this list signifies willingness to exchange theatre publications with other theatre publishers for mutual benefit.

BAIR, E. E., Falls theatre, Cuyahoga Falls, O.
BLAIR, M. J., St. Francis theatre, San Fran-

cisco, Cal.
BENDER, A. R., Olympia, Cleveland, Okla.
BENTLEY, FLOYD E., Kelso Amusement Co.,

Kelso, Wash.
BROWNELL, OSSIE, Carthage theatres, Glovers-

ville, N. Y.
BROWNING, HARRY, Olympia, New Haven,

Conn.
BUBERT, E. H., Metropolitan, Morgantown,
W. Va.

BURNS, FRANK H., Orlando Enterprises, Or-
lando. Fla.

CHRISTENSEN, C. R., Twin City, Chehalis,
Wash.

COX. FD. F.. Princess, Bristol, Colo.
DALEY, THOMAS S., Schine Amusement Co.,

GloversvilU N Y.
EATON, JACK, The Legion Theatre, Alamosa.

Col.
EVFLAND. EARLE. Twin City Opera House,

McConnelsville, O.
FAWKS. E L.. Photo Phone, Graford, Tex.
GARDNER. HUGH T., Orpheum, Neosho, Mo.
GAULT. J. C.. American, Oakland, Cal.

GILL. R. A. Strand. Honey Grove, Tex.
GLASER, WILL J., Grand, Faribault, Minn.
HAMBURGER. F. M., Circle, Portland, Ore.
HARLEY, ALONZA, Valentine, Defiance, Ohio.

HEDGES, HARRY H., Rugby, 820 Utica, Ave.,
Brooklyn.

JUDD, FORREST E., Prospect, Kansas City, Mo.
KOBLEN, M., Scout, Oakdale, La.
KRAMER, LOUIS P., Lubliner & Trin* The-

atres.

Inc., 307 North Michigan Ave., Chicago, 111.

LITTLE, T. L., Majestic, Camden, S. C.

LUKACHIE, A. J., Hauber, Camden, Ark.
LUTZ, LOUIS, Fischer's Appleton, Appleton,

Wis.

MacLEOD, M., Wolverine, Saginaw, Mich.
MASSEY, EARL D., Texas, Killeen, Tex.

MILLER, CARL F., Miller theatre, Fremont,
Ohio.

MOCK, CARL F., 56th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

MOSS, EDGAR A., Marion Theatre News, Glass
Block, Marion, Ind.

MURPHY, HAROLD S., Woodlawn, Chicago.
NICHOLf., DON, Durham Amusement Company,

Durham, N. C.

O'ROURKE, JACK, Laurel, Laurel Springs, N. J.

OLSON, H. G., Majestic theatre, Reedsburg,
Wis.

OSTENBERG, J. H., Orpheum, Scottsbluff, Neb.
PAYNE, EARLE HALL, Kentucky, Lexington

Ky.
PIERCE, HOWARD O., Kunsky Theatrical Ent.,

Detroit, Mich.

POPE, CLEM, T. & D., Oakland, Cal.

RANDALL, E. H., Liberty, Condon, Ore.

RIVERS. EDWIN B., 1718 South Main street,

Royal Theatre, Los Angelee, Cal.

SACHS, S. M., Masonic, Clifton Forge, Va.

SCHWIE, F. F., Duluth, Duluth, Minn.

SHARPE, PHILIP B., Strand Theatre Publishing

Co., Portland. Me.
SHIMON, LOUIS, Uptown theatre, Sheboygan,

Wis.

SNYDER. E. A., Rialto-Virginia, Champaign, III.

SOLOMON, H., Strand, McComb, Miss.

SORG, J. H., Jefferson, Fort Wayne, Ind.

STIEFEL, S., Roxboro, Philadelphia, Pa.

STILES, J. H., The Dalles Amusement Co.,

The Dalles, Ore.

THOMPSON, N. T., Crystol Theatre, Fort At-

kinson, Wis.

WALLACE, H. JIM, Lincoln Square, Decatur,

111 .

WEINBERG, I., New and Lyric, Lexington, Va.

WHEELER, ED A., Ohio, Cleveland, O.

WHITBECK, FRANK, West Coast Theatres, Inc.,

134 Leavenworth St., San Francisco, Cal.

WILSON, T. S., Seelye, Abilene, Kan.

WOODWARD, KENNETH V., Penn-State Amuse-
ment Co., Uniontown. Pa.

ZIPRIK, G., Y. M. C. A., Westbourne, Tenn.

(Exhibitor)

(Theatre)

(City) State
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in

“The Belle

of
Broadway”

Every lover of Rood pictures will want
to see Miss Compson's winning personality
against this impetuous, colorful background
of New York night life. Watch for this in-

tensely interesting story, adapted from the
musical comedy success ‘‘Adelc.”

Columbia Pictures not only star

many of filmdom's favorites but also
feature the works of many leading
authors and playwrights.

You’ll be missing some REAL en-
tertainment if you don’t 6ee every
one of the 24 great Columbia Pictures
that are on their way to you.
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Millions of Readers of
THESATURDAYEVENINGPOST

Are EagerlyWaiting for

Columbia Pictures

THERE’S 24 OFTHEM
Book Them Today—Everyone a Money Maker
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on Pictures
THIS department contains news, information and gossip on current productions. It aims to supply

service which will assist the exhibitor in keeping in touch with developments in connection with
pictures and picture personalities—and what these are doing at the box office. No prophecies on the
entertainment value of pictures are made. Opinions expressed are simply those of the author or of
his contributors and the reader is requested to consider them only as such.—EDITOR’S NOTE.

“WELL. HO HUM’’

R ill NETCH, now discovered to be a

reader of this column, employs the letter-

head of the Hotel Knickerbocker, Los An-

geles, to write me as follows:

DEAR T. O. SERVICE:
I refer to the fir6t paragraph of “Service

Talks” in the “Herald” dated October 23rd.
There is a great deal of truth in this paragraph,
but there is one part of it that I take leave to

disagree with you. You say: “With the excep-
tion of Ted Cook, no one has had luck with)

the idea. There isn't much sense to it ordinar-
ily.”

Now it is true that Cook's “Pepys' Diary” i6

interesting and amusing, but evidently you have
overlooked F. P. A. of the “New York World.”
who by the way started columning in Chicago
under the fatherly eye of B. L. T. In my opin-

ion Adams' diary every Saturday is far superior

to Cook's, and I am 6ure this diary idea was
started by Adams long before Cook started us-

ing it. Assuming that Adams* diary has not
reached your critical eye lately 1 take liberty

of sending some along to you for your perusal.

After reading these you may still stick to your
original contention, and if so, well^—ho hum.

Best wishes for your continued success.

It is not, of course, the office of this col-

umnist to pass expertly or otherwise upon

the relative merits of these or other news-

paper humorists. In fact, this columnist’s

unimportant opinion is that the fine art of

columnizing perished with the passing of

the B. L. T. for whom Mr. Netch seems to

cherish a like respect. However, as between

the works of Messrs. Cook and Adams I pre-

fer the former for perhaps no better reason

than that of brevity, an asset which Mr.

Adams could annex readily enough by

breaking his weekly record into seven daily

takes.

And in the words of Mr. Netch—whom
you must not suspect of being Mr. Cook be-

hind whiskers—“ho hum.”

THAT ANNIVERSARY

If YOU have a limited amount of time to

give to your reading of this issue and by

any chance have started reading this column

first, my best advice is to turn back to the

pages bearing the history of “What the Pic-

ture Did For Me” and forego the remainder

of these paragraphs. That history, published

in observation of the department’s tenth an-

niversary, is the most important reading

available to you at this time.

DID PYLE DO IT?

(In WEDNESDAY last I took family vis-

itors to see the Capitol theatre, the won-

ders of which had been extolled to them in

distant Florida, and there sat through “One

Minute to Play” a second time. Again I no-

This Week
“ Well, Ho Hum

”

That Anniversary

Did Pyle Do It?

Screen Credits

Printed Programs

Family Visitors

ticed that no player in the film is named on

the film itself save Red Grange, a fact noted

hut disregarded on the occasion of the pic-

ture’s preview exhibition.

It may be a coincidence of some sort, of

course, but the possibility suggests itself that

Mr. Grange’s business guardian, Mr. C. C.

Pyle, may have arranged matters this way

for such motives as the newspapers assign

to practically all of his endeavors. Does

anybody know whether he did?

PRINTED PROGRAMS

XHIS matter of screen credits is one of

the few production factors about which no

one seems disposed to do anything. Names
of technical staff members continue to be

thrown on the screen near the beginning of

the picture at a time when they are glanced

over and promptly forgotten by theatregoers.

Displayed at the end of the picture, when

Seven years of service is the record of Dan
Kelley, casting director of First National

Productions West Coast studios.

the photoplay has been assayed and basis for

credit established, these names would re-

ceive more attention and would be remem-

bered. However

—

The really sensible way to handle the mat-

ter of credits is by means of printed pro-

grams such as are distributed to partons of

the stage theatres. With all information

printed therein, the film carrying merely the

master title, the theatregoer not only could

acquaint himself more satisfactorily with

data concerning the production but would

be provided with conversational material

sure to result in very much worthwhile

“word of mouth” publicity.

It would be a not at all difficult matter to

settle upon a standard form of printed pro-

gram to be supplied to exhibitors with all

productions. Expenses could be defrayed by

sale of space to national advertisers, such

sale perhaps producing a profit eventually.

Projects aimed in this direction have gone

aground principally because of the invari-

able effort to print in theatre names locally

and, sometimes, to fill up the pages with

local advertising. There is no good reason

for making a local hook-up, any more than

there is a reason for printing a separate

master title for each motion picture carry-

ing the name of the individual theatre in

which it is exhibited at a given time.

If somebody’ll get around to this thing

and put it over, this columnist will be duly

grateful. Or, if nobody has the time, just

forward a check in adequate amount and

I’ll try to find time between desk and bed

to do it myself.

FAMILY VISITORS

Ax thb Po,. Pe*.PS I may p„.

doned a few words about family visitors.

Those mentioned above as responsible for

my second view of “One Minute to Play”

were extremely nice folks, so nice that I

took them where they wanted to go instead

of to the theatres running the nice new pic-

tures I normally should have written to you

about this week—and they wanted to go to

the strangest places. Stock Yards, Art Insti-

tutes, football stadiums, well— you know
how ’tis.

Anyway, there’s that many more pictures

to see and write about next week and, since

this department is designed to be anything

else but a booking guide, no harm has been
done save to' my nerves and arches—T. 0.

SERVICE.
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Jetta Goudal has the feminine lead in

“Her Man O’ War,” with William Boyd
supporting her. This is a De Mille
production released by Pro-Dis-Co and
directed by Frank Urson. Nick Nur-

suraga held the camera.

Her Man O’ War
Distributor: Pro-Dis-Co

Producer: De Mille Pictures

Length: Undetermined

DIRECTOR FRANK URSON
Cameraman Peverell Marley

PLAYERS
Cherie Schultz Jetta Goudal
Jim Sanderson William Boyd
Shorty Flynn Jimmie Adams
The Countess ..Grace Darmond
Big Bertha Kay Deslys
Prof. Krantz Frank Reicher
Col. Prittwitz Mikhael Vavitch
Field Marshall Robert Edeson
Peterkin Schultz Junior Coghlan

TYPE: Drama of the War.
THEME: Romantic love.

LOCALE: Germany.
TIME: During the World War.
STORY: A squad of German troops

arrive with several doughboy prisoners
including Jim Sanderson and Shorty
Flynn. They are deserters and give in-

formation as to the movements of the
American army. Jim is assigned to help
Cherie, a German girl, on her farm. The
girl brings him before the Colonel when
she sees him catch a wireless set dropped
from an aeroplane. She becomes peni-
tent, when she realizes the danger she
has placed him in, and learns she loves
him. The Colonel promises to release
him if she will tell about his activity.

She tells him of the wireless outfit and
Jim is ordered shot. She grows venge-
ful and sends directions, the code having
been supplied her by Jim. She is dis-

covered and threatened to be shot. The
Americans tunnel their way into the
castle and the German headquarters is

attacked. Cherie and Jim confess their
mutual devotion.

HIGHLIGHTS: Capture of dough-
boys . . . Scene in which girl sees
Jim catch wireless set . . . Scene in

which Jim is ordered shot . . . Dis-
covery that girl is relaying messages
. . . Arrival of American troops.

Prince of Tempters
Distributor: First National
Producer: First National

Length: Undetermined

DIRECTOR LOTHAR MENDES
PLAYERS

Monica Lois Moran
Francis Ben Lyon
Dolores Lya De Putti
Baron Humberto Giordano Ian Keith
Mary Mary Brian
Duchess of Chatsfield Olive Tell
Apollo Beneventa Sam Hardy
Duke of Chatsfield Henry Vibart
Signora Wembley ...Judith Vasselli
Lawyer Frazier Coulter
Francis Bert Wales
Papal Secretary J. Barney Sherry

TYPE: Romantic drama.
THEME: Romantic love.
LOCALE: Italy; England.
TIME: The present.

STORY : The Duke of Chatfield secretly
marries a poor Italian girl, and they have
a little boy, Francis. The Duke deserts
his wife and returns to England. He
dies, tmd the title passes to his brother.
Francis’ mother also dies and he is

brought up in a monastery. His uncle,
the Duke, learns he is the real heir to
the dukedome. Francis is released from
his vows and assumes the title. Am-
brosia, a penniless adventurer, hopes to
marry Francis’s beautiful cousin. Sens-
ing a rival in Francis, he arranges with
a notorious demi-mondaine to ensnare the
youth. The latter succumbs. He meets
and falls madly in love with his cousin.
They become engaged. His former
sweetheart, who is really in love with
him, pursues him and pleads with him
to return to her. His fiance finds them
together and breaks the engagement.
The man embarks on a series of wild

flirtations. The scorned woman tells the
man’s former fiance that her affair with
him w'as a scheme of Ambrosio’s, whom
the girl is planning to marry, having
yielded to her family. Francis comes to
bid farewell to his former mistress, who
kills herself. His fiance searches for
him and they are reunited.

HIGHLIGHTS : The marriage of
Duke and Italian girl . . . The de-
sertion . . . Death of Duke . . .

Death of wife . . . Uncle’s discovery
boy is heir to title . . . Latter’s re-
nouncing vows . . . His infatuation
for demi-mondaine . . . His falling
in love with cousin and their engage-
ment . . . Breaking of engagement
. . . Boy’s numerous flirtations . . .

Scene in which girl discovers sweet-
heart’s real love . . . The reunion.

For Wives Only
Distributor: Pro-Dis-Co

Producer: Metropolitan Pictures
Length: Undetermined

DIRECTOR VICTOR HEERMAN
Cameraman Rosson-La Shelle

Olive Tell and Lois Moran in First Na-
tional’s “The Prince of Tempters,”
which was given a preview showing not
long ago at Loew’s Lexington in New
York. This is Lothar Mendes’ first

American directed picture.

PLAYERS
Laura Rittenhau.s Marie Prevost
Dr. Rittenhaus Victor Varconi
Dr. Carl Tanzer Charles Gerrard
Dr. Fritz Schwerman Arthur Hoyt
Prof. Von Waldstein..Claude Gillingwater
Housekeeper Josephine Crowell
Countess Von Nessa....Dorothy Cumming
Butler William Courtright

TYPE: Domestic drama.
THEME: Wife’s attempt to get rid of

admirers.
LOCALE: Vienna.
TIME: The present.

STORY: A popular society physician

is urged to build a sanitarium, and is

given a letter from a Countess, who
offers to donate a site and the necessary
funds. The wife, meanwhile, is bothered

by the lovemaking of her husband’s sup-

posedly best friend. Her husband an-

nounces his intention of visiting the

Countess, and is urged by his wife not to

leave her. He decides to go and his wife

angrily leaves the house for a stroll to

compose her mind. She is accosted by a
masher, and, to escape him, she collides

with a policeman. She runs and he fol-

lows. In front of a cafe she meets a
doctor, a friend of her husband’s, but a
stranger to her. He invites her to dine

with him, and, seeing the policeman at

the door, she accepts. She later escapes
him and returns home. The husband has
gone, leaving his three best friends. She
vamps each of them separately at a card

game. The doctor meets the Countess.

It develops she has forgotten the hos-

pital plans and makes love to him. Dis-

gusted, he leaves. When he returns he
throws his friends out of the house, and
elaborate explanations follow and the

pair are happily reconciled.

HIGHLIGHTS: Scene in which Doc-
tor is urged to build sanitarium . . .

His wife’s pleadings not to leave her

. Lovemaking of Doctor’s three

best friends . . . Hunting lodge scene
. . . The reconciliation.
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April Fool
Distributor: Chadwick
Producer: Chadwick
Length: 7100 feet

DIRECTOR NAT ROSS
Cameraman L. William O’Connell

PLAYERS
Jacob Goodman Alexander Carr
Irma Goodman Duane Thompson
Amelia Rosen Mary Alden
Leon Steinfeld Raymond Keane
Joseph Applebaum— Edward Phillips

Mr. Applebaum Snitz Edwards
Moisha Ginsburg Nat Carr

The Children Baby Peggy, Pat Moore
Leon Holmes

TYPE: Jewish comedy drama.
THEME: Outcome of an April Fool

joke.

LOCALE: New York City.

TIME: The present.

STORY: Jacob Goodman, spending his

last cent to buy dinner for Inna, his

motherless child, is wet and cold tramp-
ing the streets. Having made him the

victim of one April Fool joke, two boys,

in pretended apology, offer him a de-

lapidated umbrella. Passing a theatre

he is seized by a young man who pays
him a dollar for the umbrella. Goodman
starts in business. At Appelbaum’s
pawn shop, he replenishes his stock and
returns to the theatre. Soon he has his

own umbrella shop. Amelia Rosen, who
has befriended him, loves him and his

child. The pawnbroker bribes a profes-
sional matchmaker to betray Goodman.
Amelia, believing him interested only in

her money, sails for Europe. Ten years
later Goodman is a prosperous umbrella
manufacturer. Amelia, returned from
Europe, meets Irma, who brings her to

her father. Leon Steinfeld, trusted em-
ployee of the pawnbroker, now a broker,
is the girl’s fiance. The broker’s son,

expelled from college, steals valuable
bohds from Leon’s desk, and the latter is

accused. Goodman sells his business to

make good the loss. Alone, he gathers
up an armful of umbrellas and goes out
to start again his old trade. The real

thief is apprehended. Amelia, driving
near her former home, sees Goodman and
leads him to her cab, instructing the
driver to rush to Rabbi Rosenbaum’s.

HIGHLIGHTS: The April Fool
joke . . . Selling of first umbrella
. . . Goodman’s becoming umbrella
manufacturer . . . Plot of pawn-
broker to betray Goodman . . . Theft
by pawnbroker’s son . . . The mar-
riage . . . Goodman’s selling busi-

ness. Reconciliation between Goodman
and Amelia.

A Man Four Square
Distributor: Fox
Producer: Fox

Length: 4744 feet

DIRECTOR R. WILLIAM NEILL
Cameraman Reginald Lyons

PLAYERS
Craig Norton Buck Jones
Ben Taylor Harry Wood
Jim Clanton William Lawrence
John Ouideaux Jay Hunt
Homer Webb Sydney Bracey

TYPE: Romantic drama.
THEME: Romance of the West.
LOCALE: The American West; Chi-

cago.
TIME: The present.
STORY : A former rancher who is

spending his riches in Chicago, is called

back to the West to aid his friends. A

Victor Heerman directed Marie Prevost
and Victor Varconi in “For Wives
Only.” Rosson and La Shelle are re-

sponsible for the filming of this Metro-
politan picture for Pro-Dis-Co release.

few miles from the station he rescues
the daughter of a ranch owner. This
owner believes the former rancher’s fore-

man is the man stealing his cattle. The
foreman is in love with the girl and be-

comes jealous of his employer, who in

reality is his best friend. The girl’s

father’s gang hunts for the foreman be-

lieving him to be responsible for more
cattle losses. Tbe young rancher per-

forms many daring feats helping his

friend in spite of the latter’s antagonism,

and runs down the real rustlers. The
girl then reveals her love for the young
rancher.

HIGHLIGHTS : Party scene in Chi-

cago . . . Former rancher’s rescue

of girl . . . Belief foreman is cattle

rustler . . . Locating real thieves.

Shell Socked
Distributor: Educational

Producer: Educational

Length: Two reels

DIRECTOR WALTER GRAHAM
PLAYERS

Jimmie Jimmie Adams
His Chums... .George Burton, Eddie Baker
Vera Vera Steadman
The Aviator Bill Irving

TYPE: Romantic comedy.
THEME: Becoming a hero.

LOCALE: France.
TIME: During the World War.

STORY : A Red Cross girl pays special

attention to Private Jimmy. Two com-

panions resent this. The Commander of

the company asks for a volunteer to go

on a dangerous mission. Nobody steps

out but the two privates, thinking if

Jimmie is out of the way they can make
some headway with the girl, stick him
with a pin and he jumps out of line.

The officer congratulates him and tells

him his mission is to see the girl safely

to her father, a General. His buddies try

to prevent him from going. After
stumbling into a German trench and don-

ning the uniforms of the Captain and his

aid, they flee. The German troop believ-

ing their Captain is charging run after

them. The couple run to the General’s

headquarters with the soldiers following.

The latter are captured and Jimmie is

awarded a medal.

HIGHLIGHTS : Scene in which
Jimmy volunteers to take nurse to her

father . . . Scene in which they fall

into German trench . . . Their es-

cape . . . Capture of Germans.

Mismates
Distributor: First National
Producer: First National
Length: Undetermined

DIRECTOR CHARLES BRABIN
Cameraman George Folsey

PLAYERS
Judy Winslow Doris Kenyon
Ted Carroll Warner Baxter
Belle Mae Allison
Jim Winslow Philo McCollough
Black Charles Murray
Mrs. Winslow Maud Turner Gordon
Watson John Kolb
Helwig Cyril Ring
Jimsy Nancy Kelly

TYPE: Domestic drama.
THEME: Domestic difficulties; mother

love.

LOCALE: An American city.

TIME: The present.

STORY : After marriage the wife finds

her husband a puppet attached to his
rich mother’s purse-strings. The mother-
in-law refuses to recognize her daughter-
in-law. When her son refuses to leave
his wife she cuts him off from his accus-
tomed allowance. After losing several
positions, he finally agrees to desert his

wife if his mother will return him to his
old life of luxury. He leaves his wife
and child, and the former turns to a
friend who gets her work as a jewel
model. Unwittingly she becomes an ac-
complice in the sale of stolen gems.
Prompted by his mother her former hus-
band helps send her to jail by false testi-

mony. Her lawyer and former suitor
visits her in prison and says her son
Jimsy is sick. She escapes jail by a
clever ruse, and after a breathtaking
drive, arrives, revolver in hand, at the
Winsiow home where a gay masque ball
is in swing, drowning out the sick cries
of Jimsy upstairs. Believing her son
dead, she is about to shoot her former
husband when the child walks into the
ballroom. The husband confesses having
sent her to jail by perjury and the wife
is free to express her new found love
of the lawyer.

HIGHLIGHTS : Wife’s disillusion-
ment . . . Mother-in-law’s attempt
to make husband desert her . . . The
desertion . . . Wife’s arrest . . .

Husband’s false testimony . . . Scene
in which wife escapes from jail . . .

Masqued ball scene . . . Appearance
of son in time to save father from being
shot . . . Love between wife and
lawyer.

French Sign Contracts
(Special from the Department of Commerce)

WASHINGTON, Nove. 2. — Aubert
(Paris) and W. & F. Film Service (Lon-
don) have concluded a contract for a pro-
duction in London with Carlyle Blackwell
and Lili Damita, Hungarian star. Les
Grandes Productions Cinematographiques
(Paris) and Phoebus Films (Berlin) have
signed for production of “Temptation”
under Francis Bertoni’s direction.

Benny Muller at Lodi
(Special to the Herald

)

SAN FRANCISCO, Nov. 2.—Benny
Muller who managed the Majestic theatre

in the Mission district for a number of
years is now representing T & D Jr. Enter-
prises at Lodi, Cal.

Brookheim in U Cuba Job
(Special to the Herald

)

NEW YORK, Nov. 2.—C. Brookheim
has taken over the Cuban exchange for

Universal.
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New Picture Publication Dates
A Week-to-Week Summary of Facts and Figures Pertain-

ing to New Picture Product Offered the Theatre Booker

Title Producer Distributor Length

WEEK OF OCTOBER 24th

Pathe News No. 89 Pathe Pathe 1 reel

Mount Sinai Holyland Piet. Pathe 1 reel

The Old Soak Jewel Universal 8 reels

Babes in the Sawdust Bluebird Universal 1 reel

Why George Stern Bros. Universal 2 reels

When the Wife’s Away Columbia Columbia 5834
Forever After First National First National 6330
Whispering Wires Fox Fox 5906
The Magician M-G-M M-G-M 7206
The Eagle of the Sea Paramount Paramount 7250
So’s Your Old Man Paramount Paramount 6347

WEEK OF OCTOBER 31st

Pete’s Party Hot Dog Bray 1 reel

Shell Shocked Jimmie Adams Educational 2 reels

Felix the Cat Busts a Bubble Bijou Educational 1 reel

The Dude Cowboy Indep. Piet. Corp. F. B. O. 5 reels

The Boy Friend M-G-M M-G-M 5484
Challenged (The Fighting Marine No. 8) Pathe Pathe 2 reels

Home Sweet Home Fables Pathe 2/3 reels

Get ’Em Young Hal Roach Paths* 2 reels
Masked Mamas Mack Sennett Pathe 2 reels

Pathe Review No. 44 Pathe Pathe 1 reel
Topics of the Dav No. 44 Timely Pathe 1/3 reel
Pathe News No. 90 Pathe Pathe 1 reel
Pathe News No. 91 Pathe Pathe 1 reel
Nurnberg, the Toy City Hv Mayer Pathe 1/2 reel
The Man from the West Blue Streak Western Universal 5 reels
Pinnacle Rider Mustang Western Universal 2 reels
A Man Of Quality Excellent Excellent 5600
The Return of Peter Grimm Fox Fox 6961
30 Below Zero Fox Fox 4691

WEEK OF NOVEMBER 7th

At the Beach McDougall Alley Bray 2 reels
The Diver Nature Special Bray 1 reel
Open Spaces Juvenile Educational 2 reels
Then and Nows Curiosities Educational 1 reel
His Off Day Cameo Educational 1 reel

The Mighty Smithy Life Cartoons Educational 1 reel
A Wild Roomer Whirlwind F. B. O. 2063
Alice Cuts The Ace Winkler F. B. O. 1 reel
Tom and His Pals F. B. O. F. B. O. 4346
Breed of The Sea F. B. O. F. B. O. 6408
Bruisers and Losers F. B. O. F. B. O. 1936

(Bill Grimm’s No. 7)
The Signal Shot (The Fighting Marine Pathe Pathe 2 reels

No. 9)
Thru Thick and Thin Fables Pathe 2/3 reel

A Harem Knight Mack Sennett Pathe 2 reels

Obey the Law Columbia Columbia 5626
Pathe Review No. 45 Pathe Pathe 1 reel
Topics of the Days No. 45 Timely Pathe 1/3 reel
Pathe News No. 92 Pathe Pathe 1 reel
Pathe News No. 93 Pathe Pathe 1 reel
Spangles Jewel Universal 6 reels
Pioneer Blood Mustang Western Universal 2 reels
For Cryin’ Out Loud Bluebird Universal 1 reel
Buster’s Narrow Escape Stern Bros. Universal 2 reels
Snookum’s Buggy Ride Stern Bros. Universal 2 reels
Ladies at Play First National First National 6119
Lady of The Harem Paramount Paramount 5717

WEEK OF NOVEMBER 14th

Nize Monkey Sunkist Bray 2 reels
Dodgin’ Trouble Christie Educational 2 reels
Hula Hula Bruce Scenic Novelty Educational 1 reel
Felix the Cat in Reverse Bijou Educational 1 reel
Cheese It Winkler F. B. O. 1 reel
The Timid Terror F. B. O. F. B. O. 5 reels

Fired and Hired—(The
No. 9)

Fighting MarinePathe Pathe 2 reels

In Vaudeville Fables Pathe 2/3 reel
Smith’s Uncle Mack Sennett Pathe 2 reels

Be Your Age Hal Roach Pathe 2 reels

Pathe Review No. 46 Pathe Pathe 1 reel

Topics of the Day No. 46 Timely Films Pathe 1/3 reel
Pathe News No. 94 Pathe Pathe 1 reel
Pathe News No. 95 Pathe Pathe 1 reel

The Buckaroo Kid Jewel Universal 6 reels
Show Cow Puncher Mustang Western Universal 2 reols
Martin of the Mounted Mustang Western Universal 2 reels
Too Much Sleep Bluebird Universal 1 reel

Wild Bill Bluebird Universal 1 reel
Jane’s Engagement Party Stern Bros. Universal 2 reels

Please Excuse Me Stern Bros. Universal 2 reels
The Silent Flyer Adventure Picture Universal 2 reels
Syncopating Sue First National First National 6770
Love’s Blindness M-G-M M-G-M 6023
The Ace of Cads Paramount Paramount 7786

Pathe News No. 86
VAST AREAS DESOLATE AS CIVIL WAR AND
FLOODS WORK HAVOC IN CENTRAL CHINA.

PRESIDENT COOLIDGE PRESENTS CUP TO CAPT.
CAMPBELL WHO FLEW 839 HOURS WITHOUT
MISHAP.

ACROBATS PROVIDE MANY THRILLS ON FLY-
ING TRAPEZE.

PRESENTING THE ARRIVAL OF HER MAJESTY
MARIE OF SAXE-COBURG AND GOTHA, QUEEN
OF ROUMANIA.

Fox News No. 8
ON PRESIDENTIAL ORDER 2,500 MARINES EN-
TRAIN FOR DUTY TO GUARD MAILS IN WAR
AGAINST BANDITS.

ROYAL PARTY FIRST GOES TO WASHINGTON
AND STOPS AT THE ROUMANIAN LEGATION.

MRS. LOTTIE SCHOEMMELL SWIMS THE HUD-
SON FROM ALBANY—150 MILES IN 58 HOURS,
SETTING A NEW RECORD.

THRONGS OF PEASANTS JOIN IN COLORFUL
CELEBRATION AS SEASON’S HARVEST OF
WINE GRAPES IS CONSECRATED.

EDUCATIONAL LEADERS OF NATION ATTEND
THE COLORFUL CEREMONIES MARKING 50TH
BIRTHDAY OF A. & M. COLLEGE.

GEORGIA DAY OBSERVED AT THE SESQUICEN-
TENNIAL. GOV. CLIFFORD WALKER MAKES
CHIEF ADDRESS.

KEOKUK PRESENTS A SCENE OF NATURAL
BEAUTY AS 30 SPILLWAYS ARE OPENED FOR
MISSISSIPPI FLOOD.

THE TRIAL OF MRS. AIMEE SEMPLE McPHER-
SON, EVANGELIST, ATTRACTS NATIONS AT-
TENTION.

CARPENTERS SET A RECORD OF SEVEN HOURS
IN BUILDING A HOUSE—BUT CAMERAMAN
PUTS IT TOGETHER IN A JIFFY.

WAR GAMES AT SEA SHOW HOW THE NAVY
GUARDS AMERICA’S MERCHANT MARINE.

Fox News No. 9
QUEEN MARIE VISITS AMERICAN COLLEGES.
AT COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY STUDENTS EX-
TEND WELCOME TO ROYAL PARTY.

GEORGE EASTMAN, FILM MAGNATE, RETURNS
FROM AFRICAN BIG GAME HUNT.

GOVERNMENT BUILDS GREAT WILLOW TREE
MATTRESSES TO SINK ON MISSISSIPPI’S
BANKS AS FLOOD BARRIER.

WORLD’S LARGEST ANCHORS, WEIGHING 31,000
POUNDS, ARE MOULDED HERE FOR THE
NEW AMERICAN WARSHIPS.

CRIMSON ROOTERS GO WILD AS HARVARD
DOWNS HATED HANOVER RIVALS 16 TO 12 IN
GREAT GRIDIRON CLASSIC.

THRONGS PARTICIPATE IN OPENING OF $17,-

000,000 RAIL CUT-OFF WHICH PUTS PHOENIX
ON MAIN LINE.

CHAMPION GENE TUNNEY IS WELCOMED ON
ARRIVAL BY MAYOR KLINE AND THEN AT-
TENDS PITT-TEGH BATTLE.

THOUSANDS ATTEND GALA CARNIVAL IN C\PI-
TAL OF U. S. RICE BELT AND CROWN BEAU-
TY AS “QUEEN OF RICE.”

DEVOUT HINDUS JOIN IN RITES OF DRAWING
ANCIENT WAGON THAT CARRIES ONE OF
THEIR GODS, JUGANNADH.

RISING 10,000 FEET ABOVE TOWERING PEAKS,
NEWEST ALPINE RAILROAD MAKES MAIDEN
JOURNEY IN SAFETY.

HURRICANE SWEEPS CUBA. 600 KILLED. $50,-
000.000 LOST.

Kinograms No. 5234
HARVARD TEAM SCORES UPSET BEFORE
THRONG OF 53,000 WINNING 17 TO 12.

BEWIGGED DISPENSERS OF JirSTICE MARCH IN
SOLEMN GRANDEUR TO HOUSE OF LORDS.

BOLDNESS OF BANDITS BRINGS QUICK ACTION
BY GOVERNMENT TO STOP DEPREDATIONS.

TWENTY-ONE SOUTH AMERICAN COUNTRIES
SEND THEIR REPRESENTATIVES TO SESQUI
EXPOSITION.

POOR GRAPE CROP MEANS ONLY 6,500,000 000
QUARTS AGAINST 7,500,000,000 LAST YEAR.

LINER BRINGS IN WHOLE LOT OF SCOTCH

—

SIR HARRY AND LADY LAUDER.
QUEEN MARIE BEGINS TRANSCONTINENTAL
TOUR WITH VISIT TO U. S. MILITARY ACAD-
EMY.

Kinograms No. 5235
QUEEN OF ROUMANIA VISITS WORLD FAMOUS
CATARACT, NIAGARA FALLS, BEFORE GOING
ON CANADIAN TRIP.

JACKSON BARNETT, FULL-BLOODED CREEK, HAS
ONLY $3,000,000 AND OWNS A LOT OF OKLA-
HOMA OIL WELLS.

BASEBALL STARS GO HUNTING IN LAKE CLAIR
PRESERVE BUT FAIL TO SCORE.
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FARMER TRAINS REYNARD THE FOX AND DOGS
TO BE THE VERY’ BEST OF BOON COMPAN-
IONS.

MEMORIAL TO GUARDS WHO DIED FOR THEIR
COUNTRY IS UNVEILED WITH MILITARY CER-
EMONY IN LONDON.

International News No. 86
MARINES ORDERED OUT TO WAR ON MAIL
BANDITS. UNCLE SAM CALLS ON FEARLESS
“DEVIL DOGS” TO STOP GUNMEN’S RAIDS.

GIANT LOS ANGELES FLIES SAFELY OVER
COURSE TAKEN BY SISTER SHIP THE SHEN-
ANDOAH ON ILL-FATED JOURNEY.

TIDAL WAVES HIT CHINA COAST. ORIENTALS
WARNED IN ADVANCE MAKE SHIPS SECURE
AND NO HARM’S DONE.

QUEEN MARIE OF ROUMANIA WINS HEART OF
AMERICA.

International News No. 87
IMMENSE FLEETS OF ALMOST HUMAN MACHINES
BUSY GATHERING RECORD CROP NEAR HARD-
ING, MONT.

SAMPLES OF THE SPEEDY PLAY IN PRINCE-
TON'S 7-6 TRIUMPH OVER PLUCKY LEHIGH.

BROWN SMASHES THROUGH TO VICTORY OVER
YALE 7 TO 0 IN GREATEST GRIDIRON UP-
SET IN YEARS.

ENGLISH LINER DRIFTS INTO A REGULAR
PRISON FASHIONED BY THE SEA.

BIG BABE RUTH IS LEARNING HOW TO PAINT
AND POWDER—MARY GARDEN IS BACK FROM
EUROPE WEIGHING ONLY 118—SIR HARRY
LAUDER ARRIVES WITH MRS. LAUDER.

NEW ARRIVALS FROM AFRICA INCLUDE THIS
GALASO, CAPTURED BY A SMITHSONIAN
EXPEDITION TO THE JUNGLES.

QUEEN MARIE SEES STIRRING WEST POINT PA-
RADE IN RAIN.

LEAPS 5,000 FEET IN CANYON DEFYING YOSEM-
ITE CLIFFS WITH AID OF PARACHUTE.

378 Theatres Visited

on Christie Week Trip
(Special to the Herald)

SAN FRANCISCO, Nov. 2.—Pat
Dowling and the Christie Comedy car
arrived here from New York after a

crosscountry trip in which Dowling
visited 378 theatres in 235 cities in con-
nection with Christie Anniversary Week,
which starts November 14.

U Sales Drive Begins
in Honor of Laemmle

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Nov. 2.—Universal is in-

augurating the Laemmle Surprise Celebra-
tion, a sales drive calculated to be one of
the greatest the company ever launched.

William H. Jenner, general manager of

Harry Langdon Corporation of First Na-
tional, and Dan Kelly, casting director of

First National, get caught for one of

H.E.N.’s photos.

Look It Up in

“New Pictures”
Index to “Herald” Files by

Title, Date and Page

Almost A Lady Sept. 4, P. 91
Amateur Gentleman, The Aug. 21, P. 55
Atta Boy Oct. 30, P. 97
Bachelor Brides May 15. P. 136
Bat, The June 26, P. 47
Bear Cats .. May 29. P. 130
Beau Geste July 24, P. 55
Beauty a la Mud Sept. 25. P. 65
Bells, The Oct. 30, P. 98
Better Man, The July 3, P. 55
Big Show, The June 5, P. 63
Bigger Than Barnum’s Aug. 21, P. 53
Black Paradise — July 31, P. 65
Blue Boy, The Oct. 16, P. 62
Bonanza Buckaroo, The Oct. 2, P. 97
Born to the West May 1, P. 62
Breed of the Sea - Oct. 23, P. 00
Broadway Gallant, The May 22. P. 61
Bromo and Juliet -Sept. 18, P. 109
Brown Derby, The June 19, P. 57
Campus Flirt, The Oct. 9, P. 61
Chase Yourself July 10, P. 81
Christine of the Big Tops Sept. 11, P.59
Clinging Vine, The Aug. 28. P. 58
College Boob, The Sept. 4, P. 91
Collegiate - Sept. 4, P. 90
Corporal Kate Oct. 30, P. 98
Cow's Kimona, The June 19, P. 55
Cowboy Cop, The Aug. 7, P. 81
Creeps June 19, P. 55
Daffy Dill, The - Aug. 21, P. 53
Dancing Days Sept. 18, P. 109
Dead Line, The — — July 24, P. 58
Dangerous Friends Sept. 25, P. 67
Devil Horse, The May 15, P. 137
Devil's Dice Aug. 7, P. 79
Devil's Gulch, The — - Aug. 28. P. 58
Devil's Island Oct. 30, P. 97
Dice Woman, The July 17, P. 57
Dippy Tar, A Sept. 25, P. 65
Don Juan's Three Nights Oct. 16. P. 63
Doubling With Danger — Aug. 7, P.81
Duchess of Buffalo, The — Aug. 7, P. 79
Dummy Love - Aug. 28, P. 58
Early to Wed -May 29, P. 130
Earth Woman, The May 22. P.62
Everybody's Acting Oct. 16. P. 63
Ella Cinders June 12. P. 98
Eve's Leaves June 26, P.47
Excess Baggage Aug. 7, P.79
Fighting Boob, The — May 1, P. 62
Fine Manners - May 22, P.61
Flame of the Argentine Sept. 4, P. 92
Flame of the Yukon, The - July 31, P.64
Flames Oct. 2, P . 97
Flashing Fangs Oct. 2, P. 95
Fools of Fashion Sept. 11, P. 59
Footloose Widows - June 26, P. 45
For Alimony Only Oct. 16, P. 61
Forever After —————- Sept. 25, P. 65
Forlorn River - Aug. 7, P.80
Fourth Alarm, The Oct. 16, P. 63
Fresh Faces — — — May 8, P. 129
Gentle Cyclone — ....July 31, P.65
Get 'Em Young Oct. 23, P. 00
Gigolo - July 24, P. 56
Gigolo Sept. 25, P. 67
Gilded Highway, The — May 8. P. 130
Gimme Strength May 22, P.61
Glenister of the Mounted June 12, P. 97
Going Crazy - — May 29, P. 130
Golden Web, The - May 15. P. 138
Great Deception, The — July 17. P. 57
Greater Glory, The — May 15. P. 136
Hair Trigger Baxter - Oct. 16, P. 62
Hard Boiled - June 26, P. 45
Hearts and Spangles June 12, P. 97
Hell Bent fer Heaven July 10, P. 79
Hell's Four Hundred May 15, P. 137
Her Honor the Governor — Aug. 28, P. 59
Here Comes Charlie July 10, P.82
Hidden Way, The Oct. 16, P. 63
High Hand, The Oct. 30, P. 97
His Private Life May 29, P. 129
Hitchin’ Up - July 3, P. 53
Hold Still Oct. 23, P. 00
Honest Injun — - July 17, P. 57

Humdinger, The Oct. 30, P. 98
Ice Cold Cocos - June 19, P. 57

Imposter, The May 1, P. 62
Into Her Kingdom July 24, P. 55
Is That Nice Oct. 30, P. 98
Isle of Retribution, The May 22, P. 62
It Must Be Love - -— Sept. 11, P. 59
It's the Old Army Game May 1. P. 63
Jade Cup, The - June 19, P. 57

Jolly Tars — Sept. 4. P. 90
Kid Boots Oct. 16, P. 63
Kiki - May 1, P. 62
King of the Pack, The — Aug. 21, P. o5
Kiss Papa - Aug. 21, P. 55
Laddie - Oct. 2, P. 95
Last Frontier, The Oct. 16, P. 62
Lew Tyler's Wives - July 10. P. 79
Lone Hand Saunders - Oct. 9, P . 61
Long Fliv the King June 19. P. 55
Lost at Sea - Sept. 4, P. 90
Love Magic June 12, P.98

Mantrap - May 29, P. 131
Masquerade Bandit, The June 26. P. 45
Meet the Prince Aug. 7, P. 81
Men of the Night _ July 17, P. 57
Midnight Lovers Oct. 23, P. 00
Millionaire Policeman, The May 1, P. 64
Miss Nobody - June 19, P. 57
Mister Wife July 31, P. 64
Move Along - Aug. 21. P. 54
Mr. Cinderella May 8, P. 129
Mulhall's Great Catch July 24. P. 58
My Kid ...» Sept. 18, P. 110
Nervous Wreck, The Oct. 16, P. 61
Night Cry, The May 8, P. 130
North Star - May 8, P. 130
Nothing Matters June 26, P. 47
One Minute to Play Sept. 18, P. 109
Only Way, The July 10, P. 82
Out of the West Oct. 9, P. 63
Palm Beach Girl, The May 1, P. 63
Pals First July 10, P. 79
Papa's Pest June 5, P. 63
Paradise Sept. 4, P. 90
Partners Again, with Potash and Perlmutter....

- —July 3, P. 53
Passionate Quest, The July 24, P. 58
Poor Girl's Romance, A - June 5, P. 63
Puppets - June 12, P. 97
Quarterback, The Oct. 30, P. 98
Racing Blood — June 26, P. 46
Hanson's Folly — May 29, P. 129
Risky Business Sept. 18, P. 109
Romance of a Million Dollars, The.--Aug. 14, P. 52
Sandy - May 1, P. 62
Sap, The ...- May 22, P. 63
Satan Town — Aug. 14, P. 52
Savage, The June 5, P. 64
Say It Again ~ - May 15, P.138
Sea Beast, The .May 15, P. 136
Sea Wolf, The - - July 31, P. 64
Senor Daredevil June 26, P. 47
Seventh Bandit, The - May 8, P. 131
Shameful Behavior - — Oct. 23, P. 00
Shamrock Handicap, The May 8, P. 128
Shipwrecked — — July 3, P. 54
Shore Shy - - May 8, P. 129
Show Off, The - Sept. 4, P.91
Sign of the Claw, The May 29, P. 130
Silence — June 5, P. 64
Silent Power, The Aug. 28, P. 59
Skyrocket, The May 8, P. 128
Social Highwayman, The — June 12, P. 98
Solid Gold - Aug. 21, P. 53
Son of the Sheik - - July 3, P. 55
Sparrows June 26, P.47
Speed Limit, The - July 31, P. 64
Speeding Venus, The Aug. 14, P. 52
Sporting Lover, The — .May 29, P. 130
Still Alarm - - May 22, P. 62
Strong Man, The Sept. 11, P. 59
Subway Sadie — Ji\|y 31, P. 65
Sunny Side Up Jd*y 31, P. 64
Sweet Daddies -—— May 29, P. 129
Syncopating Sue Oct. 23, P. 00
Teacher, Teacher —Oct. 23, P. OO
That Model From Paris Sept. 11, P.59
The Masked Woman Oct. 23, P. 00
Three Weeks in Paris — May 15, P. 137
Thrilling Youth May 1, P. 62
Through Thick and Thin -—July 3, P. 54
Thundering Fleas — July 3, P. 53
Till We Eat Again -..June 19. P. 55
Tin Ghost, The...- -...May 1, P. 63
Tin Gods - July 17. P. 57

Tom and His Pals Oct. 16, P. 61
Tony Runs Wild - -...June 12, P. 99
Trip to Chinatown, A ——May 22, P. 61

Twisted Triggers Sept. 25, P. 65
Two Can Play - May 8, P. 129
Two Gun Man, The July 10, P. 79
Unfair Sex, The Oct. 2, P. 95
Unknown Soldier, The —June 19, P. 55
Unknown Treasures July 10, P. 81

Up in Mabel's Room July _3, P. 53
Uppercuts — Sept. 25, .P 67

Valley of Bravery, The June 12, P. 98
Vision, The - - June 26, P. 45
West of Broadway.. Oct. 16. P. 62
When Love Grows Cold May 8. P. 130
Who Hit Me Aug. 7, P. 81

Who’s My Wife? July 10, P. 80

Who's Who Aug. 28, P. 59
Why Girls Go Back Home - -May 15. P. 137

Wife Shy Oct. 16, P. 62

Wilderness Woman, The May 22, P. 62

Wise Guy, The - June 5, P. 64

Woman's Heart, A Oct. 9, P. 61

You'd Be Surprised Aug. 14. P. 52

Young April Aug. 28, P. 60

Hayes Brings Prints
(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Nov. 2.—John J. Hayes

of Platinum Pictures is here with prints

of “Faithful Wives,” “The Love Wager”
and “False Morals.” The three will be dis-

tributed by Nat Nathanson, president of

Hi-Mark Productions.

Ex-Director Dry Agent
(Special to the Herald)

WASHINGTON, D. C., Nov. 2.—Mau-
rice Campbell, former motion picture di-

rector, has been appointed prohibition

supervisor for the Great Lakes zone.
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DENVER
DENVER.—W. A. Roderick, president of

Paris Theatre Company of Sante Fe, N.

M., journeyed to the White River country
near Meeker, Colo., during the deer hunt-

ing season and bagged a 350 pound buck.

. . . B. W. Ritchie has been appointed
by N. D. Curtis to manage the Iris, Ther-
mopolis, Wyo. . . . H. O. Columm has
opened the Joy, a new amusement house in

Soringfield, Colo., in opposition to Mrs.
Johnson, who operates the Lyric there.

. . . C. A. Mulock, former operator of

the Iris, Thermopolis, Wyo., has accepted

a position as house manager of the Blue-
bird and Bidawee of here, relieving H. E.

Huffman as active manager. . . . J . T.

Sheffield, owner of the Columbia exchanges
of here and Salt Lake City, visited with
his branch office at the latter city. . . .

Kincaid Collins Amusement Enterprises,

formerly of Kenosha, Wis., made their ap-
pearance in this territory when they ac-

quired the Rialto of Florence, Colo., from
A. F. Allen. They plan on securing more
theatres in Colorado. . . . Frank Culp,

owner of the Granada and Rex here, has
bought the Alcott, formerly owned by Mrs.
Ollie Hefferman. . . . C. T. Perrin,
manager of the Rialto, Pueblo, Colo., sus-

tained painful injuries when his car turned
over between Denver and Colorado Springs.

. Dick Wilson of Cortez, Colo., is

building a new theatre there.

KANSAS CITY
KANSAS CITY.—Miss M. M. McCol-

lough, secretary of the Kansas City Film
Board of Trade, who resigned, has been
succeeded by Miss A. L. Menagh, who has
assumed her new duties. . . . Among
the out-of-town exhibitors in Film Row
were: G. L. Rugg, Troy; Mr. and Mrs.
A. S. Raboun, Lyric, Almena

;
Robert Shel-

ton, Warrensburg, Mo.; C. A. Spainhour,
Twilight, Greensburg, Kans.

;
Jack Shortly,

Strand, Independence, Mo.; John Yous,
Mound City; 0. P. Harvey, Martin, Ore.;
H. Hartman, Cozy, Burr Oaks, Kans.

;

Marty Williams, Marza, Pittsburgh
; H.

Gabriel, Garden City; Walter Wallace, Or-
pheum, Leavenworth. ... A parade
through the business section of the city and
a welcome at newspaper offices awaited
Capt. S. H. Calderwood, Los Angeles fire

department chief, when he arrived here on
his way to New Orleans, where he is car-
rying a print of the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
film, “The Fire Brigade,” for a premier
showing. ... A dinner-dance and
fashion show were staged in honor of Ses-
sue Hayakawa, screen star appearing at
the Orpheum. George Beban was among
the guests. ... A. H. Cole, new Para-
mount branch manager, who succeeded Ben
Blotchy, who was promoted to district man- *

ager, assumed his new duties. ... At
the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer branch the force
has designated November as “Gregory
Month” in honor of E. C. Gregory, branch
manager. . . . R. S. Ballentyne, district

Pathe manager, was here long enough to
assert that business never was better. . . .

Leo Brooks, Southern division sales man-
ager for Pathe, also was a business visitor.

Los Angeles
First Runs

( Week Beginning Oct. 16)

BILTMORE : “Ben Hur” (twelfth week),
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.

CARTHAY CIRCLE: “Bardleys the Magnifi-
cent” (fourth week), Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer.

CRITERION : “The Magician,” Metro-Gold-
wyn-Mayer.

FORUM: “The Winning of Barbara Worth”
(second week). United Artists.

GRAUMAN’S EGYPTIAN: “Don Juan”
(ninth week), Warner Brothers.

LOEW'S STATE: “The Duchess of Buffalo,”
First National.

METROPOLITAN : “The Quarterback,”
Paramount.

MILLION DOLLAR: “The Temptress,”
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.

UPTOWN: “My Official Wife,” Warner
Brothers.

San Francisco

First Runs
(Week Beginning Oct. 23)

LOEW’S WARFIELD: “Don Juan’s Three
Nights,” First National.

ST. FRANCIS: “Beau Geste,” (continued),
Paramount (Advanced Prices).

IMPERIAL: “Prince of Tempters” (Con-
tinued), Paramount.

GRANADA: “Eagle of The Sea,” Paramount.
CALIFORNIA: “Silver Treasure,” Fox.
CAMEO: “The Man Four Square,” Fox

;

“Jane’s Troubles,” Universal

;

“Bigger
Than Barnums,” F. B. O.; “Galloping
Ghosts,” F. B. O.

UNION SQUARE: “Arizona Streak,” F.B.O.;
“Fighting Follow,” Cooperative.

GOLDEN GATE THEATRE: “The Clinging
Vine,” Pro-Dis-Co.

. . . The Fox branch is planning on a

big remodeling scheme of the office.

ALBANY
ALBANY.—C. H. Buckley, who owns the

Leland and the Clinton Square, may have
a screening room all his own, as he is

thinking of installing one on the top floor

of the building adjoining the Leland. . . .

Film Row extends its best wishes to J. H.
MacIntyre, former local manager for Para-

mount, who is now associated with Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer in Detroit. . . . H. C.

Bissell, manager for Universal here, is back
home from a trip to New York, primarily

taken to see Arthur Whyte. . . . Wil-
liam Smalley is now running amateur nights

one night a week in eleven of his sixteen

theatres. . . . Moe Streamer of United
Artits, journeyed up from New York to

see the Schine boys and Julius Berinstein.

. . . Herman Vineberg has resigned as

manager of the Schine in Gloversville.

. . . Harry Seed, who looks after War-
ner Brothers’ interests here, was along the

Southern part of the state last week, and
reports that theatres are doing an excel-

lent business. . . . John Garry is to re-

seat the Clinton Square and the interior

of the theatre is also to be redecorated.
Walter Roberts, manager of the

Troy, is once more starring on the bowling
alleys in that city. . . . James Rose
boosted his prices at the Bijou in Troy
when a canine star was presented to the
audience. . . . John Bulwinkle, new man-

ager for First National here, is screening
pictures each Monday morning for the
salesmen in order that they may become
better acquainted with the product and
on one afternoon during the week there

is a screening for the office employees.
. . . Richard Tweedy is the new organ-
ist at the Troy, succeeding Harold Harper,
who has gone to Proctor’s. . . . Charles
Smakwitz, formerly with the Strand in

Syracuse, has been named as assistant to

Uly S. Hill, general manager of the Strand
houses in Troy and Albany. . . . Wil-
liam Smalley has purchased the site for a
new theatre in Stamford. . . . G. W.
Atwood has closed his theatre in Burke
and will add an exit in order to comply
with the law. . . . Jake Rosenthal, meet-
ing competition, is averaging twenty-one
reels and three acts of vaudeville, all for
fifteen cents, at the Rose in Troy. . . .

Business continues good at practically all

motion picture theatres in this section and
each week is running ahead of a like period
a year ago.

MILWAUKEE
MILWAUKEE.—At the last weekly

meeting of the Film Board of Trade the
Milwaukee exchange managers voted unan-
imously to use the money accumulated
through the payment of fines for non-
attendance at meetings, etc., for the pur-
pose of sponsoring a theatre party and fur-
nishing Xmas baskets for the poor chil-

dren of the city. . . . Chester Goetz
stopped off for a few days while enroute
from Ironwood to Janesville. Mr. Goetz
is associated with A. L. Picker in the Rex
at Ironwood. . . . Eddie Weisfeldt, pro-
duction manager for Saxe Amusement En-
terprises, spent two or three days in Chi-
cago. . . . Frank Welter, who operates
the Grand and Bijou at Wausau, has re-

turned from a duck hunt in the northern
part of the state. Mr. Welter has pur-
chased a new Kilgan organ for one of his
houses. . . . Harold Fitzgerald, general
manager for the Saxe circuit, is back on the
job again after attending the convention of
the First! National franchise holders at
French Lick, Ind. . . . Members of the
Badger Theatre Corporation attended a
trade showing of Pro-Dis-Co’s new release
entitled “For Alimony Only.” . . . John
VanDerVart, who operates the VanDerVart
in Sheboygan, visited a number of the
local exchanges in company with his son
during the past week. . . . M. J. Gillman
has sold the Palace, Mosenee, to John
Keefe and son. The new owners, who are
at present engaged in building a new the-
atre in Mosenee, will take charge of the
Palace on Nov. 1 . . . . Thomas Saxe
recently announced the appointment of
Ralph Wettstein as official motion picture
photographer for Saxe Amusement Enter-
prises.

SALT LAKE
SALT LAKE CITY.—“The Lost Bat-

talion” was shown at the Pantages the week
of October 20th under the direction of the
Argonne Chapter No. 2, Disabled Amer-
ican Veterans of the World War. . . .
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‘‘The Quarterback” is reported to have
broken all records of regular priced shows
at the Paramount Empress this week. . . .

The Peery Brothers of the Egyptian and
Ogden are in this city attending to their

regular bookings. . . . Bishop Thatcher,
owner of the Capitol at Logan, Utah, is

among exhibitor visitors here this week.
Mathew Apart on, who has been

manager of the local Universal exchange
for some time, has been transferred to the

Seattle office. He is being replaced by
W. J. Heineman, former branch manager
of the Butte office for Universal.
Radio stations KSL and KDYL of this city

are broadcasting two nights a week for

Universal. . . . Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer’s
production “Ben Hur,” is being shown at

the Salt Lake theatre. . . . Ali Din,

“The Man Who Knows,” is booked for a
week’s run at the Kinema as an added
attraction. . . . Tom Berta, owner of
the Rialto at Rock Springs, Wyo., was lin-

ing up new business along Film Row. . . .

Mell Stringham, operating the Colonial at

Ogden, Utah, is booking along the Row
this week. L. F. Brown and C.

Ward of the Isis at Preston, Idaho, are
conferring with local managers.
District Manager Loins Marcus of Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation, and Branch
Manager L. J. McGinley of the local ex-
change attended the Paramount sales con-
vention held at French Lick Springs, Ind.

. . . Vick Millward, owner of the Har-
ris theatre at Bancroft, Idaho, spent a few
days in this city recently in the interest

of his house. . . . The Strand at Tooelle,
Utah, operated by /. /. Gillette, has had a
new Wurlitzer pipe organ installed.

ST. LOUIS
ST. LOUIS.—Sessue Hayakawa, Nip-

ponese screen star, who appears in “The
Bandit Prince,” a stage act, was at St.

Louis Orpheum vaudeville house.
An innovation for the delight of St. Louis
music lovers was introduced at Skouras
Brothers Ambassador theatre in the form
of Sunday noon organ concerts by Stuart
Darrie. He will play a program of class-

ical numbers. . . . Louis De Yong has
been appointed director of the motion pic-

ture publicity for the Southwestern Bell

Telephone Company. . . . Former Mayor
Henry W. Kiel has been elected president
of the St. Louis Municipal Theatre Asso-
ciation, which conducts the municipal opera
season in the Forest Park open air theatre
each Summer. . . . “The Fall of Jeru-
salem,” a historical film produced in Pal-
estine by a Hebrew troupe, opened at the

St. Louis Odeon theatre. . . . Patients
at Robert Koch Hospital, the St. Louis
tuberculosis sanitorium at Koch, Mo., and
of United States Veterans Hospital No. 92
at Jefferson Barracks, were shown “The
Loves of Ricardo” through the courtesy of
the Ambassador and the St. Louis Times.
. . . Columbia Theatres, Incorporated,
Baton Rouge, La., has leased property and
plans the erection of a motion picture house
to cost upwards of $60,000. . . . “The
Black Pirate” played to great business at
Skouras Brothers’ Ambassador theatre.
. . . /. Megibbons, owner-manager of the
Capitol theatre, Newport, Ark., was a vis-
itor of the week.

SAN FRANCISCO
SAN FRANCISCO.—Another theatre

will be added to the Golden State Theatre
& Realty chain with the opening of the
New Rivoli. . . . The Theatrical Mutual
Association, better known as the T. M. A.,
staged a benefit performance at the Wilkes
at a matinee. This is the first offering by
the organization in several years and the
proceeds will go to the sick benefit fund of
the Association. Every theatre will be rep-
resented in the bill being arranged, stars

Jennings and Haines shot these scenes
from “Battling Butler,” in which
Sally O’Neil appears with Buster
Keaton who stars. The latter is also
responsible for the direction of this

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer production.

from the Columbia, Orpheum, Pantages,
Wilkes, Golden Gate, California, Warfield,
Alcazar, Curran, Granada, St. Francis,

President and Imperial have signified their

willingness to assist in making it the great-

est program of its kind ever offered here.

. . . Loew’s Warfield is the first house
here to show the late navy picture re-

leased through the Motion Picture Produc-
ers and Distributors of America. This pic-

ture was one of the big features of the
Navy’s celebration of Navy Day.
Appointment of George D. Gould, former
motion picture trade paper editor and news-

Du Par and Robinson filmed the Warner
Brothers production, “The Better
’Ole,” in which Syd Chaplin is starred.
This picture had its premiere at the
B. S. Moss Colony Theatre on Octo-
ber 7 .

paper man, as news director of West Coast
productions for Associated Exhibitors, Inc.,

is announced by David O. Selznick. . . .

Manager Theuerkauf of Universal’s Cameo
theatre has booked for early November
showing the seven reel Imported produc-
tion, “Slums of Berlin.” . . . House
Manager Lane of Loew’s Warfield hur-
riedly sent to Floyd St. John of the Co-
operative for a short subject recently.

OTTA WA
OTTAWA.—The Quebec Board of Mov-

ing Picture Censors has condemned the
British production “Nell Gwyn,” in spite

of the fact that Quebec government officials

announced a policy of preference for Brit-

ish and French film subjects a few months
ago when United States producers had
threatened to withdraw from Quebec be-
cause of censorship stringency. This is

the third British feature to meet an un-
timely fate at the hands of the Quebec
censors, the others being “Reveille” and
“Chu Chin Chow.” . . . M. J. O’Brien
of Renfrew, Ont., one of the wealthiest
motion picture theatre owners in Canada,
is lying seriously ill at his home and fears

are entertained for his recovery. Mr.
O’Brien built the O’Brien theatre at Ren-
frew in 1909 and since that time has ac-
quired or built theatres at Pembroke, Arn-
prior, Almonte and Smiths Falls in East-
ern Ontario, the circuit being known as
Ottawa Valley Amusement Company. . . .

One of the most timely stunts ever staged
by Manager Ray Tubman of the Regent
theatre, Ottawa, Ont., was the holding of a
“Football Night,” with special program,
when various members of the orchestra
gave burlesque characterizations of well-

known players of the Ottawa Football Club,

which holds the Canadian championship.
Manager Tubman published “The Regent
News,” a special tabloid newspaper giving
the running story of the Ottawa-Montreal
football game at Montreal, and also news
of coming attractions at the theatre. The
miniature newspaper was distributed with-
out charge among the Regent patrons and
was also sold by a newsboy at the Regent
theatre corner. . . . W. T. McKnight,
general manager of the Regent theatre,

Toronto, Ont., announced big business for
the first week of “Beau Geste,” with two
performances each day, all seats reserved
and prices ranging from 50 cents to $1.50.

. . . Tom Logan, manager of the Capitol
theatre, London, Ont., grabbed off hand-
some publicity space on four special pages
of the London Free Press in a tieup with
London merchants for the presentation of
a fall fashion revue at the theatre. Dur-
ing the same week, Manager Logan had
exhibits of washing machines, gas stoves
and other household goods in the lobby of
the Capitol and the merchants handling
these lines used space in the newspaper to
announce that the home shipment could be
seen at the Capitol. . . . The Palace
theatre, Toronto, is the latest to have a
beauty contest, the feature being staged
under the direction of Manager Charlie
Querrie. The competition drew packed
houses because of neighborhood rivalry.

He also got the. publicity in the newspapers.

WASHINGTON
WASHINGTON.—Harry M. Crandall

spent a good deal of time at the conven-
tion of Regional Franchise Holders in

first National Pictures held at French Lick
Springs, Ind. . . . Arthur Spizzi, owner
of a theatrical booking agency in New York
City, and Guy Wonders, managing director

of the Rivoli in Baltimore, were visitors

to the Crandall executives and theatres re-

cently. . . . Hallowe’en costume carni-

vals were held at the Tivoli, Colony, Home,
Apollo, York, Avenue Grand and Ambassa-
dor theatres.
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Gotham
“King of Pack” Lead
Announcement has been made that

Shirley Palmer was appearing in “King
of the Pack,” starring “Peter the Great.”
This was an error as Charlotte Stevens
is leading lady in this production. Miss
Palmer is leading lady for William
Fairbanks in “The Winning Wallop”
also released by Lumas.

Excellent Pictures

“Kick-Off” Being Distributed

“The Kick-Off,” first of Sam Zierler’s
pictures starring George Walsh, is be-
ing handled in the Dallas and New Or-
leans territory by the Home State Film
Company, which reports good business
on the picture.

Chadwick
Starts Work on “Sunshine”

Production has been started on “Sun-
shine of Paradise Alley,” the fourth
First Division Picture of the current sea-
son. Jack Nelson is directing.

Tui Lorraine is Signed

Tui Lorraine has been engaged for an
important role in “Sunshine of Paradise
Alley,” which Jack Nelson is directing
from Josephine Quirk’s scenario of the
Denman Thompson play of the same
name.

Bray Productions
Announce Short Feature Releases

The following Short Features have
been released: Three Fistical Culture
Comedies, “The Fightin’ Fool,” “Punch-
es and Perfume,” and “Look Out Be-
low,” three Sunlcist Comedies, “Monkeys
Prefer Blondes,” “Monkey Be Good,”
and “Don’t Kid Me Monkey,” two Mc-
Dougall Alley Comedies, “Getting
Hitched” and “At the Farm,” “Pete’s
Haunted House” and “Pete’s Party,” of
the Hot Dog Cartoons, two Nature spe-
cials, “Table Manners” and “The Diver,”
and also two Novelty Screen Maga-
zines, “Velocity” and “The Housing
Problem.”

Six Are in Production

Production has started on “Blue
Black” and “Even Up,” two Fistical Cul-
ture Comedies. Work on a Sunkist
Comedy, “Nize Monkey,” has just been
completed. “School Daze,” a McDougall
Alley Comedy, is in the first stage of
production, while “At the Beach,” of the
same group, is nearing completion.
“Dog Gone,” a Bray Cartoon, will be
completed any day. The newest Nov-
elty Special to be put into production
is “Transportation.”

Sterling
Francis Ford is Signed

Francis Ford has been signed to di-
rect “Wolves of the Air.” Casting of
the leading roles is now under way.

Nat Levine Productions
Molly Malone in “Stallion” Serial
Molly Malone is playing opposite

Lefty Flynn in “The Golden Stallion.”

Educational
“Dodging Trouble” is Completed
Production work has been completed

on “Dodging Trouble,” a Christie pro-
duction featuring Neal Burns. Edna
Marion and Eddie Baker support the
star under the direction of Harold Beau-
dine.

“Flaming Romance” for Al St. John
A1 St. John’s newest picture will be

“Flaming Romance,” which will be re-
leased the latter part of November. He
will be supported by Aileen Lopez, Clem
Beauchamp, Jack Lloyd, Otto Fries and
Philip Sleeman. Stephen Roberts is di-

recting.

Two Cameos for November
The first Cameo Comedy to be re-

leased in November will be titled “His
Off Day,” featuring Phil Dunham and
Miss “Toy” Gallagher. George Davis ip

featured in “Bad Breaks,” the other
Cameo.

Big Boy Completes Another
A new Juvenile Comedy, “Open

Spaces,” with Big Boy starring, has been
completed under the direction of
Charles Lamont.

Announce Bobby Vernons Next
Bobby Vernon’s third comedy on the

new program is entitled “Hoot Mon.”
Frances Lee, Tack Duffy and Eddie Baker
support the star.

Fox
“The City” Release Date Set

“The City,” which is filmed and cut, will

go to exhibitors on November 28. It

was scenarized by Gertrude Orr and di-

rected by R. William Neil.

Five Comedies on November Schedule
Five short subject comedies have been

assigned for release in November. These
embrace three Imperials, one Animal
Comedy, an O. Henry and a Van Bibber.

Complete “Whispering Wires”
“Whispering Wires” has just been

completed by Director Albert Ray.
Anita Stewart and Edmund Burns have
the leading roles. Mack Swain and Ar-
thur Housman furnish the comedy relief.

Constance Howard in “Mother Machree”
Constance Howard has been signed to

play one of the leading romantic roles in

“Mother Machree.” The cast includes
Belle Bennett, Victor McLaglen, Neil
Hamilton, Ethel Clayton, Ted Mc-
Namara, Eulalie Jensen, Philippe de
Lacy, Pat Somerset and others.

Alec Frances Chosen for “Music Master”
Alec B. Francis has been chosen for

the name role in “The Music Master,”
while Lois Moran has been selected for
the feminine lead. Allan Dwan will di-

rect from a scenario executed by Philip
Klein.

Paramount
Sutherland Arrives for “Great Mistake”
Edward Sutherland arrived in New

York to direct “Love’s Greatest Mis-
take,” to be filmed in the Astoria stu-
dios. He is now preparing for the as-
signment.

Announce Next Richard Dix Film
The next picture in which Richard

Dix will be starred is titled “Paradise
for Two.” Betty Bronson will be his
leading lady, and Andre Beranger is to
have an important role.

“Silver Shield” for Meighan
Thomas Meighan’s next picture will

be the original story by Owen Davies.
It has been tentatively titled “The Silver
Shield.”

“So’s Your Old Man” Commended
“So’s Your Old Man” has been select-

ed by the National Board of Review for
the Photoplay Guide.

“Cross-Eyed Captain” To Be Filmed
Malcolm St. Clair’s next directorial

effort will be Dixie Willson’s “The
Cross-Eyed Captain.” The cast has not
yet been chosen.

Pro-Dis-Co
“
Gigolo” Has 27 City Premieres
With less than three weeks bookings

reported, “Gigolo,” starring Rod La
Rocque, has already had successful
premieres in 27 major cities.

Completed “Jim the Conqueror” Cast
The cast of “Jim the Conqueror,”

which George Seitz will direct for Met-
ropolitan, has been completed by the
addition of Walter Long and Marcelle
Corday. William Boyd and Elinor Fair
are featured.

Junior Coghlan in “Rubber Tires”
Junior Coghlan has been added to the

cast of “Rubber Tires,” which Alan
Hale is directing for De Mille. Bessie
Love and Harrison Ford are featured.

Jimmy Alden Added to “Clipper” Cast
Jimmy Alden has been added by Cecil

DeMille to an important role in “The
Yankee Clipper.”

“Nobody’s Widow” Cast is Completed
The cast has been completed for Lea-

trice Joy’s next starring vehicle for De-
Mille, which is titled “Nobody’s Widow.”
Charles Ray will be the leading man.
Arthur Miller will be the cameraman.

First National

Ken Maynard’s Next in Cutting Room
“The Overland Stage,” the latest opus

of Ken Maynard, is now in the cutting
and titling stage.

Complete Shooting on “Lady in Ermine”
Camera work on Corinne Griffith’s

newest starring picture, “The Lady in
Ermine,” has been completed under the
direction of James Flood.

“Flame of Border” Has Title Change
Ken Maynard’s third Western, tenta-

tively titled “The Flame of the Border,”
has been definitely changed to “The
Overlahd Stage.”

“Glitter” To Be Filmed
Contracts have just been closed cover-

ing the world motion picture rights to
Katherine Brush’s novel entitled “Glit-
ter.”

Colleen’s Next Nears Completion
Shooting on Colleen Moore’s next

picture, “Orchids and Ermine” is about
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half completed. In the cast are Jack
Mulhall, Sam Hardy and Gwyn Lee.

F. B. O.
“Father Said No”
“Her Father Said No,” under the di-

rection of Jack McKeown, is rapidly
nearing its finish. Mary Brian is in the
stellar role. A1 Cooke and Kit Guard are
in the supporting cast.

“Magic Garden” in Work
J. Leo Meehan has started work on

“The Magic Garden,” second of Gene
Stratton Porter pictures for the year.

Put “Don Mike” in Production
Fred Thomson has started work on

“Don Mike,” which will replace “The
Desert Legion” in the Thomson sched-
ule. The story is being directed by
Lloyd Ingraham.

Work on Third Ranger Story

The third of the Ranger series, ten-

tatively titled “Thunder Mountain,” went
into production recently with J. P. Mc-
Gowan directing the dog star.

Bob DeLacy Directing Tyler

Bob DeLacy swung into action direct-
ing Tom Tyler and Frankie Darro in

“Lightning Lariats.”

United Artists

Willy Fritsch is Signed
Willy Fritsch, German motion pic-

ture actor, has signed a long-term con-
tract to appear in U. A. productions in

this country.

Unable to Obtain “Resurrection” Leads
Edwin Carewe for five weeks has been

trying to obtain some of the motion pic-

ture stars for leading roles in “Resur-
rection,” but finds those he desires to
be under contract. He hopes to be able
to announce his male and female leads
within a week.

Carewe Presenting Stage Play
Edwin Carewe, who is doing “Resur-

rection” for U. A., is making “The
Heaven-Tappers,” his initial stage play.

“Black Pirate” Pleases Paris

Douglas Fairbanks’ “The Black Pir-
ate,” has been receiving praise in Paris
newspaper reviews.

Warner Brothers

“Missing Link” Nears Completion
“The Missing Link,” in which Syd

Chaplin is starred, is in its sixth week
of shooting. In the supporting cast are
Ruth Hiatt, Crauford Kent, Theodore
Lorch and Tom McGuire.

“Millionaires” Being Cut
“Millionaires,” with George Sidney,

Louise Fazenda, Vera Gordon, Helen
Costello, Nat Carr, Arthur Lubin and
others, is being cut and will soon be
ready for release.

“Don’t Tell Wife” Being Adapted
“Don’t Tell the Wife,” which will be

directed by Paul Stein, is being adapted
by the director and Rex Taylor.

“Better ’Ole” Has Boston Premiere
Syd Chaplin in “The Better ’Ole” with

Vitaphone accompaniment and prelude,
opened October 29 in the Colonial in

Boston.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Agnes Christine Johnston Assigned Story
Agnes Christine Johnston has been

assigned to write “The Cossacks,” an
original story which is planned as a
starring vehicle for John Gilbert.

Colton Preparing Lillian Gish Film
John Colton is preparing Lillian Gish’s

next starring vehicle, “Heat,” a Javanese
story.

Philadelphia

First Runs
(Week Beginning Oct. 23)

STANLEY : “The Waning Sex,” Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer ; overture : **Grand Fan-
tasie” from “Faust,” Stanley Orchestra;
Dance Divertissement: Rita Owin ; Musi-
cal Interlude: “March of the Spooks,”
Stanley Symphony Orchestra; Attraction
Extraordinary: Van & Schenck ; Film
Novelty: “The 555 Runs Wild”; Cartoon;
“Two Lip Time”; News: Stanley Maga-
zine.

FOX: “The Country Beyond,” Fox; Over-
ture from “Mignon,” Fox Theatre Grand
Orchestra; Emil Boreo, Creator of the
March of the Wooden Soldiers; The Four
Aristocrats; Eva Shirley and her famous
melody makers; Fox Theatre Screen
Magazine.

STANTON: “The Black Pirate,” United
Artists.

ARCADIA: “Gigolo,” Pro-Dis-Co.
KARLTON : “You'd Be Surprised,” Para-

mount.
PALACE: “The Amateur Gentleman,” First

National.
VICTORIA: “Men of Steel,” First National.
CAPITOL: “The Waltz Dream,” Metro-

Goldwyn-Mayer.
ALDINE: “Beau Geste,” Paramount.

Philadelphia

First Runs
(Week Beginning Oct. 11)

STANLEY : “Into Her Kingdom,” First

National; News: Stanley Magazine; Over-
ture : “Capriccio Espagnole,” Stanley
Symphony Orchestra; Dance Divertisse-

ment : “A Sea Idyll,'’ Renoflf and Renova
with the Stanley Ballet; Musical Novelty:
“Masquerade,” Stanley Symphony Or-
chestra; Van & Schenck.

FOX: “The Lily,” Fox; News: Fox Theatre
Screen Magazine; Overture: “Capriccio
Italienne” (Tschaikowsky ) ; Fox Theatre
Grand Orchestra; Nonette, singing violin-

ist; Harold Yates and Cooper Lawley;
Lubin, Lowry and Mandy.

STANTON: “The Black Pirate,” United
Artists.

ARCADIA: “Gigolo,” Pro-Dis-Co.
KARLTON : “The Campus Flirt,” Paramount.
PALACE: “Mare Nostrum,” Metro-Goldwyn-

Mayer.
ALDINE: “Beau Geste,” Paramount.
VICTORIA: “Forlorn River,” Paramount.
CAPITOL: “Laddie,” F. B. O.

Los Angeles
First Runs

(Week Beginning Oct. 8)

BILTMORE: “Ben Hur” (11th week),
Merto-Goldwyn-Mayer.

CARTHAY CIRCLE: “Bardelys the Mag-
nificent” (3rd week), Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer.

FORUM: “The Winning of Barbara Worth,”
United Artists.

GRAUMAN’S EGYPTIAN: “Don Juan” (8th
week), Warner Brothers.

LOEW’S STATE: “The Magician,” Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer.

METROPOLITAN: “The Eagle of the Sea,”
Paramount.

MILLION DOLLAR: “The Temptress,”
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
UPTOWN : “Take It From Me,” Universal.

Salt Lake City

First Runs
(Week Beginning Oct. 16)

AMERICAN: “The Strong Man,” First

National

;

“Subway Sadie,” First National

;

Fox News.
KINEMA : “The Teaser,” Universal.

ORPHEUM : “Satan in Sables,” Warner
Brothers.

PANTAGES: “Her Big Night.” Universal.
PARAMOUNT EMPRESS : “The Quarter-

back,” Paramount

;

“Hold Still,” Educa-
tional; Pathe News.

VICTORY : “The Last Frontier.” Pro-Dis-
Co.; “Dummy Love,” Pathe; Pathe News.

“Day of the Souls” in Production
Tod Browning has started wielding

the megaphone on “Day of Souls,” in

which John Gilbert is starred, with
Renee Adoree in the leading feminine
role.

Goulding Completes “Handcuffs” Script

Edmund Goulding, who will direct

Mae Murray’s next starring vehicle,

“Diamond Handcuffs,” has just complet-
ed the original story, and is now work-
ing on the continuity.

Clement Andre-Ani is Signed
Clement Andre-Ani, who for the past

year and a half has been engaged in

creating fashions, has been signed on a
new long-term contract.

Universal
Hersholt Picture Finished
“The Wrong Mr. Wright,” Jean Her-

sholt’s latest starring production, has
been completed under the direction of
Scott Sidney.

Gibson Returns From Location
Hoot Gibson and his film troupe now

making “The Silent Rider,” returned to
the studio after almost a month spent in

making exteriors for the picture at Lone
Pine, Cal.

Reeves Eason to Direct Gibson
Reeves Eason has been signed to di-

rect Hoot Gibson’s next starring picture.
The story, which is now in preparation,
is “Nine Points of the Law,” based on
a magazine short story by William Wal-
lace Cook.

Press Book for “Neivlyweds”
A special four page press sheet has

been prepared for use for the series of
“The Newlyweds and Their Baby.”

“Uncle Tom” Cast in South
Headed by Director Harry Pollard,

and all the leading members of the cast,

the film unit now filming the super-
production of “Uncle Tom’s Cabin” left

for a seven weeks’ location trip to Ten-
nessee, Louisiana, Mississippi and pos-
sibly several other Southern States.

Pathe
Set “Raggedy Rose” Release Date
The release date for the first of the

Hal Roach series of comedies starring
Mabel Normand, titled “Ragged Rose,”
is set for November 7.

To Film “Long Loop of Pecos”
Leo Maloney purchased one of W. D.

Hoffman’s stories recently published.
Ford I. Beebe is adapting the story
which will be known on the screen as
“The Long Loop of the Pecos.”

Mae Busch is Signed
Hal Roach has signed Mae Busch for

a short feature comedy.

Cullen Landis “On Guard” Lead
Cullen Landis has been signed to as-

sume the leading role in the latest

Patheserial just placed in production un-
der the working title of “On Guard.”
Arch Heath is in charge of the direction.

Short Feature Program for Nov. 7

Short Features for the week of No-
vember 7 are: Mable Normand in

“Raggedy Rose,” “A Harem Knight,”
A Mack Sennett two-reel comedy star-

ring Ben Turpin; the ninth chapter of
the Patheserial, “The Fighting Marine;”
“Through Thick and Thin,” one of
Aesop’s Film Fables; Topics of the Day
No. 45; Pathe Review No. 45 and issues
Nos. 92 and 93 of Pathe News.

C. W. Nehel Given Post
(Special to the Herald)

PITTSBURGH, Nov. 2.—C. W. Nebel,
who recently was made supervisor of the

exploitation department of Fox Film Corp.,

has been definitely assigned to the Pitts-

burgh office. Nebel formerly was in news
and picture production work.

Syd Smith on Honeymoon
SOUTH BEND.—Sidney Smith, cartoonist,

creator of “The Gumps,” was married to Cather-
ine Abel here recently, leaving for a honeymoon
in New York immediately after the ceremony.
The “Gumps” serial of pictures is based on the
Smith cartoons.
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THEATRE BETTERMENT
AWeekly Extension of ‘SetterJheatres

”

GovernmentFiguresShow
Theatre Building Growth
More money will be expended in the construction of amusement places this

year than in 1925, although the number of such buildings erected will probably

be less, it is indicated by figures gathered by the Department of Labor covering

construction activities during the first six months.

The records compiled by the department
show that during that period building per-

mits were issued for 307 projects in 68 of
the largest cities, involving the expendi-
ture of $47,438,929. During the correspond-
ing period of last year 367 permits were
issued, for buildings to cost $45,259,987.

The 1926 figures show a decrease of 16.3

per cent in the number of projects, but an
increase of 4.8 per cent in total cost.

New York led all other cities in both
volume and value of amusement construc-

tion, 89 permits, for buildings to cost $14,-

144,000, being issued during the first half

of this year, as compared with 97 permits,

for construction totaling $15,752,267, in the

same period of 1925. Chicago stands sec-

ond with respect to the amount to be ex-
pended, $10,370,000, but St. Louis is second
in number of projects, with 34.

Details of the 1926 construction, as com-
pared with that of the first half of 1925,

in the more active cities, are given in the
following table

:

New York:
No.

1925—

-

Cost No.
-1926

Cost

Bronx 16 $2,213,500 24 $2,949,250
Brooklyn 32 5 333,000 20 3,651,000
Manhattan . 23 5,575,000 18 5,240,000
Queens 19 2,530,117 15 2,101,750
Richmond ... 7 100,650 12 202,000

Chicago 15 4,120,000 16 10,370,000
Los Angeles ... 42 5,447,684 25 2,494,950
Buffalo 6 1,890,000 6 693,000
Cincinnati 2 45 000 2 1,575,000
Cleveland 1 75,000 6 590,000
Dallas 7 1,236,200 3 120,000
Detroit 9 2,290,000 8 818,600
Fort Worth ... 6 137,700 1 1,350,000
New Haven ... 1 600 000 5 1,374,000
Omaha 4 236,550 5 696,000
Philadelphia ... 11 388,200 6 746,000
Pittsburgh 5 1,688,000 3 168,400
Portland, Ore. 10 400,000 6 652,000
Providence ....

.

1 100,000 4 2 276,600
St. Louis 43 2,750,550 34 275.350
Seattle 8 252,000 5 1,680,000
San Diego None 10 511,950

Big Music Program Will
Mark Capitol Birthday

For the celebration of the seventh anni-
versary of the Capitol theatre, New York
City, Major Edward Bowes has arranged
a musical program which is typical of the
high ideals and musical standards which
this, temple of the cinema has represented
during the seven years of its existence. A
brilliant ballet and several distinguished
soloists are the high lights of the program
surrounding Rex Ingram’s production,
“The Magician.’’

Three well-known artists comprise the
group of soloists. Carlo Ferretti, baritone,
will sing the aria “Vision Fugitive’’ from
Massenet’s opera, “Herodiade.” Pietro

Capodiferro, first trumpeter of the Capitol
Orchestra, will play the “Inflammatus”
from Rossini’s “Stabat Mater.” Clarabel
Nordholm, soprano, will sing Friml’s de-
lightful composition, “L’amour, Toujours
l’amour.” The ballet, on which special ar-

tistic emphasis is laid by Major Bowes,
has been arranged by Chester Hale, ballet

master, and is called “The Enchanted For-

Award Contract for New
Fort Wayne, Ind., House

The contract for the substructure of the

new theatre and hotel building to be
erected by the Fox Realty Company at the

corner of Harrison and Jefferson streets.

Fort Wayne, Ind., has been awarded and
work is expected to begin immediately.
Razing of the old brick structure formerly
used as a church, has been completed and
excavation has been started, although con-
tinual rains for the past month have slowed
the progress.

The theatre part of the structure will

provide for the seating of 3,000 persons
and has been leased by W. C. Quimby, op-
erator of the Palace, Jefferson, Strand and
Allen theatres in that city. The hotel part
of the building will be seven stories high
and will contain 200 rooms.

Three New Houses Are
Announced in Indiana

Many contracts have been let during the

past week for the construction of the new
Indiana theatre in Indianapolis, owned by
the Circle Theatre Corporation. Work-
men almost have completed the wrecking
of the old buildings on the site and excava-
tion work will be started shortly. The
theatre, to be one of the largest in Indiana,
will seat 3,500 and will cost $1,200,000.

Work is to be started shortly on the

superstructure of a new theatre at Fort
Wayne, Ind., for the Fox Realty Company.
Charles M. Niezer, 604 West Wayne street,

Fort Wayne, is president of the company.
Foundations for the building already are
in. The construction will be of brick, con-
crete and steel. The theatre will seat 3,000
persons and will cost about $1,250,000.

Bids are being received for the construc-
tion of a new theatre at Richmond, Ind.,

owned by the Dearborn-Tenth Realty Com-
pany, of which Milton Kelly, City Transit
Company, Indianapolis, is president. The
theatre will seat 1,500 and will cost $150,-

000. It will be of brick, concrete and steel,

100 by 171 feet in dimension.

Dropping Watermelon on
Location; Police Drop In

(Special to the Herald)

St. Louis, Nov. 2.—An original
“midnight” him in Kansas City
last week was worth a column
story in daily newspapers the next
day. A Negro him company, on
location in the making of “When
Adam Ate the Apple,” selected a
public park as a site. It seemed
that the climax of the picture
hinged upon the effectiveness with
which a small negro boy dropped a
watermelon in a closing scene.

But just as the “dropping” was
about to take place, a taxicab, a
couple of newspaper reporters and
a policeman hurried upon the
scene and a maze of confusion and
misunderstanding prevailed which
wrecked the production schedule
for the day.

Installs New Organ
Leach & Christenson have recently in-

stalled a new Schaefer pipe organ in the
Opera House at Hartford, Wis. A spe-
cial musical program was arranged by
Manager Leach to introduce the new in-

strument, which was made by the
Schaefer Organ company of Slinger,
Wis.

* * *

TWIN CITY Theatres Co., New Com-
erstown, Ohio, have placed an order at the

Cleveland office of National Theatre Sup-
ply Company, comprising Simplex projec-
tors, Cinephor lenses, Type H. D. Fulco
fireproof rewinders, and an American Sil-

versheet screen; also an array of Voigt
decorative lighting fixtures.

5jc 3|«

THIS IS THE biggest Fall in the his-

tory of the Hertner Electric Company,
according to John H. Hertner. In the past

two weeks transverters have been shipped

to 22 states and Canada, indication a wide-

spread theatre building program. Among
the theatres placing orders are the follow-

ing:

tyout Best Safe-guard

^JxG>LD ^EALAUTO M AlT I C

Ticket Registers

^ course You Know
GotoSeal Qual/ty tickets f

AUTOMATIC TICKET REGISTER CORR
723 Seventh Avenue ew York City
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CHICAGO PERSONALITIES
— By D. H. -J

J
IMMIE GILLICK stilled the fears of his sales staff last week with
the reassuring announcement that the Pathe-Associated Exhibitors
merger will cost no one his job. Gillick plans to add no salesmen

but will continue his sales campaigns in the manner previously utilized.

Paul Busch’s appointment last week as feature salesmanager for Illi-

nois and Indiana territory together with Cook County takes the Banks,
Carey, Langdon and Lloyd product off the schedules of Pathe men.

C'' ILLICK and Busch were of one opin-

ion that Pathe will soon be releasing

six or seven features each month while
the company will release the same number
of short features it has heretofore. Up to

now Associated Exhibitors have had about
one feature a week. Many that were on
the A. E. schedule however will be strick-

en off in cases where they have not yet
gone into production. “In short,” said

Busch, “Pathe expects to cut down on the

production schedule of A. E. and increase
the production schedule laid out by Pathe.

“It is advantageous to the men in the
Chicago office that the companies have
merged,” added Busch. “I believe the re-

organization will cause increased revenue
which will mean an increase in everybody’s
bonus.”
Busch and his staff will occupy the of-

fices they have had previously but because
of the union of other departments the mer-
ger will cut down the burden of office ex-
penses.

ijs ijs

This week Fred Aiken, assistant Middle-
west sales director, aided by Gillick and

Harry Graham, manager of Illinois and In-

diana, open a 90 days’ concentration drive.

Each man will cover a particular film each
week.

* * *

Ted Meyers, Len Ullrich, Joe Woodward,
Walter Nay, Fred Aiken, Ray Nolan, ana
Harry Graham went to James Gillick’s

home October 23 for a stag party. The
party followed an afternoon of golf at the

Butterfield club where they were guests
of Len Ullrich. Len officially closed his

golf season incidentally at the Harvest
Home dance a week later.

* * *

Clyde Eckhardt, district manager of Fox
Film Corporation, returned from Milwau-
kee, October 29. He takes Milwaukee
round trips as quietly as a moonlight fall-

ing on the Wabash and with the decorum
some of us would reveal riding to the loop
on a Howard Street El train.

sj: sjc :fc

Cecil Maherry returned from Minneapo-
lis and has sent two men up to assist the

sales staff. They are Clarence Phillips and
/. /. Clarke and will remain in Minneapo-

Hallowe’en Brings Free

Shows for 500,000 Tots

Nearly a half million children
were guests at free shows Satur-
day morning, October 30, when
civic authorities sought to further
the safe and sane Hallowe’en cam-
paign with the aid of motion pic-
tures. Two hundred theatres in

and around Chicago offered the
use of their houses; while film was
contributed by practically all

members of the Film Board of
Trade which is headed by Jack
Sampson.

One of the other great factors
aiding the enterprise was the
Exhibitors Association of Chicago.
Jack Miller, business manager,
solicited the co-operation of all

members of the association, ex-
plaining that a committee repre-
senting the Public and Parochial
schools, police department. Asso-
ciation of Commerce and several
women’s clubs is visiting and lec-
turing in the Chicago schools and
asking children to sign pledge
cards to prevent vandalism.

•

The idea began last year when
it was found by a check up that
only four percent of the vandal-
ism of any of 20 previous years
had been practised on Hallowe’en.
Ben Serkowich of the publicity

staff of Balaban & Katz executed
the campaign last year after the
idea had been created within that

department of B. & K.

lis two weeks. W. J. Morgan, general sales

manager, was in Chicago two days before

he left for a few days in the Minnesota
exchange.

* * *

Metro’s players visit in trios. This week
Chicago saw Carmel Myers, Marion Da-
vies and Pauline Starke in the city. They
were on their way to New York.

* * t-

While Universal Pictures Corpora-
tion was entertaining guests at the

Chicago exchange last week we count-

ed noses and found Le Roy Alexander
in the role of exalted hospitality ex-

tender with other roles filled by vari-

ous and sundry. Carl Laemmle led
the honored visitors; Lou Metzger,
general manager of distribution, and
William Schlaifer, his assistant, came
under the banner of Reception Com-
mittee. Then there were Bill Truog,
division manager, Louis Marks, spe-

cial representative, George Levine,

Milwaukee branch manager, N. E.

Taylor, manager of the Alhambra the-

atre, Milwaukee, Ludwig Hess, special

representative.
5*C ifc %

Sam Katz was with his relatives in Chi-

cago when the Paramount fall sales meet-
ing provided the occasion for a trip from
New York through here to French Lick
last week.

* * *

And Frank Ishmael was the representa-

tive of Marcus Loew when motion picture

distributors put in bids at Springfield last

week for the film to be used in the 28 Illi-

nois institutions.
* ^

David Dubin is effusive with dreams of

big fat bookings and with thoughts of grat-

itude for exhibitors who, he says, are con-
tributing to the potential success of Chris-

tie Week which Educational and its patrons
observe November 14 to 20. The week is

the 15th anniversary of the Christie

Brothers.

tA
1*

,V>6

—The thrilling melodrama of circumstantial evidence.

—In the principal roles are Myrtle Stedman, David Tor-

rence, Mary McAllister and Joseph Bennett.

—An author who has written many masterful stories and
dramas, Frances Nordstrom.

—Produced by David Hartford Productions.

Cast, Author and Producer Have
Made This One of the Year’s Most
Gripping and Exciting Productions.

For Illinois
Fo

^,
I"di
^

la

GREIVER PRODUCTIONS
Q^I QOTTTT4 WTARA QT-T A\/T7XTTTT7 \ INDIANA.831 SOUTH WABASH AVENUE

CHICAGO, ILL

INDIANA.

218\$immefBuildin<I
INDIANAPOLIS



Noticeably Superior

There is a definite difference on the

screen with pictures printed from Eastman

Panchromatic Negative— the results are

noticeably superior.

Eastman Panchromatic Negative is com-

pletely color sensitive— renders all tones

of blue, red, yellow and green in their

correct relationship in black and white.

Where regular film is ordinarily satisfac-

tory, "Pan” is extraordinarily successful.

And Eastman Positive Film carries all

the quality of the negative through to the

screen.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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Hal Roach presents I

Mabel Normand
- Raggedy Rose

rawing power

How many stars pull like the one and only Mabel?

Her first picture in a long time,—and the public is

hungry to see her.

Quality

The best feature pro-

duction. Laughs mixed

with pathos. Sure-fire

entertainment.

How to get the money

Let your public know you’i

show the first Normand in

and the rest is easy. A wise-e:

give this picture at least ei

with his feature. Better sti

but a big proven business-j

ture, give the Normand the

break. It’s worth it.

F. RICHARD JONES, Supervii
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. . . . and when the curtain rises on

“VALENCIA" it will reveal the ah

luring Merry Widow in the biggest

hit of her career ....

VII, No. 9
Entered as second-class matter, August 20, 1917, at the Post Office at Chicago, 111., under the act of March 3,
1879. Published weekly at 407 South Dearborn St., Chicago. Subscription 33.00 a year. Single copies, 25 cents. November 13, 1926
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PIANOS

are endowed
with the sam
unapproacha
tone and qua
inherent in tl

Wurlitzer

Organ

Realism
Whether your feature picture requires

the accompaniment ofone of the most
sacred musical masterpieces or the
animation of modern syncopation,
there is no instrument as rejective or
responsive in effect as the Wurlitzer
Organ. This perfect musical accom-
paniment instills a greater realism into

your picture presentation than
obtainable in any other organ.

theTSoX
a,

O

ffice

CINCINNATI
121 E. 4th St.

NEW YORK
120 W. 42nd St.

CHICAGO
329 S. Wabash

SAN FRANCISCO
134 Golden Gate Ave.

And all Principal Cities from Coast to Coast

LOS ANGELES
816 S. Broadway
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Ready (dr immediate bookings )

“LONDON” is the second picture from the star-director-pro-

ducer combination that made the successful “Nell Gwyn.”
A fast-moving, strictly modern love-melodrama. With Paul

Whiteman and his band, and the famous Kit Kat girls. The
N. Y. limes calls it “emphatically interesting with its start-

ling contrasts drawn from the life in a roaring metropolis.”

STARRING

DOROTHYGISH
‘DirectedbyHerbert WilcoX
An original story for the screen by Thomas Burke,

dffawmoimtffktm
Member of Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc.—Will H. Hays, President



DONT BE A
PICCOLO PLAYER

SOFT music, hell

!

STEP on it professor . . .

THERE'S billions in ballyhoo

THE successful promoter in any line

TELLS the world . . .

THE successful showman gets attention that gets gelt

MAKE a noise

WRITE an ad
HANG out a banner
SHOW ’em the way to the box-office

!

BE AWHOLE BRASS BAND
make sortie ndise l

METRO-Goldwyn-Mayer Pictures are



100 per cent exploitable

THAT'S their charm . . .

that look great in electrics

draw like butterflies to a flame

MARION Davies in "The Red Mill"

JOHN Gilbert in “Bardelys”; Norma Shearer in“Upstage”
SWEET and pretty up there on the marquee . . .

MAE Murray in “Altars of Desire,” Buster Keaton in “Battling Butler” .

BOY? they stop the passing dollar

AND lure it to your till.

LILLIAN Gish, Ramon Novarro, Lon Chaney
M-G-M sure-fire has the names
THEY make Mr. Edison’s bulbs lqok like diamonds in the sky

THE producers of M-G-M attractions

MAKE marvelous entertainments as you well know, but more than that

BY putting exploitation pep into the attraction . . . angles, ideas . . .

make your promotion of those entertainments a delight

WE’VE got a sensational Forestry tie-up set

THAT’S going to make"The Flaming Forest," Cosmopolitan’s mammoth
production

ONI of the widest-promoted pictures ever released . . .

“BARDELYS” is being serialized to millions of readers

AND it’s just one of M-G-M’s
SERIALIZED hits

YOU couldn’t buy the space that M-G-M is getting

FOR "The Taxi Dancer" "Altars of Desire" "The Flaming Forest"

AND others running daily in coast-to-coast papers

AND remember that"Tillie the Toiler" starring Marion Davies

based on one of the most widely syndicated of all comic strips

WE’RE talking it up . . •

TELLING America in countless ways
a gold-paved path right to your door

SHOWMANSHIP in the studio and afterwards
THAT what makes The Parade of Hits
HIT!
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WITH
HARRISON FORD
PHYLLIS HAVER
CHESTER CONKLIN,
MACK SWAIN AND
HOBART BOSWORTH

Adapted by
F. McCREW WILLIS

From the dramatization by
OWEN DAVIS

Based upon the story The WRECK'
by E. J. RATH •

Produced on the stage by
LEWIS and CORDON

Directed by SCOTT SIDNEY
-



Through the courtesy of the great
Keith-Albee-Orpheum and affiliated houses,
THE NERVOUS WRECK' will be screened simul-
taneously in thousands of thefinest theatres
throughout the country.

.

r For the first time in the history of
the industry a nationwide preview will be
held., Exhibitors everywhere will be
shown THE NERVOUS WRKK'under conditions
that will enable them to fudge accurately
the absolute box office merits of this great
Christie Feature Comedy.
SEEING IS BELIEVING,'and successful big
showmen will count November 13th. a red
tetter day when they,book this Christie
Comedy Colossus . ITS A BOX OFFICE,,

knockout/

PRODUCERS DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
F. C. MUNROE. Prciid.m RAYMOND PAWLEY. Vrce-Presidcni and Treasurer JOHN C F1INN. Vice-President and General Manatee

>re/gn Distributors Producers International Corporation

0 West 46th S/reef N. Y. William M. Vogel, General Manager

Member of Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc.

Will H Hays. President
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A VIEW OF THE ENORMOUS CROWDS THAT JAMMED THE STREETS OF SEATTLE, TO
SEE “YOUNG APRIL” THE INITIAL ATTRACTION AT THE OPENING OF THE NEW

“FIFTH AVENUE” THEATRE. ONE OF THE FINEST SHOWHOUSES IN THE NORTHWEST

RELEASED BY

PRODUCERS DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
F. C. MUNROE. Pres.dem RAYMOND PAWLEY. Vice-President and Treasurer JOHN C. FUNN. Vicc-Presldem ind General Manager

Foreign Distributors ' Producers International Corporation New York, N. Y.

Member of Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc. WILL H. HAYS, President



OPENING
ATTRACTION

WITH JOSEPH SCHILDKRAUT
BESSIE LOVE

RUDOLPH SCHILDKRAUT
aDONALD CRISPproduction
Adapted by JEAN IE MACPHERSON

and DOUGLAS DOTY
From the novel by EOERTON CASTLE Supervised

WILLIAM S ISTROM -Directed by DONALD CRISP
Produced by DEM ILLE PICTURES CORPORATION

One of the big attract-
ions on the DeMille —
Metropolitan program
nowplayingKeith-Albee-
Orpheum and other big
first run theatres



Hays, President

Distributed by

GREATER

FBO
FILM BOOKING OFFICES

OF AMERICA. INC.
Member of Motion Picture

Directed by

Eddie Dillon

Producers and Distributors of America, Inc.—Will H.

EXHIBITORS HERALD

i



A Girl! A Boy! A Horse! A Whirl! A
Box Office Thoroughbred Breezes Home
a Winner! In Her First Greater Feature

for Greater F* B* O*

!

Comedy Melodrama Turned Out with

Distinction and Showmanship! And
Proving Conclusively Again that Greater

F* B* O* KNOWS how to build Box
Office Attractions for Exhibitor Profit!

Joseph P* Kennedy
presents

in

BRED IN OLD
KENTUCKY
Viola Dana ranks with the topmost stars

in box-office power and her first for

Greater F*B*0. lifts her to still greater

heights*

Five Other Sure Shots Coming:
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JtuJ
Christie Comedies inWav

I (hristie I

Member, Motion Picture Producers and Distributors

at America, Inc. . Will H. Hays, President

RECORD BOOKING ANNIVERSARY WEEK!

Christie pictures make a clean sweep across

the country in a remarkable booking —
SOLID ACROSS THE U. S. A.

&

ename Christieon Corned



f Lauqhs Across the Nation

SUCH A WONDERFUL DAY-AND-DATE

playing is possible only with a product
Released Through

as popular as the two-reel comedies

PRODUCED BY CHRISTIE.
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Member, Motion Picture Producers and Distributors

of America, Inc. Will H. Hays, President

7
n

LEADING THE PARADE OF
1^ T . l I • 1 • 1 |-i
Not only on this highway, but theatres large

and small all over the world, are playing the

great comedies PRODUCED BY CHRISTIE.

f* *.’.
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Released Through

islikeSterlingon Silver

10 . . CHRISTIE COMEDIES . . 10

8 . BOBBY VERNON COMEDIES . 8

6 . BILLY DOOLEY COMEDIES . 6

6 . JIMMIE ADAMS COMEDIES . 6



Member of Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc.—Will H. Hays, President
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Greater F. B. O. Short Product Keeps Pace with
Greater F. B. O.’s Splendid New Feature Attrac-

tions. Stars ! Show Ideas ! Noted Authors !

Backed by National Exploitation that literally

drives thousands into your theatres.

When you book them all you assuredly get

profits RIGHT INTO a YOUR LAP!

H. C. Witwer
Bill Grimm'
Progress

Twelve Delicious Chapti

Published

Collier s

H C. Witwers
Wisecrackers

Twelve Chapters of

inimitable humor

Published in Cosmopolita
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26
Alice

Comedies
By Walt Disney

Combination Cartoon

and Live Characters

Produced by Winkler

12
Whirlwind
Comedies
starring the comedy

sensation

Charley Bowers

Startling Novelties

26 Krazy Kat
Comics

Suggested by Herriman’s

famous character

By Bill Nolan

J*

d.
r\ S'

\

12
Standard
Comedies

I

With the three

Bounding Fat Boys

Produced by

^ Joe Rock

VI/

Exclusive Foreign Distributors
R-C Export Corporation

1560 BROADWAY

deal Films Ltd . Lo

60CIETE ANONYME DES FILMS F B O.
69 Faubourg St Honoiu. Paris

Distributed by

GREATER

FBO
FILM BOOKING OFFICES

OF AMERICA. INC.
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“It Pays to Advertise";

But It Only Pays—
Some Advertisers

The only advertising that pays is advertising

that is seen and read.

When the only advertising plan in effect con-

sists of spending a certain amount of money
the advertiser is gambling against high

odds.

Advertising—to be economically justifiable

—

must be placed in a publication that is seen

and read.

It takes brains to write good advertising

“copy” and it takes brains to place it where it

will bring back returns proportionate to the

cost. But no mental effort is involved in pass-

ing out advertising pages promiscuously—and

no profit may be depended upon.

Advertising in the HERALD pays because,

week in and week out, it is seen and read.

The HERALD’S editorial appeal—consisting

of such features as our recent list of box office

names—makes certain of that.
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by/

MartinJ:Quigley

ANOTHER theatre deal of widespread significance

went into the record last week. It is the blending
of the interests of Publix and the Saenger Amusement
company. For present indications the contract appears
to consist of a working arrangement between the two or-

ganizations and will affect the activities of both organi-

zations in twelve of the southern states.

This represents one of the most substantial develop-

ments of the Publix plan since the reorganization of the

Famous Players theatre department under the manage-
ment of Mr. Sant Katz. It means greatly augumented
buying power for Publix and it places the Publix-Saen-
ger group in virtual domination of a substantial segment
of the country’s theatre market.

MR. FRANK J. REMBUSCH, the Indiana exhibitor,

is out with another statement. This time Mr.
Rembusch calls upon Mr. W. A. Steffes, former head of

the Allied States exhibitors’ association, to resurrect

that association and keep it in the field as opposition to

the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America. Mr.
Rembusch’s reason for this attitude is that Mr. Steffes,

together with a group of other exhibitors, recently suc-

ceeded in getting a statement from Mr. Will H. Hays on
the subject of arbitration. This statement is hailed by
the Indiana exhibitor as a “victory” for theatre owners.

In the first place, we cannot view any effort calculated

to keeqi in existence a group of warring exhibitor fac-

tions as anything differing very much from what one
would expect to find in a proposal from the enemy’s
camp. If Mr. Rembusch entertains any genuine, con-

structive hopes or desires for the exhibitors’ organiza-

tion it would certainly seem, after all these years of ex-

perience, that he would realize that continued strife

among factions of the organization is the worst possible

thing that could happen. He must also realize that an
united organization, presenting an united front, alone

can offer any real hope for accomplishment for the rank
and file of the exhibitors of the country.

Secondly, just what “victory” the Hays’ statement rep-

resents is not plain to us. Mr. Hays insisted that arbi-

tration should be carried on without interference from
any outside sources and that all decisions handed down
by the arbitration boards should be based on equity and
justice. Certainly, Mr. Rembusch or no one else will

contend that Mr. Hays ever had any other ideas on the

subject.

The Hays statement resulted in a certain clarification

of the situation. Mr. Steffes is to be complimented for

his efforts in bringing this about. But surely the inci-

dent provides no just or reasonable cause for starting

a new civil war among exhibitors.

* * *

AN indication of the ideas of commercial ethics which
are animating Soviet Russia is to be seen in a recent

dispatch from Moscow which states that the Soviet Kino
trust, unable completely to satisfy the Russian public’s

demand for certain American motion pictures, is now
carrying on a production scheme under which obscure

Russian actors impersonate various American celebrities

of the screen.

The dispatch states that the new films are popular

with the Russians, many of whom confess that they do

not know the difference between the genuine and the

spurious article.

One of the American celebrities being imitated is Mr.

Douglas Fairbanks. It will be recalled that Mr. Fair-

banks, upon his return a short time ago from a visit in

Russia, issued an enthusiastic statement about the prom-
ise of the industry in Russia.

w- -X* -X*

WITH both Famous Players and Metro-Goldwyn
making plans for the inauguration of short fea-

tures departments there is to be seen another indication

of the “narrowing down” tendency that is abroad in the

industry.

Neither of these companies has registered any protest

against either the product or the service of the compa-

nies that specialize in short features, and they do not

seem to have experienced any difficulties in getting from

other concerns which issue a general line of product

what they require in the way of short subjects.

It then seems apparent that the move to establish

short feature departments means that it is an effort to

he further self-contained and self-sufficient.

* *

I
N a friendly—but decisive—manner Mr. D. W. Grif-

fith and Famous Players have arrived at a separation.

Although statements have been withheld by both parties

it is understood that Mr. Griffith’s system of procedure

did not agree with the routine of the Famous Players

production department and it was decided by both par-

ties to terminate a contract which had a year to run.

This situation seems to illustrate a phase of the trans-

formation which has come about in production. Even

in face of the acknowledged genius of Mr. Griffith, the ex-

perience of Famous Players caused them to see the

necessity of following a system of studio procedure

which is based on the idea of organization and is not

tied up entirely to any individual, however capable he

may be.

There can be no denying the heroic efforts which Fa-

mous Players have resorted to to insure a high quality

of product. When they release a directorial genius of

the calibre of Mr. Griffith when they become confronted

with a choice of depending either upon individual ef-

fort or upon organization effort—it is plain to see the

stress they place upon organization effort.

The experience of Mr. Griffith should have a salutary

influence upon many directors who have a decidedly

lesser right to insist upon being individualists.
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Publix In

Survey of Chief

Theatre Circuits
A series of eight articles by
John S. Spargo, New York
news editor of the HERALD,
on the principal theatre cir-

cuits of the country, taken up
by sections, begins in this

issue. The first article is on
the New England states. Turn
to page 29.

James K. Hackett
Dead; “Prisoner”

His Only Picture
By T. O. SERVICE

James K. Hackett, famous American
dramatic actor, died at his home in Paris

November 8. He was to have appeared at

a royal matinee fon King George and
Queen Mary of England on November 9.

Mr. Hackett was among the first stage

stars of standing to act for the camera,

producing his most successful stage play,

“The Prisoner of Zenda,” under manage-
ment of Daniel Frohman, then affiliated

with the concern known today as Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation.

If memory serves correctly, records of

the era being faulty, it was in 1909 or 1910

that I booked this picture “at tremendous
expense” into a little Iowa town which,
until then, had seen no long pictures save

Sarah Bernhardt’s “Queen Elizabeth,” the

box office success of which prompted this

booking. Hackett’s name was magic (he
had been doing “The Prisoner of Zenda”
in the cities with sensational success), and
the film was warmly approved by my cus-

tomers despite lack of double exposure
technique to cope with manipulation of the

dual role. To the best of my knowledge,
however, he did not appear in any other
pictures.

Brewster to Withdraw
M. P. Fan Publications

(Special to the Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Nov. 9.—E. V. Brewster
has denied he is to sell his motion picture
fan magazines to Wheeler Reid of Holly-
wood Life or anyone else. He will with-
draw the publications from the market, it

is said, because so many erroneous reports
have arisen.

Hegman Faces Charge
of Breaking Sabbath

(Special to the Herald)

AUSTIN, TEX., Nov. 9.—Manager J. J.
Hegman of the Crescent theatre and four
employes were arrested here Oct. 21 to face
charges of operating the theatre on Sun-
day. They are awaiting trial and are re-
leased on $200 bonds.

Affiliation with
Circuit in South

New Company to Get
Houses in 1 2 States

Saenger Chain Retains Operation and Control of Own
Theatres—Will Manage New Ones

( Special to the Herald
)

NEW YORK, Nov. 9.—An affiliation involving the formation of

a new corporation to be called Publix-Saenger Theatres, Inc., to

acquire and operate directly or through its subsidiaries, theatres in

twelve Southern states, North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia,

Florida, Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana, Texas, Tennessee, Arkan-
sas, Oklahoma and New Mexico, was announced last week by Sam
Katz, president of Publix Theatres Corporation, and E. V. Richards

and Julian Saenger of the Saenger Theatres, Inc., of New Orleans.

The formation of this new company will result in the attracting of new
capital and a tremendous new theatrical and amusement investment through-
out the entire South, bringing into play a large amount of new construction

work and the newer ideals of theatrical management and operation in all of
the twelve states specified.

Control Not Affected

The Saenger Theatres, Inc., is one of the outstanding theatrical circuits of

the world, owning and operating many theatres in Louisiana, Mississippi, Ala-
bama and other Southern states. The operation and control of these theatres

remain entirely in the hands of the Saenger Theatres, Inc., and is not affected

by the formation of the new company.

The management of the new theatres of

the new company is also in the hands of

Saenger, Inc.

The Publix Theatres Corporation is en-

gaged in the operation of a national cir-

cuit of high grade motion picture and
other theatres which involve the business

of selecting motion picture programs in

these theatres, in rendering service in con-

nection with the operation of the theatres

and in developing an important standard of

operation and entertainment in all theatres

in its circuit, furthering the best interests

of the motion picture theatrical business,

says the announcement. This same service

will be applied in the operation of the new
Publix-Saenger Company.

Formed for New Development

The new company does not involve any
change in the operation and management
of the present theatres in the Publix cir-

cuit or in the Saenger circuit. It is formed
for the purpose of new development
throughout the south, in a manner which
prophesies a new splendid future for the

business of theatrical entertainment and of

all its allied lines in the states in which
the new company will operate.

One of the theatres involved in the deal

is a new theatre now under construction

in New Orleans to be opened next January
and to be known as the new Saenger thea-
tre and to be operated by Saenger, Inc.

This theatre, one of the Publix Theatres,
ranks among the first three or four finest

motion picture theatres in the world. In
beauty of appointments, in architectural

design, and other more modern features of
theatrical building it is second to none and
is destined to become the show place of the
entire South.

The new Saenger theatre will be the
home of the Publix Theatres presentations
in New Orleans and will receive each
week the same presentation acts that are
now shown in the Publix Theatres in New
York, Boston, Buffalo, Detroit, Chicago, St.

Louis and other Metropolitan centers.

3 Robbers Miss $4,000
in Making $800 Theft

Robbers missed $4,000 contained in an
inner safe when they visited the Lido the-
atre, Maywood, 111., Nov. 8. G. E. Thomas,
assistant manager, said three robbers set

upon him and forced him to open a safe
in the theatre which held $800. Then they
bound him.

“Mountain Water and
Glacial Air for Patrons”

(Special to the Herald)

SEATTLE, WASH., Nov. 9.—
A local theatre will next summer
utilize a new cooling system op-
erated by forcing water from a
bore into a glacial stream 500 feet
beneath the surface of the earth.
The water cooled air will reach a
temperature of 50 degrees.

Jackie Coogan Signs to

Work at Metro Studios
(Special to the Herald)

CULVER CITY, Nov. 9.—Jackie Coogan
has signed a contract with Metno-Goldwvn-
Mayer by which he will work directly "for

that company rather than independently as
heretofore.

Danish Film Firm Moves
PARTS—Paladium (Dansk Film Industri) has

moved its entire organization to Paris from Co-
penhagen because the company is to make pictures
in Southern Europe.
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"VTEW YORK .—Harvey Day, discussing
’ the Tombs riot, says a law should be

passed prohibiting prisoners from carrying

revolvers. . . . Rufus J. Cole, once

prominent in the picture business as Cole

of Robertson-Cole, is now general sales

manager of the Hupmobile automobile com-
pany. . . . Fred Elliott, also once prom-
inent in film circles, is devoting his time

to furthering the safety first movement.
. . . Joe Seider says Frank Rembusch
is one of the best publicity seekers that

ever hailed, or did not hail, from the wilds

of Indiana. . . . Bill Atkinson is kept

busy denying the signing up of the opening
picture for the Roxy theatre. . . . Dick
Rowland is due back from Europe this

week and is said to be chaperoning an Aus-
trian director and a Russian actress. . . .

Julius Cohen, demon film critic, has opened
offices at 229 West 45th street, completely
furnished except a corkscrew, which he
hopes will be given him by grateful friends.

. . . Harry Reichenbach took a day off

last week to discover whether or not he
had pleurisy and he didn’t. ... Arthur
Loew is due back this week from a long
sojourn in foreign climes looking after

Metro’s export business. . . . Joe Bur-
ger has been re-elected president of the

Jazzbo club, with George Harvey as his

chief vice, Joe refusing to name the others.

. . . W . K. Boothby, comptroller of First
National, spent part of last week in St.

Louis on business for his company. . . .

Abe Lehr sailed last week to represent Sam
Goldwyn in opening “Barbara Worth” in

London, Paris and Berlin. . . . Jack
Dempsey and Estelle Taylor, film lumi-
naries, departed last week for the West
Coast to begin work in pictures.

Gene Tunney, also a film luminary, is still

with us until the 29th ult., when he begins
work on the Loew circuit at 7,000 iron
men per week. . . . Eddie Saunders,
sales manager of Metro, has gone to the
Coast with a few stops between hither
and yon. . . . Jack Coogan, Sr., who has
also had his hair cut, arrived from the
Coast last week, bringing a print of Jackie’s
latest picture. . . . IV. R. Hearst has
invited Mr. Coolidge to visit California,
and does he want to get him in pictures?'
. . . Arthur Brisbane editorially advises
Mr. Coolidge to accept Mr. Hearst’s invi-
tation. . . . Mayor Jimmy Walker has
promised to help open the new Paramount
theatre, and hopes the whole works will
close before his 3 o’clock curfew rings, or
whatever it does. . . . Harold Franklin
gave the writer some good food and then
a personally conducted tour of his new
Paramount theatre and it’s some theatre.
. . . Joe Kennedy, F. B. O. big chief,
returned from Hollywood last week, chip-
per and happy over what he saw of his
picture making. . . . Russell Holman is

busy receiving deserved felicitations over
his new “Paramount Date Book,” and it’s

a hummer. . . . Sam Sax hied himself
off to the Coast last week to look after
production matters, but Lon Young is still

with us. . . . Robert Lieber, president
of First National, hurried to Indianapolis
last week to look after his theatre interests
and then hurried right back again to wel-
come Dick Rowland. . . . Ed Olmstead
has moved his office over to the Rialto
theatre to be near the new Paramount
building when it opens.—SPARGO.

GOD
GAVE ME
TWENTY
CENTS

Tlie new Herbert

Brenon produc-

tion will open
the Paramount
theatre in New
York November
19. Lya de Putti,

Jack Mulhall,

William Collier,

Jr., and Lois Mo-
r a n head the
cast. John Rus-

sell did the sce-

nario.
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Independents’ Merger Asked
As Ohio M. P. T. O. Convenes

Business Manager Wood Attacks Distributor-Control—E. P.

Smith Again Iowa Chief—Washington Exhibitors Meet

—New Jersey Sessions Nov. 18 and 19

(Special to the Herald)

COLUMBUS, OHIO, Nov. 9.—Theatre owners of Ohio were to convene
at noon today at the Neil House to tackle a number of important problems and
lay plans to try to improve upon the rapid progress made by the state organiza-

tion in the past year under the leadership of President William M. James and
Business Manager P. J. Wood, a sample of which is an increase in the mem-
bership from 250 to more than 600.

Wood Proposes Independents Merge

A merger of all Independent exhibitors in the state, to be financed by some
large concern, was to be proposed by the business manager to counter any
moves by distributors to gain control of additional theatres in the Buckeye
State.

November 13, 1926

Fox Exploitation

Force Wiped Out
In Retrenchment

( Special to the Herald )

NEW YORK, Nov. 9.—The en-

tire exploitation department of

Fox Film Corporation, of which
William Rudolph has been in

charge, was wiped out of existence

last Saturday by a retrenchment
order issued by William Fox him-
self. The retrenchment order was
in the nature of a general house-
cleaning and hit the publicity, ad-

vertising and Eastern scenario de-

partments, each of which was
reduced by about one-half.

StanleyAcquiring

8 Davis Theatres

,

Pittsburgh Says
( Special to the Herald )

NEW YORK, Nov. 9. — The
Harry Davis chain of eight thea-

tres in Pittsburgh is soon to be
acquired by the Stanley Company
of America, according to a report

current in film circles here and
printed Saturday in a Pittsburgh
paper. The deal was started

shortly after the Stanley Company
acquired control of the Rowland &
Clarke theatres, according to the

report from Pittsburgh, and is now
said to be practically settled and
ready for the signing of contracts.

Luncheon to Davis and
Finley Marks Ship Film
Service to Immigrants

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Nov. 9.—The motion
picture industry, as represented by the
M. P. P. D. A., gave a luncheon yester-
day at the Waldorf to J. J. Davis, secre-
tary of labor, and Dr. John H. Finley,
chairman of the Council on Adult Edu-
cation for the Foreign Born.
The luncheon was to celebrate the

inauguration of a motion picture service
for immigrants on the United States line
of steamships. Americanization pictures
are to be shown to immigrants on their
way over so they will be well started on
their way towards citizenship when they
land here.

Ninety attended the luncheon, repre-
senting educational, civic, charitable
and patriotic organizations. Dr. Finley
was toastmaster. Addresses were made
by Secretary Davis and Will H. Hays.

Two Get $200 in Raid
on Ft. Wayne Theatre

(Special to the Herald)

FT. WAYNE, Nov. 9.—Two men
held up Mrs. Jule Dragoo, 35, in the
box office of the Jefferson theatre last

week, escaping with $200. The loss is

covered by insurance.

Mr. Wood declared that “The past inac-

tivity of the large distributing companies
in Ohio is not due to any love they may
hold for the Inde-

pendents in Ohio,
but simply that

they have been
more concerned
over conditions in

other states.’’

Addresses a t

this afternoon’s
session of the

two-day conven-
tion, which is the

sixth annual get-

together, were to

be given by Eli

Whitney Collins,

president of the

M. P. T. O. A., on
“The National Organization”'; James A.
Devine, secretary of the Ohio League of
Building and Loan Companies, on “What
Organization Has Done for the Ohio Sav-
ings and Loan Institutions”

;
Martin J.

Quigley, editoi1 and publisher of the Ex-
hibitor’s Herald, on “What the Trade
Paper Means to the Exhibitor,” and by C.

C. Pettijohn, general counsel of the M. P.
P. D. A.

Golf Tournament Staged

Exhibitors limbered up for the conven-
tion by vieing in a golf tournament yester-

day at the Elks Country Club. In the
evening there was a preconvention dinner
meeting of the Board of Trustees of the
Ohio M. P. T. O.

After the opening of the first session to-

day by President James, an address of
welcome was to be made by Mayor James
I. Thomas, with response by Vicepresident
T. J. Harwood of Cleveland, a welcome
from the Columbus Chamber of Commerce
by its president, J. A. Maddox, and reports
by Secretary George M. Fenberg, Treas-
urer Sam E. Lind and Wood and James.
Governor Vic Donahey of Ohio is to

address the exhibitors at a banquet tonight
in the ballroom of the Neil House. Ver-
non C. Riegel, state director of education,

also is to speak, as well as Messrs. Quigley,
Pettijohn and Collins. Dancing will

follow.

Smith in New Term As
Iowa Business Manager

(Special to the Herald)

DES MOINES, Nov. 9.—E. P. Smith,
business manager of the Iowa M. P. T.
O., has entered upon his new term with
the assurance of continued strength of

the working organization, which he has
been instrumental in effecting during
the past six months.

The confidence in Mr. Smith’s work
was registered when the board of di-

rectors, elected at the state meeting
here October 25 and 26, chose him to

represent the association. The new
board consists of Tom Brown of Iowa
City, W. H. Eddy of Indianola, Thomas
Arthur of Mason City, John Waller of

Osceola and B. I. Van Dyke of Des
Moines. The convention decided to

leave it up to the board to select the
officers of the organization.

Among the association activities dis-

cussed by the hundred attending the
session were arbitration, contracts, mu-
sic tax and pictures. The resolutions
committee, which will report later, in-

cluded Tom Brown, M. R. Blair of
Cedar Falls and Arthur Watson of

Knoxville.

Washington Convention
Conducted in Seattle

(Special to the Herald)

SEATTLE, Nov. 9.—Early arrivals for

the Washington M. P. T. O. convention
opening here today indicated several
hundred exhibitors would attend the
two-day meeting. These include a num-
ber from Oregon, Montana and Idaho.
A movie ball and a midnight screening
are among the features.

Robert W. Bender, manager of the
Columbia theatre here, whose appoint-
ment as general chairman was announced
by J. M. Hone, executive secretary,
has on his committee the following:

Carl Reiter, Orpheum; Lloyd Dearth,
Pantages; Floyd Maxwell, Pacific North-
west Theatres; William M. McCurdy,
President theatre; John Hamrick, Blue
Mouse circuit; John Danz, Capitol; Le-
Roy V. Johnson, Liberty; Frank Ed-
wards, Winter Garden; H. W. Bruen,
Pacific circuit; and J. A. Bradt, Roycroft
theatre.

Seider Asks New Jersey
to Act on “Trustifying”

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Nov. 9.—Practical steps
to avert “complete trustification of the
industry,” as President Joseph M. Seider
of the M. P. T. O. of New Jersey writes
in his appeal to exhibitors to attend the
state organizations convention Novem-
ber 18 and 19 at the Ambassador hotel
in Atlantic City, are to be sought at the
two day meeting.
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Wood Made Associate Producer
At Film Booking’s Studio

Maker of "Red " Grange Picture Appointed to Take Part of Load Off
Edwin C. King—Sales Conferences Held in East

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Nov. 9.—Sam Wood has been signed as associate pro-
ducer for Film Booking Offices with Edwin C. King at the com-
pany’s West Coast studio, according to announcement last week

by President Joseph P. Kennedy. Wood made the “Red” Grange special,

‘‘One Minute to Play.”

\A/ITH the expansion of F. B. O. prod-
* v uct and a number of pictures in work

it was necessary to take some of the load
off the shoulders
of King, who has
been busy six-

teen and eigh-

teen hours a day,

the announcement
said. Mr. Ken-
nedy thereupon
chose Wood, with
whom he had come
into contact sev-
eral times during
the making of the

Grange production.
Sam Wood is

known as a de-
veloper of stars as
well as producer.
He both wrote and directed Jackie Coo-
gan’s first starring vehicle, “Peck’s Bad
Boy.” He also made “The Great Moment,”
with Gloria Swanson. He directed Wally
Reid in “What’s Your Hurry” and several
other Reid pictures.

Following the appointment of King as as-
sociate producer other important announce
ments are expected soon regarding plans
for F. B. O.’s next season product and sales

system.
A series of meetings with the field sales

^orce is being conducted at the home office

by Joseph I. Schnitzer, senior vicepresident;
Colvin W. Brown, vicepresident in charge
of distribution and foreign matters, and
Lee Marcus, general salesmanager, while
Mr. Kennedy is on the Coast conferring on
production with King and John C. Brown-
ell, scenario editor.

Among those attending the New York
meetings are Charles Rosenzweig, in charge
of sales in the New York territory; Sid
Katz, assistant to Rosenzweig

;
Division

Manager Cleve Adams of Chicago
;

Di-
vision Manager C. E. Penrod of Indian-
apolis; Manager Ted O’Leary, in charge
of New England, and Manager Abe Schnit-
zer, chief of the Pittsburgh territory.

Universal Is Sued for
1Merry-Go-Around’ Film

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Nov. 9.—Georges Lewys
of the Hotel Ansonia, author of the novel,
“Merry-Go-A round,” filed suit in the Su-
preme Court last week against Universal

Pictures Corporation, and Carl Laemmle,
its president, charging that they “pirated”
the material for the motion picture bearing
the same title as the novel. The action is

for an accounting and payment to the
author of all profits earned by the picture.

According to Stephen F. Kelly, attorney
for the plaintiff, “Merry-Go-Around” has
made gross earnings of $3,000,000. The
papers say that Erich von Stroheim, motion
picture director and actor, after leaving
Universal asked Miss Lewys to collaborate
with him in writing a novel for his ideas.

This was done and later, for a considera-
tion, he transferred his rights in the book
to her. The picture, released July, 1923,

is said to be the same in its story and in

the names of characters.

FP-L’s “The Exhibitor”
Temporarily Suspends
Publication in Sydney

“The Exhibitor,” which was founded in

October, 1923, bv the Famous Players-
Lasky Film Service, Limited, at Sydney,
Australia, and has been devoted almost
exclusively to news about pictures distrib-

uted by Famous Players in Australia and
the Far East, has temporarily suspended
publication.

The announcement intimates that with a
second film paper now being published in

Australia, Famous Players feels that one
or the other will give its activity sufficient

publicity.

“The current issue is the last that will

appear until the necessity for reappearance
arises,” says the announcement.
For many years, Everyone’s has been the

only show paper printed in Australia. Mar-
tin C. Brennan recently founded “The
Film Weekly.”

Sunday Issue Obscures
N. Y. Choice of Governor

(Special to the Herald)

ALBANY, N. Y„ Nov. 9.—There was
more interest in Ogdensburg, N. Y., on
election day last week in the outcome of

a fight for Sunday motion picture shows,
than in the fight for Governor. At first, it

was thought that the Sunday proposition

had been lost by a majority of 15 in a vote
of approximately 4,000. The final tabula-

tion, however, showed that it had been car-

ried by a majority of 213.

61 Theatre Circuits

Contract to Exhibit
New Pro-Dis-Co Films

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Nov. 9. — Sixty-one
theatre circuits, among them the most
important in the United States, have
signed to play 1926-27 Producers Dis-

tributing Corporation pictures during
the coming season. The circuits in the

lineup are as follows:

Stanley Company, Philadelphia ;
Stanley-

Crandall Circuit, Washington; Stanley-Fabian
Circuit, New Jersey; B. F. Keith Circuit, na-
tionally; Publix Theatres, nationally; Orpheum
Circuit, nationally ; Poli Circuit, nationally

;
Bal-

aban & Katz, Chicago; West Coast Theatres,
Los Angeles; Universal Theatres, nationally;
Marks Brothers, Chicago

;
Skouras B'rothers, St.

Louis; Moe Mark Circuit, Albany; Butterfield
Circuit, Detroit; Consolidated Circuit, New
York; Comerford Amusement Co., Scranton;
Hunt’s Theatres, Inc., Philadelphia; Active
Amusement Co., New York; William Bernstein
Theatres, Albany; L. M. Boas Circuit, Boston;
Brandt Circuit, Brooklyn; Film Service, New
York; Baker Circuit, Long Island; Coston Cir-

cuit (Karzas), Chicago; Dipson & Zimmerman,
Buffalo

;
Dent-Musselman, Dallas

; Far West
Theatres, Los Angeles; Fitzpatrick & McElroy,
Detroit; F. R. A. Circuit, New York.
Frank Amusement Co., Des Moines; Golden

States Theatre, San Francisco; Grobe & Knobel,
New York; Gray Circuit, Boston; Griffith

Brothers, Oklahoma; Goldstein Brothers, Bos-
ton

; Harris Amusement Co., Pittsburgh
;

N.
Hecht, New Jersey; Hawkins & Hudson, Atlan-
ta; Heights Theatres, Inc., New York; Kutinsky
Circuit, New Jersey; Kleist Amusement Co., De-
troit; Koppin Amusement Co., Detroit; I. Lip-
son Circuit, Cincinnati; Jake Lourie, Boston;
George M. Mann Circuit, San Francisco; Mayer
& Schneider, New York; Multnomah Circiut,
Portland, Ore.

;
North American Theatres, Seat-

tle; Pastime Amusement Co., Charlotte; Pied-
mont Circuit, Charlotte; Peerless Booking
Corp., New York; Ronkmiel & Rensler, Brook-
lyn; Richards & Nace, Arizona; Rosensweig &
Katz, Brooklyn; Robb & Rowley, Dallas; Jo-
seph Stern, New Jersey; Smalley’s Circuit, Al-
bany; E. J. Sparks Enterprises, Atlanta; Such-
man Circuit, New York; World Realty Co.,
Omaha; William Yoost Circuit, New York.

Mintz in West to Help
Winkler in Supervising
with Schedule Extended

(Special to the Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Nov. 9. —- Nat Mintz,
vicepresident of Winkler Pictures, is in

Hollywood to aid George Winkler in super-
vising production of the Winkler product
for 1927-28. Mr. Mintz recently completed
a tour covering the key cities in behalf of

Winkler Pictures.

Activities of the Winkler organization

have been confined thus far to the produc-
tion of “Krazy Kat” cartoon comedies and
the “Alice Comedies” series, released

through F. B. O. They are also producers
of “The Gorilla Hunt,” a special feature

also released through Joseph P. Kennedy’s
organization.

The production schedule has been mate-
rially extended. Production plans for the

coming season will be announced later.

A.A.A. Issue Handbook
on Arbitration Methods

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Nov. 9.—The American
Arbitration Association announced today

that through the cooperation of Charles L.

O’Reilly of the Theatre Owners Chamber
of Commerce and Charles C. Pettijohn of

the Film Board of Trade of New York,

an appropriation was authorized for the

publication of a handbook as a guide to be

placed at the disposal of arbitrators in all

trades.

Pezet Starts Vogel Month Drive
NEW YORK.—George Pezet, general mana-

ger of P. D. C. of Mexico, has started a
special sales drive and is calling it Vogel Month.

WHAT EXHIBITORS ARE SAYING ABOUT-

EXHIBITORS HERALD
“I get a great deal of benefit from reading the Herald

;
I find the only

way I can buy product is by the use of “What the Picture Did for Me” as

a reference.”—Mrs. Carlie Ronev, Star Theatre, Milford, Mich.
“We wish to say that we enjoy the Herald very much and like best of

all the “What the Picture Did for Me;” and we enjoy particularly well

the Studio department where directors tell which picture they would
rather have directed.”—-W. T. Davis & Son, Rialto Theatre, Sharon, Wis.

Sam Wood
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First Theatre Chains Begun in

New England by Gray, Black
These and Gordon Chain Purchased by Paramount and with

New Metropolitan Theatre in Boston Make Famous
Players Circuit Dominant Factor in Territory

(This is one of a series of articles by John S. Spargo, New York news editor of the

Herald, on the chief theatre circuits of the country, treated by sections. The eight articles

are on the situation in the Nezv England states, Middle Atlantic (New York, New Jersey
and Pennsylvania), South Atlantic (Delaware, Maryland, District of Columbia, Virginia,

West Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia and Florida), Middle West
(Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Michigan and Wisconsin) , South, Southwest, Northwest, and
Pacific Coast. The first story is on the Nezv England states. The next will appear in

an early issue).

By JOHN S. SPARGO
NEW YORK, Nov. 9.—The tendency of the motion picture industry

during the past few years has been towards a centralization of power—in

production, in distribution and in exhibition.

Two Kinds of Circuits

This centralization of power in the latter named end of the business

—

manifested by the formation of theatre circuits—has caused probably more
serious thought on the part of all three branches of the industry than any-
thing else that has come up since pictures became the popular form of

entertainment for the great masses of people throughout the country.

Fake Chaplins and
Lloyds Accepted in

Lieu of Real Thing
(Special to the Herald)

MOSCOW, Nov. 9.—Difficulty in obtain-

ing original Chaplin, Harold Lloyd, Buster
Keaton and Fairbanks films have brought
about the practice in Russia of producing
imitations of the American comedies. Ob-
scure Russian players are attempting to

satisfy the public’s demand by their own
slapstick gags. Only the guileless are de-
ceived by the impersonations say Amer-
icans who have seen the pictures. But
Russians are accepting them with satis-

faction.

Fredman, Marcus Loew
and Party Are Guests
of Quigley at Luncheon

Ernest W. Fredman, editor of the Film
Renter, London

;
Marcus Loew and party

were guests of Martin J. Quigley, editor
and publisher of the Herald, at a luncheon
last Thursday at the Drake hotel. The
group were on their way to the Coast.
Attending the luncheon besides Mr. Fred-

man and Mr. and Mrs. Loew, were R. H.
Gillespie of London, managing director,

Moss Empires; Mrs. Gillespie; R. H. Hyde,
London, industrial welfare representative;
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Michels; B. Eng-
lander; Mr. and Mrs. Aaron Jones; E. S.

Clifford and George Clifford.

Mary Brian in F.B.O’s
“Her Father Said No”

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Nov. 9.—Mary Brian will

be a fullfledged star in “Her Father Said
No,” which F. B. O. will make from “Char-
lotte’s Ruse,” H.
C. Witwer story.

Miss Brian has
been borrowed
from Famous
Players, for whom
she appeared in

“Behind the
Front,” “ Tlh e

Street of Forgot-

ten Men” and
“The Little French
Girl.”

A1 Cooke and
Kit Guard, whose
team comedy Mary Brian
antics have been
seen in a number of short features for

F. B. O. and in “Red” Grange’s “One
Minute to Play,” will appear in “Her
Father Said No,” as will Frankie Darro
and the dog Beans.
A1 Boasberg was signed as comedy con-

structor for the picture.

Lee Contracts for

British Films in U. S.
(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Nov. 9.—Arthur Lee of

Lee Bradford company says he has ob-
tained contracts in 20 independent centers
for a series of six pictures to be released
in those territories at the rate of one a

month. Lee represents Gaumont and
Gainsborough pictures of Great Britain.

Vets Install M-G-M Post
LOS ANGELES.—Veterans of Foreign Wars

have installed a new post here named Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer Post.

There are two kinds of circuits, each
good and each bad, according to the
viewpoint. Several of the larger pro-
ducing and distributing companies have
gone into the theatre business to such
an extent that exhibitor organizations
are looking askance at the possible re-

sults.

Exhibitors Also In Circuits

On the other hand exhibitors them-
selves, either by outright purchase,
amalgamation of owned interests, or by
a booking agreement, have banded them-
selves into circuits, until the growth of

some of these are looked upon with
something akin to fear on the part of

many producers and distributors.

Just what it will all lead to only time
will tell, but judging from what has hap-
pened in the way of a “getting together”
of the theatres in the past couple of

years, the time appears not far distant

when the Independent theatre owner
with his one house—once the bulwark
and at the same time the gold mine of

picture makers—will be a rara avis in the

industry.

An analysis of the theatre circuit situa-

tion throughout the country reveals

many interesting things, not the least

interesting of which is that while several

of the producer owner circuits have
grown to overwhelmingly large propor-
tions, a number of strictly exhibitor

owned circuits throughout the country
are so firmly intrenched that they are in

a position to resist dictation as to buying
and to a large extent as to prices.

First Chain in New England

New England was the locale of the es-

tablishment of the first large circuit of

small town theatres, when about six or
seven years ago W. P. Gray and Albert
S. Black each commenced to gather to-

gether a lot of houses in the smaller
cities of Massachusetts, Maine, New
Hampshire and Vermont. A half inter-

est in the Black houses was sold to Fa-
mous and finally the complete circuit.

This late'r was consolidated with the W.
P. Gray circuit, which numbered about
sixty-five theatres, and about four years
ago the controlling interest passed to
Paramount, with Gray handling the
business.

In the meantime Nathan Gordon had
built up a circuit of first class theatres in

Boston and surrounding cities. About

two years ago the Gordon circuit was
purchased by Famous Players, and these,

combined with the Gray circuit and the
new Metropolitan theatre make the Fa-
mous Players circuit the dominant fac-

tor in New England.
The theatres of this circuit, with the

exception of the new Metropolitan, have
not yet been placed in the official list of

Publix theatres.

Famous Players-Gray Houses

Following is the list of Famous
Players-W. P. Gray houses in New
England

:

Boston, Mass.—Metropolitan, Fenway,
Capitol-Allston, Washington, Olympia,
Scollay Square, Codman Square-Dor-
chester and Fields Corner-Dorchester.

Chelsea, Mass.—Broadway, Olympia.
Lowell, Mass.—Merrimac Square.
Pittsfield, Mass.—Capitol.

Fitchburg, Mass.—Cummings, Lyric,

Universal.
Brockton, Mass.—Gordon, Rialto.

Cambridge, Mass. — Central Square,

Harvard.
Gloucester, Mass. — North Shore,

Strand.
Haverhill, Mass.—Colonial.

Lynn, Mass.—Olympia.
New Bedford, Mass.—Gordon, Empire.
Somerville, Mass.—Union Square.

Salem, Mass.—Salem, Federal.

Woonsocket, R. I.—Laurier.

Pawtucket, R. I.—Strand.

Bangor, Maine—Opera, Park, Bijou,

Graphic.
Bath, Me.—Liberty, Opera.
Belfast, Me.—Colonial, Strand.

Biddeford, Me.—Central, Opera.
Ft. Fairfield, Me.—Park.
Ft. Kent, Me.—Gem.
Hallowell, Me.—Acme.
Houlton, Me.—Temple.
Rockland, Me.—Park, Empire.
Waterville, Me.—Haines, Opera.
Westbrook, Me.—Star.

Augusta, Me.—Colonial, Opera.
Gardner, Me.—Strand, Opera.
Lewiston, Me.—Empire, Strand, Music

Hall.
Livermore Falls, Me.—Dream.
Norway, Me.—Rex.
Rumford, Me.—Majestic.
South Berwick, Me.—Strand.
South Paris, Me.—Savoy.
Winthrop, Me.—Acme.
Dover, N. H.—Strand.

(Continued on page 38)
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Eucharistic Picture Shown N.Y.
Church and Civic Leaders

Production Made by Fox Full Record of Congress in Chicago—Prolog

Wins Praise for Rothafel—Davis and Hays Speak

By JOHN S. SPARGO

NEW YORK, Nov. 9.—The official motion picture of the Twenty-
Eighth International Eucharistic Congress, held in Chicago last

summer, was shown last night at the Jolson theatre before an
invited audience consisting of church dignitaries, leading laymen, state

and city officials and many representatives of society.
rPHE eight-reel picture, made by Fox

Films and presented to George Cardinal
Mundelein, archbishop of Chicago, by
William Fox and Winfield R. Sheehan
with their compliments, is to be road-

shown with a Boston showing November
21 following the New York appearance.

Paul J. Mooney, who has charge of the

showings, has all arrangements made for

a gala premiere in the New England
capital.

Rothafel Prolog Praised

The presentation at the screening last

night was arranged by S. L. Rothafel,

who gave his time and effort in preparing

the staging and score gratis. Mr. Rothafel

received many congratulations on the beau-

tiful prolog.

Prior to the showing a brief address
was made by Monsignor C. J. Quille,

general secretary of the Congress, who
introduced Will H. Hays and Secre-

tary of Labor Davis, both of whom
made addresses.
The picture itself is a full record of the

greatest Catholic gathering ever held and

which drew the attention of the entire

church world to Chicago last June. Cam-
era work began in Rome, when the pil-

grimage to Chicago was started by His

Eminence, John Cardinal Bonzano, personal

representative of the pope, and his suite.

In this scene, which shows what is prob-

ably the most imposing interior in the

world, the pontiff, attended by the cele-

brated Swiss guards, is giving his parting

blessing.

Scenes from Paris Next

Paris is the next background. There the

papal legate is seen greeting other cardinal

delegates and being acclaimed by the popu-

lace at every appearance. Another scene

in the city on the Seine is of Pontifical

High Mass being celebrated amid the

ancient grandeurs of Notre Dame. The
cardinals are then shown leaving the

French capital to take ship at Cherbourg,

an intimate camera record of their trip

follows.

Of particular interest are the next
scenes in the picture which show the
landing of the papal legate and his car-

dinal companions in New York: The
numerous parades and processions in

their honor, the formal welcoming
ceremonies of St. Patrick’s Cathedral,
the civic welcome at City Hall when
the freedom of city and state was ex-
tended, and the departure of the now
famous “Red Special” which bore the
foreign prelates, with Cardinal Hayes
to Chicago.
There are scenes in detail, which em-

phasize the warmth and cordiality of New
York’s welcome. Shots of the committee
of the Catholic club, and the several
committees representing various racial

groups are shown, as are the marching
contingents of the old Fighting Sixty-
Ninth, the Clason Point cadets, the students
from St. Francis Xavier’s high school, the
St. Jean Baptiste Boys and others.

There are a number of excellent views

of the special guard of honor to the car-

dinal legate, of the Police band, the honor
squad from the fire department and the

committee of laymen representing the

Mayor of New York. Featuring the cere-

monies at Chicago are the scenes at

Mundelein showing Cardinal Hayes preach-
ing to the largest audience ever assembled
anywhere, nearly a million persons listen-

ing to his oration.

Chicago’s tumultuous welcome to the ar-

riving pilgrims is shown in full as are all

the ceremonies, meetings and deliberations

of the Congress itself. The most note-

worthy of these are the scenes of the

throngs hurrying to participate in the

Spiritual Bouquet of One Million Com-
munions, the formal welcome and instal-

lation of the papal legate at a Solemn
Pontifical High Mass, the monster meet-
ings at Soldier’s Field Stadium, the choir

of 62,000 children, and the scene attendant
on the invasion of Mundelein by a million

pilgrims for the closing session and the

procession of the Blessed Sacrament.

Columbia Exchanges in

Omaha and Des Moines
(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Nov. 9. — Columbia-
owned and directed exchanges have been
started in Omaha and Des Moines in

furtherance of the Coast to Coast chain.
Exchanges are also in operation in De-
troit and Pittsburgh. The Omaha ex-
change is at 1511 Chicago street and the
Des Moines office at 1005 High street.

A theatre playing Columbia pictures
exclusively is to be built in Washington,
D. C., by Lou Berman and Harry
Weiner, who handle the Columbia prod-
uct in Philadelphia.

Cloninger Organizes
(Special to the Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Nov. 9. — Ralph
Cloninger Productions, Inc., new organi-
zation, will make “Winds of the Pam-
pas” as the first of a series for the state
right field. Charles B. Stewart is gen-
eral manager.

Carnivals Face $500 Day
License Fee in Oakland

(Special to the Herald

)

OAKLAND, Cal., Nov. 9.—Five
hundred dollars a day is the new
license fee for every itinerant
tentshow and carnival to show
here. J. A. Brehaney of the West
Coast and Thomas D. VanOsten,
secretary - manager of Allied
Amusement Industries, were fac-
tors in the passing of the ordi-
nance, which had been drawn by
Mayor Davie. Both addressed the
Oakland City Commission.

Scouts Endorse
Thomson Picture

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Nov. 9.—J. I.

Schnitzer, vicepresident of F. B.
O., last week received a letter

from 200 boy scouts who appeared
in “A Regular Scout” and who
have just witnessed a preview of
the picture which stars Fred
Thomson. The letter was a genu-
ine endorsement of the picture
and congratulated Mr. Schnitzer
upon its production.

Theatre and Producing
Firms Pay $3,703,000
Income, Profits Taxes

(Special to the Herald)

WASHINGTON, Nov. 9.

—

The motion
picture industry continues to be a heavy
taxpayer, despite the cuts in the admission
tax and the repeal of the film tax, it is

indicated by figures just made public by
the Internal Revenue Bureau covering re-

turns for the calendar year 1924.

Corporations in the industry, it is shown,
paid income and profits taxes of $3,703,363

for the year, corporations operating mo-
tion picture theatres paying $1,616,529 and
producing corporations paying $2,086,834.

Returns were received from 1,656 theatre

corporations and 295 producers. Not all

of these, however, paid tax, it is shown,
since 481 theatre companies and 182 pro-

ducers had allowable deductions exceeding
their gross income, the deficits being, re-

spectively, $2,187,502 and 04,525,459. In the

case of the remaining 1,175 theatre com-
panies, a total net income of $16,051,798

was reported. Losses from prior years

totaling $1,192,565 were allowed. The re-

turns of 113 producing corporations showed
a net income of $16,998,931, with allowances
of $180,144 for losses in prior years. The
bureau made no segregation of individual

returns to show the operations of individ-

uals and partnerships producing films or

operating theatres.

Hawn Directs Publicity

For Considine Pictures
(Special to the Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Nov. 9. — Gavin
Campbell Hawn is now director of pub-
licity for Feature Productions, John W.
Considine, president, which is a part of

the Joseph M- Schenck Motion Picture
Enterprises. Hawn was Tiffany’s pub-
licity head three years ago.

Dodge Signs with Kann
for Sterling Product

(Special to the Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Nov. 9.—George E.
Kann, who has been here conferring with
Sterling executives for some time, an-
nounces he has closed a deal with Goodwill
Exchange for the distribution of 12 Ster-
ling and six Banner productions for 1926-27.

H. E. Dodge represented the Goodwill
Exchange.

He Found Hollywood;
Returns to Produce

(Special to the Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Nov. 9.—Tom Persons,
who has been called the discoverer of
Los Angeles as the motion picture center
of the world, has returned to the city which
he helped to put on the entertainment map,
to resume production activities here.
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ParamountTheatreWillOpen
Nov. 19;MonumenttoIndustry
Magnificent New York Showplace and Accompanying Office

Building Represent Ten Million Dollar Cost Exclusive

of Ground—Superintended by Harold B. Franklin

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Nov. 9.—The Paramount theatre will open its doors Fri-

day evening of next week,
4
and those fortunate enough to receive an invi-

tation will on that night see the world’s most magnificent entertainment palace.

Monument to Entire Industry

Conceived and executed by the best theatre brains in the country, and
with an absolute disregard for cost, the new theatre will stand as a monu-
ment to the motion picture industry in its entirety, as well as to Famous
Players-Fasky, as the leading company in the business.

Eschmann Names Heads
of All Feature Sales

Branches Except One
(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Nov. 9.—E. A. Eschmann,
recently appointed manager of the Feature

Sales Department of Pathe Exchange, Inc.,

has made appointments in all but one ex-

change throughout the country for the posi-

tion of branch feature sales manager. At
Philadelphia no one, as yet, has been named.

Feature Sales Manager Eschmann has des-

ignated the following persons for the new
positions :

Dallas, F. B. Rogers; Denver, E. Ger-

base; Los Angeles, L. C. Thompson;
San Francisco, F. E. Lane; Seattle,

George Ekre; Butte, Joe Soloman;
Portland, Wm. Drummond; Salt Lake
City, Abel Davis; St. Louis, Roy Dick-

son; Des Moines, H. Frankie; Kansas
City, A. H. Levy; Memphis, M.
Mitchell; Milwaukee, F. M. DeLorenzo;
Minneapolis, Eph Rosen; New Orleans,

Ed Kennedy; Oklahoma City, Jack
Brainard; Omaha, W. G. Sturgess; At-

lanta, W. G. Minder; Charlotte, J.

Hicks; Cincinnati, H. Danto; Cleve-

land, T. G. Colby; Detroit, J. W. Mac-
Farland; Indianapolis, Edw. J. Mac-
Ivor; Albany, A. J. Pincus; Boston, Ben
Rogers; Buffalo, J. M. Sitterly; New
Haven, I. Hanower; Chicago, Paul
Busch; New York, Phil E. Meyer; New-
ark, E. T. Carroll; Pittsburgh, Jack
Withers; Washington, Ed Heiber.

Small Plans Series to

Benefit Youths Wishing
Careers in Pictures

(Special to the Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Nov. 9.—Edward Small,

of Asher, Small and Rogers, has a plan

to develop new talent, and at the same time

produce a series of features for national

release.

Small’s many years as an agent and dis-

coverer of screen talent should qualify him
as a producer and pioneer in this new field.

It is Small’s idea to take' a group of young
men and women who possess the necessary

screen requirements and who lack an op-

portunity to show their wares and cast

them in a series of pictures. These boys
and girls will be billed the same as if they

were already stars, and only the most
capable directors will be entrusted with
Small’s proteges. Small figures to find new
talent in this way, and those people who
hit in their first pictures will be groomed
for stardom under his supervision.

Asher, Small and Rogers are laying plans

for a sequel to “The Cohens and Kellys,”

which they made in collaboration with Carl
Laemmle. This new version will be titled

“The Cohens and Kellys in Paris.”

Unsell and O’Connor
Sign with Preferred

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Nov. 9.— J. G. Bachmann
of Preferred Pictures has signed Eve Un-
sell and Frank O’Connor as scenarist and
director of “The Aristocrat,” his next pro-
duction.

Ormond Roberts Dead
(Special to the Herald)

ALBANY, Nov. 9.—Ormond Roberts, 34,

who was to have become manager of the

new Eagle theatre in this city, died at a

local hospital last week. Mr. Roberts had
been associated with his father in a num-
ber of theatres in this city.

The theatre and accompanying office

building represent a money cost upwards
of $10,000,000, not including the ground on
which it stands,

facing Broadway
and extending
from 43d street to

44th street. This
land alone is val-

ued at $6,500,000.

The building is

42 stories in

height, and the up-

per part towers

skyward in eight

setbacks, the archi-

tecture being gov-
erned by the zon-

ing act, which
obtains in the erec-

tion of high build-

ings in the city of New York. These set-

backs are illuminated by night by over a

thousand indirect reflectors, creating a re-

markably beautiful effect.

The theatre itself, which has a seating

capacity of 4,000, occupies the lower ten

stories of the building, and while millions

have been expended in its erection and

furnishings, it has nothing of the garish-

ness usually associated with the spending

of huge sums in ornate construction.

Largest Pipe Organ Installed

The largest pipe organ ever constructed,

which took three years to build, is being

And a Good Time
Will Be Had by All

(Special to the Herald)

PHILADELPHIA, Nov. 9.—

A

“Scream Club’’ has been formed
here with the membership restrict-

ed to members of the Film Board
of Trade and assistants, at the

suggestion of Bill Heenan, presi-

dent of the board and manager of

the First National exchange.
Good fellowship is the objective

of the organization and the first

event will be a dinner-dance No-
vember 15 at the Ritz Carlton
hotel.

The following officers were
elected for one year : Grand Jester,

Jay Emanuel, M-G-M manager;
Post Jester, Sam Steifel, part
owner of the DeLuxe Film Com-
pany; Kid Schackles, Ben Amster-
dam, part owner of the Master-
piece Film Attractions; Pen
Pusher, Harry E. Weiner, Colum-
bia manager.

installed and will be completed in time for
the opening. This instrument, or combina-
tion of instruments, includes every known
musical effect. The console is located at
the extreme left side of the orchestra pit

and is mounted on an elevator.

The orchestra pit and platform is of
remarkable construction. It is of the dis-

appearing type and so arranged by a clever
mechanical device that the entire orchestra
platform can be raised to the level of the
stage, which has a thirty foot depth, and
rolled back onto the stage. This is said
to be the first theatre in which this form
of construction has been used.

The Coast to Coast chain of Publix The-
atres will contribute to the staff of the
new theatre on the opening night. Ushers
and attendants from the leading theatres
all over the United States who have shown
unusual ability have been selected and will

be brought to New York to handle the au-
dience invited to the first night’s showing.

Franklin Beseiged for Invitations

Probably no theatre opening in New
York has ever caused such a demand for
invitations, and Harold Franklin, who has
superintended the building of the theatre
and is handling the opening, has been com-
pelled to refuse many thousands of re-

quests.

The new theatre seats 4,000 and that is

the number of invitations Mr. Franklin
has issued. Motion picture executives from
Australia, Japan, South America and
Europe are now en route to New York
for the opening, and the premiere night

will see the largest gathering of film celeb-

rities ever brought together under one roof.

The picture selected for the opening of

the new house is “God Gave Me Twenty
Cents,” which has been recently completed
at Paramount’s Eastern studio by Director
Herbert Brenon. In the cast are Jack
Mulhall, Lois Moran, Willie Collier and
Lya dePutti.

The policy of the new theatre will be
continuous, including four de luxe perform-
ances on week days and five on Sunday,
with popular prices prevailing.

26 Warner Winners
Schedule at Halfway
Mark in Few Days

(Special to the Herald)

LOS ANGELES, Nov. 9.—Warner
Brothers announced yesterday that 10

pictures are well under way at the
studios and that the schedule of 26
Warner Winners nears the halfway
mark.
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Re-Takes
Ince Firm Sues First National

for $1,700,000
Distributing Company Charged With Breach of Contract—Veidt Signs

5 Year Contract With U—Plan Valentino Mausoleum

By RAY MURRAY

HOLLYWOOD, Nov. 9.—First National Pictures has been named
the defendant in a $1,700,000 suit brought by the Thomas H. Ince
Corporation. The suit is the result of a contract which Thomas H.

Ince is said to have made with First Nationa^ in August, 1921, for the
delivery of 30 pictures.

U NDER the contracts the Ince cor-

poration states First National re-

ceived exclusive right to distribute the

picture for five years and in return was
to fix a permanent exhibition value for

each picture and to deliver it to the

franchise holders of the organization

who had agreed to pay a definite share

of the exhibition value. During the

time when Ince was making the con-

tract First National enlarged its production

activities with the result that it turned out

many of its own pictures according to the

complaint.
Thomas Ince died November 18, 1924, and

First National exercised its right to ter-

minate the contract for more pictures and

accepted only those which were practically

completed.
. ...

It is further charged that First National

instead of continuing to press the sale of

Ince pictures substituted its own product

and later conceded the Ince films as a- con-

sideration to the exhibitors for taking new

First National pictures. Attorneys for the

Ince estate have spent three months on a

tour of all First National exchanges to

examine the books. According to Attorneys

Ingle Carpenter and Charles Fourl the Ince

corporation will lose $250,000 on the pro-

duction costs of the last three Ince pic-

tures.
* * *

Roach to Hear Decision in $20,000 Suit

Judge James is expected to give his de-

cision this week in the $20,000 suit of Vm-
gie E. Roe, screen writer, against Hal

Roach, film producer, in which Miss Roe in

seeking damages on the charge that the two

films, “The King of Wild Horses’ and

“Black Typhoon” are based on her stories.

* * *

Plans for a mausoleum for the late Ru-

dolph Valentino are being submitted by

architects and designers to S. George Ull-

man, executor of the estate. A site has

been selected.
5|: 5{C Jfc

David Kirkland, director, has been signed

to write the continuity of “The Deer

Stalker,” a Zane Grey story for Famous
Players-Lasky. Jack Holt will be featured.

* * *

Milton Sills returned to Los Angeles

Wednesday. He began work yesterday on

his next picture.
* * *

Conrad Veidt has signed a five year con-

tract with Universal and will be starred in

“The Man Who Laughs” to be directed by

Edward Sloman.
a|e i}: sjs

John L. Murphy, production manager for

Harold Lloyd, is receiving congratulations for

his miraculous escape from death in an automo-
bile accident in Cahuenga Pass last week.
Murphy lost control of the car on a steep grade

and was saved from a 30-foot plunge by two
telegraph wires which checked his drop.

* * *

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer’s ball was held-

Saturday at the Astor Hotel. Nils Gran-
lund was in charge of entertainment. Many
screen celebrities attended.

Count Tolstoy, 61,

Dons Knee Pants
Sooner or later they all don

’em. What? Hollywood romp-
ers! Count Ilyan Tolstoy, son of
famous Russian novelist, now in

Hollywood has fallen for knickers
and colored stockings. The Count
appeared on the Inspiration Pic-
tures lot where “Resurrection”
sets are being built, with tweed
plus fours and bright blue stock-
ings. He had also a red bow tie,

checkered cap, tilted at an angle
of 45 degrees and blue flannel
shirt. Yep, it gets ’em all sooner
or later. The Count is sixty-one
years young next month.—R. M.

Noted Authors Gather in Hollywood

Joseph Hergsheimer, famous American
writer, arrived in Los Angeles last week
and registered at the Ambassador Hotel.
He was met at the train by H. L. Mencken,
Anita Loos, Aileen Pringle and James R.
Quirk.

* * *

Announcement has been made of the
wedding of J. Charles Davis II, to Mary
Cecelia Bruning on Sunday, September 26,
at Beverly Hills. Mr. Davis is a well-
known film executive and former president
of the Vital Exchanges. His wife is known
on the screen as Marilyn Mills.

* * *

James Hogan is directing a “Ranger”
picture for F. B. O.

* *

Margaret Livingston has returned from
Lake Arrowhead, Cal., where she played
a character-vamp role in F. W. Murnau’s
initial Fox picture, “Sunrise.”

* * *

Patsy Ruth Miller is up to her ears in
work once more at the Warner Brothers
studio, after her brief Eastern vacation
trip. She is playing the feminine lead op-
posite Monte Blue in “Wolf’s Clothing.”

* * *

With the arrival of Carl Laemmle on
the Coast, Scott Darling, supervising direc-
tor of comedies, will begin preparations for
an extensive production schedule. Darling
is now preparing a story based on Univer-
sal’s slogan, “It can be done.”

* * *

Mary McAlister has been signed for the
ingenue lead in the Fox production “Love
of Women” which John Griffith Wray will

direct.
* * *

Billy Butts Returns to Coast

Billy Butts, who has been playing an im-
portant role in the Paramount production
of “The Canadian” opposite Thomas
Meighan in New York, has returned to

Hollywood with his mother.

W ELL, it’s only 37 days to Christmas.
We merely print this fact to remind
you to do your Xmas shopping early

(which you won’t) and to order those
cigars, in case you are going to give cigars

(personally we like Roi Tans, but any other
kind will be accepted) or tell the bank to

lay in a stock of gold pieces, in case you
give the latter.

* * *

It has been Christmas all summer for a
few Los Angeles newspaper writers of mo-
tion picture gossip. They don’t call it

Christmas, however, but “surprise parties.”

The trouble is these poor writers won’t
know when Xmas really comes, they’ll be
so loaded with presents by that time.

% % %

One lucky young lady movie critic found
$500 under her plate at one of these “sur-
prise” dinners given by a director’s wife

—

you see why they call ’em “surprise” din-

ners—and ever since then every movie
critic in town has been looking under his

plate and even under the dining-room rug
when invited out.

;{:

Vote for One
News Item: “D. W. Griffith has severed

connections with Famous Players-Lasky
Corp. He will next direct a big special

for Universal ( ), First National ( ), Fox
( ), Warner Bros. ( ), Metro-Goldwyn
( ), P. D. C. ( ), Sennett ( ), Hal Roach
( ), Century (

).”

* * *

Rotten Publicity

I see the manufacture of carriages fell

off 14,000 from 1923 to 1926, thus showing
that “Thanks for the Buggy Ride” didn’t
help sales any.

* * *

How Things Have Changed
Nobody can accuse Paul Gulick, Univer-

sal’s director of publicity, of- being a globe
trotting publicist. Paul arrived in Holly-
wood last week, his first trip here in about
20 years.

5*S Jfc

’Raw for “Fancies”

In Hollywood, Carter DeHaven is giving

a midnight matinee every Saturday, prob-
ably for those busy actors who cannot get

away from the dinner table in time for the

regular show.
5{C

What We Want to Hear
Raymond Griffith on the Vitaphone.

* * *

Famous Last Words
“No, I don’t want to be a Wampas Baby

Star.”
'K 'K

And speaking of the Wampas, Tom Reed
entertained them last week with witty re-

marks by Universal’s staff of writers and
lion tamers. And the greatest of these was
the lion tamer.

•J* H4

Lay out my dress suit, James—the black

one—have to dress for the premiere of

“What Price Glory” at the Carthav Circle.

—R. M.

Steal Candy, Miss Cash
ALBANY, N. Y., Nov. 9.—For the sec-

ond time in a year, the Rose theatre in

Troy, N. Y., owned and operated by Jake
Rosenthal, was burglarized last week when
twenty boxes of candy were taken after

the burglars had overlooked about $330
which Mr. Rosenthal had placed in a steel

filing cabinet in his office, rather than in

the safe. Finger prints were taken and
arrests followed.
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Film News

in

Pictures

PICTORIAL SECTION
of Exhibitors Herald

Issue of November 13

Stories Told

by

the Camera

Warner Oland appears in a bandit’s

role in “Tell It to the Marines.”
Metro receives the co-operation of

the United States Marines when they
film the story.

LEFT: Herman Starr, chief executive
at the Warner home office arrives

home from a reorganizing trip abroad.
ABOVE: Gus Schlesinger, foreign
agent of Warner’s was with him.

Making pictures, like making war,
depends greatly on business talent. A
couple of Harry Langdon’s aids are
J. R. Ferrara, left, auditor, and C. H.
Langdon, confidential secretary, right.

Langdon is under F. N. contract.

It’s all settled now that Charles Ray
will be a Producers Distributing
Corporation player. His contract
calls for a role in “Nobody's Widow”
with Leatrice Joy in the feminine
role.

LEFT: Rex Ingram, director of

“Mare Nostrum,” arrives in France to

start work on “The Garden of Allah.”
Francis X. Bushman, Metro, (above)
is in many big films nowadays.
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Evidently someone has just created a good gag. Monty
Banks is the comedian in “Horse Shoes,” the script of
which this trio are working on. Charles Horan, center,
is chief scenarist while Arthur MacArthur, right, is super-
vising production. It will be released by Pathe.

The principals and the princess! Donald Crisp, director of
“Man Bait,” Metropolitan film and a P. D. C. release, intro-
duces Princess Natalia Golitzen to Marie Prevost, who stars
in the picture. The Princess, who has a minor role in the
picture, is a native of Russia.

Inspiration Pictures, Inc., is now producing independently. The
studio force includes the following: (L. to R.) William Cody, Rube
Boyce, Jack Pierce, Neil Jack, Frank Bangs, Mickey McMein, Irva
Ross, Albert Benham, Grace Cameron. Standing: Frank Landi,
Clem Herrington, Jim Smith, Caryl Fleming, G. L. McDonell, Gardner
James, Jeanne Spencer, J. Boyce Smith, Jr., Joe Wilson, Sidney
Olcott, Lenore Kent, Tom Miranda, D. W. Gobbett, J. P. O'Connor,
Ruth Iloereth, Joe Steele, Victorine Bangs, E. D. Venturino.

Little Mary Hay Barthel-
mess and her father, Rich-
ard Barthelmess, who has
completed “The White
Black Sheep” for F. N.

Edmund Goulding, whose name first became known as a
writer, is the director now of “Diamond Handcuffs,” a
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer picture which stars Greta Garbo.
At right is Pat O’Malley working on the Metro lot in the
male lead of the picture. (Herald photo.)

Laura La Plante will be-
come the bride of William
Seiter, Universal director,

November 14 in Hollywood
Congregational church.
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“I don’t get a word to say.” F. W. Murnau listens to in-

structions from three of his players appearing in “Sunrise”
at Lake Arrowhead, Cal., for Fox. Left to right the mega-
phone holders are: George O’Brien, Margaret Livingston
and Janet Gaynor.

In the center is Jimmie Finlayson, Pathe-Hal Roach comed-
ian who at present probably prefers blondes. The name of

the comedy from which the above still was taken is “Wise
Guys Prefer Brunettes.” In it Helene Chadwick makes her
debut as a two reel comedy player.
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First National’s doors are locked at the Eastern studios.

Ray Rockett, production manager, has closed up shop
and gone to Burbank to continue production. At extreme
left are W. C. Boothby, financial comptroller, Hugh
McCollum and Edward Berry. Ray is fifth from the right.
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Margaret Morris is playing
F. B. O. roles, one of which
is in “Magic Garden” un-
der supervision of Leo
Meehan.

“Exit” marks the spot where Balboni got caught in the
turnstile. But “Here Y’Are Brother,” says June Mathis
to her husband-director, you can’t leave until your pic-

ture is finished. Balboni is the director of First National’s
picture, “Here Y’Are Brother.”

Harry Langdon completes
work on his latest comedy,
“Long Pants.” Betty Baker
is the young woman in the
First National film.
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Two Western stars discuss the renaissance of Westerns in mo-
tion picture theatres. Harry Carey, who is now appearing in

“Satantown” and three other Pathe features, received a good
place among the “240 Best Box Office Names” of the Studio
Section. Hoot Gibson, left, was in sixth in the list.

Sid Grauman gives Vitaphone its Western premiere at the
Egyptian theatre. Left is Jack L. Warner, production head of

Warner Brothers, who aided in a supervisory capacity while
the device was installed in the Grauman house.

Marion Constance Blackton will become the bride of Gardner
James Christmas Day. James is under contract with Inspiration
Pictures. Miss Blackton is the daughter of J. Stuart Blackton and
is a scenarist of some successful film productions.
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“Uneasy Payments” goes into production at the F. B. O.
lot and the three figures above are prominent in its

making. David Kirkland, left, is directing, Alberta
Vaughn, is starring in her own comic character, and
Edwin C. King is general manager of production.

Conrad Veidt, left, German film star, receives Vlad-
imir Namirovitch-Dantchenko who is founder of the
Moscow Art Theatre and dean of Russian dramatists on
the set of “The Beloved Rogue,” United Artists picture
in which John Barrymore is starring.

“Hollywood’s chart is the Studio chart,” says A1 Boas-

berg, comedy constructor, gag man and title writer of

F. B. O., to Ray Murray, the “Herald’s” Western repre-

sentative. . A1 is titling “Her Father Said No.”
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The most popular player in Our Gang proves to be
Farina. The fair skinned child is Scooter. Directing the
comedies for Pathe release is Robert McGowan who says
there is only one kind of pictures he really loves to direct

and that is pictures with children in them.

When Johnnie Comes Marching Home. He comes now with
long pants and a clippered head. Jackie Coogan enjoys the

“once in a lifetime” sensation of having cast aside his long
brown locks. It all takes place in his Metro film, “Johnnie
Get Your Haircut.”

Lilyan Tashman, Edmund Lowe and David Butler meet
in Hollywood when Lowe and his bride end their honey-
moon which took them abroad. While in England Lowe
worked in scenes of “One Increasing Purpose” for Fox.

Hope Hampton, whose work of late has been chiefly in
Technicolor productions released by Educational, will ap-
pear in a stage play, “The Proud Princess,” a William
Brady production opening on Broadway.
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Eberhardt Gets Telegrams and
Letters from 12 Immortals

Pennsylvania Returns Show Theatre Men W on High Offices—A. M. P.

A. Entertain “Critics” of New York Newspapers

By JOHN S. SPARGO

N EW \ ORK, Nov. 9.—Walter Eberhardt, the dapper little Beau
Brummell who presidents over the A. M. P. A. when he isn’t doing
heavy stuff for First National, threw out his chest one day last

week, patted himself on his fountain pen pocket, and remarked :

“Em not getting to be
;

I am a regular ladies’ man.”

VX7HICH is going some for Walter,
* * and I hope this will not be misun-

derstood in the Eberhardt domicile.
The occasion for Eberhardt’s self

felicitation, is the completion of the first

big stunt he has put over since relieving

Glen Allvine of that presidenting job.

During his term of office Allvine had
the A. M. P. A. select the twelve male
immortals of the picture business. Al-
ways with an eye to real showmanship,
and remembering the exhibitor adage of

getting the women in, Eberhardt has
succeeded in having the A. M. P. A.
select' the 12 feminine immortals, and
having every one of the 12 accept the
honor.

Letters or telegrams have been re-

ceived by Eberhardt from each of the

twelve expressing their gratification at

the honor shown them by the A. M.
P. A.

“I am pleased and happy at the honor con-
ferred upon me,” wired Mary Pickford, who
headed the list of feminine “immortals,,” “and
hope some time in the future to attend one of

your luncheons.”
Norma Talmadge, who took second place,

telegraphed

:

“I thank the Associated Motion Picture
Advertisers for the high honor conferred upon
me and only hope I can personally greet mem-
bers of your organization at some future date.”

In expressing her appreciation for the honor
accorded her June Mathis wrote: “It is indeed
a gratification to know just what you boys all

think of what I have done in the past, and I

assure you that it will be a source of inspiration

for me in the future. I trust that I may be able
to see you all some time and thank you in

person.”
Gloria Swanson expresses her gratitude “for

placing me among the women who have done
the most for the screen. I hope the honor will

be merited more by my work in the future than
that done in the past.”

Other feminine “immortals” of the screen who
sent either telegrams or letters expressing their

pleasure at the honor conferred upon them were
Anita Loos, Frances Marion, Colleen Moore,
Constance Talmadge, Beulah Livingstone, Jeanie
Macpherson, Lillian Gish and Corinne Griffith.

Frances Marion’s telegram of appreciation is

unique in that she seems to think that Lois
Weber was more deserving of the honor than
herself. She says: “I do appreciate the honor
of having been chosen one of the 12 women, but
I do feel that my place should have been given
to Lois Weber, who ranks as one of the first

great directors, who has written some of the
best stories ever produced on the screen and
whose current pictures proved that she still holds
her place among our best directors. I shall be
very proud to attend one of your banquets. Best
wishes.”

“I do not believe that I will ever be so
thrilled as I was when advised of the A. M.
P. A. selection,” telegraphed Colleen Moore to
Mr. Eberhardt. “My warmest and deepest
thanks from the bottom of my heart and while
I regret that I was so ill when in New York
that I did not have the opportunity to come and
see you and talk with you all I am looking
forward to doing so on my next Eastern visit.

Cordially and sincerely.”
“Please know that I greatly appreciate the

tribute paid me . . . and look forward to
thanking your organization in person when I

again visit New York,” wired Constance Tal-
madge.

Beulah Livingstone sent a telegram from
Hollywood, saying: “I deeply appreciate the
Associated Motion Picture Advertisers’ kindness
in placing me in such distinguished company and
trust I will always merit your organization’s
tribute. On my return to New York in about
six weeks I shall consider it an honor to be
the guest of the A. M. P. A.”

Lillian Gish sends her thanks from Culver

City and expresses the hope that she may “one
day have the pleasure of thanking them per-
sonally for this most gratifying tribute.”

* sfc *

Old timers in the motion picture bus-
iness have, been heard to tell about try-
ing to maintain a standing in the com-
munity by carefully concealing the fact
that they were in this business. As a
contrast on the then and now, take a
peep at the election returns in Pennsyl-
vania and see how two theatre owners
fared. One was elected lieutenant-gov-
ernor, and another was elected to the
state senate.
Arthur James, of Wilkes Rarre, the

new; lieutenant governor of Pennsyl-
vania, is associated with M. E. Comer-
ford, president of the Comerford Amuse-
ment Company, in the ownership of the
Shawnee theatre at Plymouth, Pa., and
other theatres in that vicinity. The
Shawnee is a big combination house,
playing vaudeville and pictures. The
other theatres in which Mr. James is

interested are devoted exclusively to
motion pictures.
Mr. James was a delegate to the con-

vention of the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of America in Chicago and will
be remembered by theatre owners gen-
erally on account of the active part he
took in the proceedings there.
Another theatre owner successful in

the Pennsylvania elections is Frank
Harris, of Pittsburgh, who was elected
to the senate to succeed his brother, the
late Senator John P. Harris. Senator-
elect Harris is associated with the Har-
ris Amusement Company and Harry
Davis Enterprises in Western Penn-
sylvania.

With Lieutenant Governor James and
Senator Harris on the job in the up-
per house of the legislature, the Penn-
sylvania theatre owners will have
champions who will see that their in-

terests are in no way neglected.
* * *

N. Y. “Critics” Guests of A. M. P. A.

The critics of the New York news-
papers were guests of the Associated
Motion Picture Advertisers at a lunch-
eon in the Mid-Town Hofbrau Haus on
Broadway last Thursday.
Walter Eberhardt, A. M. P. A. pres-

ident, welcomed the guests and intro-
duced Harry Hirschfield, the cartoon-
ist and head of the Cheese Club who
acted as toastmaster.
Among the guests present were John S.

Cohen, Jr., of the Sim, Richard Watts, Jr.,

of the Herald-Tribune, Alma Talmy, of
The World, Rigina Cannon, of The
Graphic, Dorothy Herzog, of The Mirror,
Irene Thirer, of The Daily News, Rose
Pelswick, of The Journal, Roscoe Mac-
Gowen, of The Daily News, David Strauss
and Richard O’Brien, of The Morning
Telegraph, and Kelcey Allen, of Women’s
Wear.
The trade paper editors will be guests

of the A. M. P. A. at a future luncheon,
and at still another it is planned by the

organization to likewise honor the
writers of the fan magazines.

* * *

Shea Returns to McCarthy Office

Joe Shea who has been acting as the
business manager of the New England
company of “The Big Parade” has re-

turned to the office of J. J. McCarthy
to take care of the publicity for both
“The Big Parade” and “Ben-Hur” New
York engagements.

* * *

Dr. Reisner Entertains Kane Players

Ernest Gillan and Eddie Gribbon,
both of whom are appearing in “The
Song of the Dragon,” the Robert T.
Kane production now being filmed at

the Cosmopolitan Studios, New York,
were guests at the special services of
Dr. Christian F. Reisner’s Broadway
Temple, Sunday night.

Spargo Surveys
Theatre Chains

(.Continued from page 29)

Concord, N. H.—Star.

Portsmouth, N. H.—Colonial, Olympia.
Berlin, N. H.—-Albert, Princess.
Rutland, Vt.—Strand, Grand.
Barre, Vt.—Park, Magney.
Richford, Vt.—Colonial.
Northfield, Vt.—Savoy.
Burlington, Vt.—Majestic.
Montpelier, Vt.—Playhouse.
The Mark Strand Theatre Enterprises,

now a part of the Stanley Company of

America combination, has four theatres
in New England. Three of them, the
Strand, Comique and Waldorf are in

Lynn, Mass., and the fourth, the Strand,
is in Worcester, Mass.

Following are some of the other most
important circuits in New England:

S. Z. Poll Circuit

Bridgeport, Conn. — Palace, Poli’s,

Lyric, Majestic.
Hartford, Conn.—Capitol, Palace.
Meriden, Conn—Poli’s, Poli’s Palace.
New Haven, Conn. —- Bijou, Palace,

Hyperion.
Waterbury, Conn.—Poli Palace.

I. J. Hoffman Circuit
Ansonia, Conn.—Capitol, Tremont.
Hartford, Conn.—Princess, Strand.
New Britain, Conn.—Capitol, Palace,

Scenic.
So. Manchester, Conn.—Circle, State.

Torrington, Conn.—Alhambra, Palace.
Waterbury, Conn.—-Strand.
Willimantic, Conn.—Gem.

Goldstein Circuit

Pittsfield, Mass.—Colonial.
Pawtucket, R. I.—State.

Holyoke, Mass.—Strand, Victory.
Springfield, Mass.—Broadway, State.

Ware, Mass.—Casino, Bijou.

Palmer, Mass.—Strand.
Northampton, Mass.—Calvin, Plaza.

Westfield, Mass.—O. H., Strand.

L. M. Boas Circuit

Clinton, Mass.—Globe.
Waverly, Mass.—Strand.
Woburn, Mass.—Strand.
Amesbury, Mass.—Strand.
Newburyport, Mass.—Strand.
Boston—Olympic.

J. Lourie Circuit

Roslindale, Mass, (part of Boston)

—

Rialto.

Jamaica Plains, Mass, (part of Boston)
—Jamaica.
Boston—Beacon, Modern.
Roxbury, Mass, (part of Boston)

—

Criterion, Dudley, Shawnut, Rivoli.

Norfolk Downs (part of Quincy,
Mass.)—Norfolk.
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Yields to None on Love
Of Country, Says Hughes

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Nov. 9.—Rupert
Hughes arrived in New York last

week to gather more material
with which to complete his sec-
ond volume of George Washing-
ton’s life. His first volume drew
considerable adverse criticism be-

cause of its statements concern-
ing the private life of Washing-
ton.

“I yield to nobody in my love
of my country, and my admira-
tion of Washington,” said Mr.
Hughes, “and I do not see why it

is not an admirable thing to tell

the truth about the beginnings of

our country.”

Rembusch’s Plea

ForAllied Return
Scored by Seider

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Nov. 9.—A request by
Frank J. Rembusch, that A1 Steffes call the

Allied States organization back to activity

as a unit in exhibitor affairs is branded
by Joseph M. Seider, business manager of

the M. P. T. O. A., as a publicity move by
the president of the Indiana theatre owners’
body.
Rembusch’s request followed the action

of exhibitors from nine states at the Mich-
igan convention which resulted in a reitera-

tion by Will Hays of his stand for equit-

able decisions by Film Boards of Trade.
Seider pointed out that this exhibitor action

was not an Allied States gesture anyway.
Seider added that he doubted whether

Steffes would give an ear to Rembusch’s
request.

Parishioners Urged by
Pastors to See Film of

Eucharistic Congress
(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Nov. 9.—All pastors in the

archdiocese of New York have received
letters from Cardinal Hayes requesting
them to urge parishioners at all masses
today to go to the Fox picture of the

Eucharistic Congress which was held in

Chicago in June. The film carries a graphic
story of the congress from its start in

Rome to Chicago. The showing begins at

the Jolson theatre and will run two weeks.

Rosenfeld New Head of
Columbia in Canada

(Special to the Herald)

TORONTO, Nov. 9.—Louis Rosenfeld,
formerly with Canadian Independent Films,
Ltd., is now general manager of Columbia
Pictures of Canada, Ltd., Toronto, which
was recently incorporated under Canadian
laws for the distribution of Columbia re-

leases. Rosenfeld has announced that Jules
Levine is the manager at Montreal, while
M. S. Bernstein is manager at St. John,
N. B.

P. D. C. in New Quarters
(Special to the Herald)

DETROIT, Nov. 9.—Branch Manager
Henry Zapp and his local staff of Pro-
ducers Distributing Corporation ex-
change will move into new quarters in

the second floor of the Detroit Film
Exchange.

ChristieWeek Opens Sunday;
Marks 15 Years in Hollywood

Theatres from Coast to Coast Will Join in Observance by Show-

ing Short and Long Features of Comedy Producers

—Cryer Places Plaque on Studios

(Special to the Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Nov. 9.—Christie Anniversary Week will start Sun-
day and fifteen years of comedy production in Hollywood will be cele-

brated in theatres from New York to San Francisco and from Seattle to

Miami, marking the development and growth of split-reel entertainment
into a standard series of two-reel comedies, topped off with long feature

comedies of a high standard in their field.

Long and Short Pictures Played

Christie Week will be observed not only in theatres which play the
two-reel Christie comedies distributed by Educational, but also by houses
playing Christie long features sold by P. D. C. Many theatres in addition

to those regularly served by these distributors will join in the anniversary.

u^pHE NERVOUS WRECK,” latest

J long feature produced by Christie, is

being previewed this week in P. D. C. ex-

changes. Many
exhibitors will
celebrate with
“Up in Mabel’s
Room,” and one
exhibitor wrote
that he will run
“Charley’s Aunt”
for the fourth

A1 Christie

time.

The current
season has been
notable for the
quality of the
two-reel product,
including such
comedies as
“Dummy Love,”

“Wife Shy” and “Uppercuts.” A policy
of mounting each two-reel picture in a
manner befitting a long feature has been
adhered to for some time, and is notice-
able in the new Educational series (the
seventh that Christie has made for this

outlet).

Charles Christie

Choice of Comedies Given

Exhibitors playing this series were
given their choice of a Bobby Vernon, a

Billy Dooley, a Jimmie Adams or a Chris-

tie Comedy for Anniversary Week, there

being eight of the Vernons, six each of

the Dooleys and Adamses and ten of the
Christies, which feature such comedians
as the chin-whiskered Jack Duffy, Anne
Cornwall, Neal Burns and William
Irving, in addition to Frances Lee,
Natalie Joyce, Caryl Lincoln, Gale Lloyd,
Edna Marion, Thelma Daniels, Violet
Bird, Adelaide McIntyre, Rose Lane,
Eevlyn Egan, Gladys Harvey and Col-
lette Mazzoletti.
Some exhibitors playing the fifth or

sixth Christie-Educational series added
the name of Walter Hiers to the list

from which to choose one or more com-
edies for Anniversary Week.

Arranged by Dowling
Arrangements for Christie Week were

carried out by Pat Dowling, sales and
publicity director, who parked his dimi-
nutive Christie Comedy car in the shade
of practically every marquee from New

York to San Francisco on the Lincoln
Highway. Hundreds of exhibitors signed
the scroll. This scroll, now in the hands
of A1 Christie, is one of the longest
single collections of exhibitor autographs
in the country, and is representative, not
only geographically but also numerically,
some names representing chains of thea-
tres with thousands of seats, and others
representing single houses with only a
few hundred.

Preceding Christie week in the thea-
tres, Mayor George E. Cryer of Los
Angeles and various heads of civic or-
ganizations and clubs placed a bronze
plaque on the corner of the Christie
studios, marking the spot where the first

motion pictures in Hollywood were taken
fifteen years ago. The news pictures of
this event are now being published
throughout the United States and
abroad.

Vitaphone Opens
with

(i
Better ’Ole”

in Chicago Dec. 1
Chicago will get its second Vitapbone

program December 1, Warner Brothers an-
nounce, when “The Better ’Ole” opens at
the Woods theatre. The program includes
A1 Jolson, George Jessel, Elsie Janis, Rein-
aid Werrenrath, Howard Brothers and the
Four Aristocrats.
Vitaphone Corporation entered into an

agreement with Brunswick yesterday, Nov.
8, whereby it will have the services of the
New York Philharmonic Orchestra, A1
Jolson and the Vincent Lopez orchestra.

20,194 New Companies
Incorporate This Year

(Special to the Herald)

ALBANY, Nov. 9.—Tjius far this year
there have been 20,194 companies incor-
porated in this state while last year there
were 24,703 for the 12 months. There has
been a marked falling off in the number of
companies of all sorts that have incorpo-
rated in New York state during the past
three months.
The sole motion picture company incor-

porated last week was Chanis Productions,
Inc., which had a capitalization of $10,000.

James-Blackton Wedding Dec. 25
HOLLYWOOD—Gardner James and Marion

Constance Clackton will be married here Christmas
Day.
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Italy Restricts Foreign Films;

British Imports Decline
Britain’s Exports Also Decrease—Mussolini Creates Commission at

Rome to Boost Domestic Production of Pictures

{Washington Bureau of the Herald)

W ASHINGTON, Nov. 9.—Mussolini’s plans for a self-sufficing

Italy, producing as nearly as possible everything used within the

borders of the country, is to be extended to the motion picture in-

dustry, it is indicated in a report just received by the motion picture

division of the Department of Commerce from Viceconsul F. C. Gowe,
Rome.

A COMMISSION of experts, financiers

and political leaders has been created

by the Ministry of National Economy to

increase the domestic production of motion
pictures and restrict their importation from
abroad.

Public Favors Restriction

Announcement of the plan is said to have
been received favorably in Italy. It has

been followed by a publicity campaign
throughout the country, posters being dis-

tributed in which the necessity of increas-

ing the Italian output of motion pictures

is urged and attention called to the amount
of money paid annually to foreign pro-

ducers.

Statistics show that in 1925 the total of

sensitized films imported into Italy was
101,576 kilos, valued at 12,426,794 lire, as

compared with 80,253 kilos valued at 5,532,-

866 lire in 1924 and 68,707 kilos with a

value of 5,542,495 lire in 1923. Receipts

from abroad of exposed films totaled 16,-

281 kilos valued at 8,213,925 lire in 1925

;

13,313 kilos valued at 13,069,478 lire in

1924 and 15,873 kilos with a value of 13,-

223,249 lire in 1923.

Exports Show Increase

Exports of sensitized unexposed films

from Italy in 1925 amounted to 3,780 kilos

valued at 300,823 lire; 3,435 kilos worth
393,095 lire in 1924 and 4,504 kilos with a

value of 705,527 lire in 1923. Exports of

nonsensitized unexposed films totaled 104

kilos, valued at 28,000 lire in 1925, 675

kilos worth 113,406 lire in 1924 and 1,316

kilos valued at 177,160 lire in 1923.

Exports of exposed films have shown a

steady increase in volume during the last

three years although the value of these

exports expressed in lire decreased sharply

in 1925.

British Imports, Exports
For Nine Months Decline

( Washington Bureau of the Herald

)

WASHINGTON, Nov. 9.—Decline in

imports of motion picture films into Great

Britain for the first nine months of 1926

and a drop also in exports from Britain

for the same period are noted in reports

from the office of the consul-general at

London, made public by the Department of

Commerce. However, there was a steady

growth of imports in July, August and
September.

Imports totaled 39,875,000 linear feet,

as compared with 170,587,388 in the cor-

responding period of 1925 and 79,191,000

linear feet in the first nine months of 1924.

Re-exports of film during the first three-quarters
of 1926, however, totaled 22,051,000 linear feet,

as contrasted with 12,071,000 in the comparative
period in the year before and 12,506,000 linear

feet in the 1924 period. Hence the net aggregate
imports totaled only 17,824,515 linear feet in the

first nine months of 1926; 158,516,476 feet in

the 1925 period and 61,685,370 feet in the nine
months of 1924.

As compared with the first nine months
cf either of the two preceding years, Brit-

ish imports of blank films, which pre-

dominate, have suffered this year far more

severely than those of either positive or
negative films, the report states.
Imports of blank films amounted to only 24,-

209,546 linear feet in the period under discussion,
while in the similar period of 1925 they totaled

122,316,370, and in 1924, the same months, 53,994,-
350. Re-exports of this type of film during the
first nine months of 1926 amounted to 16,820,887
linear feet: in the 1925 period they were only
3,612,216 linear teet and in the 1924 period, 6,342,-

449 linear feet. ,

British receipts of positive films declined during
the period in question to 11,033,297 linear feet,

with re-exports totaling 2, 591,812 linear feet. In
the similar period of 1925 they amounted to 40,-

329,532 linear feet and re-exports were 3,997,955
linear feet. In 1924 these receipts totaled 20,-

257,269 linear feet with re-exports amounting to

2,992,014.
Imports into Great Britain of negative films

totaled 4,632,981 linear feet and re-exports 2,637,-

610 in the period under discussion; 7,941,486
linear feet and re-exports of 4,460,741 in the 1925
period and 4,939,848 linear feet and 3,171,634
linear feet of re-exports in the 1924 period, accord-
ing to the report.

In considering the course of British im-

ports of these films during the first nine

months of this year it is necessary to con-
sider that toward the end of April, 1924,

the then British chancellor of the exchequer
announced that the government would not

renew the customs duty on imported films

as on and from August 1 of that year,

and that the natural result was a very
considerable decrease in such imports dur-

ing the ensuing three months, and a large

increase immediately thereafter. Also, it

should be recalled that, at the end of April,

1925, the present chancellor of the ex-

chequer gave notice that the duties would
be reimposed on the first of the following

July, an announcement which had the effect

of greatly enlarging imports prior to that

date.

Exports Show Sharp Drop
Exports from Great Britain during the

first nine -months of 1926 totaled 47,731,525

linear feet as compared with 73,792,579 in

the corresponding period of 1925. The
1926 total was also about 4,000,000 linear

feet under the export figure for 1924.

Blank film exports, which constitute the largest

proportion of British foreign shipments of films

decreased by approximately 24,000,000 linear feet,

amounting to only 28,540,481 as compared with
52,225,107 in the 1925 period and 34,421,520
linear feet in the first nine months of 1924.

Shipments of positive film, which amounted to

18,901,427 linear feet in the first three-quarters

of this year were about 2,000,000 linear feet

less than the 21,049,738 exported in the same
period in 1925 but about that same amount
greater than the 1924 exports, which totaled 16,-

778,818 linear feet.

British exports of negative films from
the beginning of 1926 to the end of Sep-

tember amounted to 289,617 linear ' feet.

Big Pressbook Features
‘Gorilla Hunt9 Campaign

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Nov. 9.—Ingenious stunts

are worked out in detail in the pressbook
for “The Gorilla Hunt,” which F. B. O.

will distribute. Herb Cruikshank is co-

operating on behalf of Winkler Pictures

with the exploitation force of F. B. O.,

and the pressbook, with its simple but prac-

ticable selling ideas, is but one phase of the

campaign underway for the Ben Burbridge
production.

Hayward’s Defeat
Results from Loss

ofM.P. Influence
(Special to the Herald)

KANSAS CITY, KAN., Nov. 9.—That
Harry Hayward, Republican candidate to

succeed himself as county attorney of
Wyandotte County (Kansas City, Kan.),
owes his defeat to his meddling in a pro-
posed ban on motion pictures on Sundays
in Kansas City, Kan., there can be little

doubt. The state of Kansas went virtually

solid Republican, as did Wyandotte County,
Hayward being virtually the only Repub-
lican candidate on his ticket who was not
either elected or put up a fight so close
that the result was in doubt.
Governor Ben S. Paulen who succeeded

himself by a large majority always has
been known to be fair and impartial in

dealing with matters pertaining to the
screen.

Coolidge, Madden
and Mellon Eager
for Big Tax Cuts

(Special to the Herald)

WASHINGTON, D. C., Nov. 9.—Con-
gressman Madden of Illinois has gone on
record as certifying that another tax reduc-
tion which will amount to between $300,000
and $400,000 will be feasible.

President Coolidge and Secretary Mellon
are understood to share in those views.
Gains made by the Democrats in the recent
election have caused them to double their
efforts to bring about big reductions at
the December session of Congress.

Industry Urged to Aid
Los Angeles Community
Fund in Committee Plea

(Special to the Herald)

LOS ANGELES, Nov. 9.—The industry
is asked to give to the fullest measure to
Los Angeles’ Community Chest in an ap-
peal from the campaign’s motion picture
committee, which includes Chairman M. C.
Levee, Joseph M. Schenck, Louis B. Mayer
and Jesse L. Lasky. The committee’s ap-
peal, addressed “To Everybody in Our In-
dustry, follows

:

“It is only insofar as the motion picture
industry leads in the commercial growth
and general progress of the city of Los
Angeles that we can expect the citizens
of this municipality to respect us and to
appreciate the significance and the value
of the presence of this industry in their

midst. We have a great opportunity at the
present time to prove again as we have
repeatedly proved in the past that we are
ready, able and willing to do more than
our share on Los Angeles’ most important
civic problem. The Community Chest drive
is the only sane solution of the large scale

charity problem ever devised and we are
particularly fortunate in having a commu-
nity chest organization that is the most eco-
nomical in America.

“Absolutely one hundred cents of every
dollar you give goes to charity. Your in-

dustry is adequately represented among the

leaders in this campaign who accept re-

sponsibility for your contributions. Re-
member that you are only called on once
a year so that a large donation is not gen-

erosity or charity, but good, economical
business practice. Everybody is doing his

or her share and we know you are going

to do yours when you are called upon by
the folks at your studio.”
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Making Overture
Blend with Picture

S
ONGS OF ITALY” was an-

nounced as the name of the

overture to be played by
Adolphe Dumont’s excellent Chicago
theatre orchestra on last week’s bill

and it started out in the manner of

the usual concert offering. After a

few minutes of straight overture,

however, the Pathe-FitzPatrick

music reel of like title was broken
upon the screen and from there on
music and film were one—subtitle

and melody clicking together like the

w.k. clock. A report in “Presentation

Acts” rates the overture as the best by
this orchestra in many months.

There is a general conviction that

overtures of the heavy concert type
are on their way out of the picture

houses, a certain regret attaching

thereto. These music reels afford an
excellent means of retaining what is

good in concert music, without tiring

audiences or resorting to forcible

methods of musical education. Or-
chestra directors will do well, for

themselves and for all concerned, to

follow Mr. Dumont’s example.
-» -X- -X-

Added Convenience
For Exhibitor Reports

C onvenience to exhibitors
in the reporting of Short Fea-
tures for the “What the Pic-

ture Did For Me” department of the
Herald is one objective of an inno-
vation in the form of the report
blank now being issued.

One side of the blank is designated
for Short Feature reports, thus auto-

matically classifying the picture for

the exhibitor before he “takes his

pen in hand.”

And by the way, any who, through
absence from his theatre or other-

wise, may have failed to read
the dramatic story of “What the Pic-

ture Did For Me” in the November 6
issue will profit by turning back to

that issue and taking the few minutes
necessary to read the article, which is

packed with real interest and infor-

mation. “What the Picture Did For
Me,” to quote from that account, “has
developed from a bare service into

the greatest single influence respon-

sible for the betterment 6f motion
pictures.” And that goes for Short

Features as well as the long produc-

tions.
* * *

New Company
Forms in East
A NOTHER company has been
/-% formed for the making of

Short Features. This is Tarey-

town Productions, which is to make
thirteen two-reel productions in a

series of mystery comedies.

Vicepresident Laurence Tareyton

is in charge of headquarters estab-

lished at the Tec-Art Studio in New
York, with Andor Novak, art direc-

tor, associated in the project.

Tareyton is to start directing soon

from stories which Arthur Hoerl is

preparing.
-X- *X- -X-

Futter Launches
Contest for Ideas

EXHIBITORS are interested in

a new idea contest started by
Walter Futter, president of

Futter Productions, producer of the

Curiosities series released by Educa-

tional. Mr. Futter is offering a prize

of five dollars for each feasible idea

or subject submitted for use in the

novelty reel.

The subjects pertinent to the con-

test include “any particularly un-

usual or freakish object in the way of

individuals, animals, machinery and
so forth, found in any part of the

world.” The ideas are to he submit-

ted to Mr. Futter, who will pass upon
their possibilities.

They Don’t Know It But
Will Feature in Series

Two young actors don’t know it but
they are going to play the lead roles

in “The Wisecrackers,” F. B. O. series

from the H. C. Witwer stories.

Neither do the producing heads of
F. B. 0. know yet who the two will be.

Meantime the hunt is being made
by Caryl Fleming, who will direct the
series; James Wilkenson, supervising
the production, and Edwin King, in
charge of production.

Paramount Deal with
Winkler Is Reported

ONE of the most important an-

nouncements in several years

regarding the Short Feature

field was the statement last week by
Famous Players-Lasky that plans are

now contemplated for the resumption
of distribution of short product by
Paramount. While rumors of such

plans have been echoing through the

canyons of Broadway for some time,

this was the first definite announce-
ment from Famous and it added that

George W. Weeks would have charge
of the distribution activities of the

Short Features units.

Now come reports of the closing

of one deal for product for the new
department. M. J. Winkler Produc-
tions, says the report, is to provide

two series of five Short Features each,

for release starting in September of

next year. Arrangements already
made by Winkler for distribution of

several series, including the Krazy
Kat cartoons and the Alice Comedies,
would not be affected by the reported
deal with Paramount.

-X- -X- *

Short Feature Theatre
Project Draws Interest

THE industry is waiting with in-

terest for definite announce-
ment of Hal Roach’s contem-

plated institution of a Short Feature
theatre in downtown Los Angeles. At
the latest report Mr. Roach had not
decided on which theatre was to he
used, though several were available.

Hal Roach’s project would not be
the first in the field but it would he
the most important, considering his

own contribution to production of

Short Features. Articles have been
written by distribution officials ad-

vocating the devoting of certain thea-

tres solely to the showing of short

product, particularly in the largest

cities where the traveler between
trains or the businessman with only
an hour to spend can find entertain-
ment without being forced to content
himself with seeing half of a long
production.

The Hal Roach project, if carried
out, offers the best test to date of the
practicability of such a theatre from
a profit standpoint as well as public
appreciation.
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MIDDLEWEST

EXHIBITORS

ALL SET FOR

CHRISTIE

COMEDY WEEK

Max Balaban, B & K, Chicago. Arthur Mayer, L & T, Chicago.

Illinois. (L to R) Max G. Slott, manager Warners Orpheum, Chicago: Jack Rose, Costan-Cooney-Karzas circuit, Chicago; Ben
Berve, Majestic, Rochelle; F. E. Allaben, Black Hawk, Oregon; R. E. Schrempf, manager, Blank-Public-Leelaire, Moline and
E. T. Kautzman, Orpheum, Moline.

Dave Dubin, Chicago manager; Earl Johnson, Johnson
theatres.

Geo. Lanig, booker; L. P. Newhafer, Aschers’ general

manager.

Nebraska. (L to R) E. E. Brownelle, Pastime, Sutherland; Harold S. Schoonover, Mazda, Aurora; R. E. Falkinburg, Majestic,

Lexington; William Winterbottom, Electric, Brady Island; H. A. Felps, Comet, Shelton; Vogel Gettier, manager, Universal-

Hostettler Majestic, Grand Island. They’re ready to observe Christie Comedy Week.
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OBSERVANCE OF

CHRISTIE’S

FIFTEENTH

ANNIVERSARY

OPENS SUNDAY

R. K. Stonebrook, A. R. Cunningham,
Capitol, Des Moines.

F. P. Mayland, Rivoli theatre, Seward,
Neb., and his pet.

(L to R) A. G. Stolte, general manager, Blank-Publix circuit, Des Moines, Iowa; C. H. Macke, Allander-Junkin Cozy Corner,
Vail, la.; J. H. Ebersole, Majestic, Avoca, la.; W. P. Grossman, Palace and Majestic, Nevada, la.; A. F. Kehr, Princess,
Ogallala, Neb.; William Bolan, Rialto, Cozad, Neb.

Clayton Bond, B & K Midwest, signing for Christie Com-
edies.

Leo Blank, Omaha manager; H. W. Wenzel, U-Hostettler

booker.

Iowa. (L to R) Jos. Gerbrecht, Princess, Twin Star and Ames, at Ames; J. F. Erdman, Pastime, Logan; C. M. McNall, man-
ager, Blank-Publix Broadway, Council Bluffs; John D. Howard, manager, Blank-Publix- Capitol, Davenport; H. F. Shortley,
manager, Rialto, Missouri Valley; Harry O. Weinberg, Publix division manager, Des Moines, la.
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“Not to Be Trusted,” one of the Married Life of Helen and Warren series, was completed recently by Fox. Thomas Buck-
ingham directed Allan Forrest, Kathryn Perry and Arthur Housman.

Butner Puts Over

Educational Films

At Atlanta Office
TAMES H. BUTNER, manager of Edu-

J cational’s Atlanta branch, was a newspa-
per man before he began his film career.

A graduate of the

University of

Georgia, he was on
the editorial staff

of the Savannah
Mornitig News for

several years and
then went with the

Associated Press

at Washington and
Chicago. Leaving
the newspaper
game, he started

as salesman for

the Mutual Film
Corporation at

Washington, being James H. Butner

promoted to the

position of manager after he had been with

the company three weeks. After three

years with Mutual, he joined Triangle and

was manager for this company at Phila-

delphia and then at Washington. He went

to Atlanta later to organize a branch for

First National.

Mr. Butner left the film field for other

selling but returned to the motion picture

business when Arthur Lucas sought his

services as Atlanta manager after Mr.

Lucas acquired francise rights for Educa-
tional in the south.

Since they have not found him at any

other, the exhibitors of the Atlanta terri-

tory claim Burner’s favorite sport is writ-

ing Educational contracts.

Two Expeditions’

Trials Are Filmed

by Pathe’s Staffs
Coming home from the No Man’s Land

of the earth, from icy Greenland and the

jungles of East Africa, two veteran Pathe
Review staff cameramen, have brought to

Emanuel Cohen, editor of Pathe News and
Pathe Review, a pictorial record of thrill-

ing experiences of two expeditions.

Lengthy negotiations brought to the

Pathe Review film rights of the Smithson-
ian-Chrysler Expedition, to capture alive

species of wild animals. Cameraman Charles
Charlton was a member of the party. Cam-
eraman Maurice Kellerman accompanied
the Greenland Expedition, under the charge
of George Palmer Putnam, noted pub-
lisher, which went in search of specimens
for the American Museum of Natural His-
tory, New York.

When the Smithsonian-Chrysler Expe-
dition arrived in Boston, where Dr. Wil-
liam Mann, superintendent of the National
Zoo at Washington, who was in charge,

was greeted by Emanuel Cohen, there were
on board the S. S. City of Calcutta two
thousand animals and birds, including spe-

cies never before brought to this country.

Most important in the collection is a pair

of young giraffes. Then there were half

a dozen purple-faced monkeys picked up in

Ceylon. The baby kudu, one of the rarest

of antelope, several rare species of par-

rots, strange African frogs, leopards, hyenas,

70 large birds, 300 small birds, 70 monkeys
and baboons, 15 antelope, gnu, duiker, jack-

als and rodents and reptiles of many species.

Attack by Buffalo Herd Filmed

The expedition had been away just over
six months, leaving New York on March
30 and arriving in Tanganyika Territory,

formerly German East Africa, by way of

Zanzibar.

An attack by two hundred buffaloes was
described by Mr. Charlton. The expedi-

tion was in the Lake Tanganyika region

when the herd began to approach at high
speed. When the charging buffaloes were
300 yards away, a member of the party

fired a rifle. This failed to halt the ad-

vance and members of the party turned

and ran, pausing momentarily to discharge

their rifles, while Mr. Charlton attempted
to keep his crank going. The buffaloes

split into two sections, permitting the sci-

entists to fight their way to safety through
mud and heavy underbrush.

Schooner Strikes Rock
The Putnam Expedition had its big thrills,

too. The Morrissey, the schooner which
took the party into the polar region, struck

a submerged rock. On another occasion

they had to fight against a herd of enraged
walrus, but the party came off victorious,

even capturing several fine specimens. A
cowboy in the party, Carl Dunrud of Sweet-
grass, Mont., found plenty of excitement
and provided camera thrills by roping two
large polar bears, found on an iceberg in

the middle of Baffin Bay.

Art Young, bow and arrow expert, who
plays an important role in “Alaskan Ad-
ventures,” killed a mad walrus with two
arrows, while Cameraman Kellerman
cranked his camera.

Clark Assigned
From Detroit to

Other Fox Duties
TT71LLIAM J. CLARK, who only recently
* ^ was transferred from Fox manager at

Detroit to other duties for the organization,

attended a sales-

men’s school con-
ducted by Famous
Players after com-
ing out of the

army.

His first assign-

ment was to Chi-
cago territory,
then he went to

the Philadelphia
and Washington
exchanges in turn.

He became special

representative for

Cosmopolitan Pro-

ductions, covering

the northeastern
quarter of the country and Canada.

Next he was manager of the Charlotte

and Atlanta exchanges for the Goldwyn
Corporation. At the time of the merger of

Metro and Goldwyn, he joined Famous
Players as special representative; later he

was manager of the Louisville exchange

for 14 months. He resigned the post to

take a position under James R. Grainger

with Fox Film Corporation and was made
manager of the Detroit office. With the

assigning of Clark to other duties, Lester

Sturm has been made Detroit manager.

Trick Bulldog Plays

Buddy, a trick bulldog, has a somewhat
important role in “Dodging Trouble,” the

Educational-Christie Comedy featuring

Neal Burns, which is released for Novem-
ber. The comedy, which deals with the

troubles of Neal in dodging a summons
server, was directed by Harold Beaudine.

Vernon Finishes Latest

Production work has been completed on

“Hoot Mon!”, Bobby Vernon’s latest star-

ring vehicle for Educational. Bobby will

be seen in the land of the close-fisted Scots

assisted by Frances Lee, Jack Duffy and

Bill Irving. The comedy was directed by

Harold Beaudine.

William J. Clark
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What to Use for Music Is Problem
74 Acts Reported in This Issue

Allen, Bobbie—"Cranada, Chicago.
Ash, Paul and Band—

-

Oriental
,
Chicago

.

Blue, Ben Senate ,
Chicago.

Brown, A1—Granada, Chicago

.

Carter, “Red”—’-Central Park ,
Chicago.

Chamberlain and Himes-

—

Uptown
, Chicago.

Coles, Joyce—New York Capitol.

Corson, Mile. Gade K. C. Mainstreet.

Crawford, Jesse—Chicago, Chicago.
Daks, M.—New York Strand.
Damon Thomas—Chicago Capitol.

Denny, Jack, and Band—New York Strand.
DeWitt, Zelpha-

—

New York Capitol.

Dodd, Mollie—A'eu> York Rivoli.

Doree, Leslie—Chicago Capitol.

Downey, Mort—

-

Los Angeles Met

.

Earl and Schremmer—Granada. Chicago.
Eliard, Jimmy—Los Angeles Met.
“Evolution of the Dance”—Granada, Chicago.

Fisher, Mark and Band—Senate, Chicago.
Galla, Rini and Sister K. C. Mainstreet.

Gardell, Beatrice

—

Senate, Chicago.
“Garden of Dreams”—New York Rivoli.

“Giant Piano”—Chicago, Chicago.
Gould Ballet Senate

,
Chicago.

Guerard, Roland—New York Capitol.
Hale, Chester, Girls New York Capitol.
Hale, Georgia—New York Strand.
Herman, Louis-—Chicago Capitol.
Johnson, “Jellybean”—Central Park

, Chicago.
Kahn, Sammy and Band

—

Central Park
,
Chicago.

Keates, Henri A .—Oriental, Chicago.
Kelly, Jack Senate , Chicago.
Kent, Lee Los Angeles Met.
Klemova, Mile. New York Strand.
Krueger, Bennie and Band

—

Uptown
, Chicago.

La Salle, Mildred Senate
,

Chicago.

Leonard, Freda—Central Park ,
Chicago.

Morel, Margaret and Company K. C. Mainstreet.

Marks, Tim—Uptown, Chicago.
Mason, Jimmy Los Angeles Met.
McLaughlin, Kitty—Aetc York Strand

.

Mendoza, David—New York Capitol.

MerofF, Bennie and Band—Granada, Chicago

»

Meroff, Sonya Granada ,
Chicago.

Michel—Oriental, Chicago.
Murtagh, Henry B.—New York Rivoli.

North, Jack—New York Strand.
Odiva and Her Human Seals—K. C. Mainstreet.

O’Neil Sisters Uptown
,

Chicago.

Owin, Rita New York Strand.
Packard Six Orchestra—Los Angeles Met.

Peabody, Eddie, and Band—Los Angeles Met.

Perkins, Johnny Uptown , Chicago.
Quinn, Johnnie—Chicago Capitol.

Reiser, Alois—New York Strand.
Rennie, Orville Central Park

,
Chicago.

Renoff and Renova—New York Rivoli.

Rudolph, Florence—New York Rivoli.

Samarov, Toscha—New York Rivoli.

Savage, Steve Granada
,

Chicago.

Senter and Russell—Chicago, Chicago.
Shook, Charles Granada ,

Chicago.

Short, A1 and Band—Chicago Capitol.

Sorel, Felicia—Oriental, Chicago.

Taylor and Hawkes—Central Parky Chicago.
Taylor, Oscar Los Angeles State.

Tucker, Bert—Oriental, Chicago.
Vale and Stewart Senate, Chicago.
Valyda, Rose—Los Angeles State.

Ward Sisters— Granada , Chicago.
Watson, Milton Oriental ,

Chicago.

Wolfe, Rube Los Angeles State.

Yates and Lawley New York Rivoli.

Shortage of
Song Hits is

Keenly Felt
Presentation Demands Exhausting

Supply—Revivals Serve

Temporarily Only

By AL BARR
What to use for music?
That’s the problem that’s keep-

ing presentation producers up
nights these days—and the short-
age of satisfactory answers is as
keenly felt as the shortage of song
hits prompting the question. Re-
vivals of song numbers popular in

pre-presentation days are helping
temporarily where employed, but
the supply to meet the demand
must come finally from Tin Pan
Alley.

Modern presentation programs, partic-

ularly where stage bands of the so-called
Paul Ash type are employed, require about
twenty popular song numbers per change.
Most of these are weekly change houses,
which makes the situation bad enough, but
the houses changing twice weekly are that

much worse off.

Three Times and Out
In practice, a song number of average

popularity is good for use on about three
programs. The less popular tunes don’t

stand up that long and the real hits don’t
last much longer. At this rate of consump-
tion it is not strange that Tin Pan Alley
working day and night isn’t able to keep up
with the demand.

Another item demanding consideration is

the somewhat vaguely fixed “saturation

point’’ which neither presentation people
nor song publishers can do anything about.

The public is able to assimilate not more
than one real song hit a week at best,

averaging less, and when a hit has been
really assimilated a certain period must
elapse before the next one can break into

whatever psychologists may term the men-
tal chamber which harbors prevalent dit-

ties and card-indexes them as to prefer-

ence. This human element gets in the

way of efforts to speed up or slow down
the rate of consumption.

Prosperity Result and Solution

It’s a good guess that the song publish-

ers will contrive means of meeting the

situation—by varying the output as to type

of material and increasing the supply gen-

erally. The same set of circumstances re-

Next Week—“East Lynne”

ASH GOES IN FOR BLACKOUTS
Paul Ash is experimenting with blackouts at the Chicago Oriental, using

the type of stuff that goes in such shows as “LeMaire’s Affairs” and flops

in burlesque. “Married Life,” the one used by Ash last week and reported
in this issue, isn’t quite as dirty as it might have been made, but wouldn’t
get by a censor board in film and got only a somewhat startled ripple of

laughs from the Oriental crowd.

Ash’s hold upon his crowd is such that he can experiment with this kind
of stuff and, in all probability, get away without damage if it flops. If the
present experiment upsets the dope and proves successful, that informa-
tion will be passed along to other readers of these columns in due season.

Just now the stunt looks like the wrong medicine, and it seems a good idea
to let the test of it be made with Ash’s draw rather than a normal one.

VERNE BUCK GOING INTO AVALON
Rumor that Verne Buck is to take a stagehand show into the National Theatres

Corporation’s new Avalon theatre, Chicago, is verified by announcement from that

concern. Buck did a similar show for several months at the Los Angeles Metro-
politan and has been directing a Chicago hotel orchestra since. The new house,
constructed along the “atmospheric” lines of the same concern’s Capitol theatre,

is nearing completion.

MAE TINEE OUT OF CHARACTER
Mae Tinee, motion picture critic of The Chicago Tribune, has again stepped out of

character to talk about other things than pictures. Her first important deviation from the

(Continued on page 48)
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sponsible for the current shortage is re-

sponsible for a general prosperity in pub-
lishing circles yielding the capital required
to cope with it. Relief will be forthcoming,
but in the meantime anyone with a satis-

factory substitute for popular song hits

ought to get rich.*

*Of course there aren't any.

Chicago Chicago
Week Ending November 7

Richard Dix in “The Quarterback” was the big
item of the Chicago show this week, and how it

stood them out ! A look at the waiting line, full

of young folks talking about this or that game,
left no doubt as to what drew the business. How-
ever. the show ran like this:

“Songs of Italy,” started as the regular clas-

sical overture by the pit orchestra under direc-

tion of Adolphe Dumont, then into accompani-
ment with the Fitz Patrick music reel from
which the title is taken, every subtitle clicking
perfectly with the music and the whole stack-
ing up as the best overture this outfit has done
in months.
Boyd Senter and Jack Russell on the stage

doing “Breezin’ Along,” “Love to Call You
My Sweetheart” and “How Many Times,” on
sax clarinet and piano. Senter’s manner has
been toned up somewhat, recently, and he hit

’em so hard with a broadside of minor blues set

into the final number that they were still ap-
plauding when the newsreel, following, was well
under way.

Newsreel with pit orchestra.
Jesse Crawford at the organ breaking the

news about his going to New York and Henry
Murtagh’s coming to the Chicago, then play-
ing “Dancing the Waltz Away” (which doesn’t
look like the right title) in good shape for good
returns which might have been better had he
finished instead of opening with the going-away
thing.

“The Giant Piano,” John Murray Anderson
unit in the vein of a stunt used by Harry
Gourfain for Art Kahn at the Senate a couple
of years ago touched off on that occasion by at

least one full page newspaper ad. The unit was
reported in detail by this department’s New
York reporter on the occasion of its Rivoli
opening, but this reporter begs permission to add
the opinion that a bunch of novelty numbers
superimposed upon the strictly novelty idea of
the thing would have done more for general re-

sults than the classic stuff Anderson employed,
good as it is.

Chicago Senate
Week Ending November 7

For beauty of production the presentation, at

the Senate. Chicago, easily topped the* list of sev-

eral caught by this reporter last week. Talent
working in the show rated from ordinary to very
good. Worthy of record is that Mark Fisher's

drummer. Jack Kelly, was one of the biggest hits

of the bill in a xylophone specialty. The show,
titled “Harvest Time Frolic,” ran as follows?
Drapes parted to reveal band mounted be-

hind a jack o’lantem cutout drop, the mouth of

the lantern forming a frame for the band. Yel-
low and pale blue predominated in the mount-
ing, which in its entirety was a triumph of

stage craft. “That One Day When I’m with
You” was the band opener. Two girls stepped
out to do a chanticleer dance and were fol-

lowed by four others doing a jack o’ lantern
number. Then six in crinolines stepped to

“Beside a Garden Wall.”
Ben Blue walked in after this for a couple

of gags. Following his exit the drop in front
of the band flew and the band did “Birdseye
View of My Old Kentucky Home.” Fiher sang
a chorus of this. He has a neat manner of
delivering a song and usually takes a big hand
for it, as he did in this instance.

Jack Kelly, the band’s regular drummer,
stepped out here and played “Second Hungar-
ian Rhapsody” on the xylophone and knocked
over roof-shaking applause. For his encore he
swung into “I’d Love to Call You My Sweet-
heart” and then ran into “Rose Colored
Glasses,” doubling the tempo for the second
chorus of it. This caused another panic. Kelly
tears rhythm apart and puts it back together
again with great facility and, unlike so many
xylophonists, he doesn’t miss nor slur a note.

“Ting-a-Ling,” by the band, and featuring the
first trumpet, Beatrice Gardell and the Gould
ballet, followed. Fisher sang a chorus. The
yellow drapes banded with blue opened at left

of platform stage after Fisher sang his chorus
and revealed a good looking Dutch scene as
a panel of the drop, two girls in Dutch costume
stepping in front of the panel. At right a
Spanish panel was undraped, two more girls
stepping. Then the large center drapes opened
on a Venetian panel, and two more girls did
a turn. Miss Gardell in blue stepped out in
front of the band and did a brief acrobatic
dance that merged well with the other parts
of the number.
Vale and Stewart, tap eccentric dancers who

were given a puff announcement, opened with

a duo to “That’s Why I Love You” and then
went into solo specialty bits. One of the boys
does a knee-drop and whirl-recovery bit that
won spontaneous applause. The boys wear their
trig costumes well and are above the average
at hoofing.

Mildred La Salle followed, singing “Lay Me
Down to Sleep in Carolina,” which is not her
kind of number, and “Baby Face,” which is.

An encore was drummed up for her. She didn’t
have it coming on merit.

Ben Blue, next, entered to a reception and
unwound a string of gags, some of which were
funny, and then hit like an air gun with hoofing
to “Milenberg Joys” and a slow motion num-
ber in a flicker-spot. The split-and-lift finish of
the slow motion turn was a wow. After all that
he did his David and Goliath pantomime story
and some more gags and then had to beg off
from a flock of customers who wanted more.
“For My Sweetheart,” by the band, in front

of which most everybody in the cast did a romp,
was the finale. The whirling mirror-balls above
the platform stage added to the flash.

Chicago Oriental
Week Ending November 7

After sticking with the Paul Ash outfit the in-
numerable weeks preceding the inevitable “utterly
clean show” reported a couple of weeks back,
your reporter helped himself to what seemed a
fairly well earned vacation as regards attendance
at this houses—but it seems he shouldn’t have done
so. In the interim Messrs. Ash and McDermott,
the latter being Ash’s production expert, seem to
have suffered the hunch that presentation could be
perked up a bit by inserting the type of enter-
tainment known to the Earl Carrolls as the “black-
out.” There is one in the show reported and Mr.
Ash remarked that there had been one in the bill

preceding it. Since the stuff is by nature dirty

and the picture house audience is by nature clean

as concerns its demands Mae Tinee's harsh words
about the Oriental audience notwithstanding these

two are at least enough.
The show, which was called the “Black Bottom

Revue,” ran like this

:

Opening: Orchestra in pit playing incidental

stop-time for Ash as judge on bench and uni-

formed bailiffs of the court to conduct contest
between Felicia Sorel leading Black Bottom bal-

let of six and an unnamed dancer leading six

others in a dance called Heebie Jeebies. Audi-
ence applause, is finally elicited by way of de-

ciding winner and Ash calls it a draw, doffing

judicial wig as drape closes in and announcing
“another of our three-minute blackouts which
you liked so well last week.” This gave the
band time to get from pit to stage and was
called

—

“Married Life.” Husband and bachelor in

front of drape discuss matrimony pro and con,
husband admitting he doesn’t know color of

wife’s eyes and going home to find out. Drape
parts to reveal wife seated alongside screen.

Husband enters, looks at wife’s eyes and says,

“Aha! Brown!” Brown, in the person of A1
Kvale, pops up from behind screen with “L
thought you saw me” for the blackout. Some
of the folks laughed, as some ot them always
do at this house.
“The Stampede” by the band.
Bert Tucker, still working Sophie Tucker’s

name to the limit, opening with a special song
about his parentage and then doing a tap Black
Bottom for good returns. Next an imitation
of his mother singing “Say It Again” in English
and Yiddish, followed by an impression of the
same gifted lady singing “Turkish Towel.”
Then he did the tap Charleston that went big
on his first visit to this house and it did that
again. Tucker’s a good little hoofer and the
over-emphasis on the parental angle, a big help
at first, isn’t helping him now

;
it’s about time

he started out on his own.
“Mary Lou” by the band with various mem-

bers doing solo bits and a song plugger kicking
in a chorus.
Comedy Team, unnamed, the boys doing bur-

lesque bride and bridegroom with a character
song to open and the bride singing “When We
Were Seventeen” in a falsetto that carried above
the band. Not a great act and not a strictly

presentation number, but it got a good hand.
Milton Watson singing a marine classic in a

production set up and back before coming down
to sing Ash’s “Thinkin’ of You.” (Ash
romped into the first row to pick up a copy of

the song from one of the gals and hold it up
so all could see the 35-cent price mark.) They
still like Watson.

Michel, boy xylophonist, in two sessions with
too many mallets for one boy and not enough
for two.

“Birth of the Black Bottom,” announced at

considerable length as tracing the evolution
of the exercises Ann Pennington has made more
or less popular, produced in four episodes with
the flying stages working hard and everybody
on for one of those radiumesque finales. A
flashy finish for quite a hand.

Henri A. Keates had prologued the presenta-
tion with his usual singing bee, using “Red,
Red Robin,” “Eli Ho the Merrio,” “For My
Sweetheart” and “B’aby Face” in the face of
an evident lack of singable song hits. The
gang didn’t sing so heartily as usual and maybe
this thing’s wearing thin.

Chicago Central Park
Week Ending November 7

(First Half

)

Harry Gourfain built his first half Central Park
show around what one ordinarily would say is the
poorest kind of presentation material, a drunk
act, and made it stand up. Sammy Kahn de-
livered it in nice style. “Jazz a la Kahn” was
the title of the performance, which was run off
as follows:

“Precious,” by the band, was the opening
number, started before the drapes parted to dis-
close a cabaret setup, with tables at sides of
main stage and on the platform stage above the
band. Kahn sang a chorus of the song and the
whole number was given a good hand.

Orville Rennie, tenor, came down from the
platform stage and sang “Pretty Cinderella,” of
which the house demanded an encore chorus.
Following this the band did
“Meadowlark,” well arranged. Kahn sang

this, the bandmen turning in the whistling sec-
tions. Kahn’s small jazz combination gets a
great deal of music out of Arranger Milan’s
stuff, and straight band numbers usually go over
well in this house.

Freda Leonard, blonde blues singer, was next
up, with “Where’d You Get Those Eyes” and
“Something to Write the Folks About.” This
turn caused no excitement.
“Bed” Carter, who had been the originator of

a number of laughs up to this time came tum-
bling down from the platform stage to do his
specialty, a song about his intoxication and a
flock of staggers and falls that are deliberately
and thoroughly taken. Carter portrays the
clamorous, irrepressible inebriate who laughs and
is laughed at and finally—and somehow—makes
his way home.

“Jellybean” Johnson, fast footed colored
hoofer who sings his rests, created a small panic
with his turn, and did two swift encores.

Taylor and Hawkes were the last extra-band
act, singing “Peoria” and giving it new values,
and “Barcelona,” a tune which never yet has
had a proper break. The boys did some new
things with it, but it is deserving of even more.
The band played it hard and hot to close the
show.

Chicago Capitol
Week Ending November 7

A1 Short’s leisurely policy of getting a lot of
vaudeville acts together and letting them do every-
thing they want to do between show-saving or-
chestral numbers went on the rocks last week
when a presentation called “In Araby” and ad-
vertised in the newspapers as the director's best
show to date struck approximate bottom as to
audience reaction and somewhere below that as to
talent involved. Maybe the newspaper line was
intended to jam it across notwithstanding, but if

that was the idea it didn't work, at least on the
second-show occasion Friday night.
Your reporter got in late, missing the opening

number, but not late enough. It is necessary,
therefore, to set down the following bad news
about a band unit which is this reporter's favorite
one. The show ran :

Opening: “Just a piece by the band,” said
the usher who told us what had preceded

—

Six Tumblers, names unknown as they were
working when we went in, who have a better
than average circus act but no very substantial
reason for picture house bookings. They got
the best hand of the current show, however.
“Who Could Be More Wonderful Than You”

by the band under Short’s direction, played as a
straight number without any considerable
amount of dolling up and without substantial
returns. The boys seemed weary and, in view
of what was to follow, no wonder.
Doree Leslie, held over at this house, singing

“Happy Go Lucky Days” up and back with
Damon Thomas, Short’s drummer, kidding
along. Miss Leslie has been encountered by this
reporter in three presentations and seems to
unlearn rather than to learn what picture house
entertainment is all about, but Thomas is popu-
lar with the folks at the Capitol, popular
enough for his questionable gestures with re-

spect to the lady’s nether extremeties to get by
for laughs—this time. Short gave them an en-
core but didn’t need to.

Johnnie Quinn, out of the band, then sang
“Sunday” and got an honest encore. Quinn’s
good looking and has enough voice for a band-
man.
The Roberts Trio were next and A1 Barr

didn’t tell half the story in his report of their

work at the Central Park in last week’s issue.

These children are not an act. Pity is the emo-
tion their exertions stimulate and, while this

gets them scattered applause from kindly pat-
rons, it’s a shame (to use the words of the
lady customer in the row behind) to let them
go on.
“High Fever” by the band was next and it

didn’t run very high.
Louis Herman, Cantor Rosenblatt’s protege

and always announced as such, followed with
“Wish I Had My Old Girl Back” and “Little
White House.” This boy’s been around the
city’s presentation houses and has changed his
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numbers since opening downtown but still

wears the melancholy manner and makeup he
came in with, possibly a bow to the cantor’s

sponsorship, and still gets but fair returns. His
voice, though deadly monotonous, is distinctly

different than most juveniles’ and it’s possible

that a break away from the Rosenblatt tag, ac-

companied by a real costuming job, might put
him over. The tag didn’t get him anything in

the Capitol neighborhood.
“That Night In Araby” by the band brought

the presentation to an unexpected close and
didn’t get the closing outburst that Short’s
band usually draws despite preceding items. In
fact, nobody seemed to think the show was over.
Looks like it would be a good idea to start

trimming the acts to their best stuff and push-
ing them across, as Short can do when he
stays on while they’re working instead of leav-

ing them out there alone as he’s been doing
lately.

“Ace of Cads,” feature picture.

Chicago Uptown
Week Ending November 7

Bennie Krueger and a medley of performers
who look and perform about like the talent in

any other bandshow in Chicago were co-featured
with a Publix unit on the stage of the Uptown
last week in a show that ran like this:

Drapes at draw disclosed a colonial set piece
and drop combination depicting a house and a

perspective view of fields and woodscape, the
band playing “Lay Me Down to Sleep in Caro-
lina," through the middle of which an unim-
portant girl and boy team walked, singing a

chorus. Following this the
O’Neil Sisters, who haven’t a chance with

harmony, did “Birdseye View of My Old Ken-
tucky Home" and “That One Day When I’m
with You." They did an encore chorus of the
last named, Krueger throwing in a sax solo.

All this was good for yet another encore chorus.
Then
Tim Marks, whistler, hit with his wind and

finger version of “Let Us Waltz, etc." He en-
cored with an eccentric tap dance to “You
Know I Do" and hit ’em again.
“Mary Lou," by the band with the boy and

girl singing-walk-through followed. The num-
ber was done in semi-classic manner from a
clever arrangement and won a nice hand.

Chamberlain and Himes, “tough" comedy song
and dance team, held up the proceedings for
many minutes with the same routine with which
they have had varying success in other Chicago
houses. In any kind of presentation excepting
the bandshow or all-comedy type this team
would have a struggle. But in a bandshow they
rate high. They stopped Krueger’s show, kept
it stopped for a long stretch, and could have
kept it stopped longer.
Johnny Perkins, who seems to be entertain-

ment for some, came on and opened with a
gag. Then he sang “I'm on My Way Home"
in a voice that was wrecked by a cold or
something. He followed this with “I Trouble"
and then announced Krueger’s closing offering
“Southern Medley." In this the mounting of
the show was switched to a levee scene with
the bandmen attired as field workers. The med-
ly, which included a number of old familiars,
was well played and made a crack finale.

Chicago Granada
Week Ending November 7

(Reported by Request

)

Three and a quarter hours of show were caught
at this house last Wednesday afternoon, and then
the reporter had to return to the office without
having seen everything on view ! The bill last
week was like the bill the opening week—miles
too long and utterly wearying therefore. Marks
Brothers at this house are featuring two stage
shows, an organ concert and an organ solo—if

that distinction means anything a short feature
film, newsreel, and a long feature. The two-stage-
shows policy obviously is costly, and since one
of the shows means just about nothing, the policy
also seems unwise. However, the bill ran thus
during the week here considered

:

Charles Shook at the organ did a half-hour
recital, starting at 1 : 30 p. m. His program in-

cluded Mendelssohn’s “Spring Song," Friml’s
“Mignonette," Finden’s “Kashmiri Song," “The
Little White House" and McDowell’s “To a
Wild Rose." Pauses between numbers, while
a staff man carried placards across the stage,
were too long, and there were too few people in
the house to create much noise if all had
applauded heartily.

Following this the long feature, “College
Days," was screened. By the time this ended
the audience had increased somewhat. But to
the close of the show there were large vacant
areas on the main floor of the house, and most
likely also in the balcony.

After the long feature, A1 Brown at the organ
played “There’s a Little White House." A man
who sang like a plugger did a chorus from a
small balcony at front and left of the house.
During the final chorus a rose wheel effect was
thrown on the screen and a small visioned house
was faded in and then slowly faded out. It was

a nice bit of production, and Brown’s playing
was good.
“King Jazz on the Air," Bennie Meroff’s

half of the stage show, was next. Loudspeakers
left and right at bases of the organ grill broke
silence, carrying Meroff’s announcement of the
show about to begin. Drapes then parted on
stage in full revealing Meroff at the mike, a
large radio sending cabinet at left stage, and the
bandmen mounted upstage against velour drop.
“Crying for the Moon" was the band opener.
Meroff did a chorus, with plenty of faking on
a sax. Then the band did it hot to close. This
was followed by the
Ward Sisters—or so the names sounded—one

a blonde and the other a brunette and both easy
to look at, singing “ITello, Aloha.” Their har-
monies are pretty good and they were nicely re-

ceived. They did no encore.
Bobbie Allen, next up, sang “Birdseye View

of My Old Kentucky Home." Only fair, this
performer.

“Precious," by the band, with Meroff again
saxing a chorus, was not so well done. Right
here it must be said that though Meroff works
more than 20 men the band’s volume is decidedly
thin and its ensemble work is frequently blurred.
The brass choir skidded badly in one section of
“Precious."
Sonya Meroff, whom Meroff announced as his

sister, sang “Six Feet of Papa" and “Where’d
You Get Those Eyes" and then in spangled jazz
costume did a fast dance turn. To this point,
Miss Meroff had all the best of the show.

Earl and Schremmer,” if those be the correct
names, male harmony team, followed. They sang
“Me Too" to open. Then to one banjo-uke
accompaniment they did “Honey, Won’t you
Follow Me." After that, one unlimbered a har-
monica and the pair did “Sweet Child." As
entertainment this whole turn rates ’way down
in the scale.

Steve Savage, character dancer, was the last
extra-band performer. Savage did the “dope"
dance reported before in these columns. He does
this number splendidly, but it certainly is not
pleasant to look at. However, he went so well
that he had to return for a brief encore number.

It seems the show was intended as a radio
bill. But the radio idea was dropped imme-
diately after the opening and was not picked
up again until the band went into “Hugs and
Kisses" to close. In this, one clever stunt was
worked, that of the band’s getting so hot that
it burnt out all the tubes in the big cabinet at
left.

Summarizing, neither Meroff nor the band has
learned much since the opening show and the
biil during the week here reported was ordinary.

Here a short feature was screened, and then
Haskell’s part of the program was run off, as
follows:
“Evolution of the Dance" was the title of the

show. Supplementary trailer billing announced
that the thing would run from caveman days
to now. But it opened with moving Grecian
frieze, made by about eight girls, doing a walk-
through behind a scrim at each side of which
were Greek columns.

Following this the scrim flew and a beautiful
three-panel drop was let down, each of the
panels pictorially representing a country. In
front of each panel two girls, one in each pair
dressed as a boy, did brief dances. But the eye
hadn’t time to take it all in before it was
blacked, to be succeeded by a South Sea set in
which one girl led a large chorus—32 by count

—

in a hula number. This girl sings like Auriole
Craven, whether it was or wasn’t she. Maybe
one girl in all tliat crowd can do a hula. But
none did. One bit in this number was seen
long ago in the totem dance in “Rose Marie."
At the end of this a surf film was screened

through the silhouette palm tree drop. A num-
ber of girls on swings—they looked like swings
from the back of the house, at any rate—swayed
back and forth and created a perfect illusion of
riding surf boards.

After this another three-panel, three-country
drop was let down and again six girls did a
dance turn in front of it.

And after all that another large drop—a spe-
cies of sunburst with an opening at bottom
center—was let down. Through the opening
appeared the large chorus and the solo leader,
all in jazz costumes. After a long section of
unspectacular formation stepping some of the
girls came down front for solo specialties. This
reporter watched three of them. Their work
was poor. And, since the Granada is a sleeper
jump North from this typewriter and the re-
porter had more work to do, he left after see-
ing the three. How and when the show ended
cannot be placed on record.

New York Rivoli
Week Ending November 5

Boris Petroff was sponsor at the Publix unit at
the Rivoli Theatre this week and again offered a
presentation that was simple yet descriptive.
Petroff does not go in for changing sets, but with
the one stage setting tells his story. The patrons
liked it and gave Petroff a splendid hand for his
work. The bill:

Orchestral Prelude for the Technicolor Novelty,
“The Vision." Played by the Rivoli Orchestra

under the direction of Irvin Talbot. The pic-

ture, “The Vision," followed.
Yates and Lawley. Harold Yates and Cooper

Lawley, with songs, popular and sentimental,
pleased the patrons, one seated at the piano
and the other acting the songs he sang. They
received a good hand.

Newsreel.
Murtagh. At the Rivoli Organ, Henry B’.

Murtagh offered some of his own ideas under
the title of “For No Good Reason." They were
comic numbers and parodies and the patrons
got many a laugh and then offered a big hand.
“Garden of Dreams." Presented for Publix

by Boris Petroff. Presented in one stage set-

ting, full stage, the scene was that of a beautiful
garden. The back drop in blue with the shadow
outline of two tall poplars. In the center of

the stage was a large marble flower and water
statue supported by three girls. To the left a

man posed as a gladiator while at his feet

were girls posed as Roman soldiers. The right

of the stage was dressed with a man statue with
a violin.

Renoff and Renova were the featured players
in the presentation and “other members of the
cast were : Florence Rudolph, Mollie Dodd and
Toscha Samarov.
A little girl with her story book entered

from the right of the stage and, going to sleep,

saw the statues come to life. First the violinist

and then the dancers. They offered several

numbers and then went to their positions again
as the orchestra gave storm effects. The little

girl awoke and, seeing the statues as they were
before her sleep, believed it a dream and de-

parted from the stage. It was a pleasing dance
presentation and the statue effects won the
patrons. Petroff scored and hand after hand
greeted the offering as the curtains closed.

New York Strand
Week Ending November 6

A frolic of stars was the feature offered by
Joseph Plunkett at the Strand Theatre this week.
Plunkett won his patrons easily with his stage

settings of variety. The bill:

Overture. Under the direction of Alois Reiser
the Strand Symphony Orchestra played “Wil-
liam Tell."

Newsreel.
Joseph Plunkett’s Mark-Strand Frolic. Open-

ing with “Only a Rose," Kitty McLaughlin
appeared at the left of the stage before a drop
of a large flower basket filled with roses. Sing-
ing a verse and a chorus, she moved to the

SAMMY KAHN
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left of the stage while the basket of the drop
lighted as a scrim. In the background Mile.

Klemova and M. Daks were seen. Making their

entrance in colonial garb, M. Daks assisted

Mile. Klemova from a sedan chair while the
lackeys walked from the stage with it. “Pom-
padour Valse” was offered by this team, the
Strand Ballet Corps joining them. The lights

faded and Miss McLaughlin, again on the stage
before the drop, continued with the second
verse and a chorus of “Only a Rose.”
Jack North, the Bounding Banjokester, ap-

pearing before the curtain and seated on a

stool, kept the patrons happy with his rendi-

tions of popular airs. At times very like

“Ukelele Ike,” North injected his own person-
ality into the numbers and went over big, big
enough to stop the show and be called for an
encore.

Rita Owin. A popular demand brought this

young lady with her comic dancing and rube
costumes back to the Strand. Appearing at

first in a rural setting of farm fence and
pumpkin field, Miss Owin offered a rube dance.
She was dressed in burlesque ginghams with
a flower pot hat. Her number won the audi-

ence. This was followed by the first appearance
in a theatre of Jack Denny and his Club
Frivolity Orchestra. He offered a few selections
and then the platform with the orchestra was
moved back while Rita Owin again came on
the stage to offer another comic dance number
accompanied by the Denny Orchestra. Georgia
Hale, followed with syncopated dancing and
received a big hand. Rita Owin again appeared
on the stage and offered a jazz baby dance
accompanied by Hale and the Strand Ballet
Corps for a finale. Patrons kept up a steady
hand of applause.

New York Capitol
Week Ending November 6

At the Capitol theatre this week. Major Edward
Bowes turned to Pierrot and Pierrette and a study
in black and white for artistic effects that kept
the patrons applauding the stage presentation for
a long time after the curtain was dropped. It

was a pleasing show and scored a big hit. The
program :

Capitol Grand Orchestra. Under the direc-
tion of David Mendoza, “Polonaise,” by Liszt,
was played by the orchestra. As usual, the
orchestra scored heavily with the audience.

Newsreel.
“Pierrot and Pierrette.” Featuring Joyce

Coles, Roland Guerard, the Capitol Ballet Corps
and the Chester Hale Girls. Presented in three
parts. Opening with a full stage setting of a
story book cottage with a night effect in the
back drop, Joyce Coles made her entrance from
the cottage. She waltzed, “Flirtation,” in the
costume of Columbine. She was joined by
Roland Guerard as Harlequin while Zelpha
DeWitt as the mother tried to interrupt the
dance. Succeeding, the mother took the Colum-
bine back into the cottage. The next scene
was effected by Pierrots making their entrance
on the stage and drawing a back drop of black
and white checkered squares over the cottage
setting. “Pierrot’s Serenade” danced by Miss
Coles and the Harlequins was then offered. The
Pierrots then offered, “Galoop” and left the
stage, drawing the drop with them.
As this drop was taken away the new setting

was presented. It was a study in black and
white. On each side of the stage there was a
flight of stairs, alternating steps in black and
white. The center of the stage was decorated
with a huge silver urn filled with silvered leaves.
The back drop was black with silver stars and
a silver crescent moon to the left. On the
steps the Chester Hale Girls were seen. The
Pierrots offered a Polka and were joined by
Miss Coles and Mr. Guerard who afterwards
offered a duet. The Chester Hale Girls came
to life and offered snappy dancing being joined
by the Ballet and Joyce Coles and Guerard for
a finale. The third setting received a big hand
from the audience and after the presentation
was over the applause was so great that- the
show was called for another curtain.

Los Angeles Met
Week Ending November 4

Publix Theatres presented Eddie Peabody in

“Radio Revue,” this week at the Metropolitan.
The idea was clever, well handled and brought
forth some pleasing talent. The orchestra shell

was made into a low flat radio cabinet. Using the
automatic stage, the cabinet was shifted around
in clever manipulation. The bill opened with
Eddie Peabody and band playing a snappy num-
ber. Announcements were made over a micro-
phone which was located in center stage. Loud
speakers were placed on both sides of the 6tage
and broadcast portions of the program out into
the audience. Fair applause on first number.
Eddie Peabody and band playing a snappy

number. Announcements were made over a
microphone which was located in center stage.

Loud speakers were placed on both sides of

the stage and broadcast portions of the pro-
gram out into the audience. Fair applause on
first number.
Jimmy Ellard sang “When Day Is Done,” and

got a good hand.

Jimmy Mason, band member, and Peabody
teamed up for a banjo duet, playing “Bye, Bye,
Blackbird” and “Idolizing” for the encore.

Requesting numbers for the band brought out
“Mary Lou,” and poor applause.
Mort Downey, radio singer, sang “Invitation

Waltz” and for a demanded encore sang “When
Irish Eyes Are Smiling.” He has a nice tenor
voice.
Peabody entertained over microphone telling

a funny gag story. Then the band played
“Lucky Days” to fair returns.
Lee Kent, a pretty girl with beautiful red

hair, and well known to local radio fans, sang
“I Ain’t Got Nobody But You,” and for a

demanded encore sang “You Gotta Know How
to Love,” for excellent returns.

Switching band positions. The Packard Six
Orchestra, radio band, played “Baby Face,”
while the Metropolitan band went off stage.
Automatic stage picks up Met band, lifts them
above cabinet effect and both bands play “I’d
Love to Call You Sweetheart,” Jimmy Ellard
singing as the finale came on. Side curtains
disclosed full stage radio towers, all lit up, with
various letters of Pacific coast stations flashing
on and off and in center of back stage an
electrical effect was produced resembling radio
waves. Fair applause resulting.

Los Angeles State
Week Ending November 4

Loew's State presented Rube Wolf in a Fanchon
and Marco Idea “Pyramids,” this week. The idea
was clever, artistically unfolded and pleased im-
mensely. A canvass painted pyramid curtain hung
middle stage. Three tiers of stages were placed
back of this curtain. Curtains parted in pyramid
disclosing the regular Loew'e State band on first

tier, a girl band on the second and a six or seven
piece band on top. For the finale, a triangle

trapese apparatus was lowered from loft fore

stage, girls on each side of this triangle, while
two performers, suspending each other by teeth

on a strap, whirled continuously. The finale got a

good hand.
Rube Wolf and Band opened the show with

an operatic number which gained fair applause.

A series of mummy boxes, slave girls, two
Egyptian dancers and Oscar Taylor, singing,

put on a little story which didn’t mean much
and gained less applause.

Thirty to forty girls and supers came on next
in formation drill work to Oriental music, while
Oscar Taylor sang. Fair applause.
Rube Wolf and band members sang “Me Too,”

followed by an acrobat who did some thrilling

flips to excellent applause.
The famous blackbottom chorus girls, dressed

in black tight fitting pants, dancing the black
bottom, poor applause resulting.

Rose Valyda won a splendid hand with
“Sleepyhead,” which she sang first in deep
contralto voice and then in a nice soprano.

Oscar Taylor sang “Moonlight on the Ganges,”
to fair returns. It was becoming evident that

Taylor was being worked too much, patrons
like his voice but too much is too much.

Sixteen semi-nude dancers came on waving
sparkling flash sashes. Their formation work
and nice teaming won good returns.

Oscar Taylor again came on, singing the
grand finale song, while each pyramid band
played its loudest. The pipe organ even joined
in to put across a greater effect. The finale

was on and the audience gave the show a hand.

Kansas City Newman
Week Ending November 6

Cilda Gray shook herself, her audiences and the

box office thi9 week in her stage production,
“Alonia of the South Seas,” in conjunction with

her picture of the same title.

The twenty-five artists with Miss Gray were
also well deserving of the applause which was
showered upon them. The native South Sea
Islanders did their stuff with whoops and en-

thusiasm which they forced their audiences to

share before the performance had gotten under
way very far, an exceptionally fitting cast for

Miss Gray, being capable of singing and dancing
in a manner sufficiently clever to win the un-
qualified approval of crowded houses all week.
The performance, which lasts only twenty

minutes, is of two settings. Business for the

week was well above normal.

Kansas City Mainstreet
Week Ending November 6

Mille Cade Corson, heralded as the only mother
to swim the English channel, drew good houses

all week at the Mainstreet. Although visibly a

bit nervous at to her stage environment, Mrs.

Corson's uneasiness only served to make her all

the more popular with her audiences. In a large

glass-faced tank, she demonstrates the stroke with

which she conquered the channel. Her curtain

talk, relating how she struggled against the cold

water “for my children” makes a decided hit with

the women of the audience.

Galla, Rini and Sister prove to be an enter-

taining act, with plenty of popular songs and a

bit of dancing, along with just enough nonsense

to go over good.

Marget Morel and Company have a little skit
in which some good acting as well as good
humor is forthcoming. Business for the week
was above normal. The vaudeville numbers run
about ten minutes to the act.

Odiva and Her Human Seals, while pretty
much a repetition of similar acts, nevertheless
is a bit of pleasing diversion and is well re-
ceived by the audiences.
The feature picture was “Senor Daredevil.”

What’s Going On
In Presentation

( Continued from page 45)

work which newspaper critics are supposed
to do came in the form of a review of
Gilda Gray’s presentation, written and pub-
lished before Miss Gray’s act opened in
Chicago! Her second step over the fence
was made for the purpose of describing
the Oriental theatre audience as “morons.”
At the time Miss Tinee boosted Miss

Gray’s presentation, before it had been pre-
sented, this statement appeared in these col-

umns: “It is not logical to expect the Chi-
cago theatre to enter a protest on the basis
of the Gilda Gray comment, but that is

precisely what should be done by that or
any theatre under these or any parallel cir-

cumstances.” It is probable that a protest
at that time would have prevented publica-
tion of the blast concerning the people who
support the Oriental.

The Oriental patronage is not made up
of people who can be termed “morons” in
the newspaper misconstruction of that word.
It is made up principally of young people
who like jazz music and the type of enter-
tainment Paul Ash supplies with his con-
certs. To say that young people, or people
who like jazz music, are “morons” as news-
papers use that word is to utter a charge
that would be staggering in its significance

if it were not so patently ridiculous.

It is doubtful if the newspaper manage-
ment would pay much attention to a protest
concerning the Oriental crack from a thea-

tre management that did not—so far as is

known—protest the Gilda Gray boost. Yet
this is a better time than any other for all

theatre men to enter formal objections to

critical comment concerning other than the

pictorial aspects of their institutions by
writers not regularly assigned to such sub-

jects. Until newspapers assign writers to

cover presentations—and if they never do
that will be quite soon enough for the gen-

eral good—the job of the newspaper picture

critic is to criticise motion pictures and
every influence should be exerted to keep
him (or her) within the province of that

assignment.

PARAMOUNT OPENING
Opening of the new Paramount thea-

tre, New York, is scheduled for the early
future. The opening bill should be a

whale. Practically all of the original

Balaban & Katz experts (now Publix)
are on the ground to turn out the real

thing in modern picture house entertain-

ment. This department will carry a de-
tailed report of the opening bill written
by a representative who knows approxi-
mately all there is to know about the
original Balaban & Katz type of enter-
tainment and all its many approxima-
tions. As they say in the screen trailers,

“Don’t Miss It.”

Fink, Crawfords, Go East

Johnny Fink, head of the Chicago office

of the Larry Conley Music Publishing

company, and Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Craw-
ford, Publix organists, left Chicago for

New York this week. Fink goes on busi-

ness for his company and Mr. Crawford to

supervise final details of installing the or-

gan in the new Paramount theatre, which
he will open this month.
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THE THEATRE
O^AjDepartment ofPractical Showmanship

Saxe House Organ
Run Mounts Above “And Then We’ll

60,000 Each Week
More than two years ago the Saxe

Amusement Enterprises of Milwaukee, who
operate a chain of nearly 50 theatres in

the state of Wisconsin, undertook on a

rather small scale the publication of a
weekly house organ

; in the beginning the

venture was more of an experiment than
anything else; today it is a regular func-
tion of the Saxe organization.

“Saxe-O-Grams,” which is the name by
which the weekly bulletin is known and pub-
lished, is regarded by officials of the com-
pany as one of the most important and
effective advertising mediums employed by
the organization. The Saxe house organ,
which has a weekly circulation of 60,000,

is used not alone for the purpose of ex-
ploiting the productions appearing at the

various Saxe theatres, but for the purpose
of creating a bond of friendship and per-

sonal interest between the company and
the theatregoing public. That it has and
is continuing to accomplish this end is the

firm belief of the officials of the company.
Every week the organ contains the an-

nouncements of coming programs at the

various Saxe houses. In addition it carries

news of the organization that is of inter-

est to the patrons of the Saxe theatres.

It is used as a means of introducing the

men that make up the personnel of the

organization, and as a means of acquainting
the public with certain phases of the show
business.

Every week a column of fashion notes is

carried for the women readers.

All the copy for the publication is pre-

pared by the advertising staff of the com-
pany working in conjunction with the

managers of the various theatres. Each
theatre has a special edition of the publica-

tion containing articles of special interest

to the patrons of the individual theatre.

In this way a community interest and pride
has been built up among the patrons of
each house.

Use a CONTEST! ”
Contests are entering into motion picture exploitation in every form

;

they afford exhibitors with the advantage of economy and secure invest-

ment; they afford patrons the element of chance; and some of them would
make Barnurn ashamed of himself.

There are contests nowadays for everything. If you were an ace when
a youngster at rolling a hoop you need only to wait a while and your op-
portunity will come along to win a prize. If your slingshot brought down
the most Sparrows or Chippies you’ll get your chance some day.
A man in Wyoming reports a contest for the tallest woman; a man in

Denver reports a contest for the loudest calling; another contest was won
by the man who could change Ford tires the fastest; another by a man
who could shave his neck the cleanest. There are no end of contests.
What’s more exhibitors are making money with these contests. That

being true here’s hoping there will be no end of contests.
Clark Munson announced a Corn Huskin’ contest in Spencer, W. Va.,

and that like most other of Munson’s enterprises won instant attention for

his Robey Theatres.

Enclosed is some material regarding a Corn Huskin’ Bee and Apple Eatin’
Contest which we just finished. I thought an event of this kind would be
particularly appropriate on Hallowe’en and it proved a good drawing card in

face of a big out of town football game to which several hundred of our
regular patrons migrated in a drizzling rain for 12 hours. Rural faces that
had not frequented the theatre in months were among those present.
We had the corn jerked off the stalk and each man got about 50 ears

(huskin’ pegs allowed) and the one finishing first got $5. As a preliminary
an apple on the string contest was staged for the children which furnished
plenty of amusement.
Our lobby was decorated with Hallowe’en decorations, fodder shocks, pun’-

kins and foliage as well as orange hoods under marquise lights, making a very
pleasant appearance.

—Clark Munson, Robey Theatre, Spencer, W. Va.

The newspapers call Munson Spencer’s most original fellow. They watch
his antics like a deer watches a fawn. He breaks into the newspapers
clay after day because of his originality plus his personality.

* * *

Major Edward Bowes, director of the Capitol in Nezv York, has instituted

several changes in the stage, designed to improve execution of the
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performances. The orchestra pit has been enlarged; the staff of ushers has been

increased from the former number of "J2 to ioo.
* *

S. G. Ihde, manager of the Photoplay theatre, Ashland, Kan., tries an
old stunt with a couple of pieces of chewing gum. There’s no reason for

the stunt not working as well now as it did for us ten years ago unless it

has been worked to death in recent weeks. A dollar buys enough of the

Wrigley stuff to fill 100 envelopes that in his case are labeled “Adventures
of Mazie. Have a chew on Mazie. Her jaw never missed a beat. This

is Mazie Stickaway, the nonswallowable gum.”
^ ^

Harold Franklin talks briefly on advertising in the recent issue of The Closeup.
His words come as nearly as any words could possibly come to a definite guide to

the advertising man in the Theatre. No advertising, he says, can be effective or
efficient if there is waste.

“It is always good to write as you would talk and a little humor now and then
will help to put the reader in a receptive mood when the subject advertised lends
itself to this treatment. High fallutin’ language just doesn’t belong.
“An illustration goes far to adorn a tale.

“Publicity is a weapon that must be sharpened continuously and wielded in-

cessantly.”
^ ^

Just as America leads the world with its advertising and publicity ideas so does
the motion picture industry lead America in that line of endeavor. Nevertheless
other parts of the world are showing a sudden burst of speed in publicity stunts

and one of them will no doubt someday make America’s greatest enterprise look
like an ant hill on a mountain. The mail from Europe’s exploiters grows every
week. Last week Lucien Doublon outlined his exploitation for “The Merry Widow”
in Paris. His letter was in French but it was well written and not difficult there-

fore to translate.

It’s in the blood of the Continental peoples to frame publicity stunts. Their an- -

cestors were great press agents. Look at Napoleon! The first half of his military

campaign was successful subsequent to the world’s hearing of his exploits.

Caesar walked deliberately through dozens of Gallic provinces aided substantially

by the fear publicity about him had instilled in the natives.

And as for a press agent Henry the Eighth was no slouch. We’re still hearing

about him.—D. H.
* *

Munson’s G. M. S. Is

“Better Late Than Ever”
Clark Munson’s effort to observe

Greater Movie Season was blocked by
the fact that the Spencer, West Virginia,
theatre he represents was in the course
of construction at the time of the open-
ing of G. M. S. Munson waited until

the house was ready to open and held a
Greater Movie Season for Spencer two
weeks ago. He ran a big newspaper
campaign in which he made good use
of the names Jim Campbell and Bert
Thompson, champion “Moviegoers” of

the world.

DeHaven Now Director

in Regional Houses
A. Milo De Haven has joined the Re-

gional Chain of Theatres, Inc., with head-
quarters in Boston as general field busi-

*

ness building director. De Haven was
formerly managing director for various

Publix houses in the New England division.

^ Jjc

Plainview Program
for November Out
The November program for the Plain-

view theatre, Plainview, Neb., is out and
announces bookings made by J. J. Hoffman,
manager, for the 30 days. Stock is of a

deep red, heavy paper which could not be

reproduced because of coloring.

Marmont to Freelance

;

Leaves Paramount Fold
(Special to the Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Nov. 9.—Percy Mar-
mont has severed connections with
Famous and will freelance. He was to

have appeared in “Sorrell and Son” after

having made five for Paramount.

What Showmen
Are Doing to

Get Business

A phototype survey of current
exhibitor business effort, with
pictures upon the accompany-
ing pages.

ANOTHER GOOD IDEA
OFFERED BY SHIMON
The Theatre,
Exhibitors Herald.

Are you ready for another idea?

Why not a column or listing for sea-

sonal pictures? For example, I’ve been
hunting through all my files for a Christ-

mas picture for Dec. 25th.

Pathe has an “Our Gang” comedy, “Good
Cheer,” that is appropriate for Christmas.

There are many short subjects and many
features that are specially fitting for par-
ticular seasons of the year.

The heading could read
—“Shorts and

features suitable for Christmas—Shorts and
features suitable for Thanksgiving.”

This idea is submitted only with the

thought that it may help other exhibitors.

—Uptown theatre, Louis C. Shimon,
manager.
Mr. Shimon’s idea is well worth try-

ing. If there are other exhibitors who
will suggest subjects for special occa-
sions send them in and they will be
printed in this space.—D. H.

JACK EATON WILL
EXCHANGE WITH YOU ALL
Gentlemen

:

Enclosed you will find our entry in

the Exhibitors House Organ Exchange.
I am particularly interested in those

who are putting their organs out in

newspaper form. For the booklets of

course Fred Meyer of Hamilton, O., has
them all beat.

I will not start ours until the week of

the first but will then reciprocate with
the ones mailing to us. I have pre-

viously run seven column paper up to

14 pages to the issue on a town of

12,000, Greeley, Col.

In giving so much space to House
Organ material you are looking after

a growing department that no other

trade journal is attempting to cover. I

think you could well give more space

to it in the way of reproducing original

matter that is sent in.—Tack Eaton,
Legion theatre, Alamosa, Col.

Nelson Proves Film’s

Quality by Reference

to Its Chicago Showing
A. J. Nelson, the young man who aids

in the management of the Lorraine thea-

tre, Hoopeston, 111., and who recently

distinguished himself in the advertising

field with his theatre copy, continues to

write ad copy that displays the unusual
in a picture.

We have noted an interesting line in

his ad for “The Campus Flirt” that may
serve any number of others for any num-
ber of pictures. It is “Recently at the

Beautiful Chicago Theatre”; which to a

great host of picture fans is an endorse-
ment for a picture.

In line with lobby displays the above First National setup is almost unique.
Daddies” is the name of the picture publicized.

‘Sweet
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Prisoners with Ball and Chain
Ballyhoo “Devil’s Island”
'T'HE local exploitation of Chadwick Pictures Corporation’s “Devil s

1 Island” in conjunction with first run showings throughout the

country is particularly interesting as it would appear that no stunt or

device was used by more than one theatre. And, so, reviewing the exploi-

tation of the Colony theatre, New York, the Broadway-Strand, Detroit,

Fox’s Ridgewood, Brooklyn; the Capitol, Dallas; the Liberty, Kansas City;

the Randolph, Chicago ;
and the Rialto, Houston

;
provides rather a com-

plete code of the showmanship possibilities of this production.

Not new, perhaps, but certainly novel enough to attract wide attention

was the traffic summons, which Charles Reed Jones, the Chadwick ex-

ploiter, devised for the New York showing. This summons, in typographic

layout a duplicate of the bugaboo of New York motorists, was distributed

to more than 50,000 drivers throughout the city. It was necessary for the

distributors to avoid the cops who might have been too assiduous in

enforcing the local ordinance against distributing handbills, and they were

successful in doing this.

A street ballyhoo of three prisoners with balls and chains—from the

French penal colony at Devil’s Island, of course—upset the police suffi-

ciently to attract the attention of the public forcefully enough to mean
business in another center.

Another street stunt, more effective than this first one, resulted from a

radio tieup with the Colonial Radio Corporation, manufacturers, whose
branch distributors and retail shops are cooperating in all parts of the

country. Colonial prepared a street wagon, bearing suitable advertising of

the showing of the picture, featuring the tieup line : “See a life saved by
radio.” The feature of the wagon was a Colonial radio set, which picked up
programs from all local broadcasters. At the completion of each musical
number, the operator on the wagon cut in with his own announcement of

the showing, speaking thru a dictograph. The effect produced was that of

the announcement also coming from the broadcast station. Colonial, of

course, offers suitable window displays with this tieup.

A four column cartoon cut from the press book has proved a favorite

in other cities as well as New York. Another press book feature that seems
to have won much favor is a new and unique style of advertising cut, that

substitutes vague, sketchy outlines for the heavy blacks that have been
the vogue for so long.

Hoover Uses 150

Inches of Ads to

Exploit “Horsemen’’
Manager Emory Hoover of the Luna the-

atre, Logansport, Ind., recently put on the

biggest outdoor advertising campaign ever

used in that city. The extensive billing

was posted to announce the showing of

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer’s “The Four Horse-
men,” Rex Ingram’s great epic now being
released by popular demand.
Hoover used two 24 sheets, nine 3 sheets,

four 6 sheets, 50 window cards, 30 1 sheets,

one set of photos, a trailer and two slides.

The billing was put up on the best loca-

tions in town, and this advertising broad-

side created a lot of interest.

In addition to the outdoor billing the

newspaper advertising was increased from
the regular space of 130 inches and 150

inches.

A book display with the best bookstore
in town and an art card on the public

library bulletin board added the finishing

touches to Hoover’s campaign.
The picture opened well and played dur-

ing the run to capacity business.

Street Stunt Gets

Laughs When Brown
Plugs “Gay Deceiver”

A street stunt that left a continued burst
of laughter in its wake was the keystone
of the exploitation work conducted by the

Strand theatre, Milwaukee, Wis., to ex-

plain Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer’s “The Gay
Deceiver.” Manager Stan Brown, aided by
his assistant manager, Mr. Frank Dau, and
a M-G-M exploiteer, worked on this cam-
paign.

A man, dressed in flashy clothes, sport-
ing a fine pair of black and blue eyes, and
carrying a suitcase in his hand from which
projected a silk stocking and some pink
“undies,” paraded the streets of Milwaukee,
flirted with women in hotel lobbies, and
distributed small cards. Further punch was
added to this stunt by having two hands
painted on the back of the man’s coat to

look as if they were the impressions left

by a pair of freshly powdered hands which
had been put around his neck. Gales of
laughter followed this man in his rounds
of the city.

Three very nice window displays were
secured. They were all displays of Bruns-
wick radios. The tieup was made with
scene stills from the picture.

“Don’t Let Your Wife
See This Suggestion”

“Pretty Ladies” offers many kinds of
snappy tieups, among which is the “Don’t
Let Your Wife See This” type of letter.

The Wayne theatre, Waynesboro, Va., has
distributed a number of such letters with
the caution in large type at the top. Fol-
lowing that is the suggestion, “Gentlemen,
it is your turn now ! Last week the ladies

had Rudolph Valentino in ‘The Son of the
Sheik.’ This week it is your turn to step
out and see ‘Pretty Ladies’—Monday with
Anne Pennington and Ziegfeld Follies

Girls.”

STAR CASTS

*

SIARPICTURES

Preferred

Pictures
Presentedby J.G.BACHMANN
Sole Foreiqn distributors: INTER-OCEAN FILMCORP-
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Rittenberg’s Grange Ad Campaign Wins
Honors in Herald*Stunt Contest
Awarded to Liberty, Kansas City

Arnold Rittenberg’s capture of first place last week in the “Herald’s”
Honor Ad Contest preceded by one week his award of high point getter
in the Exploitation Contest.

When the Red Grange production, “One Minute to Play” was booked for
the Liberty theatre, big things in exploitation were expected—and Rittenberg
delivered.

R. C. Gary, exploitation representative for
Universal Pictures Corporation at Kansas
City was called into conference. Between
him and Rittenberg a campaign was worked
out that not only made Miss Kansas City
sit up and take notice but brought her and
all her brothers and friends to the Liberty
during the run of the picture.

Lobby Is a Winner

First consideration was given to the

lobby of the Liberty. Charles E. Gebaur,
the Liberty’s house artist made up a set of
the most effective posters ever used by a
first run Kansas City theatre. In addition
to his lobby display, he constructed, with
the aid of a couple of house porters, an
8-foot figure of Red Grange, showing him
in action. Underneath the figure were the
words ‘Red Grange’ in illuminated letters.

These letters stood three and one-half feet

high. All in all the Liberty’s front was a
very colorful flash which made it the most
brilliant spot on Main street.

Draws Cartoon Campaign
One week ahead of the showing of the

picture, the Kansas City papers broke with
a series of teaser cartoons. Bob Gary, Uni-
versal exploiter, was the artist who drew
these cartoons for Rittenberg. They fea-
tured the name Red Grange and the Liberty
theatre. Needless to state these teaser car-
toons were read as they were drawn in

newspaper style and led one to believe they
were single column comics.

In advance and during the run of the
picture a tieup was made with the Kansas
City Journal and Post. These papers con-
ducted a voting contest for the most popu-
lar high school football player in greater
Kansas City. All high school and prepara-
tory school football players were eligible

and every one in Kansas City was entitled

to cast a vote. This stunt created tre-
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Cartoon drawn by R. C. Gary for use
in Kansas City newspapers at the time
of the showing of F. B. O.’s film,

“One Minute to Play."

mendous interest among the high school
students, and gave the picture an exception-

ally good daily newspaper break. The foot-

ball player receiving the most votes will

receive a beautiful silver loving cup, which
will be presented by the Mayor of Kansas
City in behalf of Red Grange.

Megaphones Distributed

In Kansas City there! are four high

schools in the Interscholastic Athletic

League. These schools all have cracker-

jack football teams. The interest in the

game is intense and when these teams play,

five to seven thousand young fans attend

the games. One week previous to the open-

ing of the picture, and also on the day of

the opening, six thousand specially made
megaphones were distributed to high school

students attending the first series of games.

This stunt caused the picture to be widely

talked about among the student body of

Kansas City. Incidentally it was the first

time that any advertising matter was dis-

tributed at the park where the league games
were played.

Form Parade

Rittenberg learned that the famous Has-
kell Indian football squad would pass
through Kansas City on Sunday, the second
day of the showing of the picture. Im-
mediately an invitation was extended to the

team to stop off at Kansas City and see the

Red Grange picture. The invitation was
accepted. Rittenberg then got in touch
with the Haskell Institute’s band leader and
extended an invitation to bring the band
to Kansas City and meet the football team
and at the same time attend the Liberty.

This invitation was also accepted. A par-
ade with police escort was formed in front
of the Union station. The Indian band
consisting of 42 pieces headed the parade
with the football squad following. A large

interurban bus was decorated on each side

with a twenty-foot banner announcing a
welcome to the Haskell team to see Red
Grange in “One Minute to Play” at the
Liberty theatre. Each automobile carried
a banner overt the hood announcing the
showing of the picture. When the parade
arrived at the Liberty theatre, all traffic

was blocked for 20 minutes and it was
necessary for a special police squad to be
on the job to handle the crowd who gath-
ered on Main street. The Indian band
played a few college numbers and then
gave a couple of Indian college yells, fol-

lowed by one for Red Grange. They then
proceeded into the theatre and whooped it

up for the picture. Just before leaving the
theatre, Rittenberg effectively introduced
the outstanding star of the Haskell team,
Mays (Red) Maclain.

School Nights an Innovation

Through the media of the newspapers
and a special auto ballyhoo that concen-
trated at high school gates and football
games, it was announced that each night
during the run of the picture would be
designated as a different high school night.

Monday night was Manual High Nite, etc.

*
STREET FLOOR.
MAIN AT ELEVENTH
REMEMBER THE
PASS WORD
PONER FACES"

Universal’s picture, “Poker Faces,” got
exploitation in the above manner at
the Liberty in Kansas City.

Each high school football squad, coaching
staff and cheer leader was invited to be the
guest of the Liberty. The mouth to mouth
publicity received from this angle certainly

clicked, as the student body turned out

enmasse on their respective nights. At in-

tervals during the show the cheer leaders

whooped things up with yells and songs.

A special appeal was made to members
of the leading Athletic Club of Kansas City

and Alumni of Missouri University and
Kansas University resident in Greater
Kansas City. The Liberty sent a special

letter to them printed in black typewriter
face on canary bond with a Red Grange
streamer head in red as well as a line

drawing of Grange in action coming right

through the body of the letter. Exhibitors
who have the picture booked may have the

letter upon request to the “Herald.”
Special newspaper stories were sent to 60

newspapers within a radius of 60 miles of
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Cartoon drawn by R. C. Gary for use
in Kansas City newspapers at the time
of the showing of F. B. O.’s 61m,
“One Minute to Play."
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Kansas City. This story was written along
the same lines as the circular letter but

adapted to newspaper use.

To lend atmosphere, the Liberty house
staff was outfitted in football garb through
a tieup with a leading sporting goods store.

A few good window tieups were ar-

ranged.

A radio talk was given by Rittenberg over
W. D. A. F. the Kansas City Star Radio
station.

A fleet of 100 Bluebird taxi cabs were
decorated with the following legend:

When a young lady wants to see

RED GRANGE
in “One Minute to Play’ at the Liberty

Theatre, a fellow naturally

PREFERS
the best taxi available, the

BLUEBIRD CAB
All newspaper advertisements were laid

out by Rittenberg and executed by Gebauer,
and were significant for their simplicity and
powerful attractiveness. They were espe-

cially different in style from what is

ordinarily used in Kansas City papers and
elicited much favorable comment.

To sum it all up, it was the most com-
plete campaign a picture has received in

Kansas City for a long time, and it is

possibly the best campaign the Liberty the-

atre has received in two years.

It may be interesting to note in passing

that Rittenberg and Gary were two of the

first motion picture exploitation men in the

field when they were engaged by the old

Goldwyn company about nine years avo

—

Rittenberg in Buffalo, N. Y., and Gary in

Kansas City. Their recent activity with
the Red Grange picture marked a renewal
of their former acquaintance. And it was
a happy renewal indeed.

Exhibitors’

SLOGAN CLEARING HOUSE
A Department Where Exhibitors May Register Slogans Used

by Their Theatres to Prevent Their Duplication and to

Aid Others in Selecting Good “Selling Lines”

“VISIT THE PRETTIEST LITTLE THEATRE IN SHEBOY-
GAN.” —Louis C. Shimon, Uptown, Sheboygan, Wis.

“MORE FOR 20c THAN 20c EVER BOUGHT.”
—Louis C. Shimon, Uptown, Sheboygan, Wis.

“EVERY PATRON AN HONORED GUEST.”
—Clark Munson, The Robey Theatres, Spencer, W. Va.

“THE PRIDE OF ROANOKE COUNTY.”
—Clark Munson, The Robey Theatres, Spencer, W. Va.

“IF IT’S A GOOD PICTURE THE EAGLE WILL SHOW IT.”

—N. M. Emmons, Eagle Theatre, Eagle River, Wis.

“THE HOUSE OF GOOD PICTURES.”
—N. M. Emmons, Eagle Theatre, Eagle River, Wis.

“MECCA OF THE DELTA’S AMUSEMENT SEEKERS.”
—S. B. Johnson, Regent Theatre, Cleveland, Miss.

“FOR ENTERTAINMENT’S SAKE — GET THE LAUREL
HABIT.” —The Laurel, Laurel Springs, N. J.

“DON’T SAY MOVIES—SAY ROXBORO.”
—Roxboro Theatre, Roxboro, Philadelphia, Pa.

“WHERE EVERYBODY MEETS.”
—Embassy Theatre, Swedesboro, N. J.

“FOR THE BEST IN ENTERTAINMENT ALL WAYS.”
—Palace Theatre, Quakertown, Pa.

“WHERE QUALITY MEETS”
—A. J. Lukachie, Camden, Ark., Hauber Theatre.

“ENTERTAINMENT FOR EVERYBODY.”
—Liberty Theatre, Arnold Rittenberg, Kansas City, Mo.

Exhibitors House Organ Exchange
Entry of name in this list signifies willingness to exchange theatre publications with other theatre publishers for mutual benefit.

BAIR, E. E., Falla theatre, Cuyahoga Falla, O.
BLAIR, M. J., St. Francis theatre, San Fran-

cisco, Cal.
BENDER, A. R., Olympia, Cleveland, Okla.
BENTLEY, FLOYD E., Kelso Amusement Co.,

Kelso, Wash.
BROWNELL, OSSIE, Carthago theatres, Glovers-

ville, N. Y.
BROWNING, HARRY, Olympia, New Haven,

Conn.
BUBERT, E. H., Metropolitan, Morgantown,
W. Va.

BURNS, FRANK H., Orlando Enterprises, Or-
lando, Fla.

CHRISTENSEN, C. R., Twin City, Chehalis,
Wash.

COX, ED. F., Princess, Bristol, Colo.
DALEY, THOMAS S., Schine Amusement Co.,

Gloversville. N. Y.
EATON, JACK, The Legion Theatre, Alamosa,

Col.
EVELAND, EARLE, Twin City Opera House,

McConnelsville, O.
FAWKS, E. L., Photo Phone, Graford, Tex.

GARDNER, HUGH T., Orpheum, Neosho, Mo.
GAULT, J. C., American, Oakland, Cal.

GILL, R. A. Strand, Honey Grove, Tex.

GLASER, WILL J., Grand, Faribault, Minn.
HAMBURGER, F. M., Circle, Portland, Ore.
HARLEY, ALONZA, Valentine, Defiance, Ohio.

HEDGES, HARRY H., Rugby, 820 Utica, Ave.,
Brooklyn.

JUDD, FORREST E., Prospect, Kansas City, Mo.
KOBLEN, M., Scout, Oakdale, La.
KRAMER, LOUIS P., Lubliner & Trinz The-

atres.

Inc., 307 North Michigan Ave., Chicago, 111.

LITTLE, T. L., Majestic, Camden, S. C.

LUKACHIE, A. J., Hauber, Camden, Ark.
LUTZ, LOUIS, Fischer’s Appleton, Appleton,

Wis.

MacLEOD, M., Wolverine, Saginaw, Mich.
MASSEY, EARL D., Texas, Killeen, Tex.
MILLER, CARL F., Miller theatre, Fremont,

Ohio.
MOCK, CARL F., 56th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

MOSS, EDGAR A., Marion Theatre News, Glass
Block, Marion, Ind.

MURPHY, HAROLD S., Woodlawn, Chicago.

NICHOLf., DON, Durham Amusement Company,
Durham, N. C.

O’ROURKE, JACK, Laurel, Laurel Springs, N. J.

OLSON, H. G., Majestic theatre, Reedsburg,
Wis.

OSTENBERG, J. H., Orpheum, Scottsbluff, Neb.
PAYNE, EARLE HALL, Kentucky, Lexington

Ky.
PIERCE, HOWARD O., Kunsky Theatrical Ent.,

Detroit, Mich.

POPE, CLEM, T. & D., Oakland, Cal.

RANDALL, E. H., Liberty, Condon, Ore.
RIVERS- EDWIN B., 1718 South Main street,

Royal Theatre, Los Angeles, Cai.

SACHS, S. M., Masonic, Clifton Forge, Va.
SCHWIE, F. F., Duluth, Duluth, Minn.
SHARPE, PHILIP B., Strand Theatre Publishing

Co., Portland, Me.
SHIMON, LOUIS, Uptown theatre, Sheboygan,

Wis.
SNYDER. E. A., Rialto-Virginia, Champaign, 111.

SOLOMON, H., Strand, McComb, Miss.

SORG, J. H., Jefferson, Fort Wayne, Ind.

STIEFEL, S., Roxboro, Philadelphia, Pa.
STILES, J. H., The Dalles Amusement Co.,

The Dalles, Ore.
THOMPSON, N. T., Crystol Theatre, Fort At-

kinson, Wis.

WALLACE, H. JIM, Lincoln Square, Decatur,
111 .

WEINBERG, I., New and Lyric, Lexington, Va.
WHEELER, ED A., Ohio, Cleveland, O.
WHITBECK, FRANK, West Coast Theatres, Inc.,

134 Leavenworth St., San Francisco, Cal.

WILSON, T. S., Seelye, Abilene, Kan.
WOODWARD, KENNETH V., Penn-State Amuse-

ment Co., Uniontown, Pa.

ZIPRIK, G., Y. M. C. A., Westbourne, Tenn.

( Exhibitor)

(Theatre)

(City) State
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Two Wars in Paramount Pictures
The wars of 1898 and 1918 are being fought anew—on the out-

skirts of San Antonio. San Juan Hill and St. Mihiel are being
taken again. Frank Hopper (Theodore Roosevelt) will be seen
with Charles Farrell, George Bancroft and Noah Beery in “The
Rough Riders” (top three scenes). Victor Fleming is directing

with James Howe the cameraman. In “Wings” are Clara Bow,
Charles Rogers, Richard Arlen, El Brendel, Richard Tucker,
“Gunboat” Smith and Gary Cooper. William Wellman is direct-

ing. P. Perry is at the camera. The shelltorn area at St. Mihiel
is reproduced in “Wings.”
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yHIS department contains news, information and gossip on current productions. It aims to supply
service which will assist the exhibitor in keeping in touch with developments in connection with

pictures and picture personalities—and what these are doing at the box office. No prophecies on the
entertainment value of pictures are made. Opinions expressed are simply those of the author or of
his contributors and the reader is requested to consider them only as such.—EDITOR’S NOTE.

SUGGESTION TO PARAMOUNT

I , EWIS D. FECK.LER, 827 Maiden Lane,

Roanoke, Va., writes me as follows:

DEAR T. O.

—

Please suggest that Paramount, in their crav-

ing for “specials,” produce an epic road-show
of the famous novel, “Under Two Flags,” by
Ouida, with Lubitsch directing and Pola Negri
starred or featured. Why let this material go
to waste when, with the aid of the two fac-

tors named, it can be made into a big, flag-

waving spectacle which, as it is on the order
of “Beau Geste,” will bring in the coin with

a rush.
True, the story has a tragic ending, but it is

similar to that in “The Vanishing American”
and, handled in the same manner as that epic

tale, it is sure to be just as successful. “Un-
der Two Flags” has been filmed before, but
certainly not in even a half decent way, and
as Pola Negri would be the heroine. Cigarette

to the life, why can't she and Lubitsch make it

a second “Passion?”

“Under Two Flags” has been picturized

at least twice, once by Fox in 1916 with

Theda Bara (if memory is reliable) as Cig-

arette and again by Universal in 1922 with

Priscilla Dean in that role. Both pictures

did well at the box office according to re-

ports in the infallible “What the Picture

Did For Me” section of this paper. As I re-

call them, both were pretty good.

Mr. Feckler’s suggestion is forwarded to

Famous Players-Lasky at face value and

others with suppressed desires to see cer-

tain stories picturized by certain parties are

cordially invited to un-suppress them simi-

larly.

“THE BLACK PIRATE”

I CARE not a whoop as to what Mr. Fair-

banks may say (or be made to seem to have

said) about picture production in Russia

—

so long as he continues to turn out glorious-

ly inflated fables like “The Black Pirate.”

Manufacture of heroically proportioned

“Pink Eelephants” is the title of this
Jack White production, in which A1 St.

John stars. Dwight Warren was camera-
man for this Educational Mermaid

comedy.

This Week
Suggestion to Paramount

“The Black Pirate
”

0

Truetalk

“My Official Wife
”

Not Reviews

“Ladies at Play
”

Paramount’s 17 Themes

“The Quarterback
”

“Breed of the Sea
”

“Men of Steel
”

“College Days”

“Raggedy Rose”

fables is Mr. Fairbanks’ real knitting, after

all, and who shall object if he deserts it

momentarily now and then for publicity pur-

poses? Certainly not I.

This picture is the one any boy of twelve

would make if he could hold his dreams

together long enough and stretch his imagi-

nation far enough. It is different than the

picture a boy of twelve would make in that

Fairbanks multiplies the youth’s half-dozen

faithful cutthroats by one-hundred and his

imagined prowess by infinity. The picture

suggests in the person of Fairbanks a man
in whom the boy has yielded nothing to the

experience-eons involved in annexation of

the wealth and fame that is his—which may
be in fact the real photo of Fairbanks. At

any rate

—

“The Black Pirate” is the sort of picture

that makes a job like mine worth doing. I

can look at this sort of thing and come away

feeling better. It’s all a big hoax, of course,

but a glorious one. It’s extravagant, head-

long, absurdly melodramatic and supremely

goodnatured. Viewed adjacently to bed-

room drama, South Sea rot and border-line

farce, it imparts the sensation of a mental

shower-bath and revives a waning conviction

that everything’s going to be all right if we
live that long.

What the picture amounts to in a box of-

fice way has been well told in reports to

this paper by exhibitors whose remote lo-

cation have given them access to it before

contract-throttled Chicago could have a

peep. These reports also have discussed all

the details of the production, a circum-

stance which leaves me nothing to add.

TRUETALK

O N November 2, F. P. A., conductor of

“The Conning Tower” in The New York
ft orld, wrote “Truetalk” as captional com-

ment over the following paragraph from this

column of the October 23 issue:

People who write pieces for papers almost
invariably get around to a certain low state of
mind which prompts them to pad out their ob-
servations with more or less remote adaptations
of a style made famous by Samuel Pepys.
With the exception of Ted Cook, no one has
had much luck with the idea. There isn’t much
sense to it, ordinarily.

Fleeting investigation conducted subse-

quently to receipt of the letter signed “Bill

Netch” and published last week impels to

the conclusion that F. P. A. did lead modem
columnists in picking up Mr. Pepys’ diary

where terminated by the ill-humored hand

of death, as stated in the letter mentioned.

What I should like to know, however, is

which of the three sentences comprising the

quoted paragraph prompted F. P. A.’s cap-

tion and what the bloomin’ thing really

means. These columnists

—

“MY OFFICIAL WIFE”

“M Y OFFICIAL WIFE” has two au-

thors to “The Great Divide’s” one. It is a

Russian as to setting, whereas “The Great

Alex Phillips and Fred Jacquimin pho-
tographed Billy Dooley in his latest
Educational comedy, “A Briny Boob,”
which was produced at the Christie

studios.
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Eleanor Boardman and Roy D’Arcy,
featured players, in a scene from
“Bardelys the Magnificent,” which
King Vidor directed for Metro-Gold-
wyn-Mayer. William Daniels- is respon-
sible for the photography. This produc-
tion opened October 31 at the Capitol
in New York for pre-release. The gen-
eral release- is scheduled for November

21 .

Divide” was Western, and it has about twice

as many kinks in its unfoldment—as might

be expected of twice as many authors. The

pictures have Conway Tearle in common as

the crapshooter who wins the girl in ques-

tion and there isn't a great deal of difference

otherwise save as mentioned.

I never could see any good reason for pic-

turizing a play like “The Great Divide,” box

office notwithstanding, and so I am at a loss

to know why they made “My Official Wife.”

Maybe the industry can go on broadening

the field of its appeal with pictures of this

type, but I doubt it. The stage, over-

whelmed with this kind of stuff, is worse off

financially from year to year. It looks like

the wrong sort of thing, to me, but I don’t

matter. We’ll see what the box office re-

ports from exhibitors say about it. They
don’t miss.

NOT REVIEWS

In view of the foregoing, this is a good

place to insert the customary monthly ex-

planation to new subscribers that items ap-

pearing in these columns may be piffle or

whatnot but are never under any circum-

stances to be construed as “box office re-

views.” All this is familiar to the general

body of readers, but circulation expansion

necessitates its frequent reiteration.

These talks are offered weekly as a sort

of blanket reply to the question everybody

asks everybody else, “How’d you like the

picture?” Since anybody asks that of any-

body, attaching no importance to the replies

and almost never agreeing with them, any-

body that feels inclined to do so writes these

talks. Makes it sort o’ congenial all around
and, with all this made plain, nobody’s tbe

loser—nor gainer.

The thing works out like this:

I say, “I saw ‘Ladies at Play’ at the Orien-

tal theatre last week.”

That’s an unfortunate break, as you’d

probably reply to that particular remark,

“Yes, I know, but what was the name of

the picture?” But if the picture were called

“Nellie of Neuresthenia” or something like

that, for instance, you’d reply, “How did you

like the picture?”

Then I’d answer with the words written

under the caption

—

LADIES AT PLAY

T
_L HIS was a riot at the Oriental theatre

last week—where pictures figure usually as

something for the flappers to doze through

between Mr. Ash’s gallops. They shrieked at

this, with good reason. It’s a scream.

The yarn’s about the eccentric millionaire

who leaves his fortune to the girl on con-

dition she is married within three days after

the reading of the will. It is complicated by

imposed necessity of getting two old maids’

approval of the husband. Short cut to this

approval is made via compromising circum-

stances and how compromising they be-

come! You’ll be surprised.

But the thing is done in the manner of

Hal Roach’s better two-reelers, employing

as strange an assortment of players as you’ll

find in a given cast of characters, and it’s

all in fun. The Oriental crowd took it that

way and had the time of their lives.

Doris Kenyon is the girl who must get

married and at this point I wish to vote for

keeping her in this sort of stuff. She does it

much better than she does drama. Lloyd

Hughes is the selected husband. Louise Fa-

zenda is better than ever as one of the old

maids and Ethel Wales is the other. Vir-

ginia Lee Corbin is Miss Kenyon’s little

sister and demonstrates that Clara Bow isn’t

the only girl who can do the sort of thing

she does. Hallam Cooley and John Patrick

are first rate night club types and Philo Mc-
Cullough registers positively as the hotel

clerk under whose eyes everything happens.

Alfred E. Green directed it in great shape.

Subtitles are always crisp and sometimes

hot—as are individual scenes—but it’s all in

fun and the Oriental audience didn’t mind.

Cherry phosphates purchased at the Deau-

ville, New York, do what residents of the

far places imagine they would, and the thing

is sophisticated—-as that word is used—from
end to end. But it’s funny, and that’s an

expansive blanket.

PARAMOUNT’S 17 THEMES

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY’S date book
sent to exhibitors by way of heralding the

next group of pictures contains, among other

Arthur Maude directed this Romance
Production, “The Mona Lisa,” which is

an Educational release done in Techni-
color. Hedda Hopper and Craufurd

Kent have the leading roles.

Tiffany Productions present “College
Days,” with Marceline Day, James Har-
rison, Brooks Benedict, Ed. A. Murphy,
Duane Thompson and others in the cast.

Photography is by Milton Moore and
Mack Stengler. Twenty-five football
stars and a coach of the University of
California are in the cast of this pro-

duction.

interesting sections, a listing of Paramount

pictures classified as to theme. Seventeen

themes are used for this purpose and are

designated as follows:

1 . Big City Life Dramas
2. Comedy—

(a) Automobile Comedy Dramas
(b) Co-star Feature Comedies
(c) Female Star
(d) Male Star
(e) Small town Comedy Dramas

3. Crook Dramas
4. Domestic Dramas.
5. Divorce Problems
6. Father Love Dramas
7. Gown Pictures
8 . Great White Way Dramas
9. Historical Dramas

10. Mother Love Dramas
11. Outdoor Dramas
12. Sea Dramas
13. Secret Service
14. Small Town Dramas
15. South Sea Settings
16. Stage Life Dramas
17. Road Show Calibre

The list of themes (?) is :something to

ponder over in itself, but it becomes more

than interesting when the following table is

assembled to show the number of pictures

grouped under each heading:

CLASS
l

3
4

6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

NUMBER
88

230
35
76
28
2

42
12
28
13
76
23
8

23
17
19
11

A lot of fun is to be had in doping the

table this way and that. And the record

of Paramount down the years is there, star-

ing you in the face, if you harbor any hunch

that this apportionment of product isn't

what it might have been.

“THE QUARTERBACK”

I'D heard a lot about “The Quarterback”

before it got to Chicago, the picture being

widely exhibited prior to its opening here

and gaining many glowing reports in “What

the Picture Did For Me,” but nobody had

told me about the trade joke in it. Maybe

it’s supposed to be one of those open secrets,

but the thing looks to me like a great piece

of kidding as well as a great picture, Mr.
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Grange’s “One Minute to Play” being the

subject of jest.

The milk route thing can hardly be else

than a thrust at Mr. Grange’s ice wagon

training, of course, but the humor in that

string of subtitles near the end which

runs “Three Minutes to Play”—“Two Min-

utes to Play”—“One Minute to Play” and

then “Twenty Seconds to Play” is a stroke

of genius. And the beautiful part of it

is that the kidding doesn’t interfere at all

with entertainment purposes of the picture

itself and Mr. Grange’s picture is hale and

hearty enough to shake off the joke without

a crinkle. Even C. C. Pyle ought to get a

giggle out of it.

But about the picture

—

Not much use in saying anything at all

about it except that the exhibitors enthu-

siastically reporting it in the report section

of this paper didn’t spoil it for me. In

fact, I think they have understated the ex-

cellence of the production, sturdy as has

been their praise. Among other convictions

it left me with is one that Richard Dix has

become just a little bit better straight lead-

ing man than Wallace Reid ever was

—

without remotely suggesting that hero—and

I, who say this, believed Reid the ultimate

in screen stars of his gender.

during the football scenes many “Ohs” and
“Ahs” of excitement were heard.
Some sections of the picture are) slow mov-

ing and there are technical imperfections
aplenty. But one forgets all these when
the big game gets under way. Then there
is action sufficient to overcome the effect of
the preceding drags. The game, which is

the big reason for the picture, looks like

the real thing. There is only so much that

can be done with a football picture, and
about all that is done in “College Days.”—
Al Barr.

TF Mabel Normand’s return to the

screen will assure us of comedies like

“Raggedy Rose,” long may she stay in

two reel features. It has a “Ginsberg”
in it; it has a poor little beautiful

“Rose” and an eligible bachelor sought
by a designing young woman; but most
of all it has a comedian who is the fun-

niest of her sex.

* * *

Clyde Eckhardt’s certainty that “The
Return of Peter Grimm” is the greatest

picture of its kind ever made may well

be founded on the fact that the picture

is unique in story and production tech-

nique. Peter Grimm dies and returns

to earth in photoplasmic form and
Victor Schertzinger has kept that phase
of the picture from being ghastly, as it

would seem it would be. Janet Gaynor’s
work in this picture marks her as a

player to be reckoned with by directors

in their future casting of roles.

* * *

Douglas Fairbanks decided color film will

tell his story of Spain’s “Black Pirate” to

best advantage and it’s easy to agree with
him that it does. The tale of one pseudo
pirate taking a vessel single handed sup-

plies the story with a Fairbanksian role and
that role supplies the audience with fulfill-

ment of the desire which brought it to see

the picture.
* * *

Richard Dix may live to have white whis-
kers and three chins before he ever has as

good a picture for his talents as “The
Quarterback.” There isn’t anything wrong
with the picture and while it shows during
football season it is quite entertaining.

—

Douglas Hodges.
^ ^

Films Stir World to

Study Past; Milliken
(Special to the Herald)

ELMIRA, N. Y., Nov. 9.—Motion pic-

tures are awakening a new consciousness
of history and spurring the world to a
better knowledge of the past, Carl E.

Milliken, secretary of the M. P. P. D. A.,

declared recently in an address before the

Children of the American Revolution.

Saving historical pictures and news reels of

great events is one of the greatest things

that can be done for posterity, he said.

Former Art Director
for Chadwick in U. S .

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Nov. 9—Howard Si-

mon, former art director with Chadwick
Pictures Corporation, has returned to

this country after a stay in France. He
will resume his motion picture work at

once.

Egyptian Sanitation Film
CAIRO—The public health administration of

the Egyptian ministry of the interior is studying
a plan to show sanitation propaganda films in

the villages.

Danes Film “Don Quixote

”

PARIS—The Danish company Palladium has
just completed filming “Don Quixote,’’ which was
started in Spain.

CONTRIBUTIONS

1^. EPORTS contributed by other members

of the staff, each duly signed, follow.—T. 0.

SERVICE.

ARL HUDSON’S “Men of Steel” has
been reported before in this department

and in “What the Picture Did For Me,”
but that doesn’t prevent one more flash of
impressions from the production which is

massive in its “props” but fragile in its

delineation of feminine roles.

The steel mill sequences are powerful
and gripping. Somehow the butting battle

between the crane engines reminded one of
a tussle between prehistoric animals in “The
Lost World.” There was beauty, too, in

the shots of the mills. For those who
might not believe beauty can be synony-
mous with roaring furnaces and ponderous
steel ingots spitting fire, color photography
was blended into the scenes to make doubly
certain of the effect.

There’s one scene that scarcely can be
recommended for pre-sleep consumption
and yet it’s one of the thrill-climaxes. It’s

a scene depicting the death of the heroine’s
brother, who recoils from contact with live

wires only to plunge into a huge bucket of
molten metal. That’s scarcely entertain-
ment and certainly not the best subject for
a domestic science cooking class, for ex-
ample. It’s climatic, there’s no doubt about
that.

Milton Sills is human and likable
throughout, and there’s good comedy

—

coarse but fitting the theme—in the friendly
rivalry of George Fawcett and Frank Cur-
rier. Doris Kenyon and May Allison do
their best with unnatural roles.—E. A.
Rovelstad.

* * *

TT would be a simple thing to call Ralph
Ince the whole show in “Breed of the) Sea”

but for one man, and that’s Alphonz Ethier.
To say that Ethier is heading straight for
stardom doesn’t seem half as much a pre-
diction as a statement of fact. At that
there is a familiar ring in this forecast, so
probably it has been made before.

But to return to Ralph Ince. He does

/. O. Taylor was cameraman for the
Columbia picture “The Belle of
Broadway,” starring Betty Compson.
This picture is the second release of
the season for the company.

triple service. That reads almost like “trip-

let” service, and for that matter it even
could be stretched to quadruplet, for he
takes the roles of twin brothers, and in

the part of one of the seminary-student-
brothers he also plays the one who turns
pirate. And then) he impersonates his

brothers. Besides, he directs “both of him-
self.” By the way, wonder what a mega-
phone thinks about when its owner takes
an acting part in the production?

“Breed of the Sea” seems to rise and ebb
in its forcefulness. The scene of the bull-

whipping of Pembroke (Ince) by Rawden
(Ethier) and the closeup in which Pem-
broke reveals himself as the pirate Captain
Blaze are powerful. Bits of Margaret
Livingston’s acting as the carefree daughter
of the trader stands out, but there is no
justification for the scena showing her
swimming au naturel in the pool.

The piracy is turned into burlesque
aboard the captured brigantine when the
deaconess (Shanon Day) turns the pirate

chief’s lieutenant into a sewing apprentice
and the entire crew into a Sunday school
class. At that the sudden swapping of a
drama for a farce at this point brought
laughs, so with entertainment as the objec-

tive of motion pictures the change must
have been successful.

Al Siegler, cameraman, did a fine job in

photographing the sailship riding the rip-

ples at sea at sundown.—E. A. Rovelstad.

**T ENJOYED every bit of that picture,”

remarked the woman seated behind me
to her companion after the last flash of

“College Days” had gone. The picture was
on view during the week at the Granada,
new Marks Brothers house in Chicago.
The judgment seemed common to many
present, for during the filming of the fun-
nier sections of the picture laughter ran
over the house like warm, light wind, and
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THE
RETURN

OF
PETER
GRIMM

Alec B. Francis has the

name role with Janet

Gaynor in the leading

feminine role in the pic-

ture from the David Bel-

aseo play.

RELEASED
BY
FOX
LAST
SUNDAY

Victor Schertzinger di-

rected the production

from the scenario written

by Bradley King. Glen

McWilliams was camera-

man.
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The Dude Cowboy
Distributor: F. B. O.

Producer: F. B. 0.

Length: Undetermined

DIRECTOR JACK NELSON
Cameraman Ernest Miller

PLAYERS
Bob Ralston Bob Custer
Doris Wrigmint Flora Bramley
Shorty O’Day Billy Bletcher
Amos Wrigmint Howard Truesdell
Carl Kroth Bruce Gordon
Mable La Rue Amber Norman
Aver Du Poise Sabel Johnson
Count Duse Eddie Gordon

TYPE: Western drama.
THEME: Frustrating outlaws.

LOCALE: Arizona.

TIME: The present.

STORY : Bob, a cowboy, buys a ranch
in Arizona, formerly a noted cattle-
raising outfit, but now converted into a
“dude” ranch. On the road he rescues a
man and his daughter from two bandits.
On learning they are also headed for the
ranch he joins them as combination
chauffeur and valet, so as to be nearer
the girl. At the ranch Bob overhears
the foreman planning to hold a dance for
the guests, and to have his men rob them
during the affair. He rescues the girl
again when her horse runs away. She
realizes he is not a valet, but he pre-
serves his identity. He sends for his
cowpunchers and the hold-up occurs as
planned. Bob manages to drive off the
outlaws and the cowboys pursue them.
After rescuing the girl who is kidnapped
by the foreman, Bob reveals his real posi-
tion as owner of the property.

HIGHLIGHTS : Rescue of lather
and daughter from bandits . . . .

Hero’s overhearing plot to rob dance
guests .... Scene in which cow-
boys rout outlaws .... The kid-
napping . ... The rescue . . . .

Scene in which he discloses identity.

The Unknown Cavalier
Distributor

:

First National

Producer: First National

Length: Undetermined

DIRECTOR ALBERT ROGELL
Cameraman F. Sol Polito

PLAYERS
Ken Maynard Tom Drury
Kathleen Collins Ruth Gaunt
David Torrence Peter Gaunt
T. Roy Barnes Clout Pettingill
James Mason Henry Suggs
Otis Harlan Judge Blowfly Jones
Josef Swickard Lingo
Pat Harmon, Frank Lackteen,
Raymond Wells The Three Bad Men

Bruce Gordon Bob Webb
Fred Bums Sheriff
Jimsey Boudwin Billy Gaunt
Tarzan As Himself

These scenes are from the sixth episode
of “The Fighting Marine,” starring

Gene Tunney. Snyder and Redman
held the camera on this Pathe serial.

TYPE: Western drama.

THEME: Disclosing identity of ban-
dit; romantic love.

LOCALE: A Western American town.

TIME: The present.

STORY : Henry Suggs, by daytime a
leading citizen, is a night time ma-
rauder and bandit who has the country
terrorized. His true identity has been
pierced only once by a super-intelligent
horse, Tarzan, whose master has been
killed by the desperado. Suggs succeeds
in having Tarzan condemned to death
for fierceness when Tom, an itinerant
cowboy, is persuaded upon by Ruth,
daughter of the murdered man, to save
the horse. Follows thereafter a series
of exciting incidents, including the
rivalry of Suggs and Tom for the hand
of Ruth, and the friendship between Tom
and Tarzan. Up and down the country
Tom and Suggs, who insist on joining
him, search for the killer. Eventually,
after narrow escapes, Tom and Tarzan
unmask the villain and ride triumphantly
home with their prisoner, where Ruth is

awaiting them.

HIGHLIGHTS: The horse-riding
. . . . Double life led by citizen

. . . . Horse’s knowledge of ban-
dit .... Scene in which horse is

condemned to death .... Arrival
of cowboy .... His search for des-

perado accompanied by latter . . . .

Rivalry between the two . ... The
unmasking.

Pink Elephants
Distributor: Educational
Producer: Educational
Length: Two reels

DIRECTOR STEPHEN ROBERTS
Cameraman Dwight Warren

PLAYERS
A1 A1 St. John
Lucile Lucile Hutton
Phil Phil Dunham
The Drunk Clem Beauchamp
The Ringmaster Robert Graves
Moonlight Spencer Bell

TYPE: Comedy of a circus.

THEME: Foiling plotters.

LOCALE: A Circus.
TIME: The present.

STORY: The ring-master, who is in

love with the bareback rider, plots with
the ex-ticket seller to get rid of the new
ticket seller, who is also in love with
the bareback rider. The former dresses
in a lion’s skin but, meanwhile, one of
the real lions escapes. A colored man-
of-all-work gets mixed up with the lion.

The ticket seller has several exciting ex-
periences with it. He and the bareback
rider try to escape on a bicycle. The
girl falls off and the lion takes her place
while the ticket seller goes merrily riding
along. Finally he sees the brute on the
saddle behind him and loses no time in

leaving the bicycle. The lion stays on
and goes riding down the street while the
bareback rider and her rescuer compli-
ment each other on their lucky escape.
HIGHLIGHTS: The plot to frighten

ticket seller off circus lot .... Ex-
ticket seller’s disguise as lion . . . .

Escape of real lion .... Colored
man’s antics upon meeting lion . . . .

Attempted escape of bareback rider and
ticket seller .... Scene in which
lion rides behind ticket seller.

College Days
Distributor: Tiffany
Producer: Tiffany

Length: Undetermined
DIRECTOR
Cameramen

RICHARD THORPE
Milton Moore

Mack Stengler

Mary Ward
Jim Gordon
Larry Powell...

Phyliis
Kenneth Slade..

Louise

PLAYERS
Marceline Day

Charles Delaney
James Harrison

Duane Thompson
Brooks Benedict
Kathleen Key

Bessie Edna Murphy
Mr. Gordon Robert Homans
Kent
Bryson
Carter

Craufurd Kent
Charles Wellesley
Gibson Gowland

Prof. Maynard
Coach
Dean

Lawford Davidson
Pat Harmon

William A. Carroll

TYPE: College drama.
THEME: Romantic love.

LOCALE: University of Southern
California.
TIME: The present.

STORY : Jim Gordon arrives at the
University of Southern California where
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he falls in love with Mary and she with
him. On his way back from the training
field Jim is waylaid by the college vamp.
She “does her stuff” so effectively that
Jim succumbs and kisses her as Mary
comes along. She hurries away, dis-
illusioned. Jim and Mary are both stu-
dents in a professor’s class. The latter
beats Jim for persecuting Mary. The
dean sees the fight and the professor is

asked for his resignation. Jim tells the
dean he provoked the fight and the latter
is forced to expel him. Next term sees
Jim at college as a result of the pleading
of the professor. Jim makes no headway
with Mary. He learns she has gone to
a roadhouse with another boy, and he
goes after her, regardless of the fact he
will forfeit his place on the team is

caught. The rival crowds Jim’s machine
off the road, and Mary is seriously hurt.
Jim is substituted in the game winning it

for the University. He is injured and
taken to the hospital, and there secures
Mary’s forgiveness.

HIGHLIGHTS : Meeting of Jim and
Mary .... Their avowal of love
. . . . Scene in which Mary finds
him kissing vamp .... Scene in
which Professor beats Jim . . . .

Jim’s expulsion .... His return to
college .... Scene in which he
forcibly takes Mary from roadhouse
. . . . The accident .... The
football game .... Scene in which
Mary forgives.

God Gave Me Twenty
Cents

Distributor

:

Paramount
Producer: Paramount
Length: Undetermined

DIRECTOR HERBERT BRENON
Cameraman Leo Tover

PLAYERS
Mary Lois Moran
Cassie Lang Lya De Putti
Steve Doren Jack Mulhall
Barney Tapman William Collier, Jr.
Ma Tapman Adrienne d’Ambricourt
Andre Dufour Leo Feodoroff
Mrs. Dufour Rosa Rosanova
A Florist Clive Brook

TYPE: Romantic drama.
THEME: Regeneration through love

and faith.

LOCALE: New Orleans waterfront.
TIME: The present.

STORY : The “John Burns” docks at
New Orleans in time for her sailors to
celebrate the Mardi Gras. “Gambling”
Steve Doren, among the crew, learns his
sweetheart, a woman of easy virtue, is
in jail but will be out in a day. His
gang parade through the town and stop
before a restaurant, where a demure little
waif, known as Mary, is waitress. Steve
takes her in his arms, and places her on
the float. This contact with something
decent works a remarkable change in
him. In a week they are married. Steve
later goes to say goodbye to his gang.
His former sweetheart insists he take her
on his trip. He refuses but she chal-
lenges him to match for it, saying heads
she goes, tails she stays. They toss two
dimes she takes from her handbag to
find they both turn up heads. They later
appear on the dock at a coffee stand.
While paying for the beverage his eyes
fall on the coins. He turns them and then
hurls them to the dock. Mary learns
Steve has left with the other woman and
staggers to the docks. She sees a single
white rose in a window marked “20
cents.” Steve loved roses in her hair
and she wishes she could buy the rose.
A Salvation Army gathering is being

i

Rod La Rocque stars in “Gigolo” with
Jobyna Ralston and Louise Dresser
in the supporting cast. Wm. K. How-
ard directed this Pro-Dis-Co release,

and Lucien Andriot was cameraman.

held, and she kneels and whispers, “If I

only had twenty cents!” She starts to

climb down a rope ladder to the waters
when she spies two dimes in the wood,
where Stevd has thrown them. She buys
the rose and runs home. She is injured
by a policeman who fires on a man and
woman robbing a warehouse safe. At
the hospital she learns the other woman
is Steve’s former sweetheart, who is

dying and confesses that Steve had
turned her down and she in desperation
had joined the other man in a robbery.
Steve returns to Mary and their happi-
ness is complete again. The florist comes
in and shows Mary the dimes she gave
him. They are heads on both sides.

HIGHLIGHTS: Mardi Gras scenes
. . . . The gambling scenes . . . .

Mary’s preparation for the husband
who does not return .... Discov-
ery of his desertion . . . . The
emotional crisis that ensues . . . .

Impulse to drown herself .... Her
finding the discarded dimes . . . .

Confession former sweetheart makes to
wife .... Steve’s final return

. . . Discovery dimes are heads on
both sides.

Bardelys The Magnificent
Distributor: Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Producer: Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

Length: Undetermined
DIRECTOR KING VIDOR
Cameraman William Daniels

PLAYERS
Bardelys John Gilbert
Roxalanne de Lavedam.Eleanor Boardman
Chatellerault Roy D’Arcy
Vicomte de Lavedan Lionel Belmore
Vicomtesse de Lavedan Emily Fitzroy
Saint Eustache George K. Arthur
King Louis Thirteenth Arthur Lubin
Lesperon Theodore Von Eltz
Rodenard Karl Dane
Cardinal Richelieu Edward Connelly
Castelreux Fred Malatesta
Lafosse John T. Murray
Innkeeper Joseph Marba
Sergeant of Dragoons

Daniel G. Tomlinson

Anatol Emile Chautard
Cozelatt Max Barwyn
TYPE: Romantic drama.
THEME: Wagering for love.

LOCALE: France.
TIME: During reign of Louis XIII.

STORY: King Louis XIII of France
sends Chatellerault to win Roxalanne de
Lavedan, hoping thus to keep the girl’s

fortune within the kingdom and also
change her father’s political views. The
messenger reports the girl independent
and unapproachable. Bardelys wagers
his entire estate against Chatellerault’s
that he will capture the girl within three
months. He finds a man dying and is

given some letters bearing the name de
Lesperon. Taking the name as a disguise
he finds out that Lesperon is sought as a
traitor. He seeks shelter in Roxalanne’s
room. He tells her he is Lesperon. She
is frightened but fascinated. Bardelys is

taken to prison under the dead man’s
identity. He is brought before Chatel-
lerault who repudiates him, and sentences
him to hang. At the crucial moment
Bardelys cuts the rope binding his hands,
swings himself over his guards and
reaches the king’s coach. The latter

orders him shot but pardons him. The
latter challenges Chatellerault, who has
married Roxalanne, to a duel. Chateller-
ault is killed, and Bardelys and Roxa-
lanne receive the blessing of the king.

HIGHLIGHTS: The wager . . . .

Bardelys assuming identity of traitor

. . . . His arrest .... Scaffold
scene .... King’s pardon . . . .

The duel.

A Briny Boob
Distributor: Educational

Producer: Christie Productions

Length: Two reels

DIRECTOR WILLIAM WATSON
Cameramen Alex Phillips

Fred Jacquimin

PLAYERS
Billy Billy Dooley
The Commander Fred Peters
The Maid Natalie Joyce
The Vamp Amber Norman
Her Husband Bill Irving

TYPE: Romantic comedy.
THEME: Romantic love.

LOCALE: An American city.

TIME: The present.

STORY : A sailor is sent ashore by
his commanding officer with money to

buy flowers which he is to deliver. He
gets mixed up with a pretty nursemaid
in the park, who takes his flowers. He
then gets mixed with the law when he
attempts to pick a bouquet from the park
bushes. He meets a vamp who implores
him to save her dog from the lake. The
policeman saves the dog but the sailor

manages to get the credit for the rescue.

When he delivers the note he finds the
vamp to be the recipient. The note is

from her brother-in-law who writes that
he cannot get away to rehearse with her
a part in the show she is giving. She
picks the sailor as a substitute and starts

rehearsing. The sailor thinks she is in

earnest. A meddling maid peeks through
the keyhole and notifies the actress’ hus-
band that his wife is untrue to him. The
latter attempts to shoot the sailor, until

the commander arrives and straightens
everything out.

HIGHLIGHTS: Scene in which
nursemaid takes bouquet . . . .

Sailor’s attempt to pick bouquet from
bushes .... Meeting with the
vamp .... Rescue of dog . . . .

Rehearsal scene .... Maid’s notify-

ing husband .... Explanations.
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New Picture Publication Dates
A Week-to-Week Summary of Facts and Figures Pertain-

ing to New Picture Product Offered the Theatre Booker

Title Producer Distributor Length

WEEK OF OCTOBER 31st

Pinnacle Rider Mustang Western Universal 2 reels

A Man Of Quality Excellent Excellent 5600
The Return of Peter Grimm Fox Fox 6961
30 Below Zero Fox Fox 4691

WEEK OF NOVEMBER 7th

At the Beach McDougall Alley Bray 2 reels

The Diver Nature Special Bray 1 reel

Open Spaces Juvenile Educational 2 reels

Then and Nows Curiosities Educational 1 reel

His Off Day Cameo Educational 1 reel

The Mighty Smithy Life Cartoons Educational 1 reel

A Wild Roomer Whirlwind F. It. O. 2063
Alice Cuts The Ace Winkler F. B. O. 1 reel

Tom and His Pals F. B. O. F. B. O. 4346
Breed of The Sea F. B. O. F. B. O. 6408
Bruisers and Losers F. B. O. F. B. O. 1936

(Bill Grimm’s No. 7)
The Signal Shot (The Fighting Marine Pathe Pathe 2 reels

No. 9)
Thru Thick and Thin Fables Pathe 2/3 reel

A Harem Knight Mack Sennett Pathe 2 reels

Obey the Law Columbia Columbia 5626
Pathe Review No. 45 Pathe Pathe 1 reel

Topics of the Days No. 45 Timely Pathe 1/3 reel

Pathe News No. 92 Pathe Pathe 1 reel

Pathe News No. 93 Pathe Pathe 1 reel

Spangles Jewel Universal 6 reels

Pioneer Blood Mustang Western Universal 2 reels

For Cryin’ Out Loud Bluebird Universal 1 reel

Buster’s Narrow Escape Stern Bros. Universal 2 reels

Snookum’s Buggy Ride Stern Bros. Universal 2 reels

Ladies at Play First National First National 6119
Lady of The Harem Paramount Paramount 5717

WEEK OF NOVEMBER 14th

Nize Monkey Sunkist Bray 2 reels

Dodgin’ Trouble Christie Educational 2 reels

Hula Hula Bruce Scenic Novelty Educational 1 reel

Felix the Cat in Reverse Bijou Educational 1 reel

Cheese It Winkler F. B. O. 1 reel

The Timid Terror F. B. O. F. B. O. 5 reels

Fired and Hired— (The Fighting MarinePathe Pathe 2 reels

No. 9)
In Vaudeville Fables Pathe 2/3 reel

Smith’s Uncle Mack Sennett Pathe 2 reels

Be Your Age Hal Roach Pathe 2 reels

Pathe Review No. 46 Pathe Pathe 1 reel

Topics of the Day No. 46 Timely Films Pathe 1/3 reel

Pathe News No. 94 Pathe Pathe 1 reel

Pathe News No. 95 Pathe Pathe 1 reel

The Buckaroo Kid Jewel Universal 6 reels

Show Cow Puncher Mustang Western Universal 2 reels

Martin of the Mounted Mustang Western Universal 2 reels

Too Much Sleep Bluebird Universal 1 reel

Wild Bill Bluebird Universal 1 reel

Jane’s Engagement Party Stern Bros. Universal 2 reels

Please Excuse Me Stern Bros. Universal 2 reels

The Silent Flyer Adventure Picture Universal 2 reels

Syncopating Sue First National First National 6770
Love’s Blindness M-G-M M-G-M 6028
The Ace of Cads Paramount Paramount 7786
Napoleon, Jr. Animal Fox 2 reels

Light Wines and Bearded Ladies Imperial Fox 2 reels

A Spanish Holiday Fox Varieties Fox 1 reel

WEEK OF NOVEMBER 21st

Transportation Novelty Magazine Bray 1 reel

Look Out Below Fistical Culture Bray 2 reels

Hoot Mon Bobby Vernon Educational 2 reels

Bad Breaks Cameo Educational 1 reel

Barnum Was Right Life Cartoons Educational 1 reel

Flaming Romance Mermaid Educational 2 reels

The Vulgar Yachtsman Standard Cinema F. B. O. 2 reels

Alice Helps the Romance Winkler F. B. O. 1 reel

Little Miss Bluffit F. B. O. F. B. O. 1915
Bardelys The Magnificent M-G-M M-G-M 8653
House Without a Kev No. 1 Pathe Pathe 2 reels

War Feathers Hal Roach Pathe 2 reels

Hesitating Horses Mack Sennett Pathe 2 reels

Pathe Review No. 47 Pathe Pathe 1 reel
Topics of the Day No. 47 Timely Films Pathe 1/3 reel

Pathe News No. 96 Pathe Pathe 1 reel

Pathe News No. 97 Pathe Pathe 1 reel

Prowlers of the Night Blue Streak Western Universal 5 reels

Mind Your Own Business Fox LTniversal 1 reel

The Truthful Sex Blue Bird C-B-C 5831
The Tennis Wizard C-B-C Fox 2 reels

We’re In the Navy Now Paramount Paramount 5519
For Alimony Only P-D-C P-D-C 6070

Fox News No. 10
LIEUT. FRANK CONANT OF THE NAVY SETS
WORLD SEAPLANE SPEED RECORD FLYING
250 MILES AN HOUR.

THRONCS HAIL PRESIDENT VON HINDENBURG
ON TOUR OF GERMANY AS HE PAYS A VISIT
TO BRAUNSCHWEIG.

ALFRED E. SMITH. PILLAR OF DEMOCRATIC
STRENGTH, UP FOR FOURTH TERM AT AL-
BANY.

GREAT MASONIC PARADE MARKED DEDICA-
TION OF NEW $4,000,000 TEMPLE FOR OR-
DER IN MIDDLE WEST.

JACKSON BARNETT, RICHEST INDIAN IN U. S..

WITH FIFTY MILLIONS, VISITS METROPOLIS
WITH BRIDE.

THESE YOUNG MUSICIANS FROM DIXIE WIN
TITLE OF “SNAPPIEST AND JAZZIEST" HAR-
MONICA BAND IN LAND.

CROWN PRINCE LEOPOLD OF BELGIANS AR-
RIVES IN SWEDEN TO CLAIM HIS BRIDE,
PRINCESS ASTRID.

GAILE BEVERLY, BROADWAY STAR, SHOWS
GOBS ON U. S. S. PUEBLO HOW TO DO THE
BLACK BOTTOM.

FRENCH CAPITAL CLAIMS WORLD’S MOST EF-
FICIENT FIRE FIGHTERS AND THIS IS HOW
THEY ARE KEPT FIT.

COMMENCEMENT DAY AT NAVY PARACHUTE
SCHOOL FINDS GRADUATES STEPPING INTO
SPACE AT 3,000 FEET.

International News No. 88
BIG STEAMSHIP SINKS AFTER RIVER COLLI-

SION. S. S. FREDENSBORO FROM DENMARK
STRUCK BY BRITISH LINER AND ALMOST
SUBMERGED.

GOBS STUDY DANCE THAT KILLED CHARLES-
TON. GAILE BEVERLY INITIATES HUSKY
TARS INTO MYSTERIES OF BLACK BOTTOM.

KEEL LAID FOR UNCLE SAM’S FIRST TREATY
CRUISER. WARSHIP BUILDING RESUMED AF-
TER FIVE YEARS SUSPENSION.

TURKEY PARADES BEGIN AS HOLIDAYS AP-
PROACH. ENGLISH FARMERS START EARLY
BRINGING THEIR PLUMPEST BIRDS TO
TOWN FOR CITY FOLKS.

IN AMERICA TOO THE TURKEY ROUNDUP HAS
BEGUN AND THOUSANDS ARE DOOMED.

RECONSTRUCTION UNDER WAY IN STORM
SWEPT HAVANA. CUBAN METROPOLIS
GAMELY TACKLES JOB OF REPAIRING DAM-
AGE CAUSED BY HURRICANE.

GRANDEUR OF NIAGARA FALLS AWES QUEEN
MARIE. ROUMANIAN SOVEREIGN AND CHIL-
DREN GET FIRST GLIMPSE OF MIGHTY
FALLS.

International News No. 89
TRIAL CURTAIN RISES IN HALL-MII.LS CASE
GREATEST OF MYSTERIES.

12,000 PIGEONS RACE AT BOURNEMOUTH,
ENGLAND, COMPETING IN “HOMING" CLAS-
SIC.

AMERICAN GIRLS . SEE WORLD'S DANCING
TITLE. ALLAN FOSTER’S JAZZ BALLET
CLAIMS CHAMPIONSHIP.

CHINESE “LEGROWERS” COMPETE FOR SPEED
TITLE. CELESTIAL MAILMEN THE ONLY
BOATMEN IN WORLD WHO USE BOTH HANDS
AND FEET.

AIRPLANE LAUNCHED FROM DIRIGIBLE IN

FLIGHT. BRITAIN’S R-33 TAKES TWO MA-
CHINES ALOFT AND SUCCESSFULLY RE-

LEASES ONE.

Kinograms No. 5236
1500 BOYS MAKE SEVENTH ANNUAL VISIT TO
RESTING PLACE OF THE GREAT THEODORE
ROOSEVELT.

BIGGEST PLANT EVER FOUND IN NEW JERSEY
IS DEMOLISHED BY DRY AGENTS.

HOUDINI, MODERN MASTER OF MYSTERY,
DIES AFTER OPERATION

MRS. ANTHONY WALKE, ACE 77, DEFIES
FATHER TIME AND TAKES AIRPLANE TRIP
TO VISIT WASHINGTON.

DUKE OF YORK DRIVES ENGLAND’S BIGGEST
ENGINE WITH THE DUCHESS AS FIREMAN.

WEST VIRGINIA ISSUES CHALLENGE TO ALL
OTHER BATTLESHIPS TO BEAT PAIR OF
THEIR STRONGEST SAILORS.

CADET CORPS OF U. S. MILITARY ACADEMY
SEE THEIR TEAM DEFEAT YALE BY 33-0

SCORE.
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Kinograms No. 5237
CRACK STEEPLECHASERS RACE IN $12,000
CWATHMEY MEMORIAL. SOCIETY TURNS
OUT FOR RACE.

STUDENTS AT CITY COLLECE SHOW HOW
EDUCATION CAN BE ACQUIRED EVEN OFF
THE GRIDIRON.

TY COBB SAYS GOODBYE TO BASEBALL.
LICK OBSERVATORY ASTRONOMERS TRAIN
TELESCOPES ON MARS.

MONGEI, TRADERS IMPERILLED BY BANDITS
JOIN FORCES IN ONE HUGE CARAVAN.

The Mona Lisa
Distributor: Educational

Producer: Romance Productions
Length: Two reels

DIRECTOR ARTHUR MAUDE
(Done in Technicolor)

PLAYERS
Mona Lisa. Hedda Hopper
Piero Luini Craufurd Kent
Sir Richard Carew Thomas Mills
Edith Carew Marjorie O’Neill
Leonardo da Vinci Frank Austin
Francesco del Giocondo Jack Fowler
Lucrezia Crivelli Esther Rhoades
TYPE: Romantic drama.
THEME: Romantic love.

LOCALE: Italy.

TIME: The present.

STORY : Mona Lisa loves Piero who
is_ badly in debt. A wealthy man assists
him and threatens to withhold his money
if Piero does not marry his daughter.
Piero marries the latter, telling Mona his
marriage will not interfere with their
love. Seven years pass—Mona is mar-
ried to a man much older than she. She
discusses her love and marriage with her
cousin, and claims that married love can
not endure unless it is founded on respect,
and the cousin doubts if marriage can be
successful if founded only on respect.
Piero calls and says he has always re-
gretted, and she claims she has never
ceased to regret. They plan to elope.
The cousin overhears the conversation
and runs to tell Piero’s wife. At mid-
night, Piero enters and finds a muffled
figure awaiting him. As he is about to
leave with this woman, he is confronted
by his wife. He explains he loves Mona,
and tears off the cloak. It is not Mona
Lisa but her cousin. In the corner they
see Mona. She asks Piero if he thinks
she planned this for revenge or that her
cousin tried, to save her from herself.
She tells him he will always wonder.
When her husband returns with Da
Vinci, they find Mona Lisa seated with
an enigmatic expression on her face.
Da Vinci decides to sketch her portrait
saying that generations, will wonder what
that smile means.
HIGHLIGHTS : Love between Mona

Lisa and Piero .... Latter’s
marrying daughter of wealthy man
. . . . Marriage of Mona Lisa to
older man .... Return of Piero
.... Discussion between Mona Lisa
and cousin .... Planning of the
elopement .... Scene of attempted
elopement . ... Pronouncement of
Mona Lisa that Piero will wonder what
she intended doing .... Sketching
of her picture by Da Vinci.

Ludwig Berger Signed
to Produce Fox Films

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Nov. 9.—Dr. Ludwig
Berger, German director of “The Waltz
Dream” for UFA, has signed with Fox
to produce in this country. Dr. Berger
is expected to arrive in March to start
his first American picture. He is the
second German director acquired by
Fox; F. W. Murnau is now making
“Sunrise.”

Look It Up in

“New Pictures”
Index to “Herald” Files by

Title, Date and Page

A Man Four Square Nov. 6 P. 90
Almost A Lady Sept. 4, P. 91
Amateur Gentleman, The Aug. 21 P. 55
April Fool Nov. ’p '

90
A,,a B°y Oct. 30, P. 97
Bachelor Brides May IS, P. 136
Bat, The june 26, P. 47
Bear Cats May 29, P. 130
Beau Geste July 24, P. 55
Beauty a la Mud Sept. 25. P. 65
Bells, The Oct. 30, P. 98
Better Man, The July 3, P. 55
Big Show, The June 5, P. 63
Bigger Than Barnum's Aug. 21, P.53
Black Paradise _ July 31, P. 65
Blue Boy, The Oct. 16, P. 62
Bonanza Buckaroo, The Oct. 2, P. 97
Born to the West May 1, P. 62
Breed of the Sea Oct. 23, P. 00
Broadway Gallant, The May 22. P. 61
Bromo and Juliet Sept. 18, P. 109
Brown Derby, The June 19, P. 57
Campus Flirt, The Oct. 9, P. 61
Chase Yourself July 10, P. 81
Christine of the Big Tops Sept. 11, P.59
Clinging Vine, The..— Aug. 28. P. 58
College Boob, The Sept. 4, P. 91
Collegiate Sept. 4, P. 90
Corporal Kate Oct. 30, P. 98
Cow’s Kimona, The June 19, P. 55
Cowboy Cop, The Aug. 7, P. 81
Creeps June 19, P. 55
Daffy Dill, The „ Aug. 21, P. 53
Dancing Days Sept. 18, P. 109
Dead Line, The _ July 24, P. 58
Dangerous Friends Sept. 25, P. 67
Devil Horse, The May 15, P. 137
Devil’s Dice Aug. 7, P. 79
Devil’s Gulch, The Aug. 28, P. 58
Devil's Island Oct. 30, P. 97
Dice Woman, The July 17, P. 57
Dippy Tar, A Sept. 25, P. 65
Don Juan's Three Nights Oct. 16. P. 63
Doubling With Danger __ Aug. 7, P. 81
Duchess of Buffalo, The Aug. 7, P. 79
Dummy Love Aug. 28, P. 58
Early to Wed _ May 29, P. 130
Earth Woman, The... May 22, P. 62
Everybody's Acting Oct. 16, P. 63
Ella Cinders June 12. P. 98
Eve’s Leaves „ June 26. P. 47
Excess Baggage Aug. 7, P. 79
Fighting Boob, The May 1, P. 62
Fine Manners May 22, P. 61
Flame of the Argentine Sept. 4, P. 92
Flame of the Yukon, The .. July 31, P. 64
Flames Oct. 2, P. 97
Flashing Fangs Oct. 2, P. 95
Fools of Fashion Sept. 11, P. 59
Footloose Widows „ June 26, P. 45
For Alimony Only Oct. 16, P. 61
Forever After Sept. 25, P. 65
Forlorn River Aug. 7, P. 80
For Wives Only Nov. 6, P. 89
Fourth Alarm, The Oct. 16, P. 63
Fresh Faces — May 8, P. 129
Gentle Cyclone July 31, P. 65
Get 'Em Young Oct. 23, P. 00
Gigolo July 24, P. 56
Oigolo Sept. 25, P. 67
Gilded Highway, The May 8. P. 130
Gimme Strength May 22, P. 61
Glenister of the Mounted June 12, P. 97
Going Crazy May 29, P. 130
Golden Web, The May 15, P. 138
Great Deception, The July 17. P. 57
Greater Glory, The May 15, P. 136
Hair Trigger Baxter Oct. 16, P. 62
Hard Boiled — June 26, P. 45
Hearts and Spangles June 12, P. 97
Hell Bent fer Heaven July 10, P. 79
Hell’s Four Hundred May 15, P. 137
Her Honor the Governor Aug. 28, P. 59
Her Man o’ War Nov. 6, P. 89
Here Comes Charlie - July 10, P. 82
Hidden Way, The Oct. 16, P. 63
High Hand, The Oct. 30, P. 97
His Private Life - - May 29, P. 129
Hitchin’ Up - July 3, P. 53
Hold Still Oct. 23, P. 00
Honest Injun July 17, P. 57
Humdinger, The Oct. 30, P. 98
Ice Cold Cocos - June 19, P. 57
Imposter, The May 1, P. 62
Into Her Kingdom..*— July 24, P. 55
Is That Nice Oct. 30, P. 98
Isle of Retribution, The May 22, P. 62
It Must Be Love - -Sept. 11, P. 59
It’s the Old Army Game May 1, P. 63
Jade Cup, The - June 19, P. 57
Jolly Tars Sept. 4, P. 90
Kid Boots Oct. 16, P. 63
Kiki - May 1, P. 62
King of the Pack, The Aug. 21, P. 55
Kiss Papa Aug. 21, P. 55
Laddie Oct. 2, P. 95
Last Frontier, The Oct. 16, P. 62

Lew Tyler's Wives July 10, P. 79
Lone Hand Saunders Oct. 9, P. 61
Long Fliv the King June 19, P. 55
Lost at Sea Sept. 4, P. 90
Love Magic June 12, P. 98
Mantrap _ JVIay 29, P. 131
Masquerade Bandit, The June 26, P. 45
Meet the Prince Aug. 7, P. 81
Men of the Night July 17, P. 57
Midnight Lovers Oct. 23, P. 00
Millionaire Policeman, The May 1, P. 64
Mismates Nov. 6, P. 89
Miss Nobody June 19, P. 57
Mister Wife July 31, P. 64
Move Along - Aug. 21, P. 54
Mr. Cinderella May 8, P. 129
Mulhall's Great Catch July 24, P. 58
My Kid Sept. 18, P. 110
Nervous Wreck, The Oct. 16, P. 61
Night Cry, The May 8, P. 130
North Star May 8, P. 130
Nothing Matters June 26, P. 47
One Minute to Play Sept. 18, P. 109
Only Way, The July 10, P. 82
Out of the West Oct. 9, P. 63
Palm Beach Girl, The May 1, P. 63
Pals First July 10, P. 79
Prince of Tempters Nov. 6, P. 89
Papa's Pest - - June 5, P. 63
Paradise Sept. 4, P. 90
Partners Again, with Potash and Perlmutter

July 3, P. 53
Passionate Quest, The -July 24, P. 58
Poor Girl’s Romance, A June 5, P. 63
Puppets June 12, P. 97
Quarterback, The Oct. 30, P. 98
Racing Blood June 26, P. 46
Ranson’s Folly — May 29, P. 129
Risky Business Sept. 18, P. 109
Romance of a Million Dollars, The Aug. 14, P. 52
Sandy May 1, P. 62
Sap, The ~ May 22, P. 63
Satan Town Aug. 14, P. 52
Savage, The - June 5, P. 64
Say It Again - May ] 5, P. 138
Sea Beast, The -May 15, P. 136
Sea Wolf, The July 31, P. 64
Senor Daredevil June 26, P. 47
Seventh Bandit, The May 8, P. 131
Shameful Behavior Oct. 23, P. 00
Shamrock Handicap, The May 8, P. 128
Shipwrecked - - July 3, P. 54
Shore Shy — May 8, P. 129
Show Off, The Sept. 4, P. 91
Sign of the Claw, The — May 29, P. 130
Silence June 5, P. 64
Silent Power, The Aug. 28, P. 59
Skyrocket, The -May 8, P. 128
Social Highwayman, The ..June 12, P. 98
Shell Socked Nov. 6, P. 90
Solid Gold Aug. 21, P. 53
Son of the Sheik - - July 3, P. 55
Sparrows — June 26, P.47
Speed Limit, The - July 31, P. 64
Speeding Venus, The Aug. 14, P. 52
Sporting Lover, The May 29, P.130
Still Alarm - May 22, P.62
Strong Man, The Sept. 11, P. 59
Subway Sadie July 31, P.65
Sunny Side Up July 31, P.64
Sweet Daddies - May 29, P. 129
Syncopating Sue Oct. 23, P. 00
Teacher, Teacher - Oct. 23, P. OO
That Model From Paris Sept. 11, P. 59
The Masked Woman Oct. 23, P. 00
Three Weeks in Paris May 15, P. 137

Thrilling Youth May 1, P. 62
Through Thick and Thin July 3, P. 54
Thundering Fleas July 3, P . 53
Till We Eat Again June 19, P. 55
Tin Ghost, The May 1, P. 63
Tin Gods July 17 ’ p * 57

Tom and His Pals Oct. 16, P. 61

Tony Runs Wild — June 12, P. 99
Trip to Chinatown, A -—May 22, P . 61

Twisted Triggers Sept. 25, P. 65
Two Can Play — — May 8, P. 129
Two Gun Man, The - July 10, P. 79

Unfair Sex, The Oct. 2, P. 95
Unknown Soldier, The —.June 19, P. 55
Unknown Treasures July 10, P. 81

Up in Mabel’s Room July 3, P. 53
Uppercuts - Sept. 2o, .P 67

Valley of Bravery, The June 12, P. 98
Vision, The - June 26, P. 45
West of Broadway Oct. 16, P. 62
When Love Grows Cold May 8, P. 130
Who Hit Me Aug. 7, P. 81

Who’s My Wife? - July 10, P. 80
Who’s Who Aug. 28, P. 59
Why Girls Go Back Home _ -May 15, P. 137

Wife Shy Oct. 16, P. 62
Wilderness Woman, The May 22, P. 62
Wise Guy, The June 5, P. 64
Woman's Heart, A Oct. 9, P. 61

You'd Be Surprised Aug. 14, P. 52

Young April Aug. 28, P. 60

Rothstein to Endow
U Film with Ad Angles

(Special to the Herald)

UNIVERSAL CITY, Nov. 9.— Nat
Rothstein is preparing to supervise ex-
ploitation angles in the production of
“Help! Fire! Police!” which Emory
Johnson is starting for Universal.
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Warner Brothers

“Wolfs Clothing” in Work
Opening scenes have been shot of

“Wolf’s Clothing,” an Arthur Somers
Roche story starring Monte Blue, with
Patsy Ruth Miller playing opposite him.

Huntly Gordon in “Don’t Tell Wife”

Huntly Gordon has been engaged to play
the leading supporting role to Irene Rich
in her newest starring vehicle, “Don’t Tell
the Wife,” which is scheduled to go into

production shortly. Paul L. Stein will han-
dle the megaphone.

Prepare Rin-Tin-Tin Story

Preparations are now under way for the
“Hills of Kentucky,” which is the next
starring picture for Rin-Tin-Tin. Herman
Raymaker will again direct the canine star.

Shoot Jungle Scenes for “Missing Link”

Syd Chaplin and his company, having
completed the sequences aboard an ocean
liner, have been at work in the African
jungles, which sequences will form a large
part of the picture.

Two for November Release

The two pictures set for this month’s
release are “Millionaires” and “While Lon-
don Sleeps.” Herman Raymaker directed
the first production, while Walter Morosco
directed the second.

First National

Langdon Signs Alma Bennett

Harry Langdon has signed Alma Ben-
nett for the principal feminine role in

“Long Pants,” his new feature comedy,
which is now in its sixth week of produc-
tion.

Neilan Signs to Direct “Collette”

Marshal Neilan has signed a contract to

direct Constance Talmadge in “Collette,”
her next picture.

Gilbert Roland in “Camille”

Gilbert Roland has been chosen to play
a featured role with Norma Talmadge in

her latest picture, “Camille.”

“Not Herbert” Is Completed

Ray Rocket has completed filming on
“Not Herbert,” which is the last picture to

be made at the old Biograph Studio in the
Bronx.

“September Love” for Rockett

“September Love” is the screen title

which has been given the novel by Frances
Hodgson Burnett entitled “The Head of
the House of Coombe.” It will be Ray
Rockett’s next picture.

Fox
Ludwig Berger Is Signed

Dr. Ludwig Berger, German director,

has been signed to produce pictures in this

country.

Mix Working on “Last Trail”

Tom Mix has gone to work on “The
Last Trail,” the Zane Grey novel. Car-
melita Geraghty has the feminine lead.

Boyle has shot the last scenes of “The
Masked Woman,” a First National at-
traction directed by Balboni. In the
upper scene are shown Einar Hanson,
Anna Q. Nilsson and Baby Paulette
Day, while Holbrook Blinn, Charley
Murray and Gertrude Short are in the
lower scene.

“Music Master” in Work
Allan Dwan has launched production on

the screen version of Belasco’s stage play,
“The Music Master,” with Alec B. Francis
in the title role and Lois Moran in the
leading feminine role. George F. Webber
will be chief cameraman on the production.

Director Neill Addresses Women’s Club
R. William Neill, director and author,

addressed the Women’s Ad Club of Los
Angeles on the subject, “Behind the Mega-
phone.” He recently directed “A Man
Four Square.”

“Last Word” Netv Helen and Warren Story
Work has been started on the new Helen

and Warren Comedy titled, “The Last
Word,” under the direction of Thomas
Buckingham.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Marc McDermott Is Signed
Marc McDermott, character actor, has

been signed. He recently played with
Greta Garbo and Antonio Moreno in “The
Temptress.”

Francis Powers Added to “Souls” Cast

Francis Powers has been added to the

cast of “The Day of Souls,” Tod Brown-
ing’s new feature starring John Gilbert,

with Renee Adoree. John Arnolds is pho-
tographer for this picture.

“Last Affair” New Title

The final title of the forthcoming pic-
ture previously known as “After All” will
be “His Last Affair,” which will be di-
rected by Robert Z. Leonard.

“Anna Karenina” for Buchowetzki

“Anna Karenina,” Tolstoi’s famous novel,
will be the subject of a picture to be di-
rected by Dimitri Buchowetzki. This will
be his first assignment under his newly-
signed contract.

Cast for “Tillie the Toiler”

Hobart Henley is busy matching up a
group of screen players with the characters
of a comic strip for the production of “Til-
lie the Toiler,” in which Marion Davies will

star.

Gotham
“Money to Burn” Ready for Release

This month will see the release of
“Money to Burn,” the latest production to
be completed. A special drive and cam-
paign is being planned for this production.

Chadwick
Set “April Fool” Release Date

“April Fool,” the third of the First Di-
vision Pictures of the current season, is

to be generally released on November 15.

Alexander Carr is featured in this picture
with Duane Thompson in the supporting
cast. Nat Ross directed.

Add to “Sunshine” Cast

Jack Nelson, director of “Sunshine of
Paradise Alley,” which is now in produc-
tion, has added Lydia Yeamans Titus, Eve-
lyn Sherman, Park Jones, Gayne Whitman
and Leon Holmes to the cast.

Sterling Pictures
Two November Releases

Two productions are scheduled for this
month’s release, and both are farce com-
edies. “Dangerous Friends,” directed by
Finis Fox for Banner Productions, has
just been released. “Oh, What a Night!”,
adapted by Colin Clements and directed by
Lloyd Ingraham, will be released about
the middle of the month.

Columbia
“Truthful Sex” Has Preview

A preview was held for “The Truthful
Sex,” the seventh picture on the current
program. This was directed by Richard
Thomas.

David Hartford Productions

Prepare for New Production

The decks are being cleared by David
Hartford for his next production, “Rose
of the Bowery,” which will be the screen
title of “Little Lady, Inc.”

Tiffany

“Redheads” in Production

Filming has started on the special pro-
duction “Redheads Preferred” by Douglas
Bronson. The cast so far signed for some
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of the principal roles includes Marjorie
Daw, Theodore Von Eltz, Raymond Hitch-
cock, Cissie Fitzgerald and Leon Holmes.

Educational

“Hoot Mon!” Is Finished

Production work has been completed on
“Hoot Mon!”, Bobby Vernon’s latest star-

ring vehicle. The comedy was directed by
Harold Beaudine. Frances Lee, Jack Duffy
and Bill Irving are in the supporting cast.

“Flaming Romance” Well on Way
Production on “Flaming Romance,” star-

ring A1 St. John, and Aileen Lopez sup-
porting him, is well on its way to comple-
tion. This will be released the latter part

of this month.

Complete “Dodging Trouble”

Filming has been completed on “Dodging
Trouble,” the Christie comedy featuring
Neal Burns under the direction of Harold
Beaudine.

“Curiosities” Good Armistice Film

“Then and Now,” the new Curiosities

subject which was released November 7,

offers some excellent Armistice Day pic-

tures.

Paramount
Gilks to Shoot “Waiter from Ritz”

Alfred Gilks has been assigned as chief

photographer on Raymond Griffith’s new-
est comedy starring vehicle, “The Waiter
From the Ritz,” which James Cruze will

direct.

Brenon Prepares “Sorrel and Son”

Herbert Brenon is resting in Bermuda
and at the same time is studying his next
production, “Sorrell and Son.”

Complete “Stranded in Paris”

Under the direction of Arthur Rosson,
Bebe Daniels completed her newest starring

vehicle, “Stranded in Paris.”

Blanche Le Claire Is Signed

Blanche Le Claire has been signed under
a long term contract to the aggregation of

young players.

“Potters” for W. C. Fields

The next starring vehicle for W. C.

Fields will be “The Potters,” J. P. Mc-
Evoy’s stage comedy. Fred Newmeyer will

wield the megaphone.

F. B. O.
Belle Bennett Signed for “Mother”

Belle Bennett has been signed for the

title part in “Mother,” the Gold Bond spe-

cial being prepared from a novel by Kath-
leen Norris.

Announce “Don Mike” Cast

The complete cast of “Don Mike,” the

next special production which Fred Thom-
son is to make, and on which shooting has
just begun, is as follows: Fred Thomson,
Ruth Clifford, William Courtright, Albert
Prisco, Noah Young, Tom Bates, Norma
Marie, Clark Comstock, Joyce Goad and
Margaret Morris.

Name “Tarzan” Cast

The cast of “Tarzan and the Golden
Lion” consists of James Pierce, Fred Pe-
ters, Edna Murphy, Harold Goodwin, Doro-
thy Dunbar, D’Arcy Corrigan, Boris Kar-
loff, Robert Bolder and the lion, Jad-el-
Bar.

“Timid Terror” Print Arrives

A print has just arrived of “The Timid
Terror,” a six-reel comedy starring George
O’Hara, who is supported by Doris Hill,

Rex Lease and George Nichols.

“Rose of Tenements” Has Showing

“Rose of the Tenements,” directed by
Phil Rosen, was well received at Bard’s

Above are E. Alyn Warren, Jackie
Combs and William Conklin, while be-
low are Viola Dana and Cullen Landis.
The scenes are from the Columbia
production, “Sweet Rosie O’Grady,

”

and were shot by Martinelle.

theatre in New York, when given a pre-
release showing there.

Pro-Dis-Co.

Marie Prevost Rests for “Gertie” Film

Marie Prevost is enjoying a brief rest

prior to beginning work upon her next
starring vehicle, “Getting Gertie’s Garter.”

Prepare “No ControV’

Scott Sidney has started preliminary
work on “No Control,” which McGrew
Willis adapted.

“Yankee Clipper” Being Cut

Final scenes have been shot on “The
Yankee Clipper,” which was directed by
Rupert Julian, and this production is now
being cut.

“Jewels of Desire” Is Completed

Cameraman George Benoit has completed
the filming on “Jewels of Desire,” Pris-

cilla Dean’s starring feature.

Half Way Through “King” Filming

Cecil B. De Mille is half way through
the actual filming on “The King of Kings,”
which he is directing. The picture is ex-
pected to be completed the latter part of
December.

Pathe

Chase Starts Christmas Comedy
Charley Chase has started work at the

Hal Roach Studios upon a new comedy,
built around a Christmas theme. James
Parrott is directing him.

Set “Outlaw Express” Release Date

The release date on “The Outlaw Ex-
press,” the second of the Leo Maloney fea-

tures, is set for November 14.

“Fighting Marine” Heavily Booked

It has been reported that booking is quite

heavy for “The Fighting Marine,” in which
Gene Tunney is starred.

Chase Completes “Scrappy Returns”

Charley Chase has completed “Many
Scrappy Returns,” under the direction of

James Parrott. The cast includes Eugenia

Gilbert, Eugene Pallette, Anita Garvin,
Amber Normand and Valentina Zamini.

United Artists

Dolores Del Rio “Resurrection” Lead

Dolores del Rio has been selected for
the leading feminine role in “Resurrection,”
which Edwin Carewe is making.

“Barbara Worth” Makes Record

“The Winning of Barbara Worth,” with
Ronald Colman and Vilma Banky, is said
to have broken records at the Forum thea-
tre, New York, following its first week.

Universal
Announce “Newlywed” Christmas Special

A special Christmas holiday comedy will
be put out by Stern Brothers featuring the
Newlyweds and Their Baby, under the di-
rection of Gus Meins.

Discover Child for “Eva” Role

Virginia Gray, aged nine, has been se-
lected for the role of Eva in “Uncle Tom’s
Cabin,” which is being directed by Harry
Pollard.

Purchase Rights to “Show Boat”

Film rights have been purchased to
“Show Boat,” the new novel by Edna Fer-
ber.

Arthur Carew “Cat” Lead

Arthur Edmund Carew has been chosen
for the leading part in “The Cat and The
Canary,” which will be directed by Paul
Lenix. Alfred Cohn adapted this from the
stage play.

Purchased Kyne Story for Gibson

Purchase has just been completed of a
new Peter B. Kyne story for Hoot Gibson.
It is entitled, “The Tidy Toreador,” but a
new title is being sought.

Few Pictures Barred
by Australia Censors;
Draw New Regulations

(Special to the Herald)

WASHINGTON, Nov. 9.—Australian
producers seeking legislation to bar for-

eign motion picture films have a long
road to travel before they can supply
the demand of that country, it is indi-

cated by a report of the film censor’s
office, details of which have just been
received at the Department of Commerce
from the American viceconsul at Mel-
bourne.
Imports of films during the calendar

year 1925, it is shown, included 1,763 dif-

ferent films, the total footage of all

copies of which was 24,021,708. Of this

total, 1,555 with an aggregate footage of

22,841,912 were from the United States,

146 totaling 664,000 feet from the United
Kingdom, and 62 totaling 515,792 feet

from other countries. Only 68 films, all

dramatic, were rejected by the censors
during the year, while 371, of which 331

were dramatic, were passed after elimi-

nations.
Additional censorship regulatians

drawn up by the customs department
are not expected to affect imported films

to any extent. The outstanding addi-
tions appear to be a regulation prohib-
iting the export of any films whose ex-

hibition is deemed undesirable in the

public interest or which is likely to prove
detrimental to the commonwealth, and
a provision that importers must give se-

curity that the advertising will be used
only as passed by the censor.

Steamship Line Publicises America
HAMBURG, GERMANY, Nov. 9.—Director

of the Hamburg American Line have prepared for

publicity purposes a motion picture titled,

“America—the Land of Opportunity” to use in

exploiting its business in Germany.
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PURELY PERSONAL
PHILADELPHIA
PHILADELPHIA.—Charles Goodman

of Educational Pictures, Gene Marcus of

Twentieth Century, and Charles Zagrins
of Fox were appointed a committee by
Bill Heenan, president of the Philadelphia
Film Board of Trade, to draw up a new
set of by-laws to the constitution, as it

is felt that the constitution drawn up sev-

eral years ago does not meet present re-

quirements. . . . The Broad theatre,

Penn’s Grove, N. J., has been acquired by
Stanley Company of America under a long

term lease with an option to buy. . . .

Educational Pictures Corporation of East-

ern Pennsylvania has taken over the Elec-

tric Theatre Supply Company, which held

the franchise in this territory. . . . Karl
Suelke, a member of the sales force of

Paramount, has returned from Wilkes-
Barre, where he temporarily filled the posi-

tion of branch manager during the illness

of Fred Myers, who has finally resumed
his duties. . . . Every member of the

Philadelphia exchange of First National,

from manager to poster clerk, was recently

presented with an extra week’s salary, as

a result of the exchange’s making 110 per
cent of its quota during the summer sales

drive. . . . The Diana, South Bethle-

hem, which has been operated by various
exhibitors during the past few years, has
been taken over by Mrs. Ernest Pearl and
renamed the Strand. It has been enlarged
and improved and now has a seating capac-
ity of 500. . . . Bob Wood, who has
for some time past been connected with
the Universal office in New Haven, Conn.,
as exploitcer, has been transferred to here,

where he will handle exploitation for the

local Universal exchange and also for the

Washington, D. C., exchange. . . . The
Roxborough of Roxborough, operated by
East Coast Theatres Company, was recently

robbed.

WASHINGTON
WASHINGTON.—The Crandall residen-

tial theatres held special matinee Hallowe’en
Costume Carnivals, which resulted in ca-

pacity audiences. ... A new stage set

greeted the patrons of the Metropolitan
recently. . . . Bernard Dopkin, exhib-
itor, was a recent visitor to the Crandall
executive office. . . . Rshman Bey, the

“Egyptian Miracle Man,” had a seven day
engagement at the Earle, and submitted
himself to a minute examination by the

medical fraternity, to show them there was
no chicanery in his performance of seem-
ingly impossible feats.

OTTAWA
OTTAWA.—“The Fighting Marine,”

starring Gene Tunney, is the first serial

to be shown in a downtown theatre here
in years. It is being presented at the Cap-
ital, the manager of which is James T.

Moxley. . . . The new Capitol in Hull,

Quebec, was recently opened by Joseph
Paquin. The seating capacity is 800. . . .

Bert Mason of Montreal, a well-known
news cameraman in Eastern Canada, was
dangerously injured when the automobile
in which he was driving from Valois, Que-

Salt Lake City

First Runs
(Week beginning October 23)

AMERICAN : “The Night Cry,” Warner
Brothers

;

Let George Do It,” Universal

;

Fox News.
ORPHEUM: “The Golden Cocoon,” War-

ner Brothers.
PANTAGES : “The Lost Battalion.”
PARAMOUNT EMPRESS : You’d Be Sur-

prised,” Paramount

;

“Teacher, Teacher,”
Educational; Pathe News.

VICTORY: “One Minute to Play,” F. B. O.;
Bromo and Juliet,” Pathe; Pathe News.

Philadelphia

First Runs
( Week beginning Oct. 30)

STANLEY : “It Must Be Love,” First Na-
tional; Overture: “Student Prince”
(Romberg), Stanley Symphony Orches-
tra; Attraction Extraordinary: Stanley
Frolic, produced by Joseph Plunkett; A.
“Call of the Sixties,” Dane Claudius and
Lillian Scarlet; B. “My Lady of the Slip-

per,” First Philadelphia appearance of

Fay Adler and Ted Bradford; C. “Ori-
entale;” 1. “Song of India,” Ciccolini,

2. “Dance Orientale,” Stanley - Mark
Strand Ballet.

FOX: “The Blue Eagle,” Fox; Overture:
“First Hungarian Rhapsody” (Liszt) ;

Earl Lindsay’s Revue; Leo Carrillo, char-

acter comedian; Joseph E. Howard and
Anita Case in a song presentation.

STANTON: “The Pirate.”
KARLTON : “One Minute to Play,” F. B. O.
ARCADIA: “Don Juan's Three Nights,”

First National.
PALACE: “Into Her Kingdom,” First Na-

tional.

VICTORIA: “The Last Frontier,” Pro-

Dis-Co.
CAPITOL: “Sunny Side Up,” Pro-Dis-Co.
ALDINE: “Beau Geste,” Paramount.

Los Angeles
First Runs

(Week beginning Oct. 23)

BILTMORE: “Ben Hur” (Thirteenth week),
Metro-Goldwyn Mayer.

CARTHAY CIRCLE: “Bardsleys the Mag-
nificent” (Fifth week), Pro-Dis-Co.

FORUM: “The Winning of Barbara Worth”
(Third week), United Artists.

GRAUMAN’S EGYPTIAN : “Don Juan”
(Tenth week), Warner Brothers.

LOWE’S STATE: “The Four Horsemen of
the Apocolypse,” Metro-Goldicyn-Mayer.

METROPOLITAN—“You’d Be Surprised,”
Paramount.

MILLION DOLLAR: “The Temptress”
(Second week), Metro-Goldioyn-Mayer.

UPTOWN—“Poker Faces,” Universal.

bee, overturned, the machine being a total

wreck When Manager Ernie
Smithers of the Capitol, Kingston, pre-

sented “The Black Pirate,” the agent for

a candy company came to town to intro-

duce a new confection called “The Treas-
ure Bar.” He dressed all the candy store

and drug store windows in town and Man-
ager Smithers induced him to use a one-

sheet cut-out for “The Black Pirate” as a

background for the window displays, the

name of the theatre being mentioned. . . .

Manager Ray Tubman of the Regent had
an interesting tie-up with the big Ottawa-
Hamilton football game in connection with

the presentation of the feature “Take It

From Me,” starring Reginald Denny, with

a special combination page in the Ottawa

Journal, the title for which was : “Regi-
nald Denny at the Regent Today Says:
‘Take It From Me’ the Ottawas will twist

the Hamilton Tigers’ tail.” Local mer-
chants used display space on the page and
in each advertisement there was the sec-

tion of a face of an Ottawa football player.

Readers guessing the names of the players
thus shown were awarded tickets to the the-

atre and tickets to the next football game
in Ottawa, 11 combination prizes being
awarded. Manager Tubman also had a
special children’s matinee Saturday morn-
ing, October 30, at which he presented a
free false face for Hallowe’en to each child

patron, the admission being 15 cents.

SALT LAKE
SALT LAKE CITY.—It has been re-

ported that Joe Korhler of the Idaho the-

atre at Twin Falls, Idaho, is getting along
splendidly after having undergone an oper-
ation for appendicitis. . . . Emmet Sorg
of the Paramount at Ogden, Utah, has
had phenomenal business this week at his

house, due to the added attraction of “The
Kansas Wonder Girl,” according to report.

. . . The Paramount Empress, under the

management of George E. Carpenter,
played to twenty-seven thousand people last

week during the showing of “The Quarter-
back.” . . . Verl McKay of Mt. Pleas-
ant is in this city booking for his Elite

there. . . . “The Lost Battalion” was
shown at the Pantages under the auspices

of the Argonne Chapter No. 2, Disabled
American Veterans of the World War.

Commissioner Harmen and Louis
Peery of the Egyptian and Ogden were in

Film Row, as well as N. B. Steck of the

Lyceum and Mell Stringham, operating the

Colonial. . . . H. B. Ashton of the

Columbia theatre at Provo, Utah, is lining

up new business along Film Row, as is

J. E. Ryan of the Liberty at Brigham City.

. . . Janies Williams, owner of the Opera
House at Grantsville, is spending a few
days in this city and is visiting the local

exchange mart. . . . G. C. Lindsay, oper-

ating the Star at Eureka, is attending to

his booking here. . . . Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer’s special Packard fire truck passed
through this city a few days ago enroute
to the International Fire Chief’s convention
at New Orleans from Los Angeles. The
local fire department and police band
greeted them upon their arrival and they
were also meet by Governor George Dern
and Mayor C. C. Nelson. . . . A. A.
Bruce, who was manager of the Kinema
at the time of its opening, has now made
connections with Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer in

the capacity of salesman. . . . J. J.

Gillette, owner of the Strand at Tooelle,

is in this city conferring with local branch
managers. . . . The Rialto at Rock
Springs, Wyo., has been taken over by Fox.

INDIANAPOLIS
INDIANAPOLIS.—Approximately 2,500

carriers, newsboys of the Indianapolis

News, recently were the guests of Ace
Berry, general manager of the Circle, at

a special show. The show featured Harry
Langdon in “The Strong Man,” and was
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given through the courtesy of Floyd Brown,
manager of the Indianapolis First National
exchange. . . . James D. Kennedy, man-
ager of the Apollo, went to French Lick,

where he was the guest of the executive
staff of the Famous Players-Lasky Motion
Picture Corporation, which held a confer-
ence there last week. Included in the party
were Richard Dix and Emil Jannings. . . .

Plans are being made for a big women’s
party by members of the Indianapolis
Screen Club, composed of managers of mo-
tion picture theatres and film representa-
tives. . . . The Lincoln Square, a
family theatre, has opened with a new pol-

icy of price, adults 25 cents and children
10 cents for any seat in the house. . . .

Richard Dix, Paramount star, stopped off

for a few minutes between trains. He
was enroute from the executive conference
of the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation
at French Lick to New York, where he is

to begin work at once on a new picture.

. The better film committee at Fort
Wayne, Ind., recently held its annual meet-
ing, when the following officers were
elected: President, Mrs. R. Earl Peters;
vice-president, Mrs. Arthur Twining; sec-

retary, Mrs. Willard Wooding; publicity

chairman, Miss Julia Frits. . . . Theatre
directors in Evansville are wondering what
effect a curfew law will have on their box
office receipts. The board of safety of
that city and the Parent-Teachers’ Associa-
tion are responsible for putting the old law
into effect again.

ST. LOUIS
ST. LOUIS.—Permission has been re-

quested by the German consul in St. Louis,
Mo., Dr. George Ahrens, of Chief of Police
Gerk to send the film, “An Every Day
Hero,” which was used to win votes for
a police pension fund at the Missouri elec-

tions, to the Berlin, Germany, police force,

to be used for demonstration there. The
film was produced by Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer and was shown by hundreds of mo-
tion picture houses in Missouri served by
that organization. . . . The Mikado is

the latest house to come into St. Louis
Amusement Company’s circuit of neighbor-
hood houses. . . . Three motion pic-

tures dealing with industrial processes were
shown at the monthly meeting of the St.

Louis District Enameler’s Club at the

American Annex Hotel. The American
Rolling Mills Company showed a picture

on the manufacturing of steel, the Uni-
versity of Illinois one on the mining of
fluorspar and the W. W. Sly Company one
on sandblasting. . . . Saenger Amuse-
ment Company is said to plan the erection

of a theatre on the site of the Old Alice

in Hope, Ark. . . . The Majestic, Jack-
sonville, 111., has been remodeled and deco-

rated and now ranks with the finest houses
in that section of Illinois. . . . George
Eigel, chairman of the St. Louis Board of

Election Commissioners, was asked to de-

cide whether the lure of free tickets to

the Odeon, which were given to voters of
the Eleventh Congressional District by
Henri Chouteau, candidate for Congress
and owner of the theatre, is a violation of

the corrupt practices act.

SAN FRANCISCO
SAN FRANCISCO.—Mr. Tacchoni,

manager of the Strand at Santa Rosa,
dropped into town to pay his respects to

Film Row. . . . Mrs. Smith of Yuba
City was seen on the Row recently. She
was apparently making ready for the open-
ing of her theatre. . . . Louis Marks
of the Rialto, Sacramento, is vacationing
with his wife and family in the East. . . .

Ray Kelsall of the Peninsula theatre, Bur-
lingame, made a flying trip to Los Angeles
to secure stars for a personal appearance

Scenes from “The Perch of the Devil,"
which was directed by King Baggot
and filmed by Charles Stumar. Mae
Bush plays the leading feminine role.

Lincoln Stedman has the juvenile
comedian character in this production.

at Ellis Arkush’s new Peninsula.
Ed Miller of Miller’s theatre, Williams,
was a recent visitor. He was shown the
sights by genial Mr. Murphy of Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer. . . . C. C. Everett of
the Palace, Fallon, Nevada, is expected in

San Francisco any day. . . . T. H.
Whitmore has opened the Community, New-
castle, Cal. . . . Articles of incorpora-
tion have been filed in Sacramento for Im-
ported Pictures Corporation with headquar-
ters in San Francisco and offices in the

principal cities of the United States and
capitals of Europe. This is the outcome
of the activities of Walter W. Kofeldt
and Ernst Gluckauf since their return from
Europe with contracts in their brief cases

covering the output of a number of the

best known Continental producers. . . .

The manager of the Bijou, Fresno, was on
the Row. . . . Frank Atkins, Jr. of the

Lyric, Marysville, is to be married soon.

. . . Mr. Muraki of the Lincoln theatre

at Stockton was one of our visitors recently

on the Row.

ALBANY
ALBANY.—Harry Seed, local manager

for Warner Brothers, has been named as

chairman of the entertainment committee
staging the ball on November 19, which is

to be held at the Hotel Kenmore, rather

than the Knickerbocker Inn. . . . That
old veteran, Pop Linton of Utica, is spend-
ing money these days in newspaper adver-
tising, telling of the pictures he is showing
at his theatre. . . . Sam Slotnick will

shortly open his new theatre, which will

be a subsequent run house in Utica. . . .

Joe Wallace and Ackerman Gill of the

Proctor forces, were in New York City

last week. . . . Mrs. Harry Heilman,
whose husband owns the Royal, has booked
for the house for seven years.

Sol Manheimer put over a clever stunt in

Watertown when he staged a Hallowe’en
party for the children of the city. . . .

Uly S. Hill, managing director of the

Strand group of houses in Albany and
Troy, has been named as chairman of the

publicity committee in connection with the

local Community Chest drive.

Isaiah Perkins of Speculator has sold his
house to a Mr. Turnbull. . . . Visitors
in town during the week included J. H.
Gerner of Lowville, W. A. Seaman of
Highland, and Frank Ferrara of Glasgow.

Jane Halloran, secretary of the
Albany Film Board of Trade, received a
letter last week from Dorothy Kenney, sec-
retary of the national board, stating that
she is recovering from a serious illness at
Hot Springs, Ark. . . . More attention
was paid at the exchanges last week to
Som Hochstim’s baby than to Sam himself,
although the latter was booking for his
houses in Hudson. . . . Larry Tafft,
operating a theatre in Berlin, plans a bene-
fit each year for the American Legion of
that village, and this year will stage a mo-
tion picture show. Practically every
motion picture theatre in this part of
the state supplied election returns. The
larger theatres installed radios, while
the smaller ones announced the returns
as they were supplied from time to time
with bulletins. The fact that the elec-
tion returns were available at the mo-
tion pictures theatres was widely adver-
tised and no doubt brought considerable
business. . . . Every motion picture
theatre here now displays in a conspicuous
place a placard giving the location of the
nearest fire alarm boxes. The idea orig-
nated with the Albany Film Board of Trade
and is but one of several advanced of late
in affording better fire protection. . . .

Twelve hours before the theatre which he
was to manage opened in this city, Ormond
Roberts was stricken with an affliction that
baffled physicians. For a few days Mr.
Roberts showed some signs of improvement,
but latest advice from the hospital is to the
effect that he is paralyzed and with little

or no hope of recovery.

KANSAS CITY
KANSAS CITY.—A fully equipped office

was opened in the Pathe exchange for the ex-
clusive use of exhibitors in which to trans-
act their business. ... If early indica-
tions, consisting of a compilation of at-

tendance figures are to be accepted as a
barometer, midnight shows on Saturday
night are to be permanent attractions. It

is a common sight to see more than a
block of patrons lined up in front of the
Newman and Liberty downtown, while the
same experience is being met at the Isis,

one of the larger suburban houses. . . .

No sooner had Sig Cohen been appointed
manager of the Isis, than improvements
on the theatre were announced.
When an exhibitor is forced to open his

theatre an hour earlier on Friday nights
to take care of crowds, it is high sign of
good business, believes the management of
the Bancroft. The rush started with the
running of Gene Tunney’s serial, “The
Fighting Marine,” on Friday nights. . . .

The Beaufort has been sold by E. E.
Jameson to D. L. Johnson. . . . Among
the out-of-town exhibitors in the Row
were: /. J. Newcomb, Burlington; /. W.
Baily, Waverly; Ray MacGuire, Darling-
ton, Mo.; R. V. Turner, Burlingame, Kan.;
W. W. Wallace, Orpheum, Leavenworth

;

J. H. Thomas, Novelty, Winfield.

J. E. Flynn, district manager for Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer, and Harry Sachs, home
office representative for Pathe, were among
the visitors this week. . . . Ed Lowery,
former First National salesman, has joined

the Pathe forces here. . . . Joe Feiler,

former United Artists representative in

Omaha, is covering Southern Kansas for

Warner Brothers.

Sidney Davidson Marries
NEW YORK.—Sidney Davidson of the Uni-

versal home office exploitation staff was married

to Helen Mann recently.
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CLASSIFIED
Advertising
Five cents per word, payable in advance. Minimum charge,

$1.00. Copy and checks should be addressed Classified Ad
Dept. Exhibitors Herald, 407 So. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

The Recognized National Classified Advertising Medium

Position Wanted

OPERATOR AT LIBERTY—Single and reli-

able. Power’s, Simplex or Motiograph preferred.
Non-union. State wages. Will go any place. Can
handle exploitation. Address Lenard Schleeter,
Woodward, Okla.

ORGANIST—Pianist for pictures, vaudeville.
Experienced

;
union ; married

;
reliable. Large

library; cue pictures accurately. Will locate
anywhere if salary is right. Wire or write W. N.
Parker, Fair Haven, Vt.

EXPERT PHOTOPLAYER ORGANIST (hand
and roll). Complete picture library. Guarantee
cue satisfactorily. Experience New York. Address
Box 125, Exhibitors Herald, 407 South Dearborn
Street, Chicago, Illinois.

Theatres Wanted

WANTED TO LEASE OR BUY THEATRE in

Illinois town. Must be in a town of 3,000 to

5,000. No competition and a seven day town.
Have cash and mean business. Give all details in

first letter, of what you have. Address Box 126,
Exhibitors Herald, 407 South Dearborn Street,
Chicago, Illinois.

Exploitation Man Wanted

EXPLOITATION MAN WANTED — Experi-
enced in Publicity Presentation Stunts, Scene
painting and card writing. Address H. E. M.
Carrell Enterprises, Bedford, Indiana.

Theatres for Sale

THEATRE FOR SALE—Only theatre in town
5,000 population. Reason for sale, because of
poor health. Building is solid brick. Best spot
in the town. Price is $18,000, $5,000 cash, bal-
ance like rent. Address Chas. B'oros, Liberty
Theatre, Hubbard, Ohio.

Equipment Wanted

WE PAY BEST prices for used opera chairs,

projection machines, ventilating fans, portable
projectors, etc. Movie Supply Company, 844
South Wabash Avenue, Chicago.

WE OFFER HIGHEST CASH PRICES for
Second Hand Machines—Opera chairs—Compens-
arcs—Motor Generators—-Portable Projectors, etc.

Write us first. Monarch Theatre Supply Co.,
Memphis, Tenn.

Organs for Sale

FOR SALE—Lacking warehouse space compels
sacrifice guaranteed factory rebuilt Wurlitzers,
Seeburgs, Reproducos and Fotoplayer organs. No
reasonable offer refused. Write immediately for
full particulars. Address Box 126. Exhibitors
Herald, 407 South Dearborn Street, Chicago, Illi-

nois.

ADVERTISE YOUR THEATRE—Mechani-
cal organs. Powerful tone. Suitable for mount-
ing on a truck for advertising purposes. Inex-
pensive. J. S. Gebhardt Organ Company, Tacony,
Philadelphia, Pa.

FOR SALE: Bartola Pipe Organ. Used vVur
litzer Pipe Organ model U very reasonable.
Cremona Pipe Organ used or new Repmduco
Pipe Organs. Box 53, Havana. Illinois.

Rebuilt Theatre Instruments

EIGHTEEN STYLES TO SELECT FROM—
Electric pianos and motion picture orchestras;
prices and terms that will pay you to buy now.
Pierce’s guarantee. Phil H. Pierce Co., 1805
Commerce Street, Dallas, Texas.

Banners and Posters

CLOTH BANNERS: $1.40, 3x10 feet, 3 colors,

any copy up to 15 words; one day service; sent

anywhere; also Bargain Paper Banners. Asso-

ciated Advertisers, 111 W. 18th Street, Kansas
City, Mo.

WANTED—Used posters, photos, slides, ban-

ners and accessories of all kinds. Must be in

good condition. Will allow liberal credit. Theatre
Poster Supply Company and Sign Exchange, 327
E. Sixth Street, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Business Opportunity

WHETHER YOU want to hire some one or be

hired; buy or sell a theatre; trade, buy or sell

equipment, or do almost anything else in the

motion picture business, an ad in this department

will get you results. If you want us to w<?rd

the ad for you, the services of our advertising

experts are at your call. Simply tell us what

you want to do and how many words you want
used. Rates and address above.

Projector Repairing

LOUIS F. FLEISCHER, now located at 845

S. Wabash Avenue, Room 612. Expert repairing

done on all makes of projection machines. Esti-

mates given in advance. All work guaranteed.

Service at all hours. Shop phone Wabash 9045.

Residence phone Mohawk 2081.

OLDEST REPAIR MAN IN CHICAGO:
In fifteen years I have repaired 6,500 machines to

complete satisfaction of the owners. Relief equip-

ment furnished gratis. Address Toseph Spratler,

12-14 E. Ninth Street, Chicago, Illinois.

BEST REPAIR SHOP in the country for

overhauling and repairing projection machines,
ticket machines, motors, etc. Expert workman-
ship, prompt service, reasonable prices. Movie
Supply Company, 844 South Wabash Avenue,
Chicago

R1GGEST AND BEST EQUIPPED REPAIR
SHOP in the South. Expert workmanship guar-

anteed on all projectors, motors, generators, etc.

Loan mechanism free. Address Monarch Theatre
Supply Company, Memphis, Tenn.

Chair Repairs

NEW AND USED CHAIR BACKS AND
BOTTOMS. Can match yours priced ri^ht.

Write Box 330, Highland Park Station, Des
Moines, Iowa.

Mailing Lists

21,000 MOVING PICTURE THEATRES
showing population and seating capacity, per M
$7.50. Without population or seating capacity
$6.00 M. 2500 Chain Theatres operating from
2 to 150, $10.00 M, guaranteed 97 per cent cor-
rect. Ask for detailed price list. A. F. Wil-
liams, Mgr., 166 W. Adams Street, Chicago, Illi-

nois.

Novelty Souvenirs

SOUVENIRS—Over 300 fine Novelties in our
52 page free Catalog. At genuine Wholesale prices.
Write today. No obligation. Fair Trading Co.,
Inc., 307 Sixth Ave., New York.

Equipment for Sale

“EVERYTHING FOR THE MOVIES.” Guar-
anteed Rebuilt Simplex-Powers and Motiograph
Projectors, Opera Chairs—Generators—Screens,
etc. Supplies and Complete Equipments. Low-
est Prices. Cash or Easy Terms. Special Bulle-
tin free. Monarch Theatre Supply Co., Memphis,
Tenn.

NOW IS A GOOD TIME TO FIX up your
theatre. We have on hand 4000 upholstered used
theatre chairs, 2500 used five and seven ply veneer
chairs. Also brand new chairs in five and seven
ply veneer at 40% less than factory priee. Re-
built moving picture machines of all makes, and
other theatrical equipment in guaranteed condi-
tion. Tell us your need and we will save you
money. Send in your order and we will make
immediate shipment. Illinois Theatre Equipment
Company, 12-14 East Ninth Street, Chicago,
Illinois.

PIANO FOR SALE—Bush and Lane Reproduc-
ing Electric Piano. One hundred and fifty rec-

ords; two cabinets; all in good condition. $300.
F. O. B. Bemis. Address, Y. M. C. A., Bemis,
Tenn

COMPLETE THEATRE EQUIPMENT includ-
ing 500 opera chairs, two Simplex Projectors,
Martin Rotary Converter, Screen, Ticket Selling
Machine, Lightning Changer. Ticket Chopper, etc.

Everything in excellent condition. Big Bargain.
Address Box ill. Exhihitors Herald.

FOR SALE: Used Theatre Chairs of all de-
scriptions, immediate shipments. Largest stock of
chairs in the West. The Theatre Seating Com-
pany, 845 S. State Street, Chicago, 111.

FOR SALE: Ticket selling machines, demon-
strator models. Simplex or Gold Seal. 2 units,
$175. 3 units, $210. 4 units, $250. Guaranteed.
Liberal terms Trade in allowances made. Mid-
west Ticket and Supply Corporation, 845 South
Wabash avenue, Chiiago, 111.

' In every field there is a

recognized

ADVERTISING
CLASSIFIED

MEDIUM

In the Motion Picture Field

it is

Exhibitors Herald
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LETTERS
From Readers

A forum at which the exhibitor

is invited to express his opinion

on matters of current interest.

Brevity adds forcefulness to any
statement. Unsigned letters will

not be printed. .

More Congratulations

BELT, MONT.—To the Editor: Con-
gratulations on your section of “What the

Picture Did For Me.” I want to say that

I think it is worth more to the small town
exhibitor than any other department in any
other trade paper. The film companies
have the cash to spend for good looking,

flashy ads on their product and individual

shows, and in some we can read good and
bad reports from professional critics, but
when all is said and done what does that

mean to the ordinary small town in Mon-
tana or Florida? So it is only by watch-
ing every issue of the Herald and sum-
ming up half a dozen different exhibitors’

reports on any one show that we are able

to get a real good idea what to expect.

For instance: I notice already that a

good many in their report on “The Waning
Sex” mention to throw away the press sheet

(I had intended to but overlooked it) and
step on the picture. The reason for this

is that there is a lot advertised in the press
and in some of the other advertising that

is not in the picture. They have either

changed the picture or cut some out, but it

is a real show as it is.

Was very much surprised in one issue of
the Herald to see Elmer Gailey’s broad
grin, as it has been about fifteen years
since I knew him. Elmer and I were born
in the same town, down in Nebraska, and
went to school together years ago.

Don’t believe I have ever known Mr.
Jenkins from Neligh, but will surely be
glad to see him if you can persuade him
to head his “Viola” up this way in a real

country, where we can show him fishing

such as he never saw in Nebraska, and it

isn’t so far from here to Phil Rand’s place
over in Idaho, where he is invited to go.

With best wishes for the Herald’s suc-
cess, I am

—

Raymond Robbins, Pythian
theatre, Belt, Mont.

And Still More
HARTNEY, MANITOBA, CANADA.

—To the Editor: I am not an old reader
of your Herald, but when I first received
a copy I was struck with the splendid idea
of “What the Picture Did For Me.” I

figured that any paper or magazine which
had the interests of exhibitors at heart to
publish these reports was the paper for me.

I was kind of shy to send any reports
myself, as I figured I was somewhat too
small an exhibitor, running a three town
circuit. I started last week and intend to
send reports every week, as I suddenly
woke up to the fact that in Canada there
are a great many just so small as myself
and running the same kind of theatre to
practically the same kind of patrons and,
therefore, pictures that went good or bad
with my patrons would be the same to them.

It is just a year ago that I took over
this theatre and seven people had failed

to make a success of it, claiming that Hart-
ney was no picture town and it was im-
possible for anyone to make it pay. After
just one year of hard work, good select-

ing of pictures and advertising, my wife
and I can claim that we have got our
house on a good paying basis. We have
had splendid co-operation from the ex-
changes at Winnipeg, especially the Fox
Corporation. This firm and Vitagraph

carry the best line of advertising. They
always have what I order and are prompt
in shipment of same.
The motto we work under, and which

we figure has helped us not only here but
other places previous to Hartney, is “never
fool your patrons.” Small towns have only
a certain number of patrons and they have
to be regular attenders. Fool them once,

and down goes the box office receipts. We
study “What the Picture Did For Me” and
size up as to whether the report is truthful

or only a slam at a certain exchange for

some slight or hurt, intentional or other-

wise.

I think you will agree with me when
you read the following that the Herald is

unique in having made a picture fan
through its colorful advertisements.
A gentleman of my acquaintance took

your Herald, in the first place, to get color

schemes for his business as show card
writer and sign writer. Then he got to

reading “What the Picture Did For Me”
and got to wondering whether the reports

were correct. To satisfy himself he started

to come to my shows and I am glad to

say that through the Herald and my choice

of pictures I have not only gained a movie
fan but a booster who makes his boost-

ing count by bringing other friends.

Thanks, Herald, long may you live and
nobly may the exhibitors appreciate your
worthy endeavors.—A. Digney, Peerless

theatre, Hartney, Manitoba, Canada.

Blanks On Their Way
FENNIMORE, WIS.—To the Editor :

As I enjoy reading reports on pictures I

feel guilty in not sending reports myself.
I have no report blanks, so will do the best

I can.

Wishing you continuous success, I am

—

E. H. Brechler, Opera House, Fennimore,
Wis.

List Metro Hits

MIAMI, MO.—To the Editor: Here is

a list of Metro pictures which I have
screened during the last few months. Wish
to say they are all excellent and money
makers. Not a bum picture nor a bad print

in the entire list. I have made more money
on these pictures than any I have ever
shown. Small town exhibitors, investigate

Metro
;
they seem to be our friend.

“The Midshipman,” “The Blackbird,”
“Mike,” “Old Clothes,” “Go West,” “Sally,

Irene and Mary,” “The Great Divide,” “The
Barrier,” “Brown of Harvard,” “The Dev-
il’s Circus,” “Slave of Fashion,” “His Sec-
retary,” “The Auction Block” and “Don’t.”
—F. H. Sullivan, Miami Picture Show,
Miami, Mo.

Revivalist Not Competitor

ASHLAND, KANS.—To the Editor: I

have just finished running during three

weeks of a thirty day tabernacle revival

meeting. All of the churches in town got
together and hired Rev. R. A. Tarrey, one
of the most widely known evangelists in

the world, to hold a meeting. Built a tab-

ernacle that seats 2,000 people. Had me
scared to death for a while, as I sure
thought I would be compelled to close my
house for about thirty days, but decided
not to cancel my pictures until I had to.

Ran the first week and had a good
business, so filled in what few open dates

I had and have run six nights each week
as usual. My business has been the best

the last three weeks that I have had since

May. Used some big pictures at advanced
admission and had excellent houses. Pro-
gram pictures have all gone over good.

Might say that this is the first time that

Rev. Tarrey has held a meeting in a small

town for many, many years, and as the

population of Ashland is only a little over

1,000, with but 5,000 in the entire county,

it looks like people certainly are “rarin’
”

to go some place, as their tabernacle has
been full on a number of nights and I

have had good bouses, too.

Looks like business should be extra good
after the “big meetin’ ” is over.—S. G.
Ihde, Photoplay theatre, Ashland, Kans.

They’re Under Company Headings
MILES, TEX.—To the Editor: I note

very few comments on State Right sub-

jects in “What the Picture Did For Me.”
Have been wondering if a great many ex-
hibitors were not like myself. I don’t keep
a record of the producers and soon forget

them, there are so many, and I don’t know
how to classify them. In fact, I don’t think
the publishing of the producer (we all know
them) is near as important as to know
what exchange one can get the subjects

from.
I am giving a list of good ones under

the exchange from which I receive them

:

Liberty Specialty, Dallas: “Blue Blood”
(Walsh), “Transcontinental Limited,”

“Prince of Broadway” (Walsh), “Speed,”

“Empty Hearts,” “Super Speed,” “The
Lighthouse by the Sea,” “This Woman,”
“Bridge of Sighs” and a number of good
Westerns.
Home State, Dallas

:

“Midnight Lim-
ited,” “Three in Exile,” “Somebody’s
Mother” (this was the best drawing card

I’d had in six months). “Pals,” “Silent

Pal,” Billy Sullivans, all good, and so is

Wolfheart and Thunder. In fact, I can’t

see where Rin Tin Tin has got Thunder
outclassed. “Alice Comedies” please

;
so

does Krazy Kat.
“Enemies of Youth,” from Enterprise

at Dallas, is one that every exhibitor should

run. It is not only good entertainment,

but is a boost for the movies and also your
own theatre.

Everyone should also run “Lest We For-

get” from Educational. It’s free and in-

teresting and patriotic.

Hoping to hear from somebody else in

Texas or any other state along this line,

I am—J. W. Lumpkin, Cupid theatre,

Miles, Tex.—P. S. Why don’t we have

more Letters From Readers? I enjoy them.

Discusses Poster Problems

WEINER, ARK.—To the Editor: Like

Mauler of Pleasanton, Nebr., we patronize

the poster exchanges and use six sheets,

threes, ones, lobbies and slides, which we
could not do if bought at the film ex-

changes. We also use home printed pro-

grams—made by a job printer in exchange
for admission tickets. If the film ex-

changes compel us to buy from them ex-

clusively, we will simply put up blank post-

ers and print in our own titles and get by
just as well as at present and at practically

no expense.
Our clientele may be different from the

average but we find that no matter how
heavily we advertise the patrons will be at

the box office buying their tickets before

they look to see what it is we have on the

screen, and it is a matter of fact that the

largest audience we have had in our three

and a half years business came on a night

when all advertising failed to arrive and

no one knew what we were going to have

until they got inside. We will still adver-

tise if we can buy it right, but a small

town theatre cannot afford much advertis-

ing at regular rates.

—

Dinsmore & Son,

Majestic theatre, Weiner, Ark.

A Boost for “U”
PETERSBURG, W. VA.—To the

Editor: Universal’s Complete Service Con-
tract is a live and let live proposition for

the small exhibitor. Universal pictures are

consistently good. Don’t be afraid to sign

on their dotted line.

—

H. E. J. Oates,

Bridge theatre, Petersburg, W. Va.
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“What the Picture Did For Me”
VERDICTS ON FILMS IN LANGUAGE OF EXHIBITOR

Copyright, 1926

This is the original exhibitors’ reports department, established October 14, 1916.

Beware of cheap, misleading imitations.

“What the Picture Did for Me” is the one genuine source of exhibitor-written box office

information.

Address: “What the Picture Did for Me,” EXHIBITORS HERALD, 407 South Dearborn
Street, Chicago, III.

Associated Exhibitors
FLAMES: Eugene O’Brien—What a peach of

a picture this is. It’s got a little of everything
in it that goes to make up genuine entertainment.

If you play it, tell the world about it.—Harry M.
Palmer, Indiana theatre, Bloomington, Ind.—Gen-
eral patronage.

CARNIVAL GIRL: Special cast—Not so good.

Title did not draw them in. Just a picture. Six

reels.—P. C. Schram, Orpheum theatre, Kalama-
zoo, Mich.—General patronage.

AMONG THOSE PRESENT: Harold Lloyd—
Drew well considering condition of print. Punk.
Three reels.—Ed. C. Curdts, Bijou theatre, Green-
ville, S. C.—General patronage.

AMONG THOSE PRESENT: Harold Lloyd—
They almost tore the house down. Worked nearly
all forenoon the next day, putting seats back to-

gether. Play it by all means, if you can buy it

right. I did. Three reels.—R. J. Williams,

Pastime theatre, Johnson, Nebr.—General patron-

age.

NOW OR NEVER: Harold Lloyd—Like all

Lloyd’s. Good hokum and will draw, but not as

hard as distributors would make you believe. Read
the “Herald” reports thoroughly and don’t be
cynical, but conclude that no truthful film peddler

ever held a job very long. Three reels.-—Ad.
Newton, Princess theatre, Stanberry, Mo.—Gen-
eral patronage.

Chadwick
SOME PUNKINS: Charles Ray—Nothing

wrong with this picture. If any one of the big
companies had this one it would have cost us
more money. Entertainment value counts and
this is good enough to show in any house. Seven
reels.—Gunther & Metzger, Palace theatre, Syra-
cuse, Neb.—General patronage.

SOME PUNKINS: Charles Ray—Very good
small town human interest drama with Ray at his

best. Usual business. Six reels.—A. G. Witwer,
Grand theatre. Rainier, Ore.—General patronage.

THE PERFECT CLOWN: Larry Semon—
Can’t see him in anything longer than two reels.

Just a bunch of folishness and another night
wasted. If you like Larry, I guess you’ll enjoy it,

but that lets it out. Six reels.—Henry Reeve,
Star theatre, Menard, Tex.—Small town patron-
age.

Columbia
SOMEBODY’S MOTHER: Mary Carr—This is

a good picture, one that wiil please. Not as good
as “Old Nest” or “Over the Hills” but will stand
a slight raise in admission. No sob stuff, as one
may think from title, though it runs with a
mother’s love and sacrifices a mother would make
for her son. Not draggy, and plenty of interest.

Six reels.—Stoddard Bros., Rex theatre, Madison-
ville, Tex.—General patronage.

THE UNWRITTEN LAW: Elaine Hammer-
stine—A good action picture that seemed to please
the majority. Business fair.—E. H. Vetter. Ma-
jestic theatre, Homer, Mich.—Small town patron-
age.

THE BELLE OF BROADWAY: Special cast—
A very good picture. Fine acting. You can’t go
wrong on this independent.—Ed. A. Keene, Oxford
theatre, Oxford, O.—College patronage.

WHO CARES?: William Haines—Very thrilly.

Some comedy. Good small town picture. Film
good. Six reels.—Mrs. H. I. Ramsden, San Juan

theatre, Friday Harbor, Wash.—Small town pat-
ronage.

SHOOTIN’ STRAIGHT: Bill Cody—This is

very poor. Six reels.—J. W. Schmidt, Grand
theatre, Breese, 111.—General patronage.

F. B. 0.
LADDIE : Special cast—Gene Stratton and

Johnny Frazer steal the picture. We did much
better second day. Step on it and cash in. Seven
reels.—Fry, Palace theatre, Mt. Pleasant & Naples,
Tex.—General patronage.

LADDIE : Special cast—A very fine production
of Gene Stratton Porter’s story. Drew very well
and pleased all. Seven reels.—J. C. Kennedy,
Empress theatre, Akron, la.—General patronage.

KOSHER KITTY KELLY: Special cast—Was
much disappointed in this. Could see little or no
resemblance to the play. However, it drew well
and seemed to please generally. No kicks and
many good comments. Thought Dana very weak
in this role. Seemed to have no annimation or
pep. Maybe she’s burning too much mid-night oil

with our old friend Jenkins.—Joe Hewitt, Strand
theatre, Robinson, 111.—General patronage.

ONE MINUTE TO PLAY: Red Grange—Per-
sonally I thought that this was a good picture.

Grange is a good actor and there is plenty of
action and comedy, but I failed to get the people
in to see it. I paid too much for it and spent
plenty to advertise it. Tied up with ten schools
and then pulled a midnight show that flopped.

What few people did see said that it was a won-
derful picture. Seven reels.—Fred M. Elkins,
Youngs theatre, Lexington, N. C.—General patron-
age.

THE COWBOY COP: Tom Tyler—Tom Tyler
with his little Buddy, Pal with his Pony and dog,
is drawing crowds for us as he is a dandy kid
and in this one the Charleston he dances is worth
the whole show. Seven reels.—C. C. Bisbee, Co-

lumbia theatre, Poynette, Wis.—General patron-
age.

WILD TO GO : Tom Tyler—Drew extra busi-

ness. Tyler is liked here by Western fans. Boy,
dog and pony take well.—R. K. Lattin, Strand
theatre, Valparaiso, Nebr.—General patronage.

WILD TO GO: Tom Tyler—Too much cannot
be said of Tom and his pals. For entertainment
they are A-l plus. Five reels.—Fry, Palace thea-

tre, Mt. Pleasant & Naples, Tex.—General pat-
ronage.

LONE HAND SAUNDERS: Special cast—Very
good, would rate this better than his usual pic-

tures. Drew well.—H. D. McChesney, Princess
theatre, Crandon, Wis.—General patronage.

LONE HAND SAUNDERS: Fred Thomson—
Fred and Silver make the cleanest and most en-
tertaining Westerns on the market today. Six
reels.—Fry, Palace theatre, Mt. Pleasant & Naples,
Tex.—General patronage.

THE MILLIONAIRE COWBOY: Lefty Flynn
—Impossible from start to finish. Would advise
exhibitors to lay off this one. Five reels.—R. J.

Williams, Pastime theatre, Johnson, Nebr.—Gen-
eral patronage.

THE DEVIL’S GULCH: Bob Custer—A real

good Western picture. Good print.-—L. Deyo,
Miers theatre, Schoharie, N. Y.—General patron-
age.

BEYOND THE ROCKIES: Bob Custer—A bet-

ter than average Custer picture. Most any pic-

ture goes over here. Five reels.—C. S. Watson,
Electric theatre, Caldwell, Kan.—General patron-
age.

THE TWO GUN MAN: Fred Thomson—Great.
This picture hits the bull’s eye. Has everything
that is wanted in a western picture. Silver King
shines with the star. Six reels.—P. C. Schram,
Orpheum theatre, Kalamazoo, Mich.—General pat-
ronage.

THE TWO GUN MAN: Fred Thomson—As
usual, this was another good picture. Every time
I show a Thomson my house records are broken.
My only complaint is that he doesn’t make enough
pictures. I notice that the majority of the other
companies are starting out to make Westerns that
will surpass those of Thomsons. Take it from me,
it can’t be done! Six reels.—A. M. McBurney,
Princess theatre, Mapleton, la.—General patron-
age.

THE TWO GUN MAN: Fred Thomson—About
the best this star has ever made. Six reels.

—

J. W. Schmidt, Grand theatre, Breese, 111.

—

General patronage.

THE TWO GUN MAN: Fred Thomson—They
get bigger and better every time. Fred is now
my biggest drawing card, bar none. Just stick

out some advertising showing Fred and Silver,

and you’ll have S. R. O. Six reels.—E. M. Biddle,

Strand theatre, Paoli, Ind.—Small town patron-
age.

THE TWO GUN MAN: Fred Thomson—Knock-
out. Keep it up and make more than four
annually. Six reels.—Fry, Palace theatre, Mt.
Pleasant & Naples, Tex.—General patronage.

THE ARIZONA STREAK: Tom Tyler— An
extra good western action picture with a lot

of comedy situations. The boy and his pony were
also good in this one. Five reels. — E. A.
Armistead, Lyric theatre, Easley, S. C.—General
patronage.

THE ARIZONA STREAK: Tom Tyler—Tom
and pals knock ’em cold. Five reels.—Fry, Palace
theatre, Mt. Pleasant & Naples, Tex.—General
patronage.
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HANDS ACROSS THE BORDER: Fred Thom-
son—Thursday night to great business. If I

were to write all the nice things the fans said
about Fred and Silver, I fear his vanity would
be stirred, if he has any. Both Fred and Silver
are past masters of their art in their respective
lines. Fred has no superior and Silver has no
equal. Six reels.—P. W. Quinlin, Ideal theatre,
Chateaugay, N. Y.—Small town patronage.

OUT OF THE WEST: Tom Tyler—Very good.
One of the best Tyler has made to date. Direc-
tion and photography above the average. Five
reels.—P. C. Schram, Orpheum theatre, Kala-
mazoo, Mich.—General patronage.

ALL AROUND THE FRYING PAN: Fred
Thomson—A good picture, with a star that is a
star. One that will draw ’em in up to his
standard. Silver King does some good stuff in

this one. Book this and tell your people you
have some real entertainment. Six reels.—Stan
Sargent, Broadway theatre, Coweta, Okla.—Gen-
eral patronage.

THE FIGHTING BOOB: Bob Custer — Very
good Western. If you want action pictures get
a Custer contract. F. B. O. is not paying me
for the above statement. Five reels. — P. C.
Schram, Orpheum theatre, Kalamazoo, Mich.

—

General patronage.

THE FIGHTING BOOB: Bob Custer—Good
Western. Pleased. Five reels.—Fry, Palace thea-
tre, Mt. Pleasant & Naples, Tex.—General patron-
age.

THE MIDNIGHT FLYER: Cullen Landis—Good
railroad drama. Pleased and drew fair business.
Five reels.—Ed C. Curdts, Bijou theatre, Green-
ville, S. C.—General patronage.

FLAMING WATERS: Special cast—Very good.
Pleased everyone. Good for Sunday. Old but
well worth running.—H. D. McChesney, Princess
theatre, Crandon, Wis.—General patronage.

FLAMING WATERS: Special cast—This is a
very good thrill melodrama. The fire is very good
and Mary Carr does her usual part as mother
perfectly. Not a special, but a very good pro-
gram. Seven reels.—W. L. Campbell, Alert thea-
tre, Steuben, Wis.—General patronage.

A BROADWAY LADY : Evelyn Brent—Another
one of Miss Brent’s very good pictures. Evelyn
is a winner for me. This picture is a little differ-

ent than the regular crook plays she has played
in, but goes over. Six reels.—W. L. Campbell,
Alert theatre, Steuben, Wis.—General patronage.

Ihde Hasn’t

Been Idle
Have been too busy to make reports

this Summer. Have been working in

grain office where three of us handled
our 2,000,000 bushels of wheat in less

than three months. Also have agency
for Pontiac and Oakland cars to over-

see, so am rather busy.

S. G. IHDE,
Photoplay Theatre,

Ashland. Kans.
(NOTE: Nevertheless, Mr. Ihde found

time to write the several reports appearing
in this issue.)

IF MARRIAGE FAILS: Jacqueline Logan

—

This is a fine picture and drew a great deal
better than I expected, owing to the title, as such
a title does not appeal to our trade. However, it

is good and will bear stepping on. Seven reels.

—

C. V. Anderson, Oak theatre, Oakdale, Nebr.

—

General patronage.

KEEPER OF THE BEES: Special cast—Never
saw a picture which followed the book as close
as this one. Will please 100 per cent and get
extra business. Gene Stratton Porter’s books are
well known. Seven reels.—Baldwin Bros., Lyceum
theatre, Souris, Manitoba, Can.—Small town pat-
ronage.

THE MYSTERIOUS STRANGER: Richard
Talmadge—It’s Talmadge all right, but until the
last reel you would never know it. He is rather
tame until reel five, and then he goes fast. It is

a sad story and truly more story than the pictures
Talmadge usually plays in. It’s rather a surprise
and we are not so sure but what we enjoy Richard
in more action and less story. A young lady by
the name of Duane Thompson shows up very good
in this but hasn’t much to do. Five reels.—W.
T. Davis & Son, Rialto theatre, Sharon, Wis.

—

General patronage.

THE MAILMAN: Ralph Lewis—-Old, but a
good picture. Pleased our patrons. Ralph Lewis
liked here. Seven reels.—Alva E. Sharer, Globe
theatre, Savannah, Mo.—General patronage.

DOUBLING WITH DANGER: Richard Tal-

madge—Fair. Not as good as "Merry Cavalier”
but on a par with most of this star’s product.
Five reels.-—P. C. Schram, Orpheum theatre, Kala-
mazoo, Mich.—General patronage.

DRUSILLA WITH A MILLION: Mary Carr-
Very poor picture. Fair print.—L. Deyo, Miers
theatre, Schoharie, N. Y.—General patronage.

THE SILENT STRANGER: Fred Thomson—

I

played this picture second run and did three
times the business that it did on the pictures that
Fred has made, and have never had a poor one
yet. Thanks for the letter, Fred. (How about a
photo for the box office?) Five reels.—Fred M.
Elkins, Youngs theatre, Lexington, N. C.—General
patronage.

First National
SUBWAY SADIE: Dorothy Mackaill—A very

entertaining picture and will please 90 per cent
on any day. Seven reels.—E. H. Brechler, Opera
House, Fennimore, Wis.—General patronage.

SUBWAY SADIE: Dorothy Mackaill—A good
comedy drama that will draw.—Ed A. Keene, Ox-
ford theatre, Oxford, O.—College patronage.

IT MUST BE LOVE: Colleen Moore—Colleen
at her best. Will please them all.—Ed A. Keene,
Oxford theatre, Oxford, O.—College patronage.

THE DUCHESS OF BUFFALO: Constance
Talmadge—Uninteresting right from the start and
remains so throughout the entire piece ; not a
bright spot in it. Material is most too weak for

screen production. Yea, franchise holders, if they
hand you any of that bunk about selling your
competitor unless you kick in, just let ’em do
it and you will save yourself a lot of grief.

Constance Talmadge had better do her stuff in

something worth while if she expects to remain.
Seven reels.—W. H. Brenner, Cozy theatre, Win-
chester, Ind.—General patronage.

THE DUCHESS OF BUFFALO: Constance
Talmadge—A good picture. Constance at her

best. Wherever they like Constance, it will draw.

—Ed A. Keene, Oxford theatre, Oxford, O.

—

College patronage.

MEN OF STEEL: Milton Sills—Very fine pic-

ture. Fine acting, but too long. Not good at box
office here. Ten reels.—Ed A. Keene, Oxford thea-

tre, Oxford, O.—College patronage.

THE GREAT DECEPTION: Ben Lyon—A very
good program picture. Not much comedy, but
picture will please any audience that is not crazy

over cheap Westerns or vaudeville. Seven reels.

—Chas. R. Smith, Prescott theatre, Prescott, Kan.
—General patronage.

ELLA CINDERS: Colleen Moore—Boys, it sure

is a grand and glorious feeling to find after check-

ing up that you have broken all house records for

net profit. Well, that’s what I did on this one.

Did not gross that, but was treated fair on rental

and that made the record net. Thanks, Colleen,

I’m going to name my car after you for it’s like

yourself and attracts the crowds, and is not so

darn expensive and never fails to give complete
satisfaction. If you exhibitors pass up "Ella

Cinders” you certainly need your heads examined.
You can’t afford to not play this one. I take my
hat off to Colleen Moore. Seven reels.—M. A.

Manning, Opera House, Baldwin, Wis.—Small
town patronage.

SENOR DAREDEVIL: Ken Maynard— Very
good. He’s right on Thomson’s heels. Six reels.

—W. M. Roob, Grand theatre. Port Washington,
Wis.—General patronage.

PALS FIRST: Lloyd Hughes—Here is a real

good picture. It brought forth many praising

comments from my patrons. Seven reels.—A. M.
McBurney, Princess theatre, Mapleton, la.—Gen-
eral patronage.

PALS FIRST: Lloyd Hughes—A very good pic-

ture and will please 90 per cent. Seven reels.—

-

E. H. Brechler, Opera House, Fennimore, Wis.

—

General patronage.

PALS FIRST: Special cast—A splendid mys-
tery story with much good comedy relief. Good
cast pleased everyone. Business better than aver-

age in spite of bad weather. Seven reels.—A. G.

Witwer, Grand theatre. Rainier, Ore. — General

patronage.

THE MAKING OF O’MALLEY: Milton Sills—

-

This did business, and pleased.—Roy W. Adams,
Pastime theatre. Mason, Mich.—General patronage.

IRENE: Colleen Moore — Saturday night to

more than satisfactory business. I have said about

all the good things I can say about Colleen and

her pictures. The only thing left is to say,

“Irene” is better than any of her former pro-

ductions, and that is saying more than I have

ever said about any star. Brothers, buy “Irene”

and you will have something worth while. Eight

reels.—P. W. Quinlin, Ideal theatre, Chateaugay,

N. Y.—Small town patronage.

Thanksgiving - Christmas

New
The Smart Showman Knows These

3 IMPORTANT
HOLIDAYS

Are Nearly Here

He Greets His Patrons Properly By Using

SPECIAL HOLIDAY SERVICE
From

National Screen Service, Inc.
Trailers Build Business

10 Timely Holiday Trailer Greetings gorgeously
designed and brilliantly animated for New Year,
Lincoln’s Birthday, Washington’s Birthday, Easter,
Mother’s Day, Decoration Day, July Fourth, Armis-
tice Day, Thanksgiving, Christmas, also choice of two
animated presentation leaders for your Feature or
Comedy or News Reel.

For this complete Service $40.00 yearly.

A postal, wire or telephone call will bring you
the contract and start the service AT ONCE.

CHICAGO NEW YORK LOS ANGELES
845 So. Wabash Ave. 126-130 West 46th St. 1922 So. Vermont Ave.

N.S.S.
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J. C. Jenkins—His Colyum
Phillipsburg, Kansas, Oct. 31.

DEAR HERALD:
A few more Kansas towns have come to the front and claim recognition on the roll

of honor for being the childhood homes of certain theatrical celebrities.

Waldo, a wide place in the highway having a postoffice and filling station, is the

home of the O’Connor Sisters, who are headlined in a musical act on the Keith Vaude-
ville circuit and whose reputation as entertainers is national. Mr. G. F. Wallis, who
operates the Main Street Theatre at Russell, which theatre, by the way, is one of the

beauty spots in western Kansas, told me that when these ladies were home on their va-

cation last August he induced them to play his house and that they drew the largest

business the house ever enjoyed.

Fatty Arbuclde used to play fullback on the home team at Smith Center. They told

me that “Fatty” would tuck the pigskin under his arm and walk right through the

lines for a touchdown with the entire opposing team hanging onto him.

If you will go to Cawker City and talk with the inhabitants every one of them,
young and old, will tell you they used to go to school with Viola Kronk. Viola, by
the way, is known to screendom as Claire Windsor. I don’t hlame ’em a bit for being
swelled up. If I had lived there in those days I would have gone to school with

Viola myself, whether I was four or forty, it wouldn’t have made a bit of difference.

You will note that this is another reason for naming my car “Viola.”
* * *

If there is a sweeter kid on earth than Joline Bradley at Neligh, Nebraska, or

Catharine Anna Jenkins at Kirby, Wyoming, it is little Miss Musselman at Lincoln
Center, Kansas.

Lincoln Center has three attractions for me. Mr. and Mrs. Ray W. Musselman,
their baby daughter, and Mrs. Musselman’s dinner. Talk about dinners, boys you
don’t know what a real dinner looks like until you sit down to Mrs. Musselman’s
table.- A dinner at Rector’s, The Ritz or The Ship Cafe would compare about as

favorable to her dinner as a tramp’s handout in Starvation Alley. Little Miss Mus-
selman sat on my lap with her arm around my neck all through the showing of “Kiki”
and talked with me about the picture. She asked me how I liked the picture and I

told her I didn’t like Miss Norma in that kind of a character and that there was a

certain suggestive scene that I was surprised that the Kansas censor board passed.

Then I asked her how she liked the show and she said, “Oh pretty well, but I like

Buck Jones and Tom Mix better, and I like Buster Keaton and little Farina and
Jackie Coogan and-an-an-an” and then she was fast asleep on my shoulder.

When I left the next day the poor kid cried. She told her mama she thought I was
going to stay longer. I took a picture of the family, which will appear soon. Watch
for it and you will see this kid.

* * *

W. J. Dehler of the Cozy at Sylvian Grove, L. R. Richolson of the Isis at*Lucas,
Sherman Wiggins of the Golden Belt at Ellsworth, George Moore of Moore’s theatre

at Plainville, A. E. Lamkin of the Star at Stockton, and Mrs. T. F. Menfee of the

Palace at Hoxie, are all going ahead and fighting the game like real Kansas veterans

in spite of the dry weather and poor crop conditions. The territory in which these

theatres are located has been hit awfully hard by the dry weather and in some
localities they haven't raised a crop in three years. How these people can go ahead
and do business under these conditions is more than I can figure out. There is an
optimism about these western Kansas people that is astounding, and it would be well
for some of the eastern croakers to come out and mingle with these folks awhile.

They would get a new vision of life.

But speaking of hotel fires, I wish the HERALD to record me as saying that 4:30
in the morning is a very unsatisfactory hour in which to stage a hotel fire and I

hope that the next one that occurs will be at 3 p. m. instead of 4:30 a. m. if they

expect me to be one of the guests.

To be routed out of a warm bed on a frosty morning at 4:30 right when you are

dreaming that your salary had been raised to seventeen fifty a week is not the most
pleasant sensation in the world, and Oberlin owes me an apology, but when they

hammered on my door and shouted “FIRE” and, I got up and switched on the light

and saw smoke pouring into my room I didn’t stop to inquire whose fire it was nor
the name of the chief of the fire department, I just grabbed everything that looked
like it belonged to me and made a beeline down the stairs for the office. I will admit
that I was not in a presentable condition when I got there, but there were a lot

more that looked worse than I did, for I had mine on and some of the others didn’t.

One lady said, “Oh, my God, where’s my , something, I don’t know just what
she said, but I turned to her and said, “Don’t worry lady, there are two of us.” And
then I picked up something off the floor that was white and handed it to her and said,

“Maybe this will do,” and she grabbed it out of my hand and said, “you mind your
own business and don’t get fresh.” I didn’t have any more sense than to laugh at

that remark and then I turned around and put on my socks and some other things

and went out on the street to see if the department had wakened up yet.

Well, anyhow, to make a short story tedious, Oberlin hasn’t any more hotel than
a rabbit and I am not going back there until she revises her fire rules to conform
to my ideas.

H*

When I arrived at Oberlin in the evening I learned that Goodland was coming over
there the next day with their bootball team to trim up Oberlin and so I caded up

( Continued on next page).

SWEET DADDIES: Special cast—This was in-

deed a good comedy, and everybody spoke well

of it, but always ended by saying that there was
just a little bit too much puppy in it. Business

only fair, which I presume is due to ten cent

cotton. Your audience will enjoy it. even though
the puppy stuff is very strong, but it is soon over

and there are many good situations to remember
which will overcome this bad one. Seven reels.—

-

S. B. Johnson, Regent theatre, Cleveland & Shaw,
Miss.—General patronage.

SOUL FIRE: Richard Barthelmess—A program
picture that did not give satisfaction here. Good
star and cast. Why waste good talent on this

type of pictures ?—Bert Silver, Silver Family the-

atre, Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

THE HALF WAY GIRL: Special cast—This is

good. Seven reels.—J. W. Schmidt, Grand theatre,

Breese, 111.—General patronage.

THE DESERT FLOWER: Colleen Moore—

A

good Western. Six reels.—J. W. Schmidt, Grand
theatre, Breese, 111.—General patronage.

ONE YEAR TO LIVE: Special cast—Will give

satisfaction in any small town that is not full of

prudes. It is true to life but a little suggestive.

Seven reels.—H. G. Isbell, Casino De Luxe, Kiowa,
Colo.—General patronage.

THE SCARLET WEST: Special cast—This one
is a good Westen. Seven reels.—J. W. Schmidt,

Grand theatre, Breese, 111.—General patronage.

SECRETS: Norma Talmadge—A very good pic-

ture and reasonable in price. Everyone pleased.

Nine reels.—H. G. Isbell, Casino De Luxe, Kiowa,
Colo.—General patronage.

QUO VADIS: Emil Jannings — A gigantic

spectacle and good entertainment. Rather old and,

as many thought they had seen it and was the

old “Quo Vadis,” few came out to see this.—A. G.

Witwer, Grand theatre. Rainier, Ore.—General

patronage.

THE MARRIAGE CHEAT: Leatriee Joy A
very muchly over-rated picture as full of incon-

sistencies as a mangy dog is full of fleas. Failed

to get over by 80 per cent. Seven reels.—Giacoma
Bros., Crystal theatre. Tombstone, Ariz.—General

patronage.

THE LOST WORLD: Special cast—A splendid

mythical production. The reproduction of pre-

historical animals was a wonderful achievement.

It almost makes you think they actually exist.

House filled to capacity and all well pleased. Ten
reels.—Chas. R. Smith, Prescott theatre, Prescott,

Kan.—General patronage.

THE LOST WORLD: Special cast—Allosaurus

and company were much more convincing than

the humans. It drew well and created a lot of

comment. The print was badly cut up.—Roy W.
Adams, Pastime theatre. Mason, Mich.—General

patronage.

Fox
MY OWN PAL: Tom Mix—To my notion one

of the best Mix pictures for a long time. It

pleased all. Tom Mix is the best of all western

stars. My theatre is full every time I put him
on. I wish I could show him every two weeks.

Six reels.—Picto theatre, Centerville, Miss.—Gen-
eral patronage.

THE COUNTRY BEYOND: Special cast — A
dandy picture if they had left out the New York
dancing scenes. This killed the picture. The
director put in stuff that was not in the story at

all, and was not necessary to entertainment.

Seven reels.—C. S. Watson, Electric theatre, Cald-

well, Kan.—General patronage.

HONESTY, THE BEST POLICY: Special cast

—Had a hunch this "special” would be all right

for our bargain night show, but it did not even

fit in there. Certainly won’t strain anyone’s

brains to see it, but will take a lot of nerve to

play it as a special.—J. J. Hoffman, Plainview

theatre, Plainview, Nebr.—General patronage.

THE TIMBER WOLF: Buck Jones—About as

poor a Jones as I have ever seen. Six reels.—J.

W. Schmidt, Grand theatre, Breese, 111.—General
patronage.

FIG LEAVES: Special cast—Can’t give this

picture very much. It wasn’t a good fashion

revue, and a darn poor story. My patrons didn’t

fall for it. Seven reels.—C. S. Watson, Electric

theatre, Caldwell, Kan.—General patronage.

THE FAMILY UPSTAIRS: Virginia Valli—
One of Fox’s good ones. If you can get them in

it will please. Work of J. Farrell MacDonald
stands out. Eight reels.—T. A. Shea, Palace thea-

tre, McGehee, Ark.—Neighborhood patronage.

BLACK PARADISE: Alma Rubens—Very poor.

The story lacks something and does not hold the
interest, though there is a lot of sensational
stuff in a volcano explosion and a dock collapse
that cost a lot of money.—Ben L. Morris, Temple
theatre, Bellaire, O.—General patronage.

BLACK PARADISE: Madge Bellamy—In my
estimation and that of many of my patrons this

is the poorest picture I have ever run. The sup-
porting cast, nothing but cutthroats and jail

birds. A worse looking outfit could hardly be

gotten together and people don’t like to look at

so many of them, especially when their work is

overdrawn to where it is repulsive rather than
sympathy arousing. Story suggestive and not at

all in keeping with the reputation these stars
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Grasshopper Sprague and asked him if he was coming over and he replied that he
sure was, and I asked if he was going to bring some change with him and he saidl
needn’t worry about that, for there would be plenty of it. So Messrs. Dowden,
Stephenson and Beardsley, the young business men who operate both theatres, got
after me and coaxed me to stay over and see the game. They didn’t have to coax
me so awfully hard, I am free to admit, but I told them that the HERALD needed
another golf scalp for her collection and asked if there were any players around there
that were not bald-headed and they said there were plenty of them, and so I stayed,
and the next night was the fire. Now, I am not accusing the boys of getting sore over
that golf game, nothing like that, for I don’t think they did, but I hope the HERALD
will take all of those seasoned scalps and pack them away and make room for the
fresh ones on the line.

But to get back to that football game. Sprague wasn’t satisfied to bring just one
rabbit’s foot, but he had to bring two, and he went up and down the side lines all

through the game with one foot in each hand and first he’d kiss one foot and then the
other, and there is no football squad on earth that can go against that kind of a
handicap and hope to win. It wasn’t fair, that’s what it wasn’t, and while it doesn’t
matter to me which team whips, yet when Oberlin goes to Goodland to play a return
game I hope they take a truck load of horse-shoes with them, that’s what I hope.
The game resulted in a victory of 15 to 6 in favor of Goodland, and when they tell

you that “beef” don’t count in a football game you just forget that stuff and remember
how “Fatty” used to make one touchdown after another.

The Oberlin football team and the entire school has established a precedent that

other schools would do well to follow. They resolved that instead of going out
Hallowe’en and tearing up jack they would have a clean-up day and rake all the

yards and clean up all rubbish from the streets and alleys, and especially would they
look after the premises of the aged and poor and lend them what assistance they
could, and if this doesn’t speak well for the Oberlin schools then I must have been
fishing every time my class was called.

The boys promised me a picture of this team and as soon as I receive it I will

forward it to the HERALD for publication.

* * *

When you are among strangers it is certainly a pleasure to meet an old friend.

I ran onto one such yesterday in the person of J. J. McCarty, who used to sell me
service away back in the old days of Kalem, Selig and Essanay. Mack is now with
First National and a whiter boy never wrote a contract. We went over old times

and between us called to mind many old friends who had all but gone out of our
minds.

Mack told me a good one. He said he was calling on an exhibitor out in a small

western Kansas town and he was playing “Robinhood” and just before the show was
to start the operator came in the office and told the manager that the show was too

long, that there were twelve reels, and asked him what to do about it and the manager
replied, “Oh, just pick out five or six of the best reels and let the rest go to hell.”

He also told me of calling on one fellow who was the twelfth owner of a theatre

that had been a lemon and after he had sold him some service he asked him the name
of the theatre so he could put it in the contract. The manager evidently hadn’t

thought about a name but after he thought a while he said, “Damfino, just call it

‘The White Elephant’,” and so it went into the contract as “The WTiite Elephant.”

* * *

I just got a letter from Eagle Eye Joe dated October 9th, which has just caught up
with me. Joe tells me that Chicago is crazy over baseball. That’s nothing for

Chicago, she’s been crazy ever since I knew her. If you don’t think so get out on
Michigan Ave. some evening about five o’clock and try to cross the street; but as

far as baseball is concerned I could pick up a nine out here at Smith’s Corners, Kan-
sas, that would trim the North and South Side teams both at one time and never sweat

a hair, so Chicago hasn’t much to go crazy over, but it don’t take much.

Joe, when they want big leaguers they come out here on these western prairies and
get ’em. You remember about Walter Johnson and Alexander and a lot more of

the boys that put the cork-screw in the baseball? Well, they picked ’em out of the

corn fields in this western country. If you want real ball players you want to pick

fellows who eat whettstones and horse-shoe nails for breakfast every morning. Those
city sissies play only imitation baseball, a sort of a parlor game, but then that’s all

right for Chicago. Anyhow, you stick up for the South Side boys, Joe; they can trim

these North Side babies any day and don’t you let Mr. Clifford bulldoze you into any

other notion. Bet him any amount he wants to wager and draw on me; I’ll back

you to the limit, and the sky is the limit with you and me Joe.

There is a bunch of traveling men down in the hotel office with a violin and guitar

singing oldtime songs, and if there is anything that will stop this typewriter quicker

than oldtime songs I don’t recall what it is unless it might be a hotel fire, so that

settles it. This broadcasting station is signing off RIGHT NOW.
J. C. JENKINS,

(The HERALD man).

have made for themselves. Six reels.—Homer P.

Morley, Princess theatre, Buchanan, Mich.—Small
town patronage.

THE BEST BAD MAN : Tom Mix—Better than
“The Lucky Horseshoe,” still some off from ex-

pectations from Tom. Fiv'e reels.—Fry, Palace
theatre, Mt. Pleasant & Naples, Tex. — General
patronage.
THE BEST BAD MAN : Tom Mix—Tuesday

night to fine business. Some exhibitors claim Tom
is going back, but I can’t say that for the fans
here are just as crazy about him as they ever
were. He can fill the house whenever he comes
and that is a good sign that his drawing is still

in full force. What more do we exhibitors want?
Five reels.—P. W. Quinlin, Ideal theatre. Chateau-
gay, N. Y.—Small town patronage.

A TRIP TO CHINATOWN: Earle Foxe— A

knockout little comedy that drew extra biz. Five
reels.—Fry, Palace theatre, Mt. Pleasant & Naples,
Tex.—General patronage.

THE FOOL: Special cast—This is a picture
that presents a very good moral, but I hardly
think it was necessary for them to use ten reels
of film in trying to bring forth what they did.
The play was so long drawn out that it was im-
possible for some to understand it. Ten reels.—

-

A. M. McBurney, Princess theatre, Mapleton, la.—

-

General patronage.

THE YANKEE SENOR: Tom Mix—Not good
for Tom and Tony. Five reels.—Fry, Palace thea-
tre, Mt. Pleasant & Naples, Tex.—General pat-
ronage.

THE GENTLE CYCLONE: Buck Jones— We
have found Buck fine this season. Although not
Westerns, they please. Five reels.—Fry, Palace
theatre, Mt. Pleasant & Naples, Tex. — General
patronage.

THUNDER MOUNTAIN: Madge Bellamy—
Story of mountaineer district of Kentucky. This
makes an entertaining picture. Otis Harlan is

particularly good. Eight reels.—George Benson,
Community theatre, Minneota, Minn.—Small town
patronage.

THE JOHNSTOWN FLOOD: George O’Brien—
This is an extra fine picture. The flood scenes are
extra good. Seven reels.—E. A. Armistead, Lyric
theatre, Easley, S. C.—General patronage.

THE JOHNSTOWN FLOOD: Special cast—An
extra good picture. Good print.—L. Deyo, Miers
theatre, Schoharie, N. Y.—General patronage.

THE JOHNSTOWN FLOOD: George O’Brien
—Good, and will bring out those familiar with
history and others. Seven reels.—Fry, Palace the-

atre, Mt. Pleasant & Naples, Tex.—General pat-
ronage.

RUSTLING FOR CUPID: Special cast—A good
little Western picture. Good print. — L. Deyo.
Miers theatre, Schoharie, N. Y.—General patron-
age.

RUSTLING FOR CUPID: George O’Brien—

A

Peter B. Kyne story that pleased major portion.
Six reels.—Fry, Palace theatre, Mt. Pleasant &
Naples, Tex.—General patronage.

THE EVERLASTING WHISPER: Tom Mix—
Not up to Tom’s past average and if it was not
for the beautiful scenery the picture would fall

rather flat. Most all of Mix’s pictures for the
past 18 months have been off color. I, for one,
hope that Fox finds some real Western plots this

year for Mix. Five reels.—F. O. Gooch, Lyric
theatre, London, Tenn.—General patronage.

SIBERIA: Special cast—A wonderful special

feature. Worth all they charge for it and more.
Pleased 100 per cent. Fine print.—L. Deyo, Miers
theatre, Schoharie, N. Y.—General patronage.

YELLOW FINGERS: Olive Borden—A good
picture. Good print.—L. Deyo, Miers theatre,

Schoharie, N. Y.—General patronage.

Gotham
SOMEBODY’S MOTHER: Special cast—A pic-

ture that pleased all classes. Only one objection,

and that was spoken of several times, was the
unnecessary pairing off of the old couple at the

end of the last reel. It was a strong picture of
mother love though, so that incident was over-
looked. Only in comedies—and as comedy—does

elderly love making appeal to our folks.—Dins-

more & Son, Majestic theatre, Weiner, Ark.—
Small town patronage.

PHANTOM OF THE FOREST: Special cast—
A really good dog picture of the big woods. Very
good fire scene. Six reels.—W. J. Shoup, De Luxe
theatre, Spearville, Kan.—Small town patronage.

HIS MASTER’S VOICE: Special cast—This is

a fair dog picture, the story of which is told in

rather novel way. Six reels. -—- George Benson,
Community theatre, Minneota, Minn.—Small town
patronage.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

WAR PAINT: Special cast—Here’s one of the
greatest Westerns ever released. Boys, push it

to the limit. Carl Laemmle ought to see this

picture and take some very needed pointers on a
Western. It’s got anything Universal ever put
out pushed off the map. It is the first of Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer’s six Westerns for 1926-27. Six
reels.—Chas R. Smith, Prescott theatre, Prescott,

Kan.—-General patronage.

WAR PAINT: Tim McCoy—Might be classi-

fied as a bit better than an average program
western. Not in the big classification, however,

as the Metro-Goldwyn have told us it would be.

Peter B. Kyne wrote the story, ’tis said. We
used it at a Saturday attraction and it got by
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O. K.—Harry M. Palmer, Indiana theatre, Bloom-
ington, Ind.—General patronage.

BATTLING BUTLER: Buster Keaton — Very
good comedy ; one of his best. Everyone enjoyed
it. Big drawing power for us.—H. D. MeChesney,
Princess theatre, Crandon, Wis.—General patron-
age.

BATTLING BUTLER: Buster Keaton—A fine

picture for a stag party, but if you have to
depend upon the woman patronage to put your
show over (and who doesn’t) then watch your
step with this thing. Overrated? We’ll say it

was when we came to sign up the contracts.—

-

Harry M. Palmer, Indiana theatre, Bloomington,
Ind.—General patronage.

BROWN OF HARVARD: William Haines—
The best college story I have ever used. Pleased
as near 100 per cent as any of them ever do.

Seven reels.—S. G. Ihde, Photoplay theatre, Ash-
land, Kans.—Small town patronage.

BROWN OF HARVARD: William Haines-
One of the best pictures we have had in many a
moon ; good drawing power.-—H. D. MeChesney,
Princess theatre, Crandon, Wis.—General patron-
age.

THE GAY DECEIVER: Lew Cody—If the bal-

ance of the Metro-Goldwyn pictures this season
are to be anything like this one and “Battling
Butler,” then it looks like it will be “Bye Bye
Blackbird” for some of us. We have said enough.
—Harry M. Palmer, Indiana theatre, Blooming-
ton, Ind.—General patronage.

THE WALTZ DREAM: Special cast—Wonder
how many more foreign made pictures we are
going to have to run just to keep Europe in a
good humor. What’s the use, anyway ?—Harry
M. Palmer, Indiana theatre, Bloomington, Ind.

—

General patronage.

THE WANING SEX: Norma Shearer—A fine
entertainment. The star and cast splendid. I

call this a 100 per cent program picture, but not
a special in country towns. In big towns you
can kid them. Small towns, nothing doing.

—

Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville,
Mich.—General patronage.

THE WANING SEX: Norma Shearer—Here’s
the picture for me and mine. Finest comedy we
have had this year.—J. S. Walker, Texas theatre.
Grand Prairie, Tex.—Small town patronage.

THE BOY FRIEND: Special cast—A good
little comedy drama that pleased here, but noth-
ing to rave over. Six reels.—E. A. Armistead,
Lyric theatre, Easley, S. C.—General patronage.

THE TORRENT : Special cast—A powerful
drama, well acted and directed. Business very
good. Seven reels.—P. C. Schram, Orpheum thea-
tre, Kalamazoo, Mich.—General patronage.

MARE NOSTRUM: Antonio Moreno—A very
good picture and will please if you can get them
in, which I couldn’t. Ten reels.—E. H. Brechler,
Opera House, Fennimore, Wis.—General patron-
age.

MARE NOSTRUM: Special cast—A fine big
picture. Stars and directing fine. The picture
went over the head of my patrons. One good
house, then flopped. I call it a splendid pic-

ture, but for big time.—Bert Silver, Silver Family
theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

MARE NOSTRUM: Special cast—-Very tire-

some. Metro tried to make a big picture and
failed. It has no entertainment and is long and
tiresome. Don’t promise too much on this, for
it isn’t there. Neither will it please, as it is

tragedy and has a bad ending. Sorry we had
to run it.—H. D. MeChesney, Princess theatre,

Crandon, Wis.—General patronage.

THE AUCTION BLOCK: Charles Ray—Here
is a good light comedy that held interest from
start to finish. Snappy, good subtitle wording,
film in good shape, story consistent. Eight reels.

—Giacoma Bros., Crystal theatre, Tombstone,
Ariz.—General patronage.

THE EXQUISITE SINNER: Special cast—

A

fairly good picture with several bright spots.

Conrad’s imitation of Doug Fairbanks not so
good. Six reels.—F. O. Gooch, Lyric theatre,
London, Tenn.—General patronage.

THE MASKED BRIDE : Mae Murray—Some
good photography in it. A good little six reeler,

but has not as much kick to it as most Mae
Murray pictures. Six reels.—H. G. Isbell, Casino
De Luxe, Kiowa, Colo.—General patronage.

SALLY, IRENE AND MARY : Special cast

—

Constance Bennett, Joan Crawford and Sally
O’Neil will please most any small town crowd.
Nothing very brilliant in the picture, but they
like it. Six reels.—H. G. Isbell, Casino De Luxe,
Kiowa, Colo.-—General patronage.

SALLY, IRENE AND MARY : Special cast

—

A very pleasing picture, well acted by a capable
cast and the direction and photography is very
good. Seven reels.—P. C. Schram, Orpheum thea-
tre, Kalamazoo, Mich.—General patronage.

SALLY, IRENE AND MARY: Special cast—
A very entertaining program. Gave good satis-

faction.—Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Green-
ville, Mich.—General patronage.

HIS SECRETARY : Norma Shearer—Saturday
night to a nice business. The fans were well

pleased with this one, and when they are pleased

I am. It is away above the average in program.
Well worth what they will sell it for. Seven
reels.-—P. W. Quinlin, Ideal theatre, Chateaugay,
N. Y.—Small town patronage.

THE BLACKBIRD: Lon Chaney—Chaney, as
usual, very good in dual role. Seven reels.—T. A.
Shea, Palace theatre, McGehee, Ark.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

THE UNHOLY THREE: Lon Chaney—Paid a
top price for this, but the box office didn’t reg-

ister much, and had a bum print, too.—Roy W.
Adams, Pastime theatre. Mason, Mich.—General
patronage.

THE CONQUERING POWER: Rudolph Val-
entino—A wonderful picture and all my patrons
well pleased. Seven reels.—Chas. R. Smith, Pres-
cott theatre, Prescott, Kan.-—General patronage.

THE MIDSHIPMAN : Ramon Novarro—A very
good picture with an interesting plot. Especially

good for school and college trade. One hundred
per cent satisfaction here. Good for Sunday.
Film condition good. Eight reels.—Pastime thea-

tre, Stratford, S. D.—General patronage.

THE DEVIL’S CIRCUS: Norma Shearer—Fail-
picture. No drawing power here.—L. M. Jones,

Arcadia theatre, Vandergrift, Pa.—General pat-

ronage.

EXCHANGE OF WIVES: Special cast—An ex-

ceptionally fine picture which pleased my audi-

ence. Business good. Seven reels.—P. C. Schram,
Orpheum theatre, Kalamazoo, Mich.—General pat-

ronage.

BRIGHT LIGHTS: Charles Ray—Ray is very

good in this picture. Have read some reports

which were not so favorable, but must say that

this seemed to be very good entertainment for

my audience. Business above the average. Seven
reels.—P. C. Schram, Orpheum theatre, Kalama-
zoo, Mich.—General patronage.

THE BARRIER: Special cast—Very good pic-

ture, which drew average business and pleased

95 per cent. Good for small towns. Seven reels.

•—Baldwin Bros., Lyceum theatre, Souris, Mani-
toba, Can.—Small town patronage.

Paramount
THE Q.UARTERBACK : Richard Dix—Para-

mount has the “Parade of Hits” this year. They
are hitting on all six, “Quarterback” doing extra
big business. Pleased immensely. Should go over
big in every town where football is played. It
is a pleasure to run pictures of this calibre.

—

E. P. Mott, Lyric theatre, Wooster, O.—General
patronage.

THE QUARTERBACK: Richard Dix—Richard
at his best. The best football picture ever made.
Will draw big during football season.—Ed A.
Keene, Oxford theatre, Oxford, O.—College pat-
ronage.

THE QUARTERBACK: Richard Dix—A knock-
out. Boys, book it and clean up. This is a
Paramount year. Eight reels.—W. L. Daughdrill,
Poplarville theatre, Poplarville, Miss.—General
patronage.

KID BOOTS: Eddie Cantor—As good as Buster
Keaton and far ahead of a Harold Lloyd picture.
It failed to draw for me. Six reels.—J. S.
Walker, Texas theatre, Grand Prairie, Tex.—Small
town patronage.

YOU’D BE SURPRISED: Raymond Griffith

—

Well, this is an improvement on “Wet Paint,”
but it pleased only about 50 per cent at that.
Seven reels.—J. S. Walker, Texas theatre. Grand
Prairie, Tex.—Small town patronage.

THE EAGLE OF THE SEA : Special cast

—

Very good sea picture, but bad weather and Hal-
loween celebration on Main street put a terrific
crimp in receipts. Deserved more business than
we got. Seven reels.—Clark & Edwards, Palace
theatre, Ashland, O.—General patronage.

THE CAMPUS FLIRT: Bebe Daniels—Best
picture Paramount has made this season, and that
covers a lot of ’em. Bebe sure burns ’em up.
Good thing Paramount made up their mind to
sign her up for a few more years.—Harry M.
Palmer, Indiana theatre, Bloomington, Ind.—Gen-
eral patronage.

THE ACE OF CADS : Adolphe Menjou—Not
so bad, this one. Adolphe seems to draw the
women, and, of course, they bring the men. Wish
we had a few more Menjous, Griffiths and Dixs
to tide us over until some of the producers decide
to make good their promise of bigger and better
movies.—Harry M. Palmer, Indiana theatre,
Bloomington, Ind.—General patronage.

HOLD THAT LION: Douglas MacLean—Very
good peppy comedy drama. Six reels.—W. M.
Roob, Grand theatre, Port Washington, Wis.

—

General patronage.

HOLD THAT LION : Douglas MacLean—

A

two reeler much elongated. Not as good a story
as the two reel Van Bibber, “Big Game Hunter,"
from which much of the action seems taken. Take
a tip and, when you run it, use it as a double
feature with a good drama. MacLean will have
to have better stuff if he hopes to get across with
features.—Ben L. Morris, Temple theatre, Bel-
laire, O.—General patronage.

HOLD THAT LION: Douglas MacLean—Did
a fine business and patrons seemed well pleased.
—E. P. Mott, Lyric theatre, Wooster, O.—General
patronage.
TIN GODS : Thomas Meighar.—Extraordinarily

good. Patrons went out and called up their
friends to tell them not to miss it. Keep the good
work up. Tommy ; you’re a good bet for me -

E. P. Mott, Lyric theatre, Wooster, O.—General
patronage.
TIN GODS; Thomas Meighan—I put Renee

Adoree before Thomas Meighan in the star list,

for she absolutely steals the picture from him.
I see where everybody says it is pretty good, so

all I can say is what my audience thought of it,

and that it was certainly not a Tommy Meighan
special, and believe me the box office sure told

me that it was a flop from the money standpoint.

I do not seem to be able to get them in to see

Tommy any more. In other words, boys, he has
lost his draw. I am glad that Renee Adoree stole

the picture, for then everybody got something
for their money, for Meighan sure did not give

them anything. I know one thing, I cannot get

him over two days here, and I have tried hard,

so he only plays one day in his next one. If you
have not played it, shoot up Renee Adoree as

the star, for she sure is. Nine reels.—S. B. John-
son, Regent theatre, Cleveland & Shaw, Miss.

—

General patronage.

NELL GWYN: Dorothy Gish—Dorothy at her

best. Will please 90 per cent of those who see

it.—Ed A. Keene, Oxford theatre, Oxford, O.

—

College patronage.
FINE MANNERS: Gloria Swanson—The best

we have had from Gloria for a long time. Gloria

doesn’t draw, and we are glad it is our last one.

I suppose United Artists will want a big price

for her pictures, but they will never get it from

( Continued on page 76)

Well If It Ain’t—

Yessir, It Sure Is

'T'HIS picture was taken especially
-* for the ladies. It was taken the

morning after the night before, as is

indicated by the shadow. This speci-

men is said to be the handsomest man
in Chandler, Oklahoma. You can look
him over and form your own conclu-
sions as to what the balance of the

masculine gender look like.

This Romeo is a regular contribu-

tor to “What the Picture Did for Me”
under the Swedish name of H. G.
Stettmund. Girls, be careful; he’s

married.—J. C. J.
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Your House is Known by the

They tell a story of the manwho was prob-

ably the most famous financier New York
has ever had.

A young man came to him for help in get-

ting a proper start in business in NewYork.

He carried personal letters from a number
of the financier’s most important business

associates, men so high that their requests

carried weight.

The financier put on his hat and asked the

young man to accompany him. They
walked up and down Wall and Broad
Streets, the financier chatting with his

companion in the most friendly way.
Returning to his office he grasped the hand
of the younger man and wished him luck.

“But Mr.—,” stammered the young man,
“Aren’t you going to help me?”

“I have already done so,” said the finan-

cier. “The fact that I have singled you out

as my companion on the street has already

been reported in a dozen big offices. You
can now get what you want in Wall
Street.”
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Company It Keeps

It was so.

The public sizes up your theatre from the

company it keeps, in other words the pic-

tures that it plays.

If you show the best your theatre is rated

high, and you get the patronage.

It is not enough to run the best features.

The best in short subjects, the best in short

comedies, are just as important to your

prestige and success as the features.

Do you shop for features and let the rest

of your program slide? Have you, in your

own interests, had your local Pathe Ex-

change screen for you those splendid

Mack Sennett series of comedies, the

Ben Turpins, Mack Sennetts, The Smith

Series and the Alice Days?

Your house is known by the company it

keeps. You can get no better prestige than

by showing the Mack Sennett product,

and advertising it.

Elmer Pearson
Vice-President and Qeneral Manager

,

PATHE EXCHANGE, INC
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me.—E. P. Mott. Lyric theatre. Wooster, O.

—

General patronage.

YOU NEVER KNOW WOMEN: Special cast

—Fair program picture, but won't break any box
office records for big business. Six reels.—Clark
& Edwards, Palace theatre, Ashland, O.—General
patronage.

YOU NEVER KNOW WOMEN: Special cast

—Picture very good, acting fine. Will go over
in most places. Seven reels.—Ed A. Keene, Ox-
ford theatre, Oxford, O.—College patronage.

SEA HORSES: Jack Holt—A very good pic-

ture with a splendid cast and well acted. For
some reason or other Paramount’s shows don’t

draw well for us. Their shows all have class to

them, but it might be too much class for a small
town. Seven reels.—C. A. Anglemire, Y theatre.

Nazareth, Pa.—General patronage.

LADY OF THE HAREM: Greta Nissen—This
entire cast and costuming reminds one too much
of “The Wanderer,” and who wants to remem-
ber that ?—J. S. Walker, Texas theatre, Grand
Prairie, Tex.—Small town patronage.

DESERT GOLD : Special east—Another Zane
Grey money getter produced in Paramount’s usual
lavish style. The outdoor shots are magnificent.

Drew big business for two nights. Seven reels.

—

E. M. Biddle, Strand theatre, Paoli, Ind.—Small
town patronage.

DESERT GOLD: Special cast—A fine produc-
tion. Another good Zane Grey, and they always
draw well for us. Admission ten and thirty cents.

Seven reels.—James Moffitt, Auditorium theatre,

Tampa, Kan.—Small town patronage.

IT’S THE OLD ARMY GAME: Special cast—
Very good hokum comedy. Will please the aver-

age small town audience. Seven reels.—T. A.
Shea, Palace theatre, McGehee, Ark.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

IT’S THE OLD ARMY GAME: Special cast—
Just as they all say about this one, a terrible

piece of cheese. Buy it and set it out if you have
it under contract. I certainly wish I had. Seven
reels.—J. C. Kennedy, Empress theatre, Akron,
la.—General patronage.

VARIETY: Emil Jannings—German made pic-

ture with good acting and a very good picture,

but did not draw.—Ed A. Keene, Oxford theatre,

Oxford, O.—College patronage.

A KING ON MAIN STREET: Adolphe Menjou
—No words can express my disgust for such
trash. This man is an absolute flop in everything
we ever had him in. Booked for two days and
pulled it after the first show. Better pay for it

and let them keep it. Never again for Menjou.
No story, no action, nothing. Most all walked
out before it was over, and I couldn’t blame
them. Terrible.—H. D. McChesney, Princess thea-

tre, Crandon, Wis.—General patronage.

BORN TO THE WEST: Special cast—Excel-
lent Best Zane Grey for some time. You can’t

go wrong on this one.—H. D. McChesney, Prin-
cess theatre, Crandon, Wis.—General patronage.

THE RAIN MAKER: Ernest Torrence—

A

pleasing little picture that gave our patrons a

few laughs and an hour’s diversion. Seven reels.

—Giacoma Bros., Crystal theatre, Tombstone,
Ariz.—General patronage.

THE SHOW OFF: Ford Sterling—Too high
class to be appreciated by average small town
audiences. Seven reels.—W. M. Roob, Grand
theatre. Port Washington, Wis.—General patron-
age.

A SOCIAL CELEBRITY: Adolphe Menjou—
This was an excellent Menjou comedy. He is

great. Miss Louise Brooks also aided this picture

a great deal. You have my permission. Miss
Brooks, to send me your photo to 44 S. Main
street, Nazareth, Pa. Six reels.—C. A. Anglemire,
Y theatre, Nazareth, Pa.—General patronage.

THE SECRET SPRING: Special east—One of

the worst pictures it has been our misfortune to

show. Produced in France with a lot of un-
known players. The acting is so terrible it is

comical. If you have this picture bought, refuse
to play it or make Famous Players give you
something else in place of it. We had the pic-

ture booked for two nights and pulled it off the
first night. Seven reels.—J. L. Seiter, Lyric thea-
tre, Manteca, Cal.—General patronage.

THE RAIN MAKER: Special cast—Good pic-

ture ; good for Sunday. Seven or eight reels.

—

Townsend theatre, Pulaski, la.—Small town pat-
ronage.

WOMANHANDLED : Richard Dix—A dandy
good picture. Dix always fine and pleases our
patrons. Admission ten and twenty-five cents.

—Jomes Moffitt, Auditorium theatre, Tampa, Kan.
—Small town patronage.

THE AMERICAN VENUS: Special cast—This
is the best Paramount that I have had in a long
time. If they made all of them like this one, I

wouldn’t mind showing them, but they can make

Pfeiffer Rates

Attractions
Here are box office results of pic-

tures played during the months of

August. September and the first week
in October.

BIC
The Cohens and Kellys—The Road to

Mandalay— Winds of Chance — Skinner's
Dress Suit What Happened to Jones—The
Eagle Beverly of Craustark Irish Luck—The Last Frontier—Gigolo The Lost
World The Night Cry—Brown of Harvard—Mv Own Pal.

GOOD
The Fighting Edge When the Door

Opened—The Golden Strain—Chip of the
Flying U—The Still Alarms—The Ancient
Highway—Mannequin Wild Horse Mesa—
The Wanderer Havoc The Red Kimono

The Black Pirate.
FAIR

Paris—Dance Madness—The Cave Man-
Money Talks—The Beautiful Cheat—The
Border Sheriff Six Shootin' Romance The
Golden Cocoon—Blue Blazes—Lovey Mary

The Tenth Woman—Why Girls Go Back
Home—Flaming Passion.

Box office results of pictures played
during months of June and July
follow:

BIG
The Barrier—The Fool—The Volga Boat-

man The Pony Express Sandy—The Van-
ishing American The Torrent —— Hogan's
Aliev The Sea Beast—Three Faces East.

GOOD
LTndcr Western Skies The Arizona

Stampede—The Mine with the Iron Door
Watch Your Wife — The Best Bad Man
——Monte Carlo—Lady Windermere's Fan

—

Kentucky Pride Durand of the Bad
Lands—In the Name of Love—A Connecti-
cut Yankee.

FAIR
Soul Mates Quo Vadis The Blackbird
The Re-Creation of Brian Kent.

POOR
Three Weeks in Paris Triple Action

Western Pluck—The Lady—Seven Sinners—His Jazz Bride The Boob The Demon
—A Desperate Game.

R. PFEIFFER,
Princess Theatre,

Chilton, Wis.

some of the worst trash I ever heard of. That
was the last one under contract and I am glad.

Eight reels.—Aubrey Swearingen, Crescent thea-
tre, Woodville, Tex.—Small town patronage.

IN THE NAME OF LOVE: Special cast—An
airy little trifle based on Bulwer Lytton’s old

“Lady of Lyons’' and very well produced. It

pleased the discriminating, but some of the West-
ern fans walked out.—Roy W. Adams, Pastime
theatre, Mason, Mich.—General patronage.

THE TROUBLE WITH WIVES: Special cast
—A good little farce comedy. Entire cast did

fine work. Patrons told us they liked this one.

Seven reels.—Alva E. Sharer, Globe theatre. Sa-
vannah, Mo.—General patronage.

THE DRESSMAKER FROM PARIS: Leatrice
Joy—A good show, but nothing extra. Some liked

it and some didn't.—Aubrey Swearingen, Crescent
theatre, Woodville, Tex.—Small town patronage.

BEHIND THE FRONT: Special cast—By all

means book this one and book it to the limit.

It will stand it. Be sure you rope it solid, or
Wallace Beery will make ’em tear it up. Boy,
it’s a dandy. Six reels.—Stan Sargent, Broadway
theatre, Coweta, Okla.—General patronage.

BEHIND THE FRONT: Special cast—A knock-
out of a war comedy. Beery and Hatton great,

but failed to register at box office for us. Did
not seem to have any drawing power here. Six
reels.—Alva E. Sharer, Globe theatre, Savannah,
Mo.—General patronage.

FOR HEAVEN’S SAKE: Harold Lloyd—A good
comedy, but for Paramount’s sake ; they got all

the money. Not worth half they ask for it. All

I had left was the photographs and a long face.

It will make you some money if you can buy it

right, otherwise lay off. Six reels.—Stan Sargent,
Broadway theatre, Coweta, Okla.—General patron-
age.

THE VOLCANO: Bebe Daniels—Here is a very
excellent picture of its kind which held interest

from start to finish. Good photography, reels in

fine shape, scenery good and as a regular it

proved a success. Seven reels.—Giacoma Bros.,

Crystal theatre, Tombstone, Ariz.—General pat-

ronage.

THE VANISHING AMERICAN: Richard Dix
—One of the best ever made. Pleased 95 per

cent. It drew like a magnet. Print poor. Ten
reels.—Kerns Spears, Dream theatre, Onalaska,
Wash.—General patronage.

HANDS UP: Raymond Griffith—The biggest
hunk of cheese I ever saw. Lots of walkouts.
Seven reels.—Aubrey Swearingen, Crescent thea-
tre, Woodville, Tex.—Small town patronage.

Pathe
SATAN TOWN : Harry Carey—Drew good.

Some had not been out for a year, but Harry
has his followers and he is always good. Six
reels.—C. C. Bisbee, Columbia theatre, Poynette,
Wis.—General patronage.

THE FRONTIER TRAIL: Harry Carey—

A

wonderful offering and drew exceedingly well at
the box office. Carey well liked here and always
gets a good house unless too much opposition in

other lines. Six reels.—C. V. Anderson, Oak
theatre, Oakdale, Neb.—General patronage.

DYNAMITE SMITH: Charles Ray—It took
about three reels to get under way, but after
that it was a good picture. Fine northern scenes,
with lots of snow. Wallace Beery also good in
this. Six reels.—Alva E. Sharer, Globe theatre,

Savannah, Mo.—General patronage.

Preferred
THE VIRGINIAN : Kenneth Harlan—This pic-

ture is now distributed in Texas through Liberty
Specialty. I have been running Paramount and
I consider this above the average Paramount pic-

ture. To all exhibitors in Texas I recommend
this picture as a good old picture. Seven reels.

—

Aubrey Swearingen, Crescent theatre, Woodville,
Tex.—Small town patronage.

CAPITAL PUNISHMENT: Special cast—Here
is the picture. I specially requested several hard
boiled guys to see this that hardly ever come and
they said their hearts almost choked them and
they couldn’t take their eyes from it for the
interest it had. One stated, “I got so excited I

was so weak I could hardly get out.” Six reels.

—Aubrey Swearingen, Crescent theatre, Wood-
ville, Tex.—Small town patronage.

CAPITAL PUNISHMENT: Special cast—

A

very good program picture. Not a special by any
means. A good cast, but falls down on the

direction. They don’t seem to do much. Much
better than the majority of Renown’s pictures.

The advertising matter very good, but they don’t

draw the crowds and they do not please as well

as we expected. Film in excellent condition.

Barely grossed film rental. Six reels.—Marion F.

Bodwell, Paramount theatre, Wyoming, 111.—Gen-

eral patronage.

Principal

THE RE-CREATION OF BRIAN KENT: Ken-
neth Harlan—Much better than I expected. It’s

a good picture that pleased all. • I could say more,

but what’s the use ? I will say this, even though

it is an old picture you owe it to your patrons.

Eight reels.—Aubrey Swearingen, Crescent thea-

tre, Woodville, Tex.—Small town patronage.

THE RE-CREATION OF BRIAN KENT: Spe-

cial oast—Not much to this one. Seven reels.

—

J. W. Schmidt, Grand theatre, Breese, 111.—Gen-

eral patronage.

THE MINE WITH THE IRON DOOR: Ken-

neth Harlan—I have shown this at my theatre

at Doucette, Tex., and am about to show it at

Woodville, Tex. I was well pleased with this

picture, as it followed the book very closely and

pleased here about 100 per cent.—Aubrey Swear-

ingen, Crescent theatre, Woodville, Tex.—Small

town patronage.

THE MINE WITH THE IRON DOOR: Pat

O’Malley—Good picture, but small crowd on ac-

count of rain. Better on Saturday matinee. Seven

reels.—Smith & Fry, Palace theatre, Naples, Tex.

—General patronage.

HELEN’S BABIES: Baby Peggy—Baby Peggy
is loved by everyone that has seen her. This

picture is not as good as “Captain January.”

Ninety per cent. Six reels.—Robert W. Hines,

Hines theatre, Boudle, S. Dak.—General patron-

age.

CAPTAIN JANUARY: Baby Peggy—The best

Baby Peggy yet, bar none. Full of pathos and

laughs, causing the people to laugh half of the

time and be in a serious frame of mind the rest

of the time. Ran this on a double bill with

“Lights of Old Broadway,” and must say they

sure make a pair. No crowd, being rainy out

the night before, thus having no show. Bad

roads the next night. Six reels.—C. R. Smith,

Victor theatre, Prescott, Kan.—Small town pat-

ronage.
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Pro-Dis-Co
GIGOLO: Rod La Rocque—This one took very

well against stiff opposition of home talent play.

Draggy in spots, but altogether a worthy attrac-

tion. Looks like someone slipped a cog in the

making of this picture, for it could have been

made a real top notcher from the way it starts

out. However, it sagged along in the middle and

never seemed to me to have recovered the pace

set at the offset.—Joe Hewitt, Strand theatre,

Robinson, 111.—General patronage.

GIGOLO: Rod La Rocque—Might have been

a wow if they had not tried so darned hard to

please the censors. Edna’s story is quite zippy,

but they have sure lost the zip in this screen

version. Just call this a program picture and

let it go at that.—Harry M. Palmer, Indiana

theatre, Bloomington, Ind.—General patronage.

THE VOLGA BOATMAN: Special cast—
Wednesday to very good business. This, in my
opinion, will hold a place very near the top

when the classics of the screen are judged. In

my sixteen years’ experience I have never seen

anything more beautiful than “The Volga Boat-

man.” My advice to all my exhibitor friends

is to buy it and your patrons will be pleased and
thank you for procuring such a wonderful picture

for their entertainment. Ten reels.—P. W. Quin-

lin. Ideal theatre, Chateaugay, N. Y.—Small town
patronage.

THE MILLION DOLLAR HANDICAP: Vera
Reynolds—Old Spark Plug stuck his tongue out

and won the race as usual. Vera Reynolds looks

like a million dollars, all right, and the picture

clicked here.—Roy W. Adams, Pastime theatre.

Mason, Mich.—General patronage.

WILD OATS LANE: Viola Dana—The story

is a little strong in places, but it turns out well

and pleased everybody, including the box office.

—

Roy W. Adams, Pastime theatre. Mason, Mich.

—General patronage.

UP IN MABEL’S ROOM: Marie Prevost—
Here’s one of the best in a long time. Sure good.

Draws ’em in and pleases all. Will make money
anywhere. The boys all fall for Marie, who is one

of the cleverest actresses on the screen. Admis-
sion ten and thirty-five cents. Six reels.—James
Moffitt, Auditorium theatre, Tampa, Kan.—Small

town patronage.

BACHELOR BRIDES: Special cast—Pretty

good to please, but no good to draw. Seven reels.

—H. M. Face & Sons, Star theatre, Nashville,

Mich.—Small town patronage.

EVE’S LEAVES: Leatrice Joy—This is sure

well done and is sure to please any audience.

Business was poor, print good, paper good. Seven

reels.—Kerns Spears, Dream theatre, Onalaska,

Wash.—General patronage.

THE PRINCE OF PILSEN: George Sidney—
A peach of a comedy that made everybody glad

they came. Seven reels.—H. M. Face & Sons,

Star theatre, Nashville, Mich.—Small town pat-

ronage.

THE DICE WOMAN : Priscilla Dean—Just fair

and a little smutty. Six reels.—J. W. Schmidt,

Grand theatre, Breese, 111.—General patronage.

THE DICE WOMAN: Priscilla Dean—This is

better than “Forbidden Waters.” Dean and John
Bowers are a good team.—Roy W. Adams, Pas-

time theatre, Mason, Mich.—General patronage.

THE UNKNOWN SOLDIER: Special cast—If
this, picture had been about two or three reels

shorter and had not attempted the highbrow end-

ing, which spoiled what good was in the picture,

it could be classed as a fair picture. No drawing
power. Eight reels.—L. M. Jones, Arcadia thea-

tre, Vandergrift, Pa.—General patronage.

THE UNKNOWN SOLDIER: Special cast—We
want to congratulate Mr. Hoffman for producing
such a wonderful picture. We have heard praise

of this picture. It’s one that will do a person

good to see, and it will make us stop and think

what an awful thing it was. Eight reels.—W. J.

Shoup, De Luxe theatre, Spearville, Kan.—Small
town patronage.

WITHOUT MERCY : Special cast—A good pic-

ture, entirely different than the usual run, and
they liked it. Seven reels.—H. M. Face & Sons,

Star theatre, Nahsville, Mich.—Small town pat-

ronage.

WITHOUT MERCY: Special cast—Not much
to this one. Six reels.—J. W. Schmidt, Grand
theatre, Breese, 111.—General patronage.

SILENCE: H. B. Warner—Tragedy, and my
patrons didn’t care for it.—H. D. McChesney,
Princess theatre, Crandon, Wis.—General patron-
age.

THE FLAME OF THE YUKON: Special cast

—Oh, what a disappointment to those who recall

Tom Ince’s “Flame” of some ten years ago. A
very poor imitation and not to be spoken of in

And Here’s

Stett’s Theatre

\ VIEW of the H. & S. theatre at

tY Chandler, Oklahoma. H. G.
Stettmund, manager at the right and
A. C. Davis, the man who drew the

plans, is shown at the left. This thea-

tre would do credit to a town five

times the size of Chandler, hut Stett

says, “they don’t make ’em too good
for us folks.”—J. C. J.

the same breath as Ince’s old production. Not
even up to average ordinary program quality.

—

Joe Hewitt, Strand theatre, Robinson, 111.—Gen-
eral patronage.

THE WEDDING SONG: Special cast—Just a
feature. Not much to it. Six reels.—J. W.
Schmidt, Grand theatre, Breese, III.—General pat-
ronage.

FORBIDDEN WATERS: Priscilla Dean—Pretty
thin story for the empress of stormy emotion to

be toying with. As a cutie Priscilla doesn’t reg-

ister so well as she does in more robust roles.

—

Roy W. Adams, Pastime theatre, Mason, Mich.
—General patronage.

ROCKING MOON: Special cast—Not much to

this one. Six reels.—J. W. Schmidt, Grand thea-

tre, Breese, III.—General patronage.

SILENT SANDERSON: Harry Carey—A very
good Western. This group of pictures which
Carey has made for P. D. C. are better on an
average than any he has made before. Six reels.

—P. C. Schram, Orpheum theatre, Kalamazoo,
Mich.—General patronage.

United Artists

THE BLACK PIRATE: Douglas Fairbanks

—

Didn't make expenses. As a production it’s with-

out a flaw, but the box office sure got hit below
the belt. If you want prestige, run it : if you
want cash, leave it alone.—W. M. Roob, Grand
theatre. Port Washington, Wis.—General patron-

age.

THE BLACK PIRATE: Douglas Fairbanks—
A very beautiful production well done. Fairbanks
a real athlete and pulls some good stuff. Pleased

our crowd. Ten and thirty-five cents. Eleven
reels.—James Moffitt, Auditorium theatre, Tampa,
Kan.—Small town patronage.

THE BLACK PIRATE: Douglas Fairbanks

—

Great production and went over fine for me. The
ladies will not like it so well as his previous

efforts, but nevertheless the picture is there and
over. Certainly would appreciate a photograph
of Doug.—J. C. Kennedy, Empress theatre, Akron,
la.—General patronage.

THE BLACK PIRATE : Douglas Fairbanks

—

Vei-y beautiful picture. Should draw anywhere
and make money if you do not give your theatre

for it. Ten reels.—Ed A. Keene, Oxford theatre,

Oxford, O.—College patronage.

SPARROWS: Mary Pickford—I can’t say a

lot for this. Good business first night ; second
night an awful flop. Will please about 50 per

cent. Eight reels.—E. H. Breehler, Opera House,
Fennimore, Wis.—General patronage.

THE EAGLE: Rudolph Valentino—The plot
in this was so far different than what everyone
expected it to be that it made the picture ex-
tremely interesting and well liked by everyone.
Of course, it is necessary to say that it brought
in all those interested in love, which from the
receipts didn’t appear to be very many. Seven
reels.—A. M. McBurney, Princess theatre, Maple-
ton, la.—General patronage.

AMERICA: Special cast—We played this on
Saturday and Monday. Did not draw any busi-
ness on Monday, so there was nothing to rave
about.—R. K. Lattin, Strand theatre, Valparaiso,
Neb.—General patronage.

THE SON OF THE SHEIK: Rudolph Valen-
tino—In my opinion, and I have the same opin-
ion that the greater per cent of my patrons have,
it seems, this is the best picture this star ever
made. Of course, being the last picture this

star made and the last one of his that I will

show helped draw business for me. Did a won-
derful business and pleased everyone. Charged
10 and 40 cents. Seven reels.—S. G. Ihde, Photo-
play theatre, Ashland, Kan.—General patronage.

THE SON OF THE SHEIK: Rudolph Valen-
tino—Besides the excellent box office psychology,
this picture is a worthy production in its own
right. Don’t be afraid to play it. Seven reels.

—F. O. Gooch, Lyric theatre, London, Tenn.

—

General patronage.

THE SON OF THE SHEIK: Rudolph Valen-
tino—A knockout. The best thing Valentino has
ever done. Broke house records. Miss Banky is

great. Seven reels.—J. C. Kennedy, Empress
theatre, Akron, la.—General patronage.

Universal
YELLOW BACK: Fred Humes—Those who

came might have called it fair. We called it

punk. As for drawing power it rests between
this and “The Riding Rascal” for first place fol-

low attendance. Good-bye, Fred ; we’ve seen
enough. Five reels.—H. M. Face & Sons, Star
theatre, Nashville, Mich.—Small town patronage.

THE YELLOW BACK: Fred Humes—Was well
pleased with this star’s first picture. He seems
to have the stuff, and Universal seems willing to

give him the plot. Saturday crowd well pleased.

Five reels.—F. O. Gooch, Lyric theatre, London,
Tenn.—General patronage.

THE TEXAS STREAK: Hoot Gibson—One of

the best Hoot has made. Six reels.—P. C. Schram,
Orpheum theatre, Kalamazoo, Mich.—General pat-

ronage.

THE TEXAS STREAK: Hoot Gibson— Another
good Gibson production with a decidedly different

plot that was all of pleasing and then some.
Seven reels.—F. O. Gooch, Lyric theatre, London,
Tenn.—General patronage.

THE TEXAS STREAK: Hoot Gibson—A very
good Gibson with a good title. Seven reels.—

-

H. M. Face & Sons, Star theatre, Nashville, Mich.
—Small town patronage.

THE RIDING RASCAL: Art Acord—Just an-
other picture. Paper advertises wonder horse and
dog. Not a dog in the picture, and the horse

—

well, a farm horse could do more. With Silver

King's popularity, every Western star has a won-
der horse now. Five reels.—E. H. Breehler, Opera
House, Fennimore, Wis.—General patronage.

CHASING TROUBLE: Pete Morrison—This is

very poor offering and has no one that can act

except Pete. This would be good if it were acted

okay, but the support of novices is disgusting.

Drew very few and deserved less. Six reels.

—

C. V. Anderson, Oak theatre, Oakdale, Neb.—Gen-
eral patronage.

THE SET UP: Art Acord—A good little West-
ern picture on a par with the rest made by this

star. Photography very good in this picture.

Five reels.—P. C. Schram, Orpheum theatre, Kala-
mazoo, Mich.—General pati-onage.

POKER FACES: Edward Horton—Very ordi-

nary program with a poor title. Nothing to rave
about. Did no business, as was expected on such

a title.—H. D. McChesney, Princess theatre, Cran-
don, Wis.—General patronage.

THE FIGHTING PEACEMAKER: Jack Hoxie
—Fairly good Western, which seemed to please

generally. Average business. Five reels.—A. G.

Witwer, Grand theatre, Rainier, Ore.—General
patronage.

THE OLI) SOAK: Special cast—A very good
picture that pleased everyone. Not a big pic-

ture, but darned good. Seven reels.—H. M. Face
& Sons, Star theatre, Nashville, Mich.—Small

town patronage.

RED HOT LEATHER: Jack Hoxie—A good
Western and satisfied a large crowd. Five reels.
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—E. H. Brechler, Opera House, Fennimore, Wis.
—General patronage.

THE FLAMING FRONTIER: Special cast—
Say, you boys along the line, if you want to doll

the old place up a bit or just come out of the

rut so you can take that trip, when ‘‘Handsome
Eddy” comes along tell him to leave you this one.

—Frank Kruse, Auditorium theatre, Glendale, Ore.

THE CALGARY STAMPEDE: Hoot Gibson—
A good big Western program picture.—Bert Sil-

ver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.

—

General patronage.

THE COMBAT: House Peters—A powerful,

well acted and directed drama which should please

any audience. Seven reels.—P. C. Schram, Or-

pheum theatre, Kalamazoo, Mich.—General pat-

ronage.

LORRAINE OF THE LIONS: Special cast—

A

good audience picture. Some impossible stuff, but

if your audience is not too critical it will please.

Business very good. Seven reels.—P. C. Schram,
Orpheum theatre, Kalamazoo, Mich.—General pat-

ronage.

THE RUNAWAY EXPRESS: Played this Fri-

day night with serial and it went over big. Every-

one enjoyed it. Six reels.—C. S. Watson, Electric

theatre, Caldwell, Kan.—General patronage.

THE RUNAWAY EXPRESS: Special cast—
This picture drew good, due to the title and the

paper. If you aren’t too critical you will like

it. There is some comedy and some good thrills,

but don’t get it in your head it’s a second ‘‘Sig-

nal Tower” or “Limited Mail.” The trick camera
work was very crude, and our patrons spoke of

it. Six reels.—H. M. Face & Sons, Star theatre,

Nashville, Mich.—Small town patronage.

CHASING TROUBLE: Pete Morrison—One of

the usual Western pictures. Five reels.—P. C.

Schram, Orpheum theatre, Kalamazoo, Mich.

—

General patronage.

RUSTLERS RANCH: Art Acord—A fairly

good Western picture, with plenty of hard riding.

Five reels.—P. C. Schram, Orpheum theatre, Kala-

mazoo, Mich.—General patronage.

I’LL SHOW YOU THE TOWN: Reginald

Denny—I played this on Saturday and the people

yelled ’til they alarmed this part of town. An
old man rushed to the box office and wanted to

know who got hurt in there. My wife told him
he would if he went in. Seven reels.—Aubrey
Swearingen, Crescent theatre, Woodville, Tex.

—

Small town patronage.

THE STILL ALARM: Helene Chadwick—Fine.

Two big fires. Fine dresses for ladies, a fight for

the men, a fire for all, everybody well pleased.

Film broken some. Seven reels.—C. C. Bisbee,

Columbia theatre. Poynette, Wis.—General pat-

ronage.

THE STILL ALARM: Special cast—A good

fire picture that had 'em going every minute.

—

Roy W. Adams, Pastime theatre. Mason, Mich.

—

General patronage.

THE MAN IN THE SADDLE: Hoot Gibson-
Very good Western with a good title, which
helped draw in the crowd. Business very good.

Seven reels.—P. C. Schram, Orpheum theatre,

Kalamazoo, Mich.—General patronage.

THE MAN IN THE SADDLE: Hoot Gibson—
Not Gibson’s best, but seemed to go over with

the fans, and business was fairly good. Six reels.

—A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre. Rainier, Ore.

—

General patronage.

LOOKING FOR TROUBLE: Jack Hoxie—

A

good western. Five reels. — E. A. Armistead,

Lyric theatre, Easley, S. C.—General patronage.

THE MAD WHIRL: May McAvoy—A jazzy

society story that seemed to be a welcome change
from a steady diet of action pictures here.—Roy
W. Adams, Pastime theatre, Mason, Mich.—Gen-
eral patronage.

THE COHENS AND KELLYS: Special cast—
Not silly, but good Irish, with a good clean laugh-

able show. Nine reels.—C. C. Bisbee, Columbia
theatre, Poynette, Wis.—General patronage.

THE COHENS AND KELLYS: Special cast

A wonderful play characterizing two excellent

types. Very faithful acting. Lots of laughs, with
just the right amount of pathos. Everyone seeing

the picture liked it fine. Eight reels.—F. O.

Gooch, Lyric theatre, London, Tenn.—General pat-

ronage.

THE COHENS AND KELLYS: Special cast—
Sunday night to extra good business. There is

nothing to say about this picture that can’t be
said in about four words. Greatest comedy ever

made. Buy it, boost it and be happy. Eight reels.

—P. W. Quinlin, Ideal theatre, Chateaugay, N. Y.

—Small town patronage.

CHIP OF THE FLYING U: Hoot Gibson—
They simply ate this one up. Bought it cheap but
saw the possibilities in it and drew a big crowd
at advanced admission. Six reels.—S. G. Ihde,

With Jenkins at

Bartlesville

THE Lyric theatre at Bartlesville,

Oklahoma. The two gentlemen in

the front are the Berryman Bros.,

who own and manage two of Bartles-

ville’s four showhouses. Bartlesville

is a city of 15,000 and is one of the

I i vest spots in the state. The Berry-

man Bros, are live showmen and their

theatres are a credit to the commun-
ity, J. C. J.

Photoplay theatre, Ashland, Kans.—Small town
patronage.

WHAT HAPPENED TO JONES: Special cast

Excellent. Another good Denny. This is the

type of picture that pleases everyone. Give me
more like it.—H. D. McChesney, Princess theatre,

Crandon, Wis.—General patronage.

OUTSIDE THE LAW: Special cast—Nothing
to compare with Chaney’s present pictures. A
reissue and I can’t say much for it. Probably
was good in its day.—H. D. McChesney, Princess
theatre, Crandon, Wis.—General patronage.

ROLLING HOME: Reginald Denny—Just aver-

age business. Nice little picture, but my people

miss the thrills and action of his earlier pictures

and they’re not backward about speaking of it.

—

Roy W. Adams, Pastime theatre, Mason, Mich.

—

General patronage.

THE ARIZONA SWEEPSTAKES: Hoot Gibson
-Usual Gibson business, and that’s pretty good.

-Roy W. Adams, Pastime theatre, Mason, Mich.

—General patronage.

SIX HIGH CORRAL: Art Acord—Just a good
program picture is what we would rate this. It

has comedy which mixes well with the drama.
Marguerite Clayton is Acord’s leading lady, but
she isn’t so much. The acting on the whole is

only fair, but the story is a little different from
the average program Western. Five reels.—W.
T. Davis & Son, Rialto theatre, Sharon, Wis.

—

General patronage.

SKY HIGH CORRAL: Art Acord—A very nice

Western but business was very light. Can’t seem
to get them interested in this star. Five reels.

—

E. M. Biddle, Strand theatre, Paoli, Ind.—Small
town patronage.

THE CALGARY STAMPEDE: Hoot Gibson—
Another good Gibson with plenty of romance and
action. Also fine rodeo scenes. Patrons well

pleased. Six reels.—Alva E. Sharer, Globe theatre,

Savannah, Mo.—General patronage.

A WOMAN’S FAITH: Percy Marmont — Slim
business on this, but the picture isn’t so bad.

—

Roy W. Adams, Pastime theatre, Mason, Mich.

—

General patronage.

HIS PEOPLE: Special cast—Sunday night to

big business. This is a first cousin of “The
Cohens and Kellys” and very near as good. It

is a great picture and every exhibitor in the small
town should be sure and book it. It will make
you a dollar, add to your prestige and delight
your patrons. Nine reels.—P. W. Quinlin, Ideal

theatre, Chateaugay, N. Y.—Small town patronage.

THE MARRIAGE CLAUSE: Special cast—This
is the first one on the new contract and if the

rest are anywhere near as good, I’ll be more than
satisfied. Received more compliments on this than
on any picture played here for months. It surely
is a wonderful picture from every angle. Eight
reels. — Homer P. Morley, Princess theatre,
Buchanan, Mich.—Small town patronage.

HEAD WINDS: House Peters—Boys, I have
always thought House Peters won the cheese, but
this one was good. It was a surprise to both me
and patrons. It pleased all who saw it. Six reels.
—Aubrey Swearingen, Crescent theatre, Wood-
ville, Tex.—Small town patronage.

THE PHANTOM OF THE OPERA: Lon
Chaney—I was told that this was better than
‘‘The Hunchback.” The people were very much dis-
appointed here, for it didn’t get within a mile or
two of “The Hunchback.” Ten reels.—Aubrey
Swearingen, Crescent theatre, Woodville, Tex.

—

Small town patronage.

BLUE BLAZES: Pete Morrison—Fair West-
ern ; good biz.—Roy W. Adams, Pastime theatre,
Mason, Mich.—General patronage.

SIEGE: Virginia Valli—Nothing to rave about.
A dominating hard boiled old New England lady
in a never-ending clash with her nephew’s modem
wife. Good acting, fair directing. Pleased about
50 per cent of our patrons. Would not rate it

very high. Seven reels.—R. J. Williams, Pastime
theatre, Johnson, Nebr.—General patronage.

THE RED RIDER: Jack Hoxie—How the real
Indians must have laughed at this. Five reels of
fake stuff. They didn’t walk out on me, though,
so I suppose it pleased a few of them. Very
pretty scenery. Would not rate it very high.
Five reels.—R. J. Williams, Pastime theatre,
Johnson, Nebr.—General patronage.

DANGEROUS INNOCENCE: Laura LaPlante—A very nice picture. It will please old and
young. Sevren reels.—J. W. Schmidt, Grand thea-
tre, Breese, 111.—General patronage.

THE RECKLESS AGE: Reginald Denny—This
is very good. Seven reels.—J. W. Schmidt, Grand
theatre, Breese, 111.—General patronage.

THE CIRCUS CYCLONE: Art Acord—Played
this on Saturday and it was the best I have ever
seen him in. It is a knockout. If you use West-
erns, use it on your best night and see them
pleased. Five reels.—Aubrey Swearingen, Crescent
theatre, Woodville, Tex.—Small town patronage.

K—THE UNKNOWN: Special cast—This is

good.—J. W, Schmidt, Grand theatre, Breese, 111.

—General patronage.

TWO FISTED JONES: Jack Hoxie—About the
best Hoxie I have seen lately. Have seen and
played several, but this one is best. Five reels.

—

Aubrey Swearingen, Crescent theatre, Woodville,
Tex.—Small town patronage.

TAMING THE WEST: Hoot Gibson—Just fair.

Six reels.—J. W. Schmidt, Grand theatre, Breese,
111.—General patronage.

STELLA MARIS: Mary Philbin—Just a pro-
gram picture. The star fine. Character work, but

overdone. Pleased 50 per cent.—Bert Silver, Silver

Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General patron-
age.

SKINNER’S DRESS SUIT-, Reginald Denny-
Very well done, and did an excellent business.

Don’t pass it up. Seven reels.^—Kerns Spears,
Dream theatre, Onalaska, Wash.—General pat-

ronage.

THE BEAUTIFUL CHEAT: Laura LaPlante—
A nice program picture. The star fine.—Bert
Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.

—

General patronage.

Vitagraph

BAREE SON OF KAZAN: Anita Stewart-
Excellent in every respect. Quite the best Cur-
wood ever done. Pretty scenery and good photog-
raphy. Seven reels.—H. C. Mauler, Liberty thea-

tre, Pleasanton, Neb.—Small town patronage.

STEELE OF THE ROYAL MOUNTED: Bert
Lytell—Taken from one of Curwood’s old and
much read stories. Therefore drew good and
pleased. Print in pretty poor shape, due to age.

Seven reels.—Win. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre,

Neillsville, Wis.—Small town patronage.

SANTE FE PETE: Pete Morrison—This is a

lemon as far as the public is concerned ; drawing
power rotten. Five reels.—Geo. Khattar, Khattar’s
theatre, Sydney, N. S., Canada.—General patron-

age.

STEELE OF THE ROYAL MOUNTED: Special

cast—This 6-reel feature and Larry Semon in

“Trouble Brewing” gave great satisfaction to my
patrons. The photography was dandy, print good
and paper splendid. I always had the idea that

Vitagraph had poor stuff, why I don’t know, but
I have shown five of their product and every one
has given the greatest satisfaction. Old, possibly,

but good and pleased my patrons ; that’s the main
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thing.—A. Digney, Peerless theatre, Hartney, Man.
—General patronage.

Warner Bros.

PRIVATE IZZY MURPHY: George Jessel—
Not what was expected or promised by Warners.
Story seems to be simply a glorification of the
Hebrew character. Jessel walks through the pic-

ture, which sags badly in the middle, with a white
light shining on his face and does little or noth-
ing except open his eyes wider occasionally.

Someone missed an opportunity to make a great
comedy drama. The war scenes are tame and
the scene with the gas masks, that could have
been made a riot, is muffed. The last hundred
feet are a sample of what the entire picture could

have been made. The title, posters, photos and
ads lead audience to expect a Jew-Irish comedy
drama and instead they get another “His People*’

and are badly disappointed and tell you so.—Ben
L. Morris, Temple theatre, Bellaire, O.

SILKEN SHACKLES: Irene Rich—Pretty good
for Irene. However, poor at box office. Seven
reels.—Fry, Palace theatre, Mt. Pleasant & Naples,
Tex.—General patronage.

BRIDE OF THE STORM: Dolores Costello-
Excellent picture. Seven reels.—Fry, Palace thea-

tre, Mt. Pleasant & Naples, Tex.—General pat-

ronage.

THE CAVE MAN : Matt Moore—Good comedy.
Seven reels.—Fry, Palace theatre, Mt. Pleasant &
Naples, Tex.—General patronage.

HERO OF THE BIG SNOWS: Rin Tin Tin—
This is the poorest Rinty yet. It drew good and
was liked by all, but far below his standard.

Four reels on six spools.—H. M. Face & Sons,

Star theatre, Nashville, Mich.—Small town pat-

ronage.

HERO OF THE BIG SNOWS: Rin Tin Tin—
Drew fair. However, not good as Rin Tin in

previous pictures. Five reels.—Fry, Palace thea-

tre, Mt. Pleasant & Naples, Tex.—General pat-
ronage.

THE HONEYMOON EXPRESS: Irene Rich—
An average program picture. Don’t promise too

much. Seven reels.—T. A. Shea, Palace theatre,

McGehee, Ark.—Neighborhood patronage.

THE HONEYMOON EXPRESS: Irene Rich-
Fair ; title misleading. Seven reels.—Fry, Palace
theatre, Mt. Pleasant & Naples, Tex.—General
patronage.

THE LITTLE IRISH GIRL: Dolores Costello-
Good picture. Drew a little business above aver-

age and was well liked.—L. M. Jones, Arcadia
theatre, Vandergrift, Pa.—General patronage.

THE FIGHTING HEART: Kenneth Harlan-
All Warner Bros, pictures played so far have been
from average to poor, with the exception of Rin
Tin Tin’s.—A. E. Bennett, Liberty theatre, Mun-
cie, Ind.—General patronage.

RED HOT TIRES: Monte Blue—Very good
comedy. Suitable for any house. Monte is a
comer if given the proper stories. Six reels.

—

P. C. Schram, Orpheum theatre, Kalamazoo, Mich.
—General patronage.

BELOW THE LINE: Rin Tin Tin—Consider
this very good entertainment. Our audience
seemed to enjoy it. Business very good. Six
reels.—P. C. Schram, Orpheum theatre, Kalamazoo,
Mich.—General patronage.

Serials
THE BAR C MYSTERY: (Pathe), special cast

—Last chapter, No. 10. Just a medium serial

that’s all. It furnished good entertainment for

my Friday patrons, but had no special drawing
power. Two reels.—C. S. Watson, Electric thea-

tre, Caldwell, Kan.—General patronage.

FIGHTING WITH BUFFALO BILL: (Uni-
versal)—Just finished this one. It is, in our
opinion, a poor serial. It’s all alike. Taken in

the daiys of ’61. Rifles and revolvers in these

days never had to be loaded, I guess. Men stand-
ing 10 feet apart couldn’t shoot straight enough
to hit each other, etc., etc. I suppose it pleased
some people. Ten episodes, two reels each.—H.
M. Face & Sons, Star theatre, Nashville, Mich.

—

Small town patronage.

THE GREEN ARCHER (Pathe) : Special cast

—On the ninth episode and they are still wonder-
ing who the green archer is. Best serial we
have had for some time. Baldwin Bros., Lyceum
theatre, Souris, Manitoba, Can.—Small town pat-

ronage.

PERILS OF THE WILD (Universal) : Joe
Bonomo—This gets worse with every episode, and
the box office shows it.—Roy W. Adams, Pastime
theatre. Mason, Mich.—General patronage.

THE RADIO DETECTIVE (Universal): Jack
Daugherty—Started this one by giving a Scout
benefit which filled the house on the first night.

Line Forms
At Left

T
-

') UNKIN theatre at Cushing, Okla-
hoina. This theatre was recently

opened and is the third one in a town
of 3,500. The lady is Miss May Riggs,
cashier and one of the strong drawing
attractions at this beautiful show-
house.—J. C. J.

Business holding up well well. Would class it

about the average of Universal serials, possibly a
little above. Two reels.—Homer P. Morley, Prin-
cess theatre, Buchanan, Mich.—Small town pat-
ronage.

THE SCARLET STREAK: (Universal)—Starts
fairly well and I think it will hold up. Two
reels.—Kerns Spears, Dream theatre, Onalaska,
Wash.—General patronage.

THE SCARLET STREAK : (Universal—Have
run six episodes and find it good. Business is

light, however. I doubt very much if you can
hand them a serial every week in the year and
make them like it. Running three or four epi-

sodes a night and completing the serial in three
weeks would be much better I am sure. Two
reels.—E. M. Biddle, Strand theatre, Paoli, Ind.

SNOWED IN (Pathe): Allene Ray — Fifth
chapter. Great. Going strong. Interest mount-
ing each week. Can’t beat Ray and Miller for
serial team. Two reels.—-Alva E. Sharer, Globe
theatre, Savannah, Mo.—General patronage.

Short Features
EDUCATIONAL

AT THE END OF THE RAINBOW: Felix—
These reels are received very well by our crowd
here. Fine filler-in on a short feature. One reel.

—C. A. Anglmire, Y. theatre, Nazareth, Pa.

—

General patronage.

DIRTY HANDS—The kids pull some good stuff
in this juvenile comedy. Dogs are very good and
get the laughs out of the front row. Two reels.

—

W. L. Campbell, Alert theatre, Steuben, Wis.
—General patronage.

EDUCATIONAL COMEDIES—All fine.—W. M.
Roob, Grand theatre, Port Washington, Wis.

—

General patronage.

EDUCATIONAL ONE REEL COMEDIES—
Hard to beat.—Ed A. Keene, Oxford theatre, Ox-
ford, O.—College patronage.

MR. CINDERELLA: Johnny Arthur—A punk
comedy. Not at all up to the high standard set

by Educational comedies. Two reels. — C. A.
Angiemire, Y. theatre, Nazareth, Pa.—General
patronage.

MY STARS—A eraekerjack comedy that went
over big. Two reels.—C. S. Watson, Electric the-

atre, Caldwell, Kan.—General patronage.
ON EDGE : Lige Conley—As good as they make

'em. One long laugh. Two reels.—A. G. Witwer,
Grand theatre, Rainier, Ore.—General patronage.

PAPA’S PAST: Neal Burns—A fine comedy
that brought plenty of laughs for us. Vera Stead-
man might send me a photo. How about it Vera?
My address is 44 S. Main St., Nazareth, Pa. Two
reels.—C. A. Angiemire, Y. theatre, Nazareth, Pa.
—General patronage.

SEA SCAMPS—Good comedy.—Belt Silver, Sil-

ver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General
patronage.

SLIPPERY FEET: Bobbie Vernon—Good com-
edy. Two reels.—E. A. Armistead, Lyric theatre,
Easley, S. C.—General patronage.

SKY BOUND: A1 St. John—Another good Mer-
maid comedy. There are no bad ones in this
group of comedies. Two reels.—C. A. Angiemire,
Y. theatre, Nazareth, Pa.—General patronage.

WEAK BUT WILLING—Good comedy.—Bert
Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.

—

General patronage.

WHO HIT ME?: A1 St. John—A dandy com-
edy. Plenty of fun in this one. Two reels.—J.

C. Kennedy, Empress theatre, Akron, la.—General
patronage.

F. B. O.

ADORABLE DORA: Blue Ribbon—This was a
terrible thing which they called a comedy. There
was no excuse whatever for making such a thing.
Two reels.—W. T. Davis & Son, Rialto theatre,
Sharon, Wis.—General patronage.

ADVENTURES OF MAZIE : Alberta Vaughn-
Just finished this series. They sure are good.
Everybody well pleased. Alberta has gone in

features. It’s good-bye cutey. Two reels.—Stan
Sargent, Broadway theatre, Coweta, Okla.—Gen-
eral patronage.

EGGED ON—Something different. The scene
showing Ford cars being backed out of an egg
are indeed clever. Two reels.—P. C. Schram,
Orpheum theatre, Kalamazoo. Mich.—General pat-
ronage.

FIGHTING HEARTS: Alberta Vaughn—Have
played second chapter of this series and so far it

is extra good. Two reels.—Alva E. Sharer, Globe
theatre, Savannah, Mo.—General patronage.

ON THE LINKS—A good two reeler with plenty
of laughs. —These fat boys are nothing extra for
comedy stuff. Two reels.—Stan Sargent, Broad-
way theatre, Coweta, Okla.—General patronage.

THREE WISE GOOFS—A comedy with some
laughs, nothing to rave over. The comedies they
make now are not as good as most of the old ones.

Two reels. — Stan Sargent, Broadway theatre,

Coweta, Okla.—General patronage.

FOX
MATRIMONY BLUES: Imperial — Imperials

usually good. Two reels.—James Moffitt, Auditor-
ium theatre, Tampa, Kan.—Small town patronage.

THE NON STOP BRIDE: Imperial—Can’t give

this one much. Audience thought they carried it

too far in trying to hang a man. Two reels.

—

R. J. Relf, Uptown theatre. Clear Lake, la.

—

General patronage.

PAWNSHOP POLITICS—Fair comedy. Two
reels.—E. A. Armistead, Lyric theatre, Easley,

S. C.—General patronage.

PAWNSHOP POLITICS—Good comedy. Two
reels.—James Moffitt, Auditorium theatre, Tampa,
Kan.—Small town patronage.

PATHE
AESOP’S FABLES—These put a big smile on

everybody’s face. We use them on Saturday night.

One reel.—Alva E. Shearer, Globe theatre. Savan-
nah, Mo.—General patronage.

BABY CLOTHES: Our Gang - I think the

Gang comedies are slipping. Not near as good as

the previous ones. Not much to this one. Two
reels.—C. S. Watson, Electric theatre, Caldwell,

Kan.—General patronage.

BOYS WILL BE JOYS: Our Gang—Here is

one of the most appealing Gang comedies I be-

lieve I have ever played, and they are all good.

Two reels.—Homer P. Morley, Princess theatre,

Buchanan, Mich.—Small town patronage.

THE CANNON BALL EXPRESS—Nothing to

this one. Two reels.—J. W. Schmidt, Grand the-

atre, Breese, 111.—General patronage.

FEET OF MUD: Harry Langdon—This one is

good. Two reels.—J. W. Schmidt, Grand theatre,

Breese, 111.—General patronage.

GOOD NITE NURSE: Ralph Graves—Unsatis-
factory here. A fair imitation of a comedy. Film
condition poor and dark. Two reels.—Pastime

theatre, Stratford, S. D.—General patronage.

THE HANSOM CABMAN: Harry Langdon

—

This is okay. Two reels.—J. W. Schmidt, Grand
theatre, Breese, 111.—General patronage.

HOLD MY BABY—Fine. Has a lot of laughs.

Two reels.—P. C. Schram, Orpheum theatre, Kala-

mazoo, Mich.—General patronage.

LONG PANTS—Just a wrinkle.—Bert Silver,

Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General

patronage.

LT. COM. BYRD’S POLAR FLIGHT—Put this

on as extra attraction in the middle of the week.
Pulled better than average business.—O. V. Kelly,

Badger theatre, Reedsburg, Wis.—General patron-

age.

MUM’S THE WORD: Charley Chase—A fair

comedy but not quite up to Chase’s average. Two
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“Whispering Wires” is a recently com-
pleted Fox production directed by
Albert Ray. The leading players are
Anita Stewart, Edmund Burns, Arthur
Housman, “Heinie” Conklin, Frank
Campeau and Mark Swain. George
Schneidermann filmed this story
which was adapted by L. G. Rigby.

reels.—E. A. Armistead, Lyric theatre, Easley,
S. C.—General patronage.

MYSTERIOUS MYSTERY — Nothing to this

Gang. Two reels.—J. W. Schmidt, Grand theatre,

Breese, 111.—General patronage.

PATHE COMEDIES—Are all very good.—Ed A.
Keene, Oxford theatre, Oxford, O.—College pat-
ronage.

PATHE NEWS—The best news that is made.

—

Ed A. Keene, Oxford theatre, Oxford, O.—College
patronage.

THE PLUMBER—Just a comedy.—Belt Silver,

Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General
patronage.

SHOULD SAILORS MARRY: Clyde Cook-
Some good laughs in this one. Two reels.—A. G.
Witwer, Grand theatre. Rainier, Ore.—General
patronage.
SUNDOWN LIMITED: Our Gang— A good

Gang. Two reels.—J. W. Schmidt, Grand theatre,
Breese, 111.—General patronage.

THUNDERING LANDLORDS—A comedy.—Bert
Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.

—

General patronage.

THE WALL STREET BLUES—Just a fair com-
edy. Not up to Sennett standard. Two reels.

—

A, G. Witwer, Grand theatre, Rainier, Ore.

—

General patronage.

WHAT PRICE GLORY—-When you get this one,
boys, you have a good one. Two reels.—J. W.
Schmidt, Grand theatre, Breese, 111.—General pat-

ronage.
WIFE TAMERS: Clyde Cook—Good.—E. A.

Armistead, Lyric theatre, Easley, S. C.—General
patronage.

THE WINDOW WASHER—Good little comedy.
These always get the laughs.—A. G. Witwer,
Grand theatre, Rainier, Ore.—General patronage.

UNIVERSAL
AL’S TROUBLES: Century — Best Century

we’ve had in ages.—Roy W. Adams, Pastime thea-
tre, Mason, Mich.—General patronage.

BADLY BROKE: Charles Puffy—A very good
one reel comedy.—E. M. Biddle, Strand theatre,
Paoli, Ind.—Small town patronage.

BENSON AT CALFORD—The first of "The Col-
legians.” They are up-to-date college stories.
Two reels.—E. A. Keene, Oxford theatre, Oxford,
O.—College patronage.

THE BIG CITY : Edna Marion—Very good,
I’d like to see Edna get away from that Sis
Hopkins stuff and put one over in modern clothes.
Two reels.—E. M. Biddle, Strand theatre, Paoli,
Ind.—Small town patronage.

BUSTER BROWN COMEDIES: Arthur Trim-
ble—-They are fine. Will please old as well as the
young. Two reels.—Ed A. Keene, Oxford theatre,
Oxford, O.—College patrons.

BUSTER HELPS DAD—These comedies are all

clean and wholesome. The dog, Tige, and the
kiddies are very clever. Two reels.—P. C. Schram,
Orpheum theatre, Kalamazoo, Mich.—General pat-
ronage.

BUSTER’S NOSE DIVE: Arthur Trimble—

A

dandy little comedy for the kids and also the
grown folks. Got quite a few laughs. Two reels.

—R. J. Williams, Pastime theatre, Johnson, Nebr.
—General patronage.

BUSTER’S ORPHAN PARTY: Arthur Trimble
—Up to the high standard these comedies have
maintained. Enjoyed by old and young. Two
reels.—A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre. Rainier, Ore.
—General patronage.

THE COLLEGE YELL—Not much to this one.
One reel .—E. A. Armistead, Lyric theatre, Easley,
S. C.—General patronage.

THE FLAMING WEST: Ed Cobb—The only
flame was when someone lit a cigarette. The old
bunk. A pretty orphan girl with a renegade
brother in league with outlaws and the hero riding
right in between the two outlaws and whipping
them both, and please remember that both outlaws
had a gun. It’s too much ; we pass. Two reels.

—

R. J. Williams, Pastime theatre, Johnson, Nebr.
—General patronage.

A FLIVVER VACATION: Eddie Gordon—Not
so good, Eddie.—Roy W. Adams, Pastime theatre.
Mason, Mich.—General patronage.

FRESH PAINT: Neely Edwards—200 feet of
comedy, 800 feet of bunk. Two reels.—R. J.

Williams, Pastime theatre. Johnson, Nebr.—Gen-
eral patronage.

HONEYMOONING WITH MA — Good. Two
reels.—E. A. Armistead, Lyric theatre, Easley,
S. C.—General patronage.

LET LOOSE: Pee Wee Holmes—Story woven
around a small town circus event. Good for many
laughs and pleased generally. Two reels.—A. G.
Witwer, Grand theatre, Rainier, Ore.—General pat-

ronage.

THE LITTLE WARRIOR: Josie Sedgwick—
Fairly good short Western. Two reels.—A. G.

Witwer, Grand theatre. Rainier, Ore. — General
patronage.

MIXED BRIDES: Edna Marion — The best

Century we have had for some time. Full of
action and laughs. Two reels.—A. G. Witwer,
Grand theatre. Rainier, Ore.—General patronage.

NEVER AGAIN : Andy Gump—They will all

like these. Two reels.—Ed A. Keene, Oxford the-

atre, Oxford, O.—College patronage.

THE NEWLYWEDS’ NEIGHBORS—The kid in

these pictures is a find. Pleased my patrons,

especially the women. Two reels.—P. C. Schram,
Orpheum theatre, Kalamazoo, Mich.—General pat-

ronage.

OH BUSTER: Arthur Trimble—A good com-
edy with plenty of laughs. The film was in bad
condition, with many loose patches and broken
sprocket holes. Two reels.—W. T. Davis & Son,

Rialto theatre, Sharon, Wis.—General patronage.

THE OPTIMIST: Charles Puffy— Good short

comedy, at least it registered a number of laughs.

One reel.—A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre. Rainier,

Ore.—General patronage.

KIDDIES “MATINEE” GIFTS

100-GIFT NOVELTY TOYS with a
5c to 15c retail value—assorted in

a box for only—$3.00
Our Catalog offering 1,000 and ONE
kinds of novelties, and celebration goods
in general is free.

Send for BOTH at once, and let us intro-
duce ourselves to your entire liking.

BRAZEL NOVELTY MFG. CO.
30 Ella St., Cincinnati, O.

Glen MacWilliams held the camera for
the above scenes from “The Lily," a
Fox production which was released in

September. Schertzinger directed
this picture in which Belle Bennett
stars.

THE PHONEY EXPRESS: Charles Puffy

—

Good comedy.—Roy W. Adams, Pastime theatre.

Mason, Mich.—General patronage.

QUEEN OF THE HILLS—The usual story, but
pleased. Two reels.—Ed C. Curdts, Bijou theatre,

Greenville, S. C.—General patronage.

THRILLING ROMANCE: Wanda Wiley — A
poor comedy. Much ado about nothing. Two
reels.—A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre. Rainier, Ore.

—General patronage.

MISCELLANEOUS
THE BARNYARD: Larry Semon—Very good

comedy, Larry. These comedies brought more
laiughs than any comedy I have had in a blue
moon. Good prints. Two reels.—H. C. Mauler,
Liberty theatre, Pleasanton, Nebr.—Small town
patronage.

BATTLING ROMEO: Eddie Gibbon— Some
liked it, others said no good.—W. J. Shoup, De
Luxe theatre, Spearville, Kans.—Small town pat-

ronage.

FRAUDS AND FRENZIES: Larry Semon—
Very good. Larry is the best comedy star in the

business today. Two reels.—H. C. Mauler, Liberty
theatre, Pleasanton, Nebr.—Small town patronage.

GETTING HITCHED—My patrons were well

pleased with it. Two reels.—H. G. Isbell, Casino
De Luxe, Kiowa, Colo.—General patronage.

HIS HIGH HORSE — Good. Two reels. — Rae
Peacock, Mystic theatre, Stafford, Kans.—Small
town patronage.

MONKEYS PREFER BLONDES—A fair two
reeler with a bunch of bathing girls that are

pretty good lookers. It will take well in most
small towns. Two reels.—H. G. Isbell, Casino
De Luxe, Kiowa, Colo.—General patronage.

ONE GLORIOUS FOURTH—Tip top comedy,
next to "Our Gang” comedies. We like them,
and they always make one laugh. Buy these if

you can. Price should be low. There are twelve

of them. We wish there were more on our con-

tract. Two reels.—Stoddard Bros., Rex theatre,

Madisonville, Tex.—General patronage.

ON THE JUMP—Fair comedy and pleased. Two
reels.—Ed C. Curdts, Bijou theatre, Greenville,.

S. C.—General patronage.

Capitol “Family” Presents Photos
NEW YORK.—New photographs of the Capi-

tol theatre radio “family” have just been made
for “family” fans and will be mailed to thou-
sands who have have requested them.
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THEATRE BETTERMENT
AWeekly Extension of SBetterOheatres"

November 19 Set
as Opening Date
ofNew Paramount

THE Paramount theatre, New
York, is scheduled to open on

November 19th. The theatre will

be filled entirely with invited guests

on the opening night. Practically

everyone of any importance in the

motion picture industry and civic af-

fairs of New York will be present.

A box has been reserved for the

governor, who is expected to attend.

Among the other guests will be
Mayor James J. Walker of New York
and Thomas A. Edison.

The theatre will be dedicated by
the Broadway Association, who are

placing a tablet in the lobby of the

office structure paying a tribute to

Adolph Zukor in appreciation of his

civic pride for a greater Broadway.
The entire board of directors of the

Broadway Association will be pres-

ent. Seating 4,000 persons, the open-
ing will be a gala affair which will

go down in the history of the motion
picture industry as one of the mile-

stones of progress.
The magnificence of the interior bars

all description, from the grand lobby and
the Hall of Nations, in which over half a
million dollars has been expended on im-
ported marble alone, to the great audi-
torium’s dome, which rises to a height .of

ten stories. The theatre is a magnificent
temple of art, with tapestries, famous paint-
ings, hand tufted rugs from the Orient,
and art relics of priceless value which go
to enhance its splendor. Chandeliers and
all fittings are executed with delicacy,
carved, bronzed and crystal. A great dome
over the grand lobby has been christened
“The Spirit of Light.” It is composed of
a golden sun-burst fading info a rich blue
sky from which crystal stars reflect the
lights. A fountain stands at the head of
the grand stairway and in the Music Room
a string orchestra entertains for the benefit
of those who may be in the lobby. Every

modern convenience has been incorporated
into this theatre for the comfort of its

patrons. The stage equipment has been
selected with much thought. The orchestra
pit will pass over folding footlights and
take its position on the stage for special
numbers. Twenty-six rooms and foyers
have been provided, all furnished in period
design. Ladies Room, Cosmetic Room and
Gentlemen’s Lounge are featured, as is also
the “Peacock Promenade.”
The program for the opening of the the-

atre has not yet been announced. The
policy of the theatre will be that of the
Rivoli, with a stage presentation and mo-
tion pictures.

Improvements Made
at Capitol, N. Y.

The Capitol theatre, New York, starts on
its eighth year reinforced by extensive al-

terations and improvements in its stage,
electrical and mechanical equipment. Major
Edward Bowes has instituted several im-
portant changes in the mechanical and phys-
ical features of the stage which are de-
signed to improve in various ways the
actual execution of the stage performances.
Admirers of the Capitol grand orchestra

will note that the orchestra pit has been
enlarged, lowered and brought forward,
creating an intimacy between orchestra and
audience unusual in the case of musical
organizations of this size. The orchestra
has been re-arranged in the semi-circle of
the regular symphony orchestra, a forma-
tion which has been found to produce the
greatest possible accoustical values.

With the assistance of well known illu-

minating engineers, an entirely new light-

ing equipment has been installed, increas-
ing the color values and luminosity and
making possible many new stage and light-

ing effects hitherto unattempted. Many
new devices, designed by the Capitol’s staff

of engineers, and adaptable to its particular

type of programs, will also be used for en-
hancing effects. The stage itself has been
lowered and enlarged, with added modern
improvements and equipment for efficiency

and change of setting.

Despite the magnitude of the plans, the

regular performances were not interrupted
in any way, an army of electricians, car-

penters, painters and iron workers complet-
ing the work from midnight until noon the

next day, following plans drawn out in

detail.

Varsity Opened at

Lawrence, Kansas
Many new and remodeled first run houses

in Kansas City territory threw open their

doors for the winter this week. At Law-
rence, Kan., the remodeled Varsity theatre
opened to a capacity business after having
had a $25,000 Reuter pipe organ, a new
mezzanine balcony and a new terra cotta
front added. Glenn W. Dickinson operates
the house.
At St. Joseph, Mo., the Electric theatre,

with an opening address by city officials,

displaced its $225,000 worth of improve-
ments to a capacity audience, while the

Hippodrome of Joplin, Mo., operated by
Ben Levy and which has undergone $100,-

000 worth of improvements, enjoyed a sim-
ilar experience. The seating capacity of
the Hippodrome has been enlarged 600,

making a total of 1,700 seats. A new Wur-
litzer pipe organ is among the improve-
ments. When the new $75,000 Rialto the-

atre of St. Joseph, built almost entirely and
equipped by local contractors, opened, it

was necessary to hang up the “S. R. O.”
sign.

Only Three Companies
File; New Low Mark Set

(Special to the Herald)

ALBANY, Nov. 2.—Another low
record was established in the number of

motion picture companies incorporating
in New York state, when only three

such companies were chartered in the
past week by the secretary of state. The
companies are the Amateur Motion Pic-

ture Equipment Corporation, capitaliza-

tion $300,000; Miracle Enterprises Cor-
poration, $20,000, and A. L. A. Film
Trading Corporation.

W AUTOMATIC TICKET REGISTER C0RP
723 Seventh Avenue me.w York city

Editor, “Better Theatres”

EXHIBITORS HERALD
407 S. Dearborn Street,

Chicago, Illinois

Sir: Send me (free) a supply of your “Better Theatres Stop
Charts” to be used for the purpose of improving motion picture

projection. .

Name

Theatre.

City

State
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CHICAGO PERSONALITIES
I - = By D. H. J.

C HICAGO’S colored section will have its first big motion picture

theatre according to plans now under way by a syndicate headed by
Harry M. and Louis Englestein and Louis Kahn.

GTHE building which will house a 3,500
-* seat theatre at 47th and South Parkway
will cost $290,000. No announcement has
been made as to the company which will

operate the theatre.

* * *

Harvey Day, Kinograms sales chief, ar-

rived in Chicago Saturday morning offi-

cially. He arrived incognito Friday night.

David Dubin, Educational branch manager,
met him officially Saturday morning at the

office. He met him incog though at the

train the night before.

* i{i *

S'. A. Shirley, district manager of Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer, is again in Minneapolis
and the Metro branch manager, Felix Men-
delsohn, has been confined to his home
because of illness, leaving Frank Ishmael
and Eddie Brichetto much at their leisure

at the Chicago office, where many yarns are

getting a spinning.
sfc Jjl

But Mendelsohn is not the only manager
who is krank gewesen, for Leroy Alexan-
der, Middlewestern sales chief of Univer-
sal, was ordered to convalesce for a few
days.

* * *

Suul Bragin’s writer’s cramp has disappeared and
now his complaint is the loss of another fountain
pen. which loss may mean the abandoning of

sales temporarily at the Educational office while
everybody looks for the pen.

We played at the Mid-City golf course
Sunday morning. At the seventh hole a
big snow came up and we pleaded to quit

and go home. But two in the foursome
were Scotchmen who had paid the 18-hole

fee in advance.
And by the way, did you ever see a club

called a Scotch driver? We used one. But
our score was terrible with it until we
started betting a nickel on the hole.

(Editor’s Note: Sam Gorelick won low
net for the 18).

* * *

C'leve Adams and his bride are in Chi-
cago and have completed a trip East, where
they visited Mrs. Adams’ relatives in Pitts-

burgh and attended a sales conference of

F. B. O. executives in New York.

* * *

This being the season for managers of

exchanges and district manager to travel,

Neil Agnew and H. A. Ross of Famous
Players-Lasky in Chicago are doing their

traveling in New York, presumably up and
down Seventh Avenue. But they don’t

know what they’re missing: Friday was
Bill Washburn’s party at “Monte’s.” It

was exclusive, Bill not wanting anybody
to know that he was just passing his 31st

year. We promised him we’d keep it a

confidential secret.

Jack Sampson, F. B. O. branch mana-
ger and head of Chicago’s Film
Board of Trade, was very active in

the efforts made last week for the
“Safe and Sane’’ Hallowe’en with par-
ties throughout Chicago for children.
(Herald photo.)

Neil Hamilton and Mrs. Hamilton passed
through Chicago Westward bound, Novem-
ber 2. Which was the day, you’ll recall,

that Illinois ended one of the fiascoes of

the commonwealth at the polls.

.j* 5jc

James R. Grainger, salesmanager of Fox
Film Corporation, returned from the Coast
last week and stopped in Chicago for 24

hours. “Jimmie” has been in Los An-
geles for three weeks, during which time

Fox has opened a new branch exchange
office there.

* *

Barney Brotman last week took over his

sixth house in Moline, 111. He bought it

from A. F. Shellberger, who is retiring

from business.
-K ^ H*

Earl Johnson has placed a general man-
ager in charge of operations at 845 South
Wabash Avenue, Eddie Rosecan, who was
formerly with Famous Players-Lasky.
Earl’s duties at the Auditorium theatre and
his other business do not permit him to

conduct the business headquarters to his

own satisfaction and the fact that the

Johnson booking circuit is adding houses
from week to week has made it necessary

to add to the executive force.

* * *

Do you know Grandfather Joe Lipton?

Joe is 32 years old and announces the

birth of a son to his daughter, Mrs. Al
Salomon. Mr. Lipton owns the Lyric the-

atre.
* * *

A. J. Meiniger of Fisher’s Fond du Lac
theatre, Fond du Lac, Wis., has become
manager of the La Salle theatre, La Salle,

111 .

% s}j iK

Joseph Poliak, president, and Pat Garyn,
salesmanager of National Screen Service,

visited Chicago a few days ago. Mr. Pol-

iak returned to New York and Pat went on

to the Coast.
* * *

Clyde Eckhardt, district manager of Fox
Film Corporation, has issued announce-
ment of the release of “The Return of Pe-
ter Grimm” with a handsome heavy stock

four page folder, with well chosen type

display and neat arrangement.

“Devil’s Island” Has Been Quite

Thoughtfully Stagedf Is Not Too

Long and Will Fill an Hour Pleas-

antly for Most Movie Goers.

Says Mae Tinee—read her review:

“DEVIL’S ISLAND”
Produced by Chadwick Pictures.
Directed by Frank O’Connor.
Presented at the Randolph theatre.

THE CAST
Jeanette Picto Pauline Frederick
Jean Valyon..
Guillot
Chico
Andre Le Fevier..
Leon Valyon.
Commandant
Rose Marie

Richard Tucker
William Dunn

_Leo White
John Miljan
George Lewis

..Harry Northrup
.... Marion Nixon

“Devil’s Island” Brings

Back Some Old Friends
Remember Leah Baird? She wrote the

story this picture was made from. Pretty
good story and pretty good picture.

Devil's Island is the French penal col-

ony, just off the coast of French Guiana.
The story concerns a surgeon unjustly sen-

tenced there, the woman who loves, waits

For Illinois

for him and finally marries him in Cay-
enne, where, after seven years he is paroled,
and their son who is born there, a pris-
oner. The convicts and their progeny, you
see, must remain in Cayenne for life.

The plot, which is interesting because it

is based on fact, unfolds smoothly, sus-
tained by considerable dramatic incident
and some pretty fair acting. You will
notice by the cast that a number of old
timers come back to you in “Devil’s Is-
land’’—folks of whom you’re fond.
Miss Frederick is appealing as Jeannette

Picto, the loyal French woman. Richard
Tucker is nice and manly as the surgeon.
George Lewis as their son is a fine, upstand-
ing young chap and little Marion Nixon as
his sweetheart, as is her habit, brings
charm to her role.

You are informed by a subtitle that all
the scenes dealing with life on the island
are authentic and you have no reason to
believe otherwise.

'‘Devil’s Island” has been quite thought-
fully staged, is not too long and will fill
an hour pleasantly for .most movie goers.

For Indiana

GREIVER PRODUCTIONS
fl^i GinTTTH WARASH A VF.NTTF. Indiana. ^

218VPimmcrBuiIding
831 SOUTH WABASH AVENUE

CHICAGO. ILL. INDIANAPOLIS



Noticeably Superior

There is a definite difference on the

screen with pictures printed from Eastman

Panchromatic Negative— the results are

noticeably superior.
I

Eastman Panchromatic Negative is com-

pletely color sensitive— renders all tones

of blue, red, yellow and green in their

correct relationship in black and white.

Where regular film is ordinarily satisfac-

tory, "Pan” is extraordinarily successful.

And Eastman Positive Film carries all

the quality of the negative through to the

screen.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.



An Uproar of
Laughs/

A Feast of
Thrills/

Laughs are the biggest thing you
can sell.

Thrills are the next biggest.

Here you have both in the fastest,

funniest comedy of many moons.
No one can see it without roaring.

Banks has always made money for

you. Here is positively his very
very best.

“A corking good comedy. . . Never

lags. . . Especially well staged, well

lighted. . . Had everybody going at

the preview in the Melrose Theatre,

Hollywood, where the writer saw it.

. . Has a large and well known cast

of players, and titles were fresh and

well written.”

Exhibitor’s Herald

MONTY
BANKS

iil

Attattcflt
DIRECTED BY

EDWARD H. GRIFFITH

PRODUCED BY
MONTY BANKS
ENTERPRISES

Pafhepicture
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the first time in
worlds history

incorporationof
genuine string tones
in a Pipe Organ

OjfVIOLIN CELLO
"2-L all the effects of the string division of

an orchestra actually reproduced

VIOLA G'^ GNSo BASSVIOL-ihv VIOLA

iRAatlMi

Robert MarfanOrgan 0»,
New York-
1560 Broadway

Los Angeles
1914 SoVermont

Chi c ago
845 So.Wabash

SanFrancisco
168 Golden Gate

write today
for complete
information

watch for
forthcoming
announcement



U 1/
with ESTHER RALSTON * - - Directed by FRED NEWMEYER*,
Story by W.O.M?Geehan and William Slavens McNutt *** Adaptation by Ray Harris*

WILLIAM Le BARON Associate Producer
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Feb. 14 to 21 is

National Boy Scout

f Week! Nuffsed!

Joseph P. Kenn
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Mightiest of all Tie-up Propositions with
Greatest Organization of Boys the World Has
Ever Known!

2,000,000 Scouts and Commanders Primed to

Pitch into the Campaign! Endorsed and Ac-
claimed by Vested Heads of the National Scouts!

ND THE HOUSEWITHAPERSQNALITY SILVERKING

lREGULARSC
|ET BUSY TODAY! See the local Scout
lommander! Use the merchant’s tie-ups

Iready arranged. Co-operate with Scout
ands! And the newspapers!

Directed by
3vid Kirkland

reatest Thomson Show To Date!
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A L
Sup<l

Stop/look!Listen!
Voidon Tight/
For*
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Action, Speed, Laughs

—

Crammed to the lid from

start to finish—One sure-fire

surprise twist after another!

— with Gertrude Olmstead,

Otis Harlan, Emily Fitzroy,

Charles Gerrard, Gertrude

Astor. From the story by

K. R. C. Browne.

/ersal
Comedy
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“DERRY”
of SUMMER
BACHELORS
is a companion
figure to" PAT"of
FLAMING YOUTH

but more
REBELLIOUS!
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L
ike sterling on
>SILVER the name of

Allan Dwan on a production

is an assurance of 100 PER
CENT VALUE!

for instance—
Douglas Fairbanks in
“ ROBIN HOOD ’’—Gloria

Swanson in “MAN-
1, HANDLED” and
m “ZAZA”—Thomas Meig-

W han in “TIN GODS”—
h “BIG BROTHER”—
M “PADLOCKED” and
^ others.
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TOO BAD 2 PEOPLE
CANT OCCUPY 1 SEAT
AT THE SJ4

—something should he done about it

l

IN front of the Capitol Theatre, N.Y.

A pretty girl looked at the long line

WAITING to get in to see Norma Shearer’s

NEWEST hit, “The Waning Sex.”

SAID she:

“TOO bad 2 people can’t occupy 1 seat

the same time.” ******
CROWDS always storm theatres playing M-G-M attractions.

THEY draw!

DON'T be satisfied with a modest business



WHEN you can taste the sweet profits of

PACKED houses . .

CUSTOMERS waiting on line to see

THE big, popular M-G-M stars who appear in

THE gay, up-to-the-minute hits produced by the live showmen ofM-G-M

.. widely heralded Road-Show Successes

FRESH from legitimate theatre engagements . . .

YOUR public reads about the great things

M-G-M is doing . . .

THEY want to see the talked-about entertainments.

* * * * * *

METRO-Goldwyn-Mayer naturally enjoys a wonderful reputation.

' ; years of brilliant successes have built up some rep

!

CASH in on it . . .

M-G-M has walked away with the cheers, the praises, the hurrahs.

LET that noise work for you.

M-G-M today is doing the exciting, new things in production

THAT papers write about and folks talk about.

SHOWMANSHIP brings ’em in.

THAT'S M-G-M all over!

THE FOUR HORSEMEN

BARDELYS THE MAGNIFICENT

MARE NOSTRUM

THE WANING SEX

THE TEMPTRESS

TIN HATS

LA BOHEME

BATTLING BUTLER
and many others

OH BOY!



JOHN BOWERS

by PETER B. KYN E
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marguerite
DE LA MOTTE

UDOLPH SCHJLDKRAUT

with MARGUERITE DE LA MOTTE
JOHN BOWERS, RUDOLPH
SCHILDKRAUT C.MAY ROBSON

ADAPTED BY ALBERT KENYON
DIRECTED BY GEORGE B. SEITZ
UNDER THE SUPERVISION OF WILL M.RITCHEY

PRODUCED BY
metropolitan pictures corporation
PRESENTED BY JOHN C.FLiNN

A constellation

of noted players

coming to Keith-

Albee-Orpheum
and other big
first run theatres

RELEASED BY

B.F. KEITHS PALACE THEATRE, CLEVELAND
featuring De Ml LLE- METROPOLITAN PICTURES

PRODUCERS DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
F. C. MUNROE. President RAYMOND PAWLEY. Vict-Pmkitnt and Treasurer JOHN C. FLtNN. Vite-Preeidmi and Central Manaeer

Foreign Distributors Producers International Corporation New York, N. Y.

Member of Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, lac. WSU. H« HAYS, President



ANOTHER GREAT
fromthe DeMILLE STUDIOS

cAdapted by"
ZELDA SEARS

and
TAY GARN ETT

From •the n ove I by
DON MARQUIS
DIRECTED BY
JAMES W.
HORNE-
Supervised by

William Sistrom

Produced by
DeMILLE PICTURES

CORPORATION

Member of Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc. WILL H. HAYS, President



LA ROCQUE HIT
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Swashbuckling. Battling
Buccaneers of the Spanish Main
the ace of Pirates reborn in the
soul of amodern young man
who laughingly defies Death as

he fights for the woman he -

loves - A Romantic Comedy
Deluxe • • • Swift-Moving-Hair-
Raising-Breath-Taring-Crowd-
PuLLING.

nereisgloriousscreenfare
foryourpatrons. They'llnever
tire ofseeing ortalkingabout

r

me
Ik
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The Cruise OfThe Jasper.

B ’ is from the gifted pen
of Don Marquis, one of
Americas foremosthumor
ists,and ranks as one of
the season’s best sellers.

LEASED BY PRODUCERS DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
F. C. MUNROE, President RAYMOND PAWLEY, Vice-President and Treasurer JOHN C. FLINN, Vice-President and General Manager

Foreign Distributors Producers International Corporation, 130 West 46th Street. N. Y. WILLIAM M. VOGEL. General Manager



Now you know what real

profits are — Warner

Winners are the year’s

biggest money - makers.

New records, bigger

profits everywhere with

"ACROSS THE PA-

CIFIC”, "MY OFFI-

CIAL WIFE” and
"PRIVATE IZZY
MURPHY”, with these

two great ones ready to

keep up the good work!
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Look around at the big

money Warner Winners

are getting— look ahead

at the great money-

getters on the way. For

example, "THE THIRD
DEGREE”, starring

Dolores Costello, the

greatest screen find of a

decade. You cannot

afford to miss this or any

other Warner Winner.
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SAMUEL GOLDWYN presents

7,‘HENKK KING Troduction

From thofamousnovel by HAROLD BELL WRIGHT
Sldapted by FRANCES JVlARION
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‘TREMENDOUS!”
;hey all say as this great picture goes into its

FIFTH BIG RECORD WEEK £FORUM, L.A.

“For massiveness of production this

film is incomparable.’’
— Variety

“The audience almost stood in their

seats.”

—Los Angeles Daily News

“The spectator is caught up and car-

ried in a sweep of events which march
to mounting climaxes and swift

reality.”
—

•Los Angeles Examiner

“Natural drama so big and powerful

it overshadows every living thing.”

—Ivan St. John, Photoplay

NOW BOOKING

!

“Sets a new milestone, discloses a

period of history never before at-

tempted on such a scale.”

—Los Angeles Times

“It is, in every sense of the word, an
epic.”

—Los Angeles Herald

“The biggest applause I ever heard
greeted the triumph of the picture.”

—Rupert Hughes

Think ivhat this means
to the box-offices of the

country

for as

VARIETY says

“Wright’s following will

flock to see this picture

and bring double their

number with them.”

trbara
p '

'Worth
Heleascdby UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION

Each picture sold individually—on merit



Yo! Ho! And A
Chest Of Dough!

Dip In Me
Brave Buckoes!

Big as the Seven Seas in
Terrific Drama!

Big as Niagara in Box-
Office Power with KYNE
to pull ’em in!

Greater F.B.O.’s Greater
Gold Bonds are the Trade
Sensation

!

And “Breed of the Sea”
caps the Climax of Amaz-
ing Production Results
Achieved by F.B.O.
Showmanship!

with

Margaret Livingston

Ralph Ince

and Dorothy Dunbar

A Ralph Ince Production
Continuity by

J. Grubb Alexander
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First National is proud of you, Milton Sills.

You gave America’s showmen the mightiest

drama of the year
—“Men of Steel”!

—A screen fight that’s already written in the

Paradise”.history books, in
“

—“Puppets” . . . romance that moved a

million hearts.

And now you’ve packed all 3 in one -

in this tremendous “Silent Lover”!

Burning color, too—dashing horse-

manship— thrill and mystery of

the Famous Foreign Legion*

You’ve given them all you’ve

got in this one, Milton.—And
that’s an awful lot.

First National is mighty

proud of you!

emit

FIRST NATIONAL FIRST/



I Charles R. Rogers
f Presents

Ken Maynard
In

The Unknown Cavalii
With (

Kathleen Collins

Screen adaptation by Marion Jacfcse

From the Story “Ride Kim, Cowboy”
by Kenneth Perkins

Directed by Albert Rogell

Produced under Managemet
Harry J. Brown

I
IbeUNRNOWN
CAVALIER

is lots

lirAt
ational Figure the difference be

tween Important Profits

and Everyday Receipts.
That’s the loss you’ll
take if you pass up
First National’s sec-

ond GreatWestern
v Special. Ask any
' Showman who
f * played “Senor

lational's Greater Western Special
Ready Par Immediate Raakind
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' FIRST NATIONAL is FIRST
with the Greatest Box-Office Star in Pictures.^

Once more First National leads. "Exhibitor's Herald's" nation-wide
exhibitor poll shows COLLEEN MOORE is greatest of all Box-Office draws!
Top of the list. No doubt about it now. This First National Star pulls
more profits than any other. Into more theatres. Time after time.
And that's not all. Among JO Best B. O. Names exhibitors give First
National most votes! Leads all others. Proving First National First in Stars!
Money talks. You've got to listen. Never forget what it has said about
Colleen Moore»and First National!

and for every dollar she’s bringing you,]
with “It Must Be Love” she’ll bring you

f two with “Twinrletoes”-coming soon!

“Exhibitors will check the list of best box offkeynames
against their contracted Product, shift PlaY'dates, and
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Hiram Abrams, President of United Artists Corporation, Dies at His Home in New York
City; Death Is Big Loss to Industry—A1 Lichtman Named General Manager of U. A.

Distribution.

Paramount Building, Pride of Industry, Opens Doors November 19; Army of Four Hun-
dred Will Take Charge of Operation of Structure Marking New Era in Motion Picture

Presentation—Sid Grauman Sells Egyptian Theatre Interest to United Artists.

Independents’ Status Best Ever, Ohio Exhibitors Told ; Can Keep Houses or Sell at Profit,

Say Speakers; Quigley Opens Discussion; Pettijohn, Richey and Collins Agree, Latter

Adding Organization Is Factor. ,

“What Price Glory” Opens at Harris Theatre November 23; World Premiere at Carthay

Circle in Los Angeles November 19—Washington State M. P. T. 0. Hits Zoning and

Nontheatricals—Texas Exhibitors Gather at Dallas.

Fredman Honor Guest at Coast Luncheon Given by Chadwick; Says 3,500 English Screens

Limit Big Expenditure on Films—Kendrick Heads Tacoma Theatre Owners
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“Flaming Forest” Premiere Will Be Nov. 21 at Capitol.
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Editorial

by

Martin
J. Quigley

j

THE trade was profoundly shocked this week by the
news of the death of Mr. Hiram Abrams, promoter

and president of the United Artists corporation.
Mr. Abrams, although a veteran in the motion picture

industry, was still a young man—only forty-eight years
of age. He was a character of unusual strength and
sagacity and for a considerable number of years he
made his presence in the industry keenly felt.

He had in an unusual degree the faculty of holding
the loyalty of the workers in his company. Regardless
of any criticism directed against him from the outside,
his associates stood firmly with him. It was said of Mr.
Abrams that he never discharged an employe; he would
either succeed in welding the individual into his organi-
zation as a valuable assistant or he would demonstrate
to the employe s satisfaction that he was out of place.
Mr. Abrams had an overwhelming belief in the impor-

tance of a small group of the outstanding stars to the in-
dustry. Having the product of several of these under
his direction he maintained a sales policy of such rigid-
ity that it was frequently subjected to bitter criticism.
But Mr. Abrams was entitled to the reputation of being
a great salesman. His objective was to sell his pictures
at the highest possible price and there is no dissension
anywhere in the trade on the point that when he ac-
cepted a contract it was at the top figure.

In the passing of Mr. Abrams the industry has lost
one of its most picturesque figures—a character of
strength and determination. '

* * *

A1 FENDING the annual convention last week of the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Ohio, the writer

frequently encountered evidence of the changed spirit
and manner which have come over the meetings and
deliberations of the leading exhibitor organizations.

This convention, typifying the new trend, was a thor-
oughly constructive and progressive meeting. It is true
that there were lighter moments interspersed between
the business sessions hut the business sessions were busi-
ness sessions. There was no air or odor of a political
camp about the meetings; they were, on the contrary,
plainly and obviously intended to yield information and
action for the betterment of the interests of the mem-
bers of the association. No petty bickering for place and
preferment was in evidence, anil the jobs in the associa-
tion entailing hard work and obscurity were accepted
in the same spirit as those affording distinction and
prominence.

The Ohio association is a notable example of exhibi-
tor organization. In the point of theatres represented it
is the largest state organization in the country. In mat-
ters of practical service to members and general service
to the industry it occupies a similarly distinguished
position.

WhHe it is the spirit and the effort of the rank and
file that are in the long run entitled to major credit
tor the success of any organization, the Ohio association
has been particularly fortunate in its leadership and
owes much to this leadership. Mr. William M. James,
now entering his third term as president of the asso-
ciation, enjoys the unalloyed confidence of the whole

i

membership and is of that dependable and substantial
type which commands respect and support.
Ihe association also has had the good fortune of en-

joying the benefits of the services of Mr. P. J. Wood,
who is one of the most competent, well-balanced and en-
ergetic young executives who has appeared in organi-
zation work in this industry.

* *• *

M R. WILL II. HAYS, in a recent address before the
Associated Motion Picture Advertisers, hit a fair

mark when he deplored the lack of a fixed policy on the
part of chief executives in the industry toward their
advertising and publicity departments. Mr. Hays re-
ferred to the lack of security that exists in this branch
of the business because of the occasional—and appar-
ently unreasonable—orders for shaking up and retrench-
ment that are sent into these departments.

It is unquestionably true that there is a lack of reason-
able and consistent consideration on the part of many
of the leading executives toward their departments on
advertising and publicity. These departments are the
catch-alls for a wide variety of miscellaneous tasks that,
in many cases, have little or nothing to do with their
main responsibilities. They are charged with taking
care of one of the most important activities of a product
mg and distributing company, yet their operations are
too frequently hedged in with limitations that are im-
posed without the sanction of reason or knowledge.

Executives will rely upon advice and suggestion from
their technical departments, scenario departments, from
directors and from other sources. But when it comes to
advertising and publicity matters, they frequently brush
aside the word of the experienced and competent brains
they have employed and proceed to make their own
decisions and plans, although the subject matter which
they are now passing on is, in reality, equally as tech-
nical as many of the acknowledged technical matters
which they would not presume to act upon.
The result of this condition is that although adver-

tising and publicity represents a function of paramount
importance in this business, many of the best qualified
persons in that department of the industry feel that it
offers no promising future for them and their thought is

j

set toward an opportunity in some other branch of the
business.

It is an unhealthy situation to have advertising and
publicity work looked upon simply as a casual stepping-
stone to something else in the industry. This work is
vastly too important to be left in that status. Advertis-
ing and publicity have been one of the chief factors in
every conspicuous success in this business and the na-
ture of the business is such that this is more than likely
to be the rule in the future as well.

A better understanding of the real function of adver-
tising and publicity in this industry would cause execu-
tives to place more reliance upon their advertising and
publicity managers and have them set up advertising
and publicity policies that they would in turn be per-
mitted to follow.

- - - - i
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Paramount Building, Pride of

Industry, Opens DoorsNov. 19
Army of Four Hundred Will Take Charge of Operation of Struc-

ture Marking New Era in Motion Picture Presentation

—

20,000 Requests for Seats, 4,000 Available

• (Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Nov. 16.—An army of more than six hundred workmen
is busy putting the finishing touches on the new Paramount theatre, getting

ready for the opening next Friday night. On this night another army of

four hundred men will take charge—this latter force being necessary in

the operation of the big theatre. This number includes ushers, musicians,

mechanics, stage hands and motion picture operators.

Stage Already Used for Rehearsals

Harold B. Franklin, who has had charge of the building of the new
house for Paramount, said yesterday that in spite of the great amount of

work yet to do the theatre will be complete in time for the opening and
will show no signs of the rush that has been necessary to get it ready in

time.

The list of biggest box office

names, published in the Octo-

ber 30 Studio Section of the

HERALD, has received sensa-

tional attention, not only in the

industry but with the general

public throughout the country.

The results of the HERALD
survey on box office names
were re-published and com-
mented on by hundreds of

newspapers, including the lead-

ing dailies in all of the large

cities.

Reports from Hollywood de-

clare that no article ever printed

in a trade paper has received

the attention and interest given

this one. These reports declare

that for several days after the

article arrived in Los Angeles
the facts revealed in the survey

were the dominant subject of

conversation throughout the

producing capital.

This survey is another illus-

tration of the type of vital and
exclusive material which the

HERALD regularly presents to

the industry.

Sid Grauman Sells

Egyptian Theatre

Interest to U. A.
(Special to the Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Nov. 16:—Sid
Grauman has sold his interest in

the Egyptian theatre to United
Artists. Mr. Grauman is to be re-

tained as managing director. The
theatre was owned jointly by Grau-
man and West Coast Theatres,

Inc., and the deal is said to involve

$ 1
,000 ,000 .

Chicago Censor Board
Costs Citizens $28,000

Twenty-eight thousand dollars must be
paid out by Chicago citizens each year
for the work of eight motion picture
censors in the city’s attempt to legislate

morals into its residents. That is what
the board has cost the last year, and a
like amount has been recommended for
next year in the budget estimates issued
by Martin J. O’Brien, city controller.
The cost to the motion picture industry
was not stated.

$2 Dividend Declared
by Paramount Directors

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Nov. 16.—At a meeting
held today the Board of Directors of Fa-
mous Players-Lasky Corporation de-
clared the regular quarterly dividend of

$2.00 per share on the common stock,
payable January 3rd, 1927, to stockhold-
ers of record at the close on December
1 5th, 1926. The books will not close.

The stage, which has every modern
contrivance, was completed last week and
was used then for rehearsals of John
Murray Anderson’s “Pageant of Prog-
ress,” which will be the initial stage

review.

Maurice to Dance at Opening

A feature of the opening performance
will be the appearance of Maurice, world
famous dancer, through the co-operation
of E. Ray Goetz. With Maurice will be
Eleanor Ambrose, the Kansas City girl

who has created a sensation as the part-

ner of the famous dancer. This will

mark the first stage appearance of Miss
Ambrose.
The orchestra pit is of the disappear-

ing type and presents a remarkable new
mechanical device, by means of which
the platform containing the orchestra

may be raised to the level of the stage,

and rolled back of the footlights. On
this platform on the opening night will

be a fifty piece orchestra under the direc-

tion of Concertmaster Frederick Fradkin.

Jesse Crawford, the famed Chicago or-

ganist, has been brought on to officiate

at the console of the pipe organ, which
is the largest that has yet been con-
structed. Mr. Crawford comes to New
York from the Balaban & Katz theatres

of Chicago, and prior to that was organ-
ist at Grauman’s Million Dollar theatre

in Los Angeles.

Cups to be awarded in the Greater
Broadway Celebration November 17-

19. Frank Campbell is holding the
cup selected by Miss Broadway (Miss
Ivy Harris, Paramount Junior star)
lor the outstanding band in the Spirit

of Progress parade November 19.

20,000 Requests for Seats

The theatre seats 4,000, and that num-
ber of invitations have been issued for
the opening night. An official of Publix
Theatres stated last week that more than
20,000 requests for seats for tbe premiere
had been received from persons the com-
pany would like to harce invited had there
been room. Probably never before in

the history of the entertainment business
in New York has there been such a de-
mand for seats for the opening of a
theatre or for the opening of a show or
picture.

“God Gave Me Twenty Cents” is the
picture selected for the opening, and the
showing of this will begin at 9 o’clock.

The theatre will be open for the invited
guests at 7 o’clock in order that they
may have time to inspect the many won-
ders of the most wonderful theatre in

the world.

Promenade Dome
One of the most unusual features of

the theatre is the promenade walk
around the dome, ten stories above the
orchestra level. This area will accom-
modate several hundred persons and is

luxuriously furnished. The audience far

below may be seen through huge plate

glass windows from this promenade,
which has been named Peacock Prome-
nade.
When each of the 4,000 seats is filled

and patrons are waiting for the next per-

formance, they will be entertained by an
orchestra located on one of the balco-
nades in the Grand Hall, a portion of the
theatre that is large enough to accom-
modate fifteen hundred persons without
crowding.
The most accessible theatre balcony in

the world is claimed for the Paramount
house, there being elevators to convey
the patrons to each level, as well as four
separate stairways of easy incline and gen-

erous dimensions.

Religious Films Must
Be Run, Says Mussolini

(Special to the Herald)

ROME, Nov. 16—A motion picture
made to foster religious feelintr must be
shown on every film program in Italy'

-

under an order issued Premier Musso-
lini.

Such motion pictures are being pro-
duced by the institute of religious art

and education with the support of the
holy see, on a noncommercial basis. All

Catholic missionaries in faroff corners of
the world are to carry cameras.
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MEW YORK.—Lou Metzger, at the
^ ' Washington premiere of “Michael
Strogoff” was mistaken for a foreign am-
bassador, or something, and looked it. . . .

Howard Diets is of the opinion that “The
Big Parade,” having played Broadway one
full year, will get over. . . . Joe Seider

is off tomorrow to the Jersey exhibitors’

convention at Atlantic City, and says he

won’t be a candidate for the presidency.

. . . Herbert Hancock had his appendix
amputated last week but says he doesn’t

miss a little thing like that. . . . Sidney
Olcott is in New York, having completed
his contract with Inspiration Pictures. . . .

Arthur Loew, back from the other side,

says “Ben Hur” will gross a million in

Germany alone. . . . Dick Rowland is

back from a long trip abroad and remained
at his home several days resting up. . . .

Joe Seiden (don’t mix him with Joe Seider)

is coming down in the world, having moved
from the 11th to the 7th floor at 729. . . .

Motley Flint, West Coast money man, is in

New York conferencing with Warner
Brothers et al. Jimmy Grainger
is still pulling that “on again—off again”

stuff, in town for a day last week and then

away again. . . . Dr. Hugo Riesenfeld

is scoring “Old Ironsides” for its Rivoli

premiere. . . . H. M. Herbel, new West-
ern sales manager for Universal, left last

week on his initial trip, which will let

him get home for Christmas. . . . Abe
Carlos is here from the Coast and will stay

a couple of weeks. . . . Hal Hodes, who
recently got all he wanted of short subject

state righting, has rejoined Universal as

special sales representative. . - . . Lou
Jacobson is showing the M. P. T. O. A.

administrative committee at Atlantic City

just what some good short reels look like.

. . . Felix Feist went to Chicago Sunday
to hold a sales convention. . . . Howard
Higgin, having finished cutting “Not Her-
bert,” has gone to the Coast to make more
pictures for First National. . . . Marcus
Loew has arrived on the Coast, standing

the trip well and will stay out there for

several months. . . . Lou Berman came
up from Philadelphia last week long enough
to deny a report that his Independent The-
atre Corporation is planning to build a

theatre in Washington. . . . George
Kami has returned from a trip to the Coast

pleased with his new production lineup.

Ned Depinet is making a flying trip over

First National’s Southern territory and will

be gone a couple of weeks. . . . Sam
Sedran and Sidney Singerman, Universal’s

alliterated twins, made the Washington trip

together and neither one lost twenty cents

to the other. . . . Julius Singer, Univer-
sal short feature chief, is recovering from a

severe illness and expects soon to return to

his office. . . . Spyros Skouras, St. Louis
film magnate, spent the week in New York,
chiefly at First National offices.

Arthur Bernstein spent the week end at

Atlantic City, properly chaperoned by
Henry Ginsberg and Leo Friedman, with
one large handbag missing. . . . Sidney
R. Kent, who underwent an operation for
appendicitis last week at Harbor Hospital,
is recovering satisfactorily and expects soon
to leave for his home. . . . Joe Plunkett
has discovered that the week really begins
on Saturday, so the Strand has joined the
Broadway houses beginning the week’s bill

on that day.—SPARGO.

AMERK

Jimmie Adams and Vera
Steadman appear in the view
above, left, from Christie’s

“Shell Socked.” Bobby Ver-
non, Bill Irving and Natalie
Joyce appear in photo at

right above from “Wife Shy.”

Left Is Jack Duffy.

Right is Jimmie Adams who
appears in Christie’s “Beauty

A La Mud.”

Below is a scene from Christie
Brothers’ “Hold Still,” which
shows Anne Cornwall, Jimmie
Harrison and Jack Gray.
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Hiram Abrams Dies; Led in

United Artists Formation
Started as Salesman—Became Associated with Zukor in 1916

and Succeeded Hodkinson as President of Paramount
—Stood for Individual Sales Policy

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Nov. 16.—Hiram Abrams, president of the United Ar-
tists corporation, died at his home here last night. Mr. Abrams had been
in failing health for some time and his condition had been growing
gradually more critical during the past two months. He died of heart
failure, superinduced by a blood pressure condition.

Mr. Abrams was forty-eight years of age and was bom in Portland, Maine.
He grew up in very modest circumstances in Portland and as a boy went to

work in Boston. In the very early days of the picture business in New England
he became a salesman and established a highly successful record. He later

became a strong figure in the distributing branch of the business in that

territory.

Associated With Zukor in 1916

In 1916 he became associated with Adolph Zukor and was elected president

of the then Paramount Pictures Corporation, succeeding W. W. Hodkinson.
He remained in that position for three years and eventually left the Zukor in-

terests on account of a difference in policies with the head of those enterprises.

HIRAM ABRAMS

Arthur Loew Is

Home; Arranged
“Napoleon 99

Sales
(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Nov. 16.—Metro-Gold-
wyn-Mayer will distribute the fourteen
reel film, “Napoleon,” in practically every
country through
arrangements with
the Societe Gen-
erale de Films,

Arthur Loew,
head of M-G-M’s
foreign depart-
ment, declared on
his return from a
six weeks trip

abroad. “Napo-
leon” was directed

by Abel Gance.
Arrangements for
several Conti-
nental premieres
of “The Big Pa-
rade” and “Ben
Hur” also were made.
Mr. Loew was accompanied on his tour

by Howard Dietz, director of publicity
and advertising, and Morton Spring of the
foreign department.

Missouri Governor to

Reopen His Fight for
Tax to Aid Education

(Special to the Herald)

ST. LOUIS, Nov. 16.—Governor Sam A.
Baker of Missouri has announced he will
ask the next Missouri General Assembly to
revive his proposal for a permanent educa-
tional fund by placing a special direct tax
on amusement admissions, cigars and ciga-
rets and smoking and chewing tobacco,
and on all minerals mined in the state.

Quirk Weds May Allison
at Santa Barbara, Cal.

(Special to the Herald)

SANTA BARBARA, CAL., Nov. 16.—
James R. Quirk, editor of Photoplay Maga-
zine, married May Allison, stage and
screen star, here yesterday afternoon.

Upon severing connections with the
Paramount company he went to Los
Angeles and was the major factor in the
formation of the United Artists corpora-
tion of which he became the president.

He is survived by a widow and daugh-
ter. Funeral services were to be held to-

day at the West End Funeral Chapel
after which the body was to be taken to
Maine for interment.

Stood for Individual Selling

In the motion picture business Mr.
Abrams stood for individual selling of
big attractions. Under the sales policy
which he established for United Artists
high rental prices were obtained and
distribution costs were held down to a
minimum figure.

It is not expected that the death of
Mr. Abrams will effect any radical
change in the operations of the United
Artists corporation. The control of the
company rests with Mary Pickford,
Douglas Fairbanks, Charles Chaplin and
D. W. Griffith. For the past two years
the chief executive has been Joseph M.
Schenck in the position of chairman of
the board of directors.

Mayer Signs for

Five More Years;

52 Films a Year
(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Nov. 16.—Louis B.
Mayer has signed with Nicholas M.
Schenck for five more years with Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer. His old agreement had
18 months to run and was extended. It

called for one production weekly for three
years.

Accidents Drop After
Safety Film Is Shown,
Council Officer Says

Use of the motion picture as one of
the most telling factors in safety educa-
tion has become increasingly important,
members of the National Safety Council
are agreed following the showing of ten
safety pictures to 5,000 delegates at the

fifteenth annual congress of the Council
at Detroit.

Three of the pictures had been made
under the auspices of the Council, others
by individual industrial concerns and
Robert B. Northrup, safety inspector of
the Department of Labor at Albany, N. Y.
A slump in accidents is shown in the

weekly or monthly reports following the
exhibition of a safety picture, says Wal-
lace H. Brockway, of Chicago, of the
public information division of the Coun-
cil. Well planned and directed scenarios
help bring that result, he said.

Al Lichtman Now
General Manager,
U.A. Distribution

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Nov. 16.—Al Lichtman
has been appointed to a new position as
general manager of distribution for United
Artists in the

United States and
Canada. An-
nouncement was
made by Chair-
man Joseph M.
Schenck from Los
Angeles. The ap-
pointment follows

sixteen years of

experience during
which Lichtman
has been general
manager of dis-

tribution for Fa-
mous Players,
Universal and
other companies.

Mr. Schenck stated the expansion of
United Artists in the past year had neces-
sitated creating the new post.

Paramount Signs Wynn;
Will Star in January

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Nov. 16.—Ed Wynn, stage
star, has signed with Paramount and Vic-
tor Heerman will direct him in a comedy
in January.
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Some Reasons for Ohio’s Success

National and state presidents talk it

over. Eli Whitney Collins of Jones-

boro, Ark., and William M. James of

Columbus

Among
Exhibitors

Who
Put Over

Convention

at

Columbus

(Pictures Taken Exclu-
sively for Exhibitors

Herald.)

Standing (L. to R.): C. B. Davis, Nor-

wood; R. V. Erk, Piqua. Seated: G.
H. Foster, Marion, and Secretary

George Fenberg of Newark

These had much to do with the success achieved. Standing (L. to R.):

John A. Schwalm, Hamilton, a trustee; P. J. Wood, Columbus, business

manager; Sam E. Lind, Zanesville, treasurer; Eli Whitney Collins.

Seated: F. A. Kelly, Massillon, William M. James

Here is a live wire quartet from Cleveland.
Top (L. to R.) are Paul Gusdanovic and
Edward Schumann. Below: B. Z. Levine

and Morris Berkowitz

Standing (L. to R.): John L. Damm, Wadsworth;
Fred Tynes, Portsmouth, and Andy Hettesheimer,
Cincinnati. Seated: Gus Sun, Springfield, and

John James, Grand theatre, Columbus

Dayton, Akron, Cincinnati and Nelsonville were well represented.
Standing (L. to R.) are: A. F. Kinzeler, Dayton; P. J. Zehnder,
Dayton; S. S. Steenrod, Nelsonville, and M. H. Bryer, Akron. Seated

are: Ike Friedman, Akron, and Dr. George Kolb, Cincinnati
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Independents9 Status Best
Ever, Ohio Exhibitors Told

CanKeepHouses or Sell
At Profit, Say Speakers

Quigley Opens Discussion—Pettijohn, Richey, Collins

Agree, Latter Adding Organization Is Factor

By EDWIN S. CLIFFORD
( Managing Editor of The Herald )

Independent exhibitors, who have weathered adverse conditions

during the past two years and have resisted the temptation to dispose

of their property to chain owners and distributors, are today in the

best position they have ever enjoyed.

They can remain in business at a profit, with an ample supply of

good pictures available at reasonable prices. At almost any time,

they can sell at a profit.

This, is the consensus of opinions expressed at the sixth annual conven-
tion of the M. P. T. O. Ohio at Columbus, November 9, by Martin J. Quig-
ley, editor and publisher of Exhibitors Herald, Charles C. Pettijohn, gen-
eral counsel, Film Boards of Trade, and H. M. Richey, business manager of

the M. P. T. O. Michigan.

Depends on Organizing, Says Collins

Eli Whitney Collins, president of the M. P. T. O. America, agreed in

substance with these speakers, adding, however, that the continuance of

this situation is almost wholly dependent upon the independent exhibitor

strengthening his state and national organizations.

The Convention

(Registration list on page 36)

COLUMBUS, Nov. 16—So well

pleased are Ohio exhibitors with the

leadership of William M. James of Co-

lumbus, who has been president of the

M. P. T. O. for the past two years that

the membership has decided to keep him

in the harness for another year. He
was re-elected president for* his third

term at the sixth annual convention,

which was held in Columbus November
9 to 10 and unanimously was declared

the best in the history of the associa-

tion. All officers were re-elected.

Rapid progress of the association the

past year was shown in the report of

P. J. Wood, business manager, reflected

by increase of the membership by 350,

the total membership now being 608.

The Ohio association is the largest nu-

merically in the United States and in

the amount of money on hand ranks sec-

ond only to the Michigan association.

President James named the nominat-

ing committee as follows:

Chairman Martin Smith, Dr. George Kolb, A.

C. Hettesheimer, John A. Schwalm, John L.

Damm, C. E. Pfeister, Fred Tynes, Gus Sun,

G. H. Foster, S. S. Steenrood, C. E. Oberly,

Dr. C. L. Taylor, C. Hemmelein, Charles Meneshes,

Sam Lind, LeMotte Smith, George Fenberg, L. F.

Eick, C. W. Miller, Charles G. Burton, H. T.

Palmer and J. J. Harwood.

This committee unanimously recom-
mended re-election of all officers, as fol-

lows:

William M. James, president; J. J. Har-
wood, Cleveland, vice-president at large;

J. A. Ackerman, Cincinnati, first vice-

president; H. T. Palmer, Fairport Har-
bor, second vice-president; Henry Bieber-

son, Jr., Delaware, third vice-president;

Sam E. Lind, Zanesville, treasurer, and
George M. Fenberg, Newark, secretary.

Business Manager Wood also was re-

elected.

Ten names were placed in nomination to fill

the six places on the board of trustees, but the

convention voted to retain all trustees as follows:

John A. Schwalm, Hamilton; M. B. Horwitz,
Cleveland: John L. Damm, Wadsworth; F. A.
Kelly, Massillon; C. W. Miller, Youngstown, and
A. C. Himmelein, Sandusky.

Other committees named were: Credentials,

John A. Schwalm, Hamilton, and Edward Heilhe,
Marietta; resolutions committee, Martin G. Smith,
Toledo, and C. W. Miller, Youngstown. On the

committee receiving James Huffman, representing
Governor Donahey were J. A. Ackerman, Cincin-
nati; P. J. Wood and J. J. Harwood.

A resolution of sympathy was voted
to be sent to the widow and family of

Samuel Bullock, late of Cleveland. A
committee on state legislation consists

of P. J. Wood, C. W. Miller and M. B.

Horwitz.

Fred Harrington, business manager of

the M. P. T. O. of Western Pennsyl-
vania, spoke on arbitration board prob-
lems.

A score and a half of golfers teed off

in the tournament Monday. Loving cups
were given to David Laughlin, Cincin-
nati, for low net score and John James,
Columbus, for low gross. Other prizes
were given to G. Seer, Cincinnati; E. C.

Nagel, Cincinnati; Real Neath, Colum-
bus, and James O. Platt, Mt. Vernon.

Mr. Pettijohn, presided over a meet-
ing of representatives of the Film Board
of Trade of Pittsburgh, Louisville, Cin-
cinnati, Chicago and Cleveland.

The statements drew a storm of ap-
plause from those attending the conven-
tion, and in the general discussion fol-

lowing, individual exhibitors added the
testimony of their personal experience
to substantiate the declarations of the
speakers.

Quigley Introduces Subject

Martin J. Quigley opened the discus-
sion of the subject, which proved to be
of paramount interest to everyone in at-

tendance. At the conclusion of an ad-
dress on the subject assigned to him,
“What the Trade Paper Means to the
Exhibitor,” he digressed to the subject
of the independent exhibitor.
“After closely observing every phase

of our business for more than eleven
years, I firmly believe that the independ-
ent exhibitor today is in the best posi-

tion he has ever been,” he declared. “He
can remain in business at a profit. Or he
can sell at a profit.

“Every theatre acquired by the distri-

butor has strengthened the position of
those theatre owners who have remained
independent. The demand for good
product for their own theatres has com-
pelled the distributor to make better and
more expensive pictures. In meeting
the cost of production, the rentals ob-
tained from the independent theatre
owners as well as from their own thea-
tres are necessary. This fact makes the
place of the independent a definite and
assured one.”

Collins Urges Organization

Eli Whitney Collins, following Mr.
Quigley, stated that he agreed with Mr.
Quigley’s summary of conditions, except

WHAT EXHIBITORS ARE SAYING ABOUT-

EXHIBITORS HERALD -

“I take three trade papers and have only received yours for a short

time and must say that I think your paper has the others beat a mile.

—C. J. Anderson, Anderson theatre, N. Belgrade, Me.
¥ ¥ ¥

“It would be almost impossible for us to try to run our theatre with-

out the HERALD. Your recent survey to find out the best box
office names should mean very much to the small exhibitor, as he will

be able to tell what he can pay for them. —Wilcox & Miller, Lake
View theatre. Lake View, la.

¥ ¥ ¥

“We sure enjoy Dad Jenkins and his eternal argument with his

enemies. We would suggest that should he ever attempt to navigate

the North Missouri roads he put Viola’s nightie on her and put her to

bed at the state line. The air mail and radio are the only kinds of

energy that can come through when it rains.’ —E. W. McClelland,

Gilman City, Mo.
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BANQUETING at the Ohio M. P. T. O. convention November 9. The Ohio association with its six hundred members is

the largest state organization of theatre owners.

James Compliments
Martin J. Quigley

William M. James, president of
the M. P. T. O. of Ohio, in in-

troducing Martin J. Quigley, edi-

tor and publisher of EXHIBI-
TORS HERALD , at the sixth an-
nual convention of the Ohio ex-
hibitors November 9, paid his

guest a high compliment.
"Mr. Quigley has written more

constructive editorials %han all of
the editors of all the other trade
papers combined,” he said.

that real security for the independent
existed in only those states which were
well organized. He declared that in

many parts of Texas and several other
spots, the independent’s position was not
an enviable one, nor was product avail-
able to him.

“It is not like it was a few years ago,
however,” he said. “I remember several
years ago a producer came into Jones-
boro, Ark., my town, and threatened to
build to force me into doing what they
wanted. I told them to go ahead and
nothing happened. In many other
towns, however, theatres were practically
taken away from exhibitors.

“Those things are not happening to-
day. Universal has had a man in my
town the last forty days attempting to
buy my theatres on a legitimate basis.
I have set a good high price on them,
and there is no indication that the deal
will be closed. I might say here and
now that I will be a real independent
exhibitor as long as I am in the busi-
ness.”

Mr. Collins reviewed briefly the rela-
tions between Ohio and the national or-
ganization, paying a high tribute to
Ohio for consistently paying its full
measure of dues to the national.
H. M. Richey, business manager of the

M. P. T. O. of Michigan, followed Mr.
Collins.

“I agree with Mr. Quigley,” said Mr.
Richey. “The independent exhibitor to-
day is in a most favorable position.
Naturally, the fellow with a strong state
organization in back of him is far better
off than the man standing on his own.
“Up to now, Michigan has had the dis-

tinction of being the best organized
state in the union. After hearing the re-

ports today, I am pleased to bow to Ohio
with its 608 theatre members—a truly
remarkable record.

“It is a great satisfaction to know that
if we need help in the future, there is a
strong, well financed state organization
next door ready to come to our assist-

ance.”

Pettijohn Reviews Theatre Situation

Charles C. Pettijohn, of the Hays or-
ganization, concluded the afternoon’s
program with a discussion of the prob-
lems of arbitration, but took the oppor-
tunity of discussing the theatre situation
as it appeared to him.
As announced in last week’s Herald,

P. J. Wood, business manager of the
M. P. T. O. of Ohio, sounded a warning
to the exhibitors of Ohio to prepare for
a producer and distributor invasion ®f
the theatre field in Ohio, and urged a
statewide pool of independent theatres
to fight the distributor. He pointed out
that of 1,000 theatres in Ohio, 75 or less

are controlled at the present time by
distributors.

“My personal opinion is that Ohio has
little to fear from the distributor,” said
Pettijohn, making it clear that his dis-

cussion was a personal one and that he
was not speaking as a representative of
the Hays organization.

Two Sides to the Question

“There are two sides to this theatre
question,” continued Pettijohn. “A few
years ago, the distributor found himself
in a difficult position. Towns were tied

up, and the theatre owner made the dis-

tributor take ridiculous prices for his

pictures.

“At the start, the distributor simply
went in to insure himself of a place to
show his pictures. Most of the distribu-

tors were willing to run first run houses
at a loss to properly exploit their pic-

tures. They bought a few houses, and in

some instances they had to take some
smaller houses to get the big ones.

“The surprising thing to the distribu-

tor was that he found the houses paid
money. Well, he said to himself, this is

the best part of the business, and he
started to buy theatres. Practically ev-
ery house purchased shows a profit. •

“Today, however, I believe we are just

about at the end of the boiling down
process which has been going on. There

Union Electricians

Spoil Banquet Fun
Union electricians did not in-

crease their popularity with Ohio
exhibitors, when their pettiness
interfered with the fun at the
banquet which featured the recent
Ohio state convention at Colum-
bus.

President “Bill” James arranged
a stunt which should have brought
a big laugh. He planned to an-
nounce a fund to build a home for
aged chorus girls. Following his

speech, he intended to ask all who
would contribute $1,000 to the
fund to stand. A few carefully

placed wires, carrying a small
amount of electricity, were to

shock several well-known exhibi-

tors into standing.

A couple of exhibitors, handy at

wiring, arranged the wires. When
the stunt was pulled and the

switch turned, no one stood up.

Examination showed that some
union men had torn out the wir-

ing, because a union electrician

had not been hired.

have been a number of distribution mer-
gers. I don’t think there will be many
more. When the end comes, every com-
pany will have its theatre department
and its chain of theatres, but I think they
will be contented with enough theatres

to give them regular runs in the key
centers and make it possible to release

pictures on regular schedule.

“Outside of the key centers, most of

the theatres purchased are where some-
one has a town tied up and refuses to

pay decent rentals. The fellow who hogs
it must expect the distributor to retaliate.

“Various speakers have seemed to

think it has been an accident that the

distributor has not purchased many thea-

tres in Ohio. That is not true. Ohio
exhibitors have always been reasonable.
They have paid pretty fair prices for

their pictures, and as long as they are
willing to pay what pictures are worth,
I don’t believe the distributor is going to

rush in.”
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“What Price Glory” Opens
At Harris Theatre Nov. 23

World Premiere at Carthay Circle in Los Angeles November 19

—Marks Two Years of Intensive Work by Fox Films

—

Production Supervised by Sheehan
(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Nov. 16.—When “What Price Glory” opens at the Sam H.
Harris theatre here next Tuesday, four days after its world premiere at the

Carthay Circle theatre, Los Angeles, two years of the most intensive work ever

put on a picture by Fox Films will come to an end.

Although production work started in February of this year, the task of
making the picture actually began in the autumn of 1924, immediately after

William Fox obtained the rights to the Stallings-Anderson play. For it has
been the purpose of the Fox organization to keep faith with the authors and
the millions who hailed it as the real war story of all time. This meant fidelity

in the details of everything that comes before the camera.
Edmund Lowe as Sergeant Quirt and
Dolores Del Rio as Charmaine in

“ What Price Glory," Fox production
opening at the Harris theatre in New
York November 23.

Washington State

Body Hits Zoning
and Nontheatricals

(Special to the Herald)

SEATTLE, Nov. 16.—City zoning
was protested against as inimical to
theatre interests in a resolution passed
at the two-day convention of the M. P.

T. O. of Washington here last week.
Nontheatricals also come in for an at-

tack by the exhibitors, who were as-

sembled at what they all agreed was
their most successful gathering.

President L. A. Drinkwine presided
at the two-day convention, which
opened with an address by Mayor Ber-
tha Landes.

Will Starkey of Spokane was elected
first vicepresident; Robert McKinnell,
Tacoma, second vicepresident; and Jim
Hone was retained as secretary and
treasurer.

Three trustees for three years are
Walter McNeish, Tacoma; Ray Grom-
backer, Spokane, and Simon Danz, Seat-
tle. Edward Rivers of Walla Walla was
elected trustee for two years to succeed
H. W. Bruen, resigned. Twelve exhib-
itors were named to represent the thea-
tre owners on the arbitration board for
the next year, three to serve in each
quarter.

Stanley and Davis
Deal Is Confirmed,

HousesNumber233
(Special to the Herald)

PITTSBURGH, Nov. 16.—Confirmation
came last night from both the Davis and
Stanley organizations of the negotiations
reported last week between the two com-
panies. Stanley Company has purchased the
chain of eight theatres here in the deal

which was formally closed yesterday. The
deal, a three cornered one, included the re-

cent taking over by Stanley Company of
the 24 houses in Pittsburgh and Western
Pennsylvania from the Rowland and Clark
interests. Stanley’s theatres now number
233. .

Agents of the Fox company conferred
with the War Department in France,
with high army officers, municipal au-

t h o r i t i e s and
architects, and
sent back photo-
graphs and plans
with which the
technical staff at

Fox Hills repro-
duced a life-size

French village
true in every de-
tail from gabled
roofs to cobble

stones. Bales of

peasant clothes
and poilu uni-
forms were sent
to this country tO Winfield R. Sheehan
clothe extras, and
even furniture was imported to repro-

duce interiors faithfully.

It required fourteen months to put
things in order for the time when Raoul
Walsh, the director, would start work.
Meanwhile other agents had obtained
from the War Department at Washing-
ton enough equipment to send a real

army into the field and, through the war
veterans’ organizations on the coast,

enough former doughboys were hired to

outnumber the total who fought on both
sides at the battle of Bunker Hill.

Winfield R. Sheehan, vice-president

and general manager of Fox Films, took

it upon his own shoulders to supervise

production work on “What Price Glory”
in the same manner in which he per-

sonally supervised everything else in con-

nection with it. It was Mr. Sheehan
who gave final word on the selection of

each member of the cast. Dolores Del

Rio, who plays the part of Charmaine,

got the role only after a score of other

candidates were carefully considered.

The selection of Victor McLaglen as

Captain Flagg involved no such problem
for Mr. Sheehan visualized him in the

part almost from the start. The same
was true with the selection of Edmund
Lowe for the part of Sergeant Quirt.

Engaging Malcolm Stuart Boylan to do

the titling was also Mr. Sheehan’s work.

Editing Handled in Novel Way

After all the research, technical and
production work had been completed, the

editing of the film of “What Price

Glory” proved to be the most trouble-

some that ever confronted any film pro-

ducer, because the strong language which
was such an important feature in the

play had yet to be dealt with. 1 he man-
ner in which this was solved is unusual

and the result, according to those who

have had to do with it, promises to be
one of the biggest surprises in the his-
tory of the industry.
James R. Grainger, general salesman-

ager of Fox Films, returned to New
York last week after a final conference
with Fred Miller, owner of the Carthay
Circle theatre in Los Angeles, regarding
the opening on the Coast.

Members of Cast Rewarded
Fox executives are so enthusiastic over

the work of the various members of the
cast that almost every one of them has
been assigned to additional work in the
Fox studios. McLaglen has been given
a long term contract. Edmund Lowe,
who was already on contract, has been
given a renewal. Dolores Del Rio has
been signed for four more pictures, in-

cluding “Carmen.”
Ted McNamara and Sammy Cohen,

who carry the bulk of the comedy in

“What Price Glory,” have also been
placed in other productions, as have
Leslie Fenton, who plays the part of

Lieutenant Moore, and Barry Norton,
the young man who has the role of Pri-

vate Lewisohn. Other members of the
cast are William V. Mong, in the role of

Cognac Pete; Phyllis Haver, as Hilda,
Elena Jurado as Carmen and August
Tollaire as the French mayor.

Texas Exhibitors

Gather at Dallas;

Collins to Speak
(Special to the Herald)

DALLAS, Nov. 16.—Prospects for the
largest convention in the history of the
M. P. T. O. of Texas gave every indica-
tion of being realized as exhibitors gath-
ered today at the Baker hotel for the
opening of the annual gathering.

Eli Whitney Collins, president of the
M. P. T. O. A., was to speak on na-
tional exhibitor problems. Colonel H.
A. Cole, president of the state organiza-
tion. was prepared to lead the associa-
tion in a move for constructive action on
the foremost questions such as the pro-
ducer ownership of theatres and arbitra-

tion boards’ procedure.

Woodyat Funeral Held
Funeral services for Lee Woodyat,

country salesmanager for Warner Broth-
ers, Chicago, was held last week. Mr.
Woodyat who was beloved by all with
whom he came in contact died Novem-
ber 6. Howard Brolawski has been
made country salesmanager.
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Fredman Honor Guest at Coast
Luncheon Given by Chadwick

Says 3,500 English Screens Limit Big Expenditure on Films—Neiv
Paramount Theatre Chain Forms—“Better 'Ole” in Egyptian

By RAY MURRAY

H OLLYWOOD, Nov. 16.—Ernest W. Fredman, editor of the Film
Renter and Moving Picture News of London, Eng., was the guest
of honor at a luncheon given by I. E. Chadwick, president of the

Independent Motion Picture Association, November 10, at the Ambas-
sador Hotel. Mr. Fredman is here to study American methods of pro-

ducing.

T HE luncheon was attended by ex-
ecutives from the various studios,
representatives of the daily and

trade press and prominent directors and
actors. Those who welcomed the editor
were J. Boyce Smith, Inspiration Pic-
tures; M. C. Levee, First National Pic-
tures; and 2nd vicepresident of Motion
Picture Producers Association; Louis B.
Mayer,

. Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studios;
Joseph M. Schenck, United Artists; and
Mr. Chadwick, independent producer.
Mr. Chadwick was toastmaster.

Mr. Fredman said the only way he
judged a picture, without regard to its

origin, was whether or not it would en-
tertain the public.

The reason England cannot spend tre-
mendous sums in producing a picture
Mr. Fredman explained was because
there are but 3,500 screens in England
and if they spent $200,000 on a picture
they cannot get the money back in its

own market. Most American directors,
he declared, make the English people ap-
pear ridiculous.

He made a strong plea for co-opera-
tion.

* * * y

Paramount Theatres, Chain, Forms
With the organization of Paramount

Theatres last week seven local theatres
combined under one management. The
new chain is capitalized for $2,000,000.
The houses included in the combine are
the Mar-Cal, the Marquis, West Holly-
wood, Larchmont, and four Los Angeles
houses. The new chain takes in the
Mark Hanson interests, former owner of
Mar-Cal and the Marquis with the hold-
ings of L. E. Lund and H. Y. Herond,
operators of the five other houses. Un-
der the new arrangement the Holly Vine
theatre passes out of business and the
La Mirada, a new house on Vine Street,
reverts to the management of Holly-
wood Theatres.

Officers of the new corporation are:
D. W. Bowman, president; Murry Haw-
kins, secretary and treasurer; L. E. Lund,
vicepresident; Mark Hansen, and H. Y.
Herond, members of directorate.
Changes will be inaugurated this week
with a reduction of admissions from 50
and 60 cents to 30 and 40 cents. The
houses wT

ill be booked solid Paramount
pictures, it is said.

* * *

“Better
9Ole" in Egyptian

Sid Grauman terminates the run of
“Don Juan” at the Egyptian theatre on
Wednesday of this week and replaces it

with Warner Brothers picture “The
Better ’Ole” featuring Sid Chaplin with
a full Vitaphone prologue and musical
synchronization.
Another brilliant opening is scheduled

for November 23 when “What Price
Glory” opens an extended engagement
at Carthay Circle theatre.

* * *

U. A. Studios Incorporate
Articles of incorporation of the United

Artists Studio Corporation of Los An-

geles, a $1,000,000 concern, were filed

last week. The directors are Joseph M.
Schenck, John W. Considine, Jr., Roland
West, Robert Fairbanks and N. A. Mc-
Kay, all of Los Angeles.

* * *

Carl Laemmle, Jr., 20, son of Carl
Laemmle, president of Universal Pic-
tures, was made assistant general man-
ager of Universal City last week. Young
Laemmle came to Hollywood a year ago
to learn the business. Harry Zehner
will remain as assistant to general man-
ager.

j{e 5j{ 5jj

Chicago and New York are now five

hours closer to the film capital, with the
inauguration of the new fast train service

last Sunday. Under the new schedule
the famous Golden State Limited leaves
the Southern Pacific here at 5 p. m. each
day and arrives in Chicago at 10 a. m. the
third day.
On the Westbound trip it leaves Chicago at

8:30 p. m. and arrives at Los Angeles at 9:30
a. m., giving the business man an extra day here.
The Apache leaves here at 10 a. m. arriving at

Chicago at 8 a. m. and Westbound this train
leaves Chicago at 6 p. m. arriving at Los Angeles
at noon. An extra fare of $10 is charged on the
Golden State Limited.

* * *

Mike Boylan, otherwise Malcolm Stu-
art Boylan, has his tooth brush packed
and is ready for his first annual trip to

Manhattan, for which provision is made
in his new Fox contract. Fie is going
to wait until the premiere of “What
Price Glory” which he regards as his

best titling job.

270 Employees Dropped
at Fox Coast Studios
in Retrenchment Move

(Special to the Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Nov. 16—Following
William Fox’s recently inaugurated re-

trenchment policy in the East, 270 em-
ployees of the Fox Studios were dis-

missed last week. The men let out
included carpenters, electricians, ste-

nographers and publicity men. They
were employed chiefly on special jobs
which have been completed, according
to Sol Wurtzel, general superintendent.

Director Barker Given
Turkey for Thanksgiving

(Special to the Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Nov. 16. —
Reginald Barker, Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer director, received a huge
Thanksgiving turkey Wednesday
from an old farmer who played an
extra part in “The Flaming For-
est” in the North Woods of Can-
ada. It’s great to be a director,

nest-ce pas?—R.M.

“Flaming Forest

”

Premiere Will Be
Nov. 21 at Capitol

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Nov. 16.—“The Flaming
Forest” which was directed by Reginald
Barker will open here November 21 at

the Capitol the-

atre.

Antonio Moreno
and Renee Adoree
whose names and
personalities are

famous among
Metro - Goldwyn -

Mayer players
head the cast.

Moreno plays the

part of “Sergeant
Carrigan” of the

N orthwest
Mounted while
Miss Adoree will

be seen in the

role of the
daughter of the white trader who falls

into the hands of a half breed villain.

Kendrick Heads
Tacoma Theatre

Owners for Year
(Special to the Herald)

TACOMA, Nov. 16.—H. M. S. Ken-
drick, manager of the Pantages theatre,

has been elected president of the Tacoma
Theatre Managers Association for the

coming year. Other officers are H. R.

Burg, vicepresident
; J. Robert McKinnell,

secretary, and W. S. McNeish, treasurer.

The Tacoma association is a 100 per cent

organization, representing every theatre in

this city. All houses display a blue and
gold plate in the box office and the asso-

ciation’s slogan is “Boosting Tacoma
Three Hundred Sixty-Five Days a Year.”

The association has its own cameraman
covering local events.

Larchmont Gets First

Motion Picture House
( Special to the Herald)

LARCHMONT, N. Y., Nov. 16.—Plans

have been announced assuring people of

this community of the early construction

of a motion picture theatre. The site

has been chosen. Up to now the town

has been without such entertainment.

Photoplay Gold Medal
Given to “Big Parade

”

Metro-Goldwyn-Maver’s “The Big Pa-

rade” is the winner of the Photoplay

Magazine gold medal for the best motion

picture of 1925, following a vote of its

readers. The announcement stated that

the credit belongs jointly to Marcus Loew,
King Vidor, director, and Irving Thalberg.

Bach Sails Nov. 24 as

F-N’s British Manager
(Special to the Herald)

TORONTO, Nov. 16.—William A. Bach,

First National’s new salesmanager in

Great Britain, will sail November 24 for

England. He has been Canadian general

manager for First National for the past

year.
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Film News PICTORIAL SECTION Stories Told

! in

Pictures
of Exhibitors Herald

Issue of November 20

by

the Camera

—

Karl Dane who appears in “Bardelys the Magnificent” is

the latest of male players to increase his own demand
among casting directors. That the Metro player’s style

of comedy is unique is proved by the creation of roles

to suit him in several stories.

Col. Tim McCoy knows the finer details about Frigidaire

and he tells Dayton, Ohio, so. The Metro star poses for

pictures such as the above and Ernest M. Emerling, manager
of Loew’s Dayton theatre, uses the photos in a tieup with
the refrigerator company.

ABOVE is Anna Q. Nilsson and below
is Charlie Murray. Appearing with
each is Adolphe whose contract with
First National expires Thanksgiving
Day.

ABOVE: Big Boy is ready and the
director’s orders for “Action” can’t
come too soon. BELOW: It was never
like this in the old days, says Billie

Dove, F. N. player.

ABOVE: Louise Lorraine takes care
of this young fellow and keeps his

rations high in these days before
Thanksgiving. Below is Carmel
Myers, Metro player.
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Count Tolstoy’s in Hollywood and
Rita Carewe is in Russian styles, de-

claring the advent of the Russian
nobleman on the United Artists lot

has popularized such styles.

Mary Lewis returns to the Christie lot for a visit. She appeared in a vocal
recital in Los Angeles a few days ago. Now a member of the Metropolitan Opera
Company she recalls that six years ago she was playing roles in Christie com-
edies prior to her tour of Europe to train her voice. Left to right: Bobby Vernon,
Miss Lewis, Al Christie and Helen Darling.

Sam Wood becomes associate producer
at the Film Booking Offices West Coast
studios and will work with Edwin C.
King, vicepresident in charge of pro-
duction.

Light is served in no meager quantities at Hollywood studios. Clarence Brown
directs a scene in “Flesh and the Devil” on the Metro lot while Greta Garbo and
Lars Hanson emote. Lights and camera are set in such a position as to indicate
that the shot will result in a fairly large close-up scene.

Laura La Plante, Universal player,

grows oranges at her California

home. She was married to William

Seiter November 14.
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Lucille Hutton is becom-
ing a familiar player in

Educational-Tuxedo com-
edies. Johnny Arthur ap-
pears in roles opposite her

ABOVE: Sally O’Neil appears in “The Mysterious Island” for

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. Left: Claire Windsor is appearing in

“Tin Hats” with Conrad Nagel. Right: Carmel Myers returns

to California to appear in “His Last Affair” in which Norma
Shearer has a big role.

Estelle Bradley, Educational
player in Mermaid com-
edies, consults the glass and
finds the lunch hour nearly
at an end.

Billy Butts returns to Hollywood after a visit in New York,
where he went to theatres, chatted with old friends and
studied his school books. That was all incidental, however,
to his two months location trip with Thomas Meighan in
“The Canadian” for Famous Players-Lasky.

Alice Terry reached New York. Her trip began in Los
Angeles, where she has recently completed work in a John
M. Stahl production, as yet untitled, opposite Ramon No-
varro. She will leave at once for Nice, France, where she
will make “The Garden of Allah” for Metro.
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Hays Scores Free Church Shows
in A. M. P. A. Address

In Armistice Day Speech Film Czar Tells of Great Future Pictures

W ill Play— Parade” Completes Year on Broadway

By JOHN S. SPARGO

N EW YORK, Nov. 16.—While asserting that the cinema is helpful

in advancing education and religion, Will Hays, president of the
Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, addressing

the Associated Motion Picture Advertisers at the Mid-Town Hofbrau Haus
on Armistice day, maintained that the churches have no right to show
an amusement film in opposition to the regularly licensed theatre.

M R. HAYS, who a year ago was se-

lected by the A. M. P. A. as one
of “the Twelve Immortals of the

Movies,” said in part:

“The motion picture is essentially an
entertainment. Most people think of life

as being composed of nothing but work
and relaxation. Therefore, we who are

engaged in an amusement business are

creating something essential.

“In addition to being a source of

amusement, the cinema is also useful in

advancing education and religion. Dur-
ing the past eight months, our organiza-

tion compiled 11 one-reel films which _we

thought might be used in conjunction
with ministers’ sermons. They were
shown in 11 churches within 200 miles of

New York on 11 consecutive Sundays
and, by actual count, it was discovered

that attendance had been increased from
12 to 72 per cent. However, churches

have no right to show an amusement
film as opposition to the regularly

licensed theatre.

“In the future, motion pictures will be

taken of surgeons performing their oper-

ations. The films will then be shown to

medical students—if' need be—a thou-

sand times. After that, they should be

able to perform the same operations with

eyes closed.

“We are also making arrangements to

exhibit pictures on ships which have im-

migrants. In that way they will learn

something of their new fatherland before

landing.”

Walter Eberhardt, president of the

A. M. P. A., presided, and Jerome Beatty

of the M. P. P. D. A., introduced Mr.

Hays.

Jimming Caruso, the famous jazz ex-

ponent, furnished music at the luncheon

with his Naked Truth Orchestra.
* * *

Films Save Our Country Boys

From the Hays office comes the fol-

lowing and what does Harold C. mean,
metropolitan gold diggers?

“Country boys, forewarned by motion pictures

of the perils of metropolitan gold diggers, are no
longer a prey for big city dangers, according to

Harold C. Lewis into whose charge come an-

nually 2,500 farm boys from all parts of the
country. Mr. Lewis is president of the Coyne
Electrical School in Chicago.
“Country boys now wear good clothes, as mod-

ern in style as the city boy’s clothes, because he
has learned from motion pictures what the styles

are to be. Manners and independence have been
improved.”

* * *

“The Big Parade” will celebrate its

first full year on Broadway with the
730th consecutive performance next
Thursday evening. From present indi-

cations this King Vidor picture will make
further theatrical records before the
Broadway run is completed. It remains
today as great a popular favorite as it

was during the premier week.

This Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer produc-
tion has been seen by twice as many
theatregoers as any other big picture
during its Broadway run. The attend-

ance varies only with the number of

daily “standees” and it is said to play
to more “repeat” patrons than any other
theatrical attraction.

Ten touring companies have been pre-
senting the story of America’s part in

World Crisis throughout the United
States and Canada. The picture is en-

tering its thirtieth week in London and
will be presented shortly in Paris and
Berlin. In addition to the New York
and foreign showing “The Big Parade”
will be seen next week by theatregoers
in Duluth, Minneapolis, Kansas City,

Brooklyn, St. Louis, Fort Wayne, Ind.,

Vicksburg and Natchez, Miss., Washing-
ton, D. C., and Manchester, N. H.

In each of these cities “The Big
Parade” will be shown during the anni-

versary week with a traveling orchestra
and the presentation will be identical to

that at the Astor theatre.
* * *

Killing 500-pound gorillas at a 30-foot

distance.
Capturing young gorillas barehanded.
Facing the perils of wild beasts and

serpents in the mountain regions of

Northeast Africa.
Meeting unbelievably strange tribes of

savages and pygmies.
And, according to Joe O’Neill, these

are only a few of the thrills in “The
Gorilla Hunt,” which Ben Burbridge,
famed big game hunter, made for F. B. O.
release.

* * *

Lois Moran Becomes Inaugurator

Lois Moran will participate in two big inaugural

events next week. First of all, she is featured

in Herbert Brenon’s “God Gave Me Twenty
Cents,” the inaugural feature for the new Para-

mount theatre, opening on Friday, November 19.

The second event in which Miss Moran will be
a big feature is the opening of the National
Hockey League at Madison Square Garden, Tues-
day, November 16.

The film star has the specifications for the par-

ticular hockey stick used by Captain Bill Cook
of the New York Rangers, which team opens the

local season with the Montreal Maroons. From
the specifications she had a special hand-made stick

fashioned and will present it to Captain Cook in

person at the Garden when the Rangers face
the puck for their first game.

* * t-

,.The World Is Waiting for Such a Device

Word comes from Hollywood, where
Johnny Hines is getting ready to start

work on his next First National picture,

tentatively titled “All Aboard,” that the
comedian is attempting to perfect an in-

vention which should come as an agree-
able surprise. According to, reports,

Johnny’s invention mechanically arranges
a theatre screen so that every movie ^vill

commence just as you enter the theatre,

and each picture will not be at its climax
just as you come in.

* * *

Alexander Ermeloff, formerly an ex-
hibitor, has opened a vocal studio at

148 W. 72nd Street, where he will prepare
dramatic and lyric singers for the pic-

ture circuits. His leading pupil, Miss
Rose Roxo, is being especially groomed
for the Rialto theatre.

Ohio Exhibitors Who
Joined in Convention

at Columbus Nov. 9-10

Exhibitors who attended the convention,
their theatres and cities, follow:
W. E. Chesbrough, Empress & Royal, Columbus;

J. Silverman, Alhambra, Canton; R. J. McLean,
Palace, Washington Court House; Ralph Stitt,
Clarksburg, Clarksburg; D. A. Capell, Strand,
Carey; F. A. Kelly, Lincoln, Massillon; F. W.
Wheeler, Gallipolis, Gallipolis; C. E. Reynolds,
New, Columbus; Dan Sullivan, Majestic, Corning.

* * *

L. F. Eick, Elzane and Fenray, Martins Ferry;
Gus Lambrigger, Grand. Orrville; Sam Barch, Ball
Park and Duncan, Cleveland, U-No, Knickerbocker,
Lakewood, Lorrain-Fulton, Capitol; Dave Schuman,
Dennison Square, Garden, Jewel, Yale, Cleveland;
Floyd Huey, Strand, Mt. Victory, Raymond, Ray-
mond, Kingdom, Grove City, Auditorium (H Ili-

ads), Garden (Westerville); B. C. Almond, Ex-
hibit (West Jefferson), Columbus.

* * *

Dr. Kolb, Imperial, Main, Woodward, Cincinnati;
M. A. Mooney, Majestic and Strand, Bellefontaine

;

Stephen Toth. Alhambra, Columbus; R. V. Erk,
Mays Opera House and Bijou, Piqua ; J. J. Har-
wood. Lexington, Cleveland; D. B. Follett, Star,
Gibsonburg; F. H. Staup, Capitol and Grand,
Delphos; H. T. Palmer, Lyric, Fairport Harbor;
A. V. Abel, Strand. New Philadelphia; Cedar-Lee,
Kinsman, Homestead; J. A. Schwartz, Detroit, New
Broadway, Cleveland; Mrs. lone E. Wright, Nor-
thern, Columbus; Wm. Ward, Rialto, Wilmar,
Columbus.

* * *

S. M. Dickinson, Victoria, Columbus; Wm. Ger-
vers, Clifton-Fairview and Marvel, Cincinnati;
Harry Kaplan, Dunbar, Columbus; P. E. Essick and
Howard Reif, Madison, Ridge, Sunbeam, EzelLa,
Garden Square, Lucier, Regent, Orpheum, Corbett,
Cleveland; P. Gusdanovic, Miles, Norwood, Cleve-
land; E. P. Mott, Lyria, Wooster; E. A. Dodge,
Opera House, New Richmond; W. H. Shull, Gem
and Rex, Western, Plazo, Lyric, Emery, Newark;
John W. Weinig, Pendrola, Cincinnati; H. E. Hor-
witz, Cedar and Olympia, Cleveland; E. R. Halli-
day and C. M. Koontz, exhibit, Columbus; R. E.
Wells, Grand, Dayton; AI F. Kinzeler, Elite, Day-
ton; P. J. Zehender, Muse-Us, Dayton.

* * *

J. W. Stein, Lyric and Marlow, Ironton
; C. E.

Oborle, Opera House, Logan; H. V. Smoots, Vine,
Mt. Vernon; J. C. Platt, Lyric, Mt. Vernon; M. S.
Fine, Princess, Cleveland; Ed Schuman, Home,
Cleveland; J. T. Hibbert, Bijou, Xenia; G. H.
Foster, Grand, Marion, Oakland and Orpheum,
Marion; Geo. Fenberg, Alhambra, Auditorium,
Opera House and Mystic, Newark; C. F. Pfister,
Jewel, Troy; Bernard Gaiennie, Hudson, Hudson;
H. L. Binder, Orpheum, Xenia; H. J. Geiselman,
Opera House, Loudenville.

* * *

Chas. Burton, Lincoln, Cleveland; E. F. Ireland
and W. H. Vance, Boulevard, Cincinnati; C. W.
Miller, Hippodrome, Youngstown; A. C. White,
Quimby, Zanesville; Sam Lind, Imperial, Zanes-
ville; Max Lefkowitz, Rivoli, New Park, Bronx,
Euclid, Gaiety," Lyric, Erie. Cleveland; B. Z. Le-
vine, Erie, Clevelatid ; Max Schenker, Family, Cleve-
land; Joe Leavitt, King, Cleveland; Sam F. Deutch,
Sun, Cleveland ; J. A. Ackerman, Glenway, Cin-
cinnati ; Robert Harmon, Knickerbocker, Columbus.

* * *

A. G. Hettesheimer, Orpheum, Cincinnati; Frank
Gross, Grand, Superior, Cleveland; G. H. Foster,
Grand, Marion, Oakland and Orpheum, Marion;
E. J. Hiehle, Colonial, Strand, Hippodrome, Mari-
etta, Putman, Cambridge; John A. Sohwalm, Re-
gent and Rialto, Hamilton ; H. T. Lustig, Ambassa-
dor Amusement Co., Cleveland; Fred Tynes,
Columbia. Portsmouth; C. A. Smith, Star and Sher-
man, Chillicothe; Chas. Houser, Miami, Franklin;
II. A. Abram, Hippodrome, Lancaster; H. B. Hor-
witz, Hough, 79th, Shaw, Hayden, Southern, Am-
phion, Fountain, Globe, Haltnorth, Temple,
Virginia, Falls and Alhambra at Cuyahoga Falls,

Cleveland; Park C. Beatty, Park, Carrollton;
Maurice Kaplan, Camera, Cleveland ; Harry Green-
berger. Grand and Keystone, Cleveland ; J. Adorno,
Savoia, Columbus.

* * *

Lawrence Burns, Champion, Columbus; Al Tay-
lor, Dixie, Columbus; Frank Shugart, Palace, Co-
lumbus; W. C. Pullin, New Linden, Columbus;
John L. Damm, Opera House and Strand, Wads-
worth; Mary Butora, Strand and Rex, Marysville;
Henry Bieberson, Strand, Delaware; S. S. Steenrod,
Majestic, Nelsonville; Paul Russell, Russell, Som-
erset ; Martin G. Smith, East Auditorium, East-

wood, National, Pastime, Royal. Savoy and Hart,

Toledo; E. A. Keene, Oxford, Oxford; B. Raful,
Rialto, Kenmore; H. E. Cheuvront, Gem, Barber-
ton; G. E. Rappold, Innis. Columbus; H. M. Myer,
Majestic, Chillicothe; H. Rosenthal, Ohio Theatre,
Ravenna; Gus Sun, Regent and Fairbanks, Sprfhg-
field ; H. Makinson, Park, Barberton; Harry Silver

and Harry Turberg, Palace, Hamilton; M. H. Bryer,
Waldorf, Winter, Ideal and Peoples, Akron.
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Re-Takes
Large Circuits Center In
New York and Philadelphia

Stanley Company Greatest Power in Industry with Possibly

One Exception—Loew’s Largest Factor in N. Y.

Metropolitan Area with 50 Houses
(This is one of a series of articles by John S. Spargo, New York news editor of the

Herald, on the chief theatre circuits of the country, treated by sections. The eight articles

are on the situation in the New England states, Middle Atlantic (New York, New Jersey
and Pennsylvania)

, South Atlantic (Delaware, Maryland, District of Columbia, Virginia,

West Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia and Florida), Middle West
(Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Michigan and Wisconsin), South, Southwest, Northwest, and
Pacific Coast. The first story, on the New England states, appeared in the November 13
issue, page 29. The second is on the Middle Atlantic states. The next will appear in

an early issue.)

By JOHN S. SPARGO
NEW YORK, Nov. 16.—New York and Philadelphia are the homes of the

big circuits. New York, being the greatest in point of population and con-

sequently in the number of theatres, is naturally the home of the greatest num-
ber of theatre circuits.

Stanley Possibly Greatest Power
The Stanley Company of America, for years a formidable and forceful

factor in the exhibition of motion pictures in and about Philadelphia, has
branched out during the past year, until with possibly one exception, it is the

greatest power in the industry to be reckoned with.

W ELL, we met a regular English editor

last week—Ernest W. Fredman, and

found him a regular fellow. He wasn’t

afraid to tell Hollywood producers what

was wrong with them or their product and

on the other hand Joe Schenck and Mike

Levee came right back at him with a cou-

ple of nifties.
* * *

Joe Schenck said while he took excep-

tion to several things Mr. Fredman had

written about him and American films he

thanked God he hadn’t ignored him.

* * *

Mike Levee has a standing invitation to

visit London from Mr. Fredman, if, the

London editor said, he “could get by the

immigration officers.”

* * *

“Hank” Wants to Act

I see where Gloria Swanson’s spouse

has decided to go to work. Yep, he’s

going to hunt a job in the movies. He
says he wants “to do a high type of

comedy.” Like falling off Washington
monument in a bin of mortar, I suppose.

•jf * t-

And Then Came Winter

You know winter is here when the

California papers print pictures of folks

in bathing (taken last summer) and com-
pare them with photos of North Pole

blizzards back East.
* * *

A Nutty Story

There’s one joke going the rounds of

Hollywood that is getting threadbare.

It’s the one about the Scotchman and
Hebrew, and goes like this. “Just saw
two nuts,” says A to B. “What do you
mean, two nuts?” asks B. “A Scotch-

man throwing away $5 bills and a Jew
picking them up and handing them back
to him.”

:Jc jJc

Wrong Date

Why doesn’t Canned Food Week follow

Education Week? This should be first

so we’d learn how to operate a can
opener without getting blood poison.

* * *

Missing

Don Eddy of the Harry Langdon out-

fit didn’t kick in with his usual story

about the two Spaniards, named Pat and
Mike, so we have to leave that part out

of this week’s re-takes.
$ ^ ^

All Doing It

Hollywood’s got a new name for con-
ference. It’s huddle.

* * *

How D’yuh Get That Way
The past week was Temperamental

Week at the studios. Three female stars,

one male star, a dog star and kangaroo
refused to work for various reasons.

* * *

Famous Last Words
“It’s worth ten, but I’ll let you have

it for $2 a quart.”
* * *

Fable

Fable: There was once a big actor
who refused to let the owner of the
company on his set and the big boss
sent for him and said, “We want to re-

new your contract. You’re a fine boy.”
* * *

Get out my swell tux, Henry, and the
light cane. Two openings this week,
v’ know, “Better ’Ole” and “What Price
Glory.” —R.M.

Loew’s, Inc., Fox Film Corporation
and Universal Theatres Corporation, the

latter the theatre end of Universal Pic-

tures Corporation, are among the largest

and most important theatre circuits of

the country. The latter named, although
a comparative newcomer in the theatre

owning field, already controls, by out-

right ownership, part ownership or con-
tract, close to 200 houses throughout the

country. About fifty of these houses
are in New York state.

Big Gain in Stanley Holdings

The Stanley Company for years has
been building up a chain of theatres in

and about Philadelphia, the number of

houses being owned in whole or in part

being approximately seventy-five until

recently, when large purchases raised

the number of Stanley controlled the-

atres to far more than this number.
These purchases brought many of the

best theatres in the Middle Atlantic

states under the Stanley control.

While Famous Players-Lasky, through
its subsidiary, Publix Theatres Corpora-
tion, is one of the largest theatre own-
ing companies in the industry, but seven
of its houses are in the territory with
which this article is dealing. These are

the Rivoli, Rialto and Criterion, in New
York City; the Strand and the Hamilton,
Yonkers, and the Broadway, In New-
burg. This, of course, does not include

the new and wonderful Paramount the-

atre, at 43d and Broadway, which opens

its doors this month.

Loew’s Big Factor

Loew’s, Inc., while operating a num-
ber of theatres in the Eastern section

of the United States, is the largest fac-

tor in distribution in the metropolitan
section of New York, where it owns out-

right fifty theatres.

Following is the roster of the leading
circuits of the Middle Atlantic states:

Stanley Co. of America
Philadelphia—Stanley, Stanton, Palace,

Victoria, William Penn, Auditorium, Co-
lonial, Empress, Alhambra, Harrowgate,
Logan, Savoy, Broadway, Cross Keys,
Imperial, Orient, Benn, Earle, Savoy,
Ogontz, Fifty-fourth, Arlington.
Ardmore, Pa.—Ardmore.
Camden, N. J.—Stanley.
Wilmington, Del.—Aldine.

Chester, Pa.—Grand.
W. Chester, Pa.—Grand Opera House.
Atlantic City, N. J.

—

Earle, Stanley.
Norwood, Pa.—Norwood.

Houses Owned in Part

Philadelphia—Ambassador, Baltimore,
Belmont, Grand Opera House, Locust,
Nixon, Rivoli, Sherwood, Darby, Aldine,
Allegheny, Cedar, Coliseum, Orpheum,
Leader, Colney, Broadway, Cross Keys,
Imperial, Orient, Earle, Littleton Strand,
Felton, Cameo, Plaza.

Harrisburg, Pa.—Capitol, Grand, Vic-
toria.

Atlantic City, N. J.—Globe, Virginia,
Garden Pier.
Allentown, Pa.—Colonial, Orpheum,

Rialto.

Reading, Pa.—Orpheum, Capitol, State,

Rajah.
Sayre, Pa.—New Sayre, Happy Hour,

Sayre.
Athens, Pa.—Morley.
Waverly, N. Y.—Amusu, Loomist.
Scranton, Pa.—State.
Wilkes-Barre—Capitol.
Pottsville—Hippodrome.
Camden, N. J.—Towers.
West Chester, Pa.—Rialto.

New York City—Broadway.

Stanley-Mark Strand
New York—Mark Strand.
Brooklyn—Mark Strand.
Albany—Mark Strand, Regent, Albany,

Mark Ritz.

Troy—Troy, Lincoln Strand and
American.

Stanley-Stern

Newark, N. J.

—

Central, Tivoli, Regent,
Plaza, City, Ritz, Savoy.

Bloomfield, N. J.—Royal, Lincoln.
Irvington, N. J.—Sanford, Hudson,

Kearney, Castle.
Crawford—Crawford.
Belleville—Capitol.
Kearney—Grand and Casino.
Millburn—Millburn.

Stanley-Crandall Co.

Washington, D. C.

—

A mbassador,
Apollo, Avenue Grand, Central, Colony,
Earle, Lincoln, Home, Metropolitan,
Savoy, Tivoli, York.

Baltimore, Md.—Boulevard, Stanley
(under construction).

( Continued on page 42)
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“Alaskan Adventures,’’ a picture of the explorations of Capt. Jack Robertson, noted explorer, and Arthur H. Young, world’s
champion bow-and-arrow shot and big game archer, was screened before a special committee representing the California
Federation of Women’s Clubs and was endorsed by that body. This Pathe release has already been distributed to exhibi-

tors.

Entire Diplomatic Corps Sees
“Michael Strogoff” Opening

Film de France Production Obtained by Carl Laemmle Is Given Amer-
ican Premiere at U’S New Rialto, Washington

By JOHN S. SPARGO

WASHINGTON, Nov. 16.
—“Michael Strogoff,” the big French pro-

duction obtained by Carl Laemmle on his recent trip abroad, was
given its American premiere here last Friday evening before one

of the most distinguished audiences that ever assembled in a motion picture

theatre.

T3RACTICALLY the entire diplomatic

corps, together with naval and mili-

tary attaches, high officials of our own
government and army and navy officers

completely filled Universal’s new and
beautiful Rialto theatre, and at various

times during the showing and at its com-
pletion heartily applauded the big pro-

duction.

Made by Film de France

“Michael Strogoff,” Jules Verne’s

thrilling novel, was made into a picture

by Film de France, under the direction

of V. Tourjansky, and it is safe to say

it is one of the most entertaining of the

many foreign films yet brought to this

country.
After being brought here the produc-

tion was edited by Sydney Singerman,
and titled by Paul Gulick, Joe Weil and
Robert E. Welsh of Universal’s home
office stalf, and the result of their ex-

cellent work was that the production
savored more of American construction
than any of the other foreign made pic-

tures.

Fast Moving Melodrama
“Michael Strogoff” is a fast moving

melodrama, abounding in action and with
many massive and beautiful scenes. One
of the most artistic of these is the grand
ball at the court of the Czar. While
this is at its height a courier brings news
that the Tartar hordes are laying waste
the country. The Czar receives the
news while the festivities are moving
fast and furious, and he is shown having
visions of the marauders charging down
on the defenseless people. Swift flashes

from this backwards and forwards to
the heedless dancers dashing through
the ballroom show clever direction and
provide startling contrasts.
The story is that of Michael Strogoff,

courier to the Czar, who is under or-
ders to carry a message from Moscow
to the commander of the troops at
Irkutsk, over five thousand miles across
the Russian steppes and Siberian wastes.
There, under command of the Czar’s
brother, the army is threatened with an
unexpected attack by a horde of semi-
barbaric Tartars.

Strogoff is captured by the Tartars
and condemned to be blinded. Before
this sentence is carried out the Khan or-
ders that the captive be shown all the
wonders and pageantry of the Tartar
hosts. An elaborate spectacle is staged
for his benefit, and in this remarkable
feats of horsemanship, knife juggling and
acrobatic performances are shown. These
scenes are done in color and do much
to lift the picture into the big spectacle
class.

M-G-M District Heads
Hold Sales Meet at

Drake in Chicago
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer district managers

met with Felix Feist, general manager of
sales and distribution, at the Drake hotel,

Chicago, November 14 and 15, to discuss
sales of the months just passed and to dis-

cuss releases of three big attractions, “The
Fire Brigade,” “The Scarlet Letter” and
“Tell It to the Marines.”

Others attending the meeting were : E.
M. Saunders, Western sales manager; W.
F. Rodgers, Eastern sales manager; T. J.

Connors, Southern sales manager
;

P. F.

Burger, head of the sales promotion de-
partment

; A. F. Cummings, head of the
statistical department; S. Eckman, Jr., New
York district manager; G. A. Hickey,
Washington, D. C., district manager; C. £.

Kessnich, Atlanta district manager; S. A.
Shirley, Chicago district manager; S. D.
Perkins, Denver district manager; J. E.

Flynn, St. Louis district manager, and
David Bershon, Los Angeles district man-
ager.

Schrock Says Fittest

Only Will Survive Year
(Special to the Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Nov. 16.—Raymond L.

Schrock, Warner Brothers associate pro-

ducer, today stated that next year will see

a strict survival of the fittest. He did not
deny that there is plenty of room for all

however, but said those who continue
must maintain a high standard.

Eucharistic Picture Is

Great Drama of Reality,

Says Hall, Who Made It

Records Spirit of Event, Personal-

ities and Emotional Reactions—
—Is Historical Essay

(Special to the Herald

)

NEW YORK, Nov. 16.—A great drama
of reality and a new form of motion pic-

ture expression. That is how Ray L. Hall,
who was assigned
by Fox Films to
make the official

picture of the Eu-
charistic Congress
in Chicago, de-
scribes the produc-
tion now being
shown at the Jol-
son theatre. The
eight-reel picture

was presented to

George Cardinal
Mundelein, arch-
bishop of Chicago,
b y William Fox
and Winfield R. Ray HaII
Sheehan.

“This picture,” says Mr. Hall, “is per-

haps the first deliberate attempt to portray
a great historic event, recording not only

the events as they occurred but also the

spirit of the occurrence, the personalities

of those who participated and the settings

in which it transpired, and the emotional
reaction of great throngs of people stirred

by the deepest and most instinctive spir-

itual hunger of mankind.

“It is rather surprising that those trained

observers of all sorts of moving pictures,

the critics, should have referred to this

picture in terms of news reels. While it

deals with a subject on which news reels

touch hastily, the technique of production

and construction should easily be recog-

nized as following the general rules of the

making of dramatic features.

“To me the vast throngs, the stately set-

tings which rival anything ever employed
in pictures, the intimate glimpses of those

things which newspaper men term human
interest, the dignity and the vivid person-

alities of the principals in these scenes of

stately pageantry are more interesting be-

cause they are real and not make believe.

“If one should attempt to classify this

picture, it would be more nearly accurate

to call it an historical essay than a news-

paper account. As such it doesn’t have the

obviously developed plot of fiction. But
the great drama of the world is history

and not fiction.”
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Fifteen Years of

Changes in Industry
ur

|
AHE First Motion Picture

Studio in Hollywood was

Established on This Site by

A1 Christie October 27, 1911, for the

Nestor Film Company.” That mes-

sage, carried on a plaque bolted on a

corner of the Christie studios in Hol-

lywood by Mayor George E. Cryer of

Los Angeles, recalls fifteen years of

progress in the making of Short Fea-

tures as well as long productions.

The anniversary this week applies to

the work of both Charles and A1

Christie.

Fifteen years do not comprise a

long period in the ordinary run of

world events, but in the motion pic-

ture industry there have been
kaleidoscopic changes since 1911. In

those days—a time of transition

—

the five-reel product was compara-
tively new and the two to three-

reeler was still a popular length.

There was skepticism at first as to

whether an audience would sit

through five reels of one picture. It

also is recalled that when the Christie

product was expanded from one-reel

pictures into two reels considerable

excitement was engendered in the

trade.

Pendulum Swings

The fifteen-year period has seen

the swinging of the pendulum in

two directions, the growth to popu-
larity of the five to ten reel produc-

tion and then the formation of a

number of companies making only

one and two reel product, either for

distribution by themselves or others

nationally or by state rights.

Today a number of theatre owners
from Coast to Coast make it a regu-

lar procedure at intervals to put on a

show composed of only Short Fea-

tures. An innovation? Yes, because

of the trend in a few years preceding.

Yet at one time that is the only kind
of show that could have been given,

as nothing longer than three reels

was made.
Likewise, today experiments are

being made in the direction of estab-

lishing theatres devoted solely to the
showing of short product. The latest

to plan such a showhouse is Hal
Roach, himself one of the best known

Glimpses of FAMOUS SCREEN STARS

of Short Feature producers. And a

llieatre showing only short product

every day in the year would not be

able to show more than a fraction of

the product available. Educational

alone has about four hundred reels

of Short Feature product on its year’s

schedule.

This development of a theatre for

only short product might be consid-

ered startling but for the fact that

in the beginnings of the industry all

theatres were Short Feature theatres,

as we have come to apply the term.

Program Builders, Not Fillers

Pioneers in the show business could

tell many an interesting story of the

contrasts between the crudely made
and jerkily shown short picture of

those days and the finished produc-

tions in one, two and three reels to-

day. There are some hand-me-down
Short Features being made now, to

be sure, and there probably always

will be, but the number steadily has

dropped toward the vanishing point.

The general philosophy now is in the

direction of a per-reel production cost

equal to that of the long picture,

which is as it should be. The concept

of the one or two-reel film as a pro-

gram-builder has long since sup-

planted that of its use as a program
filler.

Which Short Features
Have You Run Longest?

THEATRE owners are invited to

write this department and
name the brand of Short Fea-

tures they have run longest, adding

any comment they desire. It may be

a newsreel, a particular star’s com-

edies, or any other branch of Short

Features. Has one company’s news-

reel so satisfied your customers week
in and week out that you have recon-

tracted for it year after year? If so,

name it and state the number of

years you have run it. Have you

found one star’s comedies consistently

what you have wanted and continued

to hook them, even if he has gone to

another company? If you have, tell

this department who he is and how
long he has been playing for your

patrons.

Here is a starter, J. H. Goldberg,
booking manager of West Coast The-
atres, tells Harry Scott, general sales-

manager of Pathe, that West Coast

has been using “Topics of the Day”
for five years in some theatres.

“Topics of the Day” has been cele-

brating its seventh birthday.

Can any of you theatre owners beat

that mark with either that product
or any other?

* * *

Making Exploitation

Easy for Exhibitors

S
PEAKING of press books, S.

Barrett McCormick of Pathe
has his exploitation and pub-

licity department busy making com-
plete accessories for the Hal Roach
and Mack Sennett comedies. It is a

general rule nowadays that the dis-

tributors are making exploitation of

short product easy for the exhibitor,

with an abundance of ideas and test.

Harry Lewis, Pathe art manager,
and his staff turn out the illustration

on the first page of the pressbook,

providing material for house organ,

special printed matter, theatre front

and window cards. Stories of varying

length for the newspaper are given

on the second page. On the third

are the cornerblock ad suggestions

and on the fourth are lobby display

illustrations.
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Christie Comedy Week celebration is now underway. Among Colorado exhibitors who are observing the fifteenth anniversary
are (L to R) C. W. Schmidt, Rialto, Brighton; H. E. Huffman, Aladdin, Bluebird and Bide-a-Wee, Denver; M. M. Kravetz,
America, Fort Collins; Dave Morrison, Rex, Greeley; H. A. G.oodridge, Ogden, Denver, and Max Schubach, Midwest Theatre

Circuit, Denver.

THEY'RE

HELPING

CHRISTIES

CELEBRATE
COMEDY WEEK

Jas. F. Lynch, O. H. and Empress, Lar-

amie, Wyo.
A. H. Vincent. Denver Publix booker;
W. C. League, Rialto and Victory.

Rick Ricketson, Dick Dickson and Paul Krier. D & R cir-

cuit, Denver.
Jack Eaton. State, Denver, and Jas. Hommell, Central The-

atres, Inc.

Utah and Wyoming exhibitors are among the many from Coast to Coast who have signed for Christie Comedies. (L to R)
Geo. E. Carpenter, Paramount theatre, Salt Lake City; Earl Nye, manager of Carl Ray’s Princess, Cheyenne, Wyo.; E. M.
Sorg, Paramount, Ogden; E. G. King, Latonia, Layton, Utah; J. F. Goss, Orpheum, Ogden; and C. M. Stringhham, Colonial,

Ogden.
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California exhibitors are doing their share in celebrating Christie Comedy Week these days. (L to R) Edw. W. Barron, Puhlix
general manager, San Francisco; J. Blumenfeld of the Blumenfeld circuit; W. F. Jacobs, Auburn of Auburn; Oliver Luft,

Varsity at Davis; L. H. Killingsworth, Rialto at Willows, and William Citrin, general manager, Louis R. Greenfield Theatres,

Frisco and Honolulu.

G. C. Blumenthal, Educational manager at Frisco; C. E.

Kurtzman, Imperial; Pat Dowling, Richard Spier, Califor-

nia; A. F. Gillaspey, of the Bulletin.

George H. Mann and C. W. Koerner, both identified with
the George Mann circuit of theatres which centers its activ-

ities in San Francisco

E. H. Fmmick and R. A. McNeil of Golden State Theatres,
San Francisco. Golden State is one of the leading Western

circuits.

A1 and Sam L. Levin, controlling the destinies of the Levin
circuit, San Francisco. Theatres in this chain are joining

in the Christie Week celebration.

Among other Western celebrators of Christie Week are (L to R) Jas. Beatty, president, National Theatre Circuit, San Fran-
cisco; Jack P. Ryan, Vallejo at Vallejo; John J. Hunter, just opened new Hunter theatre at Elko, Nev. (former house was
Bradley Opera House); Mike Naify, head of T. & D. Jr. Circuit Frisco; G. Costella, manager Virginia at Vallejo, and I. W.

Ware, Palace, Dixon. Ware is also building the Dixon theatre.
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Observing Christie Comedy Week. Extreme left: A1 Christie, Dorothy Davenport (Mrs. Wallace Reid) and Victoria
Forde (Mrs. Tom Mix). Middle: A1 Christie and Pat Dowling looking over the scroll of exhibitors signed in Dowling’s
New York to San Francisco tour. Right: Mayor George E. Cryer of Los Angeles fastening the Christie plaque.

New Jersey Exhibitors
Tackle “Trust” Problem
at Convention Thursday

(Special to the Herald)

New York, Nov. 16:—The annual con-
vention of the M. P. T. O. of New Jer-
sey, which will be held Thursday and
Friday of this week at Atlantic City, is

expected to be a gathering of unusual
importance to the theatre owners of the
entire country.

Business manager Joseph M. Seider of
the national association, who is also
president of the New Jersey organiza-
tion, has issued a call for a meeting of

the administrative committee during the
convention, to act on a situation that the
exhibitor leaders believe to be approach-
ing the critical stage.
While no announcement has been

made of the nature of this situation, it is

generally understood that it has to do
with the activities of the Stanley Com-
pany of America, in enlarging its already
extensive chain of theatres.

It is believed some radical move will

be considered to counteract what the
exhibitor leaders assert is the rapid
trustification of the motion picture thea-
tre business of the Eastern section of the
country. All the national officers and
members of the national committees, as
well as all available state and regional
officers of the M. P. T. O. A., have been
invited and many of them have signified

their intention to be present.
In a convention notice sent out from

National Headquarters, Mr. Seider
stated that a special report on trusti-

fication, “embracing all known moves
and suspected operations, will be sub-
mitted as a result of investigations and
observations covering a period of several
months It is the consensus that

a complete showdown is very necessary.”
Mr. Seider declared the arbitration

problem also will be threshed out and a
proposal considered for introducing bills

in all states to repeal censorship laws.

THEATRE CIRCUITS

( Continued from page 37 )

Frederick, Md.—Frederick (under con-
struction).

Stanley-Fabian
Paterson, N. J.—Fabian Paterson,

Regent, Garden.
Elizabeth, N. J.—Ritz, Jefferson, Re-

gent.
Newark, N. J.—Brandford, Mosque,

Rialto, Goodwin.
Passaic, N. J.—Montauk, Playhouse,

Capitol.

Ridgewood—Opera House, Ridgewood
Playhouse.

Butler, N. J.

—

Lyric.
Pomjpton Lakes—Midvale, Colonial.

Stanley-Rowland & Clark

Pittsburgh—Arsenal, Belmar, Plaza,
Strand, Liberty, Regent, Manor, Stanley.
Wilkinsburg—Colonial, Rowland.
Titusville, Pa.—Orpheum.
Punxsutawney, Pa.—Jefferson, Majes-

tic.

Ridgway, Pa.—Strand.
Erie, Pa.—Strand, Perry, State, Aris,

Colonial.
Washington, Pa.—Washington.
Sharon—Liberty.

Stanley-Fox Theatre Corp.

Beverly, N. J.—Bever-Lee.
Mt. Holly, N. J.—Alt. Holly.
Bordentown, N. J.—Fox, Birch Opera

House.
Riverside, N. J.—Fox.
Burlington, N. J.—Auditorium.

Loew’s, Inc., N. Y. C.

New York—State, Embassy, Capitol,
Rio, Inwood, National, Burland, Spooner,
Boulevard, Freeman, Elsmere, Burnside,
Fordham, Ave. B, Delancey, 42nd St.,

American, Lexington, Greeley, New
York, Orpheum, 86th St., Circle, Lincoln,
83rd St., 116th St., Victoria, 7th Ave.,
Hanover, Metropolitan, Bijou, Alpine,
Bay Ridge, Boro Park, Coney Island,

Breevort, Fulton, Kameo, Bway, Gates,
Premier, Warwick, Willard, Astoria,

Woodside, Gramatan, Yonkers, New
Rochelle, White Plains.

Newark, N. J.—State.

Fox Theatres, N. Y. C.

New York

—

Audubon, Academy, City,

Star, Japl Garden, Nemo, Crotona, Savoy,
Folly, Ridgewood, Jamaica, Terminal.
Newark, N. J.—American.
Paterson, N. J.—American.
Elizabeth, N. J.—Liberty.
Philadelphia—Fox.

U. B. O.-Keith, N. Y. C.

(Vaudeville and Pictures)
New York—Hippodrome, Hamilton,

Coliseum, Royal, Franklin, Fordham,
Jefferson, Cameo, Bway, New 86th St.,

8lst St., Regent, Proctor’s 125th St.,

Proctor’s 58th St., Proctor’s 5th Ave.,
Proctor’s 23rd St., Proctor’s Yonkers,
Proctor’s Mt. Vernon, Keith’s Prospect,
Flatbush, Tilyou, Riviera, Monroe.
Bayshore, L. I.—Carlton, Regent.
Southampton, L. I.—Crescent.
Far Rockaway—Columbia, Strand.
Rockaway Park

—

Park.
Cedarhurst, L. I.—Central.
Union Hill, N. J.—Twin State, Capitol.

Small-Straussberg

New York—Republic, Commodore,

Roebling, Marcy, Williamsburg, Lee,
Meserole, Nostrand-276, State, Sumner,
Kismet, Colonial, Halsey, DeKalb, Elec-
tra.

Astoria—A r c a d e, Arena, Steinway,
Grand, Broadway.
Corona—Hyperion, Palace, Victoria,

Junction.
Maspeth—Arlon, Columbia, Maspeth,

College Pt.

Brooklyn—Globe, Normandy.

Mayer & Schneider

New York—Commodore, Clinton,
Odeon, Majestic, New Law, New De-
lancey, Florence, Palace, Delancey,
Waco, Royal, New Atlantic, New Strand,
Golden Rule, Lucky Star, Orpheum,
Casino Playhouse, Mount Morris, Har-
lem, Odeon-145th St., Roosevelt, New
Douglas.

Walter Reade
New York—Savoy-34th St.

Asbury Park, N. J.—Savoy, Lyric,

Main St., Rialto, St. James.
Long Branch, N. J.—Strand, Broad-

way.
Plainfield, N. J.—Strand, Oxford,

Plainfield.

Freehold, N. J.—Embassy, Strand.
New Brunswick, N. J.—Rivoli, State,

State.

Perth Amboy, N. J.—Ditmas, Cres-
cent, Strand, Majestic.

Consolidated Amusement
New York—Willis, Forum, Luxor,

Ritz, Mt. Eden, Jerom e-183rd St.,

Jerome-170th St., Arena, Times, Tivoli,

Ideal, Columbus, Village, Gem, York,
Pastime, Windsor, 72nd St., Morning-
side, Movies.

Steiner & Blenderman

New York—Apollo, Palestine, Mecca,
Sunshine, Ruby, Bijou, Grand, Ave. A,
Cosmo, Stadium, New 125th St., Harlem
Grand, Regun, Jewel, Harlem 5th, Pal-

ace, Harlem King.

A. H. Schwartz

New York and Brooklyn—Albermarle,
Rialto, Farragut, Kingsway, Linden,
Midwood, Ave. U, Flatbush, Kings High-
way.

Jamaica, L. I.—Rialto.

Freeport, L. I.—Freeport.
Flushing, L. I.—Flushing.

Rosenzweig-Katz

New York—Beverly, Culver, Kinema,
Leader, Norwood, Adelphia, Concord,
City Line, Sheridan, Lefferts, Our Civic.

Kutinsky-Blumenthal
Jersey City, N. J.—State, Tivoli, Cen-

tral, Fulton, Monticello, Ritz, National,
Apollo, Strand.
Union Hill, N. J.

—

Lincoln, Roosevelt.
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ParamounttoOpenwithRoadUnit
Policy Moves
Make Eastern

Time Spotty
Alterations Made in Stage End of

Filmshow Business Keep
Acts, Agents Jumping

NEW YORK, Nov. 16.—Now you
see it and now you don’t. “It” is time
for presentation acts. An act plays

a string of houses, and next time it

looks for the time played the time is

no more. Agents are as hard hit as

are the acts they book. Split weeks
are more plentiful—and less conven-
ient and remunerative—than are full

weeks.
Specifically, the Z. S. Poli Bridgeport,

Conn., pictures houses—Lyric and Ma-
jestic—have abandoned stage presenta-
tions and for the immediate future will

feature musical programs working the
house orchestras. Little is said to ex-

plain the move, though it is thought that

cost of stage productions is the first

reason.
For some months Eastern agents have

been battling for full week stands for

their presentation material, but many of

them still have to be satisfied with a
string of split week time. The Spizzi

office has lined up a string of Southern
houses in which he will play a unit in

one-night stands.
Presentation time Southeast and South

is increasing, however, and by spring
will—all large circuit and independent
houses totaled—comprise a large num-
ber of theatres. The Chattanooga Tivoli
and the Knoxville Riviera, and a group
of Universal houses in Florida are play-
ing acts and naming them presentations.
A number of houses in Pennsylvania and
north from New York along the Coast
also offer inducements to high class pres-
entation performers.

In many of these houses policies with
reference to the stage portions of the
bills veer so frequently that performers
and agents are beginning to show signs
of disgust and distrust when picture time
comes up for consideration. Publix is

adding houses to its unit string, but of
all the acts trying for this time, but few
succeed in getting it.

Presentation is still so new to most of
the artists and their representatives that
few of them can see next year’s possi-
bilities. But with vaude sinking farther
down in the mire of mediocrity, play-
dates outside the presentation field be-
come fewer and the time therefore be-
comes more attractive.

Just a Playlet

in One Act
Scene: The long entrance to 1650
Broadway.
Action: A man without hat or
overcoat and carrying a black
book ran breathlessly through the
entrance into the building.

Dialogue:

First out-of-work: “Must be a
moider, way that guy’s runnin’.”
Second ditto: “Naw, ’sjust a
booker chasin’ a Joisey foist
half.”

Short Quits
Capitol, Was
Steady Draw

Taking Stage Band to Piccadilly

for House Opening on

Christmas Day
A1 Short, musical director of the

Chicago Capitol since its opening
and featured at the head of his

stage band since adoption of that

policy by the house several months
ago, will terminate his connection

with National Theatres Corpora-

tion November 28. He will open
Schoenstadt’s new Picadilly the-

atre with a stage band policy on
Christmas Day.

Short has been heavily featured in the

Capitol billing since adoption of the

stage band policy and has been consid-

ered a steady draw, accountable in large

measure for the exceptionally evenly sus-

tained volume of business attributed to

this playhouse. His “Tour of the

World,” presenting the band each week
in a setting depicting a different country,
is brought to a close this week with
“Back Home.”
Reasons reported back of the cut away

from National Theatres are as varied as

individuals reporting them. There is

talk of fireworks of various kinds, but
nothing definite. On the other hand, the
Piccadilly is a 4,000 seat house erected
in the densely populated and highly re-

stricted Hyde Park district, and the
switch may indicate nothing more sen-
sational than expiration of a contract
and failure to agree upon renewal terms.
Del Delbridge, pianist in the Capitol

orchestra until recently, switched to the
same concern’s Stratford theatre as di-

rector, will succeed Short at the Capitol,
doing “miniature musical comedies.”

OpeningShow
at Paramount
to Be Usual

Stage Bill That Opens House
Framed As Regular Puhlix

Unit for Road
NEW YORK, Nov. 16.—This

week’s largest Broadway occasion
will be the opening of the Para-
mount theatre, scheduled for No-
vember 19. The opening stage bill

—contrary to the expectations of

some—will be a unit framed for the
road and given its first showing in

the great new house. It will be a
three-section number depicting the
development of motion pictures from
the tintype of long ago.

It is likely that ahead of the unit will

be a specialty of some kind, run off

similarly to the running off of special-

ties working ahead of the units that fre-

quently have been engaged for the Rivoli.

Chicago and other cities also have found
it advisable to work specialty acts in

addition to the units.

The opening unit will be signed with
the name John Murray Anderson. Ad-
vance reports on the show do not indi-

cate that it will be greatly different from
the units Anderson already has produced
and sent over the circuit. Information
on who will produce the next following
unit has not been made available.

Jesse Crawford, formerly featured or-
ganist at the Chicago theatre, has been
transferred to the Paramount to preside
at the console of the Wurlitzer. He al-

ready has come East to supervise final

details of installing the huge instrument.
Contrary to reports published in Eastern
trade papers, the organ is not a twin
console instrument. It has but one con-
sole.

Herbert Brenon’s “God Gave Me
Twenty Cents,” with Lya De Putti, Jack
Mulhall, Lois Moran and William Collier,

Jr., will be the long feature for opening
week.
Whether the Rivoli, at which the Pub-

lix units are now playing, will go in for
presentations of any elaborateness after
the Paramount opens in still in question.
Indeterminate run pictures will be shown,
and simple prologues to these may be
staged instead of presentations. For the
current week the Rivoli presentation is

“Pirate’s Love.” For the latter part of
the week, after the Paramount opens,
that is, two Publix units will be showing
on Broadway, one at the Rivoli and one
at the new house.
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LoewAbandonsUnitPresentations
Routed Units

Out of Loeu)
Film Houses

“Names” Used Under Policy Now
Effective—Route Is from

St. Louis to East

NEW YORK, Nov. 16.—Prohibi-
tive production cost of unit presenta-

tions for the Loew time has worked
a change in policy for that circuit

under which “name” acts with good
mounting are now routed over the

circuit instead of the units. In ad-

dition, shows with local significance

are from time to time created in and
for individual houses on the Loew
circuit of picture theatres. Occa-
sions of national import also are cues

for special stage bills in the houses.
At present the Loew time consists of

10 weeks. In addition to the acts play-

ing this time, each house on the circuit

features orchestras and organists besides

the screen bills. It is expected that for

next season a number of houses will be
added to the time. None is in prospect
for immediate addition.

It has been found practicable to start

the acts in St. Louis and route from
Eastward from there by way of Cleve-

land and Pittsburgh. As most of the

Loew houses are irf the East, the rout-

ing plan leaves the act to play its last

dates at or near home.
Acts of presentation calibre are sought

for the Loew houses. The addition of

more houses next season undoubtedly
will have the effect of creating a desire

for this time in many presentation-trained

acts that have not played it.

Margie Coate, Ann Gray
and Belle Story Placed

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Nov. 16.—Margie Coate,

song syncopator, appeared at Fox’s

Academy here the week just ended. Ann
Gray, harpist, appeared during the same
week at Newport News, Va., and Belle

Story, recently with “Freedom,” played the

week at the Boulevard theatre, Jackson
Heights, L. I. All three were booked by
the Alf T. Wilton office.

Yates and Lawley and
Long Feature Are Held

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Nov. 16.—Yates and Law-
ley, male harmony duo, have been held

over for a week at the Rialto together

with the long feature “We’re In the Navy
Now.”

Wilton Places with Vitaphone
(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Nov. 16.—Alf T. Wilton
has arranged a Vitaphone contract for
Captain Bruce Bairnsfather, creator of

“The Better Ole” and “Old Bill, M. P.,”

to do his chalk talk novelty. “The Better
Ole” is now appearing on the screen at

Warner’s Colony here.

Great Break for

Music House
(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Nov. 16.—Some-
one’s music setter may have made
it happen, or it may have hap-
pened by chance. Anyway—
One of the military bands

marching in upper Fifth avenue in

the Armistice Day parade broke
out of a stirring march and leaned
on “Bye, Bye, Blackbird” with all

it had. Many in the crowds on
both sides the street were caught
up and began to whistle the thing.

Another Week
Is Added to

Publix Time
New Haven Olympia Set to Show

Unit Presentations—More
Time May Be Set

NEW YORK, Nov. 16.—Publix
has added the Olympia to the string

of houses to show the unit presen-

tations originating in New York.
The first show scheduled for the
house is the one that will open the
Paramount theatre here this week,
it is reported. The new addition

raises the total of Publix time to 14

weeks.

There is a likelihood that the Publix-
Saenger deal just effected in the South
will add even more houses to Publix
time than the one in New Orleans that
is already on schedule. The New Or-
leans house is under construction and
the date of opening has not yet been de-
termined.

San Antonio also undoubtedly will be
a stopping place for the units when the
Publix house under construction there
is completed. Addition of these two
houses will raise the time total to 16
weeks. Publix, it is believed by many
stage professionals, eventually will offer

as many weeks to performers as big-
time vaudeville once offered.

The matter of a break-in house for
Publix units is still unsettled. New
Haven, once considered, has been elimi-

nated because of its distance from Man-
hattan. Brooklyn, or some city directly

across the Hudson in Jersey, are the
most likely spots for the break-in house.
Whether the break-ins will be half or
full weeks, and whether break-in salaries
will be paid during the break-in, will not
be determined until a house is chosen.

Rosa Polnariow at Rivoli
(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Nov. 19.—Rosa Polnariow,
concert violinist who played the B. & K.
string in Chicago late last season, is fea-

tured ahead of the Publix unit at the Rivoli
this week. The unit is Petroff’s “Pirate’s

Love,” reported in detail in these columns.
The long feature is “The Eagle of the Sea.”

Strand Changes Opening Day
(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Nov. 16.—Opening day at

the New York Strand has been changed
from Sunday to Saturday, effective this

week. This change makes the Stranu
opening conform with the opening days of
the other big Broadway houses.

NEXT WEEK
“East Lynne”

BLACK BOTTOM CONTESTS
Black Bottom Contests were inevitable, in

view of what Charleston Contests did for

box offices. The Figueroa, Los Angeles, is

the first theatre recorded as attempting the

stunt.

STEVENS ON ASH
Several weeks ago Ashton Stevens,

dramatic critic of the Chicago Herald-Ex-
aminer, took occasion to write about Paul
Ash and did the best job of analyzing
his draw that’s been done. He attributed

it all to “neighborliness, ’’ calling Ash the

most neighborly person appearing behind
footlights.

It may or may not be the effect of
Stevens’ extremely accurate analysis, but
Ash has been building up to that analysis

week by week since that time. His show
last week just about reached top.

WOLF ROUTED
Rube Wolf has been shifted from

Loew’s State, Los Angeles, to Loew’s
Warfield, San Francisco, as the first

move in a Fanchon & Marco plan to
rotate orchestra leaders. Charlie Mel-
son followed Wolf in Los Angeles,
where Wolf was supposed to be set for
a permanent run.

STILL ANOTHER
A1 Morey broke a stage band policy into

the North Center theatre, Chicago, this

week, and sooner or later his show’ll be
reported in these columns. Papers say he’s

good.

KIDDIES FOR XMAS
Not too early to get set on bookings of

juvenile acts for Christmas Week presen-
tations. They’re easily the best bet for
that occasion. Observation prompted by
news that the Roberts Trio, completing a

cycle of Chicago picture houses, is book-
ing out of town temporarily and coming
back then or sooner. Sam Bramson’s hand-
ling them.

BURLESQUE, TOO
Columbia’s Gayety theatre, Kansas

City, will run a daily change picture
program this Winter, Columbia contin-

uing to manage the house.

ACROBATS IN
By a natural break, acrobats are in favor

for the moment. Picture house audiences,

in the bulk, know comparatively little about

tumblers and such, chiefly remembering
them as of this or that circus seen in child-

hood. Acrobats upon the picture house

stage are sufficiently novel to hit for a while.

It is by reason of their novelty, however,

that they are going at this time. The point

is important.
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Chicago Oriental
Week Ending November 14

They wanted six-bits for this show the afternoon
of Armistice Day, but your economical reporter,

who saw it Friday evening for two-thirds that

amount, found it worth a lot more—found it in

fact the best show Paul Ash and Louis McDermott
have pasted together in all their Chicago history.

So good, in fact, that you're to be told all about
it if takes all the columns in this little booklet.

It was called “Banjomania” (but wasn’t at all

the blah the name would signify) and it ran like

this

:

Opening: Drapes parted for Paul Small to

step out with uke in hand and sing paraphrases
of “Dinah” bringing on seven trios (in succes-

sion) with male in each playing instruments
(banjos geographically speaking) before girl mem-
bers of each trio went into brief steps represent-

ing dances of various countries. John Murray
Anderson’s first Publix unit, “The Melting Pot,”
was like this, but this thing, a mere opening
number, made it look like Amateur Night at the
Podunk Opry House. And set Paul Small down
as perhaps the one young man working at it who
can sing these topically descriptive lyrics so that

they get over in a big house.
Paul Ash and Band (after the drapes went up)

playing “There Ain’t No Maybe in My Baby’s
Eyes” with one of the boys who may be a song
plugger singing a chorus. If a plugger, he’s a

good one and the song got a good start right

here.
Mirth Mack (and that may not be her name)

then sang “It Made You Happy When You
Made Me Cry” and “Birdseye View of My Old
Kentucky Home,” the latter an Ash number that’s

going big hereabouts. They wanted more of this.

Heebie Jeebies, the dance used in last week’s
bill, done by a young person who looked to be
the same one who did it last week. A good
tune is a help and this gal steps it with vigor
and kick. One encore for this, and then

—

Milton Watson and Irene Taylor worked to-

gether in “Birth of the Blues” and this could
have gone on all night. Milton sang himself
hoarse, Miss Taylor did as much, A1 Kvale blued
the thing all up with sax and clarinet, the cornet
player who always seems to get cheated out of

the spotlight (maybe the electrician doesn’t like

him) applied a couple additional coats of indigo,
and finally they gave the thing to the pianist

(who must be a descendant of the guy that in-

vented the instrument) for repeated encores sung,
kidded and sold to the hilt by Watson and Tay-
lor. “I Ain’t Got Nobody” and “Thinkin* of

You” were tucked in among the encores, pianist
applying plenty of embroidery to both. The
number was a show in itself.

Frank (Peg) Jones came on here for a single
dance number, socking them. Ash had announced
in advance that he would do but one dance.
The Foursome, male quartette announced as

college graduates, who sang “Red, Red Robin,”
“Corn Fed Indiana Girl,” “Perfect Man” and

Academy Girls—A'. Y. Fox Academy.
Adams, Bill /V. Y. Fox Academy.
Albert, Don St. Louis State.

Alfredo and Gladys Chicago Capitol.

Ash, Paul, and Band Chicago Oriental.

Ash, Sam St. Louis Ambassador.
Barrie, Stuart-

—

St. Louis Ambassador.
Berry, Jack Indianapolis Colonial.
Burnham, Edna—Brooklyn Mark Strand.
Carlos and Valeria K. C. Newman.
Carr and Clary—-.V. Y. Fox Academy.
Cloy, Robert-

—

1\

.

Y. Rivoli.
Coates, Margie—V. Y. Fox Academy.
Daks, M.—IS. Y. Strand.

Davis Saxophone Octette Brooklyn Mark Strand.

Dawn and Sherman—Chicago Capitol.

Dell, Violet K. C. Mainstreet

.

Dixie Jubilee Singers—Brooklyn Mark Strand.

Doerr, Clyde Brooklyn Mark Strand.

Dornberger, Charles, and Band—St. Louis State

Downey, Mort-

—

L. A. Metropolitan.
Dumont, Adolphe—Chicago Chicago.
Eleanor and Ball—Chicago Chicago.
Filipino Harmonists—/t. C. Mainstreet.
Five Decarios

—

K. C. Mainstreet.
Fleming, Una—'Frisco Warfield.
Foursome—Chicago Oriental.
Gould, Frank—Y. Y. Rivoli.
Gray, Gilda

—

-St. Louis Ambassador.
Hanke, Hans—.Y. Y. Rivoli.
Hill, Eddie—Chicago Capitol.
Hines, Harry—Chicago Senate.
Hoey, Herbert L. A. Metropolitan.
Jones and Hare—-V. Y. Strand.
Jones, Bon—

-

Indianapolis Colonial.
Jones, Frank-

—

Chicago Oriental.
Jose and Pepita—K. C. Newman.
Keates, Henri A.—Chicago Oriental.
Kennedy, Haze!^—St. Louis Grand Central.
Kent, Lee L. A. Metropolitan.
Kinball, Hunter—Y. Y. Rivoli.
Klemova, M. Y. Y. Strand.
Kvale, Al—Chicago Oriental.
Lang, Arthur St. Louis Grand Central.
Lewis, Sammy—Y. Y. Fox Academy.
Light, Ben and Co.—Indianapolis Colonial.
Locust Sisters—Y. Y. Fox Academy.

“He Sure Can Play His Plarmonica” before tak-
ing a row of encores and bowing through Ash’s
announcement that the act is in for six weeks.
The boys have a lot of class and release a tight
bundle of harmony. They look able to run the
six weeks into more.
“My Lucky Day” by the band for the finale

with drops going up successively, revealing a
flock of apparent banjoists, etc., breaking Kvale
and the cornet player through a banjo drop, then
on up until Michel and his xylophones topped the
works, gals .coming on from just under the eaves
through nifty set to dress the stage for the finish.

Ziegfeld has closed a Follies with less flash and
class than this thing had.

Precede: Prior to Ash’s act, Henri A. Keates
had plugged “Someone Is Losin’ Susan,” “Waltz
of the Bells,”' “Lonesome and Sorry” and “Mary
Lou” via the organ. He did a nifty by letting
his organ descend out of sight with him while
playing an encore, a bit of self-effacement which
is first rate showmanship.

Blackout: Before the break into the opening of
the Ash show, Al Kvale, who leads when Ash is

away, came out to announce the leader’s illness.

This brought the usual groans from those present
and Kvale went on to say he didn’t think they
believed him when he made this announcement
and so he’d prove it—drape parting to show Ash
in bed with nutse, doctor, etc., working the good
old (and clean) “where’s my umbrella” gag for a
blackout that made ’em laugh. The old gags work
best for these things in the picture houses, for
folks know when to laugh.

Observation : This show was, as stated, the
best thing Ash and McDermott have done in
Chicago. It was wholly clean, fast, bright,
snappy and above all entertaining. If this pace
could be maintained, Publix should pick up these
productions, fit them out with substitute bands
and leaders, and shoot them into the circuit
routine at intervals. Dolled up by Frank Cambria
in New York and trimmed to running time, they’d
be lifesavers set among the stiff collar road units.

Chicago Capitol
Week Ending November 14

Al Short couldn't have read the suggestions of-

fered in last week’s report of his show before
Tuesday evening—the book not being off the
press at that time but he did make most of the
alterations outlined and his “In Dreamland’’ was
a bird of a show. It ran like this:

Newsreel—and this house hasn’t been using
them on its deluxe performances—with the or-
chestra in the pit which has been untenanted
since Short went on the stage. The band’s stage
experience hasn’t untaught it a thing about play-
ing pictures in the pit and what it did for this
newsreel was ample.

Pathe Review—marking still further expansion
of film program for this house—with organ ac-
companiment.
Aesop Fable—still more expansion—with the

organ.

Mack, Mirth Chicago Oriental.
Mahon and Scott K. C. Mainstreet.
McLaughlin, Kitty—Y. Y. Strand.
Melson, Charlie—L. A. State.
Meroff, Benny—Chicago Granada.
Merritt, Dorothy

—

K. C. Newman

.

Miles, Ruth L. A. Metropolitan.
Morris, Delias—L. A. State.
Murtagh, Henry B. Chicago Chicago.
Neimeyer, Joe ’Frisco Warfield.
Norton, Myrtle Indianapolis Ohio
Peabody, Eddie—L. A. Metropolitan.
Pilzer, Maxmillian^—Y. Y. Rialto.
Planer, Louise Chicago Capitol.
Primrose Minstrels K. C. Mainstreet.
Ramon, Hilda—.Y. Y. Rivoli.
Rand. Al and Jack—Y. Y. Fox Academy.
Rector and Cooper St. Louis Grand Central.
Reiser, Alois Y. Y. Strand.
Ritz Brothers Y. Y. Fox Academy.
Rodemich. Gene—St. Louis Grand Central.
Roesner, Walt ’Frisco Warfield.
Rolando, Anna Y. Y. Rivoli.

Ropee, Erno—Y. Y. Fox Academy.
Rose, Irving St. Louis Ambassador

.

Rose, Joe

—

K. C. Newman.
Royal Welch Choir Chicago Chicago.
Russco, Jack.——Indianapolis Colonial.
Seastrom, Dorothy *Frisco Warfield.
Shook, Charles—Chicago Granada.
Short, Al, and Boys Chicago Capitol.
Sjovik, Amund Y. Y. Strand.
Smeck. Roy—Y. Y. Fox Academy.
Smoot, Roy *Frisco Warfield.
Sonny and Eddy Indianapolis Ohio.
Stanley, Jay^—Chicago Granada.
Talhot, Irving V. Y. Rivoli.
Taylor, Irene Chicago Oriental.

Terry, Tom St. Louis State.

Thompson’s Singing Troubadours Indianapolii

Colonial.
Utt, Arthur L. St. Louis Grand Central.

Van and Schenck—St. Louis Missouri.
Waco’s Buccaneers—Y. Y. Fox Academy,
Walker, Doris L. A. Metropolitan.
Watson, Milton^—Chicago Oriental.
Workman, Leonard Brooklyn Mark Strand.
Yates and Lawley Y. Y. Rialto.

Al Short and His Boys “In Dreamland”—the
stageshow running like this

—

Opening—lights coming up to reveal beds’’
banked back of foots, bandmen in various might
clothes, snoring, etc., for laughs, before unnamed!
dancer rolls out of front and center bed to do
drunk pantomime for pretty good returns. Lots
of laughter during this opening.
“Dream Melodies,” announced by Short after

entrance and played by the band, a medley of
old and not-so-old ditties having to do with
sleep.

Alfredo and Gladys—or so it sounded—man
and woman dancer doing tough act similar to
that of Chamberlain and Himes. Lots of vigor
and some talent. Good returns.
Dawn and Sherman—boys from Texas—using

harmonica and ukulele to only fair results, but
briefly.

Louise Planer—back at this house after a long
absence—singing “Bluebird” and “For My Sweet-
heart,” working the latter with Short. Miss
Planer always gets about so much applause, sel-
dom more or less, running a good average and
rating as a dependable item in any bill.

Eddie Hill—announced as reared in the neigh-
borhood—who suggests Johnny Perkins when he
goes to work but makes you forget Ash’s favorite
heavyweight when he gets going. He sings a
couple of numbers, but breaks them up with a
radio recitation paraphrasing “Face on the Bar-
room Floor” and clowned with a technique not
commonly encountered, and got away big on the
total offering.

Finale, the boys going back to bed while play-
ing “Please Go ’Way and Let Me Sleep,” instru-
ments dropping out of the number until none is
left, whereupon Short climbs into the remaining
bunk and it’s over. The finish hit as hard as the
opening.

Observation—The acts were held down to their
best stuff this week and the show moved along
with more snap than it has displayed in recent
weeks. The house liked it accordingly, and it

seemed to approve the film expansions noted. The
news that Short is to leave the Capitol after one
more week looks cock-eyed in view of all this.

Chicago Chicago
Week Ending November 14

Showshoppers go here, there and everywhere in
search of this or that special type of entertain-
ment, but when they just feel like an all-around
good show they drop into the Chicago and get it.

This week’s bill is representative of the consis-
tently high type of entertainment offered at this
playhouse about fifty weeks out of the annual
fifty-two. It ran:
Overture: Adolphe Dumont directing pit or-

Premier

Attractions
INCORPORATED

Wish to thank the Exhib-

itors who have so splendidly

encouraged their efforts to

supply them with the finest

stage attractions available. . .

We are now located in conven-

ient new quarters and will con-

tinue the same sincere policy of

business-like methods coupled

with conscientious application

to the details of presentation

showmanship, the better to fur-

ther the interests of our theatre

clients.

Premier Attractions, Inc.

WOODS THEATRE BUILDING
CEjSTKAL 6922 CHICAGO

95 Acts Reported in This Issue
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chestra in “Familiar Melodies,” a collection of
classic, semi-popular and popular tunes with male
voice in pit singing chorus of “B’irdseye View of
My Old Kentucky Home" and quartette back-
stage contributing a harmony section later on
of “Old Kentucky Home” itself. Dumont has
broken away from the shopworn classic overtures
and the improvement is evident in the audience
reaction.
“When Johnnie Comes Marching Home,” Kelly

Color reel on Pershing, with orchestra, candying
same to suit.

Eleanor and Ball, girl violinist and man cellist,

working in three. Dozens of presentations in-

volving casts of forty or more are worth con-
siderably less than these two artists. They sim-
ply walk out, play, then go away. The audi-
ence experience is that of being given sudden
admission to the drawing room of a home where
artists live and are, at the moment, amusing
themselves. Seeming to strive to do no more
than this, to play a couple of numbers for pas-
time, they do all and sundry that a presentation
is supposed to do at its best. These folks are
just that—a presentation—and worth the money
whatever the figure.

Newspicture with pit orchestra accompaniment.
Henry B. Murtagh, at the console vacated by

Jesse Crawford, running off an introductory
trailer that’s a model for clarity, style and ef-

fect, then playing “Precious” straight and other-
wise. Murtagh pokes a clean set of ivories and
kicks a precise pedal. Working without ostenta-
tion, he utilizes the instrument as it was in-

tended to be utilized and they welcomed him
with open arms. Following Crawford was a man-
sized job. Murtagh did a man-sized job of it.

Royal Welch Choir, who have worked this house
before, using a slightly expanded act and singing
themselves into the good graces of those present
with the matter-of-fact certainty which goes with
merit. They have it.

Observation : Murtagh, tackling a tough as-
signment in following Crawford, seems set. Elea-
nor and Ball ought to be good for as many
weeks of the Chicago picture house time as they
care to play.

St. Louis Missouri
Week Ending November 12

Cus Van and Joe Schenck, whose tuneful har-

monies of sentiment, fun and dialect pleased the
patrons of the Ambassador Theater last week,
moved out to Grand boulevard to do their stuff

for the entertainment of the patrons of the
Missouri Theatre the week ending November 12.
And we will say they know how to entertain.

The overture selection of the week was “Gio-
conda” and introduced “The Dance of the
Hours,” in which the Missouri dancers did nobly.
Those gals are getting? better week by week, as
that Old French gent used to say a few years
ago.

Armistice Week was reflected in the organ
numbers for the week’s program, and on the
screen, the feature was “So’s Your Old Man.”

St. Louis State
Week Ending November 12

Charles Domberger and his Victor Record
orchestra was the feature stage act at Loew’s State

Theatre the week ending on November 12. They
presented a program of amusing musical novelties
and went across big.

Dornberger gave a saxophone solo selection
"Souvenir” which pleased generally. The finale

was “St. Louis Blues.”
At the organ Tom Terry conducted another of

his justly famous community sings. "She Knows
Her Onions” was the strongest number for .this

sing judging by the applause. Other selections
that made big hits were “Traumerei” and “In-
dian Love Call.” Also “Just a Song at Twilight”
and “My Old Gal.”
For the prologue for the return engagement of

“The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse,” Don
Albert and his men were illuminated by a flush

red of blood intensity. The musicians played for
the singing of two senoritas, a Spanish fandango
and the Argentine tango by a pair of steppers.
The solo dance with castanets and the ballet’s

handling of the tambourines were especially good.

St. Louis Ambassador
Week Ending November 12

Cilda Gray was the headliner at the Ambassa-
dor Theatre the week ending November 12, star-

ring both the stage and screen. Her feature pic-

ture was “Aloma of the South Seas.”
For those who like the native dances of the

South Seas, Miss Gray brought forth a real treat,
giving a wonderful exhibition of rhythmic writh-
ing in a prologue for the picture. She was sup-
ported by a band of native musicians and a troupe
of Samoan dancers.

But the biggest surprise came when Miss Gray
started to sing. And she did sing in pleasing
style. Almost as good as she dances. And we
can’t say more than that. At least not in that
way. One critic said she sang hauntingly, what-
ever that means.

Irving Rose presented as the overture for the
week Victor Herbert’s American Fantasy, and the
orchestra also played the accompaniment for the
“Impressions of 1918” pictures and the singing of
war songs by Sam Ash.

Stuart Barrie gave his usual treat at the organ,

his big number being an interpretation of “Some-
where a Voice is Calling Me.”

Chicago Senate
Week Ending November 14

Although Art Kahn was billed as usual, he was
absent from the theatre November 12 and no ex-
planation was offered the audience. In his place
as leader was a rather good looking, athletic

young man.
What a show most of these leaders make of

themselves ! Kahn’s substitute followed the usual
painful procedure of most of his contemporaries.
He undoubtedly had seen Paul Ash work and
was positive Ash’s little mannerisms are sure
fire.

He planted his feet solidly on the floor and
made one leg twitch. He imitated a man swim-
ming, a magician waving a rabbit out of a plug
hat and a half dozen other gestures not easily

recognized. In the meantime, the orchestra played
well in spite of him and paid no attention to him.
Some of the time, he succeeded in keeping time.

It was all very painful, but he bore up well, the
smile never leaving his face.

Aside from this phase—and it is necessary to

sit through similar stuff in almost every theatre

—

the entire program was very pleasing.
Harry Hines, who has left vaudeville and is

now strutting his stuff in presentation, shows
promise. Being an old trouper, “showing prom-
ise” ought to amuse Harry, but the fact is he
still has a long way to go and needs quite a bit

Oif advice if he is going to go big and stay in

presentation. Hines is an opportunity. Under
the right guidance and coaching, he could be a
big bet. His own act is good.
The rest of the bill was good, safe stock stuff.

The piano accordionist, the young lady who sings
distinctly and carries on a little horse play with
the orchestra, and the pair o‘f singers were okay.
What looked especially good was a chorus of

eight young ladies, who were selected (honestly)
for good looks and shapeliness. They were well
costumed and well drilled. Legs cease to be in-

decent, and become art, when they are sufficiently

well formed, and these sixteen were.
For a time, it seemed that the theatres were

picking up their choruses at a meeting of the Tif-

fin Bridge Club or some steel mill stenographers’
athletic club. But these girls at the Senate
were show girls—neat, good looking and well
trained.

If Art Kahn assembled the show, he is to be
complimented. If Art has either dropped the Ash
complex, or perfected his imitation since the last

time this reporter watched him work, he is bat-

ting high.

Chicago Granada
Week Ending November 14

A show lasting two hours and three quarters at

this house offered Benny Meroff and his 26 Rus-
sian Revels in a well staged and typically Meroff
show together with a little act appropriate to

Armistice Day celebration. The motion pictures

showed included a feature, a newsreel, a short

comedy and an Armistice Day reel provided by the

U. S. Signal Corps. At the end of the latter came:
Senn High School’s R. O. T. C. squad in a

manual of arms drill. Lighting effects aided the

act with faked clouds and a spot on the overseas
group standing at the side of the squad holding
a Georgie Cohan flag. The act came in behind
the scrim following the flying of the motion
picture screen. The screen fell at the end and
the words of “Keep the Home Fires Burning”
were thrown on the screen.

Charles Shook played a series of songs popular
during the war. A young fellow with an en-
trained though natively good voice stepped into

a box at the left of the stage and sang “Roses
of Picardy.” It is presumed it was one of the

Senn High students, although no introduction
was made clearly stating so. This part_ of the

stage show was well received considering the
patriotic atmosphere on the holiday when this

reporter saw it.

Jay Stanley led the orchestra in a number of

patrotic songs and ended up with a poorly chosen
Dixie air. Stanley is either working under a
handicap with his orchestra or else he is unap-
preciated by his audience. B'ut, speaking of

appreciation, the big time of the week for these
Rogers Park and Loyola folks is when

—

Benny Meroff comes out with his tricks and
goes into ten dollars worth of entertainment. His
26 Russian Revels are not to be written home
about, but Benny takes the burden off them and
works like a house afire every minute he’s on the
stage. His disarming smile permits no resent-

ment from anyone, regardless what the bull that

someone or another constantly pulls. His forte

is clean entertainment and there’s no saturation
point. Some say he’s an A1 Jolson and Frederick
Stock combined in one.

Sonia Meroff has been held over a week (by
request) and proves in a song called, “I’m On
My Way Home” that she’s one of the Meroffs.

She does a dance that gets a good hand and a

couple of dozen girls do a couple of sword drills

and a butcher knife drill. The latter is just

about what it sounds like it must be.

N. Y. Fox Academy
Week Ending November 13

Last week’s Academy presentation was easily the

best picture bouse stage show in town. It com-
pared favorably with the best presentations done
anywhere in the country. The Academy is new
(opened about six weeks ago), the stage is large,
stage lighting is good, and some good talent
worked in the show, which ran as follows:

Bill Adams, master of ceremonies, stepped out
between main drapes and sang a lead into what
was to follow. Drapes parted revealing a cabaret
scene against a scrim hung at three, behind which
was mounted Bill Waco’s band. Girls and boys
did some fill-in ballroom dancing before scrim and
then made way for the
Academy Girls, eight good lookers who know

how to dance and belonged in the show. They
did a well-routined tambourine number. Follow-
ing them was
Roy Smeck, banjo duster, who didn’t have such

a good evening. Smeck knows many tricks with
which to produce unusual effects, but fakes his
harmonies to get them. He opened with
“Tamiami Trail,” slid into “Bye, Bye, Blackbird,”
and then went back to “Tamiami.” The whole
thing took a fair hand.

Locust listers, four forming a vocal quartette
and the fifth playing piano accompaniment, fol-
lowed Smeck. The girls make a good appear-
ance, are pretty good salesmen, and gave “Red,
Red Robin” something new in harmonic treat-
ment. Good hand for this.

Sammy Lewis, eccentric hoofer, was next, doing
fast and difficult stuff to “Sweet Georgia Brown.”
Into his work Lewis incorporated a few Charles-
ton steps but did them differently. His sliding
splits and kicks hit hard and he was given a
great hand when he concluded.

Margie Coates, song syncopator, was next up,
singing “B'reezin’ Along With the Breeze,” which
which went only so-so.
Waco’s Buccaneers, an 11-piece jazz combina-

tion, was next announced. Scrim at three was
drawn. The band was mounted upstage on low
platform. The outfit played some old and some
new stuff, including “Somebody Loves Me,”
“Lady Be Good” and “Lucky Day.” To “Lucky
Day” a girl in jazz costume did a dance turn
featuring kicks that harvested spontaneous ap-
plause several times. “Waxie,” featured with the
band, sang “Walking Around in Circles” to band
accompaniment. The number went over nicely.

A1 and Jack Rand, boys who can dance, fol-

lowed, working to “Rose Marie.” The boys
look well and their acrobatic interpolations are
good. Well received.

Following the Rands, one of the Locust girls
did “Lay Me Down to Sleep In Carolina.” Only
fair, this. As the quartette lead this one of the
sisters is at her best.

Ritz Brothers, three blond youths who are of
one stature and style of body architecture, were
the feature of the show. The boys specialize in
“nut” song delivery, clowning and eccentric hoof-
ing. They opened with a college yell offstage
and then came on to sing “Collegiate,” with
plenty of gagging. They hit with this, and fol-

lowed with a dance turn the “walking race”
finish of which stopped the show. They were
called back, taking the only encore allowed, and
cutting it short.

Carr and Clary, comedy tumblers, did not be-
long in the show and had a poor evening. They
work well enough, and do at least one number
that is good, but didn’t knock over much ap-
plause.

Miss Coates sang another number following the
tumblers, “Hello, Swanee.” Lewis also did a
second number, dancing the Black Bottom ahead
of the Ritz Brothers. The finale brought all on,
the Academy Girls working first behind the foots.
A whirling crystal ball and the fast work of all

on the stage combined with music by the pit and
stage orchestras to make a splendid flash finale.

Ahead of the stage show the pit orchestra,
conducted by Erno Rapee, played the “Tann-
hauser” overture. The pit orchestra provided most
of the music for the stage numbers.

New York Rivoli
Week Ending November 12

Paul Oscard offered the presentation attraction
at the Rivoli Theatre this week. Under the title,

“Moonlight,” a rather pleasing stage show was
presented. The program

:

Overture. Under the direction of Irvin Talbot,
the Rivoli Orchestra played, “Sakuntala,” for
an overture.
A scenic, “So This Is America” followed.
Hans Hanke, concert pianist, Mr. Hanke won

his audience with his rendition of classical com-
positions. Working before a rather elaborate drop,
Hanke received big hands for his playing and
proved a hit.

The newsreel with orchestra accompanying.
“Moonlight.” Devised and staged by Paul

Oscard, this presentation was offered in two set-

tings, the first a full stage and the other ar-

ranged by the back drop splitting in three parts.
Robert Cloy, dressed in a white costume of

clown effect, came on the stage and offered a
song. Anna Rolando, as The Lady of The Moon,
next presented a dance number while girls in

lavish costumes as Phantoms danced around her.

A team of acrobatic dancers followed for a good
hand.
The back drop, a scene of poplars and moon-

light effect was then split, the first section was
to the left of the stage and here a scene of
moonlight in Japan was offered. A love song
sung by Frank Gould was applauded. The cen-
ter part was left closed and the right split to
offer an Indian scene where Hilda Ramon sang
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“Indian Love Call.” The center of the stage
then opened and a colonial scene with Anna
Rolando and Hunter Kimball singing a number
went over well. The finale was offered with the
three panels open and the original players again
on the front of tjie stage. “Kingdom of The
Moon” was offered in song and dance for a
snappy finale that brought a big hand. The vari-
ous offerings were presented under the titles,

“The Moonlight Forest.” “Moons of Love” and
“Moonlight Waltz.”
The feature picture, “Everybody’s Acting,” con-

cluded the show.

New York Strand
Week Ending November 13

This week’s show at the Strand was run off

in two sections exclusive of the overture, and
while in its entirety it was not of the highest
caliber, it went well with the house. The bill

presented ran as follows:
Alois Reiser conducted the orchestra through

“Merry Wives of Windsor” music for the over-
ture. The number was mechanically played, but
was accorded a good hand.
Armistice Day Tableau, featuring Kitty Mc-

Laughlin and the Strand Male Ensemble, followed.
In center stage at about three was a large white
mausoleum, mounted on which was Miss Mc-
Laughlin, in white under strong white light.

Ranged in tiers on each side was the male en-
semble attired in issue O. D.’s and tin hats.
Miss McLaughlin opened the singing, to be
joined in a chorus by the men. The number
concluded with a fiag-of-nations flash and the
whole thing awoke a rousing burst of applause.

Newsreels, including shots from Pathe, Fox and
International, followed, leading with an Armistice
Day flash-back.
Mark Strand Frolic, featuring Klemova, Daks,

Kiddon and the male ensemble, followed the news.
Mounting for this was a gypsy camp scene, with
tent set slightly left stage and fully upstage. The
gypsy dance was the feature of this section.
Klemova and one of the men are very clever.
The other of the two men did not add greatly
to the bit.

Amund Sjovik, singing Herbert’s “Gypsy Love
Song,” followed the dance trio, assisted by the
male ensemble. The barytone has a resonant,
well-colored voice and put his number over for
a great hand.
Klemova, assisted by the Strand ballet of 18,

followed Sjovik, in “Naila.” Each girl was
dressed in white, working in brilliant white light
against a black eye drop. The ensemble is well
matched for size and ability, and Klemova’s solo
work was good. Spontaneous applause broke out
several times during this number and it took a

big final hand.
Jones and Hare, “The Happiness B'oys,” closed

the show. This team is adept at sending over a
song, but works in the vaude manner and is prone
to indigo gags. They opened with their well-
known “How Do You Do?” and followed with
“Wish She’d Fall For Me.” After a section of

gagging Jones sang, “No Face Like Your Own,”
a novelty number, and was followed by Hare
singing “Tramp, Tramp, Tramp,” which he sent
over in fine style. After some more gags the
boys did a burlesqued operatic number in duo,
and after that encored with “Me, Too,” which
did not sound so well with their type of harmonic
treatment. But though the act was done in strict

vaude style, the boys seem popular at this house'
and on the whole were a hit.

New York Rialto
Indefinite Run

Opening this week with the Wallace Beery and
Raymond Hatton picture, “We’re in the Navy
Now,” Publix’s Rialto Theatre offered a new pres-
entation offering.

The orchestra, under the direction of Maximilian
Pilzer, played, “Memories of the South” as a
prelude for the James Fitzpatrick song picture,
“Songs of the South.”
The newsreel followed.
Harold Yates and Cooper Lawley. This team

appeared at the Rivoli theatre last week. Their
arrangements at the Rialto are the same. Open-
ing before drop, in one, they offered “Red, Red
Robin,” one of them at the piano and the other
standing to the right. They have rather good
voices but their presentation of numbers, with
rather poor attempts at acting, seem rather comi-
cal instead of dramatic. A number, “Yvonne,”
presented with kneeling and baited breath seemed
to cause more giggles than tears. Ending with
a good duet song, they were sent from the stage
with a rather good hand.
The feature picture, “We’re in the Navy Now'”

closed the show.

Brooklyn Mark Strand
Week Ending November 5

Radio attractions having been found good draw-
ing cards in conjunction with the photoplay, the
Davis Saxophone Octette was brought back as one
of the stage features of the 6how with the photo-
play, “The Prince of Tempters.”
Edna Burhans, soprano, opened each deluxe per-

formance by appearing on the apron of the or-
chestra stage in an aria from “Ernani” and then
“Cherie, I Love You.” Although Miss Burhans
worked under a spot from the dome, Managing
Director Edward L. Hyman worked out special

lighting effects for the drapes which closed in the
production stage.
“Swanee River,” a short film subject disclosing

picturesque spots along that well known water-
way, came next and was used as a prelude to the
appearance in full stage of the Dixie Jubilee Sing-
ers and dancers. The film was especially scored
for music, the theme song being also used for the
Dixie Jubilee Singers.
A backdrop in black and white showing mag-

nolia trees and steamboat on the river was used
for the Dixie Jubilee Singers, a group of colored
artists specializing in melodies of the Southland.
Their routine was broken up by the appearance
of six members of the ballet in a pickanniny
dance and by Leonard Workman, an eccentric
dancer. A cakewalk closed the presentation.
The Mark Strand Topical Review showed cur-

rent events from various parts of the world, with
especially scored music and effects.

Davis Saxophone Octette, under the direction
of Clyde Doerr, was offered in full stage with a
setting which included silver tree in front of a
black cyclorama center stage. Their routine was
as follows: “Davisax March,” a saxophone solo,
“Ma Favourite” by Clyde Doerr, “Oooglee
Oo,” “My Wild Irish Rose” and a medley of
popular hits.

“The Prince of Tempters,” a First National
production.—L. S. F.

Los Angeles Met
Week Ending November 11

Publix Theatres presented Eddie Peabody this
week in “Water Lilies.” While the production was
nicely carried out, performers on the bill carried
off major honors. The bill ran.
Opening number an ensemble dance with Metro-

politan girls, Peabody directing orchestra from pit.
Moorish armor costumes were worn by the danc-
ers. Fair applause resulting.
While Peabody and band were assuming places

on stage orchestra shell, two cornet players team-
ing with two trombone players played a number
which registered exceptionally well.
Peabody and band played, “Pale Moon,” Eddie

joining in on the violin and excellent applause
resulting.
Herb Hoey and Doris Walker, in songs and

dances scored heavily.
Metropolitan girls did a moorish dance number

while Harvey Karels and Ruth Miles teamed in
acrobatic dance number to fair applause.
Mort Downey, a hold over, scored tremendous

applause in singing “I’m in Love Again” for an
encore, “Roses of Picardy.”

Peabody and band member in singing and gui-
tar number pleased immensely and scored heavily.
Lee Kent, titan haired radio singer got an ex-

cellent hand in singing, “How Can You Look So
Good,” and had to do another song for an encore.

Peabody and banjo brought out wild enthu-
siasm in “Sweet Thing” and “Mary Lou,” for
encore, “Where Did You Get Those Eyes?”

Moorish background curtain lifted and several
lilies were shown in pyramid formation. A girl
with sparkles resembling water fountain effect shot
right behind each flower while entire company
came on stage for the finale. The close was nice,
but only mild applause resulting.

Los Angeles State
Week Ending November 11

Loew’s State Theatre held over its stage presen-
tation, “Pyramids,” from last week. Rube Wolf
and his band were switched to San Francisco and
popular Charlie Melson of the Westlake Theatre
held the baton. The bill was run off just the
same as it was last week, but it was noticeable
that many had seen the show before, weak applause
resulting from every number. Charlie Melson
teamed with Della Morris, a girl who can’t sing
much, and put on a couple of song dialogues.
The bill was identical to last week’s with the

exception of weaker applause for every presenta-
tion given last week. Those desiring a report of
the show are referred to last week’s HERALD.
A policy announced by Fanchon and Marco for

the future will be the switching of orchestra lead-
ers over the entire West Coast circuit, and from
now on each week will see a new master of cere-
monies at Loew’s State.

St. Louis Grand Central
, Week Ending November 12

Gene Rodemich and his Merry Maniacs presented
“Blue Blues” as their instrument of jazzy enter-
tainment at the Grand Central the week ending
November 12. It blew the blues if you felt that
way.
Armistice week was observed by the sinking

of “Tramp, Tramp, Tramp” and “America, First,
Last and Always,” by Arthur Lain?, barytone.

Hazel Kennedy, eccentric comedienne, and the
dancers, Rector and Cooper, also got much ap-
plause for their

_

efforts. Another distinct
feature was the miniature of Gilda Gray’s song,
dance and xylophone offering. Arthur L. Utt at
the organ played “Armistice Reveries.”
The feature film was “Her Second Chance.”

Indianapolis Ohio
Week Ending November 13

Sonny and Eddy, a syncopated dancing team,
formerly with Paul Ash in Chicago, and Myrtle

Norton, an entertaining singing comedienne, pro-
vide the specialty. It is the usual act of this
nature, but finds favor with the customers.

Kansas City Newman
Week Ending November 13

“Lovers in Porcelain” contains music which
makes one remember the Publix presentation long
after the synopsis of the act has been forgotten.
As a whole the presentation, which is in three
settings and lasts about thirty minutes, is highly
entertaining, although there are a few dragging
moments which makes one wonder why “heavy”
music ever was injected into an otherwise light-
hearted and melodious act which moves along at a
fast and pleasing clip.

.Carlos and Valeria are about as nimble and
attractive a couple as have been seen on the New-
man stage in many months. They dance with
grace aplenty. Jose and Pepita, equally good
looking, give a good interpretation of a Spanish
dance, while Joe Rose and Dorothy Merritt do a
Russian dance effectively, for which they were
much applauded during the week.
The costuming and lighting effects are highly

attractive and add much to the “punch” of the
act. Attendance during the week was about
normal.
The feature picture was “Ace of Cads.”

Kansas City Mainstreet
Week Ending November 13

Three well-balanced acts found a generous audi-
ence waiting each day this week. Mahon and Scott
have a combination which could not help but
please the most critical audience. In addition to
Mahon and Scott, Apache dancers, there is Violet
Dell, toe dancer, and the Filipino harmonists in-

cluded in the act. Mahon and Scott need be taught
nothing further about Apache dancing, while Miss
Dell is a clever toe dancer with a pleasing smile
that wins approval. The Filipino harmonists live

up to their name as far ^s harmony is concerned
The two settings are colorful, lasting ten minutes.

“Primrose Minstrels” are revived by Mrs.
George Primrose, but so few are the acts of this

type today that Kansas City audiences readily
accepted the offering with applause. The act is in

one setting. The act lasts twelve minutes.
Five Decardos, barrel athletes, keep up a lively

pace for ten minutes. They have an act which,
while including several familiar stunts, also has
some feats which are not so common and which
enlist the hearty approval of the audiences. The
attendance during the week was a little above
normal.
The feature picture was “The Duchess Of Buf-

falo.”

San Francisco Warfield
Week Ending October 23

On the stage Fanchon and Marco offer “The
$1,000,000 Fur Follies” in which twenty beauties

parade across the stage and down the aisles of the

theatre wearing splendid coats over equally splen-

did gowns. There are two sets of the coat9 and
frocks, one for afternoon and the other for
evening wear.

Joe Neimeyer and Una Fleming do two of their

fine dances; Roy Smoot sings a number or two in

an often beautiful tenor voice and Dorothy Seas-
trom, a blonde beauty, came to feast the eyes.

She does that, but nothing more.

Walt Roesner and his Super-Soloists play
Litoloff’s “Robespierre” Overture, and give a
well-read performance of the number, and later

they offer a song of the moment, “Any Ice To-
day Lady?”

Indianapolis Colonial
Week Ending November 13

Ben Light and his company is the stage presen-

tion this week, a diverting musical, singing and
dancing revue. Members of the cast put out a

nice act, clean and entertaining. They are troupers

and get their act over well. The musical num-
bers are well selected and make a hit with the

audience.
Floyd Thompson’s Singing Troubadours are

heard in a musical program, with Bob Jones, Jack
Berry and Jack Russco in specialty numbers.

Midstate Chain Theatres
Now Operating in Illinois

(Special to the Herald)

FAIRBURY, ILL., Nov. 16.—Mid-
state Chain Theatres, Inc., with $500,000
capitalization, has taken over all assets
and liabilities of Midstate Theatres, Inc.

The new corporation will operate the
theatres of the old company- and ex-
pects by next summer to control houses
in both northern and southern Illinois.

A buying and book office is to be opened
in Chicago. E. B. Ramsey of Fairbury is

president.
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Position Wanted

OPERATOR WANTS POSITION: First-class

operator, nine years’ experience in booth; can fur-

nish best of references; have had some experience
as assistant manager. If you need an operator,
wire Cecil Callahan, Tipton, Okla.

MALE ORGANIST: Several years experience
in first-class houses. Pictures and vaudeville.
Pictures preferred. Address Organist, New Home
Theatre, Bridgeport, O.

EXPERT PHOTOPLAYER ORGANIST (hand
and roll). Complete picture library. Guarantee
cue satisfactorily. Experience New York. Address
Box 125, Exhibitors Herald, 407 South Dearborn
Street. Chicago. Illinois.

Theatres Wanted

WANTED TO LEASE OR BUY THEATRE in
Illinois town. Must be in a town of 3,000 to
5,000. No competition and a seven-day town.
Have cash and mean business. Give all details
in first letter, of what you have. Address Box
127, Exhibitors Herald, 407 South Dearborn
Street, Chicago, III.

WANTED TO BUY OR LEASE Moving Pic-
ture Theatre in town of 3,000 to 5,000 people.
Illinois or Indiana preferred. Address Box 128 ,

Exhibitors Herald, 407 South Dearborn Street,
Chicago, Illinois.

WANTED: ONLY THEATRE in Iowa or
Nebraska town. Two thousands up. Seven day
town preferred. Address C. P. Buswell, Meriden,
Iowa.

Operator Wanted

WANTED: A COMPETENT OPERATOR for
new theatre which will open about December 4.
Apply to A. J. Gibbons, Metropolis, Illinois.

Cameramen Wanted

WANTED: TO HEAR FROM Free Lance
Cameramen. Give address, phone number and list
of equipment. Address Box 130, Exhibitors
Herald, 565 Fifth Avenue, New York City, N. Y.

Theatres For Sale

FOR SALE: Theatre Lease and Equipment.
Seats 270; town 8,500; Northern Ohio. Best loca-
tion. Overhead very reasonable. Well established
business (13 years). Address Box 129, Exhibitors
Herald, 407 South Dearborn Street, Chicago,
Illinois.

THEATRE FOR SALE: Theatre in heart of
city. Population eighteen thousand. Reason for
selling, too much business. Rents $100 per month.
Price $22,000, $8,000 cash, balance any way to
suit purchaser. Located in one of the fastest
growing cities in the South. Address Box 131,
Exhibitors Herald, 407 South Dearborn Street,
Chicago, Illinois.

Equipment Wanted

VVE PAY BEST prices for used opera chairs,
projection machines, ventilating fans, portable
projectors, etc. Movie Supply Company, 844
South Wabash Avenue, Chicago.

WE OFFER HIGHEST CASH PRICES for
Second Hand Machines—Opera chairs—Compens-
arcs—Motor Generators—Portable Projectors, etc.
Write us first. Monarch Theatre Supply Co.,
Memphis, Tenn.

Organs for Sale

FOR SALE—Lacking warehouse space compels
sacrifice guaranteed factory rebuilt Wurlitzers,
Seeburgs, Reproducos and Fotoplayer organs. No
reasonable offer refused. Write immediately for
full particulars. Address Box 126, Exhibitors
Herald, 407 South Dearborn Street, Chicago, Illi-

nois.

ADVERTISE YOUR THEATRE—Mechani-
cal organs. Powerful tone. Suitable for mount-
ing on a truck for advertising purposes. Inex-
pensive. J. S. Gebhardt Organ Company, Tacony,
Philadelphia, Pa.

FOR SALE: Bartola Pipe Organ. Used Wur-
litzer Pipe Organ model U very reasonable.
Cremona Pipe Organ used or new Reproduco
Pipe Organs. Box 53, Havana. Illinois.

Rebuilt Theatre Instruments

EIGHTEEN STYLES TO SELECT FROM—
Electric pianos and motion picture orchestras;
prices and terms that will pay you to buy now.
Pierce’s guarantee. Phil H. Pierce Co., 1805
Commerce Street, Dallas, Texas.

Banners and Posters

CLOTH BANNERS: $1.40. 3x10 feet, 3 colors,

any copy up to 15 words; one day service; sent

anywhere; also Bargain Paper Banners. Asso-
ciated Advertisers, 111 W. 18th Street, Kansas
City, Mo.

WANTED—Used posters, photos, slides, ban-

ners and accessories of all kinds. Must be in

good condition. Will allow liberal credit. Theatre
Poster Supply Company and Sign Exchange, 327
E. Sixth Street, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Candy Concession Wanted

CANDY CONCESSION WANTED in Moving
Picture Theatre. Will render patrons clean, cour-

teous service. Ready to discuss any proposition.

Address Sol Jules, 130 Ft. Washington Avenue,
New York City, N. Y.

Salesmen Wanted

TWO EXPERIENCED SALESMEN who have
specialized in selling organs to theatres. State

age, experience. Very satisfactory remuneration
to capable salesman. Direct leads furnished from
our national advertising campaign. Opportunity
for two men of proven ability. For appointment,
Address Box 132. Exhibitors Herald, 407 South
Dearborn Street, Chicago, Illinois.

Projector Repairing

LOUIS F. FLEISCHER, now located at 845

S. Wabash Avenue, Room 612. Expert repairing
done on all makes of projection machines. Esti-

mates given in advance. All work guaranteed.
Service at all hours. Shop phone Wabash 9045.

Residence phone Mohawk 2081.

OLDEST REPAIR MAN IN CHICAGO:
In fifteen years I have repaired 6,500 machines to

complete satisfaction of the owners. Relief equip-

ment furnished gratis. Address Joseph Spratler,
12-14 E. Ninth Street, Chicago, Illinois.

BEST REPAIR SHOP in the country for
overhauling and repairing projection machines,
ticket machines, motors, etc. Expert workman-
ship, prompt service, reasonable prices. Movie
Supply Company, 844 South Wabash Avenue,
Chicago.

BIGGEST AND BEST EQUIPPED REPAIR
SHOP in the South. Expert workmanship guar-
anteed on all projectors, motors, generators, etc.

Loan mechanism free. Address Monarch Theatre
Supply Company, Memphis, Tenn.

Chair Repairs

NEW AND USED CHAIR BACKS AND
BOTTOMS. Can match yours priced right.

Write Box 330, Highland Park Station, Des
Moines, Iowa.

Mailing Lists

21,000 MOVING PICTURE THEATRES
showing population and seating capacity, per M
$7.50. Without population or seating capacity
$6.00 M. 2500 Chain Theatres operating from
2 to 150, $10.00 M, guaranteed 97 per cent cor-
rect. Ask for detailed price list. A. F. Wil-
liams, Mgr., 166 W. Adams Street, Chicago, Illi-

nois.

Novelty Souvenirs

SOUVENIRS—Over 300 fine Novelties in our
52 page free Catalog. At genuine Wholesale prices.

Write today. No obligation. Fair Trading Co.,

Inc., 307 Sixth Ave.. New York.

Equipment for Sale

“EVERYTHING FOR THE MOVIES.’’ Guar-

anteed Rebuilt Simplex-Powers and Motiograph
Projectors, Opera Chairs—Generators—Screens,

etc. Supplies and Complete Equipments. Low-
est Prices. Cash or Easy Terms. Special Bulle-

tin free. Monarch Theatre Supply Co., Memphis,
Tenn.

NOW IS A GOOD TIME TO FIX up your
theatre. We have on hand 4000 upholstered used
theatre chairs, 2500 used five and seven ply veneer
chairs. Also brand new chairs in five and seven
ply veneer at 40% less than factory price. Re-

built moving picture machines of all makes, and
other theatrical equipment in guaranteed condi-

tion. Tell us your need and we will save you
money. Send in your order and we will make
immediate shipment. Illinois Theatre Equipment
Company, 12-14 East Ninth Street, Chicago,

Illinois.

500 NEW OPERA CHAIRS just a few cents

higher than second hand chairs. Immediate ship-

ment. Address C. G. Demel, 845 South State

Street, Chicago, Illinois.

FOR SALE: Ticket selling machines, demon-
strator models, Simplex or Gold Seal. 2 units,

$175. 3 units, $210. 4 units, $250. Guaranteed.
Liberal terms. Trade in allowances made. Mid-
west Ticket and Supply Corporation, 845 South
Wabash avenue, Chiiago, 111.

COMPLETE THEATRE EQUIPMENT indud-
ing 500 opera chairs, two Smilex Projectors,

Martin Rotary Converter, Screen, Ticket Selling

Machine, Lightning Changer. Ticket Chopper, etc.

Everything in excellent condition. Big Bargain.
Address Box 111, Exhibitors Herald.

FOR SALE: Used Theatre Chairs of all de-
scriptions, immediate shipments. Largest stock of

chairs in the West. The Theatre Seating Com-
pany, 845 S. State Street, Chicago, 111.

UPHOLSTERED AND VENEER Opera Chairs
at very low prices. Address C. G. Demel, 845
South State Street, Chicago, Illinois.
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THE THEATRE
QLsLSDepartment ofPractical Showmanship

the Kearse theatre in Charleston, W.
Va., received newspaper space when
a contest gave rise to such cartoons
as this.

Cantor Becomes
Ad Writer for
Michigan Show
The new Michigan theatre in Detroit

broke a complete story into the Detroit
Evening Times a few days ago under the

heading, “Eddie Cantor to Write Ads for

Michigan Next Week.” According to

the story Cantor had declined to make
a personal appearance at the house
where his picture, “Kid Boots” was
billed but promised to provide ad copy
during the showing. A telegram printed
in the paper and purporting to be written
by Cantor follow in part:

Deeply regret my inability to appear in Detroit,
for I am unable to get away at present time be-
cause of production schedules which for some
reason or other seem to be important in the
movies. I will be glad, however, to write the
newspaper ads for the picture, if you like. This
might be a good substitute, as my signature is

much more handsome than my face. Eddie Cantor.

“Poker Faces” Starts

a Contest in Charleston
Something new in newspaper contests

recently was originated in the fertile brain
of T. L. Kearse of the Kearse theatre in

Charleston, W. Va. He was about to play
“Poker Faces” and he persuaded the car-
toonist of the Charleston Gazette, Kendall
Vintroux, to draw a cartoon of a typical

poker game. Some of the players were
wise-cracking in typical poker fashion,

others were keeping a cagy silence. Each
figure was numbered in order that they
might be identified more easily.

“You’ve often heard that to be a judge
of poker faces is to know half the game.
Here’s where you practice your understand-
ing eye. ... A hand has just been
dealt. Mr. Vintroux has cartooned in these
‘poker faces’ some of the characteristic

poker expressions he has noted on the faces

of five of Charleston’s most celebrated
poker players.”

YOU’D Be SURPRISED
at A Surprise Night

“Surprise Night” means anything might happen

!

A Chicago house, the Chateau, which has experienced many kinds of

good showmanship in its efforts to determine the best way “to get them
in” in the few months past, is offering a “Surprise Night” on Friday of

each week. Under the guidance of Sam Herman the programs are bearing
fruit.

A recent visit at the Chateau revealed a program in which 10 amateurs
participated. None of them was a flop and the poorest was worth $50
a week.

Fifty dollars a week would not book much in professional talent but a

$50 amateur is far better entertainment than a $50 pro. Many of the ten

who volunteered had friends in the audience of that neighborhood house.

Most of them had a few weak spots that proved entertainment value
when accompanying an amateur but which would have boresome accom-
panying a pro.

The audience’s favorites included a girl who whistled, a young ventrilo-

quist, and a comedy team.
The contortionist had all the tricks a contortionist could have, winding

his legs about his neck and tying himself in various kinds of knots.

The young woman with the accordion made no errors in technique and
if her father in his vocal part of the duet had not had such wandering feet

that team might have taken the honors.

The rodeo cowboy’s lariat did a number
of novel turns in a Will Rogers manner but
not with Will Rogers’ perfection. He was
a good humored fellow and when the audi-

ence laughed at his bungles he laughed
along with them.
One young woman’s voice was a splendid

piece of creation in “Roses of Picardy,” but

her training and experience did not war-
rant an appearance quite so “public.”

Another young woman got through “O
Sole Mio” fairly well until the last 100

yards, when she lost the key and couldn’t

get it back.

All these little errors were quickly noted
by the audience, which was with the per-

formers from the start and the talent got
all the breaks with the folks out yonder.
Sam Herman distributed $20 among six

or seven of the best on the bill, having
posted the prizes and assuring all that in

case of a tie equal awards would be made.
Sam stages “Discovery Night” on Satur-

day. We’ll attend one some night and bring in

the stuff for your perusal. So far one
thing is well known about his Saturday
nights : winners, being children, are on the

Sunday morning children’s matinee pro-

gram at the Oriental, where Paul Ash looks

them over and selects the best for a week’s
appearance.

* * *

Herald reporters in the field have sent

in an item or two of interest to exploiters.

From Ottawa comes the word that J. T.

Moxley of the Imperial theatre tied up
“One Minute to Play” with the Ottawa-
Montreal football game, which took place

a week ahead of the film’s booking. A
big sign directly in view of the grand-
stand and cloth banners placed in strategic

spots announced Moxley’s show.
* * *

Frank True of Kansas City calls atten-

tion to the work of Kenton Franklin of

the Newman’s staff in his “special night”

attractions for various industrial organiza-
tions and clubs.

§ee The Screen’s Speediest Star Score A Touchdown
With Richard Dix in “The Quarterback” at

THE ARCADE THEATRE
NOVEMBER 8 and 9

VIRGINIA versus MARYLAND
IN BIG HOME COKING DAY GAME
SATURDAY. NOVEMBER 13

STADIUM. COLLEGE PARK

fticHARPtiv^

V..W

a
(paramount

'

^picture

Dodgers for towns where football is popular are suggested with these contributions
of Sylvan Deitz, manager of Arcade theatre, Hyattsville, Md., where Paramount’s
“Quarterback” showed.
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BREAKING INTO
The Newspapers

By Paul Gulick
Director Publicity, Universal Film Corporation

FOR years a question in the minds of managing editors has been,

“Shall I give this moving picture business space, or turn them over
to the advertising department?”

I
N a way it is no wonder that many edi-

tors have this slant on moving pictures.

Most of them think the picture people are
made of money, anyway. This impres-
sion undoubtedly arose in the era of the

great newspaper serials, when campaigns
of full page moving picture advertisements
were fairly stunning the newspaper world.
That phase passed. But its effect is still

complicating the relations of the newspaper
and the moving picture.

As a matter of fact, it is high time that

newspaper men made a little effort to un-
derstand the moving picture business. It

has possibilities for benefiting a newspaper
which are fully as great as those which
the moving picture looks for in the daily

paper.
In the first place, the moving pictures pay

their own way in the advertising columns,
anyway, and this fare is paid by the man
who gets the first immediate money in the

moving picture business—the theatre owner.
This theatre owner employs a showman to

run his business. If he doesn’t there isn’t

any business.

This showman is either a press agent or
a manager-press agent. In collaboration

with one of the exploitation men, which
the distributing companies maintain, he is

constantly formulating plans with which a

live newspaper can not only make money,
but circulation. For the greatest thing

in the moving picture which should inter-

est the newspaper, is the reader interest

in it.

If there was any lingering doubt in the

mind of any editor as to the reader inter-

est in moving picture personalities and

problems, let him reflect on the astound-
ing publicity which accompanied Valentino’s
sad illness and death. The newspapers
themselves were amazed by it, dumbfound-
ed. And still they printed columns and
columns day after day. No martyred presi-

dent ever received a more full press than
did this moving picture king who spelled

romance to so many millions of people

—

readers of newspapers.
Newspapers run sporting pages, not be-

cause of the advertising—and they don’t

pay their way—but because of the reader
interest that they know exists in sport top-

ics and sport personalities. There is no
advertising incident, to the society columns.
There is, however, a readily gauged reader
interest. But in the widest flight of imag-
ination no editor could picture any person-
ality in the sport column or the society

column whose death would have created
such a nation-wide grief or such unprece-
dented publicity as the death of Valentino.

Isn’t it time that there was a closer bond
of co-operation between the newspapers and
the movies or between the movies and the

newspapers, whichever you like?

Flag RaisedNavy
Day Before New
Saenger Theatre

The official flag raising Navy Day in

New Orleans was held in front of the New
Saenger theatre, now being modeled into

final perfection, with thousands of men,
women and children gathered around the
edifice, that will be such an important ad-
dition to the pleasure and pride of New
Orleans when it opens the doors in January
to its great screen productions, stage pres-
entations—and precious art salon.

Major-General John A. Lejeune, commandant
of the “The Devil Dogs,” and a Louisianian by
birth, headed the dignitaries that witnessed the
ceremony. Mayor O’Keefe, attended by city
officials, represented New Orleans, and Captain
J. K. Taussig of the Cruiser Trention, the Navy.
As Julian Saenger, president, and E. V. Rich-
ards, Jr., vice-president and general manager
of the Saenger Theatres, Inc., were in New York
on Navy Day, the Saenger theatres were rep-
resented by Wm. H. Gueringer, assistant gen-
e ja_l manager, and Earl Steward, acting super-
vising manager of Saenger’s New Orleans the-
atres during the absence of Maurice F. Barr,
who accompanied Messrs. Saenger and Richards
to New York.

The flag was raised by Adele Townsend
Jahncke, great-granddaughter of Edwin M.
Stanton, secretary of war in Lincoln’s cab-
inet, and the daughter of Commodore Er-
nest Lee Jahncke, chairman of the Navy
Day Committee in New Orleans.
The Navy Day Committee gave two rea-

sons for the selection of the New Saenger
as the site for the flag raising. First, a
very practical one. The location of the
theatre at Canal and North Rampart
streets, the first named, the principal street
of New Orleans and one of the widest in
the world, and the second, an exceptionally
wide street, admit neutral ground space for
the accommodation of thousands. The sec-
ond reason is a recognition of merit. New
Orleans is proud of the New Saenger the-
atre and the promise it holds forth of
amusement for Orleanians—and as a show-
place for tourists.

What Showmen
Are Doing to

Get Business

A phototype survey of current
exhibitor business effort, with
pictures upon the accompany-
ing pages.

TIE UP YOUR FOOTBALL
FILM WITH THE GAME
The Theatre,
Exhibitors Herald
We are enclosing a suggestion which may

be of interest and profit to exhibitors’ the-
atres in college towns such as ours. These
dodgers are being distributed at the North
Carolina versus Maryland game at the
Maryland university; and just prior to the

showing at this house of “The Quarter-
back” and the game between Maryland and
Virginia. This is a comparatively inex-

pensive form of advertising which we have
in the past found highly advantageous and
profitable.

Sylvan V. Deitz, manager, Arcade the-

atre, Hyattsville, Md.

MR. ALLEN FALLS IN
WITH SLOGAN CONTRIB
The Theatre,
Exhibitors Herald

I notice that quite a few of the other
exhibitors are doing it so I might as well.

What I refer to is the theatre slogan.

The slogan I use on all of my advertising

is as follows

:

“The Home of Distinctive Pictures.”

Wishing you continued success with your
wonderful trade paper, I remain, very truly

yours, Frank H. Allen, Allen theatre, Sol-

vay, N. Y.

Above was reproduced from a plate appearing in Film Renter, a British trade
magazine, illustrating the method of conducting an ankle contest in a London thea-
tre lobby.
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Ederle’s Visit at Mark Strand

Gets Tieups, Ads and What Not
Edward L. Hyman, managing director of the Brooklyn Mark Strand,

and his staff stepped out with both

person. He staged one of the most
put over in Brooklyn.

Actual work on advertising Ederle started

two weeks before her engagement opened
and gained momentum right up to the mid-
dle of the week she was there. The ice

was broken first by a trailer on the screen
two weeks ahead which announced that the
theatre had obtained the first woman to

swim the English Channel for personal
appearance. Next came a program an-
nouncement and following it came a spe-
cial four page folder with a silhouette cut

of Trudy in a bathing suit, taking up a
double truck in the center, this folder be-
ing mailed to the theatre mailing list of

5,000, distributed to the counter of shops
and stores and placed in parked automo-
biles along the streets. Still another folder
was gotten up especially for the schools
and distributed among the pupils of the
various grade schools and high schools.

Following this the advertising started to

break in the newspapers, beginning with a
mere announcement and working up to the

big splash on the opening day. Car cards
on the street cars came next and art post-
ers and frames in the lobby and placed at

advantageous points throughout the city, in

vacant windows and to help dress other
windows.
Then a tieup was made with the Brook-

lyn Daily Eagle for that paper to sponsor
the official reception to be given Trudy
Ederle on the steps of Borough Hall. The
Eagle started its stories one week before
Miss Ederle came, running cuts and stories

each day and always giving credit to the
theatre for Miss Ederle’s appearance. A
big list of judges, business men and others
was compiled, these personages making up
the welcome committee which was to take
part.

On the opening day, Saturday, a parade
was formed at the theatre at 10 :30 in the
morning with Trudy in the place of honor
and which went through the principal
streets to Borough Hall, where the city

Front of the UFA Palast theatre, Ber-
lin, during the showing of Cecil B.
De Mille’s production, “The Volga
Boatman,” Pro-Dis-Co release.

feet when Gertrude Ederle played in

ambitious exploitation campaigns ever

welcome was extended. Shots were made
of the parade and ceremonies by Fox and
Pathe cameramen and these were later

shown at the theatre. One of the city

bands furnished the music for this occasion.

The exterior of the theatre was pro-
fusely decorated with bunting and the
familiar red, white and blue, giving things

a holiday appearance as well as a patriotic

aspect.

On Tuesday of the engagement Trudy
appeared at Namm’s, one of the leading
department stores, where she was given a
reception by many admirers. This appear-
ance, of course, was worked up in advance
by the theatre and by Namm. She was
also a guest of honor at the Brooklyn
Chamber of Commerce during the week.
One week prior to the engagement the

newsreel showing Trudy as she started to

swim the channel, while she was crossing,

after she landed at Dover and the big
reception from the New York crowds when
she came home was secured, edited with
special titles and put on the screen as a
presentation. Some of these shots were
incidentally used as the introduction for
Trudy’s act the following week.
The sum total of all this work was more

space in the newspapers than had ever been
given a single engagement in Brooklyn.
Managing Director Edward L. Hyman said

he was more than satisfied with Miss
Ederle’s drawing power and that the week
turned out excellent in all respects.

*

Mark Strand Makes Film
An event which is a “red letter day” in

Brooklyn, especially in scholastic circles,

was adroitly capitalized by Managing Direc-
tor Edward L. Hyman of the Brooklyn
Mark Strand theatre. Erasmus Hall High
School and Manual Training High School,

both schools within drawing distances of
this theatre, play their annual football game,
generally in the presence of 30,000 people
at Ebbets Field, the biggest in the Borough.
Arrangements were made with the prin-

cipals of these schools whereby the Brook-
lyn Mark Strand theatre undertook to take
exclusive movies of the entire affair, and
present it the next week at this theatre.

The publicity campaign was planned well

in advance. Every student attending the

game knew long before the game was
played that pictures were to be taken of

the game, for in all assemblies of both
schools it was announced that cameramen
of the Brooklyn Strand would “shoot” the

entire “battle,” for there is much school
feeling in this game. Art lettered cards
were also placed on the school bulletins.

At the field three tremendously big ban-
ners were displayed, announcing that this

game would be reproduced on the sheet

of the Brooklyn Mark Strand during the

week of Nov. 7, which had Corinne Griffith

in “Syncopating Sue” as the feature photo-
play of the week. Before the game started

and after each quarter three groups of
boys would parade around the entire field.

At the end of the game these same boys
were placed strategically outside of the

grounds so that nobody could belp but being
informed of what had been done by the

Brooklyn Mark Strand theatre.

These things, together with the regular
newspaper publicity and advertising, in ad-
dition to the regular weekly bulletin an-
nouncements, helped to put over the cam-
paign with results.

Presented br J.C BACHMANN
Sole Foreign Dulributeri INTEPrQCEAN FILM COKP
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The Gold department store introduced the Laura La Plante Bob to Lincoln, Neb.,
when Universal’s “The Midnight Sun’’ showed at the Orpheum theatre. A bar-
ber was “brought in” to demonstrate the haircut.

Import Barber to

Start Vogue to

“La Plante Bob 99

Lincoln, Neb., is a “tough” town for ex-
ploiters. Due to disagreement between the
theatres and newspapers, not one word
about the theatres, outside their advertise-
ments, is printed in the papers, not even
reviews.
But C. T. Charack, Universal exploiter,

who went to Lincoln for the “Midnight
Sun” engagement at the Orpheum theatre
put over a stunt which had the whole town
talking and gave him extra mention in the
newspaper as well. He sold the Gold de-
partment store, largest in Lincoln, the idea
of introducing the Laura LaPlante bob.
Since Lincoln is a college town, he knew
that this stunt would go over well, for the

college girls will take up anything new.
An expert barber from Omaha Was

brought to Lincoln to show how this cut

was done. He gave free trims to the first

25 women who made application on Mon-
day and Tuesday of his visit, in a big,

elaborately dressed display window. A
mirror, dressing stable and barber chair
were placed at one side

;
the rest of the

window was 'given over to cutouts, stills,

portraits and hand painted cards on “The
Midnight Sun” engagement at the Orpheum.
The store devoted nearly half of their

advertising space each day to an announce-
ment of the new Laura LaPlante bob with
mention of the fact that “The Midnight
Sun” was then showing at the Orpheum.
Of course, this demonstration in the store

window drew a crowd all day long—even
in the rain, according to a report from the

store—and all the bobbed haired women
were discussing the merits of the new cut.

On the third and last day that the barber
was in Lincoln he worked in the depart-
ment store’s barber shop, charging the reg-

ular price for his work and instructing the

store’s barbers in the new cut. Each patron
of the shop received a rotogravure post
card photograph of Laura LaPlante, a stock

Earl Payne Hall of the Kentucky the-
atre at Lexington, Kentucky, adver-
tised the Metro - Goldwyn - Mayer
him, “The Marriage Clause” with
letters similar to the above. In each
was enclosed a Woolworth wedding
ring.

Gniversal accessory, with copy on the back
referring to the Orpheum engagement as
she left the chair.

The department store was delighted with
the tieup, for it stimulated the business in

their barber shop and the theatre reaped
its reward in capacity business throughout
the week.
Assisted by Harold Bennett, house man-

ager of the Orpheum, Charack obtained
several window tieups, including radio, elec-

trical appliances, cosmetics, jewelry and a
large window in a pool room. They also

obtained the use of the roof of a two
story building on which to place a large

cutout of a setting sun with “The Mid-
night Sun” written across it. This was
situated on an ideal corner for display

purposes, for it could be seen for several

blocks.

Because of the peculiar newspaper situa-

tion in Lincoln, L. M. Garman, manager
of the Orpheum, used a large amount of
paper and accessories.

Two usherettes assisted Irene Rich,
Warner Brothers star, and Raymond
Hitchcock in distributing souvenirs
at Grauman’s Egyptian theatre when
the house celebrated its fourth anni-
versary in Los Angeles.

J. G. Weigand, manager of the Marshall theatre, Manhattan, Kan., believes in

putting up a front. Above is his front for “Men of Steel,” First National him.
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'This department contains news, information and gossip on current productions. It aims to supply
-* service which will assist the exhibitor in keeping in touch with developments in connection with
pictures and picture personalities—and what these are doing at the box office. No prophecies on the
entertainment value of pictures are made. Opinions expressed are simply those of the author or of

bis contributors and the reader is requested to consider them only as such.—EDITOR’S NOTE.

ANOTHER CONTEST

ND Then We’ll Use a Contest!” was

the heading of an article in the “Theatre”

department last week goodnaturedly kidding

without knocking the exploitation contest

idea. Mae Tinee of The Chicago Tribune

may or may not have read the article, but on

Sunday she broke out with a ballot and

everything necessary for her readers to eleet

a “King and Queen of the Movies.” (Appar-

ently Miss Tinee missed the “election” con-

ducted by exhibitors in cooperation with

this paper recently, although her newspaper

printed the returns under a Los Angeles

dateline in the issue that announced her

present gesture.)

It is my belief that the industry Miss Tinee

calls “the movies” does not need a king or

queen. In fact, what it needs more than

anything else is the sort of actors who, to

continue the analogy, rate as peasants. At

least, the common or garden variety of good

actor and actress deserve special attention

much more than those players who will be

voted upon by Miss Tinee’s constituents, if

any. For this reason, I am going to start

a little contest of my own. Here’s the idea:

Each week I’ll ask (or you can ask if you

wish) who played a designated part in a

designated picture. Readers may reply and

say what they wish, if they wish to say

anything, about the player concerned. Read-

ers sending correct answers will be rewarded

one way or another, or perhaps both, hut

light will be shed upon individuals who de-

serve it and that in itself is reward enough

for the right sort of people.

Here’s the first one:

Who played the part of Ian Keith’s woman-
servant in the Fox production of “The

Lily’’?

That’s easy. The next one will be harder.

But who was it?

“SYNCOPATING SUE”

T #

HIS Corinne Griffith in “Syncopating

Sue” is the Corinne Griffith of “Classified.”

She has any, all and sundry other Corinne

Griffiths beaten more ways than there is

room to mention. She is, I think,

the Corinne Griffith who should continue

making more and more pictures of this kind.

And the Tom Moore of this picture is the

Tom Moore of “Sally, Irene and Mary.” Re-

member him? The trapdrummer? Well,

he’s the same fellow in this, doing the same
thing.

This Week
Another Contest

“Syncopating Sue

”

Terry’s Nifties

Slums of Berlin’

Patriotic Pictures

“The Great Gatsby”

Director’s Next

“The Old Soak’’

“Kid Boots”

“The Strong Man”

“So’s Your Old Man”

“Jolly Tars”

“Gigolo

”

“For Alimony Only”

And this picture also has the good old

Lee Moran who used to work with the late

Eddie Lyons in two-reelers ( or were they

two-reelers?) hack in the days when comedy
was built by the laugh and delivered on a

slapstick. He’s the same old riot in this.

The story’s about a gal who bangs a piano

in a music store and eventually marries a

trapdrummer. There’s a stage producer who
gums things up a while, admirably portrayed

by Rockliffe Fellowes, and there’s lots of

other people in it. But that’s the story and

it’s told in first rate manner. I could look

at pictures like this all day and then take on

a couple more after dinner just for fun.

TERRY’S NIFTIES

P
JL AUL TERRY’S nifties are good Masons

for theatre attendance. He tosses them into

his Fables without ostentation and they hit.

The best laugh I had last week was caused

by the slow-motion stretch in one of his

Fables having to do with baseball. Thanks,

Paul.

“SLUMS OF BERLIN”

HE RANDOLPH THEATRE, Chicago,

broke out last week with a picture called

“Slums of Berlin.” Frontal and newspaper

billing got me in to see it. It’s worth seeing,

if only to find out how bad these foreign

pictures can be when they aren't good.

The picture’s a monotonous succession of

scenes photographed in Berlin and there-

abouts. Actors in it walk around for no

good reason doing almost nothing at all.

There’s a prisoner who gets out of jail (re-

calling “Variety”) and perhaps the story he

relates to his benefactors is interesting, but

it isn’t told to those who see “Slums of

Berlin” and neither is anything else. All of

which wouldn’t be so bad if the picture

gave a look-in on what Berlin was like after

the war. It doesn’t. That’s the trouble with

the thing—it doesn’t give anything.

PATRIOTIC PICTURES

R 1

L vATHER a pleasant surprise to go

around the town’s theatres last week and find

them observing Armistice Day via screen

rather than stage. They used to produce

such terrifically futile stage exercises for this

purpose. This year they seemed to agree

that the way to do it was by use of the many

excellent short features on the market.

Everybody was happier, I’m sure.

“THE GREAT GATSBY”

J GUESS I'm dumb. If “The Great Gats-

by” is a great picture, I’m sure of it. And

I’m just as sure that the folks all around me
in the Oriental theatre last week are dumb

also, if that’s the case. But that isn’t prob-

able. In fact, I think “The Great Gatsby” is

pretty much flop. Further, I think the direc-

tor flopped it.

The picture’s about things that should be

interesting. It has a lot of folks in it who

know how to act. The yarn it is made from

was said to be pretty good. Incidents in-

volved are interesting during their indi-

vidual exhibitions, but that’s the trouble

—

they are exhibited individually. They don’t

jibe.

It’s too bad, too. Lois Wilson is in the

picture and does more acting than she’s done

in anything since “Only 38.” Warner Bax-

ter, Hale Hamilton, Neil Hamilton—0, lots

of good actors are in it. But they seem to

do things for no apparent reason, things
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without apparent relation, each to the other.

Full of telling touches, fast flashes and

snappy bits, it still doesn’t tell a story. As

I say, it looks as though the director thought

he had an idea but didn’t. If he did have

one, it didn’t get across.

DIRECTORS NEXT

T j OTS of talk about the HERALD'S list

of Box Office Names. Newspapers writing

it up, magazines planning special features,

Hollywood buzzing with excitement, exhib-

itors and exchange folks discussing it pro,

con and indiscriminately.

Next week the “Studio Section” of this

paper will follow up the player list with a

list of directors indicating relative box office

value.

“THE OLD SOAK”

I SAT through the last two reels of “The

Old Soak” and enjoyed it, then the introduc-

tory title came around and told me that

Jean Hersholt was the actor playing the

leading role. That’s how good Hersholt is

in it—and the picture’s as good as he is.

I know Hersholt pretty well. I’ve seen

him in almost everything he ever did. And
in this picture he doesn’t use makeup; that

is, of the applied variety. He just sub-

merges Jean Hersholt and produces the char-

acter that is known as the old soak. That

kind of acting is art. There is little of it.

The picture’s a first rate yarn about an

old man whose family “doesn’t like the way
he drinks,” to use old-fashioned terminology,

and it contains the sort of incidents that

made “Lightnin’ ” what it was when Frank

Bacon played it. Not that the picture is a

lift from that play, for it distinctly isn’t, but

because the genius and technique of Her-

sholt and Bacon are so closely akin.

I liked “The Old Soak” enough, figured it

an hour well spent, but Hersholt’s perform-

ance in it crowds out memory of those play-

ers who worked with him. Guess they must

have been all right.

CONTRIBUTIONS

,t^.EPORTS of other staff members con-

cerning pictures observed in their theatre-

goings, each duly signed, are appended.

—

T. O. SERVICE.

Eddie Cantor has always been to me one
of the funniest men in existence. I have
endangered ribs laughing at him in black
face and light face on the stage. A few
night ago I enjoyed him over the radio.
And now I have had the pleasure of seeing
him on the screen in “Kid Boots.”
Somewhere in listening to conversation

or reading newspaper comments, I got the
idea that Cantor’s first film venture was
not an outstanding success.
To me, “Kid Boots” is an as enjoyable

and thrilling comedy as has come to the
screen in a long, long time. As I recall
the stage musical comedy, there is little

in the story which resembles the show.
But it’s funny and it’s entertaining.
Cantor is totally unlike any comedian

on the screen. He is all eyes. His walk
and other little mannerisms are his own,
or at least they are not borrowed from
any of the film people. Clara Bow, play-

Virginia Lee Corbin, Louise Fazenda,
Ethel Noles and Doris Kenyon in the
First National production “Ladies At.
Play.” Cameraman Folsey shot this

picture under the direction of Alfred E.
Green. This was previewed at the
Bronx Theatre, Bronxville, N. Y., a
short while ago, where it received com-

mendation.

ing opposite him, is delightful as usual.

The rest of the cast is well chosen.

Introduced in the picture is the osteopath
scene, which makes the 1919 Follies linger

in memory longer than most of its suc-
cessors. It is very funny.

The big punch comes when Eddie and
Clara fall over a cliff and are suspended
in midair by ropes, climbing back to safety
several times only to be plunged back into

space.

With this situation, Harold Lloyd could
stand them out from New York City to

Neligh, Neb. And I believe Cantor is

funnier in it than Lloyd could have been.
Jj« * sfc

Harry Langdon is going to be right up
among the leaders in the next exhibitor
survey of box office names if he can con-
tinue the terrific pace he has set himself.

After watching “The Strong Man” un-
folded at the State theatre, a Chicago neigh-
borhood house, and watching the audience
reaction, I would say he is gathering fol-

lowers more rapidly than anyone on the

screen.

“The Strong Man” is not only a mighty
funny comedy. It is also strong drama.
The story is good. The gags are excellent.

But when you leave the theatre, it is Harry
Langdon you carry away with you. He has
“that something” that gets you.

Others have written so much about “The
Strong Man” in this column that it is use-

less to take up space by analyzing the pic-

ture, but it would be unfair to omit mention
of Priscilla Bonner for her fine perform-
ance of the blind Mary Brown.
At the State the orchestra played “Mary

Lou” each time Mary Brown was mentioned

Production is nearly completed on
“Flaming Romance,” the Educational-
Mermaid Comedy, starring A1 St. John
with Aileen Lopez supporting him. Di-
rector Stephen Roberts expects to com-
plete work on this comedy the latter

part of this month.

or was on the screen. It is the first mu-
sical theme I have considered effective

enough to ask the name of in some time.

It adds to the picture.

* * *

“The Strong Man” was the climax of a
week-end orgy I indulged in, looking over
comedies I had missed. “Kid Boots” was
the first and is written about somewhere
else in this column. The second was W. C.

Fields in “So’s Your Old Man.” Fields

is funny to me, very funny. I thoroughly
enjoyed it.

* * *

And speaking of comedies. On the same
bill with “So’s Your Old Man” was a
short feature, “Jolly Tars,” with Lloyd
Hamilton, under the able direction of Nor-
man Taurog. It made it a mighty big

entertainment for one admission price.

—

E. S. Clifford.
* * *

Rod La Rocque is “Gigolo.” His
weird disfigurement received fighting
Boches is depressing, but let that go for
Show Business. Louise Dresser’s pres-
ence in the cast assures you of the turn
her role takes. She does both the
wealthy snob and the broken mother
with great effect. There’s entertainment
in “Gigolo,” but there would have been
as much had the ending been so logical
that the unsophisticated girl would not
have married the man who has seen
about all there is to see in his short but
unfortunate life.

* * *

Corinne Griffith is press-agented to
have had a good time while making
“Syncopating Sue.” I doubt it. Mostly
by her effort it comes out of the mills
one of Corinne’s best pieces she has
made since before a series marked by
such stories as “Love’s Wilderness.” Not
only is her work four aces better than
her work of the recent past, but the story
she has is worthy of working on. It is

“Tin Pan Alley” revamped, and so re-
vamped that it’s hardly “Tin Pan Alley”
at all.

* * *

If Leatrice Joy had never made “The
Dressmaker from Paris” she might play
in “For Alimony Only” and find ex-
hibitors superbly pleased with it. As it

is, she’s pleasing in it, but it’s not “The
Dressmaker.” Excellent acting on the
part of the star, Clive Brook, and Lilyan
Tashman is the picture’s strongest asset
and offset a slight weakness in action.
(And I’d like to get my hands on the
person who is encouraging that feather
edge haircut.)—Douglas Hodges.

All Studios Making
Better Films, Says

Marin on F-N Tour
(Special to the Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Nov. 16:—Ned Mar-
in, member of the sales cabinet of First
National Pictures, who has been making
a swing around the First National ex-
changes, left last week to continue his
tour. According to Marin, California is

being talked about more*than ever be-
fore.

“All studios are making better pic-

tures,” Marin said. “This in turn indi-

cates another fact—that theatres are
coming to realize more and more each
day that the picture is what counts
rather than the presentation.”

It was Marin’s first visit to the new
Burbank studios, which he called “the
most perfect plant in the world.” Mar-
in went from here to San Francisco; af-

ter leaving the Bay City he will strike

northward to Portland, Seattle, Minne-
apolis, Milwaukee, Chicago, Detroit and
so to Toronto and New York.
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Flaming Romance
Distributor: Educational

Producer: Educational

Length: Two reels

DIRECTOR STEPHEN ROBERTS
PLAYERS

Al... A1 St- John
His Father. Jack Lloyd

The Princess Aileen Lopez

Rebel Leader Otto Fries

His Lieutenant Clem Beauchamp

TYPE: Romantic drama.

THEME: Aiding a revolution.

LOCALE: Kingdom of Guatamazela.

TIME: The present.

STORY: The worthless son of a rich

man spends most of his time in jail. His

father throws a pen at a map telling

him wherever the pen sticks he must go

and make his fortune. The pen lands

on the kingdom of Guatamazela. He ar-

rives and is attracted by a pretty girl,

who turns out to be the Princess. A
revolution breaks out and Al takes ref-

uge in the room of the Princess. When
he hears men coming he dons her clothes.

But the revolutionists succeed, and. come

to hang the Princess. His identity is

discovered when the Palace Guards see

him, and thinking he is the Princess,

rescue him. The captain recognizes him

and wants to shoot him. He finally

eludes them all, rescues the Princess and

all is well.

HIGHLIGHTS: Worthless son’s es-

capades. . . . His arrival at kingdom.
The revolution. . . . His

female disguise. . . .The hanging

scene. . . . Al’s escape. . . . Res-

cue of the Princess.

Ladies at Play
Distributor: First National

Producer: First National

Length: Undetermined

DIRECTOR ALFRED E. GREEN
Cameraman Folsey

PLAYERS
Ann Doris Kenyon
Gil Lloyd Hughes
Aunt Katherine Louise Fazenda
Betty Virginia Lee Corbin
Hotel Clerk Philo McCullough
Lounge Lizards

Hallam Cooley, John Patrick
Aunt Sarah Ethel Wales
TYPE: Comedy-drama.
THEME: Looking for a husband.

LOCALE: An American city.

TIME: The present.

STORY: Ann is to inherit six million
dollars provided, within a certain period,
she marries a man who meets the ap-
proval of her two spinster aunts. The
latter, however, have been practically dis-

inherited and wish to make things dis-
agreeable. Moreover, their idea of a
man isn’t at all to Ann’s liking. Ann

Scenes from the Warner Brothers pro-
duction, “While London Sleeps,” star-
ring Rin-Tin-Tin. This picture has
been edited and cut under the super-
vision of Director Charles Riesner.
Kesson headed the camera unit.

proposes to a bashful clerk that he marry
her and then desert her after she gets
the money, the consideration to be five

thousand dollars. He refuses, as he loves
her enough to be insulted. Her cousin
advises her to compromise herself with
the clerk so the aunts would be forced
to consent to the marriage- She tricks the
bashful clerk into a compromising posi-
tion and the aunts are brought in, mean-
while the cousin has brought another
hotel clerk for the same purpose and
Ann is compromised with two men. Her
plot having failed, she tries to compro-
mise the aunts and force them into con-
senting to her marriage. She hires two
professional sheiks and introduces them
as nephews of a parson. They put the
spinsters in a compromising position,
where Ann has arranged to get evidence
on them. The bashful hotel clerk, fear-
ing for the spinsters’ safety, spoils the
plans- Ann says she will marry him and
lose the inheritance. However, the par-
son arrives and finds the aunts in a com-
promising position, so Ann saves their

reputation at the price of their consent
to the marriage.

HIGHLIGHTS: The will. . . .

Girl’s proposal to hotel clerk. . . .

Scene in which girl is compromised with
two men. . . . Scene in which she
compromises her aunts. . . . Her
offer to marry clerk and lose inheri-

tance. . . . Aunt’s consent to mar-
riage.

Dodging Trouble
Distributor: Educational

Producer

:

Christie Productions
Length: Two reels

DIRECTOR HAROLD BEAUDINE
_ PLAYERS
ti ^rf

band Neal Bu™s
rp,

ie ^ife Edna Marion
the Subpoena Server Eddie Baker
The Ship Purser Bill Blaisdell
The D°S Buddy
TYPE: Domestic comedy.
THEME: Dodging a subpoena server.
LOCALE: Aboard ship.

TIME: The present.

STORY: As a husband and wife are
about to start on a European trip, a sub-
poena server tries to serve them a paper
Escaping him they arrive at the docks
to find their tickets are lost. Their dog
arrives with the tickets, but after him
comes the subpoena server. The dog
grabs and drops the subpoena off the
dock. The server dives after it and the
husband and wife board the boat. The
paper is finally served but the captain
points out the fact that they are ten
miles at sea and that the courts have
no jurisdiction beyond the three mile
limit. The server has no ticket and no
money and is forced to work his passage
scrubbing the deck, while the husband,
wife and dog have their revenge watch-
ing him work as they enjoy the trip.

HIGHLIGHTS: Subpoena server’s
attempt to serve paper. . . . The
manner in which couple eludes him.
. . . The serving of the paper. . . .

Captain’s statement paper is no value on
shipboard.

We9

re in the Navy Now
Distributor: Paramount
Producer: Paramount
Length: Undetermined

DIRECTOR....EDWARD SUTHERLAND
Cameraman Charlie Boyle

PLAYERS
Knockout Hansen Wallace Beery
Stinky Smith Raymond Hatton
Madelyn Phillips Lorraine Eason
Captain Smithers Chester Conklin
Sailor Percival Scruggs Tom Kennedy
U. S. Radio Officer Richard Arlen
U. S. Admiral Joseph W. Girard

TYPE: Comedy of the high seas.

THEME: Adventures of a pair of gobs.

LOCALE: Brooklyn, high seas, France.

TIME: During the World War.
STORY: War has been • declared.

Knockout Hansen is battling Sailor
Scruggs, who with one blow knocks the
former out. When he is revived, Han-
sen receives a note that his manager has
taken the cash and departed. The two
spot each other and play hide and seek
among trucks filled with young men car-
rying signs “We’re in the Navy Now.”
Meanwhile they are carried through the
gates of a naval training camp. Later
they appear in gob’s uniforms and are
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jostled aboard an army transport. They
meet a beautiful girl with the nurses
who induces them to put over the side
with her in a rowboat. She disappears
miraculously and the boat is run down
after a week by a French warship. They
tell a wild tale of sinking a submarine
and are heroized. They find themselves
on a dangerous mission on a ship bear-
ing high explosives- The convoy is at-

tacked but the transport is saved by an
act of stupidity on the part of the pair.

Back at the naval base the girl is dis-

closed as an American spy masquerading
as a German. The pair are decorated
but they cause the entire crew to be con-
fined to quarters. Honorable discharges
granted the pair to escape the angry
crew. Back in the fight ring Hansen is

matched against the “Masked Marvel”
and tells his manager to “bet the works.”
The latter recognizes Sailor Scruggs and
switches the bets. Hansen knocks the

Salior for the count and when he asks
the manager for the winnings is told

everything is lost.

HIGHLIGHTS: The prize fight.

Scene in which pair enter the

Navy. . . . Scene in which pair are

adrift in a rowboat in the mine zone.

. . . Rescuing of transport. . . .

Back in the ring. .
.' . Switching of

bets.

Pals in Paradise
Distributor

:

Pro-Dis-Co

Producer: Pro-Dis-Co

Length:
DIRECTOR
Cameraman
v PLAYERS
Geraldine Howard

Marguerite de la Motte
Bill Harvey John Bowers
Abraham Lezinsky.-.Rudloph Schildkraut

Esther Lezinsky May Robson
John Kenton Alan Brooks
Butterfly Kid Ernie Adams
Gentleman Phil Bruce Gordon

TYPE: Modern gold rush drama.

THEME: Outwitting crooks.

LOCALE: California.

TIME: The present.

STORY : When his automobile cata-

paults down an embankment, Bill dis-

covers gold. The discovery brings a
swarm of people to the town called Para-
dise. Jerry Howard is among the new-
comers, in search of her father’s grave
and mine. Bill informs her that her
father’s death automatically dissolved her
claim. She appeals to Kenton, who upon
learning the mine is worth a fortune,

urges her to fight Bill. Jerry accuses
the latter of stealing her claim papers,

and is mortified when she finds them.
Bill forgives her and sends for a quit-

deed, promising to turn the mine over to

her. Kenton asks Jerry to marry him,
and she tells Bill this when he brings
the deed to her. The latter tells her
Kenton is a crook. Infuriated, the girl

calls Kenton and promises to marry him.
He is exultant until Bill tears up the
deed. That night Kenton and his men
raid the express office. A fire starts

and Bill rushes to the office. Kenton,
in an effort to divert suspicion from him-
self, shoots his pal, pretending he has
arrived to aid Bill. While Kenton is

being congratulated the sheriff enters and
arrests him. Jerry again wins Bill’s for-

giveness and refuses a second quit-claim
deed, saving she intends to keep the mine
in the family.

HIGHLIGHTS : Discovery of gold.

. . . Gi rl’s search for mine.
Girl’s confiscation of mine,
attempted robbery
closure.

Twinkletoes
Distributor: First National
Producer: First National
Length: Undetermined

DIRECTOR CHARLES BRABIN
Cameraman Jas. Van Trees

PLAYERS
Twinkletoes Colleen Moore
Chuck Lightfoot Kenneth Harlan
Dad Minasi Tully Marshall
Cissie ..Gladys Brockwell
Hank .Lucian Littlefield
Roseleaf Warner Oland
Bill Carsides John Philip Kolb
Lilac Julanne Johnston
Inspector Territon William McDonald
TYPE: Romantic drama.
THEME: Romantic love.

LOCALE: London’s Limehouse district.

TIME: The present.

STORY : Twinkletoes is trying to emu-
late her mother in becoming a dancer
of note. She meets Chuck, champion
pugilist, whose wife is a drunken, un-
lovable creature. She realizes she loves
him when he saves her from a Limehouse
denizen. The jealous wife discovers that
Twinkletoes’ beloved Dad, who is a sign
painter by day, is a burglar by night,
and she exposes him to the police. Twink
scores a tremendous success that night
when she appears at a local music hall
under the management of Roseleaf, a
man pursuing her. She hastens home to
her father, who has prepared a supper
for her in celebration. She fails to find
him for, warned that the police are after
him, he has enlisted the aid of Chuck
in destroying evidence in the cellar. At
the “pub” she learns the truth about
her father and faints. Roseleaf takes
her to his apartment. Chuck goes to her
rescue but she escapes before he arrives.
Her father is arrested, and the drunken
woman killed in an accident. Feeling
everything in life has gone -wrong, Twink
throws herself into the river, but Chuck
jumps in and rescues her. Safe in the
haven of his arms she finds that life

holds something for her that is worth
while.
HIGHLIGHTS : Limehouse water-

front scenes. . . . Love between
Twinkletoes and Chuck. . . . Dance
hall scenes. . . . Scene in which
Twink learns the truth about her father.

. . . Her escape from Roseleaf. . . .

Her attempted suicide and rescue by
Chuck.

Open Spaces
Distributor: Educational
Producer: Educational
Length: Undetermined

CHARLES LAMONT
PLAYERS

Big Boy
Jack McHugh
Harry Spear

Bonnie Barreet
Bobbie Gordon

Pal

TYPE: Juvenile comedy.

THEME: Summer vacationing.

LOCALE: A Fresh Air Camp.
TIME: The present.

STORY : The kids from the tenements
are enjoying their annual summer vaca-
tion at a fresh air camp. Big Boy is

left in camp to watch the baby. He
presses Pal into service and brings the
baby along. The boys try to elude him.
He gets hold of a piece of limburger
cheese with which he baits his hook.
It sets the fish crazy and his basket is

soon filled. He is appointed White-wings,
and his job is to keep the grounds clean.

Undetermined
GEORGE B. SEITZ

Geo. Benoit

Scenes from “The Return of Peter
Grimm,” a Fox production directed
by Victor Schertzinger and photo-
graphed by Glen McWilliams. Alec
B. Francis plays the title role, and
Janet Gaynor has the leading fem-
inine role. This production was re-
leased to exhibitors October 31.

. . The
The dis-

Bred in Old Kentucky
Distributor: F. B. 0.

Producer: F. B. 0.

Length: Undetermined

DIRECTOR EDDIE DILLON
Cameraman Phil Tannura
Dennis Reilly Jerry Miley
Jake Trumbull Jed Prouty
Tod Cuyler James Mason
Mr. Welkin Roy Laidlaw
Landlady Josephine Crowell

TYPE: Race horse drama.

THEME: Romantic lover.

LOCALE: Kentucky.

TIME: The present.

STORY : Katie is left a rim-down es-

tate and a race horse, besides a lot of
debts, by her father. She mortgages the
estate and bets the money on her horse.
Dennis, a wealthy turfman, has a horse
in the race. His jockey, bought up by a
betting ring, rides into Katie’s horse, in-

juring it, and it is shot. Katie vows
vengeance against the innocent Dennis.
She meets a dishonest bookie who offers
her a commission on bets she can get
for him. His friend has a worthless
horse, brother of Dennis’ prized pony.
They plan to take bets at odds on Dennis’
horse and then substitute the worthless
horse. Katie consents to gain his con-
fidence, but finds she loves him. Discov-
ering he is innocent of the crooked race
in which her horse was killed she switches
the horses back. She scribbles a note
and runs away. Dennis flags her train
and persuades her to come back with
him.

HIGHLIGHTS ; Rac 'ng scenes.
. . . Plot to switch horses in race.

. . Plot to have horseman fall in

love with girl. . . . Girl’s discovery
that she loves him. . . . Discovery
he is innocent of crooked race. . . .

Scene in which she again switches
horses. . . . Her flight. . . . Re-
united.

DIRECTOR

Big Boy
Jack
Harry
Bonnie
Bobbie
The dog
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New Picture Publication Dates
A Week-to-Week Summary of Facts and Figures Pertain-

ing to New Picture Product Offered the Theatre Booker

Title Producer Distributor Length

WEEK OF NOVEMBER 7th

Spangles Jewel Universal 6 reels

Pioneer Blood Mustang Western Universal 2 reels

For Cryin’ Out Loud Bluebird Universal 1 reel

Buster’s Narrow Escape Stern Bros. Universal 2 reels

Snookum’s Buggy Ride Stern Bros. Universal 2 reels

Ladies at Play First National First National 6119
Lady of The Harem Paramount Paramount 5717

WEEK OF NOVEMBER 14th

Nize Monkey Sunkist Bray 2 reels

Uodgin’ Trouble Christie Educational 2 reels

Hula Hula Bruce Scenic Novelty Educational 1 reel

Felix the Cat in Reverse Bijou Educational 1 reel

Cheese It Winkler F. B. O. 1 reel

The Timid Terror F. B. O. F. B. O. 5 reels

Fired and Hired—(The
No. 9)

Fighting MarinePathe Pathe 2 reels

In Vaudeville Fables Pathe 2/3 reel

Smith’s Uncle Mack Sennett Pathe 2 reels

Be Your Age Hal Roach Pathe 2 reels

Pathe Review No. 46 Pathe Pathe 1 reel

Topics of the Day No. 46 Timely Films Pathe 1/3 reel

Pathe News No. 94 Pathe Pathe 1 reel

Pathe News No. 95 Pathe Pathe 1 reel

The Buckaroo Kid Jewel Universal 6 reels

Show Cow Puncher Mustang Western Universal 2 reels

Martin of the Mounted Mustang Western Universal 2 reels

Too Much Sleep Bluebird Universal 1 reel

Wild Bill Bluebird Universal 1 reel

jane’s Engagement Party Stern Bros. Universal 2 reels

Please Excuse Me Stern Bro9. Universal 2 reels

The Silent Flyer Adventure Picture Universal 2 reels

Syncopating Sue First National First National 6770
Love’s Blindness M-G-M M-G-M 6023
The Ace of Cads Paramount Paramount 7736
Josselyn’s Wife Tiffany Tiffany 5800
Millionaires Warner Warner 6903
Napoleon, Jr. Animal Fox 2 reels

Light Wines and Bearded Ladies Imperial Fox 2 reels

A Spanish Holiday Fox Varieties Fox 1 reel

WEEK OF NOVEMBER 21st

Transportation Novelty Magazine Bray 1 reel
Look Out Below Fistical Culture Bray 2 reels

Hoot Mon Bobby Vernon Educational 2 reels

Bad Breaks Cameo Educational 1 reel

Barnum Was Right Life Cartoons Educational 1 reel
Flaming Romance Mermaid Educational 2 reels

Th© Vulgar Yachtsman Standard Cinema F. B. O. 2 reels

Alice Helps the Romance Winkler F. B. O. 1 reel

Little Miss Bluffit F. B. O. F. B. O. 1915
Bardelys The Magnificent M-G-M M-G-M 8653
House Without a Key No. 1 Pathe Pathe 2 reels

War Feathers Hal Roach Pathe 2 reels

Hesitating Horses Mack Sennett Pathe 2 reels

Pathe Review No. 47 Pathe Pathe 1 reel
Topics of the Day No. 47 Timely Films Pathe 1/3 reel

Pathe News No. 96 Pathe Pathe 1 reel

Pathe News No. 97 Pathe Pathe 1 reel

Prowlers of the Night Blue Streak Western Universal 5 reels

Mind Your Own Business Fox Universal 1 reel

The Truthful Sex Blue Bird C-B-C 5831
The Tennis Wizard C-B-C Fox 2 reels

We’re In the Navy Now Paramount Paramount 5519
For Alimony Only P-D-C P-D-C 6070

WEEK OF NOVEMBER 28th

Movieland Lupino Lane Educational 2 reels

A Key-Hole Cruise Lyman H. Howe Educational 1 reel

Felix the Cat Trumps the Ace Bijou Educational 1 reel

Dots and Dashes W'inkler F. B. O. 1 reel

Fatal Footsteps Whirlwind F. B. O. 2 peels

The Silent Lover First National first National 6500
The Unknown Cavalier First National First National 6595
Madame Dynamite Imperial Fox 2 reels

Travels in Toyland Fox Varieties Fox 1 reel

The House Without a Key No. 2 Pathe Pathe 2 reels

The Divorce Dodger Mack Sennett Pathe 2 reels

Tripping the Rhine Hy Mayer Pathe 1/2 reel

Pathe Review No. 48 Pathe Pathe 1 reel

Topics of the Day No. 48 Timely Pathe 1/3 reel

Pathe News No. 98 Pathe Pathe 1 reel

Pathe News No. 99 Pathe Pathe 1 reel

For Wives Only Metropolitan P-D-C 5790
Hidden Loot Blue Streak Western Universal 5 reels

Barely Reasonable Mustang Western Universal 2 reels

Roughing It Bluebird Universal 1 reel

George’s In Love Stern Bros. Universal 2 reels

Fox News No. 11
GERMANY BUILDS WORLD’S LARGEST
CRAFT TO CARRY 25 PASSENGERS,

AIR-
2 PI-

HAZING SEASON IS HERE AND FRESHIES
N. Y. UNIVERSITY' SUBMIT TO ICY DIP.

AT

BRITAIN’S
WORLD
ENCE.

PREMIERS FROM ALL OVER THEATTEND THE IMPERIAL CONFER-

HUNTERS IN ADIRONDACK^ FIND FAMILYRACOONS AND CAPTURE TWO ALIVE.
OF

KING GUSTAV V,
WINS TENNIS
OF KALI, 27.

A KEEN SPORTSMAN AT 68,MATCH FROM HINDU RAJAH

REDSKIN LEADERS ATTEND OPENING OF HAS-KELL BOWL, THE GIFT OF INDIAN TRIBES.
THRONGS OF FOOTBALL FANS SEE FAST ILLI-
NOIS ELEVEN DEFEAT PENNSYLVANIA 3-0.

THOUSANDS OF EAGER FANS CROWD SANFORD
FIELD TO SEE HUSKY BULLDOGS NIP FAST
FLORIDA GATORS 32-9.

_ _ 'J* DOIICULYH
TRIP ro MILLS AS DAM GATES ARE OPENEDON MULIIOLLAND RIVER.

83,000 IN NEW HAVEN BOWL SEE ELIS SUFFER WORST DEFEAT IN 25 YEARS.
FEDERAL AGENTS DISCOVER DISTILLERY INFOREST THAT COST $300,000 AND DESTROY

*

Kinograms No. 5238
MARRIAGE OF SULTAN’S SON THRILLS MO-
ROCCO. SUBJECTS THRONG TO CAPITAL.

FOX HUNTING WITH OLD TIME TRADITIONS
REVIVED FOR STATE FIELD TRILLS FOR
HOUNDS.

B R I T A I N’S ROYAL HEIR VISITS FAMOUSSCHOOL FOR OFFICERS OF FRENCH ARMY.

Pathe News No. 90
PREPARE FOR ROYAL NUPTIALS AMID SCENESOF SPLENDOR FOR WEDDING OF CROWN
PRINCE IDRISS TO DAUGHTER OF EL GLAWI
PASHA OF MARRAKESH.

LAUNCH BATTLE PLANES FOR DIRIGIBLE IN
FLIGHT. R-33 MAKES AVIATION HISTORY
WHEN TWO MACHINES ARE SUCCESSFULLY
RELEASED IN MID-AIR.

VIRGINIA COOLIDGES VISIT MONROE HOME IN
VIRGINIA.

TRAFFIC COP BARNEY STAGER, NEW YORK
CITY, IS THANKED BY YOUNG FRIENDS HE
DAILY AIDS.

MUSSOLINI ESCAPES DEATH AT HANDS OF
ASSASSIN FOR SIXTH TIME.

HOUDINI, FAMOUS MAGICIAN, DIES AFTER
OPERATION.

DARING NAVY PARACHUTE JUMPER RECORDS
PLUNGE IN MOVIES. CLARK STRAPS ON AU-
TOMATIC CAMERA AND BECOMES WORLD’S
FIRST PARACHUTE PHOTOGRAPHER.

Pathe News No. 91
BRITISH DOMINION PREMIERS INSPECT HUGE
AIRDROME. DELEGATES TO IMPERIAL CON-
FERENCE SEE MANY TYPES OF PLANE.

REMARKABLE MYSTERY-MURDER CASE OPENS
ATTENTION CENTERS ON FAMOUS HALL-
MILLS CRIME.

ELECTIONS IN 47 STATES RESULT IN MANY
POLITICAL CHANGES.

AMPHIBIAN PLANE CATAPULTED BY EXPLO-
SIVES.

International News No. 90
SCENES OF BEAUTY UNFOLD BEFORE ARMY
FLYERS CHARTING THE TEXAS SKIES.

ACTION FLASHES FROM OFFICIAL ARCHIVES
RECALLING VIVID DAYS OF EIGHT YEARS
AGO.

International News No. 91
MONSTER YACHT REGATTA IN HEART OF CITY.
SWEDEN CAPITAL WINDS UP SAILING SEA-
SON WITH UNIQUE MEET.

ALL ITALY REJOICES AS MUSSOLINI AGAIN
ESCAPES ASSASSIN.

THRILLING $69,000 FUTURITY ENDS EAST’S
RACING SEASON.

MOROCCAN SHEIKS REJOICE AS SULTAN AND
THREE SONS WED.
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“Twinkletoes” Tops List

of Five First National
Releases of November

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Nov. 16.—President Lieber
announces that Colleen Moore’s “Twinkle-
toes’’ heads the list of five First National
releases for November. Others are “The
Silent Lover,” “Stepping Along,” “The
Unknown Cavalier,” and “Midnight Lov-
ers.” __

Cooper, 6 Months in

Films, Now Featured
(Special to the Herald)

LOS ANGELES, Nov. 16.—Gary Cooper,

whose experience in motion pictures dates

from last June, has signed to become a

featured player for Paramount. Dorothy
Appleby makes her film debut for Para-
mount in “New York.”

Chain Building Houses
in South African Cities

( Special from Department of Commerce)

WASHINGTON, Nov. 16. — African
Theatres, Inc., has underway a building
program for South Africa which calls

for a large house in Dietermaritsburg,
two in Johannesburg, two in Capetown,
and others in Bloemfontein, Port Eliza-

beth and Kimberley. Princes’ theatre,

a 1,700-seat house, opened in Durban.

Ten to Be Chosen for

Exclusive F. N. Club
(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Nov. 16. — Ten new
members for the exclusive K. O. club
will be chosen from a list of 20 now
compiled of high rating salesman. The
first ten follow:
W. R. Mitchell, Toronton; H. Paynter, To-

ronto; H. L. Cass, Kansas City; J. H. Briggs,
Montreal; T. H. Davey, Calgary; A. A. Bruce,
Seattle; G. M. Hoyt, St. John; E. H. Teel, To-
ronto; M. L. Pincus, Buffalo; and R. Elliott,

Toronto.

Vera Reynolds plays the stellar role in

“Corporal Kate,” with Julia Faye and
Kenneth Thomson in the supporting
cast. Cronjager was the cameraman
for this Pro-Dis-Co production, under
the direction of Paul Sloane.

Look It Up in

“New Pictures”
Index to “Herald” Files by

Title, Date and Page

A Man Four Square
Almost A Lady
Amateur Gentleman, The
April Fool
Atta Boy
Bachelor Brides
Bardelys the Magnificent
Bat, The _
Bear Cats
Bean Geste
Beauty a la Mud
Bells, The
Better Man, The
Big Show, The
Bigger Than Barnurn’s
Black Paradise
Blue Boy, The
Bonanza Buckaroo, The
Born to the West
Breed of the Sea
Briny Boob, A
Broadway Gallant, The
Bromo and Juliet
Brown Derby, The
Campus Flirt, The
Chase Yourself
Christine of the Big Tops....
Clinging Vine, The
College Boob, The
College Days
Collegiate
Corporal Kate
Cow’s Kimona, The
Cowboy Cop, The
Creeps
Daffy Dill, The
Dancing Days
Dead Line, The
Dangerous Friends
Devil Horse, The
Devil’s Dice
Devil’s Gulch, The
Devil’s Island
Dice Woman, The
Dippy Tar, A
Don Juan's Three Nights
Doubling With Danger
Duchess of Buffalo, The
Dude Cowboy, The
Dummy Love
Early to Wed
Earth Woman, The.........
Everybody’s Acting
Ella Cinders
Eve’s Leaves
Excess Baggage
Fighting Boob, The ...

Fine Manners
Flame of the Argentine
Flame of the Yukon, The
Flames
Flashing Fangs
Fools of Fashion
Footloose Widows ...........
For Alimony Only ........

Forever After
Forlorn River _
For Wives Only
Fourth Alarm, The
Fresh Faces
Gentle Cyclone -
Get ’Em Young
Gigolo
Gigolo
Gilded Highway, The
Gimme Strength —
Glenister of the Mounted
God Gave Me Twenty Cents
Going Crazy
Golden Web, The
Great Deception, The
Greater Glory, The
Hair Trigger Baxter
Hard Boiled
Hearts and Spangles —
Hell Bent fer Heaven
Hell’s Four Hundred
Her Honor the Governor
Her Man o’ War
Here Comes Charlie — ..

Hidden Way, The
High Hand, The
His Private Life —

.

Hitohin’ Up —
Hold Still

Honest Injun
Humdinger, The
Ice Cold Cocos...... —
Imposter, The
Into Her Kingdom
Is That Nice
Isle of Retribution, The —
It Must Be Love
It’s the Old Army Game
Jade Cup, The —
Jolly Tars ......

Kid Boots

Nov. 6, P. 90
Sept. 4, P. 91
Aug. 21, P. 55

-

Nov. 6, P. 90
Oct. 30, P. 97

—- -May 15, P. 136
Nov. 13, P. 60
June 26, P. 47
May 29, P. 130
July 24, P. 55

Sept. 25, P. 65
Oct. 30, P. 98— July 3, P. 55
June 5, P. 63

-

—.Aug. 21, P. 53
July 31, P. 65
Oct. 16, P. 62

....Oct. 2, P. 97
May 1, P. 62

- Oct. 23, P. 00
—- Nov. 13, P. 60

May 22, P. 61
-Sept. 18, P. 109
June 19, P. 57

Oct. 9, P. 61
July 10, P. 81

....Sept. 11, P. 59
Aug. 28, P. 58

- Sept. 4, P. 91
Nov. 13, P. 59

Sept. 4, P. 90
....Oct. 30, P. 98

June 19, P. 55
Aug. 7, P. 81

June 19, P. 55
Aug. 21, P. 53

Sept. 18, P. 109
July 24, P. 58

Sept. 25, P. 67
May 15, P. 137

Aug. 7, P. 79
Aug. 28, P. 58
Oct. 30, P. 97
July 17, P. 57

..Sept. 25, P. 65
..Oct. 16, P. 63

Aug. 7, P. 81
....Aug. 7, P. 79
Nov. 13, P. 59
—-Aug. 28, P. 58

—

-May 29, P. 130
May 22, P. 62
Oct. 16, P. 63
June 12, P. 98
June 26, P. 47—-Aug. 7, P. 79

...— May 1, P. 62
May 22, P. 61
Sept. 4, P. 92

July 31, P. 64
Oct. 2, P. 97
Oct. 2, P. 95

.—Sept. 11, P. 59
June 26, P. 45

..Oct. 16, P. 61
Sept. 25, P. 65— Aug. 7, P. 80
Nov. 6, P. 89
Oct. 16, P. 63
May 8, P. 129

...July 31, P. 65

—

Oct. 23, P. 00
July 24, P. 56

-

Sept. 25, P. 67
.— May 8, P. 130

....May 22, P. 61

—

June 12, P. 97
....Nov. 13, P. 60

May 29, P. 130
-May 15, P. 138

~ ...July 17, P. 57
-May 15, P. 136
Oct. 16, P. 62
June 26, P. 45
June 12, P. 97
July 10, P. 79

-May 15, P. 137
-Aug. 28, P. 59

..Nov. 6, P. 89
July 10, P. 82
Oct. 16, P. 63
Oct. 30, P. 97

-May 29, P. 129
July 3, P. 53

....Oct. 23, P. 00
July 17, P. 57
Oct. 30, P. 98

...June 19, P. 57
May 1,P. 62

July 24, P. 55
Oct. 30, P. 98
May 22, P. 62
-Sept. 11, P. 59
May 1, P. 63

June 19, P. 57
Sept. 4, P. 90

Oct. 16, P. 63

K*kl ------ May 1, P. 62
King of the Pack, The Aug. 21, P. 55
Kiss Papa Aug. 21, P. 55
!
addie Oct. 2, P. 95

Last Frontier, The Oet. 16, P. 62Lew Tyler’s Wives
_Ja ly 10> p> 79Lone Hand Saunders n,. q p ai

Long Fliv the King "'.“'.’.June 19, P. 55
Lost at Sea „...Sept. 4, P. 90
m r

Magia -June 12, P. 98Man Four Square, A Nov. 6, P. 90Mantrap May 29, P. 131
Masquerade Bandit, The June 26, P. 45
Meet the Prince- Aug. 7 P 81
”?" ,°f

,k° Night j„i, j 7 ; P; S7
Midnight Lovers Qct. 23, P. OO
Millionaire Policeman, The May 1 P 64
Mismates. Nov. 6 p/
“j” Nokody - June 19, P.57
Mister Wife Jul, 31, P. 64Mona Lisa, The Nov. 13, P. 62Move Along .— _...Aug. 21 P 54Mr Cinderella May 8, P. 129
Mulhall 8 Great Catch July 24, P. 58

Nervous Wreck, The _Oet. 16 P 61
Night Cry, The May 8, P. 130N°r'h Star May 8, P. 130
Nothing Matters June 26, P. 47
One Minute to Play.— sept . la, p. 109
Only Way, The July 10, p. 82Out of the West Oct 9 P 6*1
Palm Beach Girl, The May 1, P. 63
Pais First - - July 10, P. 79
Prince of Tempters _Nov. 6, P. 89
Papa’s Pest June 5, P. 63
Paradise Sept. 4, P. 90
Partners Again, with Potash and Perlmutter....

n July 3, P. 53
Passionate Quest, The July 24, P. 58
Pink Elephants Nov. 13 P. 59
Poor Girl’s Romance, A June 5, P. 63
Prince of Tempters Nov. 6 P. 89
Puppets - - —.June 12, P. 97
Quarterback, The Oct. 30 P 98
Racing Blood ..'.'.'.'""'.'June 26, P. 46
Ranson’s Folly May 29, P. 129
Risky Business _...Sept. 18, P. 109
Romance of a Million Dollars, The—-Aug. 14, P. 52
*andy - - - May 1, P. 62
Sap, The May 22, P. 63
Satan Town -...Aug. 14, P. 52
Savage, The June 5, P. 64
Say It Again .May 15, P. 138
Sea Beast, The.... JVlay 15, P. 136
Sea Wolf, The July 31, p. 64
Senor Daredevil June 26, P. 47
Seventh Bandit, The ...May 8, P. 131
Shameful Behavior Oct. 23, P. 00
Shamrock Handicap, The May 8, P. 128
Shipwrecked July 3, p. 54
Shore Shy May 8, P. 129
Show Off, The Sept. 4, P. 91
Sign of the Claw, The May 29, P. 130
Silence - — June 5, P. 64
Silent Power, The Aug. 28, P. 59
Skyrocket, The — ....May 8, P. 128
Social Highwayman, The ..June 12, P. 98
Shell Socked JVov. 6, P. 90
Solid Gold Aug. 21, P. 53
Son of the Sheik . July 3, P. 55
Sparrows June 26, P. 47
Speed Limit, The July 31, P. 64
Speeding Venus, The -Aug. 14, P. 52
Sporting Lover, The _May 29, P. 130
Still Alarm May 22, P. 62
Strong Man, The -Sept. 11, P. 59
Subway Sadie July 31, P. 65
Sunny Side Up Jtfiy 31, P. 64
Sweet Daddies _ -May 29, P. 129
Syncopating Sue Oct. 23, P. 00
Teacher, Teacher Oet. 23, P. 00
That Model From Paris Sept. 11, P. 59
The Masked Woman Oct. 23, P. 00
Three Weeks In Paris May 15, P. 137
Thrilling Youth May 1, P. 62
Through Thick and Thin July 3, P. 54
Thundering Fleas July 3, P. 53
Till We Eat Again June 19, P. 55
Tin Ghost, The May 1, P. 63
Tin Gods July 17, P. 57
Tom and His Pals Oet. 16, P. 61
Tony Runs Wild June 12, P. 99
Trip to Chinatown, A May 22, P. 61
Twisted Triggers Sept. 25, P. 65
Two Can Play -May 8, P. 129
Two Cun Man, The. July 10, P. 79
Unfair Sex, The— — .Oet. 2, P. 95
Unknown Cavalier, The Nov. 13, P. 59
Unknown Soldier, The June 19, P. 55
Unknown Treasures July 10, P. 81
Up in Mabel’s Room July 3, P. 53
Uppercuts Sept. 25, .P 67
Valley of Bravery, The June 12, P. 98
Vision, The June 26, P. 45
West of Broadway Oct. 16, P. 62
When Love Grows Cold May 8, P. 130
Who Hit Me -Aug. 7, P. 81
Who’s My Wife?— July 10, P. 80
Who’s Who — Aug. 28, P. 59
Why Girls Go Back Home -May 15, P. 137
Wife Shy Oct. 16, P. 62
Wilderness Woman, The ——May 22, P. 62
Wise Guy, The June 5, P. 64
Woman’s Heart, A Oet. 9, P. 61
You’d Be Surprised Aug. 14, P. 52
Young April —-Aug. 28, P. 60
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Feature Productions

“Beloved Vagabond” Nears Finish

“The Beloved Vagabond,” John Barry-
more’s first starring picture for United
Artists, is well past the half-way mark,
and is expected to be ready for release by
January IS.

Estelle Taylor in New Film

Estelle Taylor, who has been loaned to
Paramount, will return to Hollywood upon
completion of her role, to start work upon
a forthcoming Feature special.

Goodwill Pictures

Start Work on “Outlaw Breaker”

Production has commenced on “The Out-
law Breaker,” adapted from the original by
Yakima Canutt and Jacques Jaccard.
Yakima Canutt and Alma Rayford are in

the stellar role, while Jacques Jaccard is

directing. Harry McGuire is handling the
photographer.

Fox
Arrange “Machree” Tieup

A song tie-up has been consummated
with M. Witmark and Sons, publishers of
sheet music, for the screen presentation of
“Mother Machree.” Stores handling sheet
music, phonograph records and player piano
rolls will act as exploitation agents through
this tie-up.

Two Added to “Music Master”

Neil Hamilton and Helen Chandler have
been signed for character roles by Director
Allan Dwan in “The Music Master.”

Announce “7th Heaven” Additions

J. Farrell MacDonald and Ben Bard have
been added to suuport Janet Gaynor and
Charles Farrell in “7th Heaven.” "

Director
Frank Borzage and Cameraman Ernest
Palmer are now in France filming exteriors
for this production.

“War Horse” in Work
“The War Horse” has been begun by

Buck Jones with Lola Todd, his horse,
Silver Buck, Lloyd Whitlock, Stanley
Taynor and Yola D’Avril.

Five Comedies Scheduled

Five comedies are scheduled for release
between now and the end of November.
They are: Two Imperials, “Light Wines
and Bearded Ladies,” and “Madame Dyna-
mite”

; “Babes in the Jungle,” an O. Henry
comedy; “Napoleon, Jr.” an Animal
Comedy, and “The Tennis Wizard,” a Van
Bibber.

First National

Bowers and Bosworth in “Purple”

John Bowers is to be leading man to
Corinne Griffith and Hobart Bosworth is

to have the principal character role in
“Purple and Fine Linen.” Filming of the
story has already begun under the direc-
tion of James Flood.

Gilbert Roland in “Camille”

Gilbert Roland has been engaged as lead-

Above are seen Lya De Putti and Jack
Mulhall in a scene from Herbert
Brenon’s latest production, “God
Gave Me Twenty Cents.” Below is
Lois Moran. Leo Tover is responsi-
ble for the photography of this re-
cently completed Paramount produc-
tion.

ing man opposite Norma Talmadge in her
newest picture, “Camille.”

“Prince of Clowns” Purchased for Sills

Screen rights to “The Prince of Clowns”
has been purchased as a starring vehicle
for Milton Sills. Arthur Edmund Carew
is the author of this story.

Baggot to Direct Rork Picture

King Baggot will direct Sam E. Rork’s
next production, an adaptation from Pat-
rick Hastings’ play “The River.” Lewis
Stone and Doris Kenyon are the stars and
Ann Rork is featured.

Tony Gaudio Is Signed

Cameraman Tony Gaudio has been signed
to a year’s contract by Sam E. Rork. He
will be responsible for the photographing
of the film version of “The River.”

Universal

Conrad Veidt Is Signed

Conrad Veidt has been signed as a fea-
ture star. His first picture will probably
be “The Alan Who Laughs.”

Select “Deacon” Players

Ralph Graves and June Marlowe have
been signed for the romantic leads in “The
Deacon,” Jean Hersholt’s next starring pic-
ture. George Seigmann has also been
chosen for an important role.

“Held by Law” Being Edited

Edward Laemmle is in the midst of edit-
ing “Held by the Law.” Marguerite de la
Motte and Johnnie Walker play the leads.

Gibson Finishes “Silent Rider”

Production has been finished on “The
Silent Rider,” Hoot Gibson’s latest starring
picture.

Select “Show Boat” Leads

Mary Philbin and Norman Kerry will
play the featured roles in “Show Boat,”
the Edna Ferber novel.

Paramount
“Afraid to Love” for Florence Vidor

Florence Vidor’s next starring vehicle
will be “Afraid to LoveJ’ in which she
will be supported by Warner Baxter and
Philip Strange under the direction of Frank
Tuttle.

“Louis the Fourteenth” for Cruze

James Cruze’s next directorial assign-
ment is to be “Louis the Fourteenth,” with
Wallace Beery as the star.

Creelman Doing “Eyes Open” Scrip

James Ashmore Creelman is preparing
the screen adaptation for Adolphe Menjou’s
next production, “With Their Eyes Open.”

“Vanity Fair” Negri’s Next

Pola Negri’s next starring picture will

be “Vanity Fair,” under the direction of
Erich Poramer.

Rosson Replaces Cruze

Arthur Rosson has been selected to di-

rect Raymond Griffith’s new starring ve-
hicle, “The Waiter from the Ritz,” in place
of James Cruze, as the latter has been
assigned to another big spectacle picture.

Gotham
Purchase Stories for Screen

Sam Sax has closed deals for the mo-
tion picture rights to several well known
books and plays which will form the foun-
dation for the coming* season’s program.

Tiffany

“College Days” Booked for First Run
The California Theatre in San Francisco

has booked “College Days,” which was di-

rected by Richard Thorpe.

Preferred

“Golden Stallion” Nears Finish

“The Golden Stallion” is now in the last

stages of production and will be ready for
the State Right market no later than the
first of the year.

Sterling Pictures

Select “Wolves of the Air” Lead

Johnnie Walker will play the male lead
in “Wolves of the Air,” while Mildred
Harris is cast for the feminine heavy.
Maurice Costello, Gayne Whitman and
Lois Boyd also have leading roles in this

production to be directed by Francis Ford.
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Dancers in “Paradise Alley”

Pierre and Lucette, Apache dancers, ap-
pear in a staged hall room sequence in
“Sunshine of Paradise Alley,” which Jack
Nelson is directing. Fanchon and Marco
have produced a special ballet of twenty-
four dancers for the same sequence.

American Cinema Association

Last Touches on “Great W ilderness”

The finishing touches are being applied
to ACA’s fifth^ production, “God’s Great
Wilderness.” The completion of this pic-
ture will mark the half way point in this
season’s production schedule.

Columbia
Shirley Mason Signs New Contract

Shirley Mason has signed a contract for
a new picture to be made early in the new
year. Tom Forman will make her star-
ring vehicle from an original story by
Dorothy Howe.

“Rosie O’Grady” Wins Praise

Since its world’s premiere at the Cali-
fornia Theatre, San Francisco, during the
week of October 18, “Sweet Rosie
O Grady has been highly commended by
critics.

Educational

Complete “Close Shaves”

u
Production work has been completed on

“Close Shaves,” the latest Educational-
Tuxedo Comedy featuring Johnny Arthur.
George Davis, Helen Foster, Anita Garvin,
Estelle Bradley, Wallace Lupino and Rob-
ert Graves are in the supporting cast.

Title New Comedy
The. second Educational-Christie Comedy

featuring Anne Cornwall has been titled
“Cool Off.”

Complete and Title Davis Comedy
George Davis’ latest comedy has been

titled “Much Mystery.” Production work
has been just completed.

Complete “Sweet Baby”
The first Cameo Comedy to feature Wal-

lace Lupino has been completed for Decem-
ber release. It is titled “Sweet Baby.”

Announce Dec. 12 Program
The program for the week of Decem-

ber 12 is composed of: “Goose Flesh,”
starring Lloyd Hamilton; “Have Courage,”
starring Bdly Dooley; “Nic-Nac,” one of
the Curosities; “Sunbeams,” and “The
Rainbow Moonlight,” two Bruce Scenic
Novelties, and “Felix the Cat Collars the
Button.”

Warner Brothers

Denver House Opens with “Pacific”

The Aladdin, Denver, opened with the
premiere of “Across the Pacific,” with
Monte Blue in the starring role.

Dittmars Working on “Matinee Ladies”

Harry Dittmars is working on the adap-
tation and continuity of an original story
by Raymond L. Schrock, which is scheduled
for early production. Its title is “Matinee
Ladies.”

Clark Doing Rin-Tin-Tin Script

Edward Clark is preparing the screen
story of “Hills of Kentucky” for Rin-Tin-
Tin.

“Private Izzy” Opens at Hippodrome
“Private Izy Murphy,” with George Jes-

sel in the starring role, has opened an
engagement in the New York Hippodrome.

Trendle Commends “Official Wife”

George W. Trendle, secretary of the

Viola Diana plays opposite Milton Sills

in “The Silent Lover,” which sup-
plants the former title “Men of the
Dawn.” George Archainbaud direct-
ed this First National production,
which was photographed by Chas.
Van Enger.

Kunsky Theatres Corporation, has written
an unsolicited commendatory letter regard-
ing “My Official Wife,” in which Irene
Rich and Conway Tearle have the leading
roles.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
“
Tillie” in Work

“Tillie, the Toiler,” starring Marion
Davies, has been put into production under
the direction of Hobart Henley. Matt
Moore has the leading male role, while
George K. Arthur, Ralph Forbes, Gertrude
Short, Bert Roach and Estelle Clark are
in the supporting cast.

Carmel Myers in Farce Comedy

Carmel Myers returned from her vaca-
tion to commence work on a farce comedy.

Jackie Coogan Signs

Jackie Coogan has contracted to star in

a series of productions for M-G-M upon
the completion of “Johnny Get Your Hair
Cut.”

“After All” Has Title Change

“After All,” to be directed by Robert Z.

Leonard, is to be called “His Last Affair.”

To Release “Napoleon”

Arthur Loew has completed arrange-
ments whereby his company will release

throughout the United States the film

“Napoleon,” now being completed by the

Societe Generale De Films. Abel Gance
directed this production in which Albert
Dieudonne plays the title role.

United Artists

Sam Taylor to Direct Mary Pickford

Mary Pickford has signed Sam Taylor
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to direct her next production, which will
be a comedy.

Schable in “Sunya” Cast

Robert Schable has been signed to play
a. role in “Sunya,” Gloria Swanson’s first

U. A. picture, which is being directed by
Albert Parker.

Pathe

Finish First Dean Comedy
Fred Guiol has completed direction of

the first Hal Roach comedy in which Pris-
cilla Dean is starred, with Herbert Rawlin-
son in the featured masculine role.

Start W ork on “Melting Millions”

Production is to be started shortly on
“Melting Millions,” a ten episode serial
under the direction of Spencer Bennett.
Edward Snyder will head the camera crew.
Aileen Ray and Walter Miller will head the
cast.

Jackie Condon Re-Signs

Jackie Condon in Our Gang comedies,
has been re-signed by Hal Roach after the
completion of his initial five-year contract.

Mabel Normand in “Anything Once”

_Work is rapidly progressing on Mabel
Normand’s current comedy production
titled “Anything Once.” Theodore von
Eltz, James Finlayson, Gustave von Seif-
feritz are in the supporting cast.

Prepare New Rex Story

Hal Roach is busy preparing the scenario
for an out-of-door production featuring
Rex, equine star.

Pro-Dis-Co

Chrisander Selecting Next

Nils Olaf Chrisander, who has just com-
pleted the direction of “Fighting Love,”
starring Jetta Goudal, is looking over three
books from which to select his next story.

Charles Ray Opposite Marie Prevost

Charles Ray, who is now leading man
for Leatrice Joy in the De Mille Studio
production of “Nobody’s Widow,” will step
from that picture into “Getting Gertie’s
Garter,” in which he will be leading man
for Marie Prevost.

Joseph Striker in “King” Cast

Joseph Striker has been selected for the
role of John, the Beloved Disciple, in “The
King of Kings.”

W illiam K. Howard Re-Signed

William • K. Howard, director, has been
given a new long-term contract. “His
Dog,” which will star Rod La Rocque,
is to be his first picture under the new
contract.

F. B. O.

Arrange Tie-Up for “Regular Scout”

Johnson & Johnson, manufacturers of

medical and surgical supplies, have agreed
to exploit “A Regular Scout” along with
their goods, wherever they have dealers.

“Homestruck” for Viola Dana

“Homestruck,” by Peter Milne, is being
put in scenario form for Viola Dana, and
will be directed by Ralph Ince.

Three Westerns in Work

Three Westerns which were started

simultaneously are “Don Mike,” in which
Fred Thomson stars, “Lightning Lariats,”

starring Tom Tyler, and “Cactus Trails,”

with Bob Custer in the lead.

Kirkland Directing Alberta Vaughn

David Kirkland is now directing Alberta
Vaughn in “Uneasy Payments,” with con-
tinuity by Dorothy Yost.
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ST. LOUIS
ST. LOUIS.—“Ben Hur,” which closed its

first St. Louis run at the American, played
to approximately 100,000 persons during its

four weeks stand. This is said to have
shattered all attendance records in St. Louis
and was only approached by one other pic-

ture presented in legitimate theatres of St.

Louis, “The Birth of a Nation,” several

years ago. . . . The forward pass was
exhibited on the stage of Loew’s State

when Ernie Nevers, pitching phcnom of the

St. Louis Browns and captain and star

of the Duluth Eskimos, a professional foot-

ball aggregation, made his first stage ap-

pearance. Nevers distributed several dozen
miniature footballs to the audience. . . .

The name of the Amusu in Halls, Tenn.,
has been changed to the Palace. The Som-
merdale is now the Highland Heights, while
the Bano is the new name for the Sham-
rock. . . . T. D. Kiefer has closed his

Home theatre in New Berlin until he can
find a new building there. . . . The
Star, Alto Pass, has closed until next
Spring. . . . The Grand theatre, Odin,
111., has also closed. . . . Logan Wood
of the Logan theatre, Joppa, 111., has retired

from the show business. . . . The Tem-
ple, Earlington, Ky., and Star, Trenton,
Tenn., reopened recently. . . . The re-

construction and enlargement of Green
Luttrell’s Majestic in Jacksonville has been
completed at a cost of several thousand
dollars and now ranks with the finest

houses in that section of the Prairie State.

A $1,500,000 office building and
theatre for East St. Louis, 111., is being
promoted by a St. Louis financial man.

WASHINGTON
WASHINGTON.—Nat Glasner has al-

ready contracted for the delivery of four
tons of candy to be given away to the

juvenile participants of Yuletide festivities.

. . . In addition to the candy the juve-
nile patrons of the Crandall neighborhood
houses will be presented with appropriate
gifts.

KANSAS CITY
KANSAS CITY.—C. E. Cook, former

manager of the M. P. T. O. Kansas-Mis-
souri, has accepted a position with the local

Pathe branch. . . . Although no antagonistic
legislation is anticipated by exhibitors fol-

lowing their triumph in the recent elec-

tions in Missouri and Kansas, headquarters
of the M. P. T. O. Kansas-Missouri is

losing no time in collecting dues from the
members this month, in order to be pre-
pared financially in case there is to be any
legislative battles. . . . The management
of the Isis and Madrid, suburban houses
of Kansas City controlled by Capitol En-
terprises, under the supervision of Uni-
versal, has been changed. A. S. Ritten-
berg, former manager of the Liberty, first

run Universal-leased house, has been ap-
pointed manager of the theatres, succeeding
Jack Roth, former manager of the Isis.

. . . The Gayety, which for years has
been a Columbia burlesque house, will show
pictures this winter, changing programs

San Francisco

First Runs
( Week beginning Nov. 6)

GRANADA: “Taxi-Taxi,” Universal.
LOEWS WARFIELD : “Subway Sadie,” First

National.
CALIFORNIA: “Butterflies in the Rain,”

Universal-Jewel.
ST. FRANCIS: “Beau Geste” ( fourth week)

,

Paramount.
IMPERIAL: “We're in the Navy Now,” Par-
amount.

CAMEO: “Tony Runs Wild,” Fox; Memphis
Minstrels; “Frontier Trail,” Pathe , and
Buster Brown Comedy for second half

of week.
GOLDEN GATE: “Her Man O'War,” Pro-

Dis-Co.
UNION SQUARE: “College Boob,” F.B.O.;

Peerless Comedy.

San Francisco

First Runs
( Week beginning Oct. 30)

AMERICAN : “The Great Deception.” First

National

;

“A Parisian Knight,'’ Fox;
Fox News.

KINEMA : “Lazy Bones,” Fox.
PANTAGES : “The Temptress,” Metro-Gold-

wyn-Mayer.
PARAMOUNT EMPRESS: “The Eagle of the

Sea,” Paramount

;

“Pink Elephants,” Ed-
ucational; Pathe News.

VICTORY: “The Magician,” Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer; “Kiss Papa,” Educational

;

Pathe
News.

daily. ... A football game between
exhibitors and exchange representatives is

the latest proposal about which Kansas
City’s Film Row is gossiping. . . . Fifty

disabled veterans from the United States

Veterans’ hospital in Kansas City this week
were guests of the Shubert at a showing of

“The Big Parade.” Transportation to and
from the theatre was arranged by Mrs.
Charles Harrow, chairman of the Good
Cheer Club of the First Baptist Church.
. . . King Vidor and Roy D’Arcy were
recent visitors. . . . Among the out-

of-town exhibitors in the Row were : Ensley
Barbour, Lander’s Orpheum, Springfield

;

S'. E. Wilhoit, Jefferson, Springfield; Wal-
ter Wallace, Orpheum, Leavenworth, Kan.

;

C. M. Pattee, Pattee, Lawrence, Kan.
;
Ben

Levy, Hippodrome, Joplin, Mo.
William Prass has been named as manager
of the Crane and Royal, Universal theatres

of Carthage, Mo.

SAN FRANCISCO
SAN FRANCISCO.—Charlie Kaufman

of the Gem at Colusa was seen on the

Row recently. . . . George Mann is

opening a new house in Fortuna.
The Royal at Martinez has been closed.

. . . Frank Atkins, owner of the Lyric
at Marysville, was recently married. . . .

Max Weis, young manager at the Lyric at

Sacramento, was on the Row. . . . The
Paramount Empress, under the manage-
ment of George E. Carpenter, is to have
the stage redecorated in the near future.

. . . Ray Hendry, assistant manager of
the Citory, has left for Idaho Falls to take
charge of the Idaho during the absence of

Manager Hoe ILoehler. . . . The In-

termountain Film Board of Trade has re-

cently appointed a committee comprised of

William F. Gordon, local manager for First

National; I^awrencc J. McGinley, branch
manager here for Famous Players-Lasky

;

and Janies A. Epperson, Pathe office man-
ager, to co-operate with the local naval
enlistment station in booking the Navy Day
picture, “Don’t Give Up the Ship.” . . .

Samuel H. Levin announced Max Dolin
and his orchestra of 20 artists as a per-

manent feature at the Coliseum.

OTTA WA
OTTAWA.—W. T. McKnight, former

manager of the Regent, has been appointed
manager of the Bloor, Toronto, by Famous
Players Canadian Corp., Ltd. He has been
succeeded at the Regent by Wally Stewart,

former Famous-Lasky exploiteer. Nelson
Shea, who was associated with the Regent,
has been appointed manager of the Uptown,
the parent theatre of the Famous Players

chain in Canada. Mr. Shea was formerly
at the Toronto Hippodrome. . . . The
two new moving pictue theatres which are

under course of construction in Winnipeg,
Manitoba, will be opened in December, ac-

cording to announcement by N. Rothstein,

who has been proprietor of the Arlington
for some years. . . . E. 0. Smithers,
manager of the Capitol and Grand at King-
ston, Ontario, has announced that the strike

of the stage hands at the Grand has been
settled, new agreements having been signed.

Manager J. M. Franklin of B. F.

Keith’s theatre, reported that one of the

most popular pictures that he has played

in a long time was “The Campus Flirt,”

during the week of November 1. The
presence of several colleges, collegiates and
technical schools in Ottawa was partly re-

sponsible for the business, while Ottawa is

also known as a good sporting town and
sport pictures take well. . . . Ottawa
exhibitors were blessed with two holidays

within eight days and business showed a

resultant boost. The first fell on Monday,
November 1, which was All Saints Day,
this being observed as a government holi-

day. The second was Monday, November
8, the Canadian Thanksgiving Day. . . .

The orchestra of the Capitol theatre, Ot-
tawa, Ontario, has been making a number
of special appearances at luncheons of the

service clubs of the city and the theatre,

which was reopened some weeks ago with
James T. Moxley as manager, has been se-

curing much prominence 1. M.
Franklin, manager of B. F. Keith’s theatre,

Ottawa, Ontario, has been appointed chair-

man of the local Rotary Club committee to

make arrangements for the trip of Rotari-

ans to the international convention at Os-
tend, Belgium, next June. . . . C. S.

Ferguson, manager of the Dominion the-

atre Nanaimo, B. C., for the past three

years, has been appointed manager of the

Strand and Crystal in Brandon, Manitoba.
. . . Clair Hague, Canadian general man-
ager of Universal, Toronto, has returned
from Winnipeg, Manitoba, where he ac-

cepted the resignation of C. A. Schauffle,

who has been the manager of the Ly-
ceum. . . . “Every Mother’s Son,” the

latest British feature released in Canada,

( Continued on page 72 )
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THIS WILL OPEN
YOUR EYES,TOO!

(No. 510 Straight from the Shoulder Talk by Carl Laemmle,
President of the Universal Pictures Corporation)

1 PICKED UP A COPY OF THE EXHIBITORS HERALD THE OTHER DAYand read every word of the box office reports sent in by exhibitors, published under the
heading, What The Pictures Did For Me”. There were several pages of these reports.

I ALWAYS READ WHAT THESE REPORTS SAY ABOUT UNIVERSAL
pictures, but I seldom find time to read what they say about all other pictures. But
this time 1 read them all, and I got an eye opener!

PICTURES MADE BY OTHER COMPANIES WERE CRITICIZED MORE
severely than any Universal picture ever was. In some cases the writers manifested
resentment against some company; in others they simply panned the picture or kicked
about the price.

IN ONE COLUMN ALONE, I FOUND SUCH EXPRESSIONS AS THESE
“NOTHING TO GO WILD ABOUT”.
“A GOOD ENTERTAINMENT RUINED BY A ROTTEN FILM”.
“WE CANNOT SAY ANYTHING FOR THIS PICTURE FOR THE REASON

that we could not pull them in. Another picture like this and he will be a back number”. I

“WORTH ABOUT ONE HALF THE PRICE”.
“JUST A FAIR PROGRAM PICTURE WORTH ABOUT ONE QUARTER

of its cost”.

“JUST ABOUT AS BUM AS THIS COMPANY COULD MAKE ONE. THE
star is one of their best bets if they would give her a chance”.

“AN ORDINARY PROGRAM PICTURE”.
“EVERYBODY WATCHED FOR THE PUNCH BUT DIDN’T SEE IT.

Probably got lost before we got it”.

“WHY DO THEY WASTE HIM ON PICTURES LIKE THIS?”
“OH WHAT A FLOP IN MY POCKETBOOK!”
I WISH YOU WOULD TAKE THE TIME SOME DAY TO DO WHAT I

did. Read every single report and then NOTICE THE VERY DIFFERENT THINGS
ARE SAID ABOUT UNIVERSAL’S PICTURES! Now and then someone

will report unfavorably on a Universal, but it is such a rare thing that it stands out
like a sore thumb.

I DON’T BELIEVE IN BOOSTING UNIVERSAL PICTURES BY TELLING
you how poor the others are, but I can’t resist the temptation to urge you to see for
yourself just how Universal stands with your own people— the rest of the exhibitors.

UNIVERSAL DELIVERS YEAR IN AND YEAR OUT, NOT JUST SPAS-
modically. A Universal contract is the solidest thing in the world to tie to!
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“What the Picture Did For Me”
VERDICTS ON FILMS IN LANGUAGE OF EXHIBITOR

Copyright, 1926

This is the original exhibitors* reports department, established October 14, 1916.

Beware of cheap, misleading imitations.

“What the Picture Did for Me” is the one genuine source of exhibitor-written box office

information. •

Address: “What the Picture Did for Me,” EXHIBITORS HERALD, 407 South Dearborn
Street, Chicago, III.

Associated Exhibitors

TWISTED TRIGGERS: Wally Wales—A good
program picture that pleased here. Five reels.

—

E. A. Armistead, Lyric theatre, Easley, S. C.

—

General patronage.

MANHATTAN MADNESS: Special cast—O. K.
Six reels.—R. B. Maxwell, Illinois theatre, Sulli-

van, III.—General patronage.

Columbia
SWEET ROSIE O’GRADY: Shirley Mason-

Very, very good. Worth playing in any house.
Will please 99 per cent. Columbia looks good
this year. Six reels.—Warner & Wood, Coliseum
theatre, Edmore, Mich.—Small town patronage.

FIGHTING FOOT : The youngsters liked it

very well. An average two reeler.—H. G. Isbell,

Casino DeLuxe theatre, Kiowa, Colo.—General
patronage.

FLASH O’ LIGHTNING: Leo Maloney—Good
midweek entertainment.—R. B. Maxwell, Illinois

theatre, Sullivan, III.—General patronage.

MORALS FOR MEN : Special cast—First

class entertainment. Pleased everyone and drew
very well the second night.—R. B. Maxwell, Illi-

nois theatre, Sullivan, 111.—General patronage.

THE FALSE ALARM : Ralph Lewis—A very
good program picture. These Columbias are all

knockouts so far. Play them for good pictures.

Six reels.—Warner & Wood, Coliseum theatre,

Edmore, Mich.—Small town patronage.

F. B. 0.
BREED OF THE SEA : Special east—Good ac-

tion picture. Good for Saturday night. Good
paper, good business.—Walt Bradley, Moon thea-
tre, Neligh, Nebr.—General patronage.

ONE MINUTE TO PLAY: Red Grange—This
is a great picture and should go over with a
bang during football season. It will please 100
per cent. Elderly people will not turn out, as
most of them dislike football. Younger will eat

it up. Red’s a real actor. Supporting cast fine.

Pity A1 and Kit could not have remained in pic-

ture for game and added more comedy. Eight
reels.—Fry, Palace theatre. Mount Pleasant, Tex.
—General patronage.

ONE MINUTE TO PLAY: Red Grange—Much
to our surprise, this did not draw at all, although
we exploited it big. Only got out a third the
average number of children to Saturday matinee
and about half the average adults on Friday and
Saturday nights. Can’t understand it, except that
football is not played here and we had some
political opposition. As far as the picture is

concerned, it is a knockout. Fine story, good
comedy and acting, and the best football shots

ever on the screen. Red Grange is a better actor
than Dix, not at all self conscious. Has a fine

personality and photographs perfectly. If you can
get them in, the picture will do the rest. Eight
reels.—Craigin & Pike, Majestic theatre. Las
Vegas, Nev.—General patronage.

LONE HAND SAUNDERS: Fred Thomson—
A very good picture and the last on the present
contract. Six reels.—Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags
theatre, Neillsville, Wis.—Small town patronage.

LONE HAND SAUNDERS: Fred Thomson—
A fine picture in which both Fred and Silver do
good work. It is far from being their best, how-
ever. There is less action in it than in most of

his. Business above average the first night, but
the bank in a neighboring town blew up an hour

before starting time the second and ruined both
itself and my crowd. Six reels.—C. W. Snyder,
Opera House, Montour Falls, N. Y.—General pat-
ronage.

LONE HAND SAUNDERS: Fred Thomson—
Not the best Thomson picture, but good. Story
is pretty thin and illogical. The kid is a fine

little actor. Silver King does his stuff fine. Fred
is a fine type of man. Everybody likes him and
he is one of our best drawing cards. Six reels.—
Cragin & Pike, Majestic theatre. Las Vegas, Nev.
—General patronage.

LONE HAND SAUNDERS: Fred Thomson—
You can’t beat Fred Thomson in this town.

—

R. B. Maxwell, Illinois theatre, Sullivan, 111.

—

General patronage.

LOVE’S BARGAIN : Special cast—Clive Brook
and Marjorie Daw star in this picture and they
both do very good acting. However, the picture
is not one for small towns, as it is a little slow
and draggy with hardly any action. As a society

picture, it is good, but the ending is different from
the average run, as Clive Brook has to give up
the girl. Six reels.—W. T. Davis & Son, Rialto
theatre, Sharon, Wis.—General patronage.

FLAMING WATERS: Special cast—Small
crowd but no fault of the picture. Personally I

think it’s a great production, with Mary Carr
playing the part of a mother. Those that came
to see this picture liked it. Seven reels.—D. M.
Mamgone, Rex theatre, Newport, Wash.—General
patronage.

FLAMING WATERS: Mary Carr—A 100 per
cent entertainment from all angles and should be
played on the best night in the week to get as

many people to see it as possible, but the way it

is I fell flat on account of having it booked for

my poorest night in the week. Watch how you
book this, to get good boost for your house and
make money at the same time. Better than lots

of big specials. I thank you, F. B. O. Seven
reels.—R. Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball, So. Dak.
—General patronage.

THE VALLEY OF BRAVERY: Bob Custer—
This was considered a good western and pleased,
besides drawing some extra business. He is a
new star for me but imagine he will get by.
Five reels.—Ray W. Musselman, Princess theatre,
Lincoln, Kan.—General patronage.

IF MARRIAGE FAILS: Jacqueline Logan

—

Okay as program picture. However, not a Gold
Bond. Only one Gold Bond in F. B. O. 1925-26,
“Keeper of The Bees,” which off-set the other
eleven. Six reels.—Fry, Palace theatre. Mount
Pleasant, Tex.—General patronage.

THE NIGHT PATROL: Richard Talmadge-
Just another good picture. A little better than
the average Talmadge picture. Mighty good crook
story. For stunts and Westerns, F. B. O. has
them all cheated. They are all good*. Six reels.

—C. E. Longacre, Dixie theatre, Dickson, Tenn.

—

General patronage.

THE FIGHTING BOOB: Bob Custer—Another
splendid Western picture program. The star is

here with the goods. Not one of them has a
thing on him.—Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre,
Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

LET’S GO GALLAGHER: Tom Tyler—A fine

little Western picture in which Tom Tyler, little

Frankie Darro and the dog all make a hit. Will
please everyone. Five reels..—Rev. D. H. Dor-
chester, Community Centre, Southbury, Conn.-
General patronage.

THE BLOODHOUND: Bob Custer—Like all

Custer pictures, this was a good one. Plenty of

action and held the interest throughout. Five
reels.—A. E. Sharer, Globe theatre. Savannah,
Mo.—General patronage.

KING OF THE TURF: Patsy Ruth Miller—

A

splendid racing story and a fine cast. Satisfied

all.—Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Green-
ville, Mich.—General patronage.

WILD TO GO: Tom Tyler—Not Tom's best,

but good for the kids on Saturday night. Five
reels.—Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neills-

ville, Wis.—Small town patronage.

WILD TO GO : Tom Tyler—This is one of
Tom’s good Western pictures. Little Frankie and
his dog. Beans, help some. Book it. Five reels.

—A. O. Lambert, Opera House, Monticello, la.

—

General patronage.

BORN TO BATTLE: Tom Tyler—Very good.
Tom Tyler’s photo should hang next to the one
Fred Thomson sent me.—R. B. Maxwell, Illinois

theatre, Sullivan, 111.—General patronage.

A MAN OF NERVE: Bob Custer—A very
good western with plenty of action and Bob at

his best. Five reels.—A. O. Lambert, Opera
House, Monticello, Iowa.—General patronage.

ALL AROUND FRYING PAN: Fred Thomson
—A dandy good picture. Pleased almost every-
body. Not much of a story but has plenty of
comedy and action and that is what they like

on Saturday. Six reels.—C. E. Longacre, Dixie
theatre, Dickson, Tenn.—General patronage.

THE NON-STOP FLIGHT: Special cast—

A

mighty good picture, with a story and comedy
relief, but it failed to draw for me. The Gold
Bonds don’t mean a thing to my patronage.
Seven reels.—Ray W. Musselman, Princess thea-
tre, Lincoln, Kan.—-General patronage.

THE BLUE STREAK: Richard Talmadge—

A

splendid picture full of action and thrills. Five
reels.—E. A. Armistead, Lyric theatre, Easley,

S. C.—General patronage.

THE IMPOSTER: Evelyn Brent—A clever lit-

tle crook picture with an unexpected draft at the
box office. Six reels.—Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags
theatre, Neillsville, Wis.—Small town patronage.
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THE HURRICANE: Most interesting. Real
tornado at the end of this comedy. Good show
in the barn and the people went to see it, but us
poor fellows have a clean place and cushion seats
and can't get them to come. The business is

different than it used to be in the olden days.
Two reels.—R. Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball, So.
Dak.—General patronage.

THREE WISE CROOKS: Evelyn Brent—Our
first Brent picture and if they are all as good
as this one we will not have any kick coming.
But for a Southern town they do not have the
action they like for Saturday night here. Still,

this is as good or better than the average West-
ern picture. Do not misunderstand me—this is

no Western picture. Dandy good crook picture.
Six reels.—C. E. Longacre, Dixie theatre, Dickson,
Tenn.—General patronage.

KEEPER OF THE B®ES: Special cast—

A

pleasing picture with a fine moral lesson. Little
Gene Stratton Porter made a hit. Has universal
human appeal. Six reels.—Rev. D. H. Dorchester,
Community Centre, Southbury, Conn.—General
patronage.

DRUSILLA WITH A MILLION: Mary Carr—
The type of picture that everybody is crazy about.
The crowd nearly tore down the house. Won-
derful moral, mother love, shown. Love interest
sustained. Strong element of humor. Will please
everyone. Seven reels.—Rev. D. H. Dorchester,
Community Centre, Southbury, Conn.—General
patronage.

First National
PARADISE: Milton Sills—A very good pic-

ture. Plenty of action and thrills. A good scrap
between Sills and Noah Beery, but not so good
as the fight in “The Spoilers.” Betty Bronson
very good in this one, and do not overlook old
reliable Charles Murray to stick in the laughs.
Eight reels.—Bernard Satz, Casino theatre. Ware,
Mass.—Mixed patronage.

IT MUST BE LOVE: Colleen Moore—One of
the best Colleen ever made. Just a good enter-
tainment for any crowd. You can’t afford to
miss this one. Seven reels.—Mrs. U. Walker,
Lumberton theatre, Lumberton, Miss.—General
patronage.

MEN OF STEEL: Special cast—This picture
did a good big business and certainly pleased.
We had plenty of good comments on this picture

and personally thought it was real entertainment.
We ran it ahead of Kansas City and that hurt,
because we get a lot of help from their adver-
tising, but it made money. Ten reels.—Ray W.
Musselman, Princess theatre, Lincoln, Kan.—Gen-
eral patronage.

THE SAVAGE: Ben Lyon—A good picture.
Well acted by all and a good story. There is

only one fault to this picture and it is two reels

too long. Outside of that, it is good entertain-
ment. Seven reels.—C. E. Longacre, Dixie thea-
tre, Dickson, Tenn.—General patronage.

ELLA CINDERS: Colleen Moore—Colleen
Moore has made another picture which is top
notch. A flawless comedy which will please her
host of friends. Her pictures are always clean
and that’s the kind of pictures the public wants.
Seven reels.—Rev. D. H. Dorchester, Community
Centre, Southbury, Conn.—General patronage.

ELLA CINDERS: Colleen Moore—Colleen
very good and it seems to beat her last one.
Seven reels.—Robert Kessler, Benn theatre, Phila-
delphia, Pa.—-General patronage.

ELLA CINDERS: Colleen Moore—As nice a
little program picture as you would care to look

at. It did not draw, as it was reported around
our town that it was a poor picture. Give me
more like it, I say. Seven reels.—Leslie Hables,
Reel Joy theatre, King City, Cal.—Small town
patronage.

PALS FIRST: Lloyd Hughes—Fascinating
story of three tramps with pleasing romantic vein.

A thoroughly clean picture. The audience ate it

up. In my opinion, people want pictures of this

type and not like “Variety,” which has the taint

of European lax moral standards upon it. The
American pictures are clean. I saw the presi-

dent of one of the three largest banks in New
England with his wife and three daughters walk
out from “Variety” in disgust, and he sat and
enjoyed “Pals First,” every bit of it. It’s a
fine little picture. Six reels.—Rev. D. H. Dor-
chester, Community Centre, Southbury, Conn.-
General patronage.

SENOR DAREDEVIL: Ken Maynard—A strong
Western picture which puts Ken Maynard in a

class with Jones, Mix and Thomson as a horse-

man. A well made picture packed with thrills

which will please any crowd anywhere.—Rev. D.

H. Dorchester, Community Centre, Southbury,
Conn.—General patronage.

THE BROWN DERBY: Johnny Hines—One
of the finest comedies ever made. 100 per cent
if there ever was one. It had our crowd roar-
ing. Never had a funnier picture, and Johnny
Hines pictures are clean. Eight reels.—Rev. D.
H. Dorchester, Community Centre, Southbury,
Conn.—General patronage.

THE BROWN DERBY: Johnny Hines—A very
good comedy. Seven reels.—Robert Kessler, Benn
theatre, Philadelphia, Pa.—General patronage.

IRENE: Colleen Moore—A pretty little story
which will make a great hit everywhere. The
fashion show will delight the ladies. “Desert
Flower,” “Sally, Irene and Mary,” “Ella Cinders,”
and “Made For Love” are Colleen’s best pictures.
Nine reels.—Rev. D. H. Dorchester, Community
Centre, Southbury, Conn.—General patronage.

THE LIVE WIRE: Johnny Hines—Clever pic-
ture from that keen, bright, original comedian,
Johnny Hines. The public wants clean pictures.
In my opinion, they are tired of seeing so many
bathing beauties. There are no finer comedies
than “The Live Wire,” “Rainbow Riley,” and
“Brown Derby.” Crowd was delighted. Seven
reels.—Rev. D. H. Dorchester, Community Centre,
Southbury, Conn.—General patronage.

MEMORY LANE: Special cast—Picture with
splendid moral in which the villain turns out to
be decent. A home love picture which will help
the American institution—the home thereby prov-
ing a credit to the motion picture industry, which
ought to be dedicated to what is best. Every-
one liked this picture. Conrad Nagel was fine
and Eleanor Boardman incomparable and beauti-
ful, and the element of humor is not lacking.
Seven reels of 100 per cent entertainment.—Rev.
D. H. Dorchester, Community theatre, Southbury,
Conn.—General patronage.

MISS NOBODY: Anna Q. Nilsson—A merry
little piece which everyone is bound to enjoy. The
three railroad tramps make a great hit and Anna
Q. Nilsson does the best work she has ever done.
It is a very pleasing picture. You can make* no
mistake in booking this. Seven reels.—Rev. D.
H. Dorchester, Community theatre, Southbury,
Conn.—General patronage.

RAINBOW RILEY : Special cast—Dandy com-
edy with a wonderful plot, concerning a news-
paper man in the feud district of the Kentucky
mountains. Johnny Hines at his very best. A
delighted crowd that screamed with joy. Thank
you, Johnny Hines, for this clean comedy. Seven
reels.—Rev. D. H. Dorchester, Community Centre,
Southbury, Conn.—General patronage.

RAINBOW RILEY: Johnny Hines—This should
please any audience. Lots of good comedy, well
put over.—Grafton Nutter, Royal theatre. Re-
public, Kan.—General patronage.

RAINBOW RILEY: Johnny Hines—This nut
seems to get away with anything with my pat-
rons. One of my best box office hits and always
will be.—R. B. Maxwell, Illinois theatre, Sulli-

van, 111.—General patronage.

THE DESERT FLOWER: Colleen Moore—Col-
leen made this drab little story bloom like apple
blossom time and, incidentally, set us a new at-

tendance record. She has won her way into the
hearts of us mountain folks and we would rather
see her coming to town than any other girl star
in the movie firmament. Those exhibitors who
have not played Colleen Moore’s plays have a
great treat in store for them.—Philip Rand, Rex
theatre*, Salmon, Idaho.—-General patronage.

KIKI: Norma Talmadge—A comedy that will

go over in fine shape everywhere. Very fine lines,

well written. The editorial writers of “The Dark
Angel,” “The Live Wire,” “Rainbow Riley,”
“Her Sister From Paris,” and “The Brown
Derby” have shown real genius. It’s high time
that some decently educated folks wrote the lines

the public reads. “Kiki” is a splendid picture.

Norma Talmadge is fine. Nine reels.—Rev. D.
H. Dorchester, Community theatre, Southbury,
Conn.—General patronage.

KIKI: Norma Talmadge—The first part of this

picture is very good, as it is filled with comedy.
The last two or three reels are filled with the
dizziest lot of poppycock ever put in a picture.

And if it had been anybody else but Norma they
would all have walked out, and I wouldn’t have
blamed them. They pay their money to see
Nonna as a “lady” and not as a news peddler,
street gamin or gold digger. Am glad she got
that off her chest and hope that she will never
give us another of that calibre. Nine reels.—Wm.
E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.

—

Small town patronage.

KIKI: Norma Talmadge—The opinion on this

was unanimous. The ladies thought the role was
unusual for Norma but that she handles it

capably. A dandy picture and a drawing card.

Grandpa Jenkins was here to see this and his

opinion and comments were favorable. Nine reels.

Christmas—NewYear
The Smart Showman Knows These

2 IMPORTANT
HOLIDAYS

Are Nearly Here

He Greets His Patrons Properly By Using

SPECIAL HOLIDAY SERVICE
From

National Screen Service, Inc.
Trailers Build Business

10 Timely Holiday Trailer Greetings gorgeously
designed and brilliantly animated for New Year,
Lincoln’s Birthday, Washington’s Birthday, Easter,
Mother’s Day, Decoration Day, July Fourth, Armis-
tice Day, Thanksgiving, Christmas, also choice of two
animated presentation leaders for your Feature or
Comedy or News Reel.

For this complete Service $40.00 yearly.

A postal, wire or telephone call will bring you
the contract and start the service AT ONCE.

CHICAGO NEW YORK LOS ANGELES
845 So. Wabash Ave. 126-130 West 46th St. 1922 So. Vermont Ave.

N.S.S.
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Neligh, Neb., November 7, 1926.

DEAR HERALD:
The Tenth Anniversary Number of “What the Picture Did for Me” has just arrived

and I wish to offer my congratulations and to say that, in my judgment, it is the

most important issue you have ever published from the standpoint of exhibitor

interest.

If there had ever been any doubt in any exhibitor’s mind as to the importance
of exhibitor reports and the “Box Office Record” as the best means to the selection

of their programs, that doubt will most surely be removed by reading the many
reports from exhibitors themselves hearing upon this matter that are published in

your Tenth Anniversary Number.
Personally I have always maintained that the exhibitor was the one best qualified

to speak as to the merits of a picture and for that reason have always had faith in

exhibitor reports. In my many years experience as an exhibitor of motion pictures

I have based my judgment on the good or bad qualities of a production strictly upon
what other exhibitors have said of it and I seldom went wrong.

The HERALD is also to he congratulated upon the great number of loyal readers

who have expressed their opinions in no uncertain terms, as is shown by the many
letters appearing in this Anniversary Number. To me it furnishes proof beyond
contradiction that the “Box Office Record” is the greatest aid to exhibitors of any
publication in the field. May it live long and continue to grow.

* * *

Last Tuesday morning I headed Viola north for Neligh, where I had some personal
matters to look after and where I could get an expert mechanic to give Viola the

once over. She didn’t need much attention, but what she did need I wanted done
right, so we are now as good as new and will be on our way tomorrow, perhaps for

the sunny southland.

R. R. Winship, who manages the Majestic at Phillipsburg, Kansas, is a strong

believer in the “Box Office Record” and makes his selection of pictures largely from
reports therein.

Mr. Winship contemplates considerable improvements in his theatre and when
completed he will have one of the best show houses in northern Kansas. t

Sam H. Blair of Belleville, Kansas, has lately spread out over considerable terri-

tory. He has acquired theatres at Belleville, Mankato, Scandid and Clyde, all of

which are under his direct supervision. In addition to these duties he is also the

manager for “Tremaine,” a radio announcer at a broadcasting station at Oaks, Neb.
Oaks is about as small a town as can be found in the state, but has one of the largest

broadcasting stations west of the Missouri. Mr. Tremaine has made quite a i "putation

as an announcer and under the leadership of Sam Blair has played a number of

engagements throughout the middle west to excellent business.

Sam wanted me to take his picture for the HERALD but his wife objected on the

grounds that she had plenty of trouble looking after him as it was, so they compro-
mised by giving me a picture of Tremaine instead.

* * *

When I called on C. W. Holmes of the Gem at Chester, Neb., I found him on the

point of having nervous prostration, worrying for fear Charley Bryan would be

elected governor of Nebraska. I told him to not worry over a little matter like that,

that we still had Aimee Semple McPherson and the country would be safe anyhow
and that the thing for him to do would be to join the great HERALD family and
all would be well. He took my advice and when I left he was feeling much better.

Harold Schoonover, who manages the Mazda theatre at Aurora, Neb., had just

returned from a hunting trip up in the lake country of Nebraska when I called.

When asked if he got any game he replied that he did not, that he forgot to take

the salt. When asked what he was going to do with salt he said the boys told him
to take salt with him and sprinkle it on the ducks’ tails and then he could catch them
when they went to lick the salt but that he had forgotten to take the salt with him.

Greenblat, a Norwegian film salesman for Universal, heard him make this statement

and he turned to him and said, “Salt wasn’t what you should have taken at all, you
should have taken a copy of the EXHIBITORS HERALD and got up on some high

point and read Jenkins’ Colyum out loud and the ducks would have gathered around
you by the hundreds, for they would have thought you was crazy, and therefore

harmless, and you could have killed the limit with a club.”

* *

Nebraska is having her first touch of real winter today. A rain yesterday turned

into snow last night and freezing weather prevails today with indications of much
colder tonight. Some contrast between this and Oklahoma weather.

On my arrival home I learn that Eagle Eye Joe has been holding a regular corre-

spondence with one of my daughters. I am going to look into this, for that hoy has

a reputation of being a pretty fast worker.
.1. C. JENKINS.
(The Herald Man).

—Ray W. Musseiman, Princess theatre, Lincoln,

Kan.—General patronage.

NEW TOYS: Richard Barthelmess—A very

good star, for us, in a very poor picture. At
that, we are well satisfied with our First Na-
tional contract. Eight reels.—R. B. Maxwell, Il-

linois theatre, Sullivan, 111.—General patronage.

CLASSIFIED: Corinne Griffith—About the best

picture Corinne has made. Society drama of ab-

sorbing interest. 100 per cent picture. Will in-

terest everyone. Seven reels.—Hew D. H. Dor-

chester, Community Centre, Southbury, Conn.

—

General patronage.

PUPPETS: Milton Sills—Good picture and
would be better to run it two nights, would have

made more money, but as I do not run on Thurs-

day I sent same back after one night’s showing.

Eight reels.—R. Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball,

So. Dak.—General patronage.

PUPPETS: Milton Sills—Milton Sills should

not have been cast in this picture. Not his ele-

ment.—E. W. Swarthout, Palace theatre, Aurora,

Ind.—General patronage.

THE SPLENDID ROAD: Special cast—A good

picture which pleased our crowd. The California

Gold Rush, its privations, and Anna Q. Nilsson

does a fine piece of acting. Eight reels.—Rev.

D. H. Dorchester, Community Centre, Southbury,

Conn.—General patronage.

THE DARK ANGEL: Special cast—Fascinat-

ing picture in which Ronald Colman creates beau-

tiful character as blind soldier and Vilma Banky
is beautiful sweetheart. Saerifical love is the

keynote. There are no greater pictures made.

Eight reels.—Rev. D. H. Dorchester, Community
Centre, Southbury, Conn.—General patronage.

THE DARK ANGEL: Special cast—If you

haven’t played this one you’ve missed a good bet.

You can compete with some of the newer war
stories and get it at a much better price.—Pat
Sharkey, Nelson theatre. Nelson, Ga.—Small town
patronage.

SHORE LEAVE: Richard Barthelmess—Good
program picture. I played this on Thursday and
Friday but didn’t do much. Personally I think

the picture is good if they do not stick you for

it. Seven reels.—D. M. Mangone, Rex theatre,

Newport, Wash.—General patronage.

SHORE LEAVE: Richard Barthelmess—

A

splendid picture with fine moral tone. 100 per

cent entertainment.—Rev. D. H. Dorchester, Com-
munity Centre, Southbury, Conn.—General pat-

ronage.

THE NEW COMMANDMENT: Blanche Sweet
—Did not see this picture, but after checking the

box office and asking the operator it must have
been a good picture, as it got one-third more
the second night than the first. As long as

they do that good, why worry ? Seven reels.

—

C. E. Longacre, Dixie theatre, Dickson, Tenn.

—

General patronage.

THE NEW COMMANDMENT—Blanche Sweet—
This is a dandy picture with the exception of one
long, drawn-out, agonizing nauseating neck chew-
ing contest between Blanche Sweet and Ben Lyon.
This sort of mush may be duck soup for the
sexual minded asphalt pounders in the cities, but
it is a sad frost out in the sticks. The exchange
should have seen to it that the entire scene was
thrown in the furnace after it had completed the
city runs. Otherwise a very good picture with
a good title for drawing. Seven reels.—Wm. E.

Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.—Small
town patronage.

THE NEW COMMANDMENT: Ben Lyon—

A

good picture from start to finish. Only objection

I have, too much of the kissing scene in the
fourth reel, but some day it will be cut out and
it will improve the picture for the ones that don’t
care to look at someone kissing for 5 minutes
on the screen. War scenes wonderful, Ben does
good, and Mary too. Good for any night of the
week. Seven reels.—R. Duba, Royal theatre, Kim-
ball, So. Dak.—General patronage.

CLOTHES MAKE THE PIRATE: Special cast
—The only thing we can say is that this is the
rottenest picture we ever have had the pleasure
of playing. First National should be arrested for
frauding the exhibitors. We had two-thirds of

the first night’s attendance walk out before it

was half over and did not have anyone to walk
out the second night as no one came. Nine reels.

—C. E. Longacre, Dixie theatre, Dickson, Tenn.

—

General patronage.

HER SECOND CHANCE: Anna Q. Nilsson—
A very good program picture. Played it on Sun-
day and it pleased a nice house. Seven reels.

—

Leslie Hables, Reel Joy theatre. King City, Cal.

—

Small town patronage.

JOANNA: HIGH STEPPERS; THE DANCER
OF PARIS: These are all too spicy and jazzy
to entertain the ordinary movie audience in a

small town. The younger folks don’t kick, but

the older patrons do. First National had some

good ones in this group, but also many poor

ones.—H. J. Eagan, American theatre, Wautoma,

Wis.—General patronage.

WHAT FOOLS MEN: Lewis Stone—Very good

production. Lewis had a role that changed him

to a real man and set him up one notch in the

movies. Should please any audience, especially

where they want better class entertainment than

just a shoot ’em up western. It’s good. Eight

reels.—R. Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball, So. Dak.
—General patronage.

JUST SUPPOSE: Richard Barthelmess—One
of Richard. Barthelmess’ best pictures, which will

be appreciated everywhere by cultured folks. It

will not appeal to a rough crowd. It is a beau-
tiful romantic picture. Seven reels.—Rev. D. H.
Dorchester, Community Centre, Southbury, Conn.

—

General patronage.

A MADONNA OF THE STREETS: Milton
Sills—A regular sermon and will bring the church
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to some who do not attend regularly. Seven
reels.—Ray W. Musselman, Princess theatre, Lin-

coln, Kan.—General patronage.

Fox
THE GREAT K. & A. TRAIN ROBBERY:

Tom Mix—This is not Mr. Mix. This is Tom,
himself, in an action thriller in which Tony
catches the devil.—J. S. Walker, Texas theatre.

Grand Prairie, Tex.—Small town patronage.

BLACK PARADISE : Special cast—Good pic-

ture swiftly told. Poor photography. Five reels.

J. S. Walker, Texas theatre. Grand Prairie,

Tex.—Small town patronage.

THE MIDNIGHT KISS: Special cast—Nice,
clean picture for the whole family with plenty
of comedy. Six reels.—J. S. Walker, Texas thea-
tre, Grand Prairie, Tex.—Small town patronage.

FIG LEAVES: Special cast—A mixture of

“The Lost World” with domestic home life, end-
ing with one of the swellest fashion shows filmed

in ages. The women will rave about it and the
men will go to see it, because the posters are
great. My crowd liked it. Not like the book, but
it’s a good entertainer. Eight reels.—Bernard
Satz, Casino theatre. Ware, Mass.—Mixed patron-
age.

MY OWN PAL: Tom Mix—A fine picture, but
not the kind my people want to see Tom Mix in.

Business on Mix pictures is down about sixty per
cent from last year. Six reels.—E. A. Armistead,
Lyric theatre, Easley, S. C.—General patronage.

A MAN FOUR SQUARE: Buck Jones—Good
Western drama. Action galore and thrills a
plenty. What more could you ask with popularity
of Buck? Drew good and pleased all who saw
it. Six reels.—Ed C. Curdts, Bijou theatre, Green-
ville, S. C.—General patronage.

A MAN FOUR SQUARE: Buck Jones—Quite
tame for Buck Jones. Fact is, I set ’em a little

tab show to hold it up second night.—R. B.
Maxwell, Illinois theatre, Sullivan, III.—General
patronage.

WHEN THE DOOR OPENED: Jacqueline Lo-
gan—The star, Jacqueline Logan, fair. The story

poor. Dangerous in spots. Satisfied about 40 per
cent.—Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Green-
ville, Mich.—General patronage.

THE BEST BAD MAN: Tom Mix—A good
picture and will keep Tom at the top if he makes
them all as good. Clever little girl in this that
won a place with my patrons. Five reels.—Ray
W. Musselman, Princess theatre, Lincoln, Kan:

—

General patronage.

THE BEST BAD MAN: Tom Mix—Good pro-

gram picture from Tom, better than some of his

previous pictures. Plenty of action and thrills.

The flood scenes are most thrilling moments and
Mr. Wilson, Tom’s darky, is one of the best

darkies I ever saw ; he sure is there with the

rabbit foot and the razors. He is full of laughs.

Five reels.—R. Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball, So.

Dak.—General patronage.

THE GOLDEN STRAIN: Special cast—Fair
race-horse story that seemed to please. No kicks

or boosts. Seven reels.—Ray W. Musselman, Prin-

cess theatre, Lincoln, Kan.—General patronage.

HELL’S FOUR HUNDRED: Special cast

—

Clicked and everyone was satisfied.—R. B.

Maxwell, Illinois theatre, Sullivan, 111.—General
patronage.

RUSTLING FOR CUPID: George O’Brien-
Very good little western but not a special. Played
to small crowd Friday and Saturday. George
seems not popular as a western star and there-

fore did not bring them out to this. All who
saw it were satisfied. Five reels.—R. Duba,
Royal theatre, Kimball, So. Dak.—General patron-

age.

THE ROUGHNECK: George O’Brien—Excel-

lent entertainment with a real cast and a real

director behind them.—R. B. Maxwell, Illinois

theatre, Sullivan, 111.—General patronage.

RIDERS OF THE PURPLE SAGE: Special

cast—This isn’t a play, it’s a gold mine, and it

doesn’t cost a fortune to get title to it either.

We played this years ago to big crowds, but this

time the Zane Grey—Tom Mix—Tony combination
pulled all the old timers and even the chinks out
of their graves on Cemetery Hill and banged up
the largest attendance record in the history of the

Rex. Yet salesmen cry “Play up close to release

date for profits.” H , give me the plays that

people really want, though hoary with age, and
I’ll be satisfied with the profits. This play ranks
among the “First Ten Immortals” alongside "Birth

of a Nation” and the “Covered Wagon.” Fox
should bring this or a new picturization of it,

to life every five years. It’s a crime to allow

big money making popular plays to ever go com-
pletely into the discard for a real ten strike in

plays is a mighty scarce article.—Philip Rand,
Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.—General patronage.

HAVOC: Special cast—This is a fairly inter-

esting war picture but is about two reels too

long. Nine reels.—George Benson, Community
theatre, Minneota, Minn..—Small town patronage.

THE FOOL: Edmund Lowe—One of those Fox
specials that was a fine picture but a box office

flop. Ten reels.—R. B. Maxwell, Illinois theatre,

Sullivan, 111.—General patronage.

TONY RUNS WILD: Tom Mix—First Mix in

two years. It drew good and pleased the western
fans very much. Good scenery in this one. Six
reels.—H. J. Eagan, American theatre, Wautoma,
Wis.—General patronage.

THE FIGHTING BUCKAROO: Buck Jones—
About the poorest Jones we have ever drawn.
So simple, and without the usual action. Bad
print. Six reels.—Stoddard Bros., Rex theatre,

Madisonville, Tex.—Small town patronage.

THE YANKEE SENOR: Tom Mix—This pic-

ture I did not figure came up to my standard, so

I announced to my patrons that, should any or
all consider that the picture was not worth the
admission price, we would cheerfully refund same
or give a pass for the following show. The re-

marks passed to me after the show would make
any exhibitor feel proud of the patrons I have.
Here are some : "While the picture is not to

your standard, it is the first one and the best we
ever had until you came.” “He who makes no
mistakes never does anything,” and “You always
give us more than we pay for.”—A. Digney,
Peerless theatre, Hartney, Manitoba, Canada.

—

Small town patronage.

AS NO MAN HAS LOVED: Special cast—
Should be shown everywhere. Great patriotic of-

fering. Truthful picture of poor Philip Nolan.
One of the greatest pictures of the year. Every-
body was touched by this picture. Seven reels.

—

Rev. D. H. Dorchester, Community Centre, South-
bury. Conn.—General patronage.

THE IRON HORSE: George O’Brien—Played •

this too old to get big results, but it sure is

some show and, for those that like westerns,
you’ll never show them anything better. Real
Indian fighting, comedy, heart interest and every-
thing. Eleven reels.—H. J. Eagan, American
theatre, Wautoma, Wis.—General patronage.

OVER THE HILL: Special cast—It is never
too late to show a picture like this. Time never
will hurt its appeal. Like Shakespeare’s “King
Lear,” the ingratitude of children is the lesson.

Mother love is the theme. Fox also made “The
Fool,” which every theatre ought to show. In-
vite your minister if you wish to please him. The
man who made “Over the Hill” has nothing to be
ashamed of, but I wonder what some other pro-
ducers are going to say when they have to turn
in their records. Reformers say that the smutty
pictures are filling our jails, jamming the divorce
courts and casting a blight upon the home. There
is nothing dirty in “The Timber Wolf,” “Durand
of the Bad Lands,” “The Golden Strain,” "The
Iron Horse,” "My Own Pal,” or “Tony Runs
Wild.” You can trust Tom Mix and Buck Jones
to give you clean pictures. And the public does
not want the filth.—Rev. D. H. Dorchester, Com-
munity Centre, Southbury, Conn.—General pat-
ronage.

Gotham
HIS MASTER’S VOICE: Thunder—Liked. Lots

of war scenes. The hero was such a coward that
it was hard to sympathize with him. However,
he comes to the front at the last. O. K. for the
small place but no special. Six reels.—Mrs. L.

M. Bierman, Palace theatre, Seadrift, Tex.—Small
town patronage.

THE SPEED LIMIT: Raymond McKee—
Rather a clever story, with a thrilling automo-
bile race at the wind up. Seven reels.—George
Benson, Community theatre, Minneota, Minn.

—

Small town patronage.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
THE TEMPTRESS : Greta Garbo—A picture

which is well worth exploiting, as most everyone
will praise it as a very elaborate and pleasing
show. Made for people who understand.—J. S.

Grimes, Dream theatre, Corydon, Ind.—Better

class patronage.

THERE YOU ARE: Special cast—Featured
players, Conrad Nagel, Edith Roberts, and George
Fawcett. A light comedy that there is not much
to. But the kind that they get a kick out of

unless they are high brows. My patrons enjoyed
it. It is a picture you are sure to make money
on.—H. G. Isbell, Casino DeLuxe theatre, Kiowa,
Colo.—General patronage.

THE MAGICIAN : Special cast—Very poor.

The worst Metro-Goldwyn production we have
ever seen. Lost more than film rental and pat-

rons walked out in large numbers. We feel that
we owe an apology to every patron who attended
this showing. We do not regularly report on at-

tractions, but feel that we owe it to brother ex-
hibitors to advise them to keep this production in

the can if at all possible to do so. No business
second night on this show. Business normally is

averaging very good. Eight reels.—J. S. Grimes,
Dream theatre, Corydon, Ind.—Better class pat-
ronage.

WAR PAINT: Tim McCoy—It drew a fairly

good house for me. Personally, there seemed to

be too much bunk in it, but as it was the first

Western I have shown in a long time it took
far better than a real picture would. If your
patrons are hungry for Westerns it will get by.

Six reels.—H. G. Isbell, Casino DeLuxe theatre,

Kiowa, Colo.—General patronage.

WAR PAINT: Tim McCoy—Metro has come
through on the first of their Westerns, anyway,
and hope the rest are as good as this one. Staged
in Wyoming, star very good, photography better

than most Metros and scenery to beat California

but not Montana. Plenty of action and Indian
stuff very good and something different. Show
pleased and- drew capacity. Six reels.—Raymond
Robbins, Pythian theatre, Belt, Mont.—Small town
patronage.

MARE NOSTRUM: Special cast—This is a
dandy picture for a big town house, but my peo-

ple were not crazy about it. I paid too much for

it and lost money. Ten reels.—Leslie Hables,

Reel Joy theatre. King City, Cal.—Small town
patronage.

MARE NOSTRUM: Special cast—Truly a big

picture, produced across the water with several

foreign characters. Stars fine in their parts. Story

of secret service during world war, and one with
sad ending. I did not advance prices on this

and believe I grossed as much by not doing so,

and_ the show pleased where it would not have
at 40 or 50 cents. At that I am not in favor of

being forced to buy 4 or 5 big expensive foreign

productions from each company at double price in

order to get the rest of their product. Ten reels.

—Raymond Robbins, Pythian theatre, Belt, Mont.
-—Small town patronage.

THE WALTZ DREAM : Mae Murray—For a
foreign picture it was good, but if you have not an
orchestra to play score, better not play it.—Bert
Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.

—

General patronage.

THE WALTZ DREAM: Special cast—Fair pic-

ture but too much drinking to make it a clean

entertainment for family trade, so must say just

so so. Print was dirty and could hardly show it

up so people would know what it was all about.

Metro has awful poor photographers, as none of

the pictures from them I have shown could be
projected clearly. I hope they take this hint.

Eight reels.—R. Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball, So.

Dak.—General patronage.

THE WALTZ DREAM: Mary Christians

—

Some have given favorable reports on this one,

but for the life of me I can’t see where they get

it. Star is poor, a foolish story of Vienna before

the war, (supposedly) and, well, the whole show
was just no good in our estimation and had sev-

eral walk outs. Eight reels.—Raymond Robbins,

Pythian theatre, Belt, Mont.—Small town patron-

age.

BLARNEY : Special cast—Picture did a little

better than average good picture. Should please

the average patron. The prize fight is best ever

seen in pictures. Renee Adoree is her ever pleas-

ing self but has little opportunity. Ralph Graves

at last has a part to which he is fitted and does

his best work. This picture is not the dud some
reviewers would have you think. Seven reels.

—

Cragin & Pike, Majestic theatre. Las Vegas, Nev.
—General patronage.

BLARNEY : Ralph Graves—Exhibitors, if you
want to run a feature with nothing but fighting

and women swearing, then book this. I would rate

this picture 50 per cent. Six reels.—A. O. Lam-
bert, Opera House, Montieello, Iowa.—General pat-

ronage.

LA BOHEME: John Gilbert—Lillian Gish did

some good acting. Good pictures but failed to

get them in on it.—Mrs. U. Walker, Lumberton
theatre, Lumberton, Miss.—General patronage.

THE BOOB: Special cast—A medium comedy
drama that seemed to please here. Seven reels.

—

E. A. Armistead, Lyric theatre, Easley, S. C.

—

General patronage.

THE WANING SEX: Norma Shearer—They
say “Better than ‘His Secretary’ ” and they said

a mouthful. Norma is one of the best there is

today. This is a fine comedy drama that will

draw some and please better. Seven reels.—Ray-
mond Robbins, Pythian theatre. Belt, Mont.—Small

town patronage.

BATTLING BUTLER: Buster Keaton—One of

the poorest he ever made. My patrons were dis-
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appointed. Nothing to compare with “Go West.”

Seven reels.—Mrs. U. Walker, Lumberton thea-

tre, Lumberton, Miss.—General patronage.

BATTLING BUTLER: Buster Keaton—Another
of Metro’s so called specials that simply isn’t.

Drew usual Sunday night business at regular

prices, got some laughs at the time and then

died and haven’t heard a comment since. If you

can buy it as a regular program show O. K.

if not don’t take it. Eight reels.—Raymond Rob-

bins, Pythian theatre. Belt, Mont.—Small town
patronage.

PARIS: Charles Ray—Just a picture. That’s

all. Grossed $13.20 in two days run. Six reels.—

A. T. Fleming, Seneca theatre, Blakely, Ga.—

-

Small town patronage.

THE ROAD TO MANDALAY: Lon Chaney—
Chaney’s acting marvelous in this one. Lois Mo-
ran also good. Business was good. Eight reels.

—

Robert Kessler, Benn theatre, Philadelphia, Pa.—
General patronage.

THE ROAD TO MANDALAY : Lon Chaney—
Everyone came to see Lon Chaney, as usual. Just

lacked a few cents of raising the mortgage.—R.

B. Maxwell, Illinois theatre, Sullivan, 111.—General

patronage.

DON’T: Sally O’Neil—Fair comedy drama that

pleased small crowd. Six reels.—A. T. Fleming,

Seneca theatre, Blakely, Ga.—Small town patron-

age.

SALLY, IRENE AND MARY: Sally O’Neil—
If the American public want this kind of stories

then Mud Hen Jenkins is a second Longfellow.

Casting fine. Sally O’Neil a hit here.—Walt
Bradley, Moon theatre, Neligh, Nebr.—General

patronage.

SALLY, IRENE AND MARY: Special cast—
Ran this through before showing and decided not

to boost it. Invited all children free to see Our
Gang in “One Wild Ride,” followed by a slide

asking parents to send kids home after comedy,

as the feature was not for kids. Imagine my
surprise when patrons remarked, "Nothing the

matter with that picture.” So how are you going

to know what to censor? Six reels.—O. A. Fosse,

Community theatre, Ridgeway, Iowa.—Small town
patronage.

THE BOY FRIEND: Special cast—The only

amusing scene is the book agent’s visit. The rest

is silly. Played one night to a good crowd and
had kicks enough to last a month. The hero’s

ignorance makes the audience feel sorry for him.

Six reels.—C. W. Snyder, Opera House, Montour
Falls, N. Y.—General patronage.

THE UNHOLY THREE: Lon Chaney—A very

interesting crook drama. Seven reels.—George
Benson, Community theatre, Minneota, Minn.

—

Small town patronage.

THE MIDSHIPMAN : Ramon Navarro—A real

picture and a good drawing card. Scenes at the

school were fine and the story held the interest.

Seven reels.—Ray W. Musselman, Princess thea-

tre, Lincoln, Kan.—General patronage.

THE MIDSHIPMAN : Ramon Navarro—A pic-

ture that pleased everyone. Eight reels.—R. B.

Maxwell, Illinois theatre, Sullivan, 111.—General
patronage.

MIKE : Sally O’Neil—Exceptionally good. Holds
interest to end. Eight reels.-—E. W. Swarthout,
Palace theatre, Aurora, Ind.—General patronage.

NEVER THE TWAIN SHALL MEET: Anita
Stewart—Everyone enjoyed this. It is well worth
playing. Eight reels.—M. W. A. theatre. Soldier,

Kan.—Small town patronage.

BRIGHT LIGHTS: Charles Ray—A good one
for Charles Ray. Back in that old role that made
him a favorite. Some clever subtitles. Not a
drawing card for me. Seven reels.—Ray W. Mus-
selman, Princess theatre, Lincoln, Kan.—General
patronage.

THE MERRY WIDOW: Mae Murray—Had a
great many comments on this picture. It is over
the head of the small town audience, but it is a
real picture. It is too long and drawn out, but
you can’t lower the class of the picture because
of that. The final scenes in color are pretty.

Fair business, really better than average. Eleven
reels.—Ray W. Musselman. Princess theatre, Lin-
coln, Kan.—General patronage.

THE NAVIGATOR: Buster Keaton—This is an
old one which we had not shown, but it’s good.
We don’t have much trouble getting them out for
Keaton. Six reels.—Pioneer Pete, Pioneer thea-
tre, Amasa, Mich.—Small town patronage.

HIS HOUR: John Gilbert—Elinor Glyn story.

If you have any calloused high brows in your
clientele, book it and play it ; otherwise lay off

severely. Seven reels.—Pioneer Pete, Pioneer thea-
tre, Amasa, Mich.—Small town patronage.

THE WHITE DESERT : Special cast

—

Greet-
ings, sisters and brethren! It is quite a spell

since my last contribution to this section. Seemed

as though I was waiting for a real picture to

show up before I could work up enough enthu-
siasm to make a report. It came last night in

Metro’s “The White Desert.” Here is a real

picture that we neglected to advertise. If you
have it on your list to be played, boom it for all

you’re worth and you won’t have a single dis-

appointed patron. Type—railroad. Winter with
the most terrible and realistic snowslide scene you
ever laid eyes on or could imagine. Seven reels.
•—Pioneer Pete, Pioneer theatre, Amasa, Mich.

—

Small town patronage.

Paramount
SO’S YOUR OLD MAN: W. C. Fields—One

hundred per cent better than any other Fields pic-

ture. This one is really good and gets over fine.

The title helps a lot in getting them in. Not as
good as “The Old Soak,” which it resembles, but
nevertheless a darned good picture. Six reels.

—

Cragin & Pike, Majestic theatre. Las Vegas, Nev.
—General patronage.

THE QUARTERBACK: Richard Dix—This pic-

ture was advertised before I got it. I sent letters

to all the high schools and asked the football

coaches to advise their teams to see it. What was
the answer? Great crowd, pleased audience, and
it is a good picture. Dix is a winner. I believe

he is the man to fill the late Wally Reid’s shoes.

Don’t be afraid to go after this one. Eight reels.

—Bernard Satz, Casino theatre. Ware, Mass.—

-

Mixed patronage.

THE QUARTERBACK: Richard Dix—A touch-
down straight to the hearts of all picture goers.

This one is without question the last word in

gridiron pictures, and oh what a hit Dix makes,
and it’s chockful of comedy with football thrills

that make ’em yell. Opened big, but second night
not so good because of election returns via Mr.
Radio. Election night used to be good in the past,

but now, since they can stay at home and tune in

on returns, it spells disaster at the box office.—

-

Joe Hewitt, Strand theatre, Robinson, Ills.—Gen-
eral patronage.

THE EAGLE OF THE SEA: Richard Cortez—
A good program picture ; not a special as they
would have you believe. Did not draw for me,
but pleased those who came. Eight reels.—Leslie

Hables, Reel Joy theatre. King City, Cal.—Small
town patronage.

KID BOOTS : Eddie Cantor—A very pleasing
little comedy. Will draw, or should draw, from
the fact that people want to see what Cantor
can do and those that have never seen him want
to know what he looks like. Some patrons said

it was exceptionally good. Some said only fair.

There are a few scenes that are very clever, other-
wise it is just a slapstick comedy, the kind they
make two reels of. Barely got film rental. O. K.
for Sunday. Special, no. Six reels.—O. B. Junk-
ins, Manzanita theatre, Carmel, Calif.—General
patronage.

THE CAMPUS FLIRT: Bebe Daniels—I cannot
begin to say enough for this picture. It pleased
everyone. Some came back the second time. Bebe
sure sold herself to my people more than ever.

It was a real hit. All I can say for Paddock
was that he waved his hair nice and wore swell

running pants. But they forgot to let him run.

I can’t see why they would feature a runner and
then not let him run. It would be just like letting

Red Grange do a Western. Perhaps “Eagle Eye
Joe” can dope this out. Seven reels.—Walt Brad-
ley, Moon theatre, Neligh, Nebr.—General pat-

ronage.

HOLD THAT LION : Douglas MacLean—Very
good picture. Business good.—Walt Bradley,

Moon theatre, Neligh, Nebr.—General patronage.

HOLD THAT LION : Douglas MacLean—We
used this as a benefit for football team, but even
that failed to put it over. Doug has slipped, al-

though this picture is fair. Six reels.—J. S.

Walker, Texas theatre, Grand Prairie, Tex.

—

Small town patronage.

NELL GWYN: Dorothy Gish—Why all this

ruckus about censoring and banning this picture?

I’m either broad-minded, dumb, or got hooked on
the print I had, for I couldn’t see anything to

rave about, and I didn’t miss a foot of the picture.
-—R. B. Maxwell, Illinois theatre, Sullivan, III.

—

General patronage.

IT’S THE OLD ARMY GAME: Special cast—
This picture must be over the heads of our pat-

rons, as it did not give 20 per cent satisfaction.

As a program picture at 15 cents admission, might
get by, but sold here as special. Compelled us to

charge special admission and did not satisfy.

Fields a fine comedian but could not do it all.

No story, title great. “Never give a sucker an
even break.” The exhibitor is the sucker in this
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case.—Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Green-

ville, Mich.—General patronage.

IT’S THE OLD ARMY GAME: W. C. Fields

—

Found this to be rather a pleasing picture. It

is full of mighty clever stuff and you have to be

on your toes to get it all. Carries quite a few

laughs. Believe it pleased the majority. Eight

reels .—Paul B. Hoffman, Legion theatre. Holy-

rood, Kans.—Small town patronage.

YOU NEVER KNOW WOMEN: Florence Vi-

dor—I thought it a wonderful picture. No com-

ments from patrons. Very much on the order of

"Variety.” Didn’t get film rental on it. Miss

Vidor is very ably supported by Lowell Sherman

and Clive Brook. The scene where the hero al-

lows himself to be handcuffed, shackled and

locked in a box and dropped in the river, sup-

posedly never to return, is heart rending. Sun-

day, yes. Special, no. Six reels.—O. B.

Junkins, Manzanita theatre, Carmel, Calif.—Gen-

eral patronage.

YOU’D BE SURPRISED: Raymond Griffith—

They will have to do better than this with Grif-

fith. Supposed to be comedy but is just silly and

goofy. More unfavorable comments from patrons

than on any since "La Boheme.” Did not draw

an average crowd. Six reels. Cragin & Pike,

Majestic theatre, Las Vegas, Nev.—General pat-

ronage.

YOU’D BE SURPRISED: Raymond Griffith-

Better than his last comedy drama. While this is

a burlesque on mystery detective plays, it had

some clever stuff and seemed to please. Six reels.

—P. G. Estee, S. T. theatre, Parker, S. D.—
Small town patronage.

THE RUNAWAY : Special cast—Good cast

with Clara Bow, Warner Baxter, William Powell

and George Bancroft. An actress thinking that

she is guilty of murder runs away to the Ken-

tucky mountains and falls in love with leader of

the clan, but not until her former lover appears

and she has to chose between city and country

life. A few deft touches, a little bit of comedy,

and a dozen weak points of direction all follow

one another and make you feel that William De-

Mille is getting careless and that Paramount

plays are factory made.—Philip Rand. Rex thea-

tre. Salmon, Idaho.—General patronage.

THE PALM BEACH GIRL: Bebe Daniels.—

Very, very pleasing.—Walt Bradley. Moon thea-

tre, Neligh. Nebr.—General patronage.

THE PALM BEACH GIRL: Bebe Daniels—

A

fine fast moving comedy with thrills and love

presenting Beb^ Daniels to the best advantage.

This is her best work, unless it be for' “The

Campus Flirt,” which is also a wonderful com-

edy. You can’t go wrong in booking either of

these. Rev. D. H. Dorchester, Community Centre,

Southbury, Conn.—General patronage.

TIN GODS: Thomas Meighan—This is one of

Meighan’s best in a long while. Seven reels.

—

Robert Kessler, Benn theatre, Philadelphia, Pa.

—

General patronage.

FORLORN RIVER: Jack Holt—A very good

western of the better type. Pleased 100 per cent.

Drew some extra business. Raymond Hatton de-

serves most of the credit. Six reels. O. B.

Junkins, Manzanita theatre, Carmel, Calif.—Gen-

eral patronage.

FORLORN RIVER: Jack Holt—Good picture.

Six reels.—J. S. Walker, Texas theatre, Grand

Prairie, Tex.—Small town patronage.

MANTRAP: Clara Bow—Clara Bow seems to

be a good find for Paramount. She sure is draw-

ing the crowds. Percy Marmont and Ernest Tor-

rence helped it along to make it a good picture.

Was enjoyed by our patrons. Eight reels.—Rob-

ert Kessler, Benn theatre, Philadelphia, Pa.

—

General patronage.

DIPLOMACY: Blanche Sweet—The only poor

one on this last group that I have played. This

is a .weak one, don’t seem to get anywhere and
does not entertain. Six reels.—H. J. Eagan,

American theatre, Wautoma, Wis.—General pat-

ronage.

DIPLOMACY : Special east—Did not please or

draw any new business. My people don’t fall for

any of the foreign atmosphere. Eight reels.

—

Leslie Hables, Reel Joy theatre. King City, Cal.

—

Small town patronage.

THE BLIND GODDESS: Special cast—I would
class this as one of the best we have shown for

a long time. Some said the best that they had
seen in a year. The acting and direction are fine.

There is not a dull spot in the whole picture.

You don’t have to be afraid of this, as it will

please if you can get them in. Eight reels.

—

Paul B. Hoffman, Legion theatre, Holyrood, Kans.

—Small town patronage.

BORN TO THE WEST: Jack Holt>-The best

7.ane Grey Western which we have ever had from
Paramount, in which Jack Holt does a fine piece

of acting and Raymond Hatton provides excellent

humor throughout. This picture is a credit to the
industry. Seven reels.—Rev. D. H. Dorchester,
Community Centre, Southbury, Conn.—General
patronage.

THAT’S MY BABY: Douglas MacLean—This
is a fair picture. Good comedy ; cast fair.—Bert
Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.

—

General patronage.

THAT’S MY BABY : Douglas MacLean—Doug-
las MacLean striking again the same pace as

“The Hottentot.” A dandy comedy, clean and
fresh. This picture and "Hold That Lion” are

100 per cent entertainment. They will delight

any house. You can’t go wrong on them and
there is nothing in them to be ashamed of. In-

vite your minister if you wish to.—Rev. D. H.
Dorchester, Community Centre, Southbury, Conn.
—General patronage.

DANCING MOTHERS: Alice Joye^-Entertain-
ing picture which failed to gross film rental.

Paramount is freezing out the little fellow in the

small southern towns by prices too high to reach.

Eight reels.—A. T. Fleming, Seneca theatre,

Blakely, Ga.—Small town patronage.

PADLOCKED: Special cast—A fairly good
picture of Rex Beach’s interesting novel. Noah
Beery does well as the narrow-minded reformer,

and Lois Moran makes a hit as his daughter.
This is not a special, even if the prices makes it

seem so. Seven reels.—George Benson, Commun-
ity theatre, Minneota, Minn.—Small town pat-

ronage.

PADLOCKED: Special cast—A picture true to

life. It pleased everybody. Business was good.

Seven reels.—Robert Kessler, Benn theatre, Phila-

delphia, Pa.—General patronage.

WET PAINT: Raymond Griffith—A wet fea-

ture that ought to have been drowned before it

reached our house. This boy sure has slipped in

the last three pictures. Six reels.—Warner &
Wood, Coliseum theatre, Edmore, Mich.—Small
town patronage.

BEHIND THE FRONT: Special cast—A clean

comedy which everyone will enjoy. Wallace
Beery and Raymond Hatton are a fine team. Six
reels.—Rev. D. H. Dorchester, Community thea-

tre, Southbury, Conn.—General patronage.

THE VANISHING AMERICAN: Richard Dix—
The type of picture that will please any audience.
Much better than "The Covered Wagon.” Won-
derful scenery, in addition to a good story and a
fine cast.—E. F. Bradt, Yeager theatre, Portland,
Lents Sta., Ore.—General patronage.

THE VANISHING AMERICAN: Richard Dix
—One of the greatest pictures of all time, worthy
of perpetual preservation in the archives of the
industry. A preachment which the nation should
receive, that the Red Man has not received any
consideration from us. Splendid tribute to a
great race. Ten reels.—Rev. D. H. Dorchester,
Community Centre, Southbury, Conn.—General
patronage.

IRISH LUCK: Thomas Meighan—They seem
to be afraid to give Meighan any picture with
action. Is he a physical weakling? Otherwise a

fair picture. Lois Wilson a favorite of mine, but
Lordy I wish she would learn to wear clothes.

Her simple gowns are so detracting. She has
everything to make her a real star, except she

doesn’t or will not wear real gowns. Paris, please

help her out. Seven reels.—M. W. A. theatre,

Soldier, Kan.—Small town patronage.
STAGE STRUCK: Gloria Swanson—The Tech-

nicolor was pleasing to the eye. The rest a pretty

fair comedy. Seven reels.—M . W. A., M. W. A.
theatre, Soldier, Kan.—Small town patronage.

A SON OF HIS FATHER: Special cast—Very
good. Made more money than any show this year.

Seven reels —M. W. A., M. W. A. theatre. Soldier,

Kan.—Small town patronage.

THE GOLDEN PRINCESS: Betty Bronson-
Splendid, high grade Western which will please

everyone. 100 per cent entertainment. Seven
reels.—Rev. D. H. Dorchester, Community Centre,

Southbury, Conn.—General patronage.

DESERT GOLD: Shirley Mason—A well done
Western with Zane Grey’s name doing the pull-

ing. Ran into the first snowstorm of our eleven

month long Winter which had a tendency to put
the kibosh on the cash customers. Some of the
scenic shots very good. Too rough for the better

class of trade, as it is filled with shooting and
excitement. Seven reels.—Wm. E. Tragsdorf,

Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.—Small town pat-

ronage.

FOR HEAVEN’S SAKE: Harold Lloyd—

A

very pleasing comedy. Wish there were a whole
lot more like it. Seven reels.—Rev. D. H. Dor-

chester, Community Centre, Southbury, Conn.

—

General patronage.

FOR HEAVEN’S SAKE: Harold Lloyd—

I

could write a book about this. A common slap-

stick comedy featuring a star who is working

on his past reputation. My patrons have reached
the place where they say forty cents is too
much for Harold Lloyd in a town of this size.

I liked the picture and made a little money on
it, but my patrons felt the price too high and
I believe they were right. Six reels.—R. B.
Maxwell, Illinois theatre, Sullivan, 111.—General
patronage.

NIGHT LIFE OF NEW YORK: Rod LaRocque
—Good picture which did not make a very big rec-
ord for Paramount. Every time I play Para-
mount they like to come, but not for society stuff.

They want big westerns from Paramount, but
none of the other. I just wish I was all through
with this contract. Too many complaints on this

one, and it hurt my business for the rest of the
week. Played Sunday. Eight reels.—R. Duba,
Royal theatre, Kimball, So. Dak.—General patron-
age.

LORD JIM: Percy Marmont—I regard this

picture as a strong characterization. Its sad end-
ing will not please many, but the picture is a
worthwhile production. Six reels.—Rev. D. H.
Dorchester, Community Centre, Southbury. Conn.

—

General patronage.

LORD JIM: Percy Marmont—A very good
South Sea story and Shirley Mason would have
been much better could she have had a real screen
lover to love, but who can love up to a person
who is forever registering agony and long con-
tinued suffering? Maybe this is the film world’s
idea of art. Seven reels.—M. W. A. theatre, Sol-
dier, Kan.—Small town patronage.

THE NEW KLONDIKE: Thomas Meighan—
A pretty good picture with good advertising for

Florida before the big wind. Seven reels.—Wm.
E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.—

-

Small town patronage.

A WOMAN OF THE WORLD: Pola Negri—
A good program picture.—Bert Silver, Silver Fam-
ily theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

A WOMAN OF THE WORLD: Pola Negri—
A fair comedy drama, but Pola spoiled it by
smoking cigarettes. Why not cut out the rot ?

Seven reels.—A. E. Sharer, Globe theatre. Savan-
nah, Mo.—General patronage.

THE WANDERER: Special cast—Very good
program picture. In no way does it compare
with “The Ten Commandments” and no exhibitor
should have to pay a big price and get nothing
extra. We paid it, though, and lost money. Ten
reels.—Stoddard Bros., Rex theatre, Madisonville,

Tex.—Small town patronage.

THE WANDERER: Special cast—I want to

thank those exhibitors who said in the “Box Office

Record” that this was better than “The Ten Com-
mandments.” As I had not seen the play, this

gave me a perfect alibi, and the way in which I

bragged on this picture was one of the seven
shames of my life. It brought in a big crowd,
but I felt all the while as if I had stolen all the
pennies in the baby’s bank. For those who want
an illustration page from the Old Testament, book
it. The church people spoke highly of it.—Philip

Rand. Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.—General pat-
ronage.

THE MIRACLE MAN: Thomas Meighan—Used
this in an Old Favorite campaign and drew two
nights of good business. It’s a good picture. Six
reels.—P. G. Estee, S. T. theatre, Parker, S. D.

—

Small town patronage.

Pathe
THE DEVIL HORSE: Rex—This picture is a

wow and we take our hats off to Hal Roach for

it. Rex wonderful, cast good, and a great title.

Will draw for any house and will stand a raise

and please 100 per cent. Six reels.—Warner &
Wood, Coliseum theatre, Edmore, Mich.—Small
town patronage.

BLACK CYCLONE: Rex—A real picture. Late
in showing it, but rental proportionally lower on
that account. Didn’t do the business we expected,

but all were pleased at an increased admission.

If you haven’t played it and can buy it right,

play it and boost it strong. Ask for a good print.

Six reels.—O. A. Fosse, Community theatre,

Ridgeway, Iowa.—Small town patronage.

BLACK CYCLONE: Rex—A mighty good
horse picture. It certainly shows the results of

some hard work and the acting of the horses is

nothing short of marvelous. Ran it twice and
drew better the second run. It will draw and
make money if bought right. Six reels.—Ray W.
Musselman, Princess theatre, Lincoln, Kan.—Gen-
eral patronage.

THE FRESHMAN: Harold Lloyd—This and
Our Gang in “The Sundown Limited” is a crack-

erjack for the country theatre. Went over strong.

Price right, print good, advertising stuff poor.

I use heralds, but Regal seems to think exhibitors

don’t need them, even if ordered months ahead.

Play this one, boost it and over she goes—bang!

—
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A. Digney, Peerless theatre, Hartney, Manitoba,

Canada.—Small town patronage.

GIRL SHY: Harold Lloyd—A one thousand per

cent comedy. Boy, it was a scream from start to

finish. Funniest thing in a long time. Eight

reels.—A. E. Sharer, Globe theatre. Savannah, Mo.

—General patronage.

THE BATTLING ORIOLES: Glenn Tryon—

I

played this picture on Thursday and Friday.

Didn’t get what I expected, but it’s no fault of

the picture, for it is a very nice entertaining

feature. You know your town, brothers. I got

this picture right and didn’t lose much. My com-

munity is rather poor for reasons I do not know.

Six reels.—D. M. Mangone, Rex theatre, New-
port, Wash.—General patronage.

Pro-Dis-Co
SUNNY SIDE UP: Vera Reynolds—Beginning

to believe my P. D. C. contract is going to be

my best bet. No bad ones so far. Tell Vera I

need her picture. Six reels.—R. B. Maxwell, Il-

linois theatre, Sullivan, 111.—General patronage.

THE LAST FRONTIER: William Boyd—A very

good western feature. Not as big as they would

have you think and where westerns are liked will

go over good. Eight reels.—Leslie Hables, Reel

Joy theatre, King City, Cal.—Small town patron-

age.

THE SEA WOLF: Special cast—Hasn’t been a

better picture of its type made. One of the best

hits I’ve ever had.—R. B. Maxwell, Illinois thea-

tre, Sullivan, 111.—General patronage.

EVES LEAVES: Leatrice Joy—At last can

report one good one for Leatrice. Lots of action,

story of the China coast. Chinese scenes and

settings good. Only some mutt had to spoil it

for you and I and the public by hooking such a

title to it. Seven reels.—Raymond Robbins, Py-

thian theatre, Belt, Mont.—Small town patronage.

THE VOLGA BOATMAN: Special cast—Best

in two years. A splendid picture for any com-

munity. Print good and good plate. Acted splen-

didly. Everybody that saw the picture was more

than pleased. Buy it, brother, if you can get it

right and step on it. You can’t fail. Eleven

reels.—D. M. Mangone, Rex theatre, Newport,

Wash.—General patronage.

THE VOLGA BOATMAN: Special cast—The

best returns at the box office since “The Four

Horsemen.” Had a man sing the Volga Boat

Song during the picture wherever it appeared in

the music cue.—E. F. Bradt, Yeager theatre,

Portland, Lent Sta., Ore.—General patronage.

MADE FOR LOVE : Leatrice Joy—Perhaps it

was made for love or something, but it should

not be forced on to the public as entertainment.

Not in small towns, anyway. Seven reels.

—

Raymond Robbins, Pythian theatre, Belt, Mont.

—

Small town patronage.

RED DICE : Rod LaRocque—A story of or-

ganized bootlegging. Just a fair program picture.

Seven reels.—George Benson, Community theatre,

Minneota, Minn.—Small town patronage.

THE PRINCE OF PILSEN : Mary Carr—

A

dandy feature comedy that went over with a

bang. Lots of good laughs in this. Seven reels.

—Leslie Hables, Reel Joy theatre, King City, Cal.

—Small town patronage.

WILD OATS LANE: Viola Dana—Don’t blame
Mr. Jenkins from Nelig'h for naming his car

“Viola,” that is if said car acts up as good all

the time as Viola Dana. This little star is simply
there in any kind of a part, and don’t remem-
ber any picture she ever played in when she

wasn’t. A little good comedy and a mighty good
moral picture. Seven reels.—Raymond Robbins,

Pythian theatre. Belt, Mont.—Small town patron-

age.

BRAVEHEART: Rod LaRocque—Very fine

picture dealing with the Indian problem and
treatment. Not a special by any means and don’t

advance prices. LaRocque is there as the chief’s

son. Photography good. Eight x-eels.—Raymond
Robbins, Pythian theatre, Belt, Mont.—Small town
patronage.

MADAM BEHAVE : Special cast—Here is a

peach of a farce comedy. Not many laughs for

the first reel or so, but there are enough to make
up afterwards. Amusement that will please every-
one. Seven reels.—Raymond Robbins, Pythian
theatre. Belt, Mont.—Small town patronage.

SIMON THE JESTER: Lillian Rich—Good en-
tertainment. Circus story with laughs and tears.

Paper worthless. Better paint a few signs to tell

them what you have and it will get you just as
much business and cost less. Seven reels.—Ray-
mond Robbins, Pythian theatre, Belt, Mont.—Small
town pati'onage.

Sunset
BUFFALO BILL ON THE U. P. TRAIL: Roy

Stewart—This is an interesting picture, although

it is pretty light. I really expected more of it

and was a trifle disappointed. Six reels.—Pio-

neer Pete, Pioneer theatre, Amasa, Mich.—Small

town patronage.

DANIEL BOONE THROUGH THE WILDER-
NESS: Roy Stewart—Much better than “Buffalo

Bill over the U. P. Trail.” Indian fights, comedy
and suspense. No special. Six reels.—Mrs. L.

M. Bierman, Palace theatre, Seadrift, Tex.—Small

town patronage.

United Artists
THE BLACK PIRATE: Douglas Fairbanks

—

Pleased the public three nights on this and gave

United Artists the money ; therefore, everyone was
pleased except the exhibitor, and he had the sat-

isfaction of playing a real production while it

was new. So that’s that! Eleven short reels.

—

M. A. Manning, Opera House, Baldwin, Wis.

—

Small town patronage.

SPARROWS: Mary Pickford—This is a very

good picture, though not one thing big about it

except the rental. Mary Pickford’s pictures lose

money for us every time. No more after this.

Ten reels.—Stoddard Bros., Rex theatre, Madison-
ville, Tex.—Small town patronage.

THE SON OF THE SHEIK: Rudolph Valen-
tino—This is one of the best I’ve run this season.

Good drawing power. Did good business on it.

You can’t go wrong on this one. Six reels.

—

Mrs. U. Walker, Lumberton theatre, Lumberton,
Miss.—General patronage.

THE SON OF THE SHEIK: Rudolph Valen-
tino—Drew two big houses with this by running
it hot. Not such a wonderful picture, but it

pleased the ladies and got the cash. He looked

bad in this picture ; not in ability, but his ailment
was working on him and showed plainly. Seven
reels.—Ray W. Musselman, Princess theatre, Lin-

coln, Kan.—General patronage.

PARTNERS AGAIN: Special cast—This cer-

tainly pleased my patrons and I received more
comments on this than on a lot of big so-called

specials. You can buy it right, and if your
people like comedy, give them a chance to laugh.
Six reels.—M. A. Manning, Opera House, Bald-
win, Wis.—Small town patronage.

LITTLE ANNIE ROONEY: Mary Pickford—
A 100 per cent picture which should satisfy the
most critical audience, but upon mailing 300 her-
alds I got 165 adults and 15 children in two
nights, so it looks that something must be wrong
with the cash. Just made enough to pay my
expenses, and that’s the way they draw for Mary.
Well, we can’t help it ; we are glad it’s over.

Ten reels.—R. Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball, So.

Dak.—General patronage.

SALLY OF THE SAWDUST: Carol Dempster
—A very good program picture. We bought at

a big rental. Old print and lots of it cut out.

We lost money, as we usually do on United
Artists’ pictures. Ten reels.—Stoddard Bros., Rex
theatre, Madisonville, Tex.—Small town patron-
age.

SALLY OF THE SAWDUST: Special cast—

A

good picture, but failed for me. Some scenes a
little vulgar.—Grafton Nutter, Royal theatre. Re-
public,' Kan.—General patronage.

SALLY OF THE SAWDUST: Special cast—
Had a number of patrons comment on this and
we saw it through. Considered it fair entertain-
ment. Drew extra business at regular admission.
Nine reels.—Ray W. Musselman, Princess theatre,
Lincoln, Kan.—General patronage.

TUMBLEWEEDS: Special cast—A rather old

one that drew fairly well. Not many comments
on this one.—Grafton Nutter, Royal theatre, Re-
public, Kan.—General patronage.

THE MARK OF ZORRO : Douglas Fairbanks

—

This 1920 picture satisfied those who came, but
did not draw over half as many as “Little Annie
Rooney.” We bought these right, so could play
at 10 and 25 cents, two nights on Mary’s and one
on Doug’s. If you are going to show these stars,

get “Little Annie Rooney” and “The Thief of

Bagdad.” Eight reels.—O. A. Fosse, Community
theatre, Ridgeway, la.—Small town patronage.

Universal
THE OLD SOAK: Jean Hersholt—A fine all

around picture which drew well and pleased all.

Hersholt is a real actor. The supporting cast is

exceptionally good. A real human story. Eight
reels.—Cragin & Pike, Majestic theatre, Las Ve-
gas, Nev.—General patronage.

BUCKING THE TRUTH: Pete Morrison—This
is an extra good Western picture, full of action
from start to finish. Will please your Western
fans. Five reels.—E. A. Armistead, Lyric theatre,
Easley, S. C.—General patronage.

SPANGLES: Marian Nixon—Mighty good lit-

tle program picture. Shows plenty of circus and

story entertains. Pat O’Malley a trifle old for his

part, but handles it well. Six reels.—P. G. Estee,

S. T. theatre, Parker, S. D.—Small town patron-
age.

SPANGLES: Marian Nixon—Something differ-

ent by Nellie Revell, famous newspaper woman,
that pleased immensely ; and while the theme is

different, there were numerous bromidic and ama-
teurish spots that were rather pointed in their

antiquity. All in all, ’tis a good circus story.

Seven reels.—Pace and Bouma, Rialto theatre,

Pocahontas, la.—Mixed patronage.

HER BIG NIGHT: Laura LaPlante—Good com-
edy drama that pleased about 90 per cent. We
repeat a previous statement: Why make a com-
edy-drama drag by padding out eight reels when
no comedy-drama is worth over six, no matter
how good? Eight reels.—Pace and Bouma, Ri-

alto theatre, Pocahontas, la.—Mixed patronage.

THE MARRIAGE CLAUSE: Special cast—

A

splendid picture of stage life and behind the

scenes, with beautiful clothes and settings. A
rare thing in pictures of this type, it’s so clean

you can invite your pastor to see it, and it’s so

interesting and tense that you can make liberal

use of your press book without stretching the
truth, so play it and step on it. Bushman and
Billie Dove are fine in this one, and so are the
rest of the cast.—Pat Sharkey, Nelson theatre.

Nelson, Ga.—Small town patronage.

THE MARRIAGE CLAUSE: Special cast—
Drew better than average and pleased all, espe-

cially the ladies, who weep. Much praise for

Bushman and Billie Dove’s acting.—Cragin &
Pike, Majestic theatre. Las Vegas, Nev.—General
patronage.

POKER FACES: Laura LaPlante—This com-
edy drama seemed to please. Work of Horton
and Laura LaPlante was excellent.—P. G. Estee,

S. T. theatre, Parker, S. D.—Small town patron-
age.

THE FLAMING FRONTIER: Special cast—
This picture did a nice business for us and it

sure pleased, at advanced admission. It is a
small town natural and, while there are flaws in

the production, most of them will escape the less

critical. Nine reels.—Ray W. Musselman, Prin-
cess theatre, Lincoln, Kan.—General patronage.

THE STILL ALARM: William Russell—The
famous old fire melodrama scored a hit and drew
a very good attendance in spite of strong com-
petition. Everyone pleased. Does not contain as
many fire scenes as one would expect, but what
there is are very good. Eight reels.—O. B. Jun-
kins, Manzanita theatre, Carmel, Calif.—General
patronage.

MY OLD DUTCH : May McAvoy—This is a
splendid picture. Story good. Acting above the
average for character work.—Bert Silver, Silver

Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General pat-
ronage.

THE TEXAS STREAK: Hoot Gibson—Enter-
taining out-of-door comedy drama. Pleased.
Seven reels.—P. G. Estee, S. T. theatre, Parker,
S. D.—Small town patronage.

ROLLING HOME: Reginald Denny—Another
dandy comedy from Denny. Some of the scenes
are hilarious. A good Sunday picture. Drew a
little above average. Tone O. K. Seven reels.

—

O. B. Junkins, Manzanita theatre, Carmel, Calif.

—General patronage.

THE ARIZONA SWEEPSTAKES: Hoot Gib-
son—Not much from production standpoint, but a
whale from the box office angle, with Hoot as

the only drawing card. No kicks, so why worry ?

Six reels.—Raymond Robbins, Pythian theatre,

Belt, Mont.—Small town patronage.

COMBAT : House Peters—A good melodrama.
Good for Saturday in small towns or towns that
like rough and tumble stuff. Contains comedy,
fights and forest fires. Not for Sunday. Seven
reels.—O. B. Junkins, Manzanita theatre, Carmel,
Calif.—General patronage.

THE HOME MAKER: Alice Joyce—A splen-
did program picture. Gave good satisfaction.

—

Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville,

Mich.—General patronage.

WHAT HAPPENED TO JONES: Reginald
Denny—A fine comedy that failed to draw the
second night.—R. B. Maxwell, Illinois theatre,
Sullivan, 111.—General patronage.

WHAT HAPPENED TO JONES: Reginald
Denny—Good ; couldn’t be better. “Where Was
I ?” just as good. Seven reels.—M. Bailey, Strand
theatre, Dryden, Ont.—Small town patronage.

SIX SHOOTIN’ ROMANCE: Jack Hoxie—

A

splendid Western picture.—Bert Silver, Silver

Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General pat-
ronage.

SKINNER’S DRESS SUIT: Reginald Denny-
Plenty of laughs in this one, and I think, per-
sonally, that it is just as good as “What Hap-
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pened to Jones.” But the crowd did not come
out on Tuesday night. Business poor. That’s all

I can say, but the picture is good. Seven reels.

—R. Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D.—General

patronage.

THE CALL OF COURAGE: Art Acord—Nice
picture. The horse and dog pull some exceed-

ingly good stuff. Five reels.—J. S. Walker,

Texas theatre. Grand Prairie, Tex.—Small town
patronage.

THE CALL OF COURAGE: Art Acord—This
is what I call a real picture. Make them all this

good. Art, and you are O. K. The horse and

dog are great. Extra good for Saturday. Five

reels.

—

a. O. Lambert, Opera House, Monticello,

la.—General patronage.

THE COHENS AND KELLYS: Special cast—

This well known comedy proved a box office suc-

cess here. The first night played to a full house

and the second to just an average house.—A. J.

Gibbons, Elite theatre. Metropolis, 111.—Mixed pat-

ronage.

THE GOOSE WOMAN : Louise Dresser—Boys,

it is a real show. A little old, but if you haven’t

played it, spot book it in as I did and you won’t

be sorry. The star, Louise Dresser, is the whole

show and enough cannot be said of her acting,

and it is acting such as many of our high priced

stars cannot do and never -will be able to. Drew
good business and pleased. Eight reels.—Ray-

mond Robbins, Pythian theatre. Belt, Mont.

—

Small town patronage.

SPORTING LIFE: Bert Lytell—An average

jewel. A fair derby race and boxing match.

Seven reels.—A. E. Sharer, Globe theatre. Savan-

nah, Mo.—General patronage.

SPORTING LIFE: Bert Lytell—A very good

melodrama that pleased all who saw it. While

I ran it on Sunday, it is hardly suitable for that

day. No special. Average attendance. No com-

ments. Seven reels.—O. B. Junkins, Manzanita

theatre, Carmel, Calif.—General patronage.

THE MAN IN BLUE: Special cast—Just a

movie, but at that better entertainment than a

lot of sophisticated junk that other companies are

putting out under the name of high class enter-

tainment.—Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon,

Idaho.—General patronage.

HEAD WINDS: House Peters—Starts off rather

slow, but soon gets some action started and winds

up iji a whirlwind finish. The storm at sea scene

in the last reel is a real storm. We would advise

booking this one, as we believe it will please the

majority. Six reels.—R. J. Williams, Pastime

theatre, Johnson, Neb.—General patronage.

THE MAN IN THE SADDLE: Hoot Gibson

—

Typical Gibson rough riding story. Six reels.

—

A. T. Fleming, Seneca theatre, Blakely, Ga.

—

Small town patronage.

LORRAINE OF THE LIONS: Special cast—
With Patsy Ruth Miller and Norman Kerry in

the leading roles, this is a fair picture. Lots

of wild animals and a number of thrills make
it a different picture from the average run.

Would only rate this as about of program value,

as it will not appeal to all classes. Seven reels.

-—W. T. Davis & Son, Rialto theatre, Sharon,

Wis.—General patronage.

Warner Bros.

BROKEN HEARTS OF HOLLYWOOD: Patsy
Ruth Miller—You can boost this one. Don’t be
afraid to step on the loud pedal. It will please

them. Let us have more like this. Six reels.

—

Mrs. U. Walker, Lumberton theatre, Luraberton,

Miss.—General patronage.

HERO OF THE BIG SNOWS: Rin-Tin-Tin—
Drew well and seemed to please. Any dog pic-

ture is a good bet for me, and this was no
exception. Six reels.—Ray W. Musselman, Prin-

cess theatre, Lincoln, Kan.—General patronage.

WHY GIRLS GO BACK HOME: Patsy Ruth
Miller—Just an ordinary program picture ; noth-

ing to talk about. Drew only the regulars. Tone
O. K. Appeal about 50 per cent. Six reels.

—

O. B. Junkins, Manzanita theatre, Carmel, Calif.

—General patronage.

THE WOMAN HATER: Special cast—A splen-

did program picture.—Bert Silver, Silver Family
theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

CLASH OF THE WOLVES: Rin-Tin-Tin—
Here is one of the best dog pictures that anyone
ever made. The dog acts human and never shows
any sign of being prompted. If you can buy this

right, or have it bought, tell them about it. It

will more than please. Seven reels.—Ray W.
Musselman, Princess theatre, Lincoln, Kan.—Gen-
eral patronage.

FOOTLOOSE WIDOWS: Special cast—I just

want to tell the exhibitors this is a knockout.
Will please 100 per cent. Especially good for

Sunday. Seven reels.—A. O. Lambert, Opera
House, Monticello, la.—General patronage.

THE SEA BEAST: John Barrymore^This sure
pleased the men, but the women stayed away,
thinking it too gruesome. Am going to steer

clear of such pictures in the future, as it is nec-
essary to get the women in also if any profit

is to be made. Cleaned up 75 cents on this. It’s

a great picture, though. Ten reels.—M. A. Man-
ning, Opera House, Baldwin, Wis.—Small town
patronage.

Serials

CASEY OF THE COAST GUARD: (Pathe)
George O’Hara—No. 8. The charter patrons are
gradually dropping off. . They seem to be losing
interest. I know of better actors that Pathe
could have selected for the part of Casey. O’Hara
does very poor work in this. Two reels.—O. B.
Junkins, Manzanita theatre, Carmel, Calif.—Gen-
eral patronage.

THE FIGHTING MARINE: (Pathe) Gene Tun-
ney—As drawing power for prizefighter, yes ; as
for the plot, have not seen it yet. Two chapters.
•—A . O. Lambert, Opera House, Monticello, la.

—

General patronage.

THE FIGHTING MARINE: (Pathe) Gene Tun-
ney—Dunno. Results haven’t been gratifying to
date, which may not be any fault of the picture
other than that it is a serial. Rental compara-
tively high for good and sufficient reason. Two
reels.—Pioneer Pete, Pioneer theatre, Amasa,
Mich.—Small town patronage.

THE FIGHTING MARINE: (Pathe) Gene Tun-
ney—Started off rather slow, and my crowd did
not break down the doors trying to get in. Can
tell more about it in the next chapter. I think
Gene is going to fight in episode 2. Hope so

;

that’s what we bought it for—to see him fight,

not act. Two reels.—Be rnard Satz, Casino thea-
tre, Ware, Mass.—Mixed patronage.

THE GREEN ARCHER: (Pathe) Aileen Ray
-—I just started this last night and it has the
gang all talking about it and wondering who
"The Green Archer” really is. Two reels.

—

Ray W. Musselman, Princess theatre, Lincoln,
Kan.—General patronage.

THE GREEN ARCHER: (Pathe) Aileen Ray
—This serial is good, but my people have not
taken to it. Two reels.—D. M. Mangone, Rex
theatre, Newport, Wash.—General patronage.

THE RADIO DETECTIVE: (Universal) Spe-
cial cast—Just fair ; nothing big.—Warner &
Wood, Coliseum theatre, Edmore, Mich.—Small
town patronage.

THE SILENT FLIER: (Universal)—One of

the best serials we have shown for a long time.
A good cast, a good dog, an interesting story
of the north, so what better combination could
you ask? If your Friday nights are slow, start

this serial and advertise it big. You’ll not be
disappointed. Two reels.—E. F. Bradt, Yeager
theatre, Portland, Lents Sta., Ore.—General pat-
ronage.

SNOWED IN: (Pathe) Aileen Ray—Sixth
chapter. Going good. Plenty of mystery. Two
reels.—A. E. Sharer, Globe theatre. Savannah,
Mo.—General patronage.

THE WINKING IDOL: (Universal) William
Desmond—Just completed this very mediocre se-

rial.—A. T. Fleming, Seneca theatre, Blakely, Ga.
—Small town patronage.

Short Features
EDUCATIONAL

A BRINY BOOB: Billy Dooley—Another good
comedy from this star, who seems to be the real

goods in a sailor comedy role. Two reels.—Les-
lie Hables, Reel Joy theatre. King City, Calif.

—

Small town patronage.

CHASE YOURSELF: Jimmie Adams—A fairly

good comedy. Two reels.—George Benson, Com-
munity theatre, Minneota, Minn.—Small_ town
patronage.

CHEAP SKATES : Lige Conley—Good comedy
that brought many laughs. Two reels.—E. A.
Armistead, Lyric theatre, Easley, S. C.—General
patronage.

THE COLD RUSH: Felix—A good cartoon
comedy. One reel.—Ray W. Musselman, Princess
theatre, Lincoln, Kan.—General patronage.

FELIX SCOOTS THRU SCOTLAND: Felix—
Felix cartoons always good. One reel.—Robert
Kessler, Benn theatre, Philadelphia, Pa.—General
patronage.

FELIX THE CAT : This cartoon always good
for young and old. A shprt length subject your
regulars will look forward to and ask why when
you quit it. One reel.—Raymond Robbins, Pyth-
ian theatre. Belt, Mont.—Small town patronage.

FELIX TRIPS THROUGH TOYLAND: Felix-
One of the best cartoon comedies we have shown
for some time. One reel.—Ray W. Musselman,
Princess theatre, Lincoln, Kan.—General patron-
age.

FRESH FACES: Walter Hiers—A very funny
comedy.—Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre,
Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

THE GOAT GETTERS: This is about the best
Juvenile comedy we have had. Our Gang has
nothing on this one. Two reels.—C. E. Long-
acre, Dixie theatre, Dickson, Tenn.—General pat-
ronage.

HELLO HOLLYWOOD: Lige Conley—This is

one of the best Mermaid comedies that I ever
saw. Gags in this that were new, and when he
fills his tires with gas and goes floating through
space it knocks them cold. Two reels.—Ray W.
Musselman, Princess theatre, Lincoln, Kan.—Gen-
eral patronage.

THE JELLY FISH : Another good two reeler
from Educational, not a knockout, but lots of
good hearty laughs. This firm has the goods.
Two reels.—Leslie Hables, Reel Joy theatre. King
City, Calif.—Small town patronage.

JOLLY TARS: Lloyd Hamilton—A fair com-
edy. Two reels.—Robert Kessler, Benn theatre,
Philadelphia, Pa.—General patronage.

KINOGRAMS: I find this is just what I want
in a newsreel. The bunch at the San Francisco
office try to see that you get good service, too.
One reel.—Leslie Hables, Reel Joy theatre. King
City, Cal.—Small town patronage.

KINOGRAMS: They are all very satisfactory.
In fact, they are as good as any newsreel. One
reel -—C. E. Longacre, Dixie theatre, Dickson,
Tenn.—General patronage.

KISS ME KATE: Fair enough. We find the
one reel Cameo comedies as good as any one reel
comedy on the market. One reel.—Leslie Hables,
Reel Joy theatre. King City, Calif.—Small town
patronage.

MI STARS : Arthur Stone—A pretty good
comedy, but played it with "Partners Again,”
and therefore it did not go so good, as the fea-
ture comedy was so much better. Two reels.

—

M. A. Manning, Opera House, Baldwin, Wis.

—

Small town patronage.

ON THE FARM: Felix—Good. One reel.

—

Ray W. Musselman, Princess theatre, Lincoln,
Kan.—General patronage.

PLEASURE BOUND: Lige Conley—This com-
edy had plenty of laughs and certainly pleased
my patrons. Two reels.—Ray W. Musselman,
Princess theatre, Lincoln, Kan.—General patron-
age.

SCRAMBLED YEGGS: Felix—Another good
Felix, who does not seem to run out of good
stuff. One reel.—Leslie Hables, Reel Joy thea-
tre, King City, Calif.—Small town patronage.

THE TOURIST: Johnny Arthur—Good. Lots
of action and laughs. Two reels.—D. M. Man-
gone, Rex theatre, Newport, Wash.—General pat-
ronage.

UPPERCUTS: Jack Duffy—Good slapstick.
Two reels.—P . G. Estee, S. T. theatre, Parker,
S. D.—Small town patronage.

WHOA EMMA: A very funny comedy.—Bert
Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.

—

General patronage.

WIFE SHY: Bobby Vernon—A very fine com-
edy ; can’t go wrong on this one, as it is there.
Two reels.—Leslie Hables, Reel Joy theatre. King
City. Calif.—Small town patronage.

THE YELLOW PIRATE: I can’t get en-
thused over these, as they are too overdrawn to
be real funny. One reel.—Leslie Hables, Reel
Joy theatre. King City, Calif.—Small town pat-
ronage.

F. B. O.

FIGHTING HEARTS: Alberta Vaughn—Al-
ways good and never fails to please our patron-
age. Stars popular here. Two reels.—Ed C.
Curdts, Bijou theatre, Greenville, S. C.—General
patronage.

FIGHTING HEARTS: Alberta Vaughn—Good
print and very good story. Well acted and very
good two reel entertainer.—D. M. Mangone, Rex
theatre, Newport, Wash.—General patronage.

FIGHTING HEARTS: Alberta Vaughn—Third
chapter, “Plane Jane.” All of these have been
very good. Two reels.—A. E. Sharer, Globe thea-
tre, Savannah, Mo.-—General patronage.

THE HEAVY PARADE: Fatty Alexander—The
best of the Standard comedies. War stuff is first

class and it gets a lot of laughs. Two reels.

—

Cragin & Pike, Majestic theatre. Las Vegas, Nev.
—General patronage.

THE HEAVY PARADE: Fatty Alexander—

A

100 per cent comedy. This one set off my show
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and balanced up the program so people got their

money’s worth. Two reels.—R. Duba, Royal thea-

tre, Kimball, S. D.—General patronage.

KRAZY KAT : Real stuff ; will make the kid-

dies roar. One reel.—A. O. Lambert, Opera
House, Montieello, la.—General patronage.

THE PACE MAKERS: Alberta Vaughn—F. B.

O. never made a dud yet on this class of stulf.

It’s good through and through and, once your

people get to know them, they will always come
back for more. Two reels.—Pioneer Pete, Pio-

neer theatre, Amasa, Mich.—Small town patron-

age.

ROLL YOUR OWN: Larry Kent—Will rate

this as an A-l comedy. Two reels.—A. O. Lam-
bert, Opera House, Montieello, la.—General pat-

ronage.

WEDDING DAZE: Three Fat Men—Only a

fairly good comedy with many of the stunts re-

peated, and therefore they were tiresome. Two
reels.—W. T. Davis & Son, Rialto theatre, Sharon,

Wis.—General patronage.

FOX
EARLY TO WED: Matt Moore—Fair picture.

No comments, either good or bad. Six reels.—

Fry, Palace theatre. Mount Pleasant, Tex.—Gen-
eral patronage.

EAST SIDE, WEST SIDE: Not so good. Two
reels.—Ray W. Musselman, Princess theatre, Lin-

coln, Kan.—General patronage.

EIGHT CYLINDER BULL: Bull is right. Two
reels.—R. B. Maxwell, Illinois theatre, Sullivan,

111.—General patronage.

MATRIMONY BLUES: A fair comedy.—Bert
Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.

—

General patronage.

MOVING DAY : Helen and Warren—Just fair.

Nothing to rave over. Two reels.—E. A. Armi-
stead, Lyric theatre, Easley, S. C.—General pat-

ronage.

OFFICER OF THE DAY : Fair comedy to go

over fair, that’s all. Two reels.—R. Duba, Royal

theatre, Kimball, S. D.—General patronage.

PAWNSHOP POLITICS: Georgie Harris—Fair.
Two reels.—R. B. Maxwell, Illinois theatre, Sulli-

van, 111.—General patronage.

PAWNSHOP POLITICS: Did not go over very

good here, as we have not many Irish in com-
munity. Mostly Irish fighting before election.

Two reels.—R. Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball, S.

D.—General patronage.

THE REPORTER: Earl Foxe—Fair. Two reels.

—R. B. Maxwell, Illinois theatre, Sullivan, 111.

—

General patronage.

A SOCIAL TRIANGLE: Another one of those

d—d O. Henry comedies. Two reels.—R. B. Max-
well, Illinois theatre, Sullivan, 111.—General pat-

ronage.

SWIMMING INSTRUCTIONS: Earle Foxe—

A

funny comedy.—Bert Silver, Silver Family thea-

tre, Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

TWO LIPS IN HOLLAND: Trash. Two reels.

—R. B. Maxwell, Illinois theatre, Sullivan, 111.

—

General patronage.

A WOMAN OF LETTERS: Fair comedy. Two
reels.—A. O. Lambert, Opera House, Montieello,

la.—General patronage.

A WOMAN OF LETTERS: O. K. Two reels.

—R. B. Maxwell, Illinois theatre, Sullivan, 111.

—

General patronage.

PATHE
ALL NIGHT LONG: Harry Langdon—Our fa-

vorite comedian, so please pull for us for a photo.
Two reels.—R. B. Maxwell, Illinois theatre, Sul-
livan, 111.—General patronage.

ALONG COME AUNTIE: Glenn Tryon—A very
good comedy. Two reels.—Robert Kessler, Benn
theatre, Philadelphia, Pa.—General patronage.

ASK GRANMA: Our Gang—Dandy Our Gang
comedy. Kids will like this one better than
grownups. Two reels.—Stoddard Bros., Rex thea-
tre, Madisonville, Tex.—Small town patronage.

BOOBS IN THE WOODS: Harry Langdon

—

Harry Langdon is a favorite with my patrons.
Two reels.—R. B. Maxwell, Illinois theatre, Sul-
livan, 111.—General patronage.

CRAZY LIKE A FOX : Charley Chase—A very
good comedy. Two reels.—Robert Kessler, Benn
theatre, Philadelphia, Pa.—General patronage.

DOG DAYS: Our Gang—Very common Our
Gang comedy. Most of these comedies are good
and please our patrons. Two reels.—Stoddard
Bros., Rex theatre, Madisonville, Tex.—Small town
patronage.

DON KEY : Fair. Two reels.—R. B. Maxwell,
Illinois theatre, Sullivan, III.—General patronage.

FIGHT NIGHT: Lots of fun. Two reels.—R.
B. Maxwell, Illinois theatre, Sullivan, 111.—Gen-
eral patronage.

GLORY OF DOLLARS: Sportlight—A very

good Sportlight. One reel.—Wm. E. Tragsdorf,
Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.—Small town pat-

ronage.

THE GOLD PUSH: Aesop Fable—A take-off

on “The Gold Rush,” and there are probably
more laughs in this one reel Fable than there are
in the ten reels of Charley’s opus. I think they
call ’em an opus or an epic after they get up
to ten reels. One reel.—Wm. E. Tragsworf, Trags
theatre, Neillsville, Wis.—Small town patronage.

GOOD MORNING NURSE: Ralph Graves-
Punk. Two reels.—R. B. Maxwell, Illinois thea-
tre, Sullivan, 111.—General patronage.

HEYFOOT—STRAWFOOT : One of the few good
slapstick comedies I have had on a Pathe con-
tract. Two reels.—R. B. Maxwell, Illinois thea-
tre, Sullivan, 111.—General patronage.

HOLD EVERYTHING: Hal Roach—Old, but
good. One reel.—Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags thea-

tre, Neillsville, Wis.—Small town patronage.

HOTSY TOTSY: A good comedy.—Bert Sil-

ver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.—
General patronage.

ISN’T LIFE TERRIBLE: Not so sure about
life, but the comedy was terrible. Two reels.

—

R. B. Maxwell, Illinois theatre, Sullivan, III.—

-

General patronage.

JACK OF ONE TRADE: Sportlight—When
these Sportlights are good they are very good.
Sometimes they are the bunk. One reel.—Wm. E.

Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.—Small
town patronage.

LOVE AND KISSES: A fair comedy.—Bert
Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.

—

General patronage.

THE LOVE BUG: Not bad. Two reels.—
R. B. Maxwell, Illinois theatre, Sullivan, III.

—

General patronage.

A LOVE SUNDAE: Alice Day—Two or three
good laughs. Two reels.—R. B. Maxwell, Illinois

theatre, Sullivan, 111.—General patronage.

LOVE’S SWEET PIFFLE: Blah. Two reels.

—R. B. Maxwell, Illinois theatre, Sullivan, III.—

-

General patronage.

MADAME MYSTERY: Theda Bara—Not so

good. Star had nothing to do. Two reels.

—

O. A. Fosse, Community theatre, Ridgeway, la.

—Small town patronage.

MARY, QUEEN OF TOTS: Our Gang—A splen-

did comedy, better than the average.—Bert Sil-

ver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.

—

General patronage.

UNIVERSAL
BUSTER’S GIRL FRIEND: This was very

good comedy. Two reels.—P. G. Estee, S. T.

theatre, Parker, S. D.—Small town patronage.

BUSTER HELPS DAD: Tige, the dog, is the

whole thing in this series. He is the best edu-
cated animal in pictures. Makes any and all

police dogs look like 30 cents. A good comedy.
Two reels.—Cragin & Pike, Majestic theatre, Las
Vegas, Nev.—General patronage.

BUSTER’S NOSE DIVE: A good one for the

kids and a good many of the grown folks will

like it, too. Two reels.—R. J. Williams, Pastime
theatre, Johnson, Neb.—General patronage.

A FLIVVER VACATION: Eddie Gordon—If
we could get this kind of comedies we would be

O. K. every time. It’s a knockout, a 100 per

cent short feature. Eddie sure gets some hits

from his fans. Two reels.—R. Duba. Royal thea-

tre, Kimball, S. D.—General patronage.

HELP WANTED: Charles Puffy—Good com-
edy ; plenty of fun. One reel.—R. Duba, Royal
theatre, Kimball, S. D.—General patronage.

THE HERO OF PIPEROCK: This is a W. C.

Tuttle Western comedy featuring Ben Corbett and
Pee Wee Holmes. It is just fair. Two reels.

—

W. T. Davis & Son, Rialto theatre, Sharon, Wis.
—General patronage.

LAW OF THE NORTH: Good little picture to

look at as a filler. Two reels.—R. Duba, Royal
theatre, Kimball, S. D.—General patronage.

LOVE’S LABOR LOST: Neely Edwards—Some
funny comedy of 1926 model. It’s a bear. One
reel.—R. Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D.—

-

General patronage.

ONE WILD TIME: Special cast—Nothing to

yell very loud about, but is better than most of

these comedies. Two reels.—R. J. Williams, Pas-
time theatre, Johnson, Neb.—General patronage.

SNOOKUMS’ NEW TOOTH: Good slapstick.

The kid, Snookums, is clever and is well handled
by director. Two reels.—P. G. Estee, S. T. thea-
tre, Parker, S. D.—Small town patronage.

TIPPEROCK GOES WILD: Pewee Homes—
Good short Western comedy, but not so natural.
Fair filler. Two reels.—R. Duba, Royal theatre,

Kimball, S. D.—General patronage.
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OTTAWA
(Continued from page 61)

was given a gala presentation at the Tivoli,

Toronto, by Manager Thomas Daley and at

the Metropolitan, Winnipeg, by Manager
Walter Darns, during Armistice Week,
these being the first Canadian presentations.

DENVER
DENVER.—The Burns Trading Com-

pany of the Burns theatre, Colorado
Springs, was fined for violation of a city

ordinance prohibiting Sunday amusements
for “pay.” . . . The Colonial of Yampa
was closed because of an increasing num-
ber of smallpox cases in the city. Reports
come from Meeker, near Yampa, that the
Princess was also ordered closed by the city

authorities because of an epidemic. . . .

The Bird of Tdbernash, Colo., was ordered
to close its doors for an indefinite period
because of a number of cases of scarlet

fever. . . . Frank R. Kelly, owner of the
Empress, Salida, Colo., was again elected
to represent his district in the Colorado
State Senate. . . . G. D. Donnelly of
Aguilar has taken over the ownership and
active management of the Strand from
W. B. Cook. Mr. Cook will continue to

operate the Opera House at Dawson, N. M.
Buddy Hooten, manager of the

America, Universal’s first run house, is

publishing a house organ called “The Rocky
Mountain Canary,” which seems to be creat-
ing unusual attention among the theatre-
goers of the city. Not only is the paper
full of interesting reading matter and the-
atre news but it has certain channels of
circulation which put it in thousands of
Denver homes. . . . Jimmy Carrier,

general manager of Universal theatres, was
a recent visitor.

MILWAUKEE
MILWAUKEE.—Henry A. Staab, exec-

utive secretary of the M. P. T. O. of Wis-
consin, was re-elected by a large majority
to the state legislature. . . D. j.

Kulaszewicz of Anvil Amusement Co., Bes-
semer, Mich., visited here. . . . Dan
Roach, special publicity man for Pro-Dis-
Co, will have complete charge of the ad-
vertising campaign to be conducted by Hoff
& Adams in connection with the opening
of their new theatre in Port Washington.
. . . Fred Seegert of the Regent and
immediate past president of the M. P. T. O.
of Wisconsin, received his final degrees in

the Masonic order last week. . . . Ex-
hibitor members of the M. P. T. O. of
Wisconsin are taking a lively interest in

the weekly bowling tournament of the or-

ganization. E. W. Van Norman,
president of the M. P. T. O. of Wisconsin,
has been recommended by the organiza-
tion as exhibitor member of the local cen-
sorship board. . . R. C. Wheeler of
the Lloyd, Menominee, Mich., visited a
number of the local exchange offices. . . .

Fred Brown, brother of Stan Brown, man-
aging director of Saxe’s Strand, Merrill,

Modjeska and Tower, has been appointed
house manager of the Tower. . . . Joe
Levinson, manager of the Princess, has pur-
chased a beautiful new home. . . . G. Gv
Bandy, manager of the Majestic, Rhine-
lander, was a visitor at a number of the

local exchange offices. . . . C. J. Goetz
of Kenosha, E. J. Kelliher of Lake Geneva
and Al Roharge of Merrill were visitors

along Film Row.

ALBANY
ALBANY.—Abe Stone, owner of the

Arbor Hill, saw to it that his patrons re-

ceived plenty in the way of election returns

by having a radio installed. . . . Harry
Lazarus, owner of the Auditorium in King-
ston, is back from a hunting trip, but failed

Joseph Schildkraut and Ernest Tor-
rence are shown in the upper picture
in a scene from Cecil De Mille’s pro-
duction of “The King of Kings.” The
lower scene shows a group of dis-

ciples. Pever ell Marley is the pho-
tographer for this Pro-Dis-Co release
which is in its shooting stage.

to mention his success. . . . Harry
Berinstein of Elmira was in town last week
visiting his uncle, and incidentally looking
about for possible sites for theatres. . . .

Guy Graves of Farash Corporation in

Schenectady, is back home from a trip to

New York. . . . Louis Buettner of

Cohoes is enjoying a two weeks’ hunting
trip in the Adirondacks. . . . Clarence
Dopp of the Electric in Johnstown, has just

taken over the Kun-Ja-Muck in Broadalbin.

The Kallet boys of Rome and
Oneida are negotiating for the Pontiac in

Saranac Lake, managed by Dave Seymour,
and owned by a number of people. . . .

Mike Cummerford opened a new theatre

in Scranton last week, and a revolving light

on top of the theatre, which could be seen

for miles, attracted much attention. . . .

Stephen Boisclar of the Mark Ritz is add-
ing to his income by having an orchestra

of seven pieces, which is touring the state.

. . . The Hudson had a close call last

week from a fire in a paint store in the

same block. . . . Albert Forest, organist

at the Mark Ritz, is recovering from an
operation for appendicitis. . . . Jake
Golden staged a two-day fashion revue last

week at the Griswold in Troy. . . . Mrs.
Tony Vciller, wife of the manager of the

Mark Ritz in Albany, and who has been
visiting relatives in Virginia, returned home
last week part way by airplane, flying from
Norfolk to Philadelphia. . . . Ben Stern

has equipped the ushers at the Lincoln, in

Troy, with new uniforms of dark blue.

. . . Bob Landry, former owner of the-

atres in Ogdensburg, and who is now at-

tending the law school in Albany, asserted

the other day that thus far at the law
school he had not encountered anything as

complicated as the uniform contract. . . .

A patron at the Mark Ritz, in Albany, fell

dead in the lobby of the theatre last week.

SALT LAKE
SALT LAKE CITY.—Warner Brothers

picture, “The Night Cry,” brought good
business to the American. . . . The
United Artists exchange of this city re-

ports the arrival of a print of Samuel Gold-
wyn's new production, “The Winning of
Barbara Worth,” for which previews are
being held throughout the key cities of the

territory. . . . J. A. Whitehead of Rec-
reation Hall, Eureka, is conferring with
local branch managers. ... A. L. Stall-

ings, operating the Richfield circuit of the-

atres in Southern Utah, is an exhibitor
visitor, as is Earl Steele of the Venice at

Nephi. Ryan is also here in

the interest of his Liberty at Brigham City.

. . . J. J. Gillette of the Strand at Too-
elle, has taken over James William’s inter-

est in the Opera House at Grantsville.

Bishop Thatcher, owner of the

Capitol at Logan, spent some time on Film
Row. . . . Dad Rand is back to his

Isis of this city after having been confined
to his bed through illness for some time.

. . . A screen test staff from Hollywood
is in this city conducting a contest in con-
nection with the Pantages under the man-
agement of Eddie Diamond. This contest

is being conducted under the general
management of C. E. Holah, with Wm. J.

Beckway as cameraman; Mell Burns, cos-
metician, and Wm. Davis Pearsall as direc-

tor John Rugar, exhibitor visitor

from Park City, spent a few days here.

. . . 5. M. Deal of the Star at Spring-
ville is lining up new business for his house.
. . . Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer’s feature pic-

ture, “Bardelys the Magnificent,” starring

John Gilbert, a Utah man, was shown at

the Pantages. . . . Pathe News Camera-
man Joe Rucker arrived in this city for the

purpose of filming the big buffalo hunt
which is being staged at Antelope Island.

Cameraman Hurd also paid the
local Pathe office a short visit while pass-
ing through here with the Fokker plane,

which is making a coast to coast tour. . . .

Through the co-operation of the Famous
Players-Lasky exchange, and the Pathe ex-
change here, film service was supplied the

Commercial Club of this city on election

night in connection with a smoker which
was being given.

INDIANAPOLIS
PHILADELPHIA.—Roltare Eggleston,

manager of Keith’s theatre, was in Atlanta,

Ga., in the interest of the Keith-Albee cir-

cuit, which is opening a theatre there. . . .

Plans are being completed for the con-
struction of a new family theatre at Marion
for Frank J. Rembusch Enterprises of

Indianapolis. . . . Twenty-nine of the

thirty-two pictures seen by the picture com-
mittee of the Indianapolis Indorsers of

Photoplays in October were indorsed, ac-

cording to the committee report.

Probably one of the most attractive tem-
porary structures in Indianapolis at pres-

ent is the barricade in front of the new
Indiana theatre site. The painting of the

barricade includes fourteen signs, announc
ing ballroom and other interior features

of the new building. Two Spanish scenes

are on the outerside of the barricade. . . .

New Censor Boss Gets
New York Office Soon

(Special to the Herald)

ALBANY, Nov. 16.—The New York
State Board of Regents within the next
two weeks will name a man who will be-

come head of the New York State Mo-
tion Picture Commission January 1. At
this time the present commission is abol-

ished and the duties are transferred to

the Department of Education, with a

single head.
All censoring will be done in New

York city, and there will be a reduction

in the number of employes. It is claimed
there are more persons under the ex-

empt class, now employed by the New
York State Motion Picture Censorship
commission, than in the entire state edu-

cation department.
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Film Row *s Prettiest Salesman
Sought; Contest Opens to All

BENT upon finding the handsomest film salesman in Cook County,
this department of the “Herald” today, here and now, announces
the opening of a Great Salesman’s Beauty Contest. Suitable prize

to the winner. Postoffice regulations to be complied with. Abide by
the Queen of Marquisberry rules.

M AY it be set into the record that

exhibitors with a favorite film sales-

man they wish exalted with Adonis hon-
ors may cast their strength his way, but

each and every person qualifying to vote

may vote but one time.

It is too early to state the nature of

the reward to the winner; it is likely

that it will be a surprise until the last.

1. Voting starts at once. Tear the blank
from this page, fill it in with your
favorite’s name and sign your own
name. Duplicates will not be counted.

2. Voting ends December 11.

3. Exhibitors will vote for salesmen in

any exchange.
4. Exhibitors will send their ballots to

the branch manager of the exchange
in which the salesman is employed.

5. Managers, salesmen, bookers and of-

fice managers of exchanges are per-

mitted one vote each. Their vote is

to be turned in to the branch man-
ager of their own exchange.

6. A committee appointed by the con-
ductor of this department will select

the winner from all exchanges. The
committee will consist of two mem-
bers of the “Herald” staff, two ex-

hibitor representatives and an ex-

changeman.
7. Announcement of the winner will be

made in the Chicago department of

the Christmas issue of the “Herald.”
8. In case of a ti», equal awards will be

made.
9. Photographs and biography of the

winner will accompany the announce-
ment.

10. The utmost secrecy will conceal the
identity of all who take part in ballot-

ing.

W. A. V. Mack’s itinerary, greatly like

Queen Marie’s, brought him to Chicago
November 10. He found he got here
ahead of her and spent a couple of days
in Milwaukee, returning Saturday in time
to shake hands with her at the railroad

station.
Mister W. A. V. Mack
Likes Kings all through the stack.

But Queens and such
Are not so much ,

Mister W. A. V. Mack.

Mister W. A. V. Mack
Left town , then hurried back

To see the Queen
That few had seen

Mister W. A. V. Mack.

Mister W. A. V. Mack—
The whole crowd heard the smack.

Like knights fjuite grand
He kissed her hand,

Mister W. A. V. Mack.
* * *

Fred Aiken has been spending several

days in Des Moines and Omaha, but
there isn’t any poetry—because nothing
will rhyme with Aiken—except bacon,
which he’s sure to bring home.

* * *

Irving W. Mandel, head of Security
Pictures, has finally made the announce-

ment foreseen in this column weary
weeks ago. He announces that he has
Castle Novelties and Castle Short Sub-
jects for anybody and ever’body that
wants them. And he’ll say more about it

in the Christmas issue.

* t- t-

II. M. Herbelj lately appointed West-
ern division salesmanager of Universal,
stopped in Chicago to visit Le Roy Alex-
ander November 12. Herbel is making
a personal contact trip from Chicago to
die Coast, which is his newly assigned
territory. He missed a visit with Wil-
liam Bnumberg, branch manager, by a
matter of hours, because Bill was mak-
ing several stops in the country territory.

* *

Morris Heilman’s duties again called

him to New York last week and Jerry
Abrams will probably make a trip next
week.

I I

I

I cast one ballot lor

Exchange,

as the handsomest film salesman in Cook

County.

(Name)

(Address) *

(Theatre) (Film Exchange) I

I

Through H. A. Jones comes the in-

formation that Earl Johnson has ac-

quired a new competitor out West of the

Water Tower. It is the new Olympic

theatre that is located at 62nd avenue and

22nd street, Cicero.
% * ^

Herman Robbins, general salesman-

ager and vicepresident of National

Screen Service, reached Chicago Sunday
on his New York to the Coast trip.

* * *

There are a few exhibitors who have
gained the habit of making about one
trip each year to their old time friends

on Wabash avenue. This week brought
out Bill Cook, who owns the Tiffin thea-

tre, and Jack Lynch of the Manor theatre,

tre.
* * *

William McAndrew, superintendent of

schools of Chicago, and R. O. Witcraft,

chairman of the Hallowe’en committee,

have written Jack Sampson to thank him
for kindnesses shown in staging the sane

Hallowe’en party for Chicago children at

theatres.
Dear Mr. Sampson

:

This is to thank you and your organization

for the hearty co-operation given in the sane

Hallowe’en campaign just completed.
Our reports of this campaign are very meagre

as yet but are decidedly flattering.

Mr. Roland O. Witcraft, chairman of the

( Continued on next page )

Devil's Island at Randolph Is Movie
of Unusual Interest, Joseph Finds

Has Locale in Penal Colony

Pauline Frederick with

Mother Role Plays Creditably

Through Difficult Part

“DEVIL’S ISLAND”
Directed by Frank O’Connor; from Leah

Baird’s story; presented by Chadwick Pic-
tures at the Randolph.

THE CAST -

Jeanette Picot. Pauline Frederick

Rose Marie Marian Nixon
Jean Richard T ucker
Guillot William Dunn
Le Fevier John Miljan

White
Commandant Harry North rup

BY JOHN JOSEPH
TyTOVIES with penal colonies for locales
1 1 are unusual; perhaps I have seen one
before, but I can’t remember when. So
“Devil’s Island,” at the Randolph, was a bit

more interesting than usual, as far as its

scene was concerned. Some straightaway
direction and a good performance by Pauline
Frederick doubtless added to my enjoyment
of the production.

The story begins with the Dreyffus case.

Jean Valyon, innocent perhaps, is sentenced

For Illinois

to life on this Devil’s Island. After seven
years there .he is, following the custom, re-

moved to Cayenne, a city on the mainland
where good-behavior convicts go. However,
he must stay there for the rest of his life.

T? ROM France comes his sweetheart to

marry him. She, too, and any children
born to them, must remain in this tough
town as long as they live. Rather a good
situation for various kinds of drama, I think.

Valyon dies when his son has become a

young man. Father and mother had
planned continuously for their boy’s eventual
escape. And the boy is ready to go—when
he meets and loves a girl. And there’s your
drama, with the mother, tired of the world
and wise in the ways of love, trying to argue
the boy out of his romance.

There are other complications and a
rather logical way out for all concerned. As
the mother Miss Frederick is fine, seldom
overacting in a role that might have been
sloppily played. George Lewis and Marion
Nixon are personable youngsters and John
Miljan, in a few brief scenes, makes the
most of his opportunities.

For Indiana

GREIVER PRODUCTIONS ^LCo
CriTTTW WARACT4 AVFMTIP \ INDIANA831 SOUTH WABASH AVENUE

CHICAGO, ILL.

INDIANA.

218\0immefBuildin3
INDIANAPOLIS
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THEATRE BETTERMENT
AWeekly Extension of !$etter‘jflieatres

First Story of

The Paramount
Opening of the new Paramount

theatre in New York City, sched-
uled for November 19, is heralded
as the beginning of a new era in

the modern theatre record. The
first complete story of the theatre,

illustrated with adequate photo-
graphic display, will be published
in the “Better Theatres” section of
the November 27 issue of this pa-
per.

Advance announcements of the
new theatre promise a great deal.

The personnel of the construction
army is such as to warrant high
expectations. Circumstances of lo-

cation, sponsorship and opportu-
nity strengthen anticipation of
surprises important to all who op-
erate or participate in the operation
and construction of picture play-
houses.

An unique feature of the ad-
vance campaign boosting the new
Paramount is the well made and
competently edited trailer which
has been run as part of a newsreel
in Paramount-affiliated theatres in

Chicago and, no doubt, elsewhere.
This and other measures adopted
in behalf of the new playhouse add
to the general expectancy. A corps
of editorial representatives of
“Better Theatres” will convey full

details of operation and construc-
tion policies disclosed.

Presentation
“Built In”
Presentation seems here to stay.

It is being “built in” wherever
modern theatres are erected. It

may eventually assume one form or
another, or a number of forms, but
with stage equipment such as is

being installed it is certain that

something in the way of other-
than-screen entertainment will con-
tinue to be a feature of the modern
picture show for a long time to

come.
Picture house demands have

brought about many refinements in

the stage equipment used. Several

of these have been discussed in this

department and “Better Theatres.”

Others will be treated in special

articles from time to time.

Generally speaking, it is econ-

omy to build complete stage equip-
ment into picture theatres. The
amount of money involved in such
building is small in relation to the

total investment. The insurance
against eventuality is great.

The Sense
of Tempo
Anyone whose activities are such

as to make them see a given motion
picture exhibited in more than one
theatre realizes the importance of
projection tempo. The speed at

which a picture is run off may
mean anything or everything to its

success. There is no arithmetical
way of determining what the
proper projection speed of a given
production should be. House at-

mosphere and other considerations
enter in. The decision must be
made by the projectionist—who
must possess a proper sense of
tempo.

Just as many people learn all

about notes, cleffs, rests and things,

yet never succeed in producing sat-

isfactory music with a chosen in-

strument, so is it possible for a

projectionist to learn all about the
mechanics of projection and yet
fail finally to project a picture sat-

isfactorily. And, on the other
hand, there are natural projection-

ists, just as there are natural mu-
sicians. An individual who does
not possess the tempo sense should
not be a projectionist.

exchange views and experiences.

In view of the beneficial effect this

exchange has upon the quality of

music in the picture theatre, pro-

vision is being made for expansion
of that department in “Better
Theatres” and more organists are

invited to contribute to the enter-

prise.

CHICAGO
PERSONALITIES

By D. H.
( Continued from page 74 )

schools’ Hallowe’en committee, sends in an espe-

cially pleasing report regarding the Saturday
morning theatre parties.

Please convey to all people connected with your
enterprises our sincere thanks.—William MeAn-
drew, Board of Education, Chicago.

The letter from Mr. Witcraft follows

:

Dear Sir:

The drive in the Chicago schools to secure law

observance at Hallowe’en and supported by the

moving picture industry has met very gratifying

results. Hallowe’en in 1926 has passed off unbe-
lievably quiet.

The Chicago Principals’ Club is much indebted

to you and your Film Board of Trade for your
very generous co-operation in our project of fur-

nishing free shows to children in a final appeal for

good behavior and fair play on Hallowe’en. You
offered unlimited supplies of films of suitable

character, you provided for distributing them to

the theatres where needed, you assisted in our
planning and in our publicity and you furnished a

thorough knowledge of the films, which was in-

valuable.
Your own constant attention to the heavy task

of this distribution and your never failing courtesy

made it a pleasure to work with you. I want to

express my personal thanks to you as well as

that of my committee for services without which
these shows would have been an impossibility.—
Yours truly, R. O. Witcraft, Chairman- of Special

Committee from the Principals’ Club on Hallowe’en.
s|c * *

Who is there on Film Row or
in the theatre business who has
not at some time eaten at the

Ridge Grill ? Peter Hoffman
espied it last week and took it

away in a wagon.
* * *

Jack Curry, manager of advertising in

the Chicago office of Famous Players-

Lasky, left Chicago last week for Los An-
geles following his promotion which made
him supervisor of the advertising depart-

ment of the West Coast division. Milt

Gore of Charlotte, N. C., and formerly of

Chicago, has been assigned to the Chicago

job, succeeding Curry.
* * *

J. J. Clarke, Clarence Phillips, salesmen,

and Cecil Maherry, district manager of

P. D. C., have returned from Minneapolis

and Tommy Greenwood, golfer, and Sig

Decker, motorist, have gone to Milwaukee
on sales expeditions.

* * *

Harry Bernstein, salesmanager of Red
Seal Pictures, spent a few days in Chicago

this week visiting Charlie Lundgren, man-
ager of this district.

* * *

Red Seal’s sales records show an unusual

number of orders for the comparatively

brief time that the exchange has been oper-

ating here.

“How I Played
The Picture”
More and more organists are

contributing to “Better Theatres”
their reports on “How I Played
the Picture,” affording more and
more guidance for other organists

and an unequaled opportunity to

TICKET REGISTER CORF
723 Seventh Avenue: mew York City



Noticeably Superior

There is a definite difference on the

screen with pictures printed from Eastman

Panchromatic Negative— the results are

noticeably superior.

Eastman Panchromatic Negative is com-

pletely color sensitive— renders all tones

of blue, red, yellow and green in their

correct relationship in black and white.

Where regular film is ordinarily satisfac-

tory, "Pan” is extraordinarily successful.

And Eastman Positive Film carries all

the quality of the negative through to the

screen.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.



Maloney plugs the line

for another touchdown /

LEO MALONEY
^Outlaw Express

A Western Feature

Maloney showed in “The High Hand/’ his first Western

feature, that he was going to be one of the high scorers

of the season.

Now he puts the ball across the line for another score.

Think of everything you want to see in a Western. You
get it in “The Outlaw Express.”

WHAT THEY SAID OF
“THE HIGH HAND”
“Better than average grade. Smooth plot plus abundant

melodramatic action scaled against a capital undercurrent

of genuine Western humor.”

—

Variety.

“Exceptionally snappy. Interest at high pitch. Fast

moving and exciting.”

—

M. P. World.

“I like this. Should be an excellent draw in almost
any kind of a house.”

—

M. P. News.
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THE BIGGEST
Show in

AMERICA!
MADE WITH
COOPERATION
ENDORSEMENT
U. S. MARINESBroadway

admission
soon on
at $2

starring tONj CHAN&EY
George Hill's Production
with Eleanor Boardman
and William Haines.

Screen play by E . Rich-

ard Shayer .
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

Member Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc.—Will H. Hays, President
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erving he eader

Exhibitors Herald this week adds another issue to the

many outstanding numbers it has produced during the past

year.

In addition to presenting the, news of the week in type and

pictures and presenting its regular service departments, this

week’s issue includes:

Better heatres
for November

F IRST and exclusive pictures of

the new Paramount Building,

the opening of which in New York

November 19 was the outstanding-

event of the year.

First and exclusive pictures of

the Belmont Theatre, the new

Lubliner and Trinz house in Chi-

cago, regarded by many as a new

achievement in neighborhood the-

atres.

Interesting and valuable articles

from three of the outstanding or-

ganists in the country
—“How I

Played the Picture.”

Another of the series of legal

discussions by Attorney Leo C.

Parker telling theatre owners how
to avoid court litigation.

A tabulation of prices charged

at the box office of all of Chicago’s

leading theatres, containing vital

information of value to theatre

owners everywhere.

he tudio
for November

J
NNOUNCING the result of a nation wide question-

t Ynaire, mailed to theatre owners to find out what direc-

tors mean money at the box office when their names are used

in advertising to the public.
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Member of Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc.—Will H. Hays, President



an EDWARD SUTHERLAND
PRODUCTION

WITH CHESTER. CONKLIN
TOM KENNEDY

ORIGINAL STORY BY MONTY
BRICE * SCREEN PLAY BY
JOHN MCDERMOTT - - «

“A pronounced hit. Will be just as

popular as ‘Behind the Front’.”

—N. Y. Sun.

(paramount
pictures

DOUBLED
NORMAL GROSS
AT IMPERIAL,

FRISCO!

BROKE RECORD AT
MILLION DOLLAR
THEATRE, LOS
ANGELES, BY $1,000!

“Biggest laugh hit since ‘Tillie’s

Punctured Romance’. Better box
office bet than ‘Behind the Front’.”

—Variety.

“Even bigger hit than ‘Behind the Front’.

Good for any theatre.”

— Harrison’s Reports.

“A riot of fun. Should be used as an

example for producers with comedies

in their system.” —N. Y. American.

“One great big laugh fest. Opened at

Imperial to audiences which fairly

stormed the doors.”

—San Francisco Daily News.

“Greater than ‘Behind the Front’.”

—San Francisco Chronicle.

SMASHED ALL
RECORDS AT
RIALTO, N. Y.!

$49,000 first week
of long run!
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“Far better directorial work
than in any of his previous

releases. Many deeply pathetic

situations
,
some heartrending

ones. The story is a bit of

life.”

—says Harrison*s Reports
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Starring

Belle Bennett
Presented by Carl Laemmle

An Emory Johnson Production
Directed by Emory Johnson

A UNIVERSAL SUPER PRODUCTION
Story by Emilio Johnson



No Applesauce!

Choicest white meat of the Western Attraction Fowl!

Cooked to a nut brown turn by Chef Goldburg! Stuffed

with Action Dressing! Drowned in Comedy Gravy!

Garnished with Dill Pickles and Parsley! And Served

with Neatness and Dispatch by Mine Host—Greater

JOSEPH P. KENNEDY F. B. O!

presents

RUBBER WHIBOm
by Bob Custer Productions, Inc.

Directed by John McCarthy Under personal supervision of Jesse J. Goldburg



Distributed by

GREATER

Exclusive Fo«[icn OisTp.surona.
R-C Eiport Cop pop ation

Member of Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of
America, Inc.—Will H. Hays, President

FILM BOOKING OFFICES
OF AMERICA. WC.



WILL START A COLD RUSK
FOR YOUR BOX-OFFICE

r0«''n8-'^TO ALL KEITH-
ALBEE-ORPHEUM
AND OTHER FIRST
RUN THEATRES.

/^OLD mines, gold nuggets

and gun play—dancing girls

arrayed in Parisian gowns—
crooks in fashionable garb—

a

modem gold rush in a new set-

ting. Here is a new kind of “wes-
tern”. All the high-powered
drama of the old west told in the

PeterB.Kyne inimitable manner
with a new and novel twist.

A SURE-FIRE PIECE OF
ENTERTAINMENT THAT
ABOUNDS IN THRILLS,
ROMANCE AND HUMOR.



WITH

MarcueriteDeLaMotte

John Bowers-Rudolph

ScHILDKRAUT AND
May Robson
DIRECTED BY

GEORGE B. SEITZ

from the story by

/PETER B.KYNE
adapted BY ALBERT KENYON

UNDER THE SUPERVISION OF
WILL M. RITCHEY

Produced by

METROPOLITAN PICTURES
CORPORATION

RELEASED BY

PRODUCERS DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
F* C. MUNROE, President RAYMOND PAWLEY, Vice-President and Treasurer JOHN C. FLINN, Vice-President and General Manager

Foreign Distributors Producers International Corporation, 130 West 46th Street, N. Y., WILLIAM M. VOGEL, General Manager
Member of Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc. WILL H . HAYS. President



DIRECTED BY DONALD CRISP
with KENNETH THOMSON and DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS,JR.ADAPTED BY DOUGLAS Z. DOTY FROM THE STAGE PLAY BY NORMAN HOUSTON
produce by METROPOLITAN PICTURES CORPORATION

PRODUCERS DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
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»7ISH in THE SCARLET
LETTER

Victor

Seastro

i

S

Productio

From Nathaniel Hawthorne’s classic

novel with Lars Hanson. Adapta-

tion and scenario by Frances Marion.

Directed by Victor Seastrom.

IN the memory of all audiences it will occupy a permanent place.
IT is to be one of the outstanding successes of all time ....
THE thrilling, gripping, heart-stirring humanity of it

WINS immortality for “The Scarlet Letter.’

NO wonder at the unprecedented Central Theatre, New York, acclaim
AT two dollars admission!

M-G-M has given the screen its outstanding road-shows.
WE are proud to add to that unbeatable record “The Scarlet Letter”

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER PICTURES
The Talk ofthe Industry ROAD-SHOW SIZE More Stars than there are in Heaven

i
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NOW READY FOR BOOKING

!

GEORGE CARDINAL MUNDELEIN

A Picture P®r All Humanity!
As shown at JOLSON’S THEATRE, New York- ILLINOIS THEATRE, Chicago -

BOSTON OPERA House and other important theatres

This great spectacle— an eight reel drama of reality—brings a reaction such as no

mere dramatic production inspires. From the standpoint of the theatre it is one

of the greatest films in a score of years. Packed Jolson’s Theatre, New York City,

for two weeks with the most enthusiastic audience ever assembled and brought

forth continuous rounds of applause. Metropolitan critics unanimously
acclaimed it as a triumphant achievement.

Exhibitors
Interested in booking this film are

directed to inquire of the branch
exchanges of

Fox Film Corporation^

the physical distributors and
booking agents.

t-y
Member Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc.—Will H. Hays, President

y v
To the Trade

Please note that Fox Film

Corporation does not par-

ticipate in the profits ac-

cruing from the exhibition

or the sale of this
j

picture.

a r
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Joseph p. Ke
presents

The Stuf
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Attraction!
Show Paper!
Exploitation!

dous Jungle Thriller!

Member of Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc.—Will H. Hays, President
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Action

A
make it a ^
real one /,

they're reading Football* Hearing it

on the radio. They want to SEE it on
your screen!

Don't disappoint 'em. /how 'em
you're on your toes.

FOREVER AFTER will Hold That Line at

the box-office. Give 'em Harvard-Vale fkjji
thrills for your price of admission.

Your only Play for a sure Box-Office 1 o
gain. Flash the signal to your local B6 GOODiv
exchanges —

!

\CT

he (mart Ones are (hitting p|ay-datej

3 get this One in—QUICK/ Uere't why

“Absorbing and interestingly told love story . .

.

Mary Astor, with

her soulful eyes, and Lloyd Hughes, with his buoyant, pleasing juvenile

personality ...make an excellent combination. F. Harmon Weight has

given the picture a most interesting and colorful direction . . . Audience

bursts into applause as the hero carries the ball across the opposition

line for the winning touchdown.”-—TV. Y. Telegraph

1RST NATIONAL FIRST/

9
c°es*
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“Best starring vehicle Miss Griffith has had
since ‘Classified’”. ..“Really very funny in its

own right”...“Good, clean fun”...“Although it

may not be life, ‘Syncopating Sue’ is fun”— said
N.V. dailies. $36,000 at the Strand! Bookings
read like an exhibitors' “Who’s Who!”

Haymaker wherever it goes!
Every town it plays repeats
New York’s riotous recep-
tion. Greater comedy wal-
lop than “Tramp, Tramp,
Tramp!”

’Nother proof that A1 Santell is Exhibitors’
Friend. Director of “Dancer of Paris” and
“Bluebeard’s Eighth Wife” is bringing still

more wealth to nation’s Box • Offices with
this one!

Just listen to hard-
boiled Variety:
“Hard-riding west-
ern with a wealth of
action, excellent
pictorial quality and
many merits ....
Fast action — good
comedy values ....
No end of spectac-
ular hors eman-
ship!” And the
verdict of hundreds
of Box-Offices is:

“Bigger money-
maker than ‘Senor
Daredevil’ !”

Overflow crowds at N.Y. Hippodrome,
world’s largest vaude- picture house.
Great Hand from the critics. Title and

mi play all Competition *
to a Standstill-®^// youplayf

First National Pictures /
Members of Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America Inc.— Will Hays pnsuient
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Paramount Theatre Opens; Day of Triumph for Zukor; Heroic Structure Adds to Broad-

way Stability; Brilliance of Exterior Excelled Only by Beauty and Wonders Inside;

Hays and Walker Pay Glowing Tributes to Famous Players-Lasky.

Sixty Independents Meeting to Pool Hundred Theatres; New Jersey Movement Is Ex-

pected to Become Nationwide; Exhibitors Pledge Action After Seider Explains Plan

at Atlantic City Convention.

World Stock Company Would Solve Problem, Says Rowland; Europe Swinging to Belief

U. S. Is Coworker, Not Rival, Declares First National General Manager, Home; Brings

UFA Director and Two Foreign Stars; Prepares for First National Month in January.

“What Price Glory” Opens on Both Coasts; Military and Civic Leaders at New York
Premiere; Fox Production Found Splendid Achievement at First Showing at Carthay

Circle in Los Angeles.

Hiram Abrams Buried at South Portland, Me.—Lichtman Appointment Not Yet Con-

firmed—Brady Elected Ontario Theatre Owners’ President—North Carolina Ex-

hibitors to Meet.

Famous Concentrates Chain Efforts in South Atlantic States; South “Sewed Up” by For-

mation of Publix-Saenger Theatres—H. W. Bruen, New Head of Washington State

M. P. T. 0., Sees Best Season Ahead.

Cut Film Imports from America, Imperial Conference Told; Subcommittee Proposes

Tariff and Quota Restrictions; Warns British Producers They Must Make Worthy
Pictures.
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EXHIBITORS

HERALD
Editorial

by

Martin
J.
Quigley

WE HAVE thus far refrained from editorial com-
ment on our recent list of the best box office

names in pictures, being content to have the industry

in all of its branches first make its inspection of the list

and arrive at its own conclusions.

In presenting the list the HERALD assumed no con-

troversial attitude; it has argued neither for nor against

any particular conclusions that may be drawn from it.

As far as we are concerned the facts speak for them-
selves.

A great deal of interesting discussion, however, was
projected by the list both inside the trade and in the

newspapers of the country. Clippings at hand indicate

that several hundred daily newspapers republished at

length the results of the survey and in practically all

cases the list was analyzed and discussed.

It is now apparent that the list delivered several well-

directed blows against various popular misconceptions

that are abroad in Hollywood. As everyone familiar

with the production situation knows, many elements of

the trade in Hollywood are a whole lot farther from
the motion picture market—and market values—than

the geographic distance would seem to warrant. These
elements encountered shocks and surprises in the list.

The list as a whole makes no radical revelations as

far as well-informed persons in the industry are con-

cerned. Persons who realize the extent and the complexity
of the motion picture market, who realize the vast med-
ley of many kinds of people who make up the motion
picture public, know the ruling sentiments of the large

cities are not necessarily the ruling sentiments of the

nation as a whole. They know that motion picture val-

ues are not made on Broadway, but are made in the

thousands of theatres of every character that are spread
throughout the land.

The Herald is very proud of the privilege of having
been able to render to the industry the service which
this list comprises. Anything that leads to a better

appreciation of real values, and a de-bunking of ficti-

tious values, is of signal importance at this time.

* * *

MR. WILL H. HAYS has inaugurated a new service

'work for motion pictures—and it is one of which
everyone in the industry may take pride. It is an
arrangement under which immigrants coming to Amer-
ica will be shown American pictures on board steamers.

Here is a practical fulfillment of a big mission of serv-

ice by the motion picture. Pictures, understandable

to persons of every tongue, will be shown to the immi-
grants at a critical time in their careers. The impres-

sion to be made is tremendous. Strangers coming to

these shores will be shown the country in which they
are to live

;
they will be taught to know and to respect

the institutions of this country. The individuals them-
selves will be benefited and a distinct advantage will

be gained by the nation.

In this new work Mr. Hays is making more plain to

the world at large what the motion picture industry

means when it speaks of its ability—and will—to serve

in ways other than catering to the leisure hours of the

people.

-* * #

I
T IS our recollection that when Mr. Adolph Zukor
started in the picture business with the purchase of

a foreign negative of a subject called “Queen Eliza-

beth,” he engaged a small office in the Times Building,

New York City. It is not unlikely that this first office

of Mr. Zukor now faces the new Paramount building,

the theatre which was opened to the public last week.

If Mr. Zukor should today retrace his steps to his

first office in the Times Building and gaze out upon the

magnificent structure that is the new Paramount Build-

ing he doubtlessly would have to admit that this monu-
ment to his company and to himself that stands there

before him overshadows anything that he dared to hope
for at the outset of his career in the film business.

The new Paramount Building is now one of the most
conspicuous and distinguished structures in all of New
York. Everyone in the picture business may take some
measure of pride and satisfaction in this building

because in a material and forceful way it registers

before the world the industry’s present position of sta-

bility and influence. While this building will be adver-

tising Paramount pictures at the cross-roads of the

world it will also be heralding the industry itself to all

who pass.

To Mr. Zukor and the Famous Players-Lasky cor-

poration this publication offers, on the occasion of the

opening of the Paramount theatre, its congratulations

and best wishes for a continuance of the spectacular suc-

cess already achieved.

* * *

MR. CHARLES CHAPLIN presents a strange case.

He is—by general acknowledgment—one of the

very, very few real geniuses of the motion picture, yet as

an asset to the industry and as an attraction in the

public mind he is consistently dropping into a position

of lesser significance. There has been no lessening in

the merit of such work as he offers for public inspection,

but there has been so little of it that the busy public

mind is being filled with other personalities, practically

to the exclusion of Mr. Chaplin.

Mr. Chaplin is revelling in an artistic and commercial

freedom. Apparently he no longer even holds himself

in any way answerable to the public. As his own boss

and employer, he makes what he likes when he likes to

do it—and the financial independence gained from

earlier efforts saves him from accounting to anyone.

This great artist probably considers himself fortunate

in having been able to gain this position of indepen-

dence. But whether the position is one of good fortune

or bad fortune is open to question. If Mr. Chaplin were

subject to some influence which would compel him to

keep at his job he would be safeguarding his position

of popularity with the public the world over, which

popularity he is now rapidly losing.
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Paramount Theatre
Day of Triumph

Opens;
for Zukor

Heroic Structure Adds
to Broadway Stability

Hays and Walker Pay Glowing Tributes to Famous
Players-Lasky—New Wonderments in Building

By MARTIN J. QUIGLEY
NEW YORK, Nov. 23.—Adolph Zukor had his day of triumph

here last Friday. And there was glory enough to provide a gener-

ous measure for his associates—Jesse L. Lasky, Sidney R. Kent,

Sam Katz and Harold B. Franklin.

The occasion was the opening of the Paramount theatre, on Broad-

way at Times Square.

The event stood out in memorable relief against every other trade event
in the history of the industry. It was not only a crowning achievement
for the career of Mr. Zukor and the record of the Famous Players-Lasky
corporation, but it was as well a celebration of the industry’s conquest
over many of the ills and disadvantages that handicapped its earlier days.

Structure of Heroic Proportions

The Paramount theatre is enclosed within the walls of the new Para-
mount Building, a structure of heroic proportions, stability and character.

It stands in that locality which is called “The Cross-roads of the World.”
It does, in fact, give a new distinction and dignity to New York’s rialto.

Thus, it may be noted, the motion picture which modestly edged its way
into Broadway has finally come to contribute to Broadway a character and
stability which it never before enjoyed.

ADOLPH ZUKOR

Abrams Is Buried

In Portland, Me.;

Double Services
(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Nov. 23.—Accompanied
by his immediate relatives and a few
friends and business associates, the body
of Hiram Abrams was taken to Portland,

Me., his former home, and buried there.

Those in the funeral party were Mrs.
Abrams; her mother, Mrs. Hamilton;
Mr. and Mrs. Moxley Hall, Dennis F.

O’Brien, Harry D. Buckley, Paul N.
Lazarus, Cresson E. Smith, Charles E.

Moyer and Rabbi Stephen S. Wise.
Prior to the departure for Maine, serv-

ices were held at the West End Chapel,

with Dr. Wise officiating. These serv-

ices were attended by many leaders in

the film industry, long friends and asso-

ciates of Mr. Abrams, and the chapel

was banked with flowers.

The Portland services were held at 1

p. m. last Wednesday, at the home of

Mr. Abrams’ sister, Mrs. Abraham Good-
side, with interment at South Portland.
Rabbi Breslau conducted the services.

The pall-bearers in Portland were men
who had worked with Hiram Abrams for

many years, including many of his sales

managers at United Artists.

Lichtman Appointment
Is Not Yet Confirmed

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Nov. 23.—Rumors cur-
rent here that A1 Lichtman has been ap-
pointed president of United Artists can-
not be officially verified. At the home
offices of United it was stated today that
no information had been received on the
matter.

At the opening of the Paramount the-
atre neither Mr. Zukor nor any of his

associates spoke. And there was no need
of a speech from any one of them; the
building spoke graphically for them,
telling an absorbing story of vision, cour-
age and commercial and artistic acumen.
But glowing enconium, upon the person-
nel of the Famous Players-Lasky cor-
poration and the Paramount building it-

self, was pronounced by Will H. Hays
and Mayor James J. Walker of New
York City. Within the hearing of the
speakers was Thomas A. Edison, in-

ventor of motion pictures, who was paid
appropriate compliment and whose pres-
ence lent a romantic interest to this

memorable event.
The social, commercial, official and

artistic life of the nation was not only
represented—but nobly so. The list of
guests included the name of practically
every leading figure in the business end
of the industry. All of the trade person-
alities seemed to be attending as cele-
brants and not merely as perfunctory
guests.

Manager Falls Dead
After Party to Son

(Special to the Herald)

VANCOUVER, B. C., Nov. 23.—Ralph Ruffner, manager of the
Capitol, fell dead recently in

his home just after saying goodby
to the last guest at a birthday
party he had given for his 2-year-
old son. The current picture at
the Capitol was “Every Mother’s
Son,” British production.

Ruffner was born in Denver and
became an outstanding theatre
manager at Montreal some years
ago before going to Vancouver.

The Paramount theatre, on its open-
ing night, showed evidences of the fren-

zied effort that had been made to have
its doors opened on scheduled time.

Hence, a critical study of the theatre at

this moment could hardly do it full jus-

tice. Many final touches of hangings
and ornaments were lacking, but their

absence only seemed to emphasize the
artistic triumph that the completed
theatre will be.

The trade in the United States is not
unaccustomed to magnificence and effec-

tiveness in modern picture theatres, but
there are new wonderments to be en-
countered in the Paramount theatre. The
main foyer, its most notable feature, is

a stupendous thing—suggestive of the
well-known Rapp and Rapp scheme of

arrangement as seen in the Chicago the-

atre and in the Uptown theatre, Chicago.
It will be a hardened patron, indeed, who
will not be awe-stricken as he steps into

this modern baronial hall.

The general treatment of the theatre
is theatrical, of course, but it evidences
a maturer development away from some
of the garnishness of earlier efforts. It

is spectacular and sensational, yet it is

not without sound artistic justification.

Show Splendidly Done

A lavish and expert hand ruled over
the making of the opening show. It

was splendidly done and if any criticism

could be made, it alone would be that

the whole- ensemble was somewhat of a

tax on the endurance of the spectator.
The opening picture subject is “God
Gave Me Twenty Cents,” directed by
Herbert Brenon and supervised by Wil-
liam LeBaron, featuring Lois Moran and
Jack Mulhall. It is an effective and ap-
pealing subject, with many poignant
touches. The many other striking and
elaborate features of the opening pro-
gram are referred to elsewhere.
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The “Herald” Covers a Big News Story
The opening of the Paramount Theatre Building in New York City is the outstanding event of 1926.

It is interesting to note how Exhibitors Herald handles a big story of this kind.

On the preceding page appears the main news story of the opening written by Martin J. Quigley,
editor and publisher. On this page appears a detailed story by John S. Spargo, New York news editor.

On page 38 appears a detailed story of the presentation features of the program by A1 Barr, sent from
Chicago especially to report this feature of the story.

Through the courtesy of Paramount, Herald photographers entered the theatre two days before the
opening and obtained the first and exclusive pictures of the interior. These pictures, with a complete
description of the physical features of the theatre, appear in Better Theatres, section two of this issue.

Brilliance of Exterior Excelled Only
By Wonders and Beauty Inside Theatre

By JOHN S. SPARGO
NEW YORK, N. Y.—The new Paramount theatre, located at “The

Cross-Roads of the World” and generally conceded to be the finest tem-
ple in the world devoted to entertainment, was thrown open to the public

last Friday evening.

The onening was a gala day, not only
for Paramount and the film industry, but
for New York as well. The Broadway
Association celebrated the 300th year of
Broadway’s existence and the opening of

the new and wonderful house, and in the
interest in the double event the theatre
was not second.

Vehicles Routed to Other Streets

Hours before the doors were thrown
open at 7 o’clock to admit the 4,000 in-

vited guests, great crowds gathered in

Times Square in the neighborhood of the
theatre. So dense was the foot traffic

that vehicles were routed to other streets.

The exterior of the theatre was bril-

liantly illuminated—so brightly as to
make the usual brilliant illumination of

the Great White Way seem dim by com-
parison. The entire building, up to its

dome towering forty stories above the
street, was bathed by the brilliancy pro-
vided by nearly 500 floodlight projectors,
making the massive structure a thing of

beauty for the hundreds of thousands
who stood and looked.

That the beauty of the exteriors gave
only a hint of the beauties within was
made clearly known to every one who
entered the theatre. The beautiful lobby
was banked by great masses of flowers,

sent by friends and admirers of Para-
mount and its officials.

The show was not scheduled to begin
until 9 o’clock, thus allowing the guests
two hours to inspect the theatre, and
most of them found this time too short.

Elaborate Presentation Given

The entertainment proner started a
few minutes after the scheduled time
with an elaborate presentation arranged
by John Murray Anderson. The open-
ing number was the singing of the “Star
Spangled Banner,” the vocalist being
Marguerite Ringo, with a beautiful and
appropriate stage setting.

This was followed by an address of
welcome by Lee J. Eastman, president
of the Broadway Association, during
which he spoke of the great thing done
for the city of New York through the
enterprise of Famous Players-Lasky in

erecting such a wonderful monument.
Mayor James J. Walker followed Mr.

Eastman and made a typical Walker
speech, full of serious thought inter-

spersed with ready wit which caused
many a laugh during his short talk. Mr.
Walker paid high tribute to Adolph
Zukor, Jesse Lasky, Sam Katz and to
Harold Franklin, the latter having been

in direct charge of the erection of the
theatre.

Will H. Hays, on behalf of the Motion
Picture Producers and Distributors of
America, welcomed the advent of the new
theatre as comparable only to the great-
est things ever done by any industry.
The erection of the theatre, he said, was
not only a wonderful thing for Para-
mount, but was a wonderful thing for
the industry itself.

Thomas A. Edison occupied a seat in

a mezzanine loge and Mr. Hays pointed
him out as the one man who had made
possible the film industry. There was
much craning of necks on the part of

the assembled 4,000, each anxious to get
a look at the famous aged inventor. A
prolonged ovation greeted the introduc-
tion of Mr. Edison, the applause last-

ing several minutes, subsiding and then
coming again stronger and longer than
before.

Officials Given Ovations

Mr. Hays then in turn congratulated
Mr. Zukor, Mr. Lasky and Mr. Katz on
their achievement in giving the world
the new theatre. As each name was
called, round after round of applause
echoed through the big auditorium, Mr.
Zukor, especially, being accorded a grand
ovation.
The show proper started with the over-

ture “1812” played by the Paramount
Orchestra, with Irvin Talbot directing.

Then followed a special Paramount news
reel which included special material com-
piled for the occasion by International
and Pathe. Other films shown were an
Educational Bruce scenic novelty en-
titled “The Harbor Beacon,” and the
first motion pictures ever shown.

Vitascope Showing Reproduction
The latter was the reproduction of the

showing of Edison’s first picture marvel,
the Vitascope, at Koster & Bials music
hall in Herald Square in 1896, which was
the true introduction of the motion pic-

ture to Broadway.
The feature picture was “God Gave

Me Twenty Cents,” a Herbert Brenon
production with Lois Moran, Lya de-

Putti, Jack Mulhall and Buster Collier.

Hays Address
J

at Dedication

I
T would be of no particular signifi-

cance if simply one more motion pic-

ture theatre were being added to the 548

in the City of New York or one more
to the 20,233 in the country, or even
that to this theatre will come 80,000
persons each week of the million persons
a day who see motion pictures in New
York City and environs or of the twenty
million who every day see pictures in

the nation.

It is, however, of very real significance
that in thirty years the motion picture
has taken such hold upon the hearts of
the people that here, at “the crossroads
of the world,” in the very midst of all

things, the most imposing structure, the
finest example of modern architecture,

is a theatre and that theatre the greatest
in the world, that here on the most im-
portant front footage in the world is a
theatre, dedicated not to grand opera
which has been mellowed by time, not
to spoken drama which is thousands of
years old, but to the motion picture, in-

fant among all the arts—all the arts com-
bined.

It is literally true, of course, that no
story ever written for the screen will

be more dramatic than the story of the
screen itself. It is a far cry indeed from
that little music hall ten blocks from this

spot where thirty years ago, when
Broadway was already 270 years old,

the first motion picture was shown, to
tonight and this new cathedral of enter-
tainment dedicated to the service and
happiness of the whole world. If the
story of that progress were accurately
told on the screen, we would regard it

as the most improbable fiction. And to-
night is the peak of the drama. This
is the highest moment thus far in the
story—this perhaps the happiest scene
yet portrayed.

Temple to Relaxation

The cynical Juvenal in his prime, yet
chagrined at a lack of appreciation,
sneeringly said of the Roman populace,
“They care for nothing but their bread
and their games.” He need not have
sneered. They cared for nothing but life

and relaxation from life. It was true
then and it is true now. And significant

indeed it is that here where life is at its

fullest, in all the strife and whirl, in

the very center of it all, is erected this

greatest of all temples for the relaxation
from life, and that it is a motion picture
theatre.

They call this point the crossroads of

the world. The crossroads of the world
indeed it is! But the motion picture,
knowing no barrier of distance nor bar-
rier of language, the motion picture
screen itself is the real crossroads of the
world. Under this roof, on this screen,
literally all the world, all the peoples
thereof and all the places therein, will

pass before our eyes.

The whole vast universe serves the
screen and the screen, in turn, serves the
whole vast universe. It is significant

that the nations of the earth have joined

( Continued on page 32)
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60 Independents Meeting
To Pool Hundred Theatres

Lone Bandit Gets

$5,000 in Cash
Nationwide Movement

Is Expected to Follow
New Jersey Exhibitors Pledge Action at Convention

After Seider Explains His Plan

By JOHN S. SPARGO

NEW YORK, Nov. 23.—Closely following: the endorsement of the M. P.

T. O. of New Jersey, in convention at Atlantic City last week, about sixty

theatre owners of the state, representing more than one hundred theatres, will

meet in Trenton this week for the purpose of pooling their business. Each
theatre owner will be accompanied by his attorney.

Movement Started by Seider

This movement was started at the Atlantic City convention by Joseph M.
Seider, president of the New Jersey organization and business manager of the

M. P. T. O. A., and it is expected the action of the New Jersey men will be
but the forerunner of a movement that will become nationwide.

at New
While more than two thousand pa-

trons were viewing a picture at the

Congress theatre, new L & T house in

Chicago, last Sunday night, a lone ban-
dit held up Manager Charles Darrell

and Treasurer A. C. Binenfeld and es-

caped with $5,000 from the safe.

The two officers had just placed the

receipts from Saturday afternoon and
Sunday in the safe in the office on the

mezzanine floor when the robber ap-
peared and demanded they open the door
of the strong box.

Pointing a gun at them with his right

hand, ihe stuffed the money into his

pockets with his left and backed out the

door with a warning, “Don’t start any-

thing.”

First Sunday Show Is

Standout at Manly, la.
(Special to the Herald)

MANLY, IOWA., Nov. 23.—Success
crowned the first Sunday showing here

in a long time when the Iowa Theatre
Company’s Legion played a standout.

Part of the orchestra from the Regent
at Cedar Falls played.

L. Trimbell has been transferred from
Cedar Falls to Manly as manager by M.
R. Blair, who will supervise from Cedar
Falls. The Iowa Theatres Company also

operates houses in Mason City and
Rockford, la.

September Exports
Next to Year Record

( Washington Bureau of the Herald )

WASHINGTON, Nov, 23.—September
exports of motion pictures showed an in-

crease of nearly 50 per cent over the pre-

ceding month and reached the highest fig-

ure since April, totaling more than $900,000

in value, according to a report just issued

by the Department of Commerce.
The month’s exports were made up of 4,627,-

114 feet of raw stock, worth $112,743; 584,270
feet of negatives, $122,373; 22,949,209 of posi-

tives, $634,375; and 1,368,283 shipped to non-
contiguous territories, $31,888. While the total

of 29,538,876 feet, valued at $901,379 was ex-

ceeded in April, the exports of positive film

reached a higher figure than any previous month
this year.

Shipments of positives totaling more
than 2,000,000 feet were made to Australia
in the month, while France, Spain, Canada,
Argentina and Brazil each took over 1,000,-

000 feet.

Pettijohn Installs New
Indianapolis Secretary

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Nov. 23.—C. C. Pettijohn,

chief counsel of the Film Boards of Trade,
leaves Thursday for Indianapolis to install

Miss M. McCullough as secretary of the

Film Board there, succeeding Miss Helen
Brown, resigned. Miss McCullough has
been secretary of the Kansas City board
and is succeeded there by A. L,. Menagh.
As the Indianapolis and Chicago ’territories

overlap, Joe Abramson of the Chicago
board has been instructed to attend.

Nearly all the theatre owners who will

meet at Trenton signed pledges at the
Atlantic City meeting, after having had ex-
plained to them the details of the Seider
plan. It is understood that practically un-
limited finances have been arranged for
to purchase outright any theatres in the

state that are deemed necessary to the suc-

cessful formation of the pool.

The movement was started by Seider on
the opening day of the convention. While
giving his annual report as president, he
said from the convention floor

:

“Do not find fault with Famous Players,

Loew and the Stanley Company. They are

simply doing what j'ou should have done
two years ago and what you must do
today. They are progressing. You cannot

stop the wheels of progress.

“It would be advisable that you consider

yourselves, at this meeting, not individual

theatre owners in convention assembled but

directors in a big corporation facing a big

problem. The problem in this case is com-
petition, call it encroachment, or whatever

N. J. Conventioners See

Official M. P. T. O. Film
NEW YORK, Nov. 23.—The-

atre owners attending the New
Jersey convention had the oppor-
tunity of being the first to see the
official motion pictures of the
M. P. T. O. A. Five reels of “The
Spice of Life” were shown, and
to use the expression of J. J. Har-
wood, vice-president of the Ohio
M. P. T. O., they “went over with
a bang.”

The “Spice of Life” reels are
750 to 800 feet and are filled with
entertainment of an unusually high
order. They are being made for
the M. P. T. O. A. by Louis
Jacobson in conjunction with the
“Literary Digest,” and one will be
released each week commencing
about the first of the year. Ar-
rangements for physical distribu-

tion will be made with one of the
national distributors.

name you please, but in the final analysis

it is simple competition.

“A plan will be presented to your Board
of Directors tonight, who will meet at mid-
night, and will report to the executive
session of this convention tomorrow morn-
ing promptly at ten o’clock. This plan will

equalize the advantages had by your large

circuit competitors. It will enable you to

fight fire with fire through the ability to

build building against building. It will

bring you all together into a workable unit.

It will transform a social organization into

a business unit. It will be the means of
putting you in a position to acquire the
quality product for your theatres through
the power of purchase that will make it

possible for you to retain your business.

“The fact that under the plan you
will, although a part of a large unit,
still operate your own theatre, thereby
retaining for it your personality—the
soul, if you please—as against the home
office directed manager of your ad-
versaries, is a further offset.

“The finances for this plan are available.

There will be further finances forthcoming
that will make possible an expansion pro-
gram equal to if not greater than those
now opposed to you.”

Board O. K. Understood

While nothing was given out as to what
occurred at the executive session on the

second day of the convention, it is under-
stood the Board of Directors unanimously
recommended the Seider plan as a solution

of the difficulties of the theatre owners,
brought about by what they term the en-

croachments of the lug circuits.

Seider declined to tell for publica-
tion the details of his plan for pooling,
in advance of the Trenton meeting,
but stated he had been working on the
plan for many months and that ample
finances had been arranged to carry the
amalgamation of the New Jersey thea-
tres through to a successful conclusion.

At the convention Seider announced
positively that he would retire December
1 from the position of business manager of

the M. P. T. O. A. and devote all his time
to furtherance of his plan not only in New
Jersey but throughout the entire country.

It is known Seider has been trying to re-

sign for the past several months, but the

resignation was not accepted and in the
(Continued on page 33)
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N EW YORK—Henry Ginsberg has a

new pocket cigar lighter and has com-
menced worrying about the price of gaso-
line. . . . Ernest Fredman returned from
the Coast Friday and sailed for home on
Saturday. . . . Artie Stebbins left Satur-
day for the West Coast and expects to

stay there during the winter months, not

hunting for health, but insurance. . . .

E. V. Richards sailed last week for a

South American trip. . . . Moe Finkelstein,

Fred Levy and Harry Crandall caucussed
after the Paramount theatre opening and
decided it would even do honor to Minne-
apolis, Louisville or Washington, respec-

tively. . . . Eddie Grainger is back at the

Fox offices after a week spent in Buffalo.

. . . Sidney Kent is recovering rapidly from
an appendicitis operation and will soon be
able to leave the hospital. . . . Charlie

Christie has been spending most of his

New York visit nursing a bad cold and
doesn’t like it. . . . Victor Shapiro went
to Chicago to see that everything was
made ready for an auspicious welcome to

Barbara Worth. . . . Sol Raives, New York
exhibitor and arbitration expert, journeyed
to Atlantic City to tell the Jerseyites about
the benefits of arbitration. . . . William
O’Hagen Hurst has come to life and will

handle a production to be made by Paul
Scardon. . . . Joe Rock, funny little fel-

low who makes funny little pictures, is on
his way here from the Coast. . . . Morris
Ryskind who bursts into song about every
so often has sprung a Thanksgiving paeon
all about Metro stars. . . . Joe Kennedy
who divides his time between New York
and Boston will move to California for the

winter. . . . Ned Marin is due home this

week from a trip over the Western ter-

ritory. . . . Harry Kraft, after the Para-
mount theatre opening, admitted that the

John Murray Anderson initial presentation,

was more elaborate than Kraft is putting
on in the Irving Lesser chain of theatres
down on Long Island. . . . David Loem
returned Saturday from abroad, looking
fit and happy. . . . Joe Schnitzer spent part

of last week in Canada on business for
F. B. O. . . . Jimmy Grainger, again on
the wing, is making a tour of the South-
ern territory visiting Fox exchanges and
a lot of theatre owners. . . . Lou Jacobson
attended the New Jersey convention at

Atlantic City and showed the convention-
ers five of the M. P. T. O. A. short fea-

tures. . . . Harry Reickenbach, after look-

ing over the Paramount theatre, expressed
the opinion that it is a pretty fine Nickelo-
deon. . . . Frank Cambria gets the head-
line position on the presentation end of
the new Paramount theatre, with James
R. Cowan second and John Murray Ander-
son third.

—SPARGO.

Metro-Goldwyn Declares
1% Per Cent Dividend

(Special to the Herald

)

NEW YORK, Nov. 23.—The Board
of Directors of Metro-Goldwyn Pictures
Corporation has declared a quarterly
dividend of 1 and three-quarters on the
preferred stock, payable December 15,

1926, to stockholders of record at the
close of business on November 27, 1926.

Lois Wilson and Ricardo Cortez are making scenes for “New York” perched
high on the Famous Players-Lasky set above Fifth Avenue, New York.

Gloria Swanson is hostess to Frank Wells, son of “H. G.,” and Hugh Brooks
of England, who are making a study of American production methods.
Miss Swanson is producing “Sunya” for United Artists.

George Lester of the Kings theatre, Toronto, signs for the Banner group,
while Jim Foy, left, of First National exchange supervises operations.
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South Africa Finds

Herald Want Ads Best

Worldwide appeal of the Clas-
sified Advertising Department of
the HERALD is manifested in an
advertisement appearing in this

issue. In faraway Johannesburg,
in the Transvaal, South Africa, B.
Langenfeld knew the HERALD
was the best medium for getting
in direct and immediate touch
with producers, distributors or
others interested in starting thea-
tres and him exchanges in his

country.
Mr. Langenfeld states competi-

tion is very strong and keen in

South Africa, and the population
is small and scattered, but he be-
lieves that the group he repre-

sents, with its knowledge of the
him trade is in a position to es-

tablish a prohtable business to

both producer and distributor. Mr.
Langenfeld’s advertisement will

be found in the Classihed Adver-
tising Department on Page 96.

Bureau Active in Aiding
U, S. Producers Abroad

( Washington Bureau of the Herald)

WASHINGTON, Nov. 23.—Every ef-

fort is being made to assist American
motion picture producers entering the
foreign field, it is shown by the annual
report of the Bureau of Foreign and
Domestic Commerce, just made public
by Director Julius Klein.
The report covers the fiscal year

ended June 30, last. The motion pic-

ture section under Clarence J. North
was not then in existence, the interests
of the industry being cared for in the
specialties division, with which Mr.
North was then affiliated. Mr. North
was separated from that division and
made head of the independent motion
picture section on July 1. Mr. North
was successful in materially reducing
the piracy troubles in Poland.

Bruent New President
Washington M.P.T.O.,

Sees Best Season Ahead
(Special to the Herald)

SEATTLE, Nov. 23.—H. W. Bruen,
new president of the M. P. T. O. of Wash-
ington, sees a big year ahead for the state

exhibitors organization following the con-
vention here.

New members elected include A. B.

Miller of Seattle, John T. Spickett, veteran
exhibitor of Juneau, Alaska; A. M. Fore-
man of Malden, Wash. ;

Helen I. Ramsden,
Friday Harbor; A. Clendenning, Tacoma;
Mr. Brennan of Lake Burien and Earl C.

See of Hoquiam.

Large Theatre Merger
Pushed in Australia

(Special to the Herald)

WASHINGTON, Nov. 23.—Amalga-
mation has been effected by Electric
Theatres, Associated Theatres, Hoyt’s
Proprietary, Ltd., Circuit Theatres, the
Tallis and Thring interests and several
smaller companies operating in New
South Wales, Victoria and Western Aus-
tralia. Several theatres are to be built
for the new company. The sixty sub-
urban theatres in Victoria are already
under control.

World StockCompanyWould
Solve Problem, Says Rowland

Europe Swinging to Belief U. S. Is Co-worker, Not Rival, De-

clares First National General Manager, Home—Brings

UFA Director and Two Foreign Stars

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Nov. 23.—The international stock company is the logical

plan for solution of the distribution of American pictures abroad and Euro-
pean pictures in America, according to Richard A. Rowland, general man-
ager and production chief of First National, who is now busy with prep-
arations for First National Month in January, following his return from
five weeks abroad.

Brings Director and Stars

With Mr. Rowland on his arrival were Alexander Korda, UFA director;

Maria Corda, star in German productions, and Natalie Barrache, Russian
actress, all of whom he had signed.

European producers are swinging to
the attitude that America is a co-worker
rather than rival and everywhere a con-
ciliatory spirit
was more in evi-

dence than a year
ago, Mr. Rowland
found.

“It depends up-
on us to foster
this spirit
through the
building up of an
art that is genu-
inely internation-
al,” he said. “In
the past, and to a
certain degree at

present, the Eu-
ropean feels Richard A. RowlandAmerican pic-

tures have been used as propaganda
against him. There is still a belief that
pictures of English, French, German or
Italian origin are practically boycotted
in this country. Of course, we know this

is not true. As a matter of fact, the
American exhibitor does not care who
makes his picture so long as it is good.

Some Favorites from Abroad
“Box office figures prove that we must

have outstanding personalities in order
to draw the public, but there is no rea-
son why such personalities should be ex-
clusively American. In fact, some of
the greatest favorites in this country
have come from abroad.
“American producers should from time

to time send a company, or the nucleus
of a company, abroad for the making of
pictures. In the first place, this will

give us a more varied atmosphere and a
new background and settings. We
should employ European artists as well
as American. For example, if we send
a male star we could find a feminine
leading woman or vice versa. Many of
the other artists could be selected from
the players in the country in which the
picture is being produced. In this way
screen personalities would be developed
that would be recognized not only in

their own country but in America and
all over the world.

Box Office Names Big Factor

“I see no reason why we could not
find a leading man in Germany, a lead-

ing woman in France, or England, or
Italy, or anywhere else, for that mat-
ter, and make a picture that will be
genuinely international in scope, because
it contains personalities liked by the
moving picture public of all countries
concerned.
“European producers will find that

when they have such personalities as

Pola Negri, for example, or the late

Rudolph Valentino in their productions,
there will be no difficulty in getting cir-

culation in the American market. In
fact, it would be virtually impossible to
keep their product out. One considera-
tion alone must be kept in mind, and
that is the necessity for players whose
names draw at the box office.

“I found among such men as Alexan-
der Korda, whom I regard as one of the
foremost directors of the day, a real de-
sire to understand the psychology of
American people and to learn our meth-
ods of production. American directors
may likewise profit by a familiarity with
European technique. The way to over-
come conditions in the motion picture
international market is along the path
of understanding and a realization that
in final analysis the motion picture busi-
ness is one great unit covering the world.

“I am confident that there will be an
international exchange of pictures in the
not very distant future.”

Sales Chiefs Prepare Drive
In preparation for First National

Month, the members of the sales cab-
inet, headed by Secretary-Treasurer
Samuel Spring, are now in the terri-

tories. Ned E. Depinet in the South
reports all exchanges already engaged
in obtaining early billings. Ned Marin in

the Western territory finds the K. O. Club,
honorary sales organization, a powerful
incentive to activity. A. W. Smith, Jr.,

in the East, is sponsor with his division
for an Eastern division sales tournament,
the prize to be a loving cup for above-
quota bookings during First National
Month. Cash awards are being offered
by the sales cabinet throughout the coun-
try. In addition, C. F. Candler, direc-
tor of publicity and advertising, has
issued a two-color press sheet on the
staging of First National Month.

John Fairbanks Dies
(Special to the Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Nov. 23.—John Fair-
banks, brother of Douglas Fairbanks,
died Saturday morning. He was 53 years
of age and had been ill for four years.
He associated himself with his brother
in pictures in 1918. Burial took place
in Denver.

Sunday Show Prohibited
(Special to the Herald)

ASSUMPTION, ILL., Nov. 23.—This
town must do without Sunday motion
picture shows because Mayor T. P.

Myers has discovered a 50-year old ordi-

nance that prohibits Sunday amusements.
The city council had looked with favor
on Sabbath amusements.
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Fox Opens 44What Price Glory”

DOLORES DEL RIO
(Charmaine)

VICTOR McLAGLEN
(Captain Flagg)

EDMUND LOWE
(Sergeant Quirt)

Yanks resting in the streets of Bar-le-Duc on the way to the front.

Charmaine and Flagg Kiper (Ted McNamara), Lipinsky (Sammy Cohen), Charmaine.
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“What Price Glory” Opens on
Both Coasts; Brilliant Events

Military and Civic Leaders at New York Premiere—Fox Pro-

duction Found Splendid Achievement at First

Showing at Carthay Circle in Los Angeles
(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Nov. 23.-—-The New York premiere tonight of

“What Price Glory,” Fox Film Corporation production, at the Sam H.
Harris theatre, will be one of the most brilliant functions of the season.

The long list of advance requests for tickets showed military, clerical and
civic leaders would be well represented as well as the motion picture

industry. Erno Sapee has written the musical score for the picturization

of the famous stage play by Laurence Stallings and Maxwell Anderson.

By RAY MURRAY
HOLLYWOOD, Nov. 23.

—“What Price Glory” opened in a blaze of

glory Friday night at the Carthay Circle theatre. The world premiere of

the big Fox Film spectacle brought forth the greatest gathering of society

and film celebrities that ever greeted a cinema-drama in this city. Practi-

cally every first-nighter who could obtain tickets was present.

The picture will instantly take its place among the truly great pictures

of the screen. It measures up to all the advance billing given it and is a

splendid achievement for William Fox, Winfield R. Sheehan, Sol Wurtzel,
Director Raoul Walsh and the thousands of others who made this wonder-
ful war drama possible.

No little credit must go to Malcolm Stuart Boylan, who wrote the titles

of this screen masterpiece, and to Edward P. Moran, who worked in close

touch with Director Walsh as comedy constructionist.

Brady Elected

Ontario Theatre

Owners 9 Leader
(Special to the Herald)

TORONTO, Nov. 23.—J. C. Brady
will preside over activities of the M. P.

T. O. of Ontario, for the following year,

the province’s exhibitors decided at the

annual convention last Tuesday at the

King Edward hotel here. Mr. Brady
was elected by acclamation.

Harry Alexander is vicepresident for

the coming year; S. Major, treasurer;

Roy O’Connor, secretary; Ray Lewis,
advisory secretary.

Elected to the board of directors were
H. P. Redway, Jim Joy, Sam Lent,

George Lester, 'Mrs. Moore, H. W.
Branden, Mr. Maxwell, Bill Bailey, Abe
Polakoff, H. Lester, and S. Sternberg.

Church, Civic Leaders
of Chicago at Premiere
of Eucharistic Picture

Church and civic leaders of Chicago
joined in the success-crowned premiere
of the official motion picture record of

the Twenty-eighth International Eucha-
ristic Congress which opened a four

weeks’ showing at the Illinois theatre
Sunday night.

George Cardinal Mundelein, archbishop
of Chicago, to whom the production was
presented by Fox Film Corporation, told

the audience that “in this motion pic-

ture we hope to spread the picture of

the Congress, and a good word about
Chicago, to every city and hamlet in the
world.”

Before the showing of the film tihe

boys’ chorus from St. Phillip’s Academy
sang. Thirteen hundred nuns saw the
picture at a private screening at the
theatre in the afternoon.

Mme. Kreisler Advises
Artists to Play for Films

(Special to the Herald)

BERLIN, Nov. 23. — Mme. Fritz

Kreisler, wife of the world famed vio-

linist, advises young musical artists to

seek opportunities to play in motion
picture theatres instead of on the concert
stage.

“People want their music in tabloid

form,” she said. “I believe we shall

soon see the movie orchestras inter-

change world famed conductors. Al-
ready New York, Berlin, London and
other cities have cinema orchestras
comparing favorably with the best sym-
phony aggregations. The best virtuosi

will soon be proud to play for movie
audiences.”

Great States Acquires
Eight Peoria Theatres

Eight theatres in Peoria, 111., have been
acquired by Great States Theatres, Inc.,

according to announcement by Jules
Rubens, general manager. The theatres
are the Palace, Lyceum, Madison, Ma-
jestic, Orpheum, Hippodrome, Apollo
and Duchess.

300 Theatres in Rumania
WASHINGTON.—There are 300 motion pic-

ture theatres in Rumania, thirty of them in

Bucharest, says the Department of Commerce.
America stands third in the industry there.

The unusual entertainment qualities of
“What Price Glory” stand out above all

its predecessors. There is not a lagging
moment, a false note. It is all human,
natural and tremendous in its sweep.
There are no newsreel battle scenes and
the village and French homes all bespeak
an immense expenditure of time and
money.

Cast Pronounced Splendid
The cast is a splendid one, headed by

Victor McLaglen, who as Captain
Flagg gives a wonderful interpretation
of the role. Edmund Lowe as Sergeant
Quirt deserves special praise for his fine

handling of that role, and Dolores Del
Rio was a revelation as Charmaine. This
picture will go far toward establishing
Miss Del Rio as an artiste.

It was a happy thought of the adaptor
of the play to introduce the Shanghai
and Philippine episodes. It served to
establish the two principal characters,
Captain Flagg and Sergeant Quirt, and
also introduced that clever trouper,
Phyllis Haver. Her bit as a Shanghai
lady who divorces the Army to become
engaged to the Marines was well done.

Brilliant Prolog Given

Others who deserve special mention
also are Ted McNamara, Sammy Cohen,
William V. Mong, Barry Norton, Leslie
Fenton, Mathilde Comont and August
Tollaire. Barney McGill’s photography
throughout is excellent.

Fred Miller has given the picture a
brilliant prolog. This was staged by
Jack Laughlin, and Carli Elinor’s score
helped immeasurably in putting the pic-
ture over. Raymond Hitchcock was
master of ceremonies and introduced the
cast at the conclusion of the picture.

Indiana M.P.T.O. Forms
Branches in Big Cities

(Special to the Herald)

INDIANAPOLIS, Nov. 23.—Organi-
zation work within the M. P. T. O. of
Indiana has taken a spurt under direction

of C. B. Trotter, secretary and manager.
A branch is being established in each
large city. Jean Marks of Central
Amusement Company is president of the
Indianapolis group, with Mr. Trotter sec-
retary and Roy Blair treasurer.
Miss Helen Brown is now secretary

to Mr. Trotter in the state headquarters.
Miss Brown was secretary and manager
of the Indianapolis Board of Trade and
was manager of the Indiana Arbitration
Board for four years.

North Carolina M.P.T.O.
Convenes December 13
at Charlotte for Big Meet

(Special to the Herald)

CHARLOTTE, N. C., Nov. 23.—
North Carolina exhibitors are looking
forward to their livest and largest con-
vention when the M. P. T. O. members
convene here December 13.

Chas. W. Picquet is president, J. A.
Estridge vice president, and N. L. Roy-
ster is secretary and treasurer.

“Volga Boatman” Barred
from Shanghai Theatres

(Special to the Herald)

SHANGHAI, CHINA, Nov. 23.—Cecil
B. DeMille’s “The Volga Boatman” has
been barred from theatres here under pres-
sure of the Constitutional Defense
League, which charged the Russian revo-
lutionary scenes might be provocative of
Chinese disturbances as well as rekindled
feuds between Russian Reds and Whites.
Frenchmen in the audience hurled cush-

ions at the orchestra playing the “Mar-
seillaise” and threatened to return with
more substantial missiles.

Medical Films Sanctioned
WASHINGTON.—The committee of social

welfare of the Buenos Aires city council has
authorized the showing- of medical motion pic-
tures in special sections of theatres, barring all
under 18 years of age, says the Department of
Commerce.
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Enthusiastic Audience Attends
Premiere of “Better ’Ole”

W arner Film Accompanied by Vitaphone Performance of Werrenrath,

Al Jolson and Elsie Janis—Osborne Hurt in Fall

By RAY MURRAY

H OLLYWOOD, Nov. 23.—Warner Brothers gave their second Vita-
phone program at Grauman’s Eyptian theatre Wednesday eve-
ning. “The Better ’Ole,” directed by Charles (Chuck) Riesner

and starring Syd Chaplin was given its Western Premiere and both the
Vitaphone prologue and picture were enthusiastically received by the
large first night audience.

MANY film celebrities attended, and
during the intermission showered

sincere praise upon the cast, director and
the Warner brothers.
Among those who were present were Mr. and

Mrs. Syd Chaplin, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Riesner,
Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Warner, Marcus Loew, J.
Stuart Blackton and daughter, Marian Con-
stance Blackton; Bess Meredith, Louise Dresser,
Kathleen Clifford, Jane Winton, Myrna Loy, Mr.
and Mrs. Lloyd Bacon, Marion Davies, Harry
Rapf, Irving Thalberg, Monty Banks, Mr. and
Mrs. William McAdoo, Dolores Costello, Helene
Costello, May McAvoy, Mary Philbin, Mrs. D. J.
Grauman, Mr. and Mrs. Paul L. Stein, Mr. and
Mrs. Sam Warner, Otis Harlan, Lionel Belmore.

The picture was greeted with almost
continuous applause which reached its

height when the horse episode in the
army camp was introduced. The Vita-
phone entertainment received much more
enthusastic applause than the initial pro-
gram presented several weeks ago. It

consisted of musical numbers and a
monologue, making a well balanced pro-
gram. Al Jolson in black face makeup
proved the most popular of the several
numbers offered. Elsie Janis contribu-
ted her war specialties, Reinald Werren-
rath sang two numbers, “The Long,
Long Trail” and “When I Look in the
Heart of a Rose,” with effective settings.
Eugene and Willie Howard gave their
famous vaudeville sketch, “At the Op-
era,” which went over big. George Jes-
sel contributed a Jewish monologue
which was greatly enjoyed.

* * *

Osborne Seriously Hurt

Fred Osborne, stunt aviator, was seri-

ously injured Wednesday after riding a
motorcycle over a 150-foot bluff at Hunt-
ington Palisades, North of Santa Monica.
He is in the Sawtelle Hospital with both
legs fractured. Osborne was to ride his

motorcycle over the bluff with a para-
chute attached, the parachute failed to

open and Osborne and the machine fell

to the ground. Ten days ago Osborne
saved Bobby Chase, a woman aviator,

from death when the rope of her para-
chute became fouled and he flew aloft

in another plane and cut her loose.

* * *

Doris Kenyon arrived in Hollywood
last week, completely recovered from
her illness which prevented her from
returning to California with her husband,
Milton Sills. Miss Kenyon expects to

return to work at First National Studios
this week.

* * *

FOUND—a modest press 'agent. Jack
Neville, publicity man with Metro-Gold-
wyn-Mayer Studio, is the man; he was
married ten days ago to Miss Virginia
Greenwell at the Mission Inn, Riverside.
The news has just been announced.

Sfc

Mabel Normand’s contract with the
Hal Roach Studio will be terminated
Tanuary 15th. Miss Normand has fin-

ished five pictures and will make one
more before that time. Mr. Roach
stated that the studio contract with Miss
Normand was by the picture and that
the agreement was that a maximum of

eight pictures would be made. The
studio is far ahead on its schedule. The
60-day cancellation clause in Miss Nor-
mand’s contract has been invoked.

* * *

Miss Blackton Signs With Metro
Marian Constance Blackton who has

been doing scenarios and adaptations
for Warner Brothers for the past year,
and who wrote “The Passionate Quest,”
“Hell Bent Fer Heaven,” “The Happy
Warrior,’” and others, which were di-
rected by her father, J. Stuart Blackton,
has signed with Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
studios.

* * *

Tom Reed, well known publicist, has
resigned as director of publicity at Uni-
versal City and will hereafter be con-
nected with the production end of the
business.

* * *

Estelle and Jack Entertain

Estelle Taylor and Jack Dempsey, in-

troduced as a “well-known hotel man,”
were featured attractions at the Wampas
meeting November 15. Other speakers
during the evening were: Paul Gulick,
head of Universal’s publicity depart-
ment, Maurice Demond, Charles (Chuck)
Riesner, Raquel Nieto, coloratura so-
prano, and Miss St. George, blues singer
of Station KFWB, Jack Warner, and
Acka, a trained monkey, completed the
bill. Voting on the 1926 Wampus stars

occupied the business session of the
evening.

* * *

Joe Torillo, employed by Universal,
was severely injured at Monterey, No-
vember 17, driving a racing car which
overturned during the filming of the pic-

ture, and Torillo received four fractures

of the left leg.

* * *

Dolores Del Rio gave an after theatre

party at her home following the pre-

miere of “What Price Glory” at the
Carthay Circle theatre. About 75 stars

and newspaper folk were Miss Del Rio’s

guests.
% * *

Herman Robbins, head of the National
Screen Service, arrived in town last week
to confer with his local representative,

Jack Fier. Mr. Robbins was one of the

first to alight from the new 63-hour
train from Chicago when it pulled into

the Southern Pacific station.

* * *

“The Whispering Sage,” directed by
Scott Dunlap, will be the next starring
vehicle for Buck Jones. The screen ver-
sion is now being prepared at the West
Coast Studio. Production will start De-
cember 1.

* * *

Eddie Cline, former Sennett comedy
director, and lately directing Tom Mix
for Fox, will join the Paramount staff

and direct Douglas MacLean in “Let It

Rain.”

Re-Takes
VX/ELL, there wasn’t much happening
’’around Hollywood last week. Only
two premieres and a couple o’ parties.

These premieres are all pretty much
alike — flashing spotlights — gaping
crowds—kidding the poor yokels who
have to walk the narrow gauntlet

—

leather-lunged radio announcers—crank-
ing movie cameras—some with film-
flashing flashlights—rushing press agents
—posing reluctant stars.

5*C

But speaking of “The Better ’Ole”
which had an auspicious opening at

Grauman’s Egyptian theatre last

Wednesday nite and in which Syd
Chaplin is starred, there hasn’t been as

much laughter in Sid Grauman’s shack
since Charlie Chaplin’s “Gold Rush” oc-

cupied the screen. These Chaplins seem
to corner a big portion of the humor
when it comes to comical stuff.

* * *

One matron sitting near me burst a

perfectly good evening gown and broke
one of Sid’s chairs ha-haing at Chuck
Riesner’s comedy.

* * *

And I saw a lot of gagmen hiding

behind portiers and seat backs stifling

laughs. However, the title writer of

“Better ’Ole” had a cinch. There were
so few of them.

* * *

And the other opening was “What
Price Glory” which gave us another side

of the war, a more serious side, with
tough sergeants, and stern captains,

pretty heroine and big stalwart soldiers.

* * *

And this same heroine—Miss Dolores
del Rio—had us all out to her house
afterwards. I say all, but mean all who
could get into her modest home of 14

rooms. But everybody had a good time.

Vive la Mexico!
* * *

Something New
I see where they’ve invented liquid

coal in Pittsburgh. Suppose they’ll be
selling it in pint bottles labeled genuine
“Black Diamond” by and by. Don’t get

the bottles mixed.
* * *

Foolish Expense

We are getting the annual pictures of

“salmon jumping the falls and returning

to birthplace” now. Wonder why news
reel men go to the trouble of photo-
graphing these fish every year. Why
not use last year’s negative. Personally

I can’t see much change in the salmon.
* * *

Slipping Circulation

The sale of Los Angeles newspapers
fell off 100,000 copies a day when the

Aimee case ended. It would almost pay
some enterprising sheet to invite her to

go swimming again.
* * *

Excuse us, just saw a car that looks

like “Viola” parked across the street.

* * *

Why Movie Editors Co Mad
Contributed by w. k. press agent:

"Here’s to charming Gertrude Astor:
Who said she’d kiss me if I astor,

But the pretty little witch
Would kiss none but the rich

Such as men like John Jacob Astor.”

* * *

Famous Last Words
“Give me. the neck, I prefer it.”

R. M.
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Film News

in

Pictures

PICTORIAL SECTION
of Exhibitors Herald

Issue of November 27

Stories Told

by

the Camera

Pat O’Malley launches an expedition
in search of a turkey. With him in

Puritan costume is Patricia Avery.
Technicians at the Metro studios are
responsible for the retouching.

Famous Players-Lasky signs Blanche
Le Claire to a contract the terms of
-which provide for an unusually long
period considering the limited experi-
ence of Miss Le Claire.

Alberta Vaughn completes “Uneasy
Payments” for F. B. O. She appears
with Grant Withers above in a skating
scene which is not one of the scenes in

the picture.

Clara Bow plays “Betty Lou” in the
new picture “It” adapted from a late

Elinor Glyn novel. The picture is

under way at the Famous Players-

Lasky studios.

Mae Allison weds James R. Quirk. The bridegroom is the publisher of Photoplay
magazine, a motion picture fan publication. Mrs. Quirk is under contract to Fox
Film Corporation. Her latest work is in one of the leading roles of “One Increasing

Purpose” in which Edmund Lowe has the male starring role. The ceremony took
place last week in New York, the home of both persons.
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Ice skating in November in Hollywood!! At first glimpse
you’d wonder if California has been fibbing about its

climate. But Viola Dana and her sister Shirley Mason,
F. B. O. players, explain that they play on the rink of

the artificial ice palace in Los Angeles.

Reginald Denny confers with Kerry Clarke on gags for the
Universal film, “The Cheerful Fraud,” says newspaper copy
from Hollywood. Ho hum! Conferences envelope a multi-
tude of scenarists’ odd moments. Shooting is under way,
as they say, on the production.

It’s as difficult to quit the
screen as it is to quit drinking
coffee. Agnes Ayres’ retire-

ment ends with her appear-
ance in a Pathe comedy.

Ramon Novarro and Alice Terry of Metro learn the
details regarding Chinese papyruss a piece of which
J. B. Shackleford has brought to America. Shackle-
ford accompanied Roy Chapman Andrews on his

historical expedition.

As attractive as any “Char-
maine” is Peggy Shaw as she
appears in Pathe’s “Songs of

France,” which is one of the
Melody series.

No pig’s life is safe in these pre-Thanksgiving days. Dimitri

Buchowetzki at right is directing Mae Murray in “Valencia”
at the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer lot. Left is Bruce Homerstone
who is assisting the director on the production.

Elsie Janis visits John Gilbert and Greta Garbo between
scenes in “Flesh and the Devil” at the Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer studios. The picture is under the direction of

Clarence Brown. It is adapted from “The Undying Past.”
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First National’s Salt Lake City exchange becomes installed

in its new quarters. In the inset is William F. Gordon,
branch manager. The group includes bookkeepers, bookers
and salesmen.

Sam Hardy packs in the East and entrains for the West. He
completed a role in Ben Lyon’s latest First National feature
vehicle, “Not Herbert” in New York and prepares to play
an important role in “Orchids and Ermine,” starring Colleen
Moore in California. Howard Higgin, right; Lyon, left.

Leatrice Joy, P. D. C. star,

drives first spike in the
foundation for her new
Beverly Hills home.

Roy D’Arcy who is Mae
Murray’s villain in her
latest Metro film enter-
tains radio fans.

“The Sidewalks of Holly-
wood.” Monty Banks
walks up the side of the
studio “ship” on the
Pathe set.

Albert Lewin might appear
to be Waldemar Young’s
youngest son. But in fact

both are scenarists at the
Metro lot.

Jeannie MacPherson accompanies the Cecil B. De Mille

company on location. The group are on Catalina Island
where De Mille is making scenes for “The King of Kings”
which will be distributed by Producers Distributing Cor-
poration. She is scenarist of the film.
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A. P. Relies on Veracity of M. P.

Press Agents Says Stratton
Since Co-operation ivith Hays Office Began A. P. Carries More Film

Neivs Than at Any Previous Time, Speaker Tells A. M. P. A.

By JOHN S. SPARGO

N EW YORK, Nov. 23.—L. C. Stratton, of the Associated Press,
told members of the Associated Motion Picture Advertisers at
last Thursday’s Hofbrau Haus luncheon that the Associated

Press is carrying more motion picture news today than at any previous
time in its history due not only to increased interest in news of the
film world but also to its greater reliability.

/A LD time publicity methods, it seems,
have changed. No longer are press

agents trying to fool newspaper editors,
and the results are greater confidence,
higher respect and more space.
Mr. Stratton said that since the Asso-

ciated Press started its program of co-
operation with the Hays organization
only one instance of a fictitious news
story had come to the attention of the
A. P. He said that practically the only
complaint to the A. P. came from local
motion picture editors who sometimes
declared that the increased wire and mail
service of film news is now averaging
about 1,000 words a day.

Dean Guest at Luncheon
Albert Dean, head of Paramount’s

Australian publicity staff, was also a
guest at the luncheon and was intro-

duced to the membership by Walter
Eberhardt, president of the A. M. P. A.
The “Beau Geste” Legionnaires who

are appearing at the Criterion in con-
nection with the run of that film sup-
plied some splendid entertainment at the
luncheon and drew a great hand of ap-
plause.

* He *

Salesmen to Dance
The Motion Picture Salesmen, Inc.,

will hold their Sixth Annual Dinner and
Dance, next Saturday evening, at the
Commodore Hotel.

In this affair they are going to outdo
anything they have ever done before.
There will be many novelties and sur-
prises. A gala array of brilliant and
best-known stars will be there, more so
this year than any other.

* * *

Thomas Patrick Mulrooney, assistant
manager of the foreign department of
United Artists Corporation, left last week
for a fortnight’s visit to Porto Rico,
sailing from New York on the S. S. San
Lorenzo.
“Tay Pay” will discuss with United

Artists sales managers in Porto Rico
the expansion program embracing 16 re-

leases for the current year, including the
first United Artists pictures of Gloria
Swanson, John Barrymore, Buster Kea-
ton; and Samuel Goldwyn’s presentation
of the Henry King production, “The
Winning of Barbara Worth.”

* * *

Eugene Conte, one of the musical staff

of the Cameo Music Service Corporation,

was decorated by the French Government
on Friday, November 12, with the degree

of Academic Palms, an honor very rarely

bestowed upon any other than French
subjects. Consul M. Maxine Mongendre
officiated and, after the ceremonies, a

luncheon followed on board the S. S. Paris

while at her pier in the North River.

* * *

In keeping with the late Hiram
Abrams’ established policy of promotion
of men within the United Artists’ or-
ganization, Cresson E. Smith, general
sales manager for the Midwest, an-

nounced last week the appointment of
William Rosenthal, former salesman in

the Cleveland exchange of United Art-
ists, as branch sales manager for the
Cleveland exchange.
William Shalit has been transferred to

the Eastern division as sales manager
of the Buffalo branch under Moxley Hill,

general sales manager for the East*.

New Hampshire Plants
“Magic Garden F.B.O.
Signs 4 Young Players

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Nov. 23.—New Hampshire
is planting a “Magic Garden” in honor of
the late Gene Stratton-Porter, following
the precedent set by New York, Rhode
Island, Indiana and other commonwealths.
New York’s “Magic Garden,” named after
the Stratton-Porter novel which J. Leo
Meehan is now completing in picture form
for F. B. O., is in the Adirondacks beside
Lake George. Indiana has also set up a
fifty-ton rock on the courthouse lawn at

Decatur. Rhode Island’s grove is along
the shore of Narraganset Bay.

F. B. O. also announces the signing of
four young players to five-year contracts

by Edwin King, vicepresident in charge of
production. They are Helen Foster, Danny
O’Shea, Thelma Hill and Betty Caldwell.

Rivoli to Reserve Seats
for

i(Old Ironsides” Film
(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Nov. 23.—“Old Iron-
sides,” James Cruze’s Paramount pro-
duction from Laurence Stallings’ story
of the constitution, will have its world
premiere December 6 at the Rivoli with
a new policy of reserving seats.

After November 27 the theatre will be
dark until the opening of “Old Iron-
sides” to permit a change of seating ar-

rangements, installation of new seats and
addition of a box office in the lobby.

F. & R. Staff Organizes
(Special to the Herald)

ST. PAUL, Nov. 23.—St. Paul em-
ployes of F & R have organized a
luncheon club with Hal Daigler, man-
ager of the Capitol, as president, and
Charles Roth of the Concord secretary
and Mije Mayen of the Princess as sec-
retary.

New Valentine Theatre
(Special to the Herald)

KANSAS CITY, Nov. 23.—The Valen-
tine Amusement Company will operate
the Uptown theatre in the Willet build-
ing, now under construction. Fleming-
Gilchrist Construction Company will
erect the theatre. Robert Cornall is

architect.

Government Aids
British Producing
Military Films

( Special from The Bioscope)

LONDON, Nov. 11 (By Mail).—Films
being made in Great Britain with gov-
ernment assistance are becoming more
common. Two—“The Flag Lieutenant”
and “Second to None”—have featured
the Royal Navy. The Army is assist-

ing in the production of “The Somme.”
Jeffrey Barkus and the famous writer,

Boyd Cable, will be responsible for the
latter.

* * *

“The Flag Lieutenant,” produced by
Maurice Elvey for Astra-National, is one
of Britain’s best and ought to be seen
in America. The star is Henry Ed-
wards, former Hepworth player, and his

performance is perfect.

* *

It is known that the bill to be intro-

duced into Parliament will include a
quota system commencing at 12j4 per
cent. It will surprise no one if an im-
port duty is imposed on all films enter-
ing British Dominions overseas.

* * *

According to a memorandum prepared
by W. R. Fuller, general secretary of the

C. E. A., 791 feature films were shown
in Britain from Aug. 1, 1925, to July 31,

1926. Of these 661 were of American
origin; British 28, France 27, Germany 25.

25.

European Motion Picture Co., Uni-
versal’s British branch, is now controll-

ing the distribution of the British Em-
pire News (a biweekly newsreel), and
British Screen Classics, a series of two-
reelers.

* * *

Proposals are on foot in London and
Australia for the promotion of a $25,-

000,000 company to produce Empire
films and to obtain their distribution in

the whole of Great Britain and its

colonies.
* * *

A new screen to give depth to the

picture, relieve eye-strain, and to be par-
ticularly effective for the showing of

color films has been invented by a
Glasgow man and is being put on the
market in England by Claude Friese
Greene, inventor of color cinematog-
raphy.

* * *

Miss Nell Shipman, after visiting the

Gainsborough studios, London, during
the shooting of “The Rolling Road,”
said she was impressed by the “absolute
and efficient professionalism.”

“Quiet co-ordination seemed the rule

between cast and staff,” she said. “From
a technical standpoint—outside of the

fact that the producer spoke English

—

one might have felt Hollywood to be
just outside the studio doors.”

Five Companies Receive
Film Charters in Week

(Special to the Herald)

ALBANY, Nov. 23.—Business picked
up in New York state last week in the
number of motion picture companies in-

corporated through the secretary of
state’s office. Five companies with sub-
stantial capitalization received charters.
They were: Travelogue Film Corpora-
tion, $25,000; Marham Cinema Corpora-
tion, $50,000; N. P. B. Film Producers,
Inc., $20,000; Film Safe Corporation,
$20,000; Ditmars Theatre Corporation.
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Famous Concentrates Chain
Efforts on South Atlantic

South “Sewed Up” by Formation of Publix-Saenger Theatres,

Inc.—Universal Gets Control of Fourteen in Florida

—

Stanley Operates in Delaware and D. C.

(Theatre circuits in the South Atlantic states are treated in the third article of
the series by John S. Spargo, New York news editor of the Herald, on the chief

circuits in the country. The next will appear in an early issue.)

By JOHN S. SPARGO
NEW YORK, Nov. 23.—W'hile several of the big companies that set out

some time ago to strengthen their positions in the exhibition field, by the

acquisition of great theatre chains, have been extending their operations to

various sections of the country, Famous Players-Lasky Corporation has,

to a large extent, concentrated its efforts on the South Atlantic states.

Prolific Field for Large Circuit
This section of the United States, composed of Delaware, Maryland, Dis-

trict of Columbia, Virginia, West Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina,

Georgia and Florida (to save you looking up your geography) appears to be
a prolific field for the big circuit.

“Sonny” LaMarr’s Third

Mother Is Zasu Pitts

Donald “Sonny" LaMarr has a

third mother—Zasu Pitts. In
four years he had lost two moth-
ers, the second being the late

Barbara LaMarr, who had adopted
him. His new mother is the wife
of Tom Gallery, formerly of Chi-
cago. The dispatches from Los
Angeles stated “Sonny” also has
an adopted sister, Zasu Ann.

Cotton Is Admission
Ticket in Oklahoma

(Special to the Herald)

OKLAHOMA CITY, Nov. 23.—

A

pound of cotton served as admission
wherewithal at the Ranoro theatre in

Binger one day last week and a bale
was accumulated before the show opened.

Theatre openings in Oklahoma terri-

tory include the Guthrie at Guthrie, Ray
at Snyder, Griffith Brothers’ Ritz at

Seminole (opening soon), Lew H. Wentz
at Ponca City (to be operated by FP-L),
Allen Oldham’s Dixie at Clayton, and
a new house to be erected by Wood &
Isley at Sapulpa. Remodelings include
the Majestic at El Dorado, Texas; and
the Garden and Mystic at Picher, Okla.
The Klondike at Saspamco, Texas, lost

$2,000 by fire but is being remodeled.
Tbe Osage production company has been
incorporated here.

Showing of Films to

Immigrants Is Success
(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Nov. 23.—Motion pic-

ture shows in the steerage of trans-
Atlantic vessels are daily proving suc-
cessful, following an auspicious start

with the screening of a part of the
“Abraham Lincoln” film and “Immigra-
tion,” which was made for the State of
Connecticut, aboard the Leviathan.
The industry is contributing the pic-

tures without cost to the steamship lines

under the Americanization program of
the M. P. P. D. A.

Claud Saunders Opens
Own Exploitation Office

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Nov. 23.—Claud Saunders,
who established and managed Paramount’s
exploitation department, has opened his

own advertising, exploitation and public-

ity office at 171 Madison avenue. Repre-
sentation of authors and artists, booking
and directing of pictures and designing of
lithographs are among the undertakings of
the office.

Schwartz House Opens

;

Another in Construction
(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Nov. 23.—The newest
A. H. Schwartz theatre in Brooklyn, the

Marine, opened on Thursday. Construction
work has been started on the latest play-
house in Corona, L. I.

Joint World Premieres
for Harold Lloyd9

s Next
(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Nov. 23.—Simultaneous
worldwide premieres are planned by Para-
mount early in 1927 for Harold Lloyd’s
“Mountain Boy,” now nearing completion.

For the past several years the South has
been considered the stronghold of Para-
mount, and a couple of weeks ago the an-
nouncement of another big affiliation was
made, which, in the words of the average
film man, “sews up the South” for this

company. This was the formation of a new
corporation called the Publix-Saenger
Theatres, Inc., to operate in twelve South-
ern states.

Four in South Atlantic Group
Four of these states are in the South

Atlantic group, and while the Saenger
Theatres, Inc., which joined with Publix
for the formation of the new theatre
controlling corporation, has not before
operated in these four states, the group
of theatres already controlled here by
Paramount (or Publix) is of such magni-
tude as to justify the “sewing-up” belief.

Universal is the only other of the dis-

tributing companies in the theatre own-
ing business that has so far invaded the
South. So far Universal has commenced
the accumulation of theatres in but one
South Atlantic state. This is Florida,
where Universal has obtained control of
a chain of fourteen theatres. Rumors
are current that negotiations are on for

the acquiring of a number of small
chains in others of these states, to aug-
ment the Florida houses.
The third big theatre circuit owning

company to be represented in the South
Atlantic states is the Stanley company,
which so far has not extended its opera-
tions further than Delaware and the Dis-
trict of Columbia. By the acquisition of
the controlling interest in the Crandall
chain in these two sections, the Stanley
Company, through its subsidiary, the
Stanley-Crandall Corporation, is now op-
erating fourteen important theatres.

Following, given by states, are the
principal theatre circuits of the South
Atlantic states:

GEORGIA
Famous Players (Publix)

Atlanta, Forsyth, Howard, Rialto.

Augusta, Imperial, New Modjeska, Ri-

alto, Strand.
Columbus, Grand, Opera House, Ri-

alto.

Macon, Capitol, Criterion, Grand, Ri-
alto.

Savannah, Arcadia, Odeon, Lucas, Bi-

jou.

FLORIDA
Famous Players (Publix

)

Tampa, Franklin, Grand, Strand, Vic-
tory.

West Palm Beach, Kettler, Rialto,

Stanley.
Winter Haven, Williamson, Grand.
Cocoa, Aladdin.
Daytona, Crystal, Vivian.
Daytona Beach, Florida.
Ft. Lauderdale, Queen, Sunset.
Gainesville, Baird, Lyric.
Jacksonville, Arcade, Republic, Imper-

ial, Palace, Rialto, Duval.
Lakeland, Casino, Palace, Strand, Au-

ditorium.
Lakeworth, Liberty, Oakley.
Miami Beach, Community, Airdrome,

Fairbax, Fotasho, Hippodrome, Para-
mount, Strand.
New Smyrna, Victoria.
Ocalo, Dixie, Temple.
Palm Beach, Beaux Arts, Garden.
Sanford, Milane, Princess, Star.

St. Petersburg, Grand, La Plaza, Pheil,

Rex.
Palatka, Grand, Howell.

Universal
Arcadia, Star.
Bradentown, Palace.
Deland, Athens, Dreka.
Orlando, American, Beacham, Grand,

Phillips, Ark.
Miami, Capitol.
Leesburg, Palace.
Lake City, Grand.
Plant City, Capitol.

Sarasota, Sarasota, Edwards.

St. Augustine, Jefferson, Orpheum.
Dade City, Crescent.

Winter Park, Baby Grand.

Ft. Myers, Arcade, Omar, Royal, Air-
drome.
Kissimmee, Arcade.

NORTH CAROLINA
Wilby-Baum Circuit

Greensboro, National, Imperial, Grand.

Durham, Paris, Orpheum, Savoy.

Fayetteville, Savoy, Broadway.
Raleigh, State, Superba.

Southern Enterprises (Publix)
Charlotte, Imperial, Alhambra.
Asheville, Imperial, Plaza, Strand.

SOUTH CAROLINA
Southern Enterprises (Publix)
Greenville, Carolina, Rivoli, Egyptian.

Anderson, Imperial, Strand.

Columbia, Imperial.
(Continued on next page)
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CutFilm Imports from America,
Imperial Conference Told

Subcommittee Proposes Tariff and Quota Restrictions—Warns British

Producers They Must Make Worthy Pictures

(Special to the Herald)

LONDON, Nov. 23.—Importation of American motion pictures into

England and the British dominions would be drastically reduced
under the recommendations of the general economic subcommittee

of the imperial conference last week.

O EPARATE action by each dominion
*-' was proposed, with special recom-
mendations for special cases in the indi-

vidual dominions to apply tariff and
quota restrictions against American pro-
ductions. In the case of England it is

believed immediate action will be taken
on the report.

Legislation against block booking is

one of the four leading proposals of the
subcommittee. The other three are:
High tariff duties on foreign pictures.
Requirements for exhibition of a cer-

tain number of empire productions, a
minimum being stated.

Sufficient preference or free entry of
films produced within the empire.
The subcommittee also urges restraint

upon the advertising and publicity ac-
companying American pictures, so as to
prohibit propaganda as well as to limit

educational influence of the imported
productions.

While recommending the above meth-
ods of restricting imports from America,
the subcommittee warns the British pro-
ducers that if they are to expect a prof-
itable business they must make pictures
worthy of competing with the American
product. The committeemen advise the
British makers of pictures that they must
show resourcefulness and ability equal
to that of the Americans. They are also
urged to produce films to familiarize
children with the life and character of
the empire.

Hays Pays Tribute to

Famous Players Heads
( Continued from page 20)

with us in celebrating this occasion and
thirty-seven of those nations are partici-

pating.

The motion picture business is a
unique business. It is utterly different

from any other in the world. The mak-
ing and displaying of motion pictures is

a commercial enterprise. It must be as

every other business must be in order
to endure and progress. But the ware
in which we deal is not a dead and inan-
imate thing like a pair of shoes or a hat;
it is not a few thousand feet of celluloid

ribbon on which with what skill we pos-
sess we register a series of photographs.
No! It is a living, breathing thing

—

with immeasurable influence upon the

ideas and ideals, the customs and cos-
tumes, the hopes and the ambitions of

millions of men, women and children.
And we do not forget that by our op-
portunities are our responsibilities meas-
ured.

The motion picture is the silent agent
of understanding. It is teaching all men
to know each other better. Speaking the
language of all, it takes the message of

peace and friendship to all. And this is

important for when we know each other
we do not hate, and when we do not
hate we do not make war.

In this audience tonight sits the man
who first conceived the idea. A thousand

years from now men will revere the

name of the man who gave us this price-

less gift-—Thomas A. Edison. I would
salute him as the master miracle-worker
of the age, the man who has made the
dreams of the world come true.

I salute you, Mr. Mayor, who per-

sonify not only this great city but the
success that can come to its sons.

Tribute to Officers

I salute you, Mr. Zukor. Every suc-
cess is the shadow of an individual and
what a thrill you must feel tonight
when you see this magnificent structure,

this structure that shadows built, shad-
ows and your courage and ability, and
see this magnificent audience, all as liv-

ing proof that your dream of seven
years has come true.

And I salute you, Mr. Lasky, master
of your profession who have supplied
and will supply the great product.
And you, Mr. Katz, in the great priv-

ilege that is to be yours to manage this,

the fountain head of the Publix Theatres
in their great service.

I congratulate you all. You have cre-
ated beauty and the creation of beauty
is art. You have had practical concep-
tions of service and these conceptions
have been put into practice. You are
benefactors of your fellow men.

Again I congratulate you. On behalf
of the great motion picture industry I

congratulate you. On behalf of the pub-
lic whom you serve I thank you. I can
wish you no greater success than that
the motion picture will well perform its

own great service in this, the Paramount
Theatre.

Canada Wants Quota
To Aid Own Pictures

Canada does not desire a film quota
scheme in common with all the other
Dominions of the Empire. This was
brought out at the Imperial Conference,
in London, and it was reflected in state-

ments by Canadian officials, says a dispatch
from Ottawa.

What Canada does want is co-operation
with the other Dominions 1 in film distribu-

tion and also an Empire ruling that pic-

tures made on Empire soil with a certain

percentage of British capital and cast shall

be accepted as British pictures under any
quota plan that may be adopted by the

United Kingdom or any Dominion. This

would do much toward encouraging a film

industry in Canada, it is believed there.

Theatre Fire Checked
(Special to the Herald)

IRON MOUNTAIN, MICH, Nov. 23.—

Speedy work by firemen saved the Cozy

theatre and the entire block after an over-

heated stovepipe caused a fire in the the-

atre building. Loss was $300.

Famous Concentrates
in South Atlantic Area

( Continued from page 3D
Greenwood, Pastime, Liberty.
Spartansburg, Rex, Strand.
Sumter, Rex.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Stanley-Crandall Corp.

Washington, Ambassador, Apollo,
Avenue Grand, Central, Lincoln, Metro-
politan, Savoy, York, Tivoli, Home.

DELAWARE
Stanley Company of America
Wilmington, Arcadia, Majestic, Queen,

Aldine.

VIRGINIA
Jake Wells Circuit (Wilmer &

Vincent

)

Norfolk, Strand, American, Wells,
Norva.
Ocean View, Casino.
Richmond, Bijou, Colonial, Isis,

Odeon, Broadway.

WEST VIRGINIA
United Theatres Enterprises

Huntington, Lyric, State, Orpheum.
Charleston, Capitol.
Midelburg, Logan, Omar, Ethel,

Holden.
Williamson, Cinderella.
Bluefield, Colonial, Rialto.

3,000 French Theatres
Show Films Year Around

( Washington Bureau of the Herald)

WASHINGTON, Nov. 23.—Approx-
imately 3,000 theatres in France show
motion pictures all the year around,
according to advices just received at the
Department of Commerce from Trade
Commissioner G. R. Canty, Paris. A
vast majority of these seat less than 500.

American motion pictures constitute

about 75 per cent of all pictures exhib-
ited. But the French market for motion
picture projectors is dominated by the

French and German products.

Sunday Shows Barred
Despite Benton’s Plea

(Special to the Herald)

ALBANY, Nov. 23.—A proposal for

Sunday motion picture shows in Mechan-
icville, N. Y., was downed last week
when several ministers appeared before
the city council and spoke against re-

ferring the question to voters of the city.

Among those who opposed the submis-
sion of the question was Mayor George
L. Slingerland. The proposition had
been advanced by William E. Benton, of

Saratoga Springs, owner of several mo-
tion picture theatres.

Tiffany Mgrs. Change
(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Nov. 23.—W. G. Smith
has been transferred from the New
Haven exchange of Tiffany to manage
the Pittsburgh office. Isadore Cobe,

Boston salesman, takes the New Haven
post.

London Warners Moves
(Special to the Herald)

LONDON, Nov. 23.—Warner Broth-
ers, Ltd., which has absorbed Vitagraph,

Ltd., is now in new quarters at 13-14

Newman street. All five floors of the

building will be occupied by Warner
Brothers.
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Scenes from ‘‘Michael Strogoff,” French production given its premiere recently at the Rialto in Washington by Universal.
Left: Ivan Mokine (Strogoff), Jeanne Brindeau and Chakatouny. Center: E. Gaidaroff as Czar Alexander the Second.
Right: Ivan Mokine and Nathlie de Kovanko.

60 Independents Meet
to Pool Their Theatres

( Continued from page 21)

absence of any one being selected to relieve

him, he has continued. He will still retain

his position as chairman of the adminis-
trative committee, but on December 1 the
duties of business manager will be handed
over to Michael J. O’Toole, former presi-
dent, who for the past six months has been
associated with Seider at National Head-
quarters.

Penfield and Raives Speak
The subject of arbitration was taken up

at the convention and addresses were made
by C. M. Penfield of the Arbitration
Society of America and Sol Raives, New
York theatre owner who became the recog-
nized exhibitor expert on the matter.
A resolution was adopted directing the

Arbitration Society of America to propose
to the Chamber of Commerce of the United
States, and the State Chamber of New
York and New Jersey, that since all seem
in accord on the principles of arbitration,
they bring about some method of arbitra-
tion as practiced in the motion picture in-

dustry. It was also recommended that the
National Organization become a member
of the Arbitration Society of America.
A call had been issued for a meeting of

the National Administrative Committee to
be held in Atlantic City at the same time
as the convention, but through the inability
of several of the members to be present,
this was not held. The only two members
present were J. J. Harwood, vicepresident
of the Ohio M. P. T. O. and Seider.

Columbia to Handle 4
Series of Artelass

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Nov. 23.—Jack Cohn,
treasurer, Columbia Pictures Corporation,
signed contracts last week with Louis
Weiss, representing Artclass Pictures, pro-
viding for distribution by Columbia of four
series of Artclass Westerns in the Middle
West.

George Eastman Guest
George Eastman of Rochester, N. Y.,

was the guest of Mary Garden in Chi-
cago Saturday at her matinee perform-
ance of “Resurrection” with the Chicago
Civic Opera company at the Auditorium.

Macklyn Arbuckle Is III
(Special to the Herald)

OGDENSBURG, N. Y„ Nov 23.—
Macklyn Arbuckle, screen and stage
star, is seriously ill at the home of his
parents in Waddington.

Exhibitors at

N. J. Meeting

Following is the roster of exhibitors at-

tending the convention, together with the
number of theatres they own

:

W. C. Hunt, Hunts, Wildwood, N. J., twelve
theatres; Ben Schindler, Victoria, Camden, five;
Don Sobelson, Empire, Bayonne, three; J. J.
Thompson, same; Frederick Unger, West End,
Newark, one; Jack Van Epps, Fort Lee, Fort
Lee, one; E. Thornton Kelly, Grant Lee, Fort
Lee, two ; Mr. Louis Rosenthal, Palace, Orange,
six; Walter H. Olden, Princeton, one; Morris
Feldman, Grand Palace, Newark, one; Frank L.
Warren, Garden, Princeton, one; Peter Adams,
U. S., Patterson, two; Ben Davis, Colonial, New-
ark, one; D. Snaper, Strand, New Brunswick,
eight; S. Romm, Broadway Palace, Palmyra, one.

A. W. Hill, Rialto, Woodbury, one; R. Schwei-
ger, Broad, Pensgrove, one; George Brennan, Or-
!>heum , Jersey City, one; Maurice Ross, Palace
Lakewood, one; Ben Harris, Hill, Newark, one;
H. Osterman, Grand Palace, Newark, one; M. M.
Kridel, Congress, Newark, one; Ben Amsterdam,
Bridgeton, one; I. Zatkin, Standard, Camden, one;
L. Linker, Bridgeton, one; Jacob B. Fox, Fox,
Riverside, Stanley, five; Mr. J. T. Howell, Play-
house, Dover, two; I. A. Roth, Lyons Park, Mor-
ristown, four.

James Ferrara, Majestic, Landersville, one; Mr.
Arthur B. Smith, Genwick, Salem, one; L. Pei-
zor. New Century, Audubon, one; A. W. Kees, New
Century, Audubon, one; Sidney Samuelson, New-
ton, Newton, two ; Chas. Hildinger, Trenton, Tren-
ton, twelve; Harry K. Hecht, Rialto, Passaic
eight; Louis H. Gold, Rivoli, Newark, four; Milton
Kitsy, Rivoli, Paterson, one; J. Bernstein, State,
Jersey City, one ; Henry P. Nelson, Capitol, Eliza-
beth, three.

A. F. Reddy, Liberty, Plainfield, one; Louis
Gerofky, Court, Somervile, one; Sam Frank, Pal-
ace, Hammonton, one; Geo. W. Lessy, Collings-
wood, Co Ringswood, one; Oscar Neufeld, East Coast
Theatres Co., Philadelphia, one; Maurice Gold,
Cameo, Newark, four; J. G. Keal, State, Jersey
City, one; Leon Rosenblatt, Lyceum, Bayonne,
N. J., two; and J. M. Seider, one; Samuel Stiefel,
Philadelphia, Pa., five.

Grainger’s Son Directing
(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Nov. 23.—James Ed-
mund Grainger, son of James R. Grainger,
general salesmanager of Fox Films, is

now assistant to Allan Dwan, who is

directing “The Music Master.”

Seeks Wells Film Maker
(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Nov. 23.—Edward Godal
of London is here negotiating for pro-
duction of H. G. Wells’ “The Peace of
the World.”

Alma Rubens Recovering
(Special to the Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Nov. 23.—Alma Ru-
bens, Fox star who was operated on
Friday, is convalescing at Queen of
Angeles hospital.

P.D.C. Success Series
to Go in All Saenger
Theatres, Morgan Says

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Nov. 23.—Salesmanager
Morgan of Producers Distributing Corpor-
ation returned last week with the announce-
ment that the Success Series of De Mille-
Metropolitan Pictures will be shown in all

the Saenger theatres and the affiliated

houses.

The cities and towns in the deal are: Alexan-
dria, Monroe, New Orleans, Shreveport, Baton
Rouge, Crowley, Franklin, Jennings, Lafayette,
Lake Charles, Plaquemine, Ruston, Vinton, Houma,
Bunkie, Donaldson, New Iberia, Rayne and The-
bodaux, all in Louisiana ; Biloxi, Clarksdale,
Greenville, Greenwood, Hattiesburg, Meridian,
Natchez, Vicksburg, Columbus, Gulfport, Jackson,
McComb, Brookhaven, Tupelo, Laurel, all in Miss-

issippi; Helena, Pine Bluff, in Arkansas; Pensacola,
Florida ; Texarkana, Port Arthur, Beaumont,
Houston and Orange, Texas.

Three Fox Releases from
Novels, Three from Plays

( Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Nov. 23.—Six pictures to

be released by Fox Films in December and

January include three from novels and

three from stage productions. In the first

group are Zane Grey’s “The Last Trail,”

with Tom Mix (Mix’s “The Canyon of

Light” previously had been announced for

December 5) ;
“Summer Bachelors,” from

Warner Fabian’s story and to be released

December 26 ;
and A. S. M. Hutchinson’s

“One Increasing Purpose,” January 2.

The pictures from stage plays are

“Bertha, the Sewing Machine Girl,” De-
cember 19; “The Monkey Talks,” Janu-
ary 9, and “The Auctioneer,” January 16.

Hoyt Receives Warner
Directorial Contract

(Special to the Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Nov. 23.—Harry 0.

Hoyt has signed a long term contract with
Warner Brothers. Howard Bretherton has
been promoted to a full fledged director.

Robert Hopkins has signed a long term
contract with the company as a title

writer.

Hodges to Build; Black
and Harrison Buy House

(Special to the Herald)

MERKEL, TEX., Nov. 23.—H. T.
Hodges has purchased two lots and will
erect a modern theatre on the site.

E. L. Black and J. W. Harrison have
purchased the Queen theatre at Celina,
Tex.
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GET SET FOR LAUGH MONTH
January Campaign
Needs Exhibitor Aid

T won’t be long now!
January’s the time and it’s

quite in line right now to try

out your pet smiles, pick the best

ones, and save them for cultivation

into full spanned guffaws for Laugh
Month.

Fifty leaders in the Short Features

field met last Wednesday at a lunch-

eon in the Hotel Lorraine, New York,

and designated January as the month
to assemble every force in the indus-

try for a mass attack on the cohorts of

Oid Man Gloom.
An even greater campaign than last

year’s is to be waged, as indicated by
the speakers, including Will H. Hays,
who offered the full support of the

M. P. P. D. A. Among those from film

companies who spoke were: P. A.

Parsons, president of the Short Fea-

tures Advertisers Association; Elmer
Pearson, Pathe; Earle W. Hammons,
Educational, Gordon S. White, Edu-
cational; Charles Christie and Simon
Rowson, Ideal Films, Ltd., London.

Mr. Rowson said Ideal Films sup-

plied Short Features to three thou-

sand of the 3,500 theatres in England.
Mr. White reviewed the results of

last year’s Laugh Month.

All present agreed that by united
effort this year’s campaign can eclipse

the success of last season’s Laugh
Month. In the final analysis the re-

sults are fully dependent upon the ac-

tive cooperation of the exhibitors,

who will profit in direct proportion
to the efforts they give.

So get set for Laugh Month!
* * *

Mixed Programs Mean
Straight Line to B. O.

WHILE “grab bag” picking of

short features is definitely

relegated to the days of “used
to be,” how many individual exhibi-

tors take into consideration the sub-
ject matter in the long feature when
booking their short product for the
same week? It is not only a matter
of obtaining good material, but also

of getting the right kind of good ma-

terial, to avoid a topheavy program.
Comment was made some time ago

on this page regarding a program
seen in which pugilists were rebound-
ing from the canvas—-or staying put
—in a steady procession throughout
the two hours of the show. If a spec-

ial all-pugilism week—or whatnot—

-

is intended well and good, but then
the exploitation and advertising

should so state, in the consensus of

showmen who can point to filled

houses as proof of their wisdom. If

that is not the plan, and the program
becomes onesided by happenstance
and without concomitant exploita-

tion, the exhibitor has only himself

to blame if the orchestra finds itself

playing a concert exclusively for its

own entertainment.

If the long feature is ostensibly a

comedy, there is a likelihood of

greater audience enjoyment out of a

short Western or scenic immediately
preceding or following it. If the long

feature is a Western, then a comedy
or comedy cartoon deserves an im-

portant place in the program. If the

long feature is in color, a short scenic

in color would have more attractive-

ness on another program.
All this is predicated on the sup-

position that the exhibitor knows the

long feature is a good one. If reports

in “What the Picture Did For Me”
from showmen who have run the long

picture earlier show it is not of big

caliber, then a short feature of the

same type may save the show.
* -

35- *

Alfred Weiss Back
As Red Seal Head

RETURN of' Alfred Weiss to the

industry as president of Red
l. Seal and Out-of-the-Inkwell

brings back a familiar and import-

ant figure in distribution in the days

of the Goldwyn company, of which
Mr. Weiss was vicepresident after

having a part in the progress of

the corporation. With Mr. Weiss

at the helm of both Red Seal and Out-

of-the-Inkwell and with Max Flei-

scher as vicepresident of each com-

pany, an expansion of product will be

one of the moves under the new con-

trol.

Short Feature Creed
Given in House Organ

THE creed of the wideawake
exhibitor who makes the most
of his Short Features is ex-

pressed by the manager of the Pal-

ace at Hamilton, Ohio, in the house
organ in connection with the showing
of “The Blue Boy.” The paragraph
read in part as follows:

“There was a time when a comedy,
news reel or scenic was used as a

‘chaser’ or merely to fill up minutes
in a program. Not much attention

was paid to the merit of the subject

so long as it filled in ten or twenty
minutes, with a short ‘fpature pic-

ture.’ Conditions are different now in

well regulated theatres. Astute man-
agers have come to learn that good
comedies and unusually attractive

novelty reels are appreciated by the

public.”

It is safe to conclude that the Pal-

ace belongs in the category of “well

regulated theatres.”
* # *

Alf Goulding Returns
To Hal Roach Comedies

S
IGNING of Alf Goulding, di-

rector, by Hal Roach is another
forward step by the Pathe com-

edy producer in gathering a number
of well known names to his staff of

Short Feature makers and players.

“Idea specialist” is the inspired defi-

nition given to Goulding’s new work,
which really means adding story

ideas and directorial gags to the prod-

uct. Goulding directed Harold Lloyd
in some of his earliest pictures,

brought out Snub Pollard, and has

been with Sennett and Metro-Gold-
wyn-Mayer. His first work under his

resumed service with Hal Roach is

on the Mabel Normand comedies.
•K- * *

Second Series of

“Collegians” Planned

ASECOND series of ten Short

Features under the title of

“The Collegians” is to be

made. Universal announces, following

prerelease showing in the present

series written by Carl Laemmle, Jr.
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Mildred Orr was one of the entrants in

the Film Fun-ny Girl Contest, just

concluded. The winner, still to be

announced, will be given a four weeks’

trial at the Christie studios in Billy

Dooley comedies, released by Educa-

tional. Miss Orr lives in Wichita,

Kan.

Castle Releases

Six in December;
Three Novelties

There is an abundance of variety in

Castle Films’ releases for December. A
Castle Novelty, “We Must Be Ihrilled,

’

is the first on the list and shows a series

of “thrillers” photographed in Europe and

America. Seven fast action subjects are

included in “Short Shots” No. 6, which will

be released December 10.

“Rainbow,” an Indian picture photo-

graphed in New Mexico, is the second

Castle Novelty for the month. Ten thou-

sand feet of negative was exposed, says

Castle Films headquarters, to produce this

single reel, which portrays the old and
new homes of the Indians, their dances

and the warriors, their squaws and pa-

pooses.

In “Short Shots” No. 7, out December
24, which is the last issue for the year,

there is another angle on “thrill” stuff. A
week later comes “My Word ! London,”
another novelty, with titling in a humorous
vein as indicated. “Bride of the Falls,” a

Castle Music Legend, photographed in the

Valley of the Yosemite, is also a December
release.

New Helen and Warren
“The Last Ward,” a Helen and Warren

comedy, adapted by Fox Films from the

series of married life stories written by

Mabel Herbert Urner, now appearing in

more than 800 newspapers throughout
America, has just been started at the com-
pany’s West Coast Studios. The cast,

directed by Thomas Buckingham, includes

Kathryn Perry, Allan Forrest, who played
a leading’ role in “Summer Bachelors,’

Howard Truesdale and Heinie Conklin.

Plan for Second Laugh Month
Gets Headstart at Luncheon

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Nov. 23.—The second annual Laugh Month was auspi-

ciously launched last week at a luncheon held at the Hotel Lorraine, which
was attended not only by almost every film man in New York interested

in the welfare of the short feature, but also by a number of others whose
interests are not largely confined to this form of entertainment.

P. A. Parsons of Pathe served as
toastmaster, and after explaining the ob-
ject of the gathering and briefly outlin-

ing the plans of the Short Features Ad-
vertising Association, called on Gordon
S. White of Educational. Mr. White
told briefly of the successful efforts of

the association to enlist the active and
financial support of all the distributing
companies handling short features.

His report showed those who had
joined in pledging money in various
amounts for meeting the expenses nec-
essary to carrying out the plans to a
successful issue.

Simon Rowson Speaks

Simon Rowson of London, who is

president of Ideal Films, made an inter-

esting talk. He told of the status of the
short feature in Great Britain and the
success of his company and other dis-

tributors in gaining for the short reel a
proper recognition in the theatre pro-
grams.

Will H. Hays offered the Association
quarters in his offices and promised
every support that the Motion Picture
Producers and Distributors could give.

Mr. Hays said in part:

The short subject is as important to

a theatre as a tie and collar and shirt to
a well-dressed man.

The news reel, the comedy, the serial,

the novelty picture, the travel picture are
a definite part of motion picture enter-
tainment.

Many theatre owners realize the value
of short subjects and advertise them.

Unfortunately many theatre owners
are prone to advertise the feature and
add “also a comedy, news events and
novelties.”

The quality of two features in two dif-

ferent theatres being equal, the motion
picture patron will go to the theatre that
advertises most interestingly its short
subjects.

All that theatre owners need is proper
instruction, in order to get the most out
of their entire programs.

The object of this meeting is to organ-
ize to help the exhibitor advertise his
short subjects more effectively.

“Laugh Month” last year was an
auspicious start. The idea should be car-
ried on.

The Motion Picture Producers and
Distributors of America, of course, are
in full sympathy with the movement and
will give every assistance.

Other speakers were Elmer Pearson,
Pathe; E. W. Hammons, Educational;
Robert E. Sherwood, of Life, and
Charles Christie.

Alfred Weiss, New Red Seal
Head, Was Goldwyn Official

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Nov. 23.—The change in control of Red Seal Pictures Cor-
poration and Out of the Inkwell Corporation brings back actively into the
motion picture field a pioneer of the industry who has kept abreast of its

progress. That man is Alfred Weiss, the new president of Red Seal and
Inkwell. Mr. Weiss paid $218,000 of the liabilities, Red Seal announces, and
furthermore provided ample working capital to carry out the schedule of

releases in addition to certain contemplated innovations in the near future.

Red Seal is now operating twenty-one exchanges and new ones wiR be added
as quickly as possible.

high class box office attractions. Later he
was vice-president of the original Goldwyn
Distributing Corporation, directing its poli-

cies to the extent that almost overnight it

was a leader.

He continued for quite a few years until

his many large outside interests made it

necessary for him to dispose of his large

holdings in the original Goldwyn company.
Two of his many activities today are the

Agfa Raw Film Corporation, of which he
is president, and the American Multi Color
Corporation, of which he is also president.

Alfred Weiss’ insistence on quality of

product and understanding of exhibitor

problems means that this reorganization of

Red Seal will make available a class of

short features of value and originality.

Max Fleischer has been elected vicepresi-

dent of both corporations in charge of pro-
duction. The names of Max Fleischer and
his Inkwell clown with his antics are known
all over the world. Fleischer is an artist

with originality and ingenuity.

TIJACK in the days of the General Film
Company he was already a factor, oper-

ating his own exchange under a Patents

Alfred Weiss Max Fleischer

Company license. He was one of the

originators of the Triangle Film Corpora-
tion, which in its time was standard for
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Publix Opens Paramount Theatre
Presentation
In New Home;
Program Long

Several Specialties Set Into Open-
ing Night’s Bill— Merit

Varied

NEW YORK, Nov. 23.—Presen-

tation entered its largest and newest
home last Friday night when Publix
Theatres opened the new Paramount
theatre in Times Square. Probably
to many the most impressive ele-

ment of the evening’s entertainment
was the intangible element embod-
ied in reflection upon the develop-
ment of today’s stage presentations
from the illustrated songs of the
youth of the motion picture theatre.
As was to be expected of a more or

less hurried opening program, not every-
thing went smoothly. But the enthu-
siastic crowd that filled the huge house
was generous of applause for each part
of the bill. First-night enthusiasm aside,

merit of performance in the stage fea-
tures varied considerably. Outstanding
in the other-than-film parts of the entire
program was the work of Helen Yorke,
coloratura soprano, and Jesse Crawford,
organist. The program in its entirely
was very long.

Few Flaws in Opening Bill

John Murray Anderson created the
long stage presentation. Working in it

were a few people who have worked in

other Publix units. But most of the peo-
ple in the unit, titled “A Pageant of
Progress,” were newcomers to the pres-
entation field.

Some of the effects in this long section
of the bill were marred by the faulty
lighting that was inevitable, considering
the brief time all concerned had to work
out effects. These flaws were few and
forgivable. The lighting and handling
equipment of the stage is elaborate, and
when the possibilities of all this are de-
veloped the house should offer some
great scenic effects.

Rivoli Bills to Be Altered
In another column on this page the

program is reported in detail. The Pub-
lix Rivoli will also show a unit presenta-
tion this week, and then will discontinue
this type stage show. Long-run pictures,
probably augmented by some kind of
prologue or brief presentation, will be
the policy of the house hereafter.

Complete Story of

Paramount Theatre
The ‘‘Herald’’ covers the Para-

mount opening this week in the

following departments:

NEWS—Stories by Martin J.

Quigley and John S. Spargo,
printed in fore pages of this sec-

tion.

BETTER THEATRES—Com-
plete story of building, illustrated

by exxclusive photographs made
by “Herald” photographers, in

Section II.

PRESENTATION ACTS —
Story and report on opening per-

formance by A1 Barr, beginning
on this page.

Peggy English Working
in Rivoli Presentation

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Nov. 23.—Peggy English,

who less than a year ago played her first

picture house date, at McVickers in Chi-

cago, is in the show at the Rivoli this week.
Following she will play a three-week en-

gagement in Detroit.

Miss English came out of an entertain-

ment field that is not allied with nor
similar to the presentation field and suc-

cessfully played the B. & K. and L. & T.

houses in Chicago and later played other
major cities of the Middle West. Later
she moved East by way of Detroit, Phila-

delphia and Boston. The Rivoli is the first

Broadway presentation house she has
played.

Frank Bannister Enters
Field of Presentation

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Nov. 23.—Frank Ban-
nister Productions, William Green general

manager, has added the presentation field

to the list of areas of activity and is

booking “Melody Love,” a unit presenta-

tion, starring John Mendelssohn and fea-

turing Eileen Hoyt, Jean McGee, Robert
Duenweg and the Melody Love Singers.

“Melody Love” is the first Bannister

presentation created for picture house

showing. The office also produces for

cafes—as the Cafe Avalon—and for vaude-

ville. The picture house offerings are

especially designed to meet the needs of

the presentation stage.

Anderson Is

Producer of
Opening Unit

Three-Section Presentation Is Big

Feature of Initial Stage

Program

By AL BARR
NEW YORK, Nov. 23.—Prompt-

ly at 9 :00 p. m. last Friday night the
Paramount program began with an
organ concert of three popular songs—"Because I Love You,” “Hello,

Aloha” and “Cherie.” All were well

played and put the audience into an
even happier frame of mind than
had prevailed just previously.

Following this the main curtain was
raised revealing deep-purple-lighted draw
curtains, which when parted revealed a
five-performer patriotic tableau. The
orchestra went into the opening strains

of “The Star Spangled Banner,” which
was sung by the featured member of

the tableau, Marguerite Ringo.
Speeches by a number of celebrities

followed. The house broke into loud
and greatly prolonged applause when
Thomas A. Edison, seated in a main
floor box, was introduced.
Overture, “1812,” by an orchestra the members

of which obviously had had too little rehearsal.
The number was draggily played, with many
errors. However, the audience was kindly and
gave the offering a nice hand.

Following the overture was Helen Yorke, cola-
tura soprano who has been featured in many other
Publix houses. A rich red drape at three in the
center of which was a stained-glass-window panel
lighted from behind and on each side of which
was a censer-type lamp was the mounting for

Miss Yorke. She sang with admirable assurance
and ability a classic number that was accorded a

great hand.
Next on the program was the newsreel, con-

taining military shots especially made for the oc-
casion by International and Pathe.
The next number was a specialty for opening

night only, Maurice and Eleanora Ambrose as-

sisted by the Argentine Orchestra. The team
opened with a ballroom type dance turn that was
done so slowly as to seem a slow-motion concep-
tion. Following this the orchestra came on and
provided the music for the dancers’ second num-
ber, which was similar to their first. At the con-
clusion of this the orchestra exited and the team
came back for a jazzy number featuring nothing
newer than the Charleston.
“The Harbor Beacon,” an Educational-Bruce

scenic picture, was screened and was followed by
Jesse Crawford at the Wurlitzer, playing

“Organs I Have Played,” a number designed to

introduce both the player and the instrument.
Crawford played with masterful assurance and
planted himself solidly with the audience.
John Murray Anderson’s “A Pageant of Prog-

ress” was the next, and concluding, stage offering.

The first scene of this was titled

“The Days Beyond Recall.” This theme song
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was sung- by Miss Yorke. Following the song
lead two girls, Grace Furch and Anne Zeller,

moved to the large set album at center stage and
opened the covers, revealing a vocal ensemble that

sang in good harmony. In the ensemble were
Madeline King, Leonard Berry, Marguerite Price,

Frances Patton, Mary Justice, George Firmin,
Dudley Harder and James Clark. Part two of

this presentation was
“The First Motion Pictures.” The mounting

for this depicted the stage of Koster and Bial’s

old music hall in Herald Square in 1896. The
idea here was the running off of a vaudeville
program of that day and concluding with the
showing of Thomas Edison’s Vitascope pictures.

Working ahead of the picture were Paul Kleman,
singing “When Old Broadway Was Young”; Six
English Tivoli Girls in a dance turn; James Clark,
singing, to old-fashioned song slides, “In the
Shade of the Old Apple Tree”; and The Whirl-
winds, male roller skating trio who were very
clever at two- and three-man stunt work.
The Vitascope pictures were chiefly street-scene

shots that were good for much laughter and were
the pivot on which the “Pageant” idea turned.

Scene three was titled

“Paramount—‘The Crossroads of the World’.”
To open this, Paul Kleman sang “Crossroads of

the World.” He was followed by the Tivoli Girls
in a brief dance turn. Following the conclusion
of their number drapes parted to disclose a large,

round, white-draped platform on which, forming
a tableau, were Miss Yorke, four girls as the
Paramount Muses and six as the Crystal Can-
delabras. The central Candelabra figures, Myrio
and Desha, stepped from the platform and did an
acrobatic dance specialty. Following them was
the big flash, the principals of which were
Virginia Bell as Cinema and Carlos Peterson as
The Spirit of the Silver Screen. Cinema, in long-
trained white gown, Peterson in silver-spangled
costume, and the mosaic mirror costumes made
an eye-filling spectacle. The applause that greeted
the finale should have been gratifying to all con-
cerned in this part of the evening’s program.
The long feature, "God Gave Me Twenty

Cents,” was then screened.

Grafters Hit
Presentation
Deadly Blows

Acts’ Salaries Raised Without
Argument—But Others Put

Out Hands Payday

NEW YORK, Nov. 23—Graft has
hit presentation in the East harder
than anywhere else in the country,
and many square dealers who
started from scratch with the new
show business have abandoned it

rather than play the game of dirt.

Everyone concerned in presenta-
tion East of the Western Pennsyl-
vania line knows that the graft Ts

rife and who is profiting. Those
on the outside are helpless to

change conditions and those who
collect do not want conditions
changed—are, in fact, doing each
his little best to perpetuate the

evil.

Boiled to its simplest, the worst one of a

number of grafts forming the whole that

is compositely labeled GRAFT —
- some-

times in even larger letters—is conducted
thusly: Agent A, who is honest, submits
Act A to Booker A, representing a single

house or a chain. Booker A indignantly
cries, “What, that act! For $300? You
must think I’m crazy.” The indignation
is scenery masking the knowledge that the

agent will not go for the graft. The
agent knows the act is worth $300 and is

out to sell it for just that. He is thus
turned down, and leaves—whipped.
Booker A then makes contact with Agent

B. “Blow and Wail are open,” he tells

B. “I want to play them. But you know.
f)

“You bet I do, A,” is B’s reply. “I’ll

have it set for next week.”

“Right,” is busy A’s answer.

Then the act is brought in. Booker B
says, “Listen, I can get you $350, and I’m
the only guy on the street that can get it

for you. It’s a week here, maybe a hold-

over week to follow here, and then some
time out of town. I have an ‘in’ with
Booker A that none of these other birds

has.”

The act accepts, quickly. Outside the

office Blow says to Wail, “We must be
getting good, or something.” Wail an-

swers, “No, its a gyp somewhere. But
we’re getting ours, so stay mum.”
Then the Booker buzzes the Boss to the

effect that he has just swung a really good
piece of business. “Bought Blow and Wail
for $750. They wanted $1000. Been get-

ting it for years. This is a great act
;

it’ll

kill ’em at the Podunk.” The Boss is too

busy worrying about the forthcoming
merger to give any time to a pair of

hoofers or the man who buys them. He
hired A for the specific task of worrying
about hoofers. Therefore— •

When the payoff comes, Agent A and
Booker B split 50-50 the difference between
$350 and $750, and Blow and Wail have
50 extra simoleons and plenty to spend
them on.

The technique is that crude, and no one
excepting the Boss fooled. Every man on
Broadway—musical directors, producers,

agents, bookers, acts, organists—knows
how the graft works and who is in on it.

But it continues as it started, ’way back
when presentation was a little boy. It will

end when, if ever, those whose money goes
for talent are brought to investigate what
is bought for how much, and why.

Meantime some of the boys are cleaning

up and others are giving up. Some among
the agents and bookers are honest, how-
ever, now as when they started in the busi-

ness. Usually they are those who can see

beyond tomorrow and would rather have
next week’s honest thousand than this

week’s tainted two hundred. But today
they are not buying in the large-car field.

Chicago Capitol
Week Ending November 21

Just a trace of sadness about a thing like this

a good man signing off on a good job well done
and making a good job of the farewell gesture
but something pleasant, too. Something nice about
sitting with the neighborhood folks who've come
in to cheer a departing idol, listening to them
talk about it and joining in their slightly hyster-

ical applause for still another closing encore,
agreeing with them that the two years of A1 Short’s
musical directorship at this house were two darn
good years and it's going to be tough for the
neighborhood fans to get along from here on un-
less Del Delbridge brings in a mighty good fol-

low-up policy.

Which is another way of saying that this is a

report of A1 Short's final week at the Capitol and
he did what a good showman does in a case like

this—gave it everything he had. He even broughs
out the old cornet maybe the one he played for
Sousa anti closed the show with a stretch of trum-
peting such as hadn't been heard in this hall all

these months. Maybe this was in response to the
request in this column several weeks ago, and
maybe not, hut it was a first rate idea and put a
real finishing touch on a real show, which ran
like this:

Opening: B'and playing “Gang’s All Here’ 7

aboard set liner on which gang sailed away weeks
ago for tour of world closed with this “Back
Home” bill. Opening set, lighting, Statue of
Liberty drop, etc., reversed. Big hand for this.

Band Number: “Hello Bluebird” and “Prec-
ious,” with bandman singing chorus of latter,

taking bow to quench applause.

Buster Brown, dancer, in fast number and
then a slow one. One bow for Brown.

Phyllis Ray, singing “Little White House” be-
fore going into acrobatic dance and doing encore
for same. She dances lots better than she sings.

Hines and Smith, announced as raised in the
neighborhood, but known to have been around,
using piano and banjo to sing “BVeezin* Along
to Georgia,” “Something to Write the Folks
About” and “Who.” These got them applause
enough to' warrant “Gotta Know How to Love
’Em” for an encore. Boys work fast and know
how to get the stuff over. Good picture house
routine. One bow on encore.

“The Firefly,” selections from Friml’s score as
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written, played by the comparatively small band
to make it sound like a big one. Big hand for
this.

Ruth Diehl, wee tot with oceans of ability,

singing “Dirty Elands, Dirty Face,” going into
dance, doing “Me Too” for encore and going
into second dance to close. Three bows and off

under protest from audience to make way for

—

Finale: “Stars and Stripes Forever” by band,
brass coming dow^i front for finish and Short
unlimbering cornet to highlight the closing blast
with brilliant tonal embroidery from ship’s deck.
Two curtains for this.

Observation: Saw most of the shows Short put
on while globetrotting. Some bad—most good.
Always a good band, usually saving the show
despite occasional unfit stuff working in front of

it. Alway a good leader. Took the band onto
the stage and got away big without “doing an
Ash.” Going to the Piccadilly Christmas?
So’m I.

Chicago Oriental
Week Ending November 21

Interesting to speculate on shows Ziegfeld would
produce if he had to do one a week. Or anyone
else. They all slip now and then, even with all

the time they have for getting the stuff together—
and the ideas. Not strange, then, that this Ash-
McDermott show didn't stack up with the big one
preceding it. Neither did it drop to last year's
level. It ran like this:

Henri A. Keates at the organ plugging “Be-
cause I Love You,” "Cinderella,” “How Many
Times,” "Red, Red Robin” and “I’d Like to

Call You My Sweetheart.” Gang sings a little

less lustily from week to week, but keeps up
applause for Keates. He can begin playing the
organ any time now.

Paul Ash’s Red Hot Revue, opening with band,
all working straight, playing “Breezin’ Along
With the Breeze” while trombone, clarinet and
banjo spike in solo bits. Good hand.
Frank Bennett in steps that must be possible,

since he does ’em, but don’t look it. A wow.
Joie Stool singing “Hello Bluebird” in a not-

so-good voice that he didn’t trust to take the
somewhat sharp hurdles imposed by the melody,
sticking to the safely middle-register harmonics
and getting by easy.

Milton Watson singing “Mary Lou” and then
“Lonesome Bov’s Letter Back Home,” with
aid from Silver Haired Lady with Golden Voice
in artistic picture-frame set above and back of

band. Neat bit of strategy here, announcement
by Ash bringing out apparent age of singer,

succeeding in putting over encore for good
returns. Most elaborate item in the bill and hit

solidly.

Harry Hines, out of vaudeville, singing “Oh
Boy What a Girl” and “Birdseye View of My
Old Kentucky Home” between gags he should
have left behind when he came into pictures.

Knows all about audiences and how to feed

’em. Undoubtedly will learn what they want
and give them that. Ought to go far. Begged
off this time with line about “First date outside
vaudeville-—didn’t know audiences were like this

—I want to stay over here,” which helped take
edge off slightly off-color gags preceding.
A1 Markel and Gay Fawn in single and dou-

ble dances that rocked the boat. Have barrels
of stuff and deliver it F. O. B. A1 works a
little like Cy Landry, but does lots that Cy
doesn’t-—if he can—while Miss Fawn is just her-
self and plenty. Act ought to be good for flock

of weeks hereabouts.
The Foursome, quartette doing second week,

singing “How Many Times,” “Thinkin’ of You”
and “Red, Red Robin.” Boys a little better
than opening week, and knockouts then. Bass
has voice Victor ought to can for posterity

—

only one like it—and somebody in the outfit

knows more about modulations and such than
fish know about scales.

“Fire,” band number used for finale with set
kettle up and back for elaborate scenic efforts

which didn’t do much. Kvale kidded with lad-

der, rescuing rag doll, etc., but number itself

seemed to lack the stuff. Great scarcity of good
instrumental jazz numbers.

Observation : Keates is still using his "Clear
Your Throat” slide and the goofs still hack
lustily enough to fill the house with more bac-
teria than are to be found in any comparable
volume of space.

Chicago Chicago
Week Ending November 21

Van and Schenck were the works at this house
this week and how they worked ! Did eight songs
the show caught. Four shows a day at this rate
(five Saturday and Sunday) figure out 32 to 40
numbers daily. Then the boys go out to the
Rendezvous Cafe and work nights. And they're
still good.

The show ran

:

Overture: “Sakuntella,” one of the un-mur-
dered classic overtures, by the pit orchestra un-
der Adolphe Dumont. A bit dreary, but unworn
and subject to better than usual applause.

Newspicture, with orchestra.
“In a Persian Garden,” John Murray Anderson

Publix unit, produced like a million dollars and

Agents Come In;

Agents Drop Out
NEW YORK, Nov. 23.—New

York’s agent turnover among the
small timers continues to grow.
And so far as presentation is in

consideration, few are there who
deserve the ‘‘big time” appella-
tion. Last week saw two come
into the presentation held and the
same number drop out. Presen-
tation goes on, but is not helped
any by being mishandled by
agents who do not know what it’s

all about. Inability to learn what
it’s all about, and absence of the
right intellectual equipment for
dealing with it honestly, keeps the
boys coming and going.

strung upon a real idea that died a terrible death
through inability of the songsters to get the
lyrics (which explain the thing) past the first six
rows. Sat in the eighth row and didn’t get two
syllables in a row. (What’s become of all the
singers?)
Henry B. Murtagh at the organ playing “Gol-

den Memories of Victor Herbert.” How that
Herbert fellow could write music! And how this
Murtagh fellow can play it ! Came here with a
record as a “singfest” specialist and turns out
to be an organist. They liked him better this

week than the first week, and he went over then.
Knows his reeds.
Van and Schenck: The act that 10,000 other

young fellows think they are.

Observation: Van and Schenck is the first

name act other than Gilda Gray to get a greeting
hand in the big Chicago picture houses. Van and
Schenck is the first name act to get a bigger
hand on their close than on their opening. Van
and Schenck is the first name act that’s amount-
ed to a whoop in Chicago presentation and it

amounts to a volley of ’em.

Chicago Jackson Park
This is not a presentation house, but it's got

about four feet of plank stage that it uses to

get a lot of extra nickels with. As follows:

November IS—Added attraction, Agnes Gleason
Dancers, kiddies, doing 14 dance numbers on the
plank stage. Gleason Dancers prove to be pupils
of dancing school located above theatre. Prove
also to be first rate dancers, for students, and of
course all their friends and relatives are in to
see them do their stuff. At least three of the
kiddies are ready for professional break-in.
November 18—“Opportunity Nite,” proving to

be old friend Amateur Night in whiskers and
bringing to notice, among others not so good
and much worse, one Joe Miller, who sings.
Miller needs absolutely nothing but a chance in
a presentation bill to make his a picture house
act of importance. Sings like a house afire and
has looks, carriage, personality and the rest of it.

Won first prize and deserved a lot more than that.

(After him scouts).

New York Rivoli
Week Ending November 19

Last week's Rivoli unit presentation, signed by
Boris Petroff, was in toto of good standard, though
it embodied one act that, while good in itself, did
not belong in this type presentation. The entire
bill for the week ran as follows:
Overture, “Roumanian Rhapsody,” by the Rivoli

orchestra, Irvin Talbot conducting. The number
is attractive and was well played, with all the fire

necessary when the score called for it.

News.
Rosa Polnariow, violinist, did not cause much

disturbance with her one number. It was well
enough played, technically, but was too long and
repetttious. The audience gave it only a mild
hand.
“On with the Dance,” Castle novelty film.
“Pirate Love,” unit presentation, featuring

Betty Lawrence, Milo Luka, V. Victoroff and Bee
Star. In the ensemble were Misses Patterson,
Victoroff and Ruguiere, and Messrs. Valentine
McCormick, Deloff, Reynolds, Campbell, Zaro and
Silva.
Drapes drew on stage in full. On backdrop

played water and cloud effect. In front of this
was a set mounting of the half deck of a galleon,
with mast, sails and shrouds. To right was a
cabin, with amber lighted windows. Also at right,

in front of the cabin, was a table spread for a
dinner.

Miss Lawrence and Milo Luka standing on
main deck right opened with a well-delivered
thematic song. After the chorus they stepped
down and front and three other couples walked
on from right. All did a drinking song, and were
followed by Miss Lawrence in a solo number that

was highly praiseworthy. Then the four couples
did a kind of minuet.

Breaking this up, a pirate attack headed by
Victoroff was staged. Victoroff then was featured
in what may have been intended for a pirate
dance, but was mostly Russian, with some whirls
and knee-drops that won spontaneous applause.
At the conclusion of the dance Victoroff singled
out Bee Star, stripped her to work costume of
white, and started her up a rope for her decidedly
sensational rope-aerial act. Miss Star won plenty
of applause, but this act in this show was an
incongruity.
To close the show Miss Lawrence and Luka

did another chorus of the theme song. The unit
was somewhat above the average as to production
and talent even though there were some incon-
sistencies, and was run off rapidly.
The long feature, “Eagle of the Sea,” was

filmed immediately following the presentation.

New York Capitol
Week Ending November 20

Last week's Capitol bill was marred only by
some ragged work in one ballet number and by a
tangle of tempos in a Song Kar-Tune, and was not
seriously marred even by these. The progra’m em-
bodied a variety of material, and ran like this:
“Southern Rhapsody,” by the Capitol orches-

tra, David Mendoza conducting, opened the bill.

It was splendidly played and was accorded a
great hand.

Celia Turrill and Julia Forest in “Moonlight on
the Ganges,” assisted by a ballet of six, followed.
This number was cleverly mounted but embodied
mixed motifs. The ballet girls were attired in
Egyptian rather than Indian costumes and danced
in what is accepted in this country as the Egyp-
tian manner. The Misses Turrill and Forest
were seated downstage and the ballet worked be-
side and in front of them. The number was well
sung and well received.
“Death Traps,” a UFA short feature, was

screened following the song number and was
followed by

Julia Glass, concert pianist playing Rubin-
stein’s "Concerto in D Minor.” Miss Glass used
a concert grand mounted against purple eye. The
number went over for a long rattle of applause.

Capitol Magazine—News—followed. The scor-
ing of this part of the screen bill was extremely
clever, as was the scoring for the UFA short.

Joyce Coles and the Capitol ballet in “Atop
New York” was the next stage number. Miss
Coles was featured solo in a toe number at the
end of which the ballet in snaky green costumes
came on for a brief routine that was decidedly
ragged. Following this the ballet was featured
in “Waltz.” This was very well done. Each of
the girls formed a part of a splendidly coordi-
nated dance ensemble. Following this the girls

did another brief number, “Valentine Ensemble.”
This also clicked. B’oth the last two numbers
were done in the Tiller manner.
The long feature, “Upstage,” was then screened

and was followed by “Trail of the Lonesome
Pine,” Kar-Tune, which was clever in itself but,
as said above, was marred by the orchestra’s in-

ability to keep strictly to the tempo of the
bounding figures above the words on the screen.

New York Rialto
Week Ending November 19

Stage presentations have a minor part in the
Rialto policy. A single stage act of some kind
usually musical—is programmed each week. The
act for last week had been in the house for the
preceding week also. The program ran:
Short feature, songreel, well played by the house

orchestra.
News.
Yates and Cooper, male vocal harmony duo,

one member working at the piano, in a cycle of
three songs. The boys worked against an amber-
lighted drop, opening with “Red. Red Robin,”
doing “Yvonne” for their second number and
closing with “If I Hadn’t You.” All three were
loudly applauded.
Long feature, “We’re In the Navy Now.”

Brooklyn Mark Strand
Week Ending November 19

Vincent Lopez and his Casa Lopez Orchestra
brought back to Brooklyn for this engagement
a line-up of musical selections which was more
lively than the previous appearance at this same
theatre of Lopez. The result was more satisfac-

tion than before and with the surrounding show
provided by Managing Director Edward L. Hy-
man the customers decided they had seen and
heard a good show.
The Thomas overture, “Raymond,” opened each

of the four de luxe performances of the dav, with
appropriate lighting effects by Edward L. Hyman.
Jacques Pintel, who has been engaged to fill the
place vacated by Lilly Kovacs at the piano, sat

in for the first time at the opening on Saturday,
and next week will step out with his solo debut..

“Songs of Spain,” one of the Melody Series
produced for the flickering sheet by James A.
Fitzpatrick, used the original score, plaved by the
Mark Strand Orchestra.

.

“Spanish Chevalier,”
“Come Where My Love Lies Dreaming” and “In
Old Madrid” are three of the selections which fit
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into the theme of this picture, but which must
be perfectly timed to gain the desired effect.

Harry Breuer, who has wielded the xylophone
sticks at this theatre for the past few years, cele-

brated his return from an extensive trip by offer-

ing a medly of popular hits, with special orches-
tral accompaniment. Everybody was glad to see
Breuer back again and gave him a very warm
reception.
The Topical Review followed and was given

eight minutes in which to unfold the Pathe and
Fox scenes from various parts of the world.
Then came Vincent Lopez and his Casa Lopez
Orchestra in a special setting which featured a
gold cloth back-drop studded with emeralds about
the size of a half-dollar. The Lopez routine
started off with “Bluebird” and then the leader
obliged with a few minutes at the piano. “Trail
of Dreams,” “Birth of the Blues” and “Five
Minutes in a Crazy House” were other selections.
The latter is the new novelty provided by Lopez
and takes rank with his previous presentation
called “At a Broadcasting Station.”

Los Angeles State
Week Ending November 18

Loew’s State theatre presented Charlie Meleon
and his band in “Dance Poems,” this week.
Some clever ideas were included in the presenta-
tion which received nice applause. The bill

opened with
Charlie Melson and his band playing a hot

number which failed to register. A member of
the orchestra sang the chorus.

Carlos and Jinette led off with a Spanish dance
number and were joined by seven couples. Their
formation dance numbers were well received.

Charlie Melson sang “Because I Love You,”
and a girl toe dancer came on to repeat the
chorus. A clever manipulation consisted of five

men rolling out a big table top. They lifted the
toe dancer onto the table and held her aloft
while she did a number of acrobatic kicks, fair
applause resulting.

Ethel Pierson, petite dancer in dainty costume,
scored nice applause without much effort in a
cute ballet dance number.
Aida Kawakami, Japanese girl dancer, presented

“The Vision of Salome,” dance, taking off the
usual Japanese kimona and doing a semi-salome
dance. She was assisted by a six girls resembling
Japanese types. Excellent applause resulting.

Eddie Foyer, billed as “The Man With a Thou-
sand Poems,” requested audience to name any
poem for him to recite. After jockeying around
with a dozen or so requests he switched the
audience to his favorite. “The Shooting of Dan
McGrew.” Walkouts were numerous and those
who remained gave him a fair hand.

Carlos and Jinette sang and danced “I’d Love
To Call You Sweetheart,” and were joined
by six girls and fellows in seaside costumes,
dancing and working in clever formation. The
finale consisted of the closing of two curtains.
On each curtain there was a half of a heart set,
as the curtain closed both sides of the heart came
together. On top of the heart and on both sides
places were made for pretty girls who posed
nicely. Carlos and Jinette posed in front of the
red heart while singing the chorus of “I’d Love
To Call You Sweetheart.” The finale brought a
good hand.

Los Angeles Met
Week Ending November 18

Publix theatres presented Eddie Peabody in
“Actors’ Night In Coffee Dan's,’’ at the Metro-
politan this week. A reproduction of the interior
of the famous rendezvous of professional people,
was worked out on the stage. While the idea
was o. k., the presentational beauty was not keen.
The show opened with

:

Eddie Peabody directing band and making an-
nouncements from orchestra pit. Man surrounded
by six girls sings a song. As they exit off stage,
scrim curtain goes up showing street scene in
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front of Coffee Dan’s. Followed by the interior

of Coffee Dan’s, with Frank Shaw acting as master
of ceremonies, making the announcement that
Eddie Peabody is expected to arrive momentarily,
and while waiting for Eddie

Parker Bros, do a dance number and gain fair

applause.
Murray Peck, possessor of a poorly trained

voice, sang a song to weak applause.
Eddie Peabody arrived. Requests, were made

for a hot number by his band, which scored a

good hand.
A1 and Louise Walker put on a “Rosie

O’Grady” dance number which brought a hand
and they did their chorus for the encore.

Doris Walker and partner sang and danced
“Honey I’m In Love With You” to fair returns.

Bert Young did an eccentric dance number
which went over great. He was joined by two
other dancers and they did another eccentric num-
ber for the encore which scored heavily.
Peggy Bernier sang “My Baby’s Eyes,” and

received a nice hand. “I’m Mighty Proud of a

B’aby Like You” was sung for an encore.
Frank Shaw sang “Peoria,” and got the crowd

to join in with him on the word “Peoria.”
Eddie Peabody and banjo played request num-

bers, “Serenade,” and “Where Did You Get
Those Eyes.” Peggy Bernier accompanied him
singing the chorus of the latter song.
The finale consisted of every one on stage while

lights went on and off. About a dozen tables
were around the stage, the people seated at these
pounded on the table which made an electrical

contact as well as a flare, fair applause resulting.

Philadelphia Fox
Week Ending November 21

The Fox Theatre Grand Orchestra played the
overture, “Blue Danube’’ and Morris Brown, con-
cert master, followed with a violin solo, “Sou-
venir,’’ which was much appreciated. These two
well known compositions still retain their popu-
larity and were genuinely enjoyed.
Albert Raymond and Frank Caverly gave an

act of rather inferior quality. Their wise cracks
and mispronounced words became monotonous
long before the close of their act.

Julia Kennedy sang “La Femme a la Rose” and
“Song of Songs” in a voice of mediocre quality.

Ritz Brothers, the original collegiates, are well
named. The stage was decorated with college
penants and before the boys appeared a college
yell in the distance announced the character of
their act. Their college songs, steps and actions
won the applause of the audience. One rather
original feature was a controversy over a flask of
brandy between two of the boys while a third
held a red and white rose. A whiff of the red
rose made a victim quite ferocious while a whiff
of the white one had the opposite effect, making
him effeminate and mild. The constant change in
the character of the argument as the third pre-
sented either the red or the white rose was very
clever and amusing.
The feature was “The Gay Deceiver.”

Philadelphia Stanley
Week Ending November 21

An elaborate and distinctive Russian dance
number and the ever-popular Cliff Edwards, bet-

ter known as “Ukelele Ike,” shared honors at

the Stanley theatre this week.
Karavaeff and his company of four offered a

colorful series of Russian dances with one jazz
number.

In “Caucasian Sketches” the curtains parted
showing a back drop representing a Caucasian
village. Karavaeff and the four members of his
company, Myrtle Hayes, Shura Dante, Kitty
French and Sylvia Buckley entered in peasant
costumes and danced a fast-moving number.

Sylvia Buckley followed with a violin solo,

“Slavonic Dance,” which showed the unusual
capabilities of this promising young artist, who
is also an accomplished dancer. Her depth of
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tone and brilliant technique won prolonged ap-
plause.
A charming ballet set to the music of Kreisler’s

“Liebesfreud” was a gem of artistic interpreta-
tion. The back drop represented a stained glass
window and Myrtle Hayes and Shura Dante in
white tulle danced an airy and graceful toe dance
in blue spot lights.

Myrtle Hayes’ Trudy strut was an eccentric
dance characterized by speed rather than grace.
Dressed in a bizarre costume of purple and pink
copiously trimmed with rhinestones, she seemed
to please a large proportion of the audience.
In the finale Karavaeff in Russian costume of

blue silk trousers, red boots and white shirt
whirled and gyrated in a marvellous trepak dance
and the whole company ended in a whirlwind
of motion.
The popularity of Cliff Edwards seems to be

increasing and in appreciation of the genuine
enthusiasm shown in his welcome, he responded
generously to encores. His entertaining stories
were thoroughly enjoyed, despite a severe cold
which troubled him considerably, and his new
repertoire of songs were sung and played in his
inimitable manner. Some of his numbers were
“That One Day When I’m With You,” “I Never
Knew What the Moonlight Could Do,” and “Me
Too.” “Little Red Riding Hood” and “My Elsie
Schultzenheim” were the hits of the evening.
The Stanley Symphony Orchestra played the

overture “March Slav.” The feature was “The
Strong Man.”

St. Louis Grand Central
Week Ending November 19

Gene Rodemich and his Merry Maniacs cele-

brated the first anniversary of their entry as a

special Grand Central stage attraction this week
with an offering entitled, “Gene’s Follies.”

It was a big show that Gene put on, in many
respects his best of the year, and we are wishing
him many happy returns of the week. It was a
revue of the jazzy offerings of the past twelve
months that have won for the Grand Central the
title “The Home of Jazz.”

St. Louis Missouri
Week Ending November 19

“Miniature Revue” with a Greenwich Village

studio setting was the stage attraction at the Mis-

souri theatre this week.
In this turn the Missouri dancing girls were

featured in the colors that you look for on all

artists’ palettes. Dancing was the chief attraction

of the offering, and it was good. However, we
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must not overlook Irmanette, who highlighted
with her combination violin solo and dance; the
George Sisters, singers and steppers

;
Emma Noe,

lyric soprano, and a boy and girl dancing team
in the ballet.

For the overture Dave Silverman and orchestra
offered A. Leuter’s “Fest.” Milton Slosser at

the organ had a pleasing solo, “Static,” or “Broad-
casting from Station J-O-Y.”

On the screen “The Great Gatsby” was the

feature offering.

St. Louis State
Week Ending November 19

“Ritz Carlton Nights” with Gus Edwards him-
self acting as master-of-ceremonies was the tune-

ful stage attraction that was offered to the patrons

of Marcus Loew’s State theatre this week. Like

his former stage hits, this latest offering of Gus
rings the bell. Tuneful singing, bright scenery,

colorful costumes and a bus load of talented

youngsters makes for complete entertainment.

Gus sings bits of his own song hits, and “I’m
a Knight of the Night Club Now,” which in-

cluded the business of introducing his baby stars

and starettes. They included Leota and Lola
Lane, harmony singers from Des Moines, who
were good at jazz or grand opera; Dorothea
James, a frisky graduate of Edwards’ tap dancing
class; the Reynolds Sisters, who danced the Black
Bottom as it should be danced; Virginia Martin,

an acrobatic stepper who knows her stuff and
does it, and Nitza Vemille, whose long limbs and
castaneting went over very, very big.

Ray Bolger furnished the comedy of the act.

It has been aptly said that he has India rubber
legs. At any rate he does tangle and twist his

pins in many grotesque figures and shapes. His
singing was as funny as his foot work.
Tom Terry at the organ took the audience on

a “Trip to Hitland” and coaxed the men in the

orchestra to shout Ho-Ho and the audience to

sing Ha-Ha while he pressed out "Me Too” in

a soprano whine.
Don Albert and his orchestra gave their usual

high class entertainment. On the screen was
“There You Are.”

St. L. Ambassador
Week Ending November 19

“Lovers in Porcelain,” staged by John Murray
Anderson and combining color, melody and danc-

ing was the feature attraction the week ending

November 19.
Irving Rose, directing the Ambassador orchestra,

presented “Herbertiana,” an original arrangement
of Victor Herbert’s masterpieces. Joseph Winters,
violinist ; Jess Walton, cornetist, and Sam Ash,
tenor, in special solos, were featured.

Sunday noon Stuart Barrie gave his usual spe-

cial organ recital.

The final tableau of “Lovers in Porcelain”
which shows the participants posed against a

filigreed back set, was especially pretty. The
dancing and music of this stage turn was full of

vigor and grace.
The feature screen attraction was “Men of

Steel.”

Kansas City Newman
Week Ending November 20

“Under Venetian Skies,” although rather slow
moving, leaves one with a favorable impression.
The music is good, the settings typically “at-

mospheric” for the presentation, while there are
many good voices in the cast.

Terrence Kennedy and Kathlyn Luells are a
gifted pair of singers while the same can be said
of Gene Huilbert and Mile Sauitzky Garui. Grace
Van, Laura Roder, Grace Love and Ruth Estes,
as the “four masked ladies” are pleasing. “Lovely
Night,” sung by Natasia Darro and Gaby
Raisiano, is the most applauded number on the
program, although “Danse d’Amour,” by Sauitzky
and Garui run a close second.
“The End of the Carnival,” the finale in which

the entire company of twelve participates, presents
a forceful ending. The presentation, which lasts

about thirty minutes, was well received all week
by audiences, the attendance being about normal.
The feature picture was “Upstage.”

Kansas City Mainstreet
Week Ending November 20

Carl Freed and his orchestra won both verbal
and written praise this week. Mr. Freed evidently
has done a bit of deductive reasoning after watch-
ing other jazz orchestras and has concluded that
the much heralded “pep” antics of erstwhile lead-
ers are becoming a bit tiresome to the average
audiences. He therefore presents a musical pro-
gram of rare value, minus all acrobatic stunts,
which resulted in dramatic critics praising him in
daily newspapers and audiences voicing their ap-
proval with more than the usual amount of ap-
plause.
Demaux & Hamilton Revue evidently was

planned for the “tired business woman,” and it

has five dancing men and two girls. But the

dancing is good and the music entertaining enough
to warrant the act being classed as “good.”
Fern and Maree in “A Vaudeville Diversion,”

have some new jokes—and some old ones. How-
ever, fortunately enough, the new ones are told
first, and told with such ability that the old ones
succeed in getting laughs out of the audience.
The acts average about ten minutes each. At-

tendance for the week was about normal.
The feature picture was “Old Loves and New.”

Minneapolis State
Week Ending November 19

The Gold Dust Twins, New York radio singers,
are appearing at the State theatre this week in a
blackface song act. Dusty and Goldy both have
good voices, but perhaps they haven’t forgotten
that they are not in front of a “mike,” because
their stage presence looks rather amateurish. They
give a clever opening by singing one number
back stage, the song being transmitted to the au-
dience over a loud speaker.
Their songs go over well, but they both are

weak on the Negro patter and their jokes fall

rather fiat. They could well drop their patter and
do one or two more good minstrel songs, in which
they excel.
The style of their act generally goes over well

in a motion picture house.

Pennsylvanians Held Over
(Special to the Herald)

BALTIMORE, Nov. 23. — Waring’s
Pennsylvanians, nationally famous stage
band attraction playing presentation thea-
tres, was held over for an extra week at

the Rivoli theatre here. The original en-
gagement was for one week, but the
orchestra drew so heavily a holdover week
was set.

NEXT WEEK
“East Lynne”

“PARAMOUNTAINEERS”
New York’s newest aristocracy is

known along Broadway since Novem-
ber 19 as the “Paramountaineers.” It’s

made up of the folks who scale the Para-
mount balcony to the uppermost seats
wherefrom—as a result of building sci-

ence’s utmost manifestation—the show
may be seen and heard as well as from
elsewhere.

WHO WANTS DIRT?
Just who is it that wants the dirt which

again is creeping into presentation? It

is not the exhibitor, who learned the bad
box office news about dirt in pioneer pic-
ture days. It is not the public, as the
public clearly demonstrates at each and
every exhibition of questionable material.
It is, in fact, the recruit to this new show
business from the depleted ranks of the
older show business, ranks depleted in
large measure by exactly this dirt com-
plex which the recruit brings with him
into the new.
Perhaps the recruit is not wholly to

blame for doing what he does. Briefly,

he doesn’t know any better. Real blame
goes, then, to the people =who let him
get away with it, the employer who sits

by and idly wonders how it will all come
out, yet does nothing at all about it.

Since the eventual disaster is the em-
ployer’s, of course it is mainly his busi-
ness if he lets his theatre go to the dogs,
but he isn’t shooting quite square at that.

No one theatre goes bad without splash-
ing mud upon other theatres.

SHORT’S CORNET
A1 Short broke out the old cornet and

tooted a farewell blast at the Chicago
Capitol audiences last week, the show
closing his two-year stand at that play-
house. Short’s little-used trumpet is a
bit like a certain Hamlin gentleman’s
pipe, if all the folks who say they’ll fol-
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low him to the Piccadilly mean what
they say.

MANGAN’S AUDIENCES
Francis A. Mangan’s audiences at the

London Plaza are something to write
home about, and so he does. The Queen
of Spain and the Duke and Duchess of
York were among his crowds the week
ending November 13.

ALBANY GETTING SET
Following successful introduction of

presentation acts at the Albany Mark
Strand, a similar policy is being intro-
duced at the Mark Ritz. Seven houses
thereabouts, members of the Mark group,
are in consideration for presentation
routing purposes.

MORE BLACK BOTTOM
Following use of the idea in Los An-

geles, the Griswold, Troy, N. Y., used
the Black Bottom Contest.

CLASS EVENTUALLY
Presentation producers are speculating

upon the return to class presentations
as against the present riot of jazz stuff.

It is pretty generally agreed that such
a return will be made in due season, but
at this time it looks as if much water
will run over the old mill wheel before
the switch is made.

Aside from the popularity of jazz
music, which might as well be consid-
ered a fixed item and reckoned with, the
stagehand type of show is much more
readily manufactured and can get by
with much less merit to the man. These
items will keep it in use long after the
idea itself is frayed and worn. Also,
the stagehand thing has yet to be used
to any large extent in several important
centers.

DeLuxe presentation has the fixed ad-
vantages that always go with class.

These may be counted upon to swing
the balance eventually. Meanwhile, if

stagehand producers continue prosper-
ous and are wise in their generation
they will add enough of the class thing
to pad out the term of their popularity
indefinitely.

WHITEMAN NEXT
Chicago picture house audiences have

a peculiar habit of smearing the dope.
What an act did elsewhere seems to be
no criterion of its Chicago value. Paul
Whiteman is the next big act to bring
his stuff to these shores and try selling
it.

Cliff Edwards, “Ukelele Ike,” was a
riot at McVicker’s and followed up with
almost as much success at outlying
houses. Gilda Gray got ’em in when
she struck town, but they went away
feeling they’d been cheated—and how
they howled! George Beban, not really
a presentation act, did a little better
than fair. Van and Schenck are goaling
them at this writing.
What they’ll think of Paul Whiteman

—and how he’ll draw—is an item to toy
with. The dope is for a clean-up. Watch
this column for the answer.

MURTAGH SET
Henry B. Murtagh, of the New York

Rivoli, took a big assignment when he
went to the Chicago theatre to replace
Jesse Crawford. Folks here think Jess
invented the instrument. But Murtagh
was set in just seven days from the time
he came in. The boys are old friends,

according to their trailer chatter, and
Flank went right on dealing from Jess’

deck. That makes ’em both showmen.
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TDOBERT DELACY is direc-

iqy 0j Tom Tyler, F. B. 0.

star of “Lightning Lariats."

PAUL L. STEIN has nozv
signed a contract with

Warner Brothers.

ARLES REISNER is di-

j

rector of “The Better 'Ole,”

Warner picture.

r~T'OM TYLER, F. B. 0. star,

-l appears under Bob DeLacy’s
direction.

TUNE MATBUS is working
*' on one special story which

will be produced by First Na-
tional as the last of a series

for that company.
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Thomson picture that
n Md grown ups

Pleased 100 per cent.
Biggest Saturday

as well raved over
outdrawing Mix.

crowd in "’»*•
Jl' in his class. Six reels.

J!^nr ^SweU. Paramount theatre. Wyoming.

XU.—General patrorr^
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THE TWO GUN MAN: Fred Thgmssn—One
the best of the Thomsons. AnV Thomson picture

brings me a full house. Six reels.—George Ben

j

son. Community theatre, Minneota. Minn.-

Small town patronage. |

Ta.nDS^ACiOTSs THE
-
BOIUJ£r: Fred Thorn^

^on—Another splendid entertainment by the man

that has “never made a poor one.” Thomson is

“It” now in Western type of pictures.—Bert Sil-

ver. Silver Family theatre. Greenville, Mich.—

leneral patronage.

A

/"Tone HAND SAUNDERS: Fred Thomson-

I Another dandy from Thomson. Ru“ to capacity

Lhouse second night and pleased all. Six reels

| J. C. Kennedy, Empress theatre. Akron. Ia.
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THE SILENT STRANGER: Fred Thomson
Tiomson and associates certainly put the material

lin their productions. If you want to go on
(vacation, book a few Thomsons. They always
hit for me. Step on them. They'll satisfy the

Jcrowds.—W. B. Franke, Strand theatre, Hum-
* oldt, la.—Small town patronage.
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f*"THE TWO GUN MAN: Fred Thomson—With-

' out any exception Fred draws us the biggest

crowd. Once seeing him and Silver King, people

come for mjles to see him again. Six reels.—

C. C. Bisbee. Columbia theatre, Poynette. Wis.

—

General Patronage.

RIDING THE WIND: ^Bed Thomson—A g.

picture to good business with good weather. Fre
has made better ones, but it went over just

1 same. Six reels.—E. W. McClelland, Rex thea

Oilman City, Mo.^S^^^town patronage.

0" THE TWO GUN MAN: Fred Thomson—Good.
Thomson And Silver King always a good bet. Only
fault, they don’t make enough of them. Business
fine. Six reels.—B. B. Benfield, Everybody’s thea-

Dillon, S. C.—General patronag

i THE TOUGH GUY: Fred Thomson—Gave gen-
' eral satisfaction. Business above the average on

Friday and Saturday night. Six reels.—A. J.

Steggall, Cozy theatre, Fayette, la.—General

l^^nage.

§
'HE TWO GUN MA7 .

idy clean Western which will please everyone.

reels.—Wm. E. Tragsdorf. Trags theatre,

illsville, Wis.—Small town patronage.
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Hollywood Excited by List

of “240 Box Office Names”
Playere*ValuesStudied
by Officials of Studios

Personal and Business Rivalries Are at Fever Heat—
Several Hundred Newspapers Print Report of

“Herald’s” Survey—Directors Await Publi-

cation of “Box Office Directors’ Names”
By RAY MURRAY

HOLLYWOOD, Nov. 23.—Nothing printed in any trade paper ever

aroused such excitement here as the “Herald’s” publication of 240 Box
Office Names.

Producers and directors have manifested keen interest in the names of

players who show greater or less value at the box office than was pre-

viously supposed.
Players have thrown reserve to the winds in their discussions of the list

;

personal and business rivalries are at a fever heat.

Directors Awaiting Their List

Directors are awaiting publication this week of Box Office Directors’

Names in the Studio. Predictions are being made as to whose name will

top the list, with Griffith and Cecil B. DeMille the two general favorites.

Hartford Delays

Work on Last of

Scheduled Films
(Special to the Herald)

LOS ANGELES, Nov. 23.—David Hart-

ford has postponed production of his next

picture, “Rose of the Bowery,” for several

weeks. Filming was to have begun two

weeks ago but Hartford declares cam-

eras will not grind until the players he

has in mind have completed existing con-

tracts. It is the sixth and final picture on

his calendar for this year.

Fox Forms Neill-Orr

Team for ’27 Card

TEAMS are the thing in film circles.

Now it is the writer-director team.

William Fox, always ahead of the times,

has formed a combine of director Roy
William Neill and Gertrude Orr, writer.

Miss Orr adapted and prepared the

continuity of “The City,” recently di-

rected by Neill and pronounced one of

the best stories of the year. Now she

is working on the continuity of the H.

G. Wells story, “Marriage.” Her adapta-

tion was accepted after six previous

scripts had been turned in by different

writers. Miss Orr is pronounced one

hundred per cent and as soon as her

continuity is complete, production will

begin.

Also Miss Orr has to her 1926 credit,

“The Love of Women” directed by John

Griffith Wray, “Bertha, the Sewing Ma-

chine Girl,” by Irving Cummings, and

“Mother Machrce,” directed by John

Ford.
The Ince studio was responsible tor

the first scenario work of Gertrude Orr.

After that studio closed, she wrote the

best stories of the free lance field until

Fox signed her for their most important

productions of the year.

“Producers Obsessed

with Best Seller Idea”

Says Film Playwright
LOS ANGELES, Nov. 23.—“There is

an obsession among producers that a

photodrama to be a success must be

based on a “best seller,” said Eve Unsell,

picture playwright, today. “Writers are

unfairly limited in the product they con-

tribute to the screen because few good
manuscripts are accepted when the pro-

ducer has a choice which includes a

story that has been widely read.

“McFadden’s Flats” to Be

First National Special
(Special to the Herald)

LOS ANGELES, Nov. 23.—The picturi-

zation of the stage play, “McFadden’s

Flats,” under the supervision of Edward
Small, is to be one of the special attrac-

tions on First National’s program, accord-

ing to Ned Marin, Western division sales

chief, who is here conferring with studio

officials.

Players have called attention to the
position of their names with personal
advertisements in Los Angeles fan and
trade papers and in national publications.
Word has been received from a reliable

source that three players sought altera-

tions last week in their contracts, basing
their petitions upon the fact their names
stood higher on the list than had been
presumed by producers.

Several hundred newspapers have cop-
ied the story originally printed in The
Studio; it is difficult to estimate the num-
ber that have carried a report of it, as
there is no manner of checking the scope
of all syndicates which have carried the
dispatch.

A. P. and U. P. Carried Story

The Associated Press carried the story
to its thousands of papers, as well as
the United Press.
News stories under the signatures of

Rosalind Shaffer, Grace Kingsley and
Maurice Henley were among the num-
ber syndicated to hundreds of papers.

Henley’s report, running almost a col-

umn long, is typical of the great mass.
It follows:
Of all moviedom which are the names that

bring in the money at the box office? That is

the strongest test of a player’s popularity.
The Exhibitors Herald, able showman’s maga-

zine, asked this question of 2,471 exhibitors
throughout the country and the compilation of
answers is interesting.

Colleen Moore leads with 278 votes. And the
next 19 in their order were: Tom Mix, 255;
Fred Thomson, 252; Harold Lloyd, 249; Hoot
Gibson, 218; Norma Talmadge, 192; Mary Pick-
ford, 189; Douglas Fairbanks, 183; Thomas
Meighan, 178; Reginald Denny, 174; Milton Sills,

172; Richard Dix, 161; Lon Chaney, 153; Buck
Jones, 120; Norma Shearer, 116; Gloria Swan-
son, 114; Wallace Beery, 113; Bebe Daniels, 111;
Corinne Griffith, 104; Jack Holt, 103.

There you have 20 names, those who received
100 votes or more. Other players received votes,

too, but the 20 leading ones—from the box office

angle—are enough to consider for the purpose of
this article.

The vote is not a surprising one. True, there

are names in it that people in the bigger
cities are not familiar with, but remember that

this poll represents the sentiment of the country

at large. Look through the list. You will find
drama. Matinee idols, flappers, comedians, serious
actors and actresses of every phase of the photo
stars, character actors, western stars. It is natural
to expect to find in the list of the first 20 the
names of players who represent these various types
of. pictures.

Let us see how the various companies fared:
Of the 20, Famous Players has six. United Ar-
tists has four. First National has three, Fox, Uni-
versal and Metro-Goldwyn two each and F. B. O.,
one. Gloria Swanson I listed as a United Artists
player, yet she is just making her first picture for
that concern and all her reputation is based on
Famous Players pictures.

Notice the names of the men stars who play
“western” roles—he men from the great open
spaces. Mix, Holt, Thomson, Gibson, Jones

—

five out of the first 20! Yet in centers like New
York or Chicago, these pictures are far from being
the most popular. That shows what a really tre-

mendous influence the so-called “small town” has
in this country.

Charlie Chaplin was way down the list with only
78 votes. Rin Tin Tin, the dog actor, received
84. Jackie Coogan was one vote below Rinty.
Of the 20 receiving the most votes only four are
out-and-out comedians, though some like Dix and
Beery and Fairbanks temper their plays with a
comedy relief.

If this poll would be taken again a year from
today the name of Ronald Colman will be farther
up on the list. He received 30 votes. Colman,
under contract to Samuel Goldwyn, was borrowed
for the title role in “Beau Geste,” Percival
Christopher Wren’s mystery romance. This pic-

ture has been playing to standing room at the
Criterion theatre, this city, and is being road-
showed in the larger cities of the country. As
more people see it during the coming year, Col-
man’s popularity will rise in proportion.

Many of the news writers called to
attention that the list was “surprising”
only to people of larger cities who are
remote from the practical and nation-
wide values of players and that none is

surprised who has watched closely the
failures and triumphs of players In large
and small towns alike.

Grace Kingsley said in her daily col-

umn :

Hollywood is buzzing today over the publica-
tion of the Exhibitors Herald of a list of the
sixty best box office names in pictures rated in

order according to reports by 2,471 exhibitors
throughout the country. A list of 240 names was
submitted to the exhibitors, who were asked
which names drew in the most patrons when dis-

played at the theatres. Many astounding sur-

prises resulted from the replies.
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Box Office Director Names

HEREWITH are listed the results of a Herald questionnaire asking exhibitors : “What direc-

tors’ names mean most to you in your billing?” Figures opposite names indicate number

of exhibitors designating each. Story on opposite page*.

Named by 30 or More Exhibitors

Cecil B. DeMille 244 Ernst Lubitsch . . . 57

D. W. Griffith 197 Frank Lloyd . . . 56

James Cruze 151 Marshall Neilan . . . 51

Erich Von Stroheim. . 75 King Vidor . . . 51

Rex Ingram 71 Fred Niblo . . . 36

Allan Dwan 58 Herbert Brenon . . . 30

Named by 5 or More Exhibitors

Ralph Ince . . .24 Sam Wood 5

Rupert Julian . . .22 Victor Seastrom 5

William DeMille . . .20 George B. Seitz. 5

George Melford . . .19 Sam Taylor . . . . 5

Maurice Tourneur . . .19 Frank Borzage . 5

A1 Christie . . .17
Victor Fleming . 10 Alan Hale 5

Edwin Carewe . . .17
William K. Howard 10 Howard Hawks 5

Harry Pollard 16

Mai St. Clair 16

Irvin Willat 16

Tod Browning 15

John Ford 15

Edward Sedgwick 14

Reginald Barker 13

Monta Bell 13

Alfred E. Green 13

John M. Stahl ....13

William Seiter 13

George Fitzmaurice 12

Henry King 12

Raoul Walsh 12

King Baggot 9

William Beaudine 9

Sidney Olcott 9

Edward Sutherland 9

Svend Gade 8

Robert Z. Leonard 8

A1 Santell 8

Emmett Flynn 7

Herman Raymaker 7

Charles Chaplin 6

Lynn F. Reynolds 6

Clarence Badger 5

Harry Beaumont 5

Dimitri Buchowetski 5

Jack Conway 5

Hobart Henley 5

George W. Hill 5

Lambert Hillyer 5

Emory Johnson 5

David Kirkland 5

Edward Laemmle 5

Harry Millarde 5

Fred Newmeyer 5

Chuck Reisner 5

Albert Rogell 5

Victor Schertzinger 5

Hunt Stromberg 5

Frank Tuttle 5

Lois Weber 5

Additional Director B. 0. Name Values

George Archainbaud

Baiboni

Herbert Blache

J. Stuart Blackton

J. G. Blystone

Clarence Brown

W. Christy Cabanne

Eddie Cline

Donald Crisp

Robert Delacy

Roy Del Ruth

Reeves Eason

Harry Garson

John Gorman

Benjamin B. Hampton

James P. Hogan

E. Mason Hopper

Robert Hilliard

John Ince

Fred Jackman

Buster Keaton

George Marshall

J. Leo Meehan

J. P. McGowan

Lewis Milestone

Edwin Mortimer

R. William Neill

Curt Rehfeld

Earl Rossman

Arthur Rosson

Lou Seiler

Scott Sidney

Edward Sloman

Norman Taurog

James Young
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Name Values of Directors
Determined by Box Office

Theatre Owners Compile Statistics

Showing Relative Attraction Power
Ratings Verify Exhibitors

9 Reports— Check with “104 Biggest

Money-Makers of 1925” List—Prove Producer Billing

Based Upon Merit of Product
Cecil B. DeMille’s name means more at the box office than that of any other director,

according to questionnaires returned by 2,471 exhibitors participating in a survey conducted

by the Studio Section of the Herald.

D. W. Griffith’s name ranks second in box office value, designated by 197 exhibitors as

against 244 who named DeMille and 151 who listed James Cruze, third among the leaders.

Exhibitors co-operating in the survey were asked:

“WHAT DIRECTORS’ NAMES MEAN MOST TO YOU IN YOUR BILLING?”
Results tabulated upon the opposite page are compiled from the 2,471 questionnaires received.

Twelve directors were named bv 30 or more exhibitors, 64 were named by 5 or more and 35 were
named in a fewer number of replies. One hundred

Ratings won by directors check definitely with exhib-
itors’ reports to “What the Picture Did for Me” and the
list of the “104 Biggest Money-Makers of 1925” pub-
lished in the Holiday Number of the Herald last year.

Cecil B. DeMille’s “The Ten Commandments” topped that

history-making list. {D. W. Griffith was represented in

the list by “America” and “The Birth of a Nation,”
despite the age of the latter. James Cruze’s “The Cov-
ered Wagon” was fifth in the list and his “Pony Express”
was twentieth. Other leaders check similarly.

Productions Verify
Director Standings

Erich Von Stroheim’s record prior to production of
“The Merry Widow,” which figured in the “Money-
Makers” list, was shown by exhibitors’ reports to be one
of good direction handicapped by unapproved subject mat-
ter. “The Merry Widow,” free of this handicap, undoubt-
edly put his name among the leaders.

Rex Ingram’s pictures, like those of DeMille, Griffith

and (recently) Cruze, have borne the “Rex Ingram Pro-
duction” label which makes for box office name value, but
study of exhibitors’ reports show his “Four Horsemen” to

be the main reason for his popularity.

Statistics Confirm
Box Office Reports

Allan Dwan’s direction of Douglas Fairbanks’ “Robin-
hood” and several successful Gloria Swanson productions
probably are big factors accounting for his standing in

the list. Ernst Lubitsch has run a consistently high aver-
age of merit, his “Marriage Circle,” “Kiss Me Again”
and “Lady Windermere’s Fan” standing out in the re-

ports. Frank Lloyd’s “The Sea Hawk” seems to be the
major production to his credit and Marshall Neilan’s box
office value arises from direction of such hits as “Daddy
Long Legs” for Mary Pickford, with himself in the lead-
ing male role, “Go and Get It,” “Dinty,” “Mike” and
other characteristic productions.
King Vidor’s “The Big Parade” is undoubtedly account-

anti eleven directors are listed.

able in large measure for his rating in the list, as is Fred
Niblo’s “Ben Hur,” although each produced his greatest

picture after a long record of consistent achievement.

Herbert Brenon began to be noticed prominently when he

directed “Peter Pan” and he has been heavily boosted by
Paramount since that time.

Rating Justifies

Billing Policies

Studied simply as a list, without reference to the pic-

tures made by the various directors named, the rating

would seem to indicate that box office value is to a large

extent the result of billing policies practiced by the pro-

ducing companies. The names of leaders are, in the main,

those of directors whose pictures have been designated

on film and poster as “a Cecil B. DeMille Production,”

etc. But this impression is corrected when the titles of

various pictures are inspected and box office records

checked.

Such inspection reveals, almost without exception, that

directors were made to show box office ability before

special billing was given them. DeMille was making good
pictures before his name was known to exhibitors. Grif-

fith was an unknown name when Biograph was making
history. Cruze was dimly recalled as a fellow who used

to be an actor, until he made “The Covered Wagon.”
The record is pretty much like that all the way down.

List Gives Exhibitors

Tips on Exploitation

Interesting and important as the director listing is to

producers, whom it serves as a valuable check upon pro-

duction assignments, it is probable that first use of it

will be made by exhibitors in exploitation of pictures now
on the market or in the making. Theatre owners have
been backward about advertising directors, feeling uncer-

tainty as to the public’s appreciation of the director’s

importance in picture making, but the present record

removes doubt of this character and establishes a work-
ing scale of values which may be relied upon.
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71 Players Deny Pact with
Firm to Sell Testimonials

Hays Office Gets Report—Cold Cream Companies Pay $200 to

$5,000 for Testimonials, According to Reports in

Eastern Medical Magazine
(Special to the Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Nov. 23.-—Denials have come from 71 of the 75 per-
sons whose names appear on a list of motion picture players alleged to
be selling their names in job lots through a Chicago advertising agency
under the name of Famous Names, Inc.

Players appearing on the list were rated by the Chicago agency at figures
ranging from $200 to $5,000. In exchange the agency supplies the star’s

name for use in advertising silk pajamas, tooth brushes or Thanksgiving
dinners.

Among the stars who denied ever en-
tering into any agreement with the Chi-
cago firm were Patsy Ruth Miller, Helen
Ferguson, May McAvoy, Norman Kerry,
Pauline Garon and “Red” Grange.

Hygeia Makes Announcement
The first announcement of the agency

offer to sell celebrities’ testimonials at
so much per was made in Hygeia, a
journal of the American Medical Asso-
ciation. John F. Ditzell, president of
Famous Names, Inc., admitted the pro-
posed sale but insisted the stars would
first “test” the commodity. He said the
“testimonial game” is a legitimate ad-
vertising business and the sales of names,
indorsements and pictures of film stars,
athletes and other celebrities to adver-
tisers is ethical.

Representatives of the West Coast
branch of the Hays organization have
investigated the allegation that the stars
agreed to the sales.

Famous Players-Lasky, Metro-Gold-
wyn-Mayer, First National and Warner
Brothers were among a number of com-
panies that declared none of their con-
tract players were permitted to enter
into any such contract without permis-
sion of the employer.

Comedies Stand First

in Progress Says Banks
“ Y"OU reac* °f the advancement of

drama
;
the improvement of express-

ing emotions
; and the repression of feel-

Bachrach Suggests

Query with Wider Scope
“I have Blled out the form you

sent us but really do not think that
it covers the ground as the writer
has only been in the city five

months and every place has dif-

ferent likes and dislikes. For in-

stance Irene Rich who is well
liked in some cities does not draw
business here as both ourselves
and our opposition have found out
to our cost.

“Also we have used here First
National, Metro, Warners, Fox
and several United Artists since
I have been here and am only
quoting from results of pictures
shown here. We have booked for
the coming season First National,
Paramount and some United Art-
ists so will have a more fair com-
parison to make later on.

—Alan Bachrach,
Nixon-Nirdlinger theatres,

Hagerstown, Md."

ings on the screen, but seldom, if ever, do
you read of the great advance of comedy,”
says Monte Banks. “Yet in all the great

field of histrionic activities, comedy has
improved the most. Not only is the day of

excessive slapstick remote, but the humor
that has replaced it is of a much improved
quality. The laugh creators of today have
come to realize there was a limit to their

gags in the old type of comedies, and have
substituted stories, with their plot founda-
tions which can carry an endless amount of

gags produced by situations. So, with the
change in the quality of comedy, the come-
dians themselves have had to advance.
Where once a comedian had to simply
exert himself in the execution of falls,

chases down alleys, and over housetops and
be the recipient of hard knocks and blows,

he must now think of the reaction in the

public mind by considering the dramatic
angle of his situation.”

Ralph lnce Continues

Contract with Columbia
(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Nov. 23.—The signing of

Ralph lnce to a long term contract by F.

B. O. will not interfere with his work on
productions for which he has been engaged
by Columbia, Harry Cohn, general man-
ager of production, announced last week.
He has completed “The Better Way,” is

now directing “Wandering Girls,” while

others for Columbia are to follow.

It was also announced by Columbia that

Harry Caulfield has been engaged to super-

vise production of a farce to be made soon
under direction of Frank R. Strayer. Mid-
get Gustav from Barnum’s House has also

been signed.

Universal to Release

Verne Film February 8
Universal will release “Michael Stro-

goff” nationally, February 8, the birth-

day of the author, Jules Verne.
Chicago newspaper and trade paper

representatives attended a preview of the

picture at Aryan Grotto November 16.

Change Pleases French
( Washington Bureau, Exhibitors’ Herald)

WASHINGTON, D. C, Nov. 23.—The
French film trade is reported to be much
pleased with arrangements recently

established by “Sabena Film Company”
of Brussels for the inspection of foreign

film offered for sale to the Belgian trade

without the formality of first having to

go through the customs.

Best Sellers Too Wordy
for Accuracy in Film

Adaptation Says Coffee
(t TT isn’t the scenarist’s fault,” replied

-t Lenore J. Coffee, Cecil B. DeMille’s
“crack” writer, in answer to the novelists’

query, “Why the radical changes in the

screen version of our works?”

“The author has none to blame but him-
self. Writing directly for the screen and
writing valedictories for the public are as

different as the climates of California and
Florida.”

“For instance, the author of a novel
paraphrases an interesting and screenable

situation along these lines: Winter flew

by with the sea gulls.’ ‘Then came spring
and followed summer.’ From here on the

author devotes several pages to a con-
glomeration of words which greatly denude
the basic situation pertaining to his plot.

“It makes interesting reading and the

reader uses his vivid imagination; but at-

tempt to give him this on the screen and
he’d walk out because it would appear lu-

dicrous. The scenarist weeds out the

thrash from the wheat in order to get at

the plot. It is necessary to reassemble the

story.”

De Lacy and Tyler on

Desert Making Western

T)OB DeLACY, F. B. O. director, lead a
*-* company, headed by Tom Tyler, West-
ern star, to the edge of the Mojave desert
where he remained last week filming the
opening scenes of “Lightning Lariats,”

Tom’s new production for F. B. O.
The picture is from a story by George

Yates, Jr., and contains the fast action

which typifies the Tyler pictures.

Myrtle Stedman Cast in

Big Role in “Deacon”
TV/TYRTLE STEDMAN will give another

of her inimitable characterizations to

the screen in “The Deacon” of the stage

success, “Alias the Deacon.” In the picture

as in the play her part, that of the daughter

of the lovable old crook who masquerades
as- a deacon, will give full access to the

development of her acting ability.

U Signs Siegmann

U NIVERSAL has renewed their con-

tract with George Siegmann, character

actor, according to an announcement by

Carl Laemmle.

MARK SANDRICH
NOW DIRECTING FOR

EDUCATIONAL COMEDIES
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FPL CompletesSeason ’sSchedule;
Production Lags Briefly in West

Pathe Renews
Activities in

Eastern Studio
By JOHN S. SPARGO

NEW YORK, Nov. 23.—The
Paramount Long Island studio has

practically cleared the boards of

present season’s pictures and is

now devoting its attention pri-

marily to attractions scheduled for

the spring and summer. The East-

ern studio officials are striving, in

their pictures for spring and sum-
mer, to eclipse the record made by
the features comprising the first

half of the Fifteenth Birthday
group.
A few pictures for the present season’s

release remain to be produced. Of these

"The Potters” and "Paradise for Two” are

now under way.
“The Potters,” from the stage play by

J. P. McAvoy, creator of the newspaper
syndicate feature of the same title, is being

directed by Fred Newmeyer with W. C.

Fields starring. In the cast with Fields

are Mary Alden, Ivy Harris, Jack Egan
and Richard "Sheets” Gallagher. Ray
Lissner is assisting at the megaphone, with

Paul Vogel at the camera. Sam Mintz and
Ray S. Harris did the adaptation.

“Paradise for Two” will be Richard Dix’s

next picture following “The Quarterback.”

Gregory La Cava returns to the Dix unit

to direct this picture which was authored
by Howard Emmett Rogers. For the first

time Dix has Betty Bronson as his leading

woman, with Andre Beranger, Edmund
Breese and Peggy Shaw also in the cast.

David Todd is assisting La Cava, and _Ed
Cronjager is at the camera. Tom Crizer

did the adaptation.

“Love’s Greatest Mistake” is the first of

the new season’s product to get under way,
with Eddie Sutherland directing. Evelyn
Brent, Josephine Dunn, James Hall, Will-
iam Powell, Iris Gray and Frank Morgan
comprise the featured cast. Leo Tover is

doing the camera work and Joe Pasternak
is assisting Sutherland. This picture is an
adaptation by Becky Gardiner from Fred-
eric Arnold Rummer’s Liberty Magazine
story.

“Afraid to Love” will be under way
shortly, although production has been de-
layed by the illness of the star, Florence
Vidor. Frank Tuttle will direct this

adaptation of the melodrama of marriage
and love, “Face to Face.” Wyndham
Standing, Philip Strange and Charles
Byer will be in Miss Vidor’s supporting
cast. Assisting Tuttle will be Russell
Mathews, while the cameras will be under
the direction of Harry Fischbeck. Towns-
end Martin did the adaptation of the Vin-
cent Lawrence play, and J. Clarkson Miller
prepared the continuity.

St. Clair Returns East
Malcolm St. Clair has just returned from

the West Coast to prepare for the produc-
tion of Dixie Willson’s story, “The Cross-
Eyed Captain.” St. Clair has selected

( Continued, on page 71 )

WHAT THE PICTURES
DID TO ME

By George E. Marshall

(Supervisor of Fox Film Comedies)

T HIS month’s release en-

titled “You Made Us What
We Are Today.” But we’re

not satisfied

—

we want to be
bigger and

better like our

pictures.

NEWS
ITEM

It is stated
that 90% of

films shown in

England are of American make.

I had no idea that my comedies

were so popular abroad.

CORRESPONDENCE

J. C. Jenkins writes, “I know a

Ford is a car you push up hill

with your left foot, but I carry

an osteopath for Viola.”

SCANDAL
Despondent movie actor, about

to commit suicide with .32 cali-

bre revolver. On second
thought he used a .22 and sent

the other 10 to his agent.

SMART CRACKS
Many a married man wishes he
were like our short subjects

—

so he could get a release every

two weeks.

ADVICE TO EXHIBITORS
Be sure and book our latest

Animal Comedy “The Bat-

tling Kangaroo.” It’s a knock-
out and thereby hangs a tail.

NEXT MONTH
How to Write a

Photoplay

First Words of Great Stars:

I’ll have to have a double for

that.

Langdon Nears

Completion of

Third Comedy
By RAY MURRAY

HOLLYWOOD, Nov. 23.—Last-
minute changes in production
schedules due to the discarding of
stories and the substitution of oth-

ers, caused a slowing up in produc-
tion on several lots during Novem-
ber. The moving of First National
units from New York to Burbank
combined with the companies al-

ready here indicate that forthcom-
ing months will undoubtedly be the
busiest in the history of that pro-
ducing company.
November saw the completion of

Colleen Moore’s new picture, “Or-
chids and Ermine,” produced by
John McCormick in which some of
the most gorgeous hotel sets ever
constructed for a picture were
used. Jack Mulhall is in support
of Miss Moore who plays the role

of a little switchboard operator in

a big New York hotel. Carey Wil-
son wrote the story that A1 Santell

directed.

Corinne Griffith is well along toward
the completion of “Purple and Fine
Linen,” made under James Flood’s direc-

tion, from a story by Paul Bern. Fog
scenes, obtained by a special process, will

be one of the startling features of this

First National production. Milton Sills

has returned from his brief honeymoon
and is working on “The Runaway En-
chantress.”
The Harry Langdon unit is nearing

the finish of “Long Pants” under Frank
Capra’s adroit direction. Exteriors in

and around San Francisco are being shot
this week. Charles R. Rogers is pro-
ducing “Somewhere South of Sonora”
with Ken Maynard. His recently com-
pleted “Overland Stage” is said to be one
of the outstanding pictures of the year.
George Archainbaud has just completed
“Easy Pickings,” a mystery drama with
Anna Q. Nilsson and Kenneth Harlan
in the leading roles. Millard Webb has
been engaged to direct “Here Y’are
Brother,” which title has been changed
to “Three in Love.” Billy Dove, Lloyd
Hughes and Lewis Stone are featured.
Tony Gaudio is the cinematographer.

Fox Launches Big Program
Last week Fox Films Corporation

launched one of the biggest production
programs in the history of its Hollywood
studios. Twelve productions are now in

work. In addition six Fox comedies went
into production last Monday.
The 1926-27 program of production is

two-thirds completed both as to big fea-

tures and comedies, according to General
Superintendent Sol Wurtzel, and begin-
ning this week every available foot of

(Continued on page 66 )
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Stars Assist When Christie

Changes Studios toBazaar
Episcopal Church Receives Full Possession of Lot—Hollywood

Stars Donate Dolls—Producers Stage Ad Campaign

E IGHTEEN players, including Jimmie Adams, Bobby Vernon, Billy

Dooley and Neal Burns, sold, auctioned, raffled and ballyhooed
’ from various booths when A1 and Charles Christie turned their

studios over to the St. Thomas Episcopal church, one of the oldest churches
in Los Angeles, a few days ago.

The Church’s leaders had asked the use of the lawn of the Christie

home for their bazaar but had been invited to use the whole studio lot

for it.

FOR two weeks in advance of the fete
the entire production staff of the stu-

dio, from general manager to janitor,
had in addition to their regular picture
duties the task of staging the bazaar in

a professional manner, and advertising it.

Practically all of the stars in Holly-
wood donated dolls dressed to represent
themselves, and these were auctioned off

by Jimmie Adams, a Christie star, at a
large aggregate figure. Among the stars
who gave dolls were Florence Vidor,
Frances Lee, Charles Chaplin, Louise
Dresser, Bobby Vernon, Enid Bennett,
Vilma Banky, Ronald Colman, Mary
Pickford, Douglas Fairbanks, Dorothy
Devore, Blanche Sweet, Emily Fitzroy,
Colleen Moore, Vera Steadman, Anne
Cornwall, Wanda Hawley, Mabel Nor-
mand, Pauline Frederick, Marie Prevost,
Anita Stewart, Thelma Daniels and Ev-
elyn Egan. Assisting Miss Ivy Shilling
who was chairman of the committee
which secured these dolls were Anita
Stewart, Priscilla Dean and Hedda Hop-
per.

In the evening there was dancing in

a large castle setting recently used in

a Bobby Vernon picture.

Motion picture illumination was fur-
nished by studio electricians, consisting
of kleig and mercury-arc lights, adding
to the glamour of the affair for the out-
side visitors who had never before been
on the inside of a film plant.

Rev. Wurtele Profuse in Thanks
Reverend Arthur Wurtele was profuse

in his thanks to the Christie brothers
after the affair was over. He reported
that the amount needed was exceeded
by a thousand dollars, due entirely, he

said, to the advantage of holding the
bazaar in the studio.

The contrast in the status of motion
picture people today and 15 years ago
when A1 Christie opened the first studio
in Hollywood is remarkably illustrated

by the example of this church affair held
in the Christie Studio, which is on the
site of the original and first one. No-
vember 14 being Christie Anniversary
Week, many stories of the old days are
going the rounds.
Probably no better example of the po-

sition of respect and confidence now en-
joyed by picture people could be evi-

denced than the case of this bazaar held
in the midst of production at the Christie
Studio, and aided to such a material ex-
tent by players.

HOTEL
ROOSEVELT
Jones at Eddy

San Francisco’s

New Half Million

Dollar Hotel

Headquarters for
Exhibitors and
Exchange Men

One Block from Film Row
Every Room with Bath or Shower

Rates from $2.00 to $3.50

Management of

RENE A. VAYSSIE
''Special Rates to Location Managers”

Tj'RED L. PORTER, vicepresident

and treasurer of the Christie Film
Company, congratulates Rev. Arthur
Wurtele, pastor on his success at

Studio-Church bazaars.

Estelle Taylor Is

a Delicate Artist

in “Don Juan” Role
(( FA ON JUAN,” ending a successful run

last week in Los Angeles and in

the midst of a brilliant run in Chicago and
other cities, is exciting fan and newspaper
approval greatly due to the performance
of Estelle Taylor in her artistic role as

“Lucrezia Borgia.”
Her part in ‘‘Don Juan” is subordinate to

that of Mary Astor, the one woman in all

Rome who repulsed “Don Juan” and so led

him into the one true love of Ins' life, but

Miss Taylor’s superb performance raises

“Lucrezia” in importance to the most in-

teresting character of the picture ; to an
importance and interest surpassing that of

the Barrymore, in the opinion of many of

the critics.

Few of the reviewers apparently remem-
bered the brilliant though brief, bit of work
Miss Taylor did as “Mary, Queen of Scots”
in Mary Pickford’s “Dorothy Vernon of
Haddon Hall,” or they would not have ex-
pressed the surprise that they did at her
ability to put life into a queenly character
weighted down with jewels, velvet robes
and dignity.

Humor did it.

A tiny quirk of Miss Taylor’s mobile
mouth, a glint from her large and expres-
sive eyes, at the moment she was dropping
poison into a glass or plotting death or
torture for an enemy, gave the audience a
certain understanding sympathy with her
murderous mood.
The story in Hollywood is that in her

previous portrayal of a queenly role she

gave such an outstanding performance that

Mickey Neilan, the director, kept enlarging

her part until it, by its brilliancy, shone
forth in the picture like a diamond among
a heap of paste jewels. Long shots and
great sections of Miss Taylor’s work were
cut from the picture with just enough left

to show the watchful and discerning that

here was a great actress in the making.
Below are some of the published opinions on

Miss Taylor’s work in “Don Juan”:
LOS ANGELES EXAMINER—“I do not even

place the performance of Estelle Taylor second
to that of John Barrymore. In fact, I do not
even place her characterization of the diabolically

clever arch-poisoner second to any performance
I have seen this year.”
DOROTHY HERZOG. NEW YORK MIRROR—“The real laurels of ‘Don Juan’ are stolen right

from beneath the star’s nose by Estelle Taylor.
Miss Taylor makes realistic a role beautifully
suited to her talents—that of the cruel, love-

(Continued on page 65)
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The Herald's

Cameramen

Are Alert at

The Studio

Studio News
in

PICTURES

For Service

of Exhibitors

Interested in

Their Product

/"*ARDNER JAMES, Inspiration Pictures player and Mar- JD
ian Constance Blackton, scenarist, will be married Christ-

mas Day.

AUL STEIN, Warner Brothers director, and David Abel,

right, are working on “Don’t Tell the Wife.”

TOSEPH P. KENNEDY plans to spend the winter at tin
*' F. B. 0. studios on the Coast. Left is Bob De Lacy

,

right, Toni Tyler, famous Western star.

T7 ILMA BANKY, Henry King, seated, and George Barnes,
' standing, left, figured importantly in the making of “The
Winning of Barbara Worth” for United Artists.”
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Z? UCK JONES has writ -

ten an original script

for his new picture, “War
Horse,” in which he stars

for Fox.

M ONTE BLUE’S work in “Across the

Pacific.” for Warner Brothers con-

tains good acting and unusual photography.

'T' HERE'S a laugh in

every line, says Alberta
Vaughn, reading the script

of her next F. B. 0. release.

David Kirkland, left.

pATSY RUTH MILLER, Warner
-* Brothers star, after a week at the stu-

dios finds Sunday a welcome day of rest.

She is working on “Wolf’s Clothing.”

(lEORGE E. MARSHALL, right,
''* and John Ford are a couple of

Fox directors whose names appear
among the best Box Office Directors

Names this week.

“ 71/7'IKE” BOYLAN is the chief

title writer and Howard Hawks
is the director of Fox Films’ “Gaby.”
Boylan, left.

flERTRUDE SHORT signs for
roles in three Metro films. Her

director for “Day of Souls” is Tod
Broivning, right.
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SILVER KING has this to call

his own. It is the home he

enjoys when not working wider
kleig lights at the F. B. 0. lot.

Inset shows Fred Thomson.

T EFT: Gene Tunney, heavy-
* ^ weight champion and Fred
Thomson, F. B. 0. star, renew
an old acquaintance at Fred’s
home in Beverly Hills.

T EFTY FLYNN is appearing
in a new series of chapter

plays. His first is “The Golden
Stallion,’’ a Nat Levine produc-
tion.

A LBERTA VAUGHN, left, and Adamae, her
sister, right are hostesses to Paula Gould.

Alberta has completed work on “Uneasy Pay-
ments” for F. B. O.

AN CLARK, president of
A. S. C., returns to work at

the Tom Mix camera on the
Fox lot after a serious illness.
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Directed by

THE WYOMING WILDCAT: Tom Tyler—I’m crying out
loud that Tom is cornin’ in leaps and bounds. This one kept
kids and all in good humor from start to finish. Fiankie
Darro, his dog and pony help make merriment that is sat-

isfying. Five reels.—O. A. Fosse, Community theatre, Ridge-
way, la.—Small town patronage.

THE MASQUERADE BANDIT : Tom Tyler-—Oh boy, this

one was a whiz bang. Everybody liked it and they told me
so. Keep up the good work, T'om, and you will soon be sit-

ting on top of the world with Fred Thomson and Silver

King. Five reels.—Fred M. Elkins, Youngs theatre, Lexing-
ton. N. C.—General patronage.

THE ARIZONA STREAK: Tom Tyler—Tom and his pals,

the kid and horse and dog, always put up an enjoyable
evening’s entertainment. Five reels.—Wm. E. Tragsdorf,
Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.—Small town patronage.

ROBERT DeLACY

THE ARIZONA STREAK: Tom Tyler—This is

a dandy. Lots of comedy, and good from start to fin-

ish. I’ve grot a spot saved in the lobby for Tom’s pic-
ture. The girls would like to see how lie looks. Five
reels.—J. W. Ryder, Jewel theatre, Verndale, Minn.

—

Small town patronage.

TOM TYLER Star of
‘LIGHTNING LARIATS’

THE COWBOY COP: Tom Tyler—Very good. Little
Frankie Darro steals this picture. The gang used in the
Tyler pictures are all good. Keep them together and they
will win any audience. It’s the combination of the gang to-
gether with clever directing of the director, Bob DeLacy,
that puts these pictures over. Five re*els.—P. C. Schram,
Orpheum theatre, Kalamazoo, Mich.—General patronage.

OUT OF THE WEST: Tom Tyler

—

When it comes to a
good Western Tom Tyler and F. B. O. are light there with
the stuff. It is a rare occasion when they make just a fair

picture. Most
#
of them can’t be beat. In this particular play

the story was* great. It was wound around the nation’s most
popular sport which was by all means a good thought for

there was not a dissatisfied patron. Five reels.—A. M. Mc-
Burney, Princess theatre, Mapleton, la.—General patronage.

f. b. o.

RELEASE

LOCATION CAMPS
DE LUXE

Every Convenience of a Modem Apartment

Electric Lights

Individual Hot and Cold Showers
Individual Inside Lavatories

Dressing Room—Bedroom—Bath
Excellent

Cuisine

W. L. ANDERSON
ANDERSON BOARDING & SUPPLY CO.

1316 Washington Bldg.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.

Ask Executives in charge of :
—“The Win-

ning of Barbara Worth,” “Men of the
Dawn” (Milton Sills)

Operators of Industrial Mess-halls and Commissaries

no other Trade Paper has anything like “The Studio”
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Niblo

Plans

A
20th

Century

Camille

WILL Camille lose any of her old world charm and

attraction with modern treatment ? Should the Lady
of the Camellias be classified as a period woman?
Fred Niblo who directs Norma Talmadge in a modern

version of the world beloved French

classic answers those questions by asking

another.

“To depict mother love on the

screen, do we have to hunt clear back

to the days of Carthagenia to

find a dramatic situation which

illustrates this theme?” asks the

famous director of “Ben-Hur.”

“Is mother love dependent upon
any particular stage in the

world’s history for its manifesta-

tion, or is it a deathless emotion

that will exist as long as there is

life?

“Just so, Camille is not a

period woman. As long as there

are class distinctions, racial dif-

ferences, fathers to part sons

from sweethearts, and sacrifice

in the name of love—so long

Camille will continue to have

perpetual appeal. Such condi-

tions are not trancient, but are found-

ed upon the enduring human emotions

that can be depended upon to run true

to form down through the ages. The
tragedy, the heartbreaks of Ca-
mille should only be brought
home more vividly, more

_

«.«

poignantly when presented

in the present. Love and

sacrifice know no age, no
restraint of customs or creeds.

“Most people consider ‘Camille’ only

as a tragedy, while I would classify it

as one of the greatest love stories of all

time. Moreover, many other of our
old-time favorites have recently been
rendered in modern versions with great suc-

cess. ‘Hamlet,’ always heretofore associated

with past ages, has been very convincingly

presented in formal evening dress with auto-

matic revolvers and all the fixin’s. ‘Romeo
and Juliet’ was tested before a critical audience
of young people. Modern slang and costuming were em

NORMA
( First

JORED NIBLO, director, confers zvith Art Director
William Cameron Menzies on the sets and sketches

for "Camille,” First National film.

ployed, but the plot was identical with Shakespeare’s. The
audience accepted the play at its face value and accorded
it an ovation, never suspecting they were acclaiming a

drama several centuries old. Which
proves that the ‘play’s the thing,’ or

in our case, the ‘character’s the thing’

—not the period.

A Modern Girl

“Camille, as a modern girl,

should have greater allure

than otherwise. Characters

that stand the test of time

should be strengthened by a

modern treatment, not stripped

of their only claim to fame.

Clearer insight into human
nature is the goal toward
which we are striving in,

presenting the new Camille.”

Menzies Creates Designs

William Cameron Menzies
is supplying art designs for the sets

of “Camille.” Menzies is the art

director for the Joseph M. Schenck
and Pickford-Fairbanks organiza-

tions.

It has been his task to visualize

the exteriors and interiors of the

picture and picturize them by hand
drawings in such a manner that Mr.

Niblo could produce the picture.

His instructions when making his

designs were to create sets more
perfect and more artistic than any
heretofore given the stage or screen

in the production of “Camille.”

Norma Talmadge has been se-

lected to portray the new Camille

;

or rather it might be said Norma
Talmadge has selected “Camille” as

her own vehicle to be produced bv
her husband, Joseph Schenck. It

will serve as the last of her great

released by First National.

TALMADGE
National )

number of pictures
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PATSY RUTH MILLER
Warner Bros. Star

PAUL L. STEIN

DIRECTOR

WARNER BROTHERS

STUDIO

HOLLYWOOD

Edward P. Moran
Scenarios - Titles

Comedy Construction

Just finished with “What Price

Glory?”

Now writing “Van Bibber”

“O’Henrys” and “Jerry the Giant”

series under supervision of

Geo. Marshall

SCOTT R. DUNLAP
Director of

“DESERT VALLEY”
A Jackson Gregory Story

BUCK JONES, STAR

FOX RELEASE

Alfred A. Cohn
FREE LANCE WRITER

Scenario of Year’s Greatest

Heart Interest Melodrama

M.-G.-M’s

“The Fire Brigade”

Universal’s Mystery Comedy

“The Cat and the Canary”
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"The Marnage Circle”
“
Earthbound

”
ALBERT AUSTIN

—HARRY O. HOYT

L
EFT is Albert Austin, Fox
j director. Right is Harry

O. Hoyt, signed last week to

direct for Warner Brothers.

At bottom of page are two
scenes from Warner’s picture,

“The Marriage Circle,” with
Florence Vidor and Monte
Blue.

example, “The Lost World,” is nowhere
near what it should be, in my honest
opinion. In other words, the very things
which strike the reviewers wrong, I know
already are not correct, but have been
impotent, helpless to protest. This was
particularly true with the picture known
as “The Rider of the King Log,” a novel
by Holman Day, one of the pictures
distributed by Associated about six years
ago.

It so turned out that I was able to photo-
graph the four seasons of the year in this

picture. It has as its background a

ENTLEMEN:
Thank you for the opportunity

of contributing to the “Confessions”

page of Exhibitors Herauc

Of all the pictures I ever saw, the

one I wish I had directed is “Earth-

bound.” T. Hays Hunter made this

picture. For centuries it has been

the ambition of mortals to know
where we will go when we are dead.

Spiritualists have told us that they

know it is demonstrable. In “Earth-

bound” this subject was
treated seriously for the

first time, I believe. It

captured my imagination

with the hope of doing a

tremendous picture along

these lines, and it was so

beautifully done, so well

handled, both from a di-

rectorial and camera point

of view, that it will al-

ways remain an inspira-

tion to me.
I won’t say it is the

greatest picture ever
made, but I would rather

have made it than any pic-

ture I ever saw. Of my
own pictures, I have been
unfortunate —-it has so

turned out that rarely
have I been able to have
any say whatsoever in the

cutting, hence the prod-
uct on the screen, as for

real river, real Maine lumbermen
—not extras dressed for the part,

made in a real Maine lumber
camp, real trees, a million feet

of lumber, cabins covered with six

feet of snow and the same cabins in

mid-summer, and the story was a
combination of heart interest and
melodrama, tremendous heart inter-

est and powerful melodrama.
I am a stickler for sound con-

struction. “The Rider of the King
Log” as a novel was
constructed soundly. Its

unities were preserved
and its progress was a
legitimate chain of cause
and effect. For all of

these reasons it is my
favorite picture.

While Albert Austin
says

:

Gentlemen

;

In my opinion, “The
Marriage Circle” was the

best directed picture that

I have been privileged to

see ; the cast was perfect,
(Continued on page 64 )
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Gertrude Short
Now Free Lancing

Appearing: in “The Day of Souls”—M-G-M.
Now Playing: “Bubbles” in

“Tillie the Toiler”
Phone: Gladstone 1913

ALAN HALE
DIRECTOR

“WEDDING SONG”—Leatrice Joy

“BRAVEHEART”—Rod LaRoque
“RISKY BUSINESS”—Vera Reynolds

“RUBBER TIRES”—Bessie Love

P. D. C. Release
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Pictures
That
Sell

By Carey Wilson

An Exhibitor Who Found

What It Is to Be on the

Production End of “the

Picture Business”

The Author of these Lines Was at One

Time a Small Town Exhibitor, Later

in Charge of World Film Sales for Fox,

and Now An Important Scenarist and

Unit Production Manager for First

National

CAREY WILSON

T HE most significant development of

film production within the last several

years is the placing of real showmen
at the head of single producing units, as

production managers, supervisors, or what-

ever they may be styled.

The exhibitor, the film salesman and
many in distributing circles know one fact

that some big producers have yet to learn

—that the secret of box office success is

showmanship all along the line from the

purchase of a story and casting of a pic-

ture to its exhibition.

The producer may not be able to make
box office hits every time or even half

of the time; but there is no excuse for

not having sales-value in every motion pic-

ture production offered the men who need
that one value most—the exhibitors and
film salesmen. The fact that many films do
not contain this value is due to two things.

First, ignorance of showmanship on the

part of those responsible ;
second, a lack

of appreciation of its value.

Unfortunately, no one is constantly tell-

ing the producer how bad his pictures are,

thus forcing him to attempt to prove how
good they are, and why—and to do some
real thinking on problems he is now too

prone to consider the grief of his dis-

tributor’s sales force, and of the exhibitor.

If the producer were in the film sales-

man’s position, he would not only per-

ceive what is wrong with some of his

product, but unlike the salesman, he would
be in position to remedy it. The sales-

man can only make the best of the material

on hand
; the producer could put selling

value into his next efforts.

Hitherto, the injection of selling value
into pictures has been largely a hit-or-

miss process. A great deal of money
would be spent on publicity and adver-

tising to sell pictures, but very little

money or thought on making pictures

that would help to sell themselves. What
there was, was mainly a matter of tradi-

tion, such as that of using titles of

famous books or successful stage plays.

This was a costly process, and often

after a great deal of expense chargeable
only to publicity, what advertising value

had been purchased was thrown away by
changing the titles.

Now, fortunately, showmanship in the

making of pictures is not only getting

the recognition it deserves, but the mod-
ern producing system favors it. Practic-

ally all important film organizations have
the unit production manager, who is able

to concentrate upon showmanship angles

of one picture at a time; and if he knows
his business, he can put selling value
into every production.

That, in fact, is his most important
duty and responsibility. The director

can look after getting his story on the

screen, and the production manager’s
part in this function is mostly that of

co-operation. But good directors are
not always good showmen ; neither are

scenarists, cameramen, cutters, and

others who have to do with putting

the story on the screen in its most
effective dramatic manner. The produc-
tion manager must be the chief show-
man.
He must work with the materials in

hand. If he can use a famous star, the

title of a famous book, or play, or the

name of a famous author, he has the old-

fashioned and still reliable starting

points of ready-made sales value. But
if he has only part or none of these, he
can still do his work; it only requires

more skill and knowledge on his part.

“The Big Parade,” “The Iron Horse”
and most of the Fairbanks and Chaplin
pictures have only one of these tradi-

tional selling items, and if these pic-

tures had not been excellent examples
of showmanship, the absence of the
others would have been felt. But the

pictures were made by real showmen
who overcame that absence and turned
out hits.

Of course, the pictures I mention are

big in every respect. The real test comes
in injecting sales value into films that

are not big attractions. ..I have always
put pictures into two classes: One, the
pictures that exhibitors fight for, and the
other, that the salesman has to fight

to sell. The latter may be deficient in

selling angles or just poor films; but, in

general, a poor picture with even one
good selling angle is better for both

( Continued on page 64)
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MARIE
PREVOST

Star of the Metro-

politan Pictures

Production “Get-

ting Gertie’s Gar-

ter,” for Producers

Distributing Cor-

poration. Just fin-

ished “Man-Bait.”

Kenneth

Harlan

Appearing

opposite

Anna Q.

Nilsson

in

“Easy

Pickings”

A New Mystery

Drama

First National

“I wish to thank my exhibitor

friends for their thoughtfulness
in voting for me in Herald’s sur-

vey.”
' BILLY BUTTS

Phone Gr. 6675.

JAMES P. HOGAN
Director

“ISLE OF RETRIBUTION” and
“KING OF THE TURF”

—

F. B. O.

Coming—“BURNING BRIDGES” and
“BEYOND THE BORDER,”
with Harry Carey Paths

Directing “RANGER”—F. B. O.
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By Herald Representatives at

the Studio{fl
Special Assignments Will

^ Be Covered for Exhibitors

Upon Request to Editor

“The Studio,” Exhibitors

Herald, Chicago, 111. Publication Rights Granted Exhibitors

A Double News Service In-

forming the Showman Upon
Studio Events and Enabling
Him to Inform His Reader
Patrons in Turn.

NEW YORK, Nov. 23.—Ben Lyon is appearing all this week

at the Circle theatre, Indianapolis, Indiana, in connection

with the showing there of his latest First National picture, The

Prince of Tempters.” Incidentally, this theatre is owned by Bens

bis: boss, Robert Lieber, president of First National.

Leo Feodoroff is Russian, but he eats spaghetti with all the

gusto of a real Italian in the boarding house sequence.

Raquel Meller, the Spanish diseuse, and Thomas Meighan

have been among the visitors to the “Music Master set.

Jimmy Grainger, Fox Films, sales manager, has decided to give

exhibitors “Summer Bachelors” as a Christmas present. It is

released on December 26. Allan Dwan produced the picture

from Warner Fabian’s novel. Exhibitors may rest assured that

“Summer Bachelors” will come to them with the echo of the ex-

ploitation campaign that precedes it transformed into the sound

of marching feet to their box-office windows, for Jimmy has

appointed Roger Ferri to handle all work in connection with its

release. * * *

W. C. Fields celebrated the start of his latest Paramount

starring picture, “The Potters,” the other day by taking a

bath and a shave. It is not inferred that this is an infrequent

occurrence with Fields, simply that it is not his custom to

perform these functions in public. The bathroom was located

on a set at the Paramount Long Island studio stage and Fields

took his ablutions under the penetrating glare of a dozen

Cooper-Hewitts and the inquisitive eyes of two cameras.

Fields, a comparatively recent recruit from the musical com-
edy stage, is now convinced that there is no privacy in the

life of a screen star—none whatever!
* * *

Director Howard Higgin who recently completed “Not Herbert”

for First National in New York returned to Hollywood last week
to attend the wedding of his daughter, Constance, which was
held on Armistice Day. It is not definitely settled yet whether

Higgin will do his next picture in New York or on the Coast.

At any rate, he plans to remain in Hollywood several weeks.
* * *

Dwan has two very capable cameramen, George Webber and

Joseph Ruttenberg. George worked with Dwan on several Gloria

Swanson pictures over at Famous Players. Sam Carso is back

designing sets. Of course Dan Doran, the property man, is on the

job. Emery J. Herrett, costume designer, is having a great time

keeping track of the charming costumes of 1900. If it were
not for her bobbed hair, Josephine DeWitt, who is working as

script girl, might be mistaken for a member of the cast.
5{C 5jC *

Actors don’t always get the parts they want, no matter how
hard they want them—except Jack Egan who is a persistent young
man. Two years ago he wanted very much to act the role of Bill

Potter in J. P. McAvoy’s stage play, “The Potters,” but the prize

was handed to Jack Squire. Squire was taken ill and the part was
was handed to Egan. He started to get up
in it when Squire recovered and the part

was handed back again. Now “The
Potters” is being made into a motion pic-

ture at the Paramount Long Island stu-

dio, starring W. C. Fields under direction

of Fred Newmeyer, and Jack Egan is at

last playing his much-sought role of Bill

Potter.
jfc %

Sam Hardy who has been working in

most of Robert Kane’s pictures during the

past year and who is now in California

playing in Colleen Moore’s “Orchids and
Ermine,” will return to New York within

the next few days to play in another Kane
production, “The Duke of Ladies.”

HOLLYWOOD, Nov. 23—Sam Taylor, erstwhile director of

Harold Lloyd, has been signed to direct Mary Pickford’s

next production. She is now assisting Taylor, Carl Harbaugh

and Tim Whalen, comedy collaborators, in whipping the story

into shape.
* * *

Howard Higgin, who has been directing for First National in

New York, returned to Hollywood last week to attend the wed-

ding of his daughter.
* * *

Nick Musuraca packed up his camera and lens and accom-

panied Tom Tyler and Director Bob DeLacy out to the great

open spaces to snap a few scenes for “Lightning Lariats.”

* * *

Little Billy Butts, popular seven year old screen star, was
listed among the 240 Box Office names submitted by exhibitors in

the Herald's recent survey. Only one other child actor was in

the list. Fred Thomson, with whom he has played in several

pictures, ranked third in the 60 Best Box Office Names.
* * *

Charles Van Enger, A. S. C., is a hound for detective stories

and mystery tales, so he is right in his element photographing
“Easy Pickings” a mystery drama at First National. Kenneth
Harlan has the male lead in this George Archainbaud production.

* * *

Jack Mulhall heads the supporting cast in “Orchids and
Ermine” which John McCormick is producing for First National.

Jack is the sweetheart of Colleen Moore (in the picture) who
operates the telephone switchboard of a big hotel. While learn-

ing to “plug in” on First National’s switchboard Colleen gathered
these statistics : Out of every 100 incoming calls, 45 are from
girls seeking screen work; 15 from men for the same purpose;
24 legitimate business calls

; 10 from tourists who wish to visit

the studio and six are personal calls to studio employes.
* * *

George Hill, who recently directed Lon Chaney and William
Haines in “Tell it to the Marines,” has been placed under a long
term contract by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studios. Hill, who is

a nephew of the famous railroad builder James J. Hill, was edu-
cated to become an engineer and for a time worked for the Union
Pacific but switched and became a cameraman and then a director.

* * *

No Swear Words in “What Price Glory?”
Malcolm Stuart Boylan, commonly called “Mike” for short,

is to have his name in tall type on all the bill boards as the title-

writer of “What Price Glory?” This is the first time in film
history, according to well known Hollywood historians, that a
title-writer has been thus honored. And I hear there is not a
swear word in the 179 titles used in the 11 reels of the picture.
Evidently Boylan learned to “write it short” while serving his
newspaper apprenticeship.

% ifc

Monty Banks is all mixed up with law
books and juries in his next Pathe comedy
“Horse shoes.” And incidentally you’ll see

some nifty looking sets in this production.

* * *

Paul L. Stein who started production on
“Don’t Tell the Wife” at Warner Brothers
studio has chosen Huntly Gordon as his

leading man. It is a story of domestic

life in the upper classes and Mr. Stein,

having just taken unto himself a wife,

should know his onions!

“I'll Tell

the World ”

DAVE EPSTEIN
PUBLICITY

6404 Sunset Boulevard

Hollywood, Cal.

GL. 6337

Gertrude Short had to have her titian

tresses cut short to play the role of “Bub-
( Continued to page 69)
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JOHN
FORD

Director

“3 Bad
Men”

Just Finished

“MOTHER
MACHREE”

Fox Releases

CHARLES (Chuck) RIESNER
Director

“BETTER ’OLE”
“THE MISSING LINK”

Starring Syd Chaplin

Warner Brothers Release

Stephen Roberts
DIRECTOR OF

“SKY BOUND”
“PINK ELEPHANTS”
“HIGH SEA BLUES”
With A1 St. John Starred

EDUCATIONAL RELEASES

JULES WHITE
DIRECTOR OF

Wm. Fox Comedies

LATEST RELEASE—“DIZZY DANCERS”

Photography

KARL STRUSS

“Ben-Hur”

“Forever After”

“Sunrise”

F. W. Murnau’s first American
Production

With Charles Rosher

AL HALL
CHIEF FILM EDITOR

FIRST NATIONAL PICTURES
WEST COAST STUDIOS

Horace

Miller

New

"STILL
HOPINC

THAT GOOD
PICTURES CAN

BE MADE
WITHOUT
WASTE”
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If You’reA“YesMan”
You Don l Belong

with Harry
By ED. H. DONALD

THE raucous siren at the new First National

studio in Burbank, Cal., had just screamed its 8

o’clock warning.

A few stragglers in overalls were making for the

electrical shops and the mill.

Down the broad new pavement of Avenue A, from
the direction of the garages, came a brisk little

figure in a gray fedora turned down as to brim, and

a light overcoat of fashionable tan.

Harry Langdon, the screen’s newest serio-comic

skyrocket, was coming to work.

The last of the electricians turned at the door of

the “juice shop.”

“Hello, Harry,” he called.

“Hello, Joe,” said Langdon, smiling that smile

that millions go to see and throwing up his hand
in one of those peculiar stiff-armed jestures that he

uses as naturally off the screen as on.

Frank, the watchdog of the Langdon wardrobe
and guardian of the Langdon household gods,

sighed and put his pipe in a pigeon-hole of the desk
in the office of Langdon’s dressing room suite.

“Boss litty late today,” said Frank.

Langdon breezed in. The word is used advisedly.

The man has a magnetic, compelling personality

and a brain that snaps like well-oiled machinery.
He gives the effect of astonishing, but direct haste.

“Hello,” he said. Nothing more. No effusion.

Yet the simple greeting radiated friendliness.

He chatted of his work as he rapidly divested

himself of coats, vest, and shirt, and sat before

the makeup table dabbing on the grease. His make-
up, by the way, is simple and quickly applied. A
little of this, a little of that, a dab- of powder to

kill the hilations from ^the studio lights, and he’s

ready for work.

The picture was “Long Pants,” Langdon's third

big feature for First National. It follows the phe-
nomenal success of “The Strong Man,” and it was
easy to see that Langdon was giving everything he
had to mal^e it a conclusive “top.” During the

dressing room conference, and on the way to the
set, he talked of nothing else—the advisability of

this or that; whether this would be a big laugh;
whether that would be better. He said he dreamed
of the picture at nights.

The set that day was an “inside exterior,” one of

the largest I have ever seen. It occupied virtually

all of mammoth Stage Four. A mountain had been
constructed across one entire side and along its

base ran a dusty road. In the dusty road stood a

Rolls-Royce, and in the Rolls-Royce set Alma Ben-
nett, the brunette charmer who is one of Langdon’s
five leading ladies in “Long Pants.”

Sun-arcs hissed. Giant spotlights hummed and
glared, “Broads,” 50 yards of them, side by side,

stood on the floor. Overhead buzzed a veritable
network of “doms” and “scoops,” flooding the
scene with dead-white brilliance.

And this illumination, totalling billions of candle-
power, centered on Langdon and Miss Bennett. The
set had been built inside because of the fickleness

of California’s November weather.

Between scenes Langdon played his saxophone
in the orchestra. He is a musical enthusiast, al-

though not schooled in the art. I had noticed a port-

( Continued on page 68 )
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NORMAN
TAUROG

Now Directing

Lloyd Hamilton

Latest Release

“Goose Flesh”

In Production

“High Voltage”

Educational
Release

hj’AZ -'A:

'^7-- A;
I

a;

ERNST LUBITSCH
/I Paramount Director

Now Making

“OLD HEIDELBERG”
For M-G-M

“The Marriage
Circle”

( Continued from page 57)

the construction was particularly good, and
the direction was handled so well that the
picture was one hundred per cent entertain-
ment. I hereby extend to Mr. Lubitsch
my hearty congratulations on his achieve-
ment

;
I think it a masterpiece.

Among the pictures directed by myself,
“My Boy,” starring Jackie Coogan, af-
forded me the most satisfaction; a simple
story filled with human interest, a short
cast, and a marvelously clever star.

Pictures

That Sell
( Continued, from page 59)

salesman and exhibitor than a fair pic-
ture that has no sales angle at all.

I had proof of the fact that a very
good picture without sales angles is often
outclassed at the box office by poor pic-
tures which have sales angles, when I

was handling the Adolph Zukor prod-
uct in New York state away back in 1912 .

This was divided into three classes, “A”
being stage play vehicles and stage stars
such as Mrs. Fiske and James O’Neill;
“B”, pictures with or without well-
known vehicles, but with popular players
such as the Mary Pickford of that day;
and “C”, originals with little-known
players.

Pictures of each class went over cred-
itably until we came to a class “C” pic-
ture that in point of story and perform-
ance and personalities of the players
in their roles, was best of all—and it

“flopped” miserably, because it has noth-
ing of a sales angle about it. Since that
time, right up to date, I have seen this
happen again and again. Any exhibitor
or film salesman can cite similar ex-
periences by the score.

In the past, too many producers began
their showmanship after the production
was completed. The time for a producer
to put showmanship into effect is when
the pictures or the series of pictures is

first planned. The time to quit paying
attention to the showmanship angles of
a picture is when that picture has ceased
to appear in the theatres. Any pro-
ducer profits by following the progress
of his films through the various classes
of theatres, and analyzing the causes of
their success and failure.

Making great pictures will never be
a science, but putting selling value into
them approaches a science in exactness.
If the motion picture industry employs
real showmen as unit production man-
agers, and invests in these men sufficient
authority and responsiblity, the whole
picture field and its patrons will profit
thereby. In effect, box office success
will be guaranteed; and when that is ac-
complished, pictures of better dramatic
and artistic quality will result, for show-
manship in no way detracts from these
qualities, and in every way facilitates

the work of directors, players and other
artists whose business is to tell their
story on the screen with the greatest
effectiveness.
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Art
Times

Common
Sense
Equals

Box Office
I
N replying to the question, propounded
by Exhibitors Herald, I should like

to minimize the personal pronoun.

The most praiseworthy co-operation ex-

isted. Harmony prevailed throughout the

life of the production. Every man,
woman and child proved themselves de-
serving the highest praise. It was not so

much “I” as “we.”

Personally, my central aim was to keep
the dominating theme uppermost and, at

the same time, steer clear of objectionable
features. I felt that this intensely human
story, centering about the life and love
of an eccentric floriculturist of New York,
gave Alec B. Francis the film opportunity
of a lifetime. Long before he got the
role, and even before I was assigned to the
picture, we used to discuss its possibilities.

I remember talking it over with him at

Santa Cruz when we were making “Thun-
der Mountain.”
Inasmuch as the prime purpose of the

screen is to entertain, we had to keep a
watchful eye upon the ghost sequences to

avoid any suggestion of gloom. Then, too,

Estelle Wins
Praise of Press

(Continued from page SO)

crazed, diabolical Lucrezia Borgia. She is posi-
tively ravishing.”

QUINN MARTIN, MORNING WORLD—“Of
all the performances turned in on this occasion,
that one by Estelle Taylor as Lucrezia Borgia
seems most marked by proper casting and com-
petence. Hers is a surprisingly effective charac-
terization.”

EILEEN CREELMAN, NEW YORK AMERI-
CAN—“Estelle Taylor, stunning in a blond wig,
rivals the star of the picture.”

SIME SILVERMAN, VARIETY—“The com-
plete surprise was the performance of Estelle
Taylor as Lucrezia Borgia. Her Lucrezia is a fine
piece of work.”
PALMER SMITH, EVENING WORLD—

“Estelle Taylor . . . emerged in ‘Don Juan’ as a
striking actress in a part none too easy. Her eyes
in particular seemed to soften or harden at will
and this without much of the customary leering
and ogling of the picture vamp.”

S. JAY KAUFMAN, NEW YORK TELEGRAM—“Estelle Taylor is an American girl who does
Continental acting. We do not recall having
seen a more perfect characterization than her
Lucrezia Borgia. We hope that Warner Brothers
do a picture with this character as the basis with
Estelle Taylor in the leading role.”
H. DAVID STRAUSS, MORNING TELE-

GRAPH—“In a blond wig. Miss Taylor brings to
the screen a character that will long be remem-
bered and at times is so definite, so subtle and
cruel that it ranks easily with the brilliant work
of the star.”
ARTHUR JAMES, MOTION PICTURES TO-

DAY—“We wonder that he (Don Juan) didn’t
finally cling to the beautiful Estelle Taylor, mag-
nificent as Lucrezia Borgia.”
DONALD BURNEY, NEW YORK REVIEW—

“Her (Estelle Taylor) beauty is such as we did
not know she possessed—delicate, domineering and
stately—and her characterization is altogether in
keeping with the character of the fascinating and
cruel woman she enacts.”
MORDAUNT HALL, NEW YORK TIMES—

“She (Estelle Taylor) betrays imagination in han-
dling her role, which is by no means an easy one.

7Y I RE C T OR Victor Schertz-
L' inger (in circle). Lower photo

shows the director and Alec. B.

Francis, Fox player who has the role

of Peter in “The Return of Peter

Grimm.’’

there was the question, always present, of

how people feel about certain phases of

existence. It is true that the story is based

By

Victor

Schertzinger

upon the question, “Can the Dead Return
to Life?” but it is equally true we had no
intention of making this into a preachment.

It was conceivable, or, at any rate, it

was my belief, that the character of Peter
Grimm could be made so dominant in life

that his presence could be felt by those on
earth even after his departure. That was
what I was striving to create—an impres-
sive personality who could be felt, even
though unseen to human eyes.

“Oom Peter Was Here”

We accomplished this in a number of
ways. Even Frederik, the designing
nephew, felt it. He is conscious at all

times of the immediacy of the intangible

Peter.

Once, when Frederik is answering the

telephone in the Grimm home, he shudders
and looks questioningly into the telephone.

Then he removes the receiver and shakes
it. This prompts him to say: “What’s
wrong with this thing? Who is in this

room ?” As a matter of fact, he sees no
one, but we know that Peter is hammer-

(Continued on page 73)

Hull Says West Will Again Be
“A Country of Cowboys”

Congressman Returns From Visit on Location Where Dan Clark Shot

Scenes for Mix Western

By ED HULL
(Illinois Representative in Congress)

M Y visit to the spot, 85 miles from Los Angeles, where the Mix
company was on location making a Fox Western was a privilege

I appreciated because it gave me a new vision of picture

production.

17 IRST of all, it was a village built

^ entirely in the mountains of Los
Angeles, post office, hotel, laundry, stores

and a mining tipple. But what attracted my
attention more than anything else was
the character of the actors, some 35 men
assembled and all of them old fashioned
cowboys.
Their acting was very natural, scram-

bling, falling and fighting and in reality

to an onlooker, it seemed like they were
in dead earnest, the kind of hits they
gave and the kind of falls they took; it

was so natural that I could hardly be-

lieve that they were acting. They
seemed to have great pleasure out of it.

I was served luncheon at what they
called their cook wagon. The Fox unit

carries with it an inclosed wagon with
a full kitchen equipment and there a
bounteous meal was served out in the
open. There was wholesome food, and

everybody on the lot lunched together,

including the visitors.

On European affairs Mix says, “I am
half inclined to think that we should

charge off the books and forget the war
debt. You know a man does not prosper

much who is running a store in an
impoverished neighborhood where his

customers have no money. In such
circumstances he would be smart to

burn up his ledger and help his cus-

tomers to make new money; then his

business would show a profit and not
before. Our neighbors are ‘busted’ and
as long as they have no money to trade

with, we can not prosper.”

At the end of the Japanese-Russian
war, oUr little brown-skinned neighbors
startled the world by refusing to ask

the usual war indenmity from Russia.

Instead, Japan brought its soldiers home,
put them to work.
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Jack

Mulhall

who heads
the support-
ing <ast in

“Orchids

and

Ermine”

COLLEEN
MOORE’S

next starring
vehicle for
First National

.

Production
Lags in West

(Continued from page 49)

stage space will be used. This includes
three large stages just completed.

Victor Schertzinger is in the midst of
“Stage Madness” starring Virginia Valli
and Lou Tellegen. Lou Seiler is away
on location directing Tom Mix in “The
Last Trail” with old reliable Dan Clark
at the camera. “The Auctioneer” is rap-
idly rounding into shape under A1
Green’s direction, and F. W. Murnau,
the German director, is occupying one
whole stage for swamp scenes for “Sun-
rise.” It is said this picture will have
but two titles when finished, which
sounds interesting. George O’Brien is

working like a trooper in the lead with
Janet Gaynor and Margaret Livingston
appearing opposite him. Charlie Roscher
and Karl Struss are photographing it.

Four Universal Units Working
Universal has definitely begun its fall

program with four feature companies
hard at work. The feature units now
working are: “Slow Down,” starring
Reginald Denny; “Uncle Tom’s Cabin,”
which Harry Pollard is directing; “The
Cat and the Canary,” from the stage
play, which Paul Leni is directing, and
“The Deacon,” starring Jean Hersholt,
and directed by Edward Sloman. Wil-
liam Seiter is preparing the story for
“Fast and Furious,” which will star
Denny. Reeves Eason, who recently
signed a long-term contract with Uni-
versal, will direct Hoot Gibson in
“Cheyenne Days.”

Metro Schedule “Heaviest”
With six important pictures in production and

plans being hurried to start several more within
a few days, the mid-winter production schedule
of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studios is assuming
shape as one of the heaviest in its history.
Marion Davies has started work on “Tillie, the

Toiler” under Hobart Henley’s direction.
Gertrude Short will play "Bubbles” the stenog-
rapher next door in this film adapted from a
cartoon strip. Matt Moore and George K. Arthur
will be seen as “Mac” and Mr. Whipple,” re-
spectively. Tim McCoy is starring in a new
Western, as yet unnamed. W. S. Van Dyke is
directing. Robert Z. Leonard is making “The
Demi-Bride” with Norma Shearer, Lew Cody and
others. Edmund Goulding will make “Women
Love Diamonds” with Pauline Starke.
The next few days will see the start of “Old

Heidelberg” based on Richard Mansfield’s famous
stage vehicle, under Ernst Lubitsch’s direction.
Ramon Novarro will be starred, with Jean Her-
sholt and others in support. It is to be filmed
on a gorgeous scale. Many of the costumes and
props will be imported especially for this picture.

Clarence Brown is all set to direct "The Wind”
starring Lillian Gish, a filmization of Dorothy
Scarborough’s famous novel of the Texas "wind
country.” Jack Conway’s next story is "Twelve
Miles Out,” Sada Cowan’s adaptation of the stage
play. John Gilbert will be starred. Will Nigh
who made ‘The Fire B'rigade” is to do ‘Mr. Wu”
which will have none other than Lon Chaney
in the stellar role.

Edward Sedgwick is making a baseball story
“Slide Kelly Slide” with William Haines. Sallv
O’Neil, Harry Carey and others. Bob Meusel,
well known baseball star, is included in the cast.

“The Day of Souls” is just being finished by
Tod Browning. It is a mystery drama of the
Budapest underworld, and Rene Adoree, Gertrude
Short and others appear in support of John
Gilbert.

F. B. O. Making “Magic Garden”

F. B. O. studios present another busy scene
to the casual visitor with five companies shooting
and several preparing. J. Leo Meehan has a large
company at work filming "The Magic Garden”
the Gene Stratton-Porter story appearing serially

in McCall’s Magazine. Margaret Morris and
Raymond Keane have the leading roles.

Fred Thomson’s latest production “Don Mike”
is nearing completion under the direction of Lloyd
Ingraham. It is a story of the old Spanish days
in California before the American "conquest” and
besides the star has a large cast of well known
players. Viola Dana’s second F. B. O. feature
“Home Struck” has just reached the cutting room.
David Kirkland directed Alberta Vaughn’s first

picture after a vacation of two months. It is

“Uneasy Payments” and promises to be a rollick-

ing comedy. George O’Hara has an automobile
story “California or BHist” which Phil Rosen
directed. Tom Tyler’s latest Western is “Light-
ning Lariats” which B'ob DeLacy has just finished.
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Little Frankie Darro and Dorothy Dunbar appear

in support of the popular star. Belle Bennett is

to play the title role in a Gold Bond feature called

“Mother” which goes into production this week.

"Hello Bill!” the Elks picture is also being made
ready for early production.

Four Shooting at De Mille Studios

Four companies are shooting at the De Mille

studios, where Cecil B. is directing “The King of

Kings.” Sam Goldwyn is producing “A Night of

Love” written by Lenore J. Coffee ;
Allan Hale is

back from location where he was making his auto

camp story “Rubber Tires”; William K. Howard
is directing "White Gold” and Paul Sloane is

preparing “Turkish Delight” an Irving Cobb story.

The Metropolitan studios have been rather quiet

but with several new P. D. C. productions now
under way it again presents a busy appearance.

“Getting Gertie’s Garter,” starring Marie Prevost
is in work under E. Mason Hopper’s direction.

Harold Lloyd has been on the Lasky back ranch
making scenes for “The Mountain Boy” which
Walter Lundin is photographing, and Donald
Crisp is directing Leatrice Joy in “Nobody’s
Widow.”
Out at the Hal Roach studios Monty B'anks is

half-way through his next Pathe feature-comedy,
“Horse Shoes” under Clyde Bruckman’s direction.

Other companies on this lot are “Our Gang”
Mabel Normand, Charles Chase, and an all-star

cast just completing a “big names” comedy.

Six Shooting at Paramount
At Paramount studios six companies are shoot-

ing. “The Rough Riders” employing many extras
is rapidly nearing completion; “Casey at the Bat”
another baseball story is being directed by Monty
Brice; Frank Lloyd is making “Children of

Divorce” and Richard Rosson is shooting Adolphe
Menjou in "Blonde or Brunette.”

Paul Stein at Warner Brothers is directing
“Don’t Tell the Wife” with David Abel cranking
the camera. Monte Blue and Patsy Ruth Miller
are working day and night in “Wolf’s Clothing”
under Roy Del Ruth’s direction. Charles Reisner
is about finished with “The Missing Link,” Syd
Chaplin’s new vehicle and Lloyd Bacon can tell

you all about “Finger Prints” which he directed.
He will next do “White Flannels” with an all

star cast, a story by Graham Baker.

Educational Ahead of Schedule

December first will find Educational’s big sched-
ule of productions for 1926-27 more than half
finished. Five directors are working on current
productions. Norman Taurog is directing Lloyd
Hamilton on the seventh of the eight two-reelers
he made this year. Charles Lamont is directing
Johnny Arthur; Stephen Roberts is putting A1 St.
John through his paces in a Mermaid comedy,
the tenth of his present series of 18. Educational
studios is slightly ahead of its schedule of pro-
ductions as outlined in June. Forty-four two reel
comedies and 24 single reel pictures comprise the
season’s output. Of these 25 two reelers and 13
single reel pictures have been completed.
Gus Meins has just completed the seventh pic-

ture of the “Let George Do It” series for Stern
Brothers, released through Universal. A new
series “The Excuse Maker” is being prepared as
well as new stories for “The Newlyweds and their
Baby.”
George E. Marshall and his large staff of writers

and directors have an extensive comedy schedule
mapped out for the coming month at the Fox
studios. Six companies are now making laugh
reels for the 1926-27 season.

7IT ONTY BANKS, Pathe star,

will soon complete “Horse
Shoes” at Culver City.

BUCK JONES
AND

SILVER
CURRENT

PRODUCTION

“THE WAR
HORSE”

Written by Buck Jones

Just Finished

"DESERT VALLEY”
Directed by

SCOTT R. DUNLAP
FOX RELEASE

ROY WILLIAM NEILL
Author-Director

NOW DIRECTING

“WEDLOCK”
For William Fox With an All-Star Cast
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VICTOR
SCHERTZINGER

DIRECTOR

FOX RELEASE

In Appreciation of

JANET GAYNOR'S
Performance in

“The Return of

Peter Grimm”

HARRY
GARSON

Will

Announce

His New

Affiliations

Soon

No “Yes Men”
for Harry

(Continued from page 63)

able organ in his dressing room, a cello
leaning in a corner, and another saxo-
phone hung carelessly from a corner of
a sculping stand atop which stood an un-
finished but remarkable clay likeness of
Arthur T. Ripley, Langdon’s scenario
chief and close friend. I was told that
Langdon had made the bust.
The final scenes of the “inside ex-

terior” sequence were completed just
before noon. The set had then been
used 14 days.
The astute Frank had luncheon ready

in the dressing room when he returned
from the set.

No “Yes Men”
Langdon’s staff had gathered for the

regular noon-day conference by the time
we had finished. There were Frank
Capra, the remarkable young man who
directed “The Strong Man” and now is

directing “Long Pants”; Arthur Ripley,
who hides a world of funny thoughts
behind a dour exterior; William H. Jen-
ner, production manager of the Langdon
company, and Chief Cameraman Elgin
Lessley. They entered into a spirited
free-and-easy discussion of the picture
and its problems. I was amazed at the
camaraderie of the group. There was
no feeling of self-consciousness. Each
man said what he had to say regardless
of whether his opinion contradicted
what the star had just said. Landon
himself encouraged this spirit, and I

could sense his agile mind weighing the
various ideas, accepting this, discarding
that.

I found that Langdon’s productions
are largely spontaneous. This is unques-
tionably reflected in his work. As Rip-
ley outlined their methods of procedure:
“We start at a beginning, and we know
where we are going to finish. What
comes in between is developed, you
might say, from day to day. We believe
that a cut-and-dried formula ruins spon-
taneity, and without spontaneity there is

no comedy.”
The discussion continued as we

walked down the wide avenue to the
scene of the afternoon’s work, this time
an exterior built out of doors. It repre-
sented a street in old San Francisco
before the “fire.” Langdon explained
that it was of necessity constructed “on
the lot” because no stage was large
enough to hold it.

Gaunt old brick buildings towered
three stories high. A cobblestone
street, common in San Francisco in the
old days, wound away and turned one
of those sharp corners for which San
Francisco streets are noted. A crowd
worked in this set all afternoon, with
Langdon dodging in and out in that
inimitable manner for which he is

famous.
As darkness neared another giant of

battery of lights was brought into play.
Denver Harmon, chief electrician of the
Langdon forces, had a crew of more
than a hundred men under his supervi-
sion. It was after 7 o’clock at night be-
fore the final scene was taken.

I found Langdon taciturn concerning
his own part in his pictures, yet eager
for suggestions for their betterment. He
impressed me as one of the most earnest
stars whom- I have met, a young man
of real genius who refuses to tolerate

personal subservience, and a star who is

really striving with all his might to

emulate Merton’s example and make
them “bigger and better,” with the em-
phasis on the last word.
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ENNETH HARLAN will ap-

pear in the First National film,

“Easy Pickings.”

Studio Notes

By Murray
( Continued from page 61)

bles,” the stenographer next door, in “Til-

lie the Toiler” the new Marion Davies

vehicle at M-G-M. And she had just spent

$25 for “a permanent” the day before so

she had to chalk up $25 to “overhead ex-

penses.”
* * *

George Bradley who is publicizing a half

dozen well known players on the Coast

had a get-together luncheon for the news-

paper boys last week and had them meet

not only his clients but the clients of half

a dozen other publicists. Which is surely

showing the right spirit of cooperation

isn’t it?
* * *

Chaney Becomes Public Servant

Lon Chaney, one of the highest paid

screen stars, took a job the other day for

$3 a day. And sat all day and far into the

night in a tent counting votes. He was on

an election Board.
* * *

Scott Darling who was recently com-
missioned by Carl Laemmle to write a

story based on Universal’s slogan “It Can
Be Done” proved he believed in the title

by turning out a plot that is considered a

sure-fire box-office attraction.
* * *

Leo Maloney, Pathe Western star, has

leased 12,000 acres of government land ad-

joining his studio site in the San Bernar-
dino mountains.

* * *

John Bowers has just signed to play op-

posite Corinne Griffith in “Purple and Fine

Linen” a First National production.
* * *

Lloyd Alexander Pantages, son of the

theatre magnate, is playing with Tom Mix
in “The Last Trail.”

* * *

A1 Cohn, having finally completed the

adaptation and continuity of “The Cat and
the Canary” to the entire satisfaction of

•everyone concerned, defies anyone to bring
on a mystery play he cannot solve.

* * *

Conrad Veidt who recently signed to

play in Universal productions is rapidly

learning our language. He has gotten as

far as “everything is hotsy-totsy now.”
* * sfc

A1 Austin, for several years a gag man
with Chaplin is now assisting McCarey
directing a crook story, in which Mabel
Normand is starred at the Roach studios.

MONTE
BLUE

Now Starring in

“Wolf’s Clothing”

A New Warner Bros.

Production

GIL PRATT
DIRECTOR

DAN MASON
Am signing up to appear
in First National Pictures

Phone Gr. 9088
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JACQUELINE LOGAN
Now playing Mary Magdalene in Cecil B. DeMille’s

“KING OF KINGS”

ALBERT AUSTIN
DIRECTOR

Now with the

HAL ROACH STUDIOS

LOU SEILER
Note Directing

TOM MIX
in

“The Last Trail”
Wm. Fox Release

FRNST LUBITSCH, director of
“Old Heidelberg” for Metro-

Goldwyn-Mayer, stands well up to

the fore in the Box Office Directors
Names.

Jacqueline Logan and her husband will

make a trip to Europe following the com-
pletion of her role of Mary Magdalene in

Cecil B. DeMille’s big spectacle “The King
of Kings.”

* *

Myrtle Stedman is back at Universal
City after a two years absence. She is

playing opposite Jean Hersolt in “The
Deacon” under Edward Sloman’s direction.

Her last picture for Universal was “Wine.”
He sjc

Lloyd Bacon having completed “Finger
Prints” for Warner Brothers was handed
“White Flannels” to do next. It is a story

by Lucian Cary and appeared in the

Satevepost.
* * t-

Hazel Deane, erstwhile Sennett bath-

ing beauty, is now a full-fledged actress in

dramatic parts. She’s appearing opposite

Herbert Rawlinson in “Trooper No-. 77,”

a Duke Worne production.
jj« :{: 4s

David Kirkland who is making “Uneasy
Payments” starring Alberta Vaughn, has

for his camerman Charles Boyle, a new-
comer on the F. B. O. lot. Boyle photo-

graphed “We’re in the Navy Now” “Old
Ironsides,” “Behind the Front” and others

for Paramount before jumping the fence

to the F. B. O. studios.
* * *

Away out on the Mojave desert, where
water is 25 cents a glass, Tom Tyler and
his director Bob DeLacy sweat copiously

for several days making scenes for “Light-

ning Lariat” while the papers back East

printed stories of terrible snow blizzards.
* * *

A1 Boasberg was loaned to Paramount
by Edwin King of F. B. O. to write a few
snappy titles for “We’re In the Navy Now”
and they do say Al’s titles did considerable

to pep up the production.
* *

“Bennie” is to be Colleen Moore’s next

vehicle. And in it the First National star

will realize an ambition she has long cher-

ished—to wear boy’s clothes and long

trousers.
* * *

Norman Taurog having directed Lupino
Lane in two comedies “Howdy Duke” and
“In Movieland” is again directing Lloyd
Hamilton.

* * *

First National is making it tougher every

day for reporters. They’re just imported

a famous Russian beauty and star of the

screen by the name of Natalie Barrache.
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Pathe Begins

Work in East
( Continued from page 49)

Ricardo Cortez, Lois Moran and Arlette

Marchal for his cast. Art Camp will assist

in the direction. Pierre Codings and Ken-
neth Raisbeck did the adaptation.

Herbert Brenon will not begin production
on “Sorrell and Son” until around Decem-
ber 1. Elizabeth Meehand is now adapting
this Warwick Deeping novel. Brenon has
given no intimation of the possibilities for
his cast. It is likely that another Thomas
Meighan picture also will start some time
in December.

After the first of the year production will get
under way on Ed Wynn’s initial Paramount pic-
ture, “The Perfect Fool,” under the director,
Victor Heerman. Wynn is now in the South
preparing the story. Gilda Gray also is scheduled
to begin work along about New Year’s on her
next screen attraction, “Cabaret.”

It will be noticed that in the casts of the pic-
tures now in production there are three of Para-
mount’s Junior Stars—Josephine Dunn, who has
the feminine lead in “Love’s Greatest Mistake,”
Ivy Harris and Iris Gray, both of whom have
important roles in other pictures.

Scenes in “The Music Master” reproduce the
New York of 1900, with all its quaint charm.
Mr. Dwan had his difficulties in casting because
there was no bobbed hair at that time. He finally
found enough Long-haired girls to serve as brides-
maids at Lois Moran’s wedding. Incidentally,
Lois wore several “heirlooms” she has just re-
ceived along with a $25,000 necklace and a $2,500
diamond ring loaned to her for the occasion by
Bert H. Satz.

Pathe Working Units in East

Pathe studio activities in the East have taken
on a burst of speed and the “On Guard” company
making the Patheserial of that name is ensconced
in the Long Island studio making the interiors
and also dashing out on occasional good days to
make more exteriors at Fort Totten and Governors
Island. “On Guard” is being made under the
production supervision of Schuyler Grey with
Arch Heath as director and Cullen Landis as
the star. In the supporting cast are Muriel
Kingston, Louise DuPre, Walter P. Lewis, Tom
Blake, Charles Martin and many other players of
note.
The Long Island studios have prepared for the

interiors of this Army story a group of authentic
settings that depict in every way the interiors of
every type of army structure. Studio Manager
Lee went to the locations where most of the ex-
teriors were made and duplicated in detail the
settings required. The technical staff of the studio
have been working on the biggest set ever built
for a serial, that of the palatial home of the inter-
national conspirator in the story. This set is 75
feet long and 40 feet wide and a grand staircase
ascends to a balcony that runs around the entire
structure. The offices of the Commanding Officer
and the barrack scenes also bring about an
atmosphere of true army life.

“On Guard” has been made with finest co-
operation of the Army in all the posts in which
the company has worked.

Boyle Directs Kane Production

Joe Boyle, veteran assistant director and pro-
duction manager for Robert Kane, assumed direc-
tion this week of Kane’s latest special now in pro-
duction at the Cosmopolitan Studio with Lowell
Sherman, Dorothy Mackaill, Lawrence Gray and
Buster Collier, heading an impressive cast.
The picture is based on “The Song of the

Dragon,” a short story by John Tainter Foote,
and will be released by First National some time
in February or early March.
Boyle who had been in charge of a large share

of the picture since shooting began last month
relieved Lothar Mendes as director last week fol-

lowing a “friendly disagreement” as to the pro-
duction program between Mr. Kane and the Ger-
man director.

Exteriors for the film were made in Washing-
ton two weeks ago when the Kane unit spent four
days in the Capitol City and were entertained by
President Coolidge.

Interiors are now being shot at the Cosmopoli-
tan Studio. Present plans call for completion of
“The Song of the Dragon,” as it is now tentative-
ly titled, by the middle of December.
A war picture, dealing with the German system

of espionage in the United States in 1917, the
Kane special will bid for a front rank of the epics
of the Great War, on the strength of some re-
markable sequences of the Navy’s history making
role in the conflict.
The Navy department is co-operating with Mr.

Kane on the picture and First National executives
anticipate that “The Song of the Dragon” will be
one of the most successful specials of the year.

Ernest Haller and Billie Schurr are handling the
camera work with Robert N. Haas, treasurer of
the Kane organization acting as art director. Mr.
Kane is personally supervising the production.

Featured in the supporting cast are Ian Keith,
Gail Kane, Vincent Serrano, Ernest Gillen, Eddie
Gribbon and Jack Ackroyd.

LIGE

CONLEY
AT

PRESENT
WITH

WM. FOX
COMEDIES

Marian Constance Blackton
SCENARIOS AND ADAPTATIONS

CURRENT PRODUCTION
J. Stuart Blackton’s

“THE PASSIONATE
QUEST”

Warner Bros. Classic

“HELL BENT FER HEAVEN”

“BRIDE OF THE STORM”
“BETWEEN FRIENDS”
“THE CLEAN HEART”
“THE BELOVED BRUTE”
“THE HAPPY WARRIOR”
“THE GILDED HIGHWAY”

Phone GRANITE 4515

LLOYD BACON
DIRECTOR

Now Directing “White Flannels”
Warner Bros.
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DAVID ABEL—A.S.C.
CINEMATOGRAPHER

“HONEYMOON EXPRESS”
“HIS OFFICIAL WIFE”

“DON’T TELL THE WIFE”
Warner Bros.

JOHN
ARNOLD
—A.S.C.

Cinematographer

“THE FIRE
BRIGADE”

“Love’s
Blindness”

“Day of

Souls”

M. G. M. Releases

WALTER LUNDIN—A.S.C.
Cin«matograph«r

‘THE MOUNTAIN BOY”
Harold Lloyd Prod.

RAY JUNE
Cinematographer

“THE UNKNOWN SOLDIER”
P. D. C. Release

Camera!
A Department Devoted to News and Affairs of

the American Society of Cinematographers and Its

Members, Published as a “Studio Section” Feature.

AsksM.P. T. O. ’s Co-operation in

MaintainingCamera CreditLines
By FOSTER GOSS

I
N an official communication to Eli Whitney Collins, president of the

Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America, Daniel B. Clark, presi-

dent of the American Society of Cinematographers, asks for co-oper-

ation of the national exhibitors’ body to bring to an end the practice, in

some quarters, of cutting credit titles on motion picture films.

<<rpOR some time past,” Clark’s letter

f reads, “our attention has been called

to the acts of exhibitors in various the-

atres in different parts of the country in

cutting credit titles from prints shown
by them. These eliminations have in-

cluded _the names of the cinematograph-
ers; hence our interest.

“Since they are a basic and one of the

most important factors in the making of

a motion picture, the cinematographers
feel that, as a reward for their artistic

and practical efforts, they have the right

to have their names remain on the credit

titles. That the producers and distrib-

utors themselves are of the same opinion
is indicated in the fact that these names
were prominently placed there in the

first place.

“With the cinematographer,” Clark
continues, “thus recognized by those who
produce motion pictures, we are not ap-
proaching the situation from the angle
that the exhibitor is not vested with the

Alberta and Kirkland

Start with Charleston
(Special to the Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Nov. 23. —
David Kirkland, director, and Al-
berta Vaughn have started filming

“Uneasy Payments” for F. B. O.
Dave picked a nice hot day
to take the hrst scenes—a Charles-

ton contest—and used a barn set

on the back lot. Everyone in-

cluding the director was dripping
wet after the second retake.

DANIEL B.

CLARK
A. S. C.

Cinematographer

Tom Mix
Productions

authority to arbitrarily cut away these
credit titles. Rather, we would, officially

through you, appeal to the exhibitors’

sense of fair play to leave these titles

intact. The only logical argument that

has ever been advanced in defense of the
practice is that the procedure is neces-
sary to save time; yet when it is real-

ized that but a few seconds are gained,
such an argument obviously is fallacious.

“We have contributed so much to the
general progress of films, and we have
worked so long and hard in doing so,

that we feel that we are justified in ask-
ing the exhibitors to preserve this screen
recognition which, we believe you will,

we richly merit,” Clark’s letter concludes.

Open Shop Policy to Continue

The open shop basis will continue at

all studios in Hollywood, according to

local producers, despite the recent strike

threat, unless Eastern interests in con-
trol of the industry veto the plan. In
case of a walkout December 1, the pro-

ducers state they are prepared to re-

place the union help with others and
there are not enough union employes in

the studios to create more than a tem-
porary interruption of production, it

is said.
* * *

William Beaudine who has been direct-

ing Thomas Meighan for Paramount in

the East, returned home Thursday. He
predicts an influx of stage and screen

players to California after the holidays.
* * *

Sam Ror'k has engaged King Baggot
to direct “The River,” a forthcoming
First National production. The produc-
tion will start Dec. 1 at the Burbank
studios.

RAY RIES
Cinematographer

ACTION
PICTURES

Associate Pictures
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Art Times
Common Sense

(Continued from page 65)

ing at his consciousness—striving to undo
the wrong he has wrought.

Again, little William, acutely conscious

of the spiritual presence, tells the family

group : “Oom Peter was here ! I saw his

hat on the hallrack!” However, he had
not yet seen Peter. What we were making
the child depict was the fact that a domi-
nant personality was bearing in upon his

sensitive nature.

Then, when Frederik tries to destroy

the photograph of Anamarie, we have little

William discover it in the wastebasket, but

even so, we have again the overshadowing
influence of Peter. Unable to reach Fred-
erik, Peter centers every activity upon the

child. Thus, through his actions the pho-
tograph is pieced together, the challenge

is hurled at Frederik and the startling fact

is uncovered that Frederik is the child’s

father and thus wholly unfit to marry
Catherine as Peter had arranged.

It is true, of course, that William actu-

ally sees Peter Grimm in the end, but this

is quite logical. We had been building for

this, showing that the child was going to

slip out into the night of eternity. At the

moment of passing, it was conceivable that

the child might see and commune with
Peter. Thus, we see them leaving together
and, artistically, this is the end of the pic-

ture. We feel that Peter’s work on earth

is accomplished
;
nothing more is required.

Difficult Technically

Technically, “The Return of Peter
Grimm” was difficult. It required exact
measurements, the most exquisite lighting

effects. Unstinted praise is due Glen Mc-
Williams, the camera crew, the technical

workers and all those who assisted in the

intricate glass and exposure shots.

We frequently hear of well balanced
casts but sometimes this is more of a ges-

ture than an actuality. In this case, how-
ever, the cast was ideal. Alec Francis often
spoke of “perfect vibration.” This was
particularly noticeable. The actors re-

sembled one big family, thus strengthening
dramatic unity. It was “double-directing,”
as far as I was concerned, but this was
made easier by the complete understanding
of Mr. Francis and the other workers.

We accomplished the ultimate climax, of
course, by a series of incriminating inci-

dents which swept Frederik to his undoing.
He demands: “Who’s at that door?”
Here Peter gets over the thought : “We’re
all at your door—Catherine, Anamarie,
little William—at the door of your con-

CHAS. G. CLARKE—A.S.C.
PHOTOGRAPHER

“RED” GRANGE’S “ONE MINUTE TO PLAY”
F. B. O. RELEASE

“LOVE OF WOMEN” FOX.

science ! Give Catherine back her promise

—find Anamarie !”

Finally, Frederik, who is badly shaken

by the train of events, paves the way for

the end: “I’m through! You can have the

place—everything! You couldn’t hire me
to stay here

!”

Thus, when we see Peter leaving with

little William, we are conscious of no re-

gret. His final speech, to his old friend the

doctor, leaves us satisfied: “Not dead,

Andrew ! What you call death is but a

pausing on the road of life.” The linger-

ing impression is that there is no death,

no space or time- in God’s great scheme of

life.

Research Laboratory

Established by A. S. C.

LOS ANGELES, Nov. 23.—Definite es-

tablishment of a research laboratory by
the American Society of Cinematographers
to make authentic tests on standard cine-

matographic subjects, is announced by
Daniel B. Clark, president of the A. S. C.

This new undertaking is designed not

only for the convenience of A. S. C. mem-
bers, but is planned to save thousands of

dollars to motion picture producers gen-

erally. Tests of subjects of a standard
nature will be filed at the headquarters of

the American Society of Cinematographers
in Hollywood, where they will be accessible

to members and those with whom they are

affiliated.

Among the equipment on which tests already
have been made are filter and panchromatic stock
filter tests, experiments on three types of dif-

fusing discs, and tests on Zeis, Astro and other
forms of lenses, all made by Daniel B. Clark,
chief cinematographer for Tom Mix; and experi-

ments with triple glass shots, photographed by
Victor Milner, an ace of the Paramount cine-

matographic staff, and by Ernest Palmer, who
recently filmed “Yellow Fingers.”

We Appreciate

Your Thanks

Dear Sir:

I want to thank you very much
for your help and courtesy which
enabled me to visit the movie
studios while I was in Los An-
geles. Mr. Murray and Mr.
Nichols were very nice to me. I
am very much obliged to all.

—

Yours very truly, Mike Efthiniou,
Brookings, S. D.

PEVERELL MARLEY
Cinematographer

“THE KING OF KINGS”
P. D. C. Release

GEORGES BENOIT—A.S.C.
Cinematographer

“JEWELS OF DESIRE'’

Nick
Musuraca

A. S. C.

Cinematographer

“His
New York

Wife”
Preferred Pictures

“Passionate

Quest”
J. Stuart Blackton

Warner Bros.

“Lightning
Lariats”

F. B. O. Studios

Charles Van Enger
A. S. C.

CINEMATOGRAPHER

“PARADISE”

“THE SILENT LOVER”

“EASY PICKINGS”

FIRST NATIONAL

GEORGE BARNES—A.S.C.
Cinematographer

“The Winning of Barbara Worth”
United Artists
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Douglas Fairbanks and Mary Pickford’s home at the end of Cove Way
(Key No. 208 on Map)

New homes are being built daily on sites that overlook the Pacific Ocean with beau-
tifully terraced gardens and lawns, swimming pools, spacious patios and large sun-lit

rooms. There is a lingering beav'y about Beverly Crest that remains with you forever.

1 he map which we are distributing free, gives exact locations of all the prominent
motion picture stars’ homes.

<y
It is free. Just drop us a card.
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GEO. E.READ, INC.
467-469 BEVERLYDRIVE

BEVERLY HM/tfl HILLS
TELEPHONE Oxford 6177

‘If It Is In Beverly Hills,

We Handle It”
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Exhibitors Herald Production
A Monthly Service Devoted

to Stars, Directors Scenar-

ists and Cameramen at

Work Upon Pictures in

Current Production.

Directory
Chicago Office: 407 So. Dearborn St.

JIT Hollywood Representatives:

Ray Murray, H. E. Nichols

New York Representatives:

John Spargo, E. Keegan

Director Star Scenarist Cameraman Story Stage

ASSOCIATED STUDIOS. 3800 Mission Road. Capitol 2120.

Von Stroheim Von Stroheim
Zasu Pitts
Fay Wray

Von Stroheim Klafki-Sorenson “The Wedding March” Shooting

CALIFORNIA STUDIOS, INC., 1424 Beachwood Dr. Hollywood 0162.

Noel Smith
Leo Maloney
Paul Powell
Harry Moody
AI Herman
A1 Herman
Francis Corby
George Jeske
Charles Hunt

Silverstreak-Walker
Leo Maloney
All Star
All Star
Lewis Sargeant
Wanda Wiley
Messinger
All-Star
All-Star

L. V. Jefferson
Fred I. Beebe
Fred I. Beebe
Harry Moody
Joe Basil
Joe Basil
Francis Corby
Cast
H. H. Van Loan

James Brown
Vernon Walker
Vernon Walker

Earle Walker
Earle Walker
Edgar Lyons
Earle Walker
Ernest Depew

Untitled
Untitled
“Romance of Death Valley”
Untitled
Untitled
Untitled
“Sunkist Comedy”
Untitled
“The Midnight Watch”

Shooting
Shooting

Preparing
Shooting
Shooting
Shooting
Shooting
Shooting

CHADWICK STUDIO. 6070 Sunset Blvd. Hempstead 4111.

Jack Nelson
Percy Pembroke
James Young
John Gorman

Barbara Bedford Josephine Quirk
Bob Custer P. Bryan
Virginia Lee Corbin Ena Hibberd
Vola Vale-Mahlon Hamiltonjohn Gorman

Ernie Miller
Ernie Miller
Ernie Miller
L. Brown

“Sunshine of Paradise Alley”
“Cactus Trails”
“Driven From Home”
“A Broadway Drifter”

Cutting
Shooting
Shooting
Preparing

CHARLES CHAPLIN. 1416 La Brea. Hempstead 2141.

Chas. Chaplin Chas. Chaplin Chas. Chaplin R. Totheroh-J. Wilson “The Circus” Shooting

CHRISTIE STUDIO. 6101 Sunset Blvd. Hollywood 3100

Harold Beaudine
Earl Rodney
Wm. Watson
Wm. Watson
Harold Beaudine

Jimmie Adams
Bobby Vernon
Anne Cornwall-Jack Duffy
Bobby Vernon
Neal Burns-Jack Duffy

Sig Herzig
Hal Conklin
Sig Herzig
Frank Conklin
Frank Conklin

Peterson-Sullivan
Phil lips-Jacquemin
Phillips-Jacquemin
Phillips-Jacquemin
Peterson-Sullivan

Two-reel comedy
Two-reel comedy
Two-reel comedy
Two-reel comedy
Two-reel comedy

Shooting
Shooting
Cutting
Preparing
r'reparing

COLUMBIA PICTURES. 1438 Gower St Hollywood 7940

David Selman
E. H. Griffith

Priscilla Bonner-Mary Carr Dorothy Howell
Harry Cohn-E. H. Grif-

“Paying the Price” Preparing
Preparing

William Craft
David Selman
Phil Rosen
Frank Strayer
Ralph Ince

Shirley Mason
Dorothy Phillips
All-Star
Helene Chadwick
Renier Agnew

Dorothy Howell
Dorothy Howell
Leah Baird
Garret E. Fort
Hoyt-Howell

J. O. Taylor
J. O. Taylor

“The Wreck”
“Remember”
“Stolen Pleasure”
“Too Many Keys”
“Wandering Girls”

Shooting
Cutting
Cutting
Cutting
Cutting

CECIL B. DEMILLE STUDIO. Culver City, Cal. Empire 9141.

Nils Olaf Chrisander
Cecil B. DeMille
Donald Crisp
Alan Hale
Wm. K. Howard
Paul Sloane
Geo. Fitzmaurice
Henry King

Jetta Goudal
All-Star
Leatrice Joy
Bessie Love
Jetta Goudal
All-Star
Coleman-Banky

Beulah Marie Dix Henry Cronjaeger
Jeanie Macpherson Peverell Marley
Clara Beranger Arthur Miller
Fay Garnett Robt. Neuhardt
Garret Fort-Marion OrthLucien Andriot
Albert LeVino John Mescal
Lenore Coffee George Barnes

George Barnes

“Fighting Love”
“The King of Kings”
“Nobody’s Widow”
“Rubber Tires”
“White Gold”
“Turkish Delight”
“A Night of Love”
Untitled

Cutting
Shooting
Shooting
Shooting
Shooting
Preparing
Shooting
Preparing

EDUCATIONAL STUDIOS. 7250 Santa Monica Blvd. Hollywood 2806.

Chas. Lamont
Stephen Roberts
Norman Taurog

Lupino Lane
Al St. John
Lloyd Hamilton

Staff

Staff

Staff

Wm. Nobles
Dwight Warren
Leonard Smith

Untitled
Untitled
Untitled

Shooting
Shooting
Shooting

UNITED STUDIOS, Inc.
M. C. LEVEE, President

100,000 SQUARE FEET OF PROPS GARNERED FROM EVERY CORNER OF THE GLOBE
Let us supply the Props for your next production. Our Props Dressed “The Sea Hawk,” "Stella Dallas,” “Irene,”

“Sally,” and other spectacles

UNITED STUDIOS, INC., 5341 MELROSE AVE., HOLLYWOOD
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Director Star Scenarist Cameraman Story Stage

F. B. 0. STUDIO. 780 Gower St. Hollywood 7780.

J. P. McGowan All-Star William E. Wing Joe Walker “Tarzan and the Golden Lion” Shooting
Caryl Fleming All-Star Paul Gangelin Phil Tannura “The Wisecrackers” Shooting

Belle Bennett “Mother” Preparing
J. Leo Meehan Margaret Morris Charles Kerr A1 Siegler ‘‘The Magic Garden” Shooting
Lloyd Ingraham Fred Thomson Lloyd Ingraham Ross Fisher “Don Mike” Shooting
David Kirkland Alberta Vaughn Dorothy Yost Charles Boyle “Uneasy Payments'’ Shooting
Ralph Ince Viola Dana Ewart Adamson Jules Cronjager “Home Struck” Cutting
Phil Rosen George O'Hara Byron Morgan Lyman Broening “California Or Bust” Cutting
Bob DeLacy Tom Tyler F. A. E. Pin. Nick Musuraca “Lightning Lariats” Cutting

FINE ARTS STUDIOS, INC. 4500 Sunset Blvd. Olympia 2131.

Harry J. Brown Reed Howes Henry R. Symonds Wm. Tuers Untitled Preparing
A1 Rogell Ken Maynard Marion Jackson Sol Polito “Somewhere South in Sonora” Preparing
Spencer Bennett Allene Ray Joe Roach Snyder-Redman “Melting Millions” Shooting
David Hartford Walter Miller Sylvia F. Seid Walter Griffon “Rose of the Bowery” Preparing
Albert J. Kelly Staff Nick Musuraca Untitled Preparing
Louis Gasnier Esther Shuikin Jack Hooper Untitled Preparing
Paul Fejos Staff Harry Fowler Preparing

Jimmie Fulton Bob Wagner Harry Vallet Preparing
Roy Clements Mae Busch- Adele DeVore Leo Shamroy “Tongues of Scandal” Shooting

William Desmond
Jacques Jaccard Yakima Canutt- Jacques Jaccard Harry McGuire “The Outlaw Breaker” Shooting

Alma Rayford

FIRST NATIONAL STUDIO. Burbank, Cal. Gladstone 4111.

Charles Brabin Colleen Moore Winifred Dunn Ja6. Van Trees “Twinkletoes” Cutting
Alfred Santell Colleen Moore Carey Wilson Folsey “Orchids & Ermine” Shooting
James Flood Corinne Griffith B. Glazer H. Wenstrom “The Lady in Ermine” Cutting
James Flood Corinne Griffith Paul Bern Harry Jackson “Purple and Fine Linen” Shooting
John Francis Dillon Milton Sills Carey Wilson Van Enger “The Runaway Enchantress” Preparing
Frank Capra Harry Langdon Arthur Ripley Leslie “Long Pants” Shooting
Al Rogell Ken Maynard Marion Jackson Sol Polito “Somewhere South of Sonora” Preparing
George Archainbaud Anna Q. Nilsson Louis Stevens Van Enger “Easy Pickings” Shooting
Millard Webb Feature cast Tony Gaudio “Three in Love” Shooting

WILLIAM FOX STUDIOS. Western Ave at Sunset Blvd. Hollywood 3000

Victor Schertzinger Virginia Valli Randall H. Faye Glen McWilliams “Stage Madness” Shooting
Tullio Carminati
Lou Tellegen

John G. Wray Blanche Sweet Gertrude Orr Charles Clark “Love O' Women” Cutting
Warner Baxter

Lambert Hillyer Buck Jones Lambert Hillyer Reginald Lyons “The War Horse” Shooting
Tom Mix John Stone Dan Clark “The Last Trail” Shooting

Allan Dwan Alec B. Francis Philip Klein George Webber “The Music Master” Shooting

Irving Cummings
Lois Moran
Madge Bellamy- Gertrude Orr Abe Fried “Bertha, the Sewing Machine Girl’ Cutting

Allan Simpson
Tom Buckingham Kathryn Perrv- Francis Hyland Sidney Wagner “The Last Word” Cutting

Allan Forrest
O. O. Dull Earle Foxe- Andrew Bennison King Grey “The Auto Thieves” Shooting

Virginia Bradford Phil Whitman
Harry Beaumont Edmund Lowe-Lila Lee- Bradley King R. J. Bergquist “One Increasing Purpose” Shooting

May Allison-Huntley Gord on
Raoul Walsh Olive Borden-

Jacgue Lerner-
Don Alvarado George O’Connel “The Monkey Talks” Preparing

Alfred Green George Sidney- L. G. Rigbv G. Schneidermann “The Auctioneer” Shooting
Marion Nixon-
Gareth Hughes

ShootingF. W. Murnau George O'Brien- Dr. Carl Mayer Charles Kosher “Sunrise”
Janet Gaynor
Margaret Livingston

BUSTER KEATON STUDIO. 1025 Lillian Way. Hollywood 2814.

Buster Keaton
Bruckman

Buster Keaton Boasberg-Smith Jennings-Haines “The General” Cutting

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER STUDIO. Culver City, Cal. Empire 9111.

Robertson Lillian Gish
Norman Kerry
Bill Haines

Josephine Lovett Olive Marsh “Annie Laurie” Working

Ed. Sedgwick Harry Carey
Sally O'Neii

A. P. Younger “Slide Kelly, Slide” Preparing

W. S. Van Dyke Tim McCoy
John Gilbert

WorkingTod Browning Renee Adoree Waldmer Young John Arnold “The Day of Souls”
Ed. Goulding Marion Davies Edw. T. Lowe and William Daniels “Tillie the Toiler” Working
Robt. Henley Matt Moore Agnes C. Johnston

WorkingRobt. Leonard Lew Cody
Norma Shearer

Hugh Herbert Percy Hilburn “The Demi Bride”

Carmel Myers

MILTON D. GARDNER
PRODUCTION MANAGER
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Director Star Scenarist Cameraman Story Stage

METROPOLITAN STUDIOS. 1040 Las Palmas St. Granite 3111.

George B. Seitz William Boyd-Elinor Fair Will M. Ritchey Hal Rosson “Jim the Conqueror” Cutting
Paul Powell Priscilla Dean Chas. Logue Geo. Benoit “Jewels of Desire” Cutting
Donald Crisp Leatrice Joy Clara Beranger an

Douglas Z. Doty
d Arthur Miller “Nobody's Widow” Cutting

Lewis Milestone Harold Lloyd John Grey
Tom Crizer
Howard Green

Walter Lundin “Mountain Boy” Shooting

James Flood
Scott Sidney

Corinne Griffith

Harrison Ford
Phyllis Haver

Paul Bern Harold Wenstrom
Geo. Benoit

“Purple and Fine Linen”
“No Control”

Shooting
Shooting

E. Mason Hopper Marie Prevost F. McGrew Willis Hal Rosson “Getting Gertie's Garter” Shooting

MARSHALL NEILAN STUDIOS. 1845 Glendale Blvd., Los Angeles, Cal. Drexel 7861.

Marshall Neilan Constance Talmadge Hans Kraley Dave Kesson “Carlotta” Shooting

PARAMOUNT STUDIOS. 5431 Melrose Avenue. Hollywood 2400.

Victor Fleming Chas. Farrell James Howe “The Rough Riders” Shooting
Chas. Emmett Mack
Mary Astor Robt. N. Lee
Noah Beery John McDermott
Geo. Bancroft
Frank Hopper

Win. Wellman Chas. Rogers Louis D. Lighton
Clara Bow Hope Loring Harry Perry “Wings” Shooting
Richard Arlen

Richard Rosson Adolphe Menjou John McDermott Vic Milner “Blonde or Brunette” Shooting,
Rowland V. Lee Pola Negri Jules Furthman Bert Glennon “Barbed Wire” Editing

Clive Brook
Elinor Hanson

Monty Brice Wallace Beery Hector Trumbull Barney McGill “Casey at the Bat” Shooting
Frank Lloyd Florence Vidor ''Children of Divorce” Preparing
Clarence Badger Clara Bow Hope Loring H. K. Martin “It” Cutting

PICKFORD-FAIRBANKS STUDIOS. 7200 Santa Monica Blvd. Hollywood 7901.

Alan Crosland John Barrymore Paul Bern Joe August “The Beloved Rogue’ Shooting
Fred Niblo Norma Talmadge Mme. deGresae “Camille” Shooting

HAL E. ROACH STUDIOS. Culver City, Cal. Empire 1151.

Robt. McGowan “Our Gang” Fred Lloyd Untitled Cutting
Leo McCarey Mabel Normand Floyd Jackman Untitled Working
James Parrott Charley Chase — Len Powers Untitled Cutting
Fred Guiol Priscilla Dean Untitled Cutting
Clyde Bruckman Monty Banks Chas. Horan James Diamond “Horse Shoes” Shooting

MACK SENNETT STUDIOS. 1712 Glendale Blvd., Dunkirk 7957.

Studio closed, will resume December 1st.

STERN FILM CORPORATION. 6040-48 Sunset Blvd. Hollywood 0391

Gus Meins Sid Saylor Gus Meins Harry Forbes “Let George Do It” Cutting
William Anthony “The Excuse Maker Preparing
Roy Evans “What Happened to Jane” Preparing
Sigmund Neufeld “The Newlyweds and Their Baby” Preparing

TEC-ART STUDIOS. 5360 Melrose Ave. Granite 4141.

Edwin Carewe Rod La Rocque and Finis Fox
Dolores del Rio

Robert Kurrle “Resurrection'”
A1 Green

Shooting

UNIVERSAL STUDIOS. Universal City, Cal. Hemp. 3131.

Mel Brown Reginald Denny Mel Brown Arthur Todd “Slow Down” Working
Reeves Eason Hoot Gibson Reeves Eason “Cheyenne Days” Preparing
Ed. Laemmle All-Star Charles Logue “Held By the Law” Cutting
Paul Leni Laura La Plante Alfred Cohn “Cat and the Canary” Shooting
Harry Pollard All-Star Harry Pollard Charles Stumar “Uncle Tom’s Cabin” Shooting
William Setter Reginald Denny William Seiter “Fast and Furious” Preparing
Ed. Sloman Jean Hersholt Charles Kenyon “The Deacon” Shooting
Millarde Webb Laura La Plante Marion Orth Gilbert Warrenton “The Love Thrill” Cutting
Scott Sidney Jean Hersholt Harold Shumate Ben Kline “The Wrong Mr. Wright” Cutting

FRED THOMSON PRODUCTIONS
Alfred L. Werker, Manager

CURRENT PRODUCTION:

“DON MIKE”

LLOYD INGRAHAM, Director

ROSS FISHER, A. S. C., Cameraman

DOUG. DAWSON, Asst. Director
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Director Star Scenurist Cameraman Story Stage

WARNER BROS. 5841 Sunset Blvd. Hollywood 4181.

Roy Del Ruth
Lloyd Bacon
Paul Stein
Howard Bretherton
Lloyd Bacon

Blue-Miller
Fazenda-Murray
Irene Rich
Rin-Tin-Tin
All-Star

Daryl Zanuck
Clark & Baker
Rex Taylor
Edward Clark
Graham Baker

Byron Haskins
Virgil Miller
David Abel

“Wolf’s Clothing”
“Finger Prints”
“Don’t Tell the Wife”
“Hills of Kentucky’
“White Flannels”
“Third Degree
“Missing Link”

Shooting
Shooting
Shooting
Shooting
Preparing
Editing
Editing

DUKE WORNE PRODUCTIONS, 6050 Sunset Blvd. Hollywood, Cal. GR 3101

Duke Worne
D. Worne
Francis Ford
Francis Ford

Billy Sullivan
Ben Alexander
Sandow
Fearless

Suzanne Avery
Geo. Pyper
Francis Ford
Clarence Logan

Ernest Smith
Ernest Smith
Allyn Breslau
Allyn Breslau

“Smiling Billy”
“Fighting For Fame”
“The Vanishing Breed”
“Dog Scents”

Shooting
Shooting
Shooting
Shooting

New York

FOX FILM STUDIO. 55th St. & lOtli Avenue. Phone Columbus 5100.

Allan Dwan Neil Hamilton
Lois Moran
Charles Lane

“The Music Master” Shooting

PARAMOUNT STUDIO. Long Island, N. Y. Phone, As toria 3500.

Fred Newmeyer W. C. Fields Sam Mintz
Mary Alden Ray S. Harris
Ivy Harris
Jack Egan
Richard “Skeets” Gallagher

Paul Vogel “The Potters” Shooting

Gregory LaCava Richard Dix
Betty Bronson
Andre Beranger
Edmund Breese
Peggy Shaw

Howard E. Rogers
Tom Crizer

Ed Cronjager “Paradise For Two” Shooting

Eddie Sutherland Evelyn Brent
Josephine Dunn
James Hall
William Powell
Iris Gray
Frank Morgan

Becky Gardiner Leo Tover “Love’s Greatest Mistake” Shooting

Frank Tuttle Florence Vidor
Wyndham Standing
Phillip Strange
Charles Byer

Townsend Martin Harry Fishbeck “Afraid to Love” Preparing

Malcolm St. Clair Ricardo Cortez
Lois Moran
Arlette Marchal

Pierre Collings
Kenneth Raisbeck

“The Cross-Eyed Captain” Preparing

Herbert Brenon Elizabeth Meehan “Sorrell and Son” Preparing

Victor Heerman “The Perfect Fool Preparing

LONG ISLAND STUDIO. Astoria, L. I . Phone Astoria 1158.

Arch Heath Cullen Landis
Muriel Kingston

Paul Fairfax Fuller, Jr. Lou Dummyre
Frank Teregini

“On Guard” Shooting

Louise DuPre
Walter P. Lewis
Tom Blake
Charles Martin

DAVID KIRKLAND
DIRECTOR OF FIVE OF

FRED THOMSON’S LATEST
BOX OFFICE SUCCESSES

“THE TOUGH GUY”
“THE TWO GUN MAN”
“HANDS ACROSS THE BOR-

DER”
“ALL AROUND THE FRYING

PAN”
“A REGULAR SCOUT”
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THE THEATRE
Q_siSDepartment ofPractical Showmanship

it

MUNSON’S COMPLETE
CAMPAIGN

Following is the complete campaign
used by Clark Munson and which proved
highly successful in Spencer, W. Va.
1

—

1 teaser slide, 2 weeks before playdate.

2

—

1 framed insert of criticism in lobby, 2

weeks before.
3

—

100 window cards tacked in windows, 10 days
before.

4

—

10 one-sheets with 12" x 28" date streamers
in windows, 1 week.

5

—

2 special slides, on prologue, 1 week ahead.
6

—

1 three-sheet posted in lobby, 1 week ahead.
7

—

“La Boheme” sundae at prominent drug
store, 1 week.

8

—

22" x 28" card in bank window announcing
$1,000 given away, “come inside for details,”
1 week.

9

—

Similar card in lobby, 1 week.
10

—

Card in bakery window, “Watch your bread
for free tickets, etc.”

;
1 week.

11

—

Tieup window in other drug store, perfumes,
etc., plenty of stills and silhouettes; 1 week.

12

—

1,500 special heralds distributed, 5 days be-
fore.

13

—

Small table in lobby with hand lettered cards
and silhouette of Gilbert in attractive frame
borrowed from local photographer. Credit
card for him. Five days.

14

—

2,000 slips inserted in bread, with 2 free
tickets a day, 5 days ahead.

15

—

400 auto tags, “You are subject to FINE
entertainment,” Saturday before.

16

—

Quill pen, sent by N. Y. Metro office, on dis-

play, 5 days.

17

—

One-sheet in lobby with local names of
dancers in the prologue.

18

—

Sidewalks painted, 3 days before.

19

—

2,000 stock “La Boheme” heralds used as
programs, 3 days.

20

—

Mounted check on card hung in lobby, 2

days before.

21

—

Mounted telegram from Miss Gish and Mr.
Gilbert (sent through courtesy of N. Y.
Metro Publicity Dept.).

22

—

Sidewalks painted “tonight.”
23

—

1,500 “tonight” heralds distributed.

24

—

Money bags (filled with sand) lobby display
for $1,000 given away.

25

—

$1,000 in checks distributed in theatre.

26

—

Advance press reader, 2 weeks before.

27

—

Advance press reader on bank’s generosity
in giving away fortune.

28

—

Prologue reader with all local names, 2
weeks.

29

—

Reader as to progress of rehearsals, etc., 1

week.
30

—

One-column, 14-inch ad.

TentShow Season’sOver

—

ButWhatAboutNextYear?
Tent shows contribute little enough to those communities that they visit,

but carnivals contribute less. A tent show is at least a Poor Relation to the

Show Business, but a carnival is no relation whatever nowadays, because it

has no show.
The old shell game and a “You won the necklace so here’s your prize” have

been modified slightly with results that are the chief counterparts of the

carnival.

The Herald wishes to provide suggestions now, as in the past, to aid the

exhibitor in his honest struggle against these parasites of the Show Business.

Many suggestions have been printed in this department
;
others will be printed

in case any exhibitors offer constructive ideas to fight carnivals or tent shows.

Gentlemen

:

Am enclosing herewith my first offense as a motion picture critic to “What The
Picture Did For Me.” And I am making an honest endeavor to report in a man-
ner that will give the picture in question a fair break, because I believe it is

inevitable that some very good pictures will fall flat at the box office in the small

towns. For as every small town exhibitor knows, even a meeting of the Sewing
Circle will to a certain extent affect his business.

I am not a pessimist, as you might gather through my stating that there are

times when business is bound to fall flat in the small towns. For that is always
the time that I put out my best efforts and try to hold her nose to the ground. I

am very much interested in the Herald departments. The Theatre and Service

Talks. The reports of the pictures in Service Talks always seem to give the pic-

tures all the credit due them and still not overdo it, or in other words, boost the

picture to a point that would make it sound like press agent stuff.

Would appreciate it very much if you would suggest that some of the
boys send in a few stunts they have tried which will help a fellow fight the
Carnival and Tent Shows, although I have not been bothered with them
this season as bad as last owing I think to them piling up on one another
last season and advertising to the limit each time one was scheduled to

play here. I tried hard last season to get the sentiments of the local mer-
chants turned against them by canvassing the business section of the town
and talking the situation over with the leading merchants. Believe it did
some good for as soon as you show the merchants where someone is getting
the money they rightfully ought to expect to come in through their business
they are ready to investigate your line of thought.

I am enclosing a couple of programs together with our regular weekly ad which
is carried in the local weekly paper. You will readily see that the program is an
exact duplicate of the newspaper ad. The ad is run every week but the programs
I have just started to use and am not sure if I will continue them in their present
form or not.

There is also a picture of the Grand enclosed which was taken sometime ago
, ( Continued on page 81)

R- D. Nellis and Guy D. Hammitt, of the Liberty theatre, Bloomington, Ind., made the front and signs for the exploitation
of D. W. Griffith’s, “Sally of the Sawdust,” United Artists’ 61m. An interesting item about the campaign was the children’s
matinee.
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R. K. Covington, manager of the Palmer theatre, San
Francisco, arranged a special children’s matinee for the
first episode of “Fighting With Buffalo Bill,” a Universal
serial.

A dancer impersonated Laura La Plante as a prologue
of “The Midnight Sun,” Universal film at Kinsman thea-
tre, Cleveland.

A man and woman staged a short act with the above set
for Universal’s, “A Man From the West,” showed at O.
L. Meister’s balcony at his White House theatre ,

Mil-
waukee.

The manager of the Strand theatre, Waco, Tex., uses a

cutout from a 24 sheet for Fox Film Corporation’s “3

Bad Men.”

First National’s “Men of Steel” receives an appropriate
theatre front at the Rialto theatre, Fort Worth, Texas.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer films are being showed by More-
dock’s company in the South and the front lends an idea

for a novel theatre front for someone.
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What About Next Year?
( Continued from page 79)

during the run of “Irene.” I do not expect you to put all this stuff in the Herald
but am sending it along in order to show you we are making an effort down in

Georgia.

I have been in the picture game since the age of 17 and am at present 28. How-
ever all of that time was not spent in managing theatres as I started as the well

known rewinder or reel boy and have filled every job from janitor up.

I am still learning a little each day as this is one business in which when a

fellow thinks he knows it all he is ready for a bump and sometimes a hard one.

Hoping that I will be able to carry out my intentions of reporting on more
pictures in the future, and with best wishes to the Herald and its entire staff

including Grandpa Jenkins whose articles everyone must enjoy, I remain,

F. HAYWOOD, Grand theatre, Waynesboro, Ga.

* *

The Peak of a Press Agent’s Education
When a press agent displays originality coupled with sincere, hard work he trans-

cends above the levels of a trade known far and wide for its great numbers of gar-

den variety “space getters.” In Hollywood and in New York the industry is

filled with a lot of ungifted fellows spending their time gaining ill repute for

themselves and colleagues by their distasteful efforts and assailable attempts to

obtain publicity for personalities and organizations that are parts of the film world.

A good cigar is a blessing; a bad one a curse.

A good press agent is hard to find but when one makes his appearance his name
is worth putting down in the family Bible along with the names of your Aunt
Caroline and Uncle Ott.

That press agent is worthy of his letters who writes a good news story; who tells

a good yarn; who tells the truth optimistically and who can and does stage a good
ballyhoo when opportune. Clark Munson does all that in Spencer, W. Va. He
tops it with the frosting of an industry’s ingenuity by carrying his news story into

the print shop and setting type himself. That is the peak of a press agent’s
education.

With the ballyhoo cards and snipes he contributes this week comes explanation
that slight flaws in the work may be attributed to the fact that the printer did
not handle the job, so he found it necessary to set type and compose forms
himself.

His letter follows:

Gentlemen:

I am enclosing several samples of items used on “La Boheme,” which under
pressure of a thorough campaign resulted in a very satisfactory business in spite

of inclement weather sewing up the rural roads. As outlined in a recent article
relative to “ensnaring the elusive patron,” “La Boheme” was our monthly special
and brought many new faces to the house. Perhaps the most resultful items of
exploitation were the $1,000 in checks given away by a prominent bank (after I had
sold the board of directors on the idea, they voting unanimously to endorse it)

the 2,000 bread inserts and traffic tags.

My many years of production experience came in profitably in staging a Parisian
prologue with 28 local amateurs taking part, which drew no end of favorable
comment.
This campaign was inexpensive, the bakery glad to use the inserts, which we

printed, the bank paying for the printing of the checks, and yours truly doing the
signwriting and the printing. As a compositor I am a good jockey. How do you

As “La Boheme” represents the supreme achieve-

ment in the art of picture making-so does Myers’

Butternut Bread represent the supreme achieve-

ment in baking.

ROBEY
ENJOY BOTH AND SEE

“La Bohem©” with John Gilbert, Rennee Adoree (Stars of

Big Parade) and Lillian Gish—at th e Robey Theatre, Tuesday,
November 9th. -Musical-Dancing Prologue-

FOR SUCH
P/CTURES
ASTHfSE

HIS
NEWYORKi SHAMEFUL

Preferred
Pictures

Presentedby J.G.BACHMANN

Clark Munson’s campaign for Metro’s “La Boheme” included sending out bread
slips which he composed himself.
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The Spencer, W. Va., bank provided these checks which Munson used in his Metro
exploitation for “La Boheme.”

like the herald which I set in our own shop, likewise traffic tags and bread slips

(limited type faces).

The New York office publicity department of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer was right
on the job and true to form sent the wire as requested, as well as quill pen and
silhouette pens.
Having demonstrated the drawing power of prologues for the small towns I can

conclusively say that exhibitors are passing up a sure bet by not staging one
occasionally.

Clark Munson, Publicity Director, The Robey Theatres.

* * *

You May Find Literary Merit
Walter G. Fairman of the Thurmania theatre, Columbus, Ohio, suggests that

you stimulate community interest with a request for letters from patrons.

His efforts with this kind of exploitation included a co-operative move with the
merchants of Columbus’ South Side. His first winner in the contest wrote a letter

which is reproduced below.

Gentlemen:

Enclosed you will please find today’s copy of a South Side Advocate, which is a
weekly paper gotten out by a local young man, which caters entirely to the South
Side of Columbus, which has a population of some 25,000 people in this section.

My reason for sending this paper is twofold, first the average suburban theatre in

a city the size of Columbus can hardly afford to advertise in a daily paper owing to
the expense per square inch. Of all the circulation that such paper may have but
25 per cent would do such house any good owing to the fact that if the population
were evenly divided North, South, East and West only in the section where such
a suburban theatre is located would an exhibitor benefit from such advertising.

This particular South Side Advocate comes out once each week and is delivered
to every home in the South Side and if the average suburban exhibitor would place
an ad weekly with such a sectional weekly paper in his city, if he has such, I per-
sonally believe it would be money well spent.

As you will notice on the very last page of today’s paper there appears under head-
ing of Thurman & Jaeger, merchants, various firms located at the above mentioned
corner of which the Thurmania theatre is located, this particular paper offers its

readers each week $5 to the one sending in the best story or letter giving the reason
why they like to buy at Thurmania and Jaeger Sts.

As you will notice the story this week appears about the Thurmania theatre and
the name of the lady who wrote the letter chosen as the best. She is a total stranger
to the theatre although the letter says that she is a frequent patron. The letter is

such that I personally thought you may care to reproduce same in some coming
issue of your magazine, as I believe it will show exhibitors just what some people
think of a theatre and when they have enough confidence to express it in the man-
ner that this lady has.

Walter G. Fairman, Thurmania Theatre, Columbus, Ohio.

The Thurmania Theatre

To me the Thurmania Theatre is community
spirit personified. While all the other business
houses in this section of the South Side cater
to the' necessities of the people within their

neighborhood, the Thurmania takes care of

'something else just as vital: enjoyment and
relaxation. It brings that vbry needful thing to

the ones who are least able to afford it: change
of scene.

Entering its pleasant doorway, one can for-

•get for two hours or more, the humdrum
things that encompass one in every-day life, to

bask in the world of make-believe.

Do you demand romance— or the fast-

moving clean western thrills— or life as it is

lived today? Or actual pictures of leading

events of all times — or the exquisite pano-
rama of countries that very few of us will ever
see — not forgetting the nonsense films— they
live again upon the silver sheet of the Thur-
mania.

Their pictures are guaranteed to be the very
first run in the South Side, and I remember a
pictqre, “The Last Laugh," one of the few for-

eign-made films brought to this country, was
shown in the Thurmania exclusively, and has
not as far as I can say been shown anywhere
else in Columbus. While the South Side did not
appreciate this very wonderful “scoop, it was
evident that the theatrical critics did, for
all Columbus papers carried complimentary
notices to that effect.

Just now in addition to their very good pro-

grams, they are giving away every Friday,
four wonderful prizes, and one to the kiddies
on Saturday. Send your children without fear
on Saturdays, for they will see a show that is

first, of all clean, and adapted to youthful
tastes. And may I suggest that you go there
yourself, any evening, confident that their pic-

tures will bear out the Thurmanla’s slogan:

-IF IT PLAYS THE THURMANIA
IT MUST BE GOOD!"

Mrs. Bertha Hammerstein Tnomas,

129 E. Kossuth St.

Winner of the first $5.00.

Walter G. Fairman, of the Thurmania theatre, Columbus, Ohio, contributes a news-
paper which carried this letter written by one of his patrons and winning a prize

on merit.

You are subject to a

FINE
entertainment if you visit

the Robey Theatre Tuesday,

November 9th and

WITNESS
‘ LA BOHEME '

WITH A STAGE PROLOGUE

Other of Clark Munson’s talents include
his ability as a printer and composer.
He made the above snipe himself for
his Metro exploitation.

Roche and Lorch

Give Christie Party
A good Chicago exploitation

stunt for “The Nervous Wreck”
took the form of a special preview
for the picture at the new Or-
pheum-Palace theatre, just com-
pleted in the Loop. Those invited

to the A1 Christie show were
school teachers, accompanied by
the boy or girl with the highest
class marks. Harry Lorch and Dan
Roche engineered the stunt.

Forhan Conducts Beauty

Contest with New Slant
Manager J. G. Forhan of Griffin’s the-

atre, St. Catharines, Ontario, made a hit

with a new angle to the beauty contest
idea, following up the recent selection of

“Miss Niagara Peach” as the prettiest

young lady of the Niagara district. Man-
ager Forhan staged a “He-Man Con-
test” for the selection of the most hand-
some youth, and the judge was none
other than “Miss Niagara Peach,” Miss
Mary Lawson, in real life. There were
two cash prizes and two suits of clothes
for the male winners. The unique stunt

was quite a sensation and there was
much conjecture.

“Greater Glory” Exploited

with Big Banner on Marquee
M. B. Thomas, manager of the Capitol

theatre, Nashville, Tenn., secured the

use of one of the largest banners ever
seen in the southern city during the

showing of “The Greater Glory,” June
Mathis’ epic picture.

The banner extended the entire length

of the marquee and reached upwards for

one story, being so large that it had to

be slanted in order not to obstruct the

windows on the floor above the theatre.
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Friedman Brings “Strogoff”

to Racine, Wis., for Premiere
Laemmle’s Friendship for Owner of Rialto Theatre Causes

First Showing to Be Given in Small Town House
NOTE: Contrary to the article published in a trade journal last week
the American premiere of “Michael Strogoff” was held in Racine. The
first showing of the picture in Washington, D. C. was on Nov. 12,

whereas it was shown for the first time in Racine November 8.

Racine witnessed its first important motion picture premiere at the Rialto

theatre November 8.

To Arthur Friedman, manager of the Rialto, is due much of the credit

for the bringing to Racine of “Michael Strogoff,” the spectacular European
film, for its American premiere performance.

F. Haygood, manager of the Grand
theatre, Waynesboro, Ga., asks exhibi-
tors to send him suggestions for a

manner of combating tent shows.

Creates Prologue for

“The Midnight Sun” as

Advance Advertising
A clever prologue for “The Midnight

Sun” devised by Lowell Cash, manager,
for the Kinsman theatre, Cleveland, was
used not only with the showing of the pic-

ture, but also during the preceding week
as an announcement of the coming Uni-
versal super-production.

A half circle sun was painted on beaverboard
with alternating stripes of gold paint and dark
red lacquer. The set was in front of the screen
curtain with the asbestos in front of that. The
asbestos went up on a dark house with a dark
green spot playing on a girl, dressed as Laura La
Plante is in the Ballet of Jewels sequence of the
picture, crouching in front of the sun. Heavy
chains were bound around her wrists as in the
picture original.

As the dark green spot went into blue, the girl
slowly arose. The spot then played red which was
broken into amber, while the girl, rising to her
full height, broke the chains and threw them to the
edge of the stage just as the amber came on full.

Arthur Friedman who brought the Uni-
versal film "Michael Strogoff” to Ra-
cine for its world premiere.

Because of his regard for Mr. Friedman,
Carl Laemmle, head of the Universal Film
Corporation, was instrumental in seeing

that this remarkable cinema production was
given its initial performance in this coun-
try in the city of Racine.

Arrangements for the premiere were
completed by Mr. Friedman, whose theatre

is connected with the Universal group, and
it was through his invitation and activity

that film critics of Milwaukee and Chi-
cago came to Racine to witness the film.

U Shows “Strogoff”

at Chicago Preview
Universal exchange, Chicago, enter-

tained theatre men, film men and the

press at a special preview November 16

of “Michael Strogoff” at the Eighth
Street theatre.

Circle Appears in

Holiday Attire for

Anniversary Week
On the occasion of its anniversary the

Circle theatre, Indianapolis, dressed up
its lobby in real holiday style. The an-

niversary feature was First National’s

big steel special, “Men of Steel,” starring

Milton Sills. A picture of the star, life

size, adorned the lobby. Near it was
a large basket of flowers sent to the

Circle by First National Pictures at Bur-
bank, Cal.

Exhibitors’

SLOGAN CLEARING HOUSE
A Department Where Exhibitors May Register Slogans Used

by Their Theatres to Prevent Their Duplication and to

Aid Others in Selecting Good “Selling Lines”

“VISIT THE PRETTIEST LITTLE THEATRE IN SHEBOY-
GAN.” —Louis C. Shimon, Uptown, Sheboygan, Wis.

“MORE FOR 20c THAN 20c EVER BOUGHT.”
—Louis C. Shimon, Uptown, Sheboygan, Wis.

“EVERY PATRON AN HONORED GUEST.”
—Clark Munson, The Robey Theatres, Spencer, W. Va.

“THE PRIDE OF ROANOKE COUNTY.”
-—Clark Munson, The Robey Theatres, Spencer, W. Va.

“IF IT’S A GOOD PICTURE THE EAGLE WILL SHOW IT.”
—N. M. Emmons, Eagle Theatre, Eagle River, Wis.

“THE HOUSE OF GOOD PICTURES.”
—N. M. Emmons, Eagle Theatre, Eagle River, Wis.

“MECCA OF THE DELTA’S AMUSEMENT SEEKERS.”
—S. B. Johnson, Regent Theatre, Cleveland, Miss.

“FOR ENTERTAINMENT’S SAKE— GET THE LAUREL
HABIT.” —The Laurel, Laurel Springs, N. J.

“DON’T SAY MOVIES—SAY ROXBORO.”
—Roxboro Theatre, Roxboro, Philadelphia, Pa.

“WHERE EVERYBODY MEETS.”
—Embassy Theatre, Swedesboro, N. J.

“FOR THE BEST IN ENTERTAINMENT ALL WAYS.”
—Palace Theatre, Quakertown, Pa.

“WHERE QUALITY MEETS”
—A. J. Lukachie, Camden, Ark., Hauber Theatre.

“ENTERTAINMENT FOR EVERYBODY.”
—Liberty Theatre, Arnold Rittenberg, Kansas City, Mo.

“PHOTOPLAYS FOR PARTICULAR PEOPLE”
—W. F. Smith, Clarion Theatre, Clarion, la.
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O'Rourke Packs House
with Use of Herald

Full of Tinee Poetry
Jack O’Rourke of East Coast Theatres

in Philadelphia says poetry may be the
cause for his house records being broken.
He explains: “I am enclosing herewith a
sample of herald I used on Stella Dal-
las, with apologies to Mae Tinee of your
home town paper. Whether the herald
contributed to breaking our house rec-
ord on this show I cannot say, but with-
out doubt it helped.”
I say to you: ‘‘Want to see a good show?”
You say to me: “Lemme in on the know!”
I say to you: “Name’s ‘STELLA DALLAS’—a whiz.”
You say to me: “Where’d you say Ijhat it is?”
I say to you: “The Laurel has got it.”

You say to me: “Tell me something abo’t it!”
I say to you: “Well, the plot keeps you guess-

ing—

”

You say to me: “Well, I don’t mind confess-
ing—

”

I say to you: “That at solving you’re good?”
You say to me: “Well, the old dome’s not

wood— 1”

I say to you : “Let that be as it may—•”

You say to me: “Are you doubting me—SAY!”
I say to you: “Let it go. PROVE your smart-

ness !”

You say to me (with considerable tartness) : “I
will go—lead me to it.”

I say to you: “You will ne’er live to rue it!”
“STELLA DALLAS,” I say, “Is certainly im-

mense—

"

This marvelous drama will keep you quite tense.
You say to me: “Tell me—where have you

seen it?”
I say to you: “Why—The Stanton did screen

it.”

You say to me: “At the Laurel—and when?”
I say to you: “November Nine and Ten.”
You say to me: “Tell me more of the story.”
Now—would be unfair-—and I WON’T b’gorrv !”

B'ut I will tell vou—the picture is clever.
Ronald Colman is in it—and better than ever

!

Belle Bennett plays “Stella”—a remarkable role.
I tell you—the picture goes right to your soul

!

You’ll like the story, acting and direction.
You’ll regard the cast with deepest affection.
I say to you: “Have I told you enough?”
You say to me: “I am SICK of your stuff!”
I say to you (without any malice) :

“You’ll be pulling a boner to miss ‘STELLA
DALLAS.’ ”

(I get the last word, you see).

EXHIBITORS HERALD

The Hennepin-0rpheum, Minneapolis,
conducted clever exploitation for the
P. D. C. 61m, "Gigolo.” Part of the
campaign consisted of the cutouts
shown above.

Changes Billing Names
Each Day in 3-Day Run

of All Star Production
Taking full advantage of an all-star

cast aided Manager Maxwell of Fox’s
Audubon theatre, New York, in going
over the top with Chadwick Pictures
Corporation’s First Division picture,

November 27, 1926
“April Fool.” The Audubon theatre is

in the vicinity of several other motion
picture houses. House billing is an im-
portant box office factor, as it is usual
for groups to stroll along Broadway,
looking over the offerings of the several
theatres within the few blocks.
Manager Maxwell tried a new stunt on

“April Fool,” and his business for the
three-day showing seemed to warrant
the innovation. On Monday, the initial

day of the showing, his house front
blazed forth the announcement: Alex-
ander Carr and Mary Alden in “April
Fool.” This character team lined them
up at the box office for the first day.
Right there Manager Maxwell almost

faltered in his plan. Carr and Alden
had done so well that it seemed risky to
make a change. However, youth and
romance had their day on Tuesday, when
Raymond Keane, Duane Thompson and
Edward Phillips had the spotlight.
Wednesday came the third change:
Baby Peggy and Snitz Edwards in

“April Fool.”

Feltus Makes Use of

Cards in Fox Ads
Manager Roy Feltus, of the Princess

theatre, Bloomington, Ind., made good
use of the 2,000 old window cards he had
in stock on other pictures, for a teaser
campaign during the showing of “3 Bad
Men,” the William Fox production.
Each window card was cut into three

parts and on the back of each was
printed in bold type: “3 Bad Men

—

They’re Coming.” The numeral “3” was
in much larger type than the rest of the

copy, which was in two heavy display
lines. A crew of boys were secured who
sniped 2,000 of these cards in the neigh-
borhood of the theatre. Teaser door-
knob hangers of the same type were
hung about the city on private houses
and store door-knobs.

Exhibitors House Organ Exchange
Entry of name in this list signifies willingness to exchange theatre publications with other theatre publishers for mutual benefit.

BAIR, E. E., Falla theatre, Cuyahoga Falls, O.
BLAIR, M. J., St. Francis theatre, San Fran-

cisco, Cal.
BENDER, A. R., Olympia, Cleveland, Okla.
BENTLEY, FLOYD E., Kelso Amusement Co.,

Kelso, Wash.
BROWNELL, OSSIE, Carthage theatres, Glovers-

ville, N. Y.
BROWNING, HARRY, Olympia, New Haven,

Conn.
BUBERT, E. H., Metropolitan, Morgantown,
W. Va.

BURNS, FRANK H., Orlando Enterprises, Or-
lando, Fla.

CHRISTENSEN, C. R., Twin City, Chehalis,
Wash.

COX, ED. F., Princess, Bristol, Colo.
DALEY, THOMAS S., Schine Amusement Co.,

Gloversville, N. Y.
EATON, JACK, The Legion Theatre, Alamosa,

Col. 4
EVELAND, EARLE, Twin City Opera House,

McConnelsville, O.
FAWKS, E. L., Photo Phone, Graford. Tex.
FISHER, ELDRID, Gem theatre, Pineville, Ky.
GARDNER, HUGH T., Orpheum, Neosho, Mo.
GAULT, J. C., American, Oakland, Cal.
GILL, R. A. Strand, Honey Grove, Tex.
GLASER, WILL J., Grand, Faribault, Minn.
HAMBURGER, F. M„ Circle, Portland, Ore.
HARLEY, ALONZA, Valentine, Defiance, Ohio.

HEDGES, HARRY H., Rugby, 820 Utica, Ave.,
Brooklyn.

JUDD, FORREST E., Prospect, Kansas City, Mo.
KOBLEN, M., Scout, Oakdale, La.

KRAMER, LOUIS P., Lubliner & Trinz The-
atres.

Inc., 307 North Michigan Ave., Chicago, 111.

LITTLE, T. L., Majestic, Camden, S. C.

LUKACHIE, A. J., Hauber, Camden, Ark.
LUTZ, LOUIS, Fischer's Appleton, Appleton,

Wis.
MacLEOD, M., Wolverine, Saginaw, Mich.
MASSEY, EARL D., Texas, Killeen, Tex.
MILLER, CARL F., Miller theatre, Fremont,

Ohio.
MOCK, CARL F., 56th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

MOSS, EDGAR A., Marion Theatre News, Glass
Block, Marion, Ind.

MURPHY, HAROLD S., Woodlawn, Chicago.
NICHOLE, DON, Durham Amusement Company,
Durham, N. C.

O'ROURKE, JACK, Laurel, Laurel Springs, N. J.

OLSON, H. G., Majestic theatre, Reedsburg,
Wis.

OSTENBERG, J. H., Orpheum, Scottsbluff, Neb.
PAYNE, EARLE HALL, Kentucky, Lexington

Ky.
PIERCE, HOWARD O., Kunsky Theatrical Ent.,

Detroit, Mich.

POPE, CLEM, T. & D., Oakland, Cal.

RANDALL, E. H., Liberty, Condon, Ore.
RIVERS. EDWIN B., 1718 South Main street.

Royal Theatre, Los Angeles, Cal.

SACHS, S. M., Masonic, Clifton Forge, Va.
SCHWIE, F. F., Duluth, Duluth, Minn.
SHARPE, PHILIP B., Strand Theatre Publishing

Co., Portland, Me.
SHIMON, LOUIS, Uptown theatre, Sheboygan,

Wis.
SNYDER. E. A., Rialto-Virginla, Champaign, 111.

SOLOMON, H., Strand, MeComb. Miss.

SORG, J. H., Jefferson, Fort Wayne, Ind.

STIEFEL, S., Roxboro, Philadelphia, Pa.

STILES, J. H., The Dalles Amusement Co.,
The Dalles, Ore.

THOMPSON, N. T., Crystol Theatre, Fort At-

kinson, Wis.

WALLACE, H. JIM, Lincoln Square, Deeatur,
111 .

WEINBERG, I., New and Lyrie, Lexington, Va.

WHEELER, ED A., Ohio, Cleveland, O.

WHITBECK, FRANK, West Coast Theatres, Inc.,

134 Leavenworth St., San Francisco, Cal.

WILSON, T. S., Seelye, Abilene, Kan.
WOODWARD, KENNETH V., Penn-State Amuse-

ment Co., Uniontown, Pa.

ZIPRIK, G., Y. M. C. A., Westbourne, Tenn.

(Exhibitor)

(Theatre)

(City) State
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rHIS department contains news, information and gossip on current productions. It aims to supply
service which will assist the exhibitor in keeping in touch with developments in connection with

pictures and picture personalities—and what these are doing at the box office. No prophecies on the
entertainment value of pictures are made. Opinions expressed are simply those of the author or of
his contributors and the reader is requested to consider them only as such.—EDITOR’S NOTE.

DeMILLE LEADS

c ECIL B. DeMILLE’S name means more
at the box office than that of any other di-

rector. This is the testimony of 2,471 ex-

hibitors participating in a HERALD survey.

For relative standings of all directors whose

names these exhibitors consider box office

factors, turn to “The Studio” Section of this

issue.

Mr. DeMille has had better producer bill-

ing than any other director with the possible

exception of Griffith, whose rate of produc-

tion was lessening when DeMille was hit-

ting the stride that had climax in “The Ten
Commandments,” biggest money-maker of

1925. Yet the analysis accompanying the

rating of directors in “The Studio” demon-

strates that rank is a result of merit and

nothing else. It will be interesting to note

the effect of DeMille’s “King of Kings” and

Griffith's “Sorrows of Satan” upon the direc-

tors whose names stand first and second in

the list of current values.

Don’t fail to read about it all in “The
Studio.”

“ALMOST A LADY

”

DROPPED over to the Jackson Park the-

atre last night—it’s just a short way from

the old homestead—and saw Marie Prevost

and her playmates in “Almost A Lady.”

Playmates is the right word, for everybody

seems to have had a good time in making
the picture—with the inevitable result that

it is a good one.

Miss Prevost gets better and better. In

this she’s a model whose brother (George

K. Arthur) valiantly if unnecessarily pro-

tects her as a woiking goil is not supposed

to need to be protected. She poses mo-

mentarily as a Glyn-ish sort. of novelist and

gets into various difficulties, including love.

Harrison Ford is concerned in this latter

part of the picture and a number of other

folks participate more or less importantly.

E. Mason Hopper directed the thing and had

as good a time, apparently, as the next one,

but the caption writer must have got the

biggest kick out of it. He certainly typed

a smart set of subtitles.

“Almost A Lady” is the sort of picture the

matron describes as “cute,” her spouse dubs

“right clever,” the grandfathers refer to as

“snappy” while the young folks hold hands

and giggle. Don’t know anybody that don’t

This Week
DeMille Leads

“Almost a Lady”

Our Contest

“The Magician”

Our Oivn Fiction

“Prince of Tempters”

Cutting the Comedy

“The Marriage Clause
”

like this kind of stuff, especially when Marie

Prevost has a hand (and that pair of eyes!)

in it.

OUR CONTEST

C"
JL OR the benefit of anyone who missed

the original announcement in last week’s

issue (if such there be) it is reiterated here-

with that I am conducting a chummy little

contest for the purpose of turning the spot-

light upon good actors and actresses who do

not commonly make the 24-sheets and the

Spencerian scrawl in the main title—the

unstarred stars who so frequently put the

stars across.

The plot is this: Each week I ask you

who played a designated part in a designated

picture and you write the answer, adding

such comment as you see fit to make. You
are rewarded for this by the knowledge that

you’ve done something worthwhile — some-

thing much more worthwhile than Mae
Tinee is doing in her current campaign to

elect Norma Shearer “Queen of the Movies.”

(Not that there’s anything unqueenly about

Miss Shearer—but that there’s something

awfully cockeyed about Miss Tinee’s method

of conducting an “impartial poll”!)

Last week I asked: Who played the part

of Ian Keith’s woman-servant fn the Fox pro-

duction of “The Lily”? This is written be-

fore readers have had time to answer—so

here’s another, this one particularly for old-

timers:

W ho played the part of the butler in “The
Million Dollar Mystery”?

Answer one or both, and next week there’ll

be another. Nobody is barred from partici-

pation in this “contest.”

“THE MAGICIAN”

1^. EX INGRAM is still in Europe, still

producing pictures and — worse— sending

them to this country for exhibition. His

current output is called “The Magician” and

is quite too painful to write about at greater

length than this.

OUR OWN FICTION

M Y good friend, E. N. Collins, who oper-

ates the Star theatre at Humble, Texas, has

taken typewriter by the horns to write a

charming series of very short stories for

exclusive perusal of those fortunate mortals

who read this department for one reason or

another. The first of these delightful

sketches is published this week.

Mr. Collins knows his oats. His close-up

of the people Mr. Exhibitor meets in his

daily contact with old General Public

brings back a day when these locks were

not “becomingly streaked with grey” and I

thought I was Sam Katz. I doubt that

studio folks will get much of a kick out of

the series—knowing approximately nothing,

as a group, about the other side of the
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“Presented by—

”

(A flyleaf from the handbook of “Ye Complete Exhibitor,” by E. N.
Collins, Star theatre, Humble, Texas.)

Big Bill Edwards runs the Palace theatre at Millville. Bill stands at the entrance

and greets his patrons as they enter.

“Good evening, Mr. Simonds. A pleasant evening.”

“Yeh. How’s the show tonight. Bill?”

“Fine. A great picture, Mr. Simonds. ‘The Duchess of Buffalo’ is the picture,

you know.”
“Yeh. So I heard. I like these western films, myself, but the missus says she

can’t stand them. You know—-buffalo stampedes and everything. She saw ‘Thundering
Herd.’ Had to laugh, Bill—she thought it was something about a storm—‘Thunder-
ing Heard.’ Can't fool me, Bill. I’m wise to these titles.”

As Bill wiped the perspiration from his brow the patron entered.

A young woman approached.
“Oh, Mr. Edwards, you have Constance Talmadge on tonight. I am so glad.

You know I simply adore her.”

“Sure,” replied the manager. “She’s a great little actress and this is a dandy
picture. A First National, you know.”

“Oh! Really, Mr. Edwards? I have heard about how much money these

actresses make but I never realized before they actually advertised they owned a

bank.”
Before Bill could come up for air the flapper had vanished inside.

“The ’phone, Mr. Edwards,” smiled the cashier.

“No, mam. I hardly think ‘The Strong Man’ could be called a companion pic-

ture to ‘The Weaker Sex,’ ” explained the harassed manager. “ ‘The Strong Man,’
you see, is a comedy and I don’t believe you could call ‘The Weaker Sex’ funny.

Not at all—you’re welcome.”
“I am Miss Watts,” explained the severe looking lady with the large glasses. “I

teach music, and, of course, take a great deal of interest in things musical. I felt

sure you would be glad to receive a little friendly criticism of your musical settings.”

“Certainly, madam,” replied the always polite manager. “Just what fault have
you to find with the music?”

“Well, for one thing, your music is so obvious. I should think a more subtle

manner of conveying the thought would be more appropriate. I’ll elucidate and
possibly you’ll get a clearer preception of my generalization.”

“I’d be delighted if you would, madam,” said Bill, whose musical education was
such he could easily tell the difference between a piccolo and a bass drum, but
further than that he was as lost as a blind sailor in a coal mine.

“When you were showing ‘The Road to Manadalay,’ your music consisted mainly
of the popular piece of music by the same name. This was very inappropriate. If

I had arranged the music for this picture I should have picked something like Danse
Lente, played in Quasi lento for the motif. Relieving the heaviness of the compo-
sition by something played Allegretto grazioso cantabile, a Chopin or possibly
something by Grieg of a pastorale nature. You follow me, Mr. Edwards?”

“Perfectly, madam. Perfectly. I will speak to Heinie, rather Mr. Hirschberg, I

should say, at the first opportunity. I certainly thank you for your tip.”

By the time Bill had partly recovered from his last bout a boy appeared. “Say,
Mr. Edwards, ain’t you ever goin’ to get any more Fred Thomson or Hoot Gibson
pictures. These love-makin’ dressed-up movies give me a pain. Whyn’t you get

something worth lookin’ at?”

(More Next Week)

camera—but I know Mr. Collins’ paragraphs

bulge with chuckles for exhibitors past and

present.

Apparently kidding somebody—one guess

who—-Mr. Collins captions his series “Pre-

sented by—.” Lend it a lamp.

“PRINCE OF TEMPTERS”

W RITERS in other than these pages of

the HERALD have told you what a good pic-

ture “The Prince of Tempters” is. Folks

who saw it at the Chicago theatre last week

seemed to agree. So do I.

I SAW Our Gang in “Boys Will Be Joys”

at a downtown Chicago theatre several

months ago—and liked it. I saw it last week

at a neighborhood house and liked it better.

The neighborhood house ran all of it. The

downtown house had cut about half of it, to

make running time.

Film contracts contain definite clauses

governing this matter of cutting pictures at

the theatre, although news annals contain

no record of such clauses being enforced.

As a general rule the clause isn’t worth the

space it takes—would rouse a storm of

proper indignation if enforced—but the film

salesman or branch manager who permits a

theatre to hack away half of a comedy so

good as this is just a film salesman or

branch manager and nothing more. And the

exhibitor who does the hacking is no friend

of mine—nor his patrons.

“THE MARRIAGE CLAUSE”

c
V_/0 many exhibitors were writing such

glowing reports of “The Marriage Clause”

in “What the Picture Did For Me” that I

made my way through the Winter’s first

snow’ to see it on a night I customarily de-

vote to such homely pursuits as twirling

radio dials or—just now—tending the barrel

into which a portion of the season’s bumper

grape crop has trickled its crimson way. Yet

Raymond Hatton and Wallace Beery in
the Paramount picture “We’re in the
Navy Now.” Charlie Boyle was the
cameraman for this picture, while Ed-

ward Sutherland directed.

the picture was worth this sacrifice. Any
picture reported by exhibitors as this one

has been reported is worth similar depriva-

tion.

“The Marriage Clause” has Francis X.

Bushman (how that man holds his years) as

stage director of Billie Dove as an actress

sought more or less honorably by Warner
Oland as a producer who has not quite got-

ten rid of Grace Darmond as a favorite on

her way out. The producer’s insertion of a

clause in the star’s contract forbidding mar-

riage causes all the difficulties and this

somewhat lean item is made to yield sub-

stantial story material which these four and

others handle with utmost competency.

I find, invariably, that pictures reported

so favorably by exhibitors as this one are

direct stories directly told. This is by no

means an exclusive discovery, yet picture

makers seem determined to pay no attention

to it. Some day they may see the advan-

tage of making pictures in this fashion and

do so henceforth, but I doubt it. Holly-

wood—like New York—is more than a little

cuckoo about “innovations.” While the art

of story-telling remains so simple a thing as

it is—and no doubt it will always remain so

-—it will not be popular with the folks out

thar whar kiddie cars are Rolls Royces and

swaddling clothes are sables.—T. O. SERV-

ICE.

Colleen Moore entertains notables from the

Australian theatre world. In the bottom row
(left to right) are Miss Moore, Lady Tallis

and Miss Tallis. Mr. Tallis is governor-gen-

eral of Williamson, Ltd., Australian theatre

circuit. Standing are John Gray and Mrs.

and Mr. Muller, of San Francisco, American
representatives of Williamson, Ltd.
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Bobby Vernon is seen in “Hoot Mon!”,
an Educational-Bobby Vernon Comedy.
Frances Lee, Jack Duffy and Bill Irv-
ing are in the supporting cast. This
picture was directed by Harold Beau-

dine.

Oh , What a Night
Distributor: Sterling Pictures

Producer: Sterling Productions
Length: Undetermined

DIRECTOR .LLOYD INGRAHAM
PLAYERS

Bob Brady Raymond McKee
June Craig Edna Murphy
John Craig Charles K. French
Slicky Ned Sparks
Baby Jackie Coombs
Fat Man Hilliard Karr
Second Fat Man Frank Alexander
TYPE: Farce comedy.
THEME: Proving innocence.
LOCALE: An American city.

TIME: The present.
STORY: Bob is sent to the apart-

ment of a theatrical producer to write
a new last act to his comedy. A man
accuses him of picking his pocket. To
save time Bob takes to flight. He takes
refuge in the entrance to a jeweler’s store
and sees June, who buys a $10,000 neck-
lace. They are attracted. In the apart-
ment he works furiously and does not
see a burglar jimmy open the safe. He
is given the necklace by June’s father,
who believes he is a pawnshop agent.
Bob leaves the necklace on the table,

where the burglar finds it. The burglar
gets into an apartment with a yelling
child. The burglar thinks the child swal-
lows the necklace and kidnaps it. Bob
is accused by June of stealing her pearls
and kidnaping the child. He proves his
innocence only after a series of farcical
situations.

HIGHLIGHTS : Man’s accusation
Bob has picked his pocket. . . . The
flight from pursuers. . . . Attraction
between June and Bob. . . . Scene
in which burglar jimmies safe and steals
necklace. -. . . Scene in which he
kidnaps child. . . . June’s accusa-
tion that Bob stole pearls and child.

. . Scene in which he proves his
innocence.

Hoot Mon
Distributor: Educational

Producer: Christie Productions
Length: Two reels

DIRECTOR HAROLD BEAUDINE
PLAYERS

Bobbie Bobby Vernon
Frances Frances Lee
MacTamish Jack Duffy
MacTruck Bill Irving

TYPE: Romantic comedy.

THEME: Trying to sell Fords in Scot-
land.

LOCALE: Scotland.

TIME: The present.

STORY: Bobby tries to sell Fords in
Scotland. While driving he sees Frances
dancing. Before he can get his eyes on
the road he bowls over McTamish, his
only prospect for a sale. MacTruck, jeal-

ous when Bobby talks to Frances, fixes

his car so it will not steer or stop. Bobby
and Frances go for a ride and land in

the halls of the MacTamish castle. Bobby
is thrown out. MacTruck tells Bobby
MacTamish is fond of the MacRuff clan
and dresses him in the MacRuff plaid.

Bobby is again thrown out, as the Mac-
Ruffs and MacTamishes are rival clans.
A member of the MacRuff clan, seeing
Bobby tossed out, tells his brother clans-
men that the MacRuffs have been in-

sulted and they go to annihilate the
MacTamishes. MacTamish and his

henchmen are in a bad fix when Bobby
thinks up a scheme to save them. The
old man forgives him, but refuses to

buy a car when he sees Bobby is going
to marry Frances—he uses Bobby’s car.

HIGHLIGHTS : Bobby’s attempt to
sell flivvers in Scotland. . . . His
meeting with Frances. . . . Enmity
between him and his only prospect. . . .

Scene in which Bobby dresses in rival

clan’s plaid. . . . His clan to the
rescue. . . . His scheme to save the
old man.

Rod La Rocque is starred in this Pro-
Dis-Co. release, “The Cruise of the

Jasper B,” under the direction of James
W. Home. Scenes were shot by Lucien

Andriot.

Scene from “Midnight Follies,” art

Educational-Mermaid Comedy featuring
George Davis, with Marcella Daly,
Robert Graves and Jack Lloyd. James

Jones directed.

Men of Steel
Distributor: First National
Producer: First National
Length: Undetermined

DIRECTOR..GEORGE ARCHAINBAUD
Cameraman Roy Carpenter

PLAYERS
Jan Bokak Milton Sills
Mary Berwick Doris Kenyon
Clare Pitt.... Mae Allison
Pete Masarick Victor McLaglen
Cinder Pitt Frank Currier
Hooker Grimes George Fawcett
Anton Berwick John Kolb
Frazer Harry Lee
Wolfe Henry West
Alex Taylor Graves
TYPE: Drama of love and the steel

mills.

THEME: Romantic love.

LOCALE: The steel mills; an Amer-
ican city.

TIME: The present.

STORY: Jan, an ignorant laborer in
the iron mines, is engaged to Mary Ber-
wick. The latter’s brother is accused of
murdering another brother. Jan, though
innocent, confesses to save the brother
and show his love for Mary, with whom
he has quarreled. He escapes to the steel
mills owned by Cinder Pitt. Labor agi-
tators try to wreck the mill and Jan is

seriously injured as he saves the life

of Pitt’s daughter, Clare. Pitt takes
Jan to his home. While recuperating
Jan and Clare become engaged. Pitt
promises the workers half his interest in
the mills when Jan marries Clare. Mean-
while, Mary’s mother, on her deathbed,
reveals she is the runaway wife of Pitt,

and tells Mary she is the sister of Clare.
Mary finds her way to the Pitt home
and accuses Jan of the murder. The lat-

ter takes Clare and Mary to the mill and
forces a confession from the murderer.
A huge crowd gathers in the streets the
day of the wedding. Jan’s machine
knocks Mary down. His love for her
returns and he announces he will not
marry Clare. The mob sets upon him,
realizing they are losing their half in-

terest in the mill. Mary tells Pitt who
she is and rushes out to aid Jan, only
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to be set upon, too. Pitt stills the moib
and announces the workers will get their
interest and properly introduces Jan as
his son-in-law. Clare removes her wed-
ding veil and places it on the head of
Mary.
HIGHLIGHTS: The steel mill

scenes. . . . The murder.
Promise to workers of half interest in

mill when Jan marries Clare.
Confession of Mary’s mother.
Scene in which Mary is run over. . . .

Jan’s announcement he will not marry
Clare. . . . The mob scene. . . .

Scene in which Mary informs Pitt who
she is. . . . Pitt’s appeasing mob.

Midnight Follies
Distributor: Educational
Producer: Educational
Length: Two reels

DIRECTOR JAMES JONES
PLAYERS

The Waiter..... George Davis
The Millionaire -Jack Lloyd
The Proprietor Robert Graves
The Dancer ..Marcella Daly
TYPE: Romantic comedy.

THEME: Romantic mix-up.

LOCALE: New York City.

TIME: The present.

STORY : The chief attraction at a cab-
aret is Marcella, the dancing girl. She
makes a hit with Jack, a millionaire so
old he is in his second childhood. George,
the waiter, also has an eye on Marcella.
The millionaire sends a note to the girl

asking her to elope. The waiter inter-

cepts the note and thinks it from Mar-
cella. He scribbles a line on the note
saying she should hide in her trunk and
he will smuggle her out of the cafe.

Marcella gets the note and is amused.
She tosses it away, but it falls in the
millionaire’s lap, who thinks he is to hide
in the trunk. Meanwhile, George incurs
the wrath of the proprietor by smashing
a tray full of dishes, and is chased into
the vaudeville act, “Sawing a Woman
in Two.” In his haste he climbs into
the box which the professor is sawing.
He eventually eludes the proprietor, and
thinking Marcella in the trunk, he loads
it on a truck. There is a wild ride until
the truck, which is loaded with dyna-
mite, hits a handcar. After the explosion
George finds that the millionaire is the
occupant of the trunk.
HIGHLIGHTS: The mix-up regard-

ing the note about eloping.
Scene in which waiter gets involved in

the vaudeville act. . . . His escape
with the trunk. . . . The explosion.

Cruise of the Jasper B
Distributor: Pro-Dis-Co
Producer: Pro-Dis-Co
Length: Undetermined

DIRECTOR JAMES W. HORNE
Cameraman Lucien Andriot

PLAYERS
J. Clement Cleggett Rod La Rocque
Agatha Fairhaven Mildred Harris
Wiggins Jack Ackroyd
Reginald Maltravers ...Snitz Edwards
Auctioneer Otto Lederer
Assistant Auctioneer James Mack
TYPE: Comedy drama.
THEME: Fulfilling family tradition;

love.

LOCALE: On board a pirate ship.

TIME : The present.

STORY: It is a family law that each
succeeding Cleggett shall marry aboard
the Jasper B. Jerry has no desire to
marry until he meets Agatha, who has

gone to his house for protection from
Reginald, who seeks to destroy evidence
which makes her, instead of himself, the
heir to a fortune. His clothes being mis-
laid, Jerry dons a pirate costume worn
by his great ancestor, and decides to go
aboard the Jasper B with the girl of his
choice. The valet, meanwhile, knocks out
Reginald and hides him in a box which
he throws out of a window. It falls

upon the top of the taxi in which Jerry
and Agatha are riding. The chauffeur
goes up with a hammer to shut down the
fid when Reginald pops out of the box.
The taxi, driverless, speeds toward a cliff

and bounds down the decline upon a ban-
dit gang engaged in holding up a mail
truck. Unhurt, the trio leap from the
debris, jump into the mail truck and con-
tinue their journey. After an exciting
chase in which the army, navy and air
forces of the United States take part,
Jerry and his party reach the Jasper B.
The vessel is wrenched from her moor-
ings by a bomb and starts away on a
famous cruise. The old captain is aboard,
and exercising his legal powers, marries
the two.

HIGHLIGHTS: Meeting of Agatha
and Jerry. . . . Their ride in driver-
less taxi. . . . Scene in which auto
falls down incline. . . . The chase
by U. S. Navy, Army and Air Forces.
. . . Scene in which vessel is bombed.
. . . The marriage.

The Man of the Forest
Distributor: Paramount
Producer: Paramount
Length: Undetermined

DIRECTOR JOHN WATERS
Cameraman C. Edgar Schoenbaum

PLAYERS
Milt Dale Jack Holt
Nancy Raynor Georgia Hale
Clint Beasley Warner Oland
Horace Pipp El Brendel
Sheriff Tom Kennedy
Snake Anson Ivan Christie
Jim Wilson Bruce Gordon
Moses : Vester Pegg
Deputy Sheriff Willard Cooley
First Deputy Guy Oliver
Second Deputy Walter Ackerman
Martin Mulvery Duke R. Lee

TYPE: Western drama.

THEME: Foiling a swindling plot.

LOCALE: Mountain regions of Far
West.

TIME: The present.

STORY: Milt learns that Clint is

scheming to kidnap Nancy, who is to
arrive from the East, and prevent her
from reaching her uncle before his death,
which is expected momentarily. Milt out-

wits the gang by kidnaping Nancy him-
self. She is furious and does not under-
stand Milt is trying to protect her. She
wounds him with his gun, gets the sheriff

and has him arrested. He is placed in

jail for trial for kidnaping, although it

seems certain he will be hanged. Nancy
arrives at the ranch too late to see her
uncle alive. She becomes more furious
at Milt and is easy prey for the amorous
attentions of Clint. She ' soon awakens
to his real character. Clint has her
taken to his ranch. Milt learns of this

but cannot aid her. His pet cougar fol-

lows him to jail and Milt makes him
scratch on the sheriff’s door. The sher-
iff, thinking a person outside, opens the
door. He fires, wounding the animal,
which attacks him. In his struggle the
sheriff backs up against the bars of Milt’s

cell and the prisoner secures the keys and
gun. He controls the cougar and locks

the sheriff up. After a fight with the
outlaws he and Clint meet in a duel in

which the latter is killed. Nancy, now
deeply in love with Milt, is outside the
room, hears the shot and is in agony
until the door opens and Milt comes out
to her.

HIGHLIGHTS : Kidnaping of Nancy

.

. . . Scene in which she shoots Milt.
. . Scene in which Milt is placed

in jail pending trial. . . . Nancy’s
awakening to despicable character of
Clint. . . . Scene in which she is
carried to his ranch. . . . Scene in
which pet cougar attacks sheriff. , . .

Milt’s escape from jail. . . . His
fight with outlaws. . . . The duel.
. . . Reunion of Nancy and Milt.

Love 'Em and Leave 'Em
Distributor: Paramount
Producer: Paramount
Length: Undetermined

DIRECTOR FRANK TUTTLE
Cameraman George Webber

PLAYERS
Mame Walsh Evelyn Brent
Bill Billingsley Lawrence Gray
Janie Walsh Louise Brooks
Lem Woodruff Osgood Perkins
Cartwright Jack Egan
Miss Streeter Marcia Harris
Mr. Whinfer Ed Garvey
Mrs. Whinfer Vera Sisson
August Whinfer Joseph McClunn
Mr. McGonigle Arthur Donaldson
Miss Gimole Elise Cavanna
Minnie.— Dorothy Mathews
TYPE: Comedy drama.

THEME: Sacrifice for selfish sister.

LOCALE: New York City.

TIME: The present.

STORY: Mame sacrifices much for
Janie, her young flirtatious sister. The
latter succeeds in having Marne’s sweet-
heart, Bill, a clerk in the department
store where all of them are employed,
transfer his affections to her fickle self

while Mame is on her vacation. Mame
returns to give a belated consent to Bill’s

proposal of marriage. He returns with
Janie, and stops to kiss her. Mame,
hiding behind the door to greet him, sees

their perfidy. She conceals her hurt by
a flippant air, and announces that “Love
’Em and Leave ’Em” is her slogan hence-
forth. Janie, treasurer of the depart-
ment store’s welfare club, dissipates the
money in race track gambling. On the
eve of a costume dance given for the
employees of the store, she is asked for

the money. She makes it appear that
Mame is responsible for the disappear-
ance. Janie confesses to her sister, who
promises to get the money back. Bill

hears of the theft charge against Mame
and dashes to the boarding house to fetch

her, and arrives in time to polish the

gambler, who Mame has filled with liquor

in order to get the money from him.

Mame succumbs to his cave man tactics.

Meanwhile, Janie has progressed with

her flirting at the dance to the point of

wringing from the floorman promises to

promote her, Mame and Bill to better

jobs.

HIGHLIGHTS: The costume ball.

. . . The Black Bottom scene. . . .

Older sister’s self-sacrifice for her

fickle younger sister. . . . Scene in

which latter wins former sweetheart.

. . . Scene in which older sister dis-

covers perfidy. . . . Her apparent

flippancy. . . . Younger sister’s con-

fession. . . . Scene in which Mame
gets money from gambler. . . . Bill’s

vindication.
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New Picture Publication Dates
A Week-to-Week Summary of Facts and Figures Pertain-

ing to New Picture Product Offered the Theatre Booker

Title Producer Distributor Length

WEEK OF NOVEMBER 14th

Show Cow Paneher Mustang W.estara Universal 2 reels

Martin of the Mounted Mustang Western Universal 2 reels

Too Much Sleep Bluebird Universal 1 reel

Wild Bill Bluebird Universal 1 reel

Jane’s Engagement Party Stern Bros. Universal 2 reels

Please Excuse Me Stern Bros. Universal 2 reels

The Silent Flyer Adventure Picture Universal 2 reels
Syncopating Sue First National First National 6770
Love’s Blindness M-G-M M-G-M 6028
Th« Ac© ©f Cads Paramount Paramount 7786
Josselyn’s Wife Tiffany Tiffany 5800
Millionaires Warner Warner 6903
Napoleon, Jr. Animal Fox 2 reels

Light Wines and Bearded Ladies Imperial Fox 2 reels

A Spanish Holiday Fox Varieties Fox 1 reel

WEEK OF NOVEMBER 21st

Transportation Novelty Magazine Bray 1 reel
Look Out Below Fistical Culture Bray 2 reels

Hoot Mon Bobby Vernon Educational 2 reels
Bad Breaks Cameo Educational 1 reel
Barnum Was Right Life Cartoons Educational 1 reel
Flaming Romance Mermaid Educational 2 reels

The Vulgar Yachtsman Standard Cinema F. B. O. 2 reels
Alice Helps the Romance Winkler F. B. O. 1 reel

Little Miss Bluffit F. B. O. F. B. O. 1915
Bardelys The Magnificent M-G-M M-G-M 8653
House Without a Key No. 1 Pathe Path© 2 reels
War Feathers Hal Roach Pathe 2 reels
Hesitating Horses Mack Sennett Pathe 2 reels

Pathe Review No. 47 Pathe Pathe 1 reel
Topics of the Day No. 47 Timely Films Pathe 1/3 reel

Pathe News No. 96 Pathe Pathe 1 reel
Pathe News No. 97 Pathe Pathe 1 reel
Prowlers of the Night Blue Streak Western Universal 5 reels
Mind Your Own Business Fox Universal 1 reel
The Truthful Sex Blue Bird C-B-C 5831
The Tennis Wizard C-B-C Fox 2 reels
Wings of the Storm Fox Fox 5244
We’re In the Navy Now Paramount Paramount 5519
For Alimony Only P-D-C P-D-C 6070

WEEK OF NOVEMBER 28th

Movieland Lupino Lane Educational 2 reels

A Key-Hole Cruise Lyman H. How© Educational 1 reel

Felix the Cat Trumps the Ace Bijou Educational 1 reel

Dots and Dashes Winkler F. II. O. 1 reel

Fatal Footsteps Whirlwind F. II. 0. 2 reels

The Silent Lover First National First National 6500
The Unknown Cavalier First National Firr.t National 6595
Madame Dynamite Imperial Fou 2 reels

Travels in Toyland Fox Varieties Fo* 1 reel

The House Without a Key No. 2 Pathe Patf?e 2 reels

The Divorce Dodger Mack Sennett Pattoie 2 reels

Tripping the Rhine Hy Mayer Path© 1/2 reel

Path© Review No. 48 Pathe Pafthe 1 reel

Topics of the Day No. 48 Timely 1/3 reel

Pathe News No. 98 Pathe Pathe 1 reel

Pathe News No. 99 Pathe Pathe 1 reel

For Wives Only Metropolitan P-D-C 5790
Hidden Loot Blue Streak Western Universal 5 reels

Barely Reasond&le Mustang Western Universal 2 reels

Roughing It Bluebird Universal 1 reel

George’s In Love Stern Bros. Universal 2 reels

There You Are M-G-M M-G-M 5652

WEEK OF DECEMBER 5th

School Daze McDougall Alley Bray 2 reels

The Better Way C-B-C C-B-C 5540
Close Shaves Tuxedo Educational 2 reels

Sweet Baby Cameo Educational 1 reel

Balloon Tired Life Cartoon Educational 1 reel

Much Mystery Mermaid Educational 2 reels

Alice’s Spanish Guitar Winkler F. B. O. 1 reel

House Without a Key No. 3 Pathe Pathe 2 reefe

Pathe Review No. 49 Timely Pathe 1 reel

Topics of the Day No. 49 Pathe Pathe 1/3 reel

Pathe News No. 100 Pathe Pathe 1 reel

Pathe News No. 101 Pathe Pathe 1 reel

Her Big Night Jewel Universal 8 reels

The Fighting Strain Mustang Western Universal 2 reels

Hook or Crook Bluebird Comedv Universal 1 reel

The City Fox Fox 5500
Ko-Ko Gets Egg-cited Out of the Inkwell Red Seal 800
Mother, Mother Pin a Rose on Me Ko-Ko Song Car-tunes Red Seal 600
Chicken Cooped Carrie of the Chorus Red Seal 2 reels

Issue 19 Animated Hair Cartoon# Red Seal 600

NEWSPICTURESl
Fox No. 12

EYES OF NATION ARE ON COURT’S EFFORTS
TO UNRAVEL MURDERS OF FOUR YEARS
AGO IN THE HALL-MILLS CASE.

MME. TETRAZZINI WEDS PIETRO VERNATI
AMID CHEERS OF POPULACE.

STEEPLEJACKS DEFY DEATH CONSTRUCTING
LOFTIEST RADIO SHAFT 600 FEET ABOVE
SIDEWALKS.

THRONGS OF SOCIETY’S TURF FOLLOWERS AP-
PEAR AT OPENING OF UNITED HUNTS FALL
MEET.

PRESIDENT AND MRS. COOLIDGE GO HOME TO
CAST VOTES IN MASSACHUSETTS ELECTION.
PICTORIAL RETROSPECT OF GREAT WAR
AND ITS END AS PRESERVED BY FILM.

*

Fox No. 13

MAJOR DE BERNARDI WINS SCHNEIDER CUP
AND SETS 256-MILE-AN-HOUR RECORD.

ROYALTY OF EUROPE GATHERS TO SEE BEL-
GIAN CROWN PRINCE LEOPOLD WED PRIN-
CESS ASTRID.

HTNKEY HAINES PRACTICES CATCHING FOOT-
BALL THROWN FROM 20TH FLOOR SKY-
SCRAPER.

PRESIDENT COOLIDGE GETS OVATION AS HE
DEDICATES NEW LIBERTY MEMORIAL TO
WAR HEROES.

GREAT FLOCKS OF TURKEYS ROUNDED UP
AND SENT TO MARKET FOR THANKSGIVING
FEAST.

BISHOP OF LONDON PLAYS TENNIS WITH
HELEN WILLS AS PARTNER AGAINST BILL
JOHNSON AND DR. HARDY.

WHITE ELEPHANTS ARRIVE IN U. S. TO JOIN
BRETHREN IN CIRCUS.

OVER 90,000 SEE MICHIGAN DOWN OHIO
STATE 17-16 FOR FOOTBALL CROWN.

THRONG OF 30,000 SEES SYRACUSE AND COL-
GATE PIGSKIN WARRIORS BATTLE TO 10-10

TIE.
THOUSANDS VISIT GREATEST LIVESTOCK DIS-

PLAY WHERE YOUTH OF MIDWEST EXHIBITS
PRIZE CATTLE.

THRONG AT ARMISTICE DAY RACES SEES
HARTZ AND LOCKHARDT TRIUMPH IN 50
AND 25 EVENTS.

73,000 SEE NOTRE DAME TRIUMPH 7 TO 0
OVER ARMY.

*

Fox No. 14

ITALY’S DICTATOR ESCAPES ASSASSIN’S BUL-
LETIN AFTER ARMY REVIEW OF BOLOGNE.

RUSSIAN PIANIST, SERGEI RACHMANINOFF, IS

IN NEW YORK FOR A VISIT.
THOUSANDS OF “MUMS,” THE FOOTBALL
FLOWER, ON DISPLAY IN NATION’S SHOW.

PRESIDENT ALVEAR SEES REVIEW OF MILI-

TARY STRENGTH OF ARGENTINE AT END OF
ARMY MANEUVER.

FLOCKS OF WILD DUCKS ARE TRAPPED BY
U. S. EXPERTS AND “BANDED” ON LEG TO
TRACE THEIR MIGRATIONS.

TY COBB QUITS THE DIAMOND—HERE’S THE
REASON WHY.

GEORGE BERNARD SHAW JOURNEYS TO PRINCE
TROUBETZKOY’S STUDIO TO POSE FOR A
BUST.

UNIVERSITY STUDENTS HOLD THEIR CLASS
ELECTIONS WITH BAGS OF SOOT, OLD FISH
AND ANTIQUE EGGS FOR BALLOTS.

ARMY BIRDMEN SCOUTING ALONG ATLANTIC
SEABOARD IN BLIMP GETS UNUSUAL VIEW
OF NAVAL ACADEMY.

*

Kinograms No. 5239
FIGHTING SHIPS HOLD MANEUVERS IN HONOR
OF DOMINION PREMIERS’ CONFERENCE.

DWELLINGS AND SCIIOOLHOUSE LEFT IN

RUINS BY SUDDEN AND TERRIFIC STORM.
OAKLAND, CAL., PUTS TAGS ON WILD DUQKS
THAT FIND HAVEN THERE YEARLY IN HUNT-
ING SEASON.

PRESIDENT VON HINDENBURG ON VISIT TO
BREMEN, GERMANY, REVIEWS FORMER OFFI-
CERS.

GIRLS IN CLASS FOR CHILD CARE AT LEWIS
INSTITUTE HAVE REAL BABY TQ PRACTICE
ON.

NATION’S HEROES ARE REMEMBERED ANEW
IN ARMISTICE DAY PARADE.

Kinograms No. 5240

MAJ. MARIO DE BERNARDI VICTOR IN AN-
NUAL RACE OF SEAPLANES FOR SCHNEIDER
TROPHY.

MEDIEVAL SCENES RECALLED IN CELEBRATION
OF RESTORATION OF FAMOUS CASTLE IN
WETTIN, SAXONY.

JOE CANNON, ILLINOIS STATESMAN, DIES AT
AGE OF NINETY.

PROSPECTORS FLOCK TO NEW GOLD FIELDS
IN TELEGRAPH CREEK, B. C.

CHIEF EXECUTIVE MAKES MEMORABLE AD-
DRESS BEFORE VAST THRONG ON ARMIS-
TICE DAY.
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NOTRE DAME AND ARMY FIGHT IT OUT BE-
FORE CROWD OF 72,000 AT YANKEE STA-
DIUM.

TIGERS NOSE OUT FIGHTING BLUE TEAM BY
10-7 SCORE.

Kinograms No. 5241

PRINCESS ASTRID WEDS PRINCE LEOPOLD.
ROYAL FAMILIES EN ROUTE TO CASTLE.

81 MEN START IN 14TH ANNUAL CROSS COUN-
TRY RUN OF N. E. INTERCOLLEGIATE A. A.

BODY OF FORMER SPEAKER CANNON IS BORNE
TO CRAVE WITH SIMPLE RITES.

TERRIBLE ORDEAL OF GOING TO BARBERS
CHANGED AS THEY GO TO SHOW TO GET
HAIR CUT.

PRESIDENT RECEIVES PICTURE COMMEMORAT-
ING VISIT OF U. S. FLEET IN 1925 FROM
AUSTRALIA.

DUST CROP GOOD AS EIGHTEEN DRIVERS HELP
RAISE IT WHILE RAISING ALMONDS AND
PRUNES.

International News No. 92
KING GUSTAV GREETS BELGIAN RULERS AR-

IVING FOR NUPTIALS OF PRINCESS ASTRID
AND PRINCE LEOPOLD.

GOVERNMENT EXPERTS STUDY WANDERINGS
OF WILD DUCKS. FOWL ARE TRAPPED.
• BRANDED” AND RELEASED.

DEVOTEES OF “HIGHER EDUCATION” AT EDIN-
BURG UNIVERSITY QUALIFY FOR PH.D’S
WHEN RIVAL FACTIONS RIOT.

“JOHN CHINAMAN” SAVES RICE CROPS BY
NOVEL IRRIGATION SYSTEM ALL HIS OWN.

MUSSOLINI SCORNS ASSASSIN PLOTS AS FAS-
CISTI PLEDGE LOYALTY IN WAR-LIKE
SCENES.

BRITAINS MIGHTY FLEET IN SPECTACULAR
DISPLAY FOR DOMINION LEADERS.

International News No. 93
STOCKHOLM AGLOW AS PRINCE LEOPOLD OF
BELGIAN AND PRINCESS ASTRID OF SWEDEN
ARE UNITED.

PRINCE RUNS LOCOMOTIVE ON QUEEN MARIE’S
TOUR.

PIGSKINS HURDLE FROM ROOF OF 17-STORY
BUILDINC CAUGHT BY HINKEY HAINES OF
N. Y. GIANTS.

SACRED ALBINO ELEPHANT BROUGHT HERE
FROM BURMA.

ITALY TAKES SEAPLANE SPEED TITLE FROM
U. S.

Scene from “Dodging Trouble,” an Ed-
ucational-Christie Comedy, featuring
Neal Burns, with Edna Marian, Eddie
Baker, Bill Blaisdell and Buddy, the
dog. Harold Beaudine has just com-

pleted this picture.

Metropolitan Pictures presents “Pals
in Paradise,” with Marguerite De La
Motte, John Bowers, Rudolph Schild-
kraut and May Rosson. George B.
Seitz directed this Pro-Dis-Co release,
which was photographed by Geo. Benoit.

Look It Up in

“New Pictures”
Index to “Herald” Files by

Title, Date and Page

A Man Four Square Nov. 6, P. 90
Almost A Lady Sept. 4, P. 91
Amateur Gentleman, The Aug. 21, P. 55
April Fool Nov. 6, P. 90
Atta Boy Oct. 30, P. 97
Bardelys the Magnificent Nov. 13, P. 60
Bat, The June 26, P. 47
Bear Cats .— May 29, P. 130
Beau Geste — July 24, P. 55
Bachelor Brides _ May 15, P. 136
Beauty a la Mud Sept. 25, P. 65
Bells, The Oct. 30, P. 98
Better Man, The „ July 3, P. 55
Big Show, The June 5, P. 63
Bigger Than Barnum’s Aug. 21, P. 53
Black Paradise July 31, P. 65
Blue Boy, The Oct. 16, P. 62
Bonanza Buckaroo, The Oct. 2, P. 97
Born to the West May 1, P. 62
Bred in Old Kentucky Nov. 20, P. 55
Breed of the Sea - Oct. 23, P. 00
Briny Boob, A Nov. 13, P. 60
Broadway Gallant, The - May 22, P. 61
Bromo and Juliet Sept. 18, P. 109
Brown Derby, The June 19, P. 57
Campus Flirt, The Oct. 9, P. 61
Chase Yourself - July 10, P. 81
Christine of the Big Tops Sept. 11, P. 59
Clinging Vine, The — Aug. 28, P. 58
College Boob, The Sept. 4, P. 91
College Days - Nov. 13, P. 59
Collegiate - - Sept. 4, P. 90
Corporal Kate - Oct. 30, P. 98
Cow’s Kimona, The — June 19, P. 55
Cowboy Cop, The Aug. 7, P. 81
Creeps - June 19, P. 55
Daffy Dill, The - — Aug. 21, P. 53
Dancing Days Sept. 18, P. 109
Dead Line, The — July 24, P. 58
Dangerous Friends — Sept. 25, P. 67
Devil Horse, The May 15, P. 137
Devil’s Dice Aug. 7, P. 79
Devil’s Gulch, The - Aug. 28, P. 58
Devil’s Island Oct. 30, P. 97
Dice Woman, The July 17, P. 57
Dippy Tar, A Sept. 25, P. 65
Dodging Trouble Nov. 20, P. 55
Don Juan's Three Nights Oct. 16, P. 63
Doubling With Danger Aug. 7, P. 81
Duchess of Buffalo, The Aug. 7, P. 79
Dude Cowboy, The Nov. 13, P. 59
Dummy Love — -Aug. 28, P. 58
Early to Wed - -May 29, P. ISO
Earth Woman, The May 22, P.62
Everybody's Acting Oct. 16, P. 63
Ella Cinders - June 12, P. 98
Eve’s Leaves June 26, P.47
Excess Baggage - -Aug. 7, P.79
Fighting Boob, The May 1, P. 62
Fine Manners - - May 22, P.61
Flame of the Argentine Sept. 4, P.92
Flame of the Yukon, The July 31, P.64
Flames Oct. 2, P . 97
Flaming Romance Nov. 20, P. 55
Flashing Fangs Oct. 2, P. 95
Fools of Fashion - Sept. 11, P. 59
Footloose Widows — June 26, P. 45
For Alimony Only Oct. 16, P. 61
Forever After Sept. 25, P. 65
Forlorn River - Aug. 7, P. 80
For Wives Only — Nov. 6, P. 89
Fourth Alarm, The - Oct. 16, P. 63
Fresh Faces — May 8, P. 129
Gentle Cyclone July 31, P.65
Get ’Em Young Oct. 23, P. 00
Gigolo - - July 24, P. 56
Gigolo Sept. 25, P. 67
Gilded Highway, The May 8, P. 130
Gimme Strength — May 22, P.61
Glenister of the Mounted June 12, P.97
God Gave Me Twenty Cents Nov. 13, P. 60
Going Crazy May 29, P. 130
Golden Web, The... ... May 15, P. 138
Great Deception, The — ..... July 17, P. 57
Greater Glory, The — May 15, P. 136
Hair Trigger Baxter — Oct. 16, P. 62
Hard Boiled - - June 26, P. 45
Hearts and Spangles June 12, P. 97
Hell Bent fer Heaven..... July 10, P. 79
Hell’s Four Hundred - May 15, P. 137

Her Honor the Governor — Aug. 28, P. 59
Her Man o’ War - ..Nov. 6, P. 89
Here Comes Charlie July 10, P. 82

Hidden Way, The —Oct. 16, P. 63
High Hand, The..— - Oct. 30, P. 97
His Private Life - - -May 29, P. 129
Hitchin’ Up July 3, P. 53
Hold Still Oct. 23, P. 00
Honest Injun — July 17, P. 57

Humdinger, The — Oct. 30, P. 98
Ice Cold Cocos...- -...June 19, P. 57

Imposter, The - -— May 1, P. 62

Into Her Kingdom .—.July 24, P. 55

Is That Nice - Oct. 30, P. 98
Isle of Retribution, The May 22, P.62
It Must Be Love -Sept. 11, P. 59
It’s the Old Army Game..— - May 1, P. 63

Jade Cup, The - - June 19, P. 57
Jolly Tars Sept. 4, P. 90
Kid Boots - Oct. 16, P. 63
Kiki May 1, P. 62
King of the Pack, The -Aug. 21, P. 55
Kiss Papa - -Aug. 21, P. 55
Laddie Oct. 2, P. 95
Ladies At Play Nov. 20, P. 55
Last Frontier, The Oct. 16, P. 62
Lew Tyler’s Wives - July 10, P. 79
Lone Hand Saunders Oct. 9, P. 61
Long Fliv the King June 19, P. 55
Lost at Sea - Sept. 4, P. 90
Love Magic June 12, P. 98
Man Four Square, A Nov. 6, P. 90
Mantrap - May 29, P. 131
Masquerade Bandit, The June 26, P. 45
Meet the Prince Aug. 7, P. 81
Men of the Night - July 17, P. 57
Midnight Lovers Oct. 23, P. 00
Millionaire Policeman, The May 1, P. 64
Mismates .. Nov. 6, P. 89
Miss Nobody - - June 19, P. 57
Mister Wife July 31, P. 64
Mona Lisa, The Nov. 13, P. 62
Move Along - Aug. 21, P. 54
Mr. Cinderella May 8, P. 129
Mulhall’s Great Catch July 24, P. 58
My Kid -...Sept. 18, P. 110
Nervous Wreck, The —Oct. 16, P. 61
Night Cry, The - .May 8, P. 130
North Star May 8, P. 130
Nothing Matters - June 26, P. 47
One Minute to Play Sept. 18, P. 109
Only Way, The _ July 10, P. 82
Open Spaces Nov. 20, P. 55
Out of the West Oct. 9, P. 63
Palm Beach Girl, The May 1, P. 63
Pals First - July 10, P. 79
Pals in Paradise .Nov. 20, P. 55
Prince of Tempters .Nov. 6, P. 89
Papa’s Pest — June 5, P. 63
Paradise - Sept. 4, P. 90
Partners Again, with Potash and Perlmutter

- - July 3, P. 53
Passionate Quest, The July 24, P. 58
Pink Elephants Nov. 13, P. 59
Poor Girl’s Romance, A - June 5, P. 63
Prince of Tempters - Nov. 6, P. 89
Puppets - June 12, P. 97
Quarterback, The Oct. 30, P. 98
R*acing Blood June 26, P. 46
Ranson’s Folly May 29, P. 129
Risky Business — Sept. 18, P. 109
Romance of a Million Dollars, The Aug. 14, P. 52
Sandy May 1, P. 62
Sap, The - May 22, P. 63
Satan Town Aug. 14, P. 52
Savage, The - - June 5, P. 64
Say It Again - May 15, P. 138
Sea Beast, The May 15, P. 136
Sea Wolf, The - - July 31, P. 64
Senor Daredevil June 26, P. 47
Seventh Bandit, The May 8, P. 131
Shameful Behavior - - Oct. 23, P. 00
Shamrock Handicap, The May 8, P. 128
Shipwrecked - — July 3, P. 54
Shore Shy May 8, P. 129
Show Off, The Sept. 4, P. 91
Sign of the Claw, The May 29, P. 130
Silence — June 5, P. 64
Silent Power, The Aug. 28, P. 59
Skyrocket, The .May 8, P. 128
Social Highwayman, The June 12, P. 98
Shell Socked Nov. 6, P. 90
Solid Gold Aug. 21, P.53
Son of the Sheik - - July 3, P. 55
Sparrows - June 26, P. 47
Speed Limit, The - July 31, P. 64
Speeding Venus, The Aug. 14, P. 52
Sporting Lover, The May 29, P. 130
Still Alarm - - May 22, P. 62
Strong Man, The - — -Sept. 11, P. 59
Subway Sadie - — — July 31, P. 65
Sunny Side Up July 31, P. 64
Syncopating Sue Oct. 23, P. 00
Teacher, Teacher —Oct. 23, P. 00
That Model From Paris Sept. 11, P. 59
The Masked Woman Oct. 23, P. 00
Through Thick and Thin— July 3, P. 54
Thundering Fleas July 3, P. 53
Till We Eat Again June 19, P. 55
Tin Gods - - July 17, P. 57
Tom and His Pals — Oct. 16, P. 61
Tony Runs Wild - June 12, P. 99
Twinkletoes Nov. 20, P. 55
Twisted Triggers —Sept. 25, P. 65
Two Cun Man, The July 10, P. 79
Unfair Sex, The Oct. 2, P. 95
Unknown Cavalier, The Nov. 13, P. 59
Unknown Soldier, The June 19, P. 55
Unknown Treasures July 10, P. 81
Up in Mabel’s Room - - July 3, P. 53
Uppereuts - Sept. 25, .P 67
Valley of Bravery, The June 12, P. 98
Vision, The - - June 26, P. 45
We’re in the Navy Now JVov. 20, P. 55
West of Broadway — Oct. 16, P. 62
Who Hit Me -Aug. 7, P. 81
Who’s My Wife? July 10, P. 80
Who’s Who - Aug. 28, P. 59
Wife Shy Oct. 16, P. 62
Wilderness Woman, The May 22, P. 62
Wise Guy, The - June 5, P. 64
Woman’s Heart, A Oet. 9, P. 61
You’d Be Surprised
Young April —-— —...——

—

Aug. 14, P. 52
Aug. 28, P. 60
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SALT LAKE
SALT LAKE CITY.—“Bardelys the

Magnificent” is having a successful run at

the Pantages. ... In connection with the

showing of Warner Brothers picture

“Private Izzy Murphy,” at the American
of this city, a special lobby display has

been arranged which is attracting consid-

erable attention. . . . A. Whitehead has

been booking for his Recreation Hall in

Eureka. . . . Jimmie R. Keitz will remain
in the Idaho country for about four more
weeks before returning to his managerial

duties at the local office for Columbia Ex-
changes. . . . R. L. Wicker, operating the

Delta at Delta, was among exhibitor vis-

itors. . . . /. E. Ryan of the Liberty at

Brigham City, was also seen along Film

Row. . . . L. F. Brown of the Iris at Pres-

ton, Idaho, is lining up new business for

his house. . . . Mike Neilson of the Grand
at Boise, Idaho, who is spending some
time in Salt Lake, is opening up a new
house in Logan, also called the Grand.

. . . John J. Gillette, owner of the Strand
at Tooele, and who recently purchased the

Opera House at Grantsville, is spending a

few days in this city. . . . Walter S. Rand
announces that “The Winning of Barbara
Worth” is to be shown at the Paramount
Empress during the first week in Decem-
ber. This picture has also been booked by

District Manager Louis Marcus for the

Paramount houses in Ogden, Utah, and
Twin Falls, Idaho. . . . United Artists have
just closed with the North American The-
atres Corporation for their new product,

in Great Falls and Butte, Montana. . . .

“The Son of the Sheik,” which is running
at the Isis of this city, is drawing tre-

mendous crowds. . . . John J. Hunter gave
an old-time ’49 party for the closing of

the Old Bradley and the opening of the

new Hunter. ... A new house has also

been opened at Wells, Nevada, known as

the Nevada, and operated by Mrs. Curd.

. . . In observance of Armistice Day, all

of the Film Exchanges were closed here

at one o’clock .... All of the display

boards of the local recuiting office were
donated to the Paramount Empress The-
atre here for advertising purposes in con-

nection with the showing of the Paramount
picture “We’re in The Navy Now.” . . .

Clifton Pierce, manager of the Esspee, was
robbed of a day’s receipts.

ST. LOUIS
ST. LOUIS.—The St. Louis, one year

old on November 21, celebrated the event
with a special show headed by Anna Fit-

ziu, the American prima donna from the

Metropolitan and Chicago Civic opera com-
panies, and Harry Fox, featured comedian
of George White’s “Scandals” for the past

two seasons. The screen feature was
“For Alimony Only.” ... A symphony or-

chestra of 65 pieces directed by Don Al-
bert will present a series of Sunday after-

noon concerts at Loew’s State. . . . “The
Big Parade” is playing a return engage-
ment here at the Shubert-Rialto. . . . “The

San Francisco

First Runs
( Week Beginning Nov. 13)

IMPERIAL: “We’re in The Navy Now,”
Paramount , (continued.)

ST. FRANCIS: “Beau Geste” (Fifth Week)
Paramount (Advanced prices).

LOEW’S WARFIELD: “Tin Hats,” Metro-
Goldicyn-Mayer,

CALIFORNIA: “London,” Paramount.
GRANADA : “Everybody’s Acting,” Para-

mount,
CAMEO: “Two Gunmen,” Pathe; “Please

Excuse Me,” Comedy. “Midnight Sun,”
Universal

;

“For Crying Out Loud,”
UNION SQUARE: “Bananza Buckaroo,”

Pathe.
GOLDEN GATE: “Daredevil,” First Na-

tional; Pathe News, Fables and Scenic.

Salt Lake City

First Runs
(Week Beginning November 6th)

AMERICAN : “Private Izzy Murphy,” War-
ner Brothers

;

“Snookums Buggy Ride,”
Universal; Fox News.

ORPHEUM : “The Blue Eagle,” Fox.
PANTAGES: “Bardelys the Magnificent,”
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

.

PARAMOUNT EMPRESS: “We’re in the
Navy Now,” Paramount

;

“Cheap Skates,”
Educational. Pathe News.

VICTORY : “Wild Oats Lane,” Pro-Dis-
Co.; “From Rags to Britches,” Pathe.
Pathe News.

Los Angeles
First Runs

( Week Beginning November 6th)

BILTMORE: “Ben Hur” (Fifteenth week),
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.

CARTHAY CIRCLE: “Bardelys the Mag-
nificent,” (Seventh week,) Metro-Gold-
ucyn-Mayer

.

FORUM: “The Winning of Barbara Worth”
(Fifth week), United Artists.

GRAUMAN’S EGYPTIAN : “Don Juan”
(Twelfth week,) Warner Brothers.

LOEW’S STATE: “Upstage,” Metro-Gold-
wyn-Mayer .

METROPOLITAN : “London,” Paramount.
MILLION DOLLAR : “The Temptress,”

(Fourth week), Metro-Goldxcyn-Mayer.
UPTOWN: “The Mystery Club,” Earner

Brothers.

Winning of Barbara Worth,” opens at the

Loew’s State, the week of November 28.

. . . “My Official Wife” will be the screen

attraction at the Ambassador commencing
November 27. . . . "Nicky” Goldhammer,
manager for Warner Brothers, announced
that he has closed with the Liberty, Car-
bondale, 111., for not only all of this year’s

line-up for Warner Brothers, but also for

all of last year’s pictures. The Liberty is

operated by F. P. Struth. . . . James
J^awrence opened his new theatre in Fair-

mount City, 111. . . . Rex Barrett has taken
over the Princess in Alton, 111. He form-
erly operated houses in Columbia, Mo., but

sold his interests there to William Kar-
stetter. . . . Visitors of the week were Jim
Reilly, Alton, 111; Doc Tetley of Farring-
ton, Mo., and S'. E. Brady of Cape Girar-

deau, Mo. . . . S. T. McDonald of Okla-
homa City, Okla., has assumed his new
duties as manager of the Capitol in Little

Rock, Ark., operated by the Publix organi-

zation. He will also serve as city super-
visor for the Royal Gem, Kempner and
Rialto there which are also under the same
management. He succeeds James A. Haas
who resigned recently.

OTTAWA
OTTAWA.—J. M. Franklin, manager of

B. F. Keith’s Theatre, recently spoke over
Station CHXC. Mr. Franklin took ad-

vantage of the occasion to announce the

100th Anniversary of vaudeville and the

observance of the Iveith-Albee Birthday
with a special week at the Keith house
starting December 6, when the feature at-

traction will be “The Quarter Back,” star-

ring Richard Dix. . . . The Regent Capi-
tolians, the feature orchestra at the Regent
Theatre, Ottawa, have been filling quite a

number of special engagements at a result

of which the theatre is being boosted. In-

cidentally, Manager Ray Tubman is play-

ing the British picture, “London,” in which
there are scenes taken in the Kit Kat Club,

London, England, with the same orchestra
playing there. . . . Manager E. O. Smithers
of the Capitol Theatre, Kingston, Ontario,

took advantage of the football boom lo-

cally to invite the three teams of Queen’s
University, Kingston, to a performance of

“The Quarterback.” . . . An orchestra of

eight at the Brock Theatre, Brockville,

Ontario, known as the Brock Capitolians,

has been rendering exceptionally fine con-

certs on special nights under the direction

of Manager Fred McLennan, large crowds
being attracted by the added feature. . . .

Lloyd J. Fritshaw, one of the youngest
exhibitors in Canada, has been appointed

manager of the Capitol at Welland. E.

Christensen, formerly of Brandon, Mani-
toba, had been manager of the Welland
Capitol for some time past. . . . J. V. Win-
ning, formerly manager of the Empress
Theatre, Edmonton, Alberta, has been an-

nounced as manager of the Dominion,
Vancouver, B. C. Recently, Mr. Winning
conducted a special performance at the

Dominion for 300 local orphans, the fea-

ture being “A Dog’s Life.” . . . Cranfield

& Clarke of Canada, Ltd., the new Cana-
dian company for Cranfield & Clark, Inc.,

New York, has announced the opening of

four Canadian branches for the distribu-

tion of its short features and other sub-

jects.

KANSAS CITY
KANSAS CITY. — President R. R.

Biechele of the M. P. T. O. Kansas- Mis-
souri announced that a meeting of the

board of directors of the organization

would be called to discuss coming legisla-

tive problems. . . . Jack Quinlan, manager
of the Mainstreet, announced that the first

2,000 boys at the box office of the theatre

at 10.45 o’clock Wednesday morning would
be admitted free to a previous showing of

“The Nervous Wreck.” Mrs. Cecil B. de
Mille, wife of the film producer, and her

18-year-old daughter, Cecelia de Mille, were
interested spectators this week at the

American Royal Livestock Show. . . .

Among the out-of-town exhibitors in the

Row were: Roy Buford, New Burford,
Arkansas City' ; J. G. Gach, St. Joseph,
Mo.

;
Walter Wallace, Orpheum, Leaven-

worth Kans.
; G. L. Hooper, Orpheum,
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Topeka, Kans. . . . Jack Auslet, manager
of the Independent Film Corporation ex-
change, is preparing plans for the opening
of National Laugh Month, beginning Jan-
uary 1. . . . Universal, Fox, Pathe and
Educational had a number of extra cam-
eramen here to shoot the dedication of the

Liberty Memorial.

ALBANY
ALBANY—All film exchanges in this

city were closed on Armistice Day from
two o’clock on, giving employees an op-

portunity to witness the parade. . . . D.

H. Aldrich, owner of the Regent in St.

Regis Falls, has notified Film Row that

his theatre has been temporarily closed by
the State Troopers. . . . Bill Smalley be-

lieves that serials draw heavily in smaller

places, and while in town last week booked

such for his entire chain. . . . The Liberty

in Port Leyden, owned by John A. Castle,

has been sold to Arthur Joslin, of Boon-
ville. . . . Mike Kallet, of Oneida, was in

Saranac Lake dickering for the Pontiac

there. . . . Tom Thornton, of the Orpheum
in Saugerties, is reported to be negotiating

for the sale of his house. . . . Barney and
Murray Ginsberg have acquired a theatre

in Beacon formerly operated by Irving

Lesser. . . . William Smalley, of Coopers-

town, stopped over for a few hours while

on his way to Danbury, Conn. . . . Louis
Schine and Pete Dana, of Gloversville,

visited a number of the local exchanges
stopping over on their way back from
New York city. . . . Uly S. Hill, managing
director of the Strand houses in this sec-

tion, was in New York conferring with
Walter Hayes and Moe Mark. . . . Mor-
ris Silverman’s new theatre in Schenectady,
will open on December 15. . . . Frank
Learnan, manager of the Strand in Schnec-
tady was called home when his four year
son fell from a fence and fractured his leg.

. . . Oscar Perrin, of the Capitol, an-
nounces that “Ben Hur” will play a return
engagement at the theatre in the near
future. . . . Vincent Genre is now manager
of the Broadway in Schenectady. . . .

Miss Carolyn Goodman, former secretary
of the Albany Zone of the M. P. T. O.,

has returned from New York city, where
she has been employed for several months,
and her engagement was announced last

week. . . . There is a report to the effect

that a large circuit is negotiating with
Whitney, Young and Pierce of Ilion, for
the Capitol in that place.

INDIANAPOLIS
INDIANAPOLIS. — Ben Lyon, motion

picture and stage star, was here as the

guest of Ace Berry, manager of the Circle.

. . . J . D. Waintrup, former owner of the

State Film Company, a film booking
agency, is giving up the business and has
established a factory for the purpose of
making a new lamp shade. . . . The han-
dling of a 46,000 pound steel truss girder
for the new Indiana here stopped traffic

for several hours. . . . Through the cour-
tesy of Don Hammer, representing the

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer company, and Jo-
seph Hemerling, manager of the Star of
Lafayette, a special showing of Robinson
Crusoe was given at the orphans’ home in

Lafayette.

PHILADELPHIA
PHILADELPHIA.— Frank N. Seltzer,

who recently went to Baltimore to assume
the position of managing director of War-
ner Brothers’ Metropolitan, has resigned
and returned to this city, and has been

Scenes from the Preferred Picture,
“Shameful Behavior?” Edith Roberts
and Harlan Tucker head the cast, sup-
ported by Richard Tucker, Martha
Mattox, Grace Carlyle, Hayes Rob-
ertson and Louise Carver. Nicholas
Musuraca was the cameraman.

succeeded by Bobby North, who was man-
aging director for the Rovner and Handel
in Camden, N. J., with headquarters at the

Lyric. . . . John F. Crist, one of the best

known organists in Philadelphia, has been
appointed chief soloist at Green and Alt-

man’s Jefferson. . . . Hunt’s Logan Audi-
torium will close on Dec. 11 for extensive

repairs and improvements. . . . The Scream
Club, the social organization, which was
an outgrowth of the reorganization of the

Film Board of Trade, held a dinner dance
at the Benjamin Franklin Hotel. Newly
elected officers of the club include: Jay
Emanuel, grand jester; Ben Amsterdam,
Kid Schekles, and Harry Weiner, pen
pusher. ... At the last regular meeting

Gwen Lee who appears in

Metro - Goldwyn - Mayer’s
“There You Are” according
to general belief is well on
her way to a big film suc-
cess.

of the Philadelphia Film Board of Trade,
Harry M. Schwalbe, who holds the con-
trolling interest in the local Educational
exchange, was elected an honorary mem-
ber of the board, the first honorary mem-
ber to be elected by the Philadelphia or-
ganization. . . . The Eclipse, Eddystone,
which was operated for some time by Mrs.
Wm. Neills, and closed a few months ago
because of lack of patronage has been
leased by Harry G. Miller, who will at-

tempt to make it a paying proposition.

MILWAUKEE
MILWAUKEE. — Fred Knispel, district

representative for Pro-Dis-Co., spent sev-

eral days in the local office. . . . George
Herzog, of the Strand, Manitowoc, has
been ill for a week or more. . . . The board
of directors of. the M. P. T. O. of Wis-
consin held a dinner meeting at the Hotel
Medford here on November 22. . . . Dad
Wolcott, of the Majestic, Racine, visited

the M. P. T. O. office. . . . Doc Honeck,
manager of the local Pro-Dis-Co exchange,
is making an extended trip through the

northern part of the state. . . . Frank
Welter, who operates the Grand and
Bijou in Wausau, visited a number of the

local exchanges during the past week lin-

ing up his bookings for the new year. . . .

The Paramount Pep Club, an organization
made up of employes of the Famous Play-
ers-Lasky exchange, sponsored a party in

connection with the trade showing of

“We’re in the Navy Now.” The party

was attended by a number of local ex-
change managers and exhibitors.

SAN FRANCISCO
SAN FRANCISCO.—Jeff Lazarus, for-

merly connected with the Metropolitan, a

Publix house at Boston, Mass., is now in

this city, where he will have the manage-
ment of publicity for the four Publix the-

atres. . . . Louis N. Strike of the Kinema
has added the territorial rights of Oregon
and Washington to the states of Idaho,

Montana and Utah, which he has had for

some time in regard to the picture “The
Red Kimono.” . . . Joe St. Mary is open-

ing a new theatre at Atascadero. . . . “Ev-
olution,” produced by Red Seal Pictures

Corporation, has been contracted for by
Publix Theatres, for early showing in San
Francisco. . . . “When the Wife’s Away,”
the fifth release of Columbia Pictures,

will receive its premier showing at the

San Francisco Publix Theatres, soon. . . .

The Lyric at Roseville has changed hands.

It is being renovated and will be reopened
by the owner of the building.

Following the recent visit of James R.

Grainger to San Francisco, Howard Shee-
han, who, in connection with his duties as

branch manager, has been in charge of the

district affairs of Fox, has become active

district manager. . . . Arthur S. Matthews,
of Matthews & Klein Advertising Agency,
has widened his scope of activities by be-

coming one of the organizers of Imported
Pictures Corporation, of which he has been
elected secretary-treasurer.

Fakes Steel Mill

Front for FN Film
For the showing of First National’s

big steel picture, “Men of Steel,” star-

ring Milton Sills, the Rialto theatre, Fort
Worth, Texas, arranged a most novel
lobby display.
The entire lobby was changed into the sem-

blance of a steel mill, with a fake brick wall
built up against the back of the lobby, near the
box office. A fence went halfway around the
front of the lobby and a man dressed in over-
alls like a mill worker, was stationed there.

The usherettes were likewise dressed in over-
alls. The top of the fake brick wall at the back
of the lobby was a cut-out from the 24-sheet.
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Columbia

Roskam Edits “Stolen Pleasures”

Edward M. Roskam is editing “Stolen
Pleasures,” filming of which has just been
completed under the direction of Phil

Rosen.

“The Wreck” Shirley Mason’s Next

Shirley Mason’s next picture will be
“The Wreck,” written by Dorothy Howe.

Hi-Mark Productions

Announce 28 Releases

Twenty-eight releases are now offered
on the state franchise plan. They include
fourteen two-reel Fun Medal Comedies

;

the six Steve Donoghue racing classics,

and eight long feature pictures.

Sun Pictures

Release “Fortune Hunters” Series

A series of ten two-reel Adventure Com-
edies, featuring Kenneth McDonald, is

being released under the name of “Fortune
Hunters.” The first of this series is titled

“Over Here.” Clara Horton plays opposite
the star.

Nat Levine Productions

To Distribute “Fighting Failure”

“The Fighting Failure,” produced by E.
G. Boyle, and having for its cast Cullen
Landis, Peggy Montgomery, Lucy Beau-
mont, Sidney Franklin and Ernest Hilliard,

will be sold on the state right market by
Nat Levine.

Chadwick
To Start “Driven From Home”
“Driven From Home,” Hal Reid’s fa-

mous stage play, will go into production
shortly under the direction of James
Young.

Complete “Paradise Alley”

Director Jack Nelson has completed
shooting on the fourth picture of the cur-
rent season, “Sunshine of Paradise Alley.”

Barbara Bedford heads the cast.

Feature Productions

George Marion Titling “Beloved Rogue”

George Marion, Jr., is responsible for the
titling of “The Beloved Rogue,” John Bar-
rymore’s first starring picture for U. A.

Gotham
Starts Three Units Working

Three complete production units are
soon to start work simultaneously. The
first to start work will be on “Quarantined
Rivals.” The second unit will make “The
Final Extra.” The third will make the
fourth William Fairbanks action drama,
entitled “Flying High.”

Columbia to Distribute Lumas Releases

All releases of the Lumas Film Corpora-
tion in the Pittsburgh territory will be dis-

tributed by Columbia Film Service, Inc.,

with offices in Pittsburgh and Charleston,

W. Va., under the management of J. Alex-
ander.

American Cinema Assoc.

Complete 50 Per Cent of Schedule

Fifty per cent of the production sched-
ule is virtually completed. Five productions
are ready for screening and the sixth is

under way. A. C. A. does not wish to be
confused with a state right organization,

but is a national distributing corporation.

Tiffany

Completes Half of Production

With fifty per cent of the production
schedule completed, the other fifty per cent
of the 1926-27 schedule of the 20 Gems are
in the course of filming.

Sterling Pictures

Close Roy Clements Production Deal

Arrangements have been made with Roy
Clements Productions to make for them a
series of pictures during the current season.

The first, “Tongues of Scandal,” has al-

ready been put in work.

Preferred Pictures

“Exclusive Rights” in Work
Camera work has started on “Exclusive

Rights,” based on Jerome Wilson’s story,

“Invisible Government.” Gayne Whitman
and Lillian Rich play the leads.

United Artists

“Barbara” Premiere Nov. 27

“The Winning of Barbara Worth,” with
Ronald Colman and Vilma Banky, is hav-
ing its New York premiere November 27,

at the Mark Strand. It is now in its sixth

week at the Forum, Los Angeles, where it

had its world premiere.

Lucy Beaumont in “Resurrection”

Lucy Beaumont has been signed to enact
a role in Tolstoy’s “Resurrection.”

“Resurrection” in Work
Edwin Carewe has started the direction

of Tolstoy’s “Resurrection” on the coast.

Rod LaRocque and Dolores Del Rio play

the leading roles. Robert Kurrle and A1
Green have charge of the main cameras.

Vilma Banky in Personal Appearance

Vilma Banky made her first personal ap-
pearance since coming to America at the

Forum theatre, Los Angeles, where “The
Winning of Barbara Worth,” in which she
is featured with Ronald Colman, is play-

ing.

Forrest Huff in “Sunya” Cast

Forrest Huff has been signed for a com-
edy part in Gloria Swanson’s picture,

“Sunya.”

Ellbee Pictures

Complete Half of Schedule

Of sixteen pictures scheduled, half have
been completed. They include “Race Wild,”
directed by Oscar Apfel

;
“The Warning

Signal,” directed by Charles Hunt; “Speed-
ing Thru,” directed by Bertram Bracken;
“Pursued,” directed by Del Henderson;
“The Pay Off,” directed also by Del Hen-
derson; “Frenzied Flames,” directed by
Stuart Paton

;
“Forest Havoc,” another

Stuart Paton picture, and “The Lightning
Reporter,” directed by Jack Noble.

Educational

New Mermaid in Work
George Davis, Phil Dunham and Estelle

Bradley are in the midst of production on
a Mermaid Comedy in which they will have
the principal roles. Clem Beauchamp is

directing.

“Gooseflesh” Is Completed

The third Educational-Hamilton Comedy
of the new season has been titled “Goose
Flesh.”

Finish Dooley Comedy
Production work has been completed on

the third Billy Dooley Comedy which is

titled, “Have Courage.”

“Toy” Gallagher in New Comedy
“Toy” Gallagher is taking the leading

feminine role in the second Educational-
Hamilton Comedy to be directed by Wil-
liam Goodrich.

Pathe

Finish Mabel Normand Comedy
Shooting on “Anything Once,” in which

Mabel Normand stars, has been completed.
The picture is now in the cutting room.

Lloyd Comedy Revived for January

“Captain Kidd’s Kids,” one of Harold
Lloyd’s two-reel comedies, in which he is

supported by Bebe Daniels and “Snub” Pol-
lard, will be brought back to the screen for
release in January.

Release Lillian Rich Comedy
“On the Front Page,” a comedy with

Lillian Rich in the leading role, will be
released November 28. Tyler Brooke, Stan
Laurel and Bull Montana are in the sup-
porting cast.

“London Bridge” Nears Completion

“Our Gang” is at work under Robert
McGowan’s direction making the scenes

which will complete “London Bridge.”

Second Dean Comedy in Work
Fred Guiol has started work on the sec-

ond comedy picture featuring Priscilla

Dean. The first is now being edited.

Universal

Laura La Plante “Cat” Lead

Laura La Plante will head the cast for
“The Cat and the Canary.” Arthur Ed-
mund Carewe, Creighton Hale, Gertrude
Astor, Tully Marshall, Forrest Stanley,
Martha Mattox, Flora Finch and Dick
Sutherland will be in the supporting cast.

Denny Completes “Cheerful Fraud”

William A. Seiter has completed directing
“The Cheerful Fraud,” in which Reginald
Denny stars.
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Walter Woods Is Signed

Walter Woods has signed a contract to

supervise productions in addition to writing

and adapting stories for the screen.

Fox

Alma Rubens “Marriage” Lead

Alma Rubens has been cast to play the

leading role in the screen version of H. G.

Wells’ celebrated novel, “Marriage.” The
picture will be directed by R. William Neill

under the title “Wedlock.”

Hawks to Direct “Cradle Snatchers”

Howard Hawks will direct the screen

version of “Cradle Snatchers.” He is now
selecting his cast.

Buck Jones Starts “War Horse”

“The War Horse” has just been put into

production with Buck Jones as star. Lam-
bert Hillyer is the director and scenarist.

Add to “Music Master” Cast

Neil Hamilton, Helen Chandler and
Charles Lane have been added to the cast

of “The Music Master,” which Allan Dwan
is directing. Alec B. Francis has the lead-

ing role.

Set “Summer Bachelors” Release

“Summer Bachelors” is scheduled to be

released December 26. Madge Bellamy has

the leading role under the direction of Al-

lan Dwan.

Paramount

Two Added to “Potters” Cast

Richard Gallagher and Jack Egan have
been added to the cast of “The Potters,”
which is W. C. Fields’ next starring pic-
ture. Fred Newmeyer is directing and Paul
Vogel is the first cameraman.

“Lone’s Great Mistake” in Work
Edward Sutherland has started work on

“Love’s Greatest Mistake,” with Josephine
Dunn, James Hall, Evelyn Brent, William
Powell, Iris Gray and Frank Morgan in the
principal roles. Leo Tover is chief camera-
man.

“It” Is Completed

“It,” Clara Bow’s first starring vehicle,
has been completed under the direction of
Clarence Badger.

Condon Preparing “Louie” Script

Frank Condon has been signed to pre-
pare the screen adaptation of “Louis the
Fourteenth,” Wallace Beery’s starring
vehicle, under the direction of James
Cruze.

Cline to Direct MacLean

Eddie Cline has been signed to direct
“Let It Rain,” Douglas MacLean’s next
comedy.

F. B. O.
“Orphan Annie” to Be Filmed

“Little Orphan Annie,” by James Whit-
comb Riley, is to be filmed as a comedy-
drama.

“Tarzan” Under Way Again

“Tarzan and the Golden Lion” is in work
again, now that Jim Pierce has recovered
from an automobile accident.

“Homestruck” in Work

Ralph Ince has started work on “Home-
struck,” starring Viola Dana. This is an
original story by Peter Milne.

Paulette Duval in “Magic Garden”

J. Leo Meehan has signed Paulette Duval
for a role in “The Magic Garden.” Mar-
garet Morris has the feminine lead, playing

opposite Raymond Keane.

The cast of “His New York Wife,” a

Preferred picture directed by Albert
Kelley, and filmed by Nicholas Mu-
suraca, is headed by Alice Day, Theo-
dore Von Eltz, Ethel Clayton, Edith
Yorke and Fontaine La Rue. The pic-
ture has been completed and is ready
for immediate release.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
George Hill Gets Contract

George W. Hill, who directed “Tell It

To The Marines,” has been placed under
a long-term contract. He is now working
on an original sea story.

“Demi-Bride” in Work
“The Demi-Bride,” Norma Shearer’s new

starring vehicle, formerly known as “After
All,” went into production. Robert Z.

Leonard is directing.

Bradley King Is Signed

Bradley King has been signed as scenar-
ist. No announcement has been made as

to her first assignment.

Claire Windsor Is Lent

Claire Windsor has been lent to Univer-
sal to play a role opposite Norman Kerry
in “The Claw.”

George W. Hill Is Signed

George W. Hill has been placed under
a long-term contract. He is now collab-

George Landy, press representative of

First National, shows two salesmen the

way out of the Burbank studios. Left

to right are Landy, L. A. Lukan, dis-

trict manager for First National, and
Jack Browe’*. manager of the Los An-
geles exchange of First National.

orating on a sea story which will be pro-
duced on the new schedule.

Barbara Worth Plays Denny Lead

Barbara Worth will play the feminine
lead opposite Reginald Denny in “Slow
Down,” which will be directed by Melville
Brown.

Announce November Releases

The following comprises the release pro-
gram for November: A Buster Brown
two-reeler, and “Buster’s Narrow Escape,”
“Snookums Buggyride,” a Newlywed Com-
edy; “Please Excuse Me,” of the Excuse
Maker Comedies; “Jane’s Engagement
Party,” of the What Happened to Jane
Series, and “George’s In Love,” a new two-
reeler of the Let George Do It Series.

Warner Brothers

Jason Robards has been signed to a long-

term contract and will be featured in sev-

eral of the pictures of this season and
next.

Prepare for Two Productions

Bess Meredith is working on the script

of “Black Ivory,” while Michael Curtiz is

preparing the screen story of “Noah’s
Ark.”

Complete “Missing Link”

Final scenes have been shot on “Missing
Link,” with Syd Chaplin starring.

Add to “Wolfs Clothing” Cast

Douglas Gerrard has been added to the

cast of “Wolf’s Clothing,” which is being
directed by Roy Del Ruth.

Tivo Added to “The Wife”

William Demarest and Otis Harland
have been added to the cast of “Don’t Tell

the Wife,” which recently went into pro-

duction under the direction of Paul L.

Stein.

First National

Archainbaud Doing “Easy Pickings”

Director George Archainbaud started

production on his new picture, “Easy Pick-

ings.” Anna Q. Nilsson and Kenneth Har-
lan have the featured roles, with Philo

McCullough and Jerry Miley in the sup-

porting cast.

Fitzmaurice to Direct “Monterey

”

As his first picture for this company,
George Fitzmaurice will make “The Rose
of Monterey,” by Minna Smith and Eu-
genie Woodward.

Buy New Stories for Filming

Screen rights have been purchased to the

following stories: “The Princess and the

Perjurer,” “The Light of Scarthey,” and
“The Coward.”

June Mathis Resigns

Because she feels that production man-
agement and the necessity of continually

writing scripts to meet the demands of a

release schedule restricts her talents, June
Mathis is leaving F. N.

To Film New Cohen and Kelly Story

Another chapter of the doings of the

Cohens and the Kellys is due to reach the

screen in the near future under the title

of “The Cohens and Kellys in Paris.”

Pro-Dis-Co

Montague Love With DeMille

Montague Love has been engaged by
Cecil B. De Mille for the cast of “The
King of Kings.”

“White Gold” for Jetta Goudal

William K. Howard will direct Jetta

Goudal in her next picture, to be called

“White Gold.”
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LETTERS
From Readers

A forum at which the exhibitor

is invited to express his opinion

on matters of current interest.

Brevity adds forcefulness to any
statement. Unsigned letters will

not be printed.

He Reports, Nevertheless

EAGLE RIVER, WIS.—To the Editor :

I cannot see that the department “What
the Picture Did for Me” is of any bene-

fit to me at all. In 98 per cent of the

reports I have either played the picture

or have it bought, so any report, good
or bad, is of no benefit to me.
Now don’t get me wrong. I do not

mean to say they are not beneficial to

some exhibitors, who can use and do
use pictures a year or more old, but I

am in a summer resort territory where I

must use the newest pictures I can get

to draw patronage, and I enjoy reading
all the reports and only wish I could
have reports from several exhibitors who
have run the pictures that I could buy
from their experience, I could show a

better average of pictures.

I do, however, enjoy more and get

more benefit from “Service Talks” than
anything else.

May the Herald continue the good work
for exhibitors.—N. M. Emmons, Eagle
theatre, Eagle River, Wis.

A Boost for Eddie Quillan

SAN PEDRO, CAL.—To the Editor :

Eddie Quillan, new Mack Sennett come-
dian, is a wow. His pictures with Alice
Day real successful here. Played “Her
Actor Friend,” in which he is co-fea-
tured, and now my audiences want noth-
ing but Alice Day-Eddie Quillan pictures.

Alice also good in this series, but audi-
ences can’t see her for Eddie. Had him
in personal appearance here month ago,
breaking house records. More power to

Eddie Quillan, Mack Sennett’s new
Wonder Boy.—C. S. Crews, manager
West Coast Cabrillo theatre, San Pedro,
Cal.

Hey, Count! Where Are You!
IRON RIVER, MICH.—To the Editor :

We are experiencing considerable diffi-

culty in locating the “Count DeCoursy
Odium.” The Count has sold film out
of Milwaukee. If you can give us any
information of the whereabouts of the
Count, or how he could be located, we
would appreciate hearing from you.
The trial between the United Artists

Film Corporation and the Cozy theatre
has been set over until the next term of
court in May. The Cozy theatre is suing
the United Artists and the Delft Theatre
Company for conspiracy.—Cozy theatre,
Iron River, Mich.

Majorities Always Tell the Story

VERDUN, CANADA.—To the Editor:
Enclosed I have given you reports on
the features I have run lately and these
are facts which come from the “critics”
my patrons. I have been using your
Herald for some time and your reports
from exhibitors sometimes mislead me.
For instance, “The Brown Derby,” say-
ing it was good. Well, they ought to
hear what they said here about it. There
is no favoritism on our part, but facts.

Will be glad to let you have some more
reports.—B. Wolfe, Verdun Palace thea-
tre, Verdun, Canada.

Marie Prevost stars in the Metropolitan
Picture “For Wives Only,’’ which is

released by Pro-Dis-Co. Victor Var-
coni supports the star under the
direction of Victor Heerman. Rosson
and La Shelle shot the scenes for this
picture.

Reports On It Rate Pretty Good
SAN MARCOS, TEX.—To the Editor:

“One Minute to Play” with Red Grange
was a total flop and never was more dis-
appointed in a picture in all my experi-
ence. This is strictly a college town, but
the title and Red Grange failed to regis-
ter at the box office. Where those pro-
fessional reviewers get the idea that this

In the upper scene are Viola Dana, Nat
Carr, Vera Gordon, Kathleen Myers
and Tom Forman in the F. B. O. Gold
Bond “Kosher Kitty Kelly.” Viola
Dana has been signed to make six big
special pictures in which she is to be
starred.

star is an actor is beyond me. I am
tempted to accuse them of bribery.

Even Pete Harrison came out and said

it was a sure-fire attraction. Well, Pete,
you evidently had someone else review
this picture for you, and as far as it

being a class A attraction, you’re all wet.
If Red Grange is an actor, then I am a
Hindu preacher. My advice is that he
had better stay on the ice wagon.
That loaded ad sent out by F. B. O.

stating it broke “The Freshman’s” rec-
ord at the B. S. Moss Colony theatre is

one of the things that fooled me, but
this kind of stuff is getting old and will

not catch this sucker any more. The rea-

son it probably broke records in a driv-
ing rain storm may be on account of the
personal appearance of the star; and the
best reason, no doubt, is that they had
to go somewhere out of the rain and
this particular theatre is located in a
busy street.

The picture was taken off the third
day. The way they were coming the sec-
ond day it looked like the picture would
play to the organist and a bunch of
empty seats. I paid plenty of money
for this massacre and didn’t take in film
rental. 1 wrote the exchange about it

and they replied, saying I bought the
rest of their product so cheap that I

could afford to lose on it! Isn’t that
wonderful? That statement should be
hung up in the Hall of Fame! I paid
them 25 per cent increase for the entire
product over last year, and I bought
them too cheap.

I want to warn the exhibitors to steer
clear of Red Grange. If you feel like

running it, don’t pay more than program
prices for it, and then you will be pay-
ing plenty. Don’t let anybody who
knows football see the picture, either, be-
cause that angle is a joke, too. Why
they didn’t put more than one minute of
football in the picture is a dark mystery.
The football fans will expect to see Red
Grange in action, but instead of that
they tried to make a sheik out of him.
People who are not interested in foot-
ball won’t come because the star and
title suggest that it’s all football. Talk
about a flop! This deserves a good
medal for the best flop of my eight
years’ experience.—F. W. Zimmerman,
Palace theatre, San Marcos, Tex.

Another Suggestion

MILES, TEX.—To the Editor : The
Box Office Record is fine. In my case
most of the time I have to refer to the
preceding edition to get the subjects I run,
but it is still quite an advantage.

Personally, I think that if all subjects
were listed under the names of the produc-
ers (alphabetically) it would be better than
having them listed by name of subject. I

think this would make it much easier to
find the ones you wanted to look up.—J. W.
Lumpkin, Cupid theatre, Miles, Tex.

Agrees With Exhibitors

SOUTHBURY, CONN.—To the
Editor: I agree with A. J. Steggall of
the Cozy theatre, Fayette, la., that “Vari-
ety” has vulgar scenes in it calculated to in-
flame the passions, and I agree with P. G.
Estee, who finds that while “Variety” is

vulgarly sensual, the American pictures con-
tain wholesome heroes and heroines to show
the younger element.
There is no vulgar sensuality in the high-

est art. Shakespeare is Anglo-Saxon art at
its best and he never stoops to bestial
Sensuality. American producers have abso-
lutely nothing to learn from Ufa unless it

be how not to pollute the boys and girls
m our homes. America isn’t going to be
helped by hurting them.—Rev. D. H. Dor-
chester, Community Centre, Southbury,
Conn.
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CLASSIFIED
Advertising
Five cents per word, payable in advance. Minimum charge,
$1.00. Copy and checks should be addressed Classified Ad
Dept. Exhibitors Herald, 407 So. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

The Recognized National Classified Advertising Medium

Position Wanted

OPERATOR WANTS POSITION: First-class

operator, nine years’ experience in booth; can fur-

nish best of references; have had some experience
as assistant manager. If you need an operator,
wire Cecil Callahan, Tipton, Okla.

MALE ORGANIST: Several years experience
in first-class houses. Pictures and vaudeville.

Pictures preferred. Address Organist, New Home
Theatre, Bridgeport, O.

OPERATOR AND ELECTRICIAN with ten
years’ experience wants steady position. Wire or
write. Operator, Box 282, Mason City, la.

AT LIBERTY—First-class Picture Pianist with
twenty years of experience. And can cue pictures

perfectly. Sober, reliable and dependable. Also
married and member of A. F. M. Will go any-
where. Address Mr. Elvie Bonham, 191 Summers
Street, Charleston, W. Va.

Theatres Wanted

WANTED TO LEASE OR BUY THEATRE in

Illinois town. Must be in a town of 3,000 to

5,000. No competition and a seven-day town.
Have cash and mean business. Give all details

in first letter, of what you have. Address Box
127, Exhibitors Herald, 407 South Dearborn
Street, Chicago, 111.

WANTED TO BUY OR LEASE Moving Pic-

ture Theatre in town of 3,000 to 5,000 people.
Illinois or Indiana preferred. Address Box 128,
Exhibitors Herald, 407 South Dearborn Street,
Chicago, Illinois.

Cameramen Wanted

WANTED: TO HEAR FROM Free Lance
Cameramen. Give address, phone number and list

of equipment. Address Box 130, Exhibitors
Herald, 565 Fifth Avenue, New York City, N. Y.

Theatres For Sale

ONLY THEATRE—Town 5,000. Large draw-
ing power. Building three story solid brick.

Chance to buy theatres reasonably in adjacent
towns to form circuit. Other business compels sell-

ing. Box office trial. Price $15,000; $8,000 cash.

Rest like rent. No Agents. Address Box 134,

Exhibitors Herald, 407 South Dearborn Street,

Chicago, Illinois.

THEATRE FOR SALE: Theatre in heart of
city. Population eighteen thousand. Reason for
selling, too much business. Rents $100 per month.
Price $22,000, $8,000 cash, balance any way to

suit purchaser. Located in one of the fastest

growing cities in the South. Address Box 131,
Exhibitors Herald, 407 South Dearborn Street,

Chicago, Illinois.

Equipment Wanted

WE PAY BEST prices for used opera chairs,

projection machines, ventilating fans, portable
projectors, etc. Movie Supply Company, 844
South Wabash Avenue, Chicago.

WE OFFER HIGHEST CASH PRICES for

Second Hand Machines—Opera chairs;—Compens-
arcs—Motor Generators—Portable Projectors, etc.

Write us first. Monarch Theatre Supply Co.,

Memphis, Tenn.

Organs for Sale

FOR SALE—Lacking warehouse space compels
sacrifice guaranteed factory rebuilt Wurlitzers,
Seeburgs, Reproducos and Fotoplayer organs. No

reasonable offer refused. Write immediately, for
full particulars. Address Box 126, Exhibitors
Herald, 407 South Dearborn Street, Chicago, Illi-

nois.

FOR SALE: Bartola Pipe Organ. Used Wur-
litzer Pipe Organ model U very reasonable.
Cremona Pipe Organ used or new Reproduco
Pipe Organs. Box 53, Havana. Illinois.

WURLITZER ORGAN—First class. Used six

months. Lease expired, must sell. Fine for small
house. On any terms. Address E. L. Wharton,
Glasgow, Montana.

Rebuilt Theatre Instruments

EIGHTEEN STYLES TO SELECT FROM—
Electric pianos and motion picture orchestras

;

prices and terms that will pay you to buy now.
Pierce’s guarantee. Phil H. Pierce Co., 1805
Commerce Street, Dallas, Texas.

Banners and Posters

CLOTH BANNERS: $1.40, 3x10 feet, 3 colors,

any copy up to 15 words; one day service; sent

anywhere; also Bargain Paper Banners. Asso-
ciated Advertisers, 111 W. 18th Street, Kansas
City, Mo.

3x10 CLOTH BANNERS $1.50. Larger sizes

5c square foot. Colorful, Waterproof, Legible.

Snappy Service. Central Studios, Gayety Build-
ing, Kansas City, Mo.

Wanted for South Africa

TAKE NOTICE! PRODUCERS, DISTRIBU-
TORS AND AGENTS. Party about to start

Theatres and Film Exchanges wishes to get in

touch with the above mentioned. Reply stating

terms, agencies, and the best possible conditions
for the South African Market. Address B. Lan-
genfeld, P. O. Box 511, Johannesburg, Africa.

Projector Repairing

LOUIS F. FLEISCHER, now located at 845
S. Wabash Avenue, Room 612. Expert repairing
done on all makes of projection machines. Esti-
mates given in advance. All work guaranteed.
Service at all hours. Shop phone Wabash 9045.
Residence phone Mohawk 2081.

OLDEST REPAIR MAN IN CHICAGO:
In fifteen years I have repaired 6,500 machines to

complete satisfaction of the owners. Relief equip-
ment furnished gratis. Address Joseph Spratler,
12-14 E. Ninth Street, Chicago, Illinois.

BEST REPAIR SHOP in the country for
overhauling and repairing projection machines,
ticket machines, motors, etc. Expert workman-
ship, prompt service, reasonable prices. Movie
Supply Company, 844 South Wabash Avenue,
Chicago.

BIGGEST AND BEST EQUIPPED REPAIR
SHOP in the South. Expert workmanship guar-
anteed on all projectors, motors, generators, etc.

Loan mechanism free. Address Monarch Theatre
Supply Company, Memphis, Tenn.

Chair Repairs

CHAIR BACKS—CHAIR BOTTOMS; New;
Used. Can match yours. Attractive Prices. Ad-
dress Box 330, Highland Park, Des Moines, la.

Mailing Lists

21,000 MOVING PICTURE THEATRES
showing population and seating capacity, per M
$7.50. Without population or seating capacity
$6.00 M. 2500 Chain Theatres operating from
2 to 150, $10.00 M, guaranteed 97 per cent cor-
rect. Ask for detailed price list. A. F. Wil-
liams, Mgr., 166 W. Adams Street, Chicago, Illi-

nois.

Novelty Souvenirs

SOUVENIRS—Over 300 fine Novelties in our
52 page free Catalog. At genuine Wholesale prices.
Write today. No obligation. Fair Trading Co.,
Inc., 307 Sixth Ave., New York.

BARGAINS — Power; Simplex; Motiograph;
Zenith; Edison. Suit case machines. Films.
Equipment. Supplies. Lists free. We buy, sell

and exchange. Address National Equipment Co.,
409 West Michigan Street, Duluth, Minn.

1600 UPHOLSTERED OPERA CHAIRS of
the highest quality. Fit for the finest Theatre.
Spring cushioned seats. Upholstered in beautiful
red grained Spanish leather. Heavy massive aisle
standards with Initial of your theatre free. Stand-
ards for any pitch floor. Ready for delivery about
January first, 1927. Priced extremely low to
assure quick sale. Address C. G. Demel, 845
South State Street, Chicago, Illinois.

Equipment for Sale

“EVERYTHING FOR THE MOVIES.” Guar-
anteed Rebuilt Simplex-Powers and Motiograph
Projectors, Opera Chairs—Generators—Screens,
etc. Supplies and Complete Equipments. Low-
est Prices. Cash or Easy Terms. Special Bulle-
tin free. Monarch Theatre Supply Co., Memphis,
Tenn.

NOW IS A GOOD TIME TO FIX up your
theatre. We have on hand 4000 upholstered used
theatre chairs, 2500 used five and seven ply veneer
chairs. Also brand new chairs in five and seven
ply veneer at 40% less than factory price. Re-
built moving picture machines of all makes, and
other theatrical equipment in guaranteed condi-
tion. Tell us your need and we will save you
money. Send in your order and we will make
immediate shipment. Illinois Theatre Equipment
Company, 12-14 East Ninth Street, Chicago,
Illinois.

500 NEW OPERA CHAIRS just a few cents
higher than second hand chairs. Immediate ship-
ment. Address C. G. Demel, 845 South Stare
Street, Chicago, Illinois.

FOR SALE: Ticket selling machines, demon-
strator models, Simplex or Gold Seal. 2 units,
$175. 3 units, $210. 4 units, $250. Guaranteed.
Liberal terms. Trade in allowances made. Mid-
west Ticket and Supply Corporation, 845 South
Wabash avenue, Chiiago, 111.

COMPLETE THEATRE EQUIPMENT includ-
ing 500 opera chairs, two Simplex Projectors,
Martin Rotary Converter, Screen, Ticket Selling

Machine, Lightning Changer, Ticket Chopper, etc.

Everything in excellent condition. Big Bargain.
Address Box 111, Exhibitors Herald.

FOR SALE: Used Theatre Chairs of all de-

scriptions, immediate shipments. Largest stock of

chairs in the West. The Theatre Seating Com-
pany, 845 S. State Street, Chicago, 111.

UPHOLSTERED AND VENEER Opera Chairs

at very low prices. Address C. G. Demel, 845

South State Street, Chicago, Illinois.
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“What the Picture Did For Me”
VERDICTS ON FILMS IN LANGUAGE OF EXHIBITOR

Copyright, 1926

This is the original exhibitors’ reports department, established October 14, 1916.

Beware of cheap, misleading imitations.

“What the Picture Did for Me” is the one genuine source of exhibitor-written box office

information.

Address: “What the Picture Did for Me,” EXHIBITORS HERALD, 407 South Dearborn
Street, Chicago, III.

Associated Exhibitors

KING OF THE SADDLE: Bill Cody—The sec-

ond one I have played of this chap and a darn
good one. Brought more business and more fa-

vorable comments than anything I have played
recently. Plenty of action and comedy. Not
rough or offensive. Excellent for Saturday in

small towns. More power to you. Bill. Five reels.

—O. B. Junkins, Manzanita theatre, Carmel, Cal.

—General patronage.

Chadwick
THE PERFECT CLOWN : Larry Semon—

A

dandy show. Good comedy and the right length.

Kept them laughing all the time. Six reels.

—

Kenney Lloyd, Lyric theatre. Mineral Springs,
Ark.—General patronage.

THE WIZARD OF OZ: Larry Semon—A dandy
picture. It is old, but print was good and the

kids sure enjoyed it. Seven reels.-—E. W. Egel-

ston, Electric theatre, Atwood, Kan.—General pat-

ronage.

Columbia
THE BELLE OF BROADWAY: Betty Comp-

son—Appealing story, well mounted and acted.

Seven reels.—A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre. Rai-

nier, Ore.—General patronage.

A FIGHT TO THE FINISH: William Fair-

banks—A fair program picture is all I can say.

Lots of action and pleasing. Six reels.—D. M.
Mangone, Rex theatre, Newport, Wash.—General
patronage.

FIGHTING YOUTH: William Fairbanks—Ac-
tion of a kind that some seem to like. Cheaply
produced and no story and an impossible star.

Five reels.—Raymond Robbins, Pythian theatre.

Belt, Mont.—Small town patronage.

THE FIGHTING YOUTH: William Fairbanks
—The best Fairbanks played yet. Strong scenes,

with splendid story. Pleased all. Five reels.

—

Ed C. Curdts, Bijou theatre, Greenville, S. C.—

-

General patronage.

FIGHTING THE FLAMES: William Haines—
The best Columbia picture up to date and one
that pleased 100 per cent, but no drawing power
at the box office. None of these pictures seem
to click for me. Just can’t get them inside.

Barely grossed film rental on this one and a
Western and roads very good. Seven reels.

—

Marion Bodwell, Paramount theatre, Wyoming,
111.—General patronage.

F. B. 0.
ONE MINUTE TO PLAY: Red Grange—En-

tertained high school and Muskingum College foot-

ball teams on opening night. Tied up with music
company and used Victor orthophonic victrola on
which we had Ohio and Illinois college songs and
hymns. Thursday night had instrumental quartet
from college. On Friday night Kiwanis clubs of
Cambridge and Zanesville had ladies’ night party
with dinner and all attended our show. Went
over big. Seven reels.—Fred E. Johnson, Co-
lonial theatre, Cambridge, O.—General patronage.

ONE MINUTE TO PLAY: Red Grange—If
your people are football fans and know Red
Grange, you will mop up. Photography good.
Real football game and some comedy by Kit
Guard and A1 Cooke.—W. B. Franke, Strand
theatre, Humboldt, la.—General patronage.

ONE MINUTE TO PLAY: Red Grange—Very

good picture, but failed at the box office.—Verne
H. Coffman, Lyric theatre, Moweaqua, 111.—Gen-
eral patronage.

ONE MINUTE TO PLAY: Red Grange—Very
good, but F. B. O. held us up, therefore we lost

money. Eight reels.—L. Miller, Capitol theatre,

Cordele, Ga.—General patronage.

ONE MINUTE TO PLAY: Red Grange—The
poorest special we have had in a long time. As
a program picture, should get by ; but as a spe-

cial it is taking an awful flop for us. He can’t

act, and the football part is a set-up for him,
so please show me anything big about it except
the rental they are asking. I don’t want any
more of Red’s pictures. Eight reels.—O. O.
Troyer, Rialto theatre, Dickinson, N. D.—General
patronage.

BREED OF THE SEA: Ralph Ince—Very good
sea story.-—Verne H. Coffman, Lyric theatre, Mo-
weaqua, 111.—General patronage.

FLASHING FANGS: Ranger—A mighty good
dog picture, and will go over well. The dog is

a good actor, although they don’t give him quite

enough to do.—C. S. Watson, Electric theatre,

Caldwell, Kan.—General patronage.

FLASHING FANGS: Ranger—Fine dog pic-

ture. Pleased Saturday crowd.—Verne H. Coff-

man, Lyric theatre, Moweaqua, 111.—General pat-

ronage.

LONE HAND SAUNDERS: Fred Thomson—
Fred and Silver King always click satisfactorily

with patrons as well as B. O. Six reels.—W. N.
Roob, Grand theatre, Port Washington, Wis.—

-

General patronage.

LONE HAND SAUNDERS: Fred Thomson—
Fred, our favorite, can shoot as well with one
hand as two. Plenty of thrills in this. Oh, how
the kids yell for Fred ! Seven reels.—C. C. Bis-

bee, Columbia theatre, Poynette, Wis.—General
patronage.

LONE HAND SAUNDERS: Fred Thomson-
Good Western. Pleased Saturday crowd.—Verne
H. Coffman, Lyric theatre, Moweaqua, 111.—Gen-
eral patronage.

HANDS ACROSS THE BORDER: Fred Thom-
son—Everybody likes Fred and Silver King. Good
picture and business. Keep it up, Fred.—Allwein
& Shreffler, Opera House and Castamba theatre,

Shelby, O.—General patronage.

HANDS ACROSS THE BORDER: Fred Thom-
son—An exceptionally good picture that pleased
the majority here. Six reels.—A. G. Witwer,
Grand theatre. Rainier, Ore.—General patronage.

HANDS ACROSS THE BORDER: Fred Thom-
son—An extra good picture, but the poorest paper
I ever saw. Thomson fans will not come on paper
like this. I did not get the price of the picture
on this one. Six reels.—E. A. Armistead, Lyric
theatre, Easley, S. C.—General patronage.

BIGGER THAN BARNUM’S: Viola Dana-
Fine Saturday picture. Pleased all who saw it.

—Verne H. Coffman, Lyric theatre, Moweaqua,
111.—General patronage.

GOING THE LIMIT: George O’Hara—Good
program picture that pleased an average Friday
crowd. George’s first feature and a good begin-
ning. Keep it up, George. Five reels.—W. C.

Wheeler, Majestic theatre, Willits, Cal.—Small
town patronage.

LET’S GO GALLAGHER: Tom Tyler—This
was the first picture of this fellow and went over
good to a very small crowd on Saturday night.

Had rainy night. We will class it as a good
Western. Five reels.—E. W. McClelland, Rex
theatre, Gilman City, Mo.—General patronage.

THE TOUGH GUY: Fred Thomson—I just

received my October 30 “Herald” and find the 60

Best Box Office Names with our own Colleen

first and Fred, the daredevil, third. That tickles

me pink, for I’ve been boosting my head off for

these two young Americans for a year past, and
my people out here are just as keen for them as

I, and I am glad to find it a going opinion all

over the U. S. This play is one of Fred’s stem-
winders, so book it.—Philip Rand, Rex theatre,

Salmon, Ida.—General patronage.

THE TOUGH GUY: Fred Thomson—Friend
exhibitors, the only “tough” thing about this pic-

ture is that the rest of the town is dead until

after the show. If you want Christmas money,
play this one. It’s okay from start to finish.

—

W. B. Franke, Strand theatre, LuVerne, la.

—

General patronage.

THE FIGHTING BOOB: Bob Custer—The
poorest Custer yet. This star usually good and
pleases our Saturday crowd, but this one failed

to register. Five reels.—B. B. Benfield, Every-
body’s theatre, Dillon, S. C.—General patronage.

WHEN LOVE GROWS COLD: Mrs. Rudolph
Valentino—Good little story x-uined by poor act-

ing. We do not blame Rudy. After all, business

was good, so I found the basement door as they

filed out. Very good. We only had it booked
for one night. Seven reels.—C. E. Longacre,

Dixie theatre, Dickson, Tenn.—General patronage.

THE NIGHT PATROL: Richard Talmadge—

A

good Talmadge picture with plenty of action and
a good story. Played November 6. Six reels.

—

Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.

—Small town patronage.

OUT OF THE WEST: Tom Tyler—Very good;

one of Tyler’s best. They get better. Let us

have more like this one. Five reels.—L. Miller,

Capitol theatre, Cordele, Ga.—General patronage.
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SMILING AT TROUBLE: Lefty Flynn—Good
picture. Flynn is good in his new stories. Six
reels.—Robert Hines. Hines theatre. Loyalton, S.

D.—General patronage.

BORN TO BATTLE: Tom Tyler—Great en-
tertainment, lots of comedy and action. Tom and
his pals seem to be gaining favor with our
patrons. A clean picture, and that is what the
public wants. Give us more good, clean pictures

like this, Mr. Producer. Five reels.—A. E. Sharer,

Globe theatre, Savannah, Mo.—General patronage.

BORN TO BATTLE: Tom Tyler—Good pro-
gram Western that pleased. Business very light,

however, but no fault of the picture. An advance
show announced for the day following held them
back. Tyler, the kid and the dog are a fine

combination. Five reels.—W. C. Wheeler, Ma-
jestic theatre, Willits, Cal.—Small town patronage.

WILD TO GO: Tom Tyler—Dandy Western,
with Tom and his pals. The kind the natives

like all to the mustard. Five reels.—Ed C. Curdts,
Bijou theatre, Greenville, S. C.—General patron-
age.

WILD TO GO: Tom Tyler—Like all of Tyler’s,

this pleased our Saturday crowd immensely. Busi-

ness very good. Five reels.—B. B. Benfield, Every-
body’s theatre, Dillon, S. C.—General patronage.

NO MAN’S LAW : Bob Custer—This is Bob’s
first call on us “salmon eaters,” and Robert took
very well. The girls said he was a handsome
chap, and the boys liked the general cut of his

jib. This play is a pretty good little Western all

right, but very short. Watch out. We had to
throw in a two-reel comedy and news to make an
hour and a half show.—Philip Rand, Rex theatre,

Salmon, Ida.—General patronage.

THE TWO GUN MAN: Fred Thomson—Great
Western. A few more like this from Thomson
and he is going to mean something to our box
office, which up to the present time he has not.

It’s his best picture to date and the kind our
Sunday patrons want. Six reels.—W. C. Wheeler,
Majestic theatre, Willits, Cal.—Small town pat-
ronage.

PARISIAN NIGHTS: Lou Tellegen — A good
Gold Bond. A melodrama that seemed to please,

as a number of my patrons had a good word for
it as they left thefftheatre. Tellegen and Elaine
Hammerstein fine. Fair business. Seven reels.

—

A. E. Sharer, Globe theatre, Savannah, Mo.—Gen-
eral patronage.

Rhymed Report on

“Sawdust Trail”
There was a young cowboy named

Hoot,
Who brought in the whole town to

root;

Even thieves broke from jail

To cheer for this male.
While the Rex scooped in all of the

loot.

PHILIP RAND,
Rex Theatre,
Salmon, Idaho.

First National

SUBWAY SADIE:.. Dorothy Mackaill — Great.

Pleased everybody. More good comments on this

than any other picture for two months.—Verne H.
Coffman, Lyric theatre, Moweaqua, 111.—General
patronage.

SUBWAY SADIE: Special cast—Good.—R. S.

Moore, Rays theatre, Snyder, Okla.—General pat-

ronage.

IT MUST BE LOVE: Colleen Moore— When
Colleen is on I never worry. They just come and
leave satisfied. An exhibitor that doesn’t run
First National doesn’t really know what real pic-

tures he is missing. They sure make me money
and please all.—A. Beams, Beams’ Auditorium, Red
Cloud, Nebr.—General patronage.

IT MUST BE LOVE: Colleen Moore—Good, as

are most of Miss Moore’s.—Verne H. Coffman,
Lyric theatre, Moweaqua, 111.—General patronage.

IT MUST BE LOVE: Colleen Moore—This is

not as good as it might be. A little too slow.

Played November 9-10.—W. H. Goodroad, Strand
theatre, Warren, Minn.—General patronage.

THE DUCHESS OF BUFFALO: Constance
Talmadge—This is a mighty good picture and did

fairly well considering the condition of the cotton

section.—R. S. Moore, Rays theatre, Snyder, Okla.

—General patronage.

THE GREAT DECEPTION: Ben Lyon—Robert
Kane rang the bell again. This is a real picture
and my people told me so.—A. Beams, Beams’
Auditorium, Red Cloud, Nebr.—General patronage.

THE GREAT DECEPTION: Ben Lyon

—

Pleased. I consider it a very good program pic-
ture.—-Verne H. Coffman, Lyric theatre, Moweaqua,
111.—General patronage.

THE GREAT DECEPTION: Special cast—
Nothing extra.—R. S. Moore, Rays theatre, Snyder,
Okla.—General patronage.

MEN OF STEEL: Milton Sills—This is by far
one of the best and biggest pictures of the year.
Drew very well and pleased everyone. Brother
exhibitors, if you want a real picture that has
plenty of drawing power, book this picture.—

A

Beams, Beams’ Auditorium theatre. Red Cloud,
Nebr.—General patronage.

MEN OF STEEL: Special cast—Very good en-
tertaining production to fair business. Eleven
reels.—W. N. Roob, Grand theatre, Port Washing-
ton, Wis.—General patronage.

MEN OF STEEL: Milton Sills—Fine.—R. S.

Moore, Rays theatre, Snyder, Okla.—General pat-
ronage.

MEN OF STEEL: Milton Sills—Just advertise
it and you will see results. Very good production.
100 per cent appeal. Ten reels.—B. Wolfe, Verdun
Palace theatre, Verdun, Canada.—General patron-
age.

MEN OF STEEL: Milton Sills—Not near as

big as they will tell you. A little sorry. I raised

the admission. In my mind pictures are being
made poorer each year, as they are nearly all

playing with vaudeville in connection now. Did
you ever notice how many stay after vaudeville
is over? Not many. To me it is the vaudeville

that gets them in, and the producing companies
will tell you how the picture drew. They never
say, "Played with 5 acts of vaudeville, and half

the people left after the vaudeville.” It’s always
what the picture did, and to me it’s the vaudeville

that did it. And us fellows that can’t get or use
vaudeville are going to have a much harder time
satisfying our patrons than we had a few years
ago.—O. O. Troyer, Rialto theatre, Dickinson, N.
Dak.—General patronage.

THE AMATEUR GENTLEMAN: Richard Bar-
thelmess—Just fair.—R. S. Moore, Rays theatre,

Snyder, Okla.—General patronage.

THE AMATEUR GENTLEMAN: Richard Bar-
thelmess—Best Dick has made since "Shore Leave.”
Drew well and pleased all on Sunday show.—A.
Beams, Beams’ Auditorium, Red Cloud, Nebr.—

-

General patronage.

THE AMATEUR GENTLEMAN: Richard Bar-
thelmess—Fine picture. Pleased.—Verne H. Coff-

man, Lyric theatre, Moweaqua, 111. — General
patronage.

DON JUAN’S THREE NIGHTS: Lewis Stone
—Not so much.—Verne H. Coffman, Lyric theatre,

Moweaqua, 111.—General patronage.

ELLA CINDERS: Colleen Moore—The comic
strip ran in the “Des Moines Register,” conse-

quently we did extra business on this one and
Colleen pleased her admirers as usual. Eight
reels.—Dr. F. M. Childs, Cozy theatre, Villisca, la.

—General patronage.

ELLA CINDERS: Colleen Moore—No doubt in

my mind why Colleen leads all other stars in box
office value. She is sure good, and everyone liked

this picture and told me so.—A. Beams, Beams’
Auditorium, Red Cloud, Nebr.—General patronage.

ELLA CINDERS : Colleen Moore—Good. They
all like Colleen.—Verne H. Coffman, Lyric theatre,

Moweaqua, 111.—General patronage.

ELLA CINDERS: Colleen Moore—A very good
comedy drama. Drew the biggest house on a
Wednesday and Thursday of any picture I have
played and pleased all. Seven reels. -— E. H.
Brechler, Opera House, Fennimore, Wis.—General
patronage.

SENOR DAREDEVIL: Ken Maynard — Extra
good. Believe he is a comer.—R. S. Moore, Rays
theatre, Snyder, Okla.—General patronage.

SENOR DAREDEVIL: Ken Maynard—Here is

a picture that you can push as strong as you
wish. The best western that we have shown in

months. Fred and Silver have nothing over Ken
Maynard and Tarzan. Seven reels. — Lee A.
Walker, Leroy theatre, Lampasas, Texas.—Small
town patronage.

FOREVER AFTER: Special cast—Extra good.

Did a nice business. Not a big picture but one
that will please everybody.—R. S. Moore, Rays
theatre, Snyder, Okla.—General patronage.

IRENE: Colleen Moore—If this don’t please

something is wrong. Did not do much business

but no fault of the picture.—R. S. Moore, Rays
theatre, Snyder, Okla.—General patronage.

Christmas—New Year
The Smart Showman Knows These

2 IMPORTANT
HOLIDAYS

Are Nearly Here

He Greets His Patrons Properly By Using

SPECIAL HOLIDAY SERVICE
From

National Screen Service, Inc.
Trailers Build Business

10 Timely Holiday Trailer Greetings gorgeously
designed and brilliantly animated for New Year,
Lincoln’s Birthday, Washington’s Birthday, Easter,
Mother’s Day, Decoration Day, July Fourth, Armis-
tice Day, Thanksgiving, Christmas, also choice of two
animated presentation leaders for your Feature or
Comedy or News Reel.

For this complete Service $40.00 yearly.

A postal, wire or telephone call will bring you
the contract and start the service AT ONCE.

CHICAGO NEW YORK LOS ANGELES
845 So. Wabash Ave. 126-130 West 46th St. 1922 So. Vermont Ave.

N.S.S.
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THE STRONG MAN : Harry Langdon—Better

than “Tramp, Tramp, Tramp.” Lots of laughs

and drew a good crowd. People liked this one.

—

A. Beams, Beams’ Auditorium, Red Cloud, Nebr.

—General patronage.

MISS NOBODY : Anna Q. Nilsson—Oh boy,

what a picture, and how they did come to see

this one. Great cast. Satisfied 100 per cent.—A.

Beams, Beams’ Auditorium theatre. Red Cloud,

Nebr.—General patronage.

MISMATES: Doris Kenyon—Very good pro-

gram picture.—Verne H. Coffman, Lyric theatre,

Moweaqua, 111.—General patronage.

THE LIVE WIRE: Johnny Hines—Just about

the nicest comedy have had for some time. Not
the greatest, and not a special, but a real story

suitable for any theatre, and the price is right.

Seven reels.—W. S. Hattwick, Blue Bird theatre,

Mill Hall, Pa.—General patronage.

THE LIVE WIRE: Johnny Hines—-Very good
comedy. Hines always draws a good crowd and,

most of all, pleases them all.—A. Beams, Beams’
Auditorium, Red Cloud, Nebr.—General patronage.

MLLE. MODISTE: Corinne Griffith — Very
good. Lots of laughs and good acting.—A. Beams,
Beams’ Auditorium, Red Cloud, Nebr.—General

patronage.

THE DANCER OF PARIS: Special cas1>-

Fairly good. Paper looks risque for small town
but no complaints. Seven reels.—B. B. Benfield,

Everybody’s theatre, Dillon, S. C.—General pat-

ronage.

THE WILDERNESS WOMAN: Special cast—
To our surprise, this was one of the best com-
edies in a long time. Pleased all. Seven reels.

—

B. B. Benfield, Everybody’s theatre, Dillon, S. C.

—General patronage.

PALS FIRST: Lloyd Hughes—This is very
pleasing picture. A real tramp picture that
pleased all and drew enough to make me some
money.—A. Beams, Beams’ Auditorium, Red Cloud,

Nebr.—General patronage.

TRAMP, TRAMP, TRAMP: Harry Langdon—
I bought this contrary to my better judgment,
based on reports in the HERALD, but the curly-

tailed film hound bunked me into buying it and
wrapped it around my neck while I was looking

out the window. It is funny in spots, but the

spots are too few and far between. The comedy
in it is very good but it is too slow and draggy.
They had better give this guy a shot of something
before he starts any more pictures so there will

be more action in them. Standing around and
looking foolish isn’t comedy. Played November
7-8. Six reels.—Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre,

Neillsville, Wis.—Small town patronage.

JOANNA: Jack Mulhall—Very nice picture.

Pleased my people, and when this type of picture

goes over there it is O. K. Business fair. Many
favorable comments from hard boiled miners.—

-

F. D. Moore, Liberty theatre, Robertsdale, Pa.

—

Small town patronage.

PLAYING WITH SOULS: Special cast—Played
Monday night to satisfactory business. This type
of picture is hard to put over in small town.
Thanks to a good trailer furnished by First

National, however, we did a satisfactory business.

We have found that these trailers on First

National pictures are the best selling argument
to the public we can use. Am very sorry First

National has cut them Out, as their pictures will

take the same kind of a flop, we are afraid, that

those of another company did when they discon-

tinued trailer service. Seven reels. — W. C.

Wheeler, Majestic theatre, Willits, Calif.—Small
town patronage.

GRAUSTARK: Norma Talmadge — Excellent
picture, but failed to do even average business.

Seven reels. — A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre,

Rainier, Ore.—General patronage.

THE SPORTING LOVER: Conway Tearl^-
Very good. People seemed to think it okay.
Played November 6.—Chase Jones, Orpheum thea-

tre, Mitchell, Ind.—General patronage.

THE SPORTING LOVER: Special cast—A nice
ripe juicy yellow lemon, this one. Too long love

sequences, too little real acting. Conway Tearle
might just as well have been a wooden man in

this one and he would have gone over just as
good. Subtitling pitiful. A terrible picture for
the average audience, or else my crowd are all

wet—and I don’t believe they are, for they sup-
port good pictures when we get them. But they
will not stand for a slow, dragged out production
that stresses the love scenes for foot after foot.

They want their love snappy and short. They
quickly get the idea that he is willing to bite the
girl, then they want to go on with the story.

There’s a difference in love scenes, the shorter
they are the better the average audience is satis-

fied with them. This picture tonight was a ter-

rible contrast with "The Volga Boatman” which
preceded it. That, too, had love scenes, but the

J. C. Jenkins—His Colyum

DEAR HERALD:
LINCOLN, NEB., November 14, 1926.

There now, what am I to do? Here I am headed for Kansas, Oklahoma and Texas
and it is pouring down rain and has been since yesterday noon, and as I look south
I can see that Kansas mud and it sends chills up and down my spine just like it used
to when I had the ague, and if it keeps on raining I’m stuck here just like I was in

Wellington and Caldwell, for as soon as one leaves Nebraska he hits the mud.
* * *

I wonder how many HERALD readers ever saw thirty-five thousand crazy people
gathered together at one time. I did yesterday when the Kansas Aggies played the

Nebraska Cornhuskers in the Nebraska stadium. It started raining when the game
started and never let up, but kept raining harder and harder until the final shot was
fired at the end of the game.
Well, yes, of course, I stayed until the final shot, just to see how long those thirty-

five thousand would stick, and they all stuck.

The crazy people weren’t all from Kansas, not by a long shot; the most of

them were from Nebraska, and quite a lot from Omaha and one from Neligh. A little

handful of Kansas Jayhawkers can make more noise than a dozen boiler factories

all working overtime. When we went into the stadium it was our thought to go over

on the Kansas side and root for the Aggies, because we really felt sorry for them, but
as soon as the play started and one of the Aggies went around the Cornhusker end
for fifteen yards gain and those Jayhawkers cut loose we decided they didn’t need
any help, for they drowned out three brass bands and the Cornhusker yell until it

was but a faint whisper.

Notwithstanding, the Cornhuskers booted a field goal and the game ended 3 to 0

in Nebraska’s favor, the Cornhuskers haven’t much to crow over, and they are not

crowing so you can hear them. I am strong for those Kansas folks, doggone if I ain’t.

They do business along my ideas and am free to confess that it did me good to hear
them root for their team, but somehow it always seems so foolish for any football

team to tie into our Cornhuskers with any sort of hopes of winning. It isn’t in the

cards. Our Nebraska corn is so strong in the elements that produce bone and muscle
that we produce the best hogs and football teams in the world. Neligh has a town
team that hasn’t been beaten in three years and only been scored against once, and
these boys eat ear corn three times a day and like it.

* * *

The game yesterday was anybody’s game right up to the finish, and the boys
ploughed mud from one end of the field to the other, but the Aggies had the best

of it in this regard, for they are used to mud and seemed right at home. I noticed

that when an Aggie got the ball and was about to be tackled he’d make a dive like

he was going in swimming and he would slide on his stomach through the mud for

several yards before a Husker could stop him, and that kind of football isn’t fair. If

it is a swimming contest, it is all right, but it ought to be barred in football. Well,
anyhow, if I don’t change the subject Mr. Weaver is liable to head my column “The
Football Section,” and I am supposed to write about theatres and theatre folks, but
before I break away from this subject I want to say that next Saturday New York
comes here to play the Huskers, and New York is going to learn a whole lot about
football, and it wouldn’t matter if it rained pitchforks and cobblestones I’d like to

be one of the fifty thousand crazy folks that will see the game, but can’t do it, for

I’m headed for the sunny southland, and the chances are, if it is raining down in

Kansas as it is here, that about the time that game is going on some farmer will be
pulling Viola out of a Kansas mudhole.

* * *

Do you remember away back in your boyhood days when you had your first

sweetie and some doggone galoot went and got her and took her to spelling school

and you thought you had lost all your friends and the whole world had gone back
on you and you wanted to commit suicide just to get even with her? Well, that’s

the feeling that will come over you when you run out of gas between towns after

dark, and that’s what happened to me, hut it was all Van Housen’s fault.

I stopped at Schuyler to call on Van and we got to talking over old times and
Van made me promise to come back some time when I could stay longer and he
would tell me some oldtime stories, some of which will probably be true, and so I

forgot all about gas until I was halfway between North Bend and Ames and Viola

went “put, put, put” and stopped. Then it dawned on me. There we were on the

highway, and a thousand cars passed before I could get one to stop, but finally one
fellow stopped and I explained my predicament and he said he would drive on to

Ames and send someone back with gas, which he did, and if I ever meet that man
he will get the biggest feed of roast turkey he ever sat down to, b’gosh, that’s just

what he’ll get, for that’s me, Mabel, every jump of the road.

They tell me that the farther south one goes the more they feed you on these

little tea biscuits, and if that is true I’m going to head Viola due south and keep
going until we run into the Rio Grande River, for if there is anything on earth that

is better than a stack of my wife’s bucks, it is tea biscuits, and if they will just feed

me plenty of those they needn’t bring me another thing but the check.
* * *

Fred Mehaffey, who operates the Star at North Bend is partly responsible for

me running out of gas. Fred insisted on me staying all night with him, and of

course, that took all thoughts of gas out of my gourd, and he and Van have got to

make it right with me.
In the Omaha exchanges I met a lot of old friends and hope I made some new

ones. At least, they all gave me the glad hand, and I noticed the HERALD on the
desk in every office, which, of course, convinced me of the intelligence and wisdom
of the managers. When I went into the Universal office the first thing I said was,
“Girls, how do you like my new hat,” and one of them said she thought it was very

(Continued on next page)
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becoming and another one said it didn’t harmonize well with my complexion.

Charley William’s secretary said she thought I’d look better in a derby and the

secretary of the Film Board of Trade exclaimed, “Why Mr. Jenkins, you’ve got a

new hat, haven’t you?” and I replied, “Yep, glad you noticed it, got it at a bargain,

marked down from a dollar to 98, ain’t she a Lulu?” and she replied, “She sure am.”
I met Walter Creal and his father at the exchange. Walter, you will recall, is

the boy who went out to Hollywood to the convention and succeeded in getting his

picture four times in one issue of the HERALD, and that’s going about as strong

as Uncle Carl and Adolph.
* * *

Who the dickens is “H. E. N.” signing from Hollywood? If there is a hen running
loose out there s’he ought to be looked after, for that’s no place for a chicken of

any age, but if it is Harry E. Nichols I’d like to have Harry write me and tell me
how to handle a Kansas exhibitor who told me that the only trade journal he cared

to take was Montgomery & Ward’s.

J. E. Kirk, owner and manager of the Grand on North 16th Street, has just remod-
eled the front of the theatre and made the place very attractive. It is now classed

as one of Omaha’s most beautiful suburban houses and 16th Street people point to it

with pride and J. E. isn’t ashamed of it himself.

There is a young man in Gretna who ought to be operating a theatre on full

time instead of on Sunday nights only. W. E. Dyer juggles mail for Uncle Sam
through the week and runs the Gretna theatre on Sundays, and is making it win, too.

He impressed me as a live one and a regular fellow.
* * *

Ray Headrick is the owner and operator of both theatres in Havelock and has

recently opened the new Capitol at 15th and 0 Streets, here in Lincoln.

This theatre has a very unique and beautiful front and the interior is all that

could be asked for in the way of comfort for the patrons. It has a seating capacity

of 1,000 and a stage sufficient for road shows and vaudeville.

Mr. Headrick is very proud of his new theatre, which he has a right to be, and
it is to be hoped that the new Capitol will receive that share of patronage that it is

entitled to.

Rumor has it that the Stewart estate is soon to commence the building of a new
theatre on P Street between 13th and 14th. It is said that the building when com-
pleted will cost around the one million mark and the theatre will be one of the

finest in the middle west.

Lincoln already has nine theatres, all downtown houses, two of which are indepen-

dent houses and the balance owned or controlled by Publix. Just who will take over
the new Stewart theatre when completed is still an unsettled question insofar as

Dame Rumor has any information, but it is said that Publix has both eyes focused

on the project.
* * *

It is now 8 p. m. and the rain still pours down and it looks like Viola and I will

have to take a flatboat or an aeroplane if we want fo get into eastern Kansas before
Christmas, hut if we do get there and the boys we have not already called on will

treat us as nice as those we have we will be content to plough a little mud and brag
some on the Aggies, although we must admit that they have no business playing the

Cornhuskers.
If Ben Turpin wants to do the right thing he will send old man O’Neill a check

for that grindstone and wheelbarrow he ran off with one Hallowe’en when he was
living in St. Marys, Kans. The old gent is pretty sore about it yet. That sounds just

like one of Phil Rand’s tricks and accounts for the reason why Ben and Phil stand

in together so strong.

P. G. Estee of Parker, S. D., says he has organized a baseball club and has taken
the position of catcher and calls for volunteers to fill the team. All right, P. G.,

put me down for shortstop, I can prove my ability in that position by my column,
for every time the HERALD readers come to my column they stop so short it loosens
all their teeth.

When you get the team organized send out a challenge for anything that wears
hair, it don’t make any difference where they come from, but whatever you do play
Frank O’Hara and Elmer Gailey on the bench and let Stettmund carry the bats.

Grasshopper Sprague and Phil Rand might be all right for fielders, for if we can get

Bill Weaver to pitch they wouldn't have anything to do, anyway. Be on your guard,
P. G., for you will find that the bush leaguers will try to horn in on this club, and
we can’t use ’em.

Eagle Eye Joe writes me that the HERALD is going to organize an orchestra and
suggests that I play the harp, for he says he thinks I would look fine playing a
harp. Perhaps I would, but my favorite instrument is the horse-fiddle; in fact, I was
rated as a wizard with the horse-fiddle when I was a boy, and with a little rehearsing
I am satisfied I could do most of the solo work. With that orchestra work and
that shortstop job it looks like the HERALD would be minus a field representative,
and that would be tuffemhel.
They served dill pickles for dinner tonight, so you will find no poety in this letter.

J. C. JENKINS,
(The HERALD MAN).

master Cecil B. DeMille made them and he got it

over with quickly.—A. E. Hancock, Columbia
theatre, Columbia City, Ind.—General patronage.

THE SCARLET WEST : Special cast— Very
good picture of Custer's last stand. Drew very
good. Pleased 100 per cent.—A. Beams, Beams’
Auditorium, Red Cloud, Nebr.—General patronage.

THE GREATER GLORY: Anna Q. Nilsson—
Not the special they would have you believe. No
business last night and don’t expect much tonight,
as nobody commented on picture last night except
to say Our Gang was good playing “Uncle Tom’s
Cabin." Ten reels.—E. H. Brechler, Opera House,
Fennimore, Wis.—General patronage.

THE BROWN DERBY: Johnny Hines—Lay off

this, fellow exhibitors. Why do they kill First
National’s product with this star? Did not appeal
to my patrons. Other exhibitors claim it is won-
derful. Too much comedy and nonsense. Seven
reels.—B. Wolfe, Verdun Palace theatre, Verdun,
Canada.—General patronage.

THE BROWN DERBY : Johnny Hines—Picture
good but did not draw. Played November 5.

—

Chase Jones, Orpheum theatre, Mitchell, Ind.-
General patronage.

THE BROWN DERBY : Johnny Hines—Here is

another piece of cheese from First National.
Highly perfumed and sent out as a special. Very,
very poor and not near as good as Hines’ inde-

pendent pictures of a few years ago. Business ?

There was none. Played October 23. Seven reels.

—J. A. Zimmerman, Rex theatre, Aurora, Minn.

—

General patronage.

SWEET DADDIES: Special cast—One of the
good comedies of the year. Didn’t do extra well
at the box office, but sure pleased those who saw
it. Seven reels.—A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre.

Rainier, Ore.—General patronage.

SWEET DADDIES: Charles Murray— Boys,
here is one to step on. Pleased everybody and
draw biggest house in three months. This is as

good if not better than “The Cohens and Kellys.”

—A. Beams, Beams’ Auditorium, Red Cloud, Nebr.
—General patronage.

THE SPLENDID ROAD: Anna Q. Nilsson—
Have noticed some adverse reports on this one,

but it went over good here and had many favor-
able comments, so guess they liked it. Good com-
edy touches, good scenery, and very good acting
by all the cast. Seven reels.—H. J. Eagan, Amer-
ican theatre, Wautoma, Wis.—Small town patron-
age.

KIKI: Norma Talmadge—Could not see Norma
in such a role as she played in this picture.

Patrons did not seem to care a great deal for

the show. Just fair. Played October 20. Nine
reels.—J. A. Zimmerman, Rex theatre, Aurora,
Minn.-—General patronage.

RANSON’S FOLLY: Richard Barthelmess

—

Patrons did not like this picture and said it was
a shame to kill Dick in a picture like this. Eight
reels.—B. Wolfe, Verdun Palace theatre, Verdun,
Canada.—General patronage.

RANSON’S FOLLY: Richard Barthelmess

—

Good for Tuesday and Wednesday. A very good
program picture. This was sold to me as special.

However, you can’t fail, brother. It's a good story

and Richard in this sure acts well. Miss Mackaill
sure doing her best. Seven reels.—D. M. Mangone,
Rex theatre, Newport, Wash.—General patronage.

THE HALF-WAY GIRL: Doris Kenyon—Fair
picture. Disappointing ending. — Cramer, Royal
theatre, Gardner, Kan.—General patronage.

HER NIGHT OF ROMANCE: Constance Tal-
madge—A good picture but I lost money on it,

but no fault of picture. It is a good one. Nine
reels.—Kenney Lloyd, Lyric theatre. Mineral
Springs, Ark.—General patronage.

THE DESERT FLOWER: Colleen Moore—Just
a regular picture. Did not do anything usual.

—

Cramer, Royal theatre, Gardner, Kan.—General
patronage.

WHAT FOOLS MEN : Lewis Stone—The work
of Lewis Stone and Shirley Mason was certainly

great to my notion. The First National fans
complimented me on the excellent program. Seven
reels.—Dr. F. M. Childs, Cozy theatre, Villisca,

la.—General patronage.

Fox
THE RETURN OF PETER GRIMM: Alec B.

Francis—Oik- of the finest pictures of the season.

Here is one that they will remember and think
about after they get home. Mr. Francis’ acting
is marvelous and cast is perfect. A picture that

the entire industry will be proud of. Seven reels.

—Allwein & Schreffler, Opera House and Cas-
tamba theatre, Shelby, Ohio.—General patronage.

THE MIDNIGHT KISS: Special cast— Very
good comedy drama, though the title and cast

mean nothing. If you can get them in the picture

will please. Six reels.—T. A. Shea, Palace thea-

tre, McGehee, Ark.—General patronage.

THE GREAT K & A TRAIN ROBBERY: Tom
Mix—A good picture with lots of action. Five
reels.—P. R. Carlin & Son, Carlin’s Opera House,
Spalding, Nebr.—General patronage.

THE GENTLE CYCLONE: Buck Jones—Good
picture. Jones always draws. — Chase Jones,

Orpheum theatre, Mitchell, Ind.—General patron-
age.

WINGS OF YOUTH: Madge Bellamy—Passed
this one to the Family Night crowd and was sur-

prised how they packed in. The story was in the

"Des Moines Register.” This I didn’t know until
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I had wondered why the excitement to get in.

When the intermission flashed, Joe Briggs hollered

to Jim Spevins, “That were a sure jazzy one,

weren’t it Jim? I’d say, dang near bare in spots.”

That’s the kind they seem to enjoy. Seven reels.

—Dr. F. M. Childs, Cozy theatre, Villisca, la.

—

General patronage.

DURAND OF THE BAD LANDS: Buck Jones

—Good.—R. S. Moore, Rays theatre, Snyder, Okla.

—General patronage.

THE LUCKY HORSESHOE: Tom Mix—Not up
to Mix standard. When Mix tries “Romeo and

Juliet” he will come back to the ground and

make some of the real pictures that made him
famous.—R. S. Moore, Rays theatre, Snyder, Okla.

—General patronage.

LOVEY MARY : Bessie Love—Good program
picture which pleased Sunday. No sex, no villian,

no fights. Seven reels.—P. G. Estee, S. T. theatre,

Parker, S. D.—Small town patronage.

FIG LEAVES : Special cast— Cannot please

everyone, but it comes near doing it. Big business

Strongest opposition.—W. T. Sonneman, Palace

theatre, Fayetteville, Ark.—General patronage.

NO MAN’S GOLD: Tom Mix—Some picture.

Drew as usual—all your house will hold.—W. T.

Sonneman, Palace theatre, Fayetteville, Ark.

—

General patronage.

THE FAMILY UPSTAIRS: Virginia Valli—
An excellent entertainment. Six reels..— J. S.

Walker, Texas theatre. Grand Prairie, Tex.—Small

town patronage.
THE FLYING HORSEMAN: Buck Jones-

Good, but didn’t draw.—W. T. Sonneman, Palace

theatre, Fayetteville, Ark.—General patronage.

HELL’S FOUR HUNDRED: Madge Bellamy—
Another one I was afraid of and put on Family
Night. The title packed them in and the picture

pleased. My Family Night crowd at 25 cents for

the whole family has increased until it takes two
nights to take care of them and surprise you at

the box office. Seven reels.—Dr. F. M. Childs,

Cozy theatre, Villisca, la.—General patronage.

WHEN THE DOOR OPENED: Jacqueline

Logan—Not so good for this community. Business

poor and several walkouts at that.—F. D. Moore,
Liberty theatre, Robertsdale, Pa.—Small town pat-

ronage.
THE DIXIE MERCHANT: Special cast—

A

crackerjack that pleased here. Six reels.—E. A.
Armistead, Lyric theatre, Easley, S. C.—General

patronage.

THE YANKEE SENOR: Tom Mix—Poor Tom
has lost his appeal in my house. Hail the new
king. Buck Jones. Did not seem to please. Five

reels.—B. Wolfe, Verdun Palace theatre, Verdun,
Canada.—General patronage.

THE CONNECTICUT YANKEE: Harry Meyers
—Reissue which I gave on Family Night to great

satisfaction. Much footage cut out but doesn’t

seem to affect the pleasing quality. Seven reels.

—Dr. F. M. Childs, Cozy theatre, Villisca, la.—
General patronage.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
THERE YOU ARE: Conrad Nagel—Fair

comedy drama. Satisfied. Played November 4.

-—C. V. Kelly, Badger theatre, Reedsburg, Wis.
—Neighborhood patronage.

THERE YOU ARE: Conrad Nagel—Very light

affair. Six reels.—J. S. Walker, Texas theatre.

Grand Prairie, Tex.—Small town patronage.

MARE NOSTRUM: Special cast—A very fine

production, but not suitable for small towns.
Might get by in somel cities, but I doubt it.

Did not please here. Fell flat second day. Ten
reels.—E. A. Armistead, Lyric theatre, Easley,
S. C.—General patronage.

MARE NOSTRUM: Special cast—Some said

the best ever and others rotten, but I think it

was a wonderful picture. Just about broke even
on it. I ran it a week ahead of the Key City
for this section (Oklahoma City). Think if I had
waited I would have done better.—R. S. Moore,
Rays theatre, Snyder, Okla.—General patronage.

LOVE’S BLINDNESS: Special cast—Not much.
Seven reels.—C. S. Watson, Electric theatre, Cald-
well, Kans.—General patronage.

THE MAGICIAN : Special cast—Certainly they
spent money on producing it, but they did not get
a small town audience picture. Slow of develop-
ment and a theme that the public did not seem
to care very much for. It is exceedingly well
done but not the type of picture that will get
money in the small towns. I’m sure of that. It

is a weird, impossible melodrama that undoubt-
edly will go well in Europe, because we know
that Paramount some three years ago brought
over two German films that had been knockouts
over there, but not here and this is a type of
them.—A. E. Hancock, Columbia theatre, Colum-
bia City, Ind.—General patronage.

BLARNEY : Ralph Graves—Poor story for pic-

ture use. Too brutal for mixed audience in

small town. Did not please. Six reels.—Ray
Link, Scope theatre, Wenona, 111.—Small town
patronage.

BLARNEY : Ralph Graves—“Parade of Hits”
did I hear ? “Parade of Flops” would be better.

“Blarney” is a very poor picture. The bare fist

fight is the only thing that saved it from being
nothing. Played it two nights to poor business.

Appeal, none. Not for Sunday. Not for special.

No exploitation possibilities. Six reels.—O. B.

Junkins, Manzanita theatre, Carmel, Cal.—Gen-
eral patronage.

LA BOHEME : Special cast—Critics have all

agreed that this is a great production, so we don’t

disagree with them, but will say it is no picture

for a small town audience. We barely took in

film rental. Every once in a while we go against
our better judgment and book a costume picture,

but this will be the last. The paper was very
bad for us and print was very dark almost all

the way through. Our second night’s receipts

were almost nil. Ten reels.—W. C. Wheeler,
Majestic theatre, Willits, Calif.—Small town
patronage.

LA BOHEME: John Gilbert—Surely not a
small town picture, and they had the nerve to

want to charge me for a special. It might go
over in cities, but not small towns.—-A Beams,
Beam’s Auditorium, Red Cloud, Nebr.—General
patronage.

LA BOHEME : Special cast—Terrible for a
small town. Received an awful razzing on this.

They are still wondering what it’s all about.

Nine reels.—H. E. Partrick, Palace theatre, North
Rose, N. Y.—Small town patronage.

BROWN OF HARVARD: William Haines—At
last 1 At last 1 Comes the perfect audience pic-

ture. Such is “Brown of Harvard.” Comedy ga-

lore, clean comedy with titles that kept my audi-

ence in one continuous laugh with a tear or two
to mix with the fun. Haines has a wonderful
personality that should make him a great bet
for exhibitors. My patrons ate this picture up.

Not a single knock, but a lot of them told me
how well they liked it. I sat through it four
times, so it must be good. Eight reels.—J. A.
Zimmerman, Rex theatre, Aurora, Minn.—General
patronage.

BROWN OF HARVARD: Special cast—Cer-
tainly a nice clean story, covering college days
and sports. Not all football, as posters would
indicate. Entirely satisfactory to any class. Seven
reels.—W. S. Hattwick, Blue Bird theatre, Mill

Hall, Pa.—General patronage.

BROWN OF HARVARD: William Haines-
Great! Step on this one, especially during foot-

ball season. Pleased 100 per cent and Haines
received some real compliments. This boy is a
comer.—F. D. Moore, Liberty theatre, Robertsdale,

Pa.—Small town patronage.

BROWN OF HARVARD: William Haines—This
is just as good as Grange, if not better. You can
buy it right and make some real money on it.

Drew well and pleased all.—A. Beams, Beams’
Auditorium, Red Cloud, Nebr.—General patronage.

BROWN OF HARVARD: William Haines—
Boys, this is what you may call a real picture

that will go big in most any man’s town. If

they don’t like this one, better lay off all the

balance. Seven reels.—M. J. Babin, Fairyland
theatre, White Castle, La.—General patronage.

THE GAY DECEIVER: Special cast—Just fair.
-—R. S. Moore, Rays theatre, Snyder, Okla.

—

General patronage.

THE GAY DECEIVER: Special cast—Played
this against ten show opposition. Well, as usual

the tent show had no opposition. Did not gross

express charges. The operator said it was very

good. Seven reels.—T. A. Shea, Palace theatre,

McGehee, Ark.—General patronage.

WAR PAINT: Tim McCoy—Good Western.
Played this against free show by opposition and
it pulled good business.—C. V. Kelly, Badger
theatre, Reedsburg, Wis.—Neighborhood; patron-

age.

WAR PAINT: Tim McCoy—Very good West-
ern. Photography exceptional. It should not

require many like this to make this newcomer
a drawing card.—T. A. Shea, Palace theatre,

McGehee, Ark.—General patronage.

WAR PAINT: Tim McCoy—A very good pic-

ture and will satisfy. I hope the remaining five

from Metro are as good. Six reels.—E. H.

Brechler, Opera House, Fennimore, Wis.—General

patronage.

THE WALTZ DREAM: Mae Murray—A very

poor small town picture but it seems every one

of these ’26-27 Metro pictures I have played are

^Mt0WaiMI
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no good for small towns, and I bought the whole
group. I wonder if I am the only one who is

sorry of this buy. But maybe they will get
better. Eight reels.—E. H- Brechler, Opera
House, Fennimore, Wis.—General patronage.

THE BOY FRIEND : Special cast—If you have
this bought, pay for it and leave it in the
exchange.-—R. S. Moore, Rays theatre, Snyder,
Okla.—General patronage.

THE CONQUERING POWER: Rudolph Valen-
tino—A re-issue but a powerful picture that

Valentino has only a small part in.—E. W. Egel-
ston. Electric theatre, Atwood, Kan.—General
patronage.

THE WANING SEX: Special cast—-A fine one.

As good as “His Secretary.”—R. S. Moore, Rays
theatre, Snyder, Okla.—General patronage.

THE ROAD TO MANDALAY: Lon Chaney—
The picture registered more at the box office than
any Chaney ever played in the town. Some com-
plained that the picture was gruesome, but all

spoke of the acting in the highest terms. Seven
reels.—W. J. Powell, Lonet theatre, Wellington,
Ohio.-—Small town patronage.

BEVERLY OF GRAUSTARK: Marion Davies—
You can’t get away from the fact that M-G
puts out the pictures that get the money at the

box office. This picture drew well and was pleas-

ing to all. Seven reels.—W. J. Powell, Lonet
theatre, Wellington, Ohio.—Small town patronage.

BATTLING BUTLER: Buster Keaton—Draggy
for four reels, peps up to good finish with whirl-

wind fight. Very funny. Keaton does not draw
here. Seven reels.—Ray Link, Scope theatre,

Wenona, 111.—Small town patronage.

BATTLING BUTLER: Buster Keaton—Pretty
good.—R. S. Moore, Rays theatre, Snyder, Okla.
-—General patronage.

BATTLING BUTLER: Buster Keaton—One of

Keaton’s best comedy features.—Verne H. Coff-

man, Lyric theatre, Moweaqua, 111.—General pat-

ronage.

HIS SECRETARY : Norma Shearer—Very good.

Pleased all.—A. Beams, Beams’ Auditorium, Red
Cloud, Nebr.—General patronage.

HIS SECRETARY : Norma Shearer—A dandy
picture and one of the better comedy dramas.
Book it and step on it ; it will please.—E. W.
Egelston, Electric theatre, Atwood, Kan.—Gen-
eral patronage.

DON’T: Special cast—A good little picture, but
print was rotten and brittle. It is old but worth
showing if you can get a good print.—E. W.
Egelston, Electric theatre, Atwood, Kan.—Gen-
eral patronage.

THE NAVIGATOR: Buster Keaton—This is

my last attempt to put this star across. I like

him myself, but I can’t afford to pay $10 for my
ticket to see him. My gang won’t come to see

him at all, so I regretfully bid him farewell.

Seven reels.—I. R. Gavin, Hammond theatre, Ham-
mond, Wis—Small town patronage.

Paramount
YOU’D BE SURPRISED: Raymond Griffith—

A silly and absurd story, yet it is pleasing. Kept
my patrons giggling all the way through. Just
enough mystery and comedy to keep one inter-

ested and wondering what will happen next. Not
Griffith’s best. Drew a little extra business. Tone
okay. Yes for Sunday. Special, no. Seven
reels.—O. B. Junkins, Manzanita theatre, Car-
mel, Cal.—General patronage.

YOU’D BE SURPRISED: Raymond Griffith—

I

was surprised. Not much to this one. Griffith

is not popular here. Played November 1-2.

—

Orris F. Collins, Capitol & Majestic theatres,

Paragould, Ark.—General patronage.

THE GREAT GATSBY: Warner Baxter—You
fellows that feature Family Nights, look out for

this one. Has wild petting parties, half naked-
ness, sloppy drunkeness and everything that is

disgusting. May be all right for the cities, but
is the bunk for small towns. Paramount cer-

tainly will not brag about this one. However,
they don’t have many like it in this group so far.

Seven reels.—H. J. Egan, American theatre, Wau-
toma, Wis.—Small town patronage.

EAGLE OF THE SEA: Special cast—This
picture is well done but is not the type of picture
my people like. I only took in $12 the second
night.—E. T. Dunlap, Dunlap theatre, Hawarden,
la.—General patronage.

THE QUARTERBACK: Richard Dix—Great
football story. Run it now. Many came twice
to see it.—Allwein & Shreffler, Opera House &
Castamba, Shelby, Ohio.—General patronage.

THE QUARTERBACK: Richard Dix—This is

a mighty good picture. Suitable for any kind of
house.—E. T. Dunlap, Dunlap theatre, Hawarden,
la.—General patronage.

Pfeiffer

Reports
Following are box office results of

pictures played at my Princess theatre

between October 10, 1926, and No-
vember 11.—Raymond Pfeiffer, Prin-

cess theatre, Chilton, Wis.
BIG

Across the Pacific—Bordelys the Magnifi-

cent Up In Mabel's Room So This Is

Paris The Bat Son of the Sheik Oh
What a Nurse.

GOOD
A Man Four Square Tony Rung Wild

Cornered Find Your Man Coast of Folly
The Sap.

FAIR
The Combat—Lucky Devil Man Who

Found Himself Rustlers Ranch Broadway
After Dark.

POOR
Looking for Trouble On the U. P. Trail

with Buffalo Bill The Love Toy—Stella
Maris Pursued The Phantom Bullet New
Brooms King on Main Street Passionate
Quest—Fighting Peacemaker Splendid
Crime.

the business that his pictures usually do for us.—Paul B. Hoffman, Legion theatre, Holyrood,
Kan.—Small town patronage.

WET PAINT: Special cast—Biggest flop of
the month. Paid more than for any picture other
than specials and lost more than any play. At-
tendance lowest for month. Raymond Griffith, you
are a dandy fellow, but isn’t there some way for
you to refuse to take part in a production that
hasn’t even a rag, a bone or a hunk of hair in
it ? You are only killing yourself and killing us
with this sort.—Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon,
Idaho.—General patronage.

THE PALM BEACH GIRL: Bebe Daniels-
Seemed to satisfy our patrons. Personally
thought it very good. Plenty of action and
comedy. Played November 7.—W. H. Goodroad,
Strand theatre, Warren, Minn.—General patron-
age.

THAT ROYLE GIRL: Special cast—Would
pass by as a good picture if you’re not robbed,
as we were, on price.—W. S. Hattwick, Blue Bird
theatre. Mill Hall, Pa.—General patronage.

FINE MANNERS: Gloria Swanson—Very good.
A iittle wild to start with but ended all right.

Played November 2-3.—W. H. Goodroad, Strand
theatre, Warren, Minn.—General patronage.

Crime.

THE QUARTERBACK: Richard Dix—A won-
derful picture and pleased our patrons 100 per
cent as near as it is possible. Step on it hard.

Played November 5-6.—W. H. Goodroad, Strand
theatre, Warren, Minn.—General patronage.

FORLORN RIVER: Jack Holt—A good Zane
Grey story, Hatton putting the picture over. Six

reels.—E. H. Brechler, Opera House, Fennimore,
Wis.—General patronage.

KID BOOTS: Eddie Cantor—Smash comedy
success. Used special orchestra attraction on this

for small presentation and the same outfit accom-
panied the picture. Biggest biz in weeks. Played
Sunday, November 7. Six reels.—Pace & Bouma,
Rialto theatre, Pocahontas, la.—Mixed patronage.

KID BOOTS — Eddie Cantor—Eddie Cantor
didn’t mean anything to my people, so I failed

to get a crowd. Lost money on this. I could have
run a cheaper picture and had just as many
people and could have kept more of the money.
I think, however, it would go well in the cities.

Paramount made me charge 35 cents for this and
it’s too much.—E. T. Dunlap, Dunlap theatre,

Hawarden, la.—General patronage.

KID BOOTS: Eddie Cantor—Fair comedy.
Cantor very good. Clara Bow and Billie Dove
good to look at. Picture not worth the price.

Small towns better lay off this until star is better

known. Six reels.—T. A. Shea, Palace theatre,

McGehee, Ark.—General patronage.

THE CAMPUS FLIRT: Bebe Daniels—Won-
derfully good comedy drama of college life. Drew
and pleased. Seven reels.—P. G. Estee, S. T.

theatre, Parker, S. D.—Small town patronage.

VARIETY : Emil Jannings—While this failed

to draw, yet it is one of the best pictures I

have had this year. You can promise your pa-

trons a picture far above the ordinary.—J. S.

Walker, Texas theatre. Grand Prairie, Tex.—
Small town patronage.

HOLD THAT LION: Douglas MacLean—

A

very pleasing comedy. Will not keep the audi-

ence in an uproar, but causes chuckles and hearty

laughs all the way through. Many favorable com-
ments from patrons. Tone okay. Yes for Sun-
day. Special, no. Six reels.—O. B. Junkins,
Manzanita theatre, Carmel, Cal.—General pat-

ronage.

HOLD THAT LION : Douglas MacLean

—

Drew and pleased. Think best MacLean since he
has been with Paramount. Walter Hiers scores

also. Constance Howard is charming as the girl

in the case. This young lady will be heard from,
or we are mistaken. We almost decided to change
our car’s name from “Hoot” to "Constance.”
Six reels.—P. G. Estee, S. T. theatre, Parker,

S. D.—Small town patronage.

HOLD THAT LION : Douglas MacLean—The
last two reels were funny. MacLean, Walter
Hiers and the lion made a trio that filled ex-

pectations for comedy. But if there is anything
funny about Doug racing up and down a hall

or elsewhere for a reel and a half clad in

B. V. D.’s, shirt and coat our crowd failed to

see it. A scene of this would have passed with-
out comment, but a reel and a half caused plenty,

and it certainly wasn’t complimentary. Otherwise
the comedy was good and satisfied the majority.

Six reels.—R. F. Gibbs, Photodrome theatre, Rich-

mond, 111.—General patronage.

WET PAINT : Raymond Griffith—This one car-

ries plenty of good comedy and it pleased the
majority of our customers. However, it didn’t do

THE VOLCANO: Bebe Daniels—Not as bad
as some of the reports would lead us to believe,

although it is not the sort of picture in which
they expect to see Bebe. The story is laid in
1870 and the cast is dressed accordingly. Cortez
and Wallace Beery in the cast. The eruption of

the volcano, Mt. Pelee, is in colors and is well
done and is something different than the usual
run of stuff. Played November 9-10. Five short
reels.—Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neills-

ville, Wis.—Small town patronage.

THE SONG AND DANCE MAN: Owen Moore
—One of the poorest stories we have screened.

Six reels.—W. S. Hattwick, Blue Bird theatre.

Mill Hall, Pa.—General patronage.

THE UNTAMED LADY: Gloria Swanson—
People don’t care for this star. Business fair.

—

Chase Jones, Orpheum theatre, Mitchell, Ind.

—

General patronage.

THE UNTAMED LADY: Gloria Swanson-
One of Gloria’s good ones, though the party who
originated the idea of making a high strung
girl go down in the hold of a ship and fire the
boilers certainly had better appreciation of the
ridiculous. Six reels.—T. A. Shea, Palace theatre,

McGehee, Ark.—General patronage.

GOOD AND NAUGHTY: Pola Negri-^A very

fine picture with Miss Negri. It is well cast and
acted. A very high type comedy from Para-
mount. Your photo, please, Pola. My address is

44 South Main Street. Six reels.—C. A. Angle-
mire, Y. theatre, Nazareth, Pa.—General patron-

age.

THE BLIND GODDESS: Jack Holt—Would
consider this a good picture. Work of entire

cast splendid, but it was a big flop with us. The
title didn’t mean anything to the fans, as they

stayed away. Also paid too much money for it.

We lost more money on this one than any pic-

ture we ever played. Eight reels.—A. E. Sharer,

Globe theatre. Savannah, Mo.—General patronage.

THE BUND GODDESS: Jack Holt—A very
fine show that was interesting from start to

finish. It was too slow in action for the action

lovers. It is well acted and should please the

classes better than the mass audience. Esther,

where is that photo you promised? Let’s have
one. Eight reels.—C. A. Anglemire, Y. theatre,

Nazareth, Pa.—General patronage.

SAY IT AGAIN : Richard Dix—Not much of

a picture for Dix, and one of those most im-

possible ones. Better see it before you buy it.

Seven reels.—O. O. Troyer, Rialto theatre, Dickin-

son, N. Dak.—General patronage.

SAY IT AGAIN : Richard Dix—A good comedy
type picture that pleased all. Gunboat Smith
and Chester Conklin certainly brought a great

many hearty laughs from our crowd all through
the showing of this picture. Eight reels.—C. A.

Anglewire, Y. theatre, Nazareth, Pa.—General

patronage.

THE VANISHING AMERICAN: Richard Dix
—A splendid picture. Crowd seemed well satis-

fied. Played October 7-8.—E. W. Egelston, Elec-

tric theatre, Atwood, Kan.—General patronage.

FOR HEAVEN’S SAKE: Harold Lloyd—Not
what they expected and had a flop on second
night. Lucky for me that I did not raise ad-

,-missions. The toughs in this picture outclass

Lloyd and every laugh is due to them.—F. D.

Moore, Liberty theatre, Robertsdale, Pa.—Small
town patronage.

FOR HEAVEN’S SAKE: Harold Lloyd—Very
good picture, but Famous Players got all the

money. Six reels.—E. W. Egelston, Electric the-

atre, Atwood, Kan.—General patronage.
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LADY OF THE HAREM: Greta Nissen—With
these stars one would expect a knockout, but it

was awful. I pulled it the first night and gave
everyone tickets back. It seems to be made from
scraps of “The Wanderer.” The picture that

caused the churches to almost close my Sunday
shows.—E. T. Dunlap, Dunlap theatre, Hawarden,
la.—General patronage.

THE MAN WHO FOUND HIMSELF: Thomas
Meighan—Pleased our Saturday night crowd. Had
many favorable comments.—R. K. Lattin, Strand
theatre, Valparaiso, Nebr.—General patronage.

LOVERS IN QUARANTINE: Bebe Daniels-
Pretty good little program. Most of Daniels’

please here. Seven reels.—B. B. Benfield, Every-
body’s theatre, Dillon, S. C.—General patronage.

GRASS: Special cast—A very interesting pic-

ture for the better educated people. It won’t
appeal to the masses, but to the classes it will.

Three reels.—C. A. Anglemire, Y. theatre, Naza-
reth, Pa.—General patronage.

Pro-Dis-Co

THE LAST FRONTIER: William Boyd—Fel-
lows, here is a Western special at program price

They have a buffalo stampede scene that is a

knockout. We had more crowd demonstration on
this than on anything we have ever run. Play
it, step on it, it’s there.—W. B. Franke, Strand
theatre, Humboldt, la.—General patronage.

THE LAST FRONTIER: William Boyd—We
thought it a good outdoor picture but not a big
special by any means. We took the worst flop at

the box office in months. We played the picture

before Key City showing, so they knew nothing
about it, and it deserved to do better business than
it did as it is not at all bad. Eight reels.—W. C.

Wheeler, Majestic theatre, Willits, Cal. — Small
town patronage.

THE VOLGA BOATMAN: William Boyd—Al-
ways the master hand of a director tells, Cecil

De Mille has been outstanding in his productions,
in each that we have played the last six years,

and in “The Volga Boatman” he not only holds
his supremacy he has surpassed his former efforts.

William Boyd's work stands out in this picture.

In the past it has taken some one picture to put
them to the front, Meighan in “The Miracle Man,”
Boyd in “The Volga Boatman!” I hope he goes
far. His personality in this production struck
home with my patrons. “The Volga Boatman”
will not make us any money, but it is the only
picture that I remember that I was satisfied to

break even on and not feel a little sore regarding
the fact that it did not make a profit. Regard-
less of doubled advertising, we did not do a good
business on the picture, but it is there and then
some. Business is rotten, has been for the last

six months. “The Volga Boatman” ought to stand
’em out, but the response has been very light.

Don’t understand why, but the picture is not to

blame. Played November 9-10. Eleven reels.—A.
E. Hancock, Columbia theatre, Columbia City,

Ind.—General patronage.

THE VOLGA BOATMAN: Special cast—A pic-

ture that any showman may well be proud of.

Did not draw for me as well as I hoped, but still

made a fair profit. It is pictures like “The Volga
Boatman” that are popularizing motion pictures

with the intellectual class of the American public.

Cecil De Mille always makes one pay high for his

personally directed product, but I can’t ever re-

member losing any money on one of his pictures.

Eleven reels.—W. J. Powell, Lonet theatre, Wel-
lington, Ohio.—Small town patronage.

THE UNKNOWN SOLDIER: Special cast—
While we did not do the business on this we
expected, the feature is a very good one of its

kind : in fact we have seen few better. Story is

very sad, but the comedy relief helps to offset

this. Eight reels.—Tom Foster, Star theatre,

Stanley, Wis.—Small town patronage.

THE UNKNOWN SOLDIER: Special cast—
Personally we thought it fine, but the ending
killed it for us. Fell down second night. We
believe it would have gone over very good with
a glad ending. Print and paper very good. Eight
reels.—E. W. McClelland, Rex theatre, Gilman
City, Mo.—General patronage.

ROCKING MOON : John Bowers—One of the
good ones, different story good, backed by a fine

cast. Will hold interest. Besides, the scenery is

so beautiful it would almost carry the feature
alone. Seven reels.—Tom Foster, Star theatre,
Stanley, Wis.—Small town patronage.

ROCKING MOON: Special cast—Can’t figure
drawing power of this picture, as I played it on
my serial night. A good picture but would have
been better if they had followed the story closer.
Seven reels.—C. S. Watson, Electric theatre, Cald-
well, Kan.—General patronage.

UP IN MABEL’S ROOM: Marie Prevost

—

Went over big and drew exceptionally well in a

“Yes, They
Sure Would”
That old fossil of yours is getting

me into all kinds of trouble by pub-
lishing my picture and labeling it like

he did. I want to ask you, can I help
it because I am so good looking?
What’s the use in him telling the wide
world about it?

I am very modest, and just because
I am the best looking man in Chan-
dler it makes me the best in the

world, but I don’t want to rub it into

the rest of the boys, because I realize

that there are some of the sterner sex
who imagine they are handsome and
I hate to ruin their opinion of them-
selves.

I want to ask you, what can I do
about it?

I did not know that old devil took
that semi-closeup. If he wanted a per-

sonal picture, why didn’t he say so,

and I would have posed or something
and gave him a picture that would
knock everyone off their feet. I just

want to tell the world I am better

looking than that picture shows me.
Already I have wires from four pro-

ducers saying they are rushing camera
men to take tests, what t-hell? I don’t

want to be in the movies. 1 told Jen-

kins that if Colleen Moore and the

rest of the girls knew there was such
a fellow as me they would go crazy,

and he said, “Yes, they sure would.”
Then he goes ahead and spills the

beans, as the saying goes, and here I

am a child of fate.

I guess I better shoot you some
stuff that will finish old man Jenkins
for once and all time.

H. G. STETTMUND,
Odeon Theatre,

Chandler, Okla.

P. S.—Be sure to publish this let-

ter, because I want everyone to know
I am better looking than that photo
insinuates.—H. G. S.

town of 2,000 that is just recovering from 135
cases of typhoid fever. The audience laughed con-
tinually from start to finish. Seven reels.—W. J.

Powell, Lonet theatre, Wellington, Ohio.—Small
town patronage.

UP IN MABEL’S ROOM: Marie Prevost—It's

a knockout farce. Beats "Charley’s Aunt.” Un-
fortunately, we ran it during the first cold snap
when the temperature went down to about 10

degrees above and, with everybody still in B.V.D.’s
and water in the radiators, they remained at home.
Print was good except for one reel. Seven reels.

—I. R. Gavin, Community theatre, Hammond,
Wis.—Small town patronage.

UP IN MABEL’S ROOM: Marie Prevost—Ex-
cellent farce comedy. It has got everything to
please all classes of patrons.—Allwein & Shreffler,

Opera House and Castamba theatre, Shelby, Ohio.
—General patronage.

MADE FOR LOVE: Leatrice Joy—May get by
and give satisfaction, but it failed here. Seven
reels.—Tom Foster, Star theatre, Stanley, Wis.

—

Small town patronage.

SILENCE: H. B. Warner—Very good. If you
haven’t played this one, by all means get it.—

-

L. Miller, Capitol theatre, Cordele, Ga.—General
patronage.

THE ROAD TO YESTERDAY: Cecil B. De
Mille—The dream killed it, and also killed business
on the second day. Lay off this. Eight reels.

—

B. B. Benfield, Everybody’s theatre, Dillon, S. C.

—General patronage.

CHARLIE’S AUNT: Syd Chaplin—100 per cent.

Enough said.—L. Miller, Capitol theatre, Cordele,
Ga.—General patronage.

FIFTH AVENUE: Special cast—Not much.
Will get by as a program attraction but that is

all. Six reels.—Tom Foster, Star theatre, Stanley,
Wis.—Small town patronage.

Rayart
PERILS OF THE COAST GUARD: Cullen

Landis—A very good melodrama with much com-
edy throughout. Should be a good small town
picture. Average business here. Six reels.—A. G.
Witwer, Grand theatre, Rainier, Ore.—General pat-
ronage.

THE MIDNIGHT LIMITED: Special cast

—

Small country town will pass on this little fellow ;

that is all. Six reels.—Mrs. L. M. Bierman,
Palace theatre, Seadrift, Tex.—Small town pat-
ronage.

THE MIDNIGHT LIMITED: Special cast.—

A

crackerjack R. R. story and, best of all, pleased
patronage. You might say a 100 per cent pro-
duction. Five reels.—Ed C. Curdts, Bijou thea-
tre, Greenville, So. Ca.—General patronage.

Sunset

BUFFALO BILL ON U. P. TRAIL: Special
cast—Good program picture. Buffalo stampede.
Story of the early West. Six reels.—Robert Hines,
Hines theatre, Loyalton, S. Dak.—General pat-
ronage.

BUFFALO BILL OVER THE U. P. TRAIL:
Roy Stewart—Disappointment. Good title but that
is all. Sold as a special, but not even a good
western. The old timers interested in title but
after seeing it are disappointed. No direction

;

the whole picture a poor make believe. Six reels.

—Mrs. L. M. Bierman, Palace theatre, Seadrift,

Tex.—Small town patronage.

Tiffany

LOST AT SEA: Special cast—This Tiffany
bunch is sure delivering this season. They told

us they had some good pictures, and now that we
have played three we believe them. And the price

is right.—Harry M. Palmer, Indiana theatre,

Bloomington, Ind.—General patronage.

SOULS FOR SABLES: Special cast—Put this

on with Hotel Witter Yellow Jacket Band, ad-
vanced admissions to 40 cents, and packed them
in. The band, of course, was the drawing card.

—O. V. Kelly, Badger theatre, Reedsburg, Wis.

—

General patronage.

THAT MODEL FROM PARIS: Marceline Day
—Here’s another Tiffany picture that the audi-

ence seemed to thoroughly enjoy. Has a dandy
style show and some clever comedy. Bert Lytell

is in the cast and he has a great many admirers.

—Harry M. Palmer, Indiana theatre, Bloomington,
Ind.—General patronage.

Truart

PALS : Louise Lorraine—This is a wonderful
little story and all that it’s title signifies, a dog,

a horse and a girl. As of western outdoor nature,

several laughs a few thrills are a happy ending.

You can make ’em say "A Good Show” on this

one. Six reels.—Stoddard Bros., Rex theatre,

Madisonville, Tex.—General patronage.

THREE IN EXILE: Art Acord—Good picture

for the kids. Six reels.—R. B. Maxwell. Illinois

theatre, Sullivan, 111.—General patronage.

United Artists

SPARROWS: Mary Pickford—Played to packed
houses. Mary always draws. Have seen some we
liked better. Ten reels.—C. C. Bisbee, Columbia
theatre, Poynette, Wis.—General patronage.

SPARROWS: Mary Pickford—I liked this pic-

ture very much, though some of my people thought
it overdrawn. Some of the teachers in the school
got up and left. They thought it too gruesome,
said it was awful. I didn’t make money on this

but did better than on the costume pictures she
made.—E. T. Dunlap, Dunlap theatre, Hawarden,
la.—General patronage.

THE BLACK PIRATE : Douglas Fairbanks

—

This picture is quite a piece of art, but really

friends I wouldn’t pay a lot of money for this.

The people do not shout from the house tops. Did
just a fair business.—W. B. Franke, Strand thea-
tre, Humboldt, la.—General patronage.

THE BLACK PIRATE: Douglas Fairbanks—
Picture good but people did not like it. They
walked out. Lost money. Played October 19.

—

Chase Jones, Orpheum theatre, Mitchell, Ind.

—

General patronage.

THE BLACK PIRATE: Douglas Fairbanks—
This was a beautiful picture. Those who should
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have seen it never go to shows and those that
come didn’t care for it. I wish Douglas would
make something besides Spanish, Mexican or

pirate stories. My people never did care for this

type of story. Lost money. Picture not to blame.
—E. T. Dunlap. Dunlap theatre, Hawarden, la.

—

General patronage.

THE EAGLE: Rudolph Valentino—This is

what I would call real drama. To me it was very,

very fine and my people praised it also. Valentino
as a cossack lieutenant spurns the amorous ad-
vance of the Queen, he is condemned to die ; he
escapes to become a brigand, rescues the daugh-
ter of the man he has sworn to kill, and the rest
is romance, danger, and interest. It is strictly
a love play but there is enough action and bits
of comedy and variety to please even the men.
Vilma Banky is splendid, Louise Dresser fine
and Valentino superb. A high class, artistic and
finished drama. Be sure and use the window
cards for color display. Having no musicians for
this play, bought an Orthophonic (for Victor
records), bought also some dandy Russian music
records and others, and put on a fine musical
program. I could not find a satisfactory “hurry.”
If any exhibitor knows of a good record for a
hurry kindly advise. May have to use this again
sometime. — Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon,
Idaho.—General patronage.

STELLA DALLAS : Special cast—A very good
picture and can be classed as a special. Eleven
reels.—E. H. Brechler, Opera House, Fennimore,
Wis.—General patronage.

STELLA DALLAS: Special cast—Another so-
called special. The only special about it is the
price. Acting and story good, but the flappers
panned and snickered at the 1900 to 1906 costumes.
A cheap feature will show you more profit than
any special like “Stella Dallas.” Eleven reels.

—

W. N. Roob, Grand theatre. Port Washington,
Wis.—General patronage.

SON OF THE SHEIK: Rudolph Valentino—

A

course it draw 100 per cent, and it pleased at
that.—W. T. Sonneman, Palace theatre, Fayette-
ville, Ark.—General patronage.

SON OF THE SHEIK: Rudolph Valentino—

A

big drawing card for us. Picture not quite as
good as one or two others before. Capacity busi-
ness at all shows except matinee. Seven reels.

—

B. B. Benfield, Everybody’s theatre, Dillon, S. C.—General patronage.

THE BAT: Special cast—A feature that drew
the crowd and pleased them. A picture with a
lot of spooky and mystery stuff. Something the
public likes. Nine reels.—M. J. Babin. Fairyland
theatre. White Castle, La.—General patronage.

THE BAT: Special cast—Out of a total of 7
of this company’s pictures this year, only 2 showed
a profit at our box office, “The Bat” and "Little
Annie Rooney.” The result is that I will take
no chances on United Artists product the coming
year. There is no longer any apparent demand
for the U. A. stars from my patrons and as I
am running a business concern and not a charit-
able institution there is no occasion for booking
their pictures. Nine reels.—W. J. Powell, Lonet
theatre, Wellington, Ohio.—Small town patronage.

TUMBLEWEEDS: William S. Hart— Played
this two days to fair business. After all was
over, had a few dollars left on the right side
of the ledger. It pleased the Hart fans but would
class it as just an average production. It ought
to go good in Kansas and Oklahoma, at least, as
it deals with early history in these states. Seven
reels.—Paul B. Hoffman, Legion theatre, Holy-
rood, Kan.—Small town patronage.

PARTNERS AGAIN: Special cast—This one
was okay until the last reel, then the airplane
stunt was too far-fetched and killed it. Too much
crazy, impossible stuff in the last reel. Seven
reels.—M. J. Babin, Fairyland theatre. White
Castle, la.—General patronage.

WILD JUSTICE: Special cast—Fine. One of
the best dog pictures ever shown. Drew a packed
house.—C. C. Bisbee, Columbia theatre, Poynette,
Wis.—General patronage.

ISN’T LIFE WONDERFUL: Special cast—Did
not draw enough to pay the film rental and would
not have pleased them if they had come. It is a
splendid show from an artistic standpoint, but has
not enough comedy or lightness to make it popu-
lar. Nine reels.—C. E. Hopkins, Hopkins theatre.
Cotter, Ark.—Small town patronage.

THE THREE MUSKETEERS: Douglas Fair-
banks—Split with the schools on this and we both
cleaned up. This is about the only United Artists
picture that made us any money except “Tess of
the Storm Country.” Print was good. Twelve
reels.—I. R. Gavin, Community theatre, Hammond,
Wis.—Small town patronage.

Mad at Jenkins;

Enters Race
I am enclosing some reports for the

old reliable column. I have been tak-

ing advantage of this for the past
seven years, but just get careless and
don't send reports. This is my first

for some time but will try and send
them in more often hereafter.

I am just a little sore that Dad Jen-
kins and Viola had to pass me up.
Too bad Dad could not have visited

all the boys. I sure enjoy his letters

in the “Herald” each week. If Dad
keeps on he will be telling Will Hays
what to do next, or writing titles for

Harold Lloyd, or something better.

I really am just sore that I did not
get to see that wonderful car of his,

and I herewith enter my Hupp Six in

that famous cross-country run and am
christening it “Alberta.” I am quite
sure that it will make anything else

entered eat the dust.

Now I haven’t kept up to date on
this, and possibly I am stealing some-
body else’s name, but anyway there
is no law to keep me from using it,

too. With best regards to all of the

“Herald” staff, as well as Dad Jenkins
(you see I like the old cuss even if

he didn’t stop to see me).

R. C. BUXTON,
Strand Theatre,

Ransom, Kans.

Universal

THE OLD SOAK: Jean Hersholt—This one
fooled me as well as my patrons. We did not
think very much of it and, in fact, was informed
so by patrons. However, must state it was ex-
ceptionally good. Seven reels. — M. J. Babin,
Fairyland theatre. White Castle, La.—General pat-
ronage.

THE FLAMING FRONTIER: Hoot Gibson-
Very good and exciting feature. All stars do their

work wonderfully. Business fair but not big.

Pleased about 75 per cent. Nine reels.—B. Wolfe,
Verdun Palace theatre, Verdun, Canada.—General
patronage.

ROLLING HOME : Reginald Denny—Good pic-

ture, but Denny does not draw at box office, not-
withstanding they are trying to get Harold Lloyd
prices. Nothing the matter with Denny pictures,

except people do not fall over each other to see

them.—W. T. Sonneman, Palace theatre, Fayette-

ville, Ark.—General patronage.

THE MIDNIGHT SUN: Laura La Plante—
Business poor on account of bad weather. Big
production and well acted by all stars. Pleased
about 80 per cent. Nine reels.—B. Wolfe, Verdun
Palace theatre, Verdun, Canada.—General patron-
age.

WESTERN LUCK: Special cast—One of those
usual Westerns, and was liked by all the Western
crowd. Five reels.—M. J. Babin, Fairyland thea-

tre, White Castle, La.—General patronage.

THE RED WARNING: Jack Hoxie—This is a
fair picture. No rough stuff and clean. These
go far better than those rough fighting and saloon

kind. Five reels.—J. W. Ryder, Jewel theatre,

Verndale, Minn.—Small town patronage.

THE COHENS AND KELLYS: Special cast—
We would class this as one among the best we
have run in the last six months. Why don’t the
producers make more pictures like “The Cohens
and Kellys,” and “His People” in place of so many
so called comedy dramas that are so light and
lacking in story value?—E. W. Egelston, Electric

theatre, Atwood, Kan.—General patronage.

THUNDERING DAWN: J. Warren Kerrigan—
This went about 50-50 here. The storm scenes are

good, and Kerrigan does fine, also Anna Q.
Nilsson.—Seven reels.—J. W. Ryder, Jewel theatre,

Verndale, Minn.—Small town patronage.

SET UP: Art Acord—Art’s horse is a dandy.
The kids in this picture were great. It pleased

the Saturday night crowd and the kids ate it up.

Five reels.—Dr. F. M. Childs, Cozy theatre, Vil-
lisca, la.—General patronage.

MY OLD DUTCH : May McAvoy—One of the
nicest pictures ever made. A story that strikes
home. It is not considered a special, but adver-
tise it big. Pleased about 90 per cent. An
English picture. Eight reels.—B. Wolfe, Verdun
Palace theatre, Verdun, Canada.—General patron-
age.

THE SCRAPPIN’ KID: Art Acord—Just a
Western picture. Five reels.—Ray Link, Scope
theatre, Wenona, 111.—Small town patronage.

BLUE BLAZES: Pete Morrison—A good pro-
gram picture. Good story. Above the average
Blue Streak western. Good attendance. Five
reels.—A. E. Sharer, Globe theatre. Savannah, Mo.
—General patronage.

BLUE BLAZES: Pete Morrison—Good West-
ern and pleased patronage. Pete popular with
our trade. Five reels.—Ed C. Curdts, Bijou thea-
tre, Greenville, S. C.—General patronage.

TWO FISTED JONES: Jack Hoxie— “Two
Fisted Jones” didn’t register anywhere near the
mark of “Border Sheriff.” Got by with the Hoxie
admirers. Personally I thought it punk. Five
reels.—Dr. F. M. Childs, Cozy theatre, Villisca,

la.—General patronage.

THE FIGHTING PEACEMAKER: Special cast
—Did a little extra with this. Didn’t see it, but
my regulars said they liked it okay. Five reels.

—I. R. Gavin, Hammond theatre, Hammond, Wis.
—Small town patronage.

HER BIG NIGHT : Laura La Plante—Clean,
clever and drew extra business. Better yet, pleas-

ing all. Eight reels.—P. G. Estee, S. T. theatre,
Parker, S. D.—Small town patronage.

SKINNER’S DRESS SUIT: Reginald Denny-
Splendid. He is always good and funny and as a
dancer he is Oh My.—C. C. Bisbee, Columbia the-

atre, Poynette, Wis.—General patronage.

SKINNER’S DRESS SUIT: Reginald Denny-
Very good picture. Print A-l.—E. W. Egelston,
Electric theatre, Atwood, Kan.—General patronage.

THE GOOSE WOMAN: Louise Dresser—This
is a cracking good picture, but it failed to draw
for us. Title probably killed it. Pleased those
that came. Seven reels.—B. B. Benfield, Every-
body’s theatre, Dillon, S. C.—General patronage.

THE ESCAPE: Pete Morrison—A very poor
western. I am tickled this is my last of them.
As poor a picture as I have viewed for a long
time. Five reels.—Leslie Hables, Reel Joy theatre.

King City, Cal.—Small town patronage.

THE COMBAT : House Peters— This picture
was shipped us as substitute for “Under Western
Skies” and seemed to please the western fans.

Six reels.—B. B. Benfield, Everybody’s theatre,

Dillon, S. C.—General patronage.

THE MAN IN THE SADDLE: Hoot Gibson—
Not as good as “Arizona Sweepstakes,” with Hoot
playing an impossible rube at a dude ranch. Some
comedy. Why will Hoot stand for such stories

and direction when there are so many good ones?
Six reels.—Raymond Robbins, Pythian theatre.

Belt, Mont.—Small town patronage.

THE SIGNAL TOWER: Virginia Valli—Very
good melodrama with Wallace Beery playing the
role of a drunken villian. We drew a good print

on an old picture. Seven reels.—I. R. Gavin,
Hammond theatre, Hammond, Wis.—Small town
patronage.

THE STILL ALARM: Special cast—The best

fire picture to date. Patrons all pleased. Eight
reels.—A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre. Rainier, Ore.

—General patronage.

ARIZONA SWEEPSTAKES: Hoot Gibson—

I

have seen several reports that this was weak, but
my patrons said it was fair.—R. S. Moore, Rays
theatre, Snyder, Okla.—General patronage.

UNDER WESTERN SKIES: Norman Kerry-
Very good. Splendid paper, 100 per cent of pat-

rons satisfied. A western of the cleaner type.

Seven reels.—W. S. Hattwick, Blue Bird theatre.

Mill Hall, Pa.—General patronage.

THE TORNADO: House Peters—Positively a
great picture, but we drew a print in terrible con-

dition, which is unusual with the Minneapolis
Universal exchange. Stormy weather kept them
away, so didn’t make a fortune on this. Many of

our women patrons greatly admire Peters. They
asked me why we haven’t a framed photo of him
in our lobby. How about it. House? Six reels.

—

I. R. Gavin, Community theatre, Hammond, Wis.
—Small town patronage.

OH DOCTOR: Reginald Denny—First rate pic-

ture and Denny always pleases. His late pictures

are better but this is worth going back after. The
last reel contains some good stuff with the star

atop a fiag pole on a skyscraper. Print okay.

Seven reels.—I. R. Gavin, Hammond theatre. Ham-
mind, Wis.—Small town patronage.
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THE BEAUTIFUL CHEAT: Laura La Plante

—If this picture had a suitable title it would go

over with a bang, but the title kills it. Alexander

Carr and Harry Myers deliver some very good

comedy. Business below average. Sunday, yes.

Special, no. Tone O. K. Seven reels.—O. B. Jun-

kins, Manzanita theatre, Carmel, Calif.—General

patronage.

I’LL SHOW YOU THE TOWN: Special cast

—As everybody who knows his three movie R’s

knows this to be a dandy picture, why say more?
Yes, it’s Reginald Denny in this one, and eight

reels of fun.—Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon,
Idaho.—General patronage.
LORRAINE OF THE LIONS: Patsy Ruth

Miller—Very impossible story. Pleased about 75

per cent. Nothing to rave about.—R. K. Lattin,

Strand theatre, Valparaiso, Nebr.—General pat-

ronage.

FIFTH AVENUE MODELS: Mary Philbin—

A

splendid attraction which drew a fairly good sized

audience and pleased them well. Seven reels.

—

C. E. Hopkins, Hopkins theatre. Cotter, Ark.

—

Small town patronage.

WHAT HAPPENED TO JONES: Reginald
Denny—Just what most all exhibitors say, very
good, and at a live and let live price. Denny
getting better. Seven reels.—W. S. Hattwick, Blue
Bird theatre. Mill Hall, Pa.—General patronage.

WHAT HAPPENED TO JONES: Reginald
Denny—This was a good picture, but Denny
doesn’t mean a thing to my patronage. He
doesn’t draw according to the price they have on
him and I lose. I enjoy his pictures, but my
enjoyment doesn’t pay the rent. Seven reels.

—

Ray W. Musselman, Princess theatre, Lincoln,

Kan.—General patronage.

CALIFORNIA HERE WE COME: Another
dandy Gump. Lots of laughs and thrills. You
just can’t go wrong on Gump comedies. Two
reels.—A. E. Sharer, Globe theatre, Savannah,
Mo.—General patronage.

Warner Bros.

ACROSS THE PACIFIC: Monte Blue—A good
picture. Monte Blue, extra good. If the ’26 group
is all like this, they are knockouts. Pleased 100
per cent. Eight reels.—J. A. Wright, Lyric thea-
tre, MaLalla, Ore.—General patronage.

MY OFFICIAL WIFE: Special cast—No busi-

ness, but pretty good picture.—W. T. Sonneman,
Palace theatre, Fayetteville, Ark.—General patron-
age.

THE HONEYMOON EXPRESS: Irene Rich—
Not a bad picture, but it is the same old story
of family life. The mother (Irene Rich) neglects
herself for her family, while the father (the late

Willard Louis) neglects his family for his own
pleasures and drunken parties. The home is

broken up, the mother visits a beauty parlor and
becomes young again, another man becomes in-

fatuated with her and they marry. Yes, for

Sunday. Special, no. Appeal 50 per cent. Seven
reels.—O. B. Junkins, Manzanita theatre, Carmel,
Cal.—General patronage.

THE MAN UPSTAIRS: Monte Blue—A dandy
morsel of mystery thrills and suspense garnished
lightly with comedy. Should please any audi-
ence. Played to poor house. Tone okay. Yes for
Sunday. Special, no. Seven reels.—O. B. Jun-
kins, Manzanita theatre, Carmel, Cal.—General
patronage.

CLASH OF THE WOLVES: Rin Tin Tin—

A

wonderful dog picture with many favorable com-
ments. Did a fair business with uncertain
weather. A small town “natural.” Played October
29. Seven reels.—E. W. McClelland, Rex theatre,

Gilman City, Mo.—General patronage.

CLASH OF THE WOLVES: Rin Tin Tin-
Fine picture. Drew like a house afire. More
power to that class production.—W. T. Sonneman,
Palace theatre, Fayetteville, Ark.—General patron-
age.

THE NIGHT CRY: Rin Tin Tin—The best dog
picture yet. It has a thrill that will make them
hold to their seats. Pleased all and played to good
business. Six reels.—B. B. Benfield, Everybody’s
theatre, Dillon, S. C.—General patronage.

THE NIGHT CRY : Rin Tin Tin—Ran this one
Family Night and packed ’em in. The best Rin
Tin Tin we ever played. The big condor was
great. Some show, I’d say. Also ran “The Riddle
Rider.” Played October 26-27. Seven reels.—Dr.
F. M. Childs, Cozy theatre, Villisca, la.—General
patronage.

FIND YOUR MAN: Rin Tin Tin—Best dog
story we have had.—Cramer, Royal theatre, Gard-
ner, Kan.—General patronage.

OH WHAT A NURSE: Sid Chaplin — Drew
favorable patronage due to “Charley’s Aunt.”
Posters good. Does not lag, but listen, unless

you preview it and cut out considerable you
certainly will feel ashamed to face your patrons
leaving. Such titles as, “That skirt never had
a kid,” etc., are rot. If you are for clean pro-

grams leave it alone. Seven reels.—W. S. Hatt-
wick, Blue Bird theatre. Mill Hall, Pa.—General
patronage.

HOGAN’S ALLEY : Special cast—Good picture.

Didn’t draw only regular business.—W. T. Sonne-
man, Palace theatre, Fayetteville, Ark.—General
patronage.

THE LIGHTHOUSE BY THE SEA: Rin Tin
Tin—Good dog story. William Collier did some
fine acting.—Cramer, Royal theatre, Gardner, Kan.
-—General patronage.

THE GOLDEN COCOON: Helene Chalwick—
Small town girl wins the scholarship, gets mixed
up with political crooks. Good entertainment and
satisfied the Family Night patrons. Good program
picture. Seven reels.—Dr. F. M. Childs, Cozy
theatre, Villisca, la.—General patronage.

Serials

PERILS OF THE WILD: (Universal) Joe
Bonomo—A good serial but the rottenest prints

I ever used. Lay off Universal ; they won’t keep
their prints up.—Kenney Lloyd, Lyric theatre.

Mineral Springs, Ark.—General patronage.

THE RADIO DETECTIVE: (Universal) Special

cast—On the fourth episode and, while the at-

tendance has not been any too good, the serial

is A-l. Two reels.—M. J. Babin, Fairyland thea-

tre, White Castle, La.—General patronage.

SNOWED IN: (Pathe) Walter Miller—No. 1.

Looks like this is going to be a good mystery
serial. Two reels. — O. B. Junkins, Manzanita
theatre, Carmel, Cal.—General patronage.

SNOWED IN: (Pathe)—I have played two chap-
ters and I believe they are going over good—C. S.

Watson, Electric theatre, Caldwell, Kan.—General
patronage.

SNOWED IN: (Pathe) Allene Ray—Just played

the 8th chapter. Interest holding strong. Patrons
pleased with this mystery serial. Allene is cer-

tainly a real serial queen, and pretty—I’ll say
she is. Two reels.—A. E. Sharer, Globe theatre,

Savannah, Mo.—General patronage.

STRINGS OF STEEL (Universal) William Des-
mond—Starts off O. K. and hope it continues so.

More about the same later. Two reels.—Ed C.

Curdts, Bijou theatre, Greenville, S. C.—General
patronage.

Short Features

EDUCATIONAL
BACHELOR BABIES: A knockout two reeler

that kept them laughing all the way through.
Two reels.—W. C. Wheeler, Majestic theatre,

Willits, Calif.—Small town patronage.

BACHELOR BABIES: Mighty good comedy. I

find these Educational Juveniles are running bet-

ter than Our Gang. Two reels.—C. S. Watson,
Electric theatre, Caldwell, Kan.—General patron-

age.

BE CAREFUL—Not so good. Two reels.—C. S.

Watson, Electric theatre, Caldwell, Kan.—General
patronage.

CAREFUL PLEASE: Lloyd Hamilton — Just
fair. Gets a laugh now and then. Two reels.

—

O. B. Junkins, Manzanita theatre, Carmel. Cal.

—

General patronage.

CHEAP SKATES: Lige Conley—Good slap

stick comedy that really made them laugh. Two
reels.—W. C. Wheeler, Majestic theatre, Willits,

Calif.—Small town patronage.

CHEAP SKATES: Lige Conley—Good action

comedy. Two reels.—A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre.

Rainier, Ore.—General patronage.

FELIX CARTOONS—These are good. I run
one every week and I love people to come just

to see him, and I buy them right.—Kenney Lloyd,

Lyric theatre, Mineral Springs, Ark.—General pat-

ronage.

FOR SADIE’S SAKE: Jimmie Adams—Aver-

age two reel comedy that pleased. Two reels.

—

W. C. Wheeler, Majestic theatre, Willits, Calif.

—

Small town patronage.

THE GOOFY GOB: Billy Dooley—Not as good
as most Educational comedies. Will get by as a
program slapstick. Two reels.—P. G. Estee, S. T.

theatre, Parker, S. D.—Small town patronage.

HOLD ’ER SHERIFF: Cliff Bowes—A good
Cameo comedy that pleased almost everybody in

our house. One reel.—C. A. Anglemire, Y. thea-

tre, Nazareth, Pa.—General patronage.

NOTHING MATTERS: Lloyd Hamilton—Okay
as a laugh maker. This one was up to the usual

standard set by Hamilton. Two reels.—C. A.
Anglemire, Y. theatre, Nazareth, Pa.—General
patronage.

WILD BEASTS OF BORNEO: Simply great.

Held the attention of old and young. Any house
can show it and every one should. Two reels.

—

I. R. Gavin, Hammond theatre, Hammond, Wis.

—

Small town patronage.

F. B. O.

ADORABLE DORA: Crackerjack comedy, mak-
ing ’em laugh. Two reels.—Ed C. Curdts, Bijou
theatre, Greenville, S. C.—General patronage.

ADVENTURES OF MAZIE : Albert Vaughn—
They sure like it here. Best yet. Two reels.

—

Orris F. Collins, Capitol & Majestic theatres,

Paragould, Ark.—General patronage.

FIGHTING HEARTS: Albert Vaughn — This
series fine ; it keeps them coming. This is the
4th chapter and they have all been fine. If you
have been passing up these features, you have
been cheating yourself. Two reels.—A. E. Sharer,
Globe theatre, Savannah, Mo.—General patronage.

HEEBIE JEEBIES: A good comedy and made
the Saturday crowd enjoy it. What more could
you ask? Two reels.—Ed C. Curdts, Bijou thea-
tre, Greenville, S. C.—General patronage.

HYPNOTISED: Jimmy Aubrey—Just about as
good as the others of Aubrey’s. There’s a lot of

better ones. Two reels.—J. W. Ryder, Jewel thea-

tre, Verndale, Minn.—Small town patronage.

THE PACE MAKER: Alberta Vaughn— A
great series. Cooke and Guard kept them howling
in Chapter 2. Two reels.—J. A. Zimmerman, Rex
theatre, Aurora, Minn.—General patronage.

PIE EYED : Stan Laurel—Good comedy. Nuf
sed. Two reels.—Ed C. Curdts, Bijou theatre,

Greenville, S. C.—General patronage.

SNOW HAWK: Stan Laurel—This is about the

best Laurel I have played, and that ain’t saying
much. Very few laughs in this. Two reels.—J.

W. Ryder, Jewel theatre, Verndale, Minn.—Small
town patronage.

A WILD ROOMER: Charles Bowen—These
comedies are running good. They are different

from the ordinary two reeler as they have a lot

of cartoon work in them. Two reels.—C. S. Wat-
son, Electric theatre, Caldwell, Kan.—General pa-

tronage.

PATHE

AESOP’S FABLES: These are the best fillers

I ever used. They get more laughs than lots of

two reel comedies. They are original and good
to draw the kids. One reel.—Kenney Lloyd, Lyric

theatre. Mineral Springs, Ark.—General patronage.

BETTER MOVIES: Our Gang—The poorest

Our Gang comedy we have used and did not get

a laugh from our patrons. We were to have
1926 and ’27 releases. Well, we used this one
sooner than disappoint entirely after advertising

an “Our Gang,” but there is absolutely nothing
funny about this one and it is old. Two reels.

—

R. F. Gibbs, Photodrome theatre, Richmond, 111.

—

General patronage.

BETWEEN MEALS : Hall Roach — A few
laughs in it. One reel.—Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags
theatre, Neillsville, Wis.—Small town patronage.

BOOBS IN THE WOODS: Harry Langdon—
Good comedy. Two reels.—Orris F. Collins, Cap-

itol & Majestic theatres, Paragould, Ark.—Gen-
eral patronage.

BUTLER FINGERS: Very good comedy. Two
reels.—A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre. Rainier, Ore.

—General patronage.

DOG DAYS: Our Gang—This is a good com-
edy. Two reels.—E. W. MeCelland, Rex theatre,

Gilman City, Mo.—General patronage.

A DOG’S LIFE: Charley Chaplin—Took better

than “Gold Rush.” Played this with "Riders of

the Purple) Sage.” Made a long show but a
knock out. Charley gets in some of his old time
stuff in this, which was good to behold. Edna
Purvience was also good to look at. Try this one
out again. I think you can make some money
with it.—Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.
-—General patronage.

THE HERO WINS: Very good cartoon comedy.
—A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre, Rainier, Ore.

—

General patronage.

HOBOKEN TO HOLLYWOOD: Used this on
Sunday and it must have pleased, as it kept the
house in cheers all the time while it was on the

screen. Two reels.—M. J. Babin, Fairyland thea-

tre, White Castle, La.—General patronage.

KEEPING IN TRIM: Sportlight—A very good
Sportlight. One reel.—Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags
theatre, Neillsville, Wis.—Small town patronage.
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CHICAGO PERSONALITIES
= By D. H. ,

ANDREW KARZAS who is the active head of the Woodlawn
Amusement Company of Chicago sold property on 63rd street

. November 19 which included the Lexington theatre, operated by
Charles Fecher and Fred J. Nortman.

It has been generally supposed among film people in Chicago that
the house has been owned for some time by Fecher and Nortman who
are the present purchasers.

T N the conveyance a 99 year lease to the
major portion was assigned together

with deeds to two adjoining lots, all sub-
ject to a mortgage for $123,000. Karzas
took back a purchase money mortgage of
$1S,000. * * *

Ed Wahl of Famous-Lasky Chicago
office is now the father of a boy who
weighed seven and one fourth pounds at

first sight. * * *

Two exhibitors were named last week
to serve on the committee to choose the
handsomest salesmen along film row.
Three other members will be named
within a few days, two HERALD repre-
sentatives and one film man. Names of
the committee will be printed with the
announcement of the winner.
Voting in the Adonis contest began

during the past week.
Nearly every exchange has entered

wholeheartedly into the fun of the affair

and has placed ballots in the hands of
the branch manager for count at the
close of balloting.

The ballot will be printed on the Chi-
cago Personalities page of each issue of

the HERALD until the December 18
1SSU6. .j. jj.

Lou Metzger, general salesmanager of
Universal, arrived in Chicago November
21 to spend several days at the exchange.
As usual Le Roy Alexander is supplement-
ing his business duties with the pleasant
tasks of a congenial host. Roy is expecting
the return this week of “Bill" Baker who
has been in New York a few days nego-
tiating with Louis Sidney of the Loew
Circuit for the “Collegians.”

s|c jf: sjc

Harvey Day left Chicago November 20
for Pittsburgh. From there he will stop

in Washington, D. C., and return home to

New York. Thus he will end one of the
longest trips of the sales year. It has
taken him through every big city of the

East and Middlewest during the past five

weeks. In Chicago he was the personal
guest of Davie Dubin, Educational man-
ager.

* * *

One week may be the same as
any other as a rule but not the
months. December, for instance,
is different from the other months.

Clever Cast,

Clever Story,

Clever Film
Paris Underworld Locale

of “The Rat”

“THE RAT”
Produced by Artlee Pictures.

Directed by Graham Cutts.

Presented at the Castle Theatre.

THE CAST
The Rat... Ivor Novello
Odile

.Isabel Teans
Herman de Chaumet .Robert Scholz
Dectective Caillard James Lindsay

Rose ... Iris Grey
Mou-Mou Tulie Suedo
Madeline Sornay.... ....Esme Fitzgibbons

By Mae Tinee
Good Morning!

’S’n an underworld picture. Paris
underworld. AND in the opinion
of one who knows nothing at all

For Illinois

GREIVER PRODUCTIONS
831 SOUTH WABASH AVENUE

CHICAGO, ILL.

about the underworld of that so
gay Paree it is one of the best Paris
underworld pictures that has been
produced.
One must grant that it is decid-

edly melodramatic. But to be hon-
est one must also grant that it has
a heartsome love story, that the act-
ing throughout is the sort that
grips your attention and holds it

and that your interest in the story
doesn’t flag.

“The Rat” as you have probably
surmised, is an Apache. He is mar-
ried to Odile, who adores him and
who is the only woman in the
world he trusts—but other women
are mad about him—ALL other
women who meet him, it may be
said, which, of course, is going
pretty strong for any man, but
that’s the way the story has it. Be-
cause of the infatuation for him of
a lady of high degree, and her jeal-

ous husband’s retaliation which has
to do with Odile, a murder is com-
mitted. And so, and so—

?

—o

—

The characters are all well cast. It

seemed SO nice to see Mae Marsh again.
She looks much the same as always and
is the same delightful little workman she
was in days gone by. Ivor Novello is a
hectic, grimy, childish and understanding
"Rat.” Isabel Jeans as the infatuated
woman of fashion is “different” and be-
guiling. They have good support.

For Indiana

INDIANAPOLIS

I cast one ballot for.

- —Exchange,
as the handsomest film salesman in Cook

. County.

(Name)

(Address)

(Theatre) (Film Exchange)

I _
Among other things this particu-
lar December is hailed by Uni-
versal salesmen as “Alexander
Month” and due tribute is being
paid with the sales they bring
their chief.

* * *

^
This real estate thing is the bunk. Andy

Gump is certain of it but no more certain
than Perc Barr. Barr returned to his job
at Educational Exchange last week after a
month’s experience ballyhooing terra firma
in the vicinity of Kenosha—or someplace.

* * *

Fire destroyed the Grand theatre at
St. Ignace, Mich., November 15, accord-
ing to the report of H. A. Young of
National Screen Service.

. * * *

ILarold Weiss, formerly booker for
Marks Brothers, has joined Fitzpatrick &
McElroy.

* * *

Great States last week took over the Ma-
jestic theatre, La Salle, 111.

* * *

Joe McKeown, formerly manager of the
Cooney Brothers’ Cosmo theatres, has be-

come assistant manager at the Majestic
theatre, Chicago vaudeville show.

5*C 5»t

Eddie Johnson of Film Booking Offices,

Chicago, returned from a trip last week
which took him into any number of ex-

traordinary communities.

* * *

A. J. McPhail, auditor of the New York
office of F. B. O., arrived last week and
will spend his Pre-Christmas season in

Chicago.
* * *

Jack Willis was expected back to the

office this week after a three weeks’ siege

of illness. Film Row has expressed a gen-

eral anxiety about Jack during the past

several days.
* * *

Sam Sax, who makes pictures for Jerry

Abrams to sell, was in Chicago November
14 on his way to the Coast to resume pro-

duction activities.

* * *

Joe Abramson will attend a meeting in

Indianapolis, November 26, which has been
called by C. C. Pettijohn, counsel for the

Hays organization. Joe has recently re-

turned from Columbus where he attended

the Ohio exhibitors’ convention. And if

you ask him he’ll tell you all about 142

old Chicagoans that he renewed acquaint-

ance with at Columbus.

tyour Best Safe-guard

Ticket RegisterJ

Ofcourse You Know
Gold5CAL Quality Tickets

^AUTOMATIC TICKET REGISTER CORK
7Z3 Seventh Avenue. new York citv



Noticeably Superior

There is a definite difference on the

screen with pictures printed from Eastman

Panchromatic Negative— the results are

noticeably superior.

Eastman Panchromatic Negative is com-

pletely color sensitive— renders all tones

of blue, red, yellow and green in their

correct relationship in black and white.

Where regular film is ordinarily satisfac-

tory, "Pan” is extraordinarily successful.

And Eastman Positive Film carries all

the quality of the negative through to the

screen.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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Alaskan
Adventures

Wit

i

ART
YOUNG

- ’*^8.

IThe WonderPicture ofSportw
THE money spent on out-door

sports is staggering. The in-

terest is intense.

In your community are very many
who will pay liberally to see a new
kind of sport, in a country new to

them, amid scenes of unbelievable

magnificence, and they’ll thank
you when they see it.

Art Young dared, with one com-
panion, to go through wildest

Alaska with no weapons save a

bow and arrows; to “live off the

Pafhepicture
TRADE f ARk""""""""**

(rj

country;’’ to meet in fair combat

America’s biggest game,—the huge

Kodiak grizzly bear, the Alaskan

moose, the caribou, and the rest,

and win.

Now you can see the indescribable

break-up of ice in the Yukon, the

birth of the icebergs, the Valley

of Ten Thousand Smokes, the

Midnight Sun and a myriad of

other things.

As a drama of man’s fight with

the wilderness it’s great; as a

sport picture it’s marvel-

ous; as a scenic it’s got

them all stopped.

Just tell them about it.

That’s all.
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Paramount’s
Lighting Control
The biggest, greatest, finest

and all other acclamations of

superiorities may be applied to

this super-installation.

All that is necessary to say is

that the @ Major System in-

stalled is adequate control for

the beautiful lighting of this

palace of entertainment.

For those who desire facts or

figures we shall be glad to sup-

ply them—free of course.

&rankcA.dam
ELECTRIC COMPANY

ST LOUIS

DISTRICT OFFICES:
Atlanta, Ga.
Baltimore, Md.
Boston, Mass.
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Buffalo, N. Y.
Chicago, 111.

Cincinnati, Ohio
Dallas, Texas
Denver, Colo.
Detroit, Mich.
Kansas City, Mo.
Los Angeles, Calif.

Miami, Fla.

Minneapolis, Minn.
New Orleans, La.
New York City, N.Y.
Omaha, Neb.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Portland, Ore.
Seattle, Wash.
San Francisco, Calif.

Winnipeg, Canada
London, Ont., Can.
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The Wurlitzer Organ is the perfect musical instru-

ment for the theatre. It unites the beautiful tones

of a Cathedral organ with the novelties of modern
orchestras, enabling the organist to obtain effects,

enhancing the beauty and interest of every attraction.

CINCINNATI NEW YORK CHICAGO LOS ANGELES SAN FRANCISCO
121 E. Fourth St. 120 W. 42nd St. 329 S. Wabash 814 S. Broadway 134 Golden Gate

and All Principal Cities from Coast to Coast

wurlUzer
O R G A N S
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Cross Floods^/IDorld

(paramount
Selects the

BRANDT
The beautiful 35-story Paramount Building

houses “the world’s finest theatre.” No expense

or labor has been spared to combine splendor

and comfort in the best interests of its patrons.

There are but four thousand seats in the audi-

torium which could have seated six thousand.

Twenty-six rooms, promenades and lobbies are

provided exclusively for the patrons’ con-

venience.

The box office equipment has been given care-

ful consideration. Here as elsewhere their

slogan, “we must have the best,” has ruled. Four

Brandt Automatic Cashiers have been installed

so that the patrons in their first contact with

the house, will be impressed by a service unex-

celled for speed and accuracy.

Paramount Theatre Skyscraper'
Times Square, New Yo/tt City •

—

Uses 4 BRANDTS

Press j
ONE KEY

Pays Right Change

A INSTANTLY/^

Qfte JTeuj
THEATRE MODEL

Sold DIRECT to Users
not through Dealers

Mail Coupon
for

30 Days Trial

FREE

/ Brandt
Automatic

/ Cashier Co.,

Department A
Watertown,/ Wis.

/ Please place with us

/ on Thirty Days Free
s Trial your Brandt Junior
Automatic Cashier. It is, of

/ course, understood that we
can return it as we accept

the trial without obligation or

/ expense.

/ Please check whether used on the

/ right or left hand side of the box

/

office.

CP With the Subtracting Keyboard

/
/ Firm Name..

Right Left

Individual

City. State
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Results Count!

"The Super Reflector Arc Lamp

”

Leadership is Not an Accident

Approved by the Underwriters

^HE “Peerless” Reflector
Arc Lamp is an achievement—It has

justly earned its enviable reputation by

the ability to continuously deliver a

maximum service of better projection

throughout years of use.

Featuring

:

—
Convertible Lamphouse Pilot Lamp!
Positive Crater Position Indicator

(
for Trimming) !

Reflector Carriage Position Indicator!

Centre Position Indicator for Lampbed Adjustment!

Long, Small Diameter Light Cone ( used for both

stereopticon and motion picture projection ) !

Carbon Combination Scale Plate!

Insulated Reflector Hole Protecting Washer.

^HE “Peerless

”

claims of
superiority in quality and better

screen results are more than proved by

the fact that, there are in service,

a greater number of “Peerless”
Reflector Arc Lamps; practically twice

the total of all other makes combined,

and almost without exception being used

in the largest theatres over the entire

country. Bringing to all these theatres

a perfection in projection, which adds

that indescribable something, “to the

music, architecture, comfortable seats,

and to the story”—to make a perfect

theatre—a “Peerless” theatre.

Results Count!!

WHY HAYE LESS?
Write for Our New Catalog and Full Information on the “Peerless

The J. E. McAuley Mf’g. Co.
552-54 W. Adams St. Chicago, III.
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For thirty years WURDACK current control

equipment has solved the lighting problems

in America’s leading buildings. This experi-

ence is available to you without obligation.

WURDACK remote control theatre switch-

boards embody many exclusive features that set

them apart from all others in bringing to your

theatre the full value of the majesty of light.

It is light that rules our

moods in the theatre. From
the flood of brilliance

drenching the auditorium,

through the harmony of

color accompanying the

prelude, to the soft glow of

fading twilight as the cur-

tains part for the picture,

the audience is held capti-

vated by the majesty of light.

ST. LOUIS, MO.
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lOO - YEiARS - OF - X1AAFTJFACTURING - EXPERIENCED

Balaban & Katz neiv

$3,000,000 “Oriental”
Theatre, Chicago, III.,

C. W. & Geo. L. Rapp,
Architects — contain-

ing over 2800 chairs
built to specifications

of the architects and
Frank Cambria, by
Heywood-Wakefield.

Another Overwhelming Tribute

To H-W Theatre Chair Quality

From the standpoint of adaptability to the finest

or the most modest theatre, the Opera Chairs of

Heywood-Wakefield manufacture are foremost in

the minds of the best architects.

This is again proven by the adoption of H-W
opera chair designs for the more than 2800 seats

in the magnificent amusement house shown
in the above picture.

This distinctive chair, No. O. C. 434,

has a recessed back finished in red
Chinese lacquer. The seat is up-
holstered in red Fabrikoid and the

back in mohair striped in a special

If you, too, would have the best in patron com-
fort, in house capacity, in service; let Heywood-
Wakefield theatre seating experts help in work-
ing out your seating problems.

color combination. Standards are

a specially cast oriental design with
hooded aisle lights. This service is free and without obligation.

^muiood-c\^akefieid^ REG. U.S. PAT. OFF.

HEYWOOD-WAKEFIELD WAREHOUSES
Baltimore, Maryland 113 West Conway Street

Boston 45. Mass. Winter Hill

Display Floor, 174 Portland Street

Buffalo, New York Wells and Carroll Streets

Chicago, Illinois 2653 Arthington Street

Display Floor , 439 Railway Exchange Bldg .

Kansas City, Missouri 1310 West Eighth Street

Los Angeles, California 801 East Seventh Street

New York, New York 5 16 West 34th Street

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 244 South 5th Street

Portland, Oregon 148 North Tenth Street

San Francisco, California 737 Howard Street

St. Louis, Missouri Sixth and O'Fallon Streets
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guidance of theatre owners in matters of theatre construction, operation and

equipment and to promote the ideal of greater and finer theatres.
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Methods by Which Exhibitors
May Avoid Legal Liabilities
Attorney Parker Offers Protective Program to Eliminate

Possible Injury to Patrons and Employes
By Leo T. Parker, Attorney

UNFORTUNATELY the apparent improbability of financial loss from a really risky

source very often detracts from the advisability of obtaining protection or insurance

against occurences that may result in disaster.

Few business persons underestimate the importance of being insured against damage by fire,

yet the chances for loss from this source are not great. But few theatre owners and managers
take the precaution to eliminate the probability of litigation from injury to patrons or employees,

loss of articles, belonging to patrons, insults to patrons from employees and the like.

Yet it is true that the attorney fees, the

costs of carrying a litigation through three

or four courts, and a final adverse verdict

may easily mean a financial loss of many
thousands of dollars to a theatre owner.
Moreover, the presently available records

of numerous law suits involving these con-

troversies prove beyond a doubt that the

chances of a theatre owner being involved

in litigation for damages are relatively

great. And each month brings new law
suits involving practically the same old

points of the law. All of which proves

that knowledge on the subject can impor-
tantly reduce these risks.

* * *

Therefore, the express purpose of this

article is to thoroughly and practically con-

sider the subject of liability and outline

various methods by which theatre owners
may effectively reduce the losses from this

source. The result of abiding by the

knowledge thus gained will effect the same
purpose of insurance which, of course, is

to prevent a large, unexpected and para-

lyzing financial loss.

Probably the most important subject
is the reduction of law suits as a re-

sult of theatre patrons being injured
while attending a performance. Briefly,

the object may be accomplished by in-

structing the cleaners of the theatre to

thoroughly inspect the various parts of

the premises so that any defects in the
equipment may be discovered and re-

paired without delay.
Not so long ago a person while pur-

chasing a ticket scratched his finger. The
complications of the injury caused him
great suffering, loss of time and money.

The scratch was inflicted by a protrud-
ing piece of metal at the ticket window.
It was very easy to observe, and no
doubt the ticket seller would have re-

ported the defect, had she been instruct-

ed of the importance to do so. But the
injury inflicting piece being unknown to

the proprietor and the manager re-

mained unrepaired. Probably many per-
sons had been scratched on it. But the
final occurrence cost the theatre pro-
prietor a considerable quantity of money

“Better Theatres and “Exhib-
itors Herald” this week bring to

the trade first, exclusive and
complete news of the Para-

mount Theatre opening Novem-
ber 19.

Exclusive photographs made
by “Herald” photographers are

presented on page 27 of this sec-

tion, together with a complete
story of the theatre’s construc-

tion and a list of manufacturers
whose products are represented
in the great new playhouse.

Complete account of the
opening performance, written

by a Home Office representative

on the ground, is published in

“Presentation Acts” section of

the “Herald,” page 38.

which expenditure may have been easily
eliminated by the application of preven-
tative principles.

H= * *

It is important to know that litiga-

tions of this nature are decided by a
jury after very careful and thorough
consideration is given to all of the facts
and details surrounding the case. The
amount of the verdict, where the theatre
owner is held liable, may vary consider-
able, very often, however, the verdict
may reach $10,000 and much more.
The amount is determined by the evi-

dence which tends to show the extent
of the injury, whether permanent or
temporary, the suffering endured, the
earning capacity of the injured person,
the expenditure for doctor bills and va-
rious other facts. Sometimes the loss
of society of one of a married couple is

means by which the judgment is en-
larged. And where the injured person
is a minor, the parents, in addition to
other amounts, may be allowed damages
based on the approximate value of the
child’s services from the time of the in-
jury to the date of his or her becoming
of age. In a case where the head of a
family was fatally injured, the court re-
cently said that when a family is de-
prived of the financial support of its

head, as a result of another person’s
negligence or fault, the salary of the
deceased and the amount of money he
ordinarily saved might be considered by
the jury in arriving at a reasonable
amount of damages.

Therefore, it is quite obvious that the
(Continued on page 9)
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EDITORIAL

OUTSTANDING buildings in

every metropolitan center and
hamlet throughout the country are

being erected by motion picture cap-

ital. Probably the most striking ex-

ample recently is the new Para-
mount theatre and office building in

New York City covering an entire

block on Broadway and rearing to

a height of forty stories.

Aside from the significance of this

project to the motion picture indus-

try is its significance in the field of

general construction. When consid-

ered with the equally marked prog-

ress that has been made in motion
picture theatre construction
throughout the land, the field of the-

atre building becomes one of the

ranking building lines in the coun-
try.

Money expended for new motion
picture theatres in the past two
years has shown a gain of more than
$125,000,000. From an unheralded
start causing only periodic and local

acclaim the construction of motion
picture houses has advanced re-

cently on a scale that promises to

make this line of construction

eclipse in volume many other hith-

erto outstanding fields.

How long this boom in theatre

construction will last it is, of course,

impossible to state. Careful obser-

vation, however, indicates that the

surface has barely been scratched at

this writing. While the metropoli-

tan centers appear to be building on
a scale that may appear difficult to

reconcile with population that must
mean consistent business, the fact

remains that to date none of the new
houses are suffering from lack of

patronage. This despite the alarm
of conservatists who foresaw inev-

itable failure for theatres arising in

scarcely populated neighborhoods
or in close proximity of one another.

It is our opinion that in the larger

cities the theatre boom is just be-

ginning to take hold. The momen-
tum has scarcely yet reached out to

what will bring about an even more
phenomenal construction program
when the smaller cities and rural

communities begin replacing, on a

national scale, the antiquated picture

houses which have served for years.

The movement for better theatres

in the smaller towns and rural com-
munities is already making itself ap-

parent. In any number of small
towns it is to be found that the mo-
tion picture theatre is the outstand-
ing building in the town. That this

will be true throughout the entire

country in the future is inevitable.
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Guarding Against Legal Liabilities
Definite and practical methods for guarding against possible financial loss through

liability of theatre owners in their relation with patrons and employes are suggested
in the accompanying article by Attorney Leo T. Parker. The severity with which thea-

tre owners may be hit in actions for damages under various circumstances makes this phase
of theatre operation one of decided importance. Mr. Parker’s remedies given herewith in-

volve no cost to their users—yet their pursuit may mean savings of thousands of dollars.

We are confident that you will read every word of this article to your advantage.
Questions touching upon the theatre owners rights and proper procedure under indi-

vidual conditions in his dealings with patrons will be answered by Attorney Parker through
the columns of “Better Theatres.”

If you have missed any of Attorney Parker’s previous articles refer to previous issues

of “Better Theatres” as follows: “Law Protects Exhibitor in Relationship With Patrons”

—July 10 issue. “Ejecting Disorderly Patrons”—August 7 issue. “Liability of Theatre
Owners for Loss of Articles”—September 4 issue. “Liability of Theatre Owners for In-

juries to Patrons”—October 30th issue.

amount of a verdict for damages as a

result of injuries sustained by a theatre
patron may vary, depending upon the
circumstances of each particular case.

However, under certain well established
principles a theatre owner is not re-

sponsible for all injuries sustained and
is relieved of paying damages where
certain facts are proved.

* * *

In the eyes of the law, a person who
is employed by a theatre owner to man-
age the affairs of the theatre is a “gen-
eral agent” of the owner. In other
words, a theatre owner is responsible for

all the acts done by the manager which
pertain to the operation, control or man-
agement of the theatre. Whereas an
ordinary employee, as a ticket seller,

ticket taker, cleaner, etc., is a “special

agent” of the owner who is only liable

for such acts as are committed while
the employee is acting within the scope
of the employment.
For instance, in a recent litigation a

patron sued a theatre proprietor for

damages as a result of severe injuries

inflicted by an ordinary employee. It

was proved that the employee and pa-
tron became engaged in an argument
while the employee was acting within
the scope of his employment, but the
injuries were not received at this time.

In order to settle the argument, the two
persons agreed to meet at a later time
when the employee was off duty. At
this meeting a fight resulted which
caused the injury. The injured indi-

vidual sued the proprietor for damages,
claiming the owner was liable for the
injuries sustained because the quarrel
actually began on the theatre premises. «

However, the court held the owner not
liable and explained that where an em-
ployee causes injury while off duty, his

employer is not liable.

* * *

In another recently decided case it

was disclosed that while a cleaner was
standing on a step-ladder and washing
the walls of the entrance of the build-
ing he became engaged in an argument
with another person. The employee
descended from the ladder and struck
the person on the head thereby inflict-

ing a severe injury. The injured man
instituted legal proceedings against the
proprietor for damages, but the court
held the owner not liable and explained
that an employer is liable for the acts

( Continued from page 7)

of an employee only while the latter is

acting actually within the scope of the
employment. And, further, that when
the employee descended from the ladder
to engage in a personal encounter, he
was not acting within the scope of his
employment and, therefore, the owner
was not liable for his acts.

In still another quite recently decided
case the proprietor was held liable. The
litigation involved an injury inflicted to

a theatre patron by an usher. In this

instance, it was shown that an argument
arose and a fight ensued between the
patron and the usher while the latter

was acting within the scope of his em-
ployment in showing the patron a seat.

If on the other hand, the trouble had
started while the usher had been per-
forming a different duty from that for
which he was employed, the owner
would not have been liable.

To illustrate the difference in the re-

lation of a manager and an ordinary
employee, where a manager of a the-
atre meets a person on the street out-
side the theatre premises and directs in-

sulting language to him in connection
with the theatre owner’s business, or
inflicts personal injury under the same
circumstances, the owner is liable for

damages.
* * *

Not only may a theatre owner be
liable for the injuries inflicted by his

employees, but a patron who is insulted
or otherwise humiliated by an employee
may, also, obtain a judgment against the
owner for damages, under the circum-
stances that it can be shown to the sat-

isfaction of the court that the humili-
ating words were of such nature that
the patron’s character was injured and,
further, that the words were spoken
while the employee was in the perform-
ance of his regular duties.

For illustration, in a recently decided
case wherein this point of the law was
involved, the court in holding an owner
liable for damages for insults to patrons
in effect said that it is the legal duty
of a proprietor to instruct his employees
to accord patrons good treatment and
render them protection against insults

and injuries.

Therefore, all ordinary employees
should be thoroughly informed of the
employer’s liabilities for their acts. It

might even be well for theatre owners
to provide contracts for the signature

of the employees, wherein the latter are
informed of their legal responsibilities
with provisions by which each employee
agrees to bear a portion of the unnec-
essary or preventable legal expenses
caused the owner through carelessness,
negligence, or recklessness on the part
of the signer. It is true that few em-
ployees would engage in arguments or
personal encounters with patrons with
the knowledge of the personal liability

of the proprietor. Furthermore, such an
obligation would tend to cause the em-
ployees to exercise a higher degree of
care in maintaining the premises in good
order to reduce the liability from this
source.

* * *

Generally speaking, the law expects a
theatre manager to know that the va-
rious employees of a theatre exercise at
least ordinary care in maintaining the
theatre premises in proper and safe con-
dition so that all patrons—those who
pay and those admitted free—may enter
and enjoy a performance without be-
ing subjected to more than ordinary
risks.

However, neither the proprietor or
the manager is legally required to exer-
cise more than “ordinary care” to safe-
guard patrons against injury. This lat-

ter statement is verified by the records
of numerous quite recently decided
cases. For example, an injury was
caused by decorations becoming loos-
ened and falling on the patron’s head.
It was proved that one of the fasten-
ings which held the decorations in their
position became loosened and permitted
the obstacles to fall. But it was not
shown to the satisfaction of the court
that either the owner, or the manager,
or the employees had failed to exercise
ordinary care in maintaining the prem-
ises in safe condition, the court held the
owner not liable for damages as a re-
sult of the injuries sustained by the
patron.
The term “ordinary care” has been

the chief discussion of numerous liti-

gations, particularly, those kind which
involve injuries sustained by persons
under various circumstances.

Recently a court in effect explained
that the true meaning of the term "or-
dinary care” is that degree of care which
would have been exercised by a reason-
ably prudent theatre owner, or his em-
ployees, under exactly the same

(Continued on page 22)
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Box Office Scale Determines
Chicago Admission Price Scales

Theatre Time Child Adult
CHICAGO

Until 12:30 25 .35

Until 6:00 25 .50

After 6:00 25 .60

Saturday Until 12:30 25 .50

Until 6:00 30 .65

After 6:00 30 .75

Sunday All Day 30 .75

ROOSEVELT
Until 12:30 25 .35

Until 6:00 25 .50

After 6:00 25 .60

Saturday Until 12:30 25 .50

Until 6:00 30 .65

After 6:00 30 .75

Sunday All Day 30 .75

ORIENTAL
Until 12:30 25 .35

Until 6:00 25 .50

After 6:00 25 .60

Saturday Until 12:30 25 .50

Until 6:00 30 .65

After 6:00 30 .75

Sunday All Day 30 .75

CENTRAL PARK
Daily Mat 15 .25

Daily Eve 25 .50

Sat. Mat 15 .35

Sat. Eve 25 .50

Sun. Mat 20 .50

Sun. Eve 30 .40-.50

TIVOLI
Daily Mat 15 .30

Daily Eve 25 .50

Sat. Mat 15 .30

Sat. Eve 25 .60

Sun. Mat 25 .50-.60
Sun. Eve 25 .60

UPTOWN
Daily Mat 15 .30

Daily Eve 25 .50

Sat. Mat 15 .30

Sat. Eve 25 .60

Sun Mat 25 .60

Sun. Eve 25 .60

NORSHORE
Daily Mat 15 .25

Daily Eve 25 .50

Sat. Mat 15 .25

Sat. Eve 25 .50

Sun. Mat 25 .50

Sun. Eve 25 .50

CALO
Daily Mat 10 .20

Daily Eve 10 .30

Sat. Mat .25

Sat. Eve 10 .30

Sun. Mat .30

Sun. Eve .30

COLONY
Daily Mat 10 .20

Daily Eve 10 .35

Sat. Mat 10 .20

Sat. Eve 10 .40

Sun. Mat 15 .40

Sun. Eve .40

COMMERCIAL
Daily Mat .20

Daily Eve .35

Sat. Mat 10 .20

Sat. Eve 10 .40

Sun. Mat 15 .40

Sun. Eve 15 .40

CROWN
Daily Mat 10 .20

Daily Eve 10 .30

Sat. Mat 10 .20

Sat. Eve 10 .30

Sun. Mat .30

Sun. Eve .30

Box Office

Policy Sets

House Upon

Permanent

Basis

F ILLING the seats once isn’t

much of a job—if you don’t care

what you get out of it.

Filling them regularly—and at

prices producing maximum return

—

is something else again. Ability to

do this is the thing that makes ex-

hibition profitable.

What to charge?

When to shift prices?

What scale of prices and price

changes to set up as standard for

consistent operation?

These are questions confronting

every exhibitor and questions more
readily answered after consideration

of practice prevalent in a representa-

tive theatre center—in Chicago.

FOR at least the past five years,

Chicago exhibition practice has

set the national standard. Local
considerations influence adaptation

of the Chicago example, but adapta-

tion is general. Chicago’s unique
theatre geography, affording a di-

rect parallel for almost every type
of theatre in the country, makes it

a peculiarly reliable model. Chica-

go’s theatre history bulges with in-

stances of sensationally successful

exhibition.

In view of these facts, “Better

Theatres” has gathered data con-

cerning admission prices and prac-

tices prevalent among the leading

theatres of various classes. This
information is presented herewith
for the benefit of readers.

The success of Balaban & Katz
management is better known, per-

haps, than that of any other theatre

organization in the country. Par-

ticular interest attaches, therefore,

to the box office policy followed by
theatres of that concern.

* * *

Downtown, Balaban & Katz (now
Publix) operates the Chicago, Roos-
evelt and Oriental theatres. The
three are distinctly different as to

type of performance offered, yet the
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Final Profits to Exhibitors
Seats Kept

Filled by

Scale the

Patrons

Know
price scale obtaining is identical in

all.

The Chicago presents what is

known as the DeLuxe type of per-

formance, a feature picture and
short features, an orchestral over-

ture, an organ solo and two presen-
tation acts. The Oriental presents
Paul Ash, a feature picture and a

news reel, with additional short fea-

tures on some shows and not on
others. The Roosevelt presents a

straight picture program.

Each of these houses open at 10.30

in the morning and run at a top
admission figure of $.35 until 12:30.

At that hour the top figure goes to

$.50, where it remains until 6:00 p.

m. At that time it is raised to $.60

where it stays until closing time.

(Child admissions, increase propor-
tionately, as shown by the accom-
panying table.) A generally higher
admission is charged on Saturdays,
Sundays and holidays.

i*C lj«

The concern’s neighborhood
houses, opening laer in the day for

obvious reasons, operate on a single

shift scale. The neighborhood houses 1

present a program which is a sort

of cross between the Chicago and
Roosevelt policies. They operate
upon an identical scale, however,
each with the other.

Ascher Brothers’ extensive chain,

another organization of widely
known success, is operated upon a
less complex system of price range.

Different theatres depart from
group custom in recognition of va-

rious community considerations, but
there is general adherence to the
single shift policy. The accompany-
ing table gives details of these and
other theatres’ schedules.

Additional Chicago box office scales

will be published in the Deceinber
25 issue of “Better Theatres” to-

gether with additional information
relative to prevalent practice. Ex-
hibitors are invited to contribute

comments on experience with box
office scale adjustments.

Chicago Admission Price Scales

Theatre Time Child Adult
FOREST PARK

Daily Mat
Daily Eve 10 .35

Sat. Mat 10 .35

Sat. Eve 15 .50

Sun. Mat 15 .50

Sun. Eve 15 .50

FROLIC
Daily Mat 10 .20

Daily. Eve 10 .25

Sat. Mat 10 .25

Sat. Eve 10 .25

Sun. Mat 10 .30

Sun. Eve 10 .30

HIGHLAND
Daily Mat 10 .20

Daily Eve 10 .35

Sat. Mat 10 .20

Sat. Eve 10 .40

Sun. Mat . . .

.

15 .40

Sun. Eve 15 .40

LANE COURT
Daily Mat 05-.10 .20

Daily Eve 10 .30

Sat. Mat 10 .30

Sat. Eve 10 .30

Sun. Mat 10 .30

Sun. Eve 10 .30

METROPOLITAN
Daily Mat 10 .25

Daily Eve 10 .30

Sat. Mat 10 .25

Sat. Eve. 10 .30

Sun. Mat 10 .35

Sun. Eve 10 .35

MID-WEST
Daily Mat 10 .20

Daily Eve 10 .35

Sat. Mat 10 .20

Sat. Eve 15 .40

Sun. Mat 15 .40

Sun. Eve 15 .40

OAKLAND SQUARE
Daily Mat 10 .25

Daily Eve 10 .35

Sat. Mat 10 .25

Sat. Eve 10 .30

Sun. Mat 10 .35

Sun. Eve 10 .35

PORTAGE PARK
Daily Mat 10 .25

Daily Eve 15 .30

Sat. Mat 10 .25

Sat. Eve 15 .35

Sun. Mat 10 .25-.35

Sun. Eve 15 .35

TERMINAL
Daily Mat 10 .25

Daily Eve 15 .40

Sat. Mat 10 .25

Sat. Eve 15 .50

Sun. Mat 15 .50

Sun. Eve 15 .50

VISTA
Daily Mat 10 .20

Daily Eve 10 .30

Sat. Mat 10 .25

Sat. Eve 10 .30

Sun. Mat .30

Sun. Eve 10 .30

WEST ENGLEWOOD
Daily Mat .15

Daily Eve. ... * .35

Sat. Mat .25

Sat. Eve 10 .40

Sun. .Mat .40

Sun. Eve .40
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Lubliner & Trinz,

New BELMONT THEATRE, Chicago
Photographs by Trowbridge Studios, Chicago

Walter W. Ahlschlager, Chicago, Architect.
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(Photos by Trowbridge Studios, Chicago ) ( Walter W. Ahlschlager, Chicago, Architect )
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Are You Protecting Your Organ

From Its MostVicious Enemies?
Nothing can so greatly interfere with the performance of your

organ as sudden temperature changes and excessive moisture. The

most golden toned instrument will be “foggy” and off-pitch if no

preventative measure is taken. Your

organ is probably the most expensive

item of your theatre equipment. Why
not protect it from its arch enemies?

EVENHEETERS
Provide an absolutely EVEN
temperature for organ chambers

Evenheeters, perfected automatic

electric heat, especially designed for

organ chamber use, fully solve the

problem. They maintain an absolute-

ly even temperature at all times. Un-

like most electric heaters they are

non-radiating. In other words, they

heat the AIR in the chamber, and do

not overheat adjacent organ parts.

RIGHT NOW is the time to

provide this permanent cure

Now is the time that you MOST NEED
Evenheeter equipment. Install this inexpen-

sive organ insurance, and you will have a

perfectly operating organ, and will greatly

reduce organ servicing—thus saving the cost

of the equipment in a short time.

Write for details NOW! Don’t wait for

organ troubles. Prevent them!

CRAMBLET ENGINEERING CORP.

J

Organ arrangement at the Uptown
theatre, Chicago’s largest motion pic-

ture palace. Organ chambers fully

protected by Evenheeters.

Portable EVENHEETERS

Mean
Comfort

Easily

installed!

A Fp>w

Prominent

Installations

Paramount Theatre,
New York City

Roxy Theatre, New
York City

Shea’s Buffalo, Buffalo,

N. Y.
New Michigan, De'

troit

Riviera, Detroit
Circle, Cleveland
Loews State, Cleveland
Rialto, Miami
Tampa, Tampa
Oriental, Chicago
Uptown, Chicago
Harding, Chicago
Tower, Chicago
Alhambra, Milwaukee
Ambassador, St. Louis

Theatre Chains
which buy

EVENHEETERS
Comerford, P u b 1 i x,

S a e n g e r, Fischers,

Saxe, Balaban 6? Katz,
Lubliner £? T r i n z,

Stanley, Universal, Or-
pheum, Loews, Finkel-

stein & Ruben, Mid'
west, etc.

Recommended
by Organ

Manufacturers

Rudolph Wurlitzer Co.
W. W. Kimball Co.
Marr & Colton Co.
Robert Morton Organ

Co.
Geo. Kilgen 6? Son,

Inc.

Bartola Musical Inst.

Co.
Estey Organ
Welte Mignon Corp.

Endorsed by
Nationally Known

Architects

Walter Ahlschlager,

Eberson fef Eberson,
Rapp Rapp.

For Perfect Signs
in Motion—
Hotchkiss

“
Silent” Flashers

286-288 Milwaukee St. Milwaukee, Wis.

EVENHEETERS
Your Best Possible Pipe Organ Insurance
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HowStanley-CrandallOrganistSy
ManagersAchieve BetterMusic

By Irene Juno
Organist, Stanlcy-Crandall Theatres, Washington, D. C.

DETTER THEATRES for October
was sent to our office and at the

same time I had a letter from the editor

that my copy was
on the way. By
the time I had
reached the main
office at the Met-
ropolitan Theatre
Building it had
been sent over to

my theatre and
all the other
managers had
gathered up their

copies in the morn-
ing mail and gone
on their way. So
it remained with
me to look up the
office copy. With
aid of Secretary Brown and the switchboard

operator we traced it from the desk of

General Manager J. P. Morgan to John
Payette, supervisor of theatres, to Nat
Glasser, assistant supervisor, and finally

located it in the office of Nelson Bell,

director of publicity. I dashed over to

his suite on the third floor and impa-
tiently stood at his side and jiggled his

elbow while he finished reading it. At
last capturing this elusive and over-

worked magazine I took it into the office

of Harriet Hawley Locher, director edu-
cational department, and Mrs. Locher
and Gladys Mills, her secretary and I

got at least a bird’s-eye view of it be-

fore Bell sent for us to bring it back.

When I got to the theatre at night my
manager was reading my copy and he
decided to take it home to digest by his

fireside, so it was the following evening
before I finally corraled my magazine. I

brought it home, where I put it under
lock and key, thereby assuring myself
that it would not get away from me until

I had read every last line.

That Better Theatres is being read by

a large and varied clientele was brought

home to me by receiving a letter from the

Page Organ Company within twenty-four

hours after the October issue had ap-

peared, and I am giving you the first para-

graph of this letter. It shows the keen in-

terest that is being taken in the music de-

partment of Better Theatres magazine,

also that its circulation is not limited to

managers and musicians.

* * *

“We have just read a very interesting

article by you in the October 30th issue

of the Exhibitors Herald, all of which
goes to show that the pipe organ is indis-

pensable in the art of putting on a good
picture, and want to congratulate you in

the way you have brought out the points

therein.”

Music in the movies is now recognized as

the chief asset to the theatre, and the

supervisor of Stanley-Crandall theatres, Mr.
John Payette, is endeavoring to give to his

patrons 100 per cent efficiency in every
house. To this end he called a joint meet-
ing of organists and managers in the pro-

jection studio of the Metropolitan theatre

and he with his assistant supervisor, Nat
Glasser, also Dan Breeskin, director-in-chief

of the music, Stanley-Crandall Company,
and Milton Davis, supervisor of organ de-

partment, outlined the work of organists

and managers for the coming season.

One of the points stressed was playing
the “News Reel.” That is of mixed sub-
jects. Some of interest and some not, and
in our houses it is always played. Music
is changed with every scene and should
fit each subject. Of interest was the order
to play the trailers or scenes on the advance
pictures. These should always be cued
and it is generally conceded that suitable

music stimulates interest in the picture. If

the organ were dead the attention of many
patrons would be drawn elsewhere, as there
is a tendency to talk when there is no
music.

Of course, I am speaking of the neigh-
borhood houses when I say a dead organ.
The Stanley-Crandall Company are very
fair and allow the twelve minutes to the
hour intermission asked by the union. That
is taken to the best advantage of the show
and the comedy is usually the intermission.

However, when the comedy is omitted or
is of short length the feature : = started and
a place chosen for the extra intermission
that is full of action or interest. We find

that if a feature is started with music,
the people get interested and do not notice
if the music stops, while if the feature
opens cold there is a tendency to look
around and wonder what has happened to

the organist. The houses downtown, of
course, have orchestras and organist or
two organists, which gives continuous
music.
My manager, R. Wesley Etris, has one

of the best habits regarding cue sheets,

and which could be followed to good ad-
vantage by managers who desire co-opera-
tion. He has cue sheets at least one month
ahead. He puts the day and the date on

QRS Takes Over

U. S. Music Firm
What is unquestionably the largest trans-

action in the history of the music roll in-

dustry was made recently when the QRS
Music Co. formally took over the trade-

marks, patents, good will, machinery and
entire inventory of finished rolls and raw
materials of the United States Music Co.

It is understood that the deal involves ap-
proximately $500,000. It merges two of

the largest music roll concerns in the in-

dustry. The transfer of the physical as-

sets of the United States Music Co. took
place on November 1.

each one and that enables me to look over
the cue sheets, see if there are any direct

cues, any music I should have that I don’t,

and gives me time to order it. If I feel

in the mood I can go through cue sheets
and music and set up as many scores as I

find time to do and take them to the the-
atre. I know just what day I play a pic-

ture and if one organist is playing a par-
ticularly good score I am not above asking
her to loan it to me, I know just when I

want it and when it will be returned. Or-
ganists on our circuit borrow and loan en-
tire scores without a second thought.
Manager Etris also types any business

detail and leaves it on the organ. That
eliminates business discussions. He knows
I will read it, and the matter is out of his

mind. Any manager who neglects this typ-

ing of business takes up the time of the
organist and the manager’s time unneces-
sarily. At the time he might think of the
message and come down to the organ to

talk about it the most important scene in

the picture would be on and either the

music would suffer or perhaps an impor-
tant point in the message overlooked.
Mr. Etris’ co-operation extends through-

out the house and he has stimulated inter-

est in the Saturday matinees with novel
ideas, until the line-up extends for a block
long after the opening matinee has started.

Robert Etris, manager of the Ambassa-
dor theatre, co-operates with his organist

to the extent of discussing programs and
exits with them. He is one of the few
managers who can boast of a musical edu-
cation, and he gives his patrons the result

of their combined efforts. His strong point

is one that I now find is being taken up
in other houses, although Mr. Etris must
have credit for introducing the idea. His
exit music is always in keeping with the
atmosphere of the picture, and a society

drama gets a late fox trot, a patriotic

picture a march and a very heavy picture

has the theme played over once again and
then into a lighter number which does not
break into the atmosphere of the picture. I

am sure Mr. Etris would faint dead away
in the lobby if his organist played a fox trot

following, say, “The Ten Commandments”
or “Big Parade.”

* * *

Albert E. Waters, now at Crandall’s Cen-
tral theatre, and for many seasons my man-
ager, goes a step farther in his co-opera-
tion, and every change of program he
brings a typewritten schedule to the or-

ganist and it gives the time to the minute
of News, comedy, feature and intermission.

His house runs from 11 A. M. to 11 P. M.,

but I have never found him too busy to

talk or listen to an idea.

The Crandall music is always soft and
secondary to the picture. It is a common
saying in Washington that you can always
tell a Crandall organist, whether they are

playing in their own theatre or substituting

for another organist. Crandall organists

are taught and what is more, they learn.
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It might not be out of order to say “They
learn or else?”

Stanley-Crandall Company makes no sex
distinction in placing their organists. There
is a man organist in one theatre featuring
its music, and within ten blocks is a woman
organist who is also featured. The Met-
ropolitan, the big house downtown, has one
woman and one man organist, and we can’t

see that they make any distinction regard-
ing their work at the organ.
The day is past when women held a

position because they were a friend of

someone inside. They are now judged
on their merit alone and if a woman plays

better than the man in question she gets

the job.

There was a time and I guess we have
all been through it, when the managers re-

garded the organist as a nutty individual

who was liable to be on the job, and again

he might be struck with a fit of tempera-
ment and not show up at all. However,
musicians were quite necessary to movies
even in the old days, so they were toler-

ated, laid out or cajoled as the occasion

demanded. In turn we, the musicians, re-

garded managers as someone to argue with
or perhaps ignore entirely (if we happened
to be that good), again we walked around
in fear and trembling, for we might be here

today and some place else tomorrow. 4
Movies and their various departments now
demand brainy, skillful labor, and there is

no place in the game that co-operation is

so necessary as between manager and or-

ganist or leader.
x * *

The organists at the last meeting were
asked to listen more closely to the orches-

tra and treat their organ as an orchestra.

Also the use of the tremolo was brought

out. Some of the most beautiful stops

lose their quality and richness of tone be-

cause of the constant use of the tremolo.

An oboe, a clarinet, a cornet, in fact, any
of the brass section when used as a solo

stop should not have the tremolo. Imag-
ine a cornetist blowing a quavering, waver-
ing tone and expecting applause or even
attention. Yet we find organists doing

that very thing.

Apropos of nothing at all Mr. Payette

asked, “What would you think if you went
down to the Metropolitan and the bass viol

played a long note and all the men stopped

playing while Mr. Breeskin hunted through

his music, and after scratching and pawing
around on his music rack he gave a signal,

the bass shut off his solo and the orchestra

began.” Everyone laughed, but he went
on, “I have heard that same thing done by

an organist. They will hold down a chord
or a pedal note and look for music, or
think of something to play or set up a new
combination of stops.”
And he continued, “Wouldn’t you think

our organization had gone crazy if you
went in the Met some Sunday afternoon
and a few of the orchestra men came out
and after a while started to play, then a
couple more sprang over the rail and a
few ran up from the orchestra room and
finally Mr. Breeskin flew down the center
aisle, leaped over the rail, grabbed the stick
and the ensemble finally got together. But
I have found that same thing with organ-
ists. At the last minute they tear down the
aisle, fling some music on the rack or maybe
jump on the bench with no music, and as
the first strains of the organ float through
the house the hunt for tunes begins. I

don’t say all of our organists do such things.
I don’t even think the ones who did them
are constantly doing this, but if each or-
ganist will consider himself the leader
and the organ their orchestra it will elimi-
nate many of these little errors.” Mr.
Payette concluded his talk with an appeal
for co-operation between organists and
managers, and that each organist submit
any idea he might have to make the music
of his theatre an outstanding feature.

* x *

Daniel Breeskin, director-in-chief of the
music department, Stanley-Crandall Com-
pany, then took up the introduction of his

“Organists’ Circulating Library" plan with
the managers. It had been explained and
approved at the last organists meeting,
and the managers were now instructed in

their part of the plan.

In explanation let me say that Mr.
Breeskin is considered the ace in scoring
pictures and his library is tremendous. Or-
ganists have always had the privilege of
borrowing Mr. Breeskin’s score for their

picture and for a time the Breeskin score
was sent to each house as the picture was
booked. However, the circuit is so large

that it kept the music tied up for months,
and there were dozens of scores out all the
time. The music got in such a mixup it

took weeks to straighten it out, so after

much thinking, this plan was submitted.
Each organist pays fifty cents a week.

That is given to the manager on Saturday,
who takes it to the main office, where
each one turns his money over to Man-
ager Wesley Etris. Mr. Etris then brings
it to me and I deposit it to the credit of
the Organists’ Library. A record of the
amount paid and by whom is kept in a book
with the minutes of our organists meetings.

In the meantime Mr. Breeskin has given
me a cue sheet of his score and I go down
the list, ordering it intact. We have chosen
the Belwin Company of New York City to
deal with. Mr. Winkler is giving it his
personal attention and the music is sent
special delivery within a few days. A bill

comes with it and I remit a check, deduct-
ing same from the organists fund. If there
should be a deficiency and the music costs
more than we have on hand, I pay the
difference and it is made up the following
week. I then set up the score for the
show Mr. Breeskin has played, and it goes
to the house playing the picture first, usually
the Tivoli.

.Mr. Payette is furnishing the librarian
with a list of bookings and as a result I

know just when the score will be at each
house. This includes the organists on our
circuit from the towns of West Virginia,
Virginia and Maryland, who come in to at-

tend our meetings and have their score
sent out.

After the score has been over the cir-

cuit it. is brought to the organists room at
the Tivoli. Any little repairs are made,
due to so much handling, the score is taken
apart and cataloged and is then on file.

* x *

However, the usefulenss of this plan
does not stop there. After the music is

filed away the organists are at liberty to

come in and set up their scores not ar-

ranged by Mr. Breeskin. (He plays one
show a week, we play five or six.) The
name of the numbers taken and when, also
when they are to be returned, is put on a
card and left on file. The organists room
is open from eleven to twelve on week
days and is in charge of the librarian.

It will cost the organists twenty-six dol-

lars a year to have the advantage of play-
ing Breeskin scores, borrowing music they
know is good, and the wise organist who
wants a really good library of music will

seize this opportunity to buy for himself
many of the numbers he finds in the score
as it plays his house.
Although the plan is in its infancy we

will stick with it and by the first of the

year we expect to have many hundreds of
good numbers in our Organists’ Library.

If the music of the Stanley-Crandall
Company of Washington does not stand out
as one of the big things of this season, it

will not be because the heads of the vari-

ous departments have not done their share.

Everything seems to be in our favor and
they have put the reins in our hands, say-

ing “NOW, GO GET ’EM!”

“Surprise Novelty” a New Idea
that Solves a Double Problem

By Ted Meyn
Organist, Pantages Theatre, Kansas City, Mo.

MANY times this question has con-

fronted us, these very words,

“What will I put on” something that is

“New,” “Different” and “Good.” In the

business of “Organ Features,” if the words

“New,” “Different” and “Good” were

taken out of the dictionary what a blessing

it would be. Nevertheless we must pro-

duce or some one will take our place who
will.

I, personally facing this problem, put in

hours in trying to resolve a solu-

tion that would in a way remedy it,

would in a way give me something new,

different and good. The idea finally

struck me, “why not let the public worry
a little, too.” Instead of I thinking,
“what will I put on” let them think and
wonder “WHAT WILL HE PUT ON.”
It sounded good and I knew if it could
be worked out, it would prove a box
office value. I knew the public being
curious and if I could work on their

curiosity, what a hit it would be.
* * *

The reader no doubt knows that
“Take a Chance Week” was a very big
success all over the country and that

thought in my mind, I put the two to-

gether and had resolved another idea.

Let the public take a chance on me every
week. Don’t advertise what I am going
to do, but let them wonder. Of course
the public doing a little wondering, too,

would not give me any new novelties,

neither would the public help me in the
least, but the idea alone of working on
their curiosity gave me encouragement
and like pouring gasoline on fire I got
busy. Again I was confronted by the
thought, “Take A Chance Novelties”
would in a way be following the other
fellow’s idea, so I added to it. Let the
public take a chance, but add to the
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novelty a surprise. Hence I originated

the title, “Surprise Novelty.” Every
“Novelty” or “Stage Presentation” must
have a surprise in it.

I took the idea up with the various of-

ficials of the theatre but was unable to

interest them. I felt and was sure that

I had an idea but how was I to put it

over, make them accept and start. I

therefore took it upon myself to put it over

and make them realize the value of it.

Barnum, the great circus showman, once

said, “Make ’em talk.” This was a won-
derful thought, but how was I to make
the public talk. I must do something that

would make them talk. By doing so I

would make myself a value to the theatre

and they would have to come across with

my idea.
* * *

I thought that if I would let my hair

grow to a long length and then get a

permanent wave, the public would be bound
to talk. This I did, let my hair grow,

had a permanent wave put in and

BANG! like a cannon ball out of a can-

non, the local newspapers gave me a col-

umn and one half on the front page of the

home edition. A photograph on the second

TED MEYEN

Oragnist, Pantages

theatre, Kansas City,

Mo. who begins a

series of articles in

this issue.

page showing the permanent wave irons

on my head. The following morning pa-
pers gave me three different head poses
of my hair.

I had succeeded. I was now a box office

value, this was my first “Surprise Novelty”
and the following week I gave my original

and first “Surprise Novelty” entitled

“Dressed For The Occasion,” which was
a very big success. I had now sold the

public the idea of “Surprise Novelties,”

I recently had my long hair cut off, which
made a great surprise to the theatre pat-

rons. The “Surprise Novelties” idea

readers, is successful and worth going
after.

* * *

In presenting a novelty or stage pres-

entation, carry with it a surprise. Do not
advertise what you are going to do, work
on the public’s curiosity; this curiosity busi-

ness gets them
;
they will pay to see. Ad-

vertise in the papers as follows,

(Organist name)
presents his

“Surprise Novelty”
Through the courtesy of Better Theatres,

I will present in future editions of this

magazine a few of my selected “Surprise
Novelties,” giving in detail everything that

takes place, lighting effects, slides, photo-
graphs of settings and every detail of the

surprise part so that the reader will have
no difficulty in using the idea is he sees fit.

My next article on “Surprise Novelties”
will be my original novelty and stage pres-

entation entitled, “The Independent Trav-
eler.” This novelty proved to be a very big

success
;

it entertained the theatre patrons
and received a thunderous ovation. This
“Surprise Novelty” would be an ideal one
for the reader to start the “Surprise Nov-
elty” idea in his theatre.

TheOrgan in theMotionPicture
Theatre—Its Use, Possibilities

By Harold J. Lyon
Organist, Legion Theatre, Marshalltown, la.

THE first consideration in the art of

playing organ accompaniment to motion

pictures should have to do with the people

responsible for
our bread and but-

ter, titled our au-

dience.

Audiences are
critics of the or-

ganist as well as

the picture and the

success of the or-

g a n i s t depends
largely on his

pleasing this
group of people

who come nightly

to be entertained.

In every audience
there are a few Harold j. Lyon

cultured and musi-
cally educated persons who appreciate the

very best offered, even though there is a

large majority who are called morons—in

the March edition of The American Organ-
ist Mr. Theodore Merson declares that

morons fill the first six hundred seats near-

est the stage and ninety-three out of every

remaining hundred seats—yet they are

aware of the fact whether the music is

fitted to the picture or not. Some players

even boast that they can get by with almost

anything as their morons are so intensely

engrossed in the picture that they forget

that there is an organist and blame all the

noticeable blunders on the organ. This
type of player usually may look in a mirror

and find the one he is fooling.
* * *

One should endeavor to please all tastes

and in order to do so he must choose

as good variety of music for his program
as will reach all classes of persons. The
good music should be used for long scenes

where they permit, then maybe a popular

waltz or foxtrot for relief. If a variety

cannot be well synchronized with the fea-

ture, then the intermission is left for a

good decided change, or even the scenic,

comedy, news, etc. For instance, if the

picture be of a comedy type with all comic
action and bright music, then an overture
or a slow, dreamy waltz would be excel-

lent during the intermission. Classics such
as “To a Wild Rose,” by MacDowell, or
Hermanmen’s “Mountain Echoes,” would
please a large portion of the audience on
the scenic. The person booking the pro-

grams is, of course, responsible for a va-

riety in the short subjects and when artis-

tically done the music is, of course, taken
in consideration. If the music is not cor-

rectly interpretative at every second it be-

comes to the audience something apart

from the screen, a concert to cover the

silence. The music should be as closely

joined to the picture as the phono-film,

where the two cannot become separated.

Therefore, to give the choicest entertain-

ment, both the manager and organist must
cooperate.

Always use your conscientious efforts

to elevate the taste of your audience, in-

stead of acceding to the plebian desires of

a few.
jfc

i{c

Secondly, the magnificent instrument on
which you are performing such amazing
things, the organ. From the old church or-

gan these supreme box office attractions

have originated and been developed, so that

we now have organs classified as Straight,

Orchestral, and Unit, the latter two being
the most desirable for theatre use. The
reader interested enough to read this far
no doubt is acquainted with the possibil-

ities and characteristics of these three in-

struments, making it unnecessary for me to

explain.

Registration seems to be the factor with
which most organists have difficulty, espe-
cially in the proper fitting of different

moods on the screen. Since the screen
story lacks in audible expression of the dif-

ferent emotions it is the business of the

organist to supply this lack with music of
such quality and tone coloring as to give
life to the picture. To successfully fill this

bill one should keep their eyes on the

faces of the actors, for, in this way a look
of sorrow, discontent, love, happiness, or
any other emotion may be determined. The
reason I speak of this is because of the

outrageous use of the different stops by
organists who are really supposed to be
good. The idea of accompanying a little

love scene with a melody on a trumpet

!

Many organists use the piano solo parts

and then wonder why their music does not
give the orchestra tonal color. I wonder
if they realize that the piano accompani-
ment parts are usually cheaper in price
and far more advantageous, for in them is

clearly indicated which instrument has the
melody and which the accompaniment, thus
aiding one in obtaining the proper combina-
tions. In addition to this the leading

(Continued on page 40 )

Blizzard Ventilating & Cooling System Is Best by Actual Test see
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Around the Equipment Field

THE NEW PARAMOUNT theatre has
been the focus spot of attention during the

past few weeks. Getting it open on time
has kept a lot of people busy. After a
valiant struggle with workmen, cleaners,

scaffolding and other obstacles John S.

Spargo of the New York office of this

paper led a photographer through the maze
and obtained first inside views of the house.

They are reproduced elsewhere in this

issue.
* * *

H. A. R. DUTTON, president of the

National Theatre Supply Company is mak-
ing a visit to several cities on the West
Coast which will keep him away from the

home office for several weeks.
* * *

COMPLETION of the heating and ven-

tilation system for the new Palace theatre

at Canton, Ohio, is announced by the B. F.

Reynolds Company of Chicago. The com-
pany also is installing its heating and venti-

lating system in the Grand Riviera Annex
Detroit, the Avalon, Paradise, Victory and
Lawndale theatre, Chicago; the Palace at

Cicero, 111.; Gravois theatre, at St. Louis;

Missouri and Riviera at Omaha and the

Capitol at Grand Island, Nebraska.
* * *

L. P. LANGFORD of the Wisconsin

Theatre Supply Co., Milwaukee, Wis. re-

ports that his recent sales of Motiograph

machines have kept him on the jump mak-
ing installations in the following theatres

and institutions : B. P. O. Elks No. 46

Milwaukee; Lake Theatre, Milwaukee;

Lexington theatre, Milwaukee; Mozart

theatre, Milwaukee; Tower theatre, Mil-

waukee; Comet theatre, Milwaukee; Ma-
jestic theatre, Beloit, Wis.; Stuart theatre,

Wausau, Wis.; Natl. Home for Soldiers,

Milwaukee; Majestic theatre, Sheboygan,

Wis.; St. Catherine’s High School, Racine,

Wis
;
and Columbia theatre, Milwaukee.

* * *

WILLIS A. PENNOW, general man-

ager of Perfection Arc Company of Mil-

waukee in response to numerous inquiries

from distributors as to just what is in-

cluded in the price of $195 for the Perfec-

tion Arc Lamp, announces that this price

includes necessary base castings, rheostats

and one stereo with each pair of Perfec-

tion reflecting arc lamps.
* * *

NATIONAL THEATRE SUPPLY
Company reports that 61 screens have been

delivered and installed in theatres in the

East by its New York branch since August
1 .

* * *

THE DENVER office just furnished the

new Aladdin Theatre, Denver, with com-
plete booth equipment including three

Powers Projectors with Peerless lamps,

Roth Actodector, Brenkert Spot Light,

Fulco Rewind, etc. Also complete theatre

equipment to the Orpheum Theatre, Plenty-

wood, Mont., including two Simplexes with
Peerless lamps, 11 ft. 6-in. by 15 ft. 4-in.

Minusa Screen, Stafford Chairs, etc.

* * *

BRANDT AUTOMATIC Cashier Com-
pany, Watertown, Wis., manufacturers of

the subtracting keyboard coin changer, re-

ports excellent theatre business this year.

Four machines have been installed in the

new Famous Players Paramount Theatre
which opened in New York last week.

By Harry Holquist

Other recent installations are those in the

new Oriental theatre, Chicago
;

the new
Michigan in Detroit, the Granada, Chicago,
the Jersey at Jersey City, New Jersey, Sta-
dium theatre at Woonsocket, Rhode Island,

the Hill Street in Los Angeles, and the new
State theatre in Minot, North Dakota. The
Brandt Automatic Cashier Company attrib-

utes this phenominal following in the thea-

tre field to its free trial plan by which
prospective users are permitted to try the
machine before purchasing.

* * *

JOS. A. BRADLEY of the American
Theatre Supply Company, Sioux Falls,

S. D. writes us a very interesting letter

which is reproduced following. Mr. Brad-
ley says: “We find in this section of the

country that the exhibitors are beginning
to realize the great importance of properly
decorating up their theatre. We believe

that the exhibitors in the small town, are

beginning to realize that the competition in

the city, is very keen; inasmuch as its pa-
trons go to the larger cities to be enter-

tained.

“The point is that the exhibitors in the

small towns, have just realized this situ-

ation and have started to put in scenery,

small organs, more comfortable seats and
better projection equipment.

“Also a great many of the new modern
schools have done likewise from an edu-
cational standpoint.

“We are fully aware that conditions in

this Middle West, are far below normal
but this is not the first time in the history

of our country, that conditions have been
such.

“We have just sold to L. G. Ballard,

Gem Theatre, Waterville, Minn, a new
$2250 Reproduco pipe organ, Waterville be-

ing a town of less than 1000 population.”

* * *

W. G. PREDDY has been appointed dis-

tributor for Bio Carbons in the San Fran-
cisco section. These carbons are made in

Germany.
* * *

RECENT SILVERSHEET installations

as reported by the American Silversheet

Co. of St. Louis are: Ritz theatre, Birm-
ingham, Alabama; Princess, Hot Springs,

Ark; Crandall’s Savoy, Washington, D. C.

;

Cameo, Lakeland, Florida; Gem, Chester,

Illinois; Illfngton, Chicago, 111.; Parthenon,

Hammond, Indiana ;
Englert, Iowa City,

Iowa; Capitol, Frankfort, Kentucky;

Van Vliet Is Made
Projection Chief

ofF & R Circuit
Russell Van Vliet, who has the distinc-

tion of operating the first motion picture

projecting machine west of the Mississippi

river, has been placed at the head of the

new projection department recently in-

stalled by Finkelstein and Ruben for their

chain of 125 motion picture theatres in the

northwest. Mr. Van Vliet has been in the

motion picture game since he was a boy
and in his new position he will have
charge of all the projection equipment
owned by the firm.

Calvin, Dearborn, Michigan ; Broadway,
Canby, Minnesota; Gem, Lyman, Ne-
braska; Auditorium, Cando, N. D.

;
Twin

City, New Comerstown, Ohio; Palace
Corpus Christi, Texas and Athens Opera
House, Athens, Wisconsin.

* * *

EVENHEETER sales have been made
to more than 60 theatres in the past eight

weeks it is announced by the Cramblet
Engineering Company of Milwaukee, Wis.

* * *

NEW MARQUISE will be important

features of the Lyric theatre, Covington,
Ky. which has recently been remodeled at

a cost of $15,000; the Keith theatre, Indian-

apolis and the new Clinton theatre, which
is being erected by the James Amusement
Company at Columbus, O. The marquise
installations are being made by the Archi-

tectural Metal Products Company of Cov-
ington, Ky.

* * h=

F. A. LEATHERMAN of Atlanta, well

known music dealer has recently installed

Reproduco pipe organs in the following

theatres : Panama Amusement Company,
Panama City, Florida ; J. W. English,

Homestead, Florida; J. W. English, Holly-
wood, Florida; Norman Brown, Umitilla,

Florida ; C. E. Doffin, Tallahassee, Florida

;

Lexington theatre, Lexington, Miss.; Co-
lonial theatre, Burford, Georgia

; C. W.
Wade, Clauton, Alabama; Crescent Amuse-
ment Co., Harriman, Tenn. and Strand
Cafeteria, Atlanta, Georgia.

He He *

THE LINK COMPANY, Binghamton,
N. Y. reports their factory working over-

time to supply the demand for Link and
Link-C. Sharpe Minor unit pipe organs.

Recent installations include the Lafayette

theatre, Charlottesville, Va. ; Jefferson,

Charlottesville, Va.
;
Lincoln, New Martins-

ville, W. Va. ;
Rex, Bessemer, Mich.

;
Brad-

ley, Elko, Nevada; Haltnorth, Cleveland;

Virginia, Cleveland; New theatre, Clyde,

N. Y. ; Jefferson, Auburn, N. Y. ; New
theatre, Utica, N. Y.

;
Glen Park theatre,

Gary, Ind. ;
Bush’s Egyptian, San Diego,

Calif.
;
and the Palace, San Diego, Calif.

An outstanding installation in the east will

be a large Link-C. Sharpe Minor organ for

Keeney’s new house in Binghamton costing

$35,000.
* * *

SUPREME HEATER & Ventilating

Corp., St. Louis, Mo. reports the sale of

another cooling blower to Joe Steed

Amusement Enterprises, Ensley, Ala. This

is the second Supreme Blower sold this

company. Supreme Blowers are now in

operation in nearly every state in the

country.
* * *

DEALER NEWS this month is con-

spicuous mostly by its absence. Perhaps
the dealers and distributors have been too

busy to write us. Let’s hope this is so

rather than that the reason be that they

have nothing to report in the way of new
installations and news activities of their

organizations.
* * *

THE THEATRICAL lighting depart-

ment of Electric Products Corp., San Fran-
cisco is now under the management of

C. W. Burchett, Electrical Engineer, form-
erly with Tex Coombs Theatre Equipment
Co. A new department of the Electric

Products Corp. will shortly be established.
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here’s the answer to

your buildingproblem

UNITED STUDIOS, now completing another

year of successful operation, was the first

and is now the only organization in the motion

picture industry that coordinates under one head

all phases of theatre building—designing, erect-

ing, equipping. Our service starts with our archi-

tectural department and is concluded only when
the key is turned over to you—your theatre ready

for the opening performance.

We are now completing contracts totaling

more than $3,000,000. The new Gillioz Theatre

at Springfield, Mo., was turned over to the Uni-

versal Pictures Corporation, October 11th and

other houses for Universal are now under con-

struction. We have the stamp of approval from

Carl Laemmle’s corporation—need more be said

concerning our competency and responsibility?

J

Complete
11!
si^mosZw)

Service

EVERY department of the United Studios

organization is in charge of men thoroughly
im

familiar with the theatre field through actual,

on-the-ground experience. Our plans include all

the latest innovations in theatre building found

practical by public approval.

Write us today if you contemplate building or remodel-

ing and let us tell you about “United Studios Complete
Service.”

United Studios. Inc. "\

28 West Lake St. Chicago L. P. LARSEN
Managing Art Director
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POWER’S PROJECTOR
WITH

POWERLITE REFLECTOR LAMP

POWER’S DIVISION
INTERNATIONAL PROJECTOR CORPORATION

90 Gold Street New York, N. Y.

A SPLENDID EQUIPMENT
WITH A HOST OF FRIENDS
THRUOUT THE UNITED STATES

Powerlite
Reflector Lamp
is giving excellent results in hundreds

of theatres.

Every exhibitor and projectionist

should send for a copy of

OUR NEW PUBLICATION

Powerlite
Reflector Arc

Lamp
giving full information regarding low

intensity REFLECTOR ARC LAMPS.
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SPEED ofPROJECTION Film

W E, in the First National or-

ganization, are very much in-

terested in the work and aims

of the Society of Motion Picture En-
gineers because we know that all of

its activities are directed toward the

betterment of the film industry as a

whole.

It is with particular interest that I

note your Standards Committee has

tentatively suggested a projection

speed of 80 feet per minute and a tak-

ing speed of 60 per minute. In this

connection I believe that you will be

interested to learn that First National

is adopting a plan which we believe

will, to a large extent, alleviate the

evils of improper projection by ex-

hibitors and serve to give the public

in general a better and smoother qual-

ity of entertainment.

Hereafter the reel bands of every
print of our pictures will carry the

proper projection speed thereon as a

guide to the operator, and this com-
pany will do its utmost to impress on
exhibitors the importance of proper
speed.

* * *

The plan in itself is simple. It was
advocated by John McCormick, who
is in charge of production at our West
Coast studios. The greatest difficulty

about the proposition is the deter-

mination of the proper speed for a

given film, because a uniform speed
for all motion pictures would not be
practicable or satisfactory.

I don’t think producers have in the

past gone to sufficient lengths in point-

ing out to exhibitors the necessity of

carefully watching their projection

speed. Nor do I think that all exhib-

itors have realized that in running a

picture at the wrong speed they hurt
its entertainment value tremendously.

* General Manager, First National Pictures.
Paper presented before the Society of Motion Pic-
ture Engineers, Briarcliff, N. Y., October, 1926.

By Richard A. Rowland*

Exhibitors in even the smaller

towns have, in many directions, de-

veloped presentation to a high degree

of perfection. They have done won-
ders in exploitation, and their lobby
displays and ballyhoos frequently

reach a high degree of excellence. In

the larger cities, the musical settings

and prologues are often magnificent.

In a word, the show is put on in a

million-dollar manner. But the heart

of the- whole thing, the kernel in the

nut, the basis of the program, the real

excuse for the theatre’s existence

—

the picture—is too often marred be-

cause it is run either too fast or too

slowly. In many cases the fault is in-

advertent
;
but in any event it can and

should be corrected. •

* * *

Pictures are cut in accordance with
their character. In other words, pro-

ducers are always “pointing” for

either drama or comedy and the tempo
is in the speed which best fits the sub-

ject. A comedy full of fast action is

usually cut to be shown at a speed of
from 90 to 95 feet per minute, while

a slow-moving drama is figured at 80
to 85. Sometimes a picture is filmed

in too slow a tempo and must be
speeded up in the cutting. Different

directors have different methods. One
who works slowly will made a picture

timed around 80, perhaps
;
while oth-

ers are all for fast action and pro-
duce a 90 or 95-speed picture.

Unless all directors are, so to speak,

standardized and work mechanically
at the same tempo, this difference will

always exist.

When a comedy is cut to run at 90

and is actually rim at 80 it becomes
“draggy.” On the other hand, a

drama projected faster than it should

be, becomes “jumpy” and the dra-

matic points fail to register. Titles are

another indication. If an audience

complains that titles are too long or

too short, it is because the picture is

not being run at the proper speed.

The length of titles is determined by
the speed for which the picture is cut.

Another thing which we must dis-

count is the fact that, in productions

with a highly popular star, the first-

run exhibitor will often project the

picture at a higher rate of speed than

is appropriate in order to get more
people into the theatre. The pro-

ducer will sometimes cut the picture

to a slower tempo to meet this con-

dition
; and the vicious circle is con-

tinued.
* t- *

I am positive that the solution is to

be found in the method Mr. McCor-
mick has suggested and which we
shall henceforth employ; namely, the

marking on the reel bands : “This reel

was cut to be run at 85”—or whatever
the speed may be.

It stands to reason that, if there is

no definite running speed indicated,

the exhibitor must rely on his own
judgment or that of his projectionist.

He no doubt could easily determine

the proper speed himself, if he had
the time, but if the projectionist has

the proper directions before him in

black and white, he will be far more
likely to follow them.

To be COOL when it is HOT and WARM when it is COLD see

Distributors of Blizzard Ventilating and Cooling System

Editor, “Better Theatres”

EXHIBITORS HERALD
407 S. Dearborn street,

Chicago, Illinois

Sir: Send me (free) a supply of your “Better Theatres Stop
Charts” to be used for the purpose of improving motion picture

projection.

Name

Theatre. ....

City.

State..
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How to Avoid

Legal

Difficulties
( Continued, from page 9)

circumstances of the happening of the
accident.

* * *

In still another case, the court ex-
plained in length that a theatre proprie-
tor is not expected to exercise a “high
degree’’ of care in maintaining the
premises safe. And that if he is a rea-
sonably prudent man of average intel-

ligence and experience in the business
of operating a theatre and is “ordinarily
careful” to prevent injuries to the pa-
trons, he is not liable for damages, un-
less such injuries are purposely inflicted

by the employees who are acting within
the scope of the employment at the time
the injury is inflicted.

However, sometimes considerable tes-

timony and the earnest consideration of
a jury is required before a satisfactory
decision may be rendered on the ques-
tion of whether or not a theatre owner
is liable for injuries sustained by a
patron. But it is safe to say that if a
proprietor employs competent em-
ployees, such as cleaners, to inspect the
various parts of the theatre, as the car-
pets, floors, seats, steps, and the like,

the proprietor will not be liable for in-

juries sustained by patrons from these
sources.

The reason for this assertion is that
where an injury occurs, the most im-
portant evidence which may relieve the
proprietor of liability is that he exer-
cised “ordinary care” to prevent the
injury. For instance, where a patron is

injured by a broken seat, or as a result

of tripping in torn carpet, if the pro-
prietor is unable to introduce testimony
tending to prove that the premises had
been inspected by ordinarily careful and
competent persons, he does not estab-
lish proof that he exercised care to pre-
vent injury to his patrons and is liable.

Moreover, the legal reason he is

liable under these circumstances is that

if the inspections had been carefully

made probably the defect would have
been discovered and, therefore, the in-

jury, would have been prevented.

* * *

Also, the matter of supplying good
illumination to enable patrons to des-
cend and ascend steps is an important
consideration for all theatre managers
who desire to minimize his employers of

liability. For instance, recently it was
shown that a patron stumbled and fell

because the theatre was insufficiently

lighted. The injury was caused because
the patron was unable to observe a step-

off. The court held the proprietor liable

for the resultant damages, and in effect

said that for a theatre proprietor to be
relieved of liability where a patron is

injured, it is necessary to introduce evi-

dence to prove that he exercised or-

dinary care to maintain the various
parts of the theatre in such condition
that patrons who are ordinarily careful

will not be injured.

This latter case also considers the de-

gree of care legally required of patrons
to prevent injury to themselves. And
while it may be assumed that the owner
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has exercised ordinary care in maintain-

ing the premises reasonably safe, a

patron is not entitled to recover for

injuries sustained where it is disclosed

that the injuries were received as a re-

sult of his own negligence.

For example, where a mother per-

mitted her child to sit on the arm of

a chair to see a performance, and the

child fell onto the floor and was injured,

it was held that the theatre proprietor

was not liable for damages, because the

fault lay in the careless act of the

mother in permitting the child to sit in

such an insecure position.

Very often in litigations which involve

injuries sustained by patrons the ques-

tion arises: When did the thing occur
which caused the injury get out of

order? For illustration, if a seat is

broken and a patron is injured while
seating himself in it, an important ques-

tion for the jury to decide is just how
long a period the seat was broken before

the injury was inflicted. The law is

established that where a part of a the-

atre is out of order, not as the result of

the negligence or carelessness on the

part of the theatre owner or his em-
ployees, the owner is not liable for

damages as a result of injuries sus-

tained by a patron, before the owner
or his employees have had a reasonable
time in which to discover and remedy
the defect.

* * *

Theatre Seating

Ask for
Catalogue 27

We offer a complete and

select line of theatre seating

from popular priced veneer

chairs to high grade uphol-

stered chairs.

Reseating handled without interruption

E. H. STAFFORD MFG. CO.
367 W. Adams St. Chicago, 111.

The term “reasonable time” in this

instance generally is the period between
the times the theatre is cleaned. In
other words, where for instance, a seat

is broken, or a board in the floor is

loose, or a carpet becomes torn, and
the defect is unknown, the owner or-

dinarily is not liable for an injury which
occurs between the time the premises
were damaged and the time the theatre
was cleaned or inspected.
But in any event the law requires that

ordinary defects are discovered by the
employees when the theatre is cleaned,
either after the performance, or at the
end of the day. And if an injured
patron can prove that a defect was of
such nature that it should have been
discovered, by the application of or-
dinary care, and has remained in unre-
paired condition for an unreasonable
period of time, the theatre proprietor
is liable for damages as a result of the
injuries it causes.
On the other hand, where a defect is

of such nature that it is undiscoverable
by the application of ordinary care, the
proprietor may not be liable under any
circumstances. For illustration, where
a seat is defective in an unsual manner
and could not be discovered by the ap-
plication of ordinary care, the proprietor
is not liable for injuries it effects.

Another common source of litigation

is where an employee is injured while
in the performance of his duties. The
law is well established that a theatre
owner is not liable for such injuries,

where it is shown to the satisfaction of
the court that the injuries did not occur
as a result of negligence on the part
of the employer or the manager. In
other words, a theatre proprietor is not
an insurer against injuries being sus-
tained by the- employees. The law ex-
pects him to exercise ordinary care to
safeguard against such injuries, however.

* * *

For example, where it was shown to
the satisfaction of the court that an em-
ployee was injured as a result of
defective tools, the employer was held
liable. A splinter in a broom which in-

flicts a wound, that later becomes in-

Is essential to good projec-

tion. Eliminates the flicker

and fluctuation. Steady

—

quiet—reliable—economical

on current.

Manufactured in both Series

and Multiple Types. Used

the world over.

“If you show pictures you need the

Transverter”

The Hertner Electric Company
Cleveland, Ohio

Gentlemen

:

Mail me, without obligation, your new Transverter Bulletin.

Name

Address —

Theatre...

ELECTRIC COMPANY
1900 W. 114th Street CLEVELAND, OHIO
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A BETTER GRAND PIANO TRUCK
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WITH LARGE BALL BEARING
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223-233 W ERIE STREET

Cretors Corn Poppers
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enjoys Cretors Popcorn—and the margin of
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C. CRETORS & CO.
612 W. 22nd Street Chicago

“RAY-O-LITE”
ELECTRIC SIGNS &
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ATTRACTION BOARDS
Decrease the cost of Operation

ATTRACTIVE PRICES
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‘‘A Most Complete Theatre Sign Sendee by

Skilled Sign Engineers”

THE RAY-O-LITE CORP.
Ray-O-Lite Building

St. Charles, Ills.

WE make anything out of

PAPIER MACHE
All kinds of special Designs

promptly executed

Lobby Displays
Stage Properties

Ornamental Relief Decorations
Advertising Displays, etc.

Estimates cheerfully furnished for any
kind of special work.

Eugene Kraemer, Mgr.

ALPHA COMPRESSED WOOD CO.

2054 Larrabee Street

Chicago, Illinois

fected, may be the basis of a judgment
against a theatre proprietor for damages.
And it is particularly important to

know that where an employee reports a

defect of any kind in his tools or in the
premises, and the manager or the owner
informs the employee to proceed with
his work on the promise that the proper
repairs will be made, the owner is liable

for subsequent injuries which may re-

sult, unless it can be proved that the
gross carelessness of the employee,
himself, caused the injury.

So, therefore, another method of elim-
inating law suits is to make the proper
repairs as soon as an employee reports
a defect, and do not request the work-
man to proceed until the repairs are
made at some specified later date.

Right at this point it is important to

mention that where an injury is caused
a patron or an employee, as a result of

a theatre owner’s failure to abide by
a state law, the proprietor is liable not
only for the pecuniary losses sustained

by the injured person, but if death re-

sults either the manager or the owner,
or both, may be criminally liable on the
charge of manslaughter. The violation
of a city ordinance, also, is important in

placing liability, but not nearly so much
as a state statute.

It is, also, important for theatre
owners to know that it is not possible
for an employer to relieve himself of

liability for injuries sustained by em-
ployees, even though the employees
signed a contract relinguishing their

rights to damages, particularly if it is

shown to the satisfaction of the court
that the injuries were sustained by rea-

son of negligence in any form on the
part of the theatre owner.

jH ^ *

Still another source of much petty
litigation is where property of patrons
is lost. Generally, where a check-room
is not provided, the proprietor is liable

for the loss of coats, hats or other
clothing while a patron is viewing a
performance. But where a free check-
room is provided, the proprietor is liable

for the loss of clothing not checked only
where it is proved that negligence on
the part of the theatre employees caused
the loss.

A theatre proprietor’s liability is very
different where a charge is made to

check clothing and where the service is

rendered free. Where a charge is made
the owner is liable if a loss is occa-
sioned by want of ordinary care on the
part of the employees, but where no
charge is made the employees are

legally required to exercise only a slight

degree of care to prevent a loss. In
either case, if the theatre burns, the pro-

prietor generally is not liable for the

loss of the patron’s clothing, unless it

may be proven that the fire started as

a result of the owner’s negligence.

However, for a theatre owner to re-

duce his liability from this source to a

minimum, no regular charge for the

service of checking patrons’ wearing
apparel should be made. On the other
hand, if tips are received, where gratu-

itously given, the legal effect is that

the service is free.

* * *

To summarize: A theatre owner is

liable for the general acts of a man-
ager. But only for such a.cts as are

committed while ordinary employees
work within the scope of the duty they
are hired to perform. Regular inspec-

tions by competent persons should be
made of the theatre premises for the

purpose of discovering defects.
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Sure-Fit Double-

Bearing Movement

For

Simplex

Projectors

An Ace High

KAPLAN SURE-FIT
Double Bearing Movement

The quality of KAPLAN SURE-FIT Double Bearing

Movement is exceptionally high and meets the most

rigid inspection and exacting requirements, and there-

fore, assure maximum reliability in solving your projec-

tion problems. Perfect projection is always attained

when a SURE-FIT Double Bearing Movement is used.

One test is sufficient—because they SURE-FIT. Write

for list of all other SURE-FIT parts for Simplex Pro-

jectors.

Guaranteed to Fit or Money Refunded

SAM KAPLAN
Manufacturer

729 Seventh Avenue

New York City
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Played
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A Dwarf in size—a Giant

in Musical Production

Reproduco Pipe Organ Co.,
715 No. Kedzie Ave., Chicago.

Kindly send us pamphlet telling about
the Reproduco Pipe Organ.

REPRODUCO PIPE ORGAN CO.
715 No. Kedzie Ave. Chicago, 111.

Name 1
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When you buy Screens

Do you buy

Quality or Price ?

This test tried out on a small sample is

enough to prove for yourself the superior-

ity of Da-Lite Screens.

Write for a sample.

DA-LITE SCREEN COMPANY
922 West Monroe Street Chicago, 111.
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First Exclusive Views of New Paramount

/
|

1
'

Above : Stones from historic buildings of 32 coun-

tries in inner lobby of the Paramount theatre rep-

resenting “Hall of Nations.” Left: Huge pillars

and colorful marble are shown in lobby view. Be-
low: Rare marble balustrade and stairs leading
into theatre. For further photographs see page 33.
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The Paramount Theatre
New York City

IS THE LATEST
To Be Equipped With Our

Organ Console and Orchestra Lift

Mechanical Stage Traps

and

Full Stage Equipment, including counterweight
system and fire curtain

OTHER IMPORTANT INSTALLATIONS INCLUDE

PETER CLARK, Inc.

Stage Equipment

534-536-538 West 30th Street

New York City

Colony Theatre, New York

Rivoli Theatre, New York

Roxy Theatre, New York

Metropolitan Theatre, Boston

Capitol Theatre, Worcester

Uptown Theatre, Chicago

Oriental Theatre, Chicago

Howard Theatre, Chicago

Tower Theatre, Chicago

Harding Theatre, Chicago

Belmont Theatre, Chicago

Diversey Theatre, Chicago

North Center Theatre, Chicago

Royal Theatre, Joliet

Missouri Theatre, St. Louis

St. Louis Theatre, St. Louis

State Theatre, Detroit

Orchestra Hall, Detroit

Michigan Theatre, Detroit

Shea’s Theatre, Buffalo

Saengers Theatre, New Orleans

Eastman Theatre, Rochester

Kilborn Hall, Rochester
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New Paramount Is Hailed
as Monument to Industry

Forty Story Building With Theatre Seating

4,000 is Opened by Famous Players in

New York—Cost is $10,000,000

NEW YORK, Nov. 23. — Paramount’s colossal

monument to the motion picture industry con-

tinues to be the mecca of great throngs each day fol-

lowing its opening last Friday evening in a blaze of

glory befitting a project acclaimed as outstanding not

only in the world of motion pictures but in the annals

of building construction as well.

Although opening night impressions made obvious

the great scope of the new Paramount theatre and office

building, both as a business structure and as a motion

picture theatre, subsequent and more minute inspection

of the edifice reveals new and hitherto unnoticed won-
ders. Details of these, which must necessarily be dealt

with in terms of facts and fig-

ures are given following in this

review of the building’s phys-

ical aspects. Early photo-

graphs, presented on these

pages exclusively by “Better

Theatres” convey an idea of

varied color and decorations

which mere words fail to ade-

quately convey.
* * *

Summing up the project

briefly, the new Paramount
theatre represents an outlay,

including land value of more
than sixteen million dollars. It

covers an entire block on

Broadway between 43rd and
44th streets. The building is

40 stories in height. It houses

the Paramount theatre seating

4,000; the home office of Fam-
ous Players - Lasky Corpora-

tion and other commercial en-

terprises.

To the casual observer it

would seem that a miracle had
been wrought in the building

of the Paramount Theatre. It

was in November 1925 that the

drills began boring into the

solid rock for the foundation

of this magnificient structure.

Within twelve months, on No-
vember 19, 1926, the Para-

mount Theatre, as a completed
project with every department
functioning to its fullest ex-

tent, its organization complete,

opened its doors to the public.

Truly an unusual feat — to

complete this, one of the finest

of all theatres, with its four

thousand seats, in so short a

time. The architects, C. W.

and Geo. L. Rapp, and R. E. Hall & Company, engi-

neers, spent over four years with Harold B. Franklin,

chairman of the building committee studying, planning

and erecting this structure.

Some years ago, Mr. Zukor conceived the idea of

erecting a fitting home for Paramount on Broadway,
and the Putman site was purchased with that in view.

As the plans for proceeding with this project matured,
and because of more important affairs, which required
Mr. Zukor’s attention, it became impossible for him
to give this project the time necessary to handle the

details. This work was turned over to a building com-
mittee. * * *

The committee engaged C.

W. and Geo. L. Rapp as archi-

tects because of their pre-emi-

nent position in the field of

theatre architecture. Many
plans and designs were re-

jected before the final plan was
accepted. In addition to the

final drawings, a scale model
of the theatre was built, com-
plete to the smallest details.

This was studied carefully, re-

sulting in many effective

changes.
The financing was arranged

by Adolph Zukor and involved
an underwriting of ten million

dollars. The value of this com-
pleted building, together with
the land, exceeds sixteen and a

half million dollars. It is in-

teresting to note, and it is a

great tribute to Mr. Zukor and
the Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation, that the under-
writing was undertaken by
Kuhn, Loeb & Company, and
up to this time, represents the
only real estate mortgage bond
issue that was ever under-
taken by this international

banking house.

The Paramount Theatre and
Building is destined to become
a famous landmark. It dom-
inates Broadway from Madi-
son Square to Columbus Circle.

Its architecture and height
are such that the building
stands apart from all other
structures. As one approaches
Times Square, the magnifi-
cence and beauty of the Para-
mount Theatre and Building

( Continued, on page 31)The Paramount Theatre
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—and Simplex Projectors, of course

It is significant that the new Paramount, like

so many of the finest and most beautiful

theatres in the country, is equipped

with Simplex Projectors.

Paramount
Theatre

Times Square

New Tori

€>«
*>•

MASTERPIECES
In style and beauty of architecture and and in design and execution of detail, no

impressive luxury of appointments the new less than in basic ruggedness, the Simplex

Paramount symbolizes the highest stAvt* Projector represents the highest

ideals in theatre construction . . . type of craftsmanship and skill.

Simplex Division

International Projector Corporation

90 Gold St., New York
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Highspots of the New
Paramount Building

•I Location, Entire Block on Broadway between 43rd and 44th Streets

—

Size of Building, Forty Stories—Value of Project, Including Land,

$16,500,000.

q Style of Architecture is French Renaissance—Seating Capacity of Thea-

tre 4,000—400 in Mezzanine—Upper Portion of Building Executed in

Eight Set-Backs.

<f Entrance to Theatre Through Arch Five Stories High—Hall of Nations

Features Stones from Thirty-Seven Countries.

<1 Amplification System Brings Music from Stage Into Grand Hall and

Adjoining Rooms.

q Auditorium in Color Scheme of Ivory, Rose, Red and Turquoise Blue

—

Main Ceiling Design Affords Gallery Promenade View.

q Screens of Crystal Wrought in Jewels Form Organ Grills—Movable

Orchestra Platform Accommodates Seventy Musicians.

q Disappearing and Moving Features Comprise Stage—Separate Controls

Provide Refrigerated Ventilation in Different Parts of House.

q Huge Clock at Apex of Tower Signifies “Cross Roads of the World”

—

Outer Lobbies are Faced with Black and Gold Marble—Building Con-

tains Five Projection Rooms, Music Rooms, Men’s and Women’s Smoking

Rooms and Public Rooms in Period Design.

q Materials Used Include Seven Million Bricks—10,950 Tons of Steel-

200,000 Sacks of Cement—68,000 Cubic Feet of Limestone and Granite—

-

Excavations Made to 53 Feet Below Surface for Rock Bottom.

q Architects, C. W. & George L. Rapp, Chicago—General Contractor,

Thompson-Starrett Company.

(Continued from page 29)

arrests the attention of the

observer.

The architecture is that

of the French Renaissance

period, the lower five stor-

ies being Indiana Lime-
stone, carved in heavy re-

lief. The building occupies

the entire block on Broad-
way between 43rd and 44th

Streets, and is forty stories

in height. The upper part

of the building towers sky-

ward in eight setbacks, and
is a fine example of mod-
ern architectural treatment
influenced by the zoning act,

which governs the erection

of high buildings in the

City of New York. At
night, these set-backs are

illuminated with over a

thousand indirect reflectors,

creating an unusual and at-

tractive effect.

On top of the tower is a

huge glass globe about

twenty feet in diameter,

signifying the world con-

quest by the motion picture

and topping the entire

structure. This globe will

be illuminated at night.

When the hour strikes in

the tower clock, the white
light will flash out and a

red light will flash the hour.

There will also be a sys-

tem by which different col-

ored lighting may be

flashed for specific events,

to announce results at elec-

tions, etc. The light can
be seen for a radius of many miles.

Huge illuminated tower clocks are placed

on each side of the tower, approximately
four hundred feet above the sidewalk. An
observation tower with north and south

balconies, enclosed in glass, is set aside on
the top set-back. The view from this

height at night is most unusual and of

interest. The tower is reached through
the office building entrance.

* t' *

The facade of the building from the

floor to the tower is faced with a smooth
surface buffed brick, with copings, cornices

and ornaments of Indiana limestone. Of
special interest is the unusual treatment of

the back or stage wall on 44th Street,

which, breaking away from traditional

practice of severe and plain treatment,

has in this case been treated architecturally,

and through the use of handsomely carved
Indiana limestone and bronze frames, re-

sulted in a wall of very attractive design

and utility, enhancing the appearance of

the street, rather than depreciating it. The
entrance of the theatre is emphasized by
an arch five stories in height, built in with
glass and illuminated indirectly from a
carved stone frame. A magnificent bronze
marquese electrically lighted shelters the

entrance itself. The details of this en-

trance remind one of the craftmanship of

the old masters who wrought their designs
patiently on the anvil. It prepares one for
the beauty to be revealed when passing
through this entrance. Electric signs with
changeable lettering for changing attrac-

tions are built into this marquese. No up-
right signs are erected in this building,

which is a departure from usual custom.
In contrast to the great number of elec-

tric signs, this building stands out in its

magnificent simplicity. In fact, because of
the absence of signs, the building becomes
the more prominent.
Bronze frames on both sides of the thea-

tre entrance for announcements may be

lighted in three colors, working on dim-
mers if necessary. The different colors

will be used to emphasize the art work.
* * *

As you enter through the front door,

you are faced with a semi-circular colonade
of strikingly veined marble columns, sup-

ported on a black and gold marble base.

This marble base is approximately one
story in height, and above this is a hemi-
spherical dome of gold, the top of which
is fifty feet above the floor. The oppo-
site side of this room is formed by a
tremendous glass window opening to the

street. A gorgeous bronze and crystal

chandelier hangs from the center of this

highly ornamented dome, supplemented by
smaller chandeliers between the columns
and brackets of similar design. In day time
this lobby will be flooded with daylight,

while at night, passersby on Times Square
will be attracted by the brilliancy of the

lighted room as seen through the window.
Color is added by the hangings between
the columns and at the window.

Passing through the entrance doors, one
enters the Hall of Nations. From this

leads a grand stairway of marble and
bronze to the upper floors. On the op-
posite side of the room there is laid in the
wall a collection of stones from various
parts of the world, thirty-seven in all,

which were collected through the Foreign
Department of the Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation. Each of these stones has a
special significance and in many cases were
officially presented by the Governments of
the foreign countries. The story of each
stone is told in an interesting manner by
means of bronze tablets and descriptions.

These stones are particularly significant be-

cause of the evidence they show of the in-

terest which the erection of this building

created in foreign countries, and partic-

ularly among the employes of Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation in far off lands.

In this Hall is located the Information

Bureau, a new feature in

theatre operation. It is

hoped that this Bureau will

become of importance to

the public equal to institu-

tions in great railway ter-

minals, since a large pro-
portion of the Paramount
Theatre patrons are tran-
cient visitors to the city.

A feature of the Hall of
Nations is a bronze placque
of Thomas A. Edison, who
invented the motion picture
film, the camera and the
kinoscope—the foundation
on which the motion pic-

ture industry was built.
•t* ^ ^

Through a broad arch-
way one now gets a vista

of the Grand Hall, which
is one hundred and fifty

feet long, forty-five feet

wide, with a ceiling height
of fifty feet. The dome
ceiling is supported by
massive marble columns,
and at the opposite end of
this room is a grand stair-

way of marble widening
up to the mezzanine land-

ings. Located on this stair

landing is a marble foun-
tain, which serves as the

base of a fine piece of

sculpture. Behind the stair-

way are located the elevat-

ors which are arranged to

carry passengers to all

levels of the theatre.

The bases of the columns
rest on the mezzanine floor.

From the mezzanine floor

down, the entire room is lined with
Breche Centella marble with panels framed
with black and gold marble. In order to

secure the quantity of the marble required,

it was necessary to open up a quarry in

Italy that had been closed for forty years.

At one side of this Hall there are exit

doors opening to 43rd Street; on the oppo-
site side are the openings to the orchestra

foyer. These openings are fitted with

massive bronze gates. Above and between
the columns, mezzanine floors and bal-

conies overlook the Grand Hall. Four
bronze and crystal chandeliers are the prin-

cipal source of illumination, supplemented
with brackets of harmonizing design.

The ceiling is highly ornamented with a

center panel representing “The Spirit of

Light.” The center of interest is a blazing

golden sun, from which emerge allegorical

figures of four horses of gold, forming
into clouds of gold. The sky blends into

a deep blue on both ends, from which
jeweled stars twinkle. Decorative panels

on either end, and heavily ornamented gold

panels, complete the frame of the ceiling.

* * *

A lounging room for ladies and gentle-

men in the basement is reached on either

end of the Grand Hall through marble
stairways. This lounge is the Elizabethan
Room and is richly furnished in that pe-

riod. The walls of this room are panelled

in walnut to the ceiling.

Other rooms leading from the Eliza-

bethan Room are the College Room, a
men’s smoking room, where the emblems
of the representative universities help to

form the decorative theme
; the Chinoi-

sorio (Ladies’ Smoking Room) is exqui-

sitely done in Chinese with French influ-

ence, both as to design and furnishings.

The Venetian Room (ladies’ cosmetic
room) is an unusual feature and is com-
plete in every detail. A unique feature of

decoration is in the design of the bronze
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The Paramount Theatre
HAS BEEN COMPLETELY EQUIPPED WITH

Perfection Rheostats

A
Proof

of

Their

Superiority

HOFFMANN & SOONS, 522 FIRST AVENUE, NEW YORK CITY
Contracting Electrical Engineers

Moving Picture Theatre Electrical Specialists

and china lighting fixtures, each represent-

ing ladies of every period with different

modes of head-dress, from the Elizabethan

to the modern bob. Other public rooms

are Peacock Alley, The Club Room, The

Hunting Room, The Jade Room, The Pow-
der Box, The Marie Antoinette Room, The

Music Room, The Colonial Room, and the

Empire Room. These are probably the

most beautiful public rooms to be found

in any hotel, not only with respect as to

design, but their appointments and furnish-

ings, and so totally different that they

excite a most unusual amount of comment.

Austrian hand-tufted rugs designed espe-

cially for these rooms are the floor cover-

ings, with borders of rare marbles.

A feature of interest will be a special

installation of amplification which brings

into the Grand Hall, and other rooms ad-

joining, the music played on the stage, as

well as the organ and orchestral music.

* * *

A spacious Music Room overlooking the

Grand Hall is approached from the land-

ing of the main stairway. Not only is this

room decorative, but will also serve the

useful purpose of affording a place where
concerts are given by a string orchestra,

and artists, for the purpose of entertaining

the waiting throngs in the Grand Lobby.
Leading from the Music Room is a prom-
enade entirely surrounding the Grand Hall

on the entresol level, so furnished as to

afford waiting and resting space for the

patrons.

The design of the auditorium is such

that, despite the fact that it seats close to

four thousand persons, there is a feeling

of intimacy.

An attractive feature is the introduction

of a mezzanine floor, which affords about
four hundred seats, only slightly over-

hangs the rear seats of the orchestra, and
extends over the side walls of the audi-

torium forming an almost perfect horse-

shoe in shape. This gives an air of spa-

ciousness to the whole orchestra which is

not possible otherwise. In addition to the

usual side exits from the balcony, there
have been introduced spacious vomitories,
emptying from the center of the seating
areas, directly into the mezzanine, over-
looking the corridors of the Grand Hall.
The design of the auditorium is treated

in the French Renaissance spirit, and the

color scheme of ivory, rose red and tur-

quoise blue. The ornamentation has been

particularly studied for scale so as to be

proportionate to the side of the auditorium,

and although the auditorium is ten floors

in height the architects have achieved an

intimate effect.

The main ceiling is so designed as to

afford a “Gallery Promenade” above the

cornice of the main dome, from which pat-

rons can view the entire auditorium. The
main panel over the sounding board will

be emphasized by a sculptured design in

low relief, representing the Spirit of Mu-
sic. The group symbolizing music will be

in silver and gold.

The organ chambers are located on both

sides of the proscenium arch. The grills

consist of screens of crystal, on which a

tree of life is worked out in jewels which
may be illuminated. The organ is of the

orchestral unit type, occupying four cham-
bers and is equipped with every conceivable

stop.

Special attention was given to the deco- '

rative treatment of the lower part of the

theatre under the balcony; this portion of

the auditorium is generally neglected and
ordinarily does not lend itself to effective

treatment. After considerable study, a

series of arches, enclosing the entresol

floor, and around the orchestra, were de-

veloped. These arches are treated with
three circuits of indirect lighting (red,

amber, blue), enclosed with crystal screens

which reflect the light. In addition, the

(Continued on page 34)

and now the NEW PARAMOUNT
installs the Kaus-a-Lite!

The perfect Aisle Light. Installed in almost

every theatre of note in the country. VlTite

now and let us tell you why.

KAUSALITE MANUFACTURING CO.

8129 Rhodes Ave. Chicago

Kaus-a-Lite
Light Without a Glare!

Adaptable to any kind of theatre

seat. Fits directly under arm of
aisle chair .
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Inside the Paramount—First Pictures

Above: Colorful display

of Italian marble used
in the new Paramount
which opened last Friday
in New York City.

Right: Detail study of

ceiling cove at rear of

auditorium in the new
Paramount. Projection
room portholes are seen
below.

Left: Artistic statuary

and fountain on landing
of stairway to upper floor

of the new Paramount.

§§,*
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The New

Paramount Theatre
Has Been Completely Equipped With

“H C” HIGH INTENSITY LAMPS
and

“HC” HIGH INTENSITY
FLOOD SPOTS

The “HC” High Intensity Lamp
will improve YOUR projection

HALL & CONNOLLY, INC.
129 Grand Street New York City

That small but necessary part
of a

Perfect Ventilating System

The 72u-72cfeh Air Diffuser
HAS BEEN INSTALLED IN THE NEW

Paramount Theatre

KNOWLES MUSHROOM
VENTILATOR COMPANY

Specialists in air diffusion for auditoriums

202 Franklin Street

New York City

Paramount Hailed
As Monument to

Industry
(Cointinued from page 32)

front of the entresol balcony facia is

treated with a continuous design across the
front done in crystal, which is illumiated
by indirect light from the trough, as well

as exposed lighting. Indirect lighting in

three colors is installed around the stage
proscenium facia, the organ grille frames,
the soffit of the balcony, the main ceiling,

as well as the side walls. These are sup-
plemented by bronze and crystal fixtures

which hang from the ceiling along the side-

walls. There also are huge brackets of
bronze and crystal which are hung between
the side arches.

The drapes are red and gold done in a
figured satin damask, and are hung in the

archways and organ arches. A magnificent
velvet and silk valance, heavily embroidered
in gold, is hung from the proscenium
arch, with curtains to match, trimmed with
a very ornate galoon, and. hung with a

red silken fringe. The opera chairs have
been specially designed and are upholstered
with a high grade mohair of appropriate
design. The ends of the chairs are

equipped with aisle lights which are em-
bedded in the design of the seat frame.
The wall coverings are of a special dam-
ask, designed specially to blend with the

decorative effect, and is after an old mu-
seum tapestry at Versailles.

* * *

The orchestra pit is designed to hold
an orchestra of seventy, and can be

raised and lowered on an elevator. This
elevator travels from a point seven feet

below the stage level, up to the level of the

stage; the stage footlights are of a dis-

appearing type so that the platform of the

orchestra pit becomes the apron of the

stage. The platform of the pit is mounted
on a carriage, and the entire carriage with
the full orchestra can automatically roll

on the stage, leaving the apron on which
the artists may perform in intimate contact

with patrons. The organ console is also

on an elevator at one end of the pit. The
console is highly carved in white and gold.

All elevator controls are operated from
the orchestra leader’s or organist stand,

and these controls are so arranged as to be

duplicated from the stage switchboard.
All of these elevators are worm driven and
electrically operated.

The stage is operated with every mod-
ern appliance, and is also equipped with a

double system of electrical elevators in

place of the usual type stage traps. The
rigging is of the full counterweight and
track system. The fire curtain is of the

rigid frame type, having a steel frame,

covered on two sides with asbestos board
and is motor driven.

The stage can also be stepped, platforms

may be formed, scenery may be made to

disappear, etc. All stage lighting will be

done from front and side bridges, which
is a new feature in theatrical illumination.

This is the only stage in the country wdth

mechanically operated footlights.

* * *

The back of the stage is plastered to

form a cyclorama, which acts as a sound-
ing board and makes possible unusual serv-

ice effects. The switchboard on the stage

is of the remote control—full master type

;

every light on the stage and in the audi-

torium is controlled on this board, with

dimmers on each circuit.

The organ will be the largest orchestra
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Reproductions of famous paintings in the new Paramount theatre. At left painting titled, “Hearts Predominate,” a decora-
tive work by a well known painter of the Munich school. View at right is called, “Industry and Idleness,” and is by V.
Brozik, noted Hungarian artist.

unit organ ever built. The organ grills will

be done in wrought steel, crystal and il-

luminated glass. The design of the grill

will lend itself to very unusual lighting,

representing clusters of fruit, flowers, etc.,

which may be lighted in four different

colors.

Underneath the organ grill archway will

be two handsome fountains behind which
is a background of gold mosaic.

Particular attention was paid to the ef-

ficient housing of the production depart-

ment, as well as the comfort of the artists

and personnel of the theatre. Among the

novel features are rehearsal rooms, which
are replicas of the stage, floor screen

rooms, which are really miniature theatres,

executive offices for the operating officials.

An unusual feature is an organ rehearsal

room, where pupils are taught organ play-

ing by expert teachers. Rest rooms and
dressing rooms with shower baths are pro-

vided. A music library, three floors in

height, with rooms for scores, is a com-
plete unit.

5jS Sji #

Special attention has been paid to the

design and construction of the ventilation

and air conditioning (refrigeration) sys-

tem. In general, the installation is what
is known as down feed system, the air

being brought in through openings in the

ceiling and drawn off at the floor, through

the use of blowers and fans. In certain

parts of the building such as corridors and
passageways, the air is introduced through

grills in the side walls. By a complete

system of ducts, fresh air is delivered

to all parts of the auditorium and each

room and space. All the air brought into

the house is brought through a washer. In

the summer time, the temperature of this

water is reduced by refrigeration so that

a temperature reduction is secured. The
washers used are of the de-humidifying

type and automatic controls are installed,

which make it possible to maintain a uni-

form temperature and a constant relative

humidity under any operating conditions.

This plant is divided so that there are sep-

arate controls in different parts of the

house, for instance, there is a separate sys-

tem supplying the Grand Hall, so there can

be a positive control of the air in this

room when taxed to capacity.

The furnishings of the theatre are in

keeping with the different periods ex-

pressed in the various rooms and the high-

est type of quality is maintained. Art ob-

jects of great value and interest, together

with a large collection of fine paintings,

are placed at vantage points. Hand-tufted
rugs, woven in Austria, adorn every public

room. Specially hand woven carpets, of

appropriate and blending design, are used
for other floor coverings. The entresol

rug is one hundred and fifteen feet long,

shaped into a half moon, and woven in

one piece of unusual design.

Hs ifc %

Every modern appliance has been in-

stalled for the convenience and comfort
of patrons, as well as employes. The seat-

ing of the entire theatre will be controlled

by an ushers’ signal system with a master
indicator in the Grand Hall, which will

make possible the seating of patrons with

dispatch.

The design of this theatre is one of the

last works of the late C. W. Rapp, and it

is regrettable that he could not have lived

to have seen the completed result, which
has been acclaimed by many to be the
world’s finest theatre.

The Paramount Theatre

1476 Broadway

HAS INSTALLED THE

RAVEN HA
X.

£ SCREEN

A REAL TRIBUTE to its TRUE WORTH

RAVEN SCREEN CORPORATION
New York City
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—and the New Paramount!
We are proud to say that we contributed our share in
making the new Paramount a triumphant achievement
in the theatre world.
All the stage lighting apparatus— floods, spotlights,
cove lights, and other special equipment of this per-
fect theatre, bear the name of MAJOR.

[

The Major line story is of in- m

teresl to all who are of the thea-

tre . Bulletins and estimates are

free for the asking.

yoFEquipmenl Companym
4603-19 Fullerton Ave., Chicago

Not only how many
seats, but how many
vacant seats is your
rush hour profit line.

Experience shows that

every house has vacant
seats, that the Acme
can find and fill.

The Paramount, New York,

Is Acme Equipped

L Jl Jl Ji^
USHER SIGNALSYSTEM

Send for

Bulletin

ACME ELECTRIC
CONSTRUCTION CO.

Chicago

Seat your people quickly

and add to your RUSH
HOUR PROFITS.

Contributing

to the

SUCCESS
of the

PARAMOUNT

I
T HAS required the products and
services of many concerns

throughout the past year to bring to

a successful completion the struc-

ture which is now the new Para-
mount theatre and office building.

Listed following are the names of
companies and their equipment
which has gone into the new Para-
mount :

AMERICAN BLOWER CO., 50
Church St., New York City—Fans and
Vems.
AMERICAN BRIDGE CO., 30

Church St., New York City—Struc-
tural Steel.

AMERICAN HARDWARE CORP.
OF N. Y., (P. & F. Corbin Div.), 101
Park Ave., New York City—Finishing
Hardware.
AMERICAN RADIATOR CO., 40

W. 40th St., New York City—Radiators.
AMERICAN SEATING CO., 14 E.

Jackson Blvd., Chicago, 111.—Theatre
S 6ciLs

ASBESTOS CONSTRUCTION CO.,
451 W. 28th St., New York City—

Non-Conducting Covering, Heating and
Ventilating, Heat and Cold Insulation.
ISAAC BEERS CO., INC., 432 W.

45th St., New York City—Repair Dam-
age in the Times Annex Building.
WILLIAM BRADLEY & SON, 547-

571 Vernon Ave., Long Island City

—

Marble Work in Theatre.
BRANDT AUTOMATIC CASHIER

CO., Watertown, Wis. — Change
Makers.
BRENKERT LIGHT PROJ. CORP.,

45 Cortland Ave., Detroit, Mich.—C-14
Super Spot and Flood Lamps and Com-
bination Effect Projector with Acces-
sories.

BROOKS UNIFORM CO., New
York City—Uniforms.
BROOKLYN MARBLE CO., Hoyt

and 4th Sts., Brooklyn, N. Y.—Marble
Work in Office Building and Exterior.
BRUNSWICK-KROESCHELL CO.,

New Brunswick, N. J.—Water Tube
Boilers.
BOARDMAN ELEVATOR CON-

TROL CO., Marquette Bldg., Chicago,
111.—Elevator Dispatching System.
CAILLE BROTHERS CO., 6210 2nd

St., Detroit, Mich.—Ticket Choppers.
CAMPBELL METAL WINDOW

CORP., Pershing Square Bldg., 42nd
and Park Ave., New York City—Metal
Windows.
CARRIER ENG. CORP., 750 Fre-

linghuysen Ave., Newark, N. J.—Cool-
ing Apparatus.
PETER CLARK, INC., 534 W. 30th

St., New York City—Stage Rigging
and Orchestra Lifts.

THOMAS CRIMMINGS CON-
TRACTING CO., 126 E. 59th St., New
York City—Excavating Work.

C. A. DUNHAM CO., 230 E. Ohio
St., Chicago, 111.—Radiator Supply
Valve, Thermostatic Return Traps.
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ELEVATOR SUPPLIES CO., Wil-
low Ave., Hoboken, N. J.—Elevator
Signals, Door Controllers and Electric

Interlocks.
JOSEPH ELIAS & CO., INC., 630

Jackson Ave., Long Island City, N. Y.
—Glass and Glazing.
JACOB FROEHLICK CABINET

WORKS, 1041 Leggett Ave., New York
City—Carpentry and Cabinet Work,
Hollow Steel Work and Elevator En-
closures.
GALLAGHER ORCH. EQUIP. CO.,

616 W. Elm St., Chicago, 111.—Orches-
tra Equipment.
GARDEN CITY WRECKING CO.,

123 Borden Ave., Long Island City, N.
Y.—Wrecking.
GENERAL ELEC. CO., 120 Broad-

way, New York City—Fan Motors,
Starters, Controllers.
GEORGE E. GIBSON CO., 441

Lexington Ave., New York—Plumbing,
Fire Protection System.
JAMES GILLIES & SONS, INC.,

177 13th St., Long Island City, N. Y.

—

Limestone Work.
GODER INCINERATOR CORP.,

39 Cortlandt Ave., New York City—In-
cinerators.

ALBEE GODFREY, Whale Creek
Co., 544 Steward Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.—Exterior Iron Work.
GURNEY ELEVATOR CO., 300 8th

Ave., New York City—Elevators.
HERTNER ELEC. CO., 1905 W.

114th St., Cleveland, Ohio— Trans-
verter.

HEYWOOD-WAKEFIELD CO., 309
Washington St., Boston, Mass.—Seats.
HOFFMAN & SOONS CO., 522 First

Ave., New York City—Rheostat.
HOWE’S TRANSPORTATION &

CONTRACTING CO., 528 E. 19th St.,

New York City—Hauling Structural
Steel.

HYDRAULIC PRESS BRICK CO.,
Fredenburg & Lounsbury, Selling
Agents, 381 Fourth Ave., New York
City—Face Brick.
HYDRO-BAR CORP., 356 First Ave.,

New York City—Caulking.
JOHN P. KANE CO., 103 Park Ave.,

New York City—Common Brick, Ce-
ment and Hydrated Lime.
KAUSALITE MFG. COMPANY,

6143 Evans Ave., Chicago, 111.—Aisle
Lights.

KEWANEE BOILER CO., INC., 47
W. 42nd St., New York City—Return
Tubular Boiler.

“KNOWLES MUSHROOM VENTI-
LATOR CO., 202 Franklin St., New
York City—Mushroom Ventilators.
LIEBER & NOBBE, Marbridge

Bldg., Broadway and 34th St., New
York City.—Ceramic and Glazed Tile
Work.
MAJOR EQUIPMENT CO., 4603

Fullerton Ave., Chicago, 111.—Stage
Switch Boards, Footlights and Area
Border Reflectors, Stage Pockets, Etc.

S. MARKENDORFF, 158 W. 23rd St.,
New York City—Ticket Booth and
Lobby Frames.
McLAURY MARBLE CO., Walnut

Ave. and East 141st St., New York
City—Marble Work in Ticket and In-
terior Lobbies.
HENRY MESTRUM, 817 Sixth Ave.,

New York City—Spotlights.
NASH ENGINEERING CO., 350

Madison Ave., New York City—Vac-
uum and Boiler Feed Pumps.
NEW YORK PAINTING CO., 432

Seventh Ave., New York City—Paint-
ing of Structural Steel.

NEUMAN & EVEN, INC., 329 E.
47th St., New York City—Limestone
Models, Limestone Carving.

Your
Audiences

Melody in Volume

Better

Music

At

Lower

Cost

It is music results that count, not music cost. Gal-

lagher Bases make your orchestra more effective at a

lower music overhead. Fewer musicians can give

greater volume and a full orchestra becomes symphonic.

GALLAGHER
and Music Stands

Orchestral

Resonant
Bases

GALLAGHER ORCHESTRA EQUIPMENT CO.
3235 Southport Ave., Chicago

[

We are proud to say that the New Paramount in New York, opening 1
this month, is completely Gallagher equipped. This selection by some I

of America’s most successful showmen is conclusive evidence of results. J

BRENKERT “C 14” SPOT

AND FLOOD LAMPS

and

BRENKERT “F 3”

EFFECT PROJECTORS

were installed in the

NEW PARAMOUNT THEATRE
(New York),

“F-3”

after tests had proven the merit of these
equipments to produce for this magnificent
theatre the very best spot and floodlighting
and effect projection.

You can receive these benefits in your
theatre. See your dealer or write us direct
for complete information and catalog.

“C-14”

BRENKERT LIGHT PROJECTION CO.
Engineers and Manufacturers

DETROIT, MICH.
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NORDEN CO., INC., 132 W. 43rd
St., New York City—Marquees and
Signs.
NORTON KEATING SAND CO.,

61st St. and East River, New York
City—Cowbay Sand, Stone Screenings,
White Sand, Gravel, Crushed Stone.

A. PERLMAN IRON WORKS,
INC., 1735 W. Farms Road, N. Y. C.—
Interior Iron Work.
PITTSBURGH PLATE GLASS

CO., 16 E. 40th St., New York City

—

Carrara Glass.
JOHN POLACHEK BRONZE &

IRON CO., INC., 476 Hancock St.,

Long Island City—Bronze Work.
POWER REGULATOR CO., 126 E.

44th St., New York City—Temperature
Control.
RARITAN HOLLOW TILE CORP.,

47 East 34th St., New York City

—

Hollow Tile.

RAVEN SCREEN CORP., 1476
Broadway, New York City—Screens.

ROSCO
Gelatine Sheets of Uniform

Weight, 36 Standard Colors

Glocolor Your Lamps
Non-Fading Mellowglo is attractive

for crystal chandeliers
Brassyglo beautifies your lobby

Users of Rosco Colors—
Capital, Warner’s, Famous, Uni-

versal, Fox, Loew’s, Keith’s, Moss,
Stanley, Fabian, Strand, Polis.

ROSCO LABORATORIES
129 Third Place, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Sample booklet sent upon request

REPUBLIC FLOW METERS CO.,
331 Madison Ave., New York City

—

Steam Flow Meter.
SIMPLEX VALVE AND METER

CO., 342 Madison Ave., New York City
—Venturi Meter.
SOBEL & KRAUS, INC., 214 East

127th St., New York City—Roofing and
Sheet Metal Work.
SPRAY ENGINEERING CO., 149

Broadway, New York—Air Filters.

STANDARD STEAM SPECIALTY
CO., 366 Third Ave., New York City

—

Guide Expansion Joints.
STANDARD ARCH CO., 204 W.

14th St., New York City—Concrete
Arches and Fireproofing.
STERN BROTHERS, New York

City—Carpets.
SUPERIOR STEEL DOOR &

TRIM CO., INC., College Point, Long
Island, N. Y.—Hollow Steel Work.
THE JOHN SWENSON GRANITE

CO., Concord, N. H.—Granite Work.

SUPER-LITE
LENSES

Unparalleled for use with low

intensity reflector arc lamps

"They challenge comparison"

See your dealer or

write to

Projection Optics Co., Inc.

ROCHESTER, N. Y.

"Ask about our free trial offer."

TABLET & TICKET CO., 1015 W.
Adams St., Chicago, 111.—Directional
Signs.
TIDEWATER ROOFING CO., 40

Sullivan St., New York City—Mem-
brane Waterproofing.
TITUSVILLE IRON WORKS CO.,

152 W. 42nd St., New York City—Hor-
izontal Air Tank.
TODD DRY DOCK ENGINEER-

ING & REPAIR CORP., Foor 23rd
St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
TRUSCON STEEL CO., 31 Union

Square, New York City—Monitor Sash.
H. C. VOGEL CO., 15 W. 37th St.,

New York City—Sprinklers in Theatre.
WASHINGTON CONCRETE

CORP., 441 Lexington Ave., New York
City—Fill and Finish Work.
WESTERN ELECTRIC CO., 401

Hudson St., New York City—Sheraduct
Conduits and Elbows.
RUDOLPH WURLITZER CO., 121

East 4th St., Cincinnati, Ohio—Organs.

New Loew Theatre
in Pittsburgh Will
BeReadyNext Year
Loew’s Penn theatre, Pittsburgh, Pa.,

will be completed by next Spring. It is

located at the corner of Sixth street and
Penn avenue, and will combine office and
store building facilities. The main entrance
will be at the south end of the Sixth street

side. Another entrance to the theatre will

be located on Penn avenue and will have
a canopy extending to the curb. The ex-
terior of the building will be of granite and
face brick trimmed with ornamental terra

cotta. It will be the first building in Pitts-

burgh to be constructed making the neces-

sary provisions for a station for the an-

ticipated subway.
R. A. Williams is in charge of the con-

struction for C. W. & George L. Rapp,
Chicago architects. The capacity of all

floors will be 3,500 seats. An elevator for

the convenience of balcony or mezzanine
patrons will be installed in the Sixth street

entrance.

This new theatre will be under the direct

supervision of Louis K. Sidney, and will

be operated in conjunction with the chain

of Marcus Loew’s theatres extending from
Coast to Coast.

New York Firm Building
in Huntington, W. Va.

The Hyman Company of New York
City will erect a modern theatre in Hunt-
ington, W. Va. Thomas W. Lamb, New
York architect is now at work on plans.

It is to be three stories in height and will

be 120 feet wide with a seating capacity

of 2500. One of the finest organs in the

country will be installed in the new theatre.

The foyer will be of a work of art and all

decorations in the theatre will be in keep--
ing with it.

One of the outstanding features of this

new house, will be the foyer which will

be separated from the main auditorium by
walls of glass, which while deadening the

noise and protecting those seated, will per-

mit those in foyer to view the show.

The Quality Carbon

A pledge of quality. The name ELECTRA has stood
for the best projector carbon, since the beginning of

the Motion Picture Industry and is a guarantee of

highest efficiency at lowest cost.

HUGO REISINGER
11 Broadway New York

It’s Real—Blizzard Ventilating and Cooling System see
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—Theaters small and large
throughout the land
use C'H Dimmers

Seatinc Capacity

The Jefferson Portland Oregon 350
The Leow’s New Orleans - - 3,285
Parthenon Theater

Hammond, Ind. - 900
Parkway Theater

Milwaukee, Wis. - 996
Capitol Theater

Montreal* Quebec 2,785
The Circle Theater

Portland, Ore. - - 600
Gala Theater Seattle, Wash. - - 500
The New Mission

San Francisco - - 3,000
The Wisconsin

Milwaukee, Wis. - 3,500
The Capitol Seattle, Wash. - - 740
Dome Theater Ocean Park, Cal. - 2,202
State Theater Elmira, N. Y. - - 2,400
Colorado Theater

Denver, Colo. - - 2,450
Capitol Theater

Davenport, Iowa - 2,500
DeWitt Theater

Bayonne, N. J. - - 3,000
Blue Mouse Theater

Portland, Oregon - 700
Wilson Theater

Fresno, Calif. - - 2*000
Orlington Theater

Boston, Mass. - - 1,810
Rosemary Theater

Ocean Park, Calif. 1,454
New Allen Theater

Allentown, Pa. - - 660
El Jebel Theater

Denver Colo. ' - 680
The New Paramount Theater

New York City - 4,000

Note:

—

morethanl ,000 theaters are
profiting by the added attractionand
lighting economy afforded by C-H

Theater Dimmers .

And what does

the interior lighting do?
DAZZLING electric signs set your theater apart and draw

the crowd. Dollars spent in beautiful interior illumination

are equally profitable—for the auditorium lighting effects made
possible by modern control create an at-

mosphere that pleases the crowd and
brings it back.

Cutler-Hammer Simplicity” 1 heater

Dimmers enable you to produce those

beautifully blended color harmonies of

light which have become so popular

—

with a maximum of economy.
The smooth, flickerless dimming and

the long-wearing simplicity of C-H Dim-
mer plates have made them the choice

of houses, large and small, throughout
the land.

A typical bank ofC~H Simplicity
Dimmer Plates for the smaller
house. C-H Simplicity Dimmers
are furnished in banks of any
size to control any number of
circuits and to produce any
known lighting combination .

Investigate C-H Simplicity Dimmers
for your own theater—The coupon

below is for your convenience.

The CUTLER-HAMMER Mfg. Co.
Pioneer Manufacturers of Electric Control Apparatus

1237 St. Paul Avenue
MILWAUKEE, WIS.

Modern electric illumination has added new
charm to the theater, within and without.

CUTLER^ HAMMER
Perfect Illumination, Controljor the 'Modern <Theater

The book at the right should prove of real interest to
you.

4
* Illumination Control for the ModernTheater"

goes into the subject thoroughly with a discussion of
the beautiful lighting effects which have been made
possible and a full description of the eqiupment nec~
essary. This is information which should be in every
exhibitor*s files. Use the coupon to send for your

copy today.

The CUTLER-HAMMER Mfg. Co.
1237 St. Paul Avenue, Milwaukee. Wis.

Please send me your booklet, “Illumin-
ation Control for the ModernTheater'”

Name

Address
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The Players

in Light Plots
T'HEY do not dance, nor speak, nor

sing; but nevertheless play an impor-

tant part in every theatrical production.

Kliegl spotlights and floodlights are

dependable players—never miss their cue,

and always do their part well. They en-

able stage electricians to compose light

plots with a nicety of sequence, harmony,

and balance, that delights audiences—for

more than thirty years of practical experi-

ence in show lighting is embodied in their

design. Write for an illustrated catalogue

of Kliegl stage lighting units. You will

find it helpful and inspiring.

Universal Electric Stage Lighting Co.,inc.
ESTABLISHED 1896

THEATRICAL • DECORATIVE • SPECTACULAR

321 West 50th Street
N EW YORK, N.Y.

Oes-» *asO

MAILYOUR TRIAL ORDER TODAY

Rainproof

PalntedoaHeavy Poster Paper-Size 32or36'x lOfl in. 5 contrasting colors and

beautifully Air-Brushed - Expert workmanship e service guarantee

WEEKLY PROGRAM SIGHS5CARDS for i|ourlobh| and
‘Display Boards Size 2'x5'-6‘-3'x5'up II

7®— OTHER PRICES
Paper banners 3Zor36/2?r ioWl muslin (cloth)perfoot

ILLUSTRATED MUSLIN BANNERS veryflashypernwu>ty/n>f3S^

PRICES DO NOT INCLUDE POSTAGE

.

SCENIC STUDIOS
Scenery and Stage Equipment

VELOUR CURTAINS
AND CYCLORAMAS

THE ¥M. BECK & SONS CO.
Established 1856

Highland corner Dorchester Ave.
CINCINNATI, OHIO

KIDDIES “MATINEE” GIFTS

100-GIFT NOVELTY TOYS with a
5c to 15c retail value—assorted in

a box for only—$3.00
Our Catalog offering 1,000 and ONE
kinds of novelties, and celebration goods
in general is free.

Send for BOTH at once, and let us intro-
duce ourselves to your entire liking.

BRAZEL NOVELTY MFG. CO.
30 Ella St., Cincinnati, O.

The Organ—
It’s Use

and

Possibilities
( Continued from page 17)

voices are always clearly indicated as well

as the flute variations or counter melody
in the cello and horn, whereas they are
often omitted from the piano solo part.

^ ^

The tones of the different stops on the

organ are to the organist exactly as the

different colors of paint are to the artist.

An organist should know the tone quality

of every stop and be able to discern them
singly and in combination from the rear

seat in the auditorium. Playing the picture,

the choice of music and the choice of stops

will doubtlessly always be a matter of

taste.

Violin solos stand out better and are

much more effective if accompanied by a

harp, diapason or even a clarinet. Such
arrangement will not only give the orches-

tra tonal color but will relieve monotony.
Orchestra scores very often have full

chords for the brass section which is also

very good on the organ. The basis of ac-

companiment in an orchestra are the sec-

ond violins, piano, and harp, and so they
are on the organ as well. The arrangement
of violins accompanied by harp and flutes

opposite strings is a plan which applies to

any unit of any size, also to church organs
of any size or make. This is an important
principle of orchestra playing that is most
desired and should always be sought. The
organist is really a symphony orchestra

conductor as he has any or all instruments
under his control.

A great many different effects in repro-

ducing the orchestral instruments are ac-

quired by the use of the double touch and
is a necessity to the movie organist of to-

day. The more orchestral effects which
are used judiciously, place one’s music
farther away from commonplace, and the

more noticeable its rare quality will be to

all persons concerned.

*

Third and last, the persons involved in

bringing forth these marvelous wonders
from the instrument and conveying them
to the audience. Ah, it is the organist. At-
tention organists, did you ever take a check
on yourself and see if you are keeping up
to the requirements of your profession ?

Suppose, as you read the following, you
stop and take an analysis of yourself, crit-

icise yourself as others see you and criticise

you.

Pep—vigorous, decisive action and the

wholeheartedness makes one’s work not

only more entertaining to the audience, but

more interesting to the player. You should
love the work enough to put your whole
heart and soul into it, and if not, make
room at the console for someone who will.

Good judgment—much careful thought
should be exercised in reasoning out proper
selection of music numbers for different

situations as well as the organ registration.

Atmosphere—The term we apply to the

characterization of a picture to give it its

local color. Usually at the beginning of a

feature one may determine the atmosphere
or even at times the title suggests this es-

sential. For example : In the picture I

am now playing, The Volga Boatman, the

music is chosen almost entirely from Rus-
sian composers and, of course, the principal
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theme being the old folk song from which
the picture originated. Suppose the scenes

are collegiate, the music should be taken

from college songs to fit the leading char-

acters and for field meets, football games
and gatherings. The Plastic Age is a good
example of this type. Freshie, Collegiate,

The Prodigal Son, were themes introduced

for the young hero, while Good Night

Ladies, and We Won’t Go Home Until

Morning fitted the midnight initiation scene

splendidly. In Three Faces East, which
dealt with a German and English spy,

Schumann’s Traumeri was a well chosen

love theme.
Anticipate screen story—Readiness for

quick changes and building up to climaxes

best interpret this requirement.
* * *

J^5 MINUSA
De Luxe Special

L
8%.

Look for the name—Minusa
It is on the rear side of
every screen we manufacture

Rythm—Screen should be watched
closely in order to ascertain the rythm of

a situation and fit music to that of the

motion depicted. Dancing scenes are eas-

ily fitted by a musical number with a

swing of the same rhythm as the movement
of the scene. Dramatic music should be

played according to the action and not at

any fixed tempo. It is the hardest to fit

because the music should swell and dimin-

ish in accord with the emotional moods
portrayed on the screen and it is a

rare good luck to find a piece of dramatic

music which will rise and fall simultane-

ously with the action.

Practice—A certain amount of time each

day on technical exercises on the piano is

essential. One or two new pieces a day

learned at the organ will do wonders for

a library. Playing with both feet practiced

a little each day will take a little hard

work but when accomplished the player

wonders how he ever did with only one.

Memorizing—It is a very useful asset

to an organist to have committed two num-
bers, at least, to every situation in his li-

brary. It is an absolute necessity to have

memorized the National Airs of the differ-

ent countries, a few good marches, popular

numbers, etc., so that he may view the

Pathe Weekly without having to lift eyes

from screen, the first time through.

H* H4

Improvising—A gift possessed by few,

yet practiced by many, for fitting to action

portions of a picture for which no pub-

lished music can be found to synchronize.

However, too many rely on it almost en-

tirely for dramatic situations which only

classes them as being lazy and in a rut

and playing the same thing for each pic-

ture. Crashing climaxes of heavy scenes

are best improvised if done in an artistic

way. Short flashbacks such as switching

from a racing scene to a death bed are

best improvised if too short to either repeat

a previous number played for that scene

or start a new one.

Novelties and Tricks—Main drag with
public is vodvil act. Can you write patter,

formulate slide material, invent ingenious
ideas for solos? Can you intrigue public

with imitations, a catchy rendition of pop-
ular songs, grotesque and amusing effects?

Have you a winning stage presence?
The above are considered necessary, of

course, in addition to a general musical
education and an unlimited repertoire.

Break Ground for

NewMadisonHouse
Rapp & Rapp, Chicago Architects, have

prepared plans for a new $1,000,000 theatre

to be erected in Madison, Wisconsin. Ex-
cavation for the show-house, which is be-

ing built by the Immell Construction Com-
pany of Fond du Lac, Wis., for the Saxe
Amusement Enterprises of Milwaukee,
was begun November 8th.

The value of equipment is in the service

it renders. Minusa is symbolic of service

and quality. The reputation of our

product is the proof of its worth.

*85

1

- -- — -eg<

Install a Minusa DeLuxe Special
»S3 ----- - ' ES^

We have no Competitors

—only a few Imitators

Minusa Cine Screen Co.
Bomont at Morgan / / St. Louis, Mo.

Greet Them
With a

Smile

!

Would you, Mr. Theatre Manager, turn your back
on dollars that would increase both your box office

revenue and the pleasure of your audience?

Alexander Short Length Advertising Playlets

hold the means of doing both for you.

FREE BOOKLET TELLS YOU!
Mail the Coupon at once

/
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DIXIE
Service
yields a

revenue to

the House.

DIXIE CUPS IN
EVERY KEITH THEATRE

In the equipment of Keith Houses, nothing is omitted
that will contribute to the comfort and convenience of
their patrons. Throughout performance and intermis-
sion alike, DIXIE Penny Vendors provide pure-white,
sturdy DIXIES—one at a time.
To drink from DIXIES is delightful and safe. And your

patrons know it.

Your jobber mill be glad to furnish you Dixies.

If he doesn’t have them let us know.

Individual Drinking Cup Co., Inc.
Original Makers of the Paper Cups

EASTON, PA. NEW YORK, N. Y.
With Branches at Philadelphia, Chicago, Baltimore, Los Angeles

"W '~'l INDIVIDUAL

DIXIE cups

Better projection

at less cost

S
OUNDS impossible, but

it’s a fact when you in-

stall the Roth Actodec-
tor. Hundreds of theatre
owners cut power costs, sim-
plify the work of the Projec-
tionist, and at the same time
insure the finest quality of
light on the screen through
the use of the Actodector for
power supply.

The Roth Actodector is a
modern power unit, designed
especially for motion picture
projection, and it supplies
smooth, faultless power auto-
matically.

Send for the Actodector bulletins and
get the facts . There is a Roth Acto-
dector for every theatre, large or small.

ROTH BROTHERS & CO.
1409 W. Adams Street

Chicago, 111.

Watch for announcement of the Roth
Emergency Lighting System— “The
light that NEVER fails”.

Roth 25-25 Actodector, the machine for
reflector arcs.

We also make special motor generator
sets, emergency lighting sets, motors for
ventilating and pump service. Write for
bulletins.

Roth Brothers

Organist’s School

Opened in Chicago
by Ralph Emerson

One of the largest organ schools in the

country has been recently opened in Chi-
cago by Ralph Waldo Emerson, Chicago
concert and radio artist and for a number
of years an outstanding figure in the world
of theatre organists. The school occupies
spacious quarters in the new Oriental the-

atre building, Chicago, where 14 large Es-
tey organs are used.

Mr. Emerson came to Chicago some
years ago practically unknown. It wasn’t
long, however, until the folks in the

Windy City were sitting up and taking
serious notice of this energetic young man.
He was affiliated with the Barton Organ
Company as their official organist, and
soon after became organist for radio sta-

tion WLS. For several years, through his

brilliant radio organ concerts, he enjoyed
possibly the most widespread popularity

that an organist can ever hope to attain.

* * *

During this time, he also conducted
classes in motion picture pipe organ play-

ing, with which he was very successful.

From all this hard labor evolved the

thing that was to make the name of Ralph
Waldo Emerson an important one in the

world of organ playing. With his valuable
knowledge of what the public demands,
gleaned through his many thousands of re-

quests and his experience as motion picture

theatre organist, it is no wonder that he
was more than qualified to become the

founder of a very unique institution, The
World’s Largest Organ School.

Imagine walking into a studio, sixteen

stories above the din and roar of Chicago’s
famous loop, and into a place where there

are fourteen of the latest type Estey unit

organs installed. Each organ in a separate

sound-proof room with a special ventilating

system; and each organ has all the manual
traps, second touch, percussions, and in

fact, everything that makes a good theatre

organ. It is here that newcomers, who
wish to become theatre organists, are given

experienced and thorough training. This

is Mr. Emerson’s studio and he is justified

in being very proud of possessing such

excellent teaching facilities.

* * *

Mr. Emerson has an auxiliary to his

teaching course that he is also very proud
of. This he calls his Extension Course
and it is an original idea with him in every

detail. The Extension Course enables the

organist in the small towp to not only im-

prove his position, but at the same time,

it keeps him from getting into a rut. He
also features a Beginner’s Extension

Course that helps to qualify the pianist in

the smaller communities who is not ade-

quately equipped for theatre organ work.

Heads Department
of B. F. Reynolds

B. F. Reynolds & Co., 118 W. Ohio street,

Chicago, announces the addition of R. B.

Crawford, formerly Secretary of W. L.

Fleischer & Company, Inc., and Air Condi-

tioning Manager of the Bayley Manufac-
turing Company, to its staff of engineers,

as manager of the air conditioning and
cooling division.

EHll-27-Gray
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Requisites of a
BETTER PROJECTION ROOM

By Walter H. Hirschfeld*

PERFECT projection depends essentially on three prime requisites: the first two of

which are high grade projectionists and high grade equipment.

The commendable efforts of motion picture projectionists of today to perfect them-
selves in their profession is evidenced by the excellent and perfect projection which is

now the rule, rather than the exception in the finer motion picture theatres. These men,
who have taken the art of projection seriously, have graduated from the crank turning

“operator” of the old days of the industry and it is to their credit that many of them are

possessed of technical knowledge that would astonish one not familiar with the intrica-

cies of their professon. Thus the first requisite is available.

Largely through the advanced

knowledge and ability of these mod-
ern projectionists, demands have been

made and suggestions given to the

manufacturers of motion picture pro-

jectors, which are reflected in the re-

finements and design of their latest

products. Noticeable in this connec-

tion is the advanced type of construc-

tion and design of the intermittent

movement of the Motiograph DeLuxe
projector, manufactured by the Enter-

prise Optical Manufacturing Com-
pany of Chicago.

This intermittent movement incorp-

orates radically different features in

its construction in contrast with the

usual practice in earlier model projec-

tors. These include a ball-bearing end

thrust and adjustment for end play of

the star shaft, a double bearing sup-

port with micrometer adjustment for

the star shaft, finely machined, hard-

ened, tempered and accurately ground

parts which minimize wear and up-

keep expense and a finely balanced

movement mechanism which insures

perfect steady projection. Thus with

projectors incorporating all modern
improvements, we have the second

requisite.

* * *

Lastly we have the projection room.

This, in line with the march of prog-

ress, is now receiving the attention

it has long needed. Noticeable im-

provements in the arrangement and
fittings of modem projection rooms
have come to light in many new thea-

tres and brings forward the question,

“What constitutes a Better Projec-

tion Room?”
Essentially, the first requirements must

include an arrangement for better work-
ing conditions for the projectionists and
high grade, modern equipment. We can-
not expect perfect results if both of these
factors are hampered by a badly arranged
projection room where neither can operate
efficiently.

*Engineering Department, Enterprise
Optical Manufacturing Company,
Chicago.

First consideration for a Better Pro-
jection Room should be given attention at

the time the plans for the theatre are first

drawn up. The location of the room
should receive thoughtful consideration

since it cannot be readily changed once the

theatre is built. Ideal projection can only
be obtained when the projection room is

so located that its front wall center is in

a direct line with the center of the screen

and the projection angle does not exceed
fifteen degrees.

Next in importance is the size of the

room. This should be sufficient to permit
the projection equipment to be so placed

that there is enough working room for the

projectionists around the equipment. There
should be sufficient room between the rear

end of the projectors and the back wall

of the room to provide ample walking
space and allow for the installation of a
work and rewind bench located against

the back wall of the room and directly at

the rear of the projectors.

* * *

The exact size of the room will, of
course, depend upon the amount of pro-

jection equipment necessary for the re-

quirements of the theatre. It is well ito

anticipate the possibility of installing ad-

ditional equipment which might become
necessary by reason of a change in policy

of the theatre, rather than to design a pro-
jection room too small to allow for the in-

stallation of added equipment.
Next in line the ventilation of the room

must be considered. The health and com-
fort of your projectionists is essential.

One cannot confine them in a poorly ven-

Editor “Better Theatres”

EXHIBITORS HERALD
407 S. Dearborn St.

Chicago, 111.

Please send me (free) a supply

of “Better Theatres” Stop Charts

for improving projection results:

STATE ...!

NAME

THEATRE

CITY

tilated room and expect them to deliver
high grade projection. Provision for their

health and comfort should also include a
room adjoining the projection room having
the necessary toilet facilities. Some of the
new theatres now include a completely
fitted room even to including shower baths.

In the matter of arranging the equip-
ment, the projection room should include
only the actual projection equipment. All
auxiliary equipment not directly used for
projection should be outside the projection
room proper. This includes such equip-
ment as motor generators, rheostats and all

other such equipment which is permanent
as to adjustment and does not require ad-
justment or attention during the period of
projecting the program.

The floor of the projection room, which
is usually of concrete, should be covered
preferably with what is called “battleship
linoleum” since it is easily cleaned and
does not raise dust. It also affords relief

for the projectionist as it is tiresome to
stand on hard concrete. The projectors
should not be installed over the floor cov-
ering. They should rest directly on the
concrete itself, the linoleum being cut out
to permit this, or on a raised concrete bed
constructed for the projector bases.

* * *

The walls of the room should be painted.
There is a difference of opinion as to the
color scheme. However, most projection-
ists prefer the front wall of the room
painted a dead black as this makes obser-
vation of the screen easier and absorbs re-

flections. The balance of the room may
be painted a pleasing neutral tone and the
ceiling a lighter tone.

A point often overlooked in the projec-
tion room equipment is the arrangement
of the fire shutters covering the projec-
tor and observation ports on the front
wall of the room. In the past, any old
type of shutter hung up with strings or
cords running in every direction, so long
as they “got by” local inspection, was the
rule. However, in, the modern projection
room, this arrangement has been consider-
ably improved upon. It is now customary
to provide a long rotating shaft on the
front wall of the room near the ceiling.

This shaft carries pins arranged in such
a way that the drop shutters, which are
suspended by a wire or cord terminating
in a small metal ring which is slipped over
the pin on the rotating shaft, are released
simultaneously when the shaft is rotated.
The shaft is kept from rotating, thus hold-
ing the shutters up, by means of a lever on
its end which is connected so as to be re-
released by the melting of fusible links
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HEATING AND COOLING
COMBINED

Supreme Heater &
Ventilating Corpora-

tion’s latest im-

proved system—
combining the

Supreme Warm Air

Heater and Supreme

Cooling Blower.

Quick Satisfactory Heating in Winter
Sure Cooling in Summer

Write for Particulars—Prices—Terms

SUPREME HEATER & VENTILATING
CORPORATION

1915-17-19 PINE ST. ST. LOUIS, MO.

EDWARDS SHEET METAL
MARQUEES or CANOPIES

For use over entrances to theatres, hotels, cafes, store buildings, etc. A work of art

and they have the massive and ornamental appearance of cast iron, at but a fraction of

the cost. Furnished complete, easy to erect—Made of galvanized iron or copper in any
style or size desired. Shipped in largest convenient sections, with glass packed sep-

arately. Our large catalog showing complete line Marquises or Canopies, Balconies,

Cornices, Theatre Fronts, Signs, Skylights, Metal Roofing, Metal Ceilings and Walls,
etc., sent free on request.

The Edwards Manufacturing Co.
409-459 East Fifth St. Cincinnati, Ohio

The World’s Largest Manufacturers of Metal Roofing, Metal Shinglei,
Metal Spanish Tile, Metal Ceilings, Metal Garages, Portable

Buildings, Rolling Steel Doors, Partitions, etc.

Tells Requisites

of an Up-to-date

Projection Room
(Continued from preceding page )

placed over and near to the upper mag-
azines of the projectors and connected to

the shaft lever by cord or wire.

Since a modern projection room is of

itself fireproof, and any fire in the room
would not in any way endanger the build-

ing or persons in the auditorium, the main
purpose of the fire shutters is to prevent
panic among the persons comprising the

audience by keeping the smoke and knowl-
edge of the fire from them.

%

A point in this connection almost uni-

versally overlooked is the fact that some
ten or twelve “boiler plate” fire- shutters

sliding in metal tracks and released simul-

taneously make a noise of such terrific pro-
portions that- an audience might be justified

in thinking that the building was falling

down, and being half scared to death as

a result would immediately go into a panic.

Thus, the prevention of panic is endan-
gered by the very same shutters that are

supposed to prevent that occurrence

!

It is probable that some of the panics

which have started as a result of a film

fire have been caused by the terrific noise

of falling fire shutters more than by fear

of the fire itself, and that more panics do
not occur may be because of the fact that

with modern equipment it is rare that a
fire of sufficient proportions to release the

fire shutters occurs.

Realizing that the noise of these fire

shutters dropping was of itself a poten-

tial factor in causing a panic, an enter-

prising and inventive exhibitor so arranged
the shutters of his projection room by
means of a “dash pot” device that each
shutter would fall swiftly nearly to the

bottom of its track and then by the ac-

tion of the dash pot its fall would be in-

stantly checked allowing it to come to rest

at the bottom of the track, silently.

This exhibitor has fully insured his pa-
trons from the danger of panic and his

idea has sufficient merit to be universally

adopted.
% ^ %

In addition to improvements of the fire

shutter dropping mechanism, the port open-
ings in the wall should be covered with
plate glass. Several methods of doing this

so that the glass may be readily removed
for cleaning and mounted to avoid light

reflection have been devised. All of the

ports should be glass covered with the

exception of the port through which the

light beam from the projector passes. This
port is covered with a metal mask having
an opening just sufficiently large to permit

the light beam to pass through. This im-
provement, in a large measure, prevents

sound originating within the projection

room from reaching the audience.

The foregoing points having been taken

care of in the planning of the Better Pro-
jection Room, the remaining considerations

are the electric wiring and lighting of the

room and the various accessory equipment
and supplies for the convenience and as-

sistance of the projectionist.

The electric wiring is, of course, in

modern projection rooms entirely concealed

wherever possible. The feeders for the

projectors are run in conduit under the

concrete floor and terminate in an outlet

directly under the base of the projector.

Provision for this type of wiring is taken

care of in the design of the Motiograph
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Bring them
Your Way

Have you any way of attracting the

show-shopper? One of the most

effective and economical means of

getting his attention and patronage

is a good Marquise over your the-

atre entrance. It will make your

theatre “stand out” and serve as an

excellent medium for advertising

your pictures. The advantages of

having an A. M. P. Marquise are

many. Write us.

Architectural Metal Products,
Incorporated

Formerly

The ProBert Sheet Metal Co.

COVINGTON, KENTUCKY

Programs
Heralds
Dodgers

THE NATIONAL
POSTER & PTG. CO.

729 S. Wabash Ave.

CHICAGO, ILL.

DeLuxe projector. In this projector the

floor base is of massive proportions and is

cast hollow permitting all wiring to be

brought up through its base. The base is

also provided with outlet bushings and
conduit leads for all wires running from
the base to the operating parts of the pro-

jector, providing an exceedingly neat meth-
od of wiring. A door in the base is pro-

vided for making the wiring connections
and also for inspection.

The projection room should be provided
with an enclosed type of switchboard upon
which all switches and fuses controlling

the projection room circuits are mounted.
This switchboard to be so positioned as

to be readily accessible. All meters and
indicating devices should be in plain sight

and preferably illuminated by individual

shielded low wattage lamps.

^ ^

The lighting of the room should be ar-

ranged to give ample illumination of the

entire interior when necessary and the

lighting units so arranged that no reflection

from them is carried into the theatre au-
ditorium through the ports in the front

wall.

Two circuits for the general illumina-

tion of the room are preferable, one to

provide maximum illumination and con-
trolled by switches positioned on the front

wall of the room within easy reach from
each projector so as to be readily operated
by the projectionist when desired. The
other circuit is to provide general illum-

ination of low intensity of a value just

sufficient to provide visability and not ham-
per the projectionist’s observation of the

screen results. In addition to this there

should be individual outlets for each pro-
jector and these equipped with the “reel

up” type of fixture to provide the projec-

ionist with what might be termed a trouble

light for each projector. Other individual

lighting units should be provided for the

rewind table, work bench and other points

necessary.

Under the heading “Accessory equipment
and supplies” we find many new things of

convenience and assistance to the projec-

tionist and all of which have their direct

bearing in providing perfect projection re-

sults.

Because of the importance of maintain-
ing exact program schedules in modern
motion picture theatres, the installation of
a Western Union Clock is considered a
vitally necessary piece of equipment in the

Better Projection Room. In addition to

this, the room is equipped with an inter-

communicating telephone system having
connection with the stage, manager’s office

and all other points from which communi-
cation with the projectionist might be de-

sired. The room should also be equipped
with a regular telephone for outside calls

when emergency makes them necessary.

* * *

A push button and buzzer signal system
for signals from the stage, organ, orches-

tra and other points should be provided.

The projectors should be equipped with
electric meter and generator type speed in-

dicators that the speed of projection may
always be known to the projectionists, or-

chestra leader and manager.
Naturally, in a Better Projection Room

the projectors should be of a type which
includes every modern improvement and
convenience which would be of assistance

to the projectionist in his efforts to deliver

perfect projection.

These features are already available in

the new Motiograph projector and include

a new type of “positive position” framing
mechanism operated by a hand wheel. Its

construction permits accurate and positive

framing of the picture and does away with

“Let There Be Light”

PERFECTION

$195

Low-Intensity
Reflecting Arc Lamp

Gentlemen, It’s

So Easy To Prove!

SIMPLY LOOKING
through the pages of this

magazine will show you that

you can’t get a lower-priced

lamp than PERFECTION.

ACTUAL OPERATION in

your own booth will con-

vince you that they don’t

make a better lamp than

PERFECTION.

IN OUR HOME TOWN
we re up against five other

lamp companies getting
$300 and up per copy and
sold by grizzly old veterans

in the Equipment Game.

AND THE SCORE to date

stands

:

Perfections Anything else but

52 18
IT ISN’T THAT Milwaukee
Exhibitors can’t afford the

top-priced product — since

the breweries closed receipts

have increased and they’ve

got plenty of dough!

But THEY’VE seen these

PERFECTIONS work

!

Ask about our two year
guarantee

!

Perfection Arc Co.
Incorporated

1402 North Avenue

Milwaukee, Wis.
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Because—
They Insisted upon the Best, Most Efficient

and Economical Projection Lamp Available

—

Ashcraft Automatic Low Intensity Arcs now are Standard Equip
ment in all West Coast Theatres, Inc.

This is our Silent and reliable Low Intensity Arc

With this lamp you get the maximum amount of light on your
screen in a perfect mechanical way, at the minimum cost in current

and carbon consumption.

ASHCRAFT AUTOMATIC ARC CO.
4214-16-18 Santa Monica Blvd. Los Angeles, Calif.

Distributed by National Theatre Supply Co.

SIMPLE—RELIABLE—ECONOMICAL!
Perfect showmanship and perform-

ance are created with the A. D. C. Cur-
tain Control—operated from any point

of the house by “simply pressing a but-

ton.”

Quiet operation—one of its greatest

features—is accomplished by the rubber
curtain rollers and ball bearing steel

pulley wheels in the enclosed track.

Explanation of its other many features

will be mailed upon request.

THE AUTOMATIC DEVICES CO.
17 N. 7th ST., ALLENTOWN, PA.

SUPER-LITE SCREENS
An Amazing Difference

Pictures that on the average screen are dull, shadowy
and tiresome snap out clear, lively and bright on a

Super-Lite Screen.

Also noted for its lasting qualities.

C. S. WERTSNER & SON, Manufacturers
221 N. 13th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Distributors in Principal Cities in the Country.

the tendency to “go -by” the proper frame
point, a disadvantage encountered in the
old type lever framers. Its action is very
smooth and positive as well as speedy
when required.

The use of the new toggle type of mo-
tor control switch, a small thing in itself,

but a distinct advantage in that it is more
readily operated and more positive in its

action, is another improvement.

An outstanding improvement in mech-
anism construction and which is a built-in

feature of the Motiograph DeLuxe Mech-
anism is the oil drainage system. This
is an arrangement whereby all oil surplus
is drained from the mechanism base where
it flows out through two hollow tubes
into an oil drip pan from which it can
be conveniently removed. This oil drain-
ing system is a much wanted convenience.
It eliminates the seepage of oil over the

lower magazine from which it eventually

reaches the floor making an untidy oily

mess.
Jji JjC

The DeLuxe Mechanism is equipped
with a new type of positive acting, enclosed,

door operated pilot lamp switch which
automatically lights the mechanism pilot

lamp (which has always been a DeLuxe
feature) when the mechanism door is

opened for the threading operation and ex-
tinguishes it when the door is again closed

when this operation is completed.

All controls of this projector are cen-

trally located and are accessible from
either side of the projector. This conve-
nience makes the Motiograph DeLuxe the

most easily controlled projector. These
centralized controls include the speed con-

trol adjustment, motor toggle switch,

take-up tension adjustment and framing
adjustment.

The beltless speed control and motor
drive, an exclusive DeLuxe feature is one
of the most important improvements in

motor drives for motion picture projec-

tors in recent years. Its design eliminates

all variations in speed formerly experi-

enced by slipping and stretching belts and
because of its positive acting friction

discs, it maintains without speed variation

the speed to which it is set. This feature

will be appreciated in those theatres where
an exact time schedule for their program
is maintained.

In addition to these outstanding features,

many other minor improvements and con-

veniences are incorporated in this projec-

tor.

An innovation recently installed in a

modern projection room is a loud speaker
connected with a microphone on the stage.

This is of special value in following cues

for spot light work or for any work of

this nature where the projectionist must
govern himself by sound from the stage or
orchestra. The loud speaker should be

provided with a switch to disconnect it

when not desired.

* * *

Lastly the Better Projection Room
should include the necessary tools and
equipment for the use of the projectionist

in making temporary repairs and other

work. One modern circuit of theatres pro-

vides each of its projection rooms with a

metal cabinet completely equipped with

files, screw drivers, hand drill, hack saw,

pliers, drills emery cloth and sand paper,

friction tape and every kind of tool or sup-

ply the projectionist might require. This
circuit also provides a substantial work
bench equipped with a vise and motor
driven emery wheel grinder. They also

supply a special metal cabinet partitioned

for the storing of film trailers which are

being so universally used.

(Continued on page 48)
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SOUND
PROOFING

to

Eliminate
Construction of anti-vibration treatment in connection
with soundproofing for mechanical apparatus.

OBJECTIONABLE NOISES
By J. J. Foster*

TV/T ANY theatres—some of them rank-
ing as our finest motion picture pal-

aces—are suffering from a chronic head-
ache.

Their auditoriums are filled with a
variety of noises originating from me-
chanical equipment—swishing noises,
whirring noises, thumping noises, click-

ing noises, clanking noises and what not.

How detracting from the program such
a condition must be is obvious. Equally
apparent, is the annoyance to patrons.

In previous articles this writer has
covered the subject of soundproofing
from the angle of bowling alley or ball-

room construction in connection with
theatres. Soundproofing as a means of

* Sales manager, Stevens Sound Proofing Com-
pany, Chicago.

eliminating objectionable noises due to
mechanical equipment is a thing of equal
interest to theatere owners and theatre
architects. * * *

All theatres are well ventilated, and
this apparatus is especially a problem as,

while some of the fans are located in

the basement of the building, some oth-
ers are placed above the auditorium.

It has been explained that the heavier
the construction and the consequent
greater inertia, the better the conditions
for stopping vibration, but where ma-
chinery is concerned the vibration is so
great that the average building construc-
tion does not resist it. In fact, the mod-
ern, reinforced concrete building is ideal
for the passing of vibration, as it is a
monolithic mass. The construction of

the theatre above the auditorium being
much lighter in weight than the base-
ment, any machinery placed above must,
naturally, be very carefully treated.
The first thing to think about is to

provide an absorbing material to provide
an insulation between the machine and
the building construction, and this insu-
lation must be so installed that there
shall be no solid connection between the
base of the machine and the building
construction.

In addition to this it is important to
introduce as many different kinds of ma-
terial as possible into the construction,
as the rate of vibration travel is different

in various materials, and as it enters
the different materials it is gradually de-
cayed.

( Continued, on page 49)
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RUSSIALOID
Reg. Trade Mark

ARTIFICIAL LEATHER
for theatre seats?

BECAUSE
1. Extreme softness
means easy tailor-

ing—a quick job at

a low labor cost.

2. Anchorage of coating
to fabric, exclusive with
us, insures long, hard
wear, under severe condi-
tions.

Write us for samples.

THE PANTASOTE COMPANY, Inc.

250 Park Avenue New York City

DISTINCTIVE
LUXURIOUS

LONG-LASTING
SANITARY

The Palace Or-
pheum, Milwaukee,
the brightest spot
on “The White
Way.”

Signs with a PUNCH!
The brilliantly lighted MILNE-built signs have

the “Punch” that bring people to your theatre.

Crowds flock to theatres with the best lighted ex-

teriors. and MILNE signs satisfy to the utmost in

this respect.

MILNE signs compel attention! They are built

by men who know theatre requirements. The same

skill and knowledge is incorporated in MILNE
Changeable Letter Marquise and Canopies.

Send us the name of your theatre and let us
submit a colored sketch without obligation to you.

MILNE ELECTRIC SIGN CO.
189 Fifth St. Milwaukee, Wis.

MILNESIGNS
Changeable Letter Marquise or Canopies

“Better Theatres”
Gives First Views

ofBelmont Theatre
(Picture on page 12)

“Better Theatres,” in keeping with its

policy of presenting pictorially the forward
march in theatre construction and design
publishes in this issue on pages 12 and 13
first views of the new Lubliner & Trinz
Belmont theatre in Chicago. As the pho-
tographs, made by the Raymond Trow-
bridge Studios, Chicago, indicate, the Bel-
mont easily ranks with the country’s finest

motion picture palaces.

It is one of a number of recent neighbor-
hood projects in Chicago which has at-

tracted national attention by virtue of the

elaborate and imposing scale upon which
it is conceived. Walter W. Ahlschlager,
architect of the world’s largest cinema pal-

ace, the Roxy in New York City, and many
other notable motion picture houses
throughout the country, designed the Bel-
mont.

Ashcraft Specified

for VitaphoneShow
Warner Bros, will use Ashcraft Auto-

matic Arc Company’s equipment wherever
the Vitaphone is used on the West Coast,

it is announced. The Ashcraft high inten-

sity spot lights are used exclusively in New
York for making the Vitaphone programs.

At Grauman’s Egyptian, where the Vita-

phone opened an extended engagement Oct.

27, in connection with “Don Juan,” three

Ashcraft arc lamps have been installed and
Mr. Cooper of the Warner Bros. Vita-

phone department is also supervising the

installation of similar lamps in three San
Francisco theatres, where the Vitaphone

will be the musical feature.

The National Theatre Supply Co., Chi-

cago, has taken over the marketing of the

Ashcraft Automatic Arcs, both high and
low intensity. With this company handling
the Ashcraft product world wide distribu-

tion will be given the Ashcraft reflector

arcs, high intensity arcs, studio type search-

lights and Mazda stereopticons. Many
theatres throughout the country have in-

stalled the Ashcraft reflector arc lamp and
it now is standard equipment in the West
Coast Theatres, Inc., chain, comprising 175

theatres.

Award Contract for New
$50,000 St. Louis House

Columbia Amusement Company, of St.

Louis is planning on erecting a new thea-

tre to be called the “Columbia” on the

northeast corner of Fifteenth and State

Streets, St. Louis. The Keystone Con-
struction Company has been awarded the

contract for the foundation and it is

planned to start actual construction soon.

The theatre will cost in the neighborhood
of $50,000 and will be opened on January
1st.

Paramount Leases Theatre
A new theatre under construction at

Ponca City, is being built by Lew Wentz,
oil magnate, and has been leased by Para-
mount. It will be managed by Ely Shire

of Lincoln, Nebraska.
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Sound Proofing to

Kill Objectionable

Machinery Noises
( Continued, from page 47 )

For this reason, the ordinary method
of placing cork or felts under a machine
to eliminate passage of vibration is not
necessarily successful, no matter how
thick the material may be.

* * *

In the first place, the use of various
materials will do more to decay vibra-
tion than using one material, no matter
what the thickness, and in addition to
this, if a solid layer of cork or felt is

used, it is necessary to anchor the ma-
chine in some way, which necessitates
bolting it through the material into the
floor. This, of course, ties the machine
to the floor, and a direct solid connec-
tion is provided for the passage of vibra-
tion.

“The good soundproofing system pro-
vides a series of steel chairs lined with
cattle hair felt, in which are floated
2
" x 4" lumber strips. The lower tier

of these strips being set at right angles
to the upper tier. To the top tier is

fastened a 2" x 3" wood top, to which
machinery is lagged. The space between
the floor and the top of the platform is

filled with rock wool, dry screened cin-
ders, granulated cork or similar mate-
rials, to prevent passage of sound from
drum action.
Each machine is handled individually,

and a working drawing provided show-
ing the exact size of platforms, the
number of isolators to be used and
where the machine is to be lagged. By
this method all guesswork is eliminated,
as the action of the machine and its

weight are known before the platform is

designed.
Enough isolators are provided and the

weight distributed over the top in such
a way that the weight will not be great
enough on any isolator to cause it to
harden and become a good transmitter
of vibration.
The machine operation, being fastened

to the top, sets up a vibration and on its

way to the floor encounters various
kinds of materials—first wood, then felt,

steel, felt, wood, more felt, steel and con-
crete, with the result that by the time
it has reached the floor its energy is

spent and it has not the power to dis-
turb the building structure.

* * *

When the Morton Hotel was built at
Grand Rapids, Michigan, it was impos-
sible to place the laundry in the base-
ment. The architects, Holabird and
Roche, of Chicago, wanted to place it

on the second floor above the main din-
ing room, and this was finally accom-
plished by means of the “Stevens Sys-
tem.” This laundry contained the usual
equipment consisting of heavy ironers,
centrifugal extractors, washing machin-
ery, etc. Guests in the dining room are
not annoyed by this machinery.

In the theatre it is possible to place
ventilating fans and motors, rotary con-
verters, organ blowers, etc., above the
auditorium or in balcony without dis-
turbing the audience. This system can
also be used in connection with the vari-
ous apparatus in the basement as well.

This will insure comfort and freedom
from annoyance to your patrons, and as
the modern tendency is to provide pic-
tures that talk, it is more essential than
ever that the theatre be provided with
proper construction to prevent passage
of annoying sounds and insure good
acoustics.

Check Up!

OLYMPIC

Tk» WiKHHM tmntt t»

nmt* a* lk*n* «# tM> attty

«*»<m «*««»>« MMteM (Kfc*.

How many tick-

ets have you in

J stock?

Do you have to count

rolls or figure it out?

Then you need INVENTORY NUM-
BERED TICKETS that will tell you at a

glance exactly how many you have.

We will gladly send you samples and more
information about them.

QlobeTcket Company
Specialists in Tickets and Checks Since 1873

122 N. I21h St. Philadelphia. Pa.

Our Organs Sing Their Own Praises

Those Who Investigate

Buy

LINK
C. SHARPE MINOR UNIT ORGANS

Write for our Booklet

“SIXTEEN FACTS”

C. SHARPE MINOR UNIT ORGANS
BINGHAMTON, N. Y.,
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FOOTLIGHTS or FLOODLIGHTS

or any other lighting equipment made
by us will give all users the utmost in

service and efficiency and every satis-

faction anticipated. LIGHT YOUR THEATRE
WITH MADELITE and realize the wonderful
quality in lighting equipment that is in use most
satisfactorily in De Luxe houses all over the coun-
try. We have made stage equipment for eight years and know
the needs of your theatre to give you the right equipment at a

reasonable figure and guarantee absolute satis-

faction. We .can serve you well if

you will let us.

Send for

our new
illustrated catalogue

BELSON MANUFACTURING CO.
804 S. Sibley St.

CHICAGO, ILL.

We are
represented in

New York, St.
Est. 1901 Louis, Minneapolis,

Omaha, New Orleans,
Seattle, Eos Angeles, San
Francisco.

Made
'E Right

Better

Light

FROM EAST TO WEST
Our Construction Engineers report rapid progress being

made on our installations at

Baltimore, Md,
Detroit, Mich.
Canton, Ohio
Chicago, 111.

Cicero, 111.

St. Louis, Mo.
Omaha, Neb.

Century and Valencia Theatres
Grand Riviera Annex Theatre
Palace Theatre
Avalon Theatre
Palace Theatre
Gravois Theatre
Riviera Theatre

REYNOLDS SYSTEM
OF

HEATING - VENTILATING
B. F. Reynolds & Co.

118 W. Ohio St.

Chicago, 111.

Send us your new catalogue on “Theatre Heating and Ventilating.”

We have checked items below.

Architect Owner

Our plans are now in progress on our new theatre.

We are contemplating a new theatre.

t j
- Name....... , .r....,

Address

Theatre Has Right
to DenyAdmission
to Drunken Person

Must a theatre sell a ticket of admission
to a person who is obviously under; the in-

fluence of liquor?
This question is asked of Attorney Leo. T.

Parker by a Michigan exhibitor whose letter

is reproduced below followed by Attorney
Parker’s answer based on the law in a num-
ber of states.

(Mr. Parker is answering questions
through this department covering the the-

atre owners’ legal relations with patrons
and employes. His article in this issue be-
gins on page 7.)

The Question: “I desire to know
whether there is any liability on the part

of a theatre owner where he refuses to sell

a ticket of admission to an intoxicated per-
son. Also, would like to know the general
law, as well as the lazv in the State of
Michigan, whether a theatre owner can le-

gally eject a patron who has purchased a
ticket and entered in an orderly manner.”
—The Pioneer Theatre.

THE ANSWER In the leading case of Pur-
cell V. Daly, 19 N. Y. 301, on this subject, the
Court held that the proprietor of a theatre has a
perfect right to say whom he will or will not
admit into his theatre, and should any one apply
at the box office and desire to purchase tickets of
admission and be refused, there is no question
that he would have no cause of action against
the proprietor of the theatre for such refusal.

And in the same manner, if a ticket is sold to a
person, the proprietor may still refuse admittance
to the holder, under which circumstances the pro-
prietor may be compelled to refund the price for
the ticket, together with such other expenses as

may have been incurred by the party as a result

of preparing or planning to attend the perform-
ance after purchasing the ticket. Such expenses
generally are trifling and consist of the cost of
traveling to the theatre and the like.

* * *

In 227 U. S. 633, the Supreme Court of the

United States also held that where a holder of a

ticket is refused admission his only right is to

sue the proprietor on the contract for the breach.
And, further, that a ticket is a mere revokable
license. This same law has been upheld in the

Courts of Missouri, Tennessee, Virginia, Rhode
Island. Michigan. Massachusetts, Pennsylvania,
New Jersey, New York, and various other States.

In 154 Mich. 545, the Supreme Court of Michi-

gan in speaking of theatres held: “It appears
to be settled by the authorities that these are

private enterprises under the control of private

parties, and that they may license whomever they

will to enter, and refuse admission to whomso-
ever they will.”

Moreover, the general rule of the law is that

a proprietor not only may refuse admission of

undesirable persons into the theatre, but where a

ticket sold specifies the conditions under which it

is received by the purchaser, the latter is bound by
the stipulations.

Recently a high Court said: “There is no duty
of a theatre proprietor to admit everyone who
may apply for a ticket, for the proprietor . . .

is under no implied obligation to serve the public.

When he sells a ticket he creates contractual rela-

tions, with the holder of it.
”

On the other hand, many of the States have
enacted statutes making it unlawful to discriminate

against “race, creed, or color.” Where such a

lay exists a theatre proprietor is liable if he re-

fuses to admit a person for either of these rea-

sons. But even though such a law is in effect, it

has been held that the same general rule described

above, remains the same and a theatre proprietor

is privileged to refuse to admit persons into his

theatre, where the refusal is not a discrimination

against “race, color, or creed.”
* * *

Now relative to the law in Michigan section

15570 of the Statutes, specified in part that all

persons . . . shall be entitled to the full and
equal advantages and privileges of any place of
public accommodation or amusement, subject only
to the conditions and limitations established by
law.

This section is broader than the usual statute

relating to race or creed, but in the quite recently

decided case of Woolcat V. Shubert, 217 N. Y. 212,
the New York Court held that the proprietor of
a theatre was justified in refusing to admit a per-

son into his theatre, although the statute of New
York specifies practically the same word for word
as the section 15570 in the Michigan.

Therefore, on the basis of this previously
decided case 1 believe you will be without liability

in refusing admission to any person whether in-

toxicated or otherwise.
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“One Man Control” Plan Cuts
Cost in Small Theatre

TO achieve economy in the construction

and equipment of a small theatre, or

any theatre, is only one of the prime fac-

tors to be considered in the analysis of the

theatre owner’s problems. Of greater im-
portance is the matter of operating expense
after the house is opened.
A number of exhibitors have indicated

keen interest in the subject of “one-man
control,” especially for smaller houses in

the smaller towns and neighborhoods. The
idea of possible economy along these lines

always strikes a responsive chord and since

this phase of our Standard Theatres has
only been touched with a passing word
in previous articles in Better Theatres,
I am glad of this opportunity to reply to

the many requests received for further in-

formation.
Considering a theatre in a town under

5,000 from a purely investment standpoint

where the largest possible profit return is

desired and safety from competition, we at

once realize that our theatre must be a
good job and a pride to the community.
We must give them something that will

please—with the picture as the biggest fea-

By G, E. Eichenlaub
Theatre Architect, Erie, Pa.

ture—music a good second—ventilating—
heat—cool comfort—an easy, restful seat

and other conveniences. In the small com-
munity, it at once must be apparent that

the New York Capitol or Rochester East-
man or any other big house personnel
from the doormen all the way through to

the night watch, constituting an army of
employees—is definitely not to be consid-

ered and yet, this small 500 to 750 seat

house must have the same features in a
less degree.

* * *

How can it be done?
In our Standard theatre plan, we accom-

plish a close approximation by means of a
layout or room assembly as indicated by
the plan arrangement shown herewith.
While not applicable to every condition,

we have the same layout in theatres seat-

ing up to 2,500 and our theories pertaining

to the layout are today more than an idle

dream.
A few weeks ago a client and the writer

called on an exhibitor to see his 750 seat

Standard theatre. This client is a suc-

cessful business man in another line, of

mature years and keen judgment. The the-

atre impressed him, but all is not gold that

glitters and he asked the pointed question,

“What does it cost you for operation.”

The reply was, verbatim as 1 recall it,

“Well, mister, I am almost ashamed to

tell you. Last week, and my account is

right here in my pocket, my total cost

for all salaries including my boy projec-

tions, cleaners, music, ventilation and cool-

ing, power, tickets, general maintenance
and every last thing except cost of pictures

and totals up to”—here a thinking pause

—

“seventy-five dollars.”

My reaction was mentally, “Can you beat

it? Is it a wonder that he is paying out
at the rate of 20 to 25 per cent on his

investment.”
And this is the explanation of the plan

of one man control

:

The owner and his wife are the key
combination. The owner operates the ma-
chines while his wife sells tickets. At a

house under this plan you will find the

entrance to the theatre four double doors
wide, 25 feet to 30 feet wide in effect

;
at

(Continued on page 52)
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Perfect Projection

—

you cannot overestimate
its importance . . .

Elaborate interiors . . . entrancing
music . . . courteous service . . .

these are merely modern settings to

the big feature of your house—its

pictures.

If the pictures are not perfectly
projected, you cannot hope to hold
patronage.

Keep pace with the latest trend in

projection science. Investigate the
exclusive merits of the

Perfex Low Intensity
Arc Lamp
Whiter, brighter light. No flick-

er. Consumes less current. Gives
steady, bright, white light on
1000 to 2000 watts an hour. Saves
over two-thirds of your present

power bill. Free 30-day trial in

your house gladly given. Perfex
Low Intensity Arc Lamps sell on
performance. Write for details.

The Rollaway Motor Company
Toledo, Ohio, U. S. A.

Perfex Rectifier

Here’s another profitable im-
provement for your projec-
tion booth. It’s the PERFEX
RECTIFIER. Replaces gen-
erator. Converts alternating
current to direct current
without noise, vibration or
flicker. Produces a strong,
steady, clear white light.

Write for details. Free dem-
onstration gladly given.

A Quality Organ
You Can Afford!

SCHAEFER “Custom
Built” organs meet all

theatre requirements. Own-
ers of smaller theatres will
find in the Schaefer an or-
gan which can be obtained
at a cost he can afford and
which gives perfectly satis-

factory performance.

Investigate our proposition.

Write today!

Schaefer Organ Co.
SLINGER, WIS.

Organ Builders Since 1875

BUY
lamp life

as well as

LIGHT
When you buy

a ‘BEST’
baby spot-

light, you

$15.00 BUY BOTH
Bulb Extra

BEST DEVICES CO.
Film Bldg. Cleveland, O.

Newest
and
Best

LIBERTY
MUSIC STAND

Patented

Standard for

All Purposes

Send for Our New
Booklet

LIBERTY MUSIC STAND CO.
I960 E. 116th St. Cleveland, O.

“OneMan Control
99

Plan Cuts Cost in

Smaller Playhouses
( Continued from preceding page )

once well lighted, open and inviting—easier

to drift in than it is to drift past. These
doors give off into a great lobby big enough
to hold 300 standing people or half the

capacity of the house.

* * *

The idea method of making a guest feel

“to home” is to greet him at the door,
shake his hand and say a pleasant word.
The doorman does this in the Palace—in

the one man control theatre it is up to

the Mrs. The patrons’ change is made by
a flip of the finger. From her position in

the box office she has an excellent view
of the screen and a glance given to the
picture, where the action may be about to

change, requiring something different as

music accompaniment, is instantly accom-
plished by another flip of a button at her
elbow.

Attention is given to another incoming
group of patrons. We may find a person
who would like to get rid of a heavy fur

overcoat. Good enough. The coat is too
bulky to pass through the wicket so the
Mrs. must leave her seat, take three steps

to a dutch door, the upper half of which
is thrown back and here she can receive

the coat and hang it up until the owner
returns. Back to her seat again and ready
for more patrons. Now she discovers the
picture is out of frame or poorly focused.

She picks the house phone from the wall

at her right and the picture is quickly ad-

justed.

About now, some boy will make a try

at sneaking in. The boy finds it does not
work, because Mrs. from her ticket win-
dow saw the door move, even if she did
perhaps miss the urchin in the crowd. In

a few steps she is from her chair to the

private door giving access to the foyer and
has the youngster by the collar.

About now, we will suppose, there is a

commotion or some little trouble in the

ladies retiring room. The door to same
is also under the eye of the Mrs. and she
can quickly slip through her own private

door again and investigate this if neces-

sary. Coming back she glances up at the

“Thermo-gauge” and finds the house is

getting unduly warm—turns to the left and
pushes a button which cuts off the heat
supply, opens the shutters to fan room, and
clear colder air in tremendous volume is

pushed into the house, quickly bringing
the temperature down to 65 or 60 if desired,

which again is recorded before her eyes. If

the condition should be reversed another
handy button does the trick.

* * *

Possibly the night is extreme and the

fire needs coal, or at least looking after.

She can now again call her husband up in

the projection room or slip off her chair

again for a personal look. This is accom-
plished by taking three steps to the stairs

leading to firing room, down same to the

fires and back again on the job in less

than a minute. (No, it is not necessary
to run down through the whole length

of auditorium, disappear under stage and
then come all the way back.)

The rush is over, and there is no wast-
ing of juice on the brilliant illumination

of front of house—the cut-out cabinet again
is handy and the excess lights are switched
off.

The feature is finished and the bright

lights of auditorium are desired for a
change—another button is pressed and the

house lights come on and the proper organ
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button is pressed and some good overture
is given. Of course, the light colors and
the organ are preset or arranged before the
show the same as lobby illumination and
other “effects” which are all so flexible in

our standard design that this can be accom-
plished without biring a corps of electri-

cians, carpenters or other trades to affect

the change.
When the Mrs. leaves the office for a

short time—the house phone will quickly
bring the master on the job (who can
leave his understudy in the projection
room) and take charge. Again, during
the rush, say, from 7:30 to 8:30, it may
prove a bit difficult to handle the organ
and the tickets too, so the phone is used
again and request is made that organ be
handled from projection room. Presto!
and it is done.
Again the scheme of management may

desire to handle house lights from projec-
tion room or the temperature control. A
word over the phone and these duties are
instantly transferred to the new station or
some other station in the house, depending
on the wishes or desires of tbe manage-
ment.
The usher problem is a good profit-eater

and difficult in houses over 1,000 seats.

Under this figure the house layout in our
Standard theatres is such that none are
really required.

We have now developed a system for
larger work, where this usher matter can
at least be very largely overcome. Briefly,

it is predicated on the use of miniature
scale models showing every seat in the
house;. a master model is placed in the
foyer just inside the ticket chopper; this

model at Jd-inch scale occupies a table

about 3 feet by 4 feet and shows the house
as it were, with the roof removed. Each
chair is equipped with a light and a hinged
seat which indicates the unoccupied seats
in the house

; the party looks at this at-

tractive model, chooses the seats he wants,
mentally notes their approximate location
and turns down as many seats as he with
his crowd will occupy; the light is extin-
guished and remains so for one or two
minutes, depending on the estimated length
of time required to get to the seats chosen.
When such seats are occupied, the lights

to correspond with same automatically are
out and stay out. If the patron changes his

mind on his way to seats, those he extin-
guishes after a minute or two come on
again and are ready for the next patron
to choose.
Some boys may be inclined to play with

this toy, and dump a large number of seats,

but if they hang around for any length of
time, they cannot escape the eye of the
Mrs. and soon will be out one way or the
other. In a large house, the model would
more or less be in charge of the head
usher, who might or might not have assist-

ants.

Where a balcony is used, auxiliary mod-
els showing same would be placed in the
foyer of same and hooked up to synchro-
nize with the master model below.

In any event each chair actually in use
would show dark on the model and its

auxiliaries as placed in various parts of
the house, and in the ticket office too, if a
real nifty and complete installation were
desired.

Of course, the thing would be expensive
—but then a corp of ushers is also a heavy
expense, especially where good ushers with
at least a modicum of brain power are
wanted—if they can be secured at all.

Even then, how long can a good one be
held?

In the smaller Standard theatres, where
the control wants to be “tightened up”
still more, the projection room is placed
immediately next to and practically a part
of the manager’s quarters, with only self-

closing fire door separating projection from
ticket selling and allied activities. This

How Vallen
Quiet Curtain Control

Increases Business
Think over the difference between unusually
successful theatres and the “grubbing along”
kind. You will see that it is the refinement
of detail that counts.
Add a scrim curtain

to your screen, put in
other curtains and
have them quietly
pulled open and
closed by unseen
forces. The proven
effect on your audi-
ences is remarkable
and also upon your
box office.

Send for the Vallen Quiet Book
VALLEN ELECTRICAL CO.

225 Bluff St., Akron, Ohio

REMOTE ELECTRIC
CURTAIN CONTROL

EQUIPMENT

E. T. VALLEN

Why Vallen Equip-
ment is Best

Mr. Vallen is concerned with
the ultimate service of his
product. To better this he
has built a special factory
for Vallen Curtain Control
machinery and spends his
time entirely in this work.
Such efforts create leader-
ship.

A
deft touch

of
Showmanship

!

ARTIFICIAL trees, long an adorn-
ment of the motion picture theatre
have attained perfection under the

skillful treatment of Oscar Leistner,
Inc.

Our Palmetto and Sago tree reproductions
possess all the beauty of the natural plant.
Each tree is mounted in a green wooden pail,

top covered with moss. Leaves are of dark
green, easily bent to droop naturally and
can be removed for cleaning or replacement.

Artificial trees are one of the many
Leistner “Aids to Showmen.” Write
for the complete catalog.

OSCAR LEISTNER, INC.
Importers and Manufacturers

323 W. Randolph St. Chicago

This is No. 77-

Sago Tree. It is

five feet in height
with twelve leaves.

Concentrated Ventilation Is Blizzard Ventilation see
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brings the entire administration of the

whole plant under the immediate eye and
hand of the manager at all times. We
might say, no one can enter or leave—not
a thing can occur or fail to occur at the
appointed time—no accident or incident can
take place, without the manager himself
being at once conscious of it and in a
strategic position to make his position felt

or take full charge of the situation.

Today, the stage in picture houses is

coming back for more or less use in a
minor degree.

* * *

Often, mere lighting effects are used dur-
ing the overture

; these can be controlled

by the manager from his sanctum or from
the picture booth by means of a remote
control board and hook-up. Again, say, one
or two acts of vaudeville are to be used
with some special lighting; or a whole
show for instance, might be available at

a stop-over price
;
the special lighting now

required for the stage can all be managed
by the same manager through the use
of a pre-set board controlled from the front
of the house. Dimmers, colored lights,

special spots, motion cloud effects, etc.,

without limit, will all come and go in the

Use the
Two Greatest

Attention-Getters
in Your Sign

Motion and Color, the two greatest
eye-catching influences in the world,
are secured most effectively with

Flashers and Color Hoods.

OJB'STNrOX/E® £-1
.rSJTUc-mc comp.hTV^
2651 W. Congress St., Chicago

Write for
complete
informa-
tion.

Also mfrs.
Reynolds Motors,
Reco Show Win-

dow Flashers, Traffic
Controls, Reflectors for
Poster Boards, etc.

proper sequence to suit the action of the
play at the manager’s will by a move of
his finger without the necessity of giving
an order, hiring a man to receive the order
and then execute it wrong.
As for the stage equipment, scenery, etc.,

the manager in front cannot as yet strike

a set, shift wings, drop a sky-border and
maybe bend on a new set, without going
back stage and having some help. The re-

volving stage and disappearing stage are
moves or attempts in this direction, but
not for us. We go so far as to arrange
an act curtain control, asbestos curtain
control, picture sheet drop, and tableau or
draw curtains with same, and a cyclorama
change, all of which can be handled by
the manager from in front without a man
back stage, but we very soon strike a line

here, where it no longer is practical or eco-
nomical to place too many functions in

the manager’s direct control.
$1 s|j sjs

We simply have enlarged on our stand-
ard practice and design to indicate the
possibilities of one-man control and the
trend of its development by ourselves and
associates, because it is the one single fac-
tor of paramount import in the successful
management of any theatre.

New Low
Prices

Hennegan

Program
Covers

Write for new samples

The Hennegan Company
Cincinnati

±

THAT ALL MAY ENJQYTHE PERFORMANCE

SILENCE
- - WILL BE APPRECIATED -

l
Most folks will respect this gentle, but

firm, “request with a logical reason.”

The illumination is in a restful, soft

green that does not lessen nor interfere

with the effectiveness of your screen.

These rich Edgeglow signs are furnished

in any length desired, from 24 inches up,

in multiples of 8 inches, at very attractive

prices.

Edgeglow and other beautiful and prac-

deal glass signs are described in our folder

“Signs of Class Made of Glass.” Let us
send it to you.

V
Rawson & Evans Co., 710-712 Washington Boul., Chicago

(3104A)J

BuildsCombination
Airdome, Theatre
on 75 by 150 Site

A. J. Gibbons of Metropolis, 111., who last

March sold out his interest in the Elite-

Kozy theatre of that city is erecting an air-

dome and theatre in that town. The ground
covered by the twin project measures 75 by
150 feet. According to the plans worked
out, pictures for both the air dome and the
theatre proper will be projected from the
same booth.

Much of the advertising from the screen
will be diverted to the tower of a high
building opposite a port hole in one side
of the booth. The theatre proper will

measure 38 by 140 feet including the stage.
There will be front and rear balconies.

The structure is built of specially made
cement blocks with clay tiles in the side
walls. The front is of moulded cement
brick, and is surmounted by a cornice of
green Spanish tile. The seating capacity
will be 1,000 and the estimated cost $23,000.
The name of the theatre will be the Illinois.

It will open with the Warner Bros, feature,
“The Sea Beast,” in December.

Ackerman&Harris
toBuiIdNewHouse
Contracts for the immediate construc-

tion of a $250,000 theatre, the amount not
including the land values, have been let

by Ackerman and Harris, pioneer San
Francisco theatrical firm, to the firm of
McDonald & Kahn, it was announced from
the offices of this firm. The theatre, to be
known as The Boulevard, will have a seat-
ing capacity of 1,500. The structure will
take up an area of 250 by 150 feet.

* * *

Joseph Schenck’s plans for a $3,000,000
theatre on upper Market street are still in

the realm of “financial discussion.” Schenck,
who is the head of United Artists, has
been negotiating with A. P. Giannini, pres-
ident of the Bancitaly, for purchase of a
site at 10th and Market streets at a figure
which may run about $1,500,000. Giannini
revealed that Schenck was considering
two pieces of property for the erection of
a palatial San Francisco theatre.

AwardContractfor
St Joseph Theatre

The contract for the building of the

$500,000 Missouri theatre at St. Joseph,
Mo., has been awarded to W. J. Assen-
bacher Construction Company of Lincoln,
Neb. The theatre, which will be of two
stories, will be 75 by 140 feet and will in-

clude all modern improvements to be found
in the largest theatres. The owner of the

theatre will be C. H. & S. Amusement
Company of New York.

For Blizzard Ventilation See Any Office National Theatre Supply Co. or

Builds New Enid House
Enid, Oklahoma is to have a new thea-

tre costing $15,000. It is being erected by
Jack Johnston, manager of the Royal thea-

tre. It will contain a balcony and have a

seating capacity of 190.
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$750,000 Theatre
Is Announced for
Cedar Rapids, la.

Announcement of a new $750,000 theatre

to be erected at the corner of First avenue
and Third street, Cedar Rapids, Iowa, was
made recently by Calvin Bard of Indianap-
olis, Ind., promoter of the project and W.
K. Wisner and James H. Trewin, local busi-

ness men. Plans are being prepared by an
Omaha architect, George L. Fisher and
the financial end of the building is already
complete.

The building will be three stories and
the main entrance will be at the corner of
Third street and First avenue. The di-

mensions of the building are 120 feet on
Third street and 120 feet on First avenue.
Shops will occupy each side of the main
entrance. On the first floor will be the
main auditorium and stage. A “cry
room” for mothers with babies will be
featured on the mezzanine.
The seating capacity of the first floor

will be 1,100 and the balcony will seat 900.

When the name is selected for this theatre,

a sign 50 feet high and six feet wide will

be erected on the top of the building. A
large pipe organ will be installed. The
theatre is to be of fireproof construction.

Golden State Firm
Opens Coast House
One more link in the Golden State The-

atre Corporation chain was welded last

month with the opening of the new Rivoli
theatre, San Pablo and University avenues,
Berkeley. With all modern improvements
the Rivoli will act as the principal neigh-
borhood house in West Berkeley. R. A.
McGinnis will be manager. Seating 1,500
persons, the Rivoli is of Spanish style

architecture, and has two floors, the upper
having over 200 loge seats for the accom-
modation of those who wish to smoke in

comfort as they are entertained.

For the accommodation of those who do
not desire to break into the middle of the
feature, a large lounge is built into the
second floor foyer, designed by Golden
State officials. This foyer is beautifully
decorated and has seating accommodations
for about 50 persons.

Architects Reveal
New800SeatHouse

It simply must be good

—

for without merit no product could have gained

the almost instantaneous nation wide whole
hearted approval as has been accorded the

Built to specification by that world famous screen
craftsman

—

J. Otto Knobel this super quality projec-

tion surface brings out and enhances your pictures in a

way heretofore unbelievable.

And every one bears an unqualified guarantee of abso-
lute satisfaction.

Every National Theatre Supply Company branch is

a SILVERSHEET distributor. Write—wire—or
phone their nearest office to have a representative

see you. A few dollars spent on your screen now
will bring you many in return.

AMERICAN SllVF.PSHF.Fr COMPANY

915-917 Wash St., St. Louis, Mo.

TO THE EXHIBITOR:
We, the Monarch Theatre Supply Company, one of the

oldest and largest remaining independent supply dealers, are ask-

ing every exhibitor for his co-operation and support at this time

in keeping prices down where they should be. We are not con-

trolled by anyone in the matter of regulating prices, and are

therefore in a position to reduce the prices materially on all the

equipment we handle. A few illustrations of what you can save

by purchasing from us, are listed below:

Asbestos Cooling Plates for Simplex. List price $5.00
Our price 3.50

Special discounts on carbons.

forMilwaukee, Wis.
Plans for another neighborhood motion

picture house, to be known as the New
World, an 800 seat house to be erected on
First avenue, near National avenue, Mil-
waukee, Wis., was announced recently by
Architects Gurda & Gurda, who represent
a client whose name was withheld.
The new building, a one-story brick and

tile structure, 46 by 140 feet, will be given
over entirely to theatre purposes, accord-
ing to present plans.

Builds at Port Arthur
A $20,000 theatre is being erected at 1518

Houston Avenue, Port Arthur, Tex., by
Sam Solomon, local exhibitor. It will be
ready to open about December 15 as the
New Majestic. Built of fireproof brick,
the new house will seat 450 persons. Litch-
field and Morris, Port Arthur contractors
are in charge of the construction.

Special discounts on our own make of parts for

POWERS MOTIOGRAPH SIMPLEX
PROJECTORS

Rebuilt machines of all makes, fully guaranteed. Time
payment if desired. Write for further particulars.

We have one of the most up-todate and completely equipped repair
shops in the country. Our repairmen are not only expert mechanics, but
are thoroughly factory trained, insuring you of getting the very best re-

pair work. All of our work is guaranteed.

We have a special service department, which is maintained solely to

help the exhibitor with his projection and theatre problems. Write us the
next time you have any difficulty and we will help you straighten it out.

Write for Our Complete Catalogue and Help Us Bring Prices Dotvn

MONARCH THEATRE SUPPLY CO.
1223 S. WABASH AVE. We Have No Branch Office CHICAGO, ILL.

Illinois Distr ibutor for the. Strong Reflector Arc Lamp
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Better Theatres Information

and Catalog Bureau
Many of the products listed below are advertised by reliable companies in this issue of “Better Theatres

’ !

Free Service to Readers
of “Better Theatres”

{][
“Better Theatres” offers on these pages an indi-

vidual service to its readers through this Exhibitors

Information and Catalog Bureau. Detailed informa-
tion and catalogs concerning any product listed on
these pages will be sent to any theatre owner, man-
ager, architect or projectionist.

{TTFill in the coupon on the next page and mail it to

the “Better Theatres” division, Exhibitors Herald,
407 S. Dearborn street, Chicago.

tfTTMany of the products listed by this Bureau are

advertised in this issue of “Better Theatres.” See
Advertisers Index.

tfjlWe are glad to serve you. Do not hesitate to ask

us for any information on equipment or problems
pertaining to the efficient operation of your theatre.

A
1 Accounting systems.

2 Accoustical installations.

3 Adapters, carbon.

4 Adding, calculating ma-
chines.

6

Admission signs.

6 Addressing machines.

7 Advertising novelties,

materials.

8 Advertising projectors.

9 Air conditioning equip-

ment.

10 Air dome tents.

11 Aisle lights.

12 Aisle rope.

13 Alarm signals.

14 Arc lamps, reflecting.

15 Architectural service.

16 Arc regulators.

17 Artificial plants, flowers.

18 Art titles.

19 Automatic curtain con-

trol.

20 Automatic projection cut-

outs.

21 Automatic sprinklers.

B

22 Balloons, advertising.

23 Banners.

24 Baskets, decorative.

25 Bell-buzzer signal sys-

tems.

26 Blocks pulleys, stage-

rigging.

27 Blowers, hand.

28 Booking agencies for mu-
sicians.

29 Booking agencies (state

kind).

80

Boilers.

31 Bolts, panic.

32 Booths, projection.

33 Booths, ticket.

84 Box, loge chairs.

35 Brass grills.

36 Brass rails.

87 Brokers-Theatre promo-
tion.

88 Bulletin boards, change-
able.

c

39 Cable.

40 Cabinets.

41 Calcium lights.

42 Cameras.
43 Canopies for fronts.
44 Carbons.
45 Carbon sharpeners.
46 Carbon wrenches.
47 Carpets.
48 Carpet cushion.

49 Carpet cleaning com-
pound.

50 Carpet covering.
51 Cases, film shipping.
52 Cement, film.

53 Chair covers.

54 Chairs, wicker.
55 Chairs, theatre.

56 Change makers.
57 Changer overs.

58 Color hoods.
59 Color wheels.
60 Condensors.

r>

61 Date strips.

62 Decorations (state kind).

63 Decorators, theatre.

64 Dimmers.
65 Disinfectants—perfumed.
66 Doors, fireproof.

67 Draperies.
68 Drinking fountains.

69 Duplicating machines.

E

70 Electric circuit testing

instruments.
71 Electric fans.

72 Electrical flowers.

73 Electric power generat-
ing plants.

74 Electric signs.

75 Electric signal and con-
trol systems.

76 Emergency lighting
plants.

77 Exit light signs.

F

78 Film cleaners.
79 Film splicing machine.
80 Film tools (state kind).
81 Film waxing machine.

82 Fire alarms.
83 Fire escapes.
84 Fire extinguishers.
85 Fire hose.
86 Fire hose reels, carts.

87 Fire proof curtains.
88 Fire proof doors.
89 Fire proofing materials.
90 Fixtures, lighting.

91 Flashlights.
92 Flashers, Electric sign.

93 Flood lighting.

94 Floorlights.
95 Floor covering.
96 Floor runners.
97 Flowers, artificial.

98 Footlights.
99 Fountains, decorative.

100 Fountains, drinking.
101 Frames-poster, lobby dis-

play.

102 Fronts, metal theatre.

103 Furnaces, coal burning.
104 Furnaces, oil burning.
105 Furniture, theatre.

106 Fuses.

G
107 Generators.
108 Grilles, brass.
109 Gummed labels.

110 Gypsum products.

H
111 Hardware, stage.

112 Heating system, coal.

113 Heating system, oil.

I

114 Ink, pencils for slides.

115 Insurance, Fire.
116 Insurance, Rain.
117 Interior decorating serv-

ice.

118 Interior illuminated
signs.

J

119 Janitors’ supplies.

L

120 Labels, film caution.

121 Lamps, decorative.

122 Lamp dip coloring.

123 Lamps, general lighting.

124 Lamps, incandescent pro-
jection.

125 Lamps, reflecting arc.

126 Lamp shades.

127 Lavatory equipment, fur-
nishings.

128 Lavatory fixtures.
129 Ledgers, theatre.

130 Lenses.

131 Lights, exit.

132 Lights, spot.

133 Lighting fixtures.

134 Lighting installations.

135 Lighting systems, com-
plete.

136 Linoleum.

137 Liquid soap.

138 Liquid soap containers.

139 Lithographers.
140 Lobby display frames.
141 Lobby gazing balls.
142 Lobby furniture.
143 Lobby decorations,
144 Lubricants (state kind).
145 Luminous numbers.
146 Luminous signs, interior,

exterior.

M
147 Machines, ticket.

148 Machines, pop com.
149 Machines, sanitary vend-

ing.

150 Make up, boxes, theatri-
Cell

151 Marble.
152 Marquise.
153 Mats, leather
154 Mats and runners.
155 Mazda projection adapt-

ers.

156 Metal lath.

157 Metal polish.

158 Mirror, shades.
159 Motor generators.
160 Motion picture cable.

161 Musical instruments
(state kind).

162 Music publishers.
163 Music rolls.

164 Music stands.

N
165 Napkins.
166 Novelties, advertising.

equipment.
167 Nursery furnishings and
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o
168 Oil burners.

169 Orchestral pieces.

170 Orchestra pit fittings,

furnishings.

171 Organs.

172 Organ novelty slides.

173 Organ lifts.

174 Organ chamber heaters.

175 Ornamental fountains.

176 Ornamental metal work.

177 Ornamental metal thea-

tre fronts.

P

178 Paint, screen.

179 Paper drinking cups.

180 Paper towels.

181 Perfumers.

182 Photo frames.

183 Pianos.

184 Picture sets.

185 Player pianos.

186 Plastic fixtures and dec-
orations.

187 Plumbing fixtures.

188 Positive film.

189 Posters.

190 Poster frames.

191 Poster lights.

192 Poster paste.

193 Portable projectors.

194 Pottery, decorative.

195 Power generating plants.

196 Printing, theatre.
197 Programs.
198 Program covers.
199 Program signs, illu-

minated.
200 Projection lamps.

201 Projection machines.

202 Projection machine parts.

203 Projection room equip-

ment.

R

204 Radiators.

205 Radiator covers.

206 Rails, brass.

207 Ralls, rope.

208 Rain insurance.

209 Rectifiers.

210 Reconstruction service.

211 Redecorating service.

212 Reflectors (state kind).

213 Refurnishing service.

214 Regulators, Mazda.

215 Reels.

216 Reel end signals.

217 Reel packing, canying
cases.

218 Resonant orchestra plat-

form.

219 Reseating service.

220 Rewinding film.

221 Rheostats

222 Rigging, stage.

223 Roofing materials.

S

224 Safes, film.

225 Scenery, stage.

226 Scenic artists’ service.

227 Screens.

228 Screen paint.

229 Seat covers.
230 Seat indicators, vacant.
231 Seats, theatres.
232 Signs (state kind).

233 Signs, parking.

234 Signals, reel end.

235 Sign flashers.

236 Sign-cloth.

237 Sign lettering service.

238 Side walk machines, corn
poppers.

239 Slides.

240 Slide ink, pencils.

241 Slide lanterns.

242 Slide making outfits.

243 Slide mats.

244 Shutters, metal fire.

245 Soap containers, liquid.

246 Speed indicators.

247 Spotlights.

248 Stage doors-valances, etc.

249 Stage lighting equipment.
250 Stage lighting systems.
251 Stage rigging-blocks,

pulleys.

252 Stage scenery.
253 Stair treads.

254 Statuary.
255 Steel lockers.

256 Stereopticons.
257 Sweeping compounds.
258 Switchboards.
259 Switches, automatic.

T

260 Tally counters.
261 Tapestries.
262 Tax free music.
263 Telephones, inter-com-

municating.
264 Temperature regulation

system.
265 Terra Cotta.

266 Terminals.
267 Theatre accounting sys-

tems.
268 Theatre dimmers.

269 Theatre seats.

270 Tickets.

271 Ticket booths.

272 Ticket choppers.

273 Ticket holders.

274 Ticket racks.

275 Ticket selling machines.

276 Tile.

277 Tile stands.

278 Tool cases, operator’s.

279 Towels, paper.

280 Towels, cloth.

281 Trailers.

282 Transformers.
283 Tripods.
284 Turnstiles, registering.

285 Typewriters.

u
286 Uniforms.

V
287 Valances, for boxes.
288 Vases, stone.
289 Vacuum cleaners.

290 Ventilating fans
291 Ventilating, cooling sys-

tem.
292 Ventilating systems,

complete.
293 Vending machines, soap,

towels, napkins, etc.

294 Vitrolite

w
295 Wall burlap
296 Wall leather.

297 Watchman’s Clocks.
298 Water coolers.

299 Wheels, color

USE THIS COUPON

“BETTER THEATRES” DIVISION
Exhibitors Herald

407 South Dearborn St., Chicago.

Gentlemen : I should like to receive reliable information on the items listed following

:

(Refer to Items by Number)

Remarks:.

Name._ Theatre City

State. Seating Capacity
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Advertised in This

BETTER THEATRES SECTION
(If ycm desire something not listed here, Exhibitors Information and Catalog

Bureau on preceding pages will get it for you.)

AISLE LIGHTS
Kausalite Mfg. Co.,

8129 Rhodes Ave., Chicago, 111.

AUTOMATIC CURTAIN
CONTROL

Automatic Devices Co.,

17 N. 7th St., Allentown, Pa.

E. J. Vallen Elec. Co.,
Akron, Ohio.

BANNERS, HAND PAINTED
H. Dryfhout,
736 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago.

BUSINESS BUILDING SERVICE
(Local Merchants Tie-up)
Alexander Film Co.,
Denver, Colorado.

CARBONS
Hugo Reisinger,

1 1 Broadway, N. Y. C.

CHANGE MAKERS
Brandt Automatic Cashier Co.
Watertown, Wisconsin.

DIMMERS
Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co.
12th St. and St. Paul Ave.
Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

DRINKING CUPS
Individual Drinking Cup Co.,
Easton, Pa.

ELECTRIC FLASHERS, COLOR
HOODS

Reynolds Electric Co.,
2651 W. Congress St., Chicago.

EQUIPMENT, SUPPLIES
Monarch Theatre Supply Co.,
1223 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago

FLOWERS, PLANTS—ARTIFICIAL
Oscar Leistner,

323 W. Randolph St., Chicago.

HEATING & VENTILATING
B. F. Reynolds & Co.,
118 W. Ohio, Chicago.

Supreme Heater & Ventilating
Co., 1915 Pine St., St. Louis, Mo.

LAMP COLOR
Roscoe Laboratories
139 Third Place, Brooklyn, N. Y.

LEATHER UPHOLSTERING
Pantasote Co., Inc.

250 Park Ave., N. Y. C.

LENSES
Projecton Optics Co.
203 State St., Rochester, N. Y.

MARQUISE, CANOPIES
Architectural Metal Prod., Inc.,

19 W. 8th St., Covington, Ky.

Edwards Mfg. Co.,
Cincinnati, Ohio.

MOTION PICTURE CABLE
Rockbestos Products Corp.,
New Haven, Conn.

MUSIC STANDS
Gallagher Orchestra Equip. Co.,
616 W. Elm St., Chicago

Liberty Music Stand Co.,
1960 E. 116th St., Cleveland,
Ohio.

NOVELTIES, ALL KINDS
Brazel Novelty Co.,
30 Ella St., Cincinnati.

ORGANS
The Link Company,
183 Water St., Binghamton, N. Y.

Operators Piano Co.,

715 N. Kedzie Ave., Chicago.
Schaefer Organ Co.,
Slinger, Wisconsin.
Rudolph Wurlitzer Co.,
Cincinnati, Ohio.

ORGAN HEATERS
Cramblet Eng. Corp.,
286 Milwaukee St., Milwaukee,

Wisconsin.

PAPIER MACHE DECORATIONS
Alpha Compressed Wood Co.,

2654 Larrabee St., Chicago.

POP CORN MACHINES
C. Cretors & Co.,
612 W. 22nd St., Chicago.

PROGRAM COVERS
The Hennegan Company,
311 Genesee St., Cincinnati, O.

PROJECTORS
Enterprise Optical Co.,

564 W. Randolph St., Chicago.
International Proj. Corp.,
Power’s Division,

90 Gold St., N. Y. C.
International Proj. Corp.,
Simplex Division,

90 Gold St., New York, N. Y.

PROJECTOR PARTS
Sam Kaplan,
729 Seventh Ave., N. Y. C.

REFLECTING ARC LAMPS
Ashcraft Automatic Arc Co.,

4214 Santa Monica Blvd.,

Los Angeles, Cal.

Hall & Connolly, Inc.,

129 Grand Street, N. Y. C.
McAuley Mfg. Company,
554 W. Adams St., Chicago.
Perfection Arc. Co., Inc.

14th and North Ave.,
Milwaukee, Wisconsin
The Rollaway Motor Co.
Toledo, Ohio
Strong Electric Co.,
3242 Monroe St., Toledo, O.

RHEOSTATS
Hoffmann & Soons,
522 First Ave., New York, N. Y.

SCREENS
American Silversheet Co.,

915 Wash St., St. Louis, Mo.
Da-Lite Screen Co.
922 W. Monroe St.

Chicago, Illinois.

Minusa Cine Screen Co.,
Morganat Bomont, St. Louis, Mo.
Raven Screen Corp.,
1476 Broadway, N. Y. C.
C. S. Wertsner & Son,
211 N. 13th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

SEATS
Heywood-Wakefield Co.,
209 Washington St., Boston, Mass.
E. H. Stafford Mfg. Co.
367 W. Adams St., Chicago.

SIGNS—ELECTRIC
Milne Elec. Co.,
189 Fifth St., Milwaukee.
Ray-O-Lite Corp.,
St. Charles, 111.

SIGNS, PAPER, MUSLIN AND
CARDBOARD

Theatrical Poster Co.
845 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago

SILENCE SIGNS
Rawson & Evans Co.,
710 W. Washington, Chicago.

SLIDES
J. F. Ransley,
54 W. Randolph St., Chicago.

SPOT LIGHTS
Best Devices Co.,
Film Building, Cleveland.

STAGE LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
Frank Adam Elec. Co.,
3650 Windsor Ave., St. Louis, Mo.
Belson Mfg. Company,
800 Sibley St., Chicago.

Brenkert Light Prop. Co.,

45 Cortland Ave., Detroit, Mich.

Kliegl Brothers
321 W. 50th St., N. Y. C.

Major Equipment Co.,
4603 Fullerton Ave., Chicago.

Wm. Wurdack Elec. Mfg. Co.,
21 S. 11th St., St. Louis, Mo.

STAGE RIGGING, HARDWARE
J. H. Channon Corp.,
223 W. Erie St., Chicago.

J. R. Clancy,
Syracuse, N. Y.

Peter Clark, Inc.,

534 W. 30th St., New York, N. Y.

STAGE SCENERY
Wm. Beck & Sons
Highland Ave. at Dorchester
Cincinnati, Ohio.

Tiffin Scenic Studios,
Tiffin, Ohio.

THEATRE BUILDING SERVICE
United Scenic Studios
28 West Lake St., Chicago

THEATRE MUSIC
D. Appleton & Co.,
35 W. 32nd St., N. Y. C.

THEATRE PRINTING, PROGRAMS
Exhibitors Printing Service,

711 S. Dearborn St., Chicago.

The National Poster & Printing
Co., 729 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago

TICKETS
Globe Ticket Co.,
122 N. 12th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Trimount Press, Inc.,

113 Albany St., Boston, Mass.

TRANSFORMERS
Hertner Electric Co.,
Cleveland, Ohio.

Roth Brothers & Co.,
1400 W. Adams St., Chicago, III.

VACANT SEAT INDICATORS
Acme Elec. Construction Co.,
407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago.

VENTILATING EQUIPMENT
Blizzard Fan Sales Co.,
1514 Davenport St., Omaha, Neb.

Knowles Mushroom Vent. Co.,
202 Franklin St., New York, N. Y.

Typhoon Fan Co.,
345 W. 39th St., N. Y. C.



ROCKBESTOS
-the asbestos covered wire

(dz

Projection Room. oftke<^»

BroadcuayTheatre. Portland Ore.

The best Motion Picture fable

an economy

Rockbestos Motion Picture Cable is the best, and because of

this, fewer replacements are required. It is therefore economy
to buy the best.

In the new PARAMOUNT THEATRE, in New York, all of

the projectors in all of the projection rooms are Rockbestos

equipped.

This beautiful projection room, pictured above, is one of the

best equipped in the country. These Simplex projectors are

Rockbestos equipped—naturally.

Write and we'll tell you

all about Rockbestos

ROCKBESTOS PRODUCTS



xcellent
SERVICE

The National

Theatre Supply Co,

Atlanta, Ga.

Baltimore, Md.
Boston, Mass.
Buffalo, N. Y.

Charlotte, N. C.

Chicago, 111.

Cincinnati, O.
Cleveland, O.

Dallas, Tex.
Denver, Colo.

Des Moines, la.

Indianapolis, Ind.

Kansas City, Mo.
Los Angeles, Calif.

Memphis, Tenn.
Minneapolis, Minn.
New Orleans, La.

New York, N. Y.

Omaha, Neb.
.Philadelphia, Pa.

Pittsburgh, Pa.

Portland, Ore.

St. I\uis, Mo.
Salt Lake City, Utah
San Francisco, Calif.

Seattle, Wasfos
Washington, D.

To The Exhibitor

Believing that the National The-

atre Supply Company, because of

its national scope, extensive facili-

ties and progressive policies offers

the best service to exhibitors
throughout the country, we have,

after careful consideration, ap-

pointed them as distributors of our

NLotiograph equipment in twenty-

seven cities. All the distributors,

listed, have been carefully selected

because of their ability to give you

the most efficient service.

Anderson Theatre
Supply Co.

Oklahoma City, Okla.

Exhibitors Supply Co.

Detroit, Mich.

Tampa Photo & Art
Supply Co.

Tampa, Fla.

Wisconsin Theatre
Supply Co.

Milwaukee, Wis.

V

She Enterprise Optical Mfa Co:

564 W. Randolph St.

Chicago
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incorporationof^ genuine string tones
in a Pipe Organ

OfVIOLIH CELL')

rintMninAfnGk
New York,
1560 Broadway

Los Angeles
Wl4 So.Vermont

Chicago
845 SoWabash

SanFrancisco
168Golden Gate

write today
for complete
information.

watch, for
forthcoming
announcement

GENUINE PEAGAN PERCUSSIONS USED I

all the effects of the string division, of

an orchestra actually reproduced.

gy VIOLA^ BASSVIOI

MetMarten

the first time in
worlds history
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THE GREATEST WORD
IN THE SHOW BUSINESS

***».
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PARAMOUNT—THE BIGGEST
WORD IN THE SHOW BUSINESS

TODAY MORE THAN EVER. Because never were

Paramount Pictures proving their supremacy at the box
office so decisively as RIGHT NOW.

Check the theatre records of the 15TH BIRTHDAY GROUP, released

since August 1, 1926:

“Aloma”, “Padlocked”, “Fine Manners”, “The Show Off”, “Fascinat-

ing Youth”, “Mantrap”, “Tin Gods”, “Nell Gwyn”, “Variety”

“You Never Know Women”, “Hold That Lion”, “Forlorn River”,

“You’d Be Surprised”, “Eagle of the Sea”, “So’s Your Old Man”,
“Everybody’s Acting”

*. ( ./Ciun •*

“KID BOOTS”, “THE CAMPUS FLIRT”, “THE ACE
OF CADS”, “THE QUARTERBACK”, “WE’RE IN
THE NAVY NOW”

With “Popular Sin”, “Canadian”, “Love ’Em and Leave ’Em”,

“Stranded in Paris”, “Man of the Forest”, “Let It Rain”, “Paradise for

Two”, “The Potters” and “Blonde or Brunette”, all coming between

now and February 1 and keeping up the mighty stride

AND THAT’S ONLY THE BEGINNING

!



.

PARAMOUNT TODAY ANNOUNCES

38
(paramount (pictures
for release Febroar7“Au^ustl927

Seasons are a thing of the past. Here are pictures bigger

than were ever announced at any time of the year by

Paramount or any other company.

AnotherProofThatParamount Is The
Biggest Word In The Show Business!

THE BIG 7

HAROLD LL
in his second great Paramount release, coming in January. The picture, as yet

untitled, has been finished. Pre-views are being held in California now. All in-

dications point to the greatest Lloyd box office attraction ever made.

Directed by Lewis Milestone and Ted Wilde.

A Paramount

Release

Produced by

HAROLD LLOYD
CORPORATION



#THE BIG 7 paramount (pictures release for feb.-Aud 1927fH

Griffith’s <
road

DUCTION OF "-**
V SHOW CALIBRE PRO-
MARIE CORELLI'S CLASSIC

as "Satan"

RICARDO CORTEZ carol dempster
i LYA de PUTT!

The greatest picture house attraction of the

season! An intensely dramatic story of love,

temptation and regeneration. Play it at

advanced prices and for extended runs. Adap-

tation by John Russell and George Hull.

Screen play by Forrest Halsey.

THE BAT
STARRING

LACE BEERY
OND HATTON

FORD STERLING ZASU PITTS

You know the phenomenal busi-

ness done by “Behind the Front” and

“We’re in the Navy Now”! Here’s the

logical successor to those great hits.

It will do more business than any

comedy ever made!

Story by Hector Turnbull. Directed

by Monty Brice. Adaptation by Regi-

nald Morris and Monty Brice. Screen

play by Jules Furthman. B. P. Schul-

berg, Associate Producer.



CLARA

BOW
p in the

ibUmrQUfn-
CIARENCE BADGER

PRODUCTION WITH

ANTONIO MORENO

POLA

NEGRI

aMAURITZ stiller
PRODUCTION WITH

James Hallw George Siegman

Erich Pommer, responsible for

“Variety” and “Metropolis”, super-

vised this dynamic special, Pola
Negri’s finest since “Passion”.
Ready now and going into the

Rialto, New York, soon for a long
run. Story by Lajos Biro. Screen
play by Jules Furthman. B. P.

Schulberg, Associate Producer.

TN answer to unanimous exhibitor and

public requests, Clara Bow is a star

now! Her appearance in Elinor Glyn’s

flashy Cosmopolitan Magazine story,

“It”, is a box office “natural”. Screen

play by Hope Loring and Louis D.

Lighton. B. P. Schulberg, Associate

Producer.



\9‘. THE B1G7 (paramountpictures for release feb Au(j 1927 • (?<

FLORENZ ZIEGFELD'S

UNIFYING THE
CAN GIRL"

1

I 'HE picture the amusement
world has been eagerly

awaiting! A magnificent prod-

uction with the greatest all-star

cast of 1927. Personally super-

vised by Florenz Ziegfeld. The
inside story of the Ziegfeld girls

and how they bloom in Broad-

way’s garden of gayeties and
temptations. The most dazzling

gowns and settings ever seen. By
Monta Bell.

Directed by Harry D’Arrast.

w

SPECIAL DELIVERY
STARRING

EDDIE CANTOR
XTEVER has a star

-f ^ leaped into instant

popularity as has Eddie

Cantor with his marvel-

ous comedy performance

in “Kid Boots”.

Paramount now pre-

sents Cantor in his

second comedy special,

the hilarious adventures

of goofy letter carrier,

packed with the inimit-

able Cantor gags and

energy. With a great all-

star supporting cast.



The LONG RUN
RIALTO 11

(paramount(pictures
for release February-August 1917

I 'HE Rialto Theatre, New York, running Paramount
Pictures exclusively, has in the thirty-three weeks of its

long-run policy, grossed $1,000,000 flat, playing these Par-

amount Pictures: “For Heaven’s Sake”, “Aloma of the

South Seas”, “Variety”, “Tin Gods”, “Kid Boots” and
“We’re in the Navy Now”. Because they are of this same
mighty box office calibre, we have named the pictures on
the next two pages THE RIALTO 11.

A mighty melodrama

of New York’s lights

and shadows. By Bar-

bara Chambers and

Becky Gardiner. Screen

play by Forrest Halsey.

Produced by the direct-

or of “Ace of Cads”.

NEWYORK
with

RICARDO CORTEZ
LOIS WILSON

ESTELLE TAYLOR
WILLIAM POWELL
NORMAN TREVOR
DIRECTED BYLUTHER REED

GOD GAVE ME
TO CENTS
a HERBERT BRENON Production

With LOIS MORAN - LYA de PUTTI 'JACK MULHALL
WILLIAM COLLIER JR.

Honored by being chosen as the pic-

ture which opened the great new
Paramount Theatre. William Le Baron,

Associate Producer.

RICHARD DIX
in

Knockout
Reilly-

The fastest rising male star in

filmdom appears in a roaring sue-

cessor to “The Quarterback”. He
smashes his way to love and glory

via the roped arena. All previous

prize fight dramas will look pale

beside it. William Le Baron, Asso-

ciate Producer.

m
"RoughHouse
Rosie

Clara Bow’s second

starring picture. A
treat ’em rough comedy

from Nunnally John-
son’s Saturday Evening

Post story. Directed

by Monty Brice.

NEW MORALS"
MALCOLM ST.CLAIR

PRODUCTION
STORYBYALFRED SAVOIR

Another triumph by the producer of “The Grand Duchess
and the Waiter”, “The Show Off” and “The Popular Sin”. A
swift comedy drama of this dizzy age. By the author of “Blue-

beard’s 8th Wife”. Title tentative.



IllTHE RIALTO 11 tfhramounttftctures for release feb.-Aug,1927 :

fl

THOMAS
aIEICHAN
F*$ihwShield

(tentative)

America’s favorite will star

in a strong action drama

written especially for him by

the famous playwright, Owen
Davis. A big Meighan
special, even greater than

“Tin Gods”.

LOVES
GREATEST
MISTAKE
Edward Sutherland

production

With Evelyn Brent, Neil

Hamilton, Josephine Dunn,
James Hall and Philip

Strange. A LibertyMagazine

serial story like “Manne-
quin”,backed with $100,000

advertising campaign. By
Frederick Arnold Kummer.

G1LDA GRAY
CABARET

|

(tentative;) \

The popular star of

“Aloma” in her second big

Paramount Picture. A sen-

sational drama of Chicago

night life.

Directed by

ROBERT VIGNOLA

ED WYNN
“The Perfect

Fool"

The stage’s greatest

comedian has been won
to pictures! He is even

funnier on the screen

than behind the foot-

lights. Supported by a

great all-star cast of film

players in his first Par-

amount Picture. The
title is tentative.

THE CROSS EYED
CAPTAIN'

A

Malcoln St Clair.
PPODUC TION

with

RICARDO CORTEZ
LOIS MORAN

and

Arlette Marchal

A stirring drama by

the author of “God
Gave Me 20 Cents”.

DOROTHY CIS
*Tip Toes

"

WITH

WillRogers NeIsonKeyes

From the record break-

ing American musical

comedy by Guy Bolton

and Fred Thompson. An
Overseas Special pres-

ented by British Nation-

al Pictures, Ltd.

Directed by

HERBERT WILCOX



THE STAR 'll paramountPictures forrelease Feb.-Aug. 1907

RICHARD

"Back to Nature-
The favorite star of the hour in

another fast moving vehicle in which

laughs and romance mingle.

BEBE DANIELS
|

IN

"Qdv/ce to lovers
Bebe conducts a lovelorn

column in a jazzy newspaper,

with startling results.

v'
y.
. ADOLPHE
Menjou

in

'LuxuryHusbands'
Menjou proves in this de

luxe drama that it’s the man *

who pays and pays.

“Peter Pan” scored a tremen-
dous hit in “Everybody’s Act-
ing”. Here she is again! Title

later.

LYA DE PUTTI
in

‘Champagne"
(tentative )

The tempestuous star of

“Variety”. Supervised by Erich

Pommer. Seething, intoxicating.

DOUGLAS MaclfANVwvwwwWvyW
See YouLater

i tentative

)

The breezy come-

dian in an elaborate

comedy that will

rank as a special.

AA iAAAA 4%^AstlW!

MILDRED DAVIS
Rich Man, PoorMari'

The Star Adorable returns to

the screen in a popular Saturday

Evening Post romance-drama.

Paramount-Zane Greys outclass any

other Westerns in the field. John

I
Waters Production.



THE STAR Tl (paramount^pictures for release Feb.-Aug. i9T7

ARIZONA BOUND
ff’anzmmuit Western

n with Gary Cooper

The Western star who
scored such a hit in “Barbara

Worth” comes into his own.

in

“QUICKSANDS”
With Noah Beery, Helene
Chadwick. Directed by

Jack Conroy.

Smashing Zane Grey Western

action-thriller such as only Par-

amount can give you.

Story by

ALFRED
SAVOIR

RIFFITH
IN

The Winning
Spirit^

BEBE DAN IEd

FLORENCE VIDOR

"Afraid toLove"
a FRANK TUTTLE PRODUCTION

From “Face

to Face”
by Vincent

Lawrence.

*LONDON
By Thomas Burke. Pre-

sented by British National

Pictures, Ltd. Directed by

Herbert Wilcox.



THE STAR 71

snand, Paramount
will star Miss Bron-
son in a second out-

standing box office

attraction,, title of
which: will be an-

nounced soon.

From a well
known story and
featuring an all-

star cast.

PARAMOUNT
SCHOOL SPECIAL
The stars of the sensationally successful

“Fascinating Youth”, including Charles

Rogers, in another big exploitation spe-

cial. A unique feature of a refreshingly

new type.

<

Actually showing at $2 top or in the mak-

ing are these tremendous PARAMOUNT
ROAD SHOWS:

“WINGS”

“BARNUM”
“METROPOLIS”

“BEAU GESTE”
“OLD IRONSIDES”

“THE ROUGH RIDERS”

“THE WEDDING MARCH”

In preparation are these PARAMOUNT
ATTRACTIONS EXTRAORDINARY:

“BARBED WIRE”
“BEAU SABREUR”

“WAR OF THE WORLDS”
“AN AMERICAN TRAGEDY”
“CHILDREN OF DIVORCE”

“GENTLEMEN PREFER BLONDES”

Just a hint of the mammoth PARAMOUNT
production program.

Just a few more added proofs that PARA-
MOUNT is the BIGGEST WORD IN
SHOW BUSINESS!



INEXHAUSTIBLE

Member Motion Picture Producers &c Distributors of America, Inc. Will H. Hays, President



The New York Times says:

“It is a rare achievement for a

director to have three pictures

running simultaneously in

Broadway theatres. This feat

has been accomplished by

Herbert Brenon
whose screen version of

‘BEAU GESTE’

is drawing capacity audiences

at the Criterion. The new
Paramount Theatre opened
with Mr. Brenon’s

GOD GAVE ME 20 CENTS’

and at the Rivoli there is

‘THE GREAT GATSBY’”



4 EXHIBITORS HERALD December 4, 1926

JOSEPH P. KCMNCI

!

GREATER

FILM
BOOKING
OFFICES
OF AMERICA. rue.

Off With
The Lid!

Greatest Tie-up in History of

Show Business Officially Under
Way!

2,000,000 Scouts Sweeping the

Nation in Terrific Campaign
of Showmanship!

700 Scout Executives Behind

This Mammoth Jubilee Attrac-

tion!

Gigantic Set-UP for any type

theatre

!

MAKE ROOM FOR IT TODAY!

FRED

AND THE HO

SILVEI

A



December 4, 1926 EXHIBITORS HERALD 5

A Colossal Cast Including

Mary Carr, T.Roy Barnes
and Robert McKim

Directed by David Kirkland

Member, Motion Picture Producers and Distributors

of America, Inc. Will H. Hays, President

4 A PERSONALITY

ING
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Story by RAYMOND L. SCHROCK
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“PRIVATE IZZY MURPHY” best box
office production we have had in
three years. Broke all records! Sec-
ond week opened bigrger than first!

Orpheum Theatre
,

Chicago
,

/il.

“MY OFFICIAL, WIFE” a Warner
Winner rigrhtly named! Just finished
playing: to excellent business. Keep
up the good work!

Olympia Theatre
,

Ryorcester, Mass.

“ACROSS THE PACIFIC” opened
new Capitol Theatre. This is a mar-
velous picture, real box office bet. Au-
dience simply wild over picture. Clad
we have Warner Winners under con-

Capitol Theatre
,

Lincoln , Neb.

NVett01?0

eorge Jessel
Ruth Miller « Vera Gord

Nat Carr



r.

tootherWarnerWinner
Tifxuv Getting the Tbig

'

With

Sidney * 4 Louise Fazendaorge »ion«y

Vera Gordon 4 4 Nat Carr

Helene Costello * Myroa toy and others

Suggested by

E. PHILLIPS OPPENHEIM’S

•‘The Inevitable Millionaires

Oirected by

HERMAN RAYMAKER

Another great wire

—

This time from Baltimore

Where “MILLIONAIRES”
Another WARNER WINNER
Hits the high spots of

Profit performance

!

Read the wire

And you will know
Why and how this picture

Gets the money!
It has everything

Including profits!

“ACROSS THE PACIFIC,”
“MY OFFICIAL WIFE,”
and
PRIVATE IZZY MURPHY’
Also setting the profit pace
With new records!

“WHILE LONDON SLEEPS”
Starring Rin Tin Tin
On the way!
Most stirring melodrama
In which the wonder dog
Has ever appeared

!

Greatest news of all

—

The adorable

DOLORES COSTELLO
Starring in

“THE THIRD DEGREE”
Will soon be released

!

Another of the year’s greatest

In 26 WARNER WINNERS!
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Stampeding The T
Joseph P. Kennedy

presents

New! Fresh! Off the Beaten Track!
Camera Miracles That Set a Pace
tor all rivals to follow! Marking

Production
l"* NoveU'"Comedy

Egged On A Sensation! Andnow

—

“You Tell One”
Fifth of the Series of
TWELVE with the
following astonish-
ing effects!

Elephants charging
up the Capitol Steps!

Live Cats growing
from Buds on a
Plant

!

Live Mice Drawing
Pistols and pot-shot-
ting Marauding
Tom Cats!

An Absolute Sensation Everywhere! Spot Ther
Member of Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc.—Will H. Hays, President

Produced and Directed by-

Charley Boivers and H. L. Muller
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Starring

The Genius Who Created Them

Charley Bowers
in ii'

assS

•Mj/'iY'.

mm® /y-y
;

Bgggpip

inYour ProgramToday!

Distributed by

GREATER BUILDING
WASHINGTON

D . C.

FILM BOOKING OFFICES
OF AMERICA. INC
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Bulletin
Publix Theatres books Col-
legians 100 per cent for the
South

!

This is the first deal on rec -

ord where Publix booked
any Short Subject for 100
per cent representation in
these houses!

JL &

.UNIVERSAL.
Junior Jewrii

December 4, 1926

J\

CARL LAEMMLE, JR’S
|

great series

Starring

GEORGE LEWIS
\

with

Dorothy Gulliver,

Hayden Stevenson
and others

10 of Them
2 Reels Each

£=0 = 7lOC//~r-

COLLEGIANS



Sure-fire l

THE $2
BROADWAY



TU^ SO THRILLING
AN ENTERTAINMENT!

1 .

2.

3.

4.

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER has made an attraction that is truly called

“The Big Parade of Peace Times” It will stand for all time as the epic

photoplay of the heroes of peace as “The Big Parade” stands for all time as

the epic of war heroism.

THRILLS never before caught by the camera are to be seen in this gigantic

production. Actual fire-fighting at close range — a sensational 60-foot leap

from a blazing building—rescue scenes of breath-taking courage—never such a

succession of thrills
'

“THE FIRE BRIGADE” was completed after eight months of intensive work
at the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios, in co-operation with the International

Order of Fire Chiefs. Twenty engines were used and fourteen buildings

destroyed in one mammoth sequence alone. Fifty cameras were used to photo-

graph the most difficult scenes ever put on film.

MONTHS of advance publicity precede “The Fire Brigade ”
including a

prize contest for its title in which a half million firemen took part, plus a mar-
velous tie-up with National Fire Prevention Week and the New Orleans Con-
vention of Fire Chiefs. More than 12,000 Fire Chiefs and their personnel and
equipment are part of a tremendous promotion campaign behind the picture.

They co-operated in the Cross-country Ballyhoo, a big, unique promotion
stunt.

WILLIAM NIGH is the director. May McAvoy,
Charles Ray, Tom O’Brien of “Big Parade” fame
play the principal parts in what is destined to be
one of the greatest screen works of all time.

PRODUCED BY

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYE
in co-operation with the

INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION
OF FIRE CHIEFS
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CHRISTIES

WITH
HARRISON FORD
PHYLLIS HAVER
CHESTER CONKLIN,
MACK SWAIN AND
HOBART BOSWORTH
Directed by SCOTT SIDNEYAdapted by

cCREW WILLIS
the dramatization by
OWEN DAV/S

Based upon the story The WRECK
by E. J. RATH

Produced on the stage by
LEWIS and CORDON

PRODUCERS
Foreign Distributors Producers International Corporation, 130 West 46th Street, N. Y., WILLIAM M. VOGEL. General Manager



f acclaimed ^
finnationwide

preview i

greatest comedy
sensation since

j

^CharleysAunt"

DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
F. C. MUNROE, President RAYMOND PAWLEY, Vice-President and Treasurer JOHN C. FLINN, Vice-President and General Manager

Member of Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc. WILL H . HAYS. President
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Liberty, Strand, New Orleans, La.—Olym-
pia, Liberty, Alhambra, Regent, Grand
Opera House, State, Davis -Strand, Pitts-

burgh, Penna.—Orpheum, Isis, Majestic,

Qrand Rapids, Mich,—Wisconsin, Strand,

Merrill, Milwaukee, Wis.— Capitol, Em-
press, Oklahoma City, Okla.—Rialto,

Strand,Omaha , Neb.—Paramount-Empress,
Pantages, Salt Lake City, Utah—Howard,
Metropolitan, Atlanta, Qa.— Roger-Sher-
man, Olympia, New Haven, Conn .

—

Liberty, People’s, Majestic, Portland, Ore.

ury,

Hippodrome, Capitol, Old Mill, Dauas,

Tex

.

— State, Strand, Garrick, Aster, Lyric,

Minneapolis, Minn.—Capitol, Tower, Aster, /

Liberty, St. Paul, Minn

.

—Trianon, Globe,

—LiDercy, coliseum, oeaiue, w asn.—nast- -- -- -

man, Regent, Picadilly, Victoria, Roch-
ester, N.Y.—Shea’s Buffalo, Shea’s Hippodrome, Loew’s State, Buffalo, N. Y.—Mosqu
Branford, Goodwin, Newark, N. J.—Regent, Bijou, Battle Creek, Mich.—Regent, W
nonah, Orpheum, Bay City, Mich.—Princess, Palace, Toledo, Ohio—York, Rialto, Tivo

Chattanooga, Term.—Loew’s Palace, Strand, Majestic, Memphis, Term.—Mary Anderso

Majestic, Rialto, National, Louisville, Ky.—Regent, Palace, Garden, Flint, Mich.—State, C
pheum, Tivoli, Jersey City, N. J.—Princess, Hippodrome, Sioux City, Iowa—Lincoln, Rialt

Lincoln, Neb.—Gladmer,
Mich.—Indiana, Liberty,Hip-
—Liberty, Isis, Houston, Tex.
erican, Oakland, Cal.— Co-
Wash.— Capitol, Majestic,
Reading, Penna.—Strand,
Allentown, Penna

.

—Strand,

Tval
'

'

"THE SPICE OFTHE PROGRAM”

Strand, Regent, Lansing
podrome, Terre Haute, Inc

—T. and D., Broadway, An
lonial, Kay Street, Tacomc
Harrisburg, Penna.—Capito

Erie, Penna .— Orpheurrj

Altoona, Penna .—Thirl

Street, Easton, Penna.— Capitol, Wilkes Barre, Penna.— Colonial, Bethlehem,
Penna.

Colonial, Camden, N. J.—Berkeley, Berkeley, Cal.—Hippodrome, Fresno, Cal.—California

San Jose, Cal.—Goddards, Sacramento, Cal.—National, Capitol, Richmond, Va.—Nor\
j

a, Palace,

Rivoli, Strand, Loew’s State, New York—Mark Strand, Brooklyn

er’s, Tivoli, Uptown, Roosevelt, Riviera, Oriental, Chicago— Stanle

Philadelphia — Metropolitan, Modern & Beacon, Washington Stree

,_ipia,* Boston, Mass.—Missouri, Capitol, New Grand Central, West Er

St. Louis, Mo.— California, Imperial, Granada, Portola, Warfield, £

sen. Cal.
—Loew’s State, Forum, Metropolitan, Grauman’s, Los Angelc

lman, Cleveland, Ohio— Capitol, Walnut, Strand, Cincinnati
, Oh

Indianapolis, Ind.—State, Michigan, Capitol, Madison, Adams, Detro

noyal, Main Street, Kansas City— State, Rialto, Aladdin, Victor

r. Col.—Metropolitan,

, Columbia, Washing-

New 13,00C
Are

Past the ten thousam
Constantly climbinj

^OxdAJAXzticrnal,
This entirely unprecedented number of theatres

served by one company includes most of the best first-

run houses and practically every circuit in the country
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There’s extra profit at the box-office

for the theatres that book and exploit

EDUCATIONAL PICTURES.
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Bkla.— Saenger, Pensac ,

Broadway, Council Bluffs, Iowa.—Scrai_
Stanley, Atlantic City, N. J.

—

estic, East St. Louis, III— if EDuSmONAL
X'and, Dm Quoin, 111—Star, FILM EXCHANGES, Inc.

Pwin Falls, Idaho—Para-

Tnney, Boise, Idaho—Grand,
on. Cal—T. & D., Selma, k Pres,den< _
PaL California, Richmond, ' MemSt^s^5^r and

Vlont.— Rialto, Bremerton, wm H Hays ’
President

Butte, Mont.— Strand, Cumberland, Md.— Apollo, Mar
Bedford, Mass.—Hildinger, State, Stacy, Trenton, N. J
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Stupendous Thrills! Bull

Roars of Laughter! Human
Drama in the Steaming
Wilds of Africa!

“Most extraordinary and interesting

film I’ve ever seen”—says Roscoe

M’Goiven, able critic N. Y. Daily

Neivs.

A Winkler Picture

Play A Winning Hand!

Smash the Bank with this

Colossal Pageant of Jungle

Miracles

!

Gigantic Showmen’s Push
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OVER

Joseph P. Kennedy
presents
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ANOTHER COLUMBIA PICTURE
BECOMES THE TALK OF

THE INDUSTRY

!

The Big Boys Booked It— The Big Boys

Played It And Now The Big

Boys Are Smiling

THE METROPOLITAN, Finest Publix Theatre on the West
Coast played it to $28,500 last week.

THE GRANADA, Chicago’s newest and largest uptown house,

plays it for seven days

—

READE’S HIPPODROME, Cleveland’s largest theatre, equals

its box office record with it

—

THE STRAND, Providence, keeps every seat filled for seven
days with it

—

WILMER & VINCENT’S STATE, Altoona, Pa., hangs up new
records with this one

—

THE CAMEO, Pittsburg, features it to packed houses and
standing room only for a week

—

THE STRAND, Portland, Me., plays it to full houses, afternoon

and evening, for a week

—

THE MODERN and THE BEACON at Boston play it day and
date and both cash in

—

THE CALIFORNIA, San Francisco, played it to capacity for

a week

—

THE STRAND, Atlantic City, made it the Boardwalk feature

for a week

—

BE A BIG BOY ! GET A SHARE OF THIS

IT’S “SWEET ROSIE O’GRADY”
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A. P. YOUNGER
Responsible for

Screen Adaptations
of

UNCLE TOM’S CABIN

SOULS FOR SABLES

BROWN OF
HARVARD

,
COLLEGE DAYS „

MARTHA OSTENSO

coming

THE BOOKMANS MONTHLY SCORE
Complied by Frank Parker Stockbridge, Life Member of the American Library Association, In

Cooperation with the Public Libraries of America

,

Once more contemplation of this mirror of the American public's reading tastes
gives us a sharply limned reflection of the American scene. The picture is of an
entire natioji seeking new light on the old truths which in their traditional presenta-
tions fail to satisfy a new generation to whom miracles are daily commonplaces and
the ancient mysteries no longer mysterious. They are seeking not so much new
truths as sonic means of reconciling the facts of life as they know them with the innate
human desire to believe in the unknowable. They are scrutinizing the old generaliza-
tions with keenly critical and skeptical eye and eagerly welcoming every new book
which holds out the promise of throwing new light on the accepted beliefs of the past,
in the hope of finding therein surer guidance for the future. That at least is the only
conclusion the present reporter can draw from an attempt to psychoanalyze the collec-
tive mind which reads with equal avidity “ The Man Nobody Knows”, “ The Fruit of
the Family Tree", “ W hy We Behave Like Human Beings”, and the revealing biog-
raphies which make up the rest of the current general list. — F. P. S.

FICTION

, Wild Geese
. The Perennial Bachelor
, Thunder on the Left

The Keeper of the Bees
"

The Private Life of Helen of Troy
One Increasing Purpose
An American Tragedy *

Soundings
The Vanishing American -

The Professor’s House
Glorious Apollo

The Blue Window *

Martha Ostcnso

Anne Parrish

Christopher Morley
Gene Stratton-Porlcr

John Erskine

A. S. M. Hutchinson
Theodore Dreiser

A. Hamilton Gibbs

Zane Grey

XVilla Cathcr

E. Barrington

Temple Bailey

'&ie of the 20 Gems from TIFFANY Heads the Lisr/

Miss Martha Ostcnso receiving check
of $ 13,500 from Frank C. Dodd,
President of Dodd, Mead & Co .

—

a prize for “Wild Geese”, her first
novel.

Dodd
Harper

Doubleday
Doubleday

Little

little
Harper

¥ II IF IF A IN Y IP IP. O ID IU C T II 0 NS, inc.
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to your nearest
FOX exchange
and arrange your
play dates for the
greatest MONEY
picture of the
season

For a quick clean-up, follow the lead of these wise show-

men who have already booked and set play dates for their

first-run houses in important centers:

Look over this list of live ones - - - nuff sed!

While WivesIreAway Husbands Will Play

AVARNER FABIAN FLAMING YOUTH
' with

MADGE BELLAMY
ALLAN FORREST - MATT MOORE
HALE HAMILTON-CHARLES WINN1NGER
WALTER CATLETT - OLIVE TELL

Scenario by JAMES HAMILTON

ALLAN DWAN production

McClure’s Magazine;
now running in 6

monthly installments

!

BOOK! Now in its FIFTH
large edition! NEWSPAPER
SERIAL! NOW running in

all HEARST newspapers

—

200 more important papers
will follow immediately.

I. Libson
Cincinnati and Dayton, Ohio;

Grand Rapids, Mich.

Fred Dolle

Louisville, Ky.

Ed Sparks
Jacksonville, Fla.

Skouras Bros.

St. Louis, Mo.

Publix Theatres

Atlanta, Ga.

Finkelstein & Rubin
Minneapolis, St. Paul and Duluth, Minn.

Fred Miller of Figueroa Theatre

Los Angeles, Cal.

B. F. Keith Enterprises

Cleveland, O. ;
Boston, Mass.;

Albany and Troy, N. Y.

Stanley-Crandall Company
Washington, D. C.

North American Theatres

(Harry Arthur, Jr., Gen. Mgr.)

Seattle and Tacoma, Wash.;

Portland, Ore.

Member Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc.—Will H. Hays, President
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sion January 6 and 7 Issued to All Independent Theatre Owners to Consider Amal-
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Editorial

by

MaitinJQuigley

U NOFFICIAL advices from Loudon indicate a highly

favorable outcome of the discussions of the film

question by the British Imperial Conference.

It presently appears that no quota system is to be

adopted or recommended to the British industry. In-

stead, renewed effort to the end of greater production

achievement is urged upon the dominions. In other

words, it appears that the Imperial Conference has ar-

rived at the conclusion that neither by artificial means
nor by legislative impost can the British industry he

served in any permanently constructive way.

This is good news for the American industry; likewise,

it affords grounds for a renewal of admiration for the

wisdom and fairness of ruling British thought.

If a person were to judge what the outcome of the

British film question would be by expressions frequently

encountered in certain sections of the English press and
in certain quarters of the trade, he would be little pre-

pared for the attitude now expressed by the Imperial

Conference. But behind these surface expressions it

is now plain that a lot of sound thinking and planning

lias been going on. These thoughts and plans have been

held aloof from petty considerations of the question and
naturally have led to a sound conclusion; namely, that

the only safe and permanent solution of the question

will be found in renewed enterprise, initiative and ef-

fort on the part of British producing interests.

And this is the course which the Imperial Conference

urges upon the British industry.

A quotation here from a recent letter received from
one of the best and most constructive minds in the

British industry is very much in point:

My correspondent said:

‘'Please understand that many anti-American utter-

ances in connection with the Imperial Conference

which may have reached your side do not represent

considered trade opinion here and certainly are not

entertained by us.

“One thing I assure you, that enterprise alone will not

be a source of disagreement between English-speaking

races whereas the lack of it will continue to fill the col-

umns of the daily press on our side at least for a long

time to come."
* W V>

WE quote below a paragraph from the recent ad-

dress of Mr. Joseph M. Seider before the Atlantic

City convention of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of New Jersey. Mr. Seider said:

“Do not find fault until famous Players, Loew and
the Stanley company. They are simply doing what you
should have done two years ago and what you must do
today. They are progressing. You cannot stop the

wheels of progress.”

This statement has never been paralleled in any ad-

dress hitherto made before an exhibitor assembly. In

fact, we question that hardly at any previous time could

the statement have been made without raising a storm
of protest from the floor. Two facts account for the

changed situation: One is that the producer-exhibitor

question is now coming to be regarded more sanely and
soberly and the other is that Mr. Seider in his organ-

ization work is conducting himself as a business man
and not as a politician.

Certain present exhibitor leaders—and various ones
of the past—doubtlessly will be greatly shocked by Mr.
Seider’s statement. If they do not feel he has gone over
to the enemy they will at least hold that he is letting

loose of a fine weapon to keep a rumpus stirred up in

the industry. It will pain them greatly to feel that a

prominent exhibitor leader has placed the producer-

exhibitor question on the plain basis of business com-
petition—where it now belongs.

To rant against the acquisition of theatres by pro-

ducers under existing conditions not only avails noth-

ing but clouds the case from a proper understanding
by the theatre owner who is seeking the light. Pro-

ducers will seek to acquire theatres and owners will

sell them when the terms are favorable. This has be-

come a natural law of business—and natural laws are

both difficult and unwise things to attempt to tamper
with.

We feel that Mr. Seider has done a very sane, con-

structive and commendable thing in taking the pro-

ducer-exhibitor question out of the morass of political

maneuvering and placing it squarely on the basis of

business competition.
* * *

THE second annual Laugh Month event is now under

way. Interests which are concerned with comedy
subjects are now marshalling their resources in a drive

which is planned to eclipse the highly successful results

of the campaign of last January.

The ultimate success of this campaign devolves upon
the attitude of the exhibitor. It would be well for the

theatre owner to realize that the Laugh Month event is

a matter of very pertinent interest to him and that it

will open to him an opportunity of rich possibilities.

No real showman is in doubt as to the factor in enter-

tainment which comedy amounts to. The vast majority

of great successes in every amusement sphere are those

in which the comedy vein predominates. The motion

picture theatre is dependent to a very great extent upon
comedy and the exhibitor by stressing the comedy fea-

tures of his program during this nation-wide drive will

be doing much to entrench the popularity of his theatre.

* * »

P ERSONS in a position to know have had frequent

occasion to note the change in the general character

of the press matter being sent out by the various motion

picture companies. It has improved materially and it

is now serving the purpose intended for it in a more
effectual manner.

Corroboration of this is seen in a recent statement by
Mr. L. C. Stratton of the Associated Press who told the

members of the A. M. P. A. that the leading press service

is now using more motion picture news, due both to

increased interest on the part of the public and also

to the greater reliability of the material.
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Seider Calls Ohio Meeting for

National Independent Merger
Invitation to Columbus Session January 6 and 7 Issued to All

Independent Theatre Owners to Consider Amalgamating
Houses to Compete with Large Circuits

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Nov. 30.—Closely following the action of the theatre owners
of Ohio and New Jersey in starting a movement towards the amalgamation
of their theatres in order to meet the competition by the formation of

circuits, a meeting will be held in Columbus, Ohio, in January, at which time

it is expected the amalgamation will be made national.

Seider Calls Meeting January 6 and 7

On the advice and suggestion of national, state and regional exhibitor leaders,

Business Manager Joseph M. Seider last week issued a call for the meeting,

the dates set being January 6 and 7. The meeting, according to Seider, will be

open to every form of discussion touching on any phase of the business where
changes for the better may be effected. The invitation is issued to all “inde-

pendent theatre owners,” and in addition to the rank and file all the national

officers and many of the state officers are expected.

Rothacker Resigns as

Executive in Paramount
Production Department

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Nov. 30.—Watterson
R. Rothacker, who became associated

with the production department of Fa-
mous Players in an important execu-
tive capacity early this fall, has resigned
on account of developments in connec-
tion with his personal affairs which re-

quired his full attention.
Rothacker closed out his interests in

the laboratory business last April and
after a several months’ holiday in

Europe his appointment to the produc-
tion department of Famous Players was
announced.
“My experiment with Famous was

undertaken with the full understanding
of all concerned,” Rothacker said, “for

when I accepted the invitation to join

Paramount I frankly suggested the

the probability of the situation which
developed.
“The fact of the matter is that I can-

not afford to longer neglect my per-
sonal affairs which have naturally
suffered by my inability to devote suf-

ficient time to their necessary supervi-
sion.”

M.P.T.O.A. Members
to Help Keep Holiday
Mail Moving Speedily

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Nov. 30.—Through an
arrangement just effected between the
M. P. T. O. A. and Assistant Postmaster
General John Bartlett the exhibitor
members of the organization will help
the government accurately and rapidly
handle holiday mail. The postal depart-
ment insists that lack of co-operation by
the public has served to clog the mails
each year. To the end of obtaining
proper co-operation the showmen will

flash on their screens slides urging the
public to

:

“Help your postoffice now and during
the holiday season: Mail early—Write
addresses plainly—Put on return ad-
dresses. Put on necessary postage

—

Wrap all packages securely—Answer
door bell promptly on ‘Special’ or ‘Reg-
istry’ deliveries—Help all you can.”

Lone Bandit Raids Box
Office as Pedestrians
Pass; Obtains $2,100

While pedestrians passed the theatre a

lone bandit thrust a revolver through
the window of the Chicago Tower the-
atre box office and forced the cashier to
hand out $2,100. Then he backed away,
leaped into his car and escaped.

In the lobby of the theatre, about 100
feet from the box office, stood a city
patrolman stationed at the house to
prevent a robbery.

Kent Removed from
Hospital to His Home

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Nov. 30.^—Sidney R.

Kent, general manager of Famous Play-
ers-Lasky, has so far recovered from tbc
effect of an appendix operation as to be
taken from the hospital to his home last

Saturday. After a few days at home Mr.
Kent will go away for several weeks’
rest and recuperation. Mr. Kent was
operated on at the Harbor Hospital two
weeks ago.

The plan outlined for amalgamation
to meet the encroachments of the big
circuits will be submitted to the con-
ference and the widest discussion invited

in order that all weak points may be
laid bare and the plan solidified.

Open Discussion Asked
In issuing the call for the meeting

Seider said:

“We fully sense the importance of our
position in all communities and nothing
associated with the motion picture busi-

ness will be considered too sacred to
touch at this conference. Everything
will be stripped of camouflage and un-
certainty and where anything fails to
measure up to constructive possibilities

it will be discarded. The tendency of
many meetings has been, unfortunately,
to cover over certain matter where it

was feared an open discussion might do
much more harm than good. This is

especially true with respect to given
producer-distributor relations with ex-
hibitors. Here and there the suggestion
was put forth, plausible enough, that
some of these situations would of their
own tendency yield into a mutual com-

New Paramount Theatre

Draws $80,000 1st Week
(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Nov. 3 0.—
Thomas Meighan, in “The Cana-
dian,” is the second offering of
Publix Theatres in the new Para-
mount theatre, which is still

drawing capacity crowds. The
opening picture was Herbert Bre-
non’s “God Gave Me Twenty
Cents.”
Following are the figures for the

first week’s business at the new
theatre

:

Saturday 12,500
Sunday ...14,000
Monday 1 10,400
Tuesday ....^ 9,400
Wednesday 9,600
^•Thursday 14,400
Friday 9,709

Total 80,200
^Thanksgiving.

And while we haven’t the offi-

cial figures at hand, it is generally
supposed that this $80,200 sup-
plies a new record for Broadway
picture theatres—or any other
theatres for that matter.

pact. But too much of this has been
taken for granted and there is no fur-

ther need for this socalled diplomacy or

business subtlety. The open, clean-cut

way is the best and every phase of the

motion picture business will be gone
into in a definite manner at the Colum-
bus conference.

Constructive Meeting Planned
“There will be no unnecessary on-

slaughts made, no scalps taken. It will

be a constructive conference where busi-

ness interests, however much interlocked,

will be disentangled, where dignitaries

and personages will not count as such
and where an honest, square effort will

be made to get to the very rock bottom
facts in all things and then devise definite

ways and means to meet every situation

nationally in the states and in districts

affected.

“None but bona fide independent the-

atre owners will be permitted to take
part in the Columbus conference. This
is only fair, as the other side is the

other side now and that’s that.

“We want to protect our interests, to

save our investments, to keep our the-

atres and handle our own business as

free Americans and all the sophistry of

the other side is to be excluded.

Aims Only at Justice

“After the truly Independent theatre

owners meet and decide on how things
will be done and your National Organi-
zation and the state and regional or-

ganization commence putting the same
into practice in the manner agreed upon
at the conference, then if meetings with
the other side are found necessary the
way will be opened for the same.
“This conference has no challenges to

issue, except where wrong may be chal-

lenged. It seeks no reprisals. It aims
only at justice, a square deal, equity and
honest consideration of all Independent
theatre owners and leaders and the sup-
port of every fairminded American.”

Fire Destroys Grossman
(Special to the Herald)

SHARON SPRINGS, N. Y., Nov. 30.

—In a fire that destroyed a considerable
portion of the business section of Sharon
Springs, the Grossman theatre, owned
and operated by Bernard Grossman, was
totally destroyed last week. Before the
fire was curbed it was necessary to sum-
mon companies from several nearby
towns. The theatre probably will be re-

built.
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NEW YORK.—Nick, of the Hunting
Room, says “What Price Glory” is as good
a picture as the Paramount theatre is a
theatre, and he’s seen ’em both. . . .

Gene T-unney, eminent film actor and other
things, engaged in a tiff with a certain
Englishman named Shaw, but up to date
hasn’t lost any title or publicity. . . .

Al Lichtman may or may not succeed the
late Hi Abrams as president of United
Artists, but there are many who are guess-
ing that he will—also pulling for it. . . .

Paul Mooney has severed his connection
with the Eucharistic Congress Picture
which is being handled by Fox Films.

. . . Frank Borzage returned from
abroad in time to witness the initial show-
ing of “What Price Glory” as Winnie
Sheehan’s guest. . . . Charlie Christie

who has been in and about New York for
the past month left last Friday for the

Coast and home. . . . William Fox
wore a broad smile before, during and af-

ter the premiere of “What Price Glory,”

and why not? . . . Sidney Kent lias

gone away for a long rest after his op-
eration and his address is being kept secret

from everyone. . . . Louella Parsons,
having signed another three years contract
with the Hearst papers, has gone to the

Coast for the winter. . . . Lee Marcus
says three big producing companies may
be bidding for Fred Thomson, but he finds
a lot of exhibitors every day who are do-
ing the same thing, and getting him—in

pictures. . . . Frank Mayo, just recov-
ered from a long illness, has started a
vaudeville tour on the Keith Circuit.

. . . Claude MacGoivan, special repre-
sentative of Columbia Pictures, has re-

turned from an extensive tour of the ex-
changes of his company. . . . Ben
Lyon was the busy bird at the “What
Price Glory” premiere, holding a levee in

the lobby before the picture and entertain-
ing all the fan magazine girls. . . . Ed
Olmsted and Sam Palmer have been work-
ing all nights and most all days getting out
a raft of pictures of the new Paramount
theatre. . . . Lon Young is back in

New York after a tour of the middle west
in the interests of “Money to Burn” and
he says he burned some. . . . Lou
Metzger, heavyweight champion sales man-
ager of Universal, has gone to the West
Coast to join Carl Laemmle, Paul Gulick
and the other boys. . . . Frank Leon
Smith, for the past ten years serial writer
for Pathe, has resigned and will take a
rest after writing more serials than any
other man ever thought of. . . . Bar-
ran Lewis, A. & P. manager for Warner
Brothers, has written a volume of verse,
and who would have thought that of Bar-
ran. . . . Julian Brylawski came up
from Washington last week to have lunch
with the other Stanley magnates at their
weekly business eat. . . . Pat Garyn,
now with Herman Robbins at National
Screen, returned last week from a long
Western trip and says the trailer business
is booming. . . . Fred Elliott, once
prominent and still with many friends in
the film business, is handling the big safety
first campaign for the New York Automo-
bile Club. . . . Ben Grimm says if all

the papers of the country don’t print a
lot about “Laugh Month” it won’t be be-
cause he is telling them about it.

SPARGO.

ABOVE: Photo at left affords an idea as to the size of Victor
McLaglen who is Capt. Flagg in the recently opened “What Price
Glory. The shorter of the two is James R. Grainger

, salesmanager
for Fox Films. Photo at right is Margaret Livingston, appearing in
“Sunrise.”

BELOW : Photo at left shows Mr. Grainger with Sally Phipps, new-
est find on the Fox lot. Photo at right is F. W. Murnau, director
working with (L. to R.) Margaret Livingston, George O’Brien, and
Janet Gaynor who are aboard the trolley car.
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Police Emulate King of

France ; Theatre Crowd
Marches 'Em Out Again

Deputies Return but Sunday Patrons

Win Second Round Too—Manager
Submits to Arrest
(Special to the Herald)

MT. VERNON, IOWA, Nov. 30—The
King of France had nothing on the police

department of Mt. Vernon. But for that

matter the police department of Mt.

Vernon has nothing on the King of France,

either.

The celebrated French king—if you re-

member your Mother Goose textbooks

had ten thousand men, marched them up

the hill and marched them down again.

The police powers-that-be marched five

deputies into the lone motion picture thea-

tre of Mt. Vernon in an effort to arrest

L. D. Hendrix for opening the show on

Sunday.
The four hundred patrons promptly

marched the five deputies out of the thea-

tre. The minions of the law, undaunted,

forthwith marched in again. Then with

multerings to right of them, grumblings

to left of them, the four hundred rode

them out a second time.

The four hundred grew to five hundred

and their protest against police interference

grew just as rapidly. Then Hendrix sub-

mitted to arrest. The trial was set for

Wednesday.

St. Louis Bandits

Shoot Three, Get

$10,000, Escape
(Special to the Herald)

ST. LOUIS, Nov. 30.—Three bandits at

noon yesterday shot down and seriously

wounded Anthony B. Steuver, treasurer

of the St. Louis theatre, and Patrolman

Melvin Shinall and robbed them of $10,000

at Grand and Washington boulevards, two

blocks south of the theatre. A young

woman also was hit by a bullet.

Castle Films Changes
Month's Release Dates

NEW YORK, Nov. 30. — Castle Films’

decision for immediate release of “Let’s Do
Black Bottom,” one reel novelty, has

caused a change of dates of other releases

previously announced for December. “Rain-

bow,” originally set for December 3, has

been changed to December 10. “We Must

Be Thrilled” will be released December 31,

and “My Word ! London” has 'been put

over until January 17.

Church Quartet Sings in

Theatre; Two Lose Jobs
(Special to the Herald)

HOUSTON, TEXAS, Nov. 30.

—A church quartet sang in a

theatre here. Straightway the

fireworks began. Several mem-
bers of the congregation pro-

tested against the singers’ appear-

ance in the entertainment hall.

Two of the singers resigned—by
request. Now a split in the Cen-

tral Baptist Church is threatened.

And here is the program given

by the quartet which brought the

objections : “Where is My Wan-
dering Boy Tonight,” “Onward
Christian Soldiers” and “The Old
Oaken Bucket.”

Texas Carries Circuit Fight

To State’s Attorney General
Possible Pooling of Independent Capital Endorsed at Conven-

tion—Booking Combine Voted to Operate Outside

M. P. T. 0.—Collins Speaks

(Special to the Herald)

DALLAS, Nov. 30.—President H. A. Cole, of the Motion Picture Thea-

tre Owners ’of Texas, is preparing to place before the attorney general of

this state the complaints of individual exhibitor members against the large

circuits operating in the state. Colonel Cole was instructed to take such

action at the Texas convention.

Pooling of Capital Considered

Possible pooling of capital for protection of Independent exhibitors’ in-

terests, in line with the movement initiated at the New Jersey convention,

was voted in connection with the passage of the resolution to carry the theatre

owners’ protest against the big circuits to the attorney general.

Chains named from the floor as em- a debate on affiliation with the National

ploying tactics inimical to the welfare Organization, Collins making the point

of the Independents included Publix

Theatres, Saenger, Dent and Robb &
Rowley.

Decisions of the convention were

headed by the following:

Voted to adopt a booking plan but

operate it outside the organization.

Consider a pooling of capital.

Give the solid backing of the M. P.

T. O. of Texas to suits already filed

nr to he filed aeainst the large cir-

that the same objections voiced against

national affiliation had been raised by
Texas exhibitors against joining the

state body. Charninsky and H. M.
Richey, business manager of the M. P.

T. O. of Michigan, also took part in

the discussion. A1 Steffes, president of

the M. P. T. O. of the Northwest;

F. B. Pickrel, of the Oklahoma organi-

zation; John Niebes, of Michigan, and
Hutchinson and Spearman, of Okla-

cuits.

Urge the attorney geneial to initiate

suits for dissolution and ouster.

Empower President Cole to with-

draw from arbitration in Dallas un-

less the Hays organization acts by

January first to correct what several

Middlcwestern exhibitor leaders have

called abuses of the arbitration sys-

tem.

The M. P. T. O. administration plan

for a booking combination as the one

plan to meet the demands of exhibitors

was overturned when Si Charninsky, op-

erating Pantages theatres in Dallas and

Fort Worth, declared the booking plan

did not go far enough.

Charninsky Predicts Suit

President Cole had presented the pro-

gram with the support of the majority of

the exhibitors from small towns, though

it was admitted the plan might not be

sufficiently protective for those in key

cities.

Charninsky, in a suit filed several

weeks ago against Famous, charges he

was forced to sell the Capitol at Dallas

because product was refused him. He
told the convention his suit will be only

the first of a series to be brought by
others throughout Texas.

William Eppstein, of the Aztec at

San Antonio, declared the buying-

strength of the proposed booking com-
bine would be too weak to protect his

$1,400,000 investment. Joseph S. Phillips,

of the Rialto at Fort Worth, and others

supported the Charninsky argument.

E. H. Hulsey, who formerly operated

a chain in Texas, advanced the pooling

suggestion, stating he would finance a

central company to the extent of $250,-

000 and that he could organize a com-
pany with ample finances in a short time.

The motion combining the capital,

pooling and legal protest angles then

was adopted.

Eli Whitney Collins, president of the

M. P. T. O. A., and Colonel Cole staged

ings.

Following is the list of those who
registered. A number attended who did

not sign, however.

The following from Dallas: A. Jules Benedict,

W. O. Jorgenson, J. W. Salles, W. L. White, E. C.

Leeves, O. E. Trowbridge (Al. Christie representa-

tive), R. A. Morrow and wife, O. E. Hall, J. N.

Byrd, C. C. Ezell, J. I. Roberts, O. A. Matthews,

R. L. McCoy, J. W. Broyles, L. D. Springer, H. A.

Daniels, C. T. Charack, T. A. Binford, C. L.

Booth, George W. Thornton, J. N. Jackson, Phil

H. Pierce, R. D. Thrash, W. B. Palmer, L. 1.

Dent, Leon Granjean, Gene Paschall, Mr. and

Mrs. Wm. H. Beasley, Mr. and Mrs. T. H. Wells.

J. H. Sheldon, Miss Ruby Tunstall, Miss Aleine

Dearing, Miss Dorothy Graham, and H. N. McNeill.

* * *

A. B. Carpenter, O'Donnell; Carl Allday, Cal-

'erf H. A. Cole, Marshall; C. L. Beard, Blooming

irove; John B. Howell, Coleman; H. Mulkey,

Clarendon ; Miss Thelma Cassil, Goose Creek, Jack

Lilly, Greenville; J. M. Reynolds, Arlington; W.

5. Spearman, Edmond, Okla.; E. H. Rockett, Waxa-

lachie ; W. O. Rockett, Italy; L. Santtkos, ban

H. S. Rubenstein, Brenham; M. H. Gwynn, Ter-

II- L W. Smith, Knox City; L. M. Rideout, Dene

„j John Victor, Abilene; H. M. Richey, Detroit,

ich.- J. E. Niebes, Detroit; Al Steffes, Minne-

lolis’, Minn.; G. R. Layton, Childress ; Paul

arraeo, Houston; Col. A. D. Baker Lockhart;

enry Sparks and wife. Cooper; W. A. Stuckert,

-enham. Jake H. Smith, McGregor; Shine Mason.

cAllen; Burt King, Stamford; J. L. H aa*> Mem-

iis; C. W. Matson, Rockdale; Earl Massey, Kil-

en; E. S. Hunt, Dallas.

John D. Mitchell, Honey Grove; M. F. Campbell,

leaver, Col. ; P. V. Williams, Munday ; J. F. Hou-

| ek Ennis; Mrs. Martin, Mt. Pleasant; H. S. Cole,

tonham; F. E. Whitney, Albany; P. Q. Rockett,

Vaxahachie; H. C. Houston, Sherman; Will Hor-

vitz, Houston; E. F. Brady, San Benito; A. P.

Lannallay, Sherman.
* * *

A. H. Sheldon, Electra ; H. R. Bobb, Dallas; Sam

lelley, Cameron; J. R. Rainey, Clarksville; L. E.

/andiver. Lone Oak; C. W. Batsell, Sherman; M.

r. Flanagan, Rembert ; John Lilly, Sulphur Springs

;

L. M. Davis, Rotan; Non Binion, Lufkin; Mart

Lole, Rosenberg.
* * *

Leaman Marshall, Terrell; E. L. Schubeck, El

Lampo, E. B. Schneider, Thorndale; William Ep-

uein, San Antonio; H. Starcke, Seguin ; D. L. Kil-

by, Dallas; Ross Dorbandt, Jacksonville; C. J. Mus-

ielman, Paris; Si Charninsky, Dallas; C. M. Mil-

ler. Dallas; F. W. Zimmerman, San Marcos; A. V.

Wade, Gainesville; A. Silverberg, Houston; Rubin

Frels, Victoria.
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“What Price Glory

”

AT the conclusion of the New York
. premiere last week of ‘‘What

Price Glory” it was the unanimous
opinion of a large group of distin-

guished trade experts that the Fox
company had enriched the screen
with another really great production.

Despite highest expectations the
screen version of the famous war
play offers many surprises and no dis-

appointments. Although almost the
impossible was expected from the
production, in face of the manifold
difficulties that strew the pathway of
the producer and director, it is a
striking fact that the finished subject
was generally held by the critical

first-night spectators to measure up to
the high exactions placed upon it.

"A hat Price Glory,” as we may
now view it upon the screen, is a
rugged and convincing drama against
a background of such comedy as has
rarely been achieved. Here and
there in the production there are hu-
morous scenes and situations which
may properly be ushered into that
select list of the funniest moments in
motion pictures.

And the war is there, too, in all of
its savagery and destruction. In
every way that the stage play of
“What Price Glory” laid bare the
blood, grime and brutality of the vast
conflict, so does the screen version
but with the tremendously more
graphic and piercing technic and pos-
sibilities of the motion picture.

In a most competent manner the
screen play takes the two professional
soldiers of the story and depicts them

in stark reality, at work and at play.
I he central figure is Captain Flagg,
who finds a vivid impersonation in
the huge frame of Victor McLaglen.
McLaglen is unquestionably pos-
sessed with the physical requirements
of making the hard-boiled captain
live upon the screen and added to
these reveals an histrionic ability that
leaves nothing wanted in the role as
portrayed. Next comes Edmund
Lowe, who stepped completely out of
his customary dandy leading role
part and became in face, manner and
movement the top sergeant that the
story called for.

Next in importance in the story

—

and a thoroughly vital factor in the
production—is Dolores Del Rio as
Charmaine. Miss Del Rio, practical-
ly a newcomer upon the screen, justi-
fying the splendid production brains
that assigned her to the part, offers
a performance that is nothing short
of sensationally successful. She is a
vivid and colorful Charmaine and al-
though the part is not essentially full
in its sympathetic appeal she wins
and holds the kindly and apprecia-
tive interest of the spectator.

Fo V infield R. Sheehan whose ex-
ecutive direction guided every phase
of the production and to Raoul
V alsh, the director, it must be said
that they have done their job in an
eminently and conspicuously success-
ful manner.

V hat Price Glory is a great pic-
ture, ranking creditably with the
greatest.—M. J. Q.

American Industries
Have Big Year, Says
Annual Trade Report

(Special to the Herald)

WASHINGTON. D. C„ Nov. 30.—
Industry in the United States advanced
in almost all lines in the matter of pro-
duction and consumption, the annual
commerce report, just made public,
shows. “The fiscal year 1925-26 has
been one never surpassed in our history
in the volume of production and con-
sumption, in the physical quantity of ex-
ports and imports, and in the rate of
wages,” are the summarizing words of
the report.

Jack Partington in

Chicago on Way East
Jack Partington, director of presentations

for Publix on the West Coast and inventor
of the now famous “flying stages,” made a
two-day stop in Chicago on his way East.
While in Chicago Partington spent most of
his time in various theatres in the B. & K.
string.

Indictment Against
Buell Nolle Prossed

(Special to the Herald)

NEW \ ORK, Nov. 30.—The indict-
ment against Charles H. Duell, lawyer,
and former president of Inspiration Pic-
tures, Inc., whp was tried last May for
perjury growing out of his suit for al-
leged breach of contract against Lillian
Gish, moving picture actress, was nolle
prossed last week by George S. Leisure,
assistant Lmited States attorney, acting
for United States Attorney Buckner.
The indictment was filed against Duell

in February, 1925, as a result of charges
made by Judge Julian W. Mack, who sat
in the trial of Duell’s suit against Miss
Gish. Judge Mack dismissed the suit,
declaring the plaintiff had committed
perjury.
The nolle prosse order sets forth that

no additional evidence could be presented
on retrial of the case. Nathan Burkan
represented Duell.

Thieves Take $50
(Special to the Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Nov. 30.—The Hunt-
ley theatre was robbed of $50 Wednes-
day.
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Ohio Exhibitors Make
Nationwide Appeal for

Bullock Testimonial
Motion picture theatre owners of Ohio

are conducting a campaign for funds for
the family of the late Sam Bullock of
Cleveland, pioneer national organizer of
exhibitors, whose death last summer de-
prived the industry of a figure at once
colorful and synonymous with exhibitor
progress.

While the Ohio organization and the
Cleveland Exhibitors Association, which
J. J. Harwood is president, are lead-
mg the campaign, the call has a national
appeal because not only was Mr. Bullock’s
congenial nature much in evidence at all
national gatherings of exhibitors but it is
recalled that he was on the committee of
eight in 1914 at Dayton which saved the
national organization after a breach the
year before had brought the formation of
the I. M. P. A.
Sam Bullock was a picturesque and lov-

able character, with exhibitors’ interests
always foremost in his thoughts and ac-
tions, as evidenced by his constructive
work on Ohio legislative matters. Ohio
exhibitors are confident that their appeal
will meet a nationwide response.

O 9

Reilly Chosen for
Fifth Term at Head

ot Lxhibitors Body
(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Nov. 30.—The Theatre
Owners Chamber of Commerce, com-
prising 600 theatres in the city and met-
ropolitan district,

last week re-
elected Charles
L. O’Reilly by ac-
clamation for his
fifth term as
president.

Sol Raives was
elected vice-presi-
dent; Tames Mat-
thews, secretary;
and Samuel
Schwartz, treas-
urer. Samuel I.

Berman, Louis F.
Blumenthal, Hy
GainsborO, J.-Ar- Charles L. O'Reilly
thur Hirsch and
Harry Suchman were selected for the
board of directors.

Many Small Houses in

France Closing Doors
( Washington Bureau of the Herald)

WASHINGTON, D. C., Nov. 30.—
Withdrawal from business of a number
of small motion picture houses in France
has resulted in considerable comment
concerning the methods best adapted to
check that tendency, according to ad-
vices to the Department of Commerce
from Trade Commissioner G. R. Canty,
Paris. Several reasons for this situ-
ation are advanced in France.
An urgent appeal to motion picture

producers, distributors, house managers
and other members of the French film
industry to practice more effective meth-
ods of advertising has been made by a
leading French motion picture trade
journal.

Cole in FPL Post
(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Nov. 30.—Arthur Cole,
has been assigned permanently to man-
age the Paramount Kansas City branch.
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Schines Seek Robbins Chain;
Stanley Opens Big Expansion

Eight Theatres in Robbins Circuit in New York State—Stanley

Company to Build Two Large Houses in Philadelphia

—

Cooneys in $10,000,000 Chicago Building Project

(Special to the Herald)

ALBANY, N. Y., Nov. 30.—Schine Brothers, of Gloversville, N. Y., operat-

ing about seventy motion picture theatres in New York state, are negotiat-

ing for the Robbins chain of houses in Utica, Syracuse and Watertown.
It is expected the deal will be consummated within a few days.

Eight Houses in Robbins Chain

The Robbins chain is headed by Nate Robbins, and includes five houses
in Utica, two in Watertown and one in Syracuse. The Schine Brothers
have been acquiring theatres at a rapid rate the past few months, and
only a week or so ago took over the Pontiac in Saranac Lake, the largest

and most modern house in the Adirondack region. The Schine circuit

is now the largest in the state.

West Coast Case
Ordered Settled

In Trial Court
(Special to the Herald)

WASHINGTON, D. C., Nov. 30.—
Last week the Federal Trade Commis-
sion rejected the stipulation offered by
counsel for West Coast Theatres in lieu

of testimony and ordered the case re-

turned for trial, to be settled on the basis

of the evidence in the case.

The stipulation was agreed to by coun-
sel for the commission arid the respond-
ents following the beginning of hearings
on the Coast some months ago. When
offered for the approval of the commis-
sion some days since, however, it was
subjected to bitter criticism by the com-
missioners, who declared that it showed
nothing and was worthless.
The testimony will be taken before

Examiner John W. Bennett, G. E.

Roland as counsel for the commission.

Wisconsin Board Gives
Testimonial to Seegert
For Three Years Service

(Special to the Herald)

MILWAUKEE, Nov. 30.—A special

tribute to Fred C. Seegert, past presi-

dent of the M. P. T. O. of Wisconsin,
was presented to the exhibitor leader at

a meeting of the board of directors of
the state organization at the Hotel Med-
ford last week.
The testimonial, signed by the mem-

bers and enclosed in a gold frame, was
presented “in recognition of a distin-

guished and faithful service in behalf of
exhibitor interests for three consecutive
years.” “He served as only leaders can”
was the sentiment of a bit of verse in-

cluded in the testimonial.

A. M. Hirsh Plans to

Erect 2500-Seat House
(Special to the Herald)

AURORA, ILL., Nov. 30.—A. M.
Hirsh, of the Hirsh, Riley, Stewart
Company, local firm, plans to erect a
2,500-seat picture theatre here. The
projected structure will be a store, of-
fice and apartment building three
stories high on a lot 200 by 250 feet.

The building is to cost approximately
$1,200,000.

Stanley Inaugurates
Big Expansion Program

(Special to the Herald)

PHILADELPHIA, Nov. 30. — The
Stanley Company of America has inaug-
urated one of the most extensive build-

ing and expansion campaigns ever under-
taken in the motion picture industry. In
addition to the new Erlanger theatre, a
stage play house to be erected at

Twenty-first and Market streets, Phila-
delphia, and the new Garrick, another
so-called legitimate house at Twentieth
and Market streets, the new Stanley, a
5,000 seat motion picture and vaudeville
house will be erected on the opposite
corner at Twentieth and Market.
Ground will also be broken this week

for a new $1,000,000 theatre at Sixty-
ninth and Ashby Road to seat 1,800, the
plans having been prepared by the
Hoffman-Henon Company. The latter

theatre will be in opposition to a house
now being erected on the opposite cor-
ner by William Freihofer, owner of a
large chain of theatres in Philadelphia
and vicinity. Another recent acquisition
of the Stanley Company is the Globe
theatre, at Juniper and Market streets
in what is called a $2,250,000 deal. This
house has been operated by the Stanley
Company under a lease from the Finance
Company of Pennsylvania.
The Stanley Company has entered into

negotiations for outright purchase of the
Rialto theatre in Woodbury, N. J., from
W. Hill, for a consideration said to be
$260,000. A plot of ground has also
been acquired in Bridgeton, N. J., for
erection of a 2,000 seat motion picture
theatre, with stores and apartments. The

Church Votes to Keep
Sunday Service Shows

(Special to the Herald)

ALTON, 111., Nov. 30.—Motion
pictures as part of the regular
Sunday evening services for the
Congregational Church here have
increased attendance so materially
that members of the congregation
have voted overwhelmingly in fa-

vor of continuation of the picture
programs, though the presence of
a projection machine in the church
auditorium results in a boost of
the insurance rates for the church.
After the showing of the film the
pastor gives a sermon on some
lesson taken from the picture.

building will have a frontage of 120 feet

on the main street of Bridgeton and will

cost $200,000.

Cooney’s Lease Theatre
In $10,000,000 Project

A theatre and office building to be
erected soon in the Chicago loop will

represent an investment of almost
$10,000,000, according to plans announced
this week. National Theatres Corpora-
tion (Cooney Brothers) has leased for
thirty years the 2,000 seat playhouse
which will be a part of the 29-story
structure.
The building, to be known as the Fur

Exchange, will be at 23 West Monroe
street and will be built by the 23 West
Monroe Street Corporation. John Eber-
son has designed the theatre while D. H.
Burnham & Co. is the architect of the

office building. Joseph A. Holpuch Com-
pany has been awarded the general con-
tract. The main building will include

twenty-three stories and a six-story

tower, according to plans. Purchase of

the site, 90x190, was closed Saturday
from the Lehman estate. Financing of

the project was handled by H. E. Van
Cliff.

John J. Cooney is president of Na-
tional Theatres Corporations, Clement
McMahon is vicepresident and Ben
Cooney secretary and treasurer.

J. S. MacHenry Is Made
Atlanta Pro-Dis-Co Head

(Special to the Herald)

ATLANTA, Nov. 30.—J. S. Mac-
Henry, who for the last seven months
has been Pro-Dis-Co district represen-

tative with headquarters in Dallas, has
been appointed manager of the Com-
pany’s local branch.

Mr. MacHenry’s experience in the mo-
tion picture field previously to his Pro-
Dis-Co connection included six years of

trade paper advertising work and three

years of picture sales work in the

United States and abroad.

Device Being Installed

to Test Pala Photophone
(Special to the Herald)

ALBANY, Nov. 30.—The General
Electric Company in Schenectady, N. Y.,

is now installing intricate mechanism in

the State theatre in connection with the

first tryout of the Pala Photophone,
which will be a competitor of the Vita-

phone.

F. B. O. Signs Tearle to

Star in “Hello Bill"
(Special to the Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Nov. 30.—Conway
Tearle has been signed by Film Book-
ing Offices to play the lead in “Hello,
Bill.”

The agreement
adds significance

to Joseph Ken-
nedy’s inference
that he intended
to sign up stars

and directors
who will be
found “the best
available players
and directors

with big names
that mean much
to the box of-

fice.” Tearle is

said to be the
highest salaried

Conway Tearle

free lance player in the industry.
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Announcing
The HERALD announces herewith the establishment of a new and

important service.

The new service will be a department in the HERALD under the
title, “The BOX OFFICE TICKER.”

The new department will afford practicable ways and means for

determining and making known to the industry information of the most
vital character: namely, definite guidance as to the box office value of
motion pictures.

The whole industry knows the service rendered by our department,
“What The Picture Did For Me.” For more than ten years this depart-
ment has been a vital force in assisting in making known production
values for the guidance of all concerned and particularly for the exhib-

itor in the selection of his programs.

The new department is a continuation and development of “What
The Picture Did For Me,” rendering that service tremendously more
valuable because a system has been evolved which enables contributors
to “What The Picture Did For Me” to add to each report a definite per-

centage figure which will reveal fairly, accurately and conclusively the

comparative percentage rating of pictures with respect to their box
office value.

The HERALD’S system for determining the percentage value of

motion pictures, which will appear under the title, “THE BOX
OFFICE TICKER,” is as follows:

The Exhibitor in contributing to our report department
will make a comparison between the receipts on the par-

ticular picture, which is the subject of the report, and his

house record.

The following system will be used:

If a theatre's house record is $1,000 and the receipts on a

particular subject are $750, then a percentage figure will

be arrived at by dividing the $750 into the figure of the

house record, viz:

Divide $750 (Receipts on particular picture) into $1,000

(House Record). Result in percentage terms is 75%.
In this example it will be noted that the particular sub-

ject being reported upon rates as a 75% picture for the

theatre in question.

The house record has been adopted as the controlling figure in this

system because of the many obvious advantages which it affords. No
other basis would be equally fair and accurate. Likewise, in using this

system based on the house record figure the exhibitor is not called upon
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—“The Box Office Ticker

”

to disclose any information about his business to which the trade at large

may not be entitled. A theatre’s house record is the private informa-
tion of the owner and while this figure is used in our system of computing
the percentage value of pictures, it is used only by the exhibitor him-
self and it is not revealed in his report.

For all practical purposes the house record figure gives the best possible basis for

such a system as we here announce. The big question involved is not what the pic-

ture may be worth as an attraction to another house in another city or state but,

rather, what it is worth to the particular house playing it. A theatre’s house record

for this purpose should be considered the record receipts from a particular picture,

based on the attraction value of the picture played. Obviously, if a theatre on some
occasion did a phenomenal business because of some local condition and not because

of the drawing power of the picture, the receipts of this engagement should not be

used as the house record for the purpose of this system.

But in all cases where the results due to the legitimate drawing power of a picture

are used as the basis for computing a percentage rating for subjects subsequently

played, no more fair or accurate system can be evolved. For all practical purposes the

picture which established a theatre’s house record may be called a 100% picture; and

all other pictures may be rated accordingly with respect to the patronage they attract.

The only possible objection to this system is that local conditions present at the

time of an engagement are an important influence upon receipts. This is, of course,

true but it is utterly impracticable to attempt to analyze the conditions surrounding

an engagement and accurately fix their influence upon patronage. Hence, by simply

standing on the actual results and allowing the law of average to have its effect, local

conditions, adverse and favorable, are balanced out and we are left to be concerned

alone with the essential drawing power of the picture itself.

We commend this system to the industry in full confidence that we
are providing a service of unapproachable value. What this industry
needs more than anything else is definite guidance as to the box office

value of pictures. To know better what a picture is worth is to be
possessed with the most valuable information possible for everyone in

the picture business , exhibitors, producers and others.

The situation in the industry which makes for the greatest measure
of misunderstanding and ill-will centers about the rental of film. In the
absence of definite knowledge on the part of either seller or buyer as to

the real value of the product it is only natural that frenzied bargaining
should be resorted to. The system which we here commend will be
the greatest influence yet introduced into the industry to stabilize the
functions of buying and selling film.

And accomplishing this it will be affording a tremendous contribution
to the end of making this industry a better and more substantial business.

Watch for the HERALD’S “BOX OFFICE TICKER”!

MARTIN J. QUIGLEY.
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Lichtman For Guarantee Plus
Percentage in Sales Talk

New General Manager of Distribution Addresses Chicago District Con-

vention of United Artists—Announces Budget System

GUARANTEE plus percentage in the sale of motion pictures is

- the fairest plan for protection of both producer and exhibitor,

A1 Lichtman, recently appointed United Artists general manager
of distribution, told district and exchange managers of the corporation
at a sales convention of the Mid-Western Division Sunday at the Drake
hotel, Chicago.

U' REATER emphasis upon the guar-
antee plus plan will be given under

the new sales quota system, Mr. Licht-
man indicated, adding that wide latitude

would be granted individual salesman-
agers and salesmen. He said that the
policy of flat rental for each picture was
sometimes inequitable to the producer
and the policy of straight percentage
often inequitable to the exhibitor.

Budget for Each Exchange
Mr. Lichtman stated a budget system

would be placed in operation for each
exchange coincident with the sales quota
arrangement. He also announced that

orders for accessories now will be taken
by salesmen at the time the contract
is closed, on the theory that the theatre
owner will work for his complete inter-

est by proper exploitation and judicious
selection of accessories. He pointed to

the large number of smaller theatres
playing United Artists pictures as refuta-
tion of any possible belief that the prices
are prohibitive to small theatres.

Besides Mr. Lichtman at the Chicago
convention were Arthur W. Kelly, vice-
president and treasurer; Cresson E.
Smith, general salesmanager of the Mid-
Western Division;' Paul N. Lazarus,
Southern and Western Division; Victor
M. Shapiro, director of advertising and
publicity; T. Y. Henry, district manager
of the Mid-Western; Kenneth Hodkin-
son, district manager, Western Division;
and the following branch managers:
C. C. Wallace, Chicago; H. O. Martin,
Minneapolis; James Abrose, Omaha;
Guy Novarre, Kansas City; William
Barron. St. Louis; Harry Gold, Cincin-
nati; William Rosenthal, Cleveland; Joe
Levy, Indianapolis; Sidney Abel, Detroit;
and Joe E. Luckett, Dallas.

First Convention in New York
The Chicago convention was the sec-

ond of a series of United Artists district

meetings, the first of which was held in

New York last week. Mr. Lichtman,
who had just returned from a seven
weeks’ trip through the West, on which
he closed deals with more than thre<~

hundred theatres for six pictures, was
introduced at the New York session h"
Moxley Hill, general salesmanager of
the Eastern Division.

Catchers Fail Him;
Actor Seriously Injured

(Special to the Herald l

HOLLYWOOD, Nov. 30.—
Henry Victor, English actor
working in John Barrymore’s cur-
rent picture, suffered a concussion
last week when men stationed at
the foot of a stairway to catch
him as he hurtled down, failed to
make the catch. The actor’s head
struck the ground. He has been
in a hospital since, and is reported
to be in a critical condition.

Mr. Lichtman pledged himself and his

sales associates to follow the policies of
the late Hiram Abrams, whom he called

the “supersalesman of the business.’’

He declared there would be no change
in the personnel under the expansion
program which he had discussed with
Joseph M. Schenck on the West Coast.
Arthur W. Kelly welcomed Mr. Licht-

man to the organization. Other speak-
ers were W. W. Hines, general sales-
manager; Victor M. Shapiro, Paul Laz-
arus, Cresson Smith, E. C. Jensen,
Joseph Scherick’s representative, and
Abraham Lehr, general manager of
Samuel Goldwyn, Inc.

Harry Gittleson Joins
F . B. O. Exploiteers

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Nov. 30.-—Harry Git-
tleson, until recently managing director
of the Colony theatre, has been added
to the exploita-
tion staff of F. B.

O. His duties for
the immediate fu-

ture will be to in-

ject practical ex-
ploitation ideas
into all F. B. O.
press matter pre-
pared for exhib-
itors’ use.

Gittleson has
behind him 10

years of experi-
ence in vaudeville
and motion pic-

ture theatre oper- Harry Cill |Mn
tion. During his

theatre career he frequently attracted at-

tention through unusually effective ex-

ploitation work. At present he is en-

gaged on a campaign for Fred Thomson’s-
“A Regular Scout.”

Editor Is Officer in

New Theatre Company
(Special to the Herald)

ZANESVILLE, O., Nov. 30.—The
Dunzweiler Construction Company has
been awarded contracts for the erection

of a new half million dollar theatre to

be owned by the Brown Theatrical
Company. The publisher of the Zanes-
ville Times Recorder is first vicepresi-

dent of the company.

Burglars Leave $600
Behind ; Seen by Cop

(Special to the Herald)

ALBANY, Nov. 30.—Burglars entered
the VanCurler theatre in Schenectady,
N. Y., last week, but escaped after being
spotted by a policeman, who ran to a
call box and summoned the police re-

serves. About $600 was in the theatre
safe.

E. N. Oshel Does Some
Direct-to-User Selling

(Special to the Herald)

KANSAS CITY, Nov. 30.—E.
N. Oshel, selling for Pro-Dis-Co
out of here, went before the screen
at the Royal theatre. Grain Val-
ley, Mo., recently, and in a four-
minute sales talk to the patrons
on his company’s product made up
the mind of the owner of the
house, T. D. Peal, to use a con-
siderable amount of Pro-Dis-Co
product during the coming year.

M. P. T. O. of

Oklahoma Meets
December 7, 8

( Special to the Herald)

OKLAHOMA CITY, Nov. 30.—Fred
Pickrell, president of the Oklahoma
M. P. T. O., has announced that the
organization will hold its annual con-
vention at the Huckins hotel here De-
cember 7 and 8. It is expected that

about 200 exhibitors will attend. Eli
Whitney Collins will be an honor guest
of the convention.
Tulsa exhibitors, under an edict of

Attorney General George Short, must
comply with the state labor laws with
reference to employment of minors and
replace girl ushers under the age of 18

with ushers who meet the age require-
ments.

Retiring President W. G. Underwood
of the Texas M. P. T. O. was honor
guest at a banquet given at the
Adolphus hotel, Dallas. Among those
present were the new president, Oscar A.
Morgan, and representatives of all the
film distributing companies operating in

Dallas.

Recent theatre activities in the South-
west include the following construction
operations and theatre deals: Ponca
City Theatres Association is building an
$85,000 house in Ponca City, Okla.
Sinopoulo Brothers are soon to begin
construction of a 400-seat house in Okla-
homa City. A large first-run picture and
Loew vaudeville house has been proj-
ected for construction at San Antonio,
Tex. The Houston, Tex., Washington,
for colored patrons only, has been
opened. Albert R. Milentz has bought
the Columbus at Columbus, Tex. The
Kingsville, at Kingsville, Tex., will be
opened soon.

E. M. Asher Sees
Comedy as Yeary

s

Principal Product
(Special to the Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Nov. 30.—E. M.
Asher, producer of Corinne Griffith

features for First National, has an-
nounced it as his belief that during the
coming year more than 50 per cent of

the industry’s product will be comedy
pictures.

“It will be a comedy year, with com-
edy stars and comedy directors getting
most of the attention,” said Mr. Asher.

Mr. Asher bases his opinion on the
fact that during the current season some
of the best entertainment pictures and
the best money makers have been com-
edies. In his prediction he also states

that it is likely many stars until this

season identified with strictly dramatic
productions will go in for comedy.
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Association Kills Blue Laws
By Heading Drives in Cities

New Organization Obtains Sunday Shows for Ogdensburg, N.Y.,

by Concerted Advertising Campaign—Washington Body Has
No Theatre Owners as Members—Liberty Is Slogan

(Special to the Herald)

WASHINGTON, Nov. 30.—Bluenoses throughout the country are retreat-

ing before the determined offensive campaigns of the Association Opposed to

Blue Laws, Inc., which is in the midst of preparations for new winter drives

for protection of American theatre owners following successful efforts against

Sunday closing in various states and at the capital.

Committeemen in All States

The American people welcomes an organization founded to erase blue laws
in states where they exist and to prevent their appearance in other localities.

Such has been the experience of the association, which now has national com-
mitteemen in a number of states and includes among its honorary vicepresi-

dents Governor George P. Hunt of Arizona, Rupert Hughes, Sinclair Lewis
and E. Haldeman-Julius, the publisher.

VOTE - SUNDAY MOVIES!

Are You Your Brother’s Keeper?

BLAME yourself if you lose

THE ASSOHATIOW OPPOSE J0„M LAWE

The above page advertisement won the
day for Sunday motion pictures in

Ogdensburg, N. Y. The ad appeared
in the Republican-Journal of that city

on election morning, November 2.

Four Companies Form in

Last Week of November
(Special to the Herald)

ALBANY, N. Y., Nov. 30.—Business
continues to drag in New York state

insofar as motion picture companies in-

corporating is concerned. While there
has been some little improvement over
October, tlhe number of companies con-
tinues to run small each week. The
records in the secretary of state’s office

show that during the past week there
were but four motion picture companies
incorporated.
These were : Paul Producing Corporation, capi-

talized at $25,000; Amkino Corporation, $10,000;
Ben-Mar Amusement Corporation, $5,000, and the
Stratford Studios, Inc.

Bach Honored by 100
Friends at Testimonial

(Special to the Herald)

TORONTO, Nov. 30.—One hundred
attended the farewell dinner at the King
Edward hotel and every distributing
company was represented by its local

executive when the film colony here
gathered to bid “bon voyage” to W. A.
Bach, Canadian district manager with
First National. N. L. Nathanson, Fa-
mous Players’ Canadian manager, was
the principal speaker. Bach is leaving
for England, where he has been trans-
ferred.

Second Vitaphone Show
Opens in Chicago Dec. 2
“The Better ’Ole,” Warner Brothers-

Vitaphone production starring Syd
Chaplin, opens at the Woods theatre,
Chicago, December 2. The prologue
features A1 Jolson, the Four Aristo-
crats, George Jessel, Elsie Janis, How-
ard Brothers, Reinald Werrenrath, and
Syd Chaplin as “Old Bill.” Two show-
ings daily are scheduled.

Jobs Safe, Says De Mills
Pro-Dis-Co exchange managers have re-

ceived word from Cecil B. De Mille that

they will be taken care of regardless of
what turn the Pro-Dis-Co—Pathe deal
may take.

The association was formed July 6,

1925, by a group of Washington citizens

and later incorporated under the laws

of the District of

Columbia. Dr. Jo-
seph A. Themper,
dentist, writer and
linguist, is na-

tional president

;

Thomas B. Eck-
loff, chairman of

the board of di-

rectors
;

Mark
Lewis, counsel

and Linn A. E.

Gale, Secretary-

treasurer.

One of the im-

portant achieve-

ments of the asso- Dr. Joseph A. Themper

c i a t i o n is the

obtaining of Sunday motion pictures m
Ogdensburg, N. Y. National Committee-

man George C. Markley headed the local

campaign. Editorials in the Ogdensburg

Republican-Journal for several weeks be-

fore the election gradually wore down
the opposition. There were also small

box ads used on all pages and letters

from citizens were published daily, the

majority of them favorable to the pro-

posal.
Full-Page Ad Wins

A full-page advertisement on the

morning of election day was the final

blow to the bluenoses, however. “Vote

for Sunday Movies” was the bold-face

heading across the top of the page. In

the center was a cut of Abraham Lin-

coln with the query, “Are You Your
Brother’s Keeper?” Surrounding the

portrait were quotations from Thomas
Jefferson, James Madison, Benjamin
Franklin, Ulysses S. Grant, Rev. Charles

Five Leading Women In

New Langdon Picture
(Special to the Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Nov. 30.—

Harry Langdon’s current produc-

tion, “Long Pants,” now has five

leading women in the cast. The
latest addition is Priscilla Bon-
ner. The others are Betty Baker,
Ann Christie, Alma Bennett and
Babe London. The picture is ex-

pected to be ready for preview
showing about the middle of De-
cember.

S. Longacre and the Constitution itself.

The remainder of the page was taken
up with short, pointed arguments for
Sunday motion pictures as a moral and
educational force.

Lankford Bill Shelved
Another victory over opponents of

Sunday shows was registered in Wash-
ington when the Lankford bill was
shelved. This measure, by Representa-
tive Lankford of Georgia and calling for
abolishment of all Sunday amusements
as well as the closing of all stores, will
come up for hearings again this winter
and the association is ready for a final
showdown.
A number of mass meetings were con-

ducted, speakers including army officers,
physicians, attorneys, a Baptist min-
ister, union working men and the head
of a Methodist charitable home. Wash-
ington newspapers gave the meetings lib-
eral space and thus helped awaken the
public to the danger in the bill. When
hearings began before the house sub-
committee the citizens were aroused.
When one session lasted past midnight
on a Saturday the newspapermen twit-
ted the committee about holding “Sab-
bath observance” meetings. The asso-
ciation now has complete ammunition
to prove the sentiment of the district
is against Sunday closing.

Uninformed Public Converted
How uninformed public opinion can

be_ won over by concerted action was
evidenced last summer when Prof.
Henry Flury, a director of the associ-
ation, and Mr. Gale went to Asheville,
N. C., to stage a test baseball game on
Sunday to prove the North Carolina
blue laws of 1741 were unconstitutional.
This plan was changed in favor of a
Sunday show test case, now being pre-
pared.
A newspaper editorial article headed
Get Out; Stay Out” greeted the offi-

cials of the association on their arrival
at Asheville. Despite the attacks of that
paper the officials found after several
weeks’ work that sentiment was shift-
ing, and now they predict ultimate vic-
tory at the polls.

In all cases the campaign is waged
under the name of the Association Op-
posed to Blue Laws. None of the mem-
bers of the organization owns or
manages theatres and none has any
stock in theatres. But all believe that
“If we cannot amuse ourselves some-
what as we wish on one day of the
week, liberty does not mean much.”
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Re-Takes
Every Foot of Stage Space Used
As Fox Launches Eighteen

Biggest Production Program Underway—Wurtzel Expects Entire

1926-27 Schedule to Be Completed by February—
Two-Thirds Finished

(Special to the Herald)

H OLLYWOOD, Nov. 30.—Fox Film Corporation is launching its

greatest production program here with eighteen dramatic pic-

tures either underway or about to go into work, in addition to

six Fox Comedies. Every available foot of stage space, including three

new stages, is being pressed into service, according to Sol M. Wurtzel,
general superintendent of the Fox West Coast studios.

'"TWO-THIRDS of the 1926-27 program
has been completed and the entire

schedule is expected to be finished by
February 1, in order to clear the decks

for the heavy program for next year, said

Wurtzel.

Finishing “One Increasing Purpose”

Harry Beaumont has just finished

shooting interiors for “One Increasing
Purpose,” from A. S. M. Hutchinson’s

latest novel. Exteriors were made in

England. Edmund Lowe and Lila Lee
have the leading roles in this special,

scheduled for release January 2.

Raoul Walsh is well along in produc-
tion on “The Monkey Talks.” Olive

Borden has the featured feminine role,

and Jacques Lerner, creator of the title

role on the stage, is making his screen

debut in the same part.

Buck Jones has practically finished

“The War Horse” under the direction of

Lambert Hillyer, and starts_ this week on
“The Whispering Sage,” with Scott Dun-
lap directing.

F. W. Murnau, German director, is

well along in production on his huge set

out at Fox Hills, where he is making
city sequences for “Sunrise,” his first

American picture. George O’Brien,

Janet Gaynor and Margaret Livingston
are the principals.

Mix Completing “Last Trail”

Tom Mix has practically finished

shooting “The Last Trail,” Zane Grey
Western, under the direction of Lou
Seiler. Carmelita Geraghty has the fem-
inine lead. Continuity for “The Cowboy
Feud,” next Mix vehicle, is being
whipped into shape by John Stone from
the story by Adela Rogers St. Johns.
Frank Borzage has returned from

Paris, where he studied the original

locales for “7th Heaven,” John Golden’s
stage success. Janet Gaynor, Charles
Farrell, Ben Bard and J. Farrell Mac-
Donald have the principal roles.

“Love Makes ’Em Wild,” based on
Florence Ryerson’s “Willy the Worm,”
has gone into production with Albert

Eve Unsell Finishes

Her 300th Adaptation
(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Nov. 30.—Eve
Unsell has just completed her
three hundredth adaptation, “Ex-
clusive Rights.” Frank O’Connor
is directing this Preferred Pic-
tures production. Miss Unsell has
been writing scripts for fourteen
years. It was in 1912 that she
wrote her first scenario while in

the cast of a road company.
In "Exclusive Rights” are

Gayne Whitman, Lillian Rich,
Gloria Gordon, Raymond McKee
and Gaston Glass.

Share My
Future with Me?

(Special to the Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Nov. 30.—
Charlene Meredith, actress, has
applied to Deputy Commissioner
E. J. Walthers for a permit to in-

corporate herself arid sell stock
as a means of financing a career
for herself in pictures.

Ray wielding the megaphone. The cast

is headed by Johnny Harron and Sally

Phipps.

R. William Neill Ready

R. William Neill is ready to start

shooting initial scenes in “Marriage,”
novel by H. G. Wells. Alma Rubens has
the featured feminine role. The picture

will be released as “Wedlock.”
“Is Zat So,” Fox Films version of the

comedy-drama by James Gleason, will

go into production soon. Philip Klein
wrote the screen version after com-
pleting “The Music Master,” which Al-
lan Dwan is directing on the East Coast.

J. G. Blystone, who directed “The
Family Upstairs.” will start soon on
“Ankles Preferred,” with Kathryn Perry
in leading feminine role.

“A. W. O. L.,” War comedy, is in pro-
duction under Ben Stolofif. Leading char-
acters are Ted McNamara and Sammy
Cohen. “Cradle Snatchers” will go into

production soon under the direction of

Howard Hawks. “The Public Idol,” in

which Madge Bellamy will be starred,

will start as soon as Miss Bellamy fin-

ishes “Bertha, the Sewing Machine
Girl.” John Ford will direct. Harry
Beaumont will direct Olive Borden in

“The Secret Studio.”
“Rich But Honest,” a magazine story

by Arthur Somers Roche, has been
bought by Fox Films. Nina Wilcox Put-
nam will have “The Grand Flapper” in

production within the next few weeks.

Columbia Schedules 2
for December Release

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Nov. 30.—Columbia an-
nounces two productions for December
release—“The Better Way” for Decem-
ber 5, and “Remember” for December
20 .

In “The Better Way,” Ralph Ince,
who directed, also plays the male lead.

Dorothy Revier is the star.

Cohill Succeeds Kohner
( Special to the Herald)

UNIVERSAL CITY, Nov. 30.—Wil-
liam W. Cohill has succeeded Paul Koh-
ner as casting director here. Kohner
has been appointed unit supervisor.

YXJELL, having disposed of a ten pound
* * turkey, cranberry sauce, plum pudding
and a lot of side dishes after being on a
lettuce diet for six months, we feel like we
was living again.

5*4 >$4 J-4

The greatest radio concert, best football
game or greatest picture in the world
couldn’t have kept us awake Thursday
afternoon. Guess you all felt the same
way, eh?

j{c jJs

Last week was a good one for parties.

Dolores Del Rio held one that lasted all

night which made it convenient for the
downtown newspaper boys working on af-

ternoon papers. They went directly to

work from the Del Rio mansion. And
what copy they musta written that day.

But everyone had a good time and voted
the feminine lead of “What Price Glory”
the perfect hostess.

?|4 :|4 j{4

And then there was a delightful get-to-

gether at Alexander Korda’s bungalow,
where he told the newspaper boys how he
got his start (he was a reporter for eight
years on a Hungarian paper). Korda has
only been in America two weeks, therefore
had some difficulty with our slang. Charlie
Puffy, an old acquaintance in Germany,
helped him out, Mr. Puffy having arrived
here two years ago and “knows his onions”
as the poets say.

* ^

Oh! Look He’s Mad
If photophones ever come into everyday

use those girls at central can get a rough
idea of what we think of ’em when they
give us a wrong number.

* * *

Ejecting Fool
Hope Queen Marie didn’t eject anyone

from her boat on the way home.
* j}c sfc

Have You Merged?
This is good merger weather. Theatres

all over the country are merging—up
North, down South, Middlewest and down
East. And the thing must be catching for
rumors of a big studio merger continue on
the Coast. The latest characterized as “a
strong rumor,” says “Universal, United
Artists and Educational are to combine.”

* * *

Buy a Share
And there’s a little Hollywood actress

who wants to incorporate herself and sell

a lot of stock to finance her career in pic-

tures. Which sounds like a good idea.

How many shares do you want?
* * *

Famous Last Words
“I’ll give you a dollar for your Notre

Dame tickets.”
^ ^

Hi, ho, a couple more weeks and it’s

Christmas and then we have to start worry-
ing what to get the wife next year.

R. M.

20 Eastman Teaching
Films Ready by Jan. 1

(Special to the Herald)

ROCHESTER, N. Y„ Nov. 30.—
Twenty of the proposed 50 teaching
films under production by the Eastman
Kodak Co., will be ready for release on
January 1, it is announced. These will

include 10 geographical pictures, five

health pictures and five general science
pictures.
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F. B. O. Offers Tieups on
uRose of the Tenements"

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Nov. 30.—A twelve-page
pressbook issued by F. B. O. presents a

complete guide to exploitation for those

who book “Rose
of the Tene-
ments,” in which
Shirley Mason and
Johnny H a r r o n
star under the di-

rection of Phil
Rosen, w h o, it

will be recalled,

made “Abraham
Lincoln.”

“Rose of the

Tenements” is

from John Moro-
so’s story, “The
Stumbling Herd,”
and offers glimpses
of America’s en-

trance into the World war as well as the

fight against bolshevist agitation, all from
the viewpoint of a pair of waifs who grew
up on New York’s East Side.

G. R. Empson Buys Out
Wilkerson-Lyons, Inc.

(Special to the Herald)

VINCENNES, IND., Nov. 30.—G. R.

Empson of Seymour, Ind., recently pur-

chased the interests of the Wilkerson-
Lyons Enterprises, Inc., including the

Pantheon theatre here at a private sale

conducted by J. B. E. LaPlante and
Claude E. Gregg, receivers, for $112,500.

The properties had been appraised at

$150,000. The Pantheon theatre alone,

which was erected five years ago, cost

$225,000, not including the site upon
which it stands. The property for a
short time was controlled by the Consol-
idated Theatres and Realty Company.

Cleveland Exhibitors
Name Year9

s Officers
(Special to the Herald)

CLEVELAND, Nov. 30.—J. J. Harwood,
president-elect of the Cleveland Exhibitors

Association, will be assisted the coming
year by Charles G. Burton, vice president

;

Max Marcus, honorary vicepresident
;
Ben-

jamin Z. Levine, treasurer, and William J.

Banks, secretary. Directors for two years

are John D. Kalafat and Albert E. Ptak;
one year, Frank Gross and Jules Schwartz,
while Henry Greenberger, John Kalafat
and Henry Lustig are three-year directors.

Murray Corber Given
Columbia Branch Post

(Special to the Herald)

WINNIPEG, MAN., Nov. 30—Mur-
ray Corber, former representative in St.

John, N. B., for Regal Films, Ltd., has
been appointed Winnipeg branch man-
ager for Columbia Pictures of Canada,
Ltd., by Louis Rosenfeld, Toronto, gen-
eral manager for Columbia in the Do-
minion. The Columbia organization
now has offices in operation at Toronto,
Montreal, St. John and Winnipeg.

Abel Joins U. A. as
Manager in Detroit

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Nov. 30.—Sydney E.
Abel joined United Artists Corporation
Nov. 29 as manager of the Detroit branch
office, appointed in the illness of H. W.
Traver by Cresson E. Smith, general
sales manager, Midwest division.

Paramount Signs Hoffman as

West Coast Studio Manager
Executive Also Will Superintend Two or Three Roadshows

—

“Man Who Forgot God” is Emil Jannings’ First—Warner
Baxter in Western—Tuttle Directs Meighan

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Nov. 30.—Milton E. Hoffman has signed a new long term
contract as executive manager of the West Coast studio of Famous Players-

Lasky. This is one of the steps taken by B. P. Schulberg, studio executive, for

permanent establishing of his official personnel in preparation for the early

undertaking of the heaviest production schedule in the history of Paramount.

Hoffman to Superintend Roadshows
Hoffman will also serve as superintendent of two or three of Paramount’s

roadshows for the coming year, Schulberg said. The first of these will be

“The Greatest Show on Earth,” which will be directed by Monta Bell with
Wallace Beery as P. T. Barnum.
Hoffman first became associated with

Paramount eleven years ago and was
general manager of the Hollywood stu-

dio for four years.

He took a similar
position with the
old Metro organ-
ization and joined
Cecil B. De Mille
when the latter

began his inde-
pendent work. A
year ago Hoff-
man returned to

Paramount as ex-
ecutive studio
manager at the

time of a reorgan-
ization of the
West Coast exec-
utive personnel.

It was also announced last week by
Schulberg that Emil Jannings will star

in “The Man Who Forgot God” as his

first American production. Erich Pom-
mer will supervise the picturization of

Bruce Barton’s story, with Mauritz
Stiller directing.

Jannings and Wallace Beery
Schulberg stated also that Jannings

and Wallace Beery are to make a picture

together for Paramount, after each has

completed the pictures assigned individ-

ually to him. Beery has just started

“Casey at the Bat,” to be followed by
“Looie the Fourteenth” and “The Great-

est Show on Earth.”
Another announcement on production

plans by Schulberg is that Warner Bax-
ter is to be a Western hero in his next
picture on the West Coast, following his

return from the Long Island studio.

Baxter will have the man’s lead in

“Drums of the Desert,”, from the Zane
Grey story. Lois Wilson, who appeared
in both “The Covered Wagon” and “The
Vanishing American,” will be in the

leading feminine role.

Tuttle Directs Meighan
At the Long Island studio Associate

Meighan and Moran
Appear for Benefit

(Special to the Herald)

PITTSBURGH , Nov. 3 0.—
Thomas Meighan and Lois Moran
appeared in person at the Seton
Hill college dance Thanksgiving
Eve at the William Penn Hotel.
Their appearance drew 4,000 per-

sons and swelled the school’s till

$20,000. The money goes into the

building fund.

Producer William LeBaron has rear-

ranged his schedule due to the illness of

Florence Vidor and thus there is a new
director-star combination with Frank
Tuttle directing Thomas Meighan in a
picture from a story by Owen Davis.
Forrest Halsey is writing the adaptation.

Seider Drive Begins, to

End Ticket Taxes and
to Shave Other Levies

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Nov. 30.—Joseph M.
Seider, business manager of M. P. T. O.
A., last week launched a Coast to Coast
drive that will end, he says, with the
abolition of admission taxes in theatres
and reduction of other taxes affecting
exhibitor interests.

New York Showmen9
s

Thanksgiving Day Big
(Special to the Herald)

ALBANY, N. Y., Nov. 30.—S. R. O.
signs were greatly in evidence in front of

New York state motion picture theatres

Thanksgiving day. Exhibitors report one
of the best holiday runs enjoyed in years.

Weather conditions were favorable almost
everywhere in the state. To attract busi-

ness, a number of small houses gave away
turkeys and other fowl as door prizes

during the three days preceding the holiday.

(<Ironsides
99 Premiere

Is Staged at Rivoli
(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Nov. 30.—“Old Iron-
sides,” the James Cruze naval produc-
tion for Paramount, was given its

premier showing at the Rivoli last night.

Secretary of the Navy Curtis Wilbur
was among the many military and civic

notables present at the initial screening.
The picture will have an extended run

at the house at $2.20 top for night shows
and $1.10 for matinees.

Fox Scenarist Is Man
of Many Big Successes

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Nov. 30.—James T.

O’Donohoe, scenarist, whose achieve-
ments include “The Wanderer,” “The
Spaniard,” “The Lucky Lady,” “The
Lady of the Harem,” “The Foreflusher,”

and others is the scenarist who adapted
“What Price Glory” for Fox Films.

Milton E. Hoffman
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Theatres Owned by Producers
Involved in Strike Plans

Mathis Joins Metro-Goldivyn-Mayer-—Loew’s Condition Improves—

-

Jean Stewart Dies—233 Club Holds Frolic

By RAY MURRAY
A LTHOUGH producers in Hollywood have not been worried over a
Z.A threatened walkout of workers employed here, a strong effort is

X JL being made to organize carpenters, electrical workers and others

employed in the studios.

An attempt to hit back at producers was to be made by holding up
work on new theatres, it is said.

'T'HOSE conversant with conditions are
of the opinion that this would have been

a poor time to call a strike as theatres do
not play to capacity during the holidays

and there are but few companies working
at the studios at the present time.

This strike will affect all picture theatres

owned or controlled by producers involved,

it is said.

Many of the studios owning theatre

chains are actively engaged in finishing

product as though anticipating a suspension

of work. It is said the order of the Amer-
ican Federation of Labor will involve all

picture houses in the United States and
Canada employing union operators and will

bring in musicians as well.
Directly involved locally will be the Interna-

tional Alliance of Theatrical Stage employes

;

the United Brotherhood of Carpenters and Join-
ers of America! the International Brotherhood
of Painters, Paperhangers and Decorators and
the International Brotherhood of Electrical

Workers.
Officials at the big studios do not feel

that a walkout will occur, as forces have
recently been cut in all departments and
there are many idle workers to take the

places of any who quit at this time. The
Fox company has cut its staff of carpenters,

mechanics, actors and writers 50 per cent.

Producers Distributing Corporation, Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer, First National and Uni-
versal have also slashed payrolls to the

minimum.
Hs #

Loew’s Condition Improves
Marcus Loew, head of the Metro-Gold-

wyn-Mayer Company, who has been re-

cuperating from a severe attack of pneu-
monia at Palm Springs, Cal., suffered a

relapse last week and returned to Los An-
geles, but is now on the road to recovery

at the Ambassador Hotel.
* 5{C *

Jean Stewart, who played with Bebe Dan-
iels in “The Campus Flirt,” and one of

Hollywood’s most promising young stars,

died suddenly at Hollywood hospital last

Tuesday following injuries sustained Sun-
day afternoon when thrown from a horse
on Beverly' Hills bridle path. The horse

Screen Will Have First

Call on “Easy Pickings”
(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Nov. 30.—“Easy
Pickings,” First National produc-
tion starring Anna Q. Nilsson,
will appear on the screens of the
nation before it opens as a stage
play on Broadway. It was orig-
inally written as a stage play. The
adaptation for the screen was
made and put into work and the
picture will be ready for release
in February. Meantime the stage
play is playing tryout dates in

Southern California prior to open-
ing in Los Angeles and San Fran-
cisco. The Broadway stage run
is not yet scheduled.

fell upon her and the actress was rendered
unconscious. She had been in pictures one
y^ear and was the daughter of Dr. L. M.
Leisenringer, U. S. army surgeon at Val-
lejo.

* * *

Alexander Korda, famous Hungarian di-

rector, whom Richard A. Rowland, vice-

president First National, recently brought
to America, gave an informal party to the

newspaper boys at his -apartment at the

Ambassador Hotel last Wednesday. Charlie
Puffy, Universal’s rotund comedian, acted

as interpreter.
sfc * :*c

233 Club Holds Frolic

Monte Blue acted as master of cere-

monies and introduced a hundred stars and
writers at the Frolic of the 233 Club at the

Shrine Auditorium last Wednesday eve-
ning. The club, which is an organization
of motion picture actors who are members
of the Masonic fraternity, staged a vaude-
ville show with 16 acts, including Buck
Jones, Billy Dooley and Frances Lee, Roy
Stewart, Joe Bonomo, Eddie Peabody.

* * *

Bob Custer, well known F. B. O. star,

was married to Anne Elizabeth Cudahy of
Kansas City Tuesday at the Church of the
Blessed Sacrament in Hollywood. Miss
Cudahy is the daughter of J. P. Cudahy.
Raymond Anthony Glenn was the name
Custer signed to the license.

* * *

Mathis Joins Metro
June Mathis, who recently terminated her

contract with First National, has again
joined the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer forces.

She will adapt “The Enemy,” Channing
Pollock’s play, to the screen and also pre-
pare the continuity. It will be used as a
starring vehicle for Lillian Gish. No di-

rector has been chosen and it may be pos-
sible Balboni, who is under contract with
First National, may be released for this

one picture to M-G-M.
* * *

Harry Langdon’s auditor, Joe Ferrara,
got all mixed up in his books last week.
Reason—an eight pound boy arrived at the
Ferrara home.

* * *

Announcement has just been made of
the engagement of Herbert Moulton, well
known local newspaper man, and Janet
Gaynor, popular Fox star. She is now
playing in “Sunrise.”

The first auction of the late Rudolph Val-
entino’s property was held yesterday, at
which time real estate holdings and his au-
tomobiles were disposed of. The second
auction will be held in Beverly Hills hotel,

when his personal belongings will be auc-
tioned off.

# * *

Rogell to Remain With First National
Published reports that A1 Rogell was to

go with Famous Players-Lasky were in-

correct and arose out of a misunderstand-
ing as to Rogell’s contract relations with
First National.

Hanson Arranges
Clever Tieup

(Special to the Herald)

DETROIT, Nov. 30. — Oscar
Hanson, Pathe branch manager
here, has negotiated a newspaper
tieup with the “Free Press” by
which the newspaper and the
Kunsky theatres exchange notices,

news and screen, so that articles

in the newspaper by Grantland
Rice are called to the reader’s at-

tention and Grantland Rice Sport-
lights are called to the fans’ atten-

tion.

The first production which Harry O.

Hoyt will direct for Warner Brothers under
his recently signed long term contract will

be “Bitter Apples,” from the famous novel

by Harold McGrath. Monte Blue is to

star in the leading role.
* * *

Announcement comes from Arthur Mac-
Arthur, associate producer and general

manager of the Monty Banks Enterprises

at the Hal Roach studio, that Jane Mc-
Donough has been appointed director of

publicity for the organization.
* * *

Rock Goes East

Accompanied by his wife and baby, Joe
Rock, well known Hollywood producer, has

departed for the East on a combined busi-

ness and pleasure trip.
* * *

According to announcement issued by Ir-

ving^ Thalberg, A1 Cohn, Vernon Smith
and Lew Lipton, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
staff writers, have been assigned to write

the story which is to be William Beaudine’s
initial production for M-G-M.

* * *

Jacqueline Logan, accompanied by her
husband, Ralph Gillespie, will leave Holly-

wood on a two months’ European trip im-
mediately upon completion of Cecil B. De
Mille’s picturization of the life of Christ,

“The King of Kings.” They plan to spend
their time quietly on the Riviera.

* t- *

Harry Langdon has entered the final

month of production on “Long Pants,” with
every indication that the picture will be

ready for preview around the middle of

December.
* * *

Ernst Lubitsch, Paramount director, has
assembled a notable staff in preparation

for the massive production of “Old Hei-
delberg,” famous stage drama, which he

will direct at the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
studios. George Hibbard will act as as-

sistant director, with Eric Locke, borrowed
from Famous Players, as production man-
ager of the Lubitsch unit.

# ^ %

David Kirkland laid down his megaphone
last Wednesday evening, having completed
“Llneasy Payments” two days ahead of

schedule. This is the F. B. O. picture

starring Alberta Vaughn
;
and the direc-

tor established a studio record in that he
completed the picture without one single

scene being refilmed.
# :js Jjc

Colleen in “Miss George Washington”

Colleen Moore is next to appear in “Miss
George Washington,” according to her pro-

ducer husband, John McCormick. This
was made several years ago with Mar-
guerite Clark in the stellar role and was
one of the screamingly funny successes of
the day. Carey Wilson is to do the sce-

nario.
* * *

“Beau Geste” was presented at the Forum
theatre last Tuesday.
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Film News

in

Pictures

PICTORIAL SECTION
of Exhibitors Herald

Issue of December 4

Stories Told

by

the Camera

Film conference on the lawn at the home of Richard A. Rowland, Rye, New
York. Left to right: Harry Reichenbach, Martin J. Quigley, Watterson Roth-
acker, Mr. Rowland and John W. Alicoate.

Harry Brand United Artists publicity

chief, becomes manager of Keaton
Productions in Hollywood.

Helen Brown, above, resigns as secre-
tary of the Indianapolis Film Board
of Trade. She is succeeded by Miss
M. McCullough of Kansas City.

John Barrymore is working on what is believed to be the unique show of the
year. Bizarre sets and production scheme contribute to establish a curiosity in

the trade as to the ultimate result. Left to right: Mack Swain, John Barrymore
and Slim Summerville, United Artists players.
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Culver City’s mayor is a motion
picture executive. He is Reve E.

Houck who is in his odd moments
assistant business manager of the
Metro-Goldwyn Studios.

Tom Tyler who appears in the star

part of “Lightning Lariats” is being
groomed for a big place among
Western stars. His director on the
F. B. O. lot is Bob DeLacy.

Ernest Fredman returned to England last

week. The London publisher visited Col-
leen Moore, at the F. N. lot. Kneeling;
Mike Levee, left; Al Santell. Standing, left;

Fredman; right, John McCormick.

TO NIGHT

mtut i«*t«mm uur imw

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer announces
the staff to aid Ernst Lubitsch in

making “Old Heidelberg.” Doctor
E. Locke is general manager of

production.

Estelle Taylor is guest of honor at Sid

Grauman’s Egyptian theatre upon her re-

turn to the land of orange blossoms and
real estate. She will appear in an early

United Artists film.

Patsy Ruth Miller will appear for

the third time as Monte Blue’s

leading woman when she plays her
role in “Wolf’s Clothing” for War-
ner Brothers.
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Frank O’Connor, above, has been engaged
by J. G. Bachmann to direct his next
Preferred Picture, “Exclusive Rights”
which is based on Jerome Wilson’s story.

Columbia prepares a war picture too. Left to right in this scene on the set

of “Remember” are: Director David Selman, Willard Cooley, master ser-

geant of 364th infantry, Earle Metcalfe, Joseph O’Brien, Colonel Dwight M.
Green, Lincoln Stedman and Jack Cohn, treasurer of Columbia Pictures.

Buddy Roosevelt and Violet La Plante are featured players
in the series of Roosevelts which are now offered by Pathe
since that company has merged with Associated Exhibitors.
Above is a still from the feature length film.

Edward Small’s “McFadden’s Flats” will be released by First

National as a “special.” In the picture are the three char-
acters above: Chester Conklin, Cissy Fitzgerald and Charlie
Murray.

“These are cameramen.” George Barnes’ staff was well equipped and well
generalled on location when Samuel Goldwyn’s company filmed “The Win-
ning of Barbara Worth” at Barbara, Nev., for United Artists release. The
star, Vilma Banky, is now making a personal appearance tour in the East.

Marie Prevost who starred in “Up in

Mabel’s Room” to advantage of her pro-
ducer and herself now stars in “Getting
Gertie’s Garter” for P. D. C.
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C. C. Burr, producer of Johnny Hines pictures, released by
First National, arrives in California with Mrs. Burr and their

four children. Johnny (not one of the “four” children)

stands on the Pullman steps.

The Duncan sisters sign with Joseph M. Schenck to star in

a special series which will be made by United Artists.

They have recently appeared in a stage show known as

“Topsy and Eva” that ran in New York and Chicago.

Ralph Ince directs “The Better Way” and likewise appears in one of the roles of the Columbia production. Others of
his cast appear in the photos above. Left to right are Eugene Strong, Dorothy Revier, Ralph Ince, Miss Revier, Mr.
Strong and Hazel Howell. The picture is now under way at the West Coast studios.

Her work in “Don Juan” proves to have a character hitherto

unrecognized and brings for her many demands for her
services. Estelle Taylor recently completed work in “New
York” at the Famous Players-Lasky studios.

Cecil B. De Mille’s film “King of Kings” may be full of

camels. Jacqueline Logan, featured player, has made the

acquaintance of one of them at the P. D. C. lot. Miss Logan
plans a trip to Europe upon completion of the picture.
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Dan Clark returns to the set. He is chief cameraman for

Tom Mix. With him, right, is Lige Conley, Fox Film Come-
dian. Clark has recently recovered from a serious oper-

ation. He is working on “The Last Trail.”

Paul L. Stein, director of note in Europe and in America,
weds. He recently became a contract director for Warner
Brothers. His bride arrived in America only a few days
ago. Stein has just begun work on “Don’t Tell the Wife.”

Three of this quintet have just been signed on First National contracts. Richard
Rowland, general manager, is the “signer.” Mrs. Rowland is at the extreme left.

Others are Alexander Korda, former Ufa director, Nathalie Barrache, Russian
player, and Maria Corda, right. The picture was made on shipboard in the East.

John W. Considine, Jr., announces
Rosetta and Vivian Duncan will ap-
pear in a film version of “Topsy and
Eva” for United Artists.

Robert Hopkins stands among the
foremost title writers. He signs a
contract this week with Warner
Brothers.

J. Leo Meehan begins work on a picture that he expects to outstrip “Keeper of the
Bees” or “Laddie,” F. B. O. films. His new work is “The Magic Garden.” All of
which is unrelated to the view here which shows Meehan examining the content
of his own Pasadena newspaper which he publishes as a sideline.
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“What Price Glory Is Called
Greatest Ever Screened

“
Outsiders” Absent from Showing—“Strogoff" to Start New York

Run December 4—“Ben Hur” Gets Big Roadshow Program

By JOHN S. SPARGO

N EW YORK, Nov. 30.—Each week in the film business has its big

event. Week before last it was the opening of the Paramount
theatre. Last week the big event was the premiere showing of

“What Price Glory” on Tuesday evening at the Sam T. Harris theatre.

Both of these events mark epochs with those interested in pictures.

Those attending the Paramount theatre opening are certain that they
witnessed the introduction of the finest theatre in the world.

THOSE who were fortunate enough
last week to be invited to the pre-

miere of “What Price Glory” are equally

certain that they saw the introduction of

one of the greatest moving picture pro-

ductions yet given to the screen.

The audience was a critical one and
the opening more like the real old time
premieres than many that have been
given to us in the past couple of years.

The guests of William Fox and Winfield
R. Sheehan at the “What Price Glory”
premiere, were, almost to the last one,

persons definitely interested and having
to do with picture making. The most
pronounced and pleasing innovation was
the absence of the hundreds of persons
who, in some way, manage to get admis-
sion tickets and who have no interest

beyond that of seeing simply a picture.

The audience attending the first show-
ing of the big Fox epic were there not

to see a picture, but to see the picture,

and the concensus seems to be that they
went away satisfied that they had seen
THE Picture.
Another pleasing thing in connection

with the showing—or rather two pleasing

things—was that with the rolling up of the

curtain the show went right into the big

picture. There was no prologue, presen-
tation via vaudeville acts, or anything
like that. The big picture was to be
shown; that’s what the audience was
there to see and that’s what the Fox
people did.

The second pleasing innovation was
the absence of a long list of credit lines

shown on the screen ahead of the pic-

ture. If you wanted to know who was
who and what was what—-with the ex-
ception of the names of the three prin-
cipals—you had your program to look
at before the show and during the inter-
mission. The only names shown on the
screen were those of Victor McLaglen,
Edmund Lowe and Dolores Del Rio, and
these were shown in titles after the
appearance of each of these principals.
Following is the cast in full:

Captain Flagg, Victor McLaglen; Sergeant
Quirt, Edmund Lowe; Charmaine, Dolores Del
Rio; “Cognac Pete,” William V. Mong; Hilda
of China, Phyllis Haver; Carmen of the Phil-
ippines, Elena Jurado; Lieutenant Moore, Les-

Can Teach History Best

With Film, Says Brisbane

“With a good moving picture
you could teach a child in twenty
minutes more about the life of
Lincoln than the average high
school graduate knows," says
Arthur Brisbane of the Hearst
newspapers in commenting on the
plan to develop £fty educational
pictures for an experiment in pub-
lic schools which George Eastman
of Rochester is undertaking.

lie Fenton; Private Lewisohn, Barry Norton;
Private Lipinsky, Sammy Cohen; Private Kiper,
Ted McNamara; French Mayor, August Tol-
laire.

In the audience were: Mayor James J.
Walker, Nicholas Murray Butler, Rev. Chris-
tian Reisner, General Charles P. Summerall,
Arthur Brisbane, Gloria Swanson, Florenz Zeig-
feld, Lois Moran, Peggy Kelly, Emil Fuchs,
Neysa McMein, Leon Gordon, Alec Frances,
Allan Dwan, A. H. Woods, Max Steuer, Dorothy
Mackaill, Philip Goodman, Heywood Broun,
Hugo Riesenfeld, S. L. Rothafel, Eugene Zukor,
Jesse Lasky, Karl Kitchen, Robert T. Kane, Mar-
tin J. Quigley, Sam Katz, W. A. Johnston,
Arthur M. Loew, David Loew, Dr. A. H. Gian-
ni, Mrs. Raoul Walsh, Lothar Mendes, Ben
Lyon, Joseph Johnson, George Henry Payne,
Billie Burke, “Rube” Goldberg, Arthur “Bugs”
Baer, George White, Damon Runyan, George
Rector, Martin Green, Herbert Bayard Swope,
Will Hays, J. J. McCarthy, Neil Hamilton,
Frank Borzage.

* * *

The idea of a four million dollar produc-
tion playing one-night stands, causes Joe
Shea, of the J. J. McCarthy office, to feel

that the world should know about it, so

he sends along this:
“For the first time in the history of motion

picture roadshows a touring unit is presenting
a big picture, exactly as it is shown in New
York, throughout Arizona and New Mexico.
The Southwest Touring Company of “Ben
Hur” is now playing one-night stands in South-
ern California and will then proceed through Ari-
zona, playing in Yuma, Phoenix and Tucson.
Following these engagements this four million

dollar spectacle will tour New Mexico and play

in every town having a road-show theatre. This
company will carry a symphony orchestra and a

baggage car containing complete effects, and the

presentation will be identical to the Embassy show,
where “Ben Hur” is now in its forty-eighth

week.”
* * *

Mr. Zukor’s Doorman in Plight

A humorous occurrence incidental to the

opening of the Paramount theatre happened
when a doorman admitted a gentleman
upon the assurance that he was Mr. Zukor.
Later, a second gentleman made his appear-
ance and upon stating that he was Mr.
Zukor, was refused admittance, the attend-

ant informing him that Mr. Zukor was al-

ready inside. Naturally, it took consider-

able explanation before the doorman was
assured that there were two “Mr. Zukors”
—father and son.

* * *

“Potemkin,” the much discussed Russian
film, and upon which a taboo was supposed
to have been placed some time ago by
official Washington, will be shown at the
Biltmore theatre beginning Dec. 4.

* * *

“Michael Strogoff,” the big French film

being handled by Universal, is another for-

eign offering which will be given a New
York run. The Universal picture will open
at the George M. Cohan theatre on De-
cember 5, and the house has been engaged
for a long period.

* * *

Joe Brandt, sojourning on the other side,

sends a picture postcard of Cleopatra’s nee-
dle, on which he has written

:

Dear Friend Spargo: Note the needle
on the other side—not quite as pointed as
some of the remarks about “quota” and
American pictures. See you soon. Sin-
cerely, Joe Brandt.

25% of Production

Cost Is in Sets
(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK , Nov. 30.—Billy
Grot who left his field of
mural designing to become art
director for Cecil B. de Mille
estimates that one fourth of the
cost of a production is in the cost
of the sets. Average costs of sets
range from $500 to $5,000, he said.
That accounts for anything be-
tween 15 and 20 sets.

A picture of a beautiful little girl ar-
rived last week on the desk of the writer,
and with it a card bearing the following
message

:

1926
Dear Relatives and Friends:

Thanksgiving Day is my second birthday and /

have had a great time so far. Mother and Dad
say they have a lot to be thankful for , and /
agree with them. Will tell you all about it some
day. Lovingly , Roberta Chatkin.

After studying the picture of the pretty
child we have reached the conclusion that
Mrs. Dave Chatkin whom we have never
seen must be a beautiful woman.

Bowers, Author of Odd
Films, Now Is on Coast

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Nov. 30.—Charley Bowers
whose camera innovations have been dis-
tributed under the brand name “Whirl-
winds” by F. B. O.
has gone to the
Coast upon an as-

s i g n m e n t for
Joseph P. Ken-
nedy.
Bowers’ recently

showed a picture
before trade paper
editors here called

“Now You Tell

One” in which ele-

phants paraded in

a long line into the

front door of the
dignified Capitol

at Washington, a

herd of 50 ele-

phants. Another scene showed cats grow-
ing rapidly on pussy willow trees. None of

the spectators could determine his method
of production.

Charles Bowers

Lawson Reid Sets in

at St. Louis Theatre
(Special to the Herald)

ST. LOUIS, Nov. 30.—Lawson Reid,

who for a dozen years has been touring

the country as the “Boy Organist,” has

been engaged as the organist for the St.

Louis theatre here. He opened on Novem-
ber 21. Reid came to St. Louis from Hot
Springs, Ark., where he was the staff or-

ganist at radio station KTHS, the Arling-

ton hotel.

Louise Fazenda Will
Star in “Fingerprints”

(Special to the Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Nov. 30.—Louise
Fazenda, Warner Brothers player, will

attain full stardom in “Fingerprints,”

which will be ready for release in Jan-
uary. Lloyd Bacon directed. Miss
Fazenda’s next picture will be “The Gay
Old Bird,” in which she will be starred,

with John T. Murray playing opposite

her.
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Publix Leads in MiddleWest

Circuits; Saxe Is Prominent
Publix Controls 125 Theatres’ Policies, Though Operating In

Only Illinois and Michigan of Five States in Section

—

Universal Competes with Saxe in Wisconsin

( Theatre circuits in the Middle West are outlined in the fourth article of the

series by John S. Spargo, New York news editor of the Herald, on the chief

circuits in the country. The next will appear in an early issue.)

By JOHN S. SPARGO
NEW YORK, Nov. 30.—The Middle West—that section of the country

which consists of the states of Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Michigan and Wis-
consin—is a prolific section for the enterprising showman who starts out

to build himself a circuit of theatres.

Publix Dominant in Middle West
Heavy in population and with more good cities and towns than any sec-

tion of the country with a similar area, many of the strongest circuits are

located in these five states.

Metropolitan Testing
New Light Equipment

(Special to the Herald)

LOS ANGELES, Nov. 30.—William
Sistrom and other Metropolitan Studios
men and E. P. Marques of General
Electric are conducting experiments
with incandescent bulbs here in an en-

deavor to substitute them for the carbon
lamps now used to light sets during the
making of pictures, with a view to cut-

ting production time and costs.

Until 1924 few men concerned with
production considered incandescent
bulbs as light sources at the studios. In
that year tests were made, but no prac-
tical results were obtained. Now, how-
ever, the Metropolitan representatives
feel they are well on the way to suc-
cess. Specifically, the benefits expected
to result from the substitution are de-

crease of power costs, decrease of “set-

up” time, reduction of fire hazard, and
the production of better light even at

the lowered cost.

Cranfield-Clarke Make
Canadian War Picture

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Nov. 30.—W. F. Clarke,
president of Cranfield and Clarke, an-
nounces from Canada that one of the
first pictures his company’s Canadian
producing unit will finish will be a pro-
duction based on the Canadian army’s
part in the world war.

Trick Cover Points Up
Monty Banks Presshook
An unusual and at the same time helpful

pressbook has just been issued by Pathe
for Monty Banks’ “Atta Boy.” A trick

cover with an extra page doubling over
half the figure provides novel effects. In
addition there are sixteen pages of ex-
ploitation suggestions.

Colorart Novelty Reels
to Be Issued by Tiffany

( Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Nov. 30.—Colorart Pic-

tures, Inc., of Boston, maker of color

classics, has closed with Tiffany for

American distribution of its six novelty
reels.

Hannon Succeeds Butler
(Special to the Herald)

MILWAUKEE, Nov. 30.—Ferrel E. But-
ler, manager of Saxe’s Retlaw theatre,

Fond du Lac, Wisconsin, has been called

East to assume his duties as administrator
of the estate of the late Annie Oakley, his

aunt. George Hannon, manager of Saxe’s
Grand, Oshkosh, has succeeded Mr. Butler
at the Retlaw.

Screen Library Expands
(Special to the Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Nov. 30.—The Screen
Library Bureau has taken over the in-

terests of the Screen Artists, a casting
agency, according to Brooks B. Harding,
president and general manager of Screen
Library.

Hancock Back at Desk
(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Nov. 30.—H. E. Han-
cock, news editor of Kinograms, is back
at his desk following an absence occa-
sioned by an appendicitis operation.

Although operating in but two of
these states, Publix Theatres is the
dominant theatre owner in the Middle
West. Through complete or partial

ownership or by long time contract,
Publix has a word in the say of 125 thea-
tres in this section. In Illinois alone
Publix has 84 theatres, 51 of these being
in Chicago alone, and the remaining 33
being scattered in eleven of the best of
the smaller cities of the state.

41 Theatres in Michigan
In Michigan, the other state in which

Publix operates, 41 theatres have been
gathered into the fold through partial

ownership. These are the seven houses
of the Kunsky circuit in Detroit and the
34 houses of the Bijou Theatrical Enter-
prises, more commonly known as the
Butterfield Circuit.

In Wisconsin the Saxe Circuit, gen-
erally considered a First National
stronghold, is the dominant one in point
of numbers, having upwards of twenty
theatres in the state, eight of these be-
ing in Milwaukee. Universal has ac-
quired control through part ownership
in the ten theatres of the Silliman Cir-
cuit in Milwaukee, and is building an-
other theatre there and one in Kenosha.

Following are the leading circuits of
the Middle West:

ILLINOIS
Balaban & Katz (Publix)

Chicago—Uptown, Riviera, Chicago,
McVickers, Roosevelt, Tivoli, Central
Park, Diversey, Oriental.

Lubliner & Trinz (Publix)
Chicago—Michigan, Oak Park, Craw-

ford, Senate, West End, Madison Square,
Wilson, Biograph, Vitagraph, Pershing,
Harding, Paramount, Logan Square,
State, Dearborn, Windsor, Pantheon,
Lakeside, Knickerbocker, Ellantee, Or-
chestra Hall, Covent Gardens, Belmont.

Lynch Circuit (Publix)
Chicago—Roseland State, Roseland,

Highway, Marquette, Ritz (Berwyn),
Clifford, York (Elmhurst), Lydo (May-
wood), Plaisance, Park, Iris, Famous,
Alvin, Crystal (North Ave)., Tiffin,

Apollo (Crawford Ave.), Manor, Karlov,
New Home (Armitage Ave.), Ridge
(Park Ridge).

Great States Theatres, Inc.

(Publix)
Aurora—Fox, Rialto, Strand.
Bloomington—Castle, Illini, Irwin,

Majestic.
Decatur—Lincoln Square.

DeKalb—DeKalb, Princess.
Elgin—Crocker, Grove, Rialto.
Freeport—Lindo, Strand.
Galesburg—Colonial, West, Orpheum,

Plaza.

Joliet—Crystal, Orpheum, Princess.
Kankakee—La Petite, Majestic.
Peoria—Apollo, Duchess, Hippo-

drome, Lyceum, Madison, Palace.
Rockford—Orpheum, Midway, Palm.

A scher Bros. Circuit (Fox)
Chicago—Metropolitan, Frolic, Oak-

land Square, Vista, W. Englewood, Co-
lumbus, Midwest, Forest Park, Crown,
Chateau, Portage Park, Lane Court,
Terminal, Calo, Commercial.

J. Coston Circuit
(Owns some of his own and books for

Cooney Brothers, Coston, Karzas.
Also books McCarthy’s Ambassador.)
Chicago—Harvard, Lexington, Drexel,

Kimbark, E. A. R., Julian, Buckingham,
Rivoli, Western, Shakespeare, New Re-
gent, Triangle, Park Manor, Linden,
Robey, Woodlawn and North Center,
Ambassador, Harrison.

Reid, Yemm & Hayes
Du Quoin—Grand, Majestic.
Christopher—Globe, Opera House.
Benton—Capital, Star.

Mt. Vernon—Plaza, Star, Majestic.
Marion—Orpheum, Family, Strand,

Rex.
Centralia—Illinois, Grand.
Zeigler—Empire.
Sesser—Opera House.

MICHIGAN
Kunsky Enterprises (Publix)
Detroit— Capitol, Adams, Madison,

State, Columbia, Grand, Alhambra.

Bijou Theatrical Enterprises
(Publix)

Ann Arbor—Arcade, Majestic.

Battle Creek—Bijou, Arcade.
Bay City—Orpheum, Garden, Palace,

Regent.
Grand Rapids—Isis, Majestic, Or-

pheum, Powers, Strand.
Hillside—Dawn.
Ionia—Family, Regent.
Jackson—Rex, Regent, Majestic.
Kalamazoo—Capitol, Regent.
Lansing—Capitol, Colonial, Gladmer,

Strand.
Port Huron—Desmond, Family, Ma-

jestic.

Saginaw—Franklyn, Regent, Strand,
Wolverine.

Ypsilanti—Wuerth, Martha Washing-
ton.

(Continued on next page)
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Those pigeons at St. Marks in Venice must get their daily sustenance and Robert
MacGowan and Jimmy Finlayson do their duty. The director of the Pathe
“Our Gang” comedies and the Hal Roach comedian made a number of scenes
overseas for a new picture of the “Hal Roach rascals.”

Publix Leads in Middle West Chains;

Saxe Circuit Strong in Wisconsin
( Continued from preceding page)

Fitzpatrick-McElroy Co.
Alpena—Lyric.

Adrian—Craswell.
Benton Harbor—Liberty.

Big Rapids—Colonial.

Cadillac—Lyric.

Ludington—Cozy, Lyric.

Manistee—Cozy, Lyric.

St. Joseph—Caldwell.

Three Rivers—Rex.
Traverse City—Lyric.

Woodward Theatre Co.
Detroit — Ambassador, Amsterdam,

Highland Park, Courtesy, Lakewood,
Republic, Piccadilly, Norwood.

Henry Koppin Co.
Detroit —• Conieque, La Salle Garden,

Ferndale, Woodward No. 1, Woodward
No. 2, Koppin, Rosebud.

WISCONSIN
Saxe Circuit

Milwaukee—Wisconsin, Merrill, Mil-

ler, Strand, Princess, Mirth, Tivoli, Mod-
jeska.

Kenosha—Orpheum, Majestic, Burke,
Janesville—Jeffries, Apollo.
Oshkosh—Majestic, Orpheum, G. O.

House.
Waukesha—Parke, Auditorium.
Marinette—Rialto, Strand, Marinette.
Green Bay—Strand.

Silliman Circuit (Universal)
Milwaukee—Riveira, Kosciusko, State,

Fern, Murray, Astor, Jackson, Downer,
Juneau, New Lake.

Badger Circuit

(Booking Circuit)
Milwaukee—Regent, Rainbow, Climax,

Grand, Milwaukee, Parkway, Colonial,

Avenue, Gem, Atlas, Venus.
West Allis—Allis, Capitol.

Rhinelander—Majestic.
New London—Grand, Mermac.

OHIO
Loew’s Theatres

Cleveland — Allen, State, Stillman,

Cameo, Mall, Park, Alhambra, Liberty,
Doan.

Keith-Libson Circuit

Cincinnati— Bijou, Capitol, Family,
Keiths, Lyric, Palace, Star, Strand, Wal-
nut.

Columbus—Keiths, Southern.
Dayton—Keiths, State, Strand, Colo-

nial.

Cleveland— Keith’s Palace, Keith’s

105th St.

Toledo—Keith’s.

Ohio Amusement Company
Columbus — Grand, State, Vernon,

Eastern.
Cleveland — Garden, Lorain-Fulton,

Capitol, Dennison Square, Lakewood,
Uno, Knickerbocker, Yale, Savoy, Jewel,
Photoplay, Fine Points.

I. Frankel Circuit
Cincinnati— Colonial, Gifts, Hippo-

drome, Lubin, Palace (2), Park Hall,

Victoria.

Columbus—Majestic, Victor.

Dayton—New Lyceum.

Broadway Amusement Co.
(Horowitz Circuit)

Cleveland—Southern, Amphion Foun-
tain, Globe, Haltnorth, Hough, 79th St.,

Shaw-Hayden, Temple.

Cuyahoga Falls—Falls, Alhambra.

Universal
Cleveland—Cedar Lee, Kinsman, New

Broadway, Homestead, Detroit.

INDIANA
F. J. Rembusch Enterprises

Columbus—Crumps, American.
Greenfield—Why Not.
Shelbyville—Alhambra.
Martinsville—Grace.
Indianapolis—Gem, Manhattan, Gai-

ety, Lincoln Square.

PHILADELPHIA
PHILADELPHIA .—Harry Perlman of

the West Allegheny recently entertained
about 700 orphans from the Orphan
Asylum at a matinee. . . . William F.

Shriver will erect a new theatre to be lo-

cated near the Boardwalk in Ocean City,

N. J. . . . Stratford Amusement Com-
pany’s Keystone Theatre has undergone
extensive improvements and alterations, in-

cluding a new front, a new electric sign
and booth equipment. The theatre was also

redecorated. . . . The Grove, William
Grove, which is being erected by Rothwell
Brothers, is nearing completion and will

have a formal opening in the near future.

The theatre contains 700 seats. . . . The
Sixty-Ninth Street Theatre has celebrated
its fifth anniversary this week with a spe-
cial program.

H. 5 . Manus Ends Tour
(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Nov. 30.—H. S. Manus,
vice-president of the American Cinema
Association, has returned from a three-
month tour of New England, Eastern
Canada and the Middle West. In com-
menting on exhibitor activities Mr.
Manus said: “Exhibitors everywhere
are demanding a higher standard of qual-
ity in all types of productions than for-
merly; and throughout the Middle West
they are particularly interested in re-

ceiving service, not just the promise of
it.”

Two More Sterlings on
Current List Finished

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Nov. 30.—Sterling Pic-
tures Company announces the comple-
tion of two more pictures on the cur-
rent season’s schedule, “Tongues of
Scandal” and “Wolves of the Air.”

Chadwick Signs Former
Child Star for Leads

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Nov. 30.—Virginia Lee
Corbin, erstwhile child star, has been
signed to star in pictures to be released
by Chadwick Pictures Corporation.

F . B. O. to Offer Huge
Sea Picture Next Year

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Nov. 30.—F. B. O. will

offer exhibitors an epic of the sea as the

leading production on next year’s schedule.

It is “The Windjammers of Gloucester.”

Harry Cohn Is Author
(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Nov. 30.—Harry Cohn,
president of Columbia Pictures Corp.,

has written a story titled “The Price of

Honor,” which has been scenarized by
Dorothy Howell and E. H. Griffith. The
latter will direct it.
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Laugh Month
Plans Rushed

P
reparations for Laugh
Month in January are being

rushed at the headquarters of

the Short Features Advertising Asso-

ciation in New York. Only a short

month remains before the big show is

to be put on, and there is much to be
done in the intervening weeks, by ex-

hibitors as well as distributors. Pro-

ducers, with their eyes on the calen-

dar, already have given of their best

in making product that should help

put over the campaign in a manner
that will shade last year’s success.

It’s all up to the exhibitor, how-
ever. The industry knows that and
the public will know it if it does not
now. Enterprising theatre owners
say the public will know it so well

that the patrons will want every

month to be Laugh Month.

It is time for action, not words. It

is time for the exhibitor to shape his

programs for the four weeks so that

the public will get the best, presented
in the most attractive style. And
after he has his programs arranged,
he has the even greater risk of getting

the whole town coming to the the-

atre. That means telling the town
about it, with special advertising,

special exploitation, special appeals
in every form he can devise.

It is only a year ago—in October,
1925, to be exact—that the Short
Features Advertising Association was
formed. The great project of the
association in its first year was the
Laugh Month conducted in January
of this year. Now the members are
getting ready for another Laugh
Month which, according to all pre-
liminary reports to the committees,
will eclipse the last drive.

This department of the Herald
next week will start a series of con-
structive suggestions for theatre own-
ers’ assistance in placing the Laugh
Month idea vividly before the public.

^

News Reel Records
on Army-Navy Game

NEWS reel cameramen were in

their glory in Chicago last

week shooting details of the
Army-Navy game festival. The fact

that the contest was being staged

away from the East for the first time,

and that an unprecedented throng es-

timated from 100,000 to 110,000 wit-

nessed the gridiron battle — the

greatest crowd that ever saw a foot-

ball game—made the contest itself a

super-event, but that was not all. The
preliminary activities, the thousands

of future defenders of America by
land and sea parading in the city and
taking part in a number of spectac-

ular functions, all made a gala occa-

sion for the news reels.

And they lived up to the occasion.

Not only were the news pictures of

the game appearing on the screens

of the local theatres within a few
hours after the last whistle had
blown, but theatre patrons on both

Coasts were seeing the shots from the

football field the day after the strug-

gle.
* * *

Brooklyn Mark Strand
Plays Up Short Product

THE Brooklyn Mark Strand,

one of the leading houses in

that part of Greater New York,
knows its Short Features, and pre-

sents them accordingly. For exam-
ple, for the showing of “Songs of

Spain,” one of the James A. FitzPat-

rick Famous Melodies series, it was
found that the effect would be en-

hanced by using subdued lighting on
the screen itself and the fabrics. Ma-
genta and light green were used in

harmony.

The effect of special music also was
anticipated, both in the original mu-
sic score and in the special prepara-

tions at this theatre. Among the se-

lections played were “Come Where
My Love Lies Dreaming,” “In Old
Madrid,” “The Spanish Cavalier” and
“La Paloma.”

Incidentally, Edward L. Hyman,
managing director, has presented
practically all of the Famous Mel-
odies series.

What the Brooklyn Mark Strand
can do in presenting Short Features
can be done in any theatre, whether
it has a symphony orchestra or only
a piano. It’s a matter of progressive

showmanship, not of size of house
and personnel.

11 Theatres Make
All-Comedy Pay

S
CATTERED cases of success in

giving All-Short Features pro-
grams have been reported from

time to time but here is a composite
record from a number of such show-
ings in Missouri and Kansas that
prove it can be done and done well.

Eleven different theatres in as

many cities and towns of those two
states have put on all-comedy pro-
grams recently and all have been en-

thusiastic over the results. This is of
particular importance at this time
when preparations for Laugh Month
are underway. In a number of these
instances the exhibitors have decided
to put on an All-Comedy program
once a week. In this particular com-
posite report Educational pictures
were used, and usually the program
consisted of three two-reel produc-
tions and a Lyman H. Howe’s Hodge-
Podge or Felix cartoon comedy.

Manager Byler of the Bixman the-

atre at Clinton, Mo., put on three of

the All-Short Feature Comedy pro-
grams in a month and advertised in

advance the Short Features more ex-

tensively than the long productions,
using sixteen inches of ads on the
short product ahead of the play date.

One all-comedy show each week
was put on for a month by the Newks
theatre at Burlington, Kan.

The other theatres in the two states

covered in the summary are the Che-
ney, Cheney, Kan.; Royal, Cherry-
vale, Kan.; Lyric, Concordia, Kan.;
City Hall theatre, Fairfax, Mo.; Com-
munity, Irving, Kan.; Airdome, Le-

Roy, Kan.; Community, Lewis, Kan.;
and the Little theatre. Rolls, Kan.

# * *

Morning Matinee
On Fight Films

A SPECIAL morning matinee
was given in a town of 10,000

so that a special shift of
workmen could see the Tunney-
Dempsey fight pictures. This was the
service which Manager D. G. Borland
of the Dominion theatre, Nanaimo,
B. C., rendered recently. Borland
found out that there were 200 men
who were scheduled to go into the
coal mines early in the afternoon.
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When Simon Rowson (right center), managing director of Ideal Films, Ltd., Lon-
don, and his son (left center) visited the Educational studios in Hollywood,
executives and players posed with their guests.

Castle Novelty

In 50 Bookings

;

Prin ts Doubled
Castle Films reports practically a one

hundred per cent booking on its two series

of single reel product, “Short Shots” and
“Castle Novelties,” to all important circuits

throughout the New York and New Jersey

territories. The Castle subjects also are

being booked into leading first run theatres

throughout the territories. “So This Is

Europe,” a Castle Novelty, has had over

fifty representative first run bookings, and

its companion picture, “So This Is Amer-
ica,” has concluded a day and date

booking at the Rivoli theatre, New York,

also Publix’s Metropolitan in Boston and
West Coast’s Warfield theatre in San Fran-

cisco.

“Short Shots,” the semi-monthly novelty

reel, produced by Castle Films, has been

so well received that the print quota on
this series has been practically doubled the

past month. All material, which is gathered

by Castle staff cameramen throughout the

world for “Short Shots,” is unduplicated.

Castle Films releases for December in-

clude two issues of Short Shots, a split

reel, “Music Legend,” and two Castle Nov-
elties, one of them a “thrill” reel.

F . Richard Jones Busy

Supervising Christmas

Film of Charley Chase
F. Richard Jones, vicepresident and di-

rector general of the Hal Roach studio, is

a mighty busy man these days. He is put-

ting the finishing touches on Mabel Nor-
mand’s “Anything Once,” in which she is

supported by Theodore von Eltz, James
Finlayson and Gustave von Seiffertitz. He
is also supervising a Christmas comedy
starring Charley Chase, with James Par-

rott directing. Robert McGowan is di-

recting “Our Gang” in another comedy.

Long and Short of It

Tom O’Grady, six and one-half feet tall,

towers high above Lupino Lane in his latest

Educational-Lupino Lane Comedy, “Movie-
land.” Tom plays the role of a hard boiled

gateman, employed to keep Mr. Lane out
of a motion picture studio and throw him
out if he ever gets inside.

Schmerz Began
with Fox in ’05;

Now at Albany

J. SCHMERTZ, branch manager of the
• Fox Albany office, started back in 1905

with William Fox and has been with his

company ever

since, handling
every phase of

work in an ex-

change.
His first connec-

tion with Mr. Fox
was in the o 1 d
Greater New York
Film Rental Com-
pany. Later he
was sent out to

open up offices in

Syracuse, Buffalo,

Cleveland, Phila-
delphia, Baltimore,
Washington and

i. j. Schmer.*
Atlanta. He had
charge of these offices, traveling from one
to the other until Fox sold his Greater New
York Film Rental Company to the General
Film Company.
After this transfer was made to the Gen-

eral Film Company, Schmertz was placed

as salesmanager of the New York exchange
of the Fox corporation, and remained there

for eight years. Next he was made man-
ager of the Albany office.

International Cameraman
Treasures Marie’s Photo

U. K. Whipple, International News
cameraman who made a complete photo-
graphic history of the tour of this country
by Queen Marie of Roumania, is treasur-

ing an autographed photograph of the

queen together with her final message of
greeting to the American people before
she sailed for home.

Futter Gets Animal
Films of Berlin Firm

Walter Futter has obtained the pick of
the pictures of Lothar Stark Films of Ber-
lin for the Curiosities series which is re-

leased by Educational Film Exchanges.
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Chapman Handles
Universal Office
at SiouxFalls, S.D.

TLJ J. CHAPMAN, Universal’s manager
-L -L * at Sioux Falls, S. D., started in the
film business in 1914 as booker for the
Mutual Film Com-
pany. Two years
later he was em-
ployed by Select

Pictures Corpora-
tion as a salesman
and continued to

work in that ca-
pacity for two
years. The fol-

lowing year he was
employed as sales-

man for Real Art
and in 1919 began
working as a sales-

man with Univer-
sal. Since 1919 he
has been with Uni-

H. J. Chapman

versal with the exception of one year,

which he spent in Chicago as a salesman
for Goldwyn.

He worked out of the Minneapolis office

for four years and later was transferred
to Kansas City and after being in that

office for several months was promoted to

short feature manager and later to city

salesman.

Chapman was transferred to the Sioux
Falls office May 1, 1925, as manager, and
has served there in that capacity since that

time.

Kenton Directs

New Andy Gump
Comedy Series

Erie Kenton has started production at

Universal City on the first of the new series

of Andy Gump comedies which he has been
signed by Samuel Van Ronkel to direct for

Universal release.

Andy is being portrayed by Joe Murphy
with his wife impersonated by Fay Tincher.
Jackie Morgan is Chester.

With the start of this series, a new style

of comedies is promised by Van Ronkel,
who is producing and supervising the pic-

tures. The new stories will be “situation”

comedies.

Carmelita Geraghty Is

“Vamp” in Smith Comedy
Carmelia Geraghty, daughter of Tom

Geraghty, scenario editor, plays a prom-
inent role in the support of Raymond Mc-
Kee and Ruth Hiatt in “Smith’s Uncle,” a
new Pathecomedy of Mack Sennett’s “The
Jimmy Smiths’ series, recently released.

In the new Pathecomedy Miss Geraghty
plays a “vamp” role and is assisted by the
youngster, Mary Ann Jackson, and Andy
Clyde.

Dave Fleischer Making
Several New Car-Tunes

Several new Ko-Ko Song Car-Tunes are

being directed by Dave Fleischer for the

Inkwell studio. Among them are Wolfe
Gilbert’s “Robert E. Lee” and a Christmas
number, “Jingle Bells.” Fleischer has com-
pleted “In the Good Old Summertime” and
“Oh, You Beautiful Doll.”
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FAMOUS
MELODY
SERIES

One ReelEach

Special—For the Christmas Season

“Songs of Central Europe”
was made to order for the

Christmas holidays.

Famous Christmas songs,

loved for generations, pic-

turized in the places that

gave them birth.

With the magnificent musi-

cal score, loaned to you with-

out charge, you have an

attraction that appeals to

the eye, the ear, the heart.

This picture is a sample of

the out-of-the-ordinary en-

tertainment presented by
this series.

Produced by

James A. Fitzpatrick

Pafhepicture
TRADE. MARK.



From the "Saturday 2

EARL DERR

Allene
Ray
And a St

A BIG FEAT
IN A TRULY
Pathe is proud of this

serial.

Not only is it a great

mystery story, but it’s

a production that
sparkles with brilli-

ancy.

ITS THE BIQ B,

Directed by

SPENCER, SENNET
ScreenAdaptation by y>

FRANK LEON SMITH
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WITHOUT A
jetting Post"Story by

BIGGERS
t

Walter
Miller

lar Cast

RE STORY
FEATURE SERIAL!
Drama, suspense, action, mys-

tifying plot—it bites in from

the start.

As a picture it equals 99% of

all the features current.

NG OF SERIALS!

Pafheserial
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It looks like a fine luncheon—not. But Paul Hendel of the Hendel Amusement
Company, Pittsburgh, didn’t let that interfere with his pleasure during a visit to
the Educational studios. Elbe Fay, Estelle Bradley and Phil Dunham are among
those about to “shower their attentions” upon their guest.

Romance of Slow Motion Film
Is Told in Pathe News Record

THE picture is mightier than the pen, particularly the slow motion pic-

ture. The camera in slow motion explains more accurately how one
man wins in athletics and the other loses than column upon column

of “dope'’ in the sport pages of the newspapers.

'T HERE is a romance in the development
of the slow motion picture camera, in

the use of which Pathe News has been a
pioneer. Seven years or so ago there was
brought on from the Pathe office in Paris
a slow motion camera, a heavy, clumsy
affair that looked like a cross between a
Sibley stove and a box of cast-iron junk.
Five 25-pound weights hung suspended be-
low the main camera box to keep it from
doing St. Vitus’ dance. A huge flange
wheel inside was necessary in order to

pick up the proper speed when the camera
handle was ground, and fifty or more feet

of film was unwound before the wheel
would function. There was no magazine
to take up the film and as it was exposed
it fell loosely into a huge black sack, which
later was tied like a cat in a bag and car-

ried bodily to the laboratory.

Horses Shy from Camera

The camera was a noisy contraption, too.

Ludwig Geiskop of the Pathe News tells

about an experience he had with this ma-
chine when he was sent to cover horse races

in which hurdles figured. Geiskop had his

outfit—black bag and everything—planted

a few feet from an obstacle, but as the

first horse, and the second, came along to

take the jumps, they heard the handle and
the flange grinding and immediately shied
far off the course. The judge of the races

asked Mr. Geiskop to take bag and baggage
and vacate his vantage point.

Emanuel Cohen, editor of Pathe News,
was not satisfied with this machine and new
improvements rapidly were brought for-

ward. The two hundred-pound outfit has
now been replaced by a handy, all-metal

camera weighing about one hundred pounds
and functioning as easily as does an ordi-

nary motion picture camera, with pano-
ramic facilities, operating ten times as fast,

an all-important factor in “following the

ball,” and it doesn’t have to be primed be-
fore getting under way.

Geiskop, the sport field man of the Pathe
News, has turned the crank as hundreds
of stars of every branch of sport have
performed. He must know sport from
every angle, and must know in what direc-

tion the tide is apt to turn, for if he is at

one goal post while the winning tally is

being made at the other, he is sans luck.

Must Know His Sports

That the cameraman must know his

sports may be illustrated from an incident

in connection with play in the National

Open Single Tennis Tournament in Sep-
tember. Came Friday of the Richards-
Borotra match. Tilden, Johnson and Wil-
liams had passed on into the ranks of de-

feat, leaving the youthful Richards as the

last of the vanishing Americans. If Rich-

ards were to win, there would be no great

dramatic value to the camera scenes, as

the big drama would come the next day
in the finals, and every concern would have
a camera representative present. On Fri-

day Geiskop was there and his camera re-

corded the last gallant stand of America’s

big four. Richards was defeated.

The camera sporting reporter must also

be resourceful. A few years ago at an
important football game at Franklin Field,

Philadelphia, Geiskop had climbed the roof
of an administration building adjoining the

gridiron in order to get some special long
shots. There was some tense action in

the dying minutes of the game, and as he
made the final shots the crowd broke for
the gates. He packed his machine hur-
riedly and started down the stairway, wor-
rying the while about a special train bound
for New York, a train he would have to

catch in order to make the next edition of

the Pathe News. He raced down the first

stairway and found his way blocked by a
bolted door. Geiskop then found a rope
that was intended as an emergency fire

escape, threw it from an upper story win-
dow, lowered himself and then dashed
away to catch his train.

Has Close Calls, Too

While at the Olympic games in Paris,
in 1924, a stalwart policeman refused this

Pathe News cameraman and others of his
craft a vantage point on a platform that
overlooked the swimming tank. When the
policeman’s attention was momentarily dis-

tracted, Geiskop ran up the stairway. He
went unnoticed by the officer and when the
other cameramen, smarting under this re-

versal, attempted to duplicate Geiskop’s
feat the officer turned them away.
Geiskop has had some close calls for

himself and his camera. One time his ma-
chine was knocked to the ground at a polo
game at Rumson, N. J., at which the Prince
of Wales was a spectator. After picking
up his machine just behind a goal post, he
saw the prince emerge from a box and
walk along the field. He rushed down the
sidelines and filmed the much-traveled no-
bleman in slow motion.

Art Leaders See
3 Romance Films

at Special Show
A special showing of three Romance

Productions, which was arranged by the
Educational Film Exchanges, Inc., and the
Technicolor Motion Picture Corporation,
at the American Museum of Natural His-
tory for art instructors and heads of art

departments in the New York public
schools, not only proved to be highly suc-
cessful from an exploitation viewpoint but
also plainly indicated how exhibitors in

other communities may interest educators
from the standpoint of art in this series

of short features.

More than 700 attended the special show-
ing, which was addressed by Robert E.
Sherwood, editor of Life, and by Dr. Her-
bert T. Kalmus, president of the Techni-
color Motion Picture Corporation and for-

mer professor of the Massachusetts Insti-

tute of Technology. “The Vision,” “The
Blue Boy” and “The Mona Lisa” were the

pictures shown. The entire program was
held under the auspices of the Visual In-

struction Association of America, New
York chapter; the Ixia Society and high
school art departments. Invitations re-

quired for admission were sent to these

three groups.
It is the second time in the history of

these organizations that the New York
chapter of the Visual Instruction Associa-
tion and Ixia assembled in joint meeting
for any such special showing.

Sterns Sign Al Martin

for “Newlyweds” Titles

Al Martin, comedy title writer, has been
engaged by the Stem Brothers to do the

titles for The Newlyweds and Their Baby
comedies. Martin has started on the next
two-reeler of the series, now in production,

entitled “Snookums Disappears.” Sid Say-
lor is Mr. Newlywed, Ethlyne Clair is Mrs.
Newlywed and Sunny McKeen is Snook-
ums. Gus Meins is the director.

Flynn Will Star in
(iWild Horse Serial”

Maurice “Lefty” Flynn will star in a

“wild horse serial” being made by Nat
Levine and featuring the roamings of a
mischievous horse. Others in the cast will

be Joseph Swickard and Burr McIntosh.
The picture will be states righted. The
temporary title is “The Golden Stallion.”
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Box office boon

Motion picture producers who use

Eastman Panchromatic Negative offer you

black and white pictures with color cor-

rections that are actually amazing.

These qualities give such pictures—
printed on Eastman Positive, of course

—an extra appeal for the audience that is

a definite boon for the box office.

Prints on Eastman have the black-

lettered identification “Eastman”

and “Kodak” in the transparent

margin. Look for it.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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Chicago Booms Stagehand Policy

3 New Ones

,

More Coming,
Acts Needed

Delbridge, Morey, Gillette Lead-
ing Jazz Outfits—Latter Is

Girl M. of C.

Chicago is booming the stage-
band policy with a vigor derived
from plentiful examples of its suc-
cessful use. Three new stagehand
outfits have gone into operation in

as many weeks and more are being
formed for early openings. A
marked shortage of suitable acts is

a result evident from the audi-
torium of almost any theatre using
the policy. Despite this handicap,
business at stagehand houses is

continuing good thus far.

Del Delbridge opened with a stagehand
November 22 at the Capitol, National
Theatres Corporation’s ace house, fol-

lowing the departure of A1 Short. Short
will open the 4,000-seat Piccadilly with
a stagehand show on Christmas Day.

First Girl Leader
Lubliner & Trinz have organized a

stagehand outfit headed by Ruth Gillette,

billed as “the first girl jazz band,” to
alternate with Art Kahn and Mark Fisher
at their Senate, Belmont and Harding
theatres. “Look Us Over,” this outfit’s

first show, opened at the Harding No-
vember 29 with Elena Moneak as direc-
tress of her own band and Miss Gillette
mistress of ceremonies. A cast of 50 is

advertised. (The show will be reported
in next week’s issue.)

A1 Morey opened two weeks ago at
the North Center theatre with another
stagehand policy.
Verne Buck will open National The-

atres Corporation’s new Avalon theatre,
another neighborhood house, with another
stagehand show.

Policy in Eleven Houses
Stagehands now operating or shortly

to open in Chicago houses are as fol-

lows:
Sammy Kahn—Central Park; Benny

Meroff—Granada; Ted Leary—Stratford;
A1 Morey—North Center; Del Delbridge—Capitol; Paul Ash—Oriental; Art
Kahn, Mark Fisher, Ruth Gillette—Sen-
ate, Belmont, Harding; A1 Short—Pic-
cadilly; Verne Buck—Avalon.

Acts Hard to Get

With this lineup of houses using acts,

there is a pronounced shortage of gen-

uinely suitable presentation material. As
a result, many performers are getting by
with practically unaltered vaudeville rou-

tines pending revision to meet picture
house needs. While audience reaction to
these is not so good, the more intelligent

acts are making use of this period to re-

vamp their stuff along lines dictated by
picture house requirements.

Del Delbridge’s first show for the Cap-
itol is reported beginning on this page.

NEXT WEEK
“East Lynne”

MIXED POLICIES
It has been demonstrated that vaude-

ville can be used for picture presentation
purposes with good results in certain lo-

calities where the community lineup of
entertainment policies places extra value
upon the different. An incidental dem-
onstration, passing without much notice,

shows that a mixed policy-—one giving
pictures and acts for part of the week,
pictures straight for another part and
pictures with presentations for still an-
other—is much less successful than strict

adherence to any single arrangement of
program.

Several houses in Chicago have tried

to get away with various combination
policies. None has had consistent suc-

cess and most have discontinued the

practice, settling finally to a set policy

obtaining through the seven days of each
week. Exhibitors elsewhere, going into

the pictures-plus thing for the first time
this season, will profit by this record.

MORE AND SHORT ACTS
A few years ago the exhibitor cry was

for “Bigger and better pictures.” It was
heeded. Now it is time to begin crying,

“More and shorter acts.” Vaudevillians

hired for presentation and permitted to do
their full routines are surely but not so

slowly killing presentation, particularly the

stagehand type.

A picture crowd has no time for

mediocrity. Its five-reel pictures are cut

down from 50 or more reels. It is used

to getting the best—the cream—of its en-

tertainment. It is intolerant of anything

like a 60-second song or dance act that

uses 14 minutes leading up to the thing it

can do. It isn’t walking out in droves as

yet, but the walking out has begun in ,a

small way and there will be more of it if

things go on as they are going.

This is a matter for the attention of the

exhibitor—not the supposed genius he has

(Continued on page 52)

Newsies Give Show
for Showman

(Special to the Herald)

INDIANAPOLIS, Nov. 30—
"Say, boy, I thought I was going
to give the newsboys a party, but
believe me, they came nearer giv-

ing me one. Why didn’t some-
body tell me to come to Indian-
apolis to pick up my specialty

dancers instead of scouring
Broadway for them," exclaimed
Fred Ardath, director of the

"Merry Wags,” showing last week
at the Palace theatre. Mr.
Ardath was host to the newsies.
What started to be the ordinary
party turned out to be a wow,
for Albert Palmer and William
Adams, two little colored boys,

danced into the spotlight and
brought down the house. An hour
after the show was over, Mr.
Ardath still was talking about
them and trying to arrange some
way to have them appear with his

show.

Chicago Capitol
Week Ending November 28

“Syncopated Follies," Del Dellbridge’s first

stage show following A1 Short’s departure from this

house, was finishing the first Sunday evening per-

formance when your reporter made his way through
rain and mud to the Capitol to see what it was
all about. it turned out to be a regulation jazz

type bill with Delbridge announcing acts which
worked, in the main, vaudeville routines against

the band backing. Delbridge leads and announces,
attempting no fancy work. The first show and
be it said that first shows merit allowances, espe-

cially when a leader is following a popular favorite

—ran like this

:

Opening: Band in tux banked at back of

stage with room in front for acts to work. Del-

bridge comes on to announce “Hello, Bluebird”

by band with Earl Gilson on to sing it once

through. Pretty good hand at conclusion of

number.
Genin Brothers coming on following Black

Bottom by six girls, who hit ’em. The boys are

tall and short and work like veterans, getting

good returns for hoofing that isn’t extraordinary.

Lowell Gordon, announced as “just arrived

from New York,” singing “Because I Love You.”
Seemed to have terrible cold but forced voice

through it and took an encore.

Padget and Lubin, blackface double doing

straight vaudeville comedy and singing before

going into gags with mandolin-guitar and har-

monica. Gags pretty weak, and not much to

instrumental stuff, but satisfactory returns from

Sunday night crowd. Boys need to learn pic-

ture house method.
Sweetheart Memories, production staged up

and back of scrim, with Gordon singing a portion

of it and the whole getting good returns. Num-
bers: “I’d Like to Call You My Sweetheart

(featured), “Memories” and “When I First Met
Mary.”
Knox Comedy Four—still believing that a

quartette’s job is to unload bum comedy—doing

nothing in particular for a flock of minutes. May
be able to sing harmony but make no very sub-

stantial effort to do so. Got by fairly well on
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Sunday night but took no chances on leaving

stage between numbers.
Finale: “Sunday” by band with ballet and

everybody on for bang-bang finish.

Observation: Delbridge’s personality and
manner okay for this house and chances of

outfit good if suitable talent is provided. Band
not so much as yet but tried nothing fancy in

first bill. Marvelous lighting facilities of this

house ought to be given a break. Delbridge is

widely and favorably known in the community
as a pianist and his shortest cut to popularity in

the new job probably is by way of his ivories.

He didn’t use ’em this week.

Chicago Senate
Week Ending November 28

Mark Fisher and his band with five olher-than-

band performers and a small ballet put on a not

very high grade show at this house the week just

ended. Your reporter entered the house when
the opening number, featuring the band and the

ballet, was about half way toward its conclusion.

The remainder of the bill was run off as follows:

A blackout. This was the “Brown” number
used by Ash some weeks previously. Fisher,

before running the thing off, announced that

if the audience liked it the house would do
more of them. A certain element in the house
did like it. Also a certain element probably
would have liked a bit of grand opera or a

section of bike racing. The blackout was es-

sentially risque and did not cause much favor-

able excitement. Nor had it even the saving
feature of originality.

Mirth Mack was next up, singing “Hello,
Bluebird” and “For My Sweetheart,” doing
an encore chorus of the second. Miss Mack
has a too-draggy style of delivery and does not

gesture beautifully. Fisher was of great help

in getting the encore. He applauds, shouts and
bounces about the stage until something must
happen.

Wells and Winthrop, hoofers, followed Miss
Mack. These boys are one of those teams.

They are neat, work rapidly and cleanly, ap-

parently have put in some work to perfect their

routine. But when it is all over, nothing much
happens. They are fair ;

no more.

“Just a Little Longer” by the band, with
Fisher singing a chorus, was the next number.
Following that, another

Blackout. This one was bearded when bur-

lesque was a little boy. Besides, it recently

went the Chicago rounds in infinitely better

style as the short feature film titled “The
Choice.” Yet Fisher in announcing it told all

and sundry that he recently was a first-night

payee at a big musical show and there saw this

blackout. Obviously the Senateers are not very
show-wise, or stuff like this would be hooted
from the boards.

Fisher’s drummer leading a bunch of the

bandmen in a German band comedy bit followed,

featuring “Elsie Schulzenheim.” This was only

fair, and wasn’t aided in the least by a dirty

gag that was set into it. One of the
_

greatest

current show curiosities is the manner in which
performers of varying types go out of their way
to soil what it many cases would be topnotch
shows.
George Riley here stepped on for a section of

gagging. Some of the stuff was new ; some old.

This bit was brief. Then Helene Heller came on
to sing “Because I Love You,” which went
nicely, and “I Never Knew What the Moon-
light Could Do,” which went better, so well

that this able performer did a legitimate encore
chorus.

Riley returned and sang a comedy number,
“Why Should We Marry?” The gagging that

followed was made good for some by a crack

about Ash and the Oriental and the salaries

paid to those working that house.
_
Riley then

sang “I’m On My Way Home,” which hit hard
After this, Heller and Riley did “I Can’t Get
Over a Girl Like You, etc.,” putting the num-
ber over in great style and knocking over the

best returns of the evening.
“Evolution of the Black Bottom,” a produc-

tion number run off in three sections on the

platform stage, was the following and closing

turn. It opened with the ballet doing a jungle

dance in a doubtfully jungle setting. In the

second section, Heller and Riley sang the
spiritual “All God’s Chillun Got Wings.” This
was well sung, but has little to do—as sung

—

with the B. B'. or any other dance. The third

number was the real Black Bottom, which is

cooch stuff and probably great in such shows
as the Earl Carrols create.

Chicago Chicago
Week Ending November 28

Why so little publicity for Paul Oscard? His
Publix units beg nothing of any in the lineup and
can give most of them cards and spades. His
“Barnyard Follies,” for instance, has in it the

what-they-want which isn’t so common in these

things as it ought to be. Here’s a vote for more
of the same.
The show

:

Overture: “Pagliacci,” with Benjamin Lands-
man singing in a black aperture drop. Lands-

Another One
of Those Things

Advertisements in the Chicago
dailies for the presentation end of
the Chicago theatre bill reveal
that Paul Whiteman will feature
“Rhapsody in Blue” in his pro-
gram for the week. Advertise-
ments in the Chicago dailies for
the presentation end of the Ori-
ental theatre bill reveal that Paul
Ash will feature “Rhapsody m
Blue” in his program for the
week. Paul’s good, too.

man’s voice is there. Big hand for number,
although done more or less similarly several
times at this house.

Newspicture.

McQuarrie Harp Ensemble: Seven women
playing harps, in three, with girl dancer on for
second number. Seven harps make a great flash
and the girls try nothing difficult. Good reac-
tion to this.

Scenic: From “Pathe Review.”

Henry B. Murtagh, now being billed simply
Murtagh, doing “an original novelty” called
“Kickers.” Not one of those sing things—

a

collection of original lyrics set to tunes they
know—first rate stuff and a hit. They tried

to applaud before it was over, suggesting that
it might be alright to make the things just a
little shorter. Good, however, as is.

“Barnyard Follies,” Paul Oscard Publix unit,

into which had been set A1 Markel and Gay
Faun, out of last week’s Oriental show. The
unit’s a wow. Markel and Faun fit into it like

a hand in a glove. The whole thing amounts
to the berries.

Feature Picture.

Observation: This and other B. & K. houses
used specially made trailer last week (very brief)

wishing everybody best on Thanksgiving—the
best way to do that thing.

Chicago Oriental
Week Ending November 28

Rating week before last’s Ash-McDermott show,
their best, at 100 by which scale last week’s bill

would run about 60^—this week’s show ought to
rate about 85. Scaling the thing graphically that
is, by use of graph indicating rise and fall of
audience interest it would start at 100, sag gradu-
ally to around 35, then swing sharply up to around
95 for the finish. Or, if you don’t care for alge-

bra, it was a pretty good little show.

It was called “Jazz Circus” and ran like this:

Opening: Circus drop with Paul Small bally-
hooing sideshow attractions until Paul Ash and
band streamed in from front of house, playing,
and onto stage. They handled this thing like

Barnum intended and broke the crowd wide open
for flying drop to reveal band on stage playing
for tumblers (6, unnamed) to do circus routine
followed by Ash announcement of

—

“Someone’s Losin’ Susan” by band with banjo
and trombone solo bits.

Vail and Stewart, tap dancers, selling their

pretty good stuff by alternating in spot.

Joie Stool, who must be a song plugger, sing-
ing chorus of “For My Sweetheart,” band num-
ber. Stool doesn’t try very hard.

Ash, Paul and Band^—Oriental, Chicago.
“Barnyard Follies” Chicago. Chicago.
Brown, Amanda Stanley, Philadelphia.
California Debutantes Fox. Philadelphia.
Delbridge, Del and Orchestra—Capitol. Chicago.
Fisher, Mark and Band—Senate. Chicago.
•Foursome Quartette—Oriental. Chicago.
Genin Brothers—Capitol. Chicago.
Gissett and La Salle Met. Los Angeles.
Good, Dave and Band^Stafe, Los Angeles.
Goodcell, Major State. Los Angeles.
Gordon, Lowell Capitol. Chicago.
Gould Ballet—Senate. Chicago.
Harris, Graham and Orchestra Stanley. Philadel-

phia.
Harris, Sada—State. Los Angeles.
Heller and Riley Senate. Chicago.
Hughes, Helene State. Los Angeles.
“In a Music Shop”

—

Rivoli. New York.
Irvin, Charles Fox. Philadelphia.
Keates, Henri, A. Oriental. Chicago.
Kent, Lee—Met. Los Angeles.
Kahn, Ali—Plaza. London.
Knight, Jane State. Los Angeles.
Knox Comedy Four Capitol. Chicago.

Paul Small, who used to be a song plugger
but was introduced and worked as an act this

time, singing “I’m Tellin’ the World I Love You”
and taking an encore. (If Small isn’t out of
the plugger class now he should be. Had it com-
ing long ago.)

Maurine Marseilles, back again, singing “Sun-
day” and “My Bahy Knows How,” dancing,
kidding with Kvale (sax) and taking encore.
Always delivers about so much, including this
time.

The Foursome, quartette in its third week and
better than ever, singing a flock of songs and
getting away against protest of folks out front.
(Note to Kvale: You know how good this re-
porter thinks you are, A1 ; voted for you to
follow Ash at McVickers and all that—but for
the luvamike get out of the picture when these
boys are singing and let folks hear ’em. They’re
good, too.)

Colored Dancer, unnamed, doing two stretches
of fair stepping; apparently a Charleston expon-
ent working kneedrops, etc., in lieu of discarded
routine.

Johnny Perkins, his line washed up a little but
not enough, singing “Here I Am,” “Precious”
and “Little White House.” He’s still good for
laughs at this house, if not quite so many.

Finale: “I’d Love to Call You My Sweetheart”
by band with circus tableau up and back break-
ing into motion for finish.

Precede: Henri A. Keates at the organ, using
“Since I Met Mary,” “For My Sweetheart,”
“Breezin’ Along with the B'reeze,” “Thinkin’ of
You” and “Mary Lou.”

Observation : What profiteth Chicago to main-
tain Dr. Herman Bundesen’s highly efficient

Health Department if Organist Keates be per-
mitted to continue flashing his “Clear Your
Throat” slide—or does Bundesen know it?

New York Rivoli
Week Ending November 26

“In a Music Shop” was the title of the unit
presentation shown at this house last week and
signed by Paul Oscard. It was decidedly flat,

and the patrons seeing the show with this re-

porter didn’t bruise their hands by whacking them
together. The number was run off as follows:

Drapes drew and revealed two conventional-
ized music counters in a store, one at each side
of the stage. Farther downstage and left was
a grand piano. A young man sang a lead into
what was to follow. No one back of the sixth
row knew what he was singing about. But
most of the Publix unit producers hold to that
lyrico-melodic lead as if the show could not get
along without it. Most of them would get along
much better with the leads omitted.

Two girls, one from each counter, stepped
down to the foots and sang “Hello, Aloha” in
"almost” harmony, one troubling a uke for ac-
companiment. Then they did “Where’d You
Get Those Eyes?” which is an antique where
presentations are numerous. After that,

Drapes at back parted to disclose a garden
gate set against which was posed a girl and man
Spanish dance team. They sang something
about “Rosita” and also danced. The stepping
was easily best.

A 5-man “eccentric” orchestra followed the
dancers, producing weird noises on trick instru-
ments, including a washboard, in hot tempo.
One sang “Sadie Green” to uke accompaniment

j

then the other four did it hot on various in-
struments.
At the piano, the man who sang the lead did

the spiritual “Nobody Knows the Trouble I’ve
Seen,” and then “My Baby Knows How.”
One of the five noise makers followed in a

fast eccentric dance bit, and in his turn was
followed by the girl and man team doing a fast

Krauth, William and Orchestra

—

Fox. Philadelphia,

Landsman, Benjamin—Chicago. Chicago.
La Rue, Grace Fox. Philadelphia.
Le Clair, A1

—

State. Los Angeles.
Mack, Mirth Senate. Chicago

.

Male Ensemble

—

Stanley. Philadelphia.
Markel and Faun Chicago. Chicago.
Marseilles, Maurine

—

Oriental. Chicago.
McQuarrie Harp Ensemble Chicago. Chicago.
Middleton, Lucille Stanley. Philadelphia

.

Murray and Levere State. Los Angeles.
Murtagh, Henry B.—Chicago. Chicago.
Padget and Lublin Capitol. Chicago.
Patsy and Velma

—

Stale. Los Angeles.
Peabody, Eddie and Band

—

Met. Los Angeles.
Perkins, Johnnie—Oriental. Chicago

.

Rasch Ballet Stanley. Philadelphia.
Richardson, Foster Plaza. London.
Ringo, Marguerite Rivoli. New York
Sedano and Marita Stanley. Philadelphia.
Small, Paul Oriental. Chicago.
Stool, Joie Oriental, Chicago.
Vail and Stewart Oriental, Chicago.
Walker, A1 and Louise

—

Met, Los Angeles.
Wells and Winthrop—Senate, Chicago.

49 Acts Reported In This Issue
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duo number, the whirl finish of which jolted

the house out of its lethargy.
The lead then sang “Hello, Swanee.” The

east climbed onto a set train observation plat-

form upstage and shoved off for Dixie amid
filmed scenic flashes projected onto the curtain
against which the observation platform was
mounted.
As entertainment this unit rates well down the

scale. The idea has been handled, and better,

in vaudeville many times. The talent in the

Rivoli show—most of it—would have a hard
time making a really good vaude unit.

Ahead of the unit, Marguerite Ringo sang
“Pace, Pace,” and for much better returns than
anyone in the unit won.

Los Angeles State
Week Ending November 25

Publix Theatres presented Eddie Peabody in

“Jazz A La Carte” at the Metropolitan this week.
The opening band number was played behind a

scrim curtain while ten Metropolitan girls stood

at attention. At the chorus, they slowly moved
off stage in formation as the curtains were pulled

aside, disclosing the band. Automatic stage moved
band boys up to front stage and

Gissett and La Salle did an eccentric dance
dressed as sailors, fair applause resulting.

Lee Kent, popular radio singer, sang “Don’t
Sing Aloha When I Go,” and for an encore ,

“There Will Be Some Change Made.”
“Spanish Town” was played by the band,

different departments getting the spotlight and
receiving fair applause.
Hoey and Walker sang, and then danced to

“I Can’t Get Over a Girl Like You, etc.,” and
scored mildly.

Eddie Peabody played “Minuet in G” on the

banjo and for demanded encore did “William
Tell Overture,” assisted by another banjo player

from the band. “Black Bottom” was played
for another encore.

A1 and Louise Walker repeated last week’s
dance number and did the chorus for a de-

manded encore.
Eight banjo players led by Eddie Peabody

played a hot number as the finale started. Back
drop curtain went up, disclosing a lighted frame
effect, 13 girls occupying places behind indi-

vidual roller curtains. One by one these cur-

tains shot up. Each girl held a banjo and
went through the movements of playing whil -

the banjo players in the orchestra shell pro-

duced volume. All lights out as each gi 1’

banjo was illuminated and a pretty effect was
secured as each girl swung her banjo back and
forth.

Los Angeles State
Week Ending November 25

Loew’s State presented “Yachting Idea,” fea-

turing Major Goodcell, world's champion oars-

man, also a new band director, Dave Good. The
stage setting consisted of a yacht effect, with ocean
and blue sky in the background. Opening number
by band and featuring Good and his big bass
viol received weak applause. Fancbon and Marco
girls staged a boat race on the set ocean and
waves to good effect.

Patsy and Velma, two girls of the chorus,
put on a dance number to fair returns.

Rita, another girl of the chorus, did a Spanish
number, also for fair returns.

Jane Knight, also chorus member, danced the
Peacock dance and scored excellently.

Hacker Twins did a step and kick dance to

fair returns.
Sada Harris, a girl with not much ability,

tumbled and kicked in a number which failed

to register.
Murray and Levere scored often and largely

in songs and patter. The act consists of a
male accordion player and a girl singer. They
are good.

A1 LeClair and partner scored nicely in semi-
Grecian acrobatic dancing.

Helene Hughes and 8 Fanchon and Marco
girls took fair applause in singing and forma-
tion numbers. Their costumes consisted mostly
of large plume fans.

Major Goodcell, world champion carsman,
staged a handicap race on an oar meter reg-
ister, winning nicely and in an act which
pleased because of its novelty and snappiness.
Members of the cast came on stage at the finish

of the race, bowing for the finale. A fair pro-
gram which was poorly arranged. Better re-

sults could have been secured by proper placing
of the acts.

London Plaza
“Beau Geste” Prologue

For ibe showing of the long feature “Beau
Geste,” Francis A. Mangan, presentation producer
of the Plaza, created an excellent prologue entitled
“In Algeria.” The number was splendid in itself

and added greatly to the patrons’ appreciation of
the picture. The picture with its prologue were
the only items on the program. Follows a descrip-
tion of the prologue:

The presentation was quite simple. The fort

of Zinderneuf was reproduced, the set, however,
having immense dimensions and great depth, an
illusion secured through the excellent lighting
effects which the Plaza excels in. The cloudy
sky was visible over the top of the fortress. An
excellent Indian singer, Ali Khan, opened the
prologue with a song called “India’s Sun.” At
the completion of the song a company of Legion-
naires entered with their commandant. These
Legionnaires made up an excellent male ensemble
to the number of 16 and did remarkably fine
work in their repertoire of “Foreign Legion”
songs. The solo work was done by a barytone,
Foster Richardson.

At the completion of the last “Legion” song,
done offstage as if the troops were wending their
way into the distance, the massive doors of the
fortress slowly open ' on what proves to be the
screen, with the main title of the picture pre-
sented thereon, was flashed. The stage lighting
kept playing upon the set, the clouds slowly
moved across the distant sky and a sand-storm
effect kept up the illusion of the desert. Pres-
ently the fortress in the projected film was seen
in flames. Immediately the soft blue sky turned
to a fiery red. The whole theatre became bathed
in red, as if the glow of the burning fortress
were penetrating the very auditorium. This all

died down when the sombre titles asked “What
unseen force is working here?” and the entire

stage became a sickly green. Upon this effect

gauze curtains slowly closed out the entire scene
of mystery. When these curtains slowly opened
again it is to the title, bringing the audience
back to the beginning of the story when the

Geste boys were happy English children.

The electrical effects did not, however, end
here, for near the end of the picture when the
only surviving brother in the film returns to

his home in England the big cyclorama again
became a beautiful blue fleecy-clouded sky, car-

rying along the story to a cheerful end.

The manner in which Mangan presented “Beau
Geste” at the Plaza is a fair example of just

how the stage and screen can be combined in an
effective manner without one conflicting with the

other.

Philadelphia Stanley
Week Ending November 28

Thanksgiving week audiences at the Stanley
theatre were entertained with a trio of presenta-

tion acts, all of which were of such uniform
worth as to make it difficult to determine which the

patrons liked best.

“Dance Romance,” featuring Sedano and
Marita, with ten members of the Albertina Rasch
ballet, perhaps deserves first place. The act is

well staged and beautifully costumed and the

dancing of Marita is exquisitely dainty. The
scene opened with 10 dancers dressed entirely, in

black working in drill formation and pirouetting
gracefully. Sedano and Marita followed, the

former in toreador costume, the latter in white
chiffon, and danced a dreamy waltz. The ballet

then appeared in costumes of alternate white and
green, the beauty of which was further enhanced
by the soft glow of rose colored lights. Marita
followed with the Charleston a la ballet, to the

delight of the audience. The most beautiful num-
ber of all showed Marita and Sedano resting on
a sea wall behind a transparent curtain, Sedano
attired as a Greek god, while Marita represented

a mermaid. This act was reminiscent of Greek
sculpture as the two exhibited their gymnastic
feats with extreme gracefulness.

.
The coloring

was suggestive of a Maxfield Parrish picture and
the whole act was truly artistic. Lucille Mid-
dleton’s “Lady of the Fan” dance was a grace-

ful and charming number.

The vocal divertissement, the Stanley male en-

semble of 20 voices, constituted another popular
number. The men opened with the “Marching
Song” in vigorous, clipped style, followed with
the “Stein Song” and Irving Berlin’s “Always.”
The ever-popular “Old Heidelberg” from the

“Prince of Pilsen’ was sung and the act closed

with the “Soldiers’ Chorus” from “Faust.” This
chorus is exceptionally good, their delivery full

of vim, precision and rhythm and the voices

well balanced. Dressed in blue trousers and yel-

low coat, the men presented a military aspect and
gave color to the setting, which represented a

German beer garden.

Amanda Brown, coloratura soprano, sang
“Una Voce Poco Fa” from the “Barber of

Seville.” This composition proved a splendid

vehicle to display the bell like quality of her
tone and the flexibility of her voice. She car-

ried her audience with her in her sympathetic
interpretation of this aria and was roundly ap-
plauded.

t

The overture “Pilgrim’s Chorus” by the Stan-
ley symphony orchestra under the direction of

Graham Harris was well received by Stanley
music lovers. The reading of this overture was
restrained even in the sonorous bass, where the
general tendency of most orchestral leaders is

for effect rather than color.

Philadelphia Fox
Week Ending November 28

The Fox theatre grand orchestra, with William
Krauth conducting, gave a beautiful interpretation

of “Madame Butterfly” by Puccini, as the overture
for last week’s bill.

The California Debutantes played and sang
behind a transparent curtain which made their
exits very effective as the lights grew dim and
the players faded from view. Four violinists of
the company played the accompaniment for a
soprano solo. The violin quartette then played
the Schubert “Serenade” very effectively. The
entire group sang, “That’s Why I Love You”
and “Sylvia,” both of which received a good
hand.

Charles Irvin provided the comedy of the pro-
gram. Lie possesses a steady flow of wit and
humor and the audience hesitated to laugh lest
it miss some vital point in his amusing mono-
logue.

Grace La Rue, possessed of charm and person-
ality that helped greatly in putting her songs
across, was next. The stage was softly lighted
and arranged to represent a drawing room. Miss
La Rue’s fur trimmed evening gown sparkling
with rhinestones and a huge ostrich plume fan
charmed the eye as her voice charmed the ear.

Among her songs were “Cherie,” “Valencia”
and “Just Another Heart Was Broken.”

A color film, “Along Mission Trail,” was an
interesting feature of the program.

Next Week “East Lynne”
( Continued from page 50)

employed to do his presentations for him.
If the producer will not cut the acts, the

exhibitor should butt in to just that ex-
tent. It’s his dollars that are threatened.
He’ll learn in time—if he doesn’t take this

word for it—that “too long” is the worst
thing an audience can say about presenta-
tion. The comment’s being heard with in-

creasing regularity as the increasing use
of talent lowers the bars to the less able

performers.

Max Dolin’s Initial

Concert Big Success
(Special to the Herald)

SAN FRANCISCO, Nov. 30.—Max.
Dolin and his orchestra made a decided
hit with their opening program at the Coli-

seum here, and insured to local music lov-

ers a good Sunday concert weekly for the

future.

The Dolin program, each number of
which was warmly received, included
“Dance of the Hours,” “Liebesfreud,”
“Slavonic Rhapsodie” and “Romance.”

Grieg Music Featured
in State Sunday Show

(Special to the Herald)

ST. LOUIS, Nov. 30.—Grieg’s “Peer
Gynt” suite was the feature of Don Albert’s

second Sunday concert at the State here.

Other numbers on the program were “To
a Water Lily,” “A la Bien-Aimee,” “La
Tobatierre,” “French National Defile” and
the popular song, “Me, Too.”

Featured as vocal soloist with the or-

chestra was “Wee Willie” Robyn, tenor.

Pennsylvanians at D. C. Met
(Special to the Herald)

WASHINGTON, D. C., Nov. 30.—'War-
ing’s Pennsylvanians, conducted by Fred
Waring and featuring Tom Waring as

vocal soloist, are at the Metropolitan this

week. The engagement, which is for one
week, brings to 24 the total of weeks played
in Washington houses by this organisation.

Lester Huff Goes Shopping
(Special to the Herald)

INDIANAPOLIS, Nov. 30. — Lester
Huff, featured organist at the Apollo the-

atre, is in Chicago shopping for entertain-

ment ideas for the delectation of his audi-
ences here.
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The Campaign
for the Opening

of the New
ParamountTheatre
By RUSSELL B. MOON

I
WAS transferred over from the exploitation department of Famous
Players January 1st, 1926, to handle the publicity on the new Para-

mount building under the director of A. M. Botsford, director of adver-

tising for Publix Theatres.

At this time the foreign department under the direction of Emile Shauer

had launched a campaign to obtain stones from famous buildings all over

the world to be placed in the building, representing Paramount’s world
wide activities. These stones had already started to arrive in New York,

and each week incoming vessels brought its quota of antiques, which were
placed in the offices at 42nd street and soon became a problem in storage.

These stones weighed all the way from ten pounds to 1,200.

To Dedicate Stones December 9

The Hall of Nations idea was decided upon and from that time on
stories were released and arranged all over the country about the Hall of

Nations. This panel called for quite a little attention and has created no
little interest in the minds of the public. The panel will be dedicated at

an impressive ceremony December 9, at which time the foreign depart-

ment will conduct the program and representatives of 37 countries will

come from Washington to attend the ceremony.

T hroughout construction of the

building every effort was made to keep
the publicity dignified, and stunts were not
resorted to to get the public eye. But
every phase of construction that was inter-

esting or of value from a news standpoint
was exploited. For instance, the raising

of the giant trusses of the roof of the
auditorium. These were the heaviest ever
placed in a building in one piece, and this

brought admirable breaks in the newspapers.
The erection of a special crane for the

hoisting of these trusses brought forth a

two column story with illustrations in the

New York Times, and the hoisting of the

trusses, a special feature in the Sunday
Times, and photos and stories in all the

dailies.

The cornerstone laying, flag raising, and
numerous other phases brought a great deal

of space in all the papers.

The cornerstone ceremony brought
enormous interest from the press in New
York and this affair impressed us with
the importance of the Paramount build-
ing and gave us an insight into what
we could expect from the theatre when
it was completed.

For the cornerstone laying I had ob-
tained the co-operation of the Broadway
Association, and Lee J. Eastman, presi-
dent of the association, which is com-
posed of representative business men of
New York, acted as master of cere-

monies. Will H. Hays and Mayor James
Walker officiated. The interest of the
Broadway Association was aroused and
I began to make plans for a great dem-
onstration when the building was com-
pleted. I discussed the matter with Man-
ager John Grake, and he was very en-
thusiastic, but our first plans did not in-

clude any such demonstration as was
eventually evolved.

Only One Dissenter

Before the celebration could be
launched it had to be voted upon by an
executive committee and later by the
board of directors. At the executive
committee meeting enthusiasm was lack-
ing, more because the celebration could
not be held in October instead of No-
vember, than anything else. They finally

voted in favor of it, and then it went
to the board of directors. At this meet-
ing the plan met with great enthusiasm
and there was only one dissenting vote
—from the representative of a large de-
partment store which was against
parades. The plans now had taken on
gigantic proportions, a huge three day
celebration was planned and a broadside
to arouse the enthusiasm of the street
was issued, under the title of the
“Greater Broadway Celebration and
Paramount Theatre Inaugural.”
We were working entirely with blue

sky and had to draw upon our imagina-

tions, but it eventually developed that

this plan was followed very closely.

I want to make it clear that a number
of people thought the idea was out of the
question. It was ridiculed by many as
“a main street idea,” “small town Rotary
club” stuff; and many other things were
said about it.

From the start the wise ones on Broad-
way and many others took the attitude
that the celebration was a Paramount
publicity stunt, and for that reason it

was hard at first to get entrants into
the parade, as New York (while they like

a big idea) never reaches out a (helping

hand to put you over the top. The rea-

son for that is because all of the con-
cerns we were soliciting to enter the
parade have their own publicity men and
they feel that at the end of the affair

someone is going to come out and take
a lot of credit for the whole show.

The celebration was thrown wide open
to all producing companies and they were
invited to participate, but many held
back, not wishing to “play the tail to
Famous Players’ kite,” as they expressed
it. Then at the last minute some of them
came into the parade with representation
which did not do themselves credit and
created unfavorable comment for them-
selves. In this instance I refer to the
street ballyhoo used by one concern con-
tinually in New York, and which crept
into the parade without being properly
entered.

Broadway Enters Wholeheartedly

The last two weeks before the cele-

bration, the merchants having become
assured of Paramount’s unselfish atti-

tude, entered with all their heart and
made this the greatest success of its kind
ever held in New York.

Not ond^member of the Broadway As-
sociation was solicited for money, and
this celebration was put over without a
cent of cost to Broadway merchants,,
except where they themselves spent
money for decorations or parade entries.

The entire co-operation of the city,,

police and other departments were se-
cured at once with the prestige of the
Broadway Association. Never was the
celebration questioned by officials. The
committee list itself shows the flood of
good will towards this celebration. In
every instance Paramount was included
in the list of events during the celebra-
tion and the response from the big men
was the same.

The Drive

The Paramount celebration could not
have been put over for a theatre alone,
in New York. For that reason, New
Yorks’ Tercentenary, which was being
allowed to slip by unnoticed, was brought
in by the Broadway Association as one
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of the important subjects of the cele-

bration.
* * *

Associated Press stories went all over
the country under the heading:

BROADWAY FETE WILL BE MAIN
STREET FROLIC

Father Knickerbocker Three Hundred
Years Old—Real Celebration

Planned
New Paramount Theatre Building Will

Be Formally Opened
* * *

Some of the headlines in the New York
papers heralded the success of the
parade as follows:

“ROARING BROADWAY HARKS
BACK TO COWPATH OF 1626”

New York American.

* * *

In an editorial in the New York Amer-
ican they said

:

“It will do sophisticated New York good
to muse if only for a moment upon hum-
ble origins and to reflect that, mighty
though it has grown, it is, after all, made
up of precisely the same kind of folk as

those who, in smaller communities, find en-
joyment in fairs, festivals, pageants and
‘Old Home Weeks.

*

“Incidentally, study of the progress of
Broadway will reveal in miniature what
has made the nation great.”

* * *

The New York Graphic said:

“Broadway with its glittering lights,

pretty show girls, theatrical producers, the-

atre crowds, has been made more colorful

—if that is possible—for the celebration of

the tercentenary of New York.
“Banners and flags gaily bedeck the

Great White Way, and bright yellow globes

have replaced the white lights.”

* * *

All of the newspapers had something
of like nature to say, and said it, and the
clipping book shows that the Paramount
theatre was always to the front and rec-

ognized as one of the main events of the
Tercentenary celebration.
Never has a celebration of this nature

been put over with the single idea of

publicizing a theatre to such a great suc-

cess and on such on immense scale as
the Paramount Inaugural.

It has been proven that New York will

play if they are given an idea big enough
to play with.

The following were factors of the
campaign

:

2,000

window cards.

2,000

posters like window card (one
sheets).

Seven large billboards donated by Gen-
eral Outdoor Advertising, and located
on Broadway.
Lamp post decorations on every lamp

post between 72nd street and Herald
Square.

The lamp post decorations sold the
Paramount theatre with a colored pic-

ture of the building on each post.

Edison Light and Power changed the
globes to make a Golden Way from 72nd
to Herald Square.

Broadcasting twice a day by one of

Broadway’s business men, announcing
the celebration and the inaugural of the
Paramount theatre.

Releasing of 5,000 balloons from the
Paramount Building on the night of the
18th, which turned Times Square into a
rollicking mass of humanity rushing to

secure a balloon.

The gigantic parade, five miles long,

in which the Army, Navy and Marine
Corps figured.

Thousands congregated in Times
Square to see the spectacle, during which

10,000

balloons, confetti and serpentine
were projected out the seventeenth-story
windows by compressed air.

NOTE: My experience has been that

if you play clean, talk sense, and have a

presentable proposition, big business is al-

ways ready to listen.

The co-operation of Edison Light and
Power, New York Telephone Company,
Western Union, Packard Motor, and all the

New York public utilities and business as-

sociations prove this.—R. B. M.

Clown and Animal
Parade Lends Film
Circus Atmosphere

Jack Gross, manager of Capitol’s Crane
theatre, added the following atmosphere
to “Bigger Than Barnum’s,” with its por-
trayal to show performers’ ardent efforts
to please and a theme of true showman-
ship which gives the patronage an excel-
lent idea of the trials and tribulations of
those who live to please.

Front of theatre enclosed with canvas side
walls, with flags of varied nations for decora-
tions, the lobby inside show entrance style with
freak pictures, pop corn and pink lemonade
stands (the “juice” being free to the cash
customers).

Preceding the first day’s showing of “Bigger
Than Barnum’s,” a free street parade was made
through the business district. A bally band of
20 pieces in clown suits led the parade, fol-
lowed by the flashy truck and cages of a comedy
circus which Mr. Gross secured to participate
in the exploitation. Clowns, ponies, goats and
monkeys followed the trucks to the front of the
theatre where the band played. After the con-
cert Mr. Gross told the crowd assembled of the
wonders they would see upon the inside.

After the cashier in the box office had col-
lected the cash resulting from the outside ex-
ploitation demonstrations and the audience was
seated except those who had to stand up, the
show opened and they were allowed to see the
promised wonders.

The show opened behind the curtain with the
band playing, spielers yelling and everything in
the usual uproar of the lot on circus day after
the caliope has come in and played its last tune.
Then the curtain went up and the cash custom-
ers were given their first view of the interior
of “the big top.”

The comedy circus then proceeded to give the
patrons 20 minutes of diversified entertain-
ment. The act is of the trained animal variety
with dogs, ponies, monkeys and goats doing their
stunts with seeming human intelligence. A very
clever tight wire juggling act concluded the
comedy circus.

And then came the film feature “Bigger Than
Barnum’s” with the results; S. R. O., a well
pleased, appreciative audience, and another
laurel for Jack Gross, creator of “A School for
Movie Fans” and “Jazz Band Battle” and
whose exploitation of Hog Calling and old fid-

dlers contests have given him a nation-wide
reputation as a live wire with originality.

Fox Film Exploited

with Fig Leaves on
Walks Before House

When “Fig Leaves,” the William Fox
production, played at the Grand theatre,

Bessemer, Ala., Manager Bruce Snider
put over a campaign which had every-
body in town eager to see the picture.

Three days before the opening, the
sidewalks were stenciled with green fig

leaves. The next day, “Grand Theatre—
a Wm. Fox Production” was painted in

white on each fig leaf.

Special heralds containing a serial number and
copy regarding prizes were circulated throughout
the city. Two stores tied up with the theatre
by offering women’s apparel to the prize win-
ners. The stores allowed their windows to be
decorated with the window cards and natural
fig leaves, also featuring the prize they were
offering. In other stores models dressed in the
latest gowns were featured with placards men-
tioning that these were the gowns worn in the
picture.

At the theatre, 200 teaser envelopes reading:
“WHAT THE MODERN EVE USED TO
WEAR,” each containing a fig leaf, were given
to each patron leaving the theatre. An attrac-
tive float, piled with natural fig leaves, was driven
about the town. On each side of the float was
a banner telling of the Grand engagement of
“Fig Leaves.”

On the opening night, the local Fox exploita-
tion agent painted a 15-foot fig leaf in the center
of the main thoroughfare. This stunt attracted
huge crowds and gave the boys a good oppor-
tunity to distribute the special heralds.

An elaborate lobby was arranged. This con-
sisted of a cut out made from the regular three-
sheet, which was completely surrounded by fig
leaves. The marquee contained several strings
of fig leaves neatly draped about the box-office.

Sid Grauman, one of America’s foremost exploiters in the ranks of exhibitors,
was host a few days ago to members of the International Artists Association at
the Hollywood Egyptian theatre.
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300 “Gobs” Aid in

Paramount Stunt
Three hundred members of the Milwau-

kee Naval Reserve were guests of Saxe’s
Merrill theatre for a showing of the pic-

ture entitled “We’re In the Navy Now,”
featuring Wallace Beery and Raymond
Hatton. Before going to the theatre the

“gobs” paraded through the main thorough-
fares of Milwaukee, headed by their 40-

piece band and a police escort. The stunt

attracted a great deal of attention and
provided a good street ballyhoo.

* * *

James D. Kennedy, manager of the

Apollo theatre in Indianapolis, this week
was the unexpected host to 1,000 students
from Shortridge high school, who were in

the business district celebrating the win-
ning of the high school city football cham-
pionship, the first since 1907. The Apollo
was showing “We’re In the Navy Now.”
Caps, of the sailor type, were distributed
to the students, and during the week the
theatre gave away 8,000 of them. The
Navy recruiting station attended to all out-
door advertising for the theatre for this

particular picture.
t- * *

One Joins H. O. List;

One Joins “Slogans”
Benjamin Muller, manager of T. & D.

Jr., Lodi theatre in California, this week
becomes “one of us” by joining the House
Organ Exchange list

; and Clarence Hop-
kins, Hopkins theatre, Cotter, Ark., noting
that we have started a department of ex-
hibitors slogans, “would like to enter ours

:

“Where everyone goes to see good shows.”
Welcome, Mr. Hopkins, and it’s a good
slogan ye have.

^

F. B. O. Sheet Shows
Lifelike Gorilla
Among the ideas in exploitation for

“The Gorilla Hunt,” F. B. O. picture, is

a 24-sheet that poster experts are de-
claring a striking piece of advertising
work. The dominant figure in the sheet
is a huge Gorilla that Ben Burbridge
(who made the picture) shot after turn-
ing his camera crank until the beast
was within 50 feet of him. The Gorilla
is lifelike in appearance.

Liberty Theatre

Exploits in Red
Kansas City’s Liberty theatre dedicated

the first issue of the Liberty News, a full-
size newspaper, to Carl Laemmle Novem-
ber 19. The paper was distributed free
of charge. In conjunction with the open-
ing of “Barbara Worth,” United Artists
picture, a front page streamer carried the
news of the opening in red letters two and
a half inches high. At the top of the
page was printed “Extra” in bright red
letters.

* *

Mark Strand Starts

House Organ
Managing Director Edward L. Hyman

has begun the publication and circulation
of a four-page house program for the
Brooklyn Mark Strand theatre which he
sends to all patrons living in Brooklyn and
Long Island. Patrons are thus advised of
the show scheduled three weeks ahead.

Maynard Films Tied Up
with Petroleum Firm

Ken Maynard, First National’s cow-
boy star, is receiving extensive adver-
tising as the result of a national tieup

R. L. Nellis and Guy D. Hammitt, of
the Liberty theatre, Bloomington, Ind.,

constructed this wagon for the exploita-
tion of United Artists’, “Sally of the
Sawdust

just effected by First National’s exploita-
tion and publicity department. The
tieup is with the General Petroleum
Corporation, one of the largest gasoline
operatives in the country. Handsome
posters showing Maynard in action on
his horse Tarzan, as well as in his

snappy roadster to delineate the motto of

the oil company which is “action.”

i6
Bolxeiiie'” Receives

Much Notice when
Shown in Houston

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer’s “La Boheme”
was accorded one of the most complete
exploitation campaigns ever waged in

Houston, Tex. The promotion work
was in charge of Manager Harry Van
De Mark of the Queen theatre.

Two weeks in advance of the showing
a special art trailer was run. An
especially constructed shadow box was
also displayed in the lobby.
One week in advance the newspaper

campaign was started. Dratnatic copy
was used to announce a “Midnite
Matinee.”
The night previous to the opening

there was a midnight performance of a

popular picture for the benefit of the
Florida storm sufferers, and at the char-
ity affair a “La Boheme” trailer was
shown, and special announcements of
the picture’s engagement reached the
capacity audience.
Advance and playdate news stories

were secured in both of t-he Houston
dailies. As Houston is the home of
King Vidor, director of “La Boheme,”
the picture had an additional appeal for
Houston. Paul Wakefield, amusement
editor of the Houston Chronicle, and a
personal friend of Vidor wrote a story
from the Vidor angle. This story was
accompanied by a three-column layout,
and appeared during the playdate.

Letters were also sent to the presi-
dent of the Woman’s club, and to the
deans of the Fine and Liberal Arts
departments of Rice university, request-
ing an announcement be made to the
members of the club and to the students
of the college that “La Boheme” was a
picture worthy of their interest. A
follow-up revealed that the announce-
ments had been made.

YORK

Played by

AlICE DAY
THEODOR VON ELTZ
ETHEL CLAYTON
EDITH YORKE
FONTAINE LA RUE

s~\ 'v Directed

TrererreT A1Lrt

Pictures
\
Kelley

Joh foreign Distributors)

JNTGR-OCEAN
film BIPfc

A
Brilliant

Comedy
Drama!

As fast as the Bronx
Express—

As funny as Coney
Island

—

As glamorous as

Fifth Avenue

—

As exciting as

Broadway!
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Fox Says It with Music in

Exploiting‘MotherMachree’
An effective song tieup has just been consummated by Fox Films with

M. Witmark and Sons, publishers of sheet music, for the screen presenta-

tion of “Mother Machree.” Every dealer handling sheet music, every store

selling phonograph records and every player piano agent throughout the

United States automatically becomes an exploitation agent for the motion
picture as a result of the co-operative campaign which has just been ar-

ranged.

A cover most eloquent of the song,

posed by Belle Bennett and Philippe De.
Lacey who play mother and son in the

photoplay, has been executed for the Wit-
mark music sheet.

One of the biggest publicity mediums
for the picture will come through the

Kresge chain stores in all parts of the

country. There will be special window
displays for the Cameo Records which
this company will handle.

Records of the song are now being
made by the following companies to take
advantage of the publicity that the pic-

ture will bring.

Victor, Columbia, Brunswich, Edison,
Pathe, Okeh, Regal, Oriole, Federal,

Grey Gull, Compo and Star.

Eight music roll companies are man-
ufacturing rolls on “Mother Machree” on
the expected big volume of business from
the player piano owners. These are

Aeolian, Ampico, Arto, Q. R. S. Colum-
bia, Pianostyle, Rose Valley and New
York Recording.

A radio tie-up—but one of many
planned—has been effective with WEAF
and 14 other stations which pick up
and broadcast from this station. For
some time, “The Silver Masked Tenor”
has been singing “Mother Machree” once
a week.

And of much moment too is the fact

that John McCormack, the famous Irish
tenor, is now on a national concert tour

in which “Mother Machree” is always
featured.

It is estimated that an “army” of

5,000 “pluggers” will sing “Mother Ma-
chree” during the next three months. The
picture is set for release in December.

Saxe House Starts

Xmas Gift Contest
Considerable interest has been aroused

among Racine theatregoers concerning an
announcement made by the management of

Saxe’s State .theatre regarding the Christ-

mas Gift club which they have recently

launched.

With the co-operation of some of the
merchants of Racine, a number of valu-

able gifts will be awarded in a most un-
usual manner. At every week day matinee
performance, each adult patron of the the-

atre will receive a key. A lock, located

at one of the Gift club stores, is so

arranged that every key will fit it. How-
ever only a certain number of keys will

open this lock. Whoever succeeds in open-
ing it will be entitled to one of the gifts.

Which gift will be awarded will be deter-

mined by a number code, which will be
explained at the time the awards are made.
Through daily newspaper ads of the

State theatre the public will be informed
of the location of the lock which will be
moved from time to time.

Smithers Ties Up on
Fairbanks Film with

Candy Bar Manufacturer
The enterprise of Ernest Smithers, man-

ager of the Capitol theatre, Kingston, On-
tario, Canada, resulted in a quick tieup be-

tween the exhibitor, showing Douglas
Fairbanks in “The Black Pirate,” and a

candy manufacturer selling a confection

called, “The Treasure Bar.”

With the Fairbanks film playing at the

Capitol, a salesman for the candy concern
manufacturing a new chocolate bar called

“The Treasure Bar” arrived in town. He
dressed all the candy store windows in

Kingston and covered a lot of drug stores

in the same way. Whereupon the enter-

prising manager of the Capitol got busy
and induced the agent for “The Treasure
Bar” to use a one-sheet cut-out on “The
Black Pirate” as the background for the

window displays, the name of the theatre

being mentioned.

* * *

From information reaching United Art-

ists Corporation, it seems that Boise,

Idaho, witnessed an emphatic ballyhoo

campaign on Douglas Fairbanks in “The
Black Pirate.” J. R. Mendenhall, exploit-

ing this big buccaneer film for the Pinney
theatre, used 5,000 special throwaways be-

side making the theatre front and selected

downtown locations carry the spectacular

atmosphere of the production through
elaborate cut-outs fashioned from the

lithographed poster material. Two 24
sheet cut-outs and six one sheet cut-outs
decorated the house front, which further
displayed a special painted banner. Twelve
hand-painted Spanish galleon cut-outs also

were employed in the campaign, which,
with the high audience value of the pic-

ture, created a great stir in Boise.

Minister Lectures on

“Scarlet Letter” When
Metro Plans Showing

A lecture, illustrated with slides from
the motion picture version of Nathaniel
Hawthorne’s masterpiece, “The Scarlet
Letter,” a Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer pic-

ture, starring Lillian Gish, was delivered
recently by Doctor Patterson in the
Church of Our Father, Brooklyn, New
York. It was received by the large con-
gregation who had assembled to hear
the lecture with great interest. The in-

cident serves to show how great a part
motion pictures play in contemporary
life, not only in politics, society and
other secular pursuits and enjoyments,
but also in religion.

Red Grange Picture

Exploited with Offer

to Hoosier Redheads
One of the picturesque stunts used in

Indiana to put over the picture “One
Minute to Play,” featuring Red Grange,
was that tried at the Orpheum theatre in

South Bend, Ind., last week. All the red-

heads who presented themselves at the

theatre the opening day were entitled to

free admission. The offer was made in

conjunction with the South Bend Tribune.
The experiment convinced Leroy Williams
that not only are there many red haired

persons in that vicinity, but also that they

are proud of the distinction.

s

Film Booking Offices has entered a three cornered tieup with Corona and Boy
Scouts of America in exploiting “A Regular Scout.” Fred Thompson stars in

the picture.
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rHIS department contains news, information and gossip on current productions. It aims to supply
service which will assist the exhibitor in keeping in touch with developments in connection with

pictures and picture personalities—and what these are doing at the box office. No prophecies on the
entertainment value of pictures are made. Opinions expressed are simply those of the author or of
his contributors and the reader is requested to consider them only as such.—EDITOR’S NOTE.

AD TRAILERS

A
X\.N exhibitor reader directs attention to

various forms of gyp being practiced by ir-

responsibles going about the country selling

footage in advertising trailers to merchants

located adjacently to theatres in which same

are to be .exhibited. His letter, which cites

various instances, concludes: “It would be

a boon to exhibitors if you were to publish

a warning to beware of unknown solicitors.”

It should be made plain, at the outset,

that there are well established organizations

who do this type of work and do it well,

performing a service which exhibitors and

merchants value and giving general satisfac-

tion in the performance. These concerns

advertise in this and other reputable publi-

cations and stand squarely behind the work
which they do.

It is the irresponsible, the fellow who has

acquired a camera and a smooth line of talk,

who does the damage. It is his habit to

make a deal with an exhibitor for exhibition

of the film he plans to make, then misrepre-

sent the conditions of that deal to the mer-

chants he sells, making promises he has no

intention of fulfilling and quoting the ex-

hibitor as his sponsor. When he has col-

lected his money he disappears, promising to

send the completed film, and often it is

weeks before exhibitors and merchants can

smooth out the wrinkles he has put into

their business relations.

The single practicable method of protect-

ing oneself against these petty grafters lies

in investigation of responsibility prior to

making the exhibition contract. That done,

there is little chance of unpleasant develop-

ments. Considering the damage that a short

change artist can do if permitted to go his

length, such investigation is worth many
times the slight effort involved.

“TIN HATS”

DIDN’T want to see “Tin Hats.” Sus-

pected (what a breeder of suspicion this

business is!) it would be an imitation of

“Behind the Front.” It is not. It’s a whale

of a comedy.

Conrad Nagel, Claire Windsor, George
Cooper and Bert Roach are the chief enter-

tainers in this romp around the war zone

after the fracas. Nagel’s a doughboy; Miss

Windsor’s a German girl; Cooper and Roach
are Nagel’s buddies. The action has to do
with the boys’ comic adventures after get-

This Week
Ad Trailers

“Tin Hats’

Hey, Pola!

“The Popular Sin”

“Millionaires

”

“Slums of Berlin”

Our Contest

City or Town?

“What Price Glory”

“The Better ’Ole”

“We’re In the Navy Now”

“The Hon. Mr. Bugg”

ting separated from their unit and riding

into a German village which promptly is

made theirs. Laughs are there in bundles,

sheaves, stacks. The thing was a gale at the

Chicago last week.

Looked closely at the main title and

couldn’t find out who had written the cap-

tions. Maybe I sat too far back. At any

rate, one of them reads: “French roads were

constructed by the Romans to confuse the

Saxons, who retaliated with the saxophone,”

and if that isn’t worth the price of admission

(as it most emphatically is) there are dozens

of others equally riotous. (If the person

who wrote these captions will tell me his

name I’ll give him separate acclaim, bawl

him out for the one vulgarism and print his

picture in these inviolate columns.)

George Cooper is just a little funnier than

ever before, and he has been funny in

everything he’s done. Bert Roach goes

along in like style, but the best captional

cracks are given to Cooper. There’s a

photographing episode that’s a scream and

the palace thing at the finish (a la “Bat”)

provides a percussion cap that’s surefire

—

if a percussion cap is what I think it is.

HEY, POLA!

Emerson k. crocker, Elgin, m.,

who must be related in some way to my
good friend, Ralph Crocker, of that place,

writes me:

DEAR T. O.:

Congratulations to Mr. Fackler on

his suggestion to have Pola Negri and

Lubitsch do “Under Two Flags.”

What a picture it would be! Priscilla

Dean, when she produced it, made an

entertaining vehicle, but with Negri

as the fiery Cigarette—whew!
And while talking of this splendid

actress, how about having her make

a screen version of the thrilling oper-

etta, “Song of the Flame”? But for

“The Volga Boatman,” colorful Rus-

sia has been practically neglected, and

where is there a country so rich in

romance, adventure and tragedy as

Russia?

Or how about Pola as the fasci-

nating, fickle Madame Pompadour?

There’s an opportunity for a second,

more elaborate and greater “Forbid-

den Paradise.”

In other words, why not reclaim

Pola Negri from the insignificant pic-

tures she has been striving with and

again elevate her to her rightful posi-

tion of America’s greatest actress by

placing her in really worthwhile pic-

tures of roadshow calibre

The same goes for Lubitsch, too, in

the directorial sense.

Mr. Emerson’s tone of voice leaves me
quite certain of his kinship to my old friend

Ralph. Ralph used to sit with me in pro-

jection rooms—back in the days when ex-

hibitors saw films alongside salesmen and

knocked them as hard as the latter boosted

them, in order to maintain a balance impor-

tant in subsequent debate upon rental prices

-—and his comments upon pictures viewed

were unvaryingly pointed, forceful and

direct. Time revealed—in a great majority

of cases—that Ralph knew his fillums.

However——

-

The item of Miss Negri’s casting is no

simple one. Paramount has seemed to ar-

rive at a proper solution of the problem on

several occasions, only to indicate by subse-

quent production that they have been dis-

satisfied with results. Exhibitors seem to

have liked her best, according to their re-

ports, in “A Woman of the World” and

“Passion,” extremely different vehicles. In
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64Presented by—

”

(A fllyleaf from the handbook of “Ye Complete Exhibitor ” by E. N.
Collins, Star Theatre, Humble, Texas.)

(Continued From Preceding Issue)

“Mr. Edwards, why don’t you put on a prologue with your pictures?” asked a well-

meaning friend of Big Bill Edwards, the movie magnate of Millvale.

“I haven’t given it a very serious thought,” replied the manager. “What would you
suggest?”
“Well,” said the W. M. Friend, “you have a dandy picture advertised that could be

given a prologue without much trouble. You could get a lot of good-lookin’ dames
and dress ’em up like baseball players and have them romp around the stage—you
know—little silk panties and rolled hose and ball caps. One could wear a mask and
one could have a baseball, the others drill around with light bats over their shoulders

—

dance a little and sing a little. Have the umps, a good-lookin’ fellow, come out and
sing a song and call out the batteries, using the names of the leading characters and,
when the act was over, yell ‘Play ball.’ That’s the cue to start the show.”

Bill scratched his head, “Not a bad idea at all, but what picture do you have in

mind to use?”
The friend looked surprised. “What picture but the one you are advertising

—‘THE
BAT.’ ”

Big Bill staggered slightly, but was caught in time by the operator, who propped him
up against the doorjam to ask:

“Are you good at puzzles, Mr. Edwards?”
“That depends,” parried Bill. “What’s the problem?”
“Suppose you were running the picture machines in a theatre and you started your first

show at 7 P. M. and the second show was scheduled to start at 9 P. M. and the boss told you
to be darn sure it started promptly on the dot. The program consisted of a ten-reel

feature, a two-reel comedy and a news reel and a travelogue, also about fifteen slides

and a half reel of trailers. How would you do it, Mr. Edwards, if you had received

positive instructions not to run films faster than 1,000 feet in ten minutes?”
“Huh.” sniffed the manager. “That’s easy compared to the riddles I have to answer.

For instance, how do you think I straightened that matter out about the torn sprocket

holes in that film you tore up about a month ago? You answer that one and I’ll answer
yours.”

The operator scratched his head to assist his thinking apparatus. “It looks like the

answer to both questions is the same, Boss.”

“How’s* that?”

“Cut the shows down so you won’t have to race them, or give me more time.”

“It’s a cinch, then,” replied the manager. “I’ll take it up with the producing companies
and have them cut down the length of the features, you speak to the oppositon about
running such a varied show; that’ll straighten it out satisfactorily. I can’t give you all

night to run a show, for we must get the seats to work to make anything.”

Leaving the controversy in that controversial condition, Big Bill hied himself to what
he called his office, located a stubby pencil and jotted down the printer’s copy for the

forthcoming issue of his house organ. Hours later, they found him sprawled across his

desk, upon which lay these notes:

MILLVALE’S LEADING FILLIMRY
“The Amateur Gentleman” and “Almost a Lady”-—A big double bill.

“Black Paradise”—A story of Harlem.
“Miss Nobody”—A story of a taxi-cab driver.

“Tin Gods”—Not proproganda for any special make of car.

“For Heaven’s Sake”—Also Harold Lloyd’s.

“The Gentle Cyclone”—What Florida said.

“Havoc”—Wliat California said.
“The Night Cry”—A sequel to “The First Year.”
“The Show Off”—We admit it. Come anyway.
“Puppets”—Rin-Tin-Tin’s latest.

EXTRA SPECIAL—Saturday

—

“When Bear Cat Went Dry”—A copy of our home-brew
formula given with each paid admission.

[MORE ANON PERHAPS]

view of the fact that she hasn’t done so well

in several pictures of the “Passion” type,

whereas she hit in the single picture of the

other kind she has made, the indication

seems to be that this “Woman of the World”
stuff is better for her as concerns the box
office. What she might do with “Under Two
Flags” is a question providing interesting

speculation. Certainly Lubitsch would be a

big help toward making it a success.

“THE POPULAR SIN”

HAT a pity this picture wasn’t made
in Silesia by Sascha Dippiwitzki with Sonia

SnowbaU and Henri Hoositski in the lead-

ing roles. Then it could have been brought
here and exploded all over the place as one
of those things. Too bad it’s just a domestic

product directed by Mai St. Clair with a

lot of well-known Hollywood residents in

the cast. It’s so bloomin’ much better than

the importations that it ought to get a

break. However
“The Popular Sin” is subcaptioned “by

Monta Bell,” whom I thought was only a

director but hail herewith as an even bet-

ter narrator, and the sin concerned seems
to be that of divorce as practiced in Paris

and environs. If one insists upon extracting

a “moral” from each and every picture, one
may construe this production as a preach-

ment against the light breaking of marital

bonds; but if one merely asks that each

picture entertain, one gets a lot more out

of this playlet. One gets most, however,

whose request of the screen is that the

screen tell a story. This is one of those.

Florence Vidor and Clive Brook are the

foremost players in the thing, Phillip

Strange, Andre Beranger and Greta Nissen

completing the quintette of principals. Miss

Vidor continues to be the actress I would

rather see in a picture than any other.

Clive Brook, whom I thought terrible in his

early productions, here adds to his consider-

able triumph in “You Never Know Women”
and wins me over to admission that he’s a

real actor and on his way up. Phillip

Strange, in a role that might have fallen to

Menjou before that gentleman’s ascendency,

is a knockout. Andre Beranger has less to

do than I like to see him work with, but

does that little with his infallible effective-

ness. Greta Nissen is the fifth principal and

I continue to believe she should go into

other than picture work. She didn’t quite

spoil this picture; one player couldn’t.

Story’s about marriages and divorces for

little or no cause. Synopsis would read like

a court record. Acting is what makes the

picture good, and how good! And direction.

“MILLIONAIRES”

CjEORGE SIDNEY, Vera Gordon, Nat

Carr, Louise Fazenda, Helene Costello and

associates (including the caption writer)

make a first-rate comedy of “Millionaires.”

It’s a story about Jewish people who acquire

money suddenly, try to crash the social reg-

ister, experience adventures alternately

comic and pathetic, finally call it a day and

get back to their original footing as just

regular folks. Everybody knows, by now,

what Sidney and Gordon can do in a picture

like this. They do it again in this one.

“SLUMS OF BERLIN”

I DO not recall a picture so devoid of the

elements that commonly constitute screen

entertainment as “Slums of Berlin,” reported

two weeks ago as seen at the Randolph

theatre, Chicago. Yet the manager of the

Randolph ’phones to say that the picture

cannot be so bad as I reported it, pointing

out that it is in its third week and doing

well at a theatre where pictures practically

never run that long.

The Randolph record of the thing doesn’t

alter my conviction that it is a quite ter-

rible motion picture, but the incident does

serve as an excellent introduction to my
periodical explanation of the difference be-

tween “Service Talks” and “box office re-

views.” Here is the difference:

If I were writing a “box office review” I

should have been forced to predict that

“Slums of Berlin” would do a box office

flop. But, since I was writing a “Service

Talk,” I had merely to say that I thought it

a terrible picture—as I did—leaving the

matter of its box office value to the only

authority remotely qualified to pass upon

such things—the exhibitor.

Now that the periodical explanation

—

made for the benefit of new readers—is off

the chest again, let’s go on with the story.

OUR CONTEST

0 many have written in to answer the

first two questions asked in my contest

(started two weeks ago) that I’m afraid I’ll
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have to submit one more question and call

it a day. My weeks aren’t long enough to

permit of adequately conducting so weighty

a contest as this one threatens to become.

Here, therefore, are the questions submitted:

1. Who played the part of lan Keith’s

woman-servant in the Fox production of

“The Lily”?

2. Who played the part of the butler in

“The Million Dollar Mystery”?

3. Who played the villain to William S.

Hart’s hero in the Triangle production of

“Between Men”?
Address answers to T. O. SERVICE, this

paper, and when I get ’em all untangled and

classified I’ll see what I can do with them.

CITY OR TOWN?

ULL of Thanksgiving turkey and the

things that go with it, therefore at peace

with the world and with this dam radio

shut off at last so the rest of the folks can

enjoy their respective naps, I yield to what-

ever perverse urge it may be that makes

each of us sooner or later butt into the

other fellow’s business and set out herewith

to tell producers how to produce. As this

is the favorite indoor pastime of writers

more famous than I, and as the setting es-

tablished above supplies offhand rebuttal for

such arguments as I may advance, surely no

harm can be done. And I’ll feel much bet-

ter with the following off a chest which is

none too comfortable at the moment.

There seems to be pronounced indecision

on the part of producers as to whether pic-

tures should be made (1) for the cities (2)

for the towns (3) for each or (4) for both.

There seems to be unanimous conviction

that city and town audiences differ radically

in picture demands. All this results in ex-

pensive floundering about. Indecision costs

money.

Producer A argues that he can get his

money out of a picture made for the cities

and let the towns do as they like about it

afterward.

Producer B reverses Producer A’s argu-

ment and policy.

Producer C makes one picture for the

cities and the next one for the towns, a

policy which amounts to putting the eggs in

two baskets instead of one.

Producer D makes all pictures for both

places and these pictures—harder to make
and running fewer nuggets to the ton—are

the outstanding pictures of record any year.

I am pretty sure that exhibitors strongly

favor the policy last named above. I do not

believe that exhibitors unreservedly grant a

difference between city and town picture

demand. My somewhat varied personal ex-

perience convinces me that the difference is

not one of taste; in fact, that the difference

is only a seeming one born of the town’s

objection to border-line subjects. Further,

I am sure that city folks relish these no
more nor less than town folks, but that city

folks do not know their next-seat neighbor

and therefore do not consider the matter

worthy of expressed objection. I believe

this silence is too generally mistaken for con-

sent. This mistake leads to overproduction

of the wrong kind of pictures.

/F Hal Roach likes anything better

than a good comedy it is a good
horse. The Pathe producer has re-

covered entirely from an injury re-

ceived a month ago while riding.

Out of all this I evolve the bright Thanks-

giving tip to producers: Make ’em all as

good as you can and for everybody. Take a

look at the HERALD’S list of “Biggest

Money-Makers of 1925” and the 1926 list

which will be published in the Holiday

Number and forget—once and for all—the

applesauce about the difference between

city and town. There isn’t any.

—

T. O.

SERVICE.

Ray Murray Writes:

Dear Service:

Well, Los Angeles certainly had its fill

of war plays last week. A most extraor-

dinary situation in the motion picture the-

atres prevailed. No less than four of the

city’s screens were occupied by comedies
based upon the World War. The humor
of that gigantic struggle seems to be crop-

ping out in the form of screen plays. It

is perhaps a healthy sign. Enough time

has elapsed to allow us to forget the hard-
ships, the drabness and bitterness, and
permit us to look on the lighter side of

the great conflict and laugh in the teeth

of old Mars.

At the Carthay Circle theatre we were
permitted our first glimpse of Fox’s super-

film, “What Price Glory,” adapted from
Laurence Stallings’ and Maxwell Ander-
son’s remarkable stage success. This was
the world premiere of the twelve-reel film

masterpiece, directed by R. A. Walsh.

At Grauman’s Egyptian theatre Warner
Bros, presented “The Better ’Ole,” star-

ring Syd Chaplin, in which he portrays an
English soldier with rare drollery. Charles
(“Chuck”) Reisner directed and it was
presented with the Vitaphone score.

“Tin Hats,” Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer’s pic-

turization of the funny side of the war,
was the attraction at Loew’s State theatre,

and it kept the house in gales of laughter
throughout the week. Edward Sedgwick
directed this opus, which stars Conrad
Nagel, with Bert Roach and George
Cooper rendering splendid assistance.

“We’re In the Navy Now,” held the at-

tention of folks at the Million Dollar the-

atre, where Wallace Beery and Raymond
Hatton prove a funny team. The titles

are especially good in this Paramount pro-
duction.

The greatest of the four, however, is

“What Price Glory,” a play of overwhelm-

ing realism interspersed with rare bits of
humor of life behind the front. No war
picture, not even excepting D. W. Grif-
fith’s “Hearts of the World,” has had such
realistic battle scenes. And in contrast

with the stirring action of the front line

trenches, the firing of the immense guns,

the rushing of soldiers, comes the quiet of

the underground hospital scenes, the bury-
ing of the dead and the lull between bat-

tles. The atmosphere of the original play

has been well preserved. Care has been
taken to avoid the profanity of the spoken
drama in the titles of the screen play. Not
one is used, but if you are adept at lip

reading you will gather the meaning of
much of the heated dialog between Capt.
Flagg and Sergeant Quirt.

A word about the titles. There are but
few used in the screen version, but each
one counts and are a credit to Malcolm
Stuart Boylan, who wrote them. The
comedy construction of the picture is

unique for it is not deficient in this re-

spect. Edward P. Moran worked in har-
mony with Director Walsh in working out
the humorous scenes. These are undoubt-
edly the life of the production.

Victor McLaglen wins a place in the
cinema sun with his characterization, Capt.
Flagg. Here is a hard-boiled soldier who
fights for the love of it, although deeply
touched at the death of one of his boys.
Private Lewisohn, known as “Mother’s
boy.” Dolores del Rio, who heretofore has
been content to play minor roles, takes her
place also among the leaders. As Char-
maine she gained the sympathy and ap-
plause of her audience from the start.

Edmund Lowe, who gave us the splendid

character Sergt. Quirt, demonstrated he
too could play other than routine roles. It

was his big chance and he took it and
made good.

The comedy was not confined to any par-
ticular player. All contributed toward the
humor of the piece. Ted McNamara
scored heavily as the Captain’s aide.

Sammy Cohen also drew his share of ap-
plause by his eccentric bit of by play while
drunk. William V. Mong was excellent

as Charmaine’s father, and Leslie Fenton,
as Lieutenant Moore, delivered a convinc-
ing piece of acting as the shell shocked
soldier who cries “What Price Glory
Now.” Barney McGill, chief cinema-
tographer on the picture, deserves un-
stinted praise for his very excellent
photography.

“What Price Glory” took two years ta
complete, cost thousands of dollars to pro-
duce and its actors include men who saw
service in the armies of France, Great
Britain, Italy, Belgium, Canada, Australia,
Germany, Austria and America. It is a
signal triumph for all who had a hand in
its making.

* # ^

When Hal Roach builds that short fea-
ture theatre in Los Angeles, we advise him
to open it with “The Hon. Mr. Bugg,"
just to show the folks what kind of come-
dies he makes and assure them of a good
time whenever they drop in. Here is one
of the funniest two reelers that it has been
my good fortune to see. The cast includes
Matt Moore, Anna May Wong, Martha
Sleeper, Laura LaVarnie, Sojin and one
or two others—yes, an all-star cast—in one
of the neatest turned stories told on the
screen in a dog’s age. At a Hollywood
preview house the audience warmed up^

to it in the first hundred feet and kept up
almost continuous laughter throughout the
2,000 feet. Clever titles, perfect timing of
the action and good acting are its three
outstanding points. Fred Jackman directed
and it’s a credit to him. W. H. Walker
titled it and shares honors with Jackman.

Ray Murray.
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A new Educational-Juvenile Comedy,
“Open Spaces,” with Big Boy starring,

has been completed under the direction
of Charles Lamont.

Stepping Along
Distributor: First National

Producer: First National

Length: Undetermined
DIRECTOR CHARLES HINES

PLAYERS
Johnny Rooney Johnny Hines
Molly Taylor Mary Brian
Frank Moreland William Gaxton
Fay Allen Ruth Dwyer
Prince Ferdinand Darowitsky

Edmund Breese
Mike Dan Mason
Boss O’Brien Lee Beggs
TYPE: Romantic comedy.
THEME: Politics and love.

LOCALE: New York.
TIME: The present.
STORY : Johnny, in love with Molly,

is striving to become a successful poli-

tician. He dislikes Moreland, who is aid-
ing Molly to appear behind the Broadway
footlights. After passing a night high
school examination for the bar he is

informed by Boss O’Brien that he is to

be run for assemblyman against More-
land. Molly’s career ends in disaster
when she fails to come up to expecta-
tions in a musical show. Ashamed to

face Johnny, the girl flees without leav-

ing a message. On election night Johnny
learns that Moreland has stolen his birtb

certificate and gives a story out that he
cannot hold office because of his inability

to prove his citizenship. Frantic, Johnny
goes in pursuit of his rival in a fire

chief’s car, unwittingly kidnaping a for-

eign prince who stepped into the car by
mistake. Johnny overtakes his rival and
gives him a beating. Meanwhile the
plot is uncovered.- Johnny is declared
victor, and while looking at the crowd
from a balcony sees Molly. He vaults
the railing and scrambles to the side of
the girl he loves to share his happiness
with her.
HIGHLIGHTS : Johnny’s ambition

to become politician. . . . Molly’s
ambition to become dancer. . . .

Johnny’s dislike lor Moreland. . . .

Scene in which he learns he is to run
against Moreland. . . . Disappear-
ance of Molly. . . . Election night.

Aint Love Funny?
Distributor

:

F. B. 0.

Producer: F. B. 0.

Length: Undetermined
DIRECTOR DEL ANDREWS

PLAYERS
Helena Brice Alberta Vaughn
Bob Kenwood Thomas Wells
Spike Murphy Syd Crossley
Saunders Johnny Gough
John Brice Charles Hill Mailes

TYPE: Romantic comedy.
THEME: Mixed up love.

LOCALE: An American city.

TIME: During (he World War.
STORY : Helena, daughter of an air-

plane manufacturer, is kept out of the
war by her father and her fiance, Bob.
She is furious because Bob does not en-

list, and breaks her engagement. She
promises not to go across if she can do
what she wants to help the soldiers.

Brice finds his mansion turned into a
recreation center for doughboys, and
moves to a hotel. Helena gives them all

autographed photographs on their de-
parture. She sends all the boys in

France a circular letter refusing their
proposals. Bob enlists. When the troops
return after Armistice they come to
marry Helena. She tells them she was
engaged to Murphy, her maid’s sweet-
heart, who she thinks dead. Murphy ap-
pears and demands she marry him. He
abducts her. Bob pursues them followed
by Brice and the maid. The maid sub-
dues Murphy and Bob subdues Helena.
A double wedding takes place.

HIGHLIGHTS: Breaking of en-
gagement. . . . Mansion turned into
recreation place for dough-boys. . . .

Belief of dough-boys that each is

Helena’s sweetheart. . . . Sending
out of circular letters refusing pro-
posals. . . . The Armistice and re-

turn of troops.

Let us think, said they, and then set to.

Left to right are Bob De Lacy, director

of Tom Tyler, F. B. O. star, center, and
Laurence Creutz, editor for all Tyler

productions.

Mildred June appears with Lige Con-
ley in “The Fighting Kangaroo,” Fox

comedy.

Just Another Blonde
Distributor: First National

Producer: First National

Length: Undetermined

DIRECTOR AL SANTELL

PLAYERS
Jeanne Cavanaugh Dorothy Mackaill

Jimmy O’Connor Jack Mulhall

Diana O’Sullivan Louise Brooks
Kid Scotty William Collier, Jr.

TYPE: ..Romantic comedy.
THEME: Romantic love.

LOCALE: New York.
TIME: The present.

STORY: Jimmy and Scotty are pals,

and both of them are gamblers. They
decide to go straight and go fifty-fifty

in everything. They do until Scotty falls

in love with Diana, in charge of a. rifle

shooting booth at Coney Island. Jimmy
disapproves of women except his mother,

and tells Scotty so. Scotty is in despair

until he and Diana decide to have Jimmy
fall for Diana’s girl friend, Jeanne, a

dance hall hostess. Scotty places Jeanne’s

picture on the dresser and begs Jimmy to

speak for him. Jimmy agrees and falls

in love with Jeanne. He remembers his

partner is also in love with her and pro-

ceeds to tell her how wonderful Scotty is.

Jeanne is as indifferent about Scotty as

she is enthusiastic about Jimmy. They
go up in an airplane together and when
they expect to be killed Jimmy tells

Jeanne he loves her.

HIGHLIGHTS: Gambling scenes.

. . . Scotty’s love for Diana. . . .

Jimmy’s disapproval of women. .

Plot to have him fall in love with

Jeanne. . . . His pressing suit for

Scotty to Jeanne whom he really loves.

. . . The Coney Island scenes.

. . . The airplane ride. . . . His
declaration of love.
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Barbed Wire
Distributor: Paramount
Producer: Paramount
Length: Undetermined

DIRECTOR ROWLAND V. LEE
Cameraman Bert Glennon

PLAYERS
Mona Crane Pola Negri
Oskar Clive Brook
Robert Crane Claude Gillingwater
Robbie Crane Einar Hanson
Hans Clyde Cook
Neighbor Gustav von Seyffertitz

Commandant. Charles Lane
Sergeant of Guard Ben Hendricks, Jr.

Consumptive Norman Peck

TYPE: Drama of wartime.
THEME: Love, hatred and revenge.
LOCALE: A Normandy farm house.
TIME. During the World War.
STORY : Mona, her father and brother

are happy until war is declared. The
brother goes to battle and is later re-

ported missing. Mona’s hatred for the
Germans grows. Their farm is used as a
prisoner’s camp. The death of a German
prisoner arouses pity in Mona, which she
conquers. Interest springs up between
Oskar, a prisoner, and Mona. Upon
learning of some French children being-

murdered by the enemy Mona gives vent
to her feelings by wishing the same thing
should happen to Oskar’s family. Later
his sister is killed by the French. A
French sergeant forces his way into
Mona’s house, but the timely arrival of
Oskar saves her. The guards hear the
struggle and arrest Oskar. Realizing if

he tells why he attacked the sergeant
will involve Mona, Oskar permits them
to believe he was attempting to escape.
The girl’s sense of fairness forces her
to tell the truth. The peasants consider
her a traitoress. The father, upon find-
ing Mona in the arms of a German, falls
dead. Word comes that Oskar’s mother
refuses to receive a daughter of the
enemy. They arrange a suicide pact if
the proceeds from the farm sale are in-
sufficient to take them to some foreign
shore. The village is delighted at the

_girl’s humiliation. The brother returns
home blind. He turns on the crowd with
an impassioned plea for love, forgiveness,
the brotherhood of man. Ashamed, the
crowd disperses and Mona tells Oskar
she needs him on the farm.

HIGHLIGHTS : Declaration ot war.
. . . Use of a farm as prisoner
camp. . . . Mona’s hatred of Ger-
man’s. . . . Scene in which sergeant
forces way into Mona’s house. . . .

Timely arrival of Oskar. . . . The
trial. . . . Scene in which peasants
turn against her.

The Outlaw Express
Distributor

:

Pathe
Producer: Pathe

Length: 5,479 feet
DIRECTOR LEO MALONEY
Cameramen..Harry Cooper, Orrin Jackson

PLAYERS
Miles Wayburn Leo Maloney
Ann Townsend Joan Renee
Sheriff Townsend Melbourne

Melbourne MacDowell
Carl Larson Albert Hart
John Mills Henry Otto
His Secretary Paul Hurst
Ma Hemstetter Evelyn Thatcher
“Chaw” Egan Nelson McDowell
“Borax” Jones Fred Bums
“Blackie” Lewis Bud Osborne
Scott Frank Ellis
TYPE: Western drama.
THEME: Solving holdup mystery.
LOCALE: A Western American town.

Above are Julanne Johnston, Warner
Oland, Colleen Moore and Lucien
Littlefield in a scene from the First

National production “Twinkletoes,”
directed by A1 Santell, and photo-
graphed by Jas. Van Trees. Shooting
on Colleen’s next, “Orchids and Er-
mine,” is about half way completed.

TIME: The present.

STORY : The suspicions of the towns-
people regarding the holdup of the Cou-
gar Pass stage coach, is directed towards
the sheriff. Maloney, really an operative
of the robbed express company, comes as
a stranger meets the sheriff’s daughter.
He does some private investigating and
finally ferrets out the agent’s implica-
tions, although the vigilantes of the town
are for the sheriff’s blood. The latter

is exonerated and bestows his blessing
on his daughter and his deliverer.

Ralph Ince not only directed ‘‘Breed
of the Sea,” for F. B. O., but also
played a dual role in it. A1 Siegler
held the camera.

HIGHLIGHTS: The holdup. . . .

People’s suspicion of Sheriff. . . .

The meeting of Maloney and Sheriff’s

daughter. . . . The second holdup.

. . . Exoneration of Sheriff.

Rose of the Tenements
Distributor: F. B. 0.

Producer: F. B. 0.

Length: Undetermined
DIRECTOR PHIL ROSEN
Cameraman L. Broening

PLAYERS
Rosie Rossetti Shirley Mason
Danny Lewis Johnny Harron
Sara Kaminsky Evelyn Selbie

Abraham Kaminsky Sidney Franklin
Tim Galligan.. James Gordon
Mickey Galligan Frank McGlynn, Jr.

Paddy Flynn Scott McKee
Izzie Kohn Jesse Devorska

TYPE: Romantic drama.
THEME: Love and intrigue.

LOCALE: New York.
TIME: During the World War.

STORY : Rose, the orphaned daugh-
ter of a New York gangster, and Danny,
another orphan, are brought up by a Jew-
ish couple who have an artificial flower
factory on the East Side. Rose works
in the flower show. Danny, defeating
the ward bully in a street fight, joins

the political gang. The old couple die,

telling Rose of her real parentage, and
leave the factory to Rose and Danny.
The latter drifts into the clutches of a
Bolshevik agitator, and Emma, his co-

worker. Danny is infatuated with Emma,
and she uses him for the “cause.” When
war is declared with Germany Danny will

not enlist. The two agitators are at-

tacked by a crowd and Danny prevents
Emma from throwing a bomb. Seeing
her for what she is he decides to enlist.

He is exonerated by the police and al-

lowed to enlist, much to Rose’s joy. He
returns to find his love for Rose stronger
than a fraternal affection.

HIGHLIGHTS: Adoption of boy
and girl by Jewish couple. . . .

Their death. . . . Danny’s mixing
with political crowd.

The House Without a Key
Distributor: Pathe
Producer: Pathe

Length: Ten episodes

DIRECTOR SPENCER BENNETT
Cameraman Edward J. Snyder

PLAYERS
Cary Egan Allene Ray
John Quincy Winterslip Walter Miller

Dan Winterslip E. H. Calvert
Amos Winterslip John Webb Dillon

Barbara Winterslip Betty Caldwell
Minerva Winterslip Natalie Warfield
James Egan Jack Pratt
Harry Jennison Wm. Norton Bailey
Kaohla Frank Lackteen

TYPE: Mystery serial.

THEME: Solving a secret.

LOCALE: Honolulu.
TIME: The present.

STORY : Between Amos and Dan Win-
terslip, brothers, there has been erected
a spite fence for twenty years, standing
as proof of their hatred. Their sister

comes from Boston to patch up their

quarrel. John Winterslip, a nephew, is

entrusted by his Uncle Dan with the
doing away of a strong box which holds
the Winterslip secret. On his boat is

Cary, daughter of Amos Winterslip’s
partner. The mystery is finally unrav-
eled and Cary and John, many times
thwarted, are reunited at the end and
marry.
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New Picture Publication Dates
A Week-to-Week Summary of Facts and Figures Pertain-

ing to New Picture Product Offered the Theatre Booker

Title Producer Distributor Length

WEEK OF NOVEMBER 21st

The Vulgar Yachtsman Standard Cinema F. B. O. 2 reels

Alice Helps the Romance Winkler F. B. O. 1 reel

Little Miss Bluffit F. B. O. F. B. O. 1915
Bardelys The Magnificent M-G-M M-G-M 8653
House Without a Key No. 1 Pathe Pathe 2 reels

War Feathers Hal Roach Pathe 2 reels

Hesitating Horses Mack Sennett Pathe 2 reels

Pathe Review No. 47 Pathe Pathe 1 reel
Topics of the Day No. 47 Timely Films Pathe 1/3 reel

Pathe News No. 96 Pathe Pathe 1 reel

Pathe News No. 97 Pathe Pathe 1 reel
Prowlers of the Night Blue Streak Western Universal 5 reels

Mind Your Own Business Fox Universal 1 reel

The Truthful Sex Blue Bird C-B-C 5831
The Tennis Wizard C-B-C Fox 2 reels

Wing9 of the Storm Fox Fox 5244
We’re In the Navy Now Paramount Paramount 5519
For Alimony Only P-D-C P-D-C 6070

WEEK OF NOVEMBER 28th

Movieland Lupino Lane Educational 2 reels

A Key-Hole Cruise Lyman H. Howe Educational 1 reel

Felix the Cat Trumps the Ace Bijou Educational 1 reel

Dots and Dashes Winkler F. B. O. 1 reel

Fatal Footsteps Whirlwind F. B. O. 2 reels

The Silent Lover First National First National 6500
The Unknown Cavalier First National First National 6595
Madame Dynamite Imperial Foa 2 reels

Travels in Toyland Fox Varieties Foa 1 reel

The House Without a Key No. 2 Pathe Pathe 2 reels

The Divorce Dodger Mack Sennett Pathe 2 reels

Tripping the Rhine Hy Mayer Pathe 1/2 reel

Pathe Review No. 48 Pathe Pathe 1 reel

Topics of the Day No. 48 Timely Patke 1/3 rael

Pathe News No. 98 Pathe Pathe 1 reel

Pathe News No. 99 Pathe Pathe 1 reel

For Wives Only Metropolitan P-D-C 5790
Hidden Loot Blue Streak Western Universal 5 reels

Barely Reasonable Mustang Western Universal 2 reels

Roughing It Bluebird Universal 1 reel

George’s In Love Stern Bros. Universal 2 reels

There You Are M-G-M M-G-M 5652

WEEK OF DECEMBER 5th

School Daze McDougall Alley Bray 2 reels

The Better Way C-B-C C-B-C 5540
Close Shaves Tuxedo Educational 2 reels

Sweet Baby Cameo Educational 1 reel

Balloon Tired Life Cartoon Educational 1 reel

Much Mystery Mermaid Educational 2 reels

Alice’s Spanish Guitar Winkler F. B. O. 1 reel

House Without a Kay No. 3 Pathe Pathe 2 reels

Pathe Review No. 49 Timely Pathe 1 reel

Topics of the Day No. 49 Pathe Pathe 1/3 reel

Pathe News No. 100 Pathe Pathe 1 reel

Pathe News No. 101 Pathe Pathe 1 reel

Her Big Night Jewel Universal 8 reels

The Fighting Strain Mustang Western Universal 2 reels

Hook or Crook Bluebird Comedv Universal 1 reel

The City Fox Fox 5500
Ko-Ko Gets Egg-cited Out of the Inkwell Red Seal 800
Mother, Mother Pin a Rose on Me Ko-Ko Song Car-tunes Red Seal 600
Chicken Cooped Carrie of the Chorus Red Seal 2 reels

Issue 19 Animated Hair Cartoons Red Seal 600

WEEK OF DECEMBER 12th

Don't Kidd Me. Monk Fistical Culture Bray 2 reels

Goose Flesh Hamilton Educational 2 reels

Have Courage Billy Dooley Educational 2 reels

Nic-Na Curiosities Educational 1 reel

Sunbeams Bruce Scenic Novelty Educational 1 reel

The Rainbow Moonlight Bruce Scenic Novelty Educational 1 reel

Felix the Cat Collars the Button Bijou Educational 1 reel

Border Whirlwind F. B. O. F. B. O. 4838
Heavvation Standard Cinema F. B. O. 2 reels

Alice's Brown Derby Winkler F. B. O. 1 reel

Golf Widows Imperial Fox 2 reels

Overnight from Paris Fox Varieties Fox 1 reel

Issue L Reelviews Red Seal 900
Issue 20 Animated Hair Cartoons Red Seal 600
Pack Up Your Troubles Ko-Ko Song Car-Tunes Red Seal 600
Lazy Lightning Blue Streak Western Universal 5 reels

Galloping Justice Mustang Western Universal 2 reels

Lone Prairie Mustang Western Universal 2 reels

Switching Sleepers Bluebird Universal 1 reel

Jane’s Predicament Stern Bros. Universal 2 reels

Second Hand Excuse Stern Bros. Universal 2 reels

International News No. 94
BELGIUM IN FRENZY OF JOY OVER WEDDING
OF SWEDISH PRINCESS AND CROWN PRINCE
LEOPOLD.

GUSHER AFIRE THREATENS GREAT OIL FIELD
IN SPINDLETOP, TEXAS.

CAMERA REPORTS FROM EVERYWHERE SUP-
PORT TIDINGS THAT TURKEYS ARE PLENTI-
FUL.

FIRST WINTER HURRICANE TAKES HEAVY
TOLL. EIGHTY-MILE WIND AND MOUN-
TAINOUS SEAS SPREAD DESTRUCTION.

NOT A TAME MOMENT IN LAST ROUGH RID-
ING MEET AS CURTAIN FALLS ON RODEO
SEASON.

ARMY TESTS NERVES OF PEACE-TIME SOL-
DIERS IN THRILLING “GAS ATTACKS.”

International News No. 95
HEEL-AND-TOE EXPERTS TRAIN FOR WINTER

RACES.
ELEPHANTS, RHINOS AND TIGERS IN AMERI-
CAN MUSEUM GET ARTISTIC RETOUCHING.

GLITTERING SPECTACLE AS RELIGIOUS CERE-
MONY SEALS UNION OF CROWN PRINCE
LEOPOLD AND PRINCESS ASTRID.

LUCKY INFANTS USED AS “TEXTBOOK” BY
COLLEGE GIRLS STUDYING CARE OF CHIL-
DREN.

COAST GUARD READY FOR WAR ON XMAS
RUM RUNNERS.

QUEEN MARIE CUTS SHORT HER TOUR OF
AMERICA. RETURNING TO ROUMANIA BE-
CAUSE OF KING’S ILLNESS.

*

Kinograms No. 5242
PRESIDENT DOUMERGUE. PREMIER BRIAND AND
MARSHAL FOCH SHARE IN ARMISTICE DAY
CEREMONY.

AIR UNIT OF U. S. COAST GUARD STARTS
OPERATIONS WITH BIG AMPHIBIANS FOR
AERIAL WAR ON RUM RUNNERS.

RELIGIOUS RITES FOLLOW CIVIL CEREMONY
AT STOCKHOLM OF PRINCESS ASTRID AND
CROWN PRINCE LEOPOLD.

SANTA CLAUS AND HIS STAFF BOUND SOUTH
FROM THE POLE PROVE CHRISTMAS IS
COMING.

LAST OF THE BIG THREE BATTLES IS WON
BY YALE TEAM BEFORE THRONG OF 78,000-

Kinograms No. 5243

NAVY PLANES PN-10 NO. I AND PN-10 NO. 2

SET OUT ON DARING TRIP TO TROPICS.

CONSPIRACY ACTION AGAINST FORMER SECRE-

TARY AND OIL MAGNATE, FALL AND DO-
HENY, IS UNDER WAY.

QUEEN MARIE SAILS FOR HOME WITH PRIN-

CESS ILEANA AND PRINCE NICHOLAS.

SIR ALAN COBHAM TRIES TO FLY FROM SHIP
TO SHORE.

PACIFIC FLEE!' LEATHERPUSHERS MEET IN

BOUTS ABOARD U. S. S. MARYLAND.
RECENTLY DEVELOPED IMPROVEMENTS IN

WAR MONSTERS SHOWN FOR FIRST TIME.

GREATEST CROWD THAT EVER SAW A FOOT-
BALL GAME IN AMERICA ATTENDS BATTLE
OF THE TWO GREAT ELEVENS OF WEST
POINT AND ANNAPOLIS.

*

Pathe News No. 94

PRESIDENT JAN CHAKSTE WITNESSES THRIL-
LING EQUESTRIAN SKILL OF YOUNG RE-

PUBLIC’S MOUNTED SOLDIERS.

CANADA APPOINTS VINCENT MASSEY MINISTER
TO WASHINGTON. MARKING EPOCH IN U. S.

ENGLISH AND GERMAN WORKERS JOIN IN

SOVIET CELEBRATION.
ITALY WINS SCHNEIDER CUP WITH RECORD
SEAPLANE SPEED.

Pathe News No. 95

AMERICAN AND BRITISH SAILORS ON SIGHT-

SEEING TOUR IN CHINA.

HURRICANE WORKS HAVOC IN PROVINCE-
TOWN HARBOR.

UNIVERSITY OF LONDON STUDENTS HOLD
HILARIOUS “RAG.”

BELGIANS WILDLY WELCOME THEIR FUTURE
QUEEN, PRINCESS ASTRID.

BEAUTIFUL COLUMBIA. NEW CHAMPION OF
GLOUCESTER FISHING CRAFT. TAKES PATHE
CAMERAMAN ON THRILLING CRUISE TO
SHOW HER SEAWORTHINESS.
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J. C. (“Cal”) Hoffner, electrical and mechan-
ical engineer in charge of the Fox West
Coast Studios, was chairman of the enter-

tainment committee of the big annual Fox
picnic at Tournament Park, Pasadena. He
is responsible for the wonderful day’s

outing and the good time had by every
Fox employe, and was the recipient of a

very complimentary letter from Winfield
R. Sheehan, vice-president and general

manager, on the way he handled the entire

affair.

Publicity Directors of
Studios Get Committee

to Promote Efficiency
HOLLYWOOD, Nov. 30.—Pete Smith,

president of the Wampas and West Coast
publicity director director of M-G-M, has
announced the
personnel of a stu-

dio publicity di-

rectors committee
formed for inter-

change of ideas
for improved effi-

ciency in routine
and management,

Pete Smith

for protection of

legitimate news
c o r r e s p ondents
and advertising

agents, and for

unit action in mat-
ters affecting pub-

Barrett C. Kiesling licity of the pro-
ducers as a whole.

Barrett C. Kiesling of Pro-Dis-Co, is

chairman. Members include Arch Reeve,
Paramount; Hal Wallis, Warner Brothers;
Tom Reed, Universal; Robert Yost, Fox;
Arthur Hagerman, Hal Roach

;
Harry

Brand, Joseph Schenck; Mark Larkin and
George Thomas, Pickford-Fairbanks

;
Pat

Dowling, Christie, and George Landy, First
National.

Voight Fox Manager
(Special to the Herald)

SAN FRANCISCO, Nov. 23.—Fred W.
Voigt is being congratulated on his ap-
pointment as branch manager of Fox Ex-
change. Voigt suffered a serious illness

about a year ago and retired from the
Metro-Goldwyn exchange.

Look It Up in

“New Pictures”
Index to “Herald” Files by

Title, Date and Page

A Man Four Square Nov. 6, P. 90
Almost A Lady Sept. 4, P. 91
Amateur Gentleman, The Aug. 21, P. 55
April Fool Nov. 6, P. 90
Atta Boy Oct. 30, P. 97
Bardelys the Magnificent Nov. 13, P. 60
Beau Geste July 24, P. 55
Beauty a la Mud Sept. 25, P. 65
Bells, The Oct. 30, P. 98
Better Man, The July 3, P. 55
Big Show, The June 5, P. 63
Bigger Than Barnum’s Aug. 21, P. 53
Black Paradise July 31, P. 65
Blue Boy, The Oct. 16, P. 62
Bonanza Buckaroo, The Oct. 2, P. 97
Bred in Old Kentucky Nov. 20, P. 55
Breed of the Sea - Oct. 23, P. 00
Briny Boob, A - Nov. 13, P. 60
Bromo and Juliet Sept. 18, P. 109
Brown Derby, The June 19, P. 57
Campus Flirt, The .. Oct. 9, P. 61
Chase Yourself _ July 10, P. 81
Christine of the Big Tops Sept. 11, P. 59
Clinging Vine, The Aug. 28, P. 58
College Boob, The Sept. 4, P. 91
College Days .. Nov. 13, P. 59
Collegiate - Sept. 4, P. 90
Corporal Kate Oct. 30, P. 98
Cow’s Kimona, The June 19, P. 55
Cowboy Cop, The Aug. 7, P. 81
Creeps - June 19, P. 55
Cruise of the Jasper B Nov. 27, P. 88
Daffy Dill, The Aug. 21, P. 53
Dancing Days Sept. 18, P. 109
Dead Line, The July 24, P. 58
Dangerous Friends Sept. 25, P. 67
Devil’s Dice .. _. -Aug. 7, P. 79
Devil’s Gulch, The Aug. 28, P. 58
Devil’s Island Oct. 30, P. 97
Dice Woman, The .. July 17, P. 57
Dippy Tar, A ...Sept. 25, P. 65
Dodging Trouble Nov. 20, P. 55
Don Juan’s Three Nights Oct. 16, P. 63
Doubling With Danger .. Aug. 7, P. 81
Duchess of Buffalo, The Aug. 7, P. 79
Dude Cowboy, The Nov. 13, P. 59
Dummy Love - - -Aug. 28, P. 58
Earth Woman, The -May 22, P. 62
Everybody’s Acting Oct. 16, P. 63
Ella Cinders - — June 12, P. 98
Eve’s Leaves June 26, P. 47
Excess Baggage - .Aug. 7, P. 79
Fighting Boob, The May 1, P. 62
Fine Manners .. May 22, P. 61
Flame of the Argentine — Sept. 4, P. 92
Flame of the Yukon, The —.—July 31, P. 64
Flames - Oct. 2, P. 97
Flaming Romance Nov. 20, P. 55
Flashing Fangs Oct. 2, P. 95
Fools of Fashion — Sept. 11, P. 59
Footloose Widows ........ June 26, P. 45
For Alimony Only Oct. 16, P. 61
Forever After Sept. 25, P. 65
Forlorn River - Aug. 7, P. 80
For Wives Only - Nov. 6, P. 89
Fourth Alarm, The — Oct. 16, P. 63
Fresh Faces - May 8, P. 129
Gentle Cyclone July 31, P. 65
Get ’Em Young ...... Oct. 23, P. 00
Gigolo July 24, P. 56
Gigolo — — Sept. 25, P. 67
Gilded Highway, The -— May 8, P. 130
Gimme Strength May 22, P. 61
Glenister of the Mounted June 12, P. 97
God Gave Me Twenty Cents.. Nov. 13, P. 60
Going Crazy - May 29, P. 130
Golden Web, The -May 15, P. 138
Great Deception, The July 17, P. 57
Greater Glory, The - May 15, P. 136
Hair Trigger Baxter Oct. 16, P. 62
Hard Boiled — June 26, P. 45
Hearts and Spangles June 12, P. 97
Hell Bent fer Heaven July 10, P. 79
Hell’s Four Hundred —May 15, P. 137
Her Honor the Governor Aug. 28, P. 59
Her Man o’ War - —Nov. 6, P. 89
Here Comes Charlie July 10, P. 82
Hidden Way, The Oct. 16, P. 63
High Hand, The..- - Oct. 30, P. 97
His Private Life - May 29, P. 129
Hitchin’ Up July 3, P. 53
Hold Still - -—Oct. 23, P. 00
Honest Injun — —— July 17, P. 57
Hoot Mon Nov. 27, P. 87
Humdinger, The - Oct. 30, P. 98
Ice Cold Cocos — June 19, P. 57
Imposter, The - May 1, P. 62
Into Her Kingdom - July 24, P. 55
Is That Nice Oct. 30, P. 98
Isle of Retribution, The May 22, P. 62
It Must Be Love - -Sept. 11, P. 59
It’s the Old Army Game May 1, P. 63
Jade Cup, The - - - June 19, P. 57
Jolly Tars Sept. 4, P. 90
Kid Boots - — Oct. 16, P. 63
Kiki - May 1, P. 62
King of the Pack, The — Aug. 21, P. 55

Kiss Papa - Aug. 21, P. 55
Laddie Oct. 2, P. 95
Ladies At Play Nov. 20, P. 55
Last Frontier, The Oct. 16, P. 62
Lew Tyler's Wives - - July 10, P. 79
Lone Hand Saunders Oct. 9, P. 61
Long Fliv the King Juno 19, P. 55
Lost at Sea - - Sept. 4, P. 90
Man of the Forest, The Nov. 27, P. 88
Love Magic June 12, P. 98
Love ’Em and Leave ’Em Nov. 27, P. 88
Man Four Square, A Nov. 6, P. 90
Mantrap - May 29, P. 131
Masquerade Bandit, The June 26, P. 45
Meet the Prince - Aug. 7, P. 81
Men of the Night - July 17, P. 57
Men of Steel Nov. 27, P. 87
Midnight Follies Nov. 27, P. 88
Midnight Lovers Oct. 23, P. 00
Millionaire Policeman, The May 1, P. 64
Mismates Nov. 6, P. 89
Miss Nobody - - June 19, P. 57
Mister Wife - July 31, P. 64
Mona Lisa, The Nov. 13, P. 62
Move Along - Aug. 21, P. 54
Mr. Cinderella May 8, P. 129
Mulhall’s Great Catch July 24, P. 58
My Kid - Sept. 18, P. 110
Nervous Wreck, The Oct. 16, P. 61
Night Cry, The - May 8, P. 130
North Star - -...May 8, P. 130
Nothing Matters — June 26, P. 47
Oh, What a Night Nov. 27, P. 87
One Minute to Play Sept. 18, P. 109
Only Way, The July 10, P, 82
Open Spaces - - Nov. 20, P. 55
Out of the West Oct. 9, P. 63
Palm Beach Girl, The - May 1, P. 63
Pals First - - July 10, P. 79
Pals in Paradise - .Nov. 20, P. 55
Prince of Tempters — .Nov. 6, P. 89
Papa’s Pest - - June 5, P. 68
Paradise - Sept. 4, P. 90
Partners Again July 3, P. S3
Passionate Quest, The July 24, P. 58
Pink Elephants - Nov. 13, P. 59
Poor Girl’s Romance, A - June 5, P. 63
Prince of Tempters...- - Nov. 6, P. 89
Puppets - June 12, P. 97
Quarterback, The Oct. 30, P. 98
Racing Blood - June 26, P. 46
Ranson’s Folly - May 29, P. 129
Risky Business Sept. 18, P. 109
Romance of a Million Dollars, The Aug. 14, P. 52
Sandy - -...May 1, P. 62
Sap, The ...- - May 22, P. 63
Satan Town —-Aug. 14, P. 52
Savage, The - - June 5, P. 64
Say It Again - May 15, P. 138
Sea Bedst, The .May 15, P. 136
Sea Wolf, The - July 31, P. 64
Senor Daredevil - June 26, P. 47
Seventh Bandit, The May 8, P. 131
Shameful Behavior — Oct. 23, P. 00
Shamrock Handicap, The May 8, P. 128
Shipwrecked - July 3, P. 54
Shore Shy ... - May 8, P. 129
Show Off, The - Sept. 4, P.91
Sign of the Claw, The May 29, P. 130
Silence - - June 5, P. 64
Silent Power, The ...Aug. 28, P. 59
Skyrocket, The - May 8, P. 128
Social Highwayman, The June 12, P. 98
Shell Socked - Nov. 6, P. 90
Solid Gold ...- Aug. 21, P. 53

Son of the Sheik - - July 3, P.55
Sparrows - — June 26, P.47
Speed Limit, The - July 31, P. 64
Speeding Venus, The Aug. 14, P. 52

Sporting Lover, The -May 29, P.130
Still Alarm - May 22, P. 62

Strong Man, The Sept. 11, P. 59
Subway Sadie — — - July 31, P.65
Sunny Side Up —— July 31, P. 64
Syncopating Sue Oct. 23, P. 00
Teacher, Teacher — —Oct. 23, P . CfO

That Model From Paris — Sept. 11, P. 59
The Masked Woman Oct. 23, P. 00
Through Thick and Thin July 3, P. 54
Thundering Fleas - July 3, P. 53
Till We Eat Again - June 19, P. 55
Tin Gods July 17, P. 57
Tom and His Pals— — - Oct. 16, P. 61
Tony Runs Wild - - -..June 12, P. 99
Twinkletoes — — -Nov. 20, P. 55
Twisted Triggers Sept. 25, P. 65
Two Gun Man, The July 10, P. 79
Unfair Sex, The - Oct. 2, P. 95
Unknown Cavalier, The -Nov. 13, P. 59
Unknown Soldier, The — —..June 19, P.55
Unknown Treasures July 10, P. 81

Up in Mabel’s Room — July 3, P. 53
Uppercuts Sept. 25, .P 67
Valley of Bravery, The June 12, P. 98
Vision, The - - June 26, P. 45
We’re in the Navy Now -Nov. 20, P. 55
West of Broadway —Oct. 16, P. 62
Who Hit Me - Aug. 7, P. 81
Who’s My Wife? - July 10, P. 80
Who’s Who - Aug. 28, P. 59
Wife Shy Oct. 16, P. 62
Wilderness Woman, The May 22, P. 62
Wise Guy, The - June 5, P. 64
Woman’s Heart, A - Oct. 9, P. 61
You’d Be Surprised Aug. 14, P. 52
Young April - Aug. 28, P. 60
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Chadwick
Innovation in “Sunshine” Lithographs

Lithographs are being prepared for

“Sunshine of Paradise Alley,” the fourth
of the First Division Pictures of the new
season, and will be an innovation in mo-
tion picture posters.

Columbia
“Rosie” in Thanksgiving Program

“Sweet Rosie O’Grady” was used as a
Thanksgiving Week attraction in Chicago,
Pittsburgh and Altoona.

Dorothy Revier “Price of Honor” Lead

Dorothy Revier has been cast for the
leading role in “The Price of Honor,” set

for early filming.

American Cinema Assoc.

Complete “God’s Wilderness”

ACA’s fifth production, “God’s Great
Wilderness,” has been completed. Lillian

Rich, Joseph Bennett and Russell Simpson
have the leading roles in this production.

Gotham
“Money to Burn” Being Booked
Although not scheduled for release until

this month, “Money to Burn,” the latest

production to be released by Lumas, has
already been extensively booked.

Preferred Pictures

Grace Cunard Replaces Betty Francisco
Grace Cunard has been signed for the

role originally given to Betty Francisco in

“Exclusive Rights,” which Frank O’Connor
is now directing on the coast. Shirley
Palmer and James Bradbury, Jr., have
been added to the cast.

United Artists

Keaton Finishes “General”

Cutting and titling Buster Keaton’s first

U. A. picture, “The General,” has just
been completed. This production was di-

rected by the star himself and Clyde Bruck-
man. Marian Mack is Keaton’s leading
lady.

IFeber to Direct Duncan Sisters

Lxfis Weber has been signed to direct
the Duncan Sisters, Vivian and Rosetta, in

the screen version of “Topsy and Eva,”
their stage success.

“Sunya” Nears Completion

“Sunya,” Gloria Swanson’s newest pic-
ture, is rapidly nearing completion in New
York under the direction of Albert Parker.
Camera work will be completed within the
next few weeks, under the supervision of
Cameraman Robert Martin.

Fox
“War Horse” Nears Finish

Buck Jones has practically finished “The
War Horse,” under the direction of Lam-

JVow comes the Gene Tunney purse,
with Vera Steadman as its exponent
—in this still. Miss Steadman ap-
pears in Christie comedies, released
by Educational.

bert Hillyer. The star and director col-

laborated on the script.

Ray Directs “Love Makes ’Em W ild”

“Love Makes ’Em Wild,” has gone into

production with Albert Ray wielding the

megaphone. The cast is headed by Johnny
Harron and Sally Phipps.

“W edlock” in W'ork

R. William Neill has commenced shoot-
ing initial scenes for “Marriage,” the novel
by H. G. Wells, which is being presented
on the screen as “Wedlock.”

Blystone to Direct “Ankles”

J. G. Blystone will soon start production
on “Ankles Preferred,” in which Kathryn
Perry has the leading feminine roles.

“A. W. O. L.” in Production

“A. W. O. L.,” a comedy based upon
some of the lighter episodes of the World
War, is in production under the direction

of Ben Stoloff. Leading characters are
Ted McNanara and Sammy Cohen.

Nat Levine Productions

Complete “Golden Stallion”

The new wild horse serial, “The Golden
Stallion,” starring Lefty Flynn, has been
completed, and will be distributed on the

State Right market along with “The Fight-
ing Failure,” in which Cullen Landis stars.

Tiffany

Start Another Picture

The cast is now being assembled for
“The Tiger,” a temporary working title

of the newest story to be put in production.

David Hartford Productions

“Rose of Bowery” in Work
David Hartford has taken up the mega-

phone for his own production, “Rose of
the Bowery.” Sylvia Frances Seid has
scenarized the story.

Sterling Pictures

Announce Two Belgium Releases

Following the releases of “Big Pal,” in
Belgium, Soleil Levant Films, handling all

Sterling releases for that company, has an-
nounced the next two to be released. They
are “Wreckage,” featuring May Allison
and Holmes Herbert, and “The Phantom
Express,” featuring Ethel Shannon and
David Butler.

First National

Announce Title Changes on Two
“Here Y’ Are Brother,” which an A. L.

Rockett unit is shooting, has been changed
to “Three In Love,” and “Not Herbert,”
Ray Rockett’s last production in the East,
will henceforth be known as “The Per-
fect Sap.”

Boyle Directing “Dragon”

Joe Boyle has assumed direction of “The
Son of the Dragon,” a tentative title for
the picture in which Dorothy Mackaill and
Lawrence Gray have the leads. Ernest
Haller and Billie Schurr are handling the
camera work.

Johnny Hines Starts Work on Next

Camerawork has started on “All Aboard,”
the next production in which Johnny Hines
stars. Matt Taylor is responsible for the
scenario.

Negro Comic Is Signed

Zack Williams, giant negro comedian,
has been signed to supply comedy relief

in “Easy Pickings,” the crook-mystery
story featuring Anna Qv Nilsson. Produc-
tion has just been started under the man-
agement of Frank Griffin and the direc-
tion of George Archainbaud.

Select Neiv Milton Sills Story

Following the completion of his present
picture, tentatively titled “The Runaway
Enchantress,” Milton Sills will do a story
entitled “Heaven and Earth,” by Carey
Wilson.

Pro-Dis-Co

“Gertie’s Garter” in Work
Production has started on Marie Pre-

vost’s starring picture for Metropolitan,
“Getting Gertie’s Garter.” E. Mason Hop-
per will handle the megaphone.

“W'hite Gold” Being Shot

Camera work has started on “White
Gold,” Jetta Goudal’s next starring vehicle.

The story is by J. Palmer Parsons.

“Corporal Kate” Wins Praise

“Corporal Kate,” the De Mille produc-
tion starring Vera Reynolds and directed
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Go West, young man! Thereupon “Our Gang” donned all the accoutrements of

broncho and Indian busters for “War Feathers,” Pathe picture. Everyone knows
Farina is a “good Indian” but it looks tough for him here as he’s the only one

in redman makeup. At that his crinkly hair doesn’t lend itself to a finished job

of scalping.

by Paul Sloane, was previewed at the

Beverly Hill Theatre in Los Angeles and

was commended by the audience and the

press.

Harry Myers Added to “Control” Cast

Harry Myers has been added to the cast

of “No Control,” a new Metropolitan pro-

duction featuring Harrison Ford and

Phyllis Haver, which Scott Sidney will

next direct.

Anne Teeman in “King” Cast

Anne Teeman has been added to the

players of “The King of Kings,” Cecil B.

De Mille’s film story of The Christ.

Warner Brothers

Alf Goulding Is Signed

Negotiations have been completed with

Alf Goulding by which he will participate

in the making of the Twenty-Six Win-
ners for the current season.

Four to Go Into Production

Four additional pictures scheduled for

immediate production, are “Hills of Ken-

tucky,” “White Flannels,” “The Gay Old

Bird” and “Bitter Apples.”

Universal

Acquire Rights to “Joneses”

“Keeping Up With the Joneses,” famous
cartoon strip, is to be adapted to the screen

by Stern Brothers as a series of two reel-

ers for the 1927-1928 market.

“Snookum’s Christmas” Is Ready

“Snookum’s Merry Christmas,” the spe-

cial Christmas two-reeler, has been re-

ceived from the Coast and prints are be-

ing rushed to exchanges for previewing.

Paramount

Erie Kenton Is Signed

Erie Kenton has signed a contract which
again aligns him with Famous Players.

Kenton has tentatively been assigned to

direct a Raymond Griffith picture.

Announce “Children of Divorce” Leads

Clara Bow, Esther Ralston and Gary
Cooper have been assigned leading parts

in the new Frank Lloyd picture, “Children
of Divorce.”

Douglas Gilmore Signs Contract

Douglas Gilmore has signed a long term
contract. His first assignment is expected
to be opposite Bebe Daniels in her forth-

coming vehicle, “A Kiss in a Taxi,” which
Clarence Badger will direct.

Comont Is Signed

Mathilde Comont, screen comedienne,
has been added to the cast of “The Rough
Riders,” the special directed by Victor

Fleming.

“Paradise for Two” in Work
Shooting has started on “Paradise for

Two,” Richard Dix’s newest starring ve-

hicle, under the direction of Gregory La
Cava. Betty Bronson has the leading

feminine role. Andre Beranger, Edmund
Breese and Peggy Shaw are in the sup-

porting cast. David Todd is assisting

Director La Cava. Ed Cronjager is the

first cameraman.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Paul Bern to Assist Thalberg

Paul Bern has been signed to a long
term contract wdiereby he will assist Irving

Thalberg.

Dorothy Sebastian in “Demi Bride

”

Dorothy Sebastian has been assigned a

You’re wrong on both guesses. Colleen

Moore doesn’t ride to the studio on a bike

and she doesn’t ride to reduce. But she

did have a lot of fun riding around the

new First National studios preparing for

her characterization of “Twinkletoes.”

Kenneth Harlan plays opposite Miss

Moore.

role in Norma Shearer’s new starring ve-

hicle, “The Demi Bride,” which is being
directed by Robert Z. Leonard.

Chose “WindE” Technical Staff

Clarence Brown, soon to direct Lillian

Gish in “The Wind,” her next starring

vehicle, is choosing a strong teohnical staff.

John Setiz will head the battery of cam-
eramen on the new production. Charles
Dorian will act as assistant director, and
Fred Lahey will serve as unit production
manager.

Lubitsch to Direct “Heidelberg”

Ernst Lubitsch is to direct “Old Heidel-
berg,” with Ramon Novarro starring. Ac-
tual shooting on the film will be started

before the end of the year.

Morgan Completing Original Story

Byron Morgan is completing an original

story based on the citizens’ military train-

ing camps, which is to be directed by Sam
Wood and released under the title, “Red,
White and Blue.”

F. B. O.
Forced to Rent Additional Space

With so many pictures in production the

F. B. O. lot was not big enough to ac-

commodate the various units, so J. Leo
Meehan has to take his “Magic Garden”
troupe to the Lasky lot next door.

List December Releases

“A Regular Scout,” with Fred Thomson
and his horse, Silver King, and “Rose of
the Tenements,” directed by Phil Rosen,
and featuring Shirley Mason and Johnnie
Harron, head December releases. Others
in the list are: “Collegiate,” with Alberta
Vaughn; “Red Hot Hoofs,” with Tom
Tyler; “The Border Whirlwind,” Bob Cus-
ter’s newest, and the second starring fea-

ture of Ranger the dog, “Flaming Fury.”

Ideal Begins Drive on Product

Ideal Films, Ltd., of England, who will

distribute the product of F. B. O. through-
out the United Kingdom, has started a
selling campaign on the pictures.

“Windjammers” to Be Filmed

“The Windjammers of Gloucester” is

soon to be picturized. The story was
written by John L. E. Pell.

Filming on “Magic Garden” Nears End
Camera work on “The Magic Garden,”

Gene Stratton Porter’s last novel which
J. Leo Meehan is directing, is nearing com-
pletion. Margaret Morris and Raymond
Keana have the leading roles.

Pathe

Quillan Doing “Kitty from Killarney”

Eddie Quillan is making “Kitty From
Killarney,” with Alice Day co-featuring.

“Melting Millions” in Work
“Melting Millions,” the twenty reel pro-

duction, has gone into actual work under
the direction of Spencer Bennet. Edward
Snyder, Frank Redman and Oliver Sigurd-
son are at the three cameras. Allene Ray
and Walter Miller head the cast.

“Gang” Through “Seeing the World”

Robert McGowan has completed the lat-

est “Our Gang” comedy, which is entitled

“Seeing the World.”

“Nickel Hopper” Heads Dec. 5 Program

Mabel
.
Normand’s second Hal Roach

comedy, “The Nickel Hopper,” heads the
short feature program for the week of De-
cember 5. Other subjects on this schedule
are : The third chapter of “The House
Without a Key;” Pathe Review No. 49;
“Hitting the Rails,” an Aesop Fable.
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LETTERS
From Readers

A forum at which the exhibitor

is invited to express his opinion

on matters of current interest.

Brevity adds forcefulness to any

statement. Unsigned letters will

not be printed.

Send Us One, Too
GILMAN CITY, MO.—To the Editor:

We are in receipt of a letter in regard to

a photo to grace the advertisement of Fred
Thomson. I have always known this boy
possessed keen judgment and was always

on the lookout for the unusual and novel

things of the world. Hence the desire to

possess our likeness.

We do not have any at present but just

as soon as possible we will forward him
the most beautiful likeness of a Grecian

Apollo you ever beheld. We have engaged

an office force to handle the fan mail we
know will pour in immediately after the

publication of our likeness.

Knowing we have aroused your curi-

osity we will give you a brief description

of ourselves. Age 46, always married (it

seems), perfectly bald, weigh 190 pounds

Fahrenheit, wear a No. 5 hat and No. 10

shoe, chew Homespun and drink tea.

With kindest regards to the Herad staff.

—E. W. McClelland, Rex theatre, Gilman

City, Mo.

The “104 Biggest Money-Makers of

1925” Were All Clean Pictures

MARION, N. C.—To the Editor: Re-

sponding to your letter asking for the

names of the ten pictures that proved the

biggest money-makers for us from Nov.

1'5, 1925, to Nov. 15, 1926, will say that

we are giving you a list of 12 instead of

10. These 12 pictures grossed the most

money for us, and we are giving the 12

because one of them, The Lost World,

cannot be duplicated and having it in the

list will be no incentive to producers to

make that kind of picture; and because

Laddie was the eleventh picture on our list

and we did not want to leave it out, for

the producers should be encouraged to

make such excellent family pictures as

this one.

We would like to say further, for your

information to use in any way you can to

put it before the producers, that while the

above 12 pictures grossed us the most

money, they are all pictures we had to pay

bigh prices for, and we played many other

pictures at program prices that netted us as

much or nearly as much profit as some of

the above pictures. These were such pic-

tures as Behind the Front, Lovey Mary,
When a Man’s a Man, Peter Pan, and
The Alaskan; and Famous Players’ Zane
Grey stories, Peter B. Kyne stories, and
such Westerns as made by Tom Mix, Fred
Thomson, and Ken Maynard’s first one,

Senor Daredevil.

On the other hand, a few pictures that

we bought and paid for as specials failed

to make as much money for us as some
program pictures, and some of these were
Janice Meredith, Mary Pickford in

Rosita and Dorothy Vernon of Haddon
Hall, Captain Blood, and others of that

kind; and we think that the producers
ought to know by this time that these old

time costume pictures and pictures with
foreign scenes and plots are not any good
for the average small town theatre.

To tell the truth, we do not know
whether it is best or not for theatres to

give out information as to which pictures

make them the most money for it seems

George B. Seitz directed "Pals in Para-

dise ,’
f with Marguerite De La Motte,

John Bowers, Rudolph Schildkraut

and May Robson in the cast. Geo.

Benoit shot the scenes for this Met-
ropolitan picture released by Pro-

Dis-Co.

from past experience that this information

only leads to having to pay higher prices

afterwards for pictures made by the same

Marion Davies in her recently com-
pleted Cosmopolitan production, "The
Red Mill." These scenes were shot

by Cameramen Henri and Arnold.

Wm. Goodrich directed this Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer release.

stars. However, if this information will

lead the producers to make more of the

better and cleaner type of pictures that we
believe the great majority of family groups
of the country prefer to see, then giving

the information will be worth while and
the picture business benefitted thereby;

but we do think that you should compile
information that will let the producers
know the kind of picture that is not desir-

able, as well as those that are successful.

It certainly does look to the writer as
though any normal man who has children
to raise would know that it is better to

produce such pictures as Laddie, Keeper
of the Bees, Ten Commandments, Iron
Horse, Son of His Father, and such clean
comedies as Jackie Coogan and Harold
Lloyd make, than it is to turn loose on
the world so many pictures of lewdness,
infidelity, extravagant night life and under-
world themes. And I am willing to bet
that when you have finished up your list

it will be shown that it is the clean-themed
pictures that make the most money, too.

You people are publishing a good trade
paper, and I believe doing the industry lots

of good, and I hope that you will pay more
attention to this phase of the situation.

—

E. J. House, Oasis Theatre, Marion, N. C.

Circle Ties Up with

Indianapolis Schools

for Grange Picture
Much of the credit for the large houses

Red Grange and “One Minute to Play”
had during the week, showing in Indian-
apolis at the Circle theatre, should go to
the management of the theatre. In fact
the distributors should give William
Depperman, assistant manager of the
Circle, a medal at least for the clever
manner in which he made the crowds
come to the house. They might pass the
idea along to other owners who look
askance at the price of the picture, and
show them how it’s done.
Mr. Depperman went to an Indian-

apolis high school. In fact, he has not
been away from the atmosphere long
enough to forget the mental processes of
the average high school student. There
happen to be four high scools in In-
dianapolis and one university.

Through word of mouth advertising,

through newspaper space, through dis-

plays in front of the theatre, the various
high schools were given one night each.

Manual on Monday night, Shortridge
Tuesday, Technical Wednesday, Cathe-
dral Thursday and Butler University Fri-

day night. The colors of the school to

be represented on that particular night

were draped about the marquis of the

theatre. Dessa Byrd, organist, before
the commencement of the feature film,

played a song plug from one of the

music companies and each person was
invited to sing. Then followed the words
of the particular song. The school yell

leader appeared on the stage and yells

were given.

Van Bibber Underway
A new Van Bibber comedy, “The Auto

Thieves,” is now in production at the Fox
Studios. Besides Earle Foxe, who plays

Van Bibber, the cast contains Virginia

Bradford, Ben Bard, Ralph Sipperly, Fred
Walton. Orville Dull is directing.

Fox Imperial Finished

“The Motor Boat,” latest of) Richard

Harding Davis’ picturized stories about the

“Mr. Van Bibber,” has been finished by

Director Jess Robbins for Fox Films. Earle

Foxe and Florence Gilbert are featured.

Some of the fastest craft at Balboa, Cal.,

were used in the comedy.
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KANSAS CITY
KANSAS CITY.—The Kansas City

Star’s radio department was host to Vilma
Banky, who spoke on “The School of the

Air” over the Star’s broadcasting station

Thanksgiving evening. . . . Much con-
cern is being felt over the disappearance of

Arthur Johnson, former film veteran who
recently accepted a position as assistant

branch manager of the First National ex-
change in Des Moines, Iowa. . . . Among
the out-of-town exhibitors in the Film
Row this week were : Charles H. Barron,
Kansas, Wichita, Kan.; Frank Weary, Far-
ris, Richmond, Mo.

;
W. H. Weber, Great

Bend, Kan.
;

Glenn Dickinson, Dickinson
Circuit, Lawrence, Kan.

;
Walter Wallace,

Orpheum Leavenworth, Kan.
; S'. E. Wil-

hoit, Springfield Mo.
;

G. L. Hooper, Or-
pheum, Topeka, Kan. . . . The hour
was all set, ample advance publicity had
been obtained locally and Film Row was
buzzing with predictions concerning the

probable outcome of the football game
between Kansas City exhibitors and ex-
change representatives last Saturday. Then,
for some unaccountable reason, not a mem-
ber of either team put in his appearance
for the battle. ... A fair sized crowd
of school children, teachers and film men
attended the preview showing of “The
Nervous Wreck” at the Mainstreet. Much
favorable comment was passed on the pic-

ture. . . . Arthur Elsea, manager of the
Bancroft, suburban house, was robbed of
$79 while he was preparing to close the the-
atre. . . . Between the Kansas City
Star’s exploitation of Santa Claus, his dog
team and his messengers, and the showing
of Santa in pictures at his house, Bruce
Fowler of the Newman, a Paramount-
leased house, is getting free publicity
aplenty these days.

MILWAUKEE
MILWAUKEE.-—Howard Waugh, dis-

trict manager for Saxe Amusement Enter-
prises, has been in Oshkosh supervising the
work on Saxe’s new Orpheum which will

open the first of the year. . . . Harry
Coffey of Goodwill Pictures, Inc., visited
here. . . . Cohen and Balkansky, who
operate the Waupaca, were visitors along
Film Row. . . . Ben Koenig, John Lud-
wig and /. G. Frackman have been com-
plimented by the Hays organization on their
splendid work as members of the Fire Pre-
vention Committee of the Film Board of
Trade. . . . Jack Silliman, who disposed
of his theatre holdings to the Universal
interests some time ago, pays regular week-
ly visits to the bowling alleys when the
exhibitor-exchange tournament is in ses-
sion. . . . E. W. VanNorman’s bowl-
ing team met defeat at the hands of Steve
Bauer’s gladiators in the exhibitor-ex-
change bowling tournament. . . . Sam
Abrams, manager of the Milwaukee F. B.
O. office, just completed a trip through the
territory. . . . Salesmen working in the
Wisconsin territory have been forced to
abandon their automobiles because of the
heavy snows and poor condition of the
roads. . . . Wisconsin exhibitors were

Salt Lake City

First Runs
(Week Beginning November 13)

AMERICAN: “Puppets,” First National;
“8 Cylinder Bull,” Fox, Fox News.

ORPHEUM: “The Honeymoon Express,”

Warner Brothers.

PANTAGES: “The Lily,” Fox.
PARAMOUNT EMPRESS: “So’s Your Old
Man,” Paramount

;

“Get ’Em Young,”
Paramount

;

Pathe News.
VICTORY: “Take It From Me,” Universal;

“Ask Grandma,” Pathe; Pathe News.

San Francisco

First Runs
(Week Beginning Nov. 20)

IMPERIAL: “We’re In The Navy Now,”
Paramount.

LOEW’S WARFIELD: “Ladies At Play,”

First National.
CALIFORNIA: “Love’s Blindness,” Metro-

Goldwyn-Mayer.
GRANADA: “College Days,” Tiffany.

CAMEO: “Flaming Frontier,” Universal.

“Mantrap,” Paramount

;

“Thundering
Fleas,” Pathe.

UNION SQUARE: “Lawless Trails,” Sunset
,

and “Back Fire,” F. B. O.
GOLDEN GATE: “The Shamrock Handi-

cap,” Fox.

guests of the local Pro-Dis-Co manage-

ment at a trade showing of “The Nervous
Wreck,” which was held at the Palace-

Orpheum.

WASHINGTON
WASHINGTON.—Crandall’s Savoy is

undergoing complete rehabilitation. . . .

With the return of LeRoy Sherman to the

personal management of the Colony, the

Savoy reverts to the managership of Ash-

ley Abendschein, former incumbent. . . .

The first “Get Together” supper of the

Managers’ Association of the Stanley-

Crandall Company, of which Robert Etris,

manager of the Ambassador, is president,

was recently held at the Raleigh Hotel.

. . . Harry M. Crandall and Joseph P.

Morgan journeyed to New York City to

attend the formal dedication of the new
Paramount theatre and returned impressed

with its beauty.

SAN FRANCISCO
SAN FRANCISCO.—L o u i s Kaliski,

owning the Alameda, Oakland and Berke-

ley, was seen along the Row. . . . Wm.
C. Kohler, formerly assistant manager of

the Oakland Orpheum, is now at the St.

Francis as assistant to Treasurer Joe Mc-
Kenna. . . . J. A. Harvey, Jr., the stu-

dent exhibitor, a self-styled title, came up
from Santa Cruz and gave the exchanges
the once over. . . . Harvey Brothers

were in town recently. The one is from
the Pajaro, Watsonville, and the other of

the Cameo, Santa Cruz H. T.

Oser, has sold his Yosemite, Merced Falls,

to A. Thorne. . . . Johnson and Davis have
reopened the Lyric at Roseville. . . . Ed-
ward A. Smith, manager of the Granada,
has returned with Airs. Smith from his

ten day vacation trip on the Coast. . . . Pro-
motion of Harry W. Campbell, for six

years manager of the Orpheum here, to

assistant to Frank W. Vincent, general

manager of the Orpheum circuit on the

West Coast, was announced. . . . George
Allen, manager of the State Theatre of
the Orpheum circuit in Sacramento, will

become manager of the Golden Gate. . . .

Broadening its field of activities, the Good-
will Exchange, Inc., of Los Angeles, un-
der the special supervision of H. E. Dodge,
president, recently established its San
Francisco office.

ALBANY
ALBANY.

—

Louis Cappa, who runs the

Delaware, reopened the Dreamland. . . ,

Chris Buckley, owning the Leland and the

Clinton Square, played host to Andy Smith
from First National’s New York office. . . .

Uly S. Hill, looking after the motion pic-

ture publicity of the Community Chest
Drive in Albany, kept his aids on the jump
in seeing that the trailers were being run
at every theatre. . . . Austin Interrante, of

Brooklyn, one time manager of Warner
Brothers here, and later operating the
Astor in Troy, dropped in on his friends

as he is now traveling for a screen service.

. . . Herman Vineberg, formerly manager
of the Albany and Regent, is located in

Morristown, N. J., with Famous Players.

. . . Clarence Dopp, of Johnstown, walked
right in, turned around and walked right

out of several of the exchanges, as he
smilingly announced that he was booked
solid for many months ahead. . . . Imperial
Theatre Company, of Kingston, has taken
over the theatres in Woodstock and Rosen-
dale. . . . Julius Berinstein, owner of two
theatres here and one in Troy, took over
Keeney’s theatre in Elmira. . . . There is

an epidemic of scarlet fever in Newcomb,
and Ernest Rist has notified local ex-
changes that he has closed his house for
the time being. . . . F. C. Chase, who runs
the theatre in Pine Plains, and who has
been ill, has recovered to the extent that
he has left the hospital. . . . Art Young, of
Buffalo, and C. R. Halligan, of Albany,
were in Gloversville straightening out
bookings with the Schine organization.
. . . Guy Graves, of the Farash chain, was
in Yonkers during the week. . . . Joseph
Gerner has resigned as manager of the
Lowville, and will terminate his contract
on December 9. . . . Sunday movies started
in Ogdensburg, following the adoption of
an ordinance by the common council.

ST. LOUIS
ST. LOUIS.—The nine runners-up for

the title of Miss America, 1926, was at

the Ambassador with John Murray Ander-
son’s “American Beauties.” . . . Warner
Brothers’ Vitaphone presentation and
“Don Juan” completed its seven weeks run
at the Capitol, and the production has been
sent to Detroit for a protracted run. . . .

Warner Brothers will continue to operate
the Capitol but without the Vitaphone fea-
ture. An admission charge of 10 cents and
25 cents will be made. . . . Arkansas
Amusement Enterprises is said to plan the
erection of a new theatre in Eldorado to

(Continued on page 81)
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CLASSIFIED
Advertising
Five cents per word, payable in advance. Minimum charge,
$1.00. Copy and checks should be addressed Classified Ad
Dept. Exhibitors Herald, 407 So. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

The Recognized National Classified Advertising Medium

Position Wanted

BALABAN & KATZ—SAXE—UNIVERSAL!
He’s ripe for a big job—He worked up a little

theatre that was operating on zero into a money-
maker through the Summer months—Big dough
causes him to sell his lease. He’s today’s show-
man; A creator of original ideas—Real showman-
ship—A Brilliant Advertising Man. Has Initia-

tive, Imagination and Ability, Supplemented by 12
years successful Theatre Experience. 27, Not
Married. Address Box 135, Exhibitors Herald,
407 South Dearborn Street, Chicago, Illinois.

VIOLINIST—EXPERIENCED IN ALL lines;

prefer Picture House. Leader or side man. Have
large library and know how to use it. Address
Arthur Middlested, 1211 Shawnee Avenue, Kansas
City, Kansas.

OPERATOR WANTS POSITION: First-class

operator, nine years’ experience in booth; can
furnish best of references; have had some ex-
perience as assistant manager. If you need an
operator, wire Cecil Callahan, Tipton, Okla.

MALE ORGANIST : Several years experience
in first-class houses. Pictures and vaudeville.
Pictures preferred. Address Organist, New
Home Theatre, Bridgeport, O.

OPERATOR AND ELECTRICIAN with ten
years’ experience wants steady position. Wire or
write. Operator, Box 282, Mason City, la.

Theatres Wanted

WANTED TO LEASE OR BUY THEATRE in

Illinois town. Must be in a town of 3,000 to

5,000. No competition and seven-day town. Have
cash and mean business. Give all details in first

letter, of what you have. Address Box 127,
Exhibitors Herald, 407 South Dearborn Street,
Chicago, 111.

WANTED TO BUY OR LEASE Moving Pic-
ture Theatre in town of 3,000 to 5,000 people.
Illinois or Indiana preferred. Address Box 128,
Exhibitors Herald, 407 South Dearborn Street,
Chicago, Illinois.

Theatres for Sale or Rent

FOR RENT—PICTURE THEATRE BUILD-
ING—Centrally located; population fifteen thou-
sand. Address Holmes, Box 59, Mattoon, Illinois.

ONLY THEATRE—Town 5,000. Large draw-
ing power. Building three story solid brick.
Chance to buy theatre reasonably in adjacent
towns to form circuit. Other business compels
selling. Box office trial. Price $15,000; $8,000
cash. Rest like rent. No agents. Address Box
134, Exhibitors Herald, 407 South Dearborn
Street, Chicago, Illinois.

THEATRE FOR SALE: Theatre in heart of
city. Population eighteen thousand. Reason for
selling, too much business. Rents $100 per month.
Price $22,000, $8,000 cash, balance any way to
suit purchaser. Located in one of the fastest
growing cities in the South. Address Box 131,
Exhibitors Herald, 407 South Dearborn Street,

Chicago, Illinois.

Equipment Wanted

WE PAY BEST prices for used opera chairs,

projection machines, ventilating fans, portable
projectors, etc. Movie Supply Company, 844
South Wabash Avenue, Chicago.

WE OFFER HIGHEST CASH PRICES for

Second Hand Machines—Opera Chairs—Compens-
arcs—Motor Generators—Portable Projectors, etc.

Write us first. Monarch Theatre Supply Co.,
Memphis, Tenn.

Organs for Sale

ADVERTISE YOUR THEATRE: MECHAN-
ICAL ORGANS. Powerful tone. Suitable for
mounting on truck for advertising purposes.
Inexpensive. State your wants fully and com-
plete information will be sent you. Address J. S.

Gebhardt Organ Co., Tacony, Philadelphia, Penn.

FOR SALE—Lacking warehouse space compels
sacrifice guaranteed factory rebuilt Wurlitzers,
Seeburgs, Reproducos and Fotoplayer organs. No
reasonable offer refused. Write immediately for
full particulars. Address Box 126, Exhibitors
Herald, 407 South Dearborn Street, Chicago, Illi-

nois.

FOR SALE: Bartola Pipe Organ. Used Wur-
litzer Pipe Organ model U very reasonable.
Cremona Pipe Organ used or new Reproduco
Pipe Organs. Box 53, Havana, Illinois.

WURLITZER ORGAN—First class. Used sLx

months. Lease expired, must sell. Fine for small
house. On any terms. Address E. L. Wharton,
Glasgow, Montana.

Rebuilt Theatre Instruments

EIGHTEEN STYLES TO SELECT FROM—
Electric pianos and motion picture orchestras;
prices and terms that will pay you to buy now.
Pierce’s guarantee. Phil H. Pierce Co., 1805
Commerce Street, Dallas, Texas.

Banners and Posters

CLOTH BANNERS: $1.40, 3x10 feet, 3 colors,
any copy up to 15 words; one day service; sent
anywhere; also Bargain Paper Banners. Asso-
ciated Advertisers, 111 W. 18th Street, Kansas
City, Mo.

3x10 CLOTH BANNERS $1.50. Larger sizes

5c square foot. Colorful. Waterproof, Legible.

Snappy Service. Central Studios, Gayety Build-
ing, Kansas City, Mo.

Projector Repairing

LOUIS F. FLEISCHER, now located at 845
S. Wabash Avenue, Room 612. Expert repairing
done on all makes of projection machines. Esti-

mates given in advance. All work guaranteed.
Service at all hours. Shop phone Wabash 9045.
Residence phone Mohawk 2081.

OLDEST REPAIR MAN IN CHICAGO:
In fifteen years I have repaired 6,500 machines to
complete satisfaction of the owners. Relief equip-
ment furnished gratis. Address Joseph Spratler,
12-14 E. Ninth Street, Chicago, Illinois.

BEST REPAIR SHOP in the country for

overhauling and repairing projection machines,
ticket machines, motors, etc. Expert workman-
ship, prompt service, reasonable prices. Movie
Supply Company, 844 South Wabash Avenue,
Chicago.

BIGGEST AND BEST EQUIPPED REPAIR
SHOP in the South. Expert workmanship guar-
anteed on all projectors, motors, generators, etc.

Loan mechanism free. Address Monarch Theatre
Supply Company, Memphis, Tenn.

Chair Repairs

CHAIR BACKS—CHAIR BOTTOMS; New;
Used. Can match yours. Attractive prices. Ad-
dress Box 330, Highland Park, Des Moines, la.

Space for Rent

FOR RENT—FIRST FLOOR ROOM 20 ft. by
90 ft. New Fireproof Film Building. Finest in

Pittsburgh. Stationary Film Vaults. Latest Im-

provements. Rent Reasonable. Write Common-
wealth Real Estate Company, 312 Fourth Ave.,
Pittsburgh, Penn.

Mailing Lists

21,000 MOVING PICTURE THEATRES
showing population and seating capacity, per M
$7.50. Without population or seating capacity
$6.00 M. 2500 Chain Theatres operating from
2 to 150, $10.00 M, guaranteed 97 per cent cor-
rect. Ask for detailed price list. A. F. Wil-
liams, Mgr., 166 W. Adams Street, Chicago,
Illinois.

Novelty Souvenirs

SOUVENIRS—Over 300 fine Novelties in our
52 page free Catalog. At genuine Wholesale
prices. Write today. No obligation. Fair Trad-
ing Co., Inc., 307 Sixth Ave., New York.

BARGAINS—Power; Simplex; Motiograph;
Zenith; Edison. Suit case machines. Films.
Equipment. Supplies, Lists free. We buy, sell

and exchange. Address National Equipment Co.,
409 West Michigan Street, Duluth, Minn.

1600 UPHOLSTERED OPERA CHAIRS of
the highest quality. Fit for the finest Theatre.
Spring cushioned seats. Upholstered in beautiful
red grained Spanish leather. Heavy massive aisle

standards with Initial of your theatre free. Stand-
ards for any pitch floor. Ready for delivery
about January first, 1927. Priced extremely low
to assure quick sale. Address C. G. Demel, 845
South State Street, Chicago, Illinois.

Equipment for Sale

THEATRE EQUIPMENT SALE. Everything
sacrificed. We can save you money. Write for
literature. Address Western Motion Picture
Company, Danville, Illinois.

“EVERYTHING FOR THE MOVIES.” Guar-
anteed Rebuilt Simplex-Powers and Motiograph
Projectors, Opera Chairs—Generators—Screens,
etc. Supplies and Complete Equipments. Lowest
Prices. Cash or Easy Terms. Special Bulletin
free. Monarch Theatre Supply Co., Memphis,
Tenn.

NOW IS A GOOD TIME TO FIX up your
theatre. We have on hand 4,000 upholstered used
theatre chairs, 2,500 used five and seven ply veneer
chairs. Also brand new chairs in five and seven
ply veneer at 40 per cent less than factory price.

Rebuilt moving picture machines of all makes, and
other theatrical equipment in guaranteed condi-
tion. Tell us your need and we will save you
money. Send in your order and we will make
immediate shipment. Illinois Theatre Equipment
Company, 12-14 East Ninth Street, Chicago,
Illinois.

500 NEW OPERA CHAIRS just a few cents
higher than second hand chairs. Immediate ship-

ment. Address C. G. Demel, 845 South State
Street, Chicago, Illinois.

FOR SALE: Ticket selling machines, demon-
strator models, Simplex or Gold Seal. 2 units,

$175. 3 units, $210. 4 units, $250. Guaranteed.
Liberal terms. Trade in allowances made. Mid-
west Ticket and Supply Corporation, 845 South
Wabash Avenue, Chicago, Illinois.

COMPLETE THEATRE EQUIPMENT includ-

ing 500 opera chairs, two Simplex Projectors,
Martin Rotary Converter, Screen, Ticket Selling

Machine, Lightning Changer, Ticket Chopper, etc.

Everything in excellent condition. Big Bargain.
Address Box 111, Exhibitors Herald, Chicago.

FOR SALE: Used Theatre Chairs of all de-

scriptions, immediate shipments. Largest stock of
chairs in the West. The Theatre Seating Com-
pany, 845 S. State Street, Chicago, III.

UPHOLSTERED AND VENEER Opera Chairs
at very low prices. Address C. G. Demel, 845
South State Street, Chicago, Illinois.
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“What the Picture Did For Me”
VERDICTS ON FILMS IN LANGUAGE OF EXHIBITOR

Copyright, 1926

This is the original exhibitors’ reports department, established October 14, 1916.

Beware of cheap, misleading imitations.

“What the Picture Did for Me” is the one genuine source of exhibitor-written box office

information.

Address: “What the Picture Did for Me,” EXHIBITORS HERALD, 407 South Dearborn
Street, Chicago, III.

Associated Exhibitors

WHITE MICE: Special cast—Good mystery
story. Five reels.—Leon C. Bolduc, Bijou the-

atre, Conway, N. H.—General patronage.

INTRODUCE ME: Douglas MacLean—A real

good comedy that will please most any audience.

Attendance good. Seven reels.—Ennice Richards,

Richard theatre, Fayette, Ala.—General patron-

age.

NEVER WEAKEN : Harold Lloyd—Fair com-
edy. Not big enough for an advance in price.

Three reels.—R. B. Maxwell, Illinois theatre,

Sullivan, 111.—Genera! patronage.

THE PINCH HITTER: Glenn Hunter—Old
but well received. Slow in spots.—R. B. Maxwell,
Illinois theatre, Sullivan, 111.—General patronage.

Columbia
THE LONE WOLF RETURNS: Billio Dove—

A real program picture. Better than a lot of

the so-called specials. Columbia is to be com-
plimented on the way they have produced this

picture. Most of all, it appeals to the picture

fans. Hope the rest of their pictures are as

good as this.—J. B. Weddle, Walnut theatre,

Lawreneeburg, Ind.—General patronage.

F. B. 0.
GLENISTER OF THE MOUNTED: Lefty

Flynn—This is the class of picture that makes
me money. They are not big features, but for

me they draw and satisfy. Several people told

me on the way out that it was one of the best

pictures they ever saw. I have F. B. O. to thank
for much of my prosperity. All of their Western
and action pictures have made me money. Six
reels.—Homer P. Morley, Princess theatre,

Buchanan, Mich.—Small town patronage.

HANDS ACROSS THE BORDER: Fred
Thomson—Another good Thomson picture. Sil-

ver King, as usual, pleased everyone. Six reels.

—Leon C. Bolduc, Bijou theatre, Conway, N. H.
—General patronage.

FLAMING WATERS: Special cast—A very
good picture. Pleased 100 per cent. Extra busi-
ness at ticket office. Special and Sunday, yes.

Played October 31. Seven reels.—T. T. Goryczka,
Empire theatre, Manitowa, Wis.—General pat-
ronage.

THE LAST EDITION: Ralph Lewis—A su-
perior program picture. Good newspaper story.

Fire scenes good. Six reels.—L. C. Bolduc, Bijou
theatre, Conway, N. H.—General patronage.

THE WYOMING WILDCAT: Tom Tyler—
Tom Tyler compares with any of the other west-
ern stars, and with the dog and boy sure makes
him strong with my gang. Should please a Sat-
urday crowd. Five reels.—L. C. Bolduc, Bijou
theatre, Conway, N. H.—General patronage.

IF MARRIAGE FAILS: Clive Brook—This is

not a special, as F. B. O. claims. Just a good
program picture. Very good for Sunday. Seven
reels.—A. O. Lambert, Opera House, Monticello,
la.—General patronage.

PARISIAN NIGHTS: Special cast—This is one
of the Gold Bonds that will please anywhere.
Played October 20. Seven reels.—T. T. Goryczka,
Empire theatre, Manitowa, Wis.—General patron-
age.

Attention

Exhibitors
•f Attention of “What the Pic-

ture Did for Me” contributors

and readers is directed to Mar-
tin J. Quigley’s announcement
on page 28 of this issue.

FLAMING WATERS: Mary Carr—A thrilling

melodrama. Exciting finish with big oil lake fire.

Ought to please any audience. Seven reels.

—

Leon C. Bolduc, Bijou theatre, Conway, N. H.—

-

General patronage.

THE TWO GUN MAN: Fred Thomson—
Everybody happy when Thomson and Silver King
come to my town. ‘Nuf sed ! Six reels.—Leon
C. Bolduc, Bijou theatre, Conway, N. H.—Gen-
eral patronage.

DRUSILLA WITH A MILLION: Mary Carr—
A 100 per cent entertainment which should please

anywhere. It brings tears' to the eyes and tugs
at your heart strings. Seven reels.—Leon C.

Bolduc, Bijou theatre, Conway, N. H.—General
patronage.

PRINCE OF PEP: Richard Talmadge—A very
good Talmadge picture. He always pleases my
patrons. Five reels.—Leon C. Bolduc, Bijou the-

atre, Conway, N. H.—General patronage.

THE COWBOY MUSKETEER: Tom Tyler-
Just a Western. Very slow and draggy until the
last reel, then the usual shoot-’em-up, save the
girl, with a horse outrunning an auto. Poor
directing, poor story and foolish acting. Looks
like children playing. Four and one-half reels.

—

N. M. Emmons, Eagle theatre, Eagle River, Wis.
—Small town patronage.

LONE HAND SAUNDERS: Fred Thomson-
Very good picture, as all of Fred's are. Six reels.

—A. O. Lambert, Opera House, Monticello, la.

—

General patronage.

THE MASQUERADE BANDIT: Tom Tyler—

A

good picture, although a little slow until the
fourth reel, and from then on it’s good. The
boy and dog will get a lot of laughs. The girl,

Dorothy Dunbar, is fair. Played November 13.

Five reels.—W. T. Davis & Son, Rialto theatre,

Sharon, Wis.—General patronage.

THE MASQUERADE BANDIT: Tom Tyler—

A

good picture from Tom and his pals. You can’t

go wrong on his pictures for Westerns. Well
liked by kids and grownups. Five reels—Eunice
Richards, Richards theatre, Fayette, Ala.—Gen-
eral patronage.

THE MASQUERADE BANDIT: Tom Tyler—
Tyler pleases here. Anyone who likes Westerns
will be pleased with these. Boy, pony and dog
very good.—R. K. Lattin, Strand theatre, Val-
paraiso, Nebr.—General patronage.

THE DEVIL’S GULCH: Bob Custer—Dandy
Western with Bob doing his stuff up to expecta-
tions. The capture of the man that killed his

brother is a good one. The long-legged sheriff

is a scream in this. It’s a dandy little program,
that’s all I can say. Five reels.—R. Duba, Royal
theatre, Kimball, S. D.—General patronage.

QUEEN OF DIAMONDS: Evelyn Brent-
Miss Brent is well liked here. Wish all of her
pictures drew and satisfied. This one is good.

Six reels.—Eunice Richards, Richards theatre,

Fayette, Ala.—General patronage.

SIR LUMBERJACK: Lefty Flynn—This is a
mighty good picture for your Western fans or

those who like a fast-moving picture. Lefty
Flynn is well liked here and I hope his other
pictures will be as good as this one. Five reels.

—Eunice Richards, Richards theatre, Fayette, Ala.
-—General patronage.

THE BETTER MAN: Richard Talmadge—

A

very enjoyable production. Not so much of the
Talmadge action, but when it does strike it comes
fast and furious. One of Richard’s best, accord-
ing to my patrons. Six reels.—Homer P. Mor-
ley, Princess theatre, Buchanan, Mich.—Small
town patronage.

KOSHER KITTY KELLY: Special cast—
Hardly the big comedy special that F. B. O.
claims ; nevertheless, it gave fair satisfaction.

Viola Dana terrible in her part. Seven reels.

—

J. C. Kennedy, Empress theatre, Akron, la.

—

General patronage.

ONE MINUTE TO PLAY: Red Grange—

A

real picture, a real star. Just watch him. That’s
what they all said after seeing “One Minute to

Play.” Eight reels.—Whit Burr, Orpheum the-

atre, Lancaster, Wis.—General patronage.

THE BLUE STREAK: Richard Talmadge—
Excellent entertainment. Richard Talmadge is

well liked by all my patrons. Print in fine

shape. Five reels.—R. B. Maxwell, Illinois the-

atre, Sullivan, 111.—General patronage.

THE BLUE STREAK: Richard Talmadge—

A

good Talmadge picture with the usual stunts.

Should please. Five reels.—L. C. Bolduc, Bijou
theatre, Conway, N. H.—General patronage.

MULHALL’S GREAT CATCH: Lefty Flynn—
About the poorest Flynn I ever ran. Not much
to it. A very poor scene of a fire. Five reels.

—

A. O. Lambert, Opera House, Monticello, la.—

-

General patronage.

LADDIE : Special cast—This author’s works
have always been excellent drawing cards for
us and this picture is no exception to the rule.

“Laddie” is good and will satisfy everybody.
Played November 7-8.—H. G. Stutemund, Jr., H.
& S. theatre. Chandler, Okla.—Small town pat-

ronage.

THE NIGHT PATROL: Richard Talmadge—
This is the best Talmadge in a long time. Has
action and heart interest. Will please most
audiences. Attendance good. Six reels.—Eunice
Richards, Richards theatre, Fayette, Ala.—Gen-
eral patronage.

KEEPER OF THE BEES: Special cast—Good
picture, well liked. Weather very bad and at-

tendance was not so good. Seven reels.—Eunice
Richards, Richards theatre, Fayette, Ala.—Gen-
eral patronage.

THUNDERING HOOFS: Fred Thomson—Just
another good old Western of Fred’s and they
always please most anywhere that this kind is

liked. The horse is what most of them don’t have.
Five reels.—James A. Banks, Lyric theatre, Sara-
toga, Wyo.—Small town patronage.
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First National
MISMATES: Doris Kenyon—Here’s a dandy

small town picture with mighty fine acting by
the star. Lots of hokum, but that’s what they
want in the small town. Played October 16.

Seven reels.—F. L. Olds, Opera House, Middle-
field, Ohio.—Small town patronage.

MISMATES: Doris Kenyon—Good picture, but
failed to draw. Played October 25-26. Seven
reels.—C. M. Hartman, Liberty theatre, Car-
negie, Okla.—Small town patronage.

SUBWAY SADIE: Corinne Griffith—Good pic-

ture. Lots of comedy and a good plot. Played
October 10.—O. Van House, Favorite theatre,

Schuyler, Nebr.—General patronage.

THE GREAT DECEPTION: Ben Lyon—Can’t
give this much, but did a fair business. Played
October 4-5. Seven reels.—C. M. Hartman, Lib-

erty theatre, Carnegie, Okla.—Small town pat-
ronage. •

THE GREAT DECEPTION: Ben Lyon—This
Is a much better picture than “The Greater
Glory” and does not cost half as much..—O. Van
Housen, Favorite theatre, Schuyler, Nebr.—Gen-
eral patronage.

FOREVER AFTER: Special cast—Excellent
picture that pleased good business for two days.

Story and acting are fine. Played November 11-

12.—H. G. Stetmund, Jr., H. & S. theatre. Chan-
dler, Okla.—Small town patronage.

FOREVER AFTER: Special cast—Here's an-
other good one from First National, a little slow
in spots, but it’s got everything to please. Had
many tell us how well they liked it. Seven reels.

—F. L. Olds, Opera House, Middlefield, Ohio.—

-

Small town patronage.

FOREVER AFTER: Lloyd Hughes—-A mighty
fine picture to good business considering cotton

slump. Played October 18-19. Seven reels.—C.

M. Hartman, Liberty theatre, Carnegie, Okla.

—

Small town patronage.

THE GREATER GLORY: Conway Tearle—
Pleased 95 per cent.—H. F. Thompson, Strand
theatre, Curwensville, Pa.—General patronage.

THE DUCHESS OF BUFFALO: Constance
Talmadge—This was the poorest Talmadge since

“Dulcy.” Was not worth the price by any means.

Played November 7.—O. Van House, Favorite
theatre, Schuyler, Nebr.—General patronage.

THE SPLENDID ROAD: Anna Q. Nilsson

—

Several of my regular patrons told me they
thought this the best show they ever saw. It

drew well for us and pleased all. Played Sep-
tember 28-29.—F. W. Carroll, Liberty theatre.
Chapman, Kan.—Small town patronage.

PALS FIRST : Ben Lyon—This picture is a
wow. Very fine mystery picture with plenty Of
comedy to make it interesting. And it is priced
right to make you some money. Played Novem-
ber 17. Seven reels.—O. Van Housen, Favorite
theatre, Schuyler, Nebr.—General patronage.

ELLA CINDERS: Colleen Moore—Colleen is

a sure bet. Real entertainment for the young
and old. Did extra business for me. Six reels.

—

Whit Burr, Orpheum theatre, Lancaster, Wis.—

-

General patronage.

THE AMATEUR GENTLEMAN: Richard
Barthelmess—Fair, but did not draw well here.

Played September 26.—O. Van Housen, Favorite
theatre, Schuyler, Nebr.—General patronage.

MEN OF STEEL: Milton Sills—Did very
little with this picture, though not its fault.

Just the stuff for small town. Hokum, yes, but
that is what they want here. Had bad weather
and an American Legion Carnival to buck.
Played November 13-14. Ten reels.—F. L. Olds,

Opera House, Middlefield, Ohio.—Small town pat-
ronage.

MEN OF STEEL: Milton Sills—Very good
picture, but was rather long. Was priced ’way
too high for me to make any money. Played
October 17. Eleven reels.—O. Van Housen, Fa-
vorite theatre, Schuyler, Nebr.—General patronage.

THE SAVAGE: Ben Lyon—Good picture that
drew fairly well, but many were rather disap-

pointed in it. Played October 24. Seven reels.

—

O. Van Housen, Favorite theatre, Schuyler, Nebr.
—General patronage.

SENOR DAREDEVIL: Ken Maynard—First
of this series of Westerns went over with a bang.
If rest are as good, this star and his horse should
mean something at the box office. Played Oc-
tober 13. Six reels.—F. L. Olds, Opera House,
Middlefield, Ohio.—Small town patronage.

SENOR DAREDEVIL: Ken Maynard—A very

good Western. Maynard has any cowhand I have

seen on the screen thus far beat in every way.
Buy him if you want good Westerns. Seven
reels.—O. Van Housen, Favorite theatre, Schuyler,
Nebr.—-General patronage.

INTO HER KINGDOM: Corinne Griffith—
Corinne has certainly slipped since “Classified.”

This picture is full of hokum and fell flat here.

She looks all right, but lacks conviction. The
Russian stuff was laughable. We played it two
days too long.—R. J. Speck, Kenwood theatre,

Chicago, 111.—General patronage.

THE BROWN DERBY: Johnny Hines—Must
report this as being a very pleasing and enter-

taining comedy. It will never break any house
records, but those who come to see it will say
that they enjoyed a nice entertainment. Seven
reels.—Homer P. Morley, Princess theatre, Bu-
chanan, Mich.—Small town patronage.

SECRETS: Norma Talmadge—-I hate to tell a
secret, but while First National would perhaps
like to keep it a secret so they can get some
more poor suckers to buy it, I hate to see others

get stung like I did. They call it a special and
it is just a special lot of bunk. If this is Norma,
she’d better say “Adios.” Played November 7.—
Scott & Son, Queen theatre, Best, Tex.—General
patronage.

KIKI : Norma Talmadge—A picture that is in

the special class. Pleased all.—H. F. Thompson,
Strand theatre, Curwensville, Pa.—General pat-

ronage.

MISS NOBODY: Anna Q. Nilsson—This was
a pleasing picture and sorry I didn’t play it two
nights. Lots of good comedy in it and a good
story. Anna Q. is always good. Seven reels.

—

Whit Burr, Orpheum theatre, Lancaster, Wis.

—

General patronage.

WE MODERNS: Colleen Moore—A good pic-

ture. Played May 11-12.—F. W. Carroll, Liberty

theatre. Chapman, Kan.—Small town patronage.

WINDS OF CHANCE: Anna Q. Nilsson—This
is one of the best and draws accordingly. Played

June 8-9.—F. W. Carroll, Liberty theatre. Chap-
man, Kan.—Small town patronage.

THE DARK ANGEL: Vilma Banky—You will

not find any better pictures than this one. A
good story, well acted. Good crowds both nights.

Played June 22-23.—F. W. Carroll, Liberty the-

atre, Chapman, Kan.—Small town patronage.

GRAUSTARK: Norma Talmadge—-A wonder-
ful picture. Believe it was liked better here than
"Kiki,” though that was also very good. Played
September 21-22.—F. W. Carroll, Liberty theatre,

Chapman, Kan.—Small town patronage.

THE UNGUARDED HOUR: Milton Sills-

Just what the name implies. A girl’s unguarded
hour leads her into trouble and suicides, and no
house will gain anything in prestige or cash by
showing it at any price. Seven reels.—N. M.
Emmons, Eagle theatre. Eagle River, Wis.—Small

town patronage.

THE PACE THAT THRILLS: Ben Lyon—

A

good action picture that holds the audience’s in-

terest throughout. Seven reels.—Eunice Richards,

Richards theatre, Fayette, Ala.—General patron-

age.

SOUL FIRE: Richard Barthelmess—This is

not a bad picture and there are just a few that

will appreciate it, but it is such a few that it is

not a good buy for a small town. Nine reels.

—

Eunice Richards, Richards theatre, Fayette, Ala.

—General patronage.

CLOTHES MAKE THE PIRATE: Special cast

—Not much to this one. Some few liked it, but

most did not. It is well produced and is all right

as a program picture, but do not use on best

night. Nine reels.—Eunice Richards, Richards

theatre, Fayette, Ala.—General patronage.

THE LOST WORLD: Special cast—A mighty
fine spectacular picture with real good paper that

draws the crowd. I raised admission on this one

and heard no complaints and unusually good at-

tendance. Ten reels.—Eunice Richards, Richards

theatre, Fayette, Ala.—General patronage.

THE SEA HAWK: Milton Sills—One of the

biggest specials made. Even though it’s old, if

you haven’t played it, get it and tell your people

about it. Twelve reels.—Leon C. Bolduc, Bijou

theatre, Conway, N. H.—General patronage.

THE HALF WAY GIRL: Doris Kenyon—

A

good action picture and one that held the inter-

est to the last flash. Eight reels.—Eunice Rich-

ards, Richards theatre, Fayette, Ala.—General pat-

ronage.

THE MAKING OF O’MALLEY: Milton Sills

—A real good, clean picture that my patrons

liked. Good attendance. Eight reels.—Eunice

Richards, Richards theatre, Fayette, Ala.—Gen-
eral patronage.

Christmas—NewYear
The Smart Showman Knows These

2 IMPORTANT
HOLIDAYS

Are Nearly Here

He Greets His Patrons Properly By Using

SPECIAL HOLIDAY SERVICE
From

National Screen Service, Inc.
Trailers Build Business

10 Timely Holiday Trailer Greetings gorgeously
designed and brilliantly animated for New Year,
Lincoln’s Birthday, Washington’s Birthday, Easter,
Mother’s Day, Decoration Day, July Fourth, Armis-
tice Day, Thanksgiving, Christmas, also choice of two
animated presentation leaders for your Feature or
Comedy or News Reel.

For this complete Service $40.00 yearly.

A postal, wire or telephone call will bring you
the contract and start the service AT ONCE.

CHICAGO NEW YORK LOS ANGELES
845 So. Wabash Ave. 126-130 West 46th St. 1922 So. Vermont Ave.

N.S.S.
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IRENE: Colleen Moore—One of the best pic-

tures we have ever shown. Will back up any

boosting you do for it. Played May 4-5.—F. W.
Carroll, Liberty theatre. Chapman, Kan.—Small

town patronage.

SALLY : Colleen Moore—Just a dandy picture.

We had a record crowd for this feature and it

pleased everyone. Played April 6-7.—F. W. Car-

roll, Liberty theatre, Chapman, Kan.—Small town
patronage.

WHY WOMEN LOVE: A good picture in the

program class.—H. F. Thompson, Strand theatre,

Curwensville, Pa.—General patronage.

I WANT MY MAN : Doris Kenyon—Favorable

comment but no drawing power. Picture well

cast and directed. Settings fine.—Earl Green-

halgh, Greenhalgh theatre, Ferron, Utah.—Small

town patronage.

THE DARK ANGEL: Ronald Colman—An-
other very good picture. No kick.—H. F. Thomp-
son, Strand theatre, Curwensville, Pa.—General

patronage.

IRENE: Colleen Moore—An exceptionally good

picture. Pleased 100 per cent.—H. F. Thompson,
Strand theatre, Curwensville, Pa.—General pat-

ronage.

GRAUSTARK: Norma Talmadge—A little old,

but no picture is old until played. One good

picture that can be classed as a special. No
kicks. All pleased.—H. F. Thompson, Strand

theatre, Curwensville, Pa.—General patronage.

Fox
THREE BAD MEN: George O’Brien—This pic-

ture can easily be classed among the best ten of

the year. It is the type of picture that appeals

to the majority of the show-going people. Give

us more like it. Ten reels.—J. B. Weddle, Wal-
nut theatre, Lawrenceburg, Ind.—General pat-

ronage.

THREE BAD MEN : Special cast—Good pic-

ture to good business. Armistice Day had quite

a bit to do with business, however. Contains
quite a bit of comedy which helps put a picture

over. Played November 10-11. Nine reels.—C.

M. Hartman, Liberty theatre, Carnegie, Okla.

—

Small town patronage.

THE LILY: Belle Bennett—Not so good. Just
another picture. Well produced, but not the kind
that gets the money. Acting of Belle Bennett
good, but the people don’t know what it’s all about.

Not a sign of any comedy or action. Seven reels.

—J. B. Weddle, Walnut theatre, Lawrenceburg,
Ind.—General patronage.

WHISPERING WIRES: Anita Stewart—Here
is another good one from Fox. Comedy and
mystery galore. Six reels.—J. S. Walker, Texas
theatre, Grand Prairie, Tex.—Small town pat-

ronage.

THE BLUE EAGLE: George O’Brien—

A

knockout. O’Brien great in the role of a blue

eagle. Janet Gaynor deserves a lot of praise.

She is a comer. Fox has been delivering good,

consistent pitcures this year. This is one of the
big ones. Seven reels.—J. B. Weddle, Walnut
theatre, Lawrenceburg, Ind.—General patronage.

EARLY TO WED: Special cast—Very poor
and draggy. Like most of Moore’s boob pictures,

it takes three reels to lead up to the real situa-

tion, which is fair. Kathryn Perry is most ap-
pealing and the closing situations redeem some
of the slow work of the first, but most of the

audience is asleep.—Ben L. Morris, Temple the-

atre, Bellaire, Ohio.—General patronage.

THE DIXIE MERCHANT: Special casU-In
this J. Farrell MacDonald has the biggest role

of any program picture I have ever seen him in,

and he is the whole show. Had many a favorable

comment on this one. It is not a special in any
sense, but it has what the people want—enter-

tainment—that many specials lack. Give us more
like it. Six reels.—Homer P. Morley, Princess

theatre, Buchanan, Mich.—Small town patronage.

FIG LEAVES: Special cast—Good picture, but
not as big as they advertise it to be. Played
November 3-4. Six reels.—C. M. Hartman, Lib-

erty theatre, Carnegie, Okla.—Small town pat-

ronage.

THE FAMILY UPSTAIRS: Special cast—

A

fair little program picture. Not in the class of

“Cohens and Kellys” or “Sweet Daddies.” Played
November 8-9. Six reels.—C. M. Hartman, Lib-

erty theatre, Carnegie, Okla.—Small town pat-

ronage.

THE BEST BAD MAN: Tom Mix—This is a

fine Tom Mix picture that my crowd all liked

and, with Clara Bow, the screen’s most attractive

girl, it proved a good drawing picture for my
second night. In fact, did a second night’s busi-

ness that was better than the first, and in my

J. C. Jenkins—His Colyum
1

BELLEVILLE, KANS., November 15, 1926.

DEAR HERALD:
We are back in Kansas. Iowa showed such indifference about our visiting her that

Viola and I headed for Oklahoma and Texas, where they feed you on those delicious

tea biscuits. When we got in Belleville tonight I went over to the Majestic again to

call on Sam Blair of the Blair Amusement Enterprises and when I went in Sam
turned to his wife and said, “Where’s the bulldog; here’s that pest again.”

I told Sam that every town in Kansas I had visited so far had claimed notoriety

for one thing or another and I was wondering if Belleville had anything to swell up
over, and Sam said, “Sure she has; she’s the best town on earth for her size.” I said,

“What I want is facts, not fiction;” and he inquired if I was a student of history and
I replied that I was, in a way, that I remembered reading about the hard winter when
George Washington and Buffalo Bill crossed the Platte river and built a forge in

the Elkhom valley where I lived so they could shoe their horses, and that I also

recalled reading of the time when Nebraska got tired of living with the Kansas Jay-

hawkers and pulled away from her and took the best part of Kansas with her, and a

few other minor events, and Sam said, “Well, don’t you remember about Pawnee
Rock,” and I replied, “No, never heard of it, but I’ll bite, shoot.”

Sam said, “Well, out north of here a litle ways close to the Nebraska line is Pawnee
Rock, and that is where Captain Pike, who discovered Pike’s Peak, made the Span-
iards haul down the Spanish flag and hoist the Stars and Stripes in 1806, and you
Nebraskans have been trying to lay claim to that rock ever since, until a government
commission definitely settled the question last season by declaring the rock to be on
Kansas soil and thereby shut you guys off from constantly trying to claim the earth.”

“Oh shucks, Sam, wbat are you talking about,” I replied. “Nebraska has Pawnee
City and we raised ‘Pawnee Bill’ from a pup, so what do we want with your little, old

rock? It’s nothing but sandstone anyway.” Then Sam changed the subject and started

to criticize a department in the HERALD and that’s where he butted into a real argu-

ment. When I left Sam and his wife he had just finished drawing his check for a

midnight feed and told me if I ever came through Belleville again to call on him, if

I couldn’t help it, and I told him I would, if I couldn’t help it, but hoped I could.

From this time on I think Sam is going to try and behave himself.
* * *

If you should look for Westmorland, Kansas, on the map it might take you some
time to find it, but it’s there, and Albert Mayer, who operates the Mayer theatre, is

there also. He has to be “there” to make a theatre pay in as small a town as West-
moreland, but he is doing it, and has been doing it without the aid of the HERALD,
but from this on watch business pickup, for that boy is a student.

J. L. Hitchcock at Baldwin is soon to remodel his front, not J. L.’s front, but the
front of the Gem theatre, and if remodeled according to his plans it ought to be good
enough for a town twice the size of Baldwin. Business was good the night I was
there, but J. L. said it was rather an off night on account of some school doings at

the college.

It would be a mistake to pass through Kansas without visiting Lawrence. Lawrence
has a population of 18,000 plus, and the “plus” means the Kansas University stu-

dent body.
If you should visit Lawrence don’t spend all your time at the University. Drop

down to the Patee theatre and meet Clair M. Patee, and when you have met him you
will agree with me that you have met a man worthwhile. Clair M. Patee is the man
who owned and operated the first moving picture machine ever used in the United
States. This machine was brought to this country by a Frenchman by the name of

Charron and Mr. Patee acquired the title and rights to use it in this country and
opened the first moving picture theatre ever opened in the U. S. at 91 Newark Ave.,
Jersey City, N. J., in the year 1898.

To hear Mr. Patee describe this machine and the way it operated and the kind
of pictures he showed sounds much like a fairy tale. He rented a flatiron shaped
building from an Irish policeman located at 91 Newark Ave. for $30 per month,
and it was but a short time after his theatre was opened until he had traffic blocked
for two squares both ways. Mr. Patee operated this theatre until 1903, when he
shipped the front of this theatre clear out to Lawrence, Kansas, and opened the
first moving picture theatre opened west of Chicago, which was known and is still

known as the Patee and which has recently been remodeled and made into one of

the finest equipped houses in the west.
* * *

Mr. Patee brought his French machine west with him and at one time took it to

Kansas City and left it on exhibition with Mr. Alexander, who was at that time man-
ager for Universal, but when he later went to get the machine he found that Mr.
Alexander had gone to Chicago and a new manager had taken his place and that

the new manager told him he had cleaned out the “rubbish” in the office and no
doubt the machine had gone to the dump along with the rest of the stuff.

If that had been my machine there would have been a rough house around that

Universal office, but Mr. Patee is not of a belligerent dispositon, so he came away
without his machine, but has regretted its loss ever since. I took a snapshot of Mr.
Patee, which will soon appear in the HERALD. Save it; it’s worth keeping.

* * *

C. A. Swiercenski, who operates the Maejstic at Washington, has, a standing offer

of free admission to his theatre for a month to anyone who can pronounce his name
correctly the first time. So far nobody has gone in free. I didn’t try it, just called

him Charlie and let it go at that, but I had a very pleasant visit with him just the

same, even if he is Irish.

Ottawa is 100 per cent for the HERALD, and if you go into any one of the three

theatres and say anything against that magazine you will start a fight right off the bat.

Charles W. Goodell, who operates the Pastime, is an old-time exhibitor, having

(Continued on next page )
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opened the first theatre ever opened in Atkinson, Nebr., back in the days when a

three-reel Kalem was billed as a “Super-feature LeLuxe.” It was like meeting a

long-lost friend to meet Mr. Goodell and we recalled many old-timers known to

both of us.
* * *

Willard Frazier of the Crystal is interested in theatres at Paoli and other places

and, judging from appearances in and around the Crystal, it is safe to say that he
understands the business, notwithstanding he has just started a growth on his upper
lip and is beginning to make goo-goo eyes at Ottawa’s fair maidens.

C. A. Whitney of the Royal set up and operated the first picture machine in Hays
Center, Kan., and says he made a mistake when he sold his theatre, although he is

doing a satisfactory business with the Royal. His matinee audience taxed the capacity
of the house when I was there.

The Odd Fellows at Richmond are certainly a nervy bunch, for they are running
a theatre in a town where two filling stations would he one too many, and they are

making it go, too, but I am not surprised at it, for I know the kind of material
it takes to make Odd Fellows, since they robbed me and left me for dead forty

years ago and I’ve been leading their darned old goat around ever since, and I’m
for ’em stronger than a skunk.

* * *

Garnett has two theatres, one is open and the other is closed. The Peoples seats

something like seven hundred and it was jammed last night at the first show and
many waiting for the second. Mr. Deering owns both houses but, since the Peoples
has sufficient capacity for the town, he keeps the Cozy closed except for special

occasions.

I ordered roast goose for dinner today and you ought to see what they brought
me. I am betting that that bird was the last thing ashore off the Mayflower.

* * *

There is a stretch of road of sixty miles between Washington and Wamego that

is so rough that if you drive over it faster than five miles an hour I’ll gamble a

sawbuck against a hound pup that you’ll be thrown out of the car and you’ll get

both legs broken, and here I am trying to tail Kansas up and give her some standing
with the other states of the Nation; but she’s a great state, just the same.

Just received a letter from Hen at Hollywood and he tells me that one of the

stars wrote George E. Marshall for some consolation and he encloses a copy of the

letter.

“Dear Mr. Marshall:

In spite of all I can do one of my lovers has grown cold and indifferent

towards me, and I am thinking of going away for a while to see if it will

have any effect on him, and if I do, do you think he will miss me?”
And George replied:

“Dear Madam:
If he does miss you, he should be prevented from ever using firearms

again.”

Now isn’t that a cold-blooded reply for a man to send a poor, suffering girl?

Sounds like Mark Twain.
* * *

In about another week—unless we have a heavy dew to prevent travel on these

roads—I expect to hit the Oklahoma line, and when I do I’m going through for a

touchdown.
If the boys down there only knew what is in store for them there would be general

rejoicing all over the state and the governor no doubt would declare an open
season on traveling correspondents, and when I get there I am going to rub a

quart of petroleum all over me so they will think I am a native of the state.

But, speaking of governors and politics and such like. I’d rather be able to

write what the boys like to read than be president of the United States, and if you
have never tried to write in a cold hotel room when your teeth were chattering,

don’t try to do it. That’s how I am fixed right now. Doc Bixby expressed my
sentiments exactly when he once wrote in the Lincoln State Journal:

No office lures, though I might fight

The battle and succeed.

Enough if I can only write

What people care to read.

Not my desire to tear my shirt

In noisy politics,

But do some good, and not much hurt,

This is my ticket.—Bix.
* * *

Eagle Eye Joe started something when he organized that HERALD orchestra.

I have just made me a new horse fiddle and it works fine. It is easy to make one
of these instruments. All you have to do is to get a soap box and sprinkle powdered
rosin over it and then draw a soft pine board across it and you will be surprised

at the delightful tones it will give.

I have been rehearsing some solos today, but these Kansas people don’t seem to

be able to appreciate high-class music, for a storm of protest goes up every time
I start rehearsing, and I’ve been threatened with violence. Guess I will have to

wait until I get into Oklahoma where talent will be recognized.

While I may not be there myself, my Christmas address will be Neligh, Nebr.,

but before shipping the vegetables please cut out the rotten spots.

J. C. JENKINS,
(The HERALD Man)

town that means a truly exceptional picture.

—

Chas. Lee Hyde, Grand theatre, Pierre, S. D.—
General patronage.

MY OWN PAL: Tom Mix—Might just as well
have had a smallpox sign on the door. The
picture was okay, but I can’t bring them in with
Tom Mix any more.—R. B. Maxwell, Illinois

theatre, Sullivan, 111.—General patronage.

THE PALACE OF PLEASURE: Edmund
Lowe—This picture went over very good. A lit-

tle draggy in places. Very good for Sunday. Six
reels.—A. O. Lambert, Opera House, Monticello,
la.—General patronage.

SIBERIA: Alma Rubens—My patrons did not
like this type of picture. Russian stuff. Flopped
at box office. May go in larger towns.—S. B.
Callahan, Arrow theatre. Broken Bow, Okla.-
General patronage.

AS NO MAN HAS LOVED: Special cast

—

Was afraid of this, so late in playing it. Ad-
vertised as “Man Without a Country” and did
excellent business. Every small town should
show this wonderful picture. With proper ex-
ploitation will go over anywhere. Eight reels.

—

Bruce M. Sweet, Opera House, Fillmore, N. Y.—
General patronage.

THE FIGHTING BUCKAROO: Buck Jones-
Good action picture, but not a Western, although
the photos show Buck Jones in a cowboy outfit.

But in the picture he never had a thing on to

make him look like a cowboy. Just a hat, which
seemed to make little difference. But it’s good
and entertaining, so that’s satisfactory. Six reels.

—R. Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D.—Gen-
eral patronage.

THE LUCKY HORSESHOE: Tom Mix—

I

can’t see why they want to put Tom in such
plays. People all expect to see him in a real

Western story, such as Zane Grey stories. They
want to know if it is a Western Tom Mix.

—

S. B. Callahan, Arrow theatre. Broken Bow,
Okla.—General patronage.

THE YANKEE SENOR: Tom Mix—Pleased
Saturday night crowd. Played November 6.—

-

H. F. Thompson, Strand theatre, Curwensville,
Pa.—General patronage.

THE IRON HORSE: George O’Brien—If you
haven’t played this one, you should do so. It

broke our house record and pleased all who saw
it. Played October 5-6.—F. W. Carroll, Liberty
theatre. Chapman, Kan.—Small town patronage.

TONY RUNS WILD: Tom Mix—Half a house
the first night, and still Fox wanted an increase
for next year. As to the picture, the scenery in

the last reel was very pretty. Tom Mix also was
in the picture, I think. Six reels.—R. B. Max-
well, Illinois theatre, Sullivan, 111.—General pat-
ronage.

Gotham
HIS MASTER’S VOICE: Thunder—These dog

pictures always draw good. This is very good,

although I do not think war pictures ought to

be shown now. It brings back unpleasant mem-
ories. Six reels.—L. C. Bolduc, Bijou theatre,

Conway, N. H.—General patronage.

HIS MASTER’S VOICE: Thunder—Didn’t
seem to register with me. Business light. Not
a bad dog picture, but seemed to be something
lacking. May go good for you. They are all for

Rin-Tin-Tin here. Try it. Played October 13-14.

Six reels.—Dr. F. M. Childs, Cozy theatre, Vil-

lisca, la.—General patronage.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
THE FOUR HORSEMEN: Special cast—100

per cent production. Satisfied as well as when
we played it in 1922.—Bert Silver, Silver Family
theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

WAR PAINT : Tim McCoy—A fair entertain-

ment. A story extra good. The star a comer.
-—Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville,

Mich.—General patronage.

THE BOY FRIEND: Special cast—Just a fair

program picture, but pleased. Six reels.—Whit
Burr, Orpheum theatre, Lancaster, Wis.—Gen-
eral patronage.

THE AUCTION BLOCK: Charles Ray—Good.

Patrons seemed to enjoy. Six reels.—L. C.

Bolduc, Bijou theatre, Conway, N. H.—General

patronage.

LA BOHEME: John Gilbert—This picture did

not even draw as the cast deserved. The picture

itself was not worth the cast. Too much time

wasted with jumping around that did not con-

tribute to the atmosphere or effect of the picture.

—R. J. Speck, Kenwood theatre, Chicago, III.

—

General patronage.
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BEVERLY OF GRAUSTARK: Marion Davies

—Splendidly produced and a fine picture. Plenty

of comedy. Marion Davies charming in colored

Beenes. Antonio Moreno and Roy D’Arcy do some
clever acting. 'Seven reels.—L. C. Bolduc, Bijou

theatre, Conway, N. H.—General patronage.

BATTLING BUTLER: Buster Keaton—Buster

Keaton could give us something better than this.

The only comedy it contained was in the last

two reels. Seven reels.—Whit Burr, Orpheum
theatre, Lancaster, Wis.—General patronage.

THE WANING SEX: Norma Shearer—Many
favorable comments on this. Liked by patrons

as well as and better than “His Secretary.”

Seven reels.—Earl Greenhalgh, Greenhalgh the-

atre, Ferron, Utah.—Small town patronage.

MARE NOSTROM: Special cast—This was
one of the best ever played by me, if comments
are taken as a guide. Quite a few tears, but

she is certainly a dandy. You can step on it

just as hard as you want to and it will back
you up. Played November 13.—Scott & Son,

Queen theatre. Best, Tex.—General patronage.

THE MYSTIC: Aileen Pringle—Good little

program picture that excited no comments either

way. Thought Conway Tearle did fine work in

this one.—Louis A. Van Alstyne, Quality the-

atre, Cullom, 111.—General patronage.

MONTE CARLO : Lew Cody—Good acting by
all the stars, but Trixie drew the laughs. Style

show in Technicolor great. Will please every-

where. Six reels.—L. C. Bolduc, Bijou theatre,

Conway, N. H.—General patronage.

BRIGHT LIGHTS: Charles Ray—Good picture.

Good acting. Plenty of comedy. Pleased every-

body. Seven reels.—Leon C. Bolduc, Bijou the-

atre, Conway, N. H.—General patronage.

BRIGHT LIGHTS: Charles Ray—Fine picture,

with Ray in the role where he belongs. Small
crowd here, due to bad weather and not to pic-

ture, which pleased very well.—Louis A. Van
Alstyne, Quality theatre, Cullom, 111.—General
patronage.

SALLY, IRENE AND MARY: Special cast—
An excellent picture, well handled. Will please

any audience. Seven reels.—L. C. Bolduc, Bijou
theatre, Conway, N. H.—General patronage.

THE WHITE DESERT: Claire Windsor—Oh,
boy, if you want a real picture for all-around

trade, you sure will not go wrong on this one.

We got more praise on this than any picture we
ever had in here, by some that are sure hard to

please, too. It has the best of scenery and some
very unusual stuff. Don’t lay off of it if you
have not run it, although it is a little old now.
Seven reels.—James A. Banks, Lyric theatre,

Saratoga, Wyo.—Small town patronage.

THE MIDSHIPMAN: Ramon Novarro—A pic-

ture you cannot go wrong on. Novarro sure

does his stuff and the ladies love him. Good for

the whole family. Seven reels.—Leon C. Bolduc,
Bijou theatre, Conway, N. H.—General patronage.

THE MERRY WIDOW : Mae Murray—A really

worth while production, although I did not do
any business on it whatever, but do not know
why. John Gilbert steals the honors in this. Ten
reels.—Leon C. Bolduc, Bijou theatre, Conway,
N. H.—General patronage.

PRETTY LADIES: Special cast—Pleased 75

per cent. Played November 2.—H. F. Thompson,
Strand theatre, Curwensville, Pa.—General pat-

ronage.

LIGHTS OF OLD BROADWAY: Marion
Davies—Fair, only not as good as average pro-
gram feature. Six reels.—Leon C. Bolduc, Bijou
theatre, Conway, N. H.—General patronage.

OLD CLOTHES: Jackie Coogan—This is a
very good picture. Will please 100 per cent. For
some reason, didn’t do any extra Sunday, and
special, yes. Played November 11. Six reels.

—

T. T. Goryczka, Empire theatre, Manitowa, Wis.
—General patronage.

MIKE: Special cast—Disappointed with this

feature. Due to extensive advertising, drew a
good house. Several told me they were disap-

pointed with the picture. Seven reels.—Bruce M.
Sweet, Opera House, Fillmore, N. Y.—General
patronage.

HIS SECRETARY : Norma Shearer—Good pic-

ture. Norma’s acting wonderful, only she should
have set Lew Cody so he would never work a
poor girl like he did her, instead of consenting
to marriage. Good any way. Seven reels.—R.
Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D.—General pat-

ronage.

Paramount
THE EAGLE OF THE SEA: Florence Vidor

—

Ricardo Cortez is coming, and Florence is al-

ready here. The story is good and the direction

ditto, and people liked this, though don’t think

the sea pictures draw like they did last year.

—

Chas. Lee Hyde, Grand theatre, Pierre, S. D.

—

General patronage.

THE QUARTERBACK: Richard Dix—This is

certainly a pleasing picture, and I think it much
better than “One Minute to Play,” and also a
much better box office bet, as I know many are

disappointed in the latter picture because it does

not have enough of what they paid to see—foot-

ball—while Dix sure gives them a real football

game.—Chas. Lee Hyde, Grand theatre, Pierre,

S. D.-—General patronage.

THE ACE OF CADS: Adolphe Menjou—Good,

but too high class for average audience.—Walter
G. Fairman, Thurmania theatre, Columbus, O.

—

General patronage.

THE ACE OF CADS: Adolphe Menjou—While
this drew lightly, yet for the first time I had 90

per cent of the patrons stop voluntarily and tell

me what a wonderful picture it was. And I

agree that it is by far the best Menjou has ever

done.—J. S. Walker, Texas theatre. Grand Prairie,

Tex.—Small town patronage.

THE CAMPUS FLIRT: Bebe Daniels—An-
other picture of “Golden Youth” and it’s good
the entire distance. No need of Paramount sing-

ing on this season’s product. Yes ! We have no
pictures. Played November 12-13. Seven reels.-

—

Clark & Edwards, Palace theatre, Ashland, O.

—

General patronage.

THE CAMPUS FLIRT: Bebe Daniels—This is

fine college picture that drew well and pleased.

—

E. W. Swarthout, Palace theatre, Aurora, Ind.—

-

General patronage.

SO’S YOUR OLD MAN: W. C. Fields—Best
yet from Fields. A number of people don’t take

to his tricks for getting laughs. Carries some
things to extremes for a laugh.—Walter G. Fair-

man, Thurmania theatre, Columbus, O.—General
patronage.

YOU’D BE SURPRISED: Raymond Griffith—

This picture had a good little star and should

have hit, but cheapness and slovenliness of pro-

duction made it just another Paramount comedy.
The makeup on some of the principals showed
glaring faults and was remarked about.—R. J.

Speck, Kenwood theatre, Chicago, 111.—General
patronage.

IT’S THE OLD ARMY GAME: Special cast—
If you have this one booked, pay for it. Don’t
run it. It’s worse than I can explain. Fields

has made Jessie L. and Adolph sore and they are

not giving him a chance.—C. R. Van Scoy, Lyric
theatre, Cumby, Tex.—General patronage.

IT’S THE OLD ARMY GAME: Special cast—
Even the print was bad on this one. Paramount
doesn’t seem to realize what the difference between
stage and screen comedy is. Fields isn’t as funny
to our patrons as he was cracked up to be.

—

R. J. Speck, Kenwood theatre, Chicago, 111.—Gen-
eral patronage.

THE ENCHANTED HILL: Jack Holt—Here’s
a good one. Lots of comedy. Plenty of action,

entertaining from start to finish. Being a West-
ern and a Peter B. Kyne, it is just made for my
town. Seven reels.—Bruce M. Sweet, Opera
House, Fillmore, N. Y.—General patronage.

THE ENCHANTED HILL: Jack Holt—This is

old but pleased our Saturday night crowd. Little

above the average.—R. K. Lattin, Strand theatre,

Valparaiso, Nebr.—General patronage.

YOU NEVER KNOW WOMEN: Florence
Vidor—-A very fine production that gave satis-

faction and caused much comment. Cannot com-
pare with “Variety,” from a production stand-

point, but think it better in entertainment value.

Six reels.—J. C. Kennedy, Empress theatre, Ak-
ron, Iowa.—General patronage.

THE SHOW OFF: Ford Sterling—This one is

the bunk. Lay off if you want to make friends

out of the people who come to your show.—C. R.

Van Scoy, Lyric theatre, Cumby, Tex.—General
patronage.

VARIETY : Emil Jannings—This is a good
picture but not a special. Love scenes rather

strong, but seemed to get by. Played November
10 and 11. Six reels.—F. Haygood, Grand thea-

tre, Waynesboro, Ga.—Small town patronage.

VARIETY : Emil Jannings—A fine picture that

was actually spoiled by criminal work in the

cutting room. Many patrons remarked that it

had been cut, others that had seen it in down-
town houses said at least a reel had been taken

out.—R. J. Speck, Kenwood theatre, Chicago, III.

—General patronage.
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Managers all! Pacific Theatres, Inc., Seattle. (L to R) L. D. Stradley, Cheerio
theatre; W. W. Bruin, Arabian; George Herpick and W. Irving, Madrona Gar-
den; F. Edwards, Winter Garden, and Billy Hartford, Granada and Portola.
“Flaming Waters” is an F. B. 0. release.

AMONG
EXHIBITOR
AND
EXCHANGE
LEADERS

ON
WEST COAST

By H. E. N.

(L to R) Three of a kind are George Nasser, manager. Star, Oakland; Henry Nasser, Royal, San Francisco; and James Nasser.
Castro, Frisco. Next are D. 0. Downing, Regent, Oakland; Jack Goldberg, Peralta, Oakland, and Sam Wolff, owner of the
Marquee theatre, Oakland.

J. L. and Chas. E. Peterson with
theatres in Niles, San Bruno, New-
ark, Alvarado, Brentwood, Oakley,
Larkspur, Point Reyes, Cal. The
Peterson circuit is growing.

Three regular fellows of Beach &
Krahn Amusement Co., Oakland and
Berkeley, Cal. Beach has the Chimes
and Strand; Wally Feehan is general

manager, and Krahn has the Lorin.

Thos. D. Van Osten, secretary-man-

ager of Allied Amusement Indus-

tries, San Francisco, with Charles
Raymond of the Paramount organi-

zation.

Helping the exhibitor to pick and show his pictures. (L to R) A. J. Aronson, manager, Western Poster Co., Seattle; Art Huot,
F. B. 0., Seattle; A1 Rosenburg, owner, De Luxe Film Exchange, Seattle; W. J. Lee, Supreme Film Company, independent ex-

change in San Francisco; Frank Harris, Ben F. Shearer & Co., supply house, Portland, and Lou Rosenburg, DeLuxe Films,

Portland.
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A group of Multnomah Theatres Corporation managers. They are Hugh Jones

of the Bob White; E. J. Potter, Moreland and Clinton; Orlando Miller, Gay;
Bob White of the Bob White theatre; Art Hyle, Graeper’s Egyptian; O. Loomis,
Chaldean; D. White, Tivoli, and Ed Fautz, Echo, Portland, Ore. The Multo-
mah Theatre Corporation is an outstanding circuit.

D. Constanti owns and manages the

Liberty in Tacoma; Liberty, Sumner;
Liberty, Puyallup; and Capitol at Ta-
coma, all Washington. Jean Speers,

manager, is Constanti’s son-in-law.

Oregon is blessed with a number of enterprising showmen, among them (L to R) Joe Bush, Majestic, Vernonia; H. J. Upde-
graff, Roseway, Portland; E. E. Marsh, manager, Liberty, Astoria; C. B. Hudson, Colonial, Portland; Frank Lacey, Majestic,

Portland; and A. B. Caples, Star, Forest Grove.

A busy quartet at San Francisco. Fred
Woldenberg, All-Star; Geo. Bohem,
Rex theatre; A1 Eschelbach, Royal,
and Harry Carney, P. D. C. salesman.
All good fellows, too.

Joanna Mapes, 5 months old, daugh-
ter of Howard Mapes, owner of Star

Film Exchange, Portland, says she
can beat Daddy Jenkins, the HER-
ALD man, at fishing any day.

G. R. Seach, San Francisco city sales-

man of F. B. O., boasts of 100 per
cent bookings for Fred Thomson, W.
F. Matthews is the exchange mana-
ger.

Among Washington State’s leading exhibitors. (L to R) Si Dany, Hollywood, Seattle; Joe Dany of the Rialto and Dream, who
has also opened another house in downtown Seattle; R. R. Pratch, Realert, South Tacoma; Joe Bradt, Roycroft, Seattle; Jim
Hone, secretary of the State M. P. T. O.; and K. S. Winkler, Market, Seattle.
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WET PAINT: Raymond Griffith—This picture

did not draw or satisfy here.—Bert Silver, Silver

Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General pat-

ronage.

THE TEN COMMANDMENTS: Special cast—

Everyone who hasn’t seen it before was there

this time. No use to report this. Biggest and

best thing ever shown here. Eleven reels.

—

R. B. Maxwell, Illinois theatre, Sullivan, 111.

—

General patronage.

THE AMERICAN VENUS: Special cast—

Dandy picture. If we only could get them all like

this it would be a pleasure to be in business.

About the best of Paramount’s I had in this

group, and I have two more, so hope they are

in this class. Colored photography wonderful.

Thought it better than "Irene.” Eight reels.

—

R. Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D.—General
patronage.

MANHATTAN: Richard Dix—A very good

picture. A little old, but some of the old ones

are better than the new ones if they are the

right kind. We got several comments on it. Six

reel s .—James A. Banks, Lyric theatre, Saratoga,

Wyo.—Small town patronage.

PETER PAN : Betty Bronson—A good picture

for children ; not much to it for grownups, al-

though they seem to get some kick out of it. I

ran it at 10 cents, all seats, and had a good

house. Eight reels.—James A. Banks, Lyric thea-

tre, Saratoga, Wyo.—Small town patronage.

THE BEST PEOPLE: Warner Baxter—Good

little picture for Sunday. Clean and also enter-

taining from start to finish. Not big, but it’s

good enough for any house to run. Six reels.

R. Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D.—General

patronage.

THE THUNDERING HERD: Special cast—

I

dug this up out of the past for a second run

and it is there. One of the finest pictures ever

made and it would have done “Covered Wagon”
business if it had come out right and earlier.

—

Chas. Lee Hyde, Grand theatre, Pierre, S. D.—
General patronage.

THE RAINMAKER: Special cast—We certain-

ly had expectations for this picture. Too high,

I guess, for it sure hit a low mark. Torrence

did some fine work in this production but he

was held back by a juvenile cast. R. J. Speck,

Kenwood theatre, Chicago, 111.—General patron-

age.

SON OF HIS FATHER: Special cast—Wish I

had one every week that would draw like this did.

Paramount knows how to make good Westerns,

better, I think, than any other producer. A
Harold Bell Wright story made into a Paramount

picture will get you plenty of dough. Seven reels.

_Bruce M. Sweet, Opera House, Fillmore, N. Y.

—General patronage.

THE GOLDEN PRINCESS: Special cast—

Very good picture. Played November 13.—H. F.

Thompson, Strand theatre, Curwensville, Pa.—
General patronage.

COBRA: Rudolph Valentino—Nothing to this

picture. Terrible photography. Poor story. Got

stung and hard on price, too. Seven reels.

Leon C. Bolduc, Bijou theatre, Conway, N. H.—
General patronage.

THE BLIND GODDESS: Louise Dresser—This

is a fine drama, but beautiful Esther Ralston

steals the picture.—E. W. Swarthout, Palace thea-

tre, Aurora, Ind.—General patronage.

Pathe
STOP, LOOK, LISTEN: Larry Semon—A good

comedy and will please the average movie-goer.

Five reels.—Leon C. Bolduc, Bijou theatre, Con-

way, N. H.—General patronage.

BLACK CYCLONE: Rex—A splendid picture

for Western program. One that will bring them

in and is sure to satisfy. Six reels.—Eunice Rich-

ards, Richards theatre, Fayette, Ala.^—General

patronage.

THE WILD WEST: (Pathe)—Special cast—

A

different western which pleased. Circus scenes

are good. Five reels.—L. C. Bolduc, Bijou thea-

tre, Conway, N. H.—General patronage.

Preferred
THE PLASTIC AGE: Clara Bow—If there was

ever a picture that registers 100 per cent in en-

tertainment, then this is it. Certainly is a

dandy, and is sold so you can make some money
on it. Can recommend this one to everybody.

Played November 1.—H. G. Stettmund, J r., H. &
S. theatre. Chandler, Okla.—Small town patron-

age.

THE PLASTIC AGE: Special cast—Here’s a

real knockout comedy, as well as some football

playing. All classes liked it, even better than
"Up In Mabel's Room." Go after it.—S. B.

Callahan, Arrow theatre. Broken Bow, Okla.

—

General patronage.

THE MILLION DOLLAR ROMANCE: Glenn
Hunter—The star, a compliment at that, seemed to

be too tired to do any acceptable work. He must
have known that the picture wasn’t worth it. He
chased ’em away in this picture.—R. J. Speck,
Kenwood theatre, Chicago, 111.—General patron-
age.

LEW TYLER’S WIVES: Frank Mayo—Frank
Mayo wasn’t so bad in this one, but nobody came
to see about his wives, who were obviously mis-
cast.—R. J. Speck, Kenwood theatre, Chicago, 111.

—General patronage.

Pro-Dis-Co
UP IN MABEL’S ROOM: Marie Prevost—If

you are looking for a real comedy, well acted

picture book this one. The title drew them. If

they fail to laugh, better consult a doctor.— S. B.

Callahan, Arrow theatre, Broken Bow, Okla.

—

General patronage.

THE UNKNOWN SOLDIER: Special cast—
Everyone was more than pleased with this pic-

ture of the great war. Played on Armistice Day
and it drew splendid business. Seven reels.

—

Homer P. Morley, Princess theatre, Buchanan,
Mich.—Small town patronage.

THE VOLGA BOATMAN: Special cast—An
exception among pictures. Some people told us
this was the third time they were seeing it. If

Mr. DeMille’s future productions are as good as

this one he will be making excellent pictures.

Played November 4-5.—H. G. Stettmund, Jr., H.
& S. theatre. Chandler, Okla.—Small town pat-

ronage.

THE VOLGA BOATMAN: Special cast—This
is one exhibitor that will give or take, and this

was one of the ten pictures run in this theatre

classed as master pieces. Any exhibitor can get

behind this picture and blast it to the sky.—H. F.

Thompson, Strand theatre, Curwensville, Pa.

—

General patronage.

WHISPERING SMITH: Special cast—Surpris-
ing, the number of people who have read this

story, and they were all out to see the picture.

A splendid Western and railroad melodrama that

will register 100 per cent in all ways. Seven
reels.—Homer P. Morley, Princess theatre, Buch-
anan, Mich.—Small town patronage.

WHISPERING SMITH: H. B. Warner—

A

mighty fine picture, and a good drawing card.

Everyone spoke highly of it. Business good in

spite of bad weather. Played October 13th. Six

reels.—F. L. Olds, Opera House, Middlefield, Ohio.

—Small town patronage.

THE DANGER GIRL: Priscilla Dean—

A

clever little picture. Had everyone guessing from
the start. Not big, but will please if you can

get them in. Played October 27. Six reels.

—

F. L. Olds, Opera House, Middlefield, Ohio.

—

Small town patronage.

THE ROAD TO YESTERDAY: Special cast—
Too deep and long drawn out for most of my
patrons. A big town picture. Did not make any
money on it. Paid a big price for it. Have
made more and got a better crowd on program
pictures. Eleven reels.—S. B. Callahan, Arrow
theatre, Broken Bow, Okla.—General patronage.

SILENCE: H. B. Warner—This one puzzled

me. Had heard what a great piece of work it

was, but for us they couldn’t see it. Pretty

crudely done, we thought. First half fair, last

half a joke. Played October 20th. Seven reels.

—F. L. Olds, Opera House, Middlefield, Ohio.

—

Small town patronage.

SILENCE: Special cast—Everyone liked it and
lots of favorable comments. Vera Reynolds is

good and well liked here. Played November 6.

—

Scott & Son, Queen theatre. Best, Tex.—General

patronage.

RED DICE: Rod LaRocque—Nothing much.
This star does not mean much to box office here.

Played November 6. Six reels.—F. L. Olds, Opera
House, Middlefield, Ohio.—Small town patronage.

RED DICE: Rod LaRocque—This is a very

good one and the star in it is coming to the

front here in this town. Of course what pleases

in one kind of a town might not in the other,

and this is a very small place and a big valley

around it. Seven reels.—James A. Banks, Lyric

theatre, Saratoga, Wyo.—Small town patronage.

THE WEDDING SONG: Leatrice Joy—A fine

little picture. Personally I think as good as we
get on an average and we got many a comment
on it. Don’t be afraid to buy such pictures as

Producers put out. They get a poor one once in

a while but not often. Six reels.—James A.
Banks, Lyric theatre, Saratoga, Wyo.—Small town
patronage.

THE MILLION DOLLAR HANDICAP: Spe-
cial cast—Very good race horse picture that will

please well.—O. Van Housen, Favorite theatre,

Schuyler, Nebr.—General patronage.

THE PRAIRIE PIRATE: Harry Carey—One
of Harry’s sourest pictures. He’s about lost out
with my patrons and he’s sure dead now.—S. B.

Callahan, Broken Bow, Okla.—General patronage.

BRAVEHEART : Rod LaRocque—Here’s a beau-
tifully produced picture. LaRocque wonderful in

portrayal of Indian. Did not draw extra good
but surely not the fault of the picture. Seven
reels.-—Bruce M. Sweet, Opera House, Filmore,

N. Y.—General patronage.

BRAVEHEART: Rod LaRocque—Here is a
really fine picture which contains one of the best

football scenes I have ever seen on the screen.

Played September 29.—O. Van Housen, Favorite
theatre, Schuyler, Nebr.—General patronage.

THREE FACES EAST : Special cast—In my
opinion a very good show. However, patrons did

not agree with me as to its merits. Nothing out-

standing in this film to pull them in, so conse-

quently played to smallest house this season.

Seven reels.—Bruce M. Sweet, Opera House, Fill-

more, N. Y.—General patronage.

United Artists

THE BLACK PIRATE: Douglas Fairbanks

—

A wonderful production. Technicolor the best I

have ever seen. We can always bank on Doug
giving us the best. Eleven reels.—Whit Burr,
Orpheum theatre, Lancaster, Wis.—General pat-

ronage.

THE BLACK PIRATE: Douglas Fairbanks—
This was the best picture I have run for ages.

Drew well and pleased 100 per cent. Coloring is

very effective in this. Played November 9.

Twelve reels.—O. Van Housen, Favorite theatre,

Schuyler, Nebr.—General patronage.

SPARROWS: Mary Piekford—Mary certainly

failed in this one and everyone said so. Story
was gruesome and dragged. Business dropped off

the second night. Nine reels.—Whit Burr, Or-
pheum theatre, Lancaster, Wis.—General patron-

age.

SPARROWS: Mary Piekford—Fairly good busi-

ness but patrons complained picture too grue-
some. Mud, slimy mud, and lots of mud. No
comedy relief. Played October 6-7.—C. M. Hart-
man, Liberty theatre, Carnegie, Okla.—Small
town patronage.

SPARROWS: Mary Piekford—A good kid pic-

ture. My people do not like Mary in playing a
kid’s part. My grownups say it was silly : no
story to it.—S. B. Callahan, Arrow theatre,

Broken Bow, Okla.—General patronage.

SPARROWS: Mary Piekford—This is a spe-

cial in every sense of the word. Personally

thought it one of the finest pictures I have ever

played, but the box office didn’t think so. Pic-

ture has received much adverse comment for

some reason and people are not anxious to see it.

However, those who do come will get their money’s
worth. If you can buy it right play it. It will

stand out as a special but won’t draw like one.

Nine reels.—Homer P. Morley, Prineess theatre,

Buchanan, Mich.—Small town patronage.

LITTLE ANNIE ROONEY: Mary Piekford—
Very good. Lots of comedy and some tragedy.

Put over under auspices of the Degree of Honor
and we both made money. Played October 27.

—

O. Van Housen, Favorite theatre, Schuyler, Nebr.

—General patronage.

DON Q: Douglas Fairbanks—Well, as we read

so many good reports on this one, we can’t make
it much better by telling same thing over again.

But we have to say it’s a 100 per cent produc-

tion from all angles. I thought I’d break my
house record with this one, but somehow I got

fooled. Had 153 adults and 22 children for two
nights and that is my regular Sunday crowd.

Monday night, very poor. Next one will run

only one night; that’s all. Douglas Fairbanks is

sure wonderful. Upon mailing out 300 circus

heralds I thought him pretty popular, but in

response to my advertising I find he is not popu-

lar until I have played about six of his ; it may
show up, but as it is any of the small Western
stars do just as much business and cost less.

Well, they never saw Douglas here before, that’s

the reason I am running it. Play it, as it will

give your house prestige. Eleven reels.—R. Duba,

Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D.—General patronage.
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TESS OF THE STORM COUNTRY: Mary
Pickford—A very good picture with plenty of

laughs. Did draw well at ticket office. Played

October 28. Ten reels.—T. T. Goryczka, Empire

theatre, Manitowa, Wis.—General patronage.

AMERICA: Special cast—Good picture but the

print was pretty old. Photography not very

plain, but the titles were all good, so made a

good story to follow and easy to read. Dandy
picture and I knew it before I arranged for free

matinee for children. Thought to build up trade

but failed to do so. Also mailed 300 circus her-

alds, so I think no one cared to see this very

good production. Eleven reels.—R. Duba, Royal

theatre, Kimball, S. D.—General patronage.

DREAM STREET: Special cast—Nine reels of

slow, uninteresting, light struck, foggy, English

junk. I started out with a pretty good house,

but by the time the 9th reel came around, I was
showing to the ticket taker, and one kid that had

gone to sleep, and I paid good money for it, too.

Nine reels.—R. J. Williams, Pastime theatre,

Johnson, Nebr.—General patronage.

Universal
POKER FACES: Laura LaPlante—A dandy

comedy drama. Will stand up with any of them.

Seven reels.—C. M. Hartman, Liberty theatre,

Carnegie, Okla.—Small town patronage.

THE WHOLE TOWN’S TALKING: Edward
Horton—Good comedy drama, but no drawing
power. Played October 11-12. Seven reels.—C.

M. Hartman, Liberty theatre, Carnegie, Okla.

—

Small town patronage.

HER BIG NIGHT: Laura LaPlante—Another
good one. A close second to “Poker Faces.”

Played November 1-2. Seven reels.—C. M. Hart-

man, Liberty theatre, Carnegie, Okla.—Small

town patronage.

THE MIDNIGHT SUN: Laura LaPlant^-
Here is another good Russian story. Not as good

as "The Volga Boatman” or “My Official Wife,”

but it’s worth the running in better class thea-

tres.—J. F. Hondek, Lyric theatre, Ennis, Tex.

—

General patronage.

LOOKING FOR TROUBLE: Jack Hoxie—Very
good little Western for Hoxie’s fans. Should

please generally and satisfy. Five reels.—R.

Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D.—General

patronage.

THE LOVE THIEF: Norman Kerry—A 100

per cent picture. It’s a lot like “Beverly of

Graustark.” Good work by all the stars. Seven
reels.—L. C. Bolduc, Bijou theatre, Conway, N.

H.—General patronage.

THE LOVE THIEF: Norman Kerry—Mythical

kingdom. Worthless to any audience, much more
so to a small town. Played November 9. Seven
reels.—N. M. Emmons, Eagle theatre, Eagle River,

Wis.—Small town patronage.

THE BUCKAROO KID: Hoot Gibson—An-
other dandy Gibson that gave very good satis-

faction, along with breaking my Saturday night

house record. Six reels.—J. C. Kennedy, Em-
press theatre, Akron, Iowa.—General patronage.

ROLLING HOME: Reginald Denny—All Denny
pictures please. Six reels.—L. C. Bolduc, Bijou

theatre, Conway, N. H.—Genera! patronage.

THE FLAMING FRONTIER: Hoot Gibson—

A

big western special. Played at advanced price for

three days. Held up well. Acting and directing

exceptionally good. Story and plot good. Has a

strong educational and historical value. Should
draw, and hold interest in any theatre. Ten
reels.—R. V. Fletcher, Lyric theatre, Hartington,

Nebr.—Small town patronage.

THE FLAMING FRONTIER: Hoot Gibson-
Good Western special that pleased. Played Octo-

ber 13-14. Nine reels.—C. M. Hartman, Liberty

theatre, Carnegie, Okla.—Small town patronage.

THE FLAMING FRONTIER: Hoot Gibson—
This is a Universal special. While it is a good
week-end picture, it’s not worth more than one
half of what the exchange wants for it.—J. F.

Hondek, Lyric theatre, Ennis, Tex.—General pat-

ronage.

TAKE IT FROM ME: Reginald Denny—

A

peach of a picture. Will please any audience.

Denny’s pictures always do that. “Skinners’
Dress Suit” a little better than this one. Seven
reels.—Whit Burr, Orpheum theatre, Lancaster,
Wis.—General patronage.

TAKE IT FROM ME : Reginald Denny—Paid
more money for this Denny, but not a bit bet-

ter than those of last year, although it was good.

Played October 20-21. Seven reels.—C. M. Hart-
man, Liberty theatre, Carnegie, Okla.—Small
town patronage.

HIS PEOPLE: Rudolph Schildkraut—This one
pleased all and drew very well for us. It is a

good story and the members of the cast are well

chosen for their parts. Played May 28-29.—F. W.
Carroll, Liberty theatre. Chapman, Kan.—Small
town patronage.

HIS PEOPLE: Rudolph Schildkraut—One of

the best pictures we have ever shown. It is too

bad that more of these good pictures cannot be

made. Every one complimented us on the pic-

ture. 87 per cent. Nine reels.—R. B. Maxwell,
Illinois theatre, Sullivan, 111.—General patron-

age.

MY OLD DUTCH: Wonderful acting in this

picture, which pleased my crowd. Six reels.

—

Leon C. Bolduc, Bijou theatre, Conway, N. H.

—

General patronage.

THE GOOSE WOMAN: Louise Dresser—This
is a mighty fine picture and drew well for us.

Played March 19-20.—F. W. Carroll, Liberty thea-

tre, Chapman, Kan.—Small town patronage.

RAFFLES: House Peters—A nice little mys-
tery story, just a little out of the ordinary.

House Peters looks better in pictures such as

“Head Winds” and “The Tornado,” but take it

all around, it is pretty good entertainment. Six

reels.—R. J. Williams, Pastime theatre, Johnson,
Nebr.—General patronage.

CALIFORNIA STRAIGHT AHEAD: Reginald
Denny—Denny can always be counted on for a

good clean comedy and this is one of his best

that we have had. Drew good crowds. Played
April 2-3.—F. W. Carroll, Liberty theatre, Chap-
man, Kan.—Small town patronage.

THE COMBAT: House Peters—Outdoor pic-

ture of lumber country. Plenty of fights and
action. Forest fire good. Fair program picture.

Six reels.—Leon C. Bolduc, Bijou theatre, Con-
way, N. H.—General patronage.

SPORTING YOUTH: Reginald Denny—

I

brought this out of the old archives : dusted it

off and had the town crier announce the greatest

auto-racing comedy-drama ever screened, for in

truth it is the greatest. It has all the ingredients

for a sparkling movie punch—comedy, romance,
speed, love scene between Denny and Laura La-
Plante up in the tree was mighty pretty and
something new. The chaperone bouncing around
in the speeding auto, and the drunken sport

crossing the track during the race, were screams.
Then the race—Gosh, for two reels the gasping,

thrilled audience roared out their enthusiasm until

the roof of the little old Rex was dancing a

Charleston all over the block. The mayor of the

town said that this was the very finest play that

he had ever seen, and he has seen hundreds of

them. Old? Yep! Four years old. What of it?

Did more business on it at advanced prices, 40-20,

than on any 1926 play I have run. Give me the

good old ones ; someone else can have the latest

up-to-the-second-released “lemons.” Carl—you
may slip me a reprint of this every two years.

—

Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.—Gen-
eral patronage.

THE ARIZONA SWEEPSTAKES: Hoot Gib-

son—A good program western with Hoot doing
well along beside his leading lady, Miss Helen
Lynch, and George Ovey and three kids furnish-

ing the comedy. It is a sort of semi-western as

about half of same is laid in San Francisco and
the remainder in the West. Played November 10.

Six reels.—W. T. Davis & Son, Rialto theatre,

Sharon, Wis.—General patronage.

THE ARIZONA SWEEPSTAKES: Hoot Gib-

son—Very fine Western. Kate Price and three

kids supply very good comedy. Good horse race.

Six reels.—Leon C. Bolduc, Bijou theatre, Con-
way, N. H.—General patronage.

THE COHENS AND KELLYS: Special cast—
Dandy show with plenty of comedy, but these

feature comedies don’t click for me. Doesn’t

make any difference what they are, and I can’t

educate them to come and like them, so I just

show this to 72 grownups in two nights and
that’s very rotten for me. Not the fault of the

picture. It’s good. Eight reels.—R. Duba, Royal
theatre, Kimball, S. D.—General patronage.

THE COHENS AND KELLYS: Special cast—
Had as many favorable comments on this picture

as any I have shown. For clean comedy with

a good story, it is mighty hard to beat. Drew
fine crowds both nights. Played July 23-24.

—

F. W. Carroll, Liberty theatre, Chapman, Kan.

—

General patronage.

THE STILL ALARM: Helene Chadwick—All
right for its kind, but don’t run it on a Sunday
night. Good story. Good fire scenes. Nice

dresses, etc. Seven reels.—N. M. Emmons, Eagle
theatre, Eagle River,Wis.—Small town patronage.

THE CALGARY STAMPEDE: Hoot Gibson—
This drew a record Saturday night crowd for us.

Hoot is always a good drawing card here and
this picture is one of his best. Played June 25-

26.—F. W. Carroll, Liberty theatre, Chapman,
Kan.—Small town patronage.

THE BEAUTIFUL CHEAT: Laura LaPlante—
The poorest LaPlante picture I ever played. Noth-
ing to it at all. Five reels.—L. C. Bolduc, Bijou
theatre, Conway, N. H.—General patronage.

CHIP OF THE FLYING U: Hoot Gibson-
Good small town picture, with plenty of comedy.
Hoot is good, but the supporting cast is better.

“Weary” is a scream. Six reels.—L. C. Bolduc,
Bijou theatre, Conway, N. H.—General patron-
age.

THE MAN IN THE SADDLE: Hoot Gibson—
An average western. Five reels.—L. C. Bolduc,

Bijou theatre, Conway, N. H.—General patronage

THE EMPTY SADDLE: Pete Morrison—Very
good out door western. Good for Saturday. Five
reels.—A. O. Lambert, Opera House, Monticello,

la.—General patronage.

Warner Bros.
ACROSS THE PACIFIC: Monte Bluc^A fair

melodrama that will do your house no harm.
Showed it on Armistice Day and did not take in

the cost of the picture. Just another high priced

gift. Seven reels.—N. M. Emmons, Eagle thea-

tre, Eagle River, Wis.—Small town patronage.

ACROSS THE PACIFIC: Monte Blue—Good
Friday and Saturday picture. Don’t be afraid of

this one.—J. F. Hondek, Lyric theatre, Ennis,

Tex.—General patronage.

MY OFFICIAL WIFE: Irene Rich—One of

the very best. Good story and very good acting.

To those who played “The Volga Boatman” and
liked the picture we recommend "My Official

Wife.” Just as good.—J. F. Hondek, Lyric thea-

tre, Ennis, Tex.—General patronage.

BRIDE OF THE STORM: Dolores Costello—
Another fine Warner Bros, melodrama in which
Dolores Costello has a wonderful part. Story

has several unpleasant scenes, but they make the
balance of the story more interesting. A big

lighthouse built in the edge of a cliff is burned
and dumped into the sea as the big spectacular

stunt of the story. Miss Costello looks like the

very best bet among the younger dramatic screen

stars.—Ben L. Morris, Temple theatre, Bellaire,

O.—General patronage.

THE WIFE WHO WASN’T WANTED: Irene

Rich—A good program picture. Well acted. Story

liked here. Go after it. You can make money
provided you don’t pay too much for it.—S. B.

Callahan, Arrow theatre. Broken Bow, Okla.

—

General patronage.

THE WIFE WHO WASN’T WANTED: Irene

Rich—Good picture but hard to figure where the

name came from.—Louis A. VanAlstyne, Quality

theatre, Cullom, 111.—General patronage.

HIS JAZZ BRIDE: Special cast—This picture

good. Splendid satisfaction here.—Bert Sil-

ver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.

—

General patronage.

THE SEA BEAST: Special cast—I want to tell

exhibitors and John Barrymore that when he

made “The Sea Beast” he made some picture. It

has everything in it to make a real entertainment.

Pleased 100 per cent. Book it, brother. Will

stand raised admission. Ten reels.—A. O. Lam-
bert, Opera House, Monticello, la.—General pat-

ronage.

THREE WEEKS IN PARIS: Matt Moore—
This one drew well for us and pleased. Not much
of a story, though. Played April 9-10.—F. W.
Carroll, Liberty theatre. Chapman, Kan.—Small

town patronage.

LADY WINDERMERE’S FAN: Irene Rich—
Don’t pass this one. It is a very fine picture and
drew well here. Played May 7-8.—F. W. Car-

roll, Liberty theatre, Chapman, Kan.—Small town
patronage.

RED HOT TIRES: Monte Blue—Fair. Played
November 1.—H. F. Thompson, Strand theatre,

Curwensville, Pa.—General patronage.

RED HOT TIRES: Monte Blue—Good little

comedy that pleased most of our patrons. Our
people want shows of this type.—Louis A. Van
Alstyne, Quality theatre, Cullom, 111.—-General

patronage.

THE NIGHT CRY: Rin-Tin-Tin—A very good

dog picture. Drew a very good crowd for us.

Played June 4-5.—F. W. Carroll, Liberty theatre.

Chapman, Kan.—Small town patronage.
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THE CLASH OF THE WOLVES: Rin-Tin-Tin
—Boys, here is a knockout. The best dog picture

I have made. It sends them out talking. Seven
reels.— S. B. Callahan, Arrow theatre. Broken
Bow, Okla.—General patronage.

FIND YOUR MAN: Rin-Tin-Tin—Good dog
picture that seemed to please better than aver-

age crowd.—Louis A. Van Alstyne, Quality thea-

tre, Cullom, 111.—General patronage.

Serials
THE BAR C MYSTERY: (Pathe) Special cast

—Have run nine episodes and liked only fairly

well. Good Western type serial. Dorothy Philips

doesn’t do her stuff like she used to.—Earl
Greenhalgh, Greenhalgh theatre, Ferron, Utah.

—

Small town patronage.

THE GREEN ARCHER: (Pathe) Allene Ray—
The first three chapters have been talked of by
everyone who saw them. The best serial to date.

—C. R. Van Scoy, Lyric theatre, Cumby, Tex.

—

General patronage.

LIGHTNING HUTCH: (Arrow) Special cast—
This is a very good serial and should please 90

per cent. Two reels.—T. T. Goryczka, Empire
theatre, Manitowa, Wis.—General patronage.

THE SCARLET STREAK: (Universal) Jack
Daugherty—Chapter 1 poor ; chapter 2 bad ; chap-
ter 3 worse ; chapter 4 punk ; chapter 5 cheese

!

chapter 6-7-8-9-10—words fail one. It was worse
than a case of measles, because one can get over
the measles, but I don’t think we can ever get

over this.—Scott & Son, Queen theatre. Best,

Tex.—General patronage.

SNOWED IN: (Pathe) Allene Ray—A very
good average serial but not in a class with “The
Green Archer.” Ten chapters.—S. B. Callahan,
Arrow theatre, Broken Bow, Okla.—General pat-

ronage.

Short Features
EDUCATIONAL

CHEAP SKATES: Lige Conley—As to the en-
tertainment value of this comedy, would rate it

a little above the average. Many good hearty
laughs but still room for more. Two reels.

—

Homer P. Morley, Princess theatre, Buchanan,
Mich.—Small town patronage.

FAIR WARNING: A1 St. John—This “nut”
seems to get better all the time. An excellent

comedy. Two reels.—R. B. Maxwell, Illinois

theatre, Sullivan, 111.—General patronage.

FARES PLEASE: This is a very good two
reeler. Exciting and plenty of laughs.—Leon C.

Bolduc, Bijou theatre, Conway, N. H.—General
patronage.

FEUX TRIPS THROUGH TOYLAND: These
cartoon comedies please old and young. One reel.

—Leon C. Bolduc, Bijou theatre, Conway, N. H.

—

General patronage.

HELLO HOLLYWOOD: Lige Conley—The
kind of a comedy my patrons enjoy. Two reels.

—

R. B. Maxwell, Illinois theatre, Sullivan, 111.

—

General patronage.

HERE COMES CHESTER: A good comedy.

—

Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville,

Mich.—General patronage.

JOLLY TARS: Lloyd Hamilton—Why don’t

he make something that really is funny? Two
reels.—J. C. Kennedy, Empress theatre, Akron,
Iowa.—General patronage.

KINOGRAMS: A very fine news reel. Service

fine, out of Omaha exchange. One reel.—J. C.

Kennedy, Empress theatre, Akron, Iowa.—Gen-
eral patronage.

KISS PAPA: A funny comedy.-—Bert Silver.

Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General
patronage.

MERRY MAKERS: Cliff Bowes—This drew
numerous laughs. Two reels.—Leon C. Bolduc,
Bijou theatre, Conway, N. H.—General patron-
age.

THE MOVIES: Lloyd Hamilton—Hamilton
an old favorite here. Comedy clever, fast run-
ning and slapsticky. Two reels.—R. B. Maxwell,
Illinois theatre, Sullivan, 111.—General patronage.

NEVER AGAIN: A1 St. John—As clever a
comedy as we have ever run. Two reels.—R. B.

Maxwell, Illinois theatre, Sullivan, 111.—General
patronage.

SEA LEGS: Neal Burns—The kids all asked
when Neal Burns would be here again. What
more could you ask? Two reels.—R. B. Max-
well, Illinois theatre, Sullivan, 111.—General pat-

ronage.

SEA LEGS: Very good for this style of com-
edy, but I cannot see where the two reel com-
edies are improving any. Only a few of the
stars that are in them. Two reels.—James A.
Banks, Lyric theatre, Saratoga, Wyo.—Small town
patronage.

STEP LIGHTLY : Just another bunch of com-
edy to fill in the program. Good for them that
like it. Two reels.—James A. Banks, Lyric thea-

tre, Saratoga, Wyo.—Small town patronage.

F. B. O.

ADVENTURES OF MAZIE : Alberta Vaughn
—Okay. Better than serial matter. Two reels.

—

R. B. Maxwell, Illinois theatre, Sullivan, 111.

—

General patronage.

ALICE BLUES: Alice Ardell—Fair. Two
reels.—Leon C. Bolduc, Bijou theatre, Conway,
N. H.—General patronage.

BLACK AND BLUE EYES: Blue Ribbon-
Dandy comedy with plenty of laughs and plenty

of action also. Excitement that spells satisfac-

tion. Two reels.—R. Duba, Royal theatre, Kim-
ball, S. D.—General patronage.

THE GO-GETTERS: Alberta Vaughn—No. 1.

This is real good stuff. Better than any two
reel comedy. All my patrons like them better.

Two reels.—James A. Banks, Lyric theatre, Sara-

toga, Wyo.—Small town patronage.

THE GO GETTERS: Alberta Vaughn—Very
good short subjects. Much better than the com-
edies we get now. Two reels.—James A. Banks,

Lyric theatre, Saratoga, Wyo.—Small town pat-

ronage.

HOLD TIGHT: Fair. Two reels.—Leon C.

Bolduc, Bijou theatre, Conway, N. H.—General

patronage.

HONEYMOON FEET: Three Fat Men—An-
other one that counts to the fat brothers of the

screen. Different from all others I have run so

far. Two reels.—R. Duba, Royal theatre, Kim-
ball, S. D.—General patronage.

IN THE AIR: Three Fat Men—Plenty of

laughs. These fat men are good. Two reels.

—

Leon C. Bolduc, Bijou theatre, Conway, N. H.

—

General patronage.

MUMMY LOVE: Good. Two reels.—Leon C.

Bolduc, Bijou theatre, Conway, N. H.—General

patronage.

ON THE LINKS: Three Fat Men—Very funny
and pleased all. Two reels.—Leon C. Bolduc,

Bijou theatre, Conway, N. H.—General patronage.

A PEACEFUL RIOT: Alice Ardell—A fair

comedy. Two reels.—Leon C. Bolduc, Bijou thea-

tre, Conway, N. H.—General patronage.

PLANE JANE: Larry Kent—A great com-
edy. Big mine blown up that is worth the price

of admission alone. Two reels.—A. O. Lambert,
Opera House, Monticello, Iowa.—General patron-

age.

TAILORING: Three Fat Men—-Very good.

Lots of laughs. Two reels.—Leon C. Bolduc,

Bijou theatre, Conway, N. H.—General patron-

age.

VAMPING BABIES: Blue Ribbon—Good com-

edy and should spell satisfaction. It’s a riot of

laughs. Two reels.—R. Duba, Royal theatre,

Kimball, S. D.—General patronage.

WHAT, NO SPINACH: Harry Sweet—We
didn’t think much of this, but our audience

seemed to get a kick out of it, as we heard a

number of laughs. Two reels.—W. T. Davis &
Son, Rialto theatre, Sharon, Wis.—General pat-

ronage.

FOX
COMPLETE LIFE: A good comedy.—Bert Sil-

ver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.

—

General patronage.

ELSIE IN NEW YORK: Nice little comedy,

but not many laughs. Two reels.—R. Duba,
Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D.—General patron-

age.

FOX COMEDIES: Very good and I consider

them the best and most reasonable priced come-

dies and short subjects on the market, including

the news.—F. W. Zimmerman, Palace theatre, San
Marcos, Tex.—General patronage.

FOX NEWS: Very good most all the time. We
all like the news out here. One reel.—James A.

Banks, Lyric theatre, Saratoga, Wyo.—Small

town patronage.

IT’S A PIPE: Good comedy.—Bert Silver, Sil-

ver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General

patronage.

MATRIMONY BLUES: Punk. Two reels.—

R. B. Maxwell, Illinois theatre, Sullivan, 111.

—

General patronage.

MOVING DAY: Fair. Two reels.—R. B. Max-
well, Illinois theatre, Sullivan, 111.—General pat-
ronage.

A PARISAIAN KNIGHT: Earl Fox—Just a
fair comedy. Not so good for small towns. Two
reels.—A. O. Lambert, Opera House, Monticello,
la.—General patronage.

PATHE

BOYS WILL BE JOTS: Our Gang—I feel

that this crowd are growing up out of it. Their
comedies do not ring like they did. They show
money and good direction but the people don’t
get the kick out of them that they used to and
I guess it is because the kiddies are getting too
grownup and sophisticated. Such is life.—Chas.
Lee Hyde, Grand theatre, Pierre, S. D.—General
patronage.

BOYS TO BOARD: Our Gang—Good. Two
reels.—Leon C. Bolduc, Bijou theatre, Conway,
N. H.—General patronage.

HOT SHEIKS: Carter DeHaven—Dandy com-
edy. DeHaven always good and it comes natural
to see him once more. Two reels.—R. Duba,
Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D.—General patron-
age.

SWEET PICKLE: A comedy.—Bert Silver, Sil-

ver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General
patronage.

WIFE TAMERS: Clyde Cook—Couldn’t see that
this one brought much laughter from my crowd.
Personally thought it the bunk. If Pathe has
got such fine comedies, I would like to get a
sample of them.—J. C. Kennedy, Empress thea-

tre, Akron, Iowa.—General patronage.

ONE WILD RIDE: Our Gang—Very good for

the kids. We handed this to ’em free and they
sure did enjoy it. Two reels.—O. A. Fosse, Com-
munity theatre, Ridgeway, la.—Small town pat-

ronage.

OVER THEREABOUTS: Fair. Two reels.—
E. A. Armistead, Lyric theatre, Easley, S. C.

—

General patronage.

PAY THE CASHIER: This one was good, as
good as any one reel we have used. Photography
and lighting fine. New print. One reel.—O. A.
Fosse, Community theatre, Ridgeway, la.—Small
town patronage.

RIDERS OF THE PURPLE COWS: This is

only a fair comedy. The title drew them, but the
picture did not please. Two reels.—Stoddard
Bros., Rex theatre, Madisonville, Tex.—Small
town patronage.

A ROUGH AND READY ROMEO: Aesop Fa-
ble—This reel is slipping. The same thing in

every one of them, and people are getting fed up
on it. One reel.—Cragin & Pike, Majestic thea-

tre, Las Vegas, Nev.—General patronage.

SAY IT WITH BABIES: Glenn Tryon—Fair.
Two reels.—R. B. Maxwell, Illinois theatre, Sul-

livan, 111.—General patronage.

SCARED STIFF: Clyde Cook and a monkey

—

One as good as the other. Two reels.—R. B.

Maxwell, Illinois theatre, Sullivan, 111.—General
patronage.

THE SEA SQUAWK: Harry Langdon—Good.
Two reels.—R. B. Maxwell, Illinois theatre, Sul-

livan, 111.—General patronage.

SHIVERING SPOOKS: A good Gang comedy.
Two reels.—Robert Kessler, Benn theatre, Phila-

delphia, Pa.—General patronage.

STARVATION BLUES: Clyde Cook—Very good
comedy, though below par of Pathe standard.

Two reels.—Stoddard Bros., Rex theatre, Madi-
sonville, Tex.—Small town patronage.

TEE FOR TWO: A comedy.—Bert Silver, Sil-

ver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General
patronage.

THUNDERING FLEAS: Our Gang—Very good,

as most of the Gangs are. Two reels.—George
Benson, Community theatre, Minneota, Minn.

—

Small town patronage.

THUNDERING FLEAS: Our Gang—One of

the best Gangs. That isn’t bragging, ’cause they
are all good and get a little extra business for

me. Two reels.—Ray W. Musselman, Princess

theatre, Lincoln, Kan.—General patronage.

THUNDERING FLEAS: Our Gang—Not so

good. Two reels.—Robert Kessler, Benn theatre,

Philadelphia, Pa.—General patronage.

A TOLA’BLE ROMEO: Hal Roach—Pretty

good. One reel.—Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags thea-

tre, Neillsville, Wis.—Small town patronage.

UNCLE TOM’S UNCLE : Our Gang—This com-
edy is a real one, and their version of "Uncle
Tom’s Cabin” is a scream. Two reels.—Ray W.
Musselman, Princess theatre, Lincoln, Kan.—Gen-
eral patronage.
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WANDERING WILLIES: Slapstick. Two reels.

—R. B. Maxwell, Illinois theatre, Sullivan, 111.

—

General patronage.

WIDE OPEN FACES: Ralph Graves—Extra
good. Two reels.—E. A. Armistead, Lyric thea-

tre, Easley, S. C.—General patronage.

WIFE TAMERS: Lionel Barrymore—O. K.

Two reels.—R. B. Maxwell, Illinois theatre, Sulli-

van, 111.—General patronage.

YOUR HUSBAND’S PAST: Just a Winkle.—
Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville,

Mich.—General patronage.

LONG FLIV THE KING: Charley Chase—The
best 2 reel comedy we have received from Pathe.

Most of those booked to us were very poor, but
this one was a dandy, and we heartily recommend
it where you care for a good 2 reeler for my
special bill. Two reels.—R. F. Gibbs, Photodrome
theatre, Richmond, 111.—General patronage.

MASKED MAMMAS: It’s a rip roaring com-
edy that went over okay. Two reels.—M. J. Babin,
Fairyland theatre. White Castle, La.—General pa-
tronage.

MONKEY BUSINESS: Our Gang—This com-
edy is a positive scream. One of the best in a
long, long time. It is supposed to be a Gang
comedy but it is more monkey than Gang, and
the monkey sure pulls some clever ones. Will
save any poor feature. Two reels.—O. B. Junkins,
Manzanita theatre, Carmel, Cal.—General patron-
age.

ONE WILD RIDE: Our Gang—One of the
best Gangs I have ever run. When Farina gets
into the sight-seeing flivver, sans engine and
brakes, and starts down the steep hills, every-
body starts laughing. Ran this with “Tramp,
Tramp, Tramp” and must say Our Gang got
99 per cent of the evening’s laughs. Two reels.

—

Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.
—Small town patronage.

PERILS OF PETERSBORO: It brought the
laughs and entertained 100 per cent. Two reels.

—M. J. Babin, Fairyland theatre. White Castle,
La.—General patronage.

,
SAY IT WITH BABIES: Glenn Tryon—A very

poor comedy with a new twist or two not worthy
of mention. Same old stuff which failed to make
’em laugh. Two reels.—O. B. Junkins, Manzanita
theatre, Carmel, Cal.—General patronage.

SMITH’S VACATION: Very good. The kid is

sure cute. Two reels.—Orris F. Collins, Capitol
& Majestic theatres, Paragould, Ark.—General
patronage.

WALL STREET BLUES: A very good comedy.
Two reels.—E. W. McClelland, Rex theatre, Gil-

man City, Mo.—General patronage.

WATER WAGONS: Charley Chase—Mack Sen-
net comedies are all good.—Kenney Lloyd, Lyric
theatre. Mineral Springs, Ark.—General patron-
age.

THE WHITE WING’S BRIDE: Harry Lang-
don—Good, as all of Langdon’s are. My crowd
certainly liked him in his two reelers. Two reels.

—H. E. Patrick, Palace theatre. North Rose,
N. Y.—Small town patronage.

UNIVERSAL

ANDY TAKES A FLYER: Joe Murphy—This
was my first Gump comedy and it pleased fairly

well. Two reels.—Leon C. Bolduc, Bijou thea-

tre.Conway, N. H.—General patronage.

BUSTER’S BUST UP: Arthur Trimble—Bus-
ter Brown comedies very good. I like them better

than Our Gang. Two reels.—Leon C. Bolduc.
Bijou theatre, Conway, N. H.—General patron-
age.

DO OR BUST: Neely Edwards—Nice one
reeler ; that’s all. One reel.—R. Duba, Royal
theatre, Kimball, S. D.—General patronage.

A DUMB FRIEND: Arthur Lake—This is

just the average Lake comedy. It you have ever
played any of them, you know what they are.

If you have never played any of them, don’t
start. One reel.—R. J. Williams, Pastime theatre,

Johnson, Nebr.—General patronage.

EIGHT CYLINDER BULL: Here is a comedy
that will bring the laughs. When the Ford sepa-
rated, half going each way, Oh, Boy ! Two reels.

—A. O. Lambert, Opera House, Monticello, Iowa.
—General patronage.

A FANNING AFFAIR: Very good comedy;-
plenty of fire. Two reels.—A. O. Lambert,
Opera House, Monticello, Iowa.—General patron-
age.

FLYING WHEELS: Wanda Wiley—Just a fair

comedy. Two reels.—Leon C. Bolduc, Bijou thea-
tre, Conway, N. H.—General patronage.

HAUNTED HEIRESS: Edna Marian—Good
comedy with Edna. All I have to say is that
I bought the 1926 comedies, but somehow they

pick out the 1925 ones at the Sioux Falls ex-

change. Watch ’em, boys ; they will give you
a good break but treat you like a darky. Two
reels.—R. Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D.

—

General patronage.

HELPFUL AL: A1 Alt—Very good. Two
reels.—Leon C. Bolduc, Bijou theatre, Conway,

'

N. H.—General patronage.

THE HONEYMOON SQUABBLE: Edna Mar-
ian—Will pass as an average comedy. Two reels.

—Leon C. Bolduc, Bijou theatre, Conway, N. H.

—

General patronage.

THE MAN IN THE SADDLE: Hoot Gibson—
A good Western picture.—Bert Silver, Silver Fam-
ily theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

MONTANA OF THE RANGE: Mustang West-
ern—As good as some five reelers. Two reels.

—

Leon C. Bolduc, Bijou theatre, Conway, N. H.

—

General patronage.

PEACOCK FEATHERS: Jacqueline Logan—

A

good program picture.—Bert Silver, Silver Family
theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

THE PHONEY EXPRESS: Charles Puffy—
Comes within one of bordering on the ridiculous,

but it got the laughs, and that is what counts.

One reel.—R. J. Williams, Pastime theatre, John-
son, Nebr.—General patronage.

THE SMASH UP: Joe Murphy—-A good pic-

ture with the villain of “Grandma’s Boy” doing
his stuff again and making it an exceptional

comedy.—Chas. Lee Hyde, Grand theatre, Pierre,

S. D.—General patronage.

SO THIS IS ART : Best of Fox comedy.
Monkeys are wonderful. Two reels.—A. O. Lam-
bert, Opera House, Monticello, la.—General pat-

ronage.

WHEN BONITA RODE: Good little Western
and a good fight between a little cowboy, Witzel,

and an overgrown ranch foreman, Fred Smith.

Had good combination with “The Kellys.” Two
reels.—R. Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D.

—

General patronage.

THE WINNING PAIR: Wanda Wiley—A good
comedy that will get a few laughs. It is quite

impossible at times. Why don’t they let Wanda
play a little more serious role some time ? Two
reels.—W. T. Davis & Son, Rialto theatre,

Sharon, Wis.—General patronage.

A BEDTIME STORY: Not much to this one.

One reel.—E. A. Armistead, Lyric theatre, Easley,

S. C.—General patronage.

BIG GAME: Usual short western story but
pleased O. K. Two reels.—Ed C. Curdts, Bijou
theatre, Greenville, So. Ca.—General patronage.

BUSTER’S HEART BEATS: Not up to their

standard, which has been good. Nothing to this.

Two reels.—Leslie Hables, Reel Joy theatre. King
City, Cal.—Small town patronage.

BUSTER’S SKY ROCKET: Buster Brown-
Very good at the last half reel. One reel and a
half wasted on the little story to turn out. Two
reels.—R. Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball, So. Dak.
—General patronage.

BUSTER’S NOSE DIVE: Arthur Trimble—

A

comedy my patrons don’t think much of and I

don’t either. After F get through with what I

have on the contract, that will be sine die. Two
reels.—M. J. Babin, Fairyland theatre. White
Castle, La.—General patronage.

COMING BACK: Fred Humes—Fairly good
short action western. Two reels.—A. G. Witwer,
Grand theatre. Rainier, Ore.—General patronage.

FLYING WHEELS: Just terrible covers it.

Two reels.—W. C. Wheeler, Majestic theatre, Wil-
lits, Calif.—Small town patronage.

HER AMBITION: First of the “What Hap-
pened to Jane” series and a fairly good comedy.
Two reels.—A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre, Rainier,

Ore.—General patronage.

THE LOVE DEPUTY: Ed Cobb—Good short
straight western. Two reels. A. G. Witwer, Grand
theatre, Rainier, Ore.—General patronage.

MIN’S AWAY : Joe Murphy—Plenty of action
and laughs in this one. Two reels.—A. G. Wit-
wer, Grand theatre. Rainier, Ore.—General patron-
age.

MIN WALKS IN HER SLEEP: Joe Murphy-
Just as good as most Gumps. They have been
coming good for some time. Two reels.—A. E.

Sharer, Globe theatre. Savannah, Mo.—General
patronage.

MOTOR TROUBLE : Just another comedy filler.

Two reels.—E. A. Armistead, Lyric theatre, Eas-
ley, S. C.—General patronage.

OH MIN : Joe Murphy—The poorest Gump I

ever played, and I played two series of ’em. Two

reels.—D. M. Mangone, Rex theatre, Newport,
Wash.—General patronage.

THE PERFECT LIE: Neely Edwards—Goofy.
About 36 per cent comedy. Two reels.—R. J.

Williams, Pastime theatre, Johnson, Neb.—Gen-
eral patronage.

TIGHT CARGO : Just an ordinary comedy.
One reel.—C. E Hopkins, Hopkins theatre. Cotter,

Ark.—Small town patronage.

WAIT A BIT: Fairly good comedy. Two reels.

—A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre. Rainier, Ore.

—

General patronage.

WATCH YOUR WIFE: Special cast—A clever

comedy drama of married life that drew and
pleased the better class patrons. Attendance be-

low average. Seven reels.—A. G. Witwer, Grand
theatre. Rainier, Ore.—General patronage.

WHO’S NEXT: Neely Edwards—Good short

comedy. One reel.—A. G. Witwer, Grand thea-

tre, Rainier, Ore.—General patronage.

MISCELLANEOUS

BRANDED A THIEF: Neal Hart—Pleased
Saturday crowd. Business off, but due to opposi-

tion. Pleased. Five reels..—Ed C. Curdts, Bijou

theatre, Greenville, So. Ca.—General patronage.

GETTING HITCHED: Special cast—Fairly
good comedy. Two reels.—A. G. Witwer, Grand
theatre. Rainier, Ore.—General patronage.

HE’S IN AGAIN : Can’t praise this much, but
got by in fair shape. Two reels.—Ed C. Curdts,

Bijou theatre, Greenville, So. Ca.—General patron-

age.

CALL A CAB: Bobby Ray—Very good comedy
and got laughs. Two reels.—Ed C. Curdts, Bijou

theatre, Greenville, S. C.—General patronage.

DEMPSEY-FIRPO: If you want to see just

how it happened, get this one. The slow pictures

are good ; the others are not bad. Two reels.—

R. J. Williams, Pastime theatre, Johnson, Neb.

—

General patronage.

HAY FEVER TIME: Very good comedy. Two
reels.—A. O. Lambert, Opera House, Monticello,

la.—General patronage.

HENNESEY OF THE MOUNTED: George
Ivey—A few laughs. Two reels.—Mrs. L. M.
Bierman, Palace theatre, Seadrift, Tex.—Small
town patronage.

INVISIBLE REVENGE: Mutt and Jeff com-
edy—Best one reel cartoon on market. This one
is especially good. One reel.—Cragin & Pike,

Majestic theatre, Las Vegas, Nev.—General pat-
ronage.
THE PROPERTY MAN—Fairly good comedy.

Plenty of good mirthful comedy and real belly

laughs. Two reels.—Stoddard Bros., Rex theatre,

Madisonville, Tex.—General patronage.

SCHOOL DAYS: Larry Semon—The best com-
edy I ever had in the house and Larry never
fails to bring the laughs. He always puts lots of

pep in his comedies. You small towns should run
these. Vitagraph at Omaha has good service and
prints on them. Two reels. — H. C. Mauler,
Liberty theatre, Pleasanton, Nebr.—Small town
patronage.

WORKING FOR THE REST—Very good com-
edy, lots of laughs, and clean morally. Print
good, the paper is weak. Comedy cast, very
reasonable. Two reels.—Stoddard Bros., Rex the-

atre, Madisonville, Texas.—General patronage.

COUNTRY STYLE: Just a reel.—Mrs. L. M.
Bierman, Palace theatre, Seadrift, Tex.—Small
town patronage.

IN AT THE FINISH: Fair. One reel.—Mrs.
L. M. Bierman, Palace theatre, Seadrift, Tex.

—

General patronage.

UP AND AT ’EM: Vernon Dent—O. K.—Mrs.
L. M. Bierman, Palace theatre, Seadrift, Tex.

—

Jackie Condon
Is Signed Again

For “Our Gang”
Jackie Condon, “the kid who combs his

hair with an egg beater” in “Our Gang”
Pathe comedies, has been signed anew by
the Hal Roach studios after completion of
his initial five-year contract.

Little Jackie will continue to frolic with
Farina, Joe Cobb, Johnny Downs, Jay
Smith and Scooter Lowry, not to speak
of the two newcomers, Vermicelli and
Janie, Farina’s sister, under Robert Mc-
Gowan’s direction.
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Internal

Developments
in the

Motion Picture

Industry
By CARL E. MILLIKEN

Of the Motion Picture Producers and Distributors
of America. This is the conculding installment of
an informative paper presented before the Wash-
ington Meeting of the Society of Motion Picture
Engineers. The first article appeared in October
30 “Better Theatres."

In such manners as these I have men-
tioned the motion picture industry has
regulated itself and acquired the stability
and solidarity it may well boast of. It

remains now to be seen what has come
of the program to promote the public’s
good and win the public’s good will and
respect.

* * *

Right here I want to dispel a suggestion
or, indeed, a belief that the moving picture
industry is owned by a very limited group
of individuals. Looking over the financial
statements of less than half a dozen of
the larger producing and distributing com-
panies, I found that they have outstanding
3,554,115 shares of stock in the hands of
no less than 11,516 shareholders resident
in forty-five of our states and no less than
twelve foreign countries. Motion picture
stocks are traded in daily on the exchanges,
and it is perhaps worthy of note that dur-
ing the recent flurries when the stocks
of other industries, older and formerly
deemed perhaps more substantial skidded
downward in value, some to remain at
lower figures, the motion picture stocks
were affected little if any by most specu-
lative trading, and if they did lose a few
points, they quickly regained their former
ratings. The industry is not therefore
owned by a small group. More and more,
it is becoming the property of the public.

Patrons of the industry now average
100,000,000 persons a week in this country.
Three hundred thousand men and women
are employed in its various branches, and
there are 20,233 theatres throughout this
country showing pictures. Six hundred
and nine-six feature pictures were pro-
duced last year and more than twice as
many short subjects, and for the coming
year 811 are promised. A billion and a
half dollars are invested in the industry,
which is now ranked according to govern-
ment figures as the fourth largest in point
of capital invested in the United States.
These figures indicate the happy results of
business-like methods.

One of the first steps taken by Mr. Hays
after entering upon his duties as president
of the Motion Picture Producers and Dis-
tributors of America was to call a con-
ference of the representatives of national,
social, religious, welfare, and educational
bodies to secure their advice and co-opera-
tion in achieving the purpose for which

the association was formed. Out of this

conference, the Committee on Public Rela-
tions was formed representing through
their member organization many millions

of men and women interested in public

welfare. The committee proceeded to act

as an advisory body to interpret the desires

of the public in relation to the moving
picture entertainment and to develop pic-

tures to a higher plane through a sys-

tematic plan of supporting the best produc-
tions. It was evident that if the commend-
able pictures were successful from a busi-

ness point of view more of the same qual-
ity would be produced.

* * *

At the end of three years the committee
found that its work had increased to such
an extent and grown to such proportions
that expansion on a broader scale was
essential. The committee itself, therefore,

in March 1925, asked that a full depart-

ment be created within the Motion Picture
Producers and Distributors of America
with power and personnel to carry on the

increasing work. This proposal was made
to Mr. Hays and his associates who ac-

quiesced, and the Department of Public

Relations accordingly was established as

the industry’s official means of continuing

and further developing public co-operation

as initiated by the Committee on Public

Relations. The committee then disbanded,

each organization, however, continuing its

contact through the so-called “open door”
policy which was established.

The latter policy, perhaps, needs a word
of explanation. It is the industry’s invita-

tion to the public generally- to come to it

with helpful suggestions and constructive

criticism which may be used for the

further advancement of the screen as an
entertainment, moral, and educational

force, and it is a policy as broad and as

expansive as the public wishes to make it.

Through the “open door,” the thoughts of

the public can flow into the industry to the

very source of production, and again

through the open door the industry can

acquaint interested groups and individuals

with its process of development.

After bringing the public into closer

co-operation and affiliation, the industry

began in very definite ways to prove its

good faith and to fulfill its obligations to

the public. Briefly I shall outline a few
of these.

We have witnessed in our age the de-

velopment of a strange psychology which
sets at defiance certain rules and conven-

tions under which the world has operated

for years. The printed page and the spoken
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drama have been extremely free in dis-

cussions of topics which previous to this

era were discussed in whispers if at all.

As a result a certain type of book and
play has become rather prevalent and wide-
spread. To transfer these ideas to the
screen, which reaches millions whereas a
novel is read by a few thousands at most,
did not conform with the ideas and ideals

of the members of the Motion Picture
Producers and Distributors of America,
and so accordingly the men who make mo-
tion pictures decided more than two years
ago that more or less prevalent type of
book and play should not become the pre-
valent type of motion picture. A system
was set up to that end and here is how
the" system operates:

* * *

When any member company is offered

the screen rights to a book or play of a
probably questionable nature, representa-

tives immediately inform the offices of the

Association. If the judgment of the mem-
ber company is confirmed that picturiza-

tion of the subject matter is inadvisable

a notice is sent to all the other member
companies giving them the name of the

objectionable book or play. During the

past year, more than 100 such books and
plays have been kept from the screen de-

spite the fact that several were best sellers.

The method is thoroughly legal and has

proved efficient. At the same time, this is

not a censorship in any sense of the word.
No censorship could have brought about

the results this formula has attained, nor

does the plan by any possible interpreta-

tion limit the production of vital or artistic

pictures. The whole attitude of the indus-

try and of the Motion Picture Producers
and Distributors of America, Inc., toward
censorship, it might be stated right here,

is summed up by Mr. Hays in the follow-

ing words

:

“Political censorship of motion pictures

is a mere incident in our whole situation.

It is un-American in conception as it is

ineffective in execution. The American
people are fundamentally against political

censorship of any method of expression.

They are properly against censorship of

press, of pulpit, and of pictures. Our con-

cern is to make better pictures all the time.

The people will take care of the whole

matter of censorship.”

In further serving the public, the Asso-

ciation has collected 52 programs of pic-

tures especially suitable for children which
are offered to any community desiring

them for showing in the theatres on Sat-

urday mornings. The Saturday Morning
Movies, as they are called, are now being

used in several communities with success

directly proportional to the amount of in-

terest exhibited by the parents and guar-

dians and teachers who control the attend-

ance of the boys and girls. These pictures

are the best sort of entertainment pictures

and are offered for ten cents admission for

children wherever shown.

_

Last fall a Religious Moving Picture Foun-
dation was established by the Harmon Foun-
dation with the co-operation of the Federal

Council of Churches of Christ in America
and the Motion Picture Producers and Dis-

(Continued on page 81 )
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George Walsh has finished “A Man of Quality,” second of the series of six productions in which he is starring for Excellent
Pictures Corporation, of which Samuel Zierler is president.

seat about 2,000 persons and cost upwards
of $200,000. . . . Haven MacQuarrie, motion
picture director, appeared in person this

week at the Grand Opera House. His
stage turn is a travesty on motion picture

directing. . . . The New St. Louis which
celebrated its first anniversary, is said to

have played to 2,792,000 patrons during
its first year. . . . Troop 11 of the new
Young Men’s Hebrew Association Boy
Scouts, introduced a new departure for
Boy Scouts by taking motion pictures of a

troop hike, and the film was shown at a
meeting of the troop. . . . A. O. Choate
opened the Cambria, formerly operated by
C. I. Jones. . . . Visitors of the week in-

cluded : Ted Yemm and Tom Reed of
Reed-Yemm-Hayes Circuit in Southern
Illinois; Boh Cluster of Johnston City;
Jimmy Clayton of West Frankfort; S. E.
Pertle of Jerseyville, 111. ;

John Rees of
Wellsville, Mo., and Joe Hewitt, Robinson,
111. ...//. A. Sclieidker, for thirteen years
secretary of the Hannibal, Mo., Chamber
of Commerce, has been appointed man-
ager for /. D. Price’s Orpheum, Star and
Broadway.

INDIANAPOLIS
INDIANAPOLIS.—O. E. Wobrock, one

of the leading family theatre managers and
owners of Fort Wayne, has announced the
opening of his latest achievement, the
Maumee, which has a seating capacity of
750. . . . James D. Kennedy, manager of
the Apollo, is celebrating his nineteenth
anniversary of his entry into the theatrical
business. . . . One of the best liked theatre
services demonstrated for some time was
put_ over during election night by the
Quimby theatres at Fort Wayne, Ind. The
Palace, Strand, Jefferson and Allen all re-
ceived election returns on both county and
state tickets and these were given out at
frequent intervals. ... On the occasion of
his twenty-sixth birthday, Hoivard Arm-
strong, house manager of the Lyric, was
victim of a surprise party made up of
Lyric employes and members of the ex-
ecutive staff of Central Amusement Com-
pany, who presented him with a handsome
traveling bag. . . . Mr. Swain, manager of
the Comus at Milford, Ind., has a dark
house this week out of deference to re-
vival meetings there. . . . Earl Cunning-
ham, well known theatre man, and for
some time assistant manager of Zaring’s
Egyptian, has resigned his position and
left for New York Citv, where he will
take a position with the Paramount people.
. . . The feature production “Ben Hur”
began its third week in Indianapolis this
week.

SALT LAKE
SALT LAKE CITY.—The film tests

which were taken by the Hollywood Screen

Test Staff, under the direction of C. E.

Holah, were shown on the screen at the

Pantages managed by Eddie Diamond. . . .

The newly organized orchestra, “The Em-
pressonians,” commenced playing at the

Paramount Empress under the direction of

Neil Schettler. The stage of this theatre

has been completely redecorated and the

foyer has had new furniture installed. . . .

“We’re in the Navy Now,” is reported to

have broken attendance record at the Para-
mount Empress. . . . All sessions of the

Fall District Sales Convention held by
Paramount took place at the Hotel Utah.
. . . Ray Sutton, owner of the Strand at

Provo, is visiting the local Film Mart.
. . . “Take It From Me,” is said to be
having a very successful run at the Vic-
tory. ... A print has just arrived at the
local Universal exchange of the picture

“Michael Strogoff.” . . . Mike Neilson of
the Grand at Boise, Idaho, and Logan, is

spending a few days here. . . . Ali Din,
“The Man Who Knows,” who is traveling
in this territory, is appearing at the Capi-
tol at Logan. . . . Universal’s Western Di-
vision Sales Director, II. M. Herbel, is

expected here in the near future. . . . A. L.
Barlow, Supervisor of the First National
Accessory Department, is visiting the local

exchange. . . . All of the first run houses
in this territory are played Christie Come-
dies in the Educational week celebration.
... A preview was held at the Gem for
all exhibitors in this territory of the Pro-
Dis-Co. release, “The Nervous Wreck.”
. . . Joe Koehler of the Idaho at Twin
Falls, has recovered from an operation.
He has made arrangements to show “The
Winning of Barbara Worth” at his house
early in February. . . . Bert Lytell, starring
in_ Columbia’s production, “The Lone
Wolf,” was met at the depot by some of
Salt Lake’s film folk recently, as he passed
through this city. ... A small fire which
broke out in the projection room of the
local Photo Play, owned by Hy Olsen, was
put under control very quickly. . . . John
Rugar, exhibitor visitor from Park City,
is lining up new business for his houses
this week. . . . S. B. Steck of the Lyceum
at Ogden, is also attending to his booking.
. . . L. N. Strike of the Kinema is on a
business trip in the states of Oregon and
Washington. . . . C. Ward, operating the
Isis and Oak theatres at Preston, Idaho,
is among exhibitor visitors here.

Developments in

Picture Industry
(.Continued, from page 80 )

tributors of America. Pictures will be
produced by this foundation for use in

the churches in conjunction with the ser-

mons. The groundwork was laid by Mr.

Hays. He had a series of experiments
conducted to show that pictures helped
church attendance and added much to the
sermons.

A few months ago, the Eastman Kodak
Company, a member company of the Mo-
tion Picture Producers and Distributors of
America, announced that it would proceed
at once with the development of teaching
films for use in classrooms. These will be
correlated with selected courses of study
and in accordance with a definite educa-
tional plan and will be used exclusively in

the schoolhouses.

Interested groups have been brought
into closer co-operation with the industry
by means of consultations held before the

actual production of pictures. For instance,

“America” was made at the suggestion of

the President General of The Daughters
of the American Revolution. “Thank
You” was made with the help of a group of
ministers who went over the scenario.

“The Scarlet Letter” scenario was read
and discussed with ministers, leading lay-

men, and others interested in this classic’s

/ucturization before work began.

* * H*

Furthermore, the screen has been liberal

in using its facilities for worthy causes.

This spring the General Federation o.

Women’s Clubs is conducting a music
memory contest in the motion picture

theatres of this country because they rea-

lize how great is the contribution of the

theatre to musical appreciation.

The National Child Health Week cam-
paign found the motion picture industry

ready with its aid in spreading the doc-
trine of child health through special slides

prepared by the Motion Picture Producers
and Distributors of America and used in

the theatres. Be-Kind-to-Animals-Week
found the motion picture its friend, and the

news reels broadcasted its plea of humane
treatment, and so on in countless ways.

One of the biggest things done is the

wide distribution of moving pictures to the

institutions for the helpless. Prisons,

hospitals, orphanages, homes for the aged,

and the like—more than three thousand in

all—are using motion picture service regu-
larly. Of these more than five hundred
received free service. And the pictures

are the same as those shown in the regular
theatres.

Of course, the biggest thing the industry
has done for the public is the improvement
in pictures themselves, and I have saved
The industry has best served its public

by bringing such pictures to the public,

and it has brought them by obtaining the

best actors and the best writers and the

best directors and photographers available.

Its development in these fields has been
perhaps the outstanding feature of the past

year, but you are as familiar rvith these

improvements as I am.
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CHICAGO PERSONALITIES
i! - —~ By D. H. .

=

VILMA BANKY was a guest of honor at two press affairs in Chicago

November 26 when she arrived to appear in person at the opening

of “The Winning of Barbara Worth” at Warner’s Orpheum theatre.

She attended an informal luncheon at the Blackstone hotel at noon and

attended a formal supper party at the Cooper-Carleton in the evening.

C ONSIDERING the interest newspapers
were taking in the Army-Navy foot-

hall game, parade and other festivities it

is of note that they gave liberally in space

and personal attention for her arrival. To
Dan Roach goes credit for much of that.

Aided by a veteran, Fred Martin, now
of United Artists but formerly of the

“fourth estate,” Dan succeeded in obtain-

ing the company of all the worthwhile
press representatives of the daily news-
papers at the luncheon. Louella Parsons,

John Joseph, Fred McQuigg and Hazel
Flynn came from the Hearst organization.

Miss Russell represented the Chicago Daily
Tribune, and Miss Harris, the Post.

Others were there: C. C. Wallace, United
Artists branch manager; Paul Sarazen,

representing Miss Banky, Dick Beck of

the Castle theatre, Mr. Zehlner, United
Artists branch manager, Detroit; and “D.

H.”

In the evening following a broadcasting

ceremony over KYW Vilma went to the

Cooper-Carleton where Mr. Beck honored
her with supper and dancing. Ten couples

attended.

Didn’t we tell you Irving Mandel’s
trip to New York would bring other an-
nouncements? Jerry Abrams of Gotham
Exchange has
gone to New
York. He’ll be
there until the
end of the week.

Quite distinct

from that report
comes word of

the alliance of

Joe Lyon with
Irving Mandel to
sell Castle films.

Joe resigned his

position with Red
Seal where he has
been with Charlie
Lundgren for al-

most one year.

In his present location he is associated

not only with Mandel but with John
Schoenleben, Western representative of

Castle Films.

Norman Kerry, Universal star, and
Gerry Miley arrived November 26 after
spending a Thanksgiving Day on a Pull-
man to attend the Army-Navy game. . . .

Dick Talmadge went through Chicago the
same day but didn’t stay for the game.

* * *

S. J. Gregory’s theatre company has taken
over the Gayety theatre, Ottawa, 111. John
Kaufman is the former owner.

:fc jfc

The Army-Navy game has apparently no
relation to the motion picture industry but
it has been one of Chicago’s “big events”
classed with the Fire, the World’s Fair,
and the Eucharistic Congress. Becoming
classed amohg those events it begins at
once to involve pictures. For who should
come to write the story of the game but
Louella Parsons. Hollywood’s own Louella

!

She told that the reason for her coming
was because she had made such a success
of reporting the Dempsey-Tunney fight.

But the game also brought personal-
ities more closely united to the industry.
Jack R. Young, Charles Marshall, A1
Wetzell and Paul Strand arrived to shoot
hundreds of feet of film of Parade, Ban-
quet and Game. They worked under the
direction of Harry Bucquett—and Eddie
Brichetto (who held an umbrella to keep
the snow off the cameras during the
parade).

* * *

Carol Trowbridge of the Christie sales
executive office in New York visited the
Chicago exchange of Producers Distrib-
uting Corporation last week.

* * *

Yotes are coming in, they tell us, for the
Chicago Beauty Contest which outrivals
and outpoints anything of its kind ever
staged in Chicago.

It has been agreed among the commis-
sion of judges, two of whom are exhibitors,
that the winner will receive a trial in mo-
tion pictures if he will accede to conditions
to be announced later.

* * *

Cecil Mdberry, branch manager of the
P. D. C. exchange, has returned from a
trip downstate to find Harry Lorch cover-
ing himself with the glory of signed and
sealed “Nervous Wreck” contracts. . . .

District Manager Ribert Cotton was in Chi-
cago several days last week.

* * *

Jack Hoivland, First National’s country
salesmanager, has returned from a visit to
Genoa and a half dozen other towns in his
territory.

* * *

W. D. Burgess, New York, auditor of
Producers Distributing Corporation, has ar-
rived at the Chicago office. Now P. D. C.
bookers and bookkeepers will stay awake
nights for five weeks.

* * *

Mrs. M. A. Meneou has taken over the
Harding theatre on 55th street.

Eckhardt and Heffner
Tie for Cup Offered
by Hays Organization

NEW YORK, Nov. 30.—Clyde W. Eck-
hardt, district manager of Fox Film Cor-
poration, Chicago, and Roy E. Heffner,

Famous Players branch manager, Oklahoma
City, will each receive a gold lined loving

cup from Will Hays as a result of their

tie in the National Honor Roll Contest.

Each has been selected nine times for the

honor. The trophy was offered to the ex-

change manager who, as a result of con-

stant and conscientious work to rid his ex-

change of all possible fire hazards, won for

himself the distinction of being known as

the best fire preventionist.

COMING

!

The biggest of them all

(ol© 1^)

“GOD'S
GREAT
WILDERNESS"

For Illinois
For Indiana

GREIVER PRODUCTIONS —M q.
Q^l C/'MTT'T-T YIT’ATJACHT A \7T7XTTTI7 J' INDIANA •
831 SOUTH WABASH AVENUE

CHICAGO, ILL 218\0immerBuilcling
INDIANAPOLIS



It’S aNatural!
r

—Built for the Box-Office !

The book pleased thousands—the picture will delight millions.

MALCOLM McGREGOR, DOROTHY DEVORE and a 100% All Star Cast.

ACTION! ROMANCE! PUNCH! PRODUCTION VALUE! EVERYTHING!

Now Playing Pre-Release atGRANADA THEATRE, CHICAGO & 50 more high

The*Big Boys Are Booking This One—Get It Quick From YouiGOTHAM Exchange

cbfatfr GREATER
1

Released Regionally By

LUMAS FILM CORPORATION
1650 Broadway Sam Sax, Pres. New York City

PRODUCTIONS
Li
PRODUCTIONSForeign Rights Controlled by Inter-Ocean Film Corp.



pr/scillr
DEAN

P6A/ES
PYRES

LIONEL
BARRYMORE

f EIRE
BUSCR

M/CHER
DW/EL5,

/TIRJT
iVOORE

MOBEL
MURMfiNO

J/MM/E
FML&VSW

VIVIEM
ORKLfWO Ff)R/m

and scores

ofothers/CrERWOE
psrc’R

M/LDRED
HRRR./S R?S)RJOR/E

Of?W

i SIL/EA/
R/CH

adds some MEW STARS
’>£/£/?rosy El* / ft g

to his comedyfirmament

names in every Two Reel Comedy to

UKS HbKALL)

get you that big box-office wallop.

PafhOcomedy
TST MARK
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ALLEY UP!

THE BIG THREE
soon from

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Member Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc.—Will H. Hays, President

1. XXVII, No. 13
Entered as second-class
1879. Published weekly

matter, August 20, 1917 at the Post office at Chicago, III.

at 407 South Dearborn St., Chicago. Subscription J5.00 a
, under the act of March 3,

year. Single copies, 25 cents.
December



Whether your K
feature picture ^|S1P
requires the accompani-

ment of one of Wagner’s dra

matic masterpieces

animation of modern V/URLlIzER
Grand Pianos

are endowed
with the same
unapproachable

tone and quality

inherent in the

Wurlitzer

Unit Organ

synco-

pation, there is no instrument

as majestic or responsive in

effect as the Wurlitzer Unit

CINCINNATI
1 2 i East Fourth St.

NEW YORK
120 West 42nd St.

CHICAGO
329 S. Wabash Ave.

SAN FRANCIS* >

250 Stockton S
j

LOS ANGELE
j

814 S. Broadw. (

UNIT ORGANS i
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Never in this business have you seen a product

coming through the wayPARAMOUNT’S is

coming through this fall and winter.

Records smashed, runs extended, double and triple nor-

mal profits—an old time story by this time to exhibitors

playing PARAMOUNT’S 15™ BIRTHDAY GROUP.

]Cparamouni

You don’t have to point to “WE’RE IN THE
NAVY NOW”, admittedly the greatest popu-

lar-priced picture ever made. Or to any one

PARAMOUNT picture.

Look at“THE QUARTERBACK”and the phenomenal

business it is doing and grab it quick before the football

season finally closes, if you haven’t already. Look at

“SO’S YOUR OLD MAN” and “EVERYBODY’S
ACTING”.

Look at “EAGLE OF THE SEA”, record*
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breaker at the Metropolitan, Los Angeles

Look at “THE GREAT GATSBY”, which the

N.Y. EveningWorld calls the equal of “BEAU
GESTE”and the superior of 3 otherroad shows

now playing on Broadway.

Look ahead to“THE CANADIAN”, “THE POPULAR
SIN”, “LOVE 'EM AND LEAVE ’EM”, “STRANDED
IN PARIS”, “MAN OF THE FOREST”, “LET IT

RAIN”, “PARADISE FOR TWO”, “THE POTTERS”
and“BLONDE OR BRUNETTE”. All coming between

now and February 1st and keeping up the mighty stride.

Look ahead to PARAMOUNT’S February-

August, 1927, Group of 39 Pictures.

No wonder the trade is unanimously proclaim-

ing: THIS IS A PARAMOUNT YEAR!
Member of Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc.—Will H. Hays, President





Showmen, here is a production that
is in every sense an epochal achieve-
ment, presenting In dramatic terms a
pictorial record of the glorious part
played by the women in the world
war. Here is a theme that transcends
any story of the war thus far transfer*
red to the screen. A gripping, human
document, tense with dramatic inter*
est and brimming with tears, laughs
and poignant heart interest—the ro-
mance of three women “buddies” in
the shell zone of France, with Vera
Reynolds giving one of the outstand-
ing performances of the year.

Corporal Kate embodies every ele

ment of a great Showman’s attraction

rfgn Distributors Producers International Corporation

W, 46th St. N. Y. WiLLIam M. VOGEL. Qenerat Manager

“This is undoubtedly one of the

outstanding pictures of the year,

one of the best feature pictures

produced by the DeMille organ-

ization. From the box-office

angle, it will probably pan out

as a record breaker.”

Filmograph

1 . JJ. C. has a winner in
4 Corporal Kate ’. It has the

elements ofsure-fire appeal with

every type ofaudience. Properly

exploited this film will be a

real money-getter for any

exhibitor.”

Film Mercury

Previewed at Bever
Theatre *— Los A



SUPERVISED bY

C. GARDNER SULLIVAN

with Julia Faye and KennethThomson
A PAUL. SLOANE Production
From the.story by ZeldaSears a/irfMarionOrth
Scenario by Albert Shelby Le Vino «-

DIRECTED BY RAUL. SLOANE
Suparistjbu C.GARDNER SULLIVAI

PRODUCERS DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
F. C. MUNROE, President RAYMOND PAWLEY. Vice-President and Treasurer JOHN C. FLINN, Vice-President and General Manager

Member of Motion Picture' Producers and Pistrtbw.rs of America, Inc. WILL H. HAYS. President



Story by Eivart Adamson

Greater F. B. O.’s phenomenal
dog star has gained the unquali-

fied approval of the country’s

MASTER SHOWMEN!

His uncanny ability, his almost

unbelievable knack of expres-

sion, won his public almost

overnight!

Today he’s a sensation! He
is recognized as a very defi-

nite asset at the nation’s box-

offices.

Tie your leash to Ranger and

let him pull you into the big

profits!

JOSEPH P. KENNEDY
presents

Member of Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc.—Will H. Hays, President



FURY
Directed by James Hogan



—
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the hiq hwdrveM
(fetter of the days'
Q

Samuel Goldwyn
presents

TheHENRY KING
PRODUCTION

7rom the famous novel bu • tmm

~zOitfr

RONALD COLMAN
from the famous novel bu M A A aa •• «

U400L0 VttMABANKY
-- = —

-

PLAYING TO CAPACITY (Everywhere)
From DETROIT: From CHICAGO:
"WINNING OF BARBARA
WORTH GOING BIG STOP
WE ARE PACKING THEM IN
TIGHT EVERY PERFORM-
ANCE.”

S. Carpenter,
Manager Madison Theatre

From LOS ANGELES:
"BROKE ALL HOUSE REC-
ORDS OPENING DAY.”

Criterion Theatre

In NEW YORK:
"BUSINESS SO BIG DURING
FIRST WEEK PICTURE HELD
OVER FOR A SECOND.”

Strand Theatre
In BOSTON :

THIS PICTURE IS THE APEX
OF ENTERTAINMENT AND A
POSITIVE MONEY MAKER.”

Joseph Brennon,
Manager Loew’s State

"BARBARA WORTH SO SPEC-
TACULAR IN SIZE AND TRE-
MENDOUS IN THEME IT
MUST BE CLASSED AS ONE
OF THE REAL GREAT PIC-
TURES OF ALL TIME STOP
IT IS A POSITIVE AUDIENCE
PICTURE PLAYING HERE TO
CAPACITY AND PLEASING
ONE HUNDRED PER CENT
STOP.”

Max Slott, Manager Orpheum

T n KANSAS CITY:
“ALL RECORDS WERE
SMASHED BY BARBARA
WORTH.”

Samuel Carver,
Manager Liberty Theatre

Tn ST, LOUIS:
"OPENED TO TREMENDOUS
BUSINESS.”

Loew’s State

And in Los Angeles it played for FIVE
RECORD WEEKS at the FORUM.

T\eleased by UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
Each picture sold individually—on merit

— Now on the Screen to Enthrall Millions MoreThe Book Thrilled Millions



ROUND BY
ROUND STORY

How M-G-M won
the World's Heavyweight

Championship



round one. The Lion in great shape . . . starts off with

a rush . . . Opposition sees Stars . . . John Gilbert,

Marion Davies, Lillian Gish, Norma Shearer, Buster

Keaton, Mae Murray, Lon Chaney, Ramon Novarro
. . . Crowd cheers Lion . . .

round two. Audience on its toes as Lion socks across

a “He Who Gets Slapped” right to the box-office . . .

Follows through with a “Navigator” “His Hour”...

Applause ... In the Lion’s corner Marcus Loew, Nick

Schenck, Louis B. Mayer, Irving Thalberg, Harry Rapf,

Hunt Stromberg and others plan smart showman
campaign to capture World’s Championship . . .

Round

round three.The talk of the industry at ringside is about

the Lion’s clever directors . . . he’s got the smartest

ones in the business ... no wonder he’s battling in

such sensational form . . . Zowie! Lion opens up
right in the Embassy with some Gloria Gould fire-

works and sends a “Merry Widow” wallop waltzing

through history. . . follows through with “Unholy
Three” uppercut . . . boys, did you ever see anything

like this slugging, record-smashing Lion?

round four. This session starts with a Trackless

Train body blow that’s heard ’round the world . . . .

(it’s somewhere in Europe now) . . . Lion’s consistent

delivery amazes opposition .... one after another

“Never The Twain” “Midshipman” “His Secretary.”

.... Lion slips across “Mike” and round ends in

uproar ....

T Roundm 4

—o

Round
5 \b

round FIVE. Lion blankets Broadway with seven attrac-

tions at one clip, giving writers at ringside something

to talk about for next ten years...“Big Parade”atAstor,

“Ben-Hur” at Geo. M. Cohan, “Mare Nostrum” at

Criterion,“La Boheme” at Embassy,“Ibanez’ Torrent”

at State, “Merry Widow” at Capitol, “Brown of

Harvard” at New York . . . Great! says everybody as

Round ends with audience getting signatures from
the popular Lion . . . (on contracts).



round six. A whirlwind session . . . Lion baffles crowd

with “Masked Players” Contest . . . fools everybody

and they love it .... a showman as well as a scrap-

per .... it’s an unbeatable combination for getting

the dough.

I

round seven. Lion plants a “Scarlet Letter” through

Central box-office and cleans up opposition with still Round^
another Road-Show hit . , . Louis B. Mayer confides

to press at ringside that Lion has really just begun to

do his stuff . . . word spreads through audience that

the Lion has a “Battling Butler” up his sleeve . .. . .

he has! ....

!!—1—WPH lhMH I 'I' I I hi I illf IBW

round eight. Everybody betting on Lion to walk away
with World Championship 1926-27 .... never such a

flash .... opens up with Capitol exhibition smashing

over “Waltz Dream” “LaBoheme” “Battling Butler”

“Mare Nostrum” getting opposition on extended run

with a punch in both weeks .... audience gets great

kick when Lion winds up round with a lovely

“Waning Sex” that shakes box-office .

round nine. Lionstarts“Four Horsemen”going and runs

away with this round . . . Opposition groggy . . . Police ROUnd
reserves at Capitol as world’s largest theatre breaks

record with phenomenal “Four Horsemen” . . . Lion

delivers a Western punch with aTimMcCoy in it that’s

aptly called “War Paint” . . . Lets loose a marvelous

“Temptress” smash as round ends in cheers ....

Round
10

ROUND TEN. Whoopee! Watch that Lion sting across a

“Bardelys” that will be the gossip of years...followed by a

“Tin Hats” comedy slam... Crash!... Opposition sees more
stars than there are in heaven . . . It’s whispered that the

. Champ has three grand Road-Show socks coming ... soon

„ “The Scarlet Letter”...watch for “Tell It To The Marines”

...and then comes the gigantic “The Fire Brigade”. .. hits

. . . hits . . .The Parade of Hits . . . right into the little old box-

office...making history...making money...Three Cheers for

the Lion ... a real Champ

!



METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
IS THE WORLD’S CHAMP—

that’s where the heavyweight money is

l

LET the Lion fight your opposition

HE knows how
M-G-IV1 exhibitors are in the big money class

THEY get Big stuff to handle

THE public is wise to the fact that

THE important, Jialked-about entertainments

COME from MetrO'Goldwyn-Mayer

A lot of exhibitors who followed their hunch

TO play M-G-M
ARE rich today .... and getting richer

THEY'RE the Champion Showmen

JOIN the livest crowd of all ... . .

GET that wonderful championship feeling with

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER PICTURES



Now running in McClure’s Magazine

and in over 200 newspapers through-

out the country! The book now in its

fifth edition.

William Fox presentation

While WivesAreAwav Husbands Will Flay

i,WARNER FABIAN FLAMING YOUTH
' with

MADGE BELLAMY
ALLAN FORREST - MATT MOORE
HALE HAMILTON-CHARLES MNNINGER
WALTER CATLETT - OLIVE TELL

Scenario by JAMES HAMILTON

ALLAN DWAN J^roductioi)

and~
look, at
them now!

YOU will need to work
fast to get this one be-

fore your competitor—
for it spells Money-in-the*

Bank Sure

!

it started

lil\e this ~

Member Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Tnc.—Will H. Hays, President
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IX/TONTHS of waiting bring their
iV1

reward. At last one of the

most powerful stage dramas ever

written reaches the screen—a ver-

itable symphony of human
.

emo-

tions woven about the irresistible

personality of Dolores Costello.

The big picture you have waited

for since “The Sea Beast” !

Here is the Dolores Costello the

public loves, who inspired the

critics to rapturous praise, the

Dolores Costello who is the box
office sensation of picturedom

!
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The Staryou've waitedfor/
fhe ‘Pictureyou've waitedfor!

/ABNER BROS *
present

VVTINNER after Winner from Warner Bros.—Piling

up a record of profits that makes competition look

ike small change—'“ACROSS THE PACIFIC,” “MY
OFFICIAL WIFE,” “PRIVATE IZZYMURPHY ”

“MILLIONAIRES ”
all established record-breakers!

Next “WHILE LONDON SLEEPS,” with Rin Tin
Pin, the wonder dog

—

AND THEN Dolores Costello

n “THE THIRD DEGREE”

!

No end of profits in
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Stop!Look!Listen!
TIoldon Tight

f

for*

\
IV m

ij14
>]

|

^ 1Jfcs.

Tj

CheerfulFmud
^Jrom the fiory byKR.GBrowne

. (jettrude 0Instead Otisdarlan Imily ^
\ Fiizrcy Chaf.Genarrt tjertrude Jlstor

\\ WILLIAM SEITEF^ ^Production.

k Universal Super
v COMEDY
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Get Your Dates in NOW
ifyou want to

get the
ANDY GUMP, star of the

famous cartoon adaptations.

Samuel Van Ronkel
Productions

2-Reel Comedies

BUSTER, MARY JANE and

TIGE, starring in

Stern Brothers’

“Buster Brown Comedies”

2-Reel Junior Jewels

GEORGE McMANUS, fa-

mous cartoonist, creator of

“Let George Do It”

2- Reel Comedies
Produced by

STERN BROS.

SNOOKUMS, the delightful

baby in “The Newlyweds and
Their Baby” 2 Reel Comedies

Produced by Stern Brothers

|Jtc/orMUCH
MONTH





From The Kivu Jungles!
Ripping! Tearing! Slashing! Records
to Ribbons!

All set for New York Premiere Cameo
Theatre

!

Hits Florida Like the Big Wind at Fair-

fax, Miami, and Arcade, Jacksonville,

Publix Theatres

!

Joseph P. Kennedy

Presents The Great Jungle Shocker

IV MflffTNE^r

9

E

g

Member of Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc.—Will H. Hays, President
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“The Blonde bait

pleasing romance

This picture Has mw.

adroitly directed by

Gade, the Danish

who before he

this country at-

little fame
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’’ Among the
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came to
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films he made m

wood was “Into Her King-
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ever, despite the far-,

fetched narrative, is a
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lbs talent, for he has o t

1 tained wonderfully compe-

r , tent performances from all!
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a Lewis Stone is adnnr
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beautiful 1

well acted

Y. Daily Mirror

irk. a quietly

irl with a re-

lre and precise.

iart, Doris Ken-j
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is oarticularly

Sam Rorks latest
lands way up in
that Hit-aSter-Hit
List that’s Keeping

first
6

NATIONAL
FIRST

in the Hearts of
Showmen/

uunc

KEN HAYNARD
in THE UNKNOWN

CAVALIER

HILTON SILLS
in THE SILENT LOVER

CORINNE GRIFFITH
jn SYNCOPATING SUE

FOREVER AFTER
with

MARY ASTOR
and LLOYD HUGHES

SAMUEL E. RORK presents

THE BLONDE SAINT"
no LEWIS STONE w DORIS KENYON 3ir*t

Rational
Picture*.

Adapted by MARION FAIRFAX
From Stephen French Whitman's Novel "The Isle oC Life"

A MARION FAIRFAX Production
Directed by SVEND CADE

FIRST NATIONAL PICTURE
Members of Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America Inc.'-Will Hays Pnsidmt
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RENEWED examination of the Vitaphone, occasioned

by the Chicago opening of the second group of

attractions which Warner Brothers has prepared with
the Vitaphone process, creates still greater enthusiasms.

It is now a hardened and short-visioned person, indeed,

who does not realize that vast new avenues of entertain-

ment have been opened up by this scheme for the blend-

ing of sound and pictures.

The latest program is neither as heavy in names nor
as heavy in subject matter as the first presentation but
it is altogether more interesting and entertaining. It

seems as if experiences gained in the preparation of the
first program have enabled the sponsors of the Vita-

phone to decide more accurately and knowingly just

what type of matter is best suited for Vitaphone presen-

tation. The decisions arrived at in connection with this

second program have produced a thoroughly interesting

and enjoyable entertainment.

Unlike our impression in witnessing the first pro-

gram, we feel in connection with this one that the

specialty features are more important than the musical
accompaniment which is provided for the picture;

whereas at the opening of the initial program in New
York last August we were more particularly impressed
with the picture accompaniment than with the specialty

numbers.

One needs hut little imagination to envision the vast

reaches in entertainment, instruction and inspiration

which this Vitaphone system will achieve.

* * *

S
HOWN in connection with the second Vitaphone
program is “The Better Ole.” We have heard only

favorable reports on this picture from its showing on
the West Coast, in New York and in Chicago. This
should be surprising because—as we shall endeavor to

explain—the showing of this subject should raise a

great storm of patriotic protest.

Let us now face the sensational facts, meanwhile
remembering what happened to “The Big Parade”
following its initial exhibition in England.

“The Better ’Ole” should be condemned; members
of Congress should pronounce against it; newspapers
should carry long “leaders” deploring its presentation

in these United States. The reason for all of this is, of

course, that the picture over-emphasizes England’s part

in the war!

Consider that this is a multiple reel “war” picture, yet

not one American soldier is shown! Could it he possible

that the producer of this picture never heard that

America, too, finally did get into the war and that

eventually there were American soldiers on every front?

But—strangely or not—the consistent protest against

“The Better ’Ole” will not make its appearance any-

where in the United States. If the subject were ten

times as “British” as it is there would he no suspicion

that anyone having to do with the production was

endeavoring to take a slap at America, its part in the

war or anything of the kind.

The American people will prove just peculiar enough
to accept this production as a very good item of enter-

tainment, meanwhile not troubling themselves to

recommend it to statesmen and journalists as a subject

for heated debate.

* -X- *

I
T appears to us that American producers have been
overlooking rich opportunities for pictures of world-

wide appeal based on sea stories. While practically

every other type of story has been done time after

time the sea story has only been done infrequently and
in the vast majority of these cases the real romance,
adventure and fascination of the sea and life aboard
ship have been lost and emphasis, instead, has been
placed upon filth, brutality and suffering.

The sea story offers alluring possibilities—not, how-
ever, if the conventional formula of violence is going to

continue to he persisted in beyond all reasonable hounds
as it has largely been in the past. Heretofore, the sea

story type of picture has been lacking in appeal to

women and this fact has been the cause of several fail-

ures at the box office. But there is no essential reason
why this type of story, if properly done, should not
have a broad and general appeal to all classes, men and
women.

If one were to rely exclusively upon the screen for

knowledge of life at sea, present and past, he would
have some extraordinary notions. One, for instance,

probably would be that every sea captain indulges in

murder and mayhem as part of his daily occupation.

Hardly a trace of the real literature of the sea has

yet been fixed upon the screen, yet this type of story

—

properly and consistently done offers a prospect of

almost limitless possibilities.

-X- X- -X

WE have not been aware that Mr. Charles C.

Pettijohn has been laboring under any charge,

accusation or indictment but various of his friends

insist that he is and they have forthwith set out and

accumulated testimonial and endorsement from a list

of leading exhibitors. The gist of these testimonials

and endorsements is that Charlie is “okay.” Not know-

ing any grounds for a controversy in the first place we
are perfectly willing to re-echo this verdict and let

that phase of the matter rest there.

Mr. Pettijohn has been and remains the chief re-

sponsible factor for the practical existence in this

industry of the arbitration system. His has been a

difficult and a trying task and he has done exceedingly

well with it. For upholding the principle of arbitra-

tion and for constantly striving to better the practical

operation of the system, he has done a work that speaks

eloquently for itself.
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British National
Cancels Williams

Contract; He Sues

Seider No Longer Manager;
Turns Over Job to O’Toole

Remains Member of Directorate and Chairman of Administra-

tive Committee Which Meets This Week to Name
Successor as Business Head

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Dec. 7.—Joseph M. Seider is no longer business manager
of the M. P. T. O. A. After trying for more than six months to get action

on his resignation, he forced the issue December 1 by turning over the

work of the office to Michael J. O’Toole, pending the action of the Admin-
istrative Committee in naming his successor. This committee will meet
this week.

Remains Administrative Chairman

Seider is chairman of the Administrative Committee and a member of

the Board of Directors of the association, which positions he will continue
to hold. He accepted the business management in July of last year and
since that time has devoted all of his days and most of his nights to the

work.

(By Herald Correspondent)

LONDON, Dec. 7.—British National

Pictures, Ltd., today terminated its

agreement with J. D. Williams as man-
aging director. Williams in turn filed

a writ against the company charging
wrongful breach of contract and alleg-

ing damages.

This action on the part of British Na-
tional came as first information to the

trade concerning dissension within the

company and dissatisfaction with the

services of Williams. No information is

now available as to the specific charges

against Williams.

The impression here had been that

Williams w7as making considerable prog-

ress with the affairs of the company
and that he had succeeded in negotiating

valuable distribution contracts with Fa-

mous Players for placing British Na-
tional product in the American market.

“Nell Gwynn” and “London,” British

National pictures, are now being dis-

tributed. “Tip Toes,” featuring Dorothy
Gish, Will Rogers and Nelson Keyes,

was completed several weeks ago and,

it is understood, production was to have

started on “Mme. Pompadour” upon the

recent return to England of Herbert

Wilcox, director, and Dorothy Gish, star.

Wilcox and Miss Gish this Fall jour-

neyed from London to Los Angeles for

a consultation with Frances Marion, who
prepared the scenario for “Mme. Pompa-
dour.”

Fire Rages Overhead,
Audience Complacent,
Bathing Beauties Run

(Special to the Herald)

KANSAS CITY, Dec. 7.—With flames

blazing overhead an audience at the New-
man December 2 sat complacently through

six reels of the feature picture. Firemen
extinguished the fire.

When water seeped through the ceiling

in the North end of the balcony, ushers

asked approximately 300 persons of the

crowd of about 1,500 to move to the South
side, explaining workmen were repairing

the roof. When the fire was discovered

back-stage, 13 Atlantic City bathing girls

in bathing suits ran from the dressing

rooms to the alley in the rear of the

theatre, which caused a slight commotion
outside, spectators blocking the entrance
to the alley. Slight damage was done
to the theatre.

Fox News First Signed

For New Paramount
(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Dec. 7.—Fox
News is the hrst news reel con-
tracted for by Paramount execu-
tives for the new Paramount
theatre, which opened last month.

In making this announcement,
Fred C. Quimby, short features
salesmanager, also called atten-

tion to the fact that S. L. Roth-
afel had signed for Fox News at

his new Roxy theatre, which now
is being rushed to completion. In
each instance the Fox contract is

the hrst for news reel service.

The retiring business manager, who
has also just retired as president of the

New Jersey M. P. T. O., has advanced
the interests of

the National Or-
ganization in a
very pronounced
way, bringing to

the service of the
theatre owners an
ability and ex-
perience which
enabled him to

give all their
business prob-
lems expert at-

tention. He sur-

rounded himself
with a capable
group of workers.
Furthermore,
through a system devised at National
Headquarters he made essential informa-
tion and other assistance always avail-

able for state and regional bodies. Con-
tact was rendered more effective and the
definite position of the theatre as a com-
munity institution established.

Following the adjournment of the last

national convention in Los Angeles and
at the first meeting of the new board
held in the Ambassador hotel in that
city, Seider was elected chairman of the
Administrative Committee. His reports
at the convention had won the commen-
dation of all concerned.

Will Aid As Chairman

By the unanimous choice of the other
members of the Administrative Commit-
tee he was re-elected business manager,
although at that time he urged them to

relieve him of the duties and permit
him to give attention to his own theat-

rical interests.

He has now so arranged the work of

the National Office that he can retire

from active participation in its details

and give it such direction as comes
within the province of the chairman of

the Administrative Committee.

“I liked the work of National Or-
ganization very much, as it gave me an
opportunity to help the theatre owners
whose interests I have already had very
much at heart,” said Seider. “If I have
given any real service to these people

and in any way advanced the interests

and welfare of the Independent theatre

owners, helped them protect their prop-

erty and investment and get somewhere
nearer to a square deal, then their appre-

ciation of this work is to me a complete
recompense.

“I know there is a great deal yet to

be done. In fact, we have just com-
menced along new lines of procedure
which, we believe, will accomplish a

great deal for the Independent theatre
owner.
“Having been relieved of the detail

incumbent upon the position of business
manager, I will have the opportunity to

devote my entire time to this work,
which promises a practical solution of

Independent theatre owners’ vital prob-
lems.

“The work of the National Headquar-
ters will be handled, I know, in an en-
tirely acceptable way. I will give all the
assistance I can to those in charge and
I know the other officials will co-operate
completely in this relation.”

Government of

Austria Cuts
Film Imports

( Washington Bureau of the Herald)

WASHINGTON, D. C„ Dec. 7.—Only
ten foreign films will be permitted entry
into Austria after January 1 next, for

each domestic film produced, under the

terms of a decree just issued by the
Austrian government, according to a

cable report received at the Department
of Commerce from Commercial Attache
Groves at Vienna.
The present import contingent is 25

foreign films for each one produced in

Austria. Fears have been expressed that

under the reduction a shortage of films

will result, but Austrian officials have
given assurance that if such proves to

be the case the contingent will be in-

creased.

Mastbaum Dead
PHILADELPHIA, PA., Dec. 7.

—Jules A. Mastbaum, president of

the Stanley Company of America
and one of the most important fig-

ures in the motion picture indus-

try, died suddenly here today of

an abdominal infection.
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N EW YORK.—Charlie Einfeld says he

is glad he was not born in France

as he can’t speak a dern word of French.

Elmer Pearson, John Flinn and
William Sistrom, DeMille’s studio manager,

have gone to the West Coast together, so

figure it out to suit yourself. . . . Gene
Tunney was pinched for boxing at Loew’s
State, and they’re handing the publicity

bouquet to Terry Turner. . . . Sol Lesser

arrived from a long vacation in Europe
and left for the Coast after announcing
that he would again get into the theater

owning game. . . . Charlie Giegericli,

former publicity manager of P. D. C. and
other good companies, is about to start a

pictorial fan magazine, and
_

his many
friends in the industry are wishing him the

luck he deserves. . . . Sam Demhow and
Uncle Abe Carlos lunched together one day
last week at the Astor and didn’t squabble

over the check. . . . Sidney Kent is out

of the hospital and has gone to Atlantic

City to recuperate from an operation for

appendicitis. . . . Rex Ingram wears two
gold bracelets on his left arm and now
what we know about him. . . . Dr. Riesen-

feld is back at one of his old stamping
grounds, directing the musical score he ar-

ranged for “Old Ironsides” at the Rialto

theater. . . . Harvey Day returned last

week from the Northwest and says he vis-

ited the Twin Cities—Milwaukee and St.

Paul. . . . Richard Dix is again reported

to be engaged and some time one of these

engagements may take. . . . Morris Schlank,

West Coast picture impresario, has returned

to the Coast after a couple of weeks so-

journ in New York. . . . Harry Charnas
was in town last week doing a lot of busi-

ness with Ray Johnson, of Rayart. . . . Bill

Reilly, late of the M. P. World, has taken
on the job of managing editor of the Daily
Review. . . . Sidney Cohen is receiving

congratulations on the appearance of the

first issue of The Film Press, successor to

The Spotlight, and Mike O’Toole hasn’t

yet begun action for infringement of the

name. . . . Fred McConnell is credited with
being high gun in his controversy with
Pete Harrison over Charlie Pettijohn’s

value to the industry, and why should any-
one worry about Pettijohn when everyone
knows he’s all right. . . . Robert Lieber
returned from Indianapolis to his First

National office last week. . . . Floyd
Brockell, now Publix buying chief in Chi-

cago, spent last week with his many friends

in New York. . . . Herbert Hancock
Kinograms editor, who laid off long enough
to get himself separated from an unruly
appendix and is again on the job and says

a good time was had by all. . . . Harry
Warner who was laid up by an attack of

grippe is better and back at his office. . . .

Felix Feist, handsome general sales man-
ager of Metro, has returned from a long
trip through the Middle West. . . . Mayer
Schine who is acquiring theatres in upper
New York state so fast that it takes two
men to keep tally spent a few days in the
Big Town last week. . . . Fred H. Knis-
pel, Chicago district manager of P. D. C.

was a caller at the home office for confer-
ences last week. . . . Sam Goldwyn, ac-
companied by Mrs. Goldwyn, arrived last

week from the Coast for a stay of a couple
of weeks. . . . Colvin Brown sailed Friday
on the Olympia on his second trip abroad
within a few months and is thinking of
buying a commutation ticket. . . .

SPARGO.

“OLD IRONSIDES”

Opened December 6 for its

world premiere in the Rivoli

theatre. New York. The film

was directed by James Cruze.

Wallace Beery is in a leading

role.

*

ACCOMPANYING STILLS

Show four scenes from the

Famous Players-Lasky produc-

tion based upon the historical

story of the famous sea battle

in the war of 1812.
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Arbitration Talk

Heads Program of

N. G. Meet Dec. 1

3

“Herald” Percentage Report
System Effective This Week

456 Reports in “What the Picture Did for Me” Department of

This Issue Give Percentage Box Office Values of

Pictures in Current Distribution

The Herald this week publishes the first group of “What the Picture

Did for Me” reports written on the basis of the “Box Office Ticker” per-

centage rating system announced in last week’s issue.

456 Reports Demonstrate New Plan

The 456 percentage reports published this week demonstrate the value

of the reporting plan explained in Martin J. Quigley’s announcement last

week and again in this issue on the first page of the “What the Picture

Did for Me” department.

(Special to the Herald)

CHARLOTTE, N. C., Dec. 7—Arbi-

tration, block booking and the music tax

will be the subjects of straight-from-the

shoulder addresses at the annual conven-
tion of the M. P. T. O. of North Caro-

lina here next Monday at the Charlotte

hotel.

Clarence O. Kuester, secretary of the

Chamber of Commerce, will give the wel-

coming address at the forenoon session

December 13, after President Charles W.
Picquet has called the delegates to order.

R. T. Wade of Morehead City will give

the response. In the afternoon Secretary-

Treasurer N. L. Royster will lead the dis-

cussion on arbitration and H. F. Kincey

of Greensboro will present the music tax

problem. James M. Davis, banker and ex-

hibitor of Salisbury, is to speak on block

booking. A constitution is also to be voted

upon at the convention.

The banquet will be followed by a dance

in the ball room of the hotel, with dis-

tributors also invited.

Exhibitor Sues for

Damages After War
on Sunday Showing

(Special to the Herald)

MT. VERNON, IA., Dec. 7.—Mrs. Clara

Hendrix, owner of the motion picture

theatre here that was raided by five

deputies recently for showing a picture on
Sunday, has started suit for $10,000 dam-
ages against Mayor Freedman Current,

Town Marshal F. B. Frick, Councilman
Evans Colton and six deputies of the town
marshal.
Each of the defendants is charged with

illegal entry and destruction of property.

Mrs. Hendrix will stand trial on a charge
of violating the Sunday closing law.

12 Incorporate; 9 Plan
to Operate M.P, Theatres

(Special to the Herald)

ALBANY, N. Y., Dec. 7.—While the past

week brought the incorporation of an even
dozen motion picture companies in New
York state, nine of the companies were
formed and chartered for the purpose of
operating theatres recently acquired by the

Schine brothers of Gloversville.
These companies included the F a i r p o r t

Theatres, Inc., Pontiac-Saranac Corporation,
Buffalo-Riverside Corporation, Schine-Ogdensburg
Corporation, Schine-Malone Corporation, Massena-
Strand Corporation, Rochester-State Corporation,
Rochester-Liberty Corporation, and Rochester-
Riviera Corporation. Other companies formed
during the week were: Neslo Picture Corpora-
tion, $100,000; Lexico Film Producing Co., Inc.,

$50,000, and the Motion Picture Devices Company,
Inc.

Strand and Loew Buy
in LJtica Is Report
(Special to the Herald)

ALBANY, N. Y„ Dec. 7.—There were
rumors aplenty along Film Row the past
week, one to the effect that the Strand
interests had purchased property in Utica
and would erect a large motion picture
theatre in that city. It appears that the
plot has been sold, although there is an-
other story to the effect that Marcus Loew
is the buyer.

The Comerford interests of Pennsylvania
are also reported to have bought a site in
Rome, on which to erect a theatre.

Pictures reported in this issue include

practically all long features now in distri-

bution. Figures given in the reports indi-

cate the relative box office value of each
as compared to the attraction holding the

house record of each theatre from which
report is made. In practically all instances,

date of exhibition is given and exhibitors

making report give verbal explanation of
the percentage rating determined.

Exhibitors Welcome Plan

Exhibitor response to the new report plan
is indicated by the volume of reports re-

ceived and by the vein in which they are
written, as well as by direct word of ap-
proval from various contributors. As
many have pointed out, the new plan does
not in any way substitute for the original

type of report upon which the great suc-

cess of “What the Picture Did for Me”
has been made but does add importantly
to the scope and clarity of box office re-

ports generally.

Under the new plan, exhibitors report-
ing attractions played not only state the
box office results experienced but add date
of exhibition and other circumstances bear-
ing upon performance figures given. Just
how importantly this adds to the service
value of the report department can be
gathered best and most quickly from a
reading of the reports printed this week.

How Plan Works Out
Exhibitors reporting under the new sys-

tem, blank forms for which purpose have
been distributed to Herald readers, divide
the average daily gross intake from
a picture being reported by the aver-
age daily gross of whatever picture
may hold that particular house record.
Thus a picture yielding an average daily
intake of $75 to a box office on which the
record daily gross is $100 is designated
a 75 per cent picture, 75 divided by 100

giving a result of .75. Figures in reports
published this week have been arrived at by
this process.

Setting down this figure in each report,

together with date of exhibition and such
other information as the exhibitor may
consider of important bearing upon the re-

sult reported, each contributor to “What
the Picture Did for Me” provides a defi-

nite record of each picture’s box office per-
formance without divulging any private
information of any character. Exhibitors
reading a collection of these reports, as a
reading of the current department will dem-
onstrate, obtain a better knowledge of cur-
rent pictures with respect to drawing power
than has been available at any time here-
tofore in the history of the industry.

To Ask Ban on Gags
Ridiculing Pastors
(Special to the Herald)

MINNEAPOLIS, Dec. 7.—Will Hays
has on several occasions secured changes
in the names of films on the advice of the
committee of drama of the Federal Coun-
cil of the Churches of Christ in America
according to a report which will be made
at the organization’s annual meeting here
tomorrow.
An attempt will be made to prevent the

caricaturing of Protestant ministers in
pictures.

Robbers Open Theatre
Safe; Raid Nets $873

(Special to the Herald)

GRANITE CITY, ILL., Dec. 7.—Rob-
bers forced the safe of the Washington
theatre here and escaped with $873. Armed
bandits raided the house in November of
last year and obtained $1,600.

Agreement Between Producers,

Union Officers, Averts Strike
(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Dec. 7 .—An agreement entered into last week between the
producers and William F. Canavan, head of the International Alliance of
Stage Employees and M. P. Operators, averted the threatened strike at the
motion picture studios. The agreement provides for a committee of ten to

adjust all future disagreements. This committee will be composed of five

union presidents and five representatives of the producers.

The studios have not yet been unionized, hut it seems likely unionization
will be one of the first actions of the new committee, which has not yet
been organized. The purpose of the committee, it is announced, “is to hear
and consider requests or grievances or other questions affecting wages, hours
of labor or working conditions which may fail of local adjustment at the
studios.”

Unions affected are the carpenters and joiners, electrical workers, painters,
paperhangers and decorators. There are between 2,500 and 3,500 men en-
gaged in such work, depending upon activity, on the West Coazt. Not more
than 25 per cent of them are unionized.
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Tremendous Response Points to

Big Laugh Month Success
Exhibitors Get Behind January Campaign in Greater Numbers—

Every Assistance Prepared for Showmen

TREMENDOUS and unprecedented response from exhibitors in

all sections has greeted announcements preliminary to the Laugh
Month celebration which will be staged in theatres in January.

Reports from the National Laugh Month Committee in New York call

special attention to the fact that many large circuits, which hesitated

to join the movement last year because the public’s reaction yet was
untested, are now convinced of the practicability of the campaign and
have determined to give complete co-operation.

T N ADDITION to the increased ex-
J- hibitor interest three more producing
and distributing companies have added
their financial impetus to the drive. As
a result ten concerns are wheeling their

heavy ammunition of comedies into line

for a frontal attack on Old Man Gloom,
and several other companies are prepar-
ing to enter the ranks.

Newspaper Syndicates Join

With producer and exhibitor standing
shoulder to shoulder to put over the
campaign, the National Laugh Commit-
tee also points to a number of other
recruits. Practically all large newspaper
services are ready to send out special
material. Fan publications and humor
magazines have signified their intention
of supporting the movement.
The National Committee is winding

up work on a host of exhibitor aids and
is concentrating on a countrywide ex-
ploitation contest open to theatre own-
ers and theatre employes. A total of
$430 in prizes will be awarded. The com-
mittee emphasizes the fact that few re-
strictions govern the contest, thus broad-
ening the scope of the exploitation
methods, increasing the entry list, and
most of all, spurring the general inter-

est of the entire industry.
Exhibitors, managers, publicity repre-

sentatives or others devising the special
means of acquainting the public with
the fact that “Leave All Gloom Behind”
is blazoned across the front of the the-
atres—all are eligible to compete in the
exploitation contest. Likewise the hun-
dred and one methods of putting over
bonafide exploitation are all permitted
in the race for prizes.

Press Book Complete

The exhibitor will also find a wide
variety of showmanship ideas in the
press book now near completion, the
National Committee, says. Besides
stunts for all classes of theatres—from

Town Eight Months Old
Opens 600-Seat Theatre

(Special to the Herald)

GATINEAU
,
QUE., Dec. 7.—

This town is only eight months
old but it already has a 600-seat
motion picture theatre, the Re-
gent, which opened yesterday.
The new town, which sprung up
with establishment of mills by the
International Paper Company, has
175 residences.

The fireproof Regent theatre is

the contribution of the Gatineau
Amusement Company, of which
Albert Amyot is president and
J. E. Laflamme secretary-treas-
urer. Rene Laflamme is manager.

the tiniest house in the tiniest village to

the latest supertheatre—a large number
of accessories is being made available.

All efforts of all parties concerned in

Laugh month are aimed at a central

objective of placing a patron in every
seat in every theatre. Helping the ex-

hibitor to help himself means a happier
and more prosperous industry for every-

body, the committeemen point out, and
the exhibitor will benefit in direct pro-

portion to the amount of effort he adds.

The Short Feature section of this issue

of the Herald is devoted elmost exclu-

sively to Laugh Month. Starting on
Page 37 are given details of a special

stunt for exhibitors, activities of the

National Committee, a complete an-

nouncement of the exploitation contest

with entry blank and rules, and names
of companies participating in Laugh
Month.

French Film Exports
Fall ; Imports Rise

( Washington Bureau of the Herald)

WASHINGTON, D. C., Dec. 7.—French
exports of developed motion picture films

in the first three-quarters of 1926 amounted
to 534,174 pounds, valued at 97,530,000

francs, and shipments of raw films totaled

234,569 pounds, valued at 11,491,000 francs,

making total film exports for the period
amount to 768,743 pounds valued at 109,021,-

000 francs, states a report to the Depart-
ment of Commerce from Trade Commis-
sioner George R. Canty at Paris. In 1925

and 1924 the exports of motion picture

films from France were considered collec-

tively and not divided into the two classes

mentioned in this survey. In 1925 the total

film exports from France amounted in

volume to 1,128,975 pounds, and in value to

163,612,000 francs.
Imports of developed motion picture films

into France during the first nine months of 1926
totaled 126,580 pounds, valued at 16,346,000
francs, as compared with 97,884 pounds, valued
at 9,794,000 francs, in the same period of 1925.

Imports of sensitized or raw film in the same
period of the current year amounted to 354,720
pounds, valued at 15,351,000 francs, a decline in

volume but an increase in value over that re-

ceived in the corresponding period of 1925 which
totaled 369,271 pounds, valued at 10,985,000
francs.

Business Good During
’27 Glenn Prophesies
on Return from Trip

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Dec. 7.—Talk indicat-

ing that business will be bad next year
is “the bunk,” declared Allen S. Glenn,
First National exploitation expert, who
has just returned from a trip through
the Middle West, where he interviewed
hundreds of exhibitors. They reflect the
view that business in the coming year
will be unusually good, he found.

B. & K. Chicago Honored
in Efficiency Contest

The Chicago Theatre staff won
first honors in the three months’
contest conducted by Balaban &
Katz to determine which of its

theatres in Chicago owns the most
courteous and efficient service de-
partment. Executives of the Arm
entertained 600 ushers, doormen
and other employes at the Sher-
man hotel December 5 with a ban-
quet.

Reports Show 9
Months 9

Exports

of Film Decline
( Washington Branch of the Herald )

WASHINGTON, D. C., Dec. 7.—Ex-
ports of motion picture films during the
first nine months of 1926 show a consider-
able decrease as compared to the same
period during 1925, according to the Motion
Picture Section of the Department of Com-
merce. Exports of finished motion picture
films to all countries up to September 30,

1926, amounted to 166,316,567 linear feet

with a declared value of $5,898,503, as com-
pared with exports of 177,839,253 linear

feet valued at $6,701,544 during the same
period in 1925.

Latin America supplanted Europe during the
period under survey as the best market for
American motion picture films and took 54,066,-
796 linear feet as compared with 49,348,411 linear
feet purchased by the European countries during
the nine months. In the corresponding period
of 1925 Latin America imported 45,669,432 linear
feet of American finished motion picture films and
Europe bought 69,968,31 7 linear feet, the latter

figure indicating a substantial decline in European
imports during the period under discussion.

The Far East ranked third as a market for
American motion picture films in the first three-
quarters of this year with purchases totaling
41,162,824 linear feet, as compared with 38,680,-
170 linear feet in the comparative period of 1925.
Canada followed with imports of 15,485,562 linear
feet against 16,945,254 linear feet in the 1925
period. Africa purchased 2,639,817 linear feet

of American finished films, representing little

change from the amount shipped to that market
in the same period of last year. Other countries
or regions than those named imported 3,613,817
linear feet during the first nine months of 1926.

With regard to individual markets it should be
remarked that the United Kingdom is still first

as a source of revenue for American film export-
ers, although ranking fourth as a quantity mar-
ket. Australia still leads all other countries in
point of quality as a purchaser of American fin-

ished motion picture films.

Elwyn Simons of F & M
Is III at Benton Harbor
Elwyn Simons, who handles Fitzpatrick

& McElroy’s interests in Benton Harbor
and St. Joseph, Mich., is seriously ill in a

hospital at the former city, according to a
telegram received in Chicago from Harvey
“Doc” Arlington, special publicity chief.

Simons was taken ill while attending a foot-

ball game and rushed to the hospital, where
he underwent an operation.

Pathex Camera Takes
Top Award at Sesqui

(Special to the Herald)

PHILADELPHIA, Dec. 7.—The In-

ternational Jury of Awards of the Ses-
quicentennial has given the gold medal
to the Pathex camera and projector, bas-
ing the award on “excellence of design
and operation.”
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Rotarians Hail Balaban-Katz
Standard Bearer of Industry

No. 1 Rotary Club Breaks Precedent to Honor Concern “Whose
Example Is Directly Responsible for Present High

Standard of Picture Entertainment”

Rotary Club No. 1, the Chicago organization, broke tradition dating

from* its inception when it devoted its regular session last week to honor-
ing a “local” institution—Balaban & Katz. Director and Vice President

R. J. Lydiatt explained in his opening remarks that the aim of the meet-
ing was to pay tribute to the motion picture as an institution and this

could be done most completely and satisfactorily by giving recognition due
“the organization whose example is directly responsible for the present high

standard of motion picture entertainment in this country.”

Trace History of B-K Development

Director Lydiatt, who is general manager of Western Vaudeville Man-
agers Association, continued with a brief history of Balaban & Katz de-

velopment from the opening of its Central Park theatre less than ten years

ago to the present day, stressing the constant aim of the organization “to

build up a high code of ethics in a business which needed it.”

Lower Seat Tax
Assured Ontario

By Province Vote
(Special to the Herald)

OTTAWA, Dec. 7.—Abolishment of

all tax on tickets up to 25 cents in value

is assured the province by the victory

of the Conservatives December 1. The
lowest admission tax will be two cents

on tickets between 25 and 45 cents. *The
present assessment is one cent on tickets

up to 15 cents and two cents from 15

to 45.

Premier Ferguson announced the re-

duction plan before the elections. The
new Ontario legislature is expected to

meet in February and the reduced tax

would become effective in- May.
Many small theatres will thus discard

the amusement tax tickets and a num-
ber of larger urban houses will not use

them for matinees.

Arthur H. James to Be
Lieutenant Governor of

Pennsylvania January 3
(Special to the Herald)

PHILADELPHIA, Dec. 7—The honor
of being the first motion picture theatre

owner to hold a public office of the magni-
tude of lieutenant

governor of a state

goes to Arthur H.
James, of Penn-
sylvania, who will

be inaugur ated
January 3.

Mr. James, who
is vicepresident of
the Luzerne
Amusement Com-
p a n y, operating
several theatres in

the Wilkes-Barre
section under the

presidency of M.
E. C o m e r f o r d,

took an important
part in the Chicago convention of the na-

tional exhibitors organization. For seven
years he has been district attorney of Lu-
cerne county, third largest of the 67 coun-
ties in the state. Besides being an able

attorney he is a forceful speaker and is

expected to be an aggressive lieutenant gov-
ernor and presiding officer of the state

senate.

Mr. James lives at Plymouth, Pa.

Hines-Burr Unit Puts
((All Aboard” in Work

(Special to the Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Dec. 7.—Johnny Hines
and his producer, C. C. Burr, have begun
work on the star’s next picture for First

National release, “All Aboard.” The Tec
Art studios will be the workshop of the

unit.

Among the important supporting players
in the cast are Sojin, Frank Hagney and
Babe London. The player who will have
the leading feminine role has not been an-
nounced.

Italy Reports Merger
of Distributing Firms

( Washington Bureau of the Herald)

WASHINGTON, D. C. Dec. 7.—J. B.
Young, consul in Venice, reports that a
combination is under way involving Ital-

ian firms which distribute to 2,000 theatres
in Italy. The new firm will capitalize at
100,000,000 lire. It will continue to handle
chiefly American product.

Director Lydiatt yielded the rostrum to

Rotarian Jack T. Knight, member of the

Balaban & Katz production department,
who related circumstances of his joining

the theatre concern and then introduced
various members of the organization pres-

ent.

Executives at Meeting
Among the Balaban & Katz executives

who were seated at the speakers table and
were introduced by Mr. Knight were Mau-
rice Katz, A. J. Balaban, Tohn Balaban
W. K. Hollander, Louis Lipstone and
Louis McDermott. The part of each in

the operation of the Balaban & Katz
theatres was briefly outlined.

Following conclusion of the speaking, the

room was darkened to permit projection of
a reel showing the evolution of the Chi-
cago theatre from the razing of an obsolete
structure on its site five years a»o to open-
ing night. Subsequent scenes took the 500
or more Rotarians and their guests through
all phases of the theatre’s operations.

Entertainment Provided
Prior to the introduction of Balaban &

Katz executives, and arranged in this or-
der because of program schedules requir-
ing their early departure, Paul Whitman
and Paul Ash provided entertainment for
the diners. Radio connection with the ChL
cago theatre also brought in a part of the
presentation performance being given at
that playhouse.

In addition to the resident Rotarians
present, an unusually large attendance of
which was in evidence, scores of visitors
from other cities and nations attended the
meeting.

“U’s” Western

,

Comedy
, Serial

List Announced
(Special to the Herald)

UNIVERSAL CITY, Dec. 7.—Univer-
sal has announced that the company’s
program of Western, comedy and serial

production for next season will involve
the expenditure of more than two mil-
lion dollars within the next year.

Five serials, as follows, are scheduled:
“The Trail of the Tiger,” “The Diamond
Master,” “The Phantom Raider,” “The
Jade Box” and “The Scarlet Rider.” The
stories for each of these is by a well
known author.
A series of two-reel comedies will be

made under the series named “Junior

Jewels.” Ten two-reelers from stories

by Carl Laemmle, Jr., will be made to

follow the “Collegian” series, just com-
pleted.

Twenty-six long feature Westerns will

be made under the supervision of Wil-
liam Lord Wright, under whose general
supervision the other pictures here con-
sidered also will be made.

“Ben Hur” Showing in

Paris ; End of First

Broadway Year Is Near
(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Dec. 7.
—“Ben Hur,”

Metro-Goldwvn-Mayer roadshow special,

has opened at the Madeline in Paris for

an indefinite run. The run of the picture

at the Embassy on Broadway is nearing
its close this month.
The picture also is showing at the Lon-

don Tivoli, the UFA Palast in Berlin and
in a large Mexico City theatre. It is show-
ing in 15 other German cities besides Ber-
lin.

This week the picture opens at the Globe
theatre in Atlantic City, and a touring com-
pany is showing it in one-night stands in

the American Southwest.

A.C. A. Convention
Planned for Detroit

(Special to the Herald)

DETROIT, Dec. 7.—Franchise holders
of the American Cinema Association will

hold their annual convention here Decem-
ber 11-13, it has just been announced.
The convention will determine the num-

ber of pictures it will make next season,
and also is expected to reaffirm the organ-
ization’s policy with reference to the type
and character of the productions to be made.
a. C. A. has completed “God’s Great

Wilderness” and has begun the second half
of the current season’s schedule.

Moves in New Home Soon
(Special to the Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Dec. 7.—A1 Christie,
who returned home recently with his
mother from Europe, plans to move into
his new Beverly Hills home January 1.

Pizor Returns from Coast
NEW YORK.—William M. Pizor, president of

Capital Production Exporting Company, is back
from Hollywood where he looked over productions
on the Coast.
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“Old Ironsides” Brings Greatest
Naval Spectacle Since War

Secretary Wilbur Heads Delegation of Ranking Officials from
Washington to Rivoli for Paramount Premiere

By JOHN S. SPARGO

NEW YORK, Dec. 7.—Last night was Navy Night in New York.
The most spectacular naval demonstration since the war was staged
here with the Rivoli theatre as the center of attraction. The

occasion was the premiere of “Old Ironsides,” the much-heralded Para-
mount picture directed by James Cruze from a story by Laurence Stallings.

City, encircled the globe as it was picked
up by the Mediterranean, Asiatic and
Pacific fleets, as well as the Atlantic
scouting fleet which is now in the Brook-
lyn navyyard.
Following the dinner, the secretary and

his party, with a battalion of 500 sailors
under command of Commander Theo-
dore Nelson and 100 Marines under com-
mand of Captain Philip de Ronde of the
Naval Militia, proceeded to the Rivoli
theatre to attend the premiere.

Dashing Marine Honored
Upon the arrival of the secretary at

the theatre an unusual ceremony took
place when Private Bill Clanton of
Georgia, a dashing Marine now stationed
at the Brooklyn navyyard, was given the
honor of escorting the Secretary of the
Navy to his seat in the theatre. Private
Clanton was chosen for this honor from
the entire contingent of Marines now at
the navyyard who selected him as the
most typical “Leatherneck” now living.
Besides Private Bill, nineteen other
Marines served as ushers to the high
dignitaries of the service as well as
civilians in attendance.

During the intermission an oil paint-
ing of “Old Ironsides” by Gordon Grant,
noted Marine artist, was unveiled on the
mezzanine. This painting, which next
month will be hung in the White House,
was made for the national committee in
charge of the campaign to “Save Old
Ironsides.”

Following is the cast of the picture:

The Boy, Charles Farrell; The Girl,
Esther Ralston; The Bos’n, Wallace
Beery; The Gunner, George Bancroft;
Commodore Preble, Charles Hill Mailes;
Stephen Decatur, Johnny Walker; Rich-
ard Somers, Eddie Fethersont; The
Cook, George Godfrey.

'T'HE consensus of naval officers, official

celebrities and laymen is that all of

the many good things said about the
production in ad-
vance of its show-
ing told only part
of the tale.

“Old Ironsides”
is an epic of the
Navy and of the
seas. Curtis D.
Wilbur, secretary
of the navy, the
two assistant
secretaries, and
Admiral Charles
F. Hughes, in su-

preme command
of all fleet opera-
t i o n s ,

together
with the head of

James Cruze

every Navy bureau in Washington and
six hundred sailors and Marines, de-

scended upon this city for the premiere.

Special Train Brings Officials

Secretary Wilbur, with two Assistant
Secretaries Theodore D. Robinson and
Edward P. Warner, headed delegations
composed of the ranking admirals of the
Navy from Washington arriving on a
special train at the Pennsylvania station

at 6:10 p. m. In this party also were
T. V. O’Connor, chairman of the United
States Shipping Board; General A. C.

Dalton, president of the Emergency
Fleet Corporation; Admiral W. S. Ben-
son of the Shipping Board; and A. C.

Jenkins, director of the bureau of opera-
tions of the Shipping Board.
Others in the party included Rear

Admiral Hilary P. Jones, Rear Admiral
Henry A. Wiley; Rear Admiral Edward
E. Stitt, Rear Admiral Charles Morris,
Captain Halsey Powell, aid to the secre-
tary, and Brigadier General John A.
Lejeune, commandant of the Marine
Corps. A contingent of other admirals
and officers of the Army now stationed
at Washington completed the delegation
aboard the special train.

Welcomed by State and City
The navy officials were officially wel-

comed by Rear Admiral Louis M.
Josephthal, in command of the Naval
Militia of New York, and a reception
committee composed of representatives
of the state and city governments.
With a police and naval escort, they

proceeded to the Biltmore hotel where
an “Old Ironsides” dinner was held with
a number of distinguished guests par-
ticipating.

The new message of the secretary and
President Coolidge concerning the naval
policy of the United States was given to
the public for the first time when Mr.
Wilbur made a formal speech as a result
of a cabinet meeting held earlier in the
day.
The secretary’s speech was broadcast

through Station WRNY. The Navy De-
partment had arranged for battleships of
the various fleets to pick up the secre-
tary’s message and rebroadcast it.

Thus for the first time in radio history
a spoken message, delivered in New York

Three States’ Censors
OK “What Price Glory”

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Dec. 7.

—

Censors
in Pennsylvania, Ohio and Chi-
cago have approved "What Price
Glory,” Fox production based on
the stage play by Laurence Stall-
ings and Maxwell Anderson and
now playing at the Sam H. Harris
theatre.

Winfield R. Sheehan, vicepresi-
dent and general manager, also an-
nounced that Wayne Pierson has
been appointed general manager
of all roadshow activities for
"What Price Glory.” Pierson
started in the show business
twenty years ago. In 1915 he be-
came associated with J. J. Mc-
Carthy, called the originator of
the modern roadshow. Last year
Pierson started a manufacturing
business in Miami that was hit

hard by the recent tornado.

Orpheum and Blank Swap
Leases at Davenport

(Special to the Herald)

DES MOINES, IOWA, Dec. 7.

—An exchange of leases for the
mutual benefit of the Orpheum
theatre interests and the A. H.
Blank enterprises in Davenport
was consummated yesterday, it

was announced at the Blank office

here. The Orpheum will take over
the Capitol theatre which has
housed motion picture shows for
some time and the Blank’s will

take over the Columbia where
vaudeville has been staged. The
change will become effective Jan-
uary 2.

Glen R. Savage is manager of
the Orpheum and John Howard of
the Blank house. The theatres
will not be materially changed.

Roach Seeks to

Sign Griffith for

2 Reeler Series
(Special to the Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Dec. 7.—Hal Roach is

awaiting the reply of David Wark Grif-

fith whom he wired proposing a contract to

make a series of short features this week.
The prevalent length of dramatic sub-

jects, according to this producer, is a mill-

stone about the necks of the studios, from
which they would escape if possible, but to

which they meekly submit because of prec-

edent.

Two Long Runs Leave
Broadway This Month
for Other Metro Films

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Dec. 7.—Two
_

Metro
pictures which have been running on
Broadway for five and twelve months
will be succeeded by others before the
end of the current month.
“Ben Hur,” which has seen a year on

Broadway, will give away to “Tell It to
the Marines” on December 23 at the
Embassy theatre. “The Scarlet Letter,”

showing for five months at the Central
theatre, will be succeeded December 20
by “The Fire Brigade.”

32 Board Secretaries

Plan First Convention
(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Dec. 7.—Secretaries of 32

Film Boards of Trade will hold their first

national convention next May in Los An-
geles. Success of two sectional meetings

led to the call for the week’s national

gathering.
Twenty-five secretaries will travel to the

Coast in a special car from Chicago. The
board officials will study production first-

hand.

44 Theatres Now Under
Stanley-Fabian in N. J .

(Special to the Herald)

ELIZABETH, N. J., Dec. 7.—Since Stan-

ley-Fabian opened the New Branford
theatre here last week New Jersey has .44

theatres operating under Stanley-Fabian

control.
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All Extended Run
Warner Films Now
General Releases

Paramount’s Winter
Schedule Under Way;
7 Start This Month

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Dec. 7.—Paramount play-

ers East and West are busy with the com-
pany’s winter schedule of pictures, and it

is expected that before the first of the

year the Long Island and Hollywood stu-

dios will be operating at capacity.

Started or scheduled to start this month
are : “The Man Who Forgot God,” “Spe-
cial Delivery,” “Looie the Fourteenth,”
“Drums of the Desert,” and untitled pic-

tures with Raymond Griffith, Adolphe
Menjou and Betty Bronson, respectively,

starring.

“New York” has just been completed at

the Long Island studio. “Love’s Greatest
Mistake,” “The Potters,” “Paradise for

Two,” “Children of Divorce” and “The
Kiss in a Taxi” also are in work, with
production more advanced than in the case

of the pictures named above.

Directors for Famous
Must Find New Players

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Dec. 7.—All directors un-
der contract with Famous Players-Lasky
will in future be expected to find and de-
velop at least one player each year, B. P.
Schulberg has just announced.
“Directors have been given to under-

stand,” Mr. Schulberg stated, “that to de-
velop a new face which will find favor with
the public will be considered of as great
value to the company as the production of
a good box-office picture.”

Educational in Canada
to Distribute Chadwick

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Dec. 7.—Chadwick Pic-
tures Corporation this week completed
negotiations to distribute its First Divi-
sion Pictures through Educational Films,
Ltd., in Canada.
They include “The Wizard of Oz,”

“Paint and Powder,” “Winning the Fu-
turity,” “The Transcontinental, Ltd.,”
“The Bells,” “Devil’s Island,” and “April
Fool.”

Saenger Controls Southern
States in Circuit Booking

Has Sixty Theatres in Louisiana, 25 in Mississippi, Others in

Texas—Twenty Paramount Houses in Tennessee Turned
Over to New Publix—Saenger Corporation

( Theatre circuits in the Southern states are outlined in the fifth article of the

series by John S. Spargo, New York news editor of the HERALD, on the chief

circuits in the country. The next will appear in an early issue.)

By JOHN S. SPARGO
NEW YORK, Dec. 7.—In the Southern States of Louisiana, Mississippi,

Tennessee, Alabama and Kentucky, the Saenger Theatres, Inc., has the terri-

tory pretty completely “sewed up” insofar as circuit booking is concerned.

In Louisiana particularly is the Saenger company strong, controlling through
ownership, part ownership, or booking affiliations upwards of sixty theatres.

25 Houses in Mississippi

These, together with about twenty-five houses in Mississippi, and others in

Texas, make the Saenger circuit the chief one to reckon with in the matter of
selling pictures in the South. So strong is this circuit considered that unless it

can be sold, the representation that can be secured simmers down to a very
small volume.

The formation last month of a new
corporation to be called the Publix-
Saenger Theatres, Inc., for the purpose
of acquiring and operating theatres in

twelve Southern states, has given rise to

a pretty widespread belief that the
Saenger circuit had come under the con-
trol of Publix Theatres.

Only for Further Acquisitions
This is erroneous, as the formation of

the new corporation makes no change
in the status of the Saenger circuit as
it now stands, but is for the purpose of

future acquisitions.

Publix Theatres has been operating
twenty houses in Tennessee—before the
advent of Publix these houses were
known as the Famous Players Circuit

—

and these have already been turned in to

the new corporation. Also Saenger and
Publix are jointly building a new theatre
in New Orleans which is expected to be
opened in January or February.

In Tennessee the only other circuit of

consequence is operated by the Crescent
Amusement Company, and is generally
known as the Tony Sudekum Circuit.

This is composed of seventeen theatres
in some of the best of the smaller cities

of the state, and so far has refrained
from affiliation with any of the larger
circuits.

Southern Circuits Listed

Kentucky and Alabama have no cir-

cuits of much consequence. Following
are the chief circuits of the Southern
States: LOUISIANA

Saenger Circuit
(Saenger Owned)

Alexandria—Liberty, Saengers.
Monroe—Lyceum, New Saengers.
New Orleans—Globe, Liberty, Strand,

Trianon.
Ruston—Astor.
Shreveport—Hippodrome, New Lyric,

Majestic, Opera House, Queen, Saen-
gers, Star.

Alexandria—Rapides.

Saenger Suburban Houses
(Booking Affiliation)

New Orleans—Arcade, Capitol, Car-
rollton, Escorial, Fern, Fine Arts, Folly,

Granada, Happy Hour, Hipp, Isis, Ivy,

Mars, Mecca, Napoleon, National, Piety,

Poplar, Prytania, Queen, Rivoli, Variety,
Washington, Tivoli, Hollywood,

Saenger Affiliations
(Booking)

Baton Rouge—Louisiana, Columbia.

Crowley—Arcadia.
Donaldsonville—Grand.
Franklin—Opera House.
Haynesville—Brownie.
Jennings—Princess.
Lafayette—J efferson.
Lake Charles—Arcade, Louisiana, Par-

amount.
New Iberia—Elks.
Plaquermine—Wilbert.
Ruston—Astor.
Thibodaux—Grand.
Vinton—Strand.
Houma—Grand,
Bunkie—Bailey.
Gretna—Hollywood.

MISSISSIPPI
Saenger Circuit
(Saenger Owned)

Biloxi—Gaiety, Crown.
Clarksdale—Marion.
Greenville—Grand, Peoples.
Greenwood—Greenwood.
Gulfport—Anderson, Strand.
Hattiesburg—Lomo, Strand.
Meridian—Princess, Strand.
Natchez—Baker Grand.
Vicksburg—Alamo, Walnut.

(Saenger Affiliation)

Columbus—Princess.
Gulfport—Anderson, Strand.
Jackson—Istrione, Majestic.
McComb—Jacobs.
Laurel—Strand.
Tupelo—Strand.
Brookhaven—Arcade.

TENNESSEE
Famous Players Circuit

(Publix)
Chattanooga—Bonita, Rialto, Tivoli,

York, Bijou.
Knoxville—Bijou, Rivieria, Majestic,

Lyric, Strand, Queen.
Marysville—Palace, Princess.
Jackson—Lyric.
Johnson City—Majestic, Criterion Cap-

itol.

Memphis—Palace, Strand, Majestic.

Crescent Amusement Co.
(Tony Sudekum)

Columbia—Grand, Princess, Vogue.
Harriman—Gay, Edsonia.
Lebanon—Howard.
Morristown—Princess, Strand.
Murfreesboro—Princess.
Nashville—Alhambra, Belmont, Fifth

Ave., Knickerbocker, Princess, Rialto,

Rex, Strand.
Springfield—Princess.

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Dec. 7.—All the Warner
extended run pictures will be released to

exhibitors throughout the country at once,

the first being
John Barrymore’s
“Don Juan,” now
in its fifth month
at the Warner
theatre here.

Morris Safier

has been appointed
head of a separate
sales organization
created by Presi-

dent H. M. War-
ner to handle these
releases. Safier

was with Uilited

Artists for five

years in charge of Morri9 Safier

the Middlewest
section and has had fourteen years selling

experience.
All the extended run productions will be

sold separately and will be handled by sales-

men who will sell nothing else.
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Wampas Votes for 13 Players,

Puts Ballot Box in Storage
“One Woman Corporation'' Denied—Hollywood Pledges Aid to Seal

Sale—First United Artist Chain House Planned in L. A.

By RAY MURRAY

HOLLYWOOD, Dec. 7.—Following the custom established two years
ago the Wampas members selected and voted for their 13 favorite
picture stars at their regular meeting last Monday nighc.

A full turn-out of membership followed the call of President Pete Smith
and excitement was at fever heat until the last vote was cast. There were
30 prominent players on the list of nominees and each member was entitled
to 13 votes.

YX7 HO the lucky thirteen are will not
* * be known until the latter part of
January as the ballot box was closed and
sealed after the publicity men had voted
and placed in the custody of the Rev-
erend Neal Dodd, pastor of Hollywood’s
Little Church Around the Corner, and
Chet Vanderlip, vicepresident of the
Hollywood Commercial National Bank.
The box containing the ballots now re-

poses in a safety vault.

Of the 30 selected by the Wampas
committee the following seem to be the
favorites.

Natalie Kingston, Sally Rand, Jean Navelle,
Priscilla Bonner, Adamae Vaughn, Martha
Sleeper, Myrna Loy, Helene Costello, Gwen Lee,
Frances Lee, Barbara Kent, Gladys McConnell
and Sally Phipps. Others who are on the nominee
list include Jean Arthur, Patricia Avery, Betty
Boyd, Rita Carewe, Majel Coleman, Yola D’Avril,
Eugenia Gilbert, Isabelle Locke, Marian Mack,
Mary McAllister, Nancy Nash, Ann Rork, Iris

Stuart and Ruth Taylor.

Robert Yost was chairman of the en-
tertainment committee and introduced
Ben Bard of the Fox Company; J. E.

Storey, assistant general superintendent
of Pathe

;
Leo Maloney, Pathe star

;

Malcolm Stuart Boylan, head of Fox
title department; Sammy Cohen, Victor
McLaglen, Delores Del Rio and Ted
McNamara, all of the “What Price
Glorv” company.

* * *

Marcus Loew, head of L^few’s Incor-
ported, suffered a relapse two weeks ago
and is gaining rapidly at the Hotel Am-
bassador and expects to be out-of-doors
this week.

One Woman Corporation Denied

Charlene Meredith who applied for a
charter to incorporate herself and sell

stock has been denied the same because
she has not had sufficient screen experi-
ence to point to the probability of suc-
cess and a good business manager. Chief
Deputy C. D. Walther, of the State Cor-
poration Commission, stated that Miss
Meredith had shown merely that she had
had successful screen tests and that it

had not been shown that the one woman
corporation would be properly managed.

* * *

Mr. and Mrs. Niguel Barrie are being
congratulated upon the arrival of an
eight pound baby girl at the Hollywood
Hospital last week.

5|C

Hollywood Aids Seal Sale

Hollywood motion picture officials last

week pledged their support to the
Christmas seal sale of the Los Angeles
Tuberculosis Association. Those who
endorsed the drive are Reginald Barker,
president of the Motion Picture Direc-
tors Association; Pete Smith, president
of the Wampas; and James Lough-
borough, president of the Hi-Hatters
Association. More than 100 theatres
throughout the city have agreed to run
slides and trailers advertising the seals.

* * *

Ralph D. Hornbrook was appointed

consulting engineer,December 1, for the
building of the new $20,000,000 chain of
theatres planned by the United Artists
Circuit of America. The first theatre of
the chain will be built at Ninth and
Broadway, Los Angeles. Hornbrook
has been chief engineer for West Coast
Theatres, Inc., for three years and has
supervised the direction of more than 30
playhouses along the Coast.

Hi ijc

About 5,000 extras are being used in

the exterior scenes of “Sunrise” at Fox
Hills. One of the largest sets ever con-
structed for a motion picture has been
erected on the Fox lot. The set required
three months to build and represents a
section of a metropolitan city with ele-

vated trains, carlines, a great Plaza, elec-
tric signs flashing and all the modern
appurtenances of an immense city.

H* *1* H*

R. William Neill has selected Virginia
Valli to play the lead in Fox Films’
screen version of H. G. Wells’ story,
“Marrage” which will be known as “The
Wedding Ring” for screen purposes.

* * *

Edwin Carewe and his company of
players making “Resurrection” have
moved to the snow fields of Truckee in

Northern California.
H= * H=

“Frisco Sally Levy” has been chosen
as the title for William Beaudine’s initial

M-G-M picture. This was the original
title of the A1 Cohn story. Vernon Smith
is collaborating with Cohn preparing the
continuity.

* * *

Charles “Chuck” Reisner is at present
working on the cutting and editing of
his latest directorial effort, “The Missing
Link,” starring Syd Chaplin at Warner
Brothers’ Studio.

# Hi %

Wedding bells rang out one morning
last week for Katherine Flori and Leon-
ard Chambers and now Pete Smith is

minus a secretary. Miss Flori has been
at the Culver City studios four years.

S{c %

John Ford’s next picture to follow
“Mother Machree” will be “Upstream.”

* * *

John C. Flinn, vicepresident and gen-
eral manager of P. D. C., is due on the

Coast before the holidays.
* * *

J. R. Ross, purchasing agent for Lub-
liner& Trinz’ Chicago theatre circuit, is

spending a few weeks of a three months
vacation in sunny California.

Hi s$f H«

Fred W. Beetson returned from New
York Tuesday.

Hi if.

I. E. Chadwick has signed Betty
Compson to star in four big features,

the first of which will be “Ladybird.”

Re-Takes

W ELL, Eddie Laemmle had us all over

over to the Writers Club the other

night. Those who could take their minds

off the Chaplin case long enough enjoyed a

first-rate picture after a first-rate turkey

dinner.
Hi % Hi

Uncle Carl was there, looking hale and
hearty, and telling everybody business is

fine, that the outlook abroad was excellent

and Universal wasn’t goinv to consolidate

with anvbody or sell out, not this week.
* * *

Speaking of consolidations, however,
everyone around Hollywood feels sure that

P. D. C. and Pathe will be one before

long.
* * *

Ain’t Science Grand

I see they’re going to have the Vitaphone
speak the titles soon. Now if someone
would invent a device to imitate a gum
chewer in the back seat our movies would
be complete.

Hi H1 *

Regular Election

The Wampas boys—80 in number—cast

5,000 votes the other night for thirteen

1927 Wampas stars. Each publicity man
was allowed 13 votes but being publicity

men they didn’t stop at casting a few ex-
tra votes for their favorite candidate.

* * *

Economy Note
Merry Christmas is coming! Now is the

time to look over last year’s cards and
see which ones can be erased and used
again.

Hi H* H*

No Surprise

I note some scientist found a dinosaur

egg near P'risco last week. The Los
Angeles papers were quick to take it up by
stating there are a lot of queer eggs in

Frisco.
Hi H1 H*

Curs-ses

Oh yes, almost forgot to tell you the

name of Eddie Laemmle’s picture. It is

“Held by the Law” but has no reference

to that Jersey murder or the Aimee case.

It’s a different story.
Hi H1

Its all about a mur-der; a dir-ty crook;
a cigar-chewing de-tective

;
an almost exe-

cution
;
and a happy re-union. With good

old Ralph Lewis as the susnected murderer,
who is sent to Sing-sing and has given
up hope for the steenth time in his career,

when the re-prieve comes. Lots o’ thrills?

Yep.
Hi H^ Hi

Yes, Sir

The honeymoon is over says Jack Town-
ley, when hubby stays out all night with a

“sick friend” and comes home minus his

pay envelope.
Hi Hi Hi

Don’t Be Late

Mail your Christmas presents early.

That will give us a chance to get to the

parcel post window the day before Xmas.
Hi * *

Famous Last Words
“Is this separation story to advertise

your next picture, Mr. Chaplin?”
* * *

Hand me my raincoat, rubber boots, um-
brella and a pair of oars, James, I’m going
across the street.

R. M.
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Film News PICTORIAL SECTION Stories Told

in

Pictures
of Exhibitors Herald

Issue of December 11

by

the Camera

Antonio Moreno (in the onion patch)
probably does the best work of his

career in “The Temptress” which cen-
sors are selfrighteously attempting to
revamp with a sad ending. Metro film.

Enid Bennett, in circle, returns to the lot.

She declares she will resume her former
place as an actress together with the re-

sponsibilities of taking care of a home.
Her husband is Fred Niblo, Metro director.

California’s educational system ranks
first among the 48 states. Teachers
take the school to the studio and to
location. Children above were working
in a Metro film.

Would that Vitaphone had been applied to the camera
making this photograph. Because then we would have
caught the apparently smart repartee of Harry Rapf,
Metro studio executive, and Elsie Janis, comedienne, who
is of late “appearing and singing in pictures.”

Adolph Zukor presents each of 150 workmen with certifi-

cates of Craftsmanship under the auspices of the New York
Building Congress. Those who were so honored were crafts-
men who worked on the new Paramount building. Mr.
Zukor also gave each man a gold medal.
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The first time Beatrice Lillie, great
in comedy roles, ever met Elsie Janis,

likewise great in comedy roles, is at

the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studios.

“I’ve always wanted to meet you,”
said Beetress. “Ditto,” said Elsie.

Harry Pollard takes a pickaninny to

the Mississippi Valley where his

company is on location making
scenes for “Uncle Tom’s Cabin”
which Universal started a year ago.

Carl Laemmle believes Conrad Veidt
will “take” with America; thus he
signs him for three years in Universal
films. “The Man Who Laughs” will be
first. Paul Leni, right, director, directed
Veidt in Europe.

Harold Lockwood’s son is on the begin-

ning of a career aimed to equal his

father’s. Harold, Jr., here, is in one of

the roles of Colleen Moore’s First Na-
tional film. “Orchids and Ermine.”

Mabel Normand’s contract with Hal
Roach terminates with the comple-
tion of “Anything Once” soon to be
released by Pathe. The comedy pro-
ducer may sign her up for a new
series.

United Artists’ schedule which boasts
an unusually numerous group of

films offers “Resurrection” in which
Dolores Del Rio, the new star, and
Rod La Rocque appear.
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There are a lot of big fellows in Hollywood. Irving G. Thal-
berg, studio executive of Metro, who is at left becomes ac-

quainted with a big Chinaman who is temporarily located

in the film colony. There’s no telling but what the big one
will soon appear in pictures.

Emil Jannings and Mrs. Jannings examine the new workshop
for Emil. The young German star stands in the doorway of

the West Coast Paramount studios and finds 26 acres of

land devoted to buildings and stages. Announcement is

forthcoming of his first American production.

Mae Tinee, a film re-

porter, honors Norma
Shearer, Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer star, by calling her
the most popular player.

Mae Tinee honors Dolores
Costello, Warner star,
above, by calling her one
of the most popular
women players.

John Fairbanks, oldest
brother of Douglas Fair-

banks, United Artists star,

died at his home a few
days ago.

Walter Hiers is on the
Universal lot where he is

doing the funny work in

the picture, “The Wrong
Mr. Wright.”
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Anna Q. Nilsson is a boy again. This time
her role is in “Easy Pickins” which George
Archainbaud directs for First National. The
boy played by Anna Q. is one who does not
care for cigars, says she.

Gerard B. Winston, under secretary of the Treasury, visits the Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer studios. On his left is Louis B. Mayer, vicepresident in
charge of production; on his right is J. Robert Rubin, secretary of Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer.

“G’way!” Director David Kirkland is a stern master on the studio set. He
has been photographed while ordering Betty Francisco, Film Booking
Offices star, to get on the set and go to work. She is preparing to make
a soft reply. Kirkland is the director of a number of successful Fred
Thomson Westerns. He signs a new contract this week.

Alan Hale’s peculiar picture “Rubber Tires”
for P. D. C. is under way; the unit is on loca-
tion; and Bessie Love and Harrison Ford,
above, find amusement scarce in the tourist’s

camps they visit.

Metro engages a Celtic son to supervise a production with Celtic name,
“Slide Kelly Slide.” The “son” is Mike Donlin, balL player of wide
repute. With him, right and left, are Edward Sedgwick, director of the

picture, and B. P. Hyman, associate executive of the Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer studios.
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In the order that war pictures come, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer now pre-
pares to publish “Tell It to the Marines.” George Hill, left, directed it

while Eleanor Boardman appears again with William Haines in the
romantic role. J. B. Shackleford, right, supervised battle scenes.

Conferences become necessities between director and star. Lillian Gish
who does not frequently pose for off-the-set-shots appears to have stumped
Clarence Brown with a difficult problem. But maybe the Metro director is

only wondering what Mrs. Brown wanted him to bring home from the
corner grocery.

Hal Roach returns to Hollywood to find

Farina ready to do the Porter’s menial labors.

Farina has entrenched himself at the Roach
Pathe studios with about the strongest claims
to the title of the Our Gang “leadin’ man.”

Hollywood’s banker-guests see the workings of the studios from every
angle when they visit the Metro lot. Left to right: J. Robert Rubin, sec-

retary of M-G-M, Douglas Fairbanks, King Vidor, Gerard Winston, under-
secretary of the Treasury, Frank Crowinshield, Nicholas Schenck, Irving
Thalberg, Otto Kahn, banker, Leonard Cushing, Col. Norman L. Thwait.

Motion picture players must get exer-
cise and mental diversion. Irene Rich,
right, and Louise Fazenda, Warner play-
ers, find shooting arrows at a stack of
hay not a bad idea.
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Tom Wise Collapses Following
His A. M. P. A. Address

“Europe s Most Beautiful Woman” and “America’s Handsomest Man”
on Program for Speeches—Audience Enjoys Reminiscing

By JOHN S. SPARGO

NEW YORK, Dec. 7.—Members of the Associated Motion Picture
Advertisers received a shock at a luncheon in the Mid-Town Hof-
brau Haus, Broadway and Fifty-second street, last Thursday, when

Tom Wise, noted stage actor, recently elected Shepherd of the Lambs, col-

lapsed with a heart attack and was taken to his home in Flushing by am-
bulance after addressing the film publicity men.

Later it was learned that the attack was not so serious as at first feared
and that Mr. Wise was improving.

T HE spell came just after adjournment
of the meeting, which was one of the

most interesting A. M. P. A. turnouts of
the year. In addition to Mr. Wise other
guests of honor were Natalie Barrache,
the Russian screen star who goes to Bur-
bank, Cal., Jan. 5 for First National and
John Gilbert, star of “The Big Parade.”
The latter two were introduced as “Eu-
rope’s most beautiful woman” and
“America’s handsomest man.”

Mile. Barrache spoke her appreciation
in French, which was translated for the
benefit of the A. M. P. A. membership
by Max Trell, linguist as well as pub-
licist. “Mile. Barrache said she was very
happy to be in this country and was look-
ing forward to making her first Ameri-
can production with great pleasure,” in-

terpreted Trell. “Of course,” he quali-

fied, “that isn’t exactly what she said,

but I am sure it is just about what the

publicity department would want her to

say.”

John Gilbert flushed at the compliment
paid him by Mr. Wise, who called him
“the greatest actor on the screen today;”
said he had seen “The Big Parade” three
times and would see it again. Gilbert

made a short talk, in which he expressed
his pleasure at being at the luncheon and
stated that Howard Dietz had assured
him that he would “go over.”

Mr. Wise who has been on the stage
for nearly 50 years did some interesting

reminiscing. He harked back to the time
when Vivian Martin, Tom Ince and Bill

Hart were playing in his company for a

combined salary of $127 a week. He also

spoke of the days when Douglas Fair-

banks played on the stage with him.
Wise urged the publicity men not to

reveal too much to the public, to retain

the illusions and the romance that be-
longs to the screen. He warned them
against showing the public “how the

wheels go around, how the storm was
made, the snow manufactured.”
He complained the producers pay too

much attention to effects and not enough
to acting and story interpretation. “Put
in all the effects in the world,” he said,

“and if you have no heart or soul or
proper interpretation in a production, you
have no picture.”

Too Much “Effect” in Pictures?

“Pictures,” he declared are placing too
much emphasis on effects. “And the mo-
tion picture theatres are following suit.

They are ‘effect’ theatres, not motion
picture theatres.”
Arthur James, newly arrived from the

West Coast, likewise made a short ad-
dress.

Shortly after completing his talk, Mr.
Wise, who is 72 years old and who
seemed to be in excellent humor, was
observed to slump in his chair. Dr. Irv-

ing Grad was called and later Dr. Wil-

liam Frieder arrived from the Lambs.
* * *

Gene Tunney, our best movie actor
who is heavyweight champion of the
world at the present time, was pinched
on the stage of Loew’s State theatre one
day last week. Wonder if the arresting
officers took a peep at the markee as
they went in. On this was displayed:

IN PERSON
GENE TUNNEY

“THE TEMPTRESS”
* * *

After reading this little blurb of Paul
Sweinhart’s in Zits, how would you all

like to live in prohibition New York:
Speak-easies have become so plentiful in the

Roaring Forties and Flirty Fifties that
, nowa-

days
, when strangers ask directions to a particu-

lar house or number in that section they're some-
times answered like this:

**Brown*s? Sure! Three speak-easies down the
street.**

* * *

When Major Edward Bowes acted as
toastmaster at the dinner given to Gene
Tunney last Monday evening, he served
to revive one of the intimate associations
of the champion’s A. E. F. career.
One of the so-called permanent fix-

tures at the Capitol is the stage doorman.
Mike Collins, a former pugilist and
trainer, who taught Major Bowes boxing
in the days of his youth in San Francisco.
During the war Collins enlisted with the
A. E. F. and was assigned to training
duty with the troops, one of his protegees
being Gene Tunney. Ever since then,
the embryo champion has been an idol
of the old-timer.
After the war Collins, on his way to

San Francisco, stopped in to pay his re-
spects to Major Bowes, and the latter,

delighted to see this old-time friend, of-
fered him the post of stage doorman at
the Capitol, which he has faithfully held
ever since its opening.
During the course of the Tunney din-

ner the other evening, Major Bowes
asked the champion if he remembered
his o'd trainer, Mike Collins. Tunney
was overjoyed to hear of Collins again,
and through the Major, sent him an
autographed copy of his place card,
which treasured memento now has an
honored place at the Capitol’s stage door.

ig 5*C 5fC

Chief White Horse Eagle whose pic-
ture adorns the so-called “Buffalo”
nickel thus making possible the first

nickelodeon, visited New York for the
first time last week. The Chief who is

over 100 years old, attended a perform-
ance at the Paramount theatre, his ex-
pressive grunts of satisfaction indicating
that he was exceedingly pleased.

* * *

Harry H. Thomas, vicepresident of
Merit Film Corporation and Chadwick
Pictures Corporation, has returned to

New York after a Canadian trip. Mr.
Thomas spent several days in Toronto in

consultation with O. R. Hanson, of Cana-
dian Educational Films, Ltd., Canadian
distributors of Chadwick First Division
Pictures. Mr. Hanson and Mr. Thomas
have completed arrangements for first

run showings of all Chadwick produc-
tions in every key city in Canada.

* * *

Hi-Mark Film Sales Company has
brought suit against Jupiter Film Com-
pany, and H. C. Trivedi to recover com-
missions on Vitagraph Pictures, sold for
Japan, by Mr. Nathanson, two years ago.

Carl Akeley Dies
in Belgian Congo

;

Invented Camera
Carl E. Akeley, inventor of the camera

bearing his name, is dead in the Belgian
Congo, a victim of hemorrhage following
a siege of fever, according to dispatches
received in Chicago last week.
The noted big game hunter, naturalist

and sculptor died in the land he loved, in

the Mountain Mikeno region of the Kivu
district where he was attempting to repro-

duce the setting for mountings of a group
of gorillas. George Eastman had sent over
the artists who were with him.

It will be recalled that Akeley’s slogan

was to shoot with the camera instead of the

gun. He deplored unnecessary
_

killing of

wild animals and a large collection of pic-

tures testifies to the fidelity with which he
adhered to his own creed.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Assumes Operation of

44 Brazilian Houses
(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Dec. 7.—Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer has announced assumption of op-
erating activities of 44 theatres in Brazil.

Twenty-two of the houses are in Sao Paulo,
14 in Rio de Janeiro and eicdit in Santos.
The operating agreement with the owners
of the theatres is on the percentage basis.

The houses involved in the deal are
owned independently. The owners in a
series of conferences decided to give Metro
operating rights, and the company and the
owners immediately came to .terms.

Showings in Brazil are approximately six

months behind showings in the United
States. In some instances the gap between
showings is wider. “The Big Parade” opens
in Rio January 1 at the Casino. It will

be followed by “Ben Hur.”

Universal Players,
Directors, to Give
Banquet for Laemmle

(Special to the Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Dec. 7.—Players and di-

rectors of the industry who are associated
with Carl Laemmle, president of Universal
Pictures, will tender him a banquet Janu-
ary 17, the sixtieth birthday of the founder
of Universal.

Larry Semon to Direct,
Write, Act for Famojus

(Special to the Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Dec. 7.—L a r r y
Semon is to direct, write and act in
Paramount comedies, according to an-
nouncement by B. P. Schulberg, West
Coast executive of Famous Players.

Viscount Visits Marion Davies
HOLLYWOOD.—Viscount Elmley, son of Earl

of Beauchamp, was a recent guest of Marion
Davies at the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studios.
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Motion picture advertisers continue to

accord EXHIBITORS HERALD the

position of the preferred trade paper of

the industry—

—in the first eleven months of 1926 the

HERALD published 203 pages of paid

advertising more than its nearest com-

petitor and 1,279 pages more than its

second competitor.

—graphic proof of the recognition in

this industry of a publication which is

consistently serviceable, interesting—
and alive!
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P. Gulick Discovers California;

Finds It Unusual to Natives
Sees Nat Rothstein Forget Dinner to Watch Rain and Then Even Beats

Him at Golf—And the Beards!

(Paul Gulick, director of advertising and publicity of Universal . is just back
in New York after a month on the West Coast. He was asked his impressions of
California and look what happened!)

By PAUL GULICK

NEW YORK, Dec. 7.—I have just returned from my first Westward
voyage of discovery. I discovered the most unusual locality in the

world—California. The first day I arrived at Universal City I nat-

urally went to Mr. Laemmle’s office to pay my respects. I found Mr.
Laemmle in a very perturbed state. He was walking excitedly up and down
the office.

<( TV ON’T you think it’s awfully warm
in here?” he said to me, looking

anxiously at the tops of all the windows;
they were all wide open.
“Why, Mr. Laemmle,” I said, “I thought

that this was the way California was
supposed to be.”
“No,” he said, “this is very unusual.”

Even Nat Is Surprised

The next night I was having dinner at

a charming party in the brand new Bev-
erly Hills bungalow of Nat G. Roth-
stein, when suddenly the ordinarily

waxen faced Japanese maid rushed ex-

citedly into the room and said, “Mrs.
Rothstein, it’s raining!”
And without a thought for the steam-

ing dinner, the Tom Reeds, the Scott
Darlings and the Nat Rothsteins trooped
gleefully out to the patio (fountain and
gold-fish all complete) to see the rain.

The Paul Gulicks weren’t interested par-

ticularly in rain, but they went out to see

the patio. The next day the Los An-
geles newspapers played it up on the

first page, right beside the MacPherson
and Hall-Mills cases, as an unusual oc-

currence. However, everyone seemed
tremendously pleased about this rain—all

except me. I wanted to play golf.

Even Sandstorm Is Unusual

The next Saturday I played golf at

Rancho with Nat Rothstein in a Santa
Ana sandstorm. I asked Nat if this was
a usual thing out there and he said,

“Nothing of the kind. This is very un-

usual. It never happened before.”

I was glad to hear that, because it is

very difficult to putt successfully in the

face of a sandstorm and driving with
your toes dug into a tee and braced
against a ninety-mile gale of sand and
wind is what I call an unusual experi-

ence. The most unusual part was that

I won money from Nat on that unusual
day. However, he took his revenge the
next Saturday when the day was less un-
usual.

To Bow or Not to Bow?
These are just a few of the unusual

features of this amazingly hospitable and
warm-hearted land.

I hadn’t been in town more than ten
minutes before I discovered that appear-
ances are entirely deceptive. I saw in

rapid succession eleven men to whom I

bowed and who bowed politely to me,

—

too politely. In confusion I realized that
my acquaintance with them didn’t extend
beyond the screen. I had never met
them. I was just pondering on this

strange fact when I almost snubbed John
Adolphi because I was afraid he was an-
other screen acquaintance; but he turned
out to be my chief golf opponent in

California.

An Apostle of Beards

You are certainly in a great quandary
to know whether to bow to people on
the streets of Hollywood or not. But I

submit when you see a dignified gentle-

man at a golf club with a long
.

gray
beard covering his sweater, wearing a
golf cap and horn-rimmed glasses, start-

ing out with a bag of clubs, normal curi-

osity would make anyone pause. I looked
at this apparition for several moments
before I realized that the apparition was
smiling at me, and it took several more
before I realized that said apparition

was Robert Edeson.
“For the love of Mike, what are you

wearing a beard like that for?” I asked,
before I realized that he was playing
one of the Apostles in “The King of

Kings.”

Federal Censorship
in Canada Proposed
by U Women’s Leader

(Special to the Herald)

OTTAWA, Dec. 7.—Miss C. I. Macken-
zie, of the National Federation of Univer-
sity Women in Canada, has made a plea
to the McGill Alumnae Society at Montreal,
Quebec, for a study of censorship in Can-
ada with a view to obtaining Federal mov-
ing picture censorship in the Dominion, re-

placing the present system of provincial
censorship boards. This move followed the
recent banning of important british and
other pictures by the Quebec Board.

Paramount Shows Three
Long Run Pictures on
Broadway Concurrently

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Dec. 7.—Paramount has
three long run pictures showing on Broad-
way. “Old Ironsides,” the third of the trio,

opened at the Rivoli last night. The others
are “Beau Geste,” showing at the Criterion,
and “We’re In the Navy Now,” showing at
the Rialto.

“Beau Geste” and “Old Ironsides” are
showing at $2 top. “We’re In the Navy
Now” is going at popular prices at the
Rialto. The weekly average gross for the
picture is said to be $36,000.

Judges Selected for
Laemmle-Hugo Essays

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Dec. 7.—Judges have been
chosen for the Carl Laemmle-Victor Hugo
Scholarship award campaign, previously
announced in connection with “Les Miser-
ables,” Universal Film deFrance produc-
tion soon to be released. The judges will
include President Nicholas Murray Butler
of Columbia University; Dr. John J.
Tigert, U. S. commissioner of education;
Dr. Ernst Crandall, director of visual
education in New York City; Dr. Thomas
Finnigan, chairman of visual education of
the National Education Association, and
Octavus Roy Cohen, author.
Eleven awards will be given, one total-

ing $1,000 and ten of $500. The essays,

on “What Ideals for Life Do You Find in

Les Miserables?” are to be submitted be-
tween January 1 and February 28 under
present plans.

F.B.O. Buys Three Big
Stories for Production

NEW YORK, Dec. 7.—Three big
stories which F. B. O. has bought for
picturization were announced last week.
They are “The Windjammers of Glouces-
ter,” “Little Orphan Annie,” and “Down
Our Way.”

Fred Larson Buys Chain
(Special to the Herald)

SPENCER, IDAHO, Dec. 7.—Fred Lar-
son of Roberts, Idaho, has bought Spencer
H. Lawson’s Spencer circuit of theatres,

located, in Spencer, Roberts, Duboise and
Lewisville.

Sax Signs Director Hogan
(Special to the Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Dec. 7.—Sam Sax has
signed James P. Hogan to direct “The
Final Extra,” newspaper story, for Gotham
Productions. Hogan directed the first three
Gothams ever made.

Bogart Rogers Returns West
LOS ANGELES.—Bogart Rogers, general man-

ager of Douglas MacLean Productions, returned
recently from an Eastern trip.

Novel Santa in Trailers Brings Heavy
Bookings for National Screen Service

Up-To-Minute Kringle Uses Microphone—Airplane Smoke Writes New
Year Greetings in Sky

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Dec. 7.—Live exhibitors
all over the country have been quick to
recognize the value of the trailer as an
aid to their box offices, and in many of
the best houses no program is considered
complete without the advance dope on
future pictures supplied by the trailers.

Theatre patrons, too, are keen for the
trailers and many of these consider the
portions of the pictures shown as part
of the entertainment they pay for when
they buy their ticket.

So strong has the demand for trailers

grown that the National Screen Service,
Inc., the leading company in this line of
business, has prepared special . Christmas

and New Year trailers of a unique nature,
and these are bringing heavy bookings.

In speaking of the holiday trailers, Pat
Garyn said

:

“In the Christmas trailer we get away
from the old-fashioned sleigh-bells, rein-
deers and Santa Claus coming down the
chimney. In place of that, we take Santa
Claus in a radio station.

“In the New Year trailer we combine
the hour glass and as the sand runs
through it into the bottom of the recep-
tacle, an airplane comes out of the sky,
and flies around the hour glass leaving
a trail of smoke.

It is an airplane sky-writing effect and
out of the smoke come “Happy New Year.”
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A NNOUNCEMENT : This department of the HERALD dated December 25 will contain a

“Short Feature Directory” listing product available for Laugh Month and general booking.

This will comprise an important part of the most useful and comprehensive Short Features Section

ever published as a service to exhibitors.

ALL machinery at the command of

. the National Laugh Month Com-
mittee is working overtime getting

out material for the exhibitor in am-

ple time for the January laugh cele-

bration, and what’s more, sufficient

matter of all kinds to fit his needs

for his community.

One of the first notes of assurance

of a record achievement this season

is the evidence that hundreds more
theatres will participate in the drive

this year than last. For example, a

number of large circuits, which had
announced they did not get behind
the idea last year because they

wanted to see how the public would
receive it, have reported to head-

quarters that they are now sold lock,

stock and barrel on the campaign and
will step on the accelerator with both
feet this time.

-X- -X- -X-

T HIS season’s Laugh Month will

be bigger and better by far than

last season’s, the committee says.

Newspapers are stronger than ever

for the project, and the Laugh
Month Committee is preparing a

press sheet especially for their use.

These clip sheets will be sent to every

newspaper in the country.

Arrangements are being made with
virtually every large newspaper syn-

dicate to send out special Laugh
Month material for use by their

clients. This material includes car-

toons, comic strips, humorous col-

umns, editorials and other material

issued by the committee itself.

* * *

FAN publications will carry special

stories, features and art layouts
in the magazines reaching the fans
during January. The humorous pub-
lications, too, will carry special Laugh
Month features.

What members of the committee—

-

all experienced showmen—believe to
be one of the “meatiest” press books
ever issued is being prepared for the
use of exhibitors. Through its con-
tents theatre men will be shown not

only how they can make money by
participating in Laugh Month, but
also how they can profitably carry

out many of the same ideas to their

LAUGH!
Laugh with your patrons and

they’ll laugh with you. And the

way to laugh with your patrons
is to get them real comedies to

laugh at, then let the public
know about them by the most
appealing methods at your com-
mand, through your newspaper
ads and stories, through special

exploitation paper, and through
stunts launched via all these

mediums and your house organ.

Now then. On the next page
in this department is a group of
cuts of individual stars in scenes

from their comedies. It’s a

study of laugh production in

itself. But more than that,

there’s a wide variety of sugges-

tions for special drives to be
had merely from looking at

these pictures, and they are only
a sample.
Make a game out of it. All

like to play games—whether
they admit it or not—and play
means laughter. So give them a

game.
Who can make the funniest

face in your town? Have them
try it out in your theatre. Pre-

pare the way with a week of
boosting for the game in your
newspaper with stories and ads
and in your house organ. You
have plenty of mats of comedi-
ans’ faces , or can get them from
the exchanges. Use a different

one each day for the week. Tell

your public the entries can ap-

pear in costume
, if they wish.

Costumes will bring the best

laughs but announcing it as a
matter of individual preference
will attract more entries to the
game.
Have the audience act as

judge and stage the game before
the comedy.

greater profit throughout the year.

For instance, if an exhibitor so de-

sired, he could divide his Laugh
Month into four weeks—Comedy
Week, Happiness Week, Sunshine
Week, and Fun Week. Any or all of
these weeks are sound, seat-selling

ideas for January or any other
month. Other catch labels be could
put on his campaign to attract the
public could be such descriptions as

“Great Laugh Carnival,” “Monster
Joy Jubilee,” “Big Fun Frolic,”
“Laugh and Grow Fit” celebration.

•X* -X- -X-

THE press book will be cram-jam
full of real, practical showman-

ship ideas that can be put over at

small expense and with compara-
tively little effort. It will contain
stunts practicable for the smallest

house on the farthest side street as

well as campaigns for the most mag-
nificent cinema palaces on the grand-
est boulevard—anywhere.

A full line of accessories is already
in work, and they will be made avail-

able to exhibitor at cost, below cost,

and, possibly in the case of special

mats and cuts, without cost. Acces-
sories will include cloth banners,
cloth pennants, three-sheets, one-
sheets, window cards, trailers, slides,

novelties, cuts, mats, and so forth.

* * *

MEMBERS of the committee are

now working on plans for a

big exploitation contest for exhibit-

ors, and are promising really worth
while prizes—and plenty of them

—

for the best exploitation campaign
during Laugh Month. Details appear
on Page 39.

Salesmanagers of the various mem-
ber companies have been appointed
chairmen of regional Laugb Month
committees. There will be a local

Laugh Month headquarters in each
exchange center. Here the regional
chairmen will work together with the
sales staffs of the various companies
and editors of regional trade papers
in aiding local exhibitors to put over
Laugh Month with a “BANG”!
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Which Is the Best Comedy Face?
It doesn t always take a laugh to get a laugh, the audience s fun palate with a hangdog, woe-
There s a chuckle in the features of each star begone look. What has this to do with Laugh
comedian on this page, yet most of them tickle Month? Much. See the preceding page.

‘Fat ’ Karr, “Kewpie” Ross and “Fatty” Alexander
in F. B. O.’s “The Heavy Parade,” Standard.

Billy Dooley in “Have
Courage,” Educational.

Lige Conley in “King of

the Kitchen,” Fox.

Charles King in “Love’s Hurdle,” Stern Brothers’
“Excuse Makers” series for Universal.

Bobby Vernon in “Wife Shy,”

Educational.

Ben Turpin in “A Prodigal
Bridegroom,” Pathe.

Jimmie Finlayson in “Wise Guys Prefer Bru-
nettes,” Pathe.
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Laugh Month Contest Announced
LAUGH MONTH
CONTEST RULES

Contest open to all exhibitors or theatre

employees responsible for exploitation cam-

paigns.
Campaign can include advertising, posters,

publicity, ballyhoos, contests or any other

form of exploitation.
Description of campaign not over 200

words must be sent with each entry.

Proofs or clippings of ads and publicity

stories and photographs of ballyhoos, dis-

plays, etc., must be submitted.

All campaigns to be eligible for prizes

must tie up with Laugh Month.
If campaign is based on a particular

comedy, the comedy must be in the Short

Feature class (not over three reels).

Any contestant can enter as many
separate campaigns as he desires.

All entries must be received at the office

of the Laugh Month Committee not later

than noon, Feb. 15, 1927.
}

In case of tie, equal award will be made
to all tying contestants.

mm
\

Archer at Denver

For Educational;

First Was Booker

A P. ARCHER, manager of Education-
• al’s Denver branch, entered the busi-

ness world in a very humble capacity and
admits it. After
trying his hand in

several lines of

business, he en-

tered the motion
picture trade in

1919 on his return

with the A. E. F.

from France.
Archer held posi-

tions as booker,

salesman and as-

sistant manager
until he joined
Educational. With
Educational he has
been branch book-
er, part-time sales-

man and manager, having filled the posi-

tion of manager of the New Haven branch
before being assigned to the Denver office.

Archer attended the Barnes Business Col-

lege and Denver University School of Com-
merce after receiving his primary educa-
tion in the Denver public schools.

His hobby is selling and an ambition to

“get on.” Swimming, horseback riding,

hunting and golf are his favorite sports.

A. P. Archer

International Newsreel
Settled in New Offices

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Dec. 7.—The motion pic-

ture department of International Newsreel
is now in new quarters at 251 West Nine-
teenth street. The laboratory and vaults
are also at the new address. The still

photograph department will remain at 226
William street for the present.

Good radio programs can be sent
on short wave lengths as well as
long.

* * *

Sometimes there is better recep-
tion on the short aerial than on the
long.

* * *

Many a short joke is as good as
a long. Many a short comedy takes
as well as a long.

Cash Prizes
On Exploiting
To Total $430

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Dec. 7.—The Na-
tional Laugh Month Committee an-
nounces that it will award $430 in

cash prizes to exhibitors or theatre
employees conducting the best ex-

ploitation campaigns tying up with
Laugh Month during January, 1927.

The prizes will be awarded after

the 15th of February, 1927, and are
divided as follows: First Prize,

$250; Second Prize, $100; Third
Prize, $50; Fourth Prize, $25; three
prizes of $10 each; five prizes of $5
each.

The awarding of the prizes will be in

the hands of a committee of judges con-
sisting of the editors-in-chief of six na-
tional trade publications: William A.
Johnston, Motion Picture News; Frank
Ortega, Moving Picture World

;
Martin J.

Quigley, Exhibitor’s Herald; Arthur
James, Motion Pictures Today; Fred J.

McConnell, Exhibitors Daily Review and
Maurice Kann, Film Daily.

Contest Open to All

The contest is open to all exhibitors,

house managers, publicity representatives or
others responsible for the originating and
executing of theatre publicity and exploi-
tation campaigns. There are no restric-

tions as to the size of the theatre, and the
amount of money spent will not enter into

the decision of the judges, the awards be-
ing made to those who in the opinion of the
jury have conducted the best campaigns
for their particular theatres and under their

own peculiar circumstances.
In the event of a tie in any of the classes,

equal prizes will be awarded the tying con-
testants.

What Campaign May Include

For this contest an exploitation campaign
may include newspaper advertising, news-
paper exploitation tie-ups, straight news-
paper publicity, tie-ups with merchants,

Ten Companies Now
On Laugh Bandwagon
NEW YORK, Dec. 7.—Three com-

panies have joined the Laugh Month
band wagon since announcement of
the original contributors was made at

the recent luncheon to inaugurate the
second Laugh Month campaign. In
all, ten companies producing or dis-

tributing Short Features are notv par-

ticipating financially in the drive.

The three firms whose definite com-
mitments have been received since the

first announcement are Film Booking
Offices, Rayart Pictures Corporation
and Hal E. Roach Studios. The others
participating in the campaign include
Pathe, Educational, Universal, Chris-
tie, Weiss Bros., Jacques Kopstein and
Life Publishing Co.

Several other independent produc-
ers of short comedy product are ex-

pected to join in the campaign within
the next few days.

straight street ballyhoos, straight theatre
ballyhoos or any other form of exploita-
tion stunt. In submitting an entry in this

contest, the exhibitor should describe each
factor in his campaign in detail, as the
judges will consider the campaign as a
whole and take into consideration the co-
ordination of the various factors of the
campaign.

Entries can be sent in any time during
January, but no entry will be eligible if re-

ceived at the offices of the Committee later

than noon, February 15, 1927.

Exhibitors may use either the blank here-
with in sending in their entries, or they
may give the required information without
using blanks.

Mail to National Committee
All entries must be mailed to the Na-

tional Laugh Month Committee, 469 Fifth
Avenue, New York, so that they will be
received by the Committee before the clos-

ing date mentioned above.
in announcing this year’s Laugh Month

exploitation contest for exhibitors, the

Committee stresses the fact that the exhibi-
tor cannot get busy too soon in thinking
of his campaign. The press book, it is an-
nounced, is rapidly nearing completion, and
should be in exhibitors’ hands this week.

Laugh Month Exploitation

Contest Entry Blank

(Use this coupon to file your entry in the prize contest for the best

Laugh Month exploitation. Send entry to National Laugh Month
Committee, 469 Fifth avenue. New York City.)

Name of Theatre
City or Town
State

Name of Person Responsible for Campaign
(This is the person to whom money will be paid if this entry wins.)

Is theatre first run, second run, or subsequent run
Population of town
Seating Capaity
Was campaign for one day, two days, three days, a week, a month
Was a particular comedy exploited? If so, give title and name of dU
tributing company

(It is not necessary that a particular comedy should be exploited,

it being sufficient if the campaign boosts LAUGH MONTH. But if

a particular comedy is exploited it must be a short comedy ( not
over three reels ) .)
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L.-T. Chain Adds Another Novelty
Ukulele Ike Does
Two Big Weeks at

Plunkett’s Strand
(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Dec. 7.
—“Ukulele Ike,”

king of the uke, sometimes known as

Cliff Edwards, is back at the Strand
theatre this week. Popular demand has

brought this star to Joseph Plunkett’s

Frolic for his third engagement.

Presenting an entirely new program
Edwards keeps his audience applauding
from the time he makes an entrance and
for fully five minutes after he leaves the

stage. Some of the numbers offered

Cliff Edwards

were comic, while others had strains of

sentiment. Being a good showman and
a clever entertainer, “Ukulele Ike” knows
how to please and the crowd at the box
office tells the story.

Broadway producers have been clam-
oring for Edwards’ service, but since his

entrance into the presentation field he
has been one of its biggest boosters and
has passed up several attractive Broad-
way offers to continue in this end of the
business.

Plunkett is holding him over for a
second week at the Strand, and from the
looks of things “Ukulele Ike” is again
to be the greatest presentation attrac-
tion offered in this theatre to date.

Seems This Show Came
Near Passing Chicago Up
Reports on the Chicago Rialto

are to the effect that when Paul
Whiteman learned Ash at the
Oriental intended featuring “The
Rhapsody in Blue,” the same week
Whiteman, also featuring it, was
to open in Chicago, there was
a “How come?” wire from White-
man before the jazz king arrived.
The report goes that Ash did
some long distance telephoning
and a lot of explaining before
Whiteman agreed everything
would be all right. And even so,

the line about “The Rhapsody in

Blue” was dragged out of the
newspaper ads for the Oriental
before the week was old.

Tragedy Hits Performer
But He Goes Into Show

Last Thursday morning Walter Ver-
non, eccentric dancer in the Chicago
Central Park show, received a wire from
a sister in Detroit telling him of the
death of his father and mother in an
automobile crash. Though dazed with
grief by the news Vernon went into the
first evening show and stopped it with
excellent work. He worked the second
show also, and then left for Detroit.

George Givot Returns
to Presentation Stage

(Special to the Herald)

DETROIT, Dec. 7.—George Givot,
singing-dancing comedian who has built

an enviable reputation in the presenta-
tion field, opened at the State, Publix
house, last Sunday.

Recently Givot took a vacation from
presentation and went East for an en-
gagement in the “Follies.” His first date
on returning to the picture houses was
played at the Central Park, Chicago.

Lucille Middleton Goes
Home; Will Rest Awhile
Lucille Middleton, dancer who for

more than a year has been featured in

a fan dance in de luxe motion picture
theatre presentations, has gone to her home
in Kansas City for a rest. Her most re-

cent engagement was at the Stanley,
Philadelphia.

Austin to Play D. C. Met
(Special to the Herald)

WASHINGTON, D. C., Dec. 7.—Gene
Austin is scheduled to play the Metropoli-
tan here the week of December 12.

GirlBand On
Stage Is New
Chicago Try

Novelty Is Constantly Sought

—

New Jazz Unit Furnishes It

On L. T. Circuit

Chicago, which has developed
more presentation novelties than
any other American city, is trying a
new one in Elena Moneak’s girl jazz
band, circuited over the Harding-
Senate-Belmont string of Lubliner
and Trinz houses. The unit played
its first week at the Harding, last

week, and is at the Senate this week.
Jazz bands made up exclusively of

women are not new, and many such
units have played presentation picture
theatres about the country. Few, if any,
however, have had a try at the circuits
in the larger cities. A three-house cir-
cuit is a great field for a male jazz ag-
gregation. It is a still greater one for
a unit made up entirely of women.

Novelty Played to Draw
First in the list of reasons for featur-

ing a girl unit is novelty. Second is

ability to give new—or at least different
—values to music. Nothing startlingly
new can be reported about the Moneak
unit’s manner. Whether the novelty of
the act will last long or not so long rests
with the patrons of the houses to be
played.
Following is a detailed report on the

Harding show for the week ending De-
cember S:

Two girls as heralds carrying trumpets did
a lead into the show out in front of the main
drapes. Main drapes parted and Ruth Gillette

as mistress of ceremonies spoke an introduction
for Miss Moneak. The band opened with “Mary
Lou,” of which the drummer sang a chorus.
This singing bit was not so good. The band
closed the number fast and hot.

Jack Sidney, in comedy full dress, stepped on
at this point and did a couple of gags. Then
Miss Gillette sang “I Can’t Get Over a Boy
Like You,” etc.” On the second chorus 8
chorus boys, in full dress and carrying sticks,

came on and added their voices to that of Miss
Gillette. It was revue stuff and looked better
than it sounded. A couple of the boys sang
so flat they almost ruined the harmonies the
others made. To close this number, the boys
and Miss Gillette did a section of neat dancing.

Susette and Jose, both beautifully costumed,
followed with a tango that went over well.

Morton and Mayo, next up, did their well
known comedy song and eccentric dance num-
ber, landing solidly. A new one in this part
of their act is Mayo’s rolling Morton off the

apron into the orchestra pit. This was good
for a great laugh.
Jack Sidney followed Morton and Mayo with

“She Knows Her Onions,” in which he was
joined farther down by the eight girls as coun-
try lasses in gingham. To close this turn the
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girls shed the ginghams and did a neat step

routine in green jazz costumes.
“Meadowlark,” by the band, was the next

number. It was well done and took a good
hand. Following this

Sidney formally introduced Miss Gillette, who
sang Herbert’s “Sweetheart,” and for big audi-

ence returns. During the running off of this

number two “vision” pictures were created up
and back.

Miss Gillette next announced a girl and boy
dance contest, which was decided by the house
for the boys. This the band started with

“Black Bottom” for music, swung into “Milen-
berg Joys” and went back to “Black Bottom”
to close.

Sidney, in street clothes, did his “Charleston”
novelty recitative and then sang “I Wonder
Where My Buddies Are Tonight,” which went
over better than any of his other numbers.

“Hello, Bluebird,” sung by Miss Gillette with

a Sidney assist, was the next offering. Halfway
down the eight girls and eight boys, all in bright

blazers and whites, came on and went into a

“choo-choo” production offering that was good
stuff and hit hard. It looked like a musical
comedy lift, but was the kind of revue mate-
rial picture houses can use to good advantage.
Morton and Mayo returned and did their bur-

lesque apache, creating gales of laughter. An-
other addition to their act was set into this part

of the turn—reading gags from the newspapers.
Most of the gags landed.
To close, Miss Gillette sang “I’d Love to

Call You My Sweetheart.” Ddwn near the

end the black drapes behind the band were raised,

revealing three sets of stairs on which the girls

and boys of the chorus were spotted, attired in

colorful costumes. The whole finale was a

splash of color and indicated good production
effort back of the show.

Observation : Talk on the Rialto early in

the week was to the effect that the band didn’t

mean much. Maybe that was true early in the

week. The outfit was new in the house and
probably never had played for an act. But
when the show was caught on Friday night the

band was doing much better than the run of

girl bands this reporter has heard, and he’s

heard many of them. Miss Gillette, good look-

ing blonde, is made to order for her role of

mistress of ceremonies, and in addition has a

splendid voice.

For improving the band: The drums and the

brass choir need to be muted considerably. The
drummer at times becomes so ambitious that

half the instrumental effects are killed. The
first trumpet knows her notes and is a big as-

set. Miss Moneak directs with nice economy
of gesture, and her girls respond

_

well. She
probably would look better attired in a tuxedo.

Chicago Chicago
Week Ending December 5

Paul Whiteman brought his show to this house
this week, and what a show it is! What a show
what a band what a leader! And what a re-

ception from what a crowd. Then after he’d

done his stuffs—what an ovation! Paul’s got

everything.
The show in full ran like this

:

Overture: “Four Indian Love Lyrics,” title

taken from James Fitzpatrick music reel, which
ran with orchestral and vocal music, directed by
Adolphe Dumont. Nothing finer than this in all

the wide world for this purpose. Dumont and
his associates deserve a world of praise for what
they did with this number—and Fitzpatrick de-

serves another for the film. “Temple Bells,”

“Less Than the Dust,” “Till I Awake” and

Abbott Ballet

—

Central Park ,
Chicago.

Akimoff, Alexander State, Los Angeles.

Albert, Don and Orchestra State, St. Louis.

Amedio Brothers

—

Central Park, Chicago.

“American Beauties” (Hendrie and Biese, Adele
Gloria, King and King, Hicks Brothers) Am-
bassador, St. Louis.

Andre, Mildred and Co.

—

Rialto, Omaha.
Ash, Paul and Band

—

Oriental, Chicago.

Barrie, Stuart^—Ambassador, St. Louis.
Bernier, Peggy Oriental

,
Chicago.

Brader, Harry and Orchestra Rialto, Omaha.
Brock Sisters

—

Capitol, Chicago.
Connor Twins State, Los Angeles.
Covington, Esther Capitol, Chicago.
Dean Brothers Norshore, Chicago.
Delbridge, Del and Band Capitol, Chicago.
Demeaux and Hamilton Revue Norshore, Chicago.
De Merle, Dorothy Missouri, St. Louis.
Dolores and Eddie Grand Central

, St. Louis.
Dumont, Adolphe and Orchestra

—

Chicago, Chicago.
Fisher, Max and Band State, St. Louis.
Foursome Oriental, Chicago.
Gillette, Ruth—Harding, Chicago.
Givot, George Central Park

,
Chicago.

Graham, Danny Strand, Omaha.
Jensen, Axel—Capitol, Chicago.
Kahn, Sammy and Band Central Park, Chicago.
Keates, Henri A. Oriental, Chicago.
Kent, I. ee, Metropolitan

, Los Angeles.
Lane, Drury Metropolitan, Los Angeles.
Lang, Arthur

—

Missouri, St. Louis.

“Kashmiri Song” are the four numbers com-
bined in the reel.

Newspicture, including “Chicago Daily News”
views of Army-Navy game. (They advertised
these out front.) Pit accompaniment.
Murtagh doing “Bird’s-eye View of My Old

Kentucky Home” on the organ and sticking in

“Rock Me to Sleep in My Old ’Tucky Home”
(an oldtimer worth reviving) and “Kentucky
Home” for adornment, finishing with vocalist in
organ loft singing chorus. Good returns.

Paul Whiteman and his band working in white
uniforms and paralyzing the house. Among his
numbers were “The Girl Friend,” “How Many
Times” (sung by his trio), “Rhapsody in Blue”
and “When Day Is Done.” Wilbur Hall, who
does impossible things with a trombone, also
worked an eccentric comedy fid number for
gales of applause. The trio, great looking chaps
who sing softly, but how, got similar returns.
The featured trumpeter is a show—and a band

—

in himself. So are the pianists. But it is

Whiteman himself, whose personality, announce-
ments and such have the world stopped, who
gets and deserves the credit for the best enter-
tainment yet sent out oyer the Publix route.
For the benefit of musicians present who want

what should be an expert report on the tech-
nical aspects of the unit, here’s what Edward
Moore, stiff collar music critic of “The Chicago
Tribune,” wrote about it

:

“Paul Whiteman and his orchestra are at the
Chicago theatre this week—they are to be at

two other Balaban & Katz theatres for two weeks
after this one—and it is worth dropping in to

hear them if only to inculcate a humble mind.
For the Whiteman organization is so agile, so
alert, that it makes other orchestras, symphonic
or operatic, sound sluggish and heavy footed by
comparison.

“There is a trombonist who is simply incred-
ible in his speed ; a couple of trumpeters who
sound three or four notes higher than anything
you will find in symphonic or orchestral scores,
and do it merely as part of the day’s work

;
a

clarinetist who takes a glissando slide for home
along about half an octave ; a saxophonist whose
tone is a fine and lovely art; a banjoist, a pair
of pianists, people who play half a dozen differ-

ent instruments and think nothing of it.

“And when Mr. Whiteman announced yester-
day that the next number would be the “Rhap-
sody in Blue” the audience exploded into ap-
plause.

_
What other major native composition

or foreign either, can equal that greeting in

America?”
Observation: If it is possible to set a band

show into the Chicago theatre for the purpose
of keeping that house as permanently packe 1

as Ash keeps the Oriental, Paul Whiteman’s is

the show for the stand. And his reported Pub-
lix figure ($9,500 weekly) would be a moderate
one for the effect he’d have on this box office.

On his opening night he was as intimately po^
ular with his audience as Ash is with his, yet
the styles of the two men—and their music—are
different enough to permit featuring them in

houses a block apart.

Chicago Central Park
Week Ending December 4

(Last Half of Week

)

To produce two shows a week is no small task
for any man, yet the Harry Gourfain (producer),
Sammy Kahn (conductor and master of ceremo-
nies) combination has been doing very well at this
house for months and shows no signs of dropping
off. The show for the last half of last week,
though caught on opening night, looked well and

Loomis Twins^—Ambassador, St. Louis.
MacFarland, Helen Grand Central , St. Louis.
Marseilles, Maurine Central Park

, Chicago.
Maye, Edythe—State, Los Angeles.
Moneak, Elena and Band—Harding, Chicago.
Morgan, Gene and Band—State, Los Angeles.
Morton and Mayo—Harding, Chicago.
Murray and Levere—State, Los Angeles.
Murtagh, Henry B. Chicago , Chicago.
Norman, Karyl

—

Missouri
, St. Louis.

Perkins, Johnny—Central Park
, Chicago.

Rennie, Orville—Grand Central
, St. Louis.

Rice, Edgai^—Capitol, Chicago.
Rizzo—Capitol, Chicago.
Rodemich, Gene and Band—Grand Central

,
St.

Louis.
Rose, Irving and Orchestra Ambassador

,
St.

Louis.
Sidney, Jack Harding

, Chicago.
Silverman, Dave and Orchestra Missouri

,
St.

Louis.
Slosser, Milton—Missouri, St. Louis.
Small, Paul—Oriental, Chicago.
Sorel and Gluck—Oriental, Chicago.
Stadler and Duffin—State, Los Angeles.
Susette and Jose Harding

,
Chicago

.

Vernon Serenaders Metropolitan
, Los Angeles.

Vernon, Walter Central Park ,
Chicago.

Watson, Milton Norshore
, Chicago.

Webb, Louis—Rialto, Omaha.
Wells and Winthrop Oriental, Chicago.
Whiteman, Paul and Orchestra

—

Chicago
,
Chicago.

Wong, Joe Norshore
, Chicago.

the house loved it. The show here reported,
titled “You Must Come Over,” ran thusly

:

Drapes parted revealing colonial-house drop, in
front of which worked the band, the men attired
in tuxedos. “How I Love You” was the opening
band number, into which Kahn set a vocal section.
Following, in number one position, were the

Amedio Brothers, musical combination playing
accordion and sax-clarinet, accordion and clarinet,
accordion and sax and, to close, two accordions.
Amedio the elder, long one of the finest accordion
players in the business and one worth the money

,to any picture house, has reshaped his act with
the addition of the other man and the other instru-
ments. The act as here reported is new and had
a few rough spots in it. Amedio the former
single has enough experience to smooth these
roughnesses. The other half of the team is able.
Practice in duet is what the boys need. They
played a series of popular numbers, the band
backgrounding, and once or twice becoming too
loud. Following the Amedios were

Fern, Anderson, Melba Cordes, Muriel Moore
and Emily Perbohner, Abbott girls, singing “Nize
Baby” and putting four dolls through a trance
routine. This number was one of those “cute”
things that picture house stage shows need. But

SYMPHONIC
I HAWLEY I

I Original

Singing

Dancing I

ORGANIST
Covent Garden Theatre

CHICAGO

60 Acts Reported in This Issue
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it must be reported the conception was a shade
better than the execution.

Clem Dacy followed the girls, singing "For
My Sweetheart,” “Breezin’ Along with the
Breeze” and "Hello, Bluebird.” The house went
strong for the last one and demanded, and won,
an encore.
George Givot, singing-dancing comic, followed,

entering to a reception. "Hello, Swanee” was his
opener, done with less bouncing and gesturing
than he was using in his work a few months ago,
and going over nicely. “I’m Single Again” was
his second number; “How Could Red Riding
Hood Have Been So Very Good” his third.
Then on audience demand he sang “Peoria.”
Plenty of steam in Givot’s work, much improve-
ment, and enough comedy to spice it all. The
manner in which “Swanee” was done hinted a
switch into the type of ballad singing that would
be another good addition to Givot’s list of talents.
Maurine Marseilles was next up, singing "Sun-

day” and “My Baby Knows How” and doing
her usual step-kick stuff.

Walter Vernon, working under a handicap of
tragedy, did a soft shoe and then a kind of
burlesque B'lack Bottom and .stopped the show.
On house demand he did an encore turn that
was effectively simple.
Johnny Perkins followed Vernon, singing "So’s

Your Old Lady” and "My Dream of the Big
Parade.” The second number landed for an en-
core, for which he did “Two Ton Tessie.” None
of these is new, but the house liked ’em.
“Lucky Day” by the band was used for the

finale, in which the principal other-than-band
performance was contributed by the four Abbott
girls.

Chicago Capitol
Week Ending December 5

“Goodbye Blues,” Del Delbridge’s second show
at this house, didn’t do what a world-beater does
on the Friday evening it was caught, but it did
show what’s wanted by Capitol patrons. That
what’s-wanted is hot jazz and plenty of it, if
reaction to the various offerings comprising the
show is indicative. The show ran:
Opening: "I’m On My Way Home” by band

in somewhat spiritless fashion and without caus-
ing much excitement. Then Delbridge an-
nounced

—

Edgar Rice, singing "Roses of Picardy” to fair

returns, Rice apparently battling a cold, giving
"Just a Little Longer” for an encore.
Axel Jensen, who isn’t Swedish but colored,

came on then to step to “Stomp Your Stuff” and
his hot hoofing contrasted with the preceding
ballad to give the show its first good hand. He
came back twice to do more. Then Delbridge
announced—

Brock Sisters, harmony singers, doing "I’d
Love to Call You My Sweetheart” and “Tellin’
the World.” They played safe by not leaving
between numbers, although they harmonize pretty
well and need just a little more zip and color
to collect handclaps.

Rizzo, accordionist out of the band, then did
“Nola,” “Sister Kate” and “Waiting for the
Sunrise,” warming up as he went along and
drawing help from a fiddler pantomiming back
of him.

Production: Rice and unannounced girl violin-

ist back of scrim doing “Can’t Get Over a Girl
Like You, etc.” This didn’t do so well, partly
because of a seeming slip-up in lighting which
kept much of it a secret from the folks out front.

Esther Covington, announced as from Tennes-
see, singing “Ain’t Got Nobody Much” and kid-
ding with Delbridge. One encore.

Evolution of the Black Bottom—the opening
dance number of which, a jungle thing, got rid

of several customers and left the rest in deep
apathy—closing with six girls doing the familiar
stuff up and back and everybody on for a finale

which somehow didn’t hit as it should. (It was
getting pretty late.)

Observation: Delbridge seemed a little better
set the second week, personally, but his band
doesn’t steam up, nor attempt anything tricky,
and the talent doesn’t set any new high records.
Neither does Delbridge play the piano, which is

what he is best known for doing. The way the
Friday night audience warmed up to the few
hot jazz numbers and cooled off on the parlor
stuff seems to give the cue as to what to do
next.

Chicago Norshore
Week Ending December 4

(Last Half)

This house, doing presentations under a split-

week policy, is one of the few remaining in

Chicago that works the orchestra in the pit and
keeps to the older manner of running off the
stage shows. For the period here reported the
program was as follows:
Milton Watson, lately seen principally in the

neighborhood houses, singing “Because I Love
You,” “I’d Love to Call You My Sweetheart,”
“Cherie,” and, for an encore, “When the Apples
Fall Off the Lilac Bush.” He went over as

usual, and it seems there are folks even this far

out who know him. Following Watson was
“Topics of the Day” after which
Joe Wong, Chinese jazz singer, was discovered

in the pit giving his clever imitation of Cliff

Edwards and his uke, and of Sophie Tucker sing-
ing “Turkish Towel.” It is quite certain he
would have gone over better if he had omitted
the dirty story. Someone seems to have sold him
a poor idea and someone else doesn’t seem to
care that he follows it through.
Next on was the
Demeaux and Hamilton Revue, with the Dean

Brothers. This is a vaudeville act, and was run
off in the vaudeville manner, featuring comedy,
classical and acrobatic dancing. Demeaux and
Hamilton are themselves clever, but the act is

greatly bolstered by the good work of the Dean
B'rothers, two well-appearing young men who are
among the ablest dancers currently appearing in
Chicago picture houses.

Chicago Oriental
Week Ending December 5

Paul Ash did a handsome thing this week by
way of tribute to Paul Whiteman, who’s at the
Chicago a block away. Ash used Whiteman’s
“Rhapsody in Blue” for the big item in his pre-
sentation and built upon it the best production
bit (and it wasn’t a “bit”) that he and McDer-
mott have turned out. With Whiteman using the
thing as a straight musical number and Ash doll-
ing it up in this fashion, there was no possibility
of the folks comparing the orchestras. This left
the Ash effort as just what he announced it, “a
tribute to the greatest of all jazz leaders,” and
shat a tribute it was 1

Henri A. Keates at the organ—still using the
deadly “Clear Your Throat” slide and—but why
go on?

Opening: Orchestra in pit playing for Paul
Small to sing lyrics introducing madeup David
Belasco, Ziegfeld, White and other producers
before leading up to Ash as best of all talent
pickers—title of show being “Ash’s Pickin’s”—

-

each producer appearing with two gals and
making big flash. After this Ash announced—

Blackout—the one about the cop and the
dame who steals his pants—which didn’t do a
thing so far as applause is concerned but gave
the orchestra time to get backstage in position
to play

—

“Song of the Vagabonds”—the Chicago hit of

hits since the Army sang it at the Army-Navy
game.
The Foursome followed and could have stayed

on all night. The boys are running low on
numbers but getting better (if possible) and
don’t need A1 Kvale’s good but misplaced
comedy to get them over. It was hard to shut
off the applause so the band could play

—

“Hello, Bluebird” with Ash’s pianist deco-
rating it like a birthday cake in a solo stretch.

(Boy’s a whale.)
Production: “Half a Moon Is Better Than

No Moon at All” with Paul Small and lots of

others singing while a set up and back is used
to work the thing out. Not great, but good
enough in view of the bigger production later

on.
Peggy Bernier, back at this house after a

West Coast run and welcomed by the fans, sing-

ing “Everything’s Made for Love,” “Rags,”
“O, How He Can Play His Ukulele” and “Me
Too.” “Rags” is a sobsong she shouldn’t sing.

The others are deep blue, lyrically as well as

harmonically, and in her line. Ash broke the
news that she’s making records now, “Me Too”
being her first.

Wells and Winthrop, dancers previously re-

ported in these columns, young men with fleet

feet.

Paul Small singing “Where You Worka,
John” with everybody getting on for innumer-
able extra choruses. Earle and Bell do it bet-

ter—much.
“Rhapsody in Blue” played by the band while

allegorically costumed dancers work out spoken
dramatization of number in which Music
(feminine) meets Jazz (masculine) and romance
ensues. Felicia Sorel and Senia Gluck did the
leads, with a big ballet going along, the whole
being staged with utmost class and disregard
for cost items. Any producer in the wide
world should be glad to sign his name to this

effort, and it hit ’em like that.

Observation: This new show business is

getting on.

Los Angeles State
Week Ending December 3

Loews State theatre presented Gene Morgan and
his band in a Fanchon and Marco idea last week.
Though it included no elaborate stage presentation,
the bill was accorded an enthusiastic reception,
possibly due to the good work of Gene Morgan,
and his popularity. The show ran as follows:

Band started playing a hot number before the
curtain went up. After curtain went up, Morgan
came on for a dance and song number. Good
hand resulted.

Stadler and Duffin in a rag-doll dance put
across one of the niftiest bits of terpsichore the
patrons have recently witnessed. A good hand
here.
The Connor Twins, two pretty girls who can

harmonize, sang “Red, Red Robin,” and then
danced delightfully for a couple of encores.

Alexander Akimoff, Russian basso, sang “The
Volga Boatman,” and a couple of other semi-
classic numbers, while Morgan gagged at his
expense. This portion of the bill was extremely
entertaining.
Murray and Levere, girl and boy with an ac-

cordion, a holdover from the preceding week,
made last week’s mistake again. They are good,
extremely good, but they stay on too long; they
do so many encores that their earlier good work
is forgotten.

Edythe Maye in a singing and dancing number
fell flat until she teamed with Morgan. As soon
as she did this there was entertainment, especially
when they danced the Black Bottom. Morgan is

an expert buck dancer as well as a subtle
comedian. These two practically closed the show.
A huge floral offering was presented to Gene
Morgan and judging from this enthusiasm at this
performance West Coast will do well to let him
occupy Rube Wolfs’ job permanently.
There were no elaborate stage decorations or

sets. The orchestra occupied the usual shell,
while a huge black velvet curtain hung at the
back. There were a few bright colored drapes
overhead and at sides.

Los Angeles Met
Week Ending December 3

Publix Theatres presented “Way Down South,'’
at the Metropolitan last week and the stage spec-
tacle was about the most elaborate yet presented.
It consisted chiefly of a huge watermelon, one-
third the size of the stage. A knife was run
through the melon, apparently. The outside half
was drawn aloft, disclosing a colored band in the
heart of a huge red melon. The presentation
closed with a great burst of applause. Eddie
Peabody has been sent to San Francisco Publix
theatres and a youth from the band made the
few announcements. The bill ran as follows:

The band played plantation melodies and ended
with a hot jazz number which was applauded
roundly. An orchestra member sang the chorus
of one of the songs.

12 Metropolitan girls did a buck dance which
brought excellent results. They did an encore.
A colored male singer sang “Caroline,” nicely

and did an encore.
Another colored man danced a hot buck dance

and repeated the chorus for an encore.
The band next played a hot number and each

member sang, for fair returns.
Lee Kent sang a couple of rag songs and com-

plied with a demanded encore.
12 Metropolitan girls, each carrying a miniature

darky girl dancing doll, stayed on too long for

good results. Their work was clever, though.
Drury Lane sang “Tonight You B’elong to Me,”

and got a good hand. He sang another song for

a demanded encore.
Vernon Country Club Serenaders occupied the

watermelon mentioned above and closed the show
with all lights darkened. The silhouette added
beauty to the finale.

Omaha Strand
Week Ending December 3

Danny Graham, eccentric dancer, featured solo

at the Strand last week, is as nimble as anyone
on his feet, but he does not confine his perform-
ance to his feet. Dancing on his knees is his

specialty. All in all, his entertainment pleased
patrons at the Strand during the week.

Graham recently completed a year’s engagement
in England. He enjoys being back on the Amer-
ican stage, saying theatrical conditions in Eng-
land and France are “spotty”—sometimes good
and sometimes bad. Americans, however, are
steady theatregoers.
The music of the week was furnished by Sut-

ton’s orchestra, which played “II Trovatore” as

its principal number, and Albert Sand at the
organ with “For My Sweetheart” as a special

number.

Abe Lyman Will Do 20
Weeks with West’ Coast

(Special to the Herald)

LOS ANGELES, Dec. 7.—Abe Lyman
and his orchestra will play a 20-week date

with West Coast Theatres at the local Up-
town theatre under the terms of a contract

just signed by the orchestra director and
West Coast. Lyman’s engagement begins
December 24.

Leonardi Directs Skouras Music
(Special to the Herald)

ST. LOUIS, Dec. 7.—Leonid Leonardi,
Russian pianist, who has been in the
United States but a short time, has joined
Skouras Brothers as general director of
music at the Ambassador theatre, newest
Skouras house.
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THE THEATRE
Q_AjT)epartmmt ofPractical Showmanship

M

RUSSEL B. MOON handled the big
job of exploiting the new Paramount
theatre and building since January 1.

La Plante’s Double
Becomes “Cinderella”

rHERE is a little girl in Cleveland
who no longer thinks that the Cin-

derella story is a fairy tale. She’s just
had the biggest night in her life—all

because she happens to look more like
Laura La Plante than anyone else in

her city and Keith’s Palace had booked
Laura’s “Her Big Night.”
Some time before the picture was due

to open, the Cleveland Press started a
big campaign to find the young woman
who most resembled the Universal
beauty. When she was located she was
given “The Big Night of Her Fife.”
She started out on this fairy-like day

in a Nash car driven by a liveried chaf-
feur. She was motored to the May
store where she picked out the ward-
robe for “her big night.”
The afternoon was spent at Keith’s

Palace. At 8:30 she made a personal
appearance on the stage. At six a din-
ner was given her at the Statler Hotel
where a parlor suite and a personal maid
had been placed at her disposal all day
and night. In the evening she and her
party were entertained by the Ohio
theatre where Otis Skinner was playing.
Her box was the attraction for all eyes
until the performance began.
After the theatre she was the guest

of Cleveland’s leading night club.

In return for all these courtesies she
wrote a special story for the Press on
“My Big Night,” which broke during
the run of the picture, and was the lead-
ing woman in a motion picture taken of
her eventful day.

EASY AS Falling

Off A LOG
—to break into

the newspapers

—by using copy
from The Studio

WH\ not break into the newspapers? Public servants such as mail carriers,

schoolmarms and newspapers are morally and often definitely obliged to
serve up the dish that the master orders.

You’re in a game that is more attractive than any other when attractiveness
refers to the general appeal to the public. Few men or women have any interest
in the manufacture of paving blocks or the art of designing graveyard markers.
It’s not difficult to find men and women willing and anxious to get into the
showbusiness.

There is fascination in it for the public. They want to know about it and
it’s up to you to tell them.

If the local newspaper doesn’t devote eight columns of text in each issue

of twelve pages he is missing a chance to make himself solid with his readers.

And you are missing an asset which is due you.

In an article a half year ago under the heading “You Must Break Into the
Newspapers” we attempted to explain how local events could be made useful
to the newspaper editor. Now there are other items which are even more
easily obtained.

Each month the HERALD prints a Studio Section which contains from
24 to 48 pages of material written in the Hollywood and New York studio
fields. HERALD staff writers prepare much of the copy; their writing con-
sists of news and features obtained by direct contact with stars, directors and
producers; their messages are “all wool.”

A number of well known stars, directors, scenario writers and other studio

In the Three Centuries parade on Broadway Paramount’s “Beau Geste” float ap-
peared as above.
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luminaries are writing about subjects that are of wide interest to motion pic-

ture fans.

Those fans are interested in knowing, for example, that Cecil B. De Mille

has been found the most valuable director in pictures : that a company in

Chicago has been charged with selling Patsy Ruth Miller’s signature and tes-

timonials to advertising companies without her consent : that Jimmie Adams
and Bobby Vernon with a dozen other stars last month stepped into a church
bazaar and by their own ability raised the funds for a new church building:

that of every 100 telephone calls at First National’s studios 45 are from girls

seeking employment. But there are columns and columns of such items in

The Studio. And if you show it to your newspaper editor it will be as easy

to get it printed as falling off a log.

* * *

Paramount’s House Organ Is Paramount
Paramount’s house program for the new theatre’s first showing in New

York is the acme of house organ publication. Its 100 pages of thoroughly
thought out messages pivot around “The Romance of Paramount Pictures by
Terry Ramsaye” which is surely a romance. It reads like a pound of fiction;

we know it is not fiction.

James R. Quirk’s tribute to Adolph Zukor tells a lot in a few words. It is

here that you read of Mr. Zukor that in 1913 “before D. W. Griffith had ever

conceived the idea of making ‘The Birth of A Nation’ he demonstrated his

appreciation of the ability of the great director by offering him the unheard
of salary of fifty thousand dollars a year. Just a short time after this he took

the ‘Biograph Blond’ and emblazoned the name of Mary Pickford all over

the world as the first motion picture star.”

A painstaking description of the Hall of Nations, the five story arch and
the Elizabethan Room of the new theatre provides that part of the contents

which no complete house program could do well without. It has been written

by Harold B. Franklin, vicepresident of the Publix chain.

The copious number of advertising accounts represented in the handsome
book suggest that it has well paid it own way.

* * #

Remley Issues Big Sheet for Opening
The Richmond Item, a sixteen page newspaper, was a special section in-

serted in the regular issue of a Richmond, Ind., daily when M. E. Remley of

the Remley Realty Corporation announced the opening of the new Ritz

theatre. Remley adhered strictly to news style in his house paper with type

and text pointing up every valuable feature of the new theatre. His paper
is half the size of the regular newspaper. Its first page is flashy with a two
line streamer in red while a third line is in black bold face type.

The entire paper is a reminder of Lubliner & Trinz Illustrated News, which
became widely known a year ago under the administrative talents of Louis P.

You must look closely to see the small spectacles called “pop eyes” by the
children who received them as a gift from Billy Michaelson, manager of
Aschers Lane Court theatre, Chicago, when he gave a “Pop Eye Matinee”
for the Fox picture, “Whispering Wires.”

Joe Mayer contributes the above sug-
gestion as a cover design which he
will use in two colors on the Christ-
mas number of the Palace Review,
Hamilton, Ohio.

Merchants’ Exposition Is

Successful for Moule
BRANTFORD, ONT., Dec. 7.—The

Temple theatre, staged a merchants’ ex-

hibition in the lobby of the house, 18

local business firms having displays. The
Brantford Expositor ran four special

pages on the trade fair and the theatre

was mentioned freely. Ernie Moule is

the manager of the Temple.

Red Grange in “One Minute to Play”
appealed to Arkansas City, Kan., fans
when John Creamer advertised the

F. B. O. picture. John is another new
champion of the white space in ad-

vertising idea.
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White space in advertising is valuable
to me, says H. G. Olson, Jeffris thea-

tre, Milwaukee. He offers an exam-
ple in the ad for the First National
attraction “Syncopating Sue.”

Children Draw Heads of

Silverstreak for Tickets

to See “Silent Flyer”
When “The Silent Flyer,” the Univer-

sal serial produced in the snow country
with Malcolm McGregor, Louise Lor-
raine and Silverstreak, the wonderful
dog, in the leading roles was booked into

the Columbia Theatre in Sharon, Pa., J.

C. Fisher, the manager, tied up with the

Sharon News-Telegraph for a contract

which drew space in the center of the

front page of the paper. The opening
story, under a two bank head, announced
prizes of tickets to the Columbia Theatre
for the ten children who drew and col-

ored the best heads of Silverstreak. A
line cut of the dog’s head was run in the

paper for several days and to do away
with the chance of this being traced one
of the rules of the contest was that the

entries be bigger than the original.

This contest drew publicity stories

each day that it ran beside increased ad-

vertising space on the theatre, for the

paper shared in this also.

James D. Kennedy tied up with the
recruiting station in Indianapolis
when Paramount’s “We’re in the
Navy Now” played at the Apollo the-

atre. He posted signs on the station’s

recruiting boards.

Kramer in Chicago. Both sheets are of similar style, make-up and size.

Numerous halftones to intrigue the reader appear in the Richmond Item.

* * *

Kennedy Invites the Navy
James D. Kennedy of the Apollo theatre in Indianapolis, believer in signs,

invited the Navy to the showing of “We’re in the Navy Now.” He made a

hookup with the U. S. Navy Recruiting Station in Indianapolis which gave
him access to the signboards ordinarily used to obtain Navy recruits.

* * *

Creamer Tests New Ad Styles

More white space and design work brings “bricks” from the newspapers,

says John C. Creamer, Burford Theatre company, Arkansas City, Kan., whose
letter below explains his effort to improve his advertising.

Enclosed are three ads part of my newspaper campaign on F. B. O.’s “One
Minute to Play.” I would appreciate your comments.

Perhaps you notice I am using more white space and design work in my ads
recently, and consequently I am receiving plenty of bricks from the newspaper
office.

I also got out 4,000 “passes.” These we distributed at football games'- and on
the street Armistice Day. We also used boys carrying banners at the football games
and at a park where 5,000 persons were witnessing a sham battle put on by the

American Legion boys. We also boosted the activities held here on Armistice Day
in the surrounding newspapers, each ad carrying an underline with “Armistice Day
Theatre Attractions” heading. This with other exploitation gave us a good three

days’ run.—John W. Creamer, Burford Theatre Company, Arkansas City, Kan.

Having noted the white space in the ads enclosed, we find at least double
the worth as contrasted to his ads previously contributed. Were the adver-

tising contest still running in the Theatre Department, it is certain Mr.
Creamer’s ads would bring him the honors this week.

* * *

Now that Christmas numbers of exhibitors’ house organs are under con-

sideration, Joe Mayer, who is advertising manager for the well exploited

Palace theatre in Hamilton, Ohio, suggests a Christmas cover for those who
have not chosen one as yet.

Mayer’s cover is printed in two colors and consists of a photograph of a
mother and her young son on “Saturday Night.” In a corner of the photo
has been inserted the picture of a Christmas tree with the customary wagon,
sled, ball, bats and so forth.

His letter follows in part:

In a few days you will receive the Christmas Issue of the Palace Review. The
cover of this issue is I believe a little different and out of the ordinary, and it might
be that you would like to reproduce it. The cover is printed in two colors. How-
ever, I am enclosing a black proof which should reproduce well.—Joe Mayer, Editor
Palace Review. Advertising Manager, Palace Theatre, Hamilton, Ohio.

* * *

Charley Tells His Patrons
Charley Ryan, manager of the Irving theatre in Chicago, writes good adver-

tising copy. His “Beautiful Snow” appearing on the front page of the Irving’s

latest house program is worth reproducing. Its greatest virtues are brevity

and timeliness.

Charley tells his patrons: “Well, it just had to come—that snow the poets refer

to as ‘beautiful.’ And it is beautiful—to look at from a warm vantage point—for a

while. But how cold when you get close to it—how dirty when it melts—and how
monotonous when you look at it long.

“How pleasant to break the monotony by visiting the Irving Theatre—to be
taken instantly to the far places where the breezes are warm, where flowers are in

blossom, where straw hats are in season—to forget for even a little while the Ice-

bound Here and Now!”
* * *

“White space” in advertising again comes into the conversation when H. G.
Olson of Saxe Jeffris theatre, Janesville, Wis., mentions his now frequent use

of it with good results. Olson sends ads this week as examples, and we’re

going to reproduce some of them if we have to walk over the dead bodies of
eight makeup men at the print shop.

Now, Mr. Olson, aren’t you a little bit sorry that you didn’t try the white

space idea long ago? But think for a minute of a thousand or more exhibitors

who still try to defend their belief that they pay high enough for space in

newspapers” so they’re going to get in all the type they can.

You see after you buy space it’s up to you to make it as valuable as possible

to yourself. Now it’s agreed that big type will be more easily and quickly

read than small type. In other words a 24 sheet attracts more attention than

a want ad. If large type is used reading it necessitates the use of white space.

That is not only practical but reasonable.
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Columbia Picture Plays Hippodrome

Left: William Conklin
plays an important

part in the film.

‘"SWEET ROSIE O’GRADY”—Shirley Mason and Cullen Landis in a dramatic scene. Frank R. Strayer directed from Harry O.
Hoyt’s scenario.

Shirley Mason and
Cullen Landis in a

tense situation.

(L to R) E. Alyn War-
ren, Lester Bernard
and Otto Lederer.

Right: Cullen Landis
and Shirley Mason in

a comedy scene.
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rHIS department contains news, information and gossip on current productions. It aims to supply
service which will assist the exhibitor in keeping in touch with developments in connection with

pictures and picture personalities—and what these are doing at the box office. No prophecies on the
entertainment value of pictures are made. Opinions expressed are simply those of the author or of
his contributors and the reader is requested to consider them only as such.—EDITOR’S NOTE.

ARMY-NAVY GAME NEWS

HAND-LETTERED .card above the

Chicago theatre ticket window last week

announced that newsreel views of the Army-

Navy football game were being shown with-

in. Other downtown and neighborhood

theatres likewise. Here’s a prayer that this

marks the beginning of that long longed-for

era when the priceless screen material cur-

rently found in newspictures will be prop-

erly advertised.

And if you think—but how Could you?

—

that the Army-Navy game wasn’t the great-

est show ever staged you can take my word
for it that it was. In connection with which,

here’s another one of those million-dollar

ideas I delight in giving readers at no cost

whatever:

This Army-Navy game, which drew 110,000

people and would have drawn at least that

many more had capacity permitted, could

have been photographed to make a five-reel

attraction worth a fortune to anybody. Scenes

of cadets leaving schools, making the jour-

ney, greeted on arrival in Chicago, enter-

tained as they were, drills and ceremonies

preceding game, the game, then the farewell.

It’s an epic—and it wouldn’t cost much to

make after permission was obtained. Next

year’s another year and there’ll be another

game of similar magnitude. No charge

whatever for this idea.

“EVERYBODY’S ACTING”

' AKE a good look at this little list of

picture players you know:
Betty Bronson
Louise Dresser
Lawrence Gray
Ford Sterling
Henry B. Walthall
Raymond Hitchcock
Stuart Holmes
Edward Martindel
Philo McCullough
Jed Prouty

It is not a list of the ten best players as

determined by anybody’s contest—it is a

list of the principals in Marshall Neilan’s

“Everybody’s Acting.” And for good meas-

ure, Neilan himself is in the picture for a

couple of close-ups. That makes eleven rea-

sons why it’s a good picture. Add Neilan

as author, Neilan as director and Neilan as

idea and gag man—and you have fifteen

reasons why the fillum’s a gem. And there

are more reasons than that.

This is the sort of picture Neilan does

best, and does just a little better than any-

body else who attempts it. It contains no

This Week
Army-Navy Game News

“Everybody’s Acting

”

“A Harem Knight

”

“The Mighty Smithy

”

“Barbara Worth

”

Our Own Contest

To: James—Fitzpatrick

“Love ’Em and Leave ’Em"

“Movieland”

“Paradise

”

“The Temptress”

“Take It From Me”

More “Magician”

“The Better ’Ole”

It’s Thomas

Griffith hurricanes, no De Mille spectacle, no

hokum of any kind—yet it consists of

hokum and nothing else. The difference

between Neilan’s hokum and anybody else’s

is that Neilan’s is the genuine hokum upon

which we thrive in life—when we do thrive

—or upon which we do our respective flops.

In this instance

—

Neilan tells a neat little yarn about a

group of actors who pretend they’re social

celebs and by so pretending demonstrate

that not only this group of actors and the

celeb they show up but in fact “everybody’s

acting” most or all of the time. And more
or less lefthandedly, but very effectively, he

tells a little love story such as not only can

but do happen.

I’m a little bit batty about pictures like

this. They’re such good pictures to look

at. They are amusement and entertainment

at the same time—there’s a distinct differ-

ence between these two—yet they deliver

as strong a lesson as the weightiest twelve-

reel preachment and certainly a more useful

one than may be found in a dozen brazenly

touted “epics.” I think I like this sort of

a picture just a little better than any other

sort and I hope Paramount keeps Neilan

doing this stuff instead of claptrap like

“Diplomacy.”

“A HAREM KNIGHT”

RANKLY, I’ve never cared much for

Ben Turpin. But in “A Harem Knight” he

does something. So does everybody con-

cerned—and there are lots of them. “A
Harem Knight” is the sort of comedy Mack
Sennett used to make when he didn’t have

a director to make pictures for him. In

other words, it’s a scream.

I’ve always felt badly about Sennett’s

success—not that he didn’t earn it, but that

he quit making his own comedies after the

money began rolling in. I know the effi-

ciency arguments and all those tilings in

favor of the policy which Mr. Sennett

adopted, but they do not constitute adequate

alibi for a man who can make such funny

pictures as Sennett can make when he

wishes to do so. I have a firm suspicion

that, if he did not actually direct this one,

he had more than remote control part in the

manufacture of “A Harem Knight.” Save

for the tagged-on ending, it is just about

perfect slapstick.

“THE MIGHTY SMITHY”

1 HE MIGHTY SMITHY” may or may
not be the first of Robert Sherwood’s car-

toon comics for Educational, but it is the

first I have seen. It is well made and con-

tains one or two nifties that get about the

same reaction as that a reader of Life ac-

cords one of the good jokes therein—which

is a pretty good reaction. In animation and

general appearance it resembles Aesop’s

Fables more than any other current cartoon

reel, but is not very much like Mr. Terry’s

stuff at that, using human caricatures instead

of animals for characters and employing

captional aid of different sort.

I doubt that the busy Mr. Sherwood gets

time to participate at length in the manu-
facture of these things, but his name is on

the main title as having edited this one and

one or two of the gags look like he might

have concocted or at least passed upon
them. Now if he’ll just develop these com-

ics as he has developed the comics in his

magazine. I’ll go to any theatre at any time

to see them.
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Our Own Contest
TF you missed the announcement—this little contest of ours was started three weeks
1 ago for the purpose of shedding the bright light of credit upon unstarred stars
whose work adds so mightily to the brilliancy of the 24-sheeted luminaries. Three
questions have been asked, one each week, and nobody is barred from making reply.
The first three questions are:

J. Who played the part of Ian Keith’s woman-servant in the Fox production of
“The Lily”?

2. Who played the part of the butler in “The Million Dollar Mystery”?
3. Who played the villain to William S. Hart’s hero in the Triangle production

of “Between Men”?
To these questions, Harry F. Storin, whose! letter follows hereinafter, adds:
4. Who played the part of the hobo with Tom Mix in “No Man’s Gold”?
Among the letters received in reply to these questions are the following:

DEAR SERVICE:
You can’t fool an old horsefly. Sidney Bracey was the butler in “The

Million Dollar Mystery.” Now ask who was the cub reporter, fe'male lead,
etc. This is good for brain fag.—JOE HEWITT, Strand theatre, Robinson,
III.

James Cruze was the cub reporter and—if memory plays no tricks—Florence
LaBadie (rest her soul) was the feminine lead.

DEAR SERVICE:
Sidney Bracey was the butler in “The Million Dollar Mystery."—BEN L.

MORRIS, Temple theatre, Bellaire, O.

Harry F. Storin, who hasn’t been in the business nearly so long as Hewitt or

Morris but seems to know his references no less well, writes:

DEAR SERVICE:
If you have a file of “The Film Daily” handy, in the issues of May or April,

1924, you will find where I picked four people for outstanding performances when
they were not starred. The four were Adolphe Menjou, Raymond Griffith, Clara
Bow and Pauline Garon. The first thr^e made the grade shortly after. The fourth
is about to make it, (if my hunch is right) with Gloria Swanson in her next
picture.

All of which leads up to the point which you cover in last week’s issue; the
importance of minor parts. I get a lot of fun in trying to pick winners, or picking
choice types for characterization.

The answer to your query, “Who played Ian Keith’s housekeeper” is : Lydia
Yeamans Titus played it-—AND HOW. She just was the old housekeeper, that’s

all. We must give Shertzinger a bit of credit on this. He gave her the last

scene and it wound the story up with a delightful kick. How about a little credit

to John St. Polis, a real trouper, for his work in “The Lily?” Barry Norton shows
promise. Good looking, acts well, sure to fit in somewhere to advantage.

Now let me ask you one! “Who played the part of the hobo with Tom Mix in

“No Man’s Gold?” Here’s a chap cut out for hobo parts. Fox can use him to

advantage.

Glad you brought up the novel idea and hope it works out as well as I think

it will.—HARRY F. STORIN, Leroy theatres, Pawtucket, R. I.

And now, how’s your memory?

“BARBARA W ORTH”

The flood stuff in “The Winning of

Barbara Worth” is something to mention in

your next letter home. Henry King pro-

duced the picture and no doubt deserves

credit for this and other splendid aspects

of it. And for an excellent re-telling of

Harold Bell Wright’s widely read story.

Vilma Banky is Barbara in the picture

and remarkably good as that character.

Ronald Colman is the engineer and okay.

Both Banky and Colman have roles very

different to their accustomed stuff—particu-

larly in the extremely high grade love pas-

sages—and their handling of these assign-

ments proves them actors as well as stars.

In addition to the flood episode, which

provides the crashing finish, there is a

sandstorm early in the picture which rates

as big stuff. The remaking of the desert

is a big job and it is depicted in a big way.

The whole picture is like that and, although

I did not read the book, I have a feeling

that Mr. Wright’s text has been followed

pretty closely in spirit as well as letter.

OUR OWN CONTEST

contest, which I threatened to dis-

continue, has developed angles which I’m

sure will interest you. Therefore, it is pre-

sented this week in its own space and per-

mitted to go on. Look at the letters from

Storin, Morris and Hewitt and see if you

know the answer to Storin’s question.

TO: JAMES FITZPATRICK

I TAKE this means of informing Mr.

James Fitzpatrick that his music reel, “Four

Indian Love Lyrics,” is a finer thing than I

expected to see on the screen during this

decade. I saw it at the Chicago theatre last

week, where it was used as an overture by

Mr. Adolph Dumont’s excellent orchestra,

and I consider it as nearly perfect as pic-

tures need be made.

Mr. Fitzpatrick’s music reels have held

high place in my esteem since the appear-

ance of his first one. That one was good,

so good it didn’t seem reasonable to expect

improvement, but this one—particularly

when projected in- tempo with the music it

is builded to fit—seems to me better than

any that have gone before.

“LOVE ’EM AND LEAVE ’EM”

T
i_ HE picture bearing this unique title is

a somewhat rambling but very refreshing

little yarn enacted by Louise Brooks, Law-

rence Gray, Evelyn Brent and others. It is

almost, and it may be quite, the picture

that’s going to make Louise Brooks. This

personality is bound to do a sky-rocket when
just the right role conies around.

The story’s about department store work-

ers, two sisters and the boy chum of the

elder, who do more or less reasonable things

and work out a more or less reasonable

romance. It is not fancy, complex or high-

brow. It could happen. I had the idea that

a little more care in developing the character

played by Miss Brent would have made it

seem that it did happen.

Lawrence Gray is the slightly dumb young

man who falls for the older sister first, the

younger one second, and then again the

older one. Miss Brooks is the younger4 sis-

ter, a sort of shoestring gold-digger whose

conquests go on from window dresser

through general manager to millionaire pro-

prietor, and there’s no doubting the char-

acter. Miss Brent is much better than I

expected her to be as the elder sister, hav-

ing seen her most often of late as a rather

headlong figure in crook melodrama.

The picture is what I believe you mean
when you call a production “a good little

movie.”

“MOVIELAND”

T j UPINO LANE is very funny in “Movie-

land,” a comedy which gives him ample

opportunity to do the impossible physical

things he does so well and yet contains sev-

eral gags that are funny in themselves. The

idea is that he’s going to break into a studio

to see the girl whose picture he’s in love

with, that he does so break in, get thrown

out repeatedly, finally staying out. It

doesn’t sound like much, but none of these

comedy outlines do. It works out as a

mighty funny comedy.

“PARADISE”

M ILTON SILLS, Betty Bronson and

Noah Beery are the principals in “Paradise,”

a somewhat different South Sea story. It

devotes quite a lot of footage to getting to

the island, but from there on it’s a hurri-

cane, gathering force and reaching climax in

such a brawl as only Sills and Beery have

given us in recent years. It’s a shorter but

swifter and more interesting battle than

their “Spoilers” bout, which is saying some-

thing.

Sills is Sills, which is a story of impor-

tance complete in itself. Miss Bronson is

first rate, too, and Beery’s leering South Sea

villain is too familiar to need further de-

(Continued on page 51 )
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The Blonde Saint
Distributor: First National

Producer: First National

Length: Undetermined

DIRECTOR.
Cameraman.

SVEND GADE
-r—.Tony Guadio

PLAYERS
Sebastian Maure
Anne Bellamy
Fannia
Annibale
Ilario

Vincent Pamfort.
Andreas
Nino
Anne’s Aunt
Tito

Lewis Stone
Doris Kenyon

Ann Rork
...Gilbert Roland
.Cesare Gravina
..Malcolm Denny

Albert Conti
..Vadim Uraneff
Lillian Langdon

Leo White

TYPE: Romantic drama.

THEME: Hate turned to love and ad-
miration.

LOCALE: A Sicilian fishing village.

TIME: The present.

STORY: A wild living novelist loves

a girl known as “The Blonde Saint.” He
proposes but she says she is on her way
to marry another man. The novelist

gets on the same boat and jumps over-
board with her in his arms. They are
rescued and taken to a small island. The
girl threatens to kill herself, and the
novelist decides to send for her fiance.

Cholera breaks out and the novelist aids

the sick. The girl stays with a young
couple banned because of their elope-

ment. The girl is impressed with the
sacrifice and efforts of the novelist. Her
fiance sends his valet for her and she
realizes she loves the novelist. She saves
him from a murderous native, and con-

fesses to him her love.

HIGHLIGHTS : Scene in which nov-
elist jumps overboard with girl. . . .

Their rescue. . . . Outbreak of chol-
era in village. . . . Efforts of nov-
elist to aid people. . . . Arrival of
girl’s fiance. . . . Her realization
she loves novelist. . . . Rescue of
latter by girl. . . . Her confession
of love. . . . Reconciliation of vil-

lagers and young couple.

Blonde or Brunette
Distributor: Paramount

Producer: Paramount

Length: Undetermined

DIRECTOR RICHARD ROSSON
Cameraman Victor Milner

PLAYERS
Henri Martel..
Fanny
Blanche
Grandmother-
Mother-in-law.
Father-in-law..
Butler
Turney
Hubert
Detective

..Adolphe Menjou
Greta Nissen

...Arlette Marchal
Mary Carr

.Evelyn Sherman

....Emile Chautard
Paul Weigel

Henry Sedley
Andre Lanoy
Henri Menjou

TYPE: Romantic farce.

THEME: The eternal triangle.

LOCALE: Paris.

TIME: The present.

STORY : A bachelor, tired of the wild
crowd he goes with, married a sweet
old-fashioned girl. He leaves his wife in

the care of Blanche, a former friend,

while he goes on a business trip. He
returns to find her a super-flapper and
the house a rendezvous for a fast crowd.
A divorce follows. The husband marries
Blanche, only to regret it when she per-
sists in playing a harp in a dim religious

atmosphere. The ex-wife’s parents ar-
rive on the scene, sent by Grandma.
Fearing they will be disinherited all de-
cide to visit Grandma to convince her
the former husband and wife are mar-
ried. Blanche insists on going, also.

Mixup after mixup occurs at Grandma’s,
until the latter confesses she knows of
the divorce. Blanche is persuaded to

give the husband up and he and his for-

mer wife are reunited.

HIGHLIGHTS : Bachelor’s decision
to leave his wild crowd. . . . His
arrival at Breton watering place and
accidental meeting with Grandma. . . .

His meeting her granddaughter. . . .

Their marriage. . . . Their return to

Paris. . . . His return from business
trip to find wife transformed into flap-

per. . . . Their divorce. . . . His
remarriage. . . . Arrival of former
wife’s parents. . . . Their plot to fool
Grandma. . . . Humorous incidents
as divorcees pretend they are married.
. . . Second wife’s decision to leave
him. ... The reunion.

It

Distributor: Paramount

Producer: Paramount

Length: Undetermined

DIRECTOR CLARENCE BADGER
Cameraman H. K. Martin

PLAYERS
Betty Lou Clara Bow
Cyrus Waltham Antonio Moreno
Monty William Austin
Adala Van Norman... .Jacqueline Gadsdon
Mrs. Van Norman....Julia Swayne Gordon
Molly Priscilla Bonner
First Welfare Worker Eleanor Lawson
Second Welfare Worker Rose Tapley

TYPE: Romantic drama.

THEME: Winning love against great
odds.

LOCALE: A large American city.

TIME : The present.

STORY: A salesgirl determines to

win the affection of her employer, who
has “it”—personality. She succeeds only
in winning the approval of his friend.

He takes her to dinner opposite a party
in which her employer is. The latter

becomes fascinated with her. Settlement
workers attempt to take a baby away
from a girl living with the salesgirl.

The salesgirl says the baby is hers. Her
employer learns of this and insults her.

The friend tells the girl that welfare
workers have gossiped about her to her
employer. She joins the latter’s yacht
party in order to make her employer
propose so she can turn him down. He
asks to marry her but she laughs at him.
He is told the truth by the friend and
everything is righted.

HIGHLIGHTS: Salesgirl’s deter-
mination to win her employer. . . .

Scene in which his friend takes her to
dinner. . . . Fascination of employer
for salesgirl. . . . Welfare workers
attempt to take baby from girl’s friend.

. . . Scene in which she says baby
is hers. . . . Belief of employer that

baby is hers. . . . His scorn of her.

. . . The yacht party. . . . Reunion
of the two.

White Black Sheep
Distributor: First National

Producer: First National

Length: Undetermined

DIRECTOR SIDNEY OLCOTT
Cameraman David W. Gobbett

PLAYERS
Robert Ivincairn Richard Barthelmess
Zelie Patsy Ruth Miller
Enid Gower Constance Howard
Yasuf Erville Alderson
Col. Ivincairn William H. Tooker
El Rahib Gino Corrado
Kadir Albert Prisco
Dimos Sam Appel
Col. Nicholson Col. G. L. McDonell
Stanley Fielding Templar Saxe

TYPE: Romantic drama.

THEME: Regaining faith in women.
LOCALE: London; Palestine.

THE: The present.

STORY : The son of a colonel of the
British Army assumes the guilt of a
theft his fiancee is responsible for. Re-
nounced by his father, and his faith in

women destroyed, he joins English forces
in Palestine. He defends and is saved
by a Greek dancing girl. In the guise

of a deaf and dumb beggar he enters the
camp of a traitorous desert chieftain in

the English service. He is discovered
and tortured, but escapes and takes word
to his father that the chieftain is plot-

ting to sack the town. The conspirators
are outwitted and the boy and his father
are reconciled and he finds happiness in

the love of the dancing girl.

HIGHLIGHTS: Scene in which boy
assumes guilt of theft his fiancee is re-

sponsible for. . . . Renunciation of

son by father. . . . Scene in which
former joins English forces in Pales-
tine. . . . His rescue of dancing girl.

. . . His rescue by girl. . . . His
disguise as deaf and dumb beggar. . . .

His overhearing plot to sack the town.
. . . Scene in which he is discovered
and tortured. . . . His escape. . . .

Battle with conspirators. . . . Recon-
ciliation of father and son.
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New Picture Publication Dates
A Week-to-Week Summary of Facts and Figures Pertain-

ing to New Picture Product Offered the Theatre Booker

Title Producer Distributor Length

WEEK OF NOVEMBER 28th

Going Crooked Fox Fox 5416
Cruise of the Jasper B. Cecil B. DeMille P-D-C 5870
Another Kick Coming Bronte Series Red Seal 700
Issue C. Keeping ’Em Guessing Red Seal 900
Sin Cargo Tiffany Tiffany 6100
While London Sleeps Warner Warner 5810
Travels in Toyland Fox Varieties Foi 1 reel
The House Without a Key No. 2 Pathe Pathe 2 reels
The Divorce Dodger Mack Sennett Pathe 2 reels
Tripping the Rhine Hy Mayer Pathe 1/2 reel

Pathe Review No. 48 Pathe PatJhe 1 reel
Topics of the Day No. 48 Timely Pathe 1/3 reel
Pathe News No. 98 Pathe Pathe 1 reel
Pathe News No. 99 Pathe Pathe 1 reel

For Wives Only Metropolitan P-D-C 5790
Hidden Loot Blue Streak Western Universal 5 reels

Barely Reasonable Mustang Western Universal 2 reels

Roughing It Bluebird Universal 1 reel
George’s In Love Stern Bros. Universal 2 reels

There You Are M-G-M M-G-M 5652

WEEK OF DECEMBER 5th

Love’s Blindness M-G-M M-G-M 6023
Faust M-G-M M-G-M 8110
The Canadian Paramount Paramount 7753
School Daze McDougall Alley Brav 2 reels
The Better Way C-B-C C-B-C 5540
Close Shaves Tuxedo Educational 2 reels
Sweet Baby Cameo Educational 1 reel
Balloon Tired Life Cartoon Educational 1 reel
Much Mystery Mermaid Educational 2 reels
Alice’s Spanish Guitar Winkler F. B. O. 1 reel

House Without a Key No. 3 Pathe Pathe 2 reels
Pathe Review No. 49 Timely Pathe 1 reel
Topics of the Day No. 49 Pathe Pathe 1/3 reel
Pathe News No. 100 Pathe Pathe 1 reel

Pathe News No. 101 Pathe Pathe 1 reel

Her Big Night Jewel Universal 8 reels
The Fighting Strain Mustang Western Universal 2 reels
Hook or Crook Bluebird Comedy Universal 1 reel
The City Fox Fox 5500
Ko-Ko Gets Egg-cited Out of the Inkwell Red Seal 800
Mother, Mother Pin a Rose on Me Ko-Ko Song Car-tunes Red Seal 600
Chicken Cooped Carrie of the Chorus Red Seal 2 reels
Issue 19 Animated Hair Cartoons Red Seal 600

WEEK OF DECEMBER 12th

Just Another Blonde First National First National 5603
Issue 4 Film Reporter Red Seal 900
Issue L Searchlights Red Seal 900
Don’t Kidd Me, Monk Fistical Culture Bray 2 reels
Goose Flesh Hamilton Educational 2 reels
Have Courage Billy Dooley Educational 2 reels

Nic-Na Curiosities Educational 1 reel
Sunbeams Bruce Scenic Novelty Educational 1 reel
The Rainbow Moonlight Bruce Scenic Novelty Educational 1 reel

Felix the Cat Collars the Button Bijou Educational 1 reel

Border Whirlwind F. B. O. F. B. O. 4838
Heavyation Standard Cinema F. B. O. 2 reels

Alice’s Brown Derby Winkler F. B. O. 1 reel

Golf Widows Imperial Fox 2 reels

Overnight from Paris Fox Varieties Fox 1 reel

Issue L Reelviews Red Seal 900
Issue 20 Animated Hair Cartoons Red Seal 600
Pack Up Your Troubles Ko-Ko Song Car-Tunes Red Seal 600
Lazy Lightning Blue Streak Western Universal 5 reels

Galloping Justice Mustang Western Universal 2 reels

Lone Prairie Mustang Western Universal 2 reels

Switching Sleepers Bluebird Universal 1 reel

Jane’s Predicament Stern Bros. Universal 2 reels

Second Hand Excuse Stern Bros. Universal 2 reels

WEEK OF DECEMBER 19th

Blue Black Fistical Culture Bray 2 reels

Cool Off Christie Educational 2 reels

Mister Chump Cameo Educational 1 reel

Why Women Pay Life Cartoon Educational 1 reel

Striving For Fortune Excellent Excellent 6 reels

Red Hot Hoofs F. B. O. F. B. O. 4730
Collegiate F. B. O. F. B. O. 6 reels

Assorted Nuts F. B. O. F. B. O. 1746
(Bill Grimm’s No. 10)

Gold Struck Winkler F. B. O. 1 reel

The White Black Sheep First National First National 6798
Stranded In Paris Paramount Paramount 6106
Issue D. Keeping ’Em Guessing Red Seal 900
Prisoners of the Storm Storm Jewel Universal 7 reels

Sweetheart Daze Bluebird Universal 1 reel

Fox News No. 16
VETERANS OF ITALIAN ARMY GATHER AT
MARBLE VICTOR EMMANUEL MONUMENT TO
MARK 8TH YEAR OF PEACE.

SCOTTO, CHEF OF HOTEL AMBASSADOR, SHOWS
METHOD OF PREPARING TURKEY BEFORE
CAMERA.

TURFMEN FROM ALL PARTS OF WORLD AT-
TEND SALE OF THOROUGHBREDS AND PAY
S245,000 FOR 68 HORSES.

SIR JOHN LAVERY, ONE OF GREAT BRITAIN’S
FOREMOST PAINTERS, VISITS AMERICA.

CAMERA INTERVIEW WITH ADMIRAL VON
TIRPITZ, AUTHOR OF U-BOAT WARFARE
AND KAISERS NAVAL CHIEF.

NEWEST CHAMPION IN MIDDLE WEST IS EARL
NIEHOUSE, WINNER OF CORN HUSKING
TOURNAMENT.

ANCIENT SPANISH PRISON CONVERTED INTO
BATHING POOL AND LONE STAR LASSIES
TAKE FIRST PLUNGE.

F. TRUBEE DAVIDSON, ASST. SECRETARY OF
WAR, REVIEWS ALL UNITS OF FAMOUS
SECOND DIVISION.

SWEDISH WARSHIP TAKES PRINCESS ASTRID
TO LAND SHE WILL RULE.

*

Fox News No. 17
U. S. COAST GUARD SENDS AMPHIBIAN PLANES
TO HELP CHASERS SCOUR THE SEAS.

PRINCESS ASTRID IS WED TO PRINCE LEOPOLD
IN COLORFUL RELIGIOUS RITE.

COUPLE MARRIED FOR 75 YEARS CELEBRAT-
ING THE DIAMOND ANNIVERSARY.

EX-SEC'Y ALBERT B. FALL AND EDWARD
DOHENY ON TRIAL FOR CONSPIRACY IN
FAMOUS OIL LEASE SCANDAL.

$500,000 WAR MEMORIAL DEDICATED BY
GOVERNOR BAKER ON OCCASION OF MIS-
SOURI-KANSAS GAME.

GIANT OCEAN GREYHOUNDS SENT TO THEIR
FLOATING KENNEL, THE DRYDOCK, FOR
WINTER OVERHAULING.

82.000 FOOTBALL FANS SEE BULLDOG
TRIUMPH IN 45TH CONTEST WITH CRIMSON.

Kinograms No. 5244
WALES PRESENTS NEW COLORS TO HERTFORD-

SHIRE AND BEDFORD HEROES OF WORLD
WAR.

KINOGRAMS CAMERA EXPERT COMPARES
GOTHAM OF THE PRESENT WITH GOOD OLD
DAYS.

VISITING THE CITY FOR ANNUAL CAT SHOW
PERSIAN ARISTOCRATS POSE FOR
PORTRAITS.

BABE RUTH MEETS GOLF CHAMPION HAGEN
ON UNIVERSITY LINKS.

MRS. NELLIE T. ROSS, WYOMING’S EXECUTIVE,
ATTENDS SESQUI TO MARK WYOMING DAY.

STEAMSHIP LILLIAN STUART IS BROKEN IN
HALF ON ROCKS BY BIG COMBERS.

GREAT CROWDS SEE EXCITING RACES AS TIA
JUANA OPENS IN BLAZE OF GLORY.

TEWFIK RUSHID BEY, WHO PLANS ASIATIC
LEAGUE OF NATIONS. SEES TROOPS.

MRS. COOLIDGE HELPS PRESIDENT START XMAS
SEAL DRIVE.

ELEONORA SEARS WITH ELIZABETH RYAN.
TENNIS STAR, WALKS 47 MILES IN 9 HOURS
53 MINUTES.

FARM GIRLS WIN IN CONTEST OF 600.000 FOR
HEALTHIEST GIRLS IN AMERICA.

*

International News No. 96
GERTRUDE EDERLE TAKES UP HOCKEY ON

VISIT TO WEST.
FELINE MONARCHS OF 1926 PICKED AT PRIZE
CAT SHOW.

FLOCKS OF SHEEP BROUGHT IN FROM OPEN
RANGES DIPPED AS PROTECTION AGAINST
RAVAGES OF WINTER.

WLADEK ZBYSKO ILLUSTRATES “FLYING
MARE” HOLD.

NAVAL AIRMEN ATTEMPT NON-STOP FLIGHT
TO CANAL.

8100,000 TURF THRILLER OPENS CHINA’S
RACING SEASON.

ARMY VERSUS NAVY IN SEASON’S CREATEST
FOOTBALL BATTLE.

*

International News No. 97
HORSE PUSH BALL NEW SPORT FOR COLLEGE

BOYS.
CHAMPION ENGLISH BULL HAS LITTER OF 19

PUPS.
THOUSANDS AT TIA JUANA AS RACING BEGINS

AGAIN.
*

Pathe News No. 96
PENN STATE HARRIERS VICTORS IN 6-MILE
CROSS COUNTRY RUN.

SOLEMN MILITARY POMP MARKS FRENCH
ARMISTICE DAY OBSERVANCE.

NEW CHIEF OF STAFF OF U. S. ARMY TAKES
UP DUTIES.

WORLD’S FIRST MOTORCYCLE PARACHUTE-
JUMPER PLUNGES OFF 2,000-FOOT CLIFF.

CROWN PRINCE LEOPOLD WEDS PRINCESS
ASTRID AMID REGAL SPLENDOR.
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Service Talks
on Pictures

(Continued from page 48 )

scription. Charles Murray, with a mus-

tache that makes him look like anybody

but himself, furnishes the comedy.

Exhibitors have been reporting this pic-

ture to “What the Picture Did for Me,” the

Chicago opening being tardy, so there’s no

call to tell you more about it.

“THE TEMPTRESS”

T j AST week my good friend Jeff Lucas

took me to Evanston to see his recently

completed home. It cost him about $75,000.

It has everything in it that anybody would

want in a home, all the latest lighting, heat-

ing and plumbing features^ and unquestion-

ably it is a great example of design and

construction. But I don’t like it. I do not

care for the kind of house Jeff has built

and I would not live in it if I could

help it.

Jeff’s house is a lot like “The Temptress.”

“The Temptress” is remarkably well

made. It contains incidents that impressed

me deeply—the fight Argentine and the

breaking dam sequence are splendid—but I

don’t like the kind of picture it is and

therefore I don’t like it. (A packed lobby

at the Roosevelt in the second week of the

picture’s run seems to indicate I am out of

key with popular fancy in this dislike.)

Greta Garbo is the temptress in the pic-

ture and undeniably gives a convincing

picture of a certain type of woman. An-

tonio Moreno is the hero and there’s noth-

ing wrong with what he does. Roy D’Arcy

is a disappointment as the chief villain;

Marc McDermott is himself for the brief

period he is in the picture; Lionel Barry-

more is about as bad as usual in a relatively

minor role; the cast as a whole is good and

accomplish their aims within the limitations

of the story.

I have a hunch that my chief objection

to the picture is an objection to the Ibanez

story back of it. Ibanez set out to prove,

apparently, that the worst woman in the

world is as good as the next one and quite

fit to share the final fadeout with the up-

right young engineer. I have no objection

to his proving that, or whatever he may
feel like proving next, within the privacy of

his book covers. But I’ve seen so many
hundreds of motion pictures proving the

opposite conclusion that I’m sold on the

virtue thing. Maybe I’m wrong (Roosevelt

business indicates I am), but I feel better

this way.

“TAKE IT FROM ME”

EGINALD DENNY is again the alert

and snappy young man in “Take It From
Me.” This time Blanche Mehaffey is the

girl and for my part she can continue in

that juxtaposition to this star. Lee Moran
and another good actor, whose name I know
as well as my own but cannot speak at the

moment, contribute great gobs of comedy.

The story’s about a young fellow who
inherits a department store and accidentally

(Continued on page 53 )

Look It Up in

“New Pictures”
Index to “Herald” Files bt

Title, Date and Page

A Man Four Square Nov. 6, P. 90
Ain’t Love Funny Dec. 4, P. 60
Almost A Lady Sept. 4, P. 91
Amateur Gentleman, The Aug. 21, P. 55
April Fool Nov. 6, P. 90
Atta Boy - Oct. 30, P. 97
Barbed Wire Dec. 4, P. 61
Bardelys the Magnificent Nov. 13, P. 60
Beau Geste - July 24, P. 55
Beauty a la Mud Sept. 25, P. 65
Bells, The Oct. 30, P. 98
Better Man, The - July 3, P. 55
Big Show, The June 5, P. 63
Bigger Than Barnum’s Aug. 21, P. 53
Black Paradise „ July 31, P. 65
Blue Boy, The Oct. 16, P. 62
Bonanza Buckaroo, The Oct. 2, P. 97
Bred in Old Kentucky Nov. 20, P. 55
Breed of the Sea - Oct. 23, P. 00
Briny Boob, A ...Nov. 13, P. 60
Bromo and Juliet Sept. 18, P. 109
Brown Derby, The June 19, P. 57
Campus Flirt, The Oct. 9, P. 61
Chase Yourself ~ July 10, P. 81
Christine of the Big Tops Sept. 11, P.59
Clinging Vine, The - Aug. 28, P. 58
College Boob, The Sept. 4, P. 91
College Days Nov. 13, P. 59
Collegiate - Sept. 4, P. 90
Corporal Kate Oct. 30, P. 98
Cow’s Kimona, The June 19, P. 55
Cowboy Cop, The Aug. 7, P. 81
Creeps _ June 19, P. 55
Cruise of the Jasper B Nov. 27, P. 88
Daffy Dill, The - Aug. 21, P. 53
Dancing Days Sept. 18, P. 109
Dead Line, The July 24, P. 58
Dangerous Friends Sept. 25, P. 67
Devil’s Dice Aug. 7, P. 79
Devil’s Gulch, The - Aug. 28, P. 58
Devil’s Island Oct. 30, P. 97
Dice Woman, The July 17, P. 57
Dippy Tar, A Sept. 25, P. 65
Dodging Trouble _ ...Nov. 20, P. 55
Don Juan's Three Nights Oct. 16. P. 63
Doubling With Danger Aug. 7, P. 81
Duchess of Buffalo, The Aug. 7, P. 79
Dude Cowboy, The Nov. 13, P. 59
Dummy Love Aug. 28, P. 58
Everybody's Acting Oct. 16, P. 63
Ella Cinders - June 12. P. 98
Eve’s Leaves June 26, P. 47
Excess Baggage _ -Aug. 7, P. 79
Flame of the Argentine Sept. 4, P. 92
Flame of the Yukon, The July 31, P. 64
Flames - Oct. 2, P. 97
Flaming Romance Nov. 20, P. 55
Flashing Fangs Oct. 2, P. 95
Fools of Fashion ~ Sept. 11, P. 59
Footloose Widows June 26, P. 45
For Alimony Only Oct. 16, P. 61
Forever After Sept. 25, P. 65
Forlorn River — Aug. 7, P. 80
For Wives Only Nov. 6, P. 89
Fourth Alarm, The Oct. 16, P. 63
Gentle Cyclone July 31, P. 65
Get ’Em Young Oct. 23, P. 00
Gigolo July 24, P. 56
Gigolo Sept. 25, P. 67
Glenister of the Mounted June 12, P. 97
God Gave Me Twenty Cents Nov. 13, P. 60
Golden Web, The May 15. P. 138
Great Deception, The July 17. P. 57
Greater Glory, The — May 15, P. 136
Hair Trigger Baxter Oct. 16, P. 62
Hard Boiled — June 26, P. 45
Hearts and Spangles June 12, P.97
Hell Bent fer Heaven July 10, P. 79
Hell’s Four Hundred May 15, P. 137
Her Honor the Governor - Aug. 28, P. 59
Her Man o’ War ..Nov. 6, P. 89
Here Comes Charlie July 10, P.82
Hidden Way, The —Oct. 16, P. 63
High Hand, The...- Oct. 30, P. 97
His Private Life - -...May 29, P. 129
Hitchin’ Up — July 3, P. 53
Hold Still - Oct. 23, P. 00
Honest Injun - July 17, P.57
Hoot Mon Nov. 27, P.87
House Without a Key, The Dec. 4, P. 61
Humdinger, The - - Oct. 30, P. 98
Ice Cold Cocos - —...June 19, P. 57

Imposter, The - - May 1, P. 62

Into Her Kingdom - - July 24, P. 55
Is That Nice Oct. 30, P. 98
Isle of Retribution, The May 22, P.62
It Must Be Love - -Sept. 11, P. 59
It’s the Old Army Game - May 1, P. 63
Jade Cup, The - - - June 19, P. 57
Jolly Tars —- - - Sept. 4, P. 90
Just Another Blonde Dec. 4, P. 60
Kid Boots — Oct. 16, P. 63
Kiki May 1, P. 62
King of the Pack, The - Aug. 21, P. 55
Kiss Papa - - Aug. 21, P. 55
Laddie Oct. 2, P. 95
Ladies At Play -Nov. 20, P. 55

Last Frontier, The Oct. 16, P. 62
Lew Tyler’s Wives — July 10, P. 79
Lone Hand Saunders Oct. 9, P. 61
Long Fliv the King June 19, P. 55
Lost at Sea Sept. 4, P. 90
Man of the Forest, The - Nov. 27, P. 88
Love Magic - June 12, P. 98
Love ’Em and Leave ’Em JVov. 27, P. 88
Man Four Square, A Nov. 6, P. 90
Mantrap - May 29, P. 131
Masquerade Bandit, The June 26, P. 45
Meet the Prince Aug. 7, P. 81
Men of the Night - - July 17, P. 57
Men of Steel Nov. 27, P. 87
Midnight Follies - Nov. 27, P. 88
Midnight Lovers Oct. 23, P. 00
Millionaire Policeman, The May 1, P. 64
Mismates Nov. 6, P. 89
Miss Nobody - June 19, P. 57
Mister Wife July 31, P. 64
Mona Lisa, The Nov. 13, P. 62
Move Along - Aug. 21, P. 54
Mr. Cinderella May 8, P. 129
Mulhall’s Great Catch July 24, P. 58
My Kid Sept. 18, P. 110
Nervous Wreck, The Oct. 16, P. 61
Night_ Cry, The May 8, P. 130
North Star May 8, P. 130
Nothing Matters June 26, P. 47
Oh, What a Night Nov. 27, P. 87
One Minute to Play Sept. 18, P. 109
Only Way, The July 10, P. 82
Open Spaces - Nov. 20, P. 55
Out of the West Oct. 9, P. 63
Outlaw Express, The Dec. 4, P. 61
Palm Beach Girl, The - May 1, P. 63
Pals First July 10, P. 79
Pals in Paradise - JVov. 20, P. 55
Prince of Tempters - JVov. 6, P. 89
Papa’s Pest June 5, P. 63
Paradise Sept. 4, P. 90
Partners Again July 3, P. 53
Passionate Quest, The July 24, P. 58
Pink Elephants Nov. 13, P. 59
Poor Girl’s Romance, A - June 5, P. 63
Prince of Tempters Nov. 6, P. 89
Puppets June 12, P. 97
Quarterback, The Oct. 30, P. 98
Racing Blood - June 26, P. 46
Ranson’s Folly — May 29, P. 129
Risky Business — Sept. 18, P. 109
Romance of a Million Dollars, The Aug. 14, P. 52
Rose of the Tenements Dec. 4, P. 61
Sandy May 1, P. 62
Sap, The .— - May 22, P. 63
Satan Town Aug. 14, P. 52
Savage, The - June 5, P. 64
Say It Again May 15, P. 138
Sea Beast, The May 15, P. 136
Sea Wolf, The — July 31, P. 64
Senor Daredevil June 26, P. 47
Seventh Bandit, The May 8, P. 131
Shameful Behavior Oct. 23, P. 00
Shamrock Handicap, The May 8, P. 128
Shipwrecked July 3, P. 54
Shore Shy ... - ....May 8, P. 129
Show Off, The - Sept. 4, P. 91
Sign of the Claw, The May 29, P. 130
Silence June 5, P. 64
Silent Power, The Aug. 28, P. 59
Skyrocket, The May 8, P. 128
Social Highwayman, The June 12, P. 98
Shell Socked - - Nov. 6, P. 90
Solid Gold - Aug. 21, P. 53
Son of the Sheik - - July 3, P. 55
Sparrows - June 26, P. 47
Speed Limit, The - July 31, P. 64
Speeding Venus, The — Aug. 14, P. 52
Sporting Lover, The -May 29, P. 130
Stepping Along Dec. 4, P. 60
Still Alarm — — May 22, P. 62
Strong Man, The Sept. 11, P. 59
Subway Sadie - - July 31, P.65
Sunny Side Up — July 31, P. 64
Syncopating Sue Oct. 23, P. 00
Teacher, Teacher — Oct. 23, P. 00
That Model From Paris Sept. 1 1, P. 59
The Masked Woman Oct. 23, P. 00
Through Thick and Thin July 3, P. 54
Thundering Fleas - - July 3, P. 53
Till We Eat Again — June 19. P. 55
Tin Gods July 17, P. 57
Tom and His Pals — — Oct. 16, P. 61
Tony Runs Wild - June 12, P. 99
Twinkletoes - -Nov. 20, P. 55
Twisted Triggers Sept. 25, P. 65
Two Gun Man, The — July 10, P. 79
Unfair Sex, The - Oct. 2, P. 95
Unknown Cavalier, The Nov. 13, P. 59
Unknown Soldier, The — June 19, P. 55
Unknown Treasures July 10, P. 81
Up in Mabel's Room July 3, P. 53
Uppercuts Sept. 25, .P 67
Valley of Bravery, The June 12, P. 98
Vision, The - - June 26, P. 45
We’re in the Navy Now - .Nov. 20, P. 55
West of Broadway — —Oct. 16, P. 62
Who Hit Me Aug. 7, P. 81
Who’s My Wife? - July 10, P. 80
Who’s Who - Aug. 28, P. 59
Wife Shy Oct. 16, P. 62
Wilderness Woman, The May 22, P. 62
Wise Guy, The June 5, P. 64
Woman’s Heart, A Oct. 9, P. 61
You’d Be Surprised Aug. 14, P. 52
Young April - Aug. 28, P. 60
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Tiffany

Complete “Tiger” Casting

Casting has now been completed for the
next production under the working title,

“The Tiger.” The players include Pat
O’Malley, Helen Ferguson, George Hacka-
thorne, Claire McDowell, Lawford David-
son, “Heine” Conklin Helen Lynch, Max
Davidson, Alphonse Ethier and Ted
Adams. The direction is being handled
by Oscar Apfel.

Chadwick
Announce “Home” Cast

The following have already been cast for
“Driven From Home,” which will be di-
rected

_

by James Young: Sheldon Lewis,
Virginia Pearson, Ray Hallor and Mel-
bourne McDowell.

Sterling

Four Sold for Brazil
The following four productions have

been sold for distribution in Brazil : “Big
Pal,” featuring William Russell and Ju-
lanne Johnston; “Before Midnight,” with
William Russell and Barbara Bedford; “A
Desperate Moment,” with Wanda Hawley,
Theodore Von Eltz and Sheldon Lewis,
and “The Phantom Express,” with Ethel
Shannon, Dabid Butler and Frankie Darro.

Columbia
Craft to Direct “Wreck”

William Craft has been chosen to direct
“The Wreck,” starring Shirley Mason.
Work of shooting, interrupted by the
death of Tom Forman, has been resumed.

“Wife” Has English Release

“When the Wife’s Away,” with George
K. Arthur and Tom Ricketts, has been re-
leased in England where it is winning
praise.

Universal

Four in Preparation

Four features are on the preparatory
list of production schedule, and will be
started not later than January. They are

:

"Fast and Furious,” under the direction of
William Seiter

; “Cheating Cheaters,” an
Edward Laemmle production; “Ace High,”
to be directed by Lynn Reynolds, and “The
Yukon Trail,” Ernst Laemmle’s first fea-
ture production.

MacRae Preparing “Thunderhoofs”
Henry MacRae is busy preparing the

script for “Thunderhoofs,” which he will
start directing early in January. This will
be released as a special.

“Cat and Canary” in Work
Laura La Plante has started work on her

starring role in “The Cat and the Canary,”
which Paul Leni is directing.

Select Next Season’s Serials

Five serials are scheduled for next sea-
son’s release. They are : “The Trail of the
Tiger,” by Courtney Ryley Cooper; “The
Diamond Master,” by Jacques Futrelle;

Scenes from “The Divorce Dodger,” a

Mack Sennett Comedy for Pathe re-

lease, with Billy Bevan and Thelma
Parr.

“The Phantom Raider,” by Frank R.
Adams; “The Jade Box,” by Fred Jack-
son; “The Scarlet Rider,” by Frank How-
ard Clark.

Prepare Westerns for Schedule

Twenty-six feature length Westerns are
being prepared, with well-known stars, to

be produced in next year’s program.

Educational

Estelle Bradley with Hamilton

Estelle Bradley has been cast as leading
lady with Lloyd Hamilton in a comedy the

latter is now making under the direction

of Norman Taurog.

Complete Bobby Vernon’s Next

Bobby Vernon’s next comedy, which has
been titled “Sure Fire !” has been com-
pleted. Frances Lee, Bill Irving and other
comedy favorites appear in support of the

star.

Colour Fashion Reel Released

The first of the 1927 series of McCall
Colour Fashion News Reel has been re-

leased.

Wallace Lupino in “Sweet Baby”

Wallace Lupino is given his first fea-

tured role in “Sweet Baby,” a Cameo one-

reel comedy.

Pro-Dis-Co

“Yankee Clipper” Nears Finish

“The Yankee Clipper,” Rupert Julian’s

latest production for Cecil B. De Mille, is

nearly ready, and will soon be previewed.

Benoit to Shoot “No Control”

Georges Benoit has been chosen as first

cameraman for “No Control,” which Scott
Sidney will direct. Harrison Ford and
Phyllis Haver will be featured.

LeVino Preparing “Turkish” Continuity

Albert Shelby LeVino is preparing the
continuity for “Turkish Delight,” in which
Julia Faye will be featured under the di-
rection of Paul Sloane.

Krafft Titling “Jasper B”
John Krafft is preparing the titles for

“The Cruise of the Jasper B,” the new Rod
La Rocque picture.

Lenore Coffee Doing “Vanity” Script

Lenore Coffee is working on the script

for “Vanity,” her original which will serve
as Leatrice Joy’s next starring picture.

United Artists

Loew Circuit Books “Barbara”

“The Winning of Barbara Worth,” with
Ronald Colman and Vilma Banky, has been
booked for the entire Lsew’s Circuit of
theatres in the United States.

Lebedeff Signed for “Sunya” Role

Ivan Lebedeff has been signed for the
role of heavy in “Sunya,” Gloria Swan-
son’s newest picture now being filmed.

F. B. O.
Conway Tearle Is Signed

Conway Tearle has been signed for the
heroic lead in a Gold Bond special dealing
with the Benevolent Protective Order of
Elks, and tentatively called “Hello, Bill!”

Betty Francisco in “Payments” Cast

Betty Francisco has been added to the
cast of Alberta Vaughn’s current starring
vehicle, “Uneasy Payments,” being directed
by David Kirkland.

Paramount
Harold Lloyd Comedy Titled

“The Kid Brother” has been selected as
the title of Harold Lloyd’s new feature
comedy which is scheduled for release
early in 1927.

“Mysterious Rider” for Jack Holt

Instead of “Desert Bound,” which was
scheduled, Jack Holt will make Zane
Grey’s “Mysterious Rider.” John Waters
will direct.

Samuel Hopkins Adams Signs for Story

Samuel Hopkins Adams signed a con-
tract to write another original for Para-
mount.

Dorothy Appleby with Richard Dix

Dorothy Appleby has been assigned to

the cast of Richard Dix’s latest picture,

“Paradise for Two.” Betty Bronson,
Andre Beranger and Edmund Breese are
in the supporting cast under the direction

of Gregory La Cava.

Select Another for Richard Dix

“Knockout Riley” will be the next pic-
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Walter McGrail, Nancy Nash, May
Allison, Robert Frazer and Richard
Walling head the cast of “The City.”
James Diamond was cameraman for
this Fox production, which has al-

ready been filmed and cut, while R.
Wm. Neill is responsible for the di-

recting.

ture for Richard Dix. Malcolm St. Clair
will direct.

First National

“Carlotta” in Work
Shooting on “Carlotta,” Constance Tal-

madge’s new picture, has been started un-
der the direction of Marshall Neilan.
Antonio Moreno heads the supporting cast
which includes Edward Martindel, Julanne
Johnston, Michael Viavitch, Arthur Tha-
lasso and Andre Lancy.

“Long Pants” in Final Month
Harry Langdon’s latest picture, “Long

Pants,” is now in its final month of pro-
duction.

Warner Brothers

Robbards Assigned First Role

Jason Robbards will play the leading
male role in Rin-Tin-Tin’s next starring
vehicle, “Hills of Kentucky,” as his first

assignment under his long term contract.

Louise Dresser “Flannels” Lead

Louise Dresser has been assigned the
featured role in “The Third Degree,”
which Graham Baker is adapting. Lloyd
Bacon will wield the megaphone.

Myrna Loy Made Lead

Myrna Loy has been made leading
woman for Monte Blue in his forthcoming
production of “Bitter Apples.”

Pathe

Monty Banks Starts Second Story

Monty Banks has started work on the
second of his feature comedies. It will

probably be titled “Horse Shoes.”

Bray Productions

“Even Up” in Work
“Even Up,” the latest Fistical Culture

Comedy, will soon be completed by Albert
Herman.

Service Talks
on Pictures

( Continued on page SI)

makes a success of it. There’s never any

certainty as to what the outcome of the thing

will be and the picture is a succession of

surprises.

I like Denny in this type of story and
,

exhibitors’ reports indicate I am not alone

in that liking.

MORE “MAGICIAN”

TWO weeks ago I saw “The Magician”

and wrote of it the following brief but

rather definite report:

Rex Ingram is still in Europe, still making
pictures and worse—sending them to this

country for exhibition. His current output is

called “The Magician” and is quite too pain-
ful to write about at greater length than this.

I thought that was enough to say about

it, since it is more or less my job to say

something about any and all pictures I see,

but my good friend A. E. Hancock of the

Columbia City Theatre Company, Colum-

bia City, Ind., has written the following ob-

jection to my brevity:

DEAR SIR:
I note a little squib in “Talks” on “Magi-

cian,” Ingram's much touted picture by
Metro.. No greater “service” to exhibitors,
especially the small town man, could have
been done than to have given a better idea
of how rotten “The Magician” is from all

angles. Many exhibitors have this picture
bought and will play it, when from my own
experience it will put a decided crimp in the
reputation of the house that shows it.

There is nothing offensive in it, but it is

not audience stuff and has no value on any
screen. it is weird, uncanny, without merit
as entertainment in any possible angle.

Certainly you are not giving service to your
followers by dismissing this picture with no
more adverse notice than this short paragraph.
Is Metro's advertising bill so great with the
Herald ?

After reading which I repeat that “The

Magician” is quite too painful to write about

Victor Milner shot these scenes from
the Paramount picture, “Kid Boots,”
starring Eddie Cantor, with Clara
Bow supporting him. This is an
adaptation of the Florenz Ziegfeld
stage play of the same title. Frank
Tuttle directed the screen version.

Cameraman Hilburn photographed the
Cosmopolitan production, “The Flam-
ing Forest,” under the direction of
Reginald Baker. Above are Renee
Adoree and Gardner James. This
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer release opened
at the Capitol, N. Y., November 21.

at greater length than I did. I must go on,

however, to doubt Mr. Hancock’s prediction

that “it will put a decided crimp in the

reputation of any house that shows it,” for

I doubt all predictions. Atop of which,

there is nothing in the picture to reflect dis-

creditably upon the fair name of a theatre

which exhibits it. It is an inferior picture—

and inferior mainly in story—but it is in no

other sense an objectionable one.

“THE BETTER ’OLE”

WARNER BROTHERS opened “The

Better ’Ole” with Vitaphone at Woods the-

atre, Chicago, December 2, and HERALD
representatives who were present say it is

very good. One thing and another pre-

vented my attending the premiere and so

you are spared the innumerable words I

undoubtedly should have written about it

had I seen it. I never know when to stop

when I begin talking about one of these

war comedies.

IT’S THOMAS

In response to readers apparently fasci-

nated in some strange way by my very

ordinary initials, I hlushingly admit that the

name is—THOMAS 0. SERVICE.

Several New Theatres
Opening in California

(Special to the Herald)

SAN FRANCISCO, Dec. 7.—Several
new theatres are about to open in this ter-

ritory. Among them will be T. H. Whit-
temore’s showplace in the Community Hall

at Newcastle, and the new houses of J. H.
Kaintoch of Arbuckle and Mrs. F. E.

Smith of Yuba City.
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PUREIY PERSONAL
PHILADELPHIA
PHILADELPHIA.—Moe Goodman, for

many years resident manager for Feeley’s
Theatre, Hazleton, Pa., has resigned. . . .

The new social club of the Philadelphia
exchange of Universal Pictures, has been
named the Philu. The club was created to

promote social activities among the Uni-
versal employees in this city. It is planned
to have an elaborate social affair soon after
January 1st. . . . Bob Lynch, manager of
the local office of M-G-M., was host at a
trade showing of “The Scarlet Letter” and
“Tin Hats” at the Regent. . . . Ralph
Hodgens has recently opened the Forest
Hills, now known as the Parkside, Camden,
N. J., which has been closed for six
months. . . . The Lincoln, Harrisburg, Pa.,
which has been operated for some time by
B. Scliiff, has been closed indefinitely on
account of poor business. . . . Work will be
started within the next few weeks on a new
theatre to be built by Marcus Benn in
Norwood, Pa. . . . 7. Kalix has leased the
Alma from Frank Bickhart, owner, for a
period of six months.

ST. LOUIS
ST. LOUIS.—The establishment of a

Little Motion Picture Theatre here is be-
ing considered, and if plans mature only
the highest class motion pictures will be
permitted to grace the screen of the new
house. . . . Out-of-town exhibitors seen
along Picture Row were: S’. E. Pertle,
Jerseyville, 111.; John Rees, Wellsville,
Mo.; Bob Clarke, Effingham, 111.; Tom
Reed, Duquoin, 111. ; Joe Hewitt, Robinson,
111.; H. L. Klingenfus, New Athens, 111.,

and 7. R. Pratt, Fulton, Mo. . . . Clyde
Welborn has taken back the Bloomfield,
Bloomfield, Mo. . . . L. C. Crow, owner of
the Liberty, Paris, Mo., is reported to be
seriously ill. ... A general housecleaning
and refurnishing is in progress at the Or-
pheum, and it is reported along the Rialto
that when this work is completed the big
downtown vaudeville house of the two-a-
day variety will blossom forth as a com-
bination first run picture and vaudeville
house. . . . The Sequoiah, Dawson Springs,
Ky., has closed. Other houses that are dark
are: Pine Lawn, St. Louis County, Mo.;
Victory, Farmersville, 111.

;
Liberty, Paris,

Mo. ; Star, Trenton, Tenn., and Star, Mo-
kane, Mo. . . . “The Big Parade” was held
over for a second week at the Shubert-
Rialto.

ALBANY
ALBANY.—Morris Silverman’s new

theatre in Schenectady, will be known as

The Rivoli, and will be opened the latter

part of December rather than on December
15, as orginally planned. . . . Charles
Ahearn, of Binghamton, will erect a $750,-

000 theatre in that city in the near future.

. . . P. H. Ostrander has established a
chain of three theatres in and around Sid-
ney Center. . . . Frank Learnan, manager
of the Strand in Schenectady, demands that

his ticket taker thank each person as he
receives his ticket at the door. . . . C. H.

Buckley, owner of the Leland and the
Clinton Square, has issued a standing in-

vitation to all children at city orphanages
to attend his theatres at any time. . . .

The Woodlawn in Schenectady, will be
opened shortly by Joe Chase, who has pur-
chased the equipment of the Crescent. Proc-
tor's new theatre in Schenectady, was com-
pleted enough for the arcade to be opened
for a Charity Ball for the benefit of the

Crippled Children’s Guild. . . . James Roach,
general manager of the Farash houses in

Schenectady, is now holding weekly meet-
ings with his managers, seeking views from
each on exploitation. . . . Charles and Joe
Weidman, owners of the Central, are talk-

ing of remodeling the house and installing

at least one store in the front Claude
Fish, owner of the American in Schenec-
tady, is planning to erect a new marquee in

front of his theatre. . . . Abe Kotosky has
purchased the Broadway Theatre building

in Schenectady. . . . Joe Saperstein is now
staging a “Black Bottom” contest with the

finals set for January 3. . . . Keaney’s
theatre in Elmira, recently taken over by
Berinstein interests, opened under the new
management.

OTTAWA
OTTAWA.—The Centenary of Vaude-

ville observed at B. F. Keith’s during the

week of December 6 with a very special

program. The feature attraction was “The
Quarterback” starring Richard Dix, this

having been selected some months ago by
Manager Franklin for the special week. . . .

B. F. Lyon, Toronto, Canadian general
manager of Warner Bros., has completed a
business trip to the Pacific Coast. . . . After
playing a definite engagement of six weeks
at the Regent “Beau Geste” was held over
for a seventh week. . . . John R. Muir of
Vancouver, B. C., British Columbia repre-

sentative for Paramount theatres for many
years, has been announced as manager for
the Capitol, Vancouver, B. C., in succession
to Ralph Ruffner, exhibitor, who died with
tragic suddenness recently. . . . Manager
C. S. Ferguson of the Capitol Theatre,
Brandon, Manitoba, pulled a radio stunt in

the theatre that has the patrons still talking.

A large radio set was placed in the centre
of the stage and an operator proceeded to

tune in, securing a wide variety of howls
and whistles until he hit the right station

when a fox trot was heard. This became
louder *and louder until the curtain was
finally pulled, revealing the augmented
orchestra playing the tune on the stage.

The orchestra was responsible for the

effects all through, the radio being a

dummy.

KANSAS CITY
KANSAS CITY.—Vilma Banky, screen

star, who came from Hollywood to be the

guest of the Star here, was interviewed

over the radio by the Star’s radio editor

while an unseen audience of thousands
listened in. . . . Silas H. Hess, new manager
of the Mainstreet, arrived from Minne-
apolis, Minn., to assume his new duties. He
succeeds Jack Quinlan, who resigned. . . .

According to figures compiled, more than

114,000 persons spent a part of Thanksgiv-
ing in Kansas City theatres. ... A fire at

the Linwood caused damages estimated by
W. O. Lenhart,- manager, to be $1,000, the

damage being chiefly to motors and wiring
in the building. The theatre opened that

night, as usual. . . . While the Novelty,
Topeka, was operating in daylight, a bandit
rushed up to the box office, knocked down
the cashier and escaped with $540.

SAN FRANCISCO
SAN FRANCISCO.—Manager Coving-

ton of the Palmer has been transferred to

the T. & D. Jr., and Golden State Theatre
at Hanford. . . . C. V. Taylor of the Mystic
and California Theatres, Petaluma, and
John DiStascio of the Goddard Theatre at

Sacramento were in town for the Alhambra
opening. ... Abe Blumenfeld has been
transferred from the Orpheus at San
Rafael to the Fairfax at Oakland. . . . Joe
Maser, an old time motion picture operator
and well known among the exhibitors of

this city, passed away recently. . . . Miss
San Francisco, 1926 (in private life Miss
Eleanor Twohig), has signed a contract

with the local Graf Brothers and will begin
training immediately.

DENVER
DENVER.—Earl Nye, manager of Carl

Ray Amusement Company theatres of

Cheyenne, Wyo., spent several days visiting

local exchanges. . . . Another Wyoming
exhibitor seen along Film Row was Fred
Bezold of Sheridan, Wyo. Mr. Bezold
operates the Lotus there. . . < Douglas
Fairbanks and Mary Pickford were visitors

when they arrived to attend the funeral

services of John Fairbanks, brother and
business manager of Douglas. . . . Jim
Lynch, operating the American at Laramie,
Wyo. came with the Wyoming football

team when they played a local college here.

He was accompanied by his son Jack. . . .

Jack Eaton, manager of the State, is in

New York City conferring with officials of

the company which owns the State. . . .

Hugh Braly, local Paramount manager,
At Vincent, district booker for all Publix
theatres, and Milton Feld, Publix Home
Office representative all attended the open-

ing of the new Colorado in Pueblo, Col.

. . . The Metropolitan, a 3500 seat house
now under construction, will not be com-
pleted until early next spring.

Wreck Cuts Off Town;
Checks Film Delivery

(Special to the Herald)

CRAIG, COLO., Dec. 7.—Exhibitors in

this vicinity were cut off from all railroad

communication when a wreck occurred on
the Moffat road up in the mountainous
country. Difficulty in obtaining films was
experienced for several days.

Bohl in Washington
(Special to the Herald)

WASHINGTON, D. C„ Dec. 7.—W.
Don Bohl, former manager of the Al-

hambra theatre at Milwaukee, is here to

join a local theatre in similar capacity.
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Box office boon

Motion picture producers who use

Eastman Panchromatic Negative offer you

black and white pictures with color cor-

rections that are actually amazing.

These qualities give such pictures—
printed on Eastman Positive, of course

—an extra appeal for the audience that is

a definite boon for the box office.

Prints on Eastman have the black-

lettered identification “Eastman”

and “Kodak” in the transparent

margin. Look for it.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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Position Wanted

A-l PIANIST-ORGANIST WITH A-l

VIOLINIST. Excellent, experienced, routined

lady musicians. Satisfaction guaranteed. Refer-

ences; union. Address Pianist-Organist, Box
673 Meridian, Miss.

AT LIBERTY—ORGANIST; First Class.

Eleven years’ experience in best theatres. Excep-

tional ability cueing pictures. Feature all classes

of music. Play piano for vaudeville. State

hours. Address Musician, 413 North Madison,
Bloomington, 111.

OPERATOR WANTS POSITION: First-class

operator, nine years’ experience in booth; can

furnish best of references; have had some ex-

perience as assistant manager. If you need an
operator, wire Cecil Callahan, Tipton, Okla.

OPERATOR AND ELECTRICIAN with ten

years’ experience wants steady position. Wire or

write. Operator, Box 282, Mason City, la.

Theatres Wanted

WANTED TO LEASE OR BUY THEATRE in

Illinois town. Must be in a town of 3,000 to

5,000. No competition and seven-day town. Have
cash and mean business. Give all details in first

letter, of what you have. Address Box 127,

Exhibitors Herald, 407 South Dearborn Street,

Chicago, 111.

WANTED TO BUY OR LEASE Moving Pic-

ture Theatre in town of 3,000 to 5,000 people.
Illinois or Indiana preferred. Address Box 128,

Exhibitors Herald, 407 South Dearborn Street,

Chicago, Illinois.

Theatres for Sale or Rent

THEATRE FOR SALE: Theatre in heart of
city. Population eighteen thousand. Reason for
selling, too much business. Rents $100 per month.
Price $22,000, $8,000 cash, balance any way to
suit purchaser. Located in one of the fastest
growing cities in the South. Address Box 131,
Exhibitors Herald, 407 South Dearborn Street,
Chicago, Illinois.

FOR RENT—PICTURE THEATRE BUILD-
ING—Centrally located; population fifteen thou-
sand. Address Holmes, Box 59, Mattoon, Illinois.

ONLY THEATRE—Town 5,000. Large draw-
ing power. Building three story solid brick.

Chance to buy theatre reasonably in adjacent
towns to form circuit. Other business eompels
selling. Box office trial. Price $15,000; $8,000
cash. Rest like rent. No agents. Address Box
134, Exhibitors Herald, 407 South Dearborn
Street, Chicago, Illinois.

Equipment Wanted

WE PAY BEST prices for used opera chairs,
projection machines, ventilating fans, portable
projectors, etc. Movie Supply Company, 844
South Wabash Avenue, Chicago.

WE OFFER HIGHEST CASH PRICES for
Second Hand Machines—Opera Chairs—Compens-
ates—Motor Generators—Portable Projectors, etc.

Write us first. Monarch Theatre Supply Co.,
Memphis, Tenn.

Organs for Sale

ADVERTISE YOUR THEATRE: MECHAN-
ICAL ORGANS. Powerful tone. Suitable for
mounting on truck for advertising purposes.
Inexpensive. State your wants fully and com-
plete information will be sent you. Address J. S.
Gebhardt Organ Co., Tacony, Philadelphia, Penn.

FOR SALE—Lacking warehouse space compels
sacrifice guaranteed factory rebuilt Wurlitzers,
Seeburgs, Reproducos and Fotoplayer organs. No
reasonable offer refused. Write immediately for
full particulars. Address Box 126, Exhibitors
Herald, 407 South Dearborn Street, Chicago, Illi-

nois.

FOR SALE: Bartola Pipe Organ. Used Wur-
litzer Pipe Organ model U very reasonable.
Cremona Pipe Organ used or new Reproduco
Pipe Organs. Box 53, Havana, Illinois.

WURLITZER ORGAN—First class. Used six
months. Lease expired, must sell. Fine for small
house. On any terms. Address E. L. Wharton,
Glasgow, Montana.

Rebuilt Theatre Instruments

EIGHTEEN STYLES TO SELECT FROM—
Electric pianos and motion picture orchestras;
prices and terms that will pay you to buy now.
Pierce’s guarantee. Phil H. Pierce Co., 1805
Commerce Street, Dallas, Texas.

Banners and Posters

CLOTH BANNERS: $1.40, 3x10 feet, 3 colors,
any copy up to 15 words; one day service; sent
anywhere; also Bargain Paper Banners. Asso-
ciated Advertisers, 111 W. 18th Street, Kansas
City, Mo.

Attention—Advertisers

CPIRISTMAS WEEK WILL FIND special
emphasis laid on our Classified Advertising De-
partment. Our issue of December 25 will create
wide-spread interest. Why not take advantage
of this opportunity? Tell us what you want to
buy or sell and we will say it for you. Or
better yet, say it in your own words.

Chair Repairs

DO YOUR THEATRE CHAIRS need repair-
ing or upholstering? We send men throughout
the country to do this work. No interference
with your program. Write us for particulars.
Address Reliable Theatre Seat Repair Company,
1223 S. Wabash Avenue, Chicago, 111.

CHAIR BACKS—CHAIR BOTTOMS: New;
used. Can match vours. Attractive prices. Ad-
dress Box 330, Highland Park, Des Moines, la.

Herald Classified
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Projector Repairing
9

OLDEST REPAIR MAN IN CHICAGO:
In fifteen years I have repaired 6,500 machines
to complete satisfaction of the owners. Relief
equipment furnished gratis. Address Joseph
Spratler, 12-14 E. Ninth Street, Chicago, 111.

LOUIS F. FLEISCHER, now located at 845
S. Wabash Avenue, Room 612. Expert repairing
done on all makes of projection machines. Esti-

mates given in advance. All work guaranteed.
Service at all hours. Shop phone Wabash 9045.
Residence phone Mohawk 2081.

BEST REPAIR SHOP in the country for
overhauling and repairing projection machines,
ticket machines, motors, etc. Expert workman-
ship, prompt service, reasonable prices. Movie
Supply Company, 844 South Wabash Avenue,
Chicago.

BIGGEST AND BEST EQUIPPED REPAIR
SHOP in the South. Expert workmanship guar-
anteed on all projectors, motors, generators, etc.

Loan mechanism free. Address Monarch Theatre
Supply Company, Memphis, Tenn.

Business Opportunity

WHETHER YOU want to hire some one or
be hired

;
buy or sell a theatre

;
trade, buy or sell

equipment, or do almost anything else in the
motion picture business, an ad in this department
will get you results. If you want us to word
the ad for you, the services of our advertising
experts are at your call. Simply tell us what
you want to do and how many words you want
used. Rates and address above.

Mailing Lists

21,000 MOVING PICTURE THEATRES
showing population and seating capacity, per M
$7.50. Without population or seating capacity

$6.00 M. 2,500 Chain Theatres operating from
2 to 150, $10.00 M, guaranteed 97 per cent cor-

rect. Ask for detailed price list. A. F. Wil-
liams, Mgr., 166 W. Adams Street, Chicago,
Illinois.

Space for Rent

FOR RENT—FIRST FLOOR ROOM 20 ft. by
90 ft. New Fireproof Film Building. Finest in

Pittsburgh. Stationary Film Vaults. Latest Im-
provements. Rent Reasonable. Write Common-
wealth Real Estate Company, 312 Fourth Ave.,
Pittsburgh, Penn.

Novelty Souvenirs

SOUVENIRS—Over 300 fine Novelties in our
52 page free Catalog. At genuine Wholesale
prices. Write today. No obligation. Fair Trad-
ing Co., Inc., 307 Sixth Ave., New York.

Equipment for Sale

FOR SALE: Ticket selling machines, demon-
strator models, Simplex or Gold Seal. 2 units,

$175. 3 units, $210. 4 units, $250. Guaranteed.
Liberal terms. Trade in allowances made. Mid-
west Ticket and Supply Corporation, 845 South
Wabash avenue, Chicago, III.

BARGAINS—Power; Simplex; Motiograph;
Zenith; Edison. Suit case machines. Films.
Equipment. Supplies, Lists free. We buy, sell

and exchange. Address National Equipment Co.,
409 West Michigan Street, Duluth, Minn.

1600 UPHOLSTERED OPERA CHAIRS of
the highest quality. Fit for the finest Theatre.
Spring cushioned seats. Upholstered in beautiful
red grained Spanish leather. Heavy massive aisle

standards with Initial of your theatre free. Stand-
ards for any pitch floor. Ready for delivery
about January first, 1927. Priced extremely low
to assure quick sale. Address C. G. Demel, 845
South State Street, Chicago, Illinois.

THEATRE EQUIPMENT SALE. Everything
sacrificed. We can save you money. Write for
literature. Address Western Motion Picture
Company, Danville, Illinois.

“EVERYTHING FOR THE MOVIES.” Guar-
anteed Rebuilt Simplex-Powers and Motiograph
Projectors, Opera Chairs—Generators—Screens,
etc. Supplies and Complete Equipments. Lowest
Prices. Cash or Easy Terms. Special Bulletin
free. Monarch Theatre Supply Co., Memphis,
Tenn.

NOW IS A GOOD TIME TO FIX up your
theatre. We have on hand 4,000 upholstered used
theatre chairs, 2,500 used five and seven ply veneer
chairs. Also brand new chairs in five and seven
ply veneer at 40 per cent less than factory price.
Rebuilt moving picture machines of all makes, and
other theatrical equipment in guaranteed condi-
tion. Tell us your need and we will save you
money. Send in your order and we will make
immediate shipment. Illinois Theatre Equipment
Company, 12-14 East Ninth Street, Chicago,
Illinois.

500 NEW OPERA CHAIRS just a few cents
higher than second hand chairs. Immediate ship-
ment. Address C. G. Demel, 845 South State
Street, Chicago, Illinois.

COMPLETE THEATRE EQUIPMENT includ-
ing 500 opera chairs, two Simplex Projectors,
Martin Rotary Converter, Screen, Ticket Selling
Machine, Lightning Changer, Ticket Chopper, etc.

Everything in excellent condition. Big Bargain.
Address Box 111, Exhibitors Herald, Chicago.

FOR SALE: Used Theatre Chairs of all de-
scriptions, immediate shipments. Largest stock of
chairs in the West. The Theatre Seating Com-
pany, 845 S. State Street, Chicago, 111.

UPHOLSTERED AND VENEER Opera Chairs
at very low prices. Address C. G. Demel, 845
South State Street, Chicago, Illinois.

Advertisements Pay!
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LETTERS
From Readers

A forum at which the exhibitor

is invited to express his opinion

on matters of current interest.

Brevity adds forcefulness to any
statement. Unsigned letters will

not be printed.

For Present System

Cotter, Ark.—To the Editor : We note
the suggestion of J. W. Lumpkin, of Miles,
Texas, to the effect that it would be better

to have pictures listed in the Box Office
Record alphabetically under the names of
producers.

There are times when a list so arranged
would be fine and a great time saver, es-

pecially when a film salesman is camped on
your trail and you want to get the inside

dope on his pictures without keeping him
waiting a long time. But, unless they can
be listed both ways, our experience has
been that the present way is the best. Very
often a customer of our show tells us about
a good show that he has seen somewhere
else and advises us to get it, but invariably

he does not remember who the producer is.

In such cases as this, a list arranged under
the name of the producer would not be

very helpful.—C. E. Hopkins, Hopkins
theatre, Cotter, Ark.

Reply to Zimmerman
New York, N. Y.—To the Editor : On

page 95 of your issue of November 27, un-

der the caption, “Letters From Readers,”

you publish a letter from F. W. Zimmer-
man, Palace theatre, San Marcos, Tex.,

complaining about the hard luck he had
with Red Grange in “One Minute to Play.”

Being in a position to know, having been
the managing director of the B. S. Moss
Colony theatre in New York City when this

picture had its premier, I would like to tell

Mr. Zimmerman that it wasn’t hard luck

at all, nor the fault of the picture, that he
didn’t do the business he intended to do.

Even without knowing how he advertised

the picture, I can safely say, and without

fear of contradiction, that failure was all

due to not using the proper kind of exploi-

tation.

If he had watched your paper as ardently

as I have, he would probably have been
surprised to find that a great number of

theatres did do a record business with the

picture. The one that comes to my mind at

this moment is the Karlton theatre, Phila-

delphia. They put the picture over with dig-

nified, inexpensive exploitation stunts, and
the result was a doubling of their average
business. There are a great many other

theatres which did a splendid business with
this picture, principally because they sold it

to the public in the right kind of a way.

The point in Mr. Zimmerman’s letter to

which I take particular exception is his

reference to “that loaded ad sent out by
F. B. O. stating it broke ‘The Freshman’s’
record at the B. S. Moss Colony Theatre.”
The information used in that ad was given
to F. B. O. in a letter I sent to Mr. Ken-
nedy, so that if there is any mis-statement
in that ad I am the guilty party

;
and I want

to repeat here that “One Minute to Play”
did break the opening day’s record of “The
Freshman” at the Colony. And it wasn’t
because of “a blinding rain storm,” or “be-

cause the Colony is located on a busy street

and they had to go somewhere to keep out
of the rain.” The Colony is located at the
extreme end of lower Broadway and the

theatre records will prove that in blinding
rainstorms with ordinary pictures business
always dropped far below normal on ac-

count of the theatre being so far away from

Scene from “His New York Wife,” a
Preferred Pictures release which was
directed by Albert Kelley. Nicholas
Musuraca headed the camera unit for
this picture, which was titled by Rob-
ert Lord. In the cast are Alice Day,
Theodor Von Eltz, Ethel Clayton,
Edith Yorke and Fontaine LaRue.

the nearest subway station. So that the
picture had to be a drawing attraction to
get them to come up in droves as they did
on that opening day.

I am not offering this letter for the
mere purpose of arguing, but merely in

defense of a statement I made and am will-
ing to stand back of one hundred per cent.

—H. G. Gittleson, 19 W. Mosholu P’kway,
New York City, N. Y.

“Why Theatregoers Stay at Home”
Union City, Ind.

—

To the Editor: Here
I am again. Probably this won’t interest

many, but I just have to get some of it out
of my system.

I read the Herald from front to back
about every week. I study the reports on
“What the Picture Did For Me,” then keep
on running First National pictures, as I

own a franchise and still claim it has been
my best buy, quality considered.
Then when a Paramount salesman comes

around I just sign up for everything open,
and when an United Artists salesman
comes, we call each other cut-throats and
robbers for a while, then I sign up at about
twice what I should. By that time my dates
are all full, so I can’t talk to anyone else

about pictures.

By the way, I did one year ago sign a
Complete Service Contract with Uncle
Carl’s man and have wept ever since. It

has proven no good for me. Only got a

Gilbert Roland and Doris Kenyon in a
scene from “The Blonde Saint,” a First
National release. This picture was
adapted by Marion Fairfax. Svend
Gade directed and Cameraman Gaudio

shot the scenes.

few good ones in the whole bunch, “The
Cohens and Kellys,” “His People,” and they
sent me “His People” with two reels miss-
ing. But what’s the use of repeating all

this grief? Nothing gained.
What I started out to say was that some

time ago I started to get some opinions
from the people that pay to see the pictures.
Here are a few of the remarks I have re-
ceived :

First prize: “Have Carl Laemmle build
a new house or make new steps on the one
he uses.” My own note : Out of 27 West-
erns, five and two reels, there are seventeen
of them in which the same house is used.
One boy said it was like looking at the
same picture over. Here is the story of
fourteen of them. The villain takes the
girl to some old shed and she is rescued by
the hero after leaving the same old ranch
house. Balance of the cast the same. There
may be more than fourteen ; maybe I did not
start soon enough.
Here are some of the things that they

do that makes them disgusting:
An outfit that doesn’t look like they could

raise $100 gets into a bet, then puts the fig-

ures at $10,000, or maybe $20,000.
A cross country race prize offered $100,-

000. When you see the crowd the whole
bunch could not raise $1,000. Where does
the director live and what does he eat?

In “Strings of Steel,” a serial, they are
hurrying to get a test ’phone to the man-
ager’s house, and then show modern equip-
ment at work on piles with sixteen wires
to fool you. Four people got up and walked
out when this scene came on, saying,
“Here’s where we quit.” Then we wonder
why some don’t come back.
Now in better pictures. I was in a large

city two weeks ago, a picture of across-the-
waters locale, won’t mention the name, as I

do not remember pictures. It had a scene
of the fellow playing spy. He was stabbed
in the back, apparently died, but later the
same day he comes through the swamp
carrying a gun, not even wounded. Here
he is shot and dies again. Imagine, same
day, again riding a horse, leading the troops
as good as new. A man sitting beside me
says “This is sure what makes pictures dis-

gusting, and why I don’t go any more.”
I went out in the lobby, as no one knew

me, and stopped people as they went out
and told them I was getting up an article

on pictures and wanted their opinion. Out.
of thirty-four people I stopped, twenty-nine
of them mentioned this actor getting killed

twice and still appearing in picture, and
every one of the twenty-nine said they
thought just such scenes as that and that

kind of directing was hurting the pictures
today. Most of them said they were glad
that most of the pictures were getting over
that. Mind you, twenty-nine out of thirty-

four, the other five made no comments.
Most of them said the acting was good.
After my interview with the thirty-four

patrons, I went to the manager and he said

the picture was giving good satisfaction. I

said, “What about the scenes of the star

that died twice? What do you think the
people think of that?” He said, “People
never criticize such things.” (No, they
don’t, when twenty-nine out of thirty-four

criticized it.)

Maybe this won’t interest you much. The
man that runs this theatre is one of the big

men in the business.

I would like to see some letters on this

subject.—R. S. Wenger, Miami and Vic-
tory theatres, Union City, Ind.

Novel Campaign Book
on Keaton’s “General”

(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Dec. 7 .—Buster Keat-
on’s “The General,” his first for United
Artists, is the subject of a comprehen-
sive campaign book that is not only novel

in makeup but replete with suggestions
for unusual exploitation.
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Copyright, 1926

This is the original exhibitors* reports department, established October 14, 1916.

Beware of cheap, misleading imitations.
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Address: “What the Picture Did for Me,” EXHIBITORS HERALD, 407 South Dearborn
Street, Chicago, III.

Columbia^

SWEET ROSIE O’GRADY: Shirley Mason—80
per cent. This is as good a picture as Shirley

ever made. A real Irish and Jew comedy. All

the Columbias I have played have been very good.

Six reels.—Ed. A. Keene, Oxford theatre, Oxford,

O.—General patronage.

SWEET ROSIE O’GRADY: Shirley Mason—65
per cent. Nothing to rave over. A fair story

;

poor paper. Played two days to average business.

Will not make money. Title no good. Six reels.

—Clark Strickland, Lyric theatre, Anniston, Ala.

—General patronage.

F. B. 0.
LADDIE : Special cast—85 per cent. A re-

freshing picture, in these hectic times of quick
production, stupid stories and insipid direction.

“Laddie” is one of the best sellers at the book
stores and you can build your publicity on it.

Everyone pleased. Played November 3-4-26. Six
reels.—Pace & Bouma, Rialto theatre, Poca-
hontas, Iowa.—General patronage.

LADDIE: Special cast—80 per cent. Consider
this the best Gene Stratton Porter picture to

date. Gave excellent satisfaction. Gene Strat-

ton Porter’s name means extra business always.
Played October 5. Seven reels.—Bruce M. Sweet,
Opera House, Fillmore, N. Y.—Small town pat-

ronage.

THE DEVIL’S GULCH: Bob Custer—90 per
cent. Ony a fair production. Business very sat-

isfactory, due to mild weather and harvest season.

Played November 6. Five reels.—L. R. Warner,
Triangle theatre, Hoxie, Ark.—Small town pat-
ronage.

THE DEVIL’S GULCH: Bob Custer—88 per
cent. This is a good Western. A real good show
for Saturday. Played November 6. Five reels.—

-

J. E. Gooding, Palace theatre. Grand Ledge,
Mich.—General patronage.

ONE MINUTE TO PLAY: Red Grange—50 per-

cent. A wonderful picture with the real college

atmosphere, and Red is there and over. He can
act as well as play football. Just a dandy story

and all good acting. Lots of good comedy. The
dog is good, as well as all the rest of cast. For
some reason it lost money for me, playing it

one night on election. Paid high rental to run it

in football season. Might have done better to pay
less and run later. Fans who like the great game
will sure like this picture. Played November
1-26. Eight reels.—R. C. Buxton, Strand theatre.

Ransom, Kans.—General patronage.

ONE MINUTE TO PLAY: Red Grange—58
per cent. Very good college picture and satis-

fied those who saw it, but there weren’t enough
to see it. Lost money for me. Film rental too
high. Played November 14-15-16. Eight reels.

—

Otto E. Panknen, Strand theatre, Marengo, la.

—

Small town patronage.

ONE MINUTE TO PLAY : Red Grange—39 per
cent. Good little program picture costing little

to make and worth only one-fourth what we
paid. Sold as a sure-fire special and turned out
a tremendous flop despite heavy advertising cam-
paign and special nights for all the schools.

Seven reels.—W. C. Quimby, Strand theatre. Ft.

Wayne, Ind.—General patronage.

THE COWBOY MUSKETEER: Tom Tyler—66
per cent. This is a new star and our patrons
like him. The kids are wild about his pals. This

Percentage

Reports
First percentage reports on

pictures are published herewith,

marking the inception of a

working plan outlined by Mar-
tin J. Quigley in last week’s

issue.

All long feature reports in this issue

contain percentage figures obtained
through dividing gross intake on pic-

tures reported by figure representing

house record.

EXAMPLE:
Gross receipts on picture reported

($750) divided by house record
($1,000) equals .75 (percentage
rating of picture reported).

Blank forms for use in contribut-
ing reports under this system have
been distributed to exhibitors. First

reports written on these blanks are

published this week. Additional per-

centage reports, together with non-
percentage reports received prior to

inauguration of the percentage system
as an additional service feature, will

be published in succeeding issues.

Watch for THE BOX OFFICE TICKER!

is the third of this star and we are going to buy
them all, as we think he will class with Mix,
Thomson, Jones or Gibson. Buy them and reap.

We are going to watch you, Tom. Played No-
vember 6. Six reels.—J. S. Landry, Columbia
theatre, Morganza, La.—Small town patronage.

THE COWBOY MUSKETEER: Tom Tyler—80
per cent. The three stars, Tyler, the boy and
the dog, seem to please my audience and this is

a real good Western. Played November 5. Five
reels. W. T. Biggs, Unique theatre, Anita, la.

—

General patronage.

THE TOUGH GUY: Fred Thomson—100 per-

cent. Society notes from the Rex theatre, Gilman
City, Mo.: “Mr. Fred Thomson and friend, Sil-

ver King, of Hollywood, Cal., were at home to
a goodly number of friends at the Rex Saturday
night. Needless to say, a great time was had
by all present. Dainty refreshments were served,
consisting of just the right amount of love mak-
ing, natural flavor. Punch was served in suffi-

cient quantities to keep the guests on their toes.

Silver rendered a few solos which went over big,

and Mr. Thomson broadcasted a few of his most
alluring smiles, which set the ladies’ hearts aflut-

ter. At the regular hour the guests departed, all

looking forward to the time when these incom-
parable hosts would entertain again.” Played No-
vember 6.—E. W. McClelland, Rex theatre, Gil-

man City, Mo.—General patronage.

THE TOUGH GUY: Fred Thomson—90 per
cent. A very fine picture. Thomson and Silver

King draw as big or better than Tom Mix. The
story is very good. Played October 15-16. Six

reels.—Oren J. Spalti, Strand theatre, Pleasant-

ville, la.—General patronage.

THE TOUGH GUY: Fred Thomson—75 per
cent. My first Thomson, but by no means the

last. Good story, lots of action, and Fred, Sil-

ver King and the kids are certainly some trio.

Everyone said the best for a long time, and was
liked by those that don’t ordinarily like West-
erns. Give us more of this kind. Played Novem-
ber 5. Six reels.—G. B. Orne, Opera House,

Plainfield ; K. of P. Hall, Marshfield ; Willey

Memorial Hall, Cabot, Va.—General patronage.

THE TOUGH GUY: Fred Thomson—85 per

cent. Not Thomson’s best, but up to the average

Western. Six reels.—N. M. Emmons, Eagle thea-

tre, Eagle River, Wis.—General patronage.

SECRET ORDERS: Evelyn Brent—67 per cent.

The best Brent I have ever shown. Played No-
vember 15. Six reels.—E. A. Armistead, Lyric

theatre, Easley, S. C.—General patronage.

SECRET ORDERS: Evelyn Brent—55 per cent.

An interesting program picture which failed to

draw for me. Can’t put this star over. Five

reels.—P. C. Schram, Orpheum theatre, Kalama-
zoo, Mich.—General patronage.

THE TWO GUN MAN: Fred Thomson—95 per

cent. First snow storm of season failed to keep

Fred’s clientele away and this one proved itself

an outstanding Western of the caliber that kept

even the elders on edge at times. Don’t know
how you do it, Fred, but all we have to do is

hang your name out in the lobby with a date at-

tached to it and the house is filled a half hour

before the first flicker. Played November 5-6.

Six reels.—Pace & Bouma, Rialto theatre, Poca-

hontas, Iowa.—General patronage.

THE TWO GUN MAN: Fred Thomson—31 per

cent. Another knockout for Fred. Will please

all who like this type of picture. Played October

25. Russel Armentrout, K. P. theatre, Pittsfield,

111.—General patronage.

THE TWO GUN MAN: Fred Thomson—90 per

cent. Thomson is leading all of the Western
stars. His pictures have all been an important

factor. Fred seems to know what the public

wants. Played October 20. Six reels.—J. B. Car-

ter, Electric theatre. Browning, Mo.—Small town
patronage.

LONE HAND SAUNDERS: Fred Thomson—60
per cent. A good production, but not his best,

in my opinion. Not much Western stuff, and
they like to see him perform here. Played Oc-

tober 25. Six reels.—M. W. Hughes, Colonial

theatre, Astoria, 111.—General patronage.

LONE HAND SAUNDERS: Fred Thomson-
90 per cent. One of the best Thomson pictures

we have played. Played October 30. Six reels.

—C. S. Watson, Electric theatre, Caldwell, Kan.
—General patronage.

HAIR TRIGGER BAXTER: Bob Custer—75 per

cent. Very good. This title drew in the West-
ern fans. Direction and photography very good.

Played November 5-6. Five reels.—P. S. Schram,
Orpheum theatre, Kalamazoo, Mich.—General

patronage.

WILD TO GO: Tom Tyler—80 per cent. Let

us add our voice to the chorus of praise that

Tom and his gang are getting. For the daily

change house and for a Saturday bill where they

like melodramatic action with a lot of hokum
comedy, this is the best thing in its class. If

they can be kept in this type of pictures, that

can be sold most reasonably, and kept from get-

ting upstage, the Tylers wil be one grand box
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efflce bet for a couple of years.—Ben L. Morris,

Temple theatre, Bellaire, O.—General patronage.

WAGES FOR WIVES: Creighton Hale—80 per
cent. This is a nice clean comedy and everybody
enjoyed it. Good print, good paper, very good
heralds, and price right. Book it, show it, and
everybody will be satisfied. Played October 29-30.

Seven reels.—A. C. Digney, Peerless theatre,

Hartney, Manitoba, Canada.—General patronage.
FLASHING FANGS: Ranger—70 per cent.

Very good picture. Consider this dog fully as

good as any dog on the screen. Played October
22-23. Five reels.—P. C. Schram, Orpheum the-

atre, Kalamazoo, Mich.—General patronage.

GOING THE LIMIT: George O’Hara—55 per
cent. Picture is pleasing but failed to draw.
Played November 12-13. Five reels.—P. C.

Schram, Orpheum theatre, Kalamazoo, Mich.

—

General patronage.

HIGH AND HANDSOME: Lefty Flynn—75 per
cent. A picture that doesn’t appeal to all.

Played October 6.—Roy Hammons, Hardburly the-

atre, Hardburly, Ky.—General patronage.

BEYOND THE ROCKIES: Bob Custer—35 per
cent. This was a good Western picture, but
somehow failed to draw as expected. Good
roads, weather and everything, but no crowd. I

believe that these pie suppers are getting most
of the loose cash now-a-days. They have about
six a night around here, and free shows in the
good old summer time, so it’s no soft snap—this

picture business. Played November 1. Five reels.

—J. B. Carter, Electric theatre, Browning, Mo.—
Small town patronage.

FLAMING WATERS: Mary Carr—75 per cent.

Very good. I can recommend this picture to any
exhibitor. It will please 90 per cent. Just the
kind for small and middle sized towns. Played
November 3-4.—S. H. Rich, Rich theatre, Mont-
pelier, Idaho.—General patronage.

THE ARIZONA STREAK: Tom Tyler—60 per
cent. Average Western. Not up to F. B. O.
standard. Played November 6. Five reels.—A. T.

Fleming, Seneca theatre, Blakely, Ga.—Small
town patronage.

THE HUMAN TORNADO: Yakima Canutt—
60 per cent. This picture with almost any other

title would do business. Star should also change
his name. No one can pronounce it and the

name suggests either Eskimo or Indian parentage.

Glad to Be
of Service
EXHIBITORS HERALD,
Chicago. 111.

GENTLEMEN:
I am ashamed to come hack after

being absent so long, but here I, am,
and more pleased than ever with the
HERALD. It has been some time
since I sent in any reports to “What
the Picture Did for Me,” but gratitude

is one virtue I have left.

What it has been to me I can never
adequately express, but I would no
more book a picture without knowing
something about it from this depart-

ment than I would buy my wife a

hat.

Today, with the assistance I receive
from the HERALD, I am playing to

good business (and times are anything
but good in general here) and very
seldom playing a flivver.

I am sure you are due a good many
hearty wishes this Christmas and I

only too gladly tender mine.

Sincerely,

E. J. O’NEILL,
Opera House,

St. George, N. B., Can.

Bill Smith would do better. Played October 31

and November 1. Five reels.—A. D. Stanchfield,

Rae theatre, Ann Arbor, Mich.—Neighborhood
patronage.

THE ISLE OF HOPE: Richard Talmadge—60
per cent. Used this with “Wild to Go” and did

a good business. “Isle of Hope” pleased but
“Wild to Go” failed to please very many. Played
November 1-2. Six reels.—S. H. Ihde, Photoplay
theatre, Ashland, Kans.—Small town patronage.

THE TRAFFIC COP: Lefty Flynn—70 per
cent. A good comedy drama that seemed to
please here. Played November 9. Six reels.

—

E. A. Armistead, Lyric theatre, Easley, S. C.

—

General patronage.

GLENISTER OF THE MOUNTED: Lefty
Flynn—20 per cent. Good. Has a great forest
fire which makes it stand out. Five reels.—E. L.

Hunter, Majestic theatre, Allen, Okla.—General
patronage.

THE MIDNIGHT FLYER: Special cast—80 per
cent. This one drew fine. Pleased everyone. Has
the right kind of paper.—C. R. Van Scoy, Lyric
theatre, Cumby, Tex.—General patronage.

KING OF THE TURF: Special cast—80 per
cent. Just fair, but had a good turnout. Played
November 10. Six reels.—G. F. Rediske, Star
theatre, Pt. Townsend, Wash.—General patron-
age.

KEEPER OF THE BEES: Special cast—98 per
cent. Capacity business at increased admission.
Picture nothing big, but gets them in. Played Oc-
tober 20. Seven reels.—Hunstad & Becker, Prin-
cess theatre, Guttenberg, la.—General patronage.

THE RANGE TERROR: Bob Custer—40 per
cent. A nice Western that pleased everyone and
drew good. Played October 16-17. Five reels.

—

George Khattar, Khattar’s theatre, Sydney, N. S.,

Canada.—Neighborhood patronage.

PARISIAN NIGHTS: Elaine Hammerstein—20
per cent. This is no good for a small town.
Seven reels.—E. L. Hunter, Majestic theatre, Al-
len, Okla.—General patronage.

THE WYOMING WILDCAT: Tom Tyler—50
per cent. This one kept kids as well as grown-
ups in roar from start to finish. Five reels.

—

E. L. Hunter, Majestic theatre, Allen, Okla.

—

General patronage.

THE BLUE STREAK: Richard Talmadg<^-25
per cent. Another one of Dick’s fast moving pic-

tures which pleased. Five reels.—E. L. Hunter,
Majestic theatre, Allen, Okla.—General patron-
age.

HANDS ACROSS THE BORDER: Fred Thom-
son—62 per cent. Thought it just so-so. Have
seen Fred in better ones. Played November 17.

—G. F. Rediske, Star theatre, Pt. Townsend,
Wash.—General patronage.

THE WALL STREET WHIZ: Richard Tal-

madge—82 per cent. One of this star’s best.

Talmadge liked here. Many good comments from
patrons. Print in good condition. Played No-
vember 14. Five reels.—J. S. Landry, Columbia
theatre, Morganza, La.—General patronage.

THE BANDIT’S BABY: Fred Thomson—70 per

cent. This is one of Fred’s best. Silver King is

some horse and pulls some great stunts. These
pictures sure draw, but they don’t seem to have
the stories that put them over as they should.

A little too much hokum for the average audi-

ence. They are getting wise these days and don’t

want too much of the impossible, but even at

that this boy and his horse sure pull the people.

Played October 26. Six reels.—R. C. Buxton,

Strand theatre. Ransom, Kan.—General patron-

age.

First National
FOREVER AFTER: Lloyd Hughes—85 per cent

This is a real story and a real star. You can’t

go wrong on pictures like this. Seven reels.

—

Ed. A. Keene, Oxford theatre, Oxford, O.—Gen-
eral patronage.

FOREVER AFTER: Lloyd Hughes—75 per

cent. Very good. Pleased and pulled very good.

KIDDIES “MATINEE” GIFTS

100-GIFT NOVELTY TOYS with a
5c to 15c retail value—assorted in

a box for only—$3.00
Our Catalog offering 1,000 and ONE
kinds of novelties, and celebration goods
in general is free.

Send for BOTH at once, and let us intro-
duce ourselves to your entire liking.

BRAZEL NOVELTY MFG. CO.
30 Ella St., Cincinnati, O.

Christmas—NewYear
The Smart Showman Knows These

2 IMPORTANT
HOLIDAYS

Are Nearly Here

He Greets His Patrons Properly By Using

SPECIAL HOLIDAY SERVICE
From

National Screen Service, Inc.
Trailers Build Business

10 Timely Holiday Trailer Greetings gorgeously
designed and brilliantly animated for New Year,
Lincoln’s Birthday, Washington’s Birthday, Easter,
Mother’s Day, Decoration Day, July Fourth, Armis-
tice Day, Thanksgiving, Christmas, also choice of two
animated presentation leaders for your Feature or
Comedy or News Reel.

For this complete Service $40.00 yearly.

A postal, wire or telephone call will bring you
the contract and start the service AT ONCE.

CHICAGO NEW YORK LOS ANGELES
845 So. Wabash Ave. 126-130 West 46th St. 1922 So. Vermont Ave.

N.S.S.
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—C. V. Kelly, Badger theatre, Reedsburg, Wis.—

-

General patronage.

ELLA CINDERS: Colleen Moore—80 per cent.

Another good one from Colleen. It seems any
picture of her’s will pull them. Buy them and
start them off with “Irene.” Played October 12.

Seven reels.—M. W. Hughes, Colonial theatre,

Astoria, 111.—General patronage.

ELLA CINDERS: Colleen Moore—75 per cent.

This was a good program picture. Far below
Colleen Moore's average. Patrons did not like it

so well. Played September 20-21.—W. S. Wil-

liamson, Royal theatre, Hoisington, Kan.—Gen-

eral patronage.

MEN OF STEEL: Milton Sills—67 per cent.

Mighty good picture, but in the same class as

the “Sea Hawk” or “When a Man’s a Man.”
First National specials haven’t been clicking for

me this year.—Roy Culley, Pastime theatre, Med-
icine Lodge, Kan.—Small town patronage.

MEN OF STEEL: Milton Sills—78 per cent.

Built a big show. Lots of opposition, and still

did good. It’s a winner if put over right. Go
after it big. Played October 1.—M. R. Blair,

Regent theatre, Cedar Falls, la.—College patron-

age.

MEN OF STEEL: Milton Sills—65 per cent.

This picture has earned the name “special” at

this house and had its greatness been more gen-

erally known we should have done better with

it. It is decidedly a picture for the masses and
so should do well anywhere. Doris Kenyon con-

tributes best work I have seen her in. Captain
Hooker and magnate Zack Pitt will delight you
with their comedy. Played November 19-20. Ten
reels.—O. A. Fosse, Community theatre, Ridgeway,
la.—Small town patronage.

MEN OF STEEL: Milton Sills—50 per cent. Did
not draw like it should, but all who came spoke
very highly of it. This should be boosted big,

for if you get them in they are certainly going
to be pleased. Played November 12-13. Ten
reels.—M. A. Manning, Opera House, Baldwin,
Wis.—Small town patronage.

MEN OF STEEL: Miton Sills—37 per cent.

Made for men and kids only, or mill towns and
factory districts. One of this company’s much publi-

cized specials which flopped miserably.—W. C.

Quimby, Strand theatre. Ft. Wayne, Ind.—General
patronage.

DON JUAN’S THREE NIGHTS: Lewis Stone
—50 per cent. Nothing to the picture. Good
society scenes, but no story. Many walked out.

Played November 1.—W. Mansfield, Mills theatre,

Tama, la.—General patronage.

DON JUAN’S THREE NIGHTS: Lewis Stone
—70 per cent. Fair picture. Good acting and
directing. Lewis Stone is sure a finished actor.

—Roy Culley, Pastime theatre. Medicine Lodge,
Kan.—Small town patronage.

INTO HER KINGDOM: Corinne Griffith—65
per cent. I believe this picture high above the
average. However, it failed to ring my bell. No
fault of the production. Played September 15-16.

—M. R. Blair, Regent theatre, Cedar Falls, la.

—

College patronage.

INTO HER KINGDOM: Corinne Griffith—47
per cent. Fair picture but weak at box office.

Why doesn’t she make another “Classified” ? Played
September 22-23.—Roy Culley, Pastime theatre.

Medicine Lodge, Kan.—Small town patronage.

INTO HER KINGDOM: Corinne Griffith—20
per cent. Fair picture. No drawing power.
Played November 11-12.—Carl Veseth, Palace the-

atre, Malta, Mont.—General patronage.

IT MUST BE LOVE: Colleen Moore—61 per
cent. Again we say Colleen Moore is real all the
way through in her latest offering, and she
works in it like she really liked the thing, and I

for one believe she did like it. It is a picture
that will be thoroughly enjoyed by all classes, and
that is what we want in pictures today, some-
thing not so pretentious in production, but has
human interest, story value that has general ap-
peal, and this picture has. Thoroughly enjoyed
in my house by all. Played November 7-8-9.

Eight reels.—iW. H. Brenner, Cozy theatre, Win-
chester, Ind.—General patronage.

IT MUST BE LOVE: Colleen Moore—50 per
cent. Not Colleen’s best, but a real good and
clean entertainment. Keep them clean, Colleen,
we have enough of the other kind. Played No-
vember 17-18. Eight reels.—F. Haygood, Grand
theatre, Waynesboro, Ga.—Small town patronage.

SENOR DAREDEVIL: Ken Maynard—95 per
cent. A real Western. If this bird makes them
all like this, some of these tuxedo cowboys are
going to have to look out. Played October 8-9.

—Roy Culley, Pastime theatre, Medicine Lodge,
Kan.—Small town patronage.

SENOR DAREDEVIL: Ken Maynard—90 per
cent. A genuinely good Western. Trick riding

J. C. Jenkins—His Colyum

DEAR HERALD:
ANTHONY, KANSAS, Nov. 25, 1926.

What would you say if you were six hundred miles from home today and real-

ized that you couldn’t stick your dogs- under' your wife’s table, and then you went
into dinner and the waitress came over
to you and said, “Roast beef with brown
gravy, roast pork with apple sauce, fried

liver, smothered in onions,” and never
said “Turkey” once. I repeat, what would
you say? Well, never mind what you
would say, I said it, and that’s enough
for both of us.

Eagle-Eye Joe

Going without turkey and pumpkin pie

on Thanksgiving is just like going to

visit your favorite bootlegger without
any money. I passed a farm house to-

day and saw a nice fat turkey strutting

around in the front yard, and if I only
knew where that bird would roost to-

night, but then I saw a big bulldog lying

on the front porch also, so it will be
“liver smothered” again for me tonight.

I wish Eagle Eye Joe was here, we’d hunt

up some dump where they serve cherry

pie.
* * *

I will venture to say, without blush-

ing, that I passed a million oil derricks

today. I said to the porter at the hotel,

“George, do you know how many a mil-

lion oil derricks are” and George re-

plied, “No, sir, Boss, ah don’t know as

ah do, but peers to me a milium is a

right smart bunch of ’em.”

When you see a group of men on the

street and you stop and listen to their

conversation you will hear them say,

“They say that number seventeen on Tom
Swarts’ quarter shot over the top yester-

day,” and, “They are expecting to bring

in another well on Jim Smith’s eighty tomorrow,” and “They are down to the Lacota

sand on Bill Johnson’s lease,” and “They have just spudded in well number six on the

Mike Higgins property,” and “They say Jerry Snodgrass has been offered a hundred
dollars a day for twenty-five years for his royalties,” and so it goes, and oil is all one

T HIS is none other than Eagle-Eye Joe, boy
chum of J. C. Jenkins, presented in this

mammoth production for the optical benefit
of Jenkins addicts who have read about him
ever and again in the weekly letters from the
Bard of Neligh.

hears.

The only thing they talk down here
Is oil, oil, oil.

The one big theme they love so dear

Is oil, oil, oil.

In Oklahoma or in Tex,
One always knows what’s coming next.

For when they talk it’s from the text

Of oil, oil, oil.

The price of oil isn’t governed like any other commodity on earth. The law of

supply and demand doesn’t affect it a particle. The price of gas is governed entirely

by the law of gravity, for when you put crude in one side of the scales and gas in

the other and crude goes down, gas goes up. Crude went down forty cents per bar-

rel last week and the filling stations seem to be ashamed to take the money.

The oil game lias got the picture business pushed clear into the Harlem River
and the wonder is that Ike Rubenstein was so short-sighted when he went into

business.
* * *

I found some more important towns this week. Douglas, Kansas, is the childhood
home of Phyllis Haver. I took a picture of the old homestead which will soon
appear in the HERALD. Douglas is all swelled up like a poisoned pup and I

don’t wonder at it. They have a right to be.

The first thing the residents of Medicine Lodge will tell you when you drive in

and before you register, is that it was the home of “Sockless” Jerry Simpson and
Carrie Nation back in the days when Kansas went loony over the Populist movement.
They tell you this presumably so that you can determine whether or not you want
to take chances.

During the Populist craze “Sockless” Jerry was town marshal and pulling down
$40 per month, but he took the stump in the fall campaign and told the farmers
that the only reason wheat was not bringing $2 per* bushel was because they didn’t

have the right material in Congress, so they elected him to represent the Seventh
congressional district, but the only time wheat reached $2 was when Leiter got a

corner on it some years later, and then the farmers, held their crop for three bucks
and finally sold it for forty-five cents.

On the “Keep to the right” signs in the intersections of the streets is painted a

hatchet, emblematical of Carrie Nation. Carrie was strong for cutlery and hardware,

( Continued on next page)
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J. C. Jenkins—His Colyum
( Continued from preceding page)

and when she finally went on a rampage with her hatchet she ruined a lot of mirrors
and back-bars at various places over the state and succeeded in getting herself landed
in the hoosgow, and thereby a lot of national publicity and a chautauqua contract,

all of which proved to be a ten strike financially. She had Amie Semple beat a

mile when it comes to publicity. Between Carrie and Volstead they have spoiled

a lot of pleasant evenings for the boys.

Probably a cold hotel without any heat or running water had something to do
with my resolution never to visit the town again, and only for Charlie Cully and his

theatre I doubt if I ever do, but when one meets Charlie and visits with him he
forgets all about resolutions, so if Charlie stays there I may go back some day. If

he doesn't I won’t. That’s how I feel about it exactly.

* * *

DEAR HERALD:
GREENSBURG, KANSAS, Nov. 28, 1926.

I drove over here to Greensburg for two reasons. One was to get a hotel where
I could Sunday without breaking the commandment, “Thou shalt not swear,” and
the other was to visit C. A. Spainhour of the Twilight theatre, who bawled me out
in the HERALD recently for not visiting him.

The Bybee Stock Company closed a week’s engagement in Charlie’s theatre last

night with a double bill. Mr. Bybee carries an eight-piece orchestra that has the

ability to play real music—I know, for they played some—but like so many organiza-

tions of this kind, they degenerated into a number of jazz selections that put a

crimp in the evening’s entertainment so far as I was concerned, and I think a lot

of other people as well. Whenever I hear a jazz orchestra I want to get a shotgun
loaded with buckshot and take a pot shot at the whole flock. Mr. Bybee has an
excellent orchestra and he should insist that they play MUSIC instead of that cross-

legged, syncopated shanty Nigger stuff. Outside of this and some minor defects in

stage direction he has a company that ought to make good, and I think does. Mr.
Bybee is a very pleasing gentleman to meet and I enjoyed meeting him very much.

If you will agree not to say anything about it, I want to hand you something
on the Q. T. and that is if you ever have the opportunity of slipping your number
twelves under Mrs. Spainhour’s dinner table you want to remember that you have
passed the cormorant stage and that your capacity is limited, for if you try to eat

a little of everything she has prepared you will be taking on a contract that no man
can fulfill. It was a dinner. Boy, it was a dinner!

From this on I am going to insist that the exhibitors stop inviting me out to

dinners, for it is telling on me. The last thing my wife said to me when I left home
was, “Now, you stick to your pork and beans and calves’ liver smothered, and don’t

let these women around the country go to stuffing you with their home cooking or

you will come home, with a ruined digestion and probably the gout.” Those were
the last words she said to me.

Well, anyhow, I had a lovely visit, as well as a swell dinner, and I will remem-
ber Greensburg a long time on account of it, for Charlie and his wife put Greensburg
on the map for me.

* * *

Lake City and Sun City each have a live school principal who believes in keep-
ing their young people at home, and are doing it by showing pictures every Saturday
night in their high school auditoriums. Prof. Glen A. Hayward of Lake City and
Prof. O. M. Rolo of Sun City are a couple of high class gentlemen whom it is a

pleasure to meet. They both readily saw the necessity for having the HERALD and
are the latest recruits to that great family of progressive people.

I note by the last issue of the HERALD that H. G. Stettmund’s fever is coming
up again. He is beginning to break out in some new spots. That boy has been
warned time and again and it begins to look like I would have to go back to

Chandler and take his temperature again. He refers to me as “That old fossil” and
“That old devil” and if I go back to Chandler again I am going to take his finger

prints instead of his picture.
* * *

An open letter to B. C. Buxton, Strand theatre, Ransom, Kansas.
DEAR BUCK:

Sorry, old top, that I didn’t get to call on you. The agony is all mine. Let’s

hope for better luck next time.

Glad to note that you have entered “Alberta” in that cross-country race, for

while Viola is setting the pace and blazing the trail “Alberta” can lay back and
keep company with “Hoot,” “Colleen” and “Owen Moore.” Grease ’er up, boy,
grease ’er up; it’s going to be a great race.

* * *

I note that Mae Allison has wed James R. Quirk. Lucky James, lucky James.
“Photoplay” ought to he worth the money now.

R. M. says in “Re-takes” that he saw a car parked across the street that looked
like Viola. R. M. is mistaken. His eyesight must be failing. Nothing that looks
like Viola ever got that far out in the Styx.

Someone back in the office at 407 South Dearborn Street said in the HERALD,
“Watch for the HERALD’S Sensational Announcement NEXT WEEK.” Bet they
are going to cut my salary, what’ll you bet?

Auf Wiedersehen,

J. C. JENKINS,
(The Herald Man).

and trained horse exceptionally good. Good in-
teresting story of the gold rush days. Ken May-
nard a little too much of a hero, also his sweet-
heart a little weak in places. Played Novem-
ber 13. Seven reels.—Chas. R. Smith, Prescott
theatre, Prescott, Kan.—General patronage.

THE AMATEUR GENTLEMAN: Richard
Barthelmess—75 per cent. A good comedy drama.
The title is not a drawing card, but what pa-
trons we got were pleased with the picture. It

is a good program picture for the small town.
Played October 30. Seven reels.—Chas. R. Smith,
Prescott theatre, Prescott, Kan.—General patron-
age.

THE AMATEUR GENTLEMAN: Richard
Barthelmess—26 per cent. Was well liked. Pa-
trons say this is one of the best Dick has made.
Hope he keeps up the good work. Played Novem-
ber 3-4. Seven reels.—S. E. Tyas, Liberty the-
atre, Awhertsburg, Ont., Canada.—General pat-
ronage.

RANSON’S FOLLY: Richard Barthelmess—85
per cent. We think this is one of the best Bar-
thelmess pictures to date. It seemed to fit him
more so than the costume pictures. Played Oc-
tober 27.—W. S. Williamson, Royal theatre, Hoi-
sington, Kan.—General patronage.

RANSON’S FOLLY: Richard Barthelmess—50

per cent. Fair. Played September 26-27.—Otto
E. Panknen, Strand theatre, Marengo, la.—Small
town patronage.

RANSON’S FOLLY: Richard Barthelmess—38
per cent. Good. Played October 21-22.—Carl
Veseth, Palace theatre, Malta, Mont.—General
patronage.

THE BROWN DERBY : Johnny Hines—80 per
cent. A dandy comedy. Everyone here raved
-over it. We liked it as well as any Lloyd com-
edy. Buy it and you will please your whole
audience. Played October 21. Seven reels.

—

M. W. Hughes, Colonial theatre, Astoria, 111.

—

General patronage.

THE BROWN DERBY: Johnny Hines—20 per
cent. A very pleasing picture. Just about like

all of this star’s but not as good as “The Live
Wire.” It will please those who like this class

of pictures. I find that there are not a great
many here who care for this star. Played Oc-
tober 30. Six reels. —Steve Farrar, Orpheum
theatre, Harrisburg, 111.—General patronage.

THE GREATER GLORY : Special cast—40 per
cent. A long, slow and draggy special. Good if

your people like that kind, but I had more walk-
outs on this than any picture in a long time.

Played September 16. Nine reels.—M. W. Hughes,
Colonial theatre, Astoria, 111.—General patronage.

THE GREATER GLORY : Special cast—85 per-

cent. A very good picture of war torn Vienna
and worth showing if you have to mortgage to

get it. Played November 7. Ten reels.—N. M.
Emmons, Eagle theatre. Eagle River, Wis.—Gen-
eral patronage.

THE WILDERNESS WOMAN: Special cast-
80 per cent. A very good comedy drama. Played
November 2-3.—Chas. F. Johnson, Plaza theatre,

Punta Gordo, Florida.—General patronage.

THE WILDERNESS WOMAN: Special cast-
90 per cent. A very good picture, lots of com-
edy and the public like it. Conklin sure can do
his stuff in this one. Don’t be afraid to book
it and don’t be afraid to step on it, as you can’t

go wrong on it. Book it, brother exhibitors.

Played November 6-7.—John G. Keller, Met the-

atre, Tripp, S. D.—General patronage.

IRENE: Colleen Moore—90 per cent. If your
audience don’t like this picture, throw up both
hands and say no use. The Technicolor in this

picture was great and they are still talking about
it. Send us a picture for our lobby, Colleen.

Played October 12-13. Nine reels.—R. H. Ries,

Calhan theatre, Calhan, Colo.—General patronage.

IRENE: Colleen Moore—75 per cent. I must
add my good report to the long string of good
ones that have preceded me. Plenty of comedy.
Lots of nice clothes. Pleased both the women
and the men. Small percentage no fault of the

picture. Stormed out. Played November 20. Nine
reels.—H. E. Partrick, Palace theatre. North Rose,

N. Y.—General patronage.

IRENE: Colleen Moore—95 per cent. A great

show. Will please all clases. Played November
1-2.—W. S. Williamson, Royal theatre, Hoising-

ton, Kan.—General patronage.

THE DANCER OF PARIS: Dorothy Mackaill
—70 per cent. Good picture. Played September
29-30.—Roy Culley, Pastime theatre, Medicine
Lodge, Kan.—Small town patronage.

THE DANCER OF PARIS: Dorothy Mackaill
—65 per cent. Just a picture. Another one of

those foreign stuff that any true American would
rather not see. Played November 19. Seven reels.
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Praises Percentage Report System
EXHIBITORS HERALD,
Chicago, 111.

GENTLEMEN:

Your announcement to contributors of your department, “What
the Picture Did for Me,” is at hand and if all contributors will con-
scientiously report under the new plan we believe that you have very
materially increased the service to your subscribers and made the
department practically invaluable, especially to the small-town exhib-
itor.

We have been following your reports very closely, but on account
of urgent work along other lines we have fallen by the wayside with
our own reports. However, with this new plan our enthusiasm is

renewed and we hope to become consistent contributors again.

Assuring you that, while we subscribe to other publications, we
value EXHIBITORS HERALD more than all the others combined,
we are

Yours very truly,

PAUL C. MORGAN,
Horn & Morgan,

Star Theatre,

Hay Springs, Neb.

—N. M. Emmons, Eagle theatre, Eagle River,

Wis.—Small town patronage.

OLD LOVES AND NEW: Special cast—70 per-

cent. Good. Chester Conklin steals it. Every-

body pleased. Played October 6-7.—Roy Culley.

Pastime theatre. Medicine Lodge, Kan.—Small

town patronage.

OLD LOVES AND NEW: Special cast—70 per-

cent. Not a very good picture, but still the audi-

ence seem to enjoy it. Personally I did not care

much for it, but as long as the public was satis-

fied I should. Played October 23-24.—John G.

Keller, Met. theatre, Tripp, S. D.—General patron-

age.
,

LADIES AT PLAY : Special cast—88 per cent.

Good comedy, but cost producers very little, as

most of picture takes place in a hotel room. Pretty

snappy for Sunday.—Wesley Mansfield, Mills the-

atre, Tama, la.—Small town patronage.

SYNCOPATING SUE: Corinne Griffith—82 per-

cent. A good little picture, much better than

“Into Her Kingdom.” An extra good title to

work with. Played November 6-7.—W. Mansfield,

Mills theatre, Tama, la.—General patronage.

MIDNIGHT LOVERS: Special cast—69 per

cent. Lewis Stone is not liked here, but picture

is good comedy drama. Seven "’reels.—Wesley
Mansfield, Mills theatre, Tama, la.—Small town
patronage.

PALS FIRST : Lloyd Hughes—25 per cent.

This is an extra good one from' First National.

The acting of the entire cast is far above the

average and my crowd liked the picture very

much. I find that, picture for picture right down
the line, First National is the best bet for the

entire industry. They deliver pictures that have
box office appeal. Played October 22. Seven

reels.—Steve Farrar, Orpheum theatre, Harris-

burg, 111.—General patronage.

MISMATES: Doris Kenyon—90 per cent. A 90

per cent crowd and I still can’t figure it out. I

would call it a 60 per cent picture, but the cash

customers spell the worth of any picture, so I’ll

acknowledge the “Herald’s” per cent way of

judging pictures is the fairest.—Roy Culley, Pas-

time theatre. Medicine Lodge, Kan.—Small town
patronage.

PARADISE: Milton Sills—20 per cent. For
those who like action stuff, this may please.

Would rate the story as being among Sills’ weak-
est. Played November 4-5.—Russell Armentrout,
K. P. theatre, Pittsfield, 111.—General patronage.

SUBWAY SADIE: Dorothy Mackaill—80 per

cent. I wish I could get 52 pictures a year as

good as this. It’s in a class with “Miss No-
body” or “Classified.” First national makes larger

per cent of box office pictures than any line I’ve

had.—Roy Culley, Pastime theatre. Medicine
Lodge, Kan.—Small town patronage.

THE DUCHESS OF BUFFALO: Constance
Talmadge—61 per cent. This is a fair picture.

Ran it two nights to about same biz each night,

and did not please very well. Played November
9-10.—J. E. Gooding, Palace theatre. Grand
Ledge, Mich.—General patronage.

TRAMP, TRAMP, TRAMP: Harry Langdon—
75 per cent. Not so good. Would have made a
dandy two-reel comedy. Business dropped off sec-

ond night. Played September 6-7.—W. S. William-
son, Royal theatre, Hoisington, Kan.—General
patronage.

MISS NOBODY: Anna Q. Nilsson—21 per
cent. Good picture. First National titles lose me
money. No matter how you boost, they won’t
draw. Played October 14-15.—Carl Veseth, Palace
theatre, Malta, Mont.—General patronage.

PUPPETS: Milton Sills—40 per cent. Sills a
favorite and always brings a full house. This
was not an exception. Pleased all. Played Oc-
tober 18-19. Seven reels.—George Khattar, Khat-
tar’s theatre, Sydney, N. S., Canada.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

THE WISE GUY : Special cast—50 per cent.

Picture has ample food for thought, but nobody
in my town was hungry. Played September 22-
23.—M. R. Blair, Regent theatre. Cedar Falls,

la.—College patronage.

JUST SUPPOSE: Richard Barthelmess—30 per
cent. "Just Suppose” is right. Just suppose the
exhibitor woke up and refused to show this
bunk mythical kingdom trash. But I guess he
won’t ; he will still play sucker as long as they
are made. “Just Suppose” is worthless to the
average theatre.—N. M. Emmons, Eagle theatre,
Eagle River, Wis.—Small town patronage.

SO BIG: Colleen Moore—100 per cent. This
had never been shown here, so I ran it, and be-
lieve me, it sure showed that old good pictures
beat new poor ones. It hit my Wednesday and
Thursday house record. No wonder Miss Moore
is the best bet out.—Roy Culley, Pastime theatre.

Medicine Lodge, Kan.—Small town patronage.

THE SPORTING LOVER: Conway Tearle—21
per cent. Good. Played October 28-29.—Carl

Veseth, Palace theatre, Malta, Mont.—General

patronage.

FRIVOLOUS SAL: Eugene O’Brien—90 per

cent. Another good picture from First National.

This is a good action drama and some good
scenery. Eight reels.—Kenney Lloyd, Lyric the-

atre, Mineral Springs, Ark.—General patronage.

POTASH AND PERLMUTTER: Special cast
—95 per cent. A very good comedy. You can’t

go wrong on this one. Book it and step on it.

You can’t bill it too strong. Book it by all

means. First National has the stuff. Played

October 30-31.—John G. Keller, Met theatre,

Tripp, S. D.—General patronage.

FLAMING YOUTH: Colleen Moor^lOO per

cent. Oh boy, if you haven’t played this, do so.

A box office special. Played to capacity two days.

House seats twelve hundred ; admission fifty cents.

Look at the stars, Milton Sills, Colleen Moore,

Eliiott Dexter, Ben Lyon. What more could any
exhibitor ask for ? Get it and cash in.—Clark

Strickland, Lyric theatre, Anniston, Ala.—Gen-

eral patronage.

RAINBOW RILEY : Johnny Hines—95 per cent.

Hines a good bet. Always pleases. Good Satur-

day picture. Played September 25.—W. S. Wil-

liamson, Royal theatre, Hoisington, Kan.—Gen-

eral patronage.

THE SEA HAWK: Milton Sills—90 pen- cent.

For all there were twelve reels of this picture

the photography was so clear and the scenes so

interesting that not one person left the house

until the end. First National puts out a 20-page

booklet on this picture that is a business getter.

Played November 9. Twelve reels.—Chas. R.

Smith, Prescott theatre, Prescott, Kan.—General

patronage.

WE MODERNS: Colleen Moore—95 per cent.

This star has very good drawing power and
pleased our patrons. Story true to life. Played
November 3. Seven reels.—Hunstad & Becker,

Princess theatre, Guttenberg, la.—General pat-

ronage.

THE KNOCKOUT: Milton Sills—100 per cent.

This is one of the best pictures for small towns
I ever ran. Lots of comedy and action. The
scenes are wonderful. First National pictures

are a good bet and they sell them to me right,

and good prints. Eight reels.—Kenney Lloyd,

Lyric theatre. Mineral Springs, Ark.—General
patronage.

IDLE TONGUES: Special cast—50 per cent.

Just a fair program picture. Played October 31.

Arthur T. Goggans, Riverdale theatre, Riverview,
Ala.—General patronage.

THE LOST WORLD: Special cast—60 per cent.

Not much picture for small town. And I got a

bad print. Many had seen it in other places.

Too long and draggy.—Kenney Lloyd, Lyric the-

atre, Mineral Springs, Ark.—General patronage.

THE SCARLET WEST: Special cast—90 per
cent. Good Western feature. Just missed being
a big feature by lack of comedy parts. Good
picture, though, and pleased. Played November
13. Nine reels.—H. E. Partrick, Palace theatre,

North Rose, N. Y.—General patronage.

ABRAHAM LINCOLN: George Billings—70 per
cent. Played October 10. Eleven reels.—V. E.
Chamberlin, Chamberlin theatre, Elkhorn, Neb.

—

General patronage.

WINDS OF CHANCE: Special cast—60 per
cent. Very good and pleased about 90 per cent.

Played October 23.—Arthur T. Goggans, River-
dale theatre, Riverview, Ala.—General patronage.

THE SAVAGE: Ben Lyon—50 per cent. A
lot of good acting wasted on a plot utterly im-
possible. This picture did not please my audience.
The prehistoric animal with a modern plot was
a joke. Played October 30. Seven reels.—R. H.
Ries, Calhan theatre, Calhan, Colo.—General pat-
ronage.

SWEET DADDIES: Special cast—70 per cent.

A first rate production and will please them all,

but not as good as “The Cohens and Kellys.”
Played October 26. Eight reels.—M. W. Hughes,
Colonial theatre, Astoria, III.—General patronage.

THE LIVE WIRE: Johnny Hines—15 per cent.

I played this for the grade school Honor Roll

nights. Each grade school student that gets on
the Honor Roll every six weeks gets a free
ticket. One hundred seventy-three free kids,

and their parents, who paid, enjoyed this snappy
comedy. The first one of Johnny. Believe he
will make good. Played October 6-25. Seven
reels.—Dr. F. M. Childs, Cozy theatre, Villisca,

la.—General patronage.

HER SISTER FROM PARIS: Constance Tal-
madge—60 per cent. Pleased but did not draw.
Played November 19.—F. D. Moore, Liberty the-

atre, Robertsdale, Pa.—Small town patronage.

Fox
THE FLYING HORSEMAN: Buck Jones—80

per cent. A hard riding, hard fighting star and
hero gets knocked out, arrested, escapes, wins a
horse race and the girl, and the kids go home
happy. No plot, no story, no nothing. Played
November 20. Five reels.—N. M. Emmons, Eagle
theatre. Eagle River, Wis.—Small town patron-
age.

THE FLYING HORSEMAN: Buck Jones—80
per cent. This picture drew them in and pleased
the majority. Title very good. Played November
14-15. Five reels.—P. C. Schram, Orpheum thea-
tre, Kalamazoo, Mich.—General patronage.

A MAN FOUR SQUARE: Buck Jones—60 per
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cent. This picture is very good and should please
all Jones fans. It drew extra business the first

night, but fell bad the second. No fault of the
picture. It’s there. Played October 27-28.

—

S. H. Rich, Rich theatre, Montpelier, Idaho.

—

General patronage.

A MAN FOUR SQUARE: Buck Jones—95 per
cent. Buck Jones always goes over big and this

one was one of his best pictures. Played No-
vember 6.—W. S. Williamson, Royal theatre, Hoi-
sington, Kan.—General patronage.

NO MAN’S GOLD: Tom Mix—100 per cent.

Haven’t used Mix for over a year, but he is still

there. Don’t let them kid you about the new
stars. Wait until you see ‘‘No Man’s Gold” and
“The Great K. & A. Train Robbery.” Played
October 8-9.—Otto E. Panknen, Strand theatre,
Marengo, la.—Small town patronage.

NO MAN’S GOLD: Tom Mix—80 per cent. Not
as good as some of the other Mix subjects, but
drew fairly good. Played October 24-25. Five
reels.—P. C. Schram, Orpheum theatre, Kalama-
zoo, Mich.—General patronage.

HONESTY IS THE BEST POLICY: Special
cast—30 per cent. Not much to it. These weak
sisters are always worked in when a large con-
tract for pictures is given. There are so many
good pictures on the market right now that it

seems foolish to have to show this kind.—Walter
C. Schultz, Kenesaw Opera House, Kenesaw, Nebr.
—General patronage.

HONESTY IS THE BEST POLICY: Special
cast—28 per cent. Houses in surrounding towns
do not use Fox, so this is first run in this sec-
tion. Played November 6. Five reel.—Jack Van
Epps, Fort Lee theatre, Fort Lee, N. J.—General
patronage.

A TRIP TO CHINATOWN: Earle Foxe—90
per cent. A splendid version of Chas. Hoyt’s old
farce. Several situations changed from the stage
version. Drew well and pleased 100 per cent.

Played November 4-5. Seven reels.—A. D.
Stanchfield, Rae theatre, Ann Arbor, Mich.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

A TRIP TO CHINATOWN: Earle Foxe—10
per cent. First run. Played September 22. Six
reels.—Jack Van Epps, Fort Lee theatre. Fort
Lee. N. J.—General patronage.

THE IRON HORSE: Special cast—100 per
cent. This one will please them all. Played
August 19.—Roy Hammons, Hardburly theatre,
Hardburly, Ky.—General patronage.

THE IRON HORSE: Special cast—100 per
cent. This is a real picture and every small
town should run it, as it is one of the best ever
produced. Twelve reels.—E. L. Hunter, Majes-
tic theatre, Allen, Okla.—General patronage.

THE FOOL: Special cast—55 per cent. A
mighty good picture. I had one of the preachers
out to see it and he was well pleased with it.

Said it was great. Ten reels.—E. L. Hunter,
Majestic theatre, Allen, Okla.—General patron-
age.

THE FOOL: Special cast—65 per cent. Your
real good church people will enjoy this if you
are fortunate enough to get them out. I wasn’t
and paid twice what the picture was worth to

me. Although it did not draw, must say it is a
very good picture. Played November 1. Nine
reels.—Bruce M. Sweet, Opera House, Fillmore,
N. Y.—Small town patronage.

THE GENTLE CYCLONE: Buck Jones—75
per cent. Had a good house on this on a Wednes-
day night and they seemed to enjoy it thoroughly.
Made special admission prices on “two adults
tickets for 35 cents” and children “two for 10

cents.” Single tickets were straight 10 and 25
cents. Gives them something to laugh at and
plenty of action. Not more than five or six reels.

Buck, and you will keep them coming. Your
pictures never fail to please. Played October 27.

Five reels.—J. B. Carter, Electric theatre. Brown-
ing, Mo.—Small town patronage.

THE GENTLE CYCLONE: Buck Jones—28 per
cent. Played October 16. Five reels.—Jack Van
Epps, Fort Lee theatre. Fort Lee, N. J.—General
patronage.

THE JOHNSTOWN FLOOD: Special cast—70
per cent. A real honest-to-goodness picture. The
best flood scenes ever shown here. The title will

sure draw, so my advice is don’t miss it. Played
November 3. Six reels.—M. W. Hughes, Colonial
theatre, Astoria, HI.—General patronage.

THE JOHNSTOWN FLOOD: Special castn-
80 per cent. Splendid melodrama. Great flood

scenes. Good acting. Film in good condition.
Pleased. Played November 7-8. Six reels.—A. D.
Stanchfield, Rae theatre, Ann Arbor, Mich.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

TONY RUNS WILD: Tom Mix—60 per cent.

A real good production and Tony, main actor.

does wonderful work and is a close second to
“Black Cyclone.” Played October 7. Six reels.
-—M. W. Hughes, Colonial theatre, Astoria, 111.

—General patronage.

TONY RUNS WILD: Tom Mix—90 per cent.

This is a very good Mix, and pleased. Good
scenery, but we don’t consider it his best. Played
November 20.— \V. S. Williamson, Royal theatre,

Hoisington, Kan.—General patronage.

TONY RUNS WILD: Tom Mix—51 per cent.

A corking good picture with Tony and Tom doing
their stuff in the usual Western style. Played to

good crowds in connection with a vaudeville act.

Played October 8-9. Six reels.—George Khattar,
Khattar’s theatre, Sidney, N. S., Canada.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

TONY RUNS WILD: Tom Mix—25 per cent.

This is one of Tom’s good ones, but it comes too
late to save him. He gave his public so much
of the high hat stuff that they turned thumbs
down on him, and there is no chance of ever
getting them to pack the theatres to see him
again. He is a dead one here. Played October
27. Six reels.—Steve Farrar, Orpheum theatre,

Harrisburg, 111.—General patronage.

THREE BAD MEN : Special cast—63 per cent.

A very good picture, but did not draw as well

as exjpeeted, but Fox asks real money for it in

small towns. No more for me at such prices.

—

R. D. Young, Rex theatre, Montezuma, Ind.

—

General patronage.

FIGHTING HEARTS: George O’Brien—50 per
cent. A story of the boxing ring that went over

in great style. Played this on Amateur Night
to great crowds. Play this one. Played Sep-

tember 22-23. Seven reels.—George Khattar,

Khattar’s theatre, Sydney, N. S., Canada.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

THIRTY BELOW ZERO: Buck Jones—40 per

cent. Good Jones picture and will satisfy the

Western fans. Women also like to see Jones.

Played November 17. Five reels.—Otto E. Pank-
nen, Strand theatre, Marengo, la.—Small town
patronage.

THE GILDED BUTTERFLY: Special cast—30
per cent. Not much to it. Played November 27.

Six reels.—Walter C. Schultz, Kenesaw Opera
House, Kenesaw, Nebr.—General patronage.

THE COWBOY AND THE COUNTESS: Buck
Jones—85 per cent. This is the type of picture

that goes over good every time. Smallpox out-

break killed my town. Show this one. Price

right. Comedy all the way through. Lots of

action. Good acting. Good boy. Buck, nobody
has anything on you. Played November 8-9. Six

reels.—A. C. Digney, Peerless theatre, Hartney,

Manitoba, Canada.—General patronage.

BLACK PARADISE: Madge Bellamy—75 per

cent. A good program picture. Six reels.

—

Walter C. Schultz, Kenesaw Opera House, Kene-
saw, Nebr.—General patronage.

MY OWN PAL: Tom Mix—78 per cent. One
of the most entertaining pictures we have ever

shown. Pleased everyone, even dyed-in-the-wool

Western fans from off the hills. Mix still the

best liked Western star, but his popularity on the

wane, due to his liking for costume pictures.

Played October 10.—Seven reels.—Bruce M. Sweet,

Opera House, Fillmore, N. Y.—Small town pat-

ronage.

THE SHAMROCK HANDICAP: Special cast-
55 per cent. One of the best that Fox has made
this year. Proved an attraction that pleased

all classes. Played November 6. Six reels.

—

Russell Armentrout, K. P. theatre, Pittsfield, 111.

-—General patronage.

SILVER TREASURE: George O'Brien—65 per

cent. A good program picture that pleased here.

Played November 11. Six reels.—E. A. Armi-
stead, Lyric theatre, Easley, S. C.—General pat-

ronage.

HARD BOILED: Tom Mix—100 per cent.

Broke all house records for Monday. Full of

action, laughs and thrills. Pleased them all.

Any chance for a picture, Tom? Played Novem-
ber 15. Six reels.—F. D. Moore, Liberty theatre,

Robertsdale, Pa.—Small town patronage.

AS NO ]yAN HAS LOVED: Special cast—44
per cent. Good picture. Small crowd. Poor
print. 10-30 cents admission. Played November
1.—M. G. Lee, Lee theatre, Eufaula, Ala.—Small
town patronage.

THANK YOU: George O’Brien-—20 per cent.

Certainly a fine preachment of underpaid minis-

ters in small towns. Great heart interest. All

50 of our audience praised picture and said it

was too bad more did not turn out. Played No-
vember 11-12.—A. D. Stanchfield, Rae theatre,

Ann Arbor. Mich.—Neighborhood patronage.

THUNDER MOUNTAIN: Madge Bellamy—40
per cent. One of the best bits of acting we

have had from this clever star. Pleased 100 per
cent. Played October 28-29.—A. D. Stanchfield,
Rae theatre, Ann Arbor, Mich.—Neighborhood
patronage.

THE DIXIE MERCHANT: Special cast—34 per
cent. Okay. Lots of funny situations and good
race scene. Played November 17. Six reels.

—

F. D. Moore, Liberty theatre, Robertsdale, Pa.

—

Small town patronage.

THE LUCKY HORSE SHOE: Tom Mix—40
per cent. Tom never could excuse himself in
letting Bill talk him into making this one. Even
the kids gave it the razz. Come on, Tom, snap
into it! We pay twice as much for you, but
don’t get our twice back at the box office. Played
October 29-30. Five reels.—Dr. F. M. Childs, Cozy
theatre, Villisca, la.—General patronage.

LIGHTNIN’ : Special Cast— 45 per cent.
Played this with the Ladies of the G. A. R. They
were certainly pleased. The comedy was continu-
ous. The Old Soldier Home scenes fit in to a “t”
in this occasion. Boys, this is some picture. The
G. A. R. Ladies will help you put it over for a
cleanup. Played November 6-7. Nine reels.—Dr.
F. M. Childs, Cozy theatre, Villisca, la.—General
patronage.

THE WINDING STAIR: Special cast—80 per
cent. Pleased all and drew better than any Fox
we have played on week days. Played November
2-3. Seven reels.—A. D. Stanchfield, Rae theatre,
Ann Arbor, Mich.—Neighborhood patronage.

THE FIRST YEAR : Matt Moore—30 per cent.
Not a knockout, but one above the average. Will
please if you can get them in. Played Novem-
ber 17. Six reels.—L. R. Warner, Triangle the-
atre, Hoxie, Ark.—Small town patronage.

YELLOW FINGERS: Olive Borden—50 per
cent. This picture puts up a very attractive
front, but does not seem to get busines. It is

fairly well done but rather unpleasant in theme.
You are just as well off not to run it.—Ben L.
Morris, Temple theatre, Bellaire, O.—General pat-
ronage.

THE BEST BAD MAN: Tom Mix—90 per cent.
Not as good as some of his other pictures, but
Tom Mix on a Saturday night always brings a
good crowd. Played November 5-6. Five reels.

—George Benson, Community theatre, Minneota,
Minn.—Small town patronage.

KENTUCKY PRIDE: Special cast—25 per cent.

Good race horse picture. Seven reels.—E. L.
Hunter, Majestic theatre, Allen, Okla.—General
patronage.

FIG LEAVES: George O’Brien—24 per cent.

Patrons spoke very highly of this. The color
style show was beautiful. Conklin furnished
enough comedy to please the common folks, and
the nifty styles took care of the 400. George
made a perfect Adam. Who wants to see George
fight all the time? It pulled extra business and
satisfied. Also Mustang two-reeler, “Don’t
Shoot,” a good little Western. Played November
4-5. Seven reels.—Dr. F. M. Childs, Cozy theatre,

Villisca, Iowa.—General patronage.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

UPSTAGE: Norma Shearer—78 per cent. Fine
little picure and where Miss Shearer is liked will

go good, but star will have to draw and not the
title. Played November 7-8.—W. Mansfield, Mills

theatre, Tama, la.—General patronage.

UPSTAGE: Norma Shearer—60 per cent.

Norma Shearer well liked. Picture only has to

be pleasing with this star in title role.—Walter
G. Fairman, Thurmania theatre, Columbus, Ohio.

—General patronage.

WAR PAINT: Tim McCoy—85 per cent. An
extra good Western. Few better ones. Played

November 10. Five reels.—E. A. Armisteail, Lyric

theatre, Easley, S. C.—General patronage.

WAR PAINT: Tim McCoy—70 per cent. Good
Western outdoor picture, but some people said

McCoy acted too much like he was trying to act.

All in all, as good as any average Western.
Played November 5-6. Six reels.—W. Mansfield,

Mills theatre, Tama, la.—General patronage.

WAR PAINT: Tim McCoy—25 per cent.

Metro’s first Western will rank well up in the

list with other Westerns. Made a mistake by
playing on Monday night. Play it on the same
night you have been using your other Westerns
and it will deliver. Played October 25. Six

reels.—L. R. Warner, Triangle theatre, Hoxie,

Ark.—Small town patronage.

WAR PAINT: Tim McCoy—76 per cent. A
new star, but better than an average Western
and see no reason why he will not go over when
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people know him.—Wesley Mansfield, Mills thea-

tre, Tama, la.—Small town patronage.

WAR PAINT: Tim McCoy—60 per cent. If

it’s Westerns you want, this is one. I used to

look at this kind of picture when I was a kid,

only they made them in two and three reels

then. Seemed to take very well, only my crowd

seems to be too highbrow for shoot-’em-up pic-

tures. Don’t understand why the big producers

have all gone in for Westerns. I don’t need

them. Mr. Van Dyke, who directed this one,

should look it over and next time he lets Tim’s

horse fall and hurt himself and has Tim riding

on a bareback horse with an Indian and has

him knock the Indian off and take the Indian’s

horse, perhaps he will at least let the next scene

show him riding a bareback horse and not his

own with saddle exactly as he was before he

fell. If you will notice this scene you will see

how it was. I heard all the kids asking one

another how he got his horse back. Played No-
vember 19. Six reels.—F. Haygood, Grand the-

atre, Waynesboro, Ga.—Small town patronage.

MARE NOSTRUM: Special cast—90 per cent.

Acting and photography good. Picture caused a

lot of comment after first night. Had good house

first night. My patrons were divided in their

opinion, which caused much talk next day, with

the result that we had a good house on the sec-

ond night. My personal opinion is that it is a

wonderful picture. Played November 4. Ten

reels.—Chas. F. Johnson, Plaza theatre, Punta
Gorda, Florida.—General patronage.

MARE NOSTRUM: Special cast—30 per cent.

Wonderful picture, but did not draw. Played

October 3. Ten reels.—H. J. Harris, Sunshine

theatre, Hillsboro, Ind.—General patronage.

MARE NOSTRUM: Special cast—75 per cent.

Pleased 100 per cent and drew well. Should go

well anywhere where they are not Western crazy.

Not suited for a Saturday picture, though. Con-

sider the acting of Miss Terry and Mr. Moreno
excellent. Also, support was good. Played Oc-

tober 30-31. Ten reels.—S. E. Tyas, Liberty

theatre, Awherstburg, Ont., Canada.—General

patronage.

MARE NOSTRUM: Special cast—60 per cent.

Good. Played October 17-18.—Carl Veseth, Pal-

ace theatre, Malta, Mont.—General patronage.

MARE NOSTRUM: Special cast—20 per cent.

Not the picture producers would have you be-

lieve it is. Had a number of walkouts on it.

Played November 18-19. Ten reels.—E. H. Ran-
dall, Liberty theatre, Condon, Ore.—Small town
patronage.

MARE NOSTRUM: Special cast—70 per cent.

A splendid picture from all angles. But it did

not draw for us. Too long and the ending is not

what people looked for. Played November 3.

Ten reels.—Chas. R. Smith, Prescott theatre, Pres-

cott, Kan.—General patronage.

HIS SECRETARY: Norma Shearer—67 per

cent. A nice pleasing comedy. Our first of this

star in quite a while. Nothing big, but will

do for a program night. Our only kick is on
Metro’s service. Was necessary to delay show
because they failed to follow shipping instruc-

tions. Played November 13. Seven reels.—Paul
B. Hoffman, Legion theatre, Holyrood, Kan.

—

Small town patronage.

HIS SECRETARY: Norma Shearer—70 per

cent. A pleasing comedy and they said they
liked it. Six reels.—W. T. Biggs, Unique theatre,

Anita, la.—General patronage.

SALLY, IRENE AND MARY: Special cast-
40 per cent. Such pictures as this is what kills

the picture business in the small town. We
were having a revival in town and I held off my
show until after it closed and invited the pastor,

evangelist and leaders down to see my show, and
then to have a picture like this ! My opinion of

this picture is this : It should be condemned by
all censor boards and not allowed to show. Gam-
bling, booze, and all-night brawl. If you have
it booked, pay for it and leave it in the ex-

change. Could not face my people as they went
out, I hid in the booth until they were all out,

then took my wife and kids and went up the back
alley home. Some producers of pictures seem to

think that the more vulgarity they can get in

the picture the more entertainment they are.

There is enough filth in this old world without
bringing it into our theatres and poking it down
our patrons’ throats. Played October 2. Seven
reels.—R. J. Cook, Barnard theatre, Barnard, Mo.
—Small town patronage.

SALLY, IRENE AND MARY: Special cast-
65 per cent. Weather clear and cool. A good
picture from an entertainment standpoint. The
title pulls them in. Played November 3-4. Seven
reels.—C. S. Watson, Electric theatre, Caldwell,
Kan.—General patronage.

SALLY, IRENE AND MARY: Special cast—30

Phil Rand Defends

His “Colleen”
EXHIBITORS HERALD,
Chicago, 111.

DEAR HERALD:
By the jumped up—January—if it

wouldn’t make an angel cuss. Here
I go and mortgage my home and buy
a high-priced car in order to name it

after my favorite star, Colleen, and
get up a cross-country race with Viola,

Owen Moore, Laura, Clara, Hoot, et

al, to show off Colleen’s super-speed,

and then get that Sand Hill feller

Jenkins to agree on a date when lo

—

there wanders in from the dark dim
forests of Wisconsin a Badger named
Manning who says he’s named his car

Colleen.

Shucks.

I suppose the woods and prairies

will be filled with Colleens from now
on, but I want all you speed boys to

know that I own “Colleen the first”

and what’s more I have a real letter

from the real Colleen telling me that

she is betting on me to win. So, Mr.
Manning, smoke that, will you?

And what’s more, if you think your
Colleen can beat my Colleen why just

come on—I’ll race you from Minne-
apolis to Butte right now, blizzards or
no blizzards, for my theatre against

yours. Are you on?

PHIL RAND,
Rex Theatre,
Salmon, Idaho.

per cent. A year ago I ran “Mike.” I said,

"Watch Sally O’Neil, she’s a comer and she is

the brightest prospect in filmland today for a
big star if given the right kind of pictures and
advertised to the public. She will step into the
place that has been vacated by Mary Pickford
and will also fill the shoes of that great little

star, Colleen Moore, who is slipping each year
into the discard. Exhibitors, boost Sally every
chance you get.” “Sally, Irene and Mary” is a
great picture. Boost it big. Played November 5.

Six reels.—Steve Farrar, Orpheum theatre, Har-
risburg, 111.—General patronage.

GO WEST: Buster Keaton—80 per cent. The
best feature length comedy that ever was run in

my house. A riot of laughs from start to finish.

Drew big Saturday business. Played November
20. Seven reels.—E. M. Biddle, Strand theatre,

Paoli, Ind.—Small town patronage.

GO WEST: Buster Keaton—70 per cent. This

picture is so foolish that it is funny to the n’th

degree. Buster is well liked here and usually

draws as well as any other star, but played this

on Sunday, and Saturday is my best night. This
accounts for the low percentage. I would rate

it 100 per cent. Played August 23. Seven reels.

C. Van Leuven, Molson theatre, Molson, Wash.
-—Small town patronage.

OLD CLOTHES: Jackie Coogan—80 per cent.

Seemed to please all, especially the kids. Would
say this is good for any house. Played October
30. Six reels.—R. J. Cook, Barnard theatre,

Barnard, Mo.—Small town patronage.

OLD CLOTHES: Jackie Coogan—40 per cent.

Roads and weather bad, but the picture pleased

most of our patrons. Jackie will make us some
money if weather and roads are so they can get

out. We have his next picture bought and will

try and report on it. Played November 2-3. Six

reels.—Oren J. Spalti, Strand theatre, Pleasant-

ville, la.—General patronage.

OLD CLOTHES: Jackie Coogan—23 per cent.

A good picture, but this boy is slipping bad for

us. We hope that in his next one, which we
bought, he will do better, as he gets his hair cut
in it. I’m afraid that “The Kid” has grown up
and lost his following. Played October 25. Seven
reels.—Steve Farrar, Orpheum theatre, Harris-
burg, III.—General patronage.

THE WANING SEX: Norma Shearer—75 per
cent. This is a knockout from start to finish.

Good clean comedy and good sense all the way
through. Not one patron that said they didn’t

like it. Norma is the favorite lady star here
and her photo would sure look well in my lobby.

If I only had one it sure would have the top
space. Played October 3. Six reels.—C. Van
Leuven, Molson theatre, Molson, Wash.—Small
town patronage.

THE WANING SEX: Norma Shearer—85 per

cent. Norma Shearer has arrived at the top of
the ladder. This picture is as good as "His
Secretary.” Norma always gets a good crowd for

you. Played October 31 and November 1.—Chas.

F. Johnson, Plaza theatre, Punta Gordo, Florida.

—General patronage.

THE WANING SEX: Norma Shearer—30 per
cent. Wonderful comedy. Should do much bet-

ter than it did for me. I tried it on Sunday, but
Sunday no good here. I do not blame the pic-

ture. Played October 17. Seven reels.—H. J.

Harris, Sunshine theatre, Hillsboro, Ind.—General
patronage.

THE WANING SEX: Norma Shearer—42 per
cent. Good. Played October 31.—Carl Veseth,

Palace theatre, Malta, Mont.—General patronage.

BATTLING BUTLER: Buster Keaton—55 per
cent. About the average type of Keaton comedy.
—Walter G. Fairman, Thurmania theatre, Colum-
bus, Ohio.—General patronage.

BATTLING BUTLER: Buster Keaton—30 per
cent. This one is just as good as Buster Keaton
has ever made, but he doesn’t mean only ordi-

nary attendance for me. Believe Metro overrates

Buster for the small towns. I pay enough rental

for him to be entitled to more than ordinary
business, but can't get it on him. Played No-
vember 15. Seven reels.—L. R. Warner, Triangle

theatre, Hoxie, Ark.—Small town patronage.

BATTLING BUTLER: Buster Keaton—25 per
cent. Weak comedy. Nothing more than a very
ordinary program picture. Will not draw. Played
October 5-6. Six reels.—Otto E. Panknen, Strand
theatre, Marengo, la.—Small town patronage.

THE ROAD TO MANDALAY: Lon Chaney-
60 per cent. Very good. Everyone seemed to

have heard of it and was talking about it before
we showed it, and they talked about it after-

ward. But business is away below normal right

when it should be good. Seven reels.—Otto E.

Panknen, Strand theatre, Marengo, la.—Small
town patronage.

THE ROAD TO MANDALAY: Lon Chaney-
95 per cent. Second run. Played October 10.

Seven reels.—Jack Van Epps, Fort Lee theatre.

Fort Lee, N. J.—General patronage.

BROWN OF HARVARD: William Haines—35
per cent. Of all the 100 per cent A-l pictures,

this is one of those ra re birds. Holds the at-

tention from first to last and you can be safe in

advertising it to the limit. The first cold wave
is what made a small attendance for us. Played
November 20.—Eight reels.—Wm. Martin, Patriot

theatre. Patriot, Ind.—Small town patronage.

BROWN OF HARVARD: William Haines—38
per cent. This was a timely picture for the

football season. Played November 14-15.—Roy
W. Adams, Pastime theatre, Mason, Mich.—Gen-
eral patronage.

BROWN OF HARVARD: William Haines—70
per cent. I ran this ahead of the football sea-

son, but it was extra good and pleased a large

audience for us. Seven reels.—W. T. Biggs,

Unique theatre, Anita, la.—General patronage.

THE DEVIL’S CIRCUS: Norma Shearer—75
per cent. Very good entertainment. Pleased my
patrons. Played October 11-12. Seven reels.—

-

P. C. Schram, New theatre, Kalamazoo, Mich.—

-

General patronage.

THE DEVIL’S CIRCUS: Norma Shearer—78
per cent. Second run. Played October 31. Seven
reels.—Jack Van Epps, Fort Lee theatre, Fort
Lee, N. J.—General patronage.

HIS SECRETARY : Special cast—85 per cent.

Mighty pleasing picture that seemed to please all

who saw it. No pulling power, but those you get

in are mighty glad they came. Played October
16. Seven reels.-—R. J. Cook, Barnard theatre,

Barnard, Mo.—Small town patronage.

OLD CLOTHES: Jackie Coogan—70 per cent.

An exceptionally entertaining picture. Favorable
comments by most all. Lots of fun and a good
story. Played October 29. Six reels.—G. B.

Orne, Opera House, Plainfield, K. of P. Hall,

Marshfield, Willey Memorial Hall, Cabot, Vt.

—

General patronage.

THE BLACKBIRD : Lon Chaney—80 per cent.

I had a better house than for some time. The
crowd in general liked it as well as any Chaney
picture I have shown. In fact, all the com-
ments were good. Played November 9. Seven
reels.—H- G. Isbell, Casino DeLuxe, Kiowa, Colo.
-—G risera I patronage.

THE BLACKBIRD: Lon Chaney—33 per cent.

Some wonderful acting in a rather painful story.

Print not so good. Played November 7-8.—Roy
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W. Adams, Pastime theatre. Mason, Mich.—Gen-
eral patronage.

THE BLACKBIRD: Lon Chaney—35 per cent.

Lon Chaney is in a class by himself. No one
can do his stuff, so he holds his drawing power
at the box office in the towns where they like his

kind of pictures. This is one of his best, and
you can go out and boost it strong. Played Oc-
tober 21.—Seven reels.—Steve Farrar, Orpheum
theatre, Harrisburg, 111.—General patronage.

THE BARRIER: Norman Kerry—80 per cent.

A fine picture. The ice jam is something differ-

ent, and this new twist gives a thrill out of the

ordinary. Played September 24. Eight reels.

—

M. W. Hughes, Colonial theatVe, Astoria, 111.—

-

General patronage.

THE BARRIER: Norman Kerry—50 per cent.

A show that will please about 80 per cent. Those
who have read the book will complain because no
resemblance to the picture, while the regulars

ecu: plain because of lack of act’on and plct.

There are many better than this. Played Novem-
ber 6. Seven reels.—Wm. Martin, Patriot theatre.

Patriot, Ind.—Small town patronage.

THE BARRIER: Norman Kerry—80 per cent.

This went over big with my patrons. Played
October 20-21. Seven reels.—P. C. Schram, New
theatre, Kalamazoo, Mich.—General patronage.

THE MIDSHIPMAN : Ramon Novarro—26 per
cent. Good picture. Poor print. Played October
31 and November 1.—Roy W. Adams, Pastime
theatre. Mason, Mich.—General patronage.

THE MIDSHIPMAN : Ramon Novarro—85 per

cent. This one is good. You can bet your hat
on it pleasing. Eight reels.—C. R. Van Scoy,
Lyric theatre, Cumby, Tex.—General patronage.

BARDELYS THE MAGNIFICENT: John Gil-

bert—43 per cent. One of the finest productions
of this year, killed by a terrible title and the
fact that they won’t buy costume stuff. We took
a nice loss on this one graciously, as the picture

was there but they didn’t want it. Played October
25. Nine reels.—W. C. Quimby, Strand theatre.

Ft. Wayne, Ind.—General patronage.

THE MAGICIAN: Special cast—32 per cent.

Say, who told these folks they were the top of
the industry ? If you like cheese, then play this.

It is sure a gruesome mess. Having to do with
a magician throwing around a lot of hypnotic stuff

to ensnare Alice Terry, as he needs her heart’s

blood to create life through a feat of magic.
Played November 3-4. Seven reels.—F. Haygood,
Grand theatre, Waynesboro, Ga.—Small town pat-

ronage.

BLARNEY : Ralph Graves—35 per cent. Fair,

Pleased the older sports. Personally, I liked it,

but it lost money. Not much to draw them in.

Played November 2. Seven reels.—H. J. Harris,

Sunshine theatre, Hillsboro, Ind.—General patron-
age.

THE GAY DECEIVER: Lew Cody—20 per cent.

Very fair picture and pleased some, but did not
draw well. However, weather was bad, so per-
haps this accounts for it. Not so gay as one is

led to believe and not particularly suited to small
towns. Played November 8-9. Seven reels.—S. E.
Tyas, Liberty theatre, Awhertsburg, Ont., Can.

—

General patronage.

THE GREAT DIVIDE: Special cast—65 per
cent. Here is a picture I like to show. Bad
snowstorm sent down box receipts like 60 below
sends down the thermometer. Good reports from
all who came. Played November 17-18. Eight
reels.—A. C. Digney, Peerless theatre, Hartney,
Manitoba, Can.—General patronage.

LOVEY MARY : Bessie Love—45 per cent.

Nice little picture which pleased small crowd. No
drawing power. Played November 8. Seven reels.

—-A. T. Fleming, Seneca theatre, Blakely, Ga.

—

Small town patronage.

TIME THE COMEDIAN: Lew Cody—40 per
cent. Didn’t go over at all. We like to see Cody
if he doesn’t make a mess of things. Played
September 9.—Roy Hammons, Hardburly theatre,

Hardburly, Ky.—General patronage.

THE MERRY WIDOW: Mae Murray—50 per
cent. Good. Played November 7-8. Ten reels.

—

Carl Veseth, Palace theatre, Malta, Mont.—General
patronage.

DON’T : Sally O’Neil—65 per cent. Better than
the so-called specials. It will make ’em roar..

—

C. R. Van Scoy, Lyric theatre, Cumby, Tex.

—

General patronage.

THE TOWER OF LIES: Lon Chaney—40 per
cent. Our patrons voted this to be the poorest at-

traction of the year. Poor vehicle for these stars.

Long drawn out, absolutely no entertainment qual-

ities. Much ado about nothing. Played November
19. Seven reels.—Bruce M. Sweet, Strand theatre,

Belfast, N. Y.—Small town patronage.

THE TORRENT : Special cast—48 per cent.

No drawing power, and not a bad picture at that.

Why don’t they either get a better title or get
some special star that has box office for their name
to make the advertising go over better. Played
August 29. Seven reels.—C. Van Leuven, Molson
theatre, Molson, Wash.—Small town patronage.

THE GREAT LOVE : Viola Dana—80 per cent.
This gave general satisfaction and drew good Sat-
urday business. Played November 6. Six reels.

—

E. M. Biddle, Strand theatre, Paoli, Ind.—Small
town patronage.

BEVERLY OF GRAUSTARK: Marion Davies—80 per cent. Second run. Played October 24.
Seven reels.—Jack Van Epps, Fort Lee theatre,
Fort Lee, N. J.—General patronage.

PROUD FLESH: Eleanor Boardman—80 per
cent. Another one of the best I ever ran, and
not many to see it, but it was no fault of the
picture or the stars, for they are the very best
and there is a good lesson in it for anyone.
Played June 11. Seven reels.—James A. Banks,
Lyric theatre, Saratoga, Wyo.—Small town pat-
ronage.

THE UNHOLY THREE: Lon Chaney—60 per
cent. A real masterpiece by a great artist—

-

Chaney. More real entertainment in this melo-
drama than you can get in four or five super-
specials. Drew about double our usual mid-week
shows. Fine for

.
any day. Played October 20.

Seven reels.—Wm. Martin, Patriot theatre. Patriot,
Ind.—Small town patronage.

Paramount
THE QUARTERBACK: Richard Dix—95 per

cent. The greatest college picture of the year,
and more too. It is interspersed with thrills,
wholesome comedy and pleasing romance. It is

the best comedy drama Dix has made. Played
November 14. Seven reels.—Maurice A. Fox,
American theatre, Terre Haute, Ind.—General
patronage.

THE QUARTERBACK: Richard Dix—76 per
cent. One of the best pictures Paramount has
given us. Dix and Miss Ralston both fine. If
you step on this one you will get results. Would
stand an increase in admission, although I ran
it for usual prices, 10 and 25. Played November
1-2. Eight reels.—F. Haygood, Grand theatre,
Waynesboro, Ga.—Small town patronage.

THE QUARTERBACK: Richard Dix—50 per
cent. Went over big. You can sure step on this
big. Plenty of pep, football and college life.

Mixed classes. Town 5,000. Played October 21.

Eight reels.—Orris F. Collins, Capitol and Ma-
jestic theatre, Paragould, Ark.—General patron-
age.

THE QUARTERBACK: Richard Dix—79 per
cent. Great football story. Well done. Gave
excellent satisfaction and drew well despite bad
weather conditions. Played October 7. Seven
reels.—W. C. Quimby, Strand theatre. Ft. Wayne,
Ind.—General patronage.

THE QUARTERBACK: Richard Dix—18 per
cent. A real picture which failed for some mys-
terious reason to gross film rental. Step on this
heavy. Played October 28-29.—Russell Armen-
trout, K. P. theatre, Pittsfield, 111.—General pat-
ronage.

THE CAMPUS FLIRT: Bebe Daniels—80 per
cent. Exceptionally good. Played one day only
and easily would have stood two days. Boost it

good.—C. V. Kelly, Badger theatre, Reedsburg,
Wis.—General patronage.

THE CAMPUS FLIRT: Bebe Daniels—75 per
cent. This is the kind of a show the young people
like. Use it on Sunday, especially good for this

time of the year. Played October 31. Seven reels.

—Otto E. Panknen, Strand theatre, Marengo, la.—

-

Small town patronage.

THE CAMPUS FLIRT: Bebe Daniels—85 per
cent. Miss Daniels at her best. This is a college

story, play it. Six reels.—Ed. A. Keene, Oxford
theatre, Oxford, O.—General patronage.

THE CAMPUS FLIRT: Bebe Daniels—70 per
cent. Timely story, well acted and well liked.—

-

Walter G. Fairman, Thurmania theatre, Columbus,
Ohio.—General patronage.

FORLORN RIVER: Jack Holt—40 per cent.

Same as all Zane Grey pictures. Excellent. Played
November 4-5-6. Seven reels.—Clark & Edwards,
Palace theatre, Ashland, O.—General patronage.

FORLORN RIVER: Jack Holt—35 per cent.

Good Saturday night picture. Lots of killing and
shootin’. Mixed classes. Town 5,000. Played
October 21. Seven reels.—Orris F. Collins, Capitol

and Majestic theatre, Paragould, Ark.—General
patronage.

PADLOCKED: Special cast—65 per cent. A
fair picture. Lots better, but worth showing if

bought right.—N. M. Emmons, Eagle theatre.

Eagle River, Wis.—General patronage.

PADLOCKED: Special cast—64 per cent. It’s

a good dig at some of these would-be reformers.

Liked by all here. Good pleasing picture. Noth-
ing big, however. Played November 5.—M. R.
Blair, Regent theatre. Cedar Falls, la.—College
patronage.

PADLOCKED : Special cast—60 per cent. Good
picture but they didn’t come. Think autos, radio
and many side acts in big houses have put a
crimp in business of smaller theatres. Weather
fair. Played October 30 and November 1. Seven
reels.—Henry W. Gauding, Lincoln theatre, Pitts-
burgh, Pa.—General patronage.

MANTRAP: Clara Bow—70 per cent. One of
the best pictures I have taken the time to watch
all the way through. Will say of this one that it

is d— keen. Step on it, Clara, you are giving
Colleen a run for her money. First class enter-
tainment anywhere at any time. Played November
19-20. Seven reels.—R. D. Young, Rex theatre,
Montezuma, Ind.—General patronage.

MANTRAP: Clara Bow—60 per cent. This
was a louse for us. The only thing that saved a
flop all around was Clara Bow. Here is a comer—

•

watch her go. Played September 17-18.—M. R.
Blair, Regent theatre. Cedar Falls, la.—College
patronage.

MANTRAP : Clara Bow—60 per cent. Fine
picture. Greatly enjoyed. Clara Bow especially
was good. Played October 20-21. Seven reels.

—

Henry W. Gauding, Pittsburgh, Pa.—General pat-

ronage.
SO’S YOUR OLD MAN: W. C. Fields—70 per

cent. Fields has hit his stride. This picture is a
knockout. Everybody raved about the picture. Six
reels..—Maurice A. Fox, American theatre, Terre
Haute, Ind.—General patronage.

SO’S YOUR OLD MAN: W. C. Fields—50 per
cent. This was praised by all patrons as being one
of the best comedies we have shown this year.
Played October 31.—Russell Armentrout, K. P.
theatre, Pittsfield, 111.—General patronage.

SO’S YOUR OLD MAN: W. C. Fields—45 per
cent. Sat through this picture expecting it to be
another “Army Game,” but Fields was okay and
has actually made a good story with many good
laughs. If Paramount will give him stories to

work with and not depend entirely on his comic
feats he will make a good draw. Don’t get the

impression that I am classing this as a special,

because it is not, but is a real good comedy pro-
duction that will hold interest throughout and is

far superior to his last effort. Played November
15-16. Six reels.—F. Haygood, Grand theatre,

Waynesboro, Ga.—Small town patronage.

THE EAGLE OF THE SEA: Florence Vidor-
65 per cent. There were five patrons in the house
during the run of this picture who were familiar

with the history of LaFitte, the pirate, and New
Orleans history, so they appreciated it. Good
story, good acting, a costume picture, no particu-

lar drawing power. Played November 10-11-26.

Eight reels.—Pace & Bouma, Rialto theatre,

Pocahontas, Iowa.—General patronage.

THE EAGLE OF THE SEA: Florence Vidor
—16 per cent. It’s not another “Sea Hawk." Ac-
tion very slow. Played October 27.—Russell Ar-
mentrout, K. P. theatre, Pittsfield, 111.—General
patronage.

THE RUNAWAY: Clara Bow—65 per cent.

Tale of old Kaintuck which pleased our patrons.

Well acted by good cast. Weather fair. Played
November 12. Seven reels.—Henry W. Gauding,
Lincoln theatre, Pittsburgh, Pa.—General patron-

age.

THE RUNAWAY: Clara Bow—70 per cent.

Gave excellent satisfaction and drew a big Sat-

urday night crowd. Clara Bow is a very unusual
type. Played November 13. Seven reels.—E. M.
Biddle, Strand theatre, Paoli, Ind.—Small town
patronage.

ALOMA OF THE SOUTH SEAS: Gilda Gray-
32 per cent. This is a very keen picture but did

not draw any better than the average picture. Do
not be afraid to run it, as it will please in most
all places as it did here.—Rex theatre, Monte-
zuma, Ind.—General patronage.

ALOMA OF THE SOUTH SEAS: Gilda Gray-
20 per cent. This is a good picture and I

thought after all the publicity Gilda got at her

road showing in Des Moines that it would do

business. But when the farmers have to sell their

corn to pay for husking, and hogs going down
and good horses selling for $5 and $10. they are

not very keen about shimmy dancers. Played No-
vember 18-19. Nine reels.—Otto E. Panknen,

Strand theatre, Marengo, la.—Small town patron-

age.

BEHIND THE FRONT: Special cast—100 per

per cent. A knockout. Get it on your list.

Played August 29.—Roy Hammons, Hardburly
theatre, Hardburly, Ky.—General patronage.

BEHIND THE FRONT: Special cast—90 per

cent. A good entertaining comedy. Pleased all

my patrons, also pleased my poeketbook, so this

we call okay all around. Played November 16-17.
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Six reels.—J. Hollenbeck, Liberty theatre, Lyn-
den, Wash.—General patronage.

WILD HORSE MESA: Jack Holt—50 per cent.

A real gem. Both first and second night good

with, “Oh, it’s a great Western” from our patrons

as they were leaving the theatre. Played October

22-23. Seven reels.—George Khattar, Khattar’s

theatre, Sydney, N. S., Canada.—Neighborhood

patronage.

WILD HORSE MESA: Jack Holt^80 per cent.

Mighty pleasing picture, and like all Zane Grey’s,

very popular with my people. Eight reels.—R. J.

Cook, Barnard theatre, Barnard, Mo.—Small town
patronage.

THE WANDERER: Special cast—49 per cent.

Not so good for this town. Had several walkouts.

Played November 13.—F. D. Moore, Liberty thea-

tre, Robertsdale, Pa.—Small town patronage.

THE WANDERER: Special cast—90 per cent.

Boys, this is one that you can push over. Bought

right and will make you some money. Paramount
always treats you right. Played October 15-16.

Seven reels.—W. L. Rockwell, Odeon theatre. Cot-

tonwood Falls, Kan.—General patronage.

THE ANCIENT HIGHWAY : Jack Holt—50 per

cent. A real picture that we played ofi the week

end. Action story of the Canadian lumber woods.

Action and thrills galoi'e. Holt a safe bet, always.

Played October 1-2. Seven reels.—George Khattar,

Khattar’s theatre, Sydney, N. S. Canada—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

THE ANCIENT HIGHWAY: Jack Holt—50
per cent. Not so good as most of Jack’s pictures.

I have the best success for middle of the week

with Paramount than any other pictures. They

seem to be all good, at least what I buy. Then

it’s a pleasure to do business with Paramount

:

everything is fine. Played October 8. Seven reels.

—W. A. Hillhouse, Lyric theatre, Glasco, Kans.-
Small town patronage.

THE ANCIENT HIGHWAY: Jack Holt—73 per

cent. A well produced pieturization of James Oli-

ver Curwood’s well known book. Pleased patrons.

However, Curwood’s stories have not the drawing

power of Zane Grey or Harold Bell Wright stories.

Played November 8. Seven reels.—Bruce W.
Sweet, Opera House, Fillmore, N. Y.—Small town

patronage.

IT’S THE OLD ARMY GAME: W. C. Fields-

40 per cent. A few more like this and we might

as well close the doors. What’s the matter with

Paramount? Once our best bet, but now our

chief drawback. Six reels.—A. T. Fleming, Sene-

ca theatre, Blakely, Ga.—Small town patronage.

IT’S THE OLD ARMY GAME: W. C. Fields-

85 per cent. This one will please if you can get

them out. Drew fairly well for two nights. Bet-

ter house the second night. Played October 22-23.

Seven reels.—W. L. Rockwell, Odeon theatre. Cot-

tonwood Falls, Kan.—General patronage.

THE ENCHANTED HILL: Jack Holt—77 per

cent. Fine entertainment. 10-20 cents admission.

Played November 12.—M. G. Lee, Lee theatre,

Eufaula, Ala.—Small town patronage.

THE ENCHANTED HILL: Jack Holt—75 per

cent. As good a Western as you could wish for.

Plenty of action but not too much to please our
patrons. Did not draw so good on account of the

arrival of the first snow storm of the season.

Florence Vidor and Jack Holt a wonderful team.

Buy this one, it’s fine. Seven reels.—Bruce M.
Sweet, Strand theatre, Belfast, N. Y.—Small town
patronage.

THE VANISHING AMERICAN: Richard Dix
—70 per cent. One of the really great pictures,

but was booked to charge 40 cents, which kept
many away. They don’t seem to want to pay
that for any picture, no matter what it is. Pic-

ture pleased and drew fair. Would have drawn
one-third more money at 30 cents. Should be
shown in every theatre, as it will add prestige to
your house. Played October 26. Ten reels.—R. C.

Buxton, Strand theatre. Ransom, Kan.—General
patronage.

THE VANISHING AMERICAN: Richard Dix—90 per cent. I was a little late using this, but
it is great. Every theatre should run it, sooner or
later. It will do you good. Played September 6.

Nine reels.—M. W. Hughes, Colonial theatre, As-
toria, 111.—General patronage.

THE VANISHING AMERICAN: Richard Dix—40 per cent. Good picture that should have
drawn much better. Heard some complaint about
the sad ending. I figured on doing a big busi-
ness on it, as it was well advertised and a Zane
Grey story. However, you never can tell. Nope,
you can’t count your chickens before they are
hatched. Played October 21-22-23. Ten reels.

—

J. B. Carter, Electric theatre. Browning, Mo.

—

Small town patronage.

THE VANISHING AMERICAN: Richard Dix—75 per cent. A great picture, but of no great
entertainment value. Ten reels.—Hunstad &

Becker, Princess theatre, Guttenberg, la.—General
patronage.

THE VANISHING AMERICAN: Richard Dix
100 per cent. This sure is a very fine portrayal
of the Indians. Richard Dix and Lois Wilson
did splendid. Played November 5. Ten reels.—

-

W. A. Hillhouse, Lyric theatre, Glasco, Kans.—

-

Small town patronage.

THE VANISHING AMERICAN: Richard Dix
—90 per cent. One of the best. Not an adverse
comment. Played September 25-27. Ten reels.—
Henry W. Gauding, Lincoln theatre, Pittsburgh,
Pa.—General patronage.

IRISH LUCK: Thomas Meighan—75 per cent.

Gave excellent satisfaction. Should go big in

Catholic Community. Have not had a full house
with Meighan since “The Alaskan.” Played No-
vember 10. Eight reels.-—Bruce W. Sweet, Opera
House, Fillmore, N. Y.—Small town patronage.

IRISH LUCK: Thomas Meighan—55 per cent.

Get this Meighan offering and watch the money
roll in. The best money maker we’ve had in

a long, long while. The Irish sure went wild

in their praise for “Irish Luck.” Played October
12-13. Seven reels.—George Khattar, Khattar’s

theatre, Sydney, N. S. Canada.—Neighborhood
patronage.

THE NEW KLONDIKE: Thomas Meighan—
70 per cent. A fair picture. Nothing to rave
about. Played October 23-24. Eight reels.—J.

Hollenbeck, Liberty theatre, Lynden, Wash.

—

General patronage.

THE NEW KLONDIKE: Thomas Meighan—
70 per cent. Not so good. The poorest I ever

showed of Tom Meighan. He’s a great favorite

here. We count Tom one of the best. Played
November 12. Seven reels.—W. A. Hillhouse,

Lyric theatre, Glasco, Kans.—Small town patron-
age.

THE VOLCANO: Bebe Daniels—60 per cent.

Not so good. Too slow. Six reels.—Hunstad &
Becker, Princess theatre, Guttenberg, la.—Gen-
eral patronage.

THE VOLCANO: Bebe Daniels—75 per cent.

Show fairly good up to last reel showing the

volcano, which was very good. Had good comedy
with this. What were there seemed to be pleased.

Played November 5-6. Five reels.—W. L. Rock-
well, Odeon theatre. Cottonwood Falls, Kan.

—

General patronage.

THE PONY EXPRESS: Special cast—80 per

cent. A most excellent picture. But they charge
too much for it. I think it is 100 per cent pic-

ture but the high admission kept them away.
People of small towns won’t pay high prices for

picture shows. Played September 30. Ten reels.

—W. A. Hillhouse, Lyric theatre, Glasco, Kans.

—

Small town patronage.

THE PONY EXPRESS: Special casit^90 per

cent. An extra good one. Torrence and
Beery are hard to beat. Cortez does very well

with the lead in this. The paper is good, also

the title, cast and story. Played November 13.

Ten reels.—G. B. Orne, Opera House, Plainfield,

K. of P. Hall, Marshfield, Willey Mem. Hall.

Cabot, Vt.—General patronage.

MONSIEUR BEAUCAIRE: Rudolph Valentino
—75 per cent. This picture drew very well and
pleased, especially the women. Costume. Very
hard to understand. Played October 27. Ten
reels.—Horace Emmick, O. K. theatre, Lewisport,

Ky.-—General patronage.

MONSIEUR BEAUCAIRE: Rudolph Valentino
—60 per cent. Played this several weeks after

Valentino’s death and it drew big crowds. Also
gave good satisfaction. Gave free photos of

Valentino to each patron during its run. Played
September 27-28. Ten reels.—George Khattar,
Khattar’s theatre, Sydney, N. S. Canada.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

THE GREAT GATSBY : Special cast—40 per
cent. Consider this one of the best. But be-

lieve some will think otherwise. However, had
many compliments. Scenery, sets, and acting of

the finest. Played November 8-9. Seven reels.

—F. Haygood, Grand theatre, Waynesboro, Ga.

—

Small town patronage.

KID BOOTS: Eddie Cantor—45 per cent.

Pleasing but Cantor not well enough known for
movie house draw in average theatre outside of
big cities.—Walter G. Pairman, Thurmania thea-
tre, Columbus, Ohio.—General patronage.

DIPLOMACY : Blanche Sweet—21 per cent. An
old story that was worked to death years ago.
"The paper, the paper—who has the secret pa-
per?” Played November 2.—Russel Armentrout,
K. P. theatre, Pittsfield. 111.—General patronage.

WE’RE IN THE NAVY NOW: Special casi^-
80 per cent. Great combination, Beery and Hat-
ton, for this kind of roles. Nothing but nonsense,

but people like it.—Walter G. Fairman, Thurmania
theatre, Columbus, Ohio.—General patronage.

DESERT GOLD: Special cast—75 per cent.
Good picture from Zane Grey story. Stormy night,
so I do not know the drawing value, but at that
it made money for me, as do all Zane Grey
stories. Shirley Mason does good work. Desert
scenes wonderful. Paramount can make good
westerns.—S. H. Rich, Rich theatre, Montpelier,
Idaho.—General patronage.

THE SONG AND DANCE MAN: Tom Moore-
40 per cent. This seemed to please a small crowd.
Just a good program picture. Bad weather was
one of the causes of our poor attendance. Our
first snow storm made roads bad. Played Novem-
ber 10.—Paul B. Hoffman, Legion theatre. Holy-
rood, Kan.—Small town patronage.

TIN GODS: Thomas Meighan—63 per cent.
Fair. Better than his last two previous releases.
Meighan showing age, as the saying goes “It
won’t be long now.” Played September 10-11.
Seven reels.—M. R. Blair, Regent theatre. Cedar
Falls, la.—College patronage.

THE CAT’S PAJAMA’S: Betty Bronson—29
per cent. This pleased fairly well, but many were
loud in saying they did not like it because it did
not have as much comedy as was expected. Judg-
ing from the title and that Theodore Roberts
was announced as being in the cast. Played
November 3.—Russell Armentrout, K. P. theatre,
Pittsfield, 111.—General patronage.

THE RAIN MAKER: Special cast—85 per cent
This was good. It pleased all who saw it and
it has rained ever since. The farmers said I
ought to get it in July, as we have had no rain
all summer. Played September 8. Seven reels.—W. L. Rockwell, Odeon theatre. Cottonwood
Falls, Kan.—General patronage.

FINE MANNERS: Gloria Swanson—55 per
cent. Picture was very fine but did not pull for
us, as is usual Monday night, which is our poor-
est night of the week. Was an awful flop.—R. D
Young, Rex theatre, Montezuma, Ind.—General
patronage.

A SON OF HIS FATHER: Special cast—85
per cent. Seemed to please well. Second night
bigger than the first, but nothing fills the house
any more with floods on all hands and everybody
broke. Played November 3-4. Seven reels. R. J.
Cook, Barnard theatre, Barnard, Mo.—Small town
patronage.

THE LIGHT OF WESTERN STARS: Jack
Holt—40 per cent. A dandy attraction that drew
good and pleased all. Holt is a big favorite. He
outdraws all Western stars except Fred Thom-
son, who seems a bull’seye always. Played Sep-
tember 18-19. Seven reels.—George Khattar,
Khattar’s theatre, Sydney, N. S. Canada—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

VARIETY : Emil Jannings—69 per cent.
Played second run. Eight reels.—Jack Van Epps!
Fort Lee theatre, Fort Lee, N. J.—General pat-1
ronage.

THE GRAND DUCHESS AND THE WAITER:
Adolphe Menjou—50 per cent. Not so good as
other pictures of this type. Menjou doesn’t go
over in the small town in my opinion. Played
November 9.—Roy Hammons, Hardburly theatre,
Hardburly, Ky.—General patronage.

STAGE STRUCK: Gloria Swanson—50 per
cent. Don’t bet very much on this. It sure is
a shame to use a good star with such a bum
picture. Played November 10. Six reels.—Walter
C. Schultz, Kenesaw Opera House, Kenesaw, Nebr.—General patronage.

THE MAN WHO FOUND HIMSELF: Thomas
Meighan—80 per cent. A good picture. Played
November 7-8—Chas. F. Johnson, Plaza theatre,
Punta Gorda, Florida.—General patronage.

THE UNTAMED LADY : Gloria Swanson—43
per cent. Much better than her past few have
been, but they served to kill her following and
so we were out. It is a good picture, though, and
received favorable comment. Played November 17.—Paul B. Hoffman, Legion theatre, Holyrood,
Kan.—Small town patronage.

BORN TO THE WEST: Jack Holt-60 per
cent. This picture drew very well the first night,
but fell flat the second. No fault of the picture.
Played November 3-4. Six reels.—Horace Em-
miek, O. K. theatre, Lewisport, Ky.—General pat-
ronage.

MISS BREWSTER’S MILLIONS: Bebe Dan-
iels—55 per cent. Not so good. Patrons say it
was too much overdrawn. Played November 3-4.
Seven reels.—S. H. Ihde, Photoplay theatre, Ash-
land, Kans.—Small town patronage.

PATHS TO PARADISE: Betty Compson—20
per cent. One of Betty’s best. You can please
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them if you can get them in to see it. It’s

very good. Played November 1. Seven reels.

—

Steve Farrar. Orpheum theatre, Harrisburg, III.—

-

General patronage.

A WOMAN OF THE WORLD: Pola Negri-
75 per cent. A dandy picture. We have a movie
fan at this place that looks like a twin sister

of Pola Negri. Played October 22. Six reels.

—

Walter C. Schultz, Kenesaw Opera House, Kene-
saw, Nebr.—General patronage.

BORN TO THE WEST: Jack Holt—40 per

cent. Good picture but Paramount asks too much
money. I’ve got to buy their pictures cheaper or

quit using them. Played September 17-18. Seven
reels.—Otto E. Panknen, Strand theatre, Marengo,
la.—Small town patronage.

PETER PAN : Special cast—28 per cent. Per-

sonally liked it fine, but the box office says, “don’t

play another like this if you don’t want to lose

any more money.” Watch out for “Peter Pan.”

See it before you play it. Played September 20.

Nine reels.—George Khattar, Khattar’s theatre,

Sydney, N. S. Canada.—Neighborhood patronage.

FOR HEAVEN’S SAKE: Harold Lloyd—80 per

per cent. One of the poorest Lloyd pictures. Lost

on this one. Paid double what the picture was
really worth to me. Goodbye, Harold ; never

again! Played November 13-14. Six reels.—J.

Hollenbeck. Liberty theatre, Lynden, Wash.—Gen-
eral patronage.

THE LUCKY DEVIL: Richard Dix—34 per

per cent. A nice breezy picture that went over

in fine shape. Plenty of action and pep in it to

please anyone. Played October 14-15. Six reels.

George Khattar, Khattar’s theatre, Sydney, N. S.

Canada.—Neighborhood patronage.

DANCING MOTHERS: Alice Joyce—80 per

cent. This is one Paramount did not know about,

or they would have made another "Ten Command-
ments” of it, or a big one. This one drew and

it pleased everyone.—C. R. Van Scoy, Lyric thea-

tre, Cumby, Tex.—General patronage.

THE SONG AND DANCE MAN: Special oast

75 per cent. Better than you will expect. Drew
good with tent show and school play same night.

Seven reels.—C. R. Van Scoy, Lyric theatre,

Comby, Tex.—General patronage.

RUGGED WATERS: Wallace Beery—25 per

cent. Pretty weak. Played October 15. Seven

reels .—Walter C. Schultz, Kenesaw Opera House,

Kenesaw, Nebr.—General patronage.

THE PALM BEACH GIRL: Bebe Daniels—60

percent. This is one of Miss Dapiels best, and

that’s saying a whole lot. Many pleased com-

ments from patrons. Played November 10-11.

Seven reels.—E. M. Biddle, Strand theatre, Paoli,

Ind.—Small town patronage.

LET’S GET MARRIED: Richard Dix—95 per

cent. This was a good one. Went over big.

Come on with more like it. Merchants co-operated

with me, offering prizes for a couple to get mar-

ried. None showed up, but we had a fake and all

went over big. Played October 28-29. Seven

reels.—w. L. Rockwell, Odeon theatre. Cotton-

wood Falls, Kan.—General patronage.

THE TOP OF THE WORLD: Anna Q. Nilsson

—60 per cent. One of the best we have run.

The stars are among the best drawing cards we
have here. We got many comments on it, but

on account of such poor business at that time of

the year, we did not get much of a house on it.

Played June 10. Six reels.—James A. Banks,

Lyric theatre, Saratoga, Wyo.—Small town pat-

ronage.

COBRA: Rudolph Valentino—85 per cent. As
for the picture, there is nothing to it. But you
can put out Rudolph’s name and it will bring
them in since his death. Seven reels.—E. L.

Hunter, Majestic theatre, Allen, Okla.—General
patronage.

THE SHOW OFF: Special cast—40 per cent.

Very poor. Makes you think of their last year’s

pictures. Well, maybe some of this year’s also.

Played October 6-7.-—M. R. Blair, Regent theatre.

Cedar Falls, la.—College patronage.

HOLD THAT LION : Douglas MacLean—42

per cent. They claimed big things for this. It

would make one or two good comedies (two reel-

ers). It flopped and I could not blame them for

not coming. Played October 22-23.—R. R. Blair,

Regent theatre. Cedar Palls, la.—College patron-
age.

FORLORN RIVER: Jack Holt—55 per cent.

Fair, although business off on these guys. Pretty
scenery and nothing objectionable. Played Octo-
ber 29.—M. R. Blair. Regent theatre, Cedar Falls,

la.—College patronage.

FASCINATING YOUTH: Junior Stars of ’26—
80 per cent. Would rate this one at a higher
percentage but we ran it on Tuesday night : there-

fore, did not gross well. Surely does an exhibitor
good to have his patrons leave the theatre with a

pleased expression on their faces.—R. D. Young,
Rex theatre, Montpelier, Ind.—General patronage.

THE CROWN OF LIES: Pola Negri—70 per
cent. Another mythical kingdom tale. However,
it got by all right. Seemed to please the ladies
especially. Played November 5. Six reels.

—

Henry W. Gauding, Lincoln theatre, Pittsburgh,
Pa.—General patronage.

Pathe
THE DEVIL HORSE: Rex—90 per cent. The

best by far of these wild horse pictures. It will
make you money- if you step on it. Played Octo-
ber 25-26-27. Six reels.—C. S. Watson, Electric
theatre, Caldwell, Kan.—General patronage.

THE DEVIL HORSE: Rex—25 per cent. The
third w-ild horse picture is just about on the
average of the other two. In fact, I do not think
it pleased as well as “Black Cyclone.” It fell

short at the box office $59 of the business done
with “Black Cyclone.” It’s a great Western pic-

ture at that. Played November 3. Six short reels.

Steve Farrar, Orpheum theatre, Harrisburg, 111.

—

General patronage.

THE FRESHMAN : Harold Lloyd—90 per cent.

Played “Our Gang” in “Sundown Limited” and
went over strong. Could have made 100 per cent
if paper had been good and could get advertising
from Regal. Played October 22-23. Seven reels.

—A. C. Digney, Peerless theatre, Hartney, Mani-
toba, Canada.—General patronage.

THE FRESHMAN : Harold Lloyd—75 per cent.

If you are in business for glory, play Harold
Lloyd pictures, because after you pay the rental
that’s about all that is left. They please, but
they should—considering you have to mortgage the
family belongings to play them. Nine reels.—R. H.
Ries, Galhan theatre, Calhan, Colo.—General pat-
ronage.

PERCY : Charles Ray—43 per cent. Played
November 12. Six reels.—G. F. Rediske, Star
theatre, Townsend, Wash.—General patronage.

BLACK CYCLONE: Rex—80 per cent. A tip

top picture. Rex is a horse to be proud of. Don’t
miss it. Played September 23. Seven reels.—M.
W. Hughes, Colonial theatre, Astoria, 111.—General
patronage.

Pro-Dis-Co
UP IN MABEL’S ROOM: Marie Prevost—95

per cent. This is what the public are demanding.
We want more of this kind and less of the so-

ciety and crook drama. Played October 14-15.

—W. S. Williamson, Royal theatre, Hoisington,
Kan.—General patronage.

UP IN MABEL’S ROOM: Marie Prevost—80
per cent. Is bound to make any Exhibitor money.
Title will draw. Everyone here well pleased, and
any picture with Marie is good. Don’t be afraid
of them. Played October 6. Seven reels.—M. W.
Hughes, Colonial theatre, Astoria, 111.—General
patronage.

THE VOLGA BOATMAN: William Boyd—75
per cent. Best picture we have ever had. Pleased
100 per cent. All P. D. C. pictures have been
good. Played August 30. Ten reels.—L. Miller,

Capitol theatre, Cordele, Ga.—General patronage.

THE VOLGA BOATMAN: William Boyd—65
per cent. This is the perfect picture of the year,

but I couldn’t get my people awake to the fact.

Used the “Boatman’s Song” with a Victrola record
and it clicked with the crowds. Kids annoyed me
by calling it the “vodka” boatman. Played No-
vember 5-6. Eleven reels.—Roy W. Adams, Pas-
time theatre, Mason, Mich.—General patronage.

THE UNKNOWN SOLDIER: Special cast—50
per cent. A fine picture with plenty of good
comedy until the end, but the sad ending ruined
it all. Played November 11-12. Seven reels.

—

E. H. Randall, Liberty theatre, Condon, Ore.

—

Small town patronage.

THE UNKNOWN SOLDIER: Special cast—35
per cent. From every angle, this is almost a
great picture. Played November 10-11. Eight
reels.—Clark & Edwards, Palace theatre, Ash-
land, O.—General patronage.

BACHELOR BRIDES: Rod LaRoeque—90 per
cent. A dandy mystery comedy drama but noth-
ing big. Pleased everybody. Played November
12.—W. S. Williamson, Royal theatre, Hoisington,

Kan.—General patronage.

ROCKING MOON: Special cast—Can’t figure

the percentage on this picture, as I played it on
my serial night. A good picture but would have
been better if they had followed the story closer.

Played November 5. Seven reels.—C. S. Watson,
Electric theatre, Caldwell, Kan.—General patron-
age.

WILD OATS LANE: Viola Dana—66 per cent.

A fair picture. Played November 7-8. Seven

reels.—J . E. Gooding, Palace theatre. Grand
Ledge, Mich.—General patronage.

MEET THE PRINCE: Joseph Schildkraut—30
per cent. The poorest of the poor. Brother, lay
off this. It positively has nothing worth seeing.
If you have bought it, do not say too much.
Played October 25.—Arthur T. Goggans, River-
dale theatre, Riverview, Ala.—General patronage.

BEYOND THE BORDER: Harry Carey—71
per cent. Played this Amateur Night and pleased
mostly all. Business good on the strength of
Amateur Night. Rate this as a good Harry
Carey feature. Played September 30-31. Five
reels.—George Khattar, Khattar’s theatre, Sydney,
N. S. Canada—Neighborhood patronage.

THE MILLION DOLLAR HANDICAP: Vera
Reynolds—80 per cent. I was a little late running
this, but I believe I am safe in saying it’s the
best balanced race track picture I ever ran. Don’t
pass it up. It’s not old yet, or even if it does
get a little old. it will do your house credit.

Played October 8. Seven reels.—M. W. Hughes,
Colonial theatre, Astoria, 111.—General patronage.

FORBIDDEN WATERS: Special cast—15 per
cent. Just fair. Played November 8-9. Five reels.

—Clark & Edwards, Palace theatre, Ashland, O.

—

General patronage.

SILENCE: Special cast—46 per cent. Re-
ceived some good comments but was too slow.
Why do P. D. C. persist in making so many un-
derworld pictures ? We are getting fed up on
them. Played November 12-13. Eight reels.

—

S. E. Tyas, Liberty theatre, Awhertsburg, Ont.,
Canada.—General patronage.

THE DICE WOMAN: Priscilla Dean—68 per
cent. Good little picture but could not get them
in. Thursday and Friday are our dull days.
Played November 4-5. Six reels.—J. E. Gooding,
Palace theatre. Grand Ledge, Mich.—General pat-
ronage.

THE ROAD TO YESTERDAY: Vera Reynolds—80 per cent. I cannot say much for this one.
It did not please very well and it is a little long
for an average picture. It may be all right for the
higher class places, but not much for the small
town. Played June 12. Nine reels.—James A.
Banks, Lyric theatre, Saratoga, Wyo.—Small town
patronage.

RED DICE : Rod LaRoeque—85 per cent. Well

'

pleased audience and good drawing card. Played
November 5.—M. G. Lee, Lee theatre, Eufaula,
Ala.—Small town patronage.

THE PRINCE OF PILSEN: Special cast^80
per cent. A very amusing picture. A take-off
or joiners, or lodgers, as Hans Wagner calls them.
Played November 4. Seven reels.—George Ben-
son, Community theatre, Winneota, Minn.—Small
town patronage.

WELCOME STRANGER: Special cast—78 per
cent. Some said good, others not so good.
Brought plenty of laughs. Played November 7.

Eight reels.—J. S. Landry, Columbia theatre, Mor-
ganza. La.—Small town patronage.

HOLD YOUR BREATH: Dorothy Devore—60
per cent. Old but good. As good as the aver-
age Lloyd, and this one is on the type of “Safety
Last,” which was above average Lloyd. Photog-
raphy fine and print okay. Played November 13.

Six reels.—O. A. Fosse, Community theatre,

Ridgeway, la.—Small town patronage.

United Artists

THE BLACK PIRATE: Douglas Fairbanks

—

100 per cent. Why not? It’s got everything.

—

W. Sonneman, Palace theatre, Fayetteville, Ark.
—General patronage.

THE BLACK PIRATE: Douglas Fairbanks

—

90 per cent. A wonderful production. Gives you
prestige to run pictures of this character. Also
made money with bad weather and a high school

lyceum course as opposition. Admission 20 and
35 cents, and it’s worth the money. Played No-
vember 17-18. Eleven reels.—E. M. Biddle, Strand
theatre, Paoli, Ind.—Small town patronage.

THE BLACK PIRATE: Douglas Fairbanks—56

per cent. Fine production. Poor drawing card.

High rental. 20-40 cents admission. Played No-
vember 8.—M. G. Lee, Lee theatre, Eufaula, Ala.

—Small town patronage.

THE BLACK PIRATE: Douglas Fairbanks-
75 per cent. A wonderful picture. The best

Doug has ever made. Book it and play it ; you
will never be sorry. Eleven reels.—Ed. A.
Keene, Oxford theatre, Oxford, O.—General pat-

ronage.

THE BLACK PIRATE: Douglas Fairbanks

—

70 per cent. Great kid picture. Adults not in-

terested. Beautiful colored photography and what
was done was well done except where the hero
swims ashore and finds a horse conveniently await-

ing him on a deserted spot. They all wanted to

know where the horse came from. Played Sep-
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tember 19. Nine reels.—W. C. Quimby, Strand

theatre. Ft. Wayne, Ind.—General patronage.

THE BLACK PIRATE: Douglas Fairbanks

—

93 per cent. A real money maker. United Art-

ists sold me their product right and have been

mighty nice to deal with.—Roy Culley, Pastime
theatre, Medicine Lodge, Kan.—Small town pat-

ronage.

SPARROWS: Mary Pickford—95 per cent.

While this picture is depressing and gruesome in

spots, the artistry of Mary Pickford makes it

very good entertainment. The children are very

good, especially Billy Butts and Mary Louise, the

baby. Played November 7-8. Nine reels.—George

Benson, Community theatre, Winneota, Minn.—

-

Small town patronage.

SPARROWS: Mary Pickford—31 per cent.

About the worst special that has ever been pro-

duced. Who picks her vehicles? If they imagine

seeing people wade around in filth and mud is

entertainment they are mistaken. Lost plenty on

this one. Played September 26.—W. C. Quimby,

Strand theatre. Ft. Wayne, Ind.—General patron-

age.
>

SPARROWS: Mary Pickford—60 per cent. The
picture is well made and directed. Not so good in

entertainment value as “Little Annie Rooney/' It

did not draw an average Friday and Saturday

business, consequently it lost money for me. In

fact, “Annie Rooney” is the only Pickford pic-

ture that made me money. “Sparrows” is a

good picture and Mary’s work is wonderful, but

this type does not appeal to the majority. Played

October 29-30.—S. H. Rich, Rich theatre, Mont-

pelier, Idaho.—General patronage.

THE SON OF THE SHEIK: Rudolph Valen-
tino—80 per cent. A very good picture and
everyone pleased. Played November 3. Seven
reels.—M. W. Hughes. Colonial theatre, Astoria,

111.—General patronage.

THE SON OF THE SHEIK: Rudolph Valen-
tino—60 per cent. The best of this star we
have ever ran, and drew the best and seemed to

please. Lots of action, some comedy, and boy,

how he loves. Some came the second night to

see it over. It made some money, even after

paying big rental. Played November 6-26. Seven
reels.—R. C. Buxton, Strand theatre, Ransom,
Kan.—General patronage.

THE SON OF THE SHEIK: Rudolph Valen-

tino—50 per cent. Very good picture, but lost

money on it. U. A. are not the producers for the

smaller towns and cities. I lost heavily on every

U. A. picture I ever played. Played November
5-6. Seven reels.—H. J. Harris, Sunshine theatre,

Hillsboro, Ind.—General patronage.

THE SON OF THE SHEIK: Rudolph Valen-
tino—83 per cent. Did better than average busi-

ness on account of publicity due Valentino’s death.

Not as good as "The Sheik” but a very wonder-
ful production notwithstanding. Played October
29. Seven reels.—Bruce M. Sweet, Opera House,
Fillmore, N. Y.—Small town patronage.

SALLY OF THE SAWDUST: Special cast-
30 per cent. Excellent picture that failed to
draw. Dempster and Fields not well known here
and certainly are not well liked. Played No-
vember 5-6. Ten reels.—S. G. Ihde, Photoplay
theatre, Ashland, Kans.—Small town patronage.

SALLY OF THE SAWDUST: Carol Dempster—30 per cent. A dandy circus picture. But a
box office flop. Stars not known here, therefore
the rotten business. If you like taking chances
on making or losing a few dollars, try this one.
Played October 4-5. Nine reels.—George Khattar,
Khattar’s theatre, Sydney, N. S. Canada.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

SALLY OF THE SAWDUST: Carol Dempster—13 per cent. Ten reels of flappity flaps. Played
late but should have waited 100 years later. Played
November 9-10. Ten reels.—Carl Veseth, Palace
theatre, Malta, Mont.—General patronage.

WILD JUSTICE: Peter the Great—75 per
cent. Good. If your patrons like dog pictures,

this will go over great. Played October 13-14.

Six reels.—P. C. Schram, New theatre, Kala-
mazoo, Mich.—General patronage.

WILD JUSTICE: Peter the Great—80 per
cent. This is another good dog picture. Pleased
all who saw it. There is some good acting in
this one. Played October 27-28. Seven reels.

—

W. L. Rockwell, Odeon theatre. Cottonwood Falls,
Kan.—General patronage.

ONE EXCITING NIGHT: Special cast—60 per
cent. I guess this is an old one, but it is there
with the action and lots of Negro comedy, and
boy the mystery! It keeps them all guessing ’till

the last scene. I nan it as a Saturday matinee.

also same night and boosted it more. Played
November 5. Eleven reels.—R. C. Buxton, Strand
theatre, Ransom, Kan.—General patronage.

ONE EXCITING NIGHT: Special cast—85 per

cent. This one pleased all who saw it. Played it

against Colleen Moore in “We Moderns” at the

other theatre. Held up good two nights. This

one will please if you can get them in. Played
November 3-4. Eleven reels.—W. L. Rockwell,

Odeon theatre, Cottonwood Falls, Kan.—General

patronage.

THE ONLY WAY : Special cast—60 per cent.

Cannot say much for this one. Just a picture.

Star not known here. Only way to get them out

here is to buy pictures with stars that they know.
Played October 13-14. Seven reels.—W. L. Rock-

well, Odeon theatre, Cottonwood Falls, Kan.—

-

General patronage.

STELLA DALLAS: Belle Bennett—93 per cent.

I got the surprise of my life on this one. I

bought it for prestige and made real money on
it. Stanley Chambers, manager of several first

run houses in Wichita, ran an ad personally

recommending this when he nan it, and I copied

his ad when I ran it, and believe me it helped.

—Roy Culley, Pastime theatre, Medicine Lodge,

Kan.—Small town patronage.

THE EAGLE: Rudolph Valentino—75 per cent.

Played this to very good business but almost regret

it. However, business is business and am going
to play “The Four Horsemen” and “The Son of

the Sheik” this month. Played August 31. Seven
reels.—Otto E. Panknen, Strand theatre, Marengo,
la.—Small town patronage.

PARTNERS AGAIN : Special cast—80 per cent.

Title not a drawing card, but if you can get

them out it will please them. Played October
19-20. Seven reels.—W. L. Rockwell, Odeon thea-

tre, Cottonwood Falls, Kan.—General patronage.

DON Q: Douglas Fairbanks—25 per cent. Good
Fairbanks picture but somehow, when they come
up and see Doug advertised, they turn up their

noses and walk away and tell the next fellow
they meet the show is no good tonight. Played
November 11-12. Eleven reels.—Otto E. Panknen,
Strand theatre, Marengo, la.—Small town patron-
age.

TESS OF THE STORM COUNTRY: Mary
Pickford—70 per cent. This is one of Mary’s
best and drew and pleased better than any of her
costume pictures. These are the kind of pictures

that made her a star. Don’t see why she don’t
make more of them. Pleased everyone who came
and made some money over expenses. Played
October 26. Eight reels.—R. C. Buxton, Strand
theatre, Ransom, Kan.—General patronage.

Universal

THE MIDNIGHT SUN: Laura LaPlante—100
per cent. An extra fine production. Buy it right

and get behind it. Played November 11. Nine
reels.—E. A. Armistead, Lyric theatre, Easley, S.

C.—General patronage.

THE MIDNIGHT SUN: Laura LaPlante—60
per cent. Opened to 50 per cent usual receipts

with a picture supposed to be a special and sold

at a special price. It’s a good picture that will

please the majority. Nothing big or new, but it

is well produced. Not a good drawing card for

small towns. Ten reels.—B. C. Brown, Temple
theatre, Viroqua, Wis.—General patronage.

THE MIDNIGHT SUN: Laura LaPlante—70
per cent. Lavishly done. Excellent acting. Draw-
ing power good. Business average on this type.

Played November 3.—M. R. Blair, Regent theatre.

Cedar Falls, la.—College patronage.

THE MIDNIGHT SUN: Laura LaPlante—75
per cent. A pretentious production that sags a
little in spots. About two reels too long. Fine
settings and costumes. Was liked by most of our
patrons. Heavy rain on second night. Played
November 13-15. Nine reels.—Henry W. Gauding,
Lincoln theatre, Pittsburgh, Pa.—General patron-
age.

THE RUNAWAY EXPRESS: Jack Daugherty
—68 per cent. A dandy railroad story. Has con-

siderable comedy. Played November 14. Six reels.

-—G. F. Rediske, Star theatre, Pt. Townsend, Wash.
—General patronage.

THE RUNAWAY EXPRESS: Jack Daugherty
—50 per cent. Very good melodrama. Used it

on Saturday and it satisfied, but business is sure
off out here. Played November 6. Seven reels.—

-

Otto E. Panknen, Strand theatre, Marengo, la.

—

Small town patronage.

THE RUNAWAY EXPRESS: Jack Daugherty
—60 per cent. About as good a railroad drama

as the house has ever had. Has everything that
goes to make this kind of a picture a success.
More suspense than in a dozen ordinary pictures.
Characters are pleasing and all parts well done.
Scenery and running of the long train make
beautiful shots.—Ben L. Morris, Temple theatre,
Bellaire, O.—General patronage.

THE RUNAWAY EXPRESS: Jack Daugherty—60 per cent. Good action, railroad drama. Okay
for action ; good and clean. Played October 25.

—

M. R. Blair, Regent theatre. Cedar Falls, la.

—

College patronage.

THE RUNAWAY EXPRESS: Jack Daugherty—80 per cent. Plenty of action in this one and
some good shots. Fair weather. Played October
13-14. Seven reels.—Henry W. Gauding, Lincoln
theatre, Pittsburgh, Pa.—General patronage.

THE FLAMING FRONTIER: Hoot Gibson—40
per cent. Even the magic words. Hoot Gibson,
didn’t get ’em. While it is a great picture of its

kind, and should have cleaned up, even the Sat-
urday night kids turned it down. I won’t say
you can't make a bunch of money on it. I sim-
ply say, my patrons didn’t seem to care for it

after the first nighters gave their verdict. Played
November 21-22-23. Nine reels.—Dr. F. M.
Childs. Cozy theatre, Villisca, la.—General pat-
ronage.

THE FLAMING FRONTIER: Hoot Gibson—90
per cent. A real picture enjoyed by all. Played
November 1.—Roy Hammons, Hardburly theatre,
Hardburly, Ky.—General patronage.

THE FLAMING FRONTIER: Hoot Gibson-
35 per cent. Way overrated.—Walter G. Fairman,
Thurmania theatre, Columbus, Ohio.—General pat-
ronage.

THE FLAMING FRONTIER: Hoot Gibson-
60 per cent. This picture is very good and is
taken from history. However, there isn’t much
drawing power for a small town. Pleased about
80 per cent. Played November 4. Nine reels.

—

Harold Seaton, LeCante theatre, Sevierville, Tenn.—General patronage.

ROLLING HOME: Reginald Denny—60 per-
cent. A very entertaining picture, some better
than the usual Denny releases. Universal is mak-
ing good pictures now. I have been paying extra
rental for Denny but have no increase in business
at the box office, and do not advance admission
either. Played November 9. Seven reels.—Perry
G. Walker, Amusement theatre, Statesboro, Ga.—
General patronage.

ROLLING HOME: Reginald Denny—40 per-
cent. Good Denny comedy. Will satisfy. Played
October- 30. Seven reels.—Otto E. Panknen, Strand
theatre, Marengo, la.—Small town patronage.

THE OLD SOAK: Jean Hersholt—40 per cent.
Fair program picture. Will get by and that’s all.

Played November 13. Eight reels.—Otto E. Pank-
nen, Strand theatre, Marengo, la.—Small town
patronage.

THE OLD SOAK: Jean Hersholt—50 per cent.
I am making this report on one of the new forms
sent out by the “Herald,” but this does not give
the picture a square deal, as my patrons and my-
self all thought it was a dandy picture. The
weather was threatening, hence the small crowd.
It’s a dandy picture. Played November 1-2. Seven
reels.—C. S. Watson, Electric theatre, Caldwell,
Kan.—General patronage.

THE STILL ALARM : Special cast—50 per
cent. Bad weather. Played November 20. Seven
reels.—V. E. Chamberlain, Chamberlain theatre,
Elkhorn, Nebr.—General patronage.

THE STILL ALARM: Special cast—70 per
cent. Not to be compared with “The Third
Alarm,” yet a very good picture. Gave excellent
satisfaction to the few who came to see it. Act-
ing of William Russell and Helene Chadwick fine.

Can’t say much for Edna Marion. Cast has no
drawing power at the box office. My patrons tired
of Universal pictures. Played November 16. Seven
reels.—Bruce M. Sweet, Strand theatre, Belfast,
N. Y.

WHAT HAPPENED TO JONES: Reginald
Denny—80 per cent. If your people like good
clean comedy, book this picture and don’t worry
about results. I paid too much for all of my
Denny pictures, but they please my patrons and,
after all, that is half the battle. Played Novem-
ber 6. Seven reels.-—R. H. Ries, Calhan theatre,

C’alhan, Colo.—General patronage.

WHAT HAPPENED TO JONES: Reginald
Denny—90 per cent. This was real entertainment
from beginning to end. We ran a Buster Brown
comedy with this and it made a real show. They
all went out pleased. Very small crowds, account
rain and roads muddy. No fault of the picture.

Played October 23. Seven reels.—R. J. Cook,
Barnard theatre, Barnard, Mo.—Small town pat-
ronage.

WHAT HAPPENED TO JONES: Reginald
Denny—45 per cent. This is a good comedy. In
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fact, just as good as anyone could want. We
have used all Denny pictures and can say that
they please one time after another with us.

Played November 13. Seven reels.—Wm. Martin,
Patriot theatre. Patriot, Ind.—Small town pat-

ronage.

WHAT HAPPENED TO JONES: Reginald
Denny—70 per cent. This is the funniest one of

this star’s pictures so far. It is fun from start

to finish and it is clean fun, fit for the whole
family. Many patrons came to me and com-
mented on' the picture favorably. Played Septem-
ber 11. Seven reels.—C. Van Leuven, Molson
theatre, Molson, Wash.—Small town patronage.

COMBAT: House Peters—30 per cent. This is

a very good picture and sorry we had such a
small house due to cold. The few who saw it

said it was the best Wednesday picture we have
had in a long time. Fire and storm fine. Fight
in the rain very exciting. A Universal-Jewel that

is a Jewel. If you have not played this, buy it.

Print in good condition. Played November 10.

Seven reels.—J. S. Landry, Columbia theatre,

Morganza, La.—Small town patronage.

COMBAT: House Peters—-55 per cent. Pleased

a small audience. Forest fire helped save a
mediocre attraction. Played November 6. Seven
reels.—A. T. Fleming, Seneca theatre, Blakely,

Ga.—Small town patronage.

THE COHENS AND KELLYS: Special cast-
80 per cent. The best Irish and Jew picture I

ever ran. Just right. Buy it and boost it. It

will make you money and please. Played Septem-
ber 14. Eight reels.—M. W. Hughes. Colonial

theatre, Astoria, 111.—General patronage.

THE COHENS AND KELLYS: Special cast-
100 per cent. Seven reels.—V. E. Chamberlain,

Chamberlain theatre, Elkhorn, Nebr.—General pat-

ronage.

THE COHENS AND KELLYS: Special cast—
80 per cent. This registered 100 per cent with an
80 per cent crowd. The picture is positively a
knockout. Sour weather held back the attendance.

Played November 10.-—H. E. Partrick, Palace thea-

tre, North Rose, N. Y.—General patronage.

SKINNER’S DRESS SUIT: Reginald Denny-
50 per cent. A very good production, but not as

funny as people were expecting. Played Novem-
ber 3. Seven reels.—M. W. Hughes, Colonial thea-

tre, Astoria, 111.—General patronage.

SKINNER’S DRESS SUIT: Reginald Denny-
100 per cent. An absolute knockout. Registered

as so many features try to do. Funny through-
out without being the least bit silly. Pleased

and drew 100 per cent. Played November 17.

Seven reels.—H. E. Partrick, Palace theatre. North
Rose, N. Y.—General patronage.

CHIP OF THE FLYING U: Hoot Gibson—100
per cent. This picture is not as good as was ex-

pected, not as good as some of Hoot’s. Like him
better in a real western. Played November 6.

Seven reels.—Horace Emmick, O. K. theatre,

Lewisport, Ky.—General patronage.

CHIP OF THE FLYING U: Hoot Gibson—90
per cent. Come on. Hoot, and give us more like

it. Played September 28.—Roy Hammons, Hard-
burly theatre, Hardburly, Ky.—General patronage.

CHIP OF THE FLYING U: Hoot Gibson—50
per cent. Hoot Gibson always draws better than
usual business here and I’ve never seen him in

a better vehicle suited to bring out his talents

as "Chip of the Flying U.” Played November 11.

Seven reels.—L. R. Warner, Triangle theatre,

Hoxie, Ark.—Small town patronage.

HIS PEOPLE: Rudolph Sehildkraut—60 per
cent. Here is a wonderful picture. Had read
quite a lot of good comments on this before show-
ing it, but only put it on one night. It is a pic-

ture which should be shown two nights in any
town, as the word of mouth advertising should
bring a good second night’s business. It made a
small profit. Played November 23-26. Seven reels.

—R. C. Buxton, Strand theatre. Ransom, Kan.

—

General patronage.

HIS PEOPLE: Rudolph Sehildkraut—20 per
cent. Fine picture with an excellent cast. Did a
complete flop here, due to a basket ball game for
opposition. Played November 19. Nine reels.—E.

M. Biddle, Strand theatre, Paoli, Ind.—Small town
patronage.

THE SADDLE HAWK: Hoot Gibson—60 per
cent. This drew the first fair sized crowd since
we opened after our summer shutdown and seemed
to please the crowd very well indeed. Played
November 13. Six reels.—C. E. Hopkins, The
Hopkins theatre. Cotter, Ark.—Small town patron-
age.

THE SADDLE HAWK: Hoot Gibson—75 per
cent. Pretty good Western, Lots of action in
last three reels. Hoot a scream in overalls. Did
fine business on Saturday with this one. Book it.

Clark Strickland, Lyric theatre, Anniston, Ala.

—

General patronage.
WHERE WAS I: Reginald Denny—45 per cent.

Fair picture, but Denny does not draw. Hardly as
good as some of his other pictures. Played Octo-
ber 25-26.—iS. H. Rich, Rich theatre, Montpelier,
Idaho.—General patronage.

WHERE WAS I? : Reginald Denny—60 per cent.
Another fast moving farce comedy with lots of
laughs. Very, very good. Played November 8.

Seven reels.—E. M. Biddle, Strand theatre, Paoli,
Ind.—Small town patronage.

THE BORDER SHERIFF: Jack Hoxie—40 per
cent. The best Saturday night business we have
had in a year. Seemed to please the crowd and
pull a second show, "Wait a Bit,” Century, a bed
time story, and “Felix Uses His Head,” were
snappy comedies. Played November 6. Five reels.

—Dr. F. M. Childs, Cozy theatre, Villisca, Iowa.

—

General patronage.

THE BORDER SHERIFF: Jack Hoxie—90 per
per cent. Good Western. Films in good condi-
tion. We use 2 reel comedy with all Universal
features. Saturday night. Played November 30.

Five reels.—W. A. Hillhouse, Lyric theatre, Glasco,
Kan.—General patronage.

UNDER WESTERN SKIES: Norman Kerry-
48 per cent. Kerry in a Hoot Gibson role. Lots
of bucking, bull dogging and other parlor games
in this. Played November 12-13.—Roy W. Adams,
Pastime theatre. Mason, Mich.—General patron-
age.

UNDER WESTERN SKIES: Norman Kerry-
80 per cent. This picture contains part of the
Pendleton Roundup and drew well on that ac-
count. It gave very good satisfaction to those
who saw it. Personally, I think Kerry was not
the right star for this picture, but he did very well
with it. Would recommend it for any small town.
Played September 25. Seven reels.—C. Van Leu-
ven, Molson theatre, Molson, Wash.—Small town
patronage.

THE WHOLE TOWN’S TALKING: Special

cast—Can’t give this a percentage rating, as I

ran it with a Lyceum program as a filler. It’s

a good Lively farce comedy and Horton does well
with a role that suits him. Six reels.—Roy W.
Adams, Pastime theatre. Mason, Mich.—General
patronage.

A RIDIN’ RASCAL: Art Acord—65 per cent.

Not so good. Wonder horse and dog advertised in

press book. Wonder horse didn’t sparkle and dog
never showed up at all. Not so good. Played No-
vember 9. Five reels.—Henry W. Gauding, Lin-
coln theatre, Pittsburgh, Pa.—General patronage.

WILD HORSE STAMPEDE: Jack Hoxie-^75
per cent. Dog and horse helped maintain inter-

est in this one. Quite frequently the press books
advertise a wonder horse and dog, and then the

wonder horse and dog don’t do a darn thing, and
sometimes there’s not even a dog. Played Octo-
ber 29. Five reels.—Henry W. Gauding, Lincoln
theatre, Pittsburgh, Pa.—General patronage.

POKER FACES: Laura LaPlante—70 per cent.

Very good comedy. You can’t go wrong on it.

Boost it. Played September 29-30. Seven reels.

—

M. R. Blair, Regent theatre. Cedar Falls, la.

—

College patronage.

THE HOME MAKER: Special cast—70 per cent.

This picture did not draw, but no fault of pic-

ture. Personally thought it had a fine lesson in

it. Played October 30. Eight reels.—Horace Em-
mick, O. K. theatre, Lewisport, Ky.—General pat-

ronage.

WINE: Special cast—20 per cent. Another
Complete Service Universal flop at the box office.

Print in poor shape. Played October 25.—A. D.
Stanchfield, Rae theatre, Ann Arbor, Mich.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

THE TERROR: Art Acord—63 per cent. A
good program Western. Played November 13.

Five reels.—E. A. Armistead, Lyric theatre,

Easley, S. C.—General patronage.

THE ESCAPE: Pete Morrison—55 per cent. A
fair Western. Five reels.—P. C. Schram, New
theatre, Kalamazoo, Mich.—General patronage.

THE ARIZONA SWEEPSTAKES: Hoot Gibson
—100 per cent. This picture holds my house rec-

ord. Although it was not any better than some
others, it drew better and pleased nearly all who
saw it. Hoot is very popular here and all of

his pictures draw well. Played August 21. Six
reels.—C. Van Leuven, Molson theatre, Molson,
Wash.—Small town patronage.

THE TEXAS STREAK: Hoot Gibson—80 per
cent. Did not like this so well as some of the
other preceding Gibsons, but it seemed to please.

A story of a cowboy movie star mistaken for the
real thing and makes good. Has lots of comedy.
—Ben L. Morris, Temple theatre, Bellaire, O.

—

General patronage.

TAKE IT FROM ME: Reginald Denny—50 per
cent. No better than the average and not worth
the extra cost. Not as good a cast as "Skinner’s
Dress Suit” or "Oh Doctor!" Played November
9-10-11. Seven reels.—B. C. Brown, Temple the-

atre, Viroqua, Wis.—General patronage.
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TRIPLE ACTION: Pete Morrison—70 per cent.
First time to run this star, so did a smaller busi-
ness than I do with stars that are already intro-
duced. A good story and Pete Morrison possesses
a very pleasing personality. Pleased my audience
and should do better with him next time. Played
November 13. Five reels.—L. R. Warner, Triangle
theatre, Hoxie, Ark.—Small town patronage.

FIFTH AVENUE: Special cast—20 per cent.
Above the average program picture. Played No-
vember 1-2-3. Six reels.—Clark & Edwards, Pal-
ace theatre, Ashland, O.—General patronage.

LORAINNE OF THE LIONS: Patsy Ruth Mil-
ler—50 per cent. Failed to please the few who
came out to see this one. Universal pictures have
no pull at box office for me. This one an im-
probable story of the jungle. Women patrons do
not seem to care for this type of story. Seven
reels.—Bruce W. Sweet, Opera House, Fillmore,
N. Y.—Small town patronage.

OUTSIDE THE LAW : Special cast—50 per
cent. What’s the sense of Universal reissuing
these old timers? It’s hard to fool the public this
day and age, and my patrons knew this to be an
old one, so consequently played to empty seats.
Acting of the entire cast great. Story of San
Francisco underworld. Would not advise you to
contract for this production. Better buy some-
thing new and up-to-date. Played October 20.
Eight reels.—Bruce M. Sweet, Strand theatre, Bel-
fast, N. Y.—Small town patronage.

SIX SHOOTIN’ ROMANCE: Jack Hoxie—40
per cent. A very good Western. Played Novem-
ber 12. Five reels.—E. Biddle, Strand theatre,
Paoli, Ind.—Small town patronage.

RUSTLER’S RANCH: Art Acord—70 per cent.

A very good Western. Acord is good. My people
like him. Saturday night. Played November 13.

Five reels.—W. A. Hillhouse, Lyric theatre, Glasco,
Kans.—General patronage.

THE BEAUTIFUL CHEAT: Laura LaPlante—
50 per cent. This wasn’t such a bad picture, but
did not draw here. Pleased fairly well those who
saw it. Better for a larger place. Played August
28. Seven reels.—C. Van Leuven, Molson theatre,

Molson, Wash.—Small town patronage.

THE STORM BREAKER: House Peters—40 per
cent. Not much to this one. Star tries hard, but
had weak plot. Advise exhibitors to pay for it

and leave it in can. Played November 8. Six
reels.—Bruce W. Sweet, Opera House, Fillmore,

N. Y.—Small town patronage.

FLYING HOOFS: Jack Hoxie—35 per cent.

Just a fair average Western picture. Played No-
vember 11. Five reels.—C. E. Hopkins, The Hop-
kins theatre, Cotter, Ark.—Small town patronage.

BROADWAY OR BUST: Hoot Gibson—60 per
cent. Just another one of comedy and action by
a Western star and a very good picture, but a lit-

tle old, as are all of Universal’s that I have been
able to get. Played June 13. Six reels.—James
A. Banks, Lyric theatre, Saratoga, Wyo.—Small
town patronage.

A WOMAN’S FAITH: Virginia Valli—14 per
cent. As you see from the percentage, we had no
crowd. It was used on a night on which we do
not show regularly, and we did not take in the
film rental. It is a splendid picture and deserves
a good audience. Played November 10. Seven
reels.—C. E. Hopkins, The Hopkins theatre. Cot-
ter, Ark.—Small town patronage.

THE TEASER: Laura LaPlante—70 per cent.

Played May 15. Seven reels.—V. E. Chamberlin,
Chamberlin theatre, Elkhorn, Nebr.—General pat-

ronage.

THE CALGARY STAMPEDE: Hoot Gibson—75
per cent. This sure is a dandy. It has every-
thing in it that a lover of Westerns will like.

Played November 13. Six reels.—Walter C.

Schultz, Kenesaw Opera House, Kenesaw, Nebr.

—

General patronage.

STELLA MARIS: Mary Philbin—60 per cent.

This was a good picture and good acting by
Miss Philbin, but not the kind of picture the peo-
ple want. Played November 4.—W. S. William-
son, Royal theatre, Hoisington, Kan.—General pat-

ronage.

THE GOOSE WOMAN: Special cast—85 per
cent. One of the best of the year. It brought
me a good business at raised admission. Every
house in the United States ought to run this pic-

ture. Played November 1-2.—S. H. Rich, Rich
theatre, Montpelier, Idaho.—General patronage.

THE PHANTOM BULLET: Hoot Gibson—65
per cent. Good lively action picture. Did average
business for the season. Played October 29-30.

—

Roy W. Adams, Pastime theatre. Mason, Mich.

—

General patronage.

BUSTIN’ THROUGH: Jack Hoxie—70 per cent.

Played this Hoxie on an Amateur Night and it

pleased all. Played October 6-7. Five reels.

—

George Khattar, Khattar’s theatre, Sydney, N. S.,

Canada.—-Neighborhood patronage.
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Warner Bros.
BELOW THE LINE: Rin Tin Tin—100 per

cent. Dog pictures always go over big for us,

and this was a good one. Give us more of them.
Played September 29-30.—W. S. Williamson, Royal
theatre, Hoisington, Kan.—'General patronage.

BELOW THE LINE : Rin Tin Tin—80 per cent.

Mighty fine picture that seemed to please about
80 per cent. Played November 6. Seven reels.

—

R. J. Cook, Barnard theatre, Barnard, Mo.

—

Small town patronage.

THE LIMITED MAIL: Monte Blue—75 per
cent. Very good. Pleased my patrons and title

drew them in. Played October 19-20. Seven reels.

—P. C. Schram, Orpheum theatre, Kalamazoo,
Mich.—General patronage.

THE LIMITED MAIL: Monte Blue—40 per
cent. Monte Blue always draws them in ; pleased
them all. Tone O. K. Draw mixed class. Town
of 5,000. Lots of comedy and action. Played
September 16.—Orris F. Collins, Capitol and Ma-
jestic theatre, Paragould, Ark.—General patronage.

CLASH OF THE WOLVES: Rin Tin Tin—75
per cent. As usual, these please and (Jraw the
usual amount of business. Played this to 75 per
cent gross on Saturday night business. Played
November 13. Seven reels.—B. C. Brown, Temple
theatre, Viroqua, Wis.—General patronage.

CLASH OF THE WOLVES: Rin Tin Tin—40
per cent. While this played to a small crowd, it

was the weather and not the picture to blame.
Considered one of his best by those who braved
the cold to see the greatest of all dog actors.

Played November 19-20. Seven reels.—M. A. Man-
ning, Opera House, Baldwin, Wis.—Small town
patronage.

HOGAN’S ALLEY : Monte Blue—60 per cent.

Stormy weather. Seven reel®.—V. E. Chamber-
lin, Chamberlin theatre, Elkhorn, Nebr.—General
patronage.

HOGAN’S ALLEY : Monte Blue—80 per cent.

Consider this the kind of picture the general pub-
lic want. Plenty of action and comedy. Played
October 25-26.—W. S. Williamson, Royal theatre,

Hoisington, Kan.—General patronage.

THE SEA BEAST: John Barrymore—95 per
cent. A good picture, but not worth the price
they ask for it. Will please. Played September
27-28.—W. S. Williamson, Royal theatre, Hoising-
ton, Kan.—General patronage.

THREE WEEKS IN PARIS: Matt Moore—50
per cent. Just another picture to fill in. With
a few more like this and we will close our doors.
Played October 18-19. Six reels.—W. L. Rockwell,
Odeon theatre. Cottonwood Falls, Kan.—General
patronage.

SATAN IN SABLES: Special cast—70 per cent,

A good picture with a poor title. Played Novem-
ber 2-3. Seven reels.—George Benson, Community
theatre, Winneota, Minn.—Small town patronage.

THE CAVE MAN : Marie Prevost—65 per cent.

Great picture. Believe this pleased nearly 100 per
cent. Different than the usual run of stories.

Played November 16-17. Seven reels.—P. C.
Schram, Orpheum theatre, Kalamazoo, Mieh.-
General patronage.

THE HONEYMOON EXPRESS: Irene Rich—85
per cent. A dandy flapper picture of present day
action of the upper class. Worth playing if your
people will stand for that class. Played Novem-
ber 17. Seven reels.—N. M. Emmons, Eagle the-
atre, Eagle River, Wis.—Small town patronage.

WHY GIRLS GO BACK HOME: Patsy Ruth
Miller—45 per cent. Played this for local Camp
Fire Girls and it only pleased 50 per cent. Do
not promise much on this. Played November 15.

Five reels.—M. A. Manning, Opera House, Baldwin,
Wis.—Small town patronage.

ACROSS THE PACIFIC: Monte Blue—50 per
cent. Good picture, deserving of better patronage.
With one scene cut out it would be a good picture
to recommend strongly to schools for the his-

torical information it contains. It should have
special appeal to those that remember the Spanish
and American War. Played November 4-5. Eight
rules.—L. R. Warner, Triangle theatre, Hoxie,
Ark.—Small town patronage.

HIS JAZZ BRIDE: Matt Moore—80 per cent.
This is the kind of pictures my patrons want.
Would have gone over 100 per cent if they would
have starred anyone else but Matt Moore. Don’t
like Matt Moore. Played November 10-11.—W. S.

Williamson, Royal theatre, Hoisington, Kan.

—

General patronage.

THE MAN UPSTAIRS: Monte Blue—50 per
cent. Picture good, but this star does not draw
here. He may be good some places, but is a flop

at our box office. We advertised heavily, too.

Played November 8. Seven reels.—W. L. Rock-
well, Odeon theatre. Cottonwood Falls, Kan.

—

General patronage.

BRIDE OF THE STORM: Dolores Costello—65
per cent. Fairly good picture. Star is very ap-

pealing and will come to the front faster if given
proper stories to work with. Played November
2-3. Six reels.—P. C. Schram, Orpheum theatre,

Kalamazoo, Mich.—General patronage.

THE GOLDEN COCOON: Helene Chadwick—60
per cent. Picture just fair. Ended better than
first part of picture, which was draggy. Cannot
say much for it, only just a show. Played Novem-
ber 1. Seven reels.—W. L. Rockwell, Odeon the-

atre, Cottonwood Falls, Kan.—General patronage.

THE NIGHT CRY: Rin Tin Tin—80 per cent.

The best Rin Tin Tin ever did. Get it and give
your patrons a treat. Played October 2.—Seven
reels.—M. W. Hughes, Colonial theatre, Astoria,
111.—General patronage.

HERO OF THE BIG SNOWS: Rin Tin Tin-
70 per cent. On a par with the rest of features
made starring this dog. Played October 31-No-
vember 1. Five reels.—P. C. Schram, Orpheum
theatre, Kalamazoo, Mich.—General patronage.

Serials

THE WINKING IDOL: (Universal) Special

cast—A whale of a serial that is creating big
comments and going over like a house afire. One
of the best serials Universal has made since

“Perils of the Wild.” Two reels.—George Khat-
tar, Khattar’s theatre, Sydney, N. S., Canada.—

-

Neighborhood patronage.

THE SCARLET STREAK: (Universal) Jack
Daugherty—A fairly good serial all through.
Seemed to please and kept them coming back to

the final fade-out. Two reels.—George Khattar,
Khattar’s theatre, Sydney, N. S., Canada.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

THE BAR C MYSTERY: (Pathe) Only an
ordinary serial, with hardly any excitement or
a story which holds the interest, on account of
the mystery being so evident. Ten chap. Two
reels each.—Horn and Morgan, Star theatre, Hay
Springs, Neb.—Small town patronage.

CASEY OF THE COAST GUARD: (Pathe)
Special cast—This has been a very good serial,

holding the interest well up to and including the
eighth chapter. Ten chap. Two reels each.—Horn
& Morgan, Star theatre, Hay Springs, Neb.—

-

Small town patronage.

Short Features
EDUCATIONAL

AIR TIGHT: Bobby Vernon—Plenty of laughs

and fun in this to please any hardboiled movie
fan. Two reels.—George Khattar, Khattar’s the-

atre, Sydney, N. S., Can.—Neighborhood patron-

age.

BLUE BOY : Very satisfactory and a work of

art. Created much comment and went over in

fine style. Two reels.—S. E. Tyas, Liberty the-

atre, Awherstburg, Ont., Can.—General patronage.

BLUE BOY : A wonderful subject, but my peo-

ple do not appreciate things of this sort. Two
reels.—Wesley Mansfield, Mills theatre, Tama,
Iowa.—General patronage.

BRIGHT LIGHTS: Bobby Vernon—Good. Had
many laughs and everyone enjoyed it.—Russell
Armentrout, K. P. theatre, Pittsfield, 111.—Gen-
eral patronage.

DYNAMITE DOGGIE: A1 St. John—As funny
a comedy as I have ever run. Kept the audience
in an uproar. Two reels.—H. E. Patrick, Palace
theatre. North Rose, N. Y.—General patronage.

EDUCATIONAL COMEDIES: All seem to be
good. One and two reels.—Otto E. Kanknen,
Strand theatre, Marengo, la.—Small town patron-

age.

EMPTY HEADS: A very good comedy for a
Cameo one reeler. One of the best Cameos I’ve

played so far. The negro in this one supplies

most of the laughs. One reel.—J. E. Gillen-

waters, Rialto theatre, Knoxville, Tenn.—General
patronage.

FAIR WARNING: Walter Hiers—A comedy
that brought out the laughs and gave a good ac-
count of how a comedy should please. We adver-
tise Hiers comedies big on our week end program.
Two reels.—George Khattar, Khattar’s theatre,
Sydney, N. S., Can.—Neighborhood patronage.

FELIX THE CAT: Felix the Cat—Felix car-
toons draw the kiddies if you put them over right,

and most of the grownups like them, too. One
reel.—J. E. Gillenwaters, Rialto theatre, Knox-
ville, Tenn.—General patronage.

THE FIRE BRIGADE: Cliff Bowes—This is a
fair Cameo. The small town fire department put-
ting out a fire gets the laughs. One reel.—J. E.
Gillenwaters, Rialto theatre, Knoxville, Tenn.

—

General patronage.

FOLD UP: Lay off of this one. If you have
it, pay for it and tell ’em to keep it in the can
at the exchange. One reel.—J. E. Gillenwaters,

Rialto theatre, Knoxville, Tenn.—General patron-
age.

FRESH FACES: Walter Hiers—A laugh getter

that pleased all. Hiers is rated high at our theatre

and we all like him. Two reels.—George Khat-
tar, Khattar’s theatre, Sydney, N. S., Can.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

KID SPEED: Larry Semon—An extremely good
comedy with real laughs. A little old but reis-

sued and print good out of Louisville. Two reels.

—J. E. Gillenwaters, Rialto theatre, Knoxville,

Tenn.—General patronage.

KINOGRAMS: These are very good. One reel.

—M. A. Manning, Opera House, Baldwin, Wis.

—

Small town patronage.

KINOGRAMS: Usually very good.—Clark &
Edwards, Palace theatre, Ashland, O.—General
patronage.

LOVEMANIA: A1 St. John—Very good. Edu-
cational always are. Two reels.—G. B. Orne,
Opera House, Plainfield ; K. of P. Hall, Marshfield ;

Willey Memorial Hall, Cabot, Vt.—General pat-

ronage.

LOW TIDE : Louis Moran—Don’t be afraid of

Mermaid comedies. I have my first bad Mermaid
comedy to see. “Low Tide” is very good. Two
reels.—J. E. Gillenwaters, Rialto theatre, Knox-
ville, Tenn.—General patronage.

THE MOVIES: Lloyd Hamilton—Fairly good.

Two reels.—J. E. Gooding, Palace theatre. Grand
Ledge, Mich.—General patronage.

MY SWEEDIE: Neal Burns—-A nice comedy
and Burns is a likeable chap and our patrons sure

do like his stuff. Two reels.—George Khattar,

Khattar’s theatre, Sydney, N. S., Can.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

NOTHING MATTERS: Lloyd Hamilton—

A

laugh getter and then some. Hamilton’s name
means business to us. Two reels.—George Khat-
tar, Khattar’s theatre, Sydney, N. S., Can.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

RAISIN’ CAIN : This one is teri-ible. Not a
patch on “Our Gang.” Hope the succeeding ones

are better. Two reels.—S. E. Tyas, Liberty the-

atre, Awhertsburg, Ont., Can.—General patronage.

RED PEPPER: A1 St. John—Funny, funnier

and funniest, that’s how they liked it. Plenty of

laughs and roars. Two reels.—-George Khattar,

Khattar’s theatre, Sydney, N. S., Can.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

SAVAGE LOVE: Jimmie Adams—Just a com-
edy. Two reels.—H. E. Partriek, Palace theatre.

North Rose, N. Y.—General patronage.

SEA LEGS: Bobby Vernon—Laugh and the

world laughs with you, weep and you weep alone.

Play this, then you’ll all feel happy. Two reels.

—George Khattar, Khattar’s theatre, Sydney, N.
S., Can.—Neighborhood patronage.

SHORE SHY : Billy Dooley—A laugh mixer
that will do anyone good. Two reels.—George
Khattar, Khattar’s theatre, Sydney, N. S., Can.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

SHORT CHANGE: Walter Hiers—The bunk.
—Russell Armentrout, K. P. theatre, Pittsfield,

111.—General paronage.

TENDERFEET: Walter Hiers—Good. All of

Walter’s comedies make a hit here and send them
home laughing. Two reels.—George Khattar,

Khattar’s theatre, Sydney, N. S., Can.—Neigh-

boring patronage.

THREE CHEERS: The Juvenile comedies as a
whole are good. This was one of the best. Two
reels.—J. E. Gillenwaters, Rialto theatre, Knox-
ville, Tenn.—General patronage.

THE VISION: Romance production in Techni-

color. Previewed this for the high school and
expected some response at the box office, but did

not have a single extra jingle. Truly a fine short

subject, but one that is not everywhere appre-

ciated. Two reels.—O. A. Fosse, Community the-

atre, Ridgeway, la.—Small town patronage.

THE VISION : Beautiful, beyond words to de-

scribe. Two reels.—Clark & Edwards, Palace the-

atre, Ashland, O.—General patronage.

WHO HIT ME? A1 St. John—Judging by the

laughs, this pleased as much as any comedy ever

played here. Two reels.—M. A. Manning, Opera
House, Baldwin, Wis.—Small town patronage.

WIRELESS LIZZIE: Walter Hiers—Good, as

all the Hiers comedies are. Two reels.—George
Khattar, Khattar’s theatre, Sydney, N. S., Can.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

FILM BOOKING OFFICES

ADORABLE DORA: A poor comedy in every

way. Pulled off after first show, as my patrons
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like to laugh, not kill time in a horrible manner
like this. Two reels.—Clark Strickland, Lyric
theatre, Anniston, Ala.—General patronage.

ALICE CARTOONS: These are all good and
something different from the other cartoons. One
reel.—E. L. Hunter, Majestic theatre, Allen, Okla.

—General patronage.

ALL TIRED OUT : Not much comedy in this

one. Two reels.—E. L. Hunter, Majestic theatre,

Allen, Okla.—General patronage.

FIGHTING HEARTS: Alberta Vaughn—These
are all good. Have run them all, from "Telephone
Girl” on down and don’t expect to miss any of

them. They are the best short service I have been
able to get in 12 years in the business. I think

I will have to enter my Hupp 6 in that race Pa
Jenkins is talking about and christen it “Alberta.”
If I do, I know Fishy Phil and the others will

have to take the dust, for anything named Alberta
ought to win. I have room in my lobby for that

photo, Alberta. Two reels.-—R. C. Buxton. Strand
theatre. Ransom, Kan.—General patronage.

THE PACEMAKERS: Alberta Vaughn—Be
sure and run these comedies if you haven’t, as

they are knockouts. Two reels.—E. L. Hunter,
Majestic theatre, Allen, Okla.—General patronage.

THE PACEMAKERS: Alberta Vaughn—We
have used them all and every one okay. Two
reels.—Walter C. Schultz, Kenesaw Opera House,
Kenesaw, Nebr.—General patronage.

A PEACEFUL RIOT: Slim Summerville—

A

good comedy that drew a goodly number of laughs.

Two reels.—G. B. Orne, Opera House, Plainfield,

K. of P. Hall, Marshfield; Willey Memorial Hall.

Cabot, Vt.—General patronage.

FOX
ALL ABOARD : Not much to this : Two reels.

—E. L. Hunter, Majestic theatre, Allen, Okla.—

-

General patronage.

A CLOUDY ROMANCE: A real comedy that
brought many laughs. Two reels.—E. L. Hunter,
Majestic theatre, Allen, Okla.—General patronage.

A CLOUDY ROMANCE: Good comedy. Two
reels.—Walter C. Schultz, Kenesaw Opera House,
Kenesaw, Nebr.-—General patronage.

EAST SIDE, WEST SIDE: Very good. Two
reels.—Walter C. Schultz, Kenesaw Opera House,
Kenesaw, Nebr.—General patronage.

EIGHT CYLINDER BULL: Very good and kept
the people laughing. Who could help laughing at

a face like that? Two reels.—A. C. Digney, Peer-
les theatre, Hartney, Manitoba, Can.—General
patronage.

FROM THE CABBY’S SEAT: A dandy good
comedy. Two reels.—Walter C. Schultz, Kenesaw
Opera House, Kenesaw, Nebr.—General patronage.

HIS OWN LAWYER: Helen and Warren

—

Good comedy. Two reels.—E. L. Hunter, Majestic
theatre, Allen, Okla.—General patronage.

LOVE AND LIONS: A very spooky comedy.
Two reels.—E. L. Hunter, Majestic theatre, Aleen,
Okla.—General patronage.

MOVING DAY: Helen and Warren—Very funny
comedy. Two reels.—E. L. Hunter, Majestic the-

atre, Allen, Okla.—General patronage.

ON THE GO: No good. Two reels.—E. L.

Hunter, Majestic theatre. Allen, Okla.—General
patronage.

A PARISIAN NIGHT: Very good. Two reels.

—Walter C. Schultz, Kenesaw Opera House, Kene-
saw, Nebr.—General patronage.

THE PEACE MAKERS: Dandy comedy. Two
reels.-—Walter C. Schulz, Kenesaw Opera House,
Kenesaw, Nebr.—General patronage.

THE PEACE MAKER: Very good. Two reels.

—E. L. Hunter, Majestic theatre, Allen, Okla.

—

General patronage.

POLAR BARON: Dandy comedy. Two reels.

—Walter C. Schultz, Kenesaw Opera House, Kene-
saw, Nebr.—General patronage.

SIX CYLINDER BULL: An extra good com-
edy. Two reels.—Walter C. Schultz, Kenesaw
Opera House, Kenesaw, Nebr.—General patronage.

STRONG FOR LOVE: Good. Two reels.—

-

Walter C. Schultz, Kenesaw Opera House, Kene-
saw, Nebr.—General patronage.

SWEET MARIE: Good. Two reels.—Walter
C. Schultz, Kenesaw Opera House, Kenesaw, Nebr.
—General patronage.

SWEET MARIE : Good. Two reels.—E. L.

Hunter, Majestic theatre, Allen, Okla.—General
patronage.

TOO MANY RELATIONS: Nice comedy. Two
reels.—E. L. Hunter, Majestic theatre, Allen,
Okla.—General patronage.

TWO LIPS IN HOLLAND: Very good. Two
reels.-—Walter C. Schultz, Kenesaw Opera House,
Kenesaw, Nebr.—General patronage.

PATHE
BETWEEN MEALS: Hal Roach—This was a

real good one. One reel.—E. M. Biddle, Strand
theatre, Paoli, Ind.—Small town patronage.

COLD TURKEY : Here is another comedy as

good as they are made. Sunshine Hart does fine

work, as do all the others. Two reels.—S. E. Tyas,
Liberty theatre, Awherstburg, Ont., Can.—Gen-
eral patronage.

DOG DAY : Our Gang—The usual praise. Good
and then some. Two reels.—George Khattar, Khat-
tar's theatre, Sydney, N. S., Can.—General pat-

ronage.

FLAMING FLAPPERS: Real good. Two reels.

—J. E. Gooding, Palace theatre. Grand Ledge,
Mich.—General patronage.

A FLIVVER VACATION: Eddie Gordon—These
Century comedies are much better this year and
this is a good one. Two reels.—Wm. Martin,
Patriot theatre, Patriot, Ind.—Small town patron-
age.

HIS WOODEN WEDDING: Charlie Chase-
Very good.—S. E. Tyas, Liberty theatre, Awherst-
burg, Ont., Can.—General patronage.

LONG PANTS: Just ordinary, but a few good
laughs. Two reels.—S. E. Tyas, Liberty theatre,

Awherstburg, Ont., Can.—General patronage.

MADAME SANS JANE: Okay for comedy.
Two reels.—G. F. Rediske, Star theatre, Pt. Town-
send, Wash.—General patronage.

MOONLIGHT AND NOSES: Clyde Cook—This
is a topnotcher and Clyde is there. The house
rocked. Two reels.—S. E. Tyas, Liberty theatre,

Awherstburg, Ont., Can.—General patronage.

THE ONLY SON: 970 feet of film almost
wasted.—O. A. Fosse, Community theatre, Ridge-
way, la.—Small town patronage.

OUR GANG COMEDIES: These comedies can
generally be relied upon. Two reels.—Otto E.
Panknen, Strand theatre, Marengo, la.—Small
town patronage.

PATHE COMEDIES: Pathe comedies are as
good as are made. They will draw better than
any comedy there is. Two reels.—Ed. A. Keene,
Oxford theatre, Oxford, O.—General patronage.

PATHE NEWS: Pathe News is the best. There
is none better.—Ed. A. Keene, Oxford theatre,

Oxford, O.—General patronage.

PATHE NEWS: Seems okay, although some
say others are better. One reel.—Otto E. Pank-
nen, Strand theatre, Marengo, la.—Small town
patronage.

RING UP THE CURTAIN: Harold Lloyd—
This is a reissue but is good. In fact, I think
Lloyd was better then than he is now when it

comes to getting laughs. One reel.—W. L. Rock-
well, Odeon theatre. Cottonwood Falls, Kan.

—

General patronage.

SATURDAY MORNING: Our Gang—A mighty
good comedy. This comedy helped put a program
across when Gloria Swanson in “Stage Struck”
flopped. Two reels.—Walter C. Schultz, Kenesaw
Opera House, Kenesaw, Nebr.—General patronage.

SHOULD LANDLORDS LIVE: Good little com-
edy, but not worth what Pathe asks for them.
Two reels.—E. L. Hunter, Majestic theatre, Allen,

Okla.—General patronage.

SNEEZING BREEZES: A good two reel com-
edy.—G. F. Rediske, Star theatre, Pt. Townsend,
Wash.—General patronage.

THUNDERING FLEAS: Gang—Watch your
audience scratch when you run this. It’s a good
comedy, but you’ll have a lot more fun watching
patrons scratch. Two reels.—Cragin & Pike, Ma-
jestic theatre, Las Vegas, Nev.—General patron-

age.

A TOL’ABLE ROMEO: A reissue, but quite

good. One reel.—E. M. Biddle, Strand theatre,

Paoli, Ind.—Small town patronage.

TOPICS OF THE DAY: Have used it every

week for five weeks. It is indispensable. Three-
fourths reel.—Otto E. Panknen, Strand theatre,

Marengo, la.—Small town patronage.

THE WINDOW DUMMY: Just another com-
edy, very poor. Two reels.—S. E. Tyas, Liberty

theatre, Awherstburg, Ont., Can.—General pat-

ronage.

UNIVERSAL
AL’S TROUBLES: A1 Alt—A very good com-

edy. Best Century in some time. Two reels.

—

E. M. Biddle, Strand theatre, Paoli, Ind.—Small
town patronage.

BEWARE OF YOUR RELATIONS: Some truth

to this, only such things seldom happen, and I

call it pretty good. Two reels.—W. A. Hillhouse,

Lyric heatre, Glasco, Kans.—General patronage.

BUSTER’S BUST UP: Buster Browns are all

good ; that is, what we have showed, and this one
is extra good. Two reels.—W. A. Hillhouse, Lyric

theatre, Glasco, Kans.—General Patronage.

BUSTER’S HEARTBEATS: Arthur Trimble—
A very good comedy. Two reels.—Walter C.

Schultz, Kenesaw Opera House, Kenesaw, Nebr.

—

General patronage.

BUSTER’S MIXUP: Arthur Trimble—Good
stuff. Two reels.—Walter C. Schultz, Kenesaw
Opera House, Kenesaw. Nebr.—General patronage.

CAPTAIN SUDS: Just fair. Pleased the kids

on Saturday night. Two reels.—W. A. Hillhouse,
Lyric theatre, Glasco, Kans.—General patronage.

THE COLLEGIANS: Cannot be beat for col-

lege stories in short reels. Two reels.—Ed. A.
Keene, Oxford theatre, Oxford, O.—General pat-

ronage.

CROWNING THE COUNT: Very foolish, still

some people laughed. I guess that's what a com-
edy is for. Two reels.—W. A. Hillhouse, Lyric
theatre, Glasco, Kans.—General patronage.

THE EMERGENCY MAN: Edmund Cobb—

A

two reel Western that pleased.—E. M. Biddle,

Strand theatre, Paoli, Ind.—Small town patron-
age.

FRESH PAINT: Neely Edwards—Satisfactory
comedy. One reel.—E. M. Biddle, Strand theatre,

Paoli, Ind.—Small town patronage.

HER LUCKY LEAP: A very good one. Two
reels.—W. A. Hillhouse, Lyric theatre, Glasco,

Kans.—General patronage.

THE HONEYMOON SQUABBLE: Edna Marian
—This brought plenty of laughs. Two reels.

—

E. M. Biddle, Strand theatre, Paoli, Ind.—Small
town patronage.

THE HONEYMOON SQUABBLE: Better than
average comedy. Two reels.—C. E. Hopkins, The
Hopkins theatre. Cotter, Ark.—General patronage.

HOT DOG: Just an ordinary comedy. One reel.

—C. E. Hopkins, The Hopkins theatre, Cotter,

Ark.—Small town patronage.

NEWLYWED NEIGHBORS: Snookums—Believe
this is the best comedy being offered on the mar-
ket today. I have never been able to figure where
the short stuff means a nickel at the box office, but

a picture like this sure tickles the crowd after

you get them in. The direction of the baby is

simply marvelous.—Ben L. Morris, Temple theatre,

Bellaire, O.—General patronage.

OH, BUSTER: Buster Brown—Book it; it’s

good. Two reels.—W. A. Hillhouse, Lyric theatre,

Glasco, Kans.—General patronage.

THE SCANDAL HUNTERS: Not bad; it could

be worse. Two reels.—W. A. Hillhouse ; Lyric

theatre, Glasco, Kans.—General patronage.

SIX SHOOTIN’ ROMANCE: Jack Hoxie—38
per cent. Just a Western, but when you think

the populace is tired of ’em they come back for

more. Played November 2. Five reels.—Roy W.
Adams, Pastime theatre. Mason, Mich.—General

patronage.

STEPPING SOME: Baby Peggy—A dandy
comedy that went over well, especially with the

kids. Two reels.—C. E. Hopkins, The Hopkins
theatre. Cotter, Ark.—General patronage.

THE TIN BRONCO: Edmund Cobb—Average
short Western. Two reels.—E. M. Biddle, Strand
theatre, Paoli, Ind.—Small town patronage.

THE WHIRLWIND DRIVER: Curley Witzel

—Good Mustang Western. Lots of comedy and
thrills. Good cast. Two reels.—Clark Strickland,

Lyric theatre, Anniston, Ala.—General patronage.

Vilma Banky, center, was a guest of

C. C. Wallace, United Artists branch
manager, when she visited Chicago
last week. (Herald photo.)
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CHICAGO PERSONALITIES
By D. H. J-

C HICAGO’S first view of “The Better ’Ole” which was accom-
panied by the Vitaphone prologue December 2 at the Woods
theatre proved the more successful of the two Vitaphone shows

so far produced.

Edwin Silvermann, branch manager of Warner Brothers, delicately

supervised the opening, undertaking the responsibility of entertaining,

satisfying and welcoming the thousands of first nighters, and otherwise
proving himself a showman and gentleman.

tures, left Friday for New York where
they had breakfast Sunday morning with

C. C. Pyle, Frank Zambreno and “Red”
Grange. Mr. Zambreno was in New York
for a week.

^ H« *

L. A. Bernstein, of the Capitol theatre,

Springfield, was in Chicago last week, add-

ing to the numerous visitors of Bill Swee-
ney at the exhibitors’ executive headquar-

ters.
^

Esther Rosecan, who has been represent-

ing Pathe in Europe, will return to Chicago

for a visit with her family in January.

Her brother, Edward Rosecan, has recent-

ly been made general manager of the John-
son Theatres circuit which is a booking
chain of 18 theatres.

'T'HE house is of a capacity suitable to

big crowds and is peculiarly accommo-
dating to a motion picture because no seat

is at such an angle
to the screen that

the view is dis-

torted. It is a

consequence that

the house does not
seat the great
number that Mc-
Vickers theatre

does.

But the show
itself

;
detailed ac-

counts of the pic-

ture and prologue
appear in other
parts of the Her-
ald but an im-
portant detail that

justifies possible duplication is that the
show is well worth price of admission.

“The Better ’Ole’’ was never this enter-

tainment on the stage. That statement is

backed up by stage reviews written by
well aocepted theatrical writers. “The
Better ’Ole” has been made into an Amer-
ican version of the doings of an English-
man

;
its fun is twice as funny as before.

The Vitaphone needs no added praise,
perhaps, but added praise is coming to it

nevertheless while newspaper people and
theatre goers are attending its early
showings.

* * *

Well, Mae Tinee ended her contest for
a King and a Queen all of a sudden. She
fooled us all. But we’re not going to fool
anybody about this Chicago contest. It

ends December 18 just before dinner. We
have no idea what time dinner will be
that day. The contest closes during our
shopping week; so we may not have any
dinner that day. A week later the “King”
will be announced and he ought to be a
proud guy.

So fill out the blank' on this page and
give it to your exchangemen. If you
wish you may mail it to this office.

* * *

Neil Agnezu, branch manager of Famous
Players-Lasky, announces a number of
changes in the Chicago personnel. Bill

Hamm, head booker, has been promoted to
special booking representative for the Cen-
tral division. The job has been recently
created and Mr. Hamm is peculiarly fitted

for its responsibilities.

“Bill” Washburn who has served as well
as he has long on the sales staff left Mon-
day for a place on the Milwaukee branch.

I cast one ballot for.

Exchange,

as the handsomest film salesman in Cook i

County.

(Name) I

(Address) !

(Theatre) (Film Exchange)
j

__ _ „ I

His move resulted in changes at Chicago.

/. O. Kent, of Detroit’s Metro staff, came
to the Chicago Paramount office, taking
Harry Neil’s place on the West Side. Neil

went to Washburn’s North Side territory.

William Danzinger has come to Chicago
to make this his headquarters as sales rep-

resentative for the Harold Lloyd Corpora-
tion. He has formerly been in Canada.
Hamm’s promotion results in Gene Smith

becoming head booker here. George Canty
has been added to the booking department.

Hi ^

Stan Brown, of the Strand, Merrill, Tow-
er and Modjeska theatres in Milwaukee,
was in Chicago visiting H. J. Young, of 845
South Wabash, both of whom agreed Na-
tional Screen Service puts out fine trailers.

* * *

Sid Schuster, E. W. Johnson, Marc Koe-
nig, Sam Gorelick, Jack Sampson’s boys at

F. B. O. and good ones canvassed the ter-

ritory last week looking for an exhibitor

who has not signed up for Fred Thomson.
They’ll try it again probably.

Hi * *

Jerry and Marie Abrams, of Gotham Pic-

Hi H« *

A. L. Burks returned to Chicago on the

“Century” December 1 to join Clyde Eck-
hardfs office in arranging showings for

the Eucharistic Congress film.

Ha * *

J. E. Willis, one of Chicago’s expert

trailer men, continues at his home and sends

us word he will be “out of the show” until

the first of the year according to his phy-

sicians’ advice.
* * *

Samuel Goldwyn and Mrs. Goldwyn were
visitors in Chicago one hour and 40 min-

utes last week. Their objective was New
York where “Sam” will take part in con-

ferences with Cresson Smith and other

United Artists sales chiefs.

* * *

Harry Bernstein’s scheduled visit to Chi-

cago week before last, being postponed,

Charles Lundgren, Chicago Red Seal man-
ager, expected him in the latter part of the

week.
Hj *

The Park theatre in Evanston closed last

week for an indefinite period.

Now in Production!

“SUNSHINE of PARADISE ALLEY”

With an out-

standing typical

CHADWICK
CAST

of distinction

Directed by

James Young

one of the greatest plays of

Denman Thompson

author of “The Old Homestead,” a title

that is known to millions

GQ UNSHINE OF PARADISE ALLEY”

^ is a romance of a happy waif

in an unhappy world—a joyous

hoodlum in a joyous picture!

For Illinois
For Indiana

GREIVER PRODUCTIONS Ftliyj

0^1 CATTTU 11 f A T> A C!U A17t7XTTTC INDIANA.
831 SOUTH WABASH AVENUE

CHICAGO, ILL.

INDIANA
218WimmerBuilding

INDIANAPOLIS
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THEATRE BETTERMENT
AWeekly Extension of jBetterFJheaires’

Tract Bought for

2d Roxy Theatre;

5 Million Project
(Special to the Herald)

NEW YORK, Dec. 7.—The second
Roxy theatre will be constructed on a
site just acquired on Lexington avenue
between 58th and 59th streets, Herbert
Lubin announced last week. The struc-
ture will cost $5,000,000 and seat 3,500.

S. L. Rothafel will have charge. The
tract was obtained by Frederick Brown
and immediately acquired by Lubin.
This Lexington avenue project marks

the beginning of another leading amuse-
ment center in New York, in a district

filled with homes of society leaders.
Intimacy and home atmosphere will

be the motif of the interior planned by
Walter W. Ahlsdhlager, Chicago archi-
tect. The heating, ventilating and cool-
ing systems will be patterned after those
in the $10,000,000 parent house which is

expected to open in February. The
Lexington Avenue theatre is to be ready
by December, 1927.

(Full details in next Better Theatres
Section, December 25.)

Honor Founder of
Theatre Chain by
Renaming Houses

The memory of the late Senator John
P. Harris, founder and organizer of the
Harris Amusement Company of Pitt-

sburgh, Pa., is being perpetuated by the
renaming of the theatres in the chain
owned and controlled by that company.
One after another, all of the theatres in

the chain are being renamed and will be
known as the Harris theatre in each city.

It is a fitting tribute to a life devoted to

public service—not only in public office but
also in that broader field, providing diver-
sion for the masses of the people.

The late Senator Harris was born and
reared in Pittsburgh, but the first theatu
under his personal management and own-
ership was located in McKeesport, Pa.,

where his name now blazes forth in bril-

liant electric lights over the J. P. Harris
theatre. His activities extended not only
to many branches of show business but
also into channels of civic movement
which made him a factor throughout Penn-
sylvania. He became a figure in the up-
per house of the state legislature and his

voice and influence were always at the

command of his friends and neighbors in

anything pertaining to the welfare of the

commonwealth. While his loss is irrepa-

rable, still his spirit, like that of old John
Brown, may be said to “go marching on”
for he has left a heritage which those of

his own flesh and blood prize above
riches.

The renaming of the theatres in his

memory may therefore be considered an

epoch in the history of the theatre and
a testimony to his worth and to the fel-

lowship he enjoyed among the people that

awaits a hearty response throughout west-
ern Pennsylvania.
The Harris Amusement Company owns

and controls theatres in Pittsburgh, Cin-
cinnati, Detroit, Wilmington, Del.

;
Youngs-

town, Ohio, and a number of western
Pennsylvania cities, such as McKeesport,
Washington, Butler, Donora, Tarentum.
Their connections are said to circle the
nation on account of their alliance with
one of the leading vaudeville circuits as

well as their allied motion picture inter-

ests.

Four Theatre Projects
Announced in Iowa Call
For $3,500,000 Outlay

(Special to the Herald)

CEDAR RAPIDS, IA„ Dec. 7.—Con-
tracts are to be awarded soon for two
$1,000,000 theatre and store building proj-

ects for Cedar Rapids. A million dollar

theatre and hotel structure is planned for
Dubuque and a $500,000 theatre and office

building at Waterloo.
George L. Fisher of Omaha has pre-

pared plans for one of the Cedar Rapids
projects for Calvan Bard of Indianapolis,

the theatre to be leased to the Loew circuit.

It will be three stories and the theatre will

seat 1,900. The other local structure, of
four stories, is being projected by the W.
F. Naibert Realty Company with plans by
Peacock and Frank of Milwaukee. It is

reported that the Orpheum circuit will

operate this house.
The Waterloo Orpheum Company is ex-

pected to take bids soon for a four-story
building with a 2,200-seat theatre, plans
having been prepared by John S. Bartley
of St. Louis. The Rosenthal Theatre Cor-
poration, headed by Jake Rosenthal, is

behind the Dubuque project, which calls

for a theatre seating 1,200.

NewFirmOrganized
to Erect Playhouse

Organization of the Dearborn and Tenth
Realty Company, capitalized at $200,000, to

finance the building of the new Rivoli the-

atre at Dearborn and Tenth streets, Indi-

anapolis, has been perfected. Mac R. Mar-
golis, formerly assistant manager of the

First National Pictures Indianapolis ex-

change; D. E. Brewer of the bond depart-

ment of the State Savings and Trust Com-
pany and C. Milton Kelly, treasurer of the
City Trust Company, are the incorporat-

ors. The capital stock is divided into $70,-

000 common, $110,000 first preferred and
$20,000 second preferred capital stock.

The theatre is expected to be completed
by next March. It will be of the Adam
period of architecture, which is an entirely

new type of theatre construction in Indi-

anapolis. The theatre will have a seating

capacity of 1,500 and will be equipped with
a $20,000 pipe organ. The stage will be

of sufficient size to permit vaudeville. The
theatre has been leased to Robert L. Hud-
son, a Richmond theatre man. Clearing the

site has been completed and the excava-
tion will be ready for the foundation short-

ly. The building also will contain four
storerooms and a similar number of office

suites. The structure will be of brick,

steel, concrete and terra cotta.

Steamer s Smoke-Stack
to House Film Machines

“When is a smoke-stack more than a
smoke-stack?” is answered by the an-
nouncement that the after stack of the

S. S. Malolo, one of the largest and fast-

est high-powered passenger steamers
ever built in the United States, will con-
tain a completely equipped built-in motion
picture booth. The stack will also con-
tain, for the storage of reels, a steel vault

with a capacity of 100,000 feet of film.

This unique arrangement will provide
the vessel’s passengers with an open-air
motion picture theatre on the navigating
bridge deck to be enjoyed during the

balmy tropic nights on the San Francis-
co-Honolulu run, where the Malolo,
when put in service next spring, will cut

the round trip time by four days. The
screen upon which the pictures will be
thrown will be erected upon the main-
mast, over 90 feet from the booth.

In addition to the open-air theatre,

there will be another indoors which can
be used in any weather. The full equip-
ment for both theatres will be supplied

by the Philadelphia Theatre Equipment
Company, of Philadelphia. Each booth
will have a projector of the latest model
with an incandescent lamp of 900 watts,

operating on 230 volts and 30 amperes.
The screens will be aluminum surfaced
for sensitive reproduction.

The Malolo is now under construction

at Cramp’s Shipyard, Philadelphia. She
will carry 600 passengers, all first class,

and will have a displacement of 22,000

tons, a length of 582 feet, and a beam of

83 feet. Her sustained sea-speed will be
over 22 knots, or in excess of 25 miles an
hour.

The general contract has been awarded
for the construction of a theatre at Bloom-
ington, Ind., for M. D. Wells of that city.

The theatre will seat 800 and will have one
story and basement. It will be of brick

veneer, hollow tile construction and will

have a modern pipe organ.
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A Dramatic Comedy of

New York’s East Side
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Kenneth McDonald Max Davidson

You’ll Laugh Till You Cry—
You’ll Cry Till You Laugh—
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Joyous Picture

Personally Directed By
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Dissatisfied With His Profits!

What has become of the drug store that

sold nothing but drugs?

What will become of the exhibitor who
thinks the people want to see nothing

but features?

Henry Ford while selling more cars than

any automobile manufacturer in the

country added a tractor to increase his

business.

Even if you have the best patronized the-

atre in your city, and are playing the

best features, it will pay you to increase

the drawing power of your show. The one
best way is with the best two reel comedies

you can buy—the Hal Roach.

Try a Charley Chase comedy on your
screen. It will make any show you put on

—

better. That means bigger profits.

F. RICHARD JONES, Supervising Director

“In the front rank of comedians . . .

Exhibits a fine change of pace and keeps
the laughs coming."—Film Daily.

“The Chase comedy was excruciatingly
funny and went over like a house afire.”

—

Review of Metropolitan Theatre show, At-
lanta

“Chase comedies uniformly good, many
of them corkers.”—M. P. World.

Pathecomedy
TRADE f MARK

This Ad Is for the Exhibitor Who Is
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